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atnngftss innal Jtcnrd.
SIXTY-FIFTH CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.
SATURDAY,

which, with the accompanying papers·, was ordered to lie on tlle
table..

Sep-tembe1• 21, 1918..

~·

The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J'. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
;following prayer:
Almighty God, we have been following the path that has taught
us the com-se of the pursuit of the ideal. But Thou art leading
us on, sometimes amid the shadows and with anxious hearts,
and yet with hearts aglow with fervor and passion for the truth
and in anticipation of the final victory~ We would rather walk
in the dark with God than walk alone in the light So do Thou
give us those spii·itual qualities that will ever inspire us to
follow the gleam until the light of the victory which shrul make
free a world shall break in upon us by Thy grace. We ask for
Christ's sake.. Amen.
The Secretary proceeded to read the Journal of the proceedlngs of Thursday last, when~ on request of Mr. SMOOT and by
unanimous consent. the further reading was dispensed with and
:the Journal was approved.
Mr~ Sl\IOOT. Mr. President. I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will call the roll.
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators answered to thei1· names :
Rrandeg~e

Caldcr
C hamberlain
Culberson
Cummins
Curtis
Dillingham
Drew

Fletcher
Guion
Jones, N. Mex.
Jones, Wash.
Kellogg
Kendrick
Lo~~e

MC1'4ary

Martin, Va.NelSO-n
New
Nugent
Pomerene
Shafroth
Sheppard
Smith, Md.

Smoot
Sterling
Thomas
T r ammell
Vardaman
Warren
Wil.tley

. The VICE PRESIDENT. Thirty-one Senators have answered
to the roll cull. There is not a quorum present. The Secretary
~ll call the roll o.f absentees.
The Secretary called the names of the absent Senators. and
~fr. OwEN, Mr. Porl.'I."DEXTER, Mr. THOMPSON, Mr. TowNSEND, 1\Ir.
UNDERWOOD, and lHr. 'VILLIAMS answered to their names when
£ailed.
. l\11·. POINDEXTER. I should like to ann<mnce that the junior
Senator from NeYada [1\lr. HENDERSON] is necessarily absent on
bu.<dness of the Senate, engaged in a conference.
Mr. Fr:..ANCE, Mr. ASHURST, Mr. 1\fARTIN of Kentucky, Mr.
SHIELDS, l\fr. SMITH of Arizona, Mr. SIMMONS, 1\lr. WALSH, 1\Ir.
BANKHEA.D, l\!r. NORRIS, 1\Ir. KING, and Mr. FALL entered the
.C hamber and answered to their names.
TIJe VIC'E PRESIDENT. Forty-eight Senators have ans-weted to the roll call. There is not a quorum present.
:lUI'. 1\IARTIN of Virginia. I move that the Sergeant at
A.rms be instructed to notify absent Senators that their attendance is needed in the Senate.
The motion was agreed to.
Tlle VICE PRESIDENT. The Sergeant at Arms will carry
put the order of the Senate.
1\Ir. SIDET,DS. I desire to announce that my colleague [Mr.
McKELLAR] is necessarily absent on official business. He telepl1oned he would be here shortly.
. l\h'. Sll\IMONS. I wish to announce that my colleague [lllr.
.0-vu.:uAN] is unavoiUably absent.
Ml'. SHEPPARD. I wish to announce that the Senator from
California [Mr. PII:ELAN], the Senator from Arkansas [l\fr.
RomNso~ }, the Senator from Rhode Island [l\Ir. GERRY], and
the Senator from Nevada [1\fr. PITTliAN] are detained on official
business.
Mr. McKELLAR and l\fr. RANSDELL e-ntered the Chamber and
·nn.<>wered to their names.
· The VICE PRESIDENT. Fifty Senators hav.e answered to
the roll call. There is a quorum present.
]?RODUCTION AND CONSUMPTIO~ OF MINERAL QILS (S. DOC. NO. 280).
The VIOE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate a communieation from the Director of the Bureau of Mines transmittin"' in
.
.
' . .
"''.
response to a resolution of the 11th mstant, certarn information
r elative to the production anu consumption of crude petroleum
and
other mineral oils• in this country
anu the amount reauire<l
o#
_
•
J ,
~or export and the estrmated stocks on hand at the present time,
;LVI--668

THE BUILDING SITU:ATION,

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate a comnmnication from the chairman of the War Industries Board, transmitting, in response to a resolution of the 13th instant, certain information relative to the consh-uction und alteration of IJnblic
or private buildings.
Mr. CALDER. Mr. President, the report from the War Industries Board just submitted to the Senate affects the construction of buildings of every sort in: the country. It is a matter
of very great importance; in fact, I think it is the most farreaching order issued by any department or board of the Government affecting the industries of the Nation since the war
began. It is of. such great impo.rtance that I ask unanimous
cvnsent that it be inserted in the REcoRD ior the information o.f
the Senate.
The VICE PRESIDENTr With.out objectio~ it is so ordered.
Mr. CALDER. Mr. President, in the near future it is my
purpose to discuss this whole Sllbject and its effect upon the
counh-y.
The report referred to is as follows ~
To

th~

honoruble the

wAR. lNl>USTRrES BO.ARD,
W ASHINGTOS.
Pn:ESTDEXT A."'D SE~ATE OF THE UNTTJ!!D STATES,

Waalungum, D. 0.
GENTLEiU.EN ~ On bt:'half o! the War Industries Boo.rd, I beg to comply
with Senate r esolution 304, passed September 13, 191.8, and transmitted
to me the same day.
1. The only ortler promulgated by the War Industries Bmud " relative to, the construction nnd alteration of public or private buildings"
is contained in Circular No. 21, issued September 3, 1918, and supplemented under date of September 10, 1918. Copies of tbe order and the
supplement are attached hereto.
2~ Said onlers were issued under the authority conferred upon the
Wa1· Industries Board and its chairman by the President of the United
States, in a communication to the chairman dated March 4 1918 and
confirmed by Executive order dated May 28, 1918, whe1·e!iv the' Wa.r
Industl'ies Board was createll a separate administrative agency of the
President, with the powers, duties. and functions set forth in the said
commnnicaf!on from the PresideiJt of Ma1·ch 4, 1918. Copies of said
rommunica.tion and of said Executive order are attached hereto
I beg to call particular attenti(}D to the following powers and dutres
~~n~.~~~cally conferred by the President upon the board and its
(a) "The studi{)US conservation of reseurces and facilities by scientific, commercial, and industrial economies."
b. "The dete;rmlnation, wherever nec~sary, o! priorities of production UJ?.d of l}ellvery and .of the proportions of any given article to be
made lll1medmtely accesSlble to the several purchasing agencies when
the supply of that. article is insufficient, either temporarily or permanently."
c. The chairman's duty to guide and assist "in obtaining access to
materials in any way preempted," and "to anticipate the prospective
needs of the several supl'lY d epartments of the Government and their
feasible . adju~tm cnt to the industry of the country as far in advance
a s possible, m order that as d efini t e an outlook and opportunity for
planning as possible m a y be afforded the business m en of the country."
I refer also !:o the act of Congress of August 10, 1917, kn{)wn as the
p.?iority of shipment act.
3. In further response to Sen:1te resolution 304, permit me to add :
In carrying out the duties., with which we were thus charged by the
President, the War Industries Board and its chairman found the following situation to exist with r espect to building and construction
faciliti es and smJplies :
a . Iron and steel arc a n ecess3.1'y part o-f everY. completed building.
They are necessary for plumbing, beating, ventilating, piping hardware, and meehanicul equipment. The direct and iudirect war needs of
this country anrl of our allies for the la s t six months of the current year
already exceed 21,000,000 tons and the country's total output for the
first six months was le&s than 17,000,000. tons. The una-voidable result
is that iron and steel can not be used for nonwar o:r less essential
purposes.
b. The Unit ed States Fuel Administration, findin~ that the production of building materials consumed upward of 30,000,000 tons of fuel
per annum, and that there wa.s a shortage in the fuel n ecessary for our
war program, rurta iled v ery materially the fuel allowE>d for bnilllin"'
materials The ccntinued p.roduction of buildln g materials for nonwManrt less essential projects would now n ecessarily be at the expense of
productions which our war program requires.
c. The Railroad Administration finds that 25 per cent of the total
tonnage moved by the railroa ds is building material. It is absolut ely
essential that the portion of this tonnage which n:presents m a terials not
n~ed. for war or esscntia~ purposes should IJe displaced by tonnage
wb1eb I.S.
.
d . '!'he United States EILployment Sen-ice finds tha t there is an
acute shortage in the labor n~ed for the w!lr. program. . It is a.bsoIutely essential that labor which ~ow m ay be Idle, or whi ch may be
engaged on nonwar or less ess~mtlal w ork. shoultl be employed upon
1 work which will contribute toward winning the war.
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It is therefore evident that the building and construction field !urnishE'S an instance calling imperatively for the exercise by the War
Industries Board of the duty with wh1ch the President charged it, of
conserving the resources and facilities of the country for war J?Urposes
of determining necessary priorities in production and Ln delivery, of
obtaining access to material~ in any way preempted, and of anticipating
prospective wa1· needs.
It is cleat· that there is not enough iron, steel, transportation facill. ties, fuel, and labor to supply the din'ct and indirect war needs of the
country and the nonwar needs also, and that the resources and facilities
used in nonwar and less essential building projects can only be applied
thereto by taking them from the war needs.
'l'he inevitable result of this would be fallure to supply the war
requirements of the country as they are needed. It would mean that
nonwar and le'"s essential needs would be pt·oduced at the sacrifice of
war needs, with the consequent postponement of the day when tne war
will end and when American lives will be freed from th~ hazai'ds of
battle.
. The attached orders were promulgated by the War Industries Board
as a necessary means of avoiding this unhappy result.
These orde1·s were> only issued after the nearly six months' warning
~iv<'n by the resolution of March 21, 1918, which is quoted at length
lD Circular No. 21.
Attention is also called to the fact that before Circular No. 21 was
issued numerous conferences were held between the board and the
manufacturers of the principal building materials. The latter appreciated fully the situation as briefly outlined above and heartily agreed
to cooperate with the bo:trd in carrying into effect the spirit of the
resolution of March 21, 1918, and to that end to enter into the pledge
set forth in Circular No. 21.
The manufacturers, .however, felt that, not having the country's
war program before them, it was impossible for them to determine
what building projects were essential and what were less ~ essential.
They felt that the War Industries Board should determine this question as definitely as possible and should pass upon doubtful cases for
them.
Accordingly the board did determine what were essential projects,
defining them in paragraphs numbered (1) to (5), inclusive, of Circular No. 21, and proj<'cts of this character may proceed as therein explained. Other lmilding P-rojects are not prohibited but may likewise
proceed if the local council of national clefPnse, which is primarily the
body best fitted to judge, finds them in the public interest or essential,
and i.f this finding is approved by the War Industries Board. Building
projects which do not measure up to these standards must be defeJTed
until the war program is f11lfilled. If they are not, the due fulfillment
of the war program will be impossible.
The orders r<>ferred to are very much in the interest of the public,
because thP.y will prevent the publie, including the trade, from planning or undertaking building projects and then, after plans or commitments have been mnde, finding that the war program makes it impossible to secure the materials necessary to complete them.
1\foreover, the trade itself will find that because of the enormous
bousing and other construction work which the Government itself is
undertaking a large part of the trade's facillties will simply be transferrE>d to new lines o building activity.
Finally the operation of the ~elective-service acts will much more
than has' already been the case directly all'ect the amount of labor
available for the building trade and for other industries. Even with
in~reased efficiency and female labor the natural outcome of this condition must be to curtail and reduce the volume of any given business
not eonnected with the war program. A.s far as it is possible to do so,
the less essential industries are being converted to more essential ac.tivities, but there will be a certain percentage of these !ndust_ries which
can not be so converted. Therefore the volume of busmess m the less
essentials will be reduced, and · with this reduction there will come a
corresponding reduction in taxability.
.
It is not only the policy, it is the clear and stmple duty, of the War
Industries Board to see that the war program of the country is met,
and this program must be met now, when its needs are upon us. This
duty must be fulfilled, even if its fulfillment entails industrial loss in
this cou.ntry, as it does human loss abroad.
I have the honor to remain,
BORNARD M. BARUCH,
01wirman Wm· Industt·ies Board.

[P. C. Form 40.]
[War Industries lloard, Priorities DivisiQn.

Circular No. 21.]

NO~WAR CO~STRUCTION.

To all manu(acture1·s, jobbers, distributors, dealers, and consum ers of
building materials:

As far back as Mareh 21, 1918. the following resolution was unanimou.s ly adopted and given wide publicity by the War Industries Boat:d:
•• Whereas it has come to the notice of this board that new industrial
corporations are being organized in different sections of the United
8tates for the erection of in<lustrial plants which can not be utilized in the prosecution of the war ; and
" 1''herPas plans are being considered by certain States, counties, cities,
and towns for the construction of public buildings and other improvements which will not contribute toward winning the war;
and
" WberE>as the carrying forward of these activities will involve the
utilization of labor, materials, and capital urgently required for
war purposes : Now, therefore, be it
"Resoli:cd, by the War Industries Board, that in the pubHc interest
nil new undertakings not essential to and not contributing either directly or indirectly toward winning the war, which involve the utH1za·
tion of labor, material, and capital requil·ed in the production, supply,
or distribution ol dit·ect or indirect war needs will be discouraged, notwltlistandlng they may be of local Importance and of a character which
should in normal tlm~;s meet with every encouragement; and be it
further
"Resolred, That in fairness to those interested therein, notice is
hereby given that this board will withLold from such projeds priority
assistance, without which new construction of the character mentioned
will frequently be found impracticable, and that this notice shall be
given wide publicity, that all parties interested in such undertakings
may be fully apprised of the difficultiPs and delays to which they will
be subjected and embark upon them at their peril."
Since that time the manufacturers of the principal builuing materials, including paving brick, face brick, common briclc. hollow tile,
cement, and lime, have agreed to cooperate with the War Industries
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Board in carrying into effect the spirit ot the foregoing resolution, and
the individual manufacturers have signed and fil<>d with the Prioritieli
Division pledges, Ln writing, substanfui.lly as follows :
"The undersigned hereby pledges itself not to use, nor, so far as lies
within its power, permit to be used, any products of its manufacture
now in, or which may hereafter come into, its possession or control.
save (a) for essential uses as that term has been or may b~ rtefined
or appHed from time to time by the Priorities Division of the War Industries Board, or (b) under permits in wr.iting signed by or under
authority of such Priorities Division ; that it will make no sale or delivery of such J.>roducts to any customer for resale until such custoffier
has filed with It a similar pledge in writing; and that it will us<: its
utmost endeavor to insure that its products shall be distributed solely
for essential uses."
Similar pledges are exacted by manufacturers from their customei:s
wha purchase for resale.
That all interested in the manufacture and sale of building materials,
as well as those interested in building projects of E'very character, may
have a clear definition of or a ready mf'ans of ascertaining the uses to
wlllch such materials may be put, and be advised of building project~
which may be prosecuted during the war with the approval of the War
lndm;tries Board, . this circular is issued.
Structures, roads, or other construction projects falling within the
following classifications ar~ hereby approved, and no permits or licenses
wlll be required therefor :
(1) After having first been cleared and approved by the War Industries Board, those undertaken directly by or under contract wl.th
the War Dl'partment or the Navy Department of the United States or
the United States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation. tha
Bureau of Industrial Housing and Transportation of thl' United States
Department of Labor, or the United States Bou ing Corporation ;
(2) Repairs of or extensions to existing buildings involving in the
ag~egate a cost not exceeding $2,500;
(3) Roadways, buildings, and other structures undertaken by or under
contrart with the United States Railroad .Administration or a railroad
operated by such atlministration;
( 4) Those directly connected with mines producing coal, metals. and
ferro-alloy minerals ; and
(5) Public-highway Improvements and street pavements, when expressly approved In writing by the United States Highways Council.
No building proje::t not falling within one of the foregoing classes
shall be undertaken without a permit i.n writing issued by or under
the authority of the Chief of thl' Nonwar Consti·uctlon Section of the
PrioritiE-s Division of the 'Var Industries Board.
.
Should one contemplating building conceive his proposed project to
be in the public interest or of such essentiality that under existing
conditions it should not be deferred, then he will make a full statement of the facts in writing, undH oath, and present same to the local
representative of the Council of National Defense, applyi.ug to such
representative for his approval of the proposed construction. Should
such local representative approve the construction project. he will
promptly transmit the application, stating clearly and fully bis reason
for approving same, to the chairman of the State council of defen~~ for
his consideration . If approved by the latter, he will transmit it to
the Chief of the Nonwar Construction Section of the Priorities Di>ision
of the War Industries Board, Washington, D. C., for conl'i<Jeration, if.
need be further investigation, and final decision. Should the application be finally approve! by the Priorities Division. a construction
permit will issuE> which will constitute a warrant to manufacturer:; and
dealers who have taken the pledges of cooperation above meutioned to
sell and deliver building materials required in the construction of the
licensed building project.
While it is not the policy of the Government to unnecessarily intE-r~
fere with any legitinlate business, industry, or construction project, It
must be borne in mind that there is an imperative and constantly mcreasing demand for labor, material, and capital for the production and
distribution of direct and indirect war needs. to satisfy which much
nonwar construction must be deferred. A full realization of this fact
by all loyal and patriotic citizens, including State and municipal authorities, is all that is required to postpone such construction activities as
interfere with the war program. 'l'he State and local 1;epresPntatives
of the Council of National Defense are with confidence rlependl.'ll upon
to fully acquaint the whole people of these Unlt<.>d States with the
pressing nee<! for the most rigid economy, measured not only in terms
of dollars but in terms of labor, materials, and trau~portation Re;.·vice.
The construction projects which must now be deferred may be undertal<f'n when we shall have won the war and will then furnish employ..
ment to the returning arti an now on the battle front as well as thoso
who will th~n be releaaed by strictly war industries.
Yours, very truly,
EDWIN' ll. P .iRKER.
Prio1·ities Commissie ·K~I·.
Approved.
BmNAnD M. BASucn.
Chairman lfa1· Inc1lstrie• l{oard..
'VASHINGTON, D. a., Septembers, 1918.
SUPPLEMENTARY CinCUL.AR OF SEPTEMBER 10, 1918.
Circular No. 21 issued by the Priorities Division of the War Indttstries
Board under date of September 3, 1918, dealing with nonwar construction, applies only to projected buildings and not to those already
begun. Where a substantial portion of a bullding has already been
constructed, manufacturers and distributors of and dealers Ln building
materials may continue to furnish such materials for the completion
of such buildings pending further action by the War Industries lloard.
The local representatives Gf the Council of National Defense are re·
quested to make surveys of all building activities in their respective
territories and report ~;arne as promptly as possible to thPir State .
chairmen, together with their recommendations concerning the necessity for the continuance of such construction or dE'ferring same until
after the war. The State chairmen will in turn forward such reports,
with thPir recommendations, to D. R. McLennan, Chief of the Nonwar
Construction Section of the Priorities Division of the War Industries
Board, Washington, D. C.
THE WHITE llOUSE,
Washington, Marcil 4, 1918.

MY DEAR Mn. BARUCH : I am writing to ask if you will not accept
appointment as chairman of the War Industries Board. and I am
going to take the liberty at the same time of outlining the functions,
the con!':titution, and action of the board, as I think they should be now
established.
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:field, 1t1ln.n., remonstrating against the propos ~d increased tnx
on JlO'Iilieveragc alcohol, ·m ch were referred to the Committee
.o-n Finance.
uses.
·
He also presented a telegram 1n the nature of .a memorial
( 3) The ·studious -consen ·ation a! resour~s and taclUti-es by .scien- fr.om tlle Northern Display Advertising Co. of l\linnesota,
tific, commerciai, and industrial economies.
( 4) Advice to the ·several purchasing agencies of the Government of MinneapoHs, Minn., .and a telegram in the nature of a memo-with r egard to the priees to -be pald.
rial fr!}m C. A. Mar.sha.ll, of Duluth, Minn., remonstrating
(5) 'l'he determination, wherever necessary. of priorities of production and of d elive.ry and of the proportions of any given ..article to be against the -proposed tax -on outdoor ad\ertisements, which were
made 1mmedlutely o..eees ible to the several purchasing age:ncle~ w.h.en referree to the Committee on Finance.
the sul}ply {)f tbat article is insufficient, clther temporarily or permaHe a:lso presented a memorial of Rosenthal & Falk, of Crouksnently.
ton, 1\finn.., and a memorial of Sam :M. Field, of Moorhead,
(6) 'l'he making -of purchases for the allies.
The ooard should be constituted as n:t p1·esent .nnd should retain. ;as Minn., remonstrating :agains.t .the ·proposed tax on shoes selling
far a.s necessary and so far 11s consistent with the character and pur~ for more than $10 per pair, whlc.h wer.e referred to the Compo s of the reorganization, its present advisory agencies ; but the mittee on Finance.
ultimate de-cision of all gucst1on11, except the a~termination of prices,
Mr. THOMPSON p-resented a petition of local branch, Railshould rest a.Jw.ays with tbe cha.Jrman, the other members acting in a
1000!>'-'ratlve and advisory capacity. The further organization of -advice way Mail Association, of Kansas City, Kans., praying for the
I will indicate below.
'
fixing of a standard day of empl<.yment foc railway postal
In the determination of priorities of production, when 1t Is not possible to bave the full supply of any article that is ~eded produced at clerks, which was Teferred to the Committee .on PGs..t Offices and
once, :the chainnan should be assisted and, .so far as practicable, guided Post noads.
by the present priorities organization or its equ1va1ent.
:
He also presented a memorial of the bar association of
In the determ1nntlon of priorities of delivery, . when they must .be
determined, be should l)e assisted when necessary, in a.dditian to the , Wyandotte ·Oounty, Kans .• remonstrating against the proposed
J)resent ad-visory priorities organization. by the advice ancf eoo!>'-'ration • scheme -of local board compensation and approprh1tions ·p rovidof a committee constituted for the purpose and conslsting of official '
reprC'sPntatives of the Food Administration, the Ful:'l Administration, ing for the payments tbeNlln proposE::.d, whteh wa:s refen·ed to the
the Railway AdministJ:a.tlon., tlle Shipping Board, and the War Trade Committee on Military Afl:'airs.
l3oard, in order that when a ,prl{)ricy of delivery bas be.en determ1ned
He also presented a petition of the Loy11.1 -Legion of the Stat-e
ti~eeff~~l. be common, consistent. and concerted .a.etian -to ca.ny it , of Kansas, .of Topeka, Kans., praying :for the creation in the
In the determ1natlon •of prices tbe ehalrman Should be governed by War and Navy Depa.Ttments <Of .a roll designated as "Civil War
the advice of a committee coru;isting, besides .h.i:Int>elf, of the members ·v olunteer offieer-s' :retired list," which was ordered to lie on the
ot the board 1n...medlate1y ebarged with the study .of ..raw mnteria:Is
and o.f manufactured products. of the labor member of the board, of table.
Mr. DREW.. 1 present the memori.al ef Hon. Henry W.
thl' chairmun .{)f the F ederal 'l'rade Commission, the chairman of. the
Tariff Commisslc.n, and the Fuel Administrator.
'Blair, ·a :resident :of the .city ·of Manchester, in .my State, which
The <·hairmfln hould bE' <'Onstantly and eystematlcally informed of all
contracts, purchases, and deliveries, in order that he may · always have I ask to hav.e :printed m the RECORD and refer-red ·t-o the Combefore hJm schematized analysis of the ;P'l'~gress of -business in the i mittee -on Edncatien and Labor.
sewral supply divisions of the Government in all departments.
·
There being no objection, the memorial was referred to th-e
The duties of the chairman are :
Committee .on Educa.ti-en and Labor and -ordered to be printed
m-e1\~ ;';> t~~l ~~~i::nJ:i:t: and several d:lenefit -of a.ll the supply depart- ~
W the :RECORD, as follows~
The functions of the board should be :
(1) The .(:reatlon of nt-w facilities a.nd the discloSing, if necessary,
the opt>n1ng -up of n ew or adilitional ·sources -of t>upply.
(2 ) The ~nversion of emting facilities, -where necessa:rs, to -new

(2) To 1e.t a.lt>ne what is being sueeessfnlly tlone and interfere as
little as possible with the pres~>nt nonnal processes o-r purchase and
dellv..ery in tbe several dep~n·tments.
·(3) 'To guide and a"sist wherever the need for guidance or assistance may 'b e .revealed; for ex:ample, 1n the allocation .of contracts, In
obtaining access to materials in any "'ny preempted, <{)r in the d.isclo ure of sources of supply.
(4) •.ro determine What is to be ·done wb.® there is any competitive
or othe-r ·eon.tlict of interest bt>twef'.n departtrtl':nts in the ·matter of
supplies ; for example, when there is :not 11 ·Jroffid:ient immedillte sup·
ply for a11 and there mmrt be n ~l'cislon as to priority of need or
delivery or when there is competition for the same source of manuf!lcture or supply or when contracts have not been placed in !!loch
a wny as to get udvantage of the full produ~tive -capacity .of the
country.
(5) To £ee that contr.acts a.Ld .dcllverles are .followed up :where
s;ueh assi-stance as is 1ndicat~d under nn a.n.d (4) above has proved
to be nt>cessa:ry.
(()~ To anticipate the prospective ne.,ds of the several :~mpply depa:rtmt>nts nf the Government and :their feasible adjustment to the
industry Df the country a.s far in advance as posSl.ble, in order that
as tlPfmite .nn outlook a.nd oppo.rtunity .f or plaDJJ.ing :as possible may
he :nfforded the busines'i men ot the country.
'ln brier. he should act as the general eye of all supply departments
1n the ileld .{)f industry.
Cordially and sincerely, yours,
WOODROW WILSON.

Mr. BEnNARD M. BAitUCII.

W as1~ingtan,

D~ 0~

EXECU:riV!:l P.R!lCL4-Ji!ATlON Oll' MAY 28, 19-18.

1 .her by .es tablish the War Industries Board a.s a separate .admini.straUve r.gency to act for me and under my dir-ection. This is the
board which was origlnaUy .f.ot:med by n.nd .subsidiary -to the Council
of National Defense under the provisions of an act making -a;~>propria
tio!ls -!·1-r t .... ..: support o! the Army f.oi the fis£'a1 year endi.ng J.une 30,
].917, nnd for other purposes, approved August 29, 1.916.
The functions, duties, 1md .powers of tbe War Ind.ust:.rres !Board, n.s
outlined in my letter of March 4, 1.918. to Bernard l\1. Baruch, E . q., its
chairman, sh.all be, and hereby ar-e, -con.tinued in full f.{)ret> and ~eet.
WOODROW W.U.SQN.

:MESSAGE FROM TBE HOUSE.

A message from the House of Representatives, ;by G. F.
Turner, one of its clerks, :announced that the Hou~ .diBa.gJ:·ees
to ith~ amendm~nts of the Senate to the 'bill (H. R. 12923) to
supplement the second liberty ·b ond a.-et~ as amended, illld
for other pm-pos.es. agrees t-o the eonfer.ence .ask:ed f.or by the
Senate on the -disngreeing votes ,of the two H<rnses thereon,
and had appointed 1\Ir. KITCHIN, .Mr. HENBY T. RAINEY, l\1r.
DrxoN, M:r. F-onnNEY, .and Mr. MooRE of Pennsylvania managers
at the conference on the part of the House.

' To -the honorable Senate ami House 1Jf Representatives oT the u~zitca
States -of America:
I have the honor to inclose letters to the late lamented Senator Gallinge-r and to the Washington Times bearing upon the important subject of illiteracy in this <'ountry which he proposed to use in the
further discussion of a bill reported by Senator S:r.nTH of Georgia in the
way of -eontradietion and ·"eXPlanation of highly misleading statemt-nts
' made in debate ·by himself and other Senators 'On the <bill on th~ 25th
. day of last March, and perhaps on other days. Of this he emphatically
assured me at least -four .different -times, btrt the debate was not resumed
· and other opportun'ity did not occur during .his lifetime. I al..s.o tncl-ose
brlef aUditi&na.J matter, as follows, 11pon the necessity of the future
general -education ~ the masses oi the people o! the wo.rld if this war
is ;to result in the destructi-on .of -autOCJ:acy and lasting democratic go•ernment illld desirable peace.
.
l -re~eetfully -request the insertion of this in the RECORD and appro. tn'iate actlon as an a-ct ~l justice to .tlle memory of Senat&r Gallinger
n.s w-ell a.s to the truth of history. ns my letter to the Washingt-on
Times clearly llhows. .From the nature of th1ngs the su~jee-t ma.tter
mmrt dominate any rational action by 18:D international conference or
alliance, which must end this Wai' n.nd establish demoe:ra.cy as the
ruling .form of government among the nations ol the ~artl:t.
Yery early a.etion would seem to be necessary -or .tbe ~ror.s 'Will be·
rome history alld fair corrections would .have the -same publicity as the
orl.gi:nal errors .Jl1 .fact .tn debate.
T.be .action ..of the "unspeakable Turk •• in destroying -existing
schools-Engl1sh, American, French, and e-vffi .Russian schools--even
while war is waging, Wld their proposed perflettHll ex:tinc11&n shows
that our enemtes comprehend the nature of thi1> war better than :we .do.
Tll.e (ollowing Uem wa-s recentl.Y published inn :lo.cal newBpuper:
... THE HAGUE, NETRimLA'NDS, JU11C E9.

,., Djema1 Pasha, 'Turkish nmbaggador in Syrla, one of -the ID.{)s:t influential lea.d&S of the Young 'Turks, stated rec~tly in an .interview in
.a review cnlled " German Policy " that all American. Englis.h, French.
and .Russian schools in .S;yrla and Pa.Jestine already had .be~ closed 11.11d
he would nev.er allow them -to t'eopen ;nftru' the war.
_ -" He re-g arded this .as aD indi.spl:'llsable -step toward the To.oti»g out .of
entente influence ·in tbe pos:t~hellum period. J-ewish ·colonization. he ,declared, was equaDy illjuri&u.s and he would d-o _h ls utmost .to oppos.c Jt.
"The re-view, -dated Jnn-e 8. has .only just ar.rived through .a :secret
route. It is beTieved the Germa:u Governm~t forbade sending copies
Jtbroad, -owing to Hs anti-Je-wish eharacter."
Whatever else is n-eglected or :delayed let th~ Congress anil the .P-resident seasonably attend to 1:his. No public man has -{l-one it or pr{)posed

~ h~lo~~~~~::O on earth has stated the issue in this war to be tlle
ovru·throw .oi autocracy; that is, -governme:nt of aD by the few :; or .by
.democracy. :which 1s tbe goverrunent of the ·p eople by themselves.
'This is government of the people, by tnl! people, for the people. All
else is tyranny or the mob. But for thls is.;.ue ·we ha\e no b_u s±ness in
it

0

.this wa:r.

'ii:b.eM -can be Md rthere sb1lll be no ptrmanent peace on earth n1IloDg
men 'Uiltil the people know enough to go:ve.rn tbemse-1ve .
.Autocracies govern by force. Demo-cracies must be even more intclllgent than tyrannies -or k.illgs, fox t:here must be intelligent force .ex-erMr. NELSON presented the memorial of C. D. Shepard, of cised by the n.asses of the people m government by demeerades. The
majority of the people will seek their own g.ood. lnteUI,gence only is
Winni~g, Manitoba, Canada, relattve to the lncome-tax .situ.a~ : death .to au.t<'-Cra.-y.
tion for United States citiz.ens residing in Cana:da, which was · Of what use is a pe:t.ce which .dnes not -require tho..t every chil(l born.
into the world -of ever8 nation and for a.il generations shall be .rorever
re-ferred to tlJe Committee on Finance.
entitled to ·be vested with th.e right to a good, common-school ed-ucation
He also presented the memorial of Charles F. Fnlk, .of Two at
the public .expense? Tbis much at 'least. It is tbe cornerstone o.r
Harbors, Minn., and the memorial of M. D. Martin, of North- -democracy.
PETITT.ONS A1\TD M.EMORliLS.
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The expenditure in common ~cbools of one-hundredth part of the loss
ln treasure to date would have prevented Pny war, to say nothing of the
blood of men and of the works of thousandB of years of clvllizatlon with
unknown billions yet to come, which not o:ijly would have prevented any
war but would have qualified every child for liberty and would have
estab11shed the system all over the world.
Nothing but th~ good government and the mcreased productive power
which democracy alone can give wUl prevent the bankruptcy of nations
by debts contracted and damage already done.
For God's sake and for man's sake proclaim the right of every cb11d
born into the world to a free commcn-scbool education as the first and
indlspensible condition of peace.
You alone can do it for you are the most powerful intelllgent human
force, and therefore you alone have the opportunity and beyond all the
love and respect of mankind and .with these ·the responsibility.
If it be not done this war is but a preliminary skirmish to what is to
come. And our country and those representing it will be forever disgraded and destroyed without remedy.
Letter to Hon. J. B. Gallinger:
WasHI~GTO~, D. C., May 6, 1918.
Hon ..J. II. GALLINGER,
Senate Chamber, Washington, D. 0.

MY DEAD SENATOR GALLINGER: In debate upon the Senate bill to appropriate $50,000 for the education of soldiers too illiterate to read their
military manuals or to understand orders from their officers, reported
unanimously from the Committee on Education on the 25th of March,
reference was made by you to the Blair education bill, to the effect that
if it had become a law such an appropriation would have been unnecessary, and you believe that the amount proposed to be expended by the
Blair bill was some six or seven million dollars.
Senator SMITH withdrew his bill before any reported action and
moved the passage of a Bouse bill appropriating the same amount,
to wit, $50.000, for the same purpose.
Upon the House bill there was some debate preceding its passage by
tbe Senat~ in which marked general lack of information in regard to
the scope and purpos" of the Blair bill bec::.me evident, of which historical justice requires a brief correction-sufficient at least so that the
wide discussions of that m\?n.sure, which continued for 10 years in the
Congress and the country, may not be lost in further deliberations upon
the most important question which concerns our country and the world,
to wit, the removal of illiteracy from the masses of the people in order
that democracy may maintain itself against autocratic power.
·
Tbet·e will never be permanent peace until the common school is a
world-wide institution. The action of l\Iarch 25 upon the Senate bill
was promptly reported in the Washington Times and the press generall;v. I at once wrote a letter to the Times, but before it could be
publtshed the second. debate, which was upon the Bouse bi11, had
occurred, and It became necessary to ask its publication. with slight
enlargement, in the CoNGnESSIONAL RECORD as an act of justice to all.
I shall very highly appreciate the exercise of your proverbial courtesy
in tbls matter, and rema!n, as ever,
Your frien.d,
(Signed)
HE~RY W. BLAIR.
Letter to the editor of the Washington Times:
WASHINGTON, D. C., Msrch l!G, 1918.
To the EDITOR OF THE WASHINGTON TIMES,
DEAR SIR : In your issue on the third page, under the bead " What
Congress did yesterday," I find education for illiterates now and under
the Blair blll. • • • Senator SMITH of Georgia called up the subject of educating illiterate drafted men.
Senator Gall1nger dexterously reminded him that the Southern States had defeated the
r·?.ir blll for eradicating illiteracy at the South at national expense.
The subject went over without recording the fact that the solid South
objected to the Blair bill as intended to apply chiefly to colored Republicans, when it was said they were too illiterate to vote. I wrote
every line of the Blair blll and did what I could in a 10-year war to
secure its ;passage.
It applied equally to all Hliteratcs., white and black, as shown by
the census of 1880, north and south tnroughout the whole country. I
believed it more important to educate the white illiterate than the
colored, because there were more of them, and also because the negro
could never rise through the strata of white ignorance above him until
education had dissolved it. I was therefore more anxious for the education of my own race, and still am so, than for that of colored illiterates.
Botb should go on together.
The motives of its author and of its supporters generally were not
. political. Education of the illiterate white people and their children
would make twice as many Republicans as educating the colored alone.
The bill was not intended to apply to the colored Republicans chiefly,
but to all alike; and, combined with State funds, the same amount
of money was provided for each illiterate.
There was then, as now, an immense, growing and most dangerous
mass ot illiteracy at the North as well as at the South.
If the bill bad become a law there would be no need of educatinno
700,000 white soldiers so that they can read their manuals and under':
stand orders while they are fighting and dying to establish democracy
and free schools everywhere else save in their own country.
Lastly, a large majority of the Southern United States Senators and
I believe1 in the Bouse, although it was not brought to a vote in the
Bouse, strongly supported the Blair bill.
No greater speeches were ever made in the Senate than by Senators
Lamar, Pugh, Uarland, Hampton, Jackson, Gibson, Vance, George, RanRom. Barbour. anrl many others, all for this bill.
No pretenrled history was ever more falsely written than that of the
Blatr bill.
In my firm belief its defeat cost Tom Reed the Presidency. Booker
w~~~~~~sf~~ a~i:it 1~:~~1;1~ ~Tft~d him, after having supported,
The bill proposed temporary, but not permanent, aid, $120,000,000
during the 10 years of its operation under State administration, averagIng $12,000,000 yearly, when it was believed the schools would become
SPlf-sustaining in a.ll the States. This aggregate was reduced to $80,000,000, as finally amended. when it was defeated for the want of one
vote in the Senate. The United States had no supervision or control
further than to see tbat the law was complied with or the funds forfeited to the use of other States.
It is not strange that you have been misled in regard to this important measm·e of a past generation, for its · inside history is comparatively unknown ; but these errors are so serious and the subject so
increasingly and permanently of world-wide importance if this war is
to be won and not wasted, that I could not honestly permit them to
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pass uncorrected. Temporary national and international aid to common schools is the foundation and guaranty of free institutions, and
their only sure defense against autocratic and anarchistic power. Hereafter the education of children wJll be considered as important as be·
getting them, for without moral and intellectual training either autoc·
racy or anarchy will render human existence nn eternal curse.
The discussions of the Blair bill were the turning point in the great.
est of all wars, that for the spread and preservation of the public-school
system for the free education in the common branches of kqowledge of
every normal child born into the world.
There will never be permanent peace on earth until the principles of
th<:' Blllir education bill are made the basis of unity in the treaties and
conventions which are to control the future relations of men. The common or public school wlll always insure a virtuous and intelligent majority as the governing force in a democracy. Common schools for the
world ! International agreements efficiently enforced need guarantee
nothing more, for once established self-interest will always maintain
them in the several nations.
Let us then have peace, but not until we have free common schools,
for without them there can be no true demo eracy.
The passage of the Blair bill would have cost $80,000,000 as finally
amended, but lt would have preve-nted this war; it would bave saved
the world to date, $120,000,000,000 of money and millions of lives, and
there can be no estimate of what is to come. It would have doubled
the wealth of the South, if not of our whole country, an(] tt would bave
established free schools as the missionary societies spread Christianity
all over the world, and free democratic institutions forever. What a
field for private charity, like the Bible and other great societies!
A blunder may be worse than a crime in Its consequences. To repeat a blunder is always a crime.
Yours truly,
(Signed)
HE~RY W. BLAm.
Wherefore your petitioner, a citizen of the United States, residing in
the city of Manchester, in the State ot New Hampshire, respectfully
memoralizes the Congress and prays that the several prayers of hls
mel!lorlal be granted, and especially that the present war shall be waged
until systems of free common schools are established throughout all
nations who will adhere to them, are parties to a democratic peace which
shall be pledged forever to maintain them.
HICNRY W. BLAIR,
Room 801, Colorado Building.

WASHINGTON, D. C., September 18, 191~.
N. B.-" In the several nations" and "what a fiel<l for private charity
like the Bible and other great societies"! not in original letter.

THIRD LIBERTY J.OAN.
l\Ir. CALDER. Mr. President, ·o n April 27 of this year the
Senator from Oklahoma [1\fr. GoRE] delivered an address at my
home in Brooklyn on the then third liberty-loan driYe. That
speech was afterwards printed in tbe RECORD. I am just in receipt of a copy of a letter from the gentleman who had charge
of that meeting, addressed to the Senator from Oklahoma, which
I ask permission to h_a ve inserted in the RECORD.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so orderetl.
The letter referred to is as follows:
MANUFACTURERS' TRUST Co.,

Ron. T. P. GORE,

Brooklyn, N. Y., September 19, 1918.

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.

MY DEAR SENATOR: The address delivered by you during the third
Uberty-loan drive acted as and was, indeed, an inspiration to all those
who heard yo!Jr message. The sentiments expressed should surelv
help in bringing about successful results in the flotation of the fourth
Uberty loan.
We must have no double allegiance, no divided loyalty no fifty-fifty
fidelity. Each and every person should participate to the full extent
of his capacity and do hiR "bit" by subscribing now for bonds.
Brooklyn will again help to put the fourth liberty loan" over the top."
Sincerely,
NATHAN S. JO~AS, P1·esldcnt.
THE MEAT-PACKING INDUSTRY.
1\lr. KENDRICK. 1\lr. President, I send to the desk a memorial,
which I ask to have read and printed in the RECORD. This
memorial. is signed by the president and the secretary of the
American National Live Stock Association and the different
members of what 1s known as the market committee of that
association.
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, was it the request tllat the
memorial be printed in the RECORD or that it be referred to the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry?
Mr. KENDRICK. It was that it be read and printed in the
RECORD.
.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The request was that the memorial
be read and printed in the RECORD.
Mr. Sl\fOOT. I shall have to object to that.
Mr. KENDRICK. Mr. President, I should like to ask the
Senato·r from Utah to explain his objection. This is a very
brief memorial and it is signed by the representatives of thousands of people who are interested in the live-stock industry.
I think the Senator from Utah will remember, for he is on the
Committee on Printing, that I have not transgressed the rules
of the Senate by asking to have either petitions, memorials, or
any other form of document printed in the RECORD.
Mr. Sl\IOOT. I will say to the Senator that the chairman ot
the Committee on Printing, the Senator from Arizona [l\Ir.
SMITH], has just entered the Chamber, and I am quite sure
that the Senator from Wyoming [l\Ir. KENDRICK] has heard the
statement which has been so many times made by tbe Senator
from Arizona in relation to the printing of petitions and memo-
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rials in the RECORD. If we print one, we might as well print all
of them that come; and if we print all of them that come .to the
Senate, the RECORD will be more than half filled with petitions
and memorials. The Senator from Arizona has stated time and
again that he intended to object to the printing in the RECORD
of all petitions and memorials unless they fell under the prac·
tice; that is, that they come from municipalities, from officials
of a State, or from a State government. That has been his
attitude and that has been the attitude of the Committee on
Printing. It is therefore my duty, not my pleasure, I will say
to the Senator, to object to the printing of this memorial in the
RECORD.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is, Shall this merna.
rial be printed in the RECORD?
Mr. SMITH of Arizona. Mr. President, before that motion
is voted upon I desire to make a parliamentary inquiry. Par·
liamentarily, should not the motion to print come from the pro·
ponent? I have noticed, in .reading the REcoRD, that the Chair
puts the question whether or not the proponent presses the
question to a Yote in the Senate. I therefore desire to ask
whether it is the duty of the Chair, under the rule, to put the
question without the motion being made by the proponent him·
self?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair thinks that the Senator
from Wyoming would not have presented this memorial and
asked to have it printed in the RECORD unless he desired that
that . should be done. On objection; the Chair thinks it is the
duty of the Chair to submit the question to the Senate.
Mr. SMITH of Arizona. Mr. President, I desire that the
Chair shall bear with me for just a moment on that proposition.
There are many Senators who feel impelled to ask unanimous
consent for printing matter in the RECORD because that re·
quest has been made of them. A Senator himself can not do
less than ask for what the petitioners requeRt him to do. Then,
if the Senator presenting the petition is satisfied with the ac·
tion of the Senate and with our effort to prevent the enormous
expense of this public RECORD, be is ready to abide by that de.
cision of the Senate; but if the Chair puts the motion, al·
though the Senator originally preferring the request is not
pressing it, it puts on the committee and those who are trying to
protect the RECORD from this expense the double burden of
watchfulness and of the frequent calling of the roll that
otherwise would not happen unless the Chair, on his own
motion, puts the question.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Well, two such matters ha>'e gone
in the RECORD this morning without a word being said.
Mr. SMOOT. Petitions?
Tbe VICE PRESIDENT. Yes. There is not very much
watchfulness here. The Chair is going to stand by his ruling.
All in favor of printing the matter in the RECORD will say" aye."
Mr. SMOOT. I ask for the yeas and nays.
Mr. SMITH of Arizona. No; let u.s have. a division.
Mr. KENDRICK. I ask for a yea-and-nay vote.
The yeas and nays were ordered, arid the Secretary proceeded
to call the roll.
1\fr. FLETCHER (when his name was called). I have a gen·
eral pair with the junior Senator from Massachusetts [1\lr.
WEEKS], which I transfer to the junior Senator from South
Carolina [Mr. BENET] and vote "yea."
1\Ir. THOl\1PSON (when his name was called). I have a
pair with the Senator from Illinois [Mr. SHERMAN]. In his
absence I transfet· that pair to the Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
HITCHCOCK) and vote "yea."
Mr. UND~RWOOD (when his name was called). I have a
general pair with the junior Senator from Ohio [Mr. HARn.
ING]. In his absence I withhold my vote.
1\lr. WILLIAMS (when his name was called). I have a pair
with the senior Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. PEN:ROsE], and
therefore withhold my vote.
The roll call was concluded.
Mr. JONES of Washington (after having ycted in the affirmative). The junior Senator from Virginia [1\fr. SwANSON] is
absent on account of illness in his family. I am pairC(] with
him during that absence. I transfer that pair to the Senator
from Wisconsin [Mr. LENROOT] and will allow my vote to stand.
Mr. THOMAS (after having Yoted in the negative). I notice
the absence from the Chamber of the senior Senator from
North Dakota [Mr. McCuMBER]. I have a general pair with
that Senator. In his absence I h·ansfer the pair to the Senator
from California [1\lr. PHELAN] and will allow my vote to stand.
Mr. WALSH. I am paired with the senior Senator from
New Jersey [Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN]. I transfer that pair to the
senior Senator from New Hampshii·e [Mr. HoLLis] and vote
"yea."
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Mr. WILLI.Al\fS. I transfer my pair with the Senator from
Pennsylvania [Mr. PENROSE] to the Senator from Arkansas
[1\Ir. RoBINSON] and vote "nay."
.
Mr. LODGE. I have a pair with the senior Senator from
Georgia [Mr. SMITH]. I transfer that pair to the junior Senator from New Jersey [1\.Ir. B.A.I:RD] and vote "nay."
Mr. DILLINGHAM. I have a general pair with the senior
Senator from Maryland [Mr. SMITH]. I transfer that pair to
the senior Senator from New York [Mr. W .ADS WORTH] and vote
"nay."
Mr. CALDER (after having voted in the affirrnative). I have
a general pair with the junior Senator from Rhode Island [Mr.
GERRY]. I transfer that pair to the senior Senator from West
Virginia [l\.Ir. GoFF] and will let my Yote stand.
·
Mr. CURTIS. I have a general pair with the junior Senator
from Georgia [Mr. HAru>wrcK] and therefore withhold my vote.
Mr. STERLING (after having voted in the affirmative). I
shoul<l like to inquire if the senior Senator from South Cara.
lina [1\lr. SMITH] bas voted?
The VICE PRESIDENT. He has not.
1\Ir. STERLING. I .have a general pair with that Senator
and therefore withdraw my vote.
1\Ir. CHAMBERLAIN. I have a general pair with the junior
Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. KNox]. In his absence I with·
hold my vote.
1\Ir. CURTIS. I have been requested to announce the following pairs:
The Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. CoLT] with the Senator
from Delaware [1\Ir. SAULSBURY];
The Semitor from Maine [Mr. FERNALD] with the Senator
from South Dakota [1\Ir. J'oHNSON] ;
The Senator from Michigan [Mr. SMITH] with the Senator
from Missouri [1\Ir. REED] ;
The Senator from West Virginia [Mr. SuTHERLAND] with the
Senator from Kentucky [1\fr. BECKHAM] ; and
The Senator from Indiana [Mr. WATSON] with the Senator
from Delaware [1\fr, WoLCOTT].
The roll call resulted-yeas 29, nays 12, as follows:
YEAS-29.

Ashurst
Calder
Culberson
Drew
Fletcher
Guion
Henderson
.Tones, N.Mex.

.Tones, Wash ..
Kendrick
King
McKellar
McNary
Martin, Ky.
Nelson
New

Brandegee
Cummins
Dillingham

France

Norris
Owen
Poindexter
Pomerene
Ransdell
Shafroth
Sheppard
Thompson

Trammell
Vardaman
Walsh
Warren
Wlltley

NAYS-12.

Baird
Bankhead
Beckham
Benet
Borah
Chamberlain
Colt
Curtis
Fall
Fernald
Frelinghuysen
Gerry
Golf
Gore

Simmons
Smith, Ariz.
Smoot
NOT VOTING-55.
Gronna
Lewis
Hale
McCumber
Harding
McLean
Hardwick
Martin, Va.
Hitchcock
MyersHollis
Nugent
.Johnson, Cal.
Overman
.Johnson, S.Dak. Page
Kellogg
Penrose
Kenyon
Phelan
Kirby
Pittman
Knox
Reed
La Follette
Robinson
Lenroot
Saulsbm·y

~g?elf~s

Thomas
Townsend
Williams
Sherman:.
Smith, Ga.
Smith, 1\I<l.
Smith, Mich.
Smtth, S.C.
Sterling
Sutherland
Swanson
Underwood
Wadsworth
Watson
Weeks
Wolcott

The VICE PRESIDENT. On this question the yeas are 29, the
nays are 12, with 5 Senators present paired and not voting~
There is not a quorum present. The Secretary will call the roll.
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators an·
swered to their names :
Ashurst
Bankhead
Borah
Hrandegee
Calder
Chamberlain
Culberson
Cummins
Curtis
Dillingham
Drew
.Il'all

Fletcher
France
Guion
Hardwick
Henderson
.Tones, N.Mex.
.Tones, Wash.
Kellogg
Kendrick
King
Lodge
McKellar

Martin, Ky.
Myers
Nelson
New
Norris
Poindexter
Pomerene
Ransdell
Shafroth
Sheppard
Shields
Simmons

Smith, Ariz.
Smith,Md.
Smoot
Sterling
"Thomas
- Underwood
Vardaman
Walsh
Warren
WHtley

The VICE PRESIDENT. Forty-seven Senators have answered to the roll call. There is not a quorum present.
Mr. GERRY entered the Chamber and answered to his name.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Forty-eight Senators have answered
to the roll call. There is not a quorum present.
· 1\ir. KIRBY entered the Chamber and answered to his name.
The VICE PRESIDEl""'\T. Forty-nine Senntors bave answered
to the roll call. There is a quorum present. The pending qnes-
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The memorial is as follows :
tion is whether the petition presented by the Senator from Wyeming [Mr. KENomcrr] shall be inserted in the RECORD. On that A MEMORIAL REGARDING THE REPORT OF FEDJ:IL\L TRADE COl\C\IISSIO.N O.N
MlllAT..P.ACKII'\0 INDUSTRY.
question the yeas and nays have been requested .and ordered.
To the P1-esident of the United ·S tates, to Oongress, ana to t11e Federal
-The Secretary will call the roiL
Trade Commission:
The Secretary proceeded to call the roll.
Jl:re-!ft.ock producers of rthis Nation ln a spirit of loyal aervice wish
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (wben his name was called). 1 have a to T~e
give theu utmost eJ:rorts to as iirt -our Government in winning this
general pair with the 'Senator from Pennsylvania rMr. KNox], war. The most practical service which we believe they can re.n~r is to
p~d_nee an adequate supply of meat animals for the military and
which I transfer to the Senator from Qklahoma fMr. GoRE] and · Civilian
needs of -ourselves and aTiies, and to aM in opening the channels
vote " yea.J'
of .distribution so as to tree tlle industry complt>tely from practices
Mr. FLETCHER (when his name was called). I make the . wh1ch have encouraged the growth of monopoly ana .special pr-ivilege.
The LJarkH (j(,WJUJttee of the American !l.ational Llve b'to ck Assocla·
same announcement of my pair and its transfer as on the pre- tlon
were fully conversant with the critical meat situation at home
'Vious vote and vote " yea:J
and abroad, and the menaee to the food supply of the Nation whlch
1\fr. JONES of Washington (when his name was called). ex isted when the Presid ent on Februa ry 7, HH6, directed the Fedeml
Trade Conunission to make its investigation, and later, -on March 18
.Making the same announcement ·o f my pair and its transfer that · 19!1..8,
when, at the earnest solicitatinn of Mr. Hoov.er, he app1>inted ::_
l.made on the previous yote, I vote " yea."
committee of five .capable members of his ow:n official family ·t o deterlll.iBe
a "l?o~itive natio~al Ihe- to-ck policy... The extremely unsatisfactory
Mr. MYERS (when his name was called). I have a pair with -condttions
prevallmg in the li-ve-stock bu inees fully justified the action
the Senat'Or fr<>m Connecticut [.1\ir. McLEAN], who is absent. 1 o:f tile President in both instances, as well as ;the action of Congress d.n
transfer my pair to the Senator fr<>m Illinois {Air. LEwrs] and 1 appropriating the necessary funds.
. After ea:retup.y considering ~he report of the Federal Trade Commis·
vote" yea."
mon, the Amer!lcan Natiollal Ln·<C StoCk Association, tlu·ou;;b its market
1\fl·. STERLING (when his nrune was called). I transfer my : C!>mmittee~ and on :oehalf '<lf the 11ve-stock produeers of the countr~. depair with the Senator from South Oarolina [Mr. SMITH] to the Sires to express to the .President, to Congress, and to the commission dts
deep appreciation of the fearl~ss, convincing, and constructive summary
Senator from West Virginia. [Mr • .GoFF] and vote~~ yea/'
of the report of the commission on th~ meat-packing indusb·y and to
Mr. THOMAS (when his name was called). Ann.ounctng the .expre s its belief that ·both produe&s and con ume-rs hould unite in.
iv'lgorous support of the prompt enactment of appropriate l egislation to
same pair and transfer as before, I vote~~ nay."
cal'TY into effert constructive po11-c.ies lllld :remedies of the character ICCMr. THOl\IPSON {when his ll1Lllle was called). I hal"e a pair ommended
by the co:mmission.
with the Senator from Illinois {Mr. SHERMAN], which .I transfer
The mi.s!"l'pl.ese:ntation of the reeommendatl<>ns, 'Which has been g;)ven
widespread
publicity, must not he permitted to mislead either Co.ng:r<'ss
to the Senator from Nebraska [.1\11-. HITcHcoCK] .and yote "yea."
or the people. The comtnlssion -did not recommend that the pa.clting
1\fr. UNDERWOOD (when his name w.as ea.Ued). I have a plant:B
.of tbe five large packers sheuld be taken over by tbe Government.
general pair with the junior Serurtor from Ohio [Mr. liARD.mo]. It di-d recommend that these -packers ·should be deprived of the means b.v
which they .have acquired and !ID1l.in.tained theh· monopolistic -control ot
In his absence I withhold my vote. ·
the live-stoek markPts and of meats and a constantly increasing list ot
Mr. WALSH (when his name was called). I run paired with other !ood produets. It (lid recommend that the transportation. tl>r·
the Senator from New Jersey [l\Ir. FRELINGHUYSEN]. I transfer minal, .and ilistribation iacilitles .of the country hould be ta:ken out o:f
the hands of the 1lilQnopolists a.nd .pe made .availab.le .on equal tums :to
that pair to the Senator from New Hampshire IMr. HoLLis] and '<lpen
competition.
vote" yea."
We have also carefnlly considered the report 'Of the commjttee of fiv~
1\fr. WILLIAMS (when his name w.as called). R-epeating the -and tbOl'Oughly i:frdor e tbe idea of a positive national Uve-s:tock policy,
must be lx..rne in mind, however, that the repo.rt of the committ c
announcement made upon the last call, I 'VOte "na.Y."
· It
of five is essentia.lly a war measure. while the report of the Federal T1·aue
The roll can was concluded.
Commi-ssion relat-es mo:-e e.•~pe.cially to the •p ermanent conditJons t'hat
Mr. CURTIS. I have been requested to announce the follow- should -prevail a1:ter tbe close .of hostilities. ~V.hile we Clee_ply 1·egret that
tlle report oi the committ-ee of five did not toucll o.n the great questio.n
ing pairs;
'Of production, we espedally -commend that portion of it which dealt with
The Senator from Rhode Island [i\rr. CoLT] ~ith the Senator the n-ecessity for a uni:form -system :o:f accounting in the -packeJ:S' industJ:y, the regulation o:r -st-ockyard-s ami commi ion men by :the Depart~
from Delaware [Mr. S ULSDURY] ;
of Agriculture, the advisability of greater publicity re.:,"'al'ding
The Senator from Maine {1\Ir. FERNALD] with the Senator IDf>ni
wbolesaM prices of meats, and tbe need of an 1n\CStigation into tbe conditions of the retail trade; and we stron~ly urge the arly appaintmf>nt
from South Dakota [Mr. .JoHN oN] ;
a commission .clothed with ample power to b:lve tigate thoToughly
The Senator from Michigan [Mr. SMITH] with the Senator of
this situation ana present a d efinite p lan for a -simpll.fication of rPtail
from Missouri [Mr. REED];
The Senator from 'Vest Virginia [Mr. SUTHERLAND] with the
Senator from Kentucky fl\Ir. BECKHAM]; and
The Seruttor from Indiana [1\Ir. WATSON] with the Senator
from Delaware [l\Ir. 'VoLCoTT).
Mr. SHEPPARD. I wish to announce that the Senator from
California [Mr. PHELAN], the Senator from Arkansas [1\Ir. Ros- :
msoN], :and the Senator from Nevada fMr~ PITTMAN] a !r e de·
ta.ined on official business.
The result was announced-yeas 39, nays ll4, as follows :
YEAB-39.
Hardwick
Martin, Ky.
Myers
Henderson
Nelson
Jones, N. Me::r.
JonPs, Wash.
New
Kellogg
Norris
NugPnt
Kendrick
King
Owen
Kirby
Poindexter
!cKellnr
Pomerene
McNary
Ransdell
NAYS-H.
France
Simmons
Bankhead
Lodge
Smith, Ariz.
Brandegee
Martin, Va.
'8moot
Cummins
Thomas
Shields
DUling ham
NOT VOTING-43.
Baird
Harding
McLe-an
Beckham
Hitchcock
Overman
Benet
Hollis
Pnge
Borah
-:Johnson, Cal
Penrflse
Colt
Johnson, S.Dak. Phelan
Fernald
Kenyon
Pittman
Frelingbuysen
J{nox
Rt·ed
Goff
• La Foll~tte
.R-obin &n
Gore
Lenroot
l:::laul"bury
Gronna
Lewis
Sherman
Hale
McCumber
Smit-h, Ga.
'So Mr. KENnnrcx's motion was agreed to.
Ashurst
Calder
Chamberlain
Cul berson
Curtis
Drew
Fall
Fletcher
Gerry
Guion

Shafroth
Sheppard
Sterling
Thflmpsou
Trammell
Vardaman
Walsh
W.'liTPn
Wllficy

Town send
Williams

distribution which will assure the consumer a wholesome meat supply
under a system tree from waste and nee~ expense; 1Ul<l, mo t im·
PQrtant of aJl, we indol:Se tbe need o:f a revision of 'tbe paekers' llcen~e,
·being thoroughly convinr·Pd that the wt>1fare of tlH' live-stor'k industt·y
ana the conswning public demands el!eet~v.e regulatjon of the paek ·s•
entire bosiness iDstHad of only a portion.
We therefore respecttully, but earnestly, 'tl1'ge the prompt and :fawr·
able consideration by Cong~e.ss <>f the r-emedies recommended by t:he F'od·
eral Trade Commi£sion.
H. A. J AST.RO, 1Jhairtnan,
EDwARD L. BuniUJj
DwmHT B. BEARD,
JOSEPH 1L CAREY,
HE':\UY C. WALLACE..,
.E. C. LASAXER,
,v. B. 'TUBDS,
:McmiJ.crs of lf.arket 6ontmittcc of Antcrican.
1
;1. atimt-al Live Stoel• l!88ocfation.
ilKJil '£, PnYOP., Preaiderrt.

Tofoi.LIK·SON, Sccretarr/.
WALTER L. FISHmt, 00'Htl.BCl~

'T. W.

Adoptea Se-pt-ember 17, 1918.·

1\Ir. ASHURST subsequenUy said: Mr. President, I may .be
in rerroT, but I should like to inquire if under the motion a
few moments ago to print in the REcORD the memoriill presented by the junior Senator from Wyoming [Mr. KE ~nRicK]
it '\'\-;as not to be rend?

The VICE PRESIDENT. Oh. no; printed in the llEemro.
Mr. ASHURST. I am satisfied. I .am not co:IIJI)laining.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Very good. Tben let us go .o n.
Are there further petitions a.nd memorials'?
.Smith, M<l.
Mr. .SMOOT. Mr. President, I ·simply want to give notice to
Smith, ~lic.h.
the ehaiLIDttn of the -committee on Printing that hereafter I
Smith, S.C.
SuthP.J"land
shall not object to requests to print in the REcoRD. Senators
~Wflll!':OD
can present stuff that wHl require a thou and pag-es of tftle
Underwood
Wadsw01'tb
RECO'RD each day~ as far as I am per onally concerned. I <lo
W.ntson
not "vant the chainna.n of the Printing Committee to expect me
Week
hereafter to .o bject to anything being pdnted in the RECORD.
Woleott
Let US notify the eauntry that the ·Co "-Gl'.ESSIONAL RECOIID iS
-open to -exploit the view of anyone upon .any question.
ACTIVITIES 'OF BREWERs' ASSOCIATIQ~.
The VICE PRESIDEN1.'. The memorial presented by the .
SenatoT fr01n Wyoming [l\1r. KENDRICK] will be printed in the
1\Ir. ~'EW. 1\Jr. President, there Js before the Senate a re._oRECORD and l"Ci;erred to tile .Committee on ..Agriculture and :t ution calling for a cert-ain report -from the Custodian of Ali<-'n
Foresn·~-.
Property, which has not yet been lnade to the .Senate, I belie>e,
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COMMITTEE SERVICE.
.although I understand the facts called for have been furnished
to Members of the Senate. I do not think the record in tllat
!llr. WARREN. 1\lr. Presi<lent, I ask for an order regarding
case would be complete without the publication of the follow- committee senice.
ing, which I am .informed is a correct copy of a letter which
First I ask that the Senatot· from Kansas [Mr. CunTis]
emanated from the White House last spring, a few days before may, at llis own request, be relieved ft•om furi:her service upon
politics had been officially adjourned.
tile Committee on Canadian Relations; that the Senator from }
The VICE PRESIDENT. There is no resolution here calling New York [Mr. CALDER] may, ut his own request, be relieved'.
upon anyone to make a report on this question, the Cimir will from furtller duty upon the Committee on Indian Affairs; and
state. If the Senator is presenting it as a memorial, the Chair that the Senator from New Jersey [Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN] may,
will ask if there is objection to having it read.
at his own request, be relieved from further service upon the
1\lr. FLETCHER. Do I understand that tile Senator presents Committee on Expenditures in the Department of Justice.
a memorial or a letter?
The VICE PRESIDENT 'l'he Cbair hears no objection, and
1\lr. LODGE. Let it be read.
the Senators named are excuseu from further service upon the
1\lr. FLETCHER. If it is not a petition, it iE: not in order, ('ommittees indicated.
and I raise a point of order.
On motion of Mr. WARREN, it was
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair will sustain the point
01·dercd, That the Senator ;from New Hampshire [1\Ir. DnEw] be
of order.
assigned to membership on the following committees: Library, PrlnUng,
l\1r. NE,V. I present it as a memorial, as a part of my Indian Affa.irs, Canadian "Relations, Expenditures in the Department of
Justice.
1·emarks, and should like to have it reacJ.
DISINTERMENT OF BODIES.
The VICE PRESIDEJ.~T. The Senator is out of order. He
Mr. SlUITH of 1\Iaryland. From the Committee on tlle Dishas no right to make remarks. The Chair sustains the point
trict of Columbia I report back favorably, without amendment,
of orller. Petitions and memorials are in order.
the bill (H. R. 12429) to authorize· the health officer of the
u TWO THOUSAND QUESTIONS .AND ANSWERS."
District of Columbia to permit the disinterment of the bodies
1\lr. BRAJ.~DEGEE. 1\Ii-. President, I send to the desk ·and ask of Eliza Hill Bowles, Bernice Worthen Bowles, and Bessie
the Secretary to read a communication which I have received Vivian Bowles, and I submit a report (No. 573) thereon, aud
in relation to the matter brought up by the Senator from :Massa- ask for the present consideration of the bill.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
chusetts [1\Ir. LoDGE] t11e other day concerning the circulation
of the book entitlefl " Twv Thousand Questions and Answers," consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the bill was consi<lerecJ. us in
and then I should like to make a remark about it. I ask that
the name of the writer be omitted in the reading. I am willing Committee of the Whole, and it was read as follows:
to give it in confidence.
•
·
Be it enacted, etc., That the health officer of the District of Coluffil1ia
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair be, und he is her<'by, authorized, under ~uch directions and precautions
us he may adopt. to permit William C. Bowles to disinter. remove, and
hears none, and the Secretary will read.
reinter the bodies of his deceased children, Eliza Hill Bowles, buried
The Secretary read as follows :
October 7, 18!)3; Bemice Worthen Bowles, buried October 18, 18!)3; and

NEw
Hon.

] J'n-1?\K

B.

YORK, Septembe1· 16, 1918.

nn.HiDEGEE,

United States Senate, Washingto11, D. 0.

DE:\R Mn. llnAKDEGEl!l: I ha-ve just received from the R eview of
Reviews Co. a circular letter offering a book called " Two Thousand
Questions and Answers A·bout the War" to those who subscribe to the
Review of Reviews or renew their ~;:ubscriptions. The envelope bearing
this matter bears on the front the follow1ng words in large black type:
"Q. Did the Germans warn the passengers on the Lus·i taniaf"
That this 1& an insidiou form of German propaganda there can be
no doubt, aml I bring it to your attention, believing that you will deal
with the matter appropriately and vigorously.
Very faithfully, yours,

Bessie Vivian Bowles, buried October 18. 18!)3 ; all of whom di{'{l from
diphtheria and were buriec.l in Congressional Cemetery in saiiJ. District,
but such permit shall not be issued unless there bas been filP<l ill the
health department of tbe District of Columbia a permit from tlle p1·oper
governmental authorities at the place where the reinterment is to be
made, authorizing said interment there of tbe said remains.

The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to a thinl reading. read the third time, and passed.
BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bills were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous
consent, the second time, and referred as follows :
By l\Ir. CHMIDERLAIN:
A bill ( S. 4930) regulating the personnel in the Coa:>t Artillery bands; to tile Committee on Military Affairs.
A bill ( S. 4951) fixing a limitation of time for bringing suits against the United States in certain case ; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
By Mr. BORAH:
A bill ( S. 4952) granting an increase of pension to John B.
'Vay (with accompanying papers) ; to the Committee on Pensions.
By 1\lr. SHAFROTH:
A bill ( S. 4953) granting an increase in appropriation to all
State and Territorial soldiers' and sailors' homes from $100
per year for each inmate to $150 per year for each inmate
thereof; to the Committee on Military Affairs.

Mr. BRANDEGEE. l'.Ir. President. I unclerstoo<l from the
matter tbut was inserted in tlw TI~-:cor.n here to-day nt the time
when the Senator from l\fussachn .. etts [l\IJ·. LoDGEJ brought
this question to the attention of the Sen:1te Uwt tllis hook.
Two Thousand Questions aml Answers, llntl heen · revise:l
so that it was fit for publication Hn<l circulation. If this revised
edition is being circulated through the United State· mail, ot·
if the prospective or circular advertising it i::; !Jeing circulu_ted
through the Unite<l States mail with that question on the envelope, it is perfectly evident what the intention is. It is the intention to con\ey the impression to the reader that if the
passengers on the Lusita11ia had been warned by the Germans
the Germans had a right to blow up the I.msitania and murder
tbe men, women, and children who were aboard her. That is the
i:utimation and the sole purpose of asking the question.
I do not know whose business it is to stop the publication from
SARAH .!. ST.A..PLI "•
circulating through this country, and therefore I trust that if
1\lr.
BRANDEGEE
submitted
the following resolution (S. Res.
there is a Government official chaJ:ge<l with tile duty, bringing
the matter to the attention of the Senate will cause him to take 308), which was referred to the Committee to Audit and Control
the Contingent Expenses of the Senate and ordered to be printed:
some action in the premises.
WO"U.!N 8UFFRAGE.

Mr. SHA.FROTH. l\Ir. President, I have a short petition here,
which is in four lines, as follows:
To the United States Senate:
As a citizen <if the United States who believes the world can not be
made safe for democracy while American women are denied the vote
Jn the name of justice I nrge tbe immediate udo8tion of the Susan
~nife~ctg~;_fess~~~~1:. umendmE'nt to the Federal onstitutlon by the

Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senate be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay from the miscellaneous items of the conting('nt fund of the Senate to ~arah A. Staplin, sil"tf' r of William
Gardiner, late assistant clerk to the Committee on Pacific Rallroa.~s of
til(' United l::itates ::ienate, a sum equal to ·ix months' M.lary at the rllte
he was receiving by law at the time of his death, said sum to be con•
sidered as incl:~ding funeral expenses and all other allowances.
DEEP WATERWAYS SYSTEM FROM DULUTH TO NEW YORK.

1\Ir. CALDER. 1\Ir. President, I submit a Senate resolution
and ask unanimous consent to proceed to its present consideratio~
·
The resolution (S. Ties. 309) 'vas read, as follows:

I will state that the petition is signed by several thousand
citizens of the State of Colorado.
Resolued, Th:tt the Secretary of Commerce, together with the Chic!
The VICE PRESIDENT. The petition will be referred to the of thP Division of Inland Waterways of the Railroad Administration,
is hereby directed to furnish for the use of the Senate such information
Committee on \Voman Suffrage.
.
is available from public or private sources, withom: expense, concern1\lr. Sl\IOOT. 'The Senator might just us "·ell llave the as
ing the advantage and value to the co!D.IDerce of the country of the
names printed.
acquisition, construction, and maintenance of canals connectin~ Lake
l\lr. SHAFROTH. I do not eare to have the names printeu, Erie with Lako> Ontario and the latter lake with th<> Hurlflon RI-ver by
way of the New York State Barge Canal from Oswego to Troy, to combut will say that muong the signers nre many of tile most emi- plete
the deep waterways syE·t('m from Duluth to New York, such report
nent :md prominent citizens of our State.
to include, so far as available, estimated costs of development of
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same, respectively, as 3()-foot deep canals, what relief will be thereby

afforded to line of existing rail transportation, the extent to which
such canals would probably be utilized by the commerce of the country,
the incidenta.l value thereof as assisting the national defense, and any
· oth.e· economic advantages and uses such c.a nals would serve.

Mr. BRANDEGEE. Will the Senator from New York tell me
the othe1· authority beside· the Secretary of Commerce?
l\lr. CALDER. The Inland Waterways Division of the Ra..ilroa<l .Administration.
1\Ir. BRA~'DEGEE. I have not the sU~test objection to the
1'esolution. It occurs to me, however, that inasmuch as it calls
for estimates of expenses, and so forth, the Army engineers
ought to be consulted in the matter. Perhaps the Secretary of
Commerce can consult them. I assume that it would incur some
expense to make the 'Ur\ey and estimate.
Mr. CALDER. 1\Ir. President, this resolution is- almost iden:Ucal with one !ldopted by the Senate a few days ago at the request of the senior Senator from Delaware [Mr. SA.~un~]
'd ealing with other inland waterway matters. I doubt if the m.q uiry will be an e::\.-pensive job.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the considerntion of the resolution 1
· l\1r. FLETCHER. If it merely calls for some consideration
of tile matter and some investigation and report by the Secreta:ry of Commerce it might be profitable to have it undertaken,
but I gather from the reading of the resolution that it contempl:ltes an estimate of the cost of a 30-foot canal connecting the
Lakes and the Hudson Ri\er. 1 do not see how that can be done
.n nfess yan I1ave a very extensive survey and a pretty expensive
.i nvestigation. Does the resolution contemplate that there may
be an appropriation to do the work?
The VICE PRESIDE!-.TT. The resolution says " without expen e." Is there objection to its consideration?
Mr. FLETCHER. I have no objection to getting the information.
: Mr. TOWNSEND. Mr. President, I do not object to this
resolution, but Senators may have forgotten that some four or
1he years ago the Senate passed a resolution requesting the
President to enter into relations with the Canadian and British
:Governments looking to the construction of a waterway for
'o cean-going ships from Duluth to Montreal, covering a large
portion of the distance contemplated in this resolution, but also
ifontinuing it farther, to the city of Montreal, where they already hav.e an ocean way. I wish we might know exactly what,
lf anything, was done with the former resolution, which I introduced, antl what action the President took in reference to it,
because I belie\e it is of the very greatest importance. It is
welL 1..-nown that Canada has been discussing a deep-water canal
'system to connect the Great Lakes with the St. Lawrence River
by way of the Ottawa River route, which I think would be most
unfortunate to the United States.
, I happen to know, :Hr. President, that this matter has been
recci ving very serious consideration in the Dominion. It has
been interfered with somewhat on account of the war. There
:is a party or a division of people in Canada who want an ocean
channel by way of Lake Erie, through the Weiland Canal enQarged, and to Lake Ontario. Another party wish to keep the
canal altogether on Canadian territory and therefore propose
to connect Green Bay and the Ottawa River with the St. Lawrence. Senators can realize ho.w important it is that the
former should be encouraged by us because it would be no less
beneficial to Canada and of g1·eat benefit to the United States.
I wish that this question might be considered seriously, because I can conceive of nothing that is more emphasized even
in this time of war by our country's needs.
1 It would ve1-y largely solve the question o:t transportation
rates~ it would relieve freight congestion; it would be a military advantage by furnishing a cheap and efficient outlet to the
sea, the demonstration for the need of which has been made so
many times of late.
. We have had this matter investigated by Army engineers,
surveys have been made, and volum~s of engineers' reports have
been made with reference to the work. While one of the most
complete reports advises that the expense would be very great,
yet more recent information shows that that waterway could be
developed for ships at practically no expense to either country.
A few years ago a. New York corporation wanted to build a dam
tor the purpose of developing water power in the Long Soo
Rapids. The proposition then submitted was that it would construct dams under plans appro\ed by the Army engineers of the
.U nited States in such a way as to subserve the interests of
deep-water navigation. and without expense to the Government.
I sincerely hope, Mr. President, that the proposition, which is
not involved in the one presented by the Senator from New
York, bot in the one that was brought up the other day, which
proposes to allow some corporation, or the Government itself, to
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develop water power in the St. Lawrence River purely for power
purposes, will not be looked upon with favor unless thet·e can
be associated with it the navigation project. It is a look into
the future, but it ought to be observed. We ought to take into
consideration the interests- of both countries. It is a mutual
proposition; it is in boundary waters, anc.l to preserve good
feeling between the two countries the problem ought to be inter•
national and ought to be solved jointly. The two countries
mu t wark in harmony, for their interests are common. There
is no valid reason why shlps of deepest draft should not ply1
between Liverpool and Duluth. The administt·ation should ex•
ercise the power which it already has to take the preliminary;
steps in this great improvement. I do not object to this resolution because it is somewhat along the lines of the project I have
mentioned-it has in \iew an ocean way from Duluth to the
foot of Lake Ontario, and there remains only the distance between Ontario and :Montreal, in the St. Lawrence River, to be
impro·ved, and that is the natural water outlet for our foreign
commerce. Nature has builded it for us, practically, although'
there are some ob tructions to be removed ; but those obstructions will themsel"\"es furnish the means of financing the de"
\elopment.
I repeat, it is a big proposition, and it is one that I had hoped
would be submitted to the International Waterways Commis·
sion or to the Canadian Government itself, for it would have
been welcomed. There is not any doubt about it. I know
somewhat the sentiment over there. The question ought to be
considered, and by both Governments. It ought to have re·
ceived practical attention long ago.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I desire to say, in reply to tho
remarks that have been made .bY the Senator from l\lichigan
[Mr. TowNSEND], that a short time ago I read in the public
press that a company had made application to the International
Waterways Commission for the improvement of the Soo Rapids,
in the St. Lawrence River, and that the commis ion had granted
them the right to make the improvement. Their improvementr
as I recall it, was to create a water power and to leave the
main channel of the St. Lawrence River in good navigable con·
dition. It was stated that the Canadian Government hau ob·
jected to the proposition on the ground that it was a matter that
did not belong to the commission, that it was beyond the jurisdiction of the commission. I simply refer to the subject be·
cause it was called to my attention.
Now, I want to say a word to my friend, the Senator from
New York [Mr. CALDER]. I am not opposed to his resolution,
I am in favor of it, but I think he is calling on the wrong department for the information. The Commerce Department is
not the department that has any data of any practical value at
hand in reference to the matter. His resolution ought to be
addressed to the Secretary of War. The Engineer Corps of the
'Var Deparbnent has ample data, and, in many cases, has estimates of the cost of such improvements. As to the very proposition to which the Senator refers in respect to a route from the
barge canal up into Lake Ontario and from there around on the
American side by way of Buffalo, I think the Senator will find
a report of the engineering department in respect to that subject,
If the Sen!ltor desires to secure the information and the data
for which he asks in the resolution, I think it would be a mistnke
not to address it to the War Department. If it were my resolution and I wanted thnt information, that is the department to
which I would address it.
Mr. CALDER Mr. President, answering the Senator from
Minnesota [Mr. NELSON], I might say I was prompted to prepare
the resolution in the way it has been presented because a reSD·
lution which 'vas adopted a few days ago on motion of the seniot•
Senator from Delaware [Mr. SAULSnURY], dealing with inlanCi
waterways, was directed to the Department of Commerce. I
added the Inland ·waterways Division of the Railroad Administration, of course, because I know they ru·e making a study o~
the proposition involved in my resolution. If, however, it is the
judgment of Senators here that the information can best be
obtained from the War Department, I have no objection to sub·
stituting the War Department for the Department of Commerce.'
I know that the other resolution was addres ed to the Depnrt·
ment of Commerce, and that prompted me to frame this resolu-.
tion in the same words; but if the Senator, in his wide experi·
ence, thinks it is better for the War Department to handle the
matter, I shall not object.
1
Mr. NELSON. I certainly think it would be better, and that
the Senator from New York would get more complete informa·
tion in the quickest time from the War Department. That is my,
opinion.
1
Now, in respect to the Delaware & Chesapeake Canal impro\e.ment, I will say that that canal has been repeatedly surveyed:
estimates have been made; and the matter has been considered
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by . the Committee on Oommerce. I apprehend all the informn·
tion that the Department of Commer-ce could furnish on that subject would. be .simply .a.s to the commercial dvantages of the
route; and there is no dispute about tb:ose. · Tbe question in·
volved in the Dela wa.re & Chesapeake Canal, tha.t has hung up
the matter, is the taking <Over ~f an old company; a company .
which has built a canal there, .nnd which has been 'Charging tolls;
anu it is a question <>f buying out that 'Company. That has been
the matter in contr<>ver~Y· 'Ve have in the Senate twice, I
think-at least once--put a -provision into a bill for purehasing
that canal, for 'the Govet'llment taking it over, irni>roving it, enlarging it. and IIL.'lking it a ship canal ; tmt the other House has
refused to agree to the proposition; and so it has fruled. The
company is in a bad situation. Undoubtedly the canal ought to
be taken over, improved, and converted into a shi,p -canal; but.
as I hav-e said, the incubus that has delny-ed the matter, the
question thnt has caused controvet·sy between the two Houses,
has been as to the acquisition of the rlt,rhts of the old company.
Mr. CALDER. Mr. President, carrying out the suggestion of
the Senator from :M innesota.. I ask unanimous consent to strike
out the Department of CommerceThe PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. ASHURST in the chair).
The Clm.ir desires first to put the question : Is there objection
to the r-equest for the consideration of the resolution at this

time?

Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President, I do not rise to object to the
consideration of the resolution, but the Senator ft•om New York
referred to a precedent having been established with reference
to n reso1uti<m concerning the Coast Canal; and perhaps it is
best to leave the Senator's resolution in its present shape. If
it goes into the bands of the War Department, nnd if he asks for
n report from that department, it is going to take a long time
and considerable investig.ntion ; there is no question about that.
I ruth-a· think that the Senator had better leave his resolution
stand as he has offered it.
Mr. CALDER. Very well; then I will not change the resolution.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the request of tbe Senator from New York for the present considerati-on of the resolution? There being no objection, it is before the
Senate. The resolution has been read. The question is on agreeing to the resolution.
T h e resolution was agreed to.
,
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.
A message from the House of Representatives, by G. F. Turner, one of its clerks, announced that the House had passed a
bill (H. R. 12863) to provide revenue, and for other purposes,
in which it requested the concurrence of the Senate.
The message al o announced that the House agrees to the
report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of
tile two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill
(H. R. 11283) to amend and reenact sections 4, 11, 16, 19, and
22 of the act approved December 23, 1913, and known .as the
Federal reserve .act, and sections 5208 and 5209, Revised
Statutes.
ENROLLED BILL SIGNED.
The message fur·t her announced that the Speaker of the Hou~ e
bad signed the bill (H. R. 11283) to .amend and :reenact sections
4, 11, 16, 19, and 22 of the act api>roved December 23, 1913,
and known as the Federal reserve act, .and sections 5208 and
52()9, Revised Statutes, and it was thet~eupon signed by the
,Vice President.
THE REVENUE.
H. R. 12863. .An act to provide revenue, and for other purpo es, was read twice by its title.
1\Ir. THOMAS. M-r. President, I give notice that on Monday
after the close of the morning business, I shall take occa.sio~
to address myself to ceTtain features of the measur-e which I
believ.e .are inconsistent with constitutional provisions.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (ltlr. AsHURST in the ch.air).
The bill will be referred to the Committee on Finance. The
.morning business is closed.
ACTIVITIES OF BREWERS, ASSOCIATION.

Mr. FLETCHER. I move that the unfinished buslness be laid
before the Senate.
.The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator f'l'om Florida
asks unanimous consent that the unfinished business be laid
before the Senate.
1\Ir. CUMMINS. I wish to make a point of order.
Mr. NEW. Will the Senator from Iowa withhold his suggestion for a moment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Iowa
yield to the Senator from Indiana?

Mr. CUMl\liNS. I will agree to wjthhold the point of order
for a moment.
Mr. NEW. Mr_ President, addressing myself to the motion to
take up tbe unfinished business, I desire ·t o read what I believe
to be :an accm·ate copy -of .a letter which pm-ports to have been
issued from the White House on the 14th day of May, very
shor-tly nfter polities had been officially aajourned. The letter.
is addressed to Mr. Arthur Brisbane, 1l:Ilcl reads as follows=
THE WmTE Hous<J,

Washington, May

14, 1918.

MY DEAR Bu.JsRANE: When you were .at the White House offices to•
day I forgot to aSk you to send me tbe Chicago Herald :md Examiner
re.,cru'larly to tny -office here. . I am suTe yon are going to make the same
good Democratic fight in Chicago that yon have been making in your
paper in Wasbi,Qg'ton. and i want to :see just how you do it.
Sincerely, yours,
J. ·p. TlniULTY

.Secreta-ry to the President.

Mr. President, I have thought it well to have that letter in
the RECORD, and I hope that it will be referred to the committee
along with certain other p-apers relating to the subject of the
purchase -of the Washington Times, concerning which a demand
has been made upon ·the .Alien Prol>erty Custodian.
WATER-POWER DEVELOPMENT.
l\Ir. CUMMINS. Mr. President, I have no objection to having the u~ished b-usiness laid bef-ore the Senate, but before
it is considered and :before anything is done under that -order, I
desire to hav-e a -quorum of the Senate present.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Then, the first questio.n is, Is
there objection to the request ·o f the Senator from Florida that ·
the unfinished business be considered at this time?
There being no objection, the Senate reswned the consideration of the amendment of the House of Representatives to the
bill (S. 1419) to amend an act entitled "An act to regulate the
construction of darns across navigable waters," approved June
21, il.906, as ·amended by the act approved June 23, 1910, and to
provide for the improvement and development of waterways for
the uses of interstate and foreign commerce.
Mr. CUMMINS. I now make the .Point of order that there
is no quorum present.
The PRESIDL.~G OFFICER. The Secretary will call the

roll

The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators answered to their names :

.A-shurst

Bankhead
Calder
Cbambel"lain
Cummins
Curtis
Dillingham
Fall
Fletcher
France

Gerry

Henderson
Jones, N.Mex.
:Tones, Wash.
Kend:rick
King
IDrby
McKellar
McNary

.Martin, Va.

Myers

Nelson
New
Norris
Poindexter
Sbafroth
Sbeppard
.Shields
·Simmons
Smoot

Sterling
Thomas
Thompson
Townsend
Trammell
Vardaman
Wl111ey
Wiiliams

Mr. TOWNSEND. I wish to announce the absence of my colJeague [Mr. SMITH of Michigan]. He is paired with the senior
Senator from Missouri [Mr. REED]. This announcement may
.stand for the -day.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Only 38 Senators having answered to their na.Ill€5, there is not a quo.rum present. The Sec1·etary \Vill call the names of absent Senators.
The Secretary cailed the names of the absent Senators, and
1\Ir. MARTIN ()f Kentucky, Mr. RANSDELL, 'i\.1r. SMITH of Maryland, and .M:r. WALSH answered to their names when called.
1\i.r. GuiON, Mr. NuGENT, Mr. PoMERENE, l\1r. KELLOGG, a.nd Mr1!!
BO-RAH entered the Chambe-r and answer.ed to their names.
The PRESIDING {)FFICER. But 47 Senators have answered
to their names. There is not a -quorum present.
1\fr. FLETCHER. I move that the Sergeant at Arms be di~ •
.rected to request the attendance of absent Senators.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sergeant at Arms will-exec
.cute the order <>f the Senate.
Mr. UNDERWOOD~ Mr. LoDG-E, Mr. Dr.Ew, and Mr. WARREN -en..
tered the Chamber and answered to their names.
'file PRESIDThtG OFFICER. ·F-ifty-one Senators having .answered to their names, a quorum of the Senate is present.
Mr. 1\fYERS. l\1r. President, Thursday afternoon of :this
week. the day bef-ore yesterday, there was -extended debate in
the Senat-e ·on the motion of the Senator from Forida [Mr•
FLETCHER] to th-e effect that the Senate disnearee to the House
.amendment to tbe pending bill-the water-power bill-and
send it to conferenc~.
I was not present during much of the debate. I was compelled, by important departmental business, to leave the Chnmber soon after .the debate began, and I did not return until
about the tim-e it closed. I am sor1~y I was not .present during
all of the debate. '!'hat debate, I have since lear-ned, too.k a
I
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wide range, covering not only the subject of water-power
legislation and the procedure of the House and the Senate on
matters pending between the two branches of Congress, but
relating to the oil-land leasing bill, which is now in conference
between the two branches of Congress, and relating to the
attitud~ and actions of the Secretary of - the Interior, the
Attorney General, and the Secretary of the Navy with reference to the oil-land leasing bill, now and for a long time past
in conference between the two branches of Congress, over which
there is apparently a deadlock in conference and in which
conference it appears that the opinions of those three Cabinet
officials have figured to some extent, and the debate also covered many other subjects, some of them of a personal nature.
It appears that the Senator from Colorado [Mr.· THOMAS]
spoke several times during the debate that afternoon. I am
sorry that I was not present to hear him. I was compelled
by urgent official business to leave the Chamber about the time
the Senator from Colorado took the floor to make his first
talk. and I was compelled to be away quite a considerable
length of time and did not return to the Chamber until about
the time the Senator from Colorado made the closing remarks
of his last address. I wish I had been prese:1t during all of
that time, but owing to matters not under my control I could
not be. The Senate was not in session yesterday, and it has
just come to my knowledge since I entered the Chamber this
afternoon, from an inspection of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD of
Thursday, the 19th instant, that a good deal was said during
that debate-said principally by the Senator from Colorado
[Mr. THOMA.s]-about the attitude and actions of the Secretary
of the Interior in regard to certain legislation and about a
controversy between the Secretary of the Interior and other
deparhnents of the Government.
As I say, just in the last few minutes that matter has come
to my attention. I knew nothing of it until I entered the
Chamber this afternoon, and I ha\e not yet had time to read
all that there is in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the 19th instant on the subject; but I have read enough to learn something of the nature of the remarks which involved the Secn~
tary of the Interior and the action of some olher departments
of the Government, and, although I have not read all that was
sai<l, I can not let this occasion pass without making some remark on some things said here Thursday afternoon about the
Secretary of the Interior. I feel that it is my duty to do so.
Had I been here at the time, I would have made immediate
reply. I now <lo so at the very first opportunity.
I see from the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD of that day that the
Senator from Colorado [Mr. THOMAS] read into the RECORD, in
the course of his remarks, some statements about Secretary
of the Interior Lane made by l\Ir. Kearful, of the Department
of Justice, before the House Committee on Public Lands some
months ago while it was considering the oil-land leasing bill;
and I have read. the most of Mr. Kearful's statements, so quoted
in the llECORD of the 19th. I think 1\fr. Kearful's language on
that occasion was an outrageous and most unjustifiable assault
upon a high official of this Government, who stands as high as
any man in the United States for probity, integrity, honor, and
honesty, whose reputation is above reproach, whose official conduct has been animated by the purest of motives, and whose
every action does embody and is regarded by the people of the
United States as embodying absolute integrity and honesty as
:well as sound judgment and an intention to do justice.
I had heard some months ago something of the attack which
Mr. Kearful made upon the Secretary of the Interior in his
statement before that committee, but I had never seen it nor
seen any part of it until this afternoon. I did not think enough
• of it to get a copy of the hearing before the House committee
and read it. I did not attach any importance to it. I think
it was entirely out of place when made before the committee,
that it was wholly unjustified and unwarranted by anything
Secretary Lane had done, and was a gross violation of propriety; and I am sorry the Senator from Colorado dignified
it by quoting from it anii. having parts of it put in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD. With great respect for the distinguished
Senator from Colorado, \Yhom I hold in high regard and for
.who ·e motives in all things I have high regard, I think he
erred in putting those statements of Mr. Kearful in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD. I think it was an improper thing to do.
I see in the remarks of the Senator from Colorado that
he takes exception to the fact that the Secretary of the Interior
has made no reply to the assault made upon him on that occasion by Mr. Kearful aml has taken no notice whatever of it.
I think the Secretary of the Interior acted with eminent dignity and entire propriety in ignoring the assault made upon
him by Mr. Kearful. I think it was entirely proper for him
to ignore it. I think it was beneath· the notice and the dignity
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of the Secretary of the Interior. I do not believe the honorable
Sec~·etary of the Interior bas to make reply to or take any,
notice of any such assault upon him to vindicate or justify
himself before the people of the United States. I belieYe that
his reputation and his character are such as not to require
that he take any notice of any such proceeding. I believe
that the people of the United States have their own fixed esti·
mate of the Secretary of the Interior, and that they do not
care to have him reply to any such scurrilous attack as was
made upon him by Mr. Kearful, nor expect it of him.
During the last fiye years and a half, since the present Secretary of the Interior has occupied that position, during nearly,
all of which time I have had the honor of occupying the posi·
tion of chairman of the Public Lands Committee of the Senate,
I haye had intimate official relations and much official business
with the Secretary of the Interior, Hon. Franklin K. Lane,
and I think I know quite well his character, as well as his
attitude on public-land matters and his ideas on the policy of
public-land legislation. I am glad to take this opportunity to
say that I know him, in all that he does, to be actuated by th~
purest motives and a high sense of integrity and probity. I
think it is highly reprehensible and most unjust for a man
of the character of the present Secretary of the Interior to be
attacked as he was before the House committee on that occa·
sion, and in his absence, too. I think, however, that his stand·
ing is such that it is not only not necessary, but would be really
improper, for him to take any notice of any such attacks from
an inferior official.
The Senator ·f rom Colorado [l\Ir. THoMAs] rather complains
that the Secretary of the Interior did not take notice of the
attack. I do not think anybody took much notice of it or
took it seriously. Evidently the President of the United
States does not think the attack sufficient to take any notice
of or to dignify.
Evidently he does not believe the charges
made by Mr. Kearful on that occasion. If he did, the present
occupant of the office of Secretary of the Interior, 1\fr. Lane,
would no longer be occupying that position. . If the President
of the United States thought there was any truth or merit in
the statements made by l\fr. Kearful, if 1\Ir. Lane's resignation
had not been forthcoming I am sure he would have been re·
moved from the position which he occupies.
The Senator from Colorado, I find, made a remark to the
effect that the presen1 occupant of the office of Secretary of the
Interior is merely Secretary of the Interior in name and not
in fact. With all due re~ pect tv the uistinguislled Sen~tor
from Colorado, I think that was an incorrect, unwarranted,
and unjust 5tatement. I think Secretary Lane is in e\ery way
and absolutely Secretary of the Interior and is in full control
of tlw affairs of his department of the Government in all respects, and that he has ne\er hesitated to do whnte,·er the
duties of his position may have required or to take llllY stand
that honesty and integrity and the be t interests and welfare
of the United States and the people thereof require. He has
asserted e-rery prerogati-re of his office and has not shirked or
yielded an iota in discharging them. I think that his jurisdiction in that department has been undisputed and uninterfcred
with, except in one instance. That was in rt-gard to the oil·
land leasing bill, which is now in conference between the two
branches of Congress. Over that bill it is true that tllere was
a long dispute and contro\ersy and much expression of different
-riews in regard to its provisions by the Secretary o.E the In·
terior, the Attorney General, and the Secretary of tile KaYy.
I do not see, however, how that could ha\e been pre\entcd.
I do not see how the Secretary of the Interior could have done
anything to prevent it. I do not see that his prerogatives or.
his dignity were successfully encroached upon in any way;
whate-rei'. That bill in its nature affected more or less thiee
departments of the Go-rernment-the Interior Department, the
Department of Justice, and the Nary Department. It was
necessarily so.
It was principally within the jm·isdiction of the Interior Depart·
ment and yet it affected certain oil lands iu the State of Cali·
forni~ which had been witlldrawn from public entry by Ex:ecu·
tive order, and some of those lands were in litigation between
the United States Government and the Southern Pacific llailway,
a.~ .
Some litigation was in progress in the courts of the country
over which the Attorney General had juris<liction and which
he and his assistants had been conducting on the part of the
Government, and the Attorney General naturally felt that his
Department had some interest in that legislation. The suits
were pending. He seemed to feel that the proposed legislation
might interfere with the pending suits, and he asked, as I under·
stand, to ha\e the privileg~ of appearing or having some of his
assistants appear before the Senate and House committees which
considered that legislation, or was in\ited to do so, I do not
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remember which. If he asked it, it was a very natural request, and there was no reason why the committee should refuse the request. There was no reason why the Department of
Justice should not have representatives appear before those
committees and state the attitude and contentions and views of .
the Department of Justice in regard to the litigation which was
pending, and which the Attorney General felt that the legislation might interfere with. I do not see why the Department of
Justice should have been expected to have kept silent on that
proposed legislation while it was pending; and I do not see that
the fact that representatives of that department asked the
privilege of appearing, if they did, before committees of Congress which were considering the legislation necessarily encroached upon the Department of the Interior or its rights in
the premises.
The Secretary of the Navy was naturally interested because
be was endeavoring to provide an adequate supply of oil for
the Navy, for the operation of warships, and he either asked
or was invited to come before the committees of the House and
the Senate 11nd express the views of his department. So the
three departments claimed, each of them, some interest in the
proposed legislation, and claimed the right to express their
respective views about the legislatlon-<>r, at least, did express
them-and as long as representatives of the departments came
before the committees and expressed their views and made
their contention in a respectful manner, without reflecting upon
the integrity of other departments or officials in other departments, I see no impropriety in it, and see no surrender by the
Secretary of the Interior of any of his rights or prerogatives.
Mr. THOMAS entered the Cllamber.
Mr. MYERS. I see the distinguished Senator from Colorado
[Mr. 'l'HOMAS] has entered the Chamber. I said earlier in my
remarks that I think ·the assault made upon Secretary Lane
by Mr. Kearful before the House committee was wholly unwarranted and unjustified, and I said I thought the Secretary
of the Interior was a man of such high standing and well-known
integrity and probity that it was entirely proper fot· him to
ignore that a sault and pay no attention to it. I said, furthermore, that the Presirlent of the United States had evidently
paid no attention to it, and I say now that I see no reason why
we should pay any attention to it or bring it into the debates of
this body. I said in that connection that I regretted that the
intemperate langua~e of Mr. Kearful bad been dignified by
being put in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD; that I thought it was
improper to put it in the RECORD, and it would have been better
if it had been left out.
I have never known any attempted interference with the
prerogatives of the Secretary of the Interior or the jurisdiction
of the Interior Department by other departments of the Gov·
ernment except in that one instance, if that may be regarded
such, and I could not call that unwarranted interference, in so
far as it consisted in a respectful expression of news by the
heads of other departments or their representatives, a respectful and temperate statement of their interest in the legislation
ami of how it would affect their departments. They had a right
to appear in a respectful way before the committees. I do not
see that any official could properly be denied that privilege. I
do not think, however, that the contentions of the various departments of the Government or the clashing of interests between them with regard to proposed legislation should influence
Congress in the enactment of legislation, except in so far as
paying due regard to all their arguments and contentions, putting them in the balance, and weighing them with du~ regard
and then doing what Congress thinks is right, taking everything into consideration.
Congress should give all pertinent and respectful contentions
and arguments due regard and then should enact such legislation as Congress in the last analysis thinks wise and proper and
best.
The departments of the Government of the United States can
not always be kept just as separate as parallel tracks of railroad running alongside o~ each other se>eral feet apart. The
business of our GoYernment is so complex and complicated and
so extensive and comprehensive that many thing::; ari e in
which different departments of the Government have more or
lees intere t or feel more or less interest. ·Many times different
departments think they have a right to have something to say
1n regard to proposed legislation. You can not separate the
different governmental departments with a razor edge just as
you would cut a cake of cheese and keep them totally separate
and apart. They are not like two streams of water running
sevPral miles apart, but which never converge.
They sometimPs get into a common territory where there are
matters and proposed legislation more or ~ess affecting different
de{la.rtwents of the Government. It is true that does not often
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arise to such an extent as arose over the oil-land leasing bill,
in which three different departments of the Government set up
conflicting views and to some extent clashing interests, but it
does sometimes arise to more or less extent. ·I can imagine
cases where it might arise even to quite as much an extent in
other departments of the Government. Upon first thought, one
could hardly think of anything arising in the Post Office Department in which any other department of the Government
might feel any particular interest or claim any right to intervene and express contrary views to those of the Postmaster
General; and yet, if we were maintaining a Government post
office on a warship of the United States, I can see readily
where the Postmaster General would naturally have the
strongest interest in nny legi">lation affecting it, while the Secretary of the Navy, when warships are carrying the mail, might
feel that he had a right to have something to say about the
proposed legislation, and the Department of Justice might intervene and express a view contrary to the views of one or the
other of the other departments.
I can not see anything in the fact that three different departments of the Government have felt impelled to express views
about oil-land leasing legislation and to try to have some influence in Congress ()Ver it as retlecting in any degree upon the
capacity or disposition of the Secretary of the Interior to control the affairs of his own department. I think he has done so
to the full extent which the law allows and to the extent which
prepriety would permit of his going. A Secretary of the Interior can not always have his way absolutely in everything where there is a ronverging of interests, where several
different departments of the Government claim or have an interest in legislation and the right to have something to say about
it, when all are subject to control by the President of the United
States, the supreme authority in the end. Neither can any other
Cabinet official.
I do not suppose there ever has been a Cabinet official who
served a four-year term without coming to some extent in clash
with the interests, wishes, or desires of some other department
of the Government or with contrary views of the President of
the United States. If a Cabinet official could serve four years
and have his way absolutely in everything, conduct the affairs
of his department in every respect just exactly as he thinks
they ought to be conducted without regard to any other department of the Government and without rega.rd to the views and
wishes of the President of the United States, I think it would be
a very remarkable thing. I doubt if it ever has occurred.
So I thmk the statement that the Secretary of the Interior is
not Secretary of the Interior in fact as well as in name, or the
imputation that he bas surrendered any of his prerogatives or
his official position or has yielded to any encroachment is wholly
untenable and is not justified by the facts. I believe the present
Secretary of the Interior has filled· his position with as much
assiduity, earnestness, and devotion to the duties of the office
and with as much devotion to the welfare of the Western States,
the public-land States of the Union, and the people of those
States, as any man who has ever filled that office, at the same
time having due regard for the welfare of the entire Nation.
I believe he has devoted more care and attention and thought
to the welfare of that portion of the Union which comes und~
the especial jurisdiction of his department probably than any.
other man who has ever filled that position. He has not
shirked, yielde<l, or dissembled one jot or tittle in protecting
those rights especially committed to his care and he has done it
with fairness and impartiality. I believe it has been his sole
aim and desire and his single thought, in filling that departmental
position, to contribute particularly to the welfare of the western
part of our country, the ])ublic-land States, and the people of
those States. and the development of theif resources, and in
general to promote the welfare and common interests of the
whole people of the United States, and to do justice to all.
The mere fact that in one piece of legislation, which is the
only piece of legislation that I know of since the pre ent occupant has been in office in which his views have been challenged
or opposed by any other (lepartment of the Government; the
mere fact that in one instance his views have been opposed bY.
some other d~partment of the Government, whether rightly or
wrongly, I think is no ground for the imputation or conclusion
that the Secretary of the Interior has lacked in zeal or fidelity in
upholding the dignity of his department and advancing the interests of it.
Mr. KING. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. MYERS. With great pleasure.
Mr. KING. I agree with the Senator in his statement that
the Secretary of the Interior lilas with assiduity administered
the duties of his high office. There is no encomium which he
could bestow upon Secretary Lane that I woul(l not most cor-
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dially concur in. I have often said that .the present Secretary
of the Interior was perhaps the best-equipped man in the United
States for the performance of the duties of the office, and that
his administration of this important department of the Go\ernment was not only b:-illiant but characterized by statesmanship and ability and conscientious devotion to duty of the
highest order. SecretarJ~ Lane is a great man, doing a great
work, and administering a great office. He has earned the confidence of the people, and his wise, liberal, and progressive
policies ha\e earned for him the gratitude of the American
people. But I did not interrupt the Senator for the purpose
of entering into the discussion, which, as I gathered from the
remarks of the Senator, bus resulted from some observations
made by the distinguished Senator from Colorado [l\Ir. THOMAS]
a few days ago. I have been absent from the Chamber for a
short time, and have not heard what the Senator has stated,
except the last few sentences. Is not the Senator replying to
the remarks of the Senator from Colorado?
l\11·. l\lYERS. I am. That is the subject of my remarks.
l\lr. KING. What I want to ask the Senator is this: Does
not the Senator think that the Secretary of the Interior and
the officials of the Land Department faithfully and honestly
performed their duty in in\estigating the matters submitted to
them under the law and which were involved in the applications
for patents covering certain oil lands in the State of California?
l\1r. l\IYERS. I am not prepared to pass upon the merits
of the decision, because I am not familiar enough with the pr{)ceedings, but I am sure that he did his duty in investigating it
and tllat he did it fairly and impartially, according to law, with
fid elity and with a proper moti>e and to the best of his ability,
and that those wllo assisted him in the conduct of the in>estigatiou did so to the best of their ability.
Mr. KING. With the information which I possess, I share
the same views as those just expressed by the Senator. Indeed,
I think that the importance of the questions presented and the
publicity given to the applications for patents caused the officials of the Interior Department, including the Secretary of the
Interior, to examine with the greatest possible care every question presented. From what I can learn, there was a determination that no fraudulent claim or one tainted with fraud or
suspicion should be allowed, and each applicant for patent was
compelled to prove, as he should always do, that he was clearly
entitled to a patent from the United States. This tribunal,
qua i judicial, investigated all questions, and pursuant to such
it found the facts in fa\or of the applicants and solemnly adjudged that they were entitled to patents.
Does not the Senator think that the law authorizes the Interior Department to deter.Il}!__ne the question as to whether or
not applicants for patents are entitled to have patents issued
to them? And does not the Senator think that the courts upheld that view?
1\1r. MYERS. Yes; I do.
l\Ir. KING. Can there be any question under the authority
both of the Federal courts and State courts as to the jurisdiction-let me add the exclusi\e jurisdiction-of the Interior
Department to make such investigations and to determine
whether the applicants nre entitled to patents or not?
l\lr. MYERS. None whatever.
l\1r. KING. It seems to me that it must be conceded that the
Interior Department did its duty in ascertaining the facts as to
the character of the land, the \alidity of the locations, and
whether the law had been complied with by those see~ing patent . It acted pursuant to the law and within the law, and determined that certain per ons were entitled to patents; but
patents were not issued. Instead suits were instituted in the
courts, men were forced into bankruptcy, all 3orts of dilatory
proceedings were resorted to by some one. The Interior Department's decisions were flouted and ignored. It was treated
with contumely, if not contempt. It would seem that a wrong
was done by some one. Now, whose duty was it to pre\ent tllis
apparent, and as I belie\e real, injustice?
l\1r. l\1YERS. I do not see that the Secretary of the Interior
is in any wise to blame for the institution of those suits or how
l1e could have prevented them. If attempts were made in the
courts to annul the patents it was the duty of th~ courts to
decide each proceeding upon the merits of the case and the
law. I~ is the duty of the courts to decide an action at law.
The Secretary of the Interior could neither decide the suits nor
pre> n t them from being brought.
l\Jr. Kil'-IG. I am expressing no opinion as to- the power of
the Secretary of the Interior to pre>ent the actions to vrhich
I ha\e referred from being brought. These suits, however, resultet1 in a t)l'ncticnl nullification of the action of the Interior
Dep!ll'tment; t;1C'r hn,·e p1·evented patents from being issued to
tho. entitled to tile ~:nmc and ha\e forced men into bankruptcy
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and pre\ented the de\elopment of oil lands at a time when the
Nation is crying aloud for oil to aid in its mighty war prepa- rations and activities.
The Senator from l\Iontana has just admitteu that tmder the
law it was the duty of the Secretary of the Interior or his department to pass upon certain questions of fact to determine
whether or not the applications for patents should have been
granted and then to issue the patents. Why have not the patents
been issued?
Mr. MYERS. Actions were brl>ught, I unuerstanu, to annul
the patents.
·
Mr. KING. Who had the authority to bring such actions'?
The Senator has conceded that the law is clear, and that the uccisions of the courts, both the Federal and State cotll'ts, are to
the effect that the action of the Interior Department is final;
that it has exclusive jurisdiction. Then who authorized the long
and destructive legislation which has followed?
l\1r. MYERS. Anybody can bring a lawsuit.
l\lr. KING. And force men into bankruptcy in the name of
the United States?
l\fr. l\IYERS. Nobody but the Gonrnment can bring a lawsuit in the name of the United States.
1\Ir. KING. These suits were brought in the name of the
United States, and the power and authority of tllis ~reat Government were employed.
l\lr. MYERS. The Secretary of the Interior is nowise to
blame for that. He is not responsible for it.
l\lr. KING. I tllink the Senator is right, and I want to acquit
the Secretary of the Interior of what I conceive to be an injustice resulting from the institution of these suits. Now, who
did it? Who was responsible for these actions?
Mr. l\IYERS. I judge the Department of Justice.
l\fr. KING. Does the Senator justify the Department of Justice in bringing those suits?
1\Ir. l\lYERS. No; I am not justifying it at all.
l\fr. KING. Does the Senator think, when the law is so clear
and the decisions of the courts are so uniform as to the modu~
operandi in securing patents, that after the Interior Department
has judicially ascertained the facts and rendered its decision
that some other department of the Government ought to ignore
such decision and launch the power of the Nation again ·t those
whose vested interests have been recognized and adjudicatet1?
l\lr. MYERS. No; I do not; but that does not at all reflect
upon the Secretary of the Interior as permitting any encroach·
ments upon his jurisdiction and the rights of his department.He could not prevent these suits from being brought. It was
not in his power to pre\ent it, and if the suits were improperly
brought it is for the court to decide that they were improperLybrought, and render a decision to that effect. It is for the comt
to render a decision against the contentions of the Department
of Justice.
Mr. THOMAS. 1\fr. President-l\1r. MYERS. I yield with pleasure.
l\lr. THOI\1AS. Does not the Senator think that under the
circumstances outlined in the question of the Senator from
Utah [l\1r. KING], the Secretary of the Interior, having himself
passed upon the evidence in the particular instances, would
have been justified, notwithstanding the action of the Depart·
ment of Justice, in issuing patents under the orders he had
previously made for them?
. l\1r. l\IYERK I am not familiar with the status of the liti·
gation at this time. I am not familiar with all of the proceed- .
ings of. that litigation. There is a statute of the United States
wl~ich confers upon courts the power to enjoin the Secretary of
the Interior or any othe1• official of the Interior Department
f1:om further proceeding with the issuance of a patent until it is
passed upon by the courts and in some circumstances its issuance may be periL'Ullently enjoined.
l\fr. POINDEXTER Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Montana yield to the Senator from Washington?
1\lr. MYERS. I yield with pleasure.
l\lr. POINDEXTER. l\Iy understanding is that the greater
part of the lands referred to by the Senator from Utah antl the
Senator from Colorado were included in areas that were with·
drawn from entry by tlle President of the United States.
1\fr. MYERS. I so understand.
l\lr. POINDEXTER. '.rhe question of the Senator from Colo·
rado would seem to imply tllat the Secretary of the Intel'iOl"
should proceed to issue patents for these lands-I am spenkin~
nO'iV only of those lands in the areas that were withdruwnnot'iYithstanding the action of the President. A great m:1ny
questions have been asked about who would interfere with the
action-of the Secretary of the InteriOi·. It is Vt!ry clear that the
President can interfere with the action of tllc Secretary of tlle
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Interior, IJccause lle is tlle chief of the SecretarJ· of the Interior
as to all the dutie of that office.
While I am speaking I should like to expre ·s some surprise-and let it go at just expressing surprise--at the objection of the
Senator from Utah to any question of property rights or of
ju.'3tice or a proper administration of the law being submitted
to the adjudication of the courts. I think, whether it is the
Unite<l States or the humblest citizen of the land, one of the
most essential guaranties of a proper ·administration of the
Government is the opporttmity to have these que t_ions submitted
to the courts. Whether or not the suit is improperly instituted,
as has already been said by the Senator from Montana, whether
or not the court had jurisdiction of the case, as well as the
merits of the controYV1.'SY itself, of course is to be determined
by the courts, and any attempt on any state of facts in contro·
versy between officials or the opinion of Senators that would
deny to the United States or to any individual the opportunity
and the privilege of having questions of that kind adjudicated
by the judicial department of the Go\ernment would be an at·
tack upon the very fundamental principles of our Constitution.
1\Ir. THOMAS. l\lr. President-l\lr. MYERS. I yield to the Senator.
1\fr. Tl:{OMAS. May I say just a word in comment upon the
remarks of the Senator from Wa hington? It is true that the
locations which were cleared for patent by the Secretary of the
Interior concerned lands within a naval reserve, but it is equally
true that not e'\""en the President of the .United States · has the
power to create a reserYe and by that act destroy yested private
interests within its boundaries. If the Secretary of the Interior
in the <lischarge of his duties and in the discharge of duties committed to no one else after careful investigation determines that
a patent shall issue, that has been regarded as conclusive of the
case in all court decisions with which I am familiar. It is that
situation which I had in mind in propoundng the query I just
submttecl to the consideration of the Senator who has the floor.
Mr. KING. Will the Senator permit me to make an observation?
l\11'. MYERS. Certainly.
l\Ir. KING. . I am somewhat surprised at ihe attitu<le a sumed
by the distinguished Senator from Washington. If his position
were the correct·one it would lead to all sorts of usurpations and
tyrannies and oppressions. I am at a loss to comprehend how so
able a Senator, particularly one who represents a great Western
State and one who i. so familiar with the public-land laws and
the mining laws that have been enacted by the National Go\ernment, can uphold and defend a course of procedure and a general policy which would, in my opinion, depriye persons of their
property, destroy vested interests, and justify and permit any
agency or executi-re department of the Government to be made
:m instrumentality of oppression and tyranny.
·
It is not my purpose nor would it IJe proper in the time of the
Senator from Montana to discuss the question as to the powers
or jurisdiction of the Interior Department, but I wish to -state
that Congress, in the exercise of its undoubted authority, created the Interior Department a.ncl defined its duties and its
authority. The Secretary of the Interior was charged with
certain responsibilities witli respect to the public lands. Under
the law he supervises the public business relating to all public
lands. The Government is a party, and an interested one, where
the SUI'Yeying and the disposal of the public lands are involved,
and tbe Secretary of the Interior is the representative of the
Government in all matters relating thereto. The Revised Statutes of the United States enact that all public-land laws shall
be executed by. the Interior Department. By law, clear and un~lmlJiguous, this department is specifically charged with the·
duty of enforcing the public-land laws. This duty does not
pertain to th~ NaYy Department nor. to any other branch or
department of the executive authority. It has been repeatedly
held both by Federal as well as State courts tllat the Interior
Department is a quasi judicial tribunal, and its jurisdiction in
l'egard to the sale and disposal of the public domain is exclusi-re.
There are some exceptions, perhaps, to this general statement
but these exceptions have been create<l by special acts; but .th~
general rule is as I ha\e stated; that i ·, that the Interior Department has functions which may be denominated judicial or
quasi judicial, and ~hat with respect to the exercise of these
:unctions its jurisdiction is exclusi-re and its decisions are final.
tt'he Constitution declares that the Congress shall have the
authority to make all needful rules and regulations with respect
to the sale and disposal of the puiJlic lands of the United States.
l">ursuant to this power Congress, as I have stated, created a
tribunal with full authority and in accordance with la"· to
make disposition of the public lands of the United States. Some
tf the courts, as I recall, have denominated the Interior DeLVI-669
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partment, together with the Commissioner of the General Land
Office and the subordinate officers, a. special tribunal, and this
special tribunal unquestionably is vested with judicial power
to henr and determine all questions which the law declares
shall be submitted for its determination.
·
-The Interior Department is authorized to issue pat~nts to
those applying therefor upon the ascertainment of certain facts.
It possesMes certain discretionary powers and it is manifest
that in the e.xercise of those powers no c~urt would have the
right to interfere, and it necessarily follows that within certain limits, as prescribed and defined by law the decisions of
the Interior Department are and must be final. As I remember
the. r.ule as ~nnounced by some of the courts, not only is its
dec.1s10n or Judgment final with respect to questions of fact,
whrch the law commits to its jurisdiction but where there is
a mixed question of law and of fact, or J. the question is one
of law alone, the decision of the department carries with it
the presumption of its correctness, and the courts will not ordim~. rily re-riew the decision. The Interior Department is charged
With the dut~-. as I have stated, of ascertaining the character
of the land for which patent is sought, and its determination
thereon is final It is charged also with the duty of asc&taining and determining whether the applicant has complied with
the law so as to authorize the i suance of patent. And, as I
recall, the com·ts have held that whenever the jurisdiction of
this department bas been invoked and it is maldng investigation
to ascertain the character of the land for which patent is
sought, and where its decision upon the que tion under the
law would be conclusive, no court, State or Federal has the
authority to interfere.
·
'
l\ly contention is that the Interior Department was char ...ed
with the dutr of ascertaining whether the lands to which reference has been made were oil lands, and whether the applicants
for patent were entitled to conveyances fi;om the Government.
Certain persons ha<l entered upon lands in California known
to be oil lands, and had located them conformable to la~. Their
entries bad been made at a time ,.,.-ben the land~ were subject
to location; they were public, unoccupied mineral lands of the
United States subject to entry by any person who, by law, was
qualified to make a mineral enh-y. The lands had not been
withdrawn by the E.'xecutiYe. After entry had been made and
while the locators were in possession, as I understand, an
ExecutiYe order was promulgated, which sought to withdraw
from entry these lands as well as others. When the locators
applied for patent, the IntGrior Department made thorough inve tigation with ·a -riew to determining the character of the
land, and whether the applicants were entitled to patent. As
I ha-re stated, the Interior Department was constituted. a judicial tribunal to pass upon these questions. It represented the
Government and protected the Government. At the same time
it acted in a judicial capacity.
The applicants had vested rights, growing out of valid locations which they had made, and they established, to the satisfaction of this trib1mal, all of the facts neces ary to entitle
them to patents from the United States. The Interior Depart-"
ment, having this e:x:clusiye jurisdiction to determine the questions in\olved, decided in favor of the applicants and "clear
listetl " the lands for which title was sought. This was a solemn adjudication by a tribunal of competent _and, upon the
questions which the law provided for submission to it, of exclusive jurisdiction. It decided that certain applicants for patents
had complied \\ith the law; that the land was mineral land
and subject to location. In the light of the record in the case,
as I understand it, those seeking patents were, as a matter of
law, entitled to baYe the same i sued to them. 1\Iy information
is that the Interior Department still adheres to that Tiew and
still insists that those whom it solemnly adjudged to be entitled
to patents have the right to demand that the Government shall
fulfill its obligation and abide by the decision of the tribunal '
which the Government erected to determin~ the questions inYol-red. iu the decision rendered. Notwithstanding these solemn
adjudications, the Navy Department and the Department of
Justice, as I am advised, ignored the Interior Department and
its adjudications and instituted va1ious actions to depri\e the
npplicants for patent of t.l!eir _property.
l\lr. POIKDEXTER. l\lr. President-l\lr. KING. Just a moment. Congress committed the authority to the Interior Department to control and make disposition
of the pniJiic lands. The officers of this department have taken
an oath to enforce th~ laws, and they are clothed with authority to make the in-restigation, and then to determine whether
t.h~ applicant for u patent is entitled to the same; and when
they have so determined, when they have passed· upon these
preliminary questions ~o.mmitted by law to them, no department
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of the Government has a right to interfere. The P~sident himself, n.otwithstanding my able friend has affirmed to the contrary, could no more rightfully interfere with the action of tbe
Interior Department after it has passed .or "clear listed " an
application for patent than the -distinguished Senator from
Washington -could interfere with the execution of a valid law.
I yield to the Senator.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not know that the difference be-tween the Senator from Utah and myself can ·be settl-ed between
us. We are parties to the controversy and_ consequently it
would ha">e to be left to some impartial third party to decide.
It is almost like a plaintiff and a defendant in a lawsuit
trying to decide the case. But the position is so plain that
I think little elucidation of it is po Sible other than a mere
statement of it.
The Senator from Utah states his position. It is tbat the
President of the United States even can not stop the issuance
of a patent of the public lands of the United States if the
Secretary of the Inte·rior wants to issue it.
I will let the tatement go for what it shows upon its face
as to the merits of that proposition. The patent has to be
signed by the President of the United States before it is a
val:id patent, and to say that the Secretary of the Interior
can command the President of the United States to issne a
patent to public lands against the will of the President, it
seems to me, is rather a far-fetched proposition, to use a
miW term.
.
Furthermore, as to the general proposition which the Senator state , that th-e Secretary of the Interior has exclusive
jurisdiction over these questions; it is true that in the clear
listing of the entries for patent the Secretary of the Interi{)r
has jurisdiction, and that tbe courts will not interfere; but
in .questions of fraud and various other limitations and eonditions, the courts will interfere; but as to when that line of
demarcation is reached as to whether the Secretary -of the
Interior has paTamount authority or whether the courts have
jurisdiction, I should like to ask the Senator from Utah to
state under our Constitution and government who · is to deeide that question? Is the Secreta.ry of the· Interi-or the ultimate judge of his own authority or are the courts to decide it1
1\Ir. KING. 1\Ir. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senat-or from 1\Iontana further yield 1
1\Ir. MYERS. I yield with pleasure.
1\!r. KING. Mr President, replying, first, to the first suggP.stlon made by my distinguished friend from Washington {1\Ir.
P-OINDEXTER], I again express my surprise at the attitude which
he ·h as .taken. I deduce from his observations that the President of the United States or any executive branch of the Government is not subject to the law; that the President of the
United States may nullify the law, may set aside the action of
any department of the Government, notwithstanding it is ere-ated by law and is proceeding strictly in accordance with the
law.
1\Ir. President; the President of the United States has only
such power in the disposition of public lands as is conferred
upon him by law. He does not enact the law; he executes the
law; the legislati\e branch of the Government determines how
and in what manner th~ public lands may be disposed of.
Congress has erected a trib;mat, a quasi judicial body, to wit,
U1e Interior Department, and it has committed to it the .ascertainment of certain facts and the determination of certain
questions, the same as Congres has c.ommitted to the various
Federal courts the determination of certain questions: The
President of the United States coul.ct no more interfere with
the determination of questions sub-mitted to the Interior De-partment than he could interfere with the decisions of the Su, pre-me Court. It would be usuyvation upon his part to set
aside the law and to interfere with the due and orderly proce-dure by which title to public lands may be secured-procedure
which has been prescribed by the Oongress -of the United States.
Congress has the right to say that an applicant for patent shall
proceed in a certain manner; Congress has the right to say that
the Secretary of the Interior shall make certain investigations,
and that those investigations shall be final, and that the applicant shall have ptttent after such investigations have been made
and a decision thereon has been rendered. When the Secretary
of the Interior, sitting as a court, passes upon those questions
of fact and decides the questions submitted and committed to
his charge by the Congress -of the United States, his decision is
a finality· and the Presi{ient can no more interfere, I repeat
with his decision than he could interfere with a decision of th~
Supreme Court of the United State .
Mr. Presid •nt the Secretary of the Interior," as has been
stated by the Senator from Montana [1\Ir. MYERs], passed upon
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certain of thes-e applications for patent; determined, after thorough and exhaustive hearings, that the applicants were entitled
to patents. He did his duty; but his decisions are nullified, his
, authority overridden by other ,agencies .of the executive branch
of the Government.
The 'Senator from Washington nsks whether or not it is a
proper thing to submit controverted que tions to the courts?
Why, of course it is not only proper, but it is right to submit
to the courts those questions which are properly the subject ot
judicial cogniz~nce.
Mr. POINDEXTER rose.
Mr: KING. Let me complete my sentence, nnd then I will
yield to the Senator.
When, however, Congress creates a tribunal
confers upon
it exclusive jurisdiction to hear and determine certain questions
then, I submit, that it is improper for some other branch of the
Government to employ the name and power of the Government
to destroy the authorized and legal tribunal, and to harass and
annoy and destroy those whose claims hnve been recognized
and whose rights have been confirmed by a competent judic-ial
body. Now I yield to the Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the S~nator from 1\!ontana yield to the Senator from Washington?
Mr. 1\fYERS. I yield.
.Mr. KING. I ask pardon of the Senator from Montana. I
forgot that I was trespassing upon his time.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. President, the outcry of the Senator
from Utah against lawle ness and anarchy eems to me to be
somewhat mi dir-ected. My opinion is that if his attitude should
be the attitude of the Government, we hall be plunged immediately into a state of lawlessness. Whenever controverted
questions of the administration of the law and the interpretation
of the 'acts of Congr-e s and of the ownership of property~which
are the questions which are involved in these cases-can not be
decided by the courts of the hind, then we are in a state of
an-archy, and that is what the Senator is contending for.
The Senator says, of course, if the laws of Congress are not
complied with, those questions can come into court, and that only
in those cases -can the court hnve jurisdiction. Wen~ I .should
like to ask the Senator, Who is to decide whether or not the
court has jurisdiction 1 The question of whether or not the Jaws
of Congress have been complied with is the very question in tb e
cases. Who is to decide this question 1 Is the Senator from Utah
going to undertake to decide whether or not the Supreme Court
has jurisdiction of these cases or is the Supreme Court of the
United States going to decide its own jurisdictioo 1 The Sen tor
is :a lawyer. Let him answer that question.
.
Mr. KING. 1\fr. President, I stated a few mom nts since that
both the Federal and the State COUTts have uniformly held that
the Interior Department had exclusive jurisdiction over· eert:ain
questions; that the decision of the Inte1ior Department on those
questions is just as binding as is a decision of the Supreme Court
of the United States; and, as the Senator from Colorado [Mr.
THoMAs] suggests, the Supreme Oom·t of the United States has
so held in numerous (!USes which have reached it.
The Supreme Court of the United States ould have no more
power to interfere with the Interior Departm nt in the determination of questions exclusively committed to it than would
the Interior Department have pow.e r to rightfully interfere with
the action of that great tribunal upon mntters which were
referred to it by Congress for determination.
I again affirm that, in my opinion, the position of the SelliltO'r
from Washin.,aton · would inevitably lead to oppression and to a
confusion which would be productive of anarchy.
· His position, as I under tnnd it, is that the action of Congr s
in organizing a department or bOdy upon which it confers aclusive authority to hear and determine controverted que tions
and to ascertain whether certain facts exist cnn be dis:reg rded,
and that some other agency ·of the Government can seize the
powe-r and author·ity of the Nation and institute oppressive
litigation in other forums, to deprive persons of their property
rights recognized nnd affirmed by the tribunal est blisbed by
law.
This is a goYernment of law. not of men, not of departments.
The execntiYe department, from the Pr ident down, is gi)V·
erned by law, anrl departments mus-t r pect the law, just as
the humblest citizen in the land is -ex:pected to.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. Will the Senator from 1\:I-ontana purdon
me 1
Mr. MYERS. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I will say just a word. After all, it
gets back to what we are debating her
The ituatlon is this:
CeTtain cases are pending in the courts which rn\'"olve the title
to some very rich oil lands in th \V t. Certain individuals
and corporations are endeavoring to ecure those la~ds. The
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President of the United States has withdrawn -them from patent,
and the Attorney General of the United States has instituted
certain suits in the courts against the entrymen, charging fraud.
The cases ·are going along in the usual way in the courts, the
Attorney General of the United States, I:epresenting the public,
I'epre enting the people of the United States. The courts decide their own jurisdiction. They will decide -whether or not
the laws of Congress are being carried out, whether or not
there has been fraud, and whether or not the Secretary of the
Interior has the right to issue these patents. Thafis the situation ; that is the status of these lands and the status of this
controversy. The Senator from Utah [1\fr. KING] illveighs
ugainst the decision of those questions as to the title to the
public lands of the United States by the courts of the land.
That is tlie entire situation.
Mr. MYERS. l\fr. President, I ha'\"e no desire to take any
part in the side discussion that has been conducted by the
eminent Senator from Utah [l\Ir. KING] and the equally eminent Senator from Washington [l\Ir. PoiNDEXTER]. It is rather
beside the object to which I am devoting my remarks. However,
I will say that, as the Senator from Utah has said, undoubtedly
this is a Government of law, .and it is for the courts to say
what the law is. Furthermore, it is for the courts to decide
whether or not actions at law and suits in equity are properly
brought and may be maintained. It is not only the duty of the
courts to decide tile law, but to say what controversies may be
litigated in the courts. It L-; for them to decide and establish
their own jurisdiction. That is the theory of our Government.
It . is the theory upon which law is maintained in our Government.
The courts must be the last and highest resort in the decision
of their own jurisdiction and as to what controversies may be
litigated in the courts. Anybody can bring a lawsuit, but it is
for the courts to say whether or not a lawsuit is properly
brought ; whether or not the court in which it is tried has jurisdiction of the subject matter of the action and of the parties to
the action. If the suits to which the Senator from Utah refers
were improperly brought it is for the courts to say that they
were improperly brought. The Secretary of the Interior has no
authority to decide that they were improperly -brought; he has
no authority to decide the question of the jurisdiction of the
courts and to thro'Y these cases out of court on a demurrer
which challenges the jurisdiction of the court over the subject
matter of the actions. The Secretary is in no wise to blame for
these suits being brought. He could not preyent the suits
from being brought, and he is not guilty of any dereliction of
duty on account of the suits being brought. He has not abandoned any of the prerogatives or any of The dignity of his department of the Go'\"ernment because these suits have been
brought; he must simply wait, as must every other citizen in
the land, for the courts to decide these suits, and ~ben abide by
the action of the courts. _ .
. l\Ir. KING. Mr. Pre ident, will the Senator yield?
~ Mr. 1\IYERS. I yield with pl~sure.
1\lr. KING. I made no criticism whatever of the Secretary
of the Interior with regard to the institution of these suits or
otherwise; on the contrary, I affirmed that, according to my
information, he had faithfully performed his duty and had
gi'\"en a decision which was eminently fair an<l right. I know
he is not responsible for these suits and that the purpose of
the litigation is to overturn his deci ions. But I arose only for
the purpose of making an inquiry. The Senator states that it
is the duty of the courts to decide certain questions. Does not
the Senator concede that it is within the power of Congress to
determine what Federal courts there shall be aside from the
Supreme Court of the United States and to determine the
jurisdiction of those courts?
Mr. 1\fYERS. Ob, absolutely; but the courts must constt·ue
the power conferred upon them, and they must decide ·the
question of j1.1risdiction-wbether Congress did or did not
confer the jurisdiction. If any court willfully decides the
question wrongfully or abuses its power, the judge is subject
to impeachment; Congress has its remedy, and it can remove
any such judge.
.
l\1r. KING. If Congress has the power to organize the courts
to determine the :nnmbet• of Federal courts. and to prescrib~
their jurisdiction, does not Congress have the power to determine what functions the Secretary of the Interior shaH exercise
and discharge, and may it not also confer upon the Secretary
judicial or quasi judicial powers; and if so, is not his finding
UJ>On a question which the law authorizes him to determine
just as binding upon the people an<l upon the Government as
the decision of a court?
1\Ir. UYERS. Oh, undoubtedly; but if anybody challenaes
his right in the court you can not, under our form of Gove~n-
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ment, get away from a decision of that court to sa'\"e your life.
If Congress confers upon the Secretary of the Interior certain -

duties and certain jurisdiction, and . he exercises those privileges, but somebody goes into court and undertakes to prevent
him from exercising them or attempts to invade them or to take
them away from him, the court must decide that question; the
decision must be left to the court; you can not get away from
that under our form of Government. The Secretary of tile
Interior can not decide such questions.
The Secretary of the Interior is in no wise to blame for the
institution of these suits ; he is not subject to any censure for
dereliction or for neglect of his duties on account thereof. He
can only abide by the action of the court the same as anybody_
else. There is a st~tute of the United States which gives to
the courts of the land the right to review decisions of the
officials of the Interior Department in land matters on certain
grounds, one of which, I believe, is fraud.
Anybody can go into court and bring an action to review a
decision of the Secretary of the Interim· upon an application
for patent. If the Senator from 'Utah enters a piece of public
land, complies with the law in every way, makes his final
pro.of, and patent is about to be issued by the Secretary of
the Interior, I can go into the court and institute an action to
enjoin the Secretary of the Interior from issuing that patent;
but the Secretary of the Interior would not be to blame for
that. The court must decide it. And if I bring the action on
improper grounds the jurisdiction of the court should be challenged and the court should uphold the demurrer which challenges its jurisdiction. One can go into court for almost anything. I undertake to say that I could go into court to compel
the President of the United States to sign a patent which he
refuses to sign. Whether or not the court would uphold my
application for · a writ of mandamus would be for the court
to say; but, no matter bow it should decide the case, the President would not be to blame; nobody would be '\"ested with
power to render a decision except the court itself in which the
action was brought. Merely because over this one piece of
proposed legislation, the oil-land leasing bill, which has· had
a long, tempestuous, and tortuous career in the Congress of
the United States, both in the Senate and the House of Representatives, because three different departments consider themselves more or less interested, and because there was this .
litigation properly or improperly pending in the courts in
regard to some of the lands which the proposed legislation
would affect-and only in this one instance, so far as I know,
has there been anything done which might be characterized as
an attempt at interference with the prero·gatives, jurisdiction,
and rights of the Interior Department-=-! can not see that
there is any basis for the imputation that the Secretary of the
Interior has abandoned any of his duties or has been culpable
or derelict or subject to characterization as being Secretary of
the Interior in name only, and not in fact.
I ilo not think the Secretary of the Interior has failed to
do anything that he might have <lone or ought to ha'\"e done. If
other departments of the Government ha'\"e gone into court an·d
ha'\"e undertaken to estop the discharge of the duties of his department of the Government or to interfere with his jurisdiction and diYest him of rights and prinleges, I do not see
that it interferes in the slightest degree with the dignity and
efficiency with whlch the Secretiu-y of the Interior has administered the duties of his office.
It may be that these suits should not have been brought; but
in that event the Secretary of the Interior is not the blamable
party. If they have been brought, as I understand to be the
case, by the Department of Justice, and if they have been improperly brought, the party to be blamed is the Attorney General. If any head of a department of the Go,ernment willfully,
and knowingly exceeds his powers, or undertakes to do s-o, or
grossly abuses or _prostitutes them, there is a remedy; Congress has a remedy, and the Senators whom I am addressing
know as well as I do what. that remedy is; and it is the onlY.
remedy. But I do not see, whether any other department is
to blame or not, that the Secretary of the Interior is · in the
slighte5t degree to blame; on the contrary, I think he has
upheld the honor, the dignity, the efficiency, the effecti'\"eness,
and the prerogatives of his department of the Government in
a highly creditable and most satisfactory manner, and that he
has devoted a degree of talent, ability, fidelity, and zeal to the
discharge of his duties that has been unsurpassed by anyone
else who has e'\"er filled that office.
Since his incumbency of that office the public-land laws have
been administered, I believe, in a more efficient, satisfacto~·y,
and expeditious manner than they ha'\"e e'\"er heretofore been
administered. I know in the State of Montana that homesteaders and other public-land entrymen have had their affairs
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attendoo to in a manner which. in the main, is highly satis- factory, which ha been generally fairly ex:{!editious, and us
a rule without any useless red tape or technicalities in the
admini tration. of the law, and I believe that the public-land
affairs of the State of ~1ontana and 6f all the Western .States
are now in a better condition and for some years have be.en
better administered than for many years previous. l know
that under the administration of Secretary Lane the State of
1\fontana bas had made within its borders about one-third o:f
all the public-land entries of the United States each year for
a. number of years past, and I have had very little complaint
about the administration of the public-land laws. I h. ve had
but very little complaint of delay in administration ; and of
the thousands and thousands of home tea.ders ru1d other public·
land entrymen who within the last seven or eight years have
come into Montana, constituting a perfect stream of immigration and new homemakers in that State, I have had comparatively few complaints of injustice or delay or complaints
upon any other ground pbout the administration of the publicland laws. I believe that Montana is -only typical of ·the other
Western States. in that respect. On the other hand, I have had
many expressions of satisfaction with the manner in which the
affairs of homesteaders and other entrymen have been attended
to by the Department of the Interior ~ the last few years.
Of course, there have been some complaints of delay, and
doubtless in some cases thet·e has been more delay than there
ought to have been, but I think that is largely, if not wholly,
due to the fact that the General Land Office is handicapped by
a shortage of help. I have tried for years to secure th(" adoption of amendments to appropriation bills to allow greater appropriations for the employment of agents, clerks, inspect01~,
and other employees in the General Land Office than it has had.
I have not been succe~sful because Congress is generally very
reluctant about making appropriations to increase the clerical
help in the departments, except in ·those departments which
are engaged in work intimately connected with the prosecution
of the war, such as the War Department and the Navy Department; but I think the General Land Office ought to have hud
more help than it has had, and I think that most of the delay
of which complaint has been made is due to the fact that the
Commissioner of the General Land Office has not had as much
help as he ought to . have had and as the work required. I admit
that the work is not always as well up as it might be, but I put
it wholly on the ground of lack of help. I think all the affairs
• of the Interior Department have been conducted in the best
possible manner with the help which has been allowed it by
law.
•
l\1r. President, I have said about all that .I care to say upon
the subject I regret that I was not here to have heard the
remarks about the Secretary of the Interior day before yesterday, in l)rder that I might have undertaken, in my h umble way,
to make some impromptu response at that time, but I was not
here; I did not hear the remarks and did not know of them
until I came into the Chamber this afternoon, and then not
nritil my attention was called to them in the CoNGRESSIONAL
RECORD of Thursday. I had no opportunity to make any remark.s in reply yesterday, because the Senate was not in f:ession, and this is the first opportunity that I have had to do so.
I take this, the fu·st, opportunity to say that I think that the
honorable Secretary of the Interior was by some of the remarks
on Thursday put in a decidedly unjust light, and one which he
does not deserve; and I could not let the opportunity go without
challenging some of those remarks or at least expressing my
views, which are at variance with them, and giving ex:pre sion
to my full and complete confidence in the Secretary of the Interior and in the manner in which he has administered the affairs
of his office in all particulars.
The sum and substance of my views is that I think the attack
of Mr. Kearfnl before the House Committee on the Public Lands
was grossly · wrong, wholly unjustified and indefensible, and
that the Secretary of the Interior was entirely justified. in
ignoring it as being beneath his dignity. I think it was unnec~
e ·s ary for a man of his high standing, character, integrity, and
well-known probity to take any notice of such an attack. I
am orry that that attack of M.r. Kearful was <lignified by being
put into the Co:[ORESSIONAL RECORD. I think it would have beeu
better if it had been left out. No good purpose was served by
giving it that notice no one else has given it, by bringing it
into the debates of this bedy and dignifying it with publicity ;
and I think an unintentional injustice was thereby done to a
good man and official.
l\Ir. THOMAS. 1\I.r. Pre ident, I shn.ll detain this large and
in pirin" audience of Senators but a very few minutes. If it were
not for the fact that the Senator from Montana [Mr. MYERs]
has either · misapprehended my purpose and my statements on
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day before yesterday or that l have been unfortunate in ex..
pressing the views that I had in mind, I should not detain thiS
body a moment lo14,o-er.
I have made no attack on the Secretary of the Interior. I
would not do so if I could. L could not do so if l would.
Mr. MYERS. l\1r. Pl.·esident, jllSt a minute please. l do not
claim that the distinguished Senator has made any attack upon
the Secretary of the Interior.
Mr. THOl\fAS. r understood the Senator.
Mr. MYERS. The gist of my remarks was that the dis·
tinguished Senator from Colorado said in his remarks on Thurs·
day, as I read in the RECORD, that the Secretary of the Interior
was Secr~ta.ry of the Interior in name only and not in fact.
That. I thought, was unjustifiable, and it was that to which I
directed my remarks.
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, Mr. President; I said that. r was dis·
cussing the attempted land legislation of this Congres , and
consequently I had that branch of t)le Secretary's jurisdiction
in view when I made that statement.
It is not necessary for me to assure the Secretary of the
Interior of my personal friendship. Indeed, I have been greatly
concerned, owing to my sincere regard for him. both as a
man and as an officer, because of conditions which seemed to me
to interfere with and to prevent his free exercise of his judg·
· ment and his discretion in the administration of the land affairs
of the Government. I knew of the attack made upon the Interior Department by 1\lr. Kearful on the 28th <lay of Febru·
ary shortly after it occurred. I fully expected that notice
would be taken of it and that the statement would either be
withdrawn or that some consequences might follow, as I think
they should have followed. · I waited through the month of
March, April, May, .Tune, July, and Augru;t for some one to
take notice of what I charactedzed then and still declare to be
a most unheard-of and unprecedented attack by one department.
upun the integrity of another before a committee in a public,
offict.al hearing. The opportunity for me to direct public atten·
tion to it did not occu.r- until the attempt to refer the so-called
water-power bill to a conference committee; and that, if my
recollection serves me right, is ostensibly the subject matter of
ou:L' present di cussion.
I felt it my duty not only to resist the adoption of that mo·
tion, but also to amend the bill -by grafting upon it the measure
which the Senate passed last February providing for the lea e
of oil and other nonmetallic mineral lands of the United State ,
and to give a very brief history of the events punctuating the
career of that bill from the time it left the Senate ancl went to
the House until now.
Mr. President, I quite agree that ~1r. Kearful, individually
considered, is a wholly incons quential per on in this iliscus ion.
I am not concerned about his personality or his achievements.
They are entirely beside the position which he occupied at the
time he made the statements which I read into the RECORD.
The Senator says he sees no impropriety in the appearance before congressional committees op land matters of the Attorney
General and of the Secretary of the Navy. Neither do I. I have
not complained of that. If they can be of service to committees
in the co ideration of legislation, I am ure the latter will
welcome their presence. The Attorney General of the United
States is th legal officer of the administration, and in the exer·
cise of his duties he is presumed to pass upon and determine the
correctness of legal phraseology and the effect of bills whiC'h
have been enacted into law that the President may determine
whether or not he should exercise his power of veto. The appearance of the Attorney General before the- Land Committees
of the Senate and the Hou e may frequently enable them to legislate more intelligently, not only with regard to the subject matter
before them but also with regard to the terminology useu to
express the legislative will. That is all right. My critici m
o-oes to what took place before the House committee when that
department, represented by an assistant, impugned the integrity
of the Interior Departmt>nt.
Mr. MYERS. 1\fr. President, just a minute, please. I concur
very heartily in tlmt criticism.
Mr. THO~fAS. Yes; the Senator concurs in it, but thinks
that it should not have been dignified by any notice in the Sen•
ate. There is where we differ.
1\lr. 1\IYERS. Or elsewhere.
1\lr. THOMAS. Or el ewhere. There is where we differ, toto
crelo. 'Ve must assume that Mr. Kearful wa speaking for the
Attorney General of the United States and not for him. If .
1\fr. l\IYERS. I think that is a very violent a umption, Mr.
President.
1\Ir. THOl\IA.S. Why, Mr. President, from time immemorial
the good olll A.nglo..Saxon maxim bas been iu force that what
one may do by himself he may do by another. This man was
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the- representative -of that department. He is the assisstant
having charge of all land matters in that department. He was
the alter ego on this occasion of the head of the departmeo.t.
Hence, in view of the fact that what he said has not been
repudiated by the honorable the Attorney General, so far as I
know we are bound to conclude that he voiced the sentiments
of th~t department, and, as a consequence, we must conclude
that in the opinion of the Attorney General's Department the
Interior Department, in the administration of this bill, if it
becomes a law instead of punishing fraudulent locators would
reward them by granting them leases as they might desire.
l\Ir. President, I re ented that as an imputation upon the
integrity of one of the greatest Secretaries of the Interior ;ve
have -ever had, and, in my juugment, the only reason w~ch
can justify the silence of the Department of Justice concerrung
Mr. Kearful's statement is either that it is approved or that
the head of the department never heard of it ; and of course
the latter inference, to my mind, is a very violent one.
. l\1y own judgment is-I can only speak from a personal standpoint-that the matter should have been fought out and settled then and there between the two departments. Mr. Finney,
repre enting the Interior Department, ju tly indignant over this
imputation, arose and protested against it. That was not only
natural and proper, it was most commendable; and there the
incident seems to have ended. Had I been Secretary of the
Interior-which I was not and never expect to be-l would
have called attention to that and had it corrected or I would
have tendered my resignation to the President of the United
States. Evidently what I would have done differs very materially from what the honorable Secretary thought he should
ha,,e done. I have no doubt that he did what he thought was
be t under all the circumstances ; and, o:f course, he is the person .to determine that question.
1\Jr. 1\IYERS. 1\Ir. Pre ident, I should just like to say that
if the Secretary of the Interior had taken the latter alternative
over a small, petty difference of opinion on the part of a subordinate official, I think it would have . been a calamity to t:tte
Western States of this country and to the people of the enbre
country.
l\Ir. THOl\1AS. Mr. President, this incident may be a small
one in the opinion of the Senator. Here, again, we differ. I do
not regard a criticism of that sort, emanating from one department against another, as a small thing. I think it is a most
c.xtraorillnarily important circumstance.
l\fr. MYERS. If the Senator will excuse me, .I meant to
criticize the spirit which brought forth the expression of 1\Ir.
Ken.rful as a petty one.
.
Mr. THOMAS. Oh, 1\Ir. President, I do not care what brought
it fol'th. I am not concerned with whether it was a spirit of
p<.ttine s on the part of the official or not. I am concerned
about a charge spread upon a public record months ago and
affecting the integrity of the Interior Department. Perhaps I
run overly concerned. 1."1le fact tllat those directly involved in
the circumstance ha\e not seen fit to resent it justifies that
belief. It depends upon the point of view.
·
1\!r. 1\IYERS. 1\Ir. Pre ident, will the Senator yield for just
a minute?
...
~~ · ~
Mr. THOl\lAS. Yes.
1\Ir. MYERS. I simply wish to ay that if a United States
Sen a tor should resign every time he is charged by some constituent with an improper motive in something that he does
the1·e would oon be nobody in the United States Senate.
1\Ir. THO~IA.S. That might be a great blessing to the country.
1\tr. 1\IYERS. It would soon be an empty body.
1\Ir. THOMA . That would not ·be an unmixed evil, 1\fr.
Pre ident. But if the President of the United States, speaking
tL.rougll one of his petty officers, should declare that the Senator from Montana was not an honest ma.n, and the ·Senator aw
fit to ignore it, I certainly would not; the Senate of the United
States certainly would not; and if the Senator submitted quietly
to such a statement from such a souree, and objected to his collea!l"nes taking it up, then, with all due respect to him, he 011ght
to resign.
Mr. 1\IYERS. _fr. P.resid.ent-1\Ir. THOl\IAS. Of course the Senator must not understand
me ns doing anything more than using Wm as an illustration.
1\lr. MYERS. I certainly would not resign. That would be
-one thing I would not do.
1\lr. THOMAS. Well, they say Democrats never do. [Laughter.] I know the Senator would not resign. I know what he
\Vould do. He \\Ould vindicate himself, as he could very easily
do:, ~md he would not wait five or six months to do it. So I
thinl\: that the illustration wh'ich the Senator interrupts me for
the purpose of stating is not at all apropos.
l\Ir. President, I have ta,ken up more time than I intended.
There is, however, another phase of the s_ubject whlch has in1
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truded itself into the discussion to which I \\ill briefly refer
before taking my seat.
· I am not wholly in accol'd either \\ith my friend, the Senator
from Utah [Mr. KING], or with the Senator from Washington
[Mr. PoiNDEXTER], regarding the powers of the Secretary of
the Interior over land affairs. I think both are partly right.
The action of the Interior Department or of the Secretary of the
Interior in adjudicating upon applications for patents is fimil.
The right of the G<rve1·nment to institute suit, even after patent
is issued, to set the patent aside upon the grouncl of fraud not
bLought to the attention of the Secretary of the Interior is undoubted.
The right to bring an action in the name of the United States,
after patent, to cancel patent for grounds recognized by the
courts, unquestionably exists; but the decisions of the department can not be assailed collaterally. I believe that the President of the United States has the power, the Secretary of the
Interior having acted according to his best judgment, to o'errule him, because he occupies the ultimate position of responsi·
bllity, and the Secretary of the Interior is accountable to him
and to no one else. All this, however, is but an incident to the
general situation; and about that I have said all that I caTc
to say.
I know that a number outside of this body have construed
my remarks of day before yesterday as an attack upon the Secretary of the Interior; and it is becaus.e of that circumstance
that I have taken advantage of this opportunity to make that
subject clear, so that hereafter there can be no misunderstanding about it. There is no more upright, honest, capable, conscientious official in the Government to-day than Franklin K.
Lane, the Secretary of the Interior. I did not charge him-I
can not charge him-with abandoning the duties of his office.
He has not done so. What I said was that other heads of departments had invaded some of his prerogatives, and he hall
not protested. What I said was that interferences which I do
not believe are justifiable have occurred with nis management
of land affairs, to the injury of the public and of many individuals acquiring rights on the public domain through strict
compliance with the requirements of the Federal statutes. I
am prepared,· on any occasion that may be apposite, to prove
these assertions by specific instances, if necessary. I am not
making the statement through misinformation, unless the
sources of my inforiL-ation are themselves uru·eliable; and I
think it is as necessary to preserve in all their integrity the
several jurisdictions of the various departments, if we are to
have peaceful and successful administrations, as it is :tor the
legislative and the executive authorities each to observe, as far
as it is pos ible for them to do so, the respective limitations
placed upon their power, and to inb::ude as little as possib1e
upon the boundaries of ·the other departments.
1\I.r. ASHURST. 1\fr. President, I crave the indulgence of
the Senate for a few minutes only on this subject.
I was not able to be in the Senate on Thursday. I was here
for a time in the morning, and was called out by some matters
which required my attention before the Treasury Department
and the ·war Department. I always listen to what the dh;tiuguished Senator from Colorado [1\Ir_ THmiAs] says, first because I regard him as one of the ablest men not only in the Senate but in the Nation as welL He is usually careful and
judicious in his ·e xpressions, and it may appear to be a piece
of presumption for me even to refer in a critical sense to what
he may say upon any subject; but upon this occasion he and I
are so much at variance, and the matter is so vital, that·I ought
at least to a-press my view of the situation pre ented.
No person can determine for another the course of conduct
in life_ We must each and all mark out such conduct for ourselves. No other person can give to the Senator from Colorado
a philosophy of life. That must be adopted and acted upon by
each one for himself and by himself. The rule of conduct that
guides and controls men in their struggles and in their contests
must be one that appeals to their judgment and their own consciences. It so happens in this case that the rule of conduct
which the di tinguished Senator from Colorado asserts that he
would follow is not one which I would always follow.
For example, it appears that a gentleman by the name of
Kearful-Mr. KING. Not "Careful."
Mr. ASHURST. Not "Careful "-Kearful-before a committee of the House, some time last February, made some observations in the course of his argument which some members of
the committee and the Senator from Colorado construe to be a.
reflection upon the Department of the Interior, and the Senator
from Colorado last 'J."hursday complained extremely that the
Secretary of the Interior had not resented the statement made
by Kearful. The Senator from Colorado is usually so accu-
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rate in his •ie.w of public matters and his philosophy of life
that it is a tonishing that he could have wandered so far from
what, in my judgment, is the true rule, usually, for a public
official. The Senator from Colorado is disturbed because the
Secretary of the Interior has not wasted •aluable time on this
man Kearful.
If the Secretary of the Interior were to pause in the perfo"rmance of his vast duties to answer the ill-founded assertion · of disappointed litigants and to answer the criticisms of
tho. e who attempt illegally to acquire the public domain and
arc thwarted, he never would have time for public busine s.
1\lr. THOMA.S. Mr. President-The PRE IDING OFFICER (Mr. CuMMINS in the chair}.
Do s the Senator from Arizona yield to the Senator from
Colorado?
l\1r. A.SHURST. Certainly I yield; yes.
l\1r. THOl\.IAS. I agree with the Senator. Does the Senator
think that the charge which I criticized was made by an irresponsillle citizen or a disappointed litigant?
Mr. ASHURST. Why, I never heard of the man's name
until to-day. Now, l\1r. Kearful may be one of the most disiinguished lawyers in the United States, but I do not happen
to have the honor of his acquaintance. If I ever met him, I
have forgotten it.
'
l\Ir. THO~fAS. Does not the Senator distinguish bet'\\een
1\lr. Kearful and the Assi taut Attorney General of the United
States, speaking for that department?
1\lr. ASHURST. I do not belieye that 1\lr.. Kearful, or Tearful, or '\\hateYer his name may be, speaks now, or spoke then,
in a true ~ense for the Department of Justice.
:!\Jr. THO~L-\.S. Then, 1Ur. President, that is the difference bet~Yeen us. I do.
1\[r. ASHURST. I realize, however, that when a man speaks
in his official capacity as Assistant Attorney General he is "presumed" to speak for the Dep:utment of Justice; but I do not
belieYe that the views which l\fr. Kearful expre ed before the
committee with such facility, and without any facts whafever
to maintain his a scrtion, are the views of the Department of
Justice; nnd I did not read this statement until this morning.
I neYer knew about it until another Senator called my attention to it, and then I r~~.d it. It is one of those bald statements 'vitllout the slightest scintilla of evidence to support it.
Mr. THO:J1AS. 1\lr. Pre ident' _
The PRESIDii"G OFFICER. Does the Senator from Arizona
further yiel<l to the Senator from Colorado?
Mr. ASHURST. Certainly I yield.
Mr. THO~IAS. Of cour e the Senator knows that this gentleman is still the Assistant Attorney General and has been ever
~ince he made that sta tement.
l\fr. ASHURST. This is the first time I have learned of that.
I <lid not know enough about Jiim to know that be was then
As istant Attorney General or to know that be still retains the
position.
1\lr. MYERS. l\lay I make a suggestion?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from .A.rizonn
yield to the Senator from Mo:::1tana?
Mr. ASHURST. I yield.
Mr. l\IYERS. I will state to the Senator from Arizona that
Mr. Kearful merely expressed his opinion as to what the Secretary of the Interior would do under certain circumstances in the
future, and I dare say that a contrary opinion is held by 99,999.990 people in the United States.
~Ir. ASHURST. I thank the Senator for the interruption. I
want it, however, to be understood that I am not making any
a sault upon !\'Ir. Kearful, because I do not know that gentleroan. It would be folly fo1· me to stand here and make an assault upon him when I know nothing about bim. I am only
judging from what is alleged to be his statement and judging him
upon his alleged statement. I do not blame the Secretary of the
Interior for not making reply thereto, because the things that
l\lr. Kearful stated are hazy, nebulous, uncertain, and hypothetical; that if the Secretary of the Interior were to abandon his
duties and rush in to make a " resentful " defense against nebulou , weak, inconclusive, omnium gatherum statements of that
kind be would be kept busy at something outside his duties.
I did not rise, ho,Yever, to discu s Mr. Kearful. He may be a
tery estimable gentleman. 1 know nothing about him. I rose
to e:xpre s my regret that matters of this kind are creeping into
the RECORD. I am liberal rather in regard to matters going into
the RECORD. I am not, I think, thin-skinned about what goes
into the RECORD as against tho. e who can reply, but it seems
far-fetched for · a <1i ·tingui ~bed Senator whose influence in tllis
country i gt·eat and '\\hose "·ords are listened to as the Senator
from Colorado is li.tened to, to rise and make serious and
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lamentable complaint becau ~e the ecretary of the Interior diu
uot re ent what somebody else said about him [the Secretary].
~r. President, I am sorry to confess that I am not free from
resentfulnes . I resent insults as quickly as anyone, but if I
paused in these great times to resent what is said about me I
would neYer have time to do my duty as a Senator nor to answer
a roll call in this Chamber; I would be quite busy answering
things that arouse my resentment.
In regard to the Secretary of the Interior, Ron. Fr:mklin
K. Lane, he needs no defense ·at my hands. He certainly needs
no defense at the hands of anybody on the ground that he
ought to ha•e been "resentful." When the historian comes to
estimate the character of Secretary Lane the venom ~~nd the
malice of the enemies he has made in his :;;talwart defense of
public right and public honesty will not 'veigh more t.han as
idle wind which to-day passe· him by, and which he regards not.·
I commend him rather for refusing to embroil his great
office in the miserable debauchery of a quarrel a to which
particular department shall have jurisdiction over this matter
that has arou ed all this debate. I agree with the Senator
from Montana [Mr. MYERs], who has just spoken on this subject. I think frequently the jurisdiction of the deparhnents
is so interlaced and intertwined that it is very difficult to ascertain ju t what department should have jurisdiction. Frequently
there is n divided responsibility and a uivide<l jurisdiction. and
to criticize the Secretary of the Interior because he did not
set himself up as an autocrat and say, "I wlll not allow an·
other department of the Government to permit its Yiews or suggestions to interfere with my views and suggestions," would be
unreasonable, indeed.
I ha\e read some Wstory touching our public men. I know
of no man who is more respected by the two great j101itical
parties contending fot· supremacy now than is Secretary Lane.
He has the confidence of all right-thinking people, an 11 their
confidence is reposed in him justly, in my opinion, nnt only
because of his stal'\\art integrity, but because of his remarkably
accurate and wide comprehension of the problems confronting
our country now, and that will arise and confront our country
when we are no longer here to aid iL in this great strurrgle to
give liberty and good government to the people.
There is but one man in this country and only one, ~nd he
is w·oodrow Wilson, who has a greater conception of the
grandeur and the duties and the obligations of public men than
has Secretary Lane. No man in my day, except Woodrow
Wilson, bas horoscoped the future as accurately as hns Secretary Lane. I presume every Senator received a copy of the
letter Secretary Lane wrote to Members of Congress lmt two
or three months ago, pointing out the necessity of takiug care
of returned soldiers on farms, and the problem of redeeming
stump and cut-over lnnd, reclaiming swamp land, for I think
that letter was put into the RECORD half a dozen time . I
wonder if 1\lr. Kearful, and I mention hi name with respect,
because I have no right to do otherwise, could write ::;uch a
letter as that.
I think we must be more careful of the way in whkh we
han"dle the names of people. Human cllaracter is a tender
subject. There .are people in this country who when they read
a charge against a man, made possibly by some irresponsible
individual, attach importance to it. I run not a urulng the
attitude of a censor or attempting to rebuke anybody, but I
simply say that I do not agree with my distinguished anJ lovell
friend, the Senator from Colorado, who as ·erts that the Secretary of the Interior ought to abandon the attention that he is
placing upon his duties and rush forward with a resentful defense and denial of the insinuation made by l\1r. Kearful.
The Senator says that under such circumstances if the charges
are not withdrawn there should be a resignation on the part of
the Secretary. I do not know that I can quote him accura·tcly,
but that is the effect of his statement.
Mr. THOMAS. I did not say that. I stated what I woul<l
haYe done under similar circumstances.
Mr. ASHURST. I am going to say that I am not trying to
flatter the Senator from Colorado. He would object to and re·
sent improper and unjust praise of himself as quickly as ho
would resent an improper and unjust criticism of himself. There
are few men I have ever met who have as much courage as the
Senator from Colorado. He frequently vote alone. It takes
no courage sometimes to vote alone when you are right, b11t he
bas the courage frequently to vote alone when he is wrong~
He is a man of ex-perience, but I can not ee upon what philos·
ophy he could predicate an opinion that a man ought to resign
from a Cabinet position becau e another head of a department
1 did not discharge some inferior member of that department who
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ninde some statement reflecting on the other Cabinet official
1\Ir. Lincoln would not have had a Cabinet at all; he could not
have maintained a Cabinet under such a proceeding. Seward
nearly all the time declined to speak to or fraternize with Stanton. Seward did not resign and Stanton did not resign simply
becnu.se they did D:Ot "like" each other.
1\Ir. THO:l\1AS. Mr. President-1\Ir. ASHURST. I yield.
1\lr. THOMAS. The Senator is a student of history. Can he
name an instance in the administration of Mr. Lincoln where
one member or" a Cabinet or his assistant publicly announced that
another Cabinet member or his department was not capable of
honestly administering his trust?
1\lr. ASHURST. I can.
.1 \fr. THOMAS. WhPre?
Mr. ASHURST. When Gideon Welles, Secretary of the Navy,
l et the contract for the construction of the Monitor, which de"Stroyed the .Mm·rimac, the Secretary of War practically charged
him with malfeasance of public funds for letting that contract;
but when the Monitor sank the Merrimac that same Secretary of
War, 1\Ir. Stanton, charged Gideon Welles, the Secretary of the
Navy, with inefficiency because he did not let a contract for more
than one Monito-r. But there wns no resignation.
Mr. THOMAS. Then will the Senator inform the Senate, if
the charge was made, if it was made publicly, which I think the
Senator is mistaken in asserting, and whether any investigation was demanded or any challenge of the truth of the statement
was made?
1\Ir. ASHURST. In the first place, I do not know that it was
made publicly in the newspapers.
1\Ir. THOMAS. My recollection is that it was not made publicly at aJL
1\Ir. ASHURST. The Senator may be right, but at least the
President knew of the charge and all the Cabinet members knew
of the charge.
1\!r. THOMAS. It was a family matte.r, so to speak.
l\Ir. ASHUHST. Tes; an official family matter.
1\!r. THOl\IAS. It was made privately; that is to say, in the
Cabinet. The record of it was'found in Mr. Welles's diary.
1\Ir. ASHURST. But there are other evidences of it. At another time a very severe criticism was made with reference to
building some sort of a.n obstruction in tOO Potomac River to
prevent the Confederate fleet from coming up and desb·oying
the city of Washington. The Secretary of War caused a number
of bouts to be sunk some miles below this city, and for years
afterwards those bouts were referred to as Stanton's navy. It
led to a very serious disruption of friendships. It led to a criticism that arose between members of that Cabinet, between Secretnry Stanton and Secretary Welles. Nobody suggested that
one of those two should resign.
Now-, that is about all I ha-ve to say, 1\Ir. President. I certainly wish to say nothing in a controversial spirit. I hope that
in the future all Secretarie of the Inter:ior 'Will be as assiduous
·a nd as diligent and have a scope of vision such as is possessed by
the present Secretary of the Interior.
Mr. THOMAS. I move that the Senate adjourn:
l\lr. POMERENE. Will the Senator withhold the motion for
a moment?
1\Ir. THOl\IAS. I withdraw the motion for the present.
1\1r. POl\1ERENE. Perhaps about half an hour ago the senior
Senator from Virginia [1\Ir. MABTIN] asked, in the event of no
one desiring to speak further, that I should move a recess until
4.30. The reason for that request is tnat the chairman of
the Finance Committee is expecting to present a conference
report.
Mr. THOMAS. In moving adjournment I am carryjng out
the request of the Senator from V1rginia., as I understood it.
Mr. SMOOT. I will say to the Senator that the conferees
can not report this afternoon. 1\lembers of the conference told
the Senator from Virginia to let the Senate adjourn, as it was
impossible for the conferees to report this afternoon.
1\ir. THOMAS. That was my information.
.1\Ir. POMERENE. I was not so advised.
Mr. SHAFROTH. I will say to the Senator that the Senator
from Virginia conferred with the Senator from North Carolina
[1\1r. Sn.LMONS], and they came to an agreement that the Senate should not be held in session to receive the report to-day.
l\Ir. THOl\IAS. I renew my motion.
The PRESIDil~G OFFICER. The Senator from Colorado
moYes that the Senate adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; and (at 3 o'clock and 45 minutes
p. m.) the Senate adjourned until Monday, September 23, 1918,
at 12 o'clock meridian.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
SATURDAY, Septem.be1· 21, 1918.
~'he

House met at 12 o'clock noon and was called to order by

Mr. CRISP, Speaker pro tempore.

The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. · Couden, D. D., offered the fol·
lowing prayer :
Our Father in heaven, we approach Thee with renewed faith
and confidence that Thou wilt continue Thy favors nnto us.
Quicken therefore our conscience and clarify our minds, that
we may act nobly and intelligently our part in the great drama
of life and so fulfill the law and the prophets.
Our hearts go out in deepest sympathy to the l\iemher of this
House, and his stricken wife in their profqund sorrow and grief.
Comfort them, we beseech Thee, by the ble ed promises of the
Gospel and help them to look f01·ward with faith to that day
when all tears shall be wiped from all faces and all hearts lost
in eternal joy. In Christ Jesus our Lord. Amen.
The J ourna.l of the p~oceedings of yesterday was read und ap·
proved.
C01-."TUSIO~

OF lDEKTITY.

.1\Ir. DOOLITTLE. There seems to be a disposition on the part
of the Official Reporters, as well as others, to confuse the
identity of the gentleman from Ohio, Judge GAR», and myself.
I am flattered, complimented, and pleased by it, but Judge GABD,
naturally, I imagine, would have a kick coming. I do not 1.--now
how often in the RECORD in the six years we both have been in
Congress it has appeared where words were atb·ibuted to Judge
GARD that I have uttered, but I know it has happened at least
four or five times. Perhaps Judge GARD would object to that.
I do not know whether words which he has said have been attr:ibuted to me at times, but, anyhow, I hope hereafter that the
reporters will recognize the difference between the distinguished
gentleman from Ohio and myself.
Mr. :MEEKER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DOOLITTLE. Yes.
1\:Ir. MEEKER. 1\Iight the gentleman not state to the reporters what the difference i between him •elf and the gentleman from Ohio?
l\lr. DOOLITTLE. The gentleman now speaking is the gen·
tlemarr from Kansas, 1\Ir. DooLITTLE.
LEA.\E TO .ADDRESS THE IIOUSE.
1\Ir. KITCHIN. 1\fr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
on 1\Ionday next, after the reading of the Journal and the disposition of matters on the Speaker's table, the gentleman from
.West Virginia, Mr. NEEr,Y, be given 30 minutes in which to address the House. He was going to make the request himself
but was called away suddenly b:r a telegram.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from North
Carolina asks unanimous consent that immediately after reading the Journal on Monday and the disposition of matters on
the Speaker's table the gentleman from \Vest Virginia, Mr.
NEELY, may have 30 minutes in which to address the House.
Is there objection?
Mr. FORD~Y. Woulu not t.he gentleman from North Caro_lina include 30 minutes for the gentleman from Wisconsin, 1\Ir.
FREAR, and the close of l\ir. NEELY's address?
l\1r. KITCHIN. I will.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from North
Carolina adds to that n. request that the gentleman from Wisconsin, 1\Ir. FREAR, at the expiration of the address of the
gentleman from West Virginia, Mr. - -EELY, may also have 30
minutes. Is there objection?
1\lr. SIMS. Reserving the right to object, I want to ask the
gentleman from North Carolina a question for information. I
was not here yesterday at the moment when the House adjourned. Was there an agreement to take up the agricultural
stimulution bill on Monday?
Mr. KITCHIN. No .
Mr. SillS. The gentleman from North Carolina know that
I am very an..nous to get up the emeTgfficy power bill next Monday, and if these unanimous consents get iR the way I do not
know how I am going to get consideration of that bill.
l\Ir. KITCHIN. I suggest to the gentleman thnt he get unanimous consent to take his bill up immediately after these gentlemen have addressed the House.
Mr. GILLETT. The gentleman's bill would not be in order
on Monday.
Mr. SIMS. I want to get unanimous consent to tnkc it up,
and such consent will make it in order.
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Mr. KITCHIN. Let the gentleman from Tennessee ask unanimous coil ent that his bill be taken up immediately following
the addresses of these two gentlemen.
1\fr. STAFFORD. Reserving the right to object, I understood
that the gentleman from South Carolina [1\.lr. LEvER] stated
last evening, in response to a query propounded to him by the
gentleman from North Carolina [1\fr. 'VE;BB], that immediately
on the <lay following the taking up of the Agricultural appropriation bill it was his intention to tring up the food-conservation bill. · I \vant to inquire of the gentleman whether it is his
purpose to bring up the food-conservation bill on l\londay?
l\lr. LEVER. In response to the inquiry of the gentleman
from Wi ·cousin, I de ·ire to say that I feel somewhat embarrassed. Tllis morning I learned that a great many gentlemen
n·om New Engla.nu-particularly from the States of Massachusetts and N m\• Jersey-have primaries ·on Tuesday next. ' Many
of them have reservations already to leave to-night. I do not
think I said that I intended not to call the food-stimulation
bill up to-uar, but my friend from Wisconsin calls attention to
the fact that I told gentlemen privately that I would not.
Mr. BUTLER. · I want to say that Mr. MoRIN, from Penns~·lvania, has gone home.
Mr. LE'\ ER. Of course I can not call the bill up to-day under such circumstances. I would like very much if we can
agree to some program that would take care of my friends from
New England, but I do not see very well how we can agree to
hold the bill in abeyance until the last of next week ; and they
could not reach here until the last of next week. So, if ·we can
arrange to do it, I woulu like to call the bill up on 1\Ionday and
send it to conference. The parliamentary situation is this:
The Committee on Agriculture has recommended that the House
disagree to all the Senate amendments and agree to the conference a ·keu for, except the \var-time prohibition amendment, and
there it recommends that the House agree to the Senate amendment with an amendment which allows the importation of wine
until May 1, 1919. 'Ve agreeu to that amen(]ment at the urgent
reque t -of the State Department for certain foreign countL·ies.
Mr. STAFFORD; There is not much question in the minu
of the gentleman from South Carolina and in the mind of any
1\Iember of the Hou. e as to what the action of the Hou. e is
going to be in ending the bill to conference and agreeing to the
prohibition amendment.
Mr. LEVER I thluk everyone realizes that the war-time
prohibition nmenument will be overwhelmingly carried in the
House, anu of cour e I take it that the other uisputed points
will be ·ent to conference.
Mr. STAFFOUD. 'Vhy can not the whole !Jill go to t!Onference?
·
Mr. BUTLER. No; let us Yote on the prohibition amendment
and get rid of it.
The SPBAKEH. pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, resening the right to object-!\1r. STAFFORD. l\Ir. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
is it to be understood that we take UD the food--con. erYation bill
on Monday?
1\Ir. KITCH!~. YeR.
Mr. STAFFORD. Under the ·e circumstances, as we have
general debate to-day, I do not ·ee any reason why we hould
indulge in debate on Monday; therefore· I object.
· The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wisconsin
objects. Under a special order of the House the gentleman
from Ma~sachu etts [Mr. GILLETT] i entitled to 30 minute .
1\Ir. Sil\IS. Mr. Speaker, I desire to submit a request for
unanimous consent.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman \Yill state it.
1\Ir. SIMS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the
emergency power bill (H. R. 12776) be taken up for consiuera, · tion, following the action of the Hou ·e on the bill just referred
to by the gentleman from South Carolina [l\Ir. LEYER], next
!\Ion<.lay.
·
1\lr. SNELL. 1\Ir. Speaker-The SPEA. KER pro tempore. Let the Chair state the request.
TllC gentleman from Tennessee a ks unanimous consent that
the emergency power bill be made the special order, to be taken
up for con ideration on Monday next, immediately on disposing
of the agricultural food-stimulation bill.
.1\.lr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object-1\lr. SEARS. l\lr. Speaker, I demand the regular order.
Mr. SNll.""LL. I woulu like to a k the gentleman what became
of the emergency power bill that has already· been passed?
· 1\Ir. SIMS. We have not passed any emergency power bill.
l\e pas~ed a GO-year lea ·ing water-power bill.
Mr. S~ELL. 'Vas that not an emergency proposition?
1\Ir. Sll\IS. No ; and never \vas so considered. ·
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Mr. SNELL. I under tood when it was pre ented to this
House that it was an emergency proposition.
l\1r. SIMS. Then the gentleman misunder toocl the character
of the bill.
l\1r. SNELL. l\lr. Speaker, I object.
1\Ir. SIMS. Of course, the gentleman has the power anu right
to object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from New York
objects.
1\I.r. PARKER of New Jersey. l\ll·. Speaker, a parliamentary,
inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. PARKER of":Kew Jersey. Tile Chair just state(] the request of the gentleman from Tennessee [1\Ir. Sn.rs] that the consideration of the emergency power bill, so called, be made in
order to follow after the emergency food bill was disposed of.
I do not understand that there is any agreement t11at the food
bill shall be taken up-only a statement by the gentleman from
South Carolina that he would propose to take it up.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Answering the inquiry, the
Chair submitted the request just as the gentleman from Tennessee submitted it to the Chair, but the Chair will further state
that the agricultural food-extension bill is a privileged bill in
its present status, and the Chair presumed that the gentleman
from South Carolina \vould call it up.
l\ll·. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, I desire to state, for the information of the House, in order that I may not have to answer the
question three or four hundred times to-day, that we will call
up the agricultural stimulation bitl on l\londay.
l\lr. TREADWAY. At the opening of the session?
Mr. LEVER. Yes.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from l\la sachusetts [l\fr. GILLETT] is recognized for 30 minutes. [Ap·
plause.]
POL!TICS AND THE WAR.
l\lr. GILLETT. l\lr. Speaker, most of the l\Iembers of this
House of both parties are candidates for reelection, and as the
time approaches it is idle for us to pretend that we are not ueeply
interested in the result. Each of, us believes that the success of
his party will be beneficial to the Nation and will promote its
prestige and success on both sides of the Atlantic. I do you on
that side of the House the credit to believe that if you thought
it would sa"\"'e one soldier's life or shorten by one day the war to
have the next House Republican, you would acquiesce in that
result, and I claim for this side equal patriotism. But each of us
belie\eS unreservedly in his own side.
One fact we will all ::<lmit, that there has never within our
·memory been a time when party feeling manifested itself so little
as withln the past 18 months, or when both sides of the House
worked together with · such harmony and cooperation to
strengthen the hands of an administration. During no previous
wal.·lias there ever been such unanimity or such a suppres ion of
criticism. And I think it is not unfair for me to suggest that at
least one-half the credit for that rests with the Republicans.
We have been the minority. Under our ·ystem of go"\"'ernment
one of the main functions of the minority is to criticize and
attack. It bas no opportunity of initiative, no share of the
patronage, no connection with the administration. For you
Democrats it is natural anu advantageous to support the administration, which in turn assists you. For us it is urinatural
and brings no advantage. So for us to uphold an administration
whose election we strenuously opposed and which has never con·
sulted or befriended us has been, I think, more difficult than for
you. But you on that side of the House have done your best
to make it easy for us. You have ·met our advances with a con·
sideration and a good will which has made cooperation pleasant.
and I wish to express my warm appreciation of the genial spirit
which has characterized our relations during this Congress.
[Applause.] Perhaps I ought to add in contrast that for more
than a year I have been the acting leader of the minority, and if
uuring that time there has been by the administration any consultation or any recognition in any way of the Republicans . in
this House it has escaped my memory. [Laughter.]
During most of this Congress there has been an entire ab ence
of partisanship in the speeches, but as the election approache•1 in
which we were all so deeply interested it wn , I presume, in·
evitable that what we were thinking should find expression.
The chairman of the Democratic congres ionnl committee was,
I think, the first one to stain the columns of the RECORD with the
partisan tinge from which they had so long been free. He obviously intended his last speech as a campai gn <locument, to be
transmitted through the mail in the p nding congre. ·ioual campaign, just as there have been sent out lmtlet· his frank and without paying postage, thousantls of a partisan editorial from a :New
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York newspaper which he slipped into the CoNGRESSIONAL
RECORD.
In this campaign speech the gentleman cites figures to show
that the two Democratic Congresses during the first term of
President Wilson appropriated more money for the Army and
Navy than did the Republican Congresses during the terms of
either President Roose-velt or President Taft, arguing that those
Democratic Congresses were more liberal and more foresighted
in preparing our Army and Navy for war than were the Republican Congresses. It is quite a new note to be sounded by a
Democratic Congressman. It shows what a change the war has
effected. It shows how a party can become ashamed of its past
policy. It shows that some in the Democratic Party recognize
public opinion too well to dare to say w~th Mr. Creel that they
thank God we were not prepared when the war broke out. It
shows a \Yish to make the people think that the Democratic
Party had done more than the Republican Party to prepare us
for war. And letters are being systematically sent out by the
same Democratic chnh·man, pressing the same argument and
trying to monopolize as a Democratic asset the pah·iotic war
spirit which now inspires the Nation.
But the peo9le ha-ve not such short memories as to be deceived
by this superficial argument. The Democratic Congresses cited
did spend more for war purposes than the Republican Congresses-but why? Was it because they had greater foresight
and wisdom? During the first of those Congresses we had the
War with Mexico, which compelled large mllitary expense. Tho
second of those Congresses did not meet until seven months after
the sinking of the Lusitania and did not end until after Germany
had made "·ar upon us and our diplomatic relations with her
were broken off, and only a month before we declared war. Did
appropriations made under those circumstances indicate much
foresight? The great naval appropriation bill of that last session was enacted on March 4, 1917, when war was clearly inevitable and only a month before it was declared; and the great
Army appropriation bill of that session was not enacted until a
month after war was declared. And yet the Democratic chairman argues that because under these conditions the size of the
appropriation bills was gTeatly increased the Democratic Party
is entitled to admiration and confidence.
During all that Congress the world was afire. Was it much to
.boast of that a Congress under such conditions had spent more
money on war preparatious than its Republican predecessors ~n
an era of profound peace? It seems to me a pitiable case of misspent enterprise to try to gain credit for the Democratic Party
from such figures. I am sorry to see partisan spirit enter that
field. I am sorry to see these comparisons between the parties
instituted. And I am not only sorry, but I am surprised at the
effrontery of a Democrat in initiating the comparison. I think
it would have been wiser, as well as more patriotic, for you to
have taken the position, in which I would gladly have acquiesced,
that tl10se matters pertained ~o a past which we might well
ignore, when many menin both parties failed to foresee the future and prepare for it, 'vhen many members of both parties,
though far more in the Democmtic Party, were · deluded into
false dreams of perpetual peace, and when only a few state::;men
had true vision and fore~ight and the courage to proclaim and
preach it to incredulous hearers.
That attitude of oblivion, to my mind, would have been the
wi e one for us all to have taken, and it would have been preeminently wise for the Democratic Party. But since the Democratic chairman has seen fit to institute cqmparisons let me quote
from the mouthpiece of the Democratic Party here at the end
cf the last Republican Congress in 1911. Mr. Livingston, of
Georgia, making the critical speech wbicl1 it has been customary
for the man holding his posi.tion to make for his party, but which
we have omitted since this war broke out, said:
It is true that in the early years of the present period of control of
the Government by the Republican Party we engaged in a combat with
a tottering throne, a combat that has gone down in the history of the
world as the least bloody struggle between any powers. One would
expect, when this IopsideJ war was over, our expenditures for milital·ism would again resume normal proportions. But they have not.
On the contrary, they have mounted since then with leaps and bounds
un heard of before. If this policy is to continue, of having a pistol in
every pocket, ou: national credit will soon be in question and our Tr(>asury urained to the bottom. • • • We are spending annually more
than 70 per cent of our revenues for purposes of war in one way or
another. • • • The organization of the next Congress will find the
control of the House of Representatives in the hands of the Democratic
Party. We are for eco!lomy all along the line, but more particularly in
those depart m('nts of the Government relating to the enormous expenditures for war purposes.
Anu I ask you in all candor if that did not fairly voice the

sentin1ent of the Democratic Party and did not accurately echo
the votes 'vhicb they had cast? And unfortunately for the
C'QUntry they experienced no change of heait until war was
•-~pon us.
·
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I do not think this issue as to which part-y did most to prepare -:.1s for war, which the chairman of the Democratic committee precipitates, is one in which the people are much .interested or which will cut much figure in the campaign. It does
not need refutation by figures. The people know that while
neither party had risen to its full duty, yet during the 15 years
before this war it was the main body of the Republican Party
and its leaders which vigorously favored preparation and it
was the main body of the Democratic Party and its leaders
which denounced and defeated it. And after the European war
began it was the leaders of the Republican Party who agitated
for an immediate arming, and forecasted the future so accurately that if .their advice had been followed this war would
long before this have been ended by om· victory, while it was
the leaders of the Democratic Party who discredited their
fears and snee1·ed at them as unnecessarily nerv'Ous and excited.
The three men who were most prominent as the evangels of
preparedness were Col. Roosevelt, Gen. Wood, and Mr. Gardner, all Republicans. [Applause on the Republican side.] It
was among Republicans that their doctrines found most adherents. That they were Republicans is perhaps a coincidence,
and perhaps it is only another coincidence that in this Congress
there were last winter eight seats unoccupied, fotu· by Democrats, four by Republicans. The aggregate ages of each four
were about the same, but the four Democrats had returned to
private lif~ from motives of self-intere~t. in order to incre11se
their pecuniary itlcomes, while the four Republicans had left
the security and comfort of their seats here to serve their
country in the fighting ranks of the At·my. [Applause on the
Republican side.] If they were mere coincidences, they were not
discre(litable to the Republican Party.
And here is another similar coincidence: A patriotic organization, the National Security League, has recently issued a statement, in whu·h they sele(!t eight measures in the Sixty-fourth
and SU.'ty-fifth Congresses which they consider most vital to
the war, and give the record of Congressmen on those votes.
I do not indorse the accuracy of their selection, but I believe it
is a nonpartisan, public-spirited organization, with no interest
except an intense and single-minded ard01; for the success of the
war. According to their table seven men voted wrong on all
eight of the measures, and of those seven six were Democrats
and one was a Republican. Forty-seven men voted right on all
eight of the measures, and of them 4 were Democrats ancl 43
were Republicans. [Applause on tbe Republic:m side.] I do
not maintain that their test was in all respects a just one, but
it was made by an impartial, nonpartisan committee, :mel is
one of the significant straws which show that the claim of
superior foresight made by the Democratic chairman is ridiculously unfounded.
I dislike to obtrude this partisanship into our counsels llere.
I do not wish to disparage the patriotism of the Democratic
side or to unduly exalt our own. But as you have initiated
this comparison of the two parties on the question of preparedness it 1s but fair that you should be answered and
refuted.
I do not think it i:; an issue which much interests the coun·
try now. Wat the country wants is the earnest and successful prosecution of the war, regardless of past records, and it
will select the inst111ments which will best achieve that end.
But that same zeal which dil3tinguished the Republican Party
in urging preparation has animated it since the war began. I
<lo not \Visll to instih1te <'Omparisons of loyalty, but there certainly hns been quite as much and as ardent support of the
war measures on this side of the Chamber as on that, although
the officials to whom we were giving power were not of our
selection, and we haYe vied with you in the earnestness ami, I
think, sm·passed you in the disinterestedness of our support.
And yet the argument is advanced, elect a Democratic Congress in order that the war may be won. Ha-ve not the war·
policies of the President been quite as well supported by the
Republicans as by the Democrats! 'Vould not many of the
most Yital ones have been defeated except for Republican support? I have no acid test for any of my colleagues here. I
belie-ve they were all actuated by a high loyalty to their country,
and their constituents. Particularly unfair do I think it to
judge a man by his attitude before the war. But would the
support of the war have been any less vigorous if a Republican
had been Speaker instead of our honored CHAMP CLARK, who
went out of his \·my to try to defeat the draft? Would the
sinews of war have been any less amply or more sectionally
provided if a Republican had been at the beau of the 'Vays and
Means Committee instead of l\Ir. KITCHIN, who also Yoted
against the war and against the draft? 'Vould the necessary
war legislation have been retarded any more if at that momentous juncture a Republican had been chairman of the ..,Iili·
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tary Committee instead of 1\Ir. DENT, from whose hands the
administration program of the draft had to be taken and carried through by a Republican?. And so I might prQCeed with
the other committee . Would not the country have felt quite
as ecure and confident that the necessary war measures would
be passed and the neces ary powers given to the administration,
.w ithout selfishness, without parti unship, without political
afterthought, if the Republicans were in a majority instead of
the Democrats? Of coru·se, under our political system Congre s
would not have been quite as much under the control of the
administration, the power of patronage would be lost, the Postmaster General, for instance, would not have been able to
secure the passage of the vicious and sectional zone system of
postage, but it is pos ible that the true needs of the country
might have been better met for that very reason. [Applause on
the Republican . side.]
You are trying to frighten the country into the belief that the
Kaiser will think the election of a Republican House indicates
that the Nation is half-hearted about the war. Do you think
the Kaiser is as ignorant as that? Does he not know that it
ha been the Republican Party and the Republican leaders who
have been mo t earnest for preparation and national defense?
Do you not think he knows whom he has mo t to fear? Will he
think it is favorable to him if 1the next House is controlled by
the party of Roo evelt and Wood and Gardner, by the party of
LAGUARDU and HEINTZ, and JoHNSON, who left their seats here
to · try to put bullets into his well-protected sons? Will he expect less hostile and effective legislation. under a Republican
Speaker and a Republican leader of the majority and a Republican chairman of the Military Committee? Is there any basis
for the argument? You say Republicans made the same argument during the Civil War and during the Spanish-Americnn
,W ar, but it is not a fair comparison. At the climax of the
Civil 'Var the Democratic uational platform declared that the
war was a failure and that we must yield. During the Spanish
, Var the solid Democratic Party, with but six exceptions, voted
against the bill to raise the revenue for the war. We, on the
contrary, have in this war supported as cheerfully as you the
most drastic legislation and have ungrudgingly assisted you to
grant to the President the most extraordinary and dangerous
powers, because our intense zeal for the war overcame our
normal attitude as a minority. [Applau e on the Republican
side.] We will not be less loyal as a majority. I believe there
never lms been a time when a strong minority, almost equal in
numbers to the majority, has so suppressed partisanship and
criticism and so effaced its organization in wholehearted support of its political opponents. And if the next House is Republican, as a majority we will again show the same spirit which
has actuated us as a minority, and instead of following your
lead, as we are compelled to now, we will be an initiating, pushIng, energizing force for the equipment and support of our brave
armies in the field. [Applause on the Republican side.] And I
·.o elieve sue~ a result would bring gloom and doom to the Kaiser
nnd not encouragement. He knows who have been his fiercest
foe and who he has most reason to fear.
There is another 1·eason why the next House should · be Republican. The next Congress, although elected this November,
does not regularly begin its work until the first Monday of
December, 1919. Before then we all nope that the war will be
ended. Then this country will face problems quite as difficult
ns have ever confronted it The industrial upheaval which this
.war has can ed must be gradually turned again into the permanent grooves of peace. The changes in our industrial centers
.w ill be peculiarly disturbing, and will cause innumerable hardships and antagonisms. To deal with these will require our
be t wisdom and statesmanship. The next Congress must cope
with these problems. Which party can be best trusted? The
great industr:al centers, like the great bulk of the population,
arc north of Mason and Dixon'1 line, and yet if there is a
Democratic majority the chairman of every important committee without exception, all the men of greatest influence in legislation, will live south of Mason and Dixon's line as they do today. And under the caucus system which the Democratic Party
bas adopted and ruthlessly enforced any stray Democrats from
the North are bound helplessly to assist in carrying out the decree
of tpe majority. Should not that section which is most directly
and vitally intere ted, which has an enormous preponderance of
population, whose contributions and taxes mainly support the
Government, have most influence when their fate comes to be
settled? The country is normally Republican. It was only
by our dis ension that the Democrats won power. Now, that
we are again happily united should not our policies, the policies
of a majority of the people, again prevail? In time of war we
ba·. ..) no partisan policie , but when peace again encompasses us
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I believe we are bert fitted to solve its problems. [Applause on
Republican side.]
1 dislike to make a sectional and partisan argument. In this
Congress we have lived together in such harmony and worked
with such cordial good will, ignoring party and sectional lines,
that I regret that any discordant words should interpose. I have
such thor_?ugh respect for ·the loyalty and patriotism of everyone
on that Side of the Chamber, as well as on this such a personal ·
affection for oru· honored Speaker, that I sho~ld like to have
had the issue this year submitted to the people without argument. But you have forced the issue upon u . You have formu·
Llted acid tests, though you have claimed that the same acid
washed a Democrat pure, but deeply stained a Republican.
[Laughter.] When yo.u issued that advertisement:
•
To the Wisconsin soldiers at Camp Grant: Pre ident Wilson _your
Commander in ,Chief, desires all loyal Am ricans to vote for' J". E.
Da>:Ies, s election means joy at . Washington and gloom at
~:~U~ Dav1es s defeat means gloom at Washington and joy at
Dav~es.

You initiated a despicable attack on the patriotism of the Re·
publican Party for which you ought to be ashamed and ou(J'ht to
suffer. The election of that sterling and patriotic state~man,
Senator LENllOOT, may have caused a little gloom in certain
circles in Washington, but I do not believe it cau ed one ripple of
joy in Berlin. It furnished another strong Republican arm in
the Senate to drive nails in the Kaiser's coffin.
To that kind of campaign we will not resort. We will not
even suggest a doubt us to your full loyalty, despite the acid
tests. But we do think oru· record entitles us to claim that
if we control the next Ccngress there will be vigorous and un·
stinted legislation for every war purpose. There will be no
appropriation refused, however enormous, no power withheld
however dangerous, if only they seem likely to hasten the war:.
And so the election of a Republican House should cause joy to
our allies and all the Kaiser's enemies. It may cause regret,
and I hope some shame, to those who have used such bare·
faced arguments. It will cause regret doubtle s to tho e '
thoroughgoing Democrats who can never believe there is anv:
patriotism or any wisdom in their political opponents. It rna~
cause regret to those who want simply a smooth-running party,
machine here without will power or initiative, only able to obey
c:-mmands. But only a blinded, venomous parti an can really;
believe or claim that there ·will be any faltering in war le~isla~
tion, no matter which party controls the next House. And those
who believe in the principles of the Republican Party, who dis·
trust the theories and the composition of the Democratic Party
who want an energetic, initiating force here to urge on tll~
vigorous prosecution of the war, and who want an unfettered
and fearless handling of the grea· problems which the war will
bequeath to us, can labor with good conscience and a surance for
the substantial Republican majority which indications prom..
ise us. · [Prolon~ed -applause on Republican s.:de.]
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a special order of the
House, the gentleman from :Mississippi [Mr. CoLLIER] is reco ......
nized for 45 minute .
, b 1
By unanimous consent, Mr. CoLLIER was granted leave to ex..
tend his remarks in the RECORD.
J
THE WORLD-WIDE WAR.
l
l\1r. COLLIER. Mr. Speaker, on the 29th day of June 1914
there appeared in the headlines of the press, both he1:e and
abroad, a startling announcement of the assassination, the clay;
before. by a young student named Gabrilo Princip, of the Arcll~
duke Franz Ferdinand anc.l his wife in the capital of the newlv
acquired Austrian Province of Bosnia. Few, indeed, who read
the announcement of the assassination of the heir to the throne
of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy realized that this nhominahle
crime would be the spark setting fire to a conflagration wbich
would soon sprea.d over the greater part of Europe and, gather•
ing intensity as it swept on, finally reach the uttermost confines
of the earth.
In the minds of many this brutal murder produced a feelin~
of profound sympathy for the aged and unhappy Francis Joseph,
who in his long life had experienced so many sorrow . Little
significance other than this was accorded, and the crime at Sarajevo was soon dismissed as another dark nnd tragic cbnpter
in the history of the ill-fated house of Hap burg.
No family in Europe has so tragic a history, and for nearly
three-quarters of a century it seems as though a curse had been
laid upon almost every member of that unfortunate family. Tl1e
Hap burgs are one of the oldest and mo t aristocratic of nil the
reigning houses of Europe. Ardent supporters of the noruan
Church, the Hapsburgs, for reason of state, could mar!'y only
into 1·eigning Catholic families. They were, therefore, re-
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stricted to few r eigning families of that faith-the Wittelsbachs,
of Bava1·ia; tl.Je Bourbons, of Spain; the house of Savoy, in
Italy; the Albertine line, in Saxony ; and the Cobergs, of
Belgium.
The feeling of hatred and antagonism which for nearly two.
centuries had existed between Austria and Italy eliminated the
house of SaYoy as v. matrimonial market for the Hapsburgs,
and the lineage of the Cobergs was not ancient enough to suit
the autocratic tastes of the most aristocratic family in all
Europe, though Rudolph, the unhappy son of Francis Josf'ph,
married a Coberg, Stephanie, the daughter of the King of
Belgium.
So the marriages of the Hapsburgs were limited to one ort\vo families, notably the Wittelsbachs, of Bavaria. Such intermarrying of close rela tions was not without fateful and unhappy results.
Francis Joseph, who married his counsin, Elizabeth, of \Vittelsbach, was an epileptic, as -was also his grandfather, Francis
I. This malady was transmitted to his son, the Crown Prince
Rudolph, and his daughter, 1\Iarie Velerie, who married her
cousin, Francis Salvador, of Wittelsbach, hiiL-self an epileptic.
A cousin, Ludwig, of Bavaria, went mad and committed suicide.
Another cousin, Otbo, King of Bavaria, -was -violently insane
and was confined in an asylum for years. Charlotte, the sister
of Francis Joseph, and tl1e wife of t he ill-fated Maxmilian,
lost her mind and \Vas hopelessly insane. Tragedy seemed to
f ollow closely almost every member of the Hapsburg family.
The brother of Francis J osepb, Archduke J oban, was lost at
sea. A cousin, a young girl dying from consumption, while
smoking a cigarette, set her clothes on fire and was burned to
death. His nephew, Archduke La.zlo, was accidently shot and
killed. while out hunting. 1\fax:milian, the husband of his mad
sister, Cbarlottee, attempted to establish a throne in 1\Iexico,
and he fell by l\lexican bullets be~ore the guns of a firing squad.
The Princess L9ui e left her husband, thQ King of Saxony, and
deserting her children, ran away with a young Belgian tutor,
while the brother of the princess ran off with an actress.
Francis Joseph's only son, the Crown Prince Rudolph, who
lived unhappily with his wife, Stephanie of Coberg, became infatuated with a beautiful adventuress, the Baroness Marie
Vetscbera. They were both found dead in the hunting lodge
at Mayerling, the woman evidently had. been strangled, while
the crown prince, ba<lly mutilated, supposedly with a razot·,
committed suicide by putting the muzzle of a rifle in his mouth
and blowing his head completely to pieces.
But sorrow's crown of sorrow yet waited for the aged Emperor, for his wife, the once beautiful Elizabeth, whom he had.
led to the altar 45 years before, was stabbed to death in 1898
nt GeneYa by Lucbienni, an Italian anarchist, and. in June, 1914,
his nephew, Franz Ferdinand., and his wife, the Archduchess
Sophia, were shot and killed at Sarajevo.
.
So, in the minds of many, the tragic death of the heir to the
lhrone of the dual monarchy had no more real significance othet•
than to add another dark chapter to the sorrowful life of the
aged ruler of Austria-HungruJ.
The crime of Sarajevo was, however, no more the cause of the
present great war than was the munition maker, who JL-ade thl~
gun from wbi'ch came the missile which sank the Lusitania the
cause of ·the destruction of t11at noble vessel. This crime was n
pretext eagerly seized upon by Germany to put into execution
the beginning of a plan of world-wide dominion and control of
territory far greater in its character and more important in its
wealth and resources than ever Alexan<ler seized or Rome
coveted.
The intense hated between Serbia and Aush·ia and the feeling of indignation at Vienna o•er the assassination at once
brought those two countries face to face with war, when it was
directly charged that Serbia was responsible for the crime and
that the details of the plot to murder the heir to the Austrian
throne were careful1y planned at Belgrade.
Serbia, the greatest, the most warlike, and the most important
Of all the Balkan States, was the chief obstacle to Austria's
nmbitio.us plans for control and acquisition of territory in the
Balkan Peninsula. Only six years before Austria, in violation
of a solemn treaty, had forcibly annexed the Balkan States of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and was greedy for more territory
and more expansion. Bounded on the north by its ally, the
~reat German Empire, and on the east by Russia, expansion of
Austria could come only from the south. In this plan of .Au ·trian conh·ol Germany fully concurred, because it was only
through the Balkan Peninsula that Germany could extend its
operations in the ea t and secure an outlet upon the JEgean,
Adriatic, and l\lediterranean Seas. It was therefore essential
to German ambition that Serbia be either dismembered or dettroyed.
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The Balkan Peninsula ''as the scene of much strife and turmoil, and the <lifferent Balkan States were frequently fighting
among themselves. That much of this turmoil and fighting was
the result of Austrian diplomacy there can be little doubt.
There was for a while intense rivalry between Serbia and Bulgaria for supremacy in the Balkans, but Serbia had in recent
wars completely demonsh·ated that the title to supremacy in
Balkan affairs was hers. Serbia, dismembered, would have removed the chief obstacle of Austria's control in the peninsula
and at the same time would put an end to the Serbian propaganda of hate which was the cause of much disquiet and unrest
in the Slavonic Provinces of the dual monarchy. Over 40 per
cent of the Austrian population was Slavonic. Many of these
Sim-s were ripe for revolt, and a confederated Balkan Peninsula
was the least desirable of all things to Austria. Though a
small power, yet Serbia also .had dreams of empire. She had
already shown military ability of the highest order. The blood
of her people being almost purely Slavonic, there was a strong
affinity between Serbia and the Russian Empire. Unquestionably historical, cultural, military, and racial right to supremacy in the Balkans belong to Serbia. She was bound by
ties of blood and interest to Montenegro, the only Balkan State
which never surrendered to the Turk. A footing upon either
the Adriatic or lEgean Seas would in a short time de.-elop
Serbia into a great commercial nation and. would mean the
emancipation of all the southern Balkan territory from Turkey.
TJJ.e dream of Serbia was a united Slavoni'c Balkan confeueracy,
with Serbia occupying practically the same position in this confederacy that Prussia occupied in the German confederation.
It is extremely doubtful whether this could ever ha Ye been
accomplished. Certainly, however, no other Balkan State was
capable of bringing about this confederation. Always in dread
of Austrian encroachment, an intense hatred sprang up,between
the two countries, which was intensified on the one band by the
activity of secret societies suppose<} to be backed by the Government of Serbia inh·iguing and spreading dissatisfaction among
the Austrian Slavonic Provinces, and on the other by the annexation by Austria of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the fear of
further encroachment.
The Bosnians and the Herzegovinians resembled their Serbian
neighbors in thought, in racial characteristics, and in appear·
ance. They ha\e the same race pride, the same love of country, 9f poetry, of music, and of romance. They have the same
superstitions, the same customs, and speak the eame langua~e
as the Serbians. Up to 1878 Bosnia and Herzegovina were
nominally Turkish Provinces and had repeatedly attempted to
throw off the Turkish yoke. At the completion of the TurkoRussian War, by the terms of the treaty of Berlin, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, with the consent of U1e other powers, were transferred to their powerful neighbors on the north, with the distinct understanding that when order and tranquility ha<l been
restored Austria would withdraw and permit them to become
independent States. But in 1908 .Austria, with the appro.-al of
Germany, and taking advantage of Russia's weakened and de·
moralized condition after the Japanese War, and the domestic
troubles then convulsing Great Britain, repudiated the treaty
of Berlin and annexed both Bosnia and Herzegovina. Russia,
Great Britain, and the other powers at once entered vigorous
protests which were met with an emphatic declaration from
Germany that Austria's aggression in Balkan territory would
brook no interference. It was made plain by the Imperin.l German Government that in Balkan affairs -the cause of Austria
was also the cause of Germany. The other powers submitted,
but this annexation aroused great excitement and intense resentment in Serbia. For so closely did the Bosnians and the
Herzegovinians resemble the Serbs that Serbia felt as though
part of her own territory had been seized by Austria. The
natives of the annexed Provinces, already intensely antagonistic
to Austria, were also much incensed. by the high-handed way
in which Austria bad repudiated the treaty of Berlin and nn·
nexed them without their will or consent. This act of Austria
was the cause of the Serbians increasing the propaganda of
hate and dissatisfaction which bad been industriously spread
in all the Balkan territory under Austrian control.
A confederation or political alliance of the Balkan Peninsula
\Yould have united, roughly speaking, a territory of about 237,000
square miles, with a population of over 27,000,000. This, however, would include Greece, with about 25,000 square miles and
a population of about two and a half millions. It would nlso include what is left of the Turkish dominion in Europe. This
federation or alliance of over 27,000,000, with Serbia the <lominant and commanding power, would not only have so commanded
the respect of the other powers, and especially Russia, that it ·
would have been a decided check to the arnhitious plans of
dominion for Germany; but what was far mol'e important to
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A.ush·ia would lulYe IJeen a source of constant anxiety for fear
the SlaYs in Austria, already discontented and ripe for revolt,
· would, relying on the power of the federation, be continually
tempted to reiJel and throw off the Austrian yoke. Bosnia and
Eerzegovina, with a population of over 2,000,000; Dalmatia,
with o'\-er 700,000; and Croatia-Slavonia, with over 1,200,000,
were eagerly waiting an opportunity to revolt, while in the north
Bohemia, the richest part of all Austria-Hungary, with its
6,500 000 people, were eagerly awaiting any kind of an opportunity to tllrow off the Austrian rule.
The Serbians were keenly aware of the importance both to
AuJ'tria and Germany that Serbia should be dcsh·ored. Once
Serbia was dismembered and partitioned among the greedy Balkan States the central powers had little to fear, as only tho
genius an<l the primacy of Serbia could effect any kind of confederation or organization in the Balkans.
Knowing this, the Serbians, on several occasion , in order to
avoid a conflict which, unaided, would have meant their ruin,
·submitted to much humiliation.
·
Austrian control of the Balkans would have been practically
the same thing as German control of the peninsula, and without
this control there would have been no opportunity for Gei~many
to extend it operations in the east. It was only through the
countt·y of Serbia that a railroad could be projected and operated
from Berlin to Bagdad, in the territory of the Turk. It was
only through Serbia that a branch of this railroad could be extenrle<l through the northern part of Greece to the seaport of
Salonika, in the domains of the Kaiser's brother-in-law, the
King of Greece, thus opening the ports of the Adriatic, lEgean,
and Mediterranean Seas to German commerce and affording
other markets to a country whose commerce, based upon the
complete development of ~Yery natural resource, together with
the most approved intensive and scientific methods, was continually increasing.
Germany \Ya becoming overcrowded, her commerce demanded
new market , and the time was ripe for the Kaiser to test the
war machine which for nearly 40 years he had been building up
in order to carry out his ambitions dream of world power and
world domination.
Since the .fifteenth century, when the rude robber barons of
the Hobenzollerns first came into notice, ambition, greed of
power, and an insatiable desire to prey upon their weaker neighbor marked their conduct. In the early days the Hohenzollern
estate was but a small feudatory; but, animated by a consuming
ambition for place and power, by chicanery and by the sword
the trength of the Hohenzollerns grew, until at last one of the
hon e reached the dignity of an elector. The power of the
Hollenzollerns continued to increase, though their influence in
lar"'e affairs was more or less inconsiderable until the days of
the great elector, perhaps the greatest of all the Hohenzollerns
and the model from which the present KaiseL· loves . to copy.
Br his ability and shrewdness his son, Frederick, became the
fir t King of Prussia. and since then the Hohenzollerns have
been the incarnate spirit, the •ery embodiment of military pl'eparation and the most conspicuous example of military and arbitrary force of any nation in the world. With the Hohenzollerns greed for territory has been a mania. They held what
they once acquired and immediately began to Prussianize the
territory often acquired with the merest shadow of right, and
the Prussian manners, customs, and military spirit was in. a
short time so indelibly impressed upon the new territory that it
soon partook of practically all of the characteristics of the old.
By steadfastly and inexorably pursuing this policy the small
State of Brandenburg, with only 15,000 square miles and a population of only about 4,000,000 people, from the latter part of the
fifteenth century has developed into the mighty German Empire
of to-Gay, ruled o"Yer by a Hohenzollern Kaiser, who, notwithstanding over a million and a half of his best men have heen
slain on the battle fields of Europe and nearly all of Christendom
is arrayed again t him, still dreams of German kultnr dominating the rest of the world.
Brandenburg, in the seventeeth century, acquired Pomerania,
,with o\er 1,700,000 inhabitants,. East Prussia, with a population of O\er 2,000,000, and the towns of Halle, Magdeburg,
Halle ·tadt, RuzberO'er, Rippin, and Linden, and all of this territory soon ab orbed the Hohenzollern ideas of military force.
The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries up to 1870 saw a great
development and growth of Prussia. There was acquired West
Prus ia, with m·er 2,000,000 inhabitants; Silesia, with over
5,000,000; Po en, with 2,000,000 inhabitants; the Province of
the Rhine, \lith o-yer 7,000,000; ·westphalia, with over 4,000,000;
the rest · of Pomerania ; a great slice of Hanover ; and numberless citie anu towns. This was the Kingdom of Prussia which
in 1866, completely and decisively defeating Austria, in 1870
eagerly welcomed the blunders of Napoleon III and in a few
months overran France and seized all of Alsace and a great
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p.art of Lorraine. The easy victories over Austria nnd France
so increased the prestige of the Kingdom of Prus iJl that it. \Yas
comparatively easy for Bismarck to persuade the rest of Get··
many to come into a federation with Prussia at the bead and
form the German Empire.
Master of a great part of Europe and practically controlling
the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, there was born in the mind
of the present Hollenzollern ruler a mad dream to extend Ger·
man kultur tlu·oughout the world, and all the vast resources of
his mighty empire for nearly half a century were utilized for
this great venture.
\Vhile this dream of world power was born in the mind of
the Kaiser and Bismarck, Von 1\Ioltkc and many others w re
not free from this delusion; yet there is little evidence to show.
that the masses of the German people at first sbare<l the ambi·
tious dream. Therefore two gigantic problems faced the Kal er.
First, how to create in the German mind a belief that the Ger·
man people were the elect of God, commis ioned from on higli
to extend German lrultur and German thought throughOJ..lt the
world, and, second, bow to build up a war machine of such
proportions and efficiency as to make possible the gigantic plan
of universal dominion.
This the Kaiser and his advisers proceeded to do. Propaganda worthy of the days of Philip of Macedon was indu::ltriously circulated an'd distributed throughout the Empire.
It was first necessary to impress the German people with the!
idea of Germany's importance, to firmly imbue their minds \vith
a conviction that they were not like the people of other nations,
but that the Germans were a superior kind of supermen, being
cast from a different mold from their fellows. Of all the pa sions played upon, vanity perhaps yields the most fruitful
results. It is human nature to believe what we would like to
believe, the wish often being the father to the thought.
·
Upon the lecture platform, in the schools, and in the chm·ches
the Germans were f~d so continually with fulsome praise of
themselves that the German· population soon became obse sed
with the idea that they were the elect of the earth and th.a t,
like the children of Israel, they, too, were God's chosen people.
The Kaiser solemnly announced that "the world will one daY.
be made whole again through the efficacy of the German cllar~
acter." "The German people are the elect of God, and their
enemies are His enemies," declared the chiefs of the inteL·
lectuals, while the learned Prof. Eucken, of the faculty of Jenn,
taught that "To us, more than any other nation, is intrusted
the true structure of human existence, and we have the right to
say that we form the soul of humanity."
Dr. Adolf Lassen, privy counselor to the Kaiser, wrote:
We are morally ..and intellectually superior to all others, without.
equals. We have no friends. All fear us and look upon us as dan·
gerous, because we arc intelligent and activo and morally superior
to all.

Said Fritz Bley:
We arc the most gifted of nations in all the domalns of science and
art. We are the best colonists, the best ..;ailor , and e;en the best
traders.

There appeared in tho Alldeutschc Blatter the followina
mode t statement:
The hatred bestowE:>d 'upon us by the whole world may be cJassified as
the hatred of an inferior race for a superior one.

Referring to his gra.ndfathei' in 1897, the Kai ·er said:
Be left Coblenz to ascend the throne as the selected instrument of
the Lord, as he always regarded himself to be. For us all, and above
all for us princes, he raised once more aloft and lent lustrous beam;~
to a jewel which we should hold high and holy-that is, the kingship
by God's grace; the kingship, with tts onerous duties, its never-ending,
ever-continuing trouble and labor, with its fearful responsibility to the
Creator alone, from which no human being, no minister, no parliament,
no people can release the prince.

A long step, truly, from the rude robber barons of the Hohenzollerns of the fifteenth century to the self-appointe<l agl"nt of
God in the twentieth.
Again, said the Kaiser:
The great ideals which have been lo t, more or less, by other nntJons
have become for us Germans permanent possessions.
.

Says Von Buelow, the imperial chancellor:
We Germans
same time the
greatest writer
and inteUectual

arc the most learnetl people of the earth and at tho
most capable in war. The greatest philol'ophers, tho
, the greatest musicians are Germans. The military
deeds of the Germans arc unequaled.

And so on, ad nauseam.

An important newspaper published

thatThe German ton"'ue act.q as n blessing upon all men. Comitig direct
from the hand of G'od, this blessing sinks into the heart like a precious
balm and en.nobles it.

And tllis fulsome propaganda of self-gratulation was so
eagerly devoured by the German people that they really began
to believe the German was the elect of the Lord and the salt
of the eart~

•
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Said Vernon Kellogg; in the Atlantic Monthly, in writing of
the way in which the industrious spread of this. kind of propa·
ganda in.fiueneed tbe German tp.ind:
And they fight not simply because they are forced to. but becau-se.
curlo!lsly enough. they believe much of their talk, That i~ one ot th~
dangers of. tb(> Germans to wlllch the world i.s. exposed; they :teally
bolit>ve much of what they say.
Reiter.!ltion and repetition by the author of a falsehood has,
~~ many instances, actually created an impression. on the mind
.u,J.
of the person guilty of remaking the-false statement as to leave
it in doubt as. to whethiO"r the statement be true or false. The
mind once in this condition, the transition from doubt to· ce_r·
tainty is assured, the. false story becomes reat, and the author
of ·a statement be once knew to be untrue finally belie-ves the
occunen.c e related an actual fact So is it- with the- Germans,
and there can be little doubt that they are conscientious in tbeirbelief that they themselves are truly selected. by God as: Bis.
instrument to take care of and direct the destinies of the world~
l\faximilian Hardin, one of Germany's greatest editor;:;~ wrote,_
tn commenting on the aims of Germany in the war:
We wage it from the lofty: point of view and with the conviction_ that
Germany, as a result ot b.er achievements and in proportion to them,. is
justitll'd iu asking and must obtain wider room on earth for de-velopment
and for working out the possibilities that are in her. • • • Not
only for the- territories tbat are to feed their children. and grandchild.riln
i~~s G~~~~r g~~~~~ow battling, but also for the conquering triumph
Says tbe Kaiser, 14 years before the war, that he hopes the
German people " will become in the future as closely united.
as p ow r f ul, and as authoritative as once the Roman world
Empire was," and that just as in the ol! times they said. "Civis
Romanus sum," hereafter, at some time in the future, they will
say, "I am a German citizen.''
After the German mind had become imbued with the idea of
German superiority in all things the next step was to convince
the German people that God gave them superior intellects, superior culture, and superior gifts in order that they might transmit
these blessings to the people of other nations.
In 1890. the Kaiser said in a public speech to bis soldiers:
- 1 look upon the people and nation handed on to me a.s a responsrblllty conferred upon me by God; and that it is, as is written in the
l$1ble, my duty to increase this heritage, for which one day: .I shall be
called upon to give an account.. Those whQ try to inte:tfere. with my
task I shall crush.
. At the launching Qf the battleship Wittel8bache, the Kaiser
announced :
'l'he ocean teaches us that on its waves and on its most distant shores
no great decision can any longer be taken without Germany and wtthout the German Emperor. I do not think that it was in order to allow
tbemReives to be excluded from big foreign a!Iairs that 30 years ago
our people, led by their princes, conquered and sh~>d their blood. Were
the Uerman people to let them»elves be treated thus it wouJd be, and
foNlver. the end of their world power; and I do not mean that that shall
ever cease. To employ, in order to prevent It, the suitable means, if
neerl be, extreme means, is my duty and my highest privilege.
Again, he said :
We demand our place tn the sun • • • our: future lies on the
water • • • the trident should> be in our hand • • * Germa.ny looks ahead. Her horizons stretch far away. Sb<! must be prepared for any eventualities in the E'ar East. Who can foresee what
may take place in the Pacific in the days to come-days not so far
distant as some believe?
Again, says the Kaiser :
From childhood I bave been influenced by five men-Alexander the
Great, Julius C&sar, Theodot'ic II. Frederick the Great, and Napoleon.
E.ach_dreamed or world empire. Th~y failed. I have dreamed of German world dominion and my mailed fist shall succeed.
Says the Kaloniale Znlschrift, in Janllllry, 1900:
The old century saw a German Empire; the new one sb.all see a
German world.
Maximilian ~den declared in Die- Zukunft:
After all lt is vlsibly the meaning of history that tbe white race
under the teadershlp of tbe Germans shall arrive at the real and llltimate dominion of the world.
Said Prof. von Seyden, in the Frankfurter Zeitung:
G<'rmany should and wishes to be let alone. The Germans are the
elect people of the earth. They will accompllsh thei1 destiny, which is
to govern the world and direct the other nations fOT the welfare ot
humanJty.
Ju st a year before th.e war an official Gerinan report redtes,
in pa rt:
Neither ridiculous shriek.ings for revenge by French Chauvinists nor
th e Englishman's gnashing of teeth, nor the wild gestures of the Slav will
turo , us from our aim of protecting and extending German infiu~:<nce all
the "·orld over. 11: is om sacred duty to shar:pen thE> sword that bas
been put into our hands and to hold it ready for def~nse as well as fm•
oliPnse • * • We must accustom them (our people) to think that
an offensive war on our part is a necessity. • • * We must stir
trp troubles in the north of Africa and in Russia.
In the next Eurof~a~0~v0a; w:;; t~os~gu~~~ssa1IJ ~~~~~e c~~~~t~cl~a~r!le;or~~
Ureir fortified places can be rapidly conquered or neutra.Ilzed; this
would probably be the case with_Belgium and Holland.

:f.
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Recites one of the Pan-Germanic works:
Our fathers ha:ve lett us much to- do. The German people is so situ·
ated in Europe that 1t needs only to run and take whatever it reguh::es..
The German people finds itself to-day in a plight similar to that of
Prussia- at the accession of- Frederick the Great. wb.o raised his country
to the status ot a Eul'(,pean power. To-day it Is for Germany to rise
from a European to a world power. • • • Pubtic policy prompted
by the emotions (Gefuhlspolltik) is stupidity. HumanHarian. dreams
al'e imbecility. Diplomatic charity begins at homE>-. Statesmanship
is busines.s. Right and wrong are notions indispensable in privata life.
The German people are always right because they numbe.r 87~000,000
souls.
We find the minds of the German 'people now obsessed with
two prev-ailing ideas: F irst._ that they are superior to the rest
of mankind; and, second, that it is their duty, fo r the good of.
humanity to rule over all mankind. That it is a mission
' handed d~wn from the ·throne of Almighty God to them to ex·
tend this influence all the world over. Now, tbe question pre.
sented itself to the propagandists: How can this be done?
What are the means whereby other nations can receive this
kultur which we think, like " the German tongue, sinks iot~
tbe heart and ennobles it like a precious balm.''
The Kaiser always admired the Turk. So, going back to
Mohammed for his m·spiration, he pa.raphi·ased tbeu"• s'ogan of
cJJ
"Islam or the sword" by deC'laring Prussian ku1tur and Ger·
man influence or tbe sword. So, then, tbe professors and pub·
licists and editors and others were set to work to mold public
opinion into a firm belief that war was an ordinance set by
God._ and that it was both righteous and holy to extend their
iutluence by the sword.
. Again, in the press, upon tbe lecture platform, in the schools,
and in the churcheS. the German people were taught to despise
peace and to glorify war. They were taught to believe that the
highest aim of Government is to be successful in war, and that
it is the· only remedy for ailing nations. Says Bernhardi Uu:ee
years before the war:
Our next war will be fought for the highest interests of our country.
This wilJ invest it witb.. importance in the world's histot·y. World
powe1; or downfall will be our rallying cry.
Writes Maximillian Hardin long before the war: All Morocco In the hands of Germany. German cannon on the routils
to Egypt and IJldia; German troops on the Algerian frontier; this
would be a goal worthy of great sacrifices.
Says tbe Deutsch Kurier:
It is. O'n the soil of 11:urope- which has been fertilized by blood tba1
there is growing up for us a German crop, and we shall still the tears
al those who have given their dear ones if. we can say to them, .. Thy
son, thy husband has fallen for this greater and stronger Uermanybloody sacrifices have been offered, and more will fall ; they must provide.
the foundation for a territorial expansion of our country, for boundaries
in the east and. west which will secure us peace for a generation."'
Kart von Winterstetten said :
From this it appear that for Germany this war is the decisive steP'
toward a ·real world policy, which she was compelled to take because th&
triple entente, that syndicate of great land monopolists, prevented bet
from expansion, from obtaining the elbow room which she requires by
peaceful means. We must therefore lS>ok upon tbis war as necessary foJ:
two reasons-it is not only a question of finally repelling the advance
of Pan Slavism, but also o~ opening up a way for the German people to
ascend to the rank. of a world power.
Sai_c} one of their deputies, Bassermann :
We know it; the German eagle will victoriously unfold his prn1ons
a.nd ascend to a prouder height than ever. And we shall also know bow
to keep a firm hold for all time to come on the countries which ru:e fer~
tilized with German blood. Our ardent lOve for our German 1'-athe.rland
makes_ us strong to make the greatest sacrifices. But let us therefore
also keep a firm hold on what we have won and acquir.e in addition what
we need. Beyond bloody war is splendid victory-let that be the watch·
word of this great time.
Werner Sombart, one of the leading German economists and
professor i~ the Handelshocbschule, in Berlin. modestly wrote:
.As the German eagle soars high above the beasts of the earth so must
the German feel exalted above all surrounding peoples and must lookdown upon them in their bottomless depths.
Bernhardi, an intellectual war-crazed fanatic, whose writings
prod-aced a profound impression on the minds of the German
people, wrote that •• war is a divine institution, more noble than
dispensing justice." He writes of ''the sanctity of war" and
insists that .. a State can not commit a crime, and that its high~
est duty is to increase its power; tbat between one State and
another there can be no law; that a war of conquest is as legitimate as a defensive war ; and that the maintenance of pea~e
ought neYer to be a political aim."
He goes even further~ and after declaring that war was "t.be
force which propagated the finest flower of civilization" and
was " tbe only efficient school of heroism,'~ that " the effot·ts
toward the abolition of war must not only be termed foolish but
absolutely immoral and must be described as unwo~:thy of the
human. race."
Gen. von MoUre, Germany's great mi-litary commander. tbe
hero of the Franco-P!·ussian 'Var, stated that "war is an ordi,
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nance set by God." Bismarck, the greatest of all latter-day Germans, taught that 11 where the power of Prussia is concerned, I
know no law." A doctrine .of supreme selfishness handed down
to his successors and exemplified by contemptuously characteriz·
ing a solemn treaty with five great nations of the earth ns a
"mere scrap of paper."
Treltschke wrote:
He who knows history knows that it would positively be n mutila.·
tlon of human nature if we tried to banish war from the world.

He again stated that the two chief functions of a State were
to administer the Jaw within its borders and make war.
The chiefs of the intellectuals .already referred to in justifying Germany's immense military program, stated:
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That this lesson was well learned by the Germans none know,
better than the bleeding inhabitants of poor, desolate, destroyed
Belgium. Bismarck, however, went further, and again stated:
If we can not provide troops for the whole of the territory which we
occupy, we send a tlying column from time to time among the recal·
citrant communities. We shoot, hang, and burn. After that has been
done several times they end by becoming reasonable.

Gen. von Disfurth arrogantly stated in a public interview.
in answer to criticism of Germany's savage, barbaric warfare
against the noncombatants of Belgium thatGermany stands as the supreme arbiter·of her own methods. which 1n
time of war the world must be compelled to accept. • • • For my,
part, I hope that we'have merited in this war t~e title of barbarians. 1

Admiral von Tirpitz, in gloating over the destruction of the
and the murder of hundreds of defenseless men.women, and children, declared that the allies' ships should be
Lamprecht, in writing of that kultur so superior to the rest of sunk without warning, and, according to11 reports in the press,
one German officer high in rank stated it were much better
the world, declared :
·
·
all on board perished, as it would strike terror to the hearts of
· That the moral value of a form of culture is its force. Culture exists
the enemies of Germany."
1
in order to manifest itsell as force.
Civilization may well stand aghast at the exemplification of
Snid Bismarck again :
German kultur as applied to Belgium, to Roumania, and to
Force creates right; war is a naturp.l law.
Serbia, and well is it for civilization that it stands together and
Sai<.l l\fa:xmilian Hardin, Germany's greatest journalist:
makes common cause against a common enemy, whose crimes;
It was Germany's declared will to engage In universal war as a na- outrages, and excesses are unparalleled in :he pages of history o!
tional industry.
Is it strange that German soldiers murdered helpess old men,
· Marshal von Haesseler declared :
tortured defenseless children, and violated gentle women when
· If a people have the right of dominion, its power of conquest con- the men of God, the preachers of the gospel, like Pastor J.,
stitutes tlie highe t moral law, and before it the vanquished must bow.
Rump, in the pulpit of an edifice dedicated to the God of Love
:woe unto the yanquished.
Frederick Neitsche, one of the leading writers of Germany, and l\fercy and consecrated to the gentle teachings of the Prince
of Peace, at the very time Belgium lay bleeding at the op.wrote that. Ye shall love peace as a means to new wars, and the short peace pressor's feet, thundered:
Without our mllitarism our civilization would have been annihilated
l ong ago. It was to protect our civilization that militarism was born in
our country.

L~(,Sitania

1
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better than the long. I do not advise you to work, but to fight. I do not
ndvlse you to compromise and make peace, but to conquer. • • •
Let your labor be fighting and your peace victory. You say that a good
cause hallows even war. I tell you that a good war hallows every cause.

. · It was natural that these writings and preachings and sayings

of Germany's most intellectual men in advocating. war should
produce a profound impression upon the German mind. But this
impression was inconsiderable as compared with the moral effect
produced by the actual military preparations which were continually going on before their eyes. Every young man was by
law for~ed to enter the army and was imbued from early manhood with military traditions and military ideas. The manufacture of the new and improved implements of war at the great
Krupp factory at Essen, the rapid development and growth of a
large navy, all tended to stimulate the German mind into a belief
.that the time was ripe to test this wonderful war machine nearly
50 years of assiduous labor had been building and to begin the
gigantic plan for worlcl-"·ide control, so that the blessings of German kultur might be felt throughout the earth.
It is by no means strange that a people whose vanity had for
· nearly half a century been pampered by the fulsome praise of
their own superiority from the lips of so many intellectual men,
and who bad become obsessed with an idea· that the highest aim
of any Government was to conduct for conquest against their
weaker neighbors a successful war ; it is by no means strange
that minds becoming obsessed with such thoughts would nat.u rally look _with complacency upon any means of passion, terrorism, and violence which were necessary to attain the objects
sought. And especially was this true in Germany where the
same propagandists began to teach this doctrine. Said the
Kaiser:
Remember when you meet the foe that no quarter will be given and
n.o prisoners will be taken.

Tak.e heed that ye be counted amongst ilie blesseu who show declin·
ing England. corrupt Belgium, licentious France, uncouth Russia, the
unconquerable youthful power and manhood of the German people in n
manner never to be forgotten. • • • Brethren, make an end of
this generation of vipers with Germnn blows and German thrusts.
,

There was published in Germany an official organ call~:>d the
Jung Deutschland, and it is published for the purpose of exert·
ing an influence over the minds of the young boys of the Empire.
It is a publication adaptect for the use of children, and it has
the official sanction of the Imperial Government. Some time
before the beginning of the European war there appeared in
the columns of thi~ official organ the following lofty sentiments
for the edification of the children of Germany:
!
War is the noblest and holiest expression of human activity. For
us, too, the glad great hom· of battle will strike. Still and deep in
the German heart must live the joy of battle and the longing- for it•
Let us ridicule to the utmost the old women in breeches who fear
war and deplore it as cruel and revolting. • * eo. lts august sub·
limity elevates the human heart beyond the earthly and ilie commCin.
In the cloud palace above sit the heroes, Frederick the Gr<'at and
Blucher, and all the men of action. The great Emperor, Moltke, Roon,
Bismarck are there as well, but not the old women who take away
our joy in war. When here on earth a. battle is won by German arms
and the faithful dead ascend to heaven. a Potsdam lance corporal will
call the guard to the door, and "Old Fritz" (Frederick the Great),
springing from his golden throne,• will give the commanu to present
arms. That is the heaven of young Germany.

The Book of Books tells us:
And · whosoever shall oft'end one of these little ones who believes in
Me, it is better for him that a mlllstone were hanged about l.!.is neck
and he were cast into the sea.

What greater offense can there be against the "little ones"
and against all of Christendom than for official Germnny to
attempt to impress upon the minds of the little children of the
Empire a belief that those whu teach the doctrine of Him who,
on Calvary's cross, gave up his life so that peace on earth, good
will to men, might be the heritage of mankind; what greater
offense can there be to the children· themselves than to teach
that those who humbly follow the lowly Nazarene are forbidden
entrance to the gates of heaven, which swing open only to those
who repudiate Christ's teachings?
Is there cause for wonder that a German soldier shouhl exult
and delight in the mutilation and torture of the child of an
enemy when his pastor and spiritual adviser, in commenting
upon the murder of hundreds of women and children on the
ill-fated Lusitania, · should exult as Pastor B. Baumgarten exulted, as he said :

Haackel said, " Force takes priority over right" ; Clansman
stated, 11 All idea of philanthropy in war is a pernicious error " ;
;\Vhile Treitschke taught that "We have learned to know the
moral majesty of war in the very thing that to superficial observers appears brutal and inhuman."
Erzberger, a leader of the Conservative Party in the Reichstag, who is now sick and tired of this war and who has bee~
clamoring for peace, declared that 11 this war ought to be as
pitiless as possible."
Said Baron von Bessing, who was much surprised at the indignant clamor which arose after ~e brutal murder of Miss
Edith Cavell, a nurse "·hose gentle ministrations among the
Whoever can not prevail upon himself to approve ·from the bottom
of his heart the sinking of the Lusitania, whoe\"el' can not conquer his
sick and wounded soldiers knew no distinctions of country: sense
the gigantic cruelty to unnumbered perfectly innocent vic"When thousands of innocent people have died in the war, why tims of
• • >~< and give himself up to the honest delight at this
should anyone become hysterical over the death of one guilty victorious exploit of German defensive power, him we judge to be no
true German.
woman?"
The vice chancellor, Bismarck, declared:
'Vitb what little value the Germans regard the lives of those
True strategy consists in hitting your enemy and hitting him hard. not of the Germanic blood is well illustrated by the saying of
• • • Above all you .must inillct on the inhabitants of invaded
towns the maximum of suft'ering. You must leave the people through Prof. Haeckel, one of the best-known zoologists in the world.
He modestly said:
whom you march only their eyes to weep with.
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One single highly cultiVdted German warrior of those who are, alas,
falling in thousands. represents a higher intellechiru and moral life
vnlue than hundreds of the raw children of nature whom England
and France, Rus sia and Italy oppose to them.

German kultur teaches that the ·German people are morally
superior to other peop'l.es. How have they shown their kultur?
How have they proved their morals? How have they exemplified
their superiority? \Vhat does this boasted superiority stand
for? What does German kultur mean?
It means soldiers going into guiltless, unhappy, defenseless
Belgium and committing outrages which would have brought the
blush of shame to the face of an aboriginal untutored savage.
It means the wholcsn.J.e violation of young gil'ls befoTe their
anguished parents' eyes. It means holding up a White flag and
firing on the unsuspecting soldiers as they approached. It means
the slaughter of defenseless ·men, tile bayoneting of little children, and the murder of gentlewomen. It means drop-ping bombs
upon sleeping cities wi1ere women and children were torn and
mangled beyond all recognition. It means the burning and destruction of Red Cross hospitals. It means deporting the men
to work in the fields of Germany, leaving th-e wives and little
ones at home to stan·e. It means cutting off the breasts of,
women and the bands of boys and girls. It means using helple s.
men, women, and childTen as human .screens, fot·ciug them to·
go before the German attack to be shot down by their friends:
It· means stealthily, silently creeping up on an unsuspecting
passenger ve sel and sending it to the bottom of the sea. n.nd as
the men, women, and children flounder~ half strangled, dr-owning
in the water, German 1..-ultur means that German bullets shall
complete the work the torpedo started.
The murder of Capt. Fryatt and l\Iiss Edith Cav-ell are true·
and striking exemplifications of German kultur. Capt. Fryatt,
who commanded a British merchant steamer, was in March,
1916, attacked by a submarine without warning. He attempted
to ram the submarine and forced it to submerge, thus saving his
ves el from destruction and himself and crew from being murdered. About three months afterwards, while piloting a passenger vessel with a nti.mber of unfortunate Belgian ·refugees
abroad, he was captured by German torpedo boats and ta.h.'"'en to
Bruges and tri-ed by court-martial for attempting to destroy a
German submarine seYeral months before. A generous enemy
applauds a brave act, a hero1c deed, even if committed by a foe.
But German kultur, so superior to the morals of the rest of the
world, demanded the b1ood of this man, who, in order to save
the lives of him elf and crew, dared to resist the murderous
attack of a German submarine. He was sentenced to death and
immediately executed. A. Dutch paper called this crime " a
da stardly murder of spite and hatred.'~
·
The superiority of German kultur was even better illustrated
in the murder of Miss Edith Cavell, an .E nglish nurse, who had
in the hospitals nursed back to life again scores of wound-ed
German soldiers. She assisted some wounded English and Belgian prisoners to escape. For this she was tried by a secret
court-m_artial nnd ~entenced to be executed. Brand Wllitlock,
the American minister, tried in every way in his power to save
tbe life of this noble woman, but to no avail. She was taken
to the place of execution and faced the firing squad. It is said
tl1at when this young woman faced that firillg squndt hardened
soldiers as they were, their hearts were touched with compassion. The order was given to fire, and when the smok.e· cleared
away it was found that she was only slightly wounded, one bullet
alone having touched her. But <krman kultur needed this
sacrifice to carry out its high ideals. and the officer in charge of
the execution, drawing his pistol, advanced upon the unfortunate woman and shot her through the head. About the same
time acros the English Ch~mnel, a German woman. a detected
ancl self-confessed spy, who fearlessly and defiantly admitted her
guilt and gloried in her deeds, was tried by an English courtmartial. She was also convicted and entenced to six months'
imprisonment in an English jail ; yet the English woman, who
had a hundred times risked her life in nursin-g back to health
scores of sick and "ounOO<I German soldiers, was shot "down
like n <log.
The powers of Europe were not as blind to Gei'many\s dream
of universal conquest as German diplomats nBd strategists seem
to think, but tb-e-re were few who thought the blow would fall
so oon. That Russia was alive to this situation is shown by the
in tant mobilization of her troops upon the Austrian and Serbian
frontiers immediately after the ultimatum was sent to Serbia.
Tllllt France knew the extent of the German plan for wot·ldwi<le control can not be doubted. Germany's attitud-e on many
occasions, especially during the Moroccan embroglio, even going
so .f ar as to !>end n gunboat to Algiers, put France on notke.
But none of these powers attached the importance to the plan
lt deserved. England alone appeared to be singularly blind to
the extent of G-ermany's schemes -of world aggrandizement. This '
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~partly explained on. the th-eory that England had for so many
years regarded Russia as the enemy with which it would ·h ave
to contend in the future that the plans of Germany, a much
more formidable power, were overlooked. The ce<ling by England of the island of Heligoland to Germany in exchange for :a
free hand in Zanzibar will ever be regarded as one of the
colossal blunders of history, though, strange to say, this treaty,
"\yhile unfavorably regarded in England, was ev-en more unpopular in Germany. But Gel'man diplomacy 'knew the strategic
importance of this island. It as at once strongly fortified., and
protects the month of the Kiel Canru, giving Germany two outlets to her :fleet, each a-d equately protected, and in ca e of attack
forcing England to divide her fleet. So important did the German Ka.is:er regard the acquisition -of this island that he immediately w-ent to the expense of doubling the width and extending
the depth of the Kiel Canal, so as to allow easy passage of the
largest superdreadnaught.
It is strange that the trem-endous na~al program -of Germany
did not put England on notice. So vast were these naval appropriations that up to 1907 Germany was spending $73 where
England was spending $23. England, finally becoming alarmed
at the rapid growth and "d-evelopment of the German Navy, proposed an agreement whereby eaeh country would curta-il the
burdens of naval expenditure. This proposition was declined,
and then England.kept pace with Germany in navai preparation.
At about the same time France became alarmed at the enormous
prepn.rations going on in Germany in r-eference to the huge
land force and heavy armaments .and entered a _p rotest, which
was of no a vail
The Kai er an-d his advisers wer-e now prepared to begin the
campaign for WOI~ld control. There had tleen firmly in tilled in
th-e German mind o. cont-empt for other peoples and for all
things not German. They were so saturated with the fulsome
praises of self-adulation that they were convinced that no country could withstand the weight of G-erman ru.·ms. Th-ey bad built
up the most effective war machine in the hi tory of tJ.1e world.
Th-ey had developed every resourc-e by intensive and scientific
methods. Nothing was left to chance. Everything was prepared.
Every strap was in its place, every buckle securely fastened • .
The huge Kt'Upp works had supplied ample munitions -of war.
Tons of supplie were ready. Europe was asl-eep, G-ermany alone
awake. The stage was set, tl.1e ov-ertur-e started, and only a
signal was needed for the curtain tO rise upon the greatest
tragedy of all time.
Mr. Speaker, the German dream of world power had more the
promi -e of its fulfillment than the -casual Qbserver would be led
to believe. It was carefully planned after years -of preparation,
and only two incidents, unf-oreseen to Germany. prevented the
Imperial Government from coming. at lea-st for a time, into
undisputed ~ontrol of the great-er part of Europe.
Criminologists ten us. that in tlw plans. no matter how carefully laid, of the greatest and most intellectual criminals, there
is always .an unexpected weak place which often r-eveals the
crime and betrays the criminal. .So, also, in the gigantic plans
of the Hohenzollern Kniser there were two unexpected in"i·
dents wh.icb, occn~ring, defeated forever the ambitious dream
of world power. One of these incidents was the unexpected resistance of B-e lgium, which gave the French Army time to mobilize, and the other was England~s prompt entry into the war,
which drove German comm-erce from the seas. thus cutting ore
all hope of obtaining supplies from abroad and at the same
time making it possible for the allies to receive munitions :and
supplies from the ma.rkets of the world.
Germany's plan of universal contr.ol contemplated first striking in the Eat. where the colonial possessions of Great Britain
and France were located. Either wresting these possess1ens
from French and English control -or e lse so disturbing conditions that possession of these -colonies would prove a great weakness and som·ce of uneasiness to both England and France was
Germany's first objecti've.
..
In order to stir up _troubles in the north of Africa so that the
French aml English posse ions cou-ld be <tttacl\:ed with hope of
success, it was necessary that a railroad from Berlin to Bagdad
should be in operation so that troops could speedily and expet:l.itiously be mov-ed in clm;e proximity to those points. The building of this railroad from Berlin to Bagdad would shorten the
distance to India by at least 10 days. It would give Germany an
opportunity to speedily mobilize her troops in close proximity
to the Suez Canal. It would permit the Imperial Government,
in case of war between Germany and Great Britain, to transport her troops by rail an<l attack Egypt from the land side.
Tbns, the building and operating of t hi · road from Bt:>rlin to
Bagdad woul~. in case of war, permit Germnny tD spee<lily ndvance ber troops against Afri-ca, India. ancl the Suez Canal. and
if trouble occurred with France, .Mor o<"t:o ct : ~ could en:s'ily ne
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attacked. It 'vns, therefore, of the utmost importance to Germany's ambitious dreams of conquest in the East that this road
be . in operation and under German control. It was also invaluable to Germany as a commercial enterprise. The friendship of the Turk had been secured. There would be no difficulty
in building and operating this road through the Turkish dominions on to Bagdad. The obstacle in the way was Serbia, the
greatest and most important of all the Balkan States.
This railroad was a cherished plan of the Kaiser's. He had
beE-n working to secure it for many years. By condoning the
horrible Armenian massacres and other inhuman atrocities
where thousands of Christians, men, women, and little children,
bad been tortured and murdered by the Turks, and by playing
for years upon the vanity of the Turkish people, the desired end
l1ad been obtained and Germany had firmly established friendly
relations with the Ottoman Government.
The Kaiser had visited Jerusalem, and theatrically clothing
himself in the picturesque· costume of Lohengrin entered the
city and in the presence of a great multitude embraced the Sultan, who in turn· embraced the Kaiser, calling him the true succes or of Frederick Barbarossa. With great ostentation, pomp,
and display the Kaiser then proceeded to the tomb of Saladin,
to whom he referred as "one of the most knightly monarchs of
any kingdom."
In parting from Abdul Hamid the Kaiser assured the Ottoman ruler of the friendship of Germany in the following words :
Let the Sui tan and 300,000,000 of Mohammedans throughout the
world, who honor him as their spiritual chief, rest assured that at all
times the German Emperor will be their friend.

The systematic flattery of the Turk, early began, continued.
It was a part of the gigantic plan of universal control which an

official report recited Germany had marked out " to the minutest
detail." Bismarck stated that " the Turk was the only gentleman in the East." There is nothing, however, significant in this,
for the murderer of men, women, and little children for no
offense other than they were followers of the Savior of mankind would naturally appeal to one who advocated inflicting
upon helpless, unarmed, nonresisting civilians "a maximum of
suffering, leaving them only their eyes to weep with."
· Roorbach, in a book which ran through over a hundred edition , wrote: " Between the German and the Turkish nature
there is, if not a profound kinship, at least a certain degree of
affinity." Not an affinity as strongly marked as the learned
Roor·bach thought, for it is related that on many occasions the
murderer of Christians recoiled in horror at the dreadful torture.· and cruelties inflicted in the name of German kultur upon
the unarmed, nonresisting civilians of Serbia and Roumania.
Before the war began, in 1914, German officers were sent · to
Turkey for tlie purpose of reorganizing and training the Turkish armies, and Germany offered to restore to the Sublime Porte
a greater part of the Balkan territory which . Serbia, Bulgaria,
and Greece had wrested from the Ottoman Empire in recent
wars.
The friendship of Turkey was assured. The railroad could be
built from Constantinople to Bagdad or anywhere else in the
Turkish dominion, but Germany still was powerless because
Serbia, intensely antagonistic to both the dual monarchy and
the imperial goYernment, blocked the way.
When the hefr to the Austrian throne was assassinated,
owing to the ancient feeling of antagonism and hatred between
Serbia and Austria, there was intense excitement prevailing in
the Austro-Hungarian monarchy.. The opportunity to dismember or destroy Serbia was at hand. The minds of the Austrians
already highly inflamed were easily iD.fiuenced into a belief that
the plot to murder the ar.::hduke was laid in Belgrade and that
the Serbian Government was responsible for the abominable
crime. Austria charged Serbia with complicity in this murder
and sent to S-erbia a 48-hour ultimatum to which no country
could accede and retain a "Vestige of sovereignty. The feeling in
Austro-Hungary against Serbia, the charge that Serbia was
respoflsible for the assassination of Franz Fcdinand, and the
creation of recent alliances among certain powers threatened
the peace of the world and caused mqch uneasiness and concern
to tl1e diplomats of Europe.
France and Russia for mutual protection bad entered into an
alliance called the ''dual alliance." Germany, Aush·ia-Hungary, and Italy, for the same reasons, crea,ted the " triple al-'
liance.n England, France, Russia, Germany, and the dual
monarchy aU had agreed to respect the neutrality of Belgium.
If Austria-Hungary attacked Serbia, the close affinity of blood
and interest between Serbia and Russin would impel the great
Russian Empire to rush to Serbia's assistance. Then Germany,
the ally of Austria, would attack Russia, and France was the
ally of Russia. The easiest way to irivade France was to avoid
the carefully defended mountain passes and enter by way of
Belg~um.
In 1907 all of the great powers of Europe entered
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into solerr.n compaet · thnt no country should attacl\: or invade
Belgium or transport troops, supplies, or munitions of war
across Belgian -. territory.
Thus, by events .following the crime of SarajeYo, the peace
of Europe was seriously endangered. But after seYeral weeks
had elapsed men's mind · had cooled and it seemed to be generally understood that whi1e Austria would make demnnd · on.
Serbia in the nature of an ultimatum, yet these demands would
be such that Serbia could comply, and Europe breathed again.
It seems that Count Berchtold, the Austro-Hungarian premier.
had assured the Russian ambassador that no extraordinary demands would be made upon Serbin, anu the ambassador w·as
absent on a brief vacation when the ultimatum was sent.
: The ultimatum was e'idently one Austria did not belie\-e
Serbia could accept, nor want Serbia to accept. It requirell
that Serbia should repress eYery publication that intended to
reflect upon Austria; to dissolve all the anti-.A.ustro-Hun~nrian
societies; to eliminate without delay all instructors and all
educational matter which might serye to foment a propagamh\
against Ausb.·ia-Hungary; and remove all officials from rumtary and administrative service guilty of such propaganda, tho
names of which would be submitted by Austria later; to acce11t.
the collaboration of Aush·ian representatives to help enforce
these demands; to permit Austrians to sit as a court in Serbia.
and participate in the judicial inquiry against the acccssori~s
to the plot to assassinate the crown prince and lus wife; to
arrest certain personages whose names were set forth in the
ultimatum; to make public apology for the uttern.nces of Serbia-n
high officials, both at home and abroad, who, after the crime of
the 28th of June, did not hesitate to express them elves in terms
of hostility toward the Austro-Hungarian monarchy: and to
inform the Imperial Government without delay of the carrying
out of these measures. An answer was demanded in 48 hour .
Neyer was a more humiliating or insulting document sent.
from one civilized country to another. It was not expected. that
Serbia could comply with these demands.
It is contended and generally believed that Germany had
knowledge of this ultimatum before it was sent to Serbia. That
Germany approved the ultimatum can not be questioned, nlso
that Germany was opposed to a further extension of the 48-hour
limit is well established. Briggs DaYenport, in his intere ting
history of the great war, which shows a remarkable familiarity
with Balkan affairs, tells us that the text of the ultimatum was
telegraphed to the Kaiser, who amended it in some pnrticul:us
"in the direction of greater severity, so that the chance of evasion on the part of Serbia was minimized. It was he who
fixed 48 hours -the limit o.f time for the response." However
this may be, Germany refused to join in with Russia, England,
and France in requesting Austria to grant Serbin more time.
The British ambassador telegraphed to Sir Edward Grey that
"although I am not able to verify it, I hnYe private information
that the German ambassador knew the text of the Austrian ultimatum to Serbia before it was dispatched, and telegraphed it
to the German Emperor. I know from the German ambassadot·
himself that he ind<Yrsed every line of it." Both the Russian
ambassador and the Belgian minister at London, on the 28th day
of July, expressed the opinion that Austria would neyer have
sent such an ultimatum to Serbin without first showing it to
Germany and haYing some agreement with that country.
The note to Serbia was dispatched at an unfortunate time, in
so far as it concerned the powers who tried to preserYe peace.
The Russian ambassador had left Vienna on a brief vacation ;
the Serbian prime minister, Pachitsh, was absent from Belgrade; President Poincare, of France, and Rene YiYiani, head
of the ministry, were on the road returning from a Yisit to the .
Tsar. ·The Kaiser was away from Berlin, and could not be
located for some time.
Serbia complied with practically all of the Austrian demands,
save that which permitted Austria_n s to sit as a court in Serbia.
Austria then invaded Serbia. Russia then declared war against
Austria. On · August 1 Germany declared war against Russia.
On August 2 Germany sent an ultimatum demanding a right of
way through Belgium into France, the day before war was declared against France.' Belgium refused. The next day, August
3, Germany declared ~·ar against France, because some French
aeroplanes had flown oyer the border, and began to advance
ou France througp Belgium. On August 4 Germany declared
war on .Belgium.
Great Britain, Prussia, France, and Russia bad jointly signed
a document, afterwards referred to by the German chnnceYor
as "a scrap of paper," guaranteeing to preserve the neutrality
of Belgium. The fifth Hague convention declared in article 1'
"that the territory of neutral powers is inviolable," and in
article 2 that "belligerents are forbidden to move across the
territory of a neutral power troops or convoys, either of munl·
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tions of war or of supplies," and, in article 5, that " a neutral
power ought not to allow on its territory any of the acts referred
to in articles 2 and 4."
When Great Britain saw that the neutrality of Belgium was
violated England then declared war on Germany. The German
troops attacked :Liege, and the greatest war in the history of
the world had begun.
:5everal years be.fore the war the Germanic League in advo·
eating universal empire issued n manifesto whlch in part d~
clared that " progressive effort will be carried on until our bat·
teries can be unmasked without danger. Europe will then
find herself confronted by a situation already prepared even to
the minutest detail and against whlch she will be powerless."
That the time to unmask these batteries was ripe was upper·
most in the public mind of Germany. Maximilian Hardin, in a
burst of fanatical war·crazed frenzy triumphantly wrote: "Not
against our will and as a nation taken by surprise dld we hurl
ourselves into this gigantic venture. Our might shall create a
new law in Europe." Mark now the prevailing German obses·
sion of arrogance, self·superiority, and conceit. · "It is Ger·
many that strikes. When she shall have conquered new domains for her genius, then the priesthood of all the gods will
praise the god of war!'
With Germany's immense Army of 1,200,000 men, selected for
the invasion of France and ready to move at a moment's notice,
it was not believed in Berlin that Belgium would have the
temerity to resist the demand of Germany that the German
forces be given a right of entry through Belgium into France.
But with a courage equal to that of her sons when Cresar wrote
that of all of Gaul the bravest were the Belgians, the little coun·
try bared her heroic bosom to the advance of a cruel and relentless invader, and though crushed down by a vast superiority
of numbers, slowly and sullenly contested every inch of . the
ground. [Applause.] Five army corps at different points en·
tered the little kingdom, bot stubbornly fighting, her ranks
decimated, her towns .burned, her civilians murdered, Belgium
paid for her temerity at the cost almost of her existence. She
stands to-day "another Niobe· of Nations, childless and almost
crownless, in her v-oiceless woe'' yet in its final analysis; to that
little bleeding country belongs the first credit of preserving
civilization to Christendom. [Applause.]
Slowly Belgium fell back before the heaVY onslaught of the
German millions, but in the meantime the French were mobiliz·
ing and getting ready to repel the invader. Every day that
Belgium could keep the immense horde of Huns from French
soil meant much to Civilization. And when after over three
weeks' resistance the German Army of five army corps had over·
run Belgium and stood upon French soil the road to Paris was
no lonr-er open, for a French Army together with a detachment
of English soldiers barred the way.
To Belgium belongs the real credit of stopping the German
advance and ending forever the wild dream of world power
which obsessed the German mind. Had Belgium permitted
Germany to advance unmolested to the French frontier no
French .Army coulu possibly have been mobilized in time to
effectively re.sist the savage advance of the ruthless ·invader.
No English troops could have been landed. No battle of the
Marne might have been fought, and the c1vilization and the
Christianity of nearly 20 centuries might have been destroyed.
Looking back along the path civilization and human progress
have slowly, painfully, and laboriously pursued, the student of
history finds that from time to time great decisive battles have
been fought, the result of which exerted a conti·olling influence
in shaping the destinies, not alone of the various countries of
the world as they slowly emerged from barbarism to semibarbarism and then to the civilization of· to-day, but also in
· shaping and directing throughout the centuries the course of
civilization itself.
Had any one of these great battles terminated differently, the
current of the world's history would have been changed anti
turned into other channels, which would have impeded and r~
tarded the advancement of that progress which throughout the
years bas been purchased at the cost of so much blood and
tears and sacrifice.
In the east first appeared the dawn of civilization, of man's
awakening to the advantages of organization and cooperation
in governmental affairs. Nearly 25 centuries before "the cross
cast its shadow on Calvary's Hill " Hamarabi enacted his code,
and cruel and unreasonable as some of the laws of Chaldea
were, yet many statutes in this first code were remarkable indeed
in the justice and the wisdom of their application.
Centuries after the decline of Chaldea, Persia showed evi·
dences of prcg-ress, but, intoxic::tted with the excesses of many
victories over weaker nations, it, too, declined into that state
LVI-670
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of despotism and selfish ambition which ever have found fertile
soil in the east.
·
In fact, the civilization of those early days, while showing
evidences of mechanical and architectural skill of a high order,
yet for the most part portrayed no real progress toward the betterment of mankind and the uplifting of humanity in either a
moral or a material advance, but rather a declination into a
state of despotic absolutism, which, notwithstanding the barbaric splendor which marked the courts and retinues of its
tyrannical rulers, served only to emphasize and accentuate the
vices which civilization and progress had taught these rulers
to employ.
From time to time the east endeavored to impress upon the
young and virile west the effete_. languorous, and despotic manners, customs, and habits whlch since the early morning o:t
·civilization down to the present period have in a more or less
degree characterized that great section of the globe. Five hundred years before the birth of Christ Persia dominated all o:t
Asia and, with an immense army, prep&red to sweep over and
subjugate Europe. Between the subjugation of Europe and the
Persian Army was a little band of Athenians.
The hopes . of the western world, " the intellectual treasures
of the Greeks," the civilization of Athens, the liberal institutions of a free government which even in those early days
marked the history of Greece and several centuries later was
to be still more accentuated in the Republic of Rome, all de:.
pended upon Milt~ades and his little army o:e Athenians as they
bravely attacked the Persian hosts at Marathon. With a loss
of less than 200 men the Persians were utterly routed, lea viiig
thousands dead upon the field.
·
The free institutions of the western world were saved, and the
longings, faintly apparent as they were, · but still beginning to
appear in men~s bosoms, for independent and liberal government were permitted to find expression through centuries of
political evolution without being hampered and strangled by
the etrete, despotic, and languorous influence of the East.
I
Not only was Europe saved from a demoralizing and despotic
Influence which would have retarded civilization and progr<>ss
fo-f centuries by the victory of Marathon, but the result of this
battle made it possible, a century and a half later, for the refining influences of the Greeks to enlighten the darkness of the
eastern world. The victory at Arbela gave Alexander mastery
of the East and the culture, manners. customs, and even the
language of the Greeks was as Arnold said:
1
Planted from the shores of the Aegean to the banks of the Indus,
from the Caspian and the great Hyrcanium Plain to the cataracts of
the Nile, to exist a<'tnally for nearly a thousand years, and in their
effects to endure forever.

[Applause.]
Asia failed to impress its institutions upon the advancing
civilization of Europe. But another peril threatened the
western world. One hundred and twenty-five years after
Darius was defeated at Arbela, one of the greatest military
geniuses of all time arose and Hannibal. with a mighty and
· almost invincible army of Carthagenians left Africa and invaded
Italy. For nearly 1() years he was the terror of the western
world, but at the battle of the Metaurus his brother, Hasdrubal,
was completely overthrown. The power of Hannibal was broken,
and the fall and destruction of Carthage opened wide the uoor
through which Rome passed as the Imperial City gained the
domination of the world. Cruel, relentless, savage, and barbarous as Roman rule was, yet its influence in the world's history
was infinitely superior to thnt of Carthage. Asia and part of
Africa even to-day are enriched by the legacies Roman occupation bequeathed, evidences of which, though faint and indistinct,
are still visible.
1
The Romans worshipped many gods, but were true to none.
An offense against the eagles was punished by death. An offense
against the gods was a trivial matter. Unmatched in discipline,_
superior to all others in skill of nrms, Rome exerted a firm control over all conquered provinces, collecting tribute with merciless avariciousness and insatiable greed, and punishing all attempts to throw off the Roman -yoke with the utmost severity..
As long as these provinces yielded their tribute and submitted
to Roman authority they were protected against all the world
and permitted to worship any God of their choosing.
1
Had the civilization of Europe been dominated by the mercenary despotism of Carthage or the extreme fanaticism which
preYailed in Asia an attempt would have been mane to destroy_
in its infancy the Christian religion. But Rome, more or less tolerant in religious matters, viewed with complacency and ~utiri
cal scorn the early growth of Christianty, until its disciples
became so numerous and the faith so firmly founded th:1t the
later efforts of Rome in persecuting the Christians proYetl un-
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availing to even diminish the constantly gro~ing number of con- Normandy engrafted npon the rude but bold and honest Saxon
verts to a doctrine which for the first time opened the door of character prompted Gibbon to write that " assuredly England
was a gainer by the conquest," and llapin, in his History of Enghope to the oppressed and the unfortunate of all mankind.
Christianity uecame ·firmly established in the western world. land, declared that the result of the Norman victory over Harold
As the temporal power of Rome . declined the star of empire at Hastings was " the first step by which England is arrived to
advanced we tward, but a new peril to the civilization and the height of grandem· and glory we behold in it at present."
Five hundred years later witnessed another struggle for suChristianity of Europe arose and again Asia attempted to wreck
the advancement of human progress. A little over six centuries premacy. The victory of Drake O\er the Spanish Armada was
and a half after Roman arms defeated the Carthagenians world-wide in its consequences. Had the Spanish Armada acat the Metaurus, a great horde of merciless, swarthy, ghastly complished its object the history not only of Europe but of the
appearing savages overran the east and . south of Europe and, American Continent would have been changed, and new condieasily defeating the Roman armies which opposed them, crossed tions would have arisen which would have altered the course of
the Danube and, dl'iving back the Germanic and Scandinavian human affairs throughout the world.
The centuries rolled on. The rights of mankind were enlargforces, threatened to destroy ·the civilization and culture of
ing. Tbe opportunities of the individual were widening. AutoEurope.
Tribe after tribe of these savage warriors poured into crntic governments were replaced by constitutional monarchies.
Europe, and before their grotesque appearance, the rapidity of Republics, receiving their authority from the consent of the
their movements, the ferocity of their attack, and their legend- governed, were established. Scientific progress and mechanical
ary supernatural origin attributed, as Creasy suggests, "to the advancement were evidenced everywhere. The sciences and the
union of • 8ecret black and midnight hags ' with the evil spirits arts were encouraged, education was free, agriculture was adof the wildPrness.' All Christendom stood aghast. Under the vanced; commerce was increased, law was enforced, order preleadership of Attila. the scourge of God, this great swarm of vailed, humanity was expanding, courts of arbitration were inHuns, fit prototypes of their more savage descendants, who stituted, international peace conferences were held, and the
have in recent years so ruthlessly and inhumanly ravaged and civilization, enlightenment, and pro perity of all Christendom
pillaged Serbia and Roumania, and their even still more brutal had so progressed that a fond hope, shared by many, was born
partners. who in the cruelty, wantonness, and bestiality of their that the cruel and bloody wars of the past, brought about by
crime. ag-a inst defen eless Belgium~ have far exceeded any man's greed ·and ambition for place and power, were the baratrocity Attila may have wrought, this great army of Huns barous relics of a dark age from which the generations of today and to-morrow would be free.
·
prepared to con·q uer all of the western world.
·
But it seems that Christianity and civilization and human
Like a bot blast, corching, shriveling, destroying, and driving
everything pefore it, the savage and merciless progenitors of the progress must not only be purchased at the · cost of blood and
pre ent-day destroyers of Christianity, culture, and civilization tears and sacrifice, but the same price must be paid in order
that they may be maintained and secured unto mankind. Nearly
sw~pt on until the gates of Paris were almost in sight.
The burba ric horde was halted at Challons, on the Marne, fifteen hundred years after the Huns were driven from the Marne
where after a uesperate battle the power of Attna was broken another savage host was encamped upon the banks of that little
and he was drh·en back to his native east It is indeed a sig- stream. The civilization of the ages, the Christianity of nearly
nificant fact anu cumulative testimony to prove the assertion 20 centuries, and the culture and refinement of modern· times
that history repeat it elf when we recall that' nearly fifieen was again trembling in the balance.
The old, old struggle was to be renewed. The setting of anhundred year afterwards. on the banks of that same little river
Marne, another Chri~tian army, battling for the peace and other sun would determine whether, as in the <lim and misty
security of mankinu, fighting for the democracy of the world, ·past, once again might and brute force would take the place of
utterly defeated an u routed another army of Huns more cruel right and justice; whether militarism would triumph over civil
and ~a vage, more ue tructive against civilization, and more government; whether autocracy would usurp democracy; and
detrimental to human progress than were their untutored pro- whether governments whose respon ibilities were devolved upon
the individual and whi-ch derived all their powers and authority
genitors fourteen and a ·half centuries ago. [Applause.]
But Chri tianity wa. not permitted to survive without an- by the will and consent of the governed would be deemed a failother great 5'; tJ'ucrgJe to maintain its existence. The Moslems ure and perish from the face of the earth.
The Battle of the Marne can not be calleu one of the decisive
had eros ed the Mediterranean, and. defeating the Visigoths,
were in posse. ·~ion of Spain from Gilbraltar to the Pyrenees. battles of the world in the same sense that Arbela, Hastings, the
They bud conque1;Pu one after the other of the eastern Prov- destruction. of the Spanish Armada, and Waterloo were decisive
inces of the decaying Homan Empire, and now a mighty army conflicts which once and for all terminated the power and
was prepared to invade Europe and force the inhabitants of strength of the adversary. More properly the comparison should
be made wlth battles llke Marathon, the 1\Ietaurus, Tour , and
the conquered countrie to embrace Islam or the sword.
This "'a Europe's first invasion inspired largely by religious particularly Challons.
fanaticism. It was the crescent again..,t the eros , Christianity
In these battles, while the advance of the invader wits halted
against l\Iohnrumeuani. m. A magnificent army under the lead- and the objective of the campaign lost, yet the defeated army wns
er hip of AMeherrahman, the ablest and most renowed of the not destroyed. but reformed its broken line and for a time prel\loorish contmunllers, cro 5';ed the Pyrenees. It wa.s an army of served a semblance of strength. At 1\lnrathon the Persian intrained veteran , who fanatically believed that to fall in battle vader was driven back to his native Ea t. but it wa.s at Arbela
against the llristian would open the doors of Paradise, where that hope of Persia domination was lost forever.
.
the houris of heaven a waited their coming-an army which
The failure of Ha.sdrubal to join forces with his brother relieved Rome of any fear of Carthagenian rule in Europe, but for
Southey de cri.he(l a A counties multitude · Syrian, Moor, Saracen, Greek renegade,
,
nearly four years after the Battle of Metauru. Hannibal rePersian, and Copt , anti 'l'artar in one bond or erring faith conjoined- mained in Italy, and it was some time afterwards when Scipit?
Strong in the youth and heat of zeal, a dreadful brothel·hoodcanied the war into Africa and Carthage was destroyed.. The
Who believed th:.i t defeat of the Saracens at Tours drove them back across the
Ltke the Orient, th e subje t ed W est
Pyrenees, but it was seven and-a half centuries later when Ferdi·
Should bow in re ren ee at Mohammed's name,
nnnd and Isabella expelled the Moslem warriors from Europe.
And pilgrim from r mot<'s t Arctic sh ores tread with religious feet
The burning sands of Araby and Mecca's stony soil.
At Challons Attila was defeated, but he retired in good or<le1•
Charles 1\lurtel met the invading Moslem Army and the fol- and even renewed bis attacks against Europe, but the dread of
lowers of the Koran, wllo had robbed Rome of over half of its the Hun as a world power was gone. On the other hand, the
empire, conquered Per ia, overrun Syria, Egypt~ and north result of the Battle of Hastings left England at the mercy of
Africa. anti llnd driven tile Vislgoths out of Spain, went down Duke William, who at once proceeued to parcel out her fairest
in crushing defeat before the- Christian army at Tom·s, and tllus lands to his devoted adherents. Drake's defeat of Spain was
the way was pavoo for Chri. tianlty to triumph throughout the decisive. The Spanish Navy was destroyed~ her colonists were
world. In Ie :;; than a century after the battle of Tours the unprotected, and in one decisive conflict all dread of Spani h
power of the great Roma n Empire was gone forever, but in its dominion vanished. The defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo ended
place there ur o e a power ; spiritual in its nature and more far- the ambitious dream of the greatest military genius the world
l"eaching in its infl uence upo.n tlle history of mankind than an- has ever known. Like a flaming meteor blazing across the skie ,
dent Itome in the height of its glol"y in even a remote degree the son of a Corsican lawyer overran Europe, changing almo t at
will the map of a continent and placing the members of his
attained.
'l'l1e Norma n conque. t of England infus<'d new blood in the family upon the thrones of the various countries conquered. nut
sturdy Saxon stock. A. Campbell e~-p re. :c>ed it, "They high- Waterloo came and the purple-clad Emperor of the Tuillieres
mettleu tb blood in our \ ei n ~ ." The culture, graces, and refine- spent the remaining years of his life a lonely prisoner · at St.
ments which cl.w. r a terized the fierce and arrogant chivalry of Helena.
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The defeat at the Marne by no means destroyed Germany's
power as an active fighting force, but it did destroy the carefully
laid plan to take Eurepe unawares. Germany's dream of world
power could be realized only by taking Europe by surprise, by a
sudden dash across Belgium into France and overrunning the
country before an army to repel the invader could be mobilized.
All Germany's plans were working toward this end, and the
defeat at the Marne gave the rest of Europe a chance to breathe,
as it were, and to gather together an army which, with the aid
of the United States, has dissipated forever the German dream
of world dominion. [Applause.]
Had the Germans been victorious at the Marne, the next day
tl~ cy would huve been knocking at the gates o-: Paris.
Holland
al so would have soon been overrun, ~nd controlling the shores
of tile English Channel, England would have had no port- to
disembark her troops nor any base to land her supplies. With
France,. Belgium, and Holland in German bands, and England
unable to land either men or sup~lies, no new army sufficient
to successfully cope with the invader could be mobilized, and
the Hohenzollern dream of world power might have been,
for at least a time, realized to the full.
The result of the battle of the Marne thrilled all Christendom.
It put new hope into the heart of France. It put life and
courage into the despairing soldiers of Belgium whose loved
ones had been murdered, whose hearthstones were desolate, and
whose fields were blackened wastes. It stimulated recruiting
in En~land. It destroyed the fear that perhaps Europe might
have been taken too much by surprise to resist the invader. It
demonstrated that the French and English troops were more
than a match for Germany's wonderful war machine. It created
in the German mind a bewildering surprise that other soldiers
could fight on equal terms with theirs.
As the German soldiers were fleeing from the banks of the
Marne for the first time there crept into their power-crazed
minds a suspicion that German superiority in all things was
not as complete as all true Germans had been taught to believe.
Bad not the learned professors, the eminent scientists, the
- erudite economists, the preachers, the Kaiser, and his advisers
all assured them that they were a superior race of men and
uncer the direct personal care and guidance. of God? .
'£bey were pr£=pared to encounter obstacles which they expe .!ted to soon sweep away, but the possibility of a defeat never
entered their minds. They were somewhat amazed, puzzled,
and extremely angered at the stubbornness and effectiveness of
the unexpected Belgian resistance, yet by force of numbers they
steadily and relentlessly pushed the Belgians l]ack and were
satisfied in the belief that by their SUP-eriority in all things
German " genius was still president." After the Germans had
accomplished their objective, in so far as Belgium was concerned, and stood on French soil, they accepted, as a matter of
ceurse, the French and English retreat, as the Huns pressed on
toward Paris. They were but fulfilling their destiny, which
wa:.; to rule over the other peoples of the earth. Their superiority
and their kultur had been and was being demonstrated. · Their
fi;:?hting machine was invincible. Flushed with the intoxication
of their own success, enriched by the plunder which they bad
suzed from the terror-stricken inhabitants of the conquered
towns, drunk with the excesses of rapine and murder inflicted
upon the helpless and unfortunate Belgians, and thrilled with
eager anticipations of an early sack of the gayest capital in
Europe and the rich promise of rapine and plunder it afforded,
the Germans confidently pressed on. The French and English
stubbornly and in excellent order fell back. The eager Germans fol1owed. Paris drew nearer and nearer. The seat of
· government was transferred to Bordeaux, and still the French
and English retreated, and still · the victorious German~
pressed on.
"Surely the French and English will give battle to-morrow"
was the prayer of ChristPndom, but the setting of the morrow's
sun witnessed another retreat of the allies, another advance of
th :.: invader, until Paris was only 2J miles away.
On the banks of the 1\iarne, where nearly fifteen hundred years
before the savage horde of Huns had been driven from France.
Joffre, the iion-bearted leader of the French, drew up his troops
il. line of battle. He had perfected his plans. he had outgeneraled von Kluck, he had mobilized his entire strengtl1, and the
dre de retraiter" bad been changed to "l'ordre d'avancer."
Again history repeated itself, for the setting sun of another
oay witnessed the spectacle of another army of savage Huns
fleeing in more disorder and terror than did their barbaric
progenitors o•er fourteen hundred years ago.
The people of the United States did not wish to enter this
world-wide war, and were willing to make any sacrifice short
of the surrender of national honor to keep from being drawn into
the conflict. At the same time, however, there was a fixed. deter-
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mination firmly established in the minds of the American people
that all protection guaranteed by international law should be
secm·ed to the citizens of the United States while in the discharge of all duties pertaining to their legitimate business.
Upon the beginning of the great European war the United
States immediately assumed a position of strict neutrality. The
proclamation of President Wilson to this effect was expected,
and it at once met with the universal approval of the American
peop1e.
The Monroe doctrine, guaranteejng the territorial sovereigntY.
of our sister Republics in South and Central America from foreign aggression, always a principle of the utmost importance,
not alone to the United States but to all countries in the western
continent, had recently, by way of emphasis, been reaffirmed by
the United States both in 1899 and 1907 at The Hague conventions.
Next in importance to the Monroe doctrine has been that principle, first laid d<n-vn by Washington and universally practiced
by his successors, whenever it was possible so to do, of n voiding
all embarrassing and entangling alliances or mixing in the
quarrels of om· European neighbors. For us to intervene in a
European quarrel would be an invitation to them to violate both
the letter and the spiiit of the Monroe doctrine.
It was in accordance with this time-honored principle, as well
as an earnest desire that our country be spared the horrors of
war, that postponed for many days the inevitable conflict with
Germany, and it was only after repeatedly submitting to many,.
1
outrages that the United States reluctantly entered the war.
From the very beginning of hostilities so many vexatious and
perplexing problems were continually arising that it taxed t.o
the utmost the wisdom and ingenuity as well as the patience
and tact of President Wilson.
.
With far-seeing sagacity President Wilson adhered to a strict
observance of the principles of international law. It was the
rock upon ·wbich be stood in an earnest endeavor to keep the
privations and horrors of war from his country. Once let this
rock be shattered and all would be chaos and confusion, and we
would at once have been led into a maze of uncertainty and
doubt. The only safe policy to pursue was to be guided by those
precedents and statutes which from time immemorial have been
laid down and agreed.to uy the civilized nations of the world as
the proper course and policy for a neutral nation to pursue in
dealing with a belligerent nation.
The wisdom of such a course is apparent to the most casual
observer. Before the United States entered the war all the
vexatious and perplexing problems which arose were not confined to disputes between our Government ~d the Imperial Government of Germany.
At the time when the controversy o-ver submarine warfare
between the United States and Germany became acute, we were
also engaged in a controversy with Groo.t Britain over the shipping of cotton to neutral ports. We were at the same time engaged in controversies with France and with Italy over the
holding up and refusing to deliver cablegrams which t·elated
solely to commercial transactions between our citizens and the
citizens of the neutral countries. All of these questions bad to
be settled, and tlle only proper way to settle them was ty the
precedents of international law.
The only wise com·se, the only safe course, the only proper
course was not to deviate from these precedents. If once a
single right of an American citizen were surrendered tn Germany, then why not surrender another to Great Britain, another
to France, and still another to Italy, and so on ad int1nitum
until all precedents were desh·oyed. Then every controversy,
which arose between the United States and a neutral nation
would l1ave to be settled. either by ·force of arms ot· else
through the means of a new diplomacy and a new code of international law-a code based upon expediency, with no precedents behind it for guidance and no sanction of approval from
~my country to give it weight.
Each new question would then
ue11end upon either the finesse of diploma~y or the force o.f
arws as to its ultimate conclusion.
A vexatious problem, more troublesome at home than abroad,
however, arose out of the selling of munitions of war to the
belligerent nations.
The many friends of Germany in this country resentecl this,
and they, together with others, demanded an embargo upon
the shipment of all munitions. The munition makers of the
United States were willing to ship these supplies to Germany,
if they could be safely delivered, but England's blockade pre~~~~

The right of a neutral nation to sell munitions of wn ~· to a
belligerent nation has long been sanctioned by cu. tom :1 n(l appro-ved by international law. The United Stat~s, in 1793,
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'Speaking through the mouth of Thomas Jefferson, then Secretary of State, declared:
. .
.
Our citizens have always been free to make vend, and export arms;
it is the constant occupation and livelihood of many of them. To sup-

press their culling-the only means perhaps of their subsistencebecause a war exists in a foreign and distant country ln whleb we
have no concern would scarcely be expected. It would be bard in
principle and impossible In practice.
·

And in accordance with this principle munitions of war were
sold by American manufacturers to French agents over the
protest of England. Notwithstanding this protest, England,
a few years afterwards, through Mr. Canning, officially declaredtlult the shipment of arms to belligerents was not a.g a.inst the law, and
that it could not be prohibited at all by the .Engllsh Government.

In 1796, through the Attorney General, the United States
reaffu·med the position of Thomas Jefferson in 1793, and in 1842
Secretary of State Dauiel Webster, in a controversy between
the United States and Mexico, declared that·
Trade in articles contraband of war is carried on at the risk of those
engaged in it under the liabillties and penalties prescribed by the law
of nations or particular treaties. If It be true, therefore, that citizens
of the United States have been eng.a ged in commerce by which Texas,
nn enemy of Mex:lco, has been supplied with arms and munitions of
war, the Government of the United States nevertheless was not bound
to prevent it, could not have prevented it without a manifest departure from the principles of neutrality, and is in no wise answerable for
the consequences.

Franklin Pierce, in a message to Congress in 1855, reaffirmed
this principle, as did President Grant in 1870, at the beginning
·
.o f the Franco-Prussian War.
During the Civil War Prussia sold munitions of war to both
the United Stales Government and to the Government of the
Confederate States. Germany sold munitions to Spain in the
Spanish-American War, as well as to Russia in the Crimean War;
to both Russia and Japan in the Russo-Japanese War; to the
Boers in the war with England ; and to the various Balkan
States in recent wars.
The right of a neutral country to sell munitions of war to a
belligerent nation is based upon common sense and sound public
policy. The best energies of every country in times of profound
peace, while not neglecting proper and adequate means of national defense, should be devoted to the education of children,
the development of agriculture, the establishment of new industries, the increasing of commerce, and the encouragement of all
kinds of legitimate -business. All the energies of a country
should not be devoted to the making and storing of vast supplies
of war munitions to the d"etriment of everything else. If the
laws of nations forbade the purchase of war munitions by belligerents from neutrals not only would it interfere with the
legitimate industries of the neutral countries, but what is far
more serious, the richest nation, or that nation which concentrated all of its energies and its resources in the manufacturing
·and storing of vast quantities of war supplies, would be at much
advantage over and a constant menace to its · more peaceful
neighbors.
It would al o force these neighbors to curtail the appropriations for education and the encouraging and developing of agriculture and commerce and devote all their energies to manufacturing munitions, which policy, if pursued by all, would keep the
world perpetually in a state of unrest, would make taxes oppressive, and the country would always be on a war basis. Then
again, if the United States refused to sell munitions of war to
neutrals, in case we got into a war we would ourselves be
estopped from buying munitions from a neutral country.
Our country was well within its rights, both as to international law and common sense, when Congre s refused to put an
embargo upon the selling and exporting of munitions of war.
.We said to the belligerent nations:
We are manufacturing war -munitions; we will sell them to you, but
we will not deliver them ; come to our shores and get them if you want
them and are willing to pay for them.

This invitation included the central powers as well as the
. entente, but there :was practically no way for Germany to secure
them, as the English fleet controlled the seas. However, Germany did buy munitions from tbe United States. The German
submarine Deutschland, returning to Europe after its wonderful
trip to the United States, carried with it over $1,000,000 worth
of war munition . .
From the very beginning of this European struggle it was
teared that if the United States should be drawn into this conllict it would bA because of some act or acts committed on the
high seas. When the neutrality of Belgium was viol1).ted England at once declru·ed war against Germany. The first official
act of the United Kingdom was to proclaim a blockade against
. the commerce of Germany. England's blockade was as strictly
ln conformity with the principles of international law as modern conditions would permit. It was a visible blockade of actual
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ships patrolling the waters. These ships could not venture
within 3 miles of the shore, because the invention of large-caliber guns with a range of 10 or more mile'S would destroy them.
This blockade was effective, ships were captured in endeavorIng to circumvent it, but these vessels were not sunk nor were
the passengers and crew murdered Nor were they even attacked without warning, but notice to surrender was given in
every instance. The vessels were captured, towed to a friendlY.
or neutral. port, and the cargo, if contraband, seized and confiscated.
In many instances England unlawfully seized our cotton and
our vessels. The Government of the · United States protested.
and it was left to a ruurt of admiralty to decide whether the
seizures were unlawful or not. Before the United States declared a state of war existed between our country and Germany,
Great Britain had in every instance paid the American owners
ot the cotton seized and restored the vessels.
The blockade England maintained was a lawful blockade and
not one with vessels sailing beneath the waters and strlkin"
without warning. England's blockade sank no vessels, nor did
it destroy the lives of the passengers and crew. Both Great
Britain and Germany mined the North Sea in violation of the
international agreements of The Hague. The United States
protested against these violations, but did not decla1·e war
against either country on account of them. It was charged
against England that some of these English mines were floating.
This England stoutly denied, contending that the location of
every mine was definitely known, and any English mine which
was floating was one which had broken loose and was drifting.
England further offered to safely pilot any vessel not carrying
contraband articles through the waters which were mined.
Germany's answer to England's blockade was a merciless submarine warfare against the commerce of the allies. Notwithstanding international law provided in the capture of belligerent vessels the due observance of making this capture with
every reasonable regard to the life of the crew, the security of
the cargo, and the safe conveying of the prize to a port of entry
for adjudication, and the protection of the captured from all
injury as far as possible, German submarines violated all of
these provisions and struck without warning, condemning ship
and passenger, crew and cargo to destruction. While this
course could be viewed only with the utmost disfavor by all the
civilized countries of the world, yet it was never dreamed that
the German subffi-arine warfare would be conducted against
neutral vessels and passenger boats and great ocean liners
carrying hundreds of passengers who owed allegiance to the
flags of countries not at war with Germany.
When the news was flashed to America that the great floating
palace, the L1lsitania, with over 2,000 souls on board, had been
struck ·without warning and that many of the passengers and
crew had perished, a thrill of horror and indignation over this
barbarous act was felt from one end of the United States to the
other, which indignation was tremendously increa82d when it
was learned that of the 1.000 men, women, and little c}lildren
who perished 137 were Americans.
Our relations with Germany at that time were already
strained. About six weeks before, the British passenger ship
Falaba was sunk and an American citizen lost his life. About
the same time the American steamer Cushing was attacked by
airships, and a few days afterwar·ds the American steamer
Gulflight was attarked by submarines. The destruction of the
L1lsitania and the murder of 137 Americans brought fo1·th a
vigorous protest from the United States. It seemed as thouO'h
the countries were on the verge of war, but Germany assured
the Government of the U~ted States that American ships would
not be hindered in the prosecution of legitimate shipping, and the
lives of American citizens on neutral vessels would not be placed
in jeopardy. The Government of the United States relied on this
promise, but the barbarous and ruthless warfare continued.
Out of this warfare sprang the famous ;McLemore resolution,
to notify all American citizens that if they traveled in armed
merchant belligerent ves els and were injured or murdered upon
the high seas, they traveled at their own peril, and the United
States would not hold any country to account for such murller ..
The adoption of this resolution would have been a sharuPful
confession of the inability of the United States to protect the
lives and property of its own citizens. It would have ju tly held
us up to the contempt of all civilization as a Nation unwilJ!ng to
protect its own people from assassination by a foreign power.
Travel is a necessary part of a nution's business, and because
other nations were at war to ask our people to stop traYeUng,
to stop looking after their own business, to lose their means of
livelihood, and keep away from the great ocean highways, which
since the beginning of time have been free and open to the
world, was intolerable and unendurable.
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· Notwithstanding the solemn assurance of Germany, more
'Americans were murdered and our Government again protested.
Germany again recognized the protest, and in December, 1915,
promised the Government of the United States " that liners will
not be sunk by our submarines without warning and without
safety of the lives of the noncombatants, provided that liners do
not try to escape or offer resistance."
But in the next 60 days four or five more ships were sunk,
and an Americau consul, traveling to his post, and nearly 400
American citizens were drowned. Still the United States fo.rebore to go to war, and again protested to the German ~overn
ment and again Germany promised to accord safety to the passengers and crew before sinking the vessel.
Again Germany defaulted and our Government threatened to
sever diplomatic relations. Then Germany agreed to sink no
·vessels except in accordance with the general principles of visit
and search, and that full op.portunity would be given for all
Americans to escape.
On January 31~ 1917, however, Germany notified the United
States that from and after February 1 she would forcibly prevent all navigation, including vessels of both belligerents and
neutrals, in a zone around Great Britain, France, and Italy,
and that all sea traffic would be stopped or the yessels sunk
without warning.
Such a notification, after all the German promises, came to
ns like a clap of thunder from a cle~ sky. As the Secretary ot
State, in a recent speech, said, " It needed but the words reported to have been uttered by the German chancellor to complete the picture of the character of his Government when he
announced that the only reason why the intensified submarine
campaign was delayed until February last was that Sufficient
submarines could not be built before that time to make the. attacks on commerce efficient." Do you realize that this means
the promises to refrain from brutal submarine warfare which
Germany had made to the United States were never intended to
be kept; that they were only made in order to gain time to build
more submarines ; and that when the time came to act, the
German promises were unhesitatingly torn to pieces like other
" scraps of paper "?
This notice of Germany that all belligerent and neutral
vessels would be sunk without warning whether they carried
contraband or not, whether they were loaded with cargoes or
not, whether they were passenger vessels or not, was nothing.
more nor less than an official declaration of piracy upon the
high seas.
It is said that way back in the dim and misty past, when
primitive men, sleeping in trees and dens and caves, would
meet one of their own kind who did not belong to their immediate family and who they hadt perhaps, never before seen,
that no questions would be asked, no quarter would be given,
but, with lowered head and bared fangs, they would silently,
ferociously hurl themselves one upon the other and, with fist
and tooth and foot and nail, fight it out to the last. If this be
true, if mankind in the early morning ot human existence was
on so low a plane and men fought at random like the beasts of
the forest, then it may well be said that the call of the wild
has harked back for hundreds of cPnturies, and now, after
nearly 2,000 years of Christianity, finds its expression in the
ruthless German submarine warfare, where, silently, stealthily,
and in the nighttime, neutral and stranger vessels are set upon
and all on board are murdered without even the murderer knowing or caring who his victims may be.
Even then the United States did not declare war against Germany-even then, after all these insults and outrages and denial
of a right to travel the high seas. No nation has the right to
exercise jurisdiction over ocean waters over 3 miles from the
land, yet Germany attempted to syndicate over 2,000,000 leagues
of ocean highway and attempted to monopolize to her own nse
all the paths of ocean traffic. Time and time again the American
:flag had been insulted, American property had been wantonly destroyed. and American citizens bad been brutally and ruthlessly
murdered. Three times bad the United States made official protests which Germany apparently respected, and then, after complete preparation had been made, treacherously and falsely repudiated. Even then the United States did not go to war. All
that was done was to hand the German ambassador his passports and sever diplomatic relations with a Government whose
official actions showed that it could not be trusted to keep a
promise and who construed its solemn treaty ob1igations according to Bismarck's doctrine, that " where the power of
Prussia is concerned I know no law."
The pages of all history may well be challenged to show a
J>arallel to the patience and forbearance of the United States
to continued insult, murder, and outrae,:e. Once diplomatic relations between the Governments of the United States and Ger-
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many were severed, the President knew, every citizen knew,
that if more American vessels were destroyed and more American citizens were murdered, for us to have submitted fur-ther
would not only have placed our country in a humiliating attitude before all the world, bnt would :3ave also meant the surrender of those inalienable rights and privileges which from
time immemorial have been guaranteed to·_ every country by the
laws of nations.. Such a surrender would havE:: at once caused
the United States to lose its prestige among the nations of the
earth and inevitably sink to the level oi a second or third rate
power.
So eager was the United States to keep from being drawn
into this conflict which seemed to convulse all Christendom, and
so anxious was President Wilson to spare our country the horrors o-f war, that in order to postpone oru· entry into the struggle and to at least save the lives of American citizens from
being wantonly destroyed and American vessels from being
sunk to the bottom of the sea, the President earnestly requested
Congress to grant permission to the owners of American merchantmen to place defensive arms upon their vessels, in the
hope that these vessels could be defended from the murderous
attack of the German submarines, which.. like so many ·sna.kes,
struck their venomous fangs at everything which crossed their
path.
The House of Representatives promptly gave this permission,
but to the ill!tonishment and chagrin {)f the American people
this permission was refused by the Senate, not because the Senate of the United States was opposed to an American citizen
arming himself against a murderous nnd unlawful attack from
a foreign foe, but because of the peculiar rules of p-ractice and
procedure in that body, which gave a Senator the right to speak
for an indefinite period upon any subject. The resolution was
sent to the Senate in the closing hours of the Sixty-fourth Congress, which session would end and the life of that Congress
would expire at noon on March. 4, 1917.
A filibuster was inaugurated by a few Senators against the
resolution. Debate continued until the hour of adjournment
arrived, a vote upcn the resolution was prevented, the filibuster
was successful, and the Sixty-fourth Congre_. . . expired without
the resolution ever having been acted upon by the Senate.
Thus was presented to the American people the remarkable
spectacle of American Senators refusing to give permission to
an American citizen to put a gun upon an American vessel, carrying an American fulg, laden with American products, destined
to friendly ports, sailing in waters which from time immemorial
had been open to the navigation of the world and which the
owner of this vessel had ,every -right, human ·and divine, to
traverse; these American Senators refused to permit the American owner of an American vessel to carry arms in order to
give him a chance to defend the ship and cargo and protect the
lives of the passengers and crew against a piratical, unlawfui,
cruel, and murderous assault.
While the result of the filibuster destroyed all hope of peace
and had the effect of hastening the conflict with Germany, yet
war with Germany was inevitable, and the United States did
not enter the confiict a moment too soon. Good finally resulted
from the Senate filibuster, for an enraged public opinion soon
forced that august body to adopt a much-needed cloture reform,
but the adjournment of the Sixty-fourth Congress without the
passage of th-e armed-neutrality bill awoke the American people to the seri<m ness of the situation which confronted them,
and, -standing as one man behind President Wilson, they determinedly and grimly began to reconcile themselves to the idea
that an honorable peace was impossible.
The forbearance and patience of the American people in dealing with the insults a.nd outrages G€rmany perpetrated upon
us was apparently boundless. On several occasions for far less
serious canses our country has resorted to arms.
Up to the beginning of the nineteenth century the young Republic paid the pirates of northern Africa a tribute for the
p1·i vilege of sailing the Medite1·ranean Sea. In 1793 Algiers
seized 11 American _vessels an1l 112 of the passengers and crews
were captured and sold into slavery; and even before that time
two American vessels had been captured by these same pirates.
The infant Republic began the construction of a Navy, but in
the meantime, while we were constructing and building the
Constitution, the President, the United States, the Chesapeake,
the Congress, and the Constellation, we paid the Dey of Algiers
a million dollars in money and presents, together with an annual tribute of $27,000, so that American vessels might be permitted to trade in Mediterranean ports.
Again, in 1796, the United Stntes was forced to pay Algiers
another million dollars, while the Pasha of Tripoli received
$83~000 in money and presents for this same purpose.
Nor was
this all, for two other avaricious pirates-;-the rulers- of Tunis
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and Morocco-also demanded and received tribute from the
young Republic which had so recently taken its place among
the nations of the earth.
· Paying tribute for the privilege of exercising an inalienable
right was intolerable to those who belleved in the principles of
liberty, equality, and free government, and when these avaricious pirates who infested the Mediterranean demanded more
money and seized another American vessel, though the people
of the United States numbered less than 6,000,000 souls, they
declared that no more tribute would be paid. In 1803 during
Jefferson's administration, under the leadership of the' gallant
and gifted Decatur, the war was again carried into Africa.
The United States was completely successful in every instance
and over a hundred years ago American sailors bouo-ht -with
their blood the freedom of the Mediterranean Sea. [Applause.]
In 1812 England interfered with our commerce and, refusing
to recognize American naturalization laws, took sailors off of
our ships and impressed them into English service. The young
Republic, with a population of less than 10,000,000, was not
n.frajd to vindicate American honor and demand that American
rights must be respected. Not for one moment did the United
States hesitate, not for an instant did she falter, though England only interfered with our commerce and impressed our seamen. She did not· sink our ships nor murder our sailors. Notwithstanding England was the. greatest maritime country in
the w-orld, we went to war and on land and sea gained a glorious victory.
Over a century ago the infant Republic, with a population of
less than 10,000,000 people, arose and settled forever the right
of the American flag to wave in every port and on every sea.
[Applause.] Now, when we have grown into the mightiest Republic on the face of the earth, Germany told us we must surrender the rights and liberties our fathers bought with their
blood and maintained for over a hundred years. Germany .told
us that if we dared to sail the· seven seas except 1n a certain
course laid out by the Imperial Government, a few ships only
eacll month, bound for one or two selected and unimportant
ports, painted, as has often been said, "like a barber's pole"
we did so at our peril.
'
Germany told the United States: "We are the elect of God
the salt of the earth. Our Kaiser tells us the trident is our~
to wield; we will syndicate to our own use 6,000,000 square
miles of ocean travel. Your jurisdiction over ocean waters is
fixed by international law at only 3 miles from your shores."
"German horizons stretch far away." (Kaiser.) "We intend
to monopolize to our own use all the highways of ocean traffic
tie ·up your ships, suspend your commerce, and let your seame~
and sailors seek other employment. We will throw a Chinese
wall around the United States. Set but a foot beyond that wall
and dare to venture from your shores nnd we will sink your
vessels and murder your sailors."
If there be any who believe that we should have submitted
to the continued outrages and insults of Germany to the repeated violations of all precedents of international 'law, to the
persistent breaking of all the rules and customs of humanity,
and to numberless cowardly assassinations and murders of our
citizens-if there be any who believe that we should have further submitted, let them pause for a moment and recall the
heroic deeds of their fathers, who, under Decatur at Tripoli
Perry at Lake Erie, and Jackson at New Orleans, declared fol~
all time America's right to maintain and defend the freedom of
the seas. [Applause.]
The United States, as well as the entire Western Continent
was included in the gigantic plan of world controL Two year~
before the beginning of the war in Europe Germany made secret
proposals to Great Britain to join forces, attack Mexico, and
destroy forever the Monroe doctrine.
Gerhart von Schulze-Gaevernitz, professor of political economy in the University of Freiburg, wrote, in 1908: .
We need a fleet capable not only of coping with the miserable forces
of South American States, but powerful enough, if the need should arise
to cause Americans to think twice before making any attempt to apply
an economic Monroe doctrine in South America.

The celebrated journalist and author, 'Yintzer, years before
the war, wrote:
·
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It is ~ruly a miracle that the German people did not long ago resolve
on 8elzmg the country. • • • False modesty has no value in a
struggle for world empire.

. The German people referre<l to, however, are German settlers
m those counh·ies. This same publication contends that it
would be a blessing to the South American Republics if they
came nuder German control·
·rhey would soon reconcile themselves to German rule and take de·
light in the fame of the German name in the world.

' Gustav von Schmollor, the most distinguished historian of
ad'\"ocated the colonization of millions of Germans
m Brazil.
. The hatred. Germany bears toward the United States is espe·
c1all;v. exe.mphfied in the teachings of the professors in the unl·
verstbes m Germany. This propaganda of hate, jealousy, and
envy directed against the United States in the different schools
and universities produced a widespread impression upon the
German mind.
The Monroe doctrine, maintaining the territorial sovereignty_
o~ our slste~: South and Central American Republics, is e~pe.
c~ally obnonous to the Germans, and many of their bitterest
tirades and most venomous philippics are directed against it.
Johannes Votlert wrote in 1903, in the Alldeutsche Blatter
about the 1\Ionroe doctrine:
'
~erman.y,

We Europeans almost universally consider it nn impertinence. With
a noisy cry they try to make an impression on tile world and succeed
especially with the stupid. The inviolability ot the American soil is
invoked without there being at band the slighte~t means of warding oft
the attack of a respectable European power.

Hettner, professor of geography at the Univercity of Heidel·
berg, declared in 1915 that- •
J'ust because the United Stutes has set up the Monroe ~octl:lve to
exclude Europeans from America it uoes not follow thnt we ·should
acquiesce in that doctrine.

Prof. Unold, of Handelshochscllule at Munich, spitefully
wrote nearly 20 years ago that the Ena-Ush and Yankees are
everywhere disliked, and hc ,prayed for fue day to come when
the Germans would be the intellectual, economic and political
leaders of the South American people.
'
. Said M~j. Liebster, of the German Army, to an American
nee consuJ. before the two countries were at war:
We are keeping books on you Americans. It's a long ::tccount anf
we haven't missed nny details. Rest assureu that that account will be
presented to you some day for settlement. • • • We are keeping
the account in black and white • • • with customary German
thoroughness.

Edelsheim, of the German General Staff, wrote in 1001, over
12 yenrs before the war, that a German corpscan begin operations on American sol.l within at least four weeks.
~ • • ~~ a matter of fact, Germany is the only great power whicb
• • • To accomplish
this end the invader would ha-.e to inflict real material damage by injuring the whole country • • •, to seize in a short time many of
these important and rich cities, to interrupt their means of supply
disorganize all governmental affairs, assume conti·ol of all useful lmild:
lngs, c!lnfisca~e. all war and transport supplies, and, lastly, to impose
heavy mdemmties.

1s in a position to conquer the United States.

· It is strange that that power-crazed maniac serYing on the

general stutl' of the German Army, dreaming over a decnue ago
of the conquest of the United States, did not add to his cat.~gory
of dire penalties and punishments inflicted upon us by the con~
quering Germans, after the looting of our cities and seizure ot
our public buildings, andmurder their helpless old men, torture and mutilate their little children
and violate their gentlewomen, as we always do. in an invaded territory:

The close personal friend of the Kaiser and military attache,
Goetzen, remarked to an American major, N. A. Bailey, about
20 years ago:
·
About 15 years from now my country will start her great war.
He was only fiye or six years off in his calculations.

continued :

He

·

She will be in Paris in about two months after the commencement ot
hostilities. • • • ~·erything will move like clockwork; we will
be prepared and others will not be prepared. • • • Some months
after we finish our work in Europe we will take New York and prob•
ably Washington and hold them for some time. We will put your coun.try in its place in reference to Germany. We do not purpose to tako
any of your territory, but wo do intend to take a billion or more dollars
from New York anci other places. The Monroe doctrine will be taken
charge of by us, as we will then have put you in your place.

Germany's plan was to take Europe by surprise, and then the
humiliation of the United States was the next step in the
gigantic venture. Jealous of our g1·owing commercial suprem·
, Eigbt years before the war Klaus Wagner wrote:
Not only North America, but the whole of America must become a acy, the Kaiser cast his covetous eyes across the Atlantic, and
in his mad dream of world-wide power the vision of rich America
bulwark of .German kultur.
paying Germany's enormous expeDses of the war would come
An<l, referring to South America, he w-rote:
to
his mind. We are a peace-loving, liberty-seeking people. We
The lands will be settled upon by people of Germanic blood , the nonGermanic inhabitants being driven into reservations or at best to have always been more or Jess opposed to any large Military
Africa (Morocco, Algiers, Tunls, Egypt).
Establishment, and knowing how utterly unprepared we were
Recites one of the Pan-Germanic works published in 1911, in re- at the commencement of the Great European war, the humiUa.tion and conquest of the United States doubtless seemed an
fel-ring to-south Brazil and Uruguay:
European interests, and with them the German, lie in America in
cnse we have the power to support them effectively. .

•
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·e asy matter to the ambition-crazed Kaiser, once he had sue~.
eeecled ·in subduing and terrorizing all of Europe.
The cenqueror dictates tlie terms of the peace treaty. In his
dreams ·william of Hohen£ollern could -see a German chancellor,
11s Bismarck onee did in Paris, pounding the green tables in
London, in Paris, in Rome, in Petrograd, until the ink bottles
danced, as he demanded buge indemnities and the fleets of the
conquered belligerents. A vi-ctorious Germany, with all .Europe
lyiog bleeding and prostrate at its feet, the navies of the conquered countries at Germany's disposal, would have naturally
bent all its energies in attempting to destroy that country whose
ideaLc;;, civilization, and republican form of government were a
menace to the militarism and autocracy of Imperial Germany.
Germany's denial of our right to sail the seas, the propa-ganda 'Of bate so industriously distributed throughout the Empire, her proud boasting that some day she would ·conquer our
country, and the actual plotting of our destruction, both here
and in Germany, were not the only grievances the United States
had against the Imperial Government.
Long before trouble with Germany began our country · was
overrun with German spies. German agents blew up our rail;
road bridges. They de troyed our factories. They wrecked
our munition plants. They industriously circulated false and
scurrilous propaganda in a vain attempt to stir up strife and
·create bad feeling between us and our ·sister South and Central
!American Republics.
Two years before the war they plotted with Great Britain
to join forces, !n.vade Mexico, and destroy the Monroe doctrine.
They tried to involve us in a war with . Japan. While our
country was at peace with all the world German officials here
in the Unite(] States, protected by that cloak international law
throws around an envoy and makes his per on sacred and inviolable-protected by this custom, 'German officials, taking advantage of their position and the opportunities it afforded to
acquire information, intrigued and ·plotted against us, and
secretly tried to bribe Mexico to attack us, _o ffering. with the
aid of German arms, to convert the States of Texas, New
Mexico, and Arizona into Mexican Provinces. Our flag had been
insulted in a hundred ways. Our .people had been murdered
upon the high seas. No country ever nad perpetrated upon lt
more iusults and outrages before resorting to arms. No country
-ever , ubmitted to injury and 'insuli witb more patience · and
forbearance; but when the United States did enter this' conflict no country ever lifted its sword in a nobler cause, nor
with a more fixed and steady determination to leave nothing
undone to expeditiously and successfully terminate the war.
THE HUN'S MISTAKE.

Ambassad()r ·Gerard, in his 'b ook entitled "1\fy Four Years in
Germany," tells us t:t~at on the occasion .of a visit he made to
-the house of the German chancellor thnt:
I remember on one even.i:Dg-

Said he-I was asked the question as to what America could do, supposing the
.nlmost Impossible, that America should resent the rt>commencement of
ruthless submarine warfare by the ·Germans and declar~ war. J: said
that nP.arly all of the gr~>ll.t inventions used in thls war had bef>n madf>
by Americans ; that the very submarine whicb formed the basis of
our discussion was an American invention, and so were th!> barbed
wire and the aeroplane, the ironclad, the teleph()ne and the telegraph,
so nece sary to trench warfare; that even that method of warfare had
been first developed on ·something of the present scale in our Civil War;
and that I believed that if forced to it, American g~>.nius could produce some inven1ion v. h{cb might have a decisive etfect In this war.
My German auditors seemed inclined to beli~>ve that there was something 1n my contentions. But, they said, ··While possibly you mli!ht
invent somethin~ ln America, while possibly you will furnish money
and supplies to the allies, you have no men, and the public ~ntime:nt
of your country is such that you will not be able to raise an army
large enough to make any impression." I aid that possibly if hostilities once broke out with the Germans thi! Germans might for<"e
us by commission of such nets as had aroused England to pass a law
for universal military service. This proposition of mine was branded
by the Germans as absolut!>ly impossible, and therefore 1 am sure
that the adoption by the t:nited States of universal service in th!>
first round of the war struck a very severe blow at the morale of
Germany.
-

The unprepared condition <>f the United States from a milltai;y standpoint before the beginning . of the _g reat European
war has been a matter of much comment and, in. view of later
£'vents, has excited much hostile criticism, most of which was
undeserved.
There were several good reasons which appealed to the American people why the United States did not embark upon a plan
looking to a large Military Establishment.
·
Before August, 1914, it was not uncommon to hear the opinion
freely expressed tbat the days of great wars were practically
over. Indeed, there were many who believed that the RussoJapanese War marked the last great struggle between the major
powers of the world.
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" Even If •there sbould be another great war between the
powers," lt was argued, "it wtn affect us only in a remote degree." The isolation of the United States; its separation from
Europe by {,()()(}miles of ocean; its settled policy of refusing to
Interfere or mix in any way into the quarrels of foreign conn~
tries; its careful avoidance of any foreign entanglements; its
great wealth ; and the commercial relations existing between the
citizens of the United States and those of foreign countries all
gave to the people of the United States a feeling of security.
It was not believed that in the future military operations on a
large scale would be conducted on the land. The continued inventions of new and improved rapid-firing small arms; macl1ine
guns discharging nearly a thousand shells a minute; heavy
art1llery effective for miles; chemical experiments resulting in
the manufacture of new and deadly explosives ; together with
the skill and marksmanship which accompanied the use of both
the small gun and the heavy artillery were good and sufficient
reasons in the minds of many why no mdre great land battles '
would be fouuht. Before such destructive armament it was not
believed that armies could confront each .other in the 'field with~
out speedy and complete annihilation.
Deeply rooted
the hearts and minds of the American people
was the distrust -of a _large standing army and, believing' tbat all
battles of the future would be fought upon the sea, support of the
Arnzy was reluctantly extended by Congress and any material
increa e in the Military Establishment at once met with speedy
and determined opposition. All army sufficiently large to quell
insurrections and pollee our island possessions seemed to be the
extent to wbich the American Congress was willing to go.
While the Army
the United States was negligible in so far
as numerical strength is concerned it was argued that the Na·
tiona1 Guaro of the various States would be the nucleus upon
which a volunteer force would form in case the necessity for a
larger Army should ever arise.
·succes of American arms in the past had been brought
about by volunteers, and there was 'prevailing an idea, incredible
as it may seem now, that in the event of danger confronting our
country, almost in a day millions of volunteers would be .ready
and .prepared to meet and overcome thn.t danger whatever it
might be. No one doubted then, no one doubts now, that in case
America needed her sons for her defense they would rush to her
rescue. He who doubts the courage and bravery of the Amer.ican people is no .true American.
The spirit of our Revolutionary fathers, who resolved ta be
free -or fill a martyr's grave, finds lodgment in the breasts of our
people to-day. Since that memorable Fourth of July nearly ·a
century and a half ago, when "Equality, with sword uplifted
above the cr-a dle of ·a n infant Republic," consecrated that sword
to the imperishable doctrine · that "freedom is the heritage of
mankind," our country has been foremost among the nations
of the earth. The blood CJf the patriot who fell at Bunker Hill,
which .flowed at New Orleans, which drenched the plains of
Buena Vista; and which ran in rivers at Gettysburg is no more
red than that which courses through the vein, of her sons today as they carry the Stars and Strtpes to victory in Em:9Pe.
There has always been patr~otism -enough, there bas always
been bravery enouuh, there has always been heroism enough, and
there nas always been sacrifice enough. But armies can not be
trained and equipped in a day. A state of war has now existed
between the United States and Germany for over a year. The
pages of history fail to show as much accomplishment in the same
length of time along all lines of military preparation as has
been .made by the United States. But it is only now that we are
ready to present an imposing force to halt the Hunnish invader
in his attempted ravishment of France.
·
While the standing Army of the United States was inconsi_der~
able in point of numbers before the beginning of the great war
in Europe, it must not be pr~"UUDed that the Navy was proportionately weak. On the contrary, the Navy of the Unjted States,
with the exception of Great Britain, compared favorably with
the navy CJf any other country in the world. Some of the
closest students and most accurate authorities placed the Amerl·
can Navy second in rank. acknowledging only the fleet of the
United Kingdom as superior in armament and number of vessels.
The Navy Yearbook. however, placed the United States Navy
fourth, stating that both the na vie of Germany and France were
superior in tonnage, in armament, .and in fighting strength ;to
ours.
This statement in the Navy Yearbook was vehemently denied
by many authorities, which denials, whether sustai11ed or not,
tended to prove that at least the Navy of the United States was
a considerable fighting force and that there was little difft'rence
between its strength ·and the strength of the navies of other great
powers .excepting England.
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The Navy of the United States in tne number of its heavily .
armored. ·battleships . was Slightfy superior to that ()f Germany
and considerably heavier t4an that of France. but our Navy was
not as well balanced as it should have been. Auxiliaries were
lacking, the number of cruisers was -deficient. and the smaller
craft, so necessru·y to the success ·of naval operations·,. was -wanting. It was perhaps for these reasons that the naval authorities
in the Na>y Yearbook placed the U,.nited States fourth in rank.
There was no reason why these auxiliaries should not ha.>e
been furnished and our Navj ... rounded out." It was not be.
cause of a lack of pride Congress took in the· American Navy. It
·is true that Congress was dh-ided into two groups, one group calling itself "big-Navy men" and t11e other calling itself ~'littleNavy men''; but rare, indeed, could be found a Member of the
American Congress who w·as not proud of the Navy and hoped
that it would become stronger and more powerful.
The names of these two groups in which Congress was divided
~ were misnomers, because the struggle between them was a fight
relating almost solely to battleships. In faet, the "little-Navy
men" were continually clamoring for submarines and more ves·
sels of the smaller type, while the "big-Navy men" were continning to use all their energies -in order to induce Congress to
build dreadnaughts of the heaviest class.
The advocates of both schools of thought expe~ded most of
their force and nearly all of their arguments for and against
the building of more large battleships. The "little-Navy men"
contended that a program of one ship of the dreadnaught class
each year .was sufficient progress, which contention was vehe·
mently challenged by the opposition. So acrimonius did these
discussions often become and so anxious were the advocates of
either side to carry out their respective views on the battleship
program that in the violence and heat of the discussion the
smaller craft were often overlooked..
Whether the American Navy was second, third, or fourth at
the beginning of the European: ·.:ar is a disputed question, but
there was no question as to what rank the officers and sailors of
' American vessels occupied. As for efficiency, discipline, morale,
and marksmanship, the Am~:;rican sailor was second to none.
· The results of the marksmanship tests of the different nations is
not public property, but there was a confident belief shared by
the officers and men as well as the Members of Congress that
American gunners upon American battleships are the most expert
· marksmen in the world. Color to this opinion is lent when it is
known that in order to improve the marksmanship of the Ameri·
.. can gunner many thousands of dollars more were expended in
the purchase of ammunition for target practice in the American
Navy than by any other country of the world, not even excepting
Great Britain with her gigantic fleet.
Unfortunate as it was that the military preparation of the
United States was so incomplete a.t the beginning of the great
conflagration in Europe, yet the· reasons why our country did not
earlier enter upon the establishment of a more complete military
orga_nization are apparent. The desire for peace which seemed
so universal and which found its e:ipression in the donation of
peace prizes, the organization of peace societies, nnd in conventions at The Hague participated in by all the civilized countries
.· of the world, together with the fixed policy of the United States
in attending to its own business and refusing to be drawn into
. European quarrels, caused the American people to regard the
· t10R!';ihility of a war with a European power as remote indeed. ·
· Til e distance from here to Europe, the great expense any
country would incur in attempting to land troops or supplie~,
tlle recent reaffirmance at The Hague by the United Stutes of
the Monroe doctrine, and its ready acquiescence without prote~t
· or objection by any of the great powers, the general tendency
to submit all disputes and international differences to arbitra· tion, the tremendous financial and material resources of the
· United States which could be utilized in case of war, the enormous sums necessary to keep up a. standing army, the deep-rooted
aversion the American people have always held toward the
- creation of a large military establishment, and, above all, the
' progress humanity and civiliza~ion had made toward higher,
nobler, and better things during nearly 20 centuries of Chris.. 'tianity, prompted the American people to rest content with a
navy increasing in strength and power, already sufficient to
preserve the Monroe doctrine and defend our . coa:st line, . and
· an Army, small though it was, yet together with the National
·-Gu-ard· strong enough to preserve the peace of the Western Con·
tinent and pohce our island possessions.
The House of llepresentati>es-is the greatest deliberative body
In the world. It possesses as much independent thought· and
-·independent action as any otl1er representative body on the face
' of the· earth. Fre3h from the people · ev-ery two years, a new
. Olngress springs into existence. · It· is more or less responsive
to the "·Ill of the people. It is more or less obedient to the
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of the people, and while it possesses as much independent
thought as -any other representative body in the worla, yet no
general policy is ever continued ind'efinitely against the wishes
of the people, and certainly no policy like refusing to enter upon
the creation of a stupendous and gigantic plan of military preparation for national defense could be carried on for years without the acquiescence, the approval, and the indorsement of n.
great majority of the American people.
Few outside of the German Empire ever dreamed that a worldwide conflagration was at hand, and that almost o>ernight~ as
President Wilson once said, "the world would be on fire and
the sparks would be flying everywhere."
After nearly 2,000 years of Christianity. cinlization, and progress, who ever· dreamed that our country would soon be forced
into the greatest war of all t11e ages, and that less than 12
months after our entry into the struggle, unprepared as we were,
we would have .r aised in money alone over twenty times the
amount of the then existing national indebtedness, and that
we would have loaned to our allies over six times the amount
of this national debt.
That within the 12 months' time we would have so increased
the fighting strength of our Navy that e'len the Navy Year Book
will now place us second among the powers of the earth, :md
that we would have over 2,000,000 trained soldiers in arms,
and that hundreds of thousands of as brave men as ever offered
their lives for their country's cause were already fighting on
European soil.
Had one gifted with prophecy foretold five years ago "that
the world would soon be meeting in a shock of conflict partlci·
pated in by 33 great countries, including our own, and that this
war was unparalleled in the number of men engaged and countrfes involved, in the cruelty and· ferocity of the conflict, in the
use of new and improved weapons of a type and with a caliber
larger and more deadly than it was thought the ingenuity o.f
man could devise, and that great armies composed of millions
of men would confront each other year after year, had sucll u
prophecy .been made the prophet would ha>e been laughed to
scorn, his prophecy unheeded, and a jury de lunatico enquiremlo
sitting on his case would have adjudged so false and so sensa·
tional a prophecy absurd and the prophet himself a fit subject
for an insane asylum.
Yet for over four years, on lard ::nd on sea. in the air and
beneath the waters, in the trenches and on the plains, at long
distance and in close proximity, the yom:g .:1nd vip-· rous munhood of the universe have been at each other's throats, grappling in a death struggle; fighting with nrmored tankR, hug-e
reptilian-appearing machines, suggesti:e of the mnmmal of a
prehistoric age; fighting with improved rapid-firing l,!uns, whidt
under favorable conditions would enable half r. <lozen men to
soon wipe out a re~iment; .:l6hting with the hand grenade discarded over a hundred years ,.go; fighting wi~::.t guns belching
forth liquid fire which scorches and burns and shrivels up the opposing force; fighting with noxious and poisonous gase., whieh
not only kill but destroy the sight and the brain of their >ictims; fighting with tooth and nail, with bare handr antl cluulwcl
muskets; fighting with all kinds of deadly weapons anrl destructive implements of ancient as well as modern warfare, and
deciding many engagements, in the face of all of science's wonderful inventions, ...t the point of the bayonet, like our fathers
did over a century ago.
Immediately after the entry of tlle United States into the
war, perhaps the bitterest and most intense discussion pre<>ipi·
ta.ted in th~ American Congress foi~ many years arost as to ltow
our Army should be raised and what mean shoul, - be emplo~·ed
in securing an armed force sufficient to comport with the ncecls
of the United States in the conflict in which -r Government
had become involved.
The majority of the Committee on Military Affairs reported
a bill looking to the >olunteer system, while an ad,·en-;e report
was prepared by the minority member· of the committee re·
fleeting upon the volunteer system as inequitable, unstnh!e,
inefficient, and unfair, and demanding a system by selectiYc
draft in which each State should furnish its quota of soldiers
in proportion to its population.
It was contended by the advocates of the Yolunteer s;rRtcm
that usage, precedent, and custom condemned tha draft; t bat
the armies of the past. which had so immortalizec.: the glory of
American arms, were composed of >olnnteers; that the draft as
applied to the Civil War _was found to be a failu;c anu PI'OYf'd
to be unsatisfactory to both the United aml the Confederate
States; that a selective-draft system which sele-,:> ted only a cer·
tain class of our citizens to the exclusion of other classe was
unconstitutional, and that the adoption of su<'h a policy would
create riots and make the war so unpopula · that the strength
and usefulness of the United States would be greatly ~W£:l~ired.
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. The c~:mscript was ridiculed, the name was declared one of
reproach, some going so far as to say that t~e words "conscript" and "convict" were synony.nous. It was contended
that the conscript was not a suitable person to ~arry the American flag in battle, that the man who refused to 7olunteer and
was forced to fight would be worse than useless, and that battles could be won only by \Olunteers who were eager to respond
to the call and who were ready to make any sacrifice for the
sake of their country.
_
There were many ingenious, honest, and sincere arguments
made in Congress against the selective-draft system. But after
the selective system by an overwhelming majority became a
law, for the most part with not enough exceptions to prove th9
rule, the opponents of the selective-draft plan loyally supported
the system adopted and did all in their power to make the plan a
success. The advocates of the selective· draft were not only
largely in 'the majority but they had much the better of the argument, for surely no more fair, equitable, and democratic
method of selecting an army can be devised than the present
draft system.
It was vehemently and conclusively argued by the advocates
of the selective draft that the volunteer system was inadequate,_
inequitable, unjust, and unfair; that the highest duty a citizen owed to his country was to bear arms in its defense; that a
government owed its existence only to the fact that it extended
to its citizens protection in their liv~s. in their liberties, and
in their property. In re:Urn for this protection the citizen owes
to his government his property and even his life if necessary.
That a government owes to itself the paramount duty of first
securing its preservation, and in efforts to do this the energie-.s,
the time, the ability, the property, and the life of the citizen can
be commandeered to accomplish this end.
That men do not volunteer simply because of an adventurous
spirit and a desire to become a soldier but from higher motives;
because of a sense of duty impelling them to make any sacrifice
for their country. That the man who volunteered might want
to stay at home as much as the slacker who refused to answer
· the call to the colors, but that his love of country, his pride in its
institutions, and his ·belief that his services were needed compelled him to make the sacrifice. That the volunteer system was
not only unfair and inequitable but it was unscientific as well.
for it brought men to the ranks who had dependents looking to
them for support, and, again, it interfered with the business of
the Nation by accepting men who were worth more to the country in other lines of endeavor and who could not well be spared
from business important to the carrying on of the war.
That the unfairness and inequities and inequalities of the system were often shown by all the members of one family volun- ·
teering while their neighbors with less responsibilities shirked
tbeir duty and became slackers. That a selective-draft system,
forcing all alike to respond to the colors, and proclaimed to the
world long before it became effective would be robbed of the
odium created by the conscription laws of the past, because those
laws were 1·esorted to only after the volunteers had become
depleted and exhausted. That the laws of the past calling for
volunteers had been unsatisfactory because of their indefiniteness and uncertainty of obtaining recruits. That the selectivedraft system would close the doors on the hiring of substitutes
and tl1e payment of bounties. It was denied that custom and
precedent were opposed to the draft.
Congressman KAHN, the ranking minority member of the Committee on Military Affairs, read a letter from Washington to
James McHenry, in March, 1782, which recited:
It is idle at this later period of the war, when enthusiasm Is cooled,
it not done away, when the minds of that class of men who are proper
subjects for soldiers are poisoned by the high bounties- which have been
given and the knowl~dge of the distresses of the Army so generally diftused through every State, to suppose that our battalions can be completed by voluntary enllstment. The attempt is vain, and we are onl{
deceiving ourselves and injuring the cause by making the experimen .
Tbere is no other ell'ectual method to get men suddenly but that of
classing the people and compelhng each class to furnish a recruit.

He further read from a message of Thomas Jefferson, in December, 1805. which is as follows:
In the meantime you will consider whether it would not be expedient
for a state of pence as well as of war so t'o organize or class the militia
as would ~nable us on any sudden emergency to call for the services ot
the younger portions, unencumbered with the old and those bartng
famiJies. Upward of 300,000 able-bodied men between the ages of 18
and 26 ·years, which the last ~ensus shows we may now count within
our limits, will furnish a competent number for offense ·or defense in
any point where they may be wantPd, and will give time for rabdng
regular forces after the ni"'CPSsity of them shall become certain ; and the
reducing to the early period of life all its active service can not but -be
desirable to our younger dt!zl'ns of the present as well as future times,
inasmuch as !t engages to them in more advanced ag«' a quiet anrt undisturbed reposP In the bosom of their famill«'s. I can not, then, but
earnestly recommPnd to your ~nrly considPration the expediency of so
modifying our militia systPm as by a separation of the more active part
from that which ts Ies3 so, we may draw from it when necessary an
emcient corps fit for renl and actlye ser.vicc, and to be called to 1t in
regulu rotation.
·
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At the conclusion of this spirited, and in some degree acrimonius, debate a vote of the House was taken, the result of which
recorded 313 Representatives voting for the selective-draft ·system and 109 Representatives opposing the draft, supported the
committee report, and voted for the volunteer system.
Since man first took his place above the beasts of tbe forest
ambition to lead, to command, was born in the human heart:
Prehistoric man, living in dens and caves, fought for his mate,
fought for his food, and often witt bare hands fought with the
beasts for the preservation of his life.
Little removed from tbe savag.J animals with whom he so
often contended for his very existence, he gradually rose above
hL.. environment, while tbe beasts to-day are a.s fierce and as
untamed as t11eir ancestors were in the dawn of the world's
history. The tiger still springs upon his victim with the same
ferocity which characterized his brutal progenitor 10,000 years
ago. The grazing flocks and lowing herds are now filling the
same sphere of usefulness tbey did centuries past when David
tended them on the banks of the Jordan. But shaking off the
s1u.ckles of his early surroundings, man, step by step, advanced
until he sooii became master of the world.
Gregarious instinct first brought men together in families.
It was but a step from the family organization to the grouping
of families, and tbus tribes were formed. Then came the
leaders. men who were in a more o.::- less degee by nature fitted
to command. Leaders were · first self-appointed because they
were stronger than their fellows. They held tbeir leadership
ly brute force, for many longed but- few dared to contest the
honor of command, which honor was surrendered only when
tbe strength to maintain it was gone. Survival of the fittest
was the rule;but men became more advanced, and leaders. drunk
with authority and eager for power, began to see the advantage
of patronage, of drawing men to them, not only through fear
and through affection but also through their interest. Thus, by
force, by daring, through admiration, and by a rude system of
patronage, leaders began to be strong enough to hand the leadership down to their sons, and royal lines sprang into existence.
The continuance of power is intoxicating, it breeds arrogance
ann conceit, and it was not unnatural that all the homage and
deference shown to a royal heir should finally create in his mind
a belief that he is the anointed of the Lord and his right to
govern comes from on High. His followers, ignorant and deh~ded, soon began to share the same opinion. The divine right
of Kings became an established fact. Militarism was triumphant, and autocracy was the rule. But the world continued to
advance, and in the progress of " ascending humanity" year by
year, century by century, there crept into men's hearts a longing for freedom, a desire for a more widened opportunity and
a form of government which should receive its powers from the
p~ple who were to be governed.
Ilere in America the patriot's dream of all tbe ages became
a living reality. Here in a _new world the door of hope, of
frudom, of opportunity for all mankind was opened wide, and
Crough it came the oppressed of ot.lier nations seeking an
asylum of refuge for themselves and their children from religious and political persecution.
Here in a new world there was demonstrated for all time a
complete manifestation of man's capacity for self-government.
The spectacle of a free Republic, dedicated to liberty and
equality, its responsibilities devolving alone upon the will and by
tLe consent of the people themselves was seen across the waters,
and the influence of the vigorous young American Republic was
felt in every court in Europe.
'
Autocratic authority rapidly declined. Limited monarchies
took their place, and, with the exception of Germany, Russia,
and Austria, the example of the young Republic of the West in
sharing the responsibilities of government with the governed
was followed by all the great powers. It seemed as though at
last, after years of despotism, that liberty, freedom, equality,
and opportunity would be extended alike to all mankind.
In England and in France the divine right of kings had per·
ished _with the Stuart and the Bourbon; but still military
despotism and autocratic rule cast its withering blight over a
part of Em·ope, and it was only in the twentieth century that
fate decreed that this monstrous doctrine should not survive the
fading fortunes of the Hohenzollerns. [Applause.]
From time · to time great military geniuses have arisen . who
by their force, their intellect, their power, and their ambition
have attempted the enslavement of mankind-Alexander, Hannibal, Cresar, Attila, Gengis Kahn, Napoleon, and others. Looking back now for some evidences of their despotic influence, we
are amazed to find how puny and contemptible their efforts,
actuated solely by the hope of personal aggrandizement, now
seeD!. The fame they acquired h.a s long since been eclipsed and
<1\'"ershadowed by tb.e memory of the sorrow and misery and
suffering they left behind.
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To-day a power-crazed military despot, fondly imagining that
Twenty-five years more of military training npd military pre.
be · is a fit prototype of the great military conquerors of the paredness in Ge1·many while other nations, half asleep, were
past, sits at Berlin and, dreaming of world empire, proudly · preaching the doctrine of peace .on earth and good will to men.
boasts that where "''Alexander, Cresar, Theodoric II, Frederick ·
Twenty-fiv~ years more of propaganda of bate, of contempt
the Great, and Napoleon failed" he will succeed. But above for other nations and of all things not German.
the roaring of cannon, the screaming of shells, the clashing of
Twenty-five years more of . feverish activity in the Krupp
sabers, the whispering of bullets, the groans of the dying, the works, of ·the storing of munitions of war, and in perfecting the
shrieks of the wounded, and the wailing of the widows and marvelous war machine before which for a while all Christendom
orphans this military autocrat can now bear the beating of the stood aghast.
waves as they . dash upon the lonely shores of another .St.
Twenty-five years more of sermons and lectures and speeches
Helena. [Applause.]
o~ kultur in German!; Germany with its immensely incr~asing
But blood will flow and men will die and women will suffer bll'tb rate, its cherrucal development. its mechanical improveas blood flowed and men died and women suffered whenever ment, and its intensive farming system.
tyrants have attempted to enslave mankind.
Twenty-five years more of labor agitation and labor troubles
Militarism and autocracy could not perish from the ·earth : in England, which if permitted to increase would create
without a ,struggle which would ~Convulse all ·Cbri.Stendom. The · worst kind of social discontent, paralyze industry, cripple comrights of mankind, the liberties of the people, free government, merce, retard development, and sap the economic lifeblood ot
justice, equality have all been dearly bought. Throughout the the nation.
·
centuries we look back and we are .appalled a:t the price our
Twenty-five
years
more of constantly decreasing birth rate in
fathers paid that we might be free and that · these blessings 1 France, which already waR a matter of uneasiness and concern
could be secw·ed unto us. They bought and pald for evecy one 1 to all thoughtful minds in the French Republic.
of them, and always in the same coin-the coin of blood and t
Twen,ty-five years more of concentration of. wealth, of eit ears and sacrifice. Not a right do we possess to-day. not an trava.g~nt speculation, of mad scrambling after dollars, of deadvantage do we have, not an opportunity (Jo we own but in . velopment of great trusts and combines, of <le t-:-uction of com·
the past some arm strove and some heart bled for its attain- petitiOII in the United States, which already in its consequences .
ment.
·
presaged a decay of patriotism, and was a gro ving menace to
It bas immutably been .decreed ·by Him who doeth all things ~e dem~cratic principles of a republican form of government.
well that no great ad vantage can eome to the human race ex- ·
Who shall bay that this brreat conflict should have been post..
cept at the cost of sacrifice and suffering.
poned for another quarter of~ century? Let it come now while
The spectacle of Christians, men, women, and little children, the world is awake and prepared to hurl back the audacious
t orn and mangled by wild beasts, their bodies rent and racked invader. [Applau ·e.]
·
by cruel irons, cru~ed head downward, plunged 1n boiling oil.
Let no one doubt the outcome of this great struggle. Let no
tortured in .a thousand ways ~d · dy~ng a million deaths, firm one fear that the bright sunlight of the world's increa!'!ing ciemocand steadfast in the faith of the Lord, this spectacle did more r:;tcy will ever be darkened by he shadow of the sable wings of
to convert the heathen and Christianize the world than all ihe the Prussian eagle. The :blood of millions of martyrs~ whieh
preachings in the universe.
throughout all time :has been freely shed so that the door of opWhy it was God's plan that tlie gentle teachings of the Prince portunity should be open to mankind has not been spilled in vain.
of Peace could not be impressed upon the world without being By their sacrifices and their suffering and their trials this door
accompanied by sorrow and tears and suffering and -death we has been opened wide, and there are not enough blood and steel
know not; we can not answer the question the poet asks.:
and iron in Germany to close it. [Applause.]
Why did Christ come souowing
Every day the allies become stronger and stronger. Every day .
And not to a glad refrain,
means that the United States is nearer the hour when she will
Why was the v.-orld's redemption scheme
Born tn sorrow and in pain ?
strike with all her force. German militarism, Prussian (lesWby is the heart of mothPrbood
potism, ku1tur, autocracy, and all that is hateful and repugnant
By the b::tild of an infant torn,
to those who love human liberty will be (lestroyed. The allies~
And why must a nation travail
against tremendous odds, in men, and in preparations for war,
That some great tru,th be born?
The militari m of the past, the autocracy .of the ages, are have excited the admiration of the world by their heroic remaking their last stand. They will perish utterly from the fa ce sistance to the mailed fist and arm-ed heel of Germany. But
of the earth, but before they go all Christendom \Vill .travail now, fresh, eagt>...r for the conilict, ready to die so that men mayJ
and suffer. For the Germans to win, for the Huns to triumph be free, millions of young Americans are rushing to France.
For nearly two and a half years we kept out of this struggle,
and destroy the democracy and the civilization and the Christianity of twenty cent\lries, would be to reverse the history of and it was only after repeatedly subiLitting to many outrages
and indignities that war was fot·ced upon us. We did not enter
mankind. [Applause.]
.
.
From the beginning of time .human progress has gone for- this war for the love of eonquest. The sons of America are not
ward. It has never receded, never gone bacln.yard. The Huns, fighting in the trenches of France for the hope of territorial ex·
.w it3 the torch o~ the incendiary in one hand and the dagger of pansion. We are waging no war for the aggrandizement of our
the assassin in the other, may overrun Belgium and devastate country. ·we entered this war to preserve · the eternal prin,part of France. They may murder old men, violate gentle ciples of free government. We entered this war to protect our
women, torture little children, and shock the universe with ·the honor and to defend our homes nnd our fire ides. We enterect
enormity and the bestiality of their crimes. They may have a this war to maintain the freedom of the s as 11ntl to do our pat·t
temporary succes , but powerful, savage, cruel, and relentless in the great struggle, in which civilization and democracy are
as they a.re, the merciless horde of Huns now vainly striving now engaged, so that the i,nalienable rif;hts of manh-ind, dear to
for the conque t of the universe nnd wearing themselves out in the hearts of all lovers of human liberty do not perish forever
attempting the destruction of the world's democracy can no from the face of the earth.
more stop the sure, steady, continual advance of "ascending
Because our people have always loved peace .and because we
bumanity " toward a broader culture and a loftier civilization were far behind the nations of Europe iri military preparations,
than they can retard _the seasons' march throughout the calen- the German Kaiser treated the protests of the United States
dar years. [Applau e.]
.
-against Germany's unlawful acts, with contumely and conte1r.11t.
From each great upbeaval in the affairs of men throughout He never dreamed that if war between the United States and
the past, though often misery and suffering were left behind, Germany did occur we would send solrtiers to France. He
yet from each one of these cataclysmf. history tells us that the tH.ought it would be years before an American Ar;ny could be
world's moral, social, political, and economic atmosphere was mobilized, trained, and ready to go, and even then. if. he bad
tile purer for the disturbance.
not succeeded in vanquishing Europe by that time, the mur derIt was early decreed that some time the final struggle between oUs U-boats would see to it that our· soldiers never reached
aut ocracy and democracy, between military despotism and civil French soil. All that he believed we could do or would be ahle
government, would be determined ; and where is he to-day who to do would be to ·l end our ailies money and send them supplies,
ls bold enough to declare that the present time is not the time,
Despite the thousands of German spies in the United States,
of a U other . tor this mighty struggle to take place? The bane- little did the Kaiser know of the geniu.~. the intelligence, nnd
ful influences of de potism were too powerfully entrenched to be the patriotiffiD of the American people. The unexpected resist•
destroyed without a conflict which in it consequences woUld ance of Belgium and England's prompt entry in t11e war cliRsi·
eomrul e a universe. This contlict was inevitable; and where pated forever the mad dream of a wor1d-\vicle German Empire.
Is he ~ho will declare that it did not come at the right t ime? But the entry of the young Giant of the We t into thiR war
Su.ppose this great struggle had been pos:tponed for a quarter means that not only is the Hohenzollern clrPam or world powE-r
of a century. would -our children have been better prepared to .gone forever, but that the enC, of Prussian militarism · and Pru.s·
sian autocracy is at hand. · [Applause.]
·
·
meet the iron host of Prussian millions than are we to-day?
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· The greatest material resources of any country in the w_prld's
history are behind Pershing and his men as they carry the
American flag into the trenches of Europe.
Less than 18 months ago the entire bonded indebtedness of
the United States, including $222,000,000 Panama Canal bonds
and $150;000,000 authorized for the use of the Navy was less
than $1,500,000,000. To-day we have authorized the issuance of
$14,000,000,000 in bonds, of which $7,000,000,000 wns to be
loaned to our allies, over $6,000,000,000 of which bas already
been turned over to them. In addition to this, there has been
over $4.,000,000,000 raised by taxation, and the House of Representatives on yesterday passed without a dissenting vote a
revenue bill which will raise an additional $8,000,000,000.
At the close of the Civil War, in 1865, the United States
had a bonded indebtedness of $2,381,000,000, which was the
largest bonded debt the United States has ever owed in its entire history up to 1917. The wealth of the United States m
1870 was estimated at $30,068,518,000, the population at that
time was 38,558,371, which was a per capita wealth of $779.83.
In 1904 the estimated wealth of the United .States was $107,104,211,917, with an estimated population of about 81,000,000,
.w hich was a per capita wealth of about $1,300.
The wealth of the United States in 1912 was estimated at
$187,739,071,090, with a population of over 92,000,000, which was
. a per capita wealth of over $2,000, an increase since 190-i of
about $700 per capita in the national wealth.
· During the eight years prior to 1912 the wealth of the Uriited
States was, notwithstanding the panic of 1907, increased about
75 per cent, or about 9 per cent per annum, over 1904. During
the last six years there has been a period- of unprecedented
prosperity in all sections of the United States, and therefore the
percentage of increase in the Nation's wealth has been marked.
Estimating this increase under normal conditions at only 9 per
cent per annum, we find that the wealth of the United States
would be over $250,000,000,000, which is a per capita wealth of
considerably over $2,500. In addition to this there is to-day in
the United States more than one-third of all the gold in the
.w orld.
These figures are reassuring and show that as enormous as
have been our expenditures since our entry in the European war,
yet our resources have scarcely been disturbed and the payment
into the Treasury of the United States since July 1, 1917, of
$2,775,000,000 income and excess-profits taxes never caused tJ:J.e
fluctuation of a single stock or bend nor created a ripple on the
surface of commercial affairs. Yet the amount recently paid in
the Federal Treasury in income and excess-profits taxes alone
for 1917 exceed by over a quarter of a billion dollars the amount
of the greatest total bonded indebtedness in the history of this
.Government antecedent to the present war.
The American people are in dead earnest about this war, and
the best of our young and vigorous manhood now composes the
Army of 4,000,000 men who will fight for democracy in the old
world. Already comes back the news of the bravery and daring
and efficiency of the American soldier. [Applause.] A soldier
who has never known a defeat, and whose deeds of valor, whose
acts of courage, and whose achievements along all the lines
which go to make the soldier and the man will b~ sung in
legendary songs around the firesides of Europe for generations
to come. [Applause.]
In vain Ludendor:ff and the Crown Prince hurled their hunm·eds of thousands of picked troops against the little army of
Americans at Sergy, at Cantigny, at Belleau Wood, and at
Chateau Thierry. In vain' the German soldiers, with a courage
worthy of a nobler cause, charged again and again that stone
.w all of Pershing's like billows rushing against a rock-bound
coast, only to be hurled back, broken and crushed, into the sea.
[Appls.use.]
· In the dark days of the April drive, where the exhausted line
of our gallant allies, overpowered, outnumbered, giving way
before the iron host of German millions, were pressed back
toward P.aris, that little army of Americans, small in numbers
though they were, stood firm and steadfast. For days, for
weeks, for months, they met the red storm of German pre and
blood and steel without ever surrendering one foot of ground;
and then, when the order to advance was given, like bridegrooms stepping to a marriage feast, the victorious Americans
pressed on until the proud Prussians Imperial Guard, Germany's wonderful war machine of over a century's building,
unable to meet the "\>ithering ,effects of the American fire,
melted away before that deadly bail of shot and shell like snow
beneath a southern sun. ·[Applause.]
We will carry this war through to a successful conclusion.
The skies of the Fatherland will be darkened with the clouds
of American aeroplanes. Millions more, if necessary, of as
brave soldiers as ever offered their lives for their country's

cause will face the German Kaiser's guns, while the mighty
bosom of the ocean will be dotted here and there with countless
American vessels carrying supplies and munitions to our men
and our allies and driving the murderous German submarines
from the waters of the sea.
We have now, thank God, a united country. . Geographical
but not sectional lines mark the only divisions in the United
· States, and the only rivalry between the sons of those who over
50 years ago wore those colors which suggested " the gray of
the early morning and the blue of the noonday' sky " is a rivalry
to see which can first place the American flag on the ramparts
of a German trench. [Applause.]
Over 100,000,000 of united American people, with heads un·
coY"ered, eyes uplifted, and hearts overflowing, stand in rever•
ence beneath that flag which proudly floats above the mightiest
Republic on the face of the earth. And as Old Glory unfurls
its folds to the breezes of heaven, throwing aloft those stars
and stripes which represent the liberty, the freedom, the independence, . and the democracy of all mankind, from North and
South, from East and West there goes up from the American
people a mighty chorus, ever swelling, louder and louder, until
the very clouds its echoes would repeat-a chorU's ofAmerica, our counti·y, we answer thy call,
That freedom may live and that tyrants may fall •
We owe thee our all and our all shall we ~ve;
We'll do and we'll die that America may live.

[Long and loud applause.]
EXTE.~.-SIO:V -OF REMARKS.

1\ir. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to ex. tend my remarks in the RECORD by ·printing therein a message to
the American people delivered by the President on Labor Day.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Montana
asks unanimous consent to extend his remarks in ' the REC.ORD
by printing a message from the President of the United States
to the people of America on Labor Day. Is there objection?
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object.
if my memory serves me right, that address has heretofore been
printed in the RECORD.
Mr. EVANS. 1\fr. Speaker, I am advised by the Clerk that it
has not been, and I made search myself and failed to find it.
· Mr. STAFFORD. I think I recall having seen it inserted by
some Member.
Mr. EVANS. I offered it, but it was objected to by the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. WALSH].
Mr. STAFFORD. So far as I am concerned, I huY"e no objec·
tion to having it inserted in the RECORD, but I do not care to have
it inserted a second time.
Mr. EVANS. I think the gentleman is correct about that. I
am advised, however, that it has not been printed.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. STAFFORD. For the time being I shall object, until I
can satisfy my memory in respect to the matter.
Mr. STEPHENS of Nebraska. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent to extend my remarks in the REcoRD upon the subject of
the progress of the United States tn th·e war.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Nebraska
asks unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD
on the subject of the progress of the United States in the war~
Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. CON1\TELLY of Kansas. 1\Ir. Speaker, I make a similar
request.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kansas
makes a similar request. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
Mr. TILSON. Mr. :;:lpeaker, I ask unanimous consent that on
Monday next, after the reading of the Journal and clearing of
the Speaker's desk, I be permitted to proceed for 15 minutes in
order to present to the House a new gun.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Connecti·
cut asks unanimous consent that on Monday next, after the reading of the Journal and the clearing of the business on the
Speaker's desk, he be permitted to address the House for 15
minutes. Is there objection?
Mr. LEVER. 1\ir. Speaker, reserving the right to object, I
wish the gentleman from Connecticut would couple with his
request one that the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. FREAR]
may have 30 minutes, so as to save time this afternoon.
l\Ir. SMITH of Michigan. I think that request has been
granted.
l\1r. LE""VER. No; it was not granted, and I ask to modify the
request in that way.
·
·

I
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman from Connecticut accept the modification?
Mr. TILSON. Certainly; the gentleman from Wisconsin to
follow me.
Mr. KI'.rCHIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
this morning I asked for 30 minutes for the gentleman from
West Virginia, Mr. NEELY, and also 30 minutes for the gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. FREAR. I would like now to include
30 minutes for the gentleman from We.s t Virginia, Mr. NEELY.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
?.11'. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving th~ right to object, I wish to inquire from the gentleman from South C!l rolina
[1Ur. LEVEB.], whether ample time will be nfforded dunng the
. remainder of the day to take np the food-conservation bill and
get through with it before 5 o'clock on Mond.ny?
Mr_ LEVER. I should think so.
~lr. STAFFORD. I have no objection.
The SPEAKER pro temp01-e. The Chair then understands the
request is also modified to include the gentleman from West
Virginia, Mr. NEELY?
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes-.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair will s-nbmit the request. The gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. KITcHIN]
asks unanimous consent that on Monday next, after the L·eading
of the Journal and the ·clearing of business on the Speaker's
table, the gentleman from West Virginia, Mr. NEELY, be permitted to address the House for 30 minutes, at the expiration of
which the gentleman from Connecticut, Mr. TILSON, be permit.ted to address the House for 15 minutes, after whlch time
the gentleman fi.·om Wisconsin, Mr. FREAB, be permitted to
address the House for 30 minutes. . Is there objection? [After
a pause.] The Chair hears none, and it is so ordered.
t
PENSIONS.
· Mr. KEY of ·Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
take from the Speaker's table Senate bill 4723, an. omnibus pension bill, with House amend,ments thereto, insist on the House
amer..dment , and agree to the conference asked by the Senate.
The bill has been on the Speaker's table for two or three months.
The SPEAKER _pro tempore. The gentleman from Ohio asks
unanimous consent to take from the Speaker's desk Senate bill
4723. an omnibus pension bill, with House amendment3, insist
on the House amendments, and agree to the conference asked by
the Senate. Is there objection?
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
can the gentleman give any explanation of the anomalous condition of an omnibus pension bill having slept on the Speaker's
table for more than two months?
Mr. KEY of Ohio. For the reason that some of the Senate
conferees were out of the city and some of the House con-·
ferees had been out of the city, and we could not get a conference.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there obJection to the request of the gentleman !rom Ohio?
There was no objection.
~ The Chair appointed the following conferees: Mr. KEY of
Ohio, Mr. KEATING, and Mr. SELLS.
:l
AGRICULTURAL APPROPRIATION BILL.
11
Mr. LEVER. l\lr. Speaker, I move that the House resolve
itself into the Committee of the Whole House on the state of
the Union for the consideration of the bill H. R. 12714, the
general Agricultural appropriation bill. Pending that motion,
I ask unanimous consent that general debate upon the bill
, be limited to two hours, one llour and a half to be controlled
by the gentleman from Iowa [Mr. HA..lJGEN] and one-half hour
by myself.
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair will state that that
order has already been made. The order was made yesterday
that there be two hours of general debate ; that the gentleman
from Iowa [Mr. HAuGEN] control 1 hour and 30 minutes of that
time, and the gentleman from South Carolina 30 minutes.
1\Ir. LEVER. I think the Chair is correct about that. I will
ask the Chair to submit my motion.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the House re olved ·itself into the Committee of
the 'Vhole House on the state of the Union for the consideration of the Agricultural appropriation bill, with Mr. SISSON in
the chair.
·
Tqe CHAIRl\IAl~. The House is in Committee of the Whole
Bouse on the state of the Union for the consideration of the
Agricultural appropriation bill, which the Clerk "\\ill 1-eport.
, The Clerk read as follows:
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Mr. LEVER. M:r. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to dis·
pense with the fir t reading of the bill.
The CH-.URMAN. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
·
Mr. LEYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 25 minutes- to the gentle~
man from Arkansas [Mr. Tn.LMAN]. [Applause.]
Mr. TILLMAN. Mr. Chairman, if possible, every citizen of
the United States should visit Europe. He wlll return a better
American. I do not mean by this statement to belittle the great
nations and peoples over there. England, France, and Italy are
mighty States, peopled by splendid men and women. They aTe
our partial and loyal friends. They are brave and interesting.
Theirs is a land of achievement and enchantment, a land of
brilliant hlstery. They possess- the world's greatest paintings,
the richest treasures in early church art, in cathedrals, tombs-"
historic battle fields, chateaus·, and' castles old in story. But ours
is more a land of opportunity, and we lead them in newspapers,
in hotels, in public schools, in sanitation, in enterprise, in public
conveniences, in. push and energy, and enjoy a higher level of
average intelligence.
In southern France particularly, and in Italy, they farm witbl
oxen, using a primitive plow. They cut their grain with a reap
hook. The homes of the peasants have cUrt floors and are poorly
ventjlated. Over there much precious daylight is wasted in
sleep, in the slow sip'Ping of wine, in the idle smoking of end·
less cigarettes by both men and women. Over there are many
peasants seemingly permanently attached to the son, without
hope of aspiring to better things. We have no peasant class~
Every man in America is a sovereign and every woman lti a
queen, with no limitation either by law or custom that might
retard them in their efforts to acquire wealth or power.
t
These great old countries are picturseque, fertile, full of
long-ago wonders, and the stirring happenings of to-day. For
these reasons I wanted to see them and our allies and study;
them and the war at close range and identify myself in the
closest way possible with the thrilling drama now being played
on Europe's blood-stained stage.
I
We left New York on the French liner Rochambeau on July 5
accompanied by 14 transports bearing 54,000 thousand soldiers-:
On our boat were 1~100 American boys, 440 Polish volunteers,
40 Alpine Chasseurs a Pied, French shock troops named " BlueDevils" by the Germans, and numerous Red Cross andY. M. C. A.,
people. These soldiers of ours and the bright, clear-eyed men
and women of the patriotic associations showed no timid weak·
ness. Their strong faces were aglow with hlgh resolution. They
were leaving peaceful homes to enter upon a career full of
thrilling adventure, beset with risk and hardship, but offering
rare opportunity for distinguished service to humanity. Their
eyes and souls were fixed on bleeding France, where the red
angel of war has not yet folded his crimson wings, dripping
these four years with the precious blood of the world's bra vest.
They go to write a gi1ded page in the somber leave of this young
century's bloody c.hronicles. They will help tv make thls a golden
age of heroes and heroines. Verily, this is a period of rapid-fire
body and spiritual changes. The quiet farmer boy of to-day;
becomes the high-souled leader of a glorious charge to-morrow
The late ribbon clerk in a department store next week may r~
ceive from a king the coveted medal for a deed of valor. A book·
keeper in a country store is soon made into a leather-helmeted
knight of the air, hurling death bombs or dying in a flaming
plane in agony but in honor. Girls who yesterday smirked, giggled, and flirted are in the fierce spiritual uplift incident to these
stirring times born over and are now closing the dying eyes o~
battle-scarred heroes, nursing wounded soldiers, scrubbing hos•
pitar floors, mending and washing for fighting men, rising to su·
preme heights never even imagined in their wildest day dreams•.
A few weeks over there and things back here seem to them as far.
away as the half-forgotten dreams of childhood.
J
BASTILm DAY.

'

-

In mid-ocean we celebrated .July 14, the French Fourth of July,
the anniversary of the fall of the Ba.stile, by a liberal display of
the tricolor of France grouped with tfie Stars and Stripes. A
squad of Poll h recruits sang their national anthem, Americans
the Star-Spangled Banner, the French the Marseillaise, and the
Blu~ Devils theil• battle song.
1
SHIPS THAT PASS IN THE NIGHT.

l

Boats now cro ing the Atlantic are armed, and to avoid the
iron greetings of the murder~ U-boat they are convoyed for a.
day or so from shore by submarine chasers, destroyers, and air·
planes. They also carry depth bombs of T. N. T., the most ef·
fective weapon o far devised against the undersea craft. They
receive wireless messages, but send none unless they are struck
· A bill (H. R. 12714) makin"' appropriations for the Department of or engaged in battle with the enemy. They paint their sides in.
. stripes of black, blue, and whlte, and, thus camouflaged, t11ey <le·
Agricultm·e for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919.
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ceive the eye and confuse the aim of the submarine gunner.
Now. ships that pass in the night do not speak each other in
passing, but great unsocial, zebra-striped monsters of the deep,
they glide like buge spotted ghosts through the waves, with lights
put, with portholes closed, with no friendly greeting to other
.::raft, with no answering hail, shunning friend and foe alike.
We landed at Bordeaux about the time the Germans began
their last push for Paris. The squares and vacant places of this
quaint old city were filled with great wine casks. This is the
red and white wine section. America was there. We have two
base hospitals located here. We have bUilt great docks and
warehouses, and have supplies stored there to sustain a million
men for 45 days.
We went from this port through southern France, through fer- ·
tile Gascony intensively cultivated, through picturesque Provence ·
to 1\Iarseille, twenty-five hundred years old. Here the French
soldiers in 1T92 first sang the song written by Rouget de Lisle,
-of Strassburg, and it became tbe national anthem. It is named
.t he Marseillaise after this city. Tbe Americans wer~ here also
preparing more trouble for the Huns.
Skirting the blue Mediterranean, most beautiful of seas, ·
:tlanked on the left by the Maritime Alps, we passed along the
Riviera to Genoa, home of Columbus. We made a pious pilgrirnage to his boyhood dwelling, visited the local American
'ambulance camp with 1,637 membeTs, then on to Rome, ac_com~anied from Genoa by our colleague, Capt. LA GuARDIA, now in
the Italian aviation service.
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We were shown ma,ny courtesies by that cultured Virginia author and gentleman, Ambassador Page; by Col. Buckey, by the
Italian Government, by the premier, Orlando; by Sonnino, minister of foreign affairs; and by 1\Iarconi, now a commander in
the Italian Navy. A reception was given us by both houses of
the Italian Parliament, during which time a speech of welcome
was delivered by the President of the Senate, and responded to
by one of our number. King Victor Emanual, a very popular
and democratic sove1·eign, entertained us at dinner at Villa
Italia, near Padua, and this was followed by a reception by G€n.
Diaz at his Army headquarters.
The valley of the Po, the Piave, the Brenta, and the lands
about Padua, Verona, and Venice are wonderfully fm·tile, and
are traversed by the best of roads. Near Treviso we witnessed
a novel spectacle. A military f~te was held there on July 23, at
which the King and hls generals reviewed the Third Army, which
a short time before had defeated th~ Austrians with great
slaughter ano drove them back across the Piave. This army was
commaruled ·b y the Duke of Aosta, first cousin to the King, and
a much more imposing figure than his royal kinsman. Our party
wa~ed ar~und the field, and also from the stand reviewed the
various uruts of the 6,000 troops here assembled. These troops
presented a fine appearance. Many of them were very young
men. The average _Italian, especially from North Italy~ is a
han~soll!e an~ martial figure. The officers are especially fine
looking. m th€1r smart ~Ps. :m.d . gray-green uniforms, the most
attractive of all the all1ed umforms. Italy lost 50,000 of her
officers the first year of the war. These officers and soldiers
~
FAIR ITALY.
are high-type men. Many of them are tall, fair, with strong
1 Wise, -or perhaps just favot·ed by the great god Chance, were
bold faces. Many of them speak French, and not a few know
the old Romans in the selection they made for the central state English.
of their world empire; seabound as it is on three sides, with
This was a gala occasion. The reviewing stand was gay with
.t he flanking crescent of snowcapped mountains on the north, fluttering flags. The standards of the allies were grouped, and
,w atered by the Tiber, the Po, the Brenta, the Piave, the Rubicon, these, with a plentiful supply of bunting, made a brave showing.
dean, clear ri>ers flowing through fertile valleys. We spent
It seemed a revival of the medieval chivalric meetings and
two da.ys in the Imperial City, sightseeing, mn.rveling at the celebrations, the last of which was the Field of the Cloth of Gold,
· stately grandeur of her lofty walls, her Pantheon, the Coliseum, half war between Guisnes and Ard€, at which were Henry VIII
baths, tombs, and lastly the forum (long ago planned, built. 'flnd · and Francis I ftnd their knights and ladies.
~njoyed by the mighty descendants -of the she wolf's litter}. The
For the purpose of comparison, I quote from an old ·writer a
effect a sight of the forum produces on a visitor is that of sur- brief description of this historical pageant:
prise at the smallness of the area in which ·-such important and
Friday and Saturday were occupied 1n preparing the field for the
;varied affairs were transacted. It is an obl-ong spaee extending tournament. The lists were 900 feet in length and 320 feet broad
northwest and southeast. It greatest 'length is 230 yards from Galleries hun.,. with tapE'stry surrounded the inclosure and on ~
right side in the place of honor were two glazed chambers for the two
the rostra at the foot of Capitoline Hill to the Regia at the foot queens. A deep fosse served to keep_ ~tl' the crowd. The entrances were
()f Sacra Via. The breadth of the open area is about 80 yards. guarded by 12 French and 12 EngliSh archers, and at the foot of the
From this forum the then known world was ruled. It was futs stood the tree of nobility; elotb of gold served for the trunk and
dried lE'aves; the foliage was of green silk; the flowers and fruits ot
()riginally a marshy bit of ground at the foot of the Palatine sliver and Venetian gold. Christendom bad never witnessed such a
a.nd Quirinal Hills, and was drained in the time of the kings by -scene. The favorite usages of the courts of love and beauty were re- ·
the great sewer, Cloaca 1\fa.xima, the remains of which we saw. vived once more. The medieval age had gathered up its departing
tri"ed, energies
this last
display
of its
favoritelodge
pastune,
henceforth
,. the spots wbere Vei"r""'s
"" and Milo ,....,er·e
..
consignedfor
without
regret
to " the
moldering
of the
past." to be
Hel·e our· party sa,...,
Cicero prosecuting Verres; where tbe bodies of Suila and Julius , There wer.e knights in armor, squares, .grooms of the chamber, gentleCaesar were burned; where the arch politician, Mark Antony, men
and. tomule
add drapC:
to tlle
Woolsey
on a barded
'd splendor,
in crimsonCardinal
velvet, with
gold was
frontpresent
stalls
ridingushers,
by his tactful oratory lashed the Roman mob to violence; where buckles, antl stirrups, aecompani<'d by 50 archers wearing jackets of red
the golden-lipped Cicero delivered his marvelou -orations. There <>loth adorned with a gold rose before and bebind. These ceremonle;q
stood the Rostrn Julia of Augustus, from which the Emperors ~asted many da~s. There ' were much feasting, drinking, courting, and
as late aR Hadrian addressed the people on great occasions. We Jousting, and knighthood was conferred on muny.
saw the ruins of Nero's golden palace, and the temple of the
Such was the last medieval pageant, the most imposing of its
Vesta l V.irgins , the remains of the Arch of Severus. On the kind in history.
south side of the forum close to the Temple of Saturn are the
Now, at this modern Italian ceremonial witnessed by our
remains of the Arch of Tiberius, er~ted in 16 A. D., and close party there was no lavish or useless display of wealth, but it
by the ruins of the great Basilica Julia, which was begun by was an event new to us and well worth seeing. The .affair had .
Julius Caesar and finished by Augustus. The street on the east a romantic setting. It occurred on the wide, fertile plain
side of the basilica was the Vicus Tuscus, which led from the ·s tretching from the Adriatic along the Piave and Brenta Rivers
forum to the Circus l\Iaximus, which the poet Horace alludes with the bal-d Alpine peaks to the north, from be.hind which th~
to as filled with tradesmen who wrapped up their goods in the sullen boom of Austria's big guns could be heard and the Italian
manuscripts of inferior poets. On the north and south sides of cannon stubbornly giving shot for shot. Instead of archers,
the forum were butcher shops. It was from , one of these that spearmen, swordsmen, knights in armor, there rode by the reVirginius snatched the knife with which he stabbed his daughter viewing stand the athletic shock troops, who rush the enemy;
to saTe her from the hands of Appius Claudius.
with the bayonet, drive him out of the trench, and then give
way to the infapb·y, who are expected to hold the ground gained
nome is a city of contrasts; half Catholic, half Protestant, Next came the artillery units; then the cavalry, armed with
half ancient, half new. The poor Uve cheek by jowl with the lance, a short earbine, long saber, and pistol; then the solid
rich. "A palace in the Ghetto and a ho>el in the Corso have inf
each existed without offense." Side by side stand modern kyantry ; next troops that operate the deadly machine gun;
then the motorcycle men; and, in place of the prancing mail·
scmpers and ancient ruins. Challenging each other, towers clad charger, the lowly mule, carrying -on his back the mountain
St. Peter's, the large t and richest church in the world; and howitzer; then Alpine foot soldiers with a single feather in their
not far away stands an old pagan temple with no pretentions to hats; next the showy Ber eglieri, with a patch of fi.aming
size, vruue, or importance. Here is a narrow, dirty, crooked plumes fiashing in the soft sunlight. On one side was a huue •
street; there a clean. broad boulev.ard or square. Here the red observation balloon keepin~ guard, and overhead-somethi~g
h a t and bright silk cloak of a cardinal have their splendor that Henry VIII and FranCis I never dreamed of on the Field
heightened by rubbing against the ragged black blouse of the of the Cloth of Gold-a Caproni bombing machine was circling
beggar.
over the field, and, darting above and below it, now hundre<ls
Rome's population has >aried as much as her fortunes. It of feet in the air, now skimming close to the ground, a fast •
now has less than 500,000. Under the Flavian Emperors she battle plane, a light war-hawk, flew, graceful and fearless, \Vith
had 2,000,000; during the reign of Augustus, 1,300,000; in'1377 . wings as steady and sure as an Alpine eagle in the blue air of
only 17,000.
his near-by haunts.
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In addition to decorating 900 Italian and allied soldiers for
acts of bravery in battle, the King decorated with medals of
valor the following American Red Cross men and English
nurses: .Alfred Collinson, of Massachusetts; ·John W. Miller,
of Minnesota; John Gordon, of Vermont; James Gillespie,
Lucius Davidson, and Fred Agate, of New Jersey; and Miss
Muriel Perry and Mrs. Wynne, Red Cross nurses from England.
The American Red Cross unit, consisting of 28 persons, during
the eight and one-half days of the last battle of the Piave carried from the battle field 10,440 wounded soldiers.
Italian officers took us to the battle front on the Piave, and
here fur the first time we heard the sinister whine of Austrian
shells exploding in plain view but obligingly far enough away
to be llaJ.7111ess.
'Ve were also taken up 1\Ionte Grappa, 5,000 feet high, among
the trenches and dugouts, as far as om· guides would permit us
to go. No one can appreciate the difficulty of the terrain without personally visiting it over which the Italians are fighting.
Italy has made a good record in the war, barring the one
great failure occurring last fall, when the virus of Bolshev~kism
infected for a time her soldiers, causing the regrettable debacle
of Caporetto, about which Italians now avoid talking. The
former commander in chief, Gen. Cadorna, at the beginning of
the war boldy took the offensive, a course indispensable if victory is to be achievP.d, and steadily gained ground, the most
difficult -an army ever fought upon. Now Gen. Diaz has the
situation well in band and his superb army will continue to
advance. 'Ve should send them ten divisions or more .American troops to hef!1.'ten and help them. On the second day of the
last Piave battle Gen. Diaz is reputed to have said, "Now give
us a few American divisions; we will first shake bands and
then travel together into Austria." [Applause.]
Before the war Germany, through banking and business connections, was rapidly acquiring a strangle grip on Italy. That
grip has been shaken off and can not be renewed after the close
of hostilities.
When Italy cast her lot with the entente Germar....; said her
aid was unimportant, that she was a nation of mandolin players, a country of artists, beggars, and brigands. Italy has been
t·eborn. She has the artistic temperament, it is true, but now
her soul is stirred to sacrificJ and bent on victory. The fiery
breath of war has kindled into a flame the long smouldering
embers of martial aspiration, and now she had rather have the
world admire her for her stern military virtues than love her
for her sunny skies and her purple hills, her soft charms and
sapphire seas. This " woman's country," barring the one regrettable incident already mentioned, has shown a tenacity and
sturdiness of pm·pose worthy of her old-time achievements in
war. Sterner peoples have ascribed lightness to this ally of
ours. She has been a t~esort for tourists, and no one can feel
the caress of her gentle winds, perfumed with the sweet breath
of her myrtle and oleanders, without longing to visit her again.
She has had a host of foreign lovers. She is beautiful, handsomely gowned, and jeweled by the hand of God and man ; she
is a land of sentiment, a holiday land,' filled with palaces and
pictures, memories and ruins, villas and vlneyards, museums
and art galleries ; but now she is no longer the Italy of dreams ;
she is aroused. Her sons are driving the invader from her
sacred soil and her soldiers are intensely seriotw and are showing a fortitude, a silent patience, a tireless industry, and an
unbroken faith in the righteousness of her cause that bodes ill
for her haughty Austrian neighbor. [Applause.]
Italy will be a different country after the war. She will
shake off the German grip on her finances and her business
interests.

She will still ha\e her poetic charms, her priceless

treasures given her by God and the exalted genius of her architects, her sculptors, and her painters. She will continue to send
forth great singers and breed great orators, poets, and historians, but she will play also a different role among the nations
of the world and play it well. E'er progressive statesmen say
she is tired of living on the glories of her past, the glories that
come to her from ancient valor and greatness or from later
genius. She is determined soon to have the clanging factory,
the tall chimney, the beating hammers, and a great merchant
marine. She will then keep her sons ·at home, instead of -sending them elsewhere to develop alien countries. She will then
be no lpnger impotent, no longer dependent, particularly upon
Germany, her selfish one-time ally.
When this struggle is ended this ally of ours must have Italia
Irredenta. She must have a border that she can more easily
defend. There must be a radical rectification of her northeastern frontiers, determined arbib·arily long ago by the iron will
of Bismack strictly in the interests of Germany and Austria.
[Applause.]

SEPTEl\IBER
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At Pal'is we met President Poincaire; grim old Clemenceau
"The Tiger"; and other great Frenchmen; saw the noisy Depu:
ties in debate; visited the obscure corner where Lafayette
sleeps in a modest tomb, and dropped a white rose on the rough
slab that covers him. We went through Notr~ Dame, in many
respects the richest and rarest of the great cathedrals. It was
sandbagged and some or the stained glass had been remove(]
to keep it safe from the bombs of the vandals. The worlu hus
lost the art of making this rare cathedral glass, and how eagerly
the Hun strives to destroy it! We visited Versailles, whicli
cost when built a billion francs, an immense sum in those days,
and largely because of the extravagance incident to its erection
and maintenance it also cost Louis XVI and the beautiful l\Iarie
Antoinette their heads.
The spot where the guillotine stood in Place de la Concorde
th~ Place de la Bastile, and a hundred historical places wer~
Yisited, not omitting Napoleon's tomb. The " Little Corporal "
sleeps in his black sarcophagus, buried under several tons of
sandbags.
This is au artillery war, and be was an artillery officer. How
the Corsican's eagle soul would delight to come back to earth
and launch an allied attack on the hated Hun and drive him
back from the soil of his beloved France. Reading through the
roster ·of his victories on the ~<\.reb de Triumph, what small skirmishes were Lod4 Marengo, Austerlitz, compared to Charleroi,
Mons, Verdun, and the battles of the Marne.
The German ·long-distance gun 76 miles away was dropping
shells in Paris every 18 minutes during two days of our stay.
These shells can not be seen coming and no one can tell whera
they will hit, so nobody pays any attention to them. I saw
where one of them had just wrecked the Hotel Calais, not far
from the Place de la Concorde. I became convinced that it is
the duty of the allies to respond in kind to the German campaign
of frightfulness and bomb every enemy city that can be approached with our bombing planes. If they kill oor women and
children, why should we spare theirs? If we show any tender
compassion, they ascribe it to weakness or fear of them. Stern
reciprocity is the only argument that appeals to a Hun, and the
old scriptural doctrine of an eye for an eye should be applied
in all severity to them. [Applause.]
Paris is the fascinating woman that the Germans long to lay
their lustful hands upon. To take her, the Kaiser's generals
have sent to their shallow graves 2,000,000 of their brave,Q t
soldiers. Once in 1914 they were east of Meaux, less than 20
miles of her, and the prize seemed almost within their greedy
grasp, but Joffre saw an opening in their divisions and was quick
to seize his opportunity and hurled them back, staggering,
bloody, and beaten for a time. Again in June and July, 1918,
they drove their veteran legions almost in sight of this rich
beauty, an_d who saved her then from spoliation and ruin? Not
her own brave blue-coated Frenchmen, as fierce fighters as e\er
battled for holy cause or home; not the gallant yellow-clad En~·
Ush; not the game Italian; not North Africa, Canada, New Zenland, nor Australia; but the clear-eyed, smooth-faced lads of
America. [Applause.] They stopped the Hun in his march ou
Paris. The initiative was snatched from them; it is now ·with
us. They turned him back. They drove him homewru·d, and,
God bless them, they are driving him yet and will continue to
drive him till be lands in hades or Berlin. Paris, the beautiful,
is still standing, charming as a l\Iay queen, on the banks of the
winding Seine, garlanded with flowers, untouched and unpolluted by German vandals, grateful, smiling, and bowing thank.-;
to the boys of Gen. Pershing who saved her from capture auu
dishonor. They did this very thing. [Applause.]
I · saw the Bois de Belleau, where American bayonets drank
deep of German blood, where our marines, in the fog a11<1 mists
of No Man's Land stopped the boche and drove him eastward.
There stood between the Germans and Paris these handsome
young marines, but they were enough. Some crack li'rench
troops at a distance saw this brilliant work, and their officers
said to ours, "We thought Americans would fight, but now we
know it. We have never seen gJ.'eater courage. We con ider it
an honor to fight side by side with such soldiers." Our soldiers
are fresh and full of pep. They charge ugly machine-gun nests
and take them ; they always take them, and then they hold thew.
The Germans call them "teufel llunds," or "devil dogs."
I saw the fighting beyond Chateau-Thierry on July 29.
Chateau-Thien-y is a little place badly shot up. The beautiful
Marne flows at i~ feet. It has a sixteenth centUl'Y chm·cb, has
narrow streets, and still narrower or no sidewalks, after the
manner of old French towns. It has gro\vn up around n very
old, deep-dungeoned chateau, fTom which the town takes its
name. It bas a population of 7,000. I went up the hill and in-
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·spect ed the remains of t11e old chateau, and found nothing left
but a black, thick-set, stone tower, with a deep dungeon on
either side of the arch. Charles the Simple, a feeble successor
of Charles l\Iartel, 'WD.S confined as a prisoner here ; but the two
iiungeons are now 1illed with old shoes, bottles, clothing, and
abandoned German loot. Two .American cavalrymen were there,
and one of1:hem handed me a small brass button that he had cut
from a dead German's blouse. The chateau was built in '720 QY
Charles Martel, the "Hammer of the Franks," who saved Europe
from the savage Saracens in the ~attle of Tours. He was the
:grandfather of Charlemagne, the greatest man of the 1\liddle
Ages. Chateau-Tbierry .has heard the battle cries of an sorts
of warriors-Saracen, Spaniard, Hun, English, French, and
1lnall,y American-and since mid-"July the world agrees that no
braver soldiers ever fought or bled in her narrow streets than
these same American crusaders. [Applause.]
Chateau-Thierry blocks the path to Paris 39 miles waay, and
this is why the hills and hollows round about have so often resounded with--the clanging noise of battle. The place changed
hands often during the early centuri~s. English archers took it
in 1421; toward the close of -the Hundred Years' War, the long
war which final1y brought from the .fields of Lorraine Joan of
Arc, the woman on hoTseback, to lead ·the armies of France to
victory. The Germans, led by Charles V, took the place in the
sixteenth century; a half century later the Spaniards sacked
it. Here the boy-faced Napoleon smashed the allied nations in
~814, and .a century later, this home of the French poet and
master of fables, La Fontaine, this scene of long-ago battles.
neard a new war cry, that of intrepid America·, driving before .
her at the point of tbe bayonet tbe long victorious army or the
crown prince. [Applause.]
·
A.ll around this sector American soldiers distinguished themseiYe for bravery and endurance and drove the Bocbe each day.
They had cleared the country of the foe, but the signs of grim
battle were everywhere. Trees 2 feet in diameter had been cnt
squarely in two by the big guns. Villages were wrecked. Fields
yellow with ripened wheat were pitted and pock-marked with
great shell holes. I counted eight dead horses where a few
hours before there had been a cavalry charge. Bear in mind
all this wns open fighting. We pas ed a peasant woman driving
.. an old gray horse hitched to a cart, with the scanty household
iurniture piled thereon, going back to tbe lately abandoned
stone but that the Americans had just won back for her, and,
a we r:eturneil late in the afternoon, she had set up housekeeping a~ain in the tittle home, one side of which and most of the
roof had been wrecked by either German or American shells in
cro :firin~, b11t from the one small window a dusty and tattered
curtain tl.ew as proudly as a ftag. Stone by stone, with her own
hands, this patient peasant woman will rebuild that wreckeu
borne, and may God grant that the terrible Boche will not drive
ller therefrom again. [Applause.]
On the way to the American front I passed througb Vaux,
.reduced to a dust heap by our artillery, and for the first time
smelt that never-to-be-forgotten odor of -decaying human bodies
still in the debris of the wrecked buildings. Concerning Varr.x
is this interesting item : CoL-now Gen.-Brown, of Kentucky, stated to members of our pm-ty that before Vaux, then
in the po session of the Germans, was taken ·by our men om·
officers had ascertained through spies that the Germans there
were short of men. This report was confirmed in another way.
One of our privates "Shot ·a tarrier pigeon belonging to the German..<; witll a dispatch in code tied to it. Th-e -dispatch was deciphered .and gave the information that the Gei:IDa.n commanrling
officer ·mu t have 600 more men at once. It had been agreed
between ·the French und American officers before -this that 1:he
Americans were to attack in 10 hom·s. When ·the information
em-ried by tbe pigeon was received, the Americans insisted on
' attacking in three hours. The supreme command was with the
Frencn, who protested, but the American plan -preva.iled. They
attacked in three hours, before German reinforcements came,
·and Vaux was reduced and tl.le Germans there that were not
.killed were captured. [Applause.]
Through Vaux om· party went -to the fighting front. The
nearer the battle lines the more congested the roads became.
Pri oners and ambulances loaded with wounded were coming
back Supply wagons and fresh troops were moving forward.
Observation balloons, bombing . machines, swift-ilying Spads,
light -winged chnsses were here and there, but not in sufficient
numbers; at least, not sufficiently alert in the particular fightrug area that we were watching. We stood with helmet and
·gas mask on beside an 11.1·ti llery offieer who was directing the
gun fire of his battery. He complained ·that we were short of
:fighting -and observatien planes at this part of the field. H.e
llad just made that observation when three lar.ge German bombing machines came over our lines dropping bombs nearby. They
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broke a supply train in two, killing one man, wounding many.
When they got in range our antiaircraft guns began firing on
them. All around us we could hear the rat-tat-tat of machine
guns, and I saw some soldiers shoot at them with their ri1les.
The hostile planes got safely away, however, and the two fighting
planes that soon appeared from our side were too late to get them.
We saw considerable fighting in the Soi son~hateau-Tbierry
Rheims salient. Fortunately it was open fighting. The enemy
was retreating, which fact enabled us to get close to the actual
battle, conducted as we were by an Army officer.
Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. TILL1\1AN. I will
1\h·. YOUNG of North Dakota. I wonder if the .gentleman,
who wru; our chairman a.nd spokesman, and who made mighty
good speeches upon official occasion:? at Rome, Paris, -and Loudon, will admit he requested the members of our party to go
five minutes before to the particular hill or the particular spot
wbere those bombs fell. It would have taken n.bont five minutes to have gotten to that particular spot, ann probably we
would have been there if we 'h ad taken the gentleman's advice.
. Mr. 'TILLMAN. The gentleman 's statement, so far as it
applies to our good fortune in escaping danger~ is correct. I
do not agree to his -statement on the subject of the speeches.
They were poor and commonplace.
I studied the German prisoners at short .range. They are thin,
grim, 'determined fellows, human machines drilled to shmghter.
Some .of them are very young, but others are gruy haired. All
look tired and warworn. l\!any of them are , mall men. Most
of them are blonds. The Prus~ian guardsmen, however, aro
big fellows. Our o.fficers say · that if tbe~e prisoners are questioned within two hours after their capture they will almost
invariably tell the truth about themselves and their armies, the
explanation being'i;hat they are not sure but that they may be
killed, ·b ut ·as soon as the-y realize that they are safe they are
not so reliable. A general told us that the allied eommand
obtained from captured Germans detailed and accurate informa·
tion as to the exact place and hour when the last drive on Paris
was to ·b e made.
All through France w-e saw German 'Prisoners at work, well
fed and happy.
·
·
-During the ·first ·few days of the -great drive, beginning on
March 21, these prisoners, thinking that Paris and the channel
ports would 1roon be taken by their comrades find that the war
would end in a short time, with Germany victorious, struck and
dPclined to work. 1.'hey were then put on brettd and watP..r,
and soon asked to be allowed to work again. The Anstrinn
prisoners appear inferior to tbe Germans, both mentally and
physically. I saw a batch of these Buche pri. oners brought into
the first emergency field hospital. Promptly the :Ameriean boys
cut the buttons ·off their coats and passed them areund as
sorivenirs. One of them was having his wound sterilized against
tetanus, a ·slight bayonet wound brought on himself by his
stubbornness, when he had refused to march o:ft -the iield after he
had ·been captured.
· Our boys a'Pvear to hate -the Boche more ·fban do ·o ur allies.
They claim ·the Germans wiiJ throw up their hands nnd cry
" Kamerad," and then shoot as long as -there is a chance to
kilL This Hun pleasantry has re:mlted in fewer prisoners ·being
taken by Americans, who no louger heed the hypocritical cry
of" Kamerad," used by the enemy to throw "them off their gnar~
[Applause.]
I spent some time at the first emergency hospital, just b.ack:
of our lines. Load after load of wounded came in for first
treatment. American doctors first injected antitetanus serum
tn the wounds and then passed the men on for other treatment.
The Red Cross and the Y. 1\1.. C. A. were preRent everywhere,
doing splendid service. There was muc-h bloed, much suffering,
but everything possible was done for the wounded. Mothers of
America, your boy~ are well cared for, sick., wounded, or well.
1 saw and talked with two young men suffering from shell
shock. With few exceptions. everybody was laughing and joking and treating the occasion with true American philosophy.
and unconcern.
·
THE AMERICAN SOLDIER.

Right here let me offer my ·poor but sincere tribute to tlre
America'D soldier. He is pouring into France in a wide golden
stream, 300.000 every month. Be has turned the red tide of
battle Rhineward. But for him England. Italy, and France
would now be defeated or fighting with th eir backs to the very
last wall. He is as good :as ·the best shock troops ·of the allies,
as good as the Alpini or befeather~d Ber s~Ueri of Italy, the
Blue Devils of France, the naked-kneed Highlanders of Scotland, as good as -the best of the bu lldog b 1·e d of New ?':ealand
pr Australia, as good as the bravest of the lion's litter from
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England or Canada. I have Gen. Pershing's word for it that he
is as good as the Kaiser's best. He has fought Jaegar, Saxon,
Bavarian, and Prussian guardsmen, and he has driven these
seasoned veterans from every bloody field when he met them
or could overtake them. [Applause.]
He goes into action like a blue-eyed Viking. He bleeds with
a smile on his face or dies with a jest between his teeth. He
is po~~essed of the Puritan steadfastness of Cromwell's roundheads and the dashing gallantry of the blue-blooded aristocrats
who rode with Prince Rupert. His grandfather, who charged
with Pickett at Gettysburg or marched with Sherman to the sea,
will never be ashamed of his record in this world struggle. The
French and Italians are best in the charge. The English fight
best at bay, against desperate odds·; but the American· is an
ideal fighter, whether charging or on· defense. Europe is aflame
with admiration for this soldier from across the sea. Europe
now rings with his praises, and Europe of the entente sleeps
more soundly and Germany sleeps less soundly now that he is
there. [Applause.]
Unlike the brave Frenchman, he "is not seeking to drive an
armed invader from his native beath; he is not fighting to preYent a merciless vandal from despoiling his fair villages and
cities; he is not beating off lustful beasts in human form from
the home where dwells his mother, sister, or wife. The wide
Atlantic lies between this soldier boy and his loved ones. He
is fronting the best-trained soldiers the world· has ever known,
4,000 miles away from home, sweetheart, and native land. And
thus he fights. The more honor to him. He is a crusader,
battling for an ideal as much so as did any knightly follower of
Richard Cour de Leon or Godfrey of Bouillon. That is why
poilu and Tommy love him and love to fight by his side. They
are brothers in arms ; and in the long golden years to come they
will cherish this comradeship, nor will any of these war-time
associates "forget "The look of men that ha' brothered men by
more than an easy breath; the eyes of men that ha' rea<i wi'
men in the open books of death."
FR.AXCJl.

But France and the French soldier and the French women
deserve unstinted praise. Rose-hearted France, the favorite
siste1· in this· family of friendly nations. Her fertile plains have
been devastated, her cities and villages laid waste, her soil
drenched with the.blood of enemy and nlly.
France with<Hit her Paris, without her Versailles, without her
J"eanne de · Arc, her Napoleon, Henry of Navarre, Lll.fayette,
Louis XIV, her Richelieu, without the brilliant glories of bet•
scintillating past, is entitled to the plaudits and the respect of
the world for what she has su1fered· and achieved in this war.
It was harvest time in France when I saw it. Those brave
people jest at famine. High up close to the snow line on the
steep sides of the Alps I noted the green and gold of alternating
acre plats of wheat and ~·owing gardens. From the gray solitudes of Brittany to the sunny slopes of the Pyrenees, the women
of France have kept the village homes and made the crops. Their
young men are at the front fighting or are sleeping in the soil
they loved. . The horses have been conscvipted, the cattle, sheep,
and chickens have gone to feed the army. Only the women are
at home. Driving through the country with Admiral Wilson, I
studied. the picturesque peasants of Bretagne and I saw only a
very few old men wearing black-ribboned hats, the mark of the
peasant of Bretagne., but not a young man anywhere. The admiral explained that the Bretagne division met the shock of the
German .charge at. Chemin des Dames and were decimated. But
everywhere were the stout, big-boned, black-gowned peasant
women, wearing a bit of white lace on their heads, cia ttering
along in wooden shoes, doing woman's work, man's work, and
the work of herses and oxen as well. I take off my hat to the
peasant women of France. They have pushed back the crimson
:fiood of war with their bare brown hands. Their achievements
during this war have been stupendous, their sufferings and endur::mce epic. [Applause.]
The French are idealists. Their. state motto is liberty,
equality, fraternity. They love their beautiful land. They do
not often leave it. It is something worth fighting for. No soldiers among the allies have fought better, few have fought as
well. I had opportunity to study the French soldiers closely.
They have a serious look upon their strong faces. They seldom
smile. They are waP weary. I saw them going forward to the
front where machine guns were cracking. Again, I saw them
returning from the trenches, mud stained, dust covered, singed
with the fires of hell, solemn, but with the lofty spirit of France
shining in their eyes. And the whole world can learn a lesson
6f politeness at the feet of the French. High or low, aristocrat
or peasant, officer or private, man or woman, they are the very
fiower and fruitage of courtesy and good manners.
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The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired. ·
Mr. YOUNG of Texas. I yield the gentleman five additional
minutes.
Mr. TILLMAN. I thank the gentleman very much.
They brought in a slim Ft·ench soldier at the field hospital just
back of th<:> lines beyond Vaux. He bad been, they told me, a
Parisian Apache, one of the dangerous criminal clas~ before the
war, but who are now fighting and dying for the tricolor. He
was black with blood from an ugly wound in the neck and was
vomiting. Every time the American doctor or Red Cross assistant served him in any way, no matter how trivial the service,
sick as he was he would smile and say, "Merci, m'slem·." As
long as a Frenchman is conscious he never forgets to be polite.
Long live France! She belongs to the world. Jefferson, who
loved France, said, " Every man has two countries, his own and
France." France has saved civilization at great personal ~aci·i
fice many times. She is performing a lion's part in doing so
now.
I am strong to love this noble France,
This poet of the nations, who dreams on
· Forever after some ideal good,
Some equal poise of sex. some unvowed love,
Inviolate, some spontaneous brotherhood,
Some wealth that leaves none poor, and finds none tired,
Some frE>edom of the many that respects
The wisdom of the few.

[Applause.]
EX GLAND.

London seemed more like home. Here the names on the shops
are like ours, and the people speak the I a nguage of Shakespeare.
London is huge, solid, conservative, and with many beauty spots.
As a home, I should think London preferable to Paris. but
neither equal to America. The English were very kind to us.
Lorq NorthcJiffe, who owns several English newspapers and
who makes and remakes cabinets, and who did not inherit his
title but earried it, received us at Poynter Hall, one of his
.country estates. He there introduced us to his aged mother,
who lives with him. Sir Campbell Stuart, of Canada, an Irishman with a Scotch name, entertained us at luncheon. \Ve met
Sir Eric Geddes, First Lord of the Admiralty, - "10 used to work
in Pittsburgh at a dollar a day and also labored as a hired
railroad hand in 'Vest Virginia. We saw many ~treets and
places made famous by Charles Dickens and went through
London Tower, where Qu3en Elizabeth was confined for a time
charged with treason. We went up into the Bloody Tower,
where Richard III caused the two young princes to be mur·
dered, and saw instruments of torture, dark cells, the wooden
block and steel ax used by our ch~rful ancestors in cutting off
the heads of many good and loyal English men and women. We
visited London Bridge, St. Paul's, Whitehall, the Bank of Engla "Jd, the law courts, and many places well worth seeing.
· On August 1 we saw the House of Commons in session. by far
the most dignified body of the kind in Europe. Mr. Speaker,
Right Hon. Sames Wil!iam Lowther presided in gown and wlg.
Some members sat with hats on, others bareheaded. We heard
Bonar Law, Chancellor of the Exchequer, explain the new supplementary credits bill for :£700,000,000. He spoke in a dignified; high-keyed tone, with no effort at oratory, and was given
close attention.
On the same day, the following, among others, spoke: Mr.
Dillon, Mr. McKenna, Ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr.
Snowden, Sir Willoughby Dickerson, Mr. McCurdy, Maj. H.
Terrel, Maj. E. Wood, Sir F. Banbury, Mr. Balfour, the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Holt, Lord Robert Cecil,
Assi tant Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, and Sir L.
Worthington Evans. They di&:!us ed the credit men sure. the proposed league to enfor-:e peace, the military situation. the Russian question, referred a time or two to the Irif'lb problem. and
spoke on labor and other current subjects. Their demeanor ·
,,·as dignified, their language temperate. their sentiments lofty,
and they seemed studiously polite and considf'rate in addressing·
or referring to one another. They appear older on the average
than our House Members. On the day mentioned the hom;e
met at a "quarter before three of the clock." to quote from the
official proceedings, and adjourned at 10.30 p. m.
FOURTH ANNIVERSARY AT ST. MARGARET'S.

On Sunday, August 4, we were present by special invitation
at the Anglican Church, St. Margaret's. where the fourth anni·
versary of England's entrance into the war was celebrated.
From the King downward the whole nation joined in prayet•
on that day. It was a solemn consecration of the nation's
cause. The gathering at St. Margaret's was, they ~aid, unprecedented. There, in stately procession, the great men of the
realm pa. sed in solemn procession up the central aisle of the
church. King George and Queen Mary, Princess Mary, the
Queen Mother Alexandra, Mr. Balfour, Lloyd-George, the Prime
Minister, and other ministers of the Crown, and prominent
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officials in church, naval, and military affairs and Government,
the Lord Chancellor leading the peers, the speaker leading the
Commons. The King was in naval uniform. He is not as tall
a ~ Queen Mary. The Queen was dressed in black. It was a
very impressive ceremonial. The music was low and beautiful,
and simplicity, reverence, and congregational devotion characterized the service. ·Peculiarly moving was this supplication:
Brethren, on this fourth anniversary of the declaration of war, let
us draw near to the throne of God in penitence and humility; let us
pray llim to deliver us from the temptations that bE'set us and, if it
be His will, to grant us victory and peace ; let us implore His help for
the men and women who are engaged at home or abroad in carrying on
the war ; and let us thank Him for mercies already vouchsafed to us.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, white-haired and eloquent,
preached from the text Exodus, x:x: 7, "Thou shalt not take the
name of the Lord, tby God, in vain." It was one of the most
eloquent pulpit utt~rances I ever heard, and I quote from the
sermon two extracts, following:
THE VISION OF

LASTI~G

PEACE.

As we otfer together to God to-day such prayers as these, our vision
ranges onward into the coming years. · 'l'he world has been learning by
fearful experience what war actually is. The facts have been burned
into our living souls. '.fo most of us war used to seem a far-off thing.
There was about it a romance and glamor, which pushed its horribleness, not out of sight, but out of the foreground. Four years have
taught us much. They have not diminished, they have enhanced, the
glory, the imperishable dignity, of the deeds of heroic _ sacrifice at
which we proudly and thankfully marvel. But they have taught us,
too, in plain prose war's unspeakable hatefulness, and those who have
been in closest and most honorable touch with all the realities of such
a war are the first to resolve that please God a repetition of its ghastly
horrors shall become impossible among men.
'.fo that outcome, on this fom·th anniversary, we set our thoughts,
we attune om· prayers. Though the vision tarry, wait for ft. Somehow somewhen. it must by the help of the living God be brought to
pass'. The ending of it forever and ever must be in accordance with
God's purpose. 'l'he nations must set themselves thereto. ~ I dare to
feel assured that they will.

*

*

•

•

•

•

•

PRESIDE~T WILSON'S ADVICE.

Let us found ourselves on reality and not on appearance. Whyafter going through aH we have done-should we seek peace at the
moment when Germany is declining, but has not yet declined, and when
.America is beo-inning, but bas only just begun?
.
President \Vilson, with searching thought, has spoken the only word
which in these days should be heat·d in the councils and camps of the
allies. " Force without stint, force without restraint, force to the utmost limit •· .And that is the path upon which the people of the United
States-themselves nearly double the population of Germany-have
avowedly and whole-heartedly embarked. We must keep in step with
them. '.rhey are our kinsmen from across the ocean. They are our
sons returned from a long estrangement. They are our comrades of
the great war and of the greatet· future. With every day that this
strife endures the old misunderstandings are removed and the ancient
quarrels vanish away. When we count the fearful cost, let us not
forget to. count the precious gain. In the community of interest and
union of spirit and brotherhood in arms now being recreatE'd between
tbe American people and the British race lies the most solid guaranty
of our common safety in years to come, and of the general peace and
progress of the world.
·
·
Let us therefore look steadily out upon that portion of our task that
we have yet to do. 'l'wo separate conditions are required of the German people. First, they must be decisively beaten in the field by the
armies of the allies. That should be the mdispensable preliminary to
a cessation of hostilities. SecondlY, they should, by their own free and
spontaneous action, by an act of self-regeneration, make a definite
break with the system which bas led them to so many fearful and
monstrous crimes. Not till then should they be allowed to take their
vacant place in the league of nations and be received into the new
brotherhood of mankind.
WESTMIXSTER ABBEY.

The most interesting place in England is Westminster Abbey.
Once Catholic but now Protestant, it is a combination of catbeural, church, museum, and burial place of the nation's distinguished dead. We were permitted to go •through it by the
courtesy of an American woman, the daughter of the late William C. Endicott, of :Massachusetts, Secretary of War in President Cleveland's first Cabinet. She was the wife of · Joseph
Chamberlain, now dead, and is at this time married to Canon
Carnegie, recLr of St. Margaret's and chaplain of the House of
Commons. She entertained our party at tea and then conducted us on a three-hour tour through this wonderful piace.
Here the English Kings m·e crowned. Here "the brave and
the faithful, the strong, the steadfast and true, from palaces
and from halls of state, from church and cloister and fair English home, have found peaceful shelter after this painful life is
ended."
'Ihe architecture of the abbey is a mixture of Norman, Rorunnesque, Gothic, and Renaissance. It has a thousand interesting spots, but to me the tombs of Edward I, Edward the
Confessor, the Black Prince, the rich tombs of Elizabeth and
Mary Queen of Scots, the poets' corner, and the statues of
British historians, orators, statesmen, and literary men were of
absorbing interest. We stood where the body of Cromwell was
buried, but after the restoration, 12 years from the death of
Charles I, this body was dragged from its resting place among
LVI--671
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the Kings, drawn on a sled to Tyburn, and hanged at the
angles of the gallows facing Whitehall, where King Charles
had been executed. The Protector's head was then cut off and
set up on a pole. His body, without the head, lies buried now,
under the street on the old site of Tyburn and " over him the
English pass, day by day, no longer fearing him."
Oliver Cromwell was a great Englishman, a great ruler, and
during his protectorate he made the British Empire respected
throughout the world. Parliament failed to make the required
appropriation, so money was collected by public subscription,
with which a handsome bronze statue of this great figure in
English history was finally erected under the windows of the
House of Commons, where it now stands.
Thousands of citizens from all civilized lands who yea.rly
come up to the world's largest city seek out this wonderfully
interesting old abbey, rich monument of the past and present
glory of England.
Our party saw Westminster under favorable conditions, in·
the luminous twilight hours of a quiet August evening, under
the intelligent guidance of a cultured, gray-haired American
woman, transplanted to London but still American in feeling
and in sympathy. The great organ, invisible to us, under the
hands of a skillful player, gave out soft music as we strolled
through aisles of medieval splendor, down the long nave,
through the numerous rich chapels, through quaint chambers
and ancient cloisters, through n wilderness of statuary, dead
images of the mighty, back and forth among tombs of kings
and queens and princes and those greater mortals who won and
wore star-lit crowns more precious than any that ever adorned
the uneasy .head of a monarch-crowns such as Burke, Milton,
and Charles Dickens wore.
Shakespeare was not buried here, a fact that I regret. I
also regret that I am unable to employ his purple verbs and
nouns and adjectives instead of my own poor words in describing this matchless abbey of Westminster.
We saw something of rural England in driving from London
through the country, by" way of Winchester, to Southampton.
The farming sections are in a high state of cultivation and
each farm· is fenced with hedges.
Winchester, long time the capital, is well worth a visit.
There the .English Parliament met for 400 years. A fine old
cathedral is there. There Sir Walter Raleigh was tried, Lord
Jeffreys bela court, and King Alfred was buried. We drove
through the new forest where William Rufus was shot through
with an arrow.
·
From ' southampton the Pilgrim Fathers sailed for the land
of the free.
·
·
Sturdy· old England has performed a giant's part in the world
war. Her navy has kept the seas open for the transportation
of allied troops and supplies. She had only a " contemptible
little army" in 1914, so termed by the Kaiser. . Since then she
has raised and equipped 7,500,000 m·en, and her red-cheeked lads
have shown virile courage and endurance everywhere on her
far-flung battle front~.
HOSPITALS.

·we visited the hospitals, more numerous in· France anu pm··
ticularly in Paris than elsewhere. The very best medical and
surgical skill is at the service of our sick or wounded. Doctors
and nurses, well equippetl technically anrl by (;Xperience, are in
attendance at all hospitals-emergency, field, or base-and are
giving conscientious and entirely satisfactory service. I saw
the surgeons binding up wounds, relieving pain, operating, giY:ing medicine, advice, and instructions, and nurses attending
and watching over sick or wounded boys with the same tender·
solicitude as their mothers, if such a thing is possible.
l\faj. Perkins, American Commissioner of the Red Cross in
Europe, entertained us in Paris and showed us through the
American Red Cross hospitals Nos. 1, 2, and 5. From him and
from other sources we gathered the following valuable informa·
tion on this subject:
When we entered the war we had only about half a uozen
.~rmy hospitals, with something like 5,000 beds.
We now have
65 Army · hospitals, with 70,000 beds, and will soon be able to
care for more than 100,000 sick and wounded at one time.
During the Spanish-American War the death rate in the train·
ing camps was 20 men out of each 100, but now only 7 out of
each 100. When we entered this war only 8,900 of our people
were doing hospital work. The number now engaged is 171,000.
At the beginning we had only 375 nurses, but now we have
15,000, and the number is daily increasing. Only 14 out of
every 100 men wounded are unfitted for further military duty.
In other words, 86 of these wounded men will in a short time go
back to fighting, and practically all of them complain that theY.
fear the war will be over before they get back to their regiments.
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Only about 4 per cent of the men wounded in action die. This
showing speaks volumes of good things in praise of medical
science, for the Red Cros , the Y. l\1. C. A., the Salvation Army,
and other patriotic, altruistic, and religious organizations.
REllABILITATIO:N TIOSPlTALS.

Lnst June Congress pa sed an act which was appro\ed by
the President providing for 'Vocational rehabilitation and return
to civil employment of disabled persons discharged from the
military or naval forces of the United States. This act provides that the board crea.te<l by this legislation shall have the
power to provide such facilities, instructoi.·s, and courses as
may be necessary to insure proper training for such persons
as nre required or may elect to follow the courses provided in
said act ; to prescribe the courses to be followed by such persons ;
to pay, when in the discretion of the board such payment is
necessary, the expense of travel, lodging, subsistence, and other
nece sary expenses of such persons while following the prescribed courses; to do alJ things necessary to insure vocational
rehabilitation and to provide for the placement of rehabilitated
persons in suitable or gainful occupations. The act further
makes it the duty of the board to make or cause to haye made
tudies, in\estigations, and reports regarding the vocational
rehabilitation of disabled persons and their emplo:nnent or
placement in po itions suitable to their capacities. To carry
out the provisions of this act Congress appropriated $2,000,000
and authorized the board to receive such gifts and donations
from either public or private sources as might be offered unconilitionalJy to carry on the work of the board.
I supported the act and made a somewhat critical study of
this subject in Europe, where I had an opportunity to observe
at fir t hand the practical application of this humanitarian
project.
The French have established several hospitals of this kind,
one called the Grande Pal:lis in Paris, and one designated as
the Ecole Joffre at Lyons; and the English are maintaining
quite a number. One exclusively for the bliml at St. Dunstans
and one each at Newcastle, Leeds, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Aberdeen, Dublin, Belfast, Brighton, and Roehampton. I visited
and made a careful investigation of the Roehampton plant.
The ROehampton hospitals and shops were first organized, and
later workshops were started in Brighton. Queen 1\Iary contributed to the building of the hospitals and shops mentioned
and a number of other wealthy English men and women ga\e
large sums of money to maintain these hospitals and carry on
this work. The British Government as yet contributes nothing
to their support.
At Brighton there is accommodation for as many as 600 men.
The men remain there until their wounds are sufficiently healed
to permit of their being fitted with artificial appliances. At
Brighton the first consideration is the hospital treatment, and
the technical training is secondary, but the hospital teaching
force begin, as soon as the patient arrives, to coordinate the two
separate problems-the healing of his wounds and his education
for a gainful occupation after his recovery. At Roehampton, particularly, they train both his limbs and himself for the work that
he is expected to do for a li\elibood. When the legle sand armless patient arrives from Brighton at Roehampton they place in
his hand a leaflet giving him full and s_pecial instructions as to the
facilities offered for gaining knowledge in skilled trades and for
fitting themselves for a future career.
One of the principal features of the workshops is the way in
which the various classes are adapted and fitted for the trades
and professions taught. Students can be seen, especially the
legless ones, busily engaged at typewriters, while others pursue
studies at large desks, and still others file papers in an up-to-date
filing cabinet. Following are some of the types of employment
fotmd for men who have lost an arm: Clerk, messenger, porter,
·schoolmaster, timekeeper, traveler, and watchman. Here are
·some vocations that they recommend for men who have lost a
leg: Chauffem·, electrical worker, gateman, hospital orderly,
munition maker, packer, painter, printer, tailor, telegrapher, and
timekeeper. During the 18 months since the Roehampton hospitals have been opened they have placed in profitable positions,
cia s A, men placed by the bureau in good positions, 1,294; class
B, men returned to their own employment, 2,037; class C, men
passed on to the local committee for employment, 1,783. The
authorities at Roehampton told me that their experience during
the last 18 month teaches them that their patients resolved
themselves automatically into three different clas es, the proportion of which can be definitely stated. They are as follows:
lass A, men who are prepared to work anywhere and for whom
employment should be provided before they leave the hospital,
25 per cent; claswB, men who haYe had their places kept open
for them and who on <lischarge from the hospital will return to
their former employers, 40 per cent; and class C, men who place
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domicile before work and who will not discuss employment except in the vicinity of their own homes, 35 per cent. Class ~
of course, offers the most urgent problem, as it includes a large
proportion of young men and a large number of men with n()
settled homes. Class B presents no problem at all. Class C is
composed mainly of married men, who are prepared to accept
any work that they are capable of performing so long as it does
not involYe the breaking up of their homes. In order to deal
effectively with this whole question there must be coordination
of effort on the part of the hospital authorities and all other
agencies interested in the work of rehabilitation and the emp!oy~
ment of men rehabilitated.
I met a large number of these patients, Uwse that had lost a
leg appeared to be in the majority, but a great many had lost
both arms and some had lost both legs. . 1\Iany were being
fitted with artificial limbs, and I was surprised to learn that
80 per cent of the e limbs were manufactured by an .American
concern, and an American from South Carolina was the manage1•
of the division charged with the duty of fitting the artificial legs
and arms to the wounded soldiers. Some of these cripples were
per onally ~aged in fitting limbs on themselves, sandpapering,
tiling, and preparing them for adjustment. The limbs were
made of willow and were fitted with the utmost nicety, and are
excellent substitutes for the natural limbs. They have steel
contrivances that will enable the wearer to pick up artides from
the floor and to do almost as many things with the artificial arm
and hand as can be done with the ones nature providetl.
Our party saw Sergt. Dore, who lost an arm, use a spmle
very efficiently, throwing the dirt O\er his shoulder with his
artificial hand and arm. He also showed that he was an expert
at cricket and at golf. A young soldier named 1\1. C. Beane,
with an artificial leg from his hip down, ran a foot race with nn
armless but a two-leg~ed soldier and did not lose the race.
There were 920 patients at the hospital at Roehampton when
our party visited them-all young, bright-faced English lads,
apparently happy, talking cheerfully of the future, and delighted
with the fact that they were not more seriously injured than the
loss of one or more of their limbs entailed. Their condition atso
told the story of the deadly efficiency of the German arUllery,
as practically all of them were wounded by bur~ting shells."
It was an inspiring spectacle to see them going about learning
useful trades and talking hopefully of the future.
I gathered, however, from the officers in charge of these hos.
pitals that the problem of dealing witl1 disabled men is one
which calls for both sympathy and tact. They can not be driYen
nor will they submit to harsh restrictions or arbitrary regula·
tions. They must be coaxed, reasoned wit11, and guided. Left
to themselves they will, as a rule, take up work only when
obliged to do so, and then only the work whicll can be obtainc<l
with the least trouble. Technical training and reeducation <lo
not instinctively appeal to them. The advantages to be gninecl
have to be placed very clearly before them and they are, (J'en·
eralJy speaking, attracted only to what they see and to the trades
in connection with which the course of training to be faced and
the work to be done are practically demonstrated to them. 'l'he
personal factor is what counts for mo t in dealing with these
men, and without it little good can be done. If their instruc..
tors, however, are patient and understand and appeal to the psy...
chology of the patient, and extend him a full measure of sym•
pathy and understanding they can usualJy be of great service
to them in preparation for their future career.
The English Government now gives a reasonable pension to
each soldier maimed while in the service, and this pension is
not lessened in the smallest degree because of this training given
these men. Our own Government has provided generou ly1
for those who are injured in this war. but no man is happY)
unless he is at work and earning something by hi own exertions, and for this reason : I regard this work of rehabilitation
and this provision for training our maimed soldier so they can
follow some gainful occupation after the war as one of the most
useful bits of legislation enacted by the Sixty-fifth Congress.
TTIE

mm CROSS.

It is not remarkable that when the American Red Cross askCl

for a hundred million for good measure we promptly make it
a hundred and fifty million. I carefully studied the Red Cross
personnel on shipboard going and coming and over there. They
are high-class men and women. They are uoing the work ot
the 1\faster and the work of humanity with ze t and spirit.
'.rhey do things over there. I wanted to notify my son, who is
in the Aviation Ser\ice, to meet me in Paris. The Red C1·o s
people located him at the front and wired him. Before leaYin6
I asked them to forward him a delayed box of woolen socks,
helmets, and sweaters that his mother had knit for him. They
did so. They drive you about in their cars. They go to the
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railway station with you. They maintain information bureaus.
The CHAIRMAN. The remainder of the time is in control
They seek out the needy and administer to them. They care of the gentleman from Iowa.
for and feed the hungry antl helpless among our allies, and,
1\Ir. BORLAND. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
above al1, they carry from the field the stricken soldier, bind that the gentleman from Arkansas haYe 10 minutes more-up his wounds, and nurse him back to health. [Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. The time was fixed by the House.
1\lr. BORLAL~D. Without being taken out vf the time of the
TTIE RED CROSS NURSE.
gentleman from Iowa.
Hats off to the Red Cross nurse. [Applause.] She is true
Tb~ CHAIRMAN. The time has been fixed by the House.
almost to fanaticism to her calling. I have read of gray-clad
Mr. BORLAND. I ask unanimous consent that the time fixed
women pilgrims toiling over leagues of burning sands, over tall by the House be extended 10 minutes.
mountains, and marching through wild forests filled with men·
The CHAIRMAN. That can not be done in the Committee of
acing <langers to bring nn offering of value or respect or to pay the Whole.
the homage of a devotional visit to some far-away religious
Mr. HAUGEN. I yield the gentleman five minutes.
shrine. This same spirit can be seen in the eye and in the face
l\fi•. TILLMAN. I thank the gentleman very much.
of the Red Cross nurse. Firm of mouth and high of head, she
Installed in all Y. l\1. C. A. huts are reading rooms, ''rriting
leaves the safe shelter of her American home, defying the sub- rooms, billiards, pool, checkers, chess, and organized athletics.
marine, unafraid of danger or temptation. She goes about in I have seen thousands of boys at these huts, and I know they_
Europe doing service that should bring her the title and the are a great help to them in the right way.
crown of a saint. Clad in a costume that distinguishes her
The activities of this excellent organization are astounding.
above all others, attractive and becoming, she is welcome in the Work is now being carried on by them in e-very continent, in
field, in the hospital, in the home, everywhere. In all the land Mesopotamia, Japan, India, Ceylon, Africa, the Philippines,
everybody respects her. No one would harm her. Her red Porto Rico, Turkey, Egypt, Russia, and in all the allied councross is a charm and a defense against insult or injury, with tries.
It is doing a great work among the Czecho-Sloval\ forces.
one exception, and one only. The wolfish Hun alone, who, re- In France
alone, the association serves men of 22 nationalities.
specting nothing on the round earth, whenever an opportunity There are now
538 huts of various sizes and designs in Amerioffers, seeks to assail and injure her in any and every way,
can camps. This number fluctuates as the "Y" lost more than
either by bombing hospitals, ambulances, hospital ships, or 100
huts in the German drive of last spring.
otherwise. [Applause.]
I can testify that there is little convenience or shelter in the
I saw her nursing the wounded at the first base hospital we
visited. An old boy 4,000 miles from home with a bullet hole average French village. In many places the Y. l\f. C. A. hut
through his shoulder needs a lot of mothering. He gets it. I is the only place where the men can keep warm and write a
heard one nurse say to another, "Is that your boy?" pointing letter in winter. Every day over there 2,500,000 lett~rs are
at a young soldier from Missouri who was inhaling ether, get- written on free Y. M . C. A. stationery.
By the way, if you never saw a soldier write a letter home,
ting ready for an operation. The nurse addressed answered,
"Yes; that's my boy," and she said this in a solicitous and a it would be worth while to see him. I have observed him in the
motherly tone, such as his own mother would use. Men of act. He seems to lose sight of his surroundings. He draws
America stand with uncovered heads in the presence of these within himself. He is oblivious of all things else and is intent
Red Cross nurses. They are doing great service. They are on his task._ He does not want to be disturbed by jest or l:'erious
n·ursing our boys. They rank queens in grandeur and useful- observation. His thoughts are on home and mother, thousands
ness. They are as pure in heart as a vestal virgin. They are of miles across the waters, and it would be a sin to break in on
as chaste as any icicle that ever hung from Diana's temple. It this holy communion with loved ones far away. [Applause.]
The association is strictly nonsectarian, and there is no
is an honor and a privilege to touch with finger tip the hem of
their garments. They go about doing good like saints and effort any where to promote creed or denominationalism. The
ministering angels. This is not an extravagant statement, nor major part of the work in France is educational, entertaining,
is the ned Cross man second in efficiency or usefulness to the religious, athletic, and personal service. More than 2,[100,000
Bibles have been given away to S()ldiers. They were not
Red Cross woman in his field of activity. [Applause.]
I can not take the time to give anything like a full statement forced upon them, but were given because the soldiers wanted
of what our Red Cross has done in Europe in the way of aiding them.
The work of the red triangle bas a military value, recognized
soldiers' families, but I will say that in Italy alone in April,
1918, the lled Cross, through the department of civil affairs, by Gens. Pershing, Foch, Diaz, Byng, Wood, and Kuhn, and by
illstributed to the needy families of Italian soldiers at the front President Wilson and his Cabinet. Indeed, these people are a
a special gift of 6,431,000 lire. In this distribution 7,051 towns righteous force, sturdily helping to win a righteous war.
were reached and 292,044 families were aided.
In London I visited Washington Inn, in St. James Squnre, an
imposing Y. l\1. C. A. building, constructed 5o as to encircle the
THEY. M. C. A,
statue of William of Orange. I found it full of happy AmerThe men and women of this great organization are entitled ican soldiers, taking advantage of its . good table and clean
to the grateful praise of all America for the uplifting-influence beds furnished at an extremely modest charge.
they are exerting on our arrriies at home and overseas. They
The manager of Eagle Hut, London, gave me his report for
·are softening the frowning front of war. Their good work is June, 1918, which I insert here, thinking this data might be of
world-wide and their record is clean.
value. It reads as follows :
Shortly after we landed at Bordeaux we had the good fortune
EAGLE HUT, J"UXE, 1918.
to get dinner at re~sonable cost at a restaurant in charge of
Canteen: Meals served, 62,753; largest day, 2.372; pancakes, 11,545 ;
Mrs. Vanderbilt and a daughter of the late railroad magnate, soda
fountain-drinks, 10,639; lee cream (started June 21), :.!,799.
E. H. Harriman, women of wealth, who are giving their time
Domitories: men slept, 8,368 ; kits checked, 3,512 ; baths, 1,?52.
Religious: Sunday meetings, 10; Thursday meetings, 4; attendance,
and money helping the Y. 1\1. C. A. in its war work. At night 1,700.
Sunday morning services in canteen. Good night, 28
we were entertained at their picture show. Mrs. Theodore services;Five
Attendance, 216. Personal talks, 221.
Roosevelt, jr., is over there and has general charge of the
Home corner : Visits and interviews, 168 ; sewings, 68; Ietterg writ35 ; letters received, 20.
woman's branch of this work overseas. The Y. l\f. C. A. rent ten,Social:
23 held: attendance, 9,500. Theater parties,
six hotels at Tours and conduct them for the benefit of our attend1mce,Entertainments,
1,728.
Sightseers, 697. -Hospitality (week-end parties,
people at less than cost. I visited them at Brest, and they told tea, dinner, and visits and tea on terrace of Houses of Parliament),
me that they bad bought out a saloon near the harbor landing attendance, 173. Socials, 4; attendance, 1,600. Billiards, 2,464 onehour games.
and converted it into a place of rest and refreshment where half
Information bureau: Queries answered, 4,827.
boys could buy coffee, cold drinks, candy, and cakes instead of
The Young Men's Christian Association should be encouraged
wine and brandy. At Brest this organization has 95 people,
15 per cent of them being women. They maintain reading and here and by our soldiers overseas. It comes first in contact with
rest rooms, and onr boys can have mending done there or but- the enlisted or drafted man, when he starts for camp or cantontons sewed on without cost. The Y. l\1. C. A. furnishes high- ment. It meets him and greets him when he arrives. It offers
class picture shows. They have brought lecturers from Amer- him a home, a club, a church, library, and writing room. It goes
ica, among whom are President Schurman, of Cornell; Anson with him to the port when he takes ship for Europe. It accomPhelps Stokes, from Yale; and entertainers like E. H. Sothern, panies him on the transport. It welcomes him on foreign soil.
Julia Marlowe, Elsie Janis, Mary Garden, and 50 other tal- It keeps with him in rest camp, in billet, on the field, and if he
ented American players, who are there now solely to amuse, is called upon to give up his young life in this most necessary
instruct, and entertain, without expense to them, our Army and and holy war, it gives him Christian burial. [Applause.]
THE PRESIDE:XT Al\'D CABINET.
Navy people. [Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman hai3 expired.
In Italy, France, and England, I am gratified to state that
l\1r. TILLl\lAN. l\1ay I have- five minutes more?
Secretaries Lansing, McAdoo, Baker, and Daniels are held in the
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highest esteem, and over there President Wil on is the man of
the hour. His name is on the lip of everybody. Streets and
squares have been named for him in all the capitals and in many
other cities, camp , and villages. This great and popular patriot
is deservedly recognized as the foremost man of all the world,
the peerle ·leader in thought and action.
NATioNs NEW Bon:-~.
I have spoken of the rebirth of certain men and women, caused
by the quickening influences of this just war. Nations also have
been born again, have thrown off the old and put on the new,
have acquired vi ion and friendline s and soul values never before possessed. Germany, cold, proud, watchful, calculating,
certain of her strength, thoroughly trained and ready, is alone
responsible for tl:ie war. She critically took weight and measure
as she thought of all the nations likely to oppose her. She considered Great Britain as indolent, trade loving, nonmilitant;
France decadent; Italy flighty and frothy; Russia drinkbesotted; America selfisll and afraid. 'Vhen these nations saw
the Kaiser's real intentions they aroused themselves. They were
reborn and rebaptized. Since this rebirth Germany found the English lion sharp of tooth and claw, France brave as of old, Italy
aggressive ancl full of fight, Russia sober and deadly, until the
sini ter taint of Bolshevikism poisoned her blood and brain, and
later, from Belleau wood to Berlin, she"heard the fearless scream
of the American Eagle rising above the rattle of rifles, the blast
of shells, and the boom of cannon, proclaiming new ideals and
a . greater destiny for the stout young Republic, hitherto isolated
and not ambitious for primacy in world politics.
It is inevitable now, as I see it, that we mu t prepare for our
manifest destiny, acquire a great merchant marine, maintain
with our real friends joint control of the seas, seek and obtain
our share of foreign trade, become a world power, and continue
a world power. The part that we are playing in this war will
win for us a seat at the head of the peace-conference table.
There we must take care of ourselYes, punish Germany properly,
and ee that our fl'iends get fair treatment. We have definitely
antl finally turned the tide of battle in favor of the allies.
[Applause.]
Four times ch:"ilization bas been saved during thi · struggle.
Once by Belgium's brave resistance. Again by the French at
the l\farne in 1914, and again by England's navy. Finally by
the American soldier along the Marne in 1918. The American
A.rmy, as has been predicted, is playing the deci ive rMe in this
struo-gJe and is a certain pledge of victory.
MEXIco.
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dren wit_h stumps of hands mutilated by Germans, young boys
whose. right hand ~gers these brutes cut off. Fonr young
Canadians were crucified by them. and an American soldier is
said to have found hi own brother that they had crucified. A
great clergyman in Belgium sai<l, "For the honor and peace ot
womanhood, I clare not put in print the outl'ages that I kno'~
Belgian women have undergone at the hanus of German
soldiers."
I talked with an Englishman at So11thampton. who had spent
several years in Germany before the war. and he told me something of the junkers back in Germany. He said that for many
yea~s these ~ople have been thi!1king of, talking of, and preparmg for th1s war. It was Bismark who decided to make
Prussia the dominant state in Germany, then tile ruler of
Europe, and finally acquire for her the mastery of the woT1u.
They believe that wa.r is a biolo'"'ical nece ity. The militarists
or junkers, he said, are noted for their cruelty, selfi hneg and
their blatant hypocrisy~ They seldom practice honor and r~re1y
keep faith ~ith any one. They adhere to the philo. ophy that
it does not pay to be honest. Their chief aim in life is selfindul.gence. They are gluttons in eating and drinking, and in
all VICes. Indeed, they glory in vices and think it a manifestation of German forcefulness. With them, lying i a fine art
and is practiced as a cult. Generally, they are ill mannereu.
cyni<:al, egotistical, treacherous ruthle s, and insolent. One
German typical of the ruling clas es said: "I don t believe in
God or in religion, but every night I go down on my knees and
tl1ink over everything I have said or done durin~ the dny, and
if I find I have said anything that did not further my own
interests, I make a mental note of the circumstance and take
care it never happens again. This is how I educate myself for
the battle of life, to get the most out of it :md ta steal a march
on the others." These are the kind of people ·we nre figl1ting,
and I for one am glad that we are fighting them on another
continent and not on our own.
America kept out of tl1e war as long as she dec·ently <>oul1l.
President Wil on, peace loving, as our people are, was reluctnnt
about getting into the struggle and properly so, but our countJ.·y
would have been a cringing cur among the nations of the ea1·t h
had she not entered when she did. The traitors in Ru. ia hnd
sold their great country to the Kai ser. and had it not heen for
our entrance into tile war Germany before thi in all prohability would haYe triumphed. She would have absorbed Ru in
and her iron heel would have re;·ted heavily upon the neck of
the world for a century.
I Yoted for 'var. I haYe done and shall continue to do all in
A proper subject for discussion at the peace conference is, my power to push it to a sp.eedy and victorious conclusion. We
What shall be done with l\Iexico? If the Mexican Republic or are going to win. The initiative has pas ed to us. Marshal
the Mexican people continue to discriminate against our citizens, Foch has proven himself a brilliant strategist. The wi. dom of
if those in authority persi t in confiscating American property, vesting supreme command in him can not be questionell. Gen.
if their bandits are permitted to carry on perennially the out- Pershing has his confidence and is recognized a one of the
rages, thefts, and murders against unoffending Americans as greatest officers among the allies. · Our commanding general sent
they have been doing for many years past, if Mexico is to be this message to the American Government:
made the ba e for German intrigue and aggre sion again t us,
Furnish us the men, supplies, ships, and airplanes and we will win
it may become desirable or nece sary as a measure of self- decisively in 1919.
defense for lis to go to war with 1\lex.ico.
No PnEMATt;nE PEACE.
GEtu.rA.:H.
We owe it to those who have gi-ren up their liYes us a sacrifice
May God punish Germany according to her deserts. For all to the right to make this a fight to the finish, and we can an1l
the blood that has been shed, for the suffering undergone, for will finish it ne:s:t year. In order to do so we must continue to
the colossal costs of this awful war, Germany and Germany rush men and ·upplies to Europe. We hould not giveth'~ central
alone is responsible. The murder on June 28, 1914, of Prince powers time to breathe, reorganize, and gather stL~ength to leap
Ferdinand and his wife by an Austrian subject, Gavrillo Prinzip, at the throats of peaceful nations again in a few decades. Let us
on territory governed by the Austrian crown, merely furnished end PnlSsian militarism now, and that ended, the Hohenzollerns
an excuse for the war. Prussian militarism actually caused it. and Hapsburgs will end also. 'Ve must obtain a decisive miliNote what the half-mad Kaiser has cost the world in two tary victory. T.Ilis is the greatest reward that we can offer for
items alone-men and money.
the gallant deeds of the dead, and it is the noblest monument
l\l. l\1. Barrio1, the distinguished actuary, gives the following that we can build to commemorate their sacrifices and achievefigures as the money >alue of a man: In the United States, ments. They would be ashamed of us if we quit before Germany
S-1,100; in Great Britain, $4,100; in Germany, $3,380; in France, is soundly thra bed. We betray the dead if we allow the now:
$2,900; in Russia, 2,020; in Austria-Hungary, S2,020, or un cringing Hun, the late saber-rattling bully, to trick or whine us
u:ve1·aae money value for the five foreign nations of $2,892.
into a premature peace conference. [Applause.]
Tbe number of men already lost is 8,509,000 killed and 7,175,000
What would happen if the allied nations should now at Gerpermanently disabled, a total of 15,684.,000. Thus the world has many's instance meet for a peace discussion with the uelerrates
been impoverished through the death and permanent disability from the central powers? By sitting do,vn now at a poace tnl>le
of it· young man power to the extent of $45,000,000,000, figuring with her repre entatives we would have to admit that her d I only us a cold-blooded actuary figure , and leaving out every gates are as good as our , and acknowledge that the ouh·ag · ·
other element of value that can not be measured in money. committed or conuoned by her were not outrages at all. If we
Germany mur-:t an wer for this. The war to date ha cost the now begin to haggle with her diplomatic tricksters about pence
nations over $160,000,000,000 in expense money, and the blame terms, they certainly \Tould not consent to be punished for their
for this expenditure is hers.
wrongdoing. Place a judge and a burglar upon equal terms and
Germany' outrage and crime , outside of her killings in war, they would not likely agree as to what should be done with the
are appalling. I have it on the autl10rity of an .Army chaplain; burglar. [Applause.]
lleY. George A. Griffith, now ser\ing in France as chaplain of
Germany is good at bargaining. She likes to swap thing· that
the Flfth Field A.rtiller~-. the regiment that fired America's she has no title to for something her antagonist owns. ::::!he confir ·t sl10t in the war, that there are now in France little chil- 1siders that she is not bound by any promi e. Tile allies prob-
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ably have no statesmen hypocritical enough, abandoned enough,
to render them fit persons to stand a chance of successfully haggling and negotiating with Germany. We can not match her
for trickery and duplicity. If we agreed to a cessation of hostili ties now and agreed to a peace discussion, the central powers
would prolong it indefinitely and in the meantime they would
he reorganizing their shattered forces. They would be trying to
exploit and organize Russia for themselves. ·They would be attempting to create lassitude among our soldiers, forcing us to the
expense of remaining in the field all the time, and, after weary
months of wrangling, if she did not get a strong German peace
or just what she wanted, she would throw down further negotiations and begin to fight again. We should beware·of Prussian
peace pitfalls. If the entente is to have a peace that will be lasting, it must be a peace dictated by us. Nor can we afford to leave
ow• problems and differences to any mediator who might cause
us to lose the ideals for which we are fighting. [Applause.]
A STRONG ALLIED PEACE.

Germany must get back or be driven back to her own place
in the sun, Germany.
France must have Alsace and Lorraine and every square foot
of the iron-ore field stolen from her in 187Q-71.
Silesia, stolen by Frederick the Great from Austria, should be
incorporated with a new free Polish State. The rich and powerful nations are and will be the nations with coal and iron. Germany with too much of both-that is to say, with Silesian coal
and Lorraine iron ore-will be too powerful for the peace of the
world.
· The German people must learn from Germany's los es that it
is unsafe to permit her militarists to wage offensive war and
wars of conquest. So Germany must lose her colonies, already
taken from her.
·
Patient, brave, suffering Belgium must be restored and her
martyred people compensated for their losses.
Roum.ania must be reestablished.
• Devastated Serbia must be rehabilitated.
. The wrongs of Greece must be righted and her future made
secure with the patriot Venizelos at least second in command of
the ship of state.
Italy's dream must come true and she must have those areas
where Italians predominate, including Trieste, and she must
lla ve a border that she can defend, instead of the border Bismarck compelled her to accept in the days of blood and iron.
As a great buffer state, serving to hold Prussian barbarism
and junkerism in check, a great independent state must be
formed for the J ugo-Slavs and those intrepid patriots, the
Czech-Slovaks, now fighting with unprecedented heroism side
by side with the military forces of the entente. This state will
stand like a lion in the path between the central powers and
the Pacific East.
The infamous scrap of paper called the peace of BrestLitovsk, made by Prussian war lords with drawn swords in
their hands and with Lenine and Trotsky with their hands
behind them, must be torn up and spit upon, and the Russian
Provinces stolen from Russia by this iL-smelling pact given
back to Russia.
As a further block to Germany's unholy ambitions for eastern
conquest Constantinople mn.'3 t go to the allied nations and be
made a free port, tho Dardanelles to be held open for the benefit
of mankind. Nor should Turkey or Bulgaria be given any
favors or concessions, for they deserve none.
Palestine, Syria, and Armenia must be taken away from
Turkish rule and made secure.
America must be given a free hand to protect herself from
1\lexican aggression on her citizens or their property in or out
of Mexico.
· Germans after the war should not be allowed in the capacity
of military instructors to their armies or as organizers of munition factories in any countries outside of her own borders. If
this is allowed the militarists will be intriguing everywhere for
another world war, as they <lid prior to this war.
The damage Germany has done should be assessed and paid,
as far as i t will go, out of German property in the allies' country and by paying damages in kind. This will render her less
dangerous. She should hand over ship for ship destroyed by
her commerce raiders and submarines ; the machinery she has
looted and destroyed in Belgium, northern France, Poland, and
elsewhere should be replaced by her. She should, where practicable, pay goods for goods taken, and where she has exacted
money fines she should be made to pay back in money.
In America all German traitors to our flag should be sent
back to Germany, where they belong. If a man is once a traitor
he rarely lives over the infection. Our naturalization laws
should be remodeled, and Germans and other foreigners who

have been pro-German or disloyal through this war should have
their naturalization certificates annulled. [Applause.]
POST-BELLUM PROBLE?.IS.

We hear much about great changes that some prophets claim
are to occur after the war. The older I get the more conservative I become. The world we live in is not such a bad old
world. The God we worship is a wise and a beneficent God.
Men and women under the old order of things have builded a
wonderful civilization. It is by no means perfect, but I shall
hate to see it destroyed or matelially changed. Some changes
are necessary and desirable, but God deliver us from red revolution, from the philosophy of those who are fluent in their recital
of alleged ills, but who propose as a remedy the turbulent destruction of property rights. Deliver us from these people who
proclaim that everything that is is wrong. 'Ve encounter at
every corner men who seem not to live in the present. They
toil not. They are brethren of sedentary habits. They stand to
lose nothing because they have acquired nothing, but they profess to believe that we should reconstruct some shadowy old
civilization said by them to be better than ours, or that we
should reach out in anticipation a thousand years beyond om..time and construct Utopian communities that are certain to
fatl in this day and generation. [Applause.]
We must not only destroy Prussianism, but we must avoid
the greater evil-Bolshevikism. The last-named gentry have
about run their inglorious course in afilicted Russia. They have
feloniously taken most of the money out of the Russian banks.
They have emptied all the wine cellars. They have murdered
millions of their betters. They have done all in their power to
deliver their country into the bands of Germany, and the
economic theory that they have the right to rob every class but
their own has proven its own folly. We will suppress I. W.
W.ism. By this war we will abate Prussianism, we will escape
Bolshevikism, and America and her allies will live together in
a great, strong, peaceful, democratic brot.herhood. Down with
class tyranny and up with world democracy. [Loud applause.]
1\fr. HAUGEN. Mr. Chairman, I yield 20 minutes to the gentleman from Ohio [1\ir. KEARNs].
Mr. KEARNS. Mr. Chairman, at this time, when the world
is bleeding from multiplied thousands of wounds .; at this time,
when one million and a half American boys are somewhere in·
or near where the conflict rages. an entire nation at home is
united tn its hopes and prayel's for their success. Yesterday
thjs House voted upon the most tremendous revenue bill that
was ever prepared by any law-making body of any nation at
any time. This bill includes in its scope of taxation every in-:
oustry :md practically all incomes. So wide is it in its scope
that no man or woman, however rich or however poor, will
escape it unaffected. Notwithstanding all of this, something
that the world had never realized before, the complaints lodged
against it are so few that they are not worthy the mention.
Taking all of this into consideration, realizing its strain upon:
the purse strings of every individual in America, it argues well
for the loya1ty of the country and it is a cause for congratula-.
tion that there was not a single vote cast against this measure
in this branch of Congress.
·
It is the evidence of the determination of the American people
to win this war and count the cost in money when peace at last
has come again.
At this time there is only one thought in the minds of the
American people, and that is that the business of the world.
to-day is war and the purpose of the United States, in con..
junction with the allied countries of Europe, is to win the war..
This purpose was again reiterated by the President of the
United States within the week, when he sent his brief and emphatic reply to the suggestion of the Austrian Government that
a peace conference on neutral soil be held. This answer of
the Commander in Chief of the American Army and Navy
found a responsive. chord in the hearts of _all America. This
was a restatement of the proposition that the business of the
world to-day is war and that the fight will continue until the
German horde shall be stopped in its mad rush agains: the civilization of the world. I do not know and you do not know how
long this will take, but we do know that it is going to require
the full man power of this country on Europe's battle fields,.
and, too, it is going to require every ounce of energy that is left
at home..
1\lr. Chairman, the purpose of America. is and will be to
fight until the only move the German Government can make.
will be a sincere move for peace, and peace, too, that will mean
an absolute security for all the nations of the world, big and
little. No one knows how long this will take. The guess of the
schoolboy is just as good as the guess of the greatest military
genius in Berlin or Paris or London or Washington. It rimy be
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this year; it may be next year. These boys over there, we
are told, are anxious to fight until Germany lays down her
arms, and then they are going to say to her: " Never again
shall you attempt to crucify the nations of the world upon
your cross of iron." No; no one knows how long this is going
to take, but we do know that the future peace and happiness
:md security of the world are now in good and safe hands-in
the hands of the American boys. And I do not think that they
cari ever be persuaded to quit until they pl~nt the Stars and
Stripes upon the ramparts of the world's freedom.
We have all so often heard it said that Germany has been
preparing for this war for 40 years. That is nothing. The
United States has been preparing for this war three times 40
years. It is true that Germany has been indulging in the grim
practice of building monstrous guns and every other device
known to man for the taking of human life. On the other hand,
America has been building schoolhouses and churches and has
been planting them thick in every city and town and village and
hamlet, and on every hillside, and in every valley throughout
the entire country. In this way she has been training her boys
and girls for peace, but when war comes they have been trained
to lay down their implements of peace and take up the armament
of war. In this conflict that is now raging in 9)1 of its hideous
profusion intellect is going to win. The American boys have
thus been traineu in these great democratic institutions in a
way that the soldiers of no other country have ever been trained.
Before this war England and Germany could boast of their great
colleges of learning where royalty was trained, but the great
public-school systems of most of the States of this Union have
been the astonishment of the world. In these schools boys and
girls in every station of life have been trained side by side.
They have been taught the same lessons; they are imbued with
the same ideas; they are the soldiers of the only country that
from its birth has declared that "all men are created free nnd
equal." I do not want to det-·act in any way from the courage
of the soldiers of any other nation engaged with America in this
great struggle for national existence. I shall not. But all of
America could not help but experience a thrill of patriotic pride
a few weeks ago when an American officer, refusing to obey the
commands of a superior foreign officer, ordered a counter charge
in which the German forces were driven back. Ever since that
moment the German Army has turned its face from the west
toward home. And if I should be allowed to venture a guess, I
would say they will never stop in this drive until Berlin is
reached, perhaps destroyed. These boys will not agree to a premature peace.
When this time has come peace will follow. It will then be
such a peace that will leave to the people of every nation the
right to choose what path they shall follow. No man or set of
men should have the right to determine for another citizenship
a form of government under which it sho-:.lld live. This is far
from the object of this war. We in America believe that the
only righteous form of government is a democracy, where the
people rule, but if another people want an autocratic form of
government that is their concern and not ours. The President
has said that this is a war to "make the world safe for democracy." He has also said that when peace comes "each nation
.must be left to decide for itself on its form of government."
So this war, then, is one in which the entente powers are seeking
to make the world a safe place in which the people of all governments may live in happiness.
There is much criticism to-day about criticism of war plans.
A. criticism that would tear down and at the same time blaze
the way for a better and surer victory should not be withheld.
A criticism that destroys and at the same time offers nothing
better is treason against the American boys in uniform. These
young men from every neighborhood throughout the United
States are fighting your battles and mine. The great throbbing
heart of the American people is with them in their every effort.
Men may attempt to seek political advantage on the floor of this
House in speech or otherwise, but the relatives of these boys
and their friends have very little sympathy for such attempts
to gain n personal or political advancement. Men outside of
Congress, who are out of office and want in, often stoop low
and adopt the most un-American tactics to beguile the thought
of the American people from the great battle line in Europe to
their own campaigns. The partisan political shyster will try
to create dis ension at home where there is no dissension, will
try to plant suspicion of disloyalty in the minds of the electorate
when the fact remains that there is no disloyalty in the ranks
of Americans. All have one aim and one purpose, and that is
to back to the limit every boy who wears the American uniform.
These political pirates who cry disloyalty are agents of the
Kni.er. In their efforts to bring political preferment to themselves they will fail, and only Germany will take notice of what
thPy say.
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Germany may be led to believe from their rantings that thero
is a division of opinion in this country as to the prosecution o!
this war. The opinion is unanimous, despite the hysteria of
the office seeker and his friends, that this fight shall continue
until there is a peace with a decided victory.
As I said before, this is the most stupendous revenue bill that
has just passed that ever burdened the people of any nation;
yet I am frank to say that I do not believe any of us much care
about the amount in money this war is going to cost if it will
only in the end bring back the boys who have left their homes
in every community throughout this entire country. That is tho
thought uppermost in my mind to-day.
In this connection I am glad to be able to say thnt prior to
this war I voted for every measure proposed that looked to the
increasing of either the Army or the Navy; every proposal that
tended toward a preparedness for this country received my vote.
I might add that I Yoted against every proposal before we entered this conflict that tended to draw us into the vortex of this
great struggle. Beginning with the declaration of war, for which
I voted, down to the present moment I, in company with most
of you, have voted for every measure relating to this war that
has been urged by the administration. I will continue to follow:
this course as long as I have a voice and seat in this body. I
have always believed in national preparedness for this country
and I believe in it yet. Before this war was declared I wa~
only anxious for a preparedness as a security against war.·'
And when we come out of this conflict of blood I would like to
see the United States so armed that no hostile nation will ever
dare venture near our shores. Of course I would like to see a
disarmament of the world, but until that time comes I do not
want to see this country thro-w: away her guns. If all the other
nations of the world are willing for disarmament when peace
is finally come, then let it be simultaneous the world over.
Mr. Chairman, of course I do not favor a preparedness of this
character because I want war. I advocate it because I do not
want war to ever again spread its mantle of desolation over the
world. War leaves in its awful wake death and destruction. It
bows the head of a nation in deep and lasting sorrow. It sh·ikes
n deadly blow at civilization. Yet with all war's horrors, and
With all of its miseries, in its ever onward march, civilization
has not yet reached the point where it settles all of its disputes by peaceful and orderly methods. But on the other hand
each year invention gives to the world other weapons much
more horrible and deadly than did the preceding year. To-day
the inventive genius of all mankind is working overtime to
give to the world additional weapons for the taking of human
life.
Many profess to believe that this conflict will spell the end
of war. All right thinking men hope and pray that this
prophecy is true, but some without yet knowing what problems
the world will face when peace shall again show her welcome
smile, are demanding that the United States shall be the first
great nation to disarm. These men and women are no doubt
good, conscientious, loyal citizens, just as much interested in
the welfare of this Nation as you or I, but I can not help but
think that many of them are the same men and women who
before the war commenced in Europe were predicting that war
had deserted the world forever. So sure were they that the
dogs of war had been so securely chained that they could never
break their fetters, that they had even coaxed the dove of
peace to build her nest and hatch her brood in the very mouths
of cannon that to-day are belching forth a destruction to the
enemies of the world.
Mr. Chairman, it is therefore early to talk · about a disarmament for America alone. We must first know the problems that will confront us when that time comes. I sometimes fear there may be future wars. I hope not. Remembering only the past, we h.'110W that war has been present ever
since time began. Away back yonder when the world was
new, down to the present time, there has never been an age
in which some country has not been grappling at the throat of
some other country in a death struggle for national supremacy.
Man in his primitive state fought with clubs. And as time
went on he employed other crude instruments with which to
wage battle against the enemy until, finally, gunpowder made
the rifle possible. Then came the cannon for longer range on
both land and sea.
But to-day the nwful instruments of _death have revolutionized modern warfare. These instruments have crazed the
civilized world. Ship , larger and more impregnable, armed
with guns so mighty anu so deadly that they defy distance
and resistance, plow the seas. To-day great armies of men
composed of not thousands but millions, tramp the surface of
the earth, armed with guns big and little, guns that throw
lead and steel and fire and choking gas into the throats of
contending armies. To-day O'r at monster· of the sea, whale·
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lik~. sffim far under the surface and rising unnoticed, burl for
miles dea-dl~ torpedoes that, striking a vulnerable spot of some
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Minnesota {:Mr.
other great monster that rides the waves, it goes down to the STEENERSON J is recognized.
bottom of the sen, forever lost. But, to-day, man is not con1\.Ir. HAUGEN. Will the gentleman yield Qne minute?
tent to tight on land and on and und~r sea, but he flies miles
.M r. STEENERSON. Yes.
higb above the surface of the eartll, and from his mighty ship
1\Ir. HAUGEN. I desire to yield one minute to the gentleman
that sails the air drops death and destruction down upon the from Tennessee [Mr. Sn.rs].
heads ·o f armies and spires of cities, death .and destruction that
Mr. SIMS. 1\Ir. Chairman, I desire to have read a letter from
put the very thunderbolts of Jove to shame.
the President of the United States.
Yet this is modern warfare. This is science battling science.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will rea<l.
Tllis is the mind of man run riot.
The Clerk read .as follows :
Yet this is the kind of bell into which we have invited the
'THE WHTTE Hous.E,
Washington, 21 September, 1918.
American boy to go, with the hope and firm conviction that ont ·
~Y
DEAR
MR..
Snrs
:
In
view
of
the
possibility
of three-day adjourno: it all ·h e can point the way to a higher and bette1· and safer
.m.ents by the House and th~ absence ot a .quorum from ·the city, I venture
civilization for the peoples of the world.
to write you this hurried note to urge that the emergency power bill
l\1r. Chairman, this being his task, w~ are performing 'but a be pressed to pas~:;age, if possible, before adjournment, as it is of capital
small duty when without a dissenting voice we vote money and immediat-e 1mportn.nce &S a war measure. I hope that it will be
;for you to obtain the consent of the House to this action.
unlimited to support him in his unselfish work in 'his supreme possible
In haste,
devotion to his country's cause. The man who would do less
Cordially and sincerely your{!~.
(:signe<l)
Woonr.ow WnsoN.
hn no place in the greatest lawmaking body in the world.
Hon. 'l'HETUS W. SIMS,
IApplanse.]
House of Rep1·esenta;Uves.
1\lr. ·chairman, I desire to ask unanimous consent to revise
Mr. NORTON. Will the gentleman yield?
and extend my remarks in the REco1m.
1\fr. SIMS. l\ly time is up.
.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman asks nnanimous consent te
Mr. NORTON. Did the gentleman ask the President to write
revise and extend his remarks in the REcoRD.. ls there objecthat letter?
tion? [After n pause.] The chaii· hears none.
Mr. Sll\1S. I will answer .all .questions ·when the bill is under
1\Ir. STEENERSON. -:air. .Chairman, I desire to say naw that
consideration.
I wish to proceed for 25 minutes without interruption.
AGRICULTURAL APPROPRIATION BJLL (H. R. 12714).
Since the Hot'lse has li tened to these patriotic addresses, I
bnrclly expected to be favored witl1 sueh a large attendanc-e. a:nil
Mr. STEENERSON. Mr. Chairman, the $2.40 wheat having
I want to thank the Members of the Honse for waiting until the been eliminated by the veto and the 1917 crop b.aving been sold
fir t peaker who discusses the subject ·of the bilL
and the 1918 crop largely sold, it is unnecessary t-o say anything
This is the annual Agricultural ap].}ropriation bill, which was about that question except to say that the wh-eat raisers of the
-vetoed 'by the President.
N-orthwest patriotically accepted the action of the President, and
1\lr. McFADDEN. Mr. Chairman, this is an important meas- they .also a.ecept loyally the announcement .of the guaranty for
ure. and I make the 'POint of no quorum.
the 1919 crop at sligb tly increased prices, ·being -assured by the
The CHAIRl\IAN. The gentleman from Pennsylvania makes 'President in his 'J)roclamai:ion on that 'subject tliat througJ a
tl1e point of no quorum. The Chair will count. [.After cmurt- commission of inquiry he will determlne what shall be a fair
ing.] Evidently there is no quorum present. and the ·Clerk price for that crop.
will call the roll.
In view of the fact that last year's price was fixed after in·
The ro1l was called, and the following Members fail-ed to an- quiry and that that was :planted and harvested under conditions
swer to their names :
that were more favorable, so far a.s expense is concerned, to the
farmer than it will be for the next crop, the farmers of the
Aswell
Emerson
Kelley, Mich.
Rouse
Bacharach
Estopinal
Kennedy, Iowa
Rowe
N<:n'thwest feel ru;smed that the price to be ultimately fixed will
BaPr
Fai:rchild, G. W. Kennedy, R.IJ:.
·R owland
approximate the priee contended for in Congress. It certainly
Barkley
Farr
Kettner
Rucker
will cost 10 per cent more to produce next year's crop than last
Bell
Ferris
King
Russell
Bowers
Fess
Kreid-er
Sanders, N.Y.
year. Scarcity of labor alone will make a difference of that.
Britten
Flood
La Fo:llette
Sanford
!ff $2.20 was fair for 1917, $2.50 will be fair for 1919. The c..nly,
Brodbeck
Flynn
LaGuardia
Bannders, Va.
complaint that I have heard has been that the pT1ce-fixing auBrowning
Fordney
Lazaro
Scnall
Butler
Foss
Lea, CaL
Scott, Pa.
thority has not also ·been extended to those things that the
Caldwell
Francis
Lehlbach
Scully
farmer bas to buy.
Campbell, Pa.
Freeman
Linthicum
Sbacklefcrd
The farmets of the Northwest also yield patriotically to the
Cannon
Fuller, Mn.ss.
Littlepage
Siegel
Ca.ntr1ll
Gallivan
'London
Sloan
war necessity of fixing the price of t.be wool they raise, and
Caraway
Glynn
::Longworth
Small
they look with favor upon the .announcement carried 1n
Carew
Gould
Lundeen
Smifh, C. B.
this morning's papers that the President is going to fix a fai-r
Carter, Mass.
Graham, Ill.
Mc.Arfhur
Snyder
Cary
Graham, Pa.
McClintic
Stevenson
price on co-tton, also. Some of them were beginning to feel that
Chandler, N. Y.
Gray, N . .J.
McCormiCk
Stiness
they were discriminated against as a section, and they are glad
Church
Gref'n, Jowa
McKinle~
Sullivan
to learn now the intention of the administration to at least go
Cleary
Greene, Mass.
McLaughlin, Pa. Sweet
Coady
Gregg
l\Iann
·swift
as far as fixing the pri.ce of cotton, which largely enters intQ
Connally, rr'ex.
G:riest
Mays
Switzer
the expense ·of every family and is also a war necessity.
CoopP.r, Ohio
Griffin
.M:eeker
Tague
This bill carries $27,000,000 for the purpo e of encouraging
Cooper, W. Va.
Hamill
M erritt
Talbott
Copley
Hamilton, N. ¥. Mo01~, Pa.
Templeton
agriculture, and it is important for Congre. s to know whether
Costello
Hamlin
M·o rtn
Thomas
or not tile purposes of the bill have been fully accomplished. I
Crago
Hastings
1\Iott
Va.n Dyke
want to ean attention to-day to one feature of the administra·
Cramton
Heaton
:Mudd
Yare
Dale, N.Y.
Heintz
Neely
Vinson
tion of the laws governing the Department of Agriculture which
Dale, Vt.
Hensley
Nelson
Walton
has been. as we bel1eve, faulty. Some years ago the -demfl.Ild
Davis
Ricks
Nichols, .Micll.
Ward
came from the people of the Northwest-from North Dakota,
DP1a.ney
Hilliard
Nolan
Watkins
DPnton
Hood
Oliver, N. Y.
Watson, Pa.
South Dakota, and Minnesota-for Federal grain standards.
Dies
Humphreys
Olney
Welling
These grain standards, so far as wheat was .concerned, were put
Dill
Husted
Polk
Wheeler
into effect :by the Secretary of Agriculture at the beginning of
Doolin~
Hutchinson
Powro·s
Wilson, Ill.
Dougbton
Igoe
Purnt>ll
Wise
the marketing of the last -year's crop. Much was hoped for that
Dra ne
Johnson , R. iDak. Ragsdale
Woods. Iowa
scientific system devised by the Department ·of Agriculture for
Drnkker
Johnson, Wash. Randall
Zihlman
grading grain, it had cost a lot ·Of money for pr-eparatory work~
Dyer
.Jones
Rankin
Ea gan
Kahn
Robinson
It was perha-ps unfortunate that simultaneously with the en·
Edmonds
Keating
RomJue
forcement of the grain standards act, so far as wheat was con·
Thereupon the committee rose; a:nd l\lr. CRISP having a.s~;u:med cerned, the food-control act went into effect. and under that
the chair as Speaker pro tempore, Mr. ·srssoN, Chairman of the authority the price of wheat was fixed according to tbe grades ot
Committee of the Whole House on tbe state of the Union, re- the Federal standards. Had the people known of _the effect that
ported that the committee, having under consideration the Agri- that would have upon the price to the fn.rmer they would have
cultural appropriation bill, ana 'finding itself without a. quorum, protested, :J:mt no one realized the importance of it until it was
he bad caused the roll to be ·Called and 261 1\Iembers answered too late.
to fbeir names, and tbat 11e presented therewith a list of the
Now, those people who have been led to believe tnat the
absentees for insertion in .the Jom'llal and RECOlm.
farmer really receiv-ed ·the price fixed by the President fo-r wheat
The committee resumed its session.
without deduction are mistaken, for when the Food Adminisb·a-
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tion net went into effect the whole business was revolutionize(].
The first action taken was to make it certain that the grades determined the absolute price. On top of that the Government
raised the colllDlission to be paid by the farmer to the man who
sells his wheat-the commission man-from what it had been
for 50 years, namely, 1 cent a bushel, to 1 per cent. In ordinary times the price of wheat made no difference. The commission was 1 cent a bushel. But now it was more than
doubled. If the farmer shipped directly to the Food Administration Grain Corporation be was charged 1 per cent, or 2i
cents. If he shipped to a commission house it was the same.
That was a deduction from the fixed price of 1! cents.
Tlle commission man who sold the grain had nothing to do.
He could not get a better price on behalf of the farmer who
produced the wheat. That was fixed. The 1 cent a bushel was
formerly earned by the diligent salesman who showed the intending buyer the intrinsic merits of th(' wheat. But here there
was no possibility of getting any other price than that determined by the grade.
No. 1 was fixed; No. 2, 3 cents less; No. 3, 6 cents less; and
No.4, 10 cents less, and so on. Now, had these grades been suc>.h
as to have been tested by experience, it might not have been as
disastrous to the farmer as it turned out to be; but they were
the most complicated grades that were ever devised, and the
rules were so strict that at every turn the farmer was penalized.
For each grade there was the requirement that it must be bright
in color. It must have no admixture of other wheat, not even
to the extent of 1 per cent of other varieties of wheat. It must
have a test weight, in the case of No. 1, of 59 pounds. It must
have a moisture test of not to exceed 13! per cent. It must have
only one-fourth of 1 per cent of damaged kernels, or of beatdamaged kernels. It must haYe less than one-half of 1 per cent
of inseparable material.
Then there were certain rules in regard to dockage, which
compelled the giving away of the valuable dockage that there
was in the grain. For instance, if you shipped a carload-and I
Rill speaking of actual cases-a carload of wheat containing 25
bushels of flax mixed with the wheat, which could not be separated, except by machinery, and that ftax was worth $3 a
bushel, or $75 in a car of a thousand bushels of wheat, yet
the buyer of the wheat got that for nothing, and the freight
was paid on it, the same as on dirt. No matter what the value
of the dockage was, yon could not receive pay for that. So
the farmers were compelled to give away all the valuable dockage, amounting in the aggregate to millions.
Plump, good wheat, raised on new soil, usually weighs from
60 to 61 pounds per bushel. The requirement of No. 1 was 59
pounds. Here is a fat·mer who ships in his wheat that weighs
60 or 61 pounds to the bushel.
But the next requirement is that it must have a moisture
test of 13! per cent. If your wheat has 13.6 per cent of
moisture, down it goes to grade No: 2. There might be a carload of wheat that would have all that is required under the
first requirement and under the second and under the third. It
might have some damaged kernels, although it met the other
requirements, and then it would go down to No. 2. Or if it
had more moisture than 15 per cent it would go down to No. 4,
and then the farmer would lose 10 cents a bushel.
.
And so on with the inseparable material to the end_of these
six requirements. The result of that was that -the farmer was
punished when his wheat went below the standard fixed, but
he was never rewarded when it went above. For instance,
J'ohn Doe ships a carload- of wheat that weighs 60 pounds to
the bushel. Richard Roe, another farmer, ships wheat of the
same variety that weighs 58~ pounds to the bushel. 'Ihat wheat
is graded as No. 2, because one-half pound short on test weight.
A man who buys these two cars b.as only to put them together,
and then he has all No. 1.
.
To illustrate further: Here is one car that has the first requirement-it is bright, cool, and sweet; (2) it has no admixture of other wheat ; ( 3 )' it has only 12 per cent moisture; ( 4)
it has a test weight of 60 pounds; {5) it contains no damaged
kernels; (6) but it contains three-tenths of 1 per cent of cockle
or vet-ch and therefore grades No. 2. Here is another car, just
the same, but without any weed seeds, but it has one-tenth of
1 per cent of heat-damaged kernels, and it grades No. 2. Here
is another car that more than complies with all the requirements, except that it has 13.6 per cent of moisture. Here
is another that fulfills all the requirements, the same as the
others, but weighs only 58! pounds, test weight. Here is another that more than fulfills all the requirements, the same as
the others also, but it has 1 per cent of red durum wheat, and
it is gr-aded No. 2. l\Iix these six cars together and it will ·be
all No. 1, a gain of $180 on the six cars for a mixing which in a
modern eleyator can be done in a few minutes. And so
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throughout the whole list. Yon can take wheflt that meets with
these six requirements, six: different samples, and they may be
higher, and by mixing you can make No. 1, or you may make,
No.1 out of No.4.
The result was that the elevators of Minneapolis became the
paradise of the mixer, and be could make sometimes $100 and
sometimes $200 on one carload by simply mixing two together..
Now, bow absurd it is if one man can do this. You see, these
grades were fixed absolutely to punish anyone who slightlY!
came below the mark, but would not reward one who exceeded it. These grades were mor~ strict, and there were more
classes and more grades to each class, nearly twice over, than
there were under the old system in Minnesota, which had given
pretty good satisfaction apparently for more than 20 years.
There were so many excuses under which the wheat could be
graded down that the farmer actually realized only about 90
or 95 per cent of the price to which he was entitled, and he lost
on the average at least 10 cents a bushel in addition to the
extra charge that be had to pay for commission.
Now you can see that these rules must have been framed
without reference to the fact that the grade fixed the price because if that had been taken into account they would have been
modified so as to allow something when the particular wheat
excelled the requirements of the grade. I have in my office
samples sent me by the Board of Grain Appeals of Minnesota,
from Minneapolis, samples that any novice, any man who knows
the difference between wheat and barley, can tell, graded No. ·4,
but which is better than No. 1, or at least as good. That results
from the fact that a slight variation of one-tenth of 1 per cent in
these requirements runs it down, although it may be plump and
hard and sweet and vitreous, and all that, for the purpose of making flour, for making bread. The wheat that in these samples is
graded No. 4 excells the higher grades. The object of grades,
of course, should be to reflect the milling value, the value for
food. Now, if they had anticipated that this would be the result, some modification would have been made or should have
been made of the grade, because when the grade did not fix the
price the wheat, so far as these primary markets were concerned, like- Minneapolis, was sold by sample, and the mi take
of the grade was corrected by the bidder. 'Vbeat that hacl
been stacked and sent out dry without any rain on it the bid.·
der could tell, without any chemicfl.l analysis, was dry; that
it carried perhaps only 12 per cent of moisture. In Minneapolis you coulc.l see hundreds of men on the board of trade,
each man with a little table, all struggling, in ordinary times, to
show that wheat that had been graded No. 2 was actually bet·
ter than some No. 1, because it was so dry, or had such a
plump kernel, and was such a high-test wheat per bushel, and
the miller knew that it was true. Now, take it as to the
moisture test. The ordinru·y man, of course, will know tba t
moisture means water, and that if there is 1 per cent more of
water in the wheat tP,ere is less substance for making flour;
consequently, 1 per cent would deteriorate the value of the
wheat for making flour about 2! cents per bushel.
.
Of course, we all understand that wheat must have moisture
in it. In order to grind wheat it is necessary to dampen it to
15 per cent moistw·e. Flour itself usually contain 14i per cent.
When all moisture is e~i:racted it undergoes such a chemical
change that it ceases to be wheat. The dryest wheat that is
ever shipped perhaps contains !rom 11 to 12 per cent of moisture.
Now, if the miller buys that wheat, he allows for that, and if it
is graded low for some other reason, he pays an extra price on
that sample. In fact, that was the business of the men on the
board of trade in these primary markets, to show the merits of
that particular wheat, regardless of grade, and it was a common
thing to see that No. 1, ·for instance, sold for 5 cents more and
some for 6 cents more than the regular price of No.2 wheat and
some sold at the No. 1 price. So you see that the mistake of in·
spection was automatically corrected. But when the fixed
grades and prices came -~he farmer suffered. The Government
took from the farmer that which was simply-.;_ t-o standard and
nothing more, and the miller bought that which was the cream of
the mru·ket and made a profit. Hence, you will find that under
crop year 1917 the millers made enormous profits and so did
the elevators. Now, the profit of the elevators and millers, as
far as that is concerned, in that year did not go to reduce the
cost of living. It was clean velvet to them, because the consumer was charged a price for the flour that was based upon the
bigh price of the wheat.
1\Ir. McKENZIE. Will the gentleman yield?
.I
1\Ir. STEENERSON. I will yield for a question.
l\fr. McKENZIE. I simply want to ask the gentleman
whether or not in the primary mark.e ts at St. Paul and Minneapolis you haye State inspection, or is it Federal inspection of
which you are complaining?
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. Mr. · STEENERSON. It is Federal inspection. That has
superseded the State inspection. Now, these results caused
great dissatisfaction among the farmers, who said that these
grades were framed by men who did not realize practical conditions; that they were framed by men who did not realize
that the elevators in the country towns had but few bins, so
that they could not keep step with all these numerous classes
and subclasses and grades, and that they would be mixed, anyway, and the farmer penalized for the mixing. They complained, and they had 18 or 19 different hearings before the
Chief of the Bureau of Markets, and hardly anybody at all
defended the grades, except a few millers and a few elevator
men and mixers in the large centers. But instead of listening
to the farmers, to the producers of the wheat, the Agricultural
Department absolutely refused to do anything. Then the farmers sent delegations here from South Dakota and North Dakota
and l\Iinnesota, their State officers, their public-safety commissions. Representatives of the State government called on
the congressional delegations here, and we all went to the Department of Agriculture first and stated our grievances without
avail. Then we went to the White House and presented them
there without avail.
Then we asked for a remedy for this defect in the administra·
tion of the law. I want to emphasize here that Congress has
been blamed for this result; that the farmers ha\e been defrauded out of a large part of the price that the administration bad guaranteed them because of the passage of the grainstandard act. That has been a common complaint.
I have tried to point out that the fault was not in the law,
but was in administering it and fixing the grades, and the grievance could have been remedied any time by the authority that
caused it.
We came to Congress, introduced bills-my colleague, Mr.
ANDERSON, a member' of the Committee on Agriculture, introduced a bill aml I introduced a bill-to see if we could not get
the farmers represented on the board fixing the grain standard.
We had a short hearing before the Committee on Agriculture,
but it was postponed and never has been heard of since. So,
in behalf of the farmers of Minnesota and the Northwest, I
want to enter my protest against this treatment. We have ex~
hausted every remedy in appealing to the administrative authorities and tried our best to get relief by legislation, but we hu.ve
failed.
1\I:r. CANDLER of Mississippi. 'Yill the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. STEENERSON. Yes.
Mt·. CANDLER of Mississippi. The gentleman says he hatl a
short hearing before the Agricultural Committee. Did- not the
gentleman have all the hearings that . he desired be~ore that
committee?
1\Ir. STEENERSON. No; I have been asking for hearings,
btrt the chairman was absent and I could not get one.
l\lr. CANDLER of Mississippi. I do not think anybody refused the gentleman a hearing; he appeared once or twice be·
fore the committee.
:Mr. STEENERSON. Well, we have had no action on the bill;
that is sure. I want to say that if the Republicans were in control of this House and the gentleman from Mississippi should
come before me as a member of the Committee on Agriculture
or before this House and ask me to help him because the
enforcement of the cotton-standard act was onerous and unfair
to the cotton producers, I would guarantee that I would give
him a sympathetic ear and try to remedy the trouble. We ha>e
complained of the administration of the grain-standard act, we
have complained to the executive authorities and to Congress
repeatedly, not only through the .1\Iembers of Congress but
through the constituted State authorities, and have had no satisfaction except to this extent:
The food adminish·ation has given some relief as to these
grades, and I congratulate the gentleman from Iowa [l\1r.
HAUGEN] and others who went to 1\Ir. Hoover and protested
against the tyranny of the agricultural chief of the Bureau of
Markets in this matter.
'Yhen Mr. H. N. Owen, publisher of Farm, Stock, and Home,
the leading agricultural paper in the Northwest, complttined to
Mr. Hoover of the- injustice of this operation against the
farmers, Mr. HooYer said, •• I know the grades are -wrong, you
need not tell me, because I have $500,000 in cash in my treasury
whiclt I gained because the grades which I sold at wet·e better
than the grades I bought at, :md I do not know - what to do
with the money."
Now, that was not confidential. He bought about ninety million bushels of wheat, and the grades turned out so much more
favorable to him that, as he said, he had a half a million dollars.
If he was nbead a half a million dollars, how much were the
mixers in Minneapolis ahead? Five or six times more, because

Mr. Hoover's purchase was of the wheat that just came up to.
the standard, while the mi-llers got the cream of the business.
I repeat, that if a similar situation had existed in the ad~
minish·ation of the cotton-standard act, notwithstanding there
is no cotton raised in my dish·ict, I should have been glad to
join in procuring a remedy of faulty administration that re·
suited in depriving the honest farmer who labors and tills the
soil producing both cotton and wheat.
What was the relief that was granted, so far as this year's
crop is concerned. The relief was very simple. Mr. Hoover
simply ordered the grain corporation to permit competitive bid·
ding, provided the millers charged $10.01 for the flour.
·
That has restored competiti\e bidding at the ·market in Minneapolis to the extent that this limitation upon the price of.
flour will permit, and the loss by faulty grading has been to that·
extent diminished. What I ha\e said about the variation in
the real milling value of the same grade of wheat is well illus-·
trated in the clipping from the market reports in the Minneapolis Journal of September 18 last, which follows : .
CASH SALES SEPTEMBER 18.

Wheat : No. 1 dark northern, 8 cars, $2.24} ~ 5, $2.2;:) ; 3, $2.24 ;=
1, $2.20. No. 1 not·thern; 7 cars, $2.17; 7, $2.18; 2, $2.18; 2, $2.15; 1,
$2.18; 1, $2.19; 1, $2.14~; pt., $2.21; 51, $2.21; 1, 2.22~. No. 1 red, 2
cars, $2.17; 1, $2.16. No.2 dark northern, 1 car, $2.23; 1,$2.19; No.2,
northern, 1 car $2.13; 2, $2.11; 1, $2.10~; 4, $2.18; 2, $2.19; 1, $2.12~.
No. 3 northern, 1 car, $2.18; 3, $2.07; 2, $2.14~; 1, $2.16'; l..t $2.15.
No. 4 northern, 1 car, $2.02; 1, $2.13. No. 5 northern, 1 cal', $:&.07; J,$2.07. No. 2 mixed, 1 car, $2.09.1.1. No. 1 mixed, 1, $2.20; 1, $2.20~ ;
1, $2.20. No. 4, A, durum, 1 car, $2.15; No. 2, A. 1, $2.20~: No. 1 ·
mixed, 1, $2.16~ ; No. 1, B, 1, $2.15~ ; No. 2 mixed, 1, $2.14; No. 1
mixed, $2.17§; No.1, A, 2, $2.24§; No.2, A, l, $2.2H; No. 1, 2, $2.21;
No. 2, 2, $2.18~.
Corn: No. 3 yellow, 2 cars, $1.65; No. 6 yellow, 1, $1.58.
Oats: No. :~.white, 1 car, 67c.; 2, 70~c.; 1, 69ic.; s&mple grade, 1,
70c.; No. 4 white, 1, 68t;c.; No. 3 white, 2, 69ic.; No. 4 white, 3, 69c.;
No. 3 white, 2, 70ac.; standard white, 1, ngc.; mixed grade, 1, 68c.; No.
3 white, 2,000 bu., 70c. ; 1 cat·, 70c. ; :tTo. 4 white, 1, 70c. ; 1, 69~c. ; 1,
68~c.; 1, 68~c-; 1, 68c.
Rye: No. 1, 5 cars, $1.59~; No. 2, 15, $1.5fi!; No. 1, 2, $1.5!)~; No. 3,
1, $1.58; No. 1, 1, $1.59.1.1; No. 2, 6, $1.591; No. 1, 1, $1.59~; No. 2. 1,
$1.59; No. 1, 2, $1.5!)~ ; No 2, 3, $1.59~ ; 1, $1.64 ; 1, $1.59~.
Flax: No. 1, 2,100 bu., $4.30; 1,200, $4.2(); 1 car, $4.20; 1,000 bii.,
1
$4.23 ; 1,250, $4.24~ ; 1 car, $4.32 ; 550 bu., $4.23.
Barley: No. 4, 3 sars, 94.c; 3, 9Gc.; No. 5, 2, 9Hc.; 1, 92~c.; sample
grade, 1, 86c.; No. i>, 1. 94c.; 1. 92c.: 1, 91c.; 1, 93c.; !':ample, 1, 88c.;
8, 9~c. ; 12, 94c. ; 2, 93~c. ; 2, 96c. ; u, 93c. ; 5, 90c. ; 1, 93c. ; 4, 91c. :
1, 9tc.; 2, 95c.

It will be seen that there is a difference of several cents in
different numbers of cars of the same grade of wheat, owing to .
the fact that the grade did not represent the true milling value
of the wheat, and the miller or mixer who bought it knew it and _
paid the price. This limited .competition at Minneapolis, however, does not help the small farmer who can not ship his grain ·
directly to that market. This competition does not extend to the
country. The counti'y shipper has still to depend on the grade,
and the grade fixes the price as above.
. While we have been able to get this small concession from
the Food Administration, we have not been able to get any substantial relief from the Department of Agriculture. After aU ·
the hearings and all the agitation the Chief of the Bureau of
Markets last spring issued what he called "tentative grades"
and ordered a hearing at Minneapolis thereon. These tentati\e
grades w·ere quite an improvement, in the opinion of the wheat
growers, over the old ones. The farmers came by the hundreds
from the Northwest to the Minneapolis hearings, including the
commissioner of agriculture ·of North Dakota, 1\lr. Hagen, but
when the new grades were announced there were but very.
slight changes made in the old ones. 1\Ir. Hagen wrote to the
Chief of the Bureau of Markets and complained that the
promised relief in the tentative grades had been witbdra wn, and
the Chief of the Bureau of Markets wrote him a letter defend·
ing the new grades. The1:eupon the Public Safety Commission of
l\1innesota took a hand and wrote a letter to Mr. Brand, the
Chief of the Bureau of 1\.Iarkets, which 1 'vill print at the end of
my remarks here in the RECORD. This letter completely answers
1\Ir. Brand's contentions and shows up the opportun~ties for
undue profits on the part of the grain trade at the expense of
the farmers.
·
Last month, while I was home during the recess, I went to
Minneapolis to inquire into the administration of the grain·
standards act, and spent two days there. I visited the labora·.
tories of the Grain Inspection Ser>ice, the offices of the Federal
Grain Board of Appeals, and I went with the inspectors into
the grain cars and satv them take out samples. I visited the
board of trade, where the sales are actually made. - I examined
the model flour mill and bakery where the milling and bread·
making value of the different wheats were _testEid. While I was
there I was called to St. Paul to attend a conference at the
governor's office to consider the complaints
the administration · of· the Federal grain-standards act. It seems that an -agi·
tation had been started to reestablish the old Minnesota grades
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You can not but admit that the Federal standards el. 1917 were
arid inspection in intrastate grain traffic. The Secretary of
unjust and resulted in almost un1versal dissatisfaction to the pro·
Agriculture bad written to the governor protesting against it ducers.
Mr. Livingston, of your department, stated at the public
and suggesting a conference to adjust the differences. The gov- bearing on the tentative grades held at Inilianapolis on March 16,
.
ernor had called in the· chief inspectors {)f Duluth and Minne- 1918:
" Complaints came :from all parts of the United States regarding all
apolis and the members of the boards of grain appeals of those classes
of wheat. The least complaint was in the Pacific Northwest.
places and the public-safety commission. As a result of these bnt complaints have come from all the territory east of the Rocky
deliberations a special committee, consisting of the members of Mountains, and they came principally from country grain dealers and
the two boards of grain appeals, was appointed to consider the producers."
He made the further statement:
amendments to the Federal grain grades that should be pro" We formulated the grades which are now in effect, and when
posed on behalf of the State. This committee reported, and fixed prices and other war measure came in we received complaints
everybody except the millers."
the governor tran mitted the proposed changes, which I wilL from
We understand these compiaints, admittedly well founded, were the
also insert in the RECORD. It will thus be seen that every effort very reason why the tentative standards in No. 34 were put forth, but
has been made to obtain relief from the Department -of Agri- It now appears the-y were not adopted and that the old standards on
which these complamts were made are practically all left in force. U!
culture: Judging from our past treatment, however, we have the
producers and smaller grain dealers were not satisfied before. it fol•
.v ery little hope of any results.
lows that they are not atlsfled now. li they had just cause for com·
plaint
untler former conditions, as you appear to have recognized, why
I have called attention to these grievances at this time
they not still be complaining? You ask, "Have the farmers bi'1'D
because this very bill contains an appropriation of over $2,000,- should
given a square deal in the Federal standa.rd9 for Hard Red Spring
000 for the Bureau of Markets and $456,000 for the enforce- Wheat?" Your own department appears tQ have conceded that they
ment of the grain-standards act, and I want to give fair were not given a square deal under the 1917 grades. A they are given
the same deal now, you appear to have :mswered your own question in
warning now that if this bureau continues its unjust treatment the
negative. But to give you the benefit of the farmers' and smaller
of the wheat rai ers of the Northwest, we will have something ..,.rain dealers' answer to your question, we will state that an Inquiry was
addressed
by the chief grain inspector of Mlnne-sota to aU ot the local
to say when the next appropriation for this bureau comes up.
warebouE<es and country mills in the State, 809 in number, asking how
STATE OF MINNESOTA,
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

St. Paul, Septetnber 11, 1918.

many .favon~d the Federal grades and how many favot·ed the old Minnesota grades, with the following reSult:

Ron. CHARLES J'. BR.AND,
Percent- PercentChief of Bureau o; Markets, Washington, D. 0.
Number Number
favoring Number
ega
r:ge fa~or- NoncomRe modifications of grain standards for wheat.
WarehoUS63.
~~ Minna- noncom- :;~~~y ~~s~i~- mitt!U.
MY DEAR MR. BR.!.ND : Adverting to :J'OUr telegram af August 16, I
seta
mittal.
write to advise no action was taken at that time with respect to the
grades
grades.
grades.
grades.
adoption of Minnesota grades for Minnesota, but as a result of said
meeting the following changes and modifications in grade standards - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - ----1----~ ---have been suggestPd to me as advisable:
Line houses. . . . . . . . .
13
81 ......... .
f6.2
13.8
1. 'l'bat the &Gbclass red spring '\1\"heat be eliminated.
59
:<'43 ••••••••••
19.5
S0.5 ............
2. That the qualification ' bright" for grade No. 1 be eliminated in Farmers' houses.....
(5
f5
..............
liO
50
the bard red spring and dnrum classes, except in the subclasses dark Country m.ill9 . . . . . . .
Independent houses.
4.5
213 •••••••••.
17.4
S2.6 . ......... ·- ....
northern spring and amber durum.
25
3. That grade No. 5 be eliminated in the hard red spring and dnrnm Noncommittal.......
classes.
Total. . . . . . . . . .
182
C02
25 .................•....•..•...•
4. That the: test weight per bushel of No. 4 dark northern spring
Total percentbe • changed to 51 pounds, and that of grades Nos. 1. 2, 3, and 4,
ages............. ·-.... . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . .
22. 5
'i4. 4
3. 1
northern spring, to 57, 56, 54, and 50 pounds, respectively, and that
of No. 4 durum to 52 pounds.
5. That in the bard red ~>Pring and durum classes the percentage ·
The following is nn expression of opinion from 661 local warehou e·
of moisture permitted be inc;:eased to 15 per cent in all grades from
men in the State -of North Dakota in relation to the pre ent Federal
l ' to 4, inclusive; and that all wheat containing more than 15 per ('ent grain
grades :
_ .
moisture be classed as damp, but otherwise graded as qualified, with
statement of the percentage of moisture; in other words, that it be
s:raded in the same manner as smutty wheat.
Percent- Percent6. That in the hard red spring and durum classes the percentage
Favoring F~!g
age
age favor·
Total
of rye permitted m grades Nos 1, 2, 3, and 4 be fixed as 2, 3, 5, and 7,
Housa
Federal
sob
houses. r;:~~y ~~~respectively; and the percentage of foreign material, except rye, be
grades.
grades.
fixed at 1, 2, 3, and 5, respectively, of which not more than one-half,
grades.
grade3.
1, 2, and 4, respectively, may be other than cereal grain.
7. That in the bard red spring and durum classes the total percentage of damaged ktrnels in grades Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 be fixed at
2, 4, 10, and 15, respectively ; of which not more than two-tenths, Olle- Farmers, co-operative, and independent houses ........... .
1!:5
29.5
C61
70.5
half, 1. and 2 may consist of heat-damaged kernels.
8. That In the hard t·ed spring and durum classes the percentage
of other wheats in grades Nos. 1, 2, 3, a.nd 4 be fixed at 5, 10, 10, and
In your letter to the North Dakota commissioner you say:
10, respectively, of which not more than 2, 5, 10, and 10 may be com" I regret that the farmers or North lJakota, or any other farmers,
mon white or white club.
were
Jed to expect any particular standards. The department at no
9. That dockage be required to be divided into two classes, cereal time prior
to the actual promulgation of the standards made any stntegrains and flaxseed, to be designated as class No. 1; all other dockage ment, either
directly or indirectly, to any one Individual or group or
as class No. 2.
individuals,
any advance information as to the requirements ot
A table bas been prepared showing more succinctly the changes so the amendedgiving
standnrds. It would seem, therefore, that anyone who
suggested.
wittingly
or
unwittingly
led the farmers to expect any particular
Kindly let me bear from you as to what it is possible to do in con- standards assumed a responsibility
whlc.b dqubtless will resu lt in som()
nection with the proposed modifications.
misunderstandings."
Yours, very truly,
Ilet
us
see
if
anyone
bas
been
guUty
of giving advance information or
(Signed)
J'. A. A. BURNQUIST,
leading farmers to expect any particular standards. The Federal grade!!
Governor of Minnesota.
first became operative on August 1, 1917. In S. and R. A. No. 32. being
the promulgation of the proposed changes in these standards, the St>c[Copy of a letter to Hon. Charles J'. Brand, Chief of Bureau of Mar- retary
ot' Agriculture state that in November and December, 1917, pubkets, United States Department of Agricultm·e., Washington, D. C., lic bearings
were held to determine whether those standards satis!acan!'wering his letter to the commissioner of agriculture of the State
met existing marketing conditions. He then says :
; of 1\ortb Dakota, known as "Service and Regulatory Announcement toxily
"Advice
and
suggestions received through letters, in personal conferNo. 34."]
ences, and at the bearings, developed the fact that the standnrds for
ST. PAUL, MINN._, July 12, 1918.
wheat,
whlch
w~re formulated fo1· the requirements o! trade under norllon. CHARLES J'. BRAND,
mal competitive conditions, should be revised to meet present market
Chief of Bureau of Markets,
requirements.
i,
United- States Department ot Agricuz.ture,
"After full consl()eration of an the suggestions presented, a draft ot
Washington, D. 0.
propo ed standards bas been prepared on the basis of the suggestions,
Dl'lAR Srn: As farmers and wheat producers, we have read and con- which bad in view for the most part present marketing conditions."
sidered with much interest your letter of May 16, 1918, to the comThis " dratt of proposed standards " is S. and R. A. o. 32, and It
missioner of agriculture of North Dakota, which letter you publish follows and forms a part of the foregoing announcement of the Secre·
and distribute as " Service and Regulatory Announcements No. 34.'" tary of Agriculture. It would seem that "a draft of proposed stanrt·
It appears to have been written in reply to a letter of thP North Dakota ards" is at least in the nature of "advance Information,' and wonld
commissioner, in which he criticizes the issuing of " Service and Regu- have a tendency to lead the farmPrs to expPct the standards therein
latory Announcements No. 32," on March 5, 1918, a tentative revision proposed.- It would not appear difficult to dPtermine who has bef'n
of the official Federal graln standards for wheat, and thereafter on guilty of giving this advance information and leading farmers to expect
.April 15, 1918, after five public bearings on said proposed standards1 particular standards. and who bas thereby as umed the responsl..hi.llty
the issuing and promulgating through the Secretary of Agriculture or for some misunder!;ltandings. Whether this was done " wittingly or
.. Service and Regulatory Announcements No. 33 •• as the official grain unwfttincrly," the elfect ls the same.
standards for wheat effective J'uly 1::\, 1918. We have made a somP-I woufd like to point out a few other wide dl crepancles between S.
what careful comparison of the standards set forth in the document and R. A. No. 32, promulgating the propo ed grades, and your letter,
numbered 32, the proposed standards, and those in No. 33, the stand- which -you claim is a{>plicable thereto. In the former it is stated. ever
ards adopted, and we are as much surprised as the North Dakota com- the signature of the Secretary of Agriculture:
missioner to find that very slight changes have been made from the
"Under present abnormal conditions mixtures ot different classes ot
old Federal standards of 1917, not enough to afEord any substantial wheat, admixtures of rye and other (actors which Influence color, tc.x:·
relief from the injustices of the old standards, which were justly com- ture, and loaf volume of bread, do not play nearly o important a part
plained of by all the producers. We are still more surprised to find In the marketing of wheat as they dld under prewar conditions."
that, with. a fe~ practi~ly insignificant exceptions, none of the charges
This statement, in connection.:vith what bas al;eady be.en quoted fro~
prQposed m the tentat1ve standards have been adopted.
the same document, shows that tne standards wete to be tevised to mee.
& .. ......... .
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abnormal conditions, which conditions not only hiclude those stated but
also include the fixing of absolute prices by the Federal Administration.
These abnormal conditions all still obtain ; normal marketing condition':!
have not yet returned, nor is there any prospect that they will for some
time to come. One of these abnormal conditions is the allowance of a
considerable admixture of rye and other substitutes in flour used for
bread. But in your letter to the North Dakota commissioner, you say:
"You will agree that permitting as much as 1 per cent of rye in
No. 1, 2 per cent in No. 2, 3 p er cent in No. 3, 5 per cent in No. 4,
and 7 per cent in No. 5 is a very generous allowance and may prove
under normal marl{eting conditions, to be unsatisfactory to the great
maj~rity of our farmers who have no rye, or practically no rye, in
their wheat."
It seems to us but natural that the farmer would conclude from
Service and Regulatory Announcements No. 32 that he .was about to be
given stardards to meet abnormal marketing conditions, but your letter
appears to advise him that the standards actually adopted have been
prepared to meet normal marketing conditions.
You also state, "The presence of rye, even in small percentages,
Influences adversely the milling value of the wheat." Permit me to
call your attention to Bulletin No. 328, issued by the United States
Department of Agriculture on December 30, 1915, in which, on page
12, this statement is made:
•• The presence of rye in wheat has a detrimental ell'ect on the loaf
value, and when more than 3 per cent of this ingredient is added the
color alid texture of the bread will be indisputably injured."
We have been furnished by the board of grain appeals of this State
a report of baking tests which corroborates the foregoing statement
made by your department. These tests show that the finest and highest
grade of Pillsbury's best flour produced a loaf which graded 100 in
colot· and 100 in quality. Flour made from No. 1 dark northern spring
wheat with 3 per cent of rye added produced a loaf which graded
exactly the same-100 in color and 100 in quality. Again, flour made
from No. 1 dark northern spring with an admixture of H per cent o:l'
rye ~llld 1~ per cent of barley produced a loaf which graded 98~ in
colot· and 100 in quality. Flour made from No. 1 dark northern spring
wheat with 3 per cent of barley added produced a loaf which graderl
99~ in color and 100 in quality. - You state that allowing 1 per cent
of r.re in No. 1, 2 per cent in No. 2, and 3 per cent in No. 3 is a very
generous allowance.
·
It is certainly generous to the millers. It permits them to make
the same grade of flour from No. 3 as from No. 1 and get it for G
cents a bushel le s.
You further state that the average amount o:l' rye admixture in all
samples of all grades of hard red spring wheat examined by the department in the six :vears from 1911 to 1916, inclusive, was only one-tenth
of 1 per cent. We can not believe that you wish to be understood as
meaning that where wheat contained rye admixture it averaged only
one-tenth of 1 per cent. We assume you took as a basis all of the
wheat examined in the six years, both that containing rye and that
containing no rye, and then took the total amount of rye found and
dividing it by the total amount of wheat obtained this percentage.
This method of figuring is misleading. Many cars might contain no
rye, others a sliqht percentage, and others a considerable quantity.
What we are deatin~ with is the fact that wheat is graded down to
No. 2 when it contams 1.1 per cent of rye, and down to No. 3 when
it contains 2.1 per cent of rye, when the millers can make exactly as
good a grade of flour and receive exactly the same price 'from wheat
containing as high as 3 per cent of rye as when it contains none. As
between the producet· and the miller, who is getting the "square deal? "
The further mi sleading character of your figures is shown by bulletin No. 328. before referred to, in which the statement is made on
page 2 that an analysis of samples of wheat from the crops of 1911,
1912, and 1913 shows that rye was found in 83.1 per cent of the hard
winter wheat samples secured anfl in 39.2 per cent of the spring and
Durum wheat samples secured. You further state that if a relatively
large amount of rye were permitted in the higher grades of wheat a
strong inducement is offered to mix rye in all wheat whenever rye is
cheaper than wheat. as is usually the case. The farmer has in some
manner been led to believe that unusual conditions are now prevailing
and that the standards ought to be governed accordingly. Since the
advent of the war rye has been higher than wheat, someti=>.~:.s a dollar
a bushel higher; but the farmer finds that when he has it in his wheat,
although in such small quantity that it does not affect its milling
value, it reduces most substantially his grade and price. You say by
permitting the mixing of rye the farmer who grows and markets wheat
with little or no rye in it will be obliged to sell it on the same basis
as wheat mixed with rye, and that this would mean a discount to the
•• many" farmers who produce pure wheat in order to benefit the
relatively "few" farmers who produce wheat with rye mixture. The
bulletin of your own department, above referred to, showing that 83
per cent of the hard winter wheat samples and 39 per cent of other
wheat samples contained rye would not seem to indicate that very
many farmers produced pure wheat and that there are few farmers
who produce wheat with rye mixture; in fact this same bulletin
shows that there are no farmers who produce absolutely pure wheat.
In view of what has been said, we can scarcely understand your
statem<>nt that the present Federal grades reflect fairly and sympathetically the mi11ing valuc·s of the various qualities of bard red spring
wheat. In an open competitive market the price is what reflects the
milling value, but under fixed prices there is nothing but the grades
wl" lch can reflect th~se values. The grain corporation, in fixing the
pJ lces, appear to have assumed that the grades would fairly reflect the
1!illing value. What we said heretofore and shall say hereafter will
aunply -demonstrate that the grades do not do this.
You state that No. 1 northerf under the old Minnesota standards
P.nd No. 2 northern of tht> Federal standards are practically identical.
]'allowing this to its logical conclusion, we may conclude that No. 2
of all subclasses under the Federal grades would grade No. 1 under the
old Minnesota grades. You then state that out of 75,563 cars of hard
red spring wheat inspected August 1, 1917 to March 1, 1918, 35,225,
or 46.G2 per cent, graded No. 1 and 21,995, or 28.11 per cent, graded
'No. 2. It would seem to follow that, had the old Minnesota grades
been in force, 57,220 cars, or 75.73 per cent, would have graded No. 1.
There was then a loss of 3 cents a bushel to the producer on 21,995
cars, or 29J 1 per cent, under the Federal grades. Further analyzing
your statement, it would seem to follow that No. 3 Federal standards
wouJcl grade No. 2 under the old Minnesota grades and that No. 4
woulll grade No. 3, etc. From the records of the Minnesota Inspection
D epartment it appt-ars that one-third of the 1917 crop graded No. 1,
leaving two-thirds to grade No. 2 or less. The producers then, according to your own figures, would have received for this two-thirds of
their crop 3 cents per bushel more than under the old Minnesota
grades. In the northwestern spring-wheat belt the 1917 crop was -
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183,952,000 bushels, o:l' which two-thlrds is 122,635,666 bushels, which
at 3 cents a bushel amounts to a total loss of $3,679,039.98. It is esti·
mated that the 1918 crop will approxhnate that of 1915, which was
322,977,000 bushels, of which two-thirds is 215,318,000, which at 3
cents per bushel amounts to a loss o:l' $6,759,540, the estimated loss
on the 1918 crop. Small wonder the producers prefer to go back to the
old Minnesota grades.
Your argument . that the old Minnesota "No. 1 hard" grade was so
stringent that but a small percentage of the crops of 1911 to 1916
inclusive, got into it, is not consistent with your statement that 31.65
per cent of the 1917 crop would have gone into that grade. It seems
to us the fact that only a smaller percentage of the crop from 1911 to
1916 graded No. 1 is attributable to the quality of the crop rather than
the grade standard. Again, you state, and use as a basis for argument,
that No. 2 northern is the present commercial contract grade. This is
not correct and the argument based on it should fall with it. The contract grade is No. 2 red spring wheat. This contract grade is fixed
by the chamber ()f commerce and how it can be said that it furnlshes a
basis for figuring that the producers received a premium on their wheat
under fixed prices is beyond our comprehension. Using your owu language, did you make that statement wittingly or unwittingly? You
figured that inspection of carload lots of hard red spring wheat entitled to premium 1917-18 shows a premium above contract received
by the producer of from 1 cent to 7 cents, and you figure it on a basis
of the price of $2.14 on No. 2 northern spring. We can just as consistently take the actual contract grade No. 2 red spring at the price
of $2.12 and figure a premium of from 1 cent to 9 cents. Neither method
of figuring puts one penny more into the pocket of the producers.
As to the Federal standards enabling the seller to receive a premium;
the grain trade, as we have stated, adopts No. 2 red spring as the contract grade The seller can deliver anything above No. 3, at contract
price, but he can not collect any premium over the contract price. In
fulfillment of his contract, he can deliver No. 3, dark northern, No. 3
northern, or No. 3 red spring, but in either case he must allow a dis·
count of 5 cents a bushel. The No. 3 dark northern is at present higher
than the No. 2 red spring, yet the seller must allow a discount of 5
cents per bushel.
Again, as we have before shown, No. 3 of any of these grades, may
have been graded down on account of admixtm·e of 2.1 per cent rye,
and would make exactly as good a grade of fiour. Nevertheless, the
seller must give a discount of 5 cents per bushel. The premium under
the Federal grades appears to be going in the wrong direction.
· You appear to argue that the Federal grades are to be credited with
abolishing spread in price. You proceed to show, howevert that the result has been accomplished-as, of course, it must have oeen-by the
fixing of a fiat price by the administration on December 3, 1917. You
state that under the old Minnesota grades, a spread in price of as much
as 17 cents occurred in a single day, in No. 1 northern wheat. We find
that under the Federal grades, in a single day-August 20, 1917-....
there was a spread of 40 cents on No. 1 northern, 40 cents on No. '2
northern, and 30 cents on No. 3 northern. The records show :r much
greater range in prices from the time of the adoption of the Federal
grades to the time of the absolute fixing of prices than has ever been
known in any corresponding period.
You state that farmers and representatives of the grain-growing interests were given every opportunity to present their claims at the
various hearings, and that their suggestions have received careful consideration. Resolutions adopted by the representatives of the great
grain-growing States, to wit, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Montana, Washington, and Idaho, were presented at the Minneapolis
hearing. It was earnestly urged that 15 per cent of moisture should be
allowed in all grades. It would seem to one not an exRert that, if 15
per cent of moisture will spoil No. 1 or No. 2 wheat, it Will also spoil No.
3. It would seem that the moisture content, if not sufficient to cause
actual deterioration, should be the same in all grades. In the official
gt·ades promulgated, there was allowed in the hard red spring and
durum classes 14 per cent in No. 1 , 14~ per cent in No. 2, 15 per cent
in No. 3, and in all other classes 13§ per cent in No. 1, 14 per cent in
No. 2, and 14~ per cent in No. 3.
It was also urged that the percentage of other wheat in grades 1, 2,
and 3 should be 10 per cent. In No. 1 dark northern, if the wheat
contains 10 per cent of other hard wheats, its milling and bread-producing qualities are certainly not affected. In the grades promulgated,
only 5 per cent of other wheat is allowed in No. 1, and 10 ner cent
in all other grades, and No. 1 only admits 2 per cent of durum and 5
per cent in No. 2. Durum is an important factor in this market; why
do you ignore it?
It was urged that 3 per cent of rye or barley, either singly or in
combination, was clearly shown not to affect the milllng and bread·
producing qualities of the wheat, and that such amount should be allowed in No. 1. In the official grades, only 1 per cent is allowed in
No. 1, 2 per cent in No. 2, and 3 per cent in No. 3.
It was also urged that there 1s found in wheat large quantities of
valuable dockage, such as barley, oats, and flax, for which dockage the
producer receives nothing; and it was urged that the following clause
be added to the promulgation of official grades (which, by the way, is
the same as is provided by the Minnesota statutes) : "All dockage
having value must be noted and the amount thereof specified on the
inspector's certificate, tbe price-fixin~ board to determine the compensation to be paid for dockage havrng value." This request, which
would give the producer something for what he now gives outright to
the miller, was ignored.
These are but a few of the many amendments suggested by the graingrowin~ interests ; and we can not "find by careful comparison of the
resolutJOns presented and the grades promulgated that you have
adopted a single suggestion, either in whole .or in part.
You state that the tentative grades as published tn "Service and
Regulatory Announcements No. 32" did not represent the final views
of the department at that time, but were announced for the purpose
of securing constructive criticism and advice. The letter of the Secretarr of Agriculture, appended to the document, states that the tentath·e
reVIsion was made after 18 public hearings were held anC: after full
consideration of all the suggestions J?resented. In other words, the
grain-growing interests were led to t-elleve that the tentative standards
as promulgat~d were themselves the result of constructive criticism
and advice. It would appear that the North Dakota commissioner is
justified in asking from what source came the constructive criticism
and _ advice which led to the almost complete revocation of the proposed standards and the substantial return to the old ones, which a
member of your own department bas stated were satisfactory to no
one but the millers.
C. H. MARCH, Litchfield, Minn.,
THOS. E. CASHMAN. Owatonna, Minn.,
Members of Minnesota Public Safety Oomm1ssion.
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Mr. HAUGEN. Mr. Chairman, I yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from Oregon [Mr. SINNOTT].
Mr. SINNOTT. Mr. Chairman.,. I got this brief time to-day
during the consideration of this Agricultural bill to call to the
attention of the House some of the anomalies. inconsistencies,
and discriminations in the operation and practice of the various
departments of the Government. We were told that the Overman con olida.tion act would bring about cooperation and h.a rmony, articulation and consolidation, and all those other conditions nece sary to a proper coordination of the val'ious departments which we were so anxious to accomplish.
We are told-it is a trite saying, and the billboards have been
pJacurded all over the country with the phras~that "food will
win the war." That is one of the reasons why there is an appropriation in the Agricultural bill-H. R. 9054-now under consideration, of $27,875,353 to stimulate food production; and in the
bill which will be considered next Monday, H. R. 11945, there is
an appropriation of over $11,000,000 for the purpose of stinmlating food production.
This money is all to be expended out of the Treasury of the
United States for the announced and avowed purpose of increasing food production.
In view of the desire to increase food production the people in
my district, in Malhem· County, Oreg., supposed that they would
be permitted and encouraged to increase food production by expending their own money out of their own pockets. We have in
that county what is known as the Warm Springs in·igation district, a municipal corporation or quasi one, a political subdivision of the State. On this Warm Springs project there have
been irrigated for a number of years about 12,000 acres of land.
They have water only sufficient for pa.rtinl irrigation1 not for
full irrigation. By the expenditure of $750,000 they will fully
irrigate and increase the production on the 12,000 acres next
year 50 per cent, and in addition will irrigate in 1919 10,000 additional acres; that is equivalent to 16,000 new acres for 1919. In
the yea1· 1920 another 10,000 additional acres could be irrigated.
I Will tell you something about the fertility of the land.
Where they have been irrigating, they have raised 120 bushels
of corn to the acre. They can raise on this project from 30
to 50 bushels of wheat to the acre. If they could get the
water for next year, they would raise approximately 500,000
additional bushels of wheat or other food equivalents. They
desired to sell bonds to put this land completely under irrigation. They first went out among the neighbors, the merchants
and farmers in the county, and there were some $400,000 worth
of bonds subscribed. Then the matter was called to the attention of a bonding company in San Francisco. That company said it would take all of the bonds-$750,000 worth-so
the district applied to the Capital Issues Committee for an ap~
proval of this propo 'cd bond sale. This matter bas been taken
up by Senator CHAMBERLAIN, by Senator McNARY, and myself, and by other members of our delegation, also by the Idaho
delegation. We have had it before the Capital Issues Committee for about two months. Last Wednesday our application
was disapproved. When I first took the matter up, several
weeks ago, I was told by the secretary or the assistant secretary of the committee that everything looked favorable; that
they were waiting for a report from the '\Vest from their
agricultural agent; that they had received telegraphic information that that report was favorable. The next week I was told
that Secretary McAdoo bad issued an order or request for the
curtailment of all municipal expenditures; that no irrigationdistrict applications for bond issues would be approved unless
there were very exceptional circumstances and conditions surrounding the project. We thought thli! was an exceptional project, because it was not a new project. It was not a prospective project, but it was a going project. We would increase
the production by 50 per cent on 12,000 acres, put in 10,000
acres more next year and 10,0.00 acres the following year. I
was informed last Wednesday that our application ha<1 been
rejected. I was first told prior to that that it might interfere
with the liberty-loan drive. Our people do not want to do a
thing to interfere with war activities or the liberty-loan drive.
So our people promised, and the bonding company agreed, not
to resell those bonds until the liberty-loan drive was in the
clear, but notwithstanding that the application was rejected.
I was told last Wedne day that one of the reasons was that
the War In<lustries Board bad made a special reque t that this
application should be rejected so that raw material might be
conserved. There wi:.l be -.ery little raw material used. All
we need to do this fall is to build a dam. We have the necessary material there on the ground ; we will need a little cement
and we can get that from Utah, aml I so informed the Capital
Issues Committee. There will be ah.·olutely no interference
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with any of the war activities or with the next liberty-loan
drive, and it seems to me it we had the proper cooperation,
the proper harmony between the various departments that a
project like this would be approved. It has been app1:oved by
the Reclamation Service. The Director of the Reclamation
Service sent in the strongest kind of indor ement to the Capital
Issues Committee. Secretary Lane has twice requested that
there be an appropriation by the Congress in order to take up
the work upon this particular project. We do not want to
interfere with the war-time activities or the next liberty loan
yet it seems to me it is a strange anomaly when in the bill unde;
consideration $27,000,000 are appropriated out of the public.
Treasury and $11,000,000 in the bill to be considered next l\Iouday, all to increase food production, to deny the people in my
district, the Warm Spring Irrigation District, the riaht, the
privilege of going into their own pockets and spending their own
money in a way that will increase next year wheat production
by 500,000 bushels, or other food equivalents.
It seems to me that the various departments lack that harmony, that coordination and cooperation, or articulation, what·
ever you may wish to call it, that we should have in order to
increase our food production, when such a project as the Warm
Springs District is disapprove(]. You would think that the
Government would gladly avail itself of this opportunity to increa e food production, especially as it will not cost the Treasury one cent, whereas the two bills before the House call for
nearly $40.000,000 out of the Treasury.
·
That is not the only anomaly and discrimination to which I
wish to direct your attention. The approval of a seven hundred
and fifty thousand dollar bond issue, not costing the Govern·
ment one cent, is refused to the people of my di trict and State.
This has been a dream of theirs for years, that they shall have
increased irrigation in this section, that they hall enlarge an
oasis in a semidesert and raise alfalfa, hogs, wheat, and other
food products, and they are willing to pay for that out of their
own pockets, not asking one cent out of the Treasury of the
United States. That, however, is refused. On the other hnnd,
listen to this: Here I have a copy of the Washington Post of
September 8, with the e headlines:
McAdoo may lend the B. & l\1.
land traruportation difficulties.

20,000,000.-Plans to end New Eng-

I wonder how much raw 1paterial that will take. SurelY.
more than ·our little irrigation district.
It is proposed to take $20,000.000 out of the Treasury of the
United States, and Secretary McAdoo is willing to advance that
to the Boston & Maine Raill'oad. Yet in my district we are denied the privilege of pending our own m'Oney to increa e the
food production. The article ays :
Mr. McAdoo also sa.id he thought be could safely promise that New
England would not see a renewal of the transportation difficulties of the
past winter. A plan for the rehabilitation of the Bo. ton & Maina
Railroad with the aid of a loan of 20,000,000 from the Railroad
Administration was announced by William G. McAdoo.

How much raw material will that $20,000,000 rehabilitation
take?
I shall insert the article from the Washington Po. t in the
RECORD. Here it is :
M'ADOO YAY LEND

n.

& M. TWENTY MILLION-PLANS TO E:-iD NEW ENGLAND

TRANSPORTATION DIFFICULTIES.
BosTON, September 7.

A plan for the rehabilitation of the Bo ton & Maine Railroad, with
the aid of a loan of $2Q..OOO.OOO from the Railroad Administration, was
announced by William u. 1\IcAdo{), Director General of Railroads, while
on · a tour of inspection of New England roads to-day. Mr. McAdoo
also said he thought he could safely promise that New England would
not see a renewal of the transportation ditlicultles of the past winter.
Interest on the money advanced to Boston & Maine, the Director
General said, would be secured by mortgage bonds nnd trust funds,.
and approval of substantially all of the stockholdeL'S would be necessary before the plan could be put into effect.
"As now pr~ ented,'' Mr. McAdoo sald, "the plan contemplates
consolidation into one &ystem of the Boston & Maine and its chief and
proprietary lines, the bolder of approximately 30,000,000 guaranteed
stock of leased lines, receiving ln exchange preferred tock or Boston
& .Maine bearing during fi\e rears four-{ifths of the old rate of dividends
and thereafter the present rate of divlllends.
•• This al.'rang~ment will r due~ the fixed charges upon the system
approximately 2,500,000 rer annum, anu Jay a needed uas1. for a
mortgage . ecuring. on equa terms, all outstanding bonus and notes and
provide a marain J'or any needed future issues.
" It is chiefly upon the security or bonds secured by such mortgage
that the Government is now askt>d to advance approxiinately $20,000,000
necessary to carry out the plan of reorganization.
"Without such t•eorganization the B{)ston & Maine and its subsidiaries will contin'Qe to ue seriously handicapped in raisin~ funds for
imnrovement on the properties absolutely required in the pub ic interest
''The Director General has decided to ad vane the necessary ra h ot
about $20,000,000 upon a rea onable interest ba i , ecurt'd by the mortgage bonds and trust funds, the general d taUs to the plan to be, how·
ever. in all respects satisfactory to the Director General.
·
"The Director General will not support the plan unless it is aP"~
proved by substantially all of the stockholders affected thereby."
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Furthermore, I wish to state this, that in my opinion the
Capital Issues Committee has no juTisdiction o\er this matter.
Mr. W ASO ... :r. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
That promise to the Bo ton & Maine Railroad was made two
da. . before the Maine election.
Mr. SINNOTT. Yes; the Maine election was September 9.
I asked one of the directors of the Capital Iss.ues Committee,
"What is vom~ authority to pass on this bond issue?" He said
it is the sr)irit of the act. I asked him to point out the specific
lan!nm(Te in this act that gives him any jurisdiction over a politi~al ~bdivision of a State, over a municipal corporation, and
he admitted to me that there was no specific autho1·ity in the
act but said it was the spirit of the act. I told him that the
peo'ple of my district, if necessary, would forego their ambition,
and whether the matter was covered by the language of the
act or not, we were willing to stop oue activities; we were willing to forego our ambition to build up our country at least
while the war was on if that in any way embanassed, hampere~
or militated against war activities. But I could not and can
not ·ee how the sale of $750,000 worth of bonds could in any
wa:v embarrru;s the Government. It is an insignificant sum in
corilparison to the $40,000,000 appropriated in these two billsin ·ignificant in compari on to the proposed loan of $20,000,000
to the Boston & Maine Railroad, and besides it does not come
from the Treasury of the United States.
The CHA.IRl\1AN. The time of the gentleman from Oregon
has expired.
Mr. SINNOTT. I ask the gentleman to yield me two minutes more.
l\Ir. HAUGEN. l\Ir. Chairmru1, I yield the gentleman two
minute. more.
l\Ir. SINNOTT. Here is the language of the act:
The committee may • • • pa.s upon and determine whether it
Is compatible with the national interests tbut there should be ~old
• ·~ .:. securities hereafter issued by any person, firm, corporation,
or aRsociation • * •.

It takes no lawyer to know that the term "corporation," as
u. ·ell in the act, does not embrace a municipal corporation such
a. <lll irrigation district. Last Wednesday I asked one of the
directors of the Capital Issues Committee to give me the reasons
in writing why this project was turned down. He said, very
courteously, that the act only requires them to find that it is
not compatible with the national interests. '
I told Wm I felt that the people in my district were entitled
to know the reason why this great project was turned down
and rejected. He promised to write me. That was last Wedne <lay. I have not received a word from that day to this as to
the reason why this project has been turned down. except what
l1e orally told me. Gentlemen, when we are asked to create
the e committees and commissions we should be more circumspect in the future than we have been in the past. We have actually been creating Frankinsteins in our governmental activities
and departments to arise to plague us.
1\Ir. CIUSP. "rm the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. SINNOTT. I will.
1\Ir. CRISP. I just want to state to my colleague that I was
on the Ways and 1\leans Committee that framed the law creating the Capital I sues Committee, and my recollection of what
transpired was that the question came up as to whether this
Capital Issues Committee would have control of securities or
bonds to be issued by States or subdivisions, and it was agreed,
and Secretary McAdoo stated, they would not have.
l\Ir. SINNOTT. I am glad to have my opinion confirmed by
the gentleman from Georgia, Judge 0RISP, a member of the committee, and a noted jurist before his election to Congress, and I
shall add that other members of the Ways and Means Committee
expressed to me the same view. The whole text of the act
shows that they hm·e no jurisdiction over municipal or bond
issues by political subdivisions of a State, but notwithstanding
that if it is nece sary to conduct the war that we should abandon
this project we are willing to do it, but we certainly are entitled
to hnYe the reasons in writing why a project like this is turned
down. [Applause.]
The CHAIRl\lAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
1\Ir. HAUGEN. I yield to the gentleman from Minnesota
[1\:Ir. VoLSTEAD].
l\lr. VOLSTEAD.

l\lr. Chairman, I only desire to ask leave
to extend my remarks in the llEconn.
Tl'le CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from 1\J,innesota? [Afte-c a pause.] The Chair hears
none.
Mr. HAUGEX l\Ir. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman from
Iowa [Mr. R AliSEYER].
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1\.Ir. RA111SEY"ER.

1\Ir. Chairman, last l\1ay a year ago I addressed the House at some length on the revenue bill that was
then before it. You will remember that at that time the administration's estimate of the first year's cost of the war was
$3,800,000,000. The \Vays and l\Ieans Committee reported out
a bill to raise $1,800,000,000 by taxation-a sort of 50-50 proposition; that is, to raise half by tn.xation ancl half by the sala
of bonds.
There were a few gentlemen in this House, myself among
them. who thought a much larger sum should and could be
raised by taxation. l\1y reasons for that position were stated
in my speech of May 14, 1917. We did not get very far then,
except we did suc-ceed in materially raising the taxes on incomes. In that speech I said in part :
The chief sources for additional taxes at this time should be from
the following :
1. A tax that will take substantially all of the special war profits.
2. Increase the rate of income tax, with a shar·p progression in rates
as incomes become larger to 100 per cent of all incomes after a certain
fixed a.mount.
3. High consumption taxes on all luxuries.

In his special me sage to Congress. President Wilson, on 1\Iay
27, 1918, recommended the same sources for additional taxes in

the following statement:
We shall naturally turn, therefore, I suppose, to war pl'Otits and incomes and luxuries.

The President's statement is more condensed than mine, but
he is driving at the same thing that I did over a year before.
After the revenue bill left the House last May a year ago
conditions grew worse in Europe, owing to the disintegration ofRussia. It became evident that we would have to take a larger
part in the war than was first anticipated. So, by August, 1917~
the administration raised its estimate of the first year's cost of
the war from $3,800,000,000 to nearly $12,000,000,000, exclusiYe
of our loans to the allies. The estimate for this year's cost of
the war is $24,000,000,000. Last year some gentlemen argued
that business could not stand to raise more than $1,800,000,000
bv taxation. This year these same gentlemen make the same
a.Ssertions about this bill to mise $8,000,000,000.
r realize as fully as anyone that the taxing power should not
be carried to the extent of killing off industries and business.
To successfully prosecute war, industries must be maintained
at the highest point of efficiency and productivity. Then, too,
after-the-war conditions must be taken into consideration, so
when peace comes we can compete with other nations in the
markets of the world. Urueasonable profits are being made by
many as the result of the war. This fact has been repeatecllY.
called to the attention of Congress. Profiteering runs "impudently rampant " in many industries. The Trade Commission
in its report to the Senate of June 27, 1918, pointed out many
flagrant cru;es of profiteering. Concerning the packers, this report says:
However delicate fl definition Is framed for "profiteering," these
packers have preyed upon the people unconscionably.

'Ve say all kinds of mean things about the "profiteer," but
what tloes be care, so long as he is ieft undisturbed in the enjoyment of his unholy profits? I believe this bill will get some
of them, and I congratulate the committee on reporting out a
bill as good as this one. It is a great improvement over the
one passed by Congress a year ago. We must raise just as
much of the war's cost as we possibly can by taxation. To
raise all the cost of the war by taxation is now impossible..
The balance will be raised by the sale of bonds to the people.
The less we finance the war by bonds and the more by taxation the sooner will we be relieved from its financial burdens
after the war. The only time to get war profits is during the
war. When the war is over that source of revenue will be
gone. We should take all the war profits over a fair return on
the investment in that h."ind of business.
I supported this bill as I have supported every measure for
the successful and vigorous prosecution of the war. Recently
Congress placed at the disposal of the adminish·ation all t.he
manhood of the country from 18 to 45. Now, there should be
no hesitancy to back those men with every dollar in the country. The men at the front who are risking their lives should
not be required to pay off a tremendous debt when they come
back, when that debt can be greatly reduced by placing heavy
taxes on war profits, incomes, and luxm·ies.
Although this bill is four times larger thnn the last one, l
have not received a single protest against it. The people are
united in the common purpose to win the wru·. They want the
taxes just as high as possible without the destruction of industry and bu~iness. They want e\ery man and every dollar dedi·
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cated to the accomplishment of a decisive \ictory o-rer Germany. [Applause.]
WAR

LEGISL~TIOY.

1\Ir. Chairman, my service as a Member of this body began
March 4, 1915. The European war had then b~en raging for
six months. Our Nation by formal declaration became a belli gerent April 6, 1917. Since that time I have not rast a single
partisan vote -in th·~ body, nor have I made a single partisan
utterance in or out of Congress.
The winning of the war is the supreme and paramount issue.
Win the war we must and we wilJ. The Nation's attitude is.
the same as was the attitude of the North during the Civil War.
Here let me quote words of the immortal Lincoln, June 16,
1864:
We accepted this war for an object, for n. worthy object, and the war
will end when that object is attained. Under God I hope it will never
end until that time. • • • This war has taken three years.
• •
• I say we are going through on this line if it takes three
years more

· That is the spirit of America to-day-to fight, at whatever
cost and sacrifice, until the worthy object for which we entered
the war is attained. We will stand back of our gallant and
brave boys at the front until German militarism is wiped off
the fuce of the earth. The heart of the Nation has but one purpose, to unite and make triumphant free peoples and free institutions over autocracy and militarism. There will be no end
to this war until that is accomplished.
Before our entrance into the war I voted for all preparedness
measures recommended by the War and Navy Departments.
Every law written on the statute books for the increase of the
Army and Navy and every dollar appropriated therefor had my
support. ,V. Ray Loomis, assistant superintendent of the document room, House of Representatives, has compiled the public
laws and resolutions for the increase of the AJ.·my and Navy of
the Sixty-fourth Congress with bearing on the trans-Atlantic
war, which I shall append to my remarks. I voted for every
one of them.
Since the war Congress convened, on April 2, 1917, to September 1, 1918, there have been enacted by Congress, with the
approval of the President, 39 public resolutions and 210 public
laws. Of these, 17 public resolutions and 113 public laws are
classed as war measures. I shall append to my remarks a list
of the 17 public resolutions, for all of which I voted. I shall
also append a list of the 113 public laws bearing on or as a
result of the war, all of which had my support and \Ote except
one railroad bill.
This has been an arduous session. Besides the legislation
which requires careful study and consideration there is an
unusual amount of work which falls to the lot of a Congressman. On account of the war a thousand people have come into
vital contact with the Federal Government where there was one
before. New questions have arisen, and the people naturally
turn to their Congressman at Washington, whom they know.
Scores of complicated questions are pending and new ones continually arising. Questions concerning railroads, car shortage,
operation of mines, labor shortage on farms, Food Administration rules, Fuel Administration regulations, and so forth, are
referred to the Congressman. Almost daily there are requests
for aid in getting allotments and allowances for the dependents
of soldiers and sailors. This service is most gladly rendered,
ns it is for the relief of the loved ones of the men who are at the
front fighting our battles "over there."
Day by day come letters and telegrams for information concerning the dead, wounded, and missing. Before me are two,
typical of many:
- - - - - - , o f Company---, Regiment---, American Expeditionary Forces, is by rumor reported either killed or died in a hospital. Can you find out from the department and wire me at once?

Some of these rumors upon investigation are unfounded, and
a word from the War Department to that effect relieves the
anguish aml c:lish·e s of a parent or a wife and their friends.
Another:
We know you are very busy but we need a little help. We don't
J.rnow who to ask so we ask you, as you are our representative. Our son
- - - - - - , Company - - - ---Infantry, crossed overseas in
April and we haven't _heard from him slnc;e, and we thought maybe you
could help us locate hllll. Please help us if you can.

Tl1is is a part of the individual work which a Congressman
does most cheerfully for the people of his own district, which
requires time and vital energy to do, as well as to learn to do
well. In these times when the choicest blood of the Nation is
being spilled, we must remember that the burdens we bear and
the acrifices we make are as nothing compared to what our boys
in Europe are doing and sacrificing for our common counb·y.
All must work, sacrifice, and suffer.
The President and Congress have worked together during this
emergency with a spirit of cooperation and unanimity never
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before known in the history of the world. The President has
publicly attested to this upon more than one occasion, the last
time being 1\fay 27, 1918: "I have admired the work of this
session. The way in which the two Houses of Congress have
cooperated with the Executive has been generous nnd admirable." This spirit should prevail until victory is ours.
The work of the Navy in this war has been remarkable. The
achievements of the Navy have silenced all critics. The transportation of nearly 2,000,000 soldiers over a sea infested with
deadly submarines, with the loss of so few soldiers, is next to
the miraculous. The building up of a large Army, too, although
slow at first, is in keeping with American traditions and American initiative and genius. 1\Iistakes ha_v e been made, it is true;
but faihires~ outside of the production of aeroplanes, l1ave
been few.
What American heart has not been thrilled by what has occurred on the west fron~ the past 70 days. It was the initiative
and courage of American soldiers that turned the tide at Chateau Thierry and Belleau Woods, and that gave us the victory
at St. l\fihiel. Long will their heroic deeds be remtembered by
-all lovers of freedom. The tide has turned and forward and
onward will be the march of the allied armies until there will
be possible for all the peoples of this earth governments " of
the people., by the people, and for the people." [Applause.-]
LAWS O!i' SIXTY-FOUltTH CONGRESS WITH BiilARING 0::-i TRANSATLA~TIC

WAR.
(Prepare<l by W. Ray Loomis, assistant superintendent document room,
House of Representatives.)
Anl\IY,

No. of Law.
Public, 83. Army reorganization (national defense act).
Public, 56. Establishing medal of honor roll.
Public, 79 . .Authority to issue supplies to military schools and colleges.
Public, 69. Inc1·easing cadets at West Point.
Public, 92 . .Appropriating $200,000 for National Guard.
Public, 133. Urgent deficiency appropriations, Army and Navy.
Public, 191. Military Academr appropriations (1st sess.).
Public, 242 . .Army appropriations (1st sess. ).
Public, 309. Appropriations for fortifications.
Public, :H9. Authority to transfer certain retired officers to active li:;;t.
Public resolution, 11. .Authority to increase enlisted men for Mexican
campaign.
Public resolution, 23. Drafting of militia into Regular .Army.
Public resolution, 32. Relief of homesteaders in Mexican campaign .
Public resolution, 35. Amending national defense act relatiye to r eseryc
officers' training camp .
NOTE.-Provision for creation of Council of National Defense embodled in Public, 242.
NAVY.
Public, 18. Increasing midshipmen at Annapolis.
Public, 113. Authority for building two submarines (specia l type).
Public, 241. Naval appropriations (1st sess.).
Public, 391. Naval appropriations (2d sess.).
Public r esolution 56. Appro11riating $150,000,000 to peed ·war prep3r~
tions.
P UBLIC RESOLUTIONS E .-ACTED FRO:II APRIL 2, 1917, TO SEPTEliBER 1,
1918, AND CLASSED AS WAR MEASURES.
No. L Declaring war on Germany. (S. J. Res. 1.) April G, 101i.
No. 2. Authority to seize enemy vessels. (S. J. Res. 42.) May 12,
1917.
No. 3 . .Authority to Red Cross to erect temporary buildings. ( S. J.
Res. 61.) Mar 22, 1917.
No. 4. Permission to War Department to erect buildings on Smithsonian grounds. (H. J. Res. 94.) June 9, 1917.
No. 5. Relating to eligibility of retired Army engineer offi cers. (S.
J. Res. 70.) June 15, 1917.
No. 6. Excusing soldiers and sailors from assessment work on
mining claims. (S. J. Res. 33.) July 17, 1917.
No. 7. Suspending labor requirements of owners of mining claims
during war. (S. J. Res. 7 .) October 5, 1917.
No. 8. Authorizing land purchases by Ordnance Bureau, '\ar Department
(H. J. Res. 162.) Octobet· 6, 1017.
No. 9. Declaring war on Austria-Hungary. (S. J. Res. 111.) December 7, 1917.
No. l 0. Extending time for filing applications under soldiers· insurance act. (S. J. Res. 128.) February 12, 1918.
No. 11. Allowing applications for war-risk insurance by soldiers'
relatives. (S. J. Res. 133.) April 2, 1918.
No. 12. Relating to quotas of first-class drafted men.
(S. J. lles.
123.) May 16, 1918.
No. 13. Providing tor Army regist::-ation and dt•aft of men reaching
age of 21 years since June 5, 1917. (S. J. Res. 124.) May 20, 1!H8.
No. 14. Emergency rent-profiteering law for District of Columbia.
(S. J. Res. 152.) 1\Iay 31, 1918.
No. 15. For readmission of aliens to United States after discbm·gc
in foreign service. (IT. J. Res. 255.) June 29, 1018.
No. 10. Authorizing transfer of Nobel peace fund of nooscvelt to
war worl{, \H. J. Res. 313.) .July 12, 1918.
No. 17. Wire-control act. (IT. J. Res. 309.) July 16, l!HS.
APfliT, ~. l!H7, TO SEPTEliCER 1, 1918, AXD
CLASSED AS W Alt :\IE SURES.
Ko. L General ueficiency appropriations. (D. R. 12.) Apr!! 17, 1917.
No. 2. War bonds, seven billions, authority to issue. (H . R. 2TG2.)
April 24, 1917
No. 3 . .Assignment of Fleet Nayal Reserve to acth·e duty. (II. n.
1771.) April 25, 1917.
No. 4. For extension of minority enlistment , naval service. (H. R.
2008.) April 25, 1917.
No. G. In crease of midshipmen at Annapolis. (B. R. 233!>.) April
25, 1917.
l'VBLIC LAWS EXACTED ll'ROll
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No. G. Increase age limit for officers, Naval Reserve. (~. R. 2340.)
April 25, 1917.
No. 7. Relating to foreign enlistments in United States.
(H. R.
2893.) May 7, 1917.
No. 8. Army appropriations. (II. r ... 13.) May 12, 1917.
.No. 9. War Army bill, draft and selective service. (H. R. 3J45.)
May 18. 1917.
No. 10. Relating to enlistments in Naval Reserve Corps. {II. R.
2337.) May 22, 1917.
No. 11. Increase enlisted strength of Navy and Marine Corps. (H. R.
3340.} May 22, 1917.
No. 12. Military Academy appropriations.
(H. R. 14.)
:May 29,
1917.
No. 13. Car-service regulations. (H. R. 328.) May 29, 1917.
No. 14. Wur-risk insurance for seamen. (S. 2133.) June 12, 1917.
No. 15. Issuance of rifles to State troops. (S. 995.) June 14, 1917.
No. 16. Army aD£1 Navy deficiency appropriations. (H. R. 3971.]
Jnne 15. 1D17
No. 17. ~uppre·slon of el'lpionage. (H. R. 2.01.) Junt- 15, 1917.
No. 18. Condemnation of land for Army. ( S. 2453.) July 2, 1917.
No. 1U . Aeronautics personnel an<1 appropriations.
(ll. R. 53:.!6.)
July ~4, 1!)17.
~o. 20. Authority to acquire aviation training sites, San Diego, Cal
(B. R. 4892.) July 27, 1917.
No. 21. Relief of homesteaders 1n military or naval service.
(S.
1811.) July 28, 1917.
No. 22. Protection of f}csert-lancl enb:ymen In Army or Navy. (El. R .
3331.) August 7, 1917.
No. 23. For priority or railroad shipments and control of train service. (S. 235G.) August 10, 1917.
No. 24. Foo<l-!>urvey a.uthori7.atlon. (H. R 418!5.) August 10, 1917.
No. 25. Food-control authorization. (H. R. 4961.) August 10, 1917.
No. 26. War bonds, authority for second liberty-loan issue. (H. R.
51>01.) September 24, 1917.
No. 27. Creating aircraft board. (S. 2705.) October 1, 1917.
No. 28. Authority to explore tor nitrates and potassium. {S. 2156.)
October 2. 1917.
No. 29. War-revenue measure. (B. R. 4280.) October 3, 1917.
No. 30. Providing repatl'iation of citizens in armies of allies. ( S.
2G33.) October 5, 1917.
No. 31. Providing for Navy air-station sJte at Cape :May, N. J. (S.
2437.) October 6, 1917.
No. 32. Urgent deficiency measure appropriating $5,35G,G66,016.
·(n. R.. 5!149.) Ot'tober 6, 1!>17.
No. 33. Allowing de-pendents to receive pay while absent abroad. (S.
2883.) October 6, 1017.
No. 34. RegulBting use of explosives during war.
(EI. R. 3932.)
October 6, 1917.
No. 35. Providing for property lost by seamen.
(H. R. 5647.)
October 6, Hl17.
No. 36. Permission to take public-land affidavits before military authorities. (H. R. 5082.) October 6, 1917.
No. 37. Permitting coastwise tmde by foreign vessels. ( El. R. 6175.)
October 6, 1917.
No. 38. Providing six months' gratuity to dependents of deceased
sailors in Navy. (H. R. G306.) October 6, 1f)17.
No. 39. Providing comm1ssions in Army staff corps nnd removing age
limits of Resen·e Corps officers requiring discharge.
(H. R. 6350.)
October G, 1917.
No. '40. Extending liquor and immorality sections of Army draft Jaw
to Navy. (H. R. 6362.) October G, 1917.
No. 41. Pre cribing court-martial procedure in Navy. (H. ll. G363.)
October 6, 1917.
No. 42. Appointing chaplains at large in Army. (S. 2527.) October
6, Ull7.
No. 43. Preventing publication of military inventions.
(S. 2531.)
October 6, 1917.
No. 44. Relating to Medical and Dental Corps.
(H. R. 4897.)
October 6, 1917.
No. 45. Fixing 40 cents as commutati,)n price for rations in Navy.
~ (B. K 56L.:.6.)
October 6, 1917.
No. 46. EstabltRhing ne~ ...atings for engtnemen, blacksmiths, etc., tn
Navy. (H. R. 5648.} October 6, 1917.
No. 47. Distrlhution of Cavalry units In Army, providing for. (H. R.
5918.) October 6, 1~17.
No. 48. Providing military and naval insurance.
(H. n. 5723.)
October 6, 1917.
No. 49. Regulating trading with enemy. (EI. n. 4960.) October- 6,
1917.
No. 50. Increaslnrr Naval Academy enrollment. (Il. R. 6967.) December 20, 1917.
No. 51. Authority for absence of homesteaders during war for farmlabor requirements. (8. 233-1.) December 20, 1917.
:-:o. 52. Authority to call Philippine forces into war service. ( Il. R.
'16~7.)
January 2G. 1918
· No. 53. Authority fo1· marines to serve under Dominican Republic.
:<s. 3006.) February 1L, 1918.
No. 54. Providing foL' housing and lands for shipyard and munition
workers. (S. 389.) March 1, 1918.
Ko. 55. Civil-rights law for soldiers and sailors.
(H. R. 6361.)
lin reb 8, 1918.
No. G6. Authority to grant furloughs in Army for agriculturnl nod
otl!Pr necessary pursuits. (S.. 3471.) :March 16, 1918.
No. 57. Day.lgbt-saving law. (S. 1854.) March 19, 1918.
I No. 58. Railroad-control law. (S. 3752. ) March 21, 1918.
' No. 59. Urgent-deticiency appropriations (second of session). {Il. R.
9867.) March 28, 1918.
N(}. 60. Permitting shipment of petroleum on vessels.
(S. 1546.)
Mnrch 29, 1918-.
No. 61. Providing disposal of effects of dec<>ased sailors. (S. 3129.)
Mnt·ch 29, 1918.
No. 62.. To nay Navy firemen additional 3.3 cents per diem. (S. 3130.)
Mnrch 29, 1918.
!'llo. G3. To pay gun pointers and captains in Navy while absent. (S.
3445.) March 2D. 1Dl8.
No. 64. Authority to appoint officers, Philippine Scouts.
(0. R.
0571.) March 30, 1918.
No. 65. Restoring discharged enlisted men to former grades if discharged to accept commissions. (H. R. 9903.) March 30, 1!:}18.
No.. 66. Autb01·ity to discharge recalcitrant Navy officers. (S. 3404.)
.April 2. 1918.
No. 37. Reducing instruction period at Naval Academy to thrw years.
~(S. 3401.)
April 2, 1918,

No. 68. Third liberty loan authorization.
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' J;. ~·9. War Finance Corporation law. (S. 3714.) April 5, 1918.
. No. 70. To appoint additional Assistant Secretaries of War. (Il. R.
9352.) April 6, 1918.
No. 71. Regulating pay of retired chief warrant officers, Navy. (S.
3400.) April 10, 1918.
No. 72.. Relating to condemnation of land for nitrate and munition
plants. (S. 39n4.) April 11, 1918.
No. 73. Providing for quarters for officers In field ot• abroad. (S.
3863.) April 16, 1918.
No 74. Delegating powers for suppression of espionage among
women enemy aliens. (H. R. 9504.) April 16, 1918.
No. 75 Relatin~ to military training in colleges and to Reserve
Officers' Training corps. ( S. 3528.) April 17, 1918.
No. 76. Allowin~ indemnities to France for damages caused by Amer•
lean forces. (B. R. 9901.) April 18, 1!>18.
No. 77. Preventing Interference with use of homing pigeons.
(S.
39 0.) April 19, 1918.
No. 78. Sabotage law, preventing destruction of war materials, etc.
(S. 383.) April 20, W18.
No. 79. To pay traveling expenses In Army when "on duty under
competent orders." (H. R. 9163.) April 20, 1918.
No. 80. To pl'Omote officers temporarily when filling vacancies o~
officers to higher grades in Regular Army. (B. R. 9902.) Aprll 20,
1918.
No. 81. For transportation of' shipyard employees. CS. 3388.) April
22.. 1018.
No. 82. Silver coinage law. (S. 4292.) April 23, l!H8.
No. 83. Appropriating $1,000,000 for ordnance testing in Navy..
<H. R. 10783.) April 26, 1918.
No. 84. Relating to naturalization laws and giving cftizensblp to
aliens m Army. (H. R. 3132.) :May 9, 1918.
No. Su. Authority to sell war supplies- to any person or allied nation.
{S. 3803.) .May 10, 1918.
No. 86. Re-lating to creWS" of vessels. (S. 1545.) May 11. 1918.
No. 87. Fixing age limits at Naval Academy. (S. 3402..) May 14,
1918.
No. 88. Authority for llousing for war needs. (H. R. 10265.) May
16. 1918.
No. 8!>. Amending espionage net to prevent interference with conduct
of war. (H. R. Ri!5'iJ.) May 16. 1918.
No. 90. Amending war-risk act for Eoldiers and sailors. (H. R.
11245.) l\lay 20. Hll8.
No. 91. Authorizing President to reorganize Govemmcnt departments, bureaus, and agencies. ( S. 3771.) May 20, 1918.
No. 92. Permitting banks t(} contribute · to Red Ct·oss. (S . . 391b)'
Ma:v 22. 1918.
No. 93. P~ssport-regulation law to require rl,!tid restrictions ia
departure from or entt·y to country during wat·. (H. n. 10264.) l\lay
22. 1918.
No. 94. Postponing enforcement of alley-housing law in District ot
Columbia until after war. (H. R. 11628.) l\lay 23. 1918.
~. 95. For prohibition In Hawaii during war.
{S. 3!>35.) l\1ay !!3,
4
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No. 96. Providing for appointment of one Army chaplain to every
1,200 soldiers. (S. 4409.) May 25, 1918.
No. 9i. Additional urgent deficiency appropriations. (H. R. 12~80.)'
June 4 1918.
No. 98. Requiring numbering and recording of undocumented vessels.
(S. 154!>.) June 7, 1918.
No. 99. Aids to navigation. (H. R. 11284.) June 20, 1918.
No. 100. Amending war-risk insurance act for soldiers. (~. 4482).
June 25, 1918.
w~3: 101. Rehabilitation of disabled soldiers.
(S. 4557.) June !!.71

10 ~&·

102. Military Acndemy appropriations.

(H. R. 11185.)

June 2711

No. 103. Naval appropriations. (H. R. 10854.) July 1, 191M.
No. 104. Fortifications and munitions appropriations. ( 8. R. 12541) ..
July 8, 1!>18.
.
No. 105. Protecting uniforms of friendly nations. (B. H. 11247.):
July 8, 1D18.
lOG. General deficiency appropriations. (H. R. 12600.) July 8,
19
No. 107. Fourth liberty loan authorization. (H. ll. 12580.) July 9,.
1918.
No. 108. Army appropriations. (H. R. 12.'281.) July 9, 1918.
No. 100. Providing marine insurance for foreign vessels operated by
Shipping Board. I H. R. 11048.} July 11. 1918.
.
No. 110. Amending sbtpgtng act as to controlling interests of mer..
chant vessels. (H. R. 121 0.) July 15, 1!H8.
No. 111. Granting powers for regulation of ocean freight rates and
for requisitioning of vessels. (H. R. 12099.) July 18, 1918.
No. 112. Authorizing importation of Red Ct•oss articles tree of duty.
(B. n. 12704.) August 31, 1918.
No. 113 Extending draft ages below 21 and above 31 years to include all between ages of 18 and 45 years. (H. R. 12731.) August 31,
1918.

f3:

Mr. HAUGEN. Mr. Chairman. I yielc115 minutes to the g~n
tleman from Pennsylvania [1\Ir. RoRBINs].
1\.fr. ROBBINS. Mr. Chairman, I llesire to ask unanimous
consent to revise and extend my remarks, and to also ask that I
may not be interrupted in the limited time which has been gfv~n
me.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Pennsylvnnia? [After a pause.] The Chait·
hears none.
Mr. ROBBINS. l\!1·. Chairman, I wish to <levote the time·
which is given me this afternoon to discussing- the unfair distri·
bution of war encampments and \var activities between the
Stutes of the North and the South. and to make some C'()mments
upon the preparation that Pennsylvania has made and the work
this great Commonwealth is carrying on in aWing the Federal
Government in the prosecution of this great war.
1\lr. Chairman, I wish to invite the attention of the Members
pf the House to what I consider as unfair discrimination against
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the great State of Pennsylvania, which I hnve the honor in
part to represent in this Congress, in the matter of the distribution of war encampments and war industrial plants and the
resulting expenditures of money in the States wherein these
war activities are located. I make no invidious comparisons
when I say of the Commonwenlth of Penpsylvania and her citizens that there may be other States that are as Joyal and other
people that are as thoroughly backing the administration in
thi.5 war, but there are none that are doing more toward winning
this war.

In these remarks no reference is made to naval activities,
because su·ch might give information to the enemy, and the locations of these are generally controlled by harbor facilities, labor
conditions, and special circumstances, but the matter of war
activities and the location of encampments has already been
made public.
The War Department issues maps, giving the places where
these are; railroad companies advertise them, and they are
not in any way secret, and it is therefore no breach of confidence whatever to call the attention of the public and of
ME:-1 FCR~lSHED JX THE ARliY.
thi House to the injustice and sectional bias that have been
When the first registration was made in Pennsylvania under exercised by those who have located these war activities.
the selectiYe-draft law, June 5, 1917, 860,000 men registered, LOCATIO~ OF Ei\CAMPME!-ITS AND WAR ACTIVITIES BY AUTHORITY OF THE
SECRETARY OF WAR.
and when the Jaw was amended, permitting those who have at1.'he General Gon~rnment bas expended approximately $G91,tained the age of 21 to register on the 5th of June, 1918. 60.759
additional yo-qng men registered, bringing the total registration 886,000 in establishing encampments for the training of troops
ur to 920,759. Of these 215,000 were placed in class 1. Under and emergency war plants for the manufacture of war materials
the man-power bill there were registered on the 12th of Septem- within the limits of the United States. Of this stupendous
ber, 1918, 1,100,000 additional men, which brings the total regis- sum Pennsylvania has received a little over $8.893,732, whi ch
tration in Pennsylvania of men available for military service up expenditure has been made at the following places and in tile
to the stupendous numbP.r of 2,020,759. From this number Penn- following sums:
Supply depot and warehouses. :Middletown, $1.413,000.
sylvania has actually sent into the military service in this war
Temporary aviation barracks, Essington, $5 732.
up to September 12, 1918, as follows :·
Hospital Corps, Allentown (not large; not obtainable).
Keystone Division (Twenty-eighth Division)--------------Machine-g~m battalion (Rainbow Division)-----------------

27, 500
750

Tank service, Gettysburg (small; not obtainable).

No r eference is made to the proposed ordnance plant to be
located near Pittsburgh, which is not constructed strictly for
the present war, since it will not be finished for several years.
This very small expenditure of war funds in PennsylYania is
Total-------------------------------------------- 300,998
and rank discrimination against my native State. The
and \"\rill between September 12 and October 18, 1918, send 14,497 unfair
large State military camping ground at Mount Gretna, which
additional, or furnish to t11e Nation a total of 321,405 men for the llegular Army have used on many occasions and whlch is
our Army to battle for the freedom of the world.
now a'\'ailab1e for the use by the National Government without
The Tenth Pennsylvania, now the One hundred and tenth cost,
is unoccupied. The vast areas of State-owned lands that
United States Infantry, along with the One hundred and ninth could be used at small cost by the General Government for
and One hundred and eleventh, all from Pennsylvania, fought in aviation fields, Artillery training camps, and general Infantry
the battle of Chateau Thierry from the last week in June to the training purposes haye not been used or occupied to any ex9th of August and succeeded in driving the Germans back across tent, except one gun range which has been established in a
the Vesle, a distance of 24 miles, losing more than one-fourth of limited way and little used.
·
their men killed, wounded, and missing. The e troops have by
Certainly Pennsylvania has not been passed up, slighted; and
their bravery ant.l fighting ability won immortality, shed lustre ignored because she has failed to do her part; it must then be
on American arm. , and turned the title of victory in fan·or of for partisan or sectional reasons.
·
the allies.
This brief investigation, brought about by the uiscrimination
MO~EY FURXISHED.
ngainst Pennsylvania in the matter of the location of war acIn the matter of furni ~ hing funds Pennsylyania yields to no tivities and industries, has led me to ~ook beyond that State
other State in friendly rivalry in this respect. The legislatut·e and take a general view of the whole country fot· the pH.rpose
appropl'iated $5,000,000 to be eA-pended by u commission, ot of ascertaining how other States and sections of the country
which the governor i the head, on war activities, and het· citi- have fared when it c:ime to locating encampments for tile trainzens have oversubscribed their allotment of each of the tht·ee ing of troops and war industries for the preparation of war,
liberty Joan bond issues already made. In the matter of rais- with the resultant distribution of fun(ls expended in the coming funds for the Red Cross, Young l\len's C~1ristian Association, munities where these are placed. It is very evident that PcllnKnights of Columbus. Hebrew Associntion, and other war chari- sylvania has probably fared wor ·e than any other State, taking
ties all of these funds haYe been oYersubscribed when a sked for _ into account its size and importance, but it is also readily
by those concerned in raising these charitable gift , and the apparent that the North has received scant consideration in
plans are now well laid for the fourth liberty Joan, which will these matters aml that the vast majority of these activities are
be oversubscribed promptly, as has been done in each of the located in 16 Southern States, and into these States the Federal
three previous bond issues. [Applause.]
Treasury has and is pouring a steady stream of gold, that is
distributed among these encampments and war actiYities and ultiI
RE\'E~UES PAlD TO THE U~lTED STATES GOVER~ME~T.
' For the fiscal year 1918 Pennsylvania has paid into the United mately reaching the pockets of the inhabitants of these States.
Dividing the States into two groups, I find that 16 Southem
States Treasury undet· the war-revenue bills the stupendous sum
of $495,889,801.05, being an increase of 11.8 per cent over the States hnve received from the General Governme;1t in the way
amount paid in 1917. This splendid sum is 17.5 per cent of the of initial e.xpendHures for the establishment of cantonments and
total revenue of the entire country for ihe year 1918. I may, strictly war activities the stupendous sum of $490,306,991.34.
therefore, be pardoned for eX},.lressing as a citizen of Pennsyl- These States and the amouut received by each are as follows:
vania my feeling of gratification at this splendid showing of the Alabama---------------------------------------- $61, 386, 145. 36
money contributed and men furnished to the Union in the prose- Arkansas---------------------------------------- 15,400,57~.56
cution of this world war.
~~~~~i~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:============== 2~:¥rg:~~~:
~&
8.375.~39.90
While the citizens of Pennsylvania have furnished all these KentuckY---------------------------------------Louisiana---------------------------------------6,240,474.65
men and stand ready to furnish more, and have subscribed and
3
donated these vast sums of money and are ready to subscribe
and donate all that may be required in the future, out of a pure
Carolina-- - -------------------------------4, 518, 761. 3!l
sense of patriotic duty to the Union in this time of need, anrl North
Oklahoma--------------------------------------5.174,646.07
seek no reward other than the consciousness of duty performed, 8outh Carolina----------------------------------- 19. 045, 284. 95
T
ennessee--------------------------------------76,
672, 100. 00
yet we huve been differentiated against and slighted by those
32.652,744.11
in charge of the preparation for war in the matter of the loca- Texas------------------------------------------Virginia and West Virginia------------------------- 176, 103,472. G1
tion of encampments for the training of troops and war indusTotal-------------------------------------- 490,306,991.34
tries to such an extent that it seems to me that attention should
be directed to what really appears to be unjust and unfair
This is but a small part of the money that bas been and is
discrimination against my nati\e State.
being expended by soldiers and the friends of soldiers in each
Neithet· Pennsylvania nor her citizens haYe complained, but State around these encampments, and of the amount for salaries
a sense of fair play and just treatment compels me to call at- and the wages, the monthly puy roll being about $1,500,000,
tention to the fact tl1at in the matter of the location of camps that is being constantly poured into these favored Southern
for the training of troops and the various activities for the States by the Federal Tt·easury.
preparations for war which are strictly under Govemment conA.n analysis of the pm·pose for which these vast sums have
trol Pennsylvania has been slighted, avoided, and not given just been expended in these Southern States in the light of their
and fair recognition.
political complexion is most interesting.

~:~~~~~d~~~~nes==================:::::::::::::::::::::
rg:ggg
Selective service o:t drafted men-------------------------- 183, 748

~!~~!ir:~~~~~~~~~:~~:~::~~~::~:::::::::::::::::

l 8H: Hi: ~~-

The State of Alabama, that has n solid Democratic tlelegation in Congress, has been taken care of by the Secretary of
War by the location of four camps and two industrial plants,
with :m original expenditure of $61,386,145.36, and by a continue<l flow ·of gold into that State that is passing from the
Federal Treasury to these places since the date of their establishment.
Arkansas, also with a solid Democratic <lelegation in both
House~ of Congress, has received the establishment of three
encampments and one picric-acid plant at a cost of $15,409,572.56,
:with the resultant benefits that arise therefrom.
Georgia, alsa with a solid Democratic delegation in Congress,
is favored with seven military encampments and an acid plant,
originally costing $7,000,000, or a total expenditure for these
_war activities of $28,710.845.85.
·
South Carolina, that also bas a solid Democratic delegation in
both Houses of Congress, bas been favored with five encampments, upon which the Government originally expended
$19.045,284.95.
.
'
Tennesse.e has been favored with an original expenditure in
this respect of $76,672,100.
Texas, the State that rarely, if eyer, sends a RepubFcan to
Congress, seems to have been especially favored, for here the
Secretary of War has bestowed the Nation's benevolence with a
lavish hand, and established 25 military camps in this State,
upon which the Government· expended originally $32,652,744.11.
The flow of goltl from the Treasury into Texas breaks out in
25 prolific sprin~s in various parts of the State.
Mr. GOODWIN of Arkansas. Will the gentleman yield?
; Mr. ROBBINS. No; I can not yield; I have not the time.
Virginia and West Virginia come in for an expenditnre of
$176.103,472.61, no doubt ·accounted for by Virginia's political
Io~·alty to the Democratir. Party.
North Carolina, solidly Democratic, has one encampment
already established, at Charlotte, upon which the Go\ernment
orig-inally expended $4,518,761.39. Another is being completed
at Fayetteville. I presume it will be called Camp Simmons in
l10nor of the senior Senator from that State, whose intluence,
it is claimed, secured its establishment.
In connection with this encampment we are able to give the
reason why these military c.a ntonments and war activittes are
located in the · South. and this rea~on is political.
, Mr. HULL of Tennessee. Will the gentleman yield?
i Mr. HOBBINS. No; I will not yield.
· Senator SIMMONS is a candidate for reelection in the State of
North Carolina. He has advertised throughout the State that
he is in favor of 35-cent cotton, the location of military cant:onments in his native· State, and the establishment of a Government munition belt.
·
·
To quote with reference to the Fayetteville encampment:
"SE~ATOU SiliiMO~S IS GIVE~ LAROE SHARE OF CREDIT FOR THE CAMPHIS TALK WITH MR. . BAKER PROBABLY DECIDED THE l\IATTER-RESOLU·

I
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TIONS FROM FAYETTEVILLE THANKING SENATOR PRESENTED."

· "Secretary King, of the Fayettevllle Chamber of Commerce, brought
to Washington to-day resolutions adopted at n recent meeting of that
organization, thanking Senator SIMMONS for the part he pln,red in
landing an Army camp at F'ayetteville."

Thus it appears that political Influence, working on Secretary of War Baker, has succeeded in having him establish
a military camp at Fayetteville, in North Carolina, in July
of this year, during a political contest for Senator in -that State
and more than a year after all the other great encampments
· had been located. It is fair to assume, therefQre, that these
same .i nfluences have brought about the establishment in the
Southern States of the great preponderance of military encampments and the expenditure of these vast sums of money for war
activities. This does not seem to indicate that " politics is
adjourned" when the "loaves and fishes" are being distributed.
·
The average cantonment accommodates from 25,000 to 40,000
men at $30 per month, and the pay i·on would be from $750,000
to $1,200,000. Adding the officers' salary would bring the
amount up to one million or to one and one-half million per
month that is distributed in each encampment. Even though all
the encampments are not so large as this, it can .be readily seen
what streams of gold these encampments are_distributing in the
Southern States.
In sharp contrast with these expenditures in the Southern
States is the expenditure for like activities in 14 Noi·thern
States, where most of the money in the North has been expended, because there arc many Northern States where n<:>
encampments or activities exist at all, and which States usually ,
sen<l a solid Republican delegation to Congress:
Let us e4amine· these briefly. I firid in these 14 Northern
Stat~s the Federal Government has expended for like w-ar purLVI--672

poses only -$200,559,222.01, which money has been disbursed as
follows:
California --------------------------------------- $14,980,398.84
Illinois------------------------------------------ 11,878,150.11
582.000.00
Iowa
___________________________________________
Indiana
-----------------------------------------_
9,518,975.38
11,
611, P9R. :n
l(ansas------------------------------------------

~assachusetts---------~-------------------------Alicbig~n---------------------------------------

11,480,~37.87

Nebraska---------------------------------------New JerseY----------~---------------------------

18, 16!'i,l78. 56
549,266.00
51, 10!{, 884. 79
17,818,965.30
36, 11 H. Be-4. o4

\Vasbington------------------------------------~-

8,750,647.68

lr;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

8,

HI~, 13~.
10~,1'(~3.

00

13

Total------------------------------------- 200,559,222.01

Iowa has one encampment, upon which ·the Government
has expended $9,518,975.36. Indiana has one encampment,
upon which the Government has expended only $582,000. Kansas has one encampment, upon which there has been expended
$11,611,998.$1. This .is at a permanent post know-n as Fort
Riley. Massachusetts has one encampment, upon which h:is
been expended $11,480,837.87. Michigan has tw-o encampments and two acid plants, upon which has been expended
$l8,165,178.56. Nebraska has a balloon school and an avia·
. tion field, upon which there has been expended only $549,·
266. New J~rsey has one encampment, one embarkation camp,
a~d one_ radw laboratory, upon which has been expended $20,·
9t6,268. t9; and one powder plant, upon which has been expended
$7,000,000; and four loading and assembling plants at the sea·
ports, upon which there has been expended $30,127,816.79. Ohio
has one training camp, three flying fields at Dayton, and a nitrate
plant at Cincinnati, on all of which has been expended $36,·
116,364.04. Pennsylvania has a supply depot at 1\fiddietown, on
which there has been expended $1,400,000; temporary barracks
for miation at Essington, on which has been expended $5,700;
and a tank-senice camp at Gettysburg, and the 1\ledical Corps
at Allentown, which expenditures it was impossible to get, but
which have been quite small, and a smokeless powder plant
and nitrate plant upon which has been expended $8,893,732.
The State of Vermont has one encampment, located at old Fort
Ethan Allen, on which was expended $108,823.13.- In New York
m·e located the embarkation encampments for the whole countrv
which could only be established at this port, from which neariy
all the ~soldiers sail en route to Eurnpe, yet there has only
been expended at or near this great port $17,593,965.30.
This analysis of the expenditures in the North .shows conclusively that political influence bas been brought to bear on the
Secreta_ry of War, and that be has not only made these expendi·
tures for political reasons but for sectional purposes also; and
if the present political influence is to continue to control the
location of encampments no doubt some of these which are
now located in the North will be abandoned and new ones esta.b·
lished · in their stead in the South, like the Fayetteville can·
tonment, and that the other war activities will be further con·
centrated in the South. Each time an administration Senator is
up for reelection or a Democratic candidate for Congress is in
danger. of defeat we may expect to see a cantonment established
in his district to help along the political fortunes of some admin·
istration Democrat.
Another matter should be noted in this connection. Not only
are the Northern States furnishing men greatly in excess of
those furnished by the South to fight this war, but the Northern
States are paying in by far the greatest part of the income
tax, which is the chief source of financial support. of the Fed·
eral Go\ernment at this time. For convenience and informa·
tion let us contrast the amount of revenue received from the
same two groups of States among which we have shown that
the Secretary of War has ·distributed, so inequit:;tbly and unjustly, the public money for war activities.
The Revenue Commissioner on September 14, 1918, issued
his report showing ·the amoUI.lt of taxes collected for the current
fiscal" year from the various States of the Union. The States
enumerated in group 1 have paid into the Federal Treasury iu
round figures income tax as follows :
.

•

Group No. 1.

Alabama ------------------------------------------- $18,200,000
5. 700, 000
Arkansas -------------------------·--~-------------

~~~;:ii::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

E;~i;~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::

4,000,000

16, :wo. 000

20.000,000
21,1'\00,000

~i:!i~~~:pl======================::::::::::::::::::::
New Mexico----------------------------------------

40,000,000
4,900,0UD
1, 800,000

South Carolina-----~--------------------------------

7,~00,000

North Carolina-------------------------------------Oklahoma ------------------------------------------

20,200,000
18, 200. 000

-

r
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VirgiDfa_ ______ ___________________________
21,400,000
West Virginia_:. _____ :----:----..: ___ _: ___ -:-----..:=---~---- 45, 500, 000
TotaL _______________ _: _________ _: _________ _: __-__ · 291, 600, 000
~---------

SEPTEl\ffiER

21'

Alabama-Continued.
Industrial plants:
Sbe11ield No. 1 (nitrate: of amJDonJa) ________ $12, 100, ono 00
Muscle Sho~s (nitrate of a1nmonia) ---:-~- 4-0, 0011, ooo. OU
Grand totaL____ '"' ____ _:_________________ t:1, ::;sa. 14G. 3G

With this modest sum, · contrast the stupendous amount of .Arka nsas:
money' collected from th~ States designed as group 2, which
Camp Pike (National Army ), Little Ho~k _______ _ 10,487,
Fort Logan B.. I}oots (officers' training camp)--~States paid into the Federal Treasury $2,190,000,000, as .f ollows :
• 100.
ED_e rts fln.ld (aviation), Lonoke_ ____________ _

7R!).

37

Ci.~::. 1!>
812, 1 f)Q. 00

. (h·oup -No-. 2.
· California
llliDois ______________________ _. _______ -"------Indiana ----------------'--------'----------:._ ____ ·

--------------------------=------...-----

$76,600,000
Total-------------------------------275,500,000
- Industrial plants: P1crie acid, Lfttle Rock_______
29,000,000
14,900,000
Grand totaL_ ____________ ~---------·25,900,000
1G6.600,000 Florida:
Massachusetts------------------'------------1\.llcb.igan
_______________
.:_ _______________ _-___:.._ ·
. 711000,000
Camp Joseph E. Johnston (quarte.rma ter cnnton·11, 000, 000
Nebraska-----------~---------------~--------ment), Jacksonville ~-------------------71,000,000
I'Vew Jersey:..---------------------------~---• Garlstl'Om Field (aviation), ~rcadla __________-__ ~
680,200,000
1'; ew Yol'L------------------------------------Dorr Field _(aviation), Arcadla ______________ .:._
241,000,000
Obdo-------------------------------------------l 'ennsylvanla _______________,___ .:, _____________ _
405,800,000
TotaL------- ~-:-- -~------_:_ ________ _
3,500,000
Vermont------------------------------------; Washington
______________________________ _
19,300,000 .Geor[I-a:
{.;amp Gordon (National Army), Atlanta________ _
'
Total------------------------------------ 2.190,300,000
Camp Hancock (National Guard), Ang-nsta ____ _
Camp Wheeler (National Gu:ud), Macon _______ _
. It is therefore established ·by ·the e· authenti_c figures beyond
Fort hlcPher on {officer' b:aining ctUDP)-------. the peradventure of a doubt that not _only is ~e: NortQ _furnishFort Oglethorpe (originally built for medical officers' training eamv) ______________:_ _____ _
Ing· the great preponderance of the money a.nd men to · fight this
Souther Field (aviation camp ,aBd warehou c) ,
war, but that it has received scant consideration, indeed, from
-Americus ____
__ _: ___ :_ ______ ______ .

: ~~~i;:==============================:::::::::::

--------------

11,400, u7~uG
4, 000. 000. 00
15, 409.

~ ~~.56

5, G:i4, 001. 24
812, 100. 00
812, 100. 00
7,

2!~. ~01.

24

.8, 302, -;w. o
:),303,071 . 44

3,441,9, 0.17
GG7, 032_ 10
4, 710, 931. 34

.,.._:.,_.:._~:_

1,.212, 100. 00
the Secretary of War in the .acknowledgm~nt of these invaluabl:e
EqUipment bulldlng, Fo~t Oglethorpe __________ _
2,000.00
services in · the distribution of war activities.
Total_________ __________________ ____ ---------21,710,845. - 5
. This amply demonstrates the truth of the assertion made by
Industrial plante ~ Plcrle acid, Drunswick_______
7, 000, 000. 00
of the wen-known Democrats from the South in Congress
that " they expected to get the men and the money from the
Grand total-------~-------------------- 28,710,845.85
.North to fight this war."
·
I append to tbe e rem~~ks two ·tables in explanation and -Kentucky:
Camp Taylor (National Army), Lou1svll1e_______
8 , 375-, Q30.·90
pi·oof of the statements above given : Table No. 1 shows th~
Louisiana
:
location of the cantonments and various war industrial plants
Camp Beauregard (National · Guard), Alexandria_
3, 973·, 74. 65
referred to and the amount of money expended on each. Table
Gerstner Field (aviation), Lake Charles_______
2, 266, 600. 00
No. 2 gives In detail thE.> amount of income tax , collected for
the current fiscal year from the various States of the Union.
ToUUL------------------------------0, 240,474.65
Nothwithsmnding this unfair treatment of the Narth and Maryland:
'the sections of the country from whence come Republican RepCru~\~n~e_a_':_e__~~~~~~-~!'~::~~~~~~~1~_!_u_n~ 12, 535, 85·3-. '65
re•.entatives to Congress, the Republican Party will continue
United
States Provtng Ground, Aberdeen________ 15, 468, 766. 22
to support the administration as it has in the past in the prosIndlanhead Proving Ground ______________ ,__
1, 100,000, 00
ecution of this war to a successful and victorious conclusion.
with unanimity and patriotic devotion. [Applause.) Nothing
Total------------------------------~- 29, 104, 619. 87
Industrial plants :·
will deter it from this. RepublJcan support of the administraNitrate of ammonia, Perryvme__________
5, 082, 22. 00
tion at all times can be relied upon. I do not accuse any perEdgewood Ar enal, Edgewood (es-timated)__
5 . .000, 000. 00
son or party 'of disloyalty. There are no disloyal Members of
B!J,
187,441. 87
Grand
total
--------------------------· Congres~ yet it ls frur to state in justice to the record of the Republican Party In the Sixty-fifth Congress that the three Mississippi :
_
. Camp · Shelby (National Guard), Hattiesburg___
4, 73~, 414. 92
vital laws demanded by the adm1n1stration as essential to the
Payne Field (aviation), West Point-----------812, 100. 00
prose~tition of this war against the Imperial German Govern-----_ment and her ailies were all enacted under Republican leaderTotaL------------------·- -----------51 M4, 514. 92
.s]J.ip and against the pn test of the Democratic chairman of theMexico:
_
Committee on Military Affairs that had charge of these laws New Camp
Cody (National Guard), Deming ________ _
4,007,545.,S6
and many m~mbers of that party. These bills are:
North Carolina :
. L SeleCti \e-draft law.
Camp Greene (National Guard), Charlotte _____ _
4, 518, 761. 39
i 2. Quota or cla sification bill.
Camp Simmo.DS, Fayetteville_._______________ _
-------------• 3. 1\ian-power act.
Without these three laws on the statute books the adminis- Oklahoma:
ramp Doniphan (National Guard), Fort SilL____
3, 304, 166.07
tration would be greatly impeded, if not practically prevented
Post Field (aviation), Fort SilL___ __________
1, 4~5. 4 o. UO
from organizing our Army and successfully prosecuting this
Balloon School (aviation), Fort SilL--------3 5, 000. 00
war. In fact, our whole military organization, which ls the
Total _____________ _:_________________ -----------5, 174, 646. 07
wonder and admiration of tb~ world, and whJcb Ls striking
terror to the very heart of Imperial Germany, rests .on these South Carolina :
Camp Jackson (National Army), Columbia_____ 11, 081,,292 .. 16
three funuamental laws, and for -their enactment the RepubCamp Wadsworth ~National Guard), Spartans.llcan Party claim and are e,ntitled to full credit for leadership.
burg _______ ______ ___ ___ ______ _____________
4,612,307. 36
The Republica.n Party has thus waive-d all desire for political
Camp Sevier (National Guard), Greenv1He_______
3, 342 185. 43
Camp
St-vier
(aviation),
GrP{'nville__
___________
5, OUO. 00
ad vantage during this war and " has placed country above
Camp Sevier (officers' quarters), Greenv1lle ____________4_._5_o_o_._o_o
party," and while it floes fe~l a grievance at the unjust treatTotaL _____ _:., ___:_________________ 19, 045, 284. 95
ment it and the Northern States of the· Union have recei-ved at
. -the hands of the Secretary of. War, at the Instance of the majority party, yet nothing will deter or prevent the Republicans Tennel'lsee:
Park Field (avtation), Memphis _______________ _
1,672,100.00
from their continued undivtfled and enthusiastic support of the
· Industrial plants--Smokeless powde.J:, Nashville __ 75,000,000.00
administration in all legi-slation aslted for in the prosecution
Total ________________-:_ _____________ _
76,672,100.00
of this war for liberty against Germany and her allies, _a nd
this support will continue until complete victory is w n and a Texas:
Ia ting pea e attained. [Applause.]
S,529r134 , 84
Camp MacArthur (National Guard), Waco -----Camp Bogan (National GuardJ, Houston _____ _
3.50~. 315. :!6
Location and cost of National Army camp11, National Gu.ard camps,

"one

otp.cers' training camps, aviation fields, etc., and Government indusoutbreak ot the war.

trial plants, built 8'ince the

GROUP l..

.Alabama:

Camp McClellan (National Guard), Anniston____
Camp Sheridan (National Guard), Montgomery__
Taylor tlt>ld (aviation), Montgomery____________
Repair depot (aviation), Montgomery___________

$4, 746, 504. 28

3, 227, 541. 08
812;100. 00
600, OOG-. 00
7

ToUU--------------~---------------------9-,-38-6~-1-45-.-3-6

Camp Bowl£' (National Guard) .... Fort Worth ____ _
Camp Travis (Nationfll Ar my), 11ort l:'am H ouston_
V•o.n Springs (officers' training camp)---------Love
~---------------R PpairField
dPpot(avilltl<.nl,
(aviation) ,Dalla.
Dallas
_______ ______ _
Concentration camp (aviation), Dalla.s~-------
Talia.ferro Field No. 1 (aviation), F ort Worth--·~
Taliaferro Field , ·o. 2 (aviation': Fort Worth---Tallaferro Field No. 3 (aviatlonJ, Fort Wot·th __ _
Ellington Field (aviation), Elouston __________ _
Kelly Fie!d (aviation), San Antonio _________ -

3,397.99!). 00
~40 . 73
562,540 38

7.»7ts,
92~.

10\1 II()

5!'i1,500.0()
16,760- 00
1, 121.600. 00
l, O.Q7, 100. 00
857,100. 00
2,130,900.00
3,443,ti5G.OO
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trexas--Continued.
·
Brooks Field (aviation ) , San Antonio__________
Balloon School (avhttion), San Antonio________
Rich Field (aviation), Waco___________________
Camp MacArthur (aviatioh), WacO--------·---Rich Field (aviation), Waco _________________ _:
Various fields (aviation), Wichita Falls_________
29 canvas hangars (nvlntlon), San Antonio_____
196 canvas hangnr.;; (aviation), San Antonio_____
12 canvas hangars (aviation), San Antonio______
77 canvas hangars {aviation) , San Antonio______
24 canvas hangars (aviation), San Antonio_____
Architectural services (aviation), San Antonio___

$812, 100. 00
·144, 480. 00
1, 016,600.00
192, 000. 00
1, 016, GOO. 00
200,000. 00
11,240.00
13, 820. 00
6, 750. 00
42,581.00
14, 016. 00
150~ 000. 00

Total----------------------------- ~------32_,_6_5_2_,_7_4_4-.1--1
:Virginia and West Virginia :
Camp Lee (National Army ) , Petersburg _______ _
'
Camp A. A. Humphreys (Engineers' · cantonment),
Accotink
----------~
----------------------Camp
and Hill (embarkation
camp), Newport Stuart
News ________________________________
_

13,512,364.35
11,518,796.00
12,270,345.80
. 135,968.46
1,603,100.00
1,000,000.00
3,664,050.00
36,813.00
6,954,800.00

Fort Myer (officers~ training camp)------------Concentration camp (aviation), Morrison _______ _
Supply depot (aviation), Richmond------------Langley Field (aviatlo~). Hampton ____________ _
Langley Field (portable houses), Hampton ______ _
Camp Abraham Eustis (artillery), Lee HalL-----

50,696;257.61

Total--------------------------------Industrial plants :
·
Smokeless powder, Nitro _________________ _
Smokeless powder, Charleston _____________ _
Bureau of Mines, Saltville----------------Loading and assembling, Williamsburg ____ _
Propellent charges, Seven Pines ___________ _

65,000,000.00
45,000,000.00
2,000,000.00
6,407,215.00
7,000,000,00

Grand total----- - - --------------------- 176,103,472.61
RECAPITGLATION OF COST OF CAMPS IN GROUP 1.

Alabama----------------------------------------- $61,386,145.36
~kansas--- ------------------------------------- 15,409,572.56
Florida---------------------------·--------------7, 278,201. 24
Georgia----------------------·------------------- 28,710,845.85
JrentuckY----------------------------------·----8,375,239.90
Lou~iana __________________ ~- -------------------6,240,474.65
Mar'y land---------- - ----------------------------- 39,187,441. 87
MississippL------------------------------------5, 544, 514. 92
New Mexico-------------------------------------4, 007, a45. 86
North Carolina----------------------------------4, 512, 761. 39
Oklahoma--------- - - ---------·------------------5, 174, 646. 07
SouthCarollna----------------------------------- 19,045,284.95
Tennessee--------------------------------------- 76,672,100.00
_-Texas------------------------------------------- 32,652,744.11
Ylrglnia and West Virginia ______ ------------------- 176, 103, 472. 61
~
Total __ ____ ____ ______________ : ________ 490,306,991.34

I

New Jersey-Continued.
Industrial plants:
Powder, Westville ___________________ :_ ___ _
Loading and assembling, Elwood __________ _
Loading and assembling, Mays Landing_ ___ _
Loading and assembling, Gillespie _________ _
Loading and assembling, South Amboy __ _: __ _

$7,000,000.00
7,445,690.00
4, 000, 000. 00
- 500, 000. 00
11,181,926. 00

Grand total-,---------------------------

51,103,884.79

New York:
Fort Niagara ( omcers' training camp)------- --Plattsburg Barracks (officers' training camp) ___ _
Madison Barracks (officers' training camp)-----Camp Upton (National Army), Yaphank _______ _
Addition to supply depot (aviation), Fort Wood __
Equipment (aviation), Brooklyn _________ .:_ ___ _ _
Hazelhurst Field (aviation), Mineola, Long IslandPhotographic school (aviation), Rochester _____ _
Alteration to buildings (aviation), Long Beach,
Long Island ---------------------------------

147,632.41
212,120.34
52,804. 67
12,866,208. 88
47,000.00
2, 800.00
4,·217, 399. 00
35,000.00
13,000.00

Total--------------------------------Industrial plants: Picric acid, Niagara li' alls_____

17,593,965.30
225, 000. 00

Grand total---------------------~------

17,818,965.30

OWo:
Gamp Sherman (National Army), Chillicothe ___ _
Supply depot (aviation_), Dayton ______________ _
McCook Field (aviation); Dayton ______________ _
Wilbur Wright Field (aviation), Dayton_:... ___ ..; __

11,298,487.04
800, -ooo. oo
920,100.00
3,097,777.00

Total---------------------------------Industrial plants: Nitrate of ammonia, No. 3,
No. 4, Toledo and CincinnatL________________

16,116,364.04
20, 000, 000. 00

Grand total----------------------------

36,116,364.04

Pennsylvania :
Supply depot (aviation), Middletown __________ _
Additional warehouses (aviation), l\llddletown __ _
Temp<>rary barracks (aviation), Essington ______ _
Tank camp, Gettysburg (small), no report.
Doctors' camp, Allentown (small), no report.
Total ________________________________ _
Industrial plants:
Smokeless powder (propellent charges), Tullytown------------~---------------------

Nitrate of ammonia, Tamaqua_____________
Grand

613,000.0{)
800,000.00
5,732.00
1,418,732.00
7,000, 000.00
475, 000. 00

--------total---------------------------8,893,732.00

Vermont:
Fort Eth.a n Allen (officers' training <'amp) ______ _
Washington:
·
'
Camp Lewis (Nationl\1 Army), Am<.!rican Lake __ _

108, 823.13
8,750,647.68.

GROUP 2.

California :
.
Camp Kearney ( National Guard), Linda Vista __ _
Camp Fremc.nt {National Guard), Palo Alto ____ _
Field (aviation
) , Sacramento
Riverside-------------------Field
(aviation),
_________________ _
Rockwell Field (a viation), San Diego __________ _

$3,933,607.92
2,671, 590.92
800,000.00
850,080.00
1,087,:?00.00

Total---- ----------------- ------------

9,342,898.84
4, 200, 000. 00
1, 438, 000. 00

Indu,_i,~r~~ ¥-~~n~~cules____ __ __________________

T. N. T ., Giant_ ______ ______________ ,._____
Grand Total _____ ___ ___________________ _

14,080,3~8.84

Illlnois :
Camp Grant (National A rmy ) , Rockford________
Fort Sheridan (officers' training camp)--------Scott Field (avia-tion), Belleville------ ---------

10, Q44, 138. 30
153,482. 81
1, 680, 529. 00

Total------------------------~--------

11,878,150.11

Indiana:

RECAPITULATION OF COST OF CAMPS IN GROUP 2.

California
------------- --------------------------- $14,
980, 39,8. 84
Illinois __________________________________________
11,878,150.11
Indiana----------------------------------------582,000.00

lOWS--------------------------------------------

-

Comparative t·eceipts fron~ income and e~~Jcess-profits ta~IJ, fisca' year•
1917 and 1918, by States and TetTitories.

d epot (aviation), Indianapolls __________ _

' 582, 000. 00
8,518,975.38
11,611,998.31

Alabama......................... .

11,480,837.87

Arizona .......................... .

Michigan:
Camp Custer (National Army), Battle· Greek ____ _
Selfridge Field (aviation), Mount Clemens _____ _

9,676,975.56
2,303,203.00

States and Territorie3.

Alaska ........................... .

Arkansas ......................... .
California ...................... _..

Total--------- - ----------------------. Industrial plant.;;:
Picric acid, Grand Rapids----------------Tetryl, Center----- - - -------------------

11,980,178.56

C<>lorado ..... -· .. -.. -- ........... .
C<>nnecticut ...................... .
Delaware......................... .
District of C<>lumbia ............. -

5,935,000.00
250,000.00

g~~~. . ::::: ::::::::::::::::: ~ :::

Grand to tal----------------------~-----

18, 165, 178. 56

illinois ........................... .

Nebraska:
Balloon School (aviation), Fort Omaha__________
472, 266. 00
Flol'ence Field (aviation), Fort Omaha_________
77, 000. 00
-- 00
Total ________________ ___ 7______ _______
549,
266.

Iowa . . .... . ...................... .

==== ==

J:t'lorida.......................... ..

Idaho .................... , ....... .
Indiana ......................... ..
Kansas........................... .

E;~=:::::::::::::::::::::::::

1\faine............. - .............. .

Mar.vland ... _..... . . _. _.......... .
Massachusetts .•............•......
Michigan .. . ............. _........ .

New Jersey:
Ca mp Dl.x (National Army), Wrightstown_______
Camp Merritt (embarkntlon camp) , Dumont_____
Camp Alfred Vail (radio laboratory), Little Silver_

11, 221, 427. 98'
9, 386. 490. 81
368,350. 00

1\finnesota: •....•-.............. _.. .

Total - -------------~------------------

20,97~20& 79

N ebras.ka .. ·-• .................... .

-------

8,518,97~38

Kansas------------------------------------------ 11,611,998.31
Massachusetts-----------------------------------11, 165,
480, 178.
837. 56
87
Michigan ________________ :________________________ 18,
Nebraska--------------------------------------549,266.00
New J erseY-------------------------------------- 51,103,884.79
New York----··--------------------------------- 17, 818, 965. 30
OhiO-------------------------------------------- 36,116,364.04
P ennsylvania------------------------------------8,893,732.00
Vermont--- - -----------------------------------108,823.13
vvashington_____________________________________
8,750,647.68
Total ____________ _. ________________________ 200,559,222.01

Camp Dodge (National Army), Des Moines _____ _
Kansas:
·
Camp Funston (National A.rmy ), Fort Riley----Massachusetts : .
Camp Devens (Nat ional Army), A.yet• __ ___ :_ ______ _

Iowa~epair

'

~=r-~~:::::::::: : :::::::::::::

Montana.··-·-- ·- ·- .............. .

I917
Sl, 088, 292. 21
36,647.54
838,324.0/
485,724.31
IO, 054, 779. 75
2, 849, 673. 85
6, 923, 550. 4.8
6,457,419.64
1, 765, 444. 79
633,534. 95
1, 830, 009. 28
1, 273, 699.28
394,191.55
26,099,489.57
3, 494, 895. 10
1, 807,544. 54
2, 918, 028. 92
1, 645,757. 18
2, 082, 663. 23
I , 193, 125. 25
3, 349, 290.74
2:>, 2SD, 564. 13
10, 193, 653. 93
6,432,896 ..()9
444,285.08
7, 112,585. 89
I , 075,347.46
I, 148, 326. 91

1918
$18, 210, 692. 70
241,300.29
6,179,671. 74
5, 731,398.42
76,641,553.03
23, 190, 502. 59
62, 190, 711. 73
27,410,733. 36
8, 822,'573. 23

4, 639, 716. 09

I

16, 230, 449. 09
8, 961,868.47
2, 067,089. 07
275, 579, 056. 40
29,054, 944. 64
14,973,578.82
25, 943, 912. 36
20, 946, 948. 81
21, 807,341.85
I2, 016, 085. 50
40, om, 951.94
160, !i:B , 752. 86
71,061, 308. 12
58, 218, I34. 48
4, 964, 26.3. 52
60, 012.953. 4.2
3, 325, 820. 00
11,335,082.21

Increase.
$17' 122, 400. 49
204,652.75
5,341, 347.07
5, 245, 674.11
66, 586, 773. 28
20,340,828. 74
55,267, 161. 2.)
20, 953,313. 72
• 7, 057,128. 44
4, 006,181. 14
14,399,839.81
7, {i88,169. 19
1, 012,897.52
249, 479, 566. 83
25, 560,049. 5j
13,166,034.28
23, 025, 883. 44
19,301, 191.63
19, 724, 678. 62
10, 822, 900. 25
36, 654, 661. 2()
146, 318, 188.73
60, 867' 654. 19
51, 785.233.3)
4, 519, 977. 44
52,900, 366. 53
2, 250, 472. !)I
10, 1861 755. ~
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Oompat·ati'l:e receipts from incom-e and ea:cess-profits ia~, fiscal years
1911 and 1918, by States and Territories-Continued.
~--------------------~------------------------------

Stat.es and Territories.
Nevada .•............•.•••...••...

~:: ~Er~~::·:: ::::::::::·::::

NewYork .........•.•...•...•....
'North Carolina ......•.•...........
North Dakota...•..••••...........
Ohio ............•..•.....•.•.•.•..
Oklahoma .......•..........•......
'Oregon..........•.•••.••.•••.•••..

~={=~:::::::::::::::::::::

South Carolin3 .......•...•••.•....
South Dakota....•...•.•••.• ro • • • •
'l'ennessec ..........•.......•.•....
'l'~as ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _

Utah .....•.•••••••••...•...••..•..

V-ermant_ •••••••••..•••••.••••..•

!~::::~::::::::::::::

Wyoming ..••••••••••••••••••••••.

1917

1918

$90,848.59
$009, 229.99
o20,SM.45
6, 318, 838. 42
71,811, 484". 88
10, 872, -t91. 94
3 2, 895.01
1, 802,649.79
123,052,735. Z1 ~9, 265,.600. 01
1, i93, 798.64
20,251,704.10
292, 931.41
1 , 828,857.21
241, 037,457. 59
~. 939,491.90
6) 660, 278.50
18,281, 448. 25
•820, 615.94
10,070,079. 46
42,093,607.54 -4.95,889,801.05
3,19!),967.17
16, 385, 548. 57
579,990.45
7,884, 094.31
ZU,412.48
2, 418,972.94
14,173,000.88
1, 380, 775.14
5, 392,933. 62
30,313., 161.81
1,330,020.99
2,5!»,650.26
554,426.40
3, 589, 67 4. 62
2, 458,632. 70
Zl,t86,L'i2.38
2, 042,989.56
19,334,033.84
1,921,047.60
~5. 548,830.46
3,896, 349.75
39, 192, 571.30
251, 056.19
2,685,289.67

Increase.
$518, 381. 40
5, 798, 335.97
60,938,992.94
1,419, 754.78
561, "202, 864. 8()
18,457,905.45
1,535,925.g()
'220, 097,955. 69
11,601, 169.75
9, 249, 463.!i2
453,791,193.51
13, 1&'>, 531. 40
7, 304, 103.83
2, 247,560.46
12,792,234.74
24,920,228.19
1,174,629.27
3, 035, 248.22
19,027,519.6:!
17,291,094.28
~. 627,782.86
35, 296, 221. 55
.2,434,233.48

Total. ••••••••••••••••••.••• 359,685,147.50 2,839,083,585.53 ~.~79,398,-~8. 03

Mr. HAUGEN. Mr. Chairman, though I do not agree with
the contention set forth in the President's veto message, I have
no desire or disposition to criticize, or to take exception to any
statement made, or to question the President's judgment or
knowledge of facts, so what I shall have to say in no way
re:flects upon him. I appreciate that he is a busy man and that
1n determining questions he must necessarily depend upon
others to furnish him with data and information, particnlarly
so in this instance. My understanding ls that his time and
attention has been devoted to other lines of activity; that his
experience in growing and marketing of wheat is limited, therefore I assume that statements made in the message were based
upon data and information furnished to him · by others, and
that be bas evidently been somewhat misinformed in the
matter. Of course, most unfortunate.
First, I desire to call attention to the President's statement
that the measure-the Agricultural bill-wa.S returned because
of an " earnest dissent, from the point of view of principle as
• well as of wise expediency, from the provision of that part of
section 14 which prescribes a uniform minimum price for No. 2
northern spring wheat of $2.40 per bushel," because it is believed "that such inelastic legislative price provisions are insusceptible of being administered in a way that will be advantageous either to the producer or to the consumer." If JUs
adviser .had turned to the provision objected to in the bill, he
would have found that it provides that the "guaranteed price
for the several standard gr_ades of wheat for the crop of 1918
shall be based upon No. 2 northern spring or its equivalent
of not less than '$2.40 per bushel at the principal primary markets designated by the President by prncla.mation issued by him
February 21, "1918, and at such other places as the President
may designate.~• Compare it with the act of August 10, 1917,
approYed by the President. which contained this provision:
" The guaranty price for the several standard grades of wheat
for the crop of H>18 shall be based upon No. 1 northern spring
or its equivalent at not less than $2 per bushel at the principal
interior primary markets." It will be seen that the wording
is word for word, except that the price in the act of August 10,
1917, was fixed at $2 instead of $2.40 and the price based on
No. 1 northern spring ·instead of No. 2 northern spring, hence
the principle is the same. That bill was approved and evidently believed to be sound in principle, wise, and expedient
then. If so, I am unable to see why not now.
As to the prices fixed by the President's proclamation and
those fi4ed in t:J1is bill, the President's own proclamation of
February 21, 1918, contains this language : I do hereby determine and fix and give public notice of reasonable guaranteed
prices for No. 1 northern spring wheat and its equivalents at
the respective principal primary markets as follows, to wit :
Chicago, Ill., $2.20 per bushel, later increa.s ed to $2.26.
Omaha, Nebr., $2.15 per bushel, later increased to $2.18 per
bushel.
Kansas City, $2.15 per bushe1, later increased to $2.18 per
bushel.
St Louis, Mo., $2.18 per bushel, later increased to $2.24 per
bushel.
Duluth, Minn., $2.17 per bushel, later inereased to $2.22! per
bushel.
l\finneapolis, Minn., $2.17 per bushel, later increased to $2.21!
per bushel.
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New York, $2.28 per bushel, later increased to $2.391 per
bushel.
Philadelphia, $2.27, later $2.39.
Baltimore, $2.27, later $2.38£.
Newport News, Va., $2.27, later $2.38i.
Portland, Oreg.~ $2.05, later $2.20.
Seattle, Wash, $2.05, later $2.20.
San Francisco, Cal, $2.10, later $2.20.
Los Angeles, $2.10, later $2.20.
Galveston and New Orleans, $2.20, later $2.28.
At Salt Lake City, Utah; Great Falls, Mont.; Spokane, Wash.;
and Pocatello, Idaho, the price was first fixed at $2 per bushel;
at Fort Worth, Tex., at $2.09; at -Oklahoma City, $2.05; Wichita,
Kans., $2:08; at Charleston, S.C., and Savannah, Ga., at $2.2728 in all.
I might -add that the prices last fixed by the President have
recently been guaranteed for the 1919 crop. The price in the
Agricultural bill .returned without approval fixed the price at
$2.40 per bushel at the 28 markets named in the President's
-proclamation and at such others as the President may desig·
nate. Again, the principle involved is the same as is involved
in the act signed by the President in 1V17, the only difference
being the price and grade upon which the price shall be ba ed.
The President's contention is that a fixed minimum price of $2.40
per bushel would, he estimated, ado $2 per barrel to the price of
flour; in other word~. raise the price of -tl.our from the present
price of $10.50 at the mill to $12.50 at the" mill, and inasmuch
as we are anticipating a crop of approximately 900,000,000
bushels of wheat, this increase wonld be equivalent to the im·
mense sum of $387,000,000 according to his message.
Again, if his advisers had referred the President to the
Federal Trade Commi sion's report of April last on flour mill·
ing and flour jobbing he would have found that on an average
approximately 4i bushels of wheat are required to make a
barrel of :flour, and in some instances only 4~ bushels are re·
quiied ; that there are some 7,000 merchant wheat flour mills
in the United States, which during the last three years have
produced on the average ll8,000,000 barrels of flour annually,
grinding ahout 550,000,000 bushels of wheat per year; that
from 11,000,000 to 16,000,000 barrels of flour have been exported
annually.
If so, only 100,000,000 barrels of flour are consumed in the
United States. Two dollars a barrel on 118,000,000 would be
$236,000,000, $2 on 100,000,000 would he $200,000,000-not
$387,000,000, as stated in the President's proclamation.
He would also have found that millers operating profits under
GoY.ernment regulation has increased nearly 175 per cent, nnd
that their rate of profit on investments increased mor.e than 100
per ~ent, which in a large degree accounts for the high co t of
living. If 4i bushels of wheat is all that is required to produce
a barrel of flour, $2 per barrel would be equivalent to 43 cents
per bushel. The proposed increase oyer the price fixed by the
President ranges from the lowest at New York, one-half cent
per bushel, to the highest at Omaha and Kansas City, at 22 cents,.
plus the difference in price of No. 1 and No. 2 spring northern,
which is about 3 cents per bushel. Assuming that the Presl·
dent would have fixed a uniform price of $2.40 at all the prin·
cipal interior markets, or, in other words, increasing the lowest
price fixed from $2.18 to '$2.40, and all along the line up to the
highest from $2.39 to $2.40, plus 3 cents differential in grade,
what would it have amounted to?
I have not the figuroo giving the number of bushels marketed
at each of the various principal interior markets named in the
proclamation, but if one averages up with the other, and If we
cut the 22 cents, the highest difference, in half, the average in·
crease woul{i be 11 cents per bushel; add to that the 3 cents dif..
ference in grade value, we have an increase of 14 cents per
bushel; but, in order to be absolutely on the safe side, we can
call it 20 cents; if so, the increased cost of wheat to make a bar·
rei of flour would be, not $2, but less than $1 per barrel. lt
we have, as anticipated, a 900,000,000-bushel crop, and if every
bushel of wheat is marketed, the 20-cent increase will be equivalent, not to the immense sum of $387,000,000, as set forth in the
message, but less than one-half of that amount, or $180,000.000;
but anybody having any knowledge of wheat_growing know& that
all the wheat grown is not ground into flour and that all flour
is not made out of wheat and that all flour is not sold. Every·
body knows that wheat must be set aside for seed; substih1tes
have been ordered for wheat by the Food Administration; b~
sides much of the wheat flour is consumed by the producers,
which does not enter into the computation. As stated in the Fed·
eral Trade Commission's report, only about 550,000,000 hushels
of wheat, or ortly about 118,000~000 barrels of flour, were ground;
and 11,000,000 to 16 000 000 barrels of that were exported, and
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only part of that is made of ""heat alone, and only -a part of it
sold for consumption. If the increased cost were less than $1
·per barrel, the increased cost to the consumer would be much
le . than $100,000,000; it would be less than one-quarter of the
$387,000,000 estimated increased cost. Or, if the President
should have increased the price of wheat 22 cents per bushel,
to make up the difference between the lowest price of $2.18 and
the price fixed in the bill of $2.4-(J, and a corresponding increase
of 22 cents at all the markets, plus the 3-cent differential in
grade, in all, a total increase of 25 cents on all wheat entering
into production of flour, the increased cost of all the 550,000,000
bushels of wheat ground into flour would have been only $137,000,000, deducting the amount consumed by the producer which
does not enter into the computation. The increased cost to the
consumer would have been less than $100,000,000.
If attention is to be given to the increased cost and profits,
ln my opinion, our attention should be directed to other channels. Why single out the wheat grower? Why should his nose
be kept to the grindstone and permit everybody else to reap
exorbitant profits? Compare this increased cost of less than
$100,000,000 with the $431,684,936 profits for 1917 over 1914
taken by the Steel Trust-an increased profit of over 1,000 per
cent. One concern-the Nagle Steel Co.-made a profit on its
inve tments of 319.67 per cent; in other words, its profits for
the year were equivalent to its investments more than three
times over. Four meat packers-Armour, Swift, Morris, and
Cudahy-increased their profits $121,000,000 over their prewar profits. Add the exce s profits of the Steel Trust to· the
exces profits taken by the four meat packers and we have the
stupendous sum of $552,G84,836. Add to that the many millions made by the tanneries and other subsidiary companies,
the millions made in paddlng their costs by heavily increasing
their salaries and other manipulations as, for instance, the
comrni sion calls attention to the salaries paid by the AmerIcan Metal Co. (Ltd.), New York, a concern dealing in zinc,
;whose president received a salary of 364,326.73; others received
:upward of $200,000-add it all up and then compare it with the
.Profits and returns to the 6,000,000 -farmers and their families,
,w ho received not 319 per cent on their investment or a thousand
per cent profit over prewar profits, but who are contented with
6 or 6 per cent on their investment, and, according to Mr. Spillman, Chief of the Office of Farm Management, Department of
•'A griculture, get on an average of $142 in cash, $260 in fuel
and house rent-a total of $402-as the annual earnings of a
family of four and six-tenths persons. The farmer works not
7 hours a day ; he and hi family work early and late, many of
them 16 hour , Sundays included.
• The Government clerk who draws one. or two thousand dollars salary, who has his Sundays free and 72 days' leave with
lpuy, who, if all his leave is taken, works on an average, excludjing Sundays, of less than 6 hours a day, gets $120 increase of
salary. All agree that with the high cost of living clerks must
'necessarily be paid more salary than they have been paid in the
1
past. The only contention as to the increase in hours was that
.· now, in time of war, in these strenuous times wnen all are e:x:1pected to do their bit, might they not be required to give an
additional hour to work each day- when paid for that hour, or
the 120 increase as provided in the bill? The President
j thought not, and returned the bill without his approval. If no
additional burdens are now to be placed upon them in consid1eration of the $120 increase in salary, and if Iflost exorbitant
' profits are to be tolerated in the various lines of industry, I
fail to see the justice in denying the small increase in price of
1
.w1leat to the farmer, who works from 10 to 16 hours per day,
~ho receives, according to Mr. Spillman's statement, only, on
an a-verage, $402 as the annual earnings of a family of four and
six-tenths per ons, who pays out of that small earning not only
local, county, State, and Federal taxes but who is and who has
been required under the law to pay his share of one-half of the
taxes of the city of Washington. I fail to sea why, under existing conditions, the farmer selling his wheat in Philadelphia
should be denied the small increase of 4 cents per bushel of
r wheat, or the farmer selling his wheat in New York should be
denied the increase of 3~ cents per bushel, which in amount
::would be less than 20 cents on a barrel of flour, or less than 1
cent for e-very 30 loaves of bread to the consumer.
Railroads have been granted unusual and unheard-of compensation. As a result, freight and passenger rates have been
increased and $900,000,000 have been added to the burdens of the
American people, a large portion of it to be paid by the -farmer.
The price of his cattle and hogs has been fixed through arrangements by the packer and the Food Administration. As a result,
the farmers have been feeding and marketing their cattle at a
I los , while four meat packers, so vigorously and eloquently defended by the distinguished gentleman from Illinois [Mr. 1\lAD-
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DEN], have under Government regulations in the three war years,
1915-1917, increased their profits over $120,000,000 over prewar
profits. Morris & Co. made 263.7 per cent profit on its three
million capital outstanding for the fiscal year ending November
1, 1917. Yes; and Mr. "Consumer," I am told, to-day pays 60
cents per pound for sirloin steak here under the shadow of the
dome of the National Capitol.
The water power, our most valuable resource, valued at many
billions of dollars, is to be disposed of most likely without compensation. Just why all of this, I know not. I take it that it is
fair to assume that conditions here are the same as in other
countries, or as stated by Sir Adam Beck, page 716, part 3, of
the Water Power Hearings: "The war, of course, is an' excuse •
for many things. I am afraid it is an excuse for many things
in our country and perhaps you are similarly affected. l\Iany
things are justified and overlooked at this time in Canada because of the war. There is a spirit of greed prevailing the world
over. and men have little regard for efficiency or for the ultimate
good of the people or anything else other than they want to see
some quick money corning their way, easy money; and I am
afraid a lot of them are getting it."
1\Ir. HAUGEN. Mr. Chairman, I yield the balance of my
time to the gentleman from Minnesota [1\lr. ANDERSON].
. The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is recognized for 10
minutes.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, it has just been announced
that the President of the United States is about to fix the price
of cotton. I hear that this is to be done notwithstanding the
long, loud, and anguished protests of the gentlemen who produce cotton and the gentlemen who represent the cotton-producing States. Those of us in the North who have felt the benevolent
hand of the Goverll!llent in fixing the price of wool and of wheu t
can appreciate the anguish of those gentlemen. They have our
sympathy, but I can not refrain from commending the President
of the United States and his advisors for this belated and necessary act of justice. I have always felt that any attempt arbitrarily and by governmental action to 'fix the prices must result
in certain economic disturbances, both in the operation of the
law of supply and demand and in the distribution of the
product, but I am convinced that if the circumstances of the
case during the last year and a half have justified the fixing of
prices of wheat, they even more justify now the fixing of the
price upon cotton.
I want to present some statistical matter which I think conclusively proves the necessity and the justice of this action on
the part of the President of the United States.
When a ye!lr and a half ago we brought up for consideration
the food-control bill in this House, the House was tol<l that
there was a shortage of wheat, and that shortage came at a time
when there was the greatest demand in the world for food, for
wheat, for bread, limited only by the necessities of our allies
and ourselves in the prosecution of the war. That same situation exists to-day in the case of cotton and has existed for more
than a year. I want to give some comparative statistics touching the production of wheat during the last four years and the
four years preceding the war and the same statistical basis
touching the production of cotton. In 1915 the production of
wheat was 130 per cent of the average production of wheat for
the preceding four years. In the same year the production of
cotton was 75 per cent. In 1916 the wheat crop was 85 per cent
of the production for the period to which I have referred. In
the same year the production of cotton was 76.7 per cent. In
1917 the per cen.t for wheat was 86 per cent and for cotton 73
per cent. In 1918 we have a crop equivalent to 119 per cent o:t
the average for the four years preceding the war and for cotton
a production this year of 74.6 per cent of the average for the
four years pTeceding the war. Reduced to bushels and bales
the total production of wheat for the crop years 1915, 1916, 1917,
and 1918 shows an increase, when compared with the total crop
of the preceding four years, of 205,530,000 bushels, while the
total production of cotton for 1915, 1916, 1917, and 1918, compared with the production for the preceding four years, showed
a decrease of production amounting to 14,859,000 bales, a decrease in the cotton crop during the past four years equivalent
to the average crop for any year during the preceding four years.
In other words, while during the last four years we have had
un actual surplus of wheat as compared with the average for
the preceding four years we have had during the same period
an actual decrease in the production of cotton equivalent to
almost 15,000,000 bales. IIow any man who has any elemental
sen e of justice can under those conditions justify the fixing of
a maximum price upon wheat while cotton is permitted to
·soar without limit except the sky and the cupidity of the men
who raise it and the profiteerer who uses it for his own advantage I can not un<lerstand .
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Mr. GOODWIN of Arkansas. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ANDERSON. I want to go on with these figures, and
I have only 10 minutes.
I desire t o refer just a moment to the price. The price of
wheat during the month of August this year was 140 per cent
higher than the average price during the four-year period before the war to which I have referred. The price of wheat during the month of August this year was 35 per cent higher than
the average for the years 1915. 1916, and 1917. The price of
cotton during August of this year-and I am speaking now of
the farm values-was 217 per cent higher than the average
price for the years -1911, 1912, 1913, and 1914, and was 65 per
cent higher than the price for the years 1915, 1916, and 1917.
In other words, the price of cotton during the last four years
of the war, under a great shortage, it is true, has been very
much higher comparatively than the price of wheat. If there
ever was a justification for fixing a maximum price for wheat
or wool there is infinitely more justification now for the fixing
of a maximum price upon cotton, and has been for more than a
year and a half last past.
If the price of cotton is fixed at a point comparable with the
fixed price of wheat, in its ratio to the average price of wheat
tiuring the four years preceding the war, the price of cotton
to-day could not exceed to the farmer 25 cents a pound.
Of course, if we are to pro-ceed upon the theory that prices are
to be fixed by um·estricted competition, a high price for cotton
would be justified by the existing shortage. We have abandoned
this theory of unrestricted competition as to wool and wheat,
and in its place have adopted a policy of Government price
fixing coupled with governmental conh·ol of distribution.
It is not fair ta make fish of wheat and fowl of cotton. If
the shortage of wheat which existed last year, and which no
longer exists, justifies the continuance of a fixed maximum price
on wheat, the shortage of cotton, which is and has been yery
much greater than that of wheat, certainly now justifies the
adoption o'f the latter policy with respect to cotton.
I conclude by again congratulating the administration upon
this belated act of justice to the wheat farmer, the wool grower,
the consumer, our soldiers abroad, and the allies who fight with
:us fo-r the liberties of humanity and the democracy of the world.
I append the stati tical basis upon which my remarks have
been based :
Wheat.
Average
farm

Production.

Yt>.u.

price per
bnsh!.'l
Dec. 1.

Bushel3.
621,338,000
730, 2G7, 000
763,380,000
891, 017, 000

1911 .......... -....... - .• · .. ···-·························
1912 ................... ·-······-········ .. ···· .. ··•··· .. .
1913 ... .. .......... .... ·--····-··· .. •····••·••·• .. ·-·····
1914 ...... . ......... .................. ... .............. . .

Cenl.$.
87.4
76.0
79.9
98. 6

Average ..................... _...... _.• _........... ==75=1=,50==0,=50=0=:1===85=.=5
1

1915 .................... ______ .......... -... -............
1916 .............................. -................ -.....
1917--- --- ··.- -- .. -······ ........... _.............. _... --19181.--.-- ........................... ·-- ........... -·.-.

1,025,801,000
6313,31 ,000
650,82: ,000
893,585,000

802, 883, ooo 1

Average ....... . _......... -..... -.......... ...... ..
1

~Sept.

EstJmatcd.

I

91.9
160.3
200.9
2205.1
164. 5

1, 1918.

Cotton.
Ave~e

Production.

Yoor.

farm
price per

~~f.

1911.--.-- -- --- .•. --- .•. -- .. --.---- ...•... ---- .. - .. ..... .
1912.--- - - ...... ·---- ..................... ··· -·· ........ .
] 913- - - -- - -.-- ..• - ... -................ - ................ ..
1914 . - - --- ................. -.................... ........ .
A .-erage .............................. - ......... - ..

1915 .. -- ··············--·-···--····- .. ·----· ............ .
1916.---.- ... ----- ...................................... .
19171 ................... - .. - .. ............ -- ........ -- •..
1918 2 ••• -- - •• - ....... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ••••
A vcrage .......•• _...... -.-.- .. - .................. .
1

Preliminary.

:Estimated.

Ba!u.
15,691,000
13,703,000
14,155,000
16,135,000

14,921,750

Cents.

8. 8
11.9
12.2
6.8

10.2

1==========1======
11,192,000
11.3
11,~50,000

19.6

'Xl.7

10,949,000
11,137,000

532.2

11,182,000

22.7

'- August, 1918.

The following table shows the ratio of production compared
the average for 1911 1912 1913 and 1914:
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Year.
1915 ............................................. _,.,_....... ..
1916 ......... - ....... ~.........................................
1917.- ...... ... -................... -- ..................... -....
1918 ..... .... ... ........ ............... . ....... , __ ............ .

Wbeat.
130
85
86

ll9

21,.

Cotton.
75
76.7
73
74.6

The CHAffiMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows :
For the investigation and Improvement of tobacco and the methods
of tobacco production and handling, $32,000.

1\ir. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I rise to make a parliamentary
inquiry first. Is it in order to move to strike out any o:f
these paragraphs?
Mr. LEVER. Oh, yes.
:Mr. WALSH. I moYe to strike out the paragraph just read,
providing for the investigation and improvement of tobacco
and methods of production and handling.
The CHAIRl\fAl~. The Chair did not hear the gentleman. 1
Mr. WALSH. I move to strike out the paragraph.
The CHAIRMAN. On what page?
1\Ir. WALSH. The paragraph ju~t read, for the investigation
and improvement of tobacco and methods of tobacco production
and handling.
~he CHAIRMAN. The Chair has a copy of the .P resident's
message, and it is the only one I have. The Clerk is reading
from the engrossed copy of the bill.
1\Ir. 'VALSH. I make the motion in this form, to strike out:
For the investigation and improvement of tobacco and the methods
of tobacco production ap.d handling, $32,000.

That is found on page 13, at th<' bottom of the page, of
House Document No. 1229.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment of tho
gentleman from Massachusetts.
The question was taken and the Chair announced thn t the
noes seemed to have it. ,
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I ask: for a divi ion.
The committee divided, :md there were--ayes 6, noes 28. ._
So the amendment was rejected.
The Clerk read as follows :
Purchase and distribution of valuable seeds : For purchase, propaga•
tlon, testing, and congressional distribution of valuable seeds, bulbs1
trees. shrubs, vines, cuttings, and plants ; all necessary office fixture anu
supplies, fuel, transportation, paper. twine, gum, postal cards, gas,
electric current, rent outside of the Distriet of Columbia, official traveling expenses, and all necessary material and repairs for putting up and
distributing the same; for repairs and the employment of local and special agents, clerks, assistants, and other labor r equlrP<l. in the city of
Washington and elsewhere, $242 ,320. And thP Secretary of Agricul·
ture is hereby directed to expend the said sum, as nearly as practicable,
in the purchase, testing, and distribution of such valuable seeds, bulbs,
shrubs, vines, cuttings, and plants, the best be can obtain at publk or
private sale, and such as shall be suitable for the respective localities
to which the same are to be apportioned, and in which same are to be
distributed as hereinafter stated, and such seE-ds so purchased shall
include a variety of vegetable and flower seeds suitable for planting and
culture in the various sections of the United States: Provided, Tha t the
Secretary of Agriculture, after due advertisement and on competittve
bids. is authorized· to award the contract for the supplying of printed
packets and envelopes and the packeting, :l.Ssembling, and ma~lng ot
the seeds, bulbs, shrubs, vines, cuttings, and plants, or any part thereof,
for a period of not more than five ~ears nor lcsR than one year, if by
such action be can best l?rotect the mterests of the United States. An
equal proportlofl of five-suths of all seeds, bulbs, shrubs. vines, cuttings,
and plants , shall upon their request. after due notification by the
Secretary of Agriculture that the allotment to their r espective districts
is ready for distribution, be supplied to Senators, Representatives, and
D('legates in Congress for distribution among their constituents,. or
mailed by the department upon the receipt of thelr addressed franks,
in packages of such weight as tbe Secretary of Agriculture and the
Postmaster General may jointly determine: Prot:ided.. ho1oever, That
upon each envelope or wrappE'r containing packages of seeds the contents thereof shall be plainly indicated, and the Secretary shall not
distribute to any Senator, Representative. or Dell"gate seeds entirely
unfit for the climate and locality be rt-present . bnt hall distribute the
same so that each Member may have seeds of equal value, as neat· as may
be, and the best adapted to the locality he r epresents: Pt·o,_'ided, also,
That the seeds allotted to Senators and ReprcsPntatives for distribution in the d.istricts embraced within the twenty-fifth and thirty-fourth
parallels of latitude shall be ready for dPlivPry not later than the
lOth day of January: p,·ovided, also, That any portion of the allotments
to Senators. Representative , and DelegatE's in Congress remaining uncalled for on the 1st day of April shall bE' di!':tributed by the Secretary
of Agriculture, giving preference to those persons whose names and
addresses have been furnished by Senators and RPpresentatives in Congress and who have not before during the same sea on been supplied
by the department: And prooidcd, also, That the Secretary shall report,
ns provided In this act. the place. quantity, and price of seE-ds purchased and the date of purchase; bot notWng in this paragraph shall
be coristruNJ to prevent the Se<'rctary of .Agri.cultur from SPnding
seeds to those who apply for the arne. And the amount herein appropriated shall not be dl.-erted or used for any other purpose bu t for
the purchase, testing, propagation, and distribution of valuable se~ds ,
bulbs, mulberry and other rare and >aluable tr s, shrubs, vines, cut·
tings, and plants.
Total for Bureau of Plant Industry, $3,137,038.
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:Mr. STA-FFORD. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word.
I wish to inquire ·as to this congressional seed item, whether
the conferees left it at the same amount as it passed the House?
You will recall tl1ere was quite a discussion in the House, and
the effort was made to raise the amount so as to accord Member of Congress the same number of packages of seed as heretofore, which required an increase in the amount of the appropriation because of the higher price of seed.
Mr. LEVER. We left it at the same amount.
Mr. STAFFORD. So there will be fewer packages for Member to distribute next year than in prior years?
Mr. LEVER. Yes.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman give the number of
packages that will be a vail able to be distributed by Members
of Congress? As I understood the gentleman from Mississippi
[Mr. CANDLER], be sought to increase the appropriation onethird, based on the increased cost. So I assume the number
will be reduced one-third of the number of packages heretofore
received.
l\lr. TILLMAN. If the gentleman will yield, I have been advised we will get 10,000 packages of vegetable seed and 3,000 of
flower seed.
1\lr. WALSH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STAFFORD. I yield.
1\Ir. WALSH. I would like to ask whether the gentleman is
lamenting or rejoicing?
.
Mr. STAFFORD. The gentleman will recall that I was of
valuable assistance to the gentleman in his effort to demand in
the House a separate roll call to keep the appropriation as it
was. I am surprised at the gentleman's memory.
1\f.... W ALSII. I know tbe gentleman has quick .changes of
mind sometimes.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. On m-atters ot economy the gentleman
knows that I seldom change my mind.
The Clerk read as follows :
· For enabling the Secretary of A~rriculture to carry into -effect the
provi ions of the act of June 30, 1906, entitled "An .act for preventing
the manufacture, sale, or transportation of adulterated. or misbranded,
or poisonous, or dPleteMous foods. drugs, medicines, and liquors, and
for re:mlatlng traffic therein, and for other purposes." in the city of
Wru>bington and elsewhere, including chemical apparatus. chemlealB
and supplies, repairs to np-paratns, gaR. Plectrle currPnt. omclal travPling
expenses, telegraph and telephone service, express and freight charges,
and all other expenRPS, employing such assistants, clerks, ·and other
persons as may be conRidered nPcessary for the purposes named, and
rent outside of the District of Columbia; and to cooperate with associations and sciPntific RoctPtif'S tn the revision of the Tlni-t~d States
Pharmacopreiu and d velopment of methods of analysis, $589,081.

1\lr. PLATT. Mr. Chairman, I mo-ve to str-ike out tbe last
word.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from New· York moves to
strike out the last word.
· Mr. PLATT. I do so for the purpose of asking the .chairman
of the committee a question. Is there anything in this bill in
connection with this investigation by the Bur-eau of Chemistry
or elsewhere for the promotion · of the brewing industr~? Is
there anything under the growing of hops, for instance, that
used to be carried in agricultural appropriation bills?
i
1\fr. LEVER. No; there is not.
1
l\1r. PLATT. In this item, -on page lit I notiae xeferenee is
made to fermentation investigators, $58,000.
Mr. LEVER. That may apply to molasses and all kinds of
things. It has no ref-erence at all to beer or hops or anything
of that kind.
Mr. PLATT. The situation has changed a little since this
bill was originally proposed. I thought if there we1·e anything
1n there that had special reference to that particular industry
it ought to come out.
Mr. LEVER. That is true. I agree with the gentleman.
1 1\fr. STAFFORD. The Committee on Agriculture is known
to be composed exclusively of :Members who have been "dry"
for a number of years.
. The CHAIRMAN. The pro forma amendment is withdrawn.
The Clerk ·will read.
, The Clerk read as follows:
For farmers' cooperative demonstration wor.k outside of the cotton
belt. including the employment of labor in the City of Washington and
elsewhe re, supplies, and all other nPcessary expenses, 554.8{)0.

Mr. SLOA.l~. 1\.Ir. Cl1airman, I desire first to ask the chairman of the Committee on Agriculture how much is the total
provideu in thi bill for the eradication or control of the cottonboll Weevil. 01' in any 'Y:ifo\e J'elating to that particular enterprise?
1\lr. LEVER. That is the entire matter. No; I beg the gentleruun's pardon. There may be a small appropriation carried
under the heu<l of the Bureau of Entomology for the study of
tbe boll weevel itself, but it will be a very small amount.
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Mr. SLOAN. Mr. Chairman, this is the largest appr~prla
tion made for any agrlcultur~l product, or which is expected to
be expended to-ward aiding any .agricultural product. Therefore among the agricultural prooucts of importance in this
-country this is the most expensive to the Government. It is the
one outstanding important agricultural product that neither
pays a tax nor is controlled in its marketing or in its price by
the Government.
'I have supported this in former bills and I may now support
it, notwithstanding my motion to-day, because I am iii favor {)f
encouraging all legitimate agricultural enterprises and products.
But, as I said before, it is the only one of the laTge agricultural
products of this country that is neiUter subjected to market
.conditions nor price control and which absolutely refuses to pay
a tax. It is one of the two .agricultural products designed for
use in the production of clothing. One is raised in the Nortb,
11pon the backs of the sheep, and t1le other is raised in the Soutlt
from the .cotton plant. "Gossypium malyacaea" is the scientific name which, translated by a Member, means "I sllilll be
lmmune." Or in the light of recent ~vents might be read "sole
slacker of the soil." The wool that is raised on the backs of
the sheep in the North is denied protection at our ports_ The
administration commandeers that :wool and fixes a definite prien
at which it may be. sold. Neither has been done with reference
to cotton. This di'Scrimination in fa'\"or of cotton and against
wool is a direct reversal of the divine attitude of that early day
when the flock products of Abel were preferr-ed to the soiL
products of Cain.
CO-tton is n.lso unlike the wheat .of the North, the price of
which is fixed in the markets of the Nation,. an{} those of the
world are denied to the producers.
When the Congress of the United States was bold enough to
believe that it still retained sufficient legislative authority to
say the American farmer was entitled to ha>e a 20-cent (9 . per
cent) l'aise on his wheat we were met by a veto containing
the remarkable statement th-at the raise from $2.20 to $2AO
wouW raise the $10.50 barrel of flour ~2, or to $12.50. Accordtng to mathematics as most of us were taught, it would mean
a differenc-e of 95 cents pet· barreL But 130 many new rules
have presented themselves to the Northwestern farmers that
the repeal of "gravitation" might not .startle them.
That veto alone was the cau e for holding up this bill for a
period of nearly three months, during which time all the new
enterprises invol>ed in this bill have been necessarily suspended
from July 1, 1918, till whatever date this bill shall be signed.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
l\1r. SLOAN. I ask unanimollS consent for five minutes additionaL
·
Mr. LEVER. I .a-sk unanimous consent that debate on this
.p aragraph 1l.Dd all amendments thereto may close in five minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from South Carolina asks
unanimous consent that the debate on this paragraph and all
amendments thereto may close in five minutes. Is there objection?
Mr. WINGO. Mr. Chairman, I will have to object to that .. I
want 10 or 1.5 or 20 minntes.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Arkansas objects.
The gentlefnan. from Nebraska asks unanimous consent to proceed for five minutes. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. PLATT. Will the gentleman yield :for a question?
Mr. SLOAN. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. PLATT. I merely want to ask the gentleman if he does
not think it is rather unfortunate to bring up the question of
fixing a price on cotton just at this time when the farmers ar.e
selling it?
Mr. SLOAN. I was speaking historically. I w.as not referring
to the price of cotton now or later. My objection is to the selection of one great agricultul'al product, and neither fixing its
price, controlling its price, nor in any wise controlling its mar·
ket, when every other important agricultural product in the
United States bas its price fixed or its market controlled.
The question was asked the other day, when the cotton tax
was being- considered, why we should not as well p1ace a tax
upon corn as upon cotton-put t11em on the same basis. 1.t is
entirely proper that that should be done. The administration
has placed its hand upon corn in two re. pects :
First, in confining the quotations on speculative corn away
under the limit of the cash price for whlch it was being sold.
Second. in the use to which the <'orn has been put. especinHy in
the production of pork and beef. This bas been contt·oHe<1,
·first; in denying to ·pork .and beef free access to the palates of
the American people wbich would sustain a natural m-arket.
Second, by the creation of a ~;;tandard of carcasse!' rlifferent from
that which had been the standard on the American markets for
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the last 30 years. The administration selected tbe Ught beef
of the Argentine type or the southern type; instead of the · finished beef which is the ordinary steer of from 1,300 to 1,600
pounds. This last was over a year ago encouraged by the
Food Administration to be developed to the last pound capable
of being placed upon the carcass, so that for a given number of
live beeves we might have a large amount of beef produced.
The market spread of price between the heavy and the new
light 5tandard was very small by reason of that created and
controlled market. Out of that grew the insolvency and bankruptcy of a large number of the beef and pork producers of the
United States.
Now, it seems to me that this one industry here, the cotton
Industry, so richly endowed, with $650,000 for its protection,
should not object to being <'Ontrolled .either in its markets or
in its prices. Or it should have gracefully submitted to a reasonable tax being placed upon it. There is no reason why an
aristocracy of agricultural products should be established and
maintained in this country, any more than there should be an
tll'istocracy among men.
Further, the steel which is dug o11t of the earth and purified
in the fervent heat caused and controlled by wasting labor is
controlled in distribution and, therefore, in price. The coal
which is drawn from the earth is distributed and priced as the
admini tration wills. Why, then, should not cotton be market
or price controlled by the administration and in default thereof
taxed by Congress?
l\Ioreover, the~·e has. been from one-half billion to threefourths of a billion dollars, in effect, thrown into the sea
by the perverse opposition of cotton Congressmen refusing to
permit a reasonable Import duty being collected upon the $3,000.000,000 '\'i·ortb of goods coming through our ports during the
last fiscal year. It was said of old: "Let those who prevent
their country's benefit be required to present an equivalent."
The Clerk read a.s follows:
For farmers' cooperative demonstrations and for the study and demonstra tion of the best methods of meeting the ravages of the cottonboll weevil, including the employment of labor in the city of. Washington and elsewhere, supplies, and all other necessat·y expenses, $650,140:
Pt·ovided, That tbe expense of such service shall be defrayed !rom this
appropriation and such cooperative funds as may be voluntarily contributed by State. county, and municipal agencies, associations of farmers, and individual farmers, universities, colleges, boards of trade,
chambers of commerce, other local associations of ousiness men, busine. s organizations, and individuals within the State.
Mr. SLOA.!{. offers the following amendment: Page 34, strike out the
following:
" For farmers· cooperative demonstrations and for the study and
demonstration of.the best methods of meeting the ravages of the cottonboll weevil, including the employment of labor ln the city of Washington and elsewhere, supplies, and all other n ecessary expenses, $650,140 :
Pro1.' ided, That the expense of such service shall be defrayed trom this
appropriation and such cooperative fuQds as may be voluntarily contributed by State, county, and municipal agencies, associations of farmers, and individual fat·mers, universities, colleges, boards of trade,
cha mbers of commerce, othet• local associations of business men, business organizations, and individuals within the State.''

By unanimous consent, Mr. SLOAN was gi\en leaYe to extend
his remarks in the REcORD.
•
l\fr. LEVER. I ask unanimous consent that debate on this
paragraph antl all amendments thereto shall n·o w close.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The gentleman from South Carolina asks
unanimous consent that debate on this paragraph and all aqtendments thereto be now closed. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the motion of the gentleman from Nebraska to strike out the paragraph.
l\fr. SLOAl'i. I withdraw the motion, with the consent of the
committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the motion will be withdrawn and the Clerk will read.
1 The Clerk read as follows :
J Total for Bureau of Public Roads, $593,540.

·

Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word. I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks in
the RECORD 011 the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from South Carolina asks
unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the REcoRD on the
bill. Is there objP.dion?
. There was no objection.
{ The Clerk read as follows:
For il\vestigating thP. handling,_grading, and transportation of graln,
includi ng the gram sorghums, for the purpose of fiXtng definite gratles
th reo!, $92,750.
1\lr. NORTON. 1\fr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last

-word. · I would like to be advised as to this item "for investigating the handling, grading, and transportation of grain," and
so forth, "$92,750." How is that used?
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Mr. LEVER. That is used in an effort to fix standard grades
for various kinds of grain, wheat, oats, corn, sorghum, and so
forth. It is a technical investigation for fixing the grades.
1\Ir. NORTON. Does the gentleman know how much of that
amount is used in the bureau in Washington, and how much for
outside work?
-Mr. LEVER. I do not haye it at hand at this minute, but I
can put it in the RECORD.
l\1r. NORTON. There is a further appropriation in the bill
of $456.580 to carry out the provisions of the United States
grain-standard act. ·That seems to be a duplication of appropriation.
1\lr. LEVER. No; one is for the enforcement of the grainst.andard act and the oth('r is for investigation work with a
view to fixing standards. There is no duplication.
1\lr. NORTON. It occurs to me that these are large appro·
priations for that class of work.
1\Ir. LEVER. They are large appropriations; the grainstandard act requires a large amount for the administration
of it.
·
Mr. NORTON. I withdraw the pro forma amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
· To make surveys to .determine the actual distribution of the pink
bollworm in Mexico and to exterminate local infestations in Mexico
near the border of the United States, in cooperation with the Mexican
Government or local Mexican authorities, $25,000.

Mr. FOCHT. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD.
· The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Pennsylvanfa asks
unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD. Is
· the_re objection?
There was no objection.
l\1r. FOCHT. Mr. Chairman, I intended to place in the
RECORD yesterday a letter from the Secretary of the Interior,
but it was the information ot some gentlemen that we might
be able to get through with the bill then, so I did not interfere.
There are several bills in the Committee on Public Lands
providing for some manner of homestead on waste land or
reclaimed arid land throughout the United States for the accommodation of and to help the home-coming soldiers.
We all recollect what a magnificient thing it was when that
grand old Pennsylvania statesman, Galusha A. Grow, championed the homestead act after the Civil War, and what he did
for the development of that ·great central producing granm·y of
the world, which is to-day sustaining th.e fighting forces on the
front in France. And what wonders we may do now for oul'
heroes of to-day if we start in time! I am having read a. letter
from a soldier indicating a desire to have it done, and a letter .
from the Secretary of the Interior indi<'ating his willingness to
proceed.
I do not know who the chairman of the Committee on the Public Lands may be, but· I assume that he is active and I assume
also that legislation is in process. I know they are all goof\
men on the committee, and all I wish to do is to rather suggest:
by the reading of these two letters, the propriety of speeding up
a little, as it fl:lay take a long time to formulate a plan, because
we can not do it as they did in the homestead act, because there
was the land ready for occupancy, but now it must be found in
different sections.
1\Ir. WALSH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FOOHT. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. I am advised that the chairman of the Commit.
tee on the Public Lands is the gentleman from Oklahoma [Mr.
FERRIS], and that he is active. [Laughter.]
·.
Mr. FOCHT. Very active in political irrigation. [Laughter.]
As far as his own district is concerned, we are not objecting as
to how well he irrigates, but we can only wish him failru·e elsewhere. That is political, but what I want to do. is something
about this matter. This is not an original suggestion of mine,
but one comes from one of my constituents and the other matter I wish inserted is a communication from the Secretary of
the Interior, making suggestions to me. There is no politics in
if, but I hope a great broad plan, something grand and noble,
a worthy provision for the Yankee Doodle boys who are saving
the world to-day.
Now, I would like to have · the Clerk, in that compelling,
sonorous voice of his, read the letters.
The Clerk read as follows:
CHEMICAL BATTALIOS, EDGEWOOD ARSE:SAL,

Bclgewood, Md., September 2, 1918.

Hon. B. K. FOCHT,
House of Representativu.
DEAR SIR: Am engaged here at present as a chemist in th_e Lear gas
plant which I must say is undesil'llble work. 'l' he place smce it has
been 'completed to a certain · degree rather appeals to me. My only

regrets are that at present prospects for advancement are small and
no possible chance of going over to France, both of which were held
out for inducements when I applied for induction papers for this
branch of the service. However, I am an optimist, and have consolation in the fact that I believe the Germans will soon realize their
ambitions and expectations to be absurd and bring the war to a close.
Now, in. view of the fact that we are working with chlorine gas here
continually and our lungs will be susceptible to the tuberculosis germ
after we leave here, there are four of us fellows who intend to go West
on farms and discontinue our prewar occupations.
Would you be kind enough to give me information regarding homesteads assigned by the Government, and what kind of induceJ;Dents do
they give for developing the land? Would the Government make any
special inducements to soldiers such as a few of the South American
countries?
,
Each of our company of four men has been raised on a farm, and
nt present I see no reason why we could not be successful in a business
adventure of this kind.
Hoping that · you may be able to give me first-hand information
regarding this, and thanking you for the same, I remain,
Respectfully,
Pvt. F. R. BEl\UADERFER,

a. TV.S. N. A.

THE SECRETARY

OF

THE I?ITERIOR,

Washington, Septfm!ber 18, 1918.

non.

B. K. l.<'OCHT,

Ilouse of

.

Rept·esentati~:es.

DEAR MR. FOCHT: I have your letter of September 5, inclosing one
from Pvt. Bemisderfer, requesting information as to tb.e plan for providing farms for returning soldiers. I am sending you all the information
we have available on this subject. '.fhe ·plan, however, has not proceeded far enough along to be able to give any definite information to
the soldiers, but such letters as Mr. Bemisderfer's evidence a necessity
tor this sort of a scheme, and I have to suggest that it would be a good
thing if you would have this soldier's letter printed in the RECORD. In
this connection, I am sending you a copy of .a letter which I .have also
received from Sergt. Robert E. Graham. .
F. K. LANE.
Cordially, yours,
SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE,

August 10, 1918.

Hon. FB.'-XKLDl K. LAXE.
DEAR Sm: Having read in a French newspaper of your proposed
grant of farming land to returned soldi~rs, I would like to make an
application for any program or printed matter you have on same. Am
a man with family and am in the hospital now, recovering from wounds
1·eceived at the front, to which I expect to return shortly.
Thanking yc.u in advance, I ain,
Respectfully,
·
(Signed)
SERGT. ROBT. E. GnA.HAU,

Company Fl, Si:cth United States Engineers,
Am~i'can

E:rpeditio1w1·y Fo1·ces, F,·ance.

WHERE HE WAS AT.

A certain BJ;itish soldier's letter, according
" I am sorry I can no~ tell you where 1 am,
to say. But I venture to state that I a.m not
was before I left here to go where I have just

to Punch, runs thns :
because I am no.t allowed
where I was, but where I
come from."

Pt;TTING COUXTY WEEKLIES OUT OF BUSINESS.
THE NORTHERN NEW YORK .PRESS .ASSOCIATION,

Canton, N. Y.
Hon.
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BEXJAMIN K. FOCHT,

Washington, D.

a.

DEAn Srn : I have read your remarks regarding news-print paper and
1.he country weekly. I am glad the country weekly found a champion.
You have earned their thanks.
.
Country weekUes depend on farmers for subscribers. Farmers seldom
pay on receipt of bills. Agents are necessary. Four years ago when
we began to manufacture munitions all those who were willing to accept the wages that weeklies coul-d pay agents previous to that time
suddenly decamped to the factot·ies. Since then it has been imposJ;ible to secure agents. That has been going on for four years. We
have had to depend on bills .mailed, and responses have not been gratifying.
·
.
At the same time we have had to advance our rates to meet higher
costs. The competition from city dallies has- doubled because they can
handle big war news. '.fhe advance and competition have tended to
lessen subscriptions.
In attempting to collect by mail we have seen our clerks and "frontoffice helpers " enlist and go to the draft. Tile " old man " has staid
to do .the work of two and three.
We have lost rai~oad, automobile, and tire advertising. Our coal
and feed dealers no longer ndvertise. Our local merchants are slacking up. In every town where there ls not some war industry the job
work is cut in half. We long ago cut out lists to the limit to save as
much as possible.
To-day farmers cnn not pay. Agents can not be bad. Office help
can not be bad. We are four years short in intensive collections because of the war We are ad9Jng to already great burdens by serving
on war committees.
.
We can only comply with the cash request or demand by simply cutting off delinquents and plncing the accounts in tbe bands of attorneys at a terrific loss of C!ash - and friends. It reduces our. circulation
50 per cent. It ruins onr advertising rates. It ruins 50 per cent of
the country weeklies forever, for a temporary saving.
So far as I can learn the editors who met with the commission were
editors of dally papers who issue weeklies on the side. In this vicinity
many weekly editions of dailies have been discontinued already. The
persons best competent to set forth the weekly side are the publishers
cf real weeklies.
One branch of the administration is demanding the cutting down of
the weekly. Another is urging them to adopt a book premium on training camp activities published by the War Department. Still another
:Is supplying plate matter for raising money to send the "local" paper
to every man in tbe service.
'£be present price of news alone will suspend the publication of 15
,er cent of the weeklies. What more can be asked.

By attempting to cut down honest weeklies 15 per cent and Insisting
on a further immense reduction of circulation because of the cash
ideahthe Government will lose 50 per cent of its rural publicity.
T e only one to gain by killing the weekly is the daily. I just
want to thank you again for what you said.
Yours, truly,
WILLISTO~ MANLEY,

President.

lli::~!UFACTURERS' RECORD,

Hon.

BEXJAYI~

K.

Baltimore, September 18,1918.

FOCHT,

House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR Srn: Having just read a copy of your speech on the shortage
of news-print paper, under date of August 27, I inclose an editorial
from the Manufacturers' Record of last week showing that the War
Industries Board denies to rountry papers the privile~e of paying for
subscriptions to other papers in advertising. In other words, a paper
which might wish to carry an advertisement in payment for the 8Ubscriptlon for another paper can not do so. This, I think. is canyiiig
the matter even further than any point raised in your speech.
Very truly, your-s,
RICHARD H. Enl\IO::I!DS,

Editor.

The Clerk read as follows:
Total carried by
$27,875,353.

this bill for

the

Department of Agriculture,

1\lr. HEFLIN. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word.
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
debate upon this paragraph and all amendments thereto close in
11 minutes, the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. HmrN] to have
5 minutes, the gentleman from North Dakota [l\Jr. NoRTON]
to have 5 minutes, and the gentleman from Oregon [1\Ir.
HAWLEY) 1 minute.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection?
'There was no objection.
l\lr. HEFLIN. Mr. Chairman, I was surprised and pained bY.
the speech of the gentleman from Pennsylvania [1\Ir. RoBBINS].
His atteiLpt at a time like this to play politics by appealing to
sectional prejudice is indeed out of place and in very bad taste.
He charges that several camps and cantonments have been estab·
lished in the South for political and sectional reasons_ His untrue charge is ~nwarranted from every fact in the case.
Every informed man knows that these camps and cantonments
were located iii the South mainly because of the climate and
not for any sectional or political reason. I regret that such a
suggestion ·should have been made by this Republican Member
from Pennsylvania.
He complains thnt $60,000,000 have been expended in Alabama
for the benefit of our boys in uniform, but he says nothing of
the hundreds of millions of dollars being spent in his State for
war purposes. The gentleman complains that a few million
dollars have been spent for war purposes in the Southern States,
but fails to tell this House and the country that more money is
spent for war purposes in the State of Pennsylvania alone than
the entire cost of all the camps and cantonments in all the
Southern States.
Then, why should the gentleman from Pennsylvania make
such a statement?
In view of the fact that hundreds of millions are being
expended by the Government in northern States where all the
gun factories and shipyards are located, I must confess that
when I hear the gentleman attacking my section of the country
as he has done to-day I fear that he is willing to do violence
to the truth of the situation and create a sectional prejudice-even at a time like this-if by doing so he can serve a partisan
purpose.
l\lr. Chairman, as the gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr.
ROBBINS, a Republican, was indulging in an attack upon the
administration for locating some of the cantonments in the
South, I thought ()f the speech of another Republican, 1\lr.
REAVIS, of Nebraska, who has just returned from France,
and who praised the boys from -the South as he -did the boys
from the North. He did not try to deceive the country into
believing that the South had been singled out for si>ecial favors
in the expenditures of war funds. He seemed to be trying to
contribute to the unity of purpose and solidarity of the American people.
He told how the Alabama boys and the Iowa boys, fighting
.side by side, were sending terror into the ranks of the brutal
Hun.
The gentleman from Pennsylvania [l\.Ir. RoBBINS] seemed to
be trying to serve a partisan purpose, while the gentleman from
Nebraska [1\Ir. REAVIS] seemed to be trying to serve his country.
1\fr. Chairman, surely the people of the great. and patriotic
State of Pennsylvania do not indorse the unwarranted inappropriate, untimely, and unpatriotic attack that the gentle- man from Pennsylvania has made upon the auministration
to-day.
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Surely the good people of Pennsylvania will not indorse his
attempt to array one section of the country against another.
The man who undertakes to create prejudice in the minds of
the people of one section against the people of another may
help himself politically, but he is injuring his country. The
man here at home who now undertakes to create a feeling of
sectional bitteme s amongst our people while our brave boys
from every section are fighting side by side in defense of our
country is an enemy to our country, I do not care whether he
is a Democrat or Republican.
The gentleman from l\Iinnesota [Mr. ANDERSON] wns unfair
to the cotton producers of the South in including in his compari on of five years of cotton prices with wheat prices of the
year 1914. When the war broke out in Europe in 1914 wheat
advanced. in price and cotton fell down from 14 to 6 cents · a
pound, a loss of $40 a bale and $640,000,000 on that crop,
while the price of wheat was higher.
I call the gentleman's attention to this because the comparison that he made does an inju tice to the cotton producers.
The comparison for five years prior to 1914 will show that
wheut has advanced in price more than cotton. I am the friend
of the wheat producer and voted to allow him an increase
in price.
Now, 1\!r. Chairman, the gentleman from Nebraska {Mr.
SLOAN] suggests that cotton is exempt from taxation and price
fixing. When the gentleman suggests the taxing of cotton he
invites a tax on all agricultural products, on eYery bushel · of
grain, and .on every bale of hay produced in his section of the
country. Do the farmers out there want that? I am opposed
to such a tax.
The gentleman says we seized wool and fixed the price. He
is mistaken in that. The truth is the wool seller agreed with
the GovernmP.nt as to the price.
And let me say here that if it is necessary to fix the price of
cotton to help win the war. the South is ready for the price to
be fixed, and the South will be satisfied if those who have
cotton to sell are permitted to have a voice in fixing the price
as those who had wool to sell were permitted to hav.e a say in
fixing the price of wooL The only fear that we have had is
that an unprofitable price might be fixed and, if so, bring bankruptcy and ruin to the cotton producers of the South.
I <lo not mean to say that an unprofitable price would be fixed
intentionally, because we feel that the administration would be
as fair to cotton as it was to wheat and steel and wool if it
knew the eost of cotton production. All we ask is a fair deal
and we expect to get that. Some of you gentlemen do not
know it, but cotton is our money crop, and with it we buy grain
and meat and mules from the West, and if the purchasing power
of the produce is destroyed yow· grain and meat and mule
market is destroyed in the South and you deprive us <>f the
power to do our part in buying liberty bonds, and sw·ely,
gentlemen. you do not wish to do that.
Gentlemen, I trust that there will be no more appeals to sectional prejudice during this war.
To-day, while I speak to you, boys from every section of our
country are fighting and dying on the battle n·ont in France.
Tl1ey do not ask about the politics of a comrade or "Does your
Stn.te pay more taxes than mine?" The only thing that they
want to know is, Are you fighting for the flag? [Applau e.]
Thank God, none of these partisan Republicans can say a word
against the valor and heroism of the American soldier from the
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It seems ta me that we in the Congress of the United St<fites
should take public notice of the devotion and courage of a people
who, having borne as an important part of the theater of war
its heavy burdens for more than four years, have still the con~
fidence which leads to victory. The rmconquerable spirit of that
gallant people encourages its public authorities to offer the Io:m
on such terms as 4 per cent, with every confidence that the
country, so burdened, so devastated, so worn with war, will take
the loan in full.
This act of Fra.cce is an indication <>f her ronfidence, determination, and steadfastne s. commanding our re pect and
love, not only for her own sake, but as our full worthy ally. Not
only her soldiers but her people fight in the full tide of endeavor.
[Applause.]
·
Mr. LEVER. 1\fr. Chairman, I move that the committee do
now rise and report the bill back to the Hou e, with the recommendation that the bill dopa s.
l\Ir. NORTON. I ask unanimous consent, 1Ur. Chairman,
that I may ext-end my remarks in the RECORD.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? [After a pau e.]
The Cl1air hears none.
·
lUr. HEFLIN. Mr. Chairman, I ask unaimous consent to extend. my remarks in the RECORD.
·
The CHAIRl\IAN. Is there objection? [Aft er a pause.]
The Cbair bears none.
1\fr. LANGLEY. Mr. Chairman, I make · the same request.
Mr. 'VALSH. Is this all on the bill?
1\!r. LANGLEY. I desire to make a statement on this bill~
The ·CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the requc t ;will IJe
granted.
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the motion of t11e gen·
tleman from South Caro1ina that the committee do now rise :md
report the bill back to the House with the recommendation that
it do pass.
The que tion was taken, and the motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the committee rose; and 1\fr. CRISP having assumed the chair as Speaker pro tempore, Mr. SrssoN, Chairman
of the Committee of the Whole Hou e on the state of tho Union,
reported that that committee had bad unrter consideration the
Agricultural appropriation bill (H. R 12714) and had directed
him to report the same back to the House without amendment,
with the recommendation that the bill do pa .
1\fr. LEVER. Mr. Chairman, I move the previous qu<.'Stion
on the bill to final pas age.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAh..""ER pro tempore. The question is on tllc engross·
ment -and third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engro sed and read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed.
On motion of 1\lr. LEVER, a motion to reconsider the vote bY.
whieh the bill was passed. was laid on the table.
LEAVE TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE.
Mr. MADDEN. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
after the special orders allotting time to gentlemen to speak
after the reading of the Jow·nal on Monday I may be permitted
to speak for 30 minute on the benefits of the draft law.
The .SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman asks unanimous
consent that after the expiration of the special order allowing
Membe1·s to address the House rext Monday he may be permitted
Boo~
. to address the House for 30 minutes. Is there objection?
Mr. TREADWAY. Reserving the right to object, I would like
Go ask the machine-gun men from Wisconsin and 1\Iichigan
about the courage and daring of the Alabama Infantry and to inquire ~hether there were specia1 orders made this morning"'?
they will tell you, "We feel perfectly safe when supporting As I recal1 it, those were not agreed to.
Mr. MADDEN. They were agreed to.
their lead; we know that the enemy will never break through."
1\lr. TREAD,VAY. And it was undCI tood that the other
[Applause.]
In the name of the boys whose blood is being shed this day, Agricultural bill was coming up?
Mr. MADDEN. Permissions were given to three Members to
.and in the name of all that we hold dear, I beg you. gentlemen,
to banish partisan politics and put country, liberty, and hu- -address the House next Monday.
1\lr. TREADWAY. Do those follow the Agricultural bill?
manity first, and all will be well. [Applause.]
1\lr. MADDEN. They come first.
1\lr. HAWLEY. Mr. Chairman, the press of Friday, I think.
1\lr. RUBEY. l\11·. Speaker, reserYing the right to object,
contained a statement that in my judgment ought not to have
been inserted on an inner page, but should have been given a there is another bill on the calendar from the Agricultural
prominent position on the first page, with large headlines be- Committee, and I am going to object to any fm·tber speech
cause it is the record of a notable event in the progres~ of making until the bill is taken up and passed.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. 1.'he gentleman from M1ssouri
the war.
It was to the effect that France, like the United States, is objects.
offering to her people a new loan to obtain funds for the
l\1r. l\fADDEN. Does the gentleman object?
vigoTous prosecution of her successful war activities. That
Mr. RUBEY. I will have to object until we pass the Ao-ri·
country has been in war for a little more than four years, and culturnl bill.
yet the public authorities in France, depending upon tho
Mr. MADDEN. I hope the gentleman will not object. I do
patriotism and courn~e of her people, are offering to tl1em a loan not often inflict my eJf on the HouF:e.
on a 4 per cent basi.·. It will undoubtedly be subscribed more
1\Ir. RUBEY. I will have .to object. 'Ve hnYe another im·
than in full.
portant bill here.
#
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Mr. 1\IADDEN. That is t i·ue.
Mr. RUBEY. A.nd we ought to pass it. It will take only
SO minute~ to pass it here.
Mr. MADDEN. I have not been standing in the way of the
passage of any bills here. If the gentleman wants to object
to this request, of course he can object.
1\Ir. RUBEY. If this House will fix a time when we can
vote on the prohibition proposition, and have it definitely fixed,
I am willing then to let these gentlemen speak. That is a proposition I think we ought to vote on, and Members of this House
ought to have an opportunity to \Ote on it at the very earliest
possible moment.
Mr. MADDEN. I am anxious that you should have that
opportunity, and I am not going to put anything in the way ?f
giving you that opportunity. I have stood here and helped m
everything that you wanted to do.
Mr. RUBEY. I appreciate that. ·
·. Mr. LEVER. 'Vill my friend from Missouri yield?
· Mr. RUBEY. I have not the floor.
Mr. LEVET.. Reserving the right to object, l\Ir. Speaker, I
nm satisfied that-.
Mr. MADDEN. I will cut it to 20 minutes if that will be of
any use.
Mr. LEVER. I am satisfied that if we can all work together
here we can easily pass the food-production bill on next Monday. The best way to do is for all of us to keep in good hm:~or.
I hope the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. RunEY] will not ObJect
to the request of the g{mtleman from Illinois [Mr. l\IAnDEN]. I
can assure the gentleman from Missouri that I shall undPrtake
to keep a quorum here on Monday until the food-production bill
is passed, even if it takes until midnight.
Mr. :MADDEN. I would be perfectly willing to have the House
meet nt 11 o'clock.
l\Ir. RUBEY. With that assurance, Mr. Speaker, I am perfectly willing to withdraw my objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Illinois
(Mr. MADDEN] asks that at the conclusion of the special order
next Monday he be permitted to address the House for 20
minutes.
Mr. MADDEN. I said "30 minutes."
The SPEAKER pro tempore. To aduress the House for 30
minutes. The Chair understood the gentleman to say "20
minutes." Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker. in or<ler that there may be no slip
up in the passage of this legislation on Monday, I ask unanimous
consent that when the House adjourns this afternoon it adjourn
to meet at 11 o'clock Monday morning.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from South
Carolina asl(S unanimous consent that when the House n<ljourus
t.bis afternoon it adjourn to meet at 11 o'clock 1\londay morning. Is there objection?
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I object.
· The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wisconsin
objects.
PENSIONS.
- 1\Ir. SHOUSE. 1\Ir. Speaker, I call up the conference report
on the bill S. 4194.
· The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kansas
calls up a conference report, which the Clerk will report by title.
. The Clerk read as follows :
'

Conference report on tbe bill (S. 4194) granting pensions and increase of pe nsions to certain soldiers and salJors of the Civil War and
certain widows and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors.

Mr. SHOUSE. I ask unanimous consent, Mr. Speaker, that
the statement be read in lieu of the conference report.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kansas
asks unanimous consent that the statement be read in lieu of
the conference report. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
1
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will read the statement.
The statement was read.
CONFERENCE REPORT NO. 779.
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two H ouses on t he amendments of the House to the bill (S. 4194)
granting pensions and increase of pensions to certain soldiers
and sailors of the Civil 'Var and certain widow.s and dependent
relatives of such sol<liers and sailors having met, after full and
free conference lun·e agreed to recommend and do r~ommend
to their respecti Ye H ouse as follows :
Thut the H ou::;e L'eceue from its amendments numbered 3,
~' 6, -and 7.
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That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendments of the House numbered 1, 2, 5, and 8, and agree to the
same.
JOUETT SHOUSE,
AUGUSTINE LONERGAN,
JNO. W. LANGLEY,
Managers on the part of the H ouse.

. T. J. \V ALSH,

REED

SMOOT,

Managers on the pm·t of the Senat e.

STATEMENT.
The managers on the pru·t of the House at the conference on
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of
the House to the bill ( S. 4194) granting pensious and increase
of pensions to certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and
certain widows and dependent relatives of such soldiers and
sailors submit the following written statement in explanation
of the effect of the action agreed upon by the conference as to
each of said amendments, namely :
On amendments Nos. 1 and 2: Strikes out t11e provisions for
increase of pension to Joseph H. Rowland and Thomas C.
Moore, the proposed beneficiaries being deceased.
On amendment No. 3 (Nathan Vanmetre): Provides increase
of pension to $50 per month, as proposed by the Senate, instead
of $40, as proposed by the House.
.
On amendment No. 4 (Samuel H. McCormick) : Prov-ides increase of pension to $40 per month, as proposed by the Seuate,
instead of $32, as proposed by the House.
On amendment No. 5 (Robert 1\Iasters) : Provides iucrease of
pension to $32 per month, as proposed by the House, instead 9f
$36, as proposed by the Senate.
On amendment No. 6 ( Sru·ah S. Hubbel1) : Provides a pension of $50 per month to the widow of Brig. Gen. Henry W.
Hubbell, as proposed by the Senate, instead of $25, as propose(] by the House.
On amendment No. 7 (Thomas M. Wilkey): Provides increase of pension to $36 per month, as proposed by the Senate,
instead of $30; as proposed b.Y the House.
On amendment No.8 (Henrietta Schmidt): Provides increase
of pension to $25 per month, as proposed by the H ouse.
JOUETT SHOUSE,
AUGUSTil'TE LONERGAN,
JNO. w. LANGLEY,
Managers on the part of the House.
Mr. ·wALSH. Mr. Speaker, may I ask what is the I•u rnber
of this bill? Is it a Senate bill?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. It is Senate bill 4104. The
question is on agreeing to the conference report.
The conference report was agreed to.
On motion of ~1r. SHousE, a motion to reconsider the \Ote
whereby the conference report was agreed to was laid on the
table.
Mr. SHOUSE. Mr. Speaker, I call up the conference,report
on Senate bill 4543.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the con..
ference report by•title.
The Clerk read as follows :
Conference report on the bill (S. 4543) granting pensions and in·
crease of pensions to certaln soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and
certaln widows and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sail ors.

1\Ir. SHOUSE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the statement be read in lieu of the conference report.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the state4
ment will be read in lieu of the conference report.
The statement was read.
CONFERENCE llEPORT (NO. 781).
The committee of conference on the disagreeing v-otes of tlio
two Houses on the amendments of the House to the bill ( S.
4543) granting pensions and increase \lf pensions to certain
soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows and
dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors, having met,
after full and free conference have agreed to recommend and
do recommend to ·their respective Houses as follows :
That the House recede from its amendments numbered 1~
5, and 6.
.
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amend·
ments of the House numbered 2, 3, an<l 4, and agree to the same.
.JOUETT SHOUSE,
AU G US TL~E LoNERGAN,
JNO. ,v. LA:-;GLEY,
Man agers on the part of t h e !louse.
T. J. WALSH,
H EED SMOOT,
Managers on the part of the

Senat e~
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STATEMENT.
On amendment No.3 (Stephen Lampman): Provides incr~se
The managers on the part of the House at the conference on of pension to $50 per month, as proposed oy the Senate, instead
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of of $40, as proposed by the House.
On amendment No. 4 (Nannie ;Tohnson Veale): Restores the
the House to the bill (S. 4543) granting pensions and increa!'e
of pensions to certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and provision for increase of pension to $30 per month, as propo ed
certain widows and dependent relatives of such soldiers and by the Senate.
On amendment No. 5 (FannieS. Coniine): Provides increase
sailors submit the following written statement in explanation
of the effect of the action agreed upon by the conference as to of pension to $30 per month instead of $30, as proposed by the
Senate.
each of said amendments, namely:
On amendment No. 6 (Edwin Doan): Provides increase of
On amendment No. 1 (Emma C. Hill): Provides an increase
pension to $50 per month, as proposed by the Senate, instead of
of pension to 30 per month, as proposed by the Senate.
.
On amendments Nos. 2, 3, and 4: Strikes out the provisions $40, as proposed by the House.
On amendment No. 7 (Margaret E. Gibboney): Restores tho
for increase of pension to Payton S. Lynn, William A. Kilton, arid
provision for pension at $20 per month as proposed by the
Zed Culver, the proposed beneficiaries being deceased.
On amendment No. 5: Restores the provision for pension to Senate.
On amendment No. 8: Strikes out the provision for increase of
Martha L. Cutler, as proposed by the Senate.
On amendment No. 6 (Charles A . Nimocks) : Provides in- pension for Samuel M. Bailey, the proposed beneficiary being
Increase of pen ion to $50 per month, as proposed by the Senate, now deceased.
On amendment No. 9 (Eliza Dalton): Restores the provision
instead of $40, as proposed by the House.
for pension at $20 per month, as proposed by the Senate.
JOUETT SHOUSE,
On amendment No. 10 (Stephen R. Clark): Provides increase
AUGUSTINE LONERGAN,
of pension to $50 per month, as proposed by the Senate, instead
JNo. W. LANGLEY,
of $40 per month, as proposed by the House.
:Managers on the part ot House.
.
JOUETT SHOUSE,
AUGUSTINE LONERGAN,
Tile SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing
JNO. W. LANGLEY,
to the conference report.
Managers on the part of the IIouso.
The conference report was agreed to.
On motion of Mr. SHousE, a motion to reconsider the vote
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to
whereby the conference report was agreed to was laid on the
the conference report.
table.
The conference report was agreed to.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the next
On motion of Mr. SHousE, a motion to reconsider the vote by
one.
which the conference report was agreed to was laid on the table.
, The Clerk read as follows:
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
Conference report on tbe bill (S. 4722) granting pensions and increases of pensions to certain soldiers nnd sailors of the Civil War
By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted as follows:
and certain widows and dependent relatives of such soldiers and
To Mr. DBA.NE, for four days, on account of important busl·
sailors.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the Clerk ness; and
To Mr. GREENE of Massachusetts, for one week, on account of
will read the statement in lieu of the conference report.
important business.
The statement was read.
HOUR OF MEETING ON MONDAY NEXT.
I
CONFERENCE REPORT NO. (780).
Mr. LEVER. l\lr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the when the House adjourns to-day it adjourn to meet at ll.15
two Houses on the amendments of the House to the bill ( S. a. m. on Monday next.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from South
4722) granting pensions and -increase of pensions to certain
soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows and Carolina asks unanimous consent that when the House ad·
dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors, having met, journs to-day it adjourn to meet at 11.15 a. m. on MondaY.
after full and free conference have agreed to recommend and next. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
do recommend to their respective Houses as follows:
That the House recede from its amendmen~s numbered 1, 2,
ADJOURNMENT.
3, 4, 6, 7, 9, and 10.
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amend- adjourn.
ments of the Hou e numbered 8, and agree to the same.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 5 o'clock and 27
Arfiendment numbered 5: That the Senate recede from itR minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until Monday, September
disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 5, and 23, 1918, at 11 o'clock and 15 minutes a. m.
agree to the same with an amendment as follows: Restore the
matter stricken out by said amendment, amended to read as
EXECUTIVE C01\1MUNICATIONS, ETC.
follows:
Under clause 2 of Rule XXIV, cxecuti>e communications were
"The name of Fanny S. Coniine, widow of John Coniine, late
of Company E, First Regiment, and Company E, Fourth Regi- taken from the Speaker's table and referred as follows:
1. A letter from the Secretary of the Trea ury, transmitting
ment, Vermont Volunteer Infantry, and major, United States
Army, retired, and pay her a pension at the rate of $30 per copy of a communication from the Secretary Jf State submitting
additional estimates of appropriation required by the State De·
I:r;:onth in lieu of that she is now receiving."
partment for the fiscal years 1918 and 1919 (H. Doc. No. 1287) ;
l And the House agree to the same.
to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed. '
;rOUETT SHOUSE,
2. A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting
AUGUSTINE LONERGA.N,
copy of a communication from the Postmaster General submitJNO. W. LANGLEY,
ting a supplemental estimate of appropriation for expenses of
Managers on the part of the House.
the Post Office Department in connection with war-savings
T. J. WALSH,
stamps and thrift stamps for the fiscal year 1919, payable from
REED SMOOT,
postal revenues (H. Doc. No. 1288) ; to the Committee on Ap·
Managers on the part of the Senate.
propriations and ordered to be printed.
STATEMENT.
3. A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting
The managers on the part of the House at the conference on copy of a communication from the Postmaster General submitth~ disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of ting a supplemental estimate of appropriation for the purchase
the House to the bill (S. 4722) granting pen ions and increase of and maintenance of an automobile for official use, fiscal year
pensions to certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and 1919 (II. Doc. No. 1289) ; to the Committee on Appropriations
certain widows and dependent relatives of such soldiers and and ordered to be printed.
sailors submit the following written statement in ·explanation
4. A letter from the Acting Secretary of War, transmitting
of the effect of the action agreed upon by the conference as to draft of bill fixing a limitation for bringing suits against the
each of said amendments, namely :
Unite<l States in certain cases (H. Doc. No. 1290) ; to the ComOn amendment No. 1 (Daniel Wootan): Restores the pro>i- mittee on the ;Tudiciary and ordered to be printed.
sion for pension at $21 per month, as proposed by the Senate.
5. A letter from the Acting Secretary of \Var, transmitting
On amendment No. 2 (Charles 0. Thorp) : Provides increase draft of a bill regulating the per onnel in the Coast Artillery
of pension to $40 per month, as proposed by the Senate, instead bands (H. Doc. No. 1291); to the Committee on Military Mairs
l>! .$35, as proposed by the House~
and ordered to be printe~
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and wine from bond for sale or export; to the Committee on
Agriculture.
Also, a letter of the F. E. Ransom Coal & Grain Co., Kansas
City, Mo., concerning the Gore amendment to House bill 11945;
to the Committee on Agriculture.
Also (by request), resolution of the Anchorage (Alaska)'
Chamber of Commerce, m:ging governmental assistance in the
development ot the Alaskan coal fields ; to tbe Committee on the
Territories.
·
Also (by request), resolution of the National Fraternal Congress of America, urging the pas age of Senate bill 3475. as
amended by the House .Judiciary Committee; to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
Also (by request), resolutions of the Kansas City Branch,
RaHway Mail Associati<>n. favoring tbe McKellar-Keating !bill
and :urging a standard day for railway postal clerks; to the
Committee on Labor.
Also (by request), resolution of the Public Ownership Association of California, urging Government control of the NavY,
reserve oil lands~ to the Committee on the Public Lands.
Also (by request), memorial of Paul G. Bogdanoff, Edwin
M. R. Wein~, and Robert L. Sawyer, all of Battle Creek,
Mich., suggesting a program for utilization of man power after
peace is declared; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
By Mr. RAKER: Resolution by the Los Angeles Chamber ot
Commerce, urging the appointment of commission provided for
fn the Newlands river regulation amendment to the rivers and
harbors bill; to the Committee on RiYers and Harbors.
Also, resolution passed by the California State Rural Lettep
Carriers' Association, rela.tive to the exemption from tax of
automobiles and ga ollne used by Government employees; to the
Committee on Ways and Means.
Also, resolution passed by the National FrateYnal Congress of
America, urging the passage of Senate bill 3475 ~ ta the Com·
mittee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. SANFORD: Papers accompanying House bill L'>974,
granting an increase of pension to George A. Hitchcock; to the
Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. V ARE; Petition of the superintendent of schoals,
Philadelphia, Pa., asking the passage of House bill 12767; to the
Committee on Labor;

ON PUBLIC BIJ;LS AND
RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 2 of Rule XIII,
Jlt1r. MOON, from the Committee on the Post Office and Post
Roads, to which was referred the bill (H. R. 12976) providing
for the protection of the users of tbe telephone and telegraph
service and the properties and funds belonging thereto during
Government operation and control~ reported the same without
nmendment, accompanied by a report (No. 800), which said ·bill
and report were referred to the House Calendar.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills,. resolutions, and memorials
:were inh·oduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. LE'!'ER: A bill (H. R. 1211.4) making appropriations
for the Department of Agriculture :for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1919.
·
By Mr. SLAYDEN: A bill (H. R. 12981) authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to re;fuse to permit the exportation of any
work of art purporting to. be a gift made by an individual
or organization to a foreign nation <>r municipality, unless by
consent of the Secretary of State; to the Committee on the
Library.
_
By Mr. PADGETT: -A bill {H. R. 12982) to authorize the
Secretary of the Navy to purchase fi·om the Commonwealth of
Mas achusetts a large dry doCk and appurtenant lands; to the
Committee on Naval Affairs.
By 1\!r. HASKELL: A bill (H. R. 12983) prohibiting the disqualification of married women to appointment under the Gov~rnment ; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
-By Mr. POU: Resolution (H. Res. 432) to consider House joint
r olution 331; to the Committee on Rules.
By Mr. SIMS: Resolution (H. Res. 433) prO'Viding for the
consideration of H. R. 12776, entitled "A bill to -provide further
for the national security and defense and for the more· effective
prosecution of the war by furnishing means for the better utilization of the existing sources of electrical and mechanical
power and for the development of new sources of such power,
and for other purposes"; to the Committee on Rules.
By Mr. DENTON: Resolution (H. Res. 434) to pay extra compensation toW. Ray Loomis, and providing for the issuance of
the weekly compendium and monthly compendium; to the Committee on Accounts.

SENATE.
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Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By 1\ir. ASHBROOK: A bill (H. R. 12984) .granting a pension to Edith Butler; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By :Mr. CLARK of Missouri: A bill (H. R. 12985) granting a
pension to Augustus W. Connor; to the Committee ·o n Pensions.
By Mr. l\1ASON: .A bill (H. R. 12986} granting a pension to
:Annie E. Ranke; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Miss RANKIN: A bill (H. R. 12987) for the relief of Wallace Thompson; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
Also, a bill (H. R. 12988) for the relief of 1\Iinor Berry; to the
Committee on Military Affairs.
·
1
By Mr. SHERWOOD: A bill (H. R. 12989) granting an increase of pension to Frank K. Laha; to the Committee on Inyalid Pensions.

The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
following prayer:
Almighty G<>d, we have assembled once more in Thy presence.
We have come out of our day of rest, a day that holds within
its sacred bounds our highest and sweetest memories and our
divinest a~pirations. We have• come out of the touch of sacred
things to face once more the increasing obligations of life. We
pray that Thy blessings may be upon us, that, with chastened
spirit and with unyielding will and with courage sufficient for
the testing time to which we have come, we may address our. selves to the tasks that await us in the fear of God and with
Tby blessing. For Christ's sake. Amen.
The Secretary proceeded to read the Journal of the proceed-.
ings of Saturday last, when. on request of 1\lr. SMOOT and by
unanimous consent, the further reading was dispensed with and
the Journal was approved.

PETITIONS, ETC.
Under clause 1 of Rule :x:xn, petitions und papers we1·e laid
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows :
By the SPEAKER (by request): Memorial of the Friends
of Irish Freedom, tendering sympathy to relatives, friends, and
the Senate of the United States on the dea.th <>f Jacob H. Gallinger ; to the com.mittee on Foreign Affair. .
AI o (by request), petition of Charles L. Craig, comptroller
of the city of New York, opposing the taxation of income
derived from municipal bonds; to the committee on Ways and
l\1eans.
·
AI o (by request), petition of George :uarsball, of Omaha,
N~br., nnd of W. B. Rbodes, William Lee, J. B. Rader, and
l\L B. Hull, of 1\!anhattn.n, Kans., urgin.g the immediate passage
of the Volunteer officers' bill; to the Committee on 1\Hlitary
Affairs.
Also (by request), petition of the Central New York Con1'ereuee of the Methodist Episcopal Church, protesting the ·
amendment to the Agricultural bill which will release beer

ENROLLED BILL SIGNED.

The VICE PRESIDENT announced his signature to the enrolled bill (H. R. ll283) to amend and reenact sections 4, ll,.
16, 19, and 22 of the act approved December 23, 1913, and known
as the Federal r~serve act, and sections 5208 and 5209, Revised
Statutes, which had previously been signed by the Speaker of
the House.
·
ACTION OF CAPITAL ISSUES COMMITTEE.

Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, som~ days ago I referred to
the disposition made of an application .of a corporation in my,
State for certain credit before the Capital Issues Committee.
I urn in receipt of a letter from the chairman of the Capital
Issues Committee, Charles S. Hamlin, calling my attention to.
the specific application and the reasons for its disposition, which differs somewhat from my understanding of the
affair. I therefore ask leave to insert in the RECORD, without
reading, the letter of l\Ir. Hamlin addressed to myself upon
that subject.
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There being no objection, the letter was ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows :
CAPITAL ISSUES COMMITTEE,
NATIONAL METROPOLITAN BAllm: BUILDING,

WasMngton, September 20, 1918.

Hon. CHARLES S. THoMAs,
United States Senate, Washington.

DEAR SENATOR THOMAS: My attention has been called ' to your remarks during the discussion of the mineral-products bill in the Senate,
as reported on page 10185 Of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, in which YOU
refer to the Capital 'Issues Committee, stating that" Speaking broadly and generally, the Capital Issues Committee will
not sanction the issuance of securities to companies designed to promote and develop minerals of the several sorts mentioned in the- bill.
• • • My colleague and I had occasion to go with a couple of our
constituents from Boulder County to the Capital Issues Committee
within the past two weeks. The gentlemen are engaged in the production of tungsten, one of the materials mentioned in this blll. • • •
The proposition was turned down ufon the ground that the industry
contemplated in the enterprise was o a speculative character."
From my recollection of the matter referred to-the application of
the Tungsten Product<! Mining Co....:._I was confident that the case had
not been decided on the grounds indicated by your statement. for the
reason that it is no part of the policy of the Capital Issues Committee
, to disapprove an issue of securities solely because an enterprise is speculative in character. However, I have since consulted the file in this
case and refreshed my memory by discussing the matter with Mr. J. S.
Drum, a member of the committee, and I should llke to correct what I
believe to be your misunderstanding of the matter.
Practically every application that comes before this committee respecting the Issuance of securities by a development company presents
:two distinct aspects--the economic and the financial. The former is concerned with the need of increased output of a given product and the
latter with the methods of obtaining and using the necessary capital.
In other words, the economic necesslfy of i1.1creased production is not
the only factor to be considered in determining whether any issue of
securities is compatible with the national interest; the financial structure and methods must be sound in order to avoid waste and loss.
The application of the Tungsten Products Mining Co. related to the
sale to the _general public of not less than $750,000 of the capital stock
of this company to obtain money with which to buy and develop additional tungsten-ore bodies and to provide working capital. It was not
shown that the incorporators, although reliable, substantial, and highly
. .trained men, w:ere investing any substantial amount of their own
capital in the enterprise in which they were asking the public to put its
money. The committee can not approve the sale of stock to the general
.public under these conditions, regardless of the purposes for wh.ich the
proceeds will be used.
It appeared also that the newly organized. mining company was expected to finance the Tungsten Products Co.., which is owned by the in.corporators of the mining company. In the opinion of the committee,
,there seems to be no urgent reason at the present time, from the point
of view of the national interest, for the incorporation of the mining
company to take over the ore properties and refining ~lant of the products company or to finance the latter, especially in v1ew of advices we
received from the Bureau of Mines, Department of the Interior, to the
effect that there is a surplus of tungsten refining capacity in tbe
country.
•
. I am sorry, indeed, that you had to leave the conference with Mr.
Drum, which you attended in company with Senator SHAFROTH and
representatives of this company, because Mr. Drum tells me that he had
not finished his discussion of the factors involved and that this probably accounts for your understanding that the application was disapproved because it was speculative in character. Many necessary entel··
prises arc inherently speculntive in character but are passed favorably
by this committee nevertheless when there is need for increased output
of the product in question and when the financial structure is such as to
give proper assurances to the committee that economic waste will not
result.
Very truly, yours,
C. S. HAMLIN.

THE REVENUE.
Mr. FLETCHER presented a telegram in the nature of a petition from the Embry Tobacco Co., of Quincy, Fla., praying for
protection for small corporations who have invested capital of
less than $400,000, etc., which wa:.. referred to the Committee
on Finance.
CIVIL-SERVICE BETmEMENT.
Mr. 1\IcKELLAR, from the Committee on Civil Service and
Retrenchment, to .which was referred the bill ( S. 4637) for the
retirement of employees in the classified civil 'serv-ice, reported
it without amendment and submitted a report (No. 574) thereon.
SARAH A. STAPLIN.
Mr. THOl\IPSON, from the Committee to Audit and Control
t}le Contingent Expenses of the Senate, to which was referred
Senate resolution 308, submitted by l\Ir. BRANDEGEE on the 21st
instant, reported it favorably without amendment and it was
considered by unanimous consent and agreed to, as follows:
Resolved, '.rhat the Secretary -of the Senate be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay from the miscellaneous items of the contingent fund of the Senate to Sarah A. Staplin, sister of William Gardiner, late assistnnt clerk to the Committee on- Pacific Railroads of the
United States Senate, a sum equal to six months' salary at tbe rate he
was receiving by law at the time of his death, said sum to be considered as including funeral expenses and all other allowances.
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be~onging

thereto during the governmental operation and control; to the Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads.
By l\Ir. JONES of 'Vashington:
A bill ( S. 4955) to authorize the establishment of a fisheries
experiment station on the coast of 'Vashington; to the Commit·
tee on Fisheries.
'J3yl\Ir.BRANDEGEE:
A bill (S. 4956) to authorize the President of the United
States to reappoint Seth William Schofield major of cavalry i.
to the Committee on Military Affairs.
THE REVENUE.
Mr. 1\TELSON submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by him to the bill (H. R. 12863) to provide revenue, and
for other purposes, which was referred to the Committee on
Finance and ordered to be printed.
Mr. RANSDELL submitted three amendments intended to be
proposed by him to the bill (H. R. 12863) to provide revenue,
and for other purposes, which were referred to the Committee
on Finance, and ordered to be printed.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The morning business is closed
and the calendar under Rule VIII will be proceeded with.
Mr. FLETCHER. I move that the Senate proceed to the consideration of the amendment of the House of Representatives
to Senate bill 1419, which is the unfinished business.
Mr. ASHURST. This is calendar Monday.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It is' calendar Monday.
Mr. Sl\IOOT. That can only be done by unanimous consent.
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, I gave notice on Saturday that
at the close of the morning business to-day I would address the
Senate on certain features of the revenue bill. If the rule which
specially assigns the morning hour on Monday for calendar busi·
ness interferes with that notice I shall, of course, not insist upon
proceeding.
·
Mr. FLETCHER. I withdraw the motion I made.
Mr. SMOOT. I ask unanimous consent that the consideration
of the calendar under Rule VIII be dispensed with until the
Senator from Colorado can deliver his address.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there any objection?
.~d.
WOMAN SUFFRAGE.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. Mr. President, before the Senator from Colorado proceeds I think it is advisable for me to
make some announcement in regard to House joint resolution
200, which I gave notice heretofore would be taken up Qn Thursday of this week. A report has been circulated somewhat ex-...
tensively in the press in the last day or two to the effect that
in all probability the woman suffrage amendment would not be
reached on next Thursday. I desire to state that so far as I
know it will be reached. There is no plan made of which I
have any knowledge to postpone the consideration of that measure, arid from all the information which I can gather I knew:
of no obstacle which will prevent its consideration at that time.
CALLING OF THE ROLL. '
l\lr. ASHURST. l\Ir. President, I certainly have no objection
to the request for unanimous consent the distinguished Senator.
from Utah [l\1r. SMOOT) has asked for, but I promised a number.
of Senators that I would assist them in securing the regular.
order for Calendar Monday. There is no business on the calen·
dar whatever in which I am especially interested, but I think
a quorum ought to be present, so that if any Senators wish to
object they may b,ave an opportunity to do so. I therefore sug~
gest the absence of a quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary wlll call the roll.
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators nnswered to their names :
Ashurst
Bankhead
Brandegee
Chamberlain
Culberson
Cummins
Dillingham
Fall
Fernald
Fletcher
Guion
Hardwick

Jones, N . .Mex.
Jones, Wash.
Kellogg
Kenyon
King

Lewis

Lodge
McKellar
McNary
Martin, Ky.
Mat·tin, Va.
Nelson

-New
Nugent
Phelan
Poindexter
Pomerene
Ransdell
Shafroth
Sheppard
Shields
Smith, Ariz.
Smith, 1\!d.
Smith, S.C.

Smoot
Sterling
Thomas
Townsend
Trammell
Vardaman
Wadsworth
Walsh·
Wilfley
Williams

l\lr. SMITH of South Carolina. I desire to announce thnt my
colleague [Mr. BENET) is detained from the Senate on official
INTRODVCED.
business.
Bills were introduced, read the first time, nnd, by unanimous
Mr. KENYON. I wish to announce the absence of the junior
consent, the second time, and referred as follm,-s:
Senator from Maryland [Mr. FRANCE] on accotmt of Hlness~
By 1\lr. BAl\"l{HEAD :
I will let this announcement stand for the dny.
A bill (S. 4954) providing for the protection of the users of
Mr. McKELLAR. I desire to announce that the Senator from
the telephone and telegraph service and properties and funds Rhode Island [Mr. GERRY) and the Senator from Arkansas
BILLS

1918.
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T~Ir. ·non:iNsoN] are detained on i~portant business. I ~ish out daily to Senators and Representatives wtU hereafter bG
nlso to announce that the Senator from Nevada .[Mr. IIENDEB- printed u~on news-print paper.
soNr is detained on official busin~ss. , .
·
.
THE REVENUE.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Forty-five Senators have answered
1\fr. THOMAS. 1\ir. President, the financial needs of the
to the roll call. · There is not a· quorum present. The SecreGovernment, consequent upon the war with Germany, and the
tary will call the 'r oll of absentees.
The Secretary called the names of the absent Senators, -and constitutional requirement that bills for revenue shall originate
1\fr. NoRRIS and l\1r. THOMPSON answered to their names when with the House have recently imposed upon the Ways and
Means Committee of that body the most gigantic task it ever
called.
.
.
Mr. DREW, 1\fr. SIMMONS, Mr. UNDERWOOD, Mr. CUR'ITS and encountered. An estimated expenditure of $24,000,000,000 for
Mr. KIRBY entered the Chamber and answered to their names. the current year and the desire of the administration t~ realize
The VICE PRESIDENT. Fifty-two Senators have answered one-third of the amgunt hy taxation has necessitated the fram·
i.ng of a measure designed to raise the vast sum of $8,000,000,·
to the roll call. There is· a quon1m present.
000 per annum without seriously disturbing the industries or
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.
.
. m~nactng
the commerce of the Nation. These figures are nearly
A message from the ::aouse of Representatives,· by' J. C. one and a half times the total -supply of our currency; 'including
South its Chief Clerk, announced that .the House had agreed . golil, silve·r, nickel, copper, and paper. J.t represents about 4 per
to the' repoi·t of .the committee of collference on ~e disagreeing cent of our estimated wealth. It exceeds the combined value
votes of the· two Houses on the amendments ·of the House to of our imports anrl exports for any year of our history; It
the bill ( s. 4194) granting ·pensions· and increase of pensions ·would mucb more than liquidate the. money cost of our Civil
to certain soldiers and· sailors of··the -Civil War and <>ertain War on both sides. It will subject the industries of the Nation
widows and dependent relatives of .such -soldiers and sailors.
to a supreme test of endurance. It will virtually absorb th~
'l'he message also. announced that the House had a~reed to the _annual profits of production, _and must be made to do so, if
.report of the committee of conference· on the disagreeing votes possible, without discouraging continued productive energy.
of the two Houses on. the ameiid-.nents ~ of the House ~to ·the
We propose by this bill to raise 33! per cent of our war ex·
bill ( s. 454S) granting pensionS and increase of pensions to· peuses by taxation. _ This task none of the belligerents has atcertain soldiers and sailors ()f the Civil War and <'ertain tempted. No nation at war in the past has ever done so .. if
widows and dependent relatives ·of such · soldiers and sailors.
we except minor conflicts of brief duration from the- reckoning.
The message further announced that the House. had agreed We are the first to make th.e experime:ht. If we adhere to it
to the report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing and , the war shall endure after 1919, we shall be rE'quired to
. vote of the two Houses -on the · amendments of the House to enact other revenue legislation laying heavier taxes, and ·conthe bill ( s. 4722). granting pensions and increase of pensions tinue to do so until it shall have terminated, because our war
to . certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil 'Var and <>ertain ·expenditures will increase progressively as the conflict proceeds.
·widows and dependent relatives of such soldiers · and sailors.
I a sume no superior wisdom concerning fiscal affairs. In·
The message also announced that the House insists ~pon its deed, I lay claim to but little technical tmowledge of financial
amendments to t11e bill ( S . .4723) granting pensions and in- admin1stration beyond that gained from writers of authority.
crease of pensions to certain soldiers and sailors of the Regu- These tell me that if the revenues of a Government fall below n
lar Army and Navy and of wars other than the Civil War, and fair percentage of its bond issues their values are seriously
to certain widows and ·dependent relatives o! such Rl)ldiers n.ffeded :ind their sale is possible o·n ly at a heavy discount..
. and sailors, disagreed to · by the Senate, agrees to the confer- This is logical. They also deprecate large bond issues, and
. ence asked far by the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the commend the principle of pay as you go for nations as for
two Houses thereon, aDd had appointed 1\fr. lU:Y of Ohio, .Mr. individuals. No man can challenge the . soundness of the docKEA-TING, ~d l\Ir. SELLs managers at tb,e conferen~ on the· trine nor the wisdom of adhering to it whenever po sible. - But
paTt of the ·House.
·
.
exceptions to all rules, whether of conduct or of finance, ..ure
The message further an~ounced that the House had passed a bound t9 occur, and the present _world war is an exception to
bill (H. R. 12714) making _appropriations for the Department of all that has preceded it in human history. We can not, rich
Agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and for as we are, supply our Government through taxation with one. other purposes, in which it requested the ·concurrence of the third of the money required for its expenses unless it ends
Senate.
quickly, a contingency which legislators can not assume as
HOUSE BILL REFERRED.
probable. But the Government can in a large degree relieve
H. R.12714. An act -making appropriations for the Department itself of much of its credit requirements, as it has done in the
of Agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and for p~st, as its allies are doing, and as it must do should Germany
other purposes, was read twice by its title and referred to the remain unsubdued a twelvemonth from now.
I do not protest against heavy taxation in times like these.
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
On the contrary, we should impose them as fairly, as uniformly
QRDER OF BUSI~SS. .
distributed, and as extensively as commerce and industry, as
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Utah asks unaniand consumption, will justify. But we should not,
mous consent that the rule of the Senate requiring that the cal- production
in my judgment, establish a mathematical percentatz;e, based
en.dar shall be called this morning may be dispensed with until upon
estimated expenditures, and make its realization the prime
the conclusion of the remarks of the Senator from Colorado. goal of
our :revenue laws. And this, with the mo~t profound
Is there any . objection? The Chair hears none, and the Senator respect for the Treasury Department, the Ways and Means Comfrom Colorado will proceed.
mittee, and some of my colleagues of the Finance Committee,
Mr. SMOOT. Will the Senator from Colorado yield to me for Ls what we are seeking to do. The result of our ~ctlon upon
just a moment?
the taxpaying interests nE>cessarily assumes a secondaiy place
M.r. THOMAS. I yield.
in our deliberations. · Injustice to them, although not intended,
THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
must flow from such methods in legislation.
I do not quarrel with preliminary estimates of probable
Mr. Sl\IOOT. Mr. President, I wish to give notice that at a
meeting of the Joint Committee on Printing this morning it was revenues available from different subjects of taxation. These
decided . to instruct the Public Printer that hereafter the CoN- nre, of course, essential to any scheme of taxation, and in norGRESSIONAL RECORD shall be printed upon news-print paper in- mal times may well be accepted as standards for adjusting
stead of calendered paper~ as it is printed to-day, and also that assessments and fixing levies. But in times of Unprecedented
our calendar of bu. iness shall be printed upon news-print sb·ess and prodiglous outlay: it must always be rememhered that
instead of calendered paper, as it is to-day. I wish to say that the integrity of the industrial fabric, in a11 its subdivisions. is
It becomes absolutely a necessity to do so, ~nd ·not only a neces- as essential to military success as the Army and the N~vy;
sity to do so, but we are going to have a · very hard time even to that to o-v erburden it is to cripple it, and that to cripple it is
get the news-print paper to continue printing the 33,500 copies to invite disaster. As to this we are all agreed; our differences
proceed from the result we apprehend from proposed schemes
·of the daily CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD.
•
, · I wish to · state that this will .sa.'"e the Government betwe.en of legislation.
two and three thousand dollars a day in the cost of paper alone.
Mr. President, I gravely questi9q the effect which an annual
- I wanted to say that much, because there has been objection. of tax roll of $8,000,000,000 will have upon our material interestscourse, in the past to printing the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD on agricultural, manufacturing, mining, and commerdal--especiully
news-print paper.
as this huge burden is to be distributed by this bill. I quesIn this connection I wish to state that the bound· volumes of. tion whether after the first year of its opNntion it will prove
the RECORD will be printed with calendered paper as they are efficient or successfuL And I ·am convinced that such an uuduly
printed at present, but all copies of the RECORD that are sent heavy imposition is not a present necessity. I am satisfied that
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many of those upon whom these taxes are to fall entertain this
view who will not express it lest they be reproached with ·a
lack of patriotism and an unwillingness to cheerfully bear their
share of the public burdens.
A factor in Federal taxation which can never be overlooked
when increases are proposed, but which at times seems to be
disregarded, is that it constitutes but a part-a large part, of
cour ·e, but yet only a part-{)f the burden falling upon the taxpayer. In addition to them he must pay a State, county, school,
and frequently a municipal tax, whose aggregate sum is prodigious. In 1916 the rel'enues of the States totaled $466,946,748. Those for the other purposes enumerated are very
much more. I feel safe in estimating tliem at $2,000,000,000.
The e taxes, too, are increasing very rapidly. They must, like
other taxes, be paid from the incomes and earnings of the
people. To pay them otherwise is to impair capital and reduce
the efficiency. Mr. KITCHIN gives the total individual incomes
subject to normal tax in 1917 at $4,700,000,000, and corporation
incomes for the same period he estimates at $10,000,000,000,
or a total of $14,700,000,000. With the enactment of this bill
$10,500,000,000 of this income must be used for purposes of general ta_x ation.
Mr. POMERE~'E. Mr. President, may I a k the Senator from
Colorado to yield ·to me?
Mr. THOMAS. I yield.
Mr. POMERENE. The Senator has given an estimate of individual incomes and an estimate of corporation incomes-1\Ir. THOMAS. I have given 1\Ir. KITCHIN's estimate.
Mr. POl\fERE!\'E. Yes. The question I had in mind was this:
Are those in any wise duplications? In other words, is the part
of individual incomes which might be received from dividends
included in both items?
1\lr. THOl\IAS. No; the individual incomes which are given
by 1\Ir. KITCHIN are those upon which a surtax only is levied.
Less than 30 per cent of this fund will remain with the taxpayer whose needs must absorb a much larger proportion if
his earning capacity shall remain unimpaired. Not all of these
taxes are directly imposed on income, but they are passed along
and ultimately rest upon that form of wealth, for taxes upon
consumption, whether direct or indirect, must be finally defrayed
from the earnings of the taxpayer.
Moreover, we propo e by what we call war-time prohibition
to destroy the basis for more than three-fourths of a billion of
our proposed reyenue. This sum if realized must, therefore, be
superimposed upon our other taxable resources, whose totals
are in turn ta be diminished by our crusade against intoxicants. How this threatened deficiency is to be supplied, I do
not know. Those intent upon the total suppression of the liquor
traffic Without regard to property rights or to revenue seem to
be the least concerned about the problem of increased taxation
thus thrust upon our attention. I think that our only resort
will be ta decrease om· estimates by the sum of the amount involved, and in business parlance charge it to profit and loss.
If we are to commit the folly of imposing taxes on the one hand
and destroying the basis of them on the other, let us not saddle
the consequence of our conduct upon the remaining sources of
revenue, but accept the dogma of the sincere prohibitionist and
shrink from the contamination of a revenue based upon an unholy :md a wicked traffic. 'l'hnt is intelligible, although it may
not be defensible. But it is worse than hypocrisy to levy a huge
tax on distilled liquors on hand, destroy their · value by forbidding their sale, and then require all other forms of taxable
wealth to supply the deficit. Such a policy indicates the parody
on 'Yntts' good old hymn, which informs us that
God moves in a mysterious way
llis blunders to perform.

· But, 1\11·. President, I do not purpose at this time to discuss the
details of the pending revenue bill. That I may be required to
do when it becomes the unfinished business of the Senate.
I am now concerned only with its general features and framework from a constitutional standpoint, ancl with its structure
as n permanent scheme of war revenue. If some of these featm·es are unlawful, unsound, or disproportionate, its legality
will be challen~ed. If the challenge be overcome, its administration may be one-sided and injurious if not impossible. Details
at present are, therefore, of secondary importance.
WI1ile constitutiomtl questions have during the war become
recondite, their intrusion upon novel and comprehensive
schemes of legislatio can not be prevented. Here they lie upon
the yf'ry surface of the bill. The House report re>eals and
briefly dispose of them upon considerations of justice and
equity. That is an easy method. If sound, we shall have no
difficulty in removing restraints upon our legislati\e powers.
We cnu relegate the Constitution to the limbo of things that
we1·P, 1nll mcasm·e our authority by our di cretion, should we
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care to retain that faculty. Personally, ·! am unable to reconcile
my oath · of office with this new standard of construction, although ill the given instance it negatives the conclusion asserted.
The pending bill is obnoxious to the Constitution in not less
· than three important particulars. I refer to the proposed taxation of presidential and judicial salaries, of State and municipal
securities and salaries, and to the alternative method of a se sing and leVYing taxes by the war-profits method or the excessprofits method. clothing the Government with authority, as
stated in the bill, to resort to "whichever of the two methods
will yield the higher amount of taxes," and it may be further
affirmed that the constitutional principle of uniformity in taxation is seriously jeopardized by the restriction of the taxes last
mentioned to corporationS only.
·
1. The Constitution declares that the salary of the President shall not be increased nor diminished during the period fol'
which he has been elected, and that the compensation of judges
shall not be diminished during their continuance in office. Until
now this mandate has been respected. Beginning with 1913
Congress has enacted not less than three -income-tax laws under
the sixteenth amendment. During the Civil War and again iu
1894 similar legislation was written upon the statute books.
In none of them did this tax appear. In those of recent date
these salaries were expressly excepted. What has occurred to
make that now lawful which was unlawful before, or to make
that doubtful which until now admitted of no doubt whatever?
The need for revenue can not of itself introduce new elements
into the problem.
'
The tax which this bill imposes is direct. It is unon the salary
as income, and. as a matter of course, that is diminished to the
extent of the tax, which is very high. If we can lawfully exact
10 per cent of these salaries, we may exact 90 per cent of them
or take it all.
I do not care to cite copiously from writers of accepted authority_that this can not be lawfully done, nor to do more than
merely refer to the obvious fact that the integrity of the Executive and the independence of the judiciary demanded the inSertion
of these restrictions in the organic law of the Nation. Both
are at the mercy of the legislature from the hour that the power
of taxing these salaries is conceded. And in the case of the
judiciary let me emphasize the fact that its repre entati es
must submit to this exaction, however unlawful it may be, since
they can only resist by refusing to make payment, by becoming
defendants in actions by the Government brought in the courts
over which they preside. This _would require them to sit in
judgment upon themselves, and that is unthinkable. If, then,
we impose this tax, we ignore a plain constitutional inhibition,
and deprive those concerned of all remedy against the consequences. This violates the very fundamentals of right, of justice, and of morality.
It is to be remembered that these restrictions imposed by the
Constitution upon the legislative authority are not merely to
safeguard the compensation of the officer. That is but a means
to an end, and the end is the independence of the Executive nnd
the judiciary. They are not favored for themselves, but protected for the well being of society by the assurance in the one
case of an exact and in the other of a minimum compensation.
In No. 73 of the Federalist, in discussing the ex:ecutiYe restriction, 1\fr. Hamilton says:
It is impossible to imagine any provision which would havP been more
eligible than thts. The legislature on the appointment of a President is
once for all to declare what the compensation for his services shall be
during the time for which be shall have been elected. This done, they
will have no power to alter 1t either by increase or diminution till a new
period of Rervice by a new election commences. Tbey can neither weakf'D
his fortitude by operating upon his necessities, nor corrupt his integrity
by appealing to his avarice.

He thus comments in No. 79 upon the judicial re triction.o;;:
Next to permanency in office, nothing can contribute more to the in·
dependence of the jud~e.:~ than a fixPd provision for their support. T he
rema1·k made in relation to the President Is equally applicable hP.re. In
the general course of human nature, a power over a man's subsistence
amounts to a power over his will. And we can never hope to see t·en.lized
in practice the complete separation of the judicial from the legislative
power In any system which_ leaves the former dependent for pecuniary
resource on the occasional grants of the latter.

1\!r. Hamilton has thus formulated · more clearly and tersely
than I can hope to do, the vital necessity of a constant observance of these constitutional safeguards, both of which are as·
sailed by the revenue bill.
2. The bill also includes on gross incomes " the interest from
the obligations of States and politkal subdivisions thereof issued
after its passage," together with the compen ation of the State
::md municipal ·office"' . These · items have also been exclmle<l
either expressly or uy judicial decision from previous in,·ome_tax legislation. Of the unconstitutionality of this proposed im·
position, I entertain no doubt whatever.
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The power of the State to tax Federal agencies, and of the
Federal Government to tax those of the States was practically
settled by the Supreme Court of the United States in 1819, in the
great case of McCulloch against Maryland. A statute of that
State imposed a tax upon all banks transacting business within
its boundaries not chartered under its laws. A tax under this
statute was levied upon the Bank of the United States, operating
in Maryland under Federal charter. The tax was resisted -by the
Government, which challenged the power of the State to le'"y an
impost tax upon its agencies or property. The State denied the
right of the Government to create a banking institution, and insisted upon its power as an independent soYereignty to levy and
collect the tax:.
It was then determined that the power to tax being the power
to uestroy, could not be exercised by one sovereignty against the
property or the agencies of another. The integrity of the general Government as against the States and of the States .against
the general Government demanded mutual exemption each from
the reYenue laws of the other. The unanswerable logic of Chief
Justice Marshall in the decision of that memorable controversy
has remained practically tmchallenged until this bill was framed
by the House committee; and I venture the prediction that if
we incorporate the principle into the law it will be summarily
set aside, as it ought to be, by the courts. Otherwise the income
of the States and their municipalities, their securities, as well
as the interest thereon, may be forced to respond to the demanus of the national tax: gatherer, 20 per cent, 40, 60, or 80
per cent, as the Congress may determine. And if this be permissible then the reciprocal right of the States to tax the
national agencies at once springs into being, and chaos, if not
ciyil strife, may ensue from the conflicting and irreconcilable
policies of sovereignties revolving in the same orbit.
1\Ir. SMITH of Arizona. Mr. President, will the Senator
permit me 'to interrupt him?
Mr. THOMAS. I yield.
Mr. Sl\IITH of Arizona. I am deeply interested and very
much in sympathy with the argument the Senator is making;
but I was a little late in getting into the Chamber, and, if he
has not already discussed it, I should like to know whether in
his argument the Senator is coming to the sixteenth amendment
to the Constitution?
·
Mr. THOMAS. I have not come to that as yet.
Mr. SMITH of Arizona. But the Senator will discuss that?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes.
1\Ir. Sl\IITH of Arizona. Very well.
1
1\fr. THOMAS. Mr. President, the Maryland case was the
forerunner of many others of similar import and involving the
same contention. Of these, Van Brockllu v. Tennessee (117
U. S.) is a type. It involYed the power of Congress to tax State
and municipal property. The power was denied, the court
declaring that the reasons for exempting such property from
Federal taxation were identical with those requiring the exemption of all property and income of the National Go'"ernment
from State taxation.
In Pollock t'. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co. (158 U. S., 583) the
tax as ailed was levied; under the act of 1894, directly upon the
income from State and municipal bonds in private ownership.
It was there held that the want of power to tax State and
municipal property extends to incomes derived from diYidends
or interest upon State and municipal securities.
I may digress by saying that the court was practically unanimous upon that proposition, although widely differing upon
other controversies involved in that case.
In his great work on Constitutional Limitations, Judge Cooley
:(6th ed., pp. 2, 592) thus disposes of the subject :
If the States can not tax the means by which the National Government performs its functions neither, on the other hand nor for the
same reasons, can the latter tax the agencies of the State governments.
The same supreme power which established the departments of the
General Go•ernment determined that the local government should also
exist for their own purposes, and made it impossible to protect the
people in their common interests without them. Each of these several
ngencie.'! is confined to its own sphere, and all are strictly subordinate
to the Constitution which limits them, and independent of their agencies
except as thereby made dependent. There is nothing in the Constitution (of the United States) which can be made to admit of any interference by Congress with the secure existence of any State authority
within its lawful bounds. And any such interference bl the indirect
means of taxation is quite as much beyond the power o the National
Legislature as if the interference were direct and extreme. (Citing
Fifield 1.:. Close, lu 1\-lich., 505.)
. It has therefore IJeen held that the law of Congress requiring judicial
process to be stamped could not constitutionally be applied to the
process of State courts, since otherwise Congress might impose such
restrictions upon the State courts as would put an end to their effec~ve a ction and be equivalent practically to· abolishing them altogether.
(Citing Warren 1.1. Paul, 22 Ind ., 27G.) And a similar ruling has been
macle in other analogous cases.
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Strong as is the language employed to characterize the taxing power
in some of the cases which have consldei'ed this subject, subsequent
events have demonstrated that it was by no means extravagant. An
enormous national debt has not only made imposts necessary, which in
some cases reach several hundred per cent of the original cost of the
articles upon which they are imposed, but the systems of State banking
which were in force when the necessity for contracting that debt first
arose have been literally taxed out of existence by burdens avowedly
imposed for that very purpose. If taxation is thus unlimited in its
operation upon the objects within its reach it can not be extravagant
to say that the ageucies of Government are necessarily excepted from
it, since otherwise its exercise might altogether destroy the Go>ern·
ment through the destruction of its agencies. That which was pretlicted as a possible event has been demonstrated by actual facts to be
within the compass of its power ; and if considerations of policy were
important it mi~ht be addefl that if the States possessed the authority
to tax the agencies of the National Government they would hold within ·
their hands a constitutional weapon which factions and disappointed
parties would be able . to wield with terrible effect when the policy of
the National Government did not accord with their -views ; while, on the
other hand, if the National Government possessed a corresponding power
over the agencies of the State go•ernments there would not be wanting
men who in times of strong party excitement would be willing and eager
to resort to this power as a means of coercing the States in their legislation upon the subjects remaining under their control.

The principle underlying the opinion in Yeasie Bank against
Fenno, eighth Wallace, ·page 533, is in harmony "With this view, .
although apparently opposed to it. The tax of 10 per cent imposed by Congress upon the circulation of State banks, after the
issue of Treasury notes and the establishment of national bank
system, was there challenged as a violation of the rule. But the
court sustained the tax upon the following ground :
Congress having undertaken, tD the exercise of undisputed constihl·
tional power, to provide a currency for the whole country, may constitutionally secure the benefit of it to the people by appropriate legislation, and to that end may restrain by suitable enactments the circulation of any notes not issued under its own authority.

It may be added thnt the vast bulk of the State banks were
merely private companies operating under general incorporation
laws and in no sense public agencies.
I am, of course, aware that Gov. Hughes, of New York, expressed the apprehension that the sixteenth amendment, if
adopted, would confer upon Congress the power to le\y the tax
I am now as ailing. Any expression from the lips of that eminent jurist and statesman should command the most serious
consideration. It arrested my attention when made, and I at
once examined the subject with some care. I am not aware that
Gov. Hughes committed himself upon the subject or that he did
more than warn against a possible interpretation of the amendment involving serious consequences to the States by· wiping out
the salutary principle for which I am contending.
1\lr. President, the New York Times of yesterday published an
article entitled •c Legal Questions in Taxing Bonds," in which
reference is made to the message of Gov. Hughes on the 5th day
of January, 1910; and I find from a reading of the extracts from
Gov. Hughes's message-which are very brief, howe\er-that
my impression regarding the character of it is correct. I read:
When this amendment was submitted for ratification ·by the Legislature of the State of New York, Charles E. Hughes, who was then gov·
crnor, sent a message, dated January 5, 1910, in which he called attention to the fact that the phrase "from whate•er source derived" might
be construed as including the taxation of incomes derived from bonds
issued by the State. In his message Go•. Hughes did not say that be
believed the courts would place this inte.r pretation upon :the constitu- ·
tiona! amendment, but merely called the legislature's attention to a
possible construction, believing it his duty to place the legislature on
guard as to the possible consequences of their action in ratifying the
proposed amendment.
" To place the borrowing capacity or the State and of its governmental
agencies at the mercy of the Federal ta:d1;1g power," said Gov. Hughes,
" would be an impairment of the essential rights of the State which, as
its officers, we are bound to defend."
Although fot• the reason just noted Gov. llughes advised the legisla-·
ture not to ratify the amendment, be quoted in his message several
Supreme Court opinions indicating that State and municipal bonds coultl
not be taxed by the National Government. He said:
"While the justices of the court in the. Pollock case differed in opin- ·
ion upon the question whether a tax upon income from property was a
direct tax, and as such could not be laid without apportionment, they
were unanimous in their conclusiou that no Federal tax could ue laid
upon the income from municipal bonds. Mr. Justice White, who dissented in the Pollock case with regard to other questions, as to this saitl
(157 U. S., G52) :
_
" 'The authorities cited in the opinion are decisi-ve of this question.
They are relevant to one case and not to the other, because in the one
case there is full power in the Federal Government to tax, the only controyersy being whether the tax imposed is direct or indirect, while in
the other there is no · power whatever in the Federal Government, and
therefore the levy, "hether direct or indirect, is beyond the taxing
power.'"

1\Tithout present regard to that, I then reached the conclusion that the amendment was merely designed to supply the
authority to levy an income tax which the Supreme Court denied to Congress in the case of Pollock against Farmers' Loau
Co. by substituting the amendment for division 4 of section 9,
Article I, of the Constitution, which declares that "no capitation or other direct tax shall be laid unless in proportion to the
census or enumeration hereinbefore directed to be taken." It
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contained no new grant of power and therefore included no new
objects of taxation The method of laving the tax was chancred
•
:
•
"~
t:>
•
but the SubJect of It re.mamed the same.
This view was so exhaustively considered and so conclusively
demonstrated by Senator Root in his celebrated letter to State
.
Senator Davenport, of New York, m 1910, prompted by themessage of Gov. Hu.,.hes, that I shall ask the privilege of printing
it at this point in my remarks
· .
.
.
. .
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ObJeCtiOn, It IS so ordered.
The matter referred to is as follows:
WAsm~GTCN, D. C., Pebr·uary 17, 1910.
MY DEAn SENATOR : Since our conversation last month I have given
much consideration to the scope and etrect of the proposed income-tax
amendment to the Constitution of the United States.
Much as I resJ?ect the oplnion of the governor of the State, I can not
agree with the VJew expressed in hiR special message of January 5, and
as I advocated in the Senate the resolution to submit the proposed
amendment. it seems appropriate that I should state my view of its
effect.
The proposed amendment is in these words:
"ART. 16. The Congress shall · have power to lay and collect taxes on
incomes, from whatever source derived, without apportionment among
the several States and without regard to any census or enumeration."
The objection made to the amendment is that this will confer upon
the National Government the power t(} tax Incomes derived from bonds
issued by thE' States or under the authority of the States, and will
place the borrowing capacity of the State and its governmental agencies
at the mercy of the Federal taxing power.
I do not find in the amendment any such meaning or effect. I do not
consider that the amendment in any degree whatever will enlarge the
taxing power of the National Government or will have any etl'ect except
to relieve the exercise of that taxing power from the requirement that
the tax shall be apportioned among the several States. The effect of
the amendment wlll be, in my view, the same as it it said, "The United
States may lay a tax on incomes without apportioning the tax, and this
shall be applicable whatever the source of the income subjected to the
tax," leaving the question, "What incomes are Bubject to national taxation? " to be determined by the same principles and rules which are
now applicable to the determination of that question.
If we were to construe the proposed amendment only by a critical
examination of its words, the view upon which the objection is based
would bE' reached by practically cutting: the provision in two and reading it as if it read, ' the Congress shall have \>ower to lay and collect
taxes on incomes from whatever source derived, ' without the concluding
words. But we are not at liberty to do this. The amendment consists
of a single sentence and the whole of it must be read together. It expresses but a single Idea, and that is that the tax to which it relates
must be laid and collected without apportionment among the several
States and without regard to any census or enumeration, while the
words "from whatever source derived" are obviously introduced to
make the exemption from the rule of apportionment comprehensive and
applicable to all taxes on incomes.
We are not left, however, to a mere critical examination of words.
This provision, as Mr. Justice Bradley said of the Constituti(}n in the
Legal tender cases, is "t(} be interpreted in the light of history and
of the circumstances of the period in which it was framed." Justice
Story said of another clause of the Constitution, in Brisco v. The Bank
of Kentucky (2 Peters, 332).
"And I mean to insist that the history of the Colonies before and
during the Revolution and down to the very time of the adoption of
the Constitution constitutes the highest and most authentic evidence
to which we can re art to interpret this clause of the instrument, and
to disregard it would be to bllnd ourselves to the practical mischiefs
which it was meant to supP.ress and to forget all the great purposes to
which it was to be applied. '
This view must necessarily be applied to the proposed amendment if
it he arlopted. It will be construed in the light of the judicial and
political history which led to the propo al and which appears upon the
puhJic records of our GovernmE-nt.
What is that history? The Constitution of 1787 conferred upon the
National Government the power of taxation without any limit whateyer,
excE-pt that taxes on exports were prohibited.
The method of exercising the power, however, was subjected to two
Umitation . One, that imports, duties, and excises should be uniform,
and the other that direct taxes should be apportioned among the States.
The apportionment provisions were as follows:
,. ARTICLil L

"SEC. 2. Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned among
the several States which may be included within this Union according
to their respective numbers," etc. (Amended. but not in this respect, by
the fourt~enth amendment.)
"SEC. 9. No capitation or other direct tax shall be laid unless in proportion to the census or enumeration before directed to be taken."
For more than a hundred years after the adoption of the Constitution various tax laws of Congress were from time to time brought before
the courts upon objections that they imposed direct taxes in violation
of the rule of apportionment. The decisions of the courts uniformly
sustained these Ia ws, from the Hylton case, in 1796, which sustained an
unapportioned tax 01: carriages (3 Dallas, 171), to the Springer ca.se, 1n
1880, which sustained an unapportioned tax on incomes. (102 U. S.,
()86. )
In the meantime numerous laws were passed and enforced imposing
taxes on income without apportionm nt, and a gr at part of the means
for carrying on the CiYil War was derived from suGh taxes.
In the year 1895, however, an income-tax law included. in the Wilson
tariff act of 1894 was brought before the Supreme Court in the case of
Pollock against the Farmers' Loan & Trust Co., and in that case the court
de~ided against tbe law. The case was heard twice. On the first hearing a majority or the court held that a tax on income derived from
real e~t:lte must be apportioned as a direct tax, because a tax on real
estate itself would be direct, and the judges dividE-d equally as to whether
a tax on income deriyed from personal property must be apportioned.
(1u7 U. S., 429.)
Upon the second bearing of the case the court, by a majority of
five to four, hE>ld that a tax upon income derived from personal property
must be consid"red a dir d tax and must be apportioned (158 U. S.,
601). All the- ~ udge agreed, however, that taxes on incomes derived
from business or occupations need not be apportioned. The effect of
these decisions was thus described in one of the minority opinions;
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But the serious aspect of the present decision is that by a new
interpretation of the Constitution it so ties the hands of the legislativebranch of the G(}vernment that without an amendment of that in.strument, or unless this court at some future time should return to the
old theory of the Constitution, Congress can ~'?t subject to taxation---!
however great the needs or pressing the necessities of the Government---!
either the inyested personal property of the country bonds
tocks
and investments of an kinds, or the income arising from the r ntlng
of real estate or from thE' yield of personal property, except by the
grossly unequal and unjust .rule of apportionment among the States.
Thus, undue and disproportioned burdens are placed upon the many.
while the fewi safely intrenched behind the rule of apportionment
among the Sta es on the basis of numbers, are permitted to evade their
share of responsibility for the support of the Government ordained for
the protection of the rights of all."
It wa.s so evidently impossible to collect an income tax by apportionment among the States according to population that the general judgment of the country confirmed the optnion that the decision· in the
P_ollock case had practically taken away from the Congress a power of
Vltal importance to the General Goyernment-a power the exercise of
which bad, at least in one time of peril, proved essential to the Nation's
life.
The attention of the country was sharply called to the need of more
Government revenue for the first time after the Pollock case by the
decrease of customs and iuternal revenue receipts and the rapidly
mounting deficit which followed the financial panic of 1907 · and in
the extraordinary session of Congres which began March f5 1909
-n:hen the revised taritr bill came into the Senate, ail amendment' to th~
bill was introduced reproducing ln substance the old income-tax provisions of 1894 . which the Supreme Court had held to be invalid both as
to lneome derived from rea estate and as to income derived from personal property. The avowed and necessary etrect of including such
provisions in the new tariff law would be to pre ent again to the ~u
preme Court the same questions which had been decided in the Pollock
cas~ and to challenge a reversal of their declslon.
Thereupon the resolution for the submission of this amendment was introduced in the Senate and was passed by Congress.
The proposal followed the suggestions of the Supreme Court in the
Pollock ca.se.
The eYil to be remedied was avowedly and manifestly the incapacity
o! the National Government resulting from the decision that income
practically could not be taxed when derived either from real estate or
from personal property, although it could be taxed when derived from
business or occupation.
The terms of the amendment are apt to cure that evil and to take
away from the diilerent classes of income considered by the court a
practical immunity from tamtion bas d upon the S(}urce from which
they were derived.
There wa.s no question in Congress or 1n the courts or in the coUntry
about the taxation of State securities. No one claimed that the inability of the General Government to tax them was an evil. The in·
abruty to tax them did not arise from the terms of the Constitution,
but from the fact that, being the necessary instrumE-nts of carrying on
other and sovereign governments, they were not the proper subject ot
national taxation, and that, therefore no provisions of the Cou titution, however wide the scope of their language, could be held to apply
to such securities or to the income from them. Judge Cooley, in his
work on Constitutional Law, says:
" The power to tax, whether by the United States or by the States,
is to be construed in the Ugbt of, and limited by, the fact that the
States and tht Union are 1D8t'parable, and that the Constitution contemplates the perpPtual maintenance of each with all Its constitutional
powers, unembarrassed and unimpaired by any action of the other.
The taxing power of the Federal Government does not therefore extend
to the means or agencies through or by the employment of which the
States perform their essential functions, etc."
This rule of construction has been maintained for generations. It
is undisputed ; it was referred to with approval by the justices who
wrote and delivered the opinions in the Pollock case both for and
against the Judgment. It has been declared again and again by the
Supreme Court to be not open to question. It ls a rule of construetion just as controlling in defining the scope of the proposed amend·
ment a.s it is in defining the scope of the existing provisions. Under it,
from the earliest times of our Government, the apparently unlimited
taxing power conferred by the terms of the Constitution has been held
not to apply to the Instrumentalities of the State. ·under It acts ot
Congress which by their express terms appeared to include instrumentalities of State government have uniformly been held not to inclnde them; this uniform, long-established, and indisputable rule applied to the construction of our Constitution-a rule which has been
declared to be essential to a continuance ot our dual system of government-fol'bids that the words of that instrument conferring the power
ot taxation shall be deemc.>d to apply to anything but the proper subjects of national taxation. Under it we are forbidden to apply the
words "from whatever source deriYed" in the proposed amendment to
an;,: of the instrumentalities of State government.
This amendment will be no new grant of power. The Congress already
has power to impose taxes on incomes from whatever source derived.
subject to the rule of construction which excludes State securities from
the operation of the po-wer, but the taxes so imposed must be apportioned among the States. Under the proposed amendment there will be
the same and no greater power to tax mcomes, from whatever source
derived, subject to the same rule of construction, but relieved from the
requirement that thE' tax shall be app(}rtioned.
It appears, therefore, that no danger to tile powers or instrumentall·
ties of the States is to be apprehended from the adoption of the amendment.
It would be cause for regret if the amendment were rejected by the
Legislature of New York.
It ls said that a very large part of any income tax under the amendment would be paid by citizens of New York. That is undoubtedly true.
but there is all the more reason why our legislature should take special
care to exclude every narrow and selfish motive from influence upon its
nction and should consider the proposal in a spirit of broad national
patriotism and should act upon it for the best interests of the whole
country.
The main r£>a.son why the citizens of New York will pay so large a
part of the tax is that New York City is the chief financial and commerclal center of a ~;reat country, with vast re ources and industrial acUvity. For many years Americans engaged tn developing the wealth ot
all parts of the country have been .going to New York to secure capital
and mru-ket their securities and to buy their supplies. Thousands ot
men who have amassed fortunes in all sorts of enterprises in other States
have gone to New York to live, because they like the life o.f the city or
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because their distant enterprises require representation at the financial
center. The incomes of New York are in a great measure derived from
the country at large. A continual stream of wealth sets toward the
great city from the mines and manufactories and railroads outside of
New York. The United States is no longer a mere group of sE'parate
communities embraced in a political union ; it has become a product of
organic growth, a yast industrial organization coyering and including
the whole country; and the relation of New York City to the whole
organization of which it is a part is the great source of her wealth and
the chief reason why hE'r citizens will pay so great a part of an income
tax. We have the wealth because behind the city stands the country.
We ought to be willing to share the burdens of the National Government
in the same proportion in which we share its benefits.
The circumstances that originally justified the establishment of the
rule of apportionment in the Constitution have long since passed away.
It is universally conceded that its application to existing conditions
would be so unjust and inequitable as to be impossible. The power of
taxation which the rule makes it impossible for the Nation to exercise
may be again, as it has once been, vital to the preservation of national
existence. It would be most unfortunate if the several States· of the
Union were to insist upon the continuance of this unjust and useless
1lmita tion upon the necessary powers originally and wisely granted to
the National Government.
With kind regards, I am always
Faithfully, yours,
ELIHU ROOT.
llon. FREDERICK M. DAYEXPORT,
Senate Chamber, Albany, N . Y.

1\fr. T.HOl\fAS. Upon the strength and under the interpretation outlined in this letter, the General Assemblies of the States
of New York and New Jersey finally ratified the amendment. I
think I am safe in asserting that such was the understanding
of the legislatures of the other ratifying States. I affirm that it
could not have been ratified at all had it been supposed to clothe
the Federal Government with powe·r to impair the integrity and
undermine the structure of the States through the power of
unlimited taxation. Nothing in the debates of the Congress
nor in the comments -of the press during the period of its consideration-nothing, indeed, until the message of Gov. Hughes
appeared-was said or written which intimated that the representatives of the people in the Congress of the United States
,w ere subjecting their States, the agencies and instrumentalities
the.reof, to the t.a xing power of the Nation. The financial exigencies of the Government, however great, can not limit or
enlarge the purport or the phraseology of the organic law.
The apprehension of Gov. Hughes arose from the phrase,
·u from whatever source derived." If he were correct, the income from Government bonds then existing and made free from
, taxation by the law authorizing their issue would be subject to
1 the tax.
Surely the Congress never designed by constitutional
' amendment or otherwise to violate its own contracts with the
holders of the national securities, or that the courts would
sanction its action if so intended.
Mr. President, the Supreme Court of the United States has
l1ad occasion to consider the extent to which the taxing power of
·the United States has been enlarged by the fifteenth amend' ment, and its conclusion is that the amendment has merely
· changed the method without adding to the extent to which
assets were subject to Federal taxation.
1
In the case of Brushaber v. Union Pacific Railroad Co. (240
, U. S., p. 1) the subject is fully considered, from pages 9 to 19,
inclusive, which I ask the privilege of incorporating in my
1
remarks.
., The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so ordered.
;1 The matter referred to is as follows:
As a stockholder of the Union Pacific Railroad Co. the appellant filed
bill to enjoin the corporation from complying with the income-tax
, provisions of the tariff act of October 3, 1913 (se<:. ,II, ch. 1G, 38 Stat.,
1166). Because of constitutional questions duly ansmg the case is here
on direct appeal from a decree sustaining a motion to dismiss because
1 no ground for relief was stated.
·
The right to prevent the corporation frol)l returning and paying the
tax was based upon many averments as to the repugnancy of the
statute to the Constitution of the United States, of the peculiar rela··tion· of the corporation to the stockholders and their particular interests resulting from many of the administrative provisions of the
assailed act, of the confusion, wrong, and multiplicity of suits and
and the absence of all means of redress which would result if the
corporation paid the tax and complied with the act in other rE'spects
without protest, as it was alleged it was its intention to do. To put
out of the way a question of jurisdiction, we at once say that in view
of these averments and the ruling in Pollock v . Farmers' Loan &
Trust Co. (157 U. S., 429) sustaining the right of a stockholder to sue
to restrain a corporation under proper averments from voluntarily
paying a tax charged to be unconstitutional on the ground that to
permit such a suit did not >iolate the prohibitions of section 3224,
Revised Statutes, against enjoining the enforcement of taxes, we are
of opinion that the contention here made that there was no juris·
diction of the cause, since to entertain it would violate the provisions
of the Revised Statutes referred to, is without merit. Before coming
to dispose of the case on the merits, however, we observe that the
defendant corporation having called th~ attention of the Government
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the United States as amicus curi:e bas at bar been hearll both orally
and by brief for the purpose of sustaining the decree.
Aside from averments as to citizenship and r esidence, recitals as to
the provisions of the statute and statements as to the businPss of the
corporation contained in the first 10 paragraphs of the -~ill advanc£:d to
sustain jurisdiction, the bill alleged 21 constitutional objections
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specified in that number of paragraphs or subdivisions. As all the
grounds assert a violation of the Constitution, it follows that in a wide
sense they all charge a repugnancy of the statute to the sixteenth
amendment, under the more immediate sanction of which the statute
was adopted.
The >arious propositions are so intermingled as to cause it to be
difficult to classify them. We are of opinion, however, that the confusion is not inherent, but rather arises from the conclusion that
the sixteenth amendment provides for a hitherto unknown power of
taxation; that is, a power to levy an income tax which, although direct.
should not be subject to the regulation of apportionment applicable
to all other direct taxes. And the far-reaching effect of this erroneous
assumption will be made clear by generalizing the many contentions
advanced in m·gument to support it, as follows: (a) The amendment authorizes only a particular character of direct tax without
apportionment, and therefore if a tax is levied under its assumed authority which does not partake of the characteristics exacted by the
amendment it is outside of the amendment and is void as a direct
tax in the general constitutional sense because not apportioned. (b) A.s
the amendment authorizes a tax only upon incomes "from whatever
source derived," the exclusion from taxation of some income of designated persons and classes is not authorized, and hence the constitutionality of the law must be tested by the general provisions
of the Constitution as to taxation, and thus again the tax is void for
want of apportionment. (c) As the right to tax "incomes from whatever source derived " for which the amendment provides · must be considered as exacting intrinsic uniformity, therefore no tax comes under
the authority of the amendment not conforming to such standard, and
hence all the provisions of the assailed statute must once more be
tested solely under the general and preexisting provisions of the Constitution, causing the statute again to be void in the absence of apportionment. (d) As the power conferred by the amendment is new and
prospective, the attempt in the statute to make its provisions retroactively apply is void, because, ·so far as the retroactive period is concerned, it is governed by the preexisting constitutional requirements as
to apportio,nment.
But it clearly results that the proposition and the contentions under
it, . if acceded to, would cause one provision of the Constitution to
destroy another; that is, they would result in bringing the provisions
of the amendment _e xempting a direct tax from apportionment into
irreconcilable conflict with the general requirement that all direct
taxes be apportioned. Moreover, the tax authorized by the amendment, •
being direct, would not come under the ru1e of uniforinity applicable
under the Constitution to other than direct taxes, and thus it would
come to pass that the result of the amendment would be to authoriz~
a paricular direct tax not subject either to apportionment or to the
rule of geographical uniformity, thus giving power to impose a different
tax in one State or States than was levied in another State or States.
This result instead of simplifying the situation and making clear the
limitations on the taxing power, which obviously the amendment must
have been intended to accomplish, would create radical and destructive
changes in our constitutional system and multiply confusion.
But let us by a demonstration of the error of the fundamental
proposition as to the significance of the amendment dispel the confusion necessarily arising from the argument deduced from it. Before
coming, however, to the text of the amendment, to the end that its
significance may be determined in the light of the previous legislative 1
anll judicial history of the subject with which the amendment is concerned and with a knowledge of the conditions which presumptively le;l
up to its adoption, and hence of the purpose it was intended to accomplish, we make a brief statement on those subjects.
That the authority conferred upon Congress by section 8 of Article I
"to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises " is exhaustive
and embraces every conceivable power of taxation has never been
questioned, or, if it has, has been so often authoritatively declare{! ,
as to render it necessary only to state the doctrine. And it has also
never been questioned from the foundation, without stopping presently ,
to determine under which of the separate headings the power was
properly to be classed, that there was authority given, as the part 1
was included in the whole, to lay and collect income taxes. Again, it
has never, moreover, been questioned that the conceded complete and 1
all-embracing ta.xip.g power was subject, so far as they were respectively applicable, to limitations resulting from the requirements of ,
Article I, section 8, clause 1, that " all duties, imposts, and excises
shall be uniform throughout the United States," and to the limitations
of Article I, section 2, clause 3. that "direct taxes sball be apportioned among the several States," and of Article I, section 9, clause ·
4, that " no capitation, or other direct, tax shall be laid, unless in
proportion to the census or enumeration hereinbefore directed to be
taken." In fact, the two great subdivisions embracing the complete
and perfect delegation of the power to tax and the · two correlated
limitations as to such power were thus aptly stated by Mr. Chief
Justice Fuller in Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co., supra, at page
557: "In the matter of taxation, the Constitution recognizes the two
great classes of direct and indirect taxes and lays down two rules bY.
which their imposition must be governed, namely : The rule of apportionment as to direct taxes, and the rule of uniformity as to duties,
imposts, and excises." It is to be observed, however, as long ago
pointed out in Veazie Bank v. Fenno, (8 Wall., 533, 541), that the
requirement of apportionment as to one of the great classes and of
uniformity as to the other class were not so much a limitation upon
the complete and all-embracing authority to tax, but in their essence
were simply regulations concerning the mode in which the plenary
power was to be exerted. In the whole history of the Government
down to the time of the adoption of the sixteenth amendmE'nt, leaving
aside some conjectures expressed of the possibility of a tax lying intermediate between the two great classes and embraced by neither, no
question bas been anywhere made as to the correctness of these propositions. At the very beginning, however there arose differences of
opinion concerning the criteria to be applfed in determining in which
of the two great subdivisions a tax wou1d falL Without pausing to
state at length the basis of these differences and the consE'quences
which arose from them, as the whole subject was elaborately reviewed
in Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co. (157 U. S., 429; 158 U. S., '
601), we make a condensed statement which is, in substance, taken
from what was said in that case. Early the differences were manifested in pressing on the one hand and opposing on the other the
passage of an act le>sing a tax without apportionment on carriages
" for the conveyance of persons," and when such a tax was enacted
the question of its repugnancy to the Constitution soon came to this
court for deterinination.
(Hylton v. United States, 3 Dall., 171.)
It was held that the tax came within the class of excises, duties, and
imposts, and therefore did not require apportionment ; and while this
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conclusion was agreed to by n.Il the members of the court who took whi& resulted on the property from which the income was d erived,
part in the decision of the case, there was not an exact coincidence since in express terms the amendment provides that income taxes, from
in the reasoning bY. which the conclu ion was sustained. Without whatever sou:rce the income may be derived, shall not be subject to
stating the minor dill'erences, it may be said with substantial accuracy the regulation of apportionment. From this, in substance, it indisthat the divergent reasoning was this: On the one hand, that · the tax putably arises, 'first, that all the contentions which we have previously
was not in the class of direct taxes requiring apportion, because it noticed concerning the assumed llmitntions to be implied from the la.n ·
was not leTi d directly on property b cause of its ownership but rather guage of the amendment as to the nature and character of the incorue
on its use and was therefore an excise, duty, or impost; and on the taxes which it authorizes find no support in the text and are in
othc:c that in any event the class of direct taxes included only taxes irreconcilable confiict wltb, the very purpose which the amendment
directly levied on real estate because of its ownership. Putting out was adopted to accomplish. Seeond, that the contention that the
of -view the difference of reasoning which led to the concurrent con- 11mendment treats a tax on income as a direct tax, although it is
clnsJon in the Hylton case, it is undoubted that it came to pass in relieved from apportionment and is necessarily therefore not subject
1 gllative practice that the line of demarcation between the two great to the rule of uniformity, as such role only applies to tax£>s which
classes of direct taxes on the one hand and excises, duties, and 1mposts are not direct, thus destroying the two great classifications which have
on the other, which was exemplified by the ruling in that case, was been Tecognized and enforced from the beginning.! is also wholly with·
accepted and acted upon. In the fi:rst place, this is shown by the fact ·out foundation, since the command of the amenament that all income
that wherever (ami there were a number of cases of that "kind) a tax taxes shall not be subject to apportionment by a consideration of the
was levied directly on real estate or slaves because of ownership it was sources from which the taxed income may be derived, forbids the appll·
treated a coming within the direct class and 11pportionment was pro- cation to such taxes of the rule applied in the Pollock case, by which
vided fo:r, while no instance of apportionment as to any other kind of alone such taxes were removed from the great class of excises, duties,
tax is al!orded. Again, the situation is aptly illustrated by the various and imposts subject to the rule of uniformity and were placed under
acts taxing incomes derived from property of every kind and nature the other or direct class. This must be unless it can be said that,
which were enacted, beginning in .1.861 and lasting du:ring what may although the Constitution as a result of the amendment in express
be termed the Civil War period. It i not disputable that these latter te:rms excludes the criterion of source of income, that criterion yet
ta:x:ing laws wer~ clns&'d -under the head of excises, duties, and imposts, remains for the purpose of destroying the classifications of the Con·
because it wa.s assumed that they were of that character inasmuch as stitution by taking an excise out of the class to which it belongs and
although puttin ... a tax: bu:rden on income of every kind. including that transferring it to a class in which it can not be placed consistently
derived tro.m property real or personal, they were not taxes directly with the requirements of the Constitution. Indeed, from another point
on pro-perty because of lts ownership. And this practical construction of view, the amendment demonstrates that no such pu:rpose was incame in theory to be the accepted one since it was adopted without tended and, on the contrary, shows that it was drawn with the object
dissent by the most eminent of the text w.ritel'S. ( 1 Kent Com. 254, of maintaining the limitations of the Constitution and harmonizing
25G ; 1 Story Const., sec. 955 ; Cooley Const. Lim., 5th ed., •48; Miller their operation. We say this because it is to be ob erved that although
on the ConStitution, 2&7 · Pomeroy's Constitutional Law, sec. .281 ; from the date of the Hylton case because of statPmcnt made in the
Hare Const. Law, vol. 1, 249, 250; Borroughs on Taxation, 502 ; Ord:ro- opinions in that case it had come to be accepted that direct taxes in
naux, Constitutional Legislation, 225.)
the constitutional sense were confined to taxes levied directly on real
Upon the lapsing of a considerable period after the repeal of the estate because of its ownership, the amendment contains nothing
income-tax laws referred to, in 1894 an act was passed laying a tax on repudiating or challenging the ruling in the Pollock case that the word
incomes from all classes of property and other sou:rces of revenue " di:rect" had a broader slgnificance since it embraced also taxes levied
which was not apportioned, and which therefore was of cou:rse assumed directly on personal property because of its ownership, and therefore
to come within the classification of excises, duties, and Imposts, which the amendment at least impliedly makes such wider significance a.
were subject to the rule of uniformity but not to the rule of apportion· part of the Constitution-a condition which clearly demonstrates that
ment. The constitutional validity of this law was challenged on the the purpose was not to change the existing interpretation, except to
ground that it did not fall within the class of excises, duties, and the extent necessary to accomplish the result intended; that is, the
imposts but was di:rect, in the constitutional sense, and was therefore prevention of the resort to the sou:rees from which a taxed income
void for want of apportionment ; and that question came to this cou:rt was derived in order to cause a di:rect tnx: on the income to be a direct
and was passed upon in Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co. (157 tax on the source itself1 and thereby to take an income tax out of
U. S., 429; 158 U. S., 601). T e court, fully recognizing in. the the class of excises, duties, and imposts and place it in the class o!
pas age which we have previously quoted the all-embracing character direct taxes.
of the two great classifications including, on the one hand. di:rect taxes
Mr. THOMAS. In the case of Stanton against Baltic Minsubject to apportionment, and on the othe:r; excises, duties, and imposts subject to uniformity, heid the law to be unconstitutional in sub- ing Co., in the same volume, at page 103, the court; on page
stance for the e reasons: Concluding that the classification of dh·ect 112, reiterates this doctrine, referring back to the Brushaber
was adopted for the pu:rpose of rendering it impossible to burden by case as containing at length the reasons for the conclusion.
taxation accumulations of property, real or personal, except subject
Mr. President, the language of the Brushaber case may be
to t he :regulation of apportionment, it was held that the duty existed
to fix what w a s a direct tax in the constitutional sense go as to accom- said to be somewhat involved ; but still more recently, in an
plish this purpose contemplated by the Constitution (157 U. S.1 581). unreported cas~the case of Peck & Co. against Lowe, de·
Coming to consider the validity of the tax from this point or view,
while not questioning at all that in common understanding it was clded on the 20th of May last, and in which the const1·uction
direct merely on income and only indl:rect on property, it was held of the fifteenth amendment was involved-"-the court says:
that, consider1n"" the substance of things, it was di:rect on property in
The sixteenth amendment, although referred to in argument, bas
a constitutional sense, since to burden an income by a tax was, from no real bearing and may be put out of view. As pointed out in recent
the point of subst3nce, to burden the property from which the income decisions, it does not extend the taxing power to new or excepted
was derived and thus accomplish the very thing which the provision subjects, but merely removes all occasion, which otherwise might
as to apportionment of direct taxes was adopted to prevent. As this exist, for an apportionment among the States of taxes lnid on income,
conclusion but enforced a re,"lllation as to the mode of exercising wnether it be derived from one sou:rce or another=
power under particular circum tances, 1t did not in any way dispute
So, Mr. President, the opinion of former Senator Root,
the all-embracing taxing authority possessed by Congress, including
neces arily therein the power to impose income taxes, if only they which I have already embodied in the RECORD, and upon the
conformed to the constitutional regulations which were applicable to strength of which two States, at least, ratified the fifteenth
them. Moreover, in addition, the conclusion reached in the Pollock
case ditl not in any deg ee involve holding that income taxes gener- amendment, finds official justification in the last utterance of
ically and necessarily came within the class of dl:reet taxes on property, the Supreme Court of the United States upon the subject; and
bnt, on the contrary, recognized the tact that taxation ou income was inasmuch as that pronouncement preceded the formation of
in its nature an excise entitled to- be enforced as 1lllch unless and until
it wa s concluded that to enfo:rce it would amount to a ccomplishing 'the this bill, I am at a loss to unde1·stand why these taxes should
result which the r equirement as to apportionment of di:rect taxation have been included within its provisions·.
was adopted to prevent, in which case the duty would arise to disThe restrictions of the Constitution regarding the compeil·
regard form and consider substance alone, and hence subject the ta:x
to t he regulation as to apportionment which otherwise as an excise sation of the Executive and judiciary, although not exiended
would Dot apply to it. Nothing could serve to make this clearer than in terms to State officers of similar character, are found~d upon
to recall that in the Pollock case, in so far as the law taxed incomes reasons which make them apply with equal force to the comi'J:om other classes of property than real estate and invested personal
propE.'rty-that i~ income from "professions, trades, employments, or pensation of all State and municipal officers when considered
.vocations" (158 u. S., G37)-its validity was recognized; indeed it was as subjects of Federal taxation. And the reasons advanced
exp.re sly declared that no dispute was made upon that subject, and by the courts for the exempt ion of incomes and property of
attention was called to the fact that taxes on such income had been
sustained as excise taxes in the past (Id., p. 635). The whole law the States and their subdivisions, and of the securities helongwas, however, declared unconstitutional on the ground that to permit ing to individuals, also shi-eld the salaries of State officials
1t to thus operate would relieve real estate and invested personal prop- from the Federal taxgatherer. Whenever these items of property from taxation and " would leave the burden of the tax to be
borne by profession trades, employments, or vocations; and in that erty and income become subject to lllltional assessments the
way wbat was intended as a tax on capital would remain, in substance, States are themselves subject to progressive but cert!'iin exa tax on occupations and labor" (Id., p. 637), a result which, it was tinction. For political considerations always potent in moldheltl, could not have been contemplated by Congress.
~
ing Federal revenue bills will here find a n.ew field of activity,
This is the t ext of the amendment:
" The Congress shall lave power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, and State officials and policy will be directed by national au·
from whatever source derived, without apportionment among the sev- thotity into channels of its own choosing.
ei·al StateR, and without regard to any census or enumeration."
The clause of the sixteenth amendment subjecting incomes
It Is clear on the face of this text that it does not purport to confer
power to le;y income taxes in a generic sense-an authority already to taxation "from wha.te>er source derived," is not hroa.der
possessed and never questioned-or to limit and distinguish between than the power given by clause 1, section 8, " to lay and col·
one kind of income taxes and another, but that the bole purpose of 1ect taxes, imposts,- and excises, but all dutles shall be uniform
the amendment was to relieve all income taxes when imposed from
The limitations regarding
apportionment f.rom a consideration of the source whence the income throughout the United Stales."
wa derived. Indeed, in the light of the history which we have given capitation, or other direct taxes, and taxes on exports do not
and of the decision in the Pollock case, and the ground upon whieh the affect excises, whkh is but another name for internal-revenue
ruling in that case wo..s based, there is no escape f rom the conclusion
that the amendment was drawn 1ru· the purpose of doing away fo:r taxation. The _power to lay these is unconditional save as to
the future \vith the principle upon which the Pollock case was de- uniformity ; yet stamp or other taxes on judicial process and
cided-that is, of determining whetbe:r a ta:x on. income was direct, . provisions that documents required to be stamped shall not be
not by a consideration of the bu:rden placed on the taxed income
upon which it directly operated, but by taking into view the burden received in evidence in any court unless so stamped, can not
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be applied to the process of State courts or enforced against
liti "ants in such courts. An unbroken line of precedents has
so "'determined. One sovereignty can not invade another
through the subtle process of taxation until the courts reverse the decisions of a century or until the people by constitutional amendment shall clothe the Congress with the power
to do so in direct and unmistakable fashion. From an abundance of material I select the cases of Carpenter against
Sncllin(J' Ninety-seventh 1\fassnchnsetts, page 452; Craig against
Dimock:' Forty-seventh Illinois, page 358 ; l\1oare against Moore,
Forty-seventh New York, page 467; and Syales against Davis,
Twenty- econd Wisconsin~ page 225; while Collector against
Day Eleventh Wallace, -p age 113, expressly declares that the
salazy of a State officer is not subject to a Federal tax.
I cite a number of authorities in connection with that statement which it is not necessary to read, bat I want to refer
parti~ularly to the case of the Collector ngainst Day, Eleventh
,W allace, 113, which exp1·essly deCla-res that the salary of a State
officer is not subject to a Federal tax. Inasmuch as the Supreme
Court has held that there is no enlargement of the taxing power,
but merely a change of its methods, as a re ult of the sixteenth
amendment, this ca e is quite as applicable to-day as it was
under the law under which the tax was assessed. The assessment was made under the income-tax law enacted by Congress
during the war, which in terms subjected all incomes to taxation and under the general power there apparently gi'\'"en by
legi~lation this tax was levied upon the salary of a judicial
officer of the State of New York who resisted the payment of it.
The entire opinion is replete with information and I might appropriately read it an, but I ~hall content myself with reading
from page 125 and following. The opinion was delivered by
l\.1r . .Justice Nelson:
Two of the great departments o! the Government, the executive and
legislative, depend upon the exercise of the powers or upon the people
The Constitution guarantees to the States a republican
form o! government and protects each against invasion or domestic
violence. Such being the separate and independent condition of the
States in our complex system, as recognized by the Constitution, and
the existence o! which is so indispensable that without them the General Govel'nment it elf would disappear from the family of nations, it
'would seem to follow, as a reasonable ll not a necessary consequence,
that the means and instrumentalities employed for carrying on the
operations of their governments, for preserving their existence, and
fulfilling the hlg:h and responsible duties assigned to them in the Constitution. should be left f<ee and unimpaired, should not be liable to
be <'ripplP.Cl much less defeated, by the taxing power of another government which power acknowledges no limits but the will o! the legiglative body imposing the tnx. And, more especially, those means and
instrumentalities whlch are the creation of their so·verelgn and reserved r1ghts, one of whlch is the establishment o.f the judicial department and the appointment of officers to administer their laws. Without this power and the exercise of it we risk nothing in saying that
no one of the States under the form of .government guaranteed by the
Constitution could long preserve its existence. A despotic government
might \Ve have said that one of the reserved -powers was that to
establish a judicial department; it would have been more accurate, and
In accordance with the existing state of things at the time, to have
saiU the power to maintain a judicial department. All of the 13
States were in the possession of this power and had exercised it at
the adoption of the Constitution, and it is not pretended that any
grant of it to the General Government is· found in that instrument.
It Ia therefore, one of the soverei~ powers vested in the States by
their' constitutions, whlch remained unaltered :llld unimpaired, and in
respect to which the State is as independent of th~ General Government as that Go>ernment is independent of the states.
The supremacy of the General Government, therefore, so much relied
on in tile argument of the counsel for the plaintii'r in error in respect
to the question before us, can not be maintained. The two G.overnments are upon an equality, and the q.uestion is whether the power
.. to lay and collect taxes" enables the General Government to ta:s:
-the salary of a judicial officer of the State, which officer is a means
or instrumentality employed to carry into execution one of tts most
impOTtant functions, the administration o! the laws, and which concerns the exercise of a right reserved to the States.
We do not say the mere circumstance of the establishment of the
judicin.l department and the appointment of officers to admlnister the
laws, being among the reserved powers of the State, disables the Gweral Government from levying the tax, as that depends upon the exiPress power to "lay and collect taxes," but it shows that it is an
original inherent pow.er never parted with and in respect to which
the supremacy of that Government does not exist and is of no importance in determining the question; and, further, that being an
original and reserved power, and the judicial officers appointed under
It being a means or instrumentality employed to carry it into effect, the
right and necessity of its unimpaired exe:rclBe and the exemption
of the officer from taxation by the General Government· stand upon as
solid a ground and are maintained by principles and reasons as cogent
as those which led to the exemption of the Federal officer in Dobbins
agains.t The Commissioners of Erie from taxation by the State, for, in
thls respect-that is, in respect to the reserved ~owers--the S-tate iS
as soverelgn and independent as the Gener.al Government. And if
the means and instrumentalities employed by that Government to
carry into operation the powers granted to it are necessarily and for
the sake of self-preservation exempt from taxation by the States, why
of the States.
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existence in the one <'ase is as essential as in tbe oth~r. It is admitted
that there is no express provision in the Constitution that prohibits
the General Government from taxing the means and instrumentalities
of the State.·~. nor is there any prohibiting the States from taxing the
means and instrumentalities of that Government. In both cases the

e..-mm.ption rests upon necessary lmpUcation, as any government whose
means employed in conducting its operations, if subject to the control
of another and distinct government, can exist only at the mercy of
that government. Of what avail are these means if another power may
tu them at discretion?

A unique feature of the pending bill is the .Proposed alternate
or double system which it proposes for the taxation of profits
as such. One of these systems is christened the war-profits tax,
the other the excess-profits tax. These are intended to operateupon corporations only, and the authorities are required to use
" whichever of the methods yields the higher tax in the case of
such corporation." The war-profits method imposes a tax of 80
per cent upon all profits equal to the average net income of the
corporation over its average income in the statutory prewar
period, less a specific deduction of $3,000. If the corporation
did not exist during the whole prewar period or l1ad no income
then or was less than 10 per cent of its invested capital, its war
profit i the surplus over 10 per cent -of its invested capital for
the taxable year, plus the sum of $3,000.
The excess-profits method consists of a graded tax ranging
from 35 to 70 per cent of the net profit in excess of exemption
of $3,000, plus 8 per cent of the invested capital for the taxable
year. The ingenuity of the tax gatherer is to determine which
of these probes shall be used in each individual instance.
Whicheve-r will realize the larger amount of the tax mu t be
chosen. Possibly if bad judgment is disclosed in the selection,
as revealed in results, the method chosen will be shifted to the
one rejected, since otherwise the terms of the law would not be
complied with.
This novel device violates the familiar requirements of certainty and u.nlformity in taxation; requirements whi-ch are
insepru:able from justice and equity. Its only merit is it
novelty. It may have disfigured other systems of taxation, but
not I think in any English-speaking country. I have been
unable to discover any authority .disclosing its existence elsewhere or in previous national legislation, altbough I have not
had the time for an exhaustive research. That faet is the best
of reasons for believing it to be unconstitutional; for if it had
appeared heretofore its validity would undoubtedly have been
successfully challenged.
Mr. President, if Congress can provi-de two radically d.ifferent
bases for levying a tax: against the same individual upon the
same taxable asset and direct the administration of the law to
resort to that which in the individual instance will realize the
most 1·evenue, it may provide three, four, or half a dozen of
them. Any n.rgument supporting the one will surely sustain
the <>ther. The taxpayer must submit to the experimental test
of e~h method, that the collector may judge which of them
will prove the most effictent. What he must pay he can never
know with certainty. And the method applied to him for one
taxable year may be discarded and another selected for the
next.
Such a system would inevitably strew inequalities all o-vei·
the country, and drive the taxpayer to the alternative of
juggling his affairs in the hope of escaping confiscation by
:forms of law. It would thus offer a premium to rascality, and
furnish ample justi:fi.cation for perjury. It would make taxes
both unequal and uncertain in their distribution, in cheerful
disregard of the -constitutional requirement of uniformity. That
quality can not rest upon a shifting and changeable method
either of assessment or levy. It may exploit the taxpayer, but
it can not square with justice, and should not disfigure the
statute books. Finally it would arm the coll-ector with a weapon
through whose exercise favoritism, fraud. and bribery would
flourish in unscrupulous hands and beset the n<lministration of
the national revenues with opportuniti-es for corruption against
whose temptations the virtues of the average official would not
long resist.
Let me conclude by emphasizing another conspicuous flefect
in this bilL I refer to the confinement of this ·alternative tax
to bodies corporate. Doubtle'3s Congress has the power to do
this, but only at the sacrifice of elementary principles of fairness
and equity. The only reason -alleg-ed for doing so is " the difficulty in administering an excess-profits tax applicable to individuals." Shall we then refrain from requiring individuals and
partnerships to pay this extra tax, because it is not as easy to
make them pay it as it is to make corporations do so? Shall we
forego an extensive source of revenue when :all we can raise is
urgently needed because we may encounter difficulty in collecting it? If so, why tax individuals at all? If the fact be so it
confronts us as well in administering the income tax. We discriminate between different indivi-duals elsewhere, but we ilo
not discriminate between the individual and the corporation
· in the other schedules; why should we do so in this? I am compelled to believe that it is due to other -cnnses.
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the corporation does not; and votes
must not be distracted unless unavoidable. All tax laws are
unpopular. 'Vby make them any more so than is absolutely
nece ary? Appropriations aTe popular and eagerly solicited.
·why restrict them at all? Our revenue legislation is framed
therefore to embrace as few people as possible and unusual
exactions we reserve exclusively for those artificial creations
which possess many privileges, but which are comparatively
few in number.
The profiteer is an unavoidable evil in times of war. Public
imagination pictures him as a very plethoric person, in Prince
.Albert coat, a high hat, and ornamented with a double chin,
operating through corporate agencies and gorged with ill-gotten
spoil. · Such some of him may be. But the genus has other
forms and operates in divers ways.
The corporation which takes advantage of the national needs
and profits unduly is a profiteer.
So is the individual manufacturer, contractor, or material
man.
So are the workman, farmer, and the miner when engaged
in the same practices. The difference is purely one of degree,
nncl all of them should be subject to the same law of taxation.
Yet all save the first are immune from the war profits and
excess profits schedules of this bill. This is an outrage.
Every. man holding up the Government, capitalist, merchant,
manufactarer, miner, laborer, or farmer should in these times
pay the Government "through the nose." Nothing will prevent
it save our fear of their political vengeance.
In legislation of this sort we are political cowards. We are
brave enough when passing appropriations for pensions and
prairie dogs, for dry docks in dry harbors, and for artesian wells
to moisten navigable streams, but faiathearted when seeking
means to make our appropriations good. We need many things
in these days of stress and trial, but nothing more urgently than
the good old virtue of moral courage, courage to legislate for the
country's needs without fear, without favor, without regard to
personal consequences. I devoutly hope that stimulated by such
n sentiment we may consider, amend, and finally enact a revenue
bill uniform in character, simple in administration, embracing
pursuits and property within the sc6pe of national taxation,
excluding those which outlie that province and enacted without
regard to political considerations or political consequences.

!

WATEB-POWEB DEVELOPMENT.

The PRESID'ING OFFICER (Mr. l\iABTIN of Kentucky in the
chair.) The calendar under Rule VIII is in order. Is it the
pleasure of the Senate to take it up where it was last left off?
Mr. LODGE. I wish to ask the Senator. from Tennessee a
question. I was not here on Saturday and I do not know whether
the Senate disposed of the water-power bill.
, Mr. SHIELDS. No, sir; it has not been disposed of.
j Mr. FLETCHER rose.
' Mr. LODGE. Is it not better to go on with it?
r Mr. SHIELDS. The Senator from Florida has risen to ask
that the unfinished business be placed before the Senate.
Mr. LODGE. I was not aware of that. The Chair stated that
the calendar under Rule VIII would be proceeded with, and I
thought possibly it would be better to complete that measure.
Mr. FLETCHER. I ask unanimous consent that the un:fin·
ished business may be laid before the Senate and proceeded with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?
There being no objection, the Senate resumed the considera·
tion of the amendment of the House of Representatives to the
bill (S. 1419) to amend an act entitled" An act to regulate the
construction of dams across navigable waters," approved June
21, 1906, l!S amended by the act approved June 23, 1910, and to
provide for the improvement and development of waterways for
the uses of interstate and foreign commerce.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pending question is the
motion of the Senator from Florida [Mr. FLETCHER] that the
Senate disagree to the amendment of the House of Repre ent·
atives and ask a conference with the House on the disagreeing
votes thereon, and that the Chair appoint the conferees on the
part of the Senate.
1\Ir. CUMMINS. 1\Ir. President, it has been so long since anything was said upon the pending motion, although the subject
has occupied the time of the Senate, that I desire to call attention
to s6me of the difi1culties in the way of considering the bill in
conference in its present stage.
The Senate passed a bill providing for permits to be issued
p.nder certain conditions for the erection of dams and other struc.
tures in navigable streams. It limited the application of the bill
to certain navigable waters. The House instead of dealing with
the bill as it pa sed the Senate raised a special committee, con·
sisting of three or four members of various committees of the
r
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House, undertook an investigation, a very painstaking investi·
gation, and from that committee there came a report of a bill
covering not only dams and other structures in navigable
streams, but the treatment of our public lands so far as water·
power in the streams which run through our public lands is con·
cerned. It passed the bill. It is a measure which is so ills·
similar from the one which was considered by and adopted by,
the Senate that it may be said to be new legislation entirely. As
I remarked the other day, the only resemblance between·the bill
we are now asked to send to conference and the bill passed by,
the Senate is that in part tl1e present bill is concerned with dams
in navigable streams.
It seems to me, Mr. President, it is fundamental that the Sen·
ate ought to have an opportunity to consider the bill '\Yhich has
been passed by the House. If we send it to conference the Sen·
ate never will have a chance to consider it. It will never be
able to amend it in any respect. If the conferees make a report
of approval then we must either adopt the report as it is presented or reject it in whole.
The Senator from South Carolina [Mr. SMITH], I think, suggested that the whole subject would be in conference. Well,
let us see about that. The bill which passed the Senate provided that the Secretary of War should issue, upon application
and if certain conditions were fulfilled, a permit for the erection
of the structure. The bill as passed by the other House provides that a commission composed of the Secretaries of ·war,
of the Interior, and of Agriculture shall have jurisdiction of the
whole subject. Now, what is the matter which will be in con·
ference there? The conferees would either have to adopt the
House plan or the Senate plan; there would be no opportunity
for a modification or for a change of the House plan ; there would
be no opportunity for a change or modification of the Senate plan.
Either the conferees on the part of the Senate must recede from
the Senate plan entirely or the House conferees must entirely recede from the plan there adopted. It is not fair; it does not tend
toward good legislation to send a matter of difference of that sort
to conferees.
.
Second. In the provision which is ordinarily known as the
recapture cla!J.se, or the right which is reserved upon the part
of the Government at the end of 50 years to take as its own
the property which has been created, the Senate blll provided
that upon that contingency the owners of the property should
be paid just compensation, to be ascertained, if necessary,
through the ordinary processes of condemnation. The House
bill provides, under very different circumstances, but so far as
this one point is concerned, that, if the United States shall take
the improvement at the end of 50 years, it shall pay the net in·
vestment of the owners of the property. I should like to have
some one tell ·me who is more familiar with the parliamentary
procedure, antl especially with the work of conferees, than am I
what is in issue there between the conferees of the House and
the Senate.
I do not believe in either plan. The plan adopted by the Senate, namely, just compensation, will result, as I attempted to
show when th~ bill was before the Senate originally, in a great
overpayment. It will result in compelling the Government of
the United States to take over and pay for propert-y upon a
standard or upon a rule which must inevitably result in paying
for property which it may not desire a.nd paying for that prop·
erty much more than it is fairly worth.
The House plan, the plan of paying for the net investment,
will accomplish one of two things: With a successful enterprise,
a water-power enterprise that bas been going forward profitably,
it will result, I think, in fair payment. I think it is a fair rule
for a successful, profitable enterprise. It is the net investment
as computed under the rules of the Interstate Commerce Com·
mission applicable to the account of railways. But with an
unsuccessful enterprise, one that has languished, one that has
permitted its property to deteriorate, one that hns not properly
taken care of depreciation, the plan adopted by the House will
compel the Government to pay two, three, four, yes, five times
the value of the property that may haYe been created and may
have been operated under the permit. It is not a fair provision
for recapture.
But will some one tell me what is between the conferees of
the House and the Senate; how, a suming that they remain
within their jurisdiction, they can accommodate that difference
between the House and the Senate? Will anyone be able to tell
me how the conferees can present and secure a fa ir rule of com·
pensation? It can not be done. There i no compromise between those two things.
l\Ir. Sl\IITH of Arizona. Will the Senator permit me to interrupt him?
1\Ir. CUMl\HN S. In just a moment. The fair rule, and the
one that is recognized, I am glad to say, by the Pre ·ident of the
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United States and by every other thoughtful man, I think, with part of the Federal Government to those who are to enjoy the
regard to the matter, is that the owner of the property shall, if it privilege. The House bill provides that the commission apis taken by the Government, be paid fair compensation, but not pointed to administer the law may make just such change annuexceeuing the net investment.. That will provide both for the sue- ally as it sees fit without rule, guide, or direction of any kind.
cessful and the unsuccessful enterprise, and will be fair not only Now, I should like to know from the Senator from Tennessee
to the owner of the property, but to the Government also.
what is in issue there. What would be the question in conterence? Wll.at would be the jurisdiction of the conferees in
Kow, I yield to the Senator from Arizona.
Mr. SMITH of Arizona. My first question is, Is the Govern- dealing with that question?
ment compelled at the. end of 50 years to take all of these enterMr. SHIELDS. Mr. President, my attention was diverted
prises?
from the Senator's remarks at the time, and if he will kindly
Mr. CUMJUINS. The Government is not compelled to do repeat the question I will endeavor to answer it.
so-Mr. CUMMINS. I should like to know what, in the opinion
Mr. SMITH of Arizona. Then, can it not refrain from taking of the Senator from Tennessee, the jurisdiction of the conferees
tho e that do not pay?
would be upon the subject of making a charge to the permittee
Mr. CUMMINS. But it is compelled either to take them or to or the licensee for the use of the stream?
permit the license or the privilege to continue upon the terms
Mr. SHIELDS. By the Federal Government?
that had been originally agreed upon.
1\Ir. CUUMINS. Certainly.
l\Ir. SMITH of Arizona. The other question that I shoul<llike
1\lr. SHIELDS. The Senate bill now provides for charges or
to ask the Senator is, With a view of obtaining some kind of leg- royalties to be imposed by the States only. The HoUBe bill has
islation in this case, how \vill the reference of this particular a very broad provision authorizing the commission to impose
matter to a separate committee ever bring the two Houses to- charges in their discretion without limit in each particular
gether? Would it not be similar to introducing a new bill in case. There is no provision that it shall be the same in all
reference to the subject?
cases. It allows the widest latitude for discrimination. I
Mr. CUMMINS. 1\lr. President, I am assuming there may be think that there is an irreconcilable conflict between the two
an opportunity for compromise between the House and the Sen- positions. There can be· no compromise o-f the q_uestion as to
ate. There would be none whatever between the conferees from who owns these streams. The Federal Government or the State
my standpoint on th~e fundamental points. I desire that the government; one or the other has the property ; one or the
bill shall be taken up by the Senate, and if some- one else does other has the right to impose and collect charges and pay them
not do so I shall offer an amendment to the provision with regard into its treasury. I agree with the Senator that there is no
to recapture and the compensation to be paid in that event, or I compromise on that. The~ 1 will ask the Senator, both of us
shall present an amendment which will substantially establish being o:f the same opinion, what possible good would it do to
the rule whicl1 I have just stated, namely, that when the Gov- refer the bill upon that question to a committee? If the comernment takes the property, if it does take it, it shall reimbw·se mittee brought it back to the Senate, what could the Senate do
the own-ers of the pro~rty fE}r its fair vR<lne, but shall not pay with it? That is a question that either one o-r the other, the
more than the net investment~
House or the Senate, would have to recede from.
Now, let us see the difference between those two things. The
Mr. CUMlUINS. Yes; but, Mr. President, there is a large
just compensation, the fair value of the property, is, of course, latitude of action for the Senate that would not be open to conascertained by taking a.n inventory of the- physical property ferees. The Senate can adopt any provision, any amendment
with whatever intangible incidents ma-y attach to it; and when of the House bill that it sees fit to adopt,. and, if it does adopt an
that is ascertained it will be just as great in a successful amendment, possibly not just in accordance with the bill which
enterprise as in an unsuccessful one, in one that has been care- formerly passed the Senate, then, if the bill goe.s ta conference,
fully conducted as in oDe that has been negligently conducted.
there will be something for the conferees to- consider, there wm
In these days the theory of fair compensation or just com- be a territory which they may occupy and upon which they may
pensation is the cost of reproduction less whatever deprecia- bring about a compromise between the House and the Senate.
tion may be found necessary in order to measure, its decadence. There is none now, any more than there is on the other points
The net-investment theory is quite different. There i:t the which I have suggested~
operating company bas earned a dividend upon Its capital, if
Mr. SHIELDS. 1\lr. President, is the Senator of the opinion
it has laid aside an amortization fund or a sinking fund, and that there can be a compromise of the question as to whether
if during the course of 50 years it has been able not only to the States or the Federal Government own the property and
pay a fair dividend upon the investment but has been able to have the right to impose a tax upon it?
reimbm·se the Btockholders for their original investment, then
Mr. GUMl\HNS. In my opinion, the conferees will have no
the (~overnment takes it for nothing; which is right, because jurisdiction to consider any compromise of the provisions of the
those who have invested their money have already been repaid bill as it passed the Senate and the bill as it passed the House
their money out oi the proceeds of the operation of the enter- if we simply re.fer the subject to conferees. The Senate must
prise. Every grant of every Rort made by the public ought to act upon the subject again. I do not belie>e-at least, it can
be limited, if it is expected that the Government will ever take not be taken for granted-that the Senate will not amend the
over the enterprise, by the consideration of the contingency Honse bill in some particular.
that if ln operation the capital has been returned the pubUc
Mr. SHIELDS. l\Ir. President,. that does not answer th-e
shall not be required to pay it again.
question that I propounded to the Senator. If there is an irreFor these reasons I am very solicitous-and I think every concilable conflict between these views, how can the Senate
Senator ought to be-that the Senate shall have an opportunity reconcile it any more than a conference committee? I also
to amend this bill ~s passed by the House in the way I have d.iffei' with the Senator in his view that if there is a possibility
suggest~d. and I can not understand the viewpoint of those of the Senate reconciling the views of the two Houses the conwho insist on depriving the Senate of this chance to protect . ferees could not do so. The Senate has taken one position, the
the people of this country against a rule which, in my judgment, House the other. They are directly antagonistic, it is true, but
whether as contained in the House bill or as contained in the whatever compromise the Senate or either House can make in
Senate bill, will do great injustice in the future.
such cases the conferees can do, when the action of the two
Take the third point. The Senate bill made no provisions Houses covers the entire subject matter, and that is the case here.
whn tever for a charge to the person holdi.Iig the permit for the I understand that the conference is for the purpo e of making
privilege of constructing the dam. Now, I am not a believer-- concessions and compromises, in order to come to a common
Mr. SIDELDS. Mr. President, will the Senator allow me to agreement upon a subject that both Houses have covered.
correct him in that respect?
Mr. CUMMINS. The Senator from Tennessee has now re' Mr. CUMMINS. Yes.
vealed the whole objection against sending this bill to confer! Mr. SHIELDS. The Senate bill makes no provision for a ence. When the Senate passes one bill and the House passes
charge by the Federal Government upon the power developed, another, having no coDllection at all with each other except
but does make express provision for the States where the waters that they relate in a broad way to the same subject, if it is true
are found to charge royalties, upon the theory, or, rather, upon that upon a reference to conferees the conferees may have as
the undoubted principle, that the States are the owners of this great liberty and exercise as wide jurisdiction as the Senate
interest, this property, and they alone have the right to make a itself could exercise or the House coul~ exercise, then, of course,
charge.
we might as well turn oru to confer~s the whole subject of
1\Ir. CUMMINS. I am dealing alone with the action of the- ' legislation upon every matter. What is the use of 96 men sitFederal Government. I know the Senator from Tennessee is ting here and considering matters if they are finally to be deright and that there is a provision in the Senate bill for a charge termined by three or four or five men? 'Vhy should we w~try
upon the pru·t of the States or public-utility commissions; but ourselves 'vith debate and with thought upon these things if,
there is no provision in the Senate bill for any charge on the after all, the subject is to be determined by conferees 1 Why,
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you might as well have appointed a conference upon the revenue
l:5ill originally, before the House acted or before the Senate
acted, if that were within parliamentary law, and allowed five

men on each side to make up a revenue bill, and then brought it
before the House and the Senate, subject only to be voted up
or voted down, without the privilege of any modification or any
amendment being brought forward by Members of the legislative body. I know that that is one of the ways in which speed
is accompli hed, but I think it is accomplished at very great cost.
l\!r. President, I am opposed to the reference to the conference, and I hope that the Senate will finally decide to take up
this bill in some form. I do not care whether it sends it to a
committee or whether it takes it up upon the floor. My only insistence is that it shall be open to amendment and that the.
views of the Members of the Senate shall be recorded upon tho
proposals that have been made by the Honse. Thus, and thus
only, can it ever be ascertained what the Senate actually believes upon the matter brought forward by the House.
Mr. Pre ident, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
·, The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will call the roll.
' The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators answered to their names :
Bankhead
Benet
Brandegcc
Cummins
Cw·tts
Dillingham
Drew
Fall
Fletcher
Hardwick
Jones, N.l\Iex.

J'ones, Wash.
Kellogg
Kendrick
Kenyon
King
Kirby
McKellar
McNary
Martin, Ky.
Myers
Nelson

New
Norris
Nugent
Poindexter
Ransdell
Shafroth
Sheppard
Shields
Simmons
Smith, Ariz.
Smith, Md.

Smith, S.C.
Smoot
Sterling
Thomas
Thompson
Trammell
Vardaman
Walsh
Wilficy
Williams

Mr. 1\lcKELLAR. I desire to announce that the senior Senator from Oregon [1\lr. CHAMBERLAIN] is detained on official
business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Forty-three Senators have answered to their names. There is not a quorum present. The
Secretary will call the names of the absentees.
The Secretary called the names of the absent Senators, and
1\fr. AsHURST, l\Ir. LEWis, Mr. McCuMBER, Mr. M.AnTIN of Virginia, and Mr. PHELAN answered to their names when called.
Mr. CULBERSON, Mr. WADSWORTH, and ·1\Ir. IlALE entered the
Chamber and answered to their names.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Fifty-one Senators having answered to their names, there is a quorum present.
1\ir. WALSH. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry. What
is the motion now pending?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pending question is the
motion of the Senator from Florida [Mr. FLETCHER] that the
Senate disagree to the amendment of the House to the bill, ask
a conference with the House on the disagreeing votes thereon,
and that the conferees on the part of the Senate be appointed by
the Chair.
Mr. 'VALSH. l\Ir. President, I trust I may have the attention for a few minutes at least of the few Members of the Senate who think this legislation important enough to require their
attendance.
As has been pointed out, the bill as it was passed by the Senate dealt only with the subject of dams in navigable streams.
'Vhen it went to the House everything after the enacting clause
wns stricken out and a bill was passed ·Wllich dealt with the
whole subject of power development upon the public lands as
.:wen as development in navigable streams.
The subject of the power development of dams in navigable
streams has had consideration by the Senate at least twice.
In substance the bill under consideration was passed by the
Senate two or three years ago and again early in the present
year. A separate bill entirely dealing with the subject of power
development on the public Jands has been pending before the
Senate all of this time. It came before the Senate and was considered for some days and then was displaced by other important business. So no bill dealing with the subject of power
sites upon the public lands has passed the Senate, at least within
the last six years.
The bill now comes before us in such a shape as to cover both
these important subjects of legislation. If · the motion now
pending prevails in its present form and the customs and practices of the Senate are observed the committee of conference
of the Senate will be appointed solely from the Committee on
Commerce which dealt with the bill as it left this body. That
committee has never had before it i;be subject of power development upon the public lands. It seems to me, Mr. President,
that is so unfair that I can not believe there is any Member of
the Senate who could ask that the conference committee be
made up in that way for the consideration of the bill as it is
now b~ore the Senate, returned by the House. ·
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I have before me here a report made by the Geological Sur\ey
which designates the sections of the country in which these
important power sites are located.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President-·I
Mr. WALSH. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. WILLIAMS. As I understand the situation the bill as it
left the Senate went from two committees. .
Mr. W AL.S H. No; only one bill left the Senate.
Mr. WILLIAMS. The bill then in the Senate was con idered
by two committees, one of which had jurisdiction of navigable
streams and the other of streams that were unnavigable.
Mr. WALSH. Quite right.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Now, the House has consouaated all of
them and sent it back. ·why could not a conference upon the
part o:f the Senate be formed of an equal number of both the
Senate committees having original jurisdiction of the two subjects matter and let those conferees of the Senate de6..1 with the
House conferees?
Mr. WALSH. The Senator has anticipated me. rt was my
purpose to move as an amendment to the pending motion that
the conference committee on the part of the Senate be so constituted.
Mr. 'VILLIMIS. It seems to me that is a common-sense
settlement of the situation, without any parliamentary technicalities.
Mr. WALSH. I quite agree with the Senator.
But for the purpose of impressing upon the Senate the im·
portance, and the relative importance, for that matter, of the
provisions of the pending bill dealing with power development
upon the public lands, I rend from page 200 of the hearings on
this subject before the Committee on Public Lands of the Senate, Sixty-third Congress, a table taken from the report of the
Geological Survey for the year 1909, as follows :
Of a total of 61,678,000 potential horsepower in the United
States the North Atlantic States have 4,910,000; the South
Atlantic States, 5,107,000; the North Central States, 4,270,000;
the South Central States, 3,342,000; and the Western States,
44,049,000. In other words, of the 61,000,000 available horse·
power the Western States have 44,049,000, practically all of it
more or less affected by the portion of the bill dealing with
power development on the public lands.
Mr. KING. Will the Senator permit an inquiry?
Mr. 'VALSH. Certainly.
Mr. KING: I did not quite understand from the Senator's
statement whether the bill which was considered in the Senate
and which dealt with nonnavigable streams or streams upon the
public domain ever passed the Senate?
l\Ir. WALSH. No; it did not.
In view of this situation, Mr. President, I offer the following
amendment to the pending motion :
"That the conferees on the part of the Senate be appointed
by the President of the Senate, three members of the Committee on Commerce and three members of the Committee on
·Public Lands; that the President take the adYice of the chairman of each o:f the said committees as to the members coming
from the same, selection to be made without regard by the rule
of seniority, so that the chairman of each committee shall
designate such members of his committee as in his judgment
may best deal with the subject."
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, an amendment of that kinu, it
seems to me, drawn in that shape is rather unwise. I will say
to the Senator from Montana that it has always been the prac.."
tice here that the minority of a committee should be represented on a conference, and, of course, while there is nothing in
the amendment offered by the Senate to prohibit that, when
appointed by the chairman of the committee he could appoint
all from the majority members of the committee. I harcUy
think he would, but why not let the appointment of the committee be just the same as it always has been in the past? The
chairman of the committee or the Senator having in charge the
bill always hands the names of the conferees to the Presicling
Officer, and those Senators are always appointed by the Presiding Officers as conferees. I think that would be the be t rule to
follow at this time. If the Senator could confine his motion to
so many members of each of the committees to be appointed, I
think that would cover the ground just as well as to de ignate
how they should be selected.
l\Ir. WALSH. Of course, I never thought of excluding the
minority from representation upon the conference committee,
and I am very certain that neither the chairman of the Committee on Public Lands nor the chairman of the Committee on
Commerce would think of excluding 1\Iembers from such representation on the conference committee. That matter being dis·
posed of, I will explain to the Senator why I so provide.
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Mr. SMOOT. Before the Senator begins his explanation, I
should like to call his attention to the other matter I have in
mind, and then he can explain both points.
Mr. WALSH. Very well.
1\fr. Sl\IOOT. I think it is um-vise to say that the appointment
shall be made irrespective of the seniority of the members of
the committee. That can be done anyway without ·any· order,
an<l it seems to me that it is unnecessary.
Mr. WALSH. It can be done. I put it in simply because it
bas been done. When the bill passed the Senate before it went
to a conference committee upon an agreement between the two
Houses, my recollection is that it went to a conference committee not selected by tile rule of seniority, and I took it that the
Committee on Commerce would like to have the same conferees.
l\Ir. SMOOT. More than likely they would. They were appointed before without reference to their seniority or without
any order from the Senate, and it seems to me at this time that
the best course to pursue would be to make a motion that so
many members of each of the committees shall be appointed as
conferees.
1\Ir. WALSH. I 'vill simply say with respect to that, l\Ir.
President, that it is perfectly satisfactory to me either to have
the rule of seniority followed or not to have it fallowed. If
it is not going to be followed in the Committee on Commerce, I
simply do not desire the chairman of the Committee on Public
Lan<ls to be un<ler any kind of constraint to follow the rule of
seniority.
.Mr. Sl\IOOT. Nor would he be.
l\Ir. WALSH. Either course is altogether satisfactory to me;
but I do not want the Committee on Commerce to make their
appointment without any regard to the rule of seniority;
and then the chairman of the Committee on Public Lands feel
that he is under constraint to follow some other rule.
l\Ir. SMOOT. I can not conceive what fear there is in the
mind of the Senator at this time. Under the practice of the
Senate, the chairman of the Committee on Public Lands is not
bound at any time to suggest the conferees according to sen·iority. It is true that It is generally done. I do not 1...--now anything about what either of the collllllittees is going to do, but it
does seem to me that it ought to be left, as it always is left, to
the discretion of the chairmen of the two committees.
l\1r. WALSH. If it were left to the entire discretion of the
chairmen of the committees and they did not feel under any obligation at all to observe the rule of seniority, as I said, that will
be entirely satisfactory to me.
Mr. FLETCHER and Mr. JONES of Washington addressed
the Chair.
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from l\Iontuna yield, and if so to whom?
Mr. WALSH. I yield to the Senator from Flori<la. He first
rose.
l\1r. FLETCHER. I wish to say just at this time for the information of the Senator and any others who may be interested
that the bill was originally considered in the Commerce Committee by a subcommittee composed of three Senators, members
of that committee, and those members of the subcommittee practically on the fioor here had charge of the bill and were afterwards named as conferees when the bill passed the Senate and
went to the House. Of course the practice is here on a motion
of this kind to have the chairman of the committee which has
bad charge of the legislation suggest to the Chair certain members who are ordinarily appointed by the Chair. I have no hesitation in saying that when I made this motion I suggested to the
Chair the same members of the Commerce Committee who were
appointed before and who composed the subcommittee which
considered the bill in the Commerce Committee. It did not
include myself, although I am chairman of the committee. I
thought it well to continue as representing the Senate those
members who were most familiar with this legislation by reason
of their active interest in it as members of the subcommittee
and members of the general committee and apparently here on
the floor.
I took the liberty also, at the suggestion of the Committee on
Public Lands, to suggest two members of that committee, and I
understood that to be entirely satisfactory to the members of
that committee. At any rate they are members whom both the
chairman of the Commerce Committee and the chairman of the
Committee on Public Lands are ready to suggest to the Chair
when it comes to naming the conferees. That is a concession to
the Public Lands Committee and a concession to the features
of t11is bill whlch were not passed upon by the Commerce Committee before, and a concession, I think, quite unusual, because
it is a bill which has been before the Commerce Committee, and
when we ask for a conference on a bill we generally select the
conferees from the committee which bas had the bill in charge.
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It is unusual to go outside of the membership of that committee

to select conferees; but, as I said, out of deference to the views
'-vhich have been expressed here, and especially in view of this
feature of the bill which has been added in the House, respecting
the development of waterpmver on public lands, I thought it was
fair and just to have included in the conferees appointed by the
Chair representatives from the Committee on Public Lands.
I do not think, however, that it is quite fair and reasonable
to expect the same representation from the Committee on Public
Lands as from the Committee on Commerce. Notwithstanding
the fact that the bill as it comes to us includes this feature,
namely, the development of water power in streams, navigable
or otherwise, pasE!ing through public lands, particularly non•
navigable streams passing through public lauds, I should say 90
per cent of this bill is the Commerce Committee bill. The principles developed in the Senate before and through the Commerce
Committee are the principles to the extent of some 90 per cent
of this measure that are now embodied in the bill before the
J Senate.
I scarcely think ihat the Committee on Public Lands
ought to ask that they have an equal representation on the conference. If there are three members from the Commerce Committee and two from the Public Lands Collllllittee, it seems to
me that is a better arrangement and a more just arrangement
than to ha-v-e three from each committee. In the first place, three
from each committee makes an e-ven number, whereas the other
makes an odd number. I think five is a sufficient number, and
that an apportionment of three to the Commerce Collllllittee and
two to the Public Lands Committee would be a fair and just
apportionment.
I have no clloice at all, of course, in reference to the naming
of the members of the Public Lands Committee. I am willing
to leave that entirely to the chairman of that committee or to
any motion that may be adopted by the Senate specifying how
those members are to be selected. My understanding is that
the committee would be satisfied with the two whom I have
suggested to the Chair. For the reasons mentioned, I am inclined to oppose to some extent, at least, the motion of the Senator from Montana. I believe it would be better to leave the mat~
ter in the shape it is in, to be worked out in accordance 'villi the
practice of the Senate heretofore.
Mr. WALSH. I now yield to the Senator from Washington.
Mr. JONES of Washington. I wish to say merely a word or
two. I \-vant to say to the Senator from Montana that while I
am a member of the Commerce Committee and was a member
of the subcommittee that helped to draft the preceding power
bill that went to conference -a nd this bill, I have a great deal of
sympathy with the suggestion he makes regarding the membership of the conference, especially its membershlp from the Public
Lands Collllllittee. I should like to see him leave out the suggestion in his motion with reference to whether the members should
be appointed by seniority or not. I think it would be best to
leave that to the practice of the Senate as heretofore pursued
and just provide for the appointment of conferees from each of
the committees, the appointments to be made as we always make
them.
Now, regarding the membership of the conference committee,
I rather sympathize with the suggestion of the Senator from
Montana that there ought to be three members of the Public
Lands Committee on that conference. The bill as it comes back
from the House is in effect two bills. One is a bill that the
Commerce Committee reported and the Senate passed, with
what changes the House made with reference to it, and the
other is a bill relating entirely to public lands, with which the
Public Lands Committee have been dealing for a ·long time,
about which they have had very extensive hearings, and to
which they have given a great deal of consideration. It is in
effect two bills.
If there is anything incorporated in the motion of the Senator from Montana besides the mere provision for the number of
conferees, I think it ought to be that no agreement shall be
reached by the conferees upon the public-land provisions except
upon the agreement of a majority of the members of the conference on the Public Lands Committee. So, in effect, we shall
have really two sets of conferees from the Senate, one to deal
with the public-land provisions and the other to deal with the
commerce provisions. I should like to see the conferees uppointed, at any rate, with an understanding of that kind, and I
believe there ought to be three conferees from the Public Lands
Committee as well as three from the Commerce Committee.
Mr. WALSH. l\fr. President, replying to the remarks of the
Senator from Florida [Mr. FLETCHER], I de.sire to say that I
was not to be understood as making any criticism 'vhatever of
the appointment of the committee of conference heretofore from
that committee or of its purpose now in the appointment of a
committee of conference to depart from the rule of seniority.
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conference with my colleague, the chairman of the Committee on Public Lands, he felt, however, some kind of restraint
about departing from the rule of seniority. That is why I insis t upon this provision in my motion, so as to relieve him from
any cmbarras ment about selecting the members of the Committee on Public Lands. I think it quite appropriate that the
subcommittee of the Committee on Commerce having the matter
imder consideration should be appointed members of the conference committee; and I am not to be understood as offering
any criticism of that whatever.
I must express my surprise, however, that the Senator from
Florida, who is usually eminently fair and j.ust, stands on the
floor here and advocn.tes giving the Committee on Commerce a
preference in the appointment of the conferees, giving that committee a majority of the conferees on the part of this body.
My proposition addressed itself obviously to the distinguished
Senator from Mississippi [1\Ir. WILLIAMS] as a very fair and
reasonable one.
lllr. Pre ident, that causes me to say a word or two more.
Notwithstanding the fact that the power sites upon the public
domain in extent are double the power sites in all other sections
of the country combined, the western Representatives have never
yet been able to get consideration before this body of a measure
dealing with a subject of such transcendent importance as this.
They have never even had an opportunity to get the matter considered seriously by this body.
1\Ir. SMOOT. Mr. President-~ 1\1r. WALSH. If the Senator will pardon me, that is not
peculiar. I regret to say that we never have these questions of
first importance to our section of the country, these great questions concerning the disposition of the public land, up for consideration before this body that the Senate does not empty
itself, except of the few of us who are immediately and directly
concerned.
1.\lr. President, the other day there were some severe strictures
made upon Members of the House, possibly upon one member of
the conference committee, on what is known as the oil-leasing
bill, because it was said that that body would only act with
reference to the leasing bill as was suggested to them by certain
officers of the Cabinet, and it was charged as something in the
nature of a surrender of their functions. I suppose the situation over there is just the same as it is here. Four-fifths of the
Members of the ·Boase in all probability do just the same as
Senators do, when these matters come up they vacate the Chamber. They do not know anything about these questions. They
do not study them at all, and when it comes to vote they take
advice and counsel as to how they ought to vote from some
other source. A great many of them have confidence in some
members of the Cabinet, and go to them and say," How do you
think I ought to vote? " That is where the trouble comes.
Now, I am going to appeal to the Senate at this time, the last
chance we are going to have on this matter, to give us a conference committee on the part of the Senate, at least, one-half
of which shall be constituted of members of the Committee on
Public Lands, who have given some consideration, at least, to
the important subject of power sites upon the public domain,
:44,000,000 out of 61,000,000 horsepower in the whole country.
1 Mr. President, where has the great development of water
power in this country within the last 10 years taken place? It
has taken place in the western section of our country. We are
pioneers in the use of electrical power for the . operation of
commercial lines of railroad. We are practically the pioneers
in the use of electrical power for great mining operations, for
great metallurgical operations, and all that kind of thing. The
question is one of vast importance to our part of the country ;
and yet the proposition is seriously suggested upon the floor here
by one of my colleagues that in dealing with this subject the
Committee on Commerce ought to have three members of the
conference and the Committee on Public Lands two.
1\Ir. SHIELDS. Mr. President-:· Mr. WALSH. I yield.
1\Ir. SHIELDS. The Senator speaks of the comparative deYelopment within the last 10 or 15 years in the Western States
and the States east of the Mississippi River, where the navigable
streams chiefly lie. I wish to know whether or not those western developments have been on navigable streams?
l\Ir. WALSH. Very few of them.
Mr. SHIELDS. Is it not a fact that the reason why there has
been no development on navigable streams is because it is irnpo ible under the present legislation upon the statute books?
Mr. WALSH. I think so, as well as upon the public land.
Mr. SillELDS. All the developiL'ent really has been made on
streams that are not subject to that legislation and not ~on
trolled by it.
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:Mr. WALSH. That is correct. The development has been
made chiefly where the power sites are held in private ownership, not upon public lands or in streams on public lands.
Mr. President, it is a matter of no consequence to me whether
that provision of the amendment which I have offered shalt
find favor with the Senate or not. I am just simply presenting
the situation to you. It is perfectly agreeable to me either that
the rule of seniority should be preserved in both committees or
should be disregarded in both.
Mr. President, with that I desire to say, and I desire to say
without any regard to what the composition of the conference
committee will be, that I hope this bill will go to conference. I
do not believe any great good will come by sending the bill at
this time to a special committee, which will probably hold extensh-e hearings, and then return the bill to the Senate, where
it will be debated and discussed at very considerable length,
much the same ground being traveled over that has been traveled
over in the Senate twice, and, in part, three times already ; and
in the end it must go to a conference committee.
If the subject had never had the consideration of the Senate
at all, if the whole matter had not been thoroughly debated, if
the sense of the Senate had not been taken npon every real controverted question in the matter, there would be much in the
suggestion made by the Senator from Iowa [Mr. CuMMINs],
whose views upon this subject are entitled to very respectful
consideration, for I know that he has given earnest thought and
study to the subject. But, Mr. President, while it is true that
the bill which came from the House is quite different from the
bill which passed the Senate, yet we all know that, except for
matters of detail, the controversy has always centered about
two questions, and two questions only, in this whole subject:
First, upon the question as to whether an annual charge shall
be made by the Federal Government ; and, second, as to the
provisions under which the property shall be retaken by the
Government at the expiration of the franchise period.
I am not able to agree with the Senator from Iowa that there
is no difference between the two Houses to be adjusted. Take
the question of an annual Federal charge to begin with. The
bill which left the Senate makes no provision whatever for such
an annual charge. That view is stoutly maintained by many
Members of the Senate, and I dare say it is held perhaps by a
majority of the Senate. It is not my view.
Mr. SHIELDS. The Senator refers to the charge by the
Federal Government?
1\fr. WALSH. I mean the charge by the Federal Govern·
ment in consideration of the grant of a franchise. On the con·
trary, Mr. President, the House bill contains the following provisions to be found at page 37:
·
(e) That the licensee shall pay to the United States reasonable
annu:U charges in an amount to be tlxed by the commission.

There, of course, is a straight <lifference between the two
Houses, and the conference committee will be called upon accordingly to deal with that particular subject; and inasmuch
as the Senate refuses to impose any charge at all and the House
has provided what the charge shall be and h<>w it shall be
arrived at, that is a difference that cnn be a<ljusted. The House
provision can be accepted or a compromise can be offered or
some other provision can be made upon the subject.
·
The other subject of difference, Mr. President, Is, as I have
said, the conditions under whic.h the recapture is to take place.
That is provided for in the Senate bill at page 10, the provision
being that at any time after the expiration of 50 years, and so
on, the United States may take over the property upon paying
to the grantee just compensation therefor. That is the Senate
Idea. The House, on the contrary, ad'"ances the net-investment
Idea, as follows:
SEe. 14. That upon not less than two years' notice in writing from
the commission the United Stutes shull have the right, upon or after
the expiration of any license, to take over and thereafter to maintain
and operate any project or projects, • • • upon the condition that
before taking possession it s.hall pay the net investment of the licensee
in the project or projects take-n.

So that matter is in difference between the two Houses, as
it always has been in difference, and the conference committee
will be entitled, as a matter of course, to take up that subject
and deal with it as in its wisdom seems best.
It is true that the Senate bill does not make provision for the

construction of dams in streams which axe theoretically
navigable, but which in fact are not navigable; that is, streams
that are regarded by the War Department as being navigable,
but upon which there is really no navigation. '.rhe House bill
does not contain that. So that matter i in difference. The
Senate has declared it elf upon that que tion, so that will fall
within the jurisdiction of the conferene comnli ttee.
Likewise, :Mr. President, the House bill tn·ovide for the
creation of a commission by which the licenses shall be issue(],
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that commission to consist of the three Secretaries. The Senate bill contains no such provision. The Senate conferees
may either accede to the provision found in the House bill or
provide for some other kind of commission, if that would seem
wise, as a substitute. So, Mr. President, it seems to rue that
the bill is now in such shape that it can be very properly considered by a conference committee and a report made, which,
with the discussions that have already taken place, will be all
that is requisite.
Mr. President, that is all I care to say, except to adnrt
briefly to the very learned and interesting argument made a
few days ago by the Senator from Idaho [1\fr. BoRA-H]. At the
outset of his argument I was lead to believe that the Senator
was advocating the dismissal of every project . that has thus
far been advanced by either House for the solution of this
great question of water-power development, the absolute disregard of all such projects, and the substitution, in lieu of all
of them, of some plan for municipal, State, and Federal development and control. Mr. President, this matter has had the
very earnest consideration of both Hou es of Congress ever
since I came to the Senate, some five and a half years ago. Of
course, the question has been alive at least since 1909. The
necessity for some legislation upon the subject has been apparent to every student of public questions since that time;
and until now I can not recall a single instance . in which it
was proposed that these power sites shall lie idle for all time,
until appropriations are made by Congress for their d~velop
ment, or by States, or by municipalities. I trust we shall not
now listen to any suggestion that will absolutely defeat all of
the pending legislation, start in anew, and endeavor to devise some new system of municipal, State, or Federal development.
·
It is true that many a municipality, finding close at hand
a power site, might, with extreme profit to its citizens, go out
and develop that power site for the purpose of taking care
of its municipal needs. Unde1: favorable circumstan~es it
might not only make a development adequate to take care of
its own municipal needs, but one adequate to provide power
for industrial enterprises within its borders or in its immediate vicinity.
The city of Los Angeles, under a special grant from Congress,
has done so to the great advantage and profit of its citizens.
It has a great grant from the Government, which it has developed at an enormous cost. The power is supplied to its street
railways and is used for the lighting of the houses of the city,
and, as well, Mr. President, it supplies power to great industrial
enterprises in the region all around. More important than that,
it supplies power to raise water for ·irrigation purposes, so that
immense tracts of land in the immediate vicinity of the city are
put under cultivation, to the great advantage of the people who
reside in the city and the general benefit of the whole country.
·B ut, Mr. President, those are exceptional instances.
In my own State, in the county adjacent to the one in which
I live, there is a little town of perhaps less than 1,000 people.
~bey have gone up into the mountains, a distance of 10 or 15
miles, and have there developed a hundred horsepower, which is
adequate to furnish power for the lighting of their little dty.
But, 1\Ir. President, we can not rely upon enterprises of that kind
for the development of the great power sites of the country.
The power site at Priest Rapids has been referred to from time
to time in the discussion of this subject. It is in the Columbia
River, at a point where that river is crossed by the Milwaukee
& St. Paul Railroad. There can be developed an aggregate of at
least 400,000 horsepower. The initial cost of power development
is not ordinarily less than $100 per horsepower. That means an
investment of $40,000,000 for the development of that power site.
Shall we allow that to remain idle and undeveloped and unimproved? Shall we allow the waters to run away, as they have
run away since time began, without utilization at all, until some
municipality in the State of Washington undertakes to obligate
.itself to the extent of $40,000,000 for the development of that
power? What municipality will do it?
Unfortunately neither of the Senators from Washington is
here, but if they were present I should ask the senior Senator
from Washington [Mr. JoNEs] or the junior Senator from Washington [Mr. PoiNDEXTER] what the probabilities are that the city
of Spokane, for instance, or the State of Washington will go
out and undertake to develop a water power at an expense of
$40,000,000?
Mr. THOMAS. 1\:Ir. President-t Mr. WALSH. I yield to the Senator from Colorado.
· Mr. THOMAS. Does the Senator from Montana think that
$40,000,000 could be secured from any source under this bill for
the de\elopment of that water power?
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Mr. WALSH. Well, l\Ir. President, that diverts me from
my argument, but I will answer the Senator from Colorado,
an<l answer him with perfect frankness about the matter. Senators have all encountered Mr. Pierce, who is interested in that
po,Yer site, and he hopes, if this bill gets through, to get a franchise to develop it. He says that he can raise the money to
deYelop that power site under the House bill, with some small
amendments, which he feels can be made. I do not know
whether the money can be raised or not, but the man who \\ants
the opportunity to develop the power says that it can be raised.
l\lr. President, I will answer the Senator from Colorado again,
that another gentleman has been here for a long time from my
State-Mr. Harris-who is interested in the development of
what is known as the Big Horn Canyon power site. There can
be developed something like 125,000 horsepower. That means
an in,estment of from twelve and a half to fifteen million flollars. l\Ir. Harris tells me that he believes he can raise the money
for the development under the House bill, with some amendments
to it. I haye gi\en the Senator from Colorado what information
I have.
But, Mr. President, let me proceed. Take the great power
site at The Dalles in the Columbia River. That site is capable
of developing 500,000 horsepower ; that means an investment
of $50,000,000. The city of Portland, the greatest city there is
in that section of the country, has not any intention, has not
any thought, of going into the development of Tl1e Dalles power
site signifying an investment of $50,000,000. Take my own
State; take the Polson power site on the Pend Oreille River,
which is capable of developing 225,000 horsepower; that means
an investment of $25,000,000. There is not a municipality in my
State that is going to undertake that development; neither is
the State of Montana going to undertake it.
'
::\Ioreover, 1\fr. President, everybody must recognize that the e
power developments are great big business enterprises. When
you have the power developed, you have got to find a market for
it; you have got to go out and induce industrial enterprises to
establish themselves within the radius which can be supplied
from the particular development; you have got to go out and
induce householders to use the electrical power for household
purposes, as bas been done in many sections of t11e country ·;
you have got to develop a business, and you have got to run it
on business principles. Ordinarily a municipality is not organized so as to run · a great big business enterprise of this
character with success.
·
As I have said, under peculiar circumstances and usually with
reference to small developments, municipalities may develop
them very well, and the House bill makes provision for just
such cases. I have not been able to find the corresponding provision in the Senate bill, if there is one; but the House bill ·provides-I read from page 33-as follows:
Szc. 7. That in issuing preliminary perinits or licenses hereunder the
commission shall give prPference to applications therPfor by States and
municipalities, provided the glans for the same are deemed by the commission adapted to conserve and utilize in the public interest the navigation and water resources of the region.

The bill f11rther provides that whenever one makes an application for a franchise under its provisions he must for a period
of eight weeks advertise the fact in some paper printed in the
county in which the development is to take place. When one
has thus made his application and has advertised, if a municipality itself desires to develop that power it may come in and
apply to do so, and its application must be given preference
over the application of the private party or corporation. So
every opportunity is given under the bill for municipal development if the municipalities will develop; but we object to any
scheme or plan which will keep these power sites idle until the
municipalities may prepare at some time in the remote future
to develop them.
But I understood the Senator from Idaho eventually, Mr.
President, not to urge, as seemed to be his idea in the first
place-at least, as I gathered 1t-that these power sites be kept
idle and unproductive until the municipalities got ready to develop them. He simply desired to give the municipality the
preference, and if the municipality did not desire to exercise
that preference, then the private party or corporation might do
the development. He complained, however, about the provision
in this bill under which, he said, a discretion was left with
the commission as to whether or not they would give preference
to the municipality. Mr. President, the only discretion given
to the commission under the provisions of the House bill is that
they must give the preference to the municipality, provided their
plans contemplate the development to the extent to which the
site is capable of being developed; in other words, if a municipality desired to make a development of, we will say, only 5,000
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horsepower in the case of a site that was capable of developing
50,000 horsepower and there "were private parties or a public
utility corporation de irous of getting a permit to develop the
entire 50,000 horsepower, then the preference to the municipality
would not obtain ; in other wor<i-:;, the idea is to have these
powct· sites developed to their full capacity. If a municipality
undertakes to develop or decides to develop a power site to its
full capacity, it has the preference under this proposed law.
So; Mr. President, I do not think that provision ought to be
changed, and I express that new for the benefit of the confel~ee~ , if the bill shall go to conference, for whatever it may
be worth. These are great resources, and they ought to be
developed to their utmost capacity; every opportunity ought to
be given to the municipalities and to the States to make the
devefopments, if they desire to do so; but when they do not desire to do so-and in many cases it will be entirely impossible
for them to do . o--we should invite private capital to develop
these re ·ourcl:'s for us.
Mr. BANKHEAD. Ur. President, I do not believe that there
is a Member of the Senate, and I am sure that there is not a
member of the Committee on Commerce, who does not feel that
the Committee on Public Lands should have representation on
the proposed conference committee, but it seems to me that we
are going to create a very awkward situation. If three members of the Public Lands Committee and three members of the
Committee on Commerce are appointed on this conference committee and they fail to agree upon important matters, how are
we ever going to get a bill of any kind? The bill reported by
the Committee on Commerce and passed by the Senate has a
double significance; it not only deals with water powers, but it
deals with navigation on navigable rivers in connection with
water-power development, and it appears that the question of
navigation on navigable rivers is growing in importance all
the time.
So far as I am concerned, I am willing, and have frequently
expressed the opinion, that the public-land States should have
·all the legislation that is necessary in order to enable them properly to develop their water-power resources and facilities. I
am willing that they should have all they need and perhaps
more than they ought to have. I have gone further, 1\Ir. President, than have the western Senators, for I have said frequently
that I hoped the day would soon come when under proper restrictions all the public lands would be turned over to the
' States to handle and manage for their own benefit. I think that
ought to be done; but perhaps that is a long way off, and it has
nothing to do with the present situation.
I do not care who is appointed on the conference committee,
if one shall be created, from the Committee on Public Lands,
nor do I care who is appointed from the Committee on Commerce. I have no particular desire to deal with this question;
' I have been bothering my brain with it for 10 years and have
1
not accomplished very much, but if this conference committee
is composed of six Members, three from each of the two com!mittees, and they shaH fail to agree I should like to have some
Senator suggest a remedy.
· How are we going to get the bill out of such a committee and
' get it enacted into law? I do not know of any way to do it,
, because under all the rules governing conferences a majority
must agree in the report.
Mr. \VALSH. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICEffi (Mr. PoMERENE in the chair).
, Does the Senator from Alabama yield to the Senator from
: Montana?
Mr. BANKHEAD. I yield.
l\1r. WALSH. I hope we shall be able to agree on this bill
' in some way or other. I do not anticipate any difficulties such
I as the Senator from Alabama fears.
I1 Mr. BANKHE1AD. I do not know that there will be such a
difficulty.
1
Mr. WALSH. But, if there should be, I would be very glad
to make the suggestion to him that an additional member be
1
selected from the Committee on Agriculture, the ranking member of the committee, the Senator from Oregon [Mr. CIDUIBER' LAIN].
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appointed on the committee; that does not make a particle of
difference to me, so far as I am concerned. ·what I want is a
bill that will insure power development on navigable streams,
and I want a bill that will enable the public-land States to
develop their power. It may be that we will ha-ve no trouble in
conference, if I should be one of the confer~. in agreeing
upon a bill of that character. I hope there will not be; but. us
I have sa:id, the question of the development of water power
on navigable rivers has a double significance, for it is just a ·
important to d€velop the navigation on our rivers as it is to
develop power; and the Commerce Committee has given long
and patient study to that subject. That is all I cure to say. I
hope the Senate \vill pass upon this que tion, und either send
the blll to conference or send it to a committee or some other
place which they mny select. I do not care a straw what they
do, so fnr as I nm concerned.
Mr. SHIELDS. Mr. President, I am not going into a dicu sion of the merits of this bill either as it pa sed the Senate
or as it was amended by the House. I do not think it is nee sary to do so at this time. E\eryone agrees that there are differences of the mo t material character between the bill pas ed
by the Senate and that passed by the House, and there must ba
very material modifications of the views of both Houses before
that bill can be enacted into law. There are many of the general principles governing the development of water powe.r that
are common to both of these bills, .and are to be found in them
both; jn fact, I think in large measure the bills, while expressed
in different phraseology, are practically the same, althou"h
there are very material and very serious differences that have
been entertained by the two Houses for many years, as hown by
bills passed by both of them.
The only question that is now before the Senate is whether
or not the Senate shall disagree to the amendment of the House
and whether conferees shall be appointed.
The matter had been discussed benveen members of the Commerce Committee and the Public Lancls Committee as to the
relative representation of the two committees upon the confel·ence committee to be appointed. The chairman of the Commerce Committee and members of that committee readily agreed
that the Public Lands Committee should be repre ented but not
that they should control the matter. They agreed to this on
account of the fact that the House has included in the amendment made to the Senate bill legislation affecting streams upon
the public lands, a matter not included in the Senate bill. I
think it is fair for the Public Lands Committee to be represented.
The Commerce Committee proposed that the conferees be composed of three fTom the Commerce Committee and two from the
Public Lands Committee. No method of selecting them was
considered or agreed upon. The chairman of the Committee on
Public Lands is at perfect liberty to adopt the method he thinks
best and which is according to the practice of the Senate.
I believe that that is the fair way to proceed in this matter,
and that it is just to both committees. As has been repeatedly
said in the Senate, this bill was originally in charge of the
Commerce Committee. It has the preference. Ordinarily, under
the usages and practices of the Senate, when a bill of this kind
is returned by the House, if a conftrence is agreed upon the
conferees are appointed entirely from the Commerce Committee;
and that part of them shall be from the other committee--the
Committee on Public Lands-is a concession upon the part of
the Commerce Committee.
t
The statement made by the Senator from Montana [l\I1·.
WALSH], showing the relative interest of the public-land States
and that of what we might call the navigable- tream States is
not altogether clear as to the facts. It is not full, and is reallY.
misleading when we consider the questions involved and to be
considered by the Public Lands Committee. Ninety per cent
of this bill relates as much to the navigable streams as it does
to the streams on the public lands; and that is true notwith·
standing the statistics show that the greatest amount of undeveloped water power in the United States is in what are known
as the public-land States. It grows out of two facts--one, that
the great volume of the power in the public-lund States is not
on navigable streams and a bill affecting navigable streams only
does not affect it; the other, the fact that the only difference
regarding legislation for the development of water power to be
found in this bill as amended by the House is in tho e provisions providing for the lease of dam sites and of tmnsmi sion
lines through and over tb~ public lanru .
I will read the clause providing for these m:itters. I will onl.v
read that part applicable to the question I am discussing. It
is -the provision for licensing parties or municipalities desiring
to make developments; and it is said that it may be <lone--

l\fr. BANKHEAD. Well, we will discuss that when we come
to it.
l\Ir. WALSH. I think that would be quite proper, because
the State of the Senator frnm Oregon is interested ln both
aspects of the measure--the navigabl~ feature of it and the
public-lands feature of it.
l\Ir. BANKHEAD. Mr. President, I do not know that there
Is going to be any trouble about an agreement; I am not supposing that there will be; but~ it there should be, I am simply
inquiring what the remedy is; that is all. I have no objection
For the purpose of constructing operating, and maintaining <lams,
to appointing three members of the Public Lands Committee if water
conduits, reservoirs, power house.;;, transmission lines or other
the Public Lands Committee so desires, and I do not care who are project works necessary or convenient for the development and inl·
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prov6Ilent of navigation, and for the development; transmission, and
utlllzatlon of power ncl'CSs, along, or in any of the nav1gable waters of
the United States, or upon any pal't o:f the public lanos and r.eservatlons
ot the United States ~including tbe Territories), ox for the ;Purpose ot
utilizing th.e trorplus water 'Or watf:r power fr{)m any nagivation dam.
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Mr. CUMMINS. I was just asking what the motion was.
.J
1\!r. WALSH. That selection be made without regard to tho
rule of seniority.
Mr. .SMOOT. 1\fr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Iowa
yield to the S~nator from Utah?
.
. Mr~ CUMMINS. I yield to the Senator from Utah.
Mr. SMOOT. I want to say to the Senator from .1\fontana
that there is no rule of seniority here in forming conference
con:mittees .; and if the Senator from Montana [Mr. l\IYERs], the
chauman of the Public Lands Committee, is embarrassed in any
way, I can Bay, .a s far as I am concerned as one of the minority
members of the committee, that he need not take me into con~
sideration at all. I hope, therefore, the Senator from Montana
will strike out that part of his motion.
Mr. SMITH of Arizena. So do I.
Mr. WALSH. I hope that, whether the rule of seniority is
regarded or is not regarded, the . Senator from Utah will be
appointed a member of the committee.
Mr. .SMOOT. I am perfectly willing to go off the conference;
and I do not want the chairrru:ul of the Public Lands Committee
to feel at all embarrassed, but to pass me over and sclect anY.
other member of the committee that he desires.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President-_
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Iowa:
yield to the Senator from Montana?
1\Ir. CUMMINS. I yield to the Senator from Montana.
Mr. WALSH. I think the chairman of the Committee on
Public Lnnds now feels that he is at perfect liberty, without injuring the feelings of anybody, to disregard the ru1e of seniority,.
so I ask leave to withdraw that poTtion of the amendment.
Mr. CUMMINS. 1\Ir. President, a further parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. RoBINSON in the chair)~
The Senator will state it.
Mr. CUl\fMINS. Is the motion or question divisible ? In
other words, will we have an opportunity to vote first upon the
question of disagreement and the request for a conference and
then upon the method of selecting the conference committee?
[A pause.] May I say a word while the Chair is reflecting
upon that question? I am very much interested-The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair will say to the Sena.tor from Iowa that the present occupant of the Chair thinkS
there are two separate questions involved in the pending proposal and that it is competent to divide or segregate them and
vote upon them separately, the first question being ns to
whether the Se.n ate shall disagree to the amendment of the
House and ask for a conference ; and if a disagreement is
ordered and a conference asked, then the Senate can vote upon
the question as to the manner of selecting the conferees.
. Mr. CUMMINS. Precisely. I am not interested in the last
question so much as I am in the first. I am very much opposedj
1\fr. WALSH. Mr. President, will the Senator pardon me? !1
1
Mr. CUMMINS. I yield.
!
Mr. WALSH. I want to suggest to the Senator from Iowa
that, parliamentarily, my amendffi-ent, of course, will be first
voted on. I -Offered an amendment to the pending motion.
Mr. CUMl\fiNS. I understand that.
_
'rtir. WALSH. And the question is, Shall we amend the mo-'
tion made by the chairman of the Commerce Committee so as
to provide that three members of th~ conference committee shall
be selected from the Committee on Commerce and three from
the Comm1ttee on Public Lands?
Mr. CUMl\.flNS. Mr. President, I again say that I am not somuch int erested in the manner of selecting the managers on the
part of the Senate as I am in preserving the right of the Senate
to consider this bill, although I have no doubt that the method
proposed by the Senator from Montana is the more equitable
plan; but the mere fact that we are attempting to negotiate
with each oth~r with regard to the selection of confereescaused, I assume, by the · known or unknown attitude of the
proposed conferees toward the questions at issue-furnishes
conclusive proof that ·this bill is not yet ready to send to conference. If you will give the Senate an opportunity to con·
sider the House bill, and narrow to understandable limits the
differences which may appear, so that they can be defined and
perceived, we will have no trouble in the selection of conferees.
I agr~e that it would be intolerable to send the bill to conferees who had no other interest in the· matter than the interest
which arises out of navigable waters, just as it would be entirely unjust to send it to a conference committee that had no
information, other than general information respecting the subject, save that which grows out of the streams on our public

It is readily seen that the provisions of the bill .a re confined to
navigable streams in €very respect. except a provision for the
leasing of public lands when necessary for dam sites or sites
for consb.·nction works, or tram3mission lines. Ev.ery other princ1ple of the bill applies to navigable streams. The appointment
of the commission, the l~ates to be charged, the royalties to be
ch~rged, the manner of regulation--everything, in fuct, except
this one matter of lensing public lands-apply to waters wherever you find them, whether in the public-land States or in what
are knoW:n as the navigable-stream States, which would be those
contiguous to the Mississippi River and lying east of it in the
United States. In fact, there are two great regions where water
power is found in the United States-that is, in the Rocky Mountains and in the Appalachian 1\Iountains---<me of them west of
the Mississippi River, and the other east of it; the navigable
streams nearly all lying ~ast of the Mississippi River, with notable exceptions.
Another question showing the greater interest of the Commerce (J{)mmittee in this legislation is the fact that this measure relates to navigation, and that committee has the sole
charge of all bllls relating to -the navigation of 'rivers in the
United State.S-as has already been said, an interest equally important with that of the development of water power. So, when
we get down to the question as to which committee has the
greater interest in this matter, the Commerce Committee has at
least three-fourths of it. I think I state it very moderately when
I say that. It has jurisdiction -<>ver three-fourths- of the interests involved in this legislation, sole interest in navigation
and fully as much in water power that is subject to the pro~
visions of this bill. That being so, I think it is a very liberal
concession to give the Public Lands Committee two of the conferees, and for the Commerce Committee to retain its control {)f
three.
1 Mr. CUMMINS.
Mr. President-/ The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Tennessee yield to the Senator from Iowa?
Mr. SHIELDS. I do.
I · Mr. CUMMINS. A very important part of this bill relates
to the distribution or transmission of power among or between
the States. Why do you eliminate the jurisdiction of the Committee on Interstate Commerce? I agree that the Committee
on Commerce has to deal with the improvement of waters so
that they will be better adapted for navigation; but why do
you not giye the Committee on Interstate Commerce a show
when it comes to the provisions which relate to commerce
among the Stutes in the transmission or distribution of power?
I am moved to ask that question because the Senator was
just trying to explain why part of this jurisdiction should go
to the Committee on (J{)mmerce, part of it to the Committee
on Public Lnnds, and so on. Now, I ask him, as long ns you
are making up a conference committee upon new nnd unusual
principles, why not take ih the Committee on Interstate Commerce?
. Mr. SHIELDS. Mr. President, tile only reason I can give
the Senator is that the interest of the Interstate Commerce
Committee is so small as to be negligible; and no one ever
before thought that 1t had jurisdiction of the matters involved
in this bill sufficient to be considered in connection with 'it.
There are only a few eases where the power crosses State lines,
nnd where interstate commerce would be involved ; and it is very
doubtful whether it is involved there or not.
·
! • This is all I care to say about the question involved.
I favor
the motion of the Senator from Florida [Mr. FLETcHER]. I
think it ought to be adopted, and that without the amendment
proposed by the Senator from Montana [Mr. WALSH].
i l\Ir. CU1\fl\1INS. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. KING in the chair). The
Senator from Iowa will state it. .
Mr. CUMMINS. What is the motion made by the Senatot·
from l\Ionta.nn [Mr. WALSH ]?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. As the Chair is advised, it is
I l l amendment t o th.e motion submitted by the Senator from
Florida [Mr~ FLETCHER]. The amendment offered by the Senator from Montana is that six conferees be appointed three from
'the Committee on Commerce and three from the C~mmittee on
- Public L!llldS.
Mr. CUl\fl\IlliS. :And that the rule of seniority be disregarded?
l\Ir. WALSH. Without ref~rence to the rule of seniority.
_
.
· l\Ir. Sl\IOOT. Mr. President-dQmain.
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' That is a situation which is simply deplorable. Here we have
a bill which has never yet been considered by a committee hav·ing jurisdiction of both these subjects or having made investigations concerning both, and we are trying to make up by private
negotiation a conference committee that may be able to grasp the
subject and to do justice to it. Who ever heard of a proposal
of that kind? And yet it is absolutely necessary, if we send
the bill to conference in this situation.
If you will follow out the suggestion or the motion that I
made, and which I understood to be entirely satisfactory to the
members of the Committees on Public Lands and Commerce, in
the event we did not go to conference immediately-namely, that
this bill be referred to a special committee, to be composed of an
equal number of members of the Committee on Commerce and of
the Committee on Public Lands-there you have a committee
having a single organization, _but composed of Senators who
have given study to these two phases of the great subject. They
would take the bill, and, after having considered it and after
having taken evidence upon it if they so desired, they would
report to the Senate the bill which in their judgment ought to
become the law of the land. A very large part of the differences
that now appear would then be dismissed. I venture to say that
the differences between the Senate and the House then would not
be what they are theoretically now, because I agree with the
Senator from Montana that we have never taken up the subject in a serious and determined way, believing that we were
shortly to arrive at legislation; and I am in favor of doing it.
I think it is a great, important subject, an~ we are now preparing to deal with it in the most unintelligent way that I can conceive. I predict that instead of forwarding legislation, instead
of facilitating the development of these great powers, if we send
this bill to conference in the present form, we will place in the
way of legislation an obstacle that it will require a long time to
r_emove.
·
1\fr. President, I ask for a division of the question, first, that
relating to the method of selecting the conferees, and, second,
that relating to disagreement and asking for a conference.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair advises the Senator
from Iowa that the motion which he mentions as second will
have to be put first, under what the Chair understands to be the
rules of the Senate.
1\fr. CUl\fl\fiNS. I am not arranging the order of putting the
question. I am asking for a division of the question.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Very well. A division will be
ordered.
1\fr. KING. Mr. President, on Saturday the Senator from
Iowa gave notice that be would move that the pending measure
be referred to a special committee for consideration. I sincerely hope that this motion will prevail and that the motion
of the chairman of the Committee on Commerce [Mr. FLETcHER]
will be defeated. This measure is one, to use the language of the
Senator from Montana [Mr. WALSH], of .r transcendent importance " ; it affects all portions of our country, but particularly the public-land States.
The House bill embarks our country upon a dangerous sea
with an unknown haven. The uniform holdings of the courts of
our land have been that the waters within the States were
owned by the States in trust for the people. The Federal Government has no ownership or interest in nonnavigable waters,
and its interest in navigable streams is limited to the prevention
o::: their use so as to interfere with navigation. Under the power
to control interstate commerce the Federal Government may
prevent obstructions within the navigable streams which would
impede or interfere with their navigability. The bill sent to
this body from the House, if I correctly interpret it, is a radical
·departure from the views which have obtained for more than a
century, and will deprive the States of their ownership in and
control of the sb.·eams found therein, both navigable and unnavigable. There is no question but what there is a deep-seated
purpose to place the Federal Government in control of all the
waters found within all the· States. The contention will be
made, if this bill should become a law, that in controlling navi' gable streams for power purposes the Federal Government has
the right to control all the tributaries and sources of supply of
such navigable streams. In the public-land States the House
bill places the Federal Government in control of all streams capable of producing power, and fastens upon the people a licensing system oppressive and obnoxious.
But what I rose to state was that, to my mind, it is manifestly unfair to force a measure of this character through the
Senate without giving an opportunity for consideration and for
amendments to the same. The Senate of the Sixty-fifth Congress has never considered many of the questions involved in the
House bill. The bill which passed the Senate and for which the
present measure is a substitute did not relate to the public lands
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and the question of the Government controlling the waters of the
public-land States for power purposes. It must be remembered.
that 20 to 30 Members of the present Senate took their seats
in this body on the 4th of March, 1917. During the past 15
months 10 of the Members of this bQdy have boon called by;
death, so there is a large part of the membership of this body
that has· never had any opportunity to consider · these important
questions, so vital not only to their States but to the Union.
It is quite likely in a general way they have gi:ven some
thought to the question of the use of streams of our land for
power pw·poses, but they have not had the opportunity to consider proposed legislation in relation to this important subject.
The proposition now is that a measure which has come from
the House shall be sent to a conference committee. The Members of the Senate are to be denied any opportunity to fully,
and fairly consider this bill or to offer any amendments thereto.
It is said that when the conferees agree upon the question and
report back to the Senate an opportunity will then be afforded
for Senators to give expression to their views. ~I.r. President,
it is true that if the conferees agree to report this, or a modified
measure, back to their re pective bodies, we will then have an
opportunity here to discuss, not the bil~. but the conference report. That is to say, we may discuss the principles of the bill,
but we will have no opportunity to amend the bill, no matter how,
imperfect or dangerous or destructive it may be. We will
be compelled to accept the conference report and the bill submitted without the slightest modifications, or we will be compelled to reject it in its entirety. It is obvious that such a
course is unfair. There may be some Senators to whom the
bill, so repoi·ted, will be most obnoxious, and yet they may feel
constrained, because of some meritorious features, to vote for
it rather than to get no legislation. It is a dangerous, indeed
a vicious manner of legislating. It is legislation by compulsion.
It prevents fair consideration or deliberation. Mr. President,
this bill, I repeat, is a dangerous bill. As I understand it, it is a
deadly thrust at the rights of the States. It is in harmony with
many of the measures which receive powerful support in the e
hours, calculated to de troy the States and to create a strongly,
·consolidated and centralized Government.
The Federal Government ought to cede to the States the public
lands found therein. It ought not to place its strong hand upon
the property of the States and to build up a dangerous and destructive paternalism. It is not in harmony with Anglo-Saxon
principles and our theory and form of government to constitute
a Federal Government a powerful and omnipotent paternalism. '
The thought of the Federal Government going into the States
and controlling the waters, which are owned by the State and
the people, and granting licenses to those who use the waters,
and to institute a system which makes the Federal Government ,
a landlord and the people servants and tenants, is so obnoxious
as to excite my opposition to proposed schemes and legislation:
embodying such views. A measure so important as this ought
to be fully considered by the Senate. There should be full opportunity to the new Senators to express their views upon the
question, to offer amendments to the pending bill, and to aid in
securing legislation which meets their views.
Mr. 'VALSH. Mr. President-1\Jr. KING. I yield to the Senator.
1\:lr: WALSH. I rise to suggest to the Senator from Utah
that the Senate bill was conside,red and passed on the 14th day
of December last, the whole subject being then for the second
time discussed by the Senate.
:
Mr. KING. 1\lr. President, as I understand, the bill which
was passed by the Senate in December did not relate to the
public lands. As the Senator from Montana pointed out in his
very lucid statement a few moments ago, no bill relating to the
public lands has been passed. One has been considered· in a
previous Congress. None has been considered by the Senate at
this session.
l\1r. WALSH. l\lr. President, if the Senator will pardon
me-

The PRESIDIKG OFFICER. Does the Senator from Utah
further yield to the Senator from Montana?
Mr. KING. I yield.
Mr. WALSH. The statement of the Senator is quite true,
and yet the fact is that the controverted questions in the two
measures are practically the same.
Mr. KING. It seem· to me that there is a great deal of
difference between a bill which deals with navigable streams
and a bill which deals with the streams within the public-land
States. I am sure that in the very brief discu sion which
occurred in the Senate dt1ring this ses"ion with respect to the
bill which passed the Senate very little, if any, consideration
was given to the question of the public lands or how this bill
would affect the public lands.
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Mr. SHIELDS. 1\fr. President-1\fr. KING. I yield to the Senator from Tennessee.
· ~Ir. SHIELDS. The Senator will find on examination of the
bill passed by the Senate anu the amendment proposed by the
Hou e that the material difference relates to the leasing ot
p-ublic lands for dam sites and for transmission lines over the
public lands, and that pra ctically every other principle involved
in both of the bills applies to streams upon the public lands
equally with those of n avigable waters. I undertook to make
that statement a while ago, showing that the interest of the
Public Lands Committee is really very much smaller than
that of the Commerce Committee in regard to the jm"'isdiction
of this bill.
1\fr. KING. With J'espect to the relative interest which these
two committees would have in this bill I express no opinion.
I do not know whether it is more important to the Commerce
Committee than it is to the Public Lands Committee. There is
·very much in what the Senator from Iowa suggested, that it is
of immense importance to the Interstate Commerce Committee.
But the point I am trying to make is that there has been attached to the Senate bill a measure which was not considered
in the Senate, and there are features of this important subject
to which Senators have not given attention. Now, · to submit
this whole matter to a conference committee seems to me to be
manifestly unfair. I think we ought to have an opportunity
to consider it upon the floor of the Senate, have an opportunity
to amend the provisions of the bill, and for that reason it ought
first to go to a special committee constituted in the manner indkated by the Senator from Iowa, and let them report such a
bill as their judgment and the investigations which they may
made demand.
When they report a measure to the Senate it can then go· to
the calendar. and when it is called up for consideration it can
receive proper attention at the hands of Senators and the subject can be dealt with in a full and comprehensive manner . . ·
I shall vote against the motion to refer the bill to conference,
and shall most cordially and heartily support the position o:f
the Senator from Iowa;
Ur. Sl\fiTH of Arizona. 1\fr. President, I do not know whether
I find myself in agreement with either side in this controversy.
I am convinced, without going into a discussion of the broad
question, that the Federal Government has no right or juris·
diction over any navigable or nonnavigable stream further than
a mere easement for the transportation of commerce. The Supreme Court has decided from the first-! can not speak of its
later decisions-that it was a mere easement. The Federal
Government has no right or power to charge the individual who
puts up the money for a purpose that does not injure commerce,
that, in fact, nineteen times out of twenty improves the commerce of the stream. The Federal Government, except for the
few purposes of the maintenance of that commerce, has no right
on earth to say a word to a State about what it does with that
water. When it comes to the nonnavigable streams within a
State, whether on public land or in privately owned areas, the
Government has no right of control over the stream or the use
or the disposal of the water except for purposes purely governmental.
In the ·d esert-land States the law and the constitutions o'f
the States declare that the waters belong to the people of the
States. The Federal Government owns the land on these streams
as any other proprietor would own It, modified probably by the
trust that many of the Supreme Court decisions place on the
character and purpose and extent of the Government title.
But grant that the Government is the proprietor, it can n.ot
hold as a sovereign, as has been decided time and time again
by the Supreme Court. Any private owner of land abutting on
a stream in any of the desert-land States can be forced by
eminent domain, through proceedings in the State court, to submit his land to any easement for any beneficial purpose :q.amed
1n the statute of the State.
"
Yet the Federal Government makes reservations invading the
sovereignty of the State simply by declaring that the Government owns the land of the waters of the State, and neither the
State nor any individual shall without its consent use ~ water
on which the life of the State depends. Thus all water-power
development is suppressed.
I agree with the Senator from Tennessee [1\fr. SHIELDS] that
the questions of navigable and nonnavigable waters in some
respects are wide apart, but at the very bottom of them they
rest on the same principle, that in fact the Government has nothing to do with the one except to preserve the navigation of the
stream, and it is acting as a dog in the manger when it says to a
man on the Tennessee or on the Ohio River that he can not build
a <lam across it, confessedly not injuring but aiding navigation,
and that the man who built it or the State that did it, shall not
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have the right to say what should be done with the power incident to the expenditure of the money.
I do not agree with the leasing system. In my State alone,
I think I am within reasonable limits when I say that there
have been propositions by which we could have lighted the city
of Los Angeles from private capital, willing to deliver the power
generated at a fixed and a reasonable price, willing to submit to
the domination of the State as to what a reasonable and fair
price would be; but they will not put up a dollar-and I think
they would be very foolish if tl1ey did-when they are subject to
leases drawn and interpreted by Secretaries of the Interior,
whose personnel is often changing. I do not know but that, as
my friend the Senator from Colorado [l\Ir. THOMAS] said the
other day, the Navy might take jurisdiction and the Attorney
General have much to say before the lease expired. They do
not know where they are. Under such circumstances they would
not put up the money for a development of the strel';1.m, and it will
not be done in the next 50 years under the Government reservation of power sites in a desert-land State.
We might as well come to a realization of that fact at one
time as another. Let the Government go to the full length that
t_he Supreme Court will permit rather than submit to the proposition as to my State, with its rights and powers under its
constitution, and the · Federal Constitution shall be ignored by
Federal invasion usurping the State sovereignty and renting
State property and keeping to itself the money exacted from its
victims. Riparian rights have no existence in desert countries.
Our laws dedicate waters to very different ends than those
recognized as · rights of landowners along streams in England
and the well-watered States east of the great mountains dividing our rountry.
Mr. President, if this conference committee is confined simply
to these two measures and does not Yiola te the rule of the
House and the Senate, if the conferees do not give relief from
these positions by a finding outside of either bill to make it perfectly plain, in violation of the very rules of sensible confereessensible I mean of the conditions of the country-before taking
the navigable streams on the one part or the nonnavigable
streams on the other, and if out of that conference there can
not be some reasonable measure reported to the Senate, then I
shall despair of ever getting relief and must take, as we all
have to take in this life, some doses that are very unpleasant for
us, no matter how much they hope or promise to improve our
health. That conference committee, in my judgment, ought to
make a broad division, whether either of these bills do it or not,
between the navigable · and nonnavigable streams. The nangable streams are not bothering me, except one named as navigable that a boat bearing commerce has no_t been on in 20 years, .
and that is the Colorado River. We can light every city within
150 miles, giving power and light, from the Colorado River by;
private enterprise.
Mr. CUMMINS. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Arizona
yield to the Senator from Iowa?
Mr. SMITH of Arizona. I yield.
Mr. CUMMINS. This qJ,Iestion comes to my mind at that
point. I hold exactly the same opinion with regard to the
rights of the Federal Government and the interest in these
streams, so far as the wateT' is concerned, that the Senator from
Arizona holds; but now the House has passed a bill and sent it
over here which provides that the commissioners in whose jurisdiction this whole matter is placed may make such an annual
charge for the use of the water in your nonnavigable stream as
they may see fit. We have passed nothing on that subject.
Mr. Sl\ITTH of Arizona. I hope we never will pass anything
to that effect.
Mr. CUMMINS. We have had no opportunity to express ourselves in any way upon it. Now, what will ·be in conference
between the House and the Senate when you send a bill so
framed to conference?
Mr. SMITH of Arizona. As far as I am concerned, in answering as well as I can the Senator's question, no such ngreement ought ever to be had in that conference. Here is our
trouble, as already stated: There is no legislation at all to gi ve
this conference committee, if you will bold yourself strictly
within the rule by saying nothing shall be considered except
one or the other bill contemplated. We have found there is no
possibility of agreement, not because the Senate was not willing
to go much further than it ought to go, in my judgment, but
because the Senate, making all the concessions it c<:mld, is met
every time with that unbending determjnation of ' the House
conferees. If the Senator's motion to refer prevails and the
committee reports and the Senate pas es a bill meeting our
judgment, that measure would have . in conference the same
trouble we are having now. It will delay without giving aid.
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1\Ir. FLETCHER I suggest to the Senator that Congress has
not anything in the world to do with the lleYelopment of water
power on nonnavigable streams.
Mr. SMITH of Arizona. I know that. That i whut I am
talking about. But it is assuming power.
Mr. FLETCHER. There is nothing in the bill-1\Ir. Sl\UTH of Ar~oau. It is assuming power under this bilL
. Mr. FLETCHER. No; only in so far as nonnavigable streams
run through public land .
l\lr. SMITH of Arizona. They arc on the public lands.
Mr. FLETCHER. That may be somewhere, but in some
State there are no public lands-1\fr. SMITH of Arizona. I am talking about tb~ arid States
wE' t of the Rocky Mountains. There are the public lands.
Mr. FLETCHER. This refers only to navigable water, and
Congress has jurisdiction o>er navigable water.
1\Ir. SMITH of Arizona. "What jurisdiction?
Mr. FLETCHER. Control for the purposes of naYigation.
For that reason Congress says you can not interfere with one
of these navigable streams by building a dam across it without
our permission. It is to meet a condition like that that this
legi lation is necessary. With respect to nonnavigable streams
Congress has nothing to do ; the Federal Government has
nothing to do, except in so far as the bill attempts to reach in
the u e of the language " or , upon any part of the public lands
and re ervations of the United States, including the Territories.
l\lr. SMITH of Arizona. That takes in eyery nonnavigable
stream west of the Rocky Mountains.
JHr. FLETCHER. Of course, there is where the authority
rests· in Congress to enact this sort of legislation and to that
extent it was within our jurisdiction, but speaking generally
of the exercise of power oyer nonnavigable streams, we ha"le
no power of that sort.
.
1\Ir. Sl\IITH of Arizona. I am sorry the Senator has not had
the e}..l_)erience the balance of us have. The Senator does not
know about what has been done in regard to nonnavigable
strellms in our State.
. Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President-! Mr. SMITH of Arizona. I yield.
Mr. THOMAS. The Senator's [Mr. FLETcHER's] position is
correct in the abstract.
1\Ir. SMITH of Arizona. Yes; absolutely.
1\Ir. THOMAS. But in practice authority is now exercised
by the Secretary of War O"ler eYery tributary of every navigable
stream up·o n the . theory that interference with the tributary,
whether navigable or not, may interfere with or disturb the
flow of' the stream which is navigable. As a consequence, this
bill will be made applicable, if it passes, to every tributary of
every navigable stream in the section of the country for which
the Senator from Arizona now speaks. That has been carried
to such an extent that the attempted diversion of water from a
small tributary of the Co~orado River in my State necessitated
the interviewing by my colleague and myself of the Secretaries
of the Interior, Agriculture, 'Var, and State before we could
secure final action.
l\11'. SMITH of Arizona. 1\Ir. President, I thank the Senator
from Colorado for his illuminating interruption. Let me add
one ·word to it. As I understand the Senator trom North Carolina [1\lr. SIMMONS], in charge of a finance measure, is very
anxious to pass it this evening, I shall not detain the Senate
further than to say that not only streams that go into navigable
waters are controlled by the Federal Government, but streams
that v;aste and burrow in the desert sands and never see a
navigable stream are likewise to be controlled and managed
by Federal authority, the States meanwhile protesting.
'Yllen an opportunity is disco"\"'ered to build a dam in a motmtain canyon to generate power to pump water on farms below
the Government at once reserves this as a power site and development ceases. Of course it does. Under such conditions it
could not be otherwise. I leave to your imagination the blight
this throws over the whole State where e"\"'ery feasible power
site is reserved from use by the people of the State and from
the State itself.
1\fr. HARDWICK. I would just like to ask the Senator if
there are no navigable streams in the 'Vest on public lands and
_what happens when the public land is homesteaded?
l\lr. SMri'H of Arizona. None in my State, and I know of
few, if any, in any arid State. The lands selected for power sites
are always and of necessity impossible to settle us a homestead.
Homesteads might and would be made on lands below .the power
site if the homeseekers could develop power and by it pump
water on the adjacent valley lands.
l\lr. HARDWICK. Yon mean if the Qoyernment takes the
water they ne"ler can use the land?
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l\Ir. SMITH of Arizona. I mean that the Government re·
senes the power site, doe. nothing to develop it, and by the
re ·enation preyents anybo<ly else from developing or using it.
Thus you see no one can use the power or develop it for any
purpose "·hatever. It pren•nts anybody from using the water
power, though it is dediC.'lteu to the State under the constitution
·of the State.
1\Ir. MYERS. Mr. President, inasmuch as the pending question, the amendment offered by my colleague to the motion of
the Senator from Florida [Mr. FLETCHER] relates to the powers
and privileges of the Committee on Public Lands, of which I
ha."le the honor to be chairman, and inasmuch as the amend- .
ment of my colleague would confer certain powers and responsibilities upon the chairman of that committee, to which refer·
ence has been made in the debate this afternoon, I feel that I .
should say at least enough on the pending question to explain
my Yote thereon, and that I will do.
I have not been oblivious to the situation that has confronted .·
the Senate with regard to the substitute water-power bill which .
has been sent to the Senate by the House. I have given it much
thought and have conferred with various Senators in regard
thereto and as to the proper procedure and what should be done.
It is a Yery unusual situation. The Senate has passed a bill for
the development of water power on the navigable streams of
the country, but has never passed a bill for the development of
water power on unnavigable streams on the public domain of
the country. Heretofore those subjects have been treated separately by the Senate. A bill for the development of water
power on navigable streams has twice passed the Senate. A
bill for the development of water power on unnavigable streams
on the public domain has been debated but has ne"ler passed
the Senate.
When the bill for the development of water power on the
navigable streams of the country went to the House a special
committee was appointed, and it reported a substitute which
_covers and embraces legislation on the entire subject, comprising the development of water power on the navigable
streams of the country and the development of water power
on the unnavigable streams of the country on the public domain. Bills for the development of water power on the navigable streams of the country have always been reported out of
committee and handled in the Senate by the Senate Committee
on Commerce. Bills for the development of water power on
unnavigable streams on the public domain have always been
reported and handled in the Senate by the Senate Committee ou
Public Lands. So we get back here from the House an omnibus
bill, a bill combining legislation of both kinds which has heretofore bad a divided jurisdiction in the Senate.
Of course, the bill for which this substitute comes back from
the House was reported out of and handled on the floor of the
Senate by the Senate Committee on Commerce. It has always
been the practice in the Senate for the Senate conferees, when
a bill goes to conference, to be selected from the committee
whi.ch has handled the bill in the Senate or which handled
the bill for which a substitute comes from the House. So on
the face of the situation the Public Lands Committee was
apparently cut out of all jurisdiction. Jurisdiction was apparently taken out from under it.
It is an unparalleled situation. In my experience of seven
years and a half as a Member of this body I have neve~· known
another such situation to arise. So far as I know it has no·
precedent, and I do not belie"le that it has one. It is some·
what of a puzzling question as to what should be done with
the substitute bill which has come to the Senate and if it
should go to conference how the conferees should be selected.
I admit that it was quite perplexing to me, and I have not
been oblivious to the importance of it and the responsibility_
connected with it, and I have given it much thought. I have
conferred with different Senators serving on different committees about the situation and as to what ought to be done.
·
Primarily, on th~ face of the situation the Committee on
Commerce appears to have the first claim to jurisdiction and
recognition in the selection of conterees. However, as is apparent to everybody, the Committee on Public Lands is equally
interest~d. and, as my colleague has said, the public-land States
afford the opportunity for the major portion of the develop-'
ment of water power in this country. ·
After conferring with members of the Commerce Committee,
it was stated to me by one Senator on that c:>mmittee that if
the bill should go to conference the Committee on Commerce
was willing to allow two 'of five Senate conferees to come from
the Committee on Public Lands. Speaking for myself, I was
disposed to accept the proposition us the best that could be
hoped for. In my e).--perience here conferees on ·the part of
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the Senate have always consisted of an odd number. I have
never known an even number to be appointed on behalf of
either the Senate or the House. The immemorial rule bas
been an odd number-generally three or five. I have never
known less than three and I have never known more than
five conferees on the part of the Senate, and I supposed the
conference would undoubtedly consist of an odd number and
would probably be five.
'!'bat being the case I felt that I could hardly hope for the
Public Lands Committee to get three out of five conferees, when
the bill for which the substitute comes back from the House
was a bill which originally came from the Senate Commerce
Committee. I thought I could not possibly expect the Public
Lands Committee to get three conferees and the Commerce
Committee to get only two under those , circumstances. It appeared to me that two from the Public Lands Committee out
of five would be all that could be hoped for or expected.
I can see reasons for the uniform practice of conferees from
the Senate consisting of an odd number, because the rule is
that when conferees from the House and the Senate get together they do not vote each one for himself and let the majority of all settle a disputed question. The rule is that n.
majority af the conferees of each branch of Congress must decide what that branch will stand for and whether it will accept
or reject a proposition; whether they will sign or refuse to sign
the conference report; whether they will abide by or refuse to
al:lide by any action. So always heretofore conferees on the
part of the Senate have consisted of three or five; so a majority of them could decide the attitude of the Senate in the
conference. There is reason for this. The great obstacle in
conferences is the danger of deadlock between Senate and House
conferees. · Some conferences are wholly fruitless on that account-result in permanent deadlocks and permanently defeat
legislation. Many times legislation, if not defeated, is delayed
weeks or months. To have Senate or House conferees of even
number,-four or six, might result in deadlocking the conferees
for one branch nmong themselves, two or three on each side of
a question. That would increase the dange1· of a deadlock and
no legislation. Hence, I . have never known House or Senate
conferees to consist of nn even number.
However, of course I shall vote for and support the amendment offered by my colleague [Mr. WALSH] to make the conference consist of six members, three each from the Public
Lands and the Commerce Committees. It is at once apparent
that that is more equitable and fair, as giving to each committee an equal voice in the proceedings of the conference. It
is not only fairer but better for the Public Lands Committee
and for the Western States, the interests · of which that committee is supposed particularly to represent. 'Upon reflection,
I do not know either that an even number of conferees from the
Senate would make it any more awkward in settling' questions·
before the conference ; upon reflection· I have come to the conclusion that it would not make it any more awkward. The
Senate conferees would have to be bound by a vote of four out
of six instead of a vote of three out of five.
The old rule that the majority must prevail would remain.
Of course, I can not consistently vote against any proposition
which is intended to give the Committee on Public Lands equal
dignity and standing, equal weight and representation in the
consideration of matters wherein it is equally interested with
another committee. For that reason I shall vote for the amendment offered by my colleague. I think that the best solution of
a vexed question, one which has been the subject of much ·conference and discussion between members of the Public Lands
and Commerce Commitees of the Senate and other Senators, as
well. I regard it as a T"ery happy solution. It is a departure
from custom, but this is an unprecedented condition and must
be settled regardless of precedents, for there are none.
As to the suggestion made by the Senator from Iowa [Mr.
CuMMINs] that the bill should be sent to a special committee
for further consideration and then for report to the Senate, I
must say that I share with my colleague the fear that that
would result in interminable delay, in nothing being done at
this session of Congress, and probably nothing being done during the life of this Congress, which must expire on the 4th of
March next. I realize that there is ·much merit in the suggestion offered by the Senator from Iowa ; there is some reason
in support of it; but I have had such long experience, covering
n number of years of fruitless effort, in the endeavor to get
through this body legislation for the development of water
· power on nonnavigable streams on the public lfl,nds of the country, in order to develop the resources of the Western States
and to advance their interests, that I shrink from anything
LVI-674
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which .offe1:s fru·ther opportunity for delay. Delay is so easy to
occur m this bo'dy, and it intervenes often on such slight provocation and is likely to be so prolonged, that I feel that my past
experience with legislation of this character in this body justifies me in saying that the course suggested by the Senator from
Iowa would greatly endanger and_ jeopardize the possibility of
any water-power legislation du-r ing the life of this Congress
if this bill should go to either a regular or a special committee
for further consideration. Therefore, I shall vote for the motion
to send the bill to conference.
·
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the amendment
of the Senator from Montana [Mr. WALsH].
Mr. WALSH. I call for a division.
Mr. THOl\IAS. Let us have the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair desires to know whetb~r
the motion of the Senator from Montana is that six conferees
on the part of the Senate be appointed by the Vice President,
three of whom shall be members of the Committee on Commerce and three of whom shall be members of the Committee
on Public Lands. Is that the motion?
1\Ir. WALSH. Yes.
•
The VICE PRESIDENT. That is the amendment proposed
by the Senator from Montana?
.
Mr. LODGE. As I understand, that is not the main question.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Oh, no ; that is not the main question.
Mr. · LODGE. Is it not for the Senate first to determine
whether or not it will send the bill to conference?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair does not so think. The
original motion was that the Senate disagree .to the amendment
of the House to Senate bill 1419, ask for a conference with the
House on the disagreeing votes thereon, and that the conferees
on the part of the Senate be appointed by the Chair.
1\lr. LODGE. I see. This motion is in the nature of an
amendment?
The VICE PRESIDENT. It is an amendment to the original
motion. The question has been ordered divided, and the question will therefore be put in this shape.
,
Mr. LODGE. I see. I did not know that the motion of the
Senator from Montana was in the nature of an amendment.
The VICE PRESIDEl\TT. The yeas and nays having been ordered, the Secretary will call the roll. ·
The Secretary proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (when his name was called). I have a
general pair with the junior Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr4
KNox]. I transfer that pair to the Senator from Nevada [1\f.!''_.
PIITMAN] and vote _" yea."
1\Ir. FLETCHER (when his name was called). I have a general pair with the junior Senator from Massachusetts [Mr.
WEEK.s ], which I transfer to the Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
HITCHCOCK] and vote "nay."
Mr. · JONES of Washington. The junior Senator from Virginia [Mr. SwANSON] is necessarily absent, on account of ill-_
ness in bls family. During his absence I have a pair with him
on this and other matters. I therefore withhold my "\"Ote. If
at liberty to 'vote, I should vote " yea."
Mr. MYERS (when his name was called). I have a pair
with the Senator from Connecticut [Mr. 1\IcLE.AN], who is absent. I transfer that pair to the Senator from Nevada [Mr~
HENDERSON] and vote "yea."
Mr. THOMPSON (when his name was called). I have a pair
with the Senator from Illinois [Mr. SHER-MAN]. I transfer that
pair to the Senator from Oklahoma [1\Ir. OwEN] and vote" yea."
Mr. WALSH (when his name was called). I have a pair with
the Senator from New Jersey [Mr. FnELINGHUYSEl.~]. which I
transfer to the Senator from New Hampshire [Mr. HoLLis] and
vote" yea."
Mr. WARREN (when his name was called). I have a pair
with the junior Senator from North Carolina [Mr. OVERMAN].
As be is not in the Chamber, and I do not know how' he would
vote upon this measure if present, I withhold my vote.
·
The roll call was concluded.
Mr. LODGE (after having voted in the affirmative). I have
a general pair with the Senator from Georgia [Mr. SMITH]. I
transfer that pair to the junior Senator from New Jersey [l\1r.
BAIRD] and will allow my vote to stand. This notice may stand
for the day.
l\Ir. DILLINGHAM. I have a general pair with the senior
Senator from Maryland [Mr. SMITH], who, I observe, is absent.
I h·ansfer that pair to my colleague [Mr. PAGE] and vote" mty."
1\lr. CURTIS. I have been requested to announce the following pairs:
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The Senator from New York [Mr. CALDER] with the Senator
from Rhorle I land [Mr. GERRY] ;
The Senator from l\Iaine [Mr. FERNALD] with the Senator from
South Dakota [Mr. Jo:r:rxsoN];
The enator from Pennsylvania [Mr. PENBOSE] with the Senator from Missi sippi [Mr. WILLIAMS];
The Senator from Michigan [1\Ir. SMITH] with the Senator
from 1\fi souri (Mr. REED];
The Senator from West Virginia [l\Ir. SUTHERL..U"'ID] with the
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. BECKHAM];
The Senator from Indiana [1\Ir. 'VATSON] with the Senator
from Delaware [Mr. WOLcOTT]; and
·
The Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. CoLT] with the Senator
from Delaware [Mr. SAULSBURY].
The result was announced-yeas 30, nays 20, as follows:
YEAS-30.

Brandegee
Chamberlain
Cummins
Curtis
Fall
Hale
Jones, N. 1\Iex.
Kendrick
Bankhead
Dillingham

Drew
Fletcher

Guion

Ashurst
Baird
B eckham
Benet
Borah
Calder
Colt
Culberson
Fernald
France
Frelinghuy en
Gerry

Norris
Nugent
Phelan
Pomerene
Robinson
Sha.froth
• Smith, Ariz.
Smoot
NAYS-20.
Harding
Nelson
Hardwick
New
Kirby
Poindexter
McKellar
Sheppard
Martin, Va..
Shields
NOT VOTING-46.
Gotf
Lenroot
Gore
1\lcLean
Gronna
Overman
Henderson
Owen
Hitchcock
Page
Hollis
P nrose
Johnson, Cal.
Pittman
Johnson, S.Dak. Ransdell
Jones, Wash.
Reed
Kellogg
Saulsbury
Knox
Sherman
La Follette
Smith, Ga.
Kenyon
King
Lewis
Lodge
McCumber
:McNary
Martin, Ky.
Myers

Sterling
Thomas
Thompson
Vardaman
Walsh
Wllfley

Simmons
Smith, S.C.
Trammell
Underwood
Wadsworth
Smith, .Md.
Smith, 1\flch.
Sutherland
Swanson
Townsend
Warren
Watson
Weeks
Williams
Wolcott

So l\Ir. 'V ALSH's amendment was agreed to.
· The VICE PRESIDENT. If there are no further amendment's, the fir~t question is, Will the Senate disagree to the
amendment of the House to Senate bill1419?
Mr. CUMMINS. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
Is not the first question whether the Senate shall disagree
nnd ask for a conference!
The VICE PRESIDENT. The present occupant was not in
the chair at the time, but his understanding is that the Senator
from Iowa asked that the question be divided as the Chair has
indicated, and that the Senator from Arkansas [Mr. RoBINSON],
who was then in the chair, ruled that he was entitled to have it
so divided.
Mr. CUMMINS. The then occupant of the chair must have
rni understood me. I suggested that there should be a division, first, as to whether we shall send the bill to conferencethat is, as to whether we shall disagree and ask the House
for a conference; and, second, as to the manner of appointing
the conferees if the first question should be decided in the
affirmative.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The present occupant of the chair
was not in the chair at the time, but was informed that the
Senator had asked to have the question divided into three parts.
Mr. CUMMINS. No, Mr. President. Of course I want the
Senate to disagree to the action of the House; my whole argument has been to show that there ought to be a disagreement;
but I have attempted to show that, instead of asking for a conference and appointing conf_erees, we should amend the bill on
the floor of the Senate or send it to a committee, either general
or special, for the purpose of havin~ it considered t.\lere.
Mr. LODGE. l\lr. President, will the Senator from Iowa
permit me to interrupt him?
M..r. Cill'L fiNS. Yes.
,
Mr. LODGE. If we vote down the motion to disagree, then
the bill is bef01·e us to make such disposition as we ph~nse.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Just a moment.
Mr. CID.IMINS. I had supposed that the request of the
Hou e for a conference was a necesRary part of the motion.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Let the Chair pre ent this question: If the Senate votes down the motion to disagree and decides that it will have no conference, has it not pa~:;sed the
bill? That is what the Chair would rule, whether he is overruled or not.
,
Mr. CUMMINS. If we vote down the motion to U.lsagree
and the request for a conference?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Certainly. That will pass the
bill, as the Senate does not disagree and does not want a conference. ·
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:Mr. CUM.M INS. Does the Chair hold that would pass th~
bill?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Why not?
Mr. CDmHNS. It was, therefore, that I moved early in
the debate that the bill be referred to a special committee,
to be composed of five members of the Committee on Commerce and five members of the Committee on Public Lands,
for consideration and report. I understood the Chair at that
time to rule that that motion was -not in order.
The VICE PRESIDENT. That motion was not in order, but
if the pe-nding motion as a whole should be voted down by the
Senate the Chair would then rule that the Senate could refer
the bill to a special committee or a standing committee, or that
the Senate could amend it in the Senate. 'Vhen, however, the
motion is split up and the Senate votes alone on the que tion as
to whether it will di.sngree or will not disagree, that presents a
different ~ituation.
Mr. CUMMINS. Tl1at being true, I withdraw the request fot•
a division of the question and ask that the motion as amended
be voted qown.
Mr. HARDWICK. A parliamentary inquiry.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Georgia will
state it.
Mr. HARDWICK. The Senate bill having been amended in
the House, then, if the request for a conference is denied, the
question will be on concurring in the House amendment, will
it not?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The request has been made to di·
vide the question and have a separate v-ote on whether the Senate
will disagree to the House amendment. The Chair says that if
that is voted down, it is an agreement to the House amendment.
1\Ir. LODGE. Mr. President, with all submission, I do not
think that ls ever the method of agreement. The first motion
in order when a Senate bill is returned from the House with a.n
'llilendment is to concur, because that brings the Houses immedi·
ately together.· The next is a motion to disagree and ask for a
conference. The next is to disagree and ask for a conference
with instructions. I do not think the mere voting down of a.
motion to di ·agree in the least is equal to an agreement by defi·
nite affirmations, because if we voted down a motion to disaeOTee,
the matter is still before the Senate, and we have got to have an
affirmative motion to concur or agree.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair simply wanted to warn
the Senate as to bow he was going to rule.
Mr. FLETCHER. At any rate, the whole question can be set·
tled on the vote on the motion to disagree to the House amend·
ment and ask for a conference. All those have to do who insist
that the procedure- ought to be otherwise and that they want
the bill to go to a committee is to vote against the motion, whilo
those who want it to go to conference should vote for the motion,
and that will settle it. There is no need o.f any division of the
question at all.
Mr. THOMAS. That is not the ruling of the Vice President.
Mr. FLETCHER. That is the ruling of the Chair, namely,
that if this motion is voted down the bill is still before the Senate
and can be referred to a special committee or can be amended
here. That is what the Chair holds, and that is exactly the
situation.
.
:Mr. HARDWICK. Will the Senator yield for a question?
Mr. FLETCHER. Yes.
Mr. HARDWICK. Will not the situation be this: If this
motion i voted down then the House amendment to the Senate
bill will be before the Senate for such disposition as the Senate
may wish to make of it?
Mr. FLETCHER. Certainly; and that is what the Chair
bas held when a vote is taken on the whole motion.
The VICE PRE IDENT. That is what the Chair ruled the
other day ; but if the Senate wants to split this question up and
vote down the first half of the motion, the ruling of the Chair
wlll be that that passes the blll, and there will be an oppor·
tunity to overrule the Chair; that is all.
Mr. LODGE. I understood the vote was to be taken on the
whole motion as amended.
The VICE PRE !DENT. If that question is voted{iown there
is not any doubt about the right of the Senate then to proceed
to take up the bill in the Senate o1· refer it to a standing or
special committee.
l\1r. LODGE. If voting down a motion to disagree is equiYalent to voting to concur, there never would be an opportunity
for the Senate to amend or to refer to a committee. 'Ve could
either concur or could vote do>vn a motion to disagree, and.
thereby concur.
Mr. CUMMINS. I did not ask for that kind of a division of
the question, and I now withdraw my request for a division.
l\1r. POINDEXTER. I renew the reque t.
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Mr. CUMMINS. I .simply wish to remind the Senate that, tl'
it desires an opportunity to amend this bill or to consider the
l>ill that has been sent here by the House, the mot~on made by
the Senntor from Florida [Mr. FLETCHER] ought to be voted
down.
l\lr. POINDEXTER. I renew the request for a division of
the question.
The VICE PRESIDENT. For a separate vote?
1\lr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
1\1r. CU l\11\lli~S. On that I ask for the yeas and nays.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from 'Vashington now
renews the request for a separate vote on the different clauses
of this question. On what part does the Senator wish a vote
first?
l\Ir. POI~~EXTER. I should like to have. first, submitte!l
to the Senate the IL'Otion to disagree. If that"is voted down, r
umlerstan<l, under the ruling of the Chair, it is equivalent to
concurring in the amendment of the House, and that is what I
desire. I believe that this legislation ought to be disposed of
and that the best measure that we can get out of the controversies which have been raging here for a number of years is the
House bill; and, in order to submit that question, under the
ruling of the Chair, I ask for a division of the question.
Mr. BRANDEGEE. Mr. President, if the Senator will allow
me to make a suggestion, if he will make a motion to concur in
the House amendment, it ''ill accomplish his purpose without
any ruling of the Chair, or there l>eing any doubt about it.
Such a motion will take precedence over the pending question,
. and will bring the matter to a direct vote.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. I have no objection to m-aking that motion. Under the ruling announced by the Chair, the first procedm·e would be equivalent to that; but if it is in order, I make
tile motion that the Senate concur in the House amendment.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Washington
moves that the Senate concur in the House amendment. That
motion being calculated to bring the two Houses together, is in
or<ler.
l\Ir. POINDEXTER. Upon that motion I ask for the yeas
and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered, and the Secretary proceeded
to call the roll.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN {when his name was culled). Making
the same transfer of my pair as before, I vote" nay."
l\Ir. DILLINGHAl\1 {when his name was called). I note the
absence of the Senatot· from l\1aryland [l\Ir. SMITH], with whom
I have a pair. I therefore transfer my pair with him to my
colleague [Mr. PAGE] and vote "nay."
.
Mr. FLETCHER (when his name was called). 1\Iaking the
same announcement as to my pair and its transfer as before, I
Yote "nay."
1\lr. JONES of Washington {when his name was called).
·while, us I ha-\e heretofore announced, I am paired with the
junior Senator from Virginia [Mr. SwANSON], I am informed
by his colleague that on this motion he would vote as I intend
to vote, and therefore I vote "nay."
l\Ir. 1\IYERS {when his name was called). I announce the
same transfer of my pair as on the last vote, and vote "nay."
1\Ir. THOMAS (when his name was called). In the absence
of my pair, the senior Senator from North Dakota [l\Ir. 1\fcCu MnER], I withhold my vote. If at liberty to \Ote I should vote
"nay."
1\lr. WALSH {when his name was called) . Making the same
announcement concerning my pair and its transfer as on the preYious vote, I vote" nay."
· 1\Ir. WARREN {when his name was called). Making the same
announcement of my pair as on the last roll call, I withhold my
YOte.
The roll call was concluded.
1\Ir. THOMPSON (after having voted in the negative). I
have a pair with the Senator from Illinois [l\Ir. SHERMAN], who.
I observe, is not present. I make the same transfer of my pair
ns on the Jast" roll call, to the Senator from Oklahoma [1\fr.
OwEN], and will allow my vote to stan<l.
1\lr. THOMAS. I transfer my pair with the senior Senator
from North Dakota [1\lr. McCm.rnER] to the senior Senator from
Louisiana fl\Ir. RANSDELL] and vote "nay."
l\lr. CURTIS. I have been requested to announce the following pa irs:
The Senator from New York [1\Ir. CALDER] with the Senator
from Rhode Island [l\Ir. GERRY] ;
T he Senator from Rhode Island [1\I.r. CoLT] with the Senator
from Delaware [l\Ir. SAULSBURY];
The Senator from 1\laine [l\lr. FERNALD] with the Senator from
South Dakota [l\Ir. JoHNSON].
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The Senator from New Jersey [Mr. FRE~GHUYSEN] with the
Senator from Montana [.l\1r. WALSH] ;
The Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. PENROSE] with the Senator from Mississippi [l\Ir. WILliAMS] ;
The Senator from Michigan [Mr. SMITH] with the Senator
from 1\lissouri [Mr. REED] ;
The Senator from 'Vest Virginia [1\lr. SUTHERLAND] with the
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. BECKHAM] ; and
The Senator from Indiana [1\lr. W .ATSON] with the Senator
from Delaware [Mr. WoLcoTT].
The result was announced-yeas 2, nays 48, as follows: .

Bankhead
Brandegee
Chamberlain
Cummins
Curtis
Dlllingham
Drew
Fall
Fletcher
Guion
Hale
Harding

YEAS-2.
Poindexter
NAYS-48.
Hardwick
Martin, Ky.
.Tones, N.Mex.
Martin, Ya.
.Tones, Wash.
Myers
Kellogg
Nelson
Kendrick
New
Kenyon
Nugent
King
Phelan
Kirby
Pomerene
kwis
Robinson
Lodge
Shafroth
McKellar
Shepparu
Mc1~a:ry
Shields

Ashurst
Baird
Beckham
lJtnet
Borah
Calder
Colt
Culberson
Fernald
France
Frelingbuysen
Gerry

NOT VOTING-46.
Goli
McL€an
Gore
Overman
Gronna
Owen
Henderson
Page
Hitchcock
Penrose
Hollis
Pittman
.T ohnson, Ca I.
Ransdell
.T ohnson, S. Dak. Reed
Knox
Saulsbury
La Follette
Sherman
Lenroot
Simmons
McCumber
Smith, Ga.

Norris

Smith, Ariz.
Smith, S.C .
Smoot
Sterling
Thom:ls
Thompson
TmmmE'll
Underwood
Vardaman
Wadsworth
Walsh
Wiltley
Smith, Md.
Smith, Mich.
Sutherland
Swanson
Townsend
Warren
Watson
Weeks
Will iams
Wolcott

So 1\Ir. PoiNDEXTER's motion was rejected.
,
The VICE PRESIDENT. The pending question is the motion
that the Senate disagree to the amenument of the House to
Senate bill 1419, request a conference with the House on the
disagreeing votes thereon, and-us amended-that six conferees
on the part of the Senate be appointed by the Vice President,
three of whom shall be members of the Conimittee on Commerce
and three members of the Committee on Public Lands.
1\Ir. CU:Ml\IINS. l\Ir. President, ut the risk of calling for a
repetition, because I want it thoroughly understood, I make a
parliamentary inquiry : If that motion is voted down, the bill
\Yill then be before the Senate for such disposition as it shall
see fit to make of it, will it not?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The House amendment will be
before the Senate, either for amendment on the floor of the
Senate or for reference to the Committee on Commerce, the
Committee on Public Lands, or any other committee, or a special
committee.
l\Ir. CUl\!l\llNS. Upon the motion I ask for the yeas and
nays.
1\Ir. SHAFROTH. 1\Ir. President, I want to say a few words
with reference to this matter, because in order to make this bill
workable I believe it is necessary that amendments should be
made. In order to permit amendments it is contended that the
conference report must be referred to a special committee in·
stead of a conference committee.
·
I do not believe it is possible to raise big sums of money for the
purpose of constructing reservoirs and water-power plants upon
the public domain unless an applicant ,gets a title upon which a
financier will lend money ; and in this bill, as it is now reported,
there is no such title. The title reported is a leasehold estate
which is subject to forfeiture for many causes. It is absurd
to expect capitalists to lend large sums of money upon security,
that might be wiped out without any fault on their part. It
seems to me, therefore, that it becomes necessary to amend the
bill. It can be done \ery easily by leaving the law as it was
hefore the withdrawals of water-power sites took place an<l
before the passage of the law making all rights of way simply_
revokable permits. In that event the r ublic is protected by,
utility commissions in States fixing rates, as water-power plants
or common carriers. It may also be done by making it In the
alternative, as to whether a person can file upon the site under
the old Jaw or under the leasing system. It may also be done
by giving the Federal Power Commission power to permit entries
for power sites under the old law in the event that it is not able
to get any person or company to undertake the construction of
resenoirs under the leasing system of this bill. It mnst be
remembered that it takes from $5,000,000 to $-!0.000,000 to construct one of tllese water-power plants and the mouey is always
raised by bonds secured by mortgage upon the plant. 1\Iy
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theory is that where you ha~e a bill which provides for leasing,
with the power on the part of the Government to ab olutely
annul the '\ hole grant and to forfeit the rights of the entryman,
you can not get capitalists to lend money upon any such title.
It seems to me that even if we affirm this portion of the bill
there ought to be a pro~ision by which a stronger title can be
granted, with a recapture clause attached for the benefit of any
municipality, or the State, or the Nation. With such amendment.:; water-power plants would be constructed. and the public
protected from monopoly.
It seems to me, therefore, that this bill ought to be sent to a
committee, not of conference but a committee of the Senate.
l\lr. CU:M1\IINS. I ask for the yeas and nay~ on the pending
motion.
The yeas and nays were ordered, and tbe Secretary proceeded
to call the roll.
Mr. DILLINGHAM (when his name was. called). I transfer
my pair as on the last roll call, and vote " yea."
l\lr. FLETCHER (when h.is name was called). I make the
same announcement as on the formet roll call as to my pair and
its transfer, and vote "yea."
l\1r. JONES of Washington (when his name was culled). As
before announced, I am paired with the junior Senator from
Virginia [1\fr. SWA.NSON]; but I am informed by his colleague
that if he were present he would vote as I shall vote on this
motion. Therefore I feel at liberty to vote. I vote " yea."
Mr. l\IYERS (when his name was called). I make the same
announcement of the transfer of my pair as on the last roll -call
and vote "yea."
l\fr. SIMMONS (when :Mr. OVERMAN'S name was called). My
colleague [Mr. OvERMAN] is unavoidably absent. He is paired
:with the Senator from Wyoming [1\Ir. W ABREN].
l\fr. THOMAS (when his name was called). Upon this question I am at liberty to vote, although my pair is ·absent. I vote
"nay."
Mr. THOl\IPSON (when his name was called). l\Iaking the
same announcement as before, I vote " yea."
:nrr. WALSH (when h.is name was called). Repeating the
announcement made on the preceding roll calL r vote " yea."
Mr. WARRE...~ (when his Qame was called). I have a general
pair with the Senator from North Carolina [1\Ir. OVER;M.AN], I
tran fer that pair so that he may stand paired with the Senator
from '\Ve t Virginia [1\Ir. GoFF], and I vote "yea."
The roll call was concluded.
Mr. CHAl\ffiERLAIN. Making the same transfer as heretofore, I vote" yea."
~he result was announced-yeas 42, nays 9, as follows:
Bankhead
Brandegee
Chamberlain
Curtis
Dillingham
Drew
Fall
Flet cher
Gnion

YEAS---42.
Jones, N. l\fex.
New
Phelan
Jones, Wash.
Poindexter
Kellogg
Pomerene
Kendrick
Robinson

~~inar

t{arding

McNary
Martin, Ky.
Mm·tin, Va.
Myers
Nelson

Cummins
Hardwick

King
Kirby

Halo

Keny~m

Ashurst
Baird
B eckman
B en et
Bora h
Calder
Colt

Culberson
Fernald

Fra n ce
Frelinghuysen
Gerry
.

~~T~~~rd

Simmons
Smith, Ariz.
Smith, S.C.
Smoot
NAYS-9.
:Norris
Nugent

~OT VOTING-45.
Goff
McCumber
Gore
McLean
Gr.onnn
Ov erman
H ender on
Owen
Hitchcock
Page
Hollis
Penrose
Johnson, Cal.
Pittman
Johnson, S.Dak. Ransdell
Knox,
Reed
La Follet t e
Saulsbury
~nroot
Sherman
L e wis
Smith, Ga.

2 3'

ence have agreed to z.·ecommend and do recommend to their respective Hou s, as follows :
That the ~enate recede from its amendments numbered 4, 5, 6,
7, and 8.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amend·
ments of the Senate numbe1·ed 1 and 2, and agree to the s..1.me.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amend·
ment of the Senate numbered 3, and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows : In lieu of the matter stricken out by
said amendment in ert the following :
"SEc. 5. That the subdivision (b) of section 5 of the trading·
with-the-enemy act be, and hereby is, amended to read as
follows:
" ' (b) That the President may investigate, regulate, or pro·
hibit, under such rules and regulations as he may prescnibe, by,
means of license or otherwise, any transactions in foreign exchange and the export, hoarding, melting, or earmarkings of
gold or silver coin or bullion or currency, transfers of credit
in any form (other than credits relating solely to transactions
to be executed wholly within the United States), and transfers
of evidences of bndebtedness or of the o~ership of property
between the United States and any foreign country, whether
enemy, ally of ene-my, or otherwise, or between residents of one
or more · foreign countries, by any person within the United
States; and, for the purpose of strengthening, su ta.inmg an<l
broadening the market for bonds and certificates of indebted...
ness of the United States, of preventing frauds upon -the holders
thereof, and of protecting such holders, he may inve tigate and
regulate, by means of licenses or othet·wi e, (until the expiration of two years after the date of the termination of the present
war with the Imperial German Government. as fixed by his proclamation) any transactions in such bonds- or certificates by or
between any person or per ons : Provided., That nothing contained in this subdivision (b) shall be construed to confer any
power to prohibit tbe purchase or sale for cash, or for notes eligible for discount at any Federal reserve bank, of bonds or
certificates of indebtedness of the United States; and he may
require any person engaged in any transaction referred to in
this subdivision to furni h, under oath, complete information
relative thereto, including the production of any books of account, contracts, letters or other papers in connection therewith
in the custody or control of such person, either before or after
such transaction is completed.'"
And the Senate agree to the same.
F. w. SOLMONS,
HoKE SMITH,
H. C. LoDGE,
Ma1Wgcrs on the part of the Senate.

Sterling
Thompson
Trammell
Underwood
Vardaman
Wadsworth
Walsh
Warren
Wilfiey

CLAUDE KITCHIN
HENRY T. RAINEY,
LINCOLN DIXON,
J. W. FORDNEY,
J. HAMPTON MooRE,
Manager s on the tJar t of the House.

The report was agreed to.
Sha.froth
Thomas
Smith, Md.
Smith, Mich.
Sutherland
Swanson
Townsend
Watson

Weeks

Williams
Wolcott

So Mr. FI..E'rcHER's motion, as amended, was agreed to.
MESSAGE FBOM THE HOUSE.

Ames age from the House of Representatives, by D. K. Hempstead. its enrolling clerk, announced that the House had agreed
to the report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing
votes of the two Houses OQ the amendments of the Senate to the
bill (H. R L'>923) to supplement the second liberty bond act, as
amended, and for other purposes.
DO~ ~ D

SEPTEJ\IBER

EXEMPTIO:::'ii'-CONFEIIENCE. REPORT.

• l\lr . SIMMONS submitted the following report:
Too committee of conference on the disagreein~ -votes of the
t\vo Hou es on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
12923) to upplement the second liberty bond act, as amended,
and for other purposes, having met, after full and free confer-

INCREASE OF PENSIO -s-CONFE.RE ~en: REPOR'f
Mr. WALSH submitted the following r eport :

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of tb e Hou e to the bill ( S.
4194) granting pensions a nd increase of r.ensions to cer t a in
soldiers and sailors of the Civil 'Va r and certain wido1vs a nd
dependent relatives of such oldiers and ~;uilor s, 1;~avin g met.
aiter full and free conference have agreed t o recommenu a n<l
do recommend to their respective House a follo·n· :
That the House recede- from its amc·ndmcnts numl>ere<l 3, 4,
6, and 7.
That the Senate recede from its disn a-r eement to th-e nmemlments of thJ3 House numbered 1, 2, !>, an<l 8, and a PTee t o t he
same.
T. J. w.\LS H ,
R EED

s

fOOT,

Managers on tltc part of t ile , ' cna! c.
JOUETT , ' H OUSE,
T r.·E Lo:xERO ,_.,
.JOH:N
L A !'OOLEY,

Auc;u

,v.

Managers on til e 11Cwt of 111c lf ou>c.

The r eport was a greec to.
1\Ir. WALSH submitted the followi ng r epor t :
The committee of conference on the di ng ree i n~ Yote:- of C!J
two Houses on the amenument of tlle Hous to tlle l>Ul ( S.
4543) granting pensions and increase of pensions to certa.i.u
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soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows and
dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors, having met,
after full and free conference have agreed to recommend and
do recommend to their respective Houses as follows:
That the House recede from its amendments numbered 1, 5,
and 6.
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendments of the House numbered 2, 3, and 4, and agree to the
same.
T. J. WALSH,
REED SMOOT,

Managers on the part of the Senate.
JOUETT SHOUSE,
AUGUSTINE LoNERGAN,
JOHN W. LANGLEY,

Managers on t}w part of the House.

1\Ir. JONES of Washington. Mr. President, I should like to
ask the Senator from Montana if this conference report is on
the bill that contains the provision for the widows of Gen. Mills
and Admiral Cottman?
l\lr. WALSH. It is not.
The VICE PRESIDEl.~T. The question is upon agreeing to
the conf•rence report.
The report was agreed to.
. Mr . .WALSH submitted the following report:
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the Honse to the bill (S.
4722) granting pensions and increase of pensiQns to certain
soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows and
dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors, having met,
after full and free conference have agreed to recommend and
do recommend to their respective Houses as follows :
That the House recede from its amendments numbered 1. 2,
3, 4, 6, 7, 9, and 10.
That the Senate recede from its. disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 8, and agree to the same.
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 5, and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows : Restore the matter stricken out by said
amendment. amended to read as follows:
"Tbe name of Fanny S. Coniine, widow of John Coniine, late
of Company E, First Regiment, and Company E, Fourth Regiment, Vermont Volunteer Infantry, and major, United States
Army, retired, and pay her a pension at the rate of $30 per month
in lieu of that she is now receiving."
And the House agree to the same.
T. J. WALSH,
REED SMOOT,
Managers on the part of the Senate.
JOUETT SHOUSE,
AUGUSTINE LoNERGAN,
JOHN W. LANGLEY,

Managers on the part of the House.

The report was agreed to.
EXECUTIVE SESSION.

'

Mr. :MARTIN of Virginia.

I move that the Senate proceed
to the consideration of executive business.
The motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to the
consideration of executive business. After 25 minutes spent in
executive session the doors were reopened.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.

A message from the House of Representatives. by G. F.

Turner, one of its clerks, announced that the Speaker of the
House had signed the enrolled bill (H. R. 12923) to supplement
the second liberty-bond act, as amended, and for other purposes,
and it was thereupon signed by the Vice President.
ADJOURNMENT.

1\lr. :MARTIN of Virginia. I move that the Senate adjourn.
( The motion was agreed to; and (at 5 o'clock and 8 minutes
p. m.) the Senate adjourned until to-morrow, Tuesday, September 24, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
NOMINATIONS.
ExcC1.ttive nominations received by the Senate September

23, 1918.
AssiSTANT SECRETAltY oF AGRICULTURE.

G. I. Christie, of Indiana, to be Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, in accordance with the act entitled "An act to provide
further for the national security and defense by stimulating
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agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agricultural
products," approved August 10, 1.917.
MEMBER OF FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION.

Victor Murdock, of Kansas. to be a member of the Federal
Trade Commission. (Reappointment.)
CoLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS.

Fred C. Pabst, of Galveston, Tex., to be col1ector of customs
fol' customs collection district No. 22, with headquarters at
Galveston, Tex. (Reappointment.)
·
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD.
The following-nru:ned first lieutenants to be captains in the
United Stutes il:Joast Guard, for temporary service, fr'()m the
1st day of July, 1918:
John F. McGourty,
John J. Hutson,
Fred A. Nichols,
Charles F. Seiter,
Chester H. ,Jones,
William F. Towle,
Michael J. Ryan,
James Pine,
Warner K. Thompson,
Joseph R. Besse,
John P. Gray,
Paul H. Harrison,
William Williams,
John H. co·rnell,
"W illiam Pitts Wishaar,
Gordon T. Finlay,
Louis L. Bennett, and
Roy P. Munro.
The following-named third lieutenants to be first lieutenants
in the United States Coast Guard, for temporary service, from
the 1st day of July, 1918:
Frederick J. Birkett,
Norvin C. Smith, and
Donald H. l\facOollom.
The following-named first lieutenants of Engineers to be
captains of Engin~ers in the Uni~d States Ooast Guard, for
temporary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918:
John T. Carr,
Albert F. Patterson,
Webb C. Magla thlin,
Whitney M. Prall,
George W. Cairnes,
John F. Hahn,
Harvey F. Johnson,
Martin A. Doyle,
Norman B. Hall,
Sidney B. Orne,
Frank E. Bagger,
Philip B. Eaton,
Thomns H. Yaeger,
Alvan H. Bixby,
Charles E. Sugden,
Francis E. Fitch,
Charles J. Odend'hul,
Henry 0. Roach.
Clinton P. Kendall,
Kurt W. Krafft, and
Charles H. Johnson.
The following-named third lieutenants of Engineers to be
first lieutenants of Engineers in the United Stutes Coast Guard,
for temporary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918:
Charles T. Henley, jr.,
Edward F. Palmer,
Francis C. Wells, and
John N. Heiner.
First Lieut. of Engineers Byron A. Minor, retired, to be a
captain of Engineers in the United States Coast Guar~l. on the
retired list, for temporary service, from the 1st day of July,
1918.
· Cadet David F. Akers to be a third lieutenant in the Unite<!
States Coast Guard from the 3d day of September. 1918.
Cadet Engineer William B. O'Brien to be a third lieutenant
of Engineers from the 3d day of September: 1918.
First Lieut. Samuel P. Edmonds, retired, to be a. captain on
the retired list of the United States Coast Guard, for temporary service, from the 1st day of September, 1918.
First Lieut. Eugene Blake, jr., to be a capmin in the United
States Coast Guard from the 21st day of August, 1918.
Second Lieut. Philip F. Roach to be a first lieutenant in the
United States Coast G!lard from the 21st day of August, 191.8.
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Midshipman Chauncey Camp to be an ensign in the Nncy.
Cadet Joseph Greenspun to be a third lieutenant in the
from the 7th day of June, 1918.
United States Coast Guard from the 31st day of July, 1918.
The following-named assistant surgeons to be passed assistant
Cadet Louis Waite Perkins to be a third lieutenant ill the
surgeons in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant from the 5th
Unite<l States Coast Guard from the 1st day of August, 1918.
Cadet Lyndon Spencer to be a third lieutenant in the 'United day of December, 1917:
Charles E. Treibly, and
States Coast Guard from the 4th · day of August, 1918.
Roscoe M. Waterhouse.
Cadet Raymond Thomas McElligott to be a third lieutenant
The following-named assistant surgeons to be passeu assistant
in the United States Coast Guard from the 16th day of August,
surgeons in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant from the 22d
1918.
Cadet Asa Vern Wilder to be a third lieutenant in the United day of April, 1918 :
Chalmer H. Weaver, and
States Coast Guard from the 17th day of August, 1918.
Henry McDonald.
• Cadet Robert Myer Kaufholz to be a third lieutenant in the
United States Coast Guard from the 18th day of August, 1918.
Dental Surg. William N. Cogan to be an assistant dental
The following-named second lieutenants to be fir:st lieutenants surgeon in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade)
in the United States Coast Guard. for temporary service, from from the 24th day of October, 1912.
·
The following-named dental surgeons to be assistant dental
the 1st day of JuJy, 1918:
surgeons in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant (junior
William Patrick Kain,
grade) from the 3d day of January, 1913:
James Marsden Earp,
Harry E. Harvey,
Floyd Jesse Sexton,
James L. Brown,
Clement Joseph Todd.,
Eugene H. Tennent, and
Gustavus Urban Stewart,
Joseph A. Mahoney.
Joseph Francis Farley, jr.,
Da-rid Patterson Marvin,
The following-named dental surgeons to be assistant dental
CarJ Herbert Abel, and
surgeons in the Navy with the ra.nk of lieutenant (junior
grade) from the 5th day of February, 1913:
E<lwin Mount 'Vebster.
Leon Martin,
PRon:SIONAL APPOINTMENT IN THE ARMY.
Joseph D. Halleck, and
CORPS OF ENGINEERS.
Anson F. M~Creary.
To be second lieutenant.
Dental Surg. John W. Crandall to be an assistant uental
Second Lieut. John Elliott Wood, Engineers, United States surgeon in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade)
from the 7th day of February, 1913.
.Army.
The following-named dental surgeons to be assistant dental
PRO:llOTION IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY.,
surgeons in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade)
I~FANTRY.
from the 11th day of July, 1913:
To be lieutenant colonel with mnlc from May 3, 1918.
Marion E. Harrison,
1\Iaj. Frederick G. Stritzinger, jr.
Ernest W. Lacy,
Lucian C. Williams,
To be lie-zttenant colonels ·with mnlv from July 10, 1918.
Harry W. Bl.aisdell, and
1\Iaj. Charles C. Smith.
Harry D. Johnson.
Maj. FrankL. Wells.
Dental Surg. Paul G. White to be an assistant uental surgeon
To be lieutenant colond toUh t·ank from July 23, 1918.
in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade) from
1\Iaj. Briant H. Wells.
the 30th day of August, 1913.
The following-named dental surgeons to be assistant dental
PnO\ISIONAL APPOINTMEXT, DY PROMOTION, IN THE ARMY.
surgeons in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant (junior
INFANTRY.
grade) from the 13th day of February, 1914:
. To be first lieu.tenant with t·ank trom October 24, 1917!
Cornelius H. Mack,
Second Lieut. George T. Metcalf.
Arthur .A. Rehm, and
Hugh T. Meyers.
PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS IN THE NAVY.
The following-named dental surgeons to be assistant uental
Lieut. Alfred W. Brown, jr., to be a lieutenant commancler in
surgeons in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant (junior
the Navy from the 1st day of July, 1918.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieu- grade) from the 21st day of August, 1914:
William L. Darnall,
tenants in the Navy from the 7th day of March, 1918:
Logan A. Willard,
Edward K. Lang,
.John R. Barber,
Robert Gatewood,
George H. Reed,
John A. Fletcher,
Franklin L. Morey,
Daniel .J. Callaghan,
John V. McAlpin,
Richard S. Field, and
Marson W. Mangold, and
George D. Murray.
Edward E. Harris.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieuThe following-named dental surgeons to be passe<l dental
tenants in the navy from the 8th day of June, 1918:
surgeons in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant (junior
Howard H. Good,
grade) from the 21st day of April, 1915:
Herman E. Fischer,
Alexander G. Lyle and
Warren A. Shaw,
Alexander J. Zuehlke.
'.Anton B. Anderson,
The
following-named dental sm·geons to be assistant dental
Elliott Buckmaster,
surgeons in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant (junior
RaJph W. Holt, an<l
grade) from the 10th day of December, 1915:
William G. Greenman.
Thomas L. Sampsell and
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (jmuor grade)
Thomas J. Daly, jr.
ln the Navy from the 5th day of June, 1918:
Asst. Dental Surg. William N. Cogan to be a passc<l assistant
Winf-red H. A. Pike, jr.,
dental surgeon in the Navy with the rank of lieutenant from
John F. Bates, jr.,
the 23d day of September, 1915.
Harry H. Chenoweth,
The following-named assistant dental surgeons to be passed
Stuart B. Clark,
assistant dental surgeons in the Navy with the rank of lieutenHerbert V. Wiley,
ant from the 1st day of November, 1915:
Clenn H. ]lJaston,
Harry E. Harvey,
Robert T. Darrow1
James L. Brown,
Alan Barnet,
Eugene H. Tennent, and
Elmer R. Henning,
Joseph A. 1\lahoney.
.James E. Maher,
The following-named assistant dental surgeons to be passed
Allen G. Quynn,
assistant dental surgeons in the Nary with the rank of lleuten·
Archer E. King, jr.,
ant from the 4th day of February, 1916 :
Preston Marshall,
Leon Martin and
Hilbert A. Fisher, and
Anson McCreary.
J.ohn S. Ray-.
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Lieut. (Junior Grade) Robert S. Robertson, jr., to be a lieutenant on the retired list of the Navy from the 1st day of July,
1918.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) l\.nchael A. Leahy to be a lieutenant on
the retired list of the Navy from the 5th day of July, 1918.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Richard E. Byrd, jr., to be a lieutenant
on the retired list of the Navy from the 2d . day of September,
1918.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Walter L. Heiberg to be a lieutenant on
the retired list of the Navy from the 1st day of July, 1918.
Pay Clerk Edward R. McKenzie to be a chief pay clerk in
the Navy from the ·9th day of l\Iay, 1918.
Ensign Oliver H. ~itchie to be a lieutenan t (junior grade)
in the Navy from the 5th day of June. 1918.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieutenants in the Navy from the 8th day of June, 1918:
Raymond E. Kerr,
Emory W. Coil, and
James A. Crutchfield.
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junior grade)
in the Navy from the 5th day of June, 1918:
Howard L. Vickery,
William Granat,
Morris H. Spriggs, and
Ralph Kiely.
Machinist William Twigg, jr., to be a chief machinist in the
Navy from the 17th day of January. 1918.
Lieut. Edward D. Washburn, jr., to be a lieutenant commander
in the Navy from the lOth day of May, 1918.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Harry D. McHenry to be a lieutenant
in the Navy from the 7th day of l\1arch, 1918. '
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieutenants in the Navy from the 8th day of June, 1918:
Willard E. Cheadle,
Harry G. Patrick,
Robert A. Hall, and
George L. Woodruff.
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junior grade)·
in the Navy from tile 5th day of June, 1918:
Arthur C. Davis,
Benjamin F. Perry,
Charles F. Osborn,
Henry P. Burnett,
Forrest B. Royal,
Harvey E. Overesch,
Millard .G. Gamble, and
John H. Campman.
Ensign Jesse H. Smith to be a lieutenant (junior grade) in
the Navy from the 7th day of December, 1916, to correct the
date from which he takes rank as previously confirmed.
The following-named commanders to be captains in the Navy,
for temporary service, from the 15th day of August, 1918 :
Willis G. Mitchell,
John J. Hyland,
Samuel W. Bryant,
Edward S. Jackson, and
Henry L. 'Vyman.
. The following-named lieutenant commanders to be commanders in the Navy, for temporary service, from the ' 15th day of
Augu t, 1918:
Clautle A. Bonvillian,
Edwin A. Wolleson,
Robert W. Cabaniss,
Claude B. l\1ayo,
Hamilton F. Glover,
Gardner L. Caskey,
John B. Rhodes,
George H. Bowdey,
Robert A. Theobald,
Fletcher C. Starr,
William L. Beck,
Garret L. Schuyler,
Charles F. Russell, and
Guy E. Baker.
En ign John S. Upton to be a lieutenant (junior grade) in
the NaYy, for temporary service, from the 1st day of June,
1918.
Ensign George L. H. Dolan to be a lieutenant (junior grade)
in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 1st day of July,
1918.
.
T he following-named acting pay clerks to be assistant paymasters in the Navy, with the rank of ensign, for temporary
service, from the 1st day of September, 1918:
Ralph J. IL Oldegeering,
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John D. Gagan,
Robert J. Monteith,
Fillmore S. C. Layman,
Harold R. Lehmann,
Howard R. Jackson,
James M. Thomas,
John H. Skillman,
Martin l\1. Frie<lman,
Allen D. Turner,
Leon I. Smith,
Myron W. Willard,
Archie A. Antrim,
John H. Gallion,
Wal·ne Prather,
Charles W. Gerhardt, jr.,
Jesse A. Scott,
Harold E. Humphreys, and
E(ugh A. Phares.
.
Francis J. Ludwig, a citizen of Texas, to be acting chaplain in
the Navy, with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade), for temporary service, from the 14th day of August, 1918.
Rudolph Ericson, a citizen of Minnesota. to be acting chaplain
in the Navy, with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade), for tern·
porary service, from the -20th da~ of August, 1918.
The following-named lieutenant on the retired list to be
-lieutenant commanders on the retired list of the Navy, for tern·
porary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918:
George J oerns,
John E. Iseman, jr.,
Walter L. Heiberg, and
Robert N. Miller.
Lieut. Charles E. Reordan to be a lieutenant commander in
the Navy, for temporary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918.
Chief Sailmaker Michael P. Barr to be an ensign in the Navy,
for temporary service, from the 1st day of July, 1917.
Ensign Michael P. Barr to· be a lieut€nant in the Navy, for
temporary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918.
Boat~wain Alva Henderson to be an ensign in the Navy, for
temporary service, from the 15th day of August, 1918.
The following-named warrant officers, for temporary service,
to be ensigns in the Navy, for temporary service, from tile 15th
day of September, 1918:
William E. Woods,
Daniel F. Kelly,
John H. Conroy, and
Oscar E. Whilden.
The following-named enlisted meL to be ensigns in the Navy,
for temporary service, from the 15th day of September, 1918:
Alfred C. Headley,
Lester Carpenter,
Thomas J:Coffee,
Bert Ketche r~ide,
John H. Berke,
Frank L. Miles,
David G. Gray,
Joseph L. McCann,
Howell 0. Jones, and
Montie Wood.
The following-named ensigns of the United States Naval
Reserve Force to be ensigns in the Navy, for temporary service.
from the 8th day of September, 1918:
Warren R. Hastings and
Howard A. McKee.
Ensign Earl F". Chandler, of the United States Naval Reserve
Force, to be an ensign in the Navy, for temporary service, from
the 15th day of September, 1918.
Asst. Surg. Paris V. Corey, of the United States Naval
Reserve Force, to be an assistant; surgeon in the Nary, with the
rank of lieutenant (j .mior grade), for temporary service, from
the 19th day of January, 1918.
The following-named acting pay clerks to be assistant paymasters in the Navy, for temporary service. with the rank bf
ensign, from the 15th day of September, 1918:
Howard F. Bowker,
Tipton F. ':Voodward,
Robert G. Robeson,
George P. Smallman,
George E. Duffy,
Ch-is J. Norstad,
Charles A~ Cook,
Robert R. Tl 'lmpson,
Allen C. Smith,
John C. Poshepny,
Gordon S. Bower,
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Edwurd l\li:xon,
Henry C. McGinnis,
'Yilliam F. Shaw,
Frank .J. Manley,
Harry F. Hake,
\
Juillu J. l\1iffit,
\
Hurry G. Kinnard,
'\illiam E. McCain,
Goltlen F. DaVis,
Grandison J. Tyler,
Clyde A. 1\Ioser, and
Stamford G. Chapman.
Ensign Robert E. Sammons to be a lieutenant ·(junior grade)
in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 1st day pf .July,
1918.
Ensign Harold 1\1. Jones, of ~e United States Naval Reserve
Force, to be an ensign in the Navy, for temporary service, from
the 8th day of September, 1918.
.
The following-named chief boatswains on the retired list to be
lieutenants on the retired ll:.t of the Navy, for temporary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918:
William Manning,
Thomas Savage,
Andrew Anderson,
John Winn,
-Charles T_. Chase,
Aaron B. Irelan, ·1
Haydn 'Villiams,
Thomas F. Greene,
James E. Quirk.
John E. Murphy,
Waldron P. Simmons,
Nelson R. King, and
Thomas L. 1\IcKenna.
.. -- - - - - The following-named boatswains on the retired list to be
lieuteants on the retired lU.t of the Navy, for temporary service,
from the 1st day of July, 1918:
Hjalmar E. Olsen,
Charles Wouters,
Lee R. Borland, and
William H. Johnson.
The following-named chief gunners on the retired llst to be
lieutenants on the retired list of the Navy, for temporary
service, from the 1st day of July, 1918:
Edward Beakes,
Isaiah Wilbur, and
Charles F. Uhlrich.
The following-named gunners on the retired list to be lieutenants on the retired list of the Navy, for temporary service, from
the 1st day of July, 1918:
Peter Hanley,
Frank A. 1\IcGregor,
Humboldt J. Palmer,
Vista R. Thompson,
Theodore C. Wester,
Arthur S. Williams, and
William Carroll.
- ___ __ _
The following-named chief machinists on the retired list to be
lieutenants on the retired list of the Navy, for temporary service,
from the 1st day of-July, 1918:
.;James W. Murray,
Arthur T. Percival,
Adnm Gibson,
Lee Grossenbaker,
.Tames Quill,
Bernard Gebhardt,
Richard B. Smith,
George T. Brownridge,
Jacobus J. Corino,
William J. Trevorrow,
Jphn St. C. Hothersall,
Thomas J. Hayes,
William E. Stiles,
James H. McDonough,
Martin Huber,
Frank R. Barker,
William P. Davis, and
RolJert E. Rucker,
The following-named machinists on the retired list to be
tieutenants on the retired list of the Navy, for temporary servlce, from the 1st day of July, 1918:
.
Martin Casey,
·
August Anschuetz,
_,Villinm C. Dronberger,
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Herbert E. Ke1;sbaw,
- .Joseph .J. Duffy,
Edwin .J. Cutherill,
William F. 1\Iullinix,
Charles W. .Jackson,
.James Wilson,
George M. Heinen,
.John O'Neil,
Peter .J. Hanlon, '
.John 1\IcPhee, and
Max Vogt.
Chief Sailmaker Chal"les E. Tnllman, retired, to be a lieutenant on the retired list of the Navy, for temporary service,
from the 1st day of .July, 1918.
The following-named boatswains on the retired list to be
lieutenants on the retired list of the Navy, for temporary service, from the 15th day of August, 1918 :
William .Johnson and
Gustr.f Dahlman.
· Gunner Harry Webb, retired, to be a lieutenant on the retired
list of the Navy, for temporary service, feom the 15th day of
August, 1918.
Chief Machinist Fabian P. Noel, retired, to be a lieutenant
on the retired list of the Navy, for temporary service, frop1 the
15th day of August, 1918.
The following-named machinists on the retired list to be lieutenants on the retired list of the Navy, for ·temporary service,
from the 15th day of August, 1918 :
William E. B. Grann,
William P. Little,
Anthony P. McCarthy,
Daniel .J. McCarthy,
Thomas F. Hobby, and
Harlan B. Heath.
The following-named boatswains on the retired list to be lieutenants (junior grade) on the retired list of the Navy, for tempol·ary service, from the 1st day of .July, 1918:
Alvah M. Smith,
Charles C. Beach,
William G~_ A. Schwerin,
Norman Mcintire,
Henry Feehan,
John L. Kelley, and
Thomas G. MacDonougli.
-The following-named gunners on the retired list to be lieutenants (junior grade) on the retired list of the Navy, for tempo·
rary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918:
Edgar A. Robie,
Arthur Rogier,
.John Westfall,
James Munro, and
Alfred Barker.
The following-named machinists on the retired list to be lieutenants (junior grade) on the retired list of the Navy, for temporary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918:
Oscar Bragonier,
Herbert J. Wiseman,
Michael A. Rossiter,
Jesse E . Jones,
Edmund H. Klamt,
Charles G. Wheeler,
William C. Staufer, and
Daniel R. Shackford.
The following-named chief pharma-c ists on the retired list to
be assistant surgeons on the retired list. with the rank of lieu·
tenant, for temporary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918: ,
John W. Wood and
John D. Milligan.
The following-named pharmacists on the retired list to be
assistant surgeons on the retired list, with the rank of lieutenant, for temporary service, from the 1st dny of July, 1918:
William H. Huntington and
Isaac N. Hurd.
The following-named chief carpenters on the retired list to be
assistant naval constructors on the retired list, with the rank
of lieutenant, for temporary service, from the 1st day of July,
1918:
1\Iil ton F. Roberts,
Benjamin E. Fernald,
Frederick J. Simmonds,
Harry L. Demarest,
Joseph F. McCole, and
Sverre Floathe.
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The SPEAKER. Tl1e gentleman from Massachusetts is right,
The following-named carpenters on the retired list to be assistant naval-constructors on the retired list with the rank of and, without objection, the words " Resoi-red further " will be
lieutenant, for temporary service, from the 1st day of July, stricken out.
There was no objection.
1918:
Benjamin D. Pender nml
ORDER OF BuSINESS.
Joel D. Griffin.
The SPEAKER. The special order for to-day is the gentleman
from West Virginia [1\Ir. NEELY] has 30 minutes, the gentleman
COXFIR~IATIOX.
from Connecticut [1\Ir. TILso~] 15. minutes, the gentleman from
B:recu tirc n ominaUon confirrned by the Sena.l c S(lpfemuer 23, Wisconsin [:Mr. FREAR] 30 minutes, and the gentleman ft·om
1918.
Illinois [Mr. 1\f.ADDE~] 30 minutes.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. 1\ir. Speaker, in the absence of the gentlc
PosTMASTER.
man from We t Virginia, I ask unanimous consent that the genABKANSAS.
tleman from Illinois may now address the House under the
Snm n. Carpen ter, Arkadelphia.
.order of business.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Wisconsin asks unaniWITHDRAWAL.
mous consent that the program be turned upside clown and that
E xccu tirc nomination 'lrithdmwn f?'01n tll c Sena-t e S eptember the gentleman from Illinois, who was last , may now be first. Is
there objection?
28, 1918.
There was no objection.
, CoA.sT GuARD.
DEFERRED CLA.S IFICA.TIOX IX THE DEPARTME~TS.
Fir, t Lieut. Chnrle~ W. Cairnes to be a. captain on the retired
:Mr. MADDEN. 1\Ir. Speaker, sometime ago the House passc<l
list.
14 resolutions calling on the different departments and boards
and commissions to report the nun1ber oi men who had recei ve(l
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
deferred classification at the request of the heads of those
boards or departments. All Qf the departments thus far, except
~foNDAY, September B3, 1918.
the Post Office Department and fhe 'Var Department. have reThe House met at 11.15 o'clock a. m.
ported the names and addresses and positions occupied by those
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the follow- men and how long they have been in the ser-vice.
ing prn.yer :
I do not know why the War Department and the Post Office
Infinite and Eternal Spil·it, God oyer all, without whom we Department haYe not paid any attention to the resolutions
could not be, inspire us with the highest and holiest aspirations, passed by the House. It may be that they, having men employed
that our work may be of the highest excellence and worthy of all o-rer the United States, find difficulty in assembling the in•
all emulation. To the glory of Thy holy nnme, in the spirit of formation which they expect to send to the House.
I was gratified when the report of the Nary Department camo
the 1\iaster. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of Saturday last wa~ read and in to find that the Secretary of the Navy was responsi-re to the
sentiments which the House .expressed through the resolutions,
approved.
in that he indicated that, notwithstanding the fact that a great
LEXVE OF AnSENCE.
many men within the draft age had been deferred and were oc·
The SPEAKER laid before the House the following request.
cupied in clerical places in the Navy Department, he expecte<l
The Clerk read as follows:
Gen. SHEnwooo requests leave of absence for 10 days on account or to put them into active service as rapidly as the conditions in
his department would permit. Whether any such nction has
looking over the political situa tion in his district.
been taken by any other branch of the service I do not know.
[Laughter.]
The marvel of the assembling of the Army hns been the man·
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Speaker, I move that thnt be gr:mted,
ner in which the. Provost 1\Iarshnl General's Department has
because of its candor.
been operated. His task was an onerous task. It requir~ a
The leave of absence was granted.
great deal of careful calculation to formulate the rules and
.PRICE OF WHE.iT.
regulations by _means of which this great Army and Navy were
1\Ir. ANDERSON. Mr. Speaker-gat11ered together from the•body of the citizenry of the country.
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise? How well his work has been done everybody in the UnitNl
Mr. ANDERSON. To make a privileged motion.
States realizes. I think no m·a n ever occupied a public place
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will proceed.
who has performed his functions as disinterestedly or as sysMr. ANDERSON. Mr. Speaker, I move to discharge the Com- tematically as has the Provost Marshal General of the Army.
mittee on Agriculture from the further consideration of the He is to be commended not only by the Congress but by the peo·
resolution which I send to the Clerk's desk.
ple of the country as well. I belie-ve he has the confidence of
Th~ Clerk read as follows:
the American people to a greater extent than any other man,
unless it be the President, and he deserves that confidence.
House resolution 429.
In order that he may be able successfully to continue the work
R esolved, Tlillt the Secretary of Agriculture be, and he is hereby, requested to furnl h the IIouse of Representatives with a copy of a reso- with which he is ·charged it will be necessary for him to have
lution or repor·t adopted or made Lly the agricultural advisory com· the cooperation of all departments of· the Government. civil as
xnlttee toucbing the price of wheat on or about the 20th day of August,
well as military. Unless he has that cooperation the work that
1918.
.
ResoZ red furth er, That the Secretary of Agriculture be, and he is he has so well perforn;.ed up to the present time is likely, in a
hereby, requested to furnish the House of Representatives with a copy large measure, to be deRtroyed. It would be unfortunate if any
of a r eport or recommendation made by the Secretary of Agriculture to
th·) President of the United States touching the price of wheat on or ci-vil department of the Government should be permitted to in·
about the 24th day of August, 1918. .
tervene in any way to embarrass the organization of the Army
The SPEAKER. How does the gentleman claim that the rcso· and the Navy, or to create dissatisfaction among the American
people by giving deferred classification to men who ought to be
lution is privileged?
1\lr. ANDERSON. It is a res.o lution of inquiry referred to in uniform at the front.
The object of my statement here this morning is to call the at·
the Committee on Agriculture on the 9th day of September,
J 918. Under the rule the resolution was required to be reported tention of the House to n telegram which was sent out by Herwithin seven days thereafter. Not having been so reported, the bert HooYer, Food Administrator, on the 19th of this month,
which, from the language of the telegram, was intended to be
motion to discharge the committee is a privileged motion.
secret, and which, if followed by action, such as he suggested,
The SPEAKER. The question is on the resolution.
will be the cause of great embarrassment and some uneasiness
The question was taken, and the resolution was agreed to.
as well as great dissatisfaction among the people of the country.
1\lr. W .A.LSH. Mr. Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what pm·pose does the gentleman from I read the telegram for the information of the House:
Ma ssachusetts rise?
WASHINGTON, D. C., September 19, 19L8.
l\fr. W ALSII. I want to direct the attention of the gentleman To all food administ1·ators and zone agents:
With regard to the selective draft, wish to repeat that the attitude
f rom Minnesota., although his resolution is passed, to the fact
ot the Go>ernment is that every man who is essential to the efficient
tlw t the language of his resolution, it seems to me, is faulty. He conduct
of your administration should be retained in yom· organization,
lJ!';es the words "Resolved further." That is never used in n and that it will be easier from a working point of view if such men as
you select would claim deferred classification by reason of their conrrsolntion. The resolution is all one resolution.
nection with the Food Administration. These claims must be supported
l\f1·. ANDERSOX But there are two distinct propositions in by
a.ffiuavits, which you should obtain from local board and sign an1l '
t hP !'{'. olntion.
forward for my approval. As affida>it must be returned to local boardt
4
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you must arrange for extension of time for filing questionnaire and
affidavit in case of every essential man. T hese affidavits will be practically final w1th the exemption boards, and if not recognized by them,
the whole of their action will be reviewed from Washington. Registrants
may claim deferred classification by reason of dependent fumUles or
other ground at the sam~ time: If any of the men you designate have
conscientious obje<:tions to making this claim for deferred classification
on theil· own account they may omit to make any such claim and you
can make claim for them, ending affidavit for our approval and obtainin"' extension of tim& ns above. All of the men who are deferred in
or~er that they may cor.tinoe in the Food Administration, including
those who claim deferred cla ssification at your suggestion and those
receiving it throuuh our intervention, will receive from us, on authority
of the Pres!dent, a statement that they have been directed by the Govern ment to continue in the Food Administration.
We wish you to interpret the definition of "essential men," for whom
d ef erred classification is provided, with sufficient liberality to maintain
th e efficiency of the Food Administration, but where men can be replaced
ithout in any way damaging the efficiency of the organization, deferred
classification should not be claimed. Give no publicity t•egarding this
matter. If you are yourself within the draft age, advise at once, stating your age and number and address of local board having jurisdiction,
a I intend to secure exemption for you under direction of the President,
that you are performing the maximum service In your present position.
HERBERT HOOVEn,

Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. l\IADDEN. Yes.
l\lr. WALSH. Do I understand that that communication
which the gentleman bas just read is a telegram?
.Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Mr. ALSH. Probably a night letter.
Mr. l\.1ADDEN. A night letter is a telegram, is it not?
Mr. CONNELLY of Kansa . ,Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. MADDEN. In just a moment. Just let us stop to think
for a moment of the extraordinary language of this telegram.
Where men have conscientious objection, it says, to making a
claim for deferred classification, the agents under whom the
men are employed are directed to make the claim for . them ;
and the telegram further states that if the local boards refuse
to take cognizance of the affidavits filed, whether filed by the man
who receives deferred c1a sification or by the man under whom
he works, the whole of the action of the local board is to be
reviewed in Washington. This- is exti"aordinary. If a civilian
officer of the Government or an agent is permitted to conduct
the affairs of the office that he holds in defiance of all the rules
laid down by the President himself, we may hope in the not
distant future to see chaos in an effort to organize an army.
We have already boasted, and justly boasted, that we have
been the most successful of any ~ountry in the world in an
effort to organize an army from civilians. We already have in
the Army and the Navy something like 3,000,000 men in uniform: But if the agents of the Government outside of the
Army are permitted to go QVer the heads of the Army and the
properly constituted authorities and .direct who shall serve in
the Army and who shall not, who can blame the people .of the
United States if they hesitate? This telegram is extraordinary. It says, "1\Iake no publicity of this matter." It says
also that men are to be deferred not only on the recommendation of the agents of the Food Administrator, but of the Food
Administrator himself, regardless of whether these men want
to serve in the Army or not. It can not be construed as anything less than oub·ageous. Why should we have a draft law?
The purpose of the draft law was to raise an army, to be sure
that we were going to be able to raise an army. All of the men
in Congress who voted again t the volunteer system of raising
an army did so because they were fearful that we might sometime have a lot of men on the front facing the enemy and that
we would have nobody behind to come to their relief in case
of danger." The purpose of passing the draft law was to make
certain that we bad a sufficient number of soldiers in ~eserve
to come to the relief of the men who were on the front line.
\Ve were fearful that if we depended upon the volunteer system
we would find ourselves short of reserves at the most critical
period of the war. If the reserves are to be di sipated by
orders from men who ha"Ve no responsibility whatever for the
conduct of the war, we ought to know about it. We ought to
know whether the laws of the land are to be obeyed or whether
they are to be set a ide with impunity. We ought to know
whether the Provo t Marshal General of the Army has responsibility for the proper conduct of his office. or whether some man
in some administrati>e position outside of the Army has superior authority, and whether that superior authority can be
exercised without respect. to what effect it may have on the
discipline of the Army and upon the sentiment of the people
of the country.
So far the people of the United States have been willing and
ready and anxious to do all they can to promote the country's
welfare. They have been willing to give every dollar and every
man, and I believe that no Government functionary should be
permitted to in any way embarrass the situation. I further be-
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lleve that if the telegram that I have read should be acted upon:
favorably by the men in charge of the Food Administration
throughout the counh·y and deferred classification be. given to
men who were even not willing to ask for it, it would be a great
calamity. I yield to the gentleman from Kan as.
1\fr. CONNELLY of Kansas. This telegram, I understand, was
sent to the various members of the Food Administration?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes; throughout the country.
1\Ir. CONNELLY of Kansas. Permit me to ask one more question. I voted for the selective-draft law, and I think the gentleman did. Was it not urged upon the floor of the House that it
would permit the men best able to seiTe at home to be left at
home, and those best able to go might be taken?
Mr. 1\IADDEN. Yes; but this does not do that.
Mr. CONNELLY of Kansas. Are not these men who have
already had experience in the administration of the food laws
better prepared and better able to discharge their <luties than
new men would be?
1\.Ir. MADDEN. I apprehend that a great many men who are in
the Food Administration are not needed there, for I do not know
of any department of the Government where there are so many
people employed who do nothing except sit around and draw
their pay.
1\fr. CONNELLY of Kansas. I am almost inclined to agree
with the gentleman upon that. but in his telegram he advises
these people not to ask exemption.
Mr. :l \1AbDEN. He says they must construe the word " essen·
tial" liberally, and that means that they can construe it in any_
way they please.
Mr. CONNELLY of Kansas. Permit me to ask one more question, if it does not embarrass the gentleman.
Mr. MADDEN. Oh, it does not embarrass me. Nothing embarrasses me.
Mr. CONNELLY of Kansas. The gentleman objects to the
statement in the letter that the matter will be reviewed from
Washington.
1\Ir. l\1ADDEN. Surely.
Mr. CONNELLY of Kansas. Is not there a regular channel
through which these reviews shall come?
Mr. MADDEN. No; the regulations of the draft made by the
President himself provide-of course, they make the President
violate his own regulations under the telegram, but here is what
the regulations say:
Classification from which an appeal may be claimed: 'uch appeals
may be claimed only by or in respect of a registrant classified by a district board in class 1 or by or in respect of a regiE:trant classified by a
district board in a deferred class, when and after the immediately preceding class is exhausted; and only when there has been at least one
dissenting: vote in the district board.

Now, the President made the regulations that under no cir·
cumstances would they review a case except where there was
at least one dissenting votE> in the district board ; but this tei ~
gram instructs these agents to disregard all tl1e regulations
and instructs them that where the local board refuses to act
upori the affidavits made that the case will be reviewed in Wash·
ington.
1\lr. CONNELLY of Kansas. The gentleman will admit t11at is
tpe construction the gentleman places on this rather than what
is implied?
1\lr. MADDEN. I am reading the regulations, and then I am
reading a telegram, and then I am taking the two together. I
do not want to be unfair, but I want to call the matter to the
attention of the House and the counb·y, becau e I think it is
worthy of being given publicity. I think it is one of the greatest
mistake an administrative officer can make to send such a message to his agents throughout the country and ask them to keep
it secret. Now, why should there be any secrecy if it is the
proper thing to do? If it is not a proper thing to do it ought not
to be done regardless of whether it is secret or public.
Mr. CONNELLY of Kansas. Will the gentleman yield again?
:Mr. MADDEN. I will.
Mr. CON~"ELLY of Kan as. The gentleman will under tnnd
I am not speaking of 1\ir. Hoover, because he does not need the
defense-Mr. 1\IADDEN. I am not trying to berate Mr. Hoover.
Mr. CONNELLY of Kansas. But be might have thought that
the language if made public-that many men would bring pressure to bear who should not have exemption?
1\Ir. MADDEN. Well .. that might have been .his object. but I
am bringing this to the attention of the public for 1\lr. Hoover,
so that I may be sur~ the public understnnds it. I have nothing
but the greatest admiration for 1\Ir. Hooyer as a man. I think
he is a man of great ability, and I think he has done wonderful
work. I think that he is worthy of the confidence of t11e country,
and I do not know of any man with whom I have bud conver ation who impressed me with better knowledge of the work tl1at
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l re"\'"ise
1\Ir. 1\IADDEN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
and extend my remarks in the RECORv.

he has in charge than Mr. Hoover has, but that could not mnke
me agree that this performance is one that he can justify. I ·
will say about his office that there are more people employed in
the office-! wi11 not say employed because that would not be
fair-but people who are sitting around the officel\Ir. ·cALD,VELL. Drawing pay?
l\Ir. 1\IADDEN. On the pay roll, which gives them a chance of
<lrawing money out of the Treasury and giving no value for the
compensation they receive, than in any other place I know.
You can walk through the office of the Food Administration,
as I have done for an hour and a half one day, and you would
have seen at least a thousand people supposed to be employed as
clerks, groups of stenographers in three or four different rooms,
maybe as ruany as 5, maybe 10, in a group, with not a typewriter
at work in any room, with no person employed, sitting around
reading a newspaper or gossiping; and that is not the only department where that is true-! walked through the Engineering
Divi.sion one <lay, started in at 9 o'clock and walked through
from 9 until half past 10, just as a matter of curiosity, did not
speak to anybody, went through the office. I saw at least a
thousand people in the hour and a half and there was not one in
the whole thousand working during the hour and a half.
I snw there groups of stenographers, five groups, not less
than 50 iH all, and not one typewriting machine at work out
of the whole 50, not anybody at a desk doing a thing. · Now,
if they were doing that during that hour and a half, how many
other hours and a half might that same thing be true? You
will find that all through the departments, and yet we are
spending millions of dollars here for housing which is unneces·
sary. There is no need for spending this money if the departments will confine themselves to the number of people that they
can legitimately employ. There are ten people doing cne person's work in most places. I know a case where, for example,
a major in one of the branches of the War Department having
charge of personnel work, anxious to employ and get commissions for two or three more majors, succeeded in convincing
the head of the department that the work of his branch of
the service '~as so arduous that he was compelled, as a matter
of justice to the department, to get more officers. He got them,
and not one of those men has done a bit of work since ~ommissionecl. Not only. that, but the men previously in the offices
have not been doing anything, they say so themselves, and·
they are ashamed of being there. Why, over in New York I
went through the quartermasters stores, and I was able to
get the names of 210 commissioned officers in that office from
majors .down. There was one desk in the place for every three
men. They had to relay, in order to get a desk once in a
while, and when they were not relaying they acted as messenger
boys or smoked ciga1:ettes. There is just room for a :rroper
organization in that office for 20 division directors. It might
be proper that each of those should be a commissioned officer,
but all the other people in the office ought to be girls or young
men below the draft age or men above the draft age who ought
not to be in the Army, but those men, with five or six exceptions, are within the draft age. I got the name and rank and
house address and the telephone number of every one of those
men, and called the case to the attention of the Quartermaster
General.
The work they were doing was done before the war by
civilians-men and women. After the war began it was done
by uniformed officers drawing high pay. And so it goes. In
this connection I· call attention to the Bureau of War Risk
Insurance, "\\ith 10,000 employees where half that m.1mber
should suffice.
·
Now, contrast, for example, the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts of the Navy with the Quartermasters Department of
the Army. The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts of the Navy
provides for 560,000 men and all the ships. It buys and supplies, it keeps the accounts, and pays the men. They have
eight men in the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts-men and
women-to do all the work of coaling the ships of the Navy.
For a similar function in the Army they would have 2,000
men. They have, for example, in all of the Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts about 1,600 men and women. They buy nll the
cannon for the ships, let all the contracts, keep all the ac·
counts, pay all the men, do everything that is to be done in
connection with the supplies.
While the Fuel Administration has over 1,200 people right
here in 'Vashington, compare their work with the work of the
Supplies and Accounts Division of the Navy and you can understand how idiotk it would be for anybody to suppose that 1,200
peoplc nre necessary in the Fuel Administration of this Government. [Applause.]
The SPJ.JAKER pro tempore (l\lr. DECiillll)~ The time of the
;;cntleman has expired.

consent to
.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Illinois
asks unanimous consent to revise and exten(\ his remarks in tho
RECORD. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The Chair hears
none.
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Speaker, I demand the regular order.Mr. KITCHIN. The gentleman from "1est Virginia [Mr~
NEELY] has 30 minutes.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from West
Virginia [l\'Ir. NEELY] is recognized for 30 minutes. [Applause.]
Mr. NEELY. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent both to
revise and extend my remarks in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman asks unanimous
consent to revise and extend his remarks in the RECORD. Is
there objection? [After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
l\11'. NEELY. Mr. Speaker, wm·, with its innumerable hard·
ships, immeasurable burdens, and indescribable horrors is never
a subject for pleasurable contemplation. Our natural inclination is to think and speak of the triumphs and treasures of
peace rather than the havoc and anguish of war. But to escape consideration and constant consideration of the war in
which we are now engaged is a task as difficult of performance
as was that of the vestal virgin who, in order to prove her innocence, was required to carry water in a sieve from the banks
of the Tiber to the top of the Capitoline Hill.
.
The American people have never reveled in bloodshed, gloried
in slaughter, or delighted in the images of camps and sieges
all(} battles. They haYe found the 'vellsprings of their being
and the gratification of their ambition in felling the forests and
subduing the forces of nature; in sowing in springtime and
reaping in harvest; in discovering the innumerable curious
things and inventing the countless cunning devices thnt dimin
ish the burdens and increase the joys of life; they have de
lighted more in the swish of the scythe, the sound of the ham·
mer, and the hum of the saw than in the roar of the cannon, the
call of the bugle, or the beat of the drum ; they have loved the
chimes of the church bell more than the 'vild, "\\'ierd music of
war. They have been content to cultivate the tree of knowledge and gather the ripened fruit of a civilization more splendid
than that of the Greeks, more magnificent than that of the
Romans, more enduring than that of the ancient Egyptians.
Since the very hour of this Nation's birth the American people
have loved peace; they have loved it with an ardor second only_
to that with which they have loved their honor; their country,
and their God. In the temple of peace the American people
have worshiped, upon the altar of peace they have burned their
incense, at the shrine of peace they have bowed their knees.
They have never sought a war; they have never fought one except as a last resort. [Applause.]
'Ve fought the War of the Revolution as the last means of
severing the tyrannical ties that held us in bondage to Great
Britain. We fought the War of 1812 in order that we might
enjoy the free~om of the seas. We fought the great Civil
War in order that this Go"\'"ernment might endure, that slavery
might die, and human liberty live forever and forever. 'Ve
fought the Spanish-American War to the end that the tyranny
and persecution of the Old World might cease to exist in the
new. [Applause.]
And now, after a notable period of 19 glorious years of
priceless peace, we are again at war. We are at this hour
engaged in a mighty conflict more deadly than any ~at ever
raged among ferocious beasts of Afr.ican jungle; more barbarous
than any ever conceived by American Indian ; more stupendous
than any ever dreamed of by Alexander the Great, the :Mace
donian madman, who, with his iron-shod foot on the tlu·oat of
prostrate humanity, wept because there were no ;aaore worlds
for him to conquer. [Applause.]
That our ardor may not abnte, that our preparations may
not pause, that our fighting may not cease until the Huns shall
have made restitution of all that they have stolen, made all
possible reparation for e\ery injury they haYe inflicted, and
given satisfactory guaranties that they will never again disturb the peace of the world, let us keep constantly in mind the
reasons that impelled us to take up arms against the German
Empire and its allies.
4

4

4

WHY AnE wE AT WAn?

Generally speaking, we are in this war because Germany, by
her tyrannical, lawless, and murderous cow·se, made it irupossible for us to stay out of it without proving ourselves a Nation
of mewling mollycoddles and cringing cowards. But, particularly speaking, we are in it because for more than two long
years before our acceptance of the existence of a state of wnr the
Imperial German Government maliciously outraged our citizens
on land and sea; feloniously destroyed our property' at home
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and abroad; brazenly invaded our rights; insolently violated
our honor; wantonly insulted our flag, polluted its stripes, and
dimmed its stars; she brutally murdered our men, mercilessly
slaughtered our women, and fiendishly butchered our little children. With the full knowledge and apparent approval of her
emba sy in the shadow of the Capitol of this Nation, in open
\iolation of every principle of international relationship, she endeavorecl to incite the Mexicans to mttke war upon us, offering
them Arizona, Texas, and New Mexico as a reward for assailing
us with fire and sword. She also tried to induce .Japan to take
up arms against us and thrust the spear of oriental militarism
·Jnto the defenseless side of this peace-loving Republic.
After more than two years of these accumulated aggressions
and unmitigated evils, we found national honor, the traditions
of our fathers, the spirit of independence, the law of self-defense, the gaping wounds of perishing humanity, the shivering
ghosts of murdered men and women-all pleading with us toresist this unutterable reign of Prussian terror with force and arms,
and to shed more bloo<l, if need be, in order that the blood of our
own innocent ones might no longer be ·shed by the common
enemies of all mankind. To these pathetic pleadings and
melancholy supplications w have not turned a deafened ear.
The heartless Huns, with their deadly fangs dripping with
human gore, dragged us into this merciless war~ They forced
us to draw the sword of righteous retribution, and God helping
us, that sw9rd will not be sheathed until German Kaiser, Turkish
Sullan, and Austrian Einperor have been scourged from their
blood-soaked thrones [applause], until their hordes of inhuman
assa sins have been .captured or conquered, and the peace of the
world has been reestablished upon a foundation as enduring as
the everlasting hills. [Applause.]
'Cnhappily, the voters of this {!OUntry are obliged to carry on
a campaign with ballots in America while their boys are carrying on a campaign with bayonet in France. In November the
people must elect a Congress. Without the unstinted legislative
support of that Congre s the war can not be won. Without the
support of that Congress our Army can not win a single battle ;
our Navy can not gain a single vidory. Without the support
of ·tha.t Congress our soldiers and sailors can not be armed,
proyi ioned, 'Or equipped; their dependent families can not be
clothed or sheltered or fed. Therefore this year's election is of
extrp.ordinary importance to everyone interested in winning
the war.
There should be no politics in the conduct of our military
campaign. But there can be no impropriety in our submitting
to the country the record made by a Democratic Pre:ident, a
Democratic Congress, and a Democratic Cabinet in the management of this gigantic enterprise. If the people do not approve.
that record, they will rebuke those who made it by {!hoosing new
sen·ants to represent them during the next two years. On the
other hand, if that record conclusively shows that our achievements in war have not only equaled the Wilson administration's
accomplishments in time of peace but that they have actually
Eurpassed all human expectations, then the voters with their
characteristic wisdom will make no change. [Applause.]
As to what has been dom~, let recent history speak to the point,
nnd in the light of that history let the people record their verdict
at the polls.
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our victorious armies of unnumbered thousands will later
march to the pursuit of the demoralized and fleeing Huns.
When we entered the war our Navy had in all of its various
. branches an aggregate of 87.530 officers and men ; it now has
in it more than 590~000 officers and men. We had but 304
ships afloat; we now have 1,800, and under the direction of
our efficient Secretary of the Navy others are being built
faster than they can be counted. to the supreme satisfaction
of our allies and the utter consternation of our foes. As isted
by the British Navy we have safely convoyed more than 1,500
troop and supply ships across the ocean.
On the day we entered the war .our air service had in it 1,175
officers and men. There are more than 143,000 in it now. We
then had 3 aviation fields; we now have 28. We had 210 training planes then; we now have more than 6,800 planes of various
kinds.
The foregoing naked figures and facts concisely express the
magnitude of the marvelous military program we have carried
out during the first 17 months we have been at war.
The mere raising of our vast Army, figuratively speaking, in
the twinkling of an eye, although an accomplishment without
a parallel in history, is, nevertheless, but a part of our titanic
performance; it is but a single act of a very long and complicated drama.
Every one of the millions in our new Army and every one of
the hundreds of thousands in our new Navy had to be clothed
and sheltered and f~ Every one of them had to be furnished
equipment, including everything from the shoes on his feet to
the hat or the helmet on his head ; including everything from
the rude tin cup from which he drinks his coffee to the rifle
with which he shoots his foe ; everything from the razor with
which he shaves his face to the bayonet with which he slays the
vicious Hun.
All these things, in hitherto undreamed of quantities, had to
be provided by our Government for the comfort, safety, and
effectiveness of our boys as they eme1·ged from the pursuits of
peace proudly to take their places in the serried ranks of war.
There were next presented for solution the difficult problems
of transportation; the mobilization of industries; the speeding
up of production; and the redistribution of labor so as to
repair, as far as possible, the losses in man power which the
mines, the faetories, the farms, the foundries, the railroads, and
all the other necessary industries of the country had suffered
through the operation of the selective draft. All of these problems, with their innumerable perplexities, as well as all the
unnumbered other problems directly or indirectly related to
them, have been so unerringly solved by Woodrow Wilson and
his a.ssistants in the Congress and the Cabinet as to amaze mankind and make this the foremost Nation of all the world.
The name of Xerxes will live in history forever because he
raised an army of more than a million men and transported it
on a bridge of boats across the Hellespont where it is only a
mile wide. But this feat of the Persian king, the result of years
of preparation, pales into utter insignificance when compared
with the achievement of Newton D. Baker in raising an army
of more than 3,000,000 men in 17 months, and the accomplishment of JQsephus Daniels in safely transporting more than
1,700,000 of them across the Atlantic Ocean. The successful
transportation of our vast Army to Europe in it elf adds a new
THE MATCHLESS RECORD OF OUR WAll-TIME A.CHTEVEM.ENTS.
luster to the fame of our already famous Navy, and inscribes
On April 6 1917, the day on which we entered the war, our the name of its great Secretary, .Josephus Daniels, in the gilded
Army, including all of its vru·iollS branches, consisted Qf 195,147 book of immortality.
• officers and men. By September 20, 1918, that Army had grown, THlil LIBERAL PROVISIONS WE HAVJI.l MADE FOR OUR SOLDIERS AND SkiLORS
ns if by ma.gic, until it bad in it 3,062,513 officers and men. Of
.
AND THEIR DDPENDENT FAMILIES.
tl1e latter number we have thoroughly trained, fully equipped,
Having called our boys to the colors, we proceeded to inand afely tran ported more than 1,700,000 officers and men to crease the ·pay of enlisted men in the Army and Navy almost
the fighting front in France over 3,000 miles of ocean filled with a hundred per cent. · Then, in order that our soldiers and sail·
mines and teeming with German submarines.
ors might be enabled to make ample provisions for the cherished
At the beginning of the war we had 257 forts, cantonments, ones they leave behind them when they go to war, in order that
and training c-amps. We now have 419. We then 'had only they might be free from the melancholy reflection on the eve of
.7 field and base hospitals; we n'Ow have 388.
battle that their death might Jeave a decrepit father, a supernn·
The medical department of the Army llad in it 7~825 officers nuated mother, a helpless wife, or an infant child in poverty
nn<1 men ; it has grown until it is now an establishment of and distress, we provided a war-risk insurance bureau through
2C0,984 officers and men.
·
whkh, at minimum rates, anyone serving in the Army or Navy
By the application of the latest and most scientific methods of can take out an insurance policy for any amount up to $10,000,
treating tbe sick and the afflicted we have reduced the death payable to any beneficiary the insured may elect to name.
After fully providing for every conceivable want of our
rate in A.rmy camps to 7.5 men per thousand, the lowest rate
ever recorded by any nation in any war, and a rate of more soldiers and sailors we went a step farther and made provisions
than 12 less deaths per thousand than occurred in our own for the payment of liberal allowances to their dependent ones
trnihing camps tiuring the Spanish-American war.
during the continuance of the war~ These allowances run from
We had 2,356 officers and men in the Corps of Engineers. $5 per month for a motherless child up to a maximum of $JO
"Te now have 2()4.,457 officers and men in this uepm·tment, per month for an entire family.
and more than 205,000 of them are in France reconstructing
We next provided compensation for the death or disability of
war-wrecked industrial plants, laying railroads over which t o soldiers nnd sailors resulting from their services to the Govt ransport tJ.·oops and supplies, and building bridges O\er which ernment in the present emergency. If a soldier or sailor die in
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the service, compensation ranging from $20 to $75 per month is
paid to his widow. children, or dependent father and mother.
In case of total disability the injured man is paid from $30
to $95 per month, according to the size of his family. In case
of partial disability the soldier or sailor receives compensation
in proportion to the severity of his affliction.
In brief, as a result of our liberal legislation, the American
soldier is to-day the best paid, the best fed 1 the best clothed,
the best sheltered, and the best protected fighting man on the
face of the earth, while his dependent ones have been :rrrovided
for with a degree of liberality and solicitude that establishes
an unparalleled record for beneficent. and generous legislation.
The foregoing very imperfectly indicates some of the momentous things the President and the Congre s and the War
and Navy Departments have done since the 6th day of April.
1917.

But, unfortunately for the historian and the speaker, some
accomplishments are so vast that they can be barely- stated but
never adequately described. For instance, the malting of the
universe, including everything, from the tiniest grain of sand
to the most stupendous star, is recounted in the· first verse of
Holy Writ in the simple language: "In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth." In relating what has been
done in the way of war-time legislation by the present Congress
we can but reverently and feebly follow this .notable example
of in pired narration; we can only state the staggering facts
without embelllshment and leave it to a sane, sober, and serious
world to comprehend their significance and do justice at the
polls to those who, by bringing these facts into being, preserved
the life, the liberty, the honor, and the glory of this Republic
and saved fl'Om destruction the happiness and peace of all the
future generations of men. [Applause.]
'\Ye ungrudgingly congratulate our historic opponent, the
Republican Party, for its loyalty to our common country and its
deYotion to "Qatriotic duty in this crisis. Its patriotism is not
only unchallenged, but it has been signally :recognized by this
administration in many ways, particulady by the appointment
to high official positions of such of its illustrious members as
William H• Taft, Charles El Hughe, Frank A. Vanderlip, Herbert Hoover, Charles l\I. Schwab, and scores oi. others, all of
whom are faithfully serving the cause of liberty and effectually
aiding in ridding the world of the blighting curse of abominable
autocracy.
w·e so implicitly believe in the patriotism of the Republican
rna ·es that \Ye confidently rely upon them to aid in reelecting
every well-qualified Democratic Congres man who has loyally
supported the military program of the President, the Com~
mander in Chief of the Army and the Navy. We confidently
rely upon the patriotic Republican masses to aid in defeating
for Congress or the Senate every partisan politician and cheap
political adventurer who is more solicitous for a victory at the
polls than he is for a victory on the field of battle; who is more
anxious to get himself into an office than he is to get the boys
out of the trenches; who attempts to hide his indifference to
the outcome of the present war by discussing the issues and
opening the \vounds of the Civil War.
It is more important in this election than in any other in the
Nation's history that partisanism be laid aside and that the
citizens cast their votes for those men and only for those men
;who are hone tly and earnestly devoted to the cause of this
country and determined to win the war. Any candidate of
any party who is under the slightest valid suspicion of disloyalty
because of his associations, relationships, utterances, or activities should be decisively defeated. No man of who e patriotism
or loyalty the-re is the slightest doubt should be elected to an
important office in which he could traffic in the lives of American
solfliers, barter away official information, or surrender to a
Prnl'lsian agent a single right of this Republic.
Fathers, relatives, and friends of the boys in France. make no
mi take on election day. A vote against a loyal Democratic
candidate or against the reelection of a Democratic Congressman who bas faithfully supported the President's program is a
vote to prolong the ·war and continue the absence of the boys in
France. A vote for the reelection of such a Congressman is
conclusive evidence of the voter's approval of the administration's supreme efforts to end the war with victory and lasting
peace and to bring the boys bark home. God pity the man who
pro\·e3 recreant to duty in such an hour and in such a cause.
POLITICAL F .l.L SE ALARliiS.

A few Republican politicians and candidates for Federal
office , seeing only with the piercing eye of vaulting ambition, look into the future for a field of action, oblivious to the
tremendous tasks of this day and impotent to perform the
dutie of this hour. Statesmen of this particular school are
proclaiming the inability of Democrats to enact constructive
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legislation that will be d~manded at the close of the war and'
alleging that only Republicans can puss progressive laws. To
all this the fathers of the boys who are fighting in France wiU
be content to reply: "Sufficient unto the day is the evii thereof."
For further answer to such fallacious arguments we shall say
to our Republican friends, not by way of criticism but by way
of assurance and for their peace of mind, that if Patrick Henry's
rule is still sound, if the future may be safely judged. by the
past, and the lamp of experience is a lamp by which our fPct
may still be guided, then if constructive laws are written in the
future, they will of neces ity be written by the party of Woodrow Wilson. [Applause.]
DEMOCRATIC ACHIETE.:UEXTS DDFOUE THD 'll..ill..

For example, the Republicans W"er-e in conh·ol of the Federal
Government almost continuously and complete! • f.or more than
40 years prior to the- b<:-ginning of the ·wuson udmlnish·atiou.
During all that time they were powerle ·.~ to pas· a curnmcy
law that would emanciJ;:.ate the business and the finance of the
country from 'Vall Street control. Within the first year of the
'Vilson administration a Democratic Congres · enaated n cur·
rency law that is admittedly the greatest legi lative achieY.ement of this century. This Democratic e.urrency law at the
beginning of the war saved this counh·y from financial ruin and
the credit of our allies from utter annihilation.
After their four deead~ of power the R publicnn Party
turned over to Democracy the great railroad systems of the
country in a condition of inefficiency, bankruptcy, an<l ruin.
l\!a.ny of them were nrrder the (J'rossest mismanagement mill
filled with water and graft. Under the tl'(..>R' of war it beearn~
impossible for them to perform their functions and a Demo·
cratic administration was forced to provid~ foT their operation
under Government control. [~1\pplause.]
For almost a quarter of a century labor organizations and
patriotic societies demanded the passage oi' nn immigration law
embodying the literacy test but it remaine<1 for Democrac;v to
write this legislation into the statute book.
Lt W"as the insistence of a Democratic House that gaye thB
people the parcels-post law. It was- a Democratic a<lministrntion that perfected this law, an-d under it gave the public a
delivery service, the. utility of which it is impos ible to exaggerate.
The farmers of the Nation were locked out of Congres for
two decades by our opponents who controlled the Government.
The Wilson administration opened every legislative door to tbe
tillers of the soil and gn ve them the Federal farm-loan or
rural-credit law.
We boldly assert and the record convincingly- pro\e that the
present administration, in less than 40 weeks, enacted 10 times
more remedial legislation for labor than the Republican. Party
enacted for it in more than 40 years.
And who that ha played a man's part in emancipating thoso
that toil does not rejoice in the glorious record of devoted service and sacrifice made by American labor since we entered the
war? While blood has gushed from the wounds· of the boys
"over there," rivers of perspiration.. have flowed fl'om the brows
of the patriots" over here" who have toiled on the railroads, in
the mills and the mines, and in the factories and the fields. All
praise to American labor! It has fought a good fight; it has
honored itself and saved the life of the Nation; it has unqualifiedly kept the faith.
In turn, the Wilson administration has shown its appreciation of labor's loyal and generous service and maintained
Democracy's reputation of being labor's best and stanchest
friend by preserving, unimpaired, through this crisis every
safeguard gained for the toilers through the struggles of a
hundred years.
·
Prior to the beginning of the presc:~.t administration there
grew up in this country, under judicial sanction, a form of
oppression commonly known as ''government by injunction."
The protest from the masses of the people against this evil was
unanimous, but relief was never obtained unt:tl a Democratic
Congress passed the Clayton law, which sounded the death knell
of government by injunction. [Applause.]
Antitrust legislation, the hope of the producer and the dream
of the consumer, couldn ever be realized until it was enacted by
a Democratic administration.
Countless other examples could be cited, lmt the foregoing are
sufficient to prove conclusively to every fair-minded man ruid
woman that the Democratic Party is the real champion of constructive legislation and that it may be safely trusted to make
laws for the people in time of peace as well as in time of war.
But no matter how glorious our history of the past, no matter how seductive the temptation to invade on the wings of
imagination the undiscovered and alluring fields of the future,
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we must nevertheless remember that it is our imperati\e duty
to devote our entire energy of mind and body to the all-importLmt i sue of winning the war. Until this issue has been determined in our favor no other earthly issue can be of any
concern.
A MIGHTY ARMY AND A GLORIOUS CAUSE.

SEPTEl\IBER

23,

desecrated, the ministers of mercy assassinated, the precepts of
Christianity mocked, and the- deeds of humanity scorned.
God forbid that the Prussian reign of frightfulness shall
ever curse this land. God grant that we may so effectively do
our part, so courageously fight our fight, and so heroically defend our homes, our loved ones, and cur native land that intruding foot of fearsome foe may never, never tread the soil over
which Old Glory waves.
But let us have confidence and courage, for this war will enu
in a sweeping victory for the armies of our allies and om··
selves, because we are fighting for freedom against tyranny;
for liberty against slavery; for Christianity against paganism;
for justice against injustice; for eternal right against monstrous
wrong; for the deathless teachings of the Great Jehovah a"ainst
the ephemeral philosophy of Nietzsche, Von Treitschke, Bernhardi, and Mohammed.

Nearly two millions of our boys have gone and oilier millions
are preparing to go to the tren~hes to fight. Primarily not for
Europe, but for America; not for some other government, but
for our Government; not for glorification, but for self-preservation. Listen, and in imagination you can hear the tramp, tramp,
tramp of our gallant soldiers. marching to ruthless and relentless war. All of them will win honor and fame. The most of
them will come.back to us, and then, while the bands play and
the :flags flutter, while multitudes applaud and millions approve, we will put the palm of reward in their hands and the
Then conquer we must, for our cause it is just,
fadeless laurel of victory upon their brows. But, unfortunately,
And this be our motto, "In God is our trust,"
some of them will not return. Some of them will die in foreign
And the Star-Spangled Banner in triumph shall wave
lands and sleep in unmarked graves, and this is the saddest
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave.
part of the awful tragedy that is now being enacted upon the
If it be asked why the innocent must be sacrificed for ~
stupendous stage of all the world ; but· guilty, why millions of righteous must perish in their struggle
How· can man die better than facing fearful ouds
against myriads of godless men who .have hitherto flourished
For the ashes of his fathers
like the green bay tree, answer can only be made that it is now,
And the temples of his gods?
as it has ever been, the inscrutable way of Almighty God tQ.
How can man die better than fighting to destroy t.his mailed blot out wickedness with the blood of his saints.
and loathsome monster of Prussian militarism that purposes
From Calvary's crimsoned cross to the ensanguined battle
to enslave the world or engulf it in a sea of blood?
fields of the Marne and the Somme sacrifice has been the imIt were a thousand times better that we all die in the mutable purchase pric~ of progress, while civilization has
trenches and that liberty live than that we all ignominiously written every luminous page of its resplendent history in prolive to see national honor, international law, human liberty, fusions of precious blood.
•
and the religion of Jesus of Nazareth perish from the face of
'[At this point a body of French Legionaires, guests of the
the earth. [Applause.]
Nation, entered one of the galleries, whereupon the Members
Regardless of cost and danger, heedless of suffering and of the House rose and received them with app}ause.]
sacrifice, fears and tears, we must and will win this war. Til
Digressing for a moment, I venture to extend, on behalf of
lose it is to make hideous militarism the grand master of tho the House, to you battle-scarred heroes of France, who have
globe, to extinguish the light of the world, and kindle the just entered the gallery, a warm welcome to the great American
unquenchable fires of desolation and woe. To lose it is to Republic which was christened in the commingled blood of yom·
forfeit the liberty of every citizen, endanger the life of ev~ry renowned ancestors and our illustrious sires.
man, imperil the chastity of every woman, and jeopardize the
As Napoleon's Yeterans fought at Austerlitz, as the soldiers
freedom of every child. To win it is to crush autocracy and of Leonidas sacrificed at Thermopylre, as the warriors of Milenthrone democracy, to strike the shackles from enslaved mil- tiades won at Marathon, so you stout-hearted patriots of France
lions and ·set them free, to banish war and restore peace to fought at Verdun, sacrificed at the Somme, and won on the
a blood-washed, weary world.
bloody banks of the Marne. For your sacrifice, your valor, and
By way of incitement to supreme effort and utmost action your victory civilization will forever be your debtor, and hn·
until all of our barbarous and bloodthirsty foes have been manity will forever sing your praise. You are thrice and four
subdued, let us bear in mind that our defeat would mean an times welcome in our midst. 'Vhat is ours is yours, to the
immediate repetition at our very doors of all the horrors per· last crumb in our cupboards and the last drop in our cups.
petrated by German soldiers in Belgium and France.
As we have no words of our own that are vigorous enough to
express our admiration for you or our appreciation of your
WHAT THE HUNS HAVE DONE TO OTHERS, AND WOULD DO TO US.
Official reports, the truth of which is not denied, show that glorious achievements, let the celestial muse of Virgil in the folat Haecht, in Belgium, the red-banded Huns nailed innocent lowing lines from the lEneid portray what we conceive to he
girls to cottage doors and crucified them as the Savior was the sentiments of every Amelican for you, the gallant chamcrucified upon Calvary; that at Hofstade, the Prussian fiends pions of civilization's cause .:
In you this age Is happy, and this earth ;
decapitated unoffending ministers of the gospel, cut the heads
And parents more than mortal gave you birth.
and hands and feet from children, while babes were torn from
WhUe rolling rivers into seas shall run,
And round the space of heaven the radiant sun,
their mothers' arms and dashed to death in the streets by
While trees the mountain tops with sh11de supply,
brutal beasts of the Kaiser's army as a part of Germany's camYour honor, name, and praise shall never die.
paign of frightfulness. At Pepinster, helpless, harmless women
WHAT OUR BOYS ARE DOING OVER THERE.
were outraged before the eyes of their husbands and their children; later their bodies were mutilated, their lives destroyed,
1\lr. Speaker, to-day more than seventeen hundred thou and
and last of all the husbands and the nursing babes of these of America's best and bravest sons are gallantly fighting in faroutraged and murdered women were butchered by the cut- off France, vindic.ating humanity's rights, avenging civilizathroats of the beast of Berlin.
tion's wrongs, and paying witb accrued interest a heavy ouliga·
'rhese instances of blood-curdling barbarism could be in- tion that we have owed the French people since Rocha.mbeau
finitely multiplied, but their multiplication is unneces ary, for held up the hands of 'Vashington at Yorktown [applause] tl'nd
we are already fully alive to the enormity of the suffering and Lafayette fought at Brandywine for American independence.
sorrow that would inevitably follow us and our posterity for- [Applause.] How grandly those boys beyond the sea are mainever if we should fail to win this war. If we should stop short taining the honor of this country and living up to the brightof a decisive victory, our own country would sooner or later be est and best traditions of this Republic ! How proudly we read
invaded by a German army, and then all the indescribable hor- of their victories; how gratefully we learn of their sacrifices;
rors and excruciating tortures inflicted upon our allies would how devoutly we pray for their safe return to their loved and
be visited in full measure upon our own people.
loving ones who are keeping the "home fires burning" and
This is the fateful and decisive hour of history. If we should looking with anxious eyes and tear-staiued cheeks for the dawn
now relax our efforts, withhold our services, or refuse to make of peace.
our sacrifices, Germany would eventually set up her military
In France, the land of chivalry and beauty, througl! countless
machine on this continent. And when Prussian militarism comes lines of battle, with machine guns and cannon in front of them;
to our shores look to see every American pay tribute to the with asphyxiating gases enveloping them; with the air fill ed
Kaiser or serve as a slave to a German master until death can- with death-dealing craft above them ; with exploding mines becels the bonds of his servitude. Look to see American women neath them-through all these hellish horrors Amerkan boys
outraged : American children maimed, mangled, and slaugh- are proudly bearing the flag of this Republic [applause]; the
tered; American men tortured to death; girls crucified; prat- flag that has never known a failure or suffered a defeat; the
tling babes murdered and their hands and feet hacked from their flag that makes tyranny tremble and freedom rejoice; the flag
bodies. Look to see American fields laid waste, villages depopu- that beckons the downtrodden and oppressed of every country
l~ted, cities burned to ashes, property confiscated, churches on the globe to this land of liberty above which the great dome
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of promise is studded with the shining stars of hope ; the flag
that waves over democracy's cradle; the flag that will finally
float above autocracy~s grave. [Applause.] This is the flag
that the American soldiers from the wind-swept north and the
sun-kissed south will eventually carry through plundered cities,
over blood-soaked battle fields; past desecrated temples; by
ruined cafbedrals; through bleeding Belgium to the ri\er Rhine,
anu from the Rhine to the Spree, and across the Spree to BQrlin, where, at last. it wm proudly .float from the spires of the
Kaiser's palace and majestically wave above the ruins of the
Hohenzolle~rn's throne.
[Applause.]
The SPEAKER pro tempore. '.rhe time of the gentleman
frow West Virginia has expired.
Mr. GODWIN of North Carolina. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani-mous consent that the gentleman from \Vest Virginia be allowed
15 minutes more on account of the interruption.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from North
Carolina asks unanimous consent that the time of the gentleman from West Virginia be extended 15 minutes. Is there
objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. NEELY. We ha\e briefly outlined the arduous task and
the stupendous undertaking of the American soldiers who are
fighting and are going to fight for you and for me. These boys,
in the morning time of life, with every door in the world of
infinite opportunity o_pen wide to receive them, with every
breeze bringing them promises of future glory, laid their last
hopl' and their last ambition upon the altar of their country,
and leaving the rich treasures of heatt and home behind them
entered the \Velter o.f war to pour out their blood as the purchase price ·of ou-r safety.
A GREAT OPPORTUNI'l:Y.

And· what shall ·we do to ·make their sacrifices effective; what
can we do to strengthen their arms, dishearten their foes, and
spec<l the coming of tlle joyous day of Germany's unconditional
surrender? Thl'l'e is much we can do, and every patriot will do
his utmost. He that does less ,than his best in this crisis is a
sl::teker, and he that does nothing is a disgrace to the Nation
and not entitled to live in a land of freedom or share the protection of the American flag.
We must forget the word profit and cease to think about
money making during the war. Wealth in this country without victory would bring no satisfaction or pleasure to its possessor ; mot11 .nnd rust would corrupt it; thieves would break
through and steal it; it would take the wings of the morning
::md fly away. The monster who will profiteer at the expense
of the flesh - nnd blood of ' the boys in th€ trenches is in infamy
next to Judas l cariot, who betrayed his Savior for 39 pieces
of silver.
At tl1is particular time patriotism is infinitely better than
profit, generosity is more estimable than greed, and mercy is
sublimer than money.
To be specific, the farmer must raise more grain in order that
the soldiers in the trenches may not go hungry to battle or
empty to bed. The miner must dig more coal so that the smelting furnaces and munition factories may be run at capacity
night and day. The banker must lend greater aid in solving
the financial problems of this Government that is now paymaster for half the world. l\lore doctors must go to the front,
for they are needed there. Let the lawyers get out of the
courthouse and into the firing line of freedom and do more war
work at home or abroad. Let the preachers stand this monstei· of Prussian militarism in their pulpits, strip it of the
multitudinous masks it wears, and mercilessly show its marble
heart, its snaky eyes, and insatiate maw to their congregations.
Let them teach the people that the extinction of this hell-born
monstrosity means liberty and life and that its survival means
certain bondage. and ignominious neath.
All must buy liberty bonds; must buy them again and again
and again. They are the best investment in the world. They
are ecured by a first mortgage on the entire wealth of this
Nation, which is now more than $250,000,000,000. Our annual
income is a·b out $50,000,000,000, wtlile onr total indebtedness,
including all war eA.rpenditures to date, is less than $16,000,000,000, or 1e s than one-third of our income for one year.
If we do not buy bonds, ouT Go\ernment will be ·without
money. and V~ithout money the war will fail and our boys in
the trenches will be forced to surrender to the maiming, torturing, nnd murdering Huns. Let no man be stingy with his dollars \Yhile the soldiers are beiug generous with their lives.
'Ve must give generously to the Red Cross, for it is more
than worthy of our support. Its angels of mercy-the Red
Cross nurses-will go where shot and shell are screaming,
where rivers of blood are flowing, where death hovers over
flelus of battle, and there they will care for the suffering, com-
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fort the dying, and with their magical remedies and marvelous
skill they will bind up the wounds of the soldier, stanch his
blood, allay his fever, and banish his every ache .a nd pang and
pain. [Applause.]
All should give to the Army Y. l\1. C. A. and other similar
war-time organizations, for they will safeguard the soldiers'
moral fabric, wii:bout which even the strongest man becomes as
weak a.s a little child. No matter who one is or what his -race
o.r rank or station, there is a work for him to do; there is a
place for him to fill ; there is a cross for him to bear. [Applause.]
WHAT THE VOTERS WILL DO OYER HERE.

There is one other service of inestimaWe value that everv
voter can perform, and that every patriot will perform, and
that is the service of going to the polls on election day and casting a ballot for those candidates who can and will do most to
bring this war to an early conclusion ancl bring the boys back
home. No candidate of any party is qualified for office unless
he is loyal to the core, unless he is a hundred per cent patriot
and a hundred per cent against Prussian militarism. If a can
didute of any party ha , since we entered thP war, been neutral
as between this country and the German Empire, or hostile to
our allies; if he has ever apologized for Prussian barbru·ism,
justified the sinking of the Lusitania, or declined to back up· the
soldiers at the front with every resource at his command, let
every loya1 citizen vote !lgain..c;;t him, work against him, and
help to consign.him to political oblivion on election day.
Let it be repeated that the only iggue before the American
people is the issue of winning the war ; the issue of crushing
German militarism until it can never again raise its snaky
head, open its aU-devouring mouth, or Pxbale its dev.ustating
breath. This is the issue that will tak-e every father. brother~
and friend of a soldier to the polls; it is the issue upon which
every patriot will mark his ticket; it is the issue upon which
every red-blooded, loyal-hearted American will cast bls ballot..
All other issues, for the time being. ure dead and buried, and it
would be us impossible to find the graves in which they slumber as to fi.nd the sepulcher in which Moses was laid by the
hands of the angels.
The voter who at this critical time supports a candidate fl'lr
.l!'""ederal office who is not in full aceord with the war program
of the Commander in Chief of thl' Army and Navy ~ticks a
knife into the back of every American soldier, prolongs the
war, increases its horrors. and multiplies the number of the
boys who shall see their na:tive lanrl uo more. In this yl':rr
of stress and strife no patriot wilJ permit lov-e of party to ma..ke
him vote against tl1e int-er\!st of his country. [Appian e.]
Democrats, Republicans, Prohibitioni ts. and Socialists. P1·ot4
estants and Catho-lics, Gentiles and ;Jews are all fighting together in France, "Shoulder to shoulder, heart to heart. and
bana to hand. They are enriching the soil of Flandl'rs with
their blood ; they are dying side by side. and the radiant an~els
of the same merciful God are bearing their immortal spirits
in invisible chariots to the same Pamdi e where they will. in
common, walk the streets that are paved with stars. If our
b~ys can forget their politics and their diffepences of opinion
and die together over there. shall we dishonor thetr memory
and desecrate their unmarked graves by refusing to vote t~·
gether over here on the 5th day of November? F01·bid it,
Almighty God. [Applau e.]
Let every voter aim his ballot just as the boys are aiming
their bullets and directing their bayonets, point-blank, at the
vitals of the Huns.
,
And how can QDe determine for whom to vote? The que tion
is easily answered. First, the acid test of loyalty should be
applied without fear or favor to everY. candidate. Anyone that
can not withstand the test should be scratched off without an instant's hesitation. If the yoter will follow the rule laid down by
the Savior he will make no mistake on election day. lt is as
follows : " And if thine eye offend thee, pluck it out; it is better
for thee to enter into the l:ingdom of God with one eye, than
having two eyes to be cast into hell fire: where their worm dieth
not, and the fire is not quenched."
'
If both candidates are equally loyal, then let the voter determine the quPstion, Which of them can and will be more helpful
to the Commander in Chief in bringing the war to a successf11l
conclusion; which can and will do more for the boys at the
front? And how can one answer the...;:e questions? By a simple
process of deductive reasouing. Upon the President i the ~u
preme responsibility of directing the operations of all of onr
armed forces and winning victories for our cau e. Tlle1·e is nut
a patriot in the Nation who does not want to help the Presjdent
bear his beavy burden. There is not a patriot \\ho Qtwstious
the wisdom -a nd righteousne&> or the sucf'e:::s of til(' President's
leadership. Therefore let that leat1t>rship be strengthE>netl by
giving our great Commander in Chief men of his own party
4
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faith, who are in full accord with him not only on one question the pure white light of a crucified Christ, streaming down from
but on every question, to hold up his hands till the end of the the ineffable throne of God, will at last dispel the darkness that
war. To elE>ct any man to a Federal office who is not in har- obscures our vision, stays our progreS8, and envelops our little
mony in- heart and thought and word and deed with Woodrow lives? Let us fervently hope and devoutly pray that when this
'Vilson is to proclaim to Berlin that the American people have wicked world-wide war is over the Prince 01 Peace in all His
repudiated their Chief Executive, that sentiment in the Nation glory will. instantly set up His everlasting kingdom in the hearts
is divided, that the Kaiser has a henchman on the way to the of men ; that Pope's dream of the Messiah may be fully realized,
Capitol, and that we are against the war. Such a proclamation and thatwould mean the conscription of more American boys, the shedAll crime shall cease and ancient fraud shall fail,
ding of more American blood, and the loss of more American
Descending justice lift aloft her scale,
Peace o'er the world her olive wand extend,
lives.
WHAT MR.

LIN COL~

SAID.

In 1864 1\fcCielln.n, a Democrat, ran against Lincoln for the
presidency, and at that time the Civil 'Var was still raging. 1\fr.
I.Jincoln, by uttering a homely but immortal phrase, decided his
fate and also the fate of the Nation. He said that the American people had too much sense to " swap " horses in the middle
of the_ stream. And he was right The people not only reelected him President, but they also reelected, by a decisive
majority, a Republican Congress to stand by him and support
him and help him solve the war problems of the Nation. We
are to-day in the midst of a war whose responsibilities, complications, and horrors are even greater than those of the great
Civil War. The people have just as much sense in 1918 as they
had ill 1864, and they are going to use it to the same effect. On
the 5th day of November history wiJl repeat itself, and the
voters will proclaim with a voice that will cross the ocean and
reverberate through the Kaiser's · palace in Berlin that the
American people will not " swap " off the party of Woodrow
Wilson in the middle of this blood-red stream of world-wide
war. [Applause.]
SUPPORT THE PRESIDENT.

· Realizing that a repudiation of the President's party at the
polls would give more encouragement to our enemies than the
capture of an American army corps; realizing that it would be
more disastrous to our cause than the loss of a great battle on
the western front, the American people will, on election day,
indorse, by an overwhelming majority, Woodrow · wnson and
his course by electing a Congress and a Senate of the President's own party faith to stand by him, to aid him and bold up
his hands until the war clouds are lifted, until the smoke of
battle bas cleared away, until the Godue.ss of Liberty again
waves the emblem of peace over palm and pine. And what
father, brother, or friend of a soldier will fail to indorse the
administration of Woodrow Wilson, the greatest moral and
spiritual leader on the globe? Who in all the history of mankind bas ever been endowed with more profound wisdom or
more penetrating and prophetic vision? Who bas eYer more
safely and successfully led or more faithfully and devotedly
served a great people? The world is accepting the words of
Woodrow Wilson as the words of an oracle. The people of England, France, Italy, the islands of the sea, and _more than
100,000,000 Americans are_ following his footsteps as ·zealously
as the Mussulman follows Mohammed. They are approving his
official actions as the actions of a political Messiah.
On the 5th day of November, let every patriot, for the sake of
his Nation, for the cause of humanity and the life of his boy,
ungrudgingly support the plans, the purposes, and the party of
\Voodrow Wilson, a man who in leadership is a Joshua; in
statesmanship, a Jefferson; in wisdom, a Franklin; in courage,
a Jackson; in justice, a Lincoln; and in patriotism, a Washington; a man whose mind is a mirror that reflects the possibilities
()f the future as well as the promises of the present and the
prophecies of the past; a man whose judgment is as unerring as
the mariner's compass and whose purposes are as constant as
the northern star. [Applause.]
'
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As we unqualifiedly dedicate our lives, our fortunes, and our

sacred honor to the completion of the trying task before us, may
we not console ourselves with the thought that after the wilderness came the promised land; that after the darkest hour of
the night comes the splendor of the morning, the glory of the
sunrise, and the grandeur of a new-born day; that after the
crucifixion of the sinless Savior, paradise opened wide its portals to all the children of men. May we not hope that after this
carnival of destruction and this holocaust of humanity men
will be so sickened with bloodshed, so horrified with devastation, and so appalled with wholesale butchery that they will,
with one accord, forsake the demon of hate and swear eternal
allegiance to the everlasting God of love. May we not believe
that the sun of righteousness will eventually rise with healing in
his wings and illumine every highway; that the bands of the
Infinite will _finally make every crooked path straight; and that

And whit e-robed innocence from heaven descend.

[Applause.]
The SPEAKER pro tempore (1\fr. DECKER). The gentleman
from Connecticut is recognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. TILSON. Mr. Speaker, I yield to the gentleman from
North Carolina.
BOND ISSUE.

1\fr. KITCHIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, notwithstanding the rule as to
the printing of conference reports in the RECORD, I ask unanimous consent to take up the conference report on the bill (H. R.
12923) to supplement the second liberty bond act passed the
other day.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from North
Carolina asks unanimous consent to take up the conference report on the bill to supplement the second liberty bond act. Is
there objection?
_
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
will the gentleman state the substance of the conference report?
Mr. KITCHIN. The Senate made several amendments, but
receded on all except on the question of giving the President
power to prohibit the sale and transfer of bonds and certificates.
The House concurred with an amendment striking out the word
"prohibit" as it relates to the sale of bonds and certificates of
indebtedness, but giving the President the power to investigate
and regulate such transactions with a further provision which
I will read : (b) That the President may investigatE', regulate, or prohibit, under
such rules and r egulations as he ma y prescribe, by means of licenses or
otherwise, any transactions in foreign exchange-

And so forth.
Mr. LONGWORTH.

Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes.
Mr. LONGWORTH. Under that provision, does the gentl~
man think the President would have the power to prohibit the
sale of bonds on the stock exchanges?
Mr. KITCHIN. I do not think so. I do not think he would
have the power to prohibit, but he could regulate.
1\fr. STAFFORD. 1\Iay I inquire further whether the bill in
its present form as agreed to by the conferees is more liberal as
to the disposition of liberty bonds?
·
1\Ir. KITCHIN. Yes; it limits the President's power.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. The bill bas not been mollified in other
particulars?
?llr. KI~HIN. In two small amendments, putting in a capital "I" and a capital "T." Otherwise tbe .bill is exactly as it
passed the House, and the material amendment is, as I said
awhile ago, in respect to the bonds u.nd certificates of indebtedDes&
·
Mr. 1\lADDEN. Will the gentleman yield?
1.\Ir. KITCHIN. Yes.
1\Ir. 1\fADDEN. Does not the gentleman think that that will
stop the bonds from being negotiated?
Mr. KITCHIN. No; I do not.
1\Ir. MADDEN. I think so, and I think it would be very unfortunate if that should be the case, because, while it is intended to stabilize the bonds, I think it will have the revtrse
effect
Mr. KITCHIN. I will say that the conferees considered that
question very thoroughly and we also bad the Secretary of the
Treasury before the committee, and the conferees all were of the
unanimous opinion that this provision will help to stabilize Ute
bonds. Gentlemf;n will remember that the bill is exactly as it
passed the House, with this exception, that they have taken the
bonds and certificates out of the prohibition clause of the section
and amended it and substituted this provision.
Mr. MADDEN. I would be glad to have the gentleman rend it.
Mr. KITCHIN. It is as follows :
SEc. 5. That subdivision (b) of section 5 of the trading-with-theenemy act be, and hereby is, amended to read as follows :
"(b) That the President may investigatE', r egulate, or prohibit, under
such rules and regulations as be may prescribe, by means of licenses or
otherwise, a.ny transactions In foreign exchange and the export, boarding, melting, or earmarkings of gold or silver coin or bullion ot• currency, transfers of credit in any form (other than credits relating solely
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to transactions to be executed wholly within the United States), and
transfers of evidE>nces of indebteuness or of the ownership of property
between the TJnited States antl any foreign counn·y, whether enemy,
ally of enemy, OJ' ot herwise, or between residents of one or more foreign
countries, by an y person within the United States; and, for the purpose
of s t~engtheni~g, sustaining, and broa?-eninr, the market for bonds and
certificates of Indebtedness of the Umted States, or preventing frauds
upon the holders thereof, and of protecting such holders he may investi~ate and regulate, by means of licenses or otherwise (until the expiration of two years after the date of the termination of the present
war with the Imperial German Government, as fixed by his proclamation), any transactions in such bonds or certificates by or between any
p~ rson or persons: Pro-t;id ed, That nothing contained in this subdivisiOn (b) shall be construed to confer any power to prohibit the purchase or sale for ca!lh or for notes eligible for discount at any Federal
reserve bank of bonds or certificates of indebtedness of the United
!:Hates; and he may require any person engaged in any transaction ref~rred to .in this subd,Ivision to furnish, under oath, complete informa- tlon relative thereto, mc1u<ling the production of any books of account
contracts, letters, or other papers in connection therewith in the custody
or control of such person, either before or after such transaction is completed."

1\Ir. MADDEN. They would have to be sold. The President
might make a regulation so that if a person holding a bond
which he was obliged to sell to save himself from bankruptcy
could not dispose of it.
Mr. KITCHIN. No.
Mr. l\1ADDEN. There is no restriction on the right of the
President to make regulations. ·
l\1r. KITCHIN. No; we give him power to make regulations.
I want to say to the gentleman that two Senators, one a Senator
from Massachusetts anu the other a Senator from Georgia, and
also Senator THOMAS, of Colorado, took the position which the
gentleman now takes, and after discussing the whole proposition
they were perfectly willing to put in this provision. In fact, it
was the suggestion of one of the Senators.
l\lr. l\1ADDEN. Of course, if. the gentlemen who have given
it careful consideration are satisfied that it does not prohibit
legitimate business transactions, very well.
.
Mr. KITCHii~. I imagine that the President's regulation
\Yould not go to the extent of preventing reasonable transactions.
l\Ir. MADDEN. For example, suppose the gentleman himself
had $50,000 worth of Government bonds anu he found himself
facing bankruptcy if he could not dispose of them.
Mr. KITCHIN. I imagine that the President could not tmder
this make any rules or regulations saying that I could not sell my
bonds to my bank or could not borrow money upon them.
Mr. l\1ADDEN. They would be worthless if that could not be
done.
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. l\lr. Speaker, I am- going to object to this request.
1\fr. KITCHIN. I will ask the gentleman to withhold that
for just a minute. We have a very urgent letter from the Secretary of the Treasury asking that this report be considered
and disposed of to-day, because they want to begin at once to
advert~se and to set on foot the beginning of the liberty-bond
campaign on September 28. I ha-re explained the only difference, and there is no doubt that the llouse will adopt this
report.
l\!r..wALSH: The gen.tleman knows very well that the plans
Cor thlS campaign are gorng ahead, and I do not believe that a
<lelay of one day will seriously hamper the matter. The more
important measures are on which conference reports are offered
the more often is the request made that we consider them with~
out printing, and we have a little preliminary discussion which
is i-nformal in its nature, anu then we vote upon the conference
report, with 99.44 per cent of the membership not knowinu
what is in the report until the next uay, when they find out
what they have vote(] for.
1\fr. KITCHIN. My thought was it would not take the House
a day, or _even an hour, to compr~hend exactly what this
nmendment was, which is as plain as language could make it,
a~}(l I was sur~ the House wo~ld adopt the conference report
Clther to-day, if we voted on It to-day, or to-morrow or the
next day, if we voted on it then. I was trying to save time.
Mr. \V ALSH. There is no difference, except the President's
power is limited rather than-~r. KITCHIN. . Iu other words, the House bill, which the
House overw.helmrngly passed-passed unanimously-gave the
President absolutely the power to prohibit any sale of bonds
which of c<?urse _he would not exercise. Now, this limits that
power. Thi~; .strike~ out the word "prohibit " and gives simply
the power to rnvestlgate and make regulations, which of course
must be reasonable regulations; and goes further than that
anu it says that nothing in this provision can be construed t~
give power to prohibit the sale or transfer of bonds or indebtedness for cash or notes negotiable for discoUJ;i.t at any Federal
reserve bank.
LVI-675
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Mr. HAYES. Is this a complete agreement?
1\Ir. KITCHL~. Yes.
Mr. HAYES. Signed by-all the conferees?
Mr. WALSH. How much discussion does the gentleman conte~plate permitting? \Ve have got an important matter here
which has been agree(] upon will be disposed of to-day.
1\Ir. KITCHIN. I will give discussion if the House should
want it, but I shoulu not think there would be very much dis·
cussion. I should not think any person could object to this
provision when the House bill was a good deal more rigid and
gave the President considerably more power than this does.
1\lr. HAYES. The gentleman did not answer my question. .
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw the objection.
'
1\lr. HAYES. As to whether or not there is a complete agreement on the part of all the conferees.
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes; a complete, signed agreement by those
who participated in the conference.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
!
Mr. ROBBINS. Will the gentleman yielu for a question?
Mr. KITCHIN. I yield to the gentleman from illinois.
1\fr. DENISON. 1\Ir. Speaker, I was going to say havinu in
mind the last statement the gentleman mad\3 a mome~t ago that
the bill was much less rigid than when it passed the House, that
when the bill was under consideration in the House I offere<l
an amendment to strike out that word "prohibit " where it applied to the sale or transfer of bonds.
1\fr. KITCHIN. The gentleman offered an amendment, but
the amendment was offered at the wrC~ng -olace and the ('l'entleman did not have time to perfect it.
h
M:r:DENISON. And while I_was trying to perfect my amendment another amendment of a similar kind but a little more
sweeping, was offered by the gentleman frdm California [l\Ir.
HAYES], and then the gentleman from North Carolina made
his very forceful speech against -u and against taking away:
from the President this power to prohibit the sale of bonds:
and his speech was so forceful that he frighte11ed a good many
of us into believing that if we voted to take out that word
" prohibit " we would be doing an unpatriotic thing. I wanted
to know whether the chairman of the committee thinks if we
vote now to accept this action of the Senate, which is exactly
what I was trying to get done, we will still be thought to be
unpatriotic?
Mr. KITCHIN. I uid not mean to state that the c:rentleman
is mistaken in that; not at all. I said that gentlem~n of the
House-for instance, I said that Mr. HAYEs was as patriotic as
anyone ~hom I knew and _is as intensely loyal as any man in
the Capitol, and my argument was tbat this would give better
protection to a certain class of holders, a smaller class too.
Now, I insisted on its being just like the House passed it: and
the Secretary of the Treasury stated to the conferees what I
stated. He said that it was essential to give the President
power to use the woru "prohibit " and he would not take the
responsibility if we struck it out and did not give some power
to p~·ohibi t certain kinds of transactions anfl I agreed with him.
I sud to the House then the fear which the gentlemen of the
House who opposed the word "prohibit"- entertained was absolutely groundless because it is inconceivable that the President
woulu ever exercise the power which you gP.ntlemen feared he
might exercise. _ Now, then, after all that, after I made the
very forceful speech, as the gentleman says, and if I can afford
finally in the interest of speedy legislation, so they can go ahead
with the liberty-loan drive, to accept the striking out of
the wor~ "prohibit," and the Secretary of the Treasury, who is
responsible for the sale of these bonds, can reluctantly accept
this in order to spee(] up and permit us to proceed at once with
the liberty-loan campaign, it looks as if all the other gentlemen
of the House could.
Mr. DE~ISON. I agree witll the gentleman exactly. I think
the Senate amendment is exactly right and 1 thought we should
have amended it that way ourselves ~hen I offered my amendment to strike out the word "prohibit." I think the President
should have the power to regulate transactions in bonds but not
the power to prohibit their sale or transfer.
'
Mr. HAYES. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object-Mr. ROBBINS. Of course, we have not read this conference
report, and all we know is from hearing the reading and what
the gentleman says. As I understand, it limits this power to
two years?
Mr. KITCIDN. Yes.
1\Ir. ROBBINS. That was Uiscussed in the House.
1\Ir. KITCHIN. That is what the gentleman from Pennsyl~~ania suggested, and I told the gentleman I would suggest that
m conference and it ought to ha-re been in the bill, but it
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wn too In te when the gentleman spoke to me about it to so
amend tbe bill before it passed the .House.
1\Ir. ROBBL~S. The provision now in the report is that the
power is limited to regulation, not to prohibit.
1\Ir. KITCHIN. The power we give the President with respect
to bonds an<l certificates of indebtedness is investigation and
regulation, and we limit it to two years after the termination
of the war.
Mr. BAYES. Like the gentleman fi·om illinois, I desire<l only
to haYe stricken from the bill that power to anyone to make or
to prohibit sales, but now as the gentleman explains it, as Ute
conferees have agreed upon it, I haYe no objection whatever.
Mr. KITCHIN. I understood that was the gentleman's position, but the gentleman-1\Ir. HAYES. But now, as the gentleman explains it and
ns the conferees have agreed upon it, I have no objection wha.ten•t·. As I explained when the bill was before the Hou e originally, I ha-re no fear of proper regulation. Tbe fear I had was
that a regulation that might amount to a prohibition would
interfere with a sale of the bonds and their value afterwards.
l\1r. KITCHIN. As it appears now it is substantially the po ition he took on the floor, but, unfortunately, the gentleman's
amendment, which was written hurrie<"lly in the exciting moments of the debate, went fm·ther than the word " prohibit...
Mr. HA.YES. It struck out the regulation also.
Mr. KITCillN. I think this is what the House would be- perfectly willing to agree to if I could get unanimous consent.
· The SPEAKER. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
The Clerk will report tile conference report.
Mr. KITCHIN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to let
him read the statement in tead of the report.
The SPEAKER. Is there objeetion?
1\Ir. STAFFORD. The report should be printed somewhere
in the RECORD.
Mr. KITCHIN. It will all go in the RECORD.
Mr. S1.'AFFORD. The gentleman should couple with his reque t that the statement and report be printed in the RmcoRD.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman asks unanimous consent
that all these papers in regard to the conference report go in
the RECORD. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The Chair
hears none. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read the statement.
The conference report is as follows :
COl\FE:REKCE REPORT (NO. 805) .
The committee of conference on the di agreeing ·votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of. the Senate to tho bill (H. R.
12923) to supplement the second liberty-bond act, as amended,
anu for other purposes, having met, after full and. free con:.
fer nee ha-re agreed to recommend and do recommend to their
respective Houses as follows :
_
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 4, 5,
6, 7, and 8.
That the Bouse recede from its disagreement to the amendments of the Senate numbered 1 and 2, and agree to the same.
Amendment numbeTed 3: That the House l'ecede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 3, and
agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In lieu of the
matter stricken out by said amendment insert the following:
" SEc. 5. That subdivision (b) of section 5 of the trading-withthe-enemy act be, and hereby is, amended to read as follows :
"'(b) That the President may 1nvestigate, regulate, or prohibit, under uch rules and regulations as he may prescribe, by
means of licenses or otherwise, any transactions in foreign
exchange and the export, hoarding, melting, or earmarkings of
gold or silver coin or bullion or currency, transfers of credit in
any form (other than credits relating solely to transactions to
be executed wholly within the United States), and transfer of
c-ri<lences of indebtedness or of the ownership of property between the United States and any foreign country, whether enemy,
ally of enemy, or otherwise, or between residents of one or more
foreign countries, by any person within the United States; and,
for the purpose of strengthening, sustaining and broadening the
market for bonds nn<l certificates of indebtedness of the United
State~. of pre-renting fraud
upon the holders thereof, and of
protecting such holders, he may investigate an<l regulate, by
means of licen es or otherwise, (until the expiration of two
yenrs after the date of the termination of the present war with
the Imperial German Government, as fixed by his proclamation) any transaction in such bonds or certificates by or between any person or per ons : Prot:icled, That nothing contained
in this subdivi ion (b) shall be construed to confer any power
to prohibit the purcha e or sale for cash, or for notes eligible
for discount at any Federal resen-e bank, of bonds or certifi-
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cates of indebtedne s of the United States; and he may require
any person engaged in any transaction referred to in this ubdivision to furnish, under oath, complete information relative
thereto, including the production of any books of account, contracts, letters or other papers, in connection therewith in the
custody or control of such person, either before or after such
b·ansaction is completed.'"
And tlw Senate agree to tile ~arne.
CLAUDE KITCIIIN'

T. RAINEY,
LINCOLN DIXON'
J. w. FORDNEY,
J. HAMPTON MOORE
HENRY

Manaaas on the part of the House.

F. l\1. Slll:MOXS,
HoKE SMITH,
B. C. LODGE,
Mana.gcrs on the pa1·t of the Senate.
l\Ir. Speaker, I move the previous que tion
on the adoption of the conference report.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER The question. is on agr eing to the conference report.
The- conference report was agreed to.
The SPEAKEll. The gentleman from Connecticut [Ur. TILSON] is recognized.

1\fr. IiiTCHL. T.

TIIE ABTIOTT GRENADE GUN.

Mr. TILSON. 1\lr. Speaker, at an earlier stage of our "IT"nr
preparations we heard much abont "paper guns," meaning, 1Jf
course, designs and blue prints witheut the facilities for producing real guns. Thi was true for a long time after we were
in the war as to the Browning gun. I am glad to say that, so
far as producing them is concerned, the Browning gun , both
light and heaB', are now well advanced in quantity production.
lli. TILLMAN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield,?
Mr. TILSON. Yes; I yield to the gentlerr.an from Arkansas.
l\1r. TILLl\fAN. The gentleman states that the production
of the Browning guns, large and small, is now satisfactory. The
gentleman does not state whether or not its use is satisfactory")
Can tbe gentleman enlighten us on that q_uestion?
1
1\fr. TILSON. I wish r could enlighten my friend on that
question, for I am very much interested. I may say to the geu- 1
tleman-and I speak with a degree of hesitation-that I have
had some misgivings as to the probable effectiveness of the light
gun.' I am afraid that tllere is one point connected with its u.·e
that is not yet entirely satisfactory. I will say, further, to tho
gentlem'lln that I have not even talked about it with any official.]
and that my f~rs are based largely upon my own very limitect '
trials of the gun. I hope it will turn out that there i no
ground whatever for my fears, but the gentleman has askeu me
and I have answered him truthfully.
I have here to-dny a real paper gun, made of paper. It is the 1
invention of Mr. ·wayne Abbott, of California. Be is a Yet'Y 1
modest man, "·ho wears a sen-ice flag with three stars for tlu·eu I
sons in the service. an<l who, on the 12th of this month, registered himself for service unuer the new selective-draft law. 1\Ir.
Abbott has lived thus far a somewhat interesting an<l sometimes
thrilling life. He hopes to add other chapters even more inter- ,
esting by actual service alonrrside of ltis boys in the trenches.
I
For a time he was a balloonist. In order to relieve the ·
monotony of drifting comfortably across the country in a free 1
balloon be often amu ed him ·elf by leaping from his perch in
the clouds and descending by means of a parachute. Incidentally he has turned over to the Government what eem to be a
vel'Y practical invention in tile shape of an automatic para- ·
chute for descending from an injured airplane, an<l it i bein;;
hopefully teRted out.
The Abbott paper gun or mortar is made of paper fiber inclosing a roll of galvanized sheet iron. Here it is [indicatin~l.
It looks more like a music roll than anything else, and cnn be
carried quite as conveniently in one hand or sn pen<.lerl ft·om
one finger. The breech block is of wood, with a simple electricbattery attachment to fire the piece.
The ammunition useu is the hand grenade. The u e of the
grenade in this war is general, almost universal, ancl continuous. It ranges all the wrry from the Stokes mortar shell down
through all forms of rifle grenade to the simplest llan(l grenade
ma<le, which is probably the 1\lills or our own l\lark I · nice:
grenade. This is one of our [indicating].
Hand grenade· arc very dang ous., oft"n to flien<l as \\'Cll :1s
foe. In previou remarks I ha\o referred to tlle ;.!rent nnmhee
or British <lead on Salisbury Plain as a re. ult of trainin~ with
the l\Iills grenade. The natural limitations of human strcnf!th.
make somewhat small the danger zone of a hnnd-thro\Tll grc-
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nade; and if it is made of malleable iron or steel, the thrower
himself is within the zone.
All sorts of contrivances ha\e been devised and tried for
increasing the range of the t.and grenade beyond that possib~e .
for the human arm. Even the old catapult has been tried.
The Stokes mortar, firing a much larger and more expensive
shell, attains a maximum range of about 1,200 yards, but below
400 yards it is not entirely satisfactory. The rifle grenade
must suffice for the shorter ranges down to the range of the
human arm, about 50 yards. The rifle grenade is much more
expensive than the hand grenade. Its use for this purpose subtracts a rifle from the firing line and injures the rifle, besides·
requiring the use of a special grenade discharger.
The Abbott paper gun seems to cover satisfactorily the range
from 400 yards down to 50 yards. I have fired grenades from
it and know that they can be fired more than 500 yards. It is
readily adjustable to fire any size, make, or kind of hand grenade. Here is one of our service grenades and here one of the
Wales iinpact grenades. The impact grenade when perfected
should give the better results, because it obviates the necessity
for the time fuse.
The accuracy of this gun is quite remarkable. With a sufficient number of them a temporary barrage can be laid down.
The distance thrown is determined by the angle of fire. Knowing the distance, this spirit level [indicating] is set at the
required number of degrees indicated on this arc [indicating]
and made fast by a set screw. Thereafter it is only necessary
to see that the air bubble is in the middle of the glass when the
piece is fired in order to reach the target.
The tactical uses of such a weapon may -prove to be numerous
and very ~portant. One obvious use will suggest itself to
everyone. Assume that the enemy trencl! i& 300 yards from
our own front-line trench, which is not an unusual distance.
A number of these light, simple grenade throwers from our
front trench can make life somewhat uncomfortable in the
enemy trench.
Another very important use suggests itself. Enemy machinegun nests are the bane of an advancing force, and often exact
very heavy toll. They are the strongest resource of a rear
guard, since they are the most difficult to dislodge by the advancing infantry, especially when tanks are not or can not be
used. They are often in shell boles where no rifle fire can
reach them. If with one of these simple, inexpensive guns a
hand grenade can be landed anywhere within the shell"holes, it
means " taps" for all the occupants. Masonry or concrete
"pill boxes ·• will be required to furnish protection from them.
Mr. IDCKS. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman permit an interruption?
Mr. TILSON. Yes.
1
Mr. HICKS. How are these hand grenades propelled out of
this gun?
·
Mr. TILSON. They are propelled by means of a powder
charge at the base of this wooden container. The container bas
the powder charge in the rear and carries the grenade in the front.
Mr. KNUTSON. 1\lr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield for a
question?
Mr. TILSON. Yes.
Mr. KNUTSON. How is it possible to hold the gun sufficiently rigid as to maintain the desired angle?
l\lr. TILSON. Oh, almost any sort of a device can be used.
In- fact, a man can hold it against the ground or against the
wall of the trench with his hand as steadily as a rifle, or he
can ruak.e any sort of a temporary arrangement. A forked
stick set to give the right slope would serve the purpose. By
observin~ the air bubble, there is no trouble in holding it at
the degree desired.
Mr. HICKS. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman permit another
question?
Mr. TILSON. Yes.
Mr. HICKS. As the gentleman knows, the Stokes mortar
!'leans itself at every discharge. Would this clean itself, or
would _it have to be emptied out or turned inside out?
,• Mr. TILSON. There is nothing left in the gun. The container and the grenade go out together, separating after leaving
the gun.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman
from Connecticut has expired. _
Mr. l\10NDELL. l\lr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the gentleman may have--how long?
~1r. TILSON. If I am to be asked any questions-and I hope
that will occur·-! should like to have 10 minutes. Otherwise I
should need at least five minutes.
The SPEAIGI:R pro tempore. The gentleman from Wyoming
asks unanimous consent that the gentleman from Connecticut
ruay proceed for 10 minutes more. Is there objection 1
There was no objection.
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Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
1\lr. TILSON. Yes.
Ur. PAHKER of New Jersey. Do these go off like the Stokes
mortar, by a percussion cap?
1\-Ir. TILSON. No. Attached to the breechblock is an electric
battery, and the gun is fired by this means, as I will show to the
gentleman a little later on.
l\lr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. TILSON. Yes.
1\lr. BLANTON. In regard to the grenades that are fired by
contact, is there any danger 'vith respect to the force wlli!:h impels them in firing thE$e grenades causing them to fire prematurely?
l\lr. TILSON. No. '.rhe safety devices of the impact band
grenade thus far developed are two in number. One is a cotter
pin and the other a cha)n device. The cotter pin is .drawn when
the grenade is placed in the ccntainer. The chain is not removed until it is actually fired from the gun. The grenade is
gone before the chain is withdrawn, and there is no dangeL'
while it remains in place.
The Wales impnct grenade, the use of which I ha\e just
described, is now being developed in a form containing a gas
check at both ends of the grenade, and made so that it can be
fired from the rifle, from this gun, or thrown by hand.
This is not the only size in which this gun can be made. It
can be made up to 6 or 8 incbes. It can be used to throw gas
shells just as well.
The obvious drawback which may renuer. general use of this
weapon not practicable is the wooden container with its wire
connections and detonator, one of which must go with each
grenade. The keeping on hand ready for use a supply of these,
although it is a simple, inexpen ive affair, may prove to be a serious handicap and prevent its general use as an offensive weapon.
I will show just how the gun is operated, and then gentlemen
can judge for themselves. These contact points on the siue are
very simple affairs, the connections rurming down to the battery. The wire connections slip right into them. When the
grenade is in place the container is dropped into the gun thus
[indicating]. It is aimed, with the aid of the spirit level, at
the proper angle to reach the target. When so set and ready,
to fire, all that remains to be Clone is simply to press the button [indicating] and it does the rest. [The gun fired, throwing
a light rubber ball into the rear gaHery.]
As you all know, I have followed and studied with considerable zeal and earnestness the development and production of
firearms, ammunition, and other w.ru· materials since long before
we entered the 'var, and from time to time have endeavored to
present to the House in helpful form the results of my labors.
For the present, at any rate, this concludes my numecous and
somewhat" extended series of war-material speeches.
I wish to take this opportunity t-o thank the membership of
the House on both sides of the aisle for so graciously and so
frequently yielding me the privilege of the floor and for the
helpful and apparently interested attention uniformly given to
all my remarks on these subjects. [Applause.]
My thanks are further due to the House for the honor conferred ·on me a few days ago by the unanimous authorization to
have a compilation of all my speeches on arms, ammunition,
airplanes, and gas masks printed as a House document.
The heart, soul, and life of every American patriot are now
absorbed-yes, submerged-in the supreme effort to end the
war by a complete a,nd overwhelming victory. Each of us here
is doing what he can toward that end. The matter of having
at the several battle fronts an early and adequate supply of the
best possible materiel is not only important but it is vitally
essential. It is a matter of life or death to thousands, and
possibly of victory or defeat i.n the en<l. Thus far it has seemed
to me that the most effective service that I can ren<ler is along
this particular line. In doing this work my constant aim and
desire have been to do my part here- manfully, just as our brave
boys "over there" are doing theirs gloriously. [Applause.]
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wisconsin
[Mr. FllEAI!] is recognized.
HEROISM OF AMERICAN SOLDIERS.

l\Ir: FREAlt Mr. Speaker, the presence of 100 bra \e French
soldiers who sat in the galleries a few moments ag-o and w·ere
repeatedly cheered by this House makes a fitting prelude to n
short statement I desire to submit on American soldiers of equal
bra\ery and valor.
·
The pages of history are rich with the record of heroism of
American troops, but in this hour of national sacrifice I ask the
House to pause for a moment to pay tribute to the heroic living
and dead of the gallant Thirty-second Division, American Army,
now fighting in Eur_ope, a division that has won its place in history~

•
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Sons of Wiscon in and sons of 1\Iichighn who had never faced
a gun but "·ere in pired by loyal cleYotion to their country-these
boys are entitled to an honorable place in history side by side
with the veteran Wisconsin Iron Brigade that turned the tide
of battle at Gettysburg during the dark days of the Civil War.
Censor hip prevents giving details that some day will be a
glorious page in a chapter filled with heroic deed . Briefly stated,
the Thirty-second Divi~ion, composed of the Sixty-third Michigan and Sixty-fourth Wisconsin Brigades of National Guardsmen, was formed at Waco, 'Iex., and recruited with men from
various States until, when landed in France, in February, 1918,
it reached approximately 20,000 men.
The division was stationed at various places in France and
Alsace until the econd battle of the Marne, when it was moved
near Chateau-Thierry on the firing line to a point where the
marines had fought the enemy to a standstill. Relieving the
Third Division of Regulars on this sector, from July 30 to
Augu t 5, during seven days of continuous fighting the Thirtysecond Divi ion forced back the enemy until, on August 5, the
G€rma:n lines broke and never re-formed until they had 1led
across the Vesle River, and the city of Fismes was occupied by
our boys jn the onw!rd march to victory.
Indh'i.dual heroism that equaled the finest -achievements of the
Ci\il War ·w ere repeated again and again in that irresistible
advance of the Thirty-second Division, described by French
officers and German prisoners as the most desperate fighting they
had seen during the war, Verdun and the Somme not excepted.
Of that battle Edwin L. James, New York Times war corref;J>Ondent, says:
One village changed hands nine times jn ~c bitter contest between
the e boys from Wisconsin and Michigan anil the German Jaegers and
Prus ian Guards. The title of " Les Terribles" .bas been bestowed on
this division by the li'rench.

Words of praise come from many writers, but one other comment, editorially, from the Chicago 'Tribune, alone is Mted.
Untler the caption of" Les Terribles," lhe Tribune says:

AM.EUICA'S SOLDIERS CA....'l'

23 .
.

'

"OT BE STOPPED.

According to one of the participants in the battle, who told
me personally of the fact, a captured German captain who had
. been in the war since its beginning declared he could not under.:.
stand how the advance was made in the face of the fire the Germans were directing, but the Thirty-second Division, as its men
feU, closed np the ranks and drove on until their fiag was
carried to the river, and the finest shock h·oops of the enemy,
broken and bewildered, had been captured or dri1cn to the
other side.
That is the spirit of the American soldier from eTery State,
and that spirit will win the war.
Adjt. Gen. Holway, of Wisconsin, says that 40 per cent of
Wisconsin's troops in that battle were of German parentage,
and adds that while others were of Scandinavian, Iri h, Poli h,
and New England blood they were all n·ue American boys fir t,
last, and always. [A-pplause.]
Let no man engage in cowardly insinuations about the loyalty
or bravery of Wisconsin's men, young or old, at any time or
place. Those who do so ha\e their own miserable, selfi h in·
terests first at heart, and are as false and dangerous to the ,,·eif.are of this country and of its people as are recognized h·aitors
wno receive deserved punishment.
Our soldiers abroad are winning the plaudits of both friend
und foe for upholding the ilag of their country during this war,
as their fathers and their fathers' fathers did before them,
and tbey send word back to us from across the water they haYe
no time for politicai ·or lip patriots. Let tho e political patriots
within my State who have dedared Wisconsin sought to thwart
the military program ' of the Nation and those who demanued
militm,· y courts-martial for Wisconsin take heed, for such persistent poison-gas patriots who seek to di\ide onr people will
be scorned and scourged by honest men. Let youthful lit)
patriots who have joined in the same hue and cry now waive
exemptions, shoulder their guns, and take the place of \Vi consin's gallant sons who fell at Chateau-Thierry. The ervice will
make them good soldiers and better citizens and give them an
lmderstanding of the great debt of gratitude we owe our American boys in France. [Applause.]

There was something more than gallantry to be credited to the
Thirty-second Division, "Les T rribles," as these Wisconsin and
Mlchigan fighters have been ·dubbed ·by their astoni bed French "Comrades. They have n.cbiev d the courage of the new-found republic,
these soldiers. most of whom are the sons of German parents. • • ~
BATTLES OF BULLETS AND BALLOTS.
It is fateful that men one generation removed from the baneful
in.fluence of junkerdom should wield ·the sword that is to -play such an
'I would conclude the e remarks with this brief account of a
important pa-rt in suppressing it. Their sturdy -fathers and mothers battle of bullets, wherein the arrogant Hnn has been dri\en
in Wisconsin and Michigan are stoutly vindicated in the resolve for
liberty, and they .may ju tly take pride in the distinction tlul.t their ·back ·by Wisconsin and 1\Iicliigan boys, but a fuTther word is
sons are " Les Terribles. ·~
necessury regarding arrogant forces in our States anu coun.

.

brave:~:"y of other
'American soldiers or from the exploits of the French, the
Briti h, -or other allie · to praise the living and dead of the
Thirty-second Division, becau ·e that is their due.
One of the regiments of the old "'Wisconsin 'Iron Brigade,
which included other State regiments, lost one-half ·of its
effective strength at Gettysburg, and that .brigade has rbeen
glorified in ong and story-it defeatea a brave, whipped J:oe.
The sons .and grandsons. the soldiers of this d-ay and .age, have
maintained the record of their sires. ·f or a COIDJ>UDY of the Sixtyfourth Brigade from Eau Claire, in my own district, went into
action with .178 men on .July 30 and came out with 74, wbile
5 of its 6 lieutenants were killed, wounded, or mis ing. Company C, of Hud on, which I organized many years .ago in my
little home city, also entered the battle with a full company
and is reported to have come out with 3D men in charge of a
mess sergeant. Other companies of the division were led by
noncommissioned officers at the close of the .final ·drive with
theii· line officers killed, wounded, or missing.
In the entire division the casualties reached 4,100, or nearly
1 in 4 of those ·engaged. In the One hundred. and twenty-eighth
Wisconsin Regiment "750 .casualties were r(tl)orted, or about .1
in 3 of those engaged, while in the One hundred and twenty~
seventh Wisconsin Regiment casualties reached ·1,445 out ·Of
2,400 men, including 76 per.. cent of its officers .killed, wounded,
or missing. ·
These figures were gi-ven me persona1ly in Washington by two
different men, both present at the battle. Tests of courage are
not determined by losses in battle, but results gained are sometime an index, and the Thirty-second Division of "Les Terribles," from Wisconsin and Michigan, gained its laurels
through seven days of constant 1igB.ting .midst r.ain and mud,
charging aero the open and th~·ough woods against machine
guns and .artillery, occasionally _yielding to superior force, but,
.w ithout faltering, driving on and on until the shock troops of
the Thirtieth Prussian Guard were forced back .a dozen .miles
across the "V:e le, and onr boys gained all their objectives and
held ih.em. [..Applause.]

It does not detract from the recognize(}

•

try that rna querade as "1oyaiist ," "patriots," and .. security "
leaguers, and cover up their Teal aims lJy work:ino- -upon the
fears and prejudices of the public at large. Nothing is too
sacred and no measures too cowardly for tne e men to employ.
when advancing their own elfish interests. The battle of b!.!llets at Chateau-Thierry finds its political counterpart in tbe
battle of ballots jnst waged in Wi consin.
In the State primary, the Wall Street profiteering patriots of
New York, linked with others of the same brand in Wl con in,
assumed their announced task of preserving the Nation's patriotism. In this effort , they brought into the campaign all
of the 100 per cent personal enemies of my collea:gues from Wiscon in, -reenforced by all the old ·machine-gun politician , profiteering patriot , and a fine line of ambitions, shock-proof candidates, all attacking under a "loyalty 1 ' eamauflage. For nmmuni·
tion they used carloads of m.isrepresentatlon, poison-gas slanders; and alternated appeals to prejudice and I>atriotism that
found lodgment in the minds of men who had not the time to
investigate if they had the inclination to ascertail1 the truth.
l\ly colleague, l\fr. CooPER, has presented for your inspection n.
.sample of cowardly slanders put forth against him.
Mr. Speaker, an insolent letter received by RepreJ. entati\es
in Congress from the "Security" League of New York, with
.an impudent questionnaire, .comes from an organi-zation that
has prostituted the name "Ametica..nism " in its efforts to defeat
Congressmen. Its letterl1ead carries the uames of Elihu Root
and Alton B. Parker to give character. I will not discu
tlll4
denied public reports that one of its sponsot·s hired n sub titute
during the Civil "'War and his Americanism may be mea ured
by .the price paid for that service.
1\1r. COX. What is the name of that man?
.Mr. FREAil. I will not di cuss that now. Hi name i
known to the country.
Another sponsor for thi libelous league wa nowed umler
in a JJOpular election a cfe\v year aO'o by over two .anu one-half
million voters because of his alleged . ub ·erYiency to ·w ail
-street -an-d ·on a platform .demanding "a reduction of the Army,"
w.hich then numbered .about 2I>,OOO :men.
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This is no time for recrimination, but the days are too critical
According to the Root-Parker Insecurity League of Wall
for a selfish, war-profiteering league to denounce as "disloyal" Street, the only State with a perfect loyalty record is Rhode
practically 90 per cent of the membership of this House who Island, the smallest. All the remaining 47 States are " disloyal,"
have been praised by the President in repeated messages for according
tkis arrogant league. [Laughter.] ·wyoming is
their patriotism, and to traduce 47 of the 48 States. That charge wrong 75 per cent, according to these tin-cross patriots, because,
against the President ·would lodge the slanderers in Leaven- in their opinion, MoNDELL, the whole delegation, is three-fourths
worth. Agaiust the Supreme Court it would mean criminal- imperfect. Nevada is 50-50 American because of Representacontempt proceedings. Directed against a coordinate branch of tive RoBERTS, and Texas as 66.67 per cent, or almost exactly
the Government, a part of the greatest legislative body in the two-thirds, bad. Missouri, the home of our distinguished
world, during these hours of national stress and J)eril, it in- Speaker, is rated 50-50 per cent disloyal by Root and Parker,
vitE$ active prosecutions by the Attorney General's department. and Pennsylvani-a is mathematically 31.94 per cent . un-American.
No one charge since the beginning of the war has given more California, the home of KAHN, gets the bad rating of 43.86
aid and comfort to the enemy than the infamous libel that this per cent; Colorado, the home of KEATING, is 78.12 below loyalty
House individually o1· collectively is 90 per cent disloyal for freezing point [l:mghter]; and Wisconsin is 70 per cent un{]er
voting its convictions, under its oath of office, either prior to par. North Carolina, with ·wEBB, SMALL, and KITCHIN, is found
or since the declaration of war. The nrisdiction of the House to be 56.25 pa· cent unpatriotic, and Iowa, that gave to her
as to its own membership is suprem , and ino rder that the country many of the famous Rainbow Division, is .precisely
election activities of this league may be reached I have o:ffere<l 164.77 per cent <lisloyal. New Ym·k, the home of the only Root
a resolution of inquiry, which I send to tbe Clerk's desk to and only Parker and only " Security " League, is 150,000 per
have read:
cent bad and hopeless, because that figure represents Rylan's
-House Resolution 435.
•
enormous majority in the " loyalty " fight made against him by
Whereas the National Security League, a sell-constituted political body, the Root-Parker league.
[Laughter.]
New York's batting
has given to the press of the country an infamous screen wherein
in W
.
practically 90 per cent of t he Representatives of the House are average
ashington, when removed from Root and Parker's
publicly branded before the world a.s disloyal men; and
patriotic influence, is fixed at only 15.11 per cent disloyal.
Whereas the National Security League has caused to be widely pubNort11 Dakota is rated as 79.16 per cent hopele s, while Inlished a statement of self-determined percentages of patriotism, com- diana, the migratory home of Marshall, Vice President and patri-.
puted under its authority, wht>rein 47 States oi the Union are rated
disloyal, based on such votes and computations ; and
otic exemplar, is lmocked down as a cheap patriotic substitute at
Whereas charges have been -puWlcly made that this "league" has ex- 52.88 per cent of the real thing. Illinois hits the cellar stairs
pended large Sllms of money, reaching $1,000.000 or more, in carry•th ll f
ing on its pro])aganda, and in Its active efforts to defeat Members Wl a o its 2 7 Representatives excepting Foss, but includin~
of Con~ess under n cloalc of "loyalty" and that such expenditur~ CAN ·oN, MADDEN, and .MANN, and assays 39.81 per cent disWg~e:a ~go.~1~~~et~ ~~ ~~~:-~~l~~;PJh~~~~~c~ttct~i~~dcomposed loyal ; and Ohio, the State of Presidents Hayes, Garfield, and
of and financed by war pronteers living ill New York and elsewhere McKinley, and of Gen. SHERWOOD, GABD and LoNGWORTH, i
and inspired by corrupt purposes unrelated to loyalty.
plastered over- by the Root-Parker league with 55.6·7 per cent
Resolved, That the Judiciary Committee of the Honse be empowered disloyalty mud.
and instructed to bring before It the office1·s and directors of the
1\Ir PLATT
W"ll
th
t1
· ld?
1
National Security League and such mPmbers and witnesses as may have
~~r-·. FREAR·.
e gen eman Yie •
knowledge of its activities and ascertain what E>frorts have been made
.u..u.
Yes ; for a question.
to improperly in11uence the election or defeat of Representatives in
1\Ir. PLATT. There is no disloyalty in the charge of the
Congress, the persons contributing to such funds, the amount of such Security League.
contributions, and purposes for which contributed and expended. together with all violations of the corrupt-practices act alfecting .election
Mr. FREAR. When they figure up the percentage of loyalty
expPndttures and all other proper information. That the committee is and Americanism there is a distinct charge of disloyalty, aud
authorized and empowered to issue subpcenas. swear and examine wit- N
y k i
f th
t
d b th
ult f H 1 •
nesses, and to procure all documents bearing upon the matters referred
ew or S one o
e wors , measure
Y e res
o
Y an s
to, and to employ needed stenographers and clerks in the prosecution election when he snowed under the Hoot-Parker League.
of such inquiry.
[Laughter and applause.]
The "Security League" flag wave~ by Elihu Root and acting
These are the official figures given to the press of the country,
patriot Alton Parker, of Wall Street, carries a political skull to our allies. and to the Kaiser by the Wall Street profiteering
and crossbones ostensibly over eight barred votes in Congress, patriots. By careful computation they have ascertained only
of which six are prior to the war, and become the "Security" 47 Congressmen are fit company for a league that indicts the
League's test of loyalty. The character and effect of these votes House of Representatives and all the States excepting Rhode
it brazenly misrepresents. Only 47 l\lembers of Congress, ac- I sland.
cording to the profiteering patriots of Wall Street, out of -ovei"
WALL STREET LEAGUE ENTERS WISCO~SI.Y PRBIARIES.
400 Members are strictly pure men, tit to stand wHh Root and
The
league's
were felt in the recent Wisconsin
Parker, and of the 47 perfect patriots only 4 are Democrats. primaries whereactivities
three of my colleagues received the double
All of the remaining 350 Members of Congress, or more, are cross from the league instead of the tin article, and less than
subjected to poisoned-gas attacks from this " league " through 200 votes out of approximately 20,000 votes cast in each of the
the public press.
three Cistricts spelt defeat in each case. In other words, beCONGRESS DOES NOT RErO:!T TO WALL STREET.
tween 49 and 50 per cent of the voters in three Wisconsin dis' Our honored Speaker, CHAMP CLARK, can not wear the cross tricts, whose boys were yet fighting near Chateau-Thierry, gave
carric:>d by the Root-Parker 'Vall Street patriots, because he their support to my colleagues--cooPER, NELSON, and CARYand all the rest of the l\1issouri delegation fail in the " acid but the Root and Parker poison was enough to deceive and detest " which has been p ublished far and wide by a sensational feat them. Three-cornered fights were variously interpreted,
press. Neither can the league's tin cross be tied on Leaders but where thousand.<:~ of Democrats were urged by insecurity
KITcHIN nor MANN, nor LENROOT, nor MoonE, nor DENT, nor leagues at home and abroad to help defeat my colleagues in ReDms, nor FonnNEY, nor FITZGERALD, nor FosTER ; they do not publican primaries. the result is easily explained. In Mr. NELmeasure up with patriots Root and Parker. The Wall Street soN's district and in others not 10 per cent of the Democratic
published blacklist includes R AINEY and DoREMUS, official bell vote was saved with which to qualify the Democratic candidate,
weathers; and SissoN and STEPHENS, of Mississippi; and SHAL- because all participated in Republican primaries.
LENBERGER and STEPHEr s, of Nebraska ; and CAMPBELL, of KanA brief word regarding the harvest of hate fostered and
sas. FEERIS and FEss, our national chairmen, are both un- garnered by the political and business patriots who thus seek
patriotic according to Wall Street profiteers, who include also to determine the loyalty and Americanism of Congress and of
in the procribed list KITCHIN, and KAHN, and KENT, and KIN- the country, measured by their own yardsticks : With headKAID, and KETT!\"ER, and KEATING, and KNUTSON, and KING, and quarters in New York City, they were whippe<: out of their
KINCIIELOE. LE\ER and HAUGEN get the hook. MooN is under boots while trying to defeat .Hylan in a Democratic scrap on the
a cloud, CHURCH can not get across, and CnossER gets nowhere. "loyalty " issue. He won out by 150,000 majority, although
'Vhat is in a name when Goon is in bad, DooLITTLE does too $2,000,000 was spent to defeat him, and practically every New
much, WISE belies his name, STERLING is spurious, lltTBEY off York paper opposed him. The next league fight was against
color, and GREE:<:E, Bnowl\'"E, WHITE, and BLACK are termed yel- LENROOT in the Wisconsin senatol'ial election. Althougb aided
low by tbe Root-Parker Wall Street patriots? (Laughter.]
by the Democratic aQ.ministration, theo verdict went to LENRoo-r
Judges CRISP, BYTINS and BYRl'\ES and BURNETT are roasted by a people who are as patriotic as any in the country. In the
to a turn, while CAl\1lLER, of the Tombigbee ; both HuLLs, of Minnesota primaries four Members were marked for defeat, hut
Tennessee and Iowa; hard-rutting HtmDLESTON, LANGLEY, when returns came in it was discovered VAN DYKE, a Democrat,
MEEKER, DECKER, DYER, RODENBERG, and REA VIS, all patriotic had been unopposed ; two Republicans, DA vrs and K UTSON, won
orators and statesmen; and GABRETT, SAUNDERS, STAFFORD, SIMs, out o>erwhelmingly against their " loyalty " opponents by a
TowNER, TEMPLE, and EscH, pal'liamentarians and efficient legis- combined plurality of 18,000; and the fourth Member was fle' lators of recognized fame, with 300 other Repre~entatives in feated in a many-cornered fight. Iowa returned every man who
Congress, all fall by the wayside in their Americanism.
was opposed on the " loyalty " issue excepting one, who patriot-

to
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ically stuck on the job at Washington, and thus gave his detractors a dear field.
In Nebraska with a 75 per cent disloyal insecurity league estimate no opposition could be aroused and all Members were returned, so far as the " loyalty " issue was concerned. In Wisconsin three Members were unopposed, three were renominated
over three security league perfect patriots, and three were defeated by close votes, running from 79 to 180, or less than onehalf of 1 per cent of the vote cast.
In Illinois all of the Representatives proscribed by the Wall
Street tin-cross decorators won renominations: The only one
who failed was a solitary Member the insecurity league approved. I ha_ve made no effort to present a list of those who
have been renominated over the dishonest and wickedly false
issue which attracted political .profiteers in many districts, but
it is safe to say that 90 per cent of the proscribed Members are
renominated. The country repudiated the infamous charge of
disloyalty, but such libelous charges can not be made without
corresponding responsibilities.
Wbat the country has a right to know is why the Root-Parker
political patriots of New York made these charges and why
they failed to oppose leading Democratic Congressmen like
KITCHIN and SHERWOOD and VAN DYKE, who voted against war,
and yet struck at L~"'BOOT's loyalty. They attacked LENROOT in
the senatorial campaign with bitter and malicious falsehoods
and dishonest half truths, but now sheathe their poisoned arrows when Ford runs for Democratic Senator in Michigan with
the President's approval. Yet Ford was the leader of the
pacifists before war was declared.
Mr. MEEKER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FREAR. For a question.
Mr. MEEKER. I have written the Security League asking
them why socialism is rampant in New York and dead in MissourL Can the gentleman explain that?
Mr. FREAR. These men in New York are making socialism
popular by reason of their own arrogance. I thank the gentleman.
·
The political patriots violently assailed by colleague, 1\fr.
CooPER, with his 26 years of honorable legislative service, as
he related to the House last week, and yet the public slanderers
remained silent as to Mr. KITcHIN, who happens to be equally
distinguished and equally proscribed, but is a Democrat.
They fired all their heavy artillery at my colleague 1\Ir. NELsoN, who has two sons in service, and they sent a cloud of
poisoned gas into my own district when my only son was yet
under fire with the Thirty-second Division near ChateauThierry. Yet these political patriots· and purveyors of slander
made no move to defeat VAN - DYKE, a good Democrat, across
the river from my district in Minnesota, although his votes
were cast with mine, and Minnesota was published by these
libelers of States as being 63.75 per cent disloyal.
I am not criticizing those of the opposite party who escape
the direct attacks of the poison-gas profiteers 'vith headquarters
in New York and branch offices in 1\lilwau.kee and elsewhere.
1\fy Democratic friends are as loyal as Root or Pru·ker, even
though only three Democrats of the House are recommended
for the insecurity league's cr·oss. Rut I call attention to
the fact that these New York superpatriots dare not oppose
Ford, KITCHIN, SHERwooD, VAN DYKE, or others, because if so
the administration would tear off their hypocritical masks. So
they expect to snipe a way in close Republican districts of the
North in November and p~rade their efforts while posing in the
limelight. An adjunct of Democracy in Wisconsin, Indiana,
New Hampshire, New York, Maine, Minnesota, and throughout
the North, their poisoned-gas machines appear to be spiked
against Democrats, North .or South. No political post-mortem
is here proposed, but the approaching general election fixes attention on the methods of these Wall Street patriots who are
now aiding the administration'n efforts to capture the next
Senate and House.
Mr. BURNETT. I believe that President Taft is one of the
several vice presidents of the Security League.
1\Ir. FREAR. No; his name is not mentioned. The gentleman from Alabama and I are rated by the Root and Parker .
crowd as un-American, with 350 other 1\Iembers of Congress.
There is no politics in this; they reject aU excepting 43 Republicans and 4 Democrats. I ask to investigate thesE: inyestigators
and promise interesting results.
They seek, apparently, to divide Republicans in the North
and next to uefeat the nominees. No opposition occurs in the
South. Poison-gas attacks are made under a "loyalty" cloak,
and as an e>idence of the method of base misrepresentation
put forth in Wisconsin-too late for reply-! offer a malicious
folder, similar to that put forth in many other districts, circulatell in my own district a week before the primary, entitled
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"FREAR's record in Congress." The people of the district repudiated the folder and its authors by an overwhelming vote,
but that in no way affects the necessity' for exposing its half
truths and generar falsity, which are a fair sample of attacks
in other districts.
FALSE CHARGES AGAINST FREAR'S RECORD IN CONGRESS.

The first charge reads, "An abuse of the franking privilege."
This charge, also made in other districts, is based upon a brief
four-page statement when defending my legislative record and
exposing my detractors. A few men met in my district, inspired by the Root-Parker type of patriots, and, acting under a
pypocritical cloak of superloyalty, criticized my votes in Congress. The same charge was repeated by two or three papers
of the district. Compelled to remain in Washington because
of official duties here, the only way to acquaint my constituents
with the falsity of charges against my record was by giving an
immediate and correct statement of facts in reply. No intelligent critic questions this personal right and privilege or that
the leave to print was properly granted by the House, as in ·
thousands of cases, or the rule under which granted. - Time bas
been generously given me by the House in debates and general
discussion, but where 400 Members are equally entitled to the
floor, limited time necessitated the rule for extending remarks
in matters of similar character.
The remarks were printed at my own expense and sent out
as all other remarks are sent. Only petty dishonest opposition
would misrepresent the parliamentary practice or House rule or
fact that I fully complied with all, as shown by the record. I
have endeavored to actively help in saving a hundred million dollars or more through the defeat or reduction of wasteful bills in
Congress, and no honest critic believes I would seek to save a few
dollars postage in sending out matter not strictly frankable. If
so, the remedy is plain by presenting the matter to the House.
Two or three petty newspapers have repeated the false charge
about franking privileges by Congressmen. Our constituents
have a right to know our attitude on public questions and national legislation, but I do not care to defend a wise law or proper
practice at this time. I do desire to call attention to the fact
not gene-rally known that newspapers known as" publications of
the second class " are carried by the Government through the
mails free of ~arge to all subscribers residing in the county
where published, under section 433, postal laws.
Without that privilege thousands of weekly papers would be
compelled to suspend, because their subscribers would not paY,
the additional postage. The average small weekly probably,
averages 52,000 copies annually which are carried in the mails
free of charge throughout the year. This loss or expense to the
Government contributes largely toward the $70,000,000 annual
shortage in second-class postage revenues.
Carriage at expense of the Government of these papers must
be justified, if at all, on· grounds of educational value; but constant misrepresentation and slanders week after week by unscrupulous scribblers, in papers carried free by the Government,
is neither educational nor just to the people. When such men
question the franking privilege given Congress and yet owe their
own livelihood to free carriage daily or weekly by the Government of their papers, their dishonesty and hypocrisy merit
public contempt.
The "first" charge contained in the folder on the war J.·ecord
is that I voted against the McLemore resolution in 1916, long
before war was declared. KITCHIN, MANN, CANNON, LENROOT,
and 138 other patriotic Members voted against tabling the resolution. GRAY, KEATING, KENT, and other Democrats so voted
and were praised and supported by the President, who yet bitterly criticized LENROOT for voting the same way. That vote was
cast back in 1916, and later that same year I was elected by 14,000 majority. The charge as made is a deliberate, dishonest
effort to misrepresent the character of the resolution, the effect
of the vote, and the purpose of those so voting.
The" fourth" charge, that I voted against war, again includes
Leader KITCHIN, Gen. SHERWOO:J, VAN DYKE, and other Demo·
crats and Republicans who bad no opposition in the recent pri·
maries. Washington, Lincoln, Woodrow Wilson, Lloyd-George,
and other national leaders of this and other countries could be
equally assailed if this charge is tenable and would be debarred
from wearing the Root-Parker cross of tin. Henry Ford, leader
of the pacifists, now finds Executive approval, although his prewar record was based on financing peace measures to pre,~ent
war. These facts are concealed and the charge is willfully distorted.
The "fifth" charge, that "FREAR voted against conscription,'' is unqualifiedly false. With Speaker CLARK, Leader
KITCHIN, and over a hundred other Members, I voteu to permit
volunteering, but the provision recommended by the committee
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g-ave the President power to conscript if he found it necessary
to do so. I voted for the amended conscription bill after the volunteer provision was stricken out, and voted for the completed
bill. This libel is continuously reiterated by Security League
slanderers in the name of " patriotism."
The " ninth " charge says that " FREAB led the fight to eliminate the nitrate provision, a most important mea.sure." The last
part of the statement again is willfully false and mendacious.
I am here credited with leading tbe fight against tbe Muscle
Shoals $20,000,000 private water-power joker contained in a bill
before the war. The purpose of the fight was to prevent an
enormous steal from the Federal Treasury under a false pretense, and the entire Congress·, House and. Senate, was equally
responsible for results because, when the fraud was exposed, it
was stricken from the bill and kept out by both the Houses of
Congress·. Instead of receiving credit for preventing the steal,
these profiteering patriots in New York and Wisconsin abuse me~
1\Ir. LONGWORTH. Will the gentleman yield?
1\lr. FREAR. Yes; certainly.
Mr. LONGWORTH. The gentleman understands that only
within the last few weeks the War Department has declared that
the dam at Muscle Shoals is a nonessential and ordered work
su pended during the course of the war.
l\Ir. FREAR. I thank the gentleman ; he really led in the
last fight against the Muscle Shoals proposition this session,
although both of us voted for the proposition rather than be put
in the light of voting against a war measure.
~Ir. LONG,VORTH. We voted for every measure for making
nitrates, but we voted against establishing a water-power site
that we knew could not be use<l within four years.
1\Ir. FREAR. The gentleman from Ohio is correct.
The same lying folder next says of charges in court made
against L. B. Nagler:
Mr. FREAR testified that Nagler's reputation for loyalty was good.
The jury dfd not agree with M.r. FREAR's idea of loyalty and promptly
founc.l Mr. Nagler guilty.

Again the cowardly authors of the folder sought to prejudice
minds at the eleventh hour by a malicious lie uttered knowingly, too late for reply. The undisputed facts are that the Federal court subprenaed Justice Owen, of the State supreme court,
Secretary of State Hull, State Treasurer Johnson, and myself
to testify regarding Mr. Nagler's reputation "prior to the
charges contained in the indictment." Mr. Nagler had been
assistant secretary of state under three secretmies for a period
covering many years, ann all testified his reputation wa:s g\>Od
at the time covered by the question so far as known. I was
singled out by a blackmailing folder that unsuccessfully sought
to prejudice votes as to my loyalty by rrtisrepresenti.ng my testimony. This was done in the name of "patriotism." Other
false charges in the folder and half truths issued at the lfl.St
moment and circulated by my opponents through the district
were too late to answer. In the primary the voters repudiated
the folder and. the character assassins who helped in its circulation, an<J I carried seven out of the nine counties with over 4,000
plurality over my nearest opponent, with a good vote over all,
and received the largest indorsement ever given b.y my· home
county in all my years of public life. I am content with the
:verdict.
My reply to poisoned-gas attacks is that since the declaration
of war I have voted for every measure passed by Congress, over
100 in number, for the prosecution of the war, and shall continue to do so. My Americanism may be measured by the fact
that my father, his father before him, my only son, and I have
each worn Uncle Sam's uniform in actual service, and I am
ready to do so again if nee(l be. Political and business war
profiteers may misrepresent, and powerful organizations. acting
under a cloak of " loyalty " may deceive, but Congress and the
States will not be made the creatures of any Root-Parker
league so long as the people rule.
·
1\Ir. Speaker, I have no desire to revamp issues when once decided, lJut, while I have no fears personally of the result in
November, I can not remain silent when the poison-gas brigade
in New York, Milwaukee, and in my. own district assails my
Amerfcanism.
Loyalty to our country is universal with men on both sides
of the aisle in thi House, and some of the kindest words of encouragement that have come to me since the Wisconsin primary
are from Democratic friends. We are united· in the effort to
win the war, and all are supporting the President in that resolve.
Efforts to revive the Kaiser bugaboo will mislead no one, because at the present moment the Kaiser is kept busy with other
pressing matters over there and can not be worked overtime over
here for the coming elections. Lip patriots and poison-gas
leagues have no place in politics a.t this time. After the war is

over the greatest legislative problems that have confronted the
·country for a half century must be decided. .The people will
register their will in November based upon the political, economic, and constructive reeo.rds of me:- and of parties, and they
know that a united Congress and country will support the war 'lo
a victorious conclusion, for in that purpose there can be no
division. [Applause.]
APPENDIX.

nearing on the loyalty of and substantial service rendered
by Congress, I submit the estimate of two distinguished statesmen-one the President of the United States; the other a man
who came near reaching that same goal. but who· is equally great
as th-e able Presiding Officer of the House o:f Representatives of
the United States. ·
•
PRESIDENT WILSON'S STATEMENT.

'l'he Sixty-fifth Congress, now adjourning, deserves the gratitude and
appreciation of a 8eople whose will and purpose 1 believe it h&~ faithfully expressed.
ne can not examine the record of its action wi!h:.'•ttt
being impressed by its completeness, its courage, and its full comprehension of a great task. The needs of the Army and the Navv have been
met in a way that assures the effectiveness of American arms, and the·
war-making branch of the Government ~::ts been abundantly equipped
with the powers that were necessaxy to make the action of the Nation
effective.
I believe that it has also in equal degree, and as far as po~sible in the
face of war, safeguarded the rights of the people and kept in mind the
consideration of social justice, so often obscured in the hasty readjustments of such a ·t:risis.
.
It seems to me th-at the work of this remarkable session has not only
been done thoroughly, but that it has also been done with the utmost
dispatch possible in the circumstances or consistent with a full consid
eration of the t-x.ceedingly critical matters dealt with. Best of all, it
has left n.o doubt as to the spiMt and determination of the country, but
has affirmed th-em as loyally and as emphatically as our tine soldiers
wm affirm them on tlle firing line.
4

SPEAKER CLARK'S STATEMENT TO THE HO-m:!lil OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives, I con.gratulate you on tbe
ending of the most important session of Congress in the history of the
Republie. Tbe amount of business that we have transacted is absolutely amazing and stupendous. I th~ every Member of this House
has contributed all that was in him to the support of the GovernmPnt
cf the United States in this great emergency. So far as I have been able
to observe-and I have observed very closEly-partisan politics have
been temporarily biUlished fra.m this House.
r think every man ha~ given the utmost of patriotism to his service
here. I doubt very much wheth r any other Congress froro .now until
the day of judgm.ent will ever vote as much money in one session as we
have voted; I hope not. Every dollar that the departments have ask~
or the President has made It appear they needed, they have got, an{l the
Sixty-fifth Congress has deserved well of the country.
THE JUDGES AND THEIR I:NSPIBATlON.

Eight measures to determine the loyalty of Congressmen and
ot the States, used by the defender of Boss Tweed, and a discredited presidential aspirant who ran on a party platform in
. 1904 favoring a "reduction of the Army." No. 1. Tabling the
McLemore resolution, 1\Iureh 7, 1916. No-. 2. Kahn amendment
to the committee Army bill, April 18, 1916. No. 3: Brandegee
Senate amendment to the Army bill, April 18, 1916. No. 4. Pro.viding for a volunteer reserve under Federal eontro·l. April 13,.
1916. No. 5. To re<:ommit naval bill, June 2, 1916. No. 6.
Amendment as to American ships carrying arms or ammunition-all before war. No. 7. Declaration of War, April 5, 1917.. No. 8. Kahn amendment on conscription, April 23, 1917.
THE INSOLENT QUESTIONNAIRE.

The "Security" League gets whatever standing it has obtained from its two "honorary presidents." Its." congressional
. committee chairman," who finds Chairmen FERRIS and FEss
lacking in Americanism, speaking for patriots Root and Parker,
says to every candidate for Congress, the questionnaire will
be given "country-wide publicity," thanks to a security-league
controlled press that has lampooned Congress in the past and is
confidently expected to continue· that tusk of "patriotism."
[Elihu Root, honorary presiDent; Alton R Parker, honorary vicepresident; Charles E. Lydecker, president; Henry L. West, executive
secretary. Telephone, Murray Hill fl145.]
TH:I!l NATIONAL SE"CURITY LE.A.GUl!J (INC.)'
CONGRESSIONAL COMMIT~EE,

New York, September 18·, 1918.

DmAn SIR: We take the liberty of handing you. Inclosed two blaDk
forms of a " questionnaire " which is being submitted to every olficial
candidllte for Congress and to which we trust you will reply in due
course.
In sending this to you it is proper that we should explain th-at the
work of this committee is a sb.·ictly nonpartisan en~avor to assist in
the election to Congress of candidates whQse Ameriea.ni-sm is unquestioned and who possess the character, ability, and capacity that qualify them for the office.
This comm!ttee does not set itself up as a judge of candMates. Its
scope is merely to record and publish facts and to do so according to
well-defin ed principles and rulPs f1·om wbicb there will be no deviation
in favor of or against any individual or of any party.
A digest of the replies to the "questi{}:nnaire " will be given countrywide publicity.
Very truly, yours,
CHAS. D. OR'rH,
Chairman Con.gt·essional Committet~.
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[Elihu Root, honorary :->resid'ent; Alton B. Parker. honorary vice presi·
dent; Charles E. Lytlecker, president; Henry L. ·w est, executive secretary. Telephone, Murray Hill 9145.]
.
THE NATIONAL SECURITY LEAGUE (INC.).

19 West Forty.fourth Street, New l·o,·k.

Co.xGnEssro:x.l.L CoMMITTEE (CHARLES
QUESTIONNAIRE.

D.

OnTH, CHAIRMAN).

Th~ work of this committee is strictly nonpartisan.
This questionnaire is being addressed to tbe nominees to Congt·ess of
every party. The replies will be carefully examined and compiled for
publication.
Two blanks are sent to enable candidates to preserve a copy of their
reply.
If replies are not receh·ed within a period equal to mail time plus 10
clays, it will be regarded as a declination to respond, in which case the
committee wUI send copies of the questionnaire to friends and opponents
of the candidate for· the purpose of securing the best available data.
1. Name.
2. Residence address.
3. Business address.
4. rresent occupation.
5. Occupations for the past 15 years.
G. What public offices prE-viously held?
7. (a) What hns been the candidate's position since July, 1914, on
prepp.redness?
(b) In what way is the c:tndidate directly on record as expressing
these views?
(c) Is the candidate's present position the £amc as given in answer
to (a) ? .
8. (a) What was the candidate's viewpoint about the Unitell States
entering the war prior to the declaration of war, April 5, 1917?
(b) What record exists embodying these viE-ws?
(c) Have the candidate's views since changed regarding the participation of the United States in the war?
. .
9. Will the candidate pledge himself to be an advocate of peace with
Tictory-by which is meant a vigorous prosecution of the war until Ger·
many, Austria, and Turkey concede the claims of the allies?
10. By what achievements in politics, business, or professional life
has the candidate demonstrated hls ability to cope with the problems of
the Nation?
11. What other views or policies regarding the war and reconstruction does the candidate advocate?
Please reply to questions 1 to 6 in the spaces provided above.
Replies to questions 7 to 11 should be made in the blank spaces on
pages :.!, 3, and 4 ; please number each reply to correspond to the question.

...-

COXTniBUTIONS AND EXPE~-x>ITURES OF THE "LEAGUE."

A congressional investigation of membership of the " RootParker league," its contributors, contributions, and expenditures,
will disclose the truth or falsity of an oft-repeated statement that
the league is financed by war profiteers, including especially
munition makers, and that the object of attacks is not related to
patriotism.
The purpose of the resolution introduced, primarily, is to ascertain 'yhether charges made by the league, that would be crimi·
nal if made against the President, and grounds of impeachment
if made against the Supreme Court, are not equally grounds of
contempt when made against a coordinate branch of the Government by an ex-United States Republican Senator and a disappointed Democratic politician, whose own past records would
be of ernce in determining purity of intentions.
Mr. TREADWAY. :Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
for three minutes.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Massachusetts asks
unanimous consent to address the House for three minutes.
I there objection?
There was no objection.
1\Ir. TREADWAY. Mr. Speaker, I desire to rea<l u letter
which I received this morning from an esteemed constituent.
It is as follows :
·
NORTll ADAMS, MASS., September 20, 1918.

Hon.

ALLE~

T.

TBEApW.!.Y,

Douse of Rep,·esentativesJ Washington, D. 0.

HONORABLE DEAR Sm: Inclosed you will find circular and letter to
me from the Review of Reviews Co., seeking subscription for the
magazine, and offering 2,000 Questions and Answers About the War
ns a premium. I understand that this book is full of German prop·
uganda ; and if it is so, why does not the Government suppress such
work, which is conducted through the mail?
Yours, truly,
--- ---.

The circular letter from the magazine Review of Reviews
contains an extract from the volume. It contains an indorse·
ment by Mr. George Creel, the chairman of the Committee on
Public Information, ·of ·the volume which, I understand, later
he found it wise to withdraw. But be. that as it may, it seems
to me such a propaganda as this ought to be called to the at·
tention of the proper ·postal authorities in order that our
mail shall not be used for such purposes. I submit the letter
I have received for the purpose of calling it to the attention
of the department .in this way.
1\Ir. DECKER. Will the gentleman give us the elate of the
letter?
Mr. TRE1ADWA.Y. September 20.
Mr. DECKER. I reenn of the circular.
l\lr. TREADWAY. It has no date; it lJears the postmark of
New York . . The enTelope contains the question, "Did tl)e Ger·
man. warn the passengers on the IAcsitaniat" a yery inappro·
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priate question to attract the attention of per ons receiving it
in the mail.
1\Ir. DECKER. I would like to state for the gentleman's
benefit that at least two weeks ago the Review of Reviews
stopped the publication of that book, and that fact has been
announced in an the newspapers of the country. The Gov·
ernment stopped it at least two weeks ago.
1\Ir. TRE...illWAY. The publication of the book may have
been stopped; I know nothing as to that, but it is being ·
circulated at the present time, and e-vidence is submitted here
to that effect.
Mr. DECKER. I would state ~ith due respect that that
is tbe reason I wanted the gentleman to state the <late of the
letter. I think the gentleman has been sent a letter at least
two weeks old.
1\Ir. TREADWAY. I doubt that, but if it is two weeks old,
it i the fault of the Post Office Department in not dating their
mail when they stamp it. This bears the postmark of New
York City, and if the en-velope is not new, it certainly ought to
show when it was put in the mail by the Review of Reviews.
The Post Office Department is at fault in allowing the circu·
lation of such a publication at any time. It is my opinion that
my constituent sent me the circular as soon as he received it.
TRADE-MA.RKS

Al\-n

COMMERCIAL

NAMES.

1\lr. SIMS. 1\lr. Speaker, I wish to submit a unanimousconsent reque ·t to have a rereference of the bill ( S. 4889)
from the Committee on Patents to the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce. I made this request once before. This
is a department bill and was introduced in the Senate and also
in the House and was referred to tho Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce in the Hou e and to the Committee on
Commerce in the Senate.
The SPEAKER. What is the bill about?
Mr. SIMS. It is a bill with reference to putting into effect
pro-vision of the treaty with respect to trade·marks and -patents
in South American countries. The gentleman from New York,
chairman of the Committee on Patents [1\Ir. CHABLES B;
SMITH], is present. I haTe spoken to him about the matter,
and he has no objection to this request.
1\.Ir. WALSH. 1\lr. Speaker; I object.
1\lr. SIMS. 1\I.r. Speaker, I would like to ha-ve the gentleman
from New York make a statement in respect to the matter.
1\Ir. CHARLES B. SMITH. Mr. Speaker, this bill .was originally .introduced by the gentleman .from Tennessee [Mr. SIMs]
and was referred to the Committee .on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce. That committee considered the bill for some time.
The· bill \Vas passed by the Senate, and it was sent to his com·
mittee. Under the circumstances, as chairman of the Com·
mittee on Patents, I have no objection to having the Senate
bill sent to the same committee, which hns considered an iden·
tical Hou e bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Speaker, I object.
1\Ir. GOOD. l\I.r. Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
1\Ir. GOOD. To submit a unanimous-con ent request. I ask
unanimous censent that I may have the pri-vilege of addressing
the House to·morrow for 20 minutes immediately after the read·
ing of the Journal.
·
Mr. HEFLIN. 1\lr. Speaker, I make the same request, that I
may ha-ve 20 minutes after the gentleman from Iowa tomorrow.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from .Iowa a ·ks leave to address the House for 20 minutes after the reading of the Journal
and the cleaning up of business on the Speaker's table. Is there
objection?
Mr. SIMS. 1\lr. Speaker, reser-ving the right to object, if it
is in order, we want to take up the emergency power bill. There
has already been-a rule reported, and I do not want to make a
unanimous-consent agreement-The SPEAKER. Is tl)ere objection to this request?
Mr. NOLAN. 1\Ir. Speaker, reserving the -right to object,
there is another bill tl1at has a privileged status. coming up be·
fore the po:wer bill . . The ri1le is r~a.dy, so I s-erve notice on
the gentleman-The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Iowa?
·
1\Ir. SIMS. I object, if it deldys either one of these bills.
The SPEAKER. · The gentleman can not make a conditional
objection. It is either yes or no.
1\Ir. SIMS. Then I object, for the first time in_my life.
. The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tennessee objects. The
gentle.m an from Alabama T\·anted to speak after the speech of
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the gentleman from Iowa, and of the gentleman from Iowa cnn
not get to speak the gentleman from Alubama-Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my request if the
gentlemen want to take up this legislation. I just wanted an
·opportunity to reply to what the gentleman from Iowa might
say if he spoke.
l\Ir. GOOD. I desire to speak on the subject of campaign
conb·ibu tions.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman's request has already been
objected to.
Mr. GOOD. 1\Iay I ask who objected to the request?
1\Ir. SIMS. I objected solely on the ground it would defer
action on this bill. I have no other objection to the gentleman
speaking.
1.\lr. GOOD. The gentleman will lose more than 20 minutes
ou the other bill.
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw the objection.
Mr. DYER. Mr. Speaker, I object, then.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from l\fissouri objects.
1\lr. DYER. I object to the request of the gentleman from
Alabama and also to that of the gentleman from Iowa.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Alabama bas not pre.
ferred any request and that is surplusage.
1.\lr. DYER. Then I withdraw my objection.
The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman from Missouri withoraw his objection?
Mr. DYER. I withdraw it.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to t}le gentleman from
Iow·a speaking?
l\1r. HEFLIN. 1.\Ir. Speaker, reserving the right to object-Mr. COX. 1.\ir. Speaker, I object, and I am going to stand
hitched to it.
STIMUL\.TION OF AGBICULTURE.
1.\Ir. CANDLER of Mississippi. Mr. Speaker, I move that the
House resolve itself into the Committee of the Whole House on
the state of the Union for the consideration of the bill (H. R.
11945) with Senate amendments.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Mississippi moves that
the House resolve itself into the Committee of the Whole House
ou the state of the Union for the consideration of the Senate
amendments to the bill (H. R. 11945).
1.\lt·. CANDLER of Mississippi. And pending that motion I
"·ant to arrive, if I can, at some agreement with reference to
genera] debate.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will read the title of the bill fk:,; t.
The Clerk read as follows :
An act (H. R. 11945) to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry
out, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the
act entitled "An act to provide further for the national security an·d
defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of
agricultural products."

1.\Ir. CANDLER of Mississippi. I would like to ask the gentleman from Iowa what he suggests in reference to general debate
on these amendments?
l\1r. HA{JGEN. Mr. Speaker, we have several requests, and
we think we should have an hour and a half on this side, at
least. The requests are coming in pretty rapidly here, and I
think we had better have at least two hours on this side.
1\11·. CANDLER of Mississippi. It looks to me like we ought
to ~et along with an hour on a side in reference to this matter
in general debate. There are a good many amendments ta be
considered.
Mr. KAHN. l\Ir. Speaker, reserving the right to object-l\1r. CANDLER of Mississippi. I have not preferred a request; we are trying to arrive at something on which to base
a request for time.
l\Ir. KAHN. I understand that.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman has not made any request;
be is trying to make a request.
l\lr. CANDLER of Missis ippi. I was trying to get some basis
llJHiu which ·to make the request.
'i'lle SPEAKER. What .is the request of the gentleman from
:Mis:-:issippi?
~11-. CAl'\TDI.. ER of 1.\fissi sippi.
In order that we may get some
basis to arrh-e at, I will suggest an hour on a side.
1\Ir. SABATH. ·w hat do I understand by an hour on a si<le?
~lr. CA....
'N'DLER of 1.\Iissi sippi. An hour on this side and an
l1out· on that side for the purpose of general debate.
.l\It·. SABATH. Where will we on this side who are opposed
to the bill receh-e our time?
~Jr. U.-\NDLER of 1\lis~issippi.
We will endeavor to take care
(){ ~·ou geutlf'men on this side.
l\11-. SABATH . . We are against the bilL
~lr. HAt;GEN. 'Ve haYe a number of gentlemen on this si<le
"·hn desire time, and they would have to be cut down consiuf:rably. 'fhe gentleman is aware of what took place here · ri.
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minute ago; and with so~e speakers to-morrow, in order to ex~
pedite the pas age of thi bill-Mr. LEYER. I suggest to the gentleman from Iowa that this
side has very little requests for time; most of it comes from the
other siUe. It seems to me that we might get along with .an
hour m;td a half. ·what does the gentleman think of an hom and
a half;·will that be sufficient?
·
,1\Ir. HAUGEX. I ha\e requests for more than_ two hours,
and I think they are entitled to it. I do not think we could get
through with any shorter time.
l\fr. MO~TDELL. I think the gentleman will expedite the pas. sage of his bill by allowing liberal time for debate.
Mr. GALLAGHER. The gentleman ought to find out who is
for and against and divide the time that way. This is a matter ·
we are all interested in. This side and that side the gentleman
says is trying to di\ide the time. 'Vhat docs the gentleman
mean by that?
1\Ir. HAUGEN. There are a number of que tions in\olved. I
take it Members will be for a number of amendments and
against others, and that it will be impossible to divide the tirne
in that way, but we ought to give sufficient time.
1\ir. LEVER. I will say to the gentleman from Illinois he has
ir:. mind one amendment of the Senate, but there are thirty-odd
amendments there.
.
1\Ir. GALLAGHER. That is the most important amendment
that I have in mind.
Mr. SABATH. You mean the confiscation nmcmlment?
The SPEAKER. Has the gentleman any request to make. All
of this talk is out of order.
Mr.. LEVER. I suggest to the gentleman from Iowa that we
take an hour and a half on a side.
l\lr. HAUGEN. I can not possibly get through with that.
If I can get through with two hours, that is the very best I
can do.
1\Ir. CAl'>.'NO~. Do you propose to have some debate under the
five-minute rule?
1\Ir. LEVER. It would be in order to -ha\e debate under the
five-minute rule.
1\Ir. .1.\IONDELL. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
there are many important Senate amendments to this bill, as the
gentleman has just sugge ted. The debate will apply to some
eA-'i:ent to a number of those amendments. The prohibition
amendment is a very important one, but there are otl1er amendments to the bill that gentlemen desire to discuss, and altogether
they will take a considerable amount of time, and I am sure
that at least two hom·s will be needed on this side of the Hall
by gentlemen for and again t it.
I assume, of course, the gentleman from Iowa [l\Ir. HAUGEN], .
if he has charge of the time, will divide the time equitably
and fair on this side, as I am sure it will be so divided on that
side. Two hours on a side, or at least two hours on this side, is
about the least time in which the matter could be disposed of.
Mr. CANDLER of l\li ·sissippi. Will it be largely confined to
the amendments to this bill or to other matters?
Mr. MONDELL. Altogether to this bill.
1\lr. CAl-.TDLER of Mississippi. l\lr. Speaker, then I ask
unanimous consent that general debate be fixed at four hours,
two hours to be controlled by the gentleman from Iowa [1.\Ir.
IlAUGE~] and two hours to be controlled by myself on this side.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from l\1ississippi [1.\lr. CANDLER] asks unanimous consent that general debate be confined to
four hours, two hours to be controlled by himself and two hours
by the gentleman from Iowa [l\Ir. HA.t;GE~].
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, I
would like to know if part of the two hours to be controlled by
tbe gentleman from Mi ;sissippi [1.\Ir. C.-L."qDLER] will be divided
among those who are opposed to some of tbe amemlments in
the bill?
l\Ir. CANDLER of ~Iississippi. It will be divided equitably .
in consideration of the number of amendments that are pending.
As state<J by the gentleman from South Carolina [l\lr. LEVEB]
awhile ago, there are thirty and odd amendments here. We
can not a Hot any great part of the time to the discussion of one
amendment when there are a great many other amendments.
1\Ir. S.!.BATH. I appreciate that. Nevertheless, -there is one
amendment which is of great importance, which attempts to
eliminate and confiscate millions and millions of dollars worth of
property.
Mr. 1VALSH. Mr. Speaker, I call for the regular ord.er.
The SPEAKER. The regular order is, Is there objection to t11e
request of the gentleman fom South Carolina [l\fr. LE\ER] for
four hours general .debnte, two hour: on a shle?
:!\It·. DYER. Unless I <'an obtain some information from the
gentleman from Iowa L~l~. HAUGEN], I shall · be compelled to
object.
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NOT VOTING-144.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. DYER. I object.
Anthony
Flood
Kennedy, n. r.
Roberts
The SPEAKER The gentleman fro.m Missouri objects. The Aswell
Flynn
Kettner
Robinson
Rouse
nue tion i on goin.l! into the Committee of the Whole House on Bacharach.
Foss
Kreider
'J
~
Baxkley
Francis
La Follette
Row.! and
the state of the Union.
Bell
Fuller, l\Iass.
LaGuardia
Rus ell
The question was taken, and the Speaker announced that the Britten
Gallivan
Langley
Scott, Pa..
•t
Browning.
Gandy
Lea. Cal.
Shacklefortl
ayes 8eemed t o h ave 1 •
Campbell, Pa.
Gard
Lehlharh
Siegel
Mr. DYER. Mr. Speaker, I demand' a division.
Caraway
Garland
Linthicum
Slayden
'I'he House divided ; and there were--ayes 109~ noes 11.
Cary
Gillett
Little
s~~f
l\lr. DYER. l\lr. Speaker, I make the point there •is .no Church
Glass
Littlepage
Clark, Fla.
Godwin, N .. C.
London
Snyder
quorum present.
Cleary
Goodwin, Ark.
Lonergan
Sterling, III.
Stevenson.
Mr.· CALDWELL. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of no· · Collier
Gould
Lundeen
Stines
quorum.
Connally, Tex.
Graham, Ill.
McCormick.
. Cooper, W.Va.
Graham, Pa.
McFadden
Sullivan
The SPEAKER. Two gentlemen, one fi~om 1\Iis ouri and one Copley
Gray, N.J.
McKinley
Switzer
Tague
from New· York, make the point of no quorum, and evidently Costello
Greene, Mass.
Mann·
Talbott
there is none.
Crago
,Griest
Mason
Cramton
Griffin
Mays
Taylor, Colo.
The Doorkeeper will close the doors, the Sergeant at Arms . Dale, N. Y.
Hamilton, N. Y. Moore, Pa.
T('mpleton
Thomas
will notjfy the ab entees, and the Clerk will call the roll. Those Dale, Vt.
Harrison, Va.
:Mott
VanDyke
in favor of going into the· Committee · of the Whole· House on Denison
Davis
Heat()n.
Nelson
Heintz
Oliver,
N.Y.
Vare
the state of the Union will, as· their names are called, answer Dies
Hel.vering
OlnPy
Vinson
Walton:
"yea," and those opposed' will answer , .. nay."
B~~~~gs
M~~dley
~~-ean.nessy
Waru
The question was taken; and there were--yeas 257, nays 29, Dough ton
Houston
Phelan
Wat on, Pa·.
answered " present " 1, not voting 144, as follows: :
Drane
Howard
Polk
Welling
Drukker
BWD.phre-ys
Powers
Whaley
YEAS-257.
Edmonds
Husted
Prie~
Wllson·, Til.
Emerson
Hutchinson
Purnell
Winslow
Alexander
Ellsworth
Kraus
Saunders, Va.
· Wise
Estopinal
Johnson, R. Dak. Ragsdale
Almon.
Elston.
Larsen
Schall
Wood
Ind.
Fairchild,
G.
W.
Johnson,
Wash.
RamseyAnd('rson
Esch
Lazaro
Scott, Iowa
Ferris
J ·on.es
Randall
Woods; Iowa
Ashbrook
Evans
Lee, Ga.
Scott, Mich.
Fess
Kelley,
1\llch.
Rankin
Austin
Fairchild, B. L.
Lesher
Scully
Ayres
Fairfield
Lever
Sears
So the motion was ag:reed to.
Baer
Farr
Lobeck
Sells
.
The Clerk announced the following pairs ~
Bankhead
Fields
Lufkin
Shallenberger
Fisher ·
Barnhart
Lunn
Sh~ley.
l\lr. LrrrLEPAGE with l'tir. CooPER of 'Vest Virginia.
Beakes
Focht
McArthur
Sherwood·
l'tir. TALnOTT with Mr. BROWNING
Fordney
Beshlin
McClintic
Shouse.
Mr. VAN DYKE with Mr. PuRNELL;
Black
Foster
Sims
McCulloch
Blackmon
Frear
McKenzie
Sinnott
Mr. SLAYDEN with Mr. · LA.NGLEYL
Fre('man
Bland, Ind.
McKeow!l
Sjsson
1\lr. RANDALL with 1\fr. Foss.
Bland, Va.
French
McLaughlin, Mich.Sloan ·
Mr. BELL with Mr. WmsLo\V-.
Fuller, Ill;
Blanton
Madden
Sml th, I'd abo
Booher
Garner
- !rag-Pe
Smith, !llich.
Mr. TAGUE with Mr. KENNEDY of Rhode Island..
Borland
Garrett, Tenn.
Mansfield
Smith, C. B.
Mr~ :MA.mm -vith 1\Ir. GBA.Y of New Jersey.
Bowers
Garrett, Tex.
!tapes
Snell
Mr. Or.rvE&. of New York with Mr. SwiTZER.
GlyiUL
Brand
Martin
Snook
Brodbeck
Merritt
Steagall
Good
Mr. DALE of New York with Mr. BBITTEN.
Goodall
Browne
Miller, Minn.
Stedman
Mr. VINS(}N with Mr. MoTT.
Brumbaugh
~ordon
Miller, Wash.
Steele
Mr. LEA or California with Mr. McKINLEY.
Gray, Ala.
Bnchanan
Mandell
Steenerson
Burnett
Green, Iowa
Montague_
St~phen.s, Miss.
l\lr. FERRis with l\fr. DaLE of Vermont.
·
Burroughs
Greene, Vt.
Stephens, Nebr.
Moon
Mr. ROBINSON with Mr. STINESSr
Gregg
Butler
Morgan
~·terling, Pa.
Hadley
Morin,
Strong
Mr. HENSLEY with l\liss RANrriN.
Byrnes, S. C.
Byrns, Tenn.
Sumners
~U~on, Mich. Mudd
Mr. LINTHICUM with Mr. FESS.
Campbell, Kans.
Neely
Sweet
Mr. · HUMPHREYS witli Mr. DAVIS~
Candler, Miss.
HardYNicholls; S. C.
'l'aylor, .Ark.
Cannon
Harrison, Miss.
Nichols, Mich.
Temple
Mr. DoUGHTON' with Mr. ANTHONY.
Hastings
Norton
Thompson
Can trill
Mr GALLIVAN with l\fr. GoULD.
Haugen
Carlin
Oldfield
Tillman
Mr. AsWELL With Mr. BACHARACH.
Hawley
Carter, Mass.
Oliver, Ala.
Tilson
Hayuen.
Osborne
Timberlake
Mr. ESTOPINAL with Mr. CoPLEY.
Carte!'t Okla.
Hayes
Overmyer
Towner
Chan~Uer, Okla.
Mr. KETTNER with lli. Gn:AHAM of nnnois.
Heflin
Clark, Pa.
Overstreet
~eartway
Mr. O'SHAUNESSY with Mr. GRIEST.
Classon
Helm
Padgett
Venable
Claypool
Hersey
Paige .
Ves-tal
Mr. SULLIVAN with Mr. HUTCHINSO~.
Parker, N. Y.
Voigt
Connelly..t Kans. Hicks
Mr. CoLLIER with 1\Ir. STERLING of Tilinois.
Hllliard
Cooper, uhio
Peters
V:olstead
The result of the vote was announced as above recorded.
Holland
Cooper, Wis.
Platt
Waldow
Hollingsworth
Cox
Porter
W~lker
The SPEAKER. A quorum i's pre ent. The Doorkeeper
Crisp
Huddle ton
Pou
Walsh
will open the doors. The gentleman from Kentucky [~fr.
Crosser
Hull, Iowa
Pratt
Wason
JoHNsoN] will please take · the chair.
Currie, Mich.
Hull, Tenn ..
Quin
Watkins
Curry, Cal,
Igoe
Rainey, H. T.
Watson, Va.
Thereupon tile House re o1ved itself into Committee of the
Dallinger
Ireland
Jlaker
Weaver
Whole
House on the state of the Union for the consideration· of
Jacoway.
Da·r row
Ramseyer
Webb
Senate amendment to the bill (H. R. 1'1945) to enable the SecRayburn
Welt:y
James
Decker
Dempsey
Johnson, Ky.
Reavis .
Wheeler·
retary of Agriculture to carry out, during the fiscal year endDent
Juul
Reed
White, Ohio
ing June 30, -19!9, the purposes of the act entitled "An net tO'
Denton
Kearns
Robbins
Williams
Dewalt
provide further for the national security and defen e by stimu·
Keating
Rodenberg
Wilson, La.
Dickinson
Kt-hoe
Rogers
Wilson, Tex.
lating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agri<'u:l·
Kelly, Pa.
Romjue.
Wingo
Dm
tural products," with Mr. JoH soN of Kentucky in the chair.
Dillon
Kennedy, Iowa
Rose
W oodyacd
Dixon.
Key, Ohio
The CHAIRMAN. The House is in Committee of the Wlwle
Rowe
Wright
Kiess, Pa.
Dominick
Rubey
Young, N.Dak.
House on the state of the Union for the purpo~ e of conside1ing
Doolittle
Rucker
Young, Tex.
Kincheloe
the Senate amendments to the bill H. n. 11945. The Clet~k'
Dowell
King
Sanders, Ind.
Zihlman·
Dunn
Kinkaid
Sanders, La.
will report the title o: the bill and the Senate amendments in
Eagle
Kitchin
Sanders, N. Y.
their order.
· Sanford
Elliott
Knutson
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I ask for recognition under
NAYS-29.
general debate.
Eagan
McLemore
caldwell
Sabath
The Clerk read the title of the bill. as follows:
Carew.
Galla.gfier
Maher
Smith, T. F.
A bill (H. R. 11945) to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry
Sta1ford
Chandler, N.Y.
Hamill
Meeker
out, during the tlsoal year ending June ao, l!HU, th<.> purpo es of the
Coady
Ha. kell
Moores, Ind.
Swift
act entitled "An act to provide further for tbe national security and
Delaney
Kahn
Nolan
Tinkham
Longworth
Parker, N.J.
defense by stimulating agriculture and facllitating the distribution of
Donovan
agricultural products."
Dupr~
1\.fcAndrews
Rainey, J. W.
McLaughlin, Pa_ Riordan
Dyec
l\lr. LEVER rose.
ANSWERED '· PRESENT "-1.
The CHAIRMAN. For what purpose does the gentleman
White, Me•
from South Carolina rise?
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. Mr. LEVER. If the gentleman from Wisconsin [1\fr. STAFFORD] will indulge me for a moment-1\Ir. STAFFORD. I will yield to the gentleman for a question-1\lr. LEVER. I think we can expedite this thing.
The CHAIRMAN. Did the Chair understand that the gentleman from Wisconsin yielded the floor?
1\fr. STAFFORD. By no means. I yielded for a question.
1\!r. LEVER. It is a little bit more than a question. I am
satisfied that we can pass this bill this afternoon if we will
all make up our minds to do it. Personally I have no reason
for wanting to hurry this matter through, but there are a number of gentlen:en here who have their ·primaries on to-morrow,
who have their resen·ations bought, and who expect to leave
here to-night. I have been trying to arrange matters so that
these could leave the city and yet have an opportunity to vote
on this important bill. It is my intention to allow the first
paragraph of this bill to be read and then to move that the
committee rise, with a view to seeing if we could not reach
some agreement as to general debate. I am willing, so far
as I am concerned, and my colleagues on this side are willing,
that liberal debate shall be l1ad on this bill. So far as I am
concerned. I am willing that two hours to a side be given.
That would enable us to finish this bill by half past 6 or 7
ami avoid the difficulty and the jam in which we find ourselves.
If the gentleman from Wisconsin will permit me to try out that
procedure I will do so.
Mt·. STAFFORD. I have no objection to the original plan
suggested by the gentleman of having two hours on a side for
general debate£ one-half to be controlled by the gentleman
from 1\lississippi [1\Ir. CANDLER] and one-half to be controlled
by the gentleman from Iowa [1\fr. HAUGEN]. If the gentleman wishes to move that the committee do now rise, and will
state that on getting into the House he will move to close debate in two hours on a side, I will yield for that purpose.
1\lr. HAUGEN. I suggest that unanimous consent be granted
to my colleague from Iowa [l\1r. GooD] for 20 minutes tomorrow.
1\Ir. LEVER. I will undertake to get, -after we get back to
the House, 20 minutes to-morrow for the gentleman from Iowa
[Mr. GooD] on the condition that my colleague from Alabama
[1\Ir. HEFLIN] shall have a like amount of time.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. 'Vill the gentleman move, when we get
back to the House, to close debate in four hours, two hours on a
side, or ask it by unanimous consent?
1\fr. LEVER. I will try to get unanimous consent. If I
can not get it, I will move to close debate in four hours' time,
the time to be equally divided.
1\Ir. DEMPSEY. Ought there not to be included in the gentleman's request a motion or provision that the vote be taken
at a certain time?
1\Ir. LEVER. That is almost impossible. I have no idea
that we will hR'\e any trouble in getting the five-minute debate.
I ask unanimous consent that the first section of the bill be read.
The CHA. IRMAN. The Clerk will read the first amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
First amendment, page 2 - -

l\Ir. STAFFORD. I thought the gentleman was going to
move to rise.
1\Ir. LEVER. 'Ve have to read first.
· Mr. STAFFORD. I did not yield the floor for that purpose.
The status of the parliamentary situation was that I or any
other Member of the House was entitled to one hour for general debate.
Mr. LEVER. Then, Mr. Chairman, I move that the committee do now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the committee rose; and the Speaker having resumed the chair, Mr. JoHNSON of Kentucky, Chairman of the
Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union, reported that that committee had had nder consideration Senate amendments to the bill (H. n. 11945) to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out, during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled "An act to proTide further for the national security and defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agricultural
products," and had come to no resolution thereon.
1\[J·. LEVI~H.
Mr. Speaker, I move that the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole House on the state of the
Union for the further consideration of the bill H. R. 11945; and
pending that, I ask unanimous consent that the general debut~
on this bill be limited to four hours, the gentleman from Iowa
[l\Ir. HAUGEN] to control two hours and the gentleman from
l\lississippi [Mr. CANDLER] to conh·ol two hours.
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~ The SPEAKER. The gentleman from South Carolina, pending
the motion to go into the Committee of the Whole House on the
state of the Union, asks unanimous consent that general debate
on these Senate amendments to the bill H. R. 11945 be limited to
four hours, two hours to be controlled by the gentleman from
Mississippi [Mr. CANDLER] and two hours by the gentleman from
Iowa [Mr. HAuGEN]. Is there objection?
Mr. DEMPSEY. I object, Mr. Speaker. I mo\e that the
House consume one hour-Mr. IGOE. I demand the 'regular order, Mr. Speaker, if
there is objection made.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from South Carolina [1\Ir.
LEVER] moves that the general debate on these amendments be
limited to four hours, two hours to be controlled by the gentleman from Iowa and two hours to be controlled by the gentleman from l\1ississippi. The question is on agreeing to that
motion.
Mr. SAUNDERS of Virginia. 1\Ir. Speaker, you can not include the control of the time.
The SPEAKER. No; that is not in it.
Tile question was taken, and the motion was agreed to.
Mr. LEVER. Now, 1\!r. Speaker, put the question of going
into Committee of the Whole. I ask unanimous consent that
the time fixed shall be divided, two hours to be contL·olled by
thP. gentleman from Iowa and two hours by the gentleman from
Mississippi.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from South Carolina asks
unanimous consent that the four hours agreed upon be divided
half and half between the gentleman from Mississippi and the
gentleman from Iowa. Is there objection?
1\fr. HASTINGS. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. 'l'he gentleman will state it.
Mr. HASTINGS. Is this general debate to be confined to the
bill?
The SPEAKER. There is no rule or agreement in relation
to it. As it stands it is like any other general debate.
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, let me submit another unani•
mons-consent request in order to save time. I understand the
gentleman from Iowa [Mr. GooD] desires to address the House
for 20 minutes to-morrow immediately after reading the Jour·
nal and clearing up business on the Speaker's table. I ask
unanimous consent that after matters are disposed of on the
Speaker's desk the gentleman from Iowa may address the
House for 20 minutes and that the ge11tleman from Alabama
[Mr. HEFLIN] may address the House for 20 minutes if he
desires.
The SPEAKER. As soon as these other matters are out of
the way the Chair will put the request.
·
1\lr. HAMLIN. Mr. Speaker, I would like to know whether
this debate is to be limited to the bill or not.
The SPEAKER. The Chair does not know.
Mr. HAMLIN. I think it ought to be limited to the bill.
The SPEAKER. What the Chair desires to ascertain is
whether there is objection to the division of the four hours
in accordanoo with the request of the gentleman from South
Carolina. [After a pause.] The Cha,ir hears none. The gentleman from South Carolina preferred another request, that
to-morrow after the reading of the Journal and clearing up
the business on the Speaker's table the gentleman from Iowa
be permitted to address the House for 20 minutes and the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. HEFLIN] for 20 minutes. Is there_
objection?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the motion to go into
Committee of the Whole House on the state o~ the Union.
The question was taken, and the motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the House resolved itself into Committee of the
'Vhole House on the state of the Union, with Mr. JoHNSON of
Kentucky in the chair.
The CHAIRMAN. The House is now in Committee of the
Whole House on the state of the Union for the consideration
of Senate amendment 13 to the bill H. R. 11945.
Mr. HAUGEN. Mr. Chairman, I yield 30 minutes to the
gentleman from California [1\Ir. · KAHN].
•
Mr. KAHN. Mr. Chait•man, during all the days of my life I
have been a firm believer in temperance; not alone temperance
in the use of liquor, but temperance in the use of food. '.fhe
doctors tell us that every year GOO,OOO people in this country uig
their graves with their teeth by overeating. I believe, too, that
intemperance in exercise leads to the breaking down of the
physical tissues, and is bad. But in my opinion prohibition
will never cure the liquor e\il. . On the contrary, I believe it
will bring about infinitely worse evils than the liquor evil.
There are in this country to-day 1,500,000 authenticated" dope"
fiends, men and women who take cocaine, morphine, heroin,
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caffeine, or some other habit-forming narcotics or drugs. In
the administration of" the first draft l~w 80,QOO men between the
nges of 21! and 31 j'P.ars .were rejected because they· were " dope
fiends .. ; That is; enough men to form two divisions of the
American Army. It is enough men to form about seven divisions of the Germany Army. It is a remarkable thing that
with prohibition legislation being enacted all over this country
the use of poisonous, habit-forming drugs is increasing by leaps
and bounus. I attribute it in a large measure to the effect of
prohibition legislation.
The man who wants a mild stimulant, the man who wants a
glass of beer or of light wine and finds he can not gp_t it will
go tb one of the drug stores, or possibly a grocery store, and buy
some of these remedies which I have here on display on this
desk. He will get 47 pel' cent of alcohol mixed with a little
opium by taldng this concoction, and after a while be becomes
an avowed drug or" dope fiend."
1\lr. MEEKER. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. KAHN. Yes.
1\lr. MEEKER. Is the gentleman aware of the fact that the
National .Anti-Saloon League is opposed to the drug investigation as recommended by Senator FRELINGHUYSEN?
Mr. KAHN. I did not know that.
1\lr. MEEKER. They are doing so in their papers, and have
received contributions from organizations for that purpose.
Mr. KAHN. I know that the Treasury· Department, in its
desire to go to the bottom of this question, namely, the enforcement of the Harrison narcotic-drug act, appointed a committee
of which Hon. HENRY T. RAINEY, of illinois, a Member of this
House, is chairman. Prof. Reed, of Harvard, is a member, and
Dr. Dumes, Col. Bailey, of the United States Army, and B. C.
Keith, of the Treasury Department, are the other members.
These gentlemen have been investigating this important question.
It is a question that the Members of this House are called upon
now to take into consideration in deliberating on the pending
bill.
The question before us is, Do we want to prohibit the use of
light wines or beer, with their limited alcohol contents; or drive
these men who need stimulants and who, by hook or crook, will'
get the stimulant, to the use of these deadly narcotic drugs?
That is one of the questions before this committee to-day.
Beer has only 4 per cent of alcohol, and the brewers of this
country have reeently reduced that small percentage to an almost negligible quantity of spirits. Under this bill it will be
impo ible for a man to secure a glass of beer or a glass of light
wine, not only during the continuance of this war, but for the
period of demobilization after, and God alone knows how long
that period is going. to be.
1\lr. Chairman, the proponents of this measure appeal to the
Members of this House on a false issue. They tell us that they
intend to conserve the food of this country during the war. 1\ly
State of California makes practically 90 per cent of the wine
made in the United States. There is not a particle of food
product that goes into the maldng of these light wines. But
certain vm.·ieties of grapes that can be used for food are crushed
for medicinal wines, and they are specially excluded from the
provisions of tbis act.
'l'he light wine that is used in everyday life is made from tlie
wine grape. You have to make wine out of those grapes or
throw them into the waste barrel. You can not make anything else out of them. You can not make raisins· out of them.
You can not make preserves out of them. The only: thing you
can make of the wine grape is wine.
The wine grape has been a gradual development in my State.
Wine was made in California by the old Fr nci can monks, who
came there from Mexico in 1769. They brought the grape cut·
tings, which had been procured originally from Spain, and
planted them in California. For years we had what they called
the l\fission wine. Later on, when California came into the
Union and our agricultural interests beg.an to develop, it was
found that the soil and topography of the country lent themselves admirably to the cultivation of the grape. And so experts
went to the grape-growing countries of Europe and brought back
r cognized varieties of vine cuttings. The Department of Agri·
cul ture immediately came to the as istance of the California
grape growers and wine makers.
·
Tbe officers of tllat department established e..-cperiment stations in our wine-growing sections. Those stations told the
farmers of that grape-"'rowing area what varieties of grapes·
thrive best under tlle c'Onuitions that prevail there. The State
of California itself or'"'anized a board of viticulture. They made
experiments, and under their · advice and sugge~tions the indu try has grown to such proportions that between $150,000,000
and $200,000,000 are invested in tbe industry. California wine
is being used iu every civilized country. I want to call to the
attention of this committee this notable fact, namely, that in
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no country in the world where the people are a wine-drinking
people are there any considerable number of drunkards. If you
allow the use of light wine, if you allow the use of beer, you
are not going to have a nation of drunkards. But if you vote
for absolute prohibition you are going to establish this country
on an alcohol basis and a habit-forming drug basis. Distillation is the easiest of alf processes. r If a man can not buy good
whisky in a reputable establishment, be· will procure a little
"still" and make it in. his own home. That is what you are
driving the people of this country to do. Why, the Speaker of
the House [1\Ir. CLARK] told me of an instance that occurred in
the State prison of the State of 1\IissourL There was a prisoner
at Jefferson City who got hold of a gun barrel which he hill in
his cell. He used that a.S a distilling worm. He took a little
water from the daily supply that he received. Then he took
some corn bread, that be saved from his ration, and made a
mash of it. He thus was enabled to di tili whisky right in his
cell. He finally grew ambitious and thought be would save up
enough alcohol to get a right good drink. In fact, he did save
up enough to get a right good drink and got ingloriously drunk.
That is how the authorities found out how be had been distillfng
right under their noses. My colleagues, with that 1.'ind of an
instance before you, you can readily imagine what will happen
in this country if you try by this kind of drastic legislation todeprive a· man of a mild stimulant.
Mr. RUCKER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KAHN. Yes.
1\ir. RUCKER. Does the gentleman think this same conse·
quence would follow on the prohibition of liquor drinking as
readily as beer drinking?
Mr. KAHN. I have just told the gentleman that I think this
drastic legislation is going- to result in things inflnitely worse
than the use of beer, light wines, or ardent liquor.
Mr. RUCKER. Tlie gentleman thinks prohibition of the
liquor traffic will brfng about a worse condition than to ha-ve it?
1\lr. KAHN. Yes; in some respects.
1\!r. RUCKER. The gentleman I think spoke and voted
against the national submission of that question.
Mr. KAHN. I do not remember whether I spoke against it,
but : know I voted against it.
.
Mr. RUCKER. I have looked up the RECORD and the gentle·
man spoke against it.
.
1\Ir. KAHN. I probably did, because I ilave pronounced views
on the subject.
Mr. RUCKER. .And made' a strong speech for a worthless
cause.
Mr. KAHN. And I am as strong for temperance as the gentleman from Missouri; and I am as temperate as the gentleman
from Missouri ; and I have never in my life been drunk ; and I
have never taken a glass of liquor except under a doctor's order
or prescription.
Mr. RUCKER. ·ww the gentleman yield further?
Mr. KAHN. Yes.
Mr. RUCKER. I can concede the gentleman is a3 sober as
myself and as temperate as myself and a better man than
myself.
Mr. KAHN. No; not a better man by any means.
1\fr. RUCKER. And that possibly the gentleman is on the
wrong side of the whisky question and always has been. That
is my view of it.
Mr. KAHN. That is simply the gentleman's opinion. I want
to say to the gentleman that I J.ave heard men, who believe as
the gentleman does, say emphatically that whi ky is a poison;
that it has no value whatever for medicinal purposes.
l\1r. :tUCKER. I will admit it has not poisoned me, but it is
a bad thing to use.
1\Ir. KAHN. I want to read in that very connection a very
interesting bit of correspondence. Some weeks ago, or, I should
say, some months ago, I saw in the newspapers that the Navy
Department bad accepted from the sheriff of Seattle, Wa h.,
6,500 quart bottles of whi ky that bad been conn cated by the
authorities for violation ~ the State prohibition law. I became
interested in that fact B'ecau e the dispatches said that they
were to be u ed by the Navy Department for meuicinal purposes, and having become interested I wrote to the Surgeon
General of the Navy this letter:
JULY 1.~,

Surg. Gen; W. C.

1918.

DRAIWI'ED,

Navy Department. Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR ADMIRAL: I have seen in the press dispatd1es on several
occasion s items to the elfect that qnuntitie of distilled spirits sPiz d
in various so-called " dry " communitie WPre turned o>er to the Navy
Department for medica: purposes. I believe• the last article of the
kind that I saw was purport d to come from orne point near Seattle,
Wa"Bh. Can you give me the facts aiJout this matter'{ I would greatly
appreciate your courtesy and kindness.
Very sincerely, yours,
JULIUS KAHN.

1D18. ··
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Whereupon I recei•ed this letter in reply. It is exceedingly
illuminating, taking int~ consideration that the Secretary of
the Na\y occupies the arne position on this question as my
frien<l from l\lissouri [Nr. RucKER] :
DEPARTME~T OF THE NAVY,
OF MEDICI~E AND SURGERY,

BUllEA'U

Washington, D. 0., July 31, 1.918.
JHy DEAR COl'iGRESS:llAN : In reply to your letter of the 19th instant
with r egard to certain distilled spirits sei~ed at some point near Seattle,
Wash ., you are informed that the Secretary of the Navy received a
dispatch ttom the commandant of the thirteenth naval district reporting tliat th.e mayor of Seattle had off'ered to him a quantity of good
whisky which bas been seized on account of the viols.tion <>f some law,
and that the offer was .made to the Medical Department of the· Navy
rathet· than the whisky should be dest-oyed.
In the opinion of the Secretary of the Na>y, it wa.s deemed wise to
acc.~pt this whisky .and a telesram was sent to ~he commandant of
the thirteenth naval district by this bureau autb<;>riz~g the acceptance
on his part, provided that there should be no obJection or unfavurable
recommendation on the part of the Uniteu States Collector of Internal
ReYenue.
This is the entire transaction, so far as ~ have been informed, to this
date, anu the whisky so received -will be used for medical purposes.
Very sincerely, yours,
•
W. C. BRAISTED,
Burgeon

Hon.

JULIUS KAHN,

M. C.,

{]eneraJ. Un-ited States Na'Cfl.

·

House of Rept·esentatives. WashiJtgton. D. 0.

[Applause.]
o Secretary Daniels e'\'"idently tlrlnks whisky has medicinal
virtues. Of cour e· it -can be, and sometimes is, used to excess
by individuals. Of course it sometimes bring disaster to the
indi•idual who uses it in excess.
·
M:r. RAKER. 'Vill the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. KAHN. No; not now. But the use of whisky in m.od·
eration can not be said to be injurious to the individual. Certainly it is not nearly so injurious as the use of narcotics,
I repeat, if whisky is u ed in moderation. I do not myself
u e it, but I ha\e no objection to a man who does use it if
he does so in moderation and as a stimulant. When a man
get along to a certain time of life he almost invariably requires
stimulants. Your doctor will probably tell you th-at. The use,
but not the abuse, of liquor will -do nobody :any ha:rm. Whereas
the use of drugs, habit-.forming drugs, "'(}ope," will l1llUer e"Very
circumstance luu.·m the individual. · Oh, this legislation which
is pending at this moment. in my opinion, is simply the expression of a blind, umeasoning fanaticism.
1\Ir. RAKER. 'Viii the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. KAHN. Yes.
Mr. RAKER. The gentleman and myself neither ha"'e been
home fo1• a :.rear or more?
Mr. KAHK For 10 months I have not been home.
l\1r. RAKER. On .t he 17th of· this month the g-entleman"'s
party met, and mine also. Did not both political parties in
California indorse the Federal amendment?
Mr. K.A. HN. No; at least so I have heard.
1\lr. GORDON. Tour party did not.
Mr. KAHN. Your party did not. [Applause.] It :advocated
_war-time prohibition, but not the prohibition amendment.
.Mr. RAKER. \Vhat was the attitude of the :gentleman~s
party?
l\1r. KAHN. Well, my party indor eel the prohibition amendment. But I am also tile nominee of the Prohibition .Party in
my district. [Laughter .and applause.] The Prohibitionists
named-:1\lr. BUTLER. What :are they-derivatiyes -of the real prohibitionists?
l\1r. KAHN. The Prohibitionists in m.y district know my
stand on this question, my unfailing stand, I will say to the
gentleman from Missouri [Mr. 'ROCKEB], and "\VTote my name
on their ballots in sufficient number to give me the nomination
of their party. [Applause.]
Mr. Chairman, how much time hav-e I left?
The CHAillMAN. Six minutes.
1\fr. KAHN. Now, the remarkable thing about this proposed
legl lation is this : They 1)ropose to cut out the use 'Of beer and
;wine. They -propose to prevent its manuf:acture after May 1,
1919, and then prohibit their sale after the 30th of June, 3.919.
~nd the Committee on AgricultuTe has recommended, by a ,committee amen<lment, that Italy and other foreign wine-producing
countries shaH be allowed to dump their wine into this country
.to compete with the manufacturers of native wine, who "Rt best,
if this provisi-on canies, will be put t'O it pretty hard to <lispose
of their stock by the 1st of next July. France, Spain, and
Portugal are about to ask for the same privilege. Is that f-air?
Is that just? l: appeal to the sense ..of fairness1\Ir. DECKER. Will the gentleman yield?
; · 1\Ir. KAHN. I can not yi-eld. I appeal to the sense of fairness
of the Members of this House to prevent such a consummation.
I appeal to your sense of j-ustice. Either extend the time within
:which the native product can be disposed of and sold, or do ngt

permit the product of foreign countties to come here and destroy
the home markets of tl1e nati•e producer.
The wine makers of California recognize the fact that national
prohibition is very likely to become a part of the fundarrH~ntal
law of this country. They are trying to liquidate their businel;:S.
They are trying to do so in good faith. Do not deprive them,
I beg of you, of u fair opportunity to do o.
I sha.ll offer an amendment when the bill is up under the fi-veminute rule, to extend the time for the sale of wines in this
country to December 31, 1919. And I hope that the membership of this House, looking upon the propo ition fairly and
justly., will adopt that amendment, so that the grape growers and
wine makers of California, who for years have been developing
a great industry, shall be permitted to go out of that business
in a clean, honorable, lawful way.
I want to say one further thing about the "dope," or habitforming drug business. I have here several small bottles of
"dope" that is bein.:; sold now in ever-increasing quantitie~
and which is not r-eached by this or any other legislation. A lot
of it is manufactured right over in Baltimore. There is one concern o•er there by the firm name of 1\lcCornilck & Co., that in
1915 sold 2,585 gallons of Bateman's ' Drops, paTegoric, an<l
Godfrey's Cordial. In 1.917., 1:\vo years later, when prohibition
had gone into effect in the District of Columbia, they sold of
those same remedies 4,803 gallons.
Bateman's Drops, according to the formula printed on the
label, has 42 per cent of alcohol and L9 grains of opium. So
that yon not only get your strong alcohol, but almost 2 grains of
opium with it. ._!repeat the sale of that is not prohibited, and rou
can buy it in any drug store and at a great many grocery stores.
.Mr. BUTLER. I would like to ask the gentleman a question,
although I d-o not insist on it. It is a question that has been
bothering me.
The CIIA.Irui.AN. The time of the gentleman from California
has expired.
· Mr. BUTLER. Will the gentleman get a little time in which
to answer the question?
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I yield five .minutes' time
to the gentleman in whim to answer the questions.
Mr. KAHN. I thank the gentleman, and will try to answer
these que tions.
Mr.. BUTLER. Is it not possible to prevent the manufacture
and sale of this stuff you have in your hand? Is there -any law.
that 'will do it, or can not a law be enacted?
l\1r. KAHN. Th-ere is no law at the pre ent time.
Mr. BUTLER. Can we not enact one!
Mr. _KAHN. I suppose we -can. But I i'ear that when we have
.ena-cted it they will evade tbat law and still continue to feed
tb.e people such stuff as is contained in these bottles.
Mr. PARKER of New Jei' ey. The gentleman said that it contained 1.9 grains of opium.
1\fr. LONGWORTH. Per fluid ounce.
1\Ir. KAHN. NQW, Lemon Compound, which they sell a
great deal of, has 15 per eent ()f alcohol. That is 3 per cent
more alcohol than is found in light wines. Paregoric, which
they feed even t-o babies~ has 47 per cent of alcoh'Ol and 1.83
grains of opium~
Mr. L{).~.. JQWORTH. I would like to say that those matters
were considered by the Ways and 1.\feans Committee in framrng
the reTenu.e bill, and particularly that part of it which amends
the H.arrison narcotic law, and I ·recall receiving a letter from
a large fum in whic:h they -criticized me very vigorously for
-attempting to limit the sa.le of these pur..e household remedies.
Mr. RUCKER. The .gentleman lms made a car-eful study of
the statistics in :reference to those pure household drugs. What
is the -per cent ()f people who have cultivated the habit of using
tho e household articles compared with the _per cent that use
whishry to exce s?
Mr. KAHN. I will say frankly to the gentleman that I know
this committee t-o -wllicll I referred as having been appointed by
the Treasury Department is made up of very reputable gentlemen, including one distinguished Member of this House, Mr.
HE mY T. RAINEY of Illinois. They have found out that of those
cases that could be authenticated, 1,500,000 "dope users" ar-e
now extant in this country.
Mr. RUCKER. They did not say llow many ·Of tho e nse
liquor to excess?
M.r. KAHN. No; they did not get that information.
J\11'. CANNON. Will the gentleman yield for 11 question 1
1\ir. KAHN. I yield.
Mr. CANNON. Just a sh{}rt one.
1\lr. KAHN. Yes.
Mr. CANNON. Bas the gentleman any ·s tatistics as to .how
many veopl-e 1in the hundred millions in this countl:y dig .g rav:es
through gluttony1
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1\Ir. KAHN. I told the House at the beginning of the ·e remarks that the doctors say 600,000 a year do so.
Now, I want to call your attention to several other matters.
The statement that drtmkenness is so common in this country
is not borne out by the facts. We had 19,000,000 admissions to the Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San
Francisco in 1915, and there were only 83 arrests during the
whole period of the exposition for dl·unkenness. Wine, beer,
and whisk-y were not prohibited on the exposition grounds nor
i.n the city of San Francisco. Only 83 arrests. Just think of it.
T l.lat speaks volumes for the sobriety of the American people.
So, when you undertake to write legislation of this kind upon
the statute books of the Republic, you practically indict this
'Thole Nation as a nation of drunkards, and I object to that
em ph a tical1y.
Mr. DECKER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KAHN. Yes.
Mr. DECKER. There are several of us who differ from your
views but are in doubt about this proposition which you took
up last in your speech. I wish you would illuminate it a little
further. We are in doubt as to whether we should vote to
concur with the Senate amendment or whether we should vote
to concur with an amendment to it which would permit Italy, I
think it is, to import wines. Now, then, could you tell us-and I
am asking for· information only, not to refute anything you said,
because we are all going to vote the way we please in the matter
in a minute or two-but I would like to know if there is any
treaty obligation involved there with Italy that should induce us
to extend the time for her to import wine?
Mr. KAHN. I have understood Italy has contended that there
is, and I think France, Spain, and Portugal have since then
sent a communication to the State Department claiming that
they, too, have rights similar to those of Italy. That is why I
say if you adopt the amendment so as to allow them to ship
their wines into this country until the first of 1\lay, 1919, in all
fairn.!SS-because those wines will compete with the native
wines-you ought to extend the period for the sale of wines in·
this country until December 31.
Mr. DECKER. Would it not be a safer or surer policy on the
part of the gentleman fTom California, if he wanted to protect
his industry out there, in case there is any treaty obligation, if
you would just join the rest of us and concur in the Senate
amendment? That will give your people a better chance to sell
their wine than they would have if you would concur with an
amendment, would it not?
Mr. KAHN. I will say this to the gentleman: One of the indictments that we constantly make against the Imperial Government of Germany is that it disregards its treaty obligations; and
I for one do not think it wise on the part of this country to disrr>~;ard any of its treaty obligations.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from California has expired.
1\lr. DECKER. 1\Ir. Chairman, I ask that the gentleman may
have another minute. I would like him to answer a question.
l\lr. SABATH. 1\lr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman five
minutes of the time which has been allotted to me.
1\Ir. KAHN. I thank the gentleman very much.
Mr. DECKER. I really wanted to know the view of the gentleman from California as to these treaty obligations, because I
h'ave much confidence in his ability, and I speak sincerely.
There are none of us in this House, even prohibitionists, who
would treat a treaty as a scrap of paper, and if there is a treaty
between Italy and the United States, that settles it. That
binds us, and we want to be fair with your people.
1\Ir. KAHN. The Secretary of State, I am advised, has informed the Committee on Agriculture of this House that there
is a treaty with Italy. I am not fully informed myself. All
that I know about it is what I have seen in the newspapers.
That is as far as I know. We also saw in the newspapers the
statement that when the committee seemed to take favorable
action on the Italian request, France, Spain, and Portugal came
in and sai<l they had similar treaties and were entitled to simiIru.· privileges.
1\ir. LONGWORTH. 1\fr. Chairman, will the gentleman
yield?
l\lr. KAHN. Yes.
l\Ir. LONGWORTH. This opens the door to all wines from
every country?
1\Ir. KAHN. Yes; because of the "favored-nation" clause.
It undoubtedly would open the door for the entry of wines from
every country.
Mr. LONGWORTH. It would apply to any country?
Mr. KAHN. Exactly so. I want again to thank the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. SABATH] for extending my time for five
minutes. In that time I want to recall to the attention 9f this
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Hou ·e the fact that the Apostle Paul in his First Epistle to
Timothy, chapter 5, ver. e ... 3, advi sed the latter, "Drink no
longer 'vater, but use a little wine for thy stomach's sake anu
thine often infirmities." Let me also recall to you the fact that
Jesus performed His first miracle by turning water into wine.
Let me read from the Gospel of St. John, chapter 2:
And the third day there was a marriage in Ca na of Galilee; and tile
mothE.'r of Jesus wa s there:
2. And botll Jesus was called , anu IDs disciples, to the marriage.
3. And when they wanted wine. the mother of Jes us saith unt o Him
They have no wine.
'
4. Jesus saitb unto her, Woman, what have I to do with thee ? mine
hour is not yet come.
5. His mother saith unto the servants, Whatsoever lie saith unto
you, do it.
6. And ~here were set there six waterpots of stone, after the manner
of the punfying of the Jews~...containing two or t hree firkins apiece.
7. Jesus saith unto them, l!'ill the waterpots with water. And they
fi.Ued them up to the brim.
8. And He saith unto them, Draw out now, and bear·unto the governor of the feast. And they bare it.
9. When the ruler of the !east bad tasted the water that was made
wine, and knew not whence it was (but the servants which drew the
water knew), the governor of the feast called the bridegroom,
10. And saith unto him, Every man at the beginning doth et forth
good wine; and when men have well drunk, then that which is worse :
but thou hast kept the IJOOd wine until now.
11. '£his beginning ot miracles did Jesus in Cana of Galilee, and
manifested forth His glory ; and His disciples believed on Ilim.

Does any man think that He who is worshiped by hundreds
of millions of people all over the world would have done a thing
that would have wo1,·ked ill upon the people with whom He and
His disciples were present at the marriage festival?
Mr. GARRETT of Texas. l\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman
yield?
l\Ir. KAHN. · No; I can not yield.
Mr. GARRETT of Texas. I would like to know-1\lr. KAHN. I can not yield now.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman declines to yield.
l\Ir. KAHN. I can not yield now. I only have a minute more
time. There are thousands, yes, there are millions, of men in
the world, whether they believe in His divinity or not, wlw
realize that in His life He exemplified the greatest perfection
of mankind. They know that His teachings were pUTe, and that
any man, be he Christian or Jew, Pagan or Mohammedan, will
become an infinitely better human being in the sight of God and
man if he follows the precepts of that Great Teacher. [Ap·
plause.]
The CHAIRl\Llli. The time of the gentleman from California has again expired.
Mr. KAHN. 1\lr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to extend and revise my remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the leave will be
granted.
There was no objection.
l\.Ir. McLAUGHLIN of Michigan. Mr. Chairman, I yielll two
minutes to the gentleman from Nebraska [l\lr. REaVIs].
The CHAIRl\iAN. The gentleman from Nebraska is recognized for two minutes.
1\fr. REAVIS. Mr. Chairman, I rise at this time for the
pw·pose of putting in the RECORD the fact that I favor this bill
and the prohibitory clause in it.
I had several conferences with the chairman of the Committee
on Agriculture, and in those conferences he told me he thought
the vote on this bill would be reached Saturday. In the light
of that information I made an engagement to speak in Chicago
to-day. When it became apparent that the vote could not be
reached Saturday, but that it would be reached to-day, I
changed the date of that meeting until to-morrow.
To make that engagement I have to leave Washington at 6
o'clock this evening. I would not go if my vote was required
to pass the measure. It is very apparent that the measure will
be passed by an overwhelming majority. I did not want to
leave without putting into the RECORD the fact th.:.'1t I favor the
bill, and I ·favor the prohibitory clause.
Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi. Mr. Chairman, I yiel<l five
minutes to the gentleman from Illinois [1\!r. HENRY T. RAINEY].
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. l\Ir. Chairman, I have voted to
exclude saloons from the Capitol Building. I have \Oted to
eliminate saloons in tl1is Capital City. I have voted to exclude
saloons from the military reserYn tions, and I propose to-day to
vote for this amendment which ends, during the period of this
war at least, the sale of intoxicating liquors in the Unite<l
States. [Applause.]
I have seen whole communities, blasted for years by saloons,
emerge into prosperity when saloons were bani bed from within
their boundaries. I expect to see prosperity still prevail in all
sections of these United States when the saloons disappear, .prosperity eYen greater than we have enjoyed in the past.
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As a member of the Ways and l\feans Committee, in obtaining
revenue for this Government I have voted always for the highest
pos ible tux upon alcoholic liquors. I baye supported to the
best of my ability at all times the movement for the increase of
the taxes on alcoholic liquors of all kinds. But as a member
of that committee, engaged for six years and even for a longer
pe'riod than that, in solving these questions of revenue I think
I am able to say that ''e cnn run this great Government without
saloons, and, by the eternal gods, we will find the revenue ·ornewhere with which to carry on this Republic without continuing
further this alliance "With saloons. rApplause.]
The gentleman from California [Mr. KAHN] has correctly
stated, as he always does in matters he investigates himself, tlle
result of the investigation conducted by the Treasury committee, of which I am chairman, in the matter of the increase
in the number of dope fiends in the Ullited States. That committee bas reached the conclusion that there are now at least
1,500,000 addicts in thl country. But the greater number of
them, and the greater increase in the number of addicts, has
occurred in the cities in this land where there are saloons almost
in every blQck. The number of addicts has increased right
alongside of the saloons. They have gone right along with the
saloons.
The gentleman has called attention to such alleged remedies
as Bateman's Drops, which sometimes contain as much as 47
per cent of pure alcohol in volume, and to paregoric, which
contains more alcohol than wine contains, and to Godfrey's
Cordial, a 15-cent bottle of which contains a good drink of
whisky, and, in addition, contains derivatives of opium.
These alleged remedies are manufactured under the permission of section 6 of the Harrison Antinarcotic Act. In all these
dry territories, territories which have become dry recently, the
increase in the consumption of Bateman's Drops, which is
merely whisky mixed with opium and similar preparations, has
been alarmiug. The Treasury committee of which I am the
chnirman has reco111mended the repeal of section 6 of the Harrison narcotic law. I presented to the "Ways and l\feans Committee sections modifying the Harrison antinarcotic law, which
I prepared my elf, and the Ways and Means Committee accepted these sections and made them a part of the revenue bill
which has pas ed this House. The revenue bill which has
passed this House contains a clause eliminating section 6 of the
Harrison Narcotic Drug Act.
[The time of 1\fr. RAINEY having expired, by unanimous consent be was given three minutes more.]
This House, preparing for its vote to-day for prohibition for
the period of this war, by an overwhelming majority adopted
without dissent the paragraph in the revenue bill which eliminates section 6 of the Harrison Narcotic Act, under which these
1-emedies to ·which the gentleman from California has called
attention have been manufactured and sold in all the States
in this land.
Our action to-day is perfectly consistent. We can not >ote for
prohibition in either House and at the same time permit, under
the Harrison Act, a drink of whisky to be sold in these little
Bateman's Drops bottles and these other .bottles at every grocery store and every drug store in the United States provided
they contain a little less than 2 grains of opium; and so, before
the action of to-day, we ha>e eliminated, so far as this House is
concerned, section 6 of the Harrison Narcotic Act.
I want to say in reference to the Anti-Saloon League that
I took this matter up with its officers, Dr. Dinwiddie, and
the others several months ago. Their employees have copied
hundreds of pages of manuscript in recent days in my office,
preparing to assist in the fight throughout the United States
for the complete elimination of the sale of narcotics, except
for medicinal purposes, everywhere in this land. They heartily
approve of the efforts of the Treasury committee to abolish from
the la"·s section 6 of the Harrison Narcotic Act, and are cooperating in every possible way in order to bring about that
result.
I ha>e here a letter ft·om a manufacturer of fluid extracts
in Baltimore. They manufactured from January 1 to August
20 of this year 19,000 galJons of Jamaica ginger, lemon and
vanila extTacts, and strawberry exb.·acts containing alcohol.
The c flavoring extracts are sold in dry territory, and the drier
the territory the more of these flavoring extracts are sold.
They are sold becau e they contain whisky and are sold to rum
addicts througl~out the land.
llerc is the letter from this firm that manufactures more
flavoring extracts than any other firm in this section of tlle
United States, and they announce the alarming fact-alarming
to them-that tlle increase "·e have made in the tux on alcohol
to be used for nonbeYerage purposes is resulting, as they find,
by consulting manufacturers throughout the country in the

fact that the manufacturers propose to make lemon extracts,
Jamaica ginger, and strawberry and banana extracts without
the use of alcohol, and they call it imitation extract because
it is made without the use of alcohol. They give prices; they
can not make lemon extract using alcohol for less than $7.36
a gallon.
But you can make it without alcohol for 92 cents a gallon, and
they sn.y they referred to that as imitation goods. I will print
the letter. They say that imitation goods are at times really
stronger than the pure, but do not have the flavor and are more
rank and therefore not so pleasing to the taste. The thing that
makes the extracts made out of alcohol pleasing to the taste is
the alcohol they put in it. They call attention to the fact that
manufacturers are going to ·make lemon extract, on account of
the high tax on alcohol to be used for nonbevern.ge purposes,
and to make Jamaica ginger, and the rest of those things, without the use of alcohoL They have found out they can do it.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
1\fr. HENRY T. RAINEY. I ask unanimous consent to revise
an<l extend my remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? [A.fi:er a pause~] The
Chair bears none.
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Under the permission to extend my
remarks I print here the letter I ha-ve been discussing, which
was attached to a letter addressed to me, which I also print:
Hon. HEXRY T. RAINEY,

BALTIMORE, MD., Septcmbe1· 16, 1918.

House bf Representati.,;es, Was1zington, D. 0.

MY DEAR MR. RAINEY: Inclosed please find a copy of a letter I ha-ve
written to Hon. CLAUDE KITCniN, which will explam itself. I ft>el that
it is mv duty to call this matter to your attention.
Yours, very sincerely,
W. M. McCon.:lllCK.

Ron. CLAUDE

SEPTEllllEU lG, lf>lS.
KITCHIN,

House of Representatives, Washington, D.

a.

•

DEAR Srn : Since writing you a few days ago I have taken up with a
number of manufacturers of flavoring extracts the proposed increase in
tax on alcohol to $4.40 per proof gallon, and was surprised to find that
the majority of them had already made or were making plans to manufacture imitation extracts which require very little alcohol, cutting out
pure goods entirely. They feel that the price of flavoring extracts is
already so high that this additional tax would force them off the
market, especially at this time when sugar Is so very scarce and the
indications are that the manufacture of soft drinks will be greatly
reduced.
It is for the above reason that I take the liberty of calling von~
attention to this matter nt\ain, believing that if the additional ta~x is
assessed it wouH1 result in • killing the goose that lays the golden ('~g."
For comparison, please note that when using alcohol costin"' $u.20
per gallon, as per bill under consideration, flavoring extracts will cost
as follows for alcohol alone:
Extract lemon, pure and true: Alcohol contents, $7.36 per gallon;
imitation, $2.30 per gallon.
Extract vanilla, pure and true : Alcohol contents, $5.05 per gallon;
imitation $0.92 per gallon.
An additional loss to the Government would be the import tax on oil
of lemon and vanilla beans, both of whicll are imported, while the imitation goods are made from vanillin, coumarin, and citra!, all of which
are made in this country and consequently pay no tax.
The average consumer, using the same size package, would pay 10
cents for imitation and 40 cents for pure goods.
Imitation goods are at times really strong.:>r than the pure but do not
have the flavor, and are more rank and penetrating, therefore not as
pleasing to the taste.
The flavoring-extract industry to-day pays a larger percentage of
taxes than any other, whisky, beer, and tobacco included, and this all
bas to be borne by housewives on farms as well as in the cities. (The
bakers use the more concentrated forms of extracts and arc not, ther·efore, so much affected by the present or proposed bill.)
.
Summing the whole thing up, I am convinced that the Government
would actually lose money by increasing the tax on alcohol to such a
great extent, for the flavoring-extract industry is tbe largest consumer
of pure ethyl alcohol to-day.
Yours, sincerely,
W. ~L McCORMICK.

Mr. C.Al'U>LER of Mississippi. Mr. Chairman, I yield fi>e
minutes to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. SHERWOOD].
Mt'. SHERWOOD. Mr. Chairman, since I have had the misfortune to represent the ninth district of Ohio I have always
voted on economic questions with the majority of my district.
\\1'e have had three elections in Ohio on the prohibition question
to amend our constitution. It has been three times voted
down in my <listrict. For these three elections the majority
has been on an average about 7,000. I believe I am as good,
if not a better, temperance man than the gentleman who just
preceded me. I do not ha>e occasion to use spirituous liquor
in any form. I never had a <!igar or n cigarette in my mouth ;
I do not even chew gum. [Laughter and applause.] On the
Atlanta campaign of 110 days-under fire eYery dny-I was
told by my chaplain, a >ery reliable gentleman, and the surgeon
general of our di>ision, that I was the only officer in that
division who never took a drink of whisky during the whole
110 days. You can not make men gootl by luw; you can make
men bad by law, and you can make men hypocrites by law.
I will >ote for any and nll bills to promote morality and temperance, but this prohibition amendment is conceded by the
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leading la'\V-yers on this floor to be unconstitutional,· nnd the
chairman of the committee in charge of this bill concedes it to
be unconstitutional, I am reliably informed.
Every Member when he enters this Chamber at the commencement of every Congress takes an oath to support the Constitution of the United States. I regard that oath as sacred;
and under no circumstances or conditions will I knowingly
Yiolate it.
I desire in connection with my remarks to send to the Clerk's
<.lesk a letter which I receh-ed from 16 prominent business men
of the city of Toledo, representing perhaps a majority of the
bankers and business men of Tole<.lo. Our 15,000 organized
laborers, representing the intelligence and patriotism of the
laboring classes, have pas ed re olutions practically unanimously against this prohibition legislation.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the matter referred to.
The Clerk reau as follows :
Ron.

ISAAC

R.

TOLEDO, OHIO, L111!}1tSt 27, 1918.
SHERWOOD,

House Office Building, 1Vashingto11-, · D. 0.

DE.rn GE.lliERAL: At a special meeting of the Toledo Hotel Men's
Association held at the Boody House on August 26 the membership was
mianimons in directing that a communication be dispatc_hed to you. ~ig
orously pt·otesting against the pas::- - ·.;e of the pendmg problbttlon
amendment to the emergency Agricultural appropriation bill. for the
reason that its adoption will cause ineparable and immeasurable loss
to the individuals and concerns whose fortunes are invested in the
hotel business in tbls city, as well as deprive the local, State, and
National Govet·nments of revenues seriously needed.
The proposed measure is purely a subtet·fuge. On his recent return
ft•om England Herbel't Hoover· declared that the allied countries are
well supplied with food materials except sugat·, due to the patriotic
zeal of the American people, who have so cheerfully aided his administration in rendering food conservation a success. No class of business
men have rendered' more aid in that behalf than the hotel propt·ietors
of the Nation and those of Ohio in particular.
If prohibition would win the war, or even help win it, the allies
would have adopted It long ago. On the contrary, all, including
Rus ia, have rejected the fake nostrum after an experimental. trial .
The Toledo Hotel ?.fen's Association represents vested capital aggregating $G,OOO,OOO. Prohibition In any form will very seriously impair,
it not wholly destroy, t11at enormous collective investment. The men
and concerns interested are large purchasers of liberty bon~s and
thrift stamps and have ~iven liberally of their means to all causes of
war charity_ Wholly as1de from that they pay large personal taxes,
income taxes, and revenues, employ farge numbers of people wholly
d£:pendent on their earnings. who would otherwise not be able to meet
tb(> demands of war conditions, and are in addition lending aU possible
aid locally and otherwise to fut·ther the great cause of world democracy.
Wblle willing and ready to make any sacrifice necessary to help win
the war. we prote. t vigorously against ruination of. our business by
fake reformers, who have embraced the present state of war as an
excuse and not a reason fo,.- clubbing the Nation into submitting to
prohibition, with its const>quent unrest and turmoil, at a time when
strict cooperation and unification &re so highly necessary to render the
victory over Prussianism complete.
A full membership of this association joins in this protest, and it
should be bol'De In mind that there are a number of hotels in Toledo
that do not have bars in connection, so this protest is not altogether a
selfish one. '£be following constitute the membership, togetbet· with
the hotel properties represented by each :
A. L. Wallick, presidt>nt and manager 8ecor Ilott>l.
E. P. Severcool and E. B. Edmonds, owners and managers WaiUorf
Hotel.
Sherman Bond, president and manager Boody House.
L. Aljoe, managing director Navarre llotel.
A. C. Stephens, president and manager St. Clair Hotel.
Charles Eble, manager Jetfen;on Hotel.
Edmonds & Stair, owners and managers Toledo Hotel.
Fred Crossett, proprietor and manager Madison Hotel.
William Deffenbache, proprietor and manager Monticello Hotel.
William F. Widell, president and manager Widell Hotel.
Entemann Bros., ownt>rs and managers Park Hotel.
Chris. E. l\Ieyers, owner and manager Wade Hotel.
F . F. Tompkins, owner an!l manager Hotel Tompkins.
.John C. ·weaver, owner and manager Weaver's Tavern HoteL
M. J_ McCormick, owner and manager Grand Hotel.
-Mrs. l\f. M. Swaab, manager Court Hotel.
Very truly, yours,
TOLEDO HOTET. :ME~1 S

Attest:

By A. C.

STEPHE~S,

ASSOCI.ATIOX,

President.

E. W. H.!IU.IEYER, 8 ecl-etary.

Mr. C~"\DLER of Mississippi. l\lr. Chairman, I yield 10
minutes to the gentleman from l\lissouri [l\fr. l\IEEKER].
l\lr. l\IEEKER. l\lr. Chairman, I am very sorry the gentleman
from Illinois [Ur. HENRY T. RAINEY] bas gone from the room,
for I haYe here a rather interesting document in regar<l to the
attitude of this high and holy organization known as the AntiSaloon League on the drug question. Last year it wns my
privilege to submit to this House, as some of the by-products of
prohibition, a list of 747 so-called medicines that run nil the
way from eight-tenths of 1 per cent t o 03~ per cent in alcohol.
I discus ed at that time the use of opiates and drugs. But the
important and interesting thing .in thi is the national attitude
of Pharisaism and hypocrisy that it brings out. I do not know
of any measure that comes on the floor of this House where
so many men ask to be excused from the roll call as when they
Yote ·on this. The only organization in America that wants
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secret pledges from men in advance of their nomination is the
Anti-Saloon League, and no other concern does business that
way. This Anti-Saloon League, whose superintendent or attorney, Wheeler, tolu me in Oberlin, Ohio, in 1804, if I would
join the organization they would make a rich man out of me
because it was the best graft now going in America; and who in
1909, when I met him in Salt Lake City, Utah, on his return
trip from California, laughed at the people of Utah for coming
across with funds as they did, the same time they toured that
country out there, and he happened to think afterward I had
taken the other side of it and did not talk any more. This
holy organization that takes over a million dollars from the
drug concerns a year, a holy institution that stops at nothing to
destroy a man's character or reputation who will not yield to
them, and who to-day is carrying on the movement in this country to destroy every man, not only financially but every other
way they can. who dares to stand against them, who have told
me in my borne they would destroy rue if I diu not yield to
t11em; these men who if they were not in Washington this !Jill
would neve1~ haYe been brought out and we all know it. What
i the use of this camouflage parading around here? We know
that this bill is here at their order and no other, Let us see
how they stand on the drug proposition.
Senator FRELINGHUYSEN introduced over in the Senate a
resolution for an investigating committee that was just reported, a resolution to investigate the use of drugs in this
counh·y IJy the appointment of a commission. That commission
shall investigate the causes which lead to the use of habitforming drugs, the extent of the u.;;e- of r.uch drugs, and the
kind of drugs used, and shall also investigate the subject of
the drug addicts and such other factors as in its jud~ment
ha\e an important bearing upon the use of narcotic and habitforming urugs, and shall recommend to the President the best
methods in its judgment of regulating the importation, the
manufacture, sale, and use of narcotics and habit-forming
drugs and of solving the problem presented by the drug addicts.
In the American Issue, the editorial organ of the Anti-Saloon
League, in \Yhich the names of some of the gentlemen referred
to by the gentleman from Illinois appear, on pa~e 4, its editorial page, August 31, it has this to say about this resolution.
I say these <.lrug concerns have financed the Anti-Saloon
League, and there is not a man on the floor of this Hou e who
dares to produce their books. And I say you men to-day are
getting rea<.ly to cast your ballot under the lash of the Anti:Snloon League for the purpose of turning this country over to
these drug men who are in the pay of this habit-forming drug
organization. I mean just what I say, but at the present time
you hau just as well bay at t11e rnoou. Tlte American peopre
are getting into the drug-use game. They substitute it for
alcohol and the advance agent for that organization is the holy
Anti-Saloon League of America, which if you took the money_
from their coffers would close business to-morrow.
The only men who ask you to make secret pledges in writing
.before you are nominated and say, "\Ve will keep it secret it
it will embarrass you in your nomination and election." I do
not say all men get such communications. I say the Missouri
delegation has bad them for the last three elections. I do
not say who answered them or bow. I say that is the practice
of that organization, and it is not alone in Missouri. Men
would rather do anything than be put on a roll call on these
bills.
·
Here is an editorial on this very resolution. I wlll pro<.luce a
letter from the Anti-Saloon League in that regard and put it in
the RECORD if anybody wants to see it. This says:
A ROSEWATER

RESOLUTIO~.

.A joint resolution was introduced in the United States Senate July
13 by Senator }1'nELINGHUYSE~ authorizing the President to appoint a
commission to investigate the subject of narcotic and habit-forming
drugs. The fit·st " whereas " reads as follows :
" Whereas it is openly charged by scientific men and statisticians that
the use of narcotic and habit-forming drug is largely on the il1crease,
not ouly in the form of opium, moq>hiuc. cocaine. heroin, and kindred
opiates, but also cet·tain so-called ' soft drinks ' charged with caffeine
sold at innumerable fountains to our young men and young women.' 1
'.rhis is significant, not so much for what it contains as fer what it
omits.
.
If Congress is to provide $50,000 for a junketing commission in this
time of stt·ess and strain it should be no half-way inQuiry. but should
cover all kinds of habit-forming drugs. '!'be significant omi sion in tbe
resolution is alcohoL Why? Surely, if the trace of ca !feine in some
so-called "bOft" drinks is a sufficient menace to the health and morals
of the people to justify a congressional investigation, the menace of
alcohol is a thousandfold gt·eater. While investigating caffeine why
omit coffee. which. as ordinarily served, contains more of the drug than
any ordinary " soft " drinks e t·ved at soda fountain s ? Then CongTess
must not overlook the alkaloid theine, contained in every infusion of tea
leaves, which is chemically identical with caffeine. '!'be committee
might cause offensE' to anotbet· alkaloid, nicotine. a pt·oduct of the
tobacco plant, if the invest;gators overlooked its claims as a narcotic
and habit-forming dTug.
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We are very much afraid that the brewers are trying to " put one
over" on Senator FnELINGHUYSE~ by · getting him to introduce this
nosewater resolution. ·
. ·
.
In 1908 " Rosewater," then known as Rosenwasser-

A. man who was recognized as being of exceptional intellectual
capacity and held that place, but his report was adverse to the
Anti-Saloon League. · That is the way they treat him, the man
who had opened the first dope clinic in the world, and they.
appeal to the fact that his name. was once " Ros~nwasser/' but
a man who so hated all suggestions of Germamsm that years
ag? he changed his na.me to Rosewater. And yet they try to.
bnng that up, 1\Ir. Chairman, as an argument·
was a member of a C<?mmission on dependency and crime ~ the. State of
New Jersey, the president of '!"hich was Michael T. Barrett, vice presldent of the Lyon & Sons Brewmg Co. and secretary of the United States
B1·ewing co both of which companies have been taken over by A.
Mitchell Pa~er, Alien Property Custodian. This commission prepared
a whitewash~g report so far as alcohol is concerned, and recommended
the sale of bquor on ~:Sundays.
Congress has already legislated in the Harrison Act very strongly on
thl' question of narco~c drugs, and the Departm~nt of Justice bas completc records on the subject.
·
1\Ir. Rosewater is now a commissioned surgeon in the Army,
made such since this editorial was written. Pro-German? The
only man in America who has conducted his clinic solely on
this and has produced in Newark, N. J., an absolute cure of more
than 38 per cent of men and women who have come to him as
victims of drugs.
, The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman bas expired.
i Mr. MEEKER. I ask for five minutes more.
· 1\Ir. BLANTON. 1\Ir. Chairman, I ask that the gentleman's
time be extended. I would like to ask bini a question.
Mr. HAUGEN. I yield five minutes to the gentleman. ·
~ Mr. BLANTON. Will the gentleman yield?
1
Mr. MEEKER. Not now. This commission prepared a whitewashing report, so far as alcoho.l is concerned. I presume the
Surgeon General of the Navy was whitewashed when Mr. Daniels
accepted 6,500 quarts of good whisky for the Navy. The enemy
of liquor takes it as a gift if it does not offend the InternalRevenue Department-6,500 quarts at Seattle as a gift. Who
bought the Surgeon General of the Navy, when this man is to
be brought in who is now a commissioned officer of the Navy
and made so since this editorial was written?
So far, so good. This man, at the invitation of four governors
of the South, has investigated their States as to tp.e drug condition.
Rosewater alias Rosenwasser, bas maintained for years an office in
the city of Newark as a specialist in treatment of drug addicts. Of late
he bas been wandering about in dry territory with his notebook making
superficial notes.
What right? The man has his clinic in Newark, and that is
where he has established his world-wide reputation as an investigator. This noly organization that is fighting to save the
babies from paregoric; this holy organization that takes the
pay of a concern in Michigan that has 47 per cent alcohol in
its product and on the bottle is a direction to the baby's
mother as to how to give it to the children; this great organization that does not object to _the producing of the Wine of
Cardui organization in Tennessee and protests against putting
out beer that has 4 per cent of alcohol-these great men, these
saints, these uplifters· who have stopped every bill that has
been offered in this House toward the work of this war until
they have dictated their own terms, and not one of whom yet
has been known as a worker in war work. There are no libertybond campaigners amongst them; no Red Cross work amongst
them. They are too busy directing what should be done on the
hill, these holy men, these drug opponents and enemies, writing
this editorial. And the gentleman from Illinois [1\fr. HENRY T.
RAINEY] falls for that kind of stuff, in the face of an editorial
not a month old.
Here is what they say in conclusion:
So far so good; but why neglect the dope fiends of Newark, Jersey
City, Iloboken, and New York, in all of which cities they are a pest?
One naturally wonders why, If prohibition of alcohol leads to increased
usc of other drugs, Rosewater doesn't remove to some prohibition State
where he could find more patients.
It is a significant fact that before the doctor took his resolution
to Washington his investigations were referred to in Justice, the officlal
booze organ of New Jersey, and in the Newark Ledger, the personal
organ of Chris. Feigenspan, president of the United States Brewers'
Association. Who employed Rosewater, alias Rosenwasser? Who drew
thf' joint resolution for him? Who are most concerned to divert public
attention from the liquor traffic? Why was alcohol omitted from the
dutif's of the proposed commission? One answer will fit all questions.
Senator FnELINGHUYSEN will be sensible and discreet if he forgets
this joint resolution.
l\1r. BLANTON. Now, will the gentleman yield for a question?
1\Ir. MEEKER. Yes.
LVI--676
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l\Ir. BLANTO r. Does not the gentl~man know that if the
Anti-Saloon League were wiped out of existence 'the prohibition
fi
f h H
d 1
h
ld
· t
fight on the oor o t is ouse an e sew ere wou go on JUS
the same?
Mr. :MEEKER. I do not know anything of the sort, and the
gentleman from Texas does not know it, either.
l\lr. BLANTON. That is the truth.
1\Ir. MEEKER. It is not the truth. The Prohibition Party_
in this country casts an average of 50,000 votes out of 30,000,000.
Mr BLANTON But it will not stop until the Nation is as
··dry ~{s a powder house.
Mr. MEEKER. At that time the gentleman will be in heaven,
or some other place, instead of in Congress. A.s long as men are .
going to prohibit the manufacture of alcohol we in this country.
.
.
.
.
.
are gomg m two d1rectwns. We have two natwns to follow so
far as the physiology is concerned. Sweden and Turkey, the
one to drugs and the other to pure alcohol. Sweden has at. . .
.
tempted absolute prolub1t1on, but w1th what result? That her
people have become just as the people of Seattle, Wash., have, ·
with 6,500 quarts of good whisky on their hips to turn over to
the prohibition Secretary of the Navy. I wonder who bought
Daniels?
I wonder if this high and holy Anti-Saloon League will write
an editorial on Daniels taking on board a big jag for the Navy?
Consistent, holy gentlemen! We are driving in two directions;
You men will come back to this Congress in five years with the
problem of the use of drugs that will stagger every man, some~
thing that will be destroying our young people, and you will come
back with the problem of private distillation that will make that
of Sweden look like only the beginning.
·
The CHAIR::\fAN. The time of the gentleman from Missouri
has expired.
1\Ir. CANDLER of Mississippi. 1\Ir. Chairman, I yield five
minutes to the gentleman from Missouri [M1:. _ DEc~].
.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from M1ssourJ. IS r~cogmzed
fol! five minutes.
1\Ir. DECKER. 1\Ir. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I did not intend to say anything upon this proposition,
but I was afraid, perhaps, that the vigorous speech of the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. :MEEKER] might give you the wrong
impression about the views entertained in our State.
The truth of the matter is, the 1\lissouri delegation does not
agree with Mr. 'MEEKER. I have not been authorized to speak
for them, but I know that they will not object to my saying
that, with perhaps three exceptions, the entire Missouri delegation will vote for this war prohibition amendment. [Applause.]
And I wish to say to the gentleman from Missouri [Mr.
MEEKER] that the delegation from Missouri, his colleagues, with
whom I have the honor to associate, do not have to sign any
pledges, secret or public. Everybody knows in our distrie~
where we stand on this proposition. We have told them before
we were elected, and they have no doubts as to how the roll will
stand )Vhen Missourians' names are called.
·
The gentleman from Missouri [Mr. MEEKER] has spent much
time in talking about the Anti-Saloon League. I do not represent the Anti-Saloon League, but I know a few of them. I do
know Dr. Dinwiddie. I once met a man by the name of Baker,
from Ohio, president of the league, who invited me to make a
speech at Atlantic City, and I made it and paid my own expenses. I have met a man by the name of Richard PearRon
Hobson. I understand that he has been associated with the
Anti-Saloon League of America, and I am not afraid to testify_
that he is the kind of man that does honor to any organization
in any country of this world. [Applause.] He needs no tribute of mine or from Mr. MEEKER as to his patriotism. He demonstrated his courage in the War with Spain when he sank the
Merrimac, and before men attempt to detract from his honor or
his patriotism let them go and do -likewise.
·
The gentleman casts some aspersion upon these people who
believe in prohibition as not being workers in· this war. I re~
sent it on behalf of the people I haYe the honor to represent.
I resent it on behalf of all good Missourians who belieYe in prohibition, including tho;;e in the distlict which the ?;entleman
represents. There are people in his district who believe in
prohibition, though they are greatly in the minority. The gt>n-.
h
,_
tleman from Missouri [Mr. MEEKER] may talk as t ougu 1te
had the courage of a lion, but we all know that the overwhelming maJ'ority of the people in his district are against prohibitioll.·
He talks as if he had been persecuted. He speaks as if the people of his district had tried to beat him because he is wet. LPt
him stand as I have stood and as other members of the Missouri
delegation have stood in districts where the people were eli- .
vided on this question, and then he might talk about persecution. If he had the brewers of St. Louis fighting him because
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he stood against beer [applause], if he had the distillers
agninst him, then he could come up here and swell out his chest
and pret end to be a courageous lion, standing for whnt be believed. [Applause.] He has spoken much against the AntiSaloon Leal,'lle, against Dr. Baker, against Dr. Dinwiddie,
a gainst Richard Pearson liobson, against men like William J.
Bryan as professional prohibitionists. I want to say something to the gentleman, and he knows I am his friend personally: There are people who are professional antiprohibitioni.sts.
[Applause.]
Mr. GORDON. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DECKER. Yes.
.
Mr. GORDON. I would like to know, you being one of the
:!\lissouri delegation that Mr. MEEKER referred to, whether or
not it is the fact that the Anti-Saloon League has been getting
~ ecret pledges from members of the Missouri delegation pleuging them to vote for prohibition?
1\Ir. DECKER. I thank the gentleman from Ohio for asking
that question. There may have been such pledges sent to some
}>eople. I have never received one. I began to make speeches
in favor of prohibition long before I started to run for Congress.
I am a leader for prohibition out in my country. [Applause.]
I do not ask anybody from St. Louis or even Mr. Bryan or 1\Ir.
Hobson on that question. [Applause.]
1\Ir. GORDON. That is not quite responsive to my question.
The CHAIRl\1AN. The time of the gentleman from Missouri
ha expired.
l\Ir. DECKER. May I have five minutes more?
1\Ir. CANDLER of 1\Ii sissippi. Mr. Chairman, I yield five
minutes more to the gentleman.
· The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Missouri is recognized
for five minutes more.
·
1\Ir. DECKER. I can not speak for other men, but I do not
think it is true. It is true that the Anti-Saloon League in Missouri-.1\lr. MEEKER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? ·
Mr. DECKER. Yes.
l\11·. MEEKER. Do you mean to say they have not sent out
those 1etters?
l\lr. DECKER. Do not attempt to intimate that you are
coming up here to intimidate me. Do not think that I am afraid
of you.
l\-11\ BLAN'.rON. :Mr. Chairman, I ask for order.
1\lr. DECKER. No ; I will maintain order here, so far as that
is concerned. They have never been sent to me. Where the
gentleman has misled the House is in saying u they promised to
keep tl:!em secret."
l\lr. 1\fEEKER. I Will put that copy in the RECORD.
1\.lr. LEVEU. 1\!r. Chairman, I ask gentlemen to observe the
rule.
Mr 1\lEEKER. I rise to a question of personal privilege, and
T '"ill put a copy Of that letter in the RECORD.
.1\lr. DECKER. All right, put it in the RECORD.
1 1\I.r. RUBEY. Will the gentleman yield?
, Mr. DECKER. Yes.
' 1\Jr. RUBEY. I am a member of the Missouri delegation, and
I never received a letter of that kind. [Applause.]
1\Ir. DECKER. l\1r. Chairman, I want to be · fair with the
gentleman. I do not think the Anti-Saloon League of 1\lissourl
bas been in the habit of publishing these- pledges. You know
the Bible ny , "Be ye wise as serpents and harmless as doves,"
anu the tt·ouble with a good many prohibitionists in the
pa t has been they have been harmless as doves but have not
had as much sense as serpents. The Anti-Saloon League has
been fi ghting. the cause with good judgment and has been of
great service, and I know of no dishonorable methods that they
have been guilty of. Someti~es they may have kept pledges
secret . . Have the brewers of St. Louis and the distillers always
told the people of the country who they were relying upon?
[A11pla w e.]

I lived in Kansas when I was a boy and you need not talk to
me ubout prohibition driving people to drugs. You never saw
a man that whs raised in the State of"Kansas that could be
elected road overseer in the county where he lived that would
u are to tand up and talk against prohibition. national or local.
I know you had one man by the name or Hadley that came over
from Kan as and was elected governor of Missouri ; he was not
a prohibitionist publicly, but down in his heart I believe he
1.--new it was a success. A man ran for governor in Kansas
three or four elections ago, and he ran on a resubmission platform and did not get enough votes hardly to count. It has been
tried in different sections of Mi souri. It ha been a success.
The gentleman from California [Mr. KAHN] can argue with his
ability and philosophical trend of mind that wine is a good
thing, beer is a good thing, and whisky is bette1· than many
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things, but I want to say to you men that you do not hn"le t()
consult a doctor, you do not have to hunt up statistics-the 01··
dinary man only has to go and drag out · the skeleton in the
clo et of his own family to know what whisky does for mankind.
[Applau e.]
It weakens the strong; it tears down the mighty; it has not
been good for statesmen ; it has not been good for some preachers
and ministers of the gospel. [Applause.] It has not been a good
thing for the man who toils· with his hands; it has not be n a
good thing to steady tile nerve of the engineer who holds the
throttle while you and I are asleep on the cushions. [Applau e.]
Do not talk about this being a " holier than thou " move·
ment. I do not claim to be any better than you; I do not claim
I will get to heaven quicker than you do; I do not claim that a
man bus to be a prohibitionist to go to heaven. I do not claim
that. It is not a religious question. As long as it was ma<.le a
religious question such fellows as the gentleman from 1\Iissouri
[Mr. 1\IEEKER] could come into our districts and beat us two to
one. When we got to talking to the farmers, the railroad men,
the miners, to the boys and the men who do the work, anu telling them that it was an economic question; that it meant a
question of boots and shoes and clothing for little chil<.lren,
enabling them to go to school, with a fire in the stove to keep
them warm, they knew we were telling the truth. [Applau e.]
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from .1\Iissouri
has expired.
Mr. DECKER. l\1r. Chairman, I ask for five minutes more.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection?
·
There was no objection.
Mr. DECKER. I hope I am not imposing on your patience, but
you must excuse me. This charge of hypocri y and talk about
"holier than thou" bas riled me. My good friend l\lr. SABATII
differs, I see. He is one of the most patriotic men, one of the
best men that I have known in Congress. Gou forbid that I
should give the impression, because we differ on this question.
that I think I am "holier than thou." Deliver me from ver
being a hypocrite. This is not the only question that men like
you and me have to settle in Congre s. I will not say that this
is the most important question.
The most important que tion is winning the war. Our boys
are fighting for the Stars and Stripel over there. I want to ask
the gentleman from 1\lissouri [J\.Ir. MEEKER] if this prohibition is
a good thing for our soldier boys while being trained to fight
and die, wny is this prohibition such an evil for the other people
of our country who are helping to win the war? [Applause.]
If this prohibition is a good thing for the boy whom we train
to lead the charge, why blame the mothers of these bO:\ and the
fathers, too, who insist that prohibition i al o good for the men
and boys who stay at home. These same fathers and mothers
are told that we need more grain, more labor, more fuel, more
transportation. Why blame them because ther iemand that you
and I as their repre entatives see to it that food and fuel and
labor and transportation are not used in this busine s which all
must admit is not essential to the winning of the war?
1\Ien who are against this proposition in time of peace are for
it now. For the sake of conservation, for the sake of increasing
our morale, for the sake of the flag, for the sake of victory, the
overwhelming majority of Amel1ca is for prohibition dUI·ing the
war.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
The committee informally rose; and 1\fr. DEWALT having
taken the chair as Speaker pro tempore, a mes age frotn the
Senate, by Mr. Waldorf, its enrolling clerk, announced that the
Senate had agreed to the report of the committee of conference
on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments
of the Senate to the bilJ (H. R. 12923) to supplement the second
liberty-bond act, as amended,_and for other purpo e.
FOOD-PRODUCTION ACT.
The committee resumed its session.
1\Ir. SHERWOOD. 1\lr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
to extend my remarks in the REcono.
The CHAIRl\1AN. Is there objection? [After a pause.] T~e
Chair hears none.
Mr. CANDLER of Mi. is ippi. I yield 10 minutes to the
gentleman from Ohio [:Mr. GoRDON].
l\1r. GORDON. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman who preceded
me talked as if this was a measure to authoriz th Pi·esid nt
to prohibit the use of grain and foodstuffs in the manufacture
of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors. Why, we passed a bill
of that sort a year and a half ago. As I recall, the food-con·
servation bill originally passed prohibited ab olutely the u.·e
of grain in the manufacture of spirituous liquor <.luring the
period of the war and authorized the President at any time to
prohibit the use of food and grain in the manufacture of vinous
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and malt liquors, so that no legislation is necessai-y to accomplish the purpose which the gentleman from l\Iissouri was adYO·
eating here so eloquently. Now, I want to say to you, Mr.
Chairman, none of my family have died drunkards, and I can
not testify as an expert, as the gentleman who preceded me says
everybody here can. I myself do not use intoxicating liquors in
any form as a beverage, and never have since I was 14 years
old. So I am not a reformed drunkard, either. My principal objection to this measure is that it violates the Constitution of the
United States. I know that will be laughed at. 'Ve haye been
notified from high authority in both branches of Congress that
we have suspended the Constitution. .Just how that was done
nobody has taken the time or trouble to e~-plain. .Just how all
these people who are bellowing around here have released
themselves from their oath of office nobody has suggested.
1\Ir. SLOAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GORDON. I can uot yield, my time is so limited, but I
will yield for a question only.
l\Ir. SLOAN. Be a little more concrete, if the gentleman
pleases, as to who the high authority is that waives the Constitution.
·
l\Ir. GORDON. The distinguished Republican leader in the
United States Senate so testified in his speech there about a
:week ago that it was suspended. I inquired of the gentleman in
charge of this bill a little while ago how much whisky or_spirit·
uous liquors there at·e in bond under contract with the Government of the United States, the sale of which would be pro·
hibited after the 30th of next .June if this bill becomes a law.
He said he did not know. He said it was not important any·
:way, because this bill did not apply to those liquors, which
clearly indicates he has not even read the bill of which he is in
charge. I will read so much of the bill as contains that provision:
It shall be unlawful to sell for beverage purposes

any

distilled spirits.
nnd during said time no distilled spirits held in bond shall be remo.-ed
therefrom for beverage purposes except for export.

Except for e}.-port. Now, not being able to get any informa·
tlon from the committee having charge of the bill I called up
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue just now and was in'formed by him there is in bond deposited under contract with the
·Government ·of the United States between 145,000,000 and 150,000,000 gallons of spirituous liquors. The gentleman with whom
I talked is the expert in charge of this particular branch of the
Internal-Revenue Office, and he said to me that without . the
tax those liquors are worth $1.50 to $2.50 a gallon, depending
upon the time they had been in bond. If this bill passes that
145,000,000 to 150,000,000 gallons which has not been disposed of
by the 30th of next .June will be confiscated. That liquor was
deposited there under contract with the Government of the
,U nited States, which permits the owners to withdraw that liquor
from bond at any time within eight years by the payment of the
legal tax upon it. This bill repudiates that contract. I asked
the gentleman bow much of this liquor could be sold or disposed of per month, and he said in reply to that that if the tax
was not raised they could probably dispose of 5,000,000 gallons
per month, but if the $8-a-gallon act, which this House has en·
acted, should become effective there would not be any of it disposed of, and that it will result in the confiscation of this propperty worth between two and three hundred millions of dollars.
Now, we all li_ke to hear these flowery speeches of our friend
from Missouri and other gentlemen who are so hard up for a
campaign issue that they seem willing to prove their patriotism
by violating their oath of office, and I want to say to you that
the Government of the United States under legislation enacted
·40 or ~0 years ago and amended from time to time since has
received this property into its custody. It is now proposing to
enact legislation that will confiscate that property. That I
say violates the fifth amendment of the Constitution. If it is
necessary to get liquor away out of the country to get it away
from these people who live in this dry territory, and who consume so much of these drugs and other stuff the gentleman from
California told us about, I say if the public welfare requires
that this property be desh·oyed in order to keep it away -from
them, then I say that the Government of the United States
ought to pay for this property before it destroys it. That is
:what I say. It is a plain, simple proposition. The fifth amendment to the Constitution of the United States provides that
private property shall not be taken for public purposes without
due processes of law, and due process of law is to pay for the
property its h·ue value in money, and nobody proposes to do that.
;why, the-(!hairman of this Agricultural Committee, the distinguished gentleman from South Carolina, told me that this bill
was unconstitutional, but he will vote for it just like all of
these other fel\ows from these dry States.
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1\Ir. KAHN. Does not the gentleman know that both France
and Switzerland paid-1\Ir. GORDO:N. Every civilized country on the face of the
earth has always compensated for the value of property when
they saw fit to take property and destroy it. I yield to the gen·
tleman from Texr.s.
1\fr. SLAYDEN. I will say to the gentleman from Californin.
he· asked virtually the same thing that I was going to ask.
1\Ir. GORDON. So far as winning this war is concerned,
there is not a single nation on the face of the earth that has
adopted prohibition except Russia, and we know what it did
to Russia. The manufacture of intoxicating liquors was a Go-vernment monopoly before the Czar established prohibition, and
it cost him his crown and scepter. I do not see how it helped
Russia very much as a military a set. It seems to me that if
it proyes anything, so far as prohibition in Russia is concerned,
it proves that it converts people into pacifists instead of making
them fight. Now, Mr. Chairman, I understand I am talking to
a packe9 jury here. [Laughter.] I was very much interested in
the secret pledges that the gentleman from Missouri [1\lr.
1\fEEKER] stated had been sent to ail the :llissouri Members for
the last three campaigns.
1\lr. MEEKER. If the gentleman will yiel<l, I haYe already
wired for that letter and it will be here.
Mr. GORDON. That makes plain some of these Yotcs that we
have been having here. I will , undertake to say no man has
any right on a public question secretly to pledge himself in
advance of his. election, and when he does that he has obtained
Yotes by false . pretenses.
Mr. MEEKER. Does not the corrupt-practises act forbid it?
Mr. GORDON. Yes. The law forbids it.
Mr. RUBEY. I would like to guarantee to the gentieman
that, outside of two or three of the Missouri delegation, none of
them bas received letters of the sort, and we are not pledging
om·selves or making secret pledges to anybody.
Mr. GORDON. I am glad to hear the gentleman say that.
That certainly exonerates him and confirms th·e high opinion I
have always entertained of him.
Mr. MEEKER. Does the gentleman from 1\lis ouri [:M1·.
RUBEY] indorse that system of h·ying to obtain -votes?
l\Ir. RUBEY. Certainly not. I do not ihlnk tlle system
prevails.
l\Ir. MEEKER. The letter will be produced.
l\Ir. GORDON. I was never asked to pledge myself on the
question, and, so far as this prohibition question is concerned,
my position. I think, has always been well known.
Mr. BLANTON. You spoke of the Goverument paying for tho
property.
1\lr. GORDON. I spoke of paying for this property l>efore
they destroyed it.
1\Ir. BLANTON. Paying for it if they destroyed it?
Mr. GORDON. Yes.
1\Ir. BLANTON. If the Government did agree to pay for it,
would the gentleman 'be in faYor of prohibition?
Mr. GORDON. No; I would not. What has that to do \\"ith
it? I say to you, whether you are in favor of prohibition or
not, you ought not to be in favor of this. The property is in tho
custody of the Government. I do not care how much you are in
favor of prohibition, you ought to vote against this bill, because
it does not contain any provision to pay for this property whic)l
is sought to be destroyed by this legislation. There is not an intelligent man on the floor of this House who does not know
that this legislation is unconstitutional, but yet they will stand
here and vote for it because they are afraid somebody ~ill vote
against them.
The CHAIRMAN. Tho time of the gentleman from Ohio
[Mr. GORDON] has expired.
.
The gentleman from Ohio [l\Ir. SHERwooD] asked unanimous
consent to revise and extend his remarks in the RECORD. Is
there objection? [After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
l\Ir. SLAYDEN. Mr. Chairman, if no one else would like any
tirr;.-e, I would like about fiye minutes.
1\Ir. HAUGEN. 1\fr. Chairman, I yield 10 minutes to the gen·
tleman from Michigan [Mr. McLAUGHLIN]. ·
Mr. McLAUGHLIN of l\Iicbigan. 1\Ir. Chairman, I wish to
speak of another amendment. When this bill was before the
House an amendme.nt was offered forbidding the use of any of
the money to pay salaries or e~-penses of men who should be
employed and to whom ueferred classification under the draft
law was given on account of such employment. That amendment was adopted by practically a unanimous vote of the Com·
mittee of the 'Vhole and \Yas later approved b;r the House. At
about the snme time otller bills of importance providing for
the employment of a large number of men were considered and
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passed. Nearly every one of those bills contained a similar provision. I have in mind the bill providing for the taking of thenext census, a bill which provides for the employment of some
80,000 men an<l women, and without a dissenting voice the
Committee of the Whol~ adopted an amendment forbidding the
gr·anting of deferred classification to any man on account of his
employment under that law. So the House is committed on
that question, and I believe very properly so.
·This bill pas cd and went to the Senate carrying that provision. When it reached the Senate it was amended. It comes
back with that provi ion stricken out. I wish to call the attention of Members of the House to that fact and to prepare them
for an ame-ndment that will be offered to di agree to the Senate amendment and instructing the conferees not to yield on
that proposition.
Now, under the bill similar to this. passed a year ago, carrying an amount of money much smaller than this bill carries,
the Department of Agriculture employed some 4,500, mostly
men. '.rhis bill, carrying a much larger amount, will continue
the empl oyment of the 4,500 and provide for the employment
of about 7,000 more, making about 11,500 to be employed under
this bill. Almost all of them are or will be employed temporarily for special work, stimulating agriculture, carrying
information to the pe-ople, gathering statistics, and other kinds
.of extension work. It was urged against this amendment when
it was considered in the House that it would embarrass the
regular work of the Department of Agriculture, interfere with
the- employment or the pay of its regular employees. That
statement was not correct. The regular employees of the deIlL rtment are not employed or provided for by these appropriations. These appropriations provide almost entirely for temporary employment of men and women, so that the department
can start out now and employ all the men it wishes or needs to
employ under this act; but it is up to the department, it seems
to me, and my idea in offering the amendment was approved
by the House, that it shoul.d employ only those who are outside
the draft age.
The Department of Agriculture reported to the Committee on
AgricultuTe that at the request of the Secretary, deferred
. classification had been given to some 2,200 of its employees, and
it struck the House as a very large number.
Now, when we consider the large number of girls and women
employed in the Department of Agriculture and the large
number of men who ha'e been ·employed there for many years,
and who are above 31 years of age, we must see and admit that
2,200 given deferred classification is an unreasonably large
number; that the spirit of the draft law has been lost sight of;
that the provision of the law permitting deferred classification
at the reque. t of the Secretary of Agriculture has been abused.
I believe and insist that this law providing for employment of
men, almost all of them temporarily, should be so framed as to
make it impo sible for the Secretary to request or secure
deferred classification of these men.
l\lr. WALDOW. Will the gentleman yield?
l\lr. McLAUGHLIN of Michigan. Yes.
l\fr. WALDOW. As to that 2,200 who have received deferred
classification, is that 2,200 out of the 4.500 or out of the 11,500?
:Mr. McLAUGHLIN of Michigan. It is 2.200 out of all the
men employed in the Department of Agriculture, including the
4,500 employed under a bill similar to this enacted a year ago.
Mr. WALDOW. Does the gentleman say that at the present
time there are 11,500 employees of the Department of Agriculture?
lllr. Jt[cLAUGHLIN of Michigan. Oh, there are more than
that. '!~here aTe more than 20,000. . I said that under this bill
provision is made for the employment of about 11,500 men and
women. Forty-five hundred were employed in similar work a
year a<Yo and paid out of appropriations carried in a bill similar
to this bill, but which carried a smaller amount of money.
.This bill, carrying a much larger amount than the bill of last
year, will continue the 4,500 on the rolls and permit the adding
of 7,000 more, making 11,500, or such a matter~ employed and
to be employed under this act
Mr. WALDOW. I do not believe the <:rentleman has caught
my point. This bill has not passed. Has the Department of
Agriculture employed 11,500 without the passage of this bill? ...
l\lr. McLAUGHLIN of 1\li~higan. No. They have continued,
as I understand it, the 4,500 employees that were employed
under a similar act passed a yea!' ago, and they are waiting to
employ the additional 7,000 until this act shall have been
passed.
l\Ir. WALDOW. Then my contention is correct, that the 2,200
who have received deferred classification-l\Ir. McLAUGHLIN of l\Iichigan. A1·e not included in the
7,000 additional to be employed ·under this act. That is right.
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It must impress everybody that 2,200 is a very large num-

ber, and that continuation of the policy pursued by the Secretary of Agriculture ought not to be permitted.
It is uTged by the Department of Agriculture that if this
amendment is passed it will embarrass them in their work,
and I have been urged to withdraw my support from the
amendment; have been told the work of the department-and
to be done- under this act-will be embarrassed if the amendment becomes law. They say they wish to employ young men
lately out of college to advise and instruct the farmers. [Laughter.] They say men without college training or who have
been a long time out of college are not imbued with the
spirit of the department, or are not up to date in their 1~now1..
edge of present-day scientific agriculture.. I insist to you, gentlemen, and I say it as a staunch supporter of the extension
work carried on by the Department of Agriculture, that the
principal objection to that work is and has been that young
men without experience have been employed. They go out
fresh from college, with too little experience in farming. and
undertake to instTuct, advise, and assist the farmers in their
work, and they do not succeed.
The greatest objection that has -been raised to the exte-nsion
work of the department grows out of the fact that young and
inexperienced men without knowledge of problems confronting
farmers have been employed. If this amendment, adopted and
made a part of this bill at my suggestion a few weeks ago and
which the Senate has disagreed to, is put back into the bill it
will be up to the Department of Agriculture to employ only
older men, men of experience, men who can go to the farmers
with better grace, meet them on a common footing and give
better advice and produce better result .
l\1r. Chairman, I have spoken for the purpose of calling the
attention of the House to the fact that this amendment was
stricken out in the Senate, and that we should pay attention
to it when we consider the bill under the five-minute rule.
Discussion so far on the bill has been altogether on the prohibition amendment, and I thought that unless the attention
of the House were called to the · draft amendment, so called,
it might be lost sight of. It is very important and I trust the
House will determine that it should remain in the bill. [Applause.]
.
Mr. LEVER. l\lr. Chairman, I move that the committee do
now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the committee rose; and the Speaker havin.~ resumed the Chair. Mr. JoHNSON of Kentucky, Chairman of the
Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union. reported that that committee had had under consideration the
Senate amendments to House bill 11945 tmd had come to no
resolution there-on.
ENROLLED DILL SIGNEQ,

Mr. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported
that they had examined and found truly enrolled bill of the
following title, when the Speaker signed the same:
H. R. 12923. An act to supplement the second liberty-bond act,
as amended, and for other purposes.
1
ENROLLED BILL PRESENTED TO THE PRESIDENT FOR HIS .APPROVAL. 1

1\Ir. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported
that this day they had presented to the President of the United
States for his approval the following bill :
H. R. 12923. An act to supplement the second liberty-bond act;
as amended, and for other purposes.
FOOD-PRODUCTION ACT.

Mr. LEVER. 1\ir. Speaker, I move that the House re olve
itself into the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the
Union for the further consideration of the Senate amendments
to House bill 11945.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly tbe House resolved itself into the Committee of
the Whole House on the state of the Union, with Mr. Jorr~-soN
of Kentucky in the chair.
l\lr. CANDLER of 1\Iississippi. 1\Ir. Chairman, I yield twominutes to the gentleman from South Carolina [1.\lr. LEVEl!].
1\lr. LEVER. Mr. Chairman, let me inquire of the gentleman
from Iowa how much time he intends to consume on that . ide?
And before he answers I want to say that we are all anxious
to vote Qn the bill this afternoon. If crentlernen will use ns
little time as po sible for general debate, we ought to be-gin to
vote in a very few minute·. I only have a request fo1· five
minutes more.
l\1r. HAUGEN. I hove an hour left, and I have a numbet· who
desire to speak. It is po sible that some may yield back some
-of their time and we may get t4rough quicker tban that.
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Mr. LEVER. I hope gentlemen will use ..as little time as
possible for the accommodation of eertain gentlemen who have
reservations for to-night and still want to vote on this prohibition amendment.
Mr. SLAYDEN. Mr. Chairman, I understood the gentleman
to say he had requests for five minutes only,. I have asked for
time, and I understand there are others.
l\Ir. LEVER. I misunderstood the gentleman from Mississippi. Other gentlemen have requested time w11o say now they
do not want it.
.. rr. HAUGEN. 1 believe that all of us are of the same opinion and want to eJ..--pedite the passage of the bill as much as
possjble.
llh·. CAJ\TDLER of Mississippi. I yield five minutes to the
gentleman from Texas {Mr. SLAYDEN J.
Mr. SLAYDEN. 1\lr. Chairman, the effort of some men to
conh·ol the habit and thoughts of other men has ~en the cause
of more trouble and bloodshed than any other one thing history
·mentions. For centuries that particular form of tyranny manifested itself in the struggle of religiou faiths. It provoked
wars and sent martyrs to the stake. The spirit that caused
some men to perish in war and burned at the take stoutheat·too individuals who chose a cruel death rather than recant their views still lives and controls a few individuals in
the American Congress. The majority of the Members of this
Hou ·e who scorn the right of American citizens to regulate
their own conduct, who have tossed aside personal liberty as of
no yalue, are not of the hard and cruel type that directed the
horrors of the religious wru·s. These moralists of our d.ay are
merely working to save their seats in Congress. If they knew
that the majority of their constituents we1·e antiprohibitionists
they would vociferously up}lold that view of this question and
would make the House d~af with their clamorous appeals for
the personal Uberty of the citizen. If they w-ere uncertain
about the views of the voters, no power under heaven could
get them off the fence. But being convinced that the prohibition sentiment is sweeping the country, they let loose on us
these tear-bringing appeals to the emotions that we ha\e been
compelled to endure for so long. I was gratified a few moments
ago when the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. McLAUGHLIN]
asked the Bouse to remember that this paragraph about prohibition was not the only thing in the bill and that other features
of this proposed law are entitled to consideration. But of
cour e his appeal is in vain. When men are excited in the
chase after other people"s rights they give no thought to such
matters. One of the wisest things ever said by Woodrow Wilson was his reference to this very question. In substance he
said that one of the most .apparent evils of the agitation for
prohibition is that it cuts athwart every other question and
makes calm consideration of important is ues impossible. Here,
to-day, we have an illustration of the wisdom of what the President aid. It divides families, separates friends, and causes discot·<l in communities. It has become a religious faith and, as of
•old, its believers are determined that the infidels shall be converted or exterminated. It makes men forget the political faith
of the party to which they profess allegiance. Traditionally and
in principle the Democratic Party is opposed to it. Platform
after platform of the party of Jefferson has pronounced against
it or any other form of sumptuary legislation. How many
Members of thi House care or know about these declarations?
Is it necessary to either coddle or control the grown-up men
antl women of the United States? They are neither imbeciles
nor weaklings. They are a sober, decent, self-respecting people
as a whole and have been from the beginning of our history. Certainly, the statesmen of an earlier period were as wise as any
, we can show to-day, their laws as wholesome, were as truly
pious, as truthful, and, pardon me for saying it, infinitely braver
in lwlding and expressin"' opinions.
The world is rapidly improving in respect to the evil of overindulgence in alcoholic drink. There is comparatively little
drunkenness in our country now, and less and less as time goe
on. Soon \Ve will come to the view of drunkenness that obtains
in other parts of the world and view it as it is viewed in Spain,
Frauce, Italy, and other parts of En rope-as a disgrace. Over
there the drunkard who is a nuisance is punished, not the sober
man who <lrinks moderately and beha:res himself.
·
A few minutes ago I was talking to one of my colleagues
recently returned from Em·ope. He tells me that he saw very
little drunkenness; that in Scotland he saw only three intoxicated men, one Scotchman and two Americans. I do not <loubt
that the two Americans were from some prohibition community
and had never been taught self-restraint. My friend 1\Ir. GORDON,
of Ollio, threw himself into this flood of impassioned oratory to
call attention to one featm·e of this proposed law that is entitled to the gravest consideration. He challenges the constitu-
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tionality of a law that undertakes to confiscate or destroy property .as this bill proposes to do. It is a bit of highwaymanry that
no other country~ either as a reform or war measure, has resorted
to. It proposes to take property from the citizen .b y the superior
force of the State without compensation. That is downright
robbery .and disgraceful to the American Uni<m. France paid
for the distilling plants and the Hquors on .hand when she abolished the trade in absinth. Switzerland did the same thing.
This proposal is on the same moral plane as the act of the highwaylllall who takes money from the wayfarer by fot·ce -of arms.
For this Gi:>vernment to take or destroy property without full
compensation is disgraceful and dishonest.
The talk about it as a war measure is pm·e humbuggery. It is
precisely the program of the prohibitionists from a period long
anterior to the present wm-, the Spanish War, or tl1e 1\"ar
between the States. It is just an opportune phase .of prohibition.
Here we are hm·d put to find money to can·y on the war, and
these gentlemen propose to cut off one source of revenue that
might yield a billion dollars a year. How are we to make up the
deficit? Shall it be by customs taxes that will add to the co t
of everything we import? ShaH it be by consumption taxes on
tea, sugar, coffee, possibly butter and eggs? We must have the
revenue if we are to defeat Germany. Let these gentlemen who
propose to cut off large sources of income suggest others.
Our fathers did not know that it was disgr.aceful to make or
improper to use moderately .any sort of alcoholic drink. A glass
of wine or a julep in some sections was an indtement to hospitality, to geniality, and increased the delights of all social occasions. Dverindulgence in food or drink was rank, diSe,o-usting
gluttony and equally tabooed in polite society.
, George Washington, who was a figure of some importance in
the be~inning of our Go\ernment, was a distiller, and no less
respected because of that fact. He sold the product of his distillery to his neighbors and 1·equired payment of the bills w-hen
due. I dare .say there are :Members of this House who would
have taken his name off their visiting list-for which Washington would probably have been grateful-but long after they ha\·e
sunk into the sea of oblivion so properly provided for them he
will still be cherished by all true Americans as the gt·eat~st .of
all our products and to the end history will set him down as fust
in war, -first in peace, and first in all the- attributes of a real
man.
.1\Ir. Chairman~ these speeches that appeal to the emotional,
that overflow with pathos, have interested and amused me.
They remind me of the first prohibition speech I ever heard;
they are just as logical, just as unconvincing as the one I heard
under a big live-oak tree in west Texas. The orator of that
occasion had all the tricks of the present-day speakers on the
same subject. He came out strong for the defense of mother
and home thnt nobody was assaulting and everybody ready to
defend. He denounced vice and praised virtue, in which all
were agreed. He was most pathetic and moved those who wear
their hearts on their sleeves to tears. He told, and told exceeding well. a story of how a workingman who had received bis
weekly wage stopped at the saloon on his way home and surrendered to his appetite for drink. His wife wus at her poorly
furnished home trying to still the cries of her hungry children.
She hovered over the dying embers on the hearth, eating out
her heart in anxiety, rocking the cradle with one foot while she
wiped the tears out of her eyes "ith the other!
It was a moving and convincing tale.
!
1\lr. Chairman, we are trying to destroy a tyrant fn Europe.
Let us be careful not to set up others at home. ln trying to sa,-e
democracy abroad let us not forget that it is more important to
save it at home.
l\Ir. SABATH. l\1r. Chairman, I ask unnnimous consent to
extend and revise my remarks.
l\1r. SLAYDEN. l\lr. Chairman, I would. like to extend my
remarks slightly.
The CHAIRI\!AN. Is there objection to these requests?
[After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
1\Ir. WATKINS. l\fr. Chairman, I ask leaye to extend my remarks in the RECORD.
The CHAIRJ\LW. Is there objection? [After a p~use.] The
Chair hears none.
1\lr. HAUGEN. I yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from
Wyoming [1\Ir. MONDELL).
Mr. l\IONDELL. 1\fr. Chainnan, whatever gentlemen· Yiews
may be on the subject of prohlbition it must have become reasonably patent to any man who has taken the pains to ke~p informed that the time for the discussion of the pros and cons
of the que tion of prohibition is pa t and that the time has come
when the peopl.e demand that we act. There may be arguments
entitled to some consideration. against the legislation as contained in this bill, but, next to the determination of the Amer-.
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ican people to end this war with "fictory, ne:xt to that, the
~trongest determination in the American heart and mind to-day
IS that of establishing the condition of prohibition in this country
during the period of the war and that will be very evident when
the representatives of the people vote on this Senate amendment
when we reach it. The American people are determined that for
the period of the war at least grains and fruit shall not be used
for the purpose of manufacturing intoxicating liquors; that for
the period of the war at least conditions of sobriety shall be
established throughout the country.
There was a time when arguments were in order, but that time
has passed so far as the majority of the American people are
concerned, and they are expecting us to act. Not all the American people are satisfied with the provisions of this bill. Some of
them would prefer to have the date when prohibition is to take
effect extended ; many more would like to have, indeed are very
anxious to have, the date of the taking of effect of p1·ohibition
legislation more immediate, but apart from these differences of
opinion the overwhelming majority of the people are behind Ie"'islation of this character and for very good reasons. Wh:t
George Washington did or thought or what other good men did or
thought cuts no figure now. Times have changed, and the
thoughts and views of men have changed with them, and many
a man who a few years ago would have resented as unwarranted
interference with personal liberty any legislation prohibiting the
use of liquors is now a most ardent advocate of prohibition legislation. Yes; there will be some property losses, regrettable because loss of property is always regrettable; but the men who
are in this business are largely responsible for that, for many
of them, in the face of the very evident growing determination
of the American people to put an end to the liquor business,
have not only continued but have enlarged and extended their
business.
Mr. Chairmnn, so much for that. This very important bill,
important in its prohibition amendment, important in the aid
it gives to agriculture in many lines, has unfortunately been
loaded in another body with a lot of legislation that ought never
to have been placed upon a bill of this character. It is important that we should regulate rents in the District of -Columbia, but the regulation of rents in the District of Columbia has
no place on a bill of this cbarac~er; and wllile I do not wish to
impugn the motive of any gentleman anywhere, I can not understand why anybody should have placed or should want to
have remain in this bill legislation of that character if he is
entirely and heartily favorable to the general purposes of the
bill.
.
Mr. LEVER. Will the gentleman yield for a suggestion?
Mr. 1\!0NDELL. I yield.
Mr. LEVER. This bill has been amended in the other body
with four great, big propositions over which the committees reporting it had no jurisdiction, namely, the rent-profiteering bill,
the Indian land-leasing bill, the pw·e-feed bill, and this prohibition measure, with sundry other amendments.
Mr. l\1011-TDELL. _ There is no justification for it, and it all
ought to come off of the bill in conference-every bit of -it.
1\fr. LEVER. Does it not look very suspicious as to motives?
Mr. MONDELL. As I. said, I impugn no man's motive, but
if I were compelled to form an opinion on the subject I might be
constrained to feel that the motive might not have been the
bet

1\Ir. LEVER. I feel very much the same way.
1\Ir. MONDELL. Now, gentlemen, I want to call particular
attention to an amendment on page 26, which if it were presented
in tlle proper way would seem to start all right with a view of
IWeYenting the shipment of improper, deleterious, and adulterated feed products. It has no place on a bill of this kind,
for this committee should not in connection with the consideration of this bill have to go into the very large question of adulteration. But there is a very pecUliar joker in ne:xt to the
lnst line of that first paragraph on page 34. It is proposed to
lWOilibit the shipment of g~·ound or shredded straw or hay.
Well, in the western country alfalfa is a very important product, and alfalfa meal is one of the very best dail·y foods and
<lairy products. Alfalfa meal is ground or shredded alfalfa
hay. In this amendment alfalfa bay and alfalfa meal, as pure
products as there are in the world and probably the best of all
foods for dairy purpose , is classed along with peanut hulls, rice
hulls, ground corncobs, and other products having little or no
feed value. The whole paragraph should go off the bill in conference. In any event, t11e e perfectly pure and healthful foods
should never be classed with these questionable articles.
Now, 1\Ir. Chairman, I want to emphasize the statement made
by the gentleman from Michigan [1\fr. McLAUGHLIN] relative
to tlle pro\ision of tlle bill stricken out by the Senate which
, was intended to prevent the Agricultural Department from
1
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becoming a haven for slackers. The American people are intensely in earnest about this war, and they are intensely in
earnest in seeing that the draft law is equitably and honestly
a.dministered and that there shall be no place anywhere, par-·
bcularly under Government control, where slackers may find
bomb-proof refuge.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Wvomin"'
has expired:
~
b
Ur. GALLAGHER. 1\fr. Chairman, it must seem peculiar to
say the least, to the thinking Members of this body that while
"":e are considering this prohibition amendment, tacked on this
b~l by the ~enate as a pretended war measure, to a bill to
strmulate agriculture, we are at the same time deprivinO' people
not. only of their personal liberty but hundreds of thou:ands o.f
our citizens of their business and property accumulated after
years and years of perseverence and toil. All this is being
done, we are told, to help win the war, while we are sending
an army over the sea to fight for the liberty and freedom of the
~eopl~ everywhere and to make this world a decent place to
hve m. I regret very much that it is called a prohibition
amendment, as there is something more than prohibition involved in it. It means the desb·uction of hundreds of millions
of dollars' worth of property, the lifetime savings of many of
those engaged in the liquor business, without any consideration
for reimbursement or provision to pay for the property that is
ruined and destroyed.
I am not a prohibitionist and never have been. I believe in
temperance and am in favor of such regulations as are needed
in conducting the traffic in liquor. I do not take any stock in
the arguments that are being made here in favor of prohibitio~
because, as I have stated, this amendment means a great deal
more than to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors. If I
were a prohibitionist and I wanted to do a little work for the
prohibition movement, I believe I would start right in here in
Washington, where we have prohibition, to do a little missionary work.
I represent a district in Chicago where there are eight or
nine hundred saloons doing business. You can walk all over·
the district in a little over an hour, and I want to tell you I
can ~ee as many drunks around Capitol Hill as I can see in my,
district any day of the week; and I notice, here as elsewhere,
that a lot of the loudest shouters for prohibition are amon"' the
biggest booze fighters. Now, that is pretty plain, and the~·e is
more truth than poetry in it.
As I have told you, this is more, a great deal more than
merely a. question of prohibition, becau e you propose by this
act to rum thousands of people and destroy their property the
life-time savings of many who have worked hard all theil· iives
to accumulate the same, and you want to wipe it out without
aD:y consideration for them whatever, without any attempt to
reimburse them for their loss. You are going to ruin thousands
and thousands of prosperous people engaged in a business that
the United States Government has been a partner in ever since
the foundation of the Government, without any compensation
to them whatever.
'Ve are told that this is a war measure. Everybody who
knows anything about the war and the provisions we have made
for war-time prohibition knows that that is a fake argument
pure and simple. There is no truth in it whateYer; the war
argument is simply used to further the prohibition movement, ·
but the indications are that it will not go into force until the
war is over.
'Ve are told it will conserve grain and coal; that the grain is
needed for food. Why, there is more vacant lnnd in goLf
grounds, thousands and thousands of a-cres of the best kincl of
land, that could be planted and produce more grain, if neces niT,
than is used in all the breweries in the United States. Conserve t11e grain here, prevent the manufacture of harmle s beer,
and ship the grain oYer to our allies to be manufactured into
beer and liquor O\er there, and distributed even to the soldiers
in those countries, while it is not allowed within 5 miles of a
camp in this country.
Then, again, we want to save the coal. Is it to saye it for
the poor people that are suffering for the want of coal in om·
r:ities or to sell it at a reasonable price? Why, if there was
a movement started in this country, or in this House, to do
one-quarter of the work to produce coal from the mines and <listribute the same that has been done to further the prohibition
movement, do you believe tilat millions all ov ~ r the country
would be threatened as they are now with freezing this winter'?
Why, out in my section of the country they have already given
notice that there is to be a shortage of coal, and the news dispatches tell us tllat many are compelled at the pre ent time to
burn old papers or anything else they can get to burn to keep
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warn::.· and save themselve from catching cold ; but here all the
talk is about prohibition to mn the war.
If the mines were worked and the coal distributed as it shoulu
be, and there was half the effort on the part of this House to
see t hat coal was produced in sufficient quantity as there is to
promote prohibition, do you believe that the people would be
threatened as they now are in this country with freezing this
winter because they can not get coal? Coal will still be furnished to business concerns and factories that supply goods
that are not considered necessary or essential for the successful prosecution of the \Yar, but breweries and saloons will b~
put out of business and the poor people will be still left to suffer
from the cold and freeze; who cares?
If this prohibition movement were an honest movement to
help the war, I would not say a word about it. I am in fm-or of
winning the war, but e>erybody knows that such is not the purpose of this amendment. It is dishonest and hypocritical, and
I can not understand what the American people are thinking
about to allow a few agitators to put over such a law on them.
Mr. BLANTON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GALLAGHER. There is no use wasting any time with
people like you. Everybody knows where you are.
1\fr. BLANTON. 'Vill the gentleman yield?
Mr. GALLAGHER. I am talking to men with whom I can
reason. I might talk to you for 24 hours and you would vote
for prohibition anyway, because your district demands prohibition of you.
· 1\Ir. BLANTON. Will the gentleman yield for a question?
1\lr. GALLAGHER. I have only a few minutes. And I want
to say that if I was going to do some missionary work for the
prohibition cause I would like to start in to work up here on
Capitol Hill, but what is the use. This is a proposition which
you can not argue or convince anybody as to bow they shall
vote, because they have their minds made up in advance as to
how they are going to vote.
Mr. BLANTON. Will the gentleman yield for a question?
1\lr. GALLAGHER. I yield to the gentleman.
1\fr. BLANTON. The gentlemnn spoke of drunkenne s which
he has seen on Capitol Hill. I would like to ask him this question: Do you refer by that to· the official personnel of Capitol
Hill or to the visitors here?
l\Ir. GALLAGHER. I think the House knows very well to
whom I refer. [Laughter.] I do not tl1ink I need explain it.
The liquor business is not the only business that is going to
be injured by this law; States, counties, and cities will be financially injured by its passage. In my city alone millions of dollars will be lost to the city government that now goes to the
support of the municipality, to say nothing of the hundreds of
millions of dol1ars that wilJ be lost by the United States Government in revenue, at a time when money is so badly neeued
for war purposes; nor is any business in the country taxed as
heavily as the liquor business. Liquor dealers pay a greater
part of their income to the Government than does any other
bu. iness in the United States.
Look at the movement that is going on for the passage of the
constitutional amendment for national prohibition in the States.
We are told they have 14 States that have already ratified the
amendment. What States have submitted the question to the
people for a vote on it? I do not know of any State but one that
has hone tly submitted that question to the voters of the States
for ratification. The prohibition element are resorting to force;
to bulldoze, and compel the State legislatures to ratify that
amendment without ever submitting it to the people. [App1au e.J
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Illinois
ha~ e:A.rpired.
1\lr. GALLAGHER. I hope I have done some good to help our
cau e, anyway. [Laughter.l
1\lr. HAUGEN. 1\11·. Chaii·man, I yield five minutes to the
gentleman from New York [1\Ir. PLATT].
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from New York is recognized for five minutes.
l\Ir. PLATT ro e.
1\fr. DYER. 1\!r. Chaii·man, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PLATT. I have not started yet.
l\lr. DYER. I do not 'Vant to take the gentleman's time.
1\lr. PLATT. l\1r. Chairman, I want to speak for a few minutes in regard to the National Security League. We have heard
n most extraordinary tirade here this afternoon by the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. FREAR], who declares that this organization is made up of profiteers and scoundrels of one kind
nncl another, and he al o alleges that the National Security
League has charged every 1\Iember of this House who did not
vot e in accordance with its i<leas on the questions selected as
tests with being disloyal. That is pure bunk, and the gentleman
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knows it~ It has not charged anybody with being disloyal. It
bas simply placed before the people in graphic form the records
of Members of Congress on the declaration of war, the Kahn
amendment to the draft act, the McLemore resolution, ancl certain preparedness measures. The gentleman from Wisconsin. if
he bad it to do over again. would not now vote, I am sure, as he
did then on some of these measures. He is thoroughly patriotic;
nobody, I am sure, doubts that; but we all make mistakes, and,
for my part, I think it better to admit them than to abuse the
person who points them out. Very few Members of the Sixtythird Congress, for instance, supported the first preparedness
motions made by the gentleman from 1\Iassacbusetts, Mr. Gardner; but I do not believe there is a man here who will have the
hardihood to .Q.eny that Mr. Garuner, who has since then laid
down ·his life for his country, was right. The program of preparedness that he advocated so strenuously and ably in the
winter of 1914-15 and later in the SL~ty-fourtb Congress was
modest indeed compared with the enormous expenditures we
have since undertaken ; but if his program had been adopted then
it would have saved this country of ours many millions of dollars and doubtless also many thousands of lives.
Those who voted with him, it seems to me, have a right to feel
proud of that fact, but they certainly would not for a minute seek
to imply that the great majority who voted otherwise were ih
any sense disloyal. The National Security League bas not included those early roll calls of 1915 in its list of test votes; but
as they were the pioneer preparedness votes after the beginning
of the war in Europe I am going to insert two of them with my
remarks.
1\Ir. Chairman, the National Security League needs nQ defense
from me. It is composed of a large number of patriotic citizens
scattered over the country, who pay the munificent sum of $1
a year for membership. With the fund so cr-eated the leugtic
issues its occasional charts and statements.
Here is a chart headed " Congressional vote on preparednes.~
and war," prepared by the league publicity agent, l\Ir. E. L.
Harvey. It shows bow all the Members of the Sixty-fourth and
Sixty-fifth Congresses voted on eight questions selected as tests.
\Vith the chart was issued a statement for newspaper publication analyzing the votes and containing a "roll of honor," which
comprises the names of 47 m-en out of 347, who were Members
of both Congresses, who" voted right on all eight measures."
He also gives a liSt of 7 men .who "voted wrong on all eight
measures," a list of 22 who ">oted wrong on seven of the eight
measures," a list of 30 ''who voted wrong on six of the mens·
ures," and a list of 58 "who voted wrong on five of the measures," and it figures up the percentage of wrong votes by
States.
Now, it so happens that my name is on the honor roll, as are
the names of "most of my Republican colleagues from New York
State, but I do not think the tests selected were entir,ely fair,
nor do I think it was quite fail· to get out an explanation of
the chart containing a roll of honor and the names of men who
voted wrong on eight, seven, six, and five of the questions
selected without also giving the names of the men who voted
right on seven, six, and five of the questions selected.
THE EIGHT TEST VOTES,

The eight measures used by the Security League's committes
in the compilation of the chart were stated as follows:
No. 1. McLemore resolution, March 7, 1916. This resolution was to
the etrect that American citizens should forego their naturul, legal, and
constitutional rights to travel on the high seas.
.
No. 2. Kahn amendment to the Hay Army bill, March 23, 1916.
This amendment sought to increase the Regular Army to 178,000, or
more nearly approaching the recommendations of the Genera! Stair o!
the Army.
No. 3. Brandcgee amendment to the Hay-Chamberlain Army bill,
April 18, 191G. This amendment provided for an Army ot 250,000 as
against 140,000.
·
No. 4. ~ction 56, providing for a volunt eer r eserve army wboUy
un<1:er Federal control, April 18, HH6.

These last two dates are wrong. Bot h votes were on the conference report, May 8, 1916.
No. G. Motion to recommit naval appropriation IJill, J"une 2, 1!>1G.
This motion was designed to secure an increase in the Navy beyond
what was provided in t}le original bill.
·
No, 6. Cooper amendment, Ma rch 1, 1917. This amendment " ·as designed to prohibit to Amet·ican ships their lega l right to carry arms or
ammunition in their cargoes.
No. 7. Declamtion of war against German:r, Apr1l G, 1917.
No. 8. Kahn amendment to conscription act, April 23, 1917. ~·his
provided for the raising by con cription of the necessary Army t o giTe
effect to the declaration of war.

Now, the McLemore resolution, the Cooper amendment to the
armed-ship bill, the declaration of war again t Germany, and
the Kahn amendment to the draft act were vi tal rna tter , n nd
while no one should be accused of disloyalty who voted wrong
on these matters, still it seems to me that those wllo did so >ote
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. were wrong and might ju t as well admit it. The Republicans
of the House make an excellent showing on all these questions.
The four preparedness votes selected were perhaps the best
that could have been selected if four had to be taken, but it
seems to me that No.4, on section 56, should have been omitted,
arid I wrote to Mr. Harvey, the publicity director of the league,
. and told him so. I received a reply, dated August 23, from
Mr. Charles D. Orth, chairman of the Security League's congre sional committee, who is the man, by the way, who should
be the target of criticism, if anybody. He explained that they
had to select measures that "supplied an official record of actual \Otes," and added :
·
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dock, J. I. , Nolan, Paige of Massachusetts, Parker of New J er ey,
Patton of Pennsylvania, Peters, Platt, Plumley, Porter, Powers, Rogers,
Shreve, Sinnott, Sutherland, Ten Eyck, Thompson of Illinois.
.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from New York
bas expired.
Mr. RUCKER. 1\lr. Chairman, I was very much intere ted in
the speech of the gentleman from California [l\Ir. KAHN], wh()
fired the opening gun in this fight. He made a very strong argument, from bis standpoint, against the prohibition provi ion
contained in this bill relative to the manufacture and Eale or
wine and beer.
In the course of his remarks he admitted that be believed the
prohibition of the manufacture and sale of whisky '"·oulu be a
national <lisaster. I do not undertake to quote his words
verbatim. He closed his ~eech, strange to say, with a quotation
from the Scriptures, which be read in support of his argument
in behalf of the ale of intoxicating drinks. In concluding his
speech the gentleman read from St. John, second chapter, first
to tenth verses, inclusive. I am not a pronounced or recognizell
student or scholar of the Scriptures, but since hearing him I
have deemed it proper to put some other passages of Scripture
in the RE.conD, which the gentleman from California [Mr. KAHN]
perhaps for want of time did not insert. Let me read. I will
insert proper references in the RECORD:

is

It
unfortnnatl' that some Members spoiled theil· roll-of-honor record by voting wrong on section 56 Our view is that the thing of overriding importa nce was the essential and inherent principle involved,
which should have governed the voting, to the exclusion of any other
considera tJon

Section 56, yo:u remember, brought in the question of the
militia and the so-called continental army advocated by President Wilson in bis me age to Congress in December, 1915, but
afterwards abandoned by him because of the open revolt of the
Democratic leaders of the House against it.
A NEW HONOR ROLL.

1\·ow. l\lr. Chairman, I want to introduce a new honor roll
by reading the names of the men who voted " yea " on the first
. roll call for preparedness on 'January 22, 1915. The motion was
Woe unto him that giveth his neighbor drink{ that puttest thy bottle
to him and makl'st him drunken. (Hal>akkuk 1, 15.)
made by 1\fr. Gardner, of Massachusetts, to recommit the Army
Look not thou upon tbe wine when it is red, when it giveth his color
appropriation bill and · add $700,000 to the appropriation for in the cup, when 1t ·moveth itself aright.
aircraft, and those who voted for it were:
At the last it blteth like a serpent, and stingeth like an auuer.
(Proverbs xxUi, 31, 32.)
Who hath woe ? Who bath sorrow? Who hath contentions? Who
hath babbling? 'Vbo hath wounds without cause'! Who hath redness
of eyes? They that tarry long at the wine; they that go to seek mixed
wine. (Proverbs xxiii, 29, 30.)
Woe unto them that rise up early tn the morning that they may
follow strong drink; that continue until night till wine inflame them.
(Isaiah v, 11.)
Woe unto them that a1·e mighty t.) drink wlne, and men of strength
to rulugle strong drink ; which justify the wicked for reward, and take
away the 1·lgbteonsness of the righteous from him! (Isaiah v, 22, 23.)
Awake ye drunkards, and weep; and howl, all ye drinkers of wine,
because of the new wine; for it is cut off from your month. (Joel i , 5.)
Nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards. nor revilers, nor extortioncrs, shall inherit the kingdom of God. (I Corinthians vi, 10.)
Wine is a moclcer, strong drink is ragrng; and whosoever is decciveu
thereby is not wise. (Proverbs x.x, 1.)

Bathrick, Cooper, Curry, Edmonds, Esch, Farr, Gardner, Greene of
Massachusetts, Guernsey, - IIayes, Helgesen; Hinds; Hobson. Johnson of
Washington, Lafferty, Linubergh, McLaughlin, Mapes, Mlller, Moss of
West Virginia, Murdock, J. I. Nolan, Parker of New Jersey, Peters,
Platt, Rogers, Smith of Michlgan, Stephens of California, Sutherland,
Temple, Underhill, Volstead, Winslow.

There were just 34 in that first preparedness roll call, and it is
.
wor th Y 0 f pre ervat lOU.
· Mr. HARDY. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PLATT. Yes.
,. D
1
·
1
t t th t l\f H
b f
l\Ir. HARD .L.
oes t le cu·cu ar s a e
a
r.
ay, e ore
the vote was taken, said that they had already approp1iatet1 all
that had been e timated?
1\Ir. PLATT. This Tote I ha\e taken from the RECORD, not
frvm any circular; but Mr. Hay did say that. Let me read to
you what l\fr. Hay aid with .regard to another motion of l\lr.
Gardner's on the same bill, a motion to amend the item for field
artillery so as to appropriate for 120 new guns instead of 52.
Mr. Hay said: "\Ve have plenty of time before the dreams and
visions of the gentleman from Massachusetts shall come about
to make all these guns."
That was the attitude of a certain crowd in this House at
that time, and some of thern have not gotten ovei· it yet.
Mr. KNUTSON. l\fr. Chairman, \Vill the gentleman yield for
n question?
·
Mr. PLATT. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. KNUTSON. It has been charged by :Members of this
House that one of the industrious chartet· members of the
National Security League hired a substitute in the CiYil 'Var.
l\Ir. PLATT. That bas nothing to do w·ith the attitude of
1\lembers of Congress on this war.
l\Ir. KNUTSON. Can the gentleman giye any information
a::: to the time when this official became so \ery patriotic and ex' perienced a change of heart?
. l\Ir. PLATT. I do not know what the gentleman refers to.
This organization, I may say, is doing just exactly as the AntiSaloon League and other organizations are <loing with respect
to the votes of Members of Oongress. · They are a little overzealous, perhaps, and so is the Anti-Saloon League. I disagree
with some of their methods.
1\lr. KNUTSON. 'Vould it not be far better for the country
if this gentleman had had a more patriotic fervor in 1861?
l\Ir. PLATT. I fail to see that 1861 bas any connection with
"1918. The National Security League is, generally speaking, all
right and did u lot of good work before we entered the \\ar
in advocating preparedness. It is nonpartisan anu composed
of patriotic citizeng who pay $1 a year.
·
Anu now I waut to add the econd roll call on prepareuness,
. that of February 23, 1915. It was on a motion made by the
gentleman from l\la ·~achuBett , l\lr. Gardner, to recommit the
fortifications bill 'vith instructions to report an appropriation
of $1,000,000 in tead of $200,000 for the purchase, manufacture, and test of ammunition for seacoa t cannon:

Mr. Chairman, I desire to put these criptural quotations in
tile REcor.n in answer to the scriptural quotation reau by my
friend, the gentleman from California [l\fr. KAHN].
Mr. CANNON. Which is the olde1· in point of time?
1\lr. RUCKER. I Qr the gentleman from CaUforuia? lie is.
Mr. CA~'NON. :No; which is the older scriptural quotation?
Mr. RUCKER. I want to say that I knew in this splendid
audience, composed of nearly the entire membership of the
House, there would be some not conver ant with the Bible. I
have no reference to the gentleman from Illinois. [Laughter.]
Mr. OANNON. Some of the quotations are from the Old
Testament anu others from the new.
1\fr. RUCKER. The gentleman has had ample time to tu<.ly
Scriptures. Some of these quotations are from the New Te tament, current anu everlasting, anu are to-day appealing to me
and yon in behalf of humanity. [Applause.]
1\fr. CANDLER of Mississippi. 1\fr. Chairman, I yield two.
minutes to the gentleman from Pennsylvania [l\lr. BESHLIN].
l\Ir. BESHLIN. 1\lr. Chairman, I am in favor of the bill, particularly the prohibition clause. Personally I favor moving forward the date to January, 1919, and if I have an opportunity
I shall offer an amendment to that effect. I ask unanimous
consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
l\!r. LEVER. 1\fr. Chairman, I yield myself one minute. I
would like to inquire of the gentleman from Iowa [Mr. HAuGE:\']
how many more speeches he has?
Mr. HAUGEN. I have promised the gentleman from Wi sconsin [l\fr. STAFFORD] 10 minutes, and I am not ure about the
others. I rather think they intend to give in their time.
l\lr. LEVER. I would like fo say to the gentleman fr·om Io,va,
anu to others who have sought time on this side, that I woulu
be very glad in<.lE>ed if the gentleman coulU conclude in 10 minutes on that side, and we will try to do _so on thi, , although we
will have to insist that some of the gentlemen take a little less
time than we promised them. I know that gentlemen want to
get home, and unless you can cut some of this time-l\Ir. DEWALT. Will the gentleman permit me a moment?
Britten, Bryan, Danforth, Deitrick. Donohoe, Falconer, Farr, Gal'lll\1r. LEVER. Yes.
n~r. Greene of 1\lassachusetts, Greene of Vermont. Gn<:rnsey, JJe_lgesen,
l\Ir ·nEWAL
. T. I asked for time but I will record my sentiHi nil s, Hob on, .John. on of
tab. Johnson of -Washmgton. · Kiess of
.
·
'
' rcnnsylvania, J. ll. l~owland, Kreider, La Follette, Mi~lcr, Mott, 1\Iur· meuts by my YOte an(} not speak.
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Mr. LEVER. The gentleman's position is always- big and
fair. The gentleman from Texas wants only mo minutes of
' time, and I yield that much to him.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Chairman, my colleague, the _gentleman
from Illinois [Mr. GALLAGHER], intimated that I was going to
vote for prohibition because my district was overwhelmingly in
favor of it. If I were equally unfair, I might intimate that
inasmuch as the gentleman stated there were--! have forgotten
how many-hundreds of saloons in his district, over which, he
said, he could walk in one hour, possibly that might be the
reason for his sentiments against prohibition expressed upon
the floor of the House, and also when he says that he has seen
so much drunkenness upon Capitol Hill and that he is willing to
confine it to the business elements of this bBl. And by that, I
take it, he so condemns in his indictment the membership of
the House.
·
I am not that unfair. I might, if I wanted to be unfair, such
as he was when he said there was so much dishonesty in the
prohibition cause, call attention to the fact that nowhere has
it ever been shown in the history of this country that the prohibition element of this country had used $156,000 at one time
in an attempt to debauch the governor of a State; and at no
time can it be shown that the prohibition element in this coun~
try, Anti-Saloon League, or any other part of it, has ever attempted to use $375,000 for establishing a newspaper to run in
the Capital of the Nation with whole page advertisements and
leadin·g editorials in behalf of the liquor traffic.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimOllS consent to
revise and extend my remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection?
Mr. McARTHUR. I object.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Chairman, I regret to state that there
will not be any more extension of remarks on the other side.
Mr. HAUGEN. Mr. Chairman, I yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. STAFFORD].
·
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chaiiman, when the Congress enacted
the food-conservation bill, of which this bill is an ·amendment, a
year ago last August, it delegated to the President such. authorit· in the control · of the further manufacture of liquors that
the people approved of that action. Under that law it actually
furbade the further manufacture of alcoholic liquors, and left
it in the discretion of the ·President whenever in his judgment
it was necessary to conserve food, to restrict the further manufacture of maltous and vinous beverages. That was generally
acceptable to the people, but the Anti-Saloon League, not willing
to accept that rational solution, precipitated this fight. When
this bill was originally under consideration in the House an
amendment seeking to compel the President to exercise the authority forbidding the further use of grain in the manufacture
of maltous beverages was presented and voted in the bill. The
bill went to the Senate. The Anti-Saloon Leaguers got busy.
They began to proselyte throughout the country, to. ~ause mes·
sages by the hundreds to be sent to Senators, and as the result
there passed without a roll call the amendiJ:lent that we have
under consideration, that forbids the further manufacture of
beer after May the first next, and the further sale of any kind
of liquor, whether it is maltous or alcoholic, after June 30 next.
I contend that the statesmanlike position i· the consideration of this question was the decision of Congress last year
when we referred it to the President to determine what should
be the policy as to the further manufacture _o f maltous and
vinous beYerages. For when we pass this amendment, which
under the hysteria of the moment is going to be passed through
pressure of the Anti-Saloon Leaguers, then you are going to
confiscate hundreds of millions of gallons of whisky in bonded
warehouses for which the liquor dealers of the country have
given their bond and which they were aS[;Ured they ·would have
the privilege to take out of b~nd within eight years. With the
increased tax on whisky its consumption is rapidly diminishing.
To adopt this amendment absolutely prevents the further manufacture and sale of beer next year. Everyone knows that this
puts a premium on the illicit manufaCture of 'Yhisky and the
surreptitious use of habit-forming drugs. Beer can not be
readily manufactured in small quantities. It is accordingly a
whisky and habit-forming-drug proposition.
The President, under Executive order last week, under the
authority of this particular law of a year ago, put a ban for the
present upon the further manufacture of maltous liquors. It
provides that there shall be no more sugar, glucose, corn, rice,
or other foods used in the mamifactUre of beer or· near beer
after October 1, and that between October 1 and December 1
beer and near beer may be manufacture<.: out · of the supply of
malt and hops then in existence. But 'it says nothing, and
rightly says nothing, against the sale of the beer now in storage
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or prevents the further manufacture of beer when it is no
longer necessary to conserYe food. The brewers of this counh·y
have accepted the decision of the President that it is needed as
a war measure.
But there has been an insidious attempt on the part of tl1e
Anti-Saloon Leaguers to cast odium upon the brewers of this
country because, perchance, the brewers and brewery workmen
by ancestry trace their lineage to the alien enemy. I haYe
heard Anti-Saloon Leaguers in my own community during the
campaign try to besmirch the loyalty of the brewers in this
great crisis, and even now the gentlem:m from Texas [1\lr.
BLANTON], blatant prohibitionist that he is, seeks to cast odium
upon them because they have loaned $375,()(){ to Mr ....<lrthur
Brisbane . to aid him in acquiring the ownership of the 'Vashington Times.
1\fr. BLANTON. :Mr. Chairn1.an, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STAFFORD. Not at this moment. I will when I have
completed this statement. I am not acquainted with 1\fr. Arthur
Brisbane, but I know from sta\ements of reputable people that
he bas for years believed that the one way to solve the liquor
question was to have maltous beverages and wine substituted
for whisky. That has been his fundamental belief for years and
years ; and I know further that one of the leading brewers of Milwaukee, whose character Mr. A. l\Iitcbell Palmer has sought to
besmirch by trying to label him as disloyal, said to me in private
conversation, months before our Government entered into war,
that he had no use for the government of the Kaisei·. More than
this, the brewers have contributed largely to the liberty-loan
funds and to the Red Cro s fund, and are loyal to the core in
support of the Government. And yet we find A. Mitchell Palmer,
the representative of the administration in Pennsylvania, who
went out of his way to try to defeat several Democratic Representatives in this House who are a distinct credit to this body,
in order to bolster up his cause, charging disloyalty to the
brewers of this country, because, perchance, they -contri.buted
to the fund loaned to Mr. Brisbane in a newspaper venture here
that \Vould, perchance, reflect 1\fr. Brisbane's views.
Now I yield to the gentleman from Texas.
1\Ir. BLANTON. So far as Mr. Brisbane is concerned, I believe he is a loyal, patriotic American citizen. But the question
I want to ask the gentleman from Wisconsin is, Does the gentleman believe that the loan of $375,000 without security is a
business transaction?
Mr. STAFFORD. Of course it is when you loan that money to
a man with the standing of 1\Ir. Brisbane for the purchase of a
paper of the standing of the Washington Times from Mr. 1\Iun~~y,
who bad invested his all in it. There is no question about it.
Of course if the ·gentleman had the slightest knowledge of the
Washington Times, he would not doubt it.
It is just like the transaction where l\Ir. J. Pierpont Morgan,.
through his representatives, acquired the ownership of Harpers.
There is nothing to the discredit of the brewers in it. There has
been nothing antagonistic to the Government in the expression
of Mr. Brisbane's views, and from the very start of the war he
has been standing by the Government. And yet 1\fr. A. Mitchell
Palmer has gone out of his way, without knowledge of the facts,
to cast odium upon as loyal and patriotic a class of men as can
be found in America.
That is the character of the campaign that has been waged by
the Anti-Saloon Leaguers. They are trying to destroy this industry that has the backing of the majority of the people of this
country by trying to link them up, because of ancestry, to the
allied enemy cause. It is unfair, it is un-American, and it is
bound to react agains~ 1\ir. Palmer and every person like him
who indulges in such unfair tactics.
1\Ir. KAHN. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
.
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes.
Mr. KAHN. I want to say to the gentleman that seven years
ago l\Ir. Brisbane, at a public meeting in New York at which I
was also a speaker, spoke in favor of wine and beer.
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes. Now, what does this amendment propose to do? So coyert is it that it is not limited to the war. It
seeks to restrict the sale until the demobilization of the troops,
seeking by indirection to do that which Congress has no· right
to do. The brewers of the country yield to the judgment of the
President and the judgment of l\1r. Herbert Hoover, even thou~h
the latter is permitting to-day the sending ""ithout restriction
of millions of bushels of barley to Great Britain and other conntries to be manufactured into beer.
I know that 1\Ir.· Hoover is familiar with the conditions in
Great Britain, because he has lived there for years. Perhaps
he knows those conditions better than he knows the conditions
in industrial plants in this countl·y, and 1\Ir. Hoover, ;if he is going to be consistent in his policy in issuing this order, based on
conservation of foodstuffs, will impress upon the imported cereals
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that go to Great Britain the condition that they m11st not be ·that all Senate amendments be disagreed to except the Senate
amendment which deals with the prohibition question. So, I
used in the manufacture of malted beverages.
Moreover the leaders of industry know that beer i a -valuable think, the gentleman's .motion, while it may be in order, is not
aid to workmen in the proces s of industry and manufacture. neces ary.
Not until I had wotked in a foundry, elbow to- elbow with the
l\Ir. STAFFORD. The Committee of the Whole must take
laboring man, breathing the dust and the sulphurous gases, did orne action on these amendment . The committee does not
I know what it meant to them to have a gla . s of beer, and what take any notice of the report of the Committee on Agri<'ulture,
it rests with the chairman or somebody to make the motion.
its sedative value was.
The CHAillMAN. The time of the gentleman from Wis- The gentleman from Michigan has moved to disagree.
consin has expired.
1\!r. CANNON. l\1r. Chairman, it seems to me if this was
1
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, may I ha:ve three minutes being considered in the House as in the committee, ameudment
more?
by amendment. the e amendments would have to be (Jisposed
Mr. HAUGEN. I yield to ~e gentleman three minutes.
of ingly if anybody demanded "it. By unanimous consent we
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is recognized for thr e min- might vote on them wholesale.
l\Ir. LEVER. In order to save time, l\Ir. Cl1airman, I ask
utes more.
Mr. STAFFORD. I have worked among the toilers, and I unanimous consent that all the Senate amendments, except
know how they view it. You may laugh, you who have never Senate amendment 13, which deals with the prohibition quesbrushed elbows with the toilers; but it will be the good fortune tion, be disag-reed to in Commjttee of the Whole.
of our country if there will be no ells en. ·ion amongst the inl\1r. STAFFORD. That is not in order; the Senate nmenddu trial workers. -I know t.hey are true Ameri.cans. Those ments have to be read and submitted to the committee.
who know our institutions will accept this order as a necessity
Mr. LEVER. I ask unanimous consent to read all Senate
of. tile war. But they will also expect that the Food Adminis- amendments, and then I will make the t·eqnest to disagree with
trator will treat the British workmen in the same way as he them a a whole.
tr ats the American workmen and refuse to allow those matel\lr. HAUGEN. Will it then be in order to move to c-oncur
riq.u to be sent abroad for the production of ma1tous liquors. in <'ertain amendment and di agree to others. I think under
The practical and rational olution of this problem is to leave the rule ench amendment has to be considered by itself.
it to the rresident to determine when war conditions demand
Mr. l\10NDELL. A parliamentary inquiry.
the change. To make it mandatory by law is prescribing the
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will state it.
will of dry States upon an unwilling majority in our industrial
~1r. l\101.\TDELL.
Assuming that the House dispo es of the
prohibition amendment, and then all the ot11er amemlments
State .
,Tile ·c RAIRl\IAN. The time of the gentlem:tn from Wiscon- are read without action, will it then be in order at the end
sin has expired.
of the reading to make a motion to disagree to all the Senate
1\ir. LONGWORTH. · Mr. Ghairman, I rise to express my sm~ amendments?
prise at the statement made by the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
The CH.A.IRl\fAN. The Chair is of the opinion that each
BLA1 .TON] concerning the Washington Times in view of the nmendment mu t he dealt with as it is read and, if po sible,
fact that only on ye terday I read in the paper" the following: hefore the committee rises, the motion about which the gentleman asks can be made. That is the custom.
MY DEAR BRISBANE: When you were at the White House offices today I forgot to ask you to send me the Chiengo Herald and Examiner
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Chairman, I imagine that \\·e would a-ve
1·egularly to m:r offices here.
I am sure you are going to make the sn.me good Democratic fight in time by proceeding in the regular way, and let gentlemen move
Chicago that you have been making in your paper in Washington, and to agree or di agree to the amendments as they are read.
I want to
c just how you do it.
1\Jr. TOWNER. There must be some action taken on each
J.P. TUMULTY,
Sincerely, yours,
amendment. Without unanimous consent the e amendments
Seoretarv to tile Prcsidc:zt.
must be di posed of in their order. ·It is the clnty of the chair·
Kow the gentleman sees how he does it. [Laughter.]
man to moTe to di agree or agree to every amendment as it is
The CHAIRMAN. . The Clerk will read.
read.
The Clerk read as follows:
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from l\fichigan has moved
Senate amendment No. 1: Strike out the following:
"Pro v id.ea, That no part of the money hereby appropriated shilll be to di agree to Senate amendment No. 1. The question i on
u c.>d in paying ·alary or expc.>n es ot any man who on account of em- thnt motion.
ployment in which be is or mn.y be engaged under the provisions of this
The question was taken, and the motion was agreed to.
net hn.s bf:>en or shall hereafter be certified by the Secretary of AgriculThe Clerk read Renate amendment No. 2 a: follows:
ture, or by any other official of the Department of Agriculture. for deterre(] cia sifiention, or by action of any other Federal official or
authority has been or may hereafter bp placed in a deferred dass
under act No. 12, Sixty-fifth Congress. entitled 'An act to authorize
the President to increase temporarily the Military Establishment of the
United States.' approved J.\Iay 18, 1!H7. or under any. act amendatory
thereof that has been or shall herenftet• be enacted."

Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will state it.
•· 1\Ir. LEVER Will it be necessary as we proceed with the
reading of the Senate amendments to act on each as it is read?
For instance, as to this amendment No. 1-would it be in order
now to make a motion to di agree, or will it be understood?
The CII. IRl\IAN. The vote need not be taken on the amendment un1e somebody offers an amendment to the amendment.
~'l.r. 1\lcLAUGHLIN of Michigan.
Mr. Chairman, I offer an
a mendment.
·
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Chairman, as I understand the preceuents of the House, I believe the Chair ruled just that way.
Each Senate amendment mu t be considered by itself as an
entirety.
. The CHAIRl\1Al.'[. That is the opinion of the Chair.
~ The Clerk 1·ead as follows:
.

~

l\1r. LEVER.

l\!1·. McLAGGllL1~ o!Iers tbe following: "That the House ill agree to
nate amendment No. 1 and the conferees on the p:ut of tbe House
be, ana: are laereby, instructed- to adhere to such disagreement."

l\lr. LEVER l\lr. Chairman, I do not th!nk that that is in
order at this time. An amendment instructing the conferees in
Committee of the Whole is not in order, and I make a point of
orfler against it.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair i of the opinion that the confere e. can not be instructed in Committee of the Whole.
.hlr. McLAUGHLIN of Michigan. Then, 1\Ir. Chairman, I
move that the <-ommitt di ·ngr e to the Senate amendment
numltered one.
l\Ir. LEVER. Let me ~ny to ilie gentleman from l\Iichigan
that the recommendation of the Committee on Agriculture is

Pagt> 2, line 23, strike out the following: "production of beef cattle.
$105,000."

l\Ir. CANDLER of Mississippi. l\fr. Chairman, I move to
disagree to Senate amendment No. 2.
The motion was agl'eed to.
The Clerk read Senate amendment No. 3 as follow :
Page 3, lines 1 aml 2. strike out the following: "making cottage
cheese on th£: farm, 52 950."
Mr. CANDLER of :Mil" i . ippi. l\.Ir. Chairman, I mO\C to

disagree to Senate amendment No. 3.
l\fr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I make the preferential
motion to concur in the Senate amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Wiscon in makes the
preferential motion to concur.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, just a word. When thnt
propo ition was under consideration originally, I take it the
strong Rentiment of the committee was in favor of denying the
Agricultural Department any appropriation to educate the farmers' wives in the manufacture of cottage chee e. The reason
it was incorporated here was because of the motion made hy
the gentlema,n from New Jer ey [Mr. HuTCIIINSON] in dividing
up the appropriation eriatim.
1tlr. LEVER. 1\Ir. Chairman, there has been a gootl deaJ of
fun and ridicule poked at the proposition. There is more in the
proposition than gentlemen seem to understand. When this
proposition was ou the floor at the original pasRage of tile hill,
I submitted to the <'Ommittee figures which howed thnt the
making of cottage chee e could be made an important incluRtl'y
in this country. This mall appropriation hn been aRk f1 for
for educational purpo ·, and I hope the motion will be votc<.l
down.
l\1r. MADDEN. M~. Chairman, there is not a hou ekeepe1· in
America that does not know how to make cottage chee e. Th re
is no more reason for the appropriation of money to empl oy
people to educate other people in the making of cottage che , u
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than there is ln attempting to fly to the moon. It is ridiculous,
outrageous, unjustified, and unjustifiable. The appropriation
will be used for no good purpose. Every one knows exactly
how to make cottage cheese. There is not a home in America
that does not make it at some time or other. Why anyone
needs to be educated in it and why we should add to the buruens of taxation by making an appropriation to employ people
to do that work is more than I can tell, and I hope the motion
of the. gentleman from Wisconsin will be adopted.
l\Ir. MEEKER. If they are going to take away beer, what is
the use of cottage cheese?
1\lr. MADDEN. It is good food and most people know how to
make it and most of them know bow to eat it.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the motion of the gentleman from Wisconsin.
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr.
STAJo''lfORD) there \Yere 53 ayes and 66 noes.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. l\1r. Chairman, I demand tellers.
The CHAIRMAN. Those in favor of taking this Yote by tel1ers will rise and stand until they are counted. [After counting.] Seventeen gentlemen have arisen; not a sufficient number.
On thi question the yeas are 53 and the noes are 66.
Mr. CALDWELL. :Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
The CllAIRl\IAN. The gentleman will state it.
1\lr. CALDWELL. Is it necessary now to make a motion to
Uisagree?
l\lr. CANDLER of Mis i ·ippi. I made the motion to disagree.
The CHAIRMAN. The motion is lost which was equivalent
to a motion to disagree.
The Clerk read as follows :
Amendment 4, page 3, line 3, strike out the figures " $1,058,975 ' and
iusert " $901 ,025.''

1\lr. CAl~LER of 1\li sissippi. 1\fr. Chairman, I moYe to dis1 gree to the Senate amendment.

The motion was agreed to.
. The Clerk rea.d as follovi'S:
Amendment No. 5. Page 3, line 4, strike out the word "seeds" antl
illsert in lieu thereof the words " seed wheat and beans."

1\Jr. CANDLER of Mississippi. 1\lr. Chairman, I move to dis.il.gree with the Senate amendment.
'l'he motion \vas agreed to.
: The Clerk read as follows:

f

Amendment No. G. Page 3. line 17, strike out the word "seeds" and
insert the words "seed wheat and beans"

Mr. CANDLEH of Mississippi.
llgree to the Senate amendment.
. The motion was a:;reeu to.
; The Clerk read as follows :
1

'

l\lr. Chairman, I IllOYe to dis-

Amendment No. 7, Page 3, line 20, strike out all the lan:;uage from
Une 20, on page 3, down to and including line 19, page 4.

Mr. CANDLER of 1\lis is ippi.
llgree to the Senate amendment.
The motion was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follow~:

Mr. Chairman, I moYe to dis-

Amendment No. 8. Page 4, line 20, strike out the word "fourth" and
lnsert the word "third."

1\11'. CANDLER of Mississippi.
agree to the Senate amendment.
The motion was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:

l\lr. Chairman, I move to dis-

Amendment No. 9. Page 4, line 21, after the word "food" insert the
words •· including eatable nuts"

1\Ir. CA:l't.'DLER of Mississippi.
,Jlgree to the Senate amendment.
The motion was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:

i

Mt·. Chairman, I move to <lis-

Amendment No. 10. Page 4, line 25, strike out the words "general
edministra.tion of exten ' ion work, $3G,OOO."

1\Ir. CANDLER of Mississippi.
ngree to the Senate amendment.
The motion was agreed to.
TllC Clerk read as follows:

Mr. Chairman, I move to dis·

Amendment No. 11. Page 5, line 1, strike out the words "home
economies" and insert in lieu thereof the words "home economics."

1\lr. CANDLER of l\1i sissippi. l\1r, Chairman, I move to disagree to the Senate amendment.
The question was taken, and the Chair announced tlle noes
seemed to have it.
On a division (demanded by Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi) there
were--ayes 73, noes 5.
So the motion was agreed to.
• The Clerk read as follows:
·

Amem1ment No. 12. Pa~re G, line 8, after the figures " $6,100,000"
stril'e out the remainder of the paragraph.

:Mr. C.A.l"DLER of 1\lississippi.
agree to the Senate amendment.
The motion was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
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Mr. Chail:man, I move to . dis-

Amendment No. 13. Page 5, following line 17, insert the following:
(13) That after June ao, 1919, untll the conclusion of the present war
and thereafter until the termination of demobilization, the dute of
which shall be determined and proclaimed uy the President of the United
St3:tes. for the purpose of conserving tbe man power of the Nation,
ana to increase efficiency in the production of arms, munitions. ships,
food, and rlothing for the Army and Navy, it shall be unlawful to sell
for beverage pm·poses any distilled spirits, and during said time no
distilled spil·itF held in bond shall be removed therefrom for beverage
purposes except for export. After May 1, 1919, until the conclusion
of the presf'nt wnt· and thereafter until the termimttion of demobilization. the date of which shall be determined and pt·oclaimed by the
President of the United States. no gmins, cereals. fruit. or other food
product shall be used in the manufacture or production of beer. wine,
01" Other illloxicatlng malt 01" \"iDOUS liquot• fot• beverage purposes.
After June 30. 1!)1!), until the conclusion of the present war and
thereafter until tbe termination of demobiliz3tion. the date of which
shall be determined and proclaimed by the Pre ·ident of the United
States, no beer, wine. or other intoxicating mnlt or vinous liquot· shall
be sold for bevemge purposes except for exp01·t. Tbe Commissioner
of Internal L"evenne is het·eby authorized and dil'ected to pt·esrt·ibe
rules and t·egulations. subject to the approval of the Secretarv of tile
Treasury, In regard to the manufactut·e and sale or distilled spirits
nn_d removal of distilled sptrits held in bond after June 30, 1!)19. until
thts act shall cease to operate. fot· other than bevemge purposes; a lso
ln regard to the manufacture, sale. and distribution of wine fot· sacrament~!
me~idn~l, or other than beverage uses.
After the approval
of t~ns act no. dtstilled. malt, vinous, or other intoxicating liquors shall
be tmp01·ted mto the United States during the- continuance of the
present war :tnd period of demobilization. exct>pt wines which may be
Imported unti: May 1, 1919: Provided, That this provision agaln!'t importation shall not apply to shipm e nt~> en route to the nited States
at the time of tbe pa suge of this uct.
Any person who violates any of the foregoing provisions shall be
puni!lhed by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by fine not exceedmg $1,000. o1· by both such imprisonment and fine: PI"OrirltJ<I,
Thnt the Prt>sldent of the United States be, and hereby is. authorized
and empowet·ed,. at any time after the passage of this act. to establish
z~mes of such s1ze ns he may deem advi£able nbout coni mines. munition factories, shipbuilding plants. and such othet· plants fot· war
m~terial as may. seem to him to require sucb action whenever in his
opmion the creqt10n of such zones is necessary to, or advisable in. the
propet· prosecutiOn _of the war, and that he is hereby authorized and
em~owcred to t;>t·o!ltOit the sale, manufacture. or disti·ibution of intoxicatmg )iquo~s m ·uch zones, and that any violatio.n of the President"s
regulatwns tD thls regard sb.all be punished by Imprisonm ent foi' not
more ~han one .rem; or by tine of not more than $ 1,000. or by hoth
such fine and 1mpnsonme!lt: P1·ot·idf!d fu r fller, 'l'bat nothing in th-is
act shall be ~onsiTued to mterferc w1th the power conferred upon the
PrPsident by section lf• of the food-control act uppt·o,·ed August 10
1 !J 17 (Public No. 40, 65th Congress).
'
· '

The Clerk read as follows :
Ho~~e

Comm!ttee a~eJ?clmen t as follows: en page 7, line !:?. nftPr the
~vord
dcmolnhzatlon ' msert the WOL' ds "except wines which mav be
1mported until ~lay 1. J!)l!)."
·

l\lr. CANDLER of Mississil)Pi. .Mr. Chairman, I moYe to concur in amendment No. 13 with the committee awemlment
wl1ich has been read by the Clerk.
·
~ir. KAHN. l\Ir. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
(
The CHAIRl\IAN. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. KAHN. 'Vould it be in order now to offer a furtbel'
amendment saying that the sale of wines and beer may be continued till the 31st of December, 1919?
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair is of the opinion that the committee amendrr;~nt should be acted on first.
Mr. KAHN. Well, a query: If the committee amendment is
adopted, or, rather, if tile motion of the gentleman from 1\lississippi is adopt~d, does not that foreclose further amendments?
1\lr. LEVER. l\Ir. Chairman, it seems to me any further
aiLendment to the bill, if the amendment recommended bv tile
committee is adopted, would be an amendment in the thir.d degree and would not be in order.
l\lr. CANNON. A substitute would be in order.
The CH.A.IRl\LW. The Chair does not agree with the o-entlemn.n from South Carolina.
o
l\lr. STAFFORD. 1\lr. Chairman, as I understand, this is not
an amendment to a House provision; it is a substantive amenurnent to · the original proposition.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair has already indicated he did
not entertain the opinion which the gentleman from South Carolina does.
1\lr. LEVER. 1\Ir. Chairman, a parlian:•~ntary inquiry.
,
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will state it.
1\lr. LEVER. Does ·the Chair hold this amendment would be
amendable even if the committee amendment is adopted?
Tl1e CHAIRMAN. The Chair is inclined to think-1\Ir. IGOE. Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry. The JI\O·
tion of the gentleman from South CaroHna, as I understand it,
was to conrur in the Senate amendment with an amendment.
Now, if that is done, are not all other amendments barred"?
The CHAIRl\lA.1~. The motion made by the gentleman from
Mississippi was to concur with an amendment.

!
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1\Ir. LE\ER. Let -me call the Chair's attention to this: The
motion is to concur in a Senate amendment with an amendment.
Now, then, if that motion is carried J'OU have concurred in an
amendment and that settles the proposition in dispute between
the two :Rouses; it is not open any further; you have concurred
with an amendment.
The CHAIH1\1Al'l'. The Chair will .hear the amendment
offered bs the gentleman from Mississippi read.
1\lr. McKENZIE. 1\lr. Chairman, a parliamentm·y inquiry.
1\Ir. RUBEY. 1\Ir. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHA.I&"\l.AN. The amendment offered by the gentleman
from Mis issi11pi lras not been read and we will read that and
see what it is.
1\Ir. SABll' H. It is the committee amendment that has
been read.
1\Ir. CAl\'"DLER of Mississippi. The Clerk read the amendment from the Clerk's desk a few Tilinutes ago w.hen I offered it.
The CHAIRl\IA.N. The amendment offered ·by the gentleman
from 1\Iis issippi is, at page 7, line 2, after "demobilization,"
insert the following: " Except wines, which .may be imported
until 1\lay 1, 1919."
Will the gentleman from California submit his amendment~
· 1\fr. McKENZIE. 1\Ir. Chairman-The CHAIRMAN. Just a minute. Let us hear this rea<L
Tile Clerk read as follow~ :
Amendment offered by :Mr. KA.KN: Page 6, line 10, n.fter the word
" nfter " strike out •· J'une BO" nnd insert " December 31.''
~ fr. McKENZIE. Now, l\Ir. Chairman, I want to submit a
parliamentary inquiry.
l\lr. LEVER. l\Ir. Chairman, I desire to reserve a point of
oruer on that ·a mendment, if it is offered as an amendment.
Mr. 1\IcKENZIE. Mr. Chairman-The CHAIRMAN. The Chair finds on investigation that a
motion to amend has precedence of a motion to concur. So
the question arises first on the committee amendment as it is
printed in the bill.
l\Ir. McKENZIE. l\Ir. Chairman, I want to submit a parliamentary inquiry. The gentleman from Mississippi [Mr. CANDLER] moYed to concur in t11e Senate amendment with an amendment. Now, what I want to submit to the Chair is whether or
not we can not have a division of that question and vote first
upon the committee amendment?
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair is of the opinion that the
question is divisible.
1\Ir. McKENZIE. Then I a k for a division of the question.
1\It·. IGOEJ. A parliamentary inquiry, l\fr. Chairman.
' The CHAIRMAN. The first question is on the amendment
which is found on page 7, " except wine , which may be imDorted until May 1, 1919."
Mr. CALDWELL. Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
r The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will state it.
• 1\Ir. CALDWELL. After the committee amendment is voted
on, will it then be in order to consider the .amendment of the
gentleman from California [Mr. KAHN] or any other gentleman?
The CHAIRl\fA.l~. T11e Chair is of the opinion that the ne:s:t
buFiiness in order-1\lr. TOWNER. 1\fr. Chairman, I beg pardon for making this
su.,.gestion to the Chair. It -occurs to me that the Ohah· is mistaken in holding that this is a divisihle motion. There can not
be any question about ·it, I think, for this reason: This !is a preferential motion.
The CHAIRl\1AN. The Chair will interrupt the .gentleman
by saying that he finds the question has already been ruled on
in these words:
1

'

A motion to recede and concur is divisible.

Mr. TO,VNER. This is a motion, as the .C hair will observe,
not to recede from a disagreement, but to concur in the Senate
runendment "·ith an amendment, which is a preferential motion.
nnd it can not. as I believe, be divided. This is the position
in which -we are now. Of course, if the Ohair holds that
other amendments c_a n be considered if this motion is adoptert,
then the very object and the very determination of this question
is lost. There is only one motion that can be considered now,
and that is the motion to agree to tl1e Senate amendment witb
the amendment. Now, if gentlemen have other amendments in
view, there is only one way in -whjch they can ·b e considered,
and that is to vote down this proposition. Then they can offer
their preferential motions. Eut, in so far as this motion js
concerned. I hold it is indivisible, and there is no right afterwards to file an amendment to concur with other amendments,
becau e we have concurred with everything in this amendme11t
except this proposition that is now stated by the gentleman.

]Ir. DECKER. I wauld like to ask the gentleman, 'for in•
fo1•mation, when we can -vote on the proposition simply to 'COU•
cur. How ec'ln we reacl1 that?
1\Ir. TO'\Th"'ER. There i no method except to vote down 'tl1ls
motion which has been made. 'Then any gentlemnn can :move
to concur or can make a motion to concur with another amend.
ment. That is the only method.
l\fr. CALDWELL. 'Viii 'the gentleman yield?
l\1r. TOW.N ER. Ye .
.
Mr. CALDWELL. Is t11ere .any possib1e way by whlch the
amendments of the other gentlemen can be reached?
1\Ir. TOWNER. -certainly. The method by which that can
be done would be to vote down this motio~
l\.fr. KEATING. A preferential motion. I move to recede
and concur in the Senate amendment.
l\Ir. CA1'-I"DLER of Mississippi. ':Chere 1s no recession Un·
der it.
The CHAinMAN. A motion to recede is not in oroer.
l\Ir. IGOE. l\lr. Chairman, 1 wouid like to submit a unani·
mous consent request.
The CHAilll\IAN. The gentleman will state it.
1\Ir. IGOE. I would like to know if the gentlemen who de.
sire to offer amendments to thi section may be permitted to
offer them before the motion to concur Is p1aced before thE!
House?
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair holds that a motion to ameud
takes precedence of a motion to concur.
l\Ir. IGOE. Mr. Chairman, I submit this as a parliamentary
inqulry. I did not -take illlY time ·n the general debate on this
proposition, but I have a motion to submit ns an amenclment
to the Senate amendment, one that is ·offered in good faith, and
I want to know when I can get an opportunity to do it.
l\Ir. LEVER. 1\Ir. Chairman, may I say to my friend from
l\Ii souri that there is on1y one way out of this pa1·liamentary
sitl:mtion and that is to vote down the amend.ment of the com·
mittee. I shall undertake to demonstrate thnt we ought not
to do that, but that is the only way to get out.
l\lr. IGOE. I have no .objection to the _particular amendment
the gentleman is offering.
'The CHAIRl\IAN. The vote comes on the Senate amendment
and then on the amendment offered by the gentleman from
California [l\Ir. KAHN].
•
l\Ir. BURNETT. The Senate amendment us amended.
i
l\Ir. LEVER. The committee amend.ment. Mr. Chairman, tho
vote is on the committee amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair intended to say, and thought he
diU say, that the vote comes on the committee amendment to the
Senate amendment. That is the first vote.
l\lr. WALSH. l\fr. Chairman, a parlia.mentary .inquiry.
The CHAilll\fAN. The gentleman will state it.
.
l\lr. WALSH. Unuer what rule does the Committee of the
Whole '\"Ote to concur or not to concur?
The CHAIRl\1Al~. It is the recommendation of the House.
1\lr. 'VALSH. Then the motion ought to be tated ·that way.
The Committee of the Whole can not vote to concur on anything..
They vote on the amendment, and then they vote on the recommendation which they shall make to the House.
Mr. IGOE. Mr. Chuirman, if that is correct-1\!r. CANNON. The motion was to concur 1n the Senate
amendment with an amendment. That was offered by the gen·
tleman from South Carolina [Mr. LEVER]. There is a division
ca.lle~ Now, the vote would first be on the amendment that he
offered.
The CHAI~l\IAN. The Chair thinks the gentleman from
illinois is right.
Mr. CAJ\"NON. Then the next runendment may be offered.
However that is disposed of, it is till amendable with auother
amendment. Otherwise you can not work out the -will of the
House or the will of the committee in recommending to the
House. So that it neces m·ily follows that the gentleman from
California [l\lr. KAHN], when this amendment is diJ po ed of,
favorably or unfavorably, has the right, before the motion to
concur, it seems to me, to offer another amendment and haYe
that disposed of, leaving the runend.ment to concur to await the
action of the House on the amendment of the gentleman fL'Otn
California or any other runendment that may be offered to the
Senate amendment. Otherwise the .hands of the House are tied.
1\Ir. RUBEY. l\Ir. Chairman, under the .fiye-minute rule I
would like to discuss this proposition for about one minute.
T he CHA1Rl\1AN. The gentleman from l\1i . ouri is recognized
for five minutes.
l\lr. RUBEY. Mr. Chairman, as I under tand it, the proposition before the Hou e now i the amendment offered by the
C?mmittee on Agriculttu·e, which is embraced in the words

"except wines, which may be imported until 1\fuy 1, 1919." I
do not believe that we ought to accept that amendment. I hope
that this House will vote down not only this a.mendJl?.ent but
all other amendments and pas· the prohibition proposition
exactly as it came from the Senate. [Applause.] I am going
to vote against the committee amendment for that reason, u.s I
shall vote against every other amendment that is proposed,
unless it is something that appeals to me very strongly. It
has got to be pretty dry. [Laughter.]
Now, 1\Ir. Chn.irman, the impression seems to be abroad in
this House and elsewhere-! hn.ve seen it in the newspapersthat this amendment was placed in here by the Committee. on
Agriculture for the reason that there are some treaty agreements bet\veen this country and some of our allies and that it
is n~cessary to put in this amendment in order that our treaty
obligations may not be abrogated. I ascertained this afternoon
that there are no treaty agreements of any kind that the Senate
provision violates in any way whatever. When I found that
out I felt that it was not right for us to accept the amendment
offered here, and I am therefore opposing it. I hope that it
will be Toted down, n.nd I also hope that every other amendment
will be voted down.
Mr. DENISON. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. RUBEY. I will.
l\1r. DENISON. It was reported in the papers that the Secretary of State or some representatir-e of the President came
before the committee and wanted this amendment put in. Is
tl1nt true or not?
·1\Ir. RUBEY. It is true in part only. The Secretary of State
sent some communications to the Committee on Agriculture.
l\1r. DENISON. Does tile gentleman from Missouri want to
be put in the position of opposing tile a dmi~stration in a matter
of this kind?
Mr. RUBEY. It is true that Secretary Lansing .filed with tile
Committee on Agriculture communications from certain ambassadors urging that the importation of wines be not interfered
with. The point I make, however, is this: That it was not
upon the ground of any treaty obligations, and tilerefore it does
not appeal to me.·
~Ir. DENISON.
But I am sure that the gentleman from
Missouri does not want to oppose the administration on a matter of this kind.
l\1r. RUBEY. "The gentleman frDm 1\lis ouri" has a mind
of his own, and he is not opposing the administration. I repeat,
Secretary Lansing transmitted to the Committee on Agriculture
communications which were received by him from the ambassadors from certain countries~Italy and Spain and one or two
otllers--and asked the committee to consider them. The committee did consider them, and decided to report this amendment.
But I hope the amendment will not be agreed to.
Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi. 1\fr. Chairman. I want to state
In a very few words the reasons which actuated the Committee
vn Agriculture in advocating this amendment. Letters were
written to the Secretary of State by the ambassadors fi·om
Portugal, Spain, Italy, and France, asking that tilis action be
taken fo1· the reason that they believed that their countries
should be placed upon the same basis as other countries with
resr)ect to this matter. The Secretary of State transmitted
copies of t110se letters written by those various ambassadors to
the Committee on Agriculture, with a communication from him
in \vhich he expressed the desire that they might be complied
~itll.

The only reason why the 3mendment was proposed-and it
would not have been proposed otherwise-was because we be-lieTed it was best under all the circumstances to comply with
the e requests, especially when they came from twa of our allies
~ho are fighting with us the battles across the sea.
I ask unanimous consent, l\1r. Chairman, to extend my re-marks in the RECORD by printing these letters. [Applause and
cries of "Vote!"]
'.fhe CHAIRMAN. The gentleman frarn Mississippi asks
unanimous consent to extend his remarks by inserting the letter.· referred to. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Following are the letters referred to :
ITALIAN WINEs-RElAD .AT COXFEREXCE.
DEPARTMEXT OF STATlil,

Washington, September 4, 1918.

The non.
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'1918.

ASBURY

F.

LEVER,

Chainnan Committee on .Agric-ultm·e, House of Representatives.

Sm: I have the honor to inclose herewith for the information and
conRideration of your committPe a copy of a communication from the
Italian ambassador at this Capital, in which, referring to the provision
of the blll (H. R. 11945) prohibiting all importation of wines immi'd'iately after the approval of the said bill, he requests1 for the reasons
stated in the communication, that the provision of the oillin this regard
be modified so as to permit the importation of wines to at least May 1,

1919, in order that Italian wine producers and exporters may have the
same period of time within which to adjust their business as is allowed
to American producers.
I have the honor to be, ~ ir,
Your obedi('nt servant.
.
ROBERT LANSI~G.
(Inclosure from Italian ambassador, Sept. 3, 1918.)
(Very urgent.)

Rn:GIA .AMBASCIATA D'ITALIA,
Washington, September 3, 1918.

ills Excellency the lion. ROBERT LANSING,

Secretary of State, Washington.

MY DEAR MB. SECRETARY: A bill now p<.>nding before Congress, H. R ..
1194-5. contains, .among others, the following provisions:
"After May 1, 1919. until the conclusion of the present war, and thereafter until the terminatloc of demobilization, the date of which shall
be determined and proclaimed by the President of the United ~tate:;, no
grains, cereals, fruit, or other fo od product shall be used in the manufacture or production of beer, wine, or other ~ntoxicating malt or vinous
liquor for beverage purposes. AftPr .Tune 30. 1919, until the conclusion
of the present war and thereafter until the termination of demobiliza·
tion, the date of which shall be determined and proclaimPd by the Pt·esi·
dent of th e United States, no beer, wine, or other intoxicating malt or
vinous liquor- shall be sold for beverage purposes P.xcrpt for export.
• • • After the approval of thls ct no distilled, malt, vinous, or
other intoxicating liquors shall be imported into the United States during
the continuance of the prese.nt war and period of demobilization."
The provisions in question, by prohibiting all importation of wines
immediately after the approval of said bill, will unavoidably cause
great losses to Italian wine producers.
Whil<>, in fa ct. American winP prorlucers would bP allOW('d a certain
period of time for necessary adjustments llefore prohibition a s to their
production would take efiect-tllat is. until Ma:v 1. 1919-Italian
producers would see this market closed to them immediately on approval of the bill in questio . so tbat no time would be given them to
dispose of that pa.rt of their production of the current year for which
in most cases they have already standing arrangements with importers
of this country.
I can not conceal that in view of the importance thP. wine industry
bas in the economic life of Ttaly the provisions mention~>d ml~ht have
serious consequences at a time when it would be most advtsable to
avoid thPm.
Insastnuch as _the provisions fn question would not bPcom'C' operative,
in so far as tbell' purpose is concerned-that is. the pt'Ohibition of tbe
sale of all alcoholic beveral.!es until July 1. 1919-may I ask you to
use your good officPs to obtain that the time for the enforcement of
said protisions with re~ard to importation of winPs be postponed at
least to May 1. 1919, so that Italian wine prod11cers and exporters
may have the same lapse of tlme to adjust their business that is to be
allowed to American producers .
.Assuring you of my deep appreciation for the interPst which I am
sure ·you will take in this rna tter, I avail myself of the opportunitv to
renew to you, my dear Mr. Secretary, the assurances of my hlg.best
consideration.
MACCHI DI CELLERE.
SEP'l'EMBER

Hon:

ROBERT L. A~RIXG,

7, 1918.

Secretary of f:tate, Washington. D. 0.

¥Y DE..ill 1\IP~ SECRE'rAnY: Your IettPr of the 4th instant, inclosing a
copy of a communication from the Italian amhassador, relative to the
importation of Italian wines, is received.
'
I shall give this matter careful consideration when the bill (H. R
11945) to which this matter, in the form of a Senate amendment,
attached goes to conference.
Thankin~ you, I am,
Sincerely, yours,
------.

is

.

PROHIBITIOX-Ii'RA~CE.

DEPARTMEXT
lion. ASBURY F. LEvER,

OF

STATE

Washington, September 1s,' 1918.

House of Representatives.

SIR : In connection with the ·agricultural bill now pending before
Congress (H. R. 11945), I have the honor to inclose a copy of a note
from the French ambassador calling attention to the serious consequences which the provisions of the bill might have in the E>conomic
life of France at a time when it would be most advisable to avoid them
and I beg that you will give yom earnest attention to this statement
from the representative of one of our cobelligerents in the war.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servan.t.
ROBERT LAXSIXG.
(Inclosure from French ambassador, Sept. 7, 1918.)
SlilPTE:\IBER 7, 1918.
Mr. SEcnlllTAnY OF STATE: A pending bill (H. R. 11945) which has
just been adopted by th<' Federal Senate, contains certaln articles rela·
tive to wines and spirit<: which are of a nature to affect unfavorably
in a large degree an important branch of French export trade. '.fhis
pending bill contains notably two clauses whlcb P.mbodv a difrerence
of treatment between .American producers and foreign producers to the
disadvantage of the IattPr.
In the first place, while thf' importation of alcoholic beverages must
cease until the end of the present war from tht> date of the passage
of the law, all national production of these beverages is authol'ized
until May 1, 1919.
The adoption of such a measure would, in fact, assure to tile ,' rueri·
can manufacturer a kind of monopoly, to the disadvantage of f<> r <'ign
exporters whose stocks are reduced and who in addition have al.I·Pady
in their disfavor the difficulties inherent to maritime transportation.
There would be presented herP an illequallty of treatment which noth·
ing would appear to justify. As long as the manufacturer of alcoholic
beverages is permitted i-n the United States, I feel that I may request.
for the producers in my country, a corresponding privilege; that is to
sav. the ability 9f importing thPir mPrc>hanilise.
'Next altbougli the pending bill forbids the sale until June 30, 1019.
of alcoholic beverages destined for consumption, exc>eption Is matle as
regards the wines necessary for religious and medicinary pllrpol'PJ< .
Now, either tbe collector of internal revenue to whom is left the p ower
to regulate these saiPs will authorize the manufacturer of wines for
these two purposes, a.-d in this case no reason would be apparent why
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the French products; certain ones of which have from a medicinal point
of view acquired a merited reputation, would not benefit from an
equality of treatment with the native products, or these wlnes would be
taken from the stocks existing on May 1, 1919, and there would be from
that point of view also injustice clone in not according to the French
exporters the same delay in time as to the local producers to build
up their reserves.
The regulation of the sale of alcoholic beverages in the united States
works a considerable injury to French commerce. I do not doubt
your excellency will deem that it is equitable that at least the prescribed restrictions may not result i.n creating special privileges and an
indirect protection for thP benefit of anyone. I therefore have recourse
to your excellency and request you to be good enough to bring the pre·
ceding considerations to the attention of the competent committees in
order that at least equality of treatment be assured in the legi.slatlve
provi ions now under consideration.
I beg you to accept, 1\Ir. Secretary of State, the assurances of my great
considera tiou.
J. J'CSSER~XD.

SErTE:llnER
Bon. ROBERT LANSDW,

Secretary of State, Wasltin{Jton .• D.

•

l8,

1918.

a.

1\ly DEAR Mn. SECRETARY: Your letter of the 18th, inclosing a copy of
one from the French ambassador relative to certain Senate amend·
ments to the food-production bill for 191!) Is received.
Under proposed amendments the importation of all wlnes will be permitted until l\1ay 1, 1919.. Other matters mentioned in the letter of
the ambassador will be considered when the bill goes to conference.
Yours, sincerely,

WIXES-SrA.XJSII.
DEPART:UEXT OF

S~'ATE,

Washin{Jton, Septe1nber 16, 1918.

lion. ASBt:RY F. LEVER,
_

House of

Reprcsentati~:cs.

Sm: In connection with tile Agricultural bill now pending before Congress (H. R. 11945), I have the honor to inclose a copy of a note f.rom
the Spanish ambassador calling attention .to the scriou~ c~msequ~nc~s
which the provisions of th~ bill might have m the economic life of Spam
at a time when it would be most advisable to avoid them, and I beg that
you will give your earnest attention to the ambassador's statement.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
ROBEUT LA:SSIXO.
(Inclosure from Spanish ambassador, Sept. !>, 1!)18.)
EMBj,SSY OF

Srj,I~

.A.T WASHINGTOX,

September 9, 1918.

The Bon. ROBERT LANSING,

Sec1·etarv of State of tlte United States.

Mr. 'ECRETARY: The amendment introduced by Senator SHEPPARD in
the "Agriculture appropriation bill" forbidding the sale of wlnes and
liquors in this country after July 1, 1918, and prohibiting the importation
into the United ~tates of those products from the date of the approval
of the act, but allowing home producers to manufacture them until May
1, 1919, will, if adopted, cause very serious injury to the economic iptere~ts of Spain, protected· by agreements in force on the subject.
I take the liberty of bringing this to your excellency's notice with a
1·equest that you kindly use your good offices toward averting the adop·
tion of the measures above indicated, which would be so injurious to
. the interests of the country which I ha;e the honor to represent.
Tha::tklng you in advance, etc.
(Signed)
JuAN Ru.xo.
SEPTEMBER 17, 1918,
lion. ROBEUT LANSING,

Secretary of State, Washington. D.

a.

MY DEAR Mn. SECRETARY: Your letter Of the 1Gth inst. inclosing a communication from the Spanish ambassador relatl;e to the importation of
wines is received.
_
The proposed amendment to the food-production bill will permit the
importation of all wines until Yay 1, 191!>.
Yom·s, slnccrely,
~---.

WIXES-rORT'GG'GESE.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, September 16, 1918.

lion. ASBURY F. LEYER,

House ot Reprcse11tatit:es.

Sm: In connection with the Agrlculhtral bill now pending before
Congress (H. R. 11945). I ha;c the honor to inclose a copy of a note
from the :f>ortuguese minister calling attention to the serious consequences which the provisions of the bill might have in the economic
life of Portugal at a time when it would be most advisable to avoid
them, and I beg that you will gi>e your earnest attention to this state·
ment from the representative of one of om· eobelligerents in the war.
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obl:'dient ser;ant,
ROBERT LANSING.
(Inclosure from Portuguese minister, Sept. 13, 1918.)
LEG~Cj,O

DE PORTUGAL NOS ESTADOS UXIDOS,

Washington, September 13. 1918.

Sm: You arc fully aware of the great hardship that the immediate
ces ation of the imP.ortatlon of wines into the United States would lm·
pose at a very critical moment on wine-producing countries; and I
note that, owing to your enlightened influence, certaln modifications
ha>c already been lntroduced into the measure drafted ln connection
with this matter.
I venture, therefore, to hope that you will kindly cause the period
(luring wblch Portuguese wines may be imported into this country to be
extended to May 1 next, us has been proposed in respect to the wines of
other allled nations.
.Accf'pt, sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
ALTlil.

Hon. ROBERT LAXSING,

SEPTEl\IBE~

2 3,

SEPTEMBER 17, 1918.

t

Secretary of State, Washington, D. 0.

MY DEAR Mn. SECRETARY: Your letter of the lGth lnstant lncloslng
a communication from the Portuguese mlnister in reference to the lm·
portation of wines is received.
The proposed amendment to the food-production bill will permit the
importation of all wlnes.
Yours, sincerely,

The CHAIRMAN. The committee amendment is in these
words: " Except wine, which may be imported until May 1,
1919." The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
Mr. CANNON. Has the gentleman from South Carolina [Mr.
LEVl'Jl J anything to say?
Mr. LEVER. The gentleman from Mississippi [Mr. CANDLER]
is in charge of this bill, and he has gi'ven to the committee the
reasons which actuated the committee in placing this amend·
ment in the bill.
•
As he said, the amuas adors of these '\arious countriesPortugal, Spain, Italy, and France-wrote to the Secretary of
State to use his good offices with the committee or with the
House to allow the importation of wines into this country until
1\fay 1, 1919, setting out in these letters the fact that unless
this was uone it would create serious embarrassment to large
industries in those countrie ·. The committee felt that we ought
to agree to that.
Mr. CANNON. Is that tllc gentleman's opinion, anti has the
committee so recommended?
1\Ir. LEVEll. Yes.
Mr. C.A.l~NON. If I may have a woru, it seems to me that
when our allies and neutral nation make this appeal, when it
receh·es the approval of the admini trntion, and when the
committee makes the recommendation, the amendment ought
to be agreed to.
The CH.AIRl\1Al~. The question is on the amendment.
The question was taken ; and on a division ( demanued by
l\lr. RUBEY) there were 103 ayes and 61noes.
So the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. KAHN. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 6, line 10, after the word "after," sh·ikc o~t "June 30 " and
lnsert in lieu thereof "December 31."

1\lr. LEVER. 1\lr. Chairman, I make the point of order
that the amendment is not in . order for the reason that the
action of the committee just now is tantamount to a concurrence with the Senate proposition.
The CHAIRMAN. The Ohair thinks not.
Mr. BLANTON. 1\lr. Chairman, I make a point of oruer.
The CHAIRl\1AN. The Ohair has overruled the point of
order.
Mr. BLANTON. I make a uifferent one.
Mr. STAFFORD. The gentleman can not make a further
point of order after the original has been rulect ,. •n.
1\lr. BLANTON. I make the point of order , , t the amendment offered by the gentleman from California is not germane
in that the purpose of the Senate amendment 13 is to prevent
the sale of intoxicating liquors during this war. The U.istinguisbed gentleman from California has aqmitted on the
floor of this House that it is not only the intention of this
Government, but it is the expectation of this Government to
bring the war to a close before the first day of December, 1919.
[Laughter and applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair overrules the point of order.
l\Ir. KAHN. 1\Ir. Chairman, the amendment just adopted by
the committee proposes to limit the sale of native American
wines after June 30, 1919, and will allow a great quantity of
foreign wines to come here to compete with the native wines.
There are hundrefls of millions of dollars involved in the wine
industry of this countrr. This year's vintage alone in California
will be valued at many, many millions of dollars. If you propose to limit the sale of wines · to June 30 of next year, you
shouid not have allowed a lot of foreign wine to come in nnd
compete with the wine. made in California and other wineproducing States.
Mr. BORLA.l\TD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KAHN. Yes.
Mr. BORLAND. The · foreign wines are only to come in to
1\lay 1, 1919.
Mr. KAHN. And the sale of natiYe wines is sto1 ped by thig
legislation on June 30, two months later. It is physically impossible to sell eyen the natiYe wine in the period limited by the
bill. This amendment just adopted will mean the " dumpiug "
into this country of enormous quantities of foreign wines and
so prevent the natiYe wine makers from disposing of tlleir
vintages. ~ submit by extending the time to December 31 there
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will be a better oppo:r:tunity for the native wine makers to dis-

pose of their product ~. Not alone will they be deprived of their
vineyards in tl1e future under this legislation, but even the
crops tlley are now harvesting will probably entail a heavy loss.
The crops are jus: ripening; the wine crushing has just begun
and wiH not be finished until the 1st of December. It will take
months for the wine to properly ferment, and. I submit that
unless this amendment which I have submitted is adopted the
wine ma kers will not only lose practically the value of their
vintages, but also the money which they have expended within
recent months, amounting to practically $15,000,000, for the
harvesting and production of this year's vintage. I submit that
it is not fair to an industry that has ·been fostered by our Government, an industry that has also been especially fostered by
the State of California, to put such burdens upon it. -The wine
makers should be given a reasonable time to dispose of this
year's crop. My amendment will do that very thing.
l\lr. CANDLER of Mississippi. 1\lr. Chairman, the only question in\olyed is a que tion of .date . The gentleman from
California wnnts to strike out " after June 30" and insert
"December 31." Therefore it is a question whether the House
wants to extend the time six months more or not. If anybody
complains of this in view of the sentiment throughout the land,
and they ha Ye expended their money, nobody is to blame but
themselves.
The CIL'iiRl\.IAN. The question is on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from California.
The question was taken; and on a division [demanded by
Mr. KAH~ ] , there were-65 ayes and 112 noes.
·
So the amendment was rejected.
1\Ir. IGOE. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following amendment.
·, The Clerk read as follows :
·
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cised under. the commerce cl~use of the Constitution. We are
pas ing this legislation under the war power of the Constitution and we can not. extend it any further than the termination
of the war itself, "and let me suggest to the gentleman what an
unreasonable exercise of that power it would be to carry all of
these war measures not only to the end of the war, but until
every soldier who has been enlisted in this war has returned to
civil life. There is not a man in this House, I believe, who
would sanction or approve of such a policy, and it is for that
reason I offer this amendment in the hope that notwithstanding
the request of my colleague from Missouri [Mr. RUBEY] that we
vote for this section just as it stands, that this House will use
a little judgment and confine it to the period of the war.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the adoption of the
amendment offered by the gentleman from Missouri.
The question was taken, and the amendment was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. · Are there any further amendments?
Mr. GORDON. I desire to offer the following amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk. read as follows:
On page 8, at the end of line 2, insert' the following: "And provided
ftwther, That on July 1, 1919, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
shall cause an inventory and appraisement to be made of the spit·ituous
liquors then on hand and in bond which bas been deposited under the
laws of the United States, and payment therefor at such appraised
value to the owners therP.of shall be made by the SecrPtu.ry of the
Treasury ont of any funds in the Treasury of the United States not
otherwise appropriated or by bonds or Treasury notes of the United
States theretofore authorized to be issued and sold.

Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi. 1\lr. Chairman, I make the
point of order against the amendment tl1at it is not germane
to the section.
The CHAIRMAN. The point of order is sustained.
Mr. GORDON. May I be heard just a minute on that?
Page 5, line 19, after tbe word "after," strike out the following:
The CHAIRMAN. -The gentleman did not indicate a wish to
" and thereafter until the termination of demobtlization, the date of
which shall be determined and proclaimed by the · President of the be heard.
Mr. GORDON. Tl1e Chair did not indicate how he was going
United States."
'
·
.
l\Ir. LEVErt. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that to rule. If the Chair pleases, I can state my point in a few
words. It seems to me that if it is in order for this body to
all debate on this amendment close in five minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from South Carolina asks pass a law providing for the taking of property then ln the cus·unanimous consent that all debate on this amendment close tody of the United States and prohibit the owner from with·
drawing that property-in other words, if the Government, hav·
in five minutes. Is there objection?
ing made a contract which permits the withdrawal of that propThere was no objection.
Mr. IGOE. Mr. Chairman, I am opposed to the whole section erty at any time within eight years after its deposit. it seems to
becau e I think it is unnecessary and umvise, and more particu- me that if we can terminate the right fixed by the contract that
larly because I believe it is unconstitutional. The gentleman we at least 0ould pay the value of the property, or of its use,
from Ohio discu sed one feature of the legal que tions involved, which we ther"eby appropriate at its appraised value, and
whether you agree with the policy of paying for property yon
but, I suppo e, not very much attention will be paid to it.
The only power Congress has to pass this legislation is in pur- take or not, it would seem to me that it is entirely pertinent
·
sua nce of tbe exercise of the war power under the Constitution. and germane to the bill before the House.
The CHAIRMAN. Without di cussing the merits of tl:ie propoI believe this is the only time it has been voted in '€ither House
that this war power should be exercised beyond the period of the sition at all, the Chair can not but believe that the amendment
war. And I am unwilling to allow this section to pass without is subject to the point of order and that it is not germane.
1\Ir. BESHLIN. 1\Ir. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
,-oicing my protest against it. I hope that the committee will
The CHAIRMAN. The Cler1r will report the amendment.
strike out this langu.:tge, at least, because I believe it goes enThe Clerk read as follows:
, tirely beyond the power of Congress, establishes a dangerous
Page 5, lines 18 ancl 19, .after the word " after " in line 18, strike out
precedent e\en if we had the power, and it ought not to be al"June 30, 1919," and insert, "December 31, 1918.''
.
lowed to remain in the bill.
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
Mr. KELLEY of Michigan. Will the gentleman yield?
debate on this amendment and all amendments to this paral\lr. IGOE. Yes.
1\fr. KELLEY of Michigan. If I remember correctly the act !.'1'aph may close in five minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
taking the railroads over extended some 18 months after the
Chair hears none.
:war.
1\Ir. CALDWELL. I object.
Mr. IGOE. Exactly; but I will say to the gentleman that
SEVERAL l\!EMBERS. Too late !
there is a distinction between that act and this, and I will point"
The CHAIRMAN. The objection made by the gentleman
it out to him. We do not take over a single railroad after the
termination of the war. We bold roads already taken and pay from New· York came entirely too late. The Chair had ancompensation for their use after the termination of the war and nounced the result and had recognized the gentleman ft·om
for a period not exceeding 18 months, but this provision written Pennsylvania for discussion.
in this bill not only prohibits the use of property during the war,
l\lr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, it is difficult to hear the Chair·
but prohibits its use after the termination of the war and until man make these requests at this distance.
the demobilization a~ declared by the President, and when that
Mr. CALDWELL. The only reason I objected is bemuse the
will be or when that demobilization will be complete no one can gentleman from Illinois was trying, I understood, to say something in reference to this provision. We all want to hear from
tell from the language of this bill.
the gentleman from Illinois on all subjects here, because he
Mr. BLANTON. Will the .gentleman yield?
knows as much about anything that goes on as anybody else.
Mr. IGOE. I will.
Mr. BLANTON. Is it not true that in passing upon regulaThe CHAIR.MA..L'l. There was a great deal of confusiou in
tory measures the Supreme Court of the United States by way the House at the time and the Chair will submit the question
of dicta has held that the Government of the United States has again. Is there objection?
Mr. CALD,VELL. Mr. Chairman, I object
the right to prohibit absolutely the sale of liquor by statute?
1\Ir. LEVER. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous -consent that
:Mr. IGOE. No; it has said nothing of the kind.
debate on this amendment 'a nd all amendments thereto may
Mr. BLANTON. In passing upon-1\Ir. GORDON. Never held any such thing.
close-1\Ir. CANNON. I did not desire five minutes, but I wanted. to
Mr. ·rq..oE. The gentleman from Texas is wrong, I will not
say again, but he is wrong this time be<:ause whatever au- offer an amendment to strike out certain lines which have been
thority we have exercised over the liquor traffic has been exer- enacted into law.
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1\Ir. CALDWELL. Then I withdraw mr objection.
Mr. LEVER. I a ·k unanimous consent that all deb'ate clo ·e in
:five minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from South Carolina. a ks
unanimous consent that debate on this amendment and all other
amendments to this section shall be closed in fi,e· minutes. I
there objection?
1\lr. CA..."\NO:N. Not all otll~r ::unenilinents.
Tl.te CHAIRl\1A.N. That is the way the gentleman from South
Carolina put his request.
Mr. CANNON. 1\Ir. Chairman, I de ire to lllove to sh·ike out
certain lines at the end of section 7, on page 7.
·
Mr. LEVEll. Does the gentleman from Illinois want to discuss
that?
1\lr. CANNON. I want to call the attention of tlle committee
to it.
Mr. LEVER. Let us make it 10 minutes.
1\Ir. CA.NNO:N. It has already been enacted int_o law. 1\llat
<.lo ·yon want it here for?
.
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent for
10 minutes,
The CHAIRl\I..Al~. The gentleman from South Carolina asks
unanimous consent that all debate on this -amendment and all
Ulllendments thereto close in 10 minutes. Is there objection?
[After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the adoption of the
amendment offered by the gentleman from Pennsyl\ania [Mr.
BESIIUN).
The question wa taken, and the amendment was rejected.
The CHAIRl\IAl"\". The gentleman from rennsylvania has
three other amendments llere that lle sent to the Clerk's desk.
Does he desire a vote upon them?
Mr. BESHLIN. No. They all relate to tlle same subject
tnatter.
·
Mr. CAl\'"NOX. 1\lr. Chairman, I move to strike out the provi o beginning with the word "Provided," in line 10, page 7,
nn<.l the balance of the amendment, closing with the word " imprisonment," in line 23.
Now. jnst a word. I will not take the fh·e minutes. That proc;iso should be stricken out, becau e it is already the law by a
joint resolution that was passed by the Senate and the House
without amendment and signed by the President-that is, the
power to create zones about munition plants, and so forth.
. Mr. ALEXANDER. Is it iu the language of this proviso?
' Mr. CAl\"'NON. My recollection i · that it is. Therefore it
:mould be stricken out here.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follo"'s:
1

Mr.

CANNON

offers the fo,Iowlng amendment: Page 7, line 10, begin-

clog with the word "Provided," strike out all down to and including

the word "imprisonment," in line 23 ..

1\Ir. CANNON. Read the words of the proviso tllat are propo ·eel to be stricl,en out.
The CHAIItl\lAN. The Clerk ~ill read.
The Clerk read as follows :
Pro1:ided, That the President of the United States be, and hereby is,
authorized and empowered, at any time after the passage of this act,
to establish zones of such size as he may deem advisable about coal
mines. munition factori.'s, shipbuilding plants, and such other plants
tor war ~aterial a · may seem to him to require ·such action, whenever
in his opinion the creation of such zones is necessary to, or advisable
fn, the proper prosecution t'f the war, and that he is hereby authorized
and empowered to prohibl t the sale, manufacture, or distribution of
intoxicating liqnors in such zones, and that any >iolation of the
rresident's regulations in this regard shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than one year. or by fine of not more than $1,000,
or by both such fine and imprisonment.

The CHAIRl\1.A....l\f. The question is on agreeing to the amend·
ment.
The que tion was taken; and the Chair announced that the
noes seemed to have it.
1\lr. CANNON. 1\lr. Cllairman, I a k for a. dh·lsion.
The committee dhided; and there were-ayes 35, noes G3.
Mr. CANNON. 1\Ir. Chairman, I ask for tellers.
Tellers were ordered; and 1\Ir. CANDLER of l\lississippi and 1\lr.
C.\NNox took their places as tellers.
The committee again divided; and the tellers reported-ares
G8, noe. 62.
So the nmenument was rejected.
1\Ir. C.Al.~NON. 1\Ir. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent now
to put the text of the law in the RECORD.
The CHAilll\lA.N. Without objection, the len\e "ill be
granted.
Is there objection? [Aft~r a paus<:>.] T~e Cltair
lleurs none.
'J.'he following is the law referred to:
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. [Public resoluticn :!\o. 40-{l;)th Congress.]
Juiut resolution (S. J. nes. 172) authorizing tlle President to cstaLll·h
zone in which intoxicating llquors may not be sold, manufactured, or
dl strilmteu.
P.cso1t·ea, etc., That the Pre ·i<Jent of the United States be, and hereby
i , nutllorized a]l(l empowercu, at any time after the passage of this
joint resolution, to establish zone of such size as he may deem advisabl4)
about coal mines, munition factories, shipbolJding plants, and f>Uch
other pl.Rnts for Wlir material as may seem to him to require such action.
whenever in his op1nion the creation of such zones is neces ary to, or
ad>isable in, the proper prosecution of the war, and that he is hereby
authorized and empowered to prohibit the sale, manufactul'e, or flls- .
h·ibution of intoxicating li11uors in such zones, and that any violation oe
the Presiuent's regulations in this regard shall be punished IJy imprisonment for not more than one year, Ol.' by fine <>f not more than
$1,000, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
Approved, September 12, 1918.

The CHAIRMAN. The que tion is on tile motion o'f the
gentleman from Missis ippi [Ur. CANDLER].
.
Mr. CALDWELL. Mr. Chairman, is the motion of U1e gentle·
man from 1\Iissi ippi debatable now?
The CHAIRMAN. The debate has been ciosed by unanimous
con ent.
1\lr. WEBB. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the gentleman in·
cllarge of the bill a question before that motion is put, and that
i ·, that should it appear in tlle progress of the conference that .
a deadlock ensues, will the gentleman come back to the Hou e
for instructions before they let the bill die in conference?
1\lr. CANDLER of Mississippi. 'Ye do not intend to let it die
in conference.
e intend to pass this bill.
The CHAIRMAN. · The question is on the motion of the gentleman from Mississippi [Mr. CANDLER] to concur in the Senate
amendment as amended.
The question was taken; and the Chair announced that the
ayes seemed to have it.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I ask for a division.
The committee divided; and there were-are 139, noe 29.
So the motion was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:

'V

Line 3, amendment No. 14, sh·ike out the word "fifth" and in et·t
in lieu thereof the word " fourth."

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the motion .
to concur.
1\lr. CA...l'IT>LER of 1\lissis ippi. )\Jr. Chairman, may I submit :
this request, that we read these amendments, and if there is
no objection let the Chair announce that they are disagreed to
and we will- sa\e time thereby?
1\lr. SABATH. ·1\lr. Chairman, what is the motion?
1\lr. CANDLER of Mississippi. I ask unanimous con ent to
disagree to these amendments.
'
1\lr. SABATH.. I de ·ire ta make a preferential motion.
1\lr. STAFFORD. I demand the regular order.
TLe CHAIRMAN. Does ·J ie gentleman from Illinois oO:er
an amendment to Senate amendment 14?
Mr. SABATH. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The gentleman will send it up to Ute
desk.
1\lr. SABATH. 1\lr. Chairman, I mo•e tlln t we ngrec to tile
Senate amendment with an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report tile amellllment
offered by the gentleman from Illinois.
The Clerk read as follows :
Mr. SABATH moves to amenu renate amendment No. 14 as follow :
After the "$500,000," on line 15, page 8, in ert: ·'For taking over and
payment of wines, vinous liquors, and distilled spirits in bond ot· in
possession of retail or wholesalP dealPrs anu rectifiers after .Jun~> ;w.
1919, and for the repayment of prepaid taxes on all wines, Tlnous
liquors, and distilled spirits in possession of . retail and wholesalo
dealers and rectifiers, ~250.000,000. or so much theerof a. ma.v ue
required; and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is hereby authorized to prescribe rules and regulations, subject to the approvnl of the
Secrt>tary of thP. Treasury, for the paym~>nt of all uch wines, ylnous
liquors, :ind distilled spirits taken over under this provision."

1\Ir. CANDLER of Mississippi. 1\Ir. Chairmnn, I mnke tlte
point of order that that amendment i · not germane to the
puragi·aph.
The CHAIRl\lAN. The gentleman from l\Iissis il)Pi lllnkes
the point of order that the amendment is not germane to the '
paragraph. The Chair will hear the gentleman from Illinoi .
.1\Ir. SABATH. l\lr. Chairman, this Senate amendment pro..
vides for a certain appropriation, namely, for obtaining mal.·ket news on fruits and >egetables $500,000 is appropriated. 1\fy
amendment provides for an appropriation of $250,000,000 to :
refund the tax whicll has been paid to the Government by the'
different rectifiers and wholesalers and retail dealers on wine
and liquors that remain in their possession after June 30, 19.19.
· Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, will tlle gentlemnn yield?
l\Ir. SABATH. I yield to tlle gentleman.
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Mr. W ALSII. :fas · the gentleman read Senate amendment
No. 14?
Mr. SABATH. Yes; .in a ·way.
Mr. WALSH. Well, if he has, he will see that it simply
sub. titutes the word "fourth" for the word ''fifth."
Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi. It just changes the number
of the section.
Mr. WALSH. The rest of it is not open to amendment.
Mr. SABATH. It is Senate amendment No. 14, nevertheless.
1\Ir. WALSH. It does not apply to the rest of the section.
l\lr. CANDLER of Mississippi. I make the point of order that
it is not germane to the section.
·
The CHAIRMAN. That portion of the bill deals altogether
with an appropriation for gathering information. The amendment of the gentleman from Illinois is to appropriate $250,000,000 with which to buy these liquors. The Chair thi~s the
amendment is clearly out of order, and therefore sustams the
point of order.
1\Ir. CALDWELL. Mr. Chairman, it is very evident that we
will not be able to pass this bill to-night. I want to ask the
chairman if he can not move to rise in a little while?
Mr. LEVER. Let me' say this: There is other legislation to
be passed upon, one or two more bills, and then there may be a
three-day recess, as I understand from the majority leader. We
can pass this bill to-night in a very few minutes, in my judgment.
We have finished the only really disputed points here in the
House, and I trust gentlemen will stay with us just a few minutes longer and we will get through. [Applause.]
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
, Mr. LEVER. Yes.
1\Ir. WALSH. Why does not the gentleman make a motion
that the committee recommends that amendments 14 to 31 be
disagreed to, and upon the vote upon that motion move that the
committee rise?
Mr. LEVER. We undertook to do that, as the gentleman
knows, at the very beginning of the bill.
Mr. WALSH. At that time the discussion and difference of
opinion over the prohibition amendments were pending. Those
are now out of the way, and I think the motion would be carried.
Mr. LEVER. Then, Mr. Chairman, I move that the Senate
amendments, Nos. 14 to 31, be disagreed to.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. Well, Mr. Chairman, the amendments have
to be read.
Mr. SAUNDERS · of Virginia. That can only be done by
unanimous consent.
Mr. LEVER. Then I will ask unanimous consent. I ask
unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, that the Senate amendments
from 14 to 31, inclusive, be disagreed to without reading.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi. Mr. Chairman, I move that
the committee do now rise and report the recommendations of
the committee to the House.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Mississippi mo\es
that the committee do now rise and report its recommendations
to the House, that Senate amendment numbered 13 be agreed
to, and that all the other amendments be disagreed to.
Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi. That Senate amendment numbered 13 be agreed to with an amendment, and that all the
other amendments be disagreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. The question is on agreeing to the
motion.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the committee rose; and the Speaker having resumed the · chair, Mr. J'oHNSON of Kentuck--y, chairman of the
Committee of the 'Vhole House on the state of the Union, reported that that committee, having had under consideraion the
bill (H. R. 11945) to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to
carry out, during the fiscal year ending J~ne 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled "An act to provide further for the
national security and defense by stimulating agriculture and
facilitating the distribution of agricultural products," l1acl dil'ected him to report the same back to the House with the recommendation that Senate amendment No. 13 be agreed to with
an amendm-ent and that all the other amendments be disagreed to.
The SPEAKER The gentleman from Kentucky [1\Ir. JoHNso~]. Chairman of the Committee of the Whole House on the
state of the Union, reports that that committee, having had
under consideration the bill H. R. 11945, had directed him to report the same back to the House with the recommendation that
the Senate amendment No. 13 be agreed to with an amendment
and that all the other amendments }?e disagreed ~o.
LVI-677
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l\Ir. J'OHNSON of Kentucky. And that the conference askecl
for by the Senate be agreed to. I submit that a· a supple·
mental report.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. That is no part of the report.
The SPEAKER. That is not a part of the instructions.
1\Ir. CANDLER of Mississippi. Mr. Speaker, I demand the
previous question.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question is on concurring in tile recommendations of the committee.
1\fr. MONDELL. A parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. MONDELL. The statement just made by the Chair does
not seem to be in accordance with the procedure of the House
as indicated in Hinds' Precedents, volume 5, section 6193. If
that particular paragraph is followed it will be necessary for
the House to take up the various amendments in order to pa s
them.
.
'I'he SPEAKER. The procedure is exactly like that in any
other case, and the business of the Chair is to ask if a separate
vote is desired on any amendment.
Mr. MONDELL. Will the Chair allow me to read?
The SPEAKER. Certainly.
Mr. MONDELL (reading)On March 1, 1831, the Hous~ resoh·cd itself into a Committee of the
Whole House on the state of the Union for the consideration of the
amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R. 528) making appropriations
for the support of the Government for the year 1831.
·
After some time therein the committee rose, and the Chairman reported
the said amendments with amendm('nts.
The Senate amendments were then taken up in order. When the Committee of the Whole had amended, the House "VOted on the question of
concurring with the Committee of the Whole in agreeing to the amendment proposed to the Senate amendment; and where the Committee of
the Whole, instead of amending, had agreed or disagreed to the Senate
nmendment, the question was put on concurring with the Committee of
the Whole in this agreement or disngreement.
Finally, after the nmendments of the Senate had been gone through,
the queRtion wus put on concurring with the Senate amendments as
amended.

The SPEAKER·. That is precisely what the Chair saiU..
The Chair's statement, as I understood it,
was that the question was on concun-ing in the recommendations of the Committee of the Whole.
The SPEAKER. The Chair was starting to put the question
whether a separate vote was desired on any amendment when
the gentleman intervened.
1\lr. MONDELL. It seems to me that it is necessary to take
up these amendments.
The SPEAKER. There is nothing more sacred about these
amendments than the amendments to any ordinary bill.
Mr. KAHN. Mr. Speaker, I ask for a separate vote on the
amendment to the Senate amendment No. 13, regarding prohibition.
The SPEAKER. Is a separate vote demanded on any other
amendment?
Mr. BLANTON. I demand a separate \ote on amendment 13.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from California has demanded a separate \Ote on amendment 13. Is a separate vote
demanded on any other? If not, the Chair will put them in gross.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, is not the question on the recommendation of the committee to disagree to the amendments!
The SPEAKER. The question is on the recommendation of
the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union
to disagree to all the amendments except to Senate amend·
ment 13.
The question was taken, and all the other amendments were
disagreed to.
The SPEAKER. The question now is on the amendment to
Semite amendment 13.
The question was being taken when 1\Ir. BLAl\""TO~ rose.
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
Mr. BL...I\NTON. Is it in order to ask for the yeas and nays
on this question.?
The SPEAKER. It is.
l\Ir. BLANTON. I ask for tlle ~-eas and nays.
Mr. DECKER. Mr. Speaker, there seems to be a misun<lerstanding whethe-r we are "Voting on the whole proposition to concur with an amendment. Is this on the amendment allowing the
importation of winer
The SPEAKER. The question is on the importation of wine
ns written in the bill.
l\Ir. PADGETT. 1\!r. Speaker,' the Cbai.t· stated tllnt the question was on the recommendation of the committee.
Mr. IGOE. ·:Mr. Speaker, a parliamentnry inquiry.
1\Ir. MONDELL.

,:._

The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. IGOE. Did not the Committee of the Whole report back
Senate amendment 13 with an amendment? Is not that what
we are voting on? The Committee of the Whole ad.Gpted an
amendment which the Committee on Agriculture voted
to incorporate in ection 13, and then they reported section 13.
1\Ir. FIELDS. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanirr."<ms consent that the
amendment to be voted on be again repovted.
The SPLJAKER. Is there obJection?
j There was no objection.
r
The Clerk read as follows :

Mr. LONDON. There is not before the Hou e any reeom, mendation of the committee that Senate amendment No. 13
be adopted by the House. No· such recommendation has been
presented by the committee to the House and it is too late to
make that recommendation now, or rather too late to niake that
motion now.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Missis iDPi has just
made llint mution.
Mr. LONDON. I know.r out the recommendation o.t the Committee of the Whole HOuse to the HQu e was. that we adopt
' amendment No. 13 with a certain amendment. In other words,
· I. contend that the motion can not be divided now.
Commit!,~ amel!qment t~ Senate amendment 13: ,Page_ T, lfue 2, n!ter
The SPEAKER. Well, the House itself divided it j'ust by
the word demobilization,. insert the words except wme.. which maY," this vote which was tak€n
When a report comes in • from the
be imil:orted until May 1, 1019."
I
•
.
·
•
1 Comrm ttee of the Whole. Hou e the House can do as It vleases
•
•
~
• •
•
•
Mr. IGOE. 1\11. SIJeaker, a pa.rh.an;umtary- I?qalry.
with it. The question is on concurring. in Senate amendment
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state 1t.
No 13
·
Mr. IGOE. Was not that amendment incorporated, inclu.dimr I · ·
·
the amendment in Committee of the Whole, and was not the
1\Ir_ BL~TON. Mr. Speaker, I ask fo~ the yeas a~d nays.
Senate amendment as amended reported to the House and not
T1ie que twn was tak.en; and the_ Chau· announced the ayes
•
1 seemed to have it.
that COI!liJ:tttee amendment? .
.
.
: Mr. BLANTON. I ask for a division.
The SPEAKER The Comnnttee o_f the Whole srmply recomThe House divided; and there. were-ayes 171, noes 34.
mended ~o the House. of Representa.bves that the language just
Mr. GALLAGHER. :rill.·. Speaker, there is not a quorum-read be mcorporated m the Sen~te amendment.
The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman raise. the point of' no·
1\Ir. I GOE. The recommendation was that the Senate UJ?end- quorum?
"'
ment as. amende_d be auopted. How .can th.er~ be a sepaxate
Mr. GALLAGHER I think we ought to have a quorum.
vote on that partHmlar amendment, wh1ch: was sunpey an amend- 1 Mr :BLANTON I raise th po'nt
1
ment offe.I:ed in Committee of the Wlii)le to a Sen~te amendment?
1\fr: LEVER. Mr. Speaker-e- •
Ho:v can t_?er; oe a separate vote on that that IS a part of the
The SPEAKER. The Chair will count.
entire section·
. .
.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee~ Mr. Speaker, the count just
l\r;~. CRISP~ Mr. S~euker, tf I may have the attenti?n of the made by the Chair showed a. quorum pre ent.
Charr a moment, I thmk the matter before the House~ IS a ver.y
Mr~ BLANTON. Mr. Speaker,. a parliamentary inquiry.
simple one. Where the Se!late a:menas- a !=louse .btll and. lt
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
com~ D!ick to the House mtb amendments lt reqlllJ:es consldMr. BLANTON. Is it in ordei~ to ask for the yeas and nays
eration m the Cominl.ttee of the Whole. and the House bas to g~ on this question 'I
back into- the Committee of the Whole to consider them de novo.
Th SPEJAKER N t
til th . €h ·
·t ·
whether
In the pre ent bill before the House there. were su~dry amend- th e. , . . . ·h . ~ un
e
rur a.scer arns
ments made to the bill by the Senate, and the Committee on
.en: IS~ qumum ere.
.
.
.
.
Agriculture consi<lered thDse amendments: and made a recomMl'.. GOOD. If the gentleman Will withd.raw hlS point of
mendation reporting the bill to the House, and the Honse in· no quorum he can.
.
.
The SPEAKER (after countmg). Two hundred and thirty·
Committee of the 'Vhole considered each one ot these- amendments. All of the ru:n~ndments ha-ve been disposed of exeept two gentlemen are present, a; quorum. rApplause.]
,
the prohibition amendment put on by the Senate. The. Houselli. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker; I demand the yeas and nays
committee recommended to the House that th-e House conCll:r on the vote.
in the Senate amendment with an amendment providing that
The SPE!AKIDR. A quorum is present an<f the gentleman
wines might be imported after a certain time. When the Com- from Texas .demands the ye!ls and nays. Twenty-nine gentlemittee of the· Whole House on the state of the Union began to men have· ansen, not a sufficient number. [Applause.]
consider the amendments the question wa to considet• the
So the Senate amendment· No. 13 was concurred in.
nmendrnent proposed to the amendment by the House commitOn motion of Mr. .CA.ND~ER of Mississippi, a motion to reeontee,-to wit, giving an exemption to the importation of wine ·until sider the vote by which Senate amendment 13' was agreed to
1\Iay 1. The committee recommended that the amendment be was laid on the table.
concurred in with an amen.dmentp but the committee's action is
lUr. CANDLER of 1\iississippi. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanisimply advisory or recommendatory to the Hou e, and the mous consent to agree to the conference asked by the· Senate:
House has not yet acted on it. Now, the question is whether and that the conferees be appointed.
tlie House will concur in the recommendation of the committee
The SPEAKER~ The gentleman asks unanimous consent
to concur in the Senate amendment with an amendment. Now, that the conference asked: by- the Senate be abTeed to. Is there
if the Hou e adopts such motion, that is the end of the matter; objection? [After a pause. I Tlie Chair hears none~ The
If the Hou e refuse to concur in such amendment permitting Clerk will report tite conferees.
the importation of Italian wine, then the question would come
The Clerk rea.d as f~liows:
straight on concru·Ting in the Senate amendment without
Messrs. LEVER, LEE of Georgia,. CANDLER of Mississippi, HAUGE~, a;xut
amendment. [Applause.]
McLAuGHLIN of Michigan.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the amendment recomLEAVE OF ABSENCE.
mended by the committee to Senate amendment No. 13_
l\lr. GRn'FIN, by unanimous consent, was granted leave of ab·
l\1r. BLANTON. l\1r. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
sence, for two d-ays, on account of important business.
I1 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
1\Ir. BLAl.'fTON. If we vote in favor of this amendment now,
ME SAGE FR():M THE SENATE.
<Joes: it carry with it the adoption of Senate amendment No. 13?
A message from the Senate, by l\Ir. Waldorf, its emolling
The SPEAKER. It does not.
clerk, anno...:rnced that the Senate had pas ed without amend1\Ir. BLANTON. Wben it does I ask for the yeas and na-ys.
The SPEAKER. When the time comes it will be sufficient. ment the bill (H. R. 12429) to au.thorizt:l the health officer of
The question is on this amendment recemmended by the co·m- the District of Columbia to permit the, disinterment ·o f the
mittee of the Whole House on the state of the Union to Sen- bodies of Eliza IDll Bowles, Bernice Worthen Bowles, and
Bessie Vivian Bowles.
·
ate amendment No. 13.
The question was taken; and the Speaker announced the
CO:NSERVATIQN OF MI.i.~RAI.S, ETC.--£0NE'ERENCE REPORT.
noes eemed to have it.
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker·, I present a conference report
On a division (demanded by 1\Ir. LEVER) there were-ayes 59,
for printing under the rules.
noes 131.
The SPEAKER Tile Clerk will report the bill by title.
So the amendment to the Senate amendment was rejected.
The Clerk read as follows:
The SPEAKER. Now the amendment recurs to agreeing to
A bill (H. R. 112.59) to provine further for the national security and
Senate amendment No. 13.
defense by encouraging the production, conserving the supply, and conMr. CANDLER of Mississippi. I move to concur in Senate trolling the dispo itlon of tho e or metals, and mineral which have
nmemlment N"'1. 13.
formerh ~een. largely imported or of which there might or may be an
inadequate supply,
l\lr. LONDOX l\Ir. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
The SPEAKER. Ordered printed under the rule.
1
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EXTENSION OF

CONGRESS~ONA~

RECQRD-HOUSE.

REMARKS.

PETITIONS, ETC.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows:
By Mr. DALE of New York: Memorial of the National Feder·
ation of Postal Employees, favoring the passage of H. R. 152,
to establish a $3 minimum :wage for civilian employees of the
United States ; to the Committee on Labor.
By Mr. DILLON: Petition of citizens of \ermilion and of
Winner, S. Dak., urging immediate war prohibition; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. ROBBINS : Petitions, letters, and telegrams, urging
war-time prohibition, from the following: Petitions-William
Griffin, super.i ntendent Reunion Presbyterian Sunday School,
Mount Pleasant, Pa.; Mrs. Laura Brooks, secretary Woman's
Bible Class, Grace Lutheran Church, Butler, Pa.; George A.
Mitchell, secretary Whiteside Bible Class, Second Presbyterian
Church, Butler, Pa.; Miss E. Florence E. Graham, secretary
Young Ladies' Bible Class, Butler, Pa.; Mrs. Emma Colborn,
representing Woman's Christian Temperance Union, Scottdale,
Pa.; Mrs. B. F. Buzzard, secretary, and Mrs. A. · S. Johnston,
president, Woman's Christian Temperance Union, Vandergrift,
Pa. ; Harry Overnte, secretary Cowandburg Sunday School,
Irwin, R. D. No.4, Pa.; S. Fulmer, president, and John L. Ruth,
secretary, church council, Church of God, Mount Pleasant, Pa.;
Mrs. C. B. DeYoung, for Woman's Christian Temperance Union,
Greensburg, Pa.; L. Belle Sherbondy, superintendent, and Mildred E. Lash, secretary, Sewickley United Brethren Sunday
School, West Newton, Pa.; Albert M. Markle, Caleb H. Greena·
walt, Monroe J. Lash, Daniel W. Lash, Ray Pore, Clarence
Lash, Maggie E. Shoaf, l\lrs. 1\I. J. Lash, Mrs. Samuel Swank,
Rachael Swank, Maud A. Lash, Blanche Sherbondy, G. M. Hartung, C. L. Templeton, C. C. Hartung, C. A. Powell, Foster
Brown, and Frank T. Hartung, official board of the Brownsdale
Methodist Episcopal Church, Renfrew, Pa. ; George S. Moser
and about 50 others, of the First Presbyterian Church and community of East Butler, Butler County, Pa.; l\lrs. M. E. Kilpatrick, Valencia, Pa. Telegrams-J. F. Anderson and Albert
Weihe, Butler, Pa.; R.
McClelland, Irwin, Pa.; F. R. Sloan
and J. B. Cooper, Evans City, Pa.; Mrs. John W. Grossman,
president Broadway Township Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, Keister, Pa.; 1\1. J. Gibson, Butler, Pa.; R. L. Leonarclvres, Butler, Pa., for Pollock Bible Class, First Baptist
Church, composed of 44 voters; East Unity Sunday School,
Emlenton, Pa. · Letters-Mrs. James G. Runkle, Butler, Pa.;
V. 0. Whitford, Butler, Pa. ; Frank A. Reed, Butler, Pa. ; Alice
A. Kincaid, Butler, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Smith, Butle~.·, Pa.;
(he Always Ready Sunday School Class ( 45 members), Butler,
Pa. ; Littlth E. Albert, Butler, Pa. ; Ralph C. Albert, Butler,
Pa. ; G. V. Glenn, East Butler, Pa. ; H. A. Grufen and Mrs.
Margaret Grufen, 163 Brady Street, Butler, Pa.; Albert Weihe,
Butler, Pa.; W. J. Daugherty, chairman of Com. Men's Bible
Class, Grace Lutheran Church, Butler, Pa.; :W· J. Daugherty,
Butler, Pa. ; Leo H. Anderson, Butler, Pa. ; C. E. Cummings,
Butler, Pa.; R. D. Daugherty, Butler, Pa. ; H. T. Hitch, Butler,
Pa.; Don. Hindman, evangelist, Young Men's Christian Associa·
tion, Butler, Pa.; Mrs. F. W. Limberg, 345 Cliff Street, Butler,.
Pa.; F. ,V. Limberg, 345 Cliff Street, Butler, Pa.; Mrs. 1\1. G.
McCandless, Butler, Pa.; Mrs. Birdie McKay, Butler, Pa.; T. C.
Brison, Cabot, Pa.; l\1iss Irene M. Kennedy, Cabot, Pa.; Mrs.
T. C. Brison, Cabot, Pa.; 1\I. F. Kreider, Cabot, Pa.; Mrs.
Margaret A. Conway, 116 Zeigler Avenue, Butler, Pa.; J. R:
Nicholas, Butler, Pa.; F. E. Puff, Butler, Pa., R. F. D. No. 5
(Rockdale Farm); W. J. Stone, Queen Junction, Pa.; J. C.
Logan, Cabot, Pa.; 1\Ir. and Mrs. H. A. Montag, Butler, Pa.;
1\Irs. Elizabeth Bell, Butler, Pa.; Dale G. Cooper, Butler, Pa.;
Frank Brown, Webster, Pa.; W. H. Wall, Butler, Pa.; James
G. Runl>:le, Butler, Pa.; Ellen Courson, Baldwin, Pa.; E. S.
Craig, New Alexandria, Pa. ; M. C. Loughry, Greensburg, Pa.;
M. C. Loughry, S. L. Blanck, William Bray, and E. L. Pearce,
Greensburg, Pa.; R. C. Dodds, Cabot, Pa.; Clara E. Bartley,
Butler, Pa.; Mrs. Katharine Bartley, Butler, Pa.; Mrs. Charles
A. Kinch, Butler, Pa.; Charles Kinch, Butler, Pa.; J. Franklin
Pineo, Butler, Pa.; Mrs. ,V. H. 'Vise, West North Street, Butler,
Pa.; C. P. Eberle, Butler, Pa.; B. G. Elliott, 582 Third Street,
Butler, Pa.; 1\Ir. and Mrs. R. 1\f. Graham, Butler, Pa.; B. E.
Boyd, Scottdale, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. S. 0. Reiter, Butler, Pa.;
E. H. Davy, Butler, Pa.; Fred H. Bierer, C. E. Murphy, Mrs .
l\I. D. McClelland, East Butler, Pa.; Edward G. Bartley, Butler,
Pa. ; Mrs. E. G. Bartley, Butler, Pa.; Rev. J. H Whiteman,
Belle Vernon, Pa.; E. E. Finley, Belle Vernon, Pa.; ,V. W.
Braddee, Belle Yernon, Pa.; Rev. Roy C. Ehrhart, Butler, Pa.;
James H. Teters, East Butler, Pa.
By l\Ir. VARE: Petition of ,V. 1\I. Steppacher & Bro. (Inc.),
of Philadelphia, Pa., requesting the passage of S. J. Res. 63;
to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

· Mr. VOIGT. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend m·y remarks in the RECORD on the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
1\Ir. HOLLINGS,VORTH. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks on the bill which was passed Saturday.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
1\fr. SINNOTT. l\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD on the War Finance Corporation
and Capital Issues Committee.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi. Mr. Speaker, I moYe that the
House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 8 o'clock and 8
minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until to-morrow, Tuesday,
September 24, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.

£"
EXECUTIVE COl\fl\IUNICATIONS, ETC.
: Under clause 2 of Rule XXIV, executive communications were
taken from the Speaker's table and referred as follows :
1. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting copy of a communication from the Secretary of Commerce, submitting supplemental estimates of appropriation
trequired by the Bureau of Standards for the fiscal year 1919
.(H. Doc. No. 1292J; to the Committee on Appropriations and
ordered to be printed.
2. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting copy of communication from the Board of Commissioners of the District of Columbia, submitting supplemental
e.:;timates of appropriation required for salaries and expenses
for the District of Columbia (H. Doc. No. 1293); to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND
RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 2 of Rule XIII, bills and resolutions were severally reported from committees, deUvered to the Clerk, and
referred to the se-veral calendars therein named, as follows :
1\Ir. CLARK of Florida, from the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds, to which was referred the bill (H. R. 12881)
to increase the cost of the public building at Eldorado, Kans.,
reported the same without amendment, accompanied by a report
l(No. 801), which said bill and report were referred to the
_C ommittee of the Whole House on the state of the Union.
· He also, from the same committee, to which was referred the
bill (H. R. 8828) a •Ithorizing the acquisition of a site and the
erection thereon of a public building at Yonkers, N. Y., reported
the same with an amendment, accompanied by ·a report (No.
802), which said bill and r eport were referred to the Committee
9f the Whole House on the state vf the Union.

t

PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials
JVere introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. GODWIN of North Carolina: A bill (H. R. 12990)
to authorize the Kingsdale Lumber Corporation to construct a
bridge across Lumber River near the town of Lumberton, N.c.;
to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. SMITH of Idaho: A bill (H. R. 12991) to add certain
lands to the Targhee National Forest; to the Committee on the
Public Lands.
By 1\Ir. FHEAR. Resolution (H. Res. 4S5) providing for investigation of the National Security League; to the Committee
on the Judiciary.

PRIYATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
' Under clause 1 of Uule XXII, private bills and resolutions
.were introduced nnd severally referred as follows:
B~' 1\Ir. GANDY: A bill (H. R. 12992) granting a pension to
Fred E. Savage; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
B y Mr. JAMES: A bill (H. R. 12993) granting a pension to
· ~ony Yerrosso; to the Committee on Pensions.
By 1\Ir. MORIN: A bill (H. R. 12994) granting an increase of
pension to Edward W. White; to the Committee on Invalid
Pensions.
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The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., .o ffered the
following prayer :
Almiglrty God, we thank Thee for every tie that binds us t o
the great liberty-loving nations of the earth. We bless Thee that
in this time, when our friendship llas been forged in the hot
furnace of a g1·eat world war, theTe come out of it evidences of
sympathy and of brotherhood that find their just expression in
terms of the beautiful. We bless Thee that Thou hast given to
us an opportunity to pay om· infant debt to the great Republic
af France, and that we can report upon her shores legions of
brave and heroic American soldiers who stand by her in the
day of her dan"'er and peril.
·
We pray Thee to bless all our allies. Help us with them,
standing shoulder to shoulder in this greatest crisis of the
world's history, to press .fonrard under the divine guidance
and with the divine blessing to accomplish the end to which
we lmve committed our resources, that of establishing a world
-of freemen a.nd of glorifying the name of the God of freemen.
1Ve .ask Thy blessing upon us. For Christ's sake. Amen.
Tbe Journal of yesterday's proceedings was read and approv-ed.
PETITIO::)S AND MEMORIALS.

1\Ir. SHAFROTH. I present a petition in behalf of the Coloratio Medical Women's \Var Serviee League, an organization
composed of the leading women physicians of the State of Colorado, indorsing woman suffrage. I ask that it be printed in the
REOORD.
There being no objection, the petition was ordered to be
printed in the REconD, as follows :
COLOIUDO MEDICAL Wo~'S WAR SERVICE L.&AGt;E,

D enver., Colo., A.ttgr"st 6, 1918.
R esolutions adopted at a called meetin"' of the Colorado Medical Women's
War Service League, Denver, July 18, 1918.
Wbereas there n.re no arguments for or again t votes for women that
do not apply a. well to votes for men, and e:q>erience bas shown that
women use the bnllot at least as wisely ru; men; and
.'Whe-re..'lS one of tbe divine purpo s of 'Lhis war is the achievement for all
nations and for women as w~ll as m~m of the fundamental principles
of true democracy-" that gove-rnment derives its jll:St powers solely
from the consent of the governed " ; and
:Whereas tht~ -pa~;t !our years have demonstrated anew that neither men
alone nor women alone can win a war, and that if together they are to
win this war conse-rvation a.Ld right use of tim(-, money, and effort
' in this country is as essPntial as the conservation c.f food for the
n eeds a:nrl succc~s of our Army : Therefore be it
Re, olved, Thlt we call u~on the Senators of the United States to act
at once, consistently with their admitted knowledge that the coming of
equal ri;hts for: Wtlmen ls inevitable, by passing the si>-ealled Susan B.
.Anthoey amendment to the Constitution of the United States, to the
nd that this Nation be kept in line with pTogress toward universal
justice, and to tbe end also that uch time, mone:y, and effort now
b ing devoted to the battles for and against the prinCiples of democracy
and justice as applied to women m11y be released for usc in the winning
of the world war for the safety of mankind.
Resol·ved, That copies of these resolutions be sent to Colorado·s Senatol's for use in this cause.

The resolution ( S. Res. 310) wa.s

SEPTEJ\IBER
read~

24_,

as follows:

ReBolved, That the Secretary of AJ?riculture be instructed t o furnish
the Senate with all information in h1s department showing the cost ot
production of the following agricultural products: Wheat, barley, rye,
buckwheat, corn, kafir corn, r ice, apples, potatoes, cotton, beef cattle.
hogs, hay, and sheep.

The VICE PRESIDENT. I s there any objection?
Mr. KING. Does the Senator object to having the resolution
go to the Oommittee on Agriculture and Forestry?
Mr. NORRIS. I will say to the Senator that all the resolution
does is to call for such information as the Secretary of Agrieulture may have. I do not see any necessity for its going to the
eommittee. I might have brought it up in the committee this
morning.
Mr. KING. Does the Senator state that it will not require any
investigation by the department?
1\fr. NORRIS. It will not require any investigation probably
more than to collect the information the Secretary has and send
it t o the Senate.
l\Ir. KING. I shall not object, l\1r. President.
'.rhe resolution was considei·ed by unanimous consent and
agreed to.
PRESIDENTIAL APPROVALS.

A message from the President of the United States, by Mr.
Sharkey, one of his secretaries, announced that the President
had approved and igned the following acts and jDint resolution:
On September 10, 1918 :
S. 936. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to
convey to the city of Bozeman, Mont., certain land for alley
purpo es.
On September 11, 191.8 :
1
S. 45:97. An act extending the time for the construction of a
bridge aero s the Monongahela River at or near the city of
Fairmont, W. Va.
On September 12, 1918 :
S. J. Res ..172. Joint re olution authorizing the P1·e ident to
establish zones in which intoxicating liquors may not be sold,
manufactured, or distributed.
On September 13, 1918 :
S. 034. An act authorizing the State of Montana to select other
lands in lieu of lands in section 16, town hip 2 north, range 30
east, within the limits of the Huntley irrigation project and the
ceded portion of Crow Indian Reservation, in said State; and
S. 2180. An act to approve mutual cessions of territory by the
States of Wisconsin and Minnesota and the consequent changes
in the boundary line between said States.
THE MEAT-PACKING INDUSTRY (II. DOC. NO. 1297).

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the following
roes age from the Pre ident of the Unite<l States, whicll was
read, ordered to be printed, and, with the accompanying paper,
referred to the C mmittee on Agriculture and Forestry :
To tlLe Senate and House of Representati'lies:
I transmit herewith for the information of the Congress sum-

mary of the report of the Federal Trade Commis ion on the
TITE COLORADO MEDICAL WOMEN'S WAR SERVICE L D.\GUI!l .
Mr. NELSON presented a memorial from D. C. Shepard, of meat-packing industry.
WOODROW WILSON,
St. Paul, 1\Iinn., relative to the proposed revenue bill, which
THE 1VHITE HousE, September 2~, 1918.
was referred to the Committee on Finance.
The VICE PRESIDEI\TT. The morning business is closed.
He also pre ented the memorial of C. J. Olson, of Baudette,
Minn., remon trating against the proposed tax on shoes retailing
SENATOR THOMPSON'S VISIT 'IO THE BATTLE FRONT IN FRA. - CE. '
for over $12 per pair~ which was referred to the Committee on
Mr. THOMPSON. JUr. President, the all-important question
Finance.
before the c-ountry is to win the war. There is no other issue,
He also presented a memorial of sundry citizens of 1\linne- political or otherwise. How to win it quickly and completely
apolis, Minn., remonstrating against the proposed tax on cloth- is the great problem, and is the only question of difference being retailing at $50 a suit or over, which was referred to the tween men or parties worthy of consideration at this time. All
Committee on Finance.
other economic, domestic, and international questions sink into
He also presented a memorial of the Continental Supply Co., insignificance as compared with this. · Realizing that the best
of Minneapolis, Minn., _·emonstrating against the proposed tax way to understand eonditions at the front and the needs and
on nonbeverage alcohol, which was referred to the Committee requirements of the Army and Navy to accomplish the desired
on Finance.
purpose is to go personally on the ground, during the last recess.
BILLS ~TRODUCED.
of Congre s I went on an official mission to tlle war zone in
Bills were introduced, r ead the first time, and, by unanimous France and England.
I first visited all of the principal ports in France, including
consent, the eeond time, and referred as follows:
Brest, St. Nazaire, Bordeaux, Boulogne, and Calais, in order to
By l\1r. HALE:
A bill (S. 4957) to establish the Lafayette National Park in observe the landing and disposition of the troops and s~pplies ,
and then endeavored to follow them to and through the v:uious
the State of 1\Iaine; to the Committee on Public Lands.
training camps and distributing points until they finally reached
By 1\1r. SffiELDS:
A bill (S. 4958) granting an increase of pensi.on to John F. the trenches at the front.
In order to better understand the conditions and the exact
Haynes (with accompanying paper); to the Committee on
situation at the front, I visited most of the principal points
Pensions.
along the battle front for a distance of 42G miles, from Nieuport~
COST OF PRODUCTION OF AGBICULTUil.AL PRODUCTS.
Belgium, on the north, to Belfort, near Switzerland, on the
l'Jr. :KORRIS. I submit a resolution callin" on the Secretary south, including the following well-known places: La Panne,
of Agriculture for certain information and ask unanimous con- the present capital of Belgium ; Nieuport, a destroyed seaport
sent for its immediate consideration.
and summer resort within about 300 yards of the German lines,
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where ''"e were shell~d ont of the city ; the ancient city of
Fumes, which ll~s been almos t entirely evacuated several times
during the wru· and ufler.ed fue ~orst bombardment in its history la t M::u·cb, when the remnant of its civil population fled
in terr<>r .across the fields to the children's colony .at Leysele;
the city of Dunkirk, which hol<ls the record for being bombed,
having 111et that fate over 400 times, and o. portioil of the
population still remain in the city, which shows the tenacity
wlth which the people stick to their 110mes and their silent
contempt for and indifference to the German air raiders.
At La Panne, where we sf:c<tid two night , the German atr
ratders from Zeebrngge and Ostend pass .o-ver every night on
their way to bomb Dunkirk and Oalais, and usually drop a few
bombs on the city; but it seems not to a:lar:m the people. Even
when Paris is bombarded by tlle big gun ~;Bertha," which occurre<l seY-eTal times ''bile we were in the city, -business n:nd
b·a.ffic goes -on Undisturbed and nobody pays any attention whatever to it, except when the bomb hits, which makes a tremend<>us noise that can be heard all over the dty., the people on
the street usually take out their watches and remark that the
next one will probably be along in about 20 .minutes. We saw
the famous old city of Ypres, which has stood out so long and
so :firmly against the Run all tlrrough the war, ttl.though now
entirely deserted and destroyed.. Qn the -day we were there
civilians wer.e not permitted in that vicinity, for the big Amiens
drive had just begun, but we ·had the good fortune to be accompanied ~Y an English officer who had charge of a battery .at this
point.
We later visited .at different times Mount Cassel, the highest
point in northern France, which overlooks the country for mile$
around; St. Orner; Amiens; Montdidier; .Sois ons; Fismes;
Rheims; Chalons; Bar-ie--duc; Yerdun ; Toul; Nancy; Luneville;
We scrling, Gerarclmer; the old German city of Thann; and
Belfort, a · well as many smaller and less important places along
the line in the vicinity. Belfort is the only city in that locality whieh held out .against the Germans in 1810, and to commemorate its strength Bartholdi, the scuiptor who made the
Statue of Liherty wbkh stands in New York Barbo?, c.arved
in red granite a mammoth lion which lies Just outside the forts, ·
apparently, ready to .defend the city with ali its fierceness. We .
made our headquarters nt Paris, goiug to the foregoing places
as opportunity presented, and also· to other interior headquarter and distributing points, including T.<Jurs, Chaumont, Abbey'rille, Montreuil, Versailles, Angers, and Rennes, and also various
training camps, including Coetquidon, where, my colleagues will
be interested in 'lmowing, I spent two "VeT,Y pleasant days with
Ool. Luke Lea, former United 'States .Senator from Tennessee,
but now of the One hundred and fourt-eenth Field Artillery, .and
who ''as ordered to the front in the region of the present fight::in,g
the day I was there :and no doubt -participated in the gre.-<t.t
advance.
·
I also visited various training and :fiy'in.g schools, both 1n
France and England, including tbe largest fiying. school in too
;world at I. soudun, which has about 5,000 enlisted men and about
800 officers and _a total student memberShip of about 2,000, all of
"~hom are American young men, including a number of Kansas
boys. Here they are given .about Six weeks' final training and
taught to use all kinds Qf planes, including. the tllree different
,types required for all flying squadrons, namely, the fighting, or
scouting, plane, called in the United States se1·vic.e the pursuit
plane; the battle, observation, or reconnaissance plane; and the
bombing plane. The fiiers are divided into three classes and
aTe permitted to choose service witb the ·Character of plane they
are best able to handle.
) I also inspected the largest aviation assembling plant in the
:wm·ld at Romorantin. Here 1s where most of the Liberty motor's
tare being installed in the De Haviland 4 and De Haviland 9
.planes, com.roon1y referred to .as the D. H. 4 and the D. H. 9. Some
criticism on this side of the Atlantic 'bas been ma-de for the
deill.Y in th.e .delivery of this character of planes, the erroneous
1statement ·being made on the fioor of the Senate as late as last ·
J'uly that there was only one Liberty motor battle plane in
1Europe. The truth is, delivery of these planes was not expected
earlier than the 1st of July, while, as a matter of fact, the first
Liberty motor plane -arrived, was set up comptete4 and christened
'on 1\lay lS, 1918, -and they have been anivlng ovel' there at the
rate of five to ten per day ever since.
I· Every transport on our way over to France---12 in numbercarried Liberty motor nnd plane . Complaint was also made
,because we did not haYe as many as 10,000 or 2.0,000 planes over
there, '"lH~IJ.. as a matter of fact, if they had been there they
could not l1ave · been u ed, because there 'ivas not sufficient ·
'hangars or aerodromes to take care of theJTI, or .am:ple flying sta\tjons Or fields from W11iCh to fly and land; and neither was there .
a sufficient numbet· of flier-s, or competent men in the aviatien
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service to properly take care of tbe planes, or sutlldent supply of
gasoline or lubricating oil. 'l'he first five Liberty planes had
the mi.sfortune to land within the German lines by mistake, so
the importance of baving suitable gr<;mnds on wltich to land, and
to know where to land, can readily be seen. It requires about 50
experienced men anCl 3 extra planes behind the lines to keep one
man flying. 'Vhile, of course, there was some delay in the
development of this wonderful Liberty motor,-which is not to be
wondered at, but having p-roduced the ·best motor in existence
rather than adopting some inferior motor, it has certainly beea
worth whatever loss has been .caused by the delay and will proye
a greater benefit in the long run. The fact is, that the allies
predominate to the air as they do in man power an$1 in artillery..
it is, ind.eed, gratifying to k"llow, however, that the delay has
ended and that planes are now urriving .at the distributing points
in France about as rapidly as they can be taken care of. I
enjoyed a fiight over France in one of the completed and
thoroughly equipped Liberty D. H. 4 planes. These planes are
regarded by e~perts to be the best all-purpose plane in existence,
one that can be used fairly successfully for 1111 three purposes
required in a fiight, to ·wit, hattling, -observation, and bombing.
They are each modernly equipped, carrying a pilot who is armed
'\'\1th a Marlin machine gun capable of shooting 600 shots per
minute, and the propeller in front of him so synchronized with
the gun as to permit the pilot to fire right between the blades
without hitting them, and also carrying -an observer armed with
a LewJs machine gun, 'vhich bas a greater ·s hooting ability,
because it has an independent train and ean be pointed in any,
direction. "The D. H. 4 Lib-erty plane weighs abeut 3,800 pounds,
equipped with pilot and {)bserver, and ca-rries ·500 pounds of.
bombs, equally dhided, hanging-from each wing, 11nd so arranged
that the operator may· drop the bombs in 50-pound packages, or.,
if he prefers, can drop the whole -500 pounds at one time. Each
plane is also <equipped with -wireless-telegraph outfit, besides
other mode1·n devices 'for navigation and communication.
The Liberty motor is acknowledged to :be on~ of the best, jf
not the best, motors ever made for fiying purposes. A plane so
.equipped bas ,g reater speed, being a maximum of about lim miles
per hour, and can fly hlgher, which is O'lle of the greatest advantages in a :flight, than any oth-er plane of this type yet manufaetured.
It "'vas also my ·privU_e ge to visit the Handley-Page pla-n.t, in
England, and on ·September 1 to .e njoy a flight over the city of
L<>ndon in one of the large Hrmdl~y-Page bombing planes, the
t;ype commonly .known as 0-400, wh.ich can e-.arry 20 passengers
besides the pilot, and-2,000 pounds of bombs besides machine-gun
equipment, fore and aft as well as in the center. The wings of
this plane measure 100 feet spread from tip to tip, and the body
is 65 feet in length, and the pl.an.e weighs without equi-pmt"nt 3!
tons and can carry in addition almost its own "Weight, so that it
weighs when fully equipped about -6 tons and costs about $30,000.
It has two 3"50-borsepow-er motors, both the Rolls-Royce and
Liberty motors being used., placed on each side of the nose -of
the machine instead of directly in front, -with platfarms built
so that the motar can be cranked or repaired in the ai'l'. It -enrries 300 gallons of gasoline 1U1d ean travel .about -800 miles
without lru...'-ding.
While this may , eem like a tbig story, yet th'iS plant is now
turning out another ;plane twice as large and with more than
tw1ce the capacity, carrying 50 pa sengers, over 2 tons of
bombs, and will be able to fly from London to Berltn, bomb that
city, and return home without 'leaving the air. I would not
give these facts, except 1 'know they are well known to the
enemy by reason of the fact that the very first Handley-Page
plane put into commts~ion on trial by the British landed ·w ithin
the German lines by :mistake, ·and Germany immediately began
to duplicate it. This, however, ·was -a good thing for Mr. Page,
for after a long, hard struggle to get recognition from his own
Government for tbe _production of this -w-onderful machiBe, as
soon as it was a-dopted by Germany, it was immediately approved by the British, and now they can not be manufactured
fast -enough. I had the good f<>rtune to 'Witness sev·e ral airplane
·b attles at Chateau-"Thierry, Verdun, Belgium, and along the
English front near Amiens.
I also visited various tlying schools in England, principally
at Chattis Hill, near Wiuehester, where I took ano·t her airplane flight .and .flew over to a large flying sch<>ol at Lacombe
Corner, some distance 11way, and back again. We have 72 differ~
ent flying schools in England in connection with the English
avi.ators, 'b oth Americ-an and English flyers being trained .and
fitted for s.ervice, and from ·whi.ch _place the fiyei'S are sent to
the fr<>nt in Fr.anee as they become proficient.
Special attention is given to the training of all young men f0c:r
-the service t hey .are to perfQrm hefore they are pJaced in
danger. Every possible precaution 1s taken to protect them by
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our Go\""'ernment. There are six rest camps in England where
tho e who disembark on English shores rest up before going to
France to enter the training camps there. I learned of at least
14 different kinds of schools in France, as follows: Artillery,
airplane and aero photography, observers, transportation facilities, blacksmithing and repairs, gas schools, machine-gun and
automatic rifle, Signal Corps, French mortar, pigeon schools
(training the handling of, and caring for, pigeons for messenger
service), Engineers, camouflage, Army school of the line, and
General Staff College.
While e\""'ery young man is first put through general training
f01; the work of his enlistment, yet even after he has gotten to
tile front, should he develop any special aptitude for a different
class . of service, he is taken out of the ranks and sent back to
that school which wilJ specially fit !.tim for the particular service
to which he is best adapted.
On August 4 I had the good fortune to be with the American
troops on the battle field of Chateau-Thierry, the "Gettysburg" of this war, while the battle was raging and the
Germans were being pushed over the Vesle River. The battle on that day was in and around the city of Fismes, and
I had tile special privilege, through the courtesy of the commander of Battery B of the One hundred and first :Massachusetts l1~ield Artillery, to send my respects to the Kaiser
in t11e form of a 3-inch shell from a "French 75" gun. The
shell was reported by the observer to have fallen about 5 miles
away upon the enemy in the vicinity of a small place called
Perle, within the German lines just north of the Vesle River.
Here we saw the enormous movement of about 300,000 Ameri,can and French troops, supplies and equipment, from the position
they held the day before, pursuing the Germans in hot haste,
who were retreating across the Vesle Rrver and passing over
tJw valley to make another stand near the Aisne River. This
great movement of troops included hundreds, if not thousands,
of trucks of supplies, ammunition wagons, big guns, infantry
and cavalry, which were getting in position for another battle.
\Ve saw the awful 'destruction a'nd desolation, the dead buried
and the wounded hastily cared for and put in ambulances for
the hospitals, and also the burying of many fine horses.· The
Germans left many dead and thousands of prisoners,-and a great
quantity of equipment, shells, and ammunition. Enemy shells
fell all around, and we saw the little village of Mount St. Martin,
about half a mile away, completely destroyed by German shells.
I have here a map showing the location of all the German divisions and the names of their commanders at the time of this
battle, from which it will be seen that Gerii\.anY threw in against
us 43 divisions, or about 430,000 of their choicest crack troops.
A rather amusing incident which might have resulted more
seriously happened at this place. We were endeavoring to reach
the dty of Fismes, which we heard had been captured by the
Americans, and while running along at a rather rapid rate of
speed in an Army automobile, we passed the ambulances and
were driving forward among the men, who were lying down along
the roadside to prevent being seen by Germans or hit with shells.
They evidently took our American military car for an officer's
car, as nothing was said to us until an American sergeant rari
out in the road and inquired in a loud voice: "Where in hell
are you fellows going?" We told him we were going to Fismes,
and he replied: " The hell you are; we have been trying to get
there for days and have not made it yet." At that another officer
came out and ordered us back to the line occupied by the ambulances, which we had passed about 2 miles back. Upon inquiry we learned we had gotten within about 1 mile of the
German battle line.
·
Everything indicated that the Germans fully intended to bombard Paris at some point near Chateau-Thierry, for they had
built railroads all along the road clear up to this point, and had
piled heavy ammunition in cords along the railroad and in the
timber and at every secreted point. It was estimated that at
least 1,000,000 rounds of heavy ammunition in the form of 3,
6, and 8 inch shells, and some even 1arger, were left upon the
field of battle. Here I was able to secure some valuable relics
fr~sh from the hands of the Germans in the form of guns, bayonets, and helmets, now on exhibition in my committee room in
the Capitol, which many of my colleagues have seen. This was
the only time when I saw the American soldiers tired out, caused
by their endeavor to keep up with the Germans in their retreat.
They had gotten far ahead of their Army .kitchen, and it was
about 2 o'clock in the afternoon of that day before it caught up
with them, and they hnd not had anything to eat since about 4
o'clock the clay before.
I was interested in the kind and quality of the food served
upon the battle field, and I noticed that it was _indeed a very
substantial meal, consi ting of coffee, two fine large potatoes
with jackets on, u large piece of roast beef with fine gravy, a

big plate of beans, and plenty of good brend, butter, and sug-ar,
and a dessert of rice pudding. At the hotels it was difficult to
get. sugar, butter, or potatoes, but we were very glad to see
that this food actually reached the soldier in the field.
·we endeavored ou this day to reach the grave of Lieut. Quentin:
Roosevelt, that brave and daring son of our distinguished exPresident, but it was still within the German lines. We returned a week later, and on August 11 were privileged to pass
through the deserted and destroyed city of Fismes, and on the
t·oad to Rheims, just northeast of the village of Chierges, south
of Chamery, and immediately west of what is known as the Reedy
farm, we found the grave of Lieut. Roosevelt and attended the
first religious service over the grave, conducted by Chaplain
Thomas E. Swan, of the One hundred and twenty-fifth (1\fichigan)
Infantry, who in civil life is rector of the Saginaw (Mich.) Episcopal Church. The Germans had carefully marked the grave,
about in the manner they usually mark the graves of their
own officers, by erecting a cross, with the simple inscription, neatly painted, " First Lieut. Quentin Roosevelt, July
14, 1918." The American soldiers later constructed a smooth
wire fence around the grave, and erected- a more substantial
cross, with the following inscription: "Here rests, on the field
of hon-or, First Lieut. Quentin Roosevelt, Air Service, U. S. A.,
killed in action July 11, 1918.': I have here a picture of the
grave, including myself and others standing at the head of the
grave, which I will be glad to show any of my colleagues who
may be interested.
On August 6 we visited the British headquarters and saw the
great preparation for the big drive near Amiens, which the
English began in earnest about August 8, when we were at the
city of Ypres and were between the firing lines of the British
and German artillery and could hear the shells pass over our
heads going in both directions, sounding like a railroad train
emitting steam passing over a bridge some distance away.
The English artillery officer who was with us, however, was
able to distinguish every shell, and would frequently cry out,
"There goes a FrenCh 75," or "That is a German 77," or "That
is an English 6, naval gun," which was rather a new and strange
amusement for us. The only building standing in the old city
of Ypres with four sides and any kind of a roof is No. 13, near
the old railway depot, in which we went to take shelter from
shl~apnel which fell in that. vicinity now and then. The last
civilian to leave Ypres was the good Pere Delaire, who was curG
of the Church of St. Pierre at Ypres, who stayed all through
the bombardments, caring for the wounded and ministering to
the dying, refusing to leave until he was absolutely driven out by
the military authorities. He took with him several hundreu
little Belgian boys and girls, and he is now taking care of 131
little girls at Wisques, who are in charge of the Catholic sisters
at that place. The little boys, by the aid of the American Red
Cross, were sent farther south into France out of danger.
Here I saw a little blue-eyed tot, 6 years old, whose father and
mother fled from the Germans in 1914 and came to Ypres. Her
father, a plain farmer, was killed there by a shell, and her
mother fled with this little girl, who was then only 2 years old,
to Poperinghe, where a shell came down upon the house in 1916
and cut off her mother's arm and wounded the little girl almost
from head to foot along her entire body, but by the most faithful and skillful care her life was saved.
The Queen of Belgium is doing a wonderful work in connec·
tion with saving the Belgian orphan children, the wounded sol·
diers, and the destitute widows. At Vinckem she has established two schools, where there are now over 500 children
brought together from the firing lines of the allies in Belgium.
These children were exposed to gas and shell attack and in
many cases their homes were destroyed and their parents killed.
The Queen has also established a home there, by the aid of the
American Red Cross, to care for the Belgian children under 4
years of age; and she has also established various hospitals for
the soldiers at her own expense, in which she shows her great
humanity and democracy by personally ministering to the sick
and wounded.
At Vinckem or Wulveringhem, which are adjoining places, we
visited the great hospital of the Belgian Red Cross, known as
the " l'hopital ocean," evacuated from La Panne. This is th.e
hospital of Dr. Depage, one of the most famous surgeons of the
world, whom I had the pleasure of meeting. Our most di 'tinguished American doctors who have visited Ocean Hospital say
that it is one of the very best in the world.
1\Irs. Depage, who lost her life upon the Lusitania, is buried
on a hillside on the seashore near Ln Panne, in sight of this
famous hospital, in accordance with her wishes, by reason of
her great interest in the hospital and life work in connection
with her di tinguished husband. There is also located at this
place the "Home Du Soldat," which is a large recreation hall
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for con~alescent soldiers from the hospitals nnd for the soldiers
in the camps neai· by. The Belgians, in all their distress, have
not e-ven neglected their little civil population in free Belgium,
where at Leysele they haYe established a hospital for them in a
sman schoolhouse after it was shelled and bombed out of St.
Ide. balde. Here sick civilians are placed, especially the more
serious cases of diphtheria, typhoid, and tuberculosis, and also
ci,·ilians who are wounded by bombs, shell fire, or gas. The
Belgian minister of interior has also just built a new civil hospital in the barracks in what is called the "Doorntje," at the
frontier near Hondschoot. In La Panne we visited the little
bnby hospital of Madame Rolin of the Belgian Government, for
which the Red Cross gave the barracks enough money to organize and support it. The American Red Cross for Belgium
ha \e aided materially in all these enterprises by reason of the
lack of funds in the Belgian treasury.
We saw the Bains Militaires where one German shell caused
70 casualties. The bravery and fortitude of the Belgian people
is well illustrated by the true story of a little hunchbacked girl
who worked at mending soldiers' uniforms and who was the
only support of her aged motheT and little sister, and who had
both legs cut off abOTe the knee by this shell, and when her old
mother went almost into hysterics over their .sad fate she told
ber not to cry, because sl'le could still sit in a chair and could
be a dressmaker and support her and her sister. Too much
can not be said in praise of the fortitude :lnd courage of the
Belgian people. Complaint is heard now and then from those
who seem to think that the Belgians are not as helpful as they
might be, or who fail to appreciate the exact situation they are
in. Bear in mind the Belgians occupy a different position in
this war than any other people in all history. They first saved
the day for France and England by holding the German beasts
at bay until the stronger powers were ready for the affray.
1\Iost of their country was devastated and destroyed and nearly
all their civil population-7,000,000 men, women, and childrenwere made prisoners more than four years ago, and most of
them still remain such. Only a small strip of their country
about 25 miles in length and on an average of only about 6 miles
in width remains as free Belgium, but it is still ruled and controlled by the King and the army, who, right under the guns of
the enemy, refuse to leave their beloved land. In other words,
practically all the citizens are prisoners and the army and the
beau of the Government is at large fighting to liberat-e tt.~
citizenry. Remarkable as it may seem, the Belgian Army is
as large to--day as it ever was, and it alone is holding its entire
front line with the aid of the inundations of water through the
great system of canals flowing from the Yser River. The
army maintains its strength from the men who continually
escape from occupied Belgium. Their bravery and patriotism
is shown by the fact that it is well known that only 25 per cent
of the men who attempt to escape are able to do so, yet the
ranks are daily replenished.
So Belgium is doing ffi'Ore than her part, no matter what criticism may be made against her. We must also remember that
the men of the Belgian Army for over four years have been
within walking distance of their homes and can not go there,
and most of them have not heard a single word from home for
all that time, and they at the same time know that their homes
and families are in the hands of the terrible Hun. This is
enou rrh in itself to weaken the morale of most any army and to
cau e them to hope for an early conclusion of the war on the
best terms they themselves cnn secure; but the Belgians are
apparently unmoved by the situation and will without question
bold out loyally with their allies to the very end. In any
event, this brave and unconquerable little nation of heroes will
always ha>e the credit of administering the first blow to the
German Army, from which it never recovered.
We visited the famous old city of Verdun, where the French
early in the war held out for so many months against the army
of the Crown Prince. This is one of the best natural fortified
cities in the world to-day, and illustrates under the present
mode of warfare bow important it is to have natural fortifications of bills or mountains, for there is no other fortification
that can possibly withstand the terrible heavy fire of modern
artillery.
Near Verdun, by looking from <>ne of the observation posts,
one can see out over what is termed "Dead Man's Hill," where so
many men fell on both side of the battle for months when
neither side had time or opportunity to bury the dead, and this
stretch of territory has been" No Man's Land" ever since. As a
r esult, there are skulls and skeletons piled in heaps and strewn
promiscuously over the field, so as to make the ground appear
white as if covered with dust from human bones. It certainly
present.s a weird and shocking sight, and one is reminded of the

scenes presented in Dante's Inferno, and is forcibly impressed
with the yastncss of the human sacrifices made in this awful
struggle.
Verdun marks one of the early milltary mistakes of Germany.
Regardless of Germany's much boasted staff organization, she
has made more military mi takes and egregious blunders than
all of the allies combined. The halo of invincibility which used
to hover about the crown of the German staff is vanishing. Foch,
Pershing, Haig, and Petain are blowing it away, and that perhaps is the most important result of the two months of continued
-victory which the allied armies have now enjoyed. Almost
every calculation of the German staff has proved to be wrong.
The new staff organization of the American Army promises
to be the best system ever conceived for any army, as we have
adopted the very best features of the English and French a·s
well as the German Army organizations, and have had the good
sense to eliminate the mistakes they made, embodying in it:Felf
a coordination of all the best features shown by the experience
of all the other staffs.
We have 1,750,000 men in France and have the foundation
laid for many millions more if necessary. This ought to cau e
the Senators who denounced SeC'retary Baker in January last
for saying that he expected to have a million men in France by
July 1 to apologize before the public. His estimate was increased more than one-half. These pretended military critics
should admit for once that Secretary Baker was right and that
they were wrong. Regardless of all the wonderful scientific
inventions for destruction of life and property, the final success
of the war still resolves itself into a question of man power,
which the United States is fortunately able to furnish.
.Around Toni I had the pleasure of meeting the first Kansas
soldier boys in the front-line trenches, where I found the original
Three hundred and fifty-third all-Kansas Regiment, commanded
by Col. Babcock, which forms a part of the Eighty-ninth Division,
commanded by Gen. Winn. They were holding a part of the
front-line trenches in the region of the present fighting. I had
alrea(ly seen the One hundred and tenth Ammunition Train,
commanded by Col. Travis, comprised principally of Kansas
boys, during the Battle of Chateau-Thierry. A little later, on
August 21, 22, ::md 23, I enjoyed a visit with the soldiers of the
Thirty-fifth Divis1on, composed largely of Kan as boys, being
the first Kansas volunteers of the old National Guard. The
Seventieth Infantry Brigade is commanded by Gen. Martin
and the One hundred and thirty-seventh Infantry Regiment
is commanded by Col. Clad Hamilton, both of Topeka. Gen.
Traub, the division commander, u Regular .Army officer, told me
that while he had commanded many regiments of soldiers yet he
was free to say that the boys of this division were the finest lot
and most efficient and courageous soldiers he had ever had under
his command.
Gen. 1\fartin is a great favorite with all the men and has the
very highest standing as a commanding officer. This division is
holding a sector of the front-line trenches, all on German soil in
Alsace-Lorraine. I would not give the names of these divisions
and commanders except that I know the enemy is fully aware
of what I have said, through her spy system. Our armies know,
through what we are pleased to term our " intelligence system,"
the approximate location, together with the names of the commanders, of every division of the German Army. The gaining
of this information, when applied to us, we call it the " intelligence system," but when applied to the enemy we call it the
"spy system." This map, made up from such intelligence, shows
approximately the location of every German division along the
firing line at the time of the battle of Chateau-Thierry and at
the commencement of the drive by the British near A.miens.
It certainly demonstrates a thorough and intelligent system
on our part; and the fact that when the Twenty-sixth Division · of our Army was replaced by the Thirty-fifth Division
the Germans put up a sign opposite the position on which were
the following words, "Good-by, Twenty-sixth Division; welcome, Thirty-fifth," shows that they also know what is being
done on our side of the line.
It was indeed a pleasure to observe the bountiful crops everywhere in France and Eno-Jand. Nearly every farmer raised
some wheat, and the production seemed marvelous, and every
strip of ground, no matter how small, even ulong the railroad
tracks, was planted to some kind of food crops. All the farm
work is performed by the women, children, old men, and cripples
who have been wounded an<l discharged from the service. There
appeared to be food and supplies enough for the civil population and t11e armies to last for many months, even though we
should fail to supply ,a single pound. There was also plent.v of
substantial food to eat in the country and no particular difficulty to obtain the necessaries of life at a reasonable price, no
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higher than in most places in the United States, but nowhere in
either France or England were the prices of food products as
high as in the city of Washington.
The spirit of our American boys is certainly fine. They all
appeared well, happy, and thoroughly contented. The only impatience or dissatisfaction shown was in their delay to get to
the front. Everybody in the sen-ice after he is over there
a short time wants to get right to the front. There was some
complaint regarding the delay in receiving the mail, and I was
glad to be able to render some service in helping to straighten
out that difficulty, so that, instead of its taking two or three
months to exchange letters at home, I fully hope and expect
in the near future that it will require less than half that time.
A noted general once said that, second to food, mail was next
in importance to preserve the morale of an army, and special
attention must be giT'en this subject until it is properly worked
out so that every soldier may get his mail at the very earliest
possible moment, just the same as he requires his food on time.
There was also some complaint among the American soldiers
about not recei\ing their pay on the day it was due, but I found
in most cases it was because the soldier was away from his
regiment on pay day; but I was glad to take up this matter
with the authorities and I am now reliably informed that a
system has been adopted, or will be soon, by which a soldier
can draw his pay, with proper papers, wherever he may be on
pay day. This will be a decided advantage, and if it has not
already been adopted, it should be at the earliest possible moment, as no American soldier boy under any circumstances
should be put in a position of having to borrow money or beg
while there is something due him from his Government.
As I have already indicated, the American Red Cross are
doing a wonderful work and also the Young Men's Christian
Association, the Knights of Columbus, and the Salvation Army.
There is quite a spirit of rivalry among these various organizations, and each has its champion, and sometimes there is a
little complaint against one and sometimes another, except that
the opinion is unanimous on the Christian and merciful work
done by the Salvation Army where its members, including the'
women, go right to the front and supply little necessities without price and minister to the wounded and dying without
pubUcity or the hope of reward in this world. While some contend that this humanitarian work should all be united under
one general head, yet from all I could see and learn they all fill
a particular plac_e, and knowing that too much of this kind of
work can not be done, there would seem to be an advantage in as
many organizations going forwai·d with it as possible, and the
little friendly rivalry between them only aids in their efficiency.
Too much can not be said in praise of the good work of the
many wonderful hospitals throughout France and · the great
skill of the many surgeons, as well as the extreme care, patience, and devotion of the thousands of nurses. There. are
what are called three-line hospitals. First, the front line on the
battle field, the second a little farther back behind the battle
field, and the third still farther back in the hiterior in perfect
safety. I was told by those in charge of the third-line hospitals,
who carefully kept their records in each case, that of the patients who reached the third-line hospitals alive they lose only
1 per cent by death, and that they were able to actually put
back into service 80 per cent of those treated for wounds.
They are greatly in need of many more nurses, assistant nurses,
and skilled surgeons, and a special effort should be made to
supply them. I saw an advertisement in France calling for
50,000 more nurses, which shows the great necessity therefor.
\Vives and sisters of soldiers between the ages of 21 and 25
years are now admitted for nurse service and graduate nurses
~re rarely ever limited as to age.
They are all undey Army
control and regulations and maY be tried, disciplined, and courtmartialed just the same as a soldier, and there is no reason why
the United States should not adopt the same rule as our allies
and grant military rank to those who enlist, the same as they
do for soldiers. English killed nurses receive the rank of first
lieutenant. The pay averages about $60 per month for o\·erseas
Jrork, with clothing and board furnished.
After this special opportunity for observation and a fair consideration of the situation and conditions personally on the
ground from almost every angle, the best message I can bring
to the people of this country is the fact that the morale of the
allied armies is at its be t and highest point, and the morale of
the German and Austrian armies is at its worst and lowest point
since the commencement of the war. Undoubted evidence exists that the spirit of the German troops, taken as a whole, was
never lo\ver; and this is only natural in view of the destruction
of the hopes of brilliant victory and almost immediate peace
with which they were buoyeu up by their leaders early in the
year. I think it can safely be said that the final turning point
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has arrived, and that for the first time since the beginning of
the war it has filtered through the slow and stubborn minds ot
the rank and file of the German army that they are fighting a
hopeless cause, and for the first time our allieu armies are convinced beyond all doubt that they are fighting a winning cause,
and that victory is all but within theh· grasp. The principal
reason for this, I am proud to say, as· freely expressed by our
allies themselves, is the entrance of the United States into the
war. We entered the war just at the right time, at the psychological moment to do the most good. The allies were extremely
tired and discouraged, but the sight of hundreds of thousands
of American boys coming to their aid with their fresh, vigorous,
·and courageous manhood, gave them exactly the as istance they
needed, for renewed courage and positive hope of final victory.
It is conceded by all that we put, to use slang phrases which are
most forcible and expressive, the " pep " into the war, and
" started the ball to rolling" toward Berlin. While there are
many men of high standing, with full knowledge and large control of affairs, who beUeve that the war can be ended this year,
yet the consensus of opinion is that it will still require about
one year longer .of most active, aggressive, and vigorous warfare
to bring about that complete and overwhelming victory which
the allied armies and the people of the respective allied countries
now demand. It can be no makeshift, compromise. or halfway
peace, but must be final and conclusive and destroy forever
Kaiserism and militarism throughout the world. America will
then have performed her duty to the liberty-loving people of the
world, and will have maintained her reputation among them,. as
that bright and shining star which appeared in the heavens at
the most critical time in all history, shining forth in radiant light
the words of the Savior of the world with such brilliancy that
they may be seen the world over by all future generations,_
" Peace on earth, good will toward men."
CALLING OF THE ROLL. ·

1\Ir. 1\LillTIN of Virginia.

1\Ir. President, I suggest the ab·
sence of a quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will call the roll.
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators answered to their names :
.Ashurst
Bankhead
Benet
Brandegee
Calder
Chamberlain
Culberson
Cummins
Curtis
Dillingham
Drew
Fernald
Fletcher
Guion
Hale

Harding
.Jones, N. Mex.
.Jones, Wash.
Kellogg
Kendrick
Kenyon
King
Kirby
Lewis
Lodge
McCumber
McKellar
McNary
Martin, Va.
Myers

Nelson
New
Norris
Nugent
Page
Penrose
Phelan
Pittman
Pomerene
Ransdell
Robinson
Shafroth
·sheppard
Shields
Simmons

Smith, Ariz.
Smith, Ga.
Smith, 1\id.
Smith, S.C.
Smoot
Sterling
Thomas
Thompson
Trammc>Il
Wadsworth
Walsh
Warren
Wilfley
Williams

Mr. LEWIS. I announce the absence of the Senator from
Mississippi [Mr. VARDAMAN], occasioned by illness, and that of
the Senator from Nevada [1\Ir. HENDERsoN], on official business.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Fifty-nine Senators have answered
to the roll call. There is a quorum present.
llECESS.
1\lr. MARTIN of Virginia. 1\lr. President, as arrangemente
have been made for the ceremonies at 1 o'clock in connection
with the presentation of the vases by the French Republic, I
am going to move for a recess; but I will state the reason for
the roll call. I think this is a national occasion, and it is Yery
important that there should be as many Senators as pos ible
present in recognition of this international event.
As we shall take a recess for that purpose, and I know of no
pressing business, I move that the Senate recess until' 12 o'clock
meridian on Thursday next.
The motion was agreed to.
GIFT FROM '!'HE FRE'NCH

GOVERNME~T.

The VICE PRESIDENT. ~rhe lwnr of 1 o'clock having arrived, the Chair will _request l\Ir. l\IARTIN of Virginia, Mr: LoDGE,
Mr. 'VILLIAMS, Mr. BB.A.NDEGEE, Mr. PoMERENE, and l\!r. McCuMBER to repair to the Vice President's room and e cort the
French ambassador to the Chamber.
The French ambassador, M. Jusserand. preceded by the Sergeant at Arms and the Secretary of tl:ie Senate, was escorted to
the Chamber by the committee named by the Vice Pre ident, and
he was ~eated on the right of the Vice President.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read the Senate
resolution heretofore adopted.
The Sec1·etary read Senate resolution :.;o5, submitted by 1\fr.
PoMERENE on the 17th instant and agreed to by the Senate on that
day, as follows :

1918.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE.

Resolved, That th~ Senate of the United States bas 1·eceived with deep
satisfaction the communication of the ambassador of the French Republic to the United States conveying the desire of the French Government to present to the Senate two vases from the National Manufacture of Sevres.
Resolved, That this offer is accepted with the highest appreciation
of the gift and of the spirit in which it is presented, and that the 24th
day of September, 1918, at the hour of 1 o'clock post meridian, is
hereby set apart for the purpose of formally and officially accepting·
such gift.
Resolved, That the French ambassador be notified of this action of the
Senate and requested to attend as the representative of his Government.
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the grain of mustard seed, it has grown and waxed a great
tree. [Applause.]
They can not understand. Our attitude during the many years
between the two wars was as unprovocative as it well could be,
from which they just concluded that we must be in decay. Our
policy was publicly expressed and acted upon, but they would not
believe and could not understand. In an address of April 13,
1912, one of our statesmen on a.n occasion of international significance said :

France will neither attack nor provoke, but in order to be assured
The VICE PRESIDEN'l'. Gentlemen of the Senate, the amthat she herself will be neither attacked nor provoked, she must have
bassador of tha French Republic to the United States. [Great land
and sea forces capable of commanding respect.
npplause.]
This statesman was then prime minister and is now President
ADDRESS BY M. JULES J. JUSSEBAND, AMBASSADOR OF THE FP.ENCH of the French Republic, M. Raymond Poincare.
REPUBLIC TO THE· UNITED STATES.
The doors are shut, the curtains are draw.n; with hushed
I\!. JussER.AND. l\fr. President and gentlemen -of the Senate, voices select accomplices decide that " der tag" has come for the
as a token of gratitude for the reception granted by this assem- greatest crime in the world's history. No outsider can hear or
bly to a few representative Frenchmen sent last year in order see; no one shall know. Yet all the world knows, for the crime
to welcome America to the ranks of the active defenders of has cried to heaven, and the dark date of the Potsdam council,
right, these vases are offered to the Senate. Commemorating a July 5, 1914, will be execrated throughout ages.
Any pretext would be good enough to justify the decision, for
modern event, they are themselves modern and come from that
Sevres manufacture; near Paris, where mementos of America the true justification was to be success; and force moreover
abound, recalling the perpetual friendship between our two needs, they think, no justification. For the Serbs the pretext
countries; busts of 'Vashington, Franklin, Jefferson1 Lincoln, resorted to was the assassination of an Austrian Prince by an
Austrian subject; for the Belgians, necessity which, as all bm·Lafayette. [Applause.]
The decision of the President and of Congress to take part in glars are aware, "knows no law"; for France, a pipe-dream
the war had sent a thrill of joy throughout France, not simply accusation of our baving shelled NUl'emberg from the air. Force
because of the aid but because of the justification. Our faith was so much to be the justification of it all, and so little care was
that our living and our dead had made their manifold sac1·ifices considered necessary that, in their tragedy, the Germans played
for a supremely gt·eat and just cause received its most telling the epilogue before the prologue, and one day before they deconfirmation when, from across the ocean, the voice of this great clared war on us because of Nuremberg they had begun hostili·
Nation was heard above the din of battle, saying, from now on ties. Their declaration is of Monday evening, August 3. On
"until the last gun is fired," until right triumphs, not for a · time Sunday, the 2d, their horsemen had penetrated more than 7
miles on French territory, killed Corp. Peugeot, head of a small
but for all times, we take our place by your side. [Applause.]
Our great thinker, Pascal, once drew up this aphorism: "Jus- platoon from the Forty-fourth Infantry, a young man of 21, in
tice without force is powerless; force without justice is tyran- · times of peace a public-school teacher; their own leader, Lieut.
nical." 'Ve wanted the mission sent to you last year to represent Camille Mayer, was killed by us, and his tomb at Jonchercy will
both; and it was led, therefore, by Mr. Viviani, minister of jus- testify forever as to what the dawn of "der tag" was like.
The Kaiser thereupon solemnly declared in Berlin, " The
tice, whose winged, fiery words are still remembered on these
shores, and by one who, at a solemn hour in the history of the sword has been foreed into our hands," and all the echoes in
world personated what President Wilson has described in one Germany dutifully repeated and _continue to repeat, " The
of his memorable addresses as " Force ; force to the utmost, sword has been forced into our hands ; the sword has been
force without stint or limit, the righteous and triumphant force forced into om· hands." We knew from that moment what to
.
which shall make right the law of the world," Marshal Joffre, expect.
In the dust and smoke of the immense fight the skies are
the winner of the Marne.
Of the two ways of expressing one's self, that of Marshal sometimes beclouded and we do not know the time of day, but
=roffre, of Marshal Foch, who started from the same Marne a we feel that we are moving toward 't he evening of "der tag "
pursuit that is not near its end, of l\Iarshal Haig and his admir- and that evening will see the doom of those men who, even
able Britishers, of Gen. Pershing, who has given back to France at this late hour, as unable as before to understand, still
n portion of France, and of their companions in arms in Italy, exercise their faculty of devising and methodically -i·avage,
Palestine, the Balkans, Siberia, is the only one our enemy under- defile, and destroy the parts of France which they have to abanstands-he has never tired of saying so himself-and since we don, cunningly arranging bombs with time fuses that may kill
people returning to their ruined homes. The hour of their doom
.want to be unden;toocl we mean to use no other. [Applause.]
We have 'to deal with a strange enemy; I shall not say a mon- is coming. [Applause.]
They now pretend their eyes begin to open and they " babble "
strous enemy, though, in fact, such he is. He can devise, he can
.not understand. [Laughter and applause.] That unique enemy of peace, the peace of wrong of course, the only one they can
caR devise liquid fire, poisonous gases, poisonous propaganda, understand, not the peace of right ; they still admire their
noxious germs to be sent by his diplomatic pouch to neutral coun- Treitschke, who said :
tries, as happened in Norway and Roumania-after which he
Small States have no right to exist, for they lack the essential state
wonders he has no friends-an accurate shelling of Rheims, element-force. They have the.r efore no rights.
burning of Louvain, sinking of the Lusitania and hospital ships,
The four treaties they have signed this spring testify to this,
perfectly appointed wagons to carry off loot, the efficient slavery being treaties not of peace but of bondage.
of civilians.
The honest nations of the world feel differently. They feel
He sometimes reproaches us for not knowing when we are that "the small States of the world have a right to enjoy the
beaten ; along this line, let us confess it, we are beaten; along same respect for their sovereignty and for their territorial
this line, and along no other, heaven be praised, and never shall integrity that great, powerful nations expect and insist upon."
be. [Applause.]
So spoke President Wilson. We feel with him. France has
' He .can devise ; he can not understand ; he has no eyes to see, never thought of fighting for her own Alsace-Lorraine only;
no heart to feel. He can not pretend that, while preparing his she fights and will fight to the end for the liberation of all the
•nslaught, he lacked informers in any country of the world. They Alsaces-Lorraines still in servitude and in bondage throughout
were mostly of his own blood, and he concluded from what they the world. [Applause.]
said that when" der tag" would come Belgium would be found
We are now at one of the grandest periods in the history of
benumbed in fright, France in decay, England in indifference, the world. We see sights never to . be seen again; not only
America in business. The answer was Liege, Marne, Ypres, scenes of horror, but scenes of splendor. To those latter scenes
St. Mihiel. [Applau e.]
American contribution is one of which you and your descendThey forgot in their calculations one imponderable item-sen- ants may well be proud forever. Seeking, to use again the
timent. They could not understand that sentiment is a force, the terms of your President, no conquest, no dominion, no indemnigreatest of all, in our days;-that sentiment leads the world anu ties, no material compensation, acting as " one of the chamhas caused one nation after another, in Europe, in North, Cen- pions of the rights of mankind," your Nation has stood the
tral, and South America, in Asia, in Africa even, to come and .severest tests and offered a wonderful example. It is enough
say, "Till the end we are with you." Sentiment is the force to say to her,_"It is fo~ justice; it is for liberty; it is in order
behind those particular guns that shall win the day.
that suffering people in far-away lands may cease to suffer,"
Of the value of this force we French are better aware than and the Nation to a man, to a woman, to a child answers at
anyone, for it happened to us to sow the seed on these shores once, agreed and content. Not even laws, but recommendalong, long ago, without thinking of the future, and behold, like tions, mere suggestions, are obeyed, for the cause is in their
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I acrept, in the name of the Senate of the United States, this
eyes a sacred one and all that can help it has for them something sacred. Immense .loans are oversubscribed; the absten- touching and beautiful gift of the French Republic. I bid you
tion from certain foods, the giving up of certain perfectly convey to yom: Government our genuine appreciation of this
honest enjoyments are accepted with alacrity. How could it thoughtful and unexpected courtesy. This legi lative body bad
be otherwi e when those men and women offer without ftinch- no small part in another far-off and, happily, almost forgotten
ing to the great can e the blood of their blood, the heart of war, in making a Union of indestructible States. May I extheir hearts, their own sons, to fight their battles over there. press the hope and belief that it will be the purpose and endeavor of this Senate to maintain an indis oluble friendship
[Applause.]
And is it not a peerless honor for this country, the fact that with the people of France till the heavens are rolled together
the laws implying the greatest sacrifice or effort are passed by as a scroll. [Prolonged applause.]
a unanimous vote? '+he law, for example, extending the draft
I venture to a sume that the ambassador will be glad to meet
age to 18 and to 45. A unanimous vote was recorded the other the Senators of the United States.
day in the House for a law increasing taxation by some $4,000,M. Ju serand took his place at the left of the Vice President's desk and the.Members of the Senate were respectively
, 000,000.
What is now the time of day? Is "der tag'' nearly spent? presented to him by the committee which had been appointed by
Foell, Haig, Pershing, and their peers will tell us when they the Vice President.
On the conclusion of the ceremonies (at 1 o'clock and 30 minthink fit. [Applause.] All we need to know is that we are
in, all of us, "until the last gun is fired," and why are we utes p. m.), the Vice President, under the previous order, dein? We are in, as I take it, in order to give its proper value clared the .Senate to be in recess until Thursday, September 2G,
to a document about as sacred to us French as to you Americans, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
an<l whicb recalls for us common souven1r . It is to make good
for the world the Declaration of Independence. [Applause.]
I shall add only one word, and a personal word. I want to
JIOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
expre my thanks and say that I shall ever consider it as one
of the greatest honors in a long career to have been privileged
TUESDAY, September 24, 1918.
to address thi august assembly. [Prolonged applause.]
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
ADDRESS DY THE VICE PRESIDENT.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the folThe VICE PRESIDENT. 1.\fr. Ambassador, who among the lowing prayer:
Oh, Thou great Father Soul, whose benign influence is ever
sons of the Republic can distill into the attar of language the
love of the American people for France? Not I. f Applause.l going out to Thy children, to uphold, sustain, and guide the~
Who, in a few figures of speech, can compute the debt of grati- to right thinking and right living, help us to receive abuntude we owe the French people as with accumulated interest dantly of Thy grace, that we may love mercy, do ju tly, and
it has been transmitted from sire to son for sevenscore years? walk humbly before Thee, after the similitude of the Lord Jesn~
Not I. f Applause.l Who hopes that, whatever other crime Christ our Savior. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of yesterday was read and r.pour country may be compelled to face at the bar of impartial
justice, it may not be ingratitude? All of us. Who hopes that, proved.
BOND ISSUE.
from " the Tiger " to the loneliest orphan in the stricken homes
The following is the conference report and statement on the
of France, there is not one who has a dream of the shadow of
a doubt that we are with them to the end [applause], with bill (H. R. 12923) to supplement the second liberty bond act,
them until the lilies shall bloom on all her soil, with them till as amended, and for other purposes, the statement having been
justice wipes away all their tears and fears and avenges, inadvertently omitted from the REcoRD of September 23, 1918:
though it can not obliterate, all the sears of all their wrongs?
CONFERENCE IlEPORT (NO. 805).
Every red-blooded American. [Applause.]
Dear Mr. Ambassador, beloved of the American people for
The committee of conference on the disagreeing \otes of the
your own sake as well as for your country's, the ghosts of inno- two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
cent women, helpless children, and feeble age are calling to 12923) to supplement the second liberty bond act, as amended,
God, to America, and to civilization. Rest content. They do and for other purposes, having met, after full and free connot call in vain. [Applause.]
ference have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their
I am not striving to weave a beautiful garment. I am only respective Houses as follows:
seeking to dress a great truth in the clothing of speech, howThat the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 4, 5,
ever tawdl·y and misfit it may be. Tl)at truth is found in a 6, 7, and 8.
story told of Mahomet. His first wife, Kadijah, was a widow.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendBut she made of the camel driver the founder and head of a ments of the Senate numbered 1 and 2, and agree to the same.
great religion. Then she died, and in his old age the prophet
Amendment numbered 3: That the House recede from its dismarried the young, charming, and beautiful Ayesha. Consist- agreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 3, and
ently with human nature, she would sit upon Mahomet's knees, agree to the same w1th an amendment as follows: In lieu of the
pull his gray beard, and petulantly ask, "Am I not a better matter stricken out by said amendment insert the following:
wife than Kadijab?" Worn out at last, the prophet made an" SEc. 5. That subdivision (b) of section 5 of the tradingswer, ". No, by Allah; there can be none better, for she believed with-the-enemy act be, and hereby is, amended to read as
in me when all men despised me." Since far off 1776 we have follows:
grown rich and powerful and many seek our favors and many
.. ' (b) That the President may investigate, regulate, or pro·
are our friends, but none can get closer to our hearts than hibit, under such rules and regulations as be may pre cribe, by
France, for she believed in us when all men despised us. [Ap- means of licenses or otherwise, any transactions in foreign
plau e.]
exchange and the export, hoarding, melting, or earmarking of
1.\fr. Ambassador, you know us better than we know ourselves. gold or silver coin or bullion or currency, transfers of credit in
Yet still I hope your judgment coincides with mine. All the any form (other than credits relating solely to transactions to
eon ·cious days of my life I have watched the attitude of this be executed wholly within the United State ) , and transfers of
people toward war and warriors. It bas been an intense hatred evidences of indebtedness or of the ownership of property beof war as an abstract proposition and a flaming, never-dying tween the United States and any foreign country, whether
enthusiasm for it when it had for its concrete objects justice, enemy, ally of enemy, or otherwise, or between re·sidents of one
truth, liberty, and fraternity. [Applause.] It has been a su- or more foreign countries, by any person wltl1in the United
preme contempt for the warrior who has waded through States; and, for the purpo e of strengthening, sustaining, and
slaughter to a throne, and a never-ending burning of incense broadening the market for bonds and certificates of indebtedbefore the shrines of those who died for man. That sentiment ness of the United States, of preventing frauds upon the holders
account.q for our whole-hearted entry into this war. I am just thereof, and of protecting such holders, be may investigate and
an average American and my thoughts on the e great questions, regulate, by means of licenses or otherwi!1e (until the expiraI venture to as ert, meet the approval of my fellow country- tion of two years after the date of the termination of the
men. I never owned or wanted a counterfeit presentment of present war with the Imperial German Government, a fixed
Napoleon; but I wish I might have seen Charles Martel. I by his proclamation) any transaction in such bonds or certifi·thrill at the seraphic face of the Maid of Orleans. I look with cates by or between any per on or person : P1·oviaed, That
love each day ?t the photograph of Joseph Joffre. [Applause.] nothing contained in this subdivision (b) shall be construed
And l hope the good God, ere my race is run,. will let me grasp to confer any power to prohibit the purchase or sale for cash,
reverently the hand of Ferdinand Foch. He will conquer and or for notes eligible for discount at any Federal reserve bank,
survive, for, never fear, Bethlehem must triumph over Berlin. of bonds or certificates of indebteaness of the United States;
and he may require any person engaged in any transaction
[Applause.]
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r_eferred to in this subdivision to furnish, under oath, complete
Mr. WALSH. But the request of the Senate was for a coninformation relative thereto, inchu.ling the production of any ference on the bill aml amendments.
books of account, contracts, letters, or other papers in conThe SPEAKER. Is that not what the House agreed to?
nection therewith in the custody or control of such person,
Mr. WALSH. Well, the House agreed to the conference asked
1 by the Senate.
either before or after such · transaction is completed.'"
And the Senate agree to the same.
. The SPEAKER. Well, the Senate- had already asked for
a conference and the House agr~<l to it. What else could be
CLAUDE KrTCHI~,
done?
HENRY T. RAINEY,
Mr. WALSH. The House can not agree to a conference asked
LINCOLN DIXON,
for by the Senate on a bill and amendments when the House
J. W. FoRDNEY,
has already concurred in one of the amendments.
J. HAMPTON 1\IOORE,
The SPEAKER. Now, why not?
Mauaget·s on the part of the House.
Mr. WALSH. Because that amendment is not in conference.
F~ ~1. SIMMONS,
The SPEAKER. Well, 'the conferees have no more jurisdicHoKE SMITH,
tion over amendment No. 13 than they have over the operations
H. C. LODGE,
of the man in the moon.
Managers on the pm·t of the Senate.
1\.fr. WALSH. But the Senate asked for a conference upon
that amendment.
STATEMENT,
The SPEAKER. Of course. Here was the way of it: OrdiThe managers on the part of the House at the conference on naTily they would not have gone through this clumsy perform~
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of ance of getting these amendments into the committee to be conthe Senate to the bill (H. R. 12923) to supplement the second sidered. The rule is that if the amendment involved an approliberty-bond act, as amended, and for other purposes, submit priation, which wa.s the case here, then, unless there is unanithe following written statement in explanation of the effect of mous consent to the contrary, they go to the Committee of the
the action agreed upon by the conferees and recommended in Whole House on the state of the Union. Now, the gentleman
from South Carolina [Mr. LEVER] and the gentleman from l\listhe accompanying conference report :
Amendment No. 1 : This amendment . is merely a clerical sissippi [Mr. CANDLER] skirmished around here the other day
for several minutes and tried to avoid going into Committee of
change ; and the House recedes.
.
Amendment No. 2; This amendment is also a clerical change; the Whole House on the state of the Union. But somebody! do not know whether it wa s the gentleman from Massachu- ·
and the House recedes.
Amendment No. 3 : The bill as it passed the House aniended setts or not-objected to everything that they asked, and finally
the trading-with-the-enemy act by giving the President authority the Chair referred the matter to the committee. They came
to investigate, regulate, or prohibit any transaction in bonds or back here with a report, and that went, of course, to the Comcertificates of indebtedness of the United States and the hoard- mittee of the Whole House on the state of the Union. But I
ing and melting of gold. The Senate eliminated this provision. can not grasp the distinction that the gentleman from MassaThe House recedes from its disagreement to the Senate amend- chusetts is endeavoring to make. It is too fine.
ment with an amendment giving the President the authority to
l\lr. WALSH. If the Chair will permit me, I do not want to
investigate, regulate, or prohibit the hoarding or melting of gold, make any too fine distinctions. But assuming that the action
and also to investigate and regulate, by means of license or of yesterday had been reversed and the House had concurred
otherwise (until the expiration of two years after the termina- in all the amendments and disagreed to only one, would the
tion of the present war), for the purpose of strengthening, sus- Chair then bold that we should agree to a conference asked
taining, an<l broadening the 1:r;:arket for bonds and certificates by the Senate on the bill and amendments?
··
of indebtedness of the United States, of preventing frauds upon
The SPEAKER. Unquestionably. U there is anything left
the holders thereof, and Of protecting such bol<Iers, any trans- in controversy, it goes to the conferees.
actions in bonds or certificates of indebtedness of the United
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Mr. Speaker, may I make a
States by or between any person or persons. However, this suggestion?
power is limited so that this section shall not be construed to
The SPEAKER. Yes.
confer any power to prohlbit the purchase or sale for cash, or
1\lr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. The Senate no doubt wanted to
· for notes eligible for discount at any Federal reserve bank, of retain tbes.e papers, and the . House asking for the conference,
bonds or certificates of indebtedness of the United States.
retained the papers. They added this amendment and asked for
Amendment No. 4; This amendment is merely a change in a conference with the House upon it, and the papers will remain
section number; and the Senate recedes.
with ·the Senate. That is the technicality that the gentleman
Amendments Nos. 5, 6, and 7: The Senate recedes from its from Massachusetts [Mr. WALSH] is wrestling with.
amendments to section 5200 of the Revised Statutes, thereby
The SPEAKER. Of course, it is a very unusual proceeding
restoring the House provision.
for the House, making an amendmenf, immediately to ask for a
· Amendment No. 8: This amendment is merely a change in conference. That is sometimes done toward the end of Congress
section number; and the Senate recedes.
because of lack of time. But anything in controversy betweeJ?,
the two Houses must go to a conference. Now, when they go
CL.A.UDE KITCHIN,
to the conference, simply the matters that are left in controversy
HENRY T. RAINEY,
are considered, a'nd if the .conferees undertook to modify this
LINCOLN DIXON,
amendment 13 the· Chair would hold it was out of order.
J. W. FORDNEY,
J. HAMPTON MOORE,
AMERICAN RED CROSS MILITARY HOSPITAL NO. 3.
Manage1·s on. the part of the House.
l\Ir. CHANDLER of Oklahoma. 1\!r. Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
CO~FEBENCE ON AGRICULTURAL STIMULATION BILL.
1\Ir. CHANDLER of Oklahoma. 'Vhile in France I collected
l\Ir. WALSH. l\Ir. Speaker, I wish to direct the attention of some facts and data in reference to American Red Cross Military,
the Chair and of the House to the action taken last evening Hospital No. 3, and I ask unanimous consent to extend my reupon this agricultural stimulation bill (H. R. 11945). On Sep- marks in the RECORD by printing the same.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Oklahoma asks unimitember 6 the Senate requested a conference with the House of
Representatives on the bill ancl amendments. Yesterday the mous consent to extend his remarks in the · RECORD by printing
certain data which he gathered in France as to American Red
House concurred in one of the Senate amendments.
Cross Military Hospital No. 3. · Is there objection? [After a
The SPEAKER. W1th an amendment.
l\Ir. WALSH. The amendment was defeated. They con- pause.] The Chair hears none.
The following are the data referred to:
.
curred in one of the Senate amendm-ents, and then the gentleAMERICAN RED CROSS l'I!ILITA.RY HOSPITAL NO. 3,
'1
man from Mississippi [Mr. CANDLER] asked unanimous consent
4 RUE DE CHEVREUSE, PARIS.
to agree to the conference asked by the Senate. It seems to me
The American Red Cross Military Hospital No. 3 came into exishmce
that the proper request to have been made was to ask for a officially
by the publication early in November, 1917, of paragraph 2,
conference with the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two General Orders 54, American Expeditionary Forces.
·Prior to this time the details of the arrangement between Mrs. WhiteHouses, because the House had already concurred in one of the
Reid, who owned the buildings and who proP.osed to maintain the
Senate amendments, and that amendment was not in dispute. law
hospital at hei" own expense as a part of her contribution to the prosecuThe Senate simply asked for a conference upon the bill and tion of the war, and the military authorities had been completed.
Capt. Walter W. Manton, Medical Reserve Corps, of Detroit. Mich .•
amendments, and we could not agree to the conference upon an
the first commanding officer, r eported for duty and began the work of
an:;-endment which had been concurred. in.
organization and equipment of the hospital in the latter part of October.
The SPEAKER. Of course the conferees have absolutely no He pushed the work preparatory to the formal opening enerjfetically
and successfully.
control or jurisdiction over that amendment whatever.
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During thls period he worked continuously with Mrs. Reid, who was
at that time in Paris, and devoted much time, thought, and money to
the task.
.
It is a strange coincidence that Capt. Manton was at the time of my
visit a patient in the hospital recovering from a severe gunshot wound
of the left forearm, received while with his r.egiment on the front at the
beginning of the present offensive.
'.rhe buildings occupied by the hospital are located in the Latin quarter of the city of Paris and are not only interesting because they have
been a center of the social life of the quarter before the war, but also
becauocc of their historic associations.
The older portion of the buildings dates back more than 300 years.
When this portion of Paris was the hunting park of the Luxemburg, this
old building was the hunting lodge of the Due de Chevrcuse. There is
a tradition that there is an underground pa age running from the East
wing of. the old building to the Luxemburg Palace, situated a few blocks
to the nortbea t.
Located within the hospital grounds is the famous " St. Luke' Chapel
of the Latin Quarter," which has been renovated and is now in use as
one of the hospital wards.
During the greater part of the nineteenth century the buildings were
occupied by a boys' school.
In the early nineties the buildings were taken over by the American
'Art tudents' League. " established by Mrs. Whitelaw Reid and Mrs.
William Newell in 1 91 for the use and advanta;e of American girls
studying in Paris." From this time up to the begrnning of the present
.war the club formed the octal center of the Latin quarter.
It v.rovided not only sleeping quarters and studies but a fine cireulat1n~ library, a J?Opular restaurant and t~ rooms, .and a beautiful art
gallery and exhibition room.
Just prior to the war a large modern building was et·ected providing
much more commodious quarters.
oon after the outbreak of the war the buildings and grounds were
placed at the disposal of the French Red Cross. who converted it into
a military hospital, L'Hospital Auxiliaire No. 53, of about 60 beds.
Aft~r the entry of the
nited States into the war Mrs. Reid offered
the bulldings and grounds for use as a hospital of officers of the allied
armie.
The hospital was opened and reeeived its first patient on the 12th of
December, 1917.
At this time tbere were accommodation for 5Q patients in single
nnd double rQoms. It was beautifully and artfs.tfcally. even lu:ro:rious.Jy
fm·nished, h:ts ample recreation fadlities, a large, well-eqnippe(l library
and reading room, which is kept well supplied with American, English,
and li'rencb magazines, periodiCals, and dally papers.
In addition, there is a large reception room containing a Steinway
concQrt grand piano, and a lounge room provided with games, card
tables, pianola, and victrola.
Every effort has been made .and no expense has been spared to equip
all parts of the building comfortabl~ aoo in a homelike manner.
In January M~j· (now Lieut. Col. Warren L. Dabeock, M. R. C,, superintendant of vrac.e Hospital in etrolt, l\1ich., was appointed commanding officer in sueees ion to Capt. Manton. He carried on the plans
already formulated by Mrs. Reid and Capt. Manton and continued to
urge the consh·uction work and the alterations on to completion. During his administration the staff was gradually augmented, first, by the
11s igument of Capt. Henry R. Carstens, 'M:. R. C., of Detroit, Mich., as
chief of the medical service, and Ma;. W. Sebie.r Bryant, M. R. C., of
New York City, as chief of the nose. throat, and ear service. About
February 1 Maj. Samuel Lloyd, of New York City, was assigned as
chief of the surgical service. During Maj. Babcock's service the 1rverage
number of patients daily was about 30.
In April Maj. Samuel Lloyd (now lieutenant colonel) was ordered to
relievP Maj. Babcock, who was assigned to the comma.nd .of Base Hospital No. 6 (Mo.ssucb.usetts general), .and Col. Lloyd is at pr~sent the
commanding .officer and chief of the surgical service:
This office1· has been a member of the Medical Reserve Corps since
Us e tublishment. He is tbe senior professor .of sur~ery and senior
surgeon of the New York Post-Gr.a.duate Medic:nl School and Hospital
and has also served as ·s Pecial professor of surgery at the Army Medlcai
School at Washington. He was the fiTst to detail the principles and
to .advocate the methods upon which all the modern surgery of the
che t, now such an important part of war surgery, is based. He organized the New York post-graduate unit1 now Base Hospital No. 8,
rai e<l the money neces ary and equipped It for service. 'Ibe first six
months of his ervice abroad were devoted to planning and constructjug the immense hospital at Savonay.
Since be bas commanded No. 3 the hospital has tripled in capacity,
and tllis has been done without overcrowding or relaxing the efi'ort to
make the hospital not onll a place of c:;tre tor the wounded ofiicers but
to provide a homelike anu happy .atmosphere.
,
Irs. Reid has spared neither time nor money to bring this about,
.nnd in this she has been ably seconded by the commanding officer and
'hi whole stafi' of medical otlicers, nurses, and corps men.
;MESSAGE FB.OM THE PRESIDEb''T OF THE UNITED STATES.

A mes age, in writing, from the President of the United States,
by .Mr. Sharkey, one of his secretaries, who also informed the

1

Hou e of Representatives that the President had approved and
'signed bills and joint re olutions of the following titles:
n September 10, 1918 :
S. 936. An · act to authorize the Secretary of the Tre.a.sm·y to
convey to the city of Bozeman, 1\font., certain land for alley

purposes.
On September 11, 1918:
S. 4597. An act extendinoo the time for the .construction of a
bridge acros the Monongahela River at or near the city of
1
Fairmont, W. Ya.
: On September 12, 1918:
1
• J. Re .172. J'oint re olution authorizing the Presid-ent toestablish zones in which intoxicating liquors may not be sold,
manufactured, or di tl'ibuted.
On September 13, 1918 :
H. J. Res. 325. J'oint resolntion ;unending sectian 8 of the
emendment to the act entitled "An act to authorize the President
to jncrea e temporarily the Military Establishment of the
United States," approved May 18, 1917;

S. 934. An act authorizing the State of Montana to select other
lands in lieu of lands in section 16, township 2 north, range 30
east, within the limits of the Huntley irrigation project and the
ceded portion of Crow Indian llesern1tion, in said State; and
S. 2180. An act to approve mutual cessions of territory by the
States of Wisconsin and l\Iinnesota and the consequent changes
in the boundary line between said States.
On September 19, 1918 :
H. R. 12098. An act to protect the lives and health and morals
of women and minor workers in the Di h·ict of Columbia, and
to establish a minimum-wage board, and define its powers and
duties, and to provide for the fixing of minimum wages for such
workers, and for other purposes.
'
On September 21, 1918 : .
H. R. 8004. An act authorizing tlle resurvey or retraccment of
lands heretofore returned as surveyed public lands of the Uniteu
States under certain conditions.
EXTENSIO~

OF REMABKS.

1\Ir. HA.YDEX l\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD by printing a letter to a con·
stituent of mine in answer to certain false charges, which state,
among other things, that I voted against the declaration of war
:against Germany, voted aooainst everything with which to fight
the war, .and that I voted to exempt my own salary from the
income tax.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Arizona ask unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the REOORD1\Ir. STAFFORD. 1\fr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
bas .the Security League gone so far that it has reached the
State <>f Arizona by circulating these false reports about Mem·
bers?
Mr. HAYDEN. The false charges that I have just mention-ed
were not made by the National Security Lea.g ue, but that or·
ganization has circulated other misleading statements in my
State, to which I shall allude.
·
1\fr. STAFFORD. The·same kind of reports were circulated
in Wisconsin, by which the Security League, or others, tried to
defeat the sitting Members.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the gen·
tleman from Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN]?
'M r. SABA.TH. What is the gentleman's request?
l\Ir. HAYDEN. I made a request for nnanimou consent to
extended my remarks in the RECORD by inserting a letter which I
ha'le written to a c.onstituent of mine in reply to certain false
and misleading charges, among which are that I voted against
the war, that I voted against everything to carry on the war, and
that I 'VOted to exempt my own alary from the payment of the
income tax.
Mr. SABATH. Knowing all tho e charges to be false, and
knowing the gentleman to be one of those Members who always
voted right, I withdraw my objection. [Applause.]
Mr. WALSH. Then I object.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Massachusetts object .
THE MEAT-PACKING

~!\""DUSTRY

(H. DOC. NO. 1297).

The SPEAKER. The Chair lay before the House a mes age
from the President. The Clerk will read the mes age.
The Clerk il'ead as follows :
To the

Senart~

ana House of Repr·esentatives:

I transmit he1·ewith for the informn tion of the Congress summary of the report of the Federal Trade Commission on the
meat-packing industry.
'\VooDnow WILso~.
THE WHITE HoUSE, 24 September, 1918.
The SPEAKER. Ordered printed and, with the accompanying document, referred to the Committee on Inter tate and Foreign Commerce.
'
EXTE--BION OF llE:HARKS.

1\Ir. HILLIARD. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the llEconD on my recoru of votes in Congress and the political situation in the district that I have the
honor to represent.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Colorado asks unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the REcono on his votes
in Congress and the political conditions in the Denver district
in Colorado. Is there objection 1
Mr. WALSH. Reserving the right to object, 1\fr. Speaker, .are
these simply the gentleman's own remarks?
1\Ir. IDLLI.ARD. Yes.
Mr. DYER. Further re erving the right to object, Mr.
Speaker, I would like to ask the gentleman if it is his intention to· incorporate in these remark speech
which he has
made an~ which are already in the ll.Kcono?
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Mr. HILLIARD. No; not at all.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
'T here was no objection.
DISPENSING WITH CALENDAB WED:NESDAY.
Mr. KITCHIN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the business in order on Calendar Wednesday, next Wednesday,
be dispensed with.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Carolina asks
unanimous consent that Calendar Wednesday business in ord-er
to~ morrow be dispensed with. Is there objection?
Mr. RAKER. Reserving the right to object- 1\.lr. STAFFORD. Reserving the right to obj-ect, Mr. Speaker,
I wish to inquire of the leader of the majority if there is any
program for the remaining days that has been arranged before
we take the three-day recess that he announced might be taken?
Mr. KITCHIN. I wish Calendar Wednesday to be dispensed
with to-morrow so that we can finish what is known as the
Nolan bill, on which I understand the Committee on Rules has
given a rule. Then. the Post Office Committee bas a bill with
respect to telegraph and telephone lines, and Judge SIMS has
a bill regarding electrical power. I believe that is the important
l egislation that is on hand, and I would like to get one day f or
unanimous consent, if we can get it, tbis week.
l\1r. CAMPBELL of Kansas. May I suggest that the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. BURNETT] also secured a rul-e on a
bill readmitting aliens who are serving with our allies?
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes. I thought, in order to get those bills
through this week, or perhaps to reach them n-ext w-eek, it
would be necessary to remain in session.
l\lr. STAFFORD. Can the gentleman give any assurance to
the Members, many of whom have left the city and others of
whom are about to leave the city, that these bills will be the
only bills to be considered, except conference reports and appropriation bills t<> be presented in the near future?
l\lr. KITCHIN. Those are all that I know of now that are
very urgent and which should be passed before we undertake
to take a three-day gentleman's recess.
Mr. STAFFORD. Is there no way by which an understanding can be had so that the membership can know that these
will be the only bills that will be considered? I think the House
will be inclined to expedite those bills if we knew that those are
the only bills to be considered and we could conclude them this
week and ~et away.
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes.
l\ir. l\fONDELL. There are quite a number of measures of
more or less importance on the Unanimous Consent Calendar.
Before arrangements are made for the recess I think an opportunity should be given for their consideration.
Mr. KITCHIN. If we can dispose of these bills this week we
may have a unanimous-consent day this week; or if not, then on
Monday next.
1\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I would like to make this inquiry
of the gentleman from North Carolina: In the event that the
business of the Hou e is cleaned up, as indicated, and an agreement is made to rece::s for three days at a time, when is it the
intention to call the llouse back?
Hr. KITCHIN. I will say that that recess agreement in all
probability would hold good until the election.
l\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Until after the election?
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes. Of course it would be understood in the
agreement that if any emergency should arise we would be
called back.
.l\1r. CAMPBELL of Kansas. If the Senate completed the consideration of the revenue bill we would be called back?
1\fr. KITCHIN. Yes; then we would be called back.
1\Ir. KEARNS. How about the apprOJ>riation bill?
1\Ir. h.'"TTCHIN. As I said the other day, I see no necessity
for the Members returning on account of the appropriation bill.
They are now having hearings on it, and if the full committee
reports a bill for $5,000,000,000 or $6,000,000,000 or $7,000,000,000
we will understand it is necessary for the prosecution of the
war, and I see no reason for the Members returning on account
:>f it when they have no objection to the passage of the bilL
Mr. KEARNS. Will the recess begin in time for Members to
leave when the fourth liberty-loan campaign begins?
Mr. KITCIDN. I can not say as to that.
l\Ir. DYER. The C-ommittee on Rules has already agreed to
three rules for expediting legislation. The gentleman from
North Carolina, of course, does not undertake to try to control
. the Committee on Rules and does not know how many rules they
will bring in here. But they might bring in a hat full of rul-es.
They have already brought in three.
Mr. KITCIIIN. Of course it is the right of the Committee on
R ules to bring in rules for consideration of bills, and in that

event we could not take a recess because one man would be able
to prevent the making of a gentleman's agreement.
1\Ir. GARNER. If the gentleman from Tennessee does not get
unanimous consent for the consideration of his bill, which he has
already reported unanimou ly-Mr. DYER. He says he has already got a rnle.
l\Ir. GARl\TER. I nm referring to the gentleman from Tennessee [l\!r. MooN] . I understand he has already got a rule for
the consideration of the bill he has on hand.
Mr. DYER. That will be four.
Mr. MADDEN. The bill which the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. MooN] has is a ver y simple matter and -ought to be
passed in five · minutes.
Mr. MOON. If the gentlemen will give me as much time
as they are now taking up, we will pass it.
Mr. D YER. Let the gentleman ask unanimous consent now.
Mr. MOON. I am going to in a minute.
Mr. L OBECK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes.
:Mr. LOBECK. There bas been a statement that the House
might adjourn under an agreement with the Senate.
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes; but we can not tell what the Senate
will do.
Mr. LOBECK. Would not that be preferable to three days•
recess?
Mr. KITCHIN. I am not in a position to say whether the
Senate would agree to it or not.
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. Will the gentleman yield ?
Mr. KITCIDN. Yes.
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. Does the gentleman intend t o
include in the legislation that might be brought in any impor~
tant legislation suggested by the administration?
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes; if there was any legislation· which the
administration thinks is urgent and important, the Members,;
of course, will be called back.
Mr. SMITH of :llichigan. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes.
l\fr. SMITH of Michigan. I would like to inquire whether the
gentleman :from North Carolina has had any talk with the
Members of the Senate as to when we might take a recess?
Mr. KITCHIN. I have talked with Senators on both bides.
I think the general impression is that it will take five or six:
weeks, at least, before they can pass the revenue bill.
Mr. SID'l'H of Michigan. And, in the meantime, when will
the recess of the House begin?
Mr. KITCHIN. As soon as we dispose of the matters to
which I have called attention.
:J.\.fr. SMITH of Michigan. Those will take this week and a
portion of next week, will they?
Mr. KITCHIN. I should think we ought to pass these bills
this week, but if we do not we will have to stay here until
we do.
1\.lr. LONGWORTH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KITCHIN. I will.
Mr. LONGWORTH. Will the gentleman state when the mill·
tary deficiency bill will be brought in?
Mr. KITCHIN. Some time the latter part of next week.
l\Ir. LONGWORTH. I am inclined to think, as I feel now,
that we ought not to leave here until a bill of such tremendous
im.p ortance is disposed of.
l\fr. KITCHIN. We are not making the recess agreement
now.
Mr. LONGWORTH. I understand that; but the gentleman
suggested that it might be well to pass that bill without bringing Members back, and I doubt the advisability of it.
l\lr. STAFFORD. Does the gentleman from Ohio recall any,
large appropriation bill reported by _ the Appropriations Com·
mittee that required a quorum, or in the consideration of which
a quorum was called for!
Mr. LONGWORTH. I have discovered the remarkable fact
that the larger the bill the smaller the attendance.
Mr. STAFFORD. There is a complete unanimity on the part
of the House to pass the large appropriation bills.
_
1\Ir. LONG,VORTH. I think that is true, too, but that does
not necessarily mean that the House should not be in session
and a quorum present. I would be glad to discuss the matter
with the gentleman from North Carolina and listen ·to his persuasive arguments.
1\fr. KITCHIN. We will take that up at the time we discuss the matter of taking a recess.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from North Carolina?
Mr. RAKER. Reserving the right to object, I would like t o
ask the gentleman from North Carolina this question: There
is a bill on the calendar for Wednesday that would be in order-
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when the committees are called to-morrow. What would be the
disposition of this if the gentleman's request is granted? This
bill was introduced by the gentleman from California [1\Ir.
KETTNER], H. R. 10587. It has passed the Senate and been reported unanimously by the Committee on the Public Lands, and
it provides for a water supply for the city of San Diego, which
is very necessary indee<.l. If Calendar Wednesday is dispensed
with, would there be a chance to get up the bill before we
adjourn?
1\Ir. KITCIDN. Yes; by unanimous consent only.
1\fr. RAKER. The committee would be called to-morrow and
could not some way !Je devised by which -if we dispense with
Calendar Wednesday we could get up this bill?
Mr. KITCHIN. I know of no way unless the House gives
unanimous consent to consider it after the war measures are
:passed. If it is a meritorious bill, there should be no obJection.
1\Ir. RAKER. It was passed by the Senate and has been
reported by the Committee on the Public Lands, and it is indeed
urgent.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman yield?
l\Ir. KITCHIN. I yield.
Mr. STAFFORD. Is this the bill, I will ask the gentleman
from California, which the gentleman from Oklahoma [Mr. ·
CARTER] made some objection to and the gentleman from Michigan [1\lr. CRAMTON] objected to because of the appropriation
of a large ·amount of Indian lands?
Mr. RAKER. I think the gentleman from Michigan [1\fr.
C}l~UITON] made an objection to it, but I do not think the
gentleman from Oklahoma did.
Mr. STAFFORD. It is a bill that is contested.
Mr. RAKER. Not necessarily contested, but if contested we
want Calendar Wednesday to contest it in. It is really a necessary piece of legislation, urged by the department. I do not
like to object to the request of the gentleman from North Carolina, but I would like to have this bill disposed of. Would the
gentleman consider a proposition that it be given a privileged
status following the war legislation and appropriation bills?
1\fr. KITCHIN. I should say that that would be a matter, if
Calendar Wednesday is dispensed with, for which the gentleman
might ask unanimous consent. I could not guarantee to take
it up, of course.
1\Ir. RAKER. Would the gentleman ask now that it be given
n privileged status?
1\fr. KITCHIN. If I did that some other gentleman who had
a bill would want me to ask unanimous consent to give it a
privileged status. There are other important bills ori the calen<lar for Calendar 'Vednesday. I have asked to dispense with
Calendar Wednesday in order to expedite these bills that I have
mentioned which are urgent.
Mr. RAKER. This is an urgent bilL
1\Ir. KITCHIN. I mean urgent for the whole country.
1\Ir. RAKER. This is urgent for the whole country. San
Diego is without water supply; they have to go to an outside
source to supply the Army and the Navy activities that are now
there. It is urged as a real necessary piece of legislation. If
the gentleman will assist me in getting unanimous consent for
its privileged status I will not object.
1\Ir. KITCHIN. I have no objection, and under the circumstances recited I think the House ought to give the gentleman a
privileged status for his bill.
1\Ir. :L\1ADDEN. 1\Ir. Speaker, the regular order.
The SPNAKER. The regular order is, Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from North Carolina?
l\Ir. RAKER. For the present ~ will object.
TELEPHO:XE

A~D

TELEGRAPH SEB\ICE.

Mr. 1\:IOON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for the
present consideration of the bill (H. R. 12976) providing for
the protection of the users of telephone and telegraph service
and properties and funds belonging thereto during Government
operation and conh·ol.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tennes ·e~ asks unanimous consent for the present consideration of the bill H. R.
12976.

Mr. NOLAl~. l\lr. Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman· from
California rise?
.
1\lr. NOLAN. Reserving tl1e right to object, 1\Ir. Speaker,
there is a rule to be reported on a bill here, and there are a
great many l\lembers of the House who have remained here in
order that that bill may be disposed of.
The SPEAKER. It will not take 10 minutes to dispose of
that.
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Mr. NOLAN. If the gentleman will couple with his tmani•
mons request-- ·
1\Ir. GARNER. It will not take--a half an hour.
1\!r. MOON. It ought not to take over 30 minutes.
1\Ir. WALSH. How can the gentleman promise that?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman can agree to withdraw it
if it takes more than that.
1\Ir. MOON. 1\Ir. Speaker, I do not think this bill would take
20 minutes, but I can not possibly foresee how long gentlemen
might want to discuss it. I imagine if there is any disposition·
to get through with public business quickly we will get through
this bill very quickly and the gentleman from California will
then have his opportunity. Now this is a very important meas.;
ure, I want to say, Mr. Speaker.
1\Ir. MADDEN. 1\Ir. Speaker, this bill provides that
·pres•
ent telegraph and telephone employees of the country shall be
subject to the laws that govern the employees of the Post
Office Department. To-day they are not subject to any laws~
If they default or take any money belonging to the telegrapli
or telephone service they can not be punished by the Govern·
ment of the United States, and there ought to be a law passed
immediately to cover that case.
1\fr. NOLAN. Let me make this suggestion. This rule is
ready to be reported, and a great many l\fembers are here
waiting until the bill is taken up. The gentleman from Ten-.
nessee asks unanimous consent that it follow House biil-- ~
1\Ir. 'VALSH. 1\fr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. KNUTSO:N. 1\fr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry. .-~
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
,.
1\fr. KNUTSON. ·was not there unanimous consent given the
gentleman from Iowa to proceed for 2.0 minutes?
The SPEAKER. Yes; subject to the transaction of busi·
ness on the Speaker's table, and if this bill is taken up the
gentleman from Iowa would have to wait.
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PARK. 1\fr. Speaker, I wish to present a privileged
on House res<Jlution 434.
SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the resolution.
Clerk read as follows :
· ~.;1
llouse resolution 43-:l.

Resolved, That the preparation and publication of the Weekly Com·

pendium and Monthly Compendium, compiled and edited by W. Ray
Loomis, assistant superintendent of the document room of the llouse,'
is hereby authorized to be continued, published, and distributed as
heretofore ; and the Clerk of the House is hereby directed to pay out
of the contingent fund of the House, until otherwise provided for, ex·
tra compensation to said Loomis at the rate of $125 per month, from
and after December 31. 1917, the date wben the preparation and publi·
cation of said compilations began.

1\fr. STAFFORD. 1\fr. Speaker, I reserve a point of order on
the resolution.
The SPEAKER. What is the point of order?
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I believe it is not privileged; thnt this
resolution relates to the question of printing and should prop·
erly be reported by the Committee on Printing.
1\fr. PARK. It relates to services coming out of t1le con·
tingent fund of the House, which makes it privileged.
1\fr. STAFFORD. Now, as I gleaned from hearing the reso·
lution read, I Ct.o not have it before me, it involves an authoriza·
tion of some publication that has not heretofore been author·
ized. The gentleman from Georgia presents this as privileged,
saying that it involves expenditures out of the contingent fund.
That does not necessarily mean that everything involving ex.:
penditures out of the contingent fund shall be privileged. it
involves matters relating to the jurisdiction of other commit·
tees, and, as I heard it read, the resolution autlwrizes a publi•
cation that has not heretofore ueen authorized and properly,
should go to the Committee on Printing. Tne Committee on
Accounts should not take jurisdiction of matters that relate
to the Committee on Printing, even if it involves expenditures
out of the contingent fund.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the resolution again.
1\fr. PARK. I would ask the Clerk to read the committee
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
R esolved, That the preparation and publication of the Weekly Compendium and Monthly Compendium, compiled and edited by W. Ray_
Loomis, assistant superintendent of the document room of the House,
is hereby authorized to be continued; and the Clerk of the House is
hereby directed to pay out of the contingent fund of the House during
the sessions of Congress, until otherwise provided for, extra compensation to said Loomis at the rate of $125 per month, from and after
J'anuary 31, 1918, the date when publication of said compilations
began.

The SPEAKER. The point of order made by the gentleman
from Wisconsin is w~ll taken. The resolution involves non·
privileged matter which vitiates the privilege of the resolution.
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Mr. BARNHART: Mr. Speaker, if I am not too late, the
suggestion of tlle gentlelllll.n from Wisconsin that this is a matter for the Printing· Committee is not well taken for the reason
that the case involved does not provide printing at all, it is
merely editing-The SPEAKER. What is the use of putting it in unless it
is pr.tn ting?
Mr. BARNHART. Well, the Clerk of the House-it is a
Clerk of the House publication-. The SPEAKER~ No; the resolution says preparation and
publieation.
lUr. FOSTER. If the Speaker will permit, it provides for
continuation.
'l'he SPEAKER: Part of that resolution would be> privileged,
there is no question about' that.
·
1\Ir. SANFORD. Mr. Speaker, the printing and publication
of this Compendium is now authorized. The Clerk of the House
under his general authority has the right to publish these
things.
The SPEAKER. Then what is the use of this resolution?
1\Ir. SANFORD. The reason is. the committee saw fit to go
back and allow this compensation _from the date of the beginning of the first publication ; that is the only purpose of this
wording. We thought it wise to do it by this resolution so it
.would appear to the House why we went back to Febru.ary 1.
· Mr. STAFFORD. "Mr. Speaker-The SPEAKER. The Ohair does not care to hen.r WlY more
about it. The resolution as it stands is Iiot privileged. · If they
cut this stuff out they might bring it back in the .shape that
it is privileged, and then it will be privileged.
·Mr. KELLY of Pennsylvania. Mr. Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what p.urpo e does the gentleman rise?
:Mr. KELLY of Pennsylvania. To submit a privileged report
from the Committee on Rules.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, may I inquire whether or
not under the order of the House previous1y made the gentleman from Iowa is not entitled to recognition, in view of the
fact that the order was that he should proceed after the reading of the Journal and the disposition of business on the
Speaker's table. Of course, I recognize the right of any member of the Committee on Rules ·to present a rule a.t any time,
but would not the gentleman, in view of the prior ordel' of the
House, withhold the presentation of the rule until the gentleman :f1:om Iowa may be privi1eged to make his address?
lli. DYER. Will the gentleman yield?. There are some
other gentlemen besides· the gentleman from Iowa [1\.Ir. Goon}.
The gentleman from Alabama [lli. HEFLIN} has also the same
status.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. It is an order of the House, made yesterday. I haYe no desire to block the consideration of this matter
in any way. That was the order made, and the gentleman from
Iowa is here ready to proceed. It · rests with the gentleman
from Pennsylvania [1\fr. KELLY] and th-e- author of the blll, the
~entleman from Califo1·nia [Mr. NoLAN].
1\fr. KELLY of Pennsylvania. Mr. Speaker, I will Withdraw
it, in case it may be considered after the speedles.
CLOAKROOM ASSISTANT (H. REP. 806).
: The SPEAKER. The gentleman f1·om New York [Mr. SAN'FO:RD ] is recognized to offer a privileged resolution.
l\1r. SANFORD. l\lr. Speaker, l offer the :following l~esolu
tion.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report it.
; The Clerk read as follows :
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The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the resolu...
tion.
The resolution was agreed to.
AUGUST BUEHNE (H. BEP. 808).
Mr. P ..ARK. 1\Ir. Speaker, I offer the following resolution
from the Committee on Accounts.
The SJ?E.AKER. The Clerk will report the· resolution.
The Clerk read as follows :
. ;;

,.1

Ho11Se- resolution No. 412 .
Resolved, That there- shall be paid out of the contingent fund of the.

House $"500 to August Bue.hne fo.r extra services rendered. the Members
of th.e House of Representatives during the first and seeond sessions·
of the Sixty-fifth Congress as employee detailed from the Government
Printin-g Office,

l\!r. P A..RK. Mr. Speaker, I yield· five minutes to the gentle-:
man from illinois [Mr. FosTER].
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, I think the Members of the
House know Mr. Buehne. He formerly lived in Illinois and has
been for a long time in the employ of the GQvernment Printing
Office and detailed to- the House to deliver documents. This
man, as I personally know, works long hours-more than eight
hours a day. His salary, I think, is $900 a year. I think the
service he renders, the long hours he puts in at his work, should
entitle him to this extra compensatiQn.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentlem-an yield?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
·
l\Ir. STAFFORD. Is he detailed by the Government. Printing Office during the year to the House Office Building?"
l\fr. FOSTER. During the entire year. And be looks after
the delivery of documents, and all that, that go to the Members
of the House.
1\lr. STAFFORD. How many other employees,. if the gentleman is able to inform the House, are detailed out of the Government Printing Office?
1\h·. FOSTER. I think the two men out here, known as theREconu c-lerk and assistant REcoRD clerk 1\1:-r. "Andy-" Smith
and his assistant, are- also detailed from the Government Printing Office to look after the CONGRESSIONAL REC0UD.
Mr. STAFFORD. Are there any other empl:oyees, besides
those two? 'l'here are three messengers who- gather up our
manuscripts, that are detailed from the Government Printing
Office.
l\Ir. FOSTER. '!'bose two- men are detailed, and we have always paid them extra compensation, and I think rightly, be-.
cause they only get a small salary at the Government Printing:
Office, and we know what hard work they do.
Mr. STAFFORD. Is the gentleman certain that this employee only receives $900 a year from t11e Go,vernme.nt Printing
Office?
lUr. SANFORD. Nine hundred and fifty dollars.
Mr. FOSTER. Nine hundred and fifty dollars a year. And
he has drawn that salary for a great many years.
Mr. STAFFORD. And this is virtually an honorarium to
him because of his work in the House Office Building(
Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
1\lr. HUDDLESTON. 'Vhat does this man do?
'
Mr. FOSTER. He delivers documents and speeches, and so.
forth, that come from the Government Printing Office to Members of the House
Mr. HUDDLESTON. Does he do any more lltborious work
than other men receiving the same salary?
.l~..f"r. FOSTER. Yes; he do(?s. He works longer hours. · Other
men work eight hours a day, but he puts in many more hours a
day than that.
Mr. HUDDLESTON. Was he not detailed at his own request?
House resolution No. 388.
Mr. FOSTER I suppose that is true ; but if be is performing
Resolved, That tbere shall be- paid. out of the contingent fund of
the House until otherwise provided by law, for the services ot two as- good service we ought not to hold that against him.
sistants to the messengers in charge of telephones in the majority and
Mr. HUDDLESTON. He could quit if he did not like the
minority cloakrooms, compensation at the rate, respectively, of $1,500 job.
per annum, payable monthly : Provided, That said assistants shall b.e in
Mr. FOSTER. All the employees of the Government could
lieu of two pages at the rate of $2..5(} per diem during the session now
ffoO:i:;t. in the current legislative. executive. and judlcial appropria- quit if they did not like their jobs~
Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi What is the gentleman's
l\Ir. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, as I understand the present name?
Mr. FOSTER. August Buehne.
arrangement, we merely have one annual employee in each
Mr. CANDLER of 1\lississippL He is a very "busy man. I
cloa1U"oom, respectively, at a salary of $1,800 a year. Now it is
proposed to make the session employees permanent and pay see him there both morning and night..
Mr. LOBECK. He is one of the most faithful men in the
them at the rate of $1,500 per annum, two for each cloakroom.
Mr. SANFORD. It is for the purpose of taking those posi- House Office- Building.
Mr. FOSTER. I think he is.
tions that are now occupied in each cloakroom by a page and
The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the resomaking them assistants to the messengers. That is tlle position
occupied by Mr. Holt in one cloakroom, and in the other cloak- lution.
The resolution was ~greed to.
room by some one else~ whose name I do not lmow.
Mr. STAFFORD. One additional employee in each cloakARTHUR LUCAS (H. REP. 8-07.).
room?
Mr. PARK. Mr. Speaker. l also offer the following resolu-Mr. SANFORD. One in each cloakroom.
tion from the Committee on Accounts.

t
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The SPEAKER The Clerk "·iJ·l report the resolution.
'.rile Clerk rend as follows:
House resolution 400.
Resolved, That the Clerk of the llousc of llepresentatives be, and he
is hereby, author'ized and directed to pay, out of the contingent fund of
the House, 140 to Arthur Lucas far special janitor services rendered
during the first and second sessions of the Sixty-fifth Congress.

r

Mr. PARK. 1\fr. Speaker, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. CA.NNON].
1\.lr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, I only 'Want to make a single
statement. Arthur Lucas has been an .employee for many
years, I think 42 years, and a very valuable one, in this room
over here. My office is in the northwest corner of the building.
It requires care and attention. This man has cared for it ever
since I have had that office, and he cared for it while Mr. Payne
had the office. He keeps it clean and does everything that is
necessary for a janitor to do.
Mr. GOOD. And he carries the mail.
Mr. CANNON. Oh, yes. This appropriation ha 1 been made,
I think, for many years to this employee, who certainly earns
his $10 a month.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. CANNON. Certainly.
Mr. BYRN'S of Tennessee. Is the gentleman absolutely certain that this appropriation has previously been made to this
employee?
Mr. CANNON. Oh, yes.
· Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. My information is to the contrary,
I will say to the gentleman.
1\lr. CANNON. The gentleman's idea is a mistake. It was
made in the last Congress.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. There- are four of these employees, two in the cloakroom upon this side of the House and
two in the cloakroom on that side of the House. They are all
drawing the same salary and performing the same service, with
the exception of the service just mentioned by the gentleman.
They are getting $70 a month each and $10 additional, or $80
each month. I do not think it is exactly equitable and fair to
make a distinction between these four employees, two in the
cloah1.·oom on that side and two in the cloakroom on this side.
ot course, the gentleman may be entirely correct, and doubtless
is, that if this employee is doing a little extra senice in cleaning up the gentleman's office somebody ought to be paid for it.
But I submit that that matter could easily be arranged with
the Doorkeeper, upon application, and a detail could be made
from these four men, so that the work could be equitably distributed without extra expense. The only objection I ha'e to it
is this, that it creates a distinction between these four empolyees which it seems to me should not obtain. They all get
the same salary now. They are all carried on the roll as the
same kind of employees, and when you undertake to gi'e one
of them $140 bonus it seems to nie it is making a distinction
that ought not to be made.
~lr. CANNON. Do the other employees perform janitor ser'ice in addition to their other duties?
Mr. BYRNS of Tennes ee. I am not informed as to that. I
do not think they do.
l\Ir. CANNON. This man does perform janitor service, and
has performed it and has been paid for it e'er since I have occupied that room, and I am informed that was the case while Mr.
Payne occupied it. He earns his $10 twice over, and if he is
not paid from the contingent fund I suppose I will have to ha'e
the room carecl for, and I can pay for it out of my own pocket.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. Of course, there is no one who
wants or expects the gentleman to pay for it out of his own
pocket, because it is an office that is here in the Capitol, and of
course the Government will provide a janitor to take care of it.
I submit that there are janitors here in this Capitol to-day who
could be assigned to that. extra service without putting . any
undue burden upon them, because many of them are not as busy
ns they could be through the day.
·
l\Ir. CANNON. I suppose in the House Office Building the
rooms are cared for by janitors, and the janitors are paid for
thn t service, :ue they not?
.
l\Ir. BYRNS of Tennessee. They are cared for by janitors and
the janitors are paid. I am not contending-and I want the gentleman to so understand it-against a janitor fo·r this office~ but
I am contending against the proposition of making a distinction between four employees who are carried on the roll under
the same· title and paid for the same service. As I said; I feel
quite sure that the Doorkeeper could detail from these four men
a .man and give him a week's or a month's ser,ice, and then another a week's or a month's service, and so on, and they could (lo
this work '\\ith.out extra expense to the Goverliment and without
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performing any great ap1ount of labor themselves. It is only
for the reason that I thiul~ it makes au inequitable distinction
between these four janitor tllat I have stated '\\hat I have.
Mr. RUCKER. 1\Ir. ~peaker, will the gentleman yield for a ·
moment?
Mr. C.A1-;"NON. I yield to the gentleman.
l\lr. RUCKER. The gentleman from Tenne see speaks of the
same salary being paid four janitors. That is one of the 'ices of
the whole thing. You can not equalize the services of men by
paying every man the same price. I know in the cloakroom if
the salary was $180, you ought to pay $150 to one man and $30
to the other to put them on an equality. The gentleman from Illi·
nois says that the services have been performed and not paid for •.
l\Ir. BYRNS of Tennessee. The Doorkeeper told me that he
has janitors that can do that work. I think the janitors ought
to be made to do their duty and clean up the room of the gentleman from lllinois without further expense to the Government. I
do not think the resolution should be adopted.
Mr. RUCKER. It looks to me a littl-e embarrassing; the ser"Y·
ices have not been paid for, and they ought to be paid for.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the resolution.
The question -was taken, an!l the resolution was agreed to.
WITHD.lk\. W AL OF PAPERS.

l\Ir. STEELE, by unanimous consent, '\\as gi-yen leave to with-:
draw from the files of the House without leaving copies the report (No. 777) on bill H. R. 12801, by the Judiciary Committee,
Sixty-fifth Congress, no ad-rerse report ·hnxing been made ·
thereon.
" .n::;DGE KOT, TITAT YE BE :NOT JUDGED."

The SPEAKER. By special order, the gentleman from Iowa
[Mr. GooD] is recognized for 20 minutes.
Mr. GOOD. Mr. Speaker, I ha'e reduced what I haYe to say
to manuscript, and it will take me 25 minutes. I therefore ask
unanimous consent for five additional minute . .
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is recognized for 25 minutes.
IX

\IOLATIOX OP THE SPIRIT OF THE LAW, THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY,
THROUGH THE ORGANIZATION OF STATE CLUBS WHICU !!.fAKE NO REPORTS, IS LEVYING A~D COLLECTIXG A~SESSMEXTS Oli' 6 PER CENT ON
TUE SALARIES OF POSTMASTERS AND OTIIER GOYER~MEXT OFFICIALS
AND MAKES NO REPORT TO THE I'UBLIC.

1\Ir. GOOD. Mr. Speaker, Democrats at the other end of the
Capitol appear greatly <listurbed because of alleged violations
of the corrupt-practices act in the recent senatorial primarY,
election in the State of Michigan.
One unfamiliar with the record of the Democratic Party regarding the violations of election la'\\s and the failure of the
party in power to prosecute snell \iolations might easily be
misled by these effulgences of Democratic leaders. Naturally
would an innocent one a ·sume that these investigators and the
party they represent are pure in heart and would be shocked
at any political wrongdoing of any kind, or even an intimation
of such, much less to be parties to violations of election laws.
It is interesting, therefore, to investigate and see if the Democratic Party and its leaders measure up to such a high political
and moral standard.
THE LAW SHOULD APPLY EQUALLY TO EOTH PARTIES.

If the corrupt-practices act or the Criminal Code has been

violated by any Republican in 1\Iichigan or elsewhere those
guilty of such violations should be punished. Is it too much,
therefore, to ask that if these same laws have been violated
by Democrats that they be likewise punished? Was the corruptpractices act intended only to apply to Republican candidates
and the Republican Party, or was it intended to apply with
equal force to Democratic candidates and to the Democratic
Party?
·
A DISTIXCTION WITHOGT A DIFFEREXCE.

In the State of North Carolina a great contest is being waged
for a seat in the United States Senate. Senator Srn::uoNs is a
candidate for reelection. Because he located one cantonment
in North Carolina, constructed at a cost to the Government of
more than $4,400,000, and has secured the location of ~mother
camp at Fayettevj.lle, N. C., it is urged that he should be reelected to the Senate. . '.£he Greensboro Daily News, an administration paper of great prominence, contains an article by Theo·
·dore Tiller, Washington correspondent, witb the following head-·
lines : " Senator Sn.rMoxs is given large share of credit for the
'camp-His talk . with Baker probably decided the matter."
The article gives credit to the Senator for the location of the
new camp at Fayetteville.
1\Ir. POU. Mr. Speaker, I make .the point of order that the
gentleman · is not in order in criticizing a Senator and calling
him by name,
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The SPEAKER pro tempore (l\Ir. STEELE). That is not in
order.
Mr. CAi~~ON. The gentleman was not criticizing a Senator
1n regard to the business of the Senate.
Mr. DYER. I respectfully dissent from the ruling of the
Chair.
1\lr. POU. I make the point of order that the gentleman is
not in order in calling by name a Senator of the United States
and discussing his record and his official record.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The point of order is srJstained.
Mr. GOOD. If it is immoral for the wife and family of
Truman H. Newberry, who have large independent fortunes of
their own, to contribute to the nomination of Commander Newberry, of the third naval district, for a seat in the Sehate, and
to defeat the nomination of Henry Ford, how much more .immoral is it for a United States Senator to reaCh into the Treasury of the United States and grab eight or nine millions of
the people's money for the building of cantonments in his own
State, and then use that grab, or allow it to be used, as an
argument for his reelection?
Mr. POU. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of order that the
gentleman from Iowa is violating the rules of the House by
criticizing the record of a United States Senator and calling
him by name.
The SPEAKER resumed the chair.
The SPEAKER. The gen_tleman has an absolute right to
discuss what a Senator does outside of the Senate. [Applause.]
Mr. POU. This is the official conduct of a Senator.
The SPEAKER. Where did he perform his duty?
i Mr. POU. In the Senate.
· The SPEAKER. The gentleman is mlstaken, as far as
the Chair could gather it. The Chair was on the floor
listening to these speeches supposing it would be a very quiet
day. [Laughter.] Here is the rule: "No Member of the House
can discuss what a Senator does or says in the Senate." Outside of the Senate a Senator is as fair game as anybody else.
[Applause.] If the gentleman criticizes what the Senator said
or did in the Senate, it is out of order. If he criticizes what he
did in the Secretary of War's office, it is in · order.
Mr. RUCKER. A parliamentary inquiry, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. RUCKER. If he reached his hand in the United States
Treasury to establish a cantonment in North Carolina somebody must have reached his hand into the Treasury to establish
one in Iowa or Kansas.
~'be SPEAKER. The Chair can not answer t11at, he does
not know. [Laughter.]
VIOLATIOXS BY DEMOCRATIC OFFICIALS GO UNPUNISHED.

Mr. GOOD. Mr. Speaker, if the Democrats in the body at
the other end of the Capitol are to investigate violations of the
corrupt-practices act in the State of Michigan, I desire to
direct their attention, and the attention of the public, to
flagrant violations, not only · of the provisions of the corruptpractices act, but also of the Criminal Code by Democratic
committees and Democratic officials. While these violations
are known to the Department of Justice and to the executive
departments wherein these officials who have violated the law
are stationed, the Democratic committee that violated the law
remains unpunished, and the Democratic officials who likewise
violated these solemn provisions of the law not only remain
unpunished, but are permitted to continue in the enjoyment of
the emoluments of their offices.
[

A FLAGRANT VIOLATIOX IX IOWA.

I have here a letter written by the secretary of the Iowa
Democratic Club to l\1iss Clara Behle, of Norway, Iowa, who
happens to be the postmistress of that thriving village. This
letter reads as follows :
IOWA DEMOCRATIC CLUB,

Miss

CLAR.! BEHLE,

Shenandoah, Iowa-, Aug11st £5, 1911.

Noru;ay, Iowa.

I am writing you this letter for the purpose of
raising a little necessary money, and, in order to comply with an oldfashioned law, I am sending it under a special-delivery stamp.
'l'hese war times are rather hard on us, and we need your absolute
coo!?eratio:!'l in order to exist. People who owe us excuse the debt by
saymg that they can't make ends meet on account of the war. They
don't get by with this to their grocer, and, inasmuch as the game of
politics is one of the largest businesses in the United States, and
inasmuch as we are running politics in Iowa on a business basis,
they shouldn't try that line of argument on us. But they do, and it
kePps us going night and day in order to get the funds to run on.
Besides this, we have a great many other things to look after. We
are looking after your interests in Washington. We are gathering
information here in our own great State that will be of great value in
years to come. Besides this, we are paying the national committee
about $13,000 this year. All of this stutf is making us gray headed.

·
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You owe us $33 for this year. I am sure you understand this proposition, because our representative, Mr. Plum, explained it to you when
he called on you on April 4.
I have not writtPn you sooner in regard to this matter because I
wanted to give you all the time possible, and I knew that as soon as
we needed the mon~y you would send it in.
I wish you would write to me a little more frequently so that we can
keep a little better acquainted.
With klnd regards and hoping to hear from you soon, I remain,
Sincerely, yours,
L. W. DRENNEN, Secretary.

Failing to respond with a check or draft in payment of an
assessment made upon her, this same committee within 10 days
Wl'Ote her a further letter reading as follows :
IOWA DEMOCRATIC CLUB,

Miss

Shenandoah, Io-wa, September 4, 1911.
CLARA BEHLE,

Norway, Iowa.

This is to call your attention again to my letter
of August 25, which you have failed to answer in any way.
I wish you would let me hear from you right away; because I make
out my yearly report on September 15, and I would like to know your
attitude toward this matter before that date. I hope :"OU realize the
importance of this.
With very kind regards, I remain
Sincerely, yours,
L. W. DREXNEX, Sccrefai'Y·
DEAn Miss BEHLE:

THE LAW EVADED KXOWINGLY AND l'URPOSELY.

The corrupt-practices act provides that a political comrrittee
that contributes to the election of Members of Congress in two
or more States must file its report with the Clerk of the House
of Representatives. A clever device, indeed, to evade the letter
of the publicity law-to crganize State Democratic clubs which
will contribute to the Democratic National Committee and to
the Democratic Congressional Committee, and then these committees in turn assist in the election of Congressmen in every
contested district. Who contributes to the funds of the State
Democratic clubs no one will ever be able to discover. Where,
I ask, has there been any report made of the collections by the
Iowa Democratic Club? How will the public ever know who
contributed the $13,000 paid into the treasury of the Iowa Democratic Club and by it turned over to the Democratic National
Committee?
~'he Iowa Democratic Club has made no report to the secretary of the State of Iowa. That club has made no report to the
Clerk of this House. That club was organized apparently for
the sole purpose of evading publicity law. It desired to do something which the State Democratic committee wanted done. which
the Democratic congressional committee wanted done, something
which the Democratic national committee wanted done. What
was it if not to raise money in a manner to avoid publicity?
These committees wanted contributions that could not be published to the world. And I want to say to you that this Iowa
Democratic Club is a rather formidable organization. It has
one director from each congres ional district. Many of these
directors are men of more than State reputation. I find that
W. W. Marsh, treasurer of the Democratic national committee,
is on the board of directors from the third congressional district.
In violation of the spirit of the law the Democratic Party,
through the organization of State clubs, which make no reports,
is levying and collecting assessments of 5 per cent on the salaries
of postmasters and other Government officials, and makes no
report to the public. How much these clubs are collecting from
favorite Government contractors and profiteers the public will
never know.
THE IOWA CASE A FLAGRANT VIOLATION OF LAW.

The lette1· written by the Iowa Democratic Club to this postmistress is not only a violation of the spirit of the corrupt practices act, but it is a flagrant violation of section 119 of Chapter V
of the Criminal Code, which prohibits, under a penalty of $5,000
or imprisonment for not more than three years, or both, the solicitation of campaign funds in any building or room occupied
by the Government. Miss Behle was postmistress of Norway,
and was in the post office when solicited.
VIOLATORS PROTECTED, NOT PUNISHED.

But the officers of the Iowa Democratic Club, and the officers
of Democratic clubs in other States, who are violating the law
will not be p'unished, and these violators of law know it. If their
offenses are investigated by Democrats at the other end of the
Capitol, the executive departments, including the Department of
Justice, will pay no more attention to the report of violations by
Democrats than they ha~ heretofore paid to cases where such
violations have been expressly brought to their attention.
GOVERX:UENT COXTRACTORS ASKED TO CONTRIBUTE.

In this connection, I have a letter written by tile finan-c ial

chr.irman of the Democratic national committee, addressed to a
man in Oregon, interested in profitable Government contracts
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for bull ding ships. The letter, omitting the name of the man to
whom addressed, which I ha "VC had to promise to do, is as follows:

Yet the Democrats in Congress ·have in se"Veral of their publica·
tions claimed credit for the enactment of that law. 'Vhen the
bill was before this body it received the support of the DemoDEMOCH.lTIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE
cratic side and had the wa ·m and enthusiastic indorsement ofFERMANEXT FlEADQUARTiilRS.
the late .Senator James of Kentucky, who was then a l\1ember of
~-1,.41 Woodward Building,
Washington, D. 0., Augt.s.t !?9, 1918.
this House. His speech in support of that measure is so eloquent,
his sentiment so lofty, -that 1: want to quote briefly from his
.- - - Portlo.~d. Oreg.
speech made on the 25th of June, !910:
DEAR Sm : 'It is mcumbent upon every citizen to make an extraordi-

nary effort 1:o uphold the policies of our great I'resident, whicb can be
done only by elec.tlon to the Senate and House of .RepTesentatives those
who are 100 per cent American, in accordance -with the aims of the administration ..
A broad, eomPTehensive educational campaign is being conducted
throughout the country. It is .necessarily expensive.
You are now given an opportunity to do something real, and we hope
you will make an early contribution. with the knowledge that what you
do will help place the national administration in a position to increase
its efforts in the prosecution of the war.
. Sincerely,
F. A. 'MCNAMEE,
Financial Chairman.

This letter is not intended fnr Federal, State, or city officeholders
or employees.

U puhllctty has any virtue in this world it is to give to the voters the
names of those that are back of the candidacy and contributing to the
election nf the l"espective men a-sking the -suffrage of the people. Publish
the names and amounts of those who contribute. Let this be done
before the election.
Let the. voter with ballot 1n hand have the opportunity to see the
forces that are furnishing the C8..IDJiaign boodle. Let the man who,
aro1,md a Cheerless -and humble fireside, almo t shivers In the eold see it
the Coal Trust is contributing to one of the c.andidates. [.Applau. e.]
Let the ballot holder in his cottage or cabin in which no light scarcely
ever burns see il the Oil 'Trust is furnishing money to one of -the partie .
tApplau e. J Let the ragged man ·whose hunily, scantily clad, left at
home when ..he goes in to cast his ballot see If the Wool Trust, tho
Clothing Trust, or the .Shoe Trust are giving their money to help elect
a supposed and self-proclaimed friend o1 thE' people. Let the hungry
man whose family has been denied meat by the greatly increased price
know before he determinE's his choice whether the Meat Trust Is
financing one of the candidates. [A-pplause.] • • • Let the ·bill
be a publicity bill in reality, and whether the amount contr1buted 1s
sufficient to buy a ldng's ransom or is a widow's mite, publish it to
the world. [Applause.] If the money is tainted, do not take It; but it
you take it have the courage to say that you took tt. [Applause.]

Incidentally let me remind the 'House that while President
Wilson is contending that "politics is adjourned," the Iowa
Democratic Club says, " The game of politics is one of the
largest businesses in the United States," and that it is playing
the game. The Democratic national committee, not . to be outdone by its Iowa off-spring, is sending these gentle reminders
to Ull persons interested in Government contracts.
DEMOCRAXS STRONG FOR T1IE LAW, 'l'HE FIRST TO VIOLATE l'r.
The postscript ·added ·to this letter is, indeed, a ·weak excuse
How
Democrats roared in their promises then and how th~y
-:for sending it 1:o a Government offichil. ·Certainly no lawyer of
any standing would contend that that poStscript attached to a whisper in their ·performances now! No d:air-minded person,
letter written to a postmaster or other Government official, which keeping in mind -your utterances ·then would suspect that the
does not detract from its v::rlue as an appeal ·to the faithful for Democratic Party, which attempted to .stand sponsor for this
'funils, exempt the '\\"liter from liability under -the p~ovisions legislation would be the 'first .grent political party to violate the
law both in letter and in spirit. But such is the -case. No fair~
of the Criminal Code.
minded person would suspe<!t that high Democratic officials
VIOLATIONS GO UKI'UNISHED.
would be the first to refuse to :prosecute flagrant violations of the
It is unnecessary .for the ·:Democrats at the .other end of the ln"v ·and refuse to-remove ·Democratic officials for -such ·violations,
Capitol to go to .1 \fichigan to find violations of the Criminal but such -is the ease if the .report of the Civil Sm·vice Commission
Code or of the provisions of the corrupt-practices act, so far as is accepted.
campaign contributions .are concerned. It is not necessary for
:Now, apply ·the test of James of Kentucky to your plan of
them to go outside or the ' bailiwick of their own party. The raising campaign funds ·by .withholdin<Y ·the names of donors,
attention .of the administration has been called to these viola· through the creation of Democratic State clubs, which make no
tions by Democratic Govecnment officials. Have you heard uf reports. Thirteen thousand dollar-s is raised by ·the Iowa Demoany of t11em being sent to jail? This subject is gently dealt cratic Club and turned over to the Democratic National Comwith in the report of ·the -Civil ·Ser\ice Commission for the year mittee, and no one but the officers of this club is to know who are
ending June 30, 1917. 1 would like 1:o g_uote at length from this the contribut01·s to this club. How much will be ·raiseu in •like
Teport, bnt time forbids. I would suggest that this investigating manner by the Democratic Club of New York and similar clubs
committee send for the members of the Civil Service Commis- in ever_y -southern State, where millions in ·profits hnve been
sion and ask them to explain their nonpartisan indictment in made by Government contractors, and who the contributors to
this respect of officials of ·the present administration. . I read this slush fund aFe no one is permitted to know. How, under
only briefly from page 1.5 of this report, as follows:
your plan of secrecy, can there be any publicity? How, I nsk,
A number of complaints of violations of the prov..lsions of the Criminal
Code rela:ting to the -political assessment of Federal officers and em- under this illegal plan can "the humble voter, with ballot in
ployees were invE>stigated during the year, and as a result ·an lndict- hand, see the forces that are furnishing the campaign boodle"?
~ent has been
ecured In one case and three -other cases have been How can "the man who around a cheerless fireside, almost shivreferred to the Dep!ll'tment of .Justice with request that criminal pro- ering in the cold, see if the Coal Trust is contributing to one of
ceedings be institut('d. ·One investigation disclosed what appearerl to
be a etious violation of the law, the eviden(.'(' showing "that an officer the candidates"? James of Kentucky said:
of the <fflvernment collected 'Political assessments from a number of
-subordinate mnloyees by threatening that il they failed to contribute
ibe 'lllatter would be reported anti tlilly would lose th~ir -po 1tions. The
evidence was presented to the .grand jury, but an indictment was not
returned. R~mmendations wer~ made for the removal of this official,
on which action Is stlll pending. In the case where an indictment was
secured, mentioned above, the evidPnce showed that an offielal of the
lJnited States had solicited and reeeived political contributions from
other officers and employees. Recommendation was made for his removal from the service, but no action as yet has been taken.
everal complaints of political discrimination in appointments were
investigated by th., commis ion. In JDany cases it was found that the
charges were unfoundPd, but in a few cases it appeared that. although
unknown to the department eoneeTDed, ·po1ltlcal consideration had
n.fl'eeted the action taken. The commisslou recommended -the removal
of the p~>rs.ons so appointed, but was not successful in having its
recommendmions carried iuto effect.
THE HYPOCRISY OF IT,

Just think of a Democratic high official going around among
the thousands of employees unde1· him, collecting political assessments, telling such employees that if they failed to contribute to the Democratic Party they would be dismissed from the
.::>ervice, and when the attention of the administraHon is called
to it it not only fails to prosecute suCh brazen violation, but
xefuses to di~cha.rge the violator of ihe law when requested so
to do by the Civil Serviee Commission.
I am wondering now if St. l\latthew had in mind these puremin<led, nonpartisan Democratic investigators of violations by
Republicans when he wrote-.Thou hypocrite, first cast out the bE.'am out of thine own eye; and
.t hen shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy bl:other's eye.

[Applause on the Republican side.]
The corrupt.practices act was enacted by a Republican House
:m(l a RPnnhli"nn Senate, and was approved by President Taft
August 1~. 1911.

I f 'the money is tainted do not take it, but il you take it publish It
to ·the world.

Now, you are without either conviction or coru·age.
TUIE FOR THE PARTY IN'POWER · TO CLEAN ROUSE.

"This deplorable condition must be corrected. These tlugrnnt
violations of tbe law must cease. While we are fi~hting for
Democracy abroad 'let us 'Preserve it at ·borne. This can not be
done if violations of these election laws continue to exist. Can
the party in power expect its adversary to strictly obey a law
which it openly violates ana refuses to prosecute its own offenders?
The remedy is in your ·hands. Democratic officials who e
sworn duties are to enforce the election laws must cease to be
the principal violators. ·Confine your investig!ltio~ to the fin·
grant violations 'by your own party and stop vwlatm~ both the
letter and the spirit of the law, and by a whole orne example
you will force .a healthy re~pect for the lnw and obeuience to it
on the part of _your .adversnries.
1
Therefore," Judge not, that ye be not judged." [Applause.] ,I
l\1r. HAYDEN. Mr. Speaker-.
The SPEAKER. :ll'or what purpose does the gentleman r1 ·e'?
Mr. HAYDEN. To renew my request for unanimous cou ent
to extend my remarks in the R.Eoor.n.
.
.
The SPEAKER. 'The gentleman from Ar1zona asks · una_m~
mous consent to extend his remarks in the llEoonn cuncernmg
his record in Congres , votes, anu so forth. Is there objection'?
(After a pause.] The Chair heru·s none. The gentleman from
Alabama is recognized for 20 minutes.
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Speaker, I ask for an additional five
minutes.

•
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The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the gen- as the gentleman from Iowa spoke, that if the boys from Iowa,
tlemnn from Al:.barna? [After a pause.] The Chair hears that brave regiment fighting side by side with the dashing, daring regiment from my State--apd the e boys, comrades in the
none.
cause of liberty, love each other like brothers-and if they
PARTISAN POLITICS.
1\Ir. HEFLIN. l\fr. Speaker and gentlemen of the House, Ire- could have heard his appeals to sectiopal prejudice here to-day
gr·et exceedingly that the Republican leaders have determined they would say, "We repudiate this man; he does not speak the
to inject partisan politics into the solemn issues of this hour. American language." [Applause on the Democratic side.]
Gentlemen, this election will about finish up the old bosses
[Laughter on the Hepul>lican side.] The minority leader [1\Ir.
of the Republican Party. I want to make you a prediction now.
GILLETT] raises the sectional issue and also the partisan issue,
and be accuses the Democratic administration of issuing an 'Ve will carry this House by 50 or more majority just as certain
as you live and God reigns. [Applause on the Democratic side.]
order to ...-oters in Wisconsin, and here is what he said :
. We are going to trim up the gentleman from Iowa [1\Ir. Goon].
When you issueu that advertisement: "To the Wisconsin soldiers at
I have seen majorities
Camp Grant: President Wilson, your Commander in Chief, desires all [Applause on the Democratic side.]
larger than his cut down by such performances as he has inloyal Americaus to vote ior J. E. Davies," etc.
l\Ir. FREAR, of Wisconsin, first mentioned that circular here, dulged here to-day, and history repeats itself.
l\lr. Speaker, there is no sectional feeling now with us in the
and I stated that the Democratic administration was not responsible for it, and 1\Ir. FnEAR said that he did not and would South. We are a loyal part and parcel of this great country, and
not say that the administration was responsible for it, and yet gentlemen, these men who appeal to sectional prejudice do not
we find the Republimn leader here charging that circular float- represent the great patriotic hea-r t of the North. [Applause on
ing about in Wisconsin to the great American forces in charge the Democratic side.] We are Americans all. We settled our
of the war program. This same gentleman, the Republican differences by the arbitrament of the sword, and side by side
leader, urges the voters of the country to elect. a Republican boys of my State with boys of your State are dying for our
Congress, because at the end of the war l1e suggests that the liberties on the battle front in France. And I want to say to
Republicans should have control in order that the great indus- thes~ men, hungering for the loaves and fishes of office, whc
would shape their creeds for their cravings and swallow their
tries of the country may be properly looked after.
And this startling suggestion comes from the standpat gen- convictions for a job, these men who would destroy American
tleman from Massachusetts. He invites us to return to the old solidarity in order to control the taxing power of the Republic,
days of Mark Hannaism, of Aldrichism, of Penroseism, of Crane- that they do not understand the temper and spirit of the paism. In the effort to array the North against the South these triotic people of America. The American voter is not with you
Republican leaders cry that the South is in the saddle. Well, in this miserable game. He will repudiate you in November.
the patriots of the South have helped the patriots here from You have deliberately tried to inject into this campaign a secthe North to relieve the country from the curse of Repub- tional issue.
You have elected :1 man chairman of your congressional comlican boss rule. If the South is responsible for the great
Federal reserve act, the people of America should thank God mittee who injected it into the presidential campaign of 1916.
for CARTER GLAss, of Virginia, the chairman of the Committee Are you working for American solidarity, unity of purpose, and
on Banking and Currency, for his great service to the country. concerted action. or are you putting partisan success above the
One of your leaders, 1\Ir. Root, said at that time that the passage welfare of your country? Do you ever have a kind word for
of that bill would produce a panic in t11e United States; but the South, a great section of the American Union? No. You
'Vall Street, for whom he spoke, could not prevent the passage ·are trying to create a feeling of prejudice in the North against
of that great measure. The 21 men in Wall Street, who were at the South. That is what you are doing, and you are doing it for
that time controlling the money supply of the country, with a political purpose. [Applause on the Democratic side.] That
Democrats in control were powerless to defeat that meritorious is what you are doing. You can not deceive anybody about that.
measure. If you gentlemen had been in control it never would Some of you, here and elsewhere, are trying to belittle the Presihave passed, and the greatest panic that ever cursed the world dent's Cabinet, and you are· trying to belittle the President.
would now hold us in its deadly grasp. When you were in You stand here and speak for hours, aud not one of you llas
power 21 men in New York controlled the money supply of ever attacked the Kaiser-not one of you. [Applause on the
100,000,000 of people. Do these former hungry bosses of the Democratic side.] But you find time to criticize and embarrass
Republican Party think that the intelligent voter would return the President, who carries the country's flag against the Kaiser.
You try to discredit him, but you never lay your hands on the
to those bitter days of privilege and plunder?
I know what you are striving for. You are playing politics Kaiser, because you have got some Potsdammers in your district
behind the screen. You are voting for measures here, some of that you do not want to offend. [Applause on the Democratic
you, because you are afraid to oppose them. You are trying to side.] That is the truth, and I regret to bate to speak it so
get control of the House and the Senate in order that you may plainly.
But the Bible tells us that the truth is the light, and " by
shift tlte burden of the war from the shoulders of the mighty
rich to the backs of the masses. That is what you are b·ying their fruits ye shall know them." And you now have the
to do. Of course you will not admit it, and those who are fur- gall to boast that you have supported the administration.
nishing the slush funds back of you will not admit it. What Why, nearly. all your party voted against tlte first three revenue
you want to do is to do away with the excess-profits tax. Your measures passed. One hundred and five of you voted against
leader, 1\Ir. FoBDNEY, made a motion to strike out or recommit tabling the McLemore resolution. Seventy-six of you voted
for the purpose of striking out the excess-profits tnx and 186 of for t11e Cooper amendment; 160 of you voted against the Shipyou voted for it, and if you had succeeded you would have de- ping Board bill. And then you have the gall to stand here ancl
feated the Government out of $3.000,000,000 in war tax and com- criticize us and the Democratic administration about not speed·
pelled us to raise that amount from those now paying their fair ing up things, and you are standing in the way of every proshare. That is the record of the Republican Party. The gen- gressive step. And the Kaiser was smiling at you then. And
tleman from Iowa [1\Ir. Goon] 1:.:'l.lks about a few cantonments now you say, "We are supporting the administration and yuu
going to the South. Why, gentlemen, we are spending more are not." But yom· record tells a different tale.
money in the State of Pennsylvania alone for war purposes than
Ninety-seven of you voted against the espionage act. We
the cost of every cantonment and camp in every Southern State, wanted to put the men in jail who were filling their dirty sheet:!!
and yet Republicans get up here and have tlte gall and the un- with slanderous and seditious attacks upon the Government
Amerlcan spirit to charge that the South has been singled out and the boys in uniform, and 97 of you voted to shield them.
for special favors when you know that the North is getting That is the record of your vote. One hundred and forty pf you
millions and millions of dollars for war purposes where the South voted against the first revenue bill-nearly all of your partyis getting only a few thousand dollars.
just a handfull voted with the administration. Suppose you
Now, what is your purpose in all this? Do you think that had been in power then? Why, that revenue bill would never
appeals to sectional prejudice contribute to unity of purpose have passed. What sort of a bill would we have? Why, we
and the solidarity of the American people? The gentleman from would have a consumption tax revenue law, and then the man in
Iowa attacks a Senator, a southern Senator, and complains that overalls would have paid as much tax as Rockefeller. Under
n cantonment is bejng e5tablished in his State for politic:tl pur- our plan Rockefeller now pays $38,000,000, and under your plan
poses. Now, gentlemen, you know and I l{now that these can- to strike out the excess profits tax: Rockefeller would not have
tonments ha\e gone to the South mainly, as I said here Satur- paid more than $3,000,000.
day, because of the desirable climate. It is a better place for the
The old bosses of your party now tryin~ to como back nre t}le
boys, your boys and ours, to spend the winter. They can work agents of special interests. You can not get nwny fro111 that.
and train nearly every day in the winter, and because of the [Applause on the Democratic side.] One hundred an<l J:inutyclimate it costs le s money to winter them in the South. Rut two-listen to this-Yoted against the second waJ'-!'eYPlH!~~ bill.
you are trying to make politics out of it. 1\ly God, I thought, One hundred and ninety-two! Nearly nll of you. l'our, old ·
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bo s-ridden Republican Party1 Statesmanship has about died
out of Republican. leader. hip in thb body. There are a few
gcod Americans over there, but they are slaying them in. the
treadmill of t:he moneyed candidates of the Republican Party.
Foss, of Titinois, the only great American in the race for the Senate, is a poor man, but Mark Hanna's son-in-law, who spent
$105,000 for billboanl artvertising in the home State of Lincoln,
wins out with flying color , and Foss lies prostrate on the field.
1\Ir. COOPER of Ohio. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HEFLL'\. For a question.
·
l\fr. COOPER of Ohio. I would like to ask if the Kaiser was
smiling when a certain Senator was leading the fight against
the armed-ship resolution, and your leader here was leading the
fight against the declaration of war?
l\1r. HEFLIN. The Senat-or who did that has been defeated
by his patriotic Democratic constituency.
.And what ba~e you done with BRITTEN and l\IAsoN? You have
indorsed them. and one of them introduced a resolution to exempt bo;r.s of German and Austrian blood from service to that
flag on a foreign field~ :md he now beru·s the indorsement and
commission of your party to come back. [Applause on the
Democratic side.]
And Mr. 1\.UsoN, "BILLY MASON," the nuxated-iron gentleman
of Illinois, bas rettlTned with an indorsement and commission
from the Republicans from the State at large, from the State
of Lincoln. God of our fathers, think of that ! In the onehundredth year of her statehood, illinois stands with bowed
head. Thomp on sweeps Chicago, BRITTEN is renominated, and
1\IASON comes in with flying colors, bearing n. commission from
the State nt large. The American people owe it to illinois to
call upon her to uo something to redeem herself this year.
[Applause on the Democratic side.] And I believe the patriots
of Illinois, the rank and file of the party of Lincoln, will repudiate those mistakes at the polls. [Applause on the Democratic side.]
Why, 1\lr. :MASON introduced a resolution here to stop tbe
boys at the ocean side and leave the President without an army.
You could not take them over unless each one would say, "I
will consent to go." Then where is Mr. B~ITTEN with his
exemption for the boys of German and Austrian descent? Both
exempt from service if they desired it. The Commander in
Chief could not take them o-ver with Qther American boys unless
they should choose to go. I gi~e these nuts to my friend from
Ohio [l\1r. CooPrn] to chew upon. [Applause on the Demoera tie side.]
1\Ir. COOPER of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman
yield?
The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman from Alabama yield
to the gentleman from Ohio?
1\fr. HEFLIN. I can not yield ; my time is short. If yQu
will ecu.r e for me another 30 minutes, I wlll yield to you a~
often as you like.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman declines to yield.
·
1\Ir. IIEFLIN. No, 1\Ir. Speaker. Mr. McCormick, the son-inlaw of Mark Hanna, spends $105,000 for billboard advertisements. Tllink of that, gentlemen! Have we reached the time
when the e great moneybags can put up seats in the Senate for
sale and traffic to the highest bidder? Foss, where i.s he, this
big American, destroyed by the pO\-Yer of the pur e? He is the
only man on that side, as I now recall, who has thoroughly and
pmverfully arraigned the Kaiser and his brutal autocracy, and
you have defeated him and renomiru.tted l\lAsoN and BRITTEN,
who have oppo ed and embarrassed the administration. Do you
believe that the American people are going to turn over this
Government to such leadership? Newberry, of 1\lic..."'ligan, spent
$178,000 just for advertisements. Think of that. Two men
from Wall Street contributed $25,000 each. Why? 'Vhy, they
wanted to get in control of the· taxing power of the Republic.
That is whnt they want. They want to shift this tax burden
from the buck of the man most able to bear it to the back of
the man l-east able to bear it. That has always been the desire
and purpose of the bosses of the Republican Party.
Yet you say you ru·e supporting the administration. One of
your men in another body, without cause or excuse, said that tlte
President did not intend to turn back the raih·oads or the telegraph lines or the telephone lines ;_that he was going to hold all
tho e, and that when the soldier returned he would not find an
occupation. Can you say he was supporting the administration? No. Whether he knew it or not, he was giving aid and
comfort to the enemy.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Alabama must not
com:rr;.ent on Senators. That is against the t-ule.
l\1r. HEFLIN. I thought the Chair held that you could just
speak in a general way about them?
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The SPEAKER. No. You can not speak in n general way
or in a particular way about anything that happens in the
Senate.
l\1r. OLDFIELD. Mr. Speaker, a point of order.
Tbe SPEAKER. 'Ihe gentleman will state it.
~
Mr. OLDFIELD. I heard the gentleman from Alabama make
a statement about a man in another body. He did not say "the
Senate."
The SPEAKER. But e-verybody knows what is meant. You
can not beat the devil around the stump in any such fashion.
[Laughter.]
l\1r. OLDFIELD. It has been done here for many years.
•
The SPEAKER. It does not matter whether it was done for
a hundred years. It makes no difference.
Mr. HEFLIN. Since some think that I meant Senator SHEnl!.A.N, of Illinois, I will say no more about it. [Laughter.]
l\1r. MILLER of Minnesota. 1\ir. Speaker, I call the gentleman to ordet· and ask that his words be taken down.
The SPEAKER What words?
I
1\Ir. MILLER of Minnesota. The words he just uttered.
The SPEAKER. What are the words?
Mr. MILLER of 1\Iinnesota. " Some gentlemen tbink I refer
to Senator SHERMAN, so that I shall say nothing about it."
Mr. HEFLIN. I could ask that his words be taken down.
The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman from Minnesota insi t
on the words being taken down?
Mr. MILLER of Minnesota. I want the gentleman to strikG
the words out of his speech.
1\fr. HEFLIN. I will not strike them out; you may have tile
House strike them out if you can, but I do not propose to shield
any Republican in his attacks upon those in charge of the war
program.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Alabama will proceed
in order.
Mr. HEFLIN. Now, 1\'Ir. Speaker, the gentleman from 1\!in·
nesota is one of the men who, when I was getting after certalU
gentlemen for su picious conduct, persisted in interrupting me,
when I was exposing their doifiocrs and defending the flag.
[Applause.]
1\ir. MILLEn of Minnesota. I will never undertake to dl turb
the gentleman when he is defending the f:lng by his acts, but when
he is defending it with words I do want to heckle him a little.
Mr. HEFLIN. I offered my services to the Commander in
Chief; did the gentleman from Minnesota offer his?
Mr. MILLER of 1\linnesota. I gaYe mine. The gentleman's
services must huve been of no value, because the Commander
in Chief did not utilize them. [Laughter.]
Mr. HEFLIN. Did he utilize yours? The Commander in
Chief said thnt he needed me here more than in the ranks as a
soldier. [Applause.]
Mr. MILLER of Minnesota. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HEFLIN. I can not yield :my more to the gentleman
from Minnesota. He said that I was worth more here to com·
bat the doctrines of the gentleman and those like him.
Mr. MILLER of Minnesota. The gentleman's services must
have been bsolute.ly valueless-The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Minnesota mn t not
interrupt the gentleman who has the floor unless be has his
consent.
Mr. MILLER of Minnesota. I beg tl1.e Speaker's pardon, but
the gentleman was out of order in referring to me.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Minnesota bas his
remedy. If the gentleman from Alabama exceeds the rule, he
can have the words taken down.
Mr. MILLER of Minnesota. He has exceeded the rule every
time he has got on his feet.
l\1r. McARTHUR. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of no
quorum.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman can not raise thnt in thG
midst of the speech of the gentleman who has the floor.
Mr. HEFLIN. I am not surprised that the gentleman from
Milwaukee should make the point of no quorum.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. I did not make the point of no quorum,
but I wish to say that the question of a quorum is alwnys ln
order. I hope the gentl man from Oregon will withrlraw his
point of order and allow the gentleman from .A.Iabamit to proceed.
l\1r. McARTHUR. I will withdraw the point, 1\fr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The Chair would like to make a remark:
himself. The gentleman from Alabama had tl1e floor for 25
minutes. The gentleman from Oregon popped up and runrle the
point of order; he had no recognition from the Chair, and it is
the business of the Cbail' to try to keep order in the House nnd
to keep it from being converted into a vaudeville performance11
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Mr. HEFLIN. I know, Mr. Speaker, that I am making the
situation rather warm for some gentlemen on that side because
they are just now beginning to see and appreciate how the peoPle at home are going to look at their performance here. Do
you think you can win an election in the United States now on
a sectional issue when boys from all over the country are fighting side by side for our liberty? If you can, then there is no
hope for a great national spirit of real Americanism. God bless
the memory of the lamented McKinley. He came to Atlanta during the Peace Jubilee in 1899, and holding up an old Confederate
flag said, "I want you to have the flags that we took from you
tiuring the war. We do not want to hold them; you are loyal
members of the great American family, and I love you all."
[Applause.]
I saw Confederate soldiers standing there with tears running
.down their faces, and they said" God bless President McKinley."
[Applause.] But I see in this morning of the twentieth century, when our very existence is at stake, when our boys from
every section are fighting and dying, some of you descend to
the un-American plane of sectional prejudice for an issue at a
time like this. [Applause.] ·
God forgive you, for you know not what you do. Is it that
you are so hungry for the loaves and fishe ? Is it that you
yearn so for the taxing power? Is it that you put power above
pa triolism and your success at the polls above the welfare of
your country? Do you think you can deceive the people into
thinking that Wilson would not know how to run the country
after the war is over? God Almighty have pity on you. \Vhy,
he took the country when you had literally ruined it, when 21
men controlled the money supply and 100 trust magnates controlled the labor of the country and intimidated it at the
polls, and the two together could demoralize the whole business
of the United States. Wilson cleaned house and put the American household .in order, and by doing it he enabled our financial
institutions to sm·vive the shock and storm of a world war. No
panic can be produced here now. The world war could not produce it; and Wilson enacted a law that enabled the country to
do that, and do you think now that you can make the people
believe that he is not able to handle the affairs of the country
when the war is over?
The· SPEAKER. 'l'he time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. HEFLIN. I ask for two minutes more.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. MADDEN. Will the gentleman allow me to ask him a
question?
1\Ir. HEFLIN. Not now. My good friend from Chicago · is
one who has voted pretty well sometimes, and I know he does
not indorse some of these fellows up there that I have been
talking about.
Now, Mr. Speaker, when this war is over, when the war is
finally en<led, the nations of the earth will look to one man,
and to one man above all others, to lead in the readjustment
and reconstruction of the world, and that man will be Woodrow
.Wilson, Pre ident of the United States. [Applause.]
Let me say this, in conclusion, the country is going to give him
a Democratic House and a Democratic Senate. Roosevelt asked
for a Republican House and Senate for 1\icKinley during the
,W ar with Spain, and so did ex-President Harrison. Lincoln
asked for it in his day, and the people gave it to McKinley and
Lincoln. Wilson is asking for it now, and he is going to receive it in the November election; and I pray God that no man
will come back to either body who talks any other than 100 per
cent Americanism. [Applause.]
1\Ir. KELLY of Pennsylvania. Mr. Spea;ker, I offer the follo"\'Ving privileged resolution from the Committee on Rules which
I end to the Clerk's desk.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will read the resolution.
, The Clerk read as follows:
House resolution 227 (H. Rep. 809).
Resolved, That immediately upon the adoption o! this resolution the
House shall re olve itsel~ into the Committee o! the Whole Honse on the
state of the Union for the consideration of H. R. 152, entitled "A bill to
fix the compensation of certain employees of the United States"· that
there shall be not exceeding two hours of general debate to be eQually
divided between those supporting and those opposing the bll1. ·At the
conclusion of such general debate the bill shall be considered for amendment under the five-minute rule. After the bill shall have been perfected in the Committee of the Whole House the same shall be reported to
the House with such recommendation .as the committee may make, whereupon the previous question shall be considered as ordered upon the bill
and all amendments there.to for final passage without intervening motion
except one motion to recommit.
'

l\1r. KELLY of Pennsylvania. :rtlr. Speaker, before I move
the previous question I would like to see if the gentleman from
Kansas [1\fr. CAMPBELL] will agree on limitation of debate on
the rule.
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Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I should be very glad to limit
debate on the rule, say, to 10 minutes, 5 on a side.
Mr. KELLY of Pennsylvania. 1\:lr. Chairman, I ask unanimous· consent that the time limit for debate on the rule be
fixed at 10 minutes, 5 minutes of that time to be controlled
by myself and 5 by the gentleman from Kansas [1\:lr. CAMPBELL], and that at the end of that · time the previous question
shall be considered as ordered.
;
The SPE.o\KER. The gentleman from Pennsylvania asks
unanimous consent that the time limit for debate on the rule
be 10 minutes, 5 to be controlled by himself and 5 by the gentleman from Kansas [ltlr. CAMPBELL], and that at the end
of that time · the previous question shall be considered as ordered. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The Chair hears
none.
Mr. KELLY of Pennsylvania. Mr. Speaker, I am sure that a
mere statement of the situation regarding this measure will be
enough to convince the House that the adoption of this rule is
a matter of justice ·and square dealing: The Nolan minimum~
wage bill was introduced in the Sixty-third Congress and considered. It was introduced in the Sixty-fourth Congress and
given a hearing, which required 423 pages in the printed report.
These hearings went into the necessity of e tablishing a mini
mum wage, and the bill was reported unanimously by the
Committee on Labor and was· put on the calendar, but never
came up for consideration on the floor of the House. On the
first day of the Sixty-fifth Congress, the present Congress, April
2, 1917, it was introduced. On the agreement that the House
entered into that only war measures should be considered the
committee took no action during the extra session, but at the
first opportunity dUring the regular session it held hearings on
this measure and reported it unanimously on the 14th day of
January, 1918, after exhaustive hearings were held. On the
regular Calendar Wednesday it was called up by the chairman
of the Committee on -Labor [Mr. MAHER], and then a point of
order was made against the measure on the ground that a previous unanimous-consent agreement proposed by the gentleman
from North Carolina [Mr. KITcHIN] precluded any consideration of it because the House had decided not to take up any
measure which was not on the calendar before December 12,
1917, until a certain bill-H. R. 269-should be considered. It
w~s a very complicated point of order, but the Speaker properly
decided, I think, that it applied to this measure. The Com-·
mittee on Labor lost its <lay in court, the first and ouly occasion
of that kind in this Congress. So from that day to this, some
eight months time, the Labor Committee has not had an opportunity for the consideration of a single measure.
Now, the adoption of this rule will remedy that injustice, correct that wrong, and I am sure that eve1~one in the House will
admit that the Committee on Labor should at least ha\e its
just right to consider this measure.
Now, as to the merits of the legislation itself, let me say just
a word. There has been no general revision of the compensation scale for Government employees since 1854. Add to that
the further fact that the dollar has been cut in two in purchasing power in the last five years and you have abundant justification for this measure. After all, the sole test of the dollar is
what it will buy, and, judged by that standard, the compensation of these Government workers has been greatly reduced in
these recent years. If $60 was a proper compen ation five years
ago, even the $90 provided by this bill will not be an increase
in real wages.
This measure seeks to provide a basis., a minimum wage. I
am convinced that there is a limit below which you can not go
and still permit an American to live as an American should
live. I am convinced that there are many instances in the Government service to-day where the- compensation paid faithful
workers is below that limit. Such a condition is intolerable
and demands instant remedy.
·
. The very first consideration of justice is that the least among
us all shall have sufficient payment for his daily toil to provide
food, clothing, shelter, and some reereation and education for
his children. Every investigation made by private organizations
and by governmental agencies proves · that an annual income of
Jess than $1,080 will not provide these fund~entals of American
living. Indeed, in many cases the limit has been placed much
higher, so that the figure set in this bill is in no way an exag- gerated one.
In many industrial centers to-day the minimum wage for common labor is $4 and $5 a day. Even the Government is bringing
new and untried workers to Washington at $1,100 and $1,200 a
year. But in the meantime the faithful workers of years' serrice are required to attempt to make ends meet on a much
smaller sum. It is not just, it is not fair, and I am sure this
House will act justly in this attempt to correct such injustices.
4
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Finally, these employees depend absolutely upon this Congress
for action. They can not strike nor use the other methods open
to the employees of private concerns. They have no other hope
than in the justice of legislators, and they have placed their
case before this body and patiently awaited action, during the
last trying years. I am convinced that this measure will be
passed by an overwhelming majority, and its passage will be an
act of real justice. [Applause.]
1\fJ'. CAMPBELL of Kansas. 1\Ir. Speaker, this is a fair rule
for the consideration of this bill. If any change whatever
should be made in the rule it should be cutting down the time
for general debate, so that bill could be read under the fiveminute rule and considered for passage at the earliest possible
moment.
1\lr. STAFFORD. If the gentleman will yield in that particular, the bill only consists of nvo paragraphs, and under the
general rules of the House in the Committee of the Whole House
there might be only fi'\'"e minutes' debate to each paragraph. I
think there should be some opportunity given for discussion of
this important measure, which will invol'\'"e a considerable charge
on the Treasury.
l\fr. CAlUPBELL of Kansas. Two hours is a good deal of
time for considering the bill in general debate.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. It is a very liberal provision, I will say to
the gentleman, considering the general debate that is usually
permitted under the rules presented by the Committee on Rules.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. The bill provides a minimum
wage of $3 a day. The wonder is that a family can live where
the head gets but that amount of money, especially in a city
like this, or any other large city in the country. I can under·
stand how in a small place, where a man has his own home and
garden and pays no rent, he could get on with a lesser wage.
I sincerely hope this bill will pass and that there will be maintained throughout the counh·y a high standard of wages, so that
the high standards of living may be maintained. The pride of
this country and its power to-day are due to the fact that for
years it has maintained a higher wage scale than any country in
the world and therefore the highest standards of living. Its
men everywhere are equal to every test to which they are put.
The American, where'\'"er he is tested along with other men, does
honor to his country and reflects credit upon the _manner in
which he has lived. I hope the rest of the world will soon bring
up their standard of wages and li'\'"ing to our standard, so that
the whole world in the future will haye a higher plane of living
maintained by higher scales of wages. I have never been an advocate of low wages or of low prices for the product of wages.
The only way in which an economic system or of a social status
of high order can be maintained is upon a high scale of wages
and good prices for the· products of labor; that will maintain a
high plane of living.
I sincerely hope that this resolution will be agreed to and
that the bill will have the consideration of the House and become
a law at an early hour.
The SPEAKER. The que tion is on agreeing to the rule.
The rule was agreed to.
Accordingly the House resolved itself into the Committee of
the Whole House on the state of the Union for the consideration
of the bill H. R. 152, with Mr. Pou in the chair.
The CHAIRl\fAN. The House is in Committee of the Whole
House on the state of the Union for the consideration of the
bill H. R. 152, which the Clerk will report by title.
The Clerk read as follows :
A bill (H. R. Hi2) to fix the compensation of certain employee of the
United States.

The OHAIRl\IAN. The Clerk will report the bill.
The Clerk read as follows:
A bill (H. R. 152) to fi:s: the compensation of certain employees of the
United States.
Be it enacted, etc., That after "the beginning of the first fiscal year
following the passage of this act the minimum compensation of any person employed by the United States {lr by the government of the District
of Columbia shall be not less than $3 per day ; or if employed by the
hour, not less than
cents per hour · or if employed by the month,
not less than $90 per month; or if cmpfoyed by the l·ear, not less than
$1,080 per annum : P1·ovided, That persons employed on a monthly or
annual salary basis and who regularly perform less than a full day's
ser-.ice shall r·eceive compensation at the rate of not less than 31:.. cents
per hour: Provided. fttrther, That the provisions of this act shall not
apply to persons enlisted in the military branches of the Government
-nor to persons receiy-ing quarters and subsistence in addition to their
compensation, nor to fhe employees in the Philippine Islands, Por·to
Rico, the Territory of IIawaii, the Territory of Alaska, and the Panama
Cannl Zone, nor to persons holding appointments as postmasters : P1·ovid.ecL fttrther, That the provisions of this act shall apply ·only to those
per ons who have been continuously in the employ of the Government
of the Un1ted States or in the employ of the government of the District
of Columbia for a period of not less than two years, an<l who shall ha-.e
attained the age of 20 y~nr .
SEc. 2. That \lpon the passage of this act the heads of departments
in which are employed pel'son as definetl in section 1 of this bill shall
issue new appointments at the increased rate of compensation hf.'reln
produed.
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The CHAIRl\IAN. The gentleman from New York [Mr.
MAHER] is recognized for one hour.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. S:liiiTH] or the gent~
man from California [Mr. NoLAN] control the hour in opposition,
so that he may distribute the time to those in opposition to the
bill, if there are any in opposition to it.
The CHAIRMAN. A gentleman opposing the bill would be
entitled to control an hour.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that these gentlemen, representing the minority of the Committee
on Labor, either one of them, control the hour.
•
Mr. NOLAN. If time is allotted to me no one would llavc it in
favor of the bill.
Mr. Sl\IITH of Michigan. The gentleman from California
[Mr. NoLAN] is a member of the committee, and it is his bill.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I aS.k unanimous consent
that the gentleman from California ha\e an hour' time in opposition to the bill.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Cllairman, :HE!serving the right to object, I
am not opposed to the bill, but it seems to me that if there is
anybody opposed to the bill they ought to have conh·ol of tl1c
time.
The CHA..IRl\IA.J..~. The gentlerr.-an from California, as the
Ohair understood it, has announced that he would yield part of
the time to gentlemen.
1\Ir. NOLAN. I would yield all the time, and would not use
::iny of it to those in opposition to the bill, if I had charge of the
opposition.
The CHAIRM.A_._ ~. The o-entlemnn from Wisconsin [Mr. STAFFORD] asks unanimou~ consent that the gentleman from California [Mr. NoLAX] control one hour of tlJe time. I there objection? [After a pau e.] The Ohair hears none.
The gentleman from New York [Mr. MAHER] is recognized for
one llour.
1\Ir. MAHER. l\lr. Chairman, I yield. 30 minutes to the gentleman frolL' California [Mr. KoL N].
1\Ir. NOLAN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
this bill was originally drawn 'by a small organization of Federal employees in the city of San Francisco in 1913. This organization repre ente<l the men in the Customs Service, Internal-ReYenue Senice, and all branches of the Federal service,
particularly tho e that "\Yerc in the custodian force. The men
that are receiving the lowest wage paitl by the Government of
the United States are the men who nrc working tllroughout this
cou·ntrr in the large cities in every branch of the Government
service. This bill has been indorsed by each succe ·ive convention of the American Federation of Labor since 1913. It has
received the indorsement and commendation of practically every
organization in this country that has been interested in the question of a living wage. At this _point I insert a few of the indor ement · recently recei\e<l from various organizations:
A:UERICAX FEDEllATIOX OF LABOll,

Washington, D. 0.
DE.m l5m: The thlrty-elghth annual connntlon of the American Feceration of Labor, held at St. Paul, Minn., June 10-20, 1918, declared
that Congress should take favorable action on the Nolan bill (ll. 1-t. 152)
for estai.Jlishing a mlnimum wage for Uovernment employees.
Pursuant to the action of the convention we are bringing the subjec t
to your attention with the request that ~'Ott give your active support
to securing the passage of the blll. The bill was reported favorably by
the Labor Committee on January 18, 1918, and the Committee on Rules
is En.'1lected to report a special rule making its consideration possible
immetliately after the passage of the pending re>enue bill. A similar
bill was unanimously reported favora!Jly by the Labor Committee of the
:51-A--ty-fourth Congres .
While the cost of living is constantly mounting and wages are everywhere advancing for per ons in private employ, it i regrettably the fact
that the United l5ta.tes Government is paying thousands of its employees
less than a fair living wage. ·
At the beginning of this year more than GO,OOO Government employees
were recei-.ing lc~s than $3 per day, the pay for some thousanus of the
grades ha•ing been fixed o-.er 60 yPars ago (Rept. 239t 65t~ Cong., 2(\
sess.; hearings on H. R. 11876, 64th Cong., 1st sess.,, with scarcely
any increase since that time, excepting the percentage iuc.r~a es in tho
appropriation bills for 1918 nnd 1919. Yet the cost of hviDg ha ad•ance<l nearly 100 per cent in the past five years. For· thousands of
these employees the maintenance of a reasonable, wholesome standard
of llving is impossiule on the wages the Government allows them.
Uns1.1.lled labor i now nearly everywhere re-ceinng at least $3 per
day and in manv cases a higher wage. Industries throughout the country' are constantly advancing wages to enable their employees to meet
the increasing cost of living, but these thousands of Go>ernment employees have thus far been neglected and gi•en less than is justly due
them.
It is not possible that Congress. or any Congressman, intends that
the Go\·ernment shall take nn unfair advantage of any of it employees
and pay t hem n ot only le · than preyailing rates of wages but less than
a fair living wage.
Trusting that H. n. lu2 will recei•e your acti>e support looking t o
its early enactment into law, I am:
Yours, n~ry truly,
FnANK i\Ionnrsox.
Sec1·etarv .imerica1~ Fcd,ratioll oj Labor.

-
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The gentleman from Pennsylvania [.Mr. KELLEY] told you of
the efforts to have this bill considered early in the present
Congress. Due to the fact that lack of unanimous consent fire'hon. J. I. NOLAN,
House Oflice Euilding, Washington, D. 0.
vented its consideration, its friends have been very patient ft·om
DE..\R Sm: In bf'half of the National Federation of Postal Emplo7ees, time to time, stepping aside for every other measure, particularly
I am writing to urge your support of U. R. 152 (the Johuson-Nolan
bill) which seeks to establish a. minimum wage of $3 a day for all war legislation. The only war character to this bill and the only
civilian employees of the United States. This bill has twice been recom- people that have got to battle are the people that will b.e benemended to the House for passage by the Labor Committee; it has been fited, and tliey have got the battle of life to win with the smau ·
indorsed by m::tny organizations of wage earners; a.nd its principle-- compensation received from the Government of the United States.
the establishment of a wage scale that insures better living conditiOD8
No-w, in the Sixty-fourth Congress extensive hearings were
tJ!!I.or thou sands of untlerpaid employees-has the indorsement of the
~ people of the United States.
.
held on this biH, so much so that the hearings embraced 420
'Ibis minimum-wage bill is expected to come tlp for consideration
when the pendi ng r evenue measure ha.s been pa.s:::.... d, and I earnestly pages. The testimony ·is not of people who are interested in this
thing for any philanthropic purpose but the testimony of Gov·
solicit your active support of it.
Very truly, yours,
ernment employees from different sections of t 1is country.
THOS. F. FLAHERTY,
[SE.lL.]
They told their story, the story as it affectefl them in their
J:;ecretary Treasurer.
everyday life; the story of their homes, and their efforts to try
to make both ends meet on the small compensation that the
NATIONAL WOME~'S TRADE UNION LEAGUE 011' AMERICA,
Washington, D. C., September 23, 1918.
GoYernment was allowing them. At this point I in..o;;ert some
MY DEAR SIR: The National Women's Trade Union League, in behalf excerpts from the testimony and an analysis of the hearings
of thousands of women workers, asks :r<'ur ~:>up-port for the Nolan published in the Washington Times, Sunday, April 16, 1916, in
minimum-wage bill for employees of the Federal Government and the
District of Columbia (H. R. 152), which is expected to come before the an article by Theodore H. Tiller, entitled" Tragedy of underpaid
House of Representatives for consideration Tuesday or Wednesday of United States· workers ":
NATIO~AL FEDER.ATIO:II OF POSTAL EMPLOYEES,

0FF'ICE OF SECRETARY-TREASURER,

Washington, D. 0., September 20,1918.

this week.
While readjustment of the wage scale in the Government service· is
needed for men and women alike, we urge upon your attention the fact
that the greater number of low-pa.ld Government workers, and consequently the greater proportion of those a.trecte£ by this bill, are women.
Most of th·e se women, moreover, have dependents.
In the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, where 4,000 women are
employed on skilled and semiskilled worl<, the basic wage of 1,800 of
them falls as low as $2.37 per day, and for about 1,800 more it is
$2.56 per day and less. The wa.r bonus of $120 per year added to this
gives theEe workers a maximum of only $2.88 per day.
In the Library of Congress and the Public Library of the District
of Columbia hundreds of women with technical training in library
science are receiting no more than $2.88 per day and some receive but
$1.83 per day.
Ht ndreds of teachers in the District of Columl.lia are paid less than
$2.88 per day.
Charwomen and janitresses in the various Government departments
receive as little a.s $26 per month, and rarely more than $55 per month
for full-time service.
We submit that such rates as these are not a living wage, much less
a fair compensation for the work performed, ancl we ask you to compar~ them with the rates fixed by the National Wa.r Labor Board and
every other wage-adjustment board in the United States to-day. The
Government, through all its administrative agencies, is applying to
private industry the principles of an adequate living wage and equal
pay for equal work by women and men. The Federal workers whose
pay is fued by Congress a.re the numerous ·and striking exception to
the general appli cation of these principles.
We ask Congress, therefore, to relieve the existing condition of in~ustice · and hardship by passing the Nolan minimum-wage bill at once.
Sincerely, yours,
Ac ,-Es NESTOR,

Chairman National Legislative Oo11tvtittee.
NATIO:'<AL FEDERATIO~ OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES,

WaBhington., D. 0., September 21, 1918.

SIR: On Tue day, September 24, it is expected that the House of
Repr Psentatives will have before it for consideration the Nolan bill
(H. R. 152) providing a compensation of not less than $.3 a day-3H
cents an hour, $90 a month, $1,080 a year-for employees of the Federal Government and of the District of Columbia..
The Nolan bill would give Immediate relief to the poorest paid Government employees, those whose need is imperative in the face of the
greatly increa ed cost of living. The simple justice of the wage provided by the Nolan bill as a minimum is indicated by the following
figures:
.
Cost of maintaining a family, average for 24 A"merican cities
(for Washington, D. C., add 6 per cent) ---------T--------- $1, 650
Cost of bare existence for a stockyard's family (figures supplied
b:v Chicago Bureau of .Applied Economics)----------------- 1, 178
'Yea'rly budget, United Charities of Chicago, for destitute family
in stockyards district ----------------------------------- 1, 107
lt is sometimes claimed that the lower salaries are paid to employees
without dependents. Of the employees listed in the latest available
census reports as receiving $900 or less, over 60 per cent were married.
Of the 4,000 women employed in one bureau alone--Engraving and
Printing-70 per cent have dependents.
At the last annua.l convention of the American Federation of Labor,
h eld in St. Paul, Minn., in June, 1918, a resolution was adopted without
n dissenting vote artvocating' the immediate passage of the Nolan bill.
The National War Labor Board, acting unrlc>r the authority of the
President, is requiring private employers throughout the Unitt'd 8tates
to pay their employees an amount at least sufficient to maintain the
wot·ker and his family in health and rea onable comfort. This amount
ha s usually been fixed at more than $3 a day for unskilled labor.
The Nolan bill provides a very modest minimum wage for Government
employees. We urge you to give it your fullest support.
Very truly, yours,
I
LUTHER C. STEWARD, PreB ident.
DEAR

In 1916 the two great parties were asked to include the provi-

sions of this bill in their platform. The American Federation of
Labor and other representatives went to Chicago and to St.
Louis, and the Democratic platform of 1916 carries a provision
for a living wage, which was based upon the bill that is now
before the House for consideration and indorsed by the American
Federation of Labor. Instead of indorsing the bill or indorsing
a minimum-wage bill, the Democratic platform carried an indorsement for living wage, which was based upon this measure.

THE REAL TRAGEDY 011' THE $2-A-DAY MAN.

Much has been written in a general way about the under pa.y of Govermnent employees. Even in the higher grades the compensation is not
commensurate with the service. The real tragedy of serving one's GovernmPnt, however, lies in the stories of the men and women who re-o
ceive $2 a day and less.
Why do they not resign a.nd seek other employment? the ultrapractical one probably will ask. That same question arose during the
hearings. It was answered, and there was shown the psychology of a
situation that shapes the ambitionless careers of thousands of Government employees to-day.
"We haven't the nerve to give up one job and go after another," admitted one witnes .
"Jobs are hard to get; if .we lose a day's time it counts with the man
who skimps to make ends meet."
·
·• I am too old; they won't have me," wrote another, in recording that
for a score of years he has worked for 2 .a day-no more, no less~and
is in a. run that leads inevitably to an unnoticed death "in Government
harness."
"I ha>e been expecting I would get a raise year after year," explains anothPr, and thereby makes known the gradual transformation
of the optimist into the pessimist.
DISHEARTENED BY EXPERIENCES OF THOSE ABOUT IIIM.

The truth is the average Government employee, becoming disheartened
by the experience of those about him1 hesitates to tackle something new,
to let go the small sure thing that ne has to reach out for the elusive
bigger opportunity.
.
1'.1any of the men and women in the Government departments to-day
are the products of the small town. The House committee was informed that they come to Washington with a false idea. of the advantages and pos ibilities of the Government service. Their conceptions
of the cost of living is built on the pattern of small-town life.
As a rule debt ovt>rtakc>s them sooner or later here; some marry when
the salary is not large enough for two. Nearly all lack the determination to go back and explain that working for Uncle Sam isn't what it is
repre!';ented to be . . They live in hope that something will turn up, t:Jut:
it seldom does
·
One of the witnesses before the labor subcommittee told of the chief
clerk of one of the depv..rtments who testified several years ago about
superannuated employees in his department.
When he was a.skPd by a congres!:'iona.l committee if there were inefficient clerks who should be discharged, the chief c}erk said:
·
''I had rather sever my connection with the Government than discharge any of these old employees. Never again will I do it. Once I
had to diRcharge three old clerks. One of them committed suicide. another died of a broken heart, and the third is in the poorhouse awaiting
death."

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

MESSENGER'S STORY TYPICAL OF THE!\{ ALL.

A story typical of those related during the ht>arlngs on the Nolan bill
was that of Harry Goldman, an assistant messPnger in the War Dep:utment. For years he has drawn $2 a day. He is the father of the little
girl who knows now that there i n't any Santa Claus.
Goldman appeared to be a. clean-cut, intelligent fellow. He talked
without affectation: there waF> the rlng of sincerity in his simple state--.
ment. His was not a "grand-stand pJrort." The pathos of his narrative caused members of the subcommittee to look rather helplessly at one ,
another. A trace of moisture could be seen in the eyes of some in the ,
committee room. ·
·
Once up~n a time Goldman was in the Navy. lie proudly received
an honorable discharge and believed it would aid hlm in getting a position anywhere. At the tlrs1: private establishment to which he applied
he was called a "Navy bum" and told to move on. Yet he said he had
never tasted intoxicants and had no mark al?ainst his Navy record.
Finallv he drifted into the mes enger service at $2 per day. He pays
$15 a month for a flat near Twenty-fourth and F Streets. His only
wh1te neighbors, he said, are those occupying "the part of the house ,
downstairs."
NEAR

EXHAUSTIO~

FROM STUDY AND WORRY.

Goldman is of a nervoul'l type. He went to night school until study
and worry l'rought on nervous exhaustion. Then the doctor said " move
to the country."
" But we can't go to the country,'' he said. "I can't manage it. All
the time we plan for something and say we will do it next week-but
the time never comt s.
"I will tell you a little incident, nQt to influence you, but just tha t
you may kvow about the worries.
"We have a little girl 6 years old. All along until last Christmas
she believed in SantD Claus . it's a nice thing for children to believe iii
Santa Claus. Well, she had been worrying us a long time to get her
a tricycle, and from year to year we thought we could do it, but we
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never could. Last year we thought we could make it when she asked
us to have Santa Claus bring her -one. But we found out again that
we couldn't. and the only thing to do was to tell her so. I was unable
to get it because of the extra expense of doctor's bills.
" We imply couldn't do it. It was a case of telling her there wasn't
any such thing as Santa Claus. So we told her-we let her know that
there wasn't any Santa Claus, and now she knows."
'l'here was an embal'l'assing pause and silence in the committee room.
Goldman continued :
"Of course, I realize that this has nothing to do with this bill, but I
just wanted to show vou bow much denial thet·e must be ·when a man
bas t.o live and support a family on $GO a month."
l\It·. and Mrs. Goldman have four in the family now. Another baby
came a few months ago. The baby's skin, he said, bad never known the
touch of talcum powder.

the minister's · salary. Our children stayed away from Sunday school
because we did not have the pennies they wanted to give. :Many a time
ther, stayed away from public school because their shoes ha<l worn out
' The constant strain of the struggle finally became too much for m-j"
wife. Hhe became dissatisfied and left home and children for a time ..
She returned home to try again, but found it too hard. Conditions were
no different.
·
"She finally could not resist temptation, so we are li>ing apart I
had to put the children in an orphanage. Every time I vi ··it them
they cry and ask me to take them home. Poor little thing , they do
not know their home is gone."
A watchman wro.te that he had walked to and from work for 10
years in all kinds of weather because the nickels counted with a man
who gets only $2 a day.
•

CLOTHES MADE OVER FROY THOSE OF MOTHER.

Another letter came from a $900 clerk, who said that clerks of this
grade, as well as the $660 and $720 grade employees, have their sorrows. This clerk has an invalid mother. Both, he says, have been
used to better things, but have ·gradually gone down the bill "to tho
class kown as 'submerged,' because of financial stringencies."
" l\Iy case simply shows the picture of a Government clerk fitted by
education and former associations for refined surrounding , yet living.
practically, in a hovel in a negro neighborhood, struggling for a bare
existence, physically tired all the time, and no chance for rest or recreation," he says.
Twenty-five years ago, said 'JI.Ir. King, he was in the Government
service at $1,400 a year. He left it for a while, and when he camf'
back the best he could get was a $720 job. Ilarking back a quarter o£
a century, he said :
"When I was here then I coulu buy things for half and less of
what I pay now. I could buy 3 pounds of round steak or 3 pounds
of pork chops for 25 cents ; beef llver was 5 cents a pound, and a.
soup bone, big enough to make soup for a hotel, was 10 cents . . A
house that you could rent them for $15 costs you $25 or $30 now.
We pay $27.50 ·for a hou e where there is a little bit ot a front yardnot big enough to amount to anything-and a back yard not big enough
to whip a dog in."
.
Another Government Printing Office employee, a skHled laborer at
$626 a year, said :

"Out• little girl," he continued, "has nc>er had any new clothes; all
her clothes have been made over from things my wife has worn. !II{.
wife makes one hat out of another bat; I don' t know bow she does i ,
buF, ~~~~~~~or's bills have been high, but the doct~rs here are considerate if you pay them a dollar along. Prescriptions, though, are cash,
and they cost from 65 ce:r;tts up now.
.
"Tile women are all thinking about this bill. My wife has asked me
man:v times if it will go through.
"i:>he woke me up the other night at midnight saying, 'Harry, I can't
sleep.'
" 'Count sheep.' I said.
" 'I can not sleep for wondering whether the Nolan bill will go
tht·ou"'h • she said. · I told her I hoped it would, but I couldn't tell.
Then °WC lay there and talked about the bill and finally she went to

slelt~·;~man

told the committee that not infrequently he turns off the
heat in his house even in coldest winter, to save coal l.Jllls.
"But summer 'will soon be here, and we won't. need any heat," he
said with a smile of optimism that all had to admue.
Tbat is just one of the many domestic tragedies that soon will _be
printed in a document of the Congress that appt·opriatcs for the salaries
of the employees of the greatest Republic on earth.
0

*

0

•

~

•

GIVE:-; 25-CE~T RAISE IN 10 YEARS' SERVICE.

Charles Williams, night fireman at the White House~ started in more
than 10 years ago while Theodore Roosevelt was Pt·es1dent, at $1.50 a
day. Within 10 y'ears he bas recei>ed a raise of 2G cents a day. IIis
was a matter-of-fact statement:
"I have got five boilers to look after. I have got the kitchen range
to look after. I have got the coal to wheel in on my shift. which wo~ld
be the 4 o'clock shift, but when t~e man comes on the.12 o' clock shtft
he can not wheel the coal because 1t makes too much-notse.
"On the 4 o'clock shift a man has got to get in all the wood and coal
into the kitchen for the use of the family that night, and even the
fireplace work. All they pay is $1.75 a day.
"I have no Sundays off. I have no holidays off'. During the summer months I have to work eight straight hours through, and if I lose
an hour or two, or a day, I am docked for it. Really, I work about six
days' overtime for the Government and do not get a cent. I work
seven days a week and frequently overtime, and I get nothing for the

ov~.r~~r:~times

I can pick np some jobs on the outside--such as pipe
covering.
•
.
" My wife kept a boarding bouse and broke her health and now IS
Iosin~ her eyesight, and that is a great deal of e~--pense. I have buried
tw:? Icb~~r~.der the Department of Public Buildings and Grounds. I
have aslred them for a Taise, but I am told that they had no money.
That i · all the excuse I get. I have to have some technical knowledge
to look after those White House boilers. There arc · two steam boilers
und tht't'e hot-water boilers."

LETTEn FROM $900 !\IAN WITO liAS IllS TROUBLES.

HUSBAND, WIJlEJ AND BOY LIVE IX ONE DOOM.

"I ha>e a· wife and a boy. The three of us lile in one room with n.
little side room. a box a.f fair, where we cook and store things. It
cots us $17 a month; my food costs me $23 to $25 a month, and so
on. I owe doctors' bill . I owe a grocet·y bill of $30 to one man, but
when he saw the conditions under which I was struggling he just
let it go. ·
"We haven't been to a theater in se>en years. We have been to mov·
ing-picture shows twice in five years. My boy doesn't get a penny for
anything; neither does my wife. I have accepted a good many things .
from various sources-from people who know of my condition. The
clothes I have on were given to me.
" My boy was sick last winter with the whooping cough. The ladJes
in the office had to donate the money for medicine. I owed a grocery
bill last winter. The bill was sent in to the Public Printer because I
could only pay a dollar a week on it.
"I am mentally daze<l and bewildered through the multitude of conH.lctinf! duties and requirements of the threefold re. ponsibility of offic~
work, -housekeeper, and sick nurse--all through Insufficient funds."
A humorou<:> tou~h to au otherwise tra::;ic story was gh·en when
Thomas F. O'Connor, laborer at the Pension Bureau, relateu tile
difficulties of rearing a family of eight children on $55 a month.
" Yes ; they are all living," he said. ·• I asked the chief clerk of the
Interior Department some tlme ago if he could do anything for me,
and be said it was my own fault that I had so many. Well, I knew
that. He did not have to tell me that."
DOESNJT SEE ANY SIGNS OF HELP COMING .

"Well, T. R. agreed with you on the big family," commented Chairman 1\Iaher, of the subcommittee.
•
•
•
•
" Yes; but I don't see any signs of help coming," said Mr. O'Connor.
John M. Mohl, classified as a laborer at the National Museum, but
"1.'alking about clothes," be added, "I have not had a suit of clothes
assigned to do electrical work, presented to the committee a letter be that I bought myself since 1902. Except for somebody helping me out
wrote to the Washington Times suggesting that "if Secretary of State, I haven't bad a suit in more than 12 years. I saw the piece in the
William J. Bryan, can •not live on $12.000 a :year, bow can it be ex:- papers about the gra.vedigger. Talking about the gravedigger, I have
pectecl that a Government employee with a famtly can live on less than him skinned all to pieces l think-10 in a family and $55 a month.
$75 a month at the present rate of prices of the necessities of life?"
"The oldest one is 18 years. There is one '\';orb."ing now. There are
six going to school. Of cour e $55 doe!m't go far, and people in the office
DECEIVES ONLY $55 .A.FTER 18 YE..I.RS.
get
me work outside."
Mr. ~lohl said he received only $55 a month, although he had been at·
•
•
•
*
•
•
the Museum for 18 years, and had constantly sought promotion through
FI~EST CE~IETERY, £UT PAY 'IHERI'l IS LOWEST.
hard work and appeal. A daughter, he said, had been forced to go to
work in a department store in order to help the family along.
"This is said to be the finest cemetery in the world," saiu tllc
"I am not much fit for anything except a watchman," said Joseph petition, "but it has the lowest pay. Our per diem men get $1.GU
w. King, of the Interior Department, who gets 720 a year.
.
and the monthly men from $40 to $60 (the $GO being for the ov~r " The l'ublic Printer said he couldn't have men in the servtce who seer).
·
didn't pay their bills. You are supposed to pay even if you don't have
"The superintendent receives $100."
the money to pay-This petition recalled the appearance before the committee of Arthur
" There is no incentive for a man living like me to bring children into Holllday, a gravedigger, who came in his muddy clothes and shoes to
the world. We have a boy, and my wife and I love children, but she tell the committee how he tries to get along on :;;40 a month. He pays
says it will be n blessing if we do not have more. At the present time $8 a month house rent, and his wife takes in sewing, "while a rich
there is no future for my boy; I have kept him out of school purposely, lady in Washington helps us out sometimes." Holliday was a big, powbecause it requires -clothes and things like that, and I have put it off' ei·ful fellow, but be confessed he had had little education and is tied
for a year or two. He is 6 now. We know married couples that will down to his job of digging clay ic the cemetery where a Nation's heroe
not have children. They can not afford to when the man makes only $2 are buried.
a day.
" This is not the time to change places," he said, discussing "an" Tl1ere are many men in the Government service who would like to other job." He wisely adtled:
come here, but they find it humiliating. It is humiliating to me. It
"If vou let one job get away from you, you may not get another.
isn't pleasant for s. man to come here and say be is working for so lit- That is why I have been holding on and asking for a rai e. but they
tle that be has to accept charity and to -show the clothes he has received keep putting me off'. How can a man live on $40 a month? "
through charity."
"I can not answer that," frankly said Chairman MAYER, of the subMiss Florence Etberide, temoorary treasurer of the Federal Employes' committee.
·
Union, submitted to the commfttee a letter she received from a $720 emThere was just a. line or two f1•om a widow classed as an " unskilled
ployee at the Naval Observatory. His name will not be printed becsuse laborer" in the Department of Agriculture. She wrote that her husof the sacrifices he has made. which he enumerated as follows :
band died of consumption. He left three sickly children. •'be is trying
· "I have lost my aviD."'s; I have lost my home; I have lost m:v wife; to support them on $30 a month. Her " salary " once was ., 40 a month,
I ha>e next to lost my children, and I have almost lost coura::;e ·to con- but she was reduced last July.
tinue the struggle."
WANTED TO KXOW IF llE WAS SIXXE.r. Oll M.\RTlTI.
He toltl bow he had started to purchase a home with thP savings acAn uncle wrote asking:
cum•Ilated while in the Army. Failing to meet his payments, the house
" Is my nephew a sinner or a martyr? "
was tal<en from him. He continues:
A number of years ago, he said, hts nephew came to ·w ashington anrl
" A.; the cost of living Increased yM.r by :rear our financial difficulties
i11c1-ra ed in proportion. in l'pitc of st:ricte t economy. We bad to dis· obtained a $2-a-day job. Children came. and the family began to run
continue attendance upon church because we could not contribute t() into debt. The "loan hark. ·• faste)lt'cl upon the bu ·band and fa the~

•

•

•
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and harassed him more and more · as he went more deeply into their
CiutchPs. Even a raise In salary did not extricate him. He took to
drink, deserted his family and became a wanderer on the streets, a
•: bum" in the parlance of those who travel the highways. :Kow be
thinl<s he can come back, but his uncle says:
" He is the logical victim of a system of compensation handed out by
the ·nite<l States Government."
Ple:uling that the committee will not make public her name, "because my husband might lose:.his job," which pays $40 a month, a
wife wrote, among other things :
"We have meat on Sunday. We have fire only in the kitchen stove.
When my boy asks me why I will not heat up the bed~oom I have to
tell him we haven't any coal. We never get a street car ride. My
little boy ltas one suit, which he wears to school and everywhere else.
TRYIXG TO FEED FAMILY Oil' EIGHT OX $70.

" If you consider us a part of the Government, why not give us the

opportunity to be a respectable part?" asked J. M. Black. who wrote
that be is Pndenvoring to provide for a family of eight on $70 a month.
..b. messenger in the War Department, recently stationed with the
h·oops on the Mexican border, writes from Douglas, Ariz.:
.
• " I have been for 15 years a messenger at $60 a month. After going
through the mill of writing your !if~ history for the examination papers,
after waiting for years for an appomtment, after swearing allegiance to
the United States Government on a half-dozen formidable documents,
an• . after being then placed on probation for six months, it is certainly
a brilliant achievement to " land " a messenger job paying the princely
sa:ary of $GO per month. A brainless Mexican peon can make more
than that here on the border around a soelter or mine."
Fourteen watchmen in the Treasury Department compiled a statement
of their ave:-age living expense~ and eliminating clothes, amusements,
hou el.old furnishings, and doctors' bills estimated from actual experience that it requires an average of $52.5 6 per month for family to exist.
:-:lome of these watchmen lave served, it was stated, at $720 a year for
more tLan 20 y-ears. They get 30 days annual leave, but only 10 days
sick leave, and no holiday allowances.
.
Another communication was signed by 19 employees of the Marine
Hospital Service at Baltimore. Their salaries range from $300 to $720
per annum, witL only one man receiving the higher figure.
Outdoor workme:J under the office of the Public Buildings and Grounds,
in this city, revealed that they are paid $1.60 per day, but they lose
•· rainy days!' Clear weather means low pay; rainy spells mean reduced wages or none at all.
Thirty-eight park watchmen under the same office get $840 a year.
They are quasi policemen, but they have no police fund. Joseph E.
Sho\vhan, who filed the petition, shows that many of these park em·
ployees are supportina large families.
'till farther uown the wage scale was J. A. Collins, laborer, in the
Library of Congress, one of the most magnificent nnd costly buildings
in the world. He struggles along on $450 a year and says: "Sometimes we suffer , for the necessities of life."
·
•· I can ·not let go of this $720 job because I am too old to get work
('lsewhere," is the brief but touching statement of a Department of
Interior employee.
Mi s Lula V. Harris, chairman of the committee representing the
examiners of the numbering division, Bureau of Printing and En~rav
ing, called attention to the fact that these examiners, doing a Wghly
important work, receive $700 a year.
:-:>ixty men in the rag-laundry division of the bureau receive $1.84 a
!lay and are sometimes furloughed without pay, according to a petition
filefl with the House committee.
" I want to marry, but I haven't the courage to get married on $60
a month," wrote another employee of the Bureau of Engranng and
Printing. " Many of us come from small towns, and until we get to
Washington we don't know how little you can do on what the Government pays."
.
·
Louise C. Neavitt, writing irl behalf of the girls in the Go-vernment
Printing Office, who recl!ive 5\1.75 a day, but who are given a "promotion " of 10 cents per day aftt.r seven years' service, says :
·• I know a widow supporting herself and three children on $1.75 a
day. She gets up at 5 in the morning and goes to bed about 11 at
night. She isn't a grouchy mother, either. If she can smile on this
wage, what would she do were she to receive $3 a day? "
},'rom the workmen at the Animal Industry Farm at Beltsville, Md.,
came a plea for the Nolan bill. They receive $40 a month.
George L. Cain, president of the National League of Government
Employees, who lives at Lynn, Mass., testified in favor of the bill,
declaring that:
" In the State penitentiary at Stillwater, Jl.iinn., there are convicts
who are able to make monthly as much or more than some Government
employees are earning. More than $80,000 was paid ou't to con>icts in
that penitentiary last year.''
NO CllRISTl\IAS GIFTS FRO.:U UXCLE SA:II.

"nut there are no Yuletide gifts to the employees of the United
Stutes," he said, "neither do they have a pension zystem."
·
Officials of a number of associations formed by classified service em·
. ployees were before the committee. Thomas F. l!'laherty, sectetarytreasurer of the National Federation of Postal Clerks, said that the
glowing circulars about the civil service sent out "by -some correspondence schools are responsible for the influx to Washington of many men
and women who think there is a career in the Government service.
·
The customhouse guards at the port of New York receive $840; the
Woman Binders' Union of the Government Printing Office (the binders
receive $2.20 a day) ; the unskilled laborers of the Internal-Revenue
Bureau, who get $660 a year; laborers and custodians of the Baltimore
customhouse, receiving from $300 to $720 a year ; and many other
underpaid employees, drawn from every branch of the great Government
establishment, · were represented before the committee.
No story told was of hope and contentment. Want, discouragement,
disillusionment, heartaches, the fight against odds constituted the keynot<'s of thls congressional hearing on the parsimony of a great Government and the penalties intllcted _by such a policy on thousands of helpless
and apparently forsaken employees.

Now, a great many of these salaries ha\e never been reclassified or revised since 1854. Most of the custodian force, which
comprises the watchmen, the firemen, the elevator men, and
other employees in the Government service throughout the conntry thnt take care of the public buildings, have had no revision
of their salaries since 1854. The only advance that has been
m:-ulc nntl the only :Hlvnnce thnt could be made without a general
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bill of this kind has been made with the annual increase of $120
a year. That is the only consideration these men have ever got
since 1854. That _applies to thousands here in- the city, in the
District of Columbia, and a great many more in every part of
the United States.
There has been consideration given to those that are taken
care of under lump sums in ·the District appropriation bill and
other bills here in the District. A few years ago we were paying $1.50 and $1.75 to common labor employed by the District
Commissioners. Now they receive from the District Commissioners a minimum of $3.25 a day, plus the $120 a year increase,
or $10 a month, which makes their mini~um pay $3.65 per day
here in the District. It is impossible to get the kind of labor you
need for this sort of work unless you pay this money. They
need to live. The struggle is terrific, and it is up to Congress
now to do something permanent.
·
Now, some people question the wisdom of legislating for a
minimum rate of pay. Each and every one of the executive <lepartments engaged in mechanical work or in c-o ntracting for
war work has come to the conclusion that it is better to have
a set minimum and hew close to that line than to have half a
dozen methods of payment and have a number of departments
bidding against one another, which creates a continual labor
turnover at a great cost to the Government. In lieu of that
they have established a minimum rate and recommend that it be
made general throughout the country, so that the Shipping
Board and the War Department and the Navy Department and
other departments will not be competing against one another
for men, thereby increasing the cost to the Government and
having this continual labor turno--rer, which means nothing but
loss of production and greater financial outlay. The Government itself is working out the policy now of a universal wage
rate for all of its employees in the mechanical establishments
and all of the employees of those they contract with. The War
Labor Policy Board, representing all the departments, is· now
engaged on that work. So is the wage-adjustment board of the
Shipping Board. So is the Railroad Wage Commission.
·
The President recently held up a revision of the wages in the
shipyards by tbe 'Vage Adjustment Board on the theory that it
was a poor policy for the Government of the United States to
pay one wage to a machinist and a boiler maker in the shipyard
and a different wage to the machinist and boiler maker on the
railroads or in other war industries. He has called all of the
representatives of these different wage-adjustment boards in
the \arious executive departments together for one specific
purpose, and that is to fix a minimum wage in all of our Go\ern·
ment activities that these various wage boards have to do with.
You can call it a minimum wage or a maximum wage, but it is
a standard wage to be applied to all industry in this country,
and so far as possible it is the expectation that those engaged
in other industries outside of the essentials will follow in line
and adopt it, so that there will not be any turn O\er of labor in
this country, due to war conditions or thereafter.
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\fr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. NOLAN. Yes ..
l\fr. STAFFORD. I am interested in the gentleman's statement. Did I understand him correctly as to the board of department officials who were seeking to re--rise the schedule of pay of
those in the departments when I understood that those are in
the mechanical departments of the Government?
.
l\Ir. NOLAN. I am referring to these boards connected with
the arsenals and the navy yards.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. I thought the gentleman said-maybe I did
not catch -him correctly-that there was a board in existence
to revise the pay of all the department employees.
Mr. NOLAN. No. The wage adjustment award is automatically put into effect in the Navy Department and in the arsenals,
because the character of work in the shipyards is similar to that
in the navy yards and arsenals.
.
1\fr. STAFFORD. No one who is acquainted with the con(li·
tions prevailing in the departments here and in the Government
service generally fails to recognize the need, the pressing need,
cf some revision of salaries, because those salaries have been in
existence on the present scale for years and years.
1\fr. STEVENSON. Mr. Chairman, will the gentlemnn yield?
Mr. NOLAN. Yes.
1
Mr. STEVENSON. Is this intended to cover the raHro:H1 employees also?
1\fr. NOL.ili. No; that is not my understanding. This bm, of
com·se, was· drawn before we took over the railroads.
Mr. STEVE:.~SON. This covers all persons employed lJy the
United States or the government of the District of Columbia?
Mr. NOLAN. Yes.
Mr. STEVENSON. While the United States is operating til
railroads, this bill without excluding language would cover them.
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1\fr. NOLAN. It would apply generally. I think the employee on the railroads render a very important. service.
Mr. STEVENSON. But there are very ma11y subsidiary employee about the tations who are employed on very minor dutieR, where it would be a tremendous hardship to the railroads
to require them to pay !)(}a month for that service.
Mr. LO:L\'DON. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. NOLAN. YeJ.
Mr. LONDON. So far as railroad employees are concerned,
they woul<l be excepted under this law by the provision which
requires that they should be two years in the employ of the
Government.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman permit a question
there?
Mr. NOLAN. Yes.
1\lr. STAFFORD. It is a moot question whether the railroad
employees are employee of the Government. That is a rather
clo e question. The Committee on Appropriations excepted
from the 120 horizontal raise the railroad employees because
it was believed they were outside the realm of strictly Government employees.
l\lr. BLACK. 1\fr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield for a
question, for information strictly?
Mr. NOLAN. Yes.
Mr. BLACK. In the present conduct of the Post Office appropriation bill they reclassified all the postal employees, making the compensation of the first class $1,000 a year. As I understood it, that met absolutely all the demands of the postal employees, and the only thiJ;lg they further ask is -that we make
that a permanent reclassification. As I understand your bill,
those of class 1 will be automatically advanced to $1,080?
1\!r. NOIJAN. As I understand it, those in the Postal Service
referred to are those in the first year.
Mr. BLACK. Oh, no. That is first-class substitutes. They
may serve a part of a year· or a part of a month, while as
substitutes they would not serve the whole year. The first year
of the appointment they will be in cla s L
Mr. NOLAN. They must be in the service two years.
Mr. BLACK. They are in the Government employ as substi-

tutes-

Mr. NOLAN. It says they must be continuously employed.
· Mr. BLACK. Probably that would exclude the first class.
:a-Ir. NOLAN. And they must have reached the age of 20 years.
I think they would have to be, under the provisions of this bill,
two years in the Postal Service.
Mr. BLACK. . What I was anxious to avoid was a new classification for postal employees, and there would have to be unless
the two-year proposition 1VOUld exclude them.
Mr. BANKHEAD. Will the gentleman yield?
j Mr. NOLAN. Yes.
Mr. BANKHEAD. What was the reason for putting in the
limitation that they must be employees who have been in the
service two years?
Mr. NOLAN. That was a committee amendment put in in the
Sixty-fourth Congress. There are a great many mes engers who
go into the Government ervice at the age of 14 to 16 years. Tbe
idea was, generally speaking, that this bill should apply to those
who go into the permanent civil service at 18, and th ey ought to
be in the service twa.years before being entitled to the higher
compensation; that during the two years they should be employed at the entrance salary and not paid the higher rate, and
so that limita tion was put in.
Mr. BANKHEAD. That is a satisfactory explanation.
1
! 1\Ir. ROSE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. NOLAN. I will.
1\lr. ROSE. I want a little information. I am not familiar
_with the methods of employment of those who do janitor service
in and about the public buildings. Since I have been occupying
an office in the House Office Building I have been observing
those who perform such service. I have ascertained that they
received the enormous wage of 25 cents an hour, beginning in
the morning at 6 o'clock. and are required to pay their treet car
fare to and from their homes. I am interested to know whether
thi bill would provide an increa e of salary for them?
·
l\fr. NOLAN. The minimum is 37~ cents for one hour of work
for tho e who perform le s than the regular .day's service.
Mr. ROSE. I was interested in knowing whether they come
under the provisions of this bill.
1\lr. NOLAN. Yes; the charwomen do.
1\fr. MONTAGUE. Will the gentleman yield?
l\Ir~ NOLAN. I will yield to the gentleman from Virginia.
1\!r. MONTAGUE- I notice in the report one of the chief consi<lerations is to proYide a wage sufficient to enable parent to
bring up their children in a decent and healthful condition of
mind anu bouy. W'"ith that in view, may I ask if the bill makes
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any discriminatory wage to people--to singie persons or to-·
married per ons?
l\?'· NOLAN. It does not. I will say that that is a question
which, to my knowledge, has at various times been raised
Nobody has successfully worked out a method where it could
be applied equitably and justly, due to the fact that you are
exacting the same sort of service from single and married men
or from men with or without dependents and from women with
or without dependents. The idea is if you can not give each
an.d every indiv~dual who performs the same service the sa me
consideration, as far as conditions and wages are concerned
it is liable to disturb rather than benefit.
'
l\1r. MONTAGUE. Could not you work out some such plan
as the allotment to the soldiers of this war-a certain wa .,.e
and so much additional for ench child anu the wife?
"'
Mr. NOLAN. It might be worked out on that basis I will
say to my friend from Virginia, but we thought if wee t~blished
a minimum it would be sufficient. Take the soldiers, for instance. We start out on the theory of "30 a month for the
private and 20 per cent additional for foreign service. Then
they take the family and work out the allotment . We worke<f
it out at $00 a month, or $3 a day, believing that that is as little
as any individual could get along with, and certainly not any
too much for a man with a family.
.
1\Ir. MONTAGUE. The result of the gentleman's answer
then, is that it is impractfcable to work out a uniform schem~
making a just discrimination.
Mr. NOLAN. Yes; as far as I know no busines , industrial
or commercial institution in this country has ever tried it successfully, and I am sure if they could work it out advan~
tageously it would have grown instead -of dimini hed.
Mr. MONTAGUE. Another question. In reading the report
the chief consideration for the wage. is the great increase in
the cost of living due to the abnormal conditions under which
we are now living?
l\fr. NOLAN. Yes. This was worked out before the war
and conditions have become more abnormal ince that time_
Mr. MONTAGUE. Would it not be wise to consider whether
or not we should in an abnormal period fix a rate of wages for
a normal period. Would it not be better to confine it to th&
ex:istance of the war and then say when the war is over-Mr. NOLAN. The bill was introduced in 1913, prior to the
war, when the cost of living was goin~ up gradually, and it has
become abnormal since that time. Let me refer to the tatement of the gentleman from North C:uolina in his pre enta.tion
of the revenue bill before the House and leave it to the judgment of the Honse as to when we are going to get back to
normal conditions. As I understood the gentlenmn from North
Carolina, his prophecy was t hat even after the war is over,
even after demobilization takes place, the expenditures of this
Government would be somewhere near three or four billion
dollars annually as compared with a billion before we entered
the war.
Now, I do not profess to be a student of economics, especially the higher economics, and I just want to comment upon
a certain sta tement which he made. He predicted this country
would see 50-cent corn, 70-cent wheat, and JO-cent cotton, practically putting us down where we were in the nineties in this
country. Now) I leave it to your judgment how _are we going
to raise three or four million dollars after this war i over
on 50-cent corn, 70-cent wheat, and 10-cent cotton? I spoke to
the .gentleman from North Carolina [l\lr. KITCHIN] u whil ago,
instead of looking at the report, and found out that five and
one-half billion dollars out of this $8,000,000,000 revenue bill
is being raised from excess-profits and incomB taxe . It leaves
two and one-half billion dollars to be raised from internal-revenue taxes and every other metlrod of taxation the committee
could think of. · Now, prior to our entrance into the war our
a nnual receipts from income taxes were omething like $80,000,000 a year, which means we have got to carry on these
excess-profits taxes and income taxes or some . other form of
taxation or else we can not get enough money to run this Government. You can not "do it on 50-cent corn, or 70-cent wheat
or 10-cent cotton.
Mr. MONTAGUE. The price of cotton is fixed abroad.
l\lr. NOLA..l"'l. Cotton is a staple. and the price is a world price.
All prices of staples are world prices. You have to have revenu~

Mr. MONTAGUE. If we spend all we receive, where are we
to reduce taxation?
Mr. NOLAN. You have got to have high prices to produce
your revenue.
Mr. MONTAGUE. Just a sugge tion on this line. If we increase the civil pay roll of all officer , how does it make high
prices for the products sold in this country?
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1\Ir. NOLAN. I uo not say the increased pay rolls do it.
l\lr. MONTAGUE. Salary or wage'!
l\lr. NOLAN. I say you have got to have high prices to get
great revenues.
1\fr. 1\IONTAGUE. Can we legislate high prices?
l\lr. NOLAN. No. Take, for instance, your revenue bill. You
start here and say you have to have so much money, and you
fix the expenses of the Government, so much money for bonds,
interest, and redemption, or else . we will have to repudiate our
bonded indebtedness, and we are not going to do that as a Nation.
Now, to get that we haYe to levy taxes; you have got to levy
taxes on inuustry, on commodities; you have got to levy taxes
on incomes and exce s ·profits, and for the Government to tax
these profits and incomes business and industry must get high
prices, which means high living costs. We are never going to
go back, with three or four billion dollars fixed ex:penuitures
in this country, to 50-cent corn or 70-cent wheat or 10-cent cotton,
and I hope the time will never come when we go back to those
prices, because nobody can live on the farm anu produce things
at that price. So I say you are going to have, compared ~
prewar conditions in this country, abnormal conditions wTth
regard to prices, and when prices are high wages must be high
accordingly, and the prosperity of the country demand you give
the people consideration. We should be in industry fair to the
workers as regards hours, wages, and working conditions, and
the Government of the United States should be the first to set
the example for the private employer to follow. To bear out
the statement regarding abnormal prices that these underpaid
employees here and elsewhere are called upon to meet, I insert
a table compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor:
AUGUST 29, 1918.
The Department of Labor authorizes the following:
Below is shown what the same food that cost $1 in July, 1918, cost
one month a go. on e yea r ago, and five years ago in Washington, Baltimore, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and San Francisco:

July,

June,

1918.

1918.

July,

July,

1917.

1913.

--------------·!----1---- --------

~~~i~Ji~~~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~a~~i~.i~...•. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Chicago.................................. .
San 1!'rancisco ........................... .

$1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

$0.98
.98
.97
.98
.97
.98

W.92

$0.54

.54

.83
.83
.86
.90
.82

.57
.59
.59

.63

The next table shows what food that cost $1 in July, 1913, cost in
July, 1918:
July,
1913.

Washington .................................................. .

Baltimore .................................................... .

~~~~~i~:.·. ·. ~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Cbicn~o ....................................................... .
San Francisco ............................... ·....... _........ ..

.

$1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

I

July,

1918.
$1.85
1.84
1. 77
1.68

1.69
1. 58

Summarizing the figures, the purchasing power of $1 in July, 1918,
as compared with July, l913, five years previous, had shrunk to 54
cents in Washington and Baltimore, 57 cents in Philadelphia, 59 cents
in New York and Chicago, and 63 cents in San Francisco .
Stating this in another way, the increase in the cost of food during
the five-year period was 85 per cent in Washington. 84 per cent in Baltimore, 77 per cent in Philadelphia, 68 per cent in New York, 69 per
cent ln Chicago, and 58 per cent in Sun Francisco.
.
In the one-year period from July, 1917, to July, 1918, food advanced
22 per cent in San Francisco, 21 per cent in Washington and Philadelphia, 20 per cent in Baltimore, 17 per cent in New York, and 11 per
cent in Chicago.

I just want to call attention to this. There must be some
justification for legislation of this kind and there ought to be
some well-founded principles in asking for it. Now, the tendency of the time is to fix a living wage, and in fixing that they
generally fix a minimun: wage.
1\Ir. BLACK. Will the gentleman yield for a question right
there?
Mr. NOLAN. I will.
1\fr. BLACK. There is a provision in your bill that says it
shall apply to those who work by the month or year and they
should put in a full day's work. Now, I want to know what a
full day's 'York is; how many hours?
Mr. NOLAN. A full day's work in the District of Columbia,
generally speaking, is understood to be seven hours. Throughout the country it is an eight-hour day. Now, most of the custodian force and those in public buildings work are on a 30-days
basis with two weeks off a year. They do not get Sundays or
holidays off and their pay is fixed by the month.
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1\Ir. BLACK. No>r, charwomen, for instance, who have charge
of a building, are they rated as monthly or annual employees'?
1\Ir. NOLAN. Yes; if they work four hours a day they get
$1.50 for the four hours.
l\1r. BLACK. Are they paid now by the hour?
Mr: NOLAN. Some are paid by the month; a short >rhile ago
some received as low as $240 per annum.
1\fr. BLACK. If they are paid by the month they w-ould not
get this $3, or $1,080 per annum.
Mr. NOLAN. No; not under the terms of this bill.
1\fr. BLACK. I want to know why they do not get the $1,080.
1\fr. NOLAN. If they perform a full day's service, they do.
1\Ir, BLACK. That is what I had in mind, and I propose to
offer an amendment when we get to it that defines what a full
day is, which is eight hours.
Mr. ·NOLAN. Of course, in the District here we have had
quite a controversy over that, and the President vetoed a bill
which carried an eight-hour provision-not less than eight hours
a day-but the general order of employees 11ere work seven
hours a day. I think in the mechanical departments they work
eight hours.
1\Ir. BLACK. Does the gentleman think we ought to include
any employees >rho work less than seven hours, >re will say, to
get this $1,080?
l\fr. NOLAN. No; a person employed monthly or on an annual-salary basis, who is required to perform less than a
full day's service, shall receive compensation at the rate of not
less than 37! cents an hour.
1\fr. BLACK. I >rould really like to see this definite and
clear.
Mr. NOLAN. I am not a lawyer, but the lawyers on the com.
mittee feel that covers the case thoroughly. We went over that,
as we wanted it to be clear on that particular point, so there
would not be any opportunity for contention, and they get the
benefit of the 3n cents an hour if they perform less than a full
day's service.
Mr. BLACK. But if they work here by the month they do not
give any amount of time and, whether they work one or two
hours, they get $480 if I am correct.
lVlr. NOLAN. I can not tell you just exactly the system in
vogue here for keeping time, but I presume there is some system.
In the House Office Building, when the charwomen come over
there, they come at a certain time in the morning and they
finish at a certain time before we arrive. And in the evening
it is the same; they ha-ve a head charwoman, who keeps tab
on· them. And it would be a Yery poor system if they did not
have some check on them.
:Mr. SLOAN. Will the gentleman yield?
1\fr. NOLAN. I yield.
1\fr. SLOAN. Will the gentleman explain fully, so that our
people out in the country will understand it, why seven hours
constitutes a full day's labor in the District of Columbia and
,eight hours elsewhere? I am not saying this in the way of
criticism, but, as a matter of explanation to about 100,000,000
people, I think that distinction ought to be made clear.
Mr. NOLAN. I will say to my friend from Nebraska that I
was opposed to the so-called Borland rider, and I thought we
discussed that for hours and days here. It was eventually
passed and sent to the President, and was vetoed, the reason
being given that a change of conditions was not thought de·
siJ.·able; that these people had been brought into the service
curing the last 20 years, with the understanding, advertised by
the Civil Service Commission, that seven hours constituted a
day's labor in the District of Columbia, and if they changed the .
conditions now it was a violation on the part of the Federal Gov·
ernment of its contract. He elaborated on that, and more so
than I could, I will say to the gentleman.
1\Ir. SLOAN. More than you could, or probably w-ould.
Mr. NOLAN. I am trying to get now what you might ca.ll-1\fr. SLOAN. Trying to establish by authority what you
>rould not affirm on your own responsibility.
1\fr. NOLAN. I am trying to establish by law something that
will benefit the under dog.
·
1\Ir. SLOAN. One would be a little more " under " than the
other in this case; those outside of the District a little more
"under."
Mr. NOLAN. That can be corrected, and it has been at
tempted to correct it by legislation, which failed. I am now
trying to establish a living wage, a minimum wage.
Mr. SLOAN. Do you think that a seven-hour basis in the
District of Columbia is proper while it is eight hours a day in
your glorious State of California'?
Mr. NOLAN. Well, I will say to the gentleman, that is n.
long story, and I would like to have time to discuss it, a.nd I
can not discuss it in connection with this bill.
4
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Mr. <J NNON. Will the gentleilliOl yield right there?
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the gentleman a
Mr. NOLAN. I yield to the gentleman from Illinois.
question?
· 1r. CANNON. I not ice the exception is that the provisions
Mr. NOLAN~ Let me develop .this mi.n:imum proposition first.
of this bill shall apply only to those person who have been in
Mr. HASTINGS. I just wanted to ask this question: About
the employ of the Gm-ernment of the United States or in the how many employees would this bill affect? In other words,
employ of the Government of the District of Columbia for the how many regular employees of ·t he Government of the United
p ·iod of the past two years. I ±hink "the past two -years" 'States are there who now receive less than 3 a day? I did
ouuht to be stricken out .and also "who shall hnve attained the not have time to look o-ver the report carefully. I glanced over
age of 20 years."
it hurriedly, and .I do not find it.
Now, there is another provision here that it shall not apply
1\-fr. NOLAN. It is in the recapitulation of the total estimates.
to postmasters. Well, there are about 40,000 fourth-cia post- Tilat is on page 15 of the J.'eport. After the bill was reported
musters.
.
and I was commissioned to make the report, in May, 1916, I
1\Ir. NOLAN. I will take the last one. . 'The statement was got :from each and every executive department and independCllt
m de to our committee that a great many of the fourth-class establishment of the Government-and the originals are on the
postmasters have some little business in ·c onnection with their :table llere--a statement of the number of employees benefitecl
post:ruastersb.ip, and that the postmastership does not take all and the cost.. Y~n will find that it shows that at that time, in
of their time.
Tow, wB figured, as the gentleman from 1916, there were G6,000 employees of the Government of t:ha
Texas here stated, that the question of postmasters is entirely a United States and the District of Columbia that would benefit
matter that ought to be taken eure of elsewhere. Inasmuch as by this bill, and so far as we can possibly estimate--although
there was a cla.s ificution bill here before the Committee on the War Department at that time stated that their figures were
the Post Office and Post Road , that committee would gi\e these high rather than low, because we have since then excluded th~
po tmaster consideration.
Philippines and insular pos es ion.~it would amount to someMr C~l\..NNON. To which I agree. But you say "post- where from nv~mty-two to twenty-four millions, all told, the fir t
masters." Now, the fourth-class postmasters, I think, ha\"'e the year. Since then yon have given to all of these employees $120
power to appoint deputies ·In the service of the United Stutes, a year increase, which amounts to -over $7,000,000. My informaand a deputy would be entitle<l to l,Ilore pay than a fourth-class :t:ion is that there .are few employees coming into the Government
po tmaster.
service now who receive les than $3 a day.
1\lr. NOLAN. If be put in the full hours' service in the Postal
1\fr. HASTINGS. Then there would not be a great increase?
SNvice he probably woul<l get 37i eents an hour .for ·each hour
Mr. NOLAN. It is figurecl that between fifteen and sixteen
he worked. ·
million dollars woulil be the cost of this bill the first year.
)1r. CAI\'"NON. And there is the power in 40,000 postrriasters,
No\Y, I want to call your attention to the annual report of the
each <Qne of them, to have a UCl}uty, and som of them two. .
United States Steel Corporation for the fiscal year ended De1\Ir. NOL~W. I think the administration would see that postal cember 31, 1917. On page 2G of that report, under the .subhead·
reTennes were not u ed for thi purpose.
ing of "Employees and pay roll," it tells the average numher
1\Ir. CAl'-.TNON. If you make it to apply to -postmaster~ it of employees in the service of all companies in 1917, in com·
ought to apply to deputy po tmaster . Do you not think o?
parison with 1916. The total number of employees in 1916 was
Mr. M..illDEN. If the geatleman will yield, I will say that 252,608. The total number of employees in 1917 was 268,058.
fom·th-cln s postmasters have no deputies and have no power to · The total salaries and wages paid in 1916 was $263,385,502;
appoint them.
in 1917 it was $347,370,400. The average salary or wage pe1•
l\Ir. (JAJ\"'NON. I beg the gentleman's pardon. If he .has not, employee per day of employees, exclusive of general udministrathen the law has been changed.
tion and selling force-and I call your attention to that; that
1\Jr. MADDEN. Third-cla:s postmasters hnxe, but ·fourth- is the reason I am quoting these figures-the average of nil
cia. po tmaster ha\e not.
salaries exclusive of general administration ·and selling force,
3.\I.r. C.Al\'NO~. If a fourth-class postma ter is sick .for a which are the highest sal"Uried employees of the Steel Trust, in
m ·th there is an official there, and he is a deputy, and made J916 was -$3.29, and for 1917 the average of those employees
such by the postmaster.
was $4.10.
Mr. 1\0LAN. The reason the two-year limitation wa put
Now, they give the average of the total force, including the
in by the committee was because of the fact that a good many administrative force, us $3.36 for 1916 and $4.16 for 1917.
of the employees are below the age of 18 years-messengers and
You might say that that is no indication of what they are
th like of that-and they felt that inasmuch as thls was per- :paying for the minimum wage, but their present minimum wage,
manent law it was intended to benefit tho e who had been in the .or the minimum wage in the early part of this year, may be
employ of the United States for at least two year .
gathered from a newspaper article concerning wages paid by
1\fr. CAJ\'NOX Do the Hous employees and the Senate em- the United States Steel Corporation, which employs son:-e
ployees come under the provisions of this bill?
200,000. This article says that they pay their day laborers 3.80
l\1r. NOLA.i~. If they are ernployeo--s of the United States, I per day, compared to $2 per day paid in 1915. That is almo t
think they would.
double what common labor recei\ed in 1915. Since this article
Mr. CAN.[~o:N. In one ense they are employees of the was published they have advanced wages by 20 per cent, and
United States. They ar employees of Congress. They are not the pay is now something over $4 a day.
in the civil ser-vice.
1\fr. NORTON. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\fr. NOLAN. It say any person employed by the United
M:r. NOLAN. Yes; I yield to the gentleman.
State or by the Government of the District of <Jolumbia.
.M.r. NORTON. This is proposed .to be permanent law?
Mr. CANNON. Very \Yell. I think it doe not apply to th-e
1\Ir. NOLA...~. Yes.
employees of· the Hou e and Senate.
Mr. NORTON. And it will hold good niter the war is o,·er,
. 1\Ir. :KOLAl.~. I would not be able to give my friend a legal , when wages will decrease very materially?
opinion on that. I do not :know how that has been generally
Mr. NOLAN. Was the gentleman hel"e when I made IL'Y stateapplied. I know they applied the $120 a year annual increase ment about that?
to the House employee .
1\ir. NORTON. No.
Now, on the question of a minimum wage, therB have been
Mr. NOLAN. The gentleman from North Carolina [Mr.
many decisions of the War Labor Board, who are conducting KITcHIN] the other day, in discu sing t11e revenue bill, when he
hearings regarding industry throughout this countcy, wherein presented it to the House, stated he figured that the annual
they fix the wage , under a general proposition, at 45 cents an expenditures of this Government after the war would be soruebour, or $3.GD for an eight-hour day.
thing like $4,000,000,000, and that our .exces -profits taxes .and
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentlemnn from Oalifor- income-tax sections are expected to yield $5,500,000,.000. He
nia has expired.
said we would then get back to 70-cent wheat and 50-cent corn,
Mr. STAFFORD. ~r. Chairman, I do not :think that ·all of and lower prices for other commodities. nnd I stated that I
the time under the control of the gentleman was used by him.
would like to know how any student of eeonomics would get
1\Ir.....,.OLAN. I did not want to takB all the h(}ur.
$4.000,000,000 from such prices as those. People l.luve got to
1\Ir. STAFFORD. We have been using 15 minutes of the have money to purchase the staples of Hfe, at least, and those
gentleman's time.
staples are going to be high, because manufacture<l .articles will
~fr. NOLAN. I would li -e to take 15 minutes of the hour be high, and the r-efie."'r irom staple articles and manufactured
that .has not been used on the other side.
articles goes right down tbe line .into everything that goes into
The CHAIRI\IAN. Without objection, the gentlet.ll'.,'Ul 'vill the cost of living. So that r do not thlnk we will ever get back
proceed for 15 minutes.
in this country to the time when we are going to get down to
There was no objection.
low wages. Even the f.armers will have to -pay considerably
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·above what they paid for prewar labor, nnd almost as much as
Mr. RAGSDALE. The gentleman does not say that. It says
they pay now, if we are going to raise this sort of .T evenue.
that the provisions of "this act shall not apply to persons en1\lr. 'NOHTON. I trust that after the war those who are en- listed in the military branches of the Government, nor to per_gaged in productive occupations will receive more than they sons reeeiving quarters and subsistence in addition to their compensation." You make two classes, fust the _military branch and
ever received before.
•
I want to call the gentleman's attention to tllis: Has he taken then you discriminate by making another class those receiving
into consideration the fact that .this permanent law will affect quarters and subsistence.
all Government employees, and contract work on river .and har.Mr. NOLAN. Yes; this is for those who receive pay and
'bor improvements, where labor employed by private concerns is receive .n o subsistence, clothing, .or quarters. I submitted the
not receiving as high a minimum wage as this?
bill to the '\Yar Department and made certain exceptions as to
Mr. NOLAN. ·I will state to the gentleman that I do not the Philippine Islands, an,d it was those who receive nothing
know of any instance in any section of this country where for else from the Government but the monthly or day pay. That is
:some years past you could go and get a man for much less than ·the only reason for discriminatory classes.
$3 a day. To give an illustration, here is what ls going on in
1\Ir. RAGSDALE. Does the gentleman think it is right forthe District of Columbia. I have marked a few items in last ' the Government to come in here and except the service of the
11igllt's Washington Times. The Washington Railway .& Elec~ military b1~anch of the Government at this tifne, and then write
tric Co. wants men, beginning at 43 cents an hour for the first a law that is discriminatory against them upon the advice and
three months, 46 cents an hour for the next nine months, and 48 approval of anybody?
cents per hour thereafter, .making an eight-hour day about $4. .
Mr. NOLAN. The gentleman -mistakes the purpose of this bill.The same Tate of pay for the employees of the Capital Traction
1\.11·. RAGSDALE. I am not talking about the purpose, I am
Co., and they can not get men. They have let down the bars in -talking about the result of it. Here are men getting $30 or $40
every direction, ~playing men as old as 50 years. Going over n month working in this branch of the Government, and at the
here you find a dri"rer offered $18 a week for a horse and wagon. same time other men under similar conditions get $90 a month.
Another place, labor for warehouse work $4.18, apply at the
Mr. NOLAN. It is under~i:ood, at least a year or two ago,
Americnn Railway & Express Co. Labor on a theater building, "from those conversnnt with the facts, the chairman of the l\1ili40 cents per hour. Here is another, $1.9 a week, time and a half tury Affairs Committee, that the cost-subsistence, quarters,
for Sundays and holidays-Corby Co. Here is one .instance rations, clothes, and so forth-was .about $1,200.
where they want colored dishwashers, $60 a month; good treat~ ·
Mr. RAGSDALE. But the gentleman has not applied it in
ment; no Sunday work.
'here to those who get ·that, because he makes two classes of
Jf we are going to have-and I am satisfied we are--high prices, people : First, those who are enlisted in the military branch of
this is n<>t based on abnormal conditions. It -will be a fair rate, the Government only-that makes another class-and persons
a living wage for Government employees after the war.
.receiving quarters and subsistence.
I want to call the attention of the House ·that niter the war ~
1\lr. NOLAN. Exactly the point I wanted to make.
is oyer we are going to .g ive a preferential status_, as we should,
The CHAIRMAN. The time of -the gentleman has expired.
to the soldiers fighting our battles in France, and their d~pend
Mr. NOLAN. J\Ir. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to
ents ; and if I had my -way I would let down the bars of the .extend my remarks in the · REC01ID, and I wi11 reserve the balcivil service and give the men absolute preference. I want to ance of my time.
see tlte man that has lost an arm or a leg and is a cripple get
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection. [After a pause.] The
these watchmen's positions, messengers, and such positions as Chair hears none.
they can fin, and see that they get a living wage.
l\fr. LONGWORTH. Will the gentleman.take a few minutes
l\Ir. NORTON. Will the gentleman yield?
to answer a question?
1\lr. NOLAN. Yes.
Mr. NOLAN. I will take five more minutes.
lUr. NORTON. "That is -a worthy sentiment on the part of the
1\fr. LONGWORTH. I do not know whether the gentleman bas
gentleman.
covered this question, because I was not in the room all the time,
Mr. NOLAN. I know that the gentleman agrees with me.
but I would like to know how broad the term is, " any person
l\lt·. NORTON. Entirely. But is the gentleman in favor of employed in the Govern.m~nt." win it include, for instance,
paying relatively more to Government employees thnn is paid railroad service. telegraph and telephone service, including teleto men who are doing .private work in private occupations for graph .girls and messenger boys?
the same kind of work?
Mr. NOLAN. Who have reached the age of 20 and been em~
1\lr. NOLAN. Under the competitiYe system wages are largely . played by the Government two years after they are employees
det('rmined according to circumstances. Whether we like it or of the Government of the United States. I am not a lawyer and
not, the law of supply and demand works in abnormal and I could not give a legal opinion on it. When this bill was writnormal times, whether abnormally good or abnormally bad. ten we had not taken over the railroad or the telephone senice
Whether organization takes piace or not it is bound to have an of the country, and of course that was nQt the idea; but if they
influence. I do not want to see the Government of th~ United are in the employ of the Government and have been employed
States go below the standard, and I think the rate they ought to by the Government for two years-stand up to is the rate in this bill. and give every man a chance
:Mr. LONGWORTH. I think it is a safe guess that the rail- .
to make a living and a fair chance to bring up his family in a roads and telegraphs and telephones will be under the control
decent and :n healthful manner. If this will hc'lve an effect on of the United States for two years after the war.
the private employer to pay a ·living wage it will be of great
l\1r. NOLAN. If they are employees and are in our .am·vice two
benefit.
-years-that is, continuously-and have reached the age of 20
l\1r. NORTON. The gentleman would not want $2 paid in years, then they would receive the benefits of this bill.
I now yield to the gentleman from Alabama.
priYate life and compel those people who can not get more than
$2 a day to help pay the taxes to pay the employees $3 a day.
Mr. HUDDLESTON. A moment ago the gentleman made the
l\1r. NOLAl~. I want to see these men which you say can not statement about the wages paid by the United States Steel Corm a ke any more--l say a man is worthy of his hire, and I hope poration. I want to call attention to the fact that the Steel Corthe time will never come when a contractor will attempt to pay poration has a subsidiary in my district which employs perhaps
less than the social conditions require to give a man and a 20,000 men in that district, and they are paying their coal miners
w oman a proper chance to ed ucate their families and take care less than $4 a day, and their common labor, of course, is much
of them honestly and decently. If that is so, w~ will bnve a below that.
bett~r dtizenship, and that is the principle that underlies this
Mr. NOLAN. T said $3.80. I do not know as to coal miners.
minimum-wage bill.
1\lr. HUDDLESTON. Who are working by the day. Of course,
l\1r. RAGSDALE. Will the gentleman yield? ·
the miners who work upon the tonnage basis, some get more and
Mr. NOLA.i"'f. I will yield to the gentleman from South Ca ro- some get less, according to what they do, but those who are
lina .
working on the day basis get as low as-I do not remember the
Mr. RAGSDALE. In speaking of preference that should be figure, but I think it was $3.84 per day, ami the scale ran do\\'!1
made in behalf of the soldiers when they return, I was struck from that to something about $2.50 a day. I do not call attenwith the allusion to the military branch of the Government here, tion to this for the purpose of refuting any arguments the gentlein ' Yhich you provide that this act shall not apply to the military man makes, but to expose that method that the Steel Corporation
s er~ i ce.
is guilty of at this time.
lllr. NOLAN. The id~a was not to conflict with the regular
1\fr. NOLAN. I yield to the gentleman from Mississippi.
pa y that is provided f or the Military Esta blishmen t, because it
l\Ir. HARRISON of Mississippi. I '\\anted to ask the gentlewould raise automatically the pay of the enlisted man in the -man "-by he provides here tha t the provisions of this shall not
service.
·
apply to certain persons. You do not make it apply to rural car-
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rier s, but you make it apply to those holding appointments as
postmasters.
l\lr. NOLAN. It excepts postmasters.
1Ur. HARRISON of l\lississippi. But does not except rural
carriers. There are certain rural carriers in the country who
operate a triweekly route. What do you do with those? They
get about $GOO now.
l\lr. NOLAN. Persons employed on a monthly or annual
salary basis who regularly perform less than a full day's service
shall receive a compensation at a rate of not less than 37t cents
an hour.
l\1r. HARRISON of Mississippi. Did the gentleman's committee consider that in reference to rural carriers?
1\fr. NOLAN. We considered that if a man is employed at less·
than a full day or a full month he is put into the hourly rate.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. "'ill the gentleman yield?
Mr. NOL..<\N. I will.
.
Mr. STAFFORD. Would it not be advisable, in view of the
fact that the Post Office Committee has taken such good care of
its employees and the further fact pointed out by the gentleman
from Mississippi that there are rural carriers employed at least
six days in a week on routes only 8, 9, or 10 miles where the
sen·ice only requires a few hours, which under this law might
be considered a full day's work and would receive the full
amount, that postal employees should be excepted from this bill?
l\lr. NOLAN. I thought possibly under that proviso they
would be paid at the 37~ cent an hour rate.
l\lr. STAFFORD. No; that would not compensate them sufficiently. I take it that the rural carriers -of the country if paid
3U cents an hour then their salaries would be reduced one-half.
~1r. NOLAN. It says not less than 37! cents, and will not
reduce the salary of any employee or interfere in any manner
with the employees of the Postal Service or any other branch
of the Government service now receiving above the rate set in
this bill.
l\lr. STAFFORD. Take, for instance, a short route. There
nre a few cases where the routes are no longer than 8, 9, or 10
miles.
1\!r. NOLAN. I will say to the gentleman substitutes are now
receiving 40 cents an hour.
Mr. STAFFORD. I am speaking of the rural carriers regularly employed each day, and your bill will raise the salaries of
rural carriers in those cases by some four or fiye hundred dollars. It is not planned to reach those cases at all.
l\lr. l\lONDELL. This bill would not reduce anybody's salary.
1\!r. NOLAN. No.
l\lr. LONGWORTH. Will the gentleman yield?
1\lr. NOLAN. Yes.
Mr. LONG,VORTH. The gentleman stated in his opinion all
persons now in the railroad or telephone, telegraph service, or
whatever it may be that the Government has taken over, are
included. That was not so when the bill was originally introduced.
The CHAillMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
1\Ir. NOLAN. I will take a minute more. I will take just
five minutes more, though I will probably not occupy that much
time.
Mr. LONGWORTH. Is it now the desire and intention of the
committee that they should be?
1\lr. NOLAN. Yes; I think that those employees who are,
after all, paid from the revenues, and I think every revenueproducing arm of the GoYernment can be and will be operated
so it will take mre of the fixed expenses. Now, the telephones
and telegraphs together and the railroad corporations, they
are income-producing public utilities.
It can be fixed so that if we are going to operate them they
will be operated on the same basis as your Postal System, and
pay their way. We have recently corrected some abuses in regard to a deficiency in second-class postal rates, and that is as
it should be. They ought to pay for themselves, and I think in
the administration of the telegraph and telephone and the railways rates will be so arranged that they will pay the fixed
expenses of salaries, wages, and anything else, and after two
years any of those employees should be entitled to the benefits
of the bill.
Mr. DENISON. I ask the gentleman if the 1~ailroads and telegraphs uo not have to pay more than pay their way? They are
expected eventually to pay some interest to the stockholders
and bondholders.
Mr. NOLAN. I am in hopes we will do one thing or another
before the two years will have passed, whereby they will come
within the provisions of the bill. We all hope the European war
. wi1l be over, and then we are going to determine what will
happen.
1\lr. DENISON. We have already determined that.
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Mr. NOLAN. We have in a way. Every institution in this
country makes fixed charges for raising wages. It is up to us
to see that we have got money enough to pay them. The
Director General of the Railroads raised passenger and freight
rates, and stated it was fol' the purpose of paying the higher
wages fixed by the Railroad Wage Board.
1\lr. DENISON. Congress has already determined that after
a certain time they will go back to the owners.
Mr. NOLAN. · Who knows what another Congress might do
by that time?
1\lr. ESCH. In the original draft of the railroad-control bill
there was a section making railroad employees Government
employees, and we eliminated that from the bill because various
representatives of various brotherhoods <lid not wish to have it
incorporated, because if incorporated it made each employee subject to the compensation act.
Mr. NOLAN. Under the terms of this bill that would not
be unless it was amended.
Mr. ESCH. 'Ve have the Wage Board, under the Director
General's office, that takes care of that matter, anyhow.
Mr. NOLAN. I haye here the original award of the Wage
Commission.
Mr. TOWNER. 'Viii the gentleman yield?
Mr. NOLAN. I will.
Mr. TOWNER. I wanteu to call attention to the fact that it
was the theory and the purpose of the Postmaster General to
merge the telephone and telegraph systems into the general
Postal Service. In other words, to postalize the telegraph and
telephone systems. There are very many of the various branches
of the Postal Service that do not pay their way and some that
more than pay their way, and so it does not make any particular difference whether or not these different branches are merged
in the general Postal Service.
l\lr. NOLAN. The present revenue bill provided a method of
taking up the slack in one particular where a certain service of
the Government was rendered to the publishers, and it was very
costly, and we tried to modify that so the annual deficit would
not be so large.
·
l\lr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time, and I yield
five minutes to the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. FoRD~EY].
1\Ir. FORDNEY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I have been n
l\lember of this House for nearly 20 years. I have never in tentionally made a misstatement of facts about any Member of this
House. I never have in that time attempted to take from any
other Member of this House any laurel in order to build up my
o~n reputation.
.
A truth half told is worse than a falsehood itself. Once upon
a time a minister and an infidel were arguing Scripture. The
infidel said to the minister, "I can show you in the Bible where
it says,' There is no God.'" The minister said," You can not do
anything of the kind." The infidel immediately produced a
Bible and held it up and said, "Look there. It says, 'There is
no God.' " " Oh, yes," the minister said, " but, you hypocrite,
take your thumb off the upper· line." And when he did, the
passage read, " The fool hath said in his heart there is no God."
The gentleman from Alabama [1\Ir. IlEFLIN] a few minutes
ago on the floor of this House said that if the Republican Party
came back into power-and I was not on the floor at the. time
he made the statement, but the information was given to methat if the Republican Party came back into power the Hepublicans of this House would follow 1\Ir. FoRDNEY, of Michigan, in
legislation, and that Mr. FoRDNEY had moved to strike out the
excess-profits tax. He did not say when or where or in what bill.·
I want to call the attention or the House to what I did.
On February 1, 1917, before our Government bad taken a part
in this gt·eat war, there was a revenue bill before the House,.
and I did move to recommit that bill, and here is what my
motion to recommit had to say:
I move to recommit the bill II. R. 20573 to the Committee on Ways
anu Means with instructions to that committee to report the bill back
to the House immediately with the following amendment: "8trlke out
all of title to excess-profits tax, being sections 200, 201, 202, 203, 204,
205, 206, and 207, reading as iollows."

That w·as- before tile war. To prove to you that I was correct then and that my good bosom friend from Alabama was
w-rong, I voted for that motion to reconunit, and Mr. HEFLIN
voted against it. I contended then that I was correct in my
views, and I am going to insist now that I was correct, and
prove, by the remarks of a man speaking for the allministration
before the \Vays and l\leans Committee a few weeks ago, to my
bosom friend from Alabama, that he was wrong then and that
I was right, and that I am right now and that he is wrong.
Here is what Secretary McAdoo said before the 'Vays and Means
Committee on August 14, 1918, when giving his views upon the
preparation of the present ren~nue bill now before the Senate.
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I most loyally supported and yoted for eYery provision in that
bill, and I voted for the bill:
Mr McADOO. The exc~ss-profits tax must rest upon the wholly indefensible notion that it b n function of taxation to bring all protits
down to one l evel with relation to the amount of capital invested and
to deprive industry, fore~lght, and sagacity of thei.r fru:i.ts. The exeessproJits tax exe ~pts capitAl and bm:dens brai.ns, ability, and energy.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Michigan
has expiretl.
1\ir. NOLA. N. 1\lr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman five
minutes more.
The CHAIRl\fAN. ·The gentleman from Michigan is recognized for five minutes more.
1\lr. FORD~"'EY. I thank the gentleman very much. I read
further:
The excPSs-profl:ts tax falls less heavily on big business th:In on small
business, because big business is generally overcapitalized and small
busine ·s is often undercapitalized.

1\lr. McAdoo said that in time of peace an excess-profits tll.X is
indefensible. [Applaul':e.] When I made the motion to stlike
from the bill the excess-profits tax provision this Government
was not at war with any :nation _in the world. Further:
Hut though these great defects l.n the excess-profits tax lead me very
strongly to reeomm~>nd that you should seek additional soUl'ces of taxatiou in the war-profits tax and not in an increase of the excess-profits
tax, I have from the beginning favo-red the continuance of the existing
excess-profits tax, with its inequalities and its ~justices •. because tp.is
1s not a time when the TrensUl'y can afford to d1spense w1th any eXISt1ng source of revenue.

Therefore, let me sny to the House and to my good friend,
I haTe never used wind to get votes at home. I have ne>er
played to tile gallertes in the 20 years of my service in this
House. I .have neYer made a false statement intentionally
against any man. [Applause.] I have never attempted to tear
down any man's chimney in order to get material to build mine
lli.gher. [A:ppla use.]
I submit to the gentleman !Tom Alabama that the administration is ·with me, and here is the evidence. 1 was eorrect then.
So says the Secretary of the Treasury. I am correct now.
So says the Secretary of the Treasury. [Applause.] Put that
in your pipe and smoke :tt. [Applause.]
1\Ir. Chairman, I yield back the remainder of the time given
to me.
l\lr. MAHER. 1\fr. Clmirman, I yield to the gentleman from
Illinois [l\Ir. SABATH] 10 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Illino-is is recognized
for 10 minutes.
l\Ir. SABATH. l\Ir. Chairman, under the clo..'lk of protecting
the American laboring man the Honse voted yesterday for a
prohibition bill. I then stated that the labo-ring man did not
seek that protection at the hantls of certain gentlemen; that, on
the contrary, they were opposed to the measure then pending.
To-day, 1\Ir. Chairman, we have a Teal measure before us that
tends to do justice to the Ameriom laboring man, and I regret
exceedingly that so few of those men who were so busy yesterday
in behalf of t11e cause of labor, to which, however, labor objeets,
are not here to-day helping the cause of this real meritorious
labor measure.
l\Ir. l\fONDELL. 1\lr. Chairnw~ will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SABATB. Not now. Later on.
Mr. l\IONDELL. I want to agsure the gentleman that most of
the men who voted for the prohibition amendment are here.
Mr. SABATH. I do not yield to the gentleman. I hope that
-the statement of the gentleman is true, and that we will find
th e~e gentlemen voting for this bill and at all times voting as
solidly for the labor measures as they have voted for the prohibition measures, but I doubt it and have good reason questioning
tile gentleman's statement.
Mr. MONDELL. I assure the gentleman that they will.
Mr. SABATH. 1\lr. Chairman, we shall shortly see.
l\lr. Chairman, I congratulate thf' chairman of the Labor Committee and I congratulate the membership of the committee on
reporting this bi11 to the Houge. Two years ago my corn..m.ittee
succeeded in recommending n bill having for its purpose the same
object. I then tried to amend it to include all the underpaid
laboring men, because it did not go far enough, because it included only a. certain clas of Government employees. Therefore, I repeat that I mu t congratulate the Committee on Labor,
and especially the chaix:man of that committee, in bringing in
"the bill before us to-d<ty. It is a bil-l that is entitled to the favor::tble vote of e>ery well-meaning and honest Member of tllis body.
I ha.-e noticed that the report accompanying this bill gives an
extract from the report of Prof. Keen, of the University of Washin~tou, us to the. cost of living.
We who pa-y some attention,
and ~re obliged to pay some attention, to the cost of living do
not need this report. We must recognize tbe fact and are aware
that the cost of living, due to the war, has tremendously in-
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creased, and to-day it is absolutely impossible for the poorer
class of lnboring men even to exist, not to live, upon the f'mall
salaries they are receiving.
Having that in view, and being familiar with the conditions,
I inn·oduced last session a resolution and a bill providing for
the increase of salaries of an Government employees from :tO
per cent up to 25 per cent, and I regret exceedingly that we have
not been able to provide that needed increase for those employee$.
But, on the other hand, I am mightily pleased to have the chance
and the opportunity to-day to vote for this Nolan bill. I think
it is a measure which will produce a great deal of good. I think
it will have a tendency not only to do justice to the Government
employees, but it will also have a tendency to increase the low
wage to laboring men the country over. For that reason I hope
this measure will be enacted without delay, not only in this
House, but also at the other end of the Capitol; that it will become a law ·without much ado or great delay. [Applause.]
1\lr. Chairman, I yield back the remainder of my time to the
committee.
Mr. MAHER.. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman on the other
side use some of this time?
1\Ir. NOLAN. l\Ir. Chairman, I yield five minutes t() the gen·
tleman from South Carolina [Mr. STEvENSON}.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from South Carolina is
recognized for 1ive minutes.
1\Ir. STEVENSON. Mr. Chairman, I am not opposed to the
plinciple of this bill, but I am opposed to it, broadly stated, as
it is. In tbe first place, it embraces every employee of the rllil·
roads, telephones, and telegraph. The gentleman. from NPw
York made the point awbile ago that they would not be affected
at present, becaus-e they have not been two years in the empioy _
of the Government. That is true. but there is no limitation on
the life of tllis bill.
1\Ir. NOLAN. Will the gPntleman yield?
1\Ir. STEVENSON. Yes.
Mr. NOLAN. The gentleman from Wisconsin [1\Ir. EscH] in·
formed the House that the railroad employees were particularly
excepted as Go-..ernment employees in tne o-riginal railroad bill.
1\lr. STEVENSON. They are not embraced as Government
employees?
Mr. NOI...A..c'l. No.
Mr. STEVENSON. Is that true of the employees of the tele·
phone and telegraph?
Mr. BLACK. It is not; and in the bearings on a bill we
recently had the Solicitor of the Post Office Department gave it
as his unofficial opinion that the-y would be employees, although
he admitted tllat he had not looked into-the matter.
1\lr. STEVENSON. That is certainly one thing that should
be guarded against. Then there is the other proposition, that it
shall not be allQwed to extend beyond the period. certainly not
more than a year after the termination of the war. The gentl~
men say it can be revised after the war. I think it is better to
fix it so that it will have to be revised after the war, and not
wait until you can get both Houses and the President to agree
on the revision.
The gentleman fmm California stated awhile ago that it was
predicted that we would have• 10--cent cotton and 50-cent wheat
and 50-cent cor.n after the war.
1\fr. NOLAl"'f. That was not my prediction.
lllr. STEVENSON. And that ·we would have to raise a great
deal of revenue~ and be did not see how it could be raised. If
we are going to keep up the salaries above what they ordinarily
are, that will not be one way of raising revenue with ch-eap
corn, cheap cotton, and cheap wheat. The gentleman was right
when he said that this will have a tendency to raise the wages
of e>erybody who works, including farm labor. Take the proposition to-day, and, while I do not know mueb about ra.ising other
commodities, I do cotton, and every pound of cotton has to be
picked. The colored women do it, and they do it better than
anybody else. They do twice as much as any charwoman around
here. They pick, on an aYerage 100 pounds a day, and it takes
15 days of labor to gather one bale of cotton; at $3 a day, you
would pay $45 for ga tberii:J.g a bale of cotton, and you would
have $5 left for the cotton when it was sold at 10 cents. You
do not want to get matters arranged so that it would jack up
wages to snch an extent that it would stop the raising of cotton.
.It is the same way with regard to labor that goes into the corn
and into the wheat field, and therefore it ought to be limited to
the termination of the war. I agree that people are suffering
from the low wages that are paid them here, and they ought to
have relief. Nobody can live in the city of Washington decently
on much less than $90 a month. Therefore, in so far as that
part is concerned, I am in favor of the bill, but I am opposed
to it being unlimited.
Mr. ItAGSDALEl~ Will the gentleman yield?
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Mr. STEVENSON. Yes.
Mr. RAGSDAL.E . The bill specifically prohibits the war
workers from getting the benefit of the bill.
1\lr. STEVENSON. If they have to be here two years before
they get the benefit of it, I take it that in justice this Government will give it to them before they have been here two years.
If they do not, it will not accomplish the purpose for which it is
intended.
There is another provision which applies to those who receive
quarters and subsistence in addition to the compensation, that
they shall not come into this class.
Now, the Government provides dormitories for housing. If
you leave that provision in, it will apply to those living in the·
dormitories.
l\1r. NOLAN. No; they are not receiving them as quarters;
they are paying for them. The Government is providing them,
but they pay rent.
:Mr. STEVENSON. It will be just as well to make it clear
and have no discrimination against people working, but we
should limit it to one year after the war is ended.
Mr. MAHER. 1\lr. Chairman, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from Wyoming [Mr. l\Io "DELL].
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Chairman, as a member of the Committee on Appropriations, my attention has been repeatedly called
to the very low salaries that the Federal Government pays in
many lines of employment. That is true not only now when the
· cost of living is abnormally high, but it has been true for many
years in the past. The Federal Government has inadequately
paid many of its public servants even when the cost of living
was much lower than it is at this time. That being the case,
how iiL'POrtant it is when the cost of living has doubled that
we shall by legislation fix a reasonable, minimum wage, and
from which these salaries can be graded upward.
The Committee on Appropriations of the House and the Congress has endeavored to at least partly meet the situation. Ten
per cent advance last year in salaries of low-paid employees, a
fiat raise of $120 a yeltr this year, provision made in the current
appropriation bill w~eby some increases could be paid to employees of the Bureau f Printing and Engraving, who have been
scandalously underpai for years, some increase in the pay of
the employees of the Asylum for the Insane and elsewhere, but
generally there has been no considerable increase in years. We
have reached the time when a minimum of $3 a day certainly is
low enough, as a minimum above which we can adjust Federal
salaries all along the line. I have some doubt of the wisdom in
the provision in this bill which e~cludes from its benefits those
who have not been employed for two years, although I understand there r¥-Y be some good reason for that. If in the administration of this law, which only establishes the minimum wage,
administr~tlye officers are fair and reasonable, there will be a.
general advance of wages even to those who are not directly
affected by the legislation. In view of that fact, unless the committee. having the bill in charge agrees to it, I do not know that
I shidl offer an amendment which I have contemplated, striking
from the bill the provision which excludes from its benefits
those who have been two years in the employ of the Government.
We have been very slow in advancing the wages of Government
employees. We have had good serv~ce from them almost universally. They have been loyal, they have been faithful, and
this is rather tardy justice to those loyal and faithful employees
who have been receiving less than a living wage.
Mr. NOLAN. I desire to ask the gentleman how many requests has he over on his side?
Mr. MAHER, One.
Mr. NOLAN. I have only one on this side and I yield five
minutes to the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. SMITH], the rankIng minority member of the Committee on Labor.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. 1\Ir. Chairman and gentlemen of the
committee, if our national prosperity and progress depends upon
one thing more than another it is upon labor. I believe that the
man or woman who works should receive sufficient compensation
for his labor, ·which will not only permit him or her to purchase something to eat and wear but will permit them to lay up
something in the due course of time to provide for a rainy day
and give them a Christian burial. I think it is admitted and
generally understood that it is difficult at the present time for a
person who labors to make both ends meet and pay 50 cents for
a pound of butter, 50 cents for a pound of beefsteak, EO or 60
cents for a. dozen eggs, pay twice as much for sugar, pay more
for clothes, and get along now when he barely earned wages
enough to subsist before high prices took place. The wage provided in this bill woulu just pay for board and lodging at a
hotel here in' ,Vashington. I was a laboring man a considerable
portion of my life and know wages were not too high then. If
u person does a. day's work he should get a living wage. It is not
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to the discredit of any person because he has to work. Labor is
the principal asset of a majority of our people.
1\Ir. GORDON. Will the gentleman yield right there?
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. I will.
Mr. GORDON. 'Vhat is the minimum average wage now of
Government employees?
1\Ir. SMITH of Michigan. Well, I do not know, I will say to
the gentleman, but the minimum-Mr. GORDON. Did the committee investigate that question
to see what it was?
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Yes.
Mr. GORDON. How did you determine this would make a
reasonable pay? If you did not know what wages are now,
then certainly you do not know how much this increase should
amount to.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Yes; we took into consideration
the cost of living, and we know that the people who are working
for this wage1\Ir. GORDON. You knew they wanted it.
1\Ir. SMITH of Michigan (continuing). Can not live but
rather subsist upon the wage they are receiving. Why, I have
heard that a man or woman ~eeping the floor in one of the
factories in Michigan and doing janitor work is paid $5 a day.
Mr. MADDEN. And they are sweeping up parts of the Ford
machine so as to make new machines.
Mr. NOLAN. I would state to the gentleman the Committee
on Labor held hearings to the extent of 423 pages, and we got
from the department estimates. The total estimate of the number of employees, as well as the total cost, is in the hearings.
Mr. SMITH of 1\lichigan. And that wage, I understood, was
about $1.60 a day, and that testimony was taken two years ago
before the cost of living was so high. This is a meritorious bill.
I think they will earn the wages specified, and I think if we
are going to retain their employment and their services that it
is necessary to give· them this increase. I think I would r;educe
the 21 years of age to 18 years. We now enlist men to do the
most severe service that is possible to impose upon them at the
age of 18 years.
Mr. GORDON. And at-the minimum wage-$1 a day.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. At $30 a month and their keep.
It was estimated before the war that each soldier cost the Government more than $1,000 per annum. With prevailing high
prices, I think it costs more than that now.
The CHAIRMAN. The time t>f the gentleman has expired.
Mr. NOLAN. Mr. Chairman, I yield five minutes to the gentle.
man from Kentucky [Mr. FIELDs].
1\Ir. FIELDS. Mr. Chairman, I am for this bill because I
believe that it is right, but there is one provision of it I am not
for, and that is that part of the bill which confines the benefits
of the bill to those who have been in the employ of the Government for two years or over. The activities of the Government
have increased in the District of Columbia. They have :ulvertised .for people, appealed to their patriotism to come here from
all parts of the country and accept these positions, and as the
various activitie_s increase, as the higher p1iced salaries increase, so must the positions paying lower salaries increase,
because these positions are essential to the maintenance of the
whole establishment. I say it is unfair to appeal to the patri·
otic workers of this country to come here and help win the
war and then say that they can not receive as much compensation as the man who has been in the service for over two years.
Mr. BLACK. Will the gentleman yield for just one momenU
1\Ir. FIELDS. Yes.
Mr. BLACK. 1\Iost of these clerks who come to Wasl1ington
come here under civil service; and is it not a fact that practically all of them get more than $1,000 now who are coming?
Mr. FIELDS. The bill, of course, does not apply to that
class.
1\Ir. BLACK. I am calling the gentleman's attention to it.
l\lr. FIELDS. I am talking about the labor. It costs one
man as much to live in the District of Columbia as another.
l\1r. MADDEN. Ob, no.
Mr. FIELDS. I mean in the same class of work. I nm
speaking as to labor; I am speaking of elevator men or clerk's
or laborers on the street or in whatever capacity they may be•.
It costs one of them just as much as it costs the other to live.
The one is as patriotic as the other if he performs his ta k as
well, and to say that a man who has been here two years shall
be given an increase and the other man who is laboring by his
side shall be denied that increase is class legislation. It is
unfair ; it is unjust. And if some other Member does not offer
an amendment, I propose to do so at the proper time, strih.'ing
out the words that provide for that discrimination. I am willing that it shall apply to · those above 20 years. I think it
would be proper to put it down to 18 years, for the two indi·
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Tiduals who work side by side, performing the same service,
should receive the same consideration. I am absolutely ·opposed to any such discrimination, and I hope that this House
will not stand for it.
1\Ir. LONDON. Will the gentleman yield?
· 1\fr. FIELDS. Yes.
· 1\fr. LONDON. I agree with the gentleman, and I desire to
make this statement: It seems to me that the committee in
adopting this two-year provision tried to overcome the objection of those members of the committee who argued that the
allurements of a $3 minimum wage would bring a rush of employees from all over tl1e country. I do not believe there was
much to that argument of the minority, but the committee inserted that provision in order to overcome that objection.. I
entirely agree with the gentleman, though, that it should go out.
1\lr. GORDON. Is there not something in tile proposition that
a man that has been employed in the same service for two years
is worth more money? That principle is recognized in the
Post Office Department, and they get an automatic increase o:t
$100 a year for the first four years.
1\fr. FIELDS. l\fany men have come from similar classes of
service in the country to perform these duties. They are just
as skilled; they are just as efficient; they are as strong and as
willing, and they are of as much benefit as the men who ha-re
been here for a number of years.
1\Ir. SLOAN. 'Vill the gentleman yield?
. l\1r: FIELDS. I will.
Mr. SLOAN. I was interested in what tile gentleman said
about the discrimination. I understand this applies to the
seven-hom:. laborers in the District of Columbia the same as it
does to the eight-hoiir laborers elsewhere. Does the gentleman
stand for that discrimination?
1\Ir. FIELDS. If the bill provides too much pay you should
decrease it on all alike. You should not give to one man a
certain salary and to another one, who is laboring by his side
and doing the same service, a less salary. u · is unfair and
unjust.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expire<J.
1\fr. 1\fAHER. Mr. Chairman, I yield two minutes to the gentleman from New York [1\lr. LONDON].
l\Ir. LOND_O:N. Mr. Chairman, the question asked by the
O'entleman from Nebraska [Mr. SLOAN], as well as the question
to which the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. GoxnoN] has addressed
himself, oTerlooks the principal object of a minimum wage law.
There is a certain minimum below which a worker can not be
permitted to go. There is a certain compensation which can
not be diminished without destroying the capacity of a human
being to live the life of a man. That is the. ba~i.s of mi~um
wage legislation. I do not know whether this b1ll accomplishes
it because it does not provide for a minimum compensation
that one is to receive for service. It provides for a minimum
rate of compensation. This is particularly true as far as persons who are employed by periods less than a whole year are
concerned. This bill contains the desire for minimum wage
legislation, it contains the principle. I do not believe it accomplishes a minimum compensation. The only thing valuable
about it is that it fixes a certain standard, a certain basis, below which no man can safely exist. That is all there is to this
minimum wage bill, and I hope there will be no opposition to it.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from New
·
,Y ork bas expired.
Mr. 1\IAHER. 1\fr. Chairman, I ask for the reading of the
bill under the five-minute rule for amendment.
The CHAill:MAN. Debate has concluded, and the. Clerk will
read the bill for amendment. .
The Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That after the beginning of the first fiscal year
following the passage of this act the minimum compensation of any
person employed by the United States or by the government of the
District of Columbia shall be not less than $o per day; or i!. employed
by the hour, not less than 3H cents per hour; or if employed by the
month, not lr!SS than $90 per month · or if employed by the year, not
less than $1 080 per annum: P1·ovidea, That persons employed on a
monthly ·or o.imual salary basis and who regularly perform less than a
full day's service shall receive compensation at the rate of not less than
37?1 cents per hour: Provided further, That the provisions of this act
.shall not apply to persons enlisted in the military branches of the Government nor to persons receiving quarters and subsistence in addition
to their compensation, nor to the employees in the Philippine Islands,
Porto Rico the Territory of Hawaii, the Tertitory of Alaska, and the
Panama Canal Zone, nor to persons holding appointments as postmasters: Provided further, That the proyisions o~ this act shall apply only
to those persons who have been contmuously m the employ of the Government of the United States or in the employ of the government of the
District of C<>lnmbia for a period of not less than two years, and who .
shall have attained tbe age of 20 years. ·
·
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The CHAIRl\IA....'i. · The gentleman from Wyoming [Mr. 1\IoNDELL] is recognized.
Mr. l\101\TDELL. 1\fr. Chairman, I offer an am-endment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Wyoming offers an
amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows :
·
Amendment offered by Mr. Mo ·nELL: Page 2, line 9, after the word
" persons," strike out all the remainder of line 9 nnd all of lines 10,
11, and 12, down to and including the word " and."

l\lr. l\IONDELL. l\fr. Chairman, at the beginning of the consideration of this bill I had in mind offering this amendment.
After discussing the matter somewhat with some members of
the committee, I had concluded not to offer it. But after thinking of it further, I have concluded that, in the interest of fairness, the bill should be amended as I now suggest.
l\lr. LONGWORTH. l\lr. Chairman, I nsk that the amendment be again reported.
The CHAIRl\IAl.~. Without objection, the amendment will be
again reported.
The amendment was again read.
1\fr. MONDELL. Mr. Chairman, the effect of my amendment
is to strike from the bill that provision in. it which excludes
from its benefits those who have been employed by the Government less than two years. The proviso as amended then reads:
That the provisions of this act shall apply only to those persons who
shall have attained the age of 20 years.

It lea"es that part of the proviso as it was, but it trikes
from the bill the provision that excludes from its benefits those
who have not been employed two years.
Now, Mr. Chairman, there may be some arguments, I have
no doubt but what there are, in favor of the provision as it
stands in the bill. But against that is the unanswerable argument that there is no justice in paying one wage to. a person
who has been employed two years or more and a lower wage
to one doing the same work but who has been employed less
than two years. We should apply the same rule to all who are .
doing the same class of work under the same conditions. .
Mr. DENISON. Is :not this difference in wages, depending on
the difference in length of service, l'ecognized in the wages paid
to postal clerks all through the system?
Mr. MONDELL. Oh, that is true; because that is a class of
work requiring considerable skill; but the postal clerk receives
a pretty fair wage at the beginning. He receives a "ery fair
wage at the start, a much better wage after he has become more
proficient-after he has acquired more skill.
We are fixing a minimum wage, and, assuming that $3 is as
low as the minimum should be fixed, on what theory, then, shall
we refuse to the man or the woman who has been employed
less than two years what we declare to be the reasonable
minimum?
Mr. FIELDS. 1\fr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HAMILTON of Michigan. Mr. Chairman, may I ask tile
gentleman a question for information?
Mr. MONDELL. Yes.
Mr. HAMILTON Qf 1\Iichigan. Why is the age fixed arbitrarfly at 20 years?
Mr. MONDELL. I suppose it was so fixed by the committee
on the theory that there are employed by the Government quite
a number of people under 20 ye~rs of age-1\Ir. HAMILTON of Michigan. Who are doing just as good
work as the employee who is over 20.
?tlr. MONDELL. They may be in certain cases, yet in many
other cases they are learning their work; they are getting
something of an education in the public service.
:Mr. HAMILTON of Michigan. Does not the gentleman's
argument also hold good-Mr. :MONDELL. That is not my provision. It is in the bill
as presented. If the gentleman desires to offer an amendment
to that, he can do so.
1\Ir. HAMILTON of Michigan. I thought that the gentleman,
inasmuch as he is opposed to the discrimination, might perhaps
offer an amendment.
Mr. 1\lONDELL. I think the gentleman from Michigan will
agree that what might be considered a fair minimum wage for
a person of mature years, and possibly one with family responsibilities, might be moi·e than a fair minimum wage for a
younger person, without those responsibilities and without those
expenses. I assume that was the thought of the committee when
they approved that provision.
Mr. HAMILTON of 1\lichigan. I see that element in it.
Mr. 1\IONDELL. A young person under 20 who has not hnd
e>..rperience or training, the committee evidently thouglit, should
not come under the bill.
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The CHA.I Rl\.1~.... The time of the gentleman from Wyoming
has expired.
Mr. BLA..CK. :r.Ir. Qhairmun, I rise in opposition to the
nmendment of the gentleman from Wyoming.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Texas is recognized.
l\Ir. 1\lADDEN. l\fr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry?
! The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. MADDEN. Are amendments in order at any time, or are
we considering amendments as we reach the language in the
bill?
Mr. WALSH. We are acting .under the five-minute rule.
1\Ir. :MADDEN. Are we in committee1
Mr. 'V ALSH. Yes.
1. 1\fr. FIELDS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield to me'?
The CHAIRMAN. Amendments are in order affecting the
paragraph under consideration.
1\Ir. FIELDS. 'Vith the permission of the gentleman from
Texas, 1\Ir. Chairman, I would like t{) offer an amendment to
the amendment, so that it may be pending, not to come out of
the time of the gentleman from Texas.
~fr. BLACK. I did not yield for that purpose. I think the
gentleman had better follow me, and offer his amendment then.
1\fr. FIELDS. All right.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Chairman, 1 want to call the attention of
the Hou e in a very brief statement to the situation that would
arise if the amendment of the gentleman from Wyoming [Mr.
MoNDELL] were adopted. During the present session of Congress we pa ed the Post Offi.ee appropriation bill, which. among
other things, reclassified ull of the postal employees. In the
former classification act the lowest grade was $800, the next
grade $900, and tlre nex.t grade $1,000, and :from that on np to
$1,200. In the reclas ification pLm adopted at the present session we provided that hereaft-er the compensation of grade 1
shall be $1,000, and grade 2 $1,100, and grade 3 $1,200, and on
up to $1,500 for the sixth grade. That was the identical classification plan the letter earriers' organization favored, that the
ra!Jway mail clerks' orga.nization :favored, and that the postal
clerks' {)rganization :favored, and they were absolutely satisfied
with it so far as 1 have ever heard, and all that they ask now is
that we make it permanent law at the next ses ion of Congress.
But if the amendment of the gentleman from Wyoming is
adopted, then grade 1, that now receives $1,000 a year, will
:recei\e $1,()80 as soon as the law goes into effect. And what
will. we be confronted with at the next session of Congress?
We will be confronted with -the ituation that inasmueh '3.S we
ha\e provided to pay ,g rade .1 $1;080, that therefore grade 2
ought to be $1,.180, and grade 3 ought to be $1,280, and grade 4
ought to be $1;380, and so on up. And what would it cost to
make this additional incr·ease of $80 per grade1 If my memory
serves me correctly, we have about 85,000 employees now in
tho e three different employments in the Postal Service, viz :
Letter carriers, postal clerks, and railway mail clerks. and the
total cost of that one item alone, if w-e add $80 to the salary of
each employee, would be $6,800,000. And so I submit that an
amendment of this kind ought not to be adopted.
When the gentleman from California [Mr. NoLAN] made his
able speech in presentation of this bill I called the situation
.whi-ch I have just mentioned to his attention, .and he gave a very
satisfactory explaaation by stating that the bill can'ied a provision reading as follows: " P ·r ovided further, That the provisions
:o f this act shall apply only to those persons who have been
continuously in the employ of the Government of the United
States for a period of not less than two years." The foregoing
provision sa"\"eS the bill from the com;plication jnSt referred to.
There may be other complications of that kind, but, happening
to be a member of the Committee on the Post Office and Post
Roads, I recalled these particular instances. I think it would
be ,~ery unwise for the House to adopt the amendment of the
gentleman from Wyoming, which seeks to eliminate from the
bill the provision which makes the minimllDl-wage requirement
apply only to those Government ~:ployees who have been in
the service for more than two years. .
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BLACK. l will.
1\Ir. MONDELL. Would the gentlana.n like to have the postal
employees excepted from the amendment?
Mr. BLACK. I certainly would, if the House is going to adept
your amendment. But I do not think we ought to adopt it. I
think the bill is wisely written in the respect which the amendment seeks to change and ought to remain as it is. [Applause.]
Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Chairman, 1 desire to offer an amendment to this amendment.
Mr. FIELDS. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment to the
amendment offered by the gentleman from Wyoming [Mr. MoNDELL], which I send to the Clerk's desk.
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'rhe CHAIU:MAN. The gentleman from Kentucky offers an
amendment to the amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk rea d as follows:
Mr. FIELDS offers the following amendment to the amendment offered
by Mr. MmmELL: Page 2} line 9, strike out all of line !} after the
word " who," and all of lnes 10, 11, and 12, and on lin e 13 strike
out the word " twenty " and insert in lieu t her e<>f th e word " eighteen," so that the proviso will read;- "That the provisions of this net
shall apply only to those persons wuo shall have attained the age ot
18 years."

Mr. FIELDS. Mr. Chairman, I offered the last part of the
amendment to strike out the word u twenty" and insert in lieu
thereof the word ueighteen " for the reason that the Government has adopted the policy of placing upon the boys of 18, 19, and
20 the labors performed by men. The most arduous labor that
is performed anywhere, the military service of the country, is
now laid on the shoulders of boys of that age. The country
has said that they -are able to perform that duty as well or
better than men. and having taken that position we can not
now consistently discriminate against the boys of that age who
labor.
In re.ply to- the remarks of the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
BucK], I want to say that very few people affected by this
bill are in the clerical positions of the Post Office Department
or elsewhere. Most of the men to whom the provisions of this
bill will apply are the laboring men of the District of Columbia
and in Government operations throughout the country.. No
private institution in the country anywhere adopts a system of
that character.
The private industries of the country could not run with a
wage system of that sort. Suppose a manmacturing plant in my
district or in yours should post a notice that it will pay tho e
that have been with it two years or more $3 a day and those
coming into the service from this time shall receive only $2.50
or '$2.75 a day. Do you supp-ose they would get any laborers'?
And if they did, if circumstances forced some men to come in
anu take their places by the side of men that had been there
two years, performing the srune labor that the new employees
must perform, rendering the same profit to the manufacturer
as other men were rendering, would it be right to pay one $2.50
and the other $3 a day? It would not.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FIELDS. I will.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. If my friend from Kentucky will l<:lok
in the paper, he will see that thing in the street railways-that
they are paying men so much the first year and so much tho
second and so mueh the third.
1\lr. FIELDS. That is in a class of· labor that requires skill,
and it takes time to acquire it. 'But there are men who have
acquired a ~owledge of the work that they are to do before
they come, and they render just as good service to the Government the first day they work as the man who has been in the
employ of the Government for years. Gentlemen, we can not
afford ro discriminate in that way. It is unfair and it is unju t.
The high ·c ost of the laboring man has C()me within the last
year. The great demand for labor in the Government activities
of the country has developed within the last 18 months, and
most of these men who have come in ~ince this great rush started
have gotten experience and serve the Government as well, do
just as efficient work as the man who has been in the rvice
for years, and yet they are discriminated against by this bill, Jf
it passes without the amendment which I have offered, or its
equivalent. Such discrimination is not right. It makes me mad
to think of it. [Applause.]
Mr. NOLAN. 1\Ir. Chairman and gentlemen, Members who aro
offering these amendments are proceeding upon a wrong theory.
This bill was never intended as a war-emergency measure or to
take effect to-day to meet present-day conditions. It is a prOl)Osition to establish a principle, the ·principle of the living wage.
If gentleme:p will read the bilL they will find in the very first
section that after the beginning of the fiscal year next after the
passage of this aet it takes effect. If the bill passes the House
and goes to the Senate and passes there before the 4th of next
Mareb. it does not go into effect until the beginning of the next
fiscal year, and that will give the Appropriations Committee an
opportunity to investigate the cost of it and make appropriations
.a.ccordingly.
If you adopt the amendment of the gentleman from Wyoming,
you might as well o.dopt the amendment of the gentleman from
Kentucky [Mr. FIELDs]. If this were a temporary mea sure, if it
were for the existence of the war, the arguments would be good.
This measure will have ·a beneficial influence. Tho people that
.are coming here today are not the people employed at low salaries. "I will say also that the great mass of the employee in
the District of Columbia: when we had the bill under consideration, were getting $1.50 and $1.75, and since that time I have
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made
into it and they are now receiving in the
District of Columbia, the laborer on the streets $3.25 a day plus
40 cents provided in the annual increase of $120. They had
trouble and "ent out on a strike, but they have fixed the "ages
now so that they get, as I say, $3.25 for an eight-hour day, plus
40 cents, which makes $3.65.
There are a class of employees in the District of Columbia
that will get the benefit of it. They are the watchmen, elevator
operators, the firemen, and a lot of other employees. '.fhe most of
tllem have been here over two years and will get the benefit of
this bill. You can not hire men to-day in the District of Columbia for the amount of money provided in this bill.
Mr. LOBECK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. NOLAN. Yes.
l\1r. LOBECK. It will apply to every customhouse in the conntry where watchmen are engaged?
Mr. NOLAN. Absolutely; but gentlemen are talking about
men coming here to-day. The idea of the bill is to provide permanent legislation to give some consideration to these employees
'vho have seen long service. We had before our committee one
man from the Printing Office down here, a laborer, in 1916, who
30 years before came from the city of Cleveland and received
compensation for his services of $2 a day.
And the day he came before our committee, 30 years after,
he was receiving the same pay of $2 a day. That is the situation we are trying to take care of in this bill. If it was an
emergency measure, we would have an em~rgency provision,
but this is permanent legislation. 'Ve are trying to do something of permanent benefit to the lower-paid employees. The
two-year limit was placed in and the 20-year age provision, because we felt that those who go into the Federal service go in
generally at 18 years of age and we wanted to prohibit the
payment of this money, $3 a day, $90 a month, to messenger
boys of 16 years of age and under ami we are trying to establish permanently a living wage. · It is not for to-day or tomorrow, but it is for all time. That is the principle underlying
this bill.
l\Ir. FIELDS. I will say my amendment does not apply to
tl1e 16-year-old boy.
Mr. NOLAN. I say that if the amendment of the gentleman
from Wyoming is adopteu we might as well adopt the gentleman's amendment, but the idea of the- committee, it was not in
the original draft of the bill, was to give some consideration
to those who have been longest employed.
Mr. BURNETT. Will U1e gentleman yield?
Mr. NOLAN. I will.
Mr. BURNETT. This bill was no doubt drafted before the
beginning of the present fiscal year. Does t11e gentleman propose to offer an amendment so as to make it effective at once
because otherwise it 'vill be postponed until the 1st of July
of next year and will not meet the emergency.
Mr. NOLAN. I will say to the gentleman the sooner it goes
into effect the better I would be satisfied. I have not any
illusions about its speedy passage in the Senate. They will be
engaged upon the war-revenue bill and if we can get it through
before the 4th of Mru·ch I think it will be looking to a permanent benefit and everybody will be satisfied to get it. Those
who. are interested have not asked for this amendment.
Mr. FIELDS. I want to submit this observation to the
gentleman. Probably the organizations have not, maybe a few
men who- have been employed less than two years have not
gone into the organization, but a ruan does not have to belong
to an organization to get my ear if his cause is right, for I have
just as much interest in a man who does not belong to an
organization as a man in an organization.
Mr. NOLAN. My time is running along.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expireu.
.Mr. NOLAN. One minute more. I will say there is no one
in this House who questions my sincerity or my interest in the
\Velfare of the man down below.
l\1r. FIELDS. I am not questioning that.
Mr. NOLAN. But we are trying to do the big thing in this.
I have tile kindliest sympathy in the world for everybody who bas
come in within the last two years, but what I am interested in
is that when this bill eventually passes that those in the Government employ sometime will get the benefit, and if we load
the bill down it is going to meet with more determined opposition.
l\lr. SABATH. The gentleman's opinion is that this amendment should be uefeated?
l\fr. NOLAN. I think the bill ought to be left as it is.
Mr. STAFFOB.D. l\1r. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word. 1\lr. Chairman, I can not agree with the author of this
bill that there is any difference between the substitute offered
by the gentleman from Kentucky an<.l the p_roposal of the gentle-
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Iman
from Wyoming. There is a railical ilifference, because one
seeks to apply the minimum wage to those of 18 years and
above, and tile bill as reported uy the committee to those only
aboYe 20 years of age. I wish to call the attention of the committee to the fact that there are hundreds of high-school students who are brought into the Bureau of Standards to receive
advanced education who receive a nominal salary as low as
$540 or $660, who receive this nominal salary in 1·eturn for the
education they receive, who would be entitled to the $3 a day
minimum if 18 years was the limit, who would not be entitled to
it if 20 was the limit I think the committee-and I believe
the chairman will bear me out-fixed 20 years so as not to
apply to these messenger boys. We have around the Bureau of
Pensions, for instance, a large number of messenger boys who
came into the service at 16 nuu have remained there. They
receive only $480 a year,- and when they reach the age of 20 or
thereabout they are promoted to the position of messengers.
\Veil may we pay those men that take the position of messengers
higher salaries, but I do not think any person here wishes to
pay that character of employment the minimum wage of $3 a
day. They have no families dependent upon them. Over in the
Library of Congress we have a large number of young ladies
who come into service there who receive instructions in the way
of library operation at a nominal salary of $600 and $GGO . a
year, under 20 years of age. It is not contemplated paying these
young ladies who are single the minimum wage. This bill will
undoubtedly apply to many who have no families dependent
upon them, but we can not avoid that because it is a general
measure. In the Committee on Appropriations I attempted this
last session to haYe some permanent increase of salary made of
these lower-paid officials who will be benefited by this bill, particularly messengers who receive $840; assistant messengers,
$720; watchmen, $720; firemen, $720; and laborers, $660. Some
consideration was given to my proposition, but it was the opinion
of the subcommittee that no legislation increasing salaries per:manently should be enacted at this session. My personal opinion is these men are underpaid and would be underpaid even
with the $120 horizontal increase. I do not think any person,
considering the large number of employees in the service under
20, can vote for . the substitute offered by the gentleman from
Kentucky. As to the question whether the employees should b~t
two years in the service, that is another question. I am merely
directing attention to the maximum age limit.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offcre<l
by the gentleman from Kentucky [1\Ir. FIELDS].
The question was taken and the amendmPnt was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. The question now is on the amenument
offered by the gentleman from Wyoming [1\fr. MoNDELL].
The question was taken, and the amendment was rejected.
Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 2, line 8, after the word "postmasters" strike out the colon,
insert a comma, and add the following: "assistant postmasters, rural
carriers, postal clerks, carriers in the City Delivery Service, or railway
mail clerks."
Mr. NOLAN. Will the gentleman yield to me?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Mr. NOLAN. This takes care of the classified service in the
Post Office Department?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Mr. NOLAN. · The committee will accept the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Illinois [Ur. ].1ADnEN].
Mr. BUTLER. Let us have it read again.
Mr. ALMON. Mr. Chairman, I offer a substitute to the
amendment of the gentleman from Illinois.
The CHA.IRl\lAN. The Clerk will report the substitute.
The Clerk read as follows:
.Amendment offered by Mr. ALMON ns substitute for the Madden
amendment: Page 2, line 7, strike out all of lines 7 and 8, as follows:
'' nor to persons holding appointments as postlilllsters," and insert in
lieu thereof the following: ·· nor to any postal employees of the United
States."
Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Chairman, I believe I was recognized
on my amendment, was I not? And I would like to have the
whole paragraph read with the amendment included, so that
the Members will understand it.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the Clerk will reau as
requested.
The Clerk read as follows :
That the provisions of this act shall not apply to persons enlisted
in the military branches of the Government nor to persons receiving
orders and subsistence in addition to their compensation. nor to the
employees in the Philippine Islands, Porto Rico, the Territory of
Hawaii, the Territory of .Alaska, and the Panama Canal Zone, nor to
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persons holding appointments as postmasters, assistant postm:u;ters,
rural carriers, postal cler ks, carriers in the City Deli~ery Serv1ce, or
railway mail clerk·.

n1r. MADDEN. Now, l\Ir. Chail·man and gentlemen, I wish to
call the attention of the House to the fact that this amendment
provides for exemption from the provisions of this law all the
men who have been classified in the Postal Service. In 1907 postal employees were classified into six different grades. The fir:st
class received GOO, the second class 800, the third class $900, the
fourth class $1,000, the fifth class $1,100.and the sixth class $1,200.
The recent clas ification makes the first class $1,000, the second
class $1,100, the thlrd class ·1,200, the fourth class $1,3~0, the fift~
class $1,400, and the sixth class $1,500. In the Railway Mail
Service they are classified as follows, namely, beginning at $1,100
and going up to $2,000. This will leave the classification .act,
.w hich protects and provides for the postal clerks, the carriers,
the rural carriers, and the railway mail clerks, intact, and it
will enable the Post Office Committee in its annual appropria-tion bill to make proper provision for the compensation of these
men. It will enable us. to make the temporary legislation which
was enacted by this session of Congress permanent in the next
se ion of the Congr:ess, as it was the intention to do. If the
legislation proposed does not exempt these classes of men it will
complieate the situation so that in the end they will be the losers
by the classification act which is already on the statute books.
Now to men below those who are in the caiTier forces, such
as janitors, laborers, and so forth, the pending bill will apply,
and we have no objection to that, but it ought not to apply to the
men that I have referred to. And the proposal of the gentleman in his sub titute for the amendment I have offered will
not only exempt the men without specifying the classes to which
they belong, but it will also exempt the laborers and the janitor~.
And I do not think they ought to be exempted from the provision of the pending bill. So, as a matter of fact, the substitute
for the amendment which I have presented ought not to be
adopted, while the amendment itself should.
1Hr. STAFFORn. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WINGO. I do not recall right now, and I would like to
a k the gentleman what is the lowest alary of a third-class
postma ter?
Mr. MADDEN. It is $1,000.
' Mr. WINGO. Under the present arrangement?
Mr. :MADDEN. Yes.
Mr WINGO. 'Vhat is the maximum of_ a fourth-class postmaster?
1\lr. MADDEN. Tbe maximum of a fourth-class postmaster
goes up to $1,000, and when he reaches $1,000 he becomes a
third-class po tmaster.
l\1r. WINGO. And a postmaster now getting $1,000 has to
giYe all of his time, practically, to the office?
Mr. l\IADDEN. The salary of the postmaster is based on the
receipts of the office, and if this should apply to him it would
make a new basis for cnlcnlations in the postal system.
Mr. 'WINGO. And your theory is to leave untouched that
bmnch of the service which has been very scientifically classi·
fit>d, based upon experience?
l\Ir MADDEN. That is the point; and leave the laborer ana
other classes of work that are not scientifically adjusted to the
provisions of this bill.
Mr. HOUSTON. 'Vill the gentleman yield?
I Mr. MADDEN. I will.
I Mr. HOUSTON. What class of employees embraced in your
amendment are not now getting $1,000? l\Ir. MADDEN. There are not any
l\fr HOUSTON. Then what will be the effect of your amendment?
Mr. :1\IADDEN. To exempt them so as to continue them in
their O'\Vn cla sl.fication. However, I beg the gentleman's par·
don. There are some rural carriers with 7 or 8 mile routes that
are not getting $1,000 a year, but they ought not to ~et the com·
pensation carried in this bill, because they are reqUll'ed to work
onlv two or three hours a day. They ought not to be included.
· !I.Ir. HASTINGS. The gentleman will recall that when the
Post Office bill was pending I h·ied to get an amendment to his
amendment to take care of the village carriers. Now, I looked
it up at that time, und l saw that they were getting $63.75 a
month. I think we increased it 10 or 15 per cent, so that they
get . '73 or $74 a month-Jess than $75.
Mr. l\LillDEN. Twenty per cent, I think.
· l\lr. HASTINGS. Now they get $75 or $76 a month. Would
your amendment include village carriers?
Mr. MADDEN. No; carriers in the City Delivery Service.
· l\Ir. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\ft'. MADDEN.
Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
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l\Ir. lllADD~. I ask unanimous con· nt that I may have
two minutes in order to answer the gentleman's question.
The CHAnnfAN. Is there objection?
There \\as no objection.
Mr. STAFFORD. I wish to inquire of tile gentleman if he
would except from the pru·view of tbe pending measure special·
delivery messengers, who are paid on the pro rata basis of 8
cents per letter?
1\lr. l\IADDE..~. Special-deli'""ery messengers are not em..
ployed by the GoT'ernment, either by the month or by the uay,
or by the hour. They are employed as me sengers and compeu..
sate<l for the carriage of each letter, and they are not consid·
ered as GoYernment employees in the strict meaning of the
term. That was ruled upon in the ca c of an injury, for ex..
ample, of a special-delivm-y messenger. When we had the
compensation act applying to postal employees under con idera·
tion it was provided that postal employe s injured in tile line of
duty should be paid a compensation of full pay for a yea1· dm·..
ing the disability and half pay for the second year, an<l the
family of the employee, in case the employee died from the in·
jury, was to be given 2,000. In the case of a special-delivery
me senger coming under the injury clause of the bill, it was
ruled that he was not in a technical sen e an employee of llie
Government, and hence did not fall under the provisions of the
law.
1\fr. STAFFORD. The bill under consideration is v-ery broa.l
in its phraseology. It says," Any person employed by the Unitetl
States shall receive not less than $3 a day." But I want to direet
the gentleman's attention to another class of employees as t->
which I have some doubt, and that is those who are in charge of
contract stations. They are Government employee , receivin~
on an average of from $300 to $1,000 a year.
.
l\1r. MADDEN. They enter into a contract with the GoYern·
ment of the United States.
l\1r. STAFFORD. 'Vould this bill cover them?
1\fr. MADDEN. No; it would not cover them.
l\fr. STAFFORD. But they are employees.
Mr. l\IADDEN. They are contract employees.
l\lr. STAFFORD. They are Government employees.
l\Ir. 1\IADDEN. They may be, but not in the sense that this
bill provides for. Those people to whom the gentleman ref rs
enter into a contract with the Government of the United State~
to conduct the busine s of the sale of stamps in drug stores an<l
other places at a fixed compensation per annum. dependin"' entirely upon the volume of the sales. If tbe sales amount to a
certain sum they get a certain compensation. If they amount t()
less than that they get less, und if they amount to more they_
get more. But this bill would not cover them.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Illinois
has expired.
l\lr. ALMON. l\lr. Chairman, I offered this substitute with
the idea that the recent legislation fixing the compensation of
postal employees was reasonably satisfactory to .all the p_ostnl
employees except fourth-class postmasters and VIllage deltYcry
carriers.
But with the explanation of the gentleman from lllinoi [Mr.
l\LillDEN], calling attention to certain other postal employe<>s
who are not embraced in the provisions of the recent compen.'a•
tion law and in view of the fact that the compensation of fourth·
class po~tmasters can not be taken care of and provided for by,
this measure, and in view of the further fact that t11e gentle..
man's amendment provides for and takes in and permits uu<ler
the provisions of this law an increase in the compensa tim~ of
village delivery mail carriers, I ask unanimous consent to "·1tJ1..
draw my substitute.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The gentleman from Alabama [l\Ir. Au.roN]
asks unanimous consent that his substitute may be considere<l
as withdrawn. Is there objection?'
There was no objection.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The question is on agreeing to the amend·
ment offered by the gentleman from Illinois [l\Ir. MADDEN].
The amendment was agreed to.
1\Ir. BLACK. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Texas offers an
amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk ~ead as follows :
Amendment offered by Mr. BLACK : Pa?e 2, line 1, after the wortl
"hour," insert the following langua~e: • Provided further, That tbe
language • a full day's. service' as herem used shall be construed to mean
that eight hours shall be deemed a day's work, and the san1e shall. be
the measure or standard of a day's work !or the purpose of t:eckorung
the compensation for the service of all employees included within tho
ttrms of this act."

1\lr. BLACK. 1\lr. Chairman and gentlemen of the House,
under our present law, as I understand it, the Government
employees who live .outside of the District of Columbia work
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already an eight-hour day, and under the provisions of the
bill, in cases where they recei ve the minimum wage of $90 a
mouth, or $1,080 a year, they would receive that amount of
compensation based on an eight-hour day of labor. As to them,
that wopld be the standard measurement of their pay and they
would therefore receive the rate of 37! cents for each hour they
:1ctually worked-$3 a day.
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BLACK. In just a moment, please; when I have completed this statement I shall be glad to. Now, the rule is different here in the District.
In the District of . Columbia, while there ha-ve been a good
many a ertions to the contrary, yet we all know that most of the
employees work only seven hours a day. When the Borland
amendment was seve1·a1 times before the House we often heard
it said that most of the Government clerks in Washington are
working eight hours a day, anyhow. Now, if that statement
be true, then they will not be affected by my amendment at all.
I want to call your further attention to the fact that this
amendment which I have offered is not the Borland proposition
a t all, because it does not require any department to change its
hours of labor, but it simply follows the language of that provision of the Adamson law that we passed in SepteiLi>er, 1916,
and says that you shall use eight hours as the standard of
measurement for reckoning the compensation of an employee,
and therefore if a Government employee here in the District
of Columbia only works seven hours a day he would get a minimum wage of $2.62!. That is to say, it does not change any
employee's compensation if it is above the miniiL11l1l now, but
if it is below that and he is to get the benefit of a minimum
wage, then he must work eight hours to get the full $3 a day,
and if he only works seven hours, then he would not receive the
full day's pay, but compensation at the rate of $2.62! per day.
Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
:Mr. BLACK. Yes; I yield.
Mr. ·MADDEN. Of course, this law. is being made to coveL'
all the Government employees throughout the United States,
and therefore it should be uniform.
Mr. BLACK. I agree with the gentleni:an that it should be
uniform. My purpose is simply to establish a uniform eighthour day for Government employees who are to be the beneficiaries of this minimum-wage law. 1\fy amendment provides
practically the same definition for a standard eight-hour day
as was contained in the Adamson law, and I have defined it so
that when you come to use the yardstick for measuring a day's
pay you will use the eight-hour yardstick.
Now I yield to the gentleman from Wyoming.
1\lr. MONDELL. The gentleman has answered the question I
tntended to propound to him. As I understand it, his amendment would exclude from the benefits of this law practically all
of the Government employees in the District of Columbia.
l'l1r. BLACK. Not at all. It excludes nobody.
Mr. MONDELL. It would exclude all those who did not work
eight hours.
1\ir. BLACK. Oh, no. Let me rea.d the amendment I have
offered. If you will turn to page 2,-line 1, YOll will see that
I am correct. Insert the following language-Mr. MONTAGUE. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BLACK. In a moment. . You will see that it does not
e.'tclude anybody. It says:
P1·ovided further, Th_a t the langua ge, "a full day's service," as herein
used, shall be construed to mean that eight hours shall be deemed
n day's work, and the same shall be the measure or standard of a day's
work for the purpose of reckoning the compensation for the service o!
all employees lncluded within the terms of this act.

. Now I yield to the gentleman from Virginia.
,
Mr. MONTAGUE. If a man works less than eight hours
then- he comes under the other provisions of 37! cents an hour.
1\Ir. BLACK. That is correct.
Mr. WALSH. I did not hear the remark of the gentleman
from Virginia.
.
Mr. BLA.CK. The gentleman from Virginia asked if it was
not true that any Government employee working less than eight
hours would come under the hourly compensation for 37! cents
an hour, which is correct.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman yield?
. Mr. BLACK. Yes.
Mr. SABATH. In wha t way does the geoti~an's amendment differ f rom the Borland amendment? The gentleman
knows wha t happened to the Borland amendment.
Mr. BLACK. I think if the gentleman from Illinois will
pause to consider the two propositions for a moment that he
will grasp at once the distinction. The Borland amendment provided that no Government employee should be paid under the
particular appropriation unless he worked eight hours a day.
I do not make any such provision. The amendment I have of-
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fered does not make any fiat requirement tha t eight hours shall .
be worked, but simply says that the yardstick for measuring
shall be eight hours, and therefore if an empioyee does not
work eight hours he- will be paid 37i cents per hour for the time
that he does work. That seems absolutely equitable to me-,
and r do not see how any falr-niinded man can oppose it.
·
Mr. NOLAN. I will tell the House what this yardstick will
do. I thought the Borland amendment was disposed of by the
President's veto. The gentleman's yardstick would apply to
those who come under the provisions of the bill. In other words,
the low-paid employee of the District of Columbia who works
seven hours would be required to work eight hours to get $3 a
day, and those who got beyond $1,08Q-and they are here by the
thousand as compared with the small numbe~ of lower-salaried
persons-could still work seven hours a day and get their compensation.
Mr. BLACK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. NOLAN. Yes.
Mr. BLACK. Was it not contended by the opponents of the
Borland amendment that practically all the Government employees in the District of Columbia nGw work eight hours a day?
Mr. NOLAN. Oh, no; the gentleman is wrong. It was con4
tended that all of the employees of the District of Columbia were
subject to any orders that the department chief might make r~
quiring them to work eight hours a day. All the employees ex4
cept in mechanical establishments in the District of Columbia
work sevffi?. hours a day. Your amendment to the minimum-wage
bill would make the fellow down below-and I know the gentleman does not want to discriminate between tile $1,080 employee
and the 1,800 employee-The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Texas.
The question was taken ; and on a division (demanded by_
Mr. BLACK) there were--ay~s 14, noes 65.
So the amendment was rejected.
Mr. BANKHEAD. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following
amendment: After the word u military," in line 2, page 2, insert the words" or na\al." The purpose of offering that-l\1r. NOLAN. Let me interrupt the gentleman. If that will
clarify it any in the opinion of the !!entleman, very well. The
committee thought that mil~tary branch covered both the Army
and the Navy. If it makes it any more definite, we have no
objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows :
Page
naval."

~

line 2, atter the word "military," insert the words " or

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment.
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MONTAGUE. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following
amendment.
The Clerk read as foliows :
Page 2, line 13, after the word " years," insert the words : "P1·ovided further, That the provisions of this act shall be operative for
a.n d during the period of the existing war."

Mr. MONTAGUE. Mr. Chairman, my reason for offering the
amendment is that the bulk of evidence, as I read it in the report, bases the increase of salary on the increase of the cost of
living. It is to make the salary or wage commensurate with the
cost of living, and the increased cost of living is largely, if not
wholly, attributed to the war conditions now prevailing. I think,
gentlemen of the committee, it is an unwise policy to make a permanent basis of a war sta ndard or war measurement of wage or
wage conditions. It is very unfortunate at this hour and this
day that we are asked to fix and project into the future permanent policies; policies for peace but policies arising out of war.
We do not know what will occur when_ this war is over. We do
not know what retrenchments, if any, will have to be made ;
what expenditures will have to be paid. I think it is unwise to
travel under present disturbed and abnormal conditionS any
further than we can see. For that reason I have submitted the
amendment for the consideration of the committee. If we deal
with the immediate necessities, and they are many, the inexorable exigencies, apd they are immeasurably great, confronting.
us, we will best discharge our duty.
Mr. TOWNER. 1\!r. Chairman, if the proposition was QTie to
increase wages based upon war conditions I admit that the gentleman's position would be well taken. However, this minimumwage law that is proposetl is one that can well stand on itsmerits under any conditions that are likely to exist after this
war closes. Of course, we can modify any existing law, the gentleman from Virginia well knows. If at any time modification
or change is justified, it can be made. But there is no question,
Mr. Chairman, that now we can well enact this minimum-wage
law with the expectation that it will be permanent because of
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its moderation, because of the fact that it only establishes such
a minimum wage as under almost any circumstances ought to
exist. 1\Ir. Chairman, we ought to understand that the Government is the largest employer of labor in the world to-day, not
only in this country but in the world. We ought w set such
standards of justice to the employees of the Government as
would not be a disgrace or a refle-ction upon the Government as
. an employer.
Mr. MONTAGUE. Will the gentleman permit me to interrupt him?
Mr. TOWNER. Certainly.
Mr. MONTAGUE. I just wanted to make myself clear in that
respect to the gentleman from Iowa. It was for that \ery reason
we might establish a just standard that animated my amendment. I fear in a period of this sort we could not reach an approximate continuous standard of justice.
Mr. TO\VNER. The gentleman's position is justifiable, and
if we were establishing any exaggerated standard I would entirely agree with him, but I am u·ying to make it clear that it
is so reasonable, that the minimum is so small, that under any
possible existing condition there is no necessity for now limiting
the minimum fixed in the bill to the termination of this war.
Now, I was about to say that it is an unfortunate fact that the
great corporations are dealing much more justly, much more
generously, in many instances with their employ~s thnn the
Government of the United States is to-day. They are giving to
their employees higher wages, better conditions. They are giving
to their employees pensions, housing provisions, and profitsharing privileges that make the Government service not the best
service, not .the most just to the laboring men and laboring
women who are employed by it. And when a proposition of this
kind is so moderate in establishing a minimum wage law it seems
to me that we would do an injustice to the laboring men of this
country, to the laboring men especially who are employed by the
Government, if we should place any limitation whatever upon
it. For that reason I think the committee ought to vote down
the amendment of the gentleman from Virginia-.
.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered
·
by the gentleman from Virginia.
The question 'vas taken, and the amendment was rejected.
l\.Ir. BLANTON. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following amendment.
The CHAIRl\lA.l~. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 2, line 1, after the colon, following the word "hour," insert the
following: a Provided further, That the minimum compensation of any
person employed as a teacher in the schools of the District of ·Columbia
shall be not less than $4 u day with full pay during vacation."

1\fr. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Chairman, I reserve the point of order
on the amendment.
.
l\fr. BLANTON. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, if there is any class of employees in the world who should
be paid a decent living wage it is the teachers into whose daily
charge is placed the training of our children. I was told by a
lady teacher in the District this morning that on last Saturday
she was loyal and patriotic enough to resign a position paying
her $125 a month to resume her place in the schools yesterday
morning at a salary of only $86, and that salary is paid only
during the school session and not during vacation. Is there a
man in this House, a Member of this Congress, who approves of
such ·unjust, niggardly treatment, who can look a teacher of
children in the face and say, "I will permit such a condition to
continue to exist. I will permit you trained instructors to continue to draw only $86 a month, and that, too, for ·o nly nine
months a year," when inexperienced, untrained girls and boys
can go into any department of this Government to-day, whether
they show any facility for business or not, and draw a salary of
at least $83 a month? Why, I have had inexperienced ymmg
people from my disu·ict come here without any experience in
business life whatever and immediately enter the Government
employ upon a salary that pays them at least $83 a month. I
think it is a shame and a disgrace that we. should permit our
teachers to be paid such a measly, little, indecent compensation.
Mr. ALMON. If it is a shame and a disgrace to do that in the
District of Columbia, is it not a shame and a·disgrace to do it
in Texas or any other State?
Mr. BLANTON. Yes; it is, and for 20 years in Texas I have
been fighting for decent living wages for the teachers of my
country.
Mr. REED. Will the gentleman yield?
l\fr. BLAl'iTON. I will.
.
1\lr. REED. What days would you apply this $4 to in the year
when the teacher labors for fi\e days?
1\Ir. BLANTON. She is employed by the month; therefore
she would get $1~0 a month as a minimum wage for 12 months
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in the year; and no one should ask n teacher to watch O\er,
educate, train, and care for our chilureu nine months of each
year for a less wage than that. A man can not \Ote against a
proposition like this and look the teachers of the land in the
face--Mr. KEARNS. Is the gentleman sure he has put a correct
interpretation upon the language of his amendment? It was
$4 for 30 days-:Mr. BLANTON. Because the other provisions of the bill,
where there is monthly employment, would make the $4 applicable to the whole 30 days.
Mr. KEARNS. Why not say it, then-a minimum of $120 a
·
month?
Mr. BLANTON. The balance of my amendment makes it
clear, during vacation as well.
Mr. KREIDER. I think the gentleman is entirely mistaken.
I think, if his amendment would prevail and the wages should
be based on that amendment, she would get $80 a month and
no more.
Mr. BLANTON. No; she would get $4 per day, by the month,
totaling $120 per month, because she is paid by the montb.
Mr. KREIDER. This provision says $4 a day. Twenty days
constitutes a month for a teacher, and that is $80 a month; and
that is all you would get by your amendment.
Mr. BLANTON. My amendment, under the terms of the bill,
clearly and distinctly provides for a minimum wage for teachers of $120 per month the year round, vacation and all, and I
regret that my time is exhausted.
l\fr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I withdraw the point of
order.
'l'he CHAIRl\IAN. Tbe question is on agreeing to the amend·
ment of the gentleman from Texas.
The question was taken, and the amendment was rejected.
Mr. RAGSDALE. Mr. Chairman, I desire to offer an amend·
ment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from South Carolina offers
an amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. RAGSDALE : Page 2, line 13, after the· word
"years," insert rt Prot,ided, That the provisions of this act shall not apply to any person unless the head of the department in which he or sbe
is employed shaH certify that tbe service they perform is necessary and
is being satisfactorily performed."

Mr. NOLAN. Mr. Chairman, I only want to take u moment.
The civil-service law at this time provides a remedy for the
evils the gentleman speaks of. If you want to provide an opportunity for favoritism, put an amendment of this kind into
law. I think what you need in the civil service here in tbe
District of Columbia-and I am not ~peaking of any place else,
because I do not know anything about if-is that, instead or
bringing more employees here into the District of Columbia as
.war workers, you have a readjustment and see that they per·
form a fair day's service· around these departments. Then you
would accomplish sometbing. I am not looking, as one who
favors this bill, to making any sinecures. Any employee that
does not perform a decent day's work for the compensation
received, whether that compensation be small, intermediate, o!.·
large, ought to be discharged. The sooner we have readjustment the better, but do no put a provision in this bill that will
cause discrimination and favoritism.
'
Mr. RAGSDALE. How else can you remedy the condition
about which I have spoken than in the manner which I have
suggested?
·
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment of the
gentleman from South Carolina [Mr. RAGSDALE].
.
The q11estion was taken, and the amendment was rejected.
l\1r. BLANTON. Mr. Chairman-The CHAIRMAN. For what purpose <loes the gentleman
rise?
1\Ir. BLANTON. To offer ·an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Texas offers an
amendment, which the Clerk will report.
·
The Clerk read as follows :

i

· Mr. BLANTON offers the following amendment: Page 2, line 1, after
the colon, following the word " hour " insert the following : ((Provided

~~rf::rbG~fi~tt~~ ~~~:~!:: ~g~fe~gr~~lJe~; ~~Knt$i~~o ~erthyed~·ool~
[Cries of "Vote!" "Vote!"]
i
Mr. BLANTON. :Mr. Chairman, I do not intend to use up
any time of the committee except to place the t·esponsibilitY.
for this question upon the membership of this House.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on · the amendment of th~
gentleman from Texas.
The question was taken, and the Chair announced that the
noes seemed to have it.
Mr. BLANTON. Division, l\lr. Chairman.

-

.l
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Mr. BLANTON. With the following amendment: On page 2,
The committee divided; and there were-ayes 4, noes 35.
1\fr. BLANTON. I demand tellers, Mr. Chairman.
line 1, after the colon following the word "hour," insert the
Tellers were refused.
following: "Pro,;ided further~ That the co-mpen.sation of any
So the amendment was rejectel'l.
teacher in the schools of the District of Columbia shall be not
The Clerk concluded the reading of the bill.
less than l$1~ per annum."
1\fr. MAHER. Mr. Chairman, I move that the committee do
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the motion.
now ri e and report the bill to the Hous-e with amendments, with
1\Ir. NOLAN. 1\Ir. Speaker, the rules require that a motion to
the recommendation that the amendments be agreed to and the recommit must be reduced to writing.
bill as amended do pass.
Mr. BLANTON. I have the amendment already here in writing.
The motion was agreed to.
· .Accordingly the committee rose; and the Speaker h-aving reMr. RAGSDALE. We have not time to wait. I make the point
sumed the Chair, M.r. Pou, Chairman of the Committee ·of the of order that there is no quorum present.
Whole House on the state of the Union, reported that that comThe SPEAKER. The rules provide for that, of course.
mittee had had under consideration the bill {H. It. 152) to fix
Mr. BLANTON. I llil~e it here in writing, Mr. Speaker.
.
the comp-ensation of .certain employees in the United States,
The SPEAKER. '.rhe gentleman from Sorrth Carolina [Mr.
anti had uirecte<l him to report the .same to the House with R AGSDALE] makes the point of order that there is no quorum
certain amendments, with the recommendation that the amend- present.
ment be agreed to and that the bill as amended do pa s.
Mr. RAGSDALE. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw it.
1\lr. 1\IAHER. l\Ir. Speaker, I move the -previous question on
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from South Carolina with·
the bill and amendments to final passage.
draws his point of order. The Clerk will report the motion to
recommit. ·
The previous question was orderro.
The Clerk r~ad as follows :
SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE FOR TO-MORROW.
BLANTON moves to ;rE>Com.mit the bill to thp ~ommittE>e (Jn LaThe SPEAKER. The Chair designates Mr. HAMLIN, 'Of Mis- oorl\Ir.
with instructions to rQI>Qrt it back forthwith, with the follow1n _g
~ouri, to preside as Speaker pro tempore for tQ-morrow~
amE>ndmetlt : On page 2, line 1, after the colon following the word
"hour," insert u Provided further, That the mlnimum compensation
MESSAGE FROM 'J'HE SENATE.
of any person employ-e« as a teacher in the schools of tile District of
A message from the Senate, by Mr. -Waldorf, its enrolling clerk," Columbia shall be not less than $1;200 per annum."
announced that the Senate bad agreed to the reports of the
The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the motion to
committee of conference on the amendments ill the House to the recommit.
bills of the following titles~
Mr. MAHER. 1\lr. Speaker, I move the previous question.
S. 4194. An act granting pension.s .and inerense of pensions to
The SPEAKER. The .question is on agreeing to this motion to
certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows recommit.
aml dependent relatives of such oldiers and sailors;
The question was taken; and the Speaker -announced that the
S. 4543. An act granting pensions and increase of pensions to noes seemed to have it.
c rtain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War -and certain widows . Mr. BLANTON. A division, lfr. Speaker.
nndjlependent Telatives of such · oldiers and sai1ors; and
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Texas demands a diviS..4722. An act granting pension.s and increase of pensions to sion. Those in favor of the motion to recom mit will ri e and
certain soldiers and sailo.rs of the Civil \Yar .and certain widows stand until they are counted. [After counting.] Eighteen
and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors.
Members have risen in the affirmative. Tho.se ·oppo ed will rise
and stand until they are counted. [After counting.] EightyLEAVE OF ABSENCE.
By unanimous consent, l-eave of absence wus granted as fol- nine gentlemen have risen in the negative. ·
1\Ir. BL.A.1'\"TON. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of or-der that
lows :
To Mr. THOMPSON, indefinitely, on account of making liberty- there is no .quorum present.
The SPEAKEH. The gentleman will wait until the Chair anloan speeches;
.
To Mr. DoMINICK, for one week, on account of illness in his nounces the vote. On this -vote the ayes are 18 ana the noes
are 89.
family;
Mr. BLANTON. I make the .p oint of no qub:rum, Mr. Speaker.
To 1\fr. HELVERINo, for four days, on a.eeount .of illness;
The SPEAKER. The Chair will count. {After counting.]
To 1\fr CANNON, for WednesU.ay; September 25, 1918;
To 1\:lr. HOLLINGSWORTH, indefinitely, on account of assisting Only 103 gentlemen have risen-not a· quorum. There is an automatic call of the House. 'l'he Doorkeeper will close the doors,
in the liberty-loan campaign; and
To Mr. JA<:oWAY (at th~ request of Mr. TAYL()n of Arkansas), the Sergeant at Arms will notify absentees, and the Clerk will
call the rolL Those in favor of the motion to recommit will,
for three days, on account of important business.
when their names are called.. answer " yea; " those opposed will
MINIMUM-WAGE BILL.
answer " nay.''
The SPE.A.KER. The question is on agreeing to the am·e ndThe question -was taken; and there were-:yeas 71, nays !.!00,
ments.
answered "present" 4, not voting 155, .as fallows:
l\lr. BLANTON rose.
YEAS-7L
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise? Ashbrook
Dupre
Kinkaid
neccl
Dy r ·
Austin
l\lr. BLANTON. To make a parliamentary inquiry.
Xremer
Randers, La.
· Eagle
Bland, Ind.
Laz!lro
Sells
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Blanton
Ellsworth
Little
Siegel
Mr. BLANTON. At this ti:me is it in order to make a motion BoohN'
Estopinal
Lo-ndon
Smith. l.lich.
Bowers
Fairchild, B. L.
to recommit? ·
l'.fcAndrews
Smith, T. F.
Farr
Carew
MeLaughlin, Mlcb.Snook
The SPEAKER. No. That comes after the third reading. Carlin
Gallagher
Martin
Swtlt
The question is on agreeing to the amendments.
Goodwin, Ark.
Claypool
Meeker
Taylor, Colo.
Harrison, Va.
Millet·, Wash.
Wal d ow _
Cleary
The amendments ·were agreed to.
Cooper, Ohio
Hilliard
Montague
W atson, \a.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the engrossment and Crosser
Holland
Mudd
Williams
third reading of the bill.
Delaney
Hollingsworth
Nffiy
Wilson, Ill.
Jgoe
'l'he bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time, Denison
Nichols, Mich.
Wilson, La.
James
Parker, K Y.
Win~o
·
Dewalt
and was 1·ead the third time.
·
K earns
Ra.e;sdale
W oo(iyard.
Dill
Mr. BLANTON rose.
Kelley, Mich.
Dooling
Rainey, .d. W.
Zihlnian
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from Dunn
Kelly, Pa.
llalrer
NAYS-200.
Texas rise?
Burroughs
Crago
l\Ir. BL..U.."'TON. To make a motion to t·eeom.mit this bill back Alexander
Fess
CuiTy, Cal.
Fields
Butler
to the Committee on Labor, with instructions to report it back Almon
Dall.inger
.Byrnes, S.C.
Fisher
Andel'SOll
forthwith with the following amendment: On-- page 2, line 1, Ayres
Byrns, Tenn.
Darrow
rocht
after the colon following the word " hour,'' insert the foll:ow- Bankhead
Campbell. Kans. Decker
Fordney
Campbell, Pa.
Denton
Foster
Barnhart
ing-Frear
Candler, Miss.
DiU o-n
Beakes
l\lr. NOLAN. l\1r. Speaker, I make a point of order.
Cannon
Dixon
French
Beshlin
The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman from 'l'ex:as opposed to mack
Cantril!
Donovan
Fuller, Ill.
Carter, Mass.
Doo1ittle
Fuller, Mass.
Blackmon
this bill?
ChandlE-r, Okla.
F.agan
Gandy
Borland
Mr. BLANTON. I am not.
Cla1·k, Pa.
E4lruonds
Gar1 tt, TeL
Brand
The SPEAKER. Is anybody in the House opposed to it who Brodbeck
Classon
E11iott
GlYnn
Coady
EI:::ton
Good
·wants to make a motion to r commit? If not, the Chair will Browne ·
Rrumhaugb
Collier
Esch
Gordon
recognize tlle gentleman from Texas. Now the gentleman can Buchana:J.
F,va ns
Gray, Ala.
Connelly, Kans.
state the instruction.
ll'airfield
Green, Iowa
Cox
BUI·nett

~ ~··--
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Ot·iest
Hadley
Hamilton, l\Iich.
Hardy
Harrison, Miss.
Haskell
Hastings
Hawley
Hayden
Helm

Hensley
Hersey
Ricks
Ilouston
Huddleston
Hull, Iowa
Hull, Tenn.
Juul
Kahn

Keating
Kehoe
Kennelly, Iowa
Key, Ohio
Kincheloe
King
Kitchin
Knut on
Kraus
Larsen
Lee, Ga.
Lesher
Lobeck

J...onrrg-an
Longworth
Lufkin
Lunn
McArthur
McClintic
McCulloch
McFadden
McKenzie
McKeown
McLemore
Madden
Magee
Maher
Mansfield
Mapes
1\Iason
Mondell
Moon
Moores, Ind.

~~~fgn

Platt
Polk
Porter
Pon
Quin
Ramseyer
Rayburn
Riordan
Robbins
RobPrts
Rodenberg
Rogers
Romjue
Rdse
Rubey
Sabath
Sanders, Ind.
Sanders, N.Y.
Saunders, Va.
Schall

~~~~~Mich.

Nelson
Shallenbcr;;er
Nicholls, S. C.
Sherley
Nolan
Shouse
Norton
Sims
Olqtield
Sinnott
Oliver, Ala.
Sisson
Osborne
Slemp
Overmyer
Sloan
Overstreet
Smith, Idaho
Padgett
Smith, C. B.
l'ark
Snell
ANSWERED "PRESENT "-4, .
Garner
Garrett, Tenn.
Dowell
NOT \OTING-155.
Anthony
Flood
Kettner
Aswell
Flynn
Kiess, Pa.
Bacharach
Foss
La Follette
Baer
Francis
LaGuardia
Barkley
Freeman
Langley
Bell
Gallivan
Lea, Cal.
Bland, Va.
Gard
Lehlbach
Britten
Garland
Lever
Browning
Gillett
Linthicum
Caldwell
Glass
Littlepage
Caraway
Godwin, N. C.
Lundeen
Cartet·, Okla.
Goodall
McCormick
Cary
Gould
McKinley
Chandler, N.Y.
Graham, TIL
McLaughlin, ra.
Church
Graham, Pa.
Mann
Clark, Fla.
Gray, N.J.
Mays
Connally, Tex.
Greene, Mass.
Merritt
Cooper, W. Va.
Ol'iffin
Miller, Minn.
Cooper, Wis.
Hamill
Moore, Pa.
Copley
Hamilton, N.Y. Mott
Costello
Hamlin
Oliver, N. Y.
Cramton
Haugen
Olney
Crisp
Hayes
O'Shaunessy
Currie, Micb.
Heaton
Paige
Dale, N. Y.
lletiln
Parker, N. J4
Dale, Vt.
Heintz
Peters
Davi!:l
Helvering
Phelan
Demp ey
Hood
Powers
Dent
Howard
Pratt
Dickinson
Humphreys
Price
Dies
Husted
Purnell ·
Dominick
Hutchinson
Rainey, fl. T.
Doremus
Ireland
Ramsey
Doughton
Jacoway
Randall
Drane
J obnson, Ky.
Rankin
Drukker
Johnson, S.Dak. Reavis
Emerson
Johnson, Wash, Robinson
Fairchild, G. W. Jones
Rouse
Ferri ·
Kennedy, R. I.
Rowe

Greene, \t.

So the motion to recommit was rejected.
The following pairs were announced;
Until further notice:
,;
1\Ir. GALLIVAN with Mr. GoULD.
l\1r. AsWELL with l\lr. DAVIS.
1\Ir. KETTNER with l\1r. IRELAND.
Mr. DauGHTON with 1\lr. HAns.
Mr. HAMILL with Mr. McKINLEY.
l\1r. SULLIVAN with Mr. TINKHAM.
Mr. BLA:r-."D of Virginia with Mr. HE.ATO~.
Mr. LITTLEPAGE with 1\lr. 0ooPER .of \Ve t Virginia.
Mr. TALBOTT with Mr. BROWNING.
l\Ir. VAN DYKE with l\11'. PURNELL.
1\fr. SLAYDEN with Mr. LANGLEY.
l\1r. RANDALL with Mr. Foss,
l\Ir. BELL with Mr. OoPLEY.
Mr. TAGUE with Mr. KENNEDY of Rhode Island.
Mr. OLIVER with Mr. SWITZEB.
Mr. DALE of New York with 1\lr. BRITTEN.
l\lr. Vr -soN with. Mr. MOT-T.
Mr. LEA of Onlifornia with Mr. GRAY of New Jersey.
1\Ir. FERRIS with Mr. DALE of Vermont.
Mr. RoBINSOX with 1\lr. STINESS.
Mr. ScULLY with l\liss RANJITN.
l\lr. LINTHICUM with l\11'. GRAI:IA~I of Pennsylyania.
l\11'. H MPHBEYS " ' ith 11r. \VHITE Of Maine.

'·

1\lr. O'SHAU~ESSY with Mr. BACHABACH.
Mr. GARBETT of Tennes ee with 1\lr. REAVIS.
~1r. JACOWAY with Mr. GRIEST.
Mr. 0ALDWELL with Mr. GEORGE W. FAIRCHILD.
Mr. PHELAN with Mr. DOWELL.
Mr. RousE with Mr. STERLING of Illinois.
lli. SHERWOOD with 1\lr. HUTCHINSON,
1\lr. THo~rAs with Mr. SANFoRD.
Mr. OARTER of Oklahoma with Mr. 'V ABD.
Mr. THOMPSON with Mr. GRAHAM of Illinois.
Mr. STEVENSON with Mr. SNYDER:
Mr. PAIGE with 1.\fr. GREENE of Vermont.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. 1\lr. Speaker, I voted" nay" on
the motion ·to recommit, but I am paired on the bill with the
gentleman from Nebraska, Mr. REAVIS. I do not know how he
would vote on the motion to recommit, and I think perhaps I
ought to withdraw my vote and answer "present."
The Olerk called the name of Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee, and
he answered" Present," as above recorded.
The result of the vote was then announced as above recorded.
.A. quorum being present, the doors were opened.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the passage of the
bill.
Mr. MAHER ami 1\lr. NOLAN demanded the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken; and there were-yeas 252, nays 10
answered " present " 6, not voting 156, as follows : ·
'

Stafford
Steagall
Stedman
Steele
Steenerson
Stephens, Miss.
Stephens, Nebr.
Sterling, Pa.
Strong
Sumners
Taylor, Ark.
Temple
Tillman
Timberlake
Tinkham
Towner
Vare
Venable
Vestal
Voigt
Volstead
Walsh
Wason
Watkins
Weaver
Welty
Wbaley
'Vbeeler
Wilson, Te:x:.
Winslow
Wood, Ind.
Young, N. Dak.
Young, T«.>x.

Rowland
Rucker
Russen
Sanford
Scott, Iowa
Scott, ra.
Scully
Shackleford
Sherwood
Slayden
Small
Snyder
Sterling, Ill.
Stevenson
Stiness
Sullivan
Sweet
Switzer
Tague
Talbott
Templeton
Thomas
Thompson
Tilson
Treadway
Van Dyke
Vinson
Walker
Walton
Ward
Watson, ra.
Webb
Welling
White, Me.
White, Ohio
Wise
Woods. Iowa
Wright
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Alexander
Almon
Anderson
Ashbrook
Austin
Ayres
Bankhead
Barnhart
Beakes
Beshlln
Blackmon
Bland, Ind.
Blanton
Booher
Borland
Bowers
Brand
Brodbeck
Browne
Brumbaugh
Burnett
Burroughs
Butler
Byrns, Tenn.
Campbell, Kans.
Campbell, Pa.
Cannon
Can trill
Carew
Carlin
Carter, 1\Iass.
Chandler, N. Y.
Chandler, Okla.
Clark, Pa.
Classon
Claypool
Cleary
Coady
Connell~ Kans.
Cooper, hlo
Cox
Crago
Crosser
Curry, Cal.
Dallinger
Darrow
Decker
Delaney
Denison
Denton
Dewalt
Dill
Dillon
Dixon
Donovan
Dooling
Doolittle
Dowell
Dunn
Dupre
Dyer
Eagan
Eagle
Black
Byrnes, S. C.
Candler, Miss.
Co Iller
Garner
Garrett, Tenn.

YEAS-252.
Lazaro
Edmonds
Rose
Lee, Ga.
Rubey
Elliott
Lesher
Sa bath
I•msworth
Little
Sanders, Ind.
Esch
Lobeck
Sanders, La.
Estoplnal
London
Sanders, N. Y.
Evans
Lonergan
Schall
Fairchild, B. L.
Longworth
Scott, Mich.
Fairfield
Lufkin
Sears
Farr
Lunn
Sells
Fess
Shallenllergcr·
McAndrews
Fields
Sherley
McArthur
Fisher
McClintic
Siegel
Foster
McCulloch
Sims
Frear
McFadden
Sinnott
French
Slemp
McKenzie
Fuller, Ill.
McKeown
Sloan
Fuller. l\lass.
McLaughlin, l\lich.Smlth, Idaho
,G allagher
McLemore
Smith, Mich.
Gandy
Magee
Smith, C. n.
Garland
Maher
Smith, T. F.
Garrett, Tex.
Mansfield
Snel1
.G lynn
Snook
Mapes
Good
Martin
Stafford
Goodwin, Ark.
Stedman
Gray, Ala.
Mason
Steele
Green, Iowa
Meeker
Gregg
Stephens, Ncllr.
Miller, Minn.
SterUng, Pa.
Griest
l\Iiller, Wash.
Strong·
Mondell
Hadley
Sumners
Hardy
Montague
Swlit
Moon
Harrison, Miss.
Taylor, Arl,.
Harrison, \a.
Moores, Ind.
Taylor, Colo.
Morgan
Haskell
Temple
l\forin
Hastings
Tlllman
Rawley
Mudd
Timberlake
Neely
Hayden
Nelson
'l'inlcham
Hensley
Towner
Hersey
Nichols, Mich.
Vare
Nolan
Hiclcs
Norton
Venal1le
Hilliard
Vestal
Oldfield
Holland
\olgt
Osborne
Hollingsworth
Volstead
Overmyer
Huddleston
Waldow
Hull, Iowa
Overstreet
Walsh
Hull, Tenn.
Padgett
\Vason
Igoe
Park
Watkins
Parker, N.Y.
James
W:atson, Yn.
Platt
Juul
\VPa\·cr
Kahn
Polk
Welty
l'orter
Kearns
\\'haley
Pou
Keating
\Vheeler
Price
Kehoe
Williams
Rainey, J. W.
Kelley, Mich.
\VIlson, Ill.
Rak<:!r
Kelly, Pa.
Wilson, La.
Uamsey
Kennedy, Iowa.
Wilson. Tex.
namseyc.r
Key, Ohio
Wingo
King
need
WinRiow
Riordan
Kinkaid
Wood, Ind.
Robbins
lGtchin
Woodyard
Roberts
Knutson
Wright
Uoclenbcrg
Kraus
' Young, N.Dak.
Itogcrs
Kreider
Zlhlman
Uomjuc
Larsen
NAYS-lG.
Saunders, Va.
Nicholls, S. C.
Gordon
Sisson
Oliver, Ala.
Helm
Steagall
Quin
Houston
Young,
Tex.
I:a
yburn
Kincheloe
ANSWERED "PRESENT "-G.
llagsdal~J
Irelanu
Greene, Vt.
Hamilton, Mich.
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Anthony
Aswell
Bacharach
Baer
B11rkiP.y
Bell
Bland, \a.
Brittcr.
Browning
Buchanan
Caldwell
Car a way
Carter, Okla.
Cary
Church
Clarl\, Fla.

2~~g:l~~~~~~-.

Cooper, Wis.
Copley
Costello
Cramton
Cl'isp
Currie, Mich.
Dale, N.Y.
Bi;eiS Vt.
Dempsey
Dent
Dickinson
Dies
Dominick
Doremus
Daughton
Drane
Drul,ker
Elston
Em e r~on

Fairchild, G. W.

NOT YOTING-15G.
Ferris
Kennedy, R. I.
Flood
Kettner
Flynn
Kless, Pa.
F'ocht
La Follette
Fordncy
LaGuardia
Foss
Langley
Francis
Lea, Cal.
FrE>eman
Lchlbach
Gallivan
Lever
Gard
Linthicum
Gillett
Littlepage
Glass
Lundeen
Godwin, N.C.
McCormick
Goodall
McKinley
Gould
McLaughlin, Pa.
Graham, Ill.
Madden

8~!~~jt .f.a·

Greene, Mass.
Griffin
Hamill
Hamilton, N.Y.
Hamlin
Haugen
Hayes

~!~~

Merritt
Moore, Pn..
Mott
Oliver, N.Y.
Olney
O'Shaunessy
Paige
~:flf~n
~!t;g• N.J.
Heintz
Phelan
Helvering
Powers
Hood
Pratt
Howard
Purnell
Humphreys
Rainey, II. T.
Husted
Randall
nutchinson
Uankin
.Tacoway
Ueavis
.Johnson, Ky.
Robinson
·Johnson, S.Dak. Rouse
.Johnson, ·wash. Rowe
Jones
Rowland

Rucker
Russell
Sanford
l:)cott, Iowa
Scott, Pa.
Scully ·
SShhacrcwkloeofdord
Shouse
Slayden
Small
Snyder
Stcenerson

Step~ens'rl\Iiss.

Sterlmg, ll.
Stevenson

~~~r::n

Sweet
Switzer
Tague
Talbott
Templeton
Thomas
~ft~~J'son

Treadway
Van Dyke
Vinson
Walker
Walton
Ward
Watson, Pa.
Webb
Welling
White, Me.
White, Ohio
Wise
Woods, Iowa

So the bill "·as passed.
The Clerk announced the following additional pairs:
Until further notice:
Mr. HOWABD with Mr. PAIGE.
Mr. GoDWIN of North Carolina with Mr. ELSTON.
On this vote :
.
Mr. PAIGE (for) with Mr. GnEE~"'E of Vermont (against).
l\fr. PHELAN (for) with Mr. RAGSDALE (against).
Mr. ScULLY (for) with Mr. WEBB (against).
l\Ir. TREADWAY (for) with Mr. GARNER (against).
Mr. IRELAND. Mr. Speaker, I have a general pair with my
colleague, Mr. KETTNER, and I wish to withdraw my vote of
" .yea" and answer "present."
l\fr. ::::r.ELAND's name was called, and he answered "Present ."
Mr. LUFKIN. Mr. Speaker, my colleagues, Mr. TREADw.w
and l\1r. GALLIVAN, of Massachusetts, ~re detained in Mass.lchusetts. If they were here, they would vote ~·yea."
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, I desire to make the same announcement on behalf of Mr. OLNEY, who is unavoidably absent.
Mr. RAGSDALE. Mr. Speaker. I was recorded as voting
"yea." I am paired with Mr. PHELAN, of Massachusetts. I
wish to withdraw my vote and answer "present." If Mr.
PHELAN were present, he would vote " yea," and I would vote
"nay."
Mr. HAMILTON of Michigan. Mt'. Speaker, I desire to vote.
The SPEAKER. Was the gentleman in tl1e Hall listening?
l\Ir. HAJ.\.iiLTON of Michigan. Mr. Speaker, I was making a
desperate effort. I got here just at the edge; I w~s just in and
just out, and I was making a desperate effort to get here. That
is the truth about it. I was not clear in, I want to say.
'l'he SPEAKER. The gentleman can not vote except "present."
Mr. HAl\fiLTON of Michigan. I will vote "present."
The name of l\Ir. Il.A:l.nLTO::s- of Michigan was called, and he
answered " Present."
Mr. NEELY. Mr. Speaker, my colleague, Mr. LITTLEPAGE,
is unavoidably absent and he asked me to say that if he were
present he would vote " yea " on this vote.
Mr. HARRISON of Mississippi. Mr. Speake1·, I desire to say
that Mr. ScULLY and Mr. HAMILL, of New Jersey, are away attending the primary election in that State to-day and send word
that if they were present they would vote "yea" on the passage
of this bill.
The result of the \ote was annotmcd as above recorded.
- On motion of Mr. NoLAN, a motion to reconsider the \Ote by
which the bill was pas ed 'vas laid on the table.
EXTENSION OF RE).IA.lm::s.
l\Ir. RAGSDALE. 1\lr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
revise and cxtencl my remarks in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER. I s there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears ·none. ·
Mr . .JOHN \V. RAIKEY. l\1r. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to reYiSe :'tntl extend my remarks On thiS bill.
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The SPEAJ.\:ER. The gentleman from Illinois [l\Ir. JoHN W.
RAI:-o."'EY] asks unanimous consent to revise and extend his
remarks on this bill. Is there objection? [After a pause.]
The Chair hears none.
l\fr. EY ANS. Mr. Speaker, ·I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks on the bill just passed.
.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it is so oruered.
There was no objection.
ORDER OF BUSI~SS.
1\lr. KITCHIK. 1\lr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
disp~nse with business in order on to-morrow, Calenuar
'Vednesday.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Carolina asks
unanimous consent to do away with Calendar Wednesday business for to-morrow. Is there objection?
Mr. MILLER of Minnesota. Reserving the right to object,
may I inquire what business it is expected will come up?
Mr. KITCHIN. We want to consider the bill that the Post
Office Committee has reported with respect to telephone and
telegraph lines. Then there is the bill from the Committee on
Immigration and Naturalization, one on which there has beeu
reported a rule. Then they desire to go into, as soon as pos·
sible, the rule to take up the considera~ion of the Sims emergency power bill.
The SPEAKER. Is tllere objection?
Mr. MILLER of Minnesota. Reserving the right to object,
may I make a further inquiry of the gentleman 'l In view of
the fact that so many are desirous of leaving, can the gentleman
inform us what the program is for the next week or two?
Mr. KITCHIN. We hope to get through with these bills,
and we hope we can 3et a gentlemen's recess agrement after
we finish them; and we can finish them this week, and so have
unanimous consents on next Monday. Then, I think, we will
be in a position to consider a gentlemen's agreement for threeday recesses until the Senate is ready to pass on the re\enue
bill.
Mr. MILLER of Minnesota. Is it contemplated in the pro·
gram of legislation to take up for consideration the bill that bus
been reported by the Committee on the Judiciary to amend the
espionage act?
l\fr. KITCHIN. I have hot heard of that.
l\lr. l\iiLLER of Minnesota. I will say to the gentleman that
I am \ery much interested in that. I think it is a very serious
piece of legislation and one that the House ought to seriously
consider if it takes it up at all.
Mr. KITCHIN. That has not been called to my attention,
and I had not that in contemplation. Of course we could not
make a ·gentlemen's agreement recess except by unanimous consent of the House.
1\Ir. MAGEE. I woulcl like to ask the gentleman from North
Carolina [l\fr. KITCHIN] if we could not have a day for the con·
sideration of bills on the Private Calendar?
Mr. KITCHIN. If we could get through with the e bills this
week, we could.
.
Mr. MAGEE. How ·can we tell anything about it?
1\Ir. MADDEN. Stay here and watch it.
Mr. KITCHIN. The reason we want to dispense with Calendar Wednesday is to go on with these bills and get them passe(}
as early as possible, so that we can get awa.y.
·
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman permit?
l\lr. KITCHIN. I will.
l\fr. ·sTAFFORD. I think the aim of the leader of the majority was, when he presented the revenue bill, to get . that bill
out of the way and then take up for consideration the bills that
were to be reported under the rule of the gentleman from North
Carolina [1\:lr. Pou] and then conclude business at once.
Mr. KITCHIN. We want to do that and then try to arrange
a gentlemen's agre~ment, but if e\ery man is interested in a
bill and wants it passed l>efore we take a recess, we can not get
a gentlemen's agreement.
Mr. MADDEN. You can not have a gentlemen's agreement,
if I may be permjtted to inject a remark, until you pass the
appropriation bill that is pending. [Cries of" Regular order!"]
The SPEAKER. The Chair will state that next Monday is
not Unanimous-Consent Calendar day and for suspension of the
rules. It is the fifth Monday.
1\Ir. KITCHIN. l\1y thought was we might get unanimous
consent.
The SPEAKER. If you get it, it is all right.
1\lr. RAGSDALE. I am going to object to Unanimous-Consent
dav here. until a bill now pending before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce is considered by the Hous(' that
giyes relief, to which they are entitled, to men who are injured
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by the railroads. Under the authority of the Secretary of the
Treasury and Director General of the Railroads, and sundry
other titles which be has, that gentleman bas issued a rule, and
I do not know what he draws from, that men may not collect
judgm nts when passed upon favorably by courts <Qf fl.na.l resort
in this country, until he has approved them. "There is a bill
which has been introduced here by the gentleman from South
Carolina [Mr. STEVENSON] that seeks to correct that.
l\lr. 1\.-IADDEN. Is he superior to the courts?
l\lr. RAGSDALE. Under the rule he has made I understand
he reserves the right to himself to review any of the cases tbat
have been passed upon by courts of final jurisdiction and to
determine whether or not he will pay these judgments even
when they are passed upon by the Supreme Comi: of the United
States.
1\fr. l\IADDEN. 'Vbo does this?
]\lr. RAGSDALE. The Director General of the Railroads.
l\lr. KITCHIN. 1 am now nsk:ing to dispense with Calendar
Wednesday.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Carolina [1\Ir.
KITCHIN] asks unanimous consent to dispense with Calendar
Wednesday business for to-morrow. Is theTe objection? [After
a pause.] The Chair hears none.
Mr. POU. 1\fr. Speal{er, by direction of the Committee on
Rules I offer the following rule--1.\Ir. STAFFORD. l\Ir. Speaker, I nmke the point of or(}er
there is no quorum present.
The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman from 'Visconsin raise
the point of no quorum?
1\ll·. STAFFORD. I do.
.AD.TOURNMENT.
Mr. KITCHIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, I move that the Rouse do now
adjourn.
The motion was ngreed to ; accordingly ("at 6 o'clock .and 8
minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until to-moTrow, Wednesday, September 25, 1018, at l2 o'clock noon.

.
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PUBLIC .BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
Un~er clauseS of Rule XXTI, bills, resolution , and memorials

were mtroduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. COOPER of Ohio: A bill (H. R. 12900) granting the
consent of Congress· to the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. to
constn1ct, maintain, and operate a combined b1i<lge and dam
ac:ross the Maboning River, in the State of Ohio; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. .
Also, a bill (H. _R. 12996) granting the consent of Congress
to the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. to construct, maintain,
·and operate a bridge across the Mahoning River in the State of
Ohio ; to t~e Committee on Interstate anu For~ign Commerc~
Also, a b1U (H. R. 12997) crranting the consent of Congre s t()
the Youngsto:wn Sheet & Tube Co. to construct, maintain, and.
operate a bndge across the Mahoning River in the State of
Ohio; to the Committee on Interstate and F~reign Commerce.
By Mr. ASHBROOK: A bill (H. R. 12908) to amend section
3528 of the Revised Stamtes; to the Committee on Coinc'l..o-e
'Veights, and Measures.
.
t:> '

PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
were introduced and severaUy referred as follows:
By l\Ir. BARNHART: A bill (H. R. 12999) to remove the
charge of desertion from the military record of Thomas Newton
Swearingen, .and to grant hlm an honorable ·discharo-e · to tlle
Committee on Military Affairs.
.
o '
By Mr. CO.Ai>Y: A. bi~l (H. R. 13000) granting a pension to
Emma Hall; to the Committee -on Invalid Pensions.
By 1\~r. HENSLEY: A bill (H. n. 13001) .g ranting an increase
of pensiOn to .Joseph R. McKeever; to the Committee on Invalid
Pensions.
By l\lr. KENNEDY of Rhode ISland. A bill (ll. R. 13002)
granting an increase of pension to Charles 0. Smith· to the
Committee on Invalid Pensions.
·
,
1.
By Mr. DEl\TTON: A resolution (H. !Res. 43G) to pay to
W. Ray Loomis -extra <Compensation fer compiling the Weekly
Compendium and Monthly Compendium; to the Committee on
EXECUTIVE COl\illUNICATIONS, ETC.
Accounts.
By 1\Ir. CANTRILL: .A. re olution ·( H. Res. 437) providinoo
Under clause 2 of Rule XXIV, executive commumcations were
for the consideration of H. R. l.29J.7 ; to the Committee o~
taken from the Speaker's table and referred as follews :
1. A letter from the Secretu.ry of the Treasury, transmitting a Rules.
tentative draft of legislation to provide suitable additional hospital and sanatorium facilities for the care 1l1ld treatment of
PETITIONS, ETC.
soldiers and sailors and others en.tiUed to treatment by the PubUnder
clause
1
of
Rule
XXII., :p etitions .and papers were laid
lic Health Service {H. Doc. No. 1294); to the Committee on
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows :
Public Buildings and Grounds and ordered to be printed.
l3y Mr. CAREW: Resolution -of the National .A sociation of
2. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury~ transm1tting copy of a communication from the Acting Secretary of , Real Estate Boards, concerning the housing problem ; to the
War submitting a supplemental estimate 'Of appropriation re- Committee on Public Buildinooos and Grounds.
By Mr. FULLER of lllinois: Petition of the Federal Guards
quired by the War Department for contingencies of the Army,
fiscal year 1919 (H. Doc. :ro. 1295)-; to the Committee -<>n Ap- Relief Association for increase •o f pay ; to the Committee on
Labor.
·
prop-riations and ordered to be printed.
Also, petition -<>f the National Women's Trade-Union League
3. Letter- from the Acting Secretary of the Tr usury, transmitting copy of a conmmnication from the Public Printer, sub- for the Nola.n minimum-wage bill (H. R. 15"2) ; to the Committ~
·
mitting additional estimates of .appropriation, required by the on Labor.
.By 1\Ir. RAKER: Letter .of Frank Morrison, secretary Ameri·
Public Printer for public printing and binding, -and for leaves of
absence, Go..-ernment .Pl'inting Office, 1918 (H. Doc. No. 1200) ; can Federation of Labor urging the passage of House bill 152 •
.
•
to the Committee on Appropriations and ·ordered to be printed. to the Committee on Labor.
REPORTS OF OOl\n.IITTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS Al-I"D
RESOLUTIONS.

xm..

Under clause 2 of Rule
bills and resolutions were severally reported from committees, deli•ered to the Clerk, and
referred to the se"\'eral calendars therein n~ed, as follows:
1\I'r. DEWALT, from the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,.to which was referred the bill (S. 4871) to authorize the Philadelphia, Harrisburg & Pitt burgh Railroad Co.,
its lessees, successors, and assigns to construct a bridge -across
the Susquehanna River, from the city of Harrisburg, Dauphin
County, Pa., to. the Borooah of Lemoyne, Cumberland Co-unty,
Pa., reported the same without amendment, accompanied by a
report (No. 804), which said bill and report were :referred to
the House Calendar.
JUr. PADGETT, from the Committee on N-aval Affairs, to wb'ich
was referred the bill (H. n. 12982) to authorize the Secretary
of the Navy to purchase from the Commonwealth of Massarhusetts a large dry dock and appurtenant land , reported the same
without runendment, accompanied by a report ( ro. 810), which
said bill ::mel report were refeiTed to the -Committee of the Whole
House on the st<..t te of tile Union.
·

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
1VEDNESDAY,

Septembe1•

~5,

1918.

The House was called to order at 12 o'clock . noon by :Mr..
HAMLIN as Speaker pro tempore.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered tile following prayer :
.
We tllank Thee., our Father in heaven, that the great war in
which we are engaged is not u war of one man nor of any set of
men, but is preeminently a war of the people, in which sectionalism, ectarianism, and party affiliations llave been re<lured to
the lO\Yest minimum ; lost in the higher and purer principle. of
patriotism, in which the people are ready nnd willino- to sacrifice
means and men to secure liberty ·and human rights for all men
and for all· nations, great or small, that militarism and autocracy
shall be swept from the face of the earth, to Thy glory ancl to
the good of all men.
We thank Thee for the signal ~ucces of our arms. an<l tho e
of our allies, east, west, north, and outh.
Continue, we beseech Thee, to favor liberty, truth, and justice.
In His Name. Amen.

1918.
The Journal of the proceedings of yesterday was read and ap-

prov~.

·
LETTER FROM AN AMERICA....~ SOLDIER IN FRANCE.

Mr. ELLIOTT. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent· to
proceed for three minutes.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Indiana
asks unanimous consent to proceed for three minutes. Is there
objection?
Thet·e was no objection.
Mr. ELLIOTT. Mr. Speaker, I desire to send to the Clerk's
desk, to be read in my time, a letter received this morning from
one of the brave boys who are now fighting in France.
Mr. GARNER. What is the request, Mr. Speaker?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Indiana
asks unanimous consent to proceed for three minutes, with
the request, which was granted, to ha\e a letter read at the desk
in his time. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read ns follows :
AMERICAN RED Cnoss,
Oo1walescent Oamp, August 24, 1918.

lion. RICHAR.D ELLIOTT.
DE..I.R FRIEXD : I suppose you think I am slow in writing to you as I
promised when in your office along about the 21st of April. If you will
remember, I run the marine that you wrote the will for on that date,
for which I am very grateful. I hope I can some day fully repay you
for this kindness.
A few hours after my visit to your office I was on my way to a port
here in France. I wasn't here but a short time until I got my first introduction to the Fritzies. We gave a good account of ourselves, as I
guess you read in the papers along about the first part of June. They
brought up the Prussia.ns (the picked troops of Germany), but they all
looked the same to us. What was left of the Huns in this sector had
to say " the marines are some fighters." They call us "devil dogs."
It was but a short time after I got at the front that I realized this
"arne was a man's job, but the Americans have proven they are equal
to tbe oc:oa.sion. The day of the Germans' starting or taking the
otfE>nsive is a thing of the past.
Along the midd1e of June I get some of the poison gas, which has
l•ept me from the front ever since. At present I am getting along fine.
l\Iy eyes bother me some, but I think they will soon be all right and
That I will soon be allowed to return for another crack at them. I
don't think they will put over much gas any way soon, unless they
invent some device to shoot from their backs, as they are constantly
on the retreat.
I read an American-printed paper every night. The way the people
I)VCr in the States are buying liberty loans, thrift stamps, assisting the
ned Cross, and doing everything possible to prosecute this war to a successful conclusion certainly makes us boys feel good. We know they
are all in back of us. 1 have had a lot of wonderful experiences since
here that I hope I will have the opportunity of telling- to you some day.
I must close for this time. With best wishes, I am,
Yours, respectfully,
Pvt. THOS. H. FELTZ,

O.K.

Ninety-sifDtl' Company, Si0th Mm·ines,
Convalescent Camp, Hospital Oenter,
.A. P. 0. 185, .AU.erey (S.-et-L.),
.Ame1'ican EfDpeditiona1'1J Fot·ce.
.
Lieu~enant,

[Applause.]

JACK ALLAN,

Seventh Intant1·y.

:MINERALS' AND METALS FOR WAR PUr.POSES--cONFERENCE REPORT
(NO. 803), .

1\fr. FOSTER. ;Mr. Speaker, I call up the conference report
on the bill H. R. 11259, respecting minerals and metals for war
purposes.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report it.
The Clerk read as follows :
Conference report on the bill (H. R. 11259) to provide further for the
national security and defense by encouraging the production, conserving
the supr,ly, and controlling the distribution of those ores, metals, and
minerals which have formerly been largely imported, or of which there
is or may be an inadequate supply.

Mr. FOSTER. 1\:lr. Speaker, I ask that the conference report
be read.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from lllinois
asks that the conference report be read. The Clerk will proceed
to rend the report.
The conference report was read, as follows :
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of
the two Houses on · the amendment of the Senate to the bill
(H. R. 11259) to provide further for the nationaf security
and defense · by encouraging ·the production, conserving the
supply, and controlling the distribution of those ores, metals,
and minerals which have formerly been largely imported, or
of which there is or may be an inadequate supply, aftEr full
and free conference have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as fol1ows:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate, and agree to the same, with an amendment
as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed by the Senate insert
the following:
"That by reason of the existence of a state of war, it is
essential to the national security and defense, and to the sue-

cessful prosecution of the war, and for t11e support and main·
tenance of the Army and Navy, to provide for an adequnte and
increased supply, to facilitate the production, and to proYide
for an equitable, economical, and better distribution of the
following-named mineral substances and ores, minerals, inter·
mediate metallurgical products, metals, alloys, and chemical
compounds thereof, to wit: Antimony, arsenic, ball clay, bis·
muth, l \.'omine, cerium, chalk, chromium, cobalt, corundum em·
ery, fluorspar, ferrosilicon, fullers' earth, graphite, grinding
pebbles, iridium, kaolin, magnesite, manganese, mercury. mica,
molybdenum, osmium, sodium, platinum, palladium, paper clay,:
phosphorus, potassium, pyrites, radium, sulphur, thorium, tin,
titanium, tungsten, uranium, vanadium, and zirconium, as the
President may, from time to time, determine to be necessary1
for the purposes aforesaid, and as to which there is at the tima
of such determination, a present or prospective inadequacy of
supply. The aforesaid substances mentioned in any such deter·
mination are hereinafter referred to as necessaries.
"SEc. 2. That the President is authorized from. time to time
to purchase such necessaries and to enter into, , to accept, to
transfer, and to assign contracts for the production or purchase of same, to provide storage facilities for and store the
same, to provide or improve transportation facilities, and to
use, distribute, or allocate said necessaries, or to sell the same
at reasonable prices, but such sales made during the war shall
not be. at a price less . than tlie purch~se or c.ost of production
thereof: Provided, That no such contract of purchase shall
cover a period longer than two years after the termination of
the war.
"The President is further authoriz~. upon finding that importation into the United States of any of the necessaries
covered by this act is likely to result in a loss to the United
States on any necessaries which it may have acquired hereun·
der, to ascertain, fix, and ·proclaim such rate of duty upon such
imported necessaries as shall be sufficient to adequately protect the United States from any such loss.
.. " The funds provided by section 6 her.eof shall be used in
carrying out the powers granted by this section, and all moneys
received by the United States from or in connection with the
disposal of such necessaries, shall be used as a revolving fund
for further carrying out ·the purposes of this act. Any balance
of such moneys remaining when the object of this act has been
accomplished, shall, as collected, received, and on hand and avail·
able, be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
" SEc. 3. That the President is authorized to requisition and
take over any of said necessaries and to use, distribute, allocate,
or .sell the same; and also to requisition and take over any undeveloped or insufficiently developed or operated idle land, deposit, or mine, and any idle or partially operated smelter, or
plant, or part thereof, producing or, in his judgment, capable
of producing said necessaries, or either of them, and to develop
and operate such mine or deposit or such smelter or plan.t, either
through the agencies hereinafter mentioned, or under lease or
royalty agreement, or in any other manner, and to store, use,
distribute, allocate, or sell the products thereof: P'ro'Vided, That
no ores or metals, the principal money v:1lue of which consists in
metals or minerals other than those specifically enumerated in
section 1 hereof, shall be subject to requisition under the provisions of this act. Whenever the President shall determine that
the further use or operation by the Government of any such land,
deposit, mine, smelter, or plant, or part thereof, so acquired, is
no longer essential for · the objects aforesaid, the same shall be
returned to the person, firm, or corporation entitled thereto.
The United States shall make just compensation, determined by
the President, for the taking over, use, occupation, or operation
by the Government of any such necessaries, or any such land,
deposit, mine, smelter, or plant, or part thereof. If the compensation so determined be unsatisfactory to the person, firm, or corporation entitled thereto, such person, firm, or corporation shall
be paid 75 per cent .:>f the amount so determined and ·shall be
entitled to sue the United States to recover such further sum as
added to said 75 per cent will make up such amount as will be
just compensation, in the manner provided by section 24, paragraph 20, and section 145, of the Judicial Code.
"The President is authorized to require statements and reports, to examine books and papers, and to prescribe such rules
and regulations as he may deem appropriate for carrying out ;
the purposes of this act. The fund provided by section 6 hereof
may be used in carrying ouf the purposes of this act, and all
moneys received by the United States from or in connection
with the use, operation, or disposal · of any such necessaries.
land, deposit, mine, smelter, or plant, or part thereof, shall be
used as a revolving fund for further carrying out the purposes
of this act. Any balance of such moneys remaining when the
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objects of this act ha\e been accomplisheili shall., as collected, of all property acquired thereunder, and after said proclamation
received, and on haRd and available, be covered into the Treas- of peace no contracts shall be made, property acquired or other
ury as miscellaneous receipts. '
transaction perfooned under this act except such as' shall be
" SEc. 4. That any person who shall neglect or refuse to com- necessary for the purpose of this section and incidental thereto
ply with any order or requisition made by the President_ pw:- and tw<Y years after such proclamation of peace this act shall
suant to the provisions of this act,. or who shall obstruct or cease. to have effect and all powers conferred thereby shall end:
attempt to obstruct the enforcement of or the compliance- with Promded, That the termination of this act shall not prevent
any such requisit' on or order, or who shall violate any of the the subsequent collection of any moneys due the United States .
provisions of this act, or any rule or regulation adopted here- nor shall it affect any act done or any r ight or obligation ac:
under, shall~ upon conviction, be fined not exceeding $5,000 or crued or accruing or any snit or proceeding had or commenced
be impriSoned for not more than. two years, or both.
b~ore SU:Ch termination, but all such collectiQns, rights, obliga"SEc. 5. That the sum of $500,000 is hereby appropriated,_ out tions, SUits, and proceedings shall continue as if this act had
·of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated', to be not terminated, and any offense committed or liability ina va.ilable until June 30, 1!>19, for the payment of all administra- curred ptior theret<> shall be prosecuted in the same manner and
tive expenses under- this a ct, including personal services, travel- with the same punishment and effect as if this act: had not
ing and subsistence· expenses, the payment of rent, the pur- terminated.
chase oi equipment, supplies, postage, printing, publications, and
" SEc. 11. That employment under the provisions of this act
such other articles, both in the District of Columbia and else- shall
not exempt any person from military service under the prowhere, a.<; the President may deem essential and proper.
visions Of the selective draft law approved May 18, 1917, or any1
" SE<:. 6. That the sum of $50,000,000 is hereby appropriated, act
amendatory thereto.
out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
"SEc. 12. That if any action or provision of this act shall be
which, together with all moneys received from time to time under the provi ions of this act, all of which shall be credited to ·declared invalid for any reason whatsoever such invalidity hall
said appropriation, sh nll be used as a revolving fund for carry- not be construed to affect the validity of any other section or.
ing. ont the objects of thi-s act, and for the purpose of making provision hereof."
And the Senate agree to the same.
all payments and disbursements, including just compensation
under- section a, by this act authorized: Provided, That no .part
M. D. FOSTER,
of this appropriation shall be expended for the purposes deEow ARD T. TAYLOR,
scribed in the last preceding section : Provided further, That a.
M. M. GARLAND,
deta iled report of all operations under this act, including all
Managers on the part of t he Housa.
receipts and disbursements, shall be filed· with the Secretary of
CHARLES B. HENDERSON,
the Senate and Clerk of the House of Representati\es on or beT. J. 'VALSH,
fore the 25t h day of each month, covering the preceding month's
MILEs Pom DE XTER,
operation. Any balance or· said revolving fund remaining when
Managers on the part of t he Sehate.
the objects of t his act have been accomplished, shall, as collected, received, and on hand and available, be covered into the
STATEMENT.
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
The managers on the part of the House at the conference
"SEc. 7. That the President is authorized to exercise each,
every, or any power and authority hereby vested in him, and to on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on amendment of
expend the moneys herein appropriated or provided for, or any the Senate to H. R. 11259, providing for the control of ores,
part or parts thereof, by and through such officer or officers, de- metals, and minerals which have formerly ·been imported or of
partment or departments, boar d or boards, agent, agents, or which there is or may be an inadeq_uate supply, submit tha
agencies as he shall create or designate from time to time for.. following statement in explanation of the action taken by the
this pm-pose. He may fix the reasonable compensation for th~ conf~rence con:i.rii.ittee, we r,espectfully submit the follo-wing
performance of such services, but no official or employee of the repOJ:t as to the action. of the managers on the part of the
United States shall receive any additional compensation f or House:
The Senate struck out all the House bill arid agreed to an:
, such services- except as now permitted by law: Provided, That
no person employed under the provisions of thi act shall be entire amendment providing much the same as the House bill
paid any salary or compensation in. excess of that paid for silni.- but in different language.
lar or like services rendered in executive departments of the·
The Senate amendment as to the ores, metals, and minerals
to be included was the same as in t he House, · except the
Government
" SEc. 8. No person having a pecuniary interest in any trans- Senate struck out "sea salt" and inserted. "sodium"; this
action in pursuance of this act shall have any official connection includes all the compounds of sodium, of which sea salt is one.
under this act with such transaction. Any· person violating
The Senate amendment also accomplished the same purpose
this provision shall forfeit to the Government all proceeds which as the House bill by making it shorter in many of its prohe shall have received from such transaction, and upon due con- visions. The main d:i.fference between the House and Senate
viction of such violation shall be fined not exceeding $10,000 or bills is the Senate authorized the President to form one or
imprisoned not exceeding 10 years.
more corporations for the purpose of buying and selling these
" SEc. 9. That the President is authorized, if in his judgment neces aries. This does not require the President to form
such action be necessary or useful for the objects of this act, to these corporations, but only gives. him the power to do so if
form one or more corporations uncler the laws of any State, he thinks best. The other important difference between the
Territory,. District, or possession of the United States, for the House and Senate was that in the House bill it provided for
purpose of carrying out the powers or any of the powers· hereby the fixing of minimum prices. The Senate would not agree
authorized. The capital stock of any such corporation shall be to snch a provision, and it was .stricken out, but <lid provide
such as the President ma y determine, but the t tal capital stock that the Government may contract for these necessaries and at
for all corporations so formed shall not exceed in the aggregate prices agreed upon; also that these necessaries can be requisi..
the appropriation of $50,000,000, made by section 6 hereof.. Said tione<l, bought, sold, and allocated.
appropriation, or any part thereof, may be used by the President
Another important provi ion agreed to in conference is that
in sub cribing on behalf of the United State , t.h.rough such per- it restores the amount to be appropriated as a revolving fund
son or persons us he mny designate, to the capital stock of such. . to buy and sell these necessaries. Fifty million dollars was procorporu.tion or corpor a tions, and the capital and assets of :my vided in the Honse bill as reported Gut from the committee; this
such corporation or corporations, together- with all additions was reduced to $10,000,000 by the House. It is believed by the
thereto under sections 2 and a hereof, may be used in carrying out conferees th at if the Government is to buy and sell these metals
the obj ects of this act. The directorate and organization of such and minerals, the amount of $50,00 ,000 would not be too much.
corporation or corporations shall be such as the President may This appropriation of $50,000,000 is a revolving f und, and when
pr e cribe, and such corporation or corporations shall have all the war closes this money goes ba ck to the Treasury as miscelsuch charter powers as may be deemed necessary or. de irable by laneous receipts and can·not be used for n.ny other purpo e .
the· President to enable it or them to accomplish the ob-jects of
An amendment agreed to by the conferees pr ovides that during
this act. T he capital stock of. any such corporation or corpora- the war these necessary mi nerals must be sold for not less thau
tions shall be held and voted for the exclusive benefit of the cost of purchase or production, but it does not apply after the
United States through such person or persons· as the President war closes as there may be some of the e minerals still in the
may de. ig:n.ate.
hands of the Government, and it might be advisable to sell t hem
"SEc~ 10. Upon the proclamation of peace the President shall at less tha n cost in order to clo e up the business, and it might
proceed as rapidly as possible to wind up and. terminate all be economy to take less than cost rather than conduct the busi·
transactions under this act, and to dispose as fust as practicable ness indefinitely~
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The~e ~re the mai; differences as pointed out between the two get and needs, it could be developed. It was thought best that

billt:.

.
Your conferees believe that with these changes practically
tlle snrue purpose is accomplished in the amendment as printed
in the conferenep report as wus providecl in the House bill.
1\1. D. FOSTER,
EDWARD T. TAYLOR,

l\L 1\1. G AB.LAND,

Managers on the part of the House.
The SPE~R pro tempore. The gentleman from illinois is
re{:ognized for one hour.
:Mr. FOSTER. lUr. Speaker, this bill passed the House and
went to the Senate, where the S.enate struck out all of the House
bill and proposeti another bill, which wa.s shorter, and while in
many of its sections it has the same effect, yet in some respects
there has been a radical change.
FDr instance, the Senate bill provides that this work shall
be under tlle direction of the President. The House bill provided that it should be done under the Secretary of the Interior, and thnt the Bureau of 1\Iines should act as th-e agent of the
Secretary of the Interior.
No>'i·, the Senate bill also proYides that the President may
fot·m one or more corporationsl\11'. 1\10NDELL. Before the gentleman lea\es that particular
point, wm he yield -for one moment? ·
1\lr. FOSTER. Yes.
1\lr. 1\IONDELL. 'Vhile the House bill has been veTy radically modified in the respect that the gentleman has just mentioned, I assume that in any eYent operations under the law
will be carried out through the Secretary of the Interior and
t11rougb the Bureau of Mines under the Secretru·y?
1Ur. FOSTER. I think and hope that will be the case.
l\Ir. MO~ELL. Unless these corporations which the gentleman proposes to discuss shall take the work over!
::\fr. FOSTER. Yes. In that case there would be some one in
charge of the corporation under which the law 'vould l>e administered.
l\1r. MONDELL. It would seem logical and proper, however,
thnt these operations should be en.rried on thi'ougn the Interior
Department and the Bureau of Mines in the main, would it not!
!\lr. FOSTER. Yes. That would l>e my judgment. Yet I
could not answer as to what the President would do.
Mr. 1\iONDELL. Nothing has developed to indicate any opposition anywhere to the conduct of these operations and the
admini tration of this law by the Secretary of the Interior and
the Bureau of 1\lines?
1\fr. FOSTER No. Eve1·ything indicates tbat that would be
done. I tl:.ink under the Owrman Act it is possible for the
President to do that anyhow. Congress has given him the power
in reference to these matters, and then it is pronded tllat if the
Presiuent desires to do so and thinks !Jest he can place this work
under some other department.
Mr. l\IONDELL. The gentleman, when I interrupted him, was
about to discuss the question of these corporations. What was
' the argument presented to the conferees indicating the advisability of having such corporations?
_1r. FOSTER. I understand the President in istecl very
strongly that in the administration of this law it might be
neces ary to form these. corporations-not that he was going to
do it, but that if he thought it necessary to do so he should be
1
given that power. And for that reason it was put in in the
' Senate, under the belief -that there might come a time when it
would be necessary to form these corporations, one or more, and
haYe them transact the business of such buying and selling as
might be nece sary.
Mr. 1\IONDELL. Ti1e bill as it left the House carried "$10,000,000. The conferees agreed upon an appropriation of $1:)0,000,000. That is quite a considerable boost, even in these days
of large expenditures.
Mr. FOS"'.rER. It is. I will say to the gentleman that when
the House committee considered this bill they were cDnvineeil
that the law could not properly be administered under it unless
, they had sufficient money. This is a revolving fund. you will
understano, which can not be used for any purpose except to buy
,and sell the ·e nece saries. The amount was reduced in the
"Hon se to $10,000,000.
1\Ir. MADDEN. Does it authorize the development of- new
mines?
1\lr. FOSTER It authDrizes the development of mines now
undeveloped or insufficiently developed.
l\11'. MADDEN. So that this could be used for wildcat in.vestigations?
l\Ir. FOSTER. No. If there is an undeveloped mine and
they know there is a substance there that the Government eou1d
1

that should be done.
1\Ir. MONDELL. Under the provisions of the !Jill, as the conferees agreed upon it, an operation could be undertaken which
would be in the nature of developing an entirely unde\elopell
property?
Mr. FOSTER. .An undeveloped property.
1\Ir. MONDELL. If property was found that was not opened
up it could be opened and developed.
l\1r. FOSTER. And the committees, both of the Senate and
the House. believe that they sbould. have the right if there was
a mineral in a mine that was not deyeloped to de\elop it and
get it out for use in time of war.
l\Ir. l\IADDEN. Will the gentleman yield?
1\fr. FOSTER. Certainly.
1\Ir. 1\IADDEN. Is there any provision that requires a corporation that may be organized to ascertain before any money
is invested in land that the mineral they seek may be found
there7
1\fr. FOSTER. No; it is not in the bill, but it is to be taken
that the Government would not go out wildcatting. It is only
those mines where it is h."llown that there are minerals necessary
for war purposes. We have to leave some latitude, and we cDUld
not say1ww much or how little.
1\fr. MADDEN. There should be n certainty that certain min·
era.ls are to be found in the locality.
1\Ir. FOSTER. Yes; but no sane man would go out and under~
take to prospect·for minerals under this bill. For instance, it_has
been said, I do not know whether there is anything in it or not,
that there is a tin mine undeveloped, an abandoned one, and they
might want to investigate it.
Mr. McKENZIE. Will the gentleman yield?
l\Ir. FOSTER. I will.
1\Ir. McKENZIE. I have had one little misgiving in regard
to this bill, nnd that is the possibility that the public might be
taken in or deceived by promoters in the sale of stock. I understand that the Government under this law will take the products
of various mines opened under the provisions of this law at a
price that will guarantee mine operators the cost, at least, or
the opernti.on.
l\Ir. FOSTER. No; the guarantee price is out of the bill.
Mr. 1\Ich.~ZIE. Is there anything in the bill that will preYent a cDrporation composed of men who have been given a rontract by the Federal Government to open up a mine to then
come out to the public and say this particular project has 1he
approval of the Government and therefore if you buy stock in
this mine you can not lose? Is there any protection against that
f-raud on the public!
Mr. FOSTER. No; but there· is a law against it on the statute
books now. A man may go out and say, " Here is mineral from
a mine that the Government is buying and we want you to invest
in this .stock," and there is nothing in the bill to prevent it. If a
man is gullible enough, if the gentleman feels that it might come
to his constituents, there is nothing to prevent people from being
gulled.
1\Ir. McKENZIE. If the gentleman will permit, I have no
sympathy with tl1e individual who will permit another individual
on the same level taking him in and selling him a gold brick ; in
other words, I am not in favor of having men put unaer guardianship, but there is a vast difference between that proposition
n.nd having some one come to you and say that the President
of the Unite<l States, or the Government of the United States,
is behind this, and the inn<>cent purchaser might rely on that,
and I think he ought to be protected.
1\Ir. FOSTER. That would be a fr:aud.
Mr. McKENZIE. Is th>Cre anything in the bill to take care
of it?
1\Ir. FOSTER. No; but there are laws on the statute books
to punish that sort of a fraud ; that would be the same as any
fraud.
· 1\Ir. McKENZIE. Is there anything in the bill as reportecl
that would provide any punishment of those who would perpetrate that fraud?
1\lr. FOSTER. No; and tl'le committee did not feel that they
ought to go into that phase of the situation, and I do not think
the committee could.
l\1r. TO,VNER. Will the .gentleman yield?
Mr. FOSTER Yes.
Mr. TOWNER. As l: remember, the original bill reported by
the Honse committee provided -for a fund of ~50,000,000 as a
revolving fund.
1\lr. FOSTER. The original bill provided for .$50,000,000, and
the House reduced it to $10,000,000 .
Mr. TOWNER. And after a some'\That elaborate discussion
in the House that amount was reduced to $10,000,000, the House
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b lieving that $50,000,000 was an unnecessary amount. Now, in
this hill as it is amen<led and agreed to by the conferees tlle
original amount of $50,000,000 is reinserted.
l\Ir. FOSTER. That is true. In the committee on the part of
the other body whicll has to do with this bill, after exhaustive
llearings which continued for a long time, it was shown to be
necessary to have this amount of money to carry on "this work
an<l buy and sell. The gentleman realizes that they must have
a large quantity of material if they allocate it among these different industries and concerns throughout the country. It was
believe<l by the committee of the House that they would need
that amount of money. This is a revolving fund that can not
be used for any other purpose, and after the work is completed
all the money must go back into the Treasm·y. None of these
minerals can be sold during the war time at less than costfor less than it takes to produce or purchase them.
l\lr. TOW~"'ER. Yes; but it takes so much more taxes,
so many more liberty bonds, to produce the $50,000,000 than it
would the $10,000,000. I remember very well that the matter
was all gone over in the House as to what would be needed and
why it could not be used and why it was not necessary to use
$50,000,000 as a revolving fund. And the House came to the
conclusion almost unanimously that it ought to be reduced.
l\Ir. FOSTER. The House reduced it to $10,000,000, but after
further consideration and hea1·ings by the Senate committee it
was deemed jnadvisable to have a less sum than $50,000,000.
As I have said before, this can not be used except for one purpo e, and then it must go back into the Treasury.
Mr. TOWNER. Of course we in the House do not know the
adllitional facts and statements that were made to the Senate
and the conferees, but the gentleman knew what the feeling of
the House was, and I sincerely hope that the reasons were
strong enough to justify the House conferees in receding from
the action of the House in regard to that matter.
Mr. FOSTER. The House conferees took into consideration
the reasons set forth by the Senate hearings for the $50,000,000.
The Senate hearings contained the statements of those who will
administer the law and those who will have charge of it, and
they deemed it necessary to have this amount of money; they
aid they could not get along without it. The gentleman will
understand that in . buying the necessary minerals it will take
a large amount of money. Take into consideration manganese,
which will amount to millions of dollars; chrome, which will
amount to a lot of money.
You take tungsten and all the other metals provided for in
this bill. If the Government controls them it will require a
large sum of money. For instance, take sulphur. Sulphur is
now at a high price, but the Government must have it and in
order to get sufficient sulphur and -to buy it, it will require a
great deal of money to do it.
1\Ir. TOWNER. Of course we ~·ealize that, but $10,000,000
for that purpose is a good deal of money. The Government does
not hold its purchases, it only purchases from time to time and
immediately disposes of what is purchased, as the gentleman
says, to equitably distribute and prevent monopolization.
l\fr. FOSTER. There is a provision in this bill for storage.
l\lr. TOWNER. But the storage probably would be a very
temporary thing, and in most of the cases it would not be stored
at all.
Mr. FOSTER. We do not know how much will be stored.
Mr. TO,VNER. I w::m t to call the gentleman's attention to
another thing. The language of this bill does not prevent wildcatting, as I read it, because it allows the President to take
over at any time-and, of course, the President takes these
t11ings over upon the advice of somebody else-it allows him to
take over undeveloped land or deposits or mines and to develop
them and operate them. Certainly if undeveloped land is taken
over it must be taken over upon the supposition, upon the representation, that it contains ores. As I understand the gentleman,
when he fir t was making the explanation, money was only to
be used for further development of lands that had been already
opened up-l\Ir. FOSTER. No.
l\fr. TOWNER. As I understand it, that is not the case because here the provision is for the development of undeveloped
land.
Mr. FOSTER. This was thoroughly discussed in the House
when the bill passed. This is not a new provision.
l\Ir. TOWNER. I know; but the House is very much more
loath to allow $50,00~.000 to be expended in development of
undeveloped land for the discovery of unknown minerals for the
pmpose of locating them than it would be $10,000,000.
Mr. FOSTER. This provision, I will say to the gentleman,
might be abused; it is the same with everything; we haye to
trust somebody. Now, if it should be necessary in some un-
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developed land in' which it is known there is necessary mineral
or metal for the prosecution of this war and the· man who may
own that land <loes not develop it an<l will not deevlop it, the
Government ought to have the right to take that mineral if it is
necessary to go there and get it out of the ground.
Mr. TOWNER. I think we would have the right to do it now.
Mr. FOSTER. I do not think so.
Mr. MONDELL. ·wm the gentleman yield me five minute ?
Mr. FOSTER. I will. How much time have I, Mr. Speaker?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman has occupied 20 minutes. ·
Mr. FOSTER. I yield five minutes to the gentleman from
Wyoming [Mr. l\IoNDELL].
l\Ir. l\10NDELL. l\lr. Chairman, we all realize that this may
be properly classed as extraordinary, even dangero115, legislation.
'Ve are granting very wide and very broad powers to the President. We are proposing the entry of the Federal Government
into the operation or regulation of a wide variety of private
enterprises. We are only justified in granting those powers and
embarking on these enterprises on the theory that it is absolutely essential to the conduct and successful and vigorous
prosecution of the war. The House pas ed the bill on that
theory. Whatever may be our individual opinions in regard to
it, the administration is of the opinion that legislation of this
character is essential. In my opinion there is very considerable
· ground for that view, though I realize that much depends upon
the wisdom with which the law is administered. Tremendous
abuses may grow out of this kind of legislation, much favoritism
may result, large losses may result to the Federal Government,
but it seems essential that we should take those chances in view
of the opinion of those who are responsible and ought to be
qualified to speak that the action proposed is necessary. Now,
with regard to the matter of developing comparatively new
property, it is true that losses might result from such development. Such development might be unwisely undertaken, but
this is also true, that a considerable number of the metals mentioned in this bill have been developed and produced to a very
limited extent in our country. Tlle existence of deposits of
some of those minerals or deposits of substances from which
they can be extracted is no doubt ' known, and I have no doubt
it may be necessary for the Government to encourage and aid
in the development of what is practically undeveloped property
or property that has simply been prospected to a point that the
presence of mineral has been proved. If care is exercised in
that res'pect there ought to be no serious losses, and much good
may result from it in furnishing the minerals as they are needed
at the present time and in bringing about a very helpful development for the future. Now, with regard to the increase of the
appropriation from $10,000,000 to $50,000,000, I think the House
was, after careful consideration, convinced that a smaller sum
than $50,000,000 would be adequate. I am rather inclined to
the opinion it will not be necessary to spend anything like $50,000,000 in the administration of this measure. I hope it will
not be. I think it should be conservatively administered. I am
not disposed to criticize the conferees for agreeing to the larger
sum, and yet it is a very wide departure from the expressed view
of the Honse. We can only approve the measure in the hope that
conservatism-a conservatism that has been absent, I regret to
say, in some other operations-will govern and control in the
execution of this law. It can, no doubt, be made useful and
helpful-we trust it will be-to the end ~hat we shall secure the
benefits of increased production of these minerals without entailing great losses on the Treasm·y or improperly interfering with
orderly development with private capital.
Mr. MEEKER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MONDELL. I will.
Mr. MEEKER. From the knowledge the gentleman might
have of this whole situation, is it his opinion that this additional
$40,000,000 should be allowed?
Mr. MO~DELL. Well, my personal opinion is that it is very
doubtful whether so large a sum of money would be neces ary
for all of the legitimate purposes of the legislation; however,
we must resolve our doubts in this matter, as we have resolved
all of our doubts since we began this war, in far-or of the judgment of the men who are responsible.
1\Ir. MEEKER. Does not the gentleman believe that if we
were to appropriate $10,000,000 and they would come back later
and demonstrate they actually needed more money tl1ey could
get it?
Mr. l\IONDELL. Personally, I think that would be the very
much better plan, namely, to have appropriated $10.000,000, and
then have provided for a limit within which appropriations could
be made as needed. That would appear to be a more businesslike arrangement.
Mr. FOSTER. I yield to the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr.
STAFFORD] five minutes.
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1\Ir. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, the Senate bill and the conference report which follows the Senate bill are far more conservative in the interest · of the Government than the bill as it
passed the H ouse. The bill as presented by the House carried
as its fundamental principle the feature of guaranteeing the
price of the products of all these mines. No person with a
knowledge of mining but would know that in order to develop
new mines 'vith a high price to be guaranteed that would encourage development as the House bill provided, for two years
after the end of the war, that it would result in large and untold profits to the owners of the present d~veloped mines, which
would have to be borne ultimately by the taxpayers of the country. There is a question in my mind whether this bill will ever
be of any direct value to the Government in winning the war,
especially if the war terminates within one yenr, because the
agencies provided for in this bill will not have any effect whatsoever in developing these mines until nearly a year hence.
The mere question of the amount is not so vital, if it is necessary, as is the principle. The House bill was vicious in providing a guaranteed price on these certain metals regardless of the
cost of production, and having the guaranteed price fixed on
that character of ore, which was necessary to further develop
the ores of this country so as to develop a supply that was necessary in this country.
I question the policy of those back of this bill, and particularly
those connected with the Geological Survey, who wish to develop their powers by going about the country e.."'\:ploiting mines.
It was shown in the report that many of these metals could be
obtained at much less cost from Canada, but that these prospectors in Government employ wish to develop mines in this country
so as to obtain the exclusive supply from the United States. I
have never believed in the idea of home-market production, of
de\eloping mines that are so inferior that it would impose a tremendous cost upon the consumer, when those same metals could
be obtained from near-by counh·ies at a cost considerably less.
And yet that is the very logic of the advocates of these geological prospectors who are supporting this bill.
As I said at the outset, the Senate bill is far superior and
much more conservative than the House bill. The conferen~e
report, which is submitted for our consideration, is more conservative than the Senate bill. It safeguards the interests of
the Governm~nt in several particulars. If we are to launch
upon this policy of providing funds to a corporation of $50,000,000, to build raih'Oads, extend them into unknown parts, to
develop mines for the production of minerals of which we know
we will not have any available supply for more than a year
hence, merely to shut off the supply from Canada anu Mexico
or from Brazil, why, then, this bill is much better than the
House bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has
expired.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I ask for one minute more.
Mr. FOSTER. I yield one minute more to the gentleman.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I could not subscribe to the vicious principle in the House bill that would guarantee a price that would
levy a tremendous burden upon the consuming public of this
country and which would bring millions of profits for the duration of the war and for two years thereafter to all the present
owners of developed mines, where they happen to have a good
propo ition. And therefore I voted against it and spoke
against it.
Thi bill is conservative, as I said, leaving it to the President
nnd taking it out of the realm of the discretion of the Secretary
of the Interior, who would be really the head of the Bureau of
1\Iines, and throwing upon the President the full responsibility
of determining, by any agencies he may see fit to determine, what
mines are really necessary to be developed.
As I said before, if the war should end within a year I question
whether any \alue will come from this bill, but if it does not
end in that time, then perchance there may be some few instances where the Government in this time of stress and strain
may receive some few minerals that will be ot value to the Government in its activities.
1\Ir. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I wanted to ask the gentleman
. from Illinois some questions.
J\.lr. FOSTER. I will be glad to answer them.
1\Ir. WALSH. The bill as it passed the House provided that
the provision of the act should cease to be in effect six months
after the wnr was over?
1\Ir. FOSTER. That is correct.
1\Ir. \VALSH. NO\Y, the measure as now presented extends
that time h'i'O year ?
l\lr. FOSTER. No. Under .the House bill they had two years
in which to close up the bu iness, which is provided in this bill,
but in six month the operations under that act should cease!
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They could not buy any more of these necessaries then. So the
conference committee agreed on a provision which said that
on the proclamation of the President as to when the war shall
have closed. That is the difference. So the time that the conferees agreed to is shorter than either of the others.
1\Ir. WALSH. But the time is extended to two yea.rs within
which-1\Ir. FOSTER. To close up the business.
Mr. WALSH (continuing). Matters shall be closed.
Mr. FOSTER. They realized there might be some things to be
done to close up the business. We put in tills important provision which says that during the war they could not sell these
necessaries for less than production ; but when the war shall
have closed they do not ha\e to do so. That only applies during
the war, because the Go\ernment might ha>e some of these
minerals on hand, and it would be more economical to close it up
and take a. loss than it would be to continue the business. And
so that is provided.
Mr. WALSH. Now, then, this language is used in one or two
sections of this act, namely, "When the objects of this act have
been accomplished." Now when will the objects of this act be
accomplished?
l\1r. FOSTER. The objects of this will be final when the
money for whatever may be left on hand when the war closes is
finally returned to the Tre.a sury. That would be the final act.
1\lr. W ALSR. But the money is not to be returned to the
Treasury until the objects of the act have been accomplished.
Mr. FOSTER. Of course, that means as they get the money
they would turn it back into the Treasury. It says "as recei\ed."
:ru:.r. W~ll.SH. No. I beg the gentleman's pardon. Section 3
provides, " Money as received shall be used as a revol>ing fund."
That is on the top of page 3 of the conference report. And
further: " Any balance of such moneys remaining when the ob·
jects of this act shall have been accomplished shall, as col-·
lecte<l, received, and on hand and available, be covered into the
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts."
Mr. FOSTER. Let me call the gentleman's attention to section 6. It is provided there th:it "Any balance of said revolving fund remaining when the objects of this act have been accomplished shall, as collected, received, and on hand and avail·
able, be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts."
Mr. WALSH. It says" Any money received after the objects
of the act shall have been accomplished."
1\Ir. FOSTER. Yes; and it says "as collected."
Mr.
ALSH. That is rather unusual language, and that is
what prompted my question. I would like to ask the gentleman
one or two other questions.
Mr. FOSTER. Very well.
Mr. ALSH. In the original House bill the President was required to cause a detailed report to be made to Congress on the
first day of each regular session. That has been eliminated.
1\fr. FOSTER. No. The gentleman is mistaken about that.
It reads:

'V

'V

Providecl (ttrlhc~·, That a detailed report of all operations under this
act, incluUing all receipts and disbursements, shall be filed with the
Secretary of the Senate and Clerk of the House of Representatives on
or before the 25th day of each month, covering the preceding month's
operations.

1\Ir. WALSH. That is a financial report. This other report,
required in the House bill, was to contain a statement of all per·
sons employed, the salary or compensation allowed each, the
aggregate amount of the different kinds of property purchased,
a statement of all receipts and expenditures, and the general
character and estimated value of the property on hand. Now,
under this provision we do not get any information of that na·
ture--under the provision put into the bill by the Senate or the
conferees.
Mr. !•, OSTER. I understand that Congress could get that in·
formation_at any time it is called for.
1\Ir. WALSH. Yes; and it could get the information required
at any time Congress called for it. But it is in there.
1\11·. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman let me make an inquiry,
in that connection?
1.\'Ir. WALSH. Yes.
1\lr. STAFFORD. Can the gentleman from Illinois tell me
why they eliminated the restriction in the House bill leaving
the limitation on the maximum salary that could be paid to anY,
person over $4,500 and for clerical services ove1· $1,800?
1\lr. FOSTER. The Senate insisted that it should provide for
like service as is now provided by law. It has been said that in
some cases-in tbe case of a technic-al man, for example-it
might be necessary to pay a higher salary. That might occur
only in rare instances.
Mr. STAFFORD. Of course when you are going to form a
$50,000,000 corporation we all agree you might not be able to
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fin<l the right kind of a man for perhaps $4,500, or a highly
accomplished scientific man for $4,500.
l\lr. FOSTER. It is to secure the services of some teclmical
man. That is the reason.
1\lr. \V ALSH. l\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield further?
Mr. NORTON. :Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FOSTER I yield first to the gentleman from Massachusetts [:Mr. WALsH].
:Mr. WALSH. l\lay I ask the gentleman if the provision which
was the subject of the motion to recommit, to strike out the
price-fixing power, and which came within 6 votes of carrying,
has been eliminated by the conferees?
l\fr. FOSTER. It has.
Mr. 'V ALSH. Now, if the gentleman will permit, I notice that
this measure passed the House on the 30th day of April, at
which time the distinguished chairman of the committee presented at length the great emergency that was confronting us,
the great need of securing control and a supply of these >arious
minerals. Have the operations of the Go>ernment in the manufacture of war materials been at all delayed or obstructed or
hindered by the delay in the passage of this bill?
1\!r. FOSTER. I do not know whether they have been obstructed or delayed, but there h:1~ been a yery serious shortage, which it was thought would cause s~rious trouhle-a
shortage in some of these minerals.
Mr. WALSH. The shortage at that time was a shortage in
shipping.
Mr. FOSTER. Yes; it was, as I state<l at the time. It was
the intention of the Shipping Board to gradually reuuce the
ships for this purpose until August, when it would be reduced to
10 per cent, so that there would not be the trouble that there is
now. Now, there is only 10 per cent of the former tonnage
available.
Mr. WALSH. One question more.
. 1\lr. FOSTER. Very well.
- Mr. WALSH. The proYisions of section 9 would permit one
or more corporations to be formed and the entire stock of the
corporation to be placed in the hands of Mr. Baruch or any of
these other mining gentlemen who appeared before the committee, ''ould it not?
1\Ir. FOSTER. Whoever the Presi<lent might designate. It
Is in the han<ls of the President.
Mr. WALSH. I ay, he might place it in the hands of one
person. I did not ask what he could do, but I sai<l it was possible.
l\fr. FOSTER. I take it that the President would use his best
judgment and select some one who in his judgment was capable
of administering the law in the interest of the Government.
Mr. WALSH. The busine. s of this corporation?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
Mr. KREIDER. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman permit u
question?
1\Ir. FOSTER. Yes.
1\fr. KREIDER. In the organization of the corporation or corporations is it intended that these corporations should be forme<l
and the public be giyen an opportunity, or invited, to subscribe
for a portion of the stock?
- l\lr. FOSTER. No. The Government would own the controlling interest and the controllillg part of the corporation. Probably there will be no stock taken outside of what the Government
b!lS.

l\fr. KREIDER.

There will be none outside?
Mr. FOSTER. I do not imagine there will .be. I doubt very
much if there 'vould be. But the Government always would
have the control of it. Of course, after the war closes, under
this bill there might be some loss, for the reason that it might
be cheaper to clo e up the business and get out of it than it
would to continue it and hold this for a longer time.
1\Ir. KREIDER. Do I understand that it is the intent of the
framers of this bill that these corporations should be organized
in the se"\"'eral States, where they would find the mineral deposits,
under the _laws of the States?
1\Ir. FOSTER. No; I do not know that that would be the case.
It might be that they would form one corporation and take out a
charter in one particular Stnte.
Mr. l\flLLER of Washington. And do business as a corporation?
1\lr. FOSTER. Yes; d\) business as a corporation throughout
the United States.
1\Ir. KREIDER. In the development of these mineral depoElits
throughout thP country frequently mines are opened which prove
to be extremely valuable. It might be possible that under the e
corporation· mine would be opened, and, as I understand, the
corporations woul<l cease to do business within two years after
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the expiration of the ·war, a specified perio<l. What method, if
any, is to be 11m·sued in <lisposing- of the property?
l\Ir. FOSTER The !Jill provides that the Pres ident might sell
the property and turn tlle money into the Trea ury. No contracts can be made after the proclamation at the close of the
war. As to that, whatever business there may be that can not
be closed up right away will be continue<l. For instance, there
might be a suit that would be continued for some time, but the
property would be sold and the money turned into the Treasury.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman yielU?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
Mr. STAFFORD. As I understand from the report, the Government is to withdraw from the busine s within two years after
the close of the war, and it will have to sell aml dispose of its
storage facilities and the property and everything under the
authority of this act.
Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
1\lr. STAFFORD. It is really more restrictive than the House
bill.
1\Ir. FOSTER. The Senate had a provision making it six
months, but the conferees concluded that when the proclamation
at the close of the war came the President should be authorized
to dispose of the property and it shoul<l be clo ed up.
l\Ir. NORTOX Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FOSTER I will.
l\Ir. NOHTON. I take it that the administration of the law
will be unuer the Bureau of 1\Iines. Has the Bureau of Mines
a<lvised the Committee on Mine and Mining of their plan of
carrying out this legislation?
1\Ir. FOSTER. It has not.
l\Ir. NORTON. You make a blan~et appropriation to be
worke<l out in the future?
l\Ir. FOSTER. No ; but I do not know _how else we could provide for it than we have in this bill.
1\Ir. NORTON. The department has not at this time any
<lefinite plan to increase tl1e pro<luction of the e minerals, has it?
l\lr. FOSTER. The plan might be different in each particular
mineral, but it would be to do what was necessary to encotU'age
the supply that was short.
l\Ir. NORTON. I think that some inyestigation must have
been made already to determine that there is a shortage.
Mr. FOSTER. Certainly; the department has done that.
:Mr. NO~TON. The committee un<lerstands that no plan hag
been thought out by the department as to how it will increaso·
the production of these minerals.
Mr. FOSTER. I <lo not know what the department has
thought out; I am not advised as to that.
l\fr. NORTON. Your committee was asked to enact this legislation without being given any idea as to how it should be carried out?
Mr. FOSTER. Oh, no; we had extensive hearings in the
House committee and also in the Senate committee on this bill.
Mr. NORTON. I have not read the hearings, but did it develop that it was the plan of the Bureau of Mine and !\lining,
which will ha>e the legislation in charge, to take o>er mines and
operate them ?
Mr. FOSTER. If it was necessary to secure the miuerals;
yes.
Mr. NORTON. They ha>e the authority to do it if it is necessary?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes; but they <lo not know tlmt it will be necessary to take over any mines in the United States, and we hope
it will not be.
1\Ir. NORTON. What is the idea as to the production of these
minerals-to stimulate it?
Mr. FOSTER. In- buying them at a price that will be profitable to those who mine them, and, possibly, if neces ary, to go
out and help do some research work, which it would have the
right to do under the appropriation of $500,000. They might
visit a miner and advise him the best way to get out the mineral.
Mr. NORTON. They would not want a fund of- $50,000,000
to carry that out.
Mr. FOSTER. They could not use one cent of the $50,000,000
for that purpose.
Mr. NORTON. What I have in mind is this: It seems to me
tlwt if the Bureau of Mines comes in here and asks for legislation of this kind, this really gigantic legislation, they ought to
haYe in mind some definite plan, and ought to know with due
<lefiniteness how the production of minerals is to be increased,
how i.t is to be stimulated, and how it is to be secured.
Mr. FOSTER. I do not know as I can say anything more in
reply to the gentleman as to these minerals than what I have
said. Of course, of those minerals that tl1ey luwe pl~uty of
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they do not want to do anything. Those that they are_short of
they may want to go out and buy at a price that will encourage
production.
l\Ir. MILLER of Washington. Will the gentleman yield?
1\lr. FOSTER. I wilL
1\Ir. l\1ILLER of Washington. If they do not know and lla\e
no idea what they are going to do, how did the committee arrive
at the conclusion that $10,000,000 was not enough money?
l\Ir. FOSTER. I will say that the importations might be
taken charge of, all that come into the country, and it will be
necessary to allocate them. It might be necessary for the
Government to do that for the prosecution of this war. All the
foreign imports might be taken. by the Government and would
ha"e to be paid for.
.
1\Ir. MILLER of Washington. · And they want enough money
on hand to clo it, if necessary.
Mr. FOSTER. We thought so; and the department is \ery
positive as to that.
1\lr. MILLER of Washington. I see, pn pages 20 and 21 of
the bill, an enumeration of the ores and metals. I think it is a
fact that it is not possible under the terms of this bill to develop
any mineral substance, ores, or metals, except those enumerated
in tl1e bill.
l\fr. FOSTER. That is right.
1\ir. MILLER of Washington. Does not the gentleman thinl{
it advisable to have a provision in the bill for the development
of additional minerals that scientific demonstration may establish as useful?
.
1\lr. FOSTER. The committee included all the metals and
minerals that it thought was necessary to carry on the war.
Mr. l\1ILLER of Washington. Under any possibility.
1\Ir. FOSTER. Yes; and we have some in here that might not
l>e necessary. We took in more than we thought was necessary
as a precaution.
1\lr. 1\IILLER of Washington. The COIDJilittee feel that it has
all that were needed.
Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
1\Ir. KREIDER. 'Ve included all that we thought could possibly be needed by the Government.
l\1r. FOSTER. Yes.
l\1r. SANDERS of Indiana. In section 2 there is a pronsion
in the last four lines as follows:
That such sales made during the war shall not be at a price less than
the purchase or cost of production.

1\Ir. FOSTER. Does the gentleman want to know why that
is there?
1\lr. SANDERS of Indiana. I want to make an inquiry with
reference to the last part of it. Now, this amended act permits
the Government to go into the business of producing any of these
minerals. Suppose the Government should take over nine idle
mines and it would produce these minerals at the cost, say, of
$1 a unit. Suppose the tenth mine that is taken over the operation of the mine costs $2 a unit. Now, under the terms of this
bill the Government would not be permitted to sell the product
of the tenth mine at anything less than $2 a unit. Is that the
construction which the gentleman gives to the act?
1\Ir. FOSTER. I believe they will take into consideration all
the minerals produced. Possibly they might have one mine pro<lucing at the cost of $1 and another mine at the cost of $1.50, and
so on. That might be, but after averaging all together if they
find the cost is $2 they would sell for $2. We were fearful of
this provision because we thought of it the same as the gentleman does, but we found many western people who are fearful
that something might happen if the Government shQuld be
permitted to sell a certain materiel at a low price and put some
mines out of business. That is the only reason that it is put in
tL.ere so as to prevent that very fear, and we ran up against a
serious proposition when we got to it.
l\1r. SANDERS of Indiana. The· gentleman can readily see if
a private firm were compelled not to sell any of their production
for less than cost of production it would greatly hamper the
privat-e firm, and it seems to me when the Government goes into
the business of producing these minerals to say to the Governme:.It, "You can not sell the product for less than the production cost," would hamper them in the sale. In other words,
these sales will be made to firms engaged in the manufacture of
munitions, and, while they have a quasi public function, they are
in reality private individuals and firms. Now, these firms will
be the only market for the sale of these products, and if the
Government is to be so hampered that it can not sell the produd
of any mine at a price less than the production cost, it seems to
me it will mean they will have the production of these mines on
hand.
LVI-G80
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:Mr. FOSTER. If the Government is to produce some of
these metals and minerals, the gentleman can readily see that
·the Government would not want to lose the money on them.
1\ir. SANDERS of Indiana. I know they would not want to
do so.
1\lr. FOSTER. They were fearful throughout the West that
the Government might get in competition with these pri"\'ate
mines, and as a result of that competition they might put them
out of business. They were insistent on this, and they absolutely
refused to stand for anything less than this. We rewrote the
provision from the original proposition, and they agreed to it,
and they would not agree to anything else:
Mr. SANDERS of Indiana. If the language of the biB will
bear the consh·uction the gentleman mentioned a while ago, that
you can take all of the cost of production and divide the price
over all of the different mines, then that would not be so objec·
tionable. It seems to me the language in the bill says that' any
such sales made during the war shall not be less than the price
when they buy it or the cost of production when they produce it.
That relates to the production of the mines owned by the Go\ernment.
Mr. FOSTER. So it is, and that was the fear, that the Go\·
ernment might go in and be in competition with some mines and
might put them out of business entirely.
Mr. SANDERS of Indiana. That proylsion with regard to
guaranty was stricken from the bill?
1\Ir. FOSTER. Yes.
Mr. SANDERS of Indiana. And the provision i u reference to
the pre"fention of waste was stricken from the bill?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes; stricken from the bill.
Mr. SANDERS of Indiana. And the proT"ision with refer·
ence to hoarding was stricken from the bill, and the control by
the Government of distribution was stricken from the bill? ·
1\lr. FOSTER. Yes: they ha\e the right to requisition.
1\Ir. SANDERS of Indiana. · They can control the clisposition by buying and selling?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
.
1\lr. SANDERS of Indiana. But there is no power in this
bill now to control the distribution?
l\Ir. FOSTER. No; that is one reason why they will need
more money than under the original bill.
Mr. SANDERS of Indiana. I think there is no question
that the way the bill is framed now there will be more money
needed. In other words, as I gather from the reading of the
bill, the purpose is to authorize the Government to go into the
mining business in so fur as unde\eloped mines are concerned
and go into the market and purchase for the purpose of increasing production?
1\Ir. FOSTER. That is right. We ha\e not the right of con·
trol as was contained in the House bill.
1\Ir. SANDERS of Indiana. The House bill had in mind tlle
encouragement of private industry, and this bill has the pro\i·
sion for Go\ernment business.
1
1\Ir. FOSTER. That is it.
'
Mr. SANDERS of Indiana: In section 4 there is a provision
that any person who shall neglect or refuse to comply with any
order or requisition made by the President pursuant to the provisions of this act shall upon conviction be fined not exceed..
ing $5,000. What is the purpose of that provision?
1\lr. FOSTER. The purpose of that is they might find some
one whose product they have requlsitioned, and he might
refuse to comply with any order. Now, there ought to be some
way of compelling him to do so.
·
Mr. SANDERS of Indiana. What order does the Presiclent
have the power to make under the terms of this bill?.
Mr. FOSTER. He can make an order to requisition the prod•
ucts of a mine or-1
Mr. KREIDER. Or the mines themsel\es?
Mr. FOSTER. Or the mines themselves.
1\Ir. SANDERS of Indiana. This being a criminal section of
the law, before a man would be subject to punishment for a
crime it must be definite. Does the gentleman think it is
sufficiently definite?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has
expired.
l\1r. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent tllat
my time may be extended 20 minutes.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from illinois
asks unanimous consent that his time may be extended 20
minutes. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The Chair
hears none . .
Mr. SANDERS of Indiana. Does the gentleman think tllat
1 proYision is · ·sufficiently definite?

l
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Mr. FOSTER. I nm not a lawyer. i will state that on the operated. Does this committee believe it should be ·so? That is
conference committee there were some lawye},'s who have a I an extraordinary power.
1\fr. FOSTER. It is a wide power.
r~putation for learning in that profession, and they thought that '
· l\!r. SLAYDEN. 1\Iany people own mining properties that
this would be definite enough. That was their opinion.
have never been profitable to them, perhaps because of lack of
It says:
That any person "who shall neglect or refuse to comply with any capital or scarcity of labor which made it impossible to operate
order or r equisition made by the President pursuant to the provisions than, but they are wanting to do it and trying to do it, and if the
oi this act, or who shall obstruct or attempt t o obstruct the enforce- Government finds that condition exists it propo es through itS'
m ent of o-r the compliance with any r qu:isition or order, or who shall
violate any of the p r ov-is ions of this a ct or any rule or regulation officials, if necessary, to take the property away from those
adopt ed hereunder, shall, upon -convictionpeople. Is that true?
.
And so on~
:Mr. FOSTER. For the prosecution of the war. A man might
There is on this committee a very eminent mining lawyer, b.ave valuaple mines that contain necessary minerals for the
Senator W A.T.sn of Montana, who, I think, bears the reputation prosecution of the war. Thi"' gives the Government the right·
of being a fiTst-class man in that respect.
and power to go there and get that mine and get those neces·
1\ir. SANDERS ()f Indiana. And it wa the opinion Qf the sary minerals.
c<mferees that this was sufficiently definite?
l\!r. SLAYDEN. Copper is one of the things.
~1
.1\lr. FOSTER. Yes.
Mr. FOSTER. That is not in this bill at all.
'
Mr. SA!\TJ)EllS of Indiana. It ocCUTed to me that it -was not
Mr. SLAYDEJ.~. Copper is one of the things that the Govsu.ffi.ciently definite for a criminal .statute, :mel if there was some ernment does require in time of war, and Germany would give
re..'l.l remedy desired, it ought to lJe made more -definite.
her very onl for plenty of it right now. It is true the Governl\1r. NORTON. Will the gentleman from Illinois ~ ield ~
ment does not propo e to take over the copper mi nes. But the
1
Government has done this thing, which I think is entirely unMr. FOSTER. Yes.
· Mr. NORTON. Does the gentleman have any information be- fair: It has compelled the copper producers to sell their product
fore him showing the production or the shortage or estimated under the market value.
· shortage of ferrosilicon?
Mr. FOSTER. I think the co-pper producers of the country:
Mr. FOSTER. Whether there is a shortage or not?
have not lost any money, I will say to the gentleman from Texas,'
on the price that the Government has fixed for copper.
1\Ir. NORTON. Yes.
Mr. FOSTER. If the gentleman would read the -statement
1\lr. SLAYDEN. That is not the question. I thinlr the gentleand hearings I think he would get all this information.
man will admit that the producer of any useful commodity, produced in an oonorable way, is entitled to the market value.
Mr. NORTON. The statement?
1\Ir. FOSTER. If he would read the hearings. As to ferroMr. FOSTER. He is entitled to reasonable compensation.
silicQn, I do not know what the shortage is, if any~
Mr. SLAYDEN. He is entitled to the market value. in my
l\1r. NORTON. Or, generally, has the committee reported, judgment. That is the way I view cotton, and my friend from
or h as there been submitted to the committee, figures showing Arkansas, Mr. WINGo, ancl my friend from Tennessee, Mr~
the production or an estimated shorta~e of these various metals? GARRETT_, no doubt, agree with me in that particulnr.
1\Ir. FOSTER. When the bill passed the House the committee
1\Ir. FOSTER. That is a que tion that we can not settle here..
:filed all that, and it is in the RECORD-the uses, the shortage. and
Mr. SLAYDEN. For some time copper has been quoted in
London at £122 per' ton, which figures out to be 30 cent a pound,
all about them.
Mr. SANDERS of Indiana. The gentleman from Arkansas as I make it, while producers in this country were compelled to
sell their copper at 23~ cents a pound.
[Mr. 'VINGO] put that in the llEOORD.
Mr. WINGO. If my .c:olleague will permit, I will direct the
Mr. WINGO. I beg the gentleman's pardon. The producers
attention of the gentleman from North Dakota (l\Ir. NoRTON] of copper have been giYen a price which they them elves know.
to tills fact. If he will go back and read the debate on this bill, is highly remunerative. I have been protestin<Y against allowwhich extended over several -days, he will .find that I filed a state- ing them more than they were entitled to if the English price was
ment in detail in the RECoBD on each one of these metals, showing made the basis.
Mr. SLAYDEN. It was not fixed by themselYes. They proprod·uction, source, and use of each.
1\lr. NORTON. I thank the gentleman for that. It occurred tested again t the price. The English price, less freight, would
to me thnt there are a number of minerals here -of which there be more profitable to the producers.
Mr. FOSTER. They may not be getting all they want, but
1s a very la rge abundance at the present time.
llr. FOSTER. That ls true. You take sodium; salt is a com- they are getting all they ought to ha\e.
l\1r. SLAYDEN. I do not think they are getting all theY,
pound, and of that there is an abundance, and the Government
woulcl not undertake to take control of salt; and yet sea salt is ought to have. I think they should get the market value.
an important compound of sodium, which is imported into this
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, I moYe the previous question on
the adoption of the conference report.
country a nd which is very necessary to have.
The previous question was ordered.
Take, for instance, sulphur. There is an abundance of sulphur
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the adoption
1n t his country, and yet there might come a time when you
would want to do something with it. And it is put in here in of the conferenee report.
.
The conference report was adopted.
order tlla t we may control all these minerals, if necessary, that
are needed to can-y on this war. ·
On motion of Mr. FosTER, a motion to reconsider the vote
1\Jr. JUUL. I desire to ask the gentleman from illinois con- wliereby the conference report was adopted was laid on tile
(.'er n1 ng section 5, line 4. It reads :
table.
READMISSION OF CERTAIN ALIENS (H. nEP. NO. 812).
T hB t there s&a.ll be established such beadquar~ers and offices for the
d ministTa tive force authorized herein at such place or places west of
Mr. BURNETT. 1\Ir. Speaker, the gentleman from Nortli
tbe ~i ssouri River as the President ruay deem proper.
Carolina [Mr. Pou] has a rule on a matter that I wish to have
~Ir. FOSTER.
That is out now.
taken up.
1\Ir. JUDI... You say it is out now?
1\1-r. STAFFORD. Why not ask unanimous consent?
l\lr. F OST-ER. It is not in the bill.
1\fr. BURNETT. In order to save time I will do that. I aslt
1\lr. JUUL. I was going to ask the gentleman what would be unanimous consent, Mr. Speaker, for the pre ent consideration
the object in excluding that pie e of the United States lying of House joint resolution 331.
nortll of the Missouri River from having offices?
The PEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Alabama
1\'Ir. FOSTER. I think the gentleman is correct. The manunanimous consent for the p:J;esent consideration of House
ag rs on the part of the House thought it ought not to go in the ask
joint resolution 331.
bill and the Senate agreed to strike it out. ·
1\lr. \V ALSH. I object.
l\Ir. JUUL. The fact of the matter ls that .o n the Missouri
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Massachu·
"lliver, from Williston, N. Dak., the territory extends far south,
sett ob ·ects.
and it would keep that portion of the United States .from having
1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I pre ent a privl·
-offices.
leged report from the Committee on Rule .
Mr. SLAYDE..~. Will the gentleman from Illinois -permit me
The SPEAKER pro tempore. · The gentlP.man from Tennes~ ee
a que tion?
pre ents a. · privileged report from the Committee on Rules,
1\lr. F.OSTER. Yes.
which the Clerk will report.
Mr. SLAYDEN. It seems to me a rather extraordinary au-.
The Clerk ·r-ead as fol1ows :·
thority is granted here. As I understand this bill. it authorizes
Bou P resolution 432 (II. Rep. 812}.
the Government through its agents to take over under lease or
Resolv ed Tbat tmmPdiately upon thP adoption of this re~;oluttou the
on royalty, or in any other manner, a mining property which in House.
shaU proceed to the conshlPra tion of H. .T. Res. 331, entitled
the judgment of the officials is not being operated or has not been " J oint resolutiOn a uthorizing the readmissiOn to the United States o3
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certain aliens who have been conscripted or ha'\'e '\'Oltmteered for service
with the milltary forces of the United States or cobelligerent forces,"
under the general rules of the House.

Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. 1\lr. Speaker, does the gentleman from Kansas desire time?
1.\!r. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I ha\e had requests for 10
minutes. I would like to have about 10 minutes. I may not
use all of it.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent that the debate on this resolution may be limited to 10
minutes, one-half to be conh·olled by the gentleman from Kansas [1\fr. CAMPBELL] and one-half by myself, and at the end of
that time the previous question shall be considered as ordered.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Tennessee
asks unanimous consent that the debate on this rule be limited
to 10 minutes, one-half to be controlled by himself and one-half
by the gentleman from Kansas, at the end of which time the
previous question shall be considered as ordered. Is there
objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. 1\lr. Speaker, I will ask the
gentleman from Kansas to use some time.
.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman f rom Kansas is
recognized.
1\fr. CAMPBELL of Kansa s. 1\lr. Speaker, this rule makes in
order House joint resolution No. 331, introduced by the gentleman from Alaba111a [l\.lr. BURKETT],providing for the readmission
of aliens who are serving with the United States Army or with
our allies. These men are those who have not perfected their
citizenship and taken out their first papers, and under the statute as it now stands they could not be readmitted if they made
application for reentrance into the United States in case they
were maimed, blind, or wounded in any way. The resolution
pro\ides for the discussion of the House joint resolution, which
it was the hope of the Committee on Rules '\\ouJd pass the House
expeditiously.
l\lr. STAFFORD. 1\lr. Speaker, will the gentleman permit a
~uestion?
·
l\ir. CAMPBELL of Kan as. · There was no opposition in the
committee to the resolution. It seemed fair to these aliens
that they should be readmitted, having offered themselves, or
having been conscripted in our Army, or conscripted by their own
government to participate in the war on the side of our allies.
Now, I yield to the gentleman from Wisconsin.
1\lr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman in his time permit me
to ask the gentleman from Alabama, in charge of the bill,
whether in the consideration of the re olution opportunity will
be offered to consider amendments?
Mr. BURNETT. I d'o not kno\f the provisions of the rule
but-1\lr. STAFFORD. The resolution is to be considered under
the rules of the House. It is within the po\fer of the gentleman
to move th'e previous question.
1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. If the gentleman yields for
t11e purpose of offering an amendment, then he loses the floor.
l\1r. STAFFORD. I desire to debate this question in good
faith. I wish to present an argument to the House.
1\lr. GARRETT of Tennessee. That rests with the gentleman.
Mr. BURNETT. I would not be inclined to cut off any legitimate and bona fide amendment, such, I Qave no doubt, as the
gentleman would make if he offered any; but I would like to
have some kind of an agreement that at the end of an hour's
time the previous question should be considered as ordered.
l\1r. STAFFORD. There is no disposition on the part of an~·
one to delay the consideration of the resolution. I have given
some consideration to this joint resolution, and I wish to present one phase of it to the House. I think it is worthy of consideration. I only want to have time and opportunity to present an
amendment for that purpose.
Mr. POU. 1\fr. Speaker, I think the matter can be adjusted. I
ask unanimous consent that amendments may be offered at the
end of the hour, and at the end of the hour it may be in order to
Tote on amendments under the rules of the House.
Mr. STAFFORD. I would like to have opportunity to discuss
the amendment before the vote is taken. I understood from the
gentleman from Missouri [Mr. MEEKER] that the half hour under
his control is already taken.
Mr. POU. I ask unanimous consent that the gentleman from
Wisconsin may have 10 minutes at the end of the hour in which
to present and discuss any amendment· which he may wish to
offer which shall be held to be in order by the Speaker, and that
at the end of that time the previous question shall be considered
as ordered.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Tennessee
has five minutes under his control.

House joint resolution 331.
Join t resolution (II. J. Res. 331) authorizing the r ::!admission to the
United States of certain aliens who haYe been conscripted or have
yolunteered for service with the military forces vf the United States
or cobelligerent forces.
R esol r cd, et c. , That, notwithstan<iing the provisions of section 3 of
the immigration act of February 5, 1917, excluding from the United
States aliens who are likely _ to become a public charge, or who are
physically defective, or who are contract laborers, or who ha>e come
in consequence of advertisements for labor printed, published, or distributed in a foreign country1 or who are assisted by others to come, or
whose ticket or passage is prud for with the money of another or by any
corpora tion, association, society, municipality, or foreign government,
· or who are stowaways, or who are illiterate, aliens lawfully r esident in
the United States when heretofore or hereafter enlisted or conscripted
for the military service of the United States or of any one of the nations
cobelligerent of the United States in the present war; and aliens lawfully resident in the Uniterl Sta tes who have enlisted for service with
Czecho-Slovak, Polish. or other independent forces attached to the United
States Army or to the army of any one of the cobelligerents of the
United Sta tes in the present war, who may during or within one yeal'
after the termina tion of the war apply for readmi:>sion to this country,
after b ein~ honorably discharged or ~ranted furlough abroad by the
proper military authorities, or after berng rej ected on final examination
in connection with their enlistment or conscription shall, within two
years after the t ermination of th e war, be readmitted; and that any
alien of either of the foregoing des criptions who would otherwise be
excluded under said section of the immigration act on the ground that
he ls idiotic, imbecile, feebl e-minded, epileptic, insane, or bas had one or
more attacks of insanity, or on the ground that he is afilicted with con·
stitutlonal psychopathic inferiority, tuberculosis, a loathsome or dangerous contagwu disease, or mental defect, shall be r eadmitted if it is
pro>ed that the disability was acquired while the alien was serving 1n
the military forces of the United States or of any one of the nations cobelligerent of the United States in the present war or in an independent
for ce of the kind hereinbefore described, if such alien returns to a port
of the united States within two years after the termination of the wa~;
and that the head tax provided in th 3 immigration act of February 5,
1917, shall not be collected from aliens readmitted into the United States
under the provisions of this resolution.

1\lr. BURNETT. 1\Ir. Speaker, I would like to reach some kind
of an agreement so that the gentleman from Wisconsin [1\'Ir.
STAFFORD] may not be precluded from offering his amendment.
We ha\e requests for time on this side, and I desire to divide
the hour, one half to the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. lliEKER],
the ranking member, and the other half hour I ask to be con·
trolled by the gentleman from illinois, Judge SABATH. I will
state the purpose of the joint resolution. I am willing at the
expiration of the hour to give the gentle.lllan from Wisconsin 10
minutes in which to offer an~ discuss his amendment, if I may,
have 5 minutes in reply, and 8.t the end of that time the previous
question may be considered as ordered.
Mr. WALSH. I shall object to that.
'
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Alabama
asks unanimous consent that the debate may proceed for one
hour, one half to be controlled by the gentleman from 1\iissouri
[l\ir. MEEKER] and the other half by the gentleman from illinois
[Mr. SABATH], and at the end of that time the gentleman from
Wisconsin may have 10 minutes to offer and discuss an amendment and the gentleman from Alabama shall have 5 minutes t o
_
reply.
Mr. WALSH. Reserying the right to object, I do not tl1ink
the gentleman ought to try to make a unanimous-consent agreement here for the benefit of just one Member of the House.
There may be other amendments that may be desired and the
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gentleman ought not to try to put this resolution through under
an agreement that there can be only one amendment. Time is
not pressing; we have the rest of the day, if necessary, to discuss amendments, and to simply permit the gentleman from
Wisconsin to offer one amendment and discuss it for 10 minutes
and then vote on the entire mea ure it seems to me ought not
to be asked. It is not giving the opportunity that may be desired on the part of other gentlemen to offer amendments. I do
not want to obstruct or delay the passage of this resolution, because I expect to support it.
Mr. 1\!0NDELL. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
did I understand the gentleman from Alabama to say that it was
his intention to give one-half of his time to the gentleman from
Illinois [Mr. SA.BATH] and one-half of the time to b~ controlled ·
on this side by the gentleman from Uissouri [l\ir. MEEKER]?
1\lr. BURNETT. Yes.
1\Ir. 1\IONDELL. \Vhy not ask unanimous consent that the
time be extended to an hour and a half, and to be divided in the
way the gentleman suggests?
1\Ir. SIMS. I will object to that to start with.
Mr. MONDELL. I will say that ·1 think that is the quickest
way to dispose of it.
Mr. Sil\IS. But there are other bills to come up.
Mr. WALSH. Yes, and there are two more days in the week.
Mr. SII\IS. The Rules Committee have brought in a rule.
1\fr. WALSH. You will have to have' a quorum here.
l\Ir. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, I want to call the attention of
the chairman and the gentleman from Tennessee to the fact that
gentlemen on the other side are ready and willing to proceed
with this resolution. It will take half an hour to call the roll of
th~ House. Why not giYe this extra time to the resolution? In
my opinion it will be the quickest way to dispose of it.
l\ir. 1\IONDELL. I suggest to the gentleman from TennMSee
[Mr. SrMs] this is the most expeditious way to get to his bill.
w· e are all anxious to get to his bill.
Mr. WALSH. To get at it, the gentleman means. [Laughter.]
1\Ir. SIMS. I understood the request was to add an hour and
a hnlf to what had already been asked.
Mr. 1\!0NDELL. No; the request was that instead of an hour
we have an hour and a half.
1\Ir. Sil\fS. Oh, I mistmderstood it; I have no objection to
that.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request
of the gentleman from Alabama?
1\fr. 1\IONDELL and Mr. WALSH objected.
1\Ir. BUR.l\"ETT. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the debate continue for one hom· and a half, one-half of the time
to be controlled by the gentleman from Missouri [l\lr. MEEKER]
and one-half by the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. SABATH], and
at the end of that time the previous question be ordered on the
resolution.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Alabama
asks unanimous consent that the time for general debate be
limited to one hour and a half, one half to be controlled by the
gentleman from Missouri [Mr. MEEKER] and the other half by
the gentleman from illinois [lli. SABATH], and at the end of
that time the previous question be considered as ordered on the
bill.
Mr. WALSH. The gentleman does not have to have that last
part in the request.
. The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
z llrfr. wALSH.
I object to the last part of it, because the gentleman has that under his control.
Mr. BURNETT. All right, Mr. Speaker, I withdraw the request as to the previous question.
·
·
The SPE..A...KE;rt pro tempore. Is there objection to the first
part of the request that there be an hour and a half debate?
[After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
I..EAVE OF .A.BSEN CE.

By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted as follows:
To Mr. SANDERS of Louisiana., indefinitely, on account of illness;
To Mr. LoNDON, for the rest of the week; and
' To l\Ir. TILLMAN, for three weeks, on account of liberty-loan
speeches.
lUUDMISSION OF CEllTAIN ALIENS.

Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, I yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. BURNETT] • .
1\Ir. BURNETT. Mr. Speaker, I only desire a little time to
make a brief explanation of the resolution and then ·1 shall ask
unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD.
On the 29th of June of this rear we passed the House joint
resolution which provides for the readmission of la w:fully resi-
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dent aliens who enlisted in our armies, notwithstanding certa tn
provisions that would exclude them uncler the general immigration law. In addition to that it was provided that lawfully resident aliens who joined the Czecho-Slovaks and Polish and other
independent forces might also be readmitted. Those that joined
the Czecho-Slovak forces must have filed a declaration of intention to become citizens. Since that time several treaties have
been consummated and others are in process of consummation
by which aliens of cobelligerent nations may be conscripted here
if they do not elect to return to their own countries within a certain time after the ratification of those treaties. The President during the recess wrote to me, calling attention to some of
the hardships and injustices of the act as it stood then, asking
for an interview in regard to some changes that the State Department desired to propose. On my return I saw the President
and haq a consultation w~th him and also with representatives
of the State Department, and a bill was prepared by the State
and Labor Departments which added to the law we had ah·eady
p~ssed, those who joined cobelligerent forces, in order that those
who returned to their countries and joined the forces of our
cobelligerents might have the same right to return as those joining our own forces have. That provision was sent down as an
amendment by the State Department and baa no time limit for
admission of the allen, and the bill as reported is not exactly as
the State Department's bill, but it contains the principle that the
State Department and the President insisted on. It simply puts
those who join cobelligerent forces on the same footing as those
who join our forces, and that is the'principal change in the law
that we passed on the 29th day of June.
The other modification is that it removes the obligation upon
the Czecho-Slovak forces to have theii· first papers before hav.;
ing the privilege of readmission, but since that time the CzechoSlovak people have become a recognized belligerent by this
country it was thought by the committee that we should put
them upon exactly the same footing with those who enlisted in
oui.· own Army. Another modification of the law that was illscussed and agreed upon ·bY the committee. Under the olu law
they must have applied for readmission within 12 months after
the terQJ.ination of the war. It was thought by the committee
that our armieS having increased so much, and are still increasing so much on the other side, that after the expiration of the
war there would probably be a very serious congestion and
that a good many good men, men who had made good soldiers,
could not get back within one year for lack of transportation.
Therefore that was amended so that the admission must be applied for within 12 months, but they might be actually admitted
within two years. Now, that is the first part of it.
Mr. JUUL. Will the gentleman yield for a brief question?
Mr. BURNETT. I will.
1\fr. JUUL. Now, what would be the objection to giving the
soldie1·s out of this country the same length of time to apply;
that you give them to return? You give them one .year to up·
ply and -they might be a way up in northern Russia' and a way
from transportation and haYe no means of.reaching this country,
no means for filing a request of any kind. Why not give the
same length of time for applyi~g as you do for returning? It
could do no harm if they could prove they are entitled to retUl'n,_
and it might-Mr. BURNETT. If t11e gentleman will read the latter part of
the bill, he will find _those who ha.\e incurred any disabilities
in the Army-that is, if they incur disabilities, wounds, di eases,
incur tubercular troubles, or anything else of like kind-they do
not have to make application within one year, but are given two
rears within which to apply for admission at the ports, and i:f
they do so they can then be admitted. We greatly liberalize the
admission of those who incur disabilities in the service. The
original law provided that they had to make application and
come in within 12 months. Now, in order to liberalize that we
require of those who have not incurred disabilities in line ot
service to make their application within 12 months and be admitted within 12 months more, and those who have incurred dls·
abilities are allowed two years' time for making application for
readmission.
Mr. JUUL. Might not they be absolutely in inaccessible
places, away from the mails, lying sick and absolutely be unable
to comply with the 12 months' requirement-1\!r. MADDEN. They could apply to their commanding officer.1\fr. BUR..~TT. Oh, yes; there will be liberal rules in regard
to that. They can make application to our consular officers or
make application to their commanding officers. We do not ''ant
to I.a.y down any cast-iron rule as to whom application should be
made or the form of the application. 'Ve want to make it as
liberal as possible.
We thought, however, that those who had not incurred <lisability in line of service ought, by an application to return, show
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some desire to do so, and then have one year more to carry out
that de ire.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman permit?
Mr. BUilliTETT. I will.
Mr. STAFFORD. I wish to direct the gentleman's attention to
the last section of the bill, which exempts from the immigration
law the -restriction of disability, of imbecility, insanity, Ol'
tuberculosis acquired by an alien while serving in cobelligerent
forces. For instance, a Britisher who was residing in this
country at any time during the war, and, a instanced by the
repre.:;entative of Great Britain to the United States in his letter
to the Secretary of State, joins the Canadian or British forces
and is disabled while in t11e performance of his duty with the
forces of his native country, or in connection with-the Canadian
forces, and becomes afilicted with insanity, perhaps, or becomes
idiotic, disabling him completely, yet under the provisions of
this section you will impo e upon the United States, just because
at the time before his enlistment he was a resident of the Unite<l
State , though a British subject, the burden of maintaining
him here even though he was performing his full duty as a
British subject with either the Canadian or the British forces.
Is that an obligation of the United States where a British subject or any alien living in this cou_ntry joins his native colors
and becomes disabled in line of duty, and is this country of ours
to be burdened with the obligation of supporting him and the
foreign government relieved of its own obligation of supporting
him and caring for its own citizen by reason of a disability
incurred in line of duty in its own forces? Does the gentleman
intend to place that obligation upon the United States? That
certainly is what is done by this provision, and the amendment
I propose to offer when 1 am given that privilege is to overcome
that situation.
l\1r. BURNETT. 1\fr. Speaker, that is the very pru·pose.
There is no use to deny that. There will be very few instances
of that klnd; and surely, if we are engaged in a common world
war for democracy, an alien should be readmitted who in good
faith has acquired a bona fide residence here--is a legal resident
of thi country, if he elects-and I would rather they would go
and join that way, and I think we ought to encourage them to elect
to go and join their own forces instead of joining ours. For
this reason, if for no other, that we absolve ourselves from granting him compensation and pension if he elects to go and join
his own force , I think there are other good reasons why we
ought to encourage him to do it.
'rhe SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has
expired.
1\Ir. BURNETT. 1\lr. Speaker, I would like five minutes more,
Mr. S.illATH. I yield five minutes more to the gentleman
from Alabama.
l\Ir. BURNETT. Then, certainly, 1\fr. Speaker, if they are
invited by the treaties to elect within GO days to leave this coun·
try, their families perhaps being here, and join the cobelligerent
forces and fight with our cobelligerents in the same cause, we
ought to permit them to do so, and then, if they wish to do so,
to place themselves in the same condition that they were as
residents before they elected to go. And the obligation the
gentleman refers to is the same obligation we assume in the
admission of thousands of aliens already here and did before
the war began as to public charges. If they are thought liable
to become public charges they are ina<lmi~sible, but if they become public charges after a certain length of time, then our
(!Ountry takes care of them under the present immigration law.
Anti surely we ought not to say that where men have left
this country, and po sibly left their families, and have become
afllictetl or wountled on the other sido in line of service, that
they shall not come back merely because- they are liable to
beeorne a public charge.
I think that is right, 1\Ir. Speaker. Representatives of the
-S tate Department, as I have said, and of the Labor Department
appeared before our committee and urged it, and you will fin<l
in the report that it is important in order to consummate and
.carry out the treaties in course of consummation and some
that have already b·een consummated.
:r.Ir. SABATH. If they joined our armies and became disabled
}hey woulu be entitled to compensation or to pen ion?
l\1r. BURNETT. Exactly.
· l\1r. SABATH. And by joining cobelligerent armies they are
not entitled to any pension or any compensation from this country in case of disability?
l\lr. KNUTSON. And we are relieved of ju t that much rc}:;pon ibility?
Mr. SABATH. And the fact is the country will be better
cff from a financial point of view.
Mr. BUR1\'ETT. 'Ve can take the chances on some of them
;_b eing public charges on account of being relieved from the very
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trouble that the gentleman from illinois and the gentleman from
Minnesota have pointed out.
Mr. MEEKER 1\fr. Speaker, r yield 20 minutes to the gentleman from Indiana [:Mr. Woon], and I ask unanimous consent
that he may be permitted to proceed out of order.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from 1\Iissouri
asks unanimous consent that the gentleman from Indiana [Mr.
\Voon] may speak for 20 minutes and proceed out of order. Is
there objection?
lUr. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, I think we were going to discuss
this resolution.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection? [After ~
pause.] The Chair hears none.
Mr. WOOD of Indiana. Mr. Speaker, I think it will be inter·
esting for the Members of this House, also the public, to note
that some 10 days ago the hea<ls of the four great rail·way
brotherhoods of the United States, speaking in behalf of the
thousands of members of these organizations, filed a formal,
ringing protest with the Director General of Railways. This
protest demanded the abrogation of certain recent rulings of
the Director General of Railways held by the representatives of
the brotherhoods to be in contravention of the constitutional
rights of members of these organizations, and of the principle
of collective bargaining in which the administration has been
e11o<ragecl with such zeal in pressing upon private employer ·.
This protest first attacks the recent pronunciamento of the
Director General of Railways which prohibits t•ailway employees
from taking a hand in politics, from serving as members or
officers of political committees, or from holding appointive or
elective offices. It is pointed out by the railway brotherhood
heads that this ruling violates the most ordinary rights of citi·
zens, an<l, indeed, inhibits on tbeir part the performance of
what is regarded by inteiligent citizens of this Republic n.s their
plain duty. It is set up in this protest by the officers of the
railway brotherhoods that now that railway employees have
been brought within the jurisdiction and control of officials
politically chosen, it is more than ever their duty to take n hand
in the selection of their servants in authority. It is not understood by the- employees of the railways of this counti·y why an
administration which is having so much to say about the demo·
cratic control of industry should be so insistent upon prohibiting
the employees of railways from taking the ordinary citizen's
part in choosing the officials who are to make and enforce the
Jaws that control the e properties. They arc also unable to
understand why they should be prohibited from accepting desig·
nations as party oro-anization officials, especially at this time,
when the Secretary of War, with all his great responsibilities,
seeks and accepts election as a member of the Democratic State
committee in the State of Ohio, or why they should be estopped
from actively participating in campaigns when no less than
four members of the present Cabin~t. by supposed inspiration
from higher up. have written campaign letters indorsing the
Tammany candidate for governor of New York, and that, too, in
full knowledge of the fac1: that the pre ent gov-ernor of that
great State-Gov. ·whitman-has given to the country one of
the greatest exhibitions of loyalty that was ever witnessed in
this country; in fact, in more than one instance has he invoked
the law of th2 State of New York to protect our country and
our Army agaln._..-t the insidious influence of citizens within the
State, and has instituted prosecutions against this character of
malefactors when the Government of the United States itself
has refrained from instituting the same. And the employees of
these railways do not understand why they should be prohibited
from taking the smallest part in politic when the head of tbe
Gm-ernment himself is muking a partisan public appeal in behalf of a Democratic candiuate for United States Senator in the
State of Kentucky, as he has done heretofore frequently in other
States. That railway employees should be prohibited from sit·
ting in municipal, State, or Nationallegislati>e bodies is declared
by the railway organizations in this protest to be an act of
gross injustice.
In many railway centers railroad men are in the majority
among the voters. ~hat they should be a proscr·ibed class as
respects r~articipation in their own local governmental affairs
is untllinkable in a republic. Particularly does such an inhibi·
tion come with ill grace from public officials who are themselves
in office by virtue of politics, and wha even in this day of ad·
journed politics are in the political game up to their ears, as
everyone realizes who possesses the most elementary knowledge
of conditions and who exercises even the slightest observation.
Another ruling very vigorously protested against by the · or·
ganized rail\vay employees of the country is the order prohibit·
ing railway men from participation in any business which come"'
in competition with that of patrons of the railway lines. Iri
many localities railway men have formed cooperative organiza-
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tions for the purpose of lessening the cost of living and relieving ·
themsel'ves from the exactions of the petty profiteers, who in
this day of crusading against big business escape censure, possibly beca use of their superior voting strength. This cooperation
under the recent ruling of Secretary McAdoo is prohibited.
Many of these men have invested their savings in coal yards,
garages, and many other local establishments. In this they are
doing merely what citizens in other lines of employment are
freely permitted to do. This is now prohibited, and railway men
are required to dispose of their holdings in such business ventures and will be required to make heavy sacrifices in order to
comply with the same.
If the private employers of labor were to attempt to establish
such rulings and enforce them, they would encounter the fierce
opposition of all employees, both organized and unorganized.
They would also be opposed by the public in general, and some
labor bureau, either in the State or Nation, would reach out its
iron band and smite the plutocrat who would thus dare to trample upon the constitutional prerogatives of free men. But that
against which these railway chiefs protest most vigorously, as
many who voted for the Adamson law two years ago were apprehensive would happen, is the refusal of the Railway Administration to recognize the principle of collective bargaining; that is,
dealing with the representatives of the railway employees in
settling wages and conditions. It is proposed by the Railway
Administration to set up instead the arbitrary rule of a wage
board of its own creation, upon which, the railway chiefs cornplain, the railway workers are not represented. 'Vhat we are
calling collective bargaining in industry at this time, it may be
auded, is not collecti\e bargaining at all. There is no bargaining between the parties in interest. There is simply the arbitrary interference of an outside governmental agency, which
tells both employer and employee what shall and what shall not
be done. '.rhere have been instances in which strikes have been
started by men who were later sent to arbitrate the very sh·ikes
they set in motion. The parties in interest have been left out
of the situation, a thing tolerated only because of the exigencies
of war, which has been too often employed as an excuse for
anything and everything. But with this excuse removed, the
existence of such a system would be unthinkable. Now, for the
first time in this railway situation, labor is beginning to taste
the bitter fruits from a tree of their own planting. By that
legislation the rights of labor and the rights of capital were both
overthrown, and it was decided that questions between them
should be politically determined. In other words, if labor was
in power, capital would be denied a voice; if capital should be
in control, labor would be left out of the accounting. Labor
leaders were warned at the time that this legislation meant the
end of collective bargaining and the beginning of political settlement of industrial disputes, with the rights of capital denied
now, perhaps the rights of labor denied next, and in both cases
the injured party being refused an opportunity for a hearing iu
any properly organized court. As capital could be held to the
employment of a certain individual, so that individual could be
bound to his employment, and thus would be established the beginning of a new slavery rather than a new freedom.
This protest, couched in stronger and more indignant terms
than I can suggest, was filed with the Director General of Rail.ways week before last. Is it not remarkably strange that a
matter of this importance has not reached the public? Is this a
sample of the pitiless publicity to be expected under the new
freedom 1 Mark the change that has occurred since the railway
chiefs were received at the White House with such great pomp
and eclat, and a pen provided for the head of each brotherhood,
to be used in signing a wage act that was then claimed to represent the final triumph of labor over plutocracy, and which
;was going to usher in, as we were told, the bright and happy
millennium of Government ownership.
The situation in which the railway employees find themselves
does not differ materially from that prevailing ln the Postal
Service. There, an administration, which has seized the telephone and telegraph lines as an act of reprisal for refusing to
recognize affiliated unionism, declines to accept the principle of
.c ollective bargaining it so benevolently imposes upon the private
employ.fr in total disregard of his wishes or his welfare. The
administration of Postmaster General Burleson bas been marked
by a continuous battle between the organizations of employees
and the department. 'Ihe American Federation of Labor has
twice adoptelJ resolutions directing President Gompers to bring
about a change in these conditions, but it has been discovered
that Mr. Gompers is quite deaf in the ear into which any complaint against his administration associates is poured, and consequently nothing has been done. To this very department the
telephone and telegraph lines, in coventry for their refusal to
unionize their establishments, are turned over, and to-day the
union telegraphers are more uncertain of their status than in the
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days of private ownership. A formal written demand by the
postal employees upon the department to declare its attitude on
the question of collective bargaining has been answered by an
ambigUous argutnent which leaves the whole question 1n a cloud
of uncertainty. This demand and decision, too, have in some
way escaped the eyes of the once vigilant news gatherers of a
free and unh·amrneled press. RaMler do they prefer to chronicle
the vainglorious boastings of the Director General of Rail ways
as to the alleged benefits which are_flowing to the people as a
result of a 25 per cent increase in freight rates and a 50 per cent
boost in passenger fares. Another thing that seems to ::ave
escaped the press is the decision of Federal Judge Evans, of
Louisville, Ky., rendered a few days ago, in which it is held
that the Secretary of the Treasury is acting 1n usurpation of
authority in taking over the railways, because the law authorizes the Secretary of War only to do this thing purely as a
war measure. Why is it that matters of such moment can not
find a place in the public pr.e ss of the country 1
1
The wage earners of this country are discovering, and destined
still further to discover, that the politician is not a better, a '
wiser, a safer, or a fairer employer than the man of affairs who
has built up the business these politicians have seized and are
now operating. When wageworkers were in the employ of the
business man they had the Government to appeal to for a redress
of grievances. Now that they are in the employ of the poli·
tician they discover that there is no appeal, there is no place to .
arbitrate, and the right to strike is denied. If they had been '
willing to listen to the advice of their real friends at the time 1
they were demanding that their differences with their employers ·
be politically settled, and had insisted upon making that settle- :
ment themselves, they would not now be confronted with their
present embarrassment, an embarrassment that is destined to be I
intensified rather than mitigated as we progress further into
the intricacies of political possession of industry.
In my opinion one of the greatest probleros that the future bas
in store after this war is over, when it is tried to rearrange and \
reorganize the economic conditions of this country, will be to
unscramble these scrambled eggs.
In the name of the thousands and thousands of patriotic, lawabiding, liberty-loving railroad men in my district in the State
of Indiana and throughout the United States, and in the name
of the thousands and thousands of equally patriotic but under· 1
paid and overworked postal employees of the country, and in the i
name of the democracy that we are supposed to enjoy and for ·
which we are now fighting to give to tl1e world, I demand that I
these arbitrary and autocratic requirements of the Secretary '
of the Treasury and the Postmaster General be abrogated and \
that the Goyernment employees affected thereby be given the 1
rights of citizenship to which they are entitled. [Applause.]
i
I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman from Missouri
use some more time?
Mr. MEEKER. I yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from Ne~
York [Mr. SIEGEL] .
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from New York
is recognized for 10 minutes.
!
Mr. SIEGEL. Mr. Speaker, I was looking around the Cham- '
ber to see whether or not the gentleman from Wisconsin [1\Ir.. 1
STAFFORD] was present. He raised an objection to this resolu· ·
tion. I would like to call his attention, if he were here, to a 1
couple of real live cases which I saw on the other side, which
would perhaps make him change his mind as to whetller it is '
necessary to offer any amendments to this resolution.
·
At base hospital No. 1, just outside of Paris, I saw a boy;
named Wilner, who bad been less than three years in this coun·
try and had made his first declaration in order to become a
citizen. He bad had one foot amputated. I inquired of him what I
he intended to do after he bad gotten his wooden foot, anu llis 1
answer was, " I am not going back horne until I get some more
Boches."
On another occasion Gen. Edwards told me the story of a;
lad who bad been about t'yo years in this country, a tailor boy,
in Brooklyn, who had gone in and brought down several Bocbes,
and when be was found his gun was jammed, the point of the
bayonet was turned, and three dead Bocbes were lying at his ·
side. Those boys had gone into the se1·vice, although aliens,
when the country require(] men to serve, but they were full
.Americans in the full sense of the term,
J\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. They were serving in our armies?
Mr. SIEGEL. Yes; they were serving in our armies. But
the way our law stands to-day, unless this resolution goes
througll, tho e boys could not come back to the United States
because they are technically aliens.
Only a few months ago we pas eel a bill here for the purpose
of natumlizing a 1.'lrge number of men who hacl enli ted in the
Army. .At that time there were approximately 123,000 of them.
I
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A.t the present time there are '260,000. We have naturalized .in been-.-and ·we tested it, taking out about 200 different packages
our camps here a · large number, and ·there are thousands and .of mall that arrived in one day-that many -l-etters are improp~
thousands Of ' these men with our forces wJlo have not been erly addressed. We found 21 _p.er cent of .those letters had been
.naturalized yet on account of the fact that. the machinery is not wrongly addressed in the States. Whether there was a mis·
yet in full operation.
take in the ·war Department in organizing the same numbers for
l\lr. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, · ~ill the .gentleman yield right regiments of artillery and ambulance corps and sanitary trains
· there ?
and infantry organizations is not a matter that we can discuss
'1\lr. 'SIEGEL. Certainly.
now, as that condition can not be remedied. This is what
·.1\ir. RAKER. 'The men who are -abroad in ()Ur .forces a.re occurs very fr-eq.uently: A man will write .Jobn Jones or John
being naturn.li.zed now. Six weeks ago a C()mmittee was sent Smith, Two hundred and eightL Regiment, American Expedition.
over, and they are actively engaged, and I suppose that one-· ary Force, France, without stating the branch of the service.
half or three-fourths of those men ha\.e· been natUI"alized by this ' You have ·Two hundred . and eighth Infantry, Two hundred and
time, as I am advised by the Bureau of Immigration and Nat- eighth Artillery, Two hundred and eighth Ambulance Corps,
nralization.
· Two · hundred and eighth Sanitary Trains, and other kinds of
Mr. SIEGEL. .Several gentlemen · have asked me that ques- .units. Twenty-one . per cent of these letters are wrongly ad..
tion. But while the . commission ·has started to perform 'its dressed.
work, it will have to .work for months and perhaps a year to
Another cause of trouble is mail has been received at only one
spread out,everywhere in 'France, because there is not a han'llet .place in France, but the new idea is to have it sent from the
or a crossroads or a villa-ge ' in France w.bere our boys will not United States to 'four . different ports instead of one, and they
be found · hammering :along , on some part of the line. Let me will be notified where the ship is bound, when the mail is going
.add that the Naturalization .Bureau is working as expeditiously to bB received, and where railroad trains must be provided ancl
as it is po sible and doing all that it can with its limited means. '.to· be sent to these ports 'to receive the mail.
Mr. ·MADDEN. '1\Ir. Speaker, will the .gentleman yield?
A further trouble is, that many boys in writing home ha.vo
Mr. Sil£GEL. Yes.
not given their correct addresses. We find some boys when
'l\lr. :M ADDEN. Regardless of the fact whether they are they were ..at Tours, in .France, writing home and saying that
nat UI"alized or .not, they ' have done what every American ought they were in Toul. Many letters .arrived in Toul that did not
to do-fight for the liberty we are trying·i:o_, preserve?
belong there. Some of the boys desired to have tl1eir folks .at
Mr. SIEGEL. ;Yes. .There is no 'd oubt about· that.
home believe that they were in an active sector w.hen., as n
1\Ir. l\1ADDEN. And we ought to extend '· to them every privi· matter of fact, they were in practically no danger.
· lege that is exercised -and .enjoyed by native Americans?
-Mr. ·wALSH. Will the .gentleman yield?
Mr. SIEGEL. There is no doubt about that.
~1\Ir. SIEGEL. Yes.
I
l\1r. MONDELL. Mr.· Speaker, . will the ·: gentleman yicld?
Mr. -w.A.LSH. Can the gentleman explain why a person who
: Mr. SIEGEL. Yes.
is in active military service, stationed in £a.ris, detailed to tho
· Mr. J.\fONDELL. The .,gentleman · at the beginning <>f his re- military paper published there known as the Stars .and Stripes,
· ma:rks referred to a statement made · by ' the gentleman from · should not receiv:e ·a -letter from this country addressed to him
··;Wisconsin [Mr. STAFFOBD], who is not now . present. ·1: under- in. care of the headquarters at .Paris?
stand his query was in regard to men who were serving with. "Mr. ·SIEGEL. I know that the gentleman is referring to his
our forces, whether it was ·e quitable and -proper that ·we should ·former secretary, Mr. -James 'Britt. I saw ..and spoke to n..i.m
"extend these privileges to men who may have been on our shores ·.there. 'The trouble may be that the gentleman put .a 2-cent
'for only a ·short-time and -then returned to · their. native.·country . .;stamp instead of a 3-cent stamp on his letter. That bas hap·
and fought under their own banners.
pened frequently.
1\1-r. SIEGEL. Yes. I think it ·is rigllt and ·pr;()J)er·that those
Mr. KNUTSON. Will the gentleman yield?
·men should be readmitted, for this reason :'Eitber we believe or
Mr. SIEGEL. Yes.
tlo not believe that the .allies are :all fighting for the same comMr. Kl\TUTSON. I ha.ve written a number of letters to boys
mon cause, for the Jprinctples of liberty 'and humanity and jus- across there ·a nd put ·no stamp on, and ·yet they have been
tice, "·hieh we are. 'If so, every man is fighting for · the same received.
cause, and we believe they all ought to receive the same treatMr. SIEGEL. That is ·true; but, as faT ·as Mr. Britt is con·
cerned, 'I know he hn:s been getting a lot of letters lately.
t
·ment .
'M.r. 1\fONDELL. That was the contention -of the . gentleman
1\Ir. WALSH. Assuming that the -s ender of a letter put on n
:from Wisconsin. It is at least entitled to consideration, of 3-eent stamp, can the gentleman explain it?
,
course.
-Mr. -SIEGEL. 1 have heard no complaint from the boys stn·
Mr. SIEGEL. We have ·endeavored in .e very possible·way to tioned in ·Paris,-except in the cases of .1\Ir. James Britt and a n·
get these men · to enter the forces of their own ·country if they other Army field clerk, who has not received any letters from
did not enlist in our forces.
his Rep:r:esentative.
1\lr. BURNEJTT. Our· treaty .gives them ·-60 days in which to
1\lr. WALSH. Can the gentleman explain why letters sent by
do it?
·this same .gentleman in Paris ·to this country should not be
Mr. SIEGEL. Yes. That was the purpose of·fhe-bill ·thfl.t'the received?
gentleman introduced,-in asldng ·these men to go into their own
-Mr. SIEGEL. .I can not explain it. I have received lett ers
armies.
'from that same gentieman.
I am confident this resolution will pass. But leaving aside the
·Mr. WALSH. I understan-d that he has sent me six letters,
que tion of this resolution, :I may say· that we are all -interested and none of them have. been received here, and I ha \e sent .him a
in learning to-day ·that our · soldier-C<mgressman, -my colleague, .dozen and he has not received them.
in italy, '1\lr. LAGUARDIA, has received the Itali-an War· cross for
Mr. SIEGEL. It is true that some mail has been lost..at sea.
gallant services rendered the-allied cause in Italy. [Applause.] It has not amounted to much, but there has been some. Some
·A nd I may say ·that I :saw him running on-e of ' these Caproni Members' letters miss certain steamers. ·under the new system
three-motor 650 bo1·sepower machines near Mi.tan, and that .he various transports are to carry the mail.
·had with him a force of young Ameorieans training with· him "from
The foreign branch in New ' York is to be notified by the mill·
all over the United States. And our ·friend from ·Pennsylvania, tary authorities when '1:he transports are leaving, so that the
Mr. FARR, wm be interested ·in knowing that two men from his mail can be taken on board. Last year, when Christmas paCk·
city, l\lr. Robinton and Mr. Lewis, although injured severely, in- ages were !to -go, '2.t my suggestion the naval vessels carried the
sisted on going back and flying once more, after recovering from mails. It is hoped that they can carry mail this year, so that
their wounds. [Applause,]
·the boys may receive the Christmas packages in time. I maz
Now, there has been considerable comment made on the mail say that over '10,000 packages were found a few weeks ago in a
system in· France, and if I had the time I ·would like to discuss warehouse, which had been sent out last year, in OctOber or
it in great detail, as I know we are all deeply interested in ·November, and had not been delivered. They were stored in this
getting news to and from th.e ' boys over ·there. ·I want ·to say warehouse in Paris and had been lying there the entire time.
-this in brief: That I took that matter up most ·thoroughly and
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has
·spent some hours 'With CoL Howe,- and 'I find that a complete expired.
-new system is being adopted over there and -a .postal regiment
·Mr. SIEGEL. I ask for five minutes more.
organize(], consisting of men who had been in the Postal Service
.The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. FosTER). Is thel'e objec•
in the United States.
tion to the request of the gentleman?
The only man who 'vrrs not in the postal service was Col. Howe
There was no objection.
llimself, and 11~ came from .Boston and is,_as I am . reliably in·1\fr. SIEGEL. There are four ports in France where the mail
formetl, a promment and successful business man who has prac- will be receiveu hereafter. At one particular an<l important
tical ideas ·combined ·With military experience. The ·tr<>U.ble has . port 'the great trouble has been that we lacked a lighter. As a
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result of a suggestion made on the other side a lighter is to be
purchased, so that first-class mail will not be detained two days.
Second-class mail will be senf .to another port, where it can be
more expeditiously handled. The two other ports where mail
will be received are the proper ports for receiving first-class
rna il as well.
We have heard considerable complaint about the mail coming
back here. I discovered "over there" some lieutenants who
were politely taking their time in censoring the mails. I had a
striking example of it. A. letter was written on the 8th of August
to me, addressed to my hotel in Paris, censored ~m the 16th, and
reached me on the 23d. An order has been issued that all mail
must be censored within 24 hours by these lieutenants who are
censoring letters written by the men. That would account for a
good deal of the delay in mrul being sent over here.
On board the ship on which I came over we brought a little
over 6,000,000 letters. In accordance with the suggestion made
on the other side by some of the Members of the House as well
as myself, who were O\er there at the time, letters for the West
nre now being put into directed mall bags so that when they
arrive at our own ports the bags are immediately sent to the
railroad depots and sent on their way. A better delivery is now
going on and there is no reason in the world why mail from the
other side can not reach people in the east of the United States
in 16 or 17 days, and the Far ·w est within 20 days.
The men on the other side are showing their faith in the justice of our cause. They are going into the fight with a spirit
that shows they realize what we are fighting for. They are willingly making every sacrifice, and when I saw them going in with
gas masks on, alert and singing, I saw before me cosmopolitan
America, representative of all the nations of the world, going
forward to fight the world's great battle for lasting freedom and
justice. They have the right to look to America to give them
quicker mail service, and to respond most generously in providing them with more cigarettes, chocolate, and athletic goods.
They expect the people of this country to show them their faith
in the cause, to oversubscribe the fourth liberty loan, and to
show their love for their country by being willing to sacrifice all
they possess in order that the fight may be won quickly and in a
manner that will bring a complete victory. [Applause.] I ask
unanimous consent to revise and extend my remarks in the
RECORD.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. SIEGEL. l\1r. Speaker, it is with keen regret that I have
heard this afternoon on the floor of this House reference made
to the fact that natives of Italy have come here solely for the
purpose of earning money and then returning to that country
with their gains. Such talk was frequently heard here about
two years ago, and then facts and figures showed that the men
from Italy were doing all that could possibly be expected from
them, and that they worked conscientiously and very bard in
order to obtain a livelihood. I called attention to that fact a
number of times and directed the attention of this House to the
large percentage of immigrants and immigrants' children wh-:>
were attending our schools, high schools, colleges, and universities. .Many of these remarks are made by men who have given
no study to Italy, because a visitor to that country realizes at
once that it is so wonderfully great in its treasures of art, so
beautiful in its magnificent scenery, so full of the glories of
nature that the man who only thinks of materialism and money
can not grasp its Yalue to the world at large. A country which
has been praised so highly by Byron, Shelley, Sand, Landor,
and Browning, possessing as it does aU that stands for sweetness of song and music, is worthy of the deepest thought and
con.stideration.
In a few years from now Italy will have awakened fully to
the realization that it is bound to and should have a large
share of the world's trade. It is going to turn from art, painting, music, and song to manufacture, mining, and commerce.
It has twice saved the allies, and from Italy came Columbus
and Marconi, the former discovering .America and the latter
giving us the wireless, both of which have been events which
the people of all nations can never forget. Fighting on a
battle front covering over 400 miles and losing a million men
up to date, receiving less help than what it has asked for, yet
continuing mo t faithful in every respect and in every way to
the cause of the allies; Italy is bound to win the admiration
of all thinking men and women '\vho are not blinded by passion
or prejudice. Every kind of courtesy which could possibly be
extended to men was bestowed by the representatives and citizens of Italy to the Members of Congress who visited that
country. The ties of friendship and good feeling which now
exists between this country and Italy have been cemented more
strongly than ever during the past year, and wh~n the days of
peace come we can look forward to one of the largest trades that
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ever went on between two nations and their citizens. Let us
commence to look at what is best in a people and to recognize
their value to the world at large instead of constantly harping
on things which are of no value and which might in some slight
degree tend to weaken the morale of our allies at a time when
unity and harmony are so important factors in continuing the
great successes which have attended our arms during the past
two months under the most auspicious skies. It has truly been
said by Edward Hale that there are some people who have three
kinds of troubl~ namely, all they ever had, all they have now,
and all they expect to have. That applies most particularly to
those gentlemen who can not realize the new change in conditions which confront us in the internatibnal sphere in which we
have become the leaders.
Mr. Speaker, love of country is born with the individual. No
greater love can man have, for he who loves his country showers
upon her the same affection which he shows to his own mother
at every opportunity. The greatest privilege which an American
citizen has at the present time is to perform the full duties and
obligations of such treasured citizenship. They imply a readiness and willingness to serve the Republic in every capacity be
possesses. He exemplifies it by being willing to fight for her,
physically, if he is able to do so, and financially at all times.
He does not measure the amount of service he renders; he typifies
by deed that which he would have his fellow Americans do; he
believes in building up· and not destroying; he demonstrates at
every opportunity that to America he owes everything and that
at her command he is prepared to surrender all that he has,
whether life or treasure or both, in order that the countl·y may,
win the struggle in which we are engaged. ·He knows full well
that criticism of an ally at a time like this is bound to do harm,
and be guards his remarks in order that what he says may be
helpful criticism instead of a detriment.
Mr. Speaker, I hope to see every American citizen as a subscriber to the fourth liberty loan. The sooner we realize that
where the treasure is there the heart is bound to be, the greater
will be the interest taken by citizens in their Government an<l
lead to closer study on their part of the problems which we are
going to face when the economic reorganization and reconstruction period comes after this war shall have been \YOn by us. A!.
dawn of another day is coming, and then throughout the length
and breadth of America we shall see a unified people, proud to
be part of this great Republic, working for the common good of
all men, standing at all times for liberty, justice, freedom, and
humanity everywhere, leading the world in progressive reforms,
arousing the nations of the world to the full realization of Wh\lt
real peace means, and that at all times demonstrate to all who.
·may come here that this is a land of opportunity for those who,
with the benefits of citizenship, are at all times prepared to carry,
with them the obligation to serve America in her hour of need.
To that task we can all dedicate ourselves and pledge our chil·
dren and their descendants to the same course.
1\Ir. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from California (l\.Ir. RAKER].
·
Mr. RAKER. Mr. Speaker and gentlemen of the House, while
the House joint resolution 255 was before the House it was
amended so as to take care of the provision, and, as I believe,
as far as it ought to be taken care of as now suggested by the
gentleman from Wisconsin, wherein they struck out the last
proviso of the bill, "that if any alien readmitted to the United
States in pursuance of the term thereof shall at any time become
a public charge the expense of maintenance and care shall be
paid out of the Treasury of the United States." Eliminating
that, it left the bill absolutely equitable and relieved the party,
from that proviso, for under the laws of that State all would be
n·eated and provided for equitably. The committee in reporting
this joint· resolution reenacts House joint resolution 255 so as to
make it actuallly equitable and just, making no distinction of
those who enter our Army and those who enter the army of the
cobelligerents, but by extending the time in which they could
make their application and extending the time in which they,
can be readmitted after the close of the war. The suggestion
made that there should be a limitation here, an inhibition or a
prohibition against those who enter the cobelligerent armies and
a distinction between those who enter the ·armies of the United
States I can not believe is exactly right under the law as it now.
stand~ and under the treaties which we have finally consum·
mated between England an.d the United States. Greece and un·
doubtedly Italy will follow in a short time. Is not that correct?
Mr. BURI\TETT. France bas already agreed with us, but ItalY,
has not.
Mr. RAKER. Italy bas not, but will undoubtedly in a short
time.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I understand the plenipotentiaries have agreed, but that the separate government'S have not
ratified the n·eaties.
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'Mr. RAKER. So they will all be the same. Now, the language is entirely clifferent, because these men before could not
be drafted. Those volunteering went into our own Army. Now
they are given a certain length of time in which to designate the
fact that they will enter the armies of their native country. If
they do not, then they will be drafted in our Army and our citizens in the several countries will be drafted in the same way, so
they will all have a place in the service--Americans in the
armies of other countries and aliens in the armies of the United
States.
1\lr. ROGERS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. RAKER. I will.
'Mr. ROGERS. I notice about the middle of the second page
of the resolution there is a provision as to certain aliepsWho may during or within one year after the termination of the war
apply for readmission to this country and shall, within two years after
the t ermination of the war, be readmitted.

Is the purpose of the additional year to allow them to get over
here? It would not be sufficient if the application date of one
year should control-Mr. RAKER. The purpose was if a man during the war at
any time should make his application or he should p1ake his application one year after the war, then he would have his two
years within which to be admitted to the United States.
Mr. ROGERS. But does not he have to apply at a port of
· entry of the United States?
1\fr. RAKER. Well, I do not think so.
· 1\fr. ROGERS. Is it possible, in other words, for one of these
men to apply while he is still in France or Italy?
Mr. RAKER. Now, that is the view of the committee, and
we made it that way especially, so that a man could apply at
any place and then his rights would not be affected.
1\fr. ROGERS. But ordinarily I understand under the immigration laws the question of admission i~ not passed upon until
the alien presents himself at a port of the United States?
Mr. RAKER. We believe this will permit the party to make
his application at any place, and within the designated time
in this bill he ma.Y come to this country and the department
will make rules and regulations so as to carry it out, because
the representatives of the various departments were before the
~ommittee and we discussed this very question. This resolution
coYers the entire field now, is equitable and just to all, and
should, and no doubt will, soon be placed upon the statutes as one
of the neces ary war measures.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman bas
expired.
Mr. RAKER. 1\fr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that I
may revise and extend my remarks.
The SPEAKER pro tempote. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from California? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
1\fr. 1\IEEKER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. STAFFORD].
1\fr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, in my absence from the
Chamber at luncheon I am advised that the gentleman from
New York [l\fr. SIEGEL], a member of the committee, who was
present when I directed an inquiry to the chairman of the committee, failed to understand my position and misrepresented
it--

Mr. SIEGEL.

Will the gentleman yield?
I am quite surprised that the gentleman
did not understand what my position was in the query propounded to the gentleman from .Alabama [Mr. BURNETT].
l\Ir. SIEGEL. Now, the gentleman himself has frankly stated
that · he was not present. I think he will find, if we had the
stenographer's minutes as taken down, that he had not been
misrepresented in any way.
Mr. STAFFORD. I was advised as I came into the Chamber
by the gentleman from Wyoming [l\fr. l\:IoNDELL] that the gentleman from New York had misrepresented or misunderstood
my position, and through the courtesy of the gentleman from
Wyoming my position was set forth correctly. Now, since the
gentleman from .Alabama has presented the views of the committee as to allowing aliens who at the time of joining the
forces of cobelligerents resided in the United States and have
become disabled in the service of their native countries, I am
not so strong in my position as to whether t~ e amendment I
bad proposed to offer should be presented. I certainly wish to
broaden th0 present law, so as to permit not only aliens of
Czecho-Slovak countries who have declared their intention to
become citizens and have joined those forces, but I wi.:;h to permit all aliens who have joined not only the military forces of
the United States, but also the military forces of cobelligerents,
to return to this country within a certain period of time and be
exempt from the provisions of C:le contract-labo:.· law an<J. those

! Mr. STAFFORD.
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other provisions which are carried in the first part of this bill,
but I have serious doubt in my mind whether it i...; the duty of
the United ~Hates Go--:-ernment to take upon itself . the . obligations of supporting for all time an alien who joins the cobelligerent forces an1 becomes disabled through imbP-cility or insanity
and seeks to retutn to this country to be supported by it eve1:
after.
· l\1r. BANKHEAD. What sort of support does the gentleman
refer to?
l\fr. STAFFORD. This last clause exempts men whO" have
become idiotic, epileptic, or insane as a result of their services in
their native forces, in the cobelligerent service, and permits
their admission to this country if they resided here at the time
of their enlistment in cobelligerent forces.
Mr. SABATH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STAFFORD. It is that character of support that will
necessarily be thrown upon the local municipalities. Take this
instance, there can be no objection on the part of any alien
who has never declared his intention whatsoever, who goes and
joins his native forces, the cobelligerent forces, such as Italy or
Great Britain, who, at the expiration of two years, wishes to
return to this country, if he is free from such permanent taint.
There is no objection to lhat, whether he comes into this
country with his passage paid or not, or because of any other
<Jbjections that are waived in the first part of the bill. But
take, for instance, this case : There have been hundreds and
thousands of Italians without any claim to citizenship who, at
the ca11 of their native countr~, left this country and joined the
Italian forces. If they are injured and become permanently disabled with imbecility or insanity and the like, then these foreigners under this bill are to be permitted to return to this country,
· and om· Government maintain them as a public charge. I say
that burden should be imposed upon their native country, and
that is the phase I am presenting.
Mr. BANKHEAD. What remedy has the gentleman in mind
to relieve that situation?
1\fr. STAFFORD. I want to strike out, line 2, page 3, after
the words " United States," " or of any one of the nations cobelligerent of the United States in the present war."
l\Ir. SABATH. That is the present law.
Mr. STAFFORD. I beg your· pardon, that is not the present
law. The present law does not permit an alien who has joined
the native forces of his own country and who becomes disabled
in line of duty in those native forces to return to this country.
Mr. BURNETT. He means you strike that out and leave the
law substantially as it is.
Mr. STAFFORD. The gentleman does an injustice to the
resolution that he reports. He stated in his opening remarks
that it comprises two features; that the first part enables aliens,
regardless of whether they have declared their intention, which
is the present law, to become privileged to come back to this
country. The second provision relates to those who have become disabled through imbecility, insanity, or. the like in line of
duty to be returned to this country in spite of their disability.
Am I not correct in that explanation of this bill?
Mr. R.A.KER. . The words the gentleman suggests there comprise new legislation in this bill.
Mr. STAFFORD. It is. There is no question about that.
Mr. JUUL. I want to ask the gentleman if it is not a fact
that the reason for their leaving this country is the war, and if
it was not for the war there would not have been any of these
disabilities which the gentleman describes. Now, when they
return disabled they return because they have performed services
in some organization in which we are just as much interested as
if it were our own organization.
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes; they performed a service that they
owed in this great war to their natiYe country, of which we are
receiving the benefit. As an instance, thousands of Italians left
this country before we became involved in war. They went to
Italy in response to the call of their Government, and rightly so,
to assist their native country in defense·from an invasion by the
enemy. After they have enlisted and become permanently dis·
abled, or become insane, you are to permit their return and have
the burden of support thrown upon this country, when they were
only doing that which was directly in their line Qf duty. Why
should the United States bear that bm·den?
1\Ir. JUUL. I would like to ask the gentleman, if it was not
for the war, is it not a fact that they would have remained in
this country and completed their citizenship and have been enti·
tied to all the rights and privileges which this bill seeks to give
them?
l\Ir. STAFFORD. It is a question between the United States
and the foreign governments. Upon whom is the obligation? Is
the obligation upon the United States when a forei~er in tl1is
country goes and joins his natiYe forces and is disabled in line
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of duty for this country to support him and take care of him?
Carry this amendmBnt to the logical extreme, and you would
permit any alien,'wheth€'r he has resided in this country or not,
who had ·been injured and :Permanently disabled to come into
this country and be supported by' the United .States -Government.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of •the gentleman has
expired.
Mr. 1\fEEKER. I yield two minutes more to the gentleman.
1\Ir. MO~"'DELL. I understand the gentleman's position to be
tllis: That inasmuch a:s we are not proposing to take over the
care .of the ·allied soldiers generally, we ·should make no different
rule because, perchance, a man should ·have come here and resided here for a short time for the purpose of accumulating
money and then returned home?
Mr. STAFFORD. Not only that, but there have been ·thousands of Canadians who have crossed the border for a temporary
uomicile and 'Ufterwards .returned and joined the ·Oanailian
force ..
There :ha.ve •been Britons ·re iding -h ere who have joined the
Britisll forces. Sup_pose they are inJured in the defense of ·their
counh·y and carrying •out their duty as citizens of their own
country, permanently ·disabled and insane, so that they will never
be able to recover, are we to Teli~ve the IBritish Government
while they are llisabled in 1ll.e•performance of their duty in connection ·with their forces of the burden of supporting them for
·all time when ·there is no legal obligation upon this counh·y for
:that support?
We are 'doing muCh, indeed. ·No one is :raising any \PI'otest
against '8110'\Ving aliens WhO rare •not ·di abled and ·wl10 had •been
residing ·here, •and joined the cobeTiiger-ent forces, to come in
here freely. We are going further than the :resolution {)f last
June, and rightly -so. There is no objection to that phase. I
think there is grave rdoubt as to our carrying the great obligation o:P injury to foreigners, injm·y received in line of duty in
connection with their force directly connected •with their native
country.
J\1r. JUUL. Will tbe gentleman give me .a ·quarter of a .minute?
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes.
Mr. JUUL. Does the gentleman Tealize there are thousands
of men wbo have left the United States and who, instead of figllting with ·the -nominal country, 11ave been figl1ting •with the allle
against the countrY'? .For in..sta.nce, the Poles unuer Austria and
the :Poles under Prussia can not go back to their {)Wn country.
l\!r. S'l'AFFORD. If the gentleman will permit me right
t.hcre-

Mr. :JUUL. Yes.
l\fr. ST:A.E,FORD. 'They will .all be provided for in tilE' 'first
clause.
.Mr. JUlJ'L. :But if ·the amendment which the •gentleman proposed is agreed to, they will not be provided for.
Mr. ST-A FFORD. Yes; ·they are provided :for in this first
pronsion. Any alien who enlists in the Czecho-Slovak organization or who ·enlists in the United States Army or in the Rl'my
of the cobelligerents will be provided for.
l\lr. SABATH. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes.
Mr. £A.BATH. Does not tlle gentleman know that thou ands
of these Czecho-Slovaks, wishing to aid tlle cause of democracy, were obliged to join the French, the Italian, and .the
Ru sian forces, and to-day there are 25,000 Czeehs in the
French .Army, and many in the Ita.lian Army, and many in the
British Army?

Mr. STAFFORD. They are all -privileged to ·return to this
country, as the first part of the provision provides, on condition,
I am frank to admit, they are not permanently disabled. If
they are permanently disabled, I nm frank to admit that they
will be excluded. ; but I shall cha.nge tne form of my amendment
so as to permit these special classes to be admitted even in
case they have incurretl ·disability in line of service. As their
native country may exclude them, ·we should not raise a bar to
their _returning 1bere, I agree.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman from
;'Wisconsin :ba8 expired.
1\Ir. SABATH. 1\fr. Speaker, I yield one minute to tile gentleman from Texa [Mr. -BLANTON].
'l'he SPEAK.E.It pro tempor•e. 'The gentleman from Texas is
Tecognized for one minute.
1\.Ir. 'BLANTON. Mr. ·speaker, I \Tish to read an item ·from
the Dallas New: . as follows: ·
TEX.iS TIAS SEXT 200,000 l\IEX l~TO 1'\ATIO?\'S SEll'\'ICE.
Au.sTL~,

TEX., Scptcmbc1· fl.

~'exas has furnl!'lheu
appro:ximatc·ly 200,000 men for the gr<mt
American Army fighting for world fr('e!lom and peace. A total of
ll4,!Wt! have been formally inducted into 'the Army through draft, of
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wh1ch 81.208 were white and 32,281 were negroes. Voluntary enlistments and inductions agg-regated 42,452. Tbe old TE'xas National
Guard sent 15,000 soldiers and the ·new National Guard of Texas ab1>ut
to be Federalized, will supply 16.000. Tbls makes a grand total . of
187,660 and does .not include those who went into the 'Navy and with
the marines. The latter two classes are expected to bring the total to
200,000.

1\lr. SABATH. Mr. ·speaker, I yield fi-.e minutes to the gentle·
man 'from 'Texas [Mr. SLAYDEN] .
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Texas is
recognized for five minutes.
1\lr. SLAYDEN. 1\lr. Speaker, it might as well be admitted
frankly that the purpose of this re olution is to enable the
State Department to complete its negotiation of treaties with
certain countries, Italy, for example, by which the services of
citizens of that kingdom who nre in this countl·y may be secured by inducing them to go into the Army with tlle j)romise
of the privilege of returning after the war.
Now, it has been explained already, but it may be well to explain it again to those 1\lembers who do not recall the resolution
which passed some weeks ago, that this proposes to extend the
privileges of readmis ion to this country to certain aliens who
were lawfully residents here before the war w.Qo have ·not gone
into our Army or into the army of the Czecho-Slovaks or other
independent forces. The Secretary of State stated his position in reference to this matter in .letters to ·various .1\lembers
and to the chairman, who has clearly explained it all in a paragraph on page 2 of the report :
Especially is that true since we have negotiated and are negotl~tln~
treaties with cobeJiigerent nations by -which we may draft their subjects
unle~s, within a specified time, they elect to return to
theil· ow.n countries.

into our al'mies

.And presumab1y to go into the military service, because they
-will be forced into it if they do not go into it voluntarily.
Now, lf they went into our Army antl were disabled, does any
one doubt i:hat we would -pension them -for that service when the
\Tar is over ·or provide for ·them in some way? But if they go
into the Army of ,their own country we do not incur the obligation ·of pensioning them. ·W e simply permit •them to come back
ller~. and ·we overlo.ok perhaps cei'tain physical -defects in doing
it. From the point of view of economy, for the saving of the
.money of the ,people, it is better for ·.u s to do this than to en·
courage them to go into our own Army and thus impo e on ourselves the ·ultimate obligation of pensioning them.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. 1\lr. Speaker, --will the gentleman permit a
que tion?
Mr. SLAYDEN. Yes.
M.r . STAFFORD. Is it not a fact that if they do join our
Army now, the very next day after joining they can take out
citizenship P!\Per ?
·
Mr. SLAYDEl!.'V. Yes; but we do not want to .force people to
become citizens.
Now, I want to comment ior a moment on another argument
advanced by the gentleman from Wiseonsin a moment ago. Ec
spoke of it as matter of disparagement wh.e n he said foreigners
come over here and accumulate a little money and then go back
to their own countries to live. I ha\e no .. objection to that, and
I do not see the force of the argument. If a .man come over here
and giYe his services to somebody for so much money, presumably it is a profitable tran 'action for the man wl10 employs
.him as well as the man w.ho has earned the money ; and if the
man \Vho has earned the money wants to .go back to Ita~y or to
Frnnce, .and if my friend :from California [.M.r. RAKER] -were not
.here, I would su-y to China, .I woultl be perfectly willing to let
him do it, and it might be that I would be more willing that he
should do that thu.n that he shoultl tay here. I think we can
rely on our own people hereafter for population, a.nd I am not
willing to encourage all kinds of people from all part of the
world to come here. But if •a man does come and renders good
service for fair pay, he is entitled to go and spend his earnings
wherever he plea e .
I hope the wishes of the State D~partment in this matter
may be ·respected, a.nd that we may relieve them from any em..
barr.a ment in negotiating treaties where it is alleged and truth·
fully alleged thnt there is discrimination against certain people.
I hope there will bo no vote agairu t this resolution. [Applau e.]
Tllc SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman from
Texas has expired.
1\Ir. SABA'l1H. l\!r. Speaker, I have, if I am not mistaken, 10
minutes left. After I have u.seu 15 minutes, I would be glad if
the Cha.ir -would call my attention to it. •B efore I proceed, how·
ever, 1 want ·to yield two minutes to the gentleman from Ar·
kan as [.Mr. Wrnao].
The SPEA..KER pro tempore. The gentleman from Arkansas
is recognized for two minutes.
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1\Ir. WINGO. 1\Ir. Speaker, I do not care to discuss the pending measure, but arose for the purpose of reading to the House
an extract from a letter written by Lieut. Wendel Robertson to
his mother. At the outbreak of the war this splendid young
man, a resident of Fort Smith, Ark., enlisted for training as an
aviator and has rapidly won recognition and distinction by his
services. You will recall the death of Lieut. Dave Putnam, the
American ace of aces, which occurred in action on the Lorraine
front Wednesday, September 12. Lieut. Robertson and Lieut.
Putnam were members of the same flying squadron and were
together in the same air battle in which Putnam was killed,
but Robertson was so fortunate as to come through the battle
alive. On August 6 Lieut. Robertson wrote to his mother a
letter, the extract from which I shall read. I was deeply moved
by the heroic sentiments expressed and believe you will appreciate the noble spirit that breathes through this simple yet
sublime message from a boy to his mother.
If anything does happen to me, and you know it is not impossible,
I don't want you to feel too bad, for you see I want you to see things
1n this light.
1 have up to now had a rather wonderful life. I have had everything

given me and have given nothing in ;eturn. The life I am leading now
is by far the most comfortable or auy combatant in the war, so if it be
so ordained that I die I will be merely paying my debt to the countless
millions before me who have suffered for me, and if I do die it will
be a wonderful end. The clean sport of the game right to the P.nd.
I don't want you to be depressed by what I have written, for its
simply the thing we 'have all faced since I have been in the Army. I
have not written about it before, and I shan't again, but I do want you
to feel about it as I do. Death is nothing to be feared if met in ~he
midst of war. I don't visualize him as a grim specter riding a ragmg
storm but rather as a high priest who solemnly confers the black
robe
immortality.

of

[Applause.]
That is the spirit, Mr. Speaker, of the boys over there.
[Applause.]
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, within a few days after the
<leclaration of war by our country against Germany thousands
of resident Bohemians (Czechs), Poles, Slovaks, Croatians, Jews,
and Italians, who as yet had no chance or opportunity to be naturalized-and therefore were resident aliens-enlisted in our
Army; a great number of them, desirous for immediate service
abroad, crossed over to Canada to join t11e British-Canadian
Army, and still others crossed the seas to join the French.
Italian, Serbian, Greek, and Russian forces, their aim being to
get across and on the firing line. The only fear they entertained
was that they could not get over soon enough to fight against
the German and Austrian despotism and for the cause of uemocracy. [Applause.]
Thousands upon thousands of these former resident aliens
nre now heroically fighting on all fronts in the ]french, Britlsh,
Italian, Czecho-Slovak, and the Serbian Armies. [Applause.]
Each and every one of these men a volunteer for this great aml
noble cause, and whenever we finc.l men who are brave and courageous enough to offer to sacrifice their lives for a cause of
righteousness, justice, humanity, and democracy for which we
our elves are fighting, they are surely entitled to consideration.
Every one of them, it matters not of what nationality, ru·e made
of the right stuff and de erving of consideration and recognition
we can extend them and surely entitled to the privileges which
this resolution aims to grant them-the right to again enter
upon our shores without being subjected to our strict immigration restriction laws. These men did not hesitate. they did not
wait, but were ready, leaving their homes and many their dear
ones to fight ·for freedom and liberty. True, many of them bad
a double reason, namely, to help their mother country and,
secondly, to help their adopted country in its cause for world
democracy, but they offered themselves for a noble cause, and
their strength of character and bravery should not be questioned or impugned. [Applause.]
Mr. Speaker, it is indeed deplorable that their motives should
be questioned , that there should be any criticism of any of
these brave men or objection against this meritorious resolution, and I sincerely hope, after due consideration on the part
of the gentlemen who have seen fit to criticize, that they will reconsi<ler and see the justice of this legislation. These men, including those who left before the declaration of war, have
demonsb·ate<l by their action the proper spirit for the cause of
freedom and liberty, and consequently those that survive,
though they may have suffered disabilities in their service,
which under normal conuitions would preclude them from entering, are deserving and should be received by us with open arms.
1\Ir. Speaker, knowing how bravely they responded and under
what conditions thousands of these men left the United States
to join the cobelligerent forces, early in February of this year
I introduced this resolution, but, unfortunately, notwithstanding my earnest plea and efforts for its adoption the committee
believed that the time was not at hand for its passage, and re-
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fused to give it favorable consideration, but amended it to e:x:clude those in the cobelligerent armies and in this mutilated
form was reported and passed. But, Mr. Speaker, since that
time the Department of Labor, as well as the Department of
State, have earnestly recommended its passage as originally
introduced, thereby bearing out my previous contention that
this legislation should be enacted in behalf of these brave and
deserving patriots.
Mr. JUUL. 'Vill the gentleman yield?
Mr. SABATH. For a question.
Mr. .TUUL. Is it not a fact that but for the passage of this
resolution, or a similar one, any or all of these men who have
left here can not come back if they have lost an arm or a leg
or an eye?
Mr. SABATH. The gentleman is ·correct. They can not
come back unless this resolution be adopted.
Now, Mr. Speaker and gentlemen of the House, it was trying
for me at the last session and the beginning of this session to
convince the majority of the membership of this House as to
the Czecho-Slovak movement, many questioning my assertions
and doubting that such a body as the Czecho-Slovak Army existed, and questioned the advisability of giving or granting
them the recognition that I have so earnestly pleaded and
strongly recommended. To-day no one questions the existen<'e
of this brave and determined army, of its bravery and heroism,
and its superhuman accomplishments. [Applause.] It is well
known not only to you but to the entire world. [Applause.]
Yet even to-day and every day I am asked who are the CzechoSlovaks, and therefore I shall avail myself of the opportunity
to at least partially acquaint you an~ the country of who they
are and for what they stand. The Czechs are the Bohemians.
I::! the Bohemian language called Czechs.
Czecho-Slovaks are the Slavs of northwestern Ausb·ia-Hungary, consisting of two branches, namely, Czechs (Bohemians)
and Slovaks. Czechs live in Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia,
which for years has been oppressed .and misruled by AustriaHungary. They number 7,000,000. Slovaks, 2,500,000 in number, inhabit Slovakia, in Hungary, which is everywhere contiguous with Moravia and Silesia. · ·
These Czecho-Slovak lands measure 50,000 square miles, and
have 12,500,000 inhabitants, of which 9,500.000 are CzechoSlovaks. They have struggled against German and Magyar
violence for 1,000 years. They were an independent State till
the middle of the eighteenth century, when the Hapsburgs destroyed the last vestige of their independence. Czecho-Slonlks,
however, never yielded, always insisting upon their rights.
This war gave them the opportunity against Austria-Hungary
that they have been waiting for. They are dying by tile thousands for their liberty.
r.I.'he men of military age fled from the Austrian Army to Russia, France, and Italy, where they organized independent CzechoSlovak armies, which fight under the allied high command for
the common cause of liberty and for the independence of .the
Czecho-Slovak Stu te. They are marching through Siberia, forming the so-called eastern front, where they are engaged in a
death struggle with the German and Magyar brutality and the
bolshevik treason.
Czecho-Slovaks are giving their lives for theu· independence,
for the great ideals of humanity, as proclaimed by President
Wilson. [Applause.]
To better acquaint the American people with the Czechs
(Bohemians) I will insert an article by Mr. Charles Pergler
entitled "Should Austria-Hungary exist?" which not only gives
a brief history of Bohemia and why it should be free, but also
why Austria-Hungary-and I add Germany-should be overthrown, and in its place there should arise Czecho-Slov, JugaSlav, and United Free Poland, and other independent States:
SHOULD AUSTRIA-HUNGARY EXIST?

[By Charles Pergler.]
Metterni<:ll once called Italy a mere geographical expression. This
was n ever really true of Italy, but it ma y be applied to tb.L'
Austro-Hungarjan Empire. Who ever heard of anyone calling himself
an Austrian? Even Francis Joseph, the late Austrian Emperor, once
asserted that he was a German prince. There is no Austrian language,
no Austrian literature, no Austr1an nationality, no Austrian civilization.
Still, States do not come into being without the aid of powerful social,
economic, and political factors. Austria's m:lln justification for existence may be found in Asi::l.tic in;asions; that is, of the Huns (Magyai:s)
and later of th~ ~urks German .Austria, Hungary, and Bohemia became
a federation of independent States, bound to~etber only by the person
of a common king, for the purpose of more emciently resisting Turkish
pr~ssure, when in 1526 the Hapsburgs . were called to the Bohemian
throne by the free choice of the Bohemian people and confirmed all the
ancient rights and privileges of Bohemia.
One of the mo3t important acts in the reign of Ferdinand the First,
the first of the line of Hapsburg kings of Bohemia , was the uestructlon
in 1547 of the autonomy of Bohemian cities, and the execution of tlle
l£>a<lers in a movement for tbe establishment of liberty for all r e1 igious
beliefs in Bohemia and the reestablishment of the elective character of
the Bohemian crown, whlch Ferdinand abolished. After that, the his.s tat~ment
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tory of :Bohemia was largely a struggle between the Hapsburgs, aiming
at Germanizatil)n and violating their oaths to maintain the independence
of the Bohemian State, on the one hand, and the Bohemians, seeking to
preserve their ind('pendenee, on the other hand. The struggle culminated
1n a revolt signalized cy the defenestration of Prague In 1618, when the
.representative of Bohemian nobility threw from the window of the
royal castle the representatives of the IIapsburg king. This incident
wa followed by the dethronement o:l' the Hapsburg dynasty and the
election of the Electvr Palatine to Bohemian kingship. However, in
the struggle which succeeded the act, the revolutionaries were defeated
at the battle of White l\Iountain in 1620; but even then Bohemia was
not completely derived of her independence. although her sovereignty
was somewhat restricted by an edict of the king. Complete destruction
of Bohemian indep~n dence came during the eighteenth century, espccially durlng the reigns of Maria Theresa and her son Joseph, whose
aim was to make of Austria a purely German State, and to destroy the
idE'ntity of the variou smnll nationalities comprising the empire.
Notwithstanding the policy of forcible Germanization, the rise of the
spirit of nationality could not be prevented, and in 1848 not only did tha
Magyars demand self-government, but the Bohemians also came forward
with a program asserting cedain political rights. The abortive revolution was followed by a peri<>d of the most rigorous absolutism. But
a.Inws t 20 year later it was realized that a policy of repression of all
non-German nationalities was impossible. In 1867 the Magyars were
.,.ranted independence, and the present dual monarchy came- into existence.
There is no statute of limitations against the rights of nations; bu.t
'Au tria-Hungary <"3D not even enter a plea of waiver against the
Bohemian claims, because the Bohemians never ceased to protest against
the xistence of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in its present form, and
never waived their rights to the restoration of their independence. The
late Emperor Francis Joseph on two distinct occasions admitted these
rights and promi ed to revive them. Especially after the defeat of
France in 1870 t;y Prussia, he was inclined for a short time to follow
a federalistic Slav poJlcy.
On the 12th of September•, 1871, in a solemn declaration addressed to
th Bohemian Diet, he made the following promise: "Having in mind
the political standing of the Bohemian crown and the glory and power
it bas given us and our ancestors, and realizing the faithful support
always given our throne by the Bohemians, we gladly recogni~e the
rights of this ldngdom and are ready to renew this recognition by our
coronation oath." But when Bismarck assured him that Prussia had no

ture. Other Slav nationalities in Austria-Hungary have experienced a
similar awakening. After the Balkan States d f-eated Turkey in 191~
and 1913 the .Austrian and Iagyar oppressors began to -fear that the
contest they were waging against the Slavs in Austria would ultimately
end in their own defeat, unless they once more adopted the most extreme
measures to prevent the legitimate growth of Slav nationalities within
the empire. as well as beyond its boundaries. The present war is there·
fore but the intensification of a struggle the Austrian and llungarian
Governments had long been carrying on against their l:ilav subjects.
'Ihe result of the Balkan wars was that in 1913 the German Govern·
ment asked the Reichstag for an increase of military appropriations.
I-n his speech in support of the meaaure, delivered on th 7th of .April,
1913, the former German chancellor, Bethmann von Hollweg, made a
statement which deserves to be quoted:
"For the future it Is decisive that in place of European Turkey, whose
ll!e :LS a State has become passive, have appeared ::,'tates that show a
remarkn.bJe vigor. We all have an interest in seeing this power prove
it elf of th.e best in peace as it has done in war, and to ee the Balkan
States grow In close economic and cultural contact with their neighbors
and with the group of western powers. Thus they will also be factors
making for progress and European peace. But in spite of this, one thing
is certain, if it should ever com~:> to a European war wherein Slavs and
Germans stand against each other, then it would mean damage to the
Germa:ns If, in the present system of equlllbrium, th~ southern Slav
States should take the place hitherto occupied by European Turkey."
These are thoughts couched in diplomatic language, but it is obvious
that even then the German chancellor had in mind the bugaboo of a racial
conflict between Slavs and Germans. Only a month after the speech of
the chancellor there was published in tl}e Frankfurtel' Zeitung a Vienna
letter entitled "Oesterreichiscbe · Katastrophenpolitik." The writer
speaks of the fact that owing to Serbian growth .Austria had been twice
compelled to increase its military budget and Indicates that the real
instigator of all these alle?ed troubles is Russia; that there is just one
way of stopping all this, • to destroy the tools of pan-f:Uavism, to sub·
jugate the small neighbors, to destroy tbe Russian :blmplre, and to form
a number of bulier ~)tates under an Austrian and German protectorate
between the remnants of the Russian Empire and central Europe."
We find here a very frank confession that internal conditions in Aus·
tria require severe measures; that it has been impossible to solve tho
Bohemian question, the Polish-Ruthenian question, and other similar
problems; that these matters endanger Austria's very existence, and that
even if all this should lead to a European war the central powers would

which all gentlemen have. We know to-day tbat Bi marck's concHiatory attitude toward Austria was dictated by purely Ger-man interests
and by his expectation of making Austria a Prussian tool for the conque ·t of the East, and especially for securing to Germany the heritage
of .the moribund empire of the Sultans.
Since the beginning of the modern constitutional era even Austria has
been forced to assume a thin ;eneer of civilization, whieb consists in at
least a semblance of parliamentary institutions and well-sounding constitutional provisions. Thus the nineteenth section of the constitution
ol Austria provide : "All races of the State enjoy ~ual rights, and
every race bas an inviolable ri,oilt to assert its nationallty and to culti·
vate its language ; the equal r1ghts of all languages in the country, in
schools and public life, are recognized by the State." This provision is
nothing but a grim jest. The Germans of Bohemia are in a decided
minority, and yi!t they are the privileged nation. Moreover. in all the
administrative offices of Bohemia the equal rights of tbe Czech lan.,.ua.ge
have never been recogniz.ed, and as regards school facilities the Czech
have always been discriminated against. In communities with German
officials iB the addle it has been ne::rt to impo ible to obtain adequate
Czech school:s, and frequently snch schools as existed were malntained
in quarters that were no better than stalls. The Germans of Austria
have always treated the Czechs as inferiors, although they themselves
do· not equal them in culture, since in spite of being the favored nation
they have about 6 per cent of illiterates, whlle the Czechs have only a
little over 2 per cent. Even now 11,000,00.0 Germans in Austria have
five universities, while 10,000,000 Czechs and S1ovaks have but one university.
Conditions among the non-German nationalities in Austria were bad
enoup:h in times of peace. To-day, after three years of war, they beggar
description. The meager right to use the Bohemian language in administrative offices in Bohemia has been abolished and German bas been
established as the official language (Staatssprache). On the railroads
the humblest laborer can not obtain any position unless be has a command of the German lan~uage. The present minister of railroads, Dr.
Foerster, has ordered that railroad officials, even among themselves,
shall not use the Czech language, but must speak German. A conversation in Czech is treated as a gross breach of discipline.
· When we come to the Hungarian part of Austria we meet a condition
which, if anything, is still worse. For 3,000,000 Slovaks there does not
exist in Hungary a single adequate Slovak school conducted in the
Slovak language. Even before the war the Slovak press was systematlcallv persec1.1 ted and Slovak papers were subjected to unimaginable
chicanery- It is an interesting fact that there are more Slovak papers
in the United States thnn in Hungary. These American papers the
Hungarian (}{)vernment considers a mPnace to the Hungarian State. and
accordingly refu es them postal privileges.
The Hungarian Government is mainly in the hands of the l\Iagyar
nobiJity, and the Hungat·ian parliament is merely a parliament of this
nobility. There are carcely a million voters in Hungar-y, yet during the
lives of men now living there has never been a Hungarian election that
wa s free from violence and corruption, and that was conducted without
the aid of soldiery. Althou,qh the Magyars form only 51 per eent of the
population, they hold 405 out of 413 seats in the Parliament. Even
these Magyar deputies do not really represent the .Magyar people, for
suffrage in Hungary is restricted to a relatively small number of the
privileged. Seventy per cent of the lands of Hungary is in the hands of
tbl' nobles, and us a r esult Hungary is a country of chronic hunger.
It is evident that .Austria bases her mission on the maxim "divide
et impera •· instead of re<"onciling the various nations on the Danube,
uniting their interests, and binding them clo er together. She might
have been, and should have been, a Federal State wherein all nationali ties living under Hap<~burg sovereignty would have enjoyed equal treatment and equal rights. The present war shows, however, as indeed dill
:the wars of 1859 and 1806. that Austr-ia-llun"'ary is wholly unable to
carry out her true histori<"al mission and to rule justly the Bohemians
and the other Austrian nationalities.
It must be remember d that in spite of all the obstacles pla<"ed before
1t, the Bohemian nation, during the last baH of the nineteenth century
and thereafter, rose higher and higher in the economic scale ancl in cul-

ing to lose. With the growth of Slav nationalities within her borders
she would be doomed to inevitable destruction in th.e course of time, while
in a war she mlght have a chance to save hersel!. .A sudden catastrophe
would be preferable to terror without end.
When Roumania entered the war the "Pestl Hirlap," an infiuential
Budapest paper, declared that Austria-Hungary must decide between
:;1aviSm allll Germanism-this in ali Empire the larger part of which is
:;1av. It is not an exaggeration to· say, therefore, that this is a war by
Austria against her own denendent nationalities. From this it logically
follows that Austria has lost her right to exlst. She is a State without
a purpose, unless this purpose be the oppression of the majority of her
own subjects.
The Bohemians now claim complete independence. .AB early as No·
vem.ber 14, 1915, the Bohemian foreign committee, representing Czecho·
Slovaks, issued in Paris a manifesto demanding an independent Bo·
hemian-Slovak State. During the recent se ion of the Austrian Parli~
ment the club of Czech deJ;luties openly demanded independence for
Bohemia~.-. the new State to rnclude the Slovaks.
Bohemians living in
France, bngland, and Russia are fighting in the armies of the allles.
There has been a Bohemian-Slovak army cooperating with the Rn sians;
it consisted of former Au trian prisoners of war who surrendered voluntarily in order to reenlist with the Russians and fight against Austria
for the independence of their native land. Moreover, the Bohemian·
Slovak brigade has been mentioned as having won special distinction on
Galiclan battlefields.
.A small group of English pacifists and well-meaning American
theorists, who do not understand that no C<Jmparison whatever is possil>le between the United l:itates and Aush·ia-Hungary1 s.till seem to
think that the latter can become a Federal State. Tn1s might have
been J;lOSsible prior to the rise of the present spirit of nationalism, had
Austrian state men been farsighted enough to realize that the only
salvation for Austria wa. to be sought in making of her a union of freo
nationalities. But now it is too late.
A glance at a few figures will sufficiently demonstrate this : The
whole population of the Empire is 52,000,000-28,000,000 in the
Austrian half of the monarchy ; 22,000,000 In the Hungarian part; and
2,000.000 in Bosnia-Herzegovina. .According to the latest census, that
of 1910 the population of .Austria i. divided a follows: Germans,
9,950,225; Czech , 6,435,983; Poles 41967,984; Ruthenians, 3,518,854;
l::Hovenes, 1,252,940; Serbo-Croats, 7S3,334 ; Italians, 768,422. The Germans, although numberin~ not qulte 10 000,000, control the destinies
of th~ 18,000,000 of non-hermans. In Hungat·y, according to the same
census, there are 10J.OJ0,575 Magyars, 3 . 949,03~ Roumanhms, 2,937.4J5
Germans, 1,907,979 ~lovaks, 2,939.638 Serbo-Croats, 472,587 Ruthenians.
It should be remembered, of course, that the official censu is gro ly
inaccurate and misrepresents matters in favor of the Germans and
Magyars. There is little doubt that there are in the Empire almost
8,000,000 Czech and almost 3,000,000 Slovaks. In any event, tho
Germans and Magyars together do not exceed 20,000,000, and rule over
32,000,000 ::;1avs and Latins, who in this war are forced to fight the
battles of their oppressors.
"Home rule all azoound" might be possiblo if the Dual Monarchy
shoulcl be preserved in its entirety, but this would mean a C<Jntinued
violation of the principle of nationality and the violation of the rlght
of the several nations to choose the sovereigns which are to rule o.ver
them. The Italians have a claim to the Trentino and a paTt of the
.Adriatic coast; the Roumanian s
'im Transylvania; the Serbs are
entitled to Bosnia-Herzegovina; C
lia and Dalmatia should forru, with
'erbia and Montenegro an intlependent Jugo-Slav State; and the
Au trian Poles should be united with Russian Poland. These claims
can not be disregarded, but if they are duly observed the Czecho-Slovaks
wtll be left alone with the Germ·ms and Maj?yars in a smaller Au. tria,
which will continue to cooper.,tP with Germany in hPr tmperialiRtlc
endea~ors. and con titute a foundation for another attempt to realiz.o
the 1\Iittel Europa scheme.
The only solution of the problem appears to be the joining of the
fragments of those races wb kh alr ady hav a naUoual state to the
pa.rent races; the creation of an independent Bohemian State and of
nn independent Hungary-reduced, of course, to its proper ethlc.al
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boundaries. The Austrian-Germans in the purely German Provinces of
Austria should be left to decide their own destinies ; they could either
form an independent State, or else be absorbed into the German Empire. This arrangement, by the way, would not strengthen Germany,
as some clahn, since it must be remembered that if the principle of
nationality is carried out to i.ts logical conclusion. Germany wiH lose
at least a part of Alsace-Lorraine and Schleswig-Holstein, as well as
Poland, so that what she may gain on the one hand she will losE> on
the other. Moreover, the present stand of Germa:ny against the whole
world is made possible because she has control of the 32,000,000 Slavs
and· Latins within the Austrian Empire; once these · p-eoples are liberated, Germany will lose this reservoir of human material.- be con·eSPOndingly weakened, and her imperialistic designs thwarted.
The future Czecho-Slova k State will have a population of more than
12,000,000, of whom 10,000,000 ar~ Czecho-Slovaks. It goes without
sayillg that the rights of the minority would_ have to be protected,
alth-<>ugh the fact is that the Slav r a ces have never bet>n known for their
attempts to. impose their languuge and culture upon other peoples.
This seems- to be exclusively the trait of the- Germans; who always
couple their designs of economic penetration with a policy of denationalization of the people of the territories they control, or intend toco:r:tr ol.
Frt>m an economic point of view; Bohemia would have an assured
future, for she possesses all the natm:al resources necessary to an. economically. self-sustaining State. While she may not have an outlet to
the sea, the example of Switzerland shows: that a p-<>rt is not especially
necessary for an independen.t State. Again, the principle laid down by
President W son as to economic rights of way for landlocked States
'vould apply to Bohemia us well as to the need of Russia to obtain
access to a wa rm-water port. Bohemia., because of her geographical
po. ition as a link petween western .Europe and the eastern 81av world,
is dt!stined to be of great political nnd economic importance._ Thefact tha t Bohemia was able foo: many centuries to oppose Germanizativn, although surrouuded on all sides by powerful enemies, is the best
proof of her ca pacity to oppose the future Pan-German plans of expansion toward the east, and to serve as a bulwar k of permanent peace.
Whatever arguments for the dismemberment of the Empire may be
offered in. the future, none will lle more weighty t han the fact that
ea ch of the component States or nationalities making liJ? the AustroIIungar ian monarchy forms by itself a dist inct economic entity capable
of a healthy growth and development. On the other hand, a compulsory union under the leadership of the incapable and decadent House of
Hapsburg threatens them all with political, financial, and economic
ruin. Wealthy and full of resources sPparately, together they form
the most poverty-stricken c~"Jntry in lL.'ur<'pe.It is interesting to glance at a few statistics inrlicating the state of
tbe Austro-Hungarian national wealth and its rel~tion to the national
wealtl1 of other countries. In 1914 the national wealth of AustriaHungary was estimate-it at $25,000,000,000 and the debt at no less than
$3 ,898,094,000. The distl'ibution of the debt was as f ollows: Hungary,
l)il.:-:138, 348,000 ; Austria, $1,515.871,000; common, $1,043.675.000.
This means t hat for every six dollars of national we-alth there was
almost one dollar of national debt. A comparison of the financial cond i tion of ot her countries at the same time with that of the dual monarchy shows tha+ of the six leading nations of the world Austria-Hungary was in th e worst financial condition. Experienced financiers asserted that under ncxmal conditions a nat ional debt of $6,000,000,000
w otlld be tbe utmos t that the Austro-Hungarian monarchy could bear
withou-t complete ec-onomic ruin. Long before the war industries had
begun to feel the burden of government taxes. The textile industry
was completely ruined. Other industriilS were slowly but surely on the
road to a complete extinction. There was a gene-ral apprehension that
capital would soon be with•i rawn from the monarchy and invested in
mot·e favorable regions. The industrial life was not only affected by
the forE.' ign policy of the monarchy, but likewise by the abnormal int er nal situation, wh ich sappPd the energies anQ. vitality of all of the
races that were herded together under a s ingle government.
During the war Austria's debt must have increased enormously.
According to some estimat es, it has nt least quadrupled. which, . of
course, under the corrupt system prevalent, is quite possible. If we
make a n allowance for deprecia tion in t he national wealth due to war
conditions, we have a situation where the national debt is not fal' below
the national wealth. The conclusion is obvious. Austria-Hungary is
on the verge of a compl ete bankruptcy. Unless- it be split up into its
compo nent elements it otl'e.rs practically no security. to those who have
given it their hard-earned funds.
Should the monarchy be preserved after the war, all the unnatural
condi tions leading to such a fa tal result would be preserved intact.
The nationalities which for hundreds of years have waged so keen. a
wa.Lfare against t'ach other would no longer be content to live under
the rule of the Hapsburgs. A continual internal strife would be the
outeome, and as on(> of its elrects Austria-Hungary would continue in
its 'veak an·d unhealthy economic situati~n. b-eing largely dependent on
the ·support of'Germany. Moreover, in the dua l monarchy the parts
oc cupied by Austrian Germa-ns are the weakest and poores-t of all.
Other portions are continually called on to make up for the deficits that
ar-ise in them. For example, Bohemia pays no less than 62.7 per cent
of the Austrian taxes, whereas its population is no more than 40 per
cent ot- the total. This disproportion must lead to an antagonism between the various- nationalities.
Previous to the war there was always a chance that the industrial
development of the country woul<l co-mpensate for the ~owing interest
charges and thE' ~rowing debt. But after the war, if AUStria-Hungary
should still exist, industrial and commercial depreciatiol). is bound to
set in. The natural marke ts for Austro-Hungarian products--the Balkans--woul<l be per~ntly lost to Austria-Hungary, for she is primarily liable for the- misery which has befallen the small Balkan States.
The commerce .of Austria-Hunga ry would practica-lly die out. Germany, during the war, has accumulated enormous supplies of m.;mufactured products which she intends to release at once upon the conclusion
of peacP. at vPry low prices in order to reconquer lost markets. But
as the allied nation are well prepared to combat this influx of Germanmade goods, Austria-Hungary and Turkey would remain the only markets open to conqU<'"St hy Ge rm:u) commerce. And since the dual monarchy is in such bad financial straits, and since her industries are so
crippled. German products would have no difficulty in driving her products out of the market. H er industries would virtually cease to exist,
for they are in no position t o combat German capital. The very thing
which Austr o-llungarian statesmen feared before the war would inevitably take place. This commercial conquest would then be followed
by political domination an i this in turn by a conquest of Bulgania
and Turkey ; and the road from Berlin to Bagdad would then be safe.

But the allies would find no ·profitable markets in · Austria-Hungary
after the war, as that country would be a poor buyer. It would be m
no position to gi>e sufficient guaranties of prompt pa-yment. The presf~:ta~~~s o.f foreign creditors would become a dead loss in many ·
On the other hand, if the central powers are defeated and Austria is
in consequence dismembered, the new independent States formecl as a.
result and such countries as Italy and Rumania, which will regain their
conationaJs, will, of course, have tp bear the curse of their previous
connection with Austria-Hungary. They will have to shoulder heavy
economic burdens. But these burdens will be of a temporary nature
Most of these nationalities will recover with ease, and all of them·
with the- ex.ception of the- Magyars and the Germans, will seek to estab:
lish relations with the allies. They will likewise otl'er the greatest
p~ssible resistance to commer-c;ial. conquest by Garman-y, and will constitute a natural barrier vgafnst German aggression in the Balkans
These States will be llll.-willing to waste their resources in military
establishments, thereby getting rid of the heaviest burd.e-n which Euw·
pean States of to-day must bear.
-The Czecho-:Slovak State that would thus be created will be rich
in . natural resources, will have many well-developed industr-ies, and a..
sound ban king system. It will meet the immediate difficulties with.
ease, for its wealth will no longer be used to support the decadent
dynasty of Vienna, and to make up for the recurrent defrcit of otherportiOns- of the- monarchy. The old antagonism. between the Czecho:::!1ovaks and the Germans and Magyars is the-most reliable guaranty o!
the. opposition of the Czecho-Slovaks to German expansion in the East.
It 1s well known that the dismemberment of Austria-Hungary is in
accord with the aims of the allies, who have stated that the liberation of
subject nationalities and their free development was one of their aims.
:fteC~i~~-Slovak State will also fit int.o an economic ~rogram following
A policy of compromise with referen-ce to the Austro-Hungarian problem ~ou1<l b~ the most se ~ious blunder American statesmanship could
comnut. This would be akin to the blunder of European statesmanship
which has permitted the Turk ta remain in Europe- for so long a time.
For be it r emembered that the Austro-Hungarian problem is the Turkish
questi.on in another fox:~· Just_ aiil TlJl;key gradually disintegrated, so
Austna is gradually dlSmtegrating. Srnce 1866-- she has been simply
a German \assal State, and it is Berlin that makes possible the German
and Magyar domination. This is a situation which requires not palliati':e meas~es, bnt a railical oper:ttion, to wit, a complet e removal of
this festermg- sore from the center of Europe. If war is the continuat io n of politics, the strategy of war must be brought into a ccord with
the political objectives sought. The military mistakes of the allies in
southeastern Europe were due to their failure to r ealize the importance
Q.f the Balkan and Austrmn problems. Their view of these problem~ of
late has been rectified. It will be well for America not only to lf.>ar-n
to avoid the purely military mistakes of the aUies but also to learn
from them the necessity of clear political thinking in international
matters. A condition of s-uch clear political thinking is an apprecia tion
of the real nature of the structure which goes b;v the name Aus triaHungary; that is not even a Stat_e, since it has beco me a tool of Germany_; !hat at most it. is a Gove-';'nment and. a very poor one at that;
that It Is an anacbrorusm, a surviVal of mediaevalism, an organization
without ·a ruling idea, purely dynastic and artifi cial; that it b ar; no
place in the modern world ; that its very existence is a denial of the
principles for which America to-day stands.
,

1\lr. Speaker, I am indeed happy that it is not any more
necessary for me to plead for the r ecognition of the CzechoSlo-rak cause. Recognition was given them by om: Government
on the 3d of this month, when the President authorized thQ
Secreta ry of State to issue the following proclamation :
The Czecho-Slovak peoples having taken up arms again t the German
and Au stro-Hungarian Empires, and having placed or ganized armit>s in
the field which are waging war a gainst those Empires under offi cers
of their own nationillty and in accordance with the rules an.d practices
of civilized natioDB; and
The Czecho-Slovaks having, in prose<'ution of the:ir independent pur·
poses in the present war, confided supreme political authority to the
Czecho-Slovak National Counci4
The- Government of the United States r ecognizes tha t u sta t £: of
belligerenc exists betwe-en the Czecho-Slovaks thus 'organized ::mu tha
German and Austro-Hunga rian Empires.
It also recognizes th e Czecho-Slovak National Council as a de factt>
Government clothed with proper authority to dire<!t the military and
political affairs of the Czecho-Slovaks..
•
The Government of the United States further declares that it is pre--·
pared to enter formally into relations with the de facto government
thus recognized for the purposE> of prosecuting the war against the com·
.mon enemy, the Empires of Germany and Austria-Hungary.

That this recognition was deser-red is agreed by all who have
followed the wonderful and- unbelievable achievements of the
Czecho-Slovak Army and the splendid sen·ice-s rendered by the
Czecho-Slovak National Council.
i
Mr. Speaker, being also familiar with the oppression, suffering, and sacrifices. of the Jugo-Slavs, as well as with their.
efforts, aspirations, and achievement and the se-rvices which
they haYe rendered, I hope and trust that their r ecognition:
will not be delayed but will shortly be forthcoming. I am
satisfied it will not only strengthep. and a:id their ~use, but that
it will materially aid the cause of the allies and the cau~e of
democracy; being united as they now are, they are cooperating
and rendering great service. I regret that very few Americans
are familiar with the Jugo-Slavs, their movement, the country,.
and the people who compose it·; of their just cause, an.c1 how.
important it is for the stability of Europe that they be recog·
nized as an independent State. For yom· information, and with
the perrnis_s ion of the House, I embody as part of my remarks
the follo-win g article by Dr. H. Kmkavic, member of the Croa-tian
and delegate to the Hungarian Parllilment,. which s-ets fodh
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clearly what is meant by Jugo-Slavs·and why it is of great importance that they be recognized :
[Reprinted from the World Court, a. magazine of international progress,
120 Broadway, New York.]
THE Juoo-SLA' PROBLEM.
[By Dr. H. Hinkovic, member of the Croatian and delegate to the Hungarian Parliament.]
The Jugo-Slavs are the southern Slavs. "Jug" is the woru for
"south" in all Slavic languages. In history the Jugo-Slavs appear
under three names-Croats, Serbs, and Slovenes. But these are not
three difierent nationalities. Sprung from the same stock, speaking
the same language, inhabiting a continuous teuitory, having identical
customs, and, above all, identical aspirations, the Serbs, Croats, and
Slo.-enes are one single nation, designated by one common name-Jugo-Slavs.
The Bulgars do not look upon themselves as Slavs.
•
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Ilowever, in spite of tbemselyes, they are Slavs, or, rather, slavisized.
Still they remain Tartars in spirit; they stay outside the Jugo-Slav
family. Thus our appellation "Jugo-Slavs," embracing as it does the
::)erbs, Croats, and Slovenes to the exclusion of the Bulgars, bas no real
ethnical significance. It is a purely political expression.
It was during the lapse of time from the fifth to the seventh century
that the Jugo-Slavs migrated from the trans-Carpathian regions into
their present home.
They number about 13,000,000. Five million live in Serbia and Montenegro, 7,500,000 in Austria-Hungary, and about 700,000 are livingfor the greater part temporarily-in the two Americas and the British
colonies and dominions. Others are settled in northern Albania; in
Greece they reach as far south as Sa.loniki'; in llulgaria as far as the
River Iskra and the Perin Mountains. About 40,000 Jugo-Slavs dwell
in the Kingdom of Italy.
·
Tho western part of the Jugo-Slav territory in Austria-Hungary is
occupied by the Slovenes, the center by the Croats, the east by the
• ·erbs. But this is only a general statement. As a matter of fact. the
Croat and Slo>ene element, on the one hand, and the Serb and Croat,
on the other, are intermingled iri the .-arious countries.
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Austria_-Hungary was conducting a remorseless campaign, on the one
agamst her own Jugo-Slav subjects, and, on the other hand against
Serbta, both with the object of crushing the movement for Jugo-Slav unification. The achievement of this unific-ation would perforce destroy
the hegemony of the Germano-Magyars, and these were not in the least
disposed to abdicate. Moreover, from the point of view of foreign polltics, the territorial integrity of the Hapsburg monarchy was endangered
by the attraction Serbia possessed for the Jugo-Slavs who were oppre sed
by the Germano-Magyars. Finally, and above all things, Serbia was
blocking the way for Austria-Hungary's expansion toward Salonica.
This way leads through the valleys of the Morava and the Vardar.
Serbia had therefore to become an Austrian vassal or to disappear
But it was not only in Austria-Hungary that the storm was br.ewin"'
against Serbia; the home of the tempest lay farther off.
<>
han~,

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY PUSHED ON BY GERMANY.

To-day one can clearly see Bismarck's idea, when he refused to touch
Austria after the victory of Sadowa. Prussia proposed to absorb her
completely later on. Germany was thrusting Austria toward the ..~gean
but she considered her only as an extension of her own band. In this
spirit, and as the first stage on the road to the east, she caused BosniaHerzegovina to be allotted to Austria by the treaty of Berlin.
Germany was therefore to a very great extent more or less lnterestell
in everything that happened in Austria-Hungary and in all that concerned her. Tbe Jugo-Slav movement, which threatened her rtomestic
peace, might weaken Austria-Hungary's military strength, which Germany was planning t•> make use of at the proper time. Therefore Germany desired the war with Serbia in order to preserve Austria from the
loss of military strength with which she was threatened by the Jugo-Slav
m<?ve~ent, and al~o in oruer to eliminate, by the crushing of Serbia, the
prmc1pal obstacle to her pan-German ambition.
Serbia ha& been reproached with being the cause of the war. This is
true, in so far as, by her geographical position and as the standard
bearer of the Jugo-Slav movemect, she was an obstacle to the Pan-German Berlin-Bagdad scheme.
PAN-GERMANISM.
0
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One of the aims of Pan-Germanlsm is its expansion toward the southeast. Salonica and Constantinople arc only preliminary stages. It aspires toward horizons more uistant-toward Bagdad, the Persian Gulf,
o
•
o
*
o
o
*
toward Egypt and India.
The whole of Jugo-Slav hi tory is full of struggles against Germans,
::)erbia wa.s the first illke encountered by the German tide. Twice
Magyars, Turks, and Venetians . These perpetual conflicts with their running she, the tiny David, bad hurled the Austrian Goliath back aero 9
invaders and oppressors hn>e preyented them from achieving their her frontiers. But in the end, without help at the right time, she could
unification.
not but succumil to the united attack of four bandits-the German, the
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Austrian, the Magyar, and the Bulgar. • • •
TQ.e nearer we come to our own day the stronger grows the national
Obviously, a dike will have to be rebuilt. I do not sa;v l:be dike, bespirit and the more ardent the desire for union.
- cause the former dike, Serbia before the war, has proveu madequate.
*
o
*
•
•
•
*
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY MUST BE BROKE:\' UP.
The whole national life of the Jugo-Sla>s ha.-e become impregnated
Fir t of all, before reconstructing the dike, the force of the current
with the Jugo- 'lav idea. But the more this idea progressed the more which it will be called upon to resist must be diminished. Austriait excited the persecuting fury of the Germans and Magyars, who-- Hungary and Bulgaria mtist be forcibly detached from Germany's grip.
with good reason, by the way-looked upon it as highly dangerous to These two States have lost their independence, and at the present
their hegemony.
moment they are merely vassal States of Germany. Especially AustriaThe last 30 or 40 years of Jugo-Slav history are nothing but a fierce Hungary. Germany has laid her hand upon the army, the diplomacy.
anu tmremitting fight on the part of the Austro-Hungarian authorities the economic life, and even upon the civil administration of the empire
against the irresistible Jugo-Siav movement.
of the Hapsburgs. This empire contains 12,000,000 Germans and
10,000,000 Magyars, while the remainder is Slav and Latin. Moreover,
THE HOSTILE POLICY OF THE HAPSBURGS.
these remaining 29,000,000 are implacable foes of Germany. In spite of
A few facts will make it clear what a diabollcal policy the Hapsburgs this, they are forcibly enrolled in tbe Austro-Hungarian armies, and are
have pursued with regard to the tendency toward unification displayed fighting for a. cause which they detest.
If Austria-Hungary remains, this monstrous phenomenon will repeat
by their Jugo-Slav subjects.
.
A mere glance at a map shows that the Jngo-Slav lands under the itself in yet another . war. In order to render it impossible, these
llapsburg rule form one continuous, nnb~·oken, territorial block. Now, 29,000,000 must be amputated from the Austro-1\!agyar, i. e., from the
tbiR block is share•l between the two halves of the monarchy and inci- German, block.
•
•
0
dentally subdivided under 11 administmtions and 14 different legis•
•
•
lations.
BULGARIA MUST BE REDUCED.
These 11 separate administrations are: (1) Croatia-Slavonia, · (2)
Besides
Austrophlls
and
Magyaropbils
there
are
also
llulgarophils
Rijeka (Fiume, "corpus separatum "), (3) Dalmatia, (4) !stria, (5) among the allies, who would be quite disposed, in the e'"ent of a. separate
the city and district of Trieste, (G) Gorica-Gradiska, (7) Carniola, (8) peace, to confirm the Bulgars in the possession of all they filched from
Carinthia, (9) Styria, (10) the southern Slav districts incorporated in the Serbs and under such odious circumstances.
Hungary proper, and (11) Bosnia-Hei'zegovina. Croatia-Slavonia havBy diplomatic subterfuges, of which they are past masters, the Buling complete autonomy in home affairs, justice, public instruction, and gars
are-even after their felony-keeping up friendly feeling among
ecclesiastical matters, has an independent legislation with regard to the allies.
Conformably wit!! their spirit or uuplicity, they invariably
these. The southern Slav districts in Hungary, being under direct keep two irons
in the fire. They are with the Germans, but if German
llungarian rule, share the l egislation of Hungary proper. Rijeka has affairs
turn
out badly, they will repudiate :E'erdinand and sacrifice Radbut a municipal council. All provinces belonging to Austria send
deputies to the Vienna Rcicbsrat, while Croatia-Slavonia has for her oslavov.
But the Bulgarian people are in perfect concord with their sovereign.
common affairs with Hungary a common legislation in the Parliament of Has
a single voice from among the people been raised against the war 1
Budapest, this parliament being both a provincial diet for Hungary Let
no one be misled by the "Realists" of Sofia. Ferdinand suits the
and a common diet for all the countries of St.- Stephen's Crown, i. e., Bulgars
admirably, and the Bulgars are well worthy of their King.
Hungary proper and Croatia-Slavonia. Besides this. there are the AusBulgars manifested themsi:!lves as the vanguaru of Germany, and
trian and Magyar delegations for the common affairs of the whole areThe
therefore
as rlangerous and pernicious as herself. A separate peace
monarchy.
by which they would keep Macedonia, or simply their atlcient frontiers
•
•
•
•
would enable them to assail Serbia again on the first opportunity. and
The object of this parceling out was to divide the Jugo-Slav nation, eventually Greece and Roumania. For theirs is a vast ambition. They
which is one, by a series of water-tight compartments, so as to estrange dream of an empire, washed by three seas, and investing them with the
us each tr.om the other and to prevent our unification.
hegemony in the Balkans. Their plan is for the•Balkans what the PanThe result wns finally the very oppo ite of what was intended. The German plan is for Europe and the world. They fancy themselves in
more the Jugo-Slav ha>e been artifically diviuecl the more they became the role of Balkan emulators of the ~russians. As a matter of fact, they
con cious of the absolute neces ity to unite. ::)eeing on the one band 11re only a tentacle of the foul octopus of the Spree.
the continuous block of their territory, and ou the other the cunning
Why should the Bulgar~ b<' favored to the detriment of the Serbs?
contrivance of their enemies to separate them, it was quite natural that Why continue the clumsy policy of endeavoring to gain more than
the eagerness of the Jugosla>s for their union at last became irresistible. doubtful friends at the expense of the Serbs, who have sacrificed themselves for the cause of the all1es?
•
•
•
Have morality, right, and justice truly lost all their value? You have
THE NEW ER.i.
Serbia and Bulgaria before you-honesty and crime-self-sacrifice and
Meantime, most importapt events had taken place in Serbia in 1903. felony. And you would say to the bandit: "Keep what you havo
The accession of Peter Karagjorgje>ic to the Serbian throne hastened the stolen" .and to his victim "He did well to rob you." Is the generous
amazing r enaissance of the little kingdom, moral, military, and economic. blood of millions of human beings shed U. order to sanction a moral
.And it became apparent that Serbia was . de tined to play the part . of code 1ike this?
the Jugo-Sla> Piedmont.
It is obvious that to strengthen Bulgaria would be to strengthen
Germany, who makes US<' of Bulgaria for her Berlin-Bagdad scheme.
•
The
hegemony in the Balkans, which the Bulgars covet, is clo ely bound
AXTI -J'C'GO-SLAV CAliPAIGX.
with ran-Germanism. Bulgaria must therefore be reduced to a state
The possibility of Jugo-Slav unification outsille Aus tria-Hungary-a up
in
which
she can neither be a danger to the Balkans nor the catspaw of
direct menace to the territorial integrity of the dual monarchy, which it
prepared itself to obviate by taking action against the two centers of the Germany.
•
•
movement, one of whicb lay within its borders among the Austro-Hun* A REESTABLISHED SERDIA WOULD
NOT BE SUFFICIEXT.
,gariau Jugo-Sla vs, and tbe other without, viz, the Kin~dom of Serbia.
Thence the pitiless persecutions of the former, and the implacable war,
.~['here are some who imagine that a restored Serbia would be equal
l>otb diploma tic and economic, upon the la tte.r.
to this task. The mere resurrection of Rerbia woultl be a reconstitution of the situation before the war. Why are we plunged into this
.*
*
*
*
*

•

•

•

•

•

•
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horrible struggle? Because Serbia opposed bersel! to pan-Germanism, · Hatred against Austria-Hungary and boundless devotion to the
which aimed at Constantinople and through Austria-Hungary at Salo- ideals of national independence and unity and its bearer, the
nien. Serbia was too weak to resist. How can we imagine that she
would be stronger after the agony that bas laid waste her lands and Jugo-8lav committee, thoroughly pervades this army, which is
killed ott' neaJ:ly a quarter o! her population? Serbia, merely restored, anxiously awaiting the moment when they will enter, in victori·
would be incapable of sarviving.
Then again, there ts the suggestion made of an aggrandized Serbia, ous advance, the Jugo-Slav lands.
The th.ird front on which the Jugo-Slavs are now fighting is the
as a recompense for her superhuman sacrifices for the common cause
and the tragic misfortunes that have befallen her. But even an eastern, or Russian, front. The bulk of the Jugo-Slav troops left
aggrandized Serbia would not :::urvive. Something more than a reRussia when the Bolsheviks came to power, but various small
stored or aggrandized Serbia is required.
THE J1JGQ-SLAV PROGRAM.

The .Togo-Slav program is drawn up in the Declaration of Corfu.,
.July 20, 1917. Its makers are the Serbian Government and the
.Jugo-Slav committee as representatives, the former of · Serbia and the
latter of the .Jugo-Slavs in Austria-Hungary. The Serbs, Croats, and
Slovenes, proclaim the declaration, compose by blood, language, and
all vital interests one and the same nation. This virtually already
united nation de ires ardently the liberation of those unfortunate
members wh1) languish under the Austro-Magyar domination. All
Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes wish to form, on the broadest democratic
basis, onE> independent State~ embracing the whole .Togo-Slav race. The
constitution of this new State is to be laid down by a constituent
a embly, elected by universal suffrage, with direct and secret ballot.
The constitution "will be the source and the consummation of all
authol'ity and of all rights by which the entire life of the nation will
be regulated."
·
The declaration is b'l ed on the principle of nationality a!ld the
right of self-determination of every people.
The act ot Corfu has been communicated to all allied powers: (Lord
Robert Cecil acknowledged, November 28, 1917, in the House of Commons, that His Majesty's Gov~rnment received the communication ot
this document "with great interest and sympathy.'') Its high importance is obvious. Sel"bia indorsed the Jugo-Slnv program as her war
aim, She officially accepted the rOle of a Jugo~Slav Piedmont and notified her allies of this. 'She became the diplomatic spokesman of the
Austro-Hungariau Jugo...Slavs and the representative of the whole future
united Jugo-Slav commonwealth. Potentially this State is already in
existence, and the Corfu declaration is its certificate of birth. • • •
THE u KNOCK-OUT" FOR GERMANY.

.T1,1go-Slav unification assumes the deliverance of Serbia. and the collapse of Austria-llungary. Fortunately for us, these are also the
condition of a true victory of the allies and a safe future for Europe.
It becomes more n.nd more obvious that the war will be decided where
1t began-in the Balkans. • • •
J1JGO-SLA VIA.

Only an integral victory can bring to the .Jugo-Slavs their deliverance
and union, and to the world lasting peace and freedom. An independent
Czecho-Slovakia and Poland will be the first line of defense against panGermanism, ani Jugo-Slavia will be the second. The more complete the
State of Jugo-Slavia the more efficient will be her resistance.
l'.Ir. Speaker, after the collapse of the military power of
Russia, the Jugo-Sla.v Army in Russia was removed from the
nus~i[ln cha~ and by way of Archangel, England,
the Medite:~.-ranean was sent to the Saloniki front.

France, and
The Prince
Regent of Serbia., commander in chief of the Serbian Army,
ordered the formation of a special Jugo-Slav division, in which
the former subjects of Austria-Hungary were placed and in
which those Jugo-Slavs fought ever since. This division uses
not only the Serbian flag but also the Croatian and Slovenian
flags, and is thereby to be considered to be the first unit of the
future army of Jugo-Slavia.
Shortly after the above Jugo-Slav Army left Russia for the
Saloniki front, another strong J"ugo-Slav _volunteer contingent
left Russia by way of Siberia, Vladivostok, and the Suez Canal
for Saloniki. This contin~ent numbered, upon its arrival at
the destination, 4,800 men and officers.
From the begining of the war a great number of Jugo-Slavs
who were forced to serve in the Austrian Army but who surrendered to the Serbians joined the Serbian Army as volunteers
and fought with it. Thousands of these volunteers perished
during the Serbian retreat through the Albanian Mountains.
After this tragic .collapse, the remnants of these volunteer b·oops
:were reorganized and also sent to the Saloniki front.
· Three thousand and five hundred Juooo-Slav volunteers came
from Russia by way of Roumania and joined the Serbian Army.
They also participated in the -great retreat through Albania and
are now, in large majority, fighting on the Saloniki front. To
the e are to be added the contingents from both Americas and
from Australia. The United States ~ent about 5,000 Jugo-Slav
volunteers, South America 300, and Australia and New Zeahind
550. All these volunteers are fighting in the Jugo-Slav division
and many more are att..'lched to other units of the Serbian Army.
They all represent the true revolutionary spirit of the JugoSlnvs in Austria-Hungary, who are in revolt against their

oppressors.
During the ca.mpaign of last September in Macedonia the

Jugo-Slav units remained in Russia, where they have now a great
chance to perform a historic task. About 5,000 Jugo-Slav volunteers, starting from Odessa, on the Black Sea, continued figliting
and succeed-ed in reaching the northern sea. In reachin"' Samnra
these Jugo-Slavs put an end there to the Bolshevik anarchy and
installed their own authority, but soon -after they left for Arch·
angel. 1\fany thousands of Jugo-Slavs are now cooperating with
the Czech{)-Slovaks, and are under the eommand of Col. .Marinko-vitch, :fighting against the Bolsheviks. A contingent of 3,000
Jugo-Slav volunteers participated at the capture of Vladivostok.·
It is with deep feeling and satisfaction that I learn the fo reign·
born Jugo-Sla vs are now heroically fighting under the Stars and
Stripes with the American Army against the power in whose
dominion they were born.
Not only do I believe in the recognition of the Jugo-Sla'fs, but
also the recognition of United Poland. You, .verhaps, are in·
formed of the hi tory and sb"uggle of the Polish people, of the
heroic deeds of the P(}lish Army, and of the unjustifiable parti·
tion of Poland by Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Russia; but
I desire at this point to in ert an article by Stanislas Kozicki,
entitled "The Poles unaer Prussian rule," which I hope will
serve to enlighten the Membership of the House of the importance of the recognition of United Poland :
THE

POLES

UNDER PRuSSlAN RULE FROM THE NINETJlENTH
AND AFndt.

CE.

'IURY

[By permission of the Leonard Scott Publication Co.]
Lord Denbigh's admirable propaganda in Parliament and on the platform bas greatly hE:>lped to bring home to Englishmen the true nature
and scope of German war aims in the East. But there is a point in
connection ·wtth this problem which still pC'rhaps rl'quires to be explained-the question of Poland. The term l\!ittel Europa concisely
but adequately describes the nature of German imperit' listie ambitions
in central and eastern Europe; it is not, however , clearly realized that
a restored, united, and independent Poland would be the end of such
ambitions, yet such is the fact, and it is not too much to say that
Poland, with all that word implies, cooperating with all tJloSE:' other
nations whose lot is bound up with her own, is the sole true effective
and complete answer to Mittel Europa. Poland or Mittel Europa, that
is in reality the issue, and the world has not to choOSJ! betwet>n the two.
The Pollsh question at this moment pre~ents to a careless observer
a somewhat confused appearance. All the beJllgerent powers agree
that the restoration of an independent Polish State must be onf' of the
conditions of a s.e tttement. In reality, however, a chasm divides the
two camps. The central powers propo e to bulld the new Poland out
of the territories taken from Russia. They might even agree to add
to this new Polish State the Polish territory balonging to Austria,
but they are inflexibly opposed to the surre.nder of the Polish territories
which now belong to Prussia. On this point Germany reful'les to make
any compromise whatever. The powers of the entente, upon the other
hand, in their deciaraUons ~ak of reuniting al1 Poli"Rh territories.
The reference of Mr. Lloyd-George, on the 7th of January, 1918, to
an " independent Poland comprising all . thQ e genuinely Po~ish elements who desire to form part of it," and that of President Wilson, on
the 9th of January, 1918, to "territories inhabited by inclisputably
Polish ~pulations," can not mean anything else than that the Polish
territor1 e of Pru~:>sia must form part al o of the future PollRh State.
Again, in the important note is ued by the I-'rime ministers and foreign
ministers of the entente a s emMed in . London and published in the
'.rimE:'s of ~.larch 19, 1918, the following words occur:
"Why waste time over German pledges when we see that at no period
in her history of conquest-not when she overran Silegfa, not when she
partitioned Poland-has he exhibl ted hersetf so cynically as the destroyer of national independebce, the implacable· enemy of the rights of
man, and the dignity of civilized nations?
·
" Poland1 wbose heroic epirit has survived the cruelest of national
tragedies. 1s
threatened wttb a fourth partition, and to aggravate her
wrongs the devices by which the last trace of her tnaependence is to
be crushed are based on fraudulent promises of trE:>edom."
In thns speaking of Sllesia and the partitioning of Poland by Frederkk
the Great, the allied prime ministers come to the very root of the whole
question-the future of the Poli h Mrritorie sei:rE>rt by Frederick the
Great and belonging now to PruR!lia. Upon the future of these territories the whole Polish question turns. It is therefore essential to form
a C'IE>ar idea upon this subject-what the Polish population of Prussia
actually is and bow it is distributed.
The Polish population of Prusf'lia ts distributed over four Prus!lian
Provinces: (1) Sile ia; (2) Posen; (3) West Prussia; and (4) East
Prussia. Each of these Provincf's taR. a differE-nt historical past. a
different social structure, and a different racial pf'.rcentage. Tbe Ger·
mans who are to be found in them settled among the Polish population,
which had inhabited thN'~' territories from time immemorial, in different numbers and at different epoch . It is therefore necessary to
consider each of the four Provtn<'es separately.

Jugo-Slav division wa in action and scored a great success, taking the massif (}f Kozjak, one of the most important points in the
(1) SILESIA.
present offensive. Accordingly, we ca.n consider the recent camLet us consider first .the Province cl Stlesia. Here the actual number
of
the
Pol-es
is
larger
than
in
ny ••ther of the Poli h Provinces of
};>aign in Macedonia as an actual proof of the successful belligerPrussia. Here, too, the pressure upon the Poles has been the heaviest.
ency of the Jugo-Slavs.
This Province was taken from Poland in the fourteenth century, and is
On the Italian front 30,000 Jugo-Slavs sunendered to tb~ Ital- divided at present into three "regencles."
Two of these regencies are . complE>tely Germant~~; prl. As Polish now
ian armies. The8e prisoners of war are now be"ing organized into
be considered only that part o:l Silesla called the Regency of OpPlna Ju"'o-Slav army, and 'the organization is almoc;;t accomplished. can
that .is, Upper Silesia. EYt·n in this part tht> u11per l"IRs:;··s a n • p rinIt is, i'ndeed, the result of the work of the Jugo-Slav· committee. cipally German. The Germanization of Upper Silesla, which had
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always maintained its Polish character, began immediately after Frederick the Great seized it from Austria in 1742. The means employed
by Frederick the Great to Germanize this district are astonishing. One
example will suffice. It was actually verboten for people to marry
who rlld not speak German. German policy thus brought it about that
the upper classes lost tbeii· nationality and became Germanized. In
spite, however, of all the efforts of Frederick the Great and his successors the peasantry remained Polish, and from this peasantry in the
second half of the nineteenth century there began to arise • Polish
bourgeoisie and professional class. The vast majority of the peasants
:md the workmen in the mines and factories continue to be Polish to
this day, a:nd have defeated every attempt at denationalization. According to the German census of 1910, the Germans in the Regency of
O.peln formell 40 per cent of the population. But it is certain these
figure are exaggerated. The Germans bad passed a law regarding
public m<>etings which permitted the use of Polish only where Poles
were ln a majorHy of over 60 pf'r cent. Thus the figures of the census
were reduced to the lowest possible level in order to suit the administration of this law. But, even accepting German statistics, if we take
away three districts on the German frontier in which there is a large
percentage of Germans, in the remaining 21 disti·icts the Germans form
but 33 per cent of the population-according to German statistics themselves. Authoritative Polish statisticians, however, estimate the Germans as forming only 20 per cent of the population. In the year 1910
the actual number of Poles in the Regency of Opeln, acording to German
official statistics, was 1,258,000; according to Polish statistics, 1,560,000.
This population is composed almost entirely of peasants and workmen.
1t is a genuinely Polish element, indigenous to the country, and has inhabited this territory without a break from prehistoric times.
(2) POSEN.

[Total population (1910), 2,099,831.]
The Province of .Posen contains almost as many Polish inhabi tants
as Upper Silesia, and is call~d by Poles " the Grand Duchy of Poznan."
Here Polish societ~ bas maintained its old structure. The Polish population of Upper Sllesia consists mainly of peasants and workmen, but
in Poznan there is a Polish landed nobility and a large Polish professional class. Moreover, in the second half of the nineteenth centur;v
a strong Polish middle class arose in the towns. The Jews have emigrated, as from other parts of Germany. Poznania is to-day the only
part of Poland where a strong Polish middle class occupied in trade
and small industries exist. The northern part of this Province--the
re~ency of Bromberg (Bydgoszcz)-was annexed to Prussia by FrederiCk the Great in the first partition of Poland, 1772. The systematic
Germanization of this district was inaugurated by him. lie seized the
property of the Polisli State and of the church and planted German
coloni ts throughout. After the French Revolution, Poznania (with
the exception of a few districts on the German frontier) was incorporated in 1807 into the Grand Duchy of Warsaw, but was given back
definitely to Prussia at the Congress of Vienna. So·on after its incorporation into Prussia the Germanization of this Province was again set
afoot, 1Uld after the Franco-German War it was carried on with redoubled energy by BISmarck. The German Government, under his inspi•·ation and guidance, elaborated a drastic program of Germanization;
it founded in 1886 the commission of colonization. to which it gave
enormous sums of money ; it Germanized the schools and the whole administration and instituted laws of exception which culminated in the
notorious law for the compulsory expropriation of Polish landed property. A little later, too, in 1894; at the instigation of Bismarc!{, though
now in retii·ement, was founded the famous political society, tbo Ostmarkenverein, for advancing German " kultur " among the Poles. The
members oi this society were nicknamed "Hakatists," from the first
letters of the namPs of theh· leaders, Hansemann, Kennemann, and
Tiedemann. In spite, however, of all the huge efforts made since the
time of Frederick the Great to Germanize it, Poznania remains to-day
a strong Polish Province, and the Poles of Poznania are perhaps the
most energetic and the most conscious of their nationality of all the
PoiPs of Poland.
Until the year 1890 no reliable statistics of nationality existed.
Only the statistics of religious denominations can give us some insight
into the situation before this date. In Poznania nearly all the Catholics are Poles, the Germans in Poznania being almost entirely Protestants. In 1816, 65 pex cent of the population of Poznania was
Catholic; in 1867, 62 per cent; in 1880, 66 per cent; in 1890, 67 per
cent. In 1890 the first reliable statistics of nationality were published
by the German official authorities, and according to them the Germans
formed 39.5 per cent of the population. In 1910 it was estimated officially at 38.4 per cent. The diminuation of the percenta~e of Germans, which runs parallel to tbe increase of the Poles, is due to the
fact that the birth rate is higher among Poles than among Germans.
The total number of Poles in the Province of Posen is 1,291,000, or
61.5 per cent. These are German official figures, but in accepting them
we must remember that the German Government bas many means of
influencing Poles who are employed hy the Go>ernment, or by German
proprietors and employers, to inscribe themselves as Germans in the
census. Authoritative Polish statisticians reckon that out of 141,000
per ons inscribed as German Catholics in the census of 1910 half may
be considered Poles. In this case, the Polish population would form
65 per cent. If, JDOreov~ we take awa:y three districts on the German
frontier which liave a uerman majonty, this p('rcentage would be
very greatly increased.
A change in political conditions would make a further difference.
Poznania swarms with German officials. All tho Germans connected
with German rule in Poznania, who are almost invariably imported
from ether parts of Germany, all the officials, school-teachers, and
State railway employees, all the "Beamten" class, would leave the
country. The deduction of German bureaucracy from the statistics of
Poznania would be no small one, and the German element, which is at
present largely artificial and imported, '"oulu be rcduceu to its natural
proportions.
(3)

WEST PRUSSIA.

[Total population (1910), 1,703,4 H.]
The greater pari of this Pnvince, formerly callerl Royal Pru ~· ·ia, as
belonging to the KL1g of Poland, was annexed by Frederick the Great
at the first pa.rtition, 1772, to the remainder by 'his nephew, Frederick
William II, in 1793. No part of ancient Poland is so necessary to
Poland as this Province, for it is here that Poland bas access to the sea.
'i'he whole seacoast from Leba to Dantzig Is inhaoited by Polish tlsh('rmf'n and farmers who, despite all oppression, ha>e not lost their national cbaractet·. After annexing it, Fredenck. seeing its immense
importance to Prussia, made every effort to Germanize the country.
TbPrP were alrPady a consillerable number of German colonists here,
<'stah!ishcd in ol!l tim.-s by the Teutonic knights and by German monas-

teries. But the Poles formed the vast majority of the inhabitants,
and JJ'rederick set to work to Germanize them. Tills effort bas bf'Pn
continued by all his successors up to the present time. It is for this
reason that the Germanization of this territory is more advanced than
that of the Grand Duchy of Poznan. The Germans are convinced that
West Prussia is an issue greater even than Posen in the battle between
Germans and Poles ; perhaps tho supreme question in the struggle.
West Prussia means for Poland access to the sea. Germany intends to
block that access to the sea at any cost. If she lost West Prussia, her
.-:ontrol on Poland would be gone and the Baltic would cease to be a
German lake.
According to German statistics of 1858, the Germans formeu 69 per
cent of the Province of West Prussia. In 1890, 64.7 per cent; in 1910,
64. 5 per cent. The total number of Poles in West Prussia is, accordin"'
to German official statistics, 004,!,000. Ilere also Polish statistliclans
reckon that a number of Polish catholics have been inscribed as Germans, and they estimate the Poles as forming 42.5 per cent of the whole
population.
•.ro show the general unreliability of German statistics in regard to
this Province, it is sufficient to mention the fact that in the year o!
1890 the official statistics gave the number of Poles as 34.4 per cent
nnd the number of voters for Polish candidates to tlie Reichstag on th~
basis of universal suffrage as 39.5. Yet it is certain that no Prussian
ever voted for a Pole. The contrary is more often the case, as there
are sometimes Poles insufficiently acquainted with politics or so intimi·
dated by oppression as to vote for a Prussian.
If, however, we deduct from this Province certain districts on tho
German frontier, where Germanization bas been greatest, the rest ot
the Province would have a Polish majority. The districts with ~c
cisivf? Polish majorities cover GO per cent of the territory of the wbQle
Pro·nnce.
·
(4) EA.ST PRUSSIA.

[Total populatwn (1910), 2,064,175.]
This Pro'?ince, formerly called Ducal Prussia, was, in the 1\Iidille
Ages, inhabited by the Prussians or Borussians, a race akin to tho
Lithuanian. These Lithuanian people were the original inhabitants.
In tp.e tbirteen~h century they were still pagan, and were continually
makmg aggresstons upon Poland. In 1226 Conrad, Duke of Massovia,
a fief of Poland, took the fa tal step of applying for assistance against
them from the Teutonic Knights. This order, founded in 1190 for
the defense of Christianity and its propagation, but confined to persons of German nationality, accepted the invitation. It set foot in
East Prussia in 1231, but understood its evangelical mission in a
peculiar way. The conversion of tbe heathen and the extermination of
the heathen were to them synonymous terms. They offered the natives
Germany or the sword, and, working in close cooperation with the German merchants of the Hanseatic League, succeeded by 1283 in Germanizing almost the whole of East Prussia from the Vistula to tne
Niemen. The savagery of these German Knights roused protests even
in the Middle Ages. Hoger Bacon, the famous Oxford Franciscan friar.
who died in 1294, wrote of them in his Opus Majus, part 3,-"t:hapter
13, quoted by Mr. A. J. Little in his interesting book, Studies in English
Franciscan History, as follows:
" The Saracens and pagans in many parts of the world are becoming
quite iinpossible to convert, and especially beyond the sea, and in
Prussia and the lands bordering on Germany, because the brethren of
the German House (1. e., the Teutonic Knights) ruin all hopes of converting them, owing to the wars which they are always stirring up, and
because of their lust of domination. There is no doubt that all the
heathen nations beyond Germany would long ago have been converted
but for the brutality of the brethren of the German House, because tbe
pagan races have again and again been ready to receive the faith in
peace through preaching. But they of the German House will not
allow 1t, because they want to subjugate them and reduce them to
slavery, and by subtle persuasions they have for many years deceived
the Roman Church. This is notorious, otherwise I would not make tho
charge."
:Such men were the spiritual ancestors of the German Commission
of Colonization. They were the Hakatists of the 1\fiddle Ages, and
many of the Prussian Junkers of to-day arc lineally descended from
members of this order.
In place of the exterminated Prussians, the Province was colonized by
Germans in the north. by Lithuanians in the east, and by Poles in the
south. When the Poles defeated the Teutonic Knights at Grunwald in
1410, the Pole::; and Lithuanians together formeu about half the whole
population. There were a number of Polish nobles in the Province, and
a large Polish population in the towns. In 152:J a o-reat event took
place in the history of the Teutonic Order. The grand master, Alb('rt,
a Hobenzollern, became a Lutheran. married a daughter of the Kin:;; or
Denmark, and was invested by the King of Poland with the secularized
and hereditary Duchy of East Prussia. His son. Dul<e Albert Frederick,
succeeded him : but, born an iinbeci:le, his imbecility soon develop~>d into
insanity and the succession passed to the Hohenzoiierns of Brandf'nburg. East Prussia remained for a long time a fief of the Polish Crown,
for which the dukes did homage; but in lOGO the dukes threw off their
allegiance to Poland and acquired sovereign power. Not long after. in
1701, the reigning duke crowned himself at Konig. berg as the first
king in Prussia-West Prussia was still Poli h-and became a sovereign
European prince. From that date the HobenzollNDS began to expel the
Polish element and systematically to encourage German immigration.
The Poles form · at present 17 per cent of the total population of the
Province. They UI'e concentrated mainly in the southern portion along
the frontier of Russian Poland, the Regency of Allenstein or Olsztyn.
The majority of these Poles arc Protestants, and they are the object ot
unceasing attempts at Germanization on the part of the Govemment.
The total number of Poles in East Prus ·ia is. according to German
statistics, just o>er a quarter of a million-260.000.
These Poles liv~ in a compact body in the south of the Province, in
Mazuria, a district full of lakes, made famous by tho fierce battles in
1914.
Although the percentage of Poles in East Prussia is small, two facts
must be carefully borne in minll: {1} The Province of East Prussia i:o;
economically dead, bei.ng cut off from its Polish hinterland. It ls more
·sparsely inhabitell than any other Province of the kingdom of Prussln;
there are only 144.1 inhabitants to the square mile, while in Westphalia
there are 528.6; {2) owing to Prussinn laws of exception, the German
majority in this comparatively desert land is largely artificial.
No l'olo is allowed to settle in East Prussia. Here, as in all the
Polish Provinces of Prussia, permission from the Government must first
be obtained to build a bouse. Needless to say, in the case of a Pole,
Sll<'h permission is never giv n.
But if East Prussia were conn~>ctetl
with its natural hinterland, anu if Poles and Lithuanians were allowell
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freely to settle there. it would prob~tly . become f~om J?Urely nahtral
and ('Cbnomic causes a thriving Provmce with a predommantly Polish
and Lithuanian population.
The same applies with still greater force ·to Dantzig in West Prussta.
Dantzig was forcibly annexe<l by Frederick William II in the second
partition of Poland, 1793. It .is at present a small decayed town of
150,000 inhabitants. Its trade has been deliberately kllled in favor
of Hamburg and Bremen. If Dantzig were restored to Poland. there is
no reasol} why in 50 vears' time as the chief Poland seaport, It should
not become a city of a 'million inhabitants.
To sum up. The total population of the four above-mention~~ Provinces in 1910, according to official German statistics, was·6,554,7oi.> . . Out
of this total, 3,421,965 were Poles; 3,062!725 were Germans. Reliable
Polish statisticians estimate that the Polish figures are 560,000 short,
and that the PoleR number almost exactly 4,000,000, out of a total population of 6,5ri4,755. In the event of these provinces passing un.der
Polish rule and taking into account the departure of German officials
and persons connected with the German Government, who number ~ to 6
per ' cent of the population, the percentage of Poles in these provmces,
i. e.: (1) The Regency of Opeln, or Upper. Silesia; (2) the Province of
Posen (without certain Germanized distncts in the west) ; (3) West
Prussia (without certain G€'rmanized districts in the west) ; and (4)
the Regency of Allenstein (Olsztyn) in East Prussia, would amount to
70 per cent.
This is almost the same percentage as that of the Czechs in Bohemia
an<l Moravia.
.
We thus see from all this that, in the question of the Polish popblation in Prussia we have to deal with at least 4,000,000 Poles, settled
compactly on a 'territory on which they form 70 per cent of the popula·
tion.
The question of these 4 000,000 Poles is therefore, even if. we regard
their number alone a highly important one. Their number is almost
equal to that of the' Kingdom of :::ierbia before the war, not far short of
the population of Bohemia, much greater than that of Norway, and
nearl.v equal to that. of. Sweden. The liberation of. these Poles from
Prussian ru1e would In Itself, even if no other questwn were involved,
be one of the greatest achievements of the war.
.
But there is much more. It is not a question of these Poles formmg
a separate State. Their claim, just in itself, is part of a greater, but
a simpler, problem. The Poles of Prussia .are striving, ;not m<:rely ~or
their liberation from the iniquity of Prussian rule, but for umty w1th
their brethren. All that they demand is to be reunited .with their
brother Poles in one great independent State. From the pomt ~f view
of number the Poles occupy the sixth place among the nahons of
Europe just below the Italians and above the Spaniards, and the State
they would form would comprise at least 35,000,000 people. Now t~e
Poles of Prussia Uke all the Pol€'s, aspire to a united Poland. Such JS
the one supreme desire of every Pole ; and as the union of I~aly and
bel' liberation from Austrian domination was the greatest achievement
of the nineteenth century, so the ~nion vf Poland may be the greatest
of the twentieth.
I: is almost. impossible, I think, for an Englishman-difficult even for
an Italian-to realize what the union of Poland means to a Pole. The
Pole have had not one oppressor only; they have actually had three.
To be rule<l by one alien Government is a sufficient evil. It is a greater
to be partition€'d ainong three. By the partition, family lif~ in Poland
is sev~red anrl torn asunder members of the same fam1ly may be
Prussian. Austrian, or Russian subjects, sub.Jected to different laws in
regard to the very constitution of the famlly and society itse1f. By
the partition, brothers and cousins. may fight their own relatives_ in
three different armies. n:v the partition, ~ade among Poles is <;hecked
and hindered; they are divided by the hig):l. walls of three d~fferent
tariffs. On the deepest grounds, social, military, and e~onom!c, the
Poles aspire to the political unity and independence of thetr na bon ..
Some men, however, raise the question, Surely, it would be sufficient
if two parts of Poland were united and the third left out? Can not the
Poles be content with a little Austrian Poland, under some Hapsburg, to
which Russian Poland or part of it may be added under the sam~ aegis?
The partitions, say these men, shall be undone. Russia and A~strm shall
renounce their annexations, their share in the old plunder. Pr,ussia
alone. wl10 initiated the partitions and who, under Frederick the Great,
was the chief author of the murder of Poland, shall keep her posse~
sion:. The Pole is asked to renounce Prussian Poland, to betray ~us
compatriots, and to be content with a Poland formed out of her Austnan
and Russian Provinces alone.
Such a ·renunciation is impossible. What would an Englishman think
of an England partitionell among Prussia, Austria, and Russia? Would
he think it sufficient ot· be content if two parts of England recovered
their independence while the third pare, the south, the oldest part of
En.,.land the h€'art of England, Kent and Wessex, remained in the posses;ion of Prus ia? What would the unity and independence of England
be if while two-thirds were reunited, London and the mouth of the
Tham'es remained in German hands? No Englishman would be content.
Nor will a Pole. For if the Thames means much to an Englishman, I!S
·the Seine to a Frenchman, the Vlstula means yet ~ore to a Pole. It IS
Poland's greatest and, in a deep sense, her only river, with which ~he
most intimate associations of her history are bound up. It is Pohsh
through and through, from its source to its ~outh. Both Cracow-the
Oxford of Poland-and Warsaw, her capital, he upon its banks. At the
mouth of it stands Dantzlg. Now, Dantzig is to Poland what London,
as England's chief port, is to England1 and it is impossible for Poles
to rest content while access to the sea IS blocked to them, and Dantzig,
their historic seapot·t, remains in German hands.
·But if the complete reunion of Poland is necessary on general gl'ounds,
1f it is the heart's desil·e of every Pole to see the end of Pmssian rule, the
complete. reunion of his countt·y, with access through his own great
I'iver to the sea. there are two :;;pecial reasons why the union of these
4 000 000 Poles with the rest of Poland is indlspensalJlE>.
,
1 Ftr'Rt;- Poznania is the cra(lle of the Po1ish race. Poznan is just as .
dem· to a Pole as Krakow or \Varzawa.
.
In · add.ltion to the social, economic, and military reasons for union
spoken of above, there are the traditions of history. Sentiment plays
no small part In politics, and there exists a sentiment which a great
French writer has finely called le culte l~es morts. Poznania is sacred
soil. It is the land where our· ancesto1·s lie buried.
•. Again, it must not be forgotten that the Poles r.f Prussia number
among them Rome of the most energetic members of the Polish race,
~he general le\•('i of education is high.
ThHe are no illiterates amon;; .
them. There i~ a -strong mid<lle class, and the Polish peasants on t-b('ilt'
tprritories are the beRt ngt·icuHurisfs of Poland . . It js unthinkable·, for ·
the c reasons, that th~ l'oles of Prussia <should be Icft under Prrusiau
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rule, or d<>barreu !rom union with their J.nothers in one great Polish
state. But thHre is a further consideration. Of all Poles, among the
Pores of Prussia the consciousness of nationality is widest spread.
There is a well-known story of a Polish de.'Puty who; visiting one day
the cottage of a Polish peasant in Prussia, saw a portrait of Bismarck
on the wall. "Are you an admirer of Bismarck?" asked the deputy.
"I:es," said- the peasant. "I owe Bismarck much. It was Bismarck
who taught me to be a Pole."
·
Prussian persecution has not been without its natural effect. The
oppressive laws of Pru-s ia, from the time of Frederick the Great down
to Bismarck, the commission of colonization, and the affair of Wreschen
have had but one result; they have sharpened and intensified tlie na-:
tional resistance. The Poles of Prussia are to-day the mo ·t Polish o!
the Poles. Ground by the teeth of wild b€'asts--to them may surely be
applied a famous saying-they have become some of the purest member.'J
of the Polish nation.
As Mr. Geoffrey Drage, in his ad<lr€'ss to the Royal Statistical Society,
March, 1918, admiralJly said:
"Perhaps the efforts of Marcinkowski to e<lucate a professional and
commercial middle class, and those of Wawrzyniak and Jackowski to
build up an economic imperium in imperio, and internal commonwealth
or peasant republic of cooperative instihltions, as the foundation of a
future Polish state would have failed had not Bismarck in a moment o!
supreme folly laid hands on the national religion and the national
language and permanently estranged the Polish people. • • • The
Kulturkampf was the beginning of the _stern schooling, continued with
a vast and vain expenditure to expropriate the Polish landowners, lar11e
and small1 which has left the Prussian Poles the soundest economiC
Polish umt. • • • If Prussian Poland may be called, as I have
el ewhere termed it, the heel of the German AchUles, it is also the onP.
solid foundation which the European powers can give to the new Polish
state. • • • It i.s the stern rule of the Prussian schoolmaster and
the tyranny of the Prussian administrator and Prussian drill sergeant
which have fitted the Prussian Pole to lead their fellow countrymen
and head the flowing Slav tide, which has been for <lecades slowly but
surely advancing into the German Empire. Moreover, of all Polish
land-s, German Poland has suffered least in population and wen.lth in the
great war, and is uest suited, economically and otherwise, to form the
nucleus of a new government."
We have so far looked at the matter. the complete reunion of Poland,
from a purely Polish point of view-the desire of the Poles for unity.
We may conclude by looking at the matter under a larger aspect. Is it
in the Interest of Europe?
•
In order to ans.wer this question we must first consider what precisely
the inclusion or noninclusion of these territories in the future Poland
means in regard to the real indep€'ndence of the country. If these territories were restored to Poland and disannexed from Prussia, Poland
would be strong. She would have a real political and economic independence. With coal from her coal fields in Silesia, she could build up
her own industriP.s. With her seaport Dantzig, her b·ade with England
and other countries, which was great In the past, would no longer be
throttled by Germany. If, on the other hand, these territories should
be left in Prussian hands and PI"Ussla be allowed to keep her share of
the partition, if the wrong done by Frederick the Great be left u·n !'ighted~ Poland, shorn of one-third of her territory, without coal for her
mdustr1es or access "to the sea anti surrounded by German militar:v outposts, would be weak. Her indepenuence would be a sham. Nominally
independent, at least in regard to two-thirds of her territory, under
Rome Hapsburg prince, she woulu in reality be a mere dependency of
Berlin.
.
Our choice then lie between a strong Poland, strong and self·
sufficing by the Inclusion of her Prussian territories. and a weak Poland,
weak by the incompletion of her unity. Which is in the interest o~
Europe, a weak Poland or a strong? The question may be put in other
terms. A stron~ Poland m€'ans an independent Poland, aule to make
an independent line in foreign policy. A weak Poland means a German
Poland, wholly subordinate to Germany and German influence, a mere
extension of the German Empire. Which i~ in the interest of Europe,
a German Poland or an independent Poland?
.
It should be carefully noted that there is no dispute between the
belligerent powers as to the necessity of reconstituting Poland. AU
alike have promised the restoration of Poland. The whole controversy
turns upon the nature of that restoration and in particular upon the
·question of the Prussian Provinces, whether, in other words. the new
Poland should be strong or weak, independent or German. This i the
real issu€'. Now, it is manifestly 1n the interest of Europe and Great
Britain that Poland should be strong and independent-.
We touch here upon the old question of the balance of power. If the
Polish territories of Prussia are left in Prussian hands, and if as a consequence the new Poland, nominally independent, is in reality a dependency of Qermany, the power of Germany will be enormously increased.
Poland, mstead of acting as a barrier against German " Drang nach
Osten," would form simply a bridge for new expansion to Russia and the
Balkans. She would be simply part of the lierman Mittel Europa system,
which m€'ans the domination l.Jy Germany of the whole of central and
eastern Europe from B~rlin to Constantino-ple and to the Suez Canal.

•

ConsiUer what an ind€'pendent and completely reunited Poland wouitl
mean to Europe.
In the first place, the power of Pr11ssia would be broken, and, with
the breaking of rrussia, Germany would c<:>ase to be an imperialist,
nggressiye power. Prussia ro ·e to pow<>r upon the ruins of Poland.
The destruction of Prussiao militnri .~m and the restoration of Poland
are synonymous terms.
Seconflly, the llaltic ·would cease to be a German lake. Poland on the
·sea at Dantzig would spell the freedom of the Raltic, and the Scandlnayian Stat<>s-Dcnmark, Norway, Rweden, and Finlanu-would recover
a real political and e~onomic independence.
Lastly, the whole questi(ln of l\littel Europa would be changed. Too
much stress is sometimes lal!l on l\Ilttel Europa in its negative aspect.
Too little attention paid to the question on its positlvc, constructive side.
But it is not enough to say that )littel Europa must be combated. We
must put forward an alternativ€', a new and better plan, more conductive
to the liberti('S of Europe anrl the interests of the entente. The corner
stone of such a plan is a united and independent Poland with access to
the sea at D:1ntzig. In close alliance with -a free and independent
Bohf'mia. inclmlin~ all the Czechs and Slovaks. the Uf'<ing the same port.
Dantzig: with a gr('atly increaseu Serbia, uniting ali .Jugoslavs under
her regis; wlth Italy, her unity completed, antl her security attained
upon thl• lHlria tic; wtth a n ew and gr€'atly extended Roumania, including within her territo1·y all the Rou_m anians at present separate<l from
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ber; and with a free Greece, free from German domination-such a trelt
of State~ "Would torm an unbreakable ba:rrier agalllst German aggres ion;
and instead of a .b ureaucratic despotism 11nder German control, .called
1\littel EuTopa, central and ea tern Europe, from the Baltic to the Black
Sea and from the 'Black Sea to i:be Adriatic, would become -the home uf
free peoples. These names u:I.one .ring ·true, and a:re u siifficient answer
in -themselves, '\\l'th all their manifold, rich historlc meaning, to the
bare geographical de potic term of l\Iittel Europa.
· Even the Magyars and the .Bulgarians, -deptived of -German support,
might no longer con <'nt To throw in their lot with Berlin.
f'lu<'h is the llltierence in lts consequences betweefl an independmlt and
u German Poland. .A:n indt>pendent Poland, completely xeunited, with
her Pru sian territories .restored, means the Pnd of :.PrW!sian militarism
and the breaking of the aggres ive force of Germany. · It means the
freedom of the Baltic. And instead of :a German Mittel Euwpa, Poland
would form the corner stone of a free Europe.
Poland, or Prussia, fxeeuom 'Or Mittel Europa, Europe mnst choose;
and surely no Englishman will oo otherwise -to-day ih:an pursue the old
policy of Cannin~.
But if the rllnsion of power in every sph-ere is indispensable to the
cause of human liberty, Jf the c-oncentration of power in a .single .band,
call H Mittel Europa or by any other name, is fatal to the interests o!
both EurQpe and the British .Empire, if the unity and independence of
Poland, with aecess to the ea .at Dantzig is essential 'to the equilibrium
und liberty _C1f Europe, there is yet another r~a on "Why the inclusion of
th-e e 4 r090,000 Pcle in Pru ian :Poland is an interest of Europe. The
supreme need of Europe :after th1s war is for a s1;al}le and lasting peace.
Now., if i:he rights and aspirations of these 4.,09~000 Poles are thwart_ed,
one .of the root of a new war ·will he Jeft in .l'.."Urope. If the injustice
of _the congress of Vienna is repeated, from w.hlch Europe is sul!ering
to-day, a new_ war, in no lang time, will buxst .forth again. Let -us
remove such a d&ng l' now by a '(!Ompl-ete :and not a IJartial settlement.
We can not aiiord to tinker "ri:th these guesUons. The complete reun1on
and independence of Poland with aeeess to -the ea at Dantzig, -:while -it
would form th~ corner stone of :national Uberty throughout central anrl
~ tern Europe, would _also be -tne surest ·g uaranty of .a just and Jastin:g
peace.
We "talk much to-day of a league of natioru~. But it is necessary to
distinguish. A league of nations may be fcither a good thing or an evil.
Peace can not be imposed by fore~ ; it must be based upon justice. A
peace .ba ell upon force alone, at L'le expense o! justice, is slmply the
consl?cration of iniquity and revolts the human conscience. Europe does
not Wa.Jtt aT petition of -the Congress of Vienna1 :wblch stifled :nationality
in Em·~pe, anu does .llot need to be remmded tnat the holy alliance was
founded to impose by force .and i:o perpetuate the iniquitous decisions .o.r
that congress.
AJea:;ue of nations, devoted like the holy alliance of 1815 toJm.POsin&"
jnjnstice on the world l>y force, ca'lling it peace, would be a morru
abomin>1tion. The holy D.llian-ce .of the past was in the main "an alliance
b~tween i..hree -powers to ke<;>p ilown Poland, to p_
e rpetuate the iniquity
of -tbe _ptrrtitlon . We -do not want A nc.>w holy alliance, call it a league
'Of -nations or b-y a:ny other name, if founded., llke the last, upon th-e dis~
men:tberment -of Poand.
•
Peace :must be ba ed -u pon jus:tice. It may or may not be true -t hat
perpetual peace is but a £lreu.m, that war can never .be wholly eliminated
from this planet. I f that be o, it is all-the ·more.necessar_y for -statesmen
and nations to extirpate, - o far as-in them lie , the roots -Of war, to -seek
ib~ ~irt,~~ttlement-which shall nut deride the Tights and aspirations of
::Injustice llas ever been the "fruitful source of human misery ; nor can
any .human being estimate the amount of misery caused to Europe .-by
the .crime of lfrederi<'.k the Great. Upon the .destruction of Foland,
r~ssia rose, and -we may date this war from her partition.
1f -that <'rime be now undone, .and .if A new league of nations be
formed, bused not like the old hQly alliance upon th~ partition but upon
the "tl1lion .of Poland, such a league would be blessed by all mankintl
and :aiiord-.for the Polish iB --perhaps the most central of -all ..Europeru.i
questions-the snre t guaranty of _future pea.ce.
STA'NISLA..S

Kozrcn.

J Mr. Speaker, by I'ecognizing United Poland, the Jugo-Sla-v,
and Czeclw-Slav as independent States or nations, -we '\\:ill
not only be helping their cause hut the cause of the allies and
the .c au e of world.democr.acy. To them it will be an encourage~

ment to still greater -efforts -a nd activities and to n closer eooperation. Not only in tl'teir "suffering countries b-ut also in this
country will the millions of -peop1es of these nationalities show
· their appreciation for the aid and assistance acco.rded to their
brothers across the .sea, to their mother country, and their cause
and struggle ior independence. I feel the reco·g nition of the
Jugo-Slav and United Poland will also bring .a .closer and more
harmonious cooperation between •the Ozecho-Slovak, Polish, and
Jugo-Slovak peoples, ·who, after succeeding in e tablishinO' full
cooperation, are bound to bring :about the complete elim~ation
o,f Austria-Hungary in a short time. It is for -that -reason ·that
I pl-ead for the recognition of these nations and at the same time
appeal to ~he p~ople of those ~tionalit~s ~esiding in our eountry
to da all1n the1r power to rud and ass1st m bringing about that
.cooperation aero s the sea, as well as in o1u· own country so
that there will be a perfect union of these nations that .they
may fight harmoniously side l>y .side for the cause which is so
near and U.eru· to them and for which our own country has
offered the Jives of thousands upon thousands of its brave-st
citizens. Of course, I fully appreciate the sacrifices and services
they ha-.e .already rendered our country and am proud of their
accomplishments, and have the utmost -confidence that they will
continue to demon trate and pro-.e to thls country and to the
world that they merit and are deserving of our confidence our
nid and assistance, and recognition of their independence. '
1\lr. FESS. Will the gentleman yielu?
! 1\'Cr. SA.BATH. Yes; I ~ield to the gentleman from Ohio.
l\1r. FESS. In view .of the Yery indefinite conception of onr
own people as to who the Czeclls are, I wish the gentleman would,
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for tbe sake of the record, indicnt:e the high Tate of literacy
and the low rate of illiteracy and the standard of the Univer ity
of Prague, -which I think is one of the greatest in the world.
~ir. SABATH. The University of Prague is one of the oldest
tn Europe, and I :run I>roua to ~.ay that, notwithstanding thB
efforts made on fhe part of the Austrian Government to eliminate
the 'Czech language, over 99 per cent of the Czechs are literate
and less than 1 per cent are illiterate. 1\f-ost of the education
of these people has been secur-ed through private Bohemian organizations whlch for years, in opposition to the Austrian Government, have maintained separate and private schools in every
hamlet in Bohemia.
1\fr. FESS. Will the gentleman yield for a further question?
Mr. SABATH. I _yield to the gentleman.
·
1\ir. FESS. As a member of the Committee on Foreign AffaiTs, would the gentleman hesitate to say wbether our countryis using any propagarul..'l. to g~t the people in Austria to know
the feeling in America as to our desire for them to h-ave theirliberty?
Mr. SABATH. Not as a member of the Committee on F.oreign
Affairs but as a 1\Iember of the House, ·and one who has been
clo ely affiliated and who has watched the Czecho-Slovak, .JugoSlav, and .Polish movements, I will state that each anq eve1·y
one of these organizations, in conjunction with our Bureau .of
Public Information, is endeavoring fo acquaint tlie people of
Austria ·with what is transpiring and the efforts ·we are making
in their behalf. As you know, l .have advocated the Slavic
cause, believing that it mll not -only be to their interest but to
the allied cause, feeling ·that the stronger the Czecho-Slovak,
Jugo-S-lovak, and Polish Arnlies become the weaker Austria
will become. ·That I -was not mistaken in my contention is now
-admitted by all, even those who at :first doubt-ed my assertions. ·
It was for tue pm:po e ·.Of encouraging this ·movement that 1
introduced various re obrtions, end~voring thereby to bringhome ·to these peoples 1:he truth that, though at war with
A11stria, we were not at war with fhem, "but on the contrary were
their friends and 1ightlng"for their deliverance and independence,
to encourage ihem in tneir e:tic:>rts and in their fight "far fi:eedom. My aim was to bring home to them that we illd not look
upon them :as .our enemies, but as our friends. [ApPlause.]
Mr. FESS. Will the gentleman care to state whether in his
judgment there is any lll'O-g:r-ess in Austria toward what we
want to ee :accomplished?
1\fr. SABATH. .Ye.s; not orily 1n Austria, but in Hungary as
'Yell, the people .are waiting for the chance and opportunity
'vhlch 1 hope ·will shortly present itself. I .hope the moment
they have been waiting for i .· at b onq and tha:t soon the word
will be given :\\h1Ch will forever eliminate the Hnpsbw·gs and
end the oppressions :inftided upon them by 1:he Hap.sburg and
Hohenzollern tyrants. [Applause.]
1\Ir. SLOAN. Will the gentleman yielcT?
Mr. SABATH. I :yield to the gentleman fr.om Nebraska.
l\Ir. SLOAN. Are not the conditions over there sueh that we
may expect when -our armies march to Vienna that we will meet
a friendly favoring army to ceoperute with us in ·taking that
ancient capital?
Mr. SABA'TIH. I can assure you, sir, that you will ·not -be
disappointed. I hope .by that time the German as well as the
Austrian A:rmies will 'be defeated and eliminated, and that our
Army will meet with the victorious allied forces, in conjunction
with the Czecho-:Slovak, Jugo-Slav, and Polish Armies, to enter
that old A-ustrian capital. [Applause.] We can and have a right
to expect ·that and if the recognition .is given to the Jugo~Slav
and Poland, I am convinced that the progre s of our Army will
be quickened ana it will nave the satisfaction of meetin~ within
a short time the Czecho-Slovak, Jugo-Slav, and Poll ·h Armies
and take po se sion of that ancient .cap ·tal, Vienna, witness the
overthrow and elimination of the Hapsburg dynasty, and then,
together; continue their glorious march to Berlin and unfurl
in both of these capitals tbe flags that represent justice, equality~
freedom, and liberty. !Applause.]
l\fr. -BURNETT. 1\Ir. Speaker, is tbe amendment of the gentleman pending?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. It may be regarded as pending
if he so desires.
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
offer this -amendment during general debate and have it considered as .a pending amendment at the conclusion of general d~
bate.
Mr. MEEKER. Would the gentleman from Alabama prefer
that the gentleman from 1\fassachusetts offer his amendment
now?
Mi'. BURNETT. Yes.
Mr. SABATH. I have a few amendments to offer.

'l '
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request .
of the gentleman from Wisconsin?
_
Mr. BURNETT. That the amendment be offered within that
time.
· Mr. STA:b,FORD. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
offer an amendment to be voted upon at the conclusion of general
uebate.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
· Page 3 line 2 after tile word "or" insert "who have enlisted for
service with Czecho-Slovac, Polish, or other independent forces attached
to the United States Army or to the army."

1\lr. STAFFORD. So it will read-The Clerk reau as follows :
Shall be readmitted if it is prov£>d the disability was acquired while
the alien was serving in the military forces of the United States or of
any one of the nations or who have enlisted for service with CzechoSlovak, Polish, or other independent forces attached to the United States
Army or to the army," etc.
-

l\lr. MEEKER. 1\lr. Speaker, may I inquire how much time
I have?

t
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by way of Siberia, Vladivostok, and the Suez Canal for Saloniki.
This contingent numbered upon its arri\"'.a l at its destination
4,800 men and officers.
From the beginning of the war a great number of Jugo-Slavs
who were forced to serve in the Austrian Army but who surrendered to their brothers, · the Serbians, joined the SerbiaJ:?.
Army as volunteers and fought with it. These men also fight
with a noose around their throats. Thousands of these brave
volunteers perished during the Serbian retreat through the
mountains of Albania. After this tragic collapse the remnants
of these volunteer troops were reorganized and also sent to the
Saloniki front.
·
Three thousand five hundroo Jugo-Slav volunteers came
from Russia by way of Roumania and also joined the Serbian
Army. They also participated· in the great retreat through
Albania, and are now, in a large majority, fighting on the front
at Saloniki.
To these must be added the contingents from both North and
.South America and from Australia. The United States has
sent about 5,000 Jugo-Slav volunteers, many have gone from
South America, and 550 from far-off New Zealand and Australia. These men all represent the true reYolutionary spirit
of the Jugo-Sla\s in Austria-Hungary, who are in reYolt against
their oppressors and ha Ye been for hundreds of years.
During the campaign of this month in l\Iacedonia the -Jugo:Slav division was in action and scored a great success, taking
the massif of Kozjak, one of the most important points in the
present offensh~e. Accordingly, we can consider the recent
campaign in Macedonia as an actual proof of the suecessfnl
belligerency of the Jugo-Slavs.
On the Italian front 30,000 Jugo-Slavs surrendered to the
Italian armies. These prisoners of war are now being organized into a Jugo-Slav Army, and tile organization is almost accomplished. l\Iost of this work has been accomplished through
the Jugo-Slav committee.
Hatred of Austria-Hungary and bounuless <levotion to the
ideals of national independence thoroughly per\ade the army,
and they are all anxiously waiting for the day when the ad\"'ancing Serbian and Jugo-Slav Armies will clear Serbia of the
enemy and then march \"'ictoriously through tile other JugoSlav lands.
The Jugo-Slavs are fighting on still another front, the
eastern or Russian front. The bulk of the Jugo-Slav troops left
Russia wl)en the Bolshevists came to power, but small JugoSlav 1mits· remained in llussia, where they now ha\"'e a great
chance to perform a historic task.
About 5,000 of them started from Odessa on the Black Sea,
continued fighting, and succeeded in reaching the northern sen .
On reaching Samara these Jugo-Slavs put an end there to the
Bolshevik anarchy and installed their own authority, but soou
afterwards they left for Archangel.
Many thousands· of Jugo-SlaYs are now cooperating wUh the
Czecho-Slovaks in Russia and are under the command of
Col. l\Iarinko\"'itch, fighting against the Bol hevists. A contingent of 3,000 Jugo-Slav \"'Olunteers participated at the capture of Vladi\"'ostok.
In addition, Mr. Speaker, there are thousands of foreignborn Jugo-Slavs who are now fighting in our armies under the
Stars and Stripes against tl1e power in whose dominion theY.
were born.
When the Sla\"'ic Legion is forme(], as per page 27 of the last
Army appropriation bill, there will be thousands more of
Jngo-Slavs fighting under the American Flag.
'
I agree with what the gentleman from illinois [Mr. SAB.A.TH]
said a little while ago, that the Jugo-SlaYs should be acknowledged the same as the Czecho-Sla\S, and seeing that the con·
flicting claims of Italy and the Jugo-Slavs ha\"'e been aujusted,
I trust and hope that tlleir recognition will come at a \"'ery early,
day.
I hope that the United States will be the first to recognize
their aspirations. It will mean a good deal for us, not only
over here but over there.
I ha\"'e here a copy o~ a resolution that I introuuced some
time ago which explains what the Jugo-Slays are striving fol~
and what they hope to obtain:·

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman has eight minutes.
· 1\Ir. l\IEEKER. - May I ask if the chairman of the. committee
will allow that time to be consumed, so that he can close debate
if l1e so desires?
1\I-r. BURNETT. What is that?
l\1r. MEEKER. I presume the gentleman would like to close
debate.
l\lr. BURJ\"ETT. Yes.
1\lr. MEEKER. I ask unanimous consent, inasmuch as I
some time ago had offered to give time to the gentleman from
Michigan [Mr. JAMEs], that he be permitted to proceed for
three minutes and then be permitted to extend his remarks in
the RECORD. That will save two minutes of time "for the chairman.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair understands the gentleman is yielding the gentleman three minutes?
·
l\Ir. MEEKER. Yes; and I request that he be permitted to
extend his remarks in the RECORD.
_
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman asks unanimous
consent that the gentleman from Michigan Tl\f.r. JAMES] be permittoo to revise and extend his remarks. Is there objection?
[After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
·
l\lr. JAMES. Mr. Speaker, I intend to offer, on page 2, line
9 if I have an opportunity, after the word "Czecho-Slovak,"
the word " Jugo-Slav," and after the word "Polish," the words
'' Slavic· Legion." It may be, and I think it is, tha~ the pres~nt
wording of the bill takes in both of these Army umts, but thmk
it better to make it more uefinite.
'Ve do not hear so much these days, l\Ir. Speaker, about the
scum of southern Europe as we used to hear. This war has
pro\"'en what many of us have claim~d, that if war came the
forei (J"n born would fight as loyally for the United States as
our ;ative born. ·
·
l\Iany of our foreign born who became American c~tizens refused to go back to fight for the land of their birth, but they
have not refused to fight for the land· of their adoption.
'l'hese men of the Jugo-Slavs, these men of the Czecho-Slavs,
:md the Poles, are fighting to-day with a "noose around · their
necks." As is well .known, these natlYes of Austria-Hungary
know that in case of captm·e they will not be treated as prisoners
of -n·ar but as deserters from the Austrian Army.
The:v also know that if word gets back to Austria and Huu(Vary that they are fighting against Austria-Hungary, that their
~others and fathers and other relatives will be punished as well.
One of the glorious pages of the war is the march of the
~ Czecho-Slavs through Russia and Siberia, but the fighting uone
bv the Jugo-Slnv Army will fill just as glorio·u s a page when the
• \vorld 1..~ows what these men did.
.
· After the collapse of the military power of Russia, the JugoSlav Army in Russia-formed principally of men who had deserted from the Austro-Hungarian Army-was removed from
' the Russian chaos and by way of Archangel, England, France,
and the Mediterranean 'vas sent to the Saloniki front.
The Prince Regent of Serbia, commander in chief of the- SerHouse resolution 384.
bian Army, ordered the formation of a special Jugo-Slav division,
;. ·in which the former subjects of. Austria-Hungary were placed, Whereas the Serbs, Croats, and Slo>enes, known under the collectin~
name of Jugo-Sla>s, a people inhabiting ' part of the southeastern
and in which these Jugo-Slavs have fought ever since.
1·egion of Europe. occupying principally Serbia, Montenegro, l>alThis Jugo-Slav uivision uses not only the Serbian flag but also
matia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, part of !stria, Carniola, Gorizia,
the Croatian and Slownian flags, and is thereby to be consouthern Hungary, southern Styria, and Carinthia, part of the Litsidered to be the fit"st unit of' what we all hope will be the
toral, which for centuries past have been known as a people of
culture and one possessing all the qualities and conditions necessarY.
future army of Jugo-Sl!lYia.
for the creation of a strong State and for the realization of national
Shortlv after t11e Jugo-Slav Army left Russia for the Saloniki
prog1·ess, and which, thanks to these qualities, have in the past had
front, another strong Jugo-Slav volunteer co~tingent left Russia
their own independent States; and
•

.
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Whereas the Ju~o-Slavs, more b·y rntclgue and fraud than by f<>Tee of
an:ns, were suujugatcd by the ·Germans and Magyars, who still hold
all the power in the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, by which 1:he J"ngo::::Iavs are economically exploited, depri ed of all po.litic.a l rights,
and culturally neglected; and
·
Whereas the Jugo-Slav~1 through the geographical situation and the
·natural wealth of m.e c-ountries they inhabit, and particularly
thT{)Ugh their many .qualities., wbich prove them to be :a 11eople of
great oral and :pbysical force--as they have demC>nst:t::ated in the
present war-appear to be predestinated to become the living wall
i against the Germaruc invasion of the East : 'l'herefore be 1t
· Resolved, That the national aspirations of the Jug~lavs 'Shall find
not only earnest and sincer~ sympathy from the Unit-ed States of
Amerlt:a but lso the well-deserved help in their struggle for national
liberation and unification, in order that by joining the ranks of the iree
peoples they may become the defenders of peace and participants in
its benefits, a peace wJlich shall guarantee to all the peoples the rlgh~
of .ootional existence, freedom, and progr-ess.

.
I

Mr. ·KELLY of

.Pennsytvani~

'Vill the gentl-eman yield?

. ..TAMJ<JS. I
yield to my friend.
I Mr
Mr. KELLY of Pennsylvania. I know the interest of the
will

gentleman from Michigan in the worthy aspirations of the heroic
Serbians, Croatians, and the other .Tugo-Slavs, and I thoroughly
agree with him.
Now, is it not a fact that the formation of a strong ru:ld independent ..Tugo-Slav State would break the spine of that gigantic
imperial enterpri e whieh Germany eall:s .mittel Europa? Would
not the recognition of the .Tugo-Slavs by the United S:tates Government be a most important step toward the -establishment of
conditions after the war which will remm-e a real threat to our
oivn welfare and security?
And is it not also a fact that the immedin. te formation of the
Slavic Legi-on and its assignment to the Balkans o1· Saloniki
front i-rould be of immense value at this time?
Recognizing that the gentleman speaks with authority on these
little-understood que tions, I should like to have his views on
tll is phase of it.
·
Mr. .TAMES. There i no doubt but that the formation o:f a
J"ugo-Slav nation \Yould do more than any other one thing to absolutely destroy all dreams of a "mittel Europa," .as it would
eparate Germany and Austria from their allies, Turkey and
Bulgaria. As I have often said, we might as well go further and
drive Ttrrkey out of Europe and cut down the -size of Bulgaria.
If we go ahead with om· plans for a Slavic Legion, which I believe the War Department is now working on, and if we
send th€lll to the Saloniki front-the logical front to send this
Slavic Legion-it will be of untold value for the United States
and the .allies in starting " a back fire " in Austria and Hungary,
When this Slavic Legion get into Austria, though enemy soil,
they will be in the lands of their friends, many of whom will be
glad to join in the fight. On account of the late suece ses in the
Balkans, if there was a call for volunteers for the Slavic Legion
now it would -create great enthusiasm among the J"ugo-Slavs, and
thousands of them would volunteer at once. I believe that now
" is the time to strike."
In conclusion, l\lr. Speaker, I think that in all justice these
men, who are .fighting for the same glorious cause :and for the
same rigbts and principles us we are, .ought to be readmitted,
a.nd I am sure that this bill will be _passed by a unanimous v.ote.
l\Ir. :MEEKER. Mr. Speaker, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. RoGERS].
Mr. ROGERS~ Mr. Speaker, I offer an amendment.
l
The SPEAKER pro temp01·e. The gentleman from :Massachusetts offers an amendment, which the Clerk v;rill report.
t ' The Clerk read as follows :
'

Amendment offered by llr. RoGERS: Page 3, line 1, after the word
•• disability," in-se1·t " ·did not arise from his own mjsconduct and/' so
that it will read " o.r mental defect, shall be rea<lm:ittefl if it is prov-en

that the <li~abllity did not arise from hi£1 own misconduct and was acquired while the alien was en-ing in the military forces of the United
'States, ' etc.

1\Ir. ROGERS. Yr. Speaker, I am in cordial sympathy with
the purpose which underlies this resolution. ·The question is,
whether its language goes further than is desirable. I have
1·ead with approval the letter of the Secretary of State, which
ls made the basis of the committee repm·t. The Secretary's letter, dn tecl September 6, says : ·
I am sure you will agree with me that it would work a serious injufrti-ce ()n tbe aliens who will doubtless retnrn to their own country for
military service under the provisions of these conventions if after the ,
termination of the war t hey were to be confronted with the provisi()n
of the existing immigration law which would prevent their readmission
to the. United States because of wounds or other disabilities incurred in
the line of service in the common cause.

In ·other words, the .Secretary of State wants to a.l'range by
this legislation for the readmission of otherwise inadmissible
aliens only if they shall have incurred wounds or other disabilities in the line of service in the cominon cause. It is an ex-

tra-ordinary relief which the Congress of the United States proposes by this legislation to hold out to men who go abroad, who
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fight in foreign armies, a.nd who desir to return to the United
State~ i~ spite of the provisions of our immigration L.'l'i,S. I believe 1t IS a proper relief. but a relief which should be ~arefull~1
safeguarded.
Now., the q11estion -comes naturally and inevitably whether we
shall extend this .reli-ef to every·booy for ·e very kind of disability
which he picks up on the other side, or whether we shall limit
the :reli-ef, as the Secretary of State desires; in favor of m who
have been wounded or who have incurred disabilities in firrhtinO'
for the cause which America has made its own. I submll that
the Secretary of State is right and that the bill is wronoo. And
it is to overcome wh~t seems to me this very 'Vital -defect in the
bill that I have offered this amendment.
Suppose an alien goes abroad and fights in the Italian Army
and contracts venereal disease, or beeomes a :Syphilitic. That
has no relation to the work of a soldier, nor to the cause for
which we struggle to-da.y. Yet this bill ns it stands will allow:
that man t-o come back to America. Let us limit the relief. Let
us say, as my amendment proposes, that he may come back !)r()oc
vided the disability did not arise from his own misconduct.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I have another amendment which I will
ask unanimous consent to present at this time for consid:erution'
after the debate is over.
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the Clerk
will read tlle amendm nt.
The Clerk read as follows :
.Amendment olrered by 1\Ir. Romrns: Page •2, line 15, after the word
" authoritieS," insert " to return to the United States."

l\fr. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, the provision as it stands allows
the alien to come back to the United States provided he has been
honorably discharged or provided he has been granted a furlough. He may have a furlough of 3 days, or 6 days, or 20
days. He ma:y take the period of his furlough to sneak off tG
the United States in violation ·o f his military obligations. The
amendment which I nave just submitted simply requires that
the furlough itself shall be the kind of furlough which auth0rizes
him to return to the United States. No other· furlough should
give him the relief of tl}.is bilL
1\fr. RAKER Mr. Speaker, wili the gentleman yield?
1\fr. ROGERS. Yes.
l l i. .RAKER. He would be a. deserter if he got a furlough for
3 days or 6 days or 20 ·d ay and tri-ed to come a-ero s.
Mr. ROGERS. If .he got a fm·loug.h. for 30 days he mi"'ht
succeed in getting to the United States in the period of the
furlough. The purpose of the committee, as I understand from
conversati<m with members, is that in en e a furlough is given
to the soldier to enable him to return to the United States fo~
special medical treatment, there shall not be any barrier in the
law. My suggestion is that the law should state in terms that
the furlough, if it is to avail the alien, shall expre sly authorize
him to .1·eturn to the United States.
Mr. SAB.A'rH. 1\!r. Speak-er, I offer an amendment, and al o
a committee amendment, to correct an error in the spelling of
the word "Czecho."
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the first
amendment offered by the gentleman from Illinois.
The Clerk read as follows :
Amendment otrered .by Mr. ISABAT.H : Page 2, line 5, after the word
"military," insert the words "or naval."

-Mr.. 'SABA.TH. .And tbe same amendment, on page 3, line 2,
after the word "military," insert "or naval."
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. The gentleman bad also a:
typographical amendment. Let him get that out of the wny.
Mr. S.A.BATH. . I ask unanimous consent to change the spelling of the word " Czecko " by inserting an " h " instead of a
".k." That is on line 8 of page 2, the last word.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Cler·k will report th~
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
·Amendment offered by Mr. SABA.TH: Page 2, line 8, in the word
" Czecko " strike out the letter " k " and insert in lieu thereof the
Jetter "h."
·

Mr. SABATH. ltl.1~. Speaker, I ask unanlmous consent that
the modification be made.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Illinois
asks unanimous consent that the modification indicated b~
made. Is there obje tion?
There was no objection.
1\fr. ·.TAl\fES. lHr. Speaker, I would like to offer two amend~
ments and hav-e them considered as pending.
1
Mr. ROGERS. l\Ir. Speaker, I want to say a word.
,l
1
The previous question was ord red.
'l'he SPEAKEU pro tempore. The Clerk will report the first
amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
Amen1lnwnt offered by -M.r. STAFFORD : Page 3, line 2, aftet· the w~ml
,•• or," insert "who ha\"e enlisted for s-ervice with C?;eeho-Slovak. Polish,
or othel' inllepentlent force· attached to the United States AnDy, or to
the al"my."

; - :Mr. 'VALSii. l\fr. Sl,)eaker, if thei·e will -be no reading of the
bill, then I object:
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Cle-rk will read the bill.
The Clerk read us follows:
De it ena-ctea, etc., That whoE:>er during the p-eriod of governmental

The .SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to Olleration of the telephone and telegraph systems of th.e United States
by the Postmaster General, under the act of Congress approved July
the amendment.
16) 1918, and the pr()clamation of the President dated July 22, 1918,
The question was taken, and the amendment was rejected.
sba.ll, without authority and without the- kn-ow_ledge and consent of tho
The SPEAh.~R pro tempore. The Clerk will read the next , other users thereof, except as may be necessary for operation of the
service, tap any telegraph or telephone- line, or willfully interfere with.
amendment.
the operation of such telephone and telegraph systems or with the transThe Clerk read as follows:
mission of any t-elephone or tele~aph message) or with the delivery ot
Amendment otrered by M.t:. ROGERS: Page 3, line 1, after the word

~· dlaablUty," insert "diu not arise from his own misconduct and."

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the amendment.
The question was taken ; and on a division (demanded by. Mr.
llomms) there were 11 ayes and 34 noes.
S<> the amendment was rejected.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will read the next
amendment.
The Clerk read ns follows:
Amendment oll'ered by Ml'. RooEnS : Page 2, line 15, after the word
_.. autlwct.tles," insert "to '(eturn to the United States."

The SPEAKE B. pro tempore. The question is on the· amendment.
_
The question was takent and the amendin~nt_ was rej~cted.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question now is on the
engrossment and third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time,
and was read the third time.
The SPEAKER pro tempore.. The question is on the passage
of the resolution.
The question was taken ; and on a division (demanded by Mr.
ST.\FFOnD) there were 50 ayes and no noes.
So the resolution was passed.
On motion of 1\Ir. BtrnNETT, a motion to reconsider the vote
"·hereby the resolution was passed· was laid on the tabl-e.
1\Ir. BURI\TE'l:T, 1\Ir. STAFFORD, and l\Ir. ROGERS were gi-ven leave
to extend their- remarks in the RECORD.
PROTECTIO

OF THE 'rELEFHONE A.!\"'1> '.L'ELEGR-U'H SERVICE.

Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask una.ni.mous

any such message, or wh<>ever bemg employed in any such telephone or
telegraph service shall divulge the contents. of any such telephone or
telegraph me sage to any person not duly authortzed or entitled to receive the same, sh.'tlJ. be tined not ex<eeding $1,000 o;; imprisoned for. not
more than one-year,_or both.
SEc. 2. That whoe-ver shall stenJ, purloilr, embezzle-, or without au- tb.ol'lty destcoy any m-oney, pro~l'ty, recoxd._ ;ou-chel·, or, valuable thing
whatever of the moneys, goods, chattels, records, or property of any
telepbxlne or telegraph. system operated by the Postmaster General under
the act of Congress approved. July 16, 1918., and ~ proclamation of
the Pl'eside.nt dated Jull! 22, 1-918, shall be fined not more than $5,000
or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.£Ec. 3. That whoever shall receive, conceal, or aid in concealing, orshall llave or retain in his posse swn- with. intent to convert to his own
use or gain any money, property, record, voucher, or valuable thing
whatever of the moneys, good-s, chattels, .1;ecords, or property of any
telephone or telegi:aph system operated by the Pustmaster General under
the a-ct of Congress.approved J"uly 16, 1918, and the proclamation of the
P.J;esident dated July 2~, 1918. wbie.h bas, been embezzled, stolen, or purlomed by any other person~ kuowlng the same- to be embezzled. stolen,
or purloined, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more
than frve years, 01' both, and such rerson may be tri:ed either before or
after the conviction of the Pllincipa dQferulant.
SEc. 4. That whoever shall forcibly break into, or attempt to break
into, any telephon~ or telegraph office, or nny building U&'d in whole -or
in part as such telephone or telegraph office of any telephone or telegraph
system operated by th-e Postma.ster General un~r the act of Congress
approved Jul~ 161 1918, and the proclamation of the President dated
July 22, 191o, with Intent to commit in such. telephone or telegraph
office or building, or part thereof so, used. any larceny or other dl'predatlan, shall be finet! ~ot_ m~>re than $1,000 or: :unprisoned not more than
five years, or both.
SEc. 5. That whoever shalt assault any person having lawful charge,
eontrol, or- custody of any money Qr property of a-ny tt-lt'phone or tele·
graph system. operated by th~ Postmast(>r General under the act ot
Congress. dated July• 16, 1918., and th.e proclamation- of the rresillen.t
®ted July 22, 1918, wlth intent to rob, steal, or purloin such money or
property, or any pal't thereof, or shall rob any such person of such money
or property, or any part thereof, shall be imi,wisoned not m.ore than fiveyears ; and if in the ell'ecting or attempting to ell'-eet such robbery, he
shall wound such. person having custody- or- the mon~y or property, or
put his life in dan-ger by the use- of a dangerous weapon, shall be imprisoned not more than 10 years.

consent that the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. MooN], chairman of the Committee on the Post Office- and Post R-oads, may
be recognized· to call up the bill- H. R. 12976 for consideration
under the general rules of the House-.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Tennessee
asks unanimous consent that the gentleman from Tennessee
{1\Ir. l\looN] be recogniz-ed to call up a bill, H. R 12976, fro.~a the
Committee on the Post Office and Post Roa,(fs at this· time for·
consideration under- the general rules of the House. Is there
objection?
:l\lr. WALSH'. Reserving the right to- obj-ect, is this one of the measures for which a rule has been granted by th-e- committee and wa-s to be in ord-er foUowmg this resolutien?
1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. It is one of the measures con~
cerning which the- Committee on_ Rules has repoFted a resolu~
tion.
1\1-r. WALSH. And this is the regular order in which it was
to be considered?
- l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. There was no acrangement: in
the Committee on Rules touching th_e order; There was an
agreement made among different l\fembers after the resorntion
bad been agreed upon, and it was agreed, I will say to the· gen,.
tleman from Massachusetts, that this should be next in- ord~r.
It was agreeable to everybodl'.
l\lr. W ALSR. The gentleman does not expect to bring up any
other rule after this is consid~red to-day?
1\lr. SIMS. Oh, we may bring a rule up.
· The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection_?
1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. I could not gi'Ye the gentleman
any assunutce as to that; I do not know.
. Tbe SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there any objection tp- the_
request? [After a pause.] The Chair hears none. The Ohair
i·ecognizes the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. 1\fooN].
1\Ir. MOON. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask that the Clerk reJ?ort the bjll.
i- The <nterk read as follows:

Mr. 1\IOON. 1\Ir-. Speake!', by joint resolution, known as public
resolution No. 38, approved July 16, 191-8, the President of the
United States was authorized to take po..,ses ion, assume control,
and operate- all telephone and. telegraph and m-arine cable-lines
and radio systems of the United States for the purpose of the
war and during the period' of the war. By his proelamation- of
July 22 possessi-on was- taken of the telegraph and telephone
means of commnni~ation) and they are BOW being operated by the
Government of the United States. This action: on the part of
the Congress and' the President changed the- status of the property of the telephone and telegraph companies, the title· of tbe
property being: thereby separated from the right of po essi<>n..
the possession being in tlte Governmen_t_ and the title remai_ning
still in the telephone and telegraph companies. It is the judgment of the law officers of the Government tha1: under this situation there is not sufficient, if indeed there is any, pi'Otection
through Federal authority to the property of the telephone and
telegraph companies, and this bill has been introduced for the
plll'POse of protecting the- users of those instrumentalities andalso for the-- proteetion of the property itself. The- first section
o:f. the bill p1•ovi-des that whi~h is not prQovided now in any Federal law. It prohibits the tapping of the wires and prohibits
the making known of· any communication that is caught over th~
wires that is not authorized by law. Tbe House wi-ll Fea{lilY;
see the lmpolrtance of thi , particularly as to certain matters;
that of preventing th-e public from: secm·ing Government infor-mation that comes through these system-s of communicati-on- not
only in our own country but from foreign countries. The first
section of the bill covers questi~ns of that character. 'I'he· second' sectl<>n of the- biU-I will not attempt to state numerica:lly
the sections but what th-ey contain and give the substance of
the bill-another section provides for a penal-ty for embezzlement
of any funds th-at belo-ng to the eompanies-or- to- the Government
A bill: (H. R. 12976) providing for. the protection of the us~rs of the and the la'l:ceny or purloiniag of any of the property of the
tel('pbQne and teleg1·aph s+-rvice and the properties and funds belonging Government. Still another- section provides for the prevention
theretO\ dUl'ing Go:v.ernment operation and control.
ltllder-penalties of any person forcibly entering any building or
1\lr. 1\IDON. 1\lr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to dis- office that is in whole or part used and occupied by telegraph
pen e with the first reading of the bill.
and telephone compani-es for the purpose of the cornm:i ··sion
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The. gentleman_from Tennessee therein of a felony.
·
lfSks tmanimons consent to disperu:;e with the- first reading of the
Still anothe-r· section provides that when places of thai: sort
'6ill. Is there objection 7
- are entered and 11n as·ault is ma{1e: upoi'l. the employee of the
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Government that a penalty shall be attached to that offense.
The bill has been read in full to the House, and I need not
undertake to explain in detail the sections or give the exact
language of 1.hem. The importance of the passage of a law
of this sort is altogether apparent to every Member of the
House. It is true that against the simple crime of larceny or
embezzlement of postal funds, and so forth, the State law would
afford n measure of protection and so would the Federal laws
ns to those things within the territory where the Federal Goverrunent has exclusive jurisdiction. While that may be true
as to property in general still it is not desirable that the Fed•~ral Government within the States shall have to call upon the
State authorities to protect its property or its employees or its
int2rests. It should be done by a Federal statue and not in any
sense left to doubt. The law officers of the Government are of
the 011inion that it is too serious a question to ieave to doubt
or to State protection. This is about all I think it necessary to
say in reference to the bill. If any gentleman desires to discuss
it I will retain the floor and yield him time for that purpose;
if not, I will moYe the previous question -on the passage of the
bill.
Mr. ESCH. 'Vill the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. 1\lOON. I will.
l\lr. ESOH. The original act providing for the taking over of
these lines of communication covered not merely the telegraph
ami telephones but also the cable companies and wireless?
1\lr. l\lOON. I stated that in the beginning.
l\Ir. ESCH. This bill only makes the penalty so far as telegrnph and telephone companies are concerned?
Mr. MOON. Ye.
~1r. ESCH.
Is it a fact that the cable companies and the
wireless companies are under the jurisdiction of the Secretary
of the Navy?
1\lr. MOON. I think they are.
1\lr. ESCH. That would be the reason why your committee
did not feel they would have jurisdiction over the matter?
1\lr. l\.fOON. Yes. We deal only with postal matters.
l\1r. ESCH. Does thE.> gentleman know whether there is any
law now providing similar penalties with reference to the conversion of property, or larceny, and so forth, in connection with
cable and wirele s companies?
l\Ir. l\fOON. I do not know of any.
,_,, ,,~ .:H 1\lr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman permit?
: r<. ·r.r~· ·.r -·
1\lr. l\100N. I will.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. Is it not a fact that the wireless systems
are under the control of the Government to-day?
Mr. ESCH. They ha-re been for the last two years.
Mr. STAFFORD. And that the Secretary controls these matters, and they are being administered . by officers and enlisted
men of the Navy and not by civilians?
·
1\lr. ESCH. Yes; under the Navy Department.
1\lr. STAFFORD. And will be subject to the penalties of
naval regulations?
.
Mr. MOON. I want to say this billis strictly an administration measure, amended in some respects by the committee, but
the material features are those as suggested by the administratiou in a tentative draft of the bill and intended to cover telegraph and telephones under the Post Office Department.
1\lr. PARKER of New Jersey. Will the gentleman permit a
question?
Mr. l\IOON. Yes.
l\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. Does not the gentleman think
that 'vherever the United States have taken over the administration of anything, even if it be the railroads, embezzlement by the
officers of the United States and interference with them ought
to be provided for by one law instead of giving the right to the
postmasters? It is not post-office business which is put in the
hands of the Postmaster General, but he is only a special agent
to take care of these telegraph and telephone companies.
l\lr. l\IOON. That may-be true; but our committee deals alone
with matters provided in this bilL
l\lr. PARKER of New Jersey. Does not the gentleman think
it ought to have gone to the Committee on the Judiciary on the
question of crime, anyhow, or else have gone to the committee
that passed this law, the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce?
l\lr. MOON. I dill not understand the gentleman.
l\1r. PARKER of New Jersey. Is not this an addition to the
law pas ed by the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and enforcing the provision, and should it not have been
repoi"ted by them?
1\lr. MOON. I do not lmow as to the jurisdiction of the committee. It is po ible tllat the bill shoulu haye been sent to the
Interstate an<l Foreign Commerce Committee, and possibly to
the Committee on tlte Judiciary, but it was not.
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1\fr. MADDEN. Is intelligence commerce?
l\lr. l\lOON. Oh, no; intelligence is not commerce · in a jmisdictional sense under our rule the Post Office and Post Roads
Committee has jurisdiction over telegraph and telephones, and
should propose laws and pass on them in committee under the
existing facts; btit that question can not be made now, of com· e.
l\Ir. SIEGEL. Will the gentleman yield?
.
Mr. MOON. I will.
l\Ir. SIEGEL. In Yiew of the fact that cable messages are
being received by the telegraph offices the same as usual, section 1, it seems to me, should be amended so as to include cablegrams, and not use the words in line 3, page 2, of this bill, "with
the delivery of any such message." In other words, if a messenger boy was held up while carrying a cablegram an<l the
message taken away from him, you could not prosecute hlm,
while if he carried a telegram you could.
·
Mr. l\lOON. Yes, possibly.
_ Mr. SIEGEJ.J. It seems to me that the words " cable message " should be included.
Mr. MOON. That is part of the telegram, anyway, \Vhen committed ·to telegraph wires.
Mr. SIEGEL; Use the words "the delivery of any such message" or "transmission of any such message," leaving out the
word "cablegram."
1\fr. l\IOON. I take it, as a matter of law, that when you speak
of telegraph you do not mean mere1y a message that is sent
from New York to Washington over the wire, but it might include all communications by wire or cable, by radio or any other
way, so far as that is concerned.
1\Ir. SIEGEL. This is what occurs. Whenever t11e cablegram
is sent here and delivered to a mes:enger boy, and the cablegram is taken away from that messenger boy, although in the
employ of the United States at the present time, thei·e could
not be any prosecution.
Mr. MOON. I think " cablegram " and " telegram " would be
the same so far as that is concerned, if that question should
arise. But I want to suggest to the gentleman that this bill
has had very close scrutiny by the law officers of the Government, and it has been presented here as they desire it to pass.
Of course, we haYe a right to make any changes in it we de. ire
to make, regardless of their views, but I imagine it is sufficiently
protected. Every telegraph message is not a cable messagE',
but every cable message is also a telegraph mes age, for the
reason that it must go onto the wires after it is receiYed from
the cable, unless it is, possibly, at the point of reception.
Mr. MOORES of Indiana. Will the gentleman from Tenne see yield for another question?
l\lr. MOON. · I will.
Mr. MOORES of Indiana. In every criminal case it is necessary to· prove the venue; it is necessary to prove that the court
trying it has territorial jurisdiction over the offense committed.
Now, this first section of this act forbids and punishes not only
the tapping of wires but leakage, and the giving out of information obtained through them. Ought not there to be in view
of the difficulties in proving the venue in criminal prosecutions
a section in this bill providing that in view of the difficulty of
making that proof, providing that any Federal court of general
jurisdiction in any district through which the -Telegraph system was operative might have jurisdiction of the prosecution
of the offense?
Mr. MOON. No.
l\fr. MOORES of Indiana. It might be almost impossible to
prove that the leakage incurred in any particular Federal district, and I believe the act ought to be made enforceable, aud it
is not enforceable us to leakage unless you have some such provision in it. It is not an uncommon provision in criminal Hny.
Mr. l\IOON. I think the venue in any criminal case ought to
be at the place of the commission of the crime. While the Government's rights must be respected, the rights of a citizen must
also be respected. It would not be just to a citizen of the United
States to try him a thousand miles from his home or residence;
to try him in not one but in every jurisdiction, if necessary,
under the Federal indictment. The Federal indictment might
lay a general dragnet in that way. It might indict a man in a
dozen places for the same offense, and be could be tried in any
of them.
Mr. MOORES of Indiann. He could only be tried in one.
Mr. MOON. No. He could be tried, for instance, . in the
southern district of New York, and if it turned out that the
offense was committed in Pennsylvania, you could get him down
there; and you could indict him in Penru ylvania and ln. New
York and in Washington and anywhere; and while you could
convict him only in one place, you could put him to the inconvenience of undergoing trial in a number of places. I think
the proper thing would be for the Goyernment not to lay drag-
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nets for citizens, but for the GoV"ernment to 1.-now its business
and find indictments where the offense has been committed, so
that a mnn could be tried by a jury of his peers.
Mr. MOORES of Indiana. Let me suggest that a leakage
might occur between Baltimore and Richmond, Va., and-1\.fr. 1\IOOX. Then let the GoV"ernment find out where the leakage is and punish it.
l\Ir. lUOORES of Indiana. It will practically make the act
t1nenforceable unless you make some sneh provision.
l\1r. l\100N. I do not think so, and the law officers of the Government do not think so.
Now, 1\Ir. Speaker, if no gentleman desires to occupy time I
Will move1\.fr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, would the gentleman answer one
or two questions?
l\Ir. l\IOON. If I can.
1\fr. W ALSB. I think the gentleman can. It may be due to a
misunderstanding of his statement that I am asking the question. Do I understand the chairman of the committee to say
that the law officers deemed the passage of this o·r a similar law
necessary in order to properly operate the telegraph and tele' phone service?
l\Ir. l\100N. Yes. The Solicitor of the Government for the
Post Office Department was befo-re the committee and . was
heard on the bill, and he regarded it as absolutely imperative
that it should be enacted.
l\Ir. W ALSIL So that if there is any interference with Government business going over the tele~raph .wire relating to the
:war, withont tllis law the parties gUilty could not be punished?
1\Ir. MOON. No; not under· that first section, if at all.
l\Ir. WALSH. I do not agree with the gentleman. But I
want to ask the gentleman another question. 1 notice for tapping a telegraph wi-re or willfully interfering with the operation
of a telephone or telegraph by anybody they are liable to a fine
not exceeding $1,000 ancl impriso..ument for not more than one
year.
Mr. MOON. Yes.
l\lr. WALSH. 'Vhereas if they receive or conceal or retain
in their possession any property or vnluable thing in connection
with the telegraph system or telephone system they crrn be
punt hed by a fine of not more than $1,000 and impris(}nment
for not more than five years. Why is that discrepan<!y between
the ptmishments there?
l\Ir. MOON. I suppose it is becnuse one offen e involves a
greater degree of moral turpitude than the other.
Mr. ·wALSH. Then why should not the monetary punishment
be increased as well? The fine in each case is the same.
l\Ir. l\IOONr Those questions of fixing punishment are largely
tubitrary. There is no rule by which you can !letermine that
sort of a question. That is the judgment of the committee.
1\Ir. "VALSH. The gentleman will agree that this is a criminal
law?
1\Ir. l\IOON. Yes. That is what it is.
l\1r. WALSH. Then I am inclined to agree with the gentleman
that the committee jurisdiction l'"e~ ts with the Committee on the
Judiciary. It may be too late to raise that question now.
1\ft., l\IOON. It is too late to raise that question now.
l\lr. WALSH. I did want to ask the gentleman one further
question, ~nd that is why the language is continually used in
this act "of any telephone or telegraph system operated by the
Postmaster General"?
Mr. l\100N. It is because the Postmaster General is the man
who operates them for the Government.
l\fr. WALSH. The Postmaster General is the man who operntes them?
Mr. l\IOON. Yes. The power was conferred upon the President, of course, to assume the control and operation of these
in trumentalities; but, of course, the President is expected to
operate them through an agent, and be conferreu that power on
the Po tmaster General.
Mr. WALSH. Now, then, in that case, if the transfer of jurisdiction over these telegraphs and telephones were made from the
Po tmaster General to somebody elseMr. ·MOON.' It is Government operation by the Postmaster
General.
Ur. WALSH. Well, suppose the President should take it out
of the hands of the PoSttmaster General and place it in somebouy else's control. Would this law operate?
.Mr. MOON. I <lo not know whetheT it would or not, but I
think it would. I do not think there is any danger of his taking
it out of the hands of the Postmaster General dming the life of
tl1is administration.
1\lr. WALSH. 'Ve can not tell what might happen. If anything should happen to the distinguished Postmaster Generalwhich I trust will not--
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l\Ir. MOON. The gentleman can not be serious about that.
When you say " Postmaster General" you do not mean Mr. Burleson personally.
Mr. MADDEN. We might have Mr. l\IooN made Postmaster
General.
·
Mr. WALSH. Yes. Then we would not need :my law on the
subject. [Applause.]
· Mr. MOON. The words " Postmaster General " do not meau
the incumbent in that office at this time. That is a continuing
office under the law, and whoever occupie · it would be Postmaster General.
,
l\Ir. WALSH. it might be transferred to somebody else.
l\fr. MOON. Congress might repeal the whole thing. But
· while it stands it is all right.
l\lr. SNOOK. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
l\Ir. MOON. Yes.
l\.Ir. SNOOK. Referring to section 2 of the bill, as I take it
this bill prondes for punishment of larceny of any of the property.
l\1r. l\100~. Yes; it provide.':! against stealing, purloining, or
embezzling, or without authority destroying any money or
property.
Mr. SNOOK. The various States have laws providing for the
punishment of larceny. What effect will that have upon the
laws enforced in the different States?
l\1r. MOON. None whatever. The State's jurisdiction i not
impaired in the least by this. There are two sovereignties to
which the offender against the law may answer. He may be
indicted under a State law for stealing and be punisht."'l!i, and be
also might be indicted under the Federal law and be J1lmished,
and he might get two punishments.
1\Ir. SNOOK. But if he is indicted under the Federal law, that
would supersede the State law.
l\1r. l\IOON. No, I think not; the State could punish him if
it wanted to. Lareeny is an infraction not only of the State
law but under the Federal law.
·
l\!r. SNOOK. Suppose n man was indicted by a Federal grand
jury and also by a State grand jury in the county; if there "'liS
a clash of authority,. would the Federal authority prevail?
Mr. MOON. The general practice between the State ami
Federal courts is that where both have jurisdiction, for the court
that first takes jurisdiction to punish, and then the further
practice has been that where a man once convicted and punl bed
is convicted by the other jm·isdiction punishment is not lnt:icted, ol' merely nominal punishment. So as a matter of
judicial operation a man is seldom punished twice for the same
offense, although he offends against two juri ~ dict.ion,s or two
sovereignties and can be punished by both. Thies would not interfere with the State authority.
l\Ir. HUDDLESTON. \Vill the gentleman yield?
l\1r. MOON. Yes.
Mr. Ht1DDLESTO~. I want to call the gentleman's atten.
tion to the latter part of the fir t section, line 4, page 2whoever being employed in any such telephone or telegraph service shall
divulge the contents of any such telephone or telegraph message to any
person not duly authorized or entitled to recei;c the same, shall be
fined-

And so forth. I want to call attention to the fact that this
language does not require a bad intent nece ·sari1y. The disclosing of the message may be accidental or negligent merely.
For illustration, take a telegraph message being left at the
wrong place, misdelivered; there would be a violation of this
statute. Then.. I want to call attention to the fact that it is
the practice now to deliver telegraph messages by telephoning
them. For illustration, a message is received at a station where
the addressee has a telephone. The employee usually telephones
the telegraph message to the addressee. It might be given to an
unauthorized servant or it might be overheard by a third per·
son. This would make the employee guilty of a crime with
heavy penalties.
Mr. MOON. If there was no criminal intent, that would be
considered; and I think it would be covered by other language
in the section necessary to the operation of the service.
Mr. HUDDLESTON. There is no provision for bad intent
mentioned in this language.
M:r. l\IOON. There never was a criminal statute that could
be enforced unless it had embodied in it the spirit of criminn.l
intent to be proven before conviction.
l\1r. HUDDLESTON. If an employee discloses a telegraph
message accidentally, it would be a violatio:a of the law.
l\Ir. l\IOON. Not if he referred to it where reference was
necessary and proper in the service; there would be no criminal
intent.
l\ft. HUDDLESTON. It is a serious matter, I want to suy to
the gentleman, to make a felony attach to the mere divulging
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of a telegram or a telephone message when the disclosure injures nobouy anu wllich may be uone without any particuJarly
bad intent.
Mr. MOON. So far as the penalty is concernetJ, it is like all
other penalties attached to the Federal statutes-it is within
the discretion of the court under the law. The court can fine
a man one cent or imprison him one minute if he thinks that is
the proper punishment for that sort of an offense under this bill.
Mr. HUDDLESTON. Surely the gentleman does not think
we ought to leave that to the pleasure of the· court.
Mr. MOON. If the gentleman wants to know my opinion
about matter of tllat sort, I will say that I think no juuge,
State or Federal, ought to ha\e the power uri.der any circum. stances to inflict punishment of any kind. That ought to be
done by the jury, and the jury alone, as is tile law in a number
of States.
1\lr. HUDDLESTON. But the gentleman ·wot:ld give the
judge such power in this case.
1\Ir. MOON. 'Ve can not change this bill nnu reform the judicial system :2t the suggestion of anybouy who may make a mere
hypercritical criticism of the bill.
Mt·. HUDDLESTON. That is true; but it is incumbent on us
to protect citizens from severe punishment for trifling offenses.
Mr. MOON. It may be done eYery Lhy ; we are not attempting to cure that situation in this bill. Mr. Speaker, I now mo\e
the previous question.
Mr. WALSH. Will the gentleman withhold that? Woultl the
gentleman object to making the penalties uniform?
l\lr. l\IOON. No. The penalties are fixed as the department
desires them, and I do not think there ought to be any change.
l\fr. WALSH. In other words, the department's word has
preference O\el' the wishes of the majority of the House?
l\Ir. MOON. No; if the majority wishes to change them it can
do so.
l\Ir. w·ALSH. The gentleman is not willing to yield for an
aruendlnent.
·
1\lr. MOON. I do not want to lose the floor and lose the
I'igbt to call for the previous question. If by unanimous consent
it is agreed that your amendment shall be voted on, and then
the previous question be considered as ordered, I have no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair would like to have
tl1e gentleman speak louder.
1\-fr. l\IOON. I saitl that I had the floor and I woultl not yield
it for an amendment unless it was unanimously agreed that the
amen<lrnent should be \Oted on without debate and the pre\ious
question then ordert•d.
l\Ir. WALSH. The gentleman wants to do all the debating on
the measure.
1\lr. MOON. If the gentleman wants time I will not say a
word and let him take it.
1\fr. WALSH. I believe the gentleman from 'Vroming has an
nmendment he would like to offer.
l\1r. l\fONDELL. I would like to di cu s one or t\Yo features
ef the bilL
l\fr. MOON. I will yield to the gentleman time. I said in the
beginning that if any gentleman wanted time I would be glad
to yield to him, that I did not want to discuss the bill five minutes myself, but I want to keep the floor. I yield five minutes
to the gentleman from Wyoming.
.
1\fr. l\IONDELL. Mr. Speaker, I want to ask the gentleman
ff he has seriously considered the possible effect of his legislation which seems to make it a felony to listen in on a telephone
line? I am afraid that in some of the country districts-possibly
not in the district of my friend, but in many country districtsIf that law is enforced, a large part of the population will be in
jail.
l\lr. J\100N. I <lo not know whether it will or not; perhaps it
ou~ht to be in some places.
l\fr. 1\.IONDELL. I would not say tl~at of the gentleman's
district.
·
l\Jr. 1\IOON. And I would not say it of the district of the
gentleman from Wyoming.
Mr. l\IONDELL. But listening in on the phone line is the
regular rural evening occupation in orne localities, I am told.
1\Ir. MOON. The gentleman' argument is that injustice
might be done; but the courts, I am sure, would take care of
each case according to the circumstances surrounding it. 'Ve
could not legislate against real crime along the line the gentleman sugge ts.
.
l\Ir. 1\10NDELL. Oh, I ha\e no disposition to have the bill
Hmended so as in any way to prevent the punishment of a crime.
I simply made that sugge tion to the gentleman ns one of the
pf)ssil>ilities of the legislation. Perhaps-in those cases the courts
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would recognize the established custom and hold that listening
to conversations did not come within the purview of the law.
l\I1·. MOON. Is tllat in 'Vyoming-is that the established custom in Wyomin:;?
Mr. l\10NDELL. It is, I am told, in some States. I will not
say it is in Wyoming. I have not been able to understand just
why the ·w ords " by the Po tmaster General " and the words
"and the proclamation of the President dated July 22, HH8,"
were inserted in this bill in Yarious sections. It seems to me it
adds nothing to the bill.
Mr. MOON. That is for proper identification.
l\Ir. 1\lONDELL. 'Vell, it seems to me it adds nothing to the
legislation. There is sufficient identification of the law untler
which we are operating the lines without that language.
l\Ir. MADDEN. It adds words.
:Mr. MONDELL. Yes; it adds words and provides additional
facts that must bee tablished before a conviction can be had.
Mr. MOON. It does not add any additional fact.
Mr. l\IONDELL. The insertion of the language I have re·
ferred to necessitates the establishment before conviction of the
fact that the line is being operated by and under the Postmaster
General and that it is being operated under the proclamation of
the President. 'Vhy burden the courts with that sort of tl1ing'l
It adds nothing to the legislation. If the biB read in the first sec·
tiori, for instanceThat whoever during the period of Government operation of the tele·
phone and telegraph systems of the United States under the act of Congress approved July 16, 1918, shall-

And so forth, it 'vould be clear, definite, and brief.
I want to say to the gentleman from \Vyoming
that at best his criticism is only as to tautology in the bill, it is
not a legal criticism of it. ·
l\1r. MONDELL. I think it is rather more than tautology.
l\ir. l\IOON. I do not know; I do not assume what a Federal
court would hold about anything, but I should think tlley would
t~ke judicial knowledge of this staute which permits the President of the United States to operate these instrumentalities and.
also judicial knowledge of the proclamation that took them over
in pursuance of tl1e statute and would not have to prove that as
a fact.
l\Ir. l\IONDELL. I assume there may be some otller and additional p1·oclamation relative to the management and control o.f
these lines. What will happen then?
Mr. MOON. Oh, the gentleman is supposing something.
1\Ir. 1\IONDELL. I am not assuming that the President will
operate the lines under any other management than that of the
Postmaster General, but he may. It does seem to me it is not
wise in the enactment of a law to insert language which adds
nothing to the legislation and might by a shift of administration
render the legislation void.
Mr. MOON. Well, it takes nothing from it.
l\fr. l\10NDELL. Well, it has this effect-l\Ir. MOON. I said before, all the criticism the gentleman
had is as to the repetition of the words in each section.
l\1r. MONDELL. Well, a little more than that I take it.
l\Ir. MOON. Each one of these sections is a separate law to
itself; each one pronounces different penalties for diffe1:ent
offenses.
l\fr. MONDELL. I understan<l.
Mr. MOON. And if it is necessary in one it i · not improper
in all.
.
Mr. l\fO~'"DELL. But it is not necessary in any.
Mr. l\IOON. . I think it ,is.
.
Mr. MONDELL. In bringing an in<lictment untler this act
as it now reads and in securing a conv~ction it would be necessary to show that these ·telegraph and telephone lines, in addi·
tion to being opera ted under the law referred to, are bein~ operated by the Postmaster General and un<ler the proclamation of
the President. It would be necessm:y to prove those facts.
What good reason is there for creating such a situati_o n?
l\Ir. MOON. It is not necessary to prove them _at all; if so, it
is easy to do.
l\1r. MONDELL.. I think it would be necessary nntl it.ruight be
overlooked in bringing and proving a case.
Mr . .MOON. No; I think not.
.
l\1r. l\IONDELL. As a layman I woultl not presume to tliffer
from so good a lawyer as my friend from Tennessee.
Mr. MOON. I do not claim to be any better lawyer than a
good many laymen. I give my judgment .for whatever it is
worth. There is no use of our discus ing the question that it
i · a inere repetition and tautology.
Mr. 1\lONDELL. If the gentleman 'voul<l allow an amendment
io be offered s hiking out the language I have referred to
Mr. 1\IOON.

' •f~
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wherever it occurs in the bill, we could soon ·test the view of
the House.
.
l\lr. l\IOON. I will not agree to that; it is not necessary.
l\Ir. 1\lONDELL. The House would be inclined to have it
stricken out, in my opinion. Is the gentleman willing to put
it to the acid test?
1\Ir, 1\lOON. What does the gentleman call the acid test?
l\lr. l\IONDELL. That is the usual term nowadays in regard
to tests. I want an opportunity to test the opinion of the House.
Evidently the gentleman does not want to test it
l\lr. l\IOON. l\Ir. · Speaker, how much time have I remaining?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman has 20 minutes.
1\Ir. l\IOON. I ·wm yield five minutes to' the gentleman from
Alabamfl [1\Ir. HUDDLESTO~].
l\Ir. HUDDLES'l'ON. :Mr. Speaker, very properly we view
with apprehension and aversion the creation of new crimes.
'Ve are creating many new crimes in these times, and wherever
it is nece sary to create them in order to protect the Government
or in carrying on the war I aQI sure we are all willing to do it,
although we do it reluctantly. Yet the creation of· a new
crime which has no relation to the carrying on of the war and no
relation to the business in band particularly, which will merely
tenu to correct an evil which ·bas always existed, \Vhich would
exist to an equal extent in time of peace as it does now, it seems
to me should be carefully considered. We propose by section 1
of this bill to make it a crime to divulge the contents of a telegram or telephone message by any employee of the Government.
Heretofore such messages might be divulged without the act
being punished as a crime. If the offense denounced had anything to do \Yith protecting Government business, or would in
any way tend to impair the operation of the telephone ~mel telegraph systems, much could be said in favor of the provision, but
it is not aimed at Government business, nor is it aimed at the
guarding of Government secrets; it is designed for the protection of private secrets, social and business secrets, confidential
matters between private parties, and other things of that kind.
l\lr. STEVENSON. Will the gentleman yield?
l\Ir. HUDDLESTON. I will.
1\lr. STEVENSON. Is it not provided in the law that a man
who opens a letter in transmission throngh the mails and reads
business secrets of anybody is guilty of an offense, and is not
this just the same thing?
_
l\Ir. HUDDLESTON. That depends upon the circumstances.
Not in every case where you open a letter without the adressee's
con ent is a crime committed. Reading or disclosing the contents of a letter is never a -crime.
1\fr. STEVENSON. I mean while it is in the custouy ·of the
United States.
1\Ir. HUDDLESTON. The gentleman is diverting me from the
particulal· thing in hand, ancl that is the disclosing of telegraph
or telephone messages, which are entil'ely different things from
letters.
Heretofore such things might be divulged without punishment.
Hereafter, if this bill becomes a law, they can not be divulged
without punishment. On the contrary, the p_u l}ishment will be
extremely severe. That is the matter we have confronting us.
'Vhen we are p!lssing a law like this we ought to be absolutely ·
sure of what we are doing and what the provisions of the law
mean. Ko such law should be passed unless it provides that
there must be a wicked intent, a malevolent intent, in the disclosure.
l\Ir. l\!OON. If the gentleman will permit, suppose a telegmm
is sent to him which is of the utmost importance, containing
business secrets, either by a telephone or telegraph, auu the person having charge- of it deliberately turns that message without
authority or divulges its contents to some person ·else other
than you have author-ized to receive it, ought- he not to be puni hed for that sort of thing?
1\Ir: HUDDLESTON. Yes; but the offense, it must be admitted, is more or less of a trifling mi.ture, so far as its criminal
aspect is concerned, anu a year in jail and $1,000 fine does not
fit .the offense. The gentleman has stated a very extreme case.
Criminal statutes are not framed, if they have any foundation
in reason or philosophy, to meet only the most extreme cases.
They are designed to apply to the lisual case. On the other hand,
let us suppose another case. in which a sochil message of the
-most trifling moment was uivulged. For illustration, suppose
n telephone operator, a young lady, should overhear a conversation between a young man and a young lady, in which he inviteu
ller to · the theater or asked leave to call, and the telephone
·operator should disclose · it, does the gentleman think that for
merely disclosing that kind of message she shot~ld go to jail and
pay a heavy fine? '
·
· ·
·
·
Mt·. 1\lOON. There is no grand jui·y that would indict in a
case of that sort.
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Mr. HUDDLESTON. The gentleman is a law:rer, anu he
realizes we ought never to throw a citizen on the mercy of a
grand jury. Congress has the duty of passing tl1e laws, and we
should not delegate our functions to juuges and grand juries.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman from
Alabama has expired.
1\Ir. HUDDLESTON. I would like some more time.
l\Ir. l\IOON. The gentleman has had sufficient time.
1\lr. HUDDLESTON. I am going to vote against the bill as it
now stands.
1\Ir. MOON. I do not care if you do.
I want to say in this connection that the gentleman knows,
if he has looked into this measure, that it is impossible for us
to say on the face of the section that we do not want communi·
cations sent by telegraph or telephone to the Government of the
United States or to its officers anywhere, and that are looking
for the protection of the Federal Government, communicated or
repeated for the benefit of the German Empire.
.
Mr~. HUDDLESTON. If that is the only purpose of this proYision of the bill, it should be amended so as to clearly make
such an act a crime and so as not to make criminals out of those
who may innocently divulge a mes~age of no importance ''"hatever.
Mr. BLAl~TON. Will the gentleman yield me a half minute?
Mr. MOON. Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the engrossment anu third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrosseu and read a third time;
was read a third time.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is, Shall the bill
pass?
1\Ir. WALSH. l\lr. Speaker, on that I ask for a division.
The House divided ; and there were-ayes 37, noes 4.
So the bill "'as passed.
On motion of 1\fr. MooN, a motion to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed was laid on the table.
EMERGENCY WATER-POWER J..EGISLATION.

l\lr. SIMS. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that on
to-morrow niorning, after the reading anu approval of the .Journal, the bill H. R. 12776 be taken up for cqnsideration, and there
shall be not to exceed four hours of general debate. At the
conclusion of such general debate the bill shall be considered for
amendment under the five-minute rule. .After the bill shall have
been perfected in the Committee of the \Vhole House on the
state of the Union the same shall lJe reported to the House
with such recommendation as the committee may make, whereupon the previous question shall be considered as ordered
upon the bill and all amendments thereto to final passage with·
out intervening motion except one motion to recommit.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman fro~ 'i'ennessee
[1\Ir. Sn.rs] asks unanimous consent that on to-morrow morning,
after the reading of the .Journal, the bill H. R. 12776 shall
be taken up for consideration; that there shall be not to exceed
four hours of general debate on the bill, after which it shall be
taken up under the five-minute rule in the Committee of the
Whole House on the state of the Union, and after it is perfected
the committee shall rise and report the bill back to the House,
and that the previous question shall be considered on the bill
and all amendments thereto to final passage without any inter"\"ening motion except the motion to recommit. Is there objection?
1\Ir. l\IONDELL. 1\Ir. Speaker, resening the right to object,
what does the gentleman mean by four hours of debate on the
bill?
1\lr. Sil\IS. Not exceeuing four hours.
1\Ir. 1\IONDELL. He does not mean that it is to be confinea
to the subject matter of the bill?
Mr. SIMS. I was going to say that I have just reau the rule
that has been reported, and I do not understanu that the rule,
if adopted without amendment, would confine it to the subject
matter of the bill. But I do hope that such may be the case.
1\Ir. CA.l\IPBELL of Kansas. Mr. Speaker, what is the pur·
pose of the gentleman from Tennessee?
1\Ir. Sll\IS. The only reason I am doing this is to save time
so that we can use on general debate the time that we would
use in discussing and passing the rule.
Mr. 1\IONDELL. It is unuerstood that the debate is not
ner.essarily confined to the bill?
1\Ir. CAl\IPBELL of Kansas. I 'vant to say now, in ordet· to
stop this coming before the Committee on Rules and taking its
time for · two ·hours in considering bills of this kind, tlla t I
object.

... .,.
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Mr. POU. 1\Ir. Speaker, by direction of the Committee on
Rules I offer the following privileged resolution.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from North
Carolina offers the following privileged resolution, which the
Clerk will report.
1\fr. ANDERSON. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of no
quorum.
l\fr. SIMS. Let the rule be reported.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman fi~om Minnesota wjthdraw his point of no quorum?
:Mr. ANDERSON. I will not withdraw it. I do not think we
should consider a bill of this importance at this stage of the
evening.
l\fr. POU. We do not propose to consider the bill but to consider the rule.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Evidently there is no quorum
pre. ent.
l\1r. GARRETT of Tennessee. 1\Ir. Speaker, I move a call of
the House.
The qu~stion was taken ; and the Speak~~ pro tempore announced that the ayes seemed to have it.
l\1r. WALSH. Division, Mr. Speaker.
The House divided ; and there were--ayes 26, noes 23.
Mr. ANDERSON. I ask for tellers, 1\Jr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER p.Fo tempore. A call of the House is ordered.
l\fr. WALSH. Mr. Speake!~, the gentleman from Minnesota
was on his feet demanding tellers before the Chair bad completed his announcement.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair has no ki!).d of objection to ordering tellers. He thinks the gentleman from Minnesota is too late. Still the Chail:• will order tellers. The gentleman from Minnesota and the gentleman from-1\lr. HEFLIN. l\1r. Speaker, I sul}mit to the Chair that it is
too late when the roll call has begun.
The SPEAKER prO' tempore. There is no cause for controversy about that. As- many us desire tellers will rise an-d stand
until they are counted. rAftet: counting,] Twenty-twa gentlemen have arisen-a sufficient number. The gentleman from
Minnesota [1\.fr. ANDERSeN] and the gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. Pou] "'ill take their places as tellers.
'
Mr. POU. 1\.lr• .Speaker, I suggest that the Chair appoint Mr.
GARRETT of Tennessee.
The SPEAKER. p-ro tempore. The gentleman from l\Iinne ota
and the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. GARRETT] will please
.t ake thei.t· I>la-ces as tellers.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Speaker, we are in the
House, and one-fifth of a quormn of the- House is; m~eded. I respectfully appeal to the Chair th:lt 22 is n~t a sufficient llllmber
in the Hou.se.
The SPEAKER. pro tempore.. The- Chair was a little bit in
error. We are not in the Committee of the Whole. \Ve are in
the House. There were on1Y' 22. It takes one-fifth.
1\lr. MADDEN. It takes one-fiftb of tho e- present.
: Mr. WALSH. The other side, 1\Ir. Speaker.
1
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chalr will call the attention of the Honse to the rule in referenee to ordering tellers. It
provides:-

Browne
Browning
Brumbaugh
Butler
Byrns , Tenn.
Caldwell
Campbell, Pa.
Cannon
Can trill
Cara-way
Carew
Carter, Mass.
Carter, Okla.

The House shall divide; those- in the affirmative of the question shall
.first rise from their seats and then those in the negative; if he. stlll
doubts, or a eount is required. by at least one-fifth of a quorum, he shall
·name one from each side of the question to tell the Members in the
nffu•mative :md negative, which, being reported, he shall rise and state
tile d £:cision...

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, ETC.
Under clause 2 of Rule XXIV, exe.en.tive communications were
taken from the Speaker's table and referred as follows:
L A letter from th~ Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation for an additional clerical ·force in the office of the Auditor for the Navy,
Department for the remainder of the current fiscal year (H. Doc.,
No. 1298) ; to the Committee on Appropriations.
2. A letter frmn the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, traDsmitting estimates of appropriations f<Yr rent of buildings for
Government officials East St. Louis, TIL ; Evansville, Ind. ; Harrisburg, Pa.; Huntington, W.Va.; and Newpor4 R. L (H. Doc.
No. 1299) ; to the CoiDIIlittee on Appropriations.
3. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, trans·
mitting estimate of appropriation for repair of Auditor ' Build·
ing, fO'rmerly Bureau of En.,.raving and Printing (H. Doc. No.
1300); to the. Committee on Appropriations.
4. A letter- froin the Acting Secretary of the Trea ury, transmitting estimate- of appropriation for the construction of a twostory vanlt in the north court o:f the Treasury Building (H. Do~
No. 1301); to the Committee on Appropriations .
5. A. letter from the Acting Secretary of the Trea w-y, transmitting a draft of a bill to provltle for tile reimbursement of
civilians for the seizure of arms and ammunition by United
States ·troops during the labor troubles in Colorado clnring 191~
(H. Doc. No. 1302); to the Collllllittee oii Claims.

· At tile present time the Chair is informed that a quorum is 216.
A fifth of that would be 44. Only 22. having risen. tellers are refused. Tile Doorkeeper will close the doors, the Sergeant at
Arm'"' will notify 'the absentees, and the Clerk will call t11e roll.
' 1\lr. STAFFORD. 1\lr. Speaker~ I move that the House do now
. adjourn.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wisconsin
n~oves that the House do now adjourn. The question is on agreeing to that motion.
The question was taken ; and the Speaker pro tempore announced that the noes appeared to have it.
1\Ir. STAFFORD~ A division, Mr. Speaker.
, The SPEAKER pro tempore. A division is demanded.
The House divided ; and there were-ayes 22 noes 25.
So · the motion was rejected.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The· House declines to adjourn.
.The Clerk will call the rO'lL This is just a call of the Hou ·e.
The Clerk ca11ecl the roll, and tbe following l\1embet'S failed
to nnswer to their names:
Ant bony
A shbrook
A w ell

Austin
Baer

:Barkl~>y

Barnhart
Bell
Bland, Va.

Borland
Bowers
Britten

Cary

Church
Clark, Fla.
Classon
Coady
Connally, Tex.
Cooper, Ohio
Cooper, W. Va.
Cooper, Wis.
Copley
Cos tello
Crago
Cramton .
Crisp
Crosser
Currie, Mich.
Curry, CaL
Dale, N.Y.
Dale, Vt.
Darrow
Davis
; •
Dempsey
Denison
Dent
Dewalt
Dickinson
Dies

DiU

Dominick
Dooling
Doremus
Dough ton
Drane
Drukker
Dyer
Eagle
Elliott
Ellsworth
Elston
Emerson
Estopinal
Fairchild, B. L.
Fairchild, G. W.

Fenls
Fields
Flood
Flynn

Lea , Cal.
Lehlba.ch
Lever
Linthicum
Little
Littlepage
London
Longworth
Lufkin
Lundeen
Lunn
McClintic
McCormick

Rouse
Rowe
Rowland
Russell
Fordn~y
Sanders, La.
Foss
Sanforll
Francis
Saunders) Va.
Fuller, Ma ss.
Scott, Iowa
Gallivan
Scott, Pa.
Gard
Scully
Gillett
Shackleford
Glass
Shall{'nberger
God'l\-ln, N. C.
Sherley
Good
McKilll~y
Sherwood
Goodall
McLaughlin, 1\Iicb. bouse
Gordon
McLaughlin, Pa. Slemp
Gould
McLemore
Small
Graham, Ill.
Maher
S.mi th, l\Iicl1.
Graham,Pa.
Mann
Smith, T. F •.
Gray, N. J".
Mason
Snyder
Green, Iowa
May-s
Steele
Greene, Mass.
Meeker
Steenerson
Gregg
Merl"itt
Stephens,l\Iiss.
Griest
Miller, Minn.
Sterling, Ill.
Griffin
Montague
SterliD.g, Pa.
Hamill
1\foo.re, Pa.
Stiness
Ha.mllton, N. Y. 1\Iott
Sullivan
Harrison, Miss.
Mudd
Sweet
Hayden
Neely
Swift
~ ~~
Hayes
Nelson
Switzer
Heaton
Nichols, :Mich.
Tague
Heintz
Oldfield
Talbott
Helvering
Oliver, N.Y.
Taylor, Colo.
Hicks
Olney
Templeton
Holland
O' Shaunessy
Thomas
,/
Hollingsworth
Padgett
Thompson
Hood
Paige
Tillman
Howard
Park
Til on
Humphreys
Peters
Tinkham
Husted
Phelan
Treadway
Hutchinson
Platt
Van Dyke
J"acoway
Polk
Venable
Johnson, Ky.
Porter
Vinson
J"ohnson, S. Dak. Powers
Wruton
;r ohnson, Wash. Pratt
Ward
J'ones
Price
Weaver
Kahn
Purnell
Welling .
Kelley, Mich.
Rainey, H. T.
White, Me.
Ramsey
White, Oh1o
Kenn!'dy, R.I.
Kettner
Randall
Wilson, Ill,
Key,Ohlo
Rankin
Wilson, Tex.
Kiess, Pa.
Reavis
Winslow
Kitchin
Riordan
Woodyard
La Follette
Ro-bbins
LaGuardia
• Robinson
Langley
Rose
ADJO'C'Ih""M~T.

l\Ir. POU. Mr. Speake1·, I mo•e that tbe House do now adjourn.
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by 1\fr~
SIMs) there were 180 ayes and 10 noes.
Mr. HASTINGS. 1\Ir. Speaker, I eall for teller .
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Oklahoma
de1nands tellers. All those in favor of taking the vote by tellE-rs
will stand until counted. Not a sufficient number, and tellers
are refused.
Accordingly (at 5 o'clock and 15 minutes p. m.) the House
adjourned until to-morrow, Thursday, September 26, 1918, at
12 o'clock ooon.
·
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REPORTS OF COl\fl\liTTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND
UESOLUTIONS.
~orris
Nugent
Under clause 2 of Rule XIII, bills and re olutions were sevOverman
erally reported from committees, delivered to the Clerk, and
Owen
referred to the several calendars therein named, as follows :
Page
Penrose
1\lr. ASHBROOK, from the Committee on Coinage, Weights,
Phelan
and Measures, to which was referred the bill (H. R. 12998) to
Pittman
amend section 3528 of the' Revised Statutes, reported the same
Poindexter
Pomerene
Without
amendment,
accompanied
by
a
report
(No.
811),
which
1
Ransdell
~'5aid bill and report were referred to the Committee of the ~iyers
Reed
•Whole House on the state of the Union.
1\Ir. Sl\IITH of Michigan. I desire to announce the unavoid· 1\lr. STEELE, from the Committee on the· Judiciary, to which able
absence of my colleague [Mr. TowNSEND] on important
was referred the bill (H. R. 12801) to amend section 1 of business.
·
Title·VII of the act entitled "An act to punish acts of interferThe VICE PRESIDENT. Eighty-five Senators have answered
ence with the foreign relations, the neutrality, and the foreign to the roll call. There is a quorum pre ·ent. ·
commerce of the United States, to punish espionage, and better
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.
· to enforce the criminal laws of the United States, and for other
A message from the House of Representatives, by J. C. South,
purposes," appro"Ved June 15, 1917, reported the same with
amendment, accompanied by a report (No. 813), which said bill its Chief Clerk, announced that the House agrees to the report
of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
and report were referred to .the House Calendar.
two Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.- R.
11259) to provide fitrther for the national security and defense
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
by encouraging the production, conserving the supply, and cj:>nUnder clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials trolling the distribution of those ores, metals, and minerals
:"i"tere introduced and severally referred as fQllows :
which have formerly been largely imported, or of which there
By 1\lr. J Al\lES : A bill (H. n. 13003) to prevent the wearing is or may be an inadequate supply.
·
of ribbon, badge of membership, or button signifying memberThe message also announced that the House agrees to the
ship of the United Spanish War Veterans by those not entitled amendment of the Senate numbered 13 to the bill (H. n. 11945)
to same in the United States; to the Committee on the Judiciary. to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out, during the
By 1\fr. GANDY: A, bill (H. R. 13004) extending the time for fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled
commencing 'c onstruction of bridge and for maintenance of pon- "An act to provide further for the national security and defense
toon and pile bridge by the Chicago, l\1ilwaukee & St. Paul Rail- by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of
way Co. across the Missouri River at or near Chamberlain, S. agricultm~al products," disagrees to the residue of the amendDak., and providing additional requirements for bridge to be ments of the Senate, agrees to the conference asked for by the
constructed; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com- Senate on the disagreeing votes of th.e two Houses thereon, and
merce.
had appointed Mr. LEVER, l\1r. LEE of Georgia, Mr. CANDLER of
By 1\Ir. FOSTER: Resolution (H. Res. 439) providing for the Mississippi, 1\Ir. HAUGEN, and Mr. McLAUGHLIN of Michigan
consideration of H. R. 12404; to the Committee on Rules.
managers at the conference on the part of the House.
·
The message further anQ.ounced that the House had passed a
bill (H. n. 152) to fix the compensation of certain employees of
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIOXS.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions the United States, in which it requested the concurrence of the
Senate.
"·ere introduced and severally referred as follows:
ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED.
By 1\lr. GANDY: A bill (H. R. 13005) granting a pension to
The message also announced that the Speaker of the House
Fred E. Savage; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. JOHNSON of Kentucky: A bill (H. R. 13006) grant- had signed the follmving enrolled bills, and they were thereing an increase of pension to Tillie 'Vester; to the Committee upon signed by the Vice President:
S. 4194. An act granting pensions and increase of pensions to
on Invalid Pensions.
certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows
and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors ;
PETITIONS, ETC.
S. 4543. An act granting pensions and increase of pensions to
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows:
and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors; and
By Mr. CRAGO: Resolutions adopted at a mass meeting of
S. 4722. An act granting pensions and increase of pensions to
the Lithu:.tnian people of Philadelphia pledging loyalty and certain soldiers and sailors of the ·civil 'Var and certain widows
support to the United States in this war for justice ; to the Com- and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors.
mittee on Military Affairs.
SUPPLY OF MINERAL OILS (S. DOC. NO. 280).
By 1\lr. DALE of New York: Letter of William C. 'l:enjost,
1\Ir. LODGE. Mr. President; there are two reports on the
president of the Retail Liquor Dealers' Association of the State
of New York, protesting against the passage of the prohibition table which have come in from the· Director of the Bureau of
Mines in response to requests for information concerning the
bills before Congress; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. OSBORNE: Petitions of Charles A. Carroll and other production of oil. One request was made by the Senator frqm
citizens and of Samuel Lindenbaum and other citizens, all of Montana [Mr. W AISH] and the other by myself. I thought they
Los Angele , Cal., in favor of the bill (H. R. 5531) to provide had been ordered printed, and I ask now that they be printed
a pharmaceutical corps for the United States Army; to the and lie on the table.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Committee on Military Affairs.
INTRACOASTAL CANALS (S. DOC. NO. 279) •
•
1\Ir. SAULSBURY. Mr. President. there is a report on the
SENATE.
desk of the Vice President, made by the Secretary of Commerce,
in -answer to a resolution which I introduced regarding the acquiTHURSD...\Y, Septembm· ~6, 1918.
sition by. the Government of certain canals. I ask that the
report may be printed. I understand that there are certain
(Legislati'l:e day of T 'ttesday, Septentber 24, 1918.)
illustrations in it, which under the rule will cause the matter
The Senate met at 12 o'clock noon.
to be referred to the Committee on Printing. I am not sure
l\lr. SHA.FROTH. Mr. President, I sugge t the ab. ence of a that that is correct. The report should undoupte_dly be print~d.
quorum.
I do not see the chairman of the Committee on Printing present.
The VICE PRESIDE!\TT. The Secretary will call the roll.
1\Ir. Sj\100T. I will say to the Senator that I was going to
The Secretary called the roll, ·and the following Senators an- ask the unanimous consent of the Semite that the illustrations
twered to their names :
·
be printed with the report. I will do so now if the Senator bas
Chamberlain
Ashurst
Fernald
Hale
no objection. .
.
.
Baird
Colt
Fletcher
Harding
1\Ir. SAULSBU~j". I am very anxious that the report, which
Bankhead
Culberson
France
Hardwick
. is a very important one, shall be printed. and I ask unanimous
Becltham
Cummins
Frelinghuysen
Henderson
Gerry
·
·curtis
Benet
Johnson, S. Dak.
consent that it be printed, together with the illustrations.
Dillingham
Borah
Goff
Jones, N. Me:-::.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair
Brandegee
Drew
Gronna
Jones, Wash.
Calder
Fall
hears none, and it is so ordered.
Guion
Kellogg
Kendrick
KPnyon
King
IGrby
Knox
Lenroot
Lewis
Lodge
McCumber
McKellar
McNary
Martin, Ky.
Martin, Va.

Nelson
New

Robinson
Saulsbury
Sba.froth
Sheppard
ShPrman
, hlelds
Simmons
Smith, Ariz.
Smith, Md.
Smith, Mich.
Smith,~- C.
Smoot
Sterling
Thompson

Trammell
Underwood
Vardaman
Wad worth
Walsh
Warren
Watson
Weeks
Wilfiey
Williams
Wolcott

----
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PETITIONS AXD ME-:I.IORIALS.

:Mr. BOll-~H. l\Ir. Pre ident, what is the order of business!
The VICE PRESIDR..~T. There is no order of business.
This is a rece s.
l\Ir. BORAH. Out of order, und by unanimous consent, I ask
leaYe to submit certain petitions upon the suffrage amendme!lt.
The VICE PRESIDK\TT. The petitions will be received and
notoo. ·
l\Ir. BORAH presented petitions of sundry citizens of Ashton,
l\Ioscow, Kellogg, Idaho Falls, Almira, Gray, Lund, 'Vayan, Pocatello, Twin Falls, Lewiston, Blnckfoot, Mackay, Shoshone, and
Boi e, all in the State of Idaho, praying for the submission of
a Federal suffrage amendment to the legislatures of the several
States, .which were ordered to lie on the table~
Mr. 'VADSWORTH presented a memorial of the Anti-Suffrage
Party of New York, and a memorial of the Women Voters' AntiSuffrage Party of New York City, N. Y., remonstrating against
the adoption of the proposed suffrage amendment to the Constitution, which were Ol'dered to lie on the table.
l\Ir. FLETCHER presented petitions of sundry citizens of
Palm Bench County ; oi the Florida Equal S.uf'frage Association
6f Fort Lauderdale; of sundry citizens o:r Pensacola, Miami,
Tallahassee, Orange Park, Summer School, Orlando, Palmetto,
and Jacksonville, all in the State of Florida, and the petition
of Catharine Waugh 1\icCullocb, of Chicago, Ill., praying for the
submission of a Federal suffrage .amendment to the legislatures
of ihe several States, which were ordered to lie on the table.
He also presented memorials of the Anti-Suffrage Party of
New York City and of sundcy citizens of New Haven, Conn.;
Hartford, Conn.; Jaffrey, N.H.; Westfield, N. J.; Canton, N. Y.;
New York City, N. Y.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; nnd
Cincinnati, Ohio, remonstrating against the adoption of the proposed suffrage amendment to the Constitution, which were
ordered to lie on the table.
1\Ir. GERRY. I ask unanimouS con ent to have the telegram
which I send to the desk inserted in the REcoRD.
'l"'here being no objection, the telegram was ordere(1 to be
printed in the IU:cmm, as follows:
PnOVIDIDICE, R.

Ilon.

PETER

G.

I., September 23, 1918.

GERnY,

United States

enate, Washington, D. D.:

Following resolution unanimously adopted by the Democratic Party
convention assembled at Providence the 23d day of September, 1918:
"Urge upon the Senate of the United States the immediate passage
~f the Federal amendment for woman snf1:1·age and recommend that the
~('nators from this State support said amendment. and further ask that
thi resolution be forwardeti to Washington to be read into the CoN111

onESSIOXAL .RECORD!'

JOHN I. DEVLIN,

Ol,airman of

Oont:CI~tien.

Democt·atfc;A~!W:n~· &~~tteeman.
JOSEPH CUN:-<IN{ili.AM,

SecretaTy of Convention.
Mr. SlliTH of l\Iichigan presented a petition of sundry women

students of the Michigan State Normal College, and a petition of
sundry women students of the Western State Normal School,
of Kalamazoo, 1\lich., praying for the submission of a Federal
suffrage amendment to the legislatures of the several States,
which were ordered to lie on the table.
Mr. LODGE presented petitions of sundry citizens of Pittsfield ; of the Central Labor Union of Lynn; and of the Massachusetts State Branch, American Federation of Labor, of Boston,
all in the State of Mas achusetts, praying for the submission
of a Federal suffrage amendment to the legislatures of the several States, which were ordered to lie on the table.
1\Ir. COLT presented resolutions adopted by the Republican
State convention of Rhode Island in session September 24 at
Providence, R. I., favoring the submission of a Federal suffrage
amendment to the legislatures of the several States, which were
Qrdered to lie on the table.
ST..\TISTICS OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION.

1\lr. FLETCHER.

From the Committee on Commerce I report
back fa'"orably without amendment the bill (S. 4924) to amend
section 336 of the Revised Statutes of the United States relating
to the annual report on the statistics of eommefce and naviganon of the United States with foreign countries, and I submit a
report (No. 575) thereon.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Tl'te bill will be placed on the ealenuar.
DILLS INTRODUCED.

Bills were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous
con ent, t11e second time, and referred as follows :
By l\Ir. PE..~ROSE:
.
A bill ( S. 4959) to increase the rates of pay of officers of certain grades; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
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By 1\!r.· SHEPPARD:
A bill (S. 4960) proYlding for the promotion of certain officers in the Dnitcd State Arn:1y; to the Committee n Military
Affairs.
By l\Ir. CALDER:
A bill (S. 4961) to gxant railroatl rat s at 1 cent a tnile to
men in the military or naval service; to the Committee ou
Military Aft'airs.
lliiNERAL

PRODUCTS-cO~"'FERENCE

REPORT ( S. DOC. NO. 2 81 ) •

1\lr. HENDERSON submitted the following report, which was
read and ordered to lie on the table and be printed:
The committee of conference on the disagreeing n>tes of the
two Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill (B. R.
11259) to provide furthe-r for the national security and defense
by encouraging the production, conserving the supply, and con·
trolling the distribution of tho e ores, metals, and minerals
which have formerly been largely imported, or of which there
is or may be an inadequate SUlJpiy, niter full and free confe1··
ence have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their
respective Houses as follows:
That the Hou ·e recede irom its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows: In lieu of the matter propo ed by the Senate insert
the following:
u That by reason of the existence of a state of war, it is es ential to the national security and defense, and to the successful
prosecution of the war, and for the support anti maintenance of
the Army and Navy. to provide for an adequate and increased
supply, to facilitate the production, and to provide for an equitable, economical, and better distribution of the followingnamed mineral substances and ores, minerals, intermediate ·
metallurgical products, metals, alloys, and chemical compounds
thereof, to wit: Antimony, arsenic, ball clay, bismuth, bromine,
cerium, chalk, chromium, cobalt, corundum emery, fluorspar,
ferrosilicon, fuller's earth, graphite, grinding pebbles, iridium,
kaolin, magnesite, manganese~ mercucy, mica, molybdenum, osmium, sodium, platinum, palladium, paper clay, pho. phorus,
potassium, pyrites, radium, sulphur, thorium, tin, titaniu.m,
tungsten, uranium, vanadium, and zirconium, as the President
may, from time to time, determine to be neee sm·y for the pur..
po e aforesaid, and as to which there is at the time of sucli
deter.mlnation, a present or pro pectiYe inadeqnacy of supply.
The aforesaid sub ta.nces mentioned in any such determination
are hereinafter referred to as necessaries.
"SEc. 2. That the President is authorized from time to time
to purchase such necessarie3 and to enter into. to accept, to
transfer, and to assign contracts for the production or purchase of same, to provide storage facilities for and store the
same, to provide or improye transportation facilities, and to
use, distribute, or allocate said nece arie , or to ell the same
at reasonable prices, but such sales made during the war shall
not be at '! price less than the ptu-cllase or cost of productien ·
thereof: Provided, That no such contract of pm-chase hall
co\er a period longer than two years after the termination of
the war.
' The P.re ident is further authorize(], upon finding that importation into the United States of any of the necessaries
covered by this act is likely to result in a loss to the United
States on any nece sarles which it may ha\e acquired hereun- .
der, to ascertain, fix, a.nd proclaim such rate o:f duty UI>On such
imported necessaries as shall be sufficient to adequately protect the United States from any such loss.
" The funds provided by section 6 hereof shall be used in
carrying out the powers granted by this section, ·and all moneys
received by the United States from o1· in conniCtion with the
disposal of such necessaries, shall be used as a revolving fund
for further carrying out the purposes of this act. Any balance
of such moneys remaining when the object of this act has been
accomplished shall, as collected, received, and on hand ancl availa.ble, be cov-ered into the Trea ·ury as mi cella.neous receipts.
"SEC. 3. That the President is authorized to requisition and
take over any of said neces aries and to use, distribute, allocate.
or sell the same ; and also to requisition and take over any undeveloped or insufficiently deYeloped or operated iille lancl. deposit, or mine, and any idle or partially operated smelter, or
plant, or part thet·eof, producing or, in his judgment, capable
of producing said necessaries, or either of them, and to develop
and operate such mine or deposit or such smelter or plant, either
through the agencies hereinafter mentioned, Ol' under lease or
royalty agreement, or in any other manner, and to tore. use.
distribute. allocate, or sell tbe products thereof: Provided, Tb.a t
no ores or m~tals, the principal money .value of whlch consists in
metals or minerals other than ,those specifically enumerated in
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section 1 h-ereof, shall be subject to requisition under the provisions of this act. Whenever the President shall determine that
the further use or operation by the ·G overnment of any such land,
depo it, mine, smelter, or plant, or part thereof, so acquired, is
no longer essential for the objects aforesaid, the same shall be
returned to the pe.rson, firm, or corporation entitled thereto.
The United States hall make just compensation, determined by
the Pre ident, for the taking over, use, occupat"wn, or o-peration
by the Government of any such necessaries, or any such land,
deposit, mine, smelter, o1yplant,or part tbereof. If theeompensation so determined be unsatisfactory to the _person, firm. or corporation entitled thereto, such person, firm, or corpol:'lltion shall
be paid 13 per cent of tire amount so determined and shall be
entitled to sue the United St.'ltes to recover such further sum as
r..dcled to said 75 per cent will make up such amount as will be
just compensation, in the manner provided by section 24, paragraph 20, and section 145,·of the Judicial Code.
n The President is authorized to require statements and reports, to examine books and papers, and to prescribe such rules
and regulations as he may deem appropriate for cm·rying out
the purposes of this act. The fund provided by section 6 hereof
ffi'UY be used in carrying out the purposes of this act, and all
moneys received by the United States from or in connection
with the use, operation, or disposal of any such necessaries,_
land, deposit, mine, smelter, or plant, or part thereof, shall be
used as a revolving fund for further carrying out the purposes
of this act. Any bnlanee of such moneys remaining when the
objects -of this act have been accomplished shall, as collected,
received, n:ud on band and available, be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
" SEc. 4. That a ny person who shall neglect or refuse to comply with any order or requisition made by the President pursuant to the provisions of this act, or who shall obstruct or
attempt to obstruct the enforcement of or the compliance with
any such requisition or order, o-r who shall violate any of the
provisions of this act, or any rule or regulation adopted hereunder, shall. upon conviction, be fined not exceeding $5,000 or
be imprisoned for not more than two years, or both.
' 'SEc. 5. That the sum of $500,000 is hereby appropriated, out
of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to be
a~aitable unb."l June 30, 1919, for the payment of all administr ativ-e expenses under this act, including personal services, traveling and subsistence expenses, the payment. of rent, the purchase of equipment, supplies, postage, printing, publications, and
such other a.rticles, both in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, as the President may deem eSsential and -proper.
" SEc. 6. That the sum of $50,000,000 is hereby appropriatecL
out of any moneys in the Tr usury not otherwise appropriated,
which, together with all moneys received from time to time under the provision-s of this act, all of which shan be credited to
said appropriatiqn, shall be used as a revolving fund for carryout the objects of this act, and for the purpose of making
all payments and disbursements, including just compensation
under section 3, by this a-ct authorized: Provided, That no -part
·of this appropriation shall be expended for the purpose" described in the last preceding section: Provi<led /'ltrlher, That a
uetailed report of all operations under this act, including all
receipts and disbursements, shall be filed with the Secretary of
tlle Senate and Clerk of the House of Representatives on or before the 25th day of each month, covering the preceding month's
operation. Any balance of said revolving fund remaining when
the objects -of this act have been accomplished, shall, as collected, receiveu, and on hand and available, be covered into the
Trea ury as miscellaneous receipts.
." SEc. 7. That the President is authorized to exercise each,
e-.;ery, or any power and authority hereby vested in him, n.nd to ·
expe!:ld the moneys h&·ein appropriated ()r provided for,. or any
part or parts thereof, by and thr-ough such officer or officers, departm_ent or departments, board or boards, agent, agents, or
agencies as he shall create or designate from time to time for
this purpose. He may fix the reasonsable compensation for the
performance of such services, but no official or employee of the
United States shall receive any additional compensation for
such services except as now permitted by law ·: Provided That
no person employed under the provisions of this act shall be
paid any salary or compensation in excess ·o f that paid for similar or · like services rendered in executiYe departments of the
Government.
"SEc. 8. No person having ·a pecuniary interest in ariy transaction in pursuance of tllis act shall have any o.fiicial connection
under this act ·with ·s uch transaction. Any person violating
this provision shall forfeit to the GoV'ernment all -proc~ds which
he shall have receiV'ed from such transaction; and upon due con-
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viction of such violation shall be fined not exceeding $10,000 or
imprisoned not exceeding 10 years.
" SEc. 9. That the President is authorized, if in his judgment
such nction be neeessary or useful for the objects of this act, to
form . one or more corporations under the laws of any State,
Territory, District, or possession of the United States, for the
purpose of carrying out the powers or any of the powers hereby
authorized. The capital stock of any such corporation shall be
such as the President may determine, but the total capital stock
for an corporations so formed shall not exceed in the aggregate
the appropriation of $50,000,000, made by section 6 hereof. Said
appropriation, or any part thereof, may be used by the President
in subscribing on behalf of the United States, through such· person or persons as he ·may designate, to the capital stock of such
·c orporation -or corporations, and the capital and assets of anY.
such corporation or corporations, together with all additions
thereto under sections 2 and 3 hereof, may be used in carrying
out the objects of this act. The directorate and organization of
such corporation or corporations shall be 'such as the President
may prescribe, and such corporation or corporations shall have
all such charter powers as may be deemed necessary or desirable by the President to enable it or them to accomplish the ·
objects of this act. The capital stock of any such corporation
or corporations shall be held and voted for the exclusive benefit
of the United States, through such person or persons as the '
President may designate.
·
" SEC. 10. Upon the proclamation of peace the President shall
-proceed as 1·ap.idly as 1)ossible to wind up a:nd terminate all
transactions under this act, and to dispose as fast as _practicable
of an property acquired thereunder, and after said proclamation
of -peace no contracts shall be made, -property acquired, or other
transaction performed under this act except such as shall 00.
necessary for the purpose of this section and incidental theretot.
nnd two years after such proclamation of peace this act shall
cease to have effect and all powers confened ther-eby shall end:
Provided, That the termination of thi act shall not prevent
the subsequent collection of any m-oneys due the United States;
nor shall it affect any act done Ol' any right or obligation aCquh·ed or accruing or any suit or proceeding had or commenced
before such termination, but all such collections, rights, obliga·
tions, suits, and proceedings shall continue as if this act had
not terminated, and any offense committed or liability incurred
prior thereto shall be prosecuted in the same manner and with
the same punishment and effect as if this act had not terminated. ·
" SEc. lL That employment under the provisions of this act
shall not exempt any person from military service under the provisions of the selective-draft law approved May 18, 1917, or any.
act amendatory tbereto.
" SEc. 12. That 'if any action or provision of this act shall be
declared invalid for any reason whatsoever such invalidity shall
not be construed t-o affect the -validity of any other section or
_provision hereof."
And the Senate ugree to th~ same.
0HARL'ES B. HENDEimON,
T. J. WALSH,
l\In.Es POINDEXTER.,
Manage-1·s on the part of the Sena-te.
M. D. FosTER,
EDwARD ·T . TAYLon,
M. 1\1. GAnLAND,
Mattaget·s on the paTt of the Hou8e.
HOUSE BILL REFERRED.

H. R. 152. An -act to fix the com-pensation of -certain employees
of the United States was read twice by its title and referred to
the Committee on Education and Labor.
•,
WOMAN SUFFRAGE.

i

1\Ir. JONES of New Mexico~ I should like to inquire of the
Ohair whether the regular order of morning business is to be
-proceeded with?
The VICE PRESIDENT. This is a recess. There is no regu- .
lar order of morning business.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. Then I ask unanimous consent
to take up for consideration House joint resolution 200, Order
of Business 123.
- The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, re'3UIIled the consideration of the joint resolution (H. J.
Res. 200) proposing an amendment to the Con titution of the
Unit-ed States extending the right of suffrage t o women.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The pending amendment is ~
amendment of the Senator from Missi10sippi [l\In. WILLIAMs].
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pJ.:ide. The brutality and wickedness of our adversary must not
- l\fr. BORAH. 1\fay we have the amendment read!
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary "·ill read the pend- be permitted to betray us into doing the things which we condemn in others and to demand more at the hands of the "Vaning amendment.
The SECRETARY. The amendment pending is that offered IJy quished than we started out to achieve.
Justice is not measured by the weakness of our adversary,
the senior Senator from Mississippi [1\Ir. WILLIAMS], in line 9,
before the word "citizens," to insert the word "white," so as and righteousness must not be determined by the superior
strength of our arms. In the prosecution of this war courage
to read:
SECTIO:>J 1. 'rhc right of white citizens of the United State to ,>ote and heroic devotion to duty must characterize our conduct if we
shall not be denied or al>ri<lged by the United States or by any State would win the war, and the spirit of generosity, love, nnd
on account of sex.
charity for our fellow man must crown and glorify our acts
Mr. VARDAMAl~. l\11'. President, the world is passing through in the hour of victory. God grant that out of this desa period of change. Things that were new yesterday are to-d.ay perate conflict the principles of liberty and justice; of rightold and to-morrow will doubtless become obsolete. New prm- eousness and Caucasian equality may emerge, reinvigorated
ciples ancl untried policies are passing through the processes of and purified, to bless and lead the world to higher and betexperimentation, and the mutations coming with lightning rapid- ter things.
ity challenge our attention and present the world in the perspecBut, Mr. President, after all of this sacrifice and suffering,
tive as a cosmic phenomenon, kaleidoscopic in character. It blood letting, and money wasting, what will it profit the United
reminds one of the cyclone that rusl1es through the country States if we gain democracy for the whole world and still deny
razing to the ground houses and forests, mingling the debris the application of its beneficent principles to the best part of
with the boiling; onrushing clouds, scattering woe and want, our owri citizenry? In reality, there can be no world-wide
and leaving in its wake misery on every hand. After a while it democracy in the true sense of the term as long as liberty has
will run its course. The twisting winds shall cease to twirl; her faYorites and justice is dispensed by the hand of
they mil assume their normal velocity ; and the force whl~h partiality.
'\Vrought ·widespread destruction but a few moments before wlll
I have entertained for many years a Yery sincere desire to
be changed to the gentle zephyr passing over the landscape, see the white women of America inYested with the right of
drinking in the perfume from the fragrant flower, or fannmg suffrage. I haYe not shared, and do not at this time share, the
the dimpled cheeks of joyous, innocent childhood. The frown- apprehension of many of my fellow countrymen, who, overing front of t11e cloud of \var will pass away, and the rninbow whelmed, unconsciously perhaps, with t11e vanity of their own
.o f peace shall shine forth to quiet. the troubled so.ul.
sex superiority, that woman's possession of the ballot would
In the miust of this desolation anll devastatiOn, the deadly lower· the standard of feminine excellency, rob her of those rework of the typhoon of war, it is well-aye more, wisely pru- finements of manner and gentleness of soul which are the flowerGf.nt-that the American people, in the quiet of their homes, ing of good breeding, the perfume of lo\ing hearts, and the
should take an inventory of their national assets and liabilities, crowning \irtue of her sex-qualities which all men reverence
indulge in serious thought, and make ready, in so far as possible and worship in the perfect woman. I have not believed at any
at this time, for the great work of reconstruction and rehabilita- time that giving to woman the pri\ilege of the ballot would be
tion which must engage our attention after the war is over.
hurtful to her personally or result detrimentally to my country.
11; time of war let us prepare for peace, for in the perform- The truth about the matter is, 1\Ir. President, I believe, that ·
ance of that great work we shall have need of all of the moral the inherent virhtes and superior moral and mental qualities
forces and mental strength which the wisest of men and women of woman will rather purify the ballot, elevate the standard of
who make up the composite citizenry of this Republic can con- citizenship, and, therefore, conb·ibute largely to the sum total
tribute. This we mu t do if we would perform properly our of \irtue in government. · All of which will necessarily elevate
part in saving the world from a ~apse into the barbaris~ of .~e the standard of statesmanship in the Republic, which is so much
Dark Ages. America must contmue to lead the world m c1nc needed at this time. I believe the responsibility which the
ri"hteousne
s anll democratic reform.
adoption of this amendment by the American people shall put
0
0ffensive ,varfare universally brings about a recr·udescence upon woman, the character of the work which she '"ill be called
of brute force in government, and its general effect is to stifle upon to perform, wilL strengthe.n the morn! fiber, de\elop tho
t.J:ie nobler impulses of the human soul. There was never a war latent qualities of her heart and mind, and add to her personal
iii all the ages of the world that could not have been aYerted charms, rather than detract from them.
if the leaders on eithet· side had been sufficiently wise, brave,
Although woman has lived in a cil~cumscribed sphere, with no
patriotic, unselfish, and iTue to the highest ideals. I am quite power to reach out and do things-" do the thing that other·
sure, however, that there are instances in the world's .history pray," as Edwin Markham expressed it-nevertheless, it is my
where wars were forced upon people, and self-preserYabon and judgment that we are indebted to l1e!· in a larger measllre for
't he preservation of governmental ~xistence_ ~ade it nece~sary to what America has accomplished in the art of government and
engage in war. In such cases, whiCh we w1ll call defensive war- in the ele\ation of mankind generally tllan we are to man
fm·e, foi· a righteous cau::;e, in individual cases tJ:e dross is sepa- himself.
rated froni the gold and it also works for natwnal exaltation
I would rather rely upon the intuition of woman to lead me
~1nu individual excellency. But at best war is a brutal busi- in the right path, I would rather trust the promptings of her
ness " only splendid murder, the mad game the world so loves unselfish heart, than the boasted ratiocinations or the painful,
to piny," if I may be permitted ~o quote Dean Swi~t; it is con- logical processes of man. Woman usually thinks in straight
trary to the teachings of the Prmce of Peace, an Impeachment lines, because her mind follows the rromptlngs of her loving
of the world's Christianity, and 'r~olative of all the principles of heart. In matters involving the welfare of humanity-the proaltruism.
.
tection of the home, the God-given maternal instinct, the mother
One of the unfortunate, very unfortunate, incidents to all heart seldom deyiates from the right cour e.
\vars is the dispo ilion of even so-called righteous men a~d
She understands instinctively that a right beginning is neceswomen to condone the violations of the moral law to a degree sary to a successful ending. She knows that as the " twig is
·w hich almost amount to suspension of the moral law. Con- bent the tree's inclined." She understands well that.s titutions are also set aside and Necessity becomes the final
Yon may talk of reformations, of the economic plan,
arbiter. To win is the goal to which and for which men fight;
That shall stem the social evil in its course;
But the ancient sin of nations must be got at in the man.
anu particularly is that true in the desperate conflict now being
If yon want to cleanse a river, seek the source .
.waged upon the broad theater of the world.· The unconquerable
Ever since his first beginning, man has had his way in lust,
spirit which bids us fight until victory for the allied cause is
lle has never learned the law of self-control;
And the world condones his sinning, and the doctors say he must,
achieved fires the heart and animates the soul of eYery patriotic
And the churches shut their eyes, and take his toll.
'A merican to-day. - America entered this war, we were told by
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
tlle President of the United States, to uphold the rights of her
It can never end through preaching; it can never end through laws;
citizens upon the high seas and in defense · of aii ideal; and
This social sore no punishment can heal ;
It must be the mother's teaching of the pm·pose, and the cause,
having entered, ·every citizen of the Republic will" willingly lay
And God's glory, lying under sex appeal.
his all as a fitting sacrifice · ~lPO!l ~e altar of his country's
Her head and heart working in conjunction can more nearly.
cause.
· We must, howe\er, not full below or go beyond the first high approximate the real yalue of the human being to the State
purpose: 'Ve can not afford to lose sight of the real ·motiYes and to God. She understands that the most valuable thing beneath the star~ in the sight of the Ruler of the Universe is a
that moved us as a Nation in the· beginning.
President 'Vilson's famous address to · the Senate on the 22d human being, and -that all else, all governments, are made for
day of January, 1917, contains the definition of the aim and man rather than mnn for go\ernment. She lives in an atmosend of ~>\merica to which in after years posterity can point with phere -of id_ealism, "and in spite of the stare of the wise and
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the World's derision she dares to travel the star=blazed road-to
follow the -vision."
·
·
She never permits ber elf to be tied. by precedent or proscribed
by Custom ·, Ebe hate.s an ancient lie as she despises a new error.
She realizes that'To ilin by silence, when we should protest,
'Makes cowards·out of men. The human _race
Has climbPd on protest. Had no voiee ·been raised
.Again .t inju tice, ignorance, and lust,
The Inquisition yet would serve the law,
.And gulllotmes decide our least .disputes.
The
few who
dare must
speak and
speakthank
againGod,
To right
thE> wrongs
of many.
Speech,
No vested power in this great day anu land
Can g~~ or tht'OttJe. Press and voice may l!ry
Loud criticize
cusapproval
or existing
l\lay
opp1·ession
and <ills;
·onilemn
~'b e Iawlesoness of wealth-protecting laws
~'hat let the chlldr.en and child~arers toil
'To purchase ease for Idle millionaires.
The best -ci tizen is not necessarily the one -who bas fhe bigge t bones or the strongest thews. The strength that counts
does not always consi& in bodily vigor. Napoleon was 11
stronger man than Jack Johnson, n:nd .Jefferson Davis a;ruJ .A.braham Linc()ln were more powerful than -John L. Sulliv.an and
Jim Jeffries.
The characterization of woman by man as J' the weaker vessel" ha.s never found approval in my mind, and it is not ju.stified l>y history. Aspasia was not inferior mentally to Pericles,
and Queen Victoria surpassed all of her successoTs in the ar.t
of statecraft to a ilegree ·hicb .amounts to n. contrast rather
than a comparison. Naturally woman ls as strong mentally as
man. Slle is superior in the matter of physieal .en.durn..n~. and
in spiritual exaltation she towers above her brother u.s high as
the sun hangs above the earth. Bhe .is the custodian of the
marnlity of the race and the preserver and saviox of racial
purity of O.aucasian manhood .of America. In brute .force, 1
admit .n:s a matter of .course, .sbe is man'·s inferior' ; .and wher' whenever brute
'
· t es an d· supeno.n
· ·ty 1s
·
evet· or
force pr edomma
nrro..,.ated by man to himself fo1• ;his .()WU selfish pm·poses man
ha.s ':rnivei'Sally denied woman equality of privjJege and rights
under the taw. It has been but a few years since mnn denied
to woman the right to use, even without his con ent, the Jlroducts ·of her .own toil and to own .and control property which
belonged of Tight to her. But tlle world has groWD .bigger,
better, , and wiser, thank God, aru1 tyranny bas given place to
ju tice.
·
The se1f-fl.S umed obligati.on '\Vhich women have so splendidly
absolved by the great service 1:hey l1ave rendered .to humanity
and to our Government in this desperate conftiet, which fills
the world with woe, has compelled Ameriean pubUc sentiment
at last to grant her political status. No; she is not "tlle weake1·
ve sel "For 1 tell yo11, at this hour the worth :of this world's 1uture depends
upon .her power.
.And down the stream of ages us life's ilood tides are told,
The record of its exoellimcy is marked by the place that woman h{)lds.
And she has made her place in the political world by force of
will, pertinacity of purpose, and the inherent justice of ber
cause. Man has never done anything, he has never invented an
engine, written a poem, painted a picture-in a word, acllieved
anything worthy of being remembered-but that there was
behind him, sustaining him with ..her prayer , inspiring him with
her love, .and guiding him · with her -unerring intuition, .same
true, noble woman.
The influence <>f woman is needed ut the ball.ot box tO-day
more urge.n tly than ever before~ .AJJd while I would very much
prefer, because it is more in keeping with the original .Plan
upon which our Government was established, that the privile-ge
.()f voting should be given her by the respective States, 1 know
the tardiness of State action, caused in many instances by local
prejudices, has already too long delayed the consnmm.ation of
thi.s great desideratum, and it will delay it further. There .is
no reason or excuse for postponing the is.sue another day. The
whole civilized world has suddenly become aroused to the in-'
justice which humanity bas suffered as the result of man's ·
stupidity. in withholding the right of suffrage from woman.
The .sentiment has b'l·own. It 1s sweeping over the world
to-day with :the irresistible :force of the moting tide. .lt has in
it the potency af truth and the c~rtainty of eternal justice.
You I;llight as well underta:ke to exhaust the cirqu:nambient air
with a band pump or fig-ht ba<;k the a.ll-p~rvasive rays of the
ri ing sun as to attempt ·to defeat this w~rld-wide movement
for clPaner politic.s, purer gove1·nment, and a more enlightened
civilization. It is as reasonable, ~ertain, and sure' .as. the l~w
of gra vH~tion. I have infinite reyerene.e for an.tiqui tY•.and .for
the wisdom of our forefathers I . have great respect, but-
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New conditions teach new duties;

Time makes ancient good uncouth;
They must .npwar<L still :and onward,
• Who would be abreast of truth.
·
Lo, beforE> us gleams the campfire,
We ourselves must ·pilgrims be;
.
Launch our Mayflower and steer boldly
Through the desperate -winter sea,
Nor attempt ·the -future~ portnls
With the .Past's blood-rusted key .
h
be
d t
ed.
I, along with other southern statesmen, a>e
en e err
from rende.rin_g 'this ~reat servi-ce to humanity and to my conn·
tard Y JUS
· t'lC~ to W oman because
try and a t the same time d orrrg
•
of the :presence of the overshadowing -:race problem which exi.st8
in its wost acnte fol"m in the Southern ~tates-a problem which·
falls 1ike a bliO'hr
a noisonous
dew, upon the fair -section of this
.oo.a.u..,
...,
Repnblic wbich I have the honor in _part to represent in thiS
Chamber. .And if I may be ])ermitted to diverge at this point,
1 wish to sa.YJ 1\11·. President, conditions that will grow out
of this war will enhance .a. thousandfold the d.ifficnlties incident
to that problem. I was in hopes tl:lat the white .men of the
South would appreciate the necessity .fru· _prompt, effective action
in treating the race problem .and unite in an effort to eliminate
the negro ..as a ~·ace from politics .by law before woman sbouta
be .i n\1ted to take part actually in tlle government of tlle Hepublic. But in tbat lwpe 1 have beeB disappointed. The white
men .of the South, especially the mentnl~y myopic., selfis.h, soul- ·
le little politicians have been so dilatory and in some instanaes
so indifferent t-o the .gravity of the question that 1 have .almost
despai.red .of any immediate action on their part. There is, however, one thing ee:rtain. I £hall not wait longer.
1\Ir. President, I am convinced that the enfranchi ernent ot
woman will bring vene and vigor, intelligence and sound judgment to the support of such measures as may be necessary for
the solution of the great race pr<>blem, :a problem which I would
impress upon the Senate, although more acute in the Southern
States, is as nationru in its nature and scope as ever emanated
from the JU"egnant ·womb of time. I ·believe :that the enfrnnctlisement -of woman. I repeat, will ;accelern..te the processes
which will lead to a p.r oper sett1eme11t of this great is.sue.
I understand, Mr.. President, that to ;gi¥e woman the ballot by
the adoption of the :pending amendment ~in involYe to .a certain
extent a change in the machinery of -Om' Go>ernment. But this
amendment to the Constitution will be made in the .regular con8titntional w..ay; .and whatever change .are made mil be made
.by the :people them elves. There is nothing :revolutionary or
radical about the p.ropo ition .at .all. It is true that it involYes
the 'delegatien -of .certm.n powers w11ich heretofore have :been
exer-cised by the States, -though in l)nrt .only, and I would now
prefer that the States should continue to exercise those powers.
But I do 'Dot apprehend 'that 1IDY serion~ harm will 1·esutt from
the adoption ·Of this amendment; rrnd if any hru:m· sbonld passibly result, I thhik the .known good will so much overbalance
.any possible e,·n that may grow out of the change-! am so certain of that that I shall, with great J)leasure, resolve the doubt
in favor of the pending amendment .and vote for the resolution,
inspired, I trnst, by the highest sense o.f duty to my State, th~
Nation, and the world.
:Mr. President, I should be uncandid .if 'I failed to state in
thi.s presence that 1 realize also when I cast my vote for this
amendment .the :force .of the objection nrged 'by some of my colleagues from .t he South that it is going to bring to the ball~t
.box along :\"ith the :negr-o men, a few negro women. I 11lso under~tand that tbe negro woman will be more offen.sive, more
<lifficult to handle at the polls than the negro man, for .. , verily
the female of that species is more deadly than the male." But
when I realize that :five white women will be a(lded to the electorate where only two or three negro worn~ can possibly be
brought -to .the ballot box, the .diffieulties :are minimized-the
antidote will nelit.ralize the poiron.
There is another phase of this question which has not been
overlooked by me; and the .gra yity of it calls for close n:nd care:.
fnl attention on tbe part of the southern white people. The
military negro out of harness is a menace to the peace and prosperity of .any country governed by the white man. As .stated
before, this war is going .to intensify the difficulties which must
be met at first by the southern white people. The arrogance
and i.mpudence of the ex-negro soldier will greatly enhance the
white man's burden. The discussion of this matter, l\1r. President, should not excite the ire of the northern statesman or
offend the pretended patriotism of the average private citizen.
It is an issue that must .be met, and the sooner the American
people realize ·that fact the better for the country. But the
w:oPJ.~n . of the South and of the North will help to bear this increased burden. Every thoughtful wbite man .livlng beneath the
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folds of tL~ Stars and Stripes, whether hi13 place of residence
be north, cast, west, or south, knows that the white man and
the negro can not llre peaceably together in the ~arne country
on terms of political and .social equality; and they also know
that political equality where the races are nearly equally di'ided in t11e States means, ultimately, social · equality; antl
social equality means race amalgamation; and race amalgamation means race deterioration, which is followed in turn by the
disintegration and death of the white man's civilization.
Thomas Jefferson, the wisest political philosopher the world
bas ever known, in my judgment, saw the dangers in\olved in
such an experiment a century ago; and Abraham Lincoln-that
patriot with the soul of a seer and the ere of the prophet, who
possessed the unusual capacity of cprrectly estimating the times
in which he li\ed-verified ·and confirmed the apprehensions
of Jefferson. God Almighty never intended that the negro
should share with the white man sovereignty and dominion in
this country; and it is wicked-a crime against the white race
and an injustice to the negro-to attempt it. It never has
been done successfully in any country, and never will be done.
The Southern States of America present the only instance in
the worlu's history where two races, equal in number, differing
radically in racial traits and qualifications, have lived in the
same country side by side for a half century, invested with
e.qual political rights, without amalgamating, or one race expelling or exterminating the other. That has been accomplished in the South by the white men of the South by force of
superior mentality and taking the matter in hand, often in
violation of the letter and spirit of the Federal Constitution,
and keeping up racial tarriers and guarding with drawn sword
the portals of the homes wherein dwells the purity of the
Caucasian race.
·
·
It ..involved another thing which we might as well admit
bere-the setting at naught by mere State legislative expedients
of the fifteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United
. States. The fight in the future on this question must be made
along racial lines; and.the fight must be made, and will be made.
Do not forget that. This problem must be solved upon scientillc principles, and I believe the white women of America,
whose intuition and high sense of preservation is so much keener
thnn man's, will see the necessity for prompt and radical action
upon this issue and therefore hasten the proper settlement of
the problem.
There is not a normal white woman in the South who does
not feel the dangers involved in physical proximity with tl1e
negro as a race. She knows it is a menace to the peace and
purity of the white man's home, and therefore a menace to the
white ·man's civilization, and as woman always instinctively
loo}rs out for the best interests of the home, the preservation.
the education, and the development of the child, we can rely
upon her to take the proper interest in this question of paramount importance when it becomes a political issue; and I
think we can rely upon woman to do this without regard to
the geography of her residence.
Mr. President, if the resolution proposed by the senior Senator from Mississippi, providing for the insertion of the word
"white,' shall be agreed to it will be a long step in the right
<lirection and simplify very greatly the problem which the
Nation must ultimately be called upon to solve. In a government deriving all of its just powers from the conserit of the
governed, just laws, responsive to the demands of the people,
:will require as a condition precedent homogeneity of race,
consentaneity of judgment, and a common goal for all effort.
I do not think in this Republic any man or woman. other than
the members of the Caucasian race, should be permitted to vote
or perform the supreme function of citizenship ; and I feel that
way about it, not only for the proteetion ~f the Caucasian race
and the preservation of the white man's civilization, but for the
protection and promotion of the better interests of the negro and
yellow races as well. It is ali historical fact that the negro
has ne\er shown any sustained power of self-development. He
l1as never created a language or a civilization. As a matter of
fact, the only civilization that he has ever enjoye(l has been
engrafted upon him by a superior race; and that civilization,
thus engrafted, uni\ersally lasts only so long as the, negro is
under the control ·and uomination of the race that trained him. · Of course I have ·no hope that the amendment proposed by the
senior .Senator from Mississippi will be adopted. It ought to be
auopted, and I am glad the Senator has proposed it. : I wish he
J1a<1 proposed it 10 years ago, and had supported it with _all the
.force of "11is great mentality and his usual enthusiasm, but I do
not think it is going to be agreed to now. Whether agreed to or
not, however, I expect to vote for it, and, in the event it shall be
defeated, to \Ote for the original amendment also .
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To say that woman i the mental inferior of man is only to
proclaim the ignorance of the person making the statement. I
repeat, woman has risen tQ equality mentally with man in every
~mergency in the world's history. It is a singular fact, worthy,
of the consideration of this honorable body, that those nations
that have accomplished most in art, in literature, in science, and
have risen to the highe. t plane of civilization have shown the
greatest respect"and adoration for woman. That is true·alike in
ancient and modern times. The late erudite and eloquent Sena.
tor from Mississippi, the Ron. II. D. l\Ioney, a few years ago in
this Chamber said:
"I have noted the struggle those people made in that the
highest form of civilization with which we arc acquainted in
ancient history-the Greek. '.rhe Greeks were not only physically the most beautiful people who ever lived but by far the
most acute and subtly intellectual. They have furnished to the
world the greatest epic poem that was ever written, the greatest
tragedy, the highest principles of human philosophy, the greatest
specimens of oratory that were ever uttered, and the wittiest
comedies that ever ha\e been written. They have given us forms
of government and examples of indi\idual devotion to the State;
they have given -us the greatest examples of self-abnegation and
public spirit. * * *
" The struggle 'of those people to maintain their liberties, con·
siderlng their extreme ad\ancement, especially in the golden age,
the age of Pericles, the classic age of the Greeks, is one that
fills the inquiring mind of the student with melancholy. Here
was a nation of people, as proud of their history and personally
of themselves, as has ever been known. They had achieved
progress in sculpture, in painting, in architecture, in poetry, in
philosophy, in eloquence, and oratory, and in rhetoric, which. as
some English critic once said, ''Vas not only the admiration
but the despair of succeeding peoples.' They made every effort
that men could make to keep · in their grip· the loosening bands
of their political freedom. Their orators thundered their elo·
quence in the agora, their philosophers taught in the sacrecl
gro\e of the academy. Socrates gave his disciples those profound lessons that reach to the immortality of the soul and the
first vital principles of human action and human life, the copy,
of other philosophers since his day. * * * Their women
were so wise that no Spartan warrior e\er thought of taking
any action without consulting with his wife; and we are told
that when Cleomenes rccei\ed the Persian ambassador, the
ambassador laid before him first the request that everybody
should leave the chamber, and they were ordered out.
.
" The ambas ador said, ' Send away the child,' referring to
Gorgo, the 9-year-olcl daughter of Cleomenes. The king re·
sponded, ' She is only 9 years old; let her play.' The u.mbas·
sador began his speech-a very seductive speech. It tempted
the Spartan king with splendors he had never dreamed ofmagnificent presents and honors from him whom the Greeks
were pleased to call ' the great king.' After a while the girl
stopped from her play and said to her father, 'Get up, father,
and leave the room or this stranger will corrupt thee,' and the
king told the ambassador to leave the hall. The daughter was
aftet;wards the wife of Leonidas, who fell at Thermopylm, and
the sister-in-law of Pausanias, who won the greatest battle the
Greeks ever fought-the battle of Platrea, where the Lacedremonians, Athenians, and a few Legmans .destroyed 300,000 Per~
sians under 1\Iardonius and their Theban and other allies.
"The influence of the Spartan women over the Spartan men
is illustrated by the answer of this same Gorgo to one who ~aid
to her,' Sparta is the only. country in the world where the w.o men
rule the men.' She· replied, 'And the Spartan women are the
only ones who give birth to men.'"
1\!r. President, Spartan women were no greater, more learned,
more beautiful or refined than the women of America. The
wisdom of woman has been demonstrated in every emergency
in the world's history. The penetrating intuition of Pontius
Pilate's wife, who had probably but once looked upon the pure,
sad, majestic face of the Galilean Carpenter, caused her to warn
her husband nof to do Him wrong. . How many a man has had his
life utterly ruined and finished \\ith failure when, if he bad
followed the advice of a wise, good woman, he would have had
it crowned with glorious success? The inspiring, beneficial influence of woman in the home will be felt alike at the ballot box.
We must not forget the self-sa-crificing conduct of woman, ller
wlllingness to immolate her precious self on the altar of her
country's cause, in order to serve her race in the great emergency
which o\ershadows the world to-day. We have but to look
'aroiind us to see .what woman is uoing in this day of trial. In
all the industrial \valks of life she is taking the place of her
husband, her father, and· her brother, and she is doing ·the work
well. When we consider further the fact that she is -n·holly in-
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experienceu in such work which the exigency of the hour calls
her to perform the success which crowns her every effort appears almoslmarvelous.
When we shall have won this war and our stainless flag comes
back flaunting triumphantly in the air we shall be as much indebted to the women for the victory as to the men. There is no
argument that can be advanced against giving woman the ballot.
Prejudice and ignorance may loudly inveigh against it and the
assertion of superiority may fall from the lips of bigotry, but
to the serious student of public questions history is teeming with
the examples of woman's wisdom and heroism too numerous to
be mentioned _in this discussion, which amply answer eyery
objection.
They· talk to me of woman's sphere
As though it had a llmit;
There is not a place in earth or heaven,
There 1s not a task of mankind given,
There is not a blessing or a woe,
Tht're Is not a whispered yes or ·no,
There is not a life or death or birth,
Thnt bas a feather's weight of worth
Without a woman in it.

l\ly estimate of woman is well expressed in the words employeu
by a di. tinguished aut110r who dedicated his book to a "Little
mountain, a great meadow, and a woman." "To the mountain
for the sense of time. to the meadow for the sense of space, and
to the woman for the sense of everything."
1\Ir. President, I deem myself _fortunate to be a Member of the
Eenate which will, I trust, pass the joint resolution which will
give the people of America an opportunity to vote woman the
privilege of the ballot-a privilege so splendidly deserved, and
yet so long delayed and withheld from her. I hope that her
brave fight for political liberty and equality of opportunity is to
be crowned at this session with the splendid success which will
be achieved by the passage of this joint resolution by the Senate.
It is the fulfillment of the dream that has glorified the brain and
stimulated the efforts of the great forward-looking men and
\vornen who have stoou out among their fellows-Apennine in
character, intellectual Pikes Peaks aboYe the shrub-covered
hills of mediocrity. I am reminded that woman is about to enter
the promised land of equality which the dreamers of her sex ·
have described vividly for more thari a half century. Mr. President, the dream has always been the pillar of cloud by day and
the pillar of fire by night to lead peoples out of the wilderness of
oppres ion and over the highways of difficulties. The dreamer
stands within the shadow of the night, and looks beyond it toward the coming ·light, and sees far off, with b·ance-prophetic
eye , the consummation of the centuries.
May great good grow out of th,.is reform; may justice and truth
nu•uk the way of our Nation's future; may the wise and humane
iueas which spring indigenous to the mind of woman help to save
our Republic from the pitfalls into which other republics of
the past !1ave fallen. I believe that the influence of woman alone
is capable of saving the world from the blood lust and greed for
gain which seems now to poison the soul and dim the mental
vision of mankind. If the women of the world had .been conrmlted, there would have been no war, and if the women of the
future are permitted to participate in the governments of the
earth, peace and prosperity, equality of opportunity, enlightened
justice, and good government will bless the world. The parliament of man and the federation of the world will come only
through an understanding, mutual respect, and confidence of the
people of the different _countries of the earth. There can be no
permanent world peace except that which shall be based upon
human -love, and the principles taught and bodied forth in the
life of the 1\lan of Galilee.
There is a destiny that makes us brothers,
None got's his way alone,
All that we send into the lives of others
Comes back into our own,

Mr. President, I think ~o confer upon woman the right of suf~
frage is the highest form of moral conservation. It is the one
bright star that tw·inkles ~bove the honzon of om· Nation's future. It is a covenant with the future, a gu~ranty that the criminal blunders of the past shall not be repeated, and that this Republic shall henceforth be dedicated to the service of mankind,
which is the most acceptable service to God, rather than to the
service of Mammon. And that will answer the question-
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great concern. I am corupelleu to admit an unrelenting conflict
between my own convidion as to the merits of extended suffrag~
and what I regard as my duty as a representatiYe of a State.
l\ly own judgment is against the joint resolution. But since
1914 by legislative action the State of North Dakota has become
a general suffrage State. The political platform of each and
every party has declared for this Federal amendment. The
State legislature, by an almost unanimous vote, has requested
its congressional delegation to Yote for it. Here is the State
record on the subject of woman suffrage, and I give it that it
may throw light on the position I :shall be impelled to take in
the matter:
The question of extending the right of equal suffrage to
women was submitted to the people of the State of North Dakota
in the fall election of 1914. The proposition was then defeated
by a good, fair majority.
At the very next term of the Legislature of the· State of
North Dakota, beginning in January, 1917, that body passedand, as I am informed, by a large majority-an act which extended the right of suffrage to women to int:lude the election of
presidential electors and county, city, and township officers.
On what theory or proress of reasoning these legislators acted
in granting to women the right to vote to fill the highest and
most important official positions in the United States, and also
the lower official positions, and withheld th~ right to vote for the
intermediate positions--extended the right to vote for President
of the United States and withheld the right to vote for the governor of their own State-would require one more skilled in
psychological phenomena than myself to decipher. I can only
account for it on the grounds that there was, way back in the
masculine consciousness, a reluctance to disrupt and shatter
the social structure builded through centuries of human progress
and. so admirably conforming to the different powers and func..:
tlons of each se.."'r, and so, under the pressure of feminine solicitation, always a most potent power, they sought to salve the sense
of repugnance by yielding just a little at a time. This law of
four-fifths suffrage is a most grotesque one. During the same
term of the State legislature in 1917 a concun-ent resolution to
the Federal Congress and the Senators and RepresentatiYes
therein was passed, I am informed, by a nearly unanimous vote
of both houses of the Legislature of North Dakota. This re~o
lution reads as follows:
Be it t·esolvea by the Settate of North Dakota (the House of R epresentative concurr~ng therein) as follows:
Whereas there is now pending before the National Congress of the
United States an amendment to the Federal Constitution known as
the Susan B. Anthony national suffrage amendment; and
Whereas the Legislative Asstmbly of the State of. North Dakota belkves
that the same should be submitted to the States of this Union as an
amendment to our Federal Constitution: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the State of North Dakota through its legislative assembly does herewith respectfully petition and urge the National Congress of the United States to favorably consider and early approve the
said Susan B. Anthony national suffrage amendment; and be it
.
Resolved, That the secretary of state be instructed to send a copy of
t.hese resolutions to the Senators and Representatives of the State of
North Dakota in Congress.

At the next ensuing term of the legislature and on the 29th
day of January, 1918, the following resolution was pas cd !Jy the
North Dakota Legislature:
Whereas the House of Representatives of the- United States has passed
a proposed umendment to the Constitution of the United States extending equal su1frage to the women of our Nation; and
Whereas the proposed amendment is now before the Senate of the
United States for consideration ; and
Whereas all the political parties in the State of North Dakota hay-e
declared ln their platforms for equal suffrage; and
Whereas equal suffrage has been indorsed by 1he President of the
United Stares: Therefore be it
.
Resolved by the House of R.epresentafi.,;es of the State of Korth
Dakota (the Se-nate concun·ing the-rein), That our Senators in Cong r ess

be urged to vote for the equal-suffrage amendment; and be it further
Resolv ed, That copies of this resolution be sent to our Senators and
Representatives Jn Congress, to the President of the United States, and
to the Secretary of State for the United States of America.
·

This resolution passed the house by a unanimous vote and
passed the senate by a vote of 34 to 6. I especially note in this
resolution what seems to be a growing sentiment in favor of
extended suffrage. And this is emphtlSize<l in the third paragraph of the preamble which reads: "Whereas all the political
parties in the State of North Dakota haYe declared in their
platforms for equal suffrage." Conceding the right of the Sta te
When wilt Thou save the people?
to have its sentiment expressed through th~ legislature to the
Oh, God of Mercy, when?
United States, when it is certain that the sentiment has had du~
Not kings and lords, but nations;
Not thron~s and crowns-but men:
and proper deliberation in the State, I have attempted throu gh
Flowers of Thy heart, 0 God ! are they.
other sources to ascertain the sentiment of the public irreLet them not pass like weeds away !
spective of that of the legislature. Since our entrance into
Their heritage a sunless day.
God save the people!
this war, I am convinced that many sections of the State " ·here
Mr. McCUMBER. 1\lr. President, the question of how I the vote was strongest against the extended suffrage have, beshould record my vote on this joint resolution has giyen me cause of some influence which I shall not attempt to analyze,
LVI--682
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changed their viewpoint on the subject. I had hoped that before
this matter should come up in the Senate again I might have
had another expression from the people of the State themselves.
This, however, is the record of tlle State as it stands to-day,
and while the question of public sentiment is not free from
doubt, I can not remove from my mind tlle conviction that the
p eople of the State to-day are as a whole in accord with their
legislators whose actions, so far as I can learn, ha"Ve never been
criticized, but whose course in moNt cases has received the
stamp of approval by reelection.
And, Mr. President, I feel that as a representativ.e of the
State I should vote their views rather than my .QWll on the
subject. However, I should do myself an injustice .and should
be guilty of a lack of candor and frankne s if I diq not freely
admit that in casting a vote in the affirmative on this re olution
I run registering what I believe to be the conviction of my State
ratller than my own judgment as to its wi dom and propriety.
To my mind this is not a political but a sex question, pure
and simple. It is nat a question involving a superior or !inferior
mental endowment, but rather n question of tlle division of
labor, duties, and responsibilities between the two sexes. I dare
say that the aYerage girl of 21 understands Ute principles of
this Government as well .as the average boy of 21, and that if
the privilege and duty of exercising the right of suffrage were
imposed upon all alike, it is probable, other things being .equal,
that the girl .Qf 60 will keep pace with the boy of 60.
If it be alleged that the bent of th~ girl's mind is naturally
toward society or -adornment to the exclusion of the more seriou side of national life, I fear she ean truthfully retort that
om· young men, as a rule, have far more a.ceurate information
on the baseball scores than on tlle drift of political affairs.
That the ·One sex might be influenced more by the emotions and
le by calmer reflection th311 the other is probably just as true
as that the mind of the one is more emotional and the other
more reflective. But to my mind the real question lies far
· more deeply -embedded in the 'Stratum of human nature.
l\!r. Pr i<lent, from the time the -cave man by skill or daring
competed with the beast of the forests in the battle for food
and brought to his eaYe the product of his strength and valor,
from the time he stood at the mouth of his cavernous abode
with club and ax of stone to guard against robber tribes ·or
carniverous bea t, from the time the cave woman fed her little
brood safe behind his sheltering arm, up to the present erest
of human enlightenment these two beings, man and woman. have
been developing di~ tinct and separate characters, harmonizing
their live , and deepening and intensifying their sentiments of
admiration and love toward one another, man with the greater
physical trength, firmness, courage, and endurance, the provider
and defender ; woman, frail of form and more tender of sentiment, the beautifier of tlle home, maintaining and blessing the
world at the shrine of moth\;rhood. ·
l\Ir. Pre ·dent, our characters are not builded in our schools
but in our homes, and perfected in all the avenues of acti"Ve
lif~ with all their duties and responsibilities. And talk as
much as you will, preach to the limit of endurance, there is one
truth that deep down in our hearts will ever remain unshaken.
That unassailable truth is this: Each ex find in the divergent
nature, characte~. and mental trairn of the other that which
quickens admiration, enhances esteem, deepens the sympathies,
better secures the sanctity of home, and assures the happiness
of humanity.
And while, Mr. President, I ha"Ve no fear that womanly character or manly character, which the Lord bas been millions of
years in developing, can be · changed in any brief period by
change of laws or conditions of life; while I regard as worse
t!lan childi h the fear that mothers will lose the sentiment of
motherhood, the stronge t, deepest, holiest tie on earth. will
lose that natural instinct which has made it possible for the
human family to survive and on which it must ever depend, and
· will thereby neglect their children or household duties by
widening their sphere of activity or increasing their responsibilities; while I believe the real masculine nature will still
regard it a privilege as well as a proud duty to provide for
and protect, and real feminine nature will still realize its
deepest joy as the recipient of that masculine sentiment, my
own observation bas taught me that common vocations convergin~ and leading the masculine and feminine minds into and
-along Channels of common thought and sentiment, and even
common earnin"' capacity, relieving the one from any dependence and the other from the consequed ial duty which such
dependen('e illlpo~ , the di arrangement of the old plan of proYid r on the one hand aml home maker on t he other, dulls these
sentiments and weakens that magnetic attraction which is the
soul of home.
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So, too, Mr. President, I have little patience with the argu..
ruent tha. t women need the ballot to protect them against their
masculine kin. I know, as every man mu t know, that no woman
bas ever found or ever will find in her own e:x a kindlier con~
sideration, a truer friendship, or a more ympathetic deference
than that which she ever 1·eceives from men. The records of
om· courts, with their men jurors, with their almost universal
acquittals of women charged with offen ·e, -even though their
hands be encarmined, speak such volumes against this asser•
tion that I can not understand how in candor it could ever be
made. In our courts she ever finds in masculine nature an
asylum of protection, even though she may have committed
great wrong. 'Vhile the mind may be convinced beyond any
doubt, the masculine heart finds it almost impossible to pronounce the word " guilty " against a woman:
·
And, Mr. President, fathers, sons, and brothers guarding the
lifeboats until every woman, from the highest to the lowes£ has
bee? made safe, waving adieu with a smile of cheer on their lip ,
while the wounded vessel slowly bears them to a strangling death
and a watery . tomb, belie the charge.
To-day, on the fields of France, our soldiers are battling suffering, dying for tbe sacred cause of all humanity. And h~ who
declares that these fathers, brothers, sons are incapable of
defending, or can not he tJ::usted to defend and protect every
interest of wife, mother, and sister slanders our American
manhood. ·
·
I repeat, Mr. President, the que ;tlon is not one of compara..tive abilities of the two sexes or of the neces "ty of the one to
defend herself against the other. It is a question of division of
labor in the scheme of human advancement. Her eye may be as
true, her aim may be as sure, but the soldier's sword could never
be fashioned to fit her hands, and the fact that she bears her
part in every war, nursing the wounded, rearing the young, the
fact that she shares in common with the fighting men in all the
sufferings and agonies . of war and mu t suffer in common the
results of defeat, carries no argument that she should, therefore,
in common with men shoulder the musket or chru·ge over the
trenches. Her work and her duties, while none the- less important, are and must forever be of a different chru·acter.
Closely associated with this feature is another, to my mind
even more important. The political field always has been and
probably always WI"ll be an arena of more or less bitter contest.
The political battles leave scars as ugly and lacerating as the
physical battle , and the more sensitive the nature the deeper
and more lasting the wound. And as no man can enter this con.
test or be a party to it and assume its responsibilities without
feeling its blows and suffering its wounQs, much less can woman
with her more emotional and more sensitive nature.
But, Mr. President, you may ask why should she be relieYed
from the scars and wounds of political conte t? Because they
do not affect her alone but are transmitted through her to genera·
tions yet to come. And whether the child's heart pulsates beneath her own or throbs against her brea t, motherhood dcmaull
above everything else tranquility, freedom from conte t, f.r m
excitement, from . the heart · burnings of strife. The welfare,
mental and physical. of the human race re t to a more or Jpoos
degree upon that tranquillity. To so shield and ·guard her i a
husband' and father's most sacred duty, and to so relieve her,
in my opinion, is the obligation of human society.
While, l\Ir. Preshlent, I do not think that extending the suffrage to women will as a rule do more than increa e the total
"\'Ote, provided the same proportionate number of all clas
of
women avail themselves of the ballot, their abhorrence of war
may throw the weight of public sentiment aaainst a "Very just
and nece ary war. The rna culine mind will look further ahead
and give greater weigl}t to remote con equences to country
than will the feminine mind. Tbe greatest danger to any COliD•
try is that it should yield to unjust encroachment upon its rights
by another and so yiel · g become gradually weaker and weaker
until in the end it is ~ubverted by the other. I confess, Mr.
President, some fenr that in this extended suffrage we mny
weaken that firm, national policy upon which the progre i\'e
welfare of the Nation depends
When the seas are calm and tlle wind but play it might not
matter what lumds gu.jded the ship of state. But when the blnck
nnd ominou clouds of war are gathering, when the ·ound of the
tempest is beard afar, or the storm come rushing on I f eel yes, I know-"·e need the masculine hand and the ma culine
heart, with all its unyielding firmness-ye , with all its lJel·
ligerency-at the helm. And I can not but feel that it would
be a real danger to a nation if, at such a time of tres , out of
the darknes should come a voice equal in control, " I want to
stand by my <'Ountry, but I can not YOtP. for war."
1\lr. President, these nxe my per ·onal convictions. But my
State has spoken tllrough its legislative enactment, granting the
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right of women to vote for the highest office in the land. It has
spoken through its r esolution£, which have twice passed its
legislature by an almost unanim_9us vote, requesting its Members of Congress to support this amendment and submit the
question to the judgment of three-fourths of the States of the
Union. It has so spoken through the declarations of the platforms of every political party in the State; and I can not but
feel that, with this record and as one of the sovereign States
of the Union, it has a right to insist that its wi ~ 11 rather than
the jud(l"ment of a ingl e representative be recorded on this proposed amendment. Au<l, therefore, yielding my own convictions
to what would appear to be the almost universal sentiment of my
State, I shall cast t he vote of the State rather than my own
conviction on this r esolution.
·
1\lr. RANSDELL. Mr. President, I believe firmly in giving to
women the right of suffrage on perfect equality with men and
shall vote for tJ1e pend ing amendment to the Constitution, which
provides t11at the right of citizens of the United States to vote
shall not be d-enied or abridged by the United States or any State
on account of sex.
_
l\Iy views on this subject were formed several years ago, and
have been matured and strengthened by the most careful study
and deliberation. On July 31, 1913, I said in the Senate that
"I was in favor of the joint resolution giving the right of suffrage
to women and would do what I could to secure its adoption."
(See CONGRESSIO~.AL RECORD, 63d Cong., 1st sess., p. 2947.)
Since then I have been a member of the Committee on Woman
Suffrage and have joined in several reports favoring the pending amendment. l\Iy position as a strong advocate of woman
suffrage has been frequently stated publicly and privately <luring
the last five years and was well known in this city and throughout
my State.
It is a som·ce of deep regret that my views on suffrage differ
from those of many friends in Louisiana and elsewhere, for
'vhose opinions I have the highest respect. In particular do I
reo-ret that the Legislature of Louisiana recently memorialized
Congress in opposition to this measure. Members of that legislature were inspired by the loftiest motives, and I have no
criticism of their action. They performed their duty as they
saw it, and I shall do mine as I see it.
It gratifies rue extremely to know that in voting for woman
suffrage I run in company with those loyal southern Senators,
CULBERSON anu SHEPPAIID, of Texas; JoNEs and FALL, of New
Mexico ; AsHURST and SMITH, of Arizona ; GoRE and Ow~, of
Oklahoma; RoBINSON and KrnsY, of Arkansas; 1\lcKELLA.n, of
Tennes ee; and VARDAMAN, of Mississippi, not to mention CHAMBERLAIN, of Oregon, and PrTTMA ", of Nevada, who are sons of
Mississippi by birth and rearing.
Two other southerners whose names are highest on the roll of
fame are also ardent suffragists; CHAMP CLARK, of Kentucky
and Missouri, one - of the wisest and most -patriotic men in
America; and that great son of Virginia and New Jersey, Woodrow Wilson, whose heart is as loyal to the South as to every
other portion of the Republic, who embraces the whole world in
his grasp of subjects affecting the welfare -of the human-race-by long odds the ablest statesman on earth. 1\lr. CLARK recently
introduced a resolution at a meeting of the national Democratic
congressional committee indorsing the pending amendment, and
it was adopted unanimously. President 'Wilson has repeatedly
announced his approval of tllis amendment, and only a short
while ago· gave out a public statement earnestly appealing to the
Senate to vote in favor of it. I have several times discussed the
question with him and kno'v personally there is no stronger supporter of suffrage for women by amendment to the Federal Constitution than our President. He is a safe leader and no harm
will come to the South or to any part of the Union from following him.
Some of our southern friends insist that there is grave danger
in giving negro women the right to vote, and for that rea son fuey
oppose the Federal amendment, while willing for women to Yote
under State laws. I can not believe there is such a menace from
this source ~s warrants the whole Nation in refusing to adopt the
suffrage amendment to the Federal Constitution. In my judgment the situation as to negro women can be handled as has been
uone with negro men for the past 25 years. Negroes in the South
are prosperous, happy, and contented. They are acquiring
homes, are rapidly becoming educated, are mastering all of the
trades and some of the professions, are good, law-abiding citizens, and are working out the salvation of their race in peace
and amity with their white neighbors and friends. As a rule
they do not ·attempt to vote in States where there are a gt·eat
many negroes, like South Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama , and
Louisiana, but are satisfied with their lot and are as well cared
for as any laboring people on earth-infinitely better than those
of 1\le:x:ico, South America, Europe, and Asia. It is inconceivable
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that these conditions '"ill be destroyed or even interfered with by
permitting women to vote.
The whole Nation is united now as never before. There is no
longer any South, North, East, or West, but we are one great,
patriotic, loyal people bound together by ties which can never be
broken, and there is not the slightest danger that Congress will ever attempt to pass sectional election laws that would ruin any
part of the Republic. This particular phase of the subject has
given me the greatest solicitude, because so many. of my friends
take a different view; but I have worked it out to the very best
of my ability with the same earnestness and sincerity of pm·pose
which influences them, and I trust they know me well enough to
feel that if I were in doubt J would not insist upon following my
own opinion, which is that the passage of this amendment will
prove very helpful to the South and to the Nation.
The Creator never intended man to be superior to woman and
to enjoy rights and privileges denied to her. l\Ian established
for himself by brute force in the early dawn of civilization the
l1igher place be has occupied in the political and business world,
but his action in so doing was not founded on justice, and should
be righted, like all other wrongs.
To refuse suffrage to women because of their sex while giving
it to men is legislative unfairness which no one can justify.
Suffrage is not a natural right. Neither man nor woman has
an inherent right to vote because be or she is 21 years of age,
but votes be{'ause the law permits it. Minors, insane persons,
and those convicted of felony are not .Permitted to vote any-·
where in the Union;. and the right to vote is denied in 35 of our
sovereign States to women who are college presidents, lawyers,
doctors, bankers, heads of business firms, ministers of the gospel,
colJege graduates, and leaders in every movement for human
betterment, while most of these same States give suffrage to·
illiterate men who can not read the ballots they are voting nor
speak the English language, and many of whom at this crucial
moment, when the liberty of mankind is at stake, are avoiding
military service because of sympathy with our enemies. Surely
this is not giving women the " square deal" of which good Americans boast so proudly.
1\Iales and females are equal before the law in their responsibility for crime, payment of taxes, and most of the obligations
of citizenship, and they should be equals in lawmaking. Certain
duties, such as military and jury service, have not been imposed
upon women, as a rule, but there is no reason why they shoul<l
not be as good jurors as men; and the function laid by nature on
women, of bearing, rearing, and training patriotic citizens and
soldiers is more onerous and important to the Nation's welfare
than mere military service. l\1oreover, soldiers can not fight well
unless properly clothed, fed, munitioned, and nursed, ami all
these essentials to war fall very heavily upon women. They are
doing a noble part in the present world war, and their services
are just as necessary to success as are those of our heroic
soldiers.
Suffragists have the best of the argument on all sides. The
opposition is due to sentiment rather than to sound reason.
Practically I see no valid objection to woman suffrage, and feel
certain that none of the womanly qualities of the gentler sex
will be lost by voting. Women in several of our States and in
many countries of the worl<l have voted for years, and there is
no evidence tlmt they are less womanly than before or have been
changed in any way; they are just the same.
Women are permitted to vote in Louisiana's sister StatesArkansas and Texas. They vote in 13 States of the Union and
in every English-speaking country on the globe, with the single
exception of the United States. Is it possible that this great,
free country, which is spending countless billions of wealth and
giving many thousands of its best young lives to "make the
world safe for democracy " is going to longer deny this plain,
sitnple act of justice to the better half of its citizens? I can
not believe it, and am firmly .convinced the Senate will demonstrate by its vote to-day that we are practicing at home the
democracy we preach for mankind.
Mt~. FLETCHER. l\Ir. President, I do not rise to discuss the
particular amendment which is now before the Senate, but: to
offer as briefly as possible and in as condensed a way as possible
the reasons which prompt me to oppose this joint resolution.
I am opposed to the joint resolution for the following reasons:
First If and when woman suffrage is desired, it may be obtained through the States. There is no question about that, and
my convictions of a lifetime compel me to insist that is the only .
safe or wise method to pursue.
.
·
Second. The joint !·esolution proposes the most impracticable,
if not impossible, way to get woman suffrage, because i1w olved
in thi ~ procedure are dangerous precedents. F edera l cout rol of
elections, race problems, and the necessity f or c<mt1uetinri campaigns for ratification in at least 36 States, wllile in some States,
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if not in all, campaigns for submission of the :proposition to the
people of tho e States must be considered.
Third. The proposal to enfranchise 2,000,000 additional voters
of. the same clas as p1·ovided under the fifteenth amendment~
and at the arne time and thereby accentuate and add to the..
strength of Federal control of elections in the States, does not
commend it elf ro my judgment and conscience.
Fourth. I am not willing to have States outside the South
vote upon tli · States in the South laws that will tax and complicate p-roblems and bw·dens which the States so voting do not
und Tstaild or h:rve to contend with. l take the same position
' itll reg:n'O to States in the South putting upon other States
In:w which may be oppressive to them.
Fifth. The fifteenth amendment was a mistake. nnd it is so
recognized by othe1.· ections of the country~ I do not believe we
remedy that by repeating it.
Sixth. The mo t controlling reason I offer is tll:rt which
:re ches to tbe foundation principle of the Republic; to wit, each
State ha , ru:u1 it is vital that each State preserve, the absolute
:r-Ight to say who sb.aU vote for its State officers.
Without keeping this principle of local self-government inviolate, the Republic, a the fathers saw it, can not endure. That
doctrine, om times discardal, somewhat worn, the doctrine of
Sta.te· rights, to my mindr is still vital and indispen able.
"The principle of local rule and a representative agency to
c.a1-ry the expression of that local power into national affairs "
wa settled by the wisdom of the :framers of the · Constitution.
The late Ju tice Hru·Ian well declared:
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joint resolution is adopted and ratified by 36 States, we still
have a House of Representatives based upon the total population-men, women, and children-elected by men and women,
and subject to reduction in membership with respect to the
qualifications of one-halt the electors who choose its Members:
Eightfi. The platform of the Democratic Party of 1916 declares.
.
Women sutrra.ge: We rccomm nd the extension of the franchise ro
the women (}f the cmmtry BY THE STATE

to. men.
That platform is existing party law.

upon the

ame terms a

Ninth. The State Democratic executive committee, at its meeting in Jacksonville in February last, voted down overwhelmingly a resolution calling on the Senators and Representatives
from Florida in Congre s to vote for the joint resolution respecting woman suffrage.
Tenth .. The question of woman suffrage is one for the peopie·
of each State to settle for themselves.
The sore sovereignty of this Go-vernment was intenuea from
its inception to r~st in the people. The people of Florida have
· affil'med a constitution which expressed their view. If they
desire to change or modify it on this que tion, it is for them
to determine. No other State helped make that con titution
and all other States have no busine~s to change it. Only the
people of Florida have that right.
This covers the present issue and the whole of it. There can
be no other for considen:tion until the leotsla.ture, if that is
done, submits a propo ed amendment to the State constitution
Any seriou departure from that prlncipl!!' would bring disaster up(}n to the people of Florida.
It will be noted that I am not basing my opposition to the
the American ystem.
I! l n.y to California and Washington what the measure of subm.ission of this propo ed amendment on the merit or de·
their electorate, respectively, shall be, what argument shall I merits of woman suffrage, but rather on the grounds, fo1· the
pr ent to tho e tate if they undertake to say" You shall pass reasons stated, I believe it propo es an umvise and unjustifiable
no la\1 pr&-hibitin" the maniage of people of the white and negro encroachment of the Federal power, upon the wisely reserveu
powers of tbe State.
ra e in Florida "?
One thing more. It has been urged, upon the floor of the
If Florida. assumes to dictate tile In ws upon which the electorate may exercise the :privilege of voting for officI'S in New Senate and elsewhere, that we m·e not asked to pass upon the
York and 1\las achusetts, what answer have I if those Stutes merits of this question, but merely to submit the proposed amendrmdertake to ·ay to Florida u We propose to determine who shall ment to the legislatures-not the people, but the legislature
bear in mind--of the several States for their ratification or re:
own real e tn:te in Florida"?
On the other hand, if Washington and California undertake jectlon. I can not agree with this view any more than I could
to dictate the qualification of voters in Florida or to take away vote for any ordinary matter of legi latfon before this body on
from JJ'loriua. the right, always recognized anti undisputed~ to the theory that we were merely " submitting" it to the Pr icontrol and <letermin the question of franchise, what can they dent for his a.pprovnl or veto. Every State has a voice in the
say if Floridn, New York, and Mnssachu etts then say, "We election of the President; three-fourths of the State legi.£!!. .in ist that by amendment to the Federal Constitution you shall tures woul<l determine this matter.
The Con titution of the United States provides two way in
not discriminate !lg~ iru:t the Japanese and Chinese entering
which amendments may be submitted-by a vote of two-thirds
your chools or o>rning your lands "?
How would! th e State like to have the thousands of Japan- of the 1.\Iembers of each House, or by a ·Convention called by
ese and Chinese n·omru there given the suffrage? My conten- Congress upon application of the le!tislatures of two-thirds of
tion i thnt is thE'ir t1roblem, and we should leave it to them. the States. In the latter case the au tie of Congre s a.re limiteu
It is fundamental that the States are vital parts of our system to the calling of the convenf:ion and proviuing whether the·
of government, and as such their power must be maintained as amendments submitted by them shall be ratified by the State
e nentinl to the preservation of our liberties. They possess, legi latures or by conventions in the several States. We have
and we must o recognize, all governmental powers not granted no discretion whatever as to the "'isdom or policy of calling
to the General Government, expres ly or by implication, and such a convention and no control of the amendments it mi"ht
that are not incon l tent with their own constitutions or with propose. We could only obey the plain mandates of the Conthe Constitution of the United States or with a republican form stitution and call the .convention, upon application by the required number of States. But where an amendment is SOll"'ht,
of go-vernment.
as in this instance, througb1 tl)e initiative of Congress, I hold
Justice 1\liller, one of our greatest jurists, said:
l In my opinion th first :mel equal observance of the States and of that each Member ()f the legislative branch i chargeable with:
the Gen.ernl Government as llefined by the Constitution is as necessary all the responsibility that attaches in matters of ordinary legisto the permanent pr(}specity or our t'!(}untry and to its existence for lation ; and more, because the Constitution i the fundamentai
another century . as H has been for the (}DC who e close \te are now law of the land and itself limits our right to initiate nmenucelebrating.
ments to those cases which we deem "nece ary," not merely
I This joint resolution contains a second sectio~ providing cases involving only questions of expediency or temporary policy,
thatand once we pass this resolution, it is beyond our recall. Unle s
! The Congre shall hn e power to enforce this :uticle by appropriate the proposed chan"'e is one which this body believes to be a
legislation.
"necessary " one to make to the Federal Constitution, we hnve
We had Federal officers in cha.rie of the polls at one time in no right to adopt or pass it; and when we do so, we send it to
Florida ; do we ·w ant them again? I hold that the people of the legislatures· of the evera.l States with the san tion of the
Florida, directly interested, are capable of prescribing the man- Congress of the United States~ whatever the mental reservation
ner .of conducting elections and the proper ;ystem of holding of any individual Member.
1\Iy objection primarily to the joint re olution a it now
them in that State, and I nm not willing to transfer · to other
authority th pm.ver to fix a different time, to require a different stands is, as I have heretofore attempted to make clear, tlmt it
baUot, to provide a different regi tration system, or to put on proposes a radical change in the fundamental relations of tho •
us a primary l~w which our people wonld find highly objection- Stnte and Federal Government , denying to the several Stntes
the right of controlling their own suffrage qualification , which
able and would be nnnble to change.. .
s·eventh. The Constitution OLiginally pruvided and still pro- I recrurd as e sential not only to he pre· ITation of the theory
Vide for the House-of Repre entative · to be apportioned accord- of our Government, but as a very grave pmc'tical consideration
ing to population. Section · 2 of the fourteenth wnendment- in my own State ::md neighboring States with imilur domestic
llll.pplly a. <.1 nd letter-provides that the basis of repre enta- problems.
I also object most seriously to the re!O:olution as it now stands
tion hall be reduced under certain conditions in the proportion
which the adult males whose votin" privilege is •• in any way for the additional reason, as before stated, tl1at it puts it within
~ridged" bears to the whole number of male citizens. If this the power of the Iegi. latures of three-fourths of the States not
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only. to work ·a. radical and irrevocable change in· the suffra·g e
It is· true· there was :r recommendation-] did not approve of·
system provided by their Stare constitutions, which. may: be it-that. the States.. should be reE{tlested one by one to. adopt this.
amended only with the concurrence of the people of such· State,S, . suffrage amendment, but thatr was UJ matter of· taste. Tl1e
but also pemlits this rn.dical change to be f<>isted. upon States recommendation or the convention had no binding effect upon
""''here neither the people nor their eb.osen representatives. any one of the Stutes, and on matters af taste I did not feel'
favor it.
that there was. any room for- any serious objection, although I
Congress has- always posses ed a:osoh1W. power over sllfftage was: opposed to the recommendation.
qualifications ih the Territories- and in the: :Qistrict ot Columbia,
Now, that- being true; it a party is to· Uve up to its platform
everywhere in fact subject to the jurisdiction of the United· after election, if a party is to stand' after the election where it
States out ide of the sovereign States. If a recognition by the· promised in its plank asking- the people to support it with its
F-ederal Government of the- principle of equal participation of sufD;age"S, then. I do not see how Democratic Senators can vote
the sexes in the voting privilege woufd· be of any benefit to the to do something absolutely different from what we· promised to
Nation in the present w<>rld situation, such recognition· can be the people to· do in. the platform in 1916, from what we then
given by extending the vote ta women on the same basis as men pledged the people we would do if we were given political powerin jurisdictions subject already to the full control of' the· Fed- in the two Houses of. Congress.
eral power, without the necessity af effecting a. revolntlon ih
It has alwaxs seemed. to me that parties as well as individuals
the vitnr, reserved powers-of the States· composing· <JUr" Union.
ought ta· be governed by principles-of"lionor. If parties or- i:ndi·
I am willing to go that far to accomplish tfiis and· no more. viduals go out before the country promising the people wfien:
Acem:~dingly, I shall, when it is- in order, move, Mr. President, to they are eeliing to· obta·in theil: suffrage that they win maintain
amend' the resolution by striking out in line 11, page 1, the c~tain positions,. a:nd: do that· before erection and at the election;.
words ''-or by any State/' so that section 1 will read as follows-: th.en. it seems to· me after the election the question. is foreclosed'
SE-cTroN 1. The right of citizens of the Unite(l States- to vote shall an<f tile party is honorably bound until it makes another platn"Ot be abridgeli by the United.. States-on account of sex.
form and goes to the people at a time when. the people have a
*
*'
*
*'
*
:~=
*.
right to vote again; sta.:ting that. it is going- to change
position,
and: then giv.e the· neople a. chance to vote for or against the
Mr. HARDWICK obtn.ined the floor;
1\£1•. REED~ l\1'r. President-patty ca.n:di.dates after fu.U: notice that. the position of the party
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the s~nator· from Georgia· has been changeti, and exactly how it has been changed.
,
yield to the Senator from Missouri?
Mr. SHAFROTH. Mr. President-Mr. HARDWICK. I do.
Mr. HARDWICK. I yield to the Senator.
·· 1\Ir. REED. r suggest the absence of a quorum.
1\f'r. SHA.FROTH. Does. the Senator contend that there is
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will call the rolL
anything in that platform that binds the Democratic Party to
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators an- insist that woman suffrage be adopted by State action only 2
swered to their names:
Does- it not. say" we recommend"?:
Baird
Guion
Martin, Ky.
Sherman
Mr. HARDWICK. Yes.
Hale
Martin, Va.
Shields
Mr; SHAFROTH. ItJ does not preclude· by any prohibitory:
Bankhead
~~~~am
~~~~K
Nefs~~
~~~~~~.
w.o1'<is the proposal of a national amendment'.
Brnndegee
Henderson
New
Smith, Ga.
Mr. HARDWICK. The Senator from Colorado knows full'
Smitb, Md.
well that this was· a recognition. by the pn:r.ty o'f the ancient
Calder
Hitchcock
Norris
0
g~ii-mberlain
~~~~;, ~·. ~e~~k. ~~:;~n
~~lli: ~~
Democratic principle- that in matters of local concern the States
Culberson
Jones.; Wash.
Owen
Smoot
were to be- supreme and their jurisdiction was to be exclu ive.
Cummins
Kellogg
Page
Sterling
The Senator from Colorado knows full well' that the platform
Curtis
Kendrick
Pem:ose
Thompson
was WI1.tten with the concurrence of· the admini'sti·ati'on, w,,I.ch.
Dillingham
Kenyon
Phelan
Trammell
u
Drew
King
Pittman
Underwood
was then seeking· reelection at the hands of the American. people.
~~nald
F;~[
~~~~~!!'
·:;~fs~worth
Mr. SHA.FROTIL But the wording of the plank ·itself is
Fletcher
Lenroot
Ransdell
warren
not of a prohibitory- nature. Tt is simply a. recommendation for
France
Lewis
Reed
Watson
them to do it, which recommendation for years befure has been
Frelinghuysen
Lodge
Robinson
Weeks
adopted by many States. National amendment has· not been re8~fiY
:M~~~~;r
~~;j~~~1?
;~\~{t
garded as something that should not be permitted. The recomGronna
McNary
Sheppard
mendation, as I understand it, is simply that we· recommend
The VICE PRESIDENT. Eighty-three Senators have an- to the States to adopt woman suffrage. There is no objection
swered to the roll call. There is a quorum present.
.
whatever to doing. it that way, but there is nothing in the lanMr. HARDWICK. Mr. President, I have some observations guage of the {)lank that is- prohibitory of its being <lone· any
I wish to submit to the Senate in opposition to this joint r.eso- other way.
Mr: HARDWICK. Yes; that is quite true. But tile SenIution. I am opposed to it on three grounds.,. every- one- of which
is totally disconnected with the .propositi-on us to whether· ator from Colorado knows that he· and other' Senators. from the,
women ought to be allowed to vote, on the merits of tfiat ques- Western States where this fr:rnchise· has already been granted
tion taken alone, or not.
were begging amf demanding and threatening the DemocratieIn the first placey I am opposed to- this as a. Democrat, and. Part:y- if the suffrage· pla.nR: they insisted on was not adoyted.
caa demonstrate- in any :forum wheTe reason prevails that- nQ
Mr: SHAFROTH. I do not think I was threatening, but I
was begging;
,
Democrati.a Senatol! in good faith. can vote for it.
In the seeond place, Ir am opposed to it as a Senator from the
Mr. HARDW!CK. You were- threatening about the election.
South, and 1 t:hin.k: I can. demonstrate that the interests of th-e- r do not mean in a: personal way, of course.
South are such that this. measure ought not possibly to· receive·
Mr~ SHAFROTH. We <lid not have that matter up.
Weserious consideration at the hands of this- body.
were asking. the Democratic Party in the national cenvention
In thfr third place; I am opposed· to it as- an .Amel'ican ci.tl- assembled to do it, asserting- that it was tile part of wisdom
zen. wha believes in the fundamentals of the~ American system to do ft.
of government, und I think I can demonstrate that any AmeriMr. HARDWICK. .And you said we would. lose the election
can citizen who believes in the American system of government if we <lid not do it.
that our· fathers founded and which we have so far. maintained . 1\fr. SHA.FROTH.. And that it was a: part of the· system of
can not support this proposition.
· our Government th:rt we should· do it That was th8' theory on
l\ih.·. President, in the nationaL platforms of the twa parties in, which we urged it.
191.6 I find these expressions. First, from, the Democratic ·
Mr.:. HARDWICK. I do not mean my remarks to have more
Party:
tharr a generar application. to the Senator-but we were warned
We recommend the extension of tlie franchise to the- women of the that nnle s we. did it and dld adopt the recommendation, if the
·countcy by the States. upon the same terms as to- men.
Democratic Party did' nut insert the proposition to sa amend
There is not a Democratic Senator present who does not know the National Constitution, we would lose· the election,. that we
the history that lies back of the adoption of that plank. Tliere coul<L not caxry the· Western States.
is not a. Democratic Senator wh~ does.: not know that the plank.
Mr: SKAFROTH. Mr. President-was written here in Washington and sent to the convention
Mr. HARDWICK. This plank was enacted! in direct response
anci repre ented the deliberate· voice of the a.dminisb.·a..tion and. to and. in direct negation. of that demanu.
of· the ·pa:rty on this question; which. was to remit tl:iis-question
Mr. SHAFROTH. Mr. President-to the· several States for action. And let me· say now- wha:t I
M:r; HARDWICK. The Senator must let me answer, for he
then said, that a more consistent cou::r.se for· Democrats could has asked a question. r understand what he means.
not possibly have been suggested, one- more· in accordance with
But- the President of the United· States· then stood against the
their principles and traditions.
Senator's views and then stood on the ancient Democratic doc-

its
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trine that each State should settle for itself the qualifica.tio~
of its own electors, _arul was reported in the newspapers to baye
sent this particular plank in the platform from Washington,
supposedly by the hands of one of his ·Cabinet officers. The
Senator knows, and everyone in this body knows, and everyone
in this country with a memory that is two years old knows,
that it was in denial of this very demand that you are making
to-day that we said at St. Louis in 1916 that we would remit
thi question to the States, where it belonged.
1\lr. SHAFUOTH. The ·Senator will remember that the
Republican Party had held it convention and had adopted a
similar provision.
1
1\Ir. HARDWICK. If the Senator will not anticipate me, I
am going to come to that right now.
1\lr. .SHAFROTH. Yery ·welL
l\1r. HARDWICK. Now I want to address my Republican
friends. Let us see what were the promises to the people. You
said:
The Republican Party, reaffirming its faith in government of the people, by the people, for the people, as n measure of justice to one-half the
adult people of the country, fa;ors the extension of the suffrage to
women, bnt recognizes the right of each State to settle this question for
itself.

In other words, faced by this same demand on the eve of an
election, when you were asking the people of America to give
you their votes, you replied that you would not do it; that you,
too would stand by the basic American principle of local selfgo;ernment; that you would stand by this fundamental doctrine,
on which our American system itself rests, that each State should
settle for itself in its own manner and according to .its own will
what should be the qualifications of its electorate.
Now, what happened? ·we had just as well be frank about
it. The suffrage movement is gaining ·strength and force in the
country. A great many politicians and a great many Senatorsand of course the terms are by no. means synonymous-have
come to the conclusion that this is going to happen, and they
are all tryina to get on the band wagon fu·st, so that when the
votes are given to women,. if they should ever be given to women,
they may claim that they did it. And each party is vying with
the other in the speed and alac1ity with which it can reverse
its position and gain the favor of these future electors. That is
the situation. There is no need to mince words about it. We
know what it is. Both parties think that this movement is goin" to succeed, and each party is trying to get ahead of the
other in proving to the American people that it is more willing
than the other to break its plighted word.
Mr. SHAFROTH. :Mr. President-~ l\Ir. HARDWICK. I yield.
· l\lr. SHAFROTH. Does not the Senator recognize the fact
that this sentiment bas been growing for years, and the statement contained in the Declaration of Independence, that the
just powers of government are deri-ved from the consent of the
ao,erned was the power and force which ultimately would
bring th~ result, unle s you deny that women are not subject
to the jurisdiction of go,ernment?
·
l\Ir. HARDWICK. I thank the Senator for ·his inte~.·ruption,
but it i by no means pertinent to the question I have just sug..,.ested. I said I thought this movement was gaining strength,
~nd I think both parties are playing politics about it. That is
all there is to it. ·we promised the people we would not do
this by the Federal Government. Both parties remitted it to
the jurisdiction of the States when they came to write their
platforms two years ago on the eve of the last election, nnd
now both m·e striving to show the American people how eac:;ily
they can break their promises, each with more alacrity thaf.t
the other. My remarks are by no means partisan. They cover
the whole field, and co\er it impartially and truly.
l\1r. SHAFROTH. I should like to have the Senator show
wherein the Democratic con\ention promised anything in its
platform to the effect that it would not enforce suffrage by a
Federal constitutional amendment.
, 1\lr. HARDWICK. The Democratic Party did not promise
anv more than the Republican Party, but it did not promise
an;· less. The demand was that our party provide for an
nmendment as a matter of national ~rogram, and they replied
to it by saying, "We will remit it to the States, where it belongs." That is what your party and mine did, and that is
''hat JJoth of the partie~ are now trying to get away from,
whether we like it or whether we do not. We had just as well
be frank about it.
Of course . we migl1t say that this was merely another illustration of the truth of that saying that has come almost to be
an adage in American politics-that platforms are written only
to rret elected on nml not to tand on after ·you get elected.
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But there is vastly more than that in it. I object to this
amendment as one of the Senators from the Soutli. I object to
it in behalf of many imperial States in the southern portion of
this Republic, whose free institutions may be imperiled by the
ease and carelessness and alacrity with which you rush into
this sort of business.
l\Ir. President, in ~ period that is to follow the war, the
South, in my judgment, is going to have a heavier white man's
burden to carry than it ever had in that period of reconstruction which followed the Civil War. That may sound like a
strong statement to Senators who do not li\e in the South and
who may not understand the situation there; but let me point
out to you how true. it is and how accurate my words . are on
this question. Under the State constitutions of the 11 Southern
States most of them have attempted to get rid of the awful
mistake made during the reconstruct(on period at the clo e of
our Civil War on this very suffrage question; that most of the
wisest men in the Republican Party now admit was a mistake.
I say, in the attempt to avoid the ruinous effect of that mistake the States of the South wrote constitutions in which they
disfranchised ignorance and in which they put a premium on
military service. The conditions were such in the South that
it was impossible to impose or to get passed simply a straight
educational test for the whole electorate. The South had been
impoverished as a result of the Civil 'Var; it had not recov. ered; it was impossible to pass straight educational tests that
were no more than educational tests, because the effect \Yould
have been to disfranchise too many white people. That was
the actual condition that confronted us when these so-called
disfranchisement acts were adopted in the Southern States, and
we acted accordingly.
Therefore, in the constitution of most of those Southern
States the language was written that military sen·ice either in
behalf of the United States or the States, in any war in which
the United States or any one of the Southern States had enga-ged, or descent from a person 'vho had rendered such mili·
tary service should qualify a male person to be a voter and to
remain on the voters' list if he was 21 years of age and was
otherwise qualified, even ii he did not possess the educational
or property qualifications required in the const1tution.
Now, this war has come on. We have drafted impartially
from the male population of the South, and if the war la ts
long we will draft hundreds of thousands and it may be a
million or more negroes of voting age in the South, who will
go into the service of the ·country under the Stars and Stripes
and to France. · 'Wl1en they come back, under our own State
constitution, the only one we could write under the Constitution of the United States, they come back as fully enfranchised
as any white voter in any one of the States, and they come
back exempt from the educational tests and the property tests
of the Stutes of the South.
Not only that, but-I say this in the utmost of kindne. nnd
good feeling toward my friends who sit on the other side of the
Chamber-we are liable to be treated to a revival of the race
question in this body and throughout this country that will far ·
surpass anything that we ·ever saw or heard at the clo e of
the Civil War. We are liable to have a new crop of perfectly
good-intentioned and well-meaning people, like Harriet Beecher
Stowe and \Yillium Lloyd Garrison, i ·ho were honest enough
in their own way. I am not throwing anything on their mem·
ory-1 know bow you revere them-but they were not acquainted with the practical conditions that existed in the South,
and whom I think yom· wiser statesmen now admit did not have
sufficient moderation and judgment to deal with the political
phases of the great race problem that followed and re ·ulted
from the Civil \Var. This question is going to be reyived with
redoubled force, because honest but impracticable men in the
North and 'Vest are going to insist after the war is over that the
black men from tile South who went to France and who stood
under the Stars and Stripes and risked their live in their
country's cause are entitled to the same rights-per ·onal, political, social, and everything else-in the South or anywhere else
in this Republic that any white man is entitled to. I can see the
force, the tremendous driving force! of that sort of an appeal
upon people who have not any considerable number of negroes
among them.
The race question is largely a question of number . It is
ihe presence of numbers that makes it vital and keeps it alive.
It is all right in your States, it may be, not only to contend
for that doctrine but to put it in actual force, although I should
not like to see it done even there. But when you go to a State
that has a population half . black and half white, and in some
cases more black than white, and undertake to curry that sort
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of a policy into effect it would be destruction and ruin and
wor.,e.
· Gentlemen, I speak f1'om the standpoint of the South, in view
of the tremendous problem that we must face and solve, the
awful burden that we ffi'U t carry at the conclusion of this great
struggle; I bid you pause before you put your feet into the very
footprints of the same mistake that your fathers made just
after the Civil ·war. You ha>e adopted the very language of
the fifteenth amendment, and yet you have- stood here complacently for many years and submitted, because you thought it
was wise statesmanship to submit. I am not criticizing you for
it; I honor you for it. I am simply calling your serious attention to the fact that this effort to nullify the c~ ::1trol of the States
over their own electorates is dangerous to a degree, and is
wrong in principle.
I warn you, Senators, when another war comes on and hysteria again reigns in your land that you will not insist immediately on making the same mistake you made in 1869, and on
making it at a time when it will do infinitely more harm than
it did after the Civil War. I assert, as far as the South is concerned, that this is a grave question, and that our whole civilization is bound up in it; our whole economic, civil, political, industrial life is at stake. I tell you that you had bette·r stand by
the docb·ine of permitting each State in the Union to regulate
its own domestic concerns and internal affairs, and you bad
better not o>erturn the fundamental principles of the American
system tlJat i!:. almo t as important as the existence of the National Government itself.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Will not the Seriator recognize that this
question is not the product of this war; that it bas been growing year by year ; that four years ago we took a vote in this
Chamber and carried it by a majority of ·one? It seems to me
that it can not be said that this is the product of any hysteria
during this war.
·
1\ir. HARDWICK. No; I have listened to that argument,
and I expect the Senator is going to make the same argument.
I would not be so ungallant as to dispute with the Senator or
any Senator present on the abstract subject of woman's worth.
Women have done so much for the country in this war, about it
and in connection with it, that you contend that they have
demonstrated their ability to vote, and you are using the
hysteria that inheres in any war time to enhance the strength
and power and force of this movemeni:, which I think will be
defeated, and I believe ·it is going to defeat whenever the
vote is taken here, to-day or to-morrow.
l\11>; President,· I have an objection to it not only as an honest
Democrat who wants to stand on the pledges that his party made
when he went to seek the suffrages of tile people two years ago,
not only as a southern man who fears to the very depths of his
being and to the bottom of his soul the danger to the South if
there is any tinkering with this question, but I also want to· pro·
test against it for the third and last and, if possible, the -very
strongest of all reasons, as a believer in the fundamental American princ-iples.
It is true that you propose an amendment ·to the Constitution
of the United States, and in manner and form you comply with
the requirements of our organic law. If two-thirds of each House
of Congress will submit this proposition and three-fourths of
the legislatures of the States should ratify it, of course it would
be a part of our Constitution and the Constitution would itself
be changed to that extent. But, Mr. President, the question I
raise is far different from that. There are- certain fundamental
and basic principles that underlie the Constitution itself, on
which the Constitution itself rests, that can not be violated even
in the guL-;c or unnE'r the form of an amendment to the Constitution without doing violence to the American system of government, without endangering the success of the system of American Government in the years that are yet to come.
Let me illustrate. I \vill take an extreme case to make my
meaning clear. Suppo e it should be suggested in the form of a
constitutional amendment that we should abolish the Republic
in this country and should set up a limited monarchy in lieu
thereof, and provision should be made for the naming of a king
under that form of government, what would you say to the proposition, if two-thirds of both Rouses of Congress submitted and
three-fourths of the States of the Union agreed tQ it? It would
then become a part of the Constitution of the country and a part
of the organic law of the counb-y. It is unthinkable, and yet if
that were to happen~ if three-fourths of our people- became be·
lievers in monarchy and deserted the principles of democracy and
republicani m and undertook to set up over the other one-fourth
of this country a monardly or despotism, I think the . right of
revolution would be the only remedy on this earth that could
save the one-fourth who were loyal to republican institutions.
lUr. REED. It might not be three-fourths of the people.
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Mr. HARDWICK. Three-fourths of the legislatures. It
might even be don~ with three-fourths of the people against the
proposition.. · That is possible, under our Constitution.
Senators, there are a good many things like that that could be
done in the form and guise and shape of an amendment to the
. Constitution that can not be done without doing violence to tllose
basic, organic, and fundamental principles that underlie the
Constitution and on which the Constitution itself rests and must
continue to rest if this is to remain a free country and the people
of Al:nerica are themselves to remain free.
I say that one of those ba ic and fundamental principles is the
·right of each local subdivision of our society; of each State, to
·control and regulate its own domestic and internal concerns,
and that most important, most sacred, among those rights is the
' right of each State to regulate its own electorate, to prescribe
·its qualifications, and to determine of whom it shall consist.
·
Senators, your suffrage proposition goe a long way. This
proposed amendment not only undertakes to deny to the States
the right to abridge the right of women to vote for President and·
Vice President and l\Iembers of the two Houses of Congress, but
in the manner and form that it is submitted you propose to take
away from the States the right a.tid power to determine, each
one for itself, what shall be the qualifications of the electors to
elect its own officers. Its governors, its sh_eri.ffs, its county clerks,
its members of the legislature, every local officer of every State
will have to be elected by an electorate the qualifications of
which are determined here in Washington, under the terms of
this amendment, if we should pass it and it should be ratified by
the requisite number of States. Now, I do not think that is wise
and I think that is going entirely too far. The proposition vio,
lates the fundamentals; it utterly ignores· the prinCiples on
which this Government rests; and if the Federal Government
wants to say who shall vote for l\Iembers of Congress. on what
principle does it undertake to say who shall be allowed to vote
.for county sheriffs and county clerks and officers that are purely
local and have no connection whatever with Federal administration? Yet that is what this proposition does. · It goes to that
length.
Mr. President, I have seen during a somewhat brief service in
this body and a somewhat longer service at the other end of
the Capitol, approaching now the completion of its sixteenth
year, Federalism gt'ow by leaps and bounds.
I have seen the rights of the States impaired and denied until
the States themselves have become careles and fail to discharge
their functions, and until everybody in almost every State says,
if the State does not do anything, we will get the Federal Government to attend to it for us. If this continues, we wm utterly
and completely destroy not only the form but the very substance
of the American system of government, and then when that is
done, when you set up an imperial power here in Washington,
dealing with the most purely local matters in every part of this
great country, I want to know how the legislative bodies are to
obtain the information and the light and the time that each of
them will need in order to know how to deal at all with theso
local and domestic affairs in every one of the innumerable local
communities of this Republic. It is time, I think, to call a halt
on this sort of businPss. It is time we should begin to readjust
the balance between Federal power and State authority.
It is absolutely necessary if this Government i to remain
what it was when our fathers created it, and if this dual system
of govei·nment which has been the glory, and the distinguishing
glory, of this Government during all its existence is to be preserved, that we should sharply and permanently check this
movement in the very near future.
Mr. President, I see before me honest and earnest men who
have got to deal with those questions after my own responsibility in connection with them is ended, an<l happily ended as
far as I am concerned personally, and I want to appeal to them
here to-day to stop and seriously consider this great question
and not continue to subvert and undermine not only the form
but the very substance of our Government itself. I can not
think that it is any answer to this proposition to suy, "Well~
this is a proposition to amend the Coustitution." It is just as
immoral to violate substantial, fundamental, and basic- American principles by amendment to the Constitution as it is in any
other way; and, in ' my judgment, it is just ns dangerous.
It has always seemed to me that the crowning virtue of our
local system of government, and the greatest and chiefest power
that can reside in any government, is the power to determine
the qualifications of the electorate; that there is the real force
that rules and go>erns and controls the whole system. When
we undertake to take that away from the State. in wbole or in
part, it is the most dangerous tinkering that we could possibly
do; and it is one that, if we do not mind, will result in utter
ruin if it is kept up long enough. I hope I am not getting into
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a (] 51)0ndent frame of ruin(] about things of tbi · ort,l>ut I have
seen o much of it (]one that I must confess I am alarmeu.
I C'an not ee why these local matter shoulu not be left to
the control and regulation of the State . I can not see how
men belonging to two great political parties that two years
ago promised to the people of this Republic that they would
lea\c this \ery specific question to. the States, for the determination and regulation of the States, and the States alone, and
wl10 expressly denied the suffrage petition made at that time
to uoth party con\entions, , should fa "lor this proposition of
acting on this question by wny of amendment to the Federal
Constitution and treating it a a Federal and national question. I can not see how Senators and Representati"les who
belong to two great parties, who have that 1·ecord, will gain
nnything in the popular confidence or in the popular esteem by
ru ·bing o-ver each other in their efforts to break their plighteu
words to the American people.
I shall, therefore, l\1r. President, for the rea ons that I am
undertaking to gi\e to the Senate, with some brevity, \ote
against this proposition; nor is my judgment on it to be controlled or influenced by the fact that any man on earth, wherever he is placed and however high his position is, may ha\e
changed his own mind since the election.
"l\Jr. FRELINGHUYSEN. l\fr. President, I am in entire
sympa:thy with this joint resolution, and I want to do nothing
that will impede its passage at the present time; but as the
joint resolution is drawn, I think it is a sinister menace to the
electorate of this country. I believe that the joint resolution
should be amended. The Constitution of the United States
provide· that "the Congress shall have power to establish a
uniform rule ' of naturalization." Congress bas enacted naturalization laws. To become naturalized there must be a declal~ation of an intention to become a citizen and, in addition, five
years' residence. There are also qualifications as to age, education, and character, renunciation of order of nobility or hereditary title, and then of allegiance and the renunciation of prior
nllegiance. Under the Revised-Statutes it is provided that:
Anv woman who is now or may hereafter be married to :1. citizen of
the United States, nnd who might herself be lawfully naturalized, shall
be deemed a citizen.

When this joint resolution is pa ed and when it shall have
become ratifietl by the States of the Union an alien woman who
is married to a naturalized American citizen automatically becomes a voter under the law without the safeguard which is
thrown around the male alien. - The male alien, it is provided,
must have five years' residence; he must declare his intention
to become a citizen; and then, after two years, the court of
jurisuiction in the locality in which he resides shall examine
him as to his allegiance, as to his loyalty, and as to his educational qualifications; but under this joint resolution, without
that safeguard, automatically we enfranchise thousands of
womeu who are married to American citizens who may be at
heart alien in loyalty to this country.
I want to see every worthy woman in this land have the vote;
but I want written in the Constitution the same legal safeguards we throw around the male citizen. I want the only
safeguard that can be provided by law to compel her to be
worthy to assume that high privilege.
We are living in very strenuous times, very serious times ..
German propagandists are rife throughout the country. There
:ue Uu~sian societies in this country which believe in the def'tl'Uction of government. Are we going to increase the powers
of that class by giving to the wives of the men who are member:· of tho e classes and societies the right to vote without
court examination, without safeguarding the honest women who
H>te from their dangerous policies? Under the resolution as
drawn every alien woman who may be a bitter enemy of om·
country can become a citizen and attain that right by marrying
some gullible, easy-going American citizen.
Therefore, l\!r. President, I offer the amendment which I send
to the desk in order to correct what I believe to be a danger in
thi joint resolution. I ask that the amendment be stated by
the Secretary and that it be conSidered pending after the present amendment · to the joint resolution shall have been disposed of.
.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (l'rlr. NUGENT in the chair). The
S.:'cretary will state the amendment.
The SECRETARY. After the word "sex," il). line 11, change the
period to a emicolon and add the following:
nut no per on, male or female, shall hereafter exercise the right of
•mtl'rage hereunder at an election for Senators and Representatives in
Congress and electors for Pt·e.sident and Vice President of the United
:::ltates, unless such person ~hall have acquired citizenship by birth or
UlHl:>r tbe natumllzatlon law of the United States, and, if a female,
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otherwise than by marriage. The Congress shaH provide IJy law tho
t·equirements for conferring the right to vote for the officers herein
n. med upon those who have acquired citizenship by marriage,

l\lr. GUION. Mr. President, I uo not believe anything I may
say at this time will change, alter, or modify the "lie"·· of a
single 1\Iember of the Senate; but that I may not be misunderstood when I \Ote against the pending amendment, I ha\e concluded to gi\e briefly my reasons for opposing it.
By this I mean that while I am not opposed to extending to
women by the States of this Un~on the privilege of suffrage on
equal terms with men, I am unalterably opposed to the granting
of such pri"lilege by the Federal Government
In my State the legislature at its last session submitted an
amendment to the constitution of that State by which women
·wm be permitted to vote under the same requirements as that
constitution imposes upon men.
That amendment will be submitted to the voters of the State
at the congressional election to be held on the 5th of November
next, and, if adopted, will give to the women of Louisiana the
same political privileges, in respect to the right of suffrage, as
are now enjoyed by the male voters of that State.
The same legislature which submitted that amendment has
gone on record as being opposed to the pending amendment by
adopting House concurrent resolution 9, memorializing the Congress of the United States to reject the pending amendment to
the Federal Constitution.
Personally, as I have just said, I am not opposed to granting
to women by the several States of the Union the privilege of suffrage, and, in fact, I intend to vote for the proposed amendment
to the constitution of my State at the approaching election in
November.
1\Iy objection to the tlmendment now pending in the Senate is
that under our form of government the right to give or withhold
the privilege of suffrage rests with the States and i not gi\en
to the General Government.
Suffrage is a matter of local or domestic concern, to be dealt
with by each State, acting in its sovereign capacity in tbe exercise of the power reserved to the States under the Federal Constitution, and as may best subserve and accord with existing
local conditions and without interference by the Federal Gov..
ernment.
Under my interpretation of the Constitution of the United
States it was never intended that the Federal Government should
ever assume the power or authority to establish, regulate, or
control the right of suffrage in the several States, but that the
States themselves should be given exclusive power and authority
in respect to the entire subject-matter.
I am not willing, therefore, to wanuer away from the welldefined landmarks set up for us and for future generations by
the founders of this great Government.
It may be said that it is because of this want of authority
in the Federal Government t~us to legislate that the amendment now pending is sought to be submitted to the States; but
my objection is to such submission, because, in my opinion, it
is against the spirit of our Constitution that the Federal Government should inter-fere with or seek to supplant the State in
matters of suffrage or in m~.y other matter where the police
powers of the State ought to be exercised.
Feeling, therefore, that the action of the legislature of my
State, by submitting to its voters the amendment to the con. ·titution of that State just referred to, by which women may be
given the suffrage upon equal terms with men, nnd by protesting against the submission to the States of the pending amendment, is practically an instruction to me on the subject, and
feeling further, as I do, that by voting for thi amendment I
will be surrendering a distinct right of State sovereignty which
the framers of our Constitution intended shoul(] be reserved to
the States and never surrendered to the Federal Government, I
am unwilling by my \Ot~ to sanction so radical a departure
from what they conceived to be, and which ha been proYen to
be, for the best interests of our common country ; and for that
reason I shall \ote "no."
1\lr. THOMPSON. Mr. Presi<lent, I lla\e addressed the Senate several times upon the question of woman suffrage. I luwe
said at those times about all I know of the subject. It would
serve no good purpose to consume time now by repeating what
I have already said. Bot11 sides of the question ha,-e been veL'Y
thoroughly presented and completely exhausted. However, on
April 20, 1917, I made some remark before the 'Vomnn Suffrage Committee of the Senate giving the e:\.--perience of my
State with woman suffrage for many years--over 60 year which I should be glad to make a part of my remnrill· at this
time, without reading.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. AsH""GR T in the chair). e>C'r against the right of women to yote, and had the women
Without obje<:tion the request of the Senator from Knnsa · ,..,-m a ·ume<l that right in the beginning no one would lul>e e>er
be complied with.'
dreamed of requiring some direct declaration to be written in
· The matter referred to is as follows:
'
the Constitution permitting them to do so. Go-,ernment has
· "Senator TmlMPsox. 1\Ir. Chairman, ladies, nnd gentlemen, wrongfully taken this right away from women by assuming that
coming from a sufftage State, I take pleasure in testifying be- it wns for men only, to th<l exclusion of the women. We should
fore this handsome a sembly of women, and this committee of now be· honest, fair, and gracious enough to give it back to them
men who are tryin(J' to learn something about equal suffrage, when they want it or without their asking for it, They ha-,e
to the wonderful advantage woman suffrage has· been to my e~~·ned it by their education, worthy citizenship, work, de-,otion,
State. There is no element that has contributed more to the and general helpfulness in all the affairs of the GoYernment
impro\ement of our political conditions than the participation equal to that of the men.
of the women in suffrage from the time of the adoption of the
3. In all the argument and -,oluminous discussion there has
States constitution, away back in 1859, down to the present been no good, sound reason assigned by anybody why equal
time. We haYe had, perhaps, a longer experience with woman suffrage should not be granted; there has been no demonstration
suffrage in one form or another than any other State, for we or suggestion by anybody that it has failed in any particular
gave the women, when we wrote the constitution, the right to wherever tried.
Yote on all educational questions. ''e attempted to give them
4. If for any reason, however, technical or otherwise, it
full suffrage eyen in that early day, but it was defeated by a was not thought just or advisable to grant women this right.
narrow margin. It wa3 preferred, by the men at least, to take there certainly should be no hesitancy in doing so at this p_arthree bites at the cherry; and, as sweet as it is, do you not won- ticular time. If there were no other reasons, it should be done
der that we would do it1 You know, however, that we men are as a righteous measure growing out of the prosecution of the
given to doing things the wrong way sometimes.
war. Women have performed more than their part in this
"'Ve first gaye the women suffrage on all educational ques- great struggle for democracy, freedoii_J.; and liberty. They have _
tions in our constitution, and I challenge anyone anywhere to borne the men, the boys who are braving the dangers of battle
point to a single objection that can. be made after nearly 60 and making the supreme sacrifice for the g:oric" s cause. They
;.~ears of experience in their voting on educational matters. We ha,-e helped make and raise the money to carry on the war
are forced to ndmit that women have been a wonderful advan- and to aid our allies. They ha-,e helped raise the food to feed
tage in this respect. 'Ye all concede that they make our be~t the people at home as well as the soldiers in the field. They
cour..ty superintendents and our best teachers, and by theu· haYe helped make the clothing, the ainmunition, the guns, the
cooperation with the men we haye gradually reduced the per- flying machines, the railroad trains, and the ship·. They are
centage of illiteracy in the State until i~ now ranks the lowest even ready, if necessary, to sJ:wulder the gun and march to the
in the Union-less than 2 per cent. Will anyone say that the front themselves· and indeed they haYe done so in many in·
influence of women and their participatioJ.?- in the ballo~ iJ;l edu- stances. They h~ve done practically all of the nursing, ancl
·cational affairs has been in the least detnmental? This 1s. ~ne who doubts but what they can do it better than any man?
of the principal objections raised by those who are not familiar -They ha\e performed wonderful feats in surgery, together with
with this great question, and it turns out just the opposite to the men. No great surgical operation was ever performed withtheir predictions in acutal practice.
out the skillful aid of the women. They are · now doing the
"Next, in 1887 we extended this right to the women to vote drudgery work in France and England, as well as in many
on aU municipal questions in our city elections. While that places in the United States, such as -running elevators, handling
matter was being considered I remember an interesting incident trucks and baggage at the stations, running street cars, dri-,.
that occurred in the State senate. One of the senators was ing hacks, taxies, automobiles, trucks, ambulances, making the
holuing out on the question. On the morning the >ote was taken gardens, culti'lating the fields, and gathering the grain and
a \ery beautiful bouque~ of American Beauty roses appeared caring for the stock. This latter work in Fra,nce and England
upon his- desk with a large placard reading, ' Presented by the they are doing practically alone, and they will do it in this
women of the city of Independence who do not want to -,otc. country ·s hould it become necessary. Who will say that they
History will honor the man who dares to do right.' But never- are not doing it just as well as the men ever did? In all my
theless the effort of the opposition was defeated, and it was travels through the war zone I neYer heard anyone eyen hint
lat;.er discovered that this bouquet was contributed by the saloon that all this work was not being properly and efficiently perelement, who were opposed to woman suffrage, and you will find formed, but, on the other hand, I heard their work commended
that class everywhere against it. This fact alone should be by eYerybody who discussed it. AboT"e all else, the women arc
one of the strongest arguments in its- fayor. The women in my the ones who are '~keeping the home fires burning." They are
State helped with e-,en limited suffrage, and their great power feeding, clothing, educating, and otherwise caring for the famiby t:.tat right, to make Kansas the leading prohibition State of lies while the men are away from horne. Can anyone doubt
the Union. At this time there is not a single saloon, and not a that they can do thi better than the men? And they are only
single place, drug store or hoYel, commonly known to anyone asking equality in a very less important matter. We would be
in any locality where you can go and barter for a drink of more justified in disfr.anchising the men than "·c would be to
liquor within that broad territory, 400 miles long, almost the permit the women to remain disfranchised.
distance from here to Boston, and 200 miles wide. At .least
So let us, as men, recognize our appreciation of woman'g
that much of the United States is cleared of the saloon, and great sacrifice for .our common country by granting to them
lflrgely through the influence of the women.
an equal voice in the management of all governmental affairs,
"As early as 1867 the women began the fight for equal suffrage where experience demonstrates beyond all question of a doubt
nntl the question was submitted to the people, but the fight that they are just n useful and indispensable as in e\ery other
at that time was so intermingled with questions growing out ot: sphere in life.
the result of the war that it was lost sight of and defeated.
Mr. 1\lcKELL.A.R. 1\lr. Presi<J.ent, ordinarily I am \ery much
But you know a little defeat does not seem to affect the women a-,erse to speaking with notes, but down in the section of the
of this country in the least, for they are still on the battle field, country from which I come tllere is a considerable divergence
and they are going to keep up the fight, and the men might of opinion among the men •oters at any rate on the subject of
as well make up their minds first as last tha~, as always, the woman suffrage, and for that reason I am going to beg the indulwomen are going to conquer, and the men might as well sur- gence of the Senate for a few moments while I gi>e from prerender first as .last. The question was resubmitted in 189-!, pared notes the reasons which actuate me in casting my vote
and for the third ~ime met defeat. . .
to-day.
"But with the third bite of the cherry we ga-,e the . women
l\Ir. President, I have long been an advocate of equal suffrage.
complete suffrage in 1912; and in refutation of the charge that I would llave preferred that equal suffrage should llave been
they do not kn.ow how to v~te. just look over the election returllS brought about by the action of the several States rather than hy
of the State for the last presidential election."
the action .of the National Government, but I lia\e long sine~
· l\Ir. THOMPSON. In conclusion, I wish simply to briefly sum come to the conclusion that this is substantially impracticnble.
up the situation and give a few reasons why thi resolution I say this because of the object lesson that is now before us.
should be adopted:
namely, that the women in many of the States are permitted
1. ·woman suffrage is absolutely right, and wherever tried to vote while the women of many othej' of the States are denied
·
the privilege. It is not right that this sort of a condition shouhl
· it has proved a complete success.
2. The right or priYilege, whicheYer you may .choose to call it, o):>tain, and certainly it is not right that this kind of a condition
was wrongfullx taken away from the women by -usurpation shorld be continued when we al.·e able to remedy it here. It
of the men. Under the National Constitution as .origina_lly_ is much easier to obtain the ratification .of this amendment iu
urawn and as subsequently amended there is no provision "\\hn.t- · 30 States than it is to ~et indiYidual action in nll 4S State.·.
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In the nature of things it might be that the women of threetom ths or four-fifths or even e.-en-eighths of the States should
secure and enjoy the right of suffrage for 50 years; and yet
through some local conditions in the few remaning States the
women of those States would be deprived of the right to vote for
nil time unless this amendment should be pas ed.
For these reasons, and believing firmly in the principle of
woman suffrage, four years ago I voted for the national amendment while I -was a Member of the House. Coming from that
portion of our country which is commonly understood not to be in
fa-vor of equal suffrage, I was giv-en considerable criticism by some
in my State for thi vote, but believing that I was right I stood
the criticism then and run going to stand it again, for I shall
vote in favor of this resolution. I am still not willing to say
that the intelligent and splendid women of Tenne see are not
as worthy of the privilege of suffrage as the women of New
York or those·of any other suffrage State.
REASONS FOR VOTING FOR IT.
H ALF FREE A~D HALF NOT FREE.

In the first place, I believe that the question of suffrage is
such a question as was intended by the framers of our Constitution plight be made the subject of an a.i:nendment. They tinkered with it them elve , and then le~ the qualification of v9ters
to the States and granted to the Federal Government the right
to supervise the time, place, and manner of choosing Senatqrs
and Represent;a.tives. It certainly can not be said that such an
amend.,ment as this is not germane to jurisdiction already given,
and I believe the present conditions of suffrage in this country
warrant the submission of the question. In ·other words, I believe that, inasmuch as the women of the great West and the
womeri of many of our Northern · States, including the great
State o.~ New York, already enjoy the privilege of voting, it is
only fair that by constitutional amendment all women in this
country should have the right to vote, if they have the other
necessary legal requirements.
lt is wholly unjust to the women 9f Tennessee, for instance,
who may want to vo.t e for President or other Federal officers
to be deni~ the privilege of voting while the women of New
York . are accordeu that priVilege. I, of course, have no criticism for the views of any man on .this subject. At the same time,
I <:an riot conceive how any legislator can believe that the present mixed conditions in this country on the subject of women
Toting ar~ fair. I do not ·ee how the Repre entative of ru:::y
State which denies the privilege of voting to its women can be
willing, by his vote, to permit that condition to continue while
the women of other States are allowed to vote.
.
If there was no other reason than this inequality of the present
gysten:i, it seems to me it would be a full answer to any objection
that could be ra~sed to this reso_Jution.
THE NATURAL RIGHT.

ram not going to stress a proposition that I believe in, namely,

that women have a natural right to take part in the public
a1'fairs of their own country. When a boy I remember reading
one of George Eliot's novels, Adam Bede, in which one of the
men characters was made to say: "Women are curious creatures"; and Mrs. Poyser, another charactm·, answered~ "Yes;
God made them so to match the men." TI1ese quotations are
from memory only. I never took much stock in this doctrine of
mental .and spiritual and moral and natural and even supernatural superiority of the men. I think well of men, of .course,
but I have known some very ab1e women in my day, too; and,
taking them by and large, there are brainy men and brainy
women, and there are dull-minded men and dull-minded women.
and that is about all there is to the proposition. The women
that I have been a ociated with the most of my life I have felt
were as capable of voting as I have been, and many of them
were probably giving it a great deal mQre attention than I did.
Their mentality has Iiot been exercised in this particular line
be ause they have been heretofore denied any participation in
public affairs, but give them a chance and they will vote as intelligently as we do.
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against George III was "for imposing taxes without our con·
sent." They succeeded in winning their freedom in great part
on this slogan, and yet ever since they have taxed the women
half of their population without giving them any representation
in the Government.
At the lowest calculation one-eighth of the women of this
country above 21 years of age pay taxes. Surely, these taxpayers should have the right to t ake part in their Government's
affairs. If we are not going to gi-ve them that right, we should
not tax them. A mere statement of the case is sufficient to show
the justice of the contention.
SOME OF THJil Ml'J:'i WHO VOTE IN THIS COUNTRY.

If they are men, we allow idiots and lunatics to vote. In many
States criminals are allowed to vote. In many States men who
can neither read nor write are permitted to vote, and men who
can not speak the English language are allowed to vote. We
allow the Malays to vote, Turks to vote, negroes to vote ; but
women alone are the objects of our undying enmity so far as
the privilege of voting is concerned. There is no rhyme nor
reason in denying them this privilege. There is naught but jus·
tice in giving them the legal right.
WOMEN IN THlil WAR.

But if no other reason obtained f9r the passaooe of this reso.
lution, the position of women in this war is sufficient to justify
us in passing it. From the very beginning of the war no part
of our population has been more patriotic than women. · They
have stood by the Government, with some inconsequential ex·
ceptions. They have upheld our country. They have undertaken
every employment of which they were at all capable. They are
engaged by the hundreds of thou ands in war work of every ·
description. They are taking an equal part with the men in Red
Cross work, in war savings stamp work, in liberty loan work, in
Y. M. C. A. work, and in every other good cau~ connected with
this war. They are going into the fields, into the factories into
the commercial houses, and into every other avenue of bu~ness
and trade where they can aid in the carrying on of this war.
They are giving up tbeir means and their time, and in many cases they are risking their lives as physicians, as nur es, and
helpers in the condu-ct of this great strife. Women workers are
taking the place of men workers everywhere. Surely, under
these conditions there is no reason why the remaining women
of the country whose States have seen fit to deny them the right
of suffrage should not be given it by the Federal Government,
whose interests they have so splendidly served in the years of
this war.
·
I now come to a subject to which the distingui hed Senator
from Georgia [Mr. HARDWICK] has referred, and I think what
I am going to say on the subject forms, in a feeble way, an answer ~o the argument of that able Senator in this body.
1
THE REASO~S URGED AGAINS'I' SUFFRAGD.
THE NEGRO WOMEN.

The fir t reason that is always urged to a outherner against
equal suffrage is that that would permit the negro women to
vote. Well, this is true. The Government has already set the
example by permitting the negro men to vote, and I have known
negro men and negro women very well in my part of the coun.
try, and I thinlt that the negro women are equally as capable
of voting as negro men. Of course, we all know that the very,
large majority of both ela es are incapable of voting intelli·
gently, and that comparatively few negro men now vote at all. J
Mr. REED. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ten~
nes.~e yield to the Senator from Missouri?
·
1\lr. McKELLAR If the Senator will wait until I get to the
end of this paragraph, I shall be delighted to yield to him. I
will ask the Senator to e..""'rcuse me for just a moment.
But however that may be that is a question that need not
con<:ern us here, or if it should concern us, it is a question thnt
makes it all the more necessary why we should pa tl1is resolu·
tion.
The negl'O population is in the majority in but two Soutllern
TEACHERS OF MEN.
States, South Carolina and 1\fississippL In South Carolina the
For the most part, women are the teachers of men. My recol- negroes constitute a little more than 55 per cent of the populalection is that there are some seven or eight hundred women tion. In Mississippi they constitute a little more than 56 per
teachers in the Memphis public schools and perhaps a dozen cent of the population. In all other States the whites are in the
men. The same is true of all our schools throughout the land. majority. The result is that if we adopt woma.n suffrage the
T11ey teach our boys and our girls, and surely if the male stu- white majority; because of education or other qualifications, will
dents thus taught by women are capable of making good voters, be increased in every single State except South Carolina and
the teachers of these students also are inherently capable of mak- Mississippi. In the.Se ·two States it may be said that the num·
ing discriminating voters. Why put the taught over the teach- ber of negro voters will be increased, and that is true ; but in
ers? Why debase the teachers and exalt those who only learn the e the majority of the whites will be increased becau ~ e of
from them?
various qualifications. In Missi sippi they have what is known
TA.."-ATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION.
as the grandfather clause which eliminates most of the negro
The A. merican people are n peculiar people. They threw off men-the British yoke in 1770, and one of their reasons for rebelling
lUr. WII~LIAMS. 1\lr. President--
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Tennessee yield to the Senator from :Mississippi?
-1\lr. McKELLAR. I do.
1\Ir. 'VILLIAl\IS. If the Senator will pardon me, l\Iissls ·lppi
lms no "gt•a.ndfather clause," and never did have. ·
l\Ir. McKELLAR. If I have misquoted the Mississippi law,
I beg the Senator's pardon for it. I belie\e it is another of tile
Southeri1 States.
1\!r. WILLIAMS. I beg to assure the Senator that he has.
Jllr. 1\IcKELL.A.R. But I will say that even if they have not
the "grandfather· clause" in Mississippi they have educational
qualifications, they have registration qualifications, they have
tax qualifications, or property qualifications, all of which make
it impossible for the negro men in the largest degree to vote in
Mississippi. They have similar laws in South Carolina, which
practically eliminate the ignorant negro YOte. They eliminate
the ignorant negro men vote, and they will eliminate the ignorant
negro women vote. The passage of this amendment would not
preclude the States in any way from putting any restriction upon
the right of suffrage that they see fit-the only requirement of
the Constitution being that all persons must be treated alike.
The result is that, according to the figures, the white majorities
would be largely increased in all of the Southern States except
two; and in those two States the situation will be Yastly improved, because the educated white women of the States of 1\Iississippi and South Carolina will cast their votes like the educated white men of tbose States cast them to-day, whereas the
ignorant negro women will be just exactly like the ignorant
negro men, they will not be able to vote in large numbers in
either one of those States, and thereby the majority will be
increased.
Mr. REED. 1\fr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Tennessee yield to the Senator from Missouri?
·
l\Ir. McKELLAR. I yield. I wanted to haye tlle Senator wait
tmtil I finished my paragraph, but I will yield now.
l\lr. REED. The point of my inquiry is really past, as the
SPuator is passing to a djfferent subject.
l'Hr. 1\lcKELLAR. Very well; I shall b~glacl to haYe the Senator propound his question right now. ·
1\Ir. REED. The Senator has stated that he knew negro men
who were intelligent enough to vote and that he knew negro
women who ·w ere intelligent enough to vote.
1\Ir. McKELLAR. I am sure the Senator misunderstood what
I said. I haYe not said that; but I will say to the Senator
no,...- that I know some negro men and some negro women, too,
who are intelligent enough to Yote.
l\'fr. REED. What was the Senator's remark about tlle negro
yote in his State?
Mr. McKELLAR. I said that I knew both negro men and
negro women in the South, and that, so far as my observation
and e~-perience went, the negro women were just. about as
capable of Yoting as the negro men. That was the statement I
made.
l\1r. REED. Very well. That suits me well enough for the
purposes of my inquiry. Is it the general opinion of the white
Democrats of the Senator's State that either the negro man
or tlle negro woman should vote?
1\Ir. McKELLAR. I can not say that that is true; but I will
say to the Senator, however, that we have no trouble about the
matter of negroes voting in Tennessee. I will say to the Senator
that we ha...-e educational qualifications, we ba\e property qualifications, we have registration qualifications, we haye poll-tax
qualifications, which cut out the ignorant men of all races;
nnd if this amendment is agreed to they will cut out the ignorant women of all races.
·
1\:lr. REED. The Senator states that in Tennessee they have
educational qualifications, property qualifications, and poll-tax
,q ualifications. Y()u have shotgun disqualifications, do you not?
l\Ir. McKELLAR. I know of no such disqualifications as tllat.
The Senator is entirely in error about that. I am happy to
say that I have lived in Tennessee for 25 years, and we have
ne...-er had that kind of disqualifications since I have been there.
I do not think they haYe shotgun disqualifications any more in
Tennes. ·ee than they do in Missouri or Illinois or any other
State.
1\Ir. REED. Of course, you do not put it in that harsh way;
but the colored man and brother is just :PYen generally to understand that a good place for him on election day is out fishing or
any other place except the polls. That is about the truth of the
situation, is it not?
l\Ir. McKELLAR. Quite the contrary. The Senator was
ne...-er more mistaken in his life. For instance, of the comparati...-ely small Republican vote that was cast against me when I
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was elected, 4,000 negro Yotes in the city of Memphls alone were
cast against me.
·
Mr. REED. Oh, of course, some of them are allowed to vote
as an evidence of good-faith, and I am not complaining, but what
is there in the argument that the negro woman knows as well
how to \Ote as the negro man, corning from the lips of a Senator from a State where it is generally conceded that the negro
population ought not to vote at a,ll? ·what is there in that
argument?
Mr. McKELLAR. The Senator is entirely in error about that.! am not making that argument.
Mr. REED. I do not think I am.
1\fr. McKELLAR. The educated negro men in Tennessee
vote. All of those who can meet the qualifications fixed by our
laws vote. The S_e nator is misinformed about voting conditions
in Tennessee. The educated negro men now vote, and if this
a:nendrnent passes the educated negro women will vote; but
my point is that the white women alon.e in that State, if this
amendment passes, will be greater in number several times
over than all of the negro men and all the negro women who will
be qualified to vote under our State laws. That is all there
is in it.
The result will be that not only in Tennessee but in all the
Southern States, even including the two I have mentionedMississippi and South Carolina-the white majorities will be
increased. Returning to my discussion of the figures, in Tennessee, according to the census of 1910, there were 433,431 -white
males above 21 years of age and 419,646 white females over 21
years of age. There were 119,142 negro males O\er 21 years of
age and 122,707 negro females over 21 r-ears of age. In other
words, if this amendment passes there would be 853,077 white
persons eligible to vote and 241,849 negro voters eligible to
vote--a majortiy of 611,228 in favor of the white voters. Under
our tax, our registration, and other restrictions the white vote
would be enormously increased, while the negro vote would be
only slightly increased.
·
With these figures staring us in the face, could anyone say
that the passage of this amendment would interfere with whit()
supremacy in Tennessee or in any other State? The truth is that
it would add very largely to the white voting majorities in all of
the States, e\en not excluding the two mentioned-Mississippi
and South Carolina. Any person who really wants white su·
prernacy in the South can not better guarantee it than by the
enactment of this equal-suffrage resolution.
. That brings me to teave my notes for a moment to discuss the
proposition that was laid down by the distinguished Senator
from Georgia [Mr. IlABnwrcK]. He warns his southern col•
leagues against the day when the negro soldiers shall return to
the South from this war. If he means what he says-and I
know he does-it seems to me his logic would lead him to the
conclusion that the best way tlle people of the South can guard
against such trouble as that is to grant suffrage to our women,
and thereby increase the white majorities in every State in the
South. On the face of it, certainly every State except two will
have an increased white majority under restrictions that now
exist; and when you consider the laws that have been enacted
on this subject in the State of Mississippi and in the State of
South· Carolina you are inevitably driven to the conclusion that
the passage of this joint resolution will add ·an overwhelming
majority to the white race ·tn the 11 Southern States.
So much for that. Ah, but the Senator says it is because of
his great love for the Constitution that he takes the position
he does in opposition to this amendment. Well, I may be mistaken about the Constitution, but, if I remember correctly, the
original document gaYe to the Federal Government some control over elections. The Senator speaks as if the first control
over elections e...-er given by the Constitution was contained in
the fifteenth amendment. The Senator is mistaken. The original Constitution, as ratified by the States, has this to say about
elections:
SEc. 4. The times, places, and manner of holding elections for Senn.·
tors and Representath-es.

It is true that the President was left out, but the same rules
npply to himshall be prescribed in each State by the legislature thereof; but the Congress may at any time by law make or alter such regulations, except
as to the places of choosing Senators.
·

And we ha \e changed that by arnendmen t.
1\fr. HARD,VICK. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Tennessee yield to the Senator from Georgia?
1\ir. McKELLAR. I yield.
l\1r. HARDWICK. Let me refer the Senator to the second
section of Article I of the Constitu'tion, which is the section
which relates to the qualifications of electors, and also to the
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seventeenth amendment. That lias nothing whatever to do with
Mr. HARDWICK. You have been wrong all your liv~. The
tile qnalifications of electors, but-fifteenth amendment merely prohibit discrimination against
l\Il". .f.cKELLAR. I am sure- the Senator thought it had any citizen of the United States on account of race, colon, or prenothing to do with tt; but the Constitution says on: its face'.. in vi.ous con-dition of ervitude;
so marry word'S, that it has. to do with the election of Senators
l\!r. McKELLAR. That i all we are doing in this amendan I Representati-ve .
ment w·e are inhibiting di crimination against women because
Mr. HARDWICK. Will the Senator read the econd section they are women.
of Artiele :r?
Mr. HARDWICK. Now, if the Senato.r will kindly let me
Mr. 1\IcKELLAR. I am familiar with that section; but the have about two minute of his time I will fini li what I have to
section I quotedl is in the Federal Constitution,. and, at least in say.
a sense, it modifies the other section·.
.Mr. 1\!cKELLAR. All .right..
1\lr. HARDWICK. Oh, not at all. The courts have neT"er held
:Mr. HARDWICK. It ought- to. be impossible to muddy the:
that, and nobody has ever contended that to be so.
waters on a . question of this kind..
Mr. WOLCOTT. 1\fr. President--Mr. McKELLAR I ao. not thlnk it will be po ible.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator- from. Ten:Mr. HARDWICK. ] da not see how the Senator could hope
neQsee yield to the Senator from Delaware'!
to do that.
1Ur. McKELLAR. I do.
Mr. l\IcKELLAn. 1 am not trying.
lli. ' VOLCOTT. Do I understand the Senator to contend
Mr. HARDWlCK. r am glad to hear that the Senator is not
that Con"'res · can under the Constitution now grant the suffrage trying. I t1o not think h-e could succeed.
to women?
.1\Il". President, the fa.ct is that the only precedent an eartn
Ml'. McKELLAR. Oh, no.
for action o-f this sort, which I concede is perfectly within the
Mr. 'VOLCOTT. Then what is the point of the Senator1s power of" Congre s~ is the fifteenth am.endment. That is the
argument now?
only precedent for- it. The Senator will find, I think, if he gives
l\Ir. McKELLAR. What it does i.s that, if Congress sees fit. the question that careful consideration whlch he- giv-es to most
it can add to thd e who are entitled to the suffrage; but it questions to which he- ad-dre es himself. that when the Coustiit is desired by Congress to change the rules and regulations as tuti-onal Convention framed the Constitution of the United States,
provided liere, it has. the right to do it. l!lly point is tllat the a tremendous effort was made to induce th~ makers of the Conframer of our Con titution intended! that the Congress hould stitution. ta fix a general standard for electors, and to lodge tha:t
ha.ve some jurisdiction O\er elections, and the people of this. power in the Federal Government; but that proposition was
country fia'·e already agreed to one· amendment on exactly the beaten decisively on the floor of the Constitutional Convention.
same line as the one propo ed, and it is· nothin"'· out of the ordi· on the assumption that it was best to let each locality lay down
nury that- they hould want to amend on the subject of suffrage~ those qualifications; and that i.s what we ha-ve always done in
beca:use the original con\ention made an attempt to control this country, with the single, solitary exception of the fifteenth
voting.
amendment.
·
1\lr. lLillDWICK. Mr. Pre ident-1\.Ir. McKELLAR. May I.
k the- Senator from Georgia
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the. Senato1· from Ten-- whether or not he voted for the recent act givin"" the National
ne · ee: further yield to the Sena-tor fnom Geo.r.gia?
Goverlllllent the right to supervi: e not only national regular
Mr. McKELLAR. I yield.
elections but also primary elections for national otl:icer·s?
lUr. HARDWICK. No , " the Senator from Georgia " did not
· 1\Ir. HARDWICK. I just wanted to inten·npt the Senator to
say that the Coru titution of the United States in two· places,- vote for it.
section 2 of Article I and the seventeenth amendment,. relating·
~lr. McKELLAR. The Senator did not vote for it, but this
to the election of United States Senators-says expressly that Conoo-ress has just pas ed su.ch laws; and it did so under the 1
the qualifications of elector for Senators and Representatives authority of the original Constitution, and not \illY amendin ongress shall be the arne as those for the most numerous ment to it.
branch of the State Ieaislature in each State. Furthermore,
Mr. HARDWICK. If the Senator wants to bring that in, it
nobody on this earth ha e\er contended before to-day, if the was confined entirely to Members of Congress, which is a dif.
Senator intends to contend it, that the section he has just read ferent proposition.
about the time, place, and manner o:f holding electi.ons has any
lUr. McKELLAR. That is a distinction without a difference
relation whatever to the qualifications of electors.
when it comes to fiXing the qualifications of voters in this counlUr. McKELLAR. Ob, no; the Senator misunderstands me'- try whether they are permitted to vote just for Members of
I ha.Ye not discussed qualifications of voters at all:. , I am per· Co~gress or- the Senate, or to vote for the President of the
fectly familiar with the requirement of the Constitution that United States.
they shall Jla.ve the same qualifications a tho e who vote for
Mr. HARDWICIL I know; I d-o not mean that; but what
members of State legi lahu·es, and I. want to call the Senator's about local elections, where county sheriff~, and so on, are to
attention to the fact that thi amendment does not affect in ~ be elected?
slight st that provision of the Constitution. The only thing- it
Mr. McKELLAR.. I think the ame qualification ought t()
doe is to add to the cla s of voter that are now allowed to be prescribed for all voter , white, black,. male, and female~ ail.(}
.vote.
·
in all classes of elections.
lli. HARDWICK. If the Sena:tor will let me finish my ques1Ur. REED. Mr. President-tion, there is- only one precedent on. euth fOl" this proposition,..
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does. the Senator from Tenand that is tile fifteenth amendment ; and if the Senator enjoys · nessee yield to the Senator from llli souri ?that as a preeedent, he is perfectly welcome to. stand on that
Mr. McKEIJ.AR. I yield. I did not intend to take all of
ground.
this time. I am very sorry to have detained the Senate this
Mr. lUcK.ELLAR. I ne-rer would ha:ve \Oted for the fifteenth. long. I would not have done so bu~ for these interruptions, to.
amendment.
which ~f course, I am gla-d to accede.
lUr. HARDWICK. No; I know the .Senator would Df>t.
Mr.' REED. I shall be very brief; but the question now being
f ?til·: Mc.KELLAR.. But I will ay to the Senator if he will discussed is one tha.t I think we might ettle if we "et back to it.
pe.rnnt me, that bile I would. not have voted for the fifteenth Do 1 understand the Sen:1tor to contE::nd that aside from the
runen~ent,. the Congress of the United State and the people of . thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth amendments to the Consti·
!he Umted ~tates have ~e~dy adopted that amendment4 an~ tution the Federal Government has defined citizenship or the
1t has been m _our 0onstltutlon n~w for more .than 49 years, qualifications of electors in any respect?
and I say that~ we could do th~t, if we could! give the Ignorant
Mr. McKELLAR. 011, no; but ·1 do contend that this lan~
negro men of tins country the right to vete, surely we ought to · oouage was in the Constitution, found in section 4 of Article f.,
g~ve to the splendid, well-educated white women of the land the ~hieh i.s very plain. as it seems to me:
l."J.ght to ~te. \Ve ought not to: treat negro' men better than we
The times, places, and mannell ot h1>lding elections tor Senators and
uo our wb.1te women.
Representatives shall be prescribed in eu.cb Stu.te by the legislature
1\Ir. HARDWICK. The fifteenth amendment did not give the· thereof; but the Congress may at a.ny time by law make or alter ucb
ne"ro men the rio-ht to vote of course. The Senafo~ is not a.c· regulations, except as. to ~places of ch1>osing Senators.
cu~ate about that
'
!.11". REED. " The times,. places,. and manner of holding elec.
.
.
1\Ir. McKELLAR. Wen, we are und-e~ that commo-n mi oe- tions " - lief down in. our country. If it didi not give· them the· right to.
!.1r. McKELLAR. Yes; which. m1ght have a \ery serrous
vote, somebody has been very wrong in. the· last few years c:.lown effect on the question of the mv.n~er o~ voting.
.
in the Senator' State. I have been ef that opinion_ and I think
Ml'. REEDr But not the quahfications of voter . Now, will
nearly everyone else has the opinion that the nerrroes obtained . the. Senator .pardOn me w!ille I read a ~lanse from the ome•
the Iight to vot~ by virtue of tbe fifteenth amen<hnent.
, what celebrated case o:f Unrted States agamst Susan B. Anthony.

a cnse that is som~what in point to-day, since Susan stm
speaks to u in SJ}irit nn<l from the galleries?
Mr. l\IcKELLAR. I will.
; 1\Ir. REED (reading)Tbe fourteenth am~ndment creates and defines citizenship o! the
Unltl'd States. It had long been contended, and had been held by many
learned authorities, and had neve-r been judicially decided to the contrary, that there was no such thing as a citizen of the United States,
except :ts that condition ::uose from citizenship o-f some State. No mode
existed, It was said, of obtaining a citizenship of the United States,
except by first becoming a citizen of some State. This question is. now
at rest. The fourteenth amendment defines and decla.r es who shall be
citizens ef the United States, to wit, •• aU ~rsons b<Jrn or naturalized
1n the United States, and subj-eet to the jurisdiction thereof." The latter
qualification was intended to exclude- the children of foreign representatives and the Uke. With this qua.lification every person born in the
'United States or naturalized is dedared to be- a citizen of the United
::>.tate and of the State wherein he resides.
After thus creating and defining citizenship of the United States.
the fourteenth amendment prbvide that "no State shall make or enforce
any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunitie-s of citizens of
the United States." Thie· clause is intended to be- a protection, not to
all ('tUr I'ights but to our rights as citizens of the United States only;
that is, to rights existin_g or belonging to that condition or capacity.

*

*

•

•

*

•

•

The right of voting, or the privii~ge of voting, is a right or privilege
arising under the constitution o! the State and not under the Constitution of t~ United States.

It eems to me that that answers the Senator's contention
that Congress had a jurisdiction from the first with reference
to the qualifications of voters. That is a right which grew out
of the several amendments adopted as a result of the Civil War;
but even tho e amendments did not undertake to go further
than to provide that there should be no discrimination on
account of race. So I think that authority ought to settle that
question.
1 1\Ir. McKELLAR . . Mr. President,. that shows that in off-hand
manner of speaking one is sometimes misunderstood or sometimes unfortunately uses language that does not express his
intent very cle111·ly. I said nothing in the worl<l about- the
qualification of voters, but the Senator 'trom Georgia had argued
the question as if the question of voting was some inherent
right intended by the framers of our Federal Constitution to
be left entirely and wholly in the States, and my assertion was
that in this he was mistaken, for the original Constitution
had a proTI.sion giving the Federal Government a supervisory
juri diction over the time, places, and manner of holding elections for Representatives and Senators.
Mr. HARDWICK. 1\fr. President-I 1\Ir. McKELLAR. Just a moment, if the Senator will let me
state the case, o that there can not be any room for misrepresentation. Jlly reply to that was that he was incorrect about
U, because the original Constitution did give to Congress certain
right over elections. It did not leave that all to the State .
It certainly gave Congress the right of supervision O\er the
times, the places, and the manner of choosing-.:Mr. HARDWICK. Members of Congress.
l\1r. McKELLAR. l\Iembers of Congress and Senators.
Mr. HARDWICK. We are Members of Congress.
/ Mr. McKELLAR. Of course we ru·e; but the Colliltitution
says Representatives and Senators. I stated at the very outset that it did not include the President of the United States.
l\lr. HARDWICK. The Senator raises the question as to the
accuracy of my position. If the Senator will go back to the
convention that framed the Constitution, he will find that the
.word were expressly \Oted down, presented by tho e who contended for the power of Congress to prescribe the qualifications
of electors.
l\f.r. l\IcKELLAR. I never made that statement.
1\Ir. HARDWICK. · I thought you aid the Senator from
Georgia wa in error when he contended that that was to be
left to the States.
1 1\Ir. McKELLAR. I said the Senator from Georgia was in
erro1· when he sa id that power over elections wa in the begin- .
ning in the States and had remained there up until the fifteenth
amendment; and tho e amendments were adopted, that it had
remained there, and that only the States had anything to do
.with the elections.
t·
l\1r. HARDWICK. The Senator wi hes to stand on that
statement, then, and challenge the accuracy of the ·position of
the Senator from Georgia?
l\Ir. 1\IcKELLAR. I do.
1\Ir. HARDWICK All right ; we will leave it there.

I

I
J

DOES S U F F ILI.GE MAK E WO:UE )I U )IWO~IANLY ?

l\Ir. l\IcKELLAR. Now, l\1r. President, I next come to another feature that I want to discuss very briefly. The next
stock argument of those that are opposed to woman uffrage is
that uffrage would make women unwomanly. I have often
:woudered if anyone seriou ly believed such a proposition as
the casting of a ballot made a woman unwomanly. Why should

1
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it make a woman unwomanly to cast a ballot for candidates of
her choice? · Yet you constantly hear the statement that if they
are given the ballot it wi~l destroy the home, it '\\ill make
bad mothers, it will do away with family ties. If I for a
moment dreamed that suffrage would bring about any one of
these direful consequences, of course I would not vote for it,
but my judgment is that these contentions are pure figments
of the imagination. I doubt if there is a single Senator in this
body, if the fact were inqnired into, but what it would be
found that his mother was either a well-educated woman or a
brainy woman, otherwise the chances are he would not be here.
I believe it to be a natural law that 'in the matter of brains a
man gets them more from his mother than from his father. If
this be true, then why not give the mothers of men in our
country every opportunity to fit not only themselves but their
sons for all the duties of citizenship.
Ordinarily in our home life in the United States the mother is
the principal teacher. It is absolutely necessary that she should
be well informed and well educated. If she takes an interest in
politics and is allowed to take part in public affairs, it will but
increase her knowledge and education. It will but better fit. het·
to rear and ~ducate her boys, as well as her girls--knowing that
the future of the State depends upon her efforts in a larger degree than ever before.
For mY. part I would a thousand times rather see a womnu
take an interest in politics and Yote, and even stand around the
polling places and electioneer for the candidate of her choice,
rather than to see her ·at a fashionable club drinking higqballs
and gossiping about her neighbors, or in other circles of life at
a corner grocery drinking beer. I think it is a thousand times
more unwomanly to do any of these .things than it is to perform
the very high order of public service in casting a ballot in an
election.
. 1\!r. SHAFROTH. I will state that 've ha.-e had experience
in Colorado for 25 years, and when the suffrage amendment was
up here in 1914 I wrote some ~tters to each of the distl'ict
judges of the State of Colorado relative to the influence if any
politics had in making disputes or quarrels o1er- candi~ates or issues in the family. I should like to call attention right here,
because it is very apt to some of the letters. I have 19 letters
here. This letter was addressed from Washington, D. C., by me
February 17, 1914:
J'ndge

GEORGE

W.

AL~,

WASHINGTOX,

D. C., February 17, t!Jl.f.

GouJ-thtnls.e, Denr:a, Colo.
DEAR JUDGE: There is pending in the Senate a joint resolution for a
constitutional amendment granting equal su1fruge to women. There
has been some contention among those who a.re opposed to woman
su.trrage that the passage of such a constitutional amendment would
have a tendency to produce quarrels among husbands and wives.
I would thank you very much if you would let me know whether
in any divorce case whleh you have tried it was claimed upon either
side that the cause of any dissension or disagreement among the parties
to the suit originated from or was caused by differences as to politics
or candidates, If there have been any such, l would thank you very
mueh if you would indicate the proportion where such disagreements
and difficulties arose us contrasted with the number of divoree cases
which you have tried
By giving me this information you will greatly oblige,
Yours, truly,
·

JOK)I F. Sllll'ROTH.

Here is the answer of Judge Allen:
CHAMBERS DrsTniCT CounT,

Denvet·, GoZo., FebrUU11J 24,. 191~

Eon.

JOHN

F.

.
1

8H AFROTH,

Wash i ngton, D. G.

take pleasure in :tnswering your inquiry of the
17th instant.
During my experience on the bench, which has covered a perio!l of
approximately 20 years, I have never known of a divorce case among
the many as such wherein it was claimed or suggested that political
di.Jrerences in any manner had been the cause of troubles between
husband and wife. I know of no divorce case brought in the court
wherein it was claimed or alleged upon either side that political differences had caused any dissensions to disturb the marital relations between husband and wife.
Universal sutrrage has· existed by law in our State since 1893.
Sincerely, your ,
DEAR SEXATOn: I

GEO.

w.

ALLE...-;.

Judge, District Court.

Mr. l\IcKELLAR. I thank the Senator for his contr~bution
to my argument.
1\Ir. REED. May I ask the Senator from Colorado a question?
l\fr. l\lcKELLA.It. Just pardon me half a moment. I am
nearly through. and I have been detained a great deal longer
than I expected. I must be wearying the Senate.
1\lr. LEED. I should Fke to ask the Senator a simple question, whether a difference of politi cs in the family is one of tbe
statutory causes for divorce in Colorado.
1\!r. SHAFROTH. Oh, no; it i not, but it is the contention
and bas been the contention that it would produce that very condition. 'Vben we contrast \Ylln.t has been the case in Colorado
with the cases in other States we finu as a matter of fact that
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the number of ilissensions or cruelties occurring as a cause for
diYorce has not been greater in Colorado than in the other
Stutes.
1\fr. McKELLAR. l\lr. Pre ident, I thank the Senator for his
elucidation of this matter.
Of course, this fallacious argument is conclusively refuted by
the women of those States where they have suffrage and have
long hall it. The ''omen I know from the suffrage States, as
well n those I know who belie\e in the principle from the
non uffrage State·, are just as womanly, just as devoted to the
home and family, and make just as good wives and mothers as
tho e who do not have or belie•e in suffrage. And as far as
pure politics is concerned, the suffragists are not any worse, so
far as I can see, than the antisuffragists. They are all getting
to be good politicia.n .
STATE RIGHTS.

It is claimed. that to submit this amendment to the States is

a violation of the doctrine of State rights. I believe in the
rights of the State. I have been brought up, politically speaking, on that doctrine all my life. I think it is a good doctrine.
I think we ought to uphold it; but that does not mean that we
should ne\er enact another amendmenf to our Constitution.
The Constitution gives the United States jurisdiction over
certain questions of suffrage. Already it has exercised that
juri diction under an amendment by permitting negroes to vote.
Surely there is no invasion of the State rights doctrine, per se,
by passing a resolution which simply adds to the jurisdiction
originally· intrusted to the Federal Government under the Constitution. If the doctrine of State rights were carried to this
far-fetched conclusion, we could never have an amendment to
our Federal Constitution, and the best answer to the proposition is the present unequal, disordered, and diverse conditions
of woman suffrage in the various States of the Union. In some
of the State they have equal suffrage; in other States they
ha-ve partial woman suffrage; in other States they have limited
woman suffrage; in other St tes they have woman suffrage
only in party primaries. This kind of a condition is intolerable
and calls for the exercise of the power of our Federal Constitution, and it is no invasion whatsoe-ver of the doctrine of State
rights to amend the Constitution to get rid of these conditions.
The States will have the right to fix all the qualifications of
suffrage. They can put a property qualification, an educational
qualification, a registration qualification, a tax qualification, or
any other qualification that will equally apply to all classes of
-.oters. With such vast rights in the State to regulate the vote,
it can not be said that an enlargement of the class of >oters
merely is an invasion of the jurisdiction of the States over thiS
question.
.
But, abo-.e all this, if the amendment invades the principle of
State rights and the people of the several States are opposed
to this invasion. they are at perfect liberty to vote it down.
Thirty-six of them have to vote for it before it becomes the
law. This resolution only submits the question to · the States.
Surely it is not a violation of State rights just to submit to it
a law for its approval or its disapproval.
For my part, 1\Ir. Pre ident, I do not belie-ve it is the invasion
of State rights in any sense. We do not take away any of the
rights of the States to fix the qualifications of the voters. We
do not interfere with it in the least. It is absurd to say that we
do interfere with the qualifications of the voters when we merely
enlarge the classes of voters.
ARE

WOME~

AT

PRESE~T

REPRESEXTED?
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perhaps millions of women who have no husbands, who havG1
no brothers and who have no fathers, and who have no son to
do their -voting for them?
Are you going to exclude them because of their misfoi·tune'?
These surely should have the right to vote directly, and if they
did have the right to vote directly there are many evil conditions
in every State in the Union that would be remedied. [A pau e.]
The Senator from Illinois [Mr. LEwis], alway timely, ay
in an a ide to me, a mistake has been made. He tells me that
some one laughed when I spoke of women who had no fathers.
Ah, Senators, I was never speaking more accurately, for after
this war is over there will be thousands, and it may be millions,
of young women in this country who will be without fathers to
repre ent them anywhere. I thank the Senator from Illinois
for his kindly mention of the matter, so that I might make my
meaning clear to all.
.
In many of the States they have an eight-hour law for men anu
no eight-hour law for women. Until a year or two ago, when an
ejght-hour law was passed for women in the District, there was
an eight-hour law for men, and yet you could work women as
many hours as they could stand up under, and the men merchants of Washington sent petitions yards long into Congress,
urging Congress not to make an eight-hour law for women. There
is but one way that women can have repre entation in this Government, and that is by giving them the right to \Ote for the
officers of the Government.
WOMEN .AXD WAll.

It used to be contended that they should not ha•e the right to

vote because they could not fight for their country. Such a contention could hardly be made in the light of modern warfare anu
the po ition of women in respect to it. It is true that there are
few women iii the ·ranks of any of the armies. In some few of
them I believe they take part. Those who actually fight in any
army are inconsequential. In our own Army none of them are
made· soldiers; but while this is so, look at the wonderful work
they are doing in the Ambulance Corps, in the l\1otor Truck
Corps, in the Nurse Corps of the United State Army at home
and abroad. They are saving thousands of liYes of our boy in
France. Look at the army of women war workers here in
Washington.
It may be that some Senators will refu e to vote for this ju ~t
measure, but, Senators, you can rest assured that our boy in
France, when they come back, realizing as ·1 know they realize
the splendid services of these women who have been sent to our
battle fields to minister to them there, to nurse them, to bind
up their wounds, to assuage their suffering there-those women
who have been angels of mercy to so many of them-you may
rest a sured that when these boys come back, if we have not
already given women the right to \ote, that these boys will sec
to it t11at the women of America will have the right to taka
part. in this Government.
·
The women have justly earned the passage of this resolution.
They have been weighed in the balance of their country's distress and they have not been found wanting. 1\1ore and more
they are being used to take the place of tlw men, and if they.
can not fight at the front, still back at home they are aiding in
the great work of producing subsistence and clothing for tho ·e
who are actually doing the fighting, ::md at the front they are
doing their full part toward rehabilitating nnd reclaiming and
relieYing the sick and the wounded.
CO~CLUSIO~.

The President of the United States has declared this to be a
The next stock argument is that women are alreauy repre- war measure. He has earnestly invoked the aid of Democrats
sented in our Go-vernment; that they are represented by the votes and Republicans in passing it. On numerous other questions
of their hu bands and fathers and· brothers and sons. Such a many Senators who are now opposing this measure have urged
contention is manife tly un&>und. It would be just as reason- all Senators to stand by the President. That argument was
able, unuer this form of argument, to exclude all red-headed. good then and it is good now, and I want to urge all Senators
men from voting on the !lrounds that every red-headed man has to stand by that reasoning. The Pre ident has pro-.ed him elf
some relative who i not red-headed who coul<l do his voting a "Teat leader. He bas definitely committed him elf to this
for him. It would be ju~t as reasonable to say that the junior ca~e. He has urged many who ha•e heretofore opposed it to
Senator.from each State should not be allowed to cast a -vote in vote for it.
this body because the senior Senator represents him and can
You who have unfiinchingly stood by him in the past, I want
Yote for him.
.
to urge you not to hesitate now, but to stand by him and. his
How would a,ny junior Senator in this body like that kind of administration on this question in the same loyal way that you
a doctrine to be applied to him, namely, that there is no use for have heretofore stood by him.
any junior Senator to vote, that the senior Senator represents
Some of you believe in suffrage, but you say that the States
all the State and therefore repre ents the junior Senator and ouo-ht to enact it. Surely, dming a ct·isis like this it seems to me
can vote for him. Why not restrict it only to the senior Senator? that a mere difference of views as to method should not preclude
There are a number of junior Senators who would object -very one from taking that methou that will accomplish the re ·ult in
seriou ly to tllat, and I do not blame the e ladies for objecting the quickest way an<l most effective way.
when a rule of that kind is ap1Jlied to them.
·
1\lr. President, the women of the United State are capable
But admitting that there is a real argument in the matter, of Yoting. They are desirou of -voting. They are worthy of
what are sou going to do about the hundreds of thousands antl Yoting, and I sincerely trust tlla t the Senate of the United States
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will give these women, after the manner declared in our ConstitutiOn, the 1·ight to llave their claims for suffrage submitted to
tile States.
.
·
Just recently England has enfranchised more than 0,000,000
of lrer women citizens. Canada has also enacted an equalsuffrage law. Twelve States of our Union have enfranchised
their women. Five more States ill<>w them to vote for President, and in two more women have the right to vote in primaries.
In many others they have lesser voting privileges. We are engaged, with our allies, in the splendid task of making the world
safe for democracy. Let us also join England and Canada in
making our English-speaking countries safe for our women.
l\1r. President, women are the equal means, with men, in the
continuation of the race; they are the equal partners in the
family relation; they are the equal participants in the benefits of
good government and they .are equal share!'s in the unhappiness
of bad government. They breathe, they see, they think, they feel
equally as the men do all these things. They share with the
men equally all their joys and .all their sorrows. The men share
with them their homes, their children, their religion, their God,
their fear of the devil, and their hope of eternal reward ; and
yet when it comes to sharing votes with their equal partners in
all other things on earth below and in heaven above, some men
balk and will not do it. And yet some of us say men are consistent and women are inconsistent.
JU1·. President, I sincerely ~ope the Senate will pass this re olntion.
l\Ir. OWEN. 1\11·. President, one of the Senators opposing
woman suffrage called attention to the Democratic platform of
191G and insisted that that was a pledge on the part of the
Democratic Party against congressional action in favor of· the
Anthony amendment. The language of that platform is-We reeommend the extension of the franchise to the woinen of the
country by the States upon the same . terms -as to men.

The recommendation to the States to act and the belief upon
the part of the leaders of the Democratic Party that the States
ought to act and ought to grant these rights is no denial of action
by Congress. It lays a just premise if the States shall not have
a.cteu that Congress should act, but, after all, the action of
Congress would be merely referdng the question to the States,
except that if the Federal Constitution shall be amended by the
vote of three-fourths of the States one-fourth of the States
which may not agree will be required to agree by the overwhelming majority of the States that do approve this system.
Mr. President, I think the argument has been exhausted in
favor of woman suffrage. It has been discussed in this country
for yea:rs and years, and everybody knows both sides of th~ ques. tion perfectly. The country has come to a point where innumerable evidence of public approvn.l have been given to the proposal
that women shall be treated as human beings and given the right
to participate in tlle election of those who write the law and
execute the law.
Am-ong others, the Democratic national eouvention in 1916, the
Republican national convention of 1916, the Democratic national
committee of ·February 12, 1918, the Republican national
committee of February, 1918, the Democratic congressional
committee of June 24, 1918, indorsed woman suffrage. Indorsements of the Federal amendment have been made in Arizona
by the legislature. 'Vomen were enfranchised there in 1912.
In Arkansas, by constitutional convention, the Democratic
State central committee and the Democratic convention;
women were given primary suffrage in 1917, and 40~000 women
Yoted in 1918.
In California it was indorsed by the legi ·latm·e and the women
were enfranchised in 191L
In Colorado the Anthony amendment was indorsed by the
le"'i Jature, by the Democratic convention, the Republican convention, and women were enfranchise(] in 1893. The legislature
recommended woman suffrage to other States in 1899 and again
in 1Vl5.

In Connecticut the Democratic convention and the Democratic
•State central committee indorsed woman suffrage. The Republicans indor ed suffrage only in Connecticut.
In Florida it was indorsed by the Democratic executive committee of Dade County.
In Idaho, by the legislature of the State and the Republican
convention, and women were enfranchised in 1896.
In Indiana, by the Democratic convention, the Republican conYention, the Democratic State central committee, .and the Republican State central committee.
In Iowu, by the Republican convention and the Democratic
convention.
In Kansas, by tlle legislature, the RC'publican convention, and
the Democratic conyention, and the women were enfranchised
in 1912.

In l\Iichigan, by the Democratic State ·c entral committee, many
Democratic and Republican county con\entions, and women
were given a vote for President in 1917.
In Minnesota, by the Democratic State central committee,
the Hennepin County Republican committee, and the Hennepin
County Democratic committee.
In Missouri, by the Democratic convention and Republican
convention.
In Montana, by the legislature. Women were. enfranchised
there in 1914.
In Nebraska, by the Democra.tic convention and Republican
convention, and women were granted the vote for Pre ident in
1.917.
In Te\ada women were enfranchised in 1914.

In New York, by the legislature, Republican con'\"'ention, Democratic convention, .and most of the county conventions. Women
~ere enfranchised by over 100,000 majority of the male \Ote
of New York State in 1917.
In North Carolina, indorsed by Republiean con-vention.
In North Dakota, by the legislature, and women were given
the vote for President in 1917.
In Ohio, indorsed by the Republican convention.
In Oklahoma, indorsed by the Republican convention; by tile
Democratic State committee; by the Democratic con'lention
su1f1·age only was indorsed.
In Oregon, by the legislature. Women were enfranchised in
Oregon in 1912.
In .Rhode Island, indorsed by the legislature; Democratic
convention, September 24, 191.8; Republican convention, S~p
tember 25, 1918; women given the vote for President in 1917.
In South Dakota, by the Democratie convention and .llepubli·
can convention.
In Texas, by the legislature und the Democratic convention.
'Vomen were granted primary suffrage in 1918, and 386.,000
women voted in Texas In .July, 1918.
Utah, by its legislature, enfranchised women in 1896.
Washington, by its legislature, enfranchised women in 191.0.
Wyoming, by its legislature, has commended woman suffrage
to other States several times, and was the first State in the
world to enfranchise women in 1869.
The King of England signed the bill granting .suffrage to
wives, mothers. sisters, and daughters of Canadian soldiers as
a ~mporary measure in November. 1917. The King of England
signed a bill granting -equal suffrage with men to British
women, 30 years of age, in February, 1918, :and a bill granting
equal suffrage to .all Canadian women on the same terms as to
men in 1\lay, 191S.
.
I ask permission to put into the REcoiiD quotations from
President Wilson, from the Democratic National Committee,
and from various other authorities on this question, without
reading.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The rna tter referred to is as follows :
DEMOCRATIC PARTY

SrEAKS.

1. Pre irlent Woodrow Wilson:

"The services of women during thl supreme cri is <>f the world's his·
tory have been of the most signal usefulness a.nd distinction. The war
could not have been fought without them or its sacrifices endured. It
is high time that some part of our debt of gratitude to them should be
acknowledged and paid, and the only -ackn<>wled.gment they ask is their
admission to the suffrage. Can we justly refuse it? As for America,
it is my earnest hope that the Senate of the Unlted States will give an
unmistakable answer to this qul:'sti.on by passing the suffrage amend·
ment to our F ederal Constitution before the end of this session." {Letter to French Uni<>n for Woman Suffrage.)
2. Democratic national committee:
"Resolved, That the executive committee of the Democratic national
~omm.ittee, after a referendum vot~ ·o f the members of the national committee representing the 48 State , and in pursuance thereof does hereby
indorse the Susan B. Anthony amendment to the Federal Cons titatiou
providin_g for woman suffrage and urges favorable action thereon by tho
nited States Senate:• (Feb. 12. 1918.)
3. Democratic c<>ngressional c<>mmittee:
"Resolvea., That the national Democratc congressional committee
bereby place itself on rec·ord as bein$' in favor of submitting the Federal
woman suffrage amendment for ratification ·and bopes that the Senate
will vote to submit it .at tbc pres ent session." (June 24, 1918.)
4. New York State Democratic platform (State of 1a1·gest electoral
TOte):

"kesoh;ed, That we welcome women voters to the electorate, and we
confidently· invite them to join the Dl:'mocratic Party upon its record.
We believe in equal suffrage, without any rPgard to sex, and we recogniZe
that the pre ent influe-nce, when our Nation is engaged in a great war,
fot· equal rights and Individual fre~>dom, is a time peculiarly appropriate
for its adoption by the people of tlle United States.
·
"We therefore urgt> the immt>diate adoption by the United States
Senate of the concurrent resolution amending the Constitution so as to
confer the right of suffrage upon woman. We demand that the United
States Senators from New York represent their constituents by voting

fo5.t\tfr:~i~ .fje~~~~J~;ra\torm
0

(third largest electoral vote) :
•• Resolt;ed., Tbat the Democratic Party of Illinois demands the immediate enactment of the constitutional amendment now before the United
States Senate. and it pledges itself to throw its organized strength bebind the adoption of that amendment when it is submitted for ratification to ·the >arious States."
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6. Wisconsin Democratic platform:
" Resolved, To give recognition to the wonderful sacrifice and sen·ice
of the women of America, we ~prove President Wilson's recommenda~hoen~f~[e~?man suffrage by Fe eral amendment through ratification by
7. West Virginia Democratic platform:
" Whereas the result of the coming election must not be one that can be
construed by the Nation's enemies as a repudiation of the President
and his war policies. Such a · result might cost the lives of thousands of American soldiers : Therefore be it
" Resolved, That we indor~e the policies of President Wilson on woman
suffrage and 11pon all matters pertaining to labor, and our candidates
pledge themselves to support these policies both during and after the
war and to the ratiilcation of the pending amendment on national prohibition. Pending the adoption of the suffrage amendment, we favor
extending to the women of West Virginia the right to participate in
primaries and conventions. With full recognition of the loyalty and
patriotism of men of every political party, we appeal to the whole
people of West Virginia to join us in the election of a Senate and Coni\~~~ld~~~ta!~eth~o~~r."ITill know we are in active sympathy with the
8. Nebraska Democratic platform (not included in above lists) :
"Resolved, That we place patriotism above politics.
Of ·~:;~solved, That we favor equal suffrage for all citizens, regardless

"Resolved, That it is the supreme task of the civilized worl!l to crush
the insolent attempt of German autocracy to . ubstitute a military dictatorship for self-government and the right of independent thought."
REPUBLICAN PARTY SPEAKS.

I 1. Theodore Roosevelt, ex-President:

· "I very earnestly hope that Congress will pass the suffrage amendment at once. Justice llemands this action, and· no possible good can
come from further delay."
2. Mr. Will H. Ilay:s, chairman national committee:
" I believe that when the world is fighting for democracy-' the right
of those who submit to authority to have a voice in their ow.n government '-the time has come to take steps insuring political freedom to
the women of the entire United States, and I therefore ask the Sixtyfifth Congress to submit the Federal suffrage amendment to be ratified
by the legislatures of th~ several States."
3. SIMON D. FEss, chairman Republican congressional committee:
"I will not, simply because I have the power, withhold from woman a
right she can claim with equal force, that I may monopolize it. I will
not deny her a privilege which I demand for mr,self. I will not refuse
her entrance to a field of duty in wblch her abllitles peculiarly qualify
her to exert an ever-widening influence against prevalent evils and on
behalf of the good of humanity. I shall, so far as in me lies, remove
very ban-ier against h€r right and privilege, and shall open wide the
door of opportunity to b(>r performance of public duty by placing in
b.er hands America's most effective weapon, the ballot, democracy's instrument of command."
4. N<:w Yorlc State Republican platform:
"Resolved, That the I•'ederal sutl'rage amendment bas passed the House
of Representatives by a tremendous Republican vote. Practically every
Republican county committee in the State bas urged its approval. The
decisive plurality for suffrage in this great Republican State has so
clearly shown the sentiment of the people, that we emphatically call
upon- the United States Senators f1·om New York to vote for the subnlisslon of this amendment to the States." (July 18, 1918.)
5. Ohio Republican platform :
" We favor woman sutl'rage and the immediate submission by Congress
for the action of the several · States of the proposed amendment to the
Federal Constitution granting them ·s uch right." (Aug. 28, 1918.)
6. Indiana Republlcan platform:
"The Republican Party of Indiana reaffirms its declaration for equal
suffrage. It urges the immediate passage of the Federal amendment
by the United States Senate and its ratification by the State, and commends our Senators and Representatives in Congress for their support
of this measure." (May 29, 1918.)
7. Iowa Republican platform:
" The Republican Party of Iowa reaffirms its declaration for equal suffrage. It urges the immediate passage of the Federal amendment by
the United States Senate and its ratification by the State, and commends our Senators and Representatives in Congress for their support
of the amendment." (July 10, 1918.)
8. Colorado Republican platform :
"We stanchly support the cause of national woman suffrage now."
9. Wisconsin Republican platform :
" The splendid spirit of the helpfulness and efficient service of the
women of the Nation ln every activity have been thrown into bolder relief
by the war emergencies. They have demonstrated anew their entire fitness for and right to equal opportunity in the conduct of the Government, and we therefore favor the extension of the elective franchise to
women."

Mr. OWEN. Mr. Pre ident, the argument practically bas been
presented so fully that it is unnece sary for any man to say anything furthee auout it. Everybody very well knows what the
reasons are which justify the passage of this joint resolution.
Those reasons ~re increasing day by day as the war goes on.
Women own half the property in the United States now, and
if the war goe on much longer they will own It all by the natural
laws of inherit..'lnce; but the right of women to vote is not based
upon property, it is based upon what is infinitely superior
to property. Women bring men into the world, and when they
do so they uffer an anguish which is not surpas ed by any soldier on the fielu of battle. No thinking man and no feeling man
ought to ever forget the sacrifices that women make for men.
The happine ·s of men is promoted and cared for by women.
Women give men their language; they teach it to them as chiluren. They teach them their manners and their morals and
theh· re1i~on. They are fully equal to men in every sense, anu
are ue erving of every tribute of re pect which men can pay to
women. MoreoYer, no nation e\er rises higher than the level of
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its women. That of itself justifies men in givin"' women their
right to participate in thP. conduct of government~
l\lr. WILFLEY. Mr. President, I do not desire to attempt to
make an argument on this question. I quite agree with the
S~nator from O~aboma [Mr: OWEN] that it has been thorqughlY.
Ul~cussed, but srnce I am paued on the question I desire to submit a few observations in reference to the subject.
_The qu~stion _of woman's suffrage is now being given worldWH.le conslCleratwn, and I believe the time has come when the
franchise should be given to the women of the United States.
As an abstract proposition, woman is as much entitled to vote
as man, and this right and privilege should not be lono-er denied
her, unless there is clear and unmistakable reason for ft. To say
that. woman will exercise this right and privilege in a ma.nner
detr1~ental to public good is a reflection upon her intelligence
and mterest in the welfare of society. I can not believe that
woman wi}-1 exerci e the. francl~ise for harmful or evil purpose , for It would be radically mconsistent with the influence
she now exerts on all public questions. I believe that she is us
much ~tereste<l in the good of humanity as man. To say thut
a certam class of women will exercise the franchise for evil
p~rposes, ~nd tl~at those who would exercise it for good purposes
Will remam indifferent does not appeal to me as consistent with
experience. Woman's influence and activity in all public matter , in _which she is allowed to _participate, do not justify the
assumption that there is danger m conferring upon her this important right and privilege. She has demonstrated tllat she can
meet responsibility and perform important duties requirin''
wisd~m, discretion, and courage with as mucl1· intelligence and
fore 1ght as man. I have no doubt that there are many good
women who are indifferent to this question, but I beUeve that
when suffrage is conferred upon them they will re pond to its
duties a~d obligations with genuine interest and sincerity. It
seems to me tllat tllis is a fitting time to give recognition to the
wonderful sacrifice and service of the women of America by
submitting to the people of the States an opportunity-to eA'tend
to her the right to vote. If tile requisite number of States ratify
this amendment, I believe the women of the United States will
exercise the franchise with intelligence and interest that will
result in benefit and improvement to the public welfare.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. (l\lr. RonrNSON in the chair)'
The question is on the amendment proposed by the Senator fro~
Mississippi [1\!r. WILLIAMs].
Mr. POi\IERENE. Mr. President, it is not my purpose to
discuss the merits or demerits of the pending resolution. I :mly
desire to very briefly state the reasons for the vote I intend to'
cast.
There are two ways to get woman suffraO'e, one by an amendment to the Federal Constitution, the othce by an amendment
to the constitutions of the several States. If the people of each
State did not have the power to get woman ~uffrnge within their
own States, there might be more reas<Jn fot· urging an amendment to the Federal Constitution. I submit, however, that as
fast as the voters of any State become ready and willing to
accept woman suffrage, it will be confened; and as quickly
as the women of any State signify a uesire for it, my belief is
it will be given to them by. the men of the State. In my judo-ment this is a matter which ~hould be deciderl by the Stat~s
severally, and not by the Nation as a whole. The country is so
large and the views of the people so \arieu that, in my judgment, the right course is to let each State settle this question
for itself.
I say this as one who believes in the principle of woman
suffrage, and who upon three several occasions within six years
voted for it in my own State. When the question comes up
in my own State again in the form of an amendment to our
Ohio constitution I shall vote for it. Entet"taining the views 1
do, I am not willing that any other State in the Union shall
compel Ohio to have woman suffrage if the State does not
want it; and I am not willing that any other State shall deny,
us this privilege if Ohio wants it.
In 1912 a woman-suffrage amendment to the Ohio constitution was offered, and with a total vote t!Jereon of 586.295 ouJ;
of a total voting population of probably 1,21>0.000, the vote was
yeas 249,420, nays 336,875, a majority against the amendment
of 87,455.
In 1914 a similar amendment was presented to our people.
and a total vote cast thereon of 853,685, of which 335.390 \otetl
yea and 518,295 \oted nay, making a majority ngainst the
amendment of 182,905.
On February 21, 1917. the general assembly of the Stnte of
Ohio passed a law conferring upon women the ri~ht to Yote
for presidential electors. Under our constitution this act, upon
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petition, was submitted to a referendum vote. The total vote
thereon was 090,644, of which 422,262 voted for it and 568,382
Yoted against it, defeating the statute by 146.120 votes. This is
the last prou oeuc2ment in Ohio on the subject.
' Vai ving fot· the sa ke of the argument my own personal convictions as to how woman suffrage should be secured, ought I,
as a Senator representing a sovereign State, to ignore the sentiment of the people of the State as eYidenced by these three
several votes within a period of six years? Can mind conceive
of any other subject upon which I would be justified in ignoring
the '\"oice of the voters at the polls? Would not the very men
and women who are now insisting that I defy the voters of my
State condemn me if I ignored that vote on any other issue?
My political philosophy teaches me tha t it is my duty on behalf of the majority voters in Ohio to say to t11e people of those
States who have settled this question for themselves, and who
want to impose their views upon our State, "Let us decide this
question for ourselves us you decidell it for yourselves," and,
on the other hand, I owe it to the minority voters in Ohio who
want \Yoman suffrage to say to those States who do not want it,
"You ought to have no hand in refu~ ing us this right if we do
want it. ·w e will settle this question for ourselves, as you wish
to settle it in your own State."
After the electors of Ohio have on three successive times in
six years defeated woman suffrage, ,mght I to '\"Ote for a joint
resolution which will enable the other States to impose woman
suffrage upon Ohio whether her people want it or not?
'l'o support the pending resolution means that the legislature of
the State of Nevaua, with a population according to the last Federal census of 81,875, shall have the same voice in determining thi~
question as the legislature of the State of Ohio, with a populat;'>P according to the same c~nsus-that of 191Q-of 4,767,121;
and the 13 States of Nevada, Wyoming; Delaware, Arizona,
Idaho, New Mexico, Utah, Montana, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island, North Dakota, South Dakota, nnd Oregon, with a population according to the Federal census of 1910 of 23,415 less
than the State .of Ohio, .shall have 13 times the voice in determining this question as the State of Ohio, notwithstanding the
fact that her vote bas been so decideilly against it.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President-. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ohio
yield to the Senator from Montana?
Mr. POMERENE. I will yield in just a IL"oment.
I speak only for myself. For the reasons yery briefly stated
I can not, and I will not defy what I construe to be the wish 1Jf
Ohio as expressed by her people at the polls, and I shall, therefore, '\"Ote against the penning resolution.
.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ohio
now yield to the Senator from Montana?
Mr. POMERENE. I yield.
Mr. WALSH. I merely desire to inquire of the Senator from
Ohio if what he states would not be the situation of affairs
:with reference to any amendment of the Constitution?
, Mr. POMERENE. Undoubtedly so, sir.
s
Mr. WALSH. Then, I also inquire of the Senator, whether
his criticism is not a criticism of the Constitution?
· Mr. POMERENE. It is not, because the States have a right
to settle this question each for itself. 1\fany other questions
might not be able to be settled in that way. ·
· 1\fr. SHAFROTH. 1\fr. President, I should like to ask the
Senator a question.
·
· The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ohio
yicl(d to the Senator · from Colorado?
. Mr. POliERENE. . I yield ~
Mr. SHAFROTH. Does not the Senator from Ohio recognize
that there are .various obstructions in the constitutions of rr.11.ny
of the States of the Union that practically prevent and oppose
the submission of constitutional amendments to their own con~
stitutions; and are not such obstructions of such a nature that
all of the States can not have submitted constitutional amend·
ments to their own c~nstitutions?
Mr. POIVIERENE. Mr. President, I have understood that
there is one such State constitution. If the people of that State
are not satisfied with their own State constitution, they will
change it.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Mr. President-1\lr. POl\fERENE. Just one moment. But that is no reason
why I should be called upon to ignore what my own State has
done on the subject.
.
·
1\lr. SHAFROTH. Mr. President, the Senator from Ohio
seems to think that there is only one such State. The State of
Vermont can not submit a constitutional amendment. to .its people except through a convention once in 10 years. New Ramp~
LVI-683
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shire is another State where there can be a constitutional amendment submitted only through a convention once every seven
years. There are a number of States that provide that a resolution to submit a constitutional amendment must be passed at
one session of the legislature and then again at the next succeeding session of the legislature before it may be submitted
to the people.
1\lr. POl\IERENE. Mr. President, I quite understand the position of the Senator from Colorado. He insists that the voters of
other States shall have their will, but at the ~arne time he says
to me that the voters of Ohio shall not be permitted to express
their will. I primarily represent the State of Ohio, and, so long
as I shall represent the State of Ohio, I shall not ignore the vote
of the people of that State on this or on any other questi9n.
1\fr. SHAFROTH. Does not the Senator recognize the fact
that there could be no amendment submitted to the Constitution
of the United States if his logic were to prevail? Can it not be
seen that if the Federal Government wanted to enlarge its constitutional powers and an objection of that kind on the part
of one State were considered sufficient, it would preYent any
amendment of the Constitution of the United States?
Mr. POMERENE. 1\Ir. President, the distinguished Senator
from Colorado belongs to that eminent school of thinkers who
believe in having their own way and condemning eYerybody
else who ants to exercise the same privilege.
1\fr. SHAFROTH. No, Mr. President; I do not believe in
that; but I believe that no one State should block un amendment to the Federal Constitution. The Constitution lias pro:
vided the method for its amendment and affords a safeguard
against improper amendments by requiring a three-fourths
majority of States to act favorably in order to auopt a proposed amendment. Consequently, I am not one of the persons
who want to have another State controlled by his State; I
want to say that the provisions.of the Federal Consti_tution must
at times be amended, for we have got to have progress, and if we
can not, one State practically would be permitted to stand in
the way of the Constitution being amended.
Mr. WADSWORTH. · 1\Ir. President, before the Senator from
Colorado takes his seat I will ask him to reply to an inquiry
which I do not mean to be impertinent. The afternoon is fast
slipping away. It has been the idea of a good many Senators:
that a Yote should be taken to-day, but during the last hour or'
so the rumor seems to be to the effect that there will be no
vote this afternoon. In view of that rumor, if it be true, I
want to ask the Senator from Colorado or the Senator from
New Mexico what is the plan of the Senators who are managing
the joint resolution?
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. 1\fr. President, I see no objection to going ahead with the discussion of this question, and I
should like very much to see the amendments to the joint reso. lution disposed of this afternoon.
Mr. WADSWORTH. Is it the intention of the Senator from
New 1\fexico to move that the Senate adjourn or recess until'
to-morrow?
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. That will be governed quite
largely by the disposition which may be manifested here by
Senators. I should like to have the consideration of this measure proceed in regular order, at least until the usual hour for
adjournment.
Mr. WADSWORTH. The Senator from New York is not
aware that there is any usual hour for adjournment. l\fy interest in this matter is to lrnow-1\Ir. JONES of New Mexico. I think it is generally under"
stood that at about 5 o'clock we adjourn.
Mr. WADSWORTH. Until when?
1\fr. JONES of New 1\Iexico. That matter is not under my
dictation; but I should like very much to proceed with the discussion of this matter and, if possible, dispose of the amendl!!ents this afternoon.
1\fr. WADSWORTH. I am in hearty agreement, Mr. President, with the Senator's desire to dispose of the · amendments
this afternoon ; and I will go further and agree to dispose of the
whole matter as soon as possible; but there has been a very
distinct rumor going about the Sen'ate Chamber that the managers of the joint resolution at least had under consideration
a proposal to adjourn over until Saturday, and that there shall
be no vote until Saturday. I think, in all frankness to tlle
Senate, to Senators who have come many, many miles to be
here to-day to vote upon this matter, as they have come upon
at least two or three other. occasions, it should he understood
what the program is.
1\fr. JONES of New Mexico. 1\fr. President, if the Senator
from Ne'Y York will inform those of us who are ignorant upon
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the ·ubject as to the number of Senators who will probably
make speeches upon this measure, that might influence the
action which 'We would suggest to the Senate.
l\1r. 'VADSWORTH. Even if the Senator from New York
knew how many were to speak upon the subject and could give
an a ccurate answer to tllat suggestion, it would have no bearing
upon his question as to whether or not the Senate is to meet
to-morrow.
1\Ir. JONES of New l\Iexico. Then, Mr. President, I might
inquire of the Senator from New York the purpose of his
inquiry?
·
Mr. WADSWORTH. So that Senators may know approximately when a vote is to be taken, and upon what day.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. It is manifestly impossible for
,any Senator-Mr. WADSWORTH. Senators had been given to understand
that upon Thur day, September 26, this matter was to be pushed
·to a vote, if po ible; but if the Senate adjourns or recesses
over Ji,riday and makes no attempt to vote upon Friday it is
apparent that there is some change in the program, and I
wanted to know whether there was any change contemplated.
Mr. PITTMAN. 1\Ir. President, will the Senator from New
Mexico yield to me?
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. I yield.
Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. President, would the Senator from New
York like to fix a day certain to vote, which would allow posffibly 10 or 12 speeches to be made?
1\Ir. WADSWORTH. I am not representing the Senators who
at·e opposed to the joint resolution.
Mr. PITTMAN. I thought the Senator was.
l\lr. WADSWORTH. I am in favor of a vote upon this matteju t as soon as possible.
l\1r. PITTMAN. I naturally assumed the Senator was representing some phase of this question ; but if he is not, very well.
Mr. WADSWORTH. Is there any objection to having a vote
upon the joint resolution to-morrow?
M.r. Pim!.AN. I do not see any objection, po sibly, except
thttt there are several very able speakers who I have heard
expre s n desire to discuss this question, and I would suggest
that we vote as soon as tho e speakers have an opportunity to
express themselves. It might be well if we entered into a
unanimous-consent agreement to vote on some day certain, and
then the speakers could arrnnge theh· time to suit themselves.
Would the Senntor favor agreeing on some day certain to vote?
Mr. WADSWORTH. I certainly would, and at the earliest
possible moment; but if, as the Senator indicates, there are
10 or 12 able speeches yet to be made upon this topic, then I ask
why the suggestion that we adj<>urn over to-morrow?
l\Ir. PITTMAN. I have not heru:d that suggestion, except
from the Senator from New York.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment offered by the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. WILLIAMs].
Mr. ASHURST. On that I ask for the yeas and nays.
?t1r. JONES of New Mexico. Mr. President, the amendment
offered by the Senator from l\1ississippi raises a question of very
graYe magnitude. It is evident that there would be differences
of opinion upon that amendment. It involves a question of
policy, ,.hich, if it were considered that the Senate desired to
take it up at this time for the purpose of seriously discussing
and disposing of it, would doubtless cause extended debate. If
the Senate should deem that it were called upon at this time
to pass upon a question of that sort, I have no doubt that
there would be almost inter·minable discussion in this body.
But, Mr. President, that would not be a serious matter, for we
could afford to discuss these questions, provided, however, that
their discussion and action would not jeopardize a question
which is of much greater importance.
It is known that the House has pa sed this proposed constitutional amendment; it is also known that it 1 · practically impossible to get the Members of the House u sembled at this
session of Congres in adequnte numbers to pass another amendment to the Con titution, especially an amendment involving
the question of the right of woman suffrage; and to put upon
this proposed constitutional amendment any other n.mendment
would be virtually saying that the woman-suffrage amendment
should not be passed at this session of Congress. I think it
must be apparent to everyone here that the practical effect of
putting any amendment upon joint resolution No. 200 would
mean the defeat of any action at thi session of Congress.
Therefore, Mr. President, without attempting to enter into
a discussion of the merits of the pending amendment to the
joint resolution, or any other amendment whicn may be proposed, I want to ask the Senators to Yote against putting any
amendment upon the proposed woman-suffrage constitutional
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amendment. I belieV"e it would be unwise to do so at this time.
The woman-suffrage amendment bas been pending for years ;
the time is approaching when it should be adopted; the time
is at least approaching when upon this single que tion the
Senate of the United States should record itself; and I therefore request in all earnestnes that no one seriously consider
adding any amendment to the joint resolution which is now
under consideration.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, the request of the Senator
from New Mexico that nobody should u seriously consider" an
amendment which involves the very structure of society and the
nature of the civilization of some parts of this country i a rather
unprecedented request. I did not intend to take the time of tho
Senate; I do not admit that the question of ' oman suffrage
itself is any more important-in parts of this country at any
rate-than this amendment to the proposed constitutional
amendment.
Mr ..President, I nurse no delusions upon this question. 1 hug
no fallacies to my soul. I take no part whatsoever in the argument that a constitutional amendment can be unconstitutionaL
I do not feel called upon to pay any tribute to" woman." Thank
God, u great majority of women constitute in themselves a
tribute to womanhood. It is not nece. sary to take up the time
of the Senate apologizing for a vote that I urn about to cast
by praising tlle womanhood of America.
Mr. President, I do not nurse any delu ion to the effect that
men are superior to women; nor do I nurse any delu ion that
women are superio1· to men. One is superior to the other in
certain regards; the other to it in certain other respects. That
women are superior to men in taste and in delicacy nnd in
purity of sentiment and of conduct few men would deny. That
men are superior to them in some respects I imagine few women
would deny if they looked at the matter in n.n impassionate way.
There are differences between them. There is no question of
superiority at all. My wife could cast ns intelligent a vote as
I can. 1\iy daughters could vote as intelligently as my sons. I
have no oppo ltion to woman suffrage per se if it were confined
to a homogeneous electorate. If I were a resident of Oregon
or of California or of Iowa, and the question were presented to
me as a State issue, I think I should vote for it. Being a resident of the State of l\fisslssippi, if It were presented to me as
a State issue I should undoubtedly vote against it. Nor do I
grant any moral right in California, Iowa, or Oregon to tell
l\lississlppl who shall Yote within her limits; nor do I claim any
right for :an 1 sippi to prescribe for them the conditions of
voting within their borders.
Mr. President, my proposed amendment to the amendment
may strike the Senator from New 1\Ie.xico a an lncon cquential
matter; he may think that it makes no difference one way or
the other what becomes of Mississippi, or South Carolina, or
Louisiana in this Union. He is not the man that I expected to
take that position, but he has taken it. I expected it from some
others.
The amendment which I have offered is a very simple one. It
merely inserts the word white before the word person, and thus
gives white women the suffrage, leaving any State that cfwoses
to extend it to negro women or not so to extend it, whichever
may be to its best and highest intere t. If any of you think
I am not in earnest about it you are very much mistaken. It
you adopt my amendment I shall then, and then only, vote fot•
the constitutional amendment as amended. If so amended it
would secure white supremacy and the supremacy of the white
man's civilization and his social institutions for all time to
come, because the white women could \"Ote under it and the
other women could not unless the people of a given State decreed
that they could ; nor could Ohinese women born in America,
nor Japanese women upon the Pacific s1ope, vote under my,
amendment either, unless voluntarily vested with the privilege
by the people of the States on the slope.
Oh, it is Yery easy to measure up the interests of a majority1
of the country, and when you have settled your mind about
that-you being in the majority section-to say as to the
minority : " Oh, they are inconsequential; they are insignificant;.
let them go."
I had not intended to address myself to the amendment. because I knew that every man with brains enough to rattle in
a mustard shell knew why I had offered it, what the motive was,
what the reason was, and that it was useless for me to argue it
or to do more than state it. Upon its mere statement every
:Member of this body would know without any aid or suggestion
from me how he wanted to vote.
Every man of you knows, and if I talked a whole day you
would not know any bett.er than you do right now. So far frQm
delaying the adoption of the proposed constitutional amendment, if my amendment to the amendment be passed it will
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afely trust the gr~wling politi~ians on both side to nurse it in
order that one set of politicians may defeat another.
I had not intended to say o much, l\lr. President, and would
not ha ye said it Ea Ye for the remarks of the Senu tor from New
:Mexico.
l\.Ir. SHAFROTH. 1\lr. President, I want to say with reference to the allusion of the Senator to my State that woman
suffrage was adopted in Colorado in 1893, and there never has
been even a petition presented to the Legislature of Colorado asking that the question be resubmitted to the people. There never
has been a bill introduced in either the senate or the house of
representatives of that State for tl1e resubmission of the question
to tre people of the State. '.fhat is the most conclusive evidence
that Colorado is entirely satisfied \\ith the laws which it has
adopted granting woman suffrage.
1\lr. JONES of New Mexico. 1\lr. President, on a former occasion I presented to the Senate a \ery extended petition to this
body to pass this woman-suffrage amendment. That petition
was signed by thousands of the representative people of the
United States. It has been filed with this body. I have here,
furnished by representatives of the Woman's Party, another
petition, which has been signed by not less than 50,000 people
of this country. Of course, this does not do more than indicate
the sentiment of the people of the United States. It simply
shows that the people of this country are deeply interested in
this subject.
The attention of the Senate has already been called to the ac.:
tion which various States and organizations have taken in regard
to this amendment. The political leaders of the country of all
parties have declared in favor of the amendment. The political
organizations of the country in large majority have declared in
favor of the amendment, and I believe the best thought of the
people of the country is that the amendment ought to be adopted.
At any rate, 1\lr. President, I feel that there is such a uni>ersal
opinion regarding the amendment that it at least ought to .be
submitted to the States for their decision.
I am one of those who believe that the provision in om· Con~
stitution providing for its amendmPnf. . .« ;ust as important a
part of it as any other. I believe that the people who framed the
Constitution contemplated that the right of change was one of its
most important and fundamental featm·es, and when it becomes
manifest that a very large percentage of the people of this
country desire to express themselves upon the question as to
whether or not the Constitution should be amended I do not
believe it is right to deny them that privilege.
I am not going to discuss the merits of this amendment particularly at this time, but I do mention these things for the
purpose of impressing upon the minds of Senators, if I may,
that this question is a live one throughout this country, and, in
my humble judgment, we have no right to deprive these States
of their constitutional right to decide whether or not the Constitution shall be amended.
l\.Ir. President, I ask permission to present to the Senate these
petitions, that they may rest in the archives of the Senate along
with the other petitions upon this subject which ha>e been
presented.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The petitions will be received
and lie on the table.
1\lr. JONES of New Mexico. 1\fr. President, I now move that
the Senate adjourn until noon to-morrow.
l\lr. WILLIAMS. 1\!r. President, before that motion is put,
if the Senator will withhold it for a moment, I ·want to ask for
the yeas and nays upon the pending amendment, so that they
may be ordered.
l\.Ir. LODGE. Mr. President, what is the motion?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New Mexico
has submitted a motion that the Senate adjourn, but withholds it.
1\Ir. WILLI.Al\IS. I ask the Senator to withhold it for a
moment.
l\.Ir. JO:NES of New Mexico. Does the Senator seek a vote
to-nigllt upon the amendment?
_
1\Ir. \VILLIAMS. No; I merely seek to order the yeas and
nays, so that when we meet to-morrow they will be ordered.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. I ha\e no objection to that request.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New Mexico
withholds his motion. The yeas and nays are demanded upon
the amendment of the Senator from Mississippi. I3 the demand
sustained? [A pause.] Evidently a sufficient number have seconded the request, and the yeas and nays are ordered.
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hurry up the final adoption, anti ~ot only ~ecure. its P?-SSa?e
through these t"o bodies of the National Legrslature, lmt rt wrll
secure its adoption by three-fourths of the States, because ~he
opposition in the States would come .frol? the very sectwn
which I represent if you allow the consbtutronal amendment to
go through as at present framed, unamended.
.
l\.Ir. President, having said that much I want to adU.JUSt o~e
word upon another subject. I want to beg Sen~tors to. let thrs
whole matter come to a vote just as soon as It possrl>ly can
come and let us be through with it and go on with the carrying o~ of this war. In the words of William Shakespeare:
If it were doue
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As far as I am concerned, I have made it a rule all my life
never to hold myself responsible for results. I do ?lY ?uqr as
I understand it, and then when I am through wr~h It, I~ a
result comes about against which I have voted or aga.mst wh~ch
I have worked, that, so far as I am co~cerned, is a .thi~g r~sting
in the laps of the gods. I hav~ nothmg to do wrth It; man
proposes, God disposes." Let this matter CO!fle to .a vote, and
let it be decided one way or the other for this sesswn. Let us
o- 0 on with the carrying on of this war; and then, after we
have done all that we can do with regard to that, let some of us
go home. I for one am homesick, and a whole lot ~f other
people are. I am perfectly willing to take up all the trme th.at
is necessary for great · and important matters. I do not mean
that this is not great and important in one sense, b_ut I do say
that its importance has been exaggerated by both sides.
Here comes a man on one extreme and tells us that all the
home ties are going to be broken up and woman is going to
cea e to be gentle and S\Yeet and chas.te and pure and become
unwomanly if she votes. I do not believe a word of that. It
has not had that effect where woman suffrage has operated.
Here comes somebody on the other side and seems to think that
a moral millennium is going to set in provided the women vote.
It has not set in in Colorado; it has not set in an_ywhere else
where women vote. The line of moral demarcatiOn between
people is not a sex line at all. It i.s a line that t~kes in ~oth
sexes. If women in a bad commumty vote, you Will have JUSt
a Httle bit worse government than you had before, becau~e your
bad majority will be increased ; and if women in a good community vote, :you will have a little bi! b_etter. gover.nment than
you had before because your good maJority wrll be mcreasect.
Now you wa~t to put thls measure upon l\1ississi~pi, not b_y
her own free will, but by your force. I ~m not argumg that It
would be unconstitutional to do it. It IS folly to say that a
constitutional amendment could be unconstitutional, beca.use
the moment it is adopted it .bec?mes n part ~~ the Constltut~on.
I am not saying that it is violative of the sp;rit _of the Cons_titution because the right to amend the Constrtubon was wrrtten
into' the Constitution as well as the other provisions that were
written into it. But you are trying to force upon us a me~s~re
which will make an ignorant, incompetent, unequipped maJOrity
in our midst still larger than it Is no;y,. and. still harder to
handle. I do not think you have the ethical r1ght to do that.
It is not comity.
The Senator from Tennessee [Mr. l\IcKELLAB] said to-day
that the same provisions that would deprive the negro men of
the vote in l\Iississippi would deprive the negro women. There
would be that many more to deprive. Mississippi has ~ot yiolated a word or a syllable or a dot of the Federal Constitution,
and the Supreme Court of the United States has said_ so. \V,e
llave kept within the line. We have preserved the \Vhite mans
civilization and the supremacy of his family life under great
difficulties. Now you want J;o make it more di.fficul;, if not _almost impossible, to do it; and the Senator from Ne~ l\.IeXIco
tells us that it is inconsequential-substantial~y, that It makes
no uifference! Ob, it depends upon whose ox IS gored. It m~y
be inconsequential to him. It is not so to me nor to l\Irs. Williams nor to my daughters nor to my neighbors.
If you want to get this amendment through, adopt ~Y. amen.dment to the amendment, and two-thirds of the oppos1t10n w:n
cease at once not only here but in the States when they come LO
the question 'or adoption. Not only that, but it will be a good .
thing for the South, because it will fix the white majority forever. I tell you, l\.Ir. President, you can say what !ou please
academically, but a people with an electorate which 1s not
homogeneous is a people sitting upon a volcano. You can not
unwrite the handwriting of God, not merely upon the countenances and the colors of men but upon their inward race traits
and tendencies, nor can you wipe out the dislike ?r distrust
which they entertain for one another, nor can you wrpe out the
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.
fear that every man of a race which he thinks is superior enterA message from the House of Representatives, by G. F. Turner,
tains for the social equality which almost necessarily follows a
condition of political equality, whenever the inferior race is in one of its clerks; announced that the House had passed the
sufficient numbers to constitute a balance of power. You can following bill and joint resolution:
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H. R. 12976. An act providing for the protection
the users
of telephone and telegraph service and the properties and funds
belonging thereto dlll"ing Gor-ernment operation and control;
and
H. J. Res. 331. Joint resolution authorizing the readmission to
the United States of certain aliens who have been conscripted or
have volunteered for service with the military forces of the
United States or cobelligerent forces.
HOUSE BILL AND JOINT RESOLUTION 'REFERRED.
H. R. 12976. An act providing for the protection of the users
of telephone and telegraph service and the properties and funds
belonging thereto during Government operation and control was
read twice by its title and referred to the Committee on Interstate Commerce.
H. J. Re . 331. Joint resolution authorizing the readmission to
the United States of certain aliens who have been conscripted or
have volunteered for sE:rvice with the military fortes of the
United States or cobelligerent forces was read twice by its title
and referred to the Commlttee on Immigration.
EXECUTIVE SESSION.

Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President, I ask the Senator from New
lUexico to modify bis request so that we may have an executir-e
session.
l\1r. JONES of New Mexico. I understand that an executive
session is desired. I therefore move that the Senate proceed to
the con ·ideration of executive bMiness.
The motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to the
cansideration of executive business. After 10 minutes spent in
executi'"e session the doors were reopened, and (at 5. o'clock
p. m.) the Senate adjourned until to-morrow, Friday, September
" 27, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
NOl\IINATION'S.

Executive nominations received by the Se-nate September 26
(legislative day of September 24). 1918.
REGISTER OF THE LurD OFFICE.
Thomas Jones, of Oregon, to be register of the land office at
VaJe, Oreg., his present term expiring October 11, 1918. Reappointment.
NAVAL 0FFICE'B OF CuSTOMS.

Lot W. Rei:tr, of Reading, Pa., to be naval officer of customs
in customs collection <.listrict No. 11, with headquarters at
Philadelphia, Pa., to fill an e::rlsting vacancy.
CONFIRMATIONS.

E:recuti'Ce nominations confirmed by the Senate Septcmbe)' 26
(legislative day of Septevtber 2i-), 1918.

Ul'nTED STATES ATTO'BNEY.
Hugh R. Robertson to be United States attorney, western district of Texas.
CoLLECTOR oF CUsTOMS.
Fred C. Pabst to be collector of customs for customs collection district No. 22, with headquarters at Galveston, Tex.
AssociATE JusTICE, SUPREME Comrr, TERRITOIIT OF HAwAIL
WilliamS. Edings to be associate justice of the supreme cour~,
~erritory of Ha"·aii.
Assocr.~TE JunGE oF CmcmT CoURT OF HAwAII.
John T. De Bolt to be second judge, first circuit, Territory
of Hawaii.
POSTMASTERS.
ARKANSAS.

Sam R. Carpenter, Arkadelphia.
GEORGIA.

Nellie B. Brimberry, Albany.
James M. Scott, Bainbridge.
William F. Boone, Baxley.
Joseph B. Rountr~ Boston.
John L. Callaway, Covington.
Frank S. Murray, Fort Valley.
James L. Teasley, Hartwell.
Aylesbury S. Sparks, sr., La Fayette.
Susie l\1. Atkinson,. Newnan.
Johnnie B. Roddenbery, Thoma vill~.
Emmett A. Speir, Wadley.
MINNESOTA.

Frank Gillis, Anolm.
Elsie E. Rathbun, Ashby.
Mat'Y E. Stm·k, Buffalo.
'Vllliam T. Nicholson, Crookston.

SEPTEl\IBER

26,

Frank A.- Lindbergh~ Crosby.
Andrew W. Johnson, Forest Lake.
Edna 1\f. Price, Fulda.
Hope Mouser, Gilbert.
Levi G. Sanders, l\Iahnomen.
Gustave A. Krueger, Plummer.
Albeit- lU. Evenson, Ruthton.
Frederick Schilplin, St. Cloud.
Jonas W. Howe, Stewartville.
:MISSISSIPPL

Edward W. 'Valton, Booneville.
Thomas H. Sharp, Columbus.
Milton A. Candler, Corinth.
Corinne Kendall Dampeer, Crystal Springs.
Sibyl Q. Stratton, Lib~tyHenry H. Sikes, Sta1·kville.
Samuel E. Carruth, Summit.
Walter L. Collins, Union.
PE-".

SYLV~IA.

Americus Enfield, Bedford.
Charles McBride, Blair Station.
\Villiam L. McLaren, Cressona.
·William R. Speer, Everett.
Emma l\1. Schrock, Garrett.
Thomas S. Moreland, Jamestown.
Edwin \V. Dye, Lawrenceville.
Paul 0. Bro ius, Lock Haven.
C01·nelius P. Rein~ Mahanoy City.
Thomas P. Logan, Midland.
Frank Snyder, l\linersville.
_ Philip W. Miller. New Freedom.
Merle D. Salyard , Pitcairn.
Arthur N. Rose. Rouseville.
John T. Kennedy, Sharon.
Karl Smith, Sharpsville.
Robert M. Foster, State College.
Edward M. Hirsh, Tamaqua.
Oscar W. Kaegel, Thompsont9wn.
'Villiam A. ".aicl\Inban, West Pittsburgh.
Joe C. Harding, W'indber.
UTAH.

Isadore Le ing, Beaver.
Parley P. 'Yilley, Bountiful.
William H. Fitzwater, Duchesne.
Jessie 1\1. French, Oreenrive-r.
Oliver C. Lar8en, 1\Ionroe.
Randall Christensen, Moroni.
Adelbert K. Huish, Payson.
Daniel L. Argyle, Salina.
J' ames Gowans, Tooele.
Abraham Binkele, Tremonton.

HOUSE OF REPRESEPTATIVES.
THURSDAY,

Septembe1· B6, 1918.

The Honse met at 12 o'cloek noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D.., offered the following p:t:ayer :
'
Father in heaven. our refuge and our strength, put forth,
we beseech Thee, Thy healing hand and restore our soldiet·s at
l1ome to health and sb'ength, that the preparation in which
they are engaged for the strenuous work before them may not
be hindered.
Let Thy protecting nrm be over our soldiers abroad and
their allies, that they may go forward with the work in wbicb
they are engaged; that the Huns may be driven back and peace
restored to n suffering, sorrowing world; that the kingdom of
righteousness may have its sway among the peoples of all the
earth ; for bumanity's sake and in Christ's name. Amen.
·
The Journal of the proceedings of yesterday was read and apprm·ed.
PERliiSSIOX TO .ADDRESS THE IIOUSE.
Mr. MEEKER. ~lr. Speaker-'Fhe SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rl e?
Mr. M:EE.h.."'ER. :ur. Spenker, I ask unanimous consent to address the House for 15 minutes.
'Ihe SPEAKER. The gentleman asks unanimous consent to
address the House for not more tban 15 minutes.
Mr. DILLON. l\lr. Speaker, before the gentleman does that,
I rise to a que. tion of person::tl privilege.

'
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'L'he SPEAKER. The Chair will recognize -the 'gentleman ·befoTe the gentleman ·'from Missouri ·makes his ·speech, if he gets
leave. Is there objection?
"M1.·. WINGO. ~1r. Speaker, 'I object Ior the present.
'Mr. l\.11frEKER. Mr. Speaker, I make the point -of .order·there
is no qum;um present.
l\fr. CAMPBELL of :Kansas. I would _ask the gentlemnn;:not;
to do that.
Mr. MEEKER. "If .:I .may address-The SPEAKIDR. The gentleman can not ao tha:t; the gentleman has ·made a point of no quorum.
Mr. MEEKER . ..If I can address::the House for a ,minute-1 The SPE.AKER. --:But '"the ·gentleman .has raised the · point -·o f
n quorum, and he- can not address the House.
-~rr. MEEKEJR.
I will withdraw that -point if I •ma-y :.hnv.e ,a
minute.
·l\lr. WINGO. l\1r. Speaker, J ·.hav.e.no objection if. the :gentleman takes ·5 "'ID.inutes ; but ..I do -not ·:gee ·the necessity for his
ta.k:ing-15'IDinutes-to put something in' the..RECORD.
Mr. MEEKER. ]fay I just ask •for one minute-.! ..ask .that"!
may address- the House for 10-minntes.
The SPEA:KER. The ~entl-eman has just ask-ed to address
the Honse 'far one .minute.
.!.!lr. WJNGO. I f "the gentleman will llUike it :fiv.e .minutes I
shall not ·object.
'l\1r. 1UEEKER. I can not ·get through in -five-minutes.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from l\Iissom·i asks unaiiimous consent for ,10 minutes to .address the House. •Is .t here
ol>jection? [After a pause.] The Chair hears none. -.The .Chair
will recogilize him to make a speech after 1 the gentleman from
South ~Dakota [Mr. DILLON], who says he has a ·question of
persorui1 privilege. -The gentleman will state it.

.1\Ir.::mLLON. "Mr. Speaker, I can,conceive of but one motive
for ·this unwarranted and scandalous ~-attack upon me. It is
certain 'that.no~g .in In'Y oonduct nor in my work would justify
the -subje-ct matter of the newspaper · a:rticle ·to which I have
just called :the ·attention of .the House.
··n ~Is quite ::possible that .I incurred the enmity of some of the
ship~s ufficers-;while ·crossing the ocean, but if I did so it was ·because·Of ::my earnest -efforts·to :see that the 3,000 American boys
on board the -vessel -and clothed in the uniform of the Republic
should be treated as they would be ·treated .if they had been on
board an Alnerican ·vessel.
On the boat were 28 soldiers from my own St-ate, .many of
wliom ..knew .me :personally. ~ was a constant -visitor among
them. I was, nf course, --unusually interested in these boys, .an-d
was exceedin_gJy ..anxious to 'See that their quarters should be
made comfonbil>l.e ..and that they should- be given good and
wholesome "food.
Here are the names and addresses of the -Santh Dakota boys
on board :the "Ves-sel :
'
7

Curtis W- 'Po.o1e,..Lo3tal.ton; Russel.Lewi.s,..Mina ; '·Frank Lewis, Mtna:;
Hiram J. Wakefield, Faulkton.; August Ch:mgguth, Vital; Elbridge _s.
Gerry, -St. 'Francis; "Victor A. Malmsten, .Redfield; Beruth M. Johnson,
Conde; B. 'W. Lynn, Winner; James Crba, Ipswich; John --w. Goehring.
Pe-ever ; ·Dwtgbt ·Hemmger Wilmot ; Larin .S. Metcalf Wllmot · .Ole .M'
Stai, Pe~ver. ; E. :fl. ·Niederhaumer, Wecota; .Frank Apple, Martt.h; Peter
Romlllari:l, Martin; ·nonald G. Loobey, Hamill; Fred ·Schuelson "Bonesteel: Stanley E. Dotso~ .Sturgis; James "Metal, Fairfax; "Gideon Wfi11nms,·Sisseto.n ; . E:rn~st l!l. Philips, Wilmot ;.James .A. ..c.hastain, Colome·
V~rn Shtrpt.. Burke; Samuel Tahoroka, ·Sisseton; R. D. Linamon, Ips:
wtch ; .and Jijdward A. Herman, Faulkton.

J: would have made a 'Protest on the food serveu ·the soldiers
on board if ·there had been no soldiers from South Dakota, but
these boys naturally protested to me. The fact that they were
from my own State made me the more eager to ,see that they
were given the treatment that every man on this floor would
QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.
have demanded under similar circumstances.
I could not take the part of ·those boy..s without antagonizing
1\h·. DILLON. ~Mr. Speaker, I :rise to a question of-personal
those who were in charge of the vessel. I had -no desire to :anprivilege.
·under date of August 28, 1918, there appeared an article:in the tagonize the ship's officers, b.ut I was willing to incur their
Sioux Falls Press, ·a newspaper publiShed in my district. Simi- enmity if it were necessary in order to see that the American
lar articles aypeared in the ·-press af the country. ·1 quote a soldiers on board were prope:dy fed. [Applause.] That my efforts on behalf of :the e ·soldiers did earn the disapproval or the
portion or the article so published :
ship's officers is-clearly·indicated by these false -ana unwarranted
[By the Associated .Press,]
stories ·that.ha:ve ·heen called to the attention of the House.
WITH THE ' AMEmOAN FoncEs IN 'FRANCE,
On ·Srmday, July ...1.~, .1918, I sailed 'from New York ..for Livffl".
. A-ugust !7.
The British authorities, it has .been learned, rec-ently · refused ·their po.ol on -:the the :i3rltish -steamer Adriatic. It 1las a capacity
·-permission for l:tepresentntlve ERNEST LUNDEEN, ·of · Minnesota, and ~Rep of 24,5.00 ·tons and carries a crew of --450 .men. We landed in
resentative CHAnr;ES H. DILLO~. of -south Dakota, to visit the British Liv.e rpeol -on July '26.
battle front. They arrived in -France Jate in July on board ·n. -:British
During the voyage 'I spent a great -part of my time visiting
vessel and later visiteu ·the American front. It is .believed they :now
rue ·touring "ltaly.
with the 3,000 ..:American soldiers on board, quart-ered in the
ALLEGE UI.K DN SHIP.
steerage ana on portions of the decks. Q\fost of these soldiers
The request that the Congressmen be permitted to pay a visit to :.the came from Camp .Lewis, W<ash., which .is conceded to be one uf
British Lines is .said to ...have been -:made in the usual manner by the the best-managed ~CIDJWS in the United -states. About two days
American Army authorities. W.hen the declination was . received ,an
1nvesti"atlon was begun. "This~ it is asserted, resulted .in the ·explana- out from New "York -the soldiers commenced grumbling about
tion that both men ·had .talkea freely aboard ·shlp in such a manner the ·food -given them. The complaint was practically unaniabout ·certain snbjeets affecting the war that both British and American mous that they ·were ·not ..getting ,sufficient food. I became inmilitary and civilian passengers brought i:he ·subject of their conversation to the attention of the officers commanding the troops abom·d ·the terested in their appeals and visited freely among them.
~found one soldier who had been operated on at -Camp Wadsvessel and also the ship's captain.
worth, ·s. C., on June A. He was given passage upon the bo1It,
JIULITARY I~VESTrGATES.
The exact tenor of the statements the Congressmen are alleged 'to have one df his companions ca-rrying his kit. He was assigned to a
made is not known, but the military authorities are pursuing their inves- bunk "in "the steerage, but was later ·anowed to lie on deck c.
tigation of .the incident.
..He told me that ·he was scarcely able to .eat anything and h·a d
The Sioux.Ralls Press, ·on July 29., in an editorial said:
-asked for toast, but had been unable to__:get any. ·I bought him
Friends of Co.ngressma:n "DILLON-and he has friends -who could --not some oranges and 'lemons and isited -with him 'On numerous
vote for him because of ..his misfortunes in .matters of .national .honor- occasions. I was informed that inquiries had been made ·of
wm feel sure th:tt .his unhappy experience with the British Government
ls a consequence ·not of an intended wrong on his -part but of another .bh:n asto·what I had :said ·to him.
blunder of utterance. What he said aboard shlp w.hicb caused ·him
'Many, many of ·the soldiers informed me that they were not
to be reported to the captain .and to military officers in command is not ·g iven enough to eat and much of 'the -food given them was Dot
yet revealed. It was duly reported to the British Government, which
appa-rently did :not care-to have m.en -who talk -that way mingling among fit to eat. I was told they ha:d been served rabbit in whlch
British soldiers at the fr·o:nt. And for this attitude we do not ·blame dung -was eml>edded, soup that contained pieees of bladder,
the British Government in the -slightest degree.
liver ·that :was ·stale, and bread that was musty. I talked to an
I .brand the statements which I :have just -read as maliciously · .American officer who corroborated ·these .rstatements. "Likewise
false and without foundation in fact. The article further -states the South 'Dakota 'boys ·confirmed them.
that I voted ·against the selective draft. This statement is an unI was invited by one of the South ·Dakota boys to breakfast
mitlcrated fah;ehood, and the RECORD will bear out this ·fa.ct. with him. I ac('epted the invitation, and on July 17, at 6.45.,
.Again, it is stated .that ..I opposed the arJL:ed-neutrality bill. 'I accompanied him. The card inspector was informed that I
.This statement is likewise untrue, and the REcORD will disclose was ·taking breakfast ,with th-e soldier ·a nd he -passed me in.
that I voted for this measure.
The breakfast consisted of a bun, oatmeal, coffee, and stewed
The article published in the Sioux -Falls 'Press if! more than liver. I had hardly commenced ·the l>reakfast when the ship's
a false statement of my record. In effect its tendency is to call steward wanted ''-to .know what I was doing -there." I said
in question my loyalty to my own country and my sympathy for ·that 1: 'WaS taking breakfast with one of my South Dakota boys.
the cause for which she and .our allies are fighting.
His reply was that I should -get out; that it was again "t the
This, Mr. Speaker, in my judgment, states a question of .the •rules. I :replied that .I would obey all orders and -would retire
highest personal privilege.
in a few ·moments, which I did.
·
The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks the _gentleman •h as stated
There was a canteen on the Adriatic selling c11ocolate, cake,
a question of personal privilege.
and. olli:er artiCles. I counted as ·many. as 60 soldier•s standing
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in line waiting to make purchases. The canteen sold 18 cookies
for 20 cents and 12 frosted cookies for 20 cents. They did a
thriving busine s until they were entirely sold out. The sol·
diers told me they bought eatables because they were hungry.
The servants connected with the cooking department consti:mtly sold roast duck and chicken, charging from $1.50 to
$2.50 each. Small boys acting as helpers sometimes sold them
as low as 60 cents each. Sandwiches, pie, cake, oranges, and
tea were sold b:y the employees in the cooking department. I
was told by a number of soldiers that they could not get an
extra bun with their meals, but that they could be purchased
from the steward for 10 cents each.
The complaints of the soldiers were brought to the attention
of some of the American officers on the boat by me. It was
stated that the Adriatio was a ship owned by a British corporation, and that the soldiers were being taken over on a
contract basis, and that the American officers had no control
over the food supplies.
However, they took the matter up with the ship's officers and
better food was promised them. An American officer was appointed to inspect the food for each meal, and I was invited
to go with him on an inspection tour. After tWs I heard less
complaint about the food served. I am satisfied the American
officers on board the yessel did everytWng in their power to
obtain better conditions for the soldiers.
Here are some of the meals served to the soldiers on board :
JULY 16.

Breakfast: Mush, sausage, biscuit, coffee; no sugar, milk, or butter.
Supper: Apple sauce, cheese, biscuit, pickles, bqtter, coffee.
JULY 18.

Dinner : Cold corn beef and cabbage, potatoes, pudding, small por·
tions ; no coffee, tea, or bread.
Supper : Bread, jam, orange, apple, tea.
JULY 19.

Breakfast:· Oatmeal, bun, fish, coffee.
Dinner : Soup, potatoes, beans, canned salmon ; no coffee, bread, or
butter.
Supper: Bun, jam, slice of headcheese, slice of pickle, tea, butter.
.rtJLY 23.

Breakfast : Sausage, mush, bun, coffee.
Dinner : Soup, beans, rabbit, apple sauce, potatoes, bun.
Supper: Small box sardines, orange, marmalade, bun, coffee, butter.

I talked with the highest ranking American officer on board
nbout these conditions and was informed that he would make a
re-port to the War Department as to conditions on the boat.
The inspector before mentioned and some officer of the boat
invited me to go through the food department, which I did.
'Ve went through the cold-storage and the supply department
and found good wholesome food in large quantities. The officers and passengers on the boat were bountifully supplied with
the very best food that could be found on the market.
When we landed at Lirerpool I was notified to appear before
some officer who had come on board. I presented my passport
and letters from Secretaries Lansing, Baker, and Daniels.
This officer then asked me," Did you take notes while crossing?"
I replied, "Yes." He then said, "May I see them?" I said,
"Yes. The notebook is in my stateroom. I will go and get it."
He said, "I will go with you." We went to the stateroom, and
I then said, " I do not see why you should be interested in my
personal notes." I further said that I might conclude to call
the attention of the House of Representatives to his demand
to read my private notes. I then offered him the notebook. He
then replied that it was not necessary. I later met him on the
stairway, and he said they were required to make strict rules,
and that some information had been reported to him concerning
my conduct on the boat, but he had ascertained that the information was unfounded and expressed the hope that I would have
an interesting trip. [Applause.]
I <lid keep a notebook of the complaints that were made to
me regarding the food and information with reference thereto
that I had gained. This notebook contained the substance of
a conversation had with an American officer on board who
spoke of his personal knowledge regarding the unfitness of the
food . .
These notes were kept because I intended to call it to the
attention of the War Department immediately upon my return,
and because I did not care to trust it to my memory. I am
satisfied in my own mind that the ship's officers knew what
· :was in the notebook and knew my purpose in keeping it.
I am exceedingly reluctant to bring these facts to the atten·
tion of the Nation. I had intended to lay them quietly before
the Secretary of War. The attack, however, made upon me and
my loyalty makes it impossible for me to be obedient to my
original intention. In view of these unwarranted attacks I
would stultify myself if I remained silent. [Applause.] .
Since the declaration of war with Germany I bnve supported
every war measure. There is not a drop of German blood in

my veins. My ancestors fought in the Revolutionary War, and
I am deeply sensitive of these attacks impugning my loyalty to
my country.
'l'he applications for Yisits to the battle fronts were made to
the intelligence department of the American headquarters in
Paris. I was treated with the utmost courtesy, and arrangements were made for my visit to the battle fronts. I can not
gpeak too highly of the courtesies shown me by Gen. Pershing
and the American, French, and Italian officers.
I visited the intelligence office ori numerous occasions, but not
one word of doubt of being admitted to the British front was
ever expressed. On one occasion it was stated that a drive
was on and that the highways were congested. I called at the
intelligence office on August 16, just before leaving for Italy,
and was informed that I probably could get on the British front·
on my return f.rom Italy.
When I returned from Italy on August 31 I called at tlle intelligence office again, and was then informed that probably ·
not until after September 17 would anyone be permitted to
visit the British front. I then visited at St. Nazain, Nantes,
Tours, Dejon, Is Sur Telle, and other places, and returned to
Paris and called again at the intelligence office on September
10 and was informed that conditions had not changed since
my return from Italy. At no time did anyone disclose to me
that I could not visit the British front. I coulU. not wait until
September 17 and sailed from Brest on Thursday, September
12, for New York.
Mr. Speaker, I have given this detailell statement in order
to show the motive which inspired this scurrilous attack upon
me. No one has mnde a single statement of words coming
from my lips affecting my loyalty to my country or our allies
in this great war. I resent upon this fioor this beastly and
baseless attack and court the fullest investigation of my acts
and words.
I made no statements abusing or condemning the war aims of
the United States or any of the allies. I could not make such
statements, because I never entertained such sentiments. I did
protest against the treatment of our boys on thls boat, and I
protest now in the name of our country that we mu t not send
our soldie1·s across the sea to fight our battles without pro·
viding good and wholesome food for them. [Applause.]
The first intimation that I had that I was denied the privilege
of visiting the English front was upon my return home on
September 19, .when these stories were brought to my attention.
There was not the slightest indication in the treatment I re·
ceived from any source while abroad that any of the allied
countries objected. to my Yisiting any of the fronts. The courtesies I received from all of these countries were unusual and
left with me a sense of deep obligation for their considerate
treatment.
Everywhere I went I encouraged the American sol<liers and
told them of our war aims. I never saw a finer body of men,
fully equipped, with one thought and one idea, that they were
crossing the sea to win the war. Their spirit has brought to
the French, Italian, and English soldiers a morale that is un·
equaled in the world. [Applause.] ·
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from ::Mi ouri is recognized
for 10 minutes.
W ..\R PROHffiiTIOX.

1\Ir·. 1\IEEKER. 1\Ir. Speaker, the other day, on September 23,
when we had discussion on the war prohibition measure, I made
some remarks here in regard to an organization that is known as
the Anti-Saloon League, and the gentleman from 1\fissouri [1\fr.
DECKER], who a number of times has taken it upon himself when
I have made no personal reference to Wm at all. to get up here,
flap his wings and take a little time on me personally. I have
sent for such letters and they are here. Two years ago I staid
out of the gentleman's district during the campaign at the re·
quest of a very wet Democrat who is a Yery close friend of Mr.
DECKER, and I tried in every way I could to refrain from taking
up these personal matters that the gentleman seems to delight
in discussing. I shall first ask this morning that these letters,
which I send to the Clerk's desk, shall be read. Somebody is mis·
taken; I will not say fmther than that, but we have the anti·
saloon . aints on one side and the gentleman from 1\llssourl on the
other. I ask that the letters be read first.
The SPEAKER. Without objection the Clerk will read the
letters.
·
The Clerk read as follows:
:MlSSOl:RI AXTI-SALOO~ LE .\GUiil,

Hon.

JACOB E. MEEKEn,
1.301 Sout1~ Compton

St.

Areuue,

Louis, Jto.,

Jttly1:J.19t.f.

City.

:MY DEAR Sm : In case you are nominated and elected to Congress
would you vote for and support the Sheppard-Hobson national problbl·
tion resolution? Our friends throughout the State are presslng us fot·
information on· this great issue and we will be especially pleased to have
yon frankly give us your position.
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Tb( -information will not be used to embarrass you if your answer is
in the affirmative, and will even be held confidential if you request it.
An early reply will be especially appreciated.
W. C. SHUPP,
· Yours truly,

He was not present, and the understanding was that it was
because some gentlemen down there who are opposed to prohibition are Democrats and it might be just as well to remain·
State Superintendent.
in Washington. The gentleman is in the habit of getting up
and beating his breast about these things after it is over. He
MISSOURI ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE,
St. Louis, Mo., June !5, 1.918.
voted against war, but by the time he gets back to Missouri he
J. E. MEEKER,
.
will make the people think he is the original war lord.
House of Representatives, Washington. D. 0.
1\Ir. DECKER. Will the gentleman yield?
DEAR Sm: As you know, we have pending in Congress the matter of
-Mr. MEEKER. If you will get me more time.
the prohibition of the entire liquor traffic for the period of the war-the
Jones amendment in the form of a rider to the Agricultural bill and the
The SPEAKER. The gentleman declines to yield.
Barkley bUl coming as a.. separate measure.
Mr. l\1EEKER. It was not all the time and during all of
Many of your constituents are extremely anxious that the suicidal
waste of food, fuel, man power, and financial resources of the Nation this work that has been going on when he bade welcome to the
by the liquor traffic shall be brought to an immediate end. and they lobbyists who .sat in the gallery here last year when protest
will be p1ea.sed to know the attitude of all the candidates for the United was made. When a Federal judge was in the gallery sending
States House of Representatives on these questions.
We will be pleased to receive your direct reply to the following ques-- messages to the floo1~ of this House on a bill, and a protest was
made, be once more feels called upon to take it upon himself to
tions:
1. Will you give your unqualified support to either the Jones war-- talk about lobbyists sitting in the galleries and managing mattime prohibition amendment or the Barkley bill covering the same subters on the floor and welcome publicly the gentleman who was
ject?
.
2. Will you support either of those measures in case the President there.
do~ not make any recommPndation be::tring upon them?
I simply put these letters in this REcoBD this morning, and I
These questions are being sent to each candidate for the United States
IIouse of Representatives on both the Democratic and Republican tickets. have given you two or tln·ee simple statements as to what are

fncts . .
lli. Bryan is the same kind of a leader as the o-entleman fmm
1\Iis ouri [Mr. DEcKER]. Mr. Bryan had as his first man to

Yours very truly,

MISSOURI ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE
W. C. SHUPP, Sta,te Superintendet1t.
CHRISTIAN BERNET, P·resicZent.
L. W. McCREADY, Secretary.

carry the electoral vote from Nebraska to the Electoral College
a brewer, of his own selection, and he protested against proJUYE 29, 1918.
hibition being an. issue as long as he was a candidate. A.nd.
Mr. W. C. SHUPP,
everybody knows that to be true. Mr. Hobson demanded whisky
State Superintendent Missouri Anti-Saloon League, St. Louis, Mo.
Sm : In reply to ;yours of June 25, will say in direct reply to your for his men when leaving the boat after the sinking of the

two questions-positively no.
With such men as Messrs. Hurley and Colby, of th_e Emergency Fleet
Corporation ; Sn.muel Gompers president American Federation of Labor;
and others, giving their very lives to speed production and to keep labor
satisfied that we might win this war, it seems to me but little short of
treason for paid agitators to constantly stir up labor and keep an everln ting hubbub going. on amongst . these men upon whom we must depend.
I think the conduct of the representatives of the Anti-Saloon League
is contemptible. Your paid representatives were before the Senate committee. At one end of the table stood Gomper , Hurley, and Colby
pleading that this matter should not be pushed further. At the other
end of the table, Dinwiddie and Wheeler, who draw their salaries for
making trouble, nagged the committee and hypocritically declared that
they, these agitators, these paid "reformers," represented the will of
the American people. Shame on such conduct by such men.
Now, I will ask you some questions publicly, and I shall expect a public
repl;v:
F1rst. Congress voted last year to leave this matter in the hands of
the Pre. ldent, who is the Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy.
Are you willing to abide his judgment in this matter and will the AntiSaloon League of the United States stand loyally behind him?
Serond. Why has the Anti-Saloon League never .ret sent a resolution
of support to the President since war was declared .
Third. Is it your candid opinion that the people of the United States
should follow the judgment of such men as Hoover, Stream, Hurley,
Colby, Gompers, or should they be dictated to by paid lobbyists and
Dgltators?
Trusting that I shall receive from you, through the public press, some
sort of reply, indicating that ln a small degree., at least, the Anti-Saloon
League leaders of this country are willing to abide the wishes of the
President, I remain, sir,
Sincerely,
--- ---.
P. S.-I note in your program, printed in red ink at the bottom of
your letter, that you have failed to suggest there any interest whatsoever in the winning of the war. Your whole concern is pr.ohibition
agitation-local, State, and National. You are using the war as an
excuse for stirring up trouble now. I have never seen a "win-the-war"
line from the Anti-Saloon League anywhere at any time. Your organization by such conduct has made itself unworthy the respect of
loyal Americans.

1\lr. MEEKE~. 1\Ir. Speaker, the letters there speak for themselves as to whether those letters were ever sent out. I have
received a statement not only from Missouri Oongres~en, but
from men outside, that they have received them.
· 1\fr. DECKER. Will the gentleman yield?·
Mr. ~IEEKER. Yes; if the gentleman will get me more time.
1\lr. DECKER. The gentleman means he refuses to yield unle s he can get more time?
Mr. MEEKER. If fue .gcntleman will get me more -time. I
le;:tve it as between the· gentleman fr_o m Mi,ssouri [Mr. DEcKER]
and the Anti-Salopn League_who is in error, as far as that is concerned. The gentleman talks about a road supervisor not beii}g
able to be elected in Kansas if .he w~s not for prohibition. If
the gentleman will walk right. straight through and .look on the
right as he goes to the Senate he will see. in the- Hall of Fame
statue to the fir.st Democrat ever elected in Kansas, who was
elected on the antiprohibition platform.
· 1\Ir. DECKER. Will the gentleman yi.eld?
Mr. MEEKER. If the gentleman will get me more time.
The SPEAKER.. The gentJeman. declines to yield. .
Mr. ~lliEKER. The gentleman stood there· and pounded his
brea:St, and smct-he was kliown ·as. a- le~der down in ·his ·e ountzy
nti.:, prohib.~tlQ~.· I ;·w~ iii 'four ,- ~~.Pkigiv~: ~- )-91~~11;tl,'agK
Webb City, Carterville, -and the cmmty---and:lie, was not.there:
leading, and \Ye carried every one of them b.nd reve!%ed,·tt· from
pi·ohibition back to regulation territory.

a

Menimao.

The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Missouri
has expired.
1\lr. MEEKER. Twill finish this in the district down in Joplin,
and I do not want more time.
1\fr. POU. . Mr. Speaker, by direction of the Committee on
Rules-Mr. DECKER. Mr. Speaker, r rise to a question of personal
privilege. I ask unanimous consent that I have 1.0 minutes in
which to answer the gentleman from Missouri [.l\11-; MEEKER].
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Missouri asks unanimous consent for 10 minutes. Is there objection?
Mr. POU. :Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, I will
annaunce that after the gentleman has 10 minutes I shall feel
constrained to objeCt if nobody else does. But I think the gentleman ought to have 10 minutes. ·
The SPEAKER. The Ohair hears no objection.
Mr. DECKER. Mr. Speaker and gentlemen of the House, I
do not intend to waste my time in any personal controversy
with the gentleman from 1\fissouri [1\lr. MEEKE.B]. I never
have. I have never said anything unkind about him. I did
attempt the other- day to answer some of his arguments. He
seems to be inclined to take it as a personal matter, for which.
I am sorry.
In the first place, he says I voted against the war. That is
not a new fact, and it does not affect the question as to whether
or not whisky is a good thing for the human race. He says I
voted against conscription. That is an immaterial fact; but his
statement is untrue, and I do not think he stated it so intentionally. I know he did not. He would not yield long enough
for me to correct him. I not only voted for conscription, but I ·
spoke in favor of it on the floor of this Rouse. I have voted for .
every war measure proposed by the administration. I just state
those-facts for what they are worth.
The people of my district know my record as to Americanism, as to my vote Oii the war, and ·everything else that I have
done since I have been here. I have held nothing secret. I
resented what the gentleman said in his speech the other day.
I know his views on this question and I have never quarreled·
with him because of his views, but the ·thing which I resented
·I resent now, and• I resent it in behalf of the entire Missouri
delegation, is that be was trying to give the Members of this
House the impression· that we were making secret pledges on
. prohibition.
·
·
· ·
· · I do not Wish· to be personal, but there sits the gentleman
from Missouri, ~.li·. ALExANDER, who before I was ever heard ot
· in politics, r thmk 25 ·years a,::o, stood in the Legislature of the·
State of- Missouri and fought ·for prohibition when it was· un; popular aild there were few in favor ot it. Do you charge him
: with signing a secret pledge? ·' ·
.
There · sits Mr.. RUCKER, ~ another' gentleman from ·l\lis8ouri'
t ~ho ·was· fightil1g ·the battle for ·· pl~ohibitjon before · you ·and I
:were ever 'eriga~ ·in publ~c · I-ife: · 00 :you mean by reading ~'onr
: lettets:<and ' tim.kiilg~ your 'charg~s lH~re t'<timpl~ that he _
s igrieJ a
: 8ecret' ;pledge?-· ·· ~here~: sits ·my' ; couea~e, the gentleman froiii
Missouri, 1\Ir. HAMLIN, who is known throughout tile length and
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breadth of his distri.:·t as a man who stands four square to all
·the world in faYor of driving out booze and whisky and beer.
Do you mean to insinuate that he has been signing secret
pledges on this question in order to get votes? I could go down
the whole list. The gentleman from Missouri, 1\Ir. RUBEY's,
district adjoins mine, and there is not a man, woman, or child
in hi district that does not know where Mr. RUBEY stands on
this great question. Those are the things I resented in the
gentleman's speech. He says that last year I defended a lobbyist in the gallery. That so-called " lobbyist" was a Federal
judge who, at the request of President Wilson and Secretary
1\lcAdoo, helped to write the bill giving insurance and compensation to soldiers and sailors.
I ha \e no brief for the Anti-Saloon League. They need no
defense from me. They never paid me a cent to make a speech.
It is true that while I was serving my constituents up here in
Congress you went · down into my distrkt-from patriotic motive~, no 'doubt-with a desire to uplift mankind-.
The SPEAKER. Will the gentleman suspend a moment?
There are two evils growing in this House, and they ought to
stop. One of them is that the Members have fallen in t~e
habit of saying "you" and "your." It is, besides against th~
rules. The gentleman who is making this speech ·is no worse
a sinner than a good many others-not half as bad about that.
You have got to describe a Member by designating his State.
The proper form in this case would be, " the gentleman from
Missouri, Mr. 1\IEEKER." Another one is the calling of Members
by their names, Tom, Drck, and Harry, Billy, and John, and Joe,
Smith, and Jones, and so forth. It all contributes : to bad
order. I hope the gentleman will quit talkirig about "you " in
making his speech. [Laughte1·.]
Mr. DECKER. How much more time have I, Mr. Speaker?
· The SPEAKER. I will not take it out of your time.
[Laughter.] You have five minutes remaining.
1\Ir. DECKER. I meant in my remarks the gentleman from
Missouri, Mr. MEE.KER. [Laughter.] He is the gentleman .to
whom I referred as going down into my district. They do say
that he makes a \ery good speech in behalf of the brewers and
in behalf of the distillers of this country, and I think in some
campaigns he was successful, and the people, I am informed,
appreciate his services-! mean the people he represented.
But be that as it may, I have no brief for him. My desire
to keep him out of my district is not so great as you might
imagine. He is an able gentleman, and I know that his appear-·
mice fn my district would go far toward contributing to my·
defeat. Yet at the same time, in the face of the danger of having
him come down there and tell the people about my stand on
prohibition and other things, which they all know, at the risk
of having the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. MEEKER] throwing
the great weight of his powerful influence against me in the
coming campaign, I did feel called upon the other day to rise
here in behalf of my colleagues-not in behalf of the AntiSaloon League, because I do not represent them-and deny the
insinuation that any man among my colleagues signed any secret
pledge.
.
·
The letter you recei\ed in 1914-the letter you received-no;
the letter which the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. 1\IEEKER]
received [laughter] in 1914-said, at the bottom of it, "If you
request it, this will not be published." Well, have you [laughter] ever told the people of Webb City-I mean has the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. MEEKER] ever told the people of Webb
Qity, whom he represented? Has he ever told the people ,of
Carthage how much he was paid in that campaign whi~h be
waged in my district?
.Ur. MEEKER. Yes.
· Mr. · DECKER. Has he e\er told the people of the counh·y
just 'vhoiQ he counted upon to vote with him when they came
to Congress or to the State legislature?
Mr. MEEKER. , Yes, sir.
• • l\1r. DECKER.
The gentleman f.rom Missouri [l&ughter]-The SPEAKER. The gentleman will suspend a moment. The
gentleman from · l\lissouri [Mr. MEEKER] is \iolating another
ru1e of the House right ·n ow by sitting in his seat and inti:~l'
jecting remarks· in the remarks of the other ·gentleman · :(r9m
Missouri.
·
1\fr. DECKER. The gentleman from l\Iissou.ri . [Mr. ~]
may rail against the Anti-Saloon League and he may wrap the
mantle of patrioti'Sm around himself in behalf of the brewers
and distillers; but I haYe this to say to the gentleman, .and this
only, that he i out of harmony not only with ..the people of Missouri, not only with the people· of this counti·y, but the gentleman is out of hurrnor.y with the great -majority of the .l\fembers
of the House of Hepre entntiYe and if he by hi spee:che«"means.
to cast insinuations tipon the patriotism of this House and' if ·
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he means to insinuate that the action whlch we took on national
prohibition, upon war-time prohlbition, upon putting prohibition
in the District of Columbia, upon putting prohibition around
the camps to protect ·the soldier boys of this country-if . he
means to have it inferred that that is due to the Anti-Saloon
League and to unpatriotic and unworthy efforts on the part of
the Anti-Saloon League, then let him make the best of it.
E\ery man within the hearing of my \Oice knows that it is a
foul slander upon the patriotism of the people of this country
and upon the pah·iotism of the membership of this Ilouseo."
[Applause.] I do not mean to charge as to the men opposed to prohibition that they are unpatriotic and un-Ameri·
can. Men in this House who have voted against prohibition are
just as good pah·iots as I am, or any other Member of this Hou e,
including the gentleman from .Missouri [Mr. MEEKER]. But in
behalf of my country, in behalf of the voters of my district and
of Missouri, in behalf of the Anti-Saloon League, the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, and other organizations, which for
many long years ha\e worked for prohibition, I simply say tlmt
now, at thls-good hour when prohibition is in sight, if the distinguished gentleman from Missouri wishes to come upon the floor
of this great legislative body and try to cast insinuations upon
their patriotism and upon their Americanism and considers that
worthy of his training, worthy of his traditions, and worthy of
Missouri, then let him make the best of it. [Applause.]
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from lUis ouri
has expired. The gentleman from North Carolina i recognized.
Mr. POU. 1\Ir. Speaker, by direction of the Committee pRules I offer a privileged report.
LEA\E OF AB

E...~

E.

By unanimous consent, lea\e of absence was granted as follows:
To l\Ir. G.A.RD, indefinitely, on account of death in hi family;
To Mr. CHAJ\"'DLER of Oklahoma, indefinitely, on account of im·
portant business and to assist in liberty-loan drive; and
To Mr. CRISP, for two weeks, on account of important businE:>s .
UTILIZATION OF ELECTRICAL PO"\\'EB (II. REPT. NO. 814).

The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the resolution presented by the gentleman from Korth Carolina [1\Ir: Pou].
The Clerk read as follows:
llouse resolution 433.
ResoZvedii That immediately upon the adoption of this resolution the
IIouse sha resolve itself into Committee of the Wbole llouse on tbe
state of the Union for the consideration of H. R. 12776, entitled "A bill
to provide further for the national security and defense and for the
more effective prosecution of the war by furnishing means for the better
utilization of the existing sources of electrical and mechanical power
and for the development of new sources of such power, and for other
purposes"· that there shall be not to exceed four hours of general
debate. At the conclusion of such general debate the bill shall oc considered for amendment under the five-minute rule. After the bill shnll
have been perfected in the Committee of the Whole House on the stat
of the Union the same shall be reported to the House with such recommendation as the committee may make, whereupon the previous qut>stlon shall be considered as ordered upon the bill and all amendments
thereto to final passage without intervening motion t>Xcept one motion to
recommit.

· Mr. POU. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that tllere
may be 40 minutes of debate-20 minutes to be controlled by
myself and 20 minutes by the gentleman from Kansas [Mr.
CAMPBELL], at the end of which time the pre\ious question shall
be considered as ordered.
.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Carolina a ·ks
unanimous consent that debate on the rule be limited to 40 minutes; that one half of the time be controlled by the gentle~,nun
from Kansas [l\.11·. CaMPBELL] and the other half by himself, and
at the end of the 40 minutes the previous que tion shall be considered as ordered. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
-1\fr. POU. Mr. Speaker, I do not expect to use the 20 minutes
that I have allotted to me. The resolution provides for the consideration of the bill which has been .reported to the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, known as the electric supplement emergency power bill, as I understand it.
I have availed myself of this opportunity to say this: That
ther~ are several important measures which ought to be considered by the House before there is any gentleman's agreement
entered into as to three-day recesses. These measures are em€'1'•
gency measures, rendered. necessary. by the stupendous prepara·uons that .:are being made for the final driYe to Berlin. For instance, there is urgent necessity for an additional laboratory for
the ·manufacture and testing of pur~ serum, to be used in treating the boys who are unfortunately wounded.
There are at this time 14;000 tubercular patients, most of
them in the incipient stage, . for whom adequate. preparations
have not been· made. -It i estimated by the Sw·geon General
.Of"the Army that by the time the American Army is comp~~ted,
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by the time it r eaches its maximum, there will be ·approximately we hm~e - developed by individual effort, the property we have
.30,000 of these tubercular patients. 1\Iose of these bo:rs can be accumulated by individual industry and economy, are terminatcured if they ba-re proper treatment. The Committee on Rules ing the war-are driving the Germans back to Berlin, and will
ha a resolution which will be presented to the House in the fiy the flags of the allies over the Kaiser's capitol. [Applause.]
next day or so providing fQr the erection of the first of these
It is nqt necessary to scramble all industries and entei·prises
great hospitals, which are to be built in various sections of the of the country in order to accomplish the purpose of the allies
country, having r('>gard to the convenience of the population. I to save civilization from the autocratic Germans. Agencies of
mention these two mea sures, but there may be others.
Garfield .scrambled the coal interests of the country, and the
One thing is certain, the best service we can render the people for the first time suffered as few people ha-re suffered for
country is to stay on the job and pass all measm·es that are the want of fuel last winter. It is now proposed to scramble
nec('>ssar~-.
[Applau~e .]
·
the power pl~ts of the United States by taking their control
So far as this measure i" concerned, it has the approval of from indiViduals and putting them in charge of men appointed
the President of the United States, and it has the approval of. by the President. I do not believe that the agents to be apthe S('>cretary of War. There is a shortage in this electric power pointed by the President will be more able, more economical,
which can be partially remedied by the passage of this bill. or more patriotic than the individuals who have organized and
I do not undertake to say that I am acquainted with all the pro- established these enterprises and are to-day conducting tliem,
vi ions of the bill, but I do know that those who are charged and yet in order that we may have no discord I assent to the
with the administration of this great question say that . the bill President's demands and shall support that bill, still reserving
i · needed and needed now.
the judgment I have here expressed as to the wisdom of doing
1\Ir. SLOA....l\l. \\ill the gentleman yield?
this thing, and I say this with the utmost respect for gentlemen
1\fr. POU. Yes.
here or elsewhere who may disagree with the opinion that I
·
1\Ir. SLOAN. To whom did the President say that he was in have expressed.
favor of this mea sure? Has the President sent any message
I entertain this opinion because of my high esteem of the men
to th e House?
and women of the United States who have developed the great
1\Ir. POU. I think, I am indeed, sure, that the President bas manhood and the great womanhood and the enormous proper. WI'itt('>n to the chairman of the Committee on Interstate and ties that are to-day rendering such signal service to civilization
Foreign Commerce saying that this measure is one of capital and mankind. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the remainder of my time.
importance. .
·
.
·[Applause.] If the gentleman from North Carolina does not
1\Ir. SLOAN. Has he sent a message to the House? A letter intend to use any more time, I desire to yield time to the gento a Member i not regarded of the importance as a message to tleman from New York [1\lr. SNELL],
the House.
Mr. POU. I do not think there will .be any more time con1\It·. POU. Somebody said on one occasion that there was no sumed on this side.
- <.liscussing a matter of taste. It does not seem to me at all
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. 1\Ir. ~peri.ker, how much time
nece sary that the President should send a message every time have I remaining?
there is a lll('>nsure which has his approval. I am willing to
The SPEAKER. The gentleman bas 11 minutes left.
act upon the letter which the gentleman from Tennessee has.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I yield 10 minutes to the gentleThose who ought to know consider the bill necessary to speed man from New York [Mr. SNELL].
·
up t ile great program of winning the war. So far as I am con·
Mr. S~LL. :L\ir. Speaker, I am one of the great majority
cent('><l that is sufficient.
of men in this House who do not need to apologize for the support that be has given the President in all his war-emergency
• Mr. Speaker, I 1·eser-re the balance of my time.
' Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Mr. Speaker, I want first ·of all legislation and in providing men,-money, and material to sueto concur in what the chairman of the Committee on Rules has cessfully carry on this war. I do not intend to be less loyal
state<l about the importance of certain legislation that has beeu in the future than I ha"\'"e been in the past, but I believe I
called to the attention of that committee. While it may he have the right to think for myself in regard to the subject
· important to many that they should be in their district to Ion! ~ matter that comes in here under the much overworked caption
· after tfieir" campaigns, it is of more importance to the country of war-emergency legislation. I think that is about the situatbat all should remai.Ji here and pass this important legislation. tion in regard to the present bill. We have an order from the
It is especially important to provide for the production of pure Commander in Chief that it must go through; skids are put
serum, and for hospitals . and sanitary facilities for those ·of under it and it will go through and I will vote for it the same
our ·oliliers who are in the incipient stage of tuberculosis. as the rest of you do; but in my personal opln1on the bill as
1\IanY soldiers, probably 20,000, at an early day will require it is presented to the House at the present time goes much
treatment for this particular disease. We must make provision further than there is any necessity for in order to meet or
for their treatment and cure.
accomplish the desired results. I believe this bill goes further
Now, as to the bill provided for by this rule. I have assented toward committing the policy of this Government to a li...,ederal
to tltis bill, as has every member of the Committee on Rules. ownership of all utilities than any other bill that we have
lre have done so because the Commander in Chief of the Army passed during the present session of the Congress, and I am not
nn<l Na-ry bas said that -it is necessary for the proper conduct of in favor of adopting that policy at the present time. The pro. the war.
ponents of the bill say this b,i ll is for the purpose of furnishing
"-hile 1 yield to the President I do not concur entirely in his power in congested districts of the country where they are short
judgment as to the necessity of this measure. For 50 years of power for the manufacture· of war materials; that is what
Germany _l1as commandeered her industries. The Kaiser ha~ they maintain is the actual ·object of the bill.
use·u every resource in the Empire. The schools, the churches,
If that was the only object" of the bill and that was all that
the philosophy, the ·science, · the agriculture, the mining, the is contained in the bill, I do not believe there is a Member of
m'a nnfactures, every resource of the Empire has been under this House who would oppose it in any way for a single moment.
tl1e command of the greatest outlaw that the world ,has ever Certainly a membership voting $8,000,000,000 to r;:tise and equip
known, with a "View of enabling him . to become the conquerer an army would never stop to consider one or two hundred milof tile world.
.
lion dollars for power to furnish materials to supply that army.
· · He undertook after thorough preparation, after commandeer- According to the hearings, it bas b~n shown that the Governing ·every resource of his Empire, to conquer the world. ·The ment engineers have known that this shortage . existed from
rest of· the world permitted inlliative on the part of individuals. 6 . to 10 months. If. that is so and "this emergency has existed
This initiative · developed manhood and w-omanhood in Fran,ce, for all of that -time, why has it ttot been presented to the
in England, in Belgium, in ~ Italy, and in the United- ·States. House before this; just at a time when people· are thinking of
The man power developed by individual effort, individual inltia- going away; and if it is considered~ ev-ery man knows it will
tive, and the property and accumulated wealth acquired by these ·be considered hastily and not given the consideration ·and attencountries are u ed to-day to thwart the purposes of- the man tion that a measure of this kind is entitled to? The Government
who hhs commandeered all the resources of his Empire. ·. To- engineers ha-re made this sur-rey; they know where this shortday we are driving the Kaiser's armies back to the Rhine, and age exists, and we all ·admit it· does exist. This shortage exists
in n few months the soldiers developed by individual enterprise ii.l the Pittsburgh district, the Philadelphia district. the . Nor. wi11 ·nccomplish a great work for civilization by . defeating the ·folk district; the New Jersey district, the Charleston district,
p·u rposes of the mnn who scrambled Germany for the purpose and some others. .
of couqnerin~ t h<' wol'l d. [Applause.]
•
I would like to hu-re some one tell me why they could not
· ··
· ThP Pr('>~i<l~nt , I nm ~m·<', Ju\s the best intentions; but I fear · · llrepare a bill and -bring it in here and specifically state we need
that in comn~nndN' t'in~ , o mnny of the ('>nterprises <Yf this country sa many· millions for this and this and that, and in addition we
l!e i · ·leading ~~~ in to n c! t•Hst• forest out of which we shall have ·want $50,000,000 for emeFgency power purposes which the Presi· -'
''~ffi i:'ltl t~' in tiiHliu g the .wny. · Tbe manhood a_
n d womanhood dent-can use at his own will -as be sees the emergency exists. A
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bill of that kind, it seems to me, would carry the entire proposition and not be so wide in its scope as the present bill that is
presented to us. I can not understand why that can not be
done. Heretofore we have clothed the President with most
unusual powers-more power than has ever been given to any
one man in any civilized country-but this bill goes even further
than anything we have pa sed before. And as proof of that I
want to call attention of the Members of the House to some
of the provisions of this bill, and then you gentlemen ca.n ~e
ciCie for yourselves. This bill provides for the commandeermg
of all the hydroelectric and steam power plants in every part
of the country, and in the definition of power plants it says
that it includes ull machinery and appliances therein contained,
together with an lines transmitting or distributing power in
connection therewith, nnd all other property the ownership,
u ·e, or occupancy of which shall be appropriate to or usefUl
in connection with the maintenance and operation thereof.
This bill gives power to the President to commandeer every
public utility within the boundaries of the United States. It
does not limit him. It does not specify that those utilities-must
be in connection or even near the places that have need of
power for additional manufacture of war materials, and it gives
carte blanche the power to commandeer them all in every part
of the United States. Now, they do not want anything more
1n this bill that what the proponents state; it does not seem to
me that it is neces ary to confer such broad powers on the President of the United States at this time.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Will the gentleman yield for a
question?
•
Mr. Sl\"ELL. I will.
1\Ir. PARKER of New Jer ey. Has not the President that
power already under section 12 of the food act?
1\-lr. SNELL. I was coming to that later; but I should say I
think the President bas the power to commandeer any plant at
any time for war purpose~. and I understand that he has already
taken over some plants under the authority granted under that

The Clerk read as follows:
A bill (H. R. 127'i6) to provide further for the national security and
defense and for the more elrectlve prosecution of the war by furnishing
means for the better utilization o1' the existing sources o1' electrical and
mechanical power and for the development of new sout·ces of such power.
and for other purpos£:s.

Mr. SI!\1S. 1\lr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that tile
first reading of the bill be omitted.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Tennessee asks unanimous consent that the first reading of the bill be di pensed with.
Is there objection? [After a pause.] The Chair hear~ none.
1\Ir. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I want to use as little time as I
can, and therefore I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD by printing matters that I otherwise would
have to read, but all of it applicable solely to this bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Tenne see asks nnanimous consent to extend his remarks by printing the matter he
has indicated. Is there objection?
1\fr. SNELL. Reserving the right to object, I understand you
are going to explain the provisions of the bill, however?
:Mr. SIMS. Certainly. But there are some authorities I want
to quote from that I do not want to stop to read.
Mr. Chairman, the object and Pill'pose of this bill is to provide for an existing power shortage, electric power shortage,
and to provide as far as possible against an increasing elecb·ic
power shortage which will be much larger in 8, 10, or 12 months
from now than it will be between now and that time.
Do not get confused about this being a water-power bill. I
know the newspapers have referred to it continuously as a waterpower bill, and because we have talked water-power matters
on the floor of the House so long, many Members who know what
the bill means, its object and purpose, have inadvertently called
it a water-power bill. But it is not confined to any particular
source of electric power. If there is an exi ting water-power
plant, so situated that it can be used for the purpose o:f manufacturing war material, or other material not directly war material, but necessary and incident to it, which may add to or inact.
crease its output to meet these demands, and it can be <lone
1\fr. PARKER of New .Tersey. They are not big enough; that within reasonable time-that is, within time that it will appear
ls the trouble.
reasonable that we may need it, why then, u.nuer this bill it
Mr SNELL. It seems to me to be going entirely too far as may be done.
the blll now stands. The bill -also carries a provision, or it is
Mr. McFADDE~. Will the gentleman yield?
intended by the bill, to construct hydroelectric plants. The
Mr. SI1\fS. Certainly.
hearings say that they do not intend to construct any such
Mr. McFADDEN. I am interested in Pennsylvania. I underplants, because the probabilities are that they could rrot get stand there- is a great deficiency of power in certain districts
them done in time for use during the period of the war. If they in that State. I notice that at Milton the other day a power
do not intend to do that, what is the use of conferring authority plant was authorized by the ~vermnent, to cost $375,000, and
on them to do such things? Paragraph 4, section 2, grants the Government ent{!rs into a contract with the industries the~.·e
power to acquire private power plants anywhere within the to take these plants off their hands after the emergency has
boundaries of the United States. I see no limitation there.
pas ed. Can the gentleman explain how that is done, and also
In paragraph 11 of section 2, I believe it is, it gives the Presi- how the Government is . to aid, for instance, in Pittsburgh and
dent power to establish corporations to take over plants, build Philadelphia and in the other sections of the State, through this
new ones and merge small ones, and many other things that will bill? Can he specifically state the aid that is to be rendered to
make it difficult to ever return these plants to the individual · the industries in my State?
owners. All this does not seem to me to be necessary, if w~ . l\1r. SIMS. That will be a part of my attempt in explaining
are simply going to increase power for manufactm·e of war the bill, but I wanted to clear up the water power part of it first.
munitions. In paragraph 13 it provides for the making of and
If an existing plant, as I have just stated, may be aided by
fixing compensation for engineers, draftsmen, clerks, and other the Government under the provisions of this bill in increasing
employees as he may deem necessary. No limit whatever. It its output, which outout can be utilized for war purposes, there
provides for the establishment of-another board i.n Washi.ngt~m, is nothing in the bill to pre\ent it being aided, but, on the other
which means additional buildings, office space, and housmg hand, it authorizes it.
faciliti-es, and I believe the majority of the Members will agree
But on account of the practicable impossibility of building
we have enough of them here at present.
·
large water-power dams and manufacturing the machinery and
Section 8 of the bill provides that the President may retain other things necessary, e pecially dams on navigable rivers,
any of this property and operate these plants or -transmis- within time to be used, as far as it can be seen now, for the
sion lines, structures, and so forth, for as long a time as he may manufacture of necessary war materials, aid to such projects
deem neces&ary. I see no limitation here. To me that is di- will not be extended, because it would be impracticable to do so.
rectly opposed to the other provision of the bill which says it In other words, it -would do no good if it took two or three years
must be terminated in five years, and should be stricken out o_f to build a war power plant, beginning with the construction of
the bill and the ot11.er time even ~hortened. My only contention the hydraulic part of it; and if it could not be furnished befoce .
is that t)le bill goes much further and does_much more than the_. that time, of course, it woulU not be .u ndertaken under this bill~ .
pro_ponents of the bill would ha~e you .understand 1t does or ' Mr.-SNELL. Will the gentleman yield?
claim is nece sary at this time to do .in order to furnish power- ' Mr. SIMS. · Certainly.
to manufacture war materials. And I hope in the consideratiqn. · Mr. SNELL. If they do not intend to build any hydraulic
of the bill truit it mny be !united in some of these respects, and- plants, wby.is it necessary to give them the power to do o?
that we will not go too far toward committing this Government : Mr. Sil\IS; . I say, in that character of ca es it would not be to the policy of Federal . ownership of all the public -qtilities 9f done. But if there is, as I said, a hydraulic plant, wher it
the .country. ,[Applau ·e.] . .· -.
. . ~ould be built from t.P.e ground up, dam a:pd all, and . be done
The SPEAKER. Tlle question- is on agreeing .to the .r~()1u- : within such .time as to make it rea ona.b-ly certain that it C(lUld ·
be utilized for tlie manufac,tuve of ~:;tr material, then it can be
tlon.
The resolution was afieed to. ·. . ._. _
. · .. · -.
. . ~ided or constructed under this bil1, fir!3t, . by assi ti.n"" -the ex·
··Accordin"giy the ·H:ou e: resolved- itself into the : Cpmmi.ttee of !sting compftny,, if. tp_~re is one, and -second, by the GoveJ,'nm~nt
, · .'
the ·Whole·Hous:e on the . tate .ot ·tbe :p mo:n for the cons.i,{ieraU<;>n · itself constructing the plant.
The hearings developed the fact that the Government has had
of the blll H. R 12776, with l\lr. HOUSTON in the chair.
a preliminary survey made of those sections of the country
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the bill by title.
#
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where there is sufficient or insufficient power. at the present
time----and that survey covers all sections of the country-and
a report has been made to the War Department showing where
there is a normal supply of power and where there is an excess
supply of power and where there is a shortage of power.
Now, it is where a shortage exists that there will be authority
under this bill for the Government to do what is provided for
in this bill. The gentleman from New York [1\ir. Sl\TELL] in his
remarks a moment ago on the rule, as I understood him, said
that there would be power under this bill to commandeer every
power plant in the United States, whe1;ever situated, and further, to builu and construct power plants in the United States
wherever situ a te<J.
Mr. SNELL. That is as I understand the bill. I would like
to ba\e the gentleman explain it to me and show the restriction.
In the gentleman's bill it is pro\ided "within the boundaries
of the United States."
l\1r. SIMS. Certainly.
1\:Ir. SNELL. That, as defined here, means all lands and waters
subject to any purposes subject to the juri diction of the united
State of America.
1\Ir. Sil\:IS. 'Vhen I come to the discus ion of the bill under
the fi\e-minute rule on those points I will be glad to gi\e explanations as contained in the hearings.
The reason I say it will be confined to the sections where
there is a shortage of power is that there is no other reason
for the proposed legislation. If there was no shortage of power
any~·here in the Unite~:l States, then this !Jill would not be before
the House. Therefore the only purpose of the bill is to decrease
~bortage or to prevent shortage in sections of the United States
where additional power is or may be needed for war purposes.
Mr. WALDOW. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield right
there?
l\Ir. SIMS. Yes.
JUr. WALDOW. I agree wifu the gentleman that there is a
great shortage of electrical power in Yariou · sections of the
country. Howe\er, the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. McFADDEN] has just informed us that the Government is spending
bet\Yeen three and four hundred thousand dollars in his State
to finance a power company. The Government is lloing practically the same thing at Niagara Falls. Now, then, if they have
the power to do tho.::;e things as a war emergency, what is the
necessity of passing a bill of this kind?
1\Ir. SIMS. There is a 1Var Finance Corporation, as the gentleman knows, and it is po sible that some plants may be
financed by that corporation, as, for instance, a municipal plant
in Oregon. But it can not be made practicable in many cases
because they can not comply with the provisions of the war
finance law.
Mr. SNOOK. ~fr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SIMS. Yes.
Mr. SNOOK. My colleague will remember the testimony of
Secretary of War Baker, found on page 4 of the hearings, where
he went into the question of our advancing money on these
plants, especially the plants in the Pittsburgh district, in which
he says that is the reason which led to the framing of this bill,
because they did not haYe the power to continue this work or
a(l\ance the money.
l\ir. SIMS. Yes. The gentleman asked about certain places
where they were already doing it.
Mr. HAUGEN. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SIMS. I want to make a general statement first. I do
not refuse to answer questions where I can. I will try to answer the question of the gentleman from Iowa.
l\Ir. WALDOW. This is considered an emergency power act?
l\1r. SIMS. Yes.
l\1r. WALDOW. I fail to find any proyision here except that it
ls permanent law.
l\lr. SIMS. It is like every other law-permanent until by tfie
limitation in the law. it expires or until it is repealed. It can
not last more than five years, even as applying to the sale and
disposition of the property in which the United States has an
interest.
l\1r. HAUGEN. Can the gentleman state in regard to his views
as to the number of projects that are to be de\eloped, as based
upon the evidence -of the Secretaries who appeared before tha
committee? And are we to have an assurance that there will be
no abuses?
l\lr. SIMS. Yes; and there is a detailed statement of Lieut.
Stanley, who made the surveys. That is in the hearings.
Mr. HAUGEN. And it will not be done unless it is necessary?
Mr. SIMS. Absolutely not.
l\1r. HAMLIN. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. SIMS. Yes.

Mr. HAMLIN. I appreciate the fact that everyone here
acknowledges the necessity of such legislation as this; but to
my mind this question has arisen, and I would like to have the
gentleman discuss it in his remarks : I notice the bill provides
that the Government shall furni'3h the money and step in and
enlarge eXisting plants.
·
Mr. SIMS. Yes.
1\-.lr. HAl\lLIN. Does the gentleman think that he has sufficiently safeguarded the interests of the Go\ernment so that the
private plants can not force the Government to come in and
put in additional machinery at large expense, and then after
this law shall cease to be enforced and after the war is over
they will be the beneficiaries and keep this additional machinery
· and equipment and the Government get nothing out of it?
Mr. SIMS. No. We think we have the Government safe·
guarded and protected in the bill as reported. I am afraid some
of our other friends here feel that perhaps we may have overdone it, because one gentleman from New York [Mr. SNELL], in
addressing the House on the rule, said this was the most dra~tic
piece of legislation in the direction of Government ownemhip
that bad ever come before the House.
Mr. S~'ELL. I said it reached that far.
Mr. SIMS. Now, I would like to giYe an explanation of the
purposes of the bill. Let me read to the House and to the Uembers of the committee who hear me a list of the places where
the survey made by the War Department shows that there is nn
existing power shortage and where it ·will become greater as
time goes on :
DISTlliCTS WHERE PRELIMINARY S'GRVEYS SHOW A POWER SHORTAGE.

.Alexandria, Va.; Altoona, Pa.; Baltimore, Md.; Bucyrus, Ohio;
Charll'ston, S. C. ; Clevelanu, Ohio ; Columbus, Ohio; Erie, Pa. ; Easton,
Pa. ; Erie County, Pa. ; Hammond, Ind. ; Harrisburg, Pa. ; Huntington,
W. Va.; Johnstown, Pa.; Kan as City, Mo.
Lehigh district (Pennsylvania) : .Allentown, Bethlehem, Hazelton,
Milton, Sunbury.
Lima, Ohio ; Little Rock, Ark. ; Lorain, Ohio.
Lowell, Mass. ; Michigan City, Ind. ; Milwaukee, Wis. ; Minneapolis
and St. Paul, Minn. ; Newport News, Va.
New Jersey: Bayonne, Bound Brook. Camden, Elizabl'th, Hoboken,
Jersey City, Montclair, Newark, New Brunswick, Orange, Passaic, Paterson, Perth Amboy, Rahway, Somerville, Trenton.
Niles, Mich. ; Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh district (Pennsylvania) : Akron, .Alliance, Canton. 1\lassillon. Warren, and Youngstown, Ohio; West Penn system; Wheel·
ing. W. Va.
Portland, Oreg.; Reading, Pa.; Richmond, Ind.; Richmond and Norfolk, Va.
Scranton, Pa.; South Bend, Ind.; Trenton, Mass.; Terre Haute, Ind.
Texas (northeastern) : Denison, Fort Worth, Gainesville, Paris, Taylor, Waco.
Three Rivers, Mich.; Watertown, N. Y.; Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Wil·
·mington, Del.; York, Pa.; York Haven, Pa.

Now, while tl1e bill in general terms covers the whole United
States, the power conferred under the bill can not be used by the
Government in the development of electric power anywhere
except where there is a power shortage and where it is shown
by the engineers of the War Department that a power shortage
exists or where it will soon exist; where it is necessary to
have more power for war purposes, if not for ordinary civic
utilities.
Mr. McFADDEN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SIMS. Yes.
Mr. McFADDEN. Is there a well-defined policy for relief in
each one of these places mapped out by the War Department?
Mr. Sll\1S. The survey shows in detail in every case just how
much it will be necessary to increase the power in these places.
The ·well-defined policy is that the Government will assist iu
increasing the power up to the point it is necessary, as shown in
the survey.
Mr. McFADDEN. Has the War Department made any contract for that purpose?
Mr. SIMS. No; only one contract that I know of, and that is
at Pittsburgh, and I am not well acquainted enough with its
provisions to explain it.
Now, I want to refer to a proposition for development of a
project in Pennsylvania where the company is ready to go ahead
and build a water-power plant. It is not on a navigable river
and not upon public lands, and therefore the law of the State
of Pennsylvania only applies, and the only way the War Department would have anything to do with it would be to minimize the
amount of flow into the Allegheny and Ohio, which has been
done.
Referring to the map I have before you, here is the Clarion
River; one dam can be built at the lower end of project 250 ·f eet
high, and another one can be built about 50 miles above at · another place 250 feet high. Each one will develop 150,000 horsepower, making a total of 300,000 horsepower. The upper dam
will create an immense storage basin, storing a vast amount of
water which can be kept and used during the low-water period.
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?nlY ·Cl!n it b:e -use<; for ..Power ·JJtU:poses in these plaees, ,but · l\Ir. BESHLIN. .If the gentleman will permit .me, does the
1t w1ll go mto the :Oh10 .B.1ver .through the Allegheny at such 'gentleman -.recall whether or not some .:parties .from Forest
times as to :materlalcy aid ;navigation in Jboth stream!?, although . County -.did not ob-ject to the construction -of the .dam because
tbn:t is .not the immediaterrmr_pose.of its ·construction.
it ·woultl throw .the water back on them?
'Mr. .McFADDEN. Will the ;gentleman Btate-w.hatJsi.b.e.shox.tMr. FOGHT. ·O.ne ·place there was to be a .bridge .and they
nge of horsepower in Pittsburgh?
b:ad a :plan ,by ·which that tCOuld be overcome and fUll recomMr. SIMS. Over 400,000 horsepower. Now, I ·am ·:doing ·this pense allowed for flooded land. ·All of that was .to be taken into
to show you ·why it :might be :a ·sensible thing and a -wise thing consideration. That was one o"Qjection that was made.
to develop ·a water "POWer. The Clarion ..Riv-er in ,Pennsylvania,
·Mr. SIMS. Of course, I am glad to .hear the facts. I trust
50 miles north of Pittsburgh, ;has a 'total development of ·300,000 ·that I am not to be considered as ·promoting the project or
horsepower. !A.t the lower plant ·- 60,000 ·horsepuwer can :be d-e- ··boosting it, ·as ··I do not know anything about it -e-xcept from
veloped, as I am infru::med, in 1.6 ·months, -and with ;Government -what others have ·told me.
assi tance the-time can be shortened 2 or 3 ·months. The rsecond
Mr. FOGHT. It is entirely feasible according to the engiplant would -develop '150,000 ..horsepower. Irhe :time ·of ·construe- , nears.
,
tion would be 20 to 24:months, which ·could •also be shortened by
·Mr. SIMS. ·I suggested it as a .possible water-power developGovernment ·assis.tance. .A -tremendous ·water :power ·:would re- 'lllent from the beginning hat .might be aided under the pro4
sUlt from it, and it would be less .expensive to ,complete lt than a 'Visions of the bill. That is the only one I know of in the ·united
great dam crossing a wide spread of river ::md covering "much :States. There are several navigation dams on several of the
area. This is in a gulch, -with .JD.ountains .on -each .side. .Irhe rivers buUt at -Government expense; several on the Ohio and
company is ready and wants .it :done. By ~increasing the .h-eight elsewhere; ·and these •dams were built but no generating rnaof the dam in the first plant t aJ.ater date tbe1'.remaining·90,000 ·chinery has ever been installed. Development at these ·Governhorsepower can be obtained. The -total development wmlid save IDient dams jn all probability can be .made .as quickly :and as
2,000,000 tons of -coal per annum and the labar •of 4,000 :to 61000 :rapid!Y ·as ·a .coal or steam plant can be installed at other
men -.producing ·and llandling the same. Also lt would free for ·places. It all depends upon what the £acts may be as to each
other -uses 'thousands of .railroad .cars Jlnd ll.undreds of locom~ 1)lace. !!'his bill will authorize such ,d-evelopments. The great
tives.
· or chief ·.p racticable ,effe-ct of this bill will be the increase of
It nl ·o would be of vast 11ssistance to the navigation -stage carboelecttic power, electric 'POWer created through the use of
of the Allegheny and Ohio Rivers and would create a ·water .coal, .because ·in ·the great majority of the ·power plants that are
highway · of nea1~ly a .hundr.ed miles. It ·would also be 'Of vast .located ·in these "shortage districts power is produced by the
assistance to the flood stage of the Allegheny and Qhlo 'Rivers. ·c onsumption of.coal. mherefore it may be said that in its appliAll ·dam,construction material except cement ;is n.vailable at cation it is :a bill to assi.st in the increasing of .steam-produced
construction sites; cement plants are located within ·25 miles.
electric -power. 'It ·is electric power, not hydraulic :_power, beThere are three great railroads within ::1 mile :from the cause electric power is frequently absolutely essential to the
_ dams-Pennsylvania Railroad, New York ..Cen.t:ca1, ·and ::Balti- :manufacturing of much of the war munitions, as the .gentleman
more & Ohio-that serve this Uistrict.
~ows, and -in - ~ipbullding, in the great gun factaries, and in •
There is not a hydraulic-electric plant anywhere in reach of ..almost every character of manufacture electric power has.become ·
Pittsburgh.
·essential and absolutely necessary. It i:S absolutely :necessary in
Mr. McFADDEN. Will the gentleman yie1d?
·the mining .of coal.
Mr. SIMS. Yes.
I introduce the :Pitt burgh project simply as an illustration of
J\Ir. McFADDEN. Now, right there, what wotild be the polic;!Y ·where a_.wu~er-~uwer :plant might ·be ~~oily constr1;1cted..from the ·
of the O'entleman in relation to that?
· foundation m tl.I)le to meet .the .necessities of the s1tuatwn, but I
1\Ir. ·S il\IS. The practical policy is to enlarge steam powers, do .not know whether ·it. can be done OJ' not. J::ifo member ·of the
but I want to show wby the law ought to be broad eno"Qgh m its Government has ever sa~d a word -to me ab~ut 1t.
Mr. McFADDE~. Will the gentleman y1eld?
provisions to cover ·a ca e like the one..I have referred to, because
it comes within the object and _purpose of the law, increasing
Mr. SIMS. I wlll.
.
.
.
power, and increasing it quickly ·wherei.t is needed most. "That . .1\:Ir. 1\;iCF.AD.D~. _The .POl~ that looks Important to me IS
is w~y I refer to it. It does look strange :for neither :Pennsyl- ·m the P1tt:sburgh district tb-ere 1s a sh01:tage of 400,000 tons at the
vania ~or the Government to ·aid .in the construction -uf a ·plant 'Present trme of ~oal: and I ·-am ~rud to-day throughout the
1 have -referred to so near Pittsburgh the -O'reatest manufautur- whole country this Winter there might be some shortage oi coal.mg city Jn the world.
'
o
Does not -a -:proposition like this tend to -remedy that?
~r BESHLIN Will the 'O'entlBman yield?
Mr. SIMS. I think it will be a great aid. I do not believe a
SillS. Y~.
~
300,000 horsepower project can tbe devel~ped within time to hell)
Mr. 1JESHLIN. was there uny -testimony before tbe -commit- win this war. 1 hope not, becaus~ it would take 24 month_s ~o
t ee as toi:he opposition to that project on the Clm'ion River?
~velop t~e.power; but when done It would .be of the greatest .rud
..Mr. SIMS. No; no testimony before the .committee of any m re.ducmg the demand -upon the coal -s.upply of that re~10~,
kind as to that particular project.
·
.and m order .to hav~ available ~e reqrured coal .su_pp.ly It 1s
J.\.lr• .BESHLIN. The question cf constructing ·dams on ·the .neces~ary :to pass -this bill. ·Why. Because coal IS mmed by
.. .R" • h • b
bef . +1~. ·"'TU t . 8
c
· . f electnc
power.
Cl anon
lver . a~ een
ore ~e . n .a e.I- .UP.P1Y omiDlSSlOn o
:Here is.a chart whicb·shows it, which Dr. Garfield presented as
~ennsylvanla for years and senousl~ resisted . .I wondered if a part of his hearing but on account of having to be printed
1~ .J;Uld been oeveloped ~efore the committee th.a t al}y .of that oppo- immediately I ·could ·not ·have it :printed, but it is illustrative ot
Sltlon Jmd ~een w1thfu.awn or what .tbere would be m the way of th
al·ng proposition of having a central electric-powe1•
condemnation
proceedin~
e .coto sav1
•
• o •
.
plant
rerve a number of mines instead of having scattered.
MI. SIM.S. The present comi>a~y, as I understa~d, .has all mines each having a plant ofJts owD. Here is the chart [iUusthey need m the way of fl.owa.ge rights a~d ~verything .of that trating].
sort. I never beard of the proJect until this b1U ·was..reported.
Mr. H.Al\ULTON of Michigan. Will the gentlema,n yield?
Mr. FOGHT. ·wm the gentleman from Tennessee _yield?
Mr. Sil'\IS. I iWlll.
-l
Mr. SIMS. Yes.
Mr. HA.l\ULTON of Michigan. Inasmuch as this is an emer4
Mr. FOCH~. I "·ant to say that ~or .two or three yea~ I -was gency bill it would not be possible to attempt the construction
a. m.ember of -the 'Water-supply commlsswn of Pennsylvama, con- of dams to generate and .develop by water _power, would it?
s1sbng of three· members. That whole matter was :brought
·.Mr. Sil\.IS. .Not unless the ·dam can .be constructed as quickly;
before_ us and gone over thoroughly by the - en~~neers l1Ild - ~ome as ·a ,steum1)ower plant :at the _same :place. I only referred to
:finan~u:rs. who pToposed -to ~n.ce the pr?p~It~on. That 1s .to this project to show at least one place in the United States
say •. if 1t 1s the same propos1?on, the Clarwn -R1ver of ~ennsyl- where it can be done, and if it can be done it is wheTe it is
.v ama, three dams, 300 feet high.
needed and needed badly. This is a chart showing the per
Mr. :Sil\IS. No; two da:ms each to .be 250 :feet high.
annum use of ·coal in -scattered _plants and the great saving of
Mr. FOCHT. We favored that proposition but we waited coal by having one power plant serve all the mines instead . o~
for the sanction ·of the United States Govenunent, the War De- having scattered power plants serve each mine.
partm.ent, and also the assurance -of a guaranty that these .genM.r. LONGWORTH. ·w m the gentleman iYield?
tlernen would -be able to :finance .it. There was ·no objection
Mr. SIMS. Y-es.
w_bntever .in my recollection to ·the constrn.ction of the llama,
1\fr. LONGWORTH. In Jine ·with the question the gentleman
but it was merely a .guestion .of rthe guarantee that Jt would from Pennsylvania asked, that was exactly tbe situation, it
be completed and not ~poll the -.situntion and .interfere with .the seems ,to me, that confront ed the .Government with regard to
IJOSsible development by some ·one else.
the dam at l\fuscle Shoals, which was to develop hydroelectric
Mr . SillS. I can not take in all these because-energy.
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?tfr. SNELL. If that is the situation, what does section 8 of
1Ur. SD18. That they could not possibly obtain tbe power
the bill mean, if he is only allowed five years?
within n. reasonable time?
l\1r. Sil\IS. He is•only allo'\\·ed five rear. to uisp()scd of the
~II·. LO;. ~G\ ·o-nTH. 'The G<lvernment, I think, caused it to })e
discontinue<] on the grounu it was nonessential, because it woulu property~
not be finished within a reasonable time.
Mr. SIMS. Tlmt is as I understand it, but Mr. Barucll explains the matter in the hearings.
31r. l\IcF ADDE)f~ On the general proposition I knmv nothing
except that tlle Pennsylvania proposition of 60,000 horsepower
can be lleveloped ,,·ithin a reasonable time.
~Ir. SillS.
As soon as the same amount of power can be
developed. by steam power, that is, power developed by the use of
steam?
!!Ir. Bil'KHEAD. With reference to· the statement matle by
the gentleman from Ohio [lli. LoNGWORTH], which was frequently reiterated by him on the floor with referen.c.e to the
coll!3tntction of the dam at Muscle Shoals, the power proposition
was not conceived anu net encouraged since the declaration: of
war. It was a permanent policy, adopted prior to the declaration of war, .for the devel-opment of nitrates especially for fertilizer porpo es. I think the gentleman from Ohio is familiar
with tho:o;e facts.
·
~Ir. SIMS. They cease to develop. because they could not have
it finished for war purposes.
1\lr. LONGWORTH. I will say that $20,000,000 was diverted
from the nitrate fund of $40,000,000, and it was <:lone with the
object. and it was so stated, of developing t11e water- pewer for
war purposes, n ncl that it was a war measure.
l\Ir. SDUS. I want to refer to 1\lr. Baruch's testimony in the
hemings. You can see what he says as to the stopping of the
work on it.
I <lo not want to be led oft into these collateral matter . But
I do understand that we stopped devele{)"ing. the nitrate ph"tnt at
Mm;cle Shoal;- because tbe material and labor needed to carry it
out were needed el ewhere for war purposes, and its develilpment
could not be finished in time to meet the war emergency_
~It·. BANKHEAD. Is it not a fact that this $20,000,000 appropriation for a nitrate- ptant or fertilizer plant was m~de long before the declaration of war?
.
1\lr. LONGWORTH. Let us get down to facts. They are not
as stated by the gentleman exactly. That plant was started for
the purpose of developing nitrogen for war purposes and nothing
el. e. It was not stated that it was for anything else.
l\Ir. BAl\'KHEAD. If the gentleman will refer to the debates
in the House and in the Senate, I think be will find differently.
1\lr. LONGWORTH. I am conversant with the debates on the
BUbject.
Ur. FOCHT. The gentleman has a map here and has been
.saying a, lot about this bnsines ·. Will he state what relationship
is contemplated "·ith the Government unde1· the provisions of his

Mr. &~L. What does this me:;tn:
That the President may retain any property and operate any pi:mfs,
transmission lines, structures, factlities, or appliances constructed or
acquired under the provisions of this act for· such ti'me as· he may ueem
necessary or advisable for the purpose of selling 01" otherwise disposing
thereof.
1\Ir. SIMS. That explains it ali. It does not need any further

explanation. He is to keep it for sueh time as is nec.es,_,ary to
enable him to Uispose of it.
·
l\1r. SNELL. Yon say he must do it in five years.
l\fr. SIMS. The object of giving him that much time is te
dispose of it. You would not want the Government to lose
anything if it could not profitably dispose of it in 4 years 11
months and. 29: days. The gentleman is making a mountain out
of a mole b.i11.. It ought to be in there. For our country'"s sake,
give the people a little benefit of a doubt, instead of giving it
all to tho ·e investing capital:.
Mr. SINNOTT. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SllUS. Yes.
Mr. SINNOTT. Doe· the gentleman mean by that word" disposing" the absolute di:;po al, or selling. or the leasing?
1\II!. SillS. Selling or otherwise disposing of.
Mr. SINNOTT. That would permit the Government to lease
the preperty ?
1\Ir. SIMS. I1 it seemed to be in. the public interest at the time.
I would like to u e more time, but other gentlemen, members
of the committee and gentlemen wha. are not members of the
committee, desire time, and I wish to yiel:d th') rest of my time
to them.
Mr. SNELL_ Would the g-entleman yieicl. for one more ques·
tion?
Mr. Sll\1S. I ca.n not. I will do it under the five-minute rule.
1\Ir. Chairman, befoPe yielding the fl~or I wish to have reacl
in my time an extract from a bulletin that has just been issued
by the Smithsonian Institution,_ United States National Muse1m1,.
entitled "'Power: Its Significance and Needs," by Chester G.
Gilbert and Joseph E. Ponge, beginning on page 38 and concluded on page 5(} of the bulletin.
The matter· referred to is as follows :
NATIONALIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL

OPPORTUNITY~

Power and raw materiafs constitute the foundations of industry.
Capital, labor, markets, and other elements enter into the stl'ucture.
but they do not li:c at the l'>ase. Neither power re ources nor row
materials are uniformly available; both tend to be provincial: in occu-r~
renee; but since industrial power is dominantly drawn from coal, while
ra'v materials are derived from a thousand sources of organ1c and
mineral origin, the aggregate availability is far more restricted in tha
case of coal. In other words, any given section of the country is
almost invari-ably prov:fUed with raw material of some kind, while
bill?
the present regime only those sections contiguous to rich coal
Mt·. SillS. Under the provisions of my bill power ·wilf be under
fields are amply provided with power. The geographical and political
giwn to the President to as ist in the development by making consequences of the localized occurrence of coal and of concentrated
priority orders, and things of that sort, in Oi"der to provide mate- types of raw materials are Gbvious a"'ld well known. The inequalities of'
opportunity conditioned b:y these matters have always been bones ot
rial for the war.
co-ntention, from the abonginal strife over deposits of salt and fiint
Mr. SNELL. Could he not give priority orders now?
down to the action which resulted in the conquest of an iron-bearing
province and contributed prominently to the epoch-making conflict now
1\lr. Sil\fS. He- could do it.
1\lr. S:NELL. Then why do we need to give additional power? raging.
Discord from this source is as old as human histot"y and nations have
1\Ir. Sll\iS. I have read here what was stated by the presi- evolved with the placement of their boundaries trongly influenced by
dent of a company, that assistance from the Government was concentrations of resource opportun.lty. The North American Continent, however. provides a notahle exception to the rule. Its vast area.
needed. It is where speedy development seemed to be reason- was
explored and appropriated before its resource potentialities wer~
ably possible and probable. In other cases water powers would re~ognized, and hence its various sections came to be unified into a few
have to be a going concern and would have to increase their nationalities on the strength of RO~ bonds. which, with. one ol" two
have nowhere been dissevel.'ed by sub~uent economic incapacity, which the Government could d{) by giving sufficient aid. exceptions,
fiuences. Thus the United States is a Nation of many parts bounc:f
1\lr. FOCHT. Would the Government meet that objection together by social unity, but separated by a divergence of economic
that we raised as to whether we could finance it or not? Would interests. The development of natural resources has given rise to a
marked differentiation in the quality of opportunity opening up to
t11e Government meet that?
the different sections, while the boundaries of the ecoll.O'mic provinces
1\Ir. SHIS. This bill gives the power.
set up in this wise are further emphasized by. a general conf!)rmity to
topograptuc features disfavoring intercom.mUlll~ation. Thus this coun1\Ir. FOCHT. That is it exactly.
try
is displaying a steady drift toward econollllc variation and specl.all·
1\Ir. SIMS. I wlll ask the chairman to call me down aft~ five zation
among its members.
minutes.
But national well-being is dependent upon economic unity M less
I will not undertake to go into this matter in detail, as I than upon social unity. The Civil War, in the fast analysts, had its
origin ln discordant economic sectionalism. A mllltary expression ot
am allowed t(} extend my remarks. But the object and purpose domestic
disco1·d is outgrown, but civil strife is not the sole misfortune
of this bill, succinctly stated, is to get the earliest and greatest that may arise fl'()m cross interests. Without economic unity. a definite
amount of inerease in hydroelectric power, carboeiectric power, economic policy is nationally unattainable. And wrth no formulated'
policy, one of th.e two prime functions of government is reduced'
or any other kind of electric power that can be produced and economic
to the rank of partisanship, and industry is left to the paralyzing infiuthat is needed for- 'va.r purpose , and only where it is needed for enee of uncertainty as regards the future of prospective operations.
.w ar purposes. And it is to terminate witilin six Jlli}nths after Thus far the- divergent economic interests of the various seetlons of
the country have not permitted the establishment of a construetivG
the end of tile war, and the President is only allowed five years, economic
policy satisfactory to the- Nation as a whole.
if he need's that length of·time, to dispose of the Government's
Elements too numerous to specify enter into this sectionalism ot
interest in these pO"wer plants so aided. The bi.l l is very plain. interest, but the most conspicuous contributor' to the outcome js the
or absence ol resources p,roductive of mechanical energy: Given
:Mt·. SNELL. Will the gentleman yield right there at that presence
a region endowed with an ample supply ef coal, for example, and all
point?
the other elements of industrial activity gather in the mann~ o:f an
accretionary growth. E>en the crudest raw materials tend to be drawn
l\.1r. SIMS. I will.
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of energy in greater measure than IS found true o the growth of new industrial activities in positions which will impose a les-

to the sources
reverse relation. Other attractions, to be sure, such as labor supply, sened relative burden upon the railways and diffuse the intensification
markets, ancl transportation facilities register strong claims tending <>.f respon.sibility _that is now bearing witil growing force upon the neckto dill'use and spread the focus of development, -but industrial concen- hke re ·tnctions m the neighborhood of prese11t industrial centers.
tration never migrates beyond the convenient reach of power, which
ENL.A.ROE:UE:"'T 011' I~DUSTRIAL OPPORTUNITY.
therefore sets the outside bounds to industrial range. Thus certain
W_e have seen that power supply constitutes a strong attractive force,
naturally favored sections of the. country have come to have a predominant interest in manufacture, while other sections in the role of pro- !eadmg _under natural conditions to marked industi·ial concentrations
ducers and consumers for the manufacturing areas are led to react to m certam parts of the c_ountry. The un:favorable bearing of this cirmotives and economic interests foreign and even antagonistic to those of cumstance upon the attarnment of a natiOnal economic policy is notemanufacture. Where such a situation is permitted to develop in accen-· worthy and constitutes an argument for dlrecting the sectionalizing
tuated form, an economic policy satisfactory to the two extremes would force of power supply into more distributive channels than it seeks of
its own accord. ~he J?lOSt etrective means toward a better balanced
appear to involve a type of concord foreign to human nature.
The inttuence of energy resources in an unfavorable and favorable industrial growth 1n this respect is afforded by electricity which lends
direction may be illustrated by two examples-one drawn from condi- itself to gen<>ration at fixed points in coal tcgwns and at' water-power
tions obtaining in New Englanu and the other taken from recent indus- sites, and to transmission thence to adjacent areas in such manner
that, if the growth as a whole be J?roperly shaped, a much larger portion
trial developments in the South Atlantic States.
In New England the founuatlons of industrialism were laid during of the country may be served w1th power on terms of equality than
the regime of water power. With the advent of steam power the abwid- is now ·the. case. Thus can power be turneu away in considerable measance of coal avatlable to the Middle Atlantic States set up a strong coun- ure, .from Its present dangerous fa~ility in accentuating diversity of ecoter attraction which entailed a steady migration of industry away from n~mic interest. and made to contnbute to the nationalization of industhe New England section, stnce this area contains no coal, and is marked trial opportumty.
by physiographic conditions which provide inadequate gateways for
Bt;,.t just as co_a! co~tains valuable commodities as well as stored-up
rail transportation and necessitate a roundabout rail-to-water-to-rail ener.,y, so electricity IS not merely a. convenient form of power but is
service exposed to all manner of exigency. Still, with the advantages a ne": ~nd profoundly important chemical agent as well. In this sens~
of its early stru·t, New England main1;alned a powerful asset in the form electriCJt;r represents a fresh industrial factor which is just be!rlnning
of skilled labor, and the weight of this factor has overbalanced the lack to ~o.me mto play. and bids fair to make for itself a rna ter ran<7e of
of an adequate power supply in those special forms of industry involv- activi.ty. Electnc;Ity, then, is not only capable of distributing ining specialized workmanship. These. therefore, still prevail and reflect dus~lal opportumty; it. is col!lp~tent at the same time of infinitely
the peculiar color of the f.ituatlon . But In the newer industrial sec- enlar~ing th~ s~ope of mdustr1alism. The opportunity in this directions elsewhere sldll of workmanship is in process of development and tion ts so stgmficant and has so recently become apparent that the
is steadily lessening the attraction of an advantage which transiently field merits a close view in connection with the whole matter of power
favors New England. In time this factor wlll be practically neutralized, supply.
and with continued inequality of power supply New England will see
T~is !leld of special electrical service, in contradistinction to the
its industrial life narrowing under the cumulative weight of a growing application of electric energy as a motive force. is covE'rcd by the term
handicap. This is an example, then, of how a natural power .supply "electrochemistry," which is the art of applyfnoo electi·ical enero-y to
may create a U.evelopment in one part of the country at the expense of the fu_rtherance of chemical operations. The ~ptness of elect'f.icity
another section, a circumstance not making for unity of interest.
for this purpose bas proved so great that in scarc-ely more than it.
The South Atlantic area resembles New England in respect to power de.cade. there. ~as developed a large number of electrochemical indusresources; coal must be hauled in from a distance and water power is tries, m addition to a growing range of superior adaptions in estabfairly abundant. But when•as the industrialism of New England is lished industries and in the realm of metallurgy, with the setting up
the oldest in the country that of the South is among the youngest. of a new ~ranch of the latter, known as electrometallurgy. Thus
Here, indeed, the growth of industry has been largely a matter of the ~lectrochen:·ustry has not only facilitated ordinary industrial activities
past 15 or 20 years, subsequent, therefore, to the introduction of elec- 10 many directions; it has opened an unbounded territory never before
trl"clty as a motive force. In consequence much of the upgrowth is traversed by industry.
The facility of electricity in this new realm is clue to its capacity
built upon the use of hydroelectric power, and tends to be distributivethat is to say, natural-i.nstead of a forced growth in proximity to local- for generating heat under conditions open to exact control, over high
ized coal belts. Coming into action late the industrialism of the South, temperatures not attainable ~Y fuel combustion, and in absence of
unhampered by tradition and unencumbered by obsolescent power estab- ga,;Ps, togl'ther with the c>xcrtion of a chemical forcE> of decomposition
lishments took over the practice best suited to its needs. Thus, while independently or in conjunction with the heating etrect. Thus electrothe Northeastern States form an illustration of cent:al.ized industry, chemistry operates through its dissociating etrect upon solutions and
P.stablishing itself first in New England and migratrng lat~r to the melts, a process technically callE'd " electrolysis " ; through discharges
Central Atlantic States and thence westward. the South displays a in gaRes; and by means of electric furnaces. Upon these operations
regional development ~f industry nowhere intersely focused, but sprea~, depend the manufacture of alkalis, chlorine, atmospheric nitrogen
on the contrary, in diluted form ov~r a large ru;ea. The contrnst IS graphite, artificial abrasives, and calcium carbide ; the production of
suggestive· for permanence, for national well-bemg. for the common aluminum and many of the steel-hardening metals; nnfl the refining of
o-ood · it w~uld appear that a balanced economic life in which each sec- gold, siiver, anu copper-to mention merely the most conspicuous attaintion 'manufactures in large measure, its own products is preferable to a ments of the electrochemical art.
The ac:.tievements of electrochemistry to date arc to be credited
highly intensified manufacture setting up its own Interests in opposition
to the more extensive producing areas. '.rhe South presents an example mainly to the region around Niagara Falls and to foreign countries
of power supply uh;posed to create a normal development from within, especially the latter. Elsewhere in the United States there are rela:
with minimum deh·action from the opportunities peculiar to other tively few electt'ochemical activities. Such as have been established are
in the vicinity of choice water-power sites or. as in the case of recent
sec;j~o~~- are but two illustrations of fields in which power. supply is a atmospheric nitrogen fixation plants, subsidizPd by the Government.
strong economic force. Each section of the country, in pomt of fact, But, by and large, electrochemical industries are grossly undeveloped
has its own peculiar reflex to this matter. The Pacitic coast, for in- in this country, relative both to theh· intrinsic importance and to their
stance, has a specialized and acute power ~roblem. to me~t ·. there !be upgrowth abroad ; and "-hUe a considerable expansion has resulted
rich oil fields of California launched a penod of mdustl'la11sm which under the stimulus of war prices, the course of progress is under the
this source of power can not much longer sustain._ The il}dustri~l H~e handicap of power costs running far in excess of what is otrereu in
of this whole section is threatened by the impendmg declme of 1ts o~l Canada and abroad. Since power is a large item of expense in most
fields. Similarly with the Southwest. The power influence, then, IS eler-trochemical activities, its high cost in the UnitP.rt Rtates is not
country-wide-here throttling established industry ; there leading to only preventing development, except along specialized lines of highoverbalanced growth; elsewhere _retarding needed developments;_ rarely value small-bulk products, but is causing an emigration and settlepromotin<7 well-rounded economic growth; on the whole, makmg for ment of such industries _in othfr cou•1tries otrering a more genial
atmosphere of power costs. Not only this, but thp ticte of emigration
divergenc'e of econowic interest.
This situation undesirable as it stands, is bound to grow worse if is actually affecting the industries already establishPd at Niagara l!'alls.
matters are lett' to untrammeled evolution. Human labor is mobile: On the whole, then, counting off war-time exuberance, our el!!ctroit is becoming stn.ndardized, even nationalized ; cheap labor locally chemical industries, while growing in an absolute sens<>, are relatively
restricted is disappearing. Thus the factor of labor supply is losing stationary, if not actually retJ·ograding. That is to say, our electro·
its distributive effect upon industry. In consequence, the presence of chPmical needs are growing faster than our elPctrocb<>mical induRtrles,
mechanical labor (power) will become an even greater centralizing which means that an increasing dependence upon forE>ign developments
force than h eretofore ; manufacturing districts will tend to be _more is undPr way.
If the high cost of electric power in the United States is block!ng
str-ikingly developed than ever. 'l'he nat!lral tenden~y, in short, w~l be
toward the building up of centrfllized mdustry enJOYinl; monopolistic adequate electrochemical developments, we should take . time to exauvantuges of powe1 supply, a condition in itself constitutmg a restraint amine the scope of the fields that are being retarded by this circumin respect to the adequate unfoldment of other industries beyond the stance. Such a retardation, of course, is difficult to visualize, for its
most important area consists of what has not been accomplished; or,
reach of the favored source.
'
Such an interplay of economic forces is complex and proclivities can rather, of the margin between current and possible attainments. so
not be expected to travel far undefl.ected by new conditions, but what- far as determined by condittons of vower supply. Yet the pro pect
ever the uncertainties of the matter, the power situation merits atten- can be swept, even though we may turn aside bPfore coming up with it.
In the realm of metallurgy electricity opens to use a number of
tion in respect to its pr~ ent u~towa~d bearing Ot;l economic policy. If
a constructive economic policy IS desuable tor this country, and if tbe metals not commercially extractable from their ores on any other
conclusion is valid that the pow~>r supply represents a force now work- terms. The most conspicuous example is aluminum, which was a.
in'"' against the unification of economic purpose into a national policy, chemical curiosity until thus made availablP: but such metals and
but capable of dh·ection toward such an outcome, the whole matter elements as magnesium, calcium, sodium, potassium. cerium, and silibecomes a fundamental issue which may not be i.gnored. In short, a con are also coming into prominence, although the applications of
coordinated and balanced development of the coal and water-power these newer additions are still in their infancy. It ls not unworthy o!
resources of the country, which will follow from the establishment of an note, although the bearing of the fact may not become conspicuous
adequate common-carrier system of transm ·ssion lines, will serve to tor many years, that electrometa11urgy offer!< a means for turning the
equalize industrial opportunity and therefore to unify the economic intE'r- more common and leaner mineral materials to account when th<' exests of the country so that a constructive economic policy ag1·eeable to haustion of the rather limited and rich concentrations heretofore exploited shall have been accomplishtd. For the manufacture of a grea t
all sections may win country-wide support.
But in addition to its bearing upon national policy, a distribution of number of metallic alloys, such as ferromanganese. ferrochromium
ferrotungaten.
and oth£·rs needed to ;rive to steel the various special
power advantages will make for an indirect but very significant gain in
the matter of transportation; for industry may then strike a more per- properties demanded by its many applications, electric power is essential
while
for
the production of iron and steel the use of electricity
fect balance between the location of raw-material sources and markets.
Indeed, many "metallurgists in
As the matter now stands, the adjustment is a compromise between three is ftndlng a growing application
active
practice
in the Unitl'd States are convinced that thP time is
main factors of which the position of the fuel source is dominant, and
the industria'! centralization resulting is in considerable measure respon- rapidly approaching when all steel made will bE' pasc;ed through the
sible for the "bottle-neck" restrictions in the transportation layout of electric furnace to receive its final refining and it finishing touches.
this country-a pattern that has become a conspicuous source of trans- We may safely lool{ forward to the establishment of not only hundreds
portation weakness during the past year. The nationaUzation of indus- but possibly thousands of electric steel furnacPs" In the metallurgy
trial opportunity through equalized power supply will permit the up- of copper, zinc, and tin electricity is coming into play, while in the
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re fi ning of metals it is atroratng the means for recovering many constituents formerly going to waste, in addition to producing ·p roducts -of
such purity as to open up new uses not previously enjoyed. The
United States is the greatest pr oducer .of metals in the wo.rld, a.nd proper
electri cal-power d evelopment will give a great impetus to the ad-vancement of the min€ral indu st r ies.
No problem is more f undamental to any counh'f than the matter -of
food supply, and electrochemistry has a very direct bearl.n.g in this
r espect through its promise of lending assistance in Jlrodocing iertilizers.
Of the three important fertilizing materials-nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium-nitrogen may be drawn from the atmosphere by the expenditure of electrical energy; cheap electrical power offers an immediate
m eans fo-r doing away with the cumbersome method of converting phosphate rock into acid phosphate, with its consequent burden upon transportation and upon sulphuric-acid manufacture; while the loek.e d-up
stores of potash h eld in unllmited amount in widespread areas of silicate
rocks must eventually be drawn upon and presumably with the help of
the elech·ic current. It is scarcely too much to say that the f-ertilizer
industry in the course of a decade m· flO will undergo a radical change,
in which importations of Chilean nitrate, German potash, and Spanish
pyrite will be a thing of the past. But the course of progress will -depend very nmch upon the conditions surrounding the supply O>f electrical
power in this country; this matter will determine the speed of advancement :.tnd reflect in some measure in this respect upon the cost of living.
In the 1l£:ld of manufacturing, electrochemistry occupies a unique
place. It has already created a .number of products of fundamental
u efulne s, while the latent opp_ortunities for the tuture are very great.
The development of artificial abrastves, especially carborundum, superior
to natural abrasives, has greatly facilitated many processes of mechan'ical manufacture. such as the making of automoblles, ordnance, and
other materials ; the production of calcium carbide has made the
acetylene lamp possible, with inestimable benefit to thousands of mines
the world over, which have thus been freed from smoky oil lamps and
ttlclrering candles ; and the manufacture of artificial grnphite is render·
1ng a useful service as a lubricant in conserving energy. These products,
which are of much greater significance than may be measured by the
pecuniary value of 'the output, have all been developed at Niagara Fnl1s
as result of the abundant electric power earlier available there and are
made from raw materials of the commonest .and cheapest kinds, such ail
sand. lime, coke, and othf'rs. Further productll, too numerous to epecify
are being com:mercilllly launched or are in the experimental stage in
t}J..e works and laboratories of that electrochemical center. An important
Lndustry has also dneloped in the .electrolytic manufacture of sodium
nnd chlorine, and their numerous compounds, used in large quantities 1n
a wide -variety of othP.r industries, which are made from comm-on salta widespread and cheap ·material. It would appear that one striking
characteristic of electrochemls:try is tts ability to convert into lUleful
products the commonest and cheapest of everyday materials. 'It holds
forth in this sense the 'Prospect of the highest ty~ of .constructive
economic service.
On the whole, then, electrochemical industries and applications ha-ve
developed in the United 'States to some extent in spite of high electricpower rates. but the Jines of developmeut have been those in which
the advantages to be gained :were conspicuous, and the operations ba-ve ·
been largely confined to Niagm·a Falls. .In the vaster range at poss1~
bilities, 1n which the :opportunities were not so outstanding high ratesand lack of available power have been sufficient to bead olf' .an ·incalculable :ra-nge of prpgpective enterpri~es, to the count:ry'·s seriOUB economic loss. Indeed, ,i f electric power were made available ill qrumtity at rates half the prevailing tariff, the upgrowth of electrochemical 'industries would overwhelm the 'P'l'evlous a.tta.inments along
this line.
The whole field of .electrochemical .development in the United States
Is dependent tn the last analysis 11pon the quantity and J)l'ice of
electric power. And in both .respects the power s.ituation 1Ul it now
stands is iruldequate. Unless -we are ,prepared to see the electrochemical industries which we now have emigrate in part to foreign
countries, 'Ilnd unle s we are also willing Ito face a stagnant condition
tn respect ·t o a wide .range of important industrial developments, the
whole ·matter of our power supply must come up for attention. This
matter does not conc.ern one section or one class; the field is country
-wide; the outcome concerns both industry and the public interest
And labor, in particular, rwill find a concern in this a.:ffa.ir, for
by cheapened mechamca.I power can a generous rate of .human compensation be sustained in the face of cheaper labor, ootb human a:nd
mechanical, on the IDo:r~pean market.

anJy

SUM:!IIABY.

Mollern society is dependent upon industrialism, the material ·framework of ctvilization.
American industrialism diJfers from the industrialism of other
nations in two respects-it places 'Qnusual emphasis upon the employment of power and it couples an advanced Industrial development
whi ch means a high standard of li-ving. with a vast expanse of territory'
Each of the.se conditions im.poses a special demand upon transpor:
tation, and the two combined have given rise to transportation difficulties that are thTeatening to throttle the -economic life of the country.
If unrelieved, the situation will entail a deterioration in tile standard of livin~. The effects .of a lowered living scale so .caused will
not fall evenly the country over, but may be expected to be .selective
to the dlsad:vantnge of unfavor-ed sections, with the setting up of
economic discord and sectional dissension .in the place of national unity.
Th e iSsue can not be adequately met by fux:tbering the development
of the railways -alone, for n:lrendy ·t his type of carrier bas been pushed
to such a 'POint of overdevelopment as to .constitute a critical w1m.kness
1n t!Je economic structure of the country, The source of the dlsgualification lies not merely in th~ sheer magnitude of the Tesponsibility which the railways support, but also in their notably inferior
ela sticity in respect to · industrial expansion as compared with the
processes of manufacture. T.he .power supply is the chief single contributor to both conditions of default. It not only comprises, mainly '
in til e form o1: coal, more than one-third of the total freight of the
(!Ountt·y, btrt the dependence upon freigbt-hao1ed fu el on the part of
nn expanding industrial .activity places an everw€ight of burden upon
tran sportation by virtue of t'he fact that eoal, raw mater.ials nnd
fini shed products represent three additional units of haulage to be
reckoned lVitll for -every added unit of production. Hence, the logical
wny to correct the transporta:tion unfitness of this country is to attack
the matter through improvement in ·power usage.
'l'hrec principles o:l' transportation underlie industrial ·growth, .ana
Industrial activities ln general conform to their prescripti.ons as a
mntt er of course. These factors are represented in (1) the employment of suitable facilities for the task of transportation, (2) the
advance elimination of superfluous weight, and (3) the full utiliza-
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tion of the materia1 transported. These conditions are seen to be
the merest .common sense; illustrations of conformity with them
are on every band; in the matter of power alone they have been
utterl_y di reg:trded. In the working out of these principles national
expen ence has shown (1) that a h·ansportation system of countrywide scope serving n community interest must be of a common-carriet•
order subject to public -oversight-such has been the lesson of the
railways; (2) that in the realm of .production which has to do
with the ad;ance elimination of superfluous wclght, competition is
desirable .and should be as unhampered as possible; and (3) that in
the fi<'ld of manufacture and consumptkm the attainment ot full
utilization stands in need of constructive help-that here competition
unaided is incapable of employing to full effect the principle of
multiple production. Applying these conceptions to powex:, we tinll
that the situation is nt fault, because (1) there is no commoncarrier system for the transmission of energy, .although the development of electricity permits the power materials to be freed of weight
at the source and enables the energy of water power to be utilized ;
(2) the presence of the railways, in the absence of .special facilities
for elec.tric transmission, bas prevented competition from becoming
etrective in the direction of the advance elimination of weight; and
( 3) the iailnre of this country to recognize the principle of multiple
production and vitaUze its latent force has .held private initiative
impotent to use fully the energy materials provided.
'l'he righting of the power situation requires (1) the establishment
of o. comprehensive system of eledtie trnnsmisslun Jines to be administered as a common-carrier ~ystem like the railways. (2) The provi~ion
of such a system will necessitate the coordinated growth of centrnl
power station 'in coal field-s and at water"'Jlower sites, and in doing £0
will open to business enterprise a tremenllous :field of opportunity
hitherto closed off :from entry, and thus lead to the balanced development of the two major ener~ .resources. (3) The principle of multiple
production, recognized and mcorporo.ted in national policy, wm suppleJ:~Wnt the i3.dditional .service gained through the organized employment
of the electrical principle; applied to the production of -coal-generated
electric:it'y, and, through the medium of municipal public utillt! plants,
to the distributive employment of coal, this principle will euecti:vely
c.orrelate the rP.cove.ry of the commodity and energy values, so a-s
ultimately to effect a full saving of the former nod an increased gain
.of the latter, thus permitting a further relative diminution of tho
amount of fuel calling for transportation in bulky 'form. The first
two points redu{!e themselves to a single issue, which is purely a business proposition to be handled lJ.y a business orcranization ; the third
item is more intangible and it is matte-r of pollcy, which, therefore.,
can not be delegated or otherwl..'le llandled in objective fashian.
The provision of a common-£arrier system .of tramnnlssio.n lines, in
brief, is the key to the whole ·problem. its :establishment ·will .remove
the retarding influence of .higb futerest rates and antagonistic misunderstanding that has blocked wa:ter-power development, ana will atrord
the point of depa:rture from pr€Cedent ln favor of coal-field generation
of electricity. .OWing to .the magnitude of the issue and the manifold
lines of progress directly at stake, the (Jevelopment wUI provide a
nnclea1· point for the establishment of a ·constructive -economic policy,
-neeOed not meJ;ely for the full development of 1.bis field but as well
for the proper unfoldment of the industrial possibilities of the eountry
in general. .As sucb a t>Olicy has not developed in the past because
of economic sectionalism growing chiefly ont of an \l.Ilequalized develop.ment of the energy resources, the nationalization of indus trial opportunity attainable through a 'balanced development of power .gopply will
clear ·t he path of th-e main obstruction :to unified action.
Thus _specific actio.n 1n respect :to establishing a common-carrier
,system adapted to -the power needs of the country will not only go far
:toward solving the prohlem of transportation, but it will improve the
fuel supply. •correct the economic fa1la-cy "Of drawing upon capital
resources 'vhile neglectful of income, contribute to the .recovery of the
values now lost 1n the consumption .of raw eoal, lead to an adequate
-development .of electroch-emical activities, cut off a needless annual
expenditure running ·well beyond the billion dollar mark., a.nd (!~nstltute
n p_otent cont:J:ibntion ln the direction of stimulating the upgrowth of :a
-constructive economic policy of -national J;cope attuned to the needs ot
.modern 'industrial development.

Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Chftirman, since the wm· began it 'has
been the duty of every Member of Congress to resolve every real
doubt he had 1n ;r egard to pending 'legislation ill favor of ~
view expressed by those administrative officers wl1o aJ'e in position of responsibility for the conduct ~nd prosecution of the war..
We should have, and we all do have, opinions in regard to t:l:lese
matters, and frequently Yery decided opinions; ·but unless we
are very certain -that -our view and judgment is the wise -and ·
})roper -one, it is our duty to ·meet the views of officers of the
administration charged with resp<mSibility along the lines that
they mark out. It is with that view of the matter, and tllat
view alone, that I shall support this measure, for I am Yery
frank to say that my judgment does not commend .it as being
necessary or essential.
True, it ·i s necessary to do what ·the ·bill proposes shan be done,
to wit, ·i ncrease ·fbe power facilities of the country to such .extent
as shall be necessary for the prosecution of the war. No one will
deny that.
It is just as necessary to do that as it was to increase tlie
housing facilities, to increase the· shipbuilding facilities; as it
was to increase the munition facilities of the cauntry. But
we have numerous departments, and .have organized fir~'i on.e
bureau and agency and then another, having jm·isdi<.:tion in
these matters, until we have covered, it occurs to me, the .en·
tire field. While a part, at least, of wnat is propo ed to ·be
done under this bill should be done, there are already a number of governmental agencies that -could accomplish these results and that ought to have accomplished .t hem loog before
this.
It may be .some of these agencies need more fund , though
that is doubtful, but if they do they should receive them.
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The appropriation of one hundred and seventy-five million
for the use of this new agency does not appeal to me as the
best practice.
"\Vhy has the admini~tration come before Congress at this
late date, saying that there is a shortage of power in connection with war activities, when the authority and funds have
been for months in the hands of various bureaus and agencies
of the Government for enlarging, increasing, and extending the
power plants and resources of the country?
The Council of National Defense, the War Trade Board, the
War Industries Board, the War Finance Corporation, the Capital
Issues Committee, the Shipping Board, the "\Var and N:tvy Departments-an of these agencies are armed with authority, each
in its own field, and most of them have ample funds to extend
aid and assistance in the development and enlargement and
extension of power facilities in connection with war work. This
authority they have had for months. I have no doubt that to
some extent they have exercised their authority and afforded
aid. I llnve no doubt that to a very large extent they llave
assisted in one way or another these power plants and aided
in their enlargement and extension, as they have authority to
do. Nevertheless we are asked to enact . legislation that is
likely to create an altogether new agency and clothe it with
enormous power, and thus, inste~: J of helping to concentrate
and coordinate the activities of tlle Government and bring them
under one control, we are asked to still further divitle and
duplicate. In my opinion it is not wise.
I shall support this bill only because men in positions of responsibility insist the legislation is necessary. The bill does
not commend itself to my judgment. I believe what is proposed
to be done could be done better through other agencies more
cheaply., more quickly, more promptly, more efficiently. However, if those responsible say that they can not accomplish all
that is needed under present legislation and appropriations, I
must accept their view. So much for that.
This bill deals with the development of power. That includes both steam and hydroelectric power. I assume that
little will be done in the way of developing hydroelectric power
under the bill. Very little such development could be secured
in time to be of service in the war. I suppose it will be mostly
tbe development of steam power, a deYelopmellt that can be
quickly made.
GASOLINE IN THE DEVELOrMEXT OF POWER.

While we are on the subject of power we are reminded that
one of the most important products in the United States for
the production of power is oil. I think it may be truthfully
said that there is no one product, except the great product of
iron and steel, that is more essential to the winning of the
war than mineral oil and its by-products-gasoline, naphtha,
lubricating oil. It is necessary to have gasoline to run the
airplanes, upon which we must largely depend for our victory
over yonder. We must have gasoline or oil to run the tanks,
which are now so important a factor in all the advances along
the western front, and which tend so greatly to reduce the
casualties of the attacking forces. We must have oil or gasoline to run the transports, the ambulances, the motor cars, and
trucks to provide food and ammunition for and bear the
wounded from the battle line. Gasoline is needed at l;lome for
multiplied purposes.
Recently there has beerr a very alarming and unfortunate
reduction in oil and gasoline production, compared to the <lemand. The Senate of the United States, on the 8th day of
September, passed a resolution calling upon the Director of the
Fuel Administration for a report on the production and consumption of gasoline.
That report was made on September 11 and was published
as Senate Document No. 277. I hold it in my hand. From
that report it appears tllat there has been a steady reduction
in the stocks of gasoline and naphtha for months past, that the
!'eduction of the stocks of gasoline and naphtha during the month
of July was approximately 1,367,000 barrels, or 44,000 barrels
a day, and for August 2,000,000 barrels. It appears further
tllat we will soon reach a point where we are likely to llave not
more than a month's supply of gasoline and naphtha on hand.
In this alarming condition of affairs one would think t~at those
interested in and officially responsible for the winning of the
war, in maintaining conditions ~der which we may win tlle
war. would use every effort to increase the production of
gasoline.
Mr. LONG"'WORTH. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. 1\IONDELL. Yes.
Mr. LONGWORTH. So far as tlle pro<.luction of gasoline
is concerned, that is, the development of the oil fields, wild-
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cat operations, has there been any let down in that? Does the
gentleman know? Mr. MO~TDELL. There bas been a very considerable let
down, growing out of a variety of causes. Some operators haYe
been discouraged somewhat by reason of the very high taxation
in the revenue bill. I have heretofore explained how the high
excess and war profits taxes are particularly burdensome on u
business of great hazard like the oil business. The larger factor,
where production comes from public lands, is due to tbe un·
satisfactory provisions of the oil-leasing bill and the hostile
attitude of certain departments of the Government toward such
development. It is in regard to certain phases of the official
attitude toward oil production on lands that have been located
and claimed under the oil-placer act that I particularly inYite
the attention of the House at this time.
About four years ago-or, to be entirely accurate, on August
25, 1914-Congress passed an act providing that where applications for patents have been or may hereafter be offered for cer·
tain classes of oil or gas lands included in an order of withdrawal the Secretary of the Interior may make temporary ar·
rangements whereby, by impounding a portion or the product.
the operations may be continued.
\Vhile that bill was under discussion in the House and during
the consideration of the conference report there was some <lisT
cussion of the intent and purpose of the legislation. I opened
that discussion, and it was participated in by the gentleman
from Oklahoma [1\fr. FERRis], the chairman of the Committee on
the Public Lands, which reported the bill, and the gentleman
from California [Mr. RAKER], a member of tlle Committee on
the Public Lands. 'Ve expre sed our opinions as to the intent
and purpose of Congress in the passage of that act, but I shall not
refer to what was said at this time because I intend to pre ent a
letter of the Secretary of the Interior in which our statements are
referred to. Some time after the passage of the act I have te~
ferred to the Secretary of the Interior entered into agreements
with certain claimants and operators in California and Wyoming
under which they were allowed to operate and produce oil
from the contested lands by impounding to the credit of the
Government a sum equal to one-eighth of the value of the oil
obtained, this being the usual commercial royalty. Tho e
agreements and arrangements were entered into from time to
time with claimants in California and in what is known as the
Salt Creek field in Wyoming. With a few exceptions, where
there were controversies among private claimants, they were all
identical as to the amount that was to be impounded. The
theory was that if patents were denied and the lands reverted
to the Government, the Government would have in its possession
what amounted to a fair royalty on the oil extracted. ·
That appealed to almost everyone as a fair and reasonable
arrangement; it enabled the claimants to continue to flen•lotl
their property and add to the oil production of the counb·y at a
time when oil and gasoline were greatly needed. The arrangement was in harmony with the View expressed in Congress as to
the intent and purpo e of the law. Tllat the Government was
amply protected is evidenced by the fact that there was impounded up to June 30, 1918, under the 28 Salt Creek agreements the sum of $699,239. The Government was thus assmeu
nearly $700,000, in case patents were denied, from a few hundL·ell
acres of lands that for years had been subject to oil entry at
$2.50 per acre, and were not worth even that nominal sum
until after years of effort and the expenditure of large sums of
money by the claimants oil was discovered upon them. These
arrangements in "\Vyoming related to wells that produce an
exceedingly high-grade oil containing a large percentage of
gasoline. It is the kind of oil now very badly needed.
Operations continued under these agreements for a consitlerable length of time. Finally, .June 2, 1917, the Attorney General addressed a letter to tlle S~retary of the Interior calling
attention to the character of these agreements, urg~ng that the
agreements did not sufficiently J)rotect the interests of the GoYernment, and expressing the opiniop. that instead of following the
plan provided by Congress it would be preferable to operate
these wells under receiverships, impounding the entire product.
This letter is a,s follows :
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,

Washington, D. 0., June Z,

:mt'l.

MY DEAn MR. SECRETARY: I desire . to direct your attention to a
serious situation "hich has resulted ft·om the character of the operatin"' agreements entered into by you with appllcants for patents to wlthdr'awn oil lands under the act of August 25, 1914 (38 Stat., 708), and
- from Lhe delay in your department with respect to the disposition of
such applications in cases where charges of fraud or unlawful entry
have been made against the applicants.
The act of 1914 provides:
"That where applications for patents have been or- may hereafter
be otrered for any oil or gns land included in an orcler of withdrawal
upon which oil or gas bas ·ne .· etofore been discovered, or is being pro·
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uace<l, or upon which dL·illing operations were in actual progress on
October 3, 1010, and oil or gas is thereafter clisco>E.'red thereon, and
whE.>re there has been no final determination by the Secretary of the
Interior upon such applications for patent, said Secretary, in his dis('l'etion, may enter into agreements, under such conditions as he may
prescribe with such applicants for patents in possession of such land
or :my portions thereof, relative to the disposition of the oil or gas
produced therefrom or the proceeds thereof, pending final determination
of the title thereto by the Secretary of the Interior, or such other dispo. ition of the same as may be authorized by law."
The manifest purpose of this statute was to provide a method for
c on~PL'\'ing the properties embraced in applications for patents until it
could be ueciJed whether they belonged to the applicants or to the
Go>ernment. without the necessity of resorting to recei>ership proceedings. The method providE.'d is in all essential respects like a >oluntnry .receivership, under which the applicant may properly be permitted
to continue necessary operations ~der supervision, and the Secretary
acts as a trustee to conserve the property pending his own decision
between the applicant and the Government, just as a court receiver acts
to conser>e the subject of litigation pending a decision of the court.
· The analogy between an operating agreement under thE: act of 1914
an ti n court receivership is perfect in cases where the applicant is
charged by the Gonrnment ngent!.' with fraud or riolation of the law
In the initiation or prosecution of his claim, and a hearing is necessary
to determine the truth of the charge. In such a case there is an adYersary proceeding in the Land Department between the Government
n.nfl the applicant as to the ownership of the property. I have before
m e data from the records of the General Land Office which show that
agr(;>ements under the act of 1914 ha>e been entered into in 36 cases·
of this kind, 18 In California and 18 in Wyoming. Excepting 3 of the
Vi·yoming cas<'s, nll of these agreements contain substantially uniform
provisions. They apparently permit the drilling of additional wells
without limit, require the sale of the total production. and proride for
tlle payment 6f seven-eighths of the proceeds to the claimants anll the
dl'pos it of the remaining one-eighth in escrow to abide your decision
on the applications for patents. The result is that, upon a denial of
th l' p:1t ~nt in any such case. the Go>ernment can not possibly recei-ve
mot·e than the value of one-eighth of the prior production.
If these properties were handled by a receiver, us they presumably
would be were it not for these agreement , the entire production less•
the cost of conservative operation would be impounded, to the cncl that
the Government could recover the full >aloe of the property in the
eyeut of a final decision against the claimant. This is the rule adoptell
by the courts in a number of similar cases in which a receiver has
been appointed to consene thP. property. It is also in principle the
1·ule adopted by your department in the three exceptional cases in
Wyoming. In those cases the agreements require a d(;>posit of the proceeds of the ·entire production, less 6 cents per barrel of oil to co><'l'
opPrating expenses. This exception was made in these three cases in
order to protect the asserted rights of ri>al claimants. I can not find
any justification for confining the Go>ernment to a lesser measure of
protection than that which is accorded to adverse claimants. Indeed,
I am unable to regard the position of the Government in these cases in
any other light than that of an adverse claimant.
In my letter to yon of July 14, 191;), I called your attention to the
fact that the Department of Justice was being subjected to harsh criticism for insiRtlng upon the deposit of the entire net proce(;>(ls in the
recei>ership cases while your department, by agreements in similal'
cases, was requiring deposits of but one-eighth of the gross production.
I attempted to impress you with the injustice of this, and, by way of
securing a modicum of relief, I suggested the propriety of allowing th e
applicants " only a sufficient proportion of the production to co>er
actual operating expenses, with a reasonable profit." To this suggestion you agreed in your letter to me of July 19, 1915; but you staterl.
referring to the then market price of oil, that .. at 3H cents :1. banel
a man can not pump and run his plant and give himself a profit upon
his investment on much less than sc>en-eighths." In this connect ion
you observed that the agreement in every case provides "that it can
be changed on 30 days' notice, and the amount of the royalty increased."
I am informcd that no such chauge has been made in an~r agreement
nn11 that the Commissioner of the General Land Office has lately invited.
nnd is now entertaining. applications for adll.itional agreements upon
the same terms, although the market price of oH has practically
doubled since 19Hi.
In some exceptional cases it is possible that the cost of operation
may equal or even exceed seven-eighths of the production. But in a
majority of the cast's it appears that the cost of operation should not
exceell one-tenth of the production at the present market price of
oil. This is shown by the operation of similar properties in the same
locality under the supervision of a court receiver. Wltb the market
price of oil at 72 cents per barrel, the three exceptional agreements
before referred to will result in impounding eleYen-twelfths of the
production for the protection of private advE.'rse claimants in those
cases. It is therefore evident that the indiscriminate deposit of oneeighth of the J!ross production in all cases where the Government alone
is contesting the claini is not calculated to protect the interests of the
Government.
Very few, if any, of these claimants are entitled to special consideration. In most of the cases there can be no reasonable ground to beli(;ve
that patents will ever be granted. In 15 of the 18 California cases
spccial agents of the General Land Office have charged the claimants
with frau·.:lnlent locations, the other 3 being charged with >iolating the
withdrawal ordPr. In all but 1 of these 18 cases hearings have been
llireetell by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and in that 1
the charge is that the entry was illegal and also that the claimant was
guilty of frnud. In the 18 Wyoming cases few hearings have been
directed, although ad>erse reports have been made by the special agents.
In mo ·t of the Wyoming cases delay in departmental action has been
caused by collusive sults instituted in the State courts by pretended rl>al
daimnnts.
I understand that hearings nrc directed in cases where it has been
lletermined prima facie, upon the application papers anll the special
agent's report, that the claimant is not entitled to a patent. Of such a
cLaimant it is not unfair to say that he is prima facie a trespasser on
the lands of the United States, and, in case of fraud, a willful trespasser.
It certainly was not the intention of the hw to reward trespass and
frand; yet, I am constrained to say, the opE.'rating agreements which
;;ive to Ruch claimants seven-eighths of the gross production are adapted
to ncompl1sh that result.
The most Rerious feature of this situation is its continuity, due to the
:'lwction of the · Ueneral Land Office in deciding cases.
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Following the .d.- ion of the Supreme Court in the case of United
States v. 1\lidwest Gil Co. (236 U. S., 459), on F ebruary 23 1915 sustaining the validity of the withdrawal order of September 27 19(>9 it
became apparent that a close cooperation between our departments ~as
essential to the protection of the interests of the Government in the withdrawn lands as against illegal and fraudulent claims. This was agreed
to between us at a conference in my office on June 5, l!>lo. It was there
agreed, as stated in my letter to you of June 7, 1915, that the effectiveness of ~ur efforts ":oul!l depend, among ot~er things, "upon the speed
with whtch all applicatiOns for patent shah be examined and disposed
of by your department," and that therefore "the applications for
patents now pending in the General Land Office, and all others that may
be filE.'<l herE.'after, will be disposed of as socn as possible." In answer
to my letter you stated, by letter of June 17, 1915, that your department would "endeavor, through the CommiRsioner of the General Land
Office. to promptly carry out the scheme of cooperation which was discussed and adopted at the conference." My information i that a hearing bas been held in but one of the adversely reported cases in which
operating agreements have been entered into, and that no further
hearing~ are contemplated in any such cases unless desired by the applicants.
The pendency of these cases in your department would seem to deprive the courts of jurisdiction to determine the merits of the claims
and the existence of the operating agreements precludes receivership
proceedings for the conservation ot the properties.
The cl1aracter of the operating agreements entered into under the act
of 1914, ccuplecl with the failure of the General Land Office to dispose of the applications for patents to tl1e land which are the subject
of those agreements, is a source of constant embarrassment to this depart ment. Many tracts of land in the same localities, the title to which
depends upon the same or similar questions of law a.nd fact, are not
co>ered by operating agreements either because the lands lie within a
na>::ll resene or were invol>ed in Government suits prior t o applications
for patent. .For the protection of the interests of the Government in
these lands a recei\er is nece~Rary in most cases. In a majority of the
cases a receiver has been appointed and operations are being conducted
under hL~ super>ision ; in others the application for a receiver is pending,
and in still others such application is contemplated. As before stated,
tlle rule adoptell by the courts for the protection of the Government,
p c ndin .~ a final decision, is to impound the entire production less the
cost of consenatin~ operation. This is the only rule for which we can
contend consistently with our Rense of public duty and the practice of
courts of equity. Hut the far more liberal rule of the operating agreements entered into by your department in similar cases is constantly
being used as an argument to neutralize our efforts to protect the Govcrnment int erests and a s a basis for harsh and unjust criticism of this
department.
Our embnrrass m<'nt in this respect has been much enhanced !Jy a circular letter dated January 8, 1!)17, sent by the Commissioner of the General Lanrl Office to all operators in the California oil fields on withdrawn
lands not in a naval reserve or in suit and with whom operating agreements bad not been made, inviting them to make applications for operating agreements on the usual terms of seven-eighths of the gross production to them and one-eighth to be dcposited. In that letter the commissioner stated that undE.'r similar existing agreements "whatever interests
the Go>ernment may have have been protected without the necessity of
r E.> sorting to a receivership." That is to say, h1 the opinion of the commiss:oner thus publicly announced, the rule of equity in\"oked oy this
department and applied by the courts in the receivership cases for the
protection of the Go>ernment against trespassers is wrong and oppressi ve, and the Go>ernment is entitled to receive only one-eighth of the
gross production in the event the claims are held to be fraudulent or
illegal. In other words, it is announced in a circular letter of your
department that you are authorized by the act of 1914 to turn over to
trespassers on th e oil and gas lands of the United States sevPn-eigbths
of the gross production of such lands, regardless oi' the cost of operation
or the yalue of the product. Most of the operators under existing agreements are shown · by the records of the General. Land Office to be prima
facie trespassers, and each agreement contains a provision (par. 11)
that upon a final denial of tb e application for patent-that is, upon a
final decision that the applicant ts a trespasser-the one-eighth deposit
will be accE.>pted in full and complete satisfaction of " all clatms of the
United States for tTespass" by such applicant on the premises during
the period of the agreement.
A matter of immediate ani special conce::-n is this: On AprlllG, 1917,
while suits were in preparation (pursuant to an agreement between
Special Assistant Justice and Commissioner Tallman) against E. E.
Jones and the Standard Oil Co., in>olving lands within naval petroleum
reser>e No. 2, the commissioner inquired of Mr. Justice by telegram
whether he had any objection~ to the execution of operating agreements
with these same parties covering adjacent .lands in the same township
outside the na,·al reserYe. Mr. Justice answered the same day objecting
to the proposed agreements on the ground that the lands both inside ann
outside the naval reserve were claimed by the same parties as on()
group, and that the right to all the lands was subject to the same
charges of unlawful entry. Ile therefore advised that all the tracts be
placed in suit. On April 19, 1917, the commissioner sent to Mr. Justice
the following telegram :
"Your wire 16th. Jones and Standard Oil contract applications filed.
Result, general letter sent by me to all operators California fi elds on
lands not in naxal reseiTes or in suit suggesting ad>isa.bility of contract.
Believe interest Government can ,be conserved properly by granting contracts and not disposed t<> recommend denial same after requesting
them."
It is pertinent here to ollser,·e that this department has protested t<>
the commissioner against the making of eycry one of the 36 agreements
before mentioned, but without avail.
At the last session of Congress the commissioner recommended the
enacbnent of a measure which provided In substance that all trespassers
(whether chargeable with fraud or not) on withdrawn oil lands out·
side the na>al reseryes who ha>e producing wells should be given leases,
at a one-eighth royalty, of the lands claimed by them and on which
such wells are located. The commissioner appenrs now to proceed on
the assumption that his recommendation is certain to be enacted into
law, and therefore that the only Government interest which need b£'
conserved in any case is a one·cightb. royalty interest. He apparently
forgets that his recommendation met with overwhelming opposition ln
Congress and was disapproved both by you and the Presitlent. In your
letter to me of February 2 , 1917, discussing the feasibility of another
measure for leasing withdrawn lands outside the naval reserv2s to claimants thereon, you said, "But, of course, no claimant who was attempt-
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1ng to sl'cure . the land by fra ud would be . allowed to have a lease to
any p ortion. 11
·everthhles , the system of · operating · agreements. continued· in definitely and extended indu'Mriously, is composed largely of
the very leases. in sub tance an~ effect. which :vou condemned. Indeed ..
the agre ments are ~oz:e . objectionable than the proposed leases in that
they do not give the Government on~-eighth l!.S an absolute royalty but
onl.v the righ t to litigate for that l;lmount.
·
The magnitude of the operations under the 36 agreeme11ts before
mention(>d is impressive. The records show a total production to February 28. 1917, of $5,545,880, of which $4,851,046 has been paid ove-r
beyond recall to the claimants, and only $694.834 bas been placed in
(>SCl'OW for the protection of the ultimate rights of the Government.
I1 the equitable rule adopted by ·the court in the receivership cases
had been followed , it is believed that not less than $3.000,000, instead
of $694,834, would have been i.ulpounded. Receivership operations of
simllar· properties in the California field during abont the same period
have resulted in a total production of $4,381,795, of which $3,785,247
has been impounded. The cost of these operations covering 71 wells
ranges from 3 cents to 31 cents per barrel of oil, the .average cost being
8 cents per barrel. The price for the lowest grade of crude oil at the
wells posted by the Standard Oil Co. May 11, 1917, was 78 cents per
barrel.
The rising price of on tends to induce the drilling of new w ells, and
the additional operating agreem e nt~ lately made or under negotiation
nre calculated to extend this field of O:Qeratlons. The correspondlng
loss to the Gov-ernm ent through the contilluance of the agreement syst em in its present form is therefore likely to be much greater in the
future than it bas bet>n in the past. In this connection it may not be
amiss to suggest that the needs of the present critical period of our
national life call for increased vigilance on our part to protect the
public interests and to conserve as well as utilize every element of the
national resources.
·
I think the facts rc-clted above demonstrate that the system of operating agreements under the act of 1914, as now conducted, is not
fair to the Government and interferes with our working agreement of
June 5, 1915, in its most important features. I believe you will
readily conclude, as I do, that the need of an adequate remedy is imperative and urgent. In my opinion, there is but one proper remedy,
and that is to place all these apreements on an equal footing with the
receivership operations by reqllllin"" the entire proceeds of production
bevond what is actually necessary ¥or conservative operation to be im·
po.unde-d, and to dispo _e of the applications for patents with all possible dispatch. In the interest of effective cooperation between your
department and mine for the protection of the rights of the Governm ent in' the withdrawn oil lands, I have to request that you take that
course.
I beg of you, my dear Mr. Secretary, that you give to this matter
prompt and personal attention.
Very sincerely, yours,
T. W. GREGORY,
Ron.

FRANKLIN

K.

Attorney General.

LANE,

Secretary of the Interior.
To that letter the Secretary of the Interior made reply on

June 20, 1917, as follows:
DEP.A.RTMEXT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, June £0, 1917.

llfy DRAB MB. ATTOR~>EY GE:r."'ERAL : I have your letter of June 2,
relative to the agreements we have made under the act of August 25,
1914, with the California oil operators Qn lands outside of naval reserves embraced in mineral applications for patent. and have carefully
noted its contents.
Your position Is that Inasmuch as the courts, on your petition, have
caused to be impounded all of the proceeds of oil production less cost
of operation, pending litigation, we should follow a like course in these
contracts. You also Intimate that the Commissioner of the General
Land Office has delayed bringing to a prompt conclusion the hearings
ordered bv him In oil-land cases.
.
In the first place, in order that there may be no misunderstanding as
to the f a cts, permit mp to say that so far as I am aware every effort
has b<'en made to comply fully and in the best of faith with the cooperative understanding outlined in your letter of June 7, 1915, and
the court cases being handled by Mr .' Justice have been given precedence over the work of the Land Otllce, notWithstanding the resulting delay in the latter. ~oreover. at the request of the Secretary of
of the Nnvy and yourself, we havt:> refrained from making any conu·acts or from interpo!lin"' objections to bringing of suit on lands in
naval reserves. though this was not included tn the understanding
above mentioned. The commissioner advises me that ln no cases where
hearings have been ordered bas he advised or intimated the · propriety
of delay in holding hearings except ln some 20 cases, · which are also
involved in pending suits In court, tn which eases be was of the opinion
t hat a double trial would doubtless be a useless duplication of work;
on the conti·ai-y, the commissioner bas at all times directed that the
hearings proceP.d. as soon as the investigations were completed, as
rapidly as possible, with due regard to the assistance necessary to be
renuered in court cases. I fin(f also that, becoming dissatisfied with
the progress of the hearings in these casl's, the commissioner under date
of May 12 again gave very positive instructions to his chief of field
dlvi ion at Sah Francl co that these hearings must be pushed to conclusion, regardle s of the detriment to other work, and the chief of
field service proceeded to San Francisco to give the matter his personal
a ttention.
As to the letter sent out by the commissioner suggesting to certain
opcrntors the desirablllty of their applying ·for and opera.t ing under
agreements under the act of August 25, 1914, I will say that this was
d one at my direction, as a result of a report of the commissioner to the·
effect that there were a number of cases in which operations were being
conducted on lands wblcb had been reported adversely where there
was neither an agreement nor a receiver. It was my thought that for
t he proper nrotectlon of the interest of the Government these people
should be required to enter into agreements, or suits should be recommend d.
As to the matter of drtlling new wells on lands embraced in contracts,
I know of none that have been put down without the ronsent of thi s
department, and to rPmove any doUbt on this point, special provision
to that effect has been Inserted in contracts recently made.
As to the three contracts referred to which were made on the basJs
of impounding the- totat · proceeds less ·operating cost, suffice it to say
that this department refu es to make any agreement unless · all parties
havin g or claimillg any interest sh all j oin in or waive objection t9 t he
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· contract; fn these cases the adverse claimant refused to waive on any
other condition, and it was the a~pllcant's own proposition that the con~
. tra c t;,~ he executed on this basis m preference to none at all.
As to the lepslation recommended by the commissioner I :mtbori.Zed·
Commissioner Tallman to .,ive all help possible to the Semite Committe~
on Public Lands and representativl's of your department and the Department of the Navy then in conference, with n view of reaching some
adjustment which would permit of the development of our oil lands.
The draft of amendment was not submitted to and approved by me but
I was and am desirous of seeing some reasonable and fair legislation
· enacte~ ~ hich. will r"!sult in the development of our withdrawn nnd unus~d oil depostts and which will give equitable r Pliet to oil claimants
who in good faith and without fraud have expended large sums in t he
development of oil wells. As I h a ve repeatedly stated, I have not as~
sumed and do not now assume to say wha t policy should be follow ed as
to the naval reserves. T he Senate committee, after r eceivin g Mr Tall~
man's suggestion, adopted and recommended the sam with a 'slight
modiiication, but so fa r a s I am advised tWs feature of the b1ll n ever
came to a vote in either House
Now, as to the matter of the basis on which these agr eem ents have·
been made 1 in the first place, Con g1.·e s has been very fully informcfl as
. to everythillg we have done, an rl I have yet to b ear any criticism fl'om
that source, except for the f:lct that in deferen ce to yourself and the Secr etary of the Navy I h a ve r efused to make contracts for lands in naval
reserves, for which I h ave been sevl'rely criticised.
My views as to the general prin ciple which s houlu contr ol in making
these agreements have been r epeatedly st ated to you in previous cor;respondence and confer~nces. Your view, I t a ke it, is t hat these op ra~
tors should all be cons1dere<1 as willful trespus er , even before- trial
and treated accordingly. I have n ot sPeD it tha t wa y. While it is true
that the courts, on your application , have impounded the entire n et proceeds in the bands of receiver pending litigation, in no ca se so far as
I am aware has final judgment been r endered on the basis of a willful
trespass.. On the cont.rnry, in th e sh: consolidated ca. es (Civil 47;
A-3 EqUity; .A- 13 Eqwty; A-30 Equity; A.-31 Equity, 232 Fed. G19)
Judge Bean, m his opillion rendered May 1, 101G held :
'
" • • • They thereupon, acting as prud ent and careful men consulted counsel learned in the law and were advised • • • the 'withdrawal order 'Yas in;valid. • ~ • Acting on this advice, honestly
<tDd in good faith, without any illtention of wronging the Governm ent ·
they developed the properti.es, expe~d:ing large ums of money in so
doing, the aggregate ill the siX cases ill question amounttn"' to more than
a million dollars. By their labor and expendit ures they have d emonstrated tbe mineral character of the lands and in creased their mnrket
value from two or three dollar an acre to two thousand or twenty-five
hundred dollar.s an acre. What was before a barren, arid waste is now
demonstrated valuable mining properties with numerous oil-producing
wells thereon, .and that through tl:.e efforts and exp enditures of the de-·
fendants. • • • The de fendants were not willful looters of the
public domain npr reckless trespa ers thereon."
.Also, in the McCutchen case, reported in 238 Fed. Rep., u7D it was
held by Judge Bledsoe in his opinion of July 29, 1916 :
'
"• • • There can be no valid claim, in my judgment, that the
defendants herein were in any sense willful trespassers. Assnreclly
there is nothing in the facts developed to warrant t hat conclusion and
I know of no rule of law which could or should a ppeal to this cou'rt in
equity wWch would have the effect of so adjudging them."
.Also, in the Devils Den and Lost Hills cases , reported in 236 Fed.
Rep. 973 (althouah the question of mea ure of damages was not there
involved). Judge Bean in Ws opinion of October 4, 1916, said of the
acts of the defendants :
" • • • The defendants, howeTer, acting under the a dvice no
doubt, of learned counsel , have in good faith-at least with no apparent
intention of defrauding the Government--expended large sums of
money in improving and developing the prope.rty."
Moreover, as a practical matter in making these agreements, it is
apparent that .the measure of damages must be determined in advance ;
only the questiOn of title and consequent damage or no damage is l<.'ft
to litigation, and there is little, 1! any, reason wily one oper::ttor a gainst
whom proceedings have been directed should be treaterl differently from
another on mere ex p:ll'te information. I think you will agree with me
that it woulu be entirely impracticable to attempt to make a con tract t o
·impound all the proceeds S'Ubject to a provision that la ter on after the hearing is held, this department should then presume t o r ender a judgment on the measure and the amount of damage which the defen dant
should be required to pay In case the title is held to be in the Govern~
ment. I have sought, therefore, to get for the Government under these
contracts the same recompense for the use of these lands, in case title
shoulcl be determined to be in the Government, that the Government
would have received as the owner, in effect recompense on the bast ot
·an innocent trespass. One-eighth is the ordinary commercial roy:llty. ·
Bills passed by both Senate and House have been on that basis. The
Government has received under the e contrach the proportionate a d·
vantage arising from the increased price of oil ; In some case notwl th.
standing the operator was under a long-time contt:a ct to s-ell his oil at a
·price which proved to be much lower than the market, we have never·
'theless insisted on one-eighth of the market for the GovPrnmf'nt's portion. In this connection it should ' be clearly borne in mind that in the
oj.l business more than in most any othe~1 the cost of operation, a.fter
wells are down , and the cost of producnon, :1re two widely different
.factors.
As t o the protests against these contracts bv) Mr. Justice, for the most
part he has objected to any agreement at a 1, on the ground tb;It an
adverse report had been submitted· by a specln.l agPnt, wherefore .a re-:
.celver should be appointed · instead of making a contract. It Is clear
that t h e law was passed for the express purpose of authorizing m<' to
.make contracts in cases occupying exactly this status. and as I have
indicated tn a previous letter, a contrary cour e would be, upon my
part, an attempt t o repeal or disregard the act of August 2_51 1914.
Aside from the matters above consiCiered, I would trunk this an
especially unfortunate time to cancel these agreements or impose a
·royalty on them upon the basis of all the yield excepting cost of opt.'ra•
·uon when the production In California is so much less than the con·sumptlon and t h e reserves are being drawn upon to the extent of o
many thousand barrels pex: day. Such a policy would undoubtedly lead
·to a restrlctlon of output.
So f11r a s I am personally concerned, I should be glad to do anything
possible to obviate criticism of the policy followed by your dep rt·
ment but after most thoughtful con !deration I am so thoroughly con· ·
vinced that the course we are following in this matter is right, anu the
.public interest con cel'De<! ts , .s~ Ian~e,. that I a~ unable t o see my war
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clear to comply with your request as to the general policy that should
It may be that with respect to particular contracts we
should increase the proportion set aside to satisfy the Government's
claim but that will depend upon the facts in each specific case, to wl).ich
we will give close attention.
FRANKLIN K. L.u.~.
Cordially, yours.
The honorable the ATTORNEY GEXEitAL.

be followed.

That letter was responded to· by a letter from the Department
of .Justice, under date of .July 14, 1917, taking up in some detail
and answering the contentions made in the Secretary's letter, as
follows:
.
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eighth is the ordinary commercial royalty," and that "bills passed by
both Senate and House have been on that basis." r understand that
one-eighth Is the ordinary commercial royalty in prospect leases on
unproven territory where the lessee risks his money and labor in a purely
speculative venture, and that leases on proven territory usually carry a
much larger royalty or a bonus. The bills to which you refer illustrate
this. They provide for prospecting permits,- and, upon discovery, for a
lease on one-fourth only of the area covered by the permit at oneeighth royalty, the other three-fourth to be leases by competitive bidding
or other similar method.
· - You dispose of the protests made to these agreements by Mr. Justice
on behalf of this depal'tment by stating that "for the most part he has
objected to any agreement at all." I think I can safely say that no
objection would have to be made by any representative of this d'epartment to any agreement if the agreement had been to operate the property, in the language of Senator PITTMAN, "as it would be under a receiver." My position is founded upon what seems to me to be a plain
requirement of the law, and I am forced to assume the position I do
with respect to these agreements because of the embarrassment which I
encounter in the performance of my duty in the receivership cases by
reason of your apparent departure from that requirement.
I note your statement that there has been no intentional delay in
your dE'partment in disposing of these cases. The fact remains, however, that they are undisposed of. Some of them have been pending
for more than three years. Judging the future by the past, many years
m'ay elapse before final decisions will be reacher.l in all cases. Many
of the claimants will doubtless use every endeavor to delay the proceedings in order to prolong an arrangement which operates so favor·
ably to them. Meanwhlle the Government will likely suffer a continulng and constantly increasing loss.
The increasing demand for oil is now inducing applications by these
operators for permission to drill additional wells. The drilling of new
wells on withdrawn lands outside of and not contiguous to the naval
reserves might well be granted if the rtghts ol' the Government were
properly safeguarded, but I should regard such new operations lmder
the existing agreements as but an extension of a system likely to result .
in turning over to trespassers on lands of the · Dnited States a large
portion of the fruits of their trespasses.
You regard the present as an especially l!Dfortnnate time to readjust
these agreements upon the basis of receivership operations, because
such a policy would lead to a restriction of output. I am unable to
share this apprehem;ion. If any claimant charged with fraud or unlawful entry should decline to operate upon a l!asis which is just ancl
fair to both parties, the operations may be continued, and extended if
necessary, by a receiver. In that event there would be impounded for
the protection of the Government in most cases far more than the one·
eighth now impounded tmder the terms of the agreements you are enter·
ing into with the claimants.
I hope that you will reconsider your t1etermination not to comply
with the request which I made of you in my letter of June 2, 1917.
Very sincerely, yours,

JULY 14, 1917
MY DEAR MR. SECRET~RY : I have received and carefully considered
your letter of June 20, in answer to my letter to you of June 2, 1917,
with reference to the operating agreements entered into by you with
applicants for patents to withdraw oil lands in California and ·Wyoming
under the act of August 25, 1914, in cases where charges of fraud or
unlawful entry have bE'en made against the applicants by special agents
of the General Land Office.
I premised my observations with the opinion that the manifest purpose of the statute was to provide for operating agreements which would
serve the purpose of receiverships for the protection of the properties
pending your determination of title as between the applicants and the
Government. You do not explicitly disagree with this proposition,
though your refusal to place these agreements on an equal footing with
receivership operations in similar cases necessarily implies such disagreE'ment. I regard the act as not susceptible of any other construction
than that which I have stated. No other construction has ever before
been suggested by anyone to my knowledge, Even Senator PITTMAN a
conspicuous exponent of the policy of liberality toward oil operators
and who introduced this law, confirms my opinion. At a recent hearing
on S. 45 before the Senate Committee on Public Lands, held June 16,
1917, he said (p. 107) :
"I introduced the law, and I introduced it for the sole purpose not
of benefiting the patentee i.n the matter at all but for the purpose of
continuing the production of oil pending the litigation instead of having it tied up or worked under a receiver. • • • I . think, as a
temporary expedient, that it serves exactly the purpose of a receiver,
that pending the determination of title as to whether the Government
owns it or the claimant owns it, that it shall be operated as it would
be under a receiver."
In my letter to you I attempted to show that the rule adopted by
the courts in receivership cases of similar character in the same localities required the deposit of the entire proceeds of production less the
cost of operation, and I contrasted th.is with the rule unlforluly adopted
by you requiring the deposit of but one-eighth of the gross production,
regardless of the cost of operation and the value of the product. Re!erring to the figures showing the operation under both systems, I
pointed out that your operating agreements, tested by the rule of the
courts of equ: ty, have already resulted in a possible loss to the Government of over $2.000,000, and that the rising price of oil, coupled with
the indefinite continuance and extension of the present agreement sysTlle SECRETARY OF THE IXTERIOC.
tem, may result in still greater losSE's in the futurE'. I do not underThe Secretary answered this communication on .July 23, 1017,
stand that you deny the correctness of my figures or controvert my
conclusion.
as follows :
·
· In your letter you say-:
.
DEI'.ART:.IE~T Oil' THE lXTEUlOR,
"Your vie-.v, I take it, is that these operators should all be considWasllington, JulJJ 2;;, 1911,
ered as willful trespassers, even before trial, and treated accordingly."
l\IY DEAR Mu. ATTOU:\EY GENERAL: I am in receipt of your further
I have not e:\.-pressed or held such a view. 1\Iy position is that the
rights of these operators against whom your special agents have made communicatioa of the -i4th instant relative to the oil-land operating
charges of fraud and unlawful entry should not be considered superior agreements entered into by this department under the act of Au~ust
to the rights of the Government pending determination of the truth of 25, 1914. I fail to find anything in this last letter not heretofore
the charges made against them. In my letter to you I said : " Very fullv considered. It is evident that the only question in thi matter
few, if any, of these claimants are entitled to special consideration. In is "'hether these oil operators, for the purpose of these contra,cts, shall
most of the cases there can be no reasonable ground to believe that be Yiewed and treated as innocent trespassers or willful trespassers.
patents will ever be granted. In 15 of the 18 California cases special I stated in my former letter that I understooll that It was your view
agents of the General Land Office have charged the claimants with that they should be treated as willful trespassers. You now disclaim
fraudulent locations, the other 3 being charged with violating the with- any such view, but at the same time you want me to insist on an
drawal order. In all but 1 of these 18 cases hearings have been directed agreement whereby the operator, if he shall fail to gain title to th6
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and in that 1 the land, will not ony lose that with all the improvements a.nd developcharge is that the entry was illegal and also that the claimant was ment he has put on it, but all the oil taken therefrom less the cost of
guilty of fraud. In the 18 Wyoming cases few hearings have been operation after the wells are down and producing. To my mind .that
directed, although adverse reports have been made by the special agents. comes very near inflicting the penalty of a willful trespass. As ~ndi
In most of the Wyoming cases delay in departmental action has been cated in my formE'r letter, the courts have thus far . taken an entuely
caused by collusive suits instituted in the State courts by pretended rival different view of this situation.
claimants. I understand that hearings are directed in cases where it has
You say that ::rou see no necessity of my rendering any judgment other
been determined prima facie, upon the application papers and , the Sf)ecial than that the title is in the claimant or in the Government. That
agent's report. that the claimant is not entitled to a patent. Of such would be very true under the kind of a contract which would be in ·
a claimant it is not unfair to say that he is prima facie a trespasser on accord with your views, for the reason that the damage would b()
the lands of the United States. and, in case of fraud, a w1ll!ul tres- arbitrarily fixed in advance as the entire production less operating costs,
passer. It certainly was not the intention of the law to reward tres- but if the damage is to be any less amount certainly that amount or
pass and fraud; yet. I am con.strained to say, the operating agreements measure must be fixed in the contract or the contract must provide for
which give to such claimants seven-£ighths of the gross production are some other proceeding wherein the measure of damage will be fixed.
adapted to accomplish that result."
In handling this entire oil situation, which ls an unfortunate one at
And again:
the best, I have endeavored to take such action as would fairly protect
" Most of the operators under existing agreements are shown by tbe and preserve the interests of the Government and at the same time deal
records of the General Land Office to be prima facie trespassers, and fairly with the operators, and not dislocate and disturb more than
each agreement contains a provision (sec. 11) that upon a final denial absolutely necessary the conduct of a great industry of vital importance
of the application for patent-that is, upon a final decision that the to the country as a whole.
·
applicant is a trespasser-the one-eighth deposit will be accepted in full
In formulating the regulations and contract under the act of August
and complete satisfaction of 'all claims for the United States for tres- 25, 1914, careful consideration was given to the question of the basis
pass ' by such applicant on the premises during the period of the agree- on which the dE'posits should be made for the protection of the interest
ment."
of the Government, whether o.n the theory of a strictly willful trespass
l\Iy position is not that any of these applicants should be considered or that of an innocent trespasser or somewhere in between. It was apand treated as trespassers before trial, but that it is unjust to the Gov- parent that with respect to the matter of knowledge and intent as in:
ernment to .agree before trial that they shall have seven-eighths of the volved in the quE'stion of liability for damages for trespass an entirell
production in any event. and that the Government will accept one-eighth difl'erent situation is presented from that with respect to title, and clii.in full satisfaction of all claims tor trespass in the event they are finally ferent considerations may very properly be taken into account. We
found to be trespassers.
carefully considered the purpose of the legislation and the debates and
You think it would be impracticable to apply the equitable rule to reports in Congress. It appeared that the reason the act was passed was
these agreements upon the assumption that thls would require you " to because the operators found they could not dispose of their product in
render a judgment on the measure and amount of damages which the the face of probable claims by the Government for damages without
defendant should be ,required to pay in case the title is held to be 1n the putting up security for the entire value of the product, which practice
Government." I see no necessity for the rendition by you of any judg- was evidently ruinous to the operators; manifestly the act would be of
ment 1n any case other than that the title is in the claimant or in the little advantage to anybody if the full amount of the proceeds had to be
Government. Having impounded the net proceeds pending the deter- impounded, for the operator could do that without any legislation.
mination, the title thereto would vest on fi.nal judgment either in the
Reference to the reports and debates in Congress showed very clearly
claimant or in the Government.
what the understanding was when the act was passE'd. While the bill
You regard these operating agreeme.nts as giving to the Government, was passed by the Senate without debate or amendment, it was the subin case ·title should be determined to be in the Government, all that 1t ject of a lengthy report by the House Committee on th.e Public Lands, in
would have received as the owner. In support of thls you say that " one· wh.lch it was stated •
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"The actual method of working is thought to be that the Secretary
will r etain o. su fficie nt po1'tion of the proceeds of the oil to indemnify
tbe Governmen t in the event the title will finally be held to be adverse
to the claimant , so that untold hardships may not follow. Some of
the men d eveloping in the California region ha-ve almost been driven
to bankr upt<'y."
In the debate on the floor of tbe House, August 3, 1914 {Co "GRESsro:_ ..u. R R CORD, pp. 13 201, 1 3202~ 1 the que. tion as to whether the bill
contemplated the impounding of au proceeds from these claims over the
C<>st of operation or only of such a proportion as would equal a go.od
royalty was squarely raised and discussed, as mdieated by the following:
"1\fr. MoxDELL. Ml". Speaker, I shall not offer an amendment. and I
shall not oppo e tbe committee amendment, and yet I regret th~ bill
is not in a. somewhat different form. I have no very clear idea, and I
doubt if the members of the committee, all oi them, have a very clear
nQ1ion, what the Secr etary of the Interior would do under the bill in the
matter of impounding the product of wells ·Or the reeeipts from such
products. Whn.t seems to me he ought to do is to impound such a
proportion of the receipts from these wells :ts would equal a good
royalty and r etain that in event fnal decision as to title is against the
claimant. What I fear is that the Secreta1·y of the Interior might feel
that, under the language of the bill, he was authorized and that it was·
his duty to iropou nd the entire receipts.
"Mr. RAKER. Will the gentleman yield right there?
"Mr. Mo. ' DELL. In just a moment. And in case of an adverse decision1 to retain the entire receipts'!. which in the case of e.."rtensive wells
wou d mean bankruptcy to the claimant. Now, I hope the Secl"etary
does not write that kind of an interpretation into the legislation, and
I woulcl like to have the view of the gentleman from Colo:rado [Mr.
R~KER] on that point.
"MJ:. RAKER. 'Why, the matter was thrashed out thoroughly before
the committee. The officers of the Secretary of the Interior were
present, and from the statement of the gentlemen from California, who
were here whP.n the legislation was under consideration, it was understood that the condition was such that these men C<>uld not now sell
their oil because- .
"Mr. MO.l\l>ELL. I understand those conditions.
"Mr. RAKER. But on that very proposition, and that the Secretary
of the Interior, under this bill, would retain what would be a fair royalty in proportion to the amount of money that had been expended, and
holding that until a final determina tion wa.s made. Then, ii the Governm ent wins, it takes that proportion of the oil, and it goes into that
fund, and If it it is not in these two reserves goes into the fund provided for l'y law.
" 1\Jr. UoNDELL. This is a.n important matter, and I will say to my
friends from Califol"ll.ia that two different people have written me in
r egard to it, asking me the same qu estion-as to what portion of the
recelpts the Secretary is to impound. So the doubt does arise in the
mind of one r eadlng the bill, whether it was a.nticlp:lted under any circum stan ces that the Secr etary could impound the entire recelpts of a
w ell a nd hold them, providing the case was against the entryman. That
would be a gross injustice.
"l\Ir. RAKEll. It was intended that be could not do it.
"Mr. FERR IS. I think there is no question he has the power to do it,
and I think there is no qu~tion but that he ou,.bt to have the power
to do it, but I do not think h e has any intention of doing It.
"1\lr. Mo~DELL. Then you think h e could retain the entire surplus?
"Mr. FllllRIS. I do not think there is any question about it; and,
even o, it would be better than it is now. 'l'he gentleman was the
chairman of the committee, and knows about these things, and I think
the judgment of the commissi on er oug ht to be consioered sufficient,
and it r ead to me as if it were sufficient. nut the Land Department
does not so hold. · These gentlemen have courageously sp.ent their money
in the oil w ells of the Wes t. They are tied up, anu they will be ruined
unless you do something for them. This bill makes a working arrangem ent whe-1'e the Secretary of the Interic;>r can preserve the rights of the
Federal Government and permit them t(} go forward.
"Mr. MO -' DlllLL. I am in acc.ord with the gentleman. I simply
wanted it to be understood tha t the interpretation of the committee
was that there was to bl} impounded an amount that woul<l be equivalent
to a fatr royalty in these cases. I only wish I could prevail on the
Hou e to a ccept an amendment that would make it clear that only a
fair royalty could. be retainecl."
The bill was passed by the House with this under~tanding. The
Senate accepted all amendments proposed by the House, and wb~n the
conference report was adopted by the H(}use Mr. MONDELL stated, page
14:04:7, CONGRl'lSSIOXAL RECORD, August 20, 1914:
" One thing more. The l>ill as it passed the House i unfortunate, it
seems to me, in that it leaves entirely in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior whether he shall impound all of the product of the
wells on the lands which ma.y oo brought within the provisions of the
bill, or whether he shall impound a portion of those proceed , such
portion as would be a reasonable royalty. The gentlemen on the committee say that they understood that the Secretary will impound such
p r oportion of the proceeds as would C<>nstitute a reasonable royalty.
That would be the logical and reasonable and proper thing to do. That
i what we hope the Secretary will do, but the Secretary has much
b1·oade.r power than that, and I fear that in some cases be will be
imJ?ortuned to take action which will not afford these people much
reli ef. I trust that in cn.rrying out the provision of tbe law he will
proceed upon the assumpti~n that th~se people, having applied for title,
while the matter is under consideration, may be allowed to operate
freely and receive and keep all the oil o.r ~as taken from the land e:l:cept such portion of it as would make a fau and reasonable royalty if
the application for title shall finally be <1t'nied. The fact is, bowever.
that most of the poople who can come under the provisions of the bfll
in its a.mend<;> d form are so clearly entitled to a patent that it should
be grunted without delay."
As early as January 7, 1915, the Senate Committee on Public Lands
was advised of the procedure we were following under these contracts
a r E'gnrds the proportion required to be d eposited. (Hearings. H.
16130. p. 17.) Congress wa again full:v advised at tbe time of the
joint conference of the Committees on Pu~'u.c Lauds with representatives
of the uepn.rtmcnts on H. R. 406 (see t•eport, pp. 133-140)>, and o.tficial
l"epot·ts have stated just what has been done.
Even had there been no direct expressjon of opinio.n in Congress as
to the ba is upon which the e contracts should be made, it is my judgm ent that tho amount to be retained and impounded by the Geve:rnment should be essentin.lly on a royalty basis but, as shown by the
fo.r egoing, it was clearly the intention and un~erstanding of Congress
that thiB iDterpretation should be placed upon the law that was
en acted. Convinced as I am t hat my interpretation and adini.nistra-
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tion of this act is in strict accord with its letter and spirit and witll
the intention and desire of Congress, I must repeat that while I am
ready and willing to reconsider any specific case with the view to determining whether or not we are impounding the equivalent of a fair
royalty, I can not see my way clear arbitrarily to requir that all these
contracts be changed so as to provide for the impoundment of the
entire proceeds less operating expenses. in efl.'ect a. cancellation of the
contracts and a denial of the benefits contemplated by the act.
However, in view of your contention that my a.dminis tratioo of this
act may deprive the Government of large amounts of money, I am perfectly willing to join you in submitting the entire matter to the Senate
and House Committees on Public Lands for such aetion as they may
see fit to take.
FRANKLIN K. LANE.
C(}rdially, yours,
The ATTORNEY GENEIUL.

In these letters these officials clearly expressed their respective
views of the matter. The Secretary of the Interior adhering
to his view that he was following the intent and the spirit of the
law in making these agreements, and the Attorney General in·
sisting that the agreements were too favorable to the operators
und did not properly ecure the interest of the Government in
the land and its products.
I am not p1·el)3.red to say that the Secretary of the Interior
has changed his mind in the matter. I have not talked with the
Secretary in regard to it, however. My personal opinion-if I
may properly express an opinion in regard to a matter upon
which I have no definite information-is that the Secretary has
not changed his mind, but still adheres to the view he formerly
held, and, in my opinion, that view was sound, reasonable, in
harmony with the spirit of the law, and in the interest of the
Government and the people. It gave the country oil when we
needed it.
Quite recently, a month or more ago, the Secretary of the
Interior informed the holders of these agreements thnt afi:er ll,.
certain date the existing agreements would be cunceled, and
agreements made under which all the ·proceeds would be impounded except a sum sufficient to pay the expense of operating
the wells. That was a month or more ago. I understand all
but four of the operators in the Salt Creek field have notified the
Secretary of the Interior that they can not enter into that kind
of arrangement and operate the wells, that it would mean bankruptcy to them. The four who are able to operate are, I understand, people who ru·e interested in •the refining end of the oil
busine s and able to secure a profit from the refining of the oil,
or who are so situated financially that they can enter into these
agreements and continue to do business on other sources of
income.
It must be apparent to all that that sort of an arrangement
favors the great refining interests. I am not dispo ed to question unyone's motiYes, but the effect of the action taken i to
favor the refining interests, so far a.s they may be intere. ted
in these holdings, and to prevent the ordinary producer of oil
from operating.
_
The average daily production of the wells in the Salt Creek
field which were operating under these agreements was something over 5,000 barrels of oil a day. This oil will produce
nearly 50 per cent of gasoline. So that the cancellation ot
these agreements has increased by 20 per cent the daily deficit
in gasoline.
More than that, the men with whom these agreements were
made had proposed to the Interior Department some months
ago to drill 40 wells and have them drilled before cold weather
set in. Th~y were willing to agree to pay an increased royalty
on that additional production. The production of these •!0 wells
would have gone far toward wiping out the daily deficit in
gasoline. These gentlemen were willing to impound n larger
royalty on the new production, but they could not afford to
turn over to the Government all of their production on wells
that cost from $20,000 to $40,000 to sink, equip, and connect.
There is no capital to be had for tih.'lt kind of venture. So the
only rea on why we are not getting from five to ten thousund
barrels more oil per day from the Salt Creek field in Wyoming
is because the operators are told that they can not operate
unless they stand all the expense, take rul the chance.~ aod
impound the entire product of their wells. In this bill we are
considering authority is given to spend $175,000,000 oi the
public money to develop power, but out yo-nder men are not
allowed to produce a power product at their own expenee.
At a time when our people are responding to the reque t t6
lay up all automobiles every Sabb-ath clay, when we arc c mpelled to shorten the use of gasoline everywhere, through the
aetion of a department of the Government, thousands of barrels a day are kept from the market.
I shall not refer to the wholly unpardona..ble and unwarranted
assa\,llt made on the Secretary of the Interior by a subordinate
employee of the Attorney General's office in the hearings before the Public Lnnds Committee some months ago, further
tha.n to say that i1 he reflected the attituue of the Attorney,
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General in the matter, then tt is ~ery clear who is respon~ible
tor this condition of affairs~ I have n-0 disposition to blame or
criticize the Secretary of the Interior in the matter, though the
action complained of is taken by his department.
It looks as though it was not the ofi:icial charged with '
the administration of these affairs, but an official of the
GoYermnent who has nothing to do with the issuance of
patents or the execution of the act of August 25, 1914, who ~as
determined the policy in these matters. Let us take the .Attorney General's view of it and nssume for the sake of argument
that as a result of action by the Interior Department or suits
brought by the Government these claims were eventually'denied
and the title to these lands were to remain in the Federal
Government. Has anyone any notion that the Federal Go"fernment would by that reversion secure the benefit -o f tlle enfu·e
product of these wells7 Why, the bills that ba"fe been passed ,
by both the House and Senate and are now in conference pro:vide for leases under which the Federal Government would
secure as a royalty approximately the sums that wer~ impounded under these agreements. No matter what happens,
t11erefore, the Government is abundantly protected by the agreements which were made by the Secretary of the Interior, agreements which in my opinion, the Secretary of the Interior would ·
hm-e contin~ed in force if he had had his way about it. The
Nation is losing the benefit of these wells, and in some. cases,
quite likely, water is running in on the sands, de troying oil
.v alues forever.. At a time when the Nation stands in urgent
need of oil to help ·c arry on the war these influences are stancling in the way and shortening and preyenting perfectly legitimate production, needful and Decessary to the winning of the
.war.
The Attorney General suggests to the Secretary of the Interior the advisability of operating, where titles are contested,
under receiverships rather than under the agreements provi-ded
for in the act of August 25, 1914. I assume that the judicial
department of the Government would not recommend that the
Secretary ignore the action of Congress in this regard, though
that wo11ld be the effect if this suggestion were followed. The
Attorney General further expresses the opinion that the continuation of the agreements enter~ into by the Sec;eta:ry t~ to
delay the fina.l settlement and adjustment of the SituatiOn either
through final deci ion as to the merits of the claims or the pllSsage ~f .pending ~egislat!on .and ad~us~ents t_her~under. In
my opnnon there IS nothillg ill the Situation to JUStify such an
opillion.
Not only are those affected by these agreements desirous of
having the intolerable conditions of uncertainty ended, but all
<>ther claimants and operators on the public lands are like
minded. The long delay in the settlement of the questions of
title and in the enactment of legislation governing future opeTation ~as been an unmixed e"f~ and has ;r esulted in a very s~ri<>us discouragement and -curtailment of development at a time
wh~n an increased production of oil is one of the crying needs of
the cotu:~u·y.
.
.
.
.
The history of the Honolulu oil ca.se ill Califorrua would seem
to indicate that re:sponsibility for delay in final d~cisions in .oil
cases by tbe Inter~or Department does not .rest With th~ Secretary of the Interwr . . If ! a.n;t co~rectly. m~ormed after v_ery
thorough aru.1 exhaustive mqmry, mvestigatwn, and examrnation the Secretary was prepare<;} to. render final decision in that
case, but the department .of JUstice demuued. It was then
agreed, so I am reliably informed, that the matter should be
referred to the Ron. John W. Davis, who was recently appointed
ns our ambassador to Great Britain, and his opinion was to be
accepted as final. That opinion was rendered, upholding tJW
view and opinion of the Secretary of the Interior, but has not
been accepted or acted upon.
Oil receivershlps, which the Attorney General approved, have
proven to be very costly, and it is perhaps not to be wondeTed at
that the gentlemen receiving .compensation as high as $1Q,OOO
n year in connection with tho e receiverships shoul(l be entirely
content to continue to draw their salaries indefinitely. Final
decisions and permanent settlements and adjustments naturally
do not appeal to gent1en1en so comfortably situateU.
It is quite natu ·al pt!rhaps that officials and employees of the
:Attorney, General's Office should acquire the proverbial 'Viewpoint
and habit of prosecutors and become more interested in winning
their cases than in adjusting matters on the lntsis of an equitable
consideration of the que tions invol"fed. It is perhaps natural
that in their .desire to make a record trifling irregularities in
procedure, errors of judgment, or action in good faith and in
accordance with the generally accepted interpretation of the
law. ao'""-Uin.st which some hair- plitting fine-spun legal question
· may be raised, should be magnified into willful, intentional
fraud.

.
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Bnt the prosecution of land cases, oil or otherwise, on that
theory :can only be justified on the ground that it is the duty of
the executive depal'tments of the Government to nullify th~
purpose and int-ent of the land laws and to make them instruments of injustice and oppression rather than statutes for th~
development of the public lands and the transfer of title on
the basis of equity and justice.
Meanwhile the country needs oiL It is as essential to the
winning of the war as any single pro.duct I can think of. Ene.rgetic, resourceful, and enthusiastic men have taken desperate
chances, nre willing to continue to take the~e chances to increase
oil de"felopment. Unlike many others who ha"fe been and are
obtaining large :and secure profits from Government suppoTted
and aided activiUes and industries they .ask nothing but the
opportunity to proceed in accordance with the spirit and intent ·
of the Jaw. They ask nothing except that the law shall not be
corurtrued against their operations in good faith, that they sha'Q
not be trapped, tricked, and ensnared by every hair-splitting
interpretation that the ingenuity of weU-paid proseeutors can
devise. They ask the speedy settlement of and .adjustment of
their claims and nn opportunity to produce oil for the good of
the country in the meantime. They hope for permanent l~gisla
tion, but they realize that if it is to be of any value in promoting
development it must be fair and equitable and take the hazard
of the enterprises into consideration. If these considerations
can prevail, -oil production o tremendously impvrtant to the
country will continue. The policy now being pursued is not only
imperiling private interests and injuriously affecting the prosperity of important communities but it is jeopardizing the winning of the war .
The CHAIRl\1.AN. The time of the gentleman bas expired.
Mr. 1\fONDELL. I ask unanimous ~onsent to revise and extend my remarks.
The CHAIRl\'IAN. ~s there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the REconn.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chajr hears none.
1\:lr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, I yield three minutes to the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. FocHT].
1\Ir. FOCHT. Mr. Chairman we have all listened with mueh
_profit to the interchange of vie~s given h~re at this ses ion and
other sessions with regard to the gathering of the Nation's
strength and power in the shape of water energy so that it might
be utilized forth~ profit and th~ benefit of the industries of the
country. That is one thDught. Allied llild as ociated with that
is the thought Df conservation at this particular time, and as a.
subdivision of that second thought comes the question of llie
equality of the division of t11e conservation, so that in conserving
as in taxing there may be justice, and ns something enlightening,
illuminatin"' and refreshing, I submit, n-Ot the word <>f some
Member but"a message from a layman-something which will, I
think, carry to us all a suggestion of an adjustment of the
distribution of oasoline so that theTe may be content, barmony, and unity bof purpose, and that will maintain the preSent
good spilit among all classe of people. T11-erefore I ask the
Clerk in my time please to read this -article from a Detroit
newspaper.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The Clerk will read the article in the
gentleman's time.
The Clerk read as follows:
IT's ALL

wno:sG,

M ATES ; IT's ALL

wno:so.

EDITOil THE DETllOl':l' .JOUll::uL:

I am a small farmer. I own a little Ford, purchased second band,
nnd yet it means about all the joy wife and th-e kiddies and I get out or
lite. We like to drive over to see wife's ,folks aftt>r church and Sunday
school or call on some friends we couldn t get to see otherwis e. Sometimes we go to a lake and Jet the kiddies paddle in the water.
Now . here's the i-dea. We don't bru·n 4 gallons a week , Sundays and
all. During the hot weather we could not enjoy being out, so we stayed
at home. 'Then just as the cool days come and we plan on taking a
little wrinkle out of our lives before the cold weather shuts us in, they
put it up to our patriotism.
I say this is a rank injustice to the poor mnn. Tuesday wblle I was
working all day in my l)ean field I eouuted nine 'big autos, any one or
which might have cost more than I will ever spend during m y life, and
would burn more gas in one day than mine 'ole Ford would in a month,
sailing by filled with joy riders.
Same way with the sugar. We get 2 pounds per person per month.
That means no pastry ; apples lying on ground going to waste. Only
wny we can have apple sauce is to can it, then open it, or use corn
sirup. But wbeu we go to town the bakery windows are filled · with
sweets. The candy stot·es were never so full-no limit. Soft drinks
aplenty. But my poor wife ean rack her brain using dope of all kinds.
Now, look here. You can't make a sweet-toned harp out of a wJre
fence. nor you can't make a patriot out of a greedy profiteer. But you
can kill the 1mrest love by injustice, and that's wluit these fool things
are doing. I'll do without any sugar if the boys over there need it, and
our allies. But don't give ·u to those who can atr'ord to buy from
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bakeries and candy shops. I'll lock. up my "Henry_" until the Kaiser
is cu red if the rest will, but I'm s1ck and done w1th the sham stulf.
'Ve have a guy here near us who has done "big things," patriotically
speaking; his wife spent he1· hours necessary tp earn a cross for cap
and npr·on in the Red Cross surgical dressing rooms-that is, I ~ay, she
spent her time there. I didn't say she worked-mostly gossiped or
questioned other people's patriotism-but when their son was called for
examination for the draft thet·c was an awful wail and somehow, God
only knows, he was put in for limited service. Yet they are called
patriots. Rot!
Let's everyone stick to the real thing. Give the democracy stunt the
limelig-ht here at home and the poor man a chance. How many say
"aye"?
·
E. R. BOSTWICK,
Vernon Tourn~hip, Bhiatoassee County, September 11.

1\Ir. FOCHT. Now, l\Ir. Chairman, there you have the intelligent thought of an American citizen who will give all he has for
his country, but who wants the burdens as well a~ the con'\"eniences and pleasures of life equalized. As a tentative suggestion I would propose that during the gasoline shortage a card
system be adopted that will have due regard for necessity an·.'l.
pleasure and that will treat rich and poor alike.
Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, I yield 15 minutes to the gentleman from Michigan [l\!r. JAMES].
Mr. JAMES. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to revise and extend my remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair bears none.
l\Ir. JAMES. l\Ir. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
I wish to make some observations on the so-called volunteer
officers' retirement bill, the apparent object of which is to place
men who retired to civil life at the end of the Civil War on the
same basis as men who remained in the Regular Army. I do
not mean men ; I mean officers.
Mr. HUDDLESTON. Will the gentleman yield?
l\Ir. JAMES. I will yield to my :friend.
1\!r. HUDDLESTON. The gentleman has an honorable record as an en1isted man in the Spanish-American War. Can the
gentleman see any reason why we should place volunteer commissioned officers on the retired list and discriminate against
enlisted men who have just as good a record?_
Mr. JAl\lES. I do not; and my :friend, also a private in
ninety-eight, will agree with me, I am sure.
-l\fr. HUDDLESTON. If we are to have a volunteer officers'
retired list, why should we not have a volunteer men's retired
list?
l\ir. JAMES. If the gentlemen who are advocating this bill
are sincere in their contention, whenever they advocate a bill
for t11e retirement of volunteer officers they should also provide the same way for the retirement of privates. The same
section that they quote (sec. 5) takes care of them both, if they
are right in their contention, but they evidently do not wish
or intend to take care of private soldiers or noncommissioned
officers.
I have received a good deal of literature the last few years
:from the press agent of a self-appointed committee to advocate
this bill.
Without flattering i.be gentleman at all, I might say that he is
an adept at omitting, twisting, and concealing the truth.
To further the bill he states that the resolve of the Continental Congress of 1780 is an argument, or rather precedent, in
favor of the bill he advocates.
•
The truth of t11e matter is, as I will show later, that this
resolve was to take care of, to u e their own language, "by
the foregoing arrangement, many deserving officers whv must
become supernumerary, and it is proper that regard be had for
tllem."
He also claims that Webster made a grent speech in favor of
a ~ imilar bill. The truth of the matter is that he garbled the
speech of Daniel Webster. If he had printed it all it would
haYe shown that 'Vebster was making a speech for the exact
or>posite kind of a bilL
To use part of Webster's own words-which the press agent
wisely omitted-" It is objected that the militia have a claim
upon us; that they fought at the side of the Regular soldiers
and ought to share in the country's remembrances. It is known
it is impossible to carry the measure to such an extent as tu
embrace the militia, and it is plain, too, that the cases are
different."
He quotes part of Senate bill approved July 22, 1861, using
only part of section 5 to back his claim. He claims that this
wor_diug is a sacred promise of Lincoln and Congress to take care
of Volunteer officers the same as members of the Regular Army.
He uses these words : " That the officers, noncommissioned
officers, and privates, organized as aboYe set forth, shall in all
1·espects be placed on the same footing as to pay and-allowances
~f similar corps of the Regular _Army,"
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He gives the impression that this ·is all of the language of
section 5. If be . had quoted it all it would ha\e destroyed
his case, as it would have shown that most of the article was
about "forage," "horse and horse equipments," "subsistence,"
and so forth. ·
He further states that the act passed on July 25, 1861, was
passed to take care of their case. He E.tates this was for
the purpose of curing some omissions in the act of Juiy 22.
If one reads both acts he will find the reason for the amendment was that the first act provided that the President could
ask for volunteers for "not exceedir1g three years and not
less than six months."
The amended act reads, and " shall be mustered into the
service :for 'during the war.'"
The Senate evidently believed that this press agent had
used all of the language, as the report shows that they follow
his literature very closely-even to omitting essential' parts
of sections of this war legislation of 1861.
The best evidence that there was no " sacred promise"
made in 1861 that was not fulfilled is the fact that a volunteer
officer, Senator James Wilson was the chairman of the
Military COmmittee in 1861, and was also chairman of the
l\Iilitary Affairs Committee when the war was over.
Another piece of evidence is that Ho!l. F. P. Blair, jr.,
also a volunteer officer, was chairman of the l\!ilitary Affairs
Committee of the House in 1861. He came back to the Senate
after the war.
Other Members of the House and Senate in '61 were volun:.
teer officers and came lJack to the Honse and the Senate after
the war.
In addition, many of the Members of both Senate and House
after the war were \Olunteer officers, and none of these gentlemen introduced any bill :for the retiring of \Ol nnteer officers
who bad gone back to civil life.
The first piece of legislation along this line was nearly,
40 years after the war, and then -was not introduced by' a
volunteer officer . or private.
Even then the bill was introduced "by request." This very
modest bill only provided for retirement of officers who had
lost an arm and a leg, or two arms o1· twv legs, nnd so forth,•
and was never reported out of committe~.
The next bill provided for the retirement of major generals
and brigadier generals.
Then the e gentlemen evidently belieyed that it wa neces ·ary
to get more backing, so the bill was made liberal enough to take
in captains, lieutenants, and so forth.
They lay great stress that the retirement bill of 1861 was intended to provide for them as well as the Regular Army officers.
If they read the debates, they will find that it was pas ed
because some officers of the Artillery were, by age, gout, and
other causes, unable to lead their rneu into battle.
And this bill was introduced by SPnator James Wilson, chairman of the Military Committee, afterwards u \Olunteer officer
and chairman of the Military Affairs Committee when the war
was over.
Another section of the bill t11at they lay great stres on, when
you examine the debate, only provided that upon occasions of
ceremony volunteer officers were allowed to wear the uniform
of the same rank they had in the Army. You will note that it
was distinctly understood that it did not carry any other emolument.
The debate sho·ws that an amendment wa offered, so that
privates who had seen several years' service should be allowed
the same privilege, and was objected to on the grounds that in
a few years there would be 50 or 60 privates wearing the uniform of a captain.
I am glad to know that the Hou ·e Committee on Military
Affairs has not seen fit to report .out the bill. If one reads all
the debate, and more especially the part of Webster's speech
and the part of sections that the aut11or of the literature has
omitted, one will agree that this bill never should become a law.
RESOLVE OF 1780 TOOK CAllE OF rr SUPER~UliHlllARY "
. NENTAL ARMY.

OFFICERS OF COX'l'I•
•

Some of the proponents of this piece of legislation seem to
convey the _impression that the Contin~ntal Cong~·e of 1780
passed a similar bill.
The truth of the matter is that on account of a rearrangement of the Continental Army (or Regular Army) many "deserving officers" had become "supernumerary," and that it was
"proper that regard be had to them.''
The following from the debate in the Continental Congre s at
that time speaks for itself:
Congress took into consideration the report of the committee on the
letters from Gen. Washington, nnd thereupon came to the following
resolutions:

•
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That the Reglilar Army of the United States, from and l:tfter the
1st day of January next, consist of 4 regiments of Cavalry, or ll~t
dragoon ; 4 regiment of ArtllJcry; 49 regiments of Infantry, exclusive
of Col. Hazen's regiment, hereafter mentioned ; 1 regiment of artificers.
Then it goe on to state how each ·regiment should be for:med.
REFERRED TO GE:X. WASIDNGTO:S FOR HIS APPROVAL.

Then, after stating thu.t clothing should be furnished, and so
forth, we read the following:
·
And whereas by the foregoing arrangement many ueserving officers must
become supernumerary, and it 1.s proper that regard be had to them:
Resolved, That from tbe time the reform of · tbe Army takes place
they be entitled to half pay for seven years in specie, or other current
money equivalent, and also to grants of land at the alose of the war,
· agreeably to the resolution of the 16th of September, 1776.
Ordered, That a copy ot' the fo1•egoing arrangement of the Army be
sent forward to the Commande1· in Chief for his opinion thereon ; and
that it there shall appear no material objection, the same '!>e carried
into immediate effect. ·
·
This sh()W:s very clearly that it applies not to vo1untee1~ officers, 'Qut to regular officers who had lost their commands by a
rearrangement of the Regular (Continental Army) Army.
A little later the report was amended so as to provide, among
other things-That the regiments of Artillery be augmented to 10 companies: each.
That, instead of four regiments of Cavalry, there be four legrona!y
corps, consisting of four troops of mounted dragoons and two of dismounted dragoons, each consisting of 60 privat~::s, with the same number of commissioned and noncommissioned officers· to each troop as at
present.
Then a little later we find the following:
(That the officers who shall continue in the service to the end of
the war, shall also be entitled to half pay d\ll'ing· life, to commence
from the time of their reduction.)
It will be observed that this also applies ·Only to the Regular
Army and does not refer to Volunteers m.· Volunteer officers in
any way.
WIIAT THEY CLAIAI DANIEL WEllSTER SAil>.

A bill to carry out the provisions of the report ·adopted by the
Continental Congress of 1780 was introduced in Congress in

1828.
The proponents of this legislation quote the following from
the speech of Daniel Web ter on April 25, 1828 :
This bill is intended for those who, oeing in the Army in October,
1..780~ then received a solemn promise of half pay for life, on condition
that they would c:ontinue to serve through the war . . Tbeir ground of
merit in 'that whensoever they joined the Army, being thus solicited
by their country to remain in it, they at once went for tile whole war;
they fastened their fortunes to the standards which they bore, and
re. olved to continue their military service until it should terminate
either in their country's success or in their own death. This is their
merit and the ground of their claim.
~'he militia who fought at Concord, Lexington, at Bunker Hill, have
been alluded to in the course of this llebate in terms of well-deserved
prai e. Be assured, sir, there could with difficulty be found a man
who drew his sword or carried his musket at C<>ncord or Lexington or
Bunker IIill who would wish you to reject this Jill. They might ask
you to do more, but never to refrain from doing this. Would to God
they were assembled here and had the fate of the hill in their own
band's. Would to God the question of its passage were to be put to
th~m.
'.fhey would affirm it with a unity of acclamation that would
r nd the roof of the Capitol
The objects, then, sir, of the proposed bounty are most worthy and
deserving objects. The services which they rt'DdCNd were in the highest degree useful and important. The country to which they rendered
them is great and prosperous. They have lived to see it glorious;
let them not live to see it unkind. For me, I can give them but my vote
and my prayers, and I give them both with my whole heart.
WH.AT HE REALLY SAID WAS THAT IT WAS "IMPOSSIBLE TO EMIDUCl!l
THIC MILlTIA."

If the entire secopd J2Ur~gx:aph ~ag been given, we would
bnxe found out that Daniel Webster stated that bill applied
only to those " regular soldiers " and did not embrace, as be
&'lid, "the militia," and as he also said, "It is plain, too, that
the cases are different."
The paragraph as really given, and not garbled to suit a case
for which it was not intended, reads as follows:
But then, again, it is objected that the militia have a claim upon
us; that they fought at the side of the regular soldiers, and ought to
share in the country's remembrances. It iB known to be impossible to
carry the measure to such an ext~>nt as to embrace the militia; and it
is p1ain, too, that the cuses are different. This bill, as I bave already
saict, .::o n fines itself to tho. e who served, not occasionally, not temporarily, but permanently; who allowed themselves to be counted on
as men who were to see the contest througil, last as long as it might,
and who have made the phrase of "listing during the war," a proVPrbial expression, signifying unalterable devotion to our cnuse, through
good fortune and ill furtune, till it reaches its close. This is a
dl ·tinction ; and although, perhaps, I migilt wish to do mare,
see
good grouml to stop here, for the present, if we must anywhere. The

flain

~~~~~c;~h~n~'d~~hio,a~n ~~c~~~rs! 1 0 fLfb~~~{;ate~n{~ ~:r:S"~~e~ell~!:

sen·ed prnise. lie assured, sir, there could with difficulty be found a
man who drew 1\ia sword, or carried his musket, at Concord, at Lexington, or nunker I-1il1, 'Yho would wfsh to r·~ject this bill They
migllt ask you to do more, but never to ret.ra.in from doing tbis.. Would
to God .they wPre assembled here and had the fate of this bill in their
own hands! Would' to nod the question of its passage was to be put
to th em! They would affirm it with a unity of acclamation that would
rend. the roof of the Capitol.
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ANOTTIER IMPORT.iYT PART OJl' WEBSTER'S SPEECH WHICH TilEY OMITTED
TO GIVE.

The proponents-or the authors of the propaganda-for this
bill also omits another very important section of his speech, in
which he shows that speech was in . behalf of not only officers
·but all members of the Regular Army.
The part omitted reads as follows :
I ":ould not and_do not underrate the services or sufferings of others.
I l.."llow well that rn the Revolutionary contest all made sacrifices and
all endured sufferings, as well as those who paid for services as those
who performed it. I know that in the records of all the little municipalities of New England abundant proof exists of the zeal with which
the cause was espoused and the sacrifices With which it was cheerfully maintained. I ha-ve often there read with absolute astonishment
the taxe~, th-: contributions, the heavy subscriptions, oftt>n provided
for by d1sposrng of the absolute necessaries of Ule, by which enlist. ments ~ere .>rocured and food and clt>thing frirnished. It would be,
sir, to these sallie municipalities, to these e.ame little patriotic council~
in Revolutionary times, that I should now look with most assured confidence for a hearty support of what this bfll proposes . . There the
seale of Revolutionary m .~rlt stands high. There are still those livillg
who speak of the. 19th of April and the 17th of .Tune, without thinking
it necessary to add the years. These men. one and all. would rejoice
to find that tlwse who stood by the country braYely · through the doubtful and pt>rllous ~troggle whieh conducted tt to independence and glory
had not been forgo~ten in the decline and close of life.
Mr. Webster then closes his speech immediately with these
words:
The objects, then. sir, of the proposed bounty are most worthy
. :J~d deserving objects. The services whlch they rendered were in the
highest degree useful and important. The country to.wbich they rendered them is great and prosperous. They have lived to see it glorious.
Let them not Uve to · see it unkind. For me, I can give them but my'
vote and my prayers, and I give them both with my whole heart.
1t is self-evident that Webster's entire speech was a bill for
the Regular Army men-officers and pril"ates as weu-~and not
one for Volunteer officers.
LAW PROVIDED ONLY FOR REGULAR .ARMY OFFICERS.

The law itself provides for only Regular Army men, aml
makes no di tinction between privates and bfficers. ·
This bill became an act on May 15, 1828, and the part referring to " surviving officers of the Army of the Revolution iu
the O()ntinental line " reads as foUows:
·
Be it enacted, etc., That each of the surviving offi·cers Of -the Army ot
the Revolution in the Continental line who was entitled to half pay -by
the resolve of October 21, 1780, be authorized to r~eeive, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwi e appropriated, the amount of hls
full pay in said line according to his rank in the line, to begin on the
3d day of March, 1826, and to continue during his natuTal life: Provided, That under this act no officer shall be entitled. to receive n
larger sum than the full pay of a captain ·in said line.
It takes a long stretch of imagination to say this law was
intended to take care of" volunteer" officers.
If one will read the entire debate at that time, as I have, be
will note that there were. several who wished to place the
Volunteers (militia) on the same basis as the Regulars, but it
was plainly shown that the Continental Oong;ress of 1780 only
intended to take care of the Regulars, as the speech of Mr.
Webster shows.
·
SEXATOR HAYND ALSO STATES THAT BILL WAS FOR l!E~EFIT 01? CO~Tl
NENTA.L ARMY ~FFICERS.

The following extract of a speech by Mr. Hayne, of South
Carolina, expresses the same sentiments as 1\lr. 'Veb ter:
In endeavoring, Mr. President.· to do justice to . the conduct of tho
Regular Army, let it not be supposed I would do injustice to the militia.
Sir, I would not if I could ; and, thank God, I could not if I woulrl
detract from their exalted merits in the same contt> t. They did all
that irrPgular troops could do. They achieved much and they suffered
more. Marion, "the old fox" of the South, and Sumter, its "game
cock " (names won by their skHl and valor from a reluctant enemy j,
and Pickens, too, sir, whose valor led him to perform heroic dE*'ds.
which his modesty almost blushed to acknowledge, and Shelby and
Campbell, and many others whom I could name, all, all justly entitleu
themselvt>s to the lasting gratitude of theil· countL·ymen. 'l'hey kept
up ~e spirit of reslstance among the people at a time when the State
was overrun by the en~>m.v. They keRt hope alive and cherished lhat
sacred fire, which, on the arrival of Greene with his army, blazed out
into a fierce and consuming flame which drew back and finally destroyed
tbe en~>mies of our country. But, sir if these gallant mPn were now
here, and they wPre called upon to expiuin the different parts performed
by the militia and the Regulars in the memorable campaign of 1781
they would tt>ll ~I!U (or I have read the history of the Revolution in
vain) that without the army of Gen. Greene the victory could not bavu
been aehieved i. that the Regular Army, being constantly in the field,
served as a rauying point for the militia and afforded them the means
of acting with effect against the common em•my. If those men wcro
now here to d<>clde the question now bPfore this House, to determino
whether the surviving officers of the Army who serYed to the t>nrl ot
the war are not peculiarly entitled to an honorable provision for theil•
old age, my life upon it, sir, they would be founq 1 like the ycnerablo
Senator from Maryland, the warmest advocates of Ulis bill.
.
MIL DRA.YTO:S EXPRESSES THE SAME

SE~1'TIME...'\TS.

In the House Mr. Drayton said in part:

l

I would not, by any means, have it understood that I am adnrso
to the pretensio]ls of other officers and other soldiers of the Revolution.
Th
t·
t
11 tl
(l"l th d b t
· 18">8 ·
e same sen tmen runs a
wou., 1
e . e a es In
- 111
both the Senate and the House of Representatives.
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WHAT THEY CLAIM

CONGRESSIONAL R.E CORD-ROUSE.
THE

WORDING OF SECTIONS 5 .A!\D 6 IS.

According to literature circulated by a self-elected committee,
apparently, to promote the pas~ge of this piece of legislation,
they state as follows :
[Act of May 25', 1861; net of JuJy 22, 1861; approved July 22, 1861.),
SEC. 5. · Ana be it further enacted, •.rhat the officers, noncommissioned
officers, and privates, organized as above set forth, shall in all respects
be placed on the same footing, as to pay and allowances, of similar
corps of the Regular Army.
. ..
SEC. 6. Ana be it fu rt her· enacted, That any volunteer who may be
received into the service of the United States under this act, and who
may be wounded or otherwise disabled in the service, shall be entitled
to the benefits which have been or may be conferred on persons disabled in the regular service. • • •

SEPTEMBER

26,;

CONORESSliAN F. B. BLAIR, .TR., ALSO A VOLUNTJ!IER OFFICER.

The one who looked after the bill in the House was Frank B..
Blab·, jr., of Missouri, who also served fu the Civil War as a
yolunteer officer.
Tl1e association claims that this bill-Senate bill No. l-is an
argument in 'favor of their bill.
They also claim that President Lincoln and the Congress of
that time made tbem a sacred promise, and tliat the present
Congt·ess ought to live up to the promises made in 1861.
NO SACRED PROMISE OX PART OF CONGRESS.

One of the be t arguments that there never was such a promise
They claim by the above language that this means that Con- are the follo.wing facts :
1. Senator Wilson, author of the bill-Senate No. 1-was a
gress meant to place Volunteer officers-they say nothing of privolunteer officer, and although he was in Congress from 1861
Yates-on the same basis as Regular Army officers.
Very wisely they do not quote all of section 5 and they omit to 1873, never introduced such a bill, nor made a speech in fa vor
part of section G. If one reads the entire section 5, then he will of any such bill.
2. Congressman Blair, also -a Yolunteer officer, upon his rereadily understand why they neglected to show that a very
turn to the Capitol did not introduce such a bill, nor make a
essential part of section 5 had been omitted·..
speech advocating such a bill.
It appears that the Senate committee took it for granted that
3. When one reads all of section 5, he will note that it aptl;l.ese gentlemen had quoted the entire section, because on page
more especially to "horse and horse equipment," to "sub1 of their report (Rept. No. 449, 2d sess. 65th Cong.) they use P}.ies
siStence," to "companies of Cavalry," and that "each company
the exact language that I have just read.
officer should furnish his own horse" than it does to anything
'IIIE TIRAL WOTIDIXG OF SECTION 5.
else.
If one will read General Orders, No. 49, 'Var Department,
It takes a man with a remarkable stretch of imagination to
issued at 'VU$hington August 3, 1861, by The Adjutant General, claim that a section referring to allowance for " clothing" and
he will see that the proponents of this legislation have omitted allowance for" forage," and so forth, can ever be construed into
a law for 11 pension " or " retirement."
u very important part of section 5.
The whole section reads as follows:
REFERE~CE TO OFFICERS FROM THE REGUL.lll AR!IIY TE:UPORARI LY ASSEc. 5 . .And be ft tu,·ther e-nacted, Tbat the officers, noncommissioned
officers, and privates organized as above set forth shall in all respects

be placed on the same footing as to pay and allowances of similar
corps of the Regular Army : Provided, Tnat the allowances of non-

commissioned officers and privates for clothing, when not furnished
in kind, shall be $3.50 per month, and that each company officer,
noncommissioned officer, private, ·musician, and artificer of cavalry
shall furnish his own horse and horse eqnipments and shall receive 40
cents per day for their use and risk, except that . in case the horse
shall become disabled or shall die the allowance shall cease until the
disability be removed or another horse be supplied. Every volunteer
noncommissioned officet·, private, musician, and artificer who enters
the service of the United States under this act shall be paid at the
rate of 50 cents per day in lien of subsistence, and it a Cavalry
volunteer 2u cents additional in lieu of forage for every 20 miles of
travel from his place of enrollment to the place of muster-the distance to be measured by the shortest usually b·aveled route-and
when honorably discharged an allowance at the same rate from the
place of his discharge to his place of enrollment, and in addition
thereto if he shall have served for a period of two years or during
the war if• sooner ended the snm of $100: Providea, That such of the
compani~>s of cavalt-y herein provided for as may require it may be
furnished with horses and hcrse equipments in the same manner as
the United States Army.

SIGNED TO "''OLUNTEER COMMANDS.

In the debate in the Senate, the following refers to tho e
officers of the Regular Army who were temporarily a igued
to Volunteer regiments or commands:
Mr. NESMITH of Oregon. Under these circumstances, and in >iew of
the facts before us, a necessity exists for placing men in command who
are competent. Under the present arrangement of appointing citizens
to high military command, a man who never saw a day's service may
be selected for the position of . major general. He, as a . matter of
course, ranks all brigadier generals who ar·e m the field under him,
no matter how much experience these brigadier generals may have had
in the late war with Mexico, or in our last war with Great Britain;
no matter if they have served for 50 years. They may be all Napoleons or Cresars; they may have all the perfection it is possible to
attain in military life ; and yet some lawyer or other prof~ssional man
may be selected as major general and placed over them to command
them · and to lead them and the Ar~y to destruction and disgrace.

I see no argument in this speech of Sena tor Nesmith that
would warrant anyone in saying that Senate bill No. 1 was intended to take care of those mentioned in the pre ent bill, which
has recently passed the Senate.

One can readily see why the proponents of this legislation in "BETTER TO ALLOW OF.FICEnS IY THE ARMY TO ACCEPT COMJUISSIO:\S IY
their literature did not quote the entire section. One can readVOLUNTEER REGIMENTS."
ily see that the above section does .not promise in any way
Senator Wilson then takes the floor and says In part:
any "retirement" to "\"Olunteer officers; neither, if one reads
I shall vote most cheerfully for the proposition made by the Senat or
the debates on this bill, can he find a single word about the !rom Oregon. I think it Is a wise one, and I beg leave to say that
It is in perfect harmony with the policy I have advocated since the com"retirement" of yolunteer officers.
WIL~T SECTIO:N 6 REALLY SAYS.
SEc. 6. Ana be it tm·t1ie1· enacted, That any volunteer who may be
received into the service of the United States under this act, and who
maY be wounded or otherwise disabled in the service, shall be entitled
to the benefits which bave been or may be conferred on persons disabled
in the regular service; and if the widow, if there be one, and if not, the
legal heirs of such as die or may be killed in service, in addition to all
arrears of pay and allowance,. shall receive the sum of $100.

By reading the latter part of the section one can readily see
that this section-taken in its entirety-is no argument in favor
of" retirement," and one can easily understand why they did not
quote the entire section.
.
_
The above bill was introduced in the special session of Congre~s on July 5, 1861, by Senator James Wilson, of Massachusetts, chairman of the Mi]J.tary Committee, and was known as
Senate bill 1. This bill was afterwards merged with House
bill 28.
f!E~.ATOR

mencement of this war. I thought, in the beginning, that it would
be better to allow officers of the Army to accept commissions in Volunteer regiments, and I so advised the Secretary of ·War and the Ad jutant
General.
SENATOR SHERMAN EXPRESSES THE SAME IDEAS.
Senater SHERMAN of Ohio. I simply desire to point ont an inaccuracy that probably the Senator from Oregon would like to correct.
The amendment as it stands would exclude all the officers ·of th e D <'W
regiments. Some of the finest officers of the Regular Army are in the
new regiments. The amendment, as it no'Y stands, would exclude all
those officers,
·
. MR. BLAIR .AGREES WITH THE .ABOVE SE::-ITL\IE~TS.

In the House, the :following on page 140, Congre. sional Globe,
July 16, 1861, by Mr. Blair, of Missouri, explains itself:

The bill also provides that these Regula r officers who have bee n
appointed in these new regiments may, at the end of the war, r et u rn
to their own regiments in the Regular Army with the rank, pay,
emoluments, allowances, and promotions to which they would be entitled if they had remained in their own regiments.
WILSO::\', CIIAIRMAN OF MI.LI'l'.!.RY COllll\IITTI:E, .AFTERWARDS A ONLY INTENDED TO TAKE CARE OF REGULAR C•II'Jl'ICEnS TEMPORARILY WITH
VOLUNTEER OFFICER.
VOLUNTEER REOIMEI\TS .

. Later, in the year 1861, Senator Wilson 11 raised and comthe Twenty-second Massachusetts. Volunteers.
The best evidence that the bill did not intend to provide that
volunteer officers were to be placed upon the retired ·list the
same as Regular Army officers, or Regular Army officers who
were temporarily in command of volunteer commands, is the
fact that upon his return to CQngress-he never resigned his
seat-is the fact that although he introduced Senate bill 1
and was a volunteer officer himself, he never inh·oduc~ a bill
along the lines of the p1·esent bill in Congress, neither did he
ever ma.lre a speech in faYoi· of such a bill!
'
·
manded~·

If one reads .the debutes of the House nnd Senate at that
time he can see that it was the intention of Congre s to only
take' care of those men who wei·e temporarily transferred from
their own commands to Volunteer regiments or command , and
so worded that they would be placed at uo disadvantage wltl1
other officers who stayed in their own regil;ncnts or commands.
:t.IR. BLAIR ExPRESSES WHAT

AME::-IDME~T

WAS ll\TENDED TO CO"''En.

A little later Mr. Blair explained to the House the effect of
the amendment offered by Senator Nesmith, of . Oregon, about
which I spoke a few minutes ago~ He said as follo,1-·s :

·,

\-

-
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The amendment reported by the committee to the bill of the Senate
is substantially the bill passed the other <lay by the House and differs
from the bill of the Senate in the particulars in which the House bill
was amended here the other day except in one c-r two features. The
committee this morning ingrafted into the substitute a provision giving
authority to the President to transfer major and brigadier generals
from the Regular Army to the volunteer forces, to resume their positions at the expiration of the war in the Regular Army as if no
transfer bad taken place. We also provide that the families of soldiers
tn the Army may, witb their consent, draw a portion of their pay, as
is now the fact in the Navy.
REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS TO '' RESUME THEIR POSITIOXS AT EXPIRATION
OF WAR."

"10813

shall resume their positions in tbe Regular Army, and sball be €ntitled
to the same rank, promotion, and emoluments\ as if they liad continued to serve in their own regiments or corps.'
'
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the eighth section
of the amendment of the House and agree thereto.
_
HENRY WILSON,
J. H. LANE,
HENRY M. RICE,
Managers on tlle pa1·t of the Senate.

CHAIR::UA~

FRANCIS P. BLAIR,
R.' 1\!ALLORY,
A. B. OLIN,
Manage1·s on the part of tlt e Ilottse.
BLAIR EXPLAINS I~TEXT OF SECTIO~ 5,

This is still further evidence that it was only intended to -take
In addition, 1\Ir. Blair said ns follows:
care of those soldiers of the Regular Army who were assigned
amendment agreed upon by the committee of conference is
to Yolunteer commands so that they could "resume their PO!?i- anAnother
addition to the seventh section of the Senate bill of a part of the
tions at the expiration of the war in the- Hegular Army as if seventh section of the House bill, requiring that all the officers of the
Regular Army who have been or may be attached or assigned to duty
no transfer had taken place," and thnt it was not the intent to for
in any other regiment or corps shall resume their posftake care of men who left civil life to ·go· into the Army and , tionsservice
in the Regular Army, and shall be entitled to the same rank,
who left t_lle Army to go back into civil life.
promotion, and emoluments, as if they had continued to serve in theiL·
SE~ATOR

WILSON IXTRODUCED SENATE BILL NO.

!

A!\'D l'i'O. 2 AS WELL.

On the same day as he introduced Senate bill No. 1, Senator
James Wilson a~so introduced Senate ~ill No. 2.
OFFICERS TO "RESUJ\IE THEIR POSITIOXS IN TilE REGUbAr. ARMY."

The following, at the end of section 7, is additional evidence
that none of this legislation was intended to provide " retirement" for men who left the Army and went back to civil life:

~·

Provided, That all the officers of the Regular Army who have been
or may be attached o1· assigned to duty for service in any other regiment or corps shall resume their positions in the Regular Army and
shall be entitled to the same. rank, promotion, and emoluments as if
they bad continued to serve in their own regiments or corps.

The above was added to the amendment of Senator King,
which read:

own regiments or corps.
The committee of conference nlso a!}reed to the eighth section of tbe
amendment of the House, which provtded that the recruiting of these
11 new regiments should be placed in charge of officers appointed for
the new regiments from civil ·life; and that, in the meantime, the
officers of the Regular Army should not be employed in recruiting, but •
should be employed actively in the field.
Such is the substance of the recommendations which the committee
agreed to present to their respectl'l"e Houses.
UR. LOVEJOY WANTS TO KNOW WHAT BECOMES OF REGULAR AR:IIY OFFI·
CER TEMPORARILY TRANSFEI!-RED.
Mr. LOVEJOY. I would inquire of the gentleman whether the officers
of these 11 regiments who are not b·ansfened from the Regular Army
are to be continued or are to be removed at the end ,of the war?
Mr. BLAIR of Missouri. The Military Establishment of the Government, with this addition, will amount to 40,000 men; but the bill
requires that the number shall be reduced at the close of the war
to 25,000 men. As a matter of course some of the officers will be
retired ; but it is provided that such officers as have been taken from
the Regular Army and placed over these new regiments shall not be
retired, but shall resume thelr old places in the Army, with the rank,
promotion, and emoluments they would have been entitled to had they
continued in their own regiments during· the war.
The President is required to disband the regiments or battalions or
companies in order to reduce the Army to a number not exceeding

And be it tw·ther enacted, That the President of the United States
shall cause regiments, battalions, and companie.s to be disbanded, and
officers, noncommissioned officer , and musicians to be discho.rged, so
as to reduce the Military Esta:blishment as is provided by the next
preceding section.
SENATOR HARRIS EXPLAIXS REASON FOR _AMEXD::UENT.
25,000.
Mr. LOVEJOY. And that will discharge a number of officers.
Senator Harris immediately said the following:
~:lr. BLAIR of Missouri. As a matter of course.
I do not propose to discuss this question. If Senators - think fit so
NO LAW RETiRING OFFICERS.
to modify this bill, ot course, it is not for me to attempt to resist it ;
but I wlll say that I am surprised that the Senate should strike what
The follo"·ing, a little later in the debate by 1\Ir. Kellogg of
seems to me so fatal a blow to this measure of the administration:
I can but think that Senators have failed to consider the effect of the Illinois nncl 1\Ir. Blair, explain themselves:
proposition that has been made by my colleague. It is very clear to
Mr. KELLOGG of Illinois. I desire to ask the committee if there is
my mind that the officers of the Army who are to be commissioned in any provision for retiring the brigade, field. and staff officers of that
these new regiments, and whose presence in these regiments is indis- portion of the Army that is not to be reduced at the expiration of
pensable to give them efficiency, in my judgment, can never be induced the war, or whether when the war shall have closed we shall have upon
to accept those commissions if this bill contains these provisions. our hands an army of brigadier generals and staff officers sufficient in
Will any officer of the Army surrender his present position and take numbet· to command the entire Volunteer corps? What _I desire to
a commission in one of these new regiments, with the understanding know is, whether, after we have reth·ed the soldiers, we are to have
expressed on the face of the bill that he is, at the end of this contro- an army of officers almost equal to the number of soldiers quartered
versy, to be discharged from the service and go into retirement? Is it upon the Government and receiving their pay when we have nothing
not very clear that we, by means of this provision, are to exclude from for them to do?
·
these new regiments every omcer of the present Army? It seems to
Mr. BLAIR of Missouri. Mr. Speaker, the gentleman knows as well
me that Senators have not considered the effect of the vote that has. as I do, and I suppose every gentleman upon this floor knows, that all
just been taken. If they have I have no more to say. For myself I these brigadier generals and majoL' generals who have -been appointed
think 1t fatal to the measure.
to commanH the Volunteer Army will be reduced at the end of the three
years' term of enlistment, which is the longest term for which ~they
WHAT BECOMES OF "REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS" AETER WAn?
can serve without further action by Congress. As to the additions
made of brigadier and major generals and their sta.lfs, by this bill they
The following by Senator Doolittle also explains why the will
have to be provided for bv additional legislation.
amendment was added to section 7:
Mr. KELLOGG of llllnois. That is the very point to which I wished
I desire to ask a single question. I understand that, by the adoption to call the gentleman's attention. and now I understand ·that there is
of the amendment of the Senator from New York, these regiments are no law retiring that class of officers.
l\lr. BLAm of Missouri. None at all.
to be mustered out of service slx months after the necessity for them
Mr. KELLOGG of Illinois. That is all I desired to know.
ceases to exist. The question I would ask is: What becomes of the
officers who go into these regiments appointed rrom the Regular Army. " WHE~ YOU BRIXG l\IEN INTO THE ARMY FROl\I CIVIL LIFE-TllEY C..L'l' GO ·
Do they go out of service with' the regiments? It ·so, ought not some
OUT WITHOUT DIFFICULTY."
provision to be inserted in the bill by way of inducing officers of the
The following by Senator Wilson-in the .course of the deRegular Army to go into these new regiments, to preserve to them in
some way their right as officers in the _Army? Otherwise, the new bate-chairman of the Military Committee, afterwards a Volun·
regiments will not be filled up w1th any of the officers from the Regular teer officer, also explain themselves:
Army. Is there any provision of that sort?
The Senator says that I remarked that if these regiments were to be
COXFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT STATES OFFICERS REGCL.AR ARMY TO officered by civilians, we couid dismiss them · at the end of three years.
RESUME THEm POSITIONS.
So w~ could; and work no particular injury, for this reason : By
z iug these 11 regiments, and enlisting the men for three years,
The following report, by Mr. Frank Blair, jr., on -page 273 organi.
and appointing the officers from ci~ life, we simply make 11 r0giments
of the Congressional Globe of July 29, 1861, also e~lalns itself: of Volunteers-nothing more, nothing less; and when you bring men
into the Army from civil life, if you tell them their commissions arc
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.
to run only for three years, they can go out of the Army without any
I desire to make a report from a committee of conference. The re- difficulty, and without any injustice. But, sir, in order to make these
port was read, as follows :
.
new regiments efficient, the Government bas adopted the plan-and I
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of tbf.' two believe it to be a wise one-of putting in every one of these regiments
Houses on the bill (S. N. 2) to increase the present 1\Ulltary Establish- 27 officers from the line of the Army-men of culture, men of experiment of the United States, having met, after a full and free conference ence, men fitted to make these regiments at once veteran troops.
have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses
The Senator asks why they are better than the Volunteers. Does
as follows :
.
.
not the Senator see why they are better? You have appointed 11
That the House of Representatives recede from its amendments to colonels for those regiments. Nine of those colonels, I think, are taken
the bill of the Senate, except section 8, and agree thereto with the fol- from the Army. One of them is a brother of the honorable Senator
lowing amendments :
.
.
from Ohio [Mr. Sherman], a man educated, I think, at West PointPage 4, sec~ion 6, line 8, afte!.' the word "reduce," strike out as fol- a man who bas se~:ved the country, a gentleman acknowledged by mililows : " in such manner and to such extent as Congress may direct " tary men to be a. man of great capa<;ity, who is at _the bead of a
and insert in lieu thereof " to a number not exceeding 25,000 men, brigade over the nver to-day. Then, s1r, you have taken for colonels
unless otherwise ordered by Con~?:ress."
.
10 out of 11 men trained to the Army, and who have served their
Page 5. at the end of section 7, add the following: "Pt·ovidcd That country in the public service. 'l'ake your list of lieutenant colonels
all the officers of the Regular Army who have been or may be at- and majors and there you find men who are officers of the Army.
tached or assigned to duty for service in any other regiment IJl' corps Open your list of captains and of first lieutenants, and you will see

•

.
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about half of ):hem taken from the Army. Would not a regiment thus
organized, led by experienced and brave officers, be incomparably better
at the end of a few days than a regiment raised in Massachusetts, or
in Iowa, or New York, with not an officer, perhaps, trained in milltary
affairs in the rank of the regiment? You make these regiments at
once, in the course of a very few days, good troops, to be relied on in
all emergencies.
SENATOR LANE, >OLUNTEE:R OE'FICE:R, MEXICA-

WAR, EXPLAINS SECTIO:X.

The following by Senator Lane, who served in the l\1exican
War as a colonel of Volunteers, also explains the reason-and
the ·only reason-why amendment was added to section 7:
I uppo e there is no Senator on this floor who would be willing to
induce the officers of the Regular Army to enter the new regiments with
tho understanding that they were to leave the profe sion of their lives
when thi. trouble close . That is the proposition of the honorable
Senator from New York. The distinguished Senator from Iowa proposes
to SU"'ar-eoat the pill of the Serw.to.r from New York b;y saying to
thes e officers of the old Army. " If you will accept commis ions in the
new, we will at the close of the war return yon to the rank that you now
holcl in the oltl Army"; that is, sir, we will take a fir t lieutenant in
the · old Army and advance him ln that Army !OJ: his gallantry and
cotll'age. perhaps. to a brigadier · generalship ; we w.IJI take a seeond
lieutenant of the old Army and transfer him to the new, and by his
gallantry and . courage he is advanced in the new regiments to a
brigadier generalship. After the .w ar closes the Senator from Iowa
proposes to bring- bark the brigadier gene;ral in the new regiments to
tbe position of first or second lieutenant in the old. I do hope, 1\Ir.
Pre ident, that the amendment proposed by the Senator from New York
may not be adopted.

Section 7 provid~ that officers o-f the Regular Army shall resume their positions:

SEC. 7. And be it turtbe~ enacted, That the President of the United
States shall cause regiments, b:i,ttalion-s, and eompanles to be disbanded,
and officer , noncommissioned officer , mu ieiaru;, and privates to be
discharged so a to reduce the Military Establishment, as is provided
by tbe prt>eeding section : Pt·ovided, That all of the officers of the
Regular Army, wfio have been or may be detached or assi.gned to duty
for ervice in any other regiment or corps, shall resume their positions
in the Rl'gular Army and sbali be entitled to th-e same rank, promotion,
and emoluments as ii they had continued ' to ser e in their own regiments or corp .
.
WllAT SECTION 8, SENA7E DlLL NO.

~.

ltEALLY SAYS.

SEc. 8. And be it {urthe1· enacted, That the enlistments for the regiments authorized by this act shall be ·in charge of the officers detailed
for -that purpose who are appointed to sai!l regiments from civil life"
and that >n the m('antime thf' officers appointed to the same from the
Regular Army shall be detailed by the commanding general to such
service in the Volunteer regiments now in th.e field as will, in his judgment, give them the greatest militn.ry instruction and· efficiency; -and
that the. eommanrling general may, in his discretion, employ said
officers w1th any part of the Regular forces now in the field until the
regiments authorizPd by this act shall have b~n fully recruited and
detail any of the officers now in the Regular Army to service with the
Volu,nt~r regiment now in _the fiE'ld, or which may hereafter be called
out, W1th such rank as may be offered them in said Volunteer regimel).ts. for the purpose of imparting to them military instruction and
efficif>llcy.
Approved, July 29, 1861.
SE~ATE

BILL NO, 3 fNTnODGCED THE SAME DAY AS SENATE BILLS 1 AND 2.

Senato1• Wilson also introduced Senate bill No. 3 on the same
day as the others, and part of this bill is quoted by some of
tho e advocating this piece of legislation-Townsend-Raker
bill~as e;idence tbat Congres at that time intended to provide .. retirement for men who left the Army to go back to
civil life.
II

BILL NOT TO TAKE C.w.E OF ME'N WHO nilTUR:.O"ED TO CIVIL LIFE.

If one reads the debate

and the law he will find the exact
oppo ite.
The following by Senator John Sherman, one of the Senate
conferees, explains itself:
I agree entirely with tbe Senator from Vermont as to tbe question
of paying reth·ed officers; but we bad either to 1 ave these officers on
full pay in the Armv and Navy during this war--<>r, in other words.
to 'defeat this propo ition for a retired list-or else accept it as it is
It . imply add to the rates fixed by the Senate, a dollar and twt-ntY
cents 11. day. I should have much preferred it 1f they had said a dollar
:~'\.f'fi~ii'e ;;r:n~. a day, and said nothing about rations; but the legal
Pnator CoLLAME:R. I a k the gentleman if be thinks it is the same?
'\Ve have ~e<'n raising thE} ration to-uay, I believe, in this very bill. The
commutation keep groW1.Dg with the ration.
·
Senator. SIIEnliAN. I beg pardon of the Senatol'; he' i~mistaken. 'l'he
commutatiOn of the ration stands precisely as it did before· but where
the ration is dealt ont in kind, a few more articles are given: The eom.
mutation of the rn.tion t the ame 'fixed by law-30 cl:'nts a day.

I quote the following extracts from speeches made by Senator
·wnson and Senator Hale, which explain themselves.
DEAL llEASO-

FOR

ltETffiEUENT~OFFICERS

OF ARTILLERY UNAJlLE TO GO

INTO BATTLE.

It would appear from the speech of Senator Wilson as if the
reason for a retirement bill at that time was not a "sacred
promi e of Lincoln "-or of Congress-but because " folir regiments of Artillery, the most important part of the Army 11 were
unable to go into battle becau ·e "not one of these c~Ionels
owing to thelr age or infirmities," was capable of leading hi~
men.
The following from tho speeches of Senator Wilson and Senator Hale explain themsel,es:
I'Ntl
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CO:XGm!.ss. DID NOT IXTEXD TO TAKE CABE OF lUE'N WHO ll.ETURNED TO
CIVIL LIFF"

The following extracts from speeches made on Senate bill 44
are also additional evid-ence that Congress did not intend to take
care of men who left civil life to go temporarily into the Army
and tbeo return to civil life.
·
The Senator who in.troduced this bill was Senator James 'Viison, chairman of 'the Military Committee, who, as I have said,
became a Volunteer officer· himself. He therefore can not bo
accused of being prejudiced against Volunteer officers.
SENATOR

WILSOX, A

YO!.UNTEER Oll'FICEll, EXl'nESSES lliS OPI.:'UO~
SOlin VOLt;~~EE:R OFFICERS.

Oli'

Senator Wilson sny a follows :
The proposition, M.r . · President, is certainly
very plain and simple
one. I think jt ought to be sustained and become the law of the land.
~he good of the co!lntry, if not the salvation of the country require·
1t. We have summoned into the field a vast foree of Volunteers; we
are to call into the field many more, for we have authorized the
President to call into the field 500,000 men. That force will make J)OO
regiments. The fact is, and no man can deny it, that some of the
officers, both field and company ofiicers, that have bPeD appointed nrc
wholly unfit to command or lead men into any battle field. The conduct of some of the officers in this city during the past 90 days bas
been discreditable in the extTeme. They have demoralized the (!Orps
to which they are attached. I have seen regiments come into this
city and tand for hours in a burning sun or in storms of rain without
provisions, without comfot'ts of any kind, whDe some of their officers
were gathering around the hotel . and spending their time in eating
good dinners and drinking champagne. I have visited the camps about
this city; I b!Jve seen the sufferings of the men, ~nough to make one's
heart ache, through the negl ct and utter incompetency of some fiela
. and eompany officers. Sir, the fruits of this conduct are now before
~s.
~e utter rout the .other day is o)lly the legitimate fruit of the
mcapac1ty of mnny of tbe field :md company officers connected witb tbc
Volunteers. In my judgment the time has come-and it is a duty
that rises above all personal considerations-to weed these men out
of tbe Army at the earliest possible moment. The idea of trying them
by court-martial is simply absurd. The cases demanding action are
too many, and the hours arE> too precious. for court-martial. Most of
the field and company officers of the Volunteers are loyal, brave, devoted. · They are actuat-ed by lofty motives, and ever r·eady to give
their time and their blood to the cause of their country.; but some
men, utterly unfitted for theil· positions, have received commissions.
Such men should be forced from positions they do not or can not fill.
u TIME T<> REMEDY EVILS," SENATOR WlLSON ST TED.

A little later he said as follows:
Wba.t I wanted to "U.Y to the Senate was that the men whom we have
summoned into the field have in many cases been officered by incorqpetent men, and not only incompetent men but men whose conduct h..'l.s
been such as to reflect disgrace upon themselves, upon their comma~ds,
and upon the country. Wby, sir, there Hre regiments in the servic<!
that everybody knows, who knows anything about the subject, have
been demoralized by the conduct, inefficiency, or neglect of their officers.
Sir, th~se facts are before the country, apd I say the time has come to
remedy the evils, i.f they can be remedied.
SENATOR WILSON CLAiliiED "MANY OF THESE MEl< O'CGHT T<> LEAVE TIIE
SERVICE."

A little later Senator Wil on said:
Now, sir, that many of these men ought to l eave the service nobody
can doubt. The idea of ever or~anizing n.n army and leading on w the
field regiments and companies under men who have not yet join d their
regiments up to this hour ls absurd. Wbv, sir, you have only to go to
the camps and the streets and you find men strolling about, not knowing where thf'ir captains or their colonels are. You find colonels and
captairu; and officers strolling about your hotels ttat have not gone to
the places where they belong. I say the time bas come to arrest this
· thing. I go further, and I say that the time bas come to organize the
forces tba.t come into thi city into briga<les and to in ist that thero
shall be daily sqnad drills. company drills, anti battalion drills ; and
that the brigadee shall daily, or at least three or four times a. week.
be brought tog<'ther and learned to cooperate. In your battle--! will
not call it a battle--your eries of skirmishes the other day, in which
there was evinced a mocb bravery as was ever displayed on this
continent--on that occasion, the >ery f!l.l't that the men had not been
brig.'ld~d until withi.tl a few days and their office1
bad not learned to
cooperate, prevented any lar~e, powerful. and concentrated movements;
and to-day, sir, whlle yon hase regiments lying all arounrl you, they
are not brigaded. not organized. Regiments arc lying .around-some of
them <toing nothing to perfect tbPmse1ves for the object for wbich
they were brou~ht he.re; in some cases through the iJPloranee of tbt>i'r
officers and in others becau"e of their neglt-ct of duty. I do not reproach men for their inexperience, but I do reproach them for neglecting their duties.
.
"SOME

OF

THE

OFFICERS

DESER':rED,

ARAlOJONl;;D,

AND

OUTRA~

THEffi

MEN."

The SE>na.tor says our men fought bravely. Why, sir, nobody doubts
that. Thl:'re were regiments on that field that made attacks in a
manner that would have done credit to the Old Guard of Napoleon.
Tb.e.re were acts of the most dE' p<>rate valor performed ; but owing to
unskillfulness, owing to the nnfitne s or neglect, especially of some of
the company officers. and the generals and men will tell you so. thnt
field was mntle-1 'vlll no't say it wus made a lo!';t battle, for I hnrdJy
see how that number of men on that field could have won a victorybut that rout, that ilmomioiou · race in which sam<' of the officers desE>rtPd, abandoned, and outran thl?ir men, was brought upon us by the
incompetency and misconduct of offif'ers. I •·efer to it now simply to
show that we ought to corr<>ct it. The Senator from Ohio agree. with
me in that. Therefore I Rropose to clothE' the President with this
1
g~-:'ira loh::t ~eb~illtheexe~~l!~~o~~;~t~tre 3~~ :rd~Eir~~e th~ t~~6J
States ha been clothed by Congress, jn this emergency, with thls
power, which he may exerci c, will have the most snlutn.ry effect up()n
the officers who are in the fiPld, or who mny come Into the field.
While Senators nrc 1·cady to vow monE>y und mPn It se<'ms to me that
what is greater thun all else should not be neglected; that we should
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open our eyes to the experiences of the last DO days, and let those
experiences guide us in our legislation, and in the administration of
the QQvernment for the future.
HAD SEXATOR WILSON u RETIREME~T "

IN MI:!'ID?

A little later, Senator Wilson used these words:
Now, sir, a word in r egard to what some Senators think injustice
towa1·d the men. Why, sir; my remarks apply ~o a class of officers, .not
to them all ; not to anything like a majonty of them. I believe
the great mass of these officers to be true men, who have done the
best they couill, and I am not here to rer;roach them for doing the
best they could. But there is a class of men in the field and com~nny officers that have ~got into the service, coming from all the
States, my own as well as other s, who are showing every day tlre1r
incompetency ; or if they are competent, that they do not try to
do their duty-men who go away from their camps and stay two
or three days. Why, sir, the q uartermaster of a regiment stayed
away recently five days from his r egJment. He stayed in this city
while his regiment was 25 or 30 miles away facing the enemy. I have
witnessed scenes of sufrering in this city that have brought sickness
and death upon brave and noble mE.'n , through the utter neglect of •
officers, that have made my heart a che and brought tears from my
eyes, and every other Senator could have witnessed them, if be had
gone among them. Sir, we owe it to the brave and true men who are
tloing the best they can, and who deserve our sympathy and our support, and we owe it to our country to make these men, who neglect
their duty, do their duty, or put them out of the Army. It is a matter
of humanity-a matter of patriotism-and if I could to-day weed that
class of men out of the Army, and keep them from the men that are to
be culled into the field.
SENATOR WILSON STATED INCOl\IPETENT OFFICERS SHOULD BE REMOVED.

A little later we find Senator Wilson stating as follows:

into the field. I wish the Senator had gone on and stated what some
of the " other causes" were; but as he did not, I will not. I do not
know but that some of these allowances may be now cut off, solbe few
pounds of hay or something of that kind. But I suppose this to be the
substantial pay, the substantial pension that you are voting to gentlemen who can not render any service, and have not done so for a good
while.
·
SE)(ATOR WILSON, \OLUXTEER OFFICER, CH.Alllhl.A)( MILITARY COMMITTEE
AFTI!:R WAR ALSO.

On February 13, 1866, Senator James \Vilson reported out
Senate bill 138 as a substitute for House bill 361.
This is the same James Wilson who introduced, among other
bills, Senate bills 1, 2, 3, and 44 in the war Congress tllat met
from July 4, 1861, to August 6, 1861.
This bill was introduced by Senator Wilson after he had
setTed as a volunteer officer himself in tlle Civil War.
" uroN

occAsro~s OF CEREMo~;·y " OFFICERs ENTITLED TO " WEAl: UNIFORM."

In the debate on this bill Senator Nesmith offered the following amendment, which was adopted:
And be it further enacted, That all officers who have served during
the rebllion as volunteers in tbe armies of the United States and wh()
have been or who hereafter may be honorably mustered out of the
Volunteer service, shall be entitled to bear the official title and, upon
occasions of cermony, to wear the uniform of the highest grade t lley
have held by bre-vet or other commission in the Volunteer service; in
the case of officers of the Regular Army the Volunteer rank shall be
entered upon the Army Register: Pt·ovided, That tbese privileges shall
not entitled any officer to command, pay, or emoluments. ·
The amendment was agreed to.

Now, sir, without any ill will toward any human being in this Volunteer force, without any disposition to undervalue the se~;vices of any
A little late.r l\lr. Fessenden says as follows:
man, even the most humble, I believe it to be our highest duty at this
time so to leglslnte and so to administer the laws of the country as to
I have one more amendment to offer. It is to add the following
require all the men brought into the field to do their whole duty. Whea· additional proviso to the fourth section:
.
.
they are incompetent, and have provPd their utter incompetency, when
"And provided fttt-tller, Tha't in the selection of officers as provided
they are neglec tful of their duty, when they spend their time about for in this section officers of the Regula1· Army who have commanded
hotels and in a manner that is discreditable to them personally, instead Volunteer troops may be accounted us officers of Volunteers.
of being with their regiments and companies doing . their whole duty,
The amendment was agreed to.
they should feel that the eye of the President of the United States, their
l\lr. Fessenden further states :
Commander in Chief, is upon therp, and if they fail to do their duty they
will be removed from the Army.
There is a little obscurity in the amendment that I offered a few
moments ago as an additional proviso to the fourth section. My inCHAIRMAN OF SENATE MILITARY COMMITTEE GIVES REASO~ FOR RETIREtention was not to oblige the department to consider the Regular
MENT BILL.
office1·s who bad served in the Volunteers as Volunteer officers, but to
Senator Wil.. ,on ~aid in part as follows:
give them the choice, to take them either way. '.fhe amendment does
Now, sir, let me say a single word in regard to the importance of it. not affect my purpose. I move to add to the end of that amendment
This Congress ought not to adjourn without passing some such measure. the words "or .as officers of the Regular Army," so that it will read:
It would be unjust to the country and unjust to the Army. Why, sir,
.And pro1;ided fttrthet-, That in the election of officers, as provided
take the four regiments of Artillery, the most important part of the for in this section, officers of the Regular Army who have commanded
Army. Four of those colonels ought to be retired. Not one of those Volunteer troops may b~ accounted as officers of Volunteers, or us
colonels to-day, owing to their age or infirmities or other causes, will be officers of the Regular Army.
ordered into tb~ field. Two of the four lieutenant colonels are in the
a NO PARTICULAR INDUCEl\IE~T " TO OFFICERS a VETERAN RESERYE."
same condition and :;orne of the majors. Go to your other regiments,
In the same debate Senator Nesrpith says as follows:
and you will find worn-out, sick, or disabled officers in high positions.
They can not go into the field at the call of the country. You have to
So .far as it is intended to reward officers who have been wounded
pay them where they are. Age adds to their receipts. They render no in the service I would be glad to see them all placed in the .\rm:v
service whatever; and the younger officers who are called into the field, if they desire it, and to give them such reward as it is in the powe'r
captains to command regiments, are to receive ' the pay of captains to of the Government to give them; but I am OP\)OSed to the amendment
fight the battles of the country and have no promotiou. Is this just?
by the Senator from Indiooa for a var1ety of reason!'.
Why. sir, I saw the old Fourth Infantry enter this city a few week- offered
In the first place, as bus been stated by the Senator from Alaine,
ago from Texas under the command of a ,captain. '.fhe truth is, and if there
was
no particular inducement held out to the officers who went
you take the Army Register and examine It carefully you will find it so, into the Veteran
Reserve Corps that they should be retained in the
that as you approach toward the head of the Army your officers are service
llt the close of the war.
paralyzed by age.
SE~ATOR HALE SAYS IT IS GIVING •A rREMIUM 0)1 GOUT.

STATEMENT BY

Senator Hale said as follows:
I think if you pass this bill the highest ambition of these officers will
be to get on the retired list. It is giving a premium on idleness, gout,
rheumatism, and everything of that sort that renders a man incompetent for hi.s business. This bill gives him the highest rank pay that
be was ever entitled to when. he gets too incompetent to render any
service.
SENATOR WILSOX, LATER .\

VOLGNTEER OFFICER, GIVES
niLL,

REASO~

WHY HE

I~TRODUCES

1\Ir. Wilson said in part as follows:
In re~rard to this Q.eing a war measure I say here, to-day, most emphatically that the reason this bill is pressed at this session is to add
to the efficiency of the Army for the present war, and I think that if
the Senator will study the Army Register be will see the absolute
necessity of it. The Senator says that majors in the Army are before
the enemy to-day commanding divisions, commanding bodies of men
that a marshal of France would have been proud" to lead in the days of
the First Empire. That is so, sir; but why is it that majors · are leading divisions to-day? It is because your old officers of higher command
are unable to go into the field and take command. We have several
officers-a large number in proportion to our .Army-who are utterly
incapable to go mto the field ; men from 70 to 85 years of age, worn
. out by disease.
SEXATOU DALE

WISHES

SE, -ATOR WIJ,SON llAD
REASONS WERE."

STATED u WHAT OTllER

Senator Hale said in part as follows:
The necessity for this retired list, if l understand the Senator from
Massachusetts, is found in tbe condition of the Artillery, and the
proposition is to retire these gentlemen upon the highest pay of their
rank. I have taken occasion to look at the Army Registe1·, and I want
to give the Senate a statement of the pensions they are ·voting to
these gentlemen. The colonel of the first regiment of Artillery receives
$3 365.!J4; the colonel of the second Artillery, $3,917.60; the colonel
of 'the third, $5,553.36; and the colonel of the fourth, $3,618.60. Very
patriotic, very eloquent, very pathetic, touching, and effective appeals
have been made to the Senate in behalf of these veterans. I feel them
all and a good deal more. The Senate did not attend to the remarks
of 'the chairman of the Committee on 1\Iilltary Affairs, in pressing this
measure, so minutely as I wish- they bud. He said a good many of
these colonels, " from age and other causes," it would not do to cull

CO~GRESSM.&.."i

FARXSWORTljl, A

\OLU~TEER

OFFICER.

In. the debate in t11e House Congressman J. F. Farnsworth. in
reportlng the Conference Committee of the House, said in part
as follows:
I will explain this matter if Members will give me their attention.
I will only say, in conclusion, that this was the very best we could
do, and, under the circumstances, the committee on the part of the
House thought it best to recommend the passage of the bill. It is very
important that a bill should be passed. It is recommended and
strongly insisted upon by Gen Grant and by all the officers of the
Army. I am• satisfied lf this is not adopted we shall lose the Army
bill. I think it is a very ~ood bill. We retain the provision in reference
to officering the new regtments, by which all the vacancies below the
grade of captain are to be filled by officers and men who have served
with the volunteers. Under the law as it now exists with r eference to the Veteran Reserve Corps, a man who bas bt>t>n disabled by
wounds may be appointed an officer of a Regular regiment. An oflicer
who has lost an arJ?l-aS many of our most worthy officers have, who
are still in the serv1ce-may still, under the present law, be appointed
to a command in any rt>g:iment of the Regular service. So that the
n ecessity for enlarging the Volunteer Corps on that account is not
so great. The arJ!ument on the part of the Senae a.~ralnst the Veteran
Reserve Corps la this: '£bat we shall get into the service a large number of officers ' who are incapacitated bodily for the performance of
efficient service, and who wlll be, in consequence, retired in a short
time; that under the law as it now exists they will be placed upon
the r etired list, with large pay. There is considerable force in this
argument.
CO~ORESSMAN

SCHEXCK WAS ALSO A VOLUNTEER OFFICER.

A litt1e later we find Congre sman Schenck saying as fo1lows:
Mr. Speaker, I dE!sire to say, in all candor, that the result of this conference is better than I expected. The gentleman who has made the
report bas certainly stated fairly the fact that in most of the details
of the bill the views of the House pre-vall, and that in various sections
following that which provides for the aggregate force of the Army the
bill corresponds in a good degree, and indeed I might say almost exactly,
with the bill which this morning my colleague upon the committee
[Mr. Paine] and myself desired to submit to the House as a compromise.
The only point as to which there has been a material difference between the two Houses, and in regard to which the House, by this
report, has made a considerable conces;;ion to the Senate, is with
1·eference to the Veteran Reserve Corps. As gentlemen of the House are
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.awat:e, the House ha-s -show_n .throughout a determination to insist upon
s~me provision .io.r wounded offi<rffi!B and ·men who -aTe -still capable of
.military duty. Renee. an ·ea.ch o:ccasion ·w.hen we ha-ve adopted :a bill we
.bave provided -'for !lO ll.'egiments to be ca1led 1:he Veteran Reserve Corps,
to be made ll,l> of ·wPundetl or disabled men from all branches of tbe
servic:e. .and .to ·be !>tllcered by wounded or di a.bled o1Iieers. By tlrls
compromise the Veteran Reserv-e Corps is cut down to four regiments.
But then .i t must be remembered that while we ~·e up four regl~
ments of coloTed 1nfa.ntry~ we gain upon the 1a.st bill passed by the
House two regiments of colored Cavalry. Two out of fo!l;r regiments of
Cav-alry are to be colored.

By the way, Congre man Robert -c. Schenek entered the
.Union Army in ~8:61 as brigadier general and wa promoted
to major general, and elected to Congr-e s from Ohio in the
Thirty-eighth Congress.
THREE OUT Oii" FO{;R Oll' CO.-FERENCE COMMITTI!lE \\:ERE 'VOLUNTEEn
OFFICERS.

The conference :report on ;this bill was ·signed by HenTy Wllson and Ira Harris, managers on the part of the Senate, and·
J". F. Farnsworth and Nelson Taylor, managers on the part of
the House. Of these four gentlemen Wilson, Farnsworth, ::md
Taylor were Volunteer .-o1ficers and would :therefore uot be ·
·prejuclieed against "'VQ1unteer,. o1ficers ·i.n any way.
John F. Farnsworth served in tl:Le Union Army as CQlonel of
CaYah-y and brigadie1· general. Nel on Taylor erved :.as captain
in the First New Yark Volunteers..in the J.Ie:rican War, ~846 to
1848, .and also serv-ed 1n the Union Army and obtained the rank
of brigadier -genernl. Henry Wilson in 1861 raised and commanded the Twenty-second-n.egiment of MassaC:hnsetts 'V.olun, .
teers.
CONGRESS~IA~ (PRESIDE...~T)

JAMES A. GAltFT!'LD ALSO 'VOLUNTEER OFFICER.
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neuten!I.Dt general, Gen. Sll('rman, Gen.. Thomas, Gen. Meade., all came.
G~. Sheridan .and others .did not come'. TbiB groap ~! m~ so illustnous . and so skilled, studied the whole subj ct :and presented their
views m writing. The measure tll~y deemed wisest were embodied in
a bill which they .approved. That bill · was introduced in the Senate.
carefully c'onside.red in committee th~re. It 'be{!Rme the subJ ct of conference and corresponde-nce between the -committee o! the Senate aDt.l
the otlleers who had recommended it. It was elaborately considered in •
the enate .anu passed w1th hut littl-e alterati{)ll, .and came to us. Here
lt went to the Military .Committee. and t.heTe it stays.
·
In its place we haTe .a bill presented wWeh contains various things
wbich were especially and pointedly .condemned by the officers to whom
1 haye referred, by the committ-ee of tbe Senate, an{) by the Senate .also •
1,'hE-re may be Tea ons for this, though we h.a.Te not yet heard tlrem.
Beside the bill. how-ever, which these <>fii-cers blocked out, tbey mado
a record of their recommendations. One was upon the Doint now bP:fore
us. 1 will .r ead it. It is, as will be diseo~red, in answer to a comJllllllication sent them with a bill, t<> whieh bad been added a provision
creating a. Veteran Reserve Corp.s. Th-e paper is signed by Gens. ·Sherman, Meade, and Thomas, llnd · I am not .sure whether by Gen. Grant
also:

.

"The only essential change p.ropo ed in the Army bill is to omit tho
VetE"r!lfl Reserve CQrps nltogether.H
.
'Tins is the reason they give :
"In any army, no matter what pains be taken 1n selecting recruits,
when we come to put them into service, experience teache that nearly
30 per cent fail by rea on of the ordinary imperfeetio:ns of human
natux.e. Now, if 8 regiments of the 5Q be tak-en from tht- invallds1
or men of impaired strength, we add 15 p~ cent or in all 45 per cen1;
of invalids, which is too large a proporti{)n. In the end it is cheaper to
provide directly, by way of pensions, for this cla s of soldiers. If the
officers of the Veteran RPserves have a good record and restored health,
they:can be appointed just as other o.ffi.cers of the Volunteer Army."
u PROTIDED, THESE PIUVILEGES tSHALL NOT ENTITJ..E AN OFFJCJm -TO
COY31AND, PAY, OR EMOLU.MD'X.S!'

:

On .J'une' .29, 1800, Senator James Wil on reported out Senate
bffi No. 401. During tbe debate .in the ~te 1\Ir. Nesmith saill.
as follows~

A little later· in the -debate, Congressman James A. Gar:field.afterwards President~who was also _a VQlunteer officer, said as
I now offer the amendment which I off.ered a short time since. to .add
follows:
as an additional .seetlon the following:
l\Ir. Speaker, I think the House may congratulate itself .on the success of this conference, and that the committee may congratulate itself
I have
looked through tbls bill with a great deal o-f care. and as :tbe -r-esult of
tbat exmnin-ai:ion I must say that 1 hope the House will .adopt the
rep01·t of the conferenec .committee; for I am sure it 'is -very much bette:r th.a.n we .had any rea on to hope for, considering the results of the
last a.ttempt..at n conference 'With the Semrte.

.on the very happy re nlt whieh it has a:cbieved i:n this -struggle.

Note that

h~

states-

I thin.k tbe House may congratulate its-elf on the success •of this conference, and that the committee may "Cungro,tnla:te itself on the very
happy result which it has achieved in this struggle.

The 'b ill 'h e is talking about was approved J"u1y 28, 1B66, and
entitled "An a.et to increase and fix the military peace establi hment of the United Sta:tes."
i

CONGRE-SSMAN HALBER'r E .

P.A'I~E.,

.ALSO VOLU!:\"TEER OFFICER.

Congressman Hulbert E. Paine, who ~tered the Union .Army
May, 1861, as colonel of the F<mrtb Wisconsin Volunteers, was
in 1863 'J)romoted to rank -of brigadier general, and in the f.ollo-wing June lost his leg a:t Port Hudson; brevetted major general in March, 1865, states as follows:
·
1 hold in my hand a document on Which 1 IIUlde accurate llotes o!
the agreements of the morning. In looking through the sscond conference r eport I find there are only three points in which the repart" difl'ers
from the report to which the third conferenc~ ::~.greed to sub cribe. We
were willing to agree to everything except the provisions celating to 1.he
number of ordinary Infantry .regiments and the number of the colored
troops and of the Veteran Reserve Corps. The dllference is not €Dough
to warrant the Tejection of this r~port, and I hope it w:il.l be adapted.

It will be noted that all of the e gentlemen were Volunteer
officers, nncl, therefore, as I snid, aboolutely are not prejudiced
:ngainst "Volunteer" officers in any way.
a TO WEAR UNJD'ORM "-"NO EMOLUMENTS,,

Section 34 of this bill reads as follows :
SEC. 34 . .And be it further enacted, That all officers w.ho have served
during the Uel>eilion as Volunteer in the armies of tlle United States
11nd who ba ,.e been or may .hereafter be honorably mustered out of tbe
;volunteer service, shall be entitled to bear the official title, .and upon
occasion. of ceremony to wear the uniform of the highest grade they
have held by brevet or other commissions in the Volunteer .service In
case of officers of the R~"'lllar .Army, the Volunteer rank shall be en:
tered upQn the official Army :tegister : Provided, That th-ese privileges
shall not entitle any officer to command, pay, or em6luments.
·
·CONGRESSMAN COXKLI~G ST~TED GRANT., SHERMAN> MEADE, THOMAS, ALL

uAnd oe it fUrther .e.naeted, That all the officers who nave Aerved during the rebt'llion .as Volunteers in the a.rmies <>f the United States, Jllld
who have been, or 'hereafter may lfe, honorably mustered out of the
Volunteer service shall be entitled to bear the offidal titles upon occasions of ceremony, and wear the uniform of the ·highest grade they have
held by brevet or other commission in the Volunteer service. 'i:n the
case of officers of the Regular Army the Volunteer rnnk shall be en;.t:ered
upan the official Army roll : P1·ovidecl, Tb.at these privileges shall not.
entitle an o:ffieer to comma.nd, pay, or emolliiO.ents."
~amendment 1\Vas .agreed to.

A little later Senator Harris said .as follows:
1 oJier the following as a new section, to come .ln llfter the .fonrth
section;
"Ana be ·it further ~nacted, That in the selection of officers to be
appointed uncler tbe l)rovisions of this .act, otllce:rs of the Regular Army
who have command-ed \olunte~r troops may be counted as officers of.
Volunteers or as officers of the Regular Army."
·
•
I will stat e that this i the amendment which was o:ft'ered. by the Sena.tor from 1\laine [Mr. F ssenden] when a similar bill was before -the
Sen::Lte a few months ago and aCk>pted by tbe Senate.
The amendment was agreed to.
OFFICERS OF XWCLAR ARMY llETIItED ON ACCOUNT OF DISABILITY.

In the debate on July 9, 1866, Senator Howard, of 1\Iichigan,
stated as follows :
Mr. HOWARD. I believe we have gone throug-h with all the amendments offered by the committee. I offer the following amendment to
come as section 33 at the end of the bm :
u And be tt Jurthe,. enacted, •.rhat officers of the Regular Army entitlP<l
to b.e retirea on at:count of dtsability occasioned by wounds received in
battle may be Tetired upon the Tank of the command held by them in
the Regular or ·. olunteer service at the time such wounds were re..
ceived."
l\Ir. WILSON. That proposition. I take it, means simply this: A larga
number of officers o! the Regular Army were made otliccrs of Volunteers. Some of tho>~e officer , perhal)s four or five of them, were des·
perately wounded. 'l'he proposition is that they shall be retired on tho
rank they held when they receive(] their wonnas, and I think it is rl,ght
that it .should be so. \Vhere does the Sen.atoo:. propose to insert tho
amendment"/
Mr. HowARD. At the close of the bill as an additional section.
Mr. WILSO •• Put it in a-s section 32.
Mr. HOWARD. Vet·y well~ let it come in as seetion 32.
Mr. WILSO~. My suggestion is that it come in after tbe thlrty-tlnt
section as a new section.
'Mr. How .ARD. Very well; I wTil mov€ to insert it a.s ection 32; a.s it
stands in the bill it can be changed to section 3::!..
The amendment was agreed to.
rRIVATES

E~TITLED

TO HO -oRAllY RAlo.-:K OF FIRST LIEUTENANT.

A little later Senator Lane, of Indiana, offered the following
In the debate in the House we find 'Mr. Conkling sa.ying as amendment:
l\Ir. LANE of lndiana. It is an amendment to another amendment,
follows:
not the amendment pending now of the Senator from Delaware, as I
ADVISED ABOLISKING VETERAN RESERVE ,UnfY.

The Government bas by act and word held but one language on this
point, and no expectations ba'Ve ·been cr ated that any et of .officers
w~.·e to be -preferred to othe<.r in the final roorganizatlon.

A 1ittle further we find Mr. Conkling saying as follows:
I supJX)se it is no secret that the public authorities recently caused
"to be con\"ened in this city a num.'her of first generals of the .age. T.he
obj~>ct of the c~nven.tlon was to consult as to the best disposition to be
made of the 1\lilitary Estn.bUsbment -of the country, now that t.he war
is ..:>:ve.~·. and to consider and devi e the best legiRlative proviBions in
rreference to the regular or permanent Army. These generals were
"those whase large e:q)erience a.nd who.se prafesslo.nal eminence selected
them as the best advisers, and whose official station makes them the
persons to .execute the Ia w to be enacted, They came together ; the

understand it.
The PRESIDEXT pro tempore. J:t will be re:1d to settle its character.
The Secretary Tend the propost>d amendment of Mr. Ramsey, whlch
was to :unend the amendment adopted on motion of l\Ir. Nesmith, as
the thirty-third section of the bill, by inserting after the word " serv·
ice," the following .ords :
"And privates '"ho bav.e served tbree years and been honorably dl,seharged, shall, upon like occasion, be entitled to the honorary rank of
fir t lieutenant and wear the uniform of that grade. and at th~ expiration of five years from tbe 9th ol April, 1865, shall be entitled to the
.honorary rank of ~ptain ....
The PRESIDE~--r pro tempore. The prQposed amendment ib not now in
order. The question is on the amendment proposed by the Senator
from Delaware.
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Mr. LA~El of Indiana. Tbe vote was ta:tien on tbe motion of the Senator from Oregon and that was passed. 'I'bis is an amendment to tbat.
intervening between tbe amendment of the Senator from Dclaware and
a vote that had .already l>een _passed, as I un&!rstand it.
The PnESIDE. "T pro tempore. The Senator from Delaware moves t-o
strike out tbe twelfth s~ction of the bil1. That if3 the motion before
the Senate. The proposed amendment of t-he Sen1.1tor from Minnesota is
n~t an amendment to that amendment, and tbel'efore is not in order.
SE.'A.TOR r.A.MSEY SAYS a IT COSTS NOTHING; IT lS .A :r.IElU:l Eill'TY
.HO::\'OR."

A little later Senator Ram ey stated, as follows:
now offer the amendment which I indicated before, to insert
after 1:he word "' ser iee," ln the twelttb lirul of the ectio11 which
was inserted on the motion of the Senator f.rom Oreg<r.n [Mr. Nesmith],
the words "and privates who have served three years and been Jlonol'·
ably discharged shall upon like oceasions be entitled to the honorary
rank of first lieutenant and wear the uniform <>f that grade, and at the
expil-ation <>f five ycat•s from ille Dth of April, 1865, they shall be entitled to the honomry rank of :captain." I will simply ask Senator.s,
why should a diiStinction be made in fa:v<>r of -office~·s and no like disv.:imination in favor of privates who did the service and fought the
battles? I ask for the yeas and nays {)n this amendment.
The yeas and nays were ordeJ: cl.
Mt•. RAllSEY. I can see DO sufficient Teason why there should be a
discrimination again£t the priv:rtes. They really did tb~ ;fighting lin all
our battles. If S[}(X:ial uonors are to be showered upon the officers, to
whlch I have no objection, why mak~ a discr.imi.ruition llgftinst the
privates? I hope it will not g<> out from this Senate Chamber that
there is that kind of indl.fference to tbei_r credit, Teputati<ln, and honor
hereafter. It eosts nothing; 'it is a mere empty honor, :if you Jllease to
say so. If you are to shower honors upon offieer who have .already
all places conferred upon them in the civil, probably, as well as tbe
military service, I can not sec any reason why this little honor should
not be paid to the privates. In the French service almost every officer
ana private bas .a red ribbon besto>wd upon him. Why should not the
Pl'iYates here haYe this little h<>DOl' co11.ferred upon th m?
I

SENATOU WILSOX-({ ON OOC SIOXS OF CEilEAlONY."

:M r. WrLso~. The amendment adopted on the mot/'on of the Se11ator
from Oregon Rrov1d.e ·imply that officers of the Regu a:r Army wh<l have
served with \<llunteers shall, on occaslOllS of ceremony, have the .rank
they h1ld among the Volunteers.
iUR . NYE HAS HIS .JOll..-a

SENATOR GR.IMES SAYS u IT

I'ROVIDES

. 10817.'
11'0!1 OCCA.SIO

·s

<lF CElREM.O~"TY!'

A little later Senator Grimes said us follows:
Mr. GnrMflS. I will aslr the Senator to let that lie on the table until
it can be e~amin e~. I have n<>_ objection to it a.s .among o:ffice:rs of the

Army, but It provtdcs for occru;; on-s of •·ei·emony. The difficulty is that
officers 6'f the Army and Navy are :frequ~ntl_y urought together on occasions of ceremony, and, there being no brevets in the Navy, a -young
man who bas :been brevetted as a !Ik'l.jor general .or ,as a brigadier .general, although having been m the -serv:Iee not more than two or tllree
years, 'vill rank en those -occasions Qf ceremony as .au ·officer <>-f the
~avy who hns S€rved the country faithfully fo.r 5{) years.
I should .
like to have an opportunity to amend til(' am€wlmeiit. Let it lie 011
the table until I can draft ID:l trmendment so 1:bat they 111t1Y have this
rank as among .Army oJficer.s.
Mr. NE:Sl\UTB. I hay-e no obiec:tion to that.

-On l\1arch 6, 1866, a former Volunteer offiee.r, Robert C.
Schenck, reported House bill 361 as a substitute for Senate :bill
138, mentioned above. 'Vhen it was advised in Congress that
the Veteran ReserYe Corps be continued as n permanent organization l\1r. Rogers ~tated us follo'ws in tile House :
MU. ROGERS SAYS GEN. ORANT WAS AGATXST "..ANY SUCH CORP-S."

1\fr. ROG.l!lRS . But, sir. it is enough for me to know that Gen. Grant,
Gen. Sherman, Gen . M eade, -and Gen. 'l'homas have all given the wei~ht
of their opinion against the ro:rmation of a:ny ·uch coxp.s as this. Sir
I haTe confidence in th.e patri-otism aud the sagacious judgment of
these officers. I do not pr-etend to be .a military man; I bave 11ever
been in the Army ; but as one ef the re-pre entatives of the people ot
this great country I am ready to accept the views of those who a.re
better qualHied than I am to d€te:rmine what is best ,ealculated to promote the e-fficient organization <>f the .Army of the United States. I
am atistied that the aQviee given by such men as these is prompted .by
the purest motives and tbe highest wisdom, and I am willing :to be
guid.ed by that advice.
.MR. DAVIS SAYS HE 'IS "NOT UKDER SOCIAL INFL'C:EXCE."

A lillie later Mr. Da:vis -says, as follows :
I wish to say I am not under any social influence. Since I have Jived
in Wasbmgton I .hnve never, like my honorable fr iend from Ohio, had
the privilege of being entertained by .distinguish-ed characters at dinner.
I am und.ar no :inflne11ce of that ldnd, but I respe,.ct the opinion of men·
high in tbe military "l'!l'Vice. When I knew there wns penrli11g a bill
which bad been submitted by Lieut. Gt>n. Grant, Gen. Meade, Gen.
Burnside, and otbe:r distinguished generals, and when I thought thnt
bill had been ..concocted under th<>Jr superv1~ion. I say it is not <>nly
entitled to my coru.ideration but to tbe con-sideration of every Member
of the House. There i.s no one who i~upposes th!:'.se distinguished gen·
erals of the Army know nothing of military affairs, or at least do not
know as much as the cbairmall of the Committee on Militn.ry .Affairs
of this .House. 1 only honor the men wh<>m the country honors and in
whom, I am ~. the -countl'y bas cOllfiden~e.

Mr. NYE. Thie ext nds the s:tme to tbe privates.
Mr. WILSON. This does not apply to Y<>lunteer ; there i not .a v-olunteer in the country C<Jncerned in it. It is a propo ition that the rank
and file of the Regular Army who have sen·eu three years shall <ln all
occasions of ceremony be first lieutenants.
1\Ir. CONNESS. I ask that the amendment be read again. I think .that
the ' nator from M.assacl.msett is €lltirely mistakm about it.
The 'ecret.ary read MJ.'. Ramsey's a~endment .
Mr. CONNESS. The Senator from 1\Iass.n.cbusetts is surely mistaken.
Mr. WILSON. Certainly not. It says "privates." Privates or what'?
Privates of the Regular Army.
_Ir. Co. NESS. Every prirnte who bas er-ved three x-ear in the Army.
TilEY TAKE C.llUl OF OFFICERS, RE<JULA.R .ARMY, TEMPOitAUIL'Y fN
Mi·. WILSON. We are uealing with privates of tbe Itcgula_r Army, not
YOLU:-\TEER llEGI.MENTS.
Volunteers.
_
Mr. Co.-xEGS. It can be .arn.t>-ll<le<l so as t<> .read "privates of the
Section 38 of this bill reads as follows:
R egular anll YolunteeT erviccs."
SEC. 3 . A.nd be ·i:t fttrthcr enacted, That officers <>f the llt?gular Army
Mr. WADE. Without this provision, what is tb&e to pTevent tbe privates from assumin~ ju t ueh characters :as they pl use on occasions of wbo hn-v€ -also hekl eommisfd<lllS as officers of 'Volunteer s-hall not <>n
that
a eeount- be held to 'be ·volunteers under the provisions of this n.ct.
ceremony and taking the title of majors if they ·ee fit? .
1\tR. NYE THINKS THEUIJ IS A p,7\ALTY.

RON • ..fAAI':mS

Mr. _·YE. There is a penalty.
Mr. WADE. I do not think there is.
u ~rHUS IH.E PRIV.A.Tl':S .MLGHT COl.UIA::\'0 THE CO?!Ir.A."\Y."
Mr. !\ESliUTH. So far a thi<> is applicable to tbe Regular .Army, I feat·
there may be orne difficulty about it. 011 an oc.casi-on of ceremony in a
year or two all the privates woultl be captn.ins, und the lieutenants reJll!linin:; lieutcnantR, the captains woul{]. have tbe right to eommand.
Thus the privates might command tbe compn.ny. It -would create a.
great deal of emba.rras ·ment to make &> c:l:ptain in a company commandin~ two or three officer .
l\Ir. Cox.·Ess. It is quite nppar('nt thtlt the members of the Senate
who belon~ to -the Committee <>n Military Mairs <lo not understarul this
amenament. I think it 1s easily unu.eTstood, and I mll:l t say that tb.e
Senator who bas given it existence simply proves to the country that
he is not unmindful of the great services the brave private soldiers hav~
rencl er~d to the country.
The amendment of Mr. lli:tmsey w.a.s defeated.

u PROVIDED THESE 'PRIVILEGES SH:'\LL 1\"0T E .'TITLE AN 'OFFICE-Il. TO COM·
liiAND, PAY, OR El\IOLU:UEXTS.."

The intent of section 34, as stated by Senator Nesmith, who
offered the section, is as follows;
I offer the following as n new section : "And be it tu~-tlim· enac:ted
That all otlicers who have served during the rebelli01l a Volunteers
the nrmies of the "uited tatet>. nnd who have been or hereafte-r may
be honorably mustered out .of the VolunteCT ervic , shall be entitlt•d
to bear the official title, and upon oecasion of ceremony to wear the
uniform of the Wgbest grade they have beld by brev t or otber eommission in the military service. In the case of officers of the Regular
Army, the Volunteer rank shall be entered upQn the offiei..'ll Army R.e-2:ister : Proviaea. Th.c.t these yrh·ileges shaH not enttile an_y officers &
command, pay, or emolum.entc;."

ln

SE::-<ATOR NESMITH SAYS u IT lS MERELY COMPLI!!E. ' l'ARY TO l'OLG:-iTF.EJ!
OFFICERS ."

In the deb3fe Senator Nesmith used these words;
I will state that thi amendment is a preci e -copy of an nmendlll6lt
which passed the Senate in the oTiEin:al Sen!lte uUl now pendi.ng be. fore the H-ouse of RepreseRtatives. 1t l merely compUmenta.ry to Volunteer officers, permitting them ~ have the designation and, .on occas.ions
of ceremon y and public occ.'lswns, to wea.r the uniform of the highest
rank they h~ld in the Volunteers., and the Volunteer rank in the ense ~f
officers of the Reo<TUlar "' rmy is to be tl:ansf{'rt' d :to t1:1e official .A:rmy
Register. It 1s a matter that will cost nothiuo-, it increases .n<> pay
~e~to luments, and entitles them to no command. It is a mere compli-

Han. James G.
lows:

-c..

lllain~

CUIXlil OFJ.l'ERS KEW :SECTIO:>I.

offered a new section to read as fol-

I moT€ the f.allowi!lg as nn additi<>n.al section, to come in ufte.r sec·
tion 3D :
".Ana fH3 it ft~rther eLwcted, That in all cases where a Volunteer officer
has been appointed in the Regular Arm,y to the same rank or grade
which he m!iy have held in tile V<>luntcer Service, or to any lower rank
or grnde, his name shall be borne <>n the Army RegisteJ..' with date <>f
his Volunteer a-ppointment, and he -shall take rank as with continuous
servi-ee ·f rom that date."
The sectio11 was agreed t-o.

It seems that when Hon ·e bill 361 was passed and sent to the
Senate as .a substitute for Senate bill 138 that the Seru1.to
pigeonholed House bill 361 and reported out an entire new bill,
whleh was known as Senate bill 401.
·
l!'OLLOWIXG

:Ufl!I.IBEDS

OF MILITARY COMMITTEE VOLUK'l'EER OFFICERS.

The foll-o\ving members of the Military Committee of the Senate for the Thirty-seT"-en.th Congre: , first session, who had charge
of all the \\ar legislation in 1861, became Volunteer officers:
Henry Wilson, chairman, who raised and COllllllanded the
T"·enty-second Regiment of Massachusetts Volunteers, and Sena r Henry S. Lane, of Irnliunn, who served in the l\lexi.can War
a. Heutenant colonel of V()lunteers.
Se-nator Jacob Collmner, of Vermont, served in the War of
1812. He served in Congress from December 3, 1855, until his
den th, November 9, 1865.
- Hon. Francis P. Blair, jr., of :Missouri, was chairman of the
Hon ·e committee, and he serYed as a colonel in the Union Army ;
William A.. Rieharoson, nnotber member of the committee, was
captain in the l\Iexican Wa.r; and Gilman .Marst-on, of New
Hampshire, another member of the .committee, sen·-ed with distinction as colonel and brigadier general of Volunteers in the
Union Army.
·
ALL "T:FI.E FOLL<mll!I:"G '\'\ERE VOLUXTEEU Ol!'FICERS.

. The following data ·will be of interest as showing the nam~
of members of the l\1ilitary Committee of the Thirty-seventh

.
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Congress and Thirty-ninth Congress who .·nw sen-ice in the
Union Army:
Members of the House l\Iilitary Committee, Thirty-seYcnth
Congress, first session, who served in the war :
On page 396, Biographical Congressional Director~~. 17741903, states, in part, as follows :
Francis P. Blair, jr., of 1\llssouri, enlisted as a private in the regiment
of Col. Doniphan, serving through the Mexi<'..an War. lie was a Member
of tbt> following Congres es: Thirty-fifth, Thirty-sixth, Thirty-seventh,
and Thirty-eighth; also ser>ed in the Union Army as colonel.

On page 767 states, in part, as follows:
William A. Richardson, of Illinois, enlisted as captain in the Mexican
War and promoted to the rank of major. He was a Member of the
following Congresses : Thirtieth, Thirty-first, Thirty-second, Thirtythird, and Thirty-fourth.

On page 684 states, in part, as follows:
Gilman Marston, of New Hampshire, served with dlstinetlon In the
Union Army as colonel and brigadier general of Volunte<u·s. He was
a Member of the following Congresses : Thirty-sixth, Thirty-seventh,
and Thirty-ninth.

SEPTEl\IBER - 26,-

On page 634 states, in part, as follows:
John II. Ketcham entered the Union Army as colonel of the One
hundred and fiftieth New York Volunteers in October, 1862, and
appointed brigadier general by brevet, afterwards brigadier general. ·
serving until he resigned In March, 1865, and appointed major general
by brevet. He was a Memb~r of the following Congresses : Thirtyninth, Fortieth, Forty-first, Forty-second, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth. Fortyseventh, Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second,
])'ifty-fifth, Fifty-sixth, Fifty-seventh, Fifty-eighth.

On page 392 states, in part, as follows:
CALIFORNIA..

John Bidwell served in the War with Mexico, attaining the rank of
major. He was a Member of the following Congress: Thirty-ninth.

On page 457 states, in part, as follows:
KANSAS.

Siuney Clarke, captaln ancl assistant provost marshal general in the
War for the Suppression of the Rebellion. He was a Member of the
following Congresses: Thirty-ninth, Fortieth, and Forty-first.

On page 645 states, in part, as follpws:
WEST

VillGI~1A.

Members of the Military Committee in the Senate for the
George R. Latham serTell in the Union Army as cnptaln of Volun·
teers. He was a Member of the following Congress : Thirty-ninth.
Thirty-ninth Congress, first session, who served in the war:
On page 889 states, in part, as follows:
On page 874 states, in part, as follows:
Henry Wilson, Massachusetts, in 1861 raised and commanded for a
time the Twenty-second Regiment Massachusetts Volunteers. ills term
of service in the Senate from 1855 to 1873.

On page 643 states, in part, as follows:
Henry S. Lane, of Indiana, sen-ed in the Mexican War us lieutenant
colonel of Tolunteers. IIis term of service in the Senate from 1861
to 1867.

List of members of the House :Military Committee for the
Thirty-ninth Congress. first session, who served in the war :
On page 785, Biographical Congressional Directory, 1774-1903,
states, in part, as follows:
Robert C. Schenck, Ohio, entered the lJnion Army in 1861 as brigadier
general ; promoted to major general. He was a Member of the following Congresses: Tweni:y-eighth, Twenty-ninth, Thirtieth, Thirty-first,
Thirty-eighth, Thirty-ninth, Fortieth, and Forty-first.

On page 497 states, in part, as follows:
Henry C. Demin"'. Connecticut, entered the Union A.r my in 1861 as
colonel of the TweYfth Connecticut Volunteers. He was a Member of
the following Congresses : Thirty-eighth and Thirty-ninth.

On page 884 states, in part, as follows :
Gilman Marstron, of New Hampshire, served with distinction in the
Union Army as colonel and brigadier general of volunteers. He was a
Member of the following Congresses : Thirty-sixth, Thirty-seventh, and
Thirty-ninth.

On page 634 states, in part, as follows:
John H. Ketcham, New York, entered the Union Army as colonel of
the One hundred an~ fiftieth New York Volunteers in October, 1862,
and appointed brigadier general by brevet, afterwards"brigadier general.
sf:rving until he reslgned, in March, 1865, and appointed major general
by brevet- He was a Member of the following Congresses : Thirty-ninth,
Fortieth, Forty-first. Forty-second, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth. Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fiftyfifth, Fifty-sixth. Fifty-seventh, and Fifty-eighth.

These gentlemen being soldiers themselves can not be accused of being prejudiced against the" Volunteer" officers, and
yet the records show that none of these gentlemen ever introduced "a Volunteer officers' retirement bill," and none of these
gentlemen ever made a speech in favor of such a bill.
In addition the following list gi-ves names of the l\fembers of
the House and Senate for the Thirty-seventh and Thirty-ninth
CongrP.sses, who saw sen·ice in the Cinl War.

Kellian V. Whaley serred in the Union Army. lie was a Member or
the following Congresses : Thirty-seventh (from Virginia), Thirtyeighth, Thirty-ninth (from West Virginia).

On page 450 Etates, in part, as follows:
NEW MEXICO.

J. Francesco Chaves, major of the First Jliew Mexico Infantry in th~
Union Army; promoted to the rank of lieutenant- colonel. He was a
Member of the following Congresses: Thirty-ninth, Fortieth, and Fortyfirst.

A Volunteer officer, Gen. James A. Garfield, was, I understand,
chairman of the House Military A:trairs Committee for the
Fortieth Congress; another Volunteer officer was chairman of
the same committee for the Forty-first Congr~ss; Brig. Gen.
John Coburn was chairman in the Forty-second and Forty..
third Congresses; Gen. Henry B. Banning, a Volunteer officer,
was chairman of the committee in the Forty-fourth and Forty..
fifth Congresses.
The chairman of the committee in the Forty-sixth Congress
was not a Volunteer officer, but there were some distinguished
Volunteer officers on the committee--Gen. Edward S. Bragg and
Gen. Anson G. 1\IcCook.
These same gentlemen "·ere members of the committee in
the Forty-seventh Congres .
Another distinguished general, Gen. William S. Rosecrans,
was chairman of this committee in the Forty-eighth Congress.
Gen. Bragg was chairman of the committee in the Fortyninth Congress.
None of these gentlemen introduced a bill for the retirem.e nt
of Volunteer officers, and I fin<l no record of any of them advocating such a bill.
NONE OF THESE VOLUNTEER OFFICERS I::STRODt::CED A "RETIDEME.·T BILL.''.

I can not find a record where any of the above gentlemen
ever introduced a bill to provide for "retirement for Volunteer
officers," nor can I find where any .one of these gentlemen ever
made a speech in favor of such a b1ll.
FIRST BILL OXLY TOOK CARE OF DISABLED OFFICERS.

I find no bill to provide "retirement for Volunteer officers" was introduced until February 23, 1903, and even then It
MEMDERS OF TilE HOUSE OF l!EPl!ESENTATIVES, THIRTY-NI::STII CO:YGRESS,
was not introduced by anyone who saw service in the Civil
WHO TOOK PART IN THE CIVIL WAR.
war. Even then it only provided for officers who "lost an
On page 684. Biographical Congressional Dh·ectory, 1774-1903, eye a leg, a foot, an arm, or a hand," or " in the discharge of
states, in part, as follows:
his' duty was so disabled ns to make his disability " commenGilman Marstron, of New Hampshire, served with distinction in surate with the above.
the Union Army as colonel and brigadier general of Volunteers. He
BILL WAS INTilODUCED ., BY REQUEST."

was a member of the following Congresses : Thirty-sixth, Thirty-seventh
and Thirty-ninth
'

On page 375 state ·, in part, as follows:
MAS 1.1CIIUSETTii:l.

Nathaniel P. Danks in 1861 entered the Union Army as major general of Volunteers, and sen·ed throughout the war. He '"as a Member
of the following Congresses : Thirty-third, Thirty-fourth, Thirty-fifth
~'hirty-niLth, Fortieth, Forty-first, Forty-second, Forty-fourth, and
Fifty-first.

On page 497 state ·, in part, as follows:
CON:SECTICUT.

llenry C. Deming entered the Union Army in 1861 as colonel of the
T1Yelfth Connecticut Volunteers. He was a Member of the following
Congresses : Thirty-eighth and 'l'hirty-nlnth.

On page 835 states, in part, as follows:

Eyen then the introducer of the bill stated that he did it,
and so marked on the bill, "by request."
VEUY MODEST BILL FOR ~~ g;T~~M:~~Lo:xo;~RTAI~ Oll'l!"ICERS OF Til»

This very modest bill reads as follows :
Be it enacted, eto., That any person who ser>ed as an officer ot

Volunteers in the Army or Navy of the United States during the War
of the Rebellion and who, in the line of his duty during his service as
such officer of Volunteers, lost an eye, a leg, a foot, an arm, or a
hand or In the discharge of his duty was so disabled as to make his
disability commensurate with that of the loss of a leg, a foot an arml
or a hand shall, upon application to the Secretary of War, 1oe placea
on the retired list of the Army with. the rank which be held at the
time when be Incurred the disability, lD the same manner as provided
tor the retirement of officers of the Regular Army.

This very modest bill was not reported out of the committee.
In January, 1904, there was introduced a bill in the Senate
Nelson Taylor, captain in the First New York Volunteers in the Mexi- for recognition of noncommissioned officers and enlisted men
can War, 1846-1848. He was a Member of the following Congress:
Thirty-ninth. Also scn-ed in the Union Army, an.d attained the rank of the United States Volunteers as commissioned officers in
of brigadier general.
. certain State military organizations, but it provided "that no
NEW YOilK,
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person should receive any pay, pension, or bounty by reason of
the pas age of this act."
The bill reads as follows :
For the recOgnition of the mllitnry service ·of noncommissionE'd oqicers
and enlisted m en of the United States Volunteers as commlsSioned
officers in certain State military orga~izations.
Be it etwctea, etc., That all noncommi sioned officers and enlisted
men honora bly discharged from the service of the United States who
were actually en~aged in the Civil War not less than three months. a.nd
thereafter commissioned c..'lptain or lieutenant in any State mi-litary
organization the muster-out rolls of which are on file in the Wal' Department at Washington, D. C., and who rendered actual military
service as such officers not less than 30 days under the general _command of officers of the United tates in connection with the regularly
organiz€d military forces of the United States, under any call by ~he
President or any call by a goyernor of .any of the United States dunng
the Civil War, whose errices were accepted by the President or .s.ecretary of War, shall be held and considered to have been 1!1 the m1ht~ry
service of the United States nfl commissioned officers dunng the pe1·10d
they were in actual service, and be i hereby authorized and directed to
place such officers upon the United States register of Volunteers and
is ue certificates of dl!'tchurge, upon the application and sa~sfactory
proof of identity, to all such honorably discharged officers, giving the
recorded service by them renilered: Pro·L'idea, That no per on hall
receive any pay, pension, bounty, or other allowances by reason of the
pa sage of this act.
Next bill only took care of " major generals and brigadier
generals."
WHAT IS THE LINE Oll' DE::UARCATIOX?

In a hearing on this bill on December 13, 1906, when a member of the committee asked Gen. S. L. Glasgow the question.
"Wbat is that line of demarcation?"
Gen. GLASGOW. The 'grade included in this bill is that of brevet
brigadier general.
The CHAIRMAN. Major generals and brevet brigadier g erals usually
rank a colonel. These are cared for now. Why not include lieutenant
colonels, majors, captains, and first and second lieutenants!
.
Gen. GLASGOW. The honorable ch.airman of this committee addressed
me a letter as to this inquiry, and as your time is all taken up I wish
to bring a few facts briefly to your attention, and I will ask your
courtesy to read one paragraph in the letter addre sed to Mr. Bull
refert·ing to this particular question. The whole letter treats of the
subject, but I wlll read this one paragraph because it sums up the
matter. This is a letter fi·om me to Mr. Bull, of date of February 16,
1906, in answer to a reque t made by him to know why the bill apparently discl'iminated again t the junior grades of Volunteer officers.
The paragraph is as follows :
GEN. GLASGOW SAYS IT IS "01\"'E Oi' EXPEDIENCY."

There is and should be no objection among comrades to the principle of this bill. All grades are entitled to recognition. The question is one merely of expediency. If Congress at this time will pas a
blli including all grades no one would give the same more hearty approval than the beneficiaries of this bill. If, however, such a bill
would not be entertained at this time there can be no valid objection
to the enactment of this bill, within the limits defined, for the reason
that most of the beoneficlartes of this bill are more than 70 years of
age, the average age being 74. Those who have not attained the age
of 70 years would not receive the benefits of the bill until they shall
arrive at that age. T1.e officE-rs of junior grades are a.s an average
from 7 to 10 years youn~r than the average age of the beneficiaries
of the bill in question. ·1:he beneficiaries of the bill in question who
have passed the age of 70 years should have the benefit of the bill
without delay; and, further, the enactment of this bill would establish
n precedent that would render easy future legislation for the benefit
of all grades at or prior to the time that the beneficiarie would arrive
at the allotted age. Th('re is no quPstion as to the equitable principle that all officers should be included in the retired Us!. The
means to arrive at that end in the most speedy manner posSible are
now to be considered. If it should be imposs1ble to enact a bill at this
time including all grades, and the proposed bill should be defeated for
the reason that it does not include all grades, no one will receive any
benefit, no legislation in th.at r~pect accomplished, and the result will
be no recognition by Congress of the service_given.
This is the position that the proposed beneficiaries of this bill take
tn regard to that. The whole matter rests with Congress. This bill
In · no way exhausts the subject but leaves open the question of the
reco"'nition of junior grades; but the beneficiaries whose ages are
from"' 70 to 90, respectfully ask recognition now.
COLONELS, CAPTAINS, AND LIEUTEXANTS FORGOTTEN (?).

The next time this bill bobs up (Dec. 18, 1905) .to provide for
"a Volunteer retired list," as a careful reading of the bill will
show. it only provides for "each surviving major general and
brigadier general of Volunteers" and "each surviving colonel
of the Volunteer regiment." The full bill reads as follows:
To create in the War Department a special roll to be known as the
Volunteer retired llst, to authorize placing thereon with pay certain
surviving officers of the United States Volunteer Army of the Civil
War, ami for other · purposes.
·
Be 1t enactea., etc., That there shall be, and Is hereby, created 1n the
War Department a special roll to be knuwn as the Volunteer retired
llst for certain surviving officers of the United States Volunteer Army
()f the CivU War.
·
SEC. 2. That upon written application to the S-ecretary of War, and
subj ect to the conditions and requirements hereinafter contain£-d, there
sbalJ be entered on said list the name of t>acb surviving majo1· 1-{eneral
and brigadier general of Volunteers in said Army, and each surviving
colonel of a Volunteer reglm~nt therein who was at any time aPpoint<'d and commissioned by the · President by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, as brigadier gene1·a11 of Volunteers by brevet on
neco,Dnt of services rendered in said Army. Suah entry on said Volunteer retired list shall be subject to the following conditions and reqnirements, namely : Eacb person so entered shall bave served 3J! an
officer or an enlisted man not less than two and one-balf -yE'ars in
said Volunteer Army between April 15, 1861, and July 15, 1865, at

I08I!t

least one year of which service shall have been in the field with troops;
he shall have been honorably discharged from said service apd shall have reached the age of 70 years ; be shall not belong to the Regular
Army and shall not have been retll·ed; said application to be accompanied with proof of ' the Identity of the applicant, and both the application and proof to be under oath.
li'LAJOR GEL'mRALS WILLING TO TAKE IN THE OTHERS.

Evidently the major generals, brigadier generals, and colonels
believed that they could not get throngh their le.g islation unless
they took in the captains, first lieutenants, and second lieu..-tenants. ·we find the next bill broad enough to take in all
commissioned officers.
BIIJL BECOMES BROADER STILL.

This bill was introduced on December 9, 1907, and reads as
follows:
To create 1n the War Department a roll to be lrnown as the Volunteer
retired list, to authorize placing thereon with retired pay certain surviving officers of the United States Volunteer Army of tht> Civil
War, and for other purposes.
·
B e it enacted. etc., That upon written application to the SP.cretary
of War. anrl subjeet to the conditions anfl req uiremE-nt hereinafter
contajned, the name of each surviving officer of Volnnteers in the
T'n;tP•l RtatP" Vohmt~>Pr . rm:v of thp Civil War !':hall be Pnterffi on a
roll to be known as the Volunteer retired list. Each pe1·son so entered
shall hnve served with credit as an officer or ·an t>nlistPd man net less
than one year in the field with troop in said Volunt<'f'r Army between
April 15. 1861, and July 15, 1865; he shall have been honorably d ischnrged from said service ; he shall not hnve b<'Pn retired: said application to be accompanied with proof of the identity of the applicant.
and both the application and proof to be under oath : Prov i ded. That an
officer who resigned o1· was discharged from said sPrvice because ot
wounds receiv<'d in battle, if otherwise qualified, shall be entitled to
retirement wUhout reference to the length of his service in said
Volunteer Army.
BILL A LITTLE BROADER STILL.

On February 7, 1D08, first session Sixtieth Congress, there
was a bill introduced in the House the title of which reads as
follows:
A bill to create in th, War Department a roll to be known as the
Volunteer retired list. to authorize placing thereon. with retired pay,
C'ertain surviving officers and enli ted men of ._he United States Army.
Navy, and marines of the Civil Wnr, and for other purposes.
This bill was kn<r,vn as H. R. 16645, ~nd was introduced by
Mr. Bradley, of Kentucky. The bill rends as folfows:
Rr it enartea, etc., That upon -written application to the Secretary
of War, and subject to the conditions and requ1rPment herPinafter
contained, the name of each surviving officer anti enlisted man of Volunteers in the United States Volunteer Army of the Civil War shall be
entered on a roll to be kno" n as the Volunteer retired list. Each
person so entered shall have served with creilit as an officer or an
"nll"t"'o mnn not IN'S than 18 months in the field with troops in said
Volunteer Army between April 15, 1861. and July 15. 1865: he shall
have been honorably discharged from said service; be shall not belong
to the Rel!lllar Army, and shall not have bPcn retired, buf shall be
eligible if he served iD the Regular Army with credit as an officer or
enlisted man not less than 18 months in the field with troops in said
Volunrt>er Army bf'hvPen April 15, 1861, and July 15, 1865, has bePn
honorably discharg<'d from said service and has not been retired ; said
appllcation to be acrompanied with proof of the identity of the applicant, and both application and pmof to be under oath : Provided, That
an officer or enlisted man who resignffi or wa~ discharged from said
service because of wonnrls reeeiv<'d iD battle, if othPrwlse qualified.
shall be entitled to retiremE-nt without reference to the length of his
service iD said VolUI)teer Army.
THIS BILL TOO BROAD FOR

PROPO!\"'E...~TS

OF THIS LEGISLATION.

A<,; this bill provided for retirement of enlisted men as well as
Volunteer officers, it does not seem to have been very well received by the "Volunteer officer ."
In his report on a similar bill The Adjutant General, under
date of January 27. 1907, states as follows:
That tberP w<'re app-roximately 125,000 commissioned officers in service in the Volunteer Army during the Clvil WarAnd thatit cloPs not SPf'ID unreasonable to assume that about 25 per ePnt of the
Volunteer commissioned officers of the Army, or about 31,250, will be
"Urviving Junt-' :iO. 1908. That of these 18,750 would have served 18
months and tberPfore be eligible under the term of H. R. 6288 as
:~men!lPd ; and that the cost ot the bill, less the pensions, will exceed
$13.000,000.

Gen. Raum, in a letter written to the chairman of the :Military
Committee, on April 9, 1908. sta-ted that he thought there were
only 8,000 officers instead of 31,250, as stated by- The Adjutant
General.
GEN. HULL ALSO A "VOLUNTEER ·oFFICER.

The chairman of the Military Committee at that time was Ron.
J. A. T. Hull, and while he was a Volunteer officer I have been
able to find no record where he ever introduced or advocated any
Volunteer officers' retirement biJl.
From the Biographical Congressional Directory, 1774-1903,
I find the following:
That Chairman J. A. T. Hull enlisted in the Twenty-third Iowa Infantry July, 18132; first liPutenant and captain; waunded iD the chargo
on ent'renchments at Black River May 17, 1863; resigned on account of ·
wounds October, 1863; wA.s also 1\lember of the Fifty-second to Fiftyeighth Congresses, inclusive.
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PRESilXT BILL BROAD ENOUGH FOR ALL-EXCEPT PniY.lTES
UISSIOXED OFFICERS.

A~D

KOXCO:ll-

. A bill intro<luced in the Fifty-first Congress, second session, is
broad enough to take care of " each survh·ing officer of the
Volunteers who served as an officer in the Arm~·. Navy, or Marine Corps of the United States in the Ci'ril W'ar." · .
At that time the Committee on Military Affairs reported, in
part, as follows :
The number of stuviving officers January 1, 1910, being officially estimated as 21,995, and the cost of said bill for the first year as $14,540,056.
.
· The estimate of surviving officer for the year 1918 is 9,196,

aml the cost

$6,266,3~7.

OVER

11,000

OFFICERS OF THE

ARMY

ALOXE.

· In a letter to me, under date of April 19, 1917, The Aujnt:mt
General wrote as follows:
Ron. W.

FllANK

JAMES,

House of Representatit:es:
· According to the estimate of the War Departmen_!, the probab~e

number of surviving volunteer officers for the year 1911 who serred lD
the Army within the period of the Civil War is 11,832.
, This office has no data upon which to base any estimate of the probable number of Volunteer officers, Nn>y and Marine, that served within
the period of the Civil War who are now living but it is probable .that
if information concerning these officers can be obtained in any place, it
is obtainable only .from the Navy Department.
II. P. McCAIX,
The Adjuta.11t General.

TilEY li'OUGET TO QGOTE ALL OF SECTIOK 5.

Tlw proponents of this piece of legislation claim that section 5
of the act of l\Iay 25, 1861, approved July 22, 1861, is a "sacred
promise to place them on the retired list the same as Regular
officers," because they claim the section reads.as follows:
SEC. 5. And be it further enacted, That the officers, noncommisioned
officers, and privates, organized as above set forth, shall in all respects
be· placed on the footing, as to pay and allowances, of similar corps of
the Regular Army.
WORDI::-i'G OF. SiliiiLAU SECTIOK IN 1898.

As I have stated previously, they neglected-intentionally, I
presume--to print the entire section.
. General Orders, No. 30, Washington, April 30, 1898, reads in
part, as follows :
.
. SEC. 12. That all officers and enlisted men of the Volunteer Army,
and of thP militia of the States when in the service of the United States~
shall be in aU respects on the same footing as to pay, allowances, and
pensions as that of officers and enlisted men of corresponding grades in
the Regular Army.

· I do not believe that you can find any man who saw service in
the Volunteer force in 1898 to claim that that means that Volunteer officers .or enlisted men who were mustered out of the Army
in 1898 and went back to civil life are entitled to the same retirement allowances as men who stayed in the service.
WORDING OF SECTION ORDERING UEN TO MEXICAN BORDER 1::-1'

1!>16.

Part of section 111 of Bulletin No. 16, Washington, June 21,
·
,
1916, reads as follows :
Officers and enlisted men in the service of the- United States under
the terms of this section shall have the same fay and hllowance as
officers and enlisted men of the Regular Army o the same grades and
the same prior service.

WOllDIXG OF SBIIL.\R SI:CTION FOrt

SEPTEl\IBERQ6
'
. ,
:UE:S:IC~::-1'

'\\AU.

Act approyed l\Iar 13, 1846 :
SEc. !>. A11d be it tm·theJ' enacted, That whenever the militia or
volunteers are called and received into the service of the United States
undet• the pro>isions of this act, they shall have the same organizations
of the Army of the United States, and shall have the same pay and
allowances.
.
•
·
COXGm:SS::U.i~ G.lllDXEll, .A. \"OLUXTEER OFFICEll, IN SrEECII OX rEXSIOX
FOR GE::-1'. SICKLES.
In discussing a. bill for the benefit of Maj. Gen. Daniel E. Sickle .
Ge_n. Washington Gardner, at that time Congressman from Michigan,
Said, in part, on page 4728, COXGRESSIOXAL HECOR0 July 15, 1910, as
follows:
.
.
· "The soltlier who carried his musket, who drew his $13 a month, and
on the battle line left an arm or a leg as the result of his heroic conduct endures quitt.> as much pain as the major general back yonder
on his horse who, by a chance shot, suffered in like way tho mutilation
of the body. Agaill, sitting just beyond the corner of the Speaker's
desk, there is a man whose brother commanded a brig-ade in SicklPs's
corps at the Peach Orchard. Four times was Gen. By1·on R. Pierce
wounded upon the battle field. Sent by Grant to len.d his men in a
desperate charge, he was brought back 30 minutes later badly wounded,
when Grant, by authority previously conferred by Abraham Lineoln,
conferred upon the gallant officer the star of a brigadier J:eneral. That
man has suffered all these years from his sevPral wounds, and to-day
gets $30 a month pension. I know him personally and well. It is not
right, it is not just, that G~n. Sickles shoul•l receive $687.50 per month,
as this bill would gi're him, and his equally heroic subordinate general
receive but $30."
·
1

PATRIOTIS:U OGGHT TO DE ABOYE THE SUSPICI0::-1' OF FILTIIY LUCRE.
A little further ·on, on the same page, be says, In part, as follows:
"We have to pay something, gentlemen, for being soldiers; wE' bav~
to pay something for being shot; we have to pay something for human
suffering; it is the price of patriotism in war, and his wounds is
the glory of the veteran soldier in peace; but our country, whether
in war or peace, will make a mistake if it ever puts a commercial value
upon patriotism. Like Ca!sar's wife, patriotism ought to be above
the suspicion of filthy lucre." - [Lou~ applause.l

As I said at the beginning, the evidt:•nce will show that there
ne>er was a " sacred promise" of either President Lincoln or
Congress.
There is no truth in any of the contentions of the author or
this self-appointed committee to nu-ther the interests of the
legislation, and the bill ought not to pass. [Applause.]
. 1\Ir. JAl\IES. 1\Ir. Chairman, I yield back the remainder of
my time.
Mr. SIMS. 'l\Ir. Chairman, how much does Ute gentleman yielu
back?
The CHAIRMAN. T\vo minutes.
1\Ir. SIMS. How much time has the gentleman from \\i consin used now?
The CHAIR1\1Al'. The gentleman has 77 minutes remaining.
l\1r. ESCH. . I desire to yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
New York [1\!r. SNELL].
1\Ir. s:.NELL. Mr. Chairman, in speaking earlier thls afternoon I said one of my objections to thi bill was the fact it ilitl
not confine the President to any special area in the United State~,
and that it was not absolutely necessary that these plants must
be in connection with or near to a plant that was manufactm··
ing war material. The chairman said it was limited to n restricted area, so to speak, and they must be in connection with
plants or localities manufacturing wat· material. I want to cnll
the attention of the committee to section 2 of the bill:

I do not believe that any man in Congress to-day who _voted
for this bill in 1916 will state that he intended that officers who
That the President is hereby authorized and empowered within the
·
left the service of the United ·states and went back to civil life limits of appropriations herein or hereafter made-were to receive the same "retirement pay" as men who stayed
To construct at any place or places within the boundaries
in the service.
of the United States such power plant or power plants as he
WORDIXG OF << SELECTIVE-DRAFT IliLL.'
may deem necessary.
H. R. 3545, introduced on April 19, 1917-kn<?wn as the selecNow, to me, as I understanu the language, tllere i nothing
tive-draft bill-by l\Ir. DENT, chairman of the Military C-om- there that restricts him with regard to manufacture of war
mittee, entitled "A bill to authorize the President" to increase material or to localities where war material is manufactured.
temporarily the Military Establishment of the United States," We ha>e the statement of the chairman of the committee that
reads, in part, as follows:
those restrictions are understood, but when this is once pas~ell
SEC !>. Tba t all officers and enlisted men of the forces herein pro- by House and Senate and becomes the real law of the land
vided 'tor, other than the Regular Army, shall be in all respects on the any statement made by the Chair at thi time woul<l hn>c
same footing a.s to pay, allowances, and pensions as officers and enllsted
men of corresponding grades and length of service in the Regular Army. nothing to do with the question. In my judgment, tllis section 2,
I do not believe that any man in Congress to-day who voted. paragraph 1, gives the President of the United States the power
for this bill in 1917 will state that he intended that officers who to constniCt anywhere within the boundaries of the United
left the service of the United States and went back to civil life States as he may see fit. Now, in paragraph 2 of section 2 it
were to receive the same "retirement pay" as men who stayed gives him power, for the purpose of increasing t.l1c capacity or
the productiYity of any private power plant within the bound1n the service.
aries of the United States, to commandeer. Now, I would like to
WORDING OF SllliLAR SECTION IX 1812.
have the chairman of the committee tell me where the language
. Act npproved July 6, 1812 ~
is in the bill tllat absolutely restricts him in the location ot:
SEC. 2. And be £t further enacted, That the President be, and he is
hereby, authorized to form the corps of Volunteers Into battalions, these plants or m commanrleering them.
squadrons, brigades, and divisions, and to appoint thereto, by and with
· Mr. SIMS. There is nothing in the bill restricting it geo·
the consent of the Senate, general, field, and staff. officers, conformably graphically.
with tht> Military Establishments of the United States, . and who . shall
· l\Ir. SNELL. That 'is the reason I brought it up. I feel tl)at
be t-ntitled to the pay and emoluments of a similar grade in the Army
of the United States.
·
there should be something of the kind written in the bilL
1

l918.
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1\lr. SIMS. It should not be geographical.
Mr. SNELL. I do not mean necessarily geographical, but to
do this work and spend this · money it must . be som·e where
where they need the power for increasing the production of
\Var materials.
Mr. SIMS. Certainly. That is the object and purpose of it.
1\lr. SNELL. But it does not say so in the bill. He can
do it anywhere in the United States. He can take over a power
plaut whether it is connected with one of these war-material
plants or not.
Mr. SH1S. I take it that he would not do it where it was not
needed.
Mr. SKELL. It should be written into the law as to just
what we intencl to lla\e done.
Mr. SIMS. I thought the gentleman was going to offer an
amendment when we get to that stage. I do not know what it
mar be, but if it seems to be a necessary and proper amendment I will not oppose it.
Mr. SNELL. I intend to, as there is nothing in the bill that
re tricts along the Une I suggested.
1\fr. SIMS. I could not imagine ·or conceive of the possibility
of tile present President or any other President ever making
under this bill the kind of development the gentleman seems
to contemplate.
Mr. SNELL. What I asked was if there was anything in the
bill, and I understood you to state it was restricted in the bill.
In tnking up the question of time, you say it was limited as to
time. I maintain that section 8, which says.J

That the President may retain an~: property and operate any plants,
transmission lines, structures, facilities, or appliances constructed or
acquired under the provisions of this act for such time as he may deem
nece sary or advisable for the purpose of selling or otherwise disposing
thereof-

is nb ·olutely opposed to the provisions in the other part of the

bill, which say that it must be done within five years.
1\Ir. SIMS. Does not the gentleman know that as a matter of
1Jargaining and trying to get the best you can in selling or otherwise disposing of it perhaps he may be aided and assisted in
~uilding units of existing power plants? Now, the only probable purchaser, when the Government must dispose of it in five
years, may sit there and not make any terms at all and reach
a time when the President would have no power to deal at all.
1\Ir. SNELL. Do you not think that fiye years would be a reasonable time in which to make disposition of it?
l\Ir. SIMS. I do. I do not think what you have in mind will
take place.
l\fr. SNELL. Why do you say five years in one place and in
another place make the time unlimited?
Mr. SIMS. It gives five years for the purpose of disposing
of it-selling or otherwise disposing of the plant. Now, that is
the purpose of it. The time as giyen must be liYed up to in good
faith. But suppose, now, the-l\Ir. SNELL. What was the object of putting in five years
when you say in the next section thnt he can ha\e all the time
he wants?
· 1\Ir. SIMS. ''e do not ·ay that. It is only for tile purpose of
·
disposing of it.
Mr. SNELL. Disposing of it is all there is, anyway.
1\lr. SIMS. After the wBr is over.
1\lr. Sl'."<ELL. That is all there is to it-the question of disposing of these plants. In one place you say it must terminate
in fi\e year ·, and in section 8 you say that he can take any
length of time he think· is necessary.
Mr. SIMS. Oh, no.
· l\Ir. SNELL. Is not that the actual language of your bill?
1\fr. SillS. They could not operate it beyond that period.
And how could it hurt? It would not be in competition with
anyuody.
1\Ir. Sl\~LL. I can not understand what you mean, and I
\'youlcl like to have you explain why you say in one place he
can have fiye years, and that that is the time, and then in the
next section you say he can have all the time that is necessary.
. l\1r. SIMS. I will not confess that the bi~l needs an amend,ment; but when the amendment time comes the gentleman can
offer one.
1\lr. S'XELL. The gentleman certainly can not saj· tllat he
has explained what those two sections mean and has answered
my questions.
1\Ir. SIMS. 1\lt'. Chairman, I will ask the gentleman from
Wi cousin if I shall yield some time now?
1\Ir. ESCH. Yes.
Mr. SilUS. I yield 2(} minutes. to tile gentleman from Pennsylnmia [1\Ir. DE~ALT], a member of lhe committee.
_
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· 1\Ir. DEWALT. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the com·
am very sorry that the. membership of this committee
IS not more largely represented at this time, not that I would
desire them to hear the sound of my voice, nor even because I
believe that my opinions would carry any weight on this subject.
But the importance of this bill is so great, and the questions in·
volved in it are so momentous, that I truly believe there should
be a larger attendance of this committee in order that it might
be informed of the pro-risions of this bill.
.
Mr. LONGWORTH. I think the gentleman's position is -rery
pertinent, and I would be very glad if there should be more
Members present. There are 13 gentlemen present now, but one
of them is a former Member. If the gentleman thinks that
makes n large audience I will not make the point.
Mr. DEW ALT. I believe I can talk a great ueal better when
I ha\e only one as an audience, but the importance of the bill
is of such a character that I truly think we are not performing
our entire duty by absenting oursel\es on an occasion of this
kind.
1\Ir. SLO.A.J..~. Will tile gentleman yield?
1\Ir. DEWALT. Certainly.
\
Mr. SLOA...~. I notice that the gentleman said he could speak
much better where only one was present. I know he is young
and unattached, ana while he may have enjoyed talking to one
he bas not done so effectively up to this time.
·
1\lr. DE"WALT. No; but I am still 3eeking for that audience of
one.
Now, the general scope of this bill is quite definite, although it
is large. The general scope and purpose of it is to increase the
electrical and mechanical power in the country.
.
In order that scope and purpose may be accomplished, certain
things are provided for in the bill, and in order that those provisions may be strictly defined, certain tei·ms are employed in
the bill which are clearly and exclusi\ely defined as to their
meaning. In order, then, that one may get a comprehensive.
-riew of what the bill really means, the committee should be informed as to what the terms of the bill actually mean by their
definition.
·
Now, a power plant, according to the terms of the bill, is a
place where any power, either electrical or mechanical, may be
generated. Then when we speak of-the word" operator" in the .
bill we not only inc1ude the actual operator of the plant, but we
speak of the owner or the lessee or the manager of the plant, because all those terms are included under the general term
"operator."
Then there is a \ery potential term used in the bill, and that
is the word" acquire," because the President under the terms of
this bill is given the right to acquire property, priYate property,
public-utility property, private property of the nature of plants
used for the generation of electric power; the power to acquire
land, if you please, in order that he may use it in the establisliment of these \arious plant·. And therefore it is clearly necessary for the understanding of· this bill that the meaning of the
word" acquire" shoulu be a ·certained, and this word" acquire"
means that the President has the right to tal{e by condemnation;
that he has the right to take by purchase; that he has the right
to obtain by lease; and that he has the right to take the absolute title of the property which he deems necessary to the accomplishment of the purpo ··es of this bill.
So that, whilst this bill is undei· consideration, it seems to me
that it is worthy of the serious thought of the membership of
the committee as to whether or not some of the ~uggestions that
ltave come to the minds of others might riot at least be enforced
by proper amendments.
Kow, the term "within the United · States," which was just
referred to a few moments ago by one of the gentlemen who were
criticizing the provisions of the bill, means any territory withln
the United States, under thf: jtu-isdiction of the United States,
so that the bill is all-embracing so far as geographical terms
are considered.
And then the lin1it of tim~ is also to be ·considered, aud thut
was just referred to a few moments ago. The limit of time
here, as to the general purposes of the bill, is six months after
the proclamation of peace and the affil:mation thereof is obtained, to wit, six months after the legal termination of the
war; and then the other limitation of time is after five yea.r s to
do certain things, to wit, the disposing of certain ~rticles which
are taken either by_ condemnation or lease; not so far, however
as disposing of plants which are solely and strictly erected b~:
the Go"\<ernment itself. There the limitation is extendeu. In
fact, there is no limitation except the one general limitation
that the President shall have time for .disposing ~f them, either
by sale or otherwise, as the best interests of the Gov-ernment
may be determined.
~ittee, I
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Now r after laying out these ideas in regard . to the bill, ~d ' now it Is clear that the five years' limitation applies to that
the scope of the }}ill and the· purpose o:f! the bill, the next questwn matter in regard to private plants and installations and of the
:Wgically will be,.. How 1s th.is tn be accomplished? In other things in private plants and the talting over the establishment
words, when yon have an ailmaJ4 when yon recognize the ~ or the sale- and the leasing ot such plant which are in: part
then the logical thing .to next determine is what Is the remedy. controlled by the Government. But if the gentleman rrom Ohto
:ur. ANDERSON. lli~ Ghuirrnan, may I ask the gentleman a · will notice, section 8 has a difi'erent purpos~t the Presi·
qu tion right there?
dent "may retain any :vroperty and operate any plant, transMr. DEWALT: Certainly.
mi sion lines, structures, facilities, or appliances, constructions
1\lr. Al""fDERSON. I have read the testimony before the com- cal'Tied on under the provisions of this act, fOT such time
mittee as diligently a I coold, and I want to ask the gentleman as he may deem necessary or advisable for the pm:pose of sellwhether there was ::tny testimony produced before the commit- ing or otherwise disposing thereof."
tee indicating whether this bill was to be administered by a
Now, what plants or transmission lines are these? They ar
power administrator or by a corporation or how? Did the ad- those that he has constructed or acquired under the provisions
ministration anticipate: it in any wayl
of this act, not those in which the title or the operation thereof
lUr. DEWALT. The poweT is all lodged in the President of remains in the original owners or operators, not those in which
the United States and such agents and employees as he himself he has advanced money and taken security therefor by mortmay determine and that woul-d constitute the administrative gage or othetrWise, but those which he has actually taken over,.
function o:t the' bill..
which become, ipso facto, by such taking over, the property ot
lUr. ANDERSON. So that the question of the agency to ad- the Governm€llt itself.
minister this bill is entirely open and entirely within the dls~
Section 8, therefore, without limitation applies- only t{) that
cretion of the President?
class of property, and 1 think properly so-. In other words, the
Mr. DEWALT. So I would say, sir, from the tenor of the Government having become the actual owner of the structure,
bilL
the actual owner of all property in the structures and appliances
Now, n.s I was about to say, before ooing properly interrupted appurtenant thereto, must have time to dispose of the same,
by my friend from Minnesota, how are these purposes to be and the limitation in section 8 is expressed b-y the purpose of
accomplished'( According to the provisions of this bill the first the section.
thing that the President is given the power to do is to construct
What limitation is tha.t'l The limitation that he shall hold it
plants. In other words, the app1·opriation of $175,000,000, which for one purpose and one. purpose only, and that purpose is sellthis bill carries, would give him money enough, initially, to con- ing and disposing thereof. In other words, the limitation is
sh·uct a plant. He might buy the lands upon. whieh the plant is not expressed in definite terms of years and months, but in
to- be constructed. He can buy all the necessary appliances, legal phraseology it is determined by the purpose incorporated
rna.chinery, and SO' forth~ to construct this plant. The next thing in the section itself, to wit, such time as may be reasonable for
he can d-o, according to the proVision-s of this bill, is that he the disposition of property, either by sale or otherwi e.
may install in private plants such machinery and appliances
Mr-. LONGWORTH. I think the gentleman' explanation is
as are neces ary for the purpuses of creating and generating entirely clear as far a the plant constructed by the Governthis electrical p~wer.
ment it elf is concerned, but when you include with that these
l\1r. ESCH rose.
applfan€es it seems to me that they are covered by section 5, and
1
'Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the gentleman a that there is a distinction.
question right there-?
Mr. DEWALT. I admit in all fairiLe s that the critici m on
lU:r. D!J,'WA.LT. I will yield fust to my colleague on th€ com- that portion of the bill is not only one which should have the
mittee [ME. Esc:a:J.
serious thought of the commftteer but one that agitated the
Mr. ESCH. In referenee to who would control, even if a minds of several members of the committee that have far larger
corporation is created under the act and provided by the act, it experience than I have in these matters. I need not refer by
is likely that the party designated by the President to- manage name to the gentlemen on the· committee, but there was that
all the other powers would also be designated as the one to man- question always arising· in the minds of several gentlemen
a-ge the· cor_poration.
whether there should not be in this very section a limitation in
Mr. DEW'ALT. Certainly~ While the power is given: under terms definitely fixed by tenure: of years and months.
the bill to €reate a corporation, and while the power is given
l\Ir. ESCH. Will the gentleman yield?
in the bill to buy the stock of an existing corporation, engaged
Mr. DEW ALT. Certainly.
within the contemplation of this bill, the bill also provides
:M r. ESCH. I think there were a number of members of the
specifically that the Government must be the maj-ority owner of committee that had that doubt, but I think there was no doubt
such stock, so that always the control of the enterprise would be on this proposition that if the Government u ed money to install
in the hands and in the power of the Govel'nment.
electric equipment or construct dams, in that in tance the GovNow~ not only is this power- given t~ install in private plants ernment ought not to be compelled to dispose of the property
the necessary muniments for the construction and generation within five years, and perhaps no time; that the Govern~nt
of this power, but-might primarily retain it.
1 Mr. ANDERSON.
Right there I would like to ask the genl\Ir. LONGWORTH. It is not contemplated under this bill to
tlen:an whether he construes that section of the bill to which build dams at all.
he has just referred to warrant the Government in installing
1\fr. DEWALT. No; I am frank to say that the testimony of
these· appliances and equipment without the consent of the those interested in the prosecution of this work and the framing
owner?
of the bill was to the effect that it would take too long to
i l\1r. DEWALT. Oh, yes; there is no doubt about that. There build dams. Nevertheless, as the gentleman from Wisconsin
is no doubt about that, because that follows as naturally as the says, there are and will be occasions where the Government
flow of water downstream. When you give the President of the in the transaction of work will construct d:uns n.nd spend money
United States ample power to commandeer, the· power to take, in this way. But the primary idea is that wb.ere the Govern·
to acquire the title. of course, once having that, be has the· power ment itself has, either by the act of condemn11t10n or purchase,
to install and improve as much as he pleases without the con~ acquired. the title. where it is engaged in official construction of
sent of the owner. But always there is the right of com- work itself, Congress ought not to say to the President of the
pensation.
United States, "You must sell that property within five years
Mr. LONGWORTH. Will the gentleman yield?
whether the bargain be good, bad, 9r indifferent."
Mr. DEWALT. Yes.
Mr. SNOOK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LONGWORTH. I observe that there is a limitation
!lfr. DEWALT. Yes.
placed on that power for five years.
1\Ir. SNOOK. It ha.s occurred to me sirce the bill was reMr. DEW ALT. Yes.
ported, in reference to paragraph 1, section 2, page 4, of the bill,
~ l\Ir. LONGWORTH. And then in section 8 theree is no- Hmi- the paragraph that the gentlemn.n dis<·usset..l, providing for the
tation whatever when the President bas acquired the same purchase of a power plant, that it carries no limitation.
property. Does the ge...1tleman distinguish between those?
Mr. DEWALT. I will come to that in a moment. The third
1\lr. DEWALT. I do. The distinction in my mind is this power given under the provisions of this bill in order that it
an<l I am frank to say that it is one that gave me considerabl; may be _operative is that the Government has tbe right to adtrouble in the committe . I am very hanest in saying that I vance mon:ey to the operators of these plants. And the operator.
believe· that section 8 wa opening the door pretty wide,. or~ at of these plants includes not only the general IJ.lUnager thereof
least, sett:i.ng it upon its binges for opening, for public or' gov:~ but include;s ~e ac.tual owner thereof, .the le ee, or party who
ernmenta.l &Wnef'Ship of these utilities. I conld not quite con-. is ac~ally running the concern. The Government. . therefore,.
sistently make up my mind why in one place five yea_rs~ Hmita.- in order that this war may be pres~uted, and in order that
tiori. wa~ placed upon it nnd no limitation in ti?-e other. Bu~ t.h;is emerg~?CY rna~ be met, has tb~ right tQ make advances of
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money to the owners or the operators of these plants, taking
as security therefor a first lien upon all the property; and ill
the contract for the giving of such money the blll states and
provides that such security must be obtained; and further, that
if default is made in the prompt payment either of the interest
or the principal, that the property immediately upon such failure
reverts to the Government again and becomes the property of
the Government either for the leasing or for occupancy or fo!'
use and without any rental to be paid to the original owner.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
1\Ir. DEW ALT. I shall have to ask, by reason of these interruptions, for more time, if I can do so.
1\Ir. Sil\1S. How much time would the gentleman like to
have?
· l\1r. DEW ALT. Let me go on for a while and possibly I might
get very tired.
l\Ir. SIMS. Does not the gentleman now have any idea how
much time he migl1t need?
1\'lr. DEWALT. Fifteen minutes.
Mr. Sil\IS. I yield 15 minutes to the gentleman, a member of
the committee.
Mr. DEWALT. Now, further than that, the bill is very wide
in another provi ion. It not only gives the President of n:te
United States through his administrative function the right to
build, to construct or install, to advance money, if you please,
but it goes one step further, and that is this, that after such
. 'installation, after such construction, after perhaps advancement of money to the original proprietor or owner of the premises,
and the taking over by the Government, the Go\ernment has the
right to sell the I ower that is thus generated, and to sell the
power where it is <leemed it is best to be used for the emergency
now existing or in the future to be occasioned. Therefore you
see, gentlemen, the provisions of this bill are exceedingly wide.
Not only does the bill provide that the Government, through the
President of the United States, shall ha\e the right to construct,
that he shall ha\e the right to install, that he shall have the
right to impron', that he shall have· the right to acquire, that he
shall have the right to take over, but after he has done all or
any of these things he shall have the further right to sell power
that is generated. Now, further than that-Mr. ANDEHSON. Will the gentleman yield?
1\fr. DEWALT. I will.
1\fr. A:r-..TDERSON. He can go e\en further than that, and he
can control the distribution of the power which is generated by
somebody else.
l\1r. DEW ALT. I am coming to that. If the gentleman will
let me alone, possibly I will be able to answer all questions with.:
out the gentleman interposing them. The very next power that
is given is the one the gentleman refers to, to require private
power plants to transmit their power to other plants and to require all of their power for the United States. That is the very
thing the gentleman refers to.
In other words, the provisions of this bill are so witle that
the President of the United Stat~s can take all the power of
one company an<l connect it with the power of another company,
or he can say to Company A, "You must transmit your power
to plant B or locality C, and you must, if you please, at my dictation, because the emergency demands it, in my opinion, transmit that power and omit plant C and give it all to plant B."
:And another po\ver. He can merge, if you please, all or some
of these companies, merge them by process of law, or he can
merge them by taking them over and concentrating their
powers. Mol·e than that. The bill goes further and says . that
after he has merged, or after he has taken over or after he
·acquires, which acquirement means taking over, by any of the
processes I have indicated, he has the power to lease that very
plant to you or to me, under certain pro\isions, and if we do
!not comply with tho e rental provisions or the contract specifie<l by the Government itself, the plant returns to the Government and the GoYernment has the right to release, again
acquire the property, and lease to you or to me. Now, further
than that. There is one provision in tills bill which caused
possibly a good deal of comment in the committee, which ought
to have serious consideration by this committee. The President is given authority under this bill to modify, cancel, or
annul any contract now existing at this time or in future contemplation by any of these power plants. The gentleman from
Philadelphia may own a power plant. He has made a contract, if you please, with the transit company of Philadelphia to
furnish 20,000 kilowatts of power in a specified time. That contract is running for a period, say, of five years at a certain
rental. The power that is given the President of the United
States under this bill would allow him to-morrow morning, if
he saw fit, to annul, modffy, or cancel that contract and say to the
gentleman from Philadelphia, who owns the power plant," You
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must divert that power, not to the transit company of Philadelphia but you must give it to Hog Island, the shlpbuilding in<lustry." Therefore I repeat what I said but a moment ago that
the pr.ovislons of this bill are of such momentous importance
that I do trust that somebody who is better informed than I
and better able to express the sentiments of the committee
than I will plainly set forth to the membership of this committee the serious proposition we have on hand.
· The railroad legislation was important; the taxing legislation
was important; but the wide powers contained in this, the farreaching effects, in my judgment, are even more important than
those, because they were temporary in their nature, while these
will lead to permanent ownership, if you please, if the criticism
of the gentleman from Ohio is worth consideration,
1\Ir. SNOOK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DEWALT. I will.
Mr. SNOOK. Referring to the power conferred by this bill
to modify contracts, I suppose my colleague is referring to paragraph 14, page 10.
Mr. DEWALT. No; it is on page 8.
Mr. SNOOK. Paragraph 14, on page 10?
Mr. DEWALT. I do not know the number. No; 1t is page
8, paragraph 9 :
. In furtherance of any of the foregoing purposes, to modi!y, cancel,
or suspend any existing or future contracts for the dt livcry of power to

any person not engaged in the production of raw materialAnd Bo forth.
Mr. ESCH. Will the gentleman :rield?
Mr. DEW ALT. I wilL
Mr. ESCH. This power to annul contracts is not new. It is
contained in the national-defense act of April 3, 1916.
Mr. DEWALT. We are not going into a new field; but while
we are not going· into a new field, notwithstanding let us be
careful of the steps we are taking in the plowed field that is
not new, because in effect this is virtually a new enterprise,
to wit, the going of the Government into the generating of electric power, mechanical power, and the control over it.
Now, whilst I am quite anxious to go on with the further
proYisions of this bill I recognize my time is limited, and I
recognize, too, that there are others here who are far more
able to illustrate and to explain the provisions of this bill
than I am. But whilst this thing is under consideration let
it not be forgotten, gentlemen - of the committee, that · there
is one saving cla use in it all and one great saving feature in
it all, that whilst these extraordinary powers are given to the
President of the United States and to the administrative officers
that he may select, nevertheless the bill provides that none of
this property, that none of these appliances, that none of the
private property of the individual can be taken unless due
compensation is given by law. Of course, that would have fol·
lowed without any provi ·ion in the bill, because no man's property can be taken for public purposes, except in case of war and
immediate peril, unless due compensation is given. But this
bill provides that compensation shall be given in a certain way,
to wit, that if agreement can be made, then compensation is
to be paid, but the President is to determine in the first instance how much the compensation shall be, and if they can
not agree 75 per cent is to be paid by the Government, and as to
the remainder the party is to be relegated to the Court of
Claims.
Mr. GOOD. Suppose a party enters into a contract for the
sale and delivery of certain machines within a specified time,
and that the man that has manufactured them has purchased
his raw material and has entered into a contract with a private
power company for his power; now, the Government takes
the power away from him, and he ~s obliged to fail on his cQntract ; then the person to whom he has sold the machines would,
of course, have the right of action to recover damages for
failure to perform the contract.
Mr. DEWALT. Generally speaking, he would ; res.
Mr. GOOD. 'Voulcl he not in this case?
.Mr. DEW ALT. Yes; I think he would in this case.
l\Ir. GOOD. Then what would be the remedy of the person
who had been obliged to respond in damages, if any?
Mr. DEWAL'l'. The only remedy that the party would have,
in my judgment, would be to present his claim before the proper
jurisdiction, to wit, the President of the United States, and if
the President ignore<l the claim he would have to be relegated
to the Cotut of Claims. However, the fiel<l is such a wi<le one
and would l_ea<l to such interminable litigation that I think that
the Court of Claims would recognize the validity of the claim,
it being one of the incidents of war. But this can be truly said,
t~nt the basic proposition is that you can not take property
for public purposes unless you pay for it. Now, if that is sourid
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as a legal propo ition, then what follows! Then you must in·,
quire as to what ls property. Now, is the contmct, such as you
have illustrated, property1 My judgment is that it is a contract, it is a thing of value to me, which I have contracted for
with you, to wit, to furnish you so many machines at a specified
period and at a specified price. Now, the Government inter·
venes and prevents me from fulfilling the contract, and thenr
therefore, I am at a loss. A loss of what! The benefit of my
contract. It stands in my mlnd as a legal proposition that if
tlle Government does that it must be responsible. That is my
judgment.
Mr. HA.l\!LIN. If my Government intervenes and prohibits
the currying out of my contract in the interest of the people
and in the interest of the life of the Nation under the war power,
could he recover from me?
Mr. DEW ALT. That is dependent entirely on how far you det~rm.ine the war power.
:Mr. HAl\lLIN. I am inclined to think tlle gentleman was in
error awhile ago when he said he would have to respond in
damages.
l\Ir. DEWALT. The Supreme Court of the United States has
gone so far in stretching the Constitution, not only in the last
few years but some time prior to that-and I say this in no
criticism at all of the Supreme Court, because their judgment is
so much better than any set of men who are lawyers, or any other
men, that it would be a pl·ofundity of ignonmce ~o make sucl\
assertion-but the Constitution has been stretched, not to the
breaking po~nt but to the limit almost of extremity. I do not
believe the Constitution can be stretched so far as to take property of that kind unless the peril iB immediate. If the peril is
immediate, I agree with you.
l\1r. HAMLIN. Any peril in war time is always immediate,
and tha very taking of this property by the President is in the
interest of the party who cJaims he is damaged.
· Mr. DEW ALT. That is where you and I disagree as lawyers.
I do not believe you can take property under the war power of
the Government unless you pay for it, except the peril is present
and the danger is immediate. And that is the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States.
Mr. LONGWORTH. I dislike to interrupt the gentleman, but
l1e is one of the best lawyers in the House.
Mr. DEWALT. I think that is saying very little for the rest
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But it is not a war measure in the sense that the powers con•
ferred in the bill must necessarily be exercised with referenc~
tQ the things which are connected with the prosecution of the
war or are lilnited to the period of the war.
.
In this connection it is significant t4at the jurisdictional
clause which bas been contained in every one, I think. of the
bills which we have heretofore passed, and which declares that
it is essential to do certain things in order to carry on the war11
has been omitted from the bill now undel· consideration.
There are some other clauses in the bill which contain in·
trinsic evidence of the fact that the powers conferred by this
bill are not intended to be limited to the war period or neces·
sarily to war activities. I call attention to the definition, for
instance, of" war material." "The term' war material' means
any material or commodity which, in the opinion of the Presi·
dent, it ·may at any time "-not during the war period-" be
necessary or important to produce "-not for war purposes, but
to produce for any reason-" or of which he may deem it necessary or important to increase the production."
It is quite evident that this definition does not llmit the
President to increasing the facilities for the production of
things which are essential for the carrying on of the war.
Now, I refer again to a section of the bill to which reference
has already been made-section 8: " That the President may
retain any property "-and the definition of "property" under
this bill is very wide indeed-" and operate any plants "-and
tb.nt is not limited to power plants-" transmission lines, structures, facilities, or appliances constructed or acquired "-and
the ·definition of "acquired" iB a very broad definition under
this bill-" under the provisions of this act for such time as he
may deem necessary or advisable for the purpose of selling or
otherwise disposing thereof." That is practically unlimited.
Tbat is, he may hold this property indefi.nitely. That that is
its purpose is indicated by the laBt paragraph on page 13, be.
cause that paragraph provides-:
Except as ts herein otherwise provided all other authol'ity granted
to the President by the provislonB ot this act shall cease at tbe termination of the war period.

Now, these provisions, taken together, are extremely impor·
tant if we consider what may be done under some of the sections
of this bill. I asked the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. DE·
WALT] whether there was any testimony as to how this bill was
~~
to be administered or by what sort of an agency. Every wJtness
Mr. LONGWORTH. It seems to me that this bill has gone who appeared before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
infinitely further than we have ever gone before. I want to be Commerce-and I have read the testimony with some diligen<'eable to vote for it, because I believe it has SQme absolutely neces- evaded an answer to every question that was asked intending to
sary power. I would like to ask the gentleman how he interprets anticipate the character of the agency which was to administer
the amendment on page 14, at the bottom of the page, that the this law. We do not know whether there will be a "power
appropriation is to be made available during the time the act administrator," who will exercise as a Government official the
is in effect? Does that mean until the act is repealed? Would functions of this bill or whether there will be a corporation
organized whose directors will have no responsibility to the
it not take a formal action of Congress?
Mr. DEWALT. I do not think there iB any doubt about that. Government at all except the responsibility which they owe to
I think that is the proper legal construction of the phraseology. the Government as a stockholder in the corporation to carry,
'.rhe CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Pennsyl- out the purposes of the act. Either of these methods or an en·
tlrely different method may be used.
vania has expired.
Now, the gentleman from Pennsylvania says that the Govern·
i Mr. DEWALT. Reluctantly I yield back all the time I did
ment must at all times be a majority 5tockholder in this corpo·
not use.
The CHAIRl\1AN. The gentleman has used all his time. ration or in the corporations created or oNanized for the purThe gentleman from J.\.finnesota [Mr. ANDERSON] is recognized poses of the act. I deny that. I direct attention to paragraph
for 15 minutes.
11 of section 2 :
1 1\Ir. ANDERSON.
Mr. Chairman, I listened with very great
u ill his judgment such action shall be necessary or useful for the
of this act to form one or more corporations under the laws or
interest to the remarks of the gentleman from PennSjllvunia [Mr. purpose
any
State, Territory, District, or possession of tlle United States for the
!)EWALT]. I quite agree with him that this blll is more impor- purchase, construction, extension, lease, maintenance, or operation of
tant and more far-reaching in the powers wlJich it grants than any such power plants or f~cilltles.
any bill which we have heretofore passed. I make that asserNow, listen:
tion because the bills which we have heretofore passed granting
Or for the merger or consolidation of any private power plants'powers to the executive branch of the Government have been
This authorizes the organization of a holding corporation.
li,mited to the doing of acts which were clearly necessary to
I quote again :
carry on the war and were limited to the war period.
I think, in general, it must be said in addition that most of or for the purchase of the whole or any part of the capital stock thereof.
Let me emphasize the fact that under this paragraph the hold·
the laws which we have heretofore passed have contained some
general declaration of policy by which the executive branch of ing corporation may purcl1UBe a minority of the stock of an
the Government must be governed in executing them, while this operating corporation.
. In other words, wh.ile the Government must be a majority
bill leaves the policy, and the administrative machinery as well,
stockholder in a corporation organized for the purpose of holu·
entirely to the discretion of the Executive.
ing the stock of other corporations, it need not be the holder of a
i We have become accustomed to mak~g great grants of power.
I think we have become so accustomed to it that we do not majority of the stock of any operating company.
Now it seems to me perfectly clear, in the first place, that if
scrutinize proposed legislation with the care which a due regard
for the functions of this House and of the Congress require. the Go~ernment is to form a corporation for the purpose of con"'
Tbe best evidence of that fact is that there are on the floor at trolling the manufacture and distribution of power, the Go~ern..
ment ought to own all of the stock in that . corporation ; and,
this moment less than 20 Members of the House.
I assert that this bill is not a war measure, and when I make secondly, it seems to me perfectly clear that if the Government
that assertion I do not refer to the purposes of the bill. In its purchases the stock of an operating company it ought not to
purposes it is a war measure. .It seeks to permit to be done pm:c.hase less than a majority of the stock of that operating
:things which are essential to be done in the conduct of the war1 company~
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' I think we may all feel a good deal of misgiving about this
thod of conducting go\""ernmental busine s and controlling
priYate industry. It is axiomatic that the obligations of a dl·
rector of a corporation to a stockholder in that corporation
arc in no sense identical or in no ense equiyalent to the obligations "·hich an officer of the Government owes to the Governt.
The obligation· of a director or officer of a corporation in
hich the Government is a stockholder are not different than
they would be if the GoYernment was not a stockholder. We
are proposing under this bill to control the manufacture and
disposition of power through a piece of machinery, the officers
nnd directors and manager of which will have no obligation at
all to the Federal Government, except such obligation as are
impo ed upon the directors of any corporation.
Mr. LONGWOUTH. Will the gentleman yield 2
l\1 r. .Al\"'DERSON. Certainly.
1\Ir. LONG'WORTH. The power 1~ - here gi\en to lend money
to finance the corporation.
Mr. ANDERSON. The power given in this bill is not confined
to lending ; the language is broad enough so that the QQ\""ernDlent could give it outright if it wanted to.
Mr. LONG,VORTH. I think that is true; but so far· as the
lending is concerMd does not the gentleman think that that
absolutely conflicts with the powers granted to the War Finance
Corporation?
Mr. ANDERSO~. I am not familiar with the provisions of
that act as is the gentleman from Ohio, and his opinion would
be worth much more than mine.
·
~Ir. LONGWORTH. The power is given exceptionfilly to the
Government to finance corporations which in its judgment are
contributing to war work.
l\lr. ANDERSON. The difference is that the War Finance
Corporation must require certain security, while under this bill
no ·ecurity at all need be required. The money advanood, or a
part of it, is to be taken and considered as applied to the
mnortization of the plant, and at the end of the war period
repayment of the amount npplied to amoriliation is waived. I
find no fault with this if 1t can_ be done by somebody who has
more responsibility to the Government and to the people of
the country than attaches to a director in a private corporation.
Undei· the provisions of paragraph 11, sect-ion 2, a holding
eorporation could be formed for the purpose of carrying out the
term of this act With a capital stock limited only by the appro~
priations made by the ad or which might be made to carry it
into effect. The GoYernment would be required to own not
less than 51 per cent of the capital stock. The minority stockhol<lers might be any persons whomsoever. They might :also be
stockholders in competing corporations or in corporations directly interested in power or traction rates.
Presumably the minority stocJr!1<7lders would have repr~ta
tion upon the board of directors. These directors might also
be directors in competing corporations or interested in other
private corporations affected by l'ate or charges for power.
This holding corporation might purchase and control either
a majo!'ity "Or a minority of the stock of any private power
plant, the officers ·a nd directors of which would h-ave no obligation whatever to the United States and no obligation whatever
to the holding corporation except the obligation that attaches to
an officer or director of a private 'COrporation as such to the corporation stockholders.
Within the limits ot the appropriations made for that purpose the holding corporation could consolidate the stock ownership of private power plants within any given area, and by
virtue of such stock ownership and control obtain a complete or
partial monopoly of the market.
At the termination of the war the President would be conf.rot:;tted witl1 the necessity either of retaining the control of the
holding corpoliltion thus crtm.ted or transferring or selling the
stock of the same, which would result in giving the private stockholders 1n the holding corpor-at;Jon the monopoly previously enjoyed by the Government.
I do not object to the creation nf a corporation the whole o.f
whose stock shall be owned by the United States for the purpose
of financing the power extensions which tnay be necessary for
the prosecution of the war. I do not think the proposition of
Cl'eating corporations for the actual operation of plants wholly
owned by the Government is altogether objectionable. but the
creation of a holding corporation empoweroo nnd designed to
control the manufacture and distribution of power through partial
stock ownen;hip in private power plants whose directors have
. no responsibility or obligation as officers ot the Government ts
a proposition so oppo"Sed to the principles upon which govern~
ment itself is instituted, and is at the same time so unnecessa,ry
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to the accompUshment of the purposes of this bill, that it ought
not to receive the appro"'nl of the House.
·
It is not neccssai·y or wise that the Government itself should
assume the obligations of n stockholder in private power plants
crea,ted under the various laws of many States in order to carry
out this act, nor is it desirable that the tremendous, far-reaching powers Of thiS act, whlch will extend, Under its present
terms, long beyond the end of the war, should be exercised by
persons whose responsibilities and obligations are those o:t
private directors of private corporations and not those of public
officials.
It is worth while remembering in this connection that power
plants are frequently connected with public utility corporations
by direct ownershlp and by interlocking directorates nnd stockholders.
It is claimed bY those who are responsible for this bill that the
ownership on the part of the .Government of any part of the
equipment or facilities of a. power plant will be sufficient to
enable the Government to fix the rates of power and perhaps
incidentally rates to be charged by public utilities operated in
connection with power plants. If these gentlemen are correct,
and if we are to assume that the policy which has animated
the management and eontrol of the railroads, the telegrnpn:s,
and the telephones is to be adopted in the management and
control of power plants, it is safe to predict that within six:
months after the passage of this bill there will be a gE:'neral•
increase of power rates and probably in the rates of connected
publlc utility corporations.
It is also worth remembering in this connection that the Railroad Administration in the case af the railroads and the Post·
master General in the case of the telegraphs and the telephones
claims the rl.ght to fix rates without any reference whatever to
valuation or to any other known basis of rate making and ~th
out l'egard to the powers of State commissions.
It may be that I am unduly apprehensive of what may happen
as the result of the exercise of the powers conferred in this bill.
I.f the exercise of these powers were confined to the war peliod
and it were possible at the end of the war period to determine
the ·QUestions which the exercise of this power wlll raise, we
might well grant the power as being necessary to the conduct
of the war, leaving the qnestions of policy after the war to be
determined when the war is over, but the powers conferred by
this legislation continue for a long period and in some instances
for an indefinite period after the termination of the war and
must therefore be regarded both with reference to the conditi-ons
which now exist and the conditions which may exist after the
war.
If there is any virtue in democracy, that virtue lies in the fact
that the genius and purpose of every citizen, however humble
may find expression in the laws by which he is governed and tO
.fixing the responsibility of those who administer the law to the
people who make it. If a holding corporation is organized under
the paragraph to which I have referred, and that corporation
in its turn owns the stock of private power plants, the responsibility for the efficient and honest management and expenditure of the ~vernment's funds will be thereby twice removed
and the difficulty of control and regulation after the war ren=
dered doubly difficult. I would not like to see this situation
arise.
Mr. ESCH. I yield 15 minutes to the gentleman from Kew
Jersey [1\Ir. P .ARKEn].
Mr. PARKE~ of New Jersey. :Mr. ChairJL'll.n, I have approached this bill-and the \Tast powers it grants-with awe.
I have given it the most careful consideration. I am known as
a conservative who believes that ordinarily the Government
should assume no functions that can properly be left to privat~
enterprise.. But these are war times. The case is extraordinary, and I am convinced of three propositions:
First. That authority must be given to the President to control and lncrense the power of this country. It is a necessity.
Second. That undcer the varying circumstances that exist no
limitation should be put upon his diseretlon as to how his authority should be exercised.
·
Third. That in order to prevent his control from growing into
o. Government power monopoly, or something like it after the
war, the time in whieh his :mthority should be exerciSed should
be stl1ctly limited to the war period. defined by this bill as six
months after the President's declaration of the ratification of the
treaty of peace, which will probably be more than a year after
the termination of the war, during which time Co~GTess could
make any provision for ertensi9n of til!le or special cases.
I. Tlllil Nll:CEsSITY THAT CONFRONTS US.

Fifteen minutes is a short time to discuss these three matters,
but I want to give some of the reasons. This bill is necessary.
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for alas, w·e have increased production by leaps ami bounds
because of the war, and every horsepower of production needs
power. Our coal supply as well as railroad transportation have
heen deficient, and relief has been sought by .most of these new
f actories from the pri"vate power plants which, by reason of em~
vloying less labor in one plant than are employed in 50 boiler
hou. e can supply power cheaper and better. They can divide
the power bebYeen factories that work by day and factories
ihnt U""ork by night. They can ayoid hauling coal by sending
power through the wires. Additions to these plants have become
ub. olutely necessary.
The President may take over existing plants under section 12
of the food and fuel conservation act of August 10, 1917, public
No, 41, which I shall ask permission to put in my remarks; and,
l\lr. Chairman, I ask leave generally to extenu my remarks.
The CHA.IRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Ne.w Jersey?
There was no objection.
Mr. P Anh.""ER of New Jersey. I insert tbat section:

is being supplied very much as the whole body of man is moved,
by the pumping of a single heart. No law can limit the ways
in which this shall be done. In some cases the President may
think it expedient to go to the existing power-plant owner and
lend him money to finance his plant without the security that
would be demanded by the ·finance board. These great power
plants are not able to borrow money in these days, not only b~
cause the United States is borrowing so much, but because they
fear that the enlargements may not be useful or valuable after
the war. Possibly they judge wrongly on that subject. I belie\e that after the war the enlargement of our manufactures
will be such that all power will be in demand and that these improvements will pay. The owners tell us that the cost of labor
and construction is so great that the plants would be worth less
then. This bill, therefore, gives a wide discretion; it can not be
limited. It gives a discretion of lending by providing funds
which are to be returned, while the title to the additions and
improvements is to remain in the Government until the loan is
returned. The bill provides in case of necessity for lending
SEc. 12. That whenever the President shall fin•l it necessary to secure money with an agreement that if within five years after the
nn adequate supply of n ece saries for the support of the Army or the war or some period after the war-I would say at the end of the
maintena nce of tbe Navy, or for any other public use connected with
the common defense, he is authorized to requisition and take over, for war-the property is not worth so much as was spent on it, it
use or operation by the Government, any factory, packing house, oil shall be taken O\er by the owner of the plant at an appraised
pipe line, mine, or other plant or any part thereof, in or through which valuation. It provides also in case of nece sity, which I hope
uny necessaries are or may 1oe manufactured, produced, prepared, or
• mined, and to operate the same. Whenever the President shall deter- will not arise, that the Go\ernment may build new plants. It
mine that the fw·ther m;e or operation by the Government of any such covers all that ground, Mr. Chairman. It can do no less. We
factory, mine, or plant, or part thereof, is not essential for the national shall have to leave those three authorities, the Secretary of
security or defe.n se, the same shall be restored to the person entitled
to the possession thereof. The United States shall make just compensa~ War, the Secretary of the Navy, and the Emergency Fleet Co.rlion, to be determine·'l by the President, for the taking over, use, occu- poratlon, to deal with discretion in matters which they have m
pation, and operation by the Government oi any such factory, mine, or charge, but which we ·know nothing about. 'Ve can not provide
plant, or part th ereof. If the compensation so determined be unsatisfactory to the person entitled to receive the same, such person shall be how that discretion shall be exercised.
paid 75 per cent of the amount so determined by the President, and
shall . be entitled to sue the United States to recover such further sum
us, addeu to said 75 per cent, will make up such amount as will be
just compensation, in the manner proY-ided by section 24, paragraph 20,
and section 145 of the Judicial Code. The President is authorized to
prescribe such regulations as he may deem essential for carrying out
the purposes of this section, in'cluding the operation of any such factory, mine, or plant, or part thereof, the purchase, sale, or other dis~
position of artici~s used, manufactured, produced, prepared, or mined
therein, and the employment, control, and compensation of employees.
Any moneys received by the United States from or in connection with
the use or operation of any such factory, mine, or plant, or part thereof,
may, in the discretion of the President, be used as a revolving fund for
the purpose of the continued use or operation of any ,such factory, mine,
or plant, or part there(\f, and the accounts of each such factory, mine,
plant, or part thereof, shall be kept separate and distinct. Any lJa.lance
of such mo.neys not used as part of such revolving fund shall be paid
into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

The section gives power to the President to take over any
manufacturing plant for production that is necessary for war
purposes. That might include the production of power. He
takes it only for the period of the war. The United States is
to pay any damages done by such taking. The act is well
urawn and understood. It is my opinion that probably all
the good in this bill could be had by adding a short section
allowing the increase of power plants. It is not enough to
commandeer ·existing plants, because they are hopelessly insuf~
ficient.
JI. THE PRESIDENT'S DISCRETIO~ CAN NOT BE LIMITED.

III. THE PRESIDE:'<T"S AUTHORITY SHO"GLD Bl!l LIMITED TO THE WAR PERIOD.

1\lr. HAMLIN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. I do.
Mr. HAMLIN. The gentleman is a member of the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, I believe.
1\!r. PARKER of New Jersey. I am.
Mr. HAMLIN. And a good lawyer, too. I want to ask him
this question. I entirely agree . with the statement . mnde a
moment ago that the authority of the President ought to be
limited to- the war period.
. Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. I am coming to that now.
Mr. HAMLIN. Let me ask this question. The gentleman can
discuss it. I find on page 18 that the authority of the President
is limited to the period when the war terminates.
Mr. PAR~R of New Jersey. Let we take the sections up
in their order.
Mr. HAMLIN. Except as herein otherwise provided-l\1r. PARKER of New Jer. ey. There are a great many placeS
to be amended.
Mr. HAMLIN. I want to inquire of some of the things-Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. I have only , five minutes left.
I thought we might discuss this under the five-minute rule.
However, I think it well to state what amendments onght to be
n::.ade to the bill. On page 4 of the bill, at line 21, the President,
for instance, is empowered to enlarge an existing plant and
allow it to be run by agents or contractors or through the pro·
prietor of the plant. He is also allowed to lease the machinery,
appliances, and structures to the operator of that plant. If the
operator of the plant is willing to lease and take the structure,
to put in his machinery, why should not the right of the Presi·
dent to lease the power to that contractor end with the period
of tbe wru·?
The sectioR adds five years more. I insert it as an extension :

Existing power plants have been overloaded. Some of them
have worn-out boilers and machinery and are going, but are in
danger of breaking down. Others are in the wrong place. The
testimony shows that New York has enough power and more,
while Newark has not enough, and they are building a line to
Newark to take care of the shipyards.
The same conditions exist elsewhere. In some cases it is an
audition to the plant that is needed. In some places it is con. nections; in some places it is dish·ibuting lines; in some places
(2) For the purpose of increasing the capacity or productivity or
an entirely new plant must be constructed.
.
any private power plant within the boundaries of the United States
to
install in any such plant any structure, machinery, or appliances
'l'he remedies are different. The eastern districts are in
be may deem useful to that end, either through agents or concharge of three departments- of the Government. The War D~ that
tral!tors employed by him. or by providing the operator of such .Plant
partment has been trylng to take care of the Pittsburgh district. with funds to be applied to that pu~pose; to lease the machmery,
and very ·probably there will be new plants established there, appliances, and structures thus installed or any parts tberf'of to the
opera tor of such plant for the war period or for t;UCh period thereafter
large plants, near the coal mines, so as to burn culm and avoid not
exceeding five years, or for any shorter period, as he may deem
the carrying of coal by distributing power. The Navy Depart- expedient in the interest of the United States, upon such terms as he
may
deem reasonable; and to enter ~nto contracts ~equiring or per·
ment hns charge of the Philadelphia district. The Emergency
mittin"' the lessee to purchase such appliances. machmery, and strucFleet Corporation has charge of the New Jersey district. Not tures
"'or parts thereof. nt or before the termiuation of such lease. at
only those districts, but New England and the West are crying their' then value, or upon such otl:.er terms as he may deem equitable
for power to-day to do their war work. Another complication is .for the protection of the tuterests of the United States and of the comthat these power plants which would be taken over by the Gov- mm:Jity served by such les~ee.
It says that he can lease for the war period or for such period
ernment are doing other work that is just as essential. They
are furnishing light to our towns. · Some of them have gas- thereafter not exceeding five years, or for any shorter period, as
works annexes. Some of them in my own and many other he may deem expedient. I see no nece sity of leasing- machintowns are furnishing power for the running of electric ca1·s. It ery that is part of a going factory to the operator of the plant
is a more complicated" system 'that is grm1ing up amongst us who contracts to buy that machinery for a term going beyond
the period of the war.
,
than could ever be imagined.
Mr. HAl\fLIN. The gentleman, I think, diu not get my ques·
Our grandparents would ha\e laughed if \Ve had told them that
such a thing would be so, but the whole community as to power tion.
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Ar. P .AnKER of New Jer ey. I am :eoming to the gentleman~s
question; I run going over orne others.
Mr. HAMLIN. 1 want ed the gentlemap. to point out some
particular thing that does not end ¥Vith the peci.od of the waT,
so far as the power of the President is "Conceriled.
1\fr. PARKER of New Jersey. That is .one. Now, the second
one 1 ~ pa.ge 6, where power has been lodged to make adYUilces
to an operator for equipment or expansion, -and it provides for
.:o'l V"aluation after tbe war of the _
property that has been vut in
the mill and :Says that the V"alu.ati.{)n can be maile at the ter.mination <>f the war period >Or not more than fi"Ve y-ea1"s after~·.ard.
It reads:

by the gentleman fr-om Pennsylvania JMr. DEWALT] a moment
ago. r understood him to ~peak of this as being, some portions
of it, permanent law..
Mr. PARKER of New .J"er ey. It ought not to be permanent
law.
Mr. HAMLTN. Is .any portion of it _permanent lawi
Mr. PARKER {)f New Jersey. It comes very .near it when it

giV"es ~1bso1ute an:thority to maintain and operate.
1\Ir. HAMLIN. That is_ what I w.as getting at. Of course,
there must be a short period at the dose <>f the war to give the
Pr(" iC!ent opportunity 1D dose up these transactions.
Mr. PARKER of New .Jersey. This gives six months in tile
beitinning, .after the :dfcla:rn.tion of fbe ratification of the treaty
·Of peace.. It is long .enough.
Now, under the food act ~ecti<:nl, he has to the end of the war;
nuder lhe railroad act, he has 21 months thereafter; nnder tb~ 
t:elegraph act it .is a sh(}rter time. Fj v-e year.s in some .cases arid
unlimited time, only limited by d1sc~etion, in others is all wrong.
.-m~;~
...... ~ ·C ongress if we desire to protect the United States :as
:w.en :as priV"a.te citizens, sh~uld make a limit.
y0
ill
H ~
..... t
1i
22 f
13 U
· u w
not.U;e ~..ua on ne · o page
says:

(3) T6 alii in equipping any private .power plant or in expanding .any
such plant to .such £.Xtent :as .he may direct b5' making .a.dviUUlel:l, upon
such terms and conditions as he may determine, to tlle })er&On .operating .or authorized to operate tt, -and in connection :with .such advances,
to agree with iluch person tnat, tf -the .actual reasonable cost o'f ~utp·
ping or expanding such plant shall be in excess Gf i-ts :v:a1ne at ~he
termination .of the war -period, or at such later "time "DOt more than five
years after tbe e:~tpir.atlon of the wa-r perio<l, :as be may deem -reason·
able for such valuation, .11.nd the madltner_y. structures1 . .or applla"Dees
constituting £Uch erteusion or expansion, or their equ'lvD.JeDt, shall have
been maintained .a.ru1 operated in accordance wifh hi illreeti()DS 'Until
uch time, repayment of the whole or ..any part of :such excess -will be
waived, and to provide by agreement _tor the manner -e.f determlnlug
The termination of !he P_resldent's authority sballnot aired any .eonsuch costs and values by arbitration or 'Otherwise and :for the -terms tract executed.
and time of £nch repayment : Provid£4, --rhat rtbe powers eonfared by
How long may those oontraets run? 1 suppose it refers to
this subditrision shall be eur.clsed only tf the President shall.c:leem that
tbe emergency is sucll as to render It lmpPaeticable .or undesirable to these lea es, but no contract .shouhl be executed \Vhich would go
A.Ct witb respect to such plant under :aD.Y <of the other powers -conferred .beyond the period of the war.
by this act.
.1\fr. EDMONDS. Does not the gentleman tigure that section S

The Pre ident ought to haTe no power. no .one sh.ould have
pmver, to tie ,u p the whole of that mill, m 'Which new equipment
bas been placed, "!.or five y-ears aft-er the wa:r. The -valuation
.cou.lu be b.etter ascertained when the war $ds. There may lbe
and is likely to be a great falling off in yalu.e in five years after
the war which will not take place itnmediate1y. After tlle Civil
War values rose untll .1870 1Illd then they began ·to fall. "The
United States .Q1l.ght to determine that value then at the end
.o f the ·war. Now, the section mentioned by the gentleman is
"Contained on page iT, line 20, where :the President J.s -allowed .to
lease the property owned by the Government to outside parti.es
fur the war period or .such ·period thereafter not .e xceeding 'five
years, or ·.tor 11ny .sharter period; on sueh :terms as he may deem .
reasonable:
(S) To lease for ·the v.a:r period or -f<?r :sueh period therea:fter not
exceeding .five je:n:s or for any shorter period and upon t~uch terms a.s be
may deem reasonable, to llDY person .or lrody :p_outic tor use or op&atlon
by such person or body politic. any :Pla:nt, ~isston line• .or .cother '
pr.operty .or part thereof. constructed nr .acqm:red 11nrsuant to the provislons of thls a.et.
.
.
.
.
.
•
.
Why ~? I think the rw.ar penod 1s enough. That a..s., :Srx:
n;tonths after the ·decltu:ation of ±he treaty of peac~. During the
.t~, after the war actually end£, w.e can d~al 'Wlth such .ques-

is permanent law if the President desires to make it so?
1\!r. PARKER of New Jersey. No. I think it gives a very
large discretion, bu:t that that discretion would be limited by the
fact that whereas, in the railroad net we bad power to grant
permanent rights as to railroads $ instruments {)f interstate
commerce, our -authority .over tho e power -plants under the
Constitution of the United States ceases within the war period
.and a 1·e.a.sonab1e time tb.erea:fOOr. And I do not :think, therefor-e,
that section 8 should be construed so as to be unconstitutional.
The words " 1~easonable .perioo ., .s hould be read into the Iangu11ge
wherever it .oc-curs~ "for sueb i"easonable time .as he ma_y deem
nece.ssm:y."
Mr. EDMONDS. That might be 'POSsible if y{}u put .the word
''reasonable" in there.
M1:. PARKER ·o f New J.ersey. I think the wOi·d "reasonable''
t b . ..,.rc~~, ·r
•
de .
·th t'h;M
b.
mus. e liD.111L~ J. '51 <m at:e
a.11ng WI.
~ JSn Ject, under the
Constitution.
1 thank the gentlemen far thei-r eonSideration. I f there -are
any more questi~ whicll g-entlemen wish to :a k :during the
.l'emainder of m;y five minut-es I will he glad to llllSwer them · lf
not, I will yield back the balance .e f my :time. {.Applause.] '
1\Ir. ESCH. Mr. Chaf.J::man, I yiel-d to the gentleman from
North Dakota fl\1r. NoR.TON] two mirrntes.

tions.
~
.
Again. on page 9., it says :tlnrt 1f the Pres1dent uses public
TOW~"LEYISll,
rights, he -shall not alienate th()se :public rights or fra.n$ises
Mr. :roRT.ON. Mr. Oha.lr:man, I ltave been embarras ed .and
for any term in excess of tfive years after tll.e war period upon
':UD.:V ten:nS or contlltions other than those prescribed b.Y the sov- shruned .and haYe .been -obliged to 11pologize for the good name
.of my State many times yesterday nnd t'O-day on account of
ereignty:
(12) To .sell .or excllange any plants or ·structures constructed by .him many Members "Of the House cnll1ng my attention to the followand any '}>r.opeTty to wJrlch he shall .hav.e taken title, and any rights ing news ru-ticle which .appeared pt-ominently on the front png:e
acquired by him, Whenever in biB opinion the interests of the United
'States will be furthered by soch sale or exchange; hooiaed, That .no Qf tbe Washington Post of yesterday, 'September 25, 1918;:
,public right acquired by bim shall be .alienated for '3DY tt>;rm in ·excess
lOf five years After the war .PerlDd, upon any terllli! or .condl:tions other
than those prescribed by the sovereignty from whlch ·sucb 'Public rights
.snail have been aequ1red

ITUN CA!'i"DID.ATE FROM

TOWN-NO"!oiT'AllTIS.L~ LEAGUE
NOr. BARRED FRO~ BRITTON.

.

NOMINEE FOR

.oon:n-

AI~llli£EN, S. DAK., September f4 •

Mark P. Bates, ca.ndi(Jate for govern_or of South Dakota on tbe TonWhat Tight have we to say that he shall giV"e outside parties partisan
League ticket, and .A. C. Townlt'y. Nonpartisan League organizer,
rights against the State or municipality .except -during the war w..ere driven trom Britton, .S. Dak.., to-day by a mob when ·they attempted to mak(! a campaign :Speecll there, according t.o reports receh·ed
period? The phra e " five years after " JSh.ould .be struck out.
And .again, on page 12, section .8, the fir.st clause says;
be~en the nonpartisan members .arrived in :Britton they were met by
SEc . 8. That the President may retain .any property .and operate any

a .er.owd of fatmers and towllf!people numbering between 200 and 300,
plants, transmission lines, structures, facilities, or appliances con- who loc.kea the t~wn hall .and refnsed t'O permit them to f!peak. They
structed er acquired 'UDder the provisions of this act for such timE> as w~re then marched -to the county Une• .repurts said.
he may deem nec-essary or advisable for the purpose of selling or otherI l1ave been asked 1f this fellow Ton."nley who is referred 1:o
wise disposing thereof.
A.ncl in the same section, page 13., line-s 15 to 18, if the owner 'in the article ts tbe same demagogue und -socialist who, Leninelike, bosses politics in North Dakota and who in my State bn.s
of any pln.nt where machinery is installed fail to paythe President may acquire title to .such power plant :and may th.el'eafter succeeded in havlng nominated on i:11e Rep_ublicn.n ticket for
ell it or maintain .and operate 1t ~r sncb time as he may deem ne01$S{try :election in N~ember his ban<l-picked nnd " 'Townley-indorsed"
tor the purpose of protecting tb.e !Interests of tbe Unite<l States.
candidates for .all State :and eongresNional office . I ·have -been

These rights hould certainly extend not over one year liter
the war period, but I should say not exceeding the :war period,
if I woold carry .out my notion. He has no need to maintain and
operate be3Toncl the needs of the wa.l' thne.
The CIIAiillfAN. The time of the gentleman fi·om New
J erS<'Y· has expired.
l\lt·. ESCH. I yield five minutes more to the gentleman.
1\tr. PARK;ER of New Jersey. Have I answered the gentle-

-asked if this is the sam~ Town~y whose league in the .June
primaries spent thousu.nds of dollars of money .extracted by bis
solieit<rr and 14.<YC.nts from North Dakota. farmers in its unsuece sfnl efforts to nominate as the Republican candidate for
governor :in tb.e State of Minnesota C. A. Linb-erg, the 'lluth-or
.of the infrunons .antiw.ar and pr.o-Ge.rman hooklet. "Why your
country is at war -and \Yhat ha!)pens to . ·ou after the war. ' 'I
have been nsked if thi is tbe same T{)WHley the many p1·oman1
·
Oerman and pacifist members of w hose league ~Yere so enJ\fr .. HAl\ILIN. TI1c gentleman has in n way, and yet not -en· thusiastically inten~sted h1 the renOl.ltination for Congress .of
tirely. Perhaps I got a little confused by the statement made Mr. Lur-.-rnEEN, from Minnesota.
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I have been asked if this is the same Townley who, knowing
my long record of activity and success in Congress in behalf
of Federal legislation in the interest of those engaged tn farming and In the interest of greater and better agricultural de-\eloprnent throughout the Nation, and who, having secretly
rankLing in his narrow socialist and antiwar mind the knowl.edge of my strong support of our country's declarations of war
against Germany and against Austria and my unwavering support of every measure that has been before Congress for a
vigorous and effective support of our part in the war, opposed
personal1y and through the organization of his league my
renomination for Congress on the Republican ticket in North
Dakota at the recent primaries in my State. I have been asked
if this is the same Boss Townley who indorsed and set up as
his candidate for Congress in opposition to me a man who, when
the war lords of Germany were heaping insult after insult
upon this country, and when these brutal German war lords
announced that the peaceful ships of this then neutral Nation
would not be permitted to make voyages from the United States
to England unless they gave notice t9 Germany of the time of
their sailing and landing, painted themselves with certain
barber-pole stripes prescribed by the war lords, and passed
through a certain German-prescribed path on the hi"gh seas, was
writing and petitioning Congress that these outrageous insults
and demands on the part of Germany should not be considered
as a cause of war, but should be bowed down to by these Unitetl
States. It is with great embarrassment and regret that I have
been obliged to confess that this A. C. Townley referred to is
the same Lenine-like demagogue who so many of the honest
and well-meaning farmers of my State ·have been deceived and
_ misled into believing will lead them into agricultural gardens
of Eden where they will have all the fruits of the world for
themselves and be free from all the present struggles and strifes
of man for existence and progress in this world.
I do not \Vish to take the time of the House now to discuss
the bolshevikism of Townley and the coterie of demagogues,
socialists, and I. W. ,V. sympathizers with whom he has closely
surrounded himself. I wish merely to say to my friends on
both sides of the House that while the good State of North
Dakota and the good people of that State are being injured and
· disgraced by this reign of Townleyism, it, like other false, unsound, and dangerous isms, will soon pass away. For many
years my State was cursed and enthralled by 1\IcKenzie bossism. After some hard and bitter political struggles the State
became rid of this evil bossism, which was nurtured by railroad and other corporate business interests. Now Townley
bossism, upheld and supported by the most unscrupulous ap-peals to class prejudices, by demagogism in its lowest form, and
by attractive but impractical socialistic economics, has the
State government in its grasp. It will not, however, I am sure,
be long until the sound mass of intelligent and thoughtful farmers in my State perceive Townleyism in its true character,
when it will be discredited and Townley and his coterie of political grafters and sycophants will be o~liged to seek other
fields for their operations. Former President Theodore . Roose--yelt, who long has been one of the truest and stanchest friends
in public life of the farmer and laboring man, discusses very
~ritely and forcefully the evils of Townleyism in the following
article which recently appeared as an editorial in the Kansas
City Star:
THEODORE ROOSEVELT WARNS OF BOLSHEVISTS IN AMERICA.
GOOD LUCK TO THE ANTIBOLSHEVIKISTS.
(By Theodore Roosevelt.)

·· Tl1e absolute prerequisite for successful self-government in any people
is the power of self-restraint which refuses to follow efther the wild-eyed
e~Dtrem ·ists of t·adicalistn or the dull-eyed etDtr.e mists of reaction.
Either
set of e~Dtretnists will wreck the tlation just as certainly as the other
· The t~ati011 capable of sel(-govermnent tnust shoto the A. braham Lincoln
quality of refusing to oo with either. The dreadful fall which has
befallen RuRs i a is due to the fact that when Iter people cast otT the
tyranny of tile autocracy tl!ey did not have sutflci-ent self-control and
cotntlUlll sense to avoid rushing to the otller eiDtreJne aml plunging headlong into the gulf of Bolshevist anarcliy. .
HIGH-BROW BOLSHEVISTS DANGEROUS.

In this !JOi~ntry thct·e at·e plenty of hig'h-brow Bolshevists, who like to
t1t in k of th emselves as intellectuuZs and who, in parlors and at pink teas
preach Bolshevism. as a fad. '1'1zey are fatuously ignorant that it may
'be a dangerous fad. Some of th etn are mere make-believe, Bi$81J Bol.·
shev ists, almost or q~£ite harmless. Others are sincere and foolish (anaties ID ho m ean w ell and do not realize that their doctrines tet1d toward
tnoral disintegration. But there at·e practical Bolshevists ~n this country
wl!o are i n tto sense hio1' bt·mcs. The I. W. W. and the Nonpartisan
League, just as long atzci 80 tar as ftR me1nbers ·sub-mit to the dominatto11
of l eaders like Mr. Townley, represetzt the forces that under Len1ne and
Tr·otzky hav e brougth t·uin to Russia. If these organizations obtained
p uw r:r here, they wo~ld C?USt this country itzto the same abyss with Russia.
Th e I. W. W. aetw ittes have been otfi.c·ially set forti~ by the Chicago
Jury 1chieh to1tnd the I. W. W. leaders guilty of treasonable practices.
Th eBe lea ders pt·otested that they were only trying to help '' the wage
Blave of to -day" and had not taken German I'IWJ,ey. But the junJ tout~d
tlt em guilty as charged. The .Atnerican people~ when fully atoake and
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aroused, '!'il~ tol~ate neither treason nor anarchy. No .Americans are
more patr-tottc thfLf!' thf! honest A.m:erican labor men, and these, abov e aZl.
had Ca1fSe to rejot ce l~l the v erdtct. Undoubtedly there are plenty · or
peop.le tgnorant who Jom thaI. W. W. because they feel that they do noe
recewe Justice. We should, all of us, actively unite in the effort to·
right a'!"y WfO'Ugs from which these tner~ suffer. But t ee should set our
fa ces hke /hnt againBt BU.Cll cr·imi nal leadersh i p as that of the I. w. w;
SOUGHT ALLIANCE WITH THE

I: W.

W•

. The Nonpartisar~ League endeavored to ally itself with the I. w. w.
Btnce we entered the war. When the league was started I f elt nn4 c l~
sv.mpatlly :zoit1l its avotced purposes. I hope tor and shal wel come
WtSely radtcal action on behalf of the former. hut only d es tructi on to
all of us can come from the venomaus class hatred preached by the
P':esent lead.ersh~p of tlze l eague. 8011te of its leadet·s have been convt cted and .unpnsoned (or treasonable activi ties. SIJme of the l eague
t·ep1:es~ntatw es lfa~e been actively pro-Gennan.
Some of them a 1·e
Soetallst~ ~r 8oetaltst-A.na1·chists. Fo1· the first siiD months of the war
and. rmtd tt b ~came too dangerous they tce1·e openly against the war
agatnst our all!.et., and (or Germany.
,
The on~y half secret alliance bettoeen these leaders and cm·tain hig,.
Democratw p~lit~cians is deeply discreditable to the latter. The victory
f!( thf! league tn tts recent efforts to yain control of the Republican Party
tn M~nnesota and Motltana 1oould hav e given itnmense strengtl£ to the
pro-German and Bolshevist element throughout the cotmtry and the
defeat u·as a, fll.atter of. rejoicing to aU right-minded and patriotic men.
Mr. Totonley s leade,r shtp , m its moral ourpose and national effect entitles him to rank w ith Messrs. Lenine and T1·otzky, and the utterances
of the leauue:s official orga~, especially i n its appeal to class hatred,
puts the ofljcral representattve of the l eague squarely in the clan tcitl•
fhe Bolshevist leaders who have done such evil itt Russia.
·
I have befo1·e me an o,ffi.cial letter from the league, torUten in January
last, refusing to cooperate in nonpolitical work (or the ben efit of the
farmers, saying u this organization is a political one, the fat·mers 'be·ing
orgamzed for the purpose of controlling legislati01t in their own interests." Itt other words, the title "nonparti san, is a piece of pure
hypocrisy, and its l eague is r_eally partisa'' in the nanowest and toorst
sense. Americ'lns should organize politically as .Americ ans, and no t as
~ankers ot· _law yers ot· farmers or to!lgeworkers.
To 9rganize politically
on the basts adopted by the league ts thot·oughly antt-.American. and tmpatriotic and, if copied generally by our citizeJtS, wotlld mean the creation
in tlris country ot t'ival polttical parties based on cynically brtttal clas8
selfishness.
•
.
1 hav e no dotJbt that the t·ank and file of the members of the league
m·e !JOOd, honest people, who hav e been tJtisled. I am certain that thet·e
has bee" much neglect of the right of the farmers; and that tt is a hig1~
i1uty (or this country to begin a constt·uctive, practical agricultural
policy. Bt't no good .American can suppm·t the league while it is domtnated by tts present leadership. The Kansas citizens who have joi ned
to fight the- league because it t·epresents Bolshevism are rendering a
patriotic service to Amet·ica.

The following letter, which was one of the Government's
exhibits introduced in evidence at the recent trial at Chicago
of a hundred members of the I. W. W., was written by Arthur
Le Sueur, Mr. Townley's right-hand man in the Nonpartisan
League headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., and shows his connection with William D. Haywood and the I. W. W. Haywoo~. it
will be recalled, with 92 of his associates was convicted of violating the espionage act, interfering with conscription, and
hampering the Government of the United States in the prosecution of the war, and was sentenced to 20 years' imprisonment and fined $20,000. In his testimony at Chicago Haywood
identified this communication as genuine. Arthur Le Sueur was
for many years a resident of Minot, N. Dak. He has long been
recognized as one of the leading and most active socialists in
the country. For the last two or three years he has been
closely associated with A. C. Townley in the organization and
maintenance of the Nonpartisan. League. Le Sueur is attorney
and one of the three directors of the National· Nonpartisan
League, as testified to under oath by Townley when he was
examined on charges of disloyalty by ·the Senate Committee on
Military Affairs, May 1, 1918. · It is very probable that the exposure of this letter and of other evidence appearing at the Chicago trial, showing ·the connection and relation of prominent
members of the Townley League .with the -I. W .W., influenced.
Col. Roosevelt in writing his editOJ;ial:
. (Eugene V. Debs, chancellor; Arthur Le Sueur, president; Alva A.
George, vice president ; S. A. McClaren, treasurer ; Laura L. Reeds, secretary; Marian Wharton, editor College News.)
'
"For the education of the workers by the workers."
THE PEOPLEI'S COLLEGE,

Fort Scott, Kans., A.pril 5, 1917.

Mr.

WILLIAM

D.

HAYWOOD,

164 West Wcuh!ngton Street, Chicago, Ill.
FELLOW. WORKER: Have just 1·eturned from Des Moines, lo1oa, amJ
am very glaa to be able to repm·t that all of the cases the·r e are disposed
of favot·ably and the boys at Uberty. I think the defense comtn,ittee is
saUsfiea tuith the handling of the case. Of course, it was not 01te in
whicl' anv labor principle was in vol1; ed, and thet·ejo1·e the fight t oas
simply made to net the boys out.
My e~Dpenses tor the trip were $3~.80, and if you tciU send me chec~
for that it will clean the matter up.
How m·e you corning w ·i th the Minnesota propositionf I hope vot'
don't start anything until the year has e~Dpired. This damned war business ts going to make it mighty hard to do good organization wo1·k or.
good radical work of any land, but I think the fight should be notv centered against spy bills and conscription.
.
Have you heard fro-m Pennsylvania with powers of attoN,eyf
· Yours, for industt·ial freedom,
ARTHUR

LE SUEUR.

Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 15 minutes to the gentle-man from Pennsylvania [l\1r. ST!'E.i.E].

CONGRESSit>NAL
1\lr. STEELE. Mr. Chairman, I shall not attempt to analyze
the provisions of this bill, for that has already been better
<lone by the gentlemen who have preceded me. I do wish, however, to discuss the necessity for the provisions of this· bill as
a war measure, as shown by actual conditions in the district
which I represent. The conditions in that district are perhaps
not anomalous, because I am informed, and reliably so, that
they exist in many other sections of the country and that they
are, indeed, quite typical of power-shortage conditions. The
fact of the matter is that there is throughout the country generally a shortage of electrical power at ·this time, and that this
is very much hampering the war program of the Government.
This same situation, as appears by the testimony taken by the
committee at the hearings on this bill, existed in England P..
short time after the war, and that their program for tbe construction of plants for the manufacture of munitions was from
9 to 12 months ahead of the program to supply the proper
elecb.·ical energy with which those plants could be operated, and
that the electrical engiileers of England warned the United
States at the outset of this war that that might be, possibly,
the condition confronting us in this country if we went along
without making special preparations for electrical energy.
It was discovered about six months ago that we were likely to
confront these conditions, and the War Department set about
to correct them as well as it could. It had a survey of the
country made, and, as was shown on the map which was exhibited before the committee to-day by the chairman of the
Qommittee on Interstate and Fo.reign Commerce [l\lr. Sr:us],
there exists throughout the country what is commonly referred
to as "the congested -section," which includes the New England
States, New York, Pennsylvania, New . Jersey, Delaware, and
that part of l\faryland running down along the Chesapeake.
Now, included in that "congested district "-and it is congested for all purposes of fuel and transportation and electrical
energy-is the Lehigh Valley, two-thirds of which is in the district which I have the honor to represent. In that district there
are various large industries located. There is, in part, the
anthracite mining region ; there is the large cement region, which
originated about 30 years ago and which was the origin, really,
of the cement industry in the United States. In that district
there are manufactured now about 23,000,000 barrels of cement
per annum, and a large portion of the mills manufacturing this
product use electrical energy in its manufacture. They were
induced to use electrical energy because of its economy, its saving of coal, and its saving of labor; and because of those representations anu those business reasons they eliminated from their
plants their old method of steam power and relied entirely on
electrical power; and most of those large contracts were made
:with a .c ompany known as the Lehigh Navigation Electric Co.
Now, the Lehigh Navigation Co. is a company that has been
in existence almost a hundred years in that section. It was
originally incorporated for the purpose of mining and transporting anthracite coal, and it occurred to them about eight
years ago that it would be a most economical thing if they
could utilize what is commonly known as the culm banks around
the anthracite coal mines in that region. Culm simply consists of
the coal ·dust, you might say-the fine particles of coal dustthat is produced as the result of the screening of coal, which
theretofore had not been utilized for any useful purpose what-ever. So at · a · cost of something like $15,000,000 this company
constructed a plant at Hanto, and also another plant which it
purchased at Harwood nearby, and they entered into contracts
with these cement and industrial plants throughout the valley,
transmitting their current a distance of something like 150
miles from the place where the energy was generated on longterm contracts for the furnishing of this electrical energy to
them; so that these various cement plants, relying upon this
made their contract~, depending, of course, upon the uninter:
1·upted furnishing of this service.
Now, nearby where these cement plants are being operated,
and only about 30 or 40 miles also from the place where this
electrical energy is being manufactured, is located the large
Bethlehem Steel plant, now employing over 35,000 men, and
being employed practically 100 per cent in the manufacture of
munitions for the Government for use in the present war. The
Bethlehem Steel plant used a considerable quantity of this electrical energy, but this fact did not at all interfere with the
sen·ice to the other companies under their contracts until
within a recent period of time. The pressure of the Government for the manufacture of munitions by the Bethlehem Steel
Co. became so great that it was necessary for the Bethlehem
Steel Co. to secure additional electrical energy.
A representative of the \Var Department, with full authority
from that department to act in the premises, came upon the
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ground and, after a survey of the business conditions in that
section, issued an order to the Lehigh Navigation Electric Co.
to the effect that it must reduce the amount of electrical energy
furnished the different cement plants and other manufacturing
plants in that region 25 per cent of what they were entitled
to under their contracts, and that this electrical energy should
be diverted to the Bethlehem Steel Co. for the purpose of manufacturing munitions of war. And that was coupled with the
further statement that the needs of the Bethlehem Steel Co.
would be such in the near future that the diversion of 25 per
cent would soon be increased to 50 per cent, with the prospect
that in six months' time the entire quantity of electrical energy
to which these cement and industrial plants would be entitled
would be entirely diverted to the Bethlehem Steel Co. So that
these cement industries and other industries which were furnished with electrical current in this way were faced with the
proposition of having no means of operating their plants, their
old steam method .having been entirely eliminat~u. and they,
would be unable to use their plants and the men who were
employed would practically be thrown out of employment at
that place and be.compelled to go to some other point to secure
employment, and the contracts which they had made for furnishing the cement manufactured by them would have to be
vitiated in some way.
Now, of course, as stated by my colleague from Pennsylvania
[Mr. DEWALT] awhile ago, the .Government has the right to
commandeer this electrical energy under these contracts if it sees
fit to do so. But in do.ing so the provision of the Constitution
still prevails that private property can not be taken for public
use without just compensation.
The right-the contractual right=-under the terms of these
different contracts between the electrical company and the
cement companies was a property right, and when the United
S_tates Government steps i~ and takes from them their property
rights under the terms of these contracts it is just as much a
taking of property as would be the taking of land ; and therefore the serious situation was that the cement companies would
be' unable to fulfill their cement contracts or manufacture their
product, and they would only be entitled to turn around nnd
ask for compensation from the Federal Government, which had
diverted this power from them. That would be a question, of
course, for the assessment of damages, depending as to amount
upon the facts that might be developed upon the n·ial of the
issues in the case.
Now, it is proposed, howe\er, to avoid as much as possible
the damages that would ensue from this radical act on the part
of the Government, made necessary by war conditions. The
remedy that is proposed is that the Government will assist this
Navigation Electric Co. in extending its plant so that it will
be able to conform to' the contract previously made and also
enable the Bethlehem Co. to receive an adequate amount of
electric energy to mauufacture munitions that the Government
needs and also supply the anthracite coal mines in that region
with a suffiCient quantity of electrical energy, so that they
will be able to mine an additional quantity of coal so badly
needed throughout the counb.-y for -war purposes generally at
the present time.
.·
·
In order to do that it is estimated by the engineers that it
will require an -expenditure of a million and a half dollars to
make this extension; and it is necessary that speedy action be
taken in the enactment of the measure such as is contemplated
fn the bill, for it will require from four to six months to install
the necessary machinery.
Mr. ESCH. As I understand it, this subsidiary company de·
_·
·
velops 20,000 ho.rs~power.
Mr. STEELE. The plant at Horton develops 30,000 kilowatts,
and the Bethlehem Steel Co. needs 12,500 kilowatts in addition.
Mr. ESCH. The Horton Co. could not supply under the existing contract what it called for. Therefore this bill is the
only possible relief.
Mr. STEELE. The only possible relief that can be afforded.
l\lr. ESCH: I understand that unless the Bethlehem Steel
Co. gets 12,500 additional kilowatts it will be necessary to make
a reduction or stop the supply to 'the cement works, and even
require the shutting down of the coal mines.
l\fr. STEELE. That is a fact.
Mr. · DEW ALT. If the gentleman will pardon me, he should
refer to the fact that the testimony developed that the electrical
companies were not able, under the money market, to finance the
propositi9n themselves.
Mr. STEELE. The gentleman is correct in what he is stating. The fact of the matter with reference to that situation is
this: Just previous to the declaration of war the ~.ehigh Navigation Electric Co. had made its financial arrangements for
borrowing something like - ~ mlllion and a half dollars to extend
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the plant -at that time. to n:H;et what it contemplated wou1d
'TheDHAffiMAN. The time of the gentleman has exph·ed.
the requir.ements of tbe company in fur;1ishing electrical energy'
1\fr. ESCH. I yield the gentleman two minutes.
throughout the Lehigh Valley. This ru:-rangement had :beeu . 1\Ir. SLOA._"N'. Section 3, _Article IT, of the Donstitution, recit·
practically completed at the outbreak of the war, but because of. 1~ the powers and duties of the President of the United States,
the financial conditions l>efore the declaration of war and the .say. :
attitu<le of the · Gov.er.nment in iiQjecting to n~w capital arrang_e'He shall from time to time give to the Congress information of the
ments it was not .enabled to cum_plete it. If it bad not 'been tar state of the Union and recommend to tbcir consideration such measru·es
the '""ar the extension would .have been maJle 'by the company as :be hall Judge 11ece.s a.ry ·and expedient.
at this time.
Reading section 3 as it -applies to this bill, omitting that ~hich
lllr. SMITH of 1\1icbigan. Will the gentleman :yield?
i.s irreJev.a,nt, it would read as tallow :
ll1r. STEELE. I will.
·
He •shall from -time ·to time r.ecom.mffid to their eonsiderntion sucb
Air. Sl\1ITH -of ~liehigan. I understand that there is a cor- mensures as .he ·shall judge .nece sary a:nd expedil!.Ilt.
pomtioo expressly organi~ed and authorized to ·lo_an financial
"The Ekecutiv-e has .apparently not deemed it "nece ary or
aid 1\here it is neces ary 1n such ..a case as this, 1s there not?
expedient" to ha:ve this grant of power, because no mes age has
1\lr. STEELE. Does the gentlemJlU mean the securities com- oo1ac to the Oongress of the .United Eta.tes for that ·purpose.
pany?
, 1\lessage Qn}y Js ·the constitutional method by which the PI:esi·
i\lr . .Sl\11TH .o f 1\!ichiga.n. The Wax .Finance Co_rpor:aUon.
dent should eek rto influence in the fir.st instance action by the
f 1\!r. STEELE. I do nat think any of the ·war-aid legislation lawmaking power. .Ordinarily 'the lawmaking power .should be
extends to public utility companies. No legislation ·now }n ·~- confine? rto the Congress ·of the United States, unin:tiuenced :by
lstence meets the situation 1 ha:ve been discussing.
Ex-eeu.ti-ve recommendation. There is, .!however, reserved to the
J\lr. &'-liTH of Michigan. Has tbis eoropauy made application Executive on great questions where he desires -and where 'he
_to them .for assistanc_e!
thinks he ,ought to infiuenee the initiation of 1egislation the uut,y
. 1\lr. STEELE. I can not answer the gentleman hecau.se 1 of sending a .message in w.riti:ng or ·by .appearing before the
haYe .no information o.n tbe subJect.
Congress and .recommending ·that -such iegi lation be passed. .J
:lf.r. S!UTH of llchi.gan. Is jt ·being operated .on wal· con- J.m:ve bear-d Members ·Cl'lticized an the floor of .this House for not
tracts?
upporting presidentia:l policies .and meas.u res. Constitution.a1ly
Mr. STEELE. The Bethlehem Oo. is engaged nlmost 100 per what is a presidential .measure or po"llcy1 There is ;no presi·
cent in war eonir:act , and from 20 rt o S<J ~r cent of th.e cement dentin! policy know.n to the Jaw or properly construable by the
produced is sold to the Government.law for which any man Should Jbe ·-criticized for :not supporting
The -CHAIRMAN. The time ,!Jf ,the gentleman f:rom Penn!:!Y1· .unle , in the .first instance, in the constitutional manner, the
:vunia has .expired.
.Executive 'has e:x:er.cised his prerogati\!e in recommending .such
Mr. 'SXEEL'E. I ask unanimous -consent to .extend and revise legislation.
my remarks.
This meas1.1re .contemplates an .extTaordinaxy grant of power
The CHAIRMAN. Is there -objection?
in:volti.ng Jegislativ~ violence to ·v ast !Ptivate :ri,ghts, 1affecting
'T here was no objection.
· ~~Y uait of ~lec.tl"ieal .and mechani-cal ·power in .the United
1\:Ir. ESCH. '1\lr. Qb.a.irroan. 1 yield 1i've .min.utes to th.e gentle- .States. .It ,can only be defended by a stern war nel!essity.
mru.1 fr.om :Nebraska fMr. SwAN·].
.
Before we depriv-e the people of th-eir ;rights the .responsible
.ltir. SLOAN, Mr. -Chairman, during tbis afterpoon the aver- bead of LhisiloV&nment shouldJin the constltutiona!l '1\.ay .de.monJlge .att-endance 1n ·this -chamber has been l$s than 20, taken at s:tr.ate the necessity nnd :make :the :demand for the legislation.
1nterv:als .of about 15 minutes. ·This 1s l.ess thatJ. 5 -per cent :Of ln -the yea.rs :to come ·wben :the .r.epresentutiv.e of the people
the House membership. Over at th_e other :end of the Capitol '90 ru-e struggling to '1VIleSt ~this ;power from the Executive, whoper .cent ;o f tne membership 1s pr.esent witb j!rowded gallerie"'. .ey;e1· be may .be, to :restore it to the peoJi].e.llepresentatives will
The two situations contrasted are praetlea1ly tllis-: This .great ~ look vainly tbrou.gb .the pre idential message -fe).' the Teque ·t
representativ-e .bo.d y is :in the 11ct of _yielding to the Ex-ecuti·Ye stu- fox .thts ..gr.ant. It will be leoked u_po-n as :a -settled poliey rather
pendous and 1llmost immeasnrable :powers heretofore eo.otrolled · ·tJ.utn ;a ·war-emergency mensur.e.
lndirectly, :perhaps by the legi.slattve booy~ but :really .o wned .and . i\ien .have ·said in this :debate the ~ast powers granted .are
..controlled by the people .of tbe United :States. Over ·a t the other lllOt e.x:peet~d to be lexerctsed. T.h.e:n -they shmlld not !be gr::mte.d.
:end of the Capiio11n the ;presence nf .a v.ast th.ro.ng, the l.a.I:ge Wise state man hip -pr.e umes :that power grauted will be 'E!xer·
membership finds :itself Jn the :act .of ex:ten.ding an opportunity cised. Mor.e than tb.a:t. it should be :hedged .about w.it.l,l eyery
:tfor a voting privilege to a part of the -people ()f the U;n.ited ooneeiY:fiNe safeguard. Legisla-tor should gua:rd •.against tlle ill·
States. :It illustrates -that it is lta:rd :tor the American peopl.e msnosed officer rat~r than too olicitou ~Y grant privileges :te
.to -ob-taln aey extension ;Of a .right, :but J.t -seems m tb..ese 1a.tte1· those who may he d-eem.ed w,ise and good.
~ys -v.er~ -easy _for them to yie-ld np .a blrge ,pru"tion of theiJ.·
lt this meas.ure .is .n_eeessa.ry for nchieYing national victory,.
-if the Executive Js s.o ·Cen:v.in.ced .and he has j;n :any wise Jncli·
.rights.
·u .seems to me :that in 3fielJ'liJJ;g these .tr..emen.dol!S powers .s.o :e.a.t~d such ~eonvictio_n ·.t o :members of the lnter.sta.te .a nd Foraptly described by the gentleman from Pennsylv nia [Mr. D.E- ei.gn .Commerce ,Committee, such committee might proper_l,y tnl~e
)¥ ALTJ who, with his fnr vision and J>ow.erful imagination, sought .cogniznnce -of that fact. .But a ·due ·regard fQr ·: the dignity <Of the
·to give us ,some jdea of the tremendous ;Proportion of this ,grant : .House of ltepTesentatives ::and .tbe Censtitution .of our countJ.:y
,of power. we ought to .go slow in considering it. 'We sboula · demands .that the ·Executive .message preseribed .by the fathers
-take into account what we are granting. We a.re taking from should be forthcourlng befor-e .t his measure was recommended
lthe J>eople and han~g over to the 'EKecutive multiplied tnillions fOT our fav.o rable action. [Applause.]
of property and valmible and important :rights heretofor.e -ex'The -DHAIIU\1AN~ The time <Of the .g-entleman has expired.
·ercised and enjoyed .b.Y .the American people. This tremendous
1\lr. SIMS. Mr. Ohairma.I\, I .fie-ld H> minute to the .gentlegrant is made to the Executive under alleged -war necessity. ::man :from Sooth Carolina 11\f.r. STE\"'EN oN].
Does the Executive really believe that we £hou1d seize the WDP- t .Mr. STEl~EN-SON. :Mr. Chairman, I . desir-~ like the gentleerty ·rights of the American people and transfer them to him? ' .man fr.om Pennsylv.ania tMr. STEELE], to ~.efer to the necessity
TI he believes it should be done, he undoubtedly 'believ.e s it and the utility of this measure because of conditions wbich
:Should be constitutioruilly ask.€d fo1· that it might :be -consti.tu- .RrJse in my .own district. There are two .great illvisions of
tionally granted and constitutionally received.
, power development in North anti · o.uth Carolina. One of them
1 am in favor of granting any power necessary for the winning · is .c.ontrolled by what is known as the .Sout.h.crn Power Co.
.of .a victory ·f or this Nation in this emergency. But the o.tlicinl ;an{} opern..tes on the ·Oatawba .and Brua<l llivers .and the other
who is to accept this grant should 'b elieve in it so thoroughly l.s tbe Carolina Power Co., tllu.t OJ)el:u.tes farther north on the
.und be Bo impTesse:d with its neeesSity that he would sey to the iPedee 'RiYer :and the Roanoke River.. Now, there is a condition
Congre s in the constitutional way, "I need the power and I arising which is shown in _t:be repm't 'here. T.he South<~rn
ask it of the Congress for the welfare .of the Nation:••
Power Co. ha n normal ru.n.ol:l.Dt .of power in its territory to
I asked a Member, the gentleman fr.O'm North CnrQlina, who ea:rry .all the legitimate ,bu "ness that ls being done there, and
"Was ma.king a speeCh on this bill, if the .'President :ha<l in a con- that is a tremendous war .business in the manufactw·e of cot:Stitutional way asked for tbis grant :of power. He said he did ,ton ,goous at the milling points in that wbole terrltor.Y. It bak
not know. He added something as to the matter of taste in a ~0 large l1ydroelectric plants in ,my ilistrict, and has really
communication through the chairman {}f a standing .committee !bwl,t cilles where there were '\Yil<.lerne ses a few year ago far
.having the same effect as a message to the Congress. This is not the purpo e ;Of mnnufa.cturmg cotton, and it has in the In.st
.a mutter of taste; it is a matter of the Constitution, an.d I hope · yeru~ constructed and is ju t completing another very large
:w~en ~ mention tlu:! Constitution 'in this presence that nobody plant. whose pol\"'er is not needed in that particular di trict
~Will .nse and make the point of order against introducing a -but it is needed in the district of the Carolina Power Co., and
strange or obsolete subject in this Chamber~
the construction is needed of 8~ miles of power transportation
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lines of 100,000 volts capacity, requiring about 75 miles of
additional lateral branches feeding the territory contiguous to
Wilmington, N. C., and all between the Wateree River and
Raleigh, N. C., the Wateree River being in South Carolina.
Now, the construction of that line and the transmission of
20,000 horsepower will release 150,000 tons of coal a year which
is used in a territot·y which is remote from the coal fields, being
a very large item. It releases from the necessity of transportation 3,000 coal cars for the cpming season, and the company that
is purchasing this power desires to connect the two reservoirs!
the one running over with power and .the other in wupt of
power, and it is confronted with the fact that it can not go on
the market with its securities because it is interfering with the
money market for the bond subscrip~ions. It can not get the
money to construct this line to comply with its contract, in
which it proposes to deliver electricity early in the coming
year, without some help or some relief from the Government.
It has to get permission from the finance board here or it has
got to borrow the money from the War Finance Corporation,
or it has got to get it this way, and the question is a very
serious one whether it can get it any way except this; and
this is merely· an instance of the utility of the measure which
is proposed. Now, the gentleman from Nebraska [Mr. SLoAN]
said, in substance, a little while ago that the proposition was
to give the President power to seize the property of the citizens.
It not only looks to that, but it is to give the Gove!Ilillent the
power to assist the citizens in developing that wbich is abso-;
lutely necessary for . the carrying on of the .industries of this
country during this war, and that is the instance which I have
attempted to give of the use of this act, and for that reason I
am exceedingly interested to see the act put in operation as
soon as possible, in order that the power which is in one reservoir-and you will find it so all over the United States-:-can
be shifted and transferred to a place where it is needed to conserve the coal supply and the transportation of this country.
That is the statement that I desire to make in asking for time
this afternoon.
.
Mr.. NORTON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STEVENSON. I will. · .
:Mr. NORTON. Is the gentleman in favor of legislation of this
kind after the war?
).fr. STEVENSON. I am in favor of its terminating as soon
after the emergency growing out of the war terminates as possible. I have always been a strict constructionist and I do not
now expect to begin to advocate the retention of public utilities
any longer than they are necessary.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STEVENSON. I will.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. I have been interested in the gentleman's explanation of the bill. Do I understand truit the corpor~
tions that are denied the opportunity to sell securities to raise
money are to be allowed to have money out of the Treasury, and
this is a bill to furnish them the money?
Mr. STEVENSON. The provisions of this bill authorize the
Government to take hold and expend the inoney in creating these
facilities or in assisting corporations now in existence in completing themselves and provide security to the Government. in so
doing. That is the reason for the great appropriation tbat is
made in the bill. I yield back such time as I have not used.
.Mr. HAMLIN. Will the gentleman permit a question?
Mr. STEVENSON. Yes.
· Mr. HAMLIN. I desite to refer to the last remark of the gentleman in reference to its providing for security to the Government. What security is made to secure the Government?
Mr. STEVENSON. As I have read the bill, the Government
has possession of the utility, and I take it for granted that if it
has possession and can operate it can take care of itself in the
operation.
·
Mr. HAMLIN. But when the war period is over a.nd•the authority of the Government to operate expires, the Government
will have a lot of this stuff on hand, and it will have to sell it
for whatever these people want to give them.
Mr. STEVENSON. There is a provision that it must be appraised and the Government will dispose of it; and if you develop a power and the power is put to a profitable and permanent use, you a:~;e not very likely to have to throw the power
away. But suppose the Government has to take somethlng less
than it costs? The time is now at hand when we have to have
the power for the purpose of carrying on the war industries.
Now, if the Government has to lose somethlng by accelerating
that power and by increasing it, and by increasing the facilities
for the transportation and delivery of that power, it is one of
the expenses and one of the losses incident to being in u state
of war 'vhich we will have to philosophi<;ally bear, I think.
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1\lr. H...u\1LIN. I agree with the gentleman; and that is the
only reason in the world why I will support the bill. But this
is the situation as it is likely to arise, in my mind: Has it occurred to the gentleman that some of these private companies
might take advantage of the Government in coming and extending their plants?
Mr.• STEVENSON. Selfishness is the dominating trait of
humanity, and I have no question but that some people will
take advantage of this condition. But I call the gentleman's
attention to the fact that they do it in every contract and every
deal made with the Government, and they take advantage of
the necessities of the Government when in a state of war; and
we can not do away with it without eradicating human nature.
Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, I yield 20 minutes to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr~ FEss]. [Applause.]
Mr. FESS. 1\fr. Chairman and members of the committee, a
statement was put out some time ago by one of our colleagues,
1\fr. FERRIS, of Oklahoma, the chairman of the Democratic Con. gressional Committee, in which it was annotmced that the
Republican Party had been an . obstruction political party. I
wanted to take a little time with the members of the committee
to say something about the functions of a minority party. The
minority party, by virtue of a lack of numbers, is not held responsible for legislation. That function belongs to the majority
party. I believe, as no doubt every Member in this Chamber
. believes, that a republican form of government can not be admin.istered in a salutary manner for the public weal without some
form of political organization. Public opinion can not translate
itself into law except through this agency. There is not a gov·e rnment in the world that assumes to speak for the people
that does not have a form of political party. Even in Germany,
the enemy to-day of the liberties of a people, recognizes party
organization. If it is in a country with a responsible ministry,
. such as Great Britain, they have several parties, but always
~o.
And in our country we will always have at least two.
political parties fundamentally different. It has ever been so
and will ever be so. The very distinction of schools of political
thought compels it.
The line of demarcation in our history thus far has been
the difference between that school of , political thinking that
tends to give increased power to the central authority in the
interest of order, but at the same time retains local self-governme)lt in the local unit in the interest of liberty. The other
school tends to retain more liberty in the local unit and less
power in th~ central government. The_ differentiation between
political parties in our country, therefore, has been that one
emphasizes central authority in the interest of orderly conduct,
while the other local self-government in the interest of libert,..
It is a well-recognized historical fact that these two lines of
politicai thinking have formed the real basis for political parties. Tl}e extreme of either would not be wise. In the past the
Democratic policy was decPntralization, which embodied itself
in the doctrine of State rights and, at certain periods, State
sovereignty, which was the real cause of the Civil War.
Our Democratic friends will admit with me that in the last
few years the centralizing power is being recognized fully, if
not more greatly, on the Democratic side of the aisle than on
the Republican side. However, the Republicans have never
agreed with former Democratic policies. No political party in
power will likely suffer an embarrassment by not using what
seems to be the necessary authority to do what the leaders think
ought to be done. So that the party in power will be centralizing in its tendencies, while the party out of power may be decentralizing in its tendencies. This is usually the rule. The
party in power inevitably will take the responsibility for legislation. The country demands of it that service. It can not long
remain in power if it does not. The party out of power, almost
as inevitably, will take the position of the watchman on the
tower to hold up the legislation by its parliamentary rights
until what is worth while is gotten into the law, and what is
dangerous, from their standpoint, is eliminate<\ from it. The
real purpose of parliamentary regulation is to secure to the
minority this right in the interest of sound legislation.
This explains why, from 1861 until1884, the Republican Party
took the lead and responsibility of all measures which to-day
make up our proudest period in history, while the Democratic
Party was styled in our history as the obstructionist party,
because it studiously and vehemently opposed every measure
during that period. It matters not whether you look at the
Lincoln-Johnson administration or any other, from that on
until the Cleveland administration in 1885 the position of the
Democratic Party as a minority party was to oppose except
when by accident the Hou$e for a short time fell into Democratic
hands. I remember most distinctly as a young man greatly
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interested in the political hif:;tory of our country, and an. interested student of our times, I used to take a great deal of pleasure in declaring what "'"Rs true, but somewhat embarra.slng to
my Demo·c ratic fri-ends, that there was scarcely a. fundamental
mea ure i:n:ce the opem"ng l>f the Civil War that had not been
opposed by the Democratic Party in both the Senate and the
House. We are free to admit, what all must recognize, j:hat the
:reason for that was that tbe Democracy of the country was
holding responsible the Republiean Party, which was then in
power for the legislation and not being charged with such
respo~sibility themselves presented an almost undivided opposition.
Lt is not neces.sru.-y for me to specif-y what were the great
measures in Lineoln s time and John on's time. They involved the prosecution -of the greatest jJlvll War known :to
man. Opposition then verged close to disloyalty. Neither is
it necessary to speak of the outstanding political measures in
Gen. Grant's reconstruction period. His administration was
di tin..,<TUished by vitally important measures inherited from
headed the Nation, the course. of administration was obstructed
from every angle by the party which to-day is in power.
No Democrat on this tl.oor to-day will deny that these measures were almo t every <>ne of them opposed by the solid vote
of the Democratic side of the House, including all of the
the war, which should have .received the support of the Democrats but did not. From 1869 to 1877, when the great soldler
amendments to the Constitution) and other reconstructive
measures following th-e Civil War as inevitable prQblems inherited by the war.
l\1r. LONGWORTH. Will my colleague yield?
Mr. FESS. I yield to my colle%ou.e.
Mr. LONGWORTH. Does my colleagne recall that during
the Civil W.ar or the Spanish War any revenue measure was
ever passed by unanimous vote?
l\Ir. FESS. Never in the history of this country.
l\fr. SHALLENBERGER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FESS. I yleld.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. Is it the line of the gentleman's
argument that the position of the Republican Party now is similar to that of the Democratic Party at the time of Lincoln?
l\lr. FESS. It is not. That is why I wanted to build the
statement so that I would not be charged with being unfair
when I cam-e to make the statement I rose to make.
What was don-e in Grant's administration, frQm 1869 to 1877,
was aiso noticed in the Hayes adffiinistratiQn, from 1877 to
1881, and was repeated in the Garfield-Arthur 8.dministration
from 1881 to 1885.
Til-e outstanding measures of nati-onal importance in each of
these administrations covering the period from 186J. to 1885, a
period of 44 years, we-re the targets of the .fiercest opposition
<>f the minority or Democratic Party. These meas\ires included
tb esides those whicll necessarily grew out <>f the ~the financial
questi<>n, the tariff question. the civil-service question, the expansion question, the coU<..-entration and -control question., and
many others of like importance. The country will not forget
the attitude of the Democratic Party in first demanding fiat
money,, then opposing its constitutionality. and later opposing
the resmLption of specie payment. Neither will it forget its
11ttitude on the civil service,. which, while professing to favor
after it once was adopted, it I-.e})udiates wh61 the party is eaUed
upon to enforce it.
During all of those 44 years there was a tremendous effort to
build up the country fl'om tlle standpoint of Republican polieies,
:which displayed a greater stride in natlbnal prosperity than had
ever been known before. That effort was fought by a llllited
Democracy all along the line. Th~ in 1885, when Grover Cleveland c>.ame into power, one of the very first measures that was
iatroduced in Congress was th-e interstate-commerce act -of 1887.
The Republicans, while not opposed to the principle, wanted to
look into it th.Droughly, and therefore they did not give it a
:unanimous vote. The party of th-e majority for 44 years, and
necessarUy ttie responsible party, had become a minority party.
On the other band, during this same Cl-eveland administration
the presidential succession la-w was not opposed by the minority
par-ty. In 1890, in the case of the famous Sherman Antitrust
Act, which bears the name of !i distinguished Republican in the
Senate, at that time in the control of the Republicans, it was opposed by the Democratic PartY in the main, although professing
to be against combinations. And then. coming on down, taking
!in CleTeland's second administration, you find the same rule obbl.ined in a degree, and also in Harrison's .a dministration the
mme principle of the minority holding the majority responsible
for legislation. In McKinley's ·administration, before the .Spanisl:l-American W.ar the Demoe.rats were tu.ri-ous :£or war, and
for a time after war was declared there was a pretty united
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House on both sides of the aisle, especially on the declaration
of war. President !lfcKinley \vas given a unanimous vote for
$50,000,000, granted as an emergency defense fund, to be use(l
as he saw fit. ' But when it came to a revenue measure to supply,
funds with which to prosecute the war our Democratic friendsall but six of you-voted against it. Here in time of war a
minority party -voted almost solidly against a measure designed
to supply the funds necessary for the prosecution of the war
which had received almost a. solid Democratic vote on the declaration of war. While some people have suggested that it was
not patriotic, I had never felt disposed to so denounce the opposition, but was ready to admit that the point of dispute was not
as to the end but as to the means of rillsing the money, and consequently I do· not now think, nor did I then, that we ought to
insinuate that it was an unpatriotic motive on the part of the
Democrats. It was opposition to a theory of taxation Democrats have not indorsed rather than opposition to the war.
I do not think that our Democratic friends now have any
right, from whatever angle viewed, to impugn the moti-ve of any
Republican if, before the war, he should have questioned the
feitsibility of a certain method of raising revenue, or any other
measure upon which parties have been divided· from the very,
beginning of our Government. I now refer to the revenue blll,
to which the gentleman from Oklahoma [1\lr. FERRIS~ referred
in his speech, in which he snid that the Republicans had not
unitedly supported it. This was a measure before this co11ntl'Y.
was in war.
Why, into that measure they had dragged at least three Republican ideas in order to win Republican votes, and while many
Members on the Republican side of the aisle did vote for it,
many Republicans did not stand for 1t becnuse, as I said before,
there was rr seriolli! question involved as to whether it was the
right method.
But let it not be forgotten that that wns before the war and
at a time when the best consideration with the greatest dellbera- ·
tion was not only warranted but uem:anded. Again our friend
from Oklahoma, speaking of the Republican side as obstructionists, referred to the Federal-reserve act. I want . to take .the
time to remind the gentleman that the reserve act was in 1913,
in time of profound peace, and I also wish to ny t11at the enactment of the Federal-reserve act was not obstructed by the
Republican Party. A great number of Republicans voted for
it, and with the best of reasons, for in the main it was patterned
after a Republican measure, the Aldrich bilL Quite a number
voted against it, not because of the Federal-reserve act itself
but because of certain features in it that we tried to amend and
to eliminate from it. Had these amendments been accepted it
would have left the House a very much better bill.
1\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\:lr. FESS. With plea-sm·e.
•
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Will the gentleman from Ohio
permit me to state that those amendments were put in finally
befor-e the law became effective?
·
Mr. FESS. That ts true; and the act has been amended four
times to my knowledge, where I a. sisted in the amendment, since
the law first became effeeti ve.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Ka.n as. And the administration failed
to put it into effect for 15 months because of the lack of those
features1
·
Mr. FESS. Yes. I repeat the act was not opposed as a whole,
but only objectionable features of it. ·
Now, I should like to make another observation~ The Fed- .
eral-reserve act was bodily borrowed from a Republican mensure, the Aldri-ch bill, the result of a Monetary Commission on
which the greatest body of thought was gathered that had ever
been gathered upon any subject in finance in the history of this
country, and if must not be forgotten that was a Republican
meast!l·e. · W"hen the bill was before us 1 printed in parallel
columns of the RECORD the Aldrich bill and this act to show the
complete similarity in principles and fundamentals.
Mr. LONGWORTH. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FESS. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. LONG,VORTH. With regard to the revenue bill, of
which my. colleague has just spoken, I was one of those Republicans who supported it because I believed .it wa four-fifths
Republican, and the only rea on why I objected to it, and the
reason why Republicans voted against it, was the excess-profits
ta-x, brought in in a time of peace, concerning which, if the gentleman will .permit me to read, the Secretary of the Treasury
now says-:
Mr. McADoo. The excess-profits tax must r{'st upon tbe wboUy indefensible notion that it is a. function of taxation to bring all prot\ts
down to one lewl with relation to tbe amount of capital invested n.nd
to deprlvt! industry, foresight, and sagacity of their fruits. The excessprofits tax exempts capital and burdens brains, ability, and energy.

'
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The exeess-profits tax falls les heavily on big bus~ss than on emnll
because big busix1es is generally overcapltal~ed and smnll
business is often unClereapitallzed.
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·shown by Republicans, although in the minority. There
have been heard partisan utterances, but not until it was
opened by the Democratic chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. ESCH. 1: yield to the gentleman five minutes more.
Mr. FESS. I make full recognition of the value of political
organizatio!ls in legislation. But when the. war opened, although
the Republieans had been somewhat impatient with our "watchful waiting " and had criticized some things that we thought
ought to have been different, partisan criticism was totally
abandoned. However, we hac suggested some things not done
that we felt should have been done. Republicans have felt
themselves free to raise certain questions as to a more complete preparation and a more vigorous prosecution of the war
but when it comes to voting on any war measure which wa;
shaped as a fixed policy for the prosecution of the war, there
has been no political division, so far as I know on the Republican side.
'
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FESS. Yes. I yield.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. I agree with the gentleman that
we can not decide the policy of a party by a vote on a spocial
measure, but I would like to ask the opinion of the gentleman
on this matter. Is it not a fact that one great measure that
Is at issue in the management of this war, a party measure
between your side and the Democratic side, is the selection ot
a war boa1·d. or a war committee, to assist the President in
the conduct of the war? Is not there this possibility that if
your party should win in this election your policy will be to
establish a war board such as your party has voted for and
take from the President the absolute power to conduct the war.
as he sees fit? Is not that the essential thing at issue?
Mr. FESS. There will be no disposition on the part of Republicans in Congress in the slightest degree to interfere with
the vigorous prosecution of the war. The gentleman should not
speak of a committee on the conduct of the war. We have asked
for no such committee. There is almost certain, however, to be
a decided policy that the administration accept some budget
system, to give better business methods to contracts and expenditures, and also a better audit system, so that the auditing
of the accounts of one department will not be done by its own
department, as in the case of the Government.
Mr. GILLETT. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FESS. Yes; I yield.
Mr. GILLETT. Was not the formation of the committee to
which the gentleman refers-and which the Republican Party
Sllpported-originated by tbe Democratic Party in the Senate
and carried through the Senate under the leadership of Senator
Sut:MONs, the Democratic lea<1e1.·, and after that the Republican
Party supported it?
Mr. FESS. That is true; and not only that, the gentleman
here that introduced this bill has offered the argument that this
committee .is unnecessary because Congress has already a committee with power to do that thing. If that Committee on Expenditures, a part of this bodyl has that power, then the gentleman can not inject the idea that we are going to interfere with
the prosecution qf the war by creating a new committee to do
as he says, the identical thing they now have the power to do'
but of course does not and will not do.
'
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FESS. Yes; I yield to my friend.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. When the revenue blll was passed
the leader of the Republican Party sought to recommit it with
instructions to report the bill back with a provision authorizing
the appointment of a COIIUllittee to have control and supervision
of tbe expenditures. · I hold the position that you can not fight
this war with committees and that the appointment of a committee would interfere with the Executive in his full powet· as
Commander in Chief in his efforts to prosecute the war.
Mr. FESS. That statement may be a good political ru·gument
just before an election, but it does not get anywhere when the
purpose of every political party is to win this war with the most
vigorous pros~ution possible and at the minimum waste of
public funds. That, I think, everybody will agree to. We have
no right to devote our entire attention to contracts. We must
also devote some effort to bow to avoid wasteful expenditures.
Mr. GILLETT. I suggest to the gentleman that it is not fair
to let go uncontradicted the suggestion that this committee was
to have control of expenditures. They would have had absolutely no control of funds.. The committee whose organization
the Republican Pn1.-ty supported was purely a committee of
investigation.
. Mr. SLOAN. And had nothing to do with the conduct. of the

.That i~ the opinion that the Secretury of the Treasury now
holds upon the one Item in that bill which the Republicans
opposed.
Mr. FESS. I am glad that my colleague made clear that
particular point, because I want to make it clear that . it was
not the bill as a whole that was opposed by . Republicans, but
defects, many o.f which have since been corrected. T:Pe bill
had in it some features that the Republicans tried to amend
at the time. I myself secured one amendment, as will be
recalled-the preservation of the gold standard.
'Vhen my friend on the other side of the Chamber referred
to the interstate trade act and charged that we obstructed it,
he was again mistaken_. Republicans voted for it as readily as
the Democrats, for it was a Republican measure that had been
recommended by President Taft in a Congress preceding. At
that time Democr.a ts opposed the proposition because of minority status. But not so with Republlcans; they supported
tbe measure quite enthusiastically.
The s8.llle thing is true with respoct to tlte rural-credits act.
another measure in the list mentioned by the Democratic; chairman. The rural-credits act was an origination of Myron T.
Herrick~ from Ohio, a Republican, who had made an elaborate
study of the subject in Germany. He was the first man to call
attention in an official way to this character of ftnanelal legislation.
I simply call the attention of my friends on the other side ot
tbe aisle to these facts, which ought not to have been forgotten
so soon, and must not be distorted for political purposes. When
they say that we· on this side of the aisle have assumed the
po ition of an obstruttionist party they shall not distort the
real facts. All of these measures were passed in time of peace.
Even though we had obstructed it is not fair to apply it as if it
;were war t1me. I call their attention to the fact that there was
ground for our opposing the items that we did oppose, although
they bore the brand of our own party, having been bon·owed
from us and having been dressed in a new garb. But that was
not in time of war. It was before the war opened and can not
be subject to the criticism justified if in time of war.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. Chairma.J4 will the gentlema.D. yield?
Mr. FESS. Yes; I yield to my friend.
· Mr. HASTINGS. The gentleman has just made a ~tatement
to t11e effect that Myron T. Herrick indorsed this rural-credits
act. It -is true that Myron T. Herrick wrote a bill upon the
subject of rural credits, but the gentleman from Ohio is bound
to admit that l\1Yl·()Il T. Hen-ick violently opposed this particular
bill, that he circularized the United States against it, and made
speeches against it-the bill that the Congress passed. I remember it very well ; I was myself a member of the Committee
on Banking and Currency, whic-h reported that bill; and I remember that Mr. Herrick made speeches all over the United
States against the rural·credits bill which was enacted by
Congress.
Mr. FESS. He opposed one feature of the rural-credits bill.
a feature that is fundamentally wrong, and the elimination 'Of
that feature would have made it a much better bill. I refer
to the feature which puts the Government ltself in the banking
business. That was the feature he objected to in that bill, and
that is the one feature that weakens. the bill, The same may be
said in lesser degree with regard to the Federal reserve ac-t.
'Ve also objected to the latter being a partisan board of control. We introduced an amendment to make it nonpartisan
and were ridic-uled for even the suggestion of the possibility of
any Executive doing such a thing. Note that was before it was
done. That feature of the Federal reserve act would make it
much better Jf it were eliminated.
.
Our opposition to that feature does not mean that we oppose
the whole measure. I appeal to gentlemen on both sides of
the a1 le, what has been the position of the Republican Party
as a minority party since the world war began? I am quite
certain that tl1ere is nobody here. on either side of the aisle,
that wants to do anybody, individually or collectively an injustice. There is no occasion for it, and when we come· to look
into our party government, where we know legislation mus.t be
by party organization even in time of war, there will be a majority party. responsible, and a minority party armed with
pal'liamentary procedure in order to see that the best results
will be worked out in legislation. Note the contrast of . the
Republicans in war with the Democrats in the Oivil Wu.r and
the Spani h~Amerlcan .War. Only yesterday a distinguished
judge, a DElmocrat from. GeoJ.'gia, said to me he bad never seen
such eliwination of. party spirit as displayed by Republicans.
Tbe1.-e nEl\et· has been such a display of partisan abandonment war.
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1\Ir. FESS. Ab olutely nothing to do with the conduct of
the war. .The gentlemen confuses a committee to supervise expenditures to avoid ,-.;-aste and a committee on . the conduct of
the war.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Ohio has
again expired.
l\1r. ESCH. How much time have I remaining?
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman has five minutes.
.
1\lr. ESCH. I yield the balance of my time to the gentleman
from Ohio.
1\fr. 1\IA.GEE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FESS. Yes.
Mr. MAGEE. Does the gentleman think that a Member of the
House performs his full responsibility by voting for the authorization of appropriations aggregating $40,000,000,000, and then
never concerning himself in any way, nor endeavoring to get
any information, as to whether these moneys are wisely, economically, and lawfully expended?
Mr. FESS. I think, in answer to my friend specifically, that
it is an indication of a weakness on the part of an individual
Member to. attempt to free himself of responsibility that he
must and ought to exercise.
.1\Jr. GARNER. 'Vill the gentleman yield?
l\Ir. FESS. Yes.
1\lr. GARNER. Is not that auditing now being performed
by the Yarious appropriation committees of Congress?
1\lr. FESS. To my mind the various appropriation committees of Congress hnYe enough to do besides following this thing
up. Their business is to initiate appropriations. We ought to
hrxe a committee to coordinate with that committee and follow
up appl'opriations and see how they are being applied and
.w hether they ure being wasted. I had not intended to raise
tllis question, had it not been for its injection here as an incHcation that the support of such measure was a desire to obstruct
the prosecution of the war. No man can justly make such a
statement. It means a more vigorous prosecution of the war
at tl1e least u-aste of public funds.
l\Ir. GAR:J\'ER. If I understand the gentleman from Ohio,
he would create this committee, to devote its entire time and
attention to this particular u-ork and leave their other duties
in Congress to their fellow Members?
1\lr. FESS. A committee such as proposed, which was to be
a joint committee made up of the complexion of both the Senate
and the House, which would have been a Democratic committee,
certainly would not have · interfered with the war and would
have been a help rather than a hlndrance.
1\lr. GARNER. I did not say anything in regard to interference ; but does the gentleman take into consideration the
duties of the various committees of the House? For instance,
the Appropriations Committee, of which the gentleman from
1\fassachusetts [Ur. GILLETT] is the ranking member on the
Republican side, has full power and, I believe, full opportunity
and full time to investigate these expenditures and ascertain
;whether they have been judiciously expended or not.
l\Ir. FESS. I do not agree with the gentleman. No such
function was eyer exercised by that committee, and never
.w ill be.

· l\Ir. GARNER. And I also think the Committee on Military
Affairs and the Committee on Naval Affairs have that power.
1\Ir. FESS. I do not agree u-ith my friend in that statement
either.
Mr. GILLETT. We hAve to do with the appropriations for
ne:(t year.
l\Ir. LONGWORTH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FESS. I will.
Mr. LONGWORTH. What will be the essential difference behveen the functions of this committee and the functions now
being performed by Mr. Justice Hughes in investigating the
.$640.000,000 expenditure for airplanes without result?
1\lr. FESS. The one chief difference is that one derives au. thority from the Executive; the other derives authority from
the body that gi\·es the appropriation, the Congress, and it would
seem to me that when we vote money to any department and
1
hold it responsible for its proper application, if an investigation
is to be made as to the application of that money, it is not for
the department that spends it to make the investigation, but it is
for the department that gives it authority to expend it. [Applause.]
Mr. SLOAN. In the gentleman's opinion, if we had bad such
n committee, does the gentlpman think there would have ever
· been any occasion for Mr. Justice Hughes to have made the
i investigation, or for the Senate to have made its investigation-1 Mr. FESS.
1\lost certainly not, and the thing most surprising
to me is the sensitiveness of our Democratic friends In refusing
to have an inquiry. If our Democratic friends would welcome
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an investigation of those things that seem to have gone awry,
look at the saving to the Nation from that standpoint, and invite
an investigation, not by the department being investigated but
by a coordinate body, the public would be better served. I am
sure my friends will agree with me that when we vote without
debate $640,000,000 of money for the building of aircraft, as we
did in July of 1917, and we did it because we thought it would
be better not to debate the bill on the floor of the House, that
we are not wholly free from legitimate condemnation of the
people when we simply throw it off by saying ··we were asked to
do it in that way and thus performed our duty to the public,
and we therefore do not propose to make any research as to
what became of it. This attitude is culpable and should not be
tolerated, much less in war than in-peace. To me this claim that
the Republican Party has acted as a mere obstruction party is
pure partisan pabulum employed for partisan purposes where
argument for principle is sadly lacking. [Applause.]
l\Ir. Sil\lS. Mr. Chairman, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from Ohio [1\!r. SNOOK], a member of the committe'r.
Mr. SNOOK. Mr. Chairman, I have been yery mu<!h interested in the ~tatement of my colleague from Ohio [Mr. FEss]
on the philosophy of the parties. So far us I am concerned, so
long as I have been in this Hou~ I have not .s aid anything that
looked like a discussion of party questions. Personally I want
to say this, that I have no time now to discuss party questions.
I ~vant to see if I can personally do something to help win this
war without reference to whether it is won by men who are
Democrats or Republicans. I do not care which they are. [Applause.] Now, I want to say a .word or two about this bill. I
had not intended to talk on this subject at all, but I want to C'all
the attention of the committee to this very important measure
ancl to some one or two or three criticisms which have been made
by some who have discus ed the measure. There has been a
great deal of cliscussion as to the power conferred in section 8,
which giws the President the pou-er to retain these utilitie ·
which have been taken over or which have been built or bought
by him until he can dispose of them to advantage. I am sure I
had a great deal of doubt about the advisability of this section
of the bill and I have a great deal of doubt in my mind yet
about the advisability of that section; but there is a good deal
of force to. the argument 'Yllich u-as presented to the committee
and which has been presented to this House that if the Government intends to spend a large sum of money in buying these
utilities, in building utilities, and in putting money into utilities already in e~istence, the President ought to ha\e a large
discretion in di posing of them after the war is over. . If the
President is not given such discretion the Government is likely
to lose a large sum of money. There is no doubt in my mind
that on account of the expense at this time of installing these
utilities the Government is bound to lose money under thls bill
if we turn those utilities back to the people -who own them or if
we dispose of them after the u-ar.
I want to say, again, for moyself personally, as I said when we
passed the railroad-control bill, and as I said when we reported
the bill for the control of the telegraph and telephones, that I
am opposed to committing this Government to a policy of Go\ernment ownership of those utilities as long as we find there
are people in this country who have brains enough and who arc
honest enough and who have the ability to administer these affairs and run these railroads and these utilities us they have
in the past. [Applause.] But this is a. war measure, and, as
was pointed out to the committee, it is an absolute necessity ut
this time to have this additional power in order to manufacture
war munitions and in order to mine coal. That is a questiou
that has not been called to the attention of the committee, and I
wish I had time to call the attention of the committee to a statement made by Dr. Garfield upon that subject to show the
economy that will be wor:ked out in the operation of the mining
industries of this country, if they can have the power that is
necessary to curry on this work. I do not have the time to read
from the statement, but it says that by using the electric current necessary for the mining of coal there will be a saving of
several millions of dolla1·s a month to the consumers of this
country, because these power plants use the by-product or the
coal that is not used by the manufacturers of the cotmtry or by
the domestic users.
Now, there is just one other thing that I want to cull attention to that has been offered as an objection to this bill. The
question has been asked several times if the necessity exists
now it must have existed for some time; and why is it, men
say, that we have not been cal1ed upon to make this appropriation before this time? The answer is gisen by Secretary Baker,
and will be found on page 4 of the bearings, and it is this :
When they began to make a survey of this subject and to _
·find the necessity for this additional power and ascertained
that lt existed they tried to go to different appropriations that
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bad · been made for the War Department and for the Navy
Department and otll.er branches of the Government that were
exerci lng these functions, but they found that it was impossible to work out a plan to use the appropriations that had
already been made by Congress to the different branches of the
Government. They did work out-and he said it was with the
utmost diffi.culty-a plan by which they did lend assistance to
some of the plants in the Pittsburgh district, where the necessity was the greatest, and they found it was very doubtful if
they had the power to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Ohfo has
expired.
:Mr. Sll\1S. Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman five minutes more.
Mr. SNOOK. They found that they had the greatest difficulty
to work out a plan by which these appropriations could be
usecl I wish to quote just a moment from Secretary Baker's
language on that subject. He says-and you will find it on
page 4 of the hearingsIt required a great deal of ingenuity to work out a plan by which
the funds in the War Department could be made available for the
establishment of supplementary power supplies. The Eme11gency Fleet
Corporation had some elasticity in its funds; the Navy Department
somewhat le s elasticity. We have all b{!en working at it fairly steadily
for fou:r or five months.

And then he went on to say that they found out, after investi·
gating the subject fully and carefully, they thought the only way
it could be reached was by framing a bill something like this.
It was suggested by somebody in the debate-! do not remember who--that it would have been better to have appropriated a lump sum and have left it to the power of the. President to dispose of that sum in taking over these plants and
constructing new ones. To my mind that plan would be very
much more open to objection than the plan we are now using.
I know that this bill grants large powers to the President, larger
than any bill, probably, we have yet brought to Congress; but,
even so, it is hedged around by many safeguards that put a curb
on that power and makes it much better for the people and
for the Congress than conferring on the President the power to
spend a lump sum. That method of appropriation has been
oftentimes criticized in this Congress, and I do not know of
any more objectionable method by which we can legislate than
by going in that direction.
l\Ir. SHALLENBERGER. Will the gentleman permit?
Mr. SNOOK. Yes.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. I would like to ask you as a member of the committee-and I am very much interested in your
discussion of the bill-if the policy of the bill is, or was it presented to you by the department, that because of tl'le interference in the sale of these securities it would be necessary in
order to raise the money to do these essential things tllat the
department thought wise to take the money from the Treasury
and loan to these particular people?
Mr. SNOOK. The people who were engaged in these industries found it impossible to get the money to do this work.
1\fr. SHALLENBERGER. Because they were forbidden to
sell them?
1\lr. SNOOK. Yes; because the money market was such they
could not sell securities. They found the only way they had
then was to come to the Government.
Now, going back to this section 8 and the power conferred by
it in connection with paragraph 1 of section 2, I found to-day
when I read the bill over in the House after the discussion had
commenced that there is n.o limitation as to the time in paragraph 1 of section 2 of this bill as to when the President may
spend money for the purchase of a power plant or for the building of a power plant. I believe that a limitation should be
placed in that paragraph as well as in paragraph 2, and, If I do
not change my mind, I shall offer an amendment after the word
'~construct " to define and limit the power conferred by paragraph 1 of section 2 to the war period, which is defined in this
bill.
1\!r. PARKER of New Jersey. I think the gentleman will find
that it is limited to the war period except where some p1·ovision
is made.
1\1r. SNOOK. Not in this section.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. But it is a general provision
in ·the bill.
·
Mr. SNOOK. The committee, after fUlly discussing this bill,
found the great necessity that confronted it, and in order to meet
this necessity, reported the bill to the House~ When it is
amended, If the committee should deem amendments necessary,
I think it ought to be speedily enacted into law.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
· Mr. SIMS. l\1r. Chairman, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from Oklahoma [Mr. HAsTINGs].
·

, Mr. HASTINGS. .!Ur. Chairma.n and gentlemen of the committee, perhaps I ought to apologize for digressing and for dis·
cussing a ubject that is not in the bill and for taking up the
time of the House at thiB late hour in the evening.
I am not going to makfr a partisan speech. I have- not made
one since the war began. I do not believe- I have cast a partisan
vote. It is not my pnrpose during the continuance of this war
to do so.
I want to take up the few minutes allotted to me, however, in
discussing a subject that I think i of very great impo-rtance, and
that is an amendment to th~ rules which I have proposed and
which has been referred to thfr Committee on -Ru1es.
Mr. Chairman, since coming to Congress I have been deeply
impressed with the necessity for some rule whereby bills of a
local nature could be considered. Strange as it may seem, there
is no such rule at the present time. On July 15 I introduced the
foilowing resolution as an amendment to clause 3. of Rule XIII:
Provided further, That when any bill on the" Calenda-r f-or Unanimous
Consent, upon whtch there is no minority report filed, ts called for consideration, tt shall be considered unless 10 members object, when it
_shall be immediately in order to move its consideration~ which motion
shall be put to the House without debate, and if carrieo by a majo-dty
vote, said blli shall be consi"ered as if no objection had been, made.

It will be seen that it amends the un.animous-consent rule so
that any bill placed upon the Calendar for Unanimous Consent,

upon which there is no minority report filed, shall be considered
unless 10' Members object, when it shall fie immediately in order
to move its consideratioUr which motion shall be put to the House
without debate, and if carried by a majority vote the bill sha-ll
be considered the same as if no objection had been made.
We eught to. have a rule whereby local' bills may be coll'o
sidered. Under our rules now one man in the House can prevent the consideration of a local bill during the entire session
of Congress.
Ther" are only faur ways to get a local bill considered unless
this amendment is adopted:
First. Upon a call of the committee that reported the bilL.
If the committee has been called on two previous Calendar
Wednesdays and other bills considered that have been reported
by it, the chances are the committee will not be called again
during the ses ion of Congress. There is little likelihood of
getting any local bill considered in this manner.
Second. By placing the bill upon the Calendar for Unanimous Consent the· objection of any Member strikes the bill from
the calendar and it can not be considered.
Third. By asking ununimous consent for the consideration of
a bill, a bill can be taken up unle s a Member of the House
objects. Of course, if be objects when the Unanimous Consent
Calendar is called he will object to a request for unanimous
consent at any other time in the House for the consideration
of that bill.
Fourth. By offering a motion. to suspend the :roles, which . requires a two-thirds vote. It is a rule of the Speaker not to
recognize anyone who o:ffers a motion of this kind for the purpose of considering local bllls, except fov the last six days of
the session. It is usually too late then to secill'e favorable consideration by the other branch of Congress.
It will be seen, therefore, that there is really no way to
secure consideration of a local bill except by unanimous consent.
I am opposed to this role, and it ought to be amended. If a
Member introduces a bill which he vouches for as being meritorious, has it referred to: a committee, and secures the unanin1ous
report of the committee upon it, there ought to be some way to
consider the bill in the House_ Certainly one Member of the
House who is not upon the committee that considers the bill
and who has no personal knowledge of it should not have the
right to say that it shall not be considered.
No Member can defend such a rule, either here or- among his
constituents at home. I was reared in the West, where the
people believe in absolute equality. It is exceedingly difficult
to explain to my constituents that consideration can not be secured by the House under the rules of a bill unanimously reported.
When a boy at school it was a rule that everyone took biB
turn in playing marbles, ball, or any other game.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Oklahoma
has expired.
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, have I any time left?
The CHAIRl\iAN. The gentleman has 10 minutes left.
Mr. SIMS. • Would the gentleman from Oklahoma be willing
to continue his remarks by printing them in the RECORD? I approve of them so far as I have heard them.
Mr. BANIOIEAD. I would like the gentleman to be allowed
to conclude. How long will it take the gentle:rnan? It is a very
interesting subject.
.
Mr. SIMS. I ha"\;e no objection to the gentiemn.n's continuiog, but I want to make this statement to the committee, that
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mUting, or distributing electrical or mechanical power, and includes all
when tlle time is out I want to commence the reading of th~ bill machinery
and appliances therein contained, together with all lines
and read the first paragraph, und then move that the committee transmitting or distributing power in connection therewith, and all other
rise.. That is all I want to do to-night. If the members of the property the ownership, usc, or occupancy of which may be appropriate
committee do not object, I am willing to yield to the gentl~man to or useful in connection with the maintenance and operation thereof.
With a committee amendment, as follows:
from Oklahoma five minutes more if he desires.
1\Ir. HASTINGS. Very well.
Page 1, line 8, inse1·t, after the word "power," tbe word "and in
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlemun from Oklahoma is recog- connection the products maae through or in connection with the cokin~
of coal or Iignita or by combustion."
nized for five minutes more.
·
1\fr. PARKER of New Jersey. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move, before
Mr. HASTINGS. I thank the gentleman.
The farmer, "·hen he goes to the old water mill, stands in line the committee rises, an amendment to that. The word "the,"
and takes his turn in getting his corn or wheat ground. Law- in line 8, should be changed to the word "therewith," so that it
yers at the b!ll' have their cases docketed and called in ~egu}ar would read " and in connection therewith products made," and
order. Everyone appreciates that in Congress some legiSlatiOn so forth.
·Mr. SIMS. ";-e can discuss that to-morrow. Mr. Chairman, I
is national in its character and more ·urgent than other legislation, and therefore must necess.a rily pass. Consideration of it move that the committee do now rise.
can be secured by unanimous consent or by special .rule from
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the committee rvse; and the Speaker having r~
the Rules Committee, but you can not get a special rule for the
sumed the chair, Mr. HousTON, Chairman of the Committee ol
c-onsideration of a local bill .
. I am unalterably opposed to any rule that permits one or two the Whole House on the state of the Union, reported that that
men in tlie House to say what legislation may be considered. committee had had under consideration the bill (H. R. 12!7G)
I believe that we should have a .rule that will permit the con- to prGvide furtller for the national security and defense and for
sideration of all legislation. Every Member is entitled to have the more effective prosecution of the war by furnishing means
his bills considered when reported unanimously by a committee, for the better utilization of the existing sources of electrical and
and surely, if no more than 10 Members out of the entire mem- mechanical power and for the development of new soru·ces ot
bership of 435 object, the bill ought to be considered. In the such power, and for other purposes, and had come to no resoluevent 10. Members object it ought to be in order to move its con- tion thereon.
LEA'VE OF ABSENCE.
sideration. If a majority of the House wants to consider the
bill the minority should not be permitted to hold it up.
By unanimous consent, leave of absence was grunted as folI as ume that every Member who introduces a bill does so in lows:
good faith. If he is diliger.t enough to appear before the comTo 1\fr. McCLINTIC, for two <lays, on account of illness ; and
mittee to whom it is referred and secure favorable consideration
To 1\fr. 1\IA.RTIN, for 30 days, on account of important business.
of it, he is entitled to have it considered by the House when it
ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED.
is unanimously reported.
·
: I want to invite the attention of the Committee on Rules and
The SPEAKER announced his signature to enrolled bills of
Members of Congress to this proposed amendment, and earnestly the following titles:
ui·ge its favorable consideration. I submit that no Member can
s. 4722. An act granting pensions and increase of pensions to
satisfactorily explain to his constituents that the House does certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows
not have a rule whereby every bill unanimously reported can be and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors;
called up for consideration at some time during the entire sess. 4194. An act granting pensions and increase of pensions to ·
sion. My State and the West suffer most on account .of this certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows
rule. Many of the older States do not require any special local and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors ; and
legislation.
.
s. 4543. An act granting pensions and increase of pensions to
, Eastern Oklahoma has 101,519 Indians enrolled as members certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War ancl certain widows
of the Five Civilized Tribes. For the past 25 years their affairs unrl dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors.
· ,
hri.ve required legislation at different times to wind them up.
1\Ir. LAZARO, :fJ.·om the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported
Local legislation is imperative, but a single objection prevents that they had examined :l.Ild found truly enrolled bill of the
its consideration. I am opposed to the rule as it now stands, and following title, when the Speaker signed the same:
opposed to any rule that will place it in the power of one man to
H. R. 12429. An act to authorize the health officer of the Dissay what legislation shall be considered. I thank the House.
. trict of Columbia to permit the disinterment of the bodies of
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous· consent that we Eliza Hill Bowles, Bernice Worthen Bowles, · and Bessie Vivian
begin the reading of the bill, and that the bill be read, subject B~~
.
to amendment, by paragraph or subsections.
ADJOURNME:"l'T.
Mr. ESCH. I think that would be better, Mr. Chairman, be1\Ir. SI1\IS. 1\Ir. Speaker, I move that the House do now adcause two or three of the sections cover two or three pages. It journ.
will be better to have it considered by paragraphs.
.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 5 o'clock and 30
· 1\Ir. SIMS. Nearly all of these sections consist of but one para- minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until to-morrow, Friday,
graph. I ask unanimous consent that the bill be read by sub- September 27, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
sections or paragraph.
1\Ir·. PARKER of New Jersey. I would prefer to have it read
by pn ragraphs. For instance, in section (a) there are no paraEXECUTIVE COMl\IUNICATIONS, ETC.
gravhs, but there are three or four subsections. .
.
. Under clause 2 of Rule XXIV, executive communications were
1\Ir. SIMS. Where there are no subsections I ask that the taken from the Speaker's table and referred as follows:
bill be considered by paragraphs.
1 A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting
, The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Tennessee asks unani- copy of a communication from the chairman of the Capital
mous consent that the bill be considered by subsections or para- Issues Committee submitting a supplemental estimate of apprographs, and where there are no paragraphs that it be considered priation required by the Capital Issues Committee for the re·
by subsections. Is there objection 'i
mainder of the fiscal year 1919 (H. Doc. No. 1303); to the ComThere was no objection.
on Appropriations.
.1\Ir. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I ask that the blll be read through mittee
2 A letter from the Secretary of the Navy, transmitting draft
subsection (a). Committee amendments may be read but not of ~ertain proposed amendments to Senate bill 3475 to pr~scribe
ncted on to-night.
the requisite form of death proof (H. Doc. No. 1304) ; to the
Mr. FESS. 1\Ir. Chairman, I nsk unanimous consent to extend
Committee on the Judiciary.
.
my remarks in the RECORD.
. 3. A letter from the Secretary of State, transmitting a copy
The CHAIRl\1AN. Is there objection to the gentleman's re- of
the journal of the session of the Haitain Council of State
quest?
dated July 4, 1918 (H. Doc. No. 1305); to the Committ~ on
There "as no objection.
Foreign Affairs.
1\Ir. SLOAN. 1\Ir. Chairman, I make the same request.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Nebraska makes the
REPORTS OF CO~li\IITTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS A...~D
same request. I there objection?
RESOLUTIONS.
· There was no objection.
Under clause 2 of Rule XIII. bills and re olutions were sevThe CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read. .
erally reported from committees, deliYere<l to the Clerk, and
· The Clerk read as follows :
referred to t11e several cnlendars tllerein nameu, as follows:
~ Be it enacted; etc., That when used in this net, unless the context shall
require a clltff:'rent interpretation.
Mr. HARRISON of Yirginia, from the Committee on 1\Illi~ry
(a) The term "power plant •• means a plant equipped for, and Affairs, to which was referred the bill (H. R. 12860) grantmg
employed or intended to be employed in, generating, developing, trans-
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to members of the Army Nurse .Corps (female) and Navy Nurse
Corps (female) pay and allowances during any period of involuntary captivity by the enemy of the United States, reported
the same with amendment, accompanied by a report (No. 816),
which said bill and report were referred to the Committee of
the Whole House on the state of the Union.
Mr. DENT, from the Committee on Military Affairs, to which
was referred the bill (H. R. 12936) to prescribe the pay and
allowance of certain officers of the Arn:iy while holding a brevet
grade, reported the same with amendment, accompanied by a
report (No. 815), which said bill and report were referred to
the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union.
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heart, committing our all to the great task to which we believe
we have been ·ca1led by the Divine Providence in this day.
Grant us, we pray Thee, such a complete consecration of ourselves that we may have the satisfaction of knowing that we
are working together with God 1n the interest of the divine
purpose in human life. For Christ's sake. Amen.
The Jom·nal of the proceedings of the legislative day of Tuesday, September 24, 1918, was read and approved.
HAITI'S COMMEMORATION OF THE FOURTH OF JULY.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair lays before the Senate
a communication from the Secretary of State, transmitting a
letter from the minister of Haiti, which will be printed in the
REconn and referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
The communication is as follows:

PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS ~ AND MEMORIALS.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials
Wasl~ington, September 18, 1918.
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
The Ron. THOMAS R. MARSHALL,
By Mr. MORGAN of Oklahoma: A bill (H. R. 13007) to proVice Presid.c1't of the Unttea States, United States Senate.
vide homes for soldiers, seamen, and marines, · and for other
SIR: At ·the request of the minister of Haiti at this Capital, I have
purposes; to the Committee on the Judicary.
the honor to inclose for the information of the Senate of the United
By Mr. HICKS: A bill (H. R. 13008) providing for the pur- States a copy of his not& transmitting, as a matter of record, n copy of
the journal of the session of the Haitian Council of State dated July
chase of uniforms, accouterments, and equipment by any officer 4,
1918, showing unanimous passage of the motion to participate in the
of the Navy or midshipman at the Naval Academy, officer of ~t~:imoration of the anniversary of the independence of the United
the Coast Guard or Coast Guard cadet, or officer of the Marine
It appears that a cablegram was sent by the Council of State to the
Corps from the Government at cost; to the Committee on Congress
of the United States In Washington expressing the sympathy
Naval Affairs.
of Haiti in t.he war and her wishes for the success of the people of the
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. DENTON: A bill (H. R. 13009) granting a pension to
Jessie Worley; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. KRAUS: A bill (II. R. 13010) granting a pension to
Louis B. Smith ; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. McARTHUR: A bill (H. R. 13011) granting an incl·ease of pension to Robert D. Rector; to the Committee on InYalid Pensions.
By Mr. MORGAN: A bill (H. R. 13012) to correct the military record of Frank Rector; to the Committee on Military
Affairs.
.
By 1\IR. VESTAL: A bill (H. R. 13013) for the relief of John
T. Adams; to the Committee on Claims.
PETITIONS~ ETC~

Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows :
By Mr. DUUKKER: Petition ·of Itiehard C. Benson, D. C.,
and other citizens of Paterson and Passaic, N. J., indorsing
H. R. 5118, placing chiropractic upon a plane of equality with
osteopathy; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
By Mr. GALLIVAN: Memorial of Federal Board of Farm
Organizations, favoring legislation requiring the . tag on all
interstate shipments of feed and fertilizer to show exact
contents; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Comm~~
.
By l\Ir. SMITH of Idabo: Resolution of the Rupert Commercial Club, Rupert, Idaho, indorsing H. R. 7628, providing
for an auxiliary reclamation project in connection with the
l\llnidoka project, Idaho; to the Committee on Irrigation of
Arid Lands.
By Mr. VARE: Petition of National Federation of Postal
Employees, requesting passage of II. R. 152; to the Committee
on Labor.
By l\fr. YOUNG of North Dakota: Petition signed by E. S.
Dale, of Rugby, N.Dak., and others, urging the passage of legislation for the protection of sheep fl'Om dogs and other predatory animals ; to the Committee on Agliculture.
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United States, but that cablegram failed of transmission and did not
reach thi,.s country,
I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
ROBERT LANSI.XG.
(Inclosure from the minister of Haiti dated Aug. 81, 1918.)

rTransla tlon.]
LEGATION OF HAITI,
Washington, D. 0., August

Hon. ROBERT LANSING,

:u, 1918.

Secretary of State.
MR. SECRETARY OF STATE: I have had the honor to receive your e~
cellency's note, dated the 27th of .August, by which I am informed that

the cablegram sent by the Council of State of Ila.iti on the occasion of
the ~th of July neyer was received at the Senate of the United States,
having been mislaid by the cable company in transmission between Port
au Prince and Saqtiago de Cuba.
I deeraly regret that untoward circumstances which thwarted and
stripped of all its purpose the spontaneous manifestation of the council
of state.
Be it as it may, I beg your excellency kindly to transmit as a matter
of record to the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States the inclosed copi.es of the journal of the session of the council of
state of the 4th of .July, 1918, where the motion to pa rticipate in the
commemoration, now world wide, of the independence of the United
States was passed by n unanimous vote. ·
For my part, and in compliancf' with the wish expressed by your excellency, I shall not fail to impart to the council of state the information
given to the Department of State and forwarded to the legation, and
also the sentiment felt by the Government of the United States at that ·
cordial step of the aforesaid council.
Be pleased to accept Mr •. Secretary of State, and etc.
SOLON MltNOS.
[Translation.]
LEGATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF HAITI,
Washin-o ton.

[Extract from the Official Gazette of the Republic of Haiti. Le Moniteur,
No. 46, July S1, 1918.]
COUNCIL Oil' STATE.
(Session of Thursday, July 4, 1918.)
Councilor Legitime in the chair.
A quorum being present tbe session was declared open.
Councilor HuJicourt addressed the Chair and was given tbe floor.
After obtaining the board's agreement to change the order of the day, he
made the following remarks :
"Gentlemen of the council ot state, in the gigantic contest now going
on between right and Uberty on one side and barbarity and autocracy
on the other the Haitian people have not taken the part assigned to them
by their histortc origin. We are none the less bound to manifest our
sympathy and interest to the genProus nations which are now straining
all their moral and physical forces in the common cause, and in that
of the small nationalities in particular.
"'£he 4th of July ls the date of the anniversary of one of the most
momentous events of universal history. It is the date of American independence; it is the date of the triumph of democracy.
"I have the nonor to move that the council of state do adjourn in
commemoration of that hax.py annlversary 1 and so to commune with the
whole world in the pious remembrance of lDlmortal George Washington,
the pioneer of liberty.
·
"I also move that the council of state send on this occasion a cablegram
to the Congress Jn Washington expressing our full sympathy and wishes
of success for tbe people of the United States, who with the powerful
help of their commerce and industry bring to the allies of the European
entente the deciatve weapon which shall bring about final victory."
.
PIERRE HUDICOURT, Councilor.

The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
following prayer :
Almighty God, we seek the divine guidance and wisdom for
the duties that are now upon us, duties that press so hard,
problems that are so stern and unrelenting. As we come completing the mobilization of the forces of this country in the
Conncilo.r Danis St. Aude. second secretary of the board, caused a
interests of justice and humanity, we pray that Thou wilt give
r eading of the motion by direction of the chairman.
to each element in our national life its full expression of second
The CrrAmMAN. The motion of Councilman Iludicourt is before the
patriotism and de\"otion, that we may be indeed united in council.
LVI-686
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n Is adopted by unanimous vote and an extraordinary adjournment
of the se slon is declared.
Signed : L~o Alexis, Dr. D-. Laroche,. Jules Ban£~ P. Iludlcour~ H.
ce, Chs. Sambour, Enoch DesPrt;, A. Andr€, J". m. Grandoit, Ali". A.
Nemours, Chs. Bouchereau, E. J)()rneval, V. Jn. Louis, Emile Elle, Arthur
Fran~ois, s. Villard, Estime Jeune.

P
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The
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S. ARCHER, D. ST. AUDEl,
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tru~

The

INNOCENT,
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EM.

A.

Secreta1·~es.

Sec1·eta,ry.

RetJ.DrtiJzg

LAMAUTI!,

Ohief Clerk.

BLANCHET,

Seeretarv of Legation.
PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS.

1\lr. SMITH of Michigan. Mr. President, I have a telegram
from the Republican State central committee of Michigan
addressed to me stating that "the Republicans of Michigan,
in State convention assembled at Grand Rapids, yesterday
unanimously indorsed the resolution known as the Anthony
amendment to the Constitution." It is. signed by John W. Smith,
member' of the Republican State central committee, and I read
it for the information of my colleagues. I ask that it may lie
on the table.
·
The VICE· PRESIDENT. It will be S<t ordered.
. Mr. FLETCHER presented a telegram in the nature of a petition from Helen Hunt, of Jacksonville, Fla., praying for the
immediate passage of the Federal suffrage amendment, which
.was ordered to lie on the table.
,

.

BTI.LS AND JOINT RESOLUTION INTRODUCED.

· Bills and a joint resolution were introduced, read the first
time, and, by unanimous consent, the· second time, and referred
as follows:
By 1\Ir. CHAMBERLAIN:
A bill (S. 4962) authorizing the payment of claims for loss of
private prcperty in the State of Colorado; to the Committee on

SEPTEMBER

27,

(c) The demobilization of tbe war strength - of the Army and Navy
and the disposition of the men who have been in the service.
•
(d) The demobiUzatlon of civil war workers.
·
5. Problems atiecting oilr foreign. trade .. including(a) The development of new markets.
(b) Combinations for the purpo e of increasing our selling facilities.
(c) Changes in our ban.k lng facilities necessary to cooperate with
such trade.
6. Problems nfreeting the continuance of existing industries and tho
establishment of new industries, including:-(a) The supply and control of raw materials.
(b) The encouragemPnt of the production in the United States of
artieles that have not been made in this country heretofore.
(c) The encouragement ot private enterprise in the development of
the re ources of the public domain.
(d) The utilization of a tariff on imports as a means to protect and
encourage home industries.
7. Problems relating to agriculture, lncluding(a) The advisability o.f continuing after the war price fixing of food
products.
'
(b) Federal loans to farmers.
·
(c) Distribution of food products.
(d) The allotment of lands to returned soldi rs and s:Ulors and their
establlshmf'Dt in new homes on the public d{)ma.in..
8. Problems atrecting the adpquate production and clrectl e dlstri.bu·
tion of coal, gasoline, and other fuels.
9. Problems relating to shipping• . including ship{;,;~s, and especially
ln regard to the sale, continuance of ownership, or
ng ot b.oth yanls
and ships.
10. Housing conditions and the disposition o-f houses constructed by
the Gov-ernment during the war.
11.. War legislation now on the statute books, with reference to its:
repeal, extension, or amendment.
_
12. And in general nl.l matters necessarily arising during the chango
from the activities of war to the pursuits of peace, inclutling those
that may be referred to It by the Senate or House of Representatives.
That the committee is authorized to employ such cle.J.lical assistance
as it may deem necessary, including the services of experts, and may.
by subcommittee or othc>rwi e, send for persons or papers, admlni ter
oaths, and employ stenographers, at a cos"t not to exceed $1 per printed
page, to report such hearings as may be ha-d in connection with any
subject before it; that the committee may sit during tbe sess'iou. or
recesses of the Senate and House of Representatives;. and that exp-ense.s
contracted hereunder hall be paid one-hal! from the contingent fund
of tb.e SenatP and one-half from t~ contingent fund of the House upou
the presentation of vouchers approvell by the chairman of said com·
mittee, until otherwise provided by law.

Mr. WEEKS. ·Mr. President, the Hun is evidently on the
run; and while we may not be able to see the end of this war,.
the end is coming. It may come sooner than we anticipate;
and when it does come, we should be prepared for the conditions which we shall have to face.
I wish to submit to the Senate briefly and in a form which
does not cover anything _like all the subjects to which 1 have .
referred, some of the reasons why I think action should be
taken on this resolution.
When the United States declared wnr against the Impet·ial
German Government, in April, 1917. although the more observ·
ing had for many months· believed this step inevitable, prac-,
.
JOINT CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE ON llECONSTR't JCTION.
tically no preparation had been made, and as a result it was
· Mr. WEEKS. l\1r. President, I send a concurrent resolution necessary to prepare f<tr war at a time when war ac.tully prevailed. This failure bas had many d~ided disadvantages. It
to the desk. which I ask to have read.
. The concurrent resolution ' (S. Con. Res. 21) was read, as bot only delayed our active participation in the wa.r, but lt_
has and will co ·t us tens of thousands of additional lives ancl
follows:
Resolved by the Senate (tll.e House of Representatcves concurring), hundreds of millions. indeed, billions: of dollars. The actual
That there Is hereby creatPd a committee to be known as the Joint material with which we have bad to supply our elves since the
Congressional Committee on Reconstruction, composed of six Senators spring of 1917 will have cost many billions more than it would
anct slx Representatives tn Congress. The members of said committee if it had been provided in prewar times. I am not saying this
shall bt>- selected as follows: Thne Senators by the. Democratic ~renato
rial caucus, three Senators by the Republican senatorial conference, three in the way of criticism. Quite likely a majority of the Ameri·
Reprpsentatives in Congrf'!:'S by the DPmocratic House caucus, and three can people did not visualize the situation which was developing,
.RepresentatlvPs In Congre s by the Republican House conference: Provided, That only Senator· and Repl't'l"entatlvPs ln· Congress who have and as a result there may not have been sufficient public pres·
been elected to serve in tbe Sixty-sixth Congress shall be eligible !or sure demanding that more active steps be taken in making
mPmbl'rship on sald committee. Such mPm.bershl.p shall t(c>rmlnate preparations. We know, however, that the successes of the
with the service tn Congress of the Member, and vacancies shall be filled German armies in the first years of the war were largely due
1n the same ma.n.rn.>r as the original selection were made, ref\pectlvely.
That sald committee shall make an inve tigatlon of the following to the very thorough. preparation made by the German Govsubjcts and rPport to Con"rPss from time to time with such recommenda· ernment and that the weaknes of the allied armies was their untions as. to additional legislation or otherwise as it may di!em advisable: preparedness when war was declared. Although the allies were '
1. Problf'ms afl'e<:ting labor, including.
better prepared than the United States when it entered the :w ar,
~i
(a) Unf'mployment which ma:y: fo-llow war.
(b) Utilization oi discharged soldiers and sailors in civil employ- It took them, especially Great Britain, a long time to become,
' )nents.
.
·
effective fighting forces.
.
c) Conciliation and arbitration of labor disputes.
·
While the end of this great conflict may not be in sight, we
d) The rPla..tion of men and women in simila.r employments.
e) Sub. titution of female (;'roployP<'S for male and vice verRa.
hope it is, and we know now what the end will be. When it
(f) Feasibility of organizing permanent employment agencies.
does come, it will not give u any time for preparation; indeed,
"" (g) Requ.i.remPnts to11 labor after the war, both in agricultural and
in one day the whole world scene will change. Unless we take
Industrial occupations.
(b) Dtstributiua of labor.
advantage of the- pre. ent to provide for the future we shall be
(i) Employment of surplus labor on public works ol whi{!h the concaught in exactly the .nme condition as regards peace as
l>truetion or completion has bePn suspended due to the war.
we were when we oeclared war-unprepared. It will be in. 2. Probl<'ms affecting capital and cn>dit, including(&) AU matter relating to trusts an{} combinations.
finitely more reprehensible if we fail to make preparation for
(b) Ff'dPral loans to private enterprises.
peace, because we shall have lost our opportunity to take auvan· .
(c) Ft'dPral supervision of capital Issues.
tage of the great Je ~us we ha"\"'e learned from this war. There
8. Problems affeeting public: ~;~tilltiP.s, including(a) The establishment of a railroad policy after the war, and the might have been some excuse from the viewpoint of many peorelation of the> Interstate Commerce Commission to the railroads.
ple for not making ample p1·eparation to fight, but with that
(b) All questions relating to communication b wire.
4. Problems r e ulting from the- dPmobillzatlon or our industrial and" failure· before our eyes, the example of the failures of oilier
military war rE>"n nr<'eS, includingnations, and, more important, the. provisionR these nation. ar'e
In) The diRpo~. a l of surplus Gov-ernment prop:-rties and supplies in
making for peace, there i no excuse for our country not prethis country and abrond.
.
paring itself to meet the great after-war problems. Every nation
(b) The conversion of munition industries into those of peace.
rn~

.

By 1\Ir. BECKHAM:
A bill ( S. 4963) granting a pension to Breckenridge Wash ; to
the Committee on Pensions.
.
By Mr. FALL:
· A joint resolution (S. J. Res. 176) authorizing and directing
the Secretary of War to investigate and report amount~ of damages as indemnity for per onal injurie by wounds on American
side, southern international boundary, supplemental to report
in House Document No. 1168, Sixty-second Congress, third session; to the Committee on lllilitary Affairs.

i
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now engaged in war has been and is now getting ready for
peace conditions. Nearly three years ago conferences were held
by the allies at which certain general principles were adopted
in regnrd to trade conditions after the war, the relationship of
one power to another, the relationship of the allied nations to
friendly countries, .neutral nations, and the enemy governments.
Similar conferences were held by the central powers. Quite
likely the conclusions reached at that time may have to be
modified, but these conferences -indicate the farsightedness of
Em·opean governments and the tendency on the part of the other
nations engaged in the war to do those things which eyeryone
must recognize as absolutely essential.
Since early in 1916, iiJ. addHJon to these international conferences, the various belligerent nations have been investigating
and studying every conceivable question relating to after-war
conditions, their relation to the social and industrial life of
the country, and ha'Ve at least tentatively adopted plans for
carrying out the policies required by the new era we must face.
This is especially true-and the evidence is at hand-in the
case of Great Britain and, to some degree, Germany. In these
countries the investigations ha\e advanced to such an extent
that separate ministries have been established to assume charge
of the necessary reconstruction. In Germany, if the evidence I
have is correct, three such ministries have been organized and
one has been created in England. I do not believe aii identical
course can be followed to the best advantage in this countryat least we should reach it through gradual stages-but we must
without delay take such steps as may be necessary to provide
for the innumerable new problems we must face the day peace
is made. Because we do not need coal in the summer is no
excuse for not filling om· bins for the coming winter.
The resolution I have introduced provides the authorization
and means to make the necessary investigations. It may not
completely cover all the questions to be considered, and it may
be necessary later on to introduce additional resolutions covering particular subjects; but as I do conceive it to be the business of Congress to give its active attention to this subject, and
to do so at once, I hope there will be no delay in the consideration
or adoption of this resolution.
Very briefly, my plan is to have a joint committee of Senators
aml Representatives, six from each body, consisting of an equal
number of Democrats and Republicans, to be elected by the
respective caucuses of the two parties in each House, and that
this committee shall undertake the investigation of the subjects
enumerated in the resolution -and po sibly others which may be
brought to its attention later on. It is not intended, of course,
nor would it be possible, for this committee to personally make
all of the investigations required. It is my intention that the
committee on reconstruction shall have power to appoint subcommittees to consider such questions as may be assigned to
them; that the members of these subcommittees shall be citizens
especially trained in the particular matters to be examined; and
that they shall serve in the capacity of investigators and advisers. In addition, it is my purpose that the joint committee
shall have power to employ experts to collect evidence and otherwise assist the main committee and its various subcommittees.
There have been included in the membership of the subsidiary
commHtees of Great Britain some of the leading men of the
Kingdom, and as far as I have been able to learn the chairmen
are men especially qualified to direct the work of investigation.
For instance, the committee on commercial and industrial policy
after the war is headed by the Right Hon. Lord Balfour of Burleigh, t11e committee on agricultural policy by the Right Hon.
the Earl of Selborne, the ·committee on forestry by the Right
Hon. F. D. Ackland, member of Parliament. The gentlemen I
bave named indicate the character of the men associated with
this work. These committees make their reports to the prime
minister, and in many cases the interim reports made by these
<'ommittees have recommended legislation which, I understand,
is under consideration.- These committees have been in operation for more than two years.
When the day comes-it will be a day, not a week, or a
month, or a year-and peace is 'declared, Great Britain will be
ready to act promptly in inaugurating policies to provide for the
readjustment of its dome.cstic and national affairs. The United
States is remaining absolutely idle as far as these important
subjects are concerned, and unless we act, and act promptly, we
shall lose a great part of the commercial trade advantages we
have obtained during the war, especially in its early days, and
we will have much confusion which it will take a long time to
O\ercome.
I wish to bring to the attention of the Senate some of the
more important matters which should be considered. Let us
take, for example, our shipping interests. At the end of the
:war "·e are likely to have a merchant fleet larger than that of
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any country in the world-a different relative position than the
one we held at the beginning of the war. This fleet will be
very largely owned by the Government. We have constructed
some of the greatest shipbuilding plants in the world, and with·
out going into figures it is probably safe to say that those plants
·wm have a capacity under after-war conditions sufficient to
build and repair the merchant fleets of the entire civilized world.
\Vhat are we going to do with these shipyards?
Are we going to sell the yards, lease them, or is the Government to continue operating them? It may be decided to be best
to abandon those least advantageously located. What are we
going to do with this enormous American tonnage, two millions
of which has been made available during the past year? I a m
informed that 400,000 tons more will be turned over to the Shipping Board this month, and a very large tonnage is now on the
ways and will undoubtedly be completed before the .end of the
war.
This question of shipping is intimately associated with the important subject of our foreign trade. Our trade with neutral
countries has -been greatly increased during the war period, and
it is in condition to be developed to a much greater extent.
The question of our foreign trade is of vital importance. Before the war, out of a total production of some six billions of
dollars we found it necessary to secure foreign markets for
something like a billion of our products. The manufacturing
capacity-indeed the entire productive capacity-of the country has been increased enormously since the beginning of the
war. - If it is to be operated at its full capacity, especially when
the demand for munitions of war ceases and this army of workers and vast amount of machinery enter the field of industrial
production, the United States will quite likely have an additional productive capacity of from 25 to 50 per cent. Markets
must be found for this surplus production, and they must be
foreign markets. If these markets are not obtained, there will
necessarily be a great slackening in every productive industry
in the Umted States, a consequent reduction of employees, unemployment, and hard times.
What are we going to do wit11 all t11e manufacturing plants
and other establishments created for war purposes, tht: machinery of which may or may not be available for after-war production? 'Vhat are we going to do with the millions of war
\Torkers now so busily employed, and who will find themselves
out of employment at once when peace has been declared? The
Government must take some action to protect these war workers. We do not know whether or not they have improved their
financial conditions materially as a result of th~ high wages
received during the war. As far as it is obtainable, the evidence
would indicate that the savings of workers of that character
have not been materially greater than in normal times. If that
is true. when they are thrown out of employment it will not
take very long to dissipate their savings. Without assistance
from the Government it will tal{e a long time for them to readjust themselves in connection with civil employments. Therefore we should prepare to meet this problem and develop a definite plan to provide for the employment of these millions of
workers.
In. this connection one of the available activities to be given
consideration is resuming the construction of necessary public
works which ha\e been delayed or discontinued on account of
the war. Many people believe that the building trades will be
especially active because of the almost complete cessation of this
industry in private directions since we have been engaged in
war. There is a grave doubt, however, that this activity will
result. Ordinarily when times are bad and uncertain financial
conditions prevail, the building trades are never active. MoreoYer, we are doing a considerable amount of building as a Government. 'Vhat is to be done with these buildings? What is
to be done with the houses the Government has provided for its
war workers? .Are we going to continue to own and lease these
houses or are we to sell them?
A \ery important question which should receive consideration,
it . eems to me, and without delay, is the removal of the many war
activities from the Capital to other cities. There is a surplus of
housing and office space in all of the large cities of the country.
Telephone and telegraph wires are under the direction of the
Government, and the heads of the various departments could
easily keep in close touch with these activities through direct and
special wires. If this step were taken-as in the case of the
Emergency Fleet Corporation, which has already removed its
offices to Philadelphia-the !lousing question. as far as Washington is concerned, would largely adjust itself. '
If any plan has been adopted for the demobiliJmtion of out"
Army and Navy after the war, it has not been broug-ht to my
atfention. What is to be done with these men, and how nre we
going to aid them to resume their former or other civil em-
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ployments? With the single exception of a statement recently things which we actually use. One of the strongest features of
made by Secretary Lane, of the Interior Department, rel~tlve the German campaign is the fact that Germany has been able,
to the occupancy of public lands by soldiers and sailors, I have through a scientific industrial policy developed before the war,
not heard of even any tentative schemes proposed to provide for to provide Inost of the things it actually required during a time
this exigency. The suggestion of Secretary Lane should be given when its coast has been blockaded and it has not been able to
trade with the rest of the world.
·
the fullest consideration.
I think it can be made even more .a ttractive than the plan
This question brings us to the question of trusts and combi·
outlined by him in the case of Goverm:Ii.'ent lands, for they will nations. Heretofore the German Government has been an acneed drainage, and other important and expensive improvements· tive participant in the organization of combinations and trusts.
will be necessary before they can be made a vallabl-e.
In many eases it has not only encouraged them, but has taken a
• Providing employment for these 5,000,000 men and trans- financial and active interest in their operations. If we may
ferring the millio-ns of war workers into similar employments judge by the reports of the various British commissions and the
will ffi-ean vastly increased production. It is useless to provide conclusions-they have reache~ f}reat Britain intends to out-Gerfor this production unless we at the same time make provision man Germany in this respect. We know that it has been necesfor its disposition, and in this connection the importance and sary for our own Government to do many things on a huge scille
necessity of securing foreign markets for our great surplus which have been required by the war, and the result of this
production is again demonstrated. If that is not done, our sur- policy should be carefully considered and the determination
plus products will be so much greater than our demands that reached as to whether or not it is desirable that such a policy
prices will be adversely affected and it will not be profitable to shall be followed in the future. Undoubtedly we are going to:
produce.
modify our past policy in regard to large combinations. If we
When peace is decls.red there will be in process of completion do not do so, in my judgment, we are going to lo.s e our present
billions of dollars of war orders. Necessarily most of those or- advantageous position in world competition.
ders will be caneeled immediatelY. That will mean that manuJust as an. example of the views entertained by the British
facturers throughout the country will have on hand or under . committee on commercial and industrial policies after the war,
contract large quantities of raw material ond material ln let me make one quotation from this report. In speaking of forprocess. The prices of such materials will undoubtedly decline eign trade, it says :
nt once. Who is going to be responsible for the losses ilicident
In all probabillty a permanent improvement can only be obtained
to that situation? Unless the Government saddles itself with from better organization of the trades concerned, bat those interested
almost cert:l.inly look for assistance from the Government ln a
these deficiencies, there will be an infinite number of claims for will
vari€ty of way-s, and questions involving tariffs will have to b~ ronnm'Ounts aggregating billions of dollars, and as a result of that sidered and dealt with.
.situation we will have uncertainty for years to come and probGreat Britain talking about tariffs.!
ably many failures. The credit facilities of the country must be
In our opinion it will be necessary for the Government to glve spemobilized and prepared to meet this condition.
clal conside.r atlon to the circumstances of each trade. and any request
Let us turn to the general labor situation. I am not nriw re- for encouragement and assistance should be dealt with not only on its
merits, but i.n relation to the trade of the rountry as a whole. It
ferring to that phase of it which affects war workers or re- own
must not be lost sight of that the connection between the dilferent trades
tui·ned soldiers and sailors. Many new conditions have de- ls closer than is always recognized, and the fact that the producers in
veloped since the beginning of the war. l\fillions of women .are one trade are the consumers ln others makes it impossible to deal with
the development of any particular industry without considering its
now doing work heretofore performed by men and with which effect
upon those employed ln others.
they were not connected until the war required it. Are they to
We
have by legislation permitted American industries to com·
return to their forffi.er employments or unemployment, or are
they to continue their present pursuits in competition with the bine in foreign-trade operations. Shall we or shall we not permillions returning from military service'? Would it be well for mit such combinations in relation to our home markets'?
We may also find it desirable to consider the whole question ot
us to provide for permanent employment agencies throughout
the country and not only find employment for those seeking it, raw materials and their regulation. If I may judge by the sentibut arrange for the transferal -of unemployed to localities ment expressed as a result of foreign inve tigations, it is the pur·
where there is a dearth of labor'? It has frequently happened pose of European countries to as far as may be practicable con1n the past that labor conditions have been acute in one section trol raw materials produced in those countries. Not only that,
of the country and there has been a surplus in other sections. but it is the intention to control capital or the uses made of capi·
In my judgment.. comprehensive plans must be made for the dis- - tal raised in the home country to be invested in foreign countries.
A very pertinent suggestion in this respect may be found in the
tribution of labor.
Intimately connected with the question of labor is the one report from which I have already quoted :
Amongst other recommendations the departmental committee sug.
relating to social welfare. Many European countries and other gesta
that all purchases of iron or steel made by or for tbe Government,
nations have taken steps, nationally, relating to many social- public
bodies, and railway companies within the United Kingdom should
welfare questions, for example, like providing for old-age pen- be of British manufacture; that the raising of cn.pital in the United
Kingdom
for undertakings abroad should be conditional upon the pursions, life insurance, and other similar matters. Those questions are being agitated in the United States in some localities, chase of as much of the material required as possible in this country.
Moreover, the committee on reconstruction should look into
nnd a pensioning system has been adopted applying to a limited
number of civil employments. It is being ' done in a desultory and review with great care the war expenditures made since its
and probably unsatisfactory and unjust way. If it is wise to beginning and should make recommendations for changes and
do it at all, it should be wise for the National Government to economies in the existing systems and methods followed. Neces·
do it; but before any comprehensive action is taken the whole sarily in time of war more or less waste and extravagance presubject shoulu be thoroughly investigated and the results ob- vail. Perhaps much has prevailed which has not been necessary,
tained in other parts of the world carefully canvassed so as to but, in any case, when the war is over the strictest governmental
properly determine the question paramount in considering such economy must be observed. and we should be ready to at once
matters; that is, whether action of that kind is beneficial or readjust our civil governmental system to a peace basis which
otherwise. It seems to me that this is the time when that , will combine economy and efficiency.
We have taken over and are operating the transportation line.CJ
series of questions shoukl have careful consideration.
If the surplus output of products I have indicated is likely to of the United States, and have also taken over the telephone und
exist-it certainly will if all of our people ru·e employed-how telegraph wires. The law provide that they shall be turned
are we to develop our plans to secure new foreign markets for back to their owners soon after the termination of the war.
them, and are our credit and banking facilities sufficient to There will be a radical difference of opinion as to the disposition
finance additional foreign markets on such a large scale? -These to be made of these facilities and as to the relationship the Govquestions go hand in hand, and they should be determined be- ernment shall have in the future in their ownership, managefore the end of the war. With our large shipping interests ment, and operation.
I think it is generally agreed that in the past the policy
fully developed, our agencies established in many neutral countrie , we may well take advantage of the opportunity which followed by the Government in regard to the railroads has not
will exist to extend these markets. Moreover, in that connec- produced results which would warrant its future continuation
tion a careful iroresti<ration should be made as to th-e possibility in the same form. It must be modified if we are to have effi·
of manufacturing those articles which the United States has cient traru:;portation ·service. This question is altogether too
purchased abroad in the past, but which can be produced in intricate for me to indicate even in the broadest terms my own
this country. We should never agaln be dependent on a foreign views as to what should be done, but the subject can be studie(l
country to supply us with those articles we can manufacture now as well as later; in fact, I think we have sufficient data
our~ elves.
Every encouragement should be given to the estab- at this time to reach some conclusioru:;, and it should be one ot
lishment of such industries either through protective tariffS or the first subjects to receive consideration by the committee on
otber means, so that as far as it is possible we shall produce the reconstruction I have proposed.
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I am not sure that this committee should take under consideration immjgration problems, but that is a question in
which the people of this country are greatly interested. Are we
to permit immigration from enemy countr:ies under the same
conditions which have obtained in the past and on the same
terms applying to immigrants of neutral or allied nations? If
my conclusion is correct as to the surplusage of labor in this'
country after the war, we may very well place unusual restrictions on those who have been largely responsible for bringing
about the world catastrophe, and either the joint committee I
have suggested or some other bo<ly should give careful consideration to this important phase of the international problems
presenting themselves when we have peace.
As I said in the beginning, I do not pretend that this is in
any sense a comprehensive statement of the duties or possibilities of the committee on reconstruction. I may take an
opportunity at a later date to add materially to the cursory
suggestions I have just made, but it can not be necessary to
urge the desirability of prompt and efficient action in the consideration of these questions, and . I hope that that will be the
unanimous opinion of this CongresN.
The VICE PRESIDENT. What disposition {loes the Senator
from Massachusetts desire to have made of the resolution?
l\fr. WEEKS. I ask that it may lie on the table.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The resolution will lie on the table.
INTERFERENCES WITH THE INTERIOR DEPAnTM.ENT.

Mr. THO:!.\IA_
S.

M:r. President, last week, during the consideration of the so-called water-power bill, I took occasion to call
the attention of the Senate to interferences by outside departments with the prerogatives and duties of the I)epartment of
the Interior. As an illustration of some of the consequences
which necessarily ensue from such a confused condition of
affairs, I ask leave to put into the RECORD a recent judicial
de~ision affecting the title of the Honolulu Oil Co., to which I
then made reference, and also as affecting the future of one of
the naval oil reserves.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there any objection? The Chair
hears none, and it is so ordered.
The matter referred to is as follows:
YERY UIPORTANT OIL DECISION.

Judge Frank H. Rudkin, of the United States district court, rendered
n dedslon yesterday in favor of the Honolulu Consolidated Oil Co
fl'aught posslbly with most momentous consequences not only to tha't
company and to the Southern Pacific Co. but also to the integrity of
the proposed naval petroleum reserve which Secretary Daniels has been
per istently urging.
In this decision, which reached this city only yesterday, Judge
Rudkin uses the following language in discussing the proposed naval
reserve:
"I think I am sufficiently familiar with the facts, however, to say
that the pr ospects for success on the part of the Government, or the
probability that this will ever be a naval reserve of value unless acquired under the power of eminent domain, are not bright."
The proceedings in which this decision was rendered were instituted
by the Honolulu Co.-whose lands in the so-called naval reserve have
been twice free listed by the Land Department-in an effort to obtain
permission to drill two wells on one of its sections in the naval reserve
grounds.
'l'hP wells wbkh it propos€d to drill were what are calied staggered locations; that is to say, they are wells 200 feet away from the
border o~ the compa n y 's holding and 400 feet upward along the line
of the border from that point. Commissioner Landis, of the Navy DepartJ;nent, and H. F. Day, Special Assistant Attorney General, bad
agreed that these two wells should be driven, as did also Gratz Helm.
present receiver of the Honolulu Oil Co., through his attorney, W. H.
Metson. . The matter was then referred to Secretary Daniels by telegraph, but he refused his permission unless the new wells were driven
200 feet directly across the border line from existing wells on neighboring ground. As all authorities agreed that thus driving the wells
would merely tend to exhaust the same oil zone that was being drawn
upon by the existing wells on th~ neighboring ground, the Honolulu
Consolidated Oil Co. appealed to the court for leave to drive the wells
as originally planned.
, In the course of the oral decision rendered by Judge Rudkin, the full
text of which follows, he expressed his opinion concerning the outlook
for the proposed naval reserve in language which shouid prove imporf~~~l;~d ~11 oil companies in this State owning land in the territory
" Some months ago the court made an order enjoining the defendant
from drilllng further oil or ~as wells on the lands here in ~ntroversy
during the pendency of applications for patents before the Department
o f the Interior, with the proviso that such drilling might be permitted
on future application to the court when found necessary for the protection of the property. An application is now pendi.ng fot· permission
to drill certain w<>!ls to offset other wells on adjoining lands owned or
claimed by third plll:'ties. The Southern Pacific Co. has a large produc1tng well in section 1, 200 feet west of the west line of section 6, township 32 south, range 24 east, and other parties have two wells of considerable capacity in close proximity to the northea t corner of the
I same
section.
" It is conceded by both parties that usage and self-preservation
would prompt the drilling of wells on section 6 to o1Iset the other wells
in que.stion, and the only objection urged against such a course by the
Government is the fact that section 6 forms a part of a naval reserve, and the Government desires to 1wld these lands and their oil
content& !or future use, rather than for present exploitation. If the
naval reserve was an established fact, there would be much force in
:this objection. But such is not the case at present. Nearly all of the
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lands in this proposed naval .reserve are now in llti~ation, a large part
with the Southern Pacific Co. and a large part With the present defendant. The Southern Pacific Co. holds title to the odd sections under
patents from the United ~tates, and suits are now p ending to vacate
these patents on tbe ground of !rand.
.. Seventeen quarter sections are held by this defendant under min·
eral locations for which applications for patents are now pending be·
fore the department. The lands will be of little or no value for reserve ·purposes unless the Government succeeds in both branches ot
this litigation, for - it is conceded that the removal -of the oil and gaa "
from alternate sections would destroy the value of remaining sections
as oil-bearing lands. It ls not within my province, nor is it my purpose, to dis(!Uss the merits of the Utigation referred to nor to express
an opinion thereon further than may be necessary to enable me to properly exercise the discretion called for at this time. I think I am sulfi· .
ciently familiar with the facts, however, to say that the prospects for
success on the part of the Government or the' probability that this ever
will be a naval reserve of value unless acquired under the power of
eminent domain are not bright. It would seem that in order to sue·
ceed against the Southern Pacific Co. the Government will have to overturn a decision of the circuit court of appeals of this circuit, and in
order to defeat the defendant here it will have to prevail upon the
department to materially modify its views. I make this latter state·
ment with full knowled.g e of the fact that the land office at Visalia haS.
decided the controversy in favor of the Government. However, it must
be apparent from an fnspection of the records that the wide difference
between .the Department of Justice and the Department of the Interior
is ·not over the facts, but rather over what Is meant by diligent prose·
cution of work leading to the discovery of oil or gas, which is a mixed
question of law and fact.
~· Without further reference to the merits of the pendin; controv~r
sies, I will only say that when we consider the certainty or toss to the
defendant in the event 1t should be success:ful, the uncertainty of loss
to the Government, whether successful in part or not, and the inabllity
of th<J court to compensate the defendant for the loss sustained, either
now or in the future, it seems to me that the ends of justice demand
that the usual practice of olfsetting wells should be followed here.
" It is conceded that it would now be a useless waste of money to
drill an offsetting well immediately opposite the well of the Southern
Pacific Co. in section 1, unless such otrsetting well was drilled farther
within section 6 than I am willing to go. I think, therefore, that the
offsetting well in this locality should be located 200 feet east of the
west line of section 6 and 300 feet north of the Southern Paci.fic well
on section No. 1. This is the location recommended by certain officers
of the Government at one time. The other offsetting well should be
located in the northeast corner of section 6, 300 feet south of the north
line of the section, and a like distance west of the east line of the section. It is to be booed that the vexed questions here involved will be
fully adjusted at an early date.
" Let colmsel for the receiver or the defendant submit an order in
accordance herewith.
"It is understood that the question of the title ot the Honolulu Oil
Co. to it ; properties will be argned before the Commissioner of the Land
Office in Washington during the first week of October."
INDEM:NI'l'Y TO AYERICA.NS INJURED ON MEXICAN BORDER.
Mr. FALL. I introduce a joint resolution and ask unani·
mous consent that it may be read in full and considered immedi·
ately. I think, if Senators will listen to the reading of the
joint resolution, th~re will be no objection to it at all.
The joint resolution ( S. J. Res. 175) to correct an error in:
the wording of the appropriation of $71,000 made in the act
approved July 9, 1918, and to authorize the Secretary of War
to pay said sum to respective parties entitled thereto, was
read the first time by its title, and the second time at length,
as follows:

Whereas under the provisions of "An act making appropriations for
the upport of the Army for the fi ,~cal ye!J.r ending June 30, 1919,"
approved July 9, 1918, among other thmgs, ·an appropriation of
$71,000 was made to -enable the Secretary of War to pay to the
heirs or legal representatives of citizens of the United States killed
on the American side of the line at El Paso, Tex., Douglas, Ariz., and
other points, as found and 1l.Scertained by the commissioners appointed pursuant to the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution
directing th~ Secretary of War to investigate claims of American
citizens for damages suffered within American territory and growing
~~~ of the late insurrection in Mexico," approved August 9, 1912;
Whereas under the terms of said resolution of Augu t 9, 1912, the duly
appointed eommission therein provided for aftel'Wards reported recommending that the amount of indemnity due American citizens killed
or wounded at E1 Paso, Tex., Douglas, Ariz., and other points (as
appears by the report of said commission transmitted by the Secretary of War to the Congress of the United States under date of
December 5" 1912, and being H. Doc. No. 1168, 62d Cong., 3d sess.).
was $71,00u, of which total amount of $71,000 indemnity so found
the amount of $4.2,000 was as indemnity for deaths, and the sum ot
$29,000 was indemnity for those wounded ; and
.
Whereas by an error in the wording of the appropriation contained
in said act approved July 9, 1918. $71,000 indemnity was directed
to be paid for deaths alone, when by the wording of the act the
Secretary should have been directed to pay the indemnity so found
to each of those entitled to the same in the aggregate of not more
than $71,000, whether as indemnity for death or wounding: Therefore be it
Resolved, etc._, That the Secretary of War be. and is hereby, directed
to pay or cause to be "l)ald out of the $71,000 h€retofore appropriated
by the act entitled "An act making appropriation for the support ot
the Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919," approved July 9,
1918_, the sum of $42,000 to the heirs, executors, or representatives or
parties entitled to receive same for the deaths of those ascertained
and reported by the commission appointed under the terms of joint
resolution of AuJmSt 9, 1912, and tlult he be further directed to pay
out of said $71,000 so appropriated the remaining sum of $29,000 to
those wounded, or to thell' b.eirs or proper legal representatives, the
said sums of $42,000 and $29,000 to be paid to th~ proper parties in the
respectfv€ amounts as foun.:l and reported and set fo1·th on page 20 ot
said House Do<:ument No. 1168, Sixty-second Congress, third session.
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- Mr. FALL. Mr. President, in the Army. ~ppropriation_bJU an
item was inserted on the floor of the Senate appropriating
$250,000 to P&Y certain death claims in New Mexico, and also
to pay the claims referred to specifically in this joint resolution-that is, $71,000 was specifically appropriated. In conference between the House and the Senate the balance of the
appropriation was struck out, leaving the amount $71,000 ap·
propriated to pay the claims ascertained and reported heretofore-several years ago. That became a law; but in the wording of the amendment, after strik---ing out the entire sum of
$250,000, the Secretary was directed to pay the sum of $71,000
for death claims alone-that is, for death claims as ascertained
by this commission.
The commission ascertained and reported $42,000 for deaths
and $29,000 for those who were wounded. '.rhe joint resolution
makes no change at all in the appropriation, does not add a cent
to it, but simply corrects the error as it occurred through the
attempt to make the appropriation of $71,000 after striking out
a portion of the total appropriation. The total damages found
to be due by this commission were $111,000. The amount of
indemnity recommended by the commission was _$71,000. The
appropriation has been made to pay the $71,000, and the purpose of this joint resolution is simply to correct the error in the
wording of the appropriation, so that the Secretary may proceed
to pay the indemnities as ascertained and reported.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there any objection to the
present consideration of the joint resolution?
There being no objection, the Senate, as In Committee of the
_W hole, proceeded to consider the joint resolution.
The joint resolution was reported to the Senate without
nmendment, ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read
the third time, and passed.
The preamble was agreed to.
.. .---_ _ .. _.-;:~&.
PREYENTIO:N OF SPBEAD OF DISEASE.

1\Ir. WEEKS. Mr. President, I ask that the joint resolution
which I send to the desk may be 1·ead.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read the joint
resolution.
·
_
The joint resolution· (S. J. Res. 177) appropriating $1,000,000
for the use of the United States Public Health Service for the
relief and prevention of the spread of disease in the industrial
forces and civil population was read the first time by its title
and the second time at length, as follows:
· Resolved, etc.b~hat the sum of $1,000,000 is hereby appropriated for
the use of the nlted States Public Health Service out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to become immediately
available a.n d remain available until expended, for pay and allowances
of medical and sanitary personnel, including medical and hospital supplies, necessary clerical help, printing, and rent needed in the District
of Columbja and elsewhere, transportation, freight, travel, and such
other expenses as may be necessary for the re!ief an~ prevention of ~U~
ease and the protection of the health of the mdustnal forces and c1vil
population and prevention of the interstate spread of diseases.

1\Ir. WEEKS. Mr. President, a very serious epidemic has
broken out in this eountry in the shape of influenza, not unlike
grippe, which develops into pneumonia, and is exceedingly destructive of life. There are 10,000 men in Camp Devens, in
Mas achusetts, sick as a result of this epidemic. Hundreds and
thousands, tens of thousands, of the people of New England are
in more or less distress resulting from it. The hospitals are
full to overflowing. There are no nurses obtainable. The doc. tors are worked us nearly 24 hours a day as men can work.
There never has been in New England, so far as I know, such
a condition as exists there now. The Public Health Service
inform me that this condition is spreading to other parts of the
country, and that they must have additional assistance in order
to cope with the situat-ion. The Public Health Service, the
Red Cross, the medical bmnches of the Army and the Navy
are cooperating to prepare to check this epidemic, but they must
have additional funds in 9rder to carry out heir propaganda.
I should like immediate consideration of the joint resolution.
I llnYe consulted with the Senator from Virginia [Mr. MARTIN],
the chairman of the Committee on Appropriations. He thinks
that the joint resolution should go to the Committee on Appropriations. If he does not change his mind on the subject, I
will ask that it be referred to that committee, with the understanding that it shall receiye the immediate attention of the
committee and be reported back, because this matter ought not
to be delayed a day or an hour.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. Mr. President, I am fully in accord
with the Senator from Massachusetts as to the vital importance
of this matter. I thlnk, however, as I stated to him, that a
million dollars ought not to be appropriated from the Treasury
1.mtil there is more careful investigation than can possibly be
bad ·m a mere discussion on the floor of the Senate. I think
the joint resolution should go to the Committee on Appropria-
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tlons, and I .can. n~sm;c the Senatqr. that_it will - ~fl:V.e prompt
attention by that committee.
Mr. WEEKS. I will say that I introduced the joint resolution after consultatlop. with the various health officials in charge
of such matters in \Vashington.
The VICE PRESIDEN'l'. The joint re,solution will be referred to the ,C ommittee on Appropriations.
COMMITTEE SERVICE.
On motion of Mr. MARTIN of Virginia, and by unanimous conconsent, it was
01·dered, That Senator KIRBY be assigned to the chairmanship of the
Committee on Patents, and that he, on his own request, be relieved from
further sen1ce as chairman and from membership of the Committee on
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture; that Senator MARTIN ot
Kentucky be assigned to the chairmanship of the Committee on Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture; that Senator GERRY be asslgn~d to membersh!p on the Committee on Rules; nnd that Senator
AsHURST be assigned to membership on t~e Committee on Privileges
and Elections.
.,·I.
WATER-POWER DEVELOPMEXT.

The VICE PRESIDENT appointed as conferees on the part
of the Senate on the blll (S. 1419) to amend an act entitled
"An act to regulate the construction of dams across navigable
waters," approved June 21, 1906, as amended by the act approved J"une 23, 1910, and to provide for the improvement and
development of waterways for the uses of interstate and foreign commerce, from the Committee on Commerce, the Senator
from Tennessee [Mr. SHIELDS], the Senator from Alabama [Mr.
BAl\TKHEAD], and the Senator from Minnesota [Mr. NELSON],
and from the Committee on Public Lands the Senator from
Montana (1\lr. Mms], the Senator from Nevada [Mr. PITTM.AN], and the Senator from Utah [Mr. SMooT].
The VICE PRESIDENT. If there be no further conc111Tent
or other resolutions, morning business is closed.
'WOMAN SUFFRAGE.
1\Ir. JONES of New Mexico. 1\lr. President, I move- that the
Senate proceed to the consideration of the unfinished business.
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate, as in Committee
of the Whole, resumed the consideration of the joint resolution
(H. J. Res. 200) proposing an amendment to the Constitution
of the United States extending the right of suffrage to women.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The pending amendment is the
amendment of the Senator from 1\:li ·sissippi [Mr. WILLIAMS].
1\fr. JONES of New Mexico. I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The SE>cretary will call the roll. ::
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators answered to their names :
Ashurst
Ban.khead
Beckham
Benet
Borah
Brandegee
Calder
Chamberlain
Colt
Culberson
Cummins
Curtis
Dillingham
Drew
Fall
Fernald
Fletcher
France
Frellnghuysen
Gofl'
Gronna

Guion
IIa:le
Harding
Hardwick
Henderson
Johnson, S. Dnk.
.Tones, N.Mex.
Jones, Wash.
Kellogg
Kendrick
Kenyon
King
Kirby
Knox
Lenroot
Lewis
Lodge
McCumber
McKelL.'l.l'
McLean
McNary

1\Iartin, Ky.
Martin., Vn.
Myers
Nelson
New
Norris
Nugent
Overman
Owen
Page
Penrose
Phelan
Pittman
Poindext r
Pomerene
Ransdell
Reed
ltobinson
Saul bury
Shafroth
Sheppard

Sherman
l-:limmons
Smith, Ga.
• mith, Md.
Smith, Mich.
Smith,l:3. C.
.·moot
Sterling
'rhoma
':rhompson
'.frammell
lJnderwood
Vardaman
Walsh
Warren
\Vatson
Weeks
Wiltlcy
Williams

Wolcott

Mr. McKELLAR. I wish to announce that my colleague [Mr_
SHIELDS] is detained on official business.
Mr. :MARTIN of Virginia. I desire to announce that my col·
league [Mr. SWANSON] is detained by illness in his family and
that the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. GERRY] is detained
on official business.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. I should like to have the RECORD
show that my colleague [Mr. TowNSEND] is unavoidably absent
on account of an important engagement.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Eighty-three Senators haYe answered to the roll call. There is a quorum present.
Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. President, I am not a ·member of the
Committee on Woman Suffrage, but I have been associated with
members of that committee during the last several weeks in the
effort to bring this matter to a vote and pass it, and I am inti·
mately acquainted with what took place.
I want to say now, as an opening statement, that for weeksyes, for months-the ·woman's Party, an organization which
openly supported every Republican candidate during the last
campaign for the Senate and the House of Representatives,
have constantly charged the Woman Suffrage Committee of the
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Senate with attempting to obstruct a vote on this measure. They
have gone further than that. They have, in their campaigns
throughout the suffrage States, used the argument not only that
the committee, a majority of whom are Democrats, were obstructing this vote, but that the President of the United States
himself was responsible for the obstruction of it. To a country
not familiar with the circumstances that argument was exceedingly appealing. I confess now that it was having its effect as
a ca.mpai~n argument.
Why did not the committee bring in this joint resolution?
necause tl1e Democratic members of the committee had only one
object in view, and that was to pass the suffrage amendment;
and. there were some others in this body who had. only a political
object in view. On one side the Democrats have been fighting
for the passage of the joint re olution, saying nothing through
the press, and having no adjuncts through the country to do
politics, while on the other side there has been an adjunct to
the Republican Party doing politics.
Now, what is the situation here? The Senator from New
Mexico [l\lr. .ToNES], as chairman of this committee, on three
separate occasions was induced to bring this resolution before
the Senate under the belief, and the reasonable belief, that there
would be sufficient vote to pass it. He brought the resolution
b efore this body and then found out that there were not sufficient
votes to pass it and that, tf it came to a ·vote, it wonld be dead
in this Congre . He did what any sincere advocate of this
measure would do. He took the first opportunity to withdraw
it from its defeat. That is a fact.
What else happened? The Republican Party-that is, the
Members in the Senate-on the 24th day ·of August, I believe
the date was, held a caucus, according to the report in the
Suffragist. The Suffragist is a paper run by the Woman's Party.
It i supporting the Republican Party throughout the equalsuffrage States and supported it during the last campaign.
1\Ir. WOLCOTT. Is the woman's party the party that has
bec:>n conducting the pjcketing here in Wa hington?
l\lr. PITTl\lAN. That is the party. There is a National
American Woman's Suffrage A ociation, which was headed by
Dr. Shaw and is now led by 1\Irs. Catt. That association has
never mixed in politics. It is not a party, it is an association,
and it has never interfered in politics. It has th confidence, I
know, of both sides of this Chamber. Every lady in it enjoys
that confidence. It is composed of Democrats and Republicans.
I do not know what the politics of any of them are, but I know
that they have conducted their campaign in a ladylike, xnodest,
and intelligent way, in "ide contradiction to the method adopted
by the adjunct of the Republican Party.
1\lr. Sl\100T. l\lr. Presjdent-Mr. PITTMAN. I yield to the Senator.
1\Ir. SMOOT. I believe, Mr. Presitlent, that the Senator from
Nevada is in favor of woman sufl'rnge. I do not think he Is
making any headway in securing the passage of the joint resolution by trying to inject politics into the question.
1\Ir. :PITTMAN. I am trying to get it out of the question.
1\fr. SMOOT. I want to say to the Senator that I do not
think he is doing it, the way he is undertaking it. The Senator
knows very well that every vote on this side of the Chamber
with the exception of 12 votes is going to be for the resolution.
He can not say that much for his own party.
(wish· to say to the Senator also that the Republican Party
ls not responsible in any way for the picketing, and members
of the Republican Party upon the floor of the Senate have
condemned it just as strongly as any Senator upon the -othe1·
side of the Chamber.
It is poor business, it seems to me, to try to inject politics in
any way into this question, and if I wanted to play politics I
could repeat what 1\Irs. Catt has said about the President's attitude and what he has done for suffrage and what the Democratic Party is doing and claim she was assisting the Democratic
Party. I am not going to do it. What I want to do is to secure
the passage of the re olution, and the proper way to pass it is
n ot to inject politics at this time.
1\lr. PITTl\IAN. 1\lr. President, I am delighted that the Senator from Utah wants to see the joint resolution passed. I am
going to talk along a line now that will assist ·him and some
-other members of his party.
'l'he Republicans held a . caucus, according to the Suffragist.
which, I say, is an adjunct of the Republican Party, and tn that
caucus they adopted a resolution which I will read. It is repo-rted in the Suffragist of August 31, on page 6, and reads as
follows:
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On that day the Republicans unanimously adopted a resolution urging

a vote at the earliest possible moment on the suffrage amendment and

pledged themselves to insist upon the consideration of the amE>ndment
after the disposition of the war-time prohibition bill, now unfinished
business in the Senate.
The resolution was denounced by Senator WADSWORTH, of New York,
and passed after the election of Senator HENRY CABOT LODGE to succeed
the la te Senator Gallinger as Republican floor leader. These two
"anti " Senators take the ground that they are pledged by the resolution only to support early consideration of su1Irage and not to favor
the amendment itself.
.
The resolution is as follows:
"Resolved, That the Republican Members of the United States Senate
in conference urge that the consideration of House joint resolution 200
proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States ex~
tending the right of suffrage to womE>n, should be proceeded with at the
earliest possible moment; be it further
.
"Resolved, Thnt we shall insist upon such consideration immediately
aftE>r disposition of the pending unfinished business (the prohibition bill),
witl: all amendments thPreto, and shall also insist upon a final vote on
House joint resolution 200 and aU amendments pending or to be offered
thereto at the earliest possible moment.
"Provided, That this resolution shall not be construed as in any way
binding the action or vote of any Member of the Senate upon the merits
of the said woman suffrage amendment."

Now, a little later on-Mr. Sl\IOOT. The Senator from New York-The PRESIDING OFFICER (1\Ir. RoBINSON in the chair)"..
Does the Senator from Nevada yield to the Senator from Utah?
1\!r. PITTMAN. I yield for a que ti@n but not for' a speech.
1\Ir. Sl\100T. I know the Senator does not want to give a
wrong impression in regard to the Senator from New York.
l\1r. PITTMAN. I am only reading what the adjunct of your
party said.
·
1\fr. SMOOT. But reading it for the purpose of impres!':ling
upon the mind of the Senate a condition-1\fr. PITTMAN. The Senator from Utah can draw his own
conclusions about it.
1\Ir. SMOOT. I want to say that the Senator from New York
[1\Ir. WADSWORTH] did not say one word in opposition to the
resolution and did not oppose it. He was there at that conference and acted as secretary of the conference. Of course, the
Senator from Massachu etts [Mr. LonoE] is here and can speak
for him elf. Th€ Senator from New York is not well to-day anu
is not in the Chamber.
1\fr. LODGE. l\1r. President-'.rhe PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nevada yield to the Senator from 1\fassachu etts?
1\fr. PITTMAN. Certainly.
Mr. LODGE. I desire to say that I presided at that conference and that there was no opposition to the resolution whatever. It passed unanimously.
<Mr. PITTMAN. I will simply say to the Senator from Massachusetts that I have not commented on it. I simply read the
report from the Suffra O'ist.
Mr. LODGE. It was all published, of course.
1\Ir. PITTl\lAN. Yes; and I simply read the report. If the
report is not correct, of course it can be corrected.
Now, almo t immediately following that, we find this in the
Washington Post of September 17:
B"GRN SPEECH-APPLY TORCH TO WILSON'S W·ORDS D"GRTNG
DEMO ·sTRATION-SYr.lBOL OF "INDIQNATlON "-THUO:OWS WIT ·ESSING
DOINGS IN LAll'.AYETTE SQUARE ORDERLY AND CONTRIBUTE TO FUND-PRESIDE);T RECEIVES DELEGATION OF AMERICAN SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION
WOMEN.
As a climax of their demonstration yesterday, the National Woman's
Party"SUFFS "

That is the publisher of the Suffragist. That is the party
that is eampaigning against the Democrats throughout the
country to-dayburned Presjdent Wilson's words on suft:rage at the base -of the statue
of Lafayette, opposite the White House. With a blazing torch in her
h:.md, Miss Lucy Branham set fire to a scrap of paper containing words
the President ls reported to have made to a delegation of women earlier
in 1:be afternoon. The statement read:
n I am, as I think you know. heartily in sympathy with you.
I have
endeavored to assist you in every way m my power, and I shall continue to do so. I shall do all that I .can to urge the passage of the
amendment by an early vote."

is

1

Tl1at
the statement of the President of the United States,
that these women said was but a scrap of paper and. which they
burned at the foot of the statue of Lafayette. Those are the 1
women to-day who are campaigning the suffragist States not 1
on behalf of anybody but against every Democratic candidate
for Congress and for the United States Senate.
Mr. BORAH. l\1r. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nevada
yield to the Senator from Idaho?
.1\.lr. PITTl\IAN. I do.
1\!r. BORAH. The Senator does not understand that they
SUFFllAOE VOTE llfAY BE NEAR AS IlESULT OF ACTION OF REPUBLICAN CAUCUS.
Responsibility for further delay in the passage of the Federal suft:rage are confirung their campaign exclusively to Democrats?
Mr. PITTMAN~ I never knew them to fight a Republican
nmendment has again been clearly placed on the Democratic Party by
a c1ion of th(\ Republican '!ancus on Saturday, August 24.
in any State, and if they are fighting -the ~distinguished Senator

'
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from I<laho as se~erely as they have fought h1m in the past it
will not be a very hard fight, will it?
Mr. BORAH. I simply wish the Senator to understand that
they are not confining their efforts entirely to the Democrats
nor to Idaho either.
1\Ir. PITTMAN. Mr. President, during the campaign of 1916
they v.·ere very definite in their fight. Let me finish reading
this article.
In burning the President's message they say this:
SIGXIFICA:XCE OF THE TORCII.

" The torch which I hold," Miss Branham said, "symbolizes the burning indignation of women who for a hundred years have been given
words without action. In the spring our hopes were raised by words
much like these from President Wilson, yet they were permitted to be
followed by a filibuster against our amendment on the part of Democratic Senate leaders.
. " To-day the chairman of the Rules Committee of the Senate, a
spokesman of the administration, stated that suJl'rage was not on the
J.>rogram for this session, and that the Senate was hoping to recess in a
few days for the autumn election campaigns without taking up the
measure. To-day the chairman of the Woman Suffrage Committee in
the Senate, another spokesman of the administration, announced that
he would not even call the Suffrage Committee together to consider
taking a vote. This session is nearing its close and the President and
his party refuse to take any etrective step toward the passage of the
sull'rage measure.

Now, again, I want te read something from the Suffragist.
On the editorial page of September 21, 1918, it says:
The National Woman's Party will campaign against the Democratic
Party in those suffrage States in which there are senatorial contests,
-unless the suJl'rage amendment to the Constitution of the United States
bas been disposed of in the Senate before the fall elections. This was
decided at a meeting of the executive committee of the National
Woman's Party, held at the national he.adquarters in Washington on
Friday, September 13. 1918.
- It was decided to call a conference In Washington at the end of
Septembet·, to be made up of members of the national advisory councll,
the national committee of State chairmen, and all State executive committees, to plan the launching of this campaign which will be conducted in seven suffra.ge States-Oregon, Colorado, Idaho, Wyoming,
Kansas, Nevada, and Montana.
It is planned to send a " prison special " through these seven States
during the month of October as part of this campaign against Democratic candidates to the Senate. Among the women who will speak on
this trip nrc Mrs. Abby Scott Barker, of Washington, D. C.; Mrs. John
Winters Brannan, of New York; Dr. Caroline Spencer, of Colorado ;
Miss Vida Milholland, of New York; and Mrs. Agnes H. Morey, of
Brookline, Mass.
·

It will be noted that Idaho, Senator BoRAH's State, is included.
These ladies themselves state who they are fighting. That
unswers the que tion of the Senator from Idaho.
On the same editorial page we find the following:
In some of the Western States, points out this warning bulletin, the
contest this fall will be extremely close, nnd the Democratic supremacy
1n Congress may rest on thP. poitical capital which can be made of the
party attitude toward the Federal sull'rage amendment.
On the President's treatment of suffrage at thls time may rest the
fate of the Democratic Party in the Sixty-sixth Congress. However
politely, the Federal suffrage amendment is very definitely being " put
up to" the President himself by his conservative supporters as well as
by the more "militant."
·

The woman's party's attitude is being followed in all the campaigns to-day throughout the West. It. is not a fight of any
kind except a fight against the Democrats. Take any of the
speeches to-day of the woman's party on the individual canrli<lates in the political campaign that have been published, and
1 <lefy you to find a single word against any Republican candidate in that State. I have not found it. Here is something I
\Yant you to hear:
This is from the Chicago daily Tribune, September -16, 1918.
It says:
...
SAYS DEMOCRATS BLOCK SUFFRAGE VOTE

I~

SENATE.

Mrs. Meulll McCormick, newly appointed chairman of the Republican
woman's national executive committee, in an interview yesterday said :
"Women must be conscious that the vote on the suffrage amendment
is being blocked by the Democrats In the United States Senate. The
Democratic ::;enators are in the majority. Republican Senators, including even those who are opposed to the amendment, have formally
and unanimously agreed to vote on the suffrage amendment at any time
that Democratic Senators will permit it. A great majority of the
Republicans, broadly speaking, are for suffrage and half the Democrats
opposed to it.

That is simply read to illustrate the character of the campaign. Now, let me ask you this: Would the Republican Party
be better off with this resolution passed and out of the way or
would it be better off if it was defeated? That is a matter
-that you can answer in your own conscience. _But I want to say
this to you: The character of statements made by Mrs. Medill
McCormick are being made by women in every suffrage State,
and they ar~ being backed by unlimited means in that fight,
rind theil' fight is being waged so strongly that political prophets
such as CoL Harvey have predicted that this body will go into
the Republican ranks as well as the Honse of Representatives.
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Undoubtedly, tt is predicted, an<l I want to say too, that if that
can be accompUshed which, in my opinion some Republicans in
this body desire to accomplish, the prophecy undoubtedly will
become true. But it will not be accomplished. Twice the chairman of this committee and the Democratic members of it were
deceived into bringing this question before this body. Tlle Republican caucus is in favor of a vote. They are in favor of a vote
to-day when we have not enough votes to pas ~ it, and we who
are sincere in the matter are ·not in favor of a vote to-day when
we can not puss it, because our object is to pas it. A third
time after the passage of the resolution-Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ne~a<la
yield to the Senator from w·ashington?
:.Mr. PITTMAN. I yield.
.
Mr. POI~""DEXTER. The Senator sars "v;·e" are not in favor
of a vote 'to-day because we can not pass the resolution.
Mr. PITTMAN. That is right.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Whom does he mean by " we"? Does
he mean the Democratic Members who are opposed. to woman
suffrage and opposed to the amendment? Are they trying to
postpone it in order that votes enough may be had to pass it?
Mr. PITTMAN. I mean those who are in favor of the suffrage question on this side and members of the committee.
l\lr. POINDEXTER. Is it not true-the Senator has no doubt
carefully examined .the poll of the Senate-that a larger proportion of Republican Senators are in favor of the amendment" than
there are of Democratic Senators in favor of it? And that there
are a larger number of Republican Senators in fa~or of it than
there are Democratic Senators in favor of it?
l\Ir. PITTMAN. That is true.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I should like the Senator, so long as he
is discussing the action of the pickets, to explain to the Senate
whether or not it is the action of the pickets and the militant
branch of the woman's party that caused the President to change
his attitude on the subject. Was he coerced into supporting
this measure-after he had for years opposed it-because he was
picketed? \Vhen did the President change his attitude? If it
was not because he was picketed, will the Senator explain wllat
was the cause of the change of the President's attitude?
Mr. PITTMAN. Does the Senator think there is an:y effectiveness in picketing?
Mr. POINDEXTER. :My opinion is-- ·
Mr. PITTMAN. I should like the Senator to ans\Yer that
question so that I can go on with my speech.
l\!r. POINDEXTER I will answer the question. I can only
speak for myself. So far as the effect upon me is concerned it
would tend to antagonize me. I am not in f_a~or of militancy in
politics, nor of attempting to coerce an in<lepen<lent body into
the support of any measure. I do not think that, generally speaking, such metho<ls tend toward a favorable result; but I am
asking the Senator whether or not it had that effect upon the
President. My recollection is that the President dicl change Ius
attitude, and I am very glad he changed it, he deserves credit for
changing it, and for the position which he now occupies; but so
long us the Senator is going into an analysis of the political his·
tory of this proceeding, I should like hi~ to complete it, an<l explain to us, in view of. the partisan issue which he has injected
into this question, just the motives that have brought about the
change of attitude on the part of the lenller of the Dmnocrri.tic
Party.
Mr. PITTl\IAN. I will do that with a great <leal of pleasure,
of course, because nothing is pleasanter than to defend a mnu
who needs no defense. I asked the question of the Sen a tor
whether he thought the picketing was effective, knowing him to
be an intelligent man, knowing him to be a fearless man. His
answer is that it would antagonize him and have no effect upon
him unless it would have a reverse effect.
I leave it to him that very probably the President of the
United States is just as intelllgent and as fearless us is the
Senator from 'Vashington.
·
Now, let me proceed a little further in the matter. The
President of the United States has publicly stated why he considers the passage of this amendment of so grave importance
during this time of war. He has taken the same grounds thut
have been taken ln Englund. In conseryative old Englauu,
where th~y fought equal suffrage most tenaciou ly, it came in
a flash; it came almost unanimously; and it came !>Y reason of
the abnormal conditions that demanded at the time that there
be universal equality of mind and of action, that the women
of England, who had taken the men's places in England while
the men fought in France, ~hould have all of the rights and
privileges of the men. The . President has tuken the ' same
ground. He has taken the ground that war has made it abso.-
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lutely necessary to pass this amend~ent. But I am getti~g .off
the subject a little bit.
The Senator from Washington says a larger majority on the
other side are in favor of this measure than on the Democratic
side. Yes; but they have not the obstacles in their ranks tllat
we have in our ranks. The Members on tile Republican side
have not the sentimental nor the social conditions meeting them
in . their States tilat are meeting some of our Members on this
side. They have tile power to give their full vote if they want
to. There never was a time when the leaders of that party,
if they had wanted to pass tile joint resolution, could not have
given 35 or 40 votes for it, and that without affecting them in
any ""ay whatever.
.
But what happened? \Vhy is this resolution before this body
at the present time in tilis critical condition? It is· in a
critical condition; there is no disguising the fact; and yet the
leaders on the Republican side have this day said to those in
charge of the joint resolution on this side, " If we are going to
be beaten anyway, we might as well vote to-day and be beaten."
When that assertion was made I happened to be present, and
I said "It will not be beaten; we shall not vote on it' to-day
if we' are going to lose it to-day." No. I am not that kiml
of a suffragi t; I have not that kind of sincerity. I shall not
pledge myself to bring it to a vote knowing at the time, from
the poll I have in my possession, that when it is brought to a
\l)te it will be killed.
'l'hat was a magnificent resolution of the Republican caucus that they would do everything to bring this joint resolution
to a vote immediately, knowing from the poll, as I said before,
that it would be killed when they brought it up. Why did you
pass the resolution? Why did you want to bdng it up and
defeat it? What would be the result of that defeat? The campaign that the -adjunct of your party is ·making through the
suffraO'e States would be confirmed. That is what would happen. You would give your 32 votes; you would give half of
your two-thirds ; and you would hold your hand on high a1~d
say, "We gave you the necessary votes, but the Democrats d1d
not do it." We know that.
Mr. SMOOT. l\1r. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nevada
yield to .the Senator from Utah?
l\Ir. PITTMAN. Yes; I yield.
Mr. SMOOT. Of course, I am utterly surprised at what the
Senator says.
1\Ir. PITTMAN. I thought the Senator from Utah would be.
Mr. SMOOT. But I want to make a proposition to the Senator: There are 44 Republican Senators and there are 52
Democratic Senators. If the Senator wants a vote to-day,
to-morrow, or on any other day he may desire, the Republicans
will, out of the 44 Republicans, cast 32 votes to-day or on any
other day-1\Ir. PITTl\fAK. That is just what I am getting at.
Mr. SMOOT. If you will give the 32 votes out of 52 Democrats. We can then vote, and we shall then have 64 votes. I
· want to say to the Senator that be is doing an absolute injustice
to. the men who have been fighting for years and years for
woman stiffrage on the Republican side when he says that.
There is no intention whatever of forcing this joint resolution
to a vote: I ask the Senator who has the joint resolution in
chargel\1r. PITTMAN. Mr. President, I object to being interrupted
in my speech by the Senator asking questions of other Senators.
1\Ir. SMOOT. Then I will do it in my own time.
Mr. PITTMAN. I shall be very glad if the Senator from
Utah will take all of the time that he wants; but he will have
to take a lot of it before he gets through with this. I am,
however, very happy that the Senator has now definitely settled one question in our minds-that the Republican Party are
only going to give us 32 votes. Do Senators know why the
Republicans will only give 32 votes? It is because 32 are just
half. of 64-just half of two-thirds-and the Republicans clear
their skirts when they know that this side bas but 31 votes.
Let me tell you something else, for that is not all-Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nevada
yield to the Senator from Washington?
Mr. PITTMAN. Yes, I yield.
.
ltlr. POil\TDEXTER. The Senator from Nevada is not bragging about the fact that his side has only 31 votes in favor of
this joint ·resolution, is he?
·
l\1r. PITTMAN. I am not bragging about .anything today,
not even· aoout the Republican Party; I do not think there is·
any grotJnd for bt;agging. Between you and me, I will say to
the Senator from 'Vashington I do not think it is a · matter of
very much levity. It is rather a good joke ·t() those who thor-
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oughly enjoy it ; it is a magnificent joke upon the leading
suffrage women of the country who depended on yo11; it is a
splendid joke on them. Why, you have done wonders! You
have brought the joirit resolution forward for defeat!
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ne\acln
yield furtiler?
Mr. PITTMAN. I y leld.
Mr. POINDEXTER. To whom is the Senator from Nevada
referring when he says, "You hav-e brought the joint resolution
fot"""ard for defeat " ?
Mr. PITTMAN. I am referring to the proceedings of the
Republican caucus, as published in the adjunct of the Repub·
lican PaTty, The Suffragist.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I £hould like to ask the Senator from
Nevada if the Republican caucus brought the joint resolution
forward to defeat?
Mr. PITTl\IAN. Well, I will pro\e in a few minutes that
they did. I -am going to do you the credit of proving that you
brought it forward.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I the Senator from New Mexico [l\Ir.
JONES], the chairman of the Woman Suffrage Committee, a
member of the Republican caucus?
1\lr. PITTMAN. No; that is obvious.
1\fr. POINDEXTER. He is not a member of the Republican
caurus, but my understanding is that he brought the resolution
forward.
Mr. PITTMAN. Ko; I am going to give you all the credit.
1\fr. POINDEXTER. He told us some time ago that he would
bring it forth; and if the Senator from Nevada, who now seems
to be so much exercised over the action of bringing this amend~
ment forward for a vote, has eYer been opposed heretofore to
bringing it forward for a vote no one ha.s ever known of his
attitude in that regard. The Senator from Nevada has been
in the city ; he has been iG the Senate; and if he were opposed
to bringing this amendment forward to a vote, as a friend of
woman sriffrnge it was his duty to raise his voice in opposition
to it, and he has failed to do so.
Mr. PITTMAN I will explain that also.
Mr. POThTDEXTER. 1\ly opinion now is that the Senator
from Nevada himself, not only in the past but to-day, while
he is standing now upon the floor, and fully advised, is in favor
of keeping this amendment before the Senate for a vote and
bringing if to a vote before any other business is taken up.
1\Ir. PITTMAN. 1\Ir. President, my charges as to the efforts
of the Republican Members of this body to bring this joint
resolution to an immediate vote are based upon their caucus
resolution; are based upon the brags made by the woman's
party with regard to the resolution; are based upon the picketing of the White House and the burning of the President's
message; are basf:'d upon the speech of Mrs.' 1\fedill McCormick
in Chicago; are based upon the speeches of 1\Iiss Ann Martin,
of Nevada; and are based upon the statements of Miss RANKIN,
of Montana. It would be impossible for us to take the credit
away from the Republican Party of bringing this joint resolution to a vote.
But the Senator from Washington asks a question, the answer
to which is obvious, as to whether or not the chairman of the
Committee on 'Voma.n Suffrage is a Republican. That is a question Senators, will understand, that answers itself. But remember we are fighting now not to let the joint resolution come to a
vote to-day, because we shall lose it. There are some on the
other side who have suggested that it come to a vote to-day.
1\lr. SMOOT. 1\lr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nevada
Yield to the Senator from Utah?
~ Mr. PITTMAN. Oh, yes; I yield.
Mr. SMOOT. In order to settle this question, I want to say
to the Senator from Nevada that the chairman of the committee
has it in his power to say whether we shall adjourn to-day;
whether we shall adjourn until 1\fonduy; whether the joint resolution be laid aside; or whether it shall be taken up. I tell the
Senator now that, whatever motion Senator JONES makes, whatever he thinks is the best policy, whether to carry this resolution to a vote or to delay it, he shall be furnished with more
\otes upon this side to follow his program than be can get on
his own side.
Mr. PITTMAN. Yes; but-Mr. Sl\IOOT. That is the situation exactly as it exists. :Kobody on this side wants tu vote upon the amendment aucl tc'
defeat it. I say that with all sincerity, and I am surprised that
the s~nator from Nevada should even have made such a.n intimation -as he has made.
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Mr. PITTMAN. I do not see anything in that to answer, so
I will go on. Some of the Republicans, cnndidates for the Houso
and for the Senate, evidently see a political asset in the defeat
of the suffrage amendment. I do not know whether or not ~Y
of the Senators on the other side see it, but all of the members
of the National Woman's Party see an asset in the defeat of
· this amendment.
'
Now, let me say this-! wish the attention of the Senator
from Utah [1\lr. SMooT], but as he is not in the Chamber I
will wait because I want him here when I make this announcement. In the meantime I want to read you something from the
CoNGBESSIONAL REcoRD of September 17, from a speech by the
Representative from Idaho, Mr. ADDISON T. SMITH. Mr~ SMITH,
in the course of his remarks, said :
THE PARTY FOR THE WOMEN; THE WO:YEN FOB THE PARTY.

It :Is just such a party that women with high ideals and splendid
energies need to make them effective for the publlc good ; and it is just

such women that the party needs to bring new views to sound experience.
Living parties are like living rivers, continually taking on new strength
from many ources. New waters keep the river strong and pure to
nourish life in the valleys, to turn wheels of power for industry, to
bear cargoes of freight for distant ne~ds. But without a guiding
_channel the purest waters in the world would become diifused waste or
destructive flood. Party organization is the channel through which
human intelligence and energy become effective in affairs of state.
REPUBLICAN MEASURES AND POLICIES TOUCHING WOMEN AND C~ILDREN,

A few concrete examples of Republican acts and measures touching
women and children are eloquent evidence of the guiding power and
sound policy of the Republican Party.
Rnublicans established the Children's Bureau under the administration of PresJdent Taft and appointed Miss Julia Lathrop chief of the
bureau, the fl.rst woman ever made chief o! a Government bureau.
Republicans sent the first woman to Congress, the Hon. JEANNETTE
RANKIN, of Montana.

Then follows a list of votes on various woman-suffrage proposals. He states facts but minimizes the conclusion. His
presentation is effective in a suffrage State, and will be more
, effective in a suffrage State if be can add to that parallel
column the defeat of the suffrage amendment in this body.
Why? Because the Republicans will say, "We gave our halt
of the two-thirds vote, but the Democrats were not able to furnish their half." Did not the Senator from Utah know the
number of votes the Democrats on this side had polled for the
suffrage amendment?
Mr. SMOOT. Of course, the Senator from Utah knew that.
Mr. PITTMAN. Of course the Senator from Utah knew;
and the Senator from Utah knows to-day how the poll stands
on the Democratic side.
1\fr. SMOOT. I do.
1\lr. PITTMAN. The Senator says he does. Then he knows
that if be gave us the 32 votes and we voted to-day we would
lo e this amendment; and yet the Senator from Utah in coRterence with us this morning said it had been suggested that
we vote to-day, and that if we were going to be beaten we
might as well be beaten now.
Mr. Sl\lOOT. That suggestion came from a Democratic
leader on this floor.
Mr. PITTMAN. But the Senator said the suggestion had
been made.
l\Ir. SMOOT.· I did ; and I say now t11at it was made, and
that it came from a Democratic leader.
Mr. PI'lVJ'M.AN. I never heard that it came from anyone
except the Senator from Utah. The Senator from Kansas [Mr.
CuRTIS] was with him at the time, and I made this statement.
I said, " I will never agree to a vote on this joint resolution
when we lack the requi ·ite number unless there is every fair
opportunity to get those in favor of it here."
Mr. SMOOT. Why does not the Senator state what the Senator from Utah did say! If he is going to try to tell the conversation the Senator should tell it all. I will tell the Senate
what I saiL, and I will ask the Senator from New Mexico [Mr.
JoNEs] if it is not true. I said, "I have always taken the position that I would not attempt to force a vote until I knew
there werJ enough votes to carry the joint resolution," and I
stated that what I wanted was to se~e all the time possible to
see if we could get enough votes to carry the proposed constitutional amendment through before a vote was taken.
Mr. PITTMAN The Senator did say that after he bad said
what I did say be said, and after I said what I have stated.
Now, let me go on a little further. How does it happen that
this matter is now before the Senate for consideration? I will
tell you bow it happened. Listen to this:
The Senator from Utah, who has· told us that the Republican
side bas but 32 votes and that be knows what the poll on this
side is, tells ns that he knows the joint resolution will be defeated if brought to a vote at this time. Let me tell you what
the Senator from Utah knows further than that. He knows why
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this matter is here to-day; he knows why the Members on the
De~ocratic side of the Senate who are in favor o{ suffrage are
In embarrassm~t to-day. Nobody uriderstands· it better. Why?
Because be knew just how many Yotes it would be nece sary to
~ave on the Republican side to carry tl:).is joint resolution through
at all times, and he told 1\.fiss Hay, a member of the National
American Woman's Suffrage Association, who served on a committee to discuss suffrage with the Republican Members of this
body, that they would give them 33 votes; and then that as ociation, headed by Mrs. Catt, invited the Democratic members of
the Suffrage Committee of this body, together with one or two
other Senator3, to confer with them. They then uro-ed upon the
chairman that be' bring the suffrage amendment before the Senate. The chairman said:
~have brought it twice before the Senate under misinformation; I have
tw1ce subjected it to defeat on account of misinformation. We have not
the votes to pass the amendment, and it is a crime to bring it up to kill
it. We may get the votes later, but we have no right, after the joint
resolution has passed the Rouse, to kill it in the Senate so long as there
is a chance to save it. I will not bring It up until I believe I can carry
it; and I do not care how many :Lttacks the Woman's Party make on
me; that tloes not concern me. I am for passing this amendment anu
not for killing it.

It was then--·

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Pre ident-Mr. PITTMAN. Wait until I finish this statement. I do not
want to be interrupted now.
It was then, by reason of the statement of the chairman of the
committee, the Senator from New Mexico [Mr. Jo-r-TEs], that
those ladies stated, "If we can a sure you 33 Republican vote ,
will you bring the joint resolution up? " We replied, " Ye. ."
Why? Because, although we had not enough with the 33, we believed that we might get 2 more votes. They said then, "We
feel at liberty to say to you that Senator S rooT, on behalf of
the Republican Senators, bas come to our committee through
Miss Hay and assured us that the Republicans are ready to
deliver 33 votes. We then asked for the names, to give us the
poll, but they said they would not give us the poll; they said,
'Leave that to us, ami we will deliver the 33 votes.'"
That is the way we h~ft it; and under that a surance we
brought this amendment before this body. Then, after we had
been deceived into bringing it before this body, after .we bad
been led into the trap, the distinguished Senator from Utah
goes to the same people to whom be promised 33 vote and says,
"We can get only 32." \Vby did be do that? Why did be
promise 33? Because the 33 votes, with the Yotes that the Democrats then had, would still defeat the amendment. Why did be
come down to 32 votes? Because we gaiped enough with the 33
to pass the amendment. What other conclusion is there to b_e
drawn!
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nevada
yield to the Senator from Utah?
Mr. PITTMAN. Yes; I yield.
1\lr. SMOOT. Mr. President, the Senator is stating supposed
facts that I have never beard of before. I know nothing about
them; and I want to say to the Senator now that, as far a the
33 votes are concerned, there was always a. question of lloubt as
to 1 vote, and it has been always so understood by me, and I
have never made a statement ·to the contrary. If the Senator
wants to know the doubtful vote, I do not think the Senator
from New Hampshire [Mr. DREW] will object to ·my stating the
facts. I want to say that the Senator from New Hamp hire
bas never promised me that be would vote for the amendment,
and, as far as that is concerned, I want to say now that I do
not believe he promised anyone that be would vote for or against
it. I will say, however, that, as far as I am concerned, he never
promised me that he would vote for it.
Mr. REED. Mr. Pre ident-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nevada
yield to the Senator from l\li souri?
Mr. REED. I want to ask the Senator who has just taken

his seat-Mr. PITTMAN. If the Senator pleases, I can not yield . I
will take my seat in five minutes, and then the Senator can
talk all be wants to. I beg the pardon of the Senator from Missouri, but I want to get through.
Mr. PITTMAN. The Senator from Utah may have had doubt
in his mind with regard to the Senator from New Hampshire.
Undoubtedly, however, the women who induced us to bring this
matter to a vote did not have any doubt about the doubt of the
Senator fro:n Utah, or they would have exp.-e ~ed thr doubt to
us. As a matter of fact, one of the ladies :!harg( the Senator
from Utah in the Marble Room yesterday with having pledged
33 votes and not giving them a poll so that they could u e their
own judgment, and the Senator from Utah said at the time he
made tne promise he thought he had them.
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·Now, then, if the Senator had any dqubt about the Senator
from New Hampshire, and he was going to a great suffrage
association in this country through one of their committees, he
had no right to make the assurance in a positive manner, and
if the Senator with regard to whom he had the doubt, who was
necessary to make up the 33, was in his mind, he should have
submitted that name to the ladies and said, "This is the only
doubtful one of the 33," and let them make their own investigations concerning him. But he did not do that. He did not
give them the poll. He did not tell them who they were. You,
Senator SMooT, pledged them 33 votes, so that they would induce the Democratic members of the committee to get this bill
on the floor and you could kill it, and then you could make campaign material out of it in the Western States. You knew
that through that action you could carry Montana and Colorado
and that you could probably carry the Senate. You know that.
You, from a suffrage State, know that if you kill this amendment
by a Democratic \Ote, giving one-half of the two-thirds yourselYes and one less than half of two-thirds on this side, you
_w ill sweep those States with the women's votes. Do you want
to do it? What would you do to do it? How much would you
.give, politically, to do it? Would you rather do that, or pass
this amendment?
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, since the Senator is asking me,
I will say that I would not act as has the Senator from Nevada
to-day to accomplish a political advantage if I had it in my
power, and the Senator has made some statements that I can
truthfully say that he is mistaken.
Mr. PITTMAN. I do not know what the statements are in
which I am mistaken. If any particular ones are pointed out, I
will adduce proof in substantiation of them. All I have to say
is that I was deceived with that committee. I know that those
ladies did not intend to deceive us. They are too high class
for that. They understood our position. They knew that we
would not bring the matter here until we had a certainty of
33 votes on the Republican side, and they gave us that assurance, and stated that they got that assurance from the Senator
from Utah.
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nevada
yield to the Senator from Utah?
1\Ir. PI'l'TMAN. I do.
Mr. SMOOT. If the Senator wants this resolution put back
in just the same position that it was and does not want a vote
upon it, all he has ·to do is to move to refer it back to the committee, and it will carry. It will not be.:considered at all or a
vote taken upon it until the chairman of the committee wants
it done; and it seems to me that this camouflage that the _Senator is trying to put over on the Senate and the country is unwise
and uncalled for.
Mr. PITTMAl'i. Yes; and then if we should move to refer it
back to the comtnittee the Senator from Utah would say again,
"The Democrats are obstructing the passage of this amendment.
They will not let me consider it, but refer it back to a committee. -We told you all the time they wanted to kill it. When
they pretty near1y had it won they referred it back to the committee." When we want to postpone it a day he says, "If it is
going to be beaten, why, let it be beaten to-day."
Oh, the whole thing is as [llain as day. It is absolutely plain.
The facts are here. They dovetail into each other. The written
statements demonstrate everything in this case, and I, for one,
wanted it known on my behalf that I have been deceived by
somebody, and I have stated the facts of the deception. Let
them trace where they will. I would not have voted to bring
this matter on the floor in the circumstances in which it is now
here, and I do not want anyone in my State to say that I was
a party to the murder of this suffrage amendment. I wanted
them to know the facts, and know them well, and I am telling
them here so that the country may know. It is an effort to kill
the Democratic Party in the suffrage States of this country.
Mr. LEJNROOT. 1\Ir. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nevnda
yield to the Senator from Wisconsin?
_
Mr. PITTMAN. I yield.
1\Ir. LENROOT. Do I understand the Senator's position to
be, then, that rather than have this joint resolution referred
back to the committee he would prefer a vote, either to-morrow
or 1\Ionday, and its defeat, because a reference back to the committee would hurt his party?
·
Mr. PITTl\IAN. No; the Senator does not understand that.
He did not ·understand it when he .asked the question. The
Senator knows that I am sincerely in favor of suffrage, as much
ns he is, and he knows that the only thing that is moving the
"Senator from Nevada here is the critical cond.ition in which this
joint resolution now is.
·
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·If we refer .it back to the committee, then we will be .charged,
as we have been a,ll the time in the suffrage States, with trying
to prevent a vote on it, and still the Woman's Party campaign
will go on as it is going on now ; and if we vote on it they will
say: "'Ve told you the Democrats would kill it, because the
President would not make 32 on his side vote for it."
What you have accomplished is this: You have got this joint
resolution before the Senate through a deception, and you have
got the Democratic Party in an embarrassing position, no matter
how it goes ; but I, for one, am not willing to give up. I am
not willing to vote to-day, when I know we are beaten. I am
not willing to refer the joint resolution back to the committee
when there is hope of winning the tight· to-morrow, and I am
not willing to-morow to refer it back to the committee or to
have it killed. I believe that when the country knows and
understand that this is politics-pure, cold-blooded politicsthey wlll realize that their views on suffrage a,re insignificant
in comparison to the importance of meeting such a subterfuge
by a united Democratic Party.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nevada
yield to the Senator from W a.shington?
1\Ir. PITTMAN. I yield.
Mr. POINDEXTER. The Senator from Nevada expresses
vehement indignation because he has _b een imposed upon and
deceived. I should like the Senator, before he takes his seat,
to tell the Senate when he found out that he was deceived and
how he got the information which he now has as to how the
vote stands. He said that the Senator from Utah misled him.
I should like to know .who disillusioned him and whether or
not he has any information or any means of information as t<J
the vote on this measure now that he did not ha Ye at all times
heretofere.
Mr. PITTMAN. I thank the Senator for asking the question4
None of the conimittee knew anything about the change until
ye:;terda,y. Not one of them, until after this matter had been
debated here on the floor, knew a word about it. The same
ladies who were used to deceive us felt it their duty to come
and undeceive us ; that is all.
Mr. POINDEXTER. The Senator, then, as I understand,
charges that some of the women leaders of the suffrage movement were used as tools and go-betweens to misrepresent the
_situation to the Senator from Nevada and deceive him.
Mr. PITTMAN. Well, that would be the appearance o:t
things. I ca.n not see any other light it is in, but that is the way
it looks.
·
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. I just asked the question in 01;rler that
there might not be any doubt or mistake as to the attitude of the
Senator from Nevada. I think tha country ought to know just
what. position he takes in regard to it.
.
Another thing that I should like the Senator to answer, if
he will allow me to ask him one more question, is whether or not
he thinks that the injection of this political issue here is going
to help the adoption of this amendment?
The Senator claims to be a sincere friend of the amendment.
He knows that there are a number of votes in doubt on both
sides of the Chamber. He now has aligned this matter upon
a partisan basis. Does he think that that will tend to bring
these doubtful Republican -votes or doubtful Democratic votes
to a support of this measure? Does he think that he· is aiding
the cause of suffrage by the speech he is making?
1\Ir. PITTl\IAN. The Senator from Nevada thinks he is
aiding this movement. Although I would ha\e a right, on
the ground of personal pri\Uege, to explain my connection
with bringing this matter before the Senate, that would not
have induced me to do so. I believe that there are Democrats
on this side of the Chamber, who are opposed to the whole
theory involved in this joint resolution, who will not stand
idly by and see a political trick perpetrated on their party,
especially to such an extent that it may turn oyer the control
of this body to another parfy. They know how important it is
for the President of the United States to be in perfect harmony,
with both bodies of Congress. I know that you gentlemen are
loyal. Nobody is charging disloyalty on your part. You are
just as loyal as we are; but there is ·not a man here who does
not know that a divided Government is not as strong as a
united Government. There is none of you but that knows that
you can not have the same independent leadership unless every
branch of the Government is in absolute accord, both mentally
and politically, with the chief. You -have got· to have united
command in government during war, just the same as in your
Army. We have it in the army on the west front. We have
it to-day in the United States. In fact, we have it to-day in
the world, because the President of the United States is the
united commander of the Governments of the world that are
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fighting this war. That is the reason of it. We are goi.ng to
keep this Government unite<l behind the President until this
vmr is o1er, at least; and when we see a trick-a trick that
may defeat that end-it is our duty as Senators on this floor to
expose that trick, and I have done it.
Mr. REED. Mr. President, I want to say one word with regard
to this contro\ersy.
Of course I am very sorry that there is discord among the
advocates of- this reform. I am wondering which faction will
first mobilize at the foot of the monument an<l burn the other
side's speeches.
I had supposed, until the last few minutes, that, in the minds
of tho5e who advocate it, this was a great fundamental reform
movement, having to do with "the structure of our Government " and the rights-" the sacred rights "-of " one-half of
the human family re iding in America." But now it is cha1·ged
by one of the chief advocates of the joint resolution that it is
offered for political considerations ; that what we are really trying to do is to get the votes of certain Western States.
Mr: PITTMAN. l\fr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator b'Om Missouri
yield to the Senator from Nevada?
l\Ir. REED. I do.
Mr. PITTMAN. I would not like the Senator to misquote
my attitude. I do contend that the bringing of this amendment before the Senate at this time was for political purposes,
and I do contend that it was brought here with the belief that
it would be defeated. I do not contend, however, that the Senators on the other side who are advocating suffrage are not still
in favor of sufftage. I think they are 'Very ilicerely in favor
of suffrage. I tbinlt that they hope to have the credit of pa sing
it at some future time when they shall have control of this body,
and when they will get all of the credit for it.
Mr. REED. Well, just 1<:!t the differentiation stand without
note or comment. It would appear, then, that at least the Republican Members regard political ascendancy as of more importance-these wicked Republican suffragists-than the adoption of this amen.dment. There is an old sporting phrase that
covers the situation. By the charge made, we "pass the buck"
to the Republican side.
I it po sible that the holy cause of woman suffrage is being
employed as a political pawn; that "woman's hopes, ambitions,
and rights" are to be sacrificed in this cold and brutal way by
tbe advocates of her cause? Is it true that the leading advocates of woman suffrage are so insincere that in order to carry
one or two Western States they will play fast and loose with
the cau e they have so often declared to be the holiest of the
holy. Yet the confes ion is made. It but confirms what many
ha'Ve all along believed, that much of the support woman suffrage is receiving in the Senate to-day is purely and absolutely
political. At last the ·cat is out of the bag and the string was
cut by a very ardent suffragist. The animal appears to be a
political waif, the ownership of which seems to be in grave
doubt.
The question Republican and Democratic statesmen seem to
be asking is, How many votes can we get in Western States?
How can we play this game so that we will get 'VOtes? In one
breath we are told with great vehemence, in a breath that rises
to the shriek of a tornado, that "this is a question of winning
the war." The next instant we are told that our Republican
friends are playing politic ·with it, disregarding, of course, the
war. The next moment we are informed that the Republicans
m·e entirely patriotic.
If it be true that woman suffrage is necessary to the winning
of the war, and if it be true that the Republican Party would
postpone the winning of the war one moment in order to gain
a political advantage, then the Republican Party stands indicted before the world as a traitorous organization. But if it
be true that the Republican Party is patriotic and yet is willing
to play polities with the suffrage amendment, it follows that
the amendment has nothing to do with winning the war.
Again, if it be true that the Republican Party is patriotic and
also perfectly sincere in this matter and also that it has brought
all the votes it can to its support, then I wonder whether it is
very virtuous politics or entirely kindly-! will not mention
the word patriotic-to charge that the Republican Party has
been plasing politics with a matter that, according to its advocates, concerns vitally the winning of the war.
I am sorry that that issue has been rai ed. The fact, as
e'Verybody krnows, is that the adoption of this resolution has
nothing to do with the winning of the war. The truth of the
matter, as has ju t been confessed, is that this is a political
question, and men are voting for it here because they think that
it will help their political fortunes. Son::;:e are voting for it, in
addition to that, because they believe it is right and just, and
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they believe in it; but that the suffrage question has been:
bandied about here as a political pawn there is no doubt in the ·
mind of any candid man who knows the facts. What man will
say otherwise on the floor of the Senate? What man here but
knows the political argument has been put forward by the advocates of this ru-easure, both in and out of the Senate. You
all, in all human probability, know what I know, namely, that
covertly or directly Congressmen have been threatened ·with
political annihilation if they do not support the measure. You
know, or at least I know, that the advocates of this measure
have gone about declaring upon the one hand that if the Demo- ·
cratic Party does not support it the women of the country will
rise up and smite the Democratic Party and annihilate it, and
that if the Republican Party does not likewise obey orders it
will meet with an even worse fate. That threat has been
bandied about this Capitol until, if these walls could have made
phonographic records and we could bid them speak, there woulll
arise a chorus of threats that would shake the very dome above
our heads.
It has been part and parcel of the campaign throughout,
and there ls no use in any human being denying it. Your
friends are sent to you by this lobby with the message that
"you are too great a man to suffer political annihilation by
standing any longer against this movement." "It is going to
win, anyway." "Get in line." Who will deny that statements
like that ha'Ve been persistently made?
But I rose intending to speak upon another matter. The
burden of the charge just made by the Senator fram Nevada
is that the leader of the suffrage Senators on each side took
a poll of his votes and dutifully carried the result to the chief
female lobbyists, at the same time promising these lobbyists
the delivery of the votes as disclosed by the poll ; that thereupon the chief lobbyist or lobbyists concluded the time had
arrived for the Senate to vote, and accordingly gave orders for
the resolution to be reported for action. If tpat wa not a
disgraceful proceeding, so far as it affected the Senate of the
United States, then I have no knowledge of what could bring
disgrace upon this body.
This, sir, is presumed to be a deliberative body, where Members settle questions according to conscience and judgment. It
is further presumed that on this floor we debate bills and resolutions for the purpose of gaining all the light pos"'ible.
If we were invariably to await the test of debate before even
arriving at a conclusion, we. would be acting in a manner
consistent with the respon ibilities of the hi'"'h positions in·
trusted to our keeping. What, then, shall I say ot Senators
who go about pledging votes and then delivering the pledges
to some lobbyist, male or female? 'Vbat shall be said of
Senators who consent that n lobbyist from outside this Chamber shall direct the fight upon the floor and shall give orders
to the leaders on each ·ide when to report a bill, when to bring
on the fight, once it has begun to conduct the battle?
Is it not a strange charge to hear upon the floor of the
United Stat~s Senate that faith has been broken because a
pledge of a certain number of votes, made to a female lobbyist,
was not carried out? What right has anybody to make pledges
to female lobbyists or male lobbyists or any lobbyist, whether in
petticoats or pantaloons? All are alike obnoxiou . Is it not a
fine state of affairs that the genera..lissimo of a lobby can from
her headquarters summon Republican suffrage Senators as a
military chief might summon so many orderly sergeants to
demand reports?
And if one of these poor sergeants or, peradventure, lieutcn·
ants, shall make a mi count of a single vote, shall he be charged
with base perfidy? Shall he be held to have betrayed the State
because he did not state the exact facts to the female general?
At the same time, are Democratic suffrage leaders to be likewise summoned forth and asked for their reports? And after
the lobby chief bns taken an account from all parts of the field,.
has surveyed the scene o! action, has examined the war map,.
inspected the gallery to discover whether her heavy artillery
is planted in the north gallery, her seventy-sevens stationed in
the south gallery, her machine guns located in the east gallery,
and the lady patriot who burns up presidential speeches is
properly ensconced in the diplomatic gallery, is the lobby chief
to gi'Ve the orders to the Senate of the United Stutes, "You
may now proceed to the consideration of the bill ; I command
it"? Is it not a contemptible position in which we find our~
selves?
The strongest argument I have ever heard in favor of woman
suffrage is that men charged with our high responsibilities will
sink to so base and ignominious a level. The fact is almost
conclusive evidence of the incapacity of man to hold great positions of public trust. Consider the Senate of the United States
with a female boss outside or a male boss outside or any boss
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outside e:xcept the people of the United States, and I include In
that every officer of this Government. I include in that the
Cabinet. I include in that the President. The President has.
of course, the constitutional authority and right and is under
the high duty of sending to the Senate his suggestions, . whatever they may be. It is our duty to receive them with respect,
'flo consider them solemnly, and give to them all due and proper
weight. That is his prerogative; it is his duty. But, outside
of the President himself, no man has any authority to dictate
to this body except the aggregate an<l consummate man, to wit,
the --voters of this country, representing as they do sovereignty
.w ithin themselves.
The less interference there is with legislative bodies the
better for our country. Suffrage may be a very sacred thing
in the minds of some people, a very essential thing. I do not
intend to discuss that phase of the question ; but this much I
say to the women of the country, suffragettes and nonsuffra~
gettes, that this country is a free Republic. Their very right to
demand a change in our Constitution is a part of that freedom;
ana this country is a free Republic because the people of the
United State hn.Ye retained the right to elect their servants and
because in addition to that they have set up three independent
branches of tl:le Government, each a check upon the other, each
essential to the perpetuity of our liberties, and each of them
sacred from interference.
I ha-ve said before on this floor., and say again, that the man
who would undertake to interfere with the decisions of the
Supreme Court of the United States would be as bad an enemy
. of this· Republic as an anarchist, because he would strike at
the ve.ry citadel of human liberty; he would tear out one of
the great pillars that sustain it; that pillar torn out the entire
structure will. fall. So also the man who undertakes to destroy
the proper independence of the Executive will in like manner
tear out another of the great pillars~ without which the edifice
of liberty can not stand. Equally true it is that the man who
belittleS and drags down and seeks to destroy the independence
of the legislative branch of the Government is doing a work
more insidious and quite as vile as ever was plotted behind the
locked doors of an anarchist hall. We might as well face the
truth that when a body voluntarily disgraces itself it is even
more contemptible than when it submits to overmastering fO"rce. ·
If it be true that the Senate has sunk to such a level that the
leaders upon either side of this movement, covering in the aggregate nearly two-thirds of the Senate's membership~ can be
orde-red to bring forward a bill or withhold a bill, and those
orders come from a lobby outside, whether the lobbyists be white
or black, male or .female, the Senate of the United States is in
disgrace.
Let us see. what becomes of our deliberations when Members
are pledged up in advance in order that that pledge may be carried out to an outsider:" How will you vote, you Senator from a
sovereign State? I want to carry the word to our boss outside."
Is it not a shame? Is it not a disgrace?' What would you think
if the judges of the Supreme Court of the United States, before
waiting for the arguments to be made and before consultation
among the members, were to permit themselves to be buttonholed
by the advocates of either side and were to individually plerlge
themselves? What would become of that court? Yet this body
has been supposed to be the highest deliberative body in the
world. That has been its boast fm; many years.
Here matters are thrashed out. In this crucible the dross is
frequently burned away and the pure gold extracted. While we
may talk long, while we may talk sometimes without much purpose, in the end the debates here clarify questions and bring
about better results than would otherwise obtain.
But now we find a petticoat brigade awaits outside, and Senate leaders, like little boys, like pages, trek back and forth for
· orders. If you accept that office, Senators, then put on cap and
bell and paint your cheeks like clowns, as did the court fools
of the middle centuries, and do your truckling in a proper garb.
Oh, shades of Webster, I summon you to look upon· this scene,
and Calhoun, with your master mind, come forth, and Clay,
1 with wondrous tongue and mighty brain. . Out of the past I
: call for the great dead that they may come and look upon this
craven thing we do. As eagles might look down upon degenerate offspring molting in a nest befouled, so these departed
spirits that once walked the highest plains of earth would look
upon to-day's sad spectacle. Faith broken, if you please, and
.w ith whom? With some fair damsel of uncertain age, who
stood outside to poll the Senate of the United States.
1\[r. President, the gorge rises, the tongue refuses to do the
office of expressing those thoughts that must surge within the
brain of e"Very man who loves his country and respects its governmental institutions.
1
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment of the Senator from Mississippf [Mr. WILLIAMS].
Mr. LEWIS. Mr. President, I trust my friend the Senator
from Missouri [Mr. REED} will find it agreeable to remain on
the floor for a moment.
I do not rise, Mr. President, to address myself to the principal
question of the main amendment pending for consideration at
this time. As the Chair has very tersely stated, the real question is upon the amendment of the Senator from Mississippi
[Mr. WILLIAMs], addressed to the constitutional amendment
now before the body, providing that ·only white persons vote
under the amendment.
I desire to give a moment's consideration to the impeachment
by the distinguished Senator from Missouri which has come
flashing from his genius in his usual chara~teristic way, in- flamed with accusation, accompanied with denunciations, enshrouded in all those evils which destroy the dragon that I
fear his imagination created to terrorize the thing that he
fancied was around him.
My eminent friend from Missouri, I fear, exaggerates the
thing he calls lobby. He finds it agreeable to pass a condemnation without qualification, stricture without mercy, upon a situ·ation that bas no existence but which must go down as long as
anyone remembers these little ephemeral events as an indictment
from a Senator of this boqy upon a class of people whose only
offense confessedly is an endeavor to p1~otect themselves.
I have heard my distinguished friend, for whom I have an
entertaining affection, characterize these women managers as
though they were enemies of the Government filling the lol}bies
of the Senate, as though these leaders were criminals of the
country hiding in the purlieus of the Capitol. Indeed, as
though they were vicious agents seeking to poison the avenues
of legislationr I fear the Senator has conceived them in the
image of some inhuman monster that was seeking to disgrace
the Republic.
What is this particular thing to which the eminent Senator
from Missouri has addressed his anathemas?· It appears from
a statement as I beard it-I have no knowledge of the factsthat a Senator from Utah, representing one state of thought
upon this amendment, and a Senator from Nevada, representing
another, seem to have been approached by representatives of
women respecting the number of voters in the Senate which
could be depended upon in the support of a measure or those
which opposed it.
I am not able to see the offense which my eminent friend
from Missouri conjures up in the mere fact that these women,
whether they are for this amendment or against the amendmen4
have taken the precaution to ascertain the status of the thing
on which each of them feels her liberties or rights depend.
Will it be urged by my eminent friend that there is an offense
on the part of women who call out then· public representatives.
their public servants, to ascertain from them where they stand
in respect to their personal rights? Shall it be said they become criminals beeause they have assumed to say to their public servants the thing which they feel is their right and solicit
of them the support of the thing which they .feel is their
justice?
Has it come that a distinguished Senator can on the floor
indict these women for coming about and seeking to protect
their rights, when every railroad lobbyist in America in the
past could with freedom haunt this Capitol when a bill is before
the body looking to the guardianship of the . Republic, who
would intercept the course of go\ernment for the uses of their
private fortunes, when there was not a word to condemn them
or their emissaries, however guilty has been their object and
criminal has been their design through the long years of senatorial legislation?
1\Ir. REED. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Illinois
yield to the Senator from Missouri?
Mr. LEWIS. I must decline to yield to the Senator. I will
yield later.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Tile Senator from Illinois de- .
clines to· yield for the moment.
l\lr. LEWIS. Can it be possible, 1\fr. President, that certain
beads of the great telegraph companies and the telephone companies can be found in every corner of the Capitol at a time
when we seek to convert these agencies to the welfare of the
Republic, assuming· to obstruct it by every mode they could command, and to this there could come no \Oice that condemns?
Can it be said if these are honestly protecting their rights that
they are all of a virtue and the women who merely seek to
obtain a thing they feel is their liberty arc all Qf a vice? I can
not behold it so!
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On the other hand, if these women are here seeking to protect
themselves in what they deem is their right as to themselves,
are they to be condemned and held before the world as unworthy
of citizenship and dishonoring its privileges? Would the eminent Senator from 1\fis ouri have condemned them when they
were likewise in the lobby day after day, season after season,
seeking to have passed a bill for the protection of little children,
when they sought to prevent child labor from withering tb~
young, degrading the youth, the weakening and the deadening
of the citizenship of the land? I say no. He praised their
efforts. Surely the eminent Senator would not condemn that;
and yet they were then as active as they are now. That such
was their privilege none of us in this body deny.
When the seaman's bill was before this body and there were
efforts made to remedy the unhappy condition of those poor
ma1·iners who face death with the wash of every wave, and
send up their prayer for the salvation of their children with the
sparkle of every star in the silent skies above them, oftentimes
without bed or bread, hungry and su:ffering, and yet maintaining
the dignity of the land upon the torrential waves-these women
came here in large numbers; they gave their aid, their voice to
this humane undertaking. Surely there iS no Senator who will
impeach them in that for an offense against government, a violation of morals.
The eminent Senator from Missouri, I am sure, spoke without the reflection that usually characterizes his utterances and
lu.id condemnation on ·a holy order of womankind in which,
in after days, he will deplore out of the heart, which we all
know is in him, of love and friendship.
What offense have these women committed when they come
to this body and with their aid and voice seek to ascertain from
their public servant his stand upon that measure in which they
say their liberties are involved? What offense to morality do
they commit by ascertaining the status before they risk that
which they claim is their all in citizenship of the life which they
live? Has there· been a measure here from the 'Var Department looking to the change of the status of the soldiers when
the Secretary of War and his aids have not first ascertained
frgm us the condition of the measure and the stand of the Senate
and the probabilities of the passage of the bill? Did we bring
the draft act before the body and dare to submit it, without
realizing the forces about it that would either sustain or oppose
it? Has a measure ever come from the Secretary of the Treasury as to a financial bill in this body in the hands of the distinguished chairman of the Committee on Banking and Currency or that of the Finance Committee, without first ascertaining about where the Senators stand, their relative views
upon the question, that it may not be risked to a defeat? Surely
the eminent Senator from Missouri has failed to take time to
reflect that after all the only thing that these women seem to
have done, if anything at all, is in the line of all of that which
has been the cour e and order of legislation every hour since
the distinguished Senator and myself have been honored by
seats in this body. And, sir, such conduct transpired in the
shade of Webster, which my eminent friend summons from the
gloomy places of the dead, and, too, when the voice of Call1oun
1·esounded in the as emblies and the pristine glory of this body
lighted the civilization about. In all the past for which we
are renowned there was still the same situ-ation, the same order
of procedure.
For they were women, I tell my distinguished friend, who
surrounded the lobbies of this Senate about Mr. Webster, to
sustain him in the fight for the liberties of the black, anll they,
the women themselves, now strike for the liberties of the white
and the black, male and female ; yet I am unable to see where
the foundations are upon which an eloquent and emineut Senator, powerful in him elf, as is this distinguished representative
from Missouri, can find to base a discrimination between all
the events and history of those times of legislation an<l that
which prevails, upon the confession of the Senator from Utah
and of the Senator from Nevada, as to this particular measure.
l\ir. Sl\IOOT. l\lr. President, ''rill the Senator from Illinois
yield for just a moment?
.The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from illinois
yield to the Senator from Utah?
Mr. LEWIS. I declined to yield to the Senator from l\Iissouri a moment ago, to whom I owe a first yielding when I
get to a point where I should yield, and then I will yield to the
Senator from Utah.
l\Ir. SMOOT. It is only a question of personal privilege to
which I ask the Senator to yield.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Illinois
declines to yield.
Mr. LEWIS. - 1\lr. President, the word "lobby " became a,
reprehensible term. IUghtfully applied it remains so when
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we have seen a class of men come about this Capitol for years
and hold Senators to account and threaten them with uire results at home, or take other measures that might induce the
weak, and dare assume those agencies which seduce the corrupt-under such circumstances ·the word " lobby " has u place
a meaning, and an application, fitting anu reprehensible.
'
But it can be said earnestly by a Senator when there is a
measure here that relates to a class of people such a these
women, when they are the direct objects of the proposed law,
when they are to be the direct victims of the defeat of the measure, when, from their viewpoint, their fate and fortune swing
in the balance, that they are not to be heard ; and if they dare
express their views lrere to Senators in the shadow of the Capitol, they are to be ranged within that range of criminals of
Government whom heretofore we have known as corrupt and
guilty lobbyists? I protest against such and call the able Senator to reflection that be may do justice later to whom he has
done injustice in the haste of speech.
Mr. REED. Now, Mr. President-Mr. LEWIS. Surely the Senator from Mi souri can not
m~nth~
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from illinois
yield to the Senator from Missouri?
Mr. REED. If the Senator does not yield, I shall call him
to order-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from lllinois
yield to the Senator from Missouri?
Mr. REED. Because I want to correct the Senator's statement. He has repeated it now fifteen or twenty timesr and I
ask him to permit me to correct it.
Mr. LEWIS. I then yield to the Senator. If his object i now
to correct anything be has done, I am anxious for that very
purpose.
·
l\lr. REED. The Senator has said that I have made charges
against these la(lies; that I reflected upon these ladie . The
charge that I made was that the Senate, by submitting to their
dictation, had reflected upon itself. I cast no reflection whatsoever upon the ladies, and the record of what I have said.
will clearly demonstrate that. I am making this statement
now for the Senator's benefit. If he desires to pursue his present course of misrepresentation, I shall be content to reply to
him in proper time; but I -very much mistake his character if
he persists in it, in view of my correction.
l\fr. LEWIS. 1\fr. President, whatever may be my shortcomings in many respects, I think there is no Member of this
body who from his association. with me will charge me with
having an intent to wrong any man. If I have misjudged my
friend, it is because his remarks gave that conclusion to any.
human being of intelligence who heard them.
1\.fr. REED. Then you repeat your cl1arge?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Illinois
yield to the Senator from Missouri?
Mr. LEWIS. If the observations of the Senator from Missouri had not the purpose o! making accusation against the
women as lobbyists, then I misunderstood his purpose; anu, of
course, my criticism in that respect could not apply to a thing
which he says he did not intend to say. If said as I understood it-whether through lack of intention or deliberationand I fancy those all around me must have understood, that
his object was a malediction against women for their participation as lobbyists. I gathered that nil the more from my,
eminent friend as be allowed himself in an unreflecting moment
to characterize them us "a petticoat brigade" and to draw the
~oure of military and martial movement by referring to a
feminine general, who gave her orders to her "colonel" or her
"captain," who then brought them in as a messenger to the
Senator and be besought them hereafter that if they shoulu
repent this "disgusting performance" they should wear the cap and bells of the clown, or like a painted hal'lequin tremblingly crouch at the seat of her master.
The able Senator may have intended no such thing. There
is no man in this body who will gratify himself with more
pleasure than I in saying that a more valorous gentleman, a
more chivalrous one, a more tender-h~rted man, with courte Y,
eYer to women, than the Senator from Missouri does not exist.
It may be that I mistook his observations as applying to the
women, thinking that be mennt them when be meant, a he
says now, not so to do at all, but that he merely meant to
apply the strictures to the Senate, of which my eminent friend
is a Member. That is a matter for himself. I am not here with
any express authority to defend the Senate as its representative
or ambassador. I fancy there is -no man in this body who can
not speak for himself; but since my eminent friend has no-w,
made withdrawal, or seeks now such qualification of his utter·
ances that leave them no longer tlle utterance of impeachment
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against those ' ho are just and who mean only to do what is
to protect their just t•ights, then I say that I am
,w illing to withdl!aw,. tlierefo:Fe~ the eondemna.tiorrs I have made
of those things which the Senator says were not intended by
him. I am delighted: to. qualify my strictures to this extent.
As he did not intend them and did not mean them, I hope
~!len I take my seat he will find it agreeable to wholly withdraw them frorp the body and likewise· from the REcoRD.
TherefOre, Mr. President, the eminent Senator, I fancy, having no other pux:pose than to characterize the· confessions or
the attitude of Senators, that is a matter which no one has
a right to deny to him. He has a right to his own opinion, rrnd
be will no doubt, express it to whateT"er he chooses, and in a
manne1: in which no man need amend in order to give it
strength or character.
1\Ir. Presi-dent, I have but one conclusion as to this feature
to which I am addressing myself. If there ever was a time in
history when, from my viewpoint, a woman had a right to step
.w ithin this Capitol. or int() any- other body in the world, to
speak to her servant as to the things she feels are to h~r interest it is in this hour. Whatever might have· been her political
err'ors-and they have been many; from my viewpoint the
" -hole politicar management at times has been ftUed with errors,
amounting- sometimes, on the one hand, to the extreme of' nonsense and, on the- other hand~ to the extreme of offense; but
tlla.t was from my viewpoint, and I am not able to say that
others would indulge that with me-l, for myself, sir, .blind
my eyes to it all, deafen my ears to eve:ry discordant speech
coming from any of them, and lend whatever there is of indulgence and charity in my nature to mantle it. I say that if
there ever was an hO'Ur' in which any conduct of theirs should
be condoned by all humanity, it is. this, when to death they
give every child, to their country every son 1 and to the hour of
struggle and suffering every sacrifice. Surely if all things
be as the eminent Senator from Missouri led me to conclude he thought they were-they are yet so insignificant compared to what these women have given of life and blood, and
all they are yet to give and suffer-! could not bring myself to utter one word of criticism, far less condemnation, upon
them. It may be that the measures they took might not meet
the apprO:val of the delectable and the exquisite,. measured by
the standards of legislative ethics, but at a time like this "it
is. not meet that each deed have its nice comment." As to this
measure, as I see it, there is but one phase for serious. consideration : Are tliey sincere? That they are my eminent
friend and my elf agree.
At a time- like this do they. believe that this amendment they
nsk is their right 1 T·hey do. Is there any other place in the
world for them to go for it than to the legislative body? None.
Where would they come, and to whom, if it be not to ourselves? Then if the fortunes of the past ha.ve not educated
them as to the methods, sir, of all form and caution of political movement, has it not rather been due to the misfortune of
their surroundings and the lack of opportunity for political
education?
For myself, sir. I want you to know,. 1\lr. President, that I
speak frankly when I say I have nothing to gain by this. amend.
ment. With my eminent colleague, 1\fr. SHERMAN, I pa.J;tici:pated
in getting through the measure in Illinois for suffrage in that
State, and became an advocate of it an through this country, as
I had been. in another State which once I was honored by representing in the Congress of the- United States, the . State of
W~crton. All over this country I preached. the wisdom of
b a""ing these measures passed by the States. I, sir, did not
fm·or the theory of government that gave this privilege by
national constitutional amendment; and had this war not come
on and h:rstened the necessity of giving to these women this
privilege and their rights by the quickest method at hand l
would still have been oppo~ing it because of my theory of local
lJ.ome rule; but at a time like this I feel, sir,. that every little
line of demarcation of government could wen: be wiped out if
in the final result only justice and humanicy were secured· to
th o~e who ha-re given so mnch for the very little they ask.
Sir, I repeat, I lose more than any man. I know of on this floor,
for if tnis amendment should pass now in my State tlle majority
of women overwhelmingly would vote against me for any office
to which I nndertook to aspire.
· · There are two reasons for that: One because from a party
:peint of view they are overwhelmingly against the party for
which I have stood and which heretofore we spoke of as
_,Democratic," a.n.d the other, to oo equally 1iran.k.. is that it is
my misfortune where I live, sir, to be regarded by the women
gellilrally, in matters. of politics, as a mystery or as an impostor.
Tho :lpinions of some of them in that respect I have not paused
n~essary
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to analyze or to oppose; I have merely endured them, and r
fancy I will eontinue to endure- them without protest or de.
fense. I merely remark upon ft now to demonstrate tO' every.
body around me. that l have n:o. personal fortunes in the success
of this measure~ but all tlle more will I be found to anvocate
it because of the justice it represents to humanity, and, in an
bour like this, for the godly virtue there is in the- grant these
agents of government shall give to those who ru:e the moth-ers
of the saviors of the Republie.
Mr. President, there is but one quest;i.on; let us meet it-and
with it I shall have disposed of my participation in this debate.
Eminent Senators. have indulged at great length upon the con·
stitutional distinctions: of government. There is great foundation for those di-stinctions ; there is great precedent to sustain
them ; but they are of the past. Sir, as I view this measure
to-day and the issue involved the question is not, Can you give
the women the suffrage, but win yeu 1 The minds of men may·
haunt the dusty tomes of· th-e past to find some devious method'
or ponderous reason as their excuse and· justification for the
denial,. btt-t to the pop!i.t-lar mind of humani$y there will stia
rema·i n the plain tact that 'We could do it a1td did not. If the
answer be that we did not because- there is a constitutional
distinction between the local State government and its privileges and the Federal Government and its powers, r reply to the
eminent Senators that such obstroctien has all been repealed.
It may not have been repealed by a specific act called a constitutional amen.di:nent, submitted to the people; but, Mr. President, there are two constitutions in America. One, that which
has been written by the hand of the framers· a:nd the other the
unwritten constitution made by the conduct of the citizens. In
th-e unwritten constitution of our country, made since the Civil
War, these distin-ctions urged by Senators as objection to this
measure have been wiped out wherever necessity arose to. do
so for the benefit of the Nation and welfare of the people.
Would it be said, sir, in con~tion with the law regulating child
labor that the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
.States by so small a fragment of majority does not specificaLly
point out where this particular legislation is wholly justified?
When we came to: elect Senators by direct vpte of the people
it was, sir, an abrogation of the older system. 'Vhen we levied
an income tax, it was an abrogation of the older system. I
appeal to the eminent Senators here in this body to recall the
laws we have passed for the preservation of the Republic.
Under t11e older system w~ could not have merged the State
militia in the National Army with.o.ut a constitutional amendment ; but, because of the needs, of the Republic, we did not
hesitate, sir, wholly to ignore the fatuous distinctions of con~
stitutional construction which had so long presented themsel-res
as {)bstacles at every opportunity when men wished to invoke
the~ and by national legislation we accomplished every purpose which the welfare of the Republic demanded.
For myself~ sir~ I am unable to accept the ·constitutional distinctions urged by eminent Senators~ however sincere the;y may
be, as justification for their position. Mt·. President, for myselt
I think there cmnes a tirne in aU g{).Vernrnent when. the emergencies of justiee repeal the influe-nce of pt·ecedent, and 'Whe111
the demands of 1·ight invoke the· ignoritng of obstructions bon~
purely of sentitnent and created 1mder conditions which themselves ha~~:e no wrtger reas01~ fm· thek existence.
As to the amendment, then, sir, I not only support it because

of the justice that is within it, but I deny the justice of the contentions that are UI·ged against it. I e.an not, however, Mr.
President, deny thnt natural sense of equity which Senators
from certain States of the Union feel as to their own citizenship,
nor can I impeach the sincerity of those eminent Senators in
their desire to avoid a repetition or multiplication of the unfortunate burdens their States have suffered.
As I conclude, I repl-y to the Senator from 1\Iississippi [1\Ir.
WILLIAMS] for 11- moment. The Senator from 1\fississipp~ I
dare say, voices the real reason of his opposition to th~ proposed
constitutional amendment as well as ·of his support of his o"·n
amendment to the joint resolution. The Senator from 1\fississippi speaks of the effect that the propo8ed constitutional amendment would have on the women vote in 1\IississippL He says
it would increase the black ignorant vote. The eminent junio1•
Senator from Tennessee [1\fr. McKELLAR], in a very full and
unanswerable argument, demonstrated that in point of fact
there were no such dangers; but I answer this to say I will
admit the danger for- the purpo~ e of' the argument; I admit the
condition for the- p-urpose of the discussion; and this I reply. that ·
under amendments now existing as laws the bla-ck man has the
right to vote. "Yes," they say. Well, the people have passed
Ioca.l laws in their respectiYe localities to protect themselves
against the imposition of the improper black -rote? The answer
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is, 41 Yes." Well, those very same laws that apply and protect
fl·om the male equally will apply to the female. So why any
longer abound in' these pretensions which are preposterous
before the public mind and which will convince American sentiment that they are presented for the purposes of defeating a
just measure with the hope of advancing some local prejudice'?
l\fr. President, I support the amendment, and I sincerely hope
that it will pass. I am anxious that it will be early submitted
to popular vote or to a vote of the legislatures, and that it may
become a part of the fundamental law. But, sir, as I do so, I
concede that there is honest objection born of the differences
that men entertain as to the theories of our Government. So
far as I am permitted, it is but to ask that they shall pause
and consider the surroundings and recognize the eventful hour
that is about us and give to these women, although denied as a
war measure yet admit it as a human measure, and for this
give every opportunity, and the quickest, that the women may
cast their vote everywhere and in every particular for the welfare of their boys in the- field, who are giving their lives and
their an: I ask the measure as a support and strength o1 the
mother who has been compelled to surrender her family, and
of the child who holds her hand and looks into her face as its
last and only hope it may have in all the days to come. For
these at such a time as this I plead that we reject all distinctions of ancient government and in the present hour cry forth
our doctrine in the words of Lord Mansfield, "Let justice be
done; aye, tho the heavens fall." I thank the Senate.
Mr. REED. l\fr.. President, I endeavored to halt the Senator
from Illinois [Mr. LEwis] in his mad career in order to correct
a fundamental error into which he had fallen, but he was so infatuated with the sublimity of his own thought and was so engulfed in the ocean of his words that he could not pause to allow a correction. I simply desired to have him understand, if
indeed he did not already understand, that nothing I had said
had reflected upon the character of any lady advocating the
cause of woman suffrage and that any attempt to put that sort
of construction upon my words would be unworthy even a verbal
jugO'ler
·
!~did. state that there was a lobby, and who denies the exist-·
ence of a lobby'? And the lobby has not only been in the corridors of this Capitol, but lt has had its ramifications in every
State in the Union.
Mr. McKELLAR rose.
Mr. REED. In a moment. It has had its suborganizations in
every county and in every township of every State. Its literature makes plain the fact that they have gone to the extent of
learning the family history of Members of Congress and of examining into their financial standing, to the end that inftuence
may be applied. All this is an open book and the evidence of it
is conclusive. But I do not charge this to be a corrupt lobby ;
and when the Senator from Illinois undertook to say that there
had been a corrupt lobby of the railroads in this Capitol and that
I had uttered no protest against it, be came very near charging
me with being a servant of that lobby. It was at that point I
rose and asked to interrupt him, but the Senator, swept on by
the tides of his emotion, refused me that privilege.
I feel some hesitancy about replying to the Senator. The fact
Is that his methods of attack are always confusing. When a
man comes at you with doubled-up fists and with the glare
of battle in his eyes, you· know what to do; but when you catch
a ftutter of lace, and your nostrils arc intoxicated with a delicate perfume, you do not know whether you ought to resort to
blows or embraces. [Laughter.]
·
For one thing I apologize: I tried to get the distinguished Senator to acknowledge that I had made no attack upon these ladies.
He did so in this wise-" if the Senator says he did not attack
the ladies, of cour e, be could not have attacked the ladies,
although everybody knew perfectly well he did in fact attack
the ladies."
I apologize for ever trying to corner the Senator. I ought to
have known better, after the advertisement that appears in the
morning paper of the big liberty-loan rally. I read:
Senator J. HAMILTON LEwis, just back from France, speaker of the
evening. Senator LEWtS Is just back from an Pxtensive trip over the
entire American battle front. He saw the boys at Chateau-Thierry.
He talked with French and American starr officers.

That will be conceded.
He dodged 75's in a motor car.

Senators, I can not in a colloquy; by any verbal barrage or
otherwiRe, corner any man who can dodge .75 shells in a
motor cur. [Laughter.] That is a degree of physical alacrity
wh-ich is only equaled by the mental gymnastics you have just
witnessed.
I do not know what the Senator expects to gain or lose by
this gn.Uant defense of ladies who have not been assailed, this
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refutation of charges that have not been made, except that pos-'
sibly he hopes, in some way or other, to take himself out of that
classification wherein he says the ladies have him catalogued
"either as a mystery or an impostor." I do not know whether
it was intended by this speech that he s}lould convince them ·
that he was a mystery, and leave that question free from all ;
doubt, or whether he hoped to convert them to the doctrine that
they were altogether mistaken when they applied the other and
wholly unrepeatable term, because, whatever else the Senator
may be, I am sure that he is not an impostor, for the word
"impostor" implies that you shall impose upon somebody, and
it is not yet written that the Senator has even attempted that.
He is too honorable a gentleman. So I think I shall have to
refer the ladies who are in doubt to the question of mystery,
and ask them to solve that in their own way; and as, according to the Senator's theory, they are possessed of all intelligence and ·are vastly superior to men, it is entirely possible that
some feminine genius may, ~t some period of the world's history,
lift the mystic veil and disclose to us the wonders it conceals.
The Senator tells us there are two constitutions. I welcome
that statement from him and applaud it, because it is not manY.
weeks since he practically told us we did not have one Constitution.
Time and again he has said upon this ftoor that the Constitution is, to all intents, abolished, at least for the present. But
now that we have "two constitutions" we may find solace iii
the fact that when we get tired of using one we may switch to
the other; and when the old written Constitution becomes irksome
to us we may drift over into that hazy field which is occupied
by the unwritten constitution and construe our acts and rectifY.
our conduct according to that mysterious unwritten document.
So far as I am concerned, I do not care to pursue the theme
further. I did not say, as the Senator asserts, that the e
women painted their faces like harlots.
1\Ir. LEWIS. Mr. President, the Senator must surely realize
that no such remark was ever made by anybody.
l\fr. REED. The Senator from illinois used the expres ion
"harlot."
1\fr. LEWIS. Never.
Mr. REED. Oh, yes; the RECORD will show it.
Mr. LEWIS. 1\Ir. President, I regret that the Senator'a
vocabulary does not draw the distinction between the word;;
"harlequin" and "harlot." With one of those I have acquaintance; with the other, I have none-I mean, with the words in
the Senate. I make no profession of virtue.
Mr. REED. The RECORD will show which one was in the Senator's mind, if he disclaims knowledge of the other.
1\Ir. LEWIS. Mr. President, I do not -wish to have the Senator understand that I wished in debate to make the application of that word to any Senator in person. I meant just what
I said-that the word " harlequin " was used by me. I made
use of that word in the Senate; I did not use the other; and I
meant to say that the other word dld not figure in any expression of mine. I want to have the Senator understand that
the word was not used; that in the debate I did not know that
word ; it was not in mind.
l\11·. REED. . See how much more generous I am. I let the
Senator . explain. I understood the Senator to use the term
I did, and to assert that I bad applied it to these women. I
said-and this is my language-that Members of the Senate
who subjected themselves to the disgraceful position which I
was discussing would better paint their faces like court clowns.
I said nothing suggestive of the other word, which, it seems,
just came from the Senator's brain. I did use the word
"mountebank," but I assure the Senator I did not do it in a
personal sense.
Mr. President, we have had this lobby here, but that is not
the thing I especially complained of; it is this truckling to a
lobby. Let us see. Every railroad in the United States bas
the right to send a representative to a committee in Congress
to argue any question in a proper way before that committee.
Then it is the business of that gentleman to go home.
Mr. McKELLAR. l\fr. President, will the Senator yield?
1\I.r. REED. When I get to the close of a paragraph, I will.
Every woolen manufacturer has a right to send his representative to a committee of Congress and ask for a hearing and
present his case and then go home. The brewers have the right
to come before a committee of Congress and present their case
and then go home. The Anti-Saloon League has a right to come
to 'Vashington and present its case, and then it ought to go home.
The woman suffragists have the right to come to Washington
and present their case fully and completely, and then they ought
to go home. 'l'hat is not, in my opinion, a right that can be denied
to any American nor to any interest. But when organizations
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"President Wilson still refuses any real support to the movement
for political freedom of women. This afternoon he again expresses interest in 1heir freedom, but does not take the necessary steps to see
that freedom becomes an established fact. His expressions of interest,
th erefore, are merely empty words.
"To-day the chairman of the Rules Committee ot the Senate, spokesman of the administration, stated that suffrage was not on the program
for this session and that the Senate was hoping to recess in a few days
for the autumn election campaigns."

are formed lla\ing for their purpose the coercion of votes, and
when organizations-whether they be brewers or. suffragists, or
whatever they may be--post their sentinels outside this Hall,
and when leaders in the Senate upon either side report to that
lobby, and when, having reported, the lobby leader tells these
Senators when the measure should be brought to a vote and
when it should be postponed, that constitutes a taking of control of the legislative Hall by a body outside the Hall, and it is
indefensible. That is the thing I criticize, and the reading of
my speech, which will go in the REcoRD without the change of a
word, will show that that is what I criticized.
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Missouri yield to the Senator from Colorado?
Mr. REED. I do.
l\fr: THO~fAS. I simply wish to remind the Senator that the
antisuffrage branch of womanhood also has its permanent
~rganization here and its lobby.
l\fr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
l\fr. REED. Very well, sir; I just as much denounce that. I
just as much denounce anything in the nature of a permanent
lobby upon one side as I do upon the other. But the difference
I make is this: The startling difference was disclosed this
morning upon the floor of the Senate, when the Senator from
Nevada [Mr. PITTMAN] publicly stated and charged that one
Senator representing the minority side had misled the majority
by pledging to one of the woman-suffrage leaders 33 votes upon
that side when in fact there was only 32, and that, refying upon
that promise, this female director of affairs had ordered the
vote to go on. That was not the exact language, but that is the
exact meaning of it. It was that I criticized-Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Missouri yield to the Senator from Tennessee?
Mr. REED. In just a second I will yield .to the Senator.
It was that I criticised, and it is that I am criticising now,
and it is that I shaH continue to criticise; and I said, in addition, that threats had been made by these organizations.
Now, I yield to the Senator from Tennessee for a question.
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, I want to ask the Senator if
be believes that the women who ha\e been about the Capitol
as he has described have broken any law, or have not been
peaceable?
·
. Mr. REED. 'Vhy, yes; I believe they have not been peaceable in Washlngton. I belie~e they have been peaceable right
here in the Capitol.
· l\fr. McKELLAR. Then, if the Senator believes that, how
will the Senator make his criticism accord with the first
amendment to our Constitution, which I shall read:

There is more of it.
I hold in my hand, and ask to haye printed, a special dispatch
to the New York World:
APPLY TORCH TO PRESIDENT'S WORDS-PROMISE TO URGE PASSAGE
AMENDMENT NOT DEFINITE ENOUGH Fl>R MILITAN!I'S.
WASHINGTO~,

tile White House callet·s.
" The torch which I bold," she declared, "symbolizes tbe burning in-

dignation of women who for a hundred years have been given words
without action."
In view of the fact that the militants -had obtained permission from
the military authorities for their meeting to-day there was no attempt
made to interfere.

Here is an article from the Washington Star to the samo
effect:
[From the Washington Star, Sept. 17, 1918.]
INSULT THE PRESIDEXT-WOMAX'S PARTY MEMBERS P"GBLICLY BURX HIS
STATEMENT.

Characterizing President Wilson's promise to assist them in their
efforts to obtain nation-wide suffrage as empty and Insincere, the National Woman's Party burned his statement in front of the Lafayette
Monum<'nt facing the · White House yesterday afternoon. Miss Lucy
Branham performed the incinerating ceremony. She applied a torch to
a piece of paper on which was printed the President's statement declaring himself in complete sympathy with the cause.
The women were arousE-d over the rE-port that the chairman of the
Rules Committee of the Senate had announced that suffrage was not on
the program for this session of Congress.
[From tbe Washington Post, Tuesday, Sept. 17, 1918.]
" SUFFS " BUR~ SPEECH-APPLY TORCH TO WILSO~'S WORDS DURING
DEMOXSTRATION-SYMBOL OF u INDIGNATION "-THRONGS WITNESSING
DOIXGS I~ LAFAYETTE SQUARE ORDERLY AND CONTRIBUTE TO F U XDPRESIDENT RECEIVES DELJ:GATION OF AMERICAN St:FFRAOE ASSOCIATION
WOME~.

As a climax of their demonstration yesterday, the National Woman's
Party burned President Wilson's words on suffrage at the base of the
statue of Lafayette opposite the White House. With a blazing torch
in her hand, Miss Lucy Branham set fire to a scrap of paper containing
words the President Is reported to have made to a delegation of wom.en
earlier in the afternoon. The statemE-nt read :
"I am, as I think you know, heartily in sympathy with you. I have
endeavored to ·assist you in every way in my power and I shall continue
to do so. I shall do all that I can to urge the passage of the amendment
by an early vote."

thing that ever was hurled at my devoted head. [Laughter.]
I say, since the Senator desires to open that door, that a good
many things have happened that it would have been better if
they had not happened ; and here I make a distinction. I do not
by any means charge this to all women, to all suffragists. When
I read this language from the press under date of September 17,
I ask you if, at a time like this, it is not most remarkable and
startling conduct?

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TORCH.

" The torch which I hold," Miss Branham said, " symbolizes the
burning indignation of women who for a hundred years have been given
words without action. -In the spring our hopes were raised by words
much like these from President Wilson, yet they were permitted to be
followed by a filibuster against our .amendment on the part of Democratic Senate leaders.
.
. ~·To-day the chairman of tbe Rules Committee of the 1:3enate, a.
spokesman of the administration, stated that suffrage was not on the
program for this session, an<I that the Senate was hoping to recess in a.
few days for the autumn election campaigns without taking up the measure. To-day the chairman of the Woman Suffrage Committee in the
Senate, another spokesman of the administration, announced that he
would not even call the Suffrage Committee together to consider taking
a vote. This session is nearing its close, and the President and his
party refuse to take any effective step toward the passage of the suffrage measure.
·

Suffragists burn Wilson "idle words"-

I am reading the headlines from the New York American. Great Washin:!fton crowd cheers demonstration at White House by
National Woman s Party.
Money instead of jeers greets marchers and unique protest against
withholding of vote.
(By Universal Service.)

LVI-687

CROWD'S MONEY D'ILLS HAT.

September 16.

With a great crowd cheering them for the first time instead of jeering them, and throwing to them rolled bllls and change, the suffrage
demonstrants of _the National Woman's Party burned on the plinth of
the Lafayette Statue, opposite the White House, this afternoon the
words President Wilson uttered to another group of suffragists earlier
ln the day.
Holding a scrap of paper containing the President's statement to a
blaze from a bronze flambeau and letting it burn to tbe last ash at her
finger tips, Miss Lucy Branham, of Baltimore, protested inaction, ·concluding:
"We therefore take these empty words and consign them to the
flam es."
The message the President had given earlier in tbe day to a delegation
fr om the National Woman Suffrage Association was:
.
" I am, as I think -you know, heartily in sympathy with you. I have
endeavored to assist you in every way in my power, and I shall continue
to <lo so. I will do all I can to urge the passage of this amendment by
an ear·Iy vote."
Miss Branham, speaking of the message as she burned it, said :

September 16.

While President Wilson was assuring a delegation from tbe National
Woman Suffrage Association this afternoon that he is "heartily in
sympathy" with suffrage, members of the National Woman's Party
later on burned his words at a " demonstration " held at the base of
the Lafayette statuP, opposite the White House.
To his callers to-day the President said: " I shall do all that I can
to urge the passage of the amendment by an Parly vote." But the mili·
tant "suffs" were not satisfied with this expression. They asserted
that it contained no definite assurance of action.
So it remained for Miss Lucy Branham, of Baltimore, who beaded a
parade of some forty women, to place a torch to the words of the President's latest suffrage statement, a copy of tohich had been secured {1·om

Congress shall make no law • • • abridging • • • the
right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Govern_
ment for a l'edress of grievances.
Mr. REED. Mr. President, that is quite the most crushing

WASHI~GTON,

OF

Mrs. Grace Frost. wife of Lieut. Frost, of this city, carrying the
American fiag, led the procession of 40 banner bearers, while members
of the police force cleared the way. The demonstration began with an
appeal to Lafayette, written by Mrs. Richard Wainwright, wife of Rear
Admiral Wainwright, and read by Miss Bertha Arnold. Mrs. Jessie
Hardy MacKaye, of this clty, and Mrs. Bertha Moller, of Minneapolis,
made spE'{'ches.
In response to the addresses the crowd began passing up dollar bills
and finally a bat nearly full of silver coins for tbe party fund. From
the start of the demonstration with its pkrade to the march back to
headquarters in Jackson Place the crowd was orderly.
WILSON " GOOD LISTENER."

I

Several hours before the National Woman's Party demonstration a
group of Democratic women from the South and West waited on President Wilson, asking him to use ' his influence to bring about a vote on
the suffrage amendment. The interview was arranged by the National
American Woman Su.trrage Association and lasted 15 minutes.
Mrs. · Minnie Fisher Cunningham, of Texas, who headed the delegation, said:
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" The President is a wonderful listener. He gives the closest attention to the matter pre~nted, and you have his entire interest for the
period of the interview. That is real democracy-to be able to get to
the head of the Nation with the problems of the people."
BALTIMORE SUFFRAGIST BURNS WILSON'S PROMISE.
BUREAU OF 'l:HE BALTIMORE AMERICAN,

Washington, Septeutber tG.
A Baltimore suffragist, Miss Lucy Branham, took a spectaculru: part
in a demonstration held by the National Woman's Party this afternoon
to show the indignation of the radical element at President Wilson's
answer to the delegation of the National American W.oman Suffrage
Association, who bad called on him earlier in the afternoon. Standing
at the base of the Lafayette Statue, opposite the White House, she
burned with a torch the words of the President's latest suffrage statement.
Holding a scrap of paper with the President's message to the blaze
from a bronze flambeau and letting it burn to the last ash at her finger
tips, M:iss Branham said :
" We take the e empty words and consign them to the Hames."
The message the President had given earlier in the day to the delegation was:
·
"I run, as I think you know, heartily in sympathy with you. I have
endeavored to assist you in every way in my power, and I shall continue to do so. I will do nil I can to urge the passage of this amendment by an early vote."
Mi, Branham, speaking of the message as she burned it, said :
" We want action" she cried. •• The torch which I hold symbolizes
the burning indignation of women who for a hundred years have been
given words without action. In the spring our hopes were raised by
words much like these from President Wilson, yet they were permitted
i:o be followed by a filibuster against our amendment on the part JJf the
Democratic Senate leaders.
"To-day the chairman of the Rules C6mmittee of the Senate, a spokesman for the administro.tion, stated that suJirage was not on the program for this session.. To-day the chairman of the Woman Suffrage
Committee in the Senate, another spokesman for the administration,
announced that he would not even call the Suffrage Committee together
to consider taking a vote.
"For five years women appealed to this Pre ident and his party. The
Presfdent has given words and words and words. We announce to the
President and the whole world to-day by this act our -determination
that words shall no longer he the only t•eply given to American women."
Members of the local police force politely cleared away bystanders so
that the suffragists might have ample room for their demonstration.
1\Ilss Marguerite Rosett and a number of other Baltimore sufl'raglsts
took part ln the demonstration. 1\iiss Julia Emory was A torchbearer.

Now let us see what the effect of such conduct and such
J>Ublicity is.
We are told that there was a great crowd present, so that It
was not a single woman's aft'air, and that great crowd which
sympathized, and that great crowd which cheered, that great
crowd which cast money before these women, rolls of bills,
must have been a crowd of suffragists. They could not have
been antisuffragists; so that you identify with this woman's
act the general conduct of a large part of these people. The
crowd, I take it, was not assembled here from Washington.
Its leader was from Baltimore. The permission to hold the
meeting wns gained by .n branch of this organization. · That
evidently is a branch of the organization which the distinguished Senator from Nevada [Mr. PITTMAN] this morning described as acting in harmony with the Republican Party.
Now, I do not know whether they are ·acting ;with the Republican Party or not. I am not charging that. I have not
made a partisan speech in the Senate since this war began, .and
I will tell you what I think -of you Republicans.
' I think you are mistaken about n lot of political questions;
but I think, when it comes to standing by this Government, that
the Democratic boy and the Republican boy are dyin_g in the
same trenches, and that their blood, mingling in one common
stream, is a rebaptism of American patriotism ; and I have
not a word to say to you ln criticism. God bless you! You
have stood like men, and you will so stand to the end.• And
while you are standing that way, though you be bitter partisans
trained, trained to the business of partisanship; though you
have fought partJ san battles until you are covered all over
with scars; though you have in political campaigns worn out
your throats and lungs denouncing the party of the President,
yet at a time like this no word of criticism comes from your
lips. You stand back of him and back of this war, and marlfully cry : " On, and all together as we go on ! " While you are
doing that, these women are in the public parks burning the
President's speeches, and their assembled cohorts are casting
money before them and cheering them ; and the pleasant word
goes to Germany that in the very shadows of the Capitol, in
the very front yard of the White House, these women gain
applause as they heap obloquy upon the Chief Magistrate of
the Republic !
Can you send a message to the Germans that will please them
better than tllat? If, sirs, we were to pick up to-night's paper
and were to read that a surging mob upon the steps of the
imperial palace in Berlin had burned the last addre s of the
Kaiser and had denounced him and that the action of those who
burned his speech was so much in accord with German sentiment that a large crowd assembled and cheered until the vaulted
heavens rocked and cast money before the mob, would it give to
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us encouragement or would it bring to us sorrow and pain?
Would it not, if we believed it to be true, hearten us all? Would
it not make us gird up our loins for the fray? Would it not
be to us a welcome \"oice out of the night of this war-a voice
calling us on, to triumph and to victory? And yet, sirs, thiS
thing is done in America ; and it is charged upon the floor of
the Senate that that part of the woman-suffrage organization
which thus d.efiled the public park. thus disgraced it that like
conduct by men would have met with instant punislllnent is a
large and important element in this fight !
' Senators, I lay this down as a truism : No one who will not
obey a law has the right to ask to make a law. No party,
wheth~r it be composed of men or women, has the right to seek
place m the halls of the lawgiver until its members are willing
themselves to respect the law. No anarchist who den1es the
existence and right of law, has any right t~ ask to be per·
mitted to write a law for others to obey. That which he
defa~es .and he debases and he breaks he can not ask others
to honor. No set of women have a right to ask for suffrage
while they denounce the laws of their country. :Neither have
~ey the right to help to select a President .so long as they
burl anathema and insult upon the Chief Magistrate of the
Nation.
. 'Vhen you find these ladies .a t a time like this publicly burn·
mg the speech of the President of the United States in t11e
Capital of the Nation, that conduct is almost the equivalent of
insulting the American :fiag.
I do not mean· that we must accept everything the President
.s~ys -and .submit our judgment to it. but I do say that to take
his ~eech. nn? burn it in public is almost the equivalent of
burnm~ him m effigy in public and almost thP equivalent of
degrading the flag; and these things have been done. More·
over! they ~ave paraded the streets of Washington, they have
carried their banners in front of the White House they have
carried on a campaign here not of persuasion, b~t have at·
tempted to carry on a campaign of coercion. This has not been
confined to Washington alone. It is said that it is confined to
one branch of the .suffragettes.
Mr. President, that is not all. In England, where they had
an outbreak of militancy which finally found its expression in
acts of arson, in the destruction of J)roperty, in the breaking of
wonderful statuary, in the desecration of pictures that were
miracles · of human genius, yet even in England when the war
cloud -enveloped the land the suffragette relaxed her efforts to
stir up public discontent. But in this country, even while the
boys are marching to the front, these women-this part of the e
women whom my friend from Nevada [Mr.- PITTMAN] says are
the Republican part-have not hesitated at acts which can not
fail to bring aid and comfort to the enemy. What a spectacle
it is!
'Ve are told that women should .be permitted to vote because
their boys have gone to the front. Ah, yes; God bless them!
The women of the country are not repre ented by acts 1ike
those I have described. The woman at home who gave to her
first born a fi!lal kiss, who closed her eyes that she might keep
back the unbtdden tears.- and gripped by a m{)ther's hen rt so
that her lips -could say, "Go, and God bless you all the way."
That kind of a woman needs no defense from me; she requires
no encomium. Her crown of glory ls gemmed with the love
of the world. Her holy mission has been recognized ever since
there was such a thing as mother's love and manhood's rever·
ence for a mother's sweet divinity.
Back of the turmoil of this Capital where discontented women
march and flaunt their banners and burn the speeches of the
man who has been described as the foremost figure of the
world, there still is that innumerable host of mothers who e
souls are so exalted that they can sacrifice even their first born
upon the altar of their conntry, whose trembling hands bind on
the uniforms of their brave boys, and who, even while their
hearts are breaking, can send them forth with words of courage
to inspire them as they march to :fiel<ls of d.a nger and of death.
I speak for these mother.s and women who e nimble fingers in
myriads of places weave into sweaters and stockings and stltc.h
into handkerchiefs and bandages the love that will warm the
beru-ts of soldiers who cha.rge across the blood-stained fields or
soothe the pain of those who writhe beneath the surgeon's knife.
So if I have spoken severely of the particular methods that
have been employed by certain suff1·agettes, let me say, and I
do it out of respect for womanhood. out of respect for that great
galaxy of women who have stood by the men and helped men
keep the home, who renr the children, and upbuilt the church,
who have made life a song of love and the future a di-ea.m of
bliss, for these women I speak, and they have not been heard.
,As for the others they are just now more interested in voting
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than in the conduct of the war. They propose to vote come
what may, cost what it may. This is an attempt to trample
the constitutions of sovereign States, aye, to do it legally, it is
true, but still to trample on them.
I hold here the constitution of my own State. There is written by the people themselves in their organic law what the
qualifications of a voter are. It is further declared that that
sacred constitution shall not be changed save by the votes of the
people of the State.
.
But when you pass this joint resolution, if it shall be adopted,
then the Legislature of the State of Missouri shall have, in
effect, transferred to it the power which otherwise is vested in
the people, and when the legislatm·es of 36 States, some 2,000
men in all, shall have cast their votes, the majority of them in
favor of this measure, it will become a law, aye, though ninetenths of all the people of my State should will it otherwise. It
is, of cour~e, the method of amending the Constitution. It is
within our power, but because it is within our power it does not
follow that we should do it. It is within our legal power to submit an amendment to the Constitution that would set up a
hereditary aristocracy in this land. It is within our power
to amend the Constitution of the United States so that the office
. of Senator would be perpetual. Aye, it is within our power to
submit an amendment to the Constitution of the United States
that would destroy private property. But if we did these things
we would run counter to every fundamental principle of right.
So when it was proposed by the Constitution that amendments should be submitted to the people only after two-thirds of
each body of Congress had so voted it was intended that both
branches of Congress should exercise their solemn judgment
and put the stamp of their solemn approval on the act. After
that was done, after that safeguard had been passed, then the
measure could be turned over to the action of the legislatures
of the several States. This was in lieu of the provision which
otnerwise would doubtless have been written requiring a vote
by the people themselves.
I have spoken of the constitutien of the State of :Missouri.
I have but hastily examined the books. Yet I find -that in a
large number of States the people have declared that there
shall be no change as to the qualifications of their voters unless
the people by vote shan· make that change. All the people of
those States will be deprived of the right they thus carefully
reserved to themselves.
You will substitute for it the vote of State legislatures, and
you do it because you dare not submit this question to the votes
of the people of the States. You do it to deprive them of their
votes. Your action in the report referred to is about on a par
with your present performance. You sit here with almost a
two-thirds majority declaring, "We will vote on such-and-such
a day,'· and then when that day comes, if .you are not ready,
you refuse to vote on that day; and still you always stand
ready if. a man upon the other side shall sicken or shall die or
shall be away, to take advantage of that fact and force a vote
at once. Thus, you coerce with your power, to the end that
you may override the constitution of, sovereign States by placing it in the power of the legislatures to annul their respective
constitutions.
Why do you not come to the issue and face this mutter in the
open arena, where all men shall have a right to vote? This is
the people's country. It is not a country that ought in any way
to be controlled by any influence or power on earth save that
of the people. The nearer you get to the people, to use the common expre sion, the closer you get to the grass roots, the nearer
you have a just and a fair go;--ernment. Why is it that this
method has bee~ taken?
,
· I have here literature of the leaders of the moderate class of
suffragettes in which they say they propose to take the present
outlined course "because they can get at the legislatures," and
that they do not want to take the course of going to the people
lest they should be defeated there. In my own State we have
ball the issue. It was a perfectly fair contest.
One hundred and forty-five thousand majority was rolled up
against a suffrage amendment. Do you tell me, then, or if you
tell me, I ask you by what right t.l.Jese ladies who burn Presidents' mes ages or this other class of ladies who resort to the
more pleasant form of approach, who resort to argument and
speech and an occasional threat of political annihilation.....:_!
ask you by what i·ight they say they represent the women of
Missouri? How do they get their badge of authority? What
convention of the women of Missouri has been called to ask
them to speak? There are, of course, some women in Missouri
for this measure. There are some people everywhere in favor
of almost every vagary in government that ever bas been conceived. Who has authority to speak for the women of Missouri?
I have had petitions from a few.
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I ha\e had remonstrances from many. I simply speak what
I belie\e when I say that if tllis measure were referred to the
people of my State, and if the women were allowed to vote,
and not a single man, I believe they would defeat it. , They would
defeat it, why? They would defeat it very much for the reason
that these ladies, speaking of them by and_large, have no ambition to try and be the head of the household, and by parity of
reasoning they have no ambition to try and be the head of the
State. Most of them are content, disgraceful as it may appear
in this age of the world's history, to recognize in their fathers
the head of the family, or in their husbands the head of the
family-the hea<l of the family for the purpose of going out and
doing battle in the world; the head of the family for the pUr})OSe
of bringing home sustenance; the head of the family _for the
purpose of standing at the door of the household and protecting
it; the head of the family for the purpose of defending the
honor of wife and of child, if need be, with life; while they
have claimed for themselves the right to be the head of the
family in the sense that they mother the children, they rear the
children, they keep the home, they teach the divine principles '
of religion, they keep the holy precepts of human love, an<l in
that sphere they are supreme. In that sphere they are sublime,
and no one would try to take it from them.
··
These women in my State believe in the old-fashioned dodrine
that men should fight the battles on the red line; that men
should stand and bare their bosoms to the iJ.·on hail ; and that
back of them, if need be, there shall be women who may bind
up the wounds and whose tender hands may rest upon the brow
of the valiant soldier who has gone down in the fight.
But, sir, that is woman's work, and it has been woman's
work always. There never was a time, from the days of .the
stone age, when the man went forth to battle with wild beasts
and came home torn and rent, but the woman of his cave bound
up his wounds. There never was a time, either, when he would
not stand at' the door of that cave and fight the wil<l beasts and
protect the woman as she crouched behind with her brood. It is
manhood upon one side and womanhood upon the other.
What is it that these ladies are to gain? Why shou1d we
have this period of agitation just now? This is the worst time
in the history of the world for agitation of this sort. Do you
tell me that it will help win the war? I venture to dissent
from that statement, no matter from what authority it may
come. Help you win the war! Why? I heard some one say
that it would be a certificate of our dem'Ocracy to other lands.
Let us analyze that thought fo1· just a moment. Shall we certify
to our democracy for the benefit of the Germans or Austrians
or Turks? These people live ·under absolute monarchy, anu
despise, most of them, the very name of democracy. If they had
loved democracy they would have had democracy, for every
government is but the reflection of the souls of the people, save
where you find a conquered race crushed by the iron heel of
power.
Outside of that, government is the reflection of the soul of
people. The reason for having a Kaiser in Germany is because
there· is a little Kaiser in the heart of every Prussian. The
reason for having a monarch in Turkey-! have forgotten what
you call the scoundrel-a Sultan-is because the people believe ·
in Sultans; the reason for having ha-rems in Turkey is because
the people believe in harems. Shall we, then, make apology
because we are not sufficiently democratic to these monstrous
Governments and these people who have been so long taught,
and misled by their teachlngs, that they are part and parcel of
the scheme of government? Shall we do that? Well, then,
pray where shall we go to apologize? Shall it be to Russia?
'Vhy, Russia abolished vodka and introduced woman suffrage;
and, if that be an example, it is upon the wrong side, for
Russia is now an intellectual a.nd moral waste where the wild
beasts of passion prey upon the weak and where cruelty draws
back the lips of vengeance from the white fangs of hate and
sinks them into the hearts of the helpless.
Shall we then go to France, which for but some 40 or GO
years bas been a republic, and take lessons from her? Oh,
splendid, glorious France, whose sons charge over bloody battle
fields and die with cheers upon their lips-glorious, splendid
France! But France has not adopted woman suffrage, and the
women of France who bind up the wounds, the women of
France who work in the fields, the women of France whose
tireless fingers are making cartridges for the Huns and bandages for their brav:e Frenchmen at the front-these women
are satisfied with the democracy of France and are praying
God that America may help them preserve the democracy they
have, and they are welcoming the Yankee boys with kisses an;l
with flowers. We do not need to apologize to France.
Shall we then go to England? Why, sir, do we need to apologize to any goYernment that, much as we respect and e\en love
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her, y~t has a king upon a throne; which has an hereditary
aristocracy; which bus a House of Lords whose members hol<l
their seats by virtue of ancestral blood? Shall we find it neces ary to apologize for American democracy to that country,
however great and splendid it may be--that country which once
put chains upon us, which ·were broken by the stout swords of
.W a hington and Lafayette?
Well, then, where shall we apologize for our democracy?
Shall it be to Italy-a country that in modern times set up a
king9om ; that even now has a king upon his throne; who sent
us here as its representative in this democratic hall a prince,
to be introduced by his title and to wem· the insignia of his royal
blood? Do \Ye need to apologize to Italy, whose very front today we help to hold ; whose wall of flesh and blood along the
Austrian front finds some of its chief pillars in the Yankee
troops who fight to save the soil of Italy from trembling beneath
the tread of Austrian foemen?
'Vho challenges our democraey? None but a Bolshevik, some
creature who denies all government. Shall we yield to them?
'Vhy, sir, tl1is democracy of ours is the proudest thing in all the
world. Its fotmdation stones were laid by the mightiest builders
of all times.
The men who sat and looked back through the ages of the
past and read the story of mankind's struggles and woes and
then sat dmrn to plan a citadel of Uberty so mighty that it
could ne\er·be overthrown-the men who sat about that council
chamber were the master spirits of the world. To them we
might now offer almost our very prayers if it were not impiety
to pray to any but Almighty God. There was Jefferson, in
whose great brain was pictured the evils and the wrongs of all
the i>USt; l\ladison and Washington and Hamilton and all the
immortals who here wisely planned and laid the foundations
of the great temple of our Uberty. When they thus planned
and builded. sirs, they knew the danger of eoncentrated power;
they knew that authority. feeds upon itself and, like a monster, grows from its own flesh until it will destroy the Uberties of all. So they declared that there should be no powerful
central go-vernment; that each State should keep complete and
ab ohite sovereignty, save as it might yield certain limited
rights for certain common purposes and ends.
They left to the several States the absolute right to frame
their own governments, only stipulating that they should be of
republican form; they left to the States the right to say who
sho,uld vote and how the affairs of the people should be conducted; they left to the States every right save the few rights
that were delegated and which were essential to the stability
of the Central Go-vernment. The first great infringement on
that right was during the late war, when, because of the negro
question then involved, Congress passed the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth amendments; but those amendments were
intended at that time only to reach that question. Always it
had been conceded that Kansas might settle for herself the
question of: the suffrage of her citizens ; that Arizona might
settle for herself the question as to who should vote there;
tl1at South Carolina should have the same privilege; and that
·nil the other States in unison should have similar rights
tu1d privileges. Now it is- proposed to deny this right.
I oppe~e this joint resolution because it is violative not of
the Constitution, for, as I have said, you may ehange the
Constitution, ·but because it is violative of the spirit of our
1nstitutionB. I oppose it because it seems to me the unjustest
thing on earth to undertake to fix the qualifications of voters
in my State, and for those qualifications to be fixed by men
and women who never set ·foot upon our soil, and who know
nothing of the institutions of onr State. I do not want to
undertake to tell Arizona who shall vote in the State of Arizona;
I have no right to do so, because the people of Arizona know
their own affairs, and are capable of controlling them. I do
not wnnt to interfere in Colorado, for the people of Colorado
know their own affairs. It would be an act of the grossest
temerity if I should undertake to tell the people of Virginia,
or the people of Georgia, how they should control their affairs.
Mr. President, this is a matter that belongs to the States; 1t
has heretofore remained with the States. Under this system of
government that has grown up we have prospered. If it were
proposed to-morrow to 31Dend the Constitution of the United
State so that the women of Arizona could not vote. I . should
vote against doing so, because that is the business. of Arizona.
If it w~re proposed to amend the Constitution so that the
women of Wyoming could not vote, :( should vote against doing
so, because that is the business of Wyoming, and so of every
other suffrage State. I would not vote to interfere with their
right to let women vote; but I insist that they should not interf~re with the right of other States to settle their own a1Iairs!.
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Why is it that at a time like this we should have this ques·
tion thrust upon us? This is the second time it has been here.
It has been present all this session. The minds of Senators
have been diverted and drawn away from the work of this war
by this eternal question constantly coming up.
We were ready to vote upon it weeks ago; men were brought
here from every quarter of the country; pairs were refused·
everything was in readiness; but the matter was delayed be:
cause there was not a two-thirds majority for the proposition.
Again we were notiiied to be here on Thursday; that there
would be a \ote on Thursday. I honor the Senator in charge
of the bill for giving liB the notice. He did not try to take
snap judgment. Senators have traveled thousands of miles to
be here, and yet we are not permitted to vote, an<l we do not
know whether we are going to be permitted to vote on this
resolution next Saturday or not. In the meantime, there is a
dispute whether we ought or ought not to be permitted to vote,
because the lobbyists may have been deceived as to the ex~ct
number of Republ.icaUB pledged to vote for the measure.
Mr. President, why do we need this? I have said that the
fathers have laid the foundutioUB of this country wisely; and
how wisely did they lay them. The tides of our civilization
have swept from the Atlantic coast to the golden shore. Where
there were 3,000,000 people there are now 104,000,000; we have
bound this country together with bands of steel; we have erected
the finest cities that have ever graced the world; we have builded
churches upon every hillside and schoolhouses in every valley ;
we have covered the land with myriads of homes where women
are protected and where love sets up its holy shrine, and ri ·in~
from this eountry like a stream of light has been its glorious
influence.
All around the world the oppressed of every land have turned
toward our shores. I had thought that England's Government
had been liberalized by the influence of this country ; I had
thought that in sweet France the people had caught an inspiration from the example of America; I had believed that in
all the far-off lands of the world, whe-rever men have turned
their eyes toward that beacon light, they have dreamed of en·
joying the liberty enjoyed beneath our flag. Until recently
our. den:;:ocracy has never been challenged. It is challenged
now during this war by those who burn its Chief Magistrate's
speeches in the public place, and who heap obloquy upon the
name of the Republic. For myself I refuse to join those who
traduce the Republic. I eecline to apologize for American
democracy.
Mr. THOMAS obtained tile floor.
1\lr. BORAH. May I interrupt the Senatot· for a moment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Doe. the Senator from Colorado yield to the Senator from Idaho?
1\Ir. THOMA~. I yield for a moment to the Senator for a
question.
1\lr. ·BORAH. I wish to ask the Senator in charge of the
measure a question, if I may, with reference to a po sible vote
upon the joint resolution. I desire to ask the Senator in charge
of the measure, in view of the fact that I am almo t compelled
to be away for a day, if it can be understood that there will be
no vote upon this measure until Monday?
1\fr. JONES of New Mexico. 1\fr. President, S() far as I have
information, I know of no reason why a vote should be deferrell
until Monday. I do not know t() what e~tent the debate upon
the measure may be drawn out, but I do know that there are
several Senators who desire to get away from Washington at
the earliest practicable moment. I do not believe that it would
be possible to get a vote to-day, but I hope it . will be possible
to get a vote at some time to-morrow; and, while I realize that
it would be an inconvenience to the Senator from Idaho, there
are several other Senators who would be inconvenienced by having the matter go over until Monday. I, therefore, hope the
Senator from Idaho will find a way to stay with us until we
come to a vote.
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, I am supposed to be in Virginia to-morrow and in North Carolina the next day, in connection with the liberty loan campaign. and I think I shall go.
These dates were rearranged in order to accommodate this particular situation, and, as the meetings have been arranged for,
I shall undoubtedly attend them; but I would much prefer to
be here and vote, and I rather sUBpect that I \vill be back in
time to vote upon this measure.
Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. President, I will ask the Senator from
Colorado if I may make a brief statement?
Mr. THOMAS. I yield for a question.
Mr. PITTl\1AN. I wish to make a brief statement with
reference to the suggestion of the Senator from Idabo, not in
answer particularly to his inquiry, but in the nature of informatio~
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Mr-. THOMAS'. r yield . .
Mr. PITTl\-~ r wish to call the- attentlotr of· the Senator·
from Idaho to the · fact that, in assisting the chairman of the
committee, I have made inquiry on this side among: those wh0e
desire to speak, and, while there are: several who wish to address the Senate, I am informed that none o.fl them. will takeover 10, 15, 20, or perhaps 30 minutes. W1th that information from this side as to those w..llo favor- the measure~ theSenator might be able to form some opinion with regard to thematter. Of course, so far as those who oppose the measure
are concerned~ we have no way of ascertaining how long they
may desire to speak ; but, so fa:r: as those, on this side are co!lcerned whn favoc this measure, r am satisfied that they Wlll
take a very short time ro..morrow, and there is no reason why
we can not get a vote.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. Mr. President. will the Senator·
from Colorado. yield to me for a. moment?
.
Mr. THOMAS. I am unwilling to.· yield to --a ·constant rnn. of
questions. I want to acc:OliUil.Odata my colleaguesj however,
and certainly I yield to the Senator from Virginia· for a moment.
Mr; MARTIN of Virginia. 1 thank the Sena.torA I simply
desire to make a very brief statement. In the first place, Mr.
President, I have been assured by th~ Senator in charge of. tbe
joint resolution that he had no idea of calling_for a v-ote until
a cextain Senator who is abseut from· the city return~, and that
he can not possibly return until 4.30 o'clock on Saturday. That
Se-nator is coming from the Pacific slope, and there is not one
chance in a htmdred that a train from the Pacific slope that is
due to arrive here at 4.30 o'clock on Saturday evening will b.e
here in time for a · vote of Saturday. The Senator from New
Mexico, I repeat, informed me that he had not the slightest.
idea of having a vote until that Senator arrived.
In· view o.f this fact, it seems to me- a very great injustice to
hold the Senate in sessi.Dn here and cut off Senators from· im-.
portant engagements in the public service, such as the engagement of the Senator from Idaho [l\fr. BoRAH], who is billed to
deliver liberty loan addresses at two places, one in Virginia
and one in North Carolina, That is a patriotic purpose, a purpose of immense importance to the country, and no man. can
1·ender a greater service in that connection than can the
S·e nator from Idaho. He wishes to discharge that duty to the.
country, and I think that it is. a very poor measure of justice
and rea.son which would debar Senators from performing that
sort of service by compelling them to stay here, in view of the
fact that there is no idea of allowing a vote until the absent
Senator, who can not JlOSsibly arrive- until 4..30 on. Saturday,
shall have returned. Now, I appeal to the Senator from New
1\lex;ic.o to agree to an adjournment over untii 1.\fondaf, as it
will deprive him of no advantage and no riglit, and it will
be. a great convenience to Senators who are anxious to render
a patriotic service to the country.
M:r:.. EOl\IERENE. Mr. President-Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. Just one moment, please.
The PRESIDING OFFLCER. The Senator from Colorado
[Mr. THOMAS] is entitled to the floor.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. If the. Senator from New Mexico
will answer that he is unwilling under these circumstances to
adjourn over until Monday, I will have one more statement tQ
make.
l\Ir. SHAFROTH. Mr. President, will my colleague allow me
a moment?
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, T think that Monday will be
here before I ever get an oppm·tunity ro address the Senate. un~
less Senators will allow me to proceed.
Mr. l\IARTIN of Virginia. As the Senator is impatient of
further interruptions, I will not ask hlm to yield further.
.Mr. THOMAS. .Just a moment, Mr. Presidep.t, I will cheerfully yield to the Senator having charge of the joint resolution,
who ha. been asked a question b.y the Senator from Virginia.
l\Ir . .JONES of New Mexico. Mr. President, in answer to the
statement of the Senator from Virginia [Mr. MAliTIN], I wish
to say that I do not know of a more important measure which
bas been brought before the Senate. since I have been a Member
of it than the pending joint resolution, at least in view of the
measures whici; are likely to come before the Senate in the near
future. I know that there are a numb~r of Senators who want
to leave the city for the pl,ll'pose of entering into the Uberty-loan
campaign ; they wish to leave here for the purpose of staying in
that campaign and seeing that it is made a great success; and
every clay that this matter· is delayed we are delaying not only
one Senator who wants to enter into that campaign but several
other Senators. It may be true that the train on to-morrow
may be late, but the hours will still go by, and I see no reason
· why, on an important measure of this kind, we should not remain
here not until 4.30 or 5.30, but until 12.30 a. m., or eveu. 12 the
next day in order to come to a vote.
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M.r. MARTIN of· Virginia. I will say to the Senator fromN~v
that r- do- not underrate the importance of this measure ;·
I am as anxious; as. he is to reach a final vote on it ; but I desire,
in· perfect kindness and good will, to notify. him that there will
be-no vote on this measure befroe Monday. If the Senate stays
in session· all day and all night from now until Monday, there
will be no vote on thiS measure, because 1 d.o not intend to pul'sue
any course that will debar the Senato:c from Idaho o.r any other ·
Senator from going out to make patriotic addresses for the
liberty-loan cam_paign when it is absolutely unnecessary for-them
'to remain here.
1\-!r; .JONES of New Mexico. Th.en, Mr. President~ if that shall
occur, I am sure the country will relieve me of the respou~ibility
of any postpon-ement.
Mr. MARTIN of· Virginia. I am not afraid of the country
in this emergency misjudging such action as the- Senate maytake to: enable s~nators to go out and make these- addresses, so
that they are back here on Mond"y; and I can assure them
that there will be. no-vote. before that time.
Mr. LODGE. Mr. President, will the Se:nator from Colorado
yield to · me for a second?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colorado yield to the Senator from Mas achu.setts?
Mr. THOMASl. I take· pleasure in yielding. to the Senatol'
from Massachusetts for one second.
Mr. LODGE. I c:m say all I have to say in a- moment. I
only desire to- say that· T agree with the Senator from Virginia.
This proposed ame:ndment to the Constitution is too important
a questiQn to be. gotten throu!l'll in a thin Senate or to be passed:
through absentee-ism or througll juggling with pairs. There is
more. than a third of the- Senate against it at this moment•.
and when we vote we will ha.ve. a full vote, with every Senator
r'lpresented or voting.
M~ THOMAR Mr. President, I had intended during the:
course of the discussion upon the propesed. constitutional amendment to occupy the attention of the Senate for about five minutes·
with a written statement. Inasmuch. however, as the deb-ate
as it. has progressed during the course of the day has focused
itself upon some local conditons, I feel constrained to occupy;
the attention of the Senate for a few moments with some brief:
remarks upon the subject matter of our deliberations.
.
I had hoped_, Mr. President, that when this propo.sed amendment-to the Constitution was reached in the orde~: of business
it would be submitted substantially without debate. 1 do· not.
believe that the discussion in which we have indnlged and the
discussion which will follow. will change the vote of a single
Senator. l believe that every Member of this body knows,
and ha.s known for a long ti.m.e, just what his vote will be. I
say that because this. question, in my jndgment, has long ago.
passed the stage of' controversy. It was once said that every
great question involving human affa.i rs must undergo three
successive stages:-ridlcule, argument, and persuasion. Sue:l:r
h-as been the course of the movement for equal suffrage. It encountered ridicule and contumely for years, and passed successfully through that. ordeal. It has met its opponents in high
and honorable debate fm• years, and public opinion has been
finally convinced of its justice. It will soon be a part of the
accepted policy of the American Union, whether the vote soon
to be.· ta.k en upon the proP,osed amendm.ent to the Constitution
shall be successful or unsuccesful. All has been said for it
that can be urged in its behalf; all has been said against it
that · the ingenuity: of man and of woman can devise. There
is nothing new in this discussion; it is merely the statement and
restatement, many times repeated, of arguments aod statements
for and against the movement, which have been worn threadbare for- the last 25 years, to my certain knowledge. Hence,
Mr. President,_ I had hoped that, recognizing that fact, there
would be but' little delay in coming to a vote upon the subject;
but my colleagues . have seen fit to take another course, and·
argument, vituperation, the display of feeli ng and of sentiment
e:xh.ibit tl::\emselves in the- same old way a n<l for t.b.e sa.me old
purposes.
I have never- been a sentimentalist upon the subject of equal
suffrage, and I may say, Mr. President, that so long as it occu·
pied the em-o tional stage- u ·was unpopular. The same may I:Je
said of prohibition. Wben it. occupied the field of morals exclusively, and appeals were made to the emotions- only in Us behalf,
it made but little progress and advancement toward final success. So with the woman-suffrage movement. It has been retarded by much maudlin sentiment, by the display of emotion,
and by indulgence in arguments or prophecies regarding the up~
lift in human affairs and in human nature which would follow,
its adoption.
I have been a suffragist, Mr. President,. for ~ntirely different
reasons, practical ones, reasons which in my judgment are coli~
elusive of the subject, provided my premises be accepted.
l\Ie~iCQ
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I agree with that also; and yet, If the Senator be logical, h&
Upon the close of the war the people of the United States
founded their policy and their institutions upon the principle would punish the large body of women who are not responsible
of universal suffmge. An amendment was crystallized into the for acts like this, because such acts were actually committed
Constitution having for its purpose the extension of that suf- within the shadow of the dome of the CapitoL Of course they,
frage to all men, regardless of color or previous condition. No were not responsible; they repudiated it. Every good womanman denies that. No man can deny it. But \vhile professing in the United States in her heart repudiated it, whether she be
universal suffrage this country has failed miserably in its prac- for suffrage or against it; and I am here--and that is why I
tice, because it has denied that principle to one-half of our took the floor-to protest against the position occupied by the
population. The man, whether native or naturalized, whether Senator from Missouri and others, which would hold all womana patriot or a traitor, black or white, Jew or gentile, in love kind in America responsible for the misconduct of a mere handwith the institutions of his country or in opposition to them, ful in the Capital of the United States. That is not justice; it
has been given the right to vote and to assist in molding the is not equity; it is not manly; and I am satisfied that whatlaws of his country, even to improper purposes, while the woman ever motives may actuate Senators in voting upon this question,
of intelligence and refinement has been denied that right.
that will not have a controlling influence.
I never have been able to perceive any justice or argument for
Mr. President, a good deal has been said this afternoon reor reason in an arbitrary division upon the line of sex in the garding the existence of women lobbies in the Capitol. I do
application of a universal principle of national policy. That is not like to see them here. I do not like to see lobbies anya practical argument, as I understand it; and it is upon that where. But let me ask those who denounce the women for ·
principle, and that principle mainly, that I never have been able lobbying in the Capitol, Who set them the example? We lords
to deny the justice of the claim of the woman who wants to vote of creation, who for a hundred years have beset the Capitol of
that under the institutions of her country she should have the the United States in the interest of or against certain measures
right to do so. They are quite as intelligent, quite as capable-- of legislation; and if we who alone are competent to exercise
more capable, in fact-than many native-born American citizens, the franchise indulge in conduct like that, in God's name why
to say nothing of those who are not, who enjoy this privilege hold the poor women responsible for imitating our example?
as a matter of course, and who have much to do-perhaps more
Why, 1.\fr. President, there are more lobbyists--! was going to
than the averaO'e business man and farmer-with molding the say-in Washington than there are officeholder , but perhaps
that w9uld be stretching it a little bit since war was declared.legislation and shaping the destinies of the Republic.
A great many women object to the grant of universal suffrage The American Federation of Labor has a lobby here. The emto the extent demanded by the pending joint resolution. They ployees of the Government have organized and they have a _
do not care to exercise the right, but that should not interfere lobby. The papers announced yesterday that the House had·
with or operate as an obstacle to the right to vote of the woman enacted a measure providing for a minimum wage of $3 per
who does desire to exercise it. Hence I am concerned with the day, and that the lobby, composed of the members of this ormain proposition, to wit, that inasmuch as we have proclaimed ganization, would soon appear before the Senate committee in
universality in the exercise of the franchise, we are both illogi- its behalf. Why, the Chamber of Commerce of the United
cal and unjust so long as we confine its operation to one-half of States is, in its last analysis, a lobby-and I am using the
term in a respectful sense. The sugar people had a lobby here
the American people.
Mr. President, that being the case, and assuming the basis of for years. The manufacturers have a lobby -here now. I can
this contention, how puerile becomes the objection founded not conceive of a single important interest that is not repreupon the conduct of a few women or the statements or actions sented here, and represented nearly all the time.
of a few women, a very small proportion, notwithstanding
Some lobbies are more pestiferous than others; some lobbies
their claims to the contrary, of the vast body of womanhood are more dishonorable than others; some lobbies arc more
devoted to the cause of universal suffrage. I deplore as much reprehensible than others; but they are all lobbies, Mr. Presias any man can the scenes and the conduct that hav~ disgraced dent, just the same. I am satisfied that some of the lady
and disfigured the events of this city during the past 18 montb.s. lobbyists here overplayed the game, if I may use a common
I am unable to understand those mental processes which can expression. There is such a thing ·as bedeviling the life out of
in any wise commend or condone them. I agree that they leave a legislator, and a few of us have had reason to experience
a disagreeable sentiment behind them, a feeling that people something of that sort since the time this measure has been
guilty of such conduct by that very fact exhibit their incom- active and· prominent in the public mind. They are wrong in
petency to exercise the right of suffrage. But unfortunately, principle, provided they exceed those arts of legitimate perMr. President, we have a great many men in this country who suasion to which every man and every woman is entitled.
do precisely the same thing. Not within the last 18 months, But why condemn those unacquainted with the refinements and but for the last 25 or 30 years, we have had slackers in America the ethics of political life, who have been banished from the
ln abundance--traitors, if you please--and yet these men may halls of political enfranchisement all their lives, if, forsooth,
exercise the right to determine, in my State and in yours, beholding their brethern accomplishing many things and defeatwhether you and I shall further represent the States which have ing many things through organizetl movements, in their weak
sent us here or whether some one else shall be selected in our way they see fit to imitate us and to carry on the same sort
place . In other words, if the right to vote depends upon the of work? If, because the women have lobbies in the city of
individual, a very large percentage of American cifizens ought Washington, this amendment should be defeated, then by the
to be disfranchised this moment, and there is not an argument same line of reasoning 90 per cent of the legislation enacted at
based upon individual conduct as applied to women that ought every session of this Congress should also be defeated.
Mr. WEEKS. Mr. President-not to be applied to men.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from ColoThe :Senator from Missouri [Mr. REED], in his very eloquent
Uiscussion of this subject, said that no man who breaks the rado yield to the Senator from Massachusetts?
Mr. THOMAS. I yield.
laws should be permitted to make the laws. I agree to that
Mr. WEEKS. I notice that the Senator from Colorado does
sentiment absolutely; but they do. - Every lawbreaker in the
United States who has not been convicted of a felony, and not seem to agr.ee with the Presldent-Mr. THOMAS. Oh, the President and I differ in a great
for t:Llat reason becomes disfranchised, do_e s assist by casting
his vote in tnaking the laws. So the Senator's statement is many things.
Mr. WEEKS. Who, if my recollection is correct., stated that
either too broad or else it is not applicable at all; and no man
can deny the fact that no course of human misconduct in man as a result of the lobby investigation which took place a few
of any character or description deprives him of the right of years ago the lobbyists betook themselves out of the Capitol
suffrage, except he be convicted thereof and _ duly punished. like rats out of a sinking ship.
Mr. THOMAS. They did; but, like rats, they came back
In other words, until he becomes a convicted felon, whatever
his conduct, the right to vote remains with him. We do not, again as soon as the ship was pumped out. [Laughter.] They,
therefore, practice what we preach; or, if we do, it is in those did. Why, Mr. President, every train leaviug the city of ·wash·
sections of the country with whose laws and practices I am not ington was crowded to the guards with lobbyists, some of them
on the tenders of the engines, as I understand, and on the roofs
acquainted.
The Senator gave us a Yery attractive description of the burn- of the cars; but when the hurricane passed they came back
ing of the President's message a few days ago by a congregation again.
Mr. WEEKS. i did not notice their absence, and therefore
of neurotic women in one of the public parks. There is nothing
which the Senator said regarding that disgraceful episode that I I asked the question.
Mr. THOMAS. Perhaps the Senator did not, and perhaps it
do not most heartily approve; but the Senator, after his lurid
and P.Ioquent description of this piece of misconduct, declared may be true that my statement is too broad. _Possibly a great
that the women of the country were not responsible for acts many of them did stay, but I run pretty sure they remained under cover for a little while.
like that.
I
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So much, then, for this argument or charge concerning the
lobbyists. The Senator has reminded us that this eternal question is constantly coming up, and he is right. Eternal ques-·
tions always come up until they are properly disposed of. An
idea taking root in tha t vast soil that we call public conscience
and public opinion, slowly extending its roots and its fibers,
ultimately exercises a force that will overturn capitols and uplift palaces. The great principle of democracy itself required
centuries for its development. and it was an eternal question
until the conscience of mankind accepted it us a political rule
of conduct and based their governments upon its foundations.
It is still an eternal question, for autocracy is to-day challenging its right and its existence upon the field of battle. It is an
eternal fight, either in the halls of legislation, in the policies of
government, or upon the battle field; and I make the prediction
that if it be true, as claimed, tbat a bare constitutional majority
exists in this body against this amendment, it will return for
consideration before six months have passed over our heads,
and will continue to do so until the American Congress shall
respond to the sentiment and act accordingly.
Nobody questions our power to enact this amendmeht, but
only its expediency; and I may say here that, in my judgment,
the only remaining argument of any force whatever that can be
urged against this mighty question is whether we should n:;:ake
it effective by engrafting an amendment in the Constitution of
the United States, or whether it should be relegated to the
States, each of them to deterrrtine it for its own purposes and
according to its own way. That is a debatable question, and,
of course, I honor those who differ with me upon that subject.
Their opinions are doubtless the result of their conscientious
beliefs, and they will cast their votes accordingly. But if the
argument that is made here be good-that is to say that a twothirds majority of the States have no right to force their views
upon the other States dissenting-then every amendment that
we have adopted since the ratification of the Constitution
should not have been enacted. I know of none which was not
oppo ed. Even the first amendment, offered and insisted upon
by Jefferson himself, was opposed. They \vere opposed upon
the general ground that they were wholly unnecessary; that
the Constitution itself was sufficiently broad, inasmuch as the
powers re erved to the State involved the counter-proposition
that only those powers expressly granted by the Constitution
passed to the General Government. Consequently, M1'. President, I am constrained to believe that the great majority Of those
Senators who cast their vote " against this amendment will do so
becau e of their conviction that this is a matter belonging wholly
and exclusively to the States, and that it should not be J;Dade the
subject of national legislation; and in saying that I have no
de ire to impose my view upon the people of other States, except
in so far as I regard the question calling for my vote a national
one.
The Senator from Missouri [Mr. REED] knows more about
tl~e women of his State than I pretend to know.
Doubtless it
may be true--it is true, because the Senator says so, and his
statements, so far as I know, are generally accurate--that tile
majority of the women of Missouri have no desire to be the head
of the household. In that respect, however; they differ from the
women in my section of the country ~nd in my own household,
where the women have been the head ever since " the memory
of man runneth not to the contrary." [Laughter.] But, 1\fr.
President, tl'te minority of women in 1\iissouri, under the application of the principle of universal suffrage, ought not to be denied
the right to vote because a majority of the women of that great
State entertain convictions oppo ed to the gene1;al proposition of
suffrage. The very moment we recognize the right of a majority
t<:> deny the right of suffrage to the minority where universal
suffrage is the accepted principle, that moment, in my judgment,
calls for interference by the National Government in the shape
of a constitutional amendment.
Mr. President, as I say, I had not intended to discuss this
proposition at length. I am ready to vote on . it. I want to·
vote on it. I am ready for a· roll call no'Y, whether the result
be in accord with my own convictions upon this subject or·
a gainst them. I have been defeated a good many times in my
life. I have managed to survive tho e defeats so far, and . I
can bear the consequences of this with that philosophy which
I hnve always enlisted when disappointment has been my lot;
and I am strengthened in that situation by the certain convictlon that if I live to be 12 months older than I am, I will live
t o see this amendment a part· of the Constitution of the United
Stnte , in so fur as the action of the two Houses of Congress is
concerned.
I leave the question, therefore, and will append fo my remarks the one thing that I intended t<J say in this discussion.
I can not permit this occasion to pass without offering my
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tribute of appreciation to the National American Woman Suf·
frage Association, the official custodian of the c~use now commanding our attention. It had its beginning nearly two generations ago. Then
To slde with truth was noble
When you shared its bitter crust,
Ere its cause brought fame and honor
And 'twas prosperous to be just.

Its founders were the despised but courageous crusaders ii1
a cause whose advocacy provoked contumely and derision. They
fought against the weapons of contempt and of ridicule. They .
consecrated their lives and fortunes to the establishment of
their conceptions of political justice. Their persistence wrought
but little change in public sentiment for many years. Here and
there they gained a convert or captured an outpost, but the
road was thorny and the goal far away. Though "hope d~
ferred made the heart sick," they plodded painfully on, and,
falling, passed the work to worthy hands. These kept the
colors flying and the campaign active as the weary years swept
by. They triumphed over ridicule, met argument with argument, overthrew prejudice, and finally established their cause
through the compelling force of a reluctant but converted public
opinion.
From its birth to this hour the association has been officered
wisely and well. Its presidents have possessed the talent of
leadership and control. Their policies have been sane, aggres·
sive, and vigorous. They have used the weapons of argument
and discussion. They have appealed· to man's reason and sense
of justice. They have disdained resort to the arts of the demagogue seeking notoriety by arousing prejudice and inflaming
passion. Dignity and decency have attended the stately procession of their cause from its low estate to its .commanding eminence.
As were the leaders, so has been the organization. Its escutcheon is unstained by mob methods or appeals to violence.
It has neither counseled nor tolerated disorder. It has ne'ither
picketed Presidents nor populated prisons. It has beeri political;
but never partisan. It is a stranger to personal villification.
Its patriotism is without a blemish. No word dishonoring the
flag ever fell from the lips of its members. It has carried no
banners flaunting insults to the Executive. It has never assailed its friends nor sought to encompass their political destruction. It has never endangered its .cause by resort to
epithet and calumny. Its contests have been \V'aged in deadly
earnest; but in the open. When it has won it will deserve all
the glory that comes with victory honorably achieved.
Not until it had won campaigns and compelled respect for its
cause was its leadership ever challenged. If success wins ap.
plause it also begets rivalry. These have appeared in due season to retard and scandalize the mission of the national asso,.
elation. They have sought to thrust aside the old guard and
crowd its leaders to the rear. They flaunt banners disfigured
with offensive legends. They indulge in much tumult and vociferous braying; all for notoriety's sake, enabling t.l;le enemies
of equal suffrage, whose arguments bave failed, to use them as
terrible examples. But I counsel the national association not
to lose courage nor yet be faint-hearted. Even this handicap to
their ·rabors will be overcome and time will vindicate their
cause by giving its approbation to their manner of its promotion.
'
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. I move that the Senate adjourn
until 12 o'clock meridian on Monday.
Mr. PITTMAN. Will the Senator withhold that motiton for.
just a second?
l\1r. MARTIN of Virginia. Yes; for a second.
Mr. PITTMAN. It is the only opportunity I will have to
explain the vote I shall cast against the ~otion, and it is the
first time I have ever voted against a motion of the leader of
this side of the Chamber to adjourn.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. I hope the Senator is not going to
make an argument on the constitutional amendment. I did not
yield for that purpose.
Mr. PITTMAN. No; I am not. I am going to appeal · to the
Senator for this reason: I am satisfied that those on this sid,e
want a vote on Saturday, and will vote as· soon as their next
vote gets here. They have not any right to allow it to come to
a vote before, but they will vote sometime to-morrow during
the day, I am pretty sure. Now, why should the measure go
over when the chairman of the comn:llttee having charge of it
desires simply an adjournment until to-morrow?
·
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. Because the difference between
4.30 o'clock to-morrow afternoon and Monday at 12 o'clock is
infinitesima1, and a nurriber of Senato1~s have been compelled to
leave the city. They left with the assurance that no vote
would be had on this measure before .12 o'clock on Monday,
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and I can assure tile Senator ·that no T"Ote will be had until 12
o'clock noon on 1\louday.
1\Ir. SHAFROTH. 1\Ir. President-. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ne'\"ada
yield to the Senator from Colorado?
1\Ir. PI'l'Tl\IAN. In just a second. The Senator having
charge of the joint resolution, .as is customary; should be consulted with regard to when the joint resolution shall be taken
up again.
Mr. :MARTIN of Virginia. I have seen and consulted with
the. Senator in charge and ma:de what I consider a most reasonable suggestion-that the joint resolution go over untill\Ionday.
He told me he could not possibly get it up before the arrival of a
man due on the train at 4.30 Saturday. The only difference is
waiting until 12 o'clock noon on Monday, and that will meet
the necessities of some Senators who had to leave the city. I
gave them the assurance that there wcn!d be no vote on this
matter before 12 o'clock noon on Monda~~ . and there will be
none. You may take that as absolutely final.
1\lr. PITTMAN. There ha\e been assurances given by the
Senator in charge of the joint resolution, and I think under the
custom and courtesy of this body the Senator· having charge of
the bill, particularly the chairman of the committee, should be
allowed to use his discretion in regard to the conduct of the
measure.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. The Senator is mistaken. There
Is no such rule in the Senate. I make the motion that the Senate now adjourn until 12 o'clock meridian on Monday.
l\lr. PITTMAN. On that I ask for the yeas and nays.
1\lr. SHAFROTH. l\lr. President-·
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. I can not yield any further.
Mr. SHAFROTH. On Monday more Senators may be
away-Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. There is no use, Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. The motion is not debatable.
Mr. PITTMAN. I ask for the yeas and nays.
Mr. SHAFROTH. I move that the Senate adjourn.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Virginia has
moved tha't the Senate adjourn until Monday. The Senator
from Colorado moves that the Senate do now adjourn, which
motion takes precedence over the motion of the Senator from
Virginia. The question is on the motion of the Senator from
Colorado.
The motion was agreed to; and (at 5 o'clock and 5 minutes
p. rn.) . the Senate adjourned until to-morrow, Saturday, September 28, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.

General in regard to the eligibility of young men nominated for
the Naval Academy and West Point. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read as follows :
WAR DEPARTMENT,

OFFICE OF THE PROVOST MARSHAL GENERAL

Washington, Septembet· 11,' 1918.

Hon.

JOH~

E.

RAKER,

House of Representatires.

MR. RAKER : I have your letter of September 13 inquiring as
to the status of young men between 18 and 21 who ba;e been nominated
for admission to the Naval Academy at Annapolis.
This office is informed that the Secretary of War bas directed "tbat
all students, when properly inducted into the Students' Army Training
Corps and who have been nominated as candidates for examination for
admission to the Naval and Military Academies, be held as members ot
tbe Students' Army Training Corps until snell examination, and if successful, until entrance into the United States Military Academy or the
Unlt~d States Naval Academy, at wb1ch date they will be discharged
from the service of the United States for the purpose of entrance into
said academles."
I thiJ;lk the above quoted order gives you just the information that
you desrre.
DEAn

E. H.

CROWDER,

Provost MarslwJ Gelleral.

FREDERIC

C.

WOODWARD,

Major, Judge Advocate.
EXTE~SIO:N OF RE:MARKS.
1\lr. HULL of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to eA"tend my remarks in the RECORD on revenue subject .
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tennessee asks unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the llEOORD on revenue
subjects. Is there objection?
·
There was no objection.

EMERGENCY POWER BILL.

The SPE.AKER. The House automatically rcsol,es it elf iuto
Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union for the
further consideration of the bill H. R. 12776.
Accordingly the House resolved itself into Committee of the
Whole House on the state of the Union, with l\Ir. HousToN in the
chair.
The CHAIRMAN. The House is now in Committee of the
·whole House on the state of the Union for the further consideration of the bill H. R. 12776, of which the Clerk will read the title.
The Clerk read as follows:
A bill (H. R. 12776) to p.-ovide further for tbe national secmity nnll
defense and for the more effective prosecution of the war by furnishing
means for the better utilization of the existing sources of electrical and
mechanical power and for tbe development of new sources of such power,
and for other purposes.

1\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. l\fr. Chairman, the committee
amendment contained at the bottom of page 1 of the bill was
up at the time we adjourned. I have insvected the original
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
amendment offered by me in committee, and find that the worn
"therewith" was omitted after the word "connection," line 8.
FRIDAY, September' f£7, 1918.
I mo...-e to insert the word " therewith " after the word "conThe House met at 12 o'clock noon.
nection" in line 8, page 1, so as to have the amendme-nt ~s
Tl1e Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the follow- adopted by the committee.
ing prayer:
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
We thank Thee, our Father in heaven, for the widespread
The Clerk read as follows :
generosity which obtains among the American people in their
Page 1, line 8, after the word " connection " in the committee amendsacrifices, from the children even to the aged and infi~m, in pour- ment, insert the word "therewith."
ing out their substance to alleviate the suffering of those who
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment to the
have fallen victims to the cruel and vicious warfare of our committee amendment.
enemies, who have sought to terrorize the world and make them
The amendment to the committee amendment was agreed to.
,·ictims to their evil purposes.
The CHAIRMAN. The question now is -on the committee
We pray that our people may continue their sacrifices ; that amendment.
those who have been deprived of food, clothing, and shelter may
Mr: SNELL. l\lr. Chairman, I want to oppose that amendbe upheld· and sustained until the war shall cease and peace ment.
.
once more bring happiness and plenty to a suffering world. In
Mr. SIMS. What appears in italics on pages 1 and 2 as a
the spirit of the Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
committee amendment was adopted by a majority of the comThe Jow·nal of the proceedings of yesterday ~as read and ap- mittee. The gentleman from New York [Mr. SNELL] is opposed
to it, and while it is usual for the nffirma tive to discuss the
proved.
LEAVE OF ABSEKCE.
matter first, I have no objection whatever to the gentleman
By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted as fol- from New York making his speecll in opposition to it.
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Chairman, I a.m opposed to the amendment.
lows:
I would like to ask, in the first place, of the chaii·man of the
· To 1\fr. DEWALT, for one week, on account of important busi- committee
just what that amendment means in connection with
ness; and
·
definition of a war power plant?
To Mr. FULLER of Illinois, for two weeks, to engage in the theMr.
SIMS. To be perfectly candid with the gentleman, I opliberty-loan campaign.
posed the amendment in committee, and I am opposed to it now..
STATUS OF NOMINEES TO THE NAVAL AND :MILITARY ACADEMY.
I can not see that it is of any benefit to the bill. The amendMr. RAKER. l\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to ha'\"e ment is really the amendment of the gentleman from New
read at the desk a letter from Provost Marshal General Crowder Jersey [Mr. PARKED], and I do not know that I violate any
in regard to the status of young men between the ages of 18 and confidence of the committee by so stating. The same identical
language is used in section 2, where it is applicable and proper,
21 who have been appointed to West Point and Annapolis .
. The SPEAKER. The gentleman from California asks tmani- and as far as I am concerned I can not give the gentleman any.
mous consent to have read a letter from the Provost Marshal reason on earth . why it should be put in this section.
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Mr. PARKER of New .Jersey. I can.
Mr. Sl\'ELL. I . will ask · the gentleman from New Jer ·ey
[Mr. PARKEB] to explain what it means and why it is necessary
here.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. It is the statement on page 4,
where they provide for building plants, and it is afterwards in
the original bill submitted to us as referring to the products of
any plant of that sort.
Mr. SNELL. What could be more comprehensive than the
]~nguage that follows in the same section, page 2, where it says
"together with all lines transmittin6 or distributing power in
connection therewith, and all other property the ownership, use,
or occupancy of which may be appropriate to or useful in . connection with t11e maintenance and operation thereof."
It seems to me that covers everything possible to have in connection with power plants, and as this is the definition of a
power nlant it seems to me· not to be necessary.
l\f1·. PARKER of New Jersey. If the gentleman will notice
on top of page 7, it provides for combining the facilities or
power of two or more such plants, or of bett~r utilizing the gas,
power or product generated by them. That applies to all
plants: and, as gentlemen know, a great many exis~i~g plants,
private plants, make gas and run electric cars in addition to furnishing power.
l\fr. SNELL. Would not that appear to be governed by the
language that I have just read?
l\1r. PARKER of New Jersey. That does not include the products of toluol an<l the various coal-tar products useful in making powder and defined as useful for making hlgh explosives.
And wherever a power plant had annexed to it gas wor:ks of that
sort which could make these products, it was worth while to
use the language in the section. I had intended to strike out
the words on page 4 in reference to this because the gas and
coke works, mentioned in line 11, page 4, are just as much used
with plants not constructed by the Government as with plants
constructed by the Government and the definition of power
plant ought to include those subordinate works and subordinate
products wherever they are only subordinate. You will notice
it is not to construct such works by themselves, but if in power
plants that distribute electric or mechanical power, and 1n connection therewith they use coal and lignite to produce products
made through coking and combustion which are war products,
these coal-product works ought to be used with any power
pHmt. At the present such use is limited by clause (1) of section 2, page 4, to plants built by the United States, and tlle
other plants could not make these coal products at all.
Mr. SNELL. l\.ly position is that has nothing to do with the
terru llere defining power plants, and I can not see it yet.
l\I1·. PARKER of New Jersey. Because many existing plants
incidentally make these other products, we must change the
definition so as to apply to all plants in all sections of the bill
or else insert the words contained on page 4 in each one of these
subordinate clauses, and I think we had better do it in the definition so as to apply wherever they had existing works in connection with war products than to do so only in plants constructed by the United States.
i The CHAIRl\IAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
: Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman permit a
question? As I understand the amendment, this would permit
a power plant which the Government may take over, in which
there may be by-products such as outlined by the gentleman, to
permit the Government to make use of them. We all know, for
instance, that from coal and lignite we get certain products
:which are very useful in making war munitions, so it is the
intention of the gentleman's amendment, I take it, for the Government to utilize those products. Now, may I ask the gentleman if there is any other place in the bill in his judgment where
it would provide" they might make use of those by-products they
make from the combustion of coal?
··'l\1r. PARKER of New Jersey. There is no other place in the
bill, · except in clause 1, section 2, page 4, which only applies to
plants constructed by the Government, and this right ought to
apply to those that are taken over as well as those constructed.
l\lr. FOSTER Let me ask this question with reference to
the language : Doe not the gentleman think there ought to
be-1\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. The word "therewith". has
nlready been in~ ertecl. "Ye just inserted the word "therewith,"
u and in connectio n thet'e\Yith the products made," and so forth.
l\fr. FOSTER. As I understand it, it is the intention of the
gentleman by this amendment only to permit the Government to
take oyer tho. e plnhts. nnd when they do so to utilize the products that wonl(l l>E• otherwise wasted?
l\Ir. PARKEH of ~ -ew Jet·sey. That is exactly what I desire,
because it says at the top of page 7 they can use the gas power
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or products generated, and therefore the definition ought to
include such productions.
l\Ir. FOSTER. So without you have some provision it is thES
gentleman's opinion none of these waste products or by-products
of these plants could be utilized?
l\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. I am afraid they could not.
Mr. FOSTER. If there are no products, then this would be
inoperative anyhow?
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Exactly so.
l\fr. SNELL. I could not understand from the reading what
it meant. It was very blind to my mind.
Mr. FOSTER. The way I took it was that the plant as defined meant a plant equipped for and employed or intended to
be employed in generating, developing, transmitting, or distributing electrical or mechanical power, and in connection
therewith the products made through or in connection with coke,
and so forth. That simply gives that definition so as to de
scribe what the plant was to be. I . do not know; I am a little
like the gentleman as to just the meaning; it is not very clear
what might be done, but I take it the intention was that the
plant that had these by-products, that could be one part of the
plant, and so defined as one part of the plant, so as to utilize
these by-products?
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. And manufacture them. · It
says generate and develop these things.
Mr. FOSTER. We know ·f rom the coke ovens come a large
amount of by-products. If that should be the construction so
these by-products could be utilized, and nowadays nobody ought
to be permitted, no corporation ought to be permitted, the Government ought not to permit coke and coal to be used except
with a construction of those ovens that will utilize all these byproducts. Now, we are short, for instance, and we were before
the war, some 70,000 tons of ammonia, and we import that
amount of ammonia, which is used in the refrigerating plants
.of the country and for other industrial purposes, and they could
get this product from these plants.
Mr. SNELL. Does the gentleman understand they could take
this gas that could be purified and create power, make power
from that gas?
1\fr. FOSTER. By burning it; certainly.
Mr. SNEI..L. That is the intention?
Mr. FOSTER. '.rhat is what I took it to be when I read the
provision.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expire<l.
1\.fr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, this. of course, is a committee
nmendment, but the gentleman from New Jersey has just announced something that does not appear in the amendment, and
that is if his amendment remains in here he expects then to offer
an amendment on page 4 which will very materially affect sec·
tion 1.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. It will not do any harm.
Mr. SIMS. Now, in view of the fact that the gentleman is only
laying his groundwork to attack the bill in another part-Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. I am not going to attack the
bill in another part. The trouble about the thing on page 4 is
that it is limited to plants erected by the Government.
Mr. SIMS. Paragraph (a) is a mere definition of the physi·
cal parts of a power plant.
Mr. FOSTER. Will the gentlerrum permit?
l\Ir. SIMS. Let me make my statement.
Mr. FOSTER. I was going to ask the gentleman from New
Jersey right in that connection if that would not embrace part
of the plant which was used for saving these by-products?
Mr. SIMS. One of the objects of this bill is to secure the by·
products of coal. If the gentleman will let me get through he will
understand my position, I think. I am trying to make it clear.
Subsection (a), on page 1 of this bill, simply defines what a
power plant is; that is, what are its constituent parts and purposes. It says :
4

The term " power plant " means a plant equipped for and employed or
intended to be employed in generating, developing, transmitting, or distributing electrical or mechanical power, and includes all machinery
and appliances therein contained. together with all lines transmitting
or distributing power in connection therewith and all other prop!'rty
the ownership, use, or occupance of which may be appropriate to or useful in connection with the maintenance and operation thereof.

Now, that is what a power plant is, leaving out the committee
amendment. The committee amendment does not do anything
except confuse.
Now turn to page 4, part of section 2. Section 2 begins:
That the President is hereby authorized and empowered within the
limits of appropdatlons herein or hereafter made-

To do what?to construct at any place or pla'ces within the boundaries of the United
. States such power plant or power plants as be may deem necessary, .and
in connection therewith to construct within such boundaries plants for

1
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the production of gas, coke, toluol, benzol, coal-tar products, and any
other useful product s that may be produced through or in connection
with the coking of coal or lignite or through or in connection with the
combustion of any fuel.
·

Now, the President has unlimited power. to do that. Of
course, one of the objects a!)d purposes of the bill ls that the
valuable by-products of coal may be utilized and saved.
Now, as to the definition of a plant, it is not necessary in defining what a power plant is to put in every detail of manufacture
and .what it may be used for. We can use only general terms.
And this section was drawn by experts o:f the War Department, the Navy Department, the Shipping Board, the War Industries Board, and had the best engineering help. I think it is
a mistake to load it down with a confusing, almost muddling,
nmendment that adds nothing to it, when it does not detract anything by leaving it out. I think I have been called fifty times
over the telephone to explain this amendment, and why it is in
there, and I am utterly unable to see any use or need for it.
The gentleman from New York [Mr. SNELL], a man conver sant with power plants and what they are, and of how they are
constituted-. The CHA.IRl\fAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
the time be extended two minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. ·The gentleman from Illinois asks unanimous consent that the time may be extended for two minutes.
Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. FOSTER. Now, the gentleman refers us to section 2,
which does not have anything to do with this other provision at
all according to my way of reading it, because this applies to
plants, first, which the Government is going to take over, and,
second, to those plants which the Government may construct.
If you are going to say that as to the power plants the Government may construct, why not say that as to those that are to
be taken over?
l\lr. SIMS. I can answer that in a minute. Right below, in
subsection 1 of section 2, he is al o authorizedfor the purpose or increasing the capacity or productivity of any power
plant within the boundaries or the United States to install in any such
plant any structure, machinery, or appliances that he may deem useful
to that end-

1 And so forth.

It is identically the same thing.
Mr. FOSTER. I do not . know where that affects it at all, if
the gentleman will permit me.
. Mr. Sil\lS. How does this relate to a definition? The powers
of the President are not contained in this definition.
1\lr. FOSTER. This is speaking about plants which may be
used for utilizing these by-products, but I can not see for the life
of me why we would not say so, so that it would be clear that
it was t.l:}e intention oj Congress to give the power to utilize
these by-products in the plants taken over.
·Mr. SIMS-. It can not be clearer than stated in the section.
1\fr. FOSTER. The gentleman may be right.
Mr. SIMS. It even confuses the experts who drew the
section.
. ltfr. FOSTER. The experts do not always know all things.
' l\1r. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Ohairman, I would like to
be recognized for five minutes to support the amendment.
Under the bill as it is drawn the United States can construct
power plants and take over power plants or can add to the
facilities of power plants or can aid. their extension.
It is provided on page 4, in clause (1) of section 2-and I
wish the chairman would listen to this-as to power plants
which the Government constructs, that they may produce these
by-products. It is not provided anywhere in the bill that it can
install anything except the machinery for making power. It is
not J)rovided that it can lend for anything except making power.
It omits this important part of the power plant in each section,
except where the Government actually constructs the plant.
And I thougllt it was better, therefore, that the definition of the·
power plant should include not only plants that produce power·
but plants which in conne~tion with the . production of power
produce these other materials. And then it would not be necessary to repeat this language in each particular section, as it
will be necessary if you leave the definition as it is now, because as the bill standr:;, if that amendment is left out, the
Government can not take over a gas works annexed to a power
plant at all, bec;ause they can only take over a plant for the
production of power.
I wanted to help -the bill, and I ·therefore put the amendment
in form. It does not apply to anything, as I say, except the
ppwer plants that have th~ e gas :work:s. in con,nection therewith.
l\Ir SNELL. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
l\lr. PARKER of New Jersey. With pleasur~

I

1\Ir. SNELL. What does this language mean, "and all other
property the ownership, use, or occupancy of which may be
appropriate to or useful in connection with the maintenance
and operati~n t!J.ereof "? ·That seems to me to mean exactly gas
works or anything else in connection with the power pla nts.
Mr. PARKER of· Ne-w Jersey. It covers only the machinery,
such as is necessary for the production of power and not for
the production of gas. I was trying to help the bill. I do not
care whether this a.mendemnt passes or not, except for the benefit
of the Government. \Vherever the Government takes over a
plant it ought to have the right to run the ancillary works to
produce gas as well as these other products.
1\Ir. SNELL. l\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman permit another question?
1\Ir. PARKER of New Jer-sey. Yes.
Mr. SNELL. If a power plant produced power in this city,
and the Government wanted to take it over, and the power
plant happened to own a street railway, could the Government
take over that street railway?
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. They can help the street rail·
way, but they can not take it over. I have thought of that.
They can not take over the street rail way. They can only take
over the power plant and help the street railway.
1\Ir. ~NEL~. Would you not .consider the street railway in:
connection with the power plant as "property the ownersl1ip
use, or occupancy of which would be appropriate to or useful tri.
connection with the maintenance and operation thereof "? It
seems to me that is a part of the power plant really.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. That is a dangerous question. '
Mr. SNELL. But that is not defined here. If the committee
d.oes not know, how do you expect the average man to know ?
1\fr. PARKER of New Jersey. I do not think it is. I a.y
that the production of the power is separate from the running
of ~e rrulroad, but I do not think that it is essential to the pro·
ductwn of the power that the railroad should be run. It is
essential to the use of the power, but I do not think you can
make gas in any particular plant where the Government has
not built the plant but taken it over under the bill as it stanus
without this amendment, and the President ought to have the
power to take over such ancillary plants. That is my contention.
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word.
1\Ir. SIMS. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move to close debate in five min·
utes, and will let the gentleman have five minutes.
The CHAlRMAN. The gentleman from Tennessee moves that
the debate on this paragraph and all amendments thereto close
in five minutes, the five minutes to be used by the gentleman from
Wyoming [Mr. MoNDELL].
1\Ir. MADDEN. 1\Ir. Chairman, I think the importance of tl1is
bill is so great that there ought to be a quorum of the Hou e
present during its consideration. It involves a very large expenditure of public money. It puts the Government of the
United States into new activities. It is a departure from the
ordinary precedents of business. It enters into so many rami·
fications of the business life of the country that it seems to me
in order that it may be considered with that care which i~
importance justifies, we should have a quorum present. I make
the point of no quorum.
.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Illinois makes the
point of no quorum. The Chair will count.
[After count ing.]
Fifty-one Members are present; not a quorum. The Clerk will
call the ro.U.
The Clerk called the roll, and the following 1\Iembers failed
to answer to their names :
Anthony
Ashbrook
Aswen ·
Bacharach
Baer
Barkley
Bell
Borland
Bowers
Britten
Butler
Caldwell
Campbell, Pa.
Can trill
Caraway
Carew
Carlin
Carter, Okla.
Cary
Chandler, Okla.
Church ·
Clark, Pa.
Classon
Connally. Tex.
Cooper, Ohio
Cooper, W.Va.
Cooper, Wis.

2g~::no

Cramton
Crisp
Currie, Mich.
Curry. Cal.
Dale, N.Y.
Dale, Vt.
Darrow
Davis
Delaney
Dempsey
Dewalt
Dickinson
Dies

Dtil

Dominick
Dooling
Doremus
Dough ton
D1·uk.ker
Dyer
Eagan
Edmonds
Ellsworth
Elston
Emerson

Estopinal
Fairchild, B. L.
Fairchild, G. W.
Farr
Ferris
Fields
Flood
Flynn
Focht
Fordney
Foss
Francis
Fuller, Ill.
Fuller, Mass.
Galllvan
GaNl
Glass
Glynn
Godwin, N. C.
Goodall
Graham, Tll.
Graham, Pa.
Gray, Ala.
Gray, N . .J.
Greene, MaEs.
Gregg
Griest

Griffin
Hamill
Hamilton, N.Y.
"Hardy
Hanison, Miss.
Haskell
Haugen
Hayes
Hea ton
llPintz
Holland
Hollingsworth
Hood
Howard
Humph reys
Husted
·
Hutchinson
Jacoway
Johnson, S. Dak.
Joh n on, Wash.
.Tone~;

Kahn
K earns
Kelley, 1\ficb.
Kennedy, R.I.
K ettner
Key, Ohio

.

Kless, Pa.

fi~!bin

Moore, Pn.

M~nn

Rowland

::~:~~

Kreider
La Follette
LaGuardia
Larsen
Len. Cal.
Lehlbach
Lever
Linthicum
Littlepage
London
Lufkin
Lundeen

Mudd
Neely
Nelson
Oliver, Ala.
Oliver, N.Y.
Olney
O'Shaunessy
Paige
Peters
Phelan
Piatt
l'ot'ter

Sanders, Ind.
Sanders, La.
San1ord
Saunders, Va.
Scott, Iowa
Scott, Pa.
Scully
Shackleford
Sherley
Sherwood
Shouse
Siegel

McCormick
M{!Fa dllen
McKenzie
McKinley
Maher
Mann
Martin
Mays
Meeker
Menitt
!filler , Minn.

Purnell

Smith, C. B.
Smith, T. F.
Snyder
Stafford
Steele
Steenerson
Sterling, Ill.
Sterling, Pa.
Stevenson
Stiness
Sullivan

M~~Ii~t~
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~~:i~rs

lta~sdul e

Ramey, H. T.
Rainey, J. W.
Randall
Rankin
Riordan
Roberts
Robinson
Rogers
Rowe

~~~W

Sweet
Swift
Switzer
Tague
Talbott
rr'empleton
Thomas
Thompson
Tillman
Tilson
Tinkham
Treadway
Van Dyke
Vare
Vinson
Walton
Ward
Watson, Va.
Weaver
Welling
White, Me.
White, Ohio
Wilson, Ill.
Winslow
Wise
Wood, Ind.
Woodyard

The committee rose; and the Speaker having resumed the
Chair, Mr. HAMLIN, Chairman of the Committee of the Whole
House on the state of the Union, 1·eported that the committee,
having under consideration the bill H. R. 12776, finding itself
without a quorum, had caused the roll to be called, when 219
1\Iembers answered to their names, and he reported a list of
the absentees.
'l'he committee resumed its session.
1\fr. Sil\fS. Mr. Chairman, I do not recall whether the
request for unanimous consent to close the debate in five minutes
was agreed to or not.
The CHAIRMAN. It was not. The gentleman from Ten• nessee asks unanimous consent that debate on this amendment
close in five minutes. Is there objection?
·
Mr. SJ\TELL. Reserving the right to object, I wish the gentleman would let this run along. This is an important section,
and there seems to be considerable doubt as to what the powers
are conferred by the committee.
Mr. MONDELL. Does this relate to the section or only to
this amendment?
Mr. SIMS. To this definition amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none. .
l\1r. l\10NDELL. 1\Ir. Chairman, I am inclined to agree with
the chairman of the committee that the committee amendment
at the bottom of page 1 and the top of page 2 adds nothing to
the bill, but, on the other hand, tends to confusion. This is
a power bill and proposes to give the President large authority
and control and jurisdiction over the development of power,
and the bill very properly contains certain definitions.
The paragraph we are now considering is the one which contains the definition of power. It is definite and clear, it seems
to me, as it stands. The language added, instead of clarifying,
has the etrect of confusing the matter.
The gentleman from New Jersey suggests that this is necessary on account of language on page 4. I can not agree with
that view. It is true that on page 4 additional authority is
conferred on the President with regard to subsidiary operations
in connection with the power plant. That does not make them
power plants. To attempt to link up power and authority
granted in section 4 with the definition of what constitutes
power plants simply confuses the matter and possibly adds
authority at this point which the bill does not otherwise
contain.
In tbis connection let me call attention to the fact that even
experts in drawing bills do not always ·understand the details
-of the matters their bills refer to.
I call attention to the fact that this language is used in the
amendment as it is drawn and also on page 4:
that may be produced through or in connection with the coking of coal
or lignite, or through or in connection with the combustion of any
fuel.

I do not know as it is tremendously important as affecting
the bill, but anyone familiar with the subject of power production should know that lignite is coal, and therefore the term
"coal" includes lignites. Secondly, lignite coJ.l does not coke,
and therefore it is extraordinary that an expert in these matters should have referred to the coking of lignite. The words
" or lignite " should be stricken out even if the amendment is
retained, and also in the provision in the amendment on page
4. In my opinion, this committee amendment should go out of
the bill.
The -CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to · the committee amendment.

'
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The question was taken; and on a division (demanded .bY.
Mr. PABKER of New Jersey) there were 8 ayes and 29 noes.
So the committee amendment was rejected.
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word. I want to get some more information as to paragraph
(a) under the committee amendment. There seems to be a
division of opinion as to how far and what the meaning of the
balance of the paragraph is. It seems to me if it means anything a~ all it means that you can take over the machinery in
connect1.0n with the power plant. I do not know where you
would draw the dividing line. It seems to me a power plant
not only means the generator but the transmission lines, everything in connection with the generator and the distribution of
power. If it does, it would certainly seem to me under the .provisions of this paragraph that they would have the right to take
over a public utility that was directly connected up with the
power plant. What I want to know is--there seems to be a
division of opinion, even among the committee, as to what
powers are conferred in this paragraph, and I ask the chairman
of the committee what he understands can be done?
Mr. SIMS. My answer would be that section (a) is the definition of the term "power plant" and carries absolutely no
authority of power whatever. In defining a power plant it
means the plant equipped with what goes with it, but it carries no power at all.
Mr. SNELL. · Suppose I own th'e power plant in the city
furnishing lights .to the city and the power for a street railway,
where does my power plant end and where does the lighting
and the street railway service begin?
Mr. SIMS. The power plant under this definition would include everything owned and operated by the owner of the plant.
Mr. SNELL. I furnish power to the utilities of the city and
the street railway.
1
Mr. SIMS. Then under the definition that would be in·
eluded.
l\1r. SNELL. Then under this he can take over the public
utilities by this section.
Mr. SIMS . . No; not at all. This does not authorize him to
do anythi.ng; it defines what a power plant is.
Mr. SNELL. Yes; but there is authority further on to take
over the power plant.
'
Mr. SIMS. Why, when we come to that portion-1\fr. SNELL. No; it is very essential to know just what the
term "power plant" means before we go further with this bill;
and, as I understand it, the gentleman says a power plant means
not only the place where the power is made but also everything
in connection with it. That would be the street lighting system,
the house lighting, the street railway proposition, or any other
public utilities connected with it.
Mr. SIMS. It means under this definition exactly what is
contained in section (a), no more and no less.
Mr. SNELL. Well, what is that? That is what I am trying
to find out.
.
Mr. SIMS. The gentleman is just as capable of judging, and,
perhaps, better than I am.
Mr. LONGWORTH. I d~sire to ask the gentleman a specific
question. Does the gentleman believe the Government under
this bill could take ·over the 'Vashington street railways?
Mr. SIMS. For war purposes? I am going to answer the
gentleman if I can. If the Government under the powers of
this bill needs the Washington electric plant for the manufacture of munitions or war material, or for increasing or aiding
1t in increasing it, or if they do not do that, to take it over,
it would have to be cum honore, and the Government would
have still to perform the function of that plant;. and if the
plant was operating a street railroad company or an electric
lighting plant, the Gevernment would have to continue to do
so. It could not take it over and not perform the public
service which the company was then performing, and could not
divert the power to the making of munitions and stop the street
cars from running.
Mr. LONGWORTH. The gentleman has not answered my
question, which is a perfectly simple one. Does, under this
definition, a power plant include the Washington Street Rail·
way Co.? Does it or does it not?
Mr. SIMS. The language of the section-1\fr. LONGWORTH . . I know the language as well ns the gen·
tleman does, and I am asking him how he construes it.
Mr. SIMS. I am not an expert in the use of terms connected
with these power plants, and this bill, or that section of it, has
been prepared by electrical and power-plant experts, and I
would not undertake to define what a technical term means
in a section that has been drawn by gentlemen who are expert
in their technical use.
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Mr. LONGWORTH. The gentleman had nothing whatever
to do w.Hh the drafting of this section?
Mr. SIMS. I did ' not.
Mr. LONGWORTH. And does not know what it means?
Mr. SIMS. That is a matter for the gentleman to have his
own opinion.
1\-.Ir. LONGWORTH. The gentleman admits it.
Mr. SIMS. I do ot.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has e~ired.
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Chairman, I ask that my time be extended
for two-minutes.
The CHAIRMAJ.."'{. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Ohair hears none.
Mr. SNELL. Does the gentleman think this House should
pass on that until at least the committee, or what members are
here, know what it means?
Mr. SIMS. What the definition means?
~1r. SNELL. Yes.
Mr. SIMS. · If it does not mean what it says, I do not know
how you will find it by delay;
Mr. SNELL. Well, we do not know whether the term
"power plant " as used in this bill is broad enough to include
the public utilities connected with, owned by the same people,
and depend on it for power.
1\fr.. SIMS. 'Vhen we get to the grant of a power, that portion of the bill which grants power, then we can properly discuss what power should be vested in the President. That is
incident to the power, but here is a mere definition of what a
plant consists of, and the gentleman wants us to discuss the
whole bill and have us pass judgment on all the ~est of the bill
before we reach the part of the bill granting the power. This
simply defines what a power plant is. I must say, and it is
due him and it is credible, that the gentleman knows a great
deal more about what electrical power plants are than I do
and the terms used here are familiar to the gentleman and are
not to me.
Mr. SNELL. It is very important to the bill to know what
the definition of power plant means. This is put in the first
part of the bill because it is important and essential we should
know just ex:actly what it means, and there is certainly no one
here knows what is meant or intended by its use in this bill.
Mr. SIMS. Well, if the gentleman will just read the hearings-Mr. SNELL. I have read the hearings carefully on this
subject.
Mr. SIMS. I am tmable to give the gentleman any more
information as to the meaning of this term than I have, and
therefore this discussion is superfluous.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
I, The Clerk read as follows :
·
· (b) The term "private power plant" means a power plant owned
or operated by any /erson, association, corporation, or body politic,
other than the Unite States, for the purpose of generating, developing,
transmitting-, or distributing such power, either for sale or for the
~e of the owner or operator thereof or of some othel' person.

1\Ir. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word. I should like to ask the chairman of the committee or
some member of the committee if it is in contemplation that
under the provisions of this most extraordinary power· provided
for in this bill that municipal power plants are to be taken over
or added to or in any way made a. part of this general scheme
pf increasing power?
They are to be aided if they a.sk for it and come
1 Mr. SIMS.
within the provisions of the bill.
I Mr. WALSH. Well, why should a city or municipality come
ln and ask the Federal Government to a.id it in the operation or
'extension of its power plant?
' Mr. SIMS. Because it may furnish power to essential war
industries in meeting the war needs, as is shown in a number of
instances. I will tell the gentleman I expect to offer an amendment, which I have ubmitted to. the gentleman from Wisconsin,
on page G, line 24, after the words "United States," as follows:

1

Prot.ided, That any plant owned or operated by a body politic shall
be acquired without the consent of such body politic.

; I expecfto offer that amendment, which makes it entirely-. Mr. WALSH. Of course, that is a wonderful suggestion on
the part of the chairman of the committee, to offer an amendment like that to this mea ure, but it seems to me that we
ought not to hold over municipalities who are operating power
plants the possibility of their being taken over or llaving their
power diverted or their plants be in any way hitched up to the
federali.zntion of private concerns.
·
·
·
1\fr. SThfS. Without their consent.
Mr. WALSH. Not even with their consent. Of course, with_"out their cons~nt does not mean very much.
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Mr. SIMS~ I mean a corporation, a body politic.
I
Mr. WALSH. Does the gentleman mean without the consent ;
of the city or without the consent of the people?
Mr. SillS. The gentleman knows how a body politic ex•
presses its con§lent. The facts are a number of municipal
plants are anxious to be thus aided, and to which aid is essentially necessary properly to carry on war industries in con·
nection with their plants. They are going to want it and have
been trying· to get money from the Finance Corporation for
that very purpose.
Mr. WALSH. Have been unable?
Mr. SillS. Yes.
1\fr. WALSH. Have been unable to get money from the
Finance Corporation?
Mr. SIMS. I do not know about that, but I have understood
they have in some instances.
Mr. 'VALSH. Did it not appear in the hearings that the
War Finance Corporation had not approved requests?
Mr. SDfS. r do not know whether it does or not, but it is
undoubtedly a fact in some "instances ; but they could not under.
the law grant them the aid.
Mr. WALSH.. Mr. Chairman, I know under what stress we
are asked to conslde1· this measure. The familiar method
which has come into common practice here as a result of the
action of this particular committee has been called up once
more, and we have heard ~ad a letter from the Chief Executive
to the chairman of this great and important committee expres~·
ing the opinion that this measure is of capital importance and
that it is a war-emergency measure.
Now, I want to call the attention of the committee to the
situation which is presented. The distinguished chairman
yesterday stated that certain corporations engaged in war
activities could not secure approval from the War Finance
Corporation for the financing of plans which they had made to
carry out extensions or to further facilitate the production of •
power in connection with war manufacture because said the
War Finance Corporation, it would interfere with the sale of
the bonds offered under the fourth liberty loan. And theref ore
they withbeld their approval. But the money which will be
raised from the sale of these bonds :floated under the fourth
liberty loan will be diverted from the Treasury of the United
States and devoted to these very extensions.
The only difference will be to the extent that, instead of its
being carried on under private capital or under the direction of
the owners of these plants, it will be federalized, and the
wastage that will occur will have to be borne by the Federal
Government.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The time of the gentleman from Massachusetts has expired.
1\Ir. WALSH. I ask unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, to
proceed for three minutes more.
Mr. SIMS. Has the gentleman made any motion? I thought
he moved to strike out the last word, though I do rrot remember.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word.
Now, this is a measure for which there may be in certain
sections some need, but I do not believe that the need is so im·
perative as to warrant the conferring of power in such general
and broad terms as is contained within this proposed bill. It
seems to me that if there be certain activities in the manufacturing line which are producing munitions or other war sup.
plies or materials, that those might be aided without saying to. ·
every power plant or every manufacturing plant which produces power or which sells it, as well as to every municipality,
"'Ve are going to confer upon the Chief Executive the power
to take over your plant or to supervise the enlargement of it or
the extension of it, or confer upon him the power to say it
shall not be enlarged or extended." We ought not to interfere
with municipalities in that way. We ought not to ay to the ·
War Finance Corporation that "You are now furnished a suffi·
cient excuse for refusing assistance under the war-finance law·
to any corporation, however remotely it may be connected with
war activities or however intimately it may be associated with
them." There have been instances where municipalities and
people have been ready to produce the money, to furnish the
funds, to carry on enlargements and extensions in order that
the plants may be made more efficient in connection with war
work, where the War Finance Corporation have declined to
permit them to do it, and -they were without authority to :float
their bonds or to put their capital to that use.
It seems to me that it is an unwise policy for us to say to private capitalists, "You can not put your capital to that use, but
we expect you to buy liberty bonds, and when you have purchased liberty bonds the United States will take the money
with which you purchased those bonds and pay the entire ex-
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pense of the proposition and permit the taxpayers to stand the
los."
l\Ir. SillS. 1\lr. Chairman, I jus-t wan.t to read a short state~
meut for the benefit of the RECORD.
No--:v, the Secreta ry of 'Var, in his statement, says, looking to
the increase- of power:
We then took it up with the War Finance Corporation anu found1
tm<l r the Timitations of its powers, that it was wholly unable to lena
money to these power companies upon any ter.llli! upon which th-ey could
borrow it. There was n{) other recourse than the- introduction of a
g eneral power bill, and that coarse was then followed and this bill prepared by the attorneys, as I understand it, for the War Industries Board.

Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I yield. I lrope I can get some information.
Mr. \VALSB. Of ceurse, there are certain. municipalities that
are not corporations, but which would be bodies politic, I suppose. For instance, in New Englancl we have towns which are
not chartered and which are not corporations in the sense that
a city is a corporation, hn.ving a charter granted by the-legislature or under the general law. I assume that in the gentleman's section of the country there are no such bodies politic or
municipalities; but it would seem that ·would cover a township which was not incorporated. Of course, there is. no doubt
but that the amendment should not be in the measure, together
with a lot of the otbers.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa.. I agree wi.th the gentleman from Massachusetts.
Mr. WALSH. You do not have to strike out. Just vote it
out.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I shall not move to strike out the
amendment, but I am oppo ed to it. It seems to include municipal plant , which ought not to be in the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The question was taken, and the amendment was rejected.
The CHAffi!\:lAN: The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows :

Every effort was made to enable these companies to borrow
money fot· the loaning of which they had any power to grant
them. The w ·ar· Finance Board's power for loaning is limited
nnd defined. Now, nobody would be more opposed to stretching
thnt power than the gentleman who has addressed the committee.
· •
Now, there are companies that need this assistance or else they
ca:n not do that " 'hich i n<:!cessary for the succes ful prosecution of the war; and the gentleman says unless they get it
through this Finance Corporation that it should not be done at
all. Then it '-vould br~ak . down. The Secretary of War has
stated that every effort was made and exbausted to try to keep
from resorting to general legislation. And the gentleman's
criticism no doubt referred to me, though he did not can my
name, about that which has become a kind of custom, in pre(d) The word "operator •• means the owner, lessee, or other person
senting letters. I want to ay to the gentleman candidly-and in general control or operation of any plant_, factory, or enterprise.
I do not want to go into details here at this time, as they are not
'Vith a committee- amendment, as follows~
called for-that the la t letter was not writen on my persona}
Amend,
page 2, line 18, by stn'ld.ng out the word "power" at the end
sugge tfon or upon my initiation.
of the line.

EXTENSION OF REMARK •
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the com.
Mr. OVE11MYER. !\lr. Chairman~ I a k unanimous consent mittee amendment.
to xteml my remarks in the RECORD on the activities of the DeThe committee amendment was agreed to.
partment of Agriculture during the- past year.
The CHAIR.l\.f,AN. The Clerk will read.
The CHAill..ciA....""'l. The gentleman from Ohio asks unan1m~ms.
The Clerk read as folk>ws:
coo._ ent" to extend: fu 1~emarks in the RECORD on the subject of
(e) The term "property·~ includes. real and personal prop-ei~ty or
agriculture. Is thet-e objections? [After a pause.] The Chair · every nature and description, togethe11 with any right, interest, or ease-.
ment therein or appurtenant thereto.
hears none.
1
EMERGENCY POWEll BILL.
Mr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Chairman, I moYe to strike out the last
1
word.
The Clerk read as follow~ :
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Massaclmsett moves
(c) The ward ·~person" includes natural per ons, eopartrrership&,
3oil1t-stoc1!: companies, voluntary associations and corporations, and the to strike out the last word.
receivers and other custodians of the property of any o'f th-em.
Mr. WALSH.. I want to a ·k the chairman of the committee
Also, the following committee amendment was read:
1
· what the term "property" would indude if this definition '-vere
Page- 2', line 15, after tbe word .. and," at the- beginning of the line, not in the bill?.
1nsert th-e words "bodies p-olitic or othe.r."
1\lr. SIMS. 1 do not kuDw. It would probably mean just
The CHAIRlfAN. Tbe question is on agreeing to the com- what the word "property " means generally, without limitati.(}n
mittee amendment.
or application to anything here.
·
· Mr. GREE,N of Iowa. 1\lr. Ch::tirman, I . move to strike· out
Mr. WALSH. Is this a limitation in the-bill?
the la t word for the purp~se of asking the- chairman a quesMr. SIMS. As to power plants, I think it is a limitation.
tiOJ1 or two. What was intended to be taken in by this amendMr. ALSH. It sass ' the term 'property ~ includes. real and
ment? Wha.t does it in.clude?·
personal property of every nature and description, togethe1· with
1
l\l.r. SThiS. My recollection is now-and I do not. remember any right, interest, or easement therein or appurtenant there-to."
exa'"tty how the discu ~ion came up before the committee 01~
this is a limitation-.w hat brought it up--that some member of the committee, not If !\Ir.
SIMS. It is very inclusive.
myRelf, as I now re<wll it, suggested that the words. " bodies
Mr-. ANDERSON~ Mr. Cllairman:, -will the g~ntleman from
polit ic or other" shoul<l be included. I do not remember just Massachusetts
yield?
now how tbe amendment came about It was not in. the bill as
Mr. WALSH. Yes..
drawn. It was an amendment offered in the committee by a:
l\1r. ,ANDERSON. I woul<l like to ask the gentleman from
member- of tb-e committee-~ and I do not remember- now whlch Massachusetts,
who is a yery good lawyer-·
me1uher· brought it up or- the reasons given for it. It did not
Ml\ WALSH. I thank the gentlelllil.n for the compliment, but
seem to me- it burt anything and I did not oppose it.
I can not wholly agree with him-1\IL'. GREEN of Iowa. Does the gentleman from Tennessee
Mr. ANDERSON. Whether the term u property " wo'tlld intbiDk it is nece a.ry'l
include a mortgage on a power plant; whether the Gowrruuent
I 1·. SDlS. I did not. But I do not waat to waste time on it. under this provision could acquire an existing mortgage ou u '
.I t: Ut uot oppo. ed to it, howerer..
power plant?
1
Mr. GREEN of Iowa.. I find it difficnlt to either" oppose orl\1r: WALSH. I think undoubtedly it could un{ler the " Umita.eu- tain it, because I can not find out what it means or what it
Jncludes, and nobody on the committee seems· to understand it ti<Fn,'~ as the gentleman n·om Tennessee says.
Mr. LONGWORTH. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
either. A body politic is not necessarily a. corpo-ration. It may
1\.f.r. WALSH. I do.
be ·imply· a body of citizens.
Mr. LONQ:WORTH. How does the gentleman construe in the
1
l\1 l'. SIMS. Since my atten.tion lL:'ts been called to it I believe
that wa an amen-Q.ment offered by the gentleman from. New· light of the pmvision at the bottom of page 3. Unless it shall be otherwise specifically provided herein the inclusion
'J.er-sey [l\lr. PAJU"""ER]~ 1 urn not sure about tha.t,. however~ Anyof any matter OJ;" thing within the definiti{)n. of any WOl'd or term by
:way-, it struek the <>ommitt<?e as not being objectionable.
the foregoing provisio.ns {)jj this section shall not be deemed to exclude
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. If it meaBS municipal corporations~ I therefrom an-y othel' matter or thing which under the usual construction
:woul1l like to- be adY~ ed about that fact,- a-nd if the object and of such word or term would fall within the meaning thereof.
Intention of tile committee was to enable the President to talte
Does that throw any light on the gentleman's query?
o,yer plant operated by municipal corporations it seems to. me
Mr. WALS.H. That is very illuminating. That means if this
:we ouftht to use the "·ords " municipal corporations,., instead. bill does. not say what lt means and fails to ex-p1·ess what the
of "lJodie _politic."
committee hoped it. would mean when they reported: it that it
l l\lr. Sll\IS. It does n{lt grant any power.
shall mean '':hat the committee hoped it meant whether it ex,
Mr. W ..ti~SH. WiU the g~ntleman :fr-om Iowa yield.?.
p.resses a di1Ierent intention OL' not. [Laughter.]
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Mr. LONGWORTH. I agree with the gentleman that that is
what it was intended to mean.
1\fr. FOSTER. This was written by expeit attomeys, wllo,
no doubt, would have to have expert attorneys to determine what
was meant.
Mr. W .ALSH. Experts! Heaven sa\e the mark.
1\lr. LONGWORTH. It was evidently not written by tl~e committee.
· Ir. W .A.LSH. Evidently not. I want to say to the gentleman from Tennessee. [1\fr. SIMS] in all seriousness that it will
not aid in the interpretation of this mea ure or in the administration of its provisions to load it down with a definition such
as is contained in subsection (e) ; and so, Mr. Chairman, for that
reason I am going to move to strike out subsection (e).
The CHAIRl\.IAN. The gentleman from Mas achusett offers
an amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows :
Page 2, line 20, strike out all of subsection (e), which reads,
·• (e) . The term ' property ' includes real and personal property of
every natm·e and description, together with any right, interest, or
easement therein or appurtenant thereto."

The CHAIRl\.IAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The question was taken, and the Chairman announced that
the noes seemed to have it.
Mr. W .ALSH. Mr. Chairman, I ask for a division.
The CHAIRMAN. A division is demanded.
The House divided ; and there were--ayes 9, noes 10.'
1\fr. W .ALSH. Well, in view of the closeness of the vote and
the large attendance I ask for tellers.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Massachusetts demands tellers. Those in favor of taking t11e vote by tellers will
rise and stand until they are counted. [After counting.] Nine
gentlemen have arisen, not a sufficient number. No; five more
gentlemen have arisen, making 14, not a sufficient number.
Mr. W .A.LSH. I ask for the other side, 1\Ir. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. It is not a. question of the other side on
this proposition. It is a question of how many are required for
tellers.
Mr. CANNON. How many does it take?
The CHAIRMAN. It takes 20.
l\Ir. CANNON. I do not think there are 20 here.
The CHAIRM.A..N. Not a sufficient number have ari en to
demand tellers. Tellers are refused. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows :
(f) The term "war material" means any material or commodity
which, in the opinion of the President, it may at any time be necessary
or important to produce or of which he may deem it necessary or
important to increase the production.

l\Ir. ESCH. l\lr. Chairman, on page 2, line 25, I move to strike
out the last word, "at." On page 3, line 1, strike out the tiu·ee
words "at any time."
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Wisconsin offers an
amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows:
1
Amendment offered by Mr. EscH : Page 2, line 25, strike out the
. word "at," and one line 1, page 3, strike out the words "at any time."

Mr. Sil\IS. I have no objection to the amendment.
1\Ir. ESCH. The purpose of the amendment is to make it consonant with the other paragraphs of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendment offered by the gentleman from Wisconsin.
1\Ir. ANDERSON. 1\lr. Chairman, I want to offer a substitute for the amendment.
,. The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from l\Iinnesota offers a
substitute, which the Clerk will report.
·
The Clerk read as follows:
I
Substitute offered by Mr. ANDERSON: Pa~e 2, line 5, strike out "in
the opinion of the President and," and in line 1, page 3, strike out the
words "nt any time" and in ert at the end of the paragraph the following: "during the w.a r period, in order the more effectively to carry
on the war."

1

1\Ir. LONGWORTH. So that it will read how? I ask that the
amendment be Teported as it will read, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The Clerk will report it as it will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
Subsection (f), so that it will read, as amended, "The tE'rm 'war material' mean any material or commodity which it may be necessary or
important to produce or of which he may deem it necessary or important
to increase the production during the war period, in order the morE.'
effectively to carry on the war."

1\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, I s:uggest that the gentleman from l\Iinne ota modify his amendment a little further.
Mr. ANDERSON. 1\lr. hairman, I ask unanimous consent to
mollify my amendment so as to sh·ike out, in lines 1 and 2. the
language "of which he may deem it" and insert in lieu thereof
" which may be."

.

The Clerk read as follows :
Modific:ltion of the amendment by Mr. A::mERS0:\1: Page 3, linE's 1 and
2, strike out the words " of which he may deem it " and insert in lieu
thereof " which may be," so that us amPnded it will read :
"(f) The tE.'rm 'war material' means any material or commodity
which, ln tbe opinion of the President, it may at n.ny time be necE.'ssary or
important to produce or which may be necessary or important to increase
the production."

1\Ir. Sil\IS. Is that a substitute for the amendment offered
by the gentleman from -Wisconsin [Mr. Escn]?
1\fr. ANDERSON. Yes.
1\fr. SIMS. He moved to strike out the word "at," at the bot·
tom of page 2, and the words " any time," on the t<>p of page
3. Does your amendment include those words?
1\lr. ANDERSON. l\Iy amendment su·ikes out those words
from the paragraph.
1\Ir. ESCH. l\Ir. Chairman, if I may, I will accept the sub·
stitute.
·
1\lr. WINGO. 1\lr. Chairman, I would like to make an inquiry.
Who is going to determine what is necessary war material if
the substitute is adopted?
1\lr. MOORES of Indiana. The action of the Pre ident, which
is conferred later on in the bill.
1\Ir. WINGO. If you are going to leave it to the discretion
of the President, as you say you <lo later on, why strike it out
here.
1\fr. SIMS. I see no objection to the substitute at first blush,
if I understand it.
1\Ir. WINGO. Suppose the substitute is adopted, who would
determine what is necessary war material?
1\lr. SIMS. The paragraph defines what war ma.terial is.
1\fr. WINGO. The definition as reported by the committee
defines war material as "any material or commodity which
in the opinion of the President may at any time be necessary
or important to produce," and so forth. It occurs to me that'
the committee has reported a proper provision to let the
Commander in Chief, the Pre ident of the United States, determine whether or not any p.a rticular war material is nece sary,
war material. If you do that, you will have no difficulty. I
think the amendment destroys your bill.
Mr. SIMS. The amendment offered by the gentleman from
Minnesota "'"'ould give the War and Navy Departments the
right to say, but the President would still determine whether it
w.a s nece sary.
1\.U.·. WINGO. Mr. Chairman, I am opposed to the amend·
ment. I do not suppo e any of us like to vote for any such
legislation, but we do it as a war necessity. I do not appreciate the suggestion continually made that you are supporting ·
the President, and yet at every opportunity ycu express suspicion and doubt and try to take away from the President .
power that you know is nece sary for him to efficiently and
forcefully pro!>ecute the war.
1
If you are going to back up the Commander in Chief of
the Army and the Navy, why keep away from him the right
to determine what is necessary war material to enable him
to conduct the war? If you give him any authority at all, it
is academic to give him the authority conferred in this sub- ·
stitute. For that reason I am opposed to the substitute.
1\Ir. LONGWORTH. That is what the paragraph as it now .
stands does not define. It does not limit it to war material
to carry on the war.
1\Ir. WINGO. That is another· question. The main purpose
of the bill is a war bill, to do certain things for the primary
purpose of prosecuting the war. The only justification you
have for the legislation is that you want to use it for prime
war necessities. We do not want to extend it beyond that, but
in your definition of war mater.i als you are defining war materials and not things we need after the war. You are defining
what is to be needed for war purposes, for the prosecution of
the war, and nothing el. e.
1\Ir. LONGWORTH. That i what we want to do and that
is what the substitute will accomplish. As it stands now, it
does not limit it to war material.
Mr. WINGO. Yes, it does; it defines war material; but if
~~ou adopt the substitute you will leave no .one with power or
discretion to determine what is necessary in any given instance.
The President would not have any authority, because you have
refused to let him have the di cretion.
Mr. LONGWORTH. Under the paragraph as it stands would
" fertilizer " be war material?
1\fr. WINGO. If the Pre ident held that it was necessary to
prosecute the war.
Mr. LONGWORTH. lie does not have to hold that it is
necessary.
1\Ir. FOSTER. You had better strike it out than to say the
President has no right to say as to 'var material.

.
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1\Ir. LONGWORTH. I ha-ve no Objection to leaving 1n the haps there will be .a vote on the substitute in nny event whether
words "in the opinion of the "President." 1 do oblect to leav~ ' :he .:accepts it or not.
ing the section as it is nowt for it is so .general that U includes : 1\Ir. SIMS. Will .not the gentleman modify it?
.and material, milk o.r pie.
"1.1r~ ..ANDERSON. Mr. Dhairman, .1 woold like to be heard on
1
1\Ir. FOSTER. Necessary for the w.ari
· the ub titute.
.
_
Mr. LONGWORTH. Yes.
Mr. SIMS. M.r . Chairman, I want to ask if we .can n.ot agree
1\Ir. FOSTER. Of course, to carry on the war <loes not mean on some limitation of this debate. I see four gentlemen on their
-n l treether l>ullets and .guns, but it .means .a 1ot -of other .things.
feet, and I do not know how many want to speak.
Mr. LONGWORTH. · There is no provision ·as to the war.
Mr. SNELL. ·..Mr. Chairman, would it .be proper to offer .mine
I nsk the gentleman to read it himself. War is not mentioned. ; as an amendment to the substitute?
1\Ir. SNELL. Will the gentleman nllow .me to have an amend'nle CHAIRMAN. Yes.
ment I have read at the Cler.k':S desk, which I think iWill cover
Mr. SNELL. Then 1 will offer 'it•
.what i.s desired, and 1 do not think ther.e will be any objection . Mr. ANDERSON. U it -is an fU~endment to the substitute•
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk wtll .report the ·a mendment.
.on the part of the committee?
l\Ir. WINGO. Suppose tbe gentleman reads it 1 will yield
The cClerk read as follows~
for that purpose.
Page '3, ilne 1, after the -word "tim~" ;Insert "duri.n_g the -w~
l\Ir. SNELL. After the word ":time," ·in line 1, 'insert " .dur- :Period," an.d .after :the w.ord "produce"~ing the war peri6cl." Then after the word "produce" cut ·OUt
The CHAIR.lHAN. 'That is not an amendment to.n ·sub.stitute;
the balance and s.ay, "for. the purpose of prosecuting the war." that is an amendment .to the amendment.
That limits the time and material entii:e~y :to ·the war-emergency
Mr. ~TDERSON. Mr. Dhairman-prop sition. I !belieTe the discretion sho.uld be left in.
Mr. srns.. Can we agree to A limitation of -debate? Does
:Mr. WINGO. Mr. Chairman, I may be nnfortunate--1 say the gentleman from Massachusetts {Mr~ W ALSli] want to dis·
this inc.erely-in not being .able 1to clenr~y :state my Yiewpoint. ,cuss it further?
The subject of the bill is to grant :ee:rtain authority :for more
.l\fr. WALSH. I ,flo. I want to..offru.· :an amendmen.t :to strike
effectively .prosecuting the war by funnishing certain things. out this definition and insert another one.
It is a war :bill. It is for 'the purpose of utilizing power and
.1\!r. 'SIMS. And the gentl-eman from Minnesota -wants nve
·getting mater1al ·for the :prosecution .of the w.ar. .Now, when minutes .more, I :suppose?
you define the wor.ds .. war material'-' you do not ·have to ·say
Mr. ANDERSON. !I have not talked .about tlle ·substitute
. . ·during the ,period of the ~ar " .and ";for the purpose of prose- yet a.t ·all.
cnting the war/~ 'beeanse you .a re .defining 1var material .itself.
Mr. SIMS. Does the gentlem.a:n from 1\eew York [:Mr. &"ELL]
That is their definition, .and -w.hy take .n:way -discretion :from ·want to ,dis.euss thls?
t he Presid.ent to define-what is war material? 'N ow, :to 'be ;per1\It:. SNELL. No; not this ·amendment.
1'ectly frank, there :might yery ..easily .arise ~a ·d ispute .. :a ·dispute
Mr. SIMS. 1\Ir. Chairman, I ask that debate on this amendbas .arisen •as to 'how .much .o f u -certain -very la~:ge -staple -com- ment and all amendments to .subsection (f) be :closed :in 15
mot'lity ~f ·thls country :is necessary :Tor war purposes. Those minutes.
.
~ho prod11ce say on1y from ~s .to -9 -per cent iis ,nec.e ssnry; the
The CHAIRMAN. The ·g entleman from Tennessee asks
President ·n nd 'hi·S .ad:visers :S.D,Y ~e wiD need :all .of 1t. :But we unanimous consent that a11 oebate on :subs.ei!ti-on (f) close in
ought to let ·somebody -settle that dispute, and when you .,are de- i15 .minutes. ls there -o bjection?
:fining war material, •what is :necessa:ry for ·:the .prosecution
Mr. WALSH. Reserving the rlgbt to object, I want ·to ask
of the war, it looks :to me like "the pmper llerson to determine the .chairman !Of the ,c ommittee if .he Jneluded in .that time .five
lthnt would be :the Commander in 'Ohief -of the ..Army.
.minutes for myself?
Mr. s-NELL. In my .ltiDendment I leave it entirely 't o fhe
'M r. SIMS. Fiv.e -minutes for the :gentleman from Minnesota
Pre I dent. I .simply put :in there ~· .d11ring the !P.eriDd .-o! the [Mr. AlrnERsow] and five minutes to tbe ·g entleman from Massa·
war," and leave it to the discretion Df 1l:le President exactly ~ chusetts [.Mr. 'V.ALsH].
!how -to -do ,i t.
Mr. .SNELL. Mr. 'Chairman, reserving the right to .o bject, do
Mr. WINGO. I am not objecting to the language .e xcept .as I understand "there will 'be no other opportunity to .offer .amend·
mere surpl1lsa2'.et •because you ·are defining war IIIUlie:r:i.ais -to be ments provided the .amendment of th.e gentleman from "MlnnB·
~
·sota fl\fr. ANDERSON] ·is voted uown.?
·u sed 'for 'the pm])ose of the ·war, -during the :war. That is · The CHAIRMAN. eOther amendments can be offered, 'but
·the whole 'Purpose ·Of your bill.
·
. they can not be debated after the 15 minutes -are :eXhausted.
Mr. W .ALSH. But, Mr. C.hairman, an amendment e.an be :of·
l\1r. .SNELL. It ·seems to me -it ·OUght -to lbe llniit-ed to a -cer1:ain extent.
fered .during 1:be 1.5 :minutes ,and -debated!
1\lr. WINGO. I agree 'i t ·shou1d be limitedt out I think 'the
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly. Is there objection'? [After :a
v.e ry purpose of your billt the title -of the bill, the object ·of -the 'J)ause.] -The Chair hears none. The gentleman from .Minnesota
bill, the ·materia1 you are trying to -define as war material, [Mr. ANDERSoN] ·1s recognized.
within itself l.i.rnits it to war _purposes.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. -chairman, :there seems to be an im· 1
· The CH.A.IR1\1AN. The time -of the -gentleman bas ·expired.
·pression in the ·minds of gentlemen that the amendment I have
Mr. .SIMS. The gentleman "from ·W i eonsin -offered -to strike ·offered limits the authority _o f the President under 1this bill 1:
out three words "\v'hich ·looked as .if it could n&t possibly burt the ·tlo not think that is true. It .seems to b.e assumed .that where the
J>aragra.ph, :SO I readily consented to it. ~ow, the gentlem~n President declares that something is "essential to the prosecution
from 'Minnesota moves as a substitute -for the ilmend:ment to ·of the war that 'that '(]eclaration is .a ·b inding .a nd -conclusive ·de·
'Strike out the same three words .a nd other ·words.• and then to -termination of the question. Of course, no such _proposition as •a
add language .to the paragr:.aph 'W.hich does not ·appear. It proposition of 'law is tenable at all. The question of whether ·a
struck me at fust blush it did not seriously limit the .t>Dwer to thing is necessary for the-prosecution <>f the war is a question ·of
do what is intended, 'but I am like th~.gentlema:n from New York fact which must in the last analysis :be determined 'by the courts,
and others and ·the :gentl-eman from Arkansas, 'I ·think that we if the question is raised, and the court would not be bound at all
ought to leave in the words " which in the :O.pinion {)f the Presi- by a d.eclara·tion or a 'finaing of the President in his discretion
.dent." I think that oug1rt to stay in. ·The object, I understand, that the production of a certain thing was necessary to the pr-oseof .the gentleman from New York is that this 'thing is to be con- cuti.on of the war. All the amendment I have offered seeks to do
fined io the wttr J)eriod?
is .to .d efine war material in such a way that it will consist of
:Mr. SNELiL. That is my only contention.
.articles which m-e necessary to the prosecution of the war :and
· 1\lr. SIM-s. And bas n.o .object or pnrpose in •doing anything which are produced :for that purpose during the war period.
Now, 1 think :anybody can name :a dozen, perhaps a · 'h undred,
else. This being defined as war materials, J ·naturally suppose
when ·the war is over we will not need any more war material, things, the-production of which is not essential to the JJro-secution
-so I <lid not see anything to complain of, .and I would not mve of the war. .As a matter of fact, every day we are limiting the
consented, but business comes up so 'lmn:iedly on the iloor of raw ma.terial:torthe production .of things which are not essential
the House, very often I do not see -what I ought ·to see, and to the pro ecntion of the war, -o r which are, at 1east, less essen·
tberefor.e .I can Aot a.gree to the amenflm.ent.
tial than are other things.
Mr. SNELL. The .gentleman from W.isconsin agreed to .ac~
Now, :then, the question here is not wbether :the President Shall
cept the substitute offered by the gentleman from 1\Iinnesota, ..declare something to be es ential to the prosecution of the wnr,
so I offer the following amendment to the substitute.
because it is not within his province to so declare. The question
1\Ir. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, l make the point of -order is, Is the particular article neces~ary for the prosecution of the
·that llie gentleman from Wisconsin .can not ,accept .a _substitute war? That .question, if challenged, would have to be determined
Jn the sense in which the gentleman _from New York seeks; per- in the last' analysis by the courts. ·so that it seems to me pel:'·
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fectly clear that the amendment which I have offered is entirely
in consonance with a proper legal theory of the bill and ought

to be adopted. If adopted, this definition would read as follows:
The
it may
essary
and in

term "war material " means any material or commodity which
be necessary or important to produce• or of which it may be necor important to in crease thP. production during the war period
order to more effectively carry on the prosecution of the war.

Now, if there is to be any definition at all, it seems to me
that this language defines war material in the only way in
which it can be defined, because the definition makes war material mean exactly what it would mean and does mean in law
if there was no definition in the bill at all, and neither extends
nor detracts from that definition. I do not believe it is within
the province of the President to add to or detract from the
legal definition of war material.
Mr. WINGO. Will the gentleman yield? But it is very
proper for the President to determine a question of fact that
is not a legal proposition. Who is going to determine the fact
as to whether or not an article is necessary war material?
Mr. ANDERSON. I do not think it is in the pro-vince of the
President to determine that fact at all. I think that is a
question which necessarily will eventually relate to the courts.
And if some one raised the question as to whether a certain
thing was war material or not, tlr ·. t question would have to be
determined· by the courts. It could not be determined by the
President.
Mr. WINGO. If you left the language as it is and the question was raised, whoe'\"er attacked the '\"alidity of his determination would have the burden to show his decision wrong.
Mr. ANDERSON. I do not think that follows as a logical
deduction or as a legal conclusion.
1\Ir. ALSH. 1\Ir. Chairman, I offer an amendment to strike
out subsection (f) and insert the following language, which is
at the Clerk's desk.
The CHAIRMAN. -The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows :

'V

Amendment by Mr. WALSH: Strike out subsection {f) and insert in
lieu thereof the following :
"That the words 'war material' as used herein shall include all
articles of whatever description and any part or lngredien t thereof
intended for, adapted to, or suitable for the use of the United States
or any as ociate nation in connection with the conduct of the war."

Mr. WINGO . . I make the point of order against the amendment that it is n9t in order as an amendment to the section and
to the substitute.
Mr. WALSH. If the gentleman is going to make a point of
order I would like to hear it. I did not hear the gentleman's
point of order.
Mr. WINGO. That it is not in order in the present parliamentary situation, with an amendment to the text pending and an
amendment to that amendment pending and an amendment to
the substitute pending.
1\Ir. WALSH. Of course, Mr. Chairman, it is not in order to
vote on that amendment now, but under the limitation of debate
entered into by unanimous consent it is certainly in order to
offer the amendment and have it voted upon at the proper time.
Mr. WINGO. I have no objection to its being read at the
desk for information. I would not want to rob the gentleman
of his right to have it read, and if the Chair would hold that my
point of order would rob him of his right, I will withdraw it.
I do not want to rob him of his right.
·
ALSH. Mr. Chairman, this definition that is included
Mr.
in the amendment is the same definition, with some specific terms
omitted, that was included in an act passed by the Congress lnst
spring for the protection of war materials and war premises,
and which incluued the definition of what constituted war premises and war materials.
Now, the definition is broad enough to include any articles or
any ingredients thereof which are being manufactured for the
United States or any associate nation. Now, we have already
defined war materials in that former act, and it seems to me
that it 'vould be in keeping with good legislation to confine the
definition, in enacting this measure, to the same terms, so that
we would not say in one law that war materials means one
thing and in another law that it means something else.
Mr. WINGO. Does not the gentleman overlook this fact, that
the act to which he refers and from which he copied his amendment was an act defining a criminal offense, whereas the pending act is an act which does not affect the law in a judicial way,
but gi'\"es authority to the administrative forces to take property? Now, then, should you not give some authority or place
some discretion in somebody to determine what is necessarily
war material? \Vould you leave them to go into the courts as
in a criminal case?
' 1\lr. WALSH. No; I would not, and it would get into the
courts under the proposed definition reported in the measure

'V
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just as quickly as it would under the definition proposed in .my
amendment. You are not going to take particularly war material. That is hot what is going to be taken under the provisions of this act, but you are going to take property. Property
is going to be taken for the purpose of producing war material.·
Now, we ought not, in setting down a definition in any law,
leave it so that what the thing to be defined is to be shall rest
in the discretion of anybody. The purpose of making the definition is in order to specifically set forth what such words mean
when used in this act.
1\Ir. SNOOK. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WALSH. I yield to the gentleman.
1\Ir. SNOOK. I have given this bill some attention. One of
the principal objects of this bill is to produce coal. Does the
gentleman think his definition as a part of war material would
cover coal?
1\Ir. WALSH. I certainly think so.
Mr. SNOOK. I do not think so.
1\Ir. WALSH. I ask the gentleman why not?
Mr. SNOOK. I do not think it is broad enough. I thought
this was simply confined to shells or ammunition, or something
of that kind, that a man can be punished for interfering with.
1\Ir. WALSH. Oh, no. I a k unanimus consent that the amend:
ment may be read again, Mr. Chairman. No; I ha'\"e it here. I
will read it to the gentleman :
The words "war material " as used herein shan include an articles
of every description or any part or ingredient thereof intendl'<l for,
adapted, or useful for the use of tbe United States or any associate
nation !n connection with the conduct of the war.
.

Now, certainly coal is suitable for the use of the United States,
and it seems to me if the gentleman from Arkaru>as [l\Ir.
WINGO] will permit this definition, following so closely upon the
definition in the act to punish willful injury or destruction of
war materials or war premises or war utilities, would leave this
term free from all doubt, because it might be said that Congre s
has already defined it in a previous act and hns followed closely
the definition of that act, and therefore the meaning of the term
in the act is plain and does not rest upon the discretion of any
official as to what shall be included within the term.
It seems to me, inasmuch as we have started· off this great
measure '\Vith practically two pages of definitions, defining the
very complex term "property" and also defining what the
words "to acquire" mean and the words " within the boundaries
of the United States," that if it is necessary to define them you
might well follow previous precedents.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The time of the gentleman from l\Ias achusetts has expired.
Mr. HAMLIN. 1\fr. Chairman, when the gentleman from
:Massachusetts called my attention to this definition which he
now embodies in an amendment which he will offer, I was very
much inclined to agree with him when I first glanced o-ver it,
because it seemed to be a '\"ery comprehensive and specific definition of war material. But after I went to the Clerk's desk and
got a copy of his amendmE>nt I discovered that this definition
was used in a criminal statute, and it was intended by Congress
to serve as a basis or guide. to the courts in determining the
question· in a criminal prosecution.
At;ter discovering that, I am not certain that this· amendment .
ought to be adopted in this connection, and the reason why I
take the proposition and why I am in doubt about it now is
this : This power bill is seeking to confer upon somebody
extraordinary power and authority on the basis and on the
theory that the exigencies of the occasion require that somebody
be authorized to exercise extraordinary power in order to meet
the critical situation in the prosecution of the war .. _Now, of
course, naturally the one to whom this authority ought to be
given and must be given is the Commander in Chief of the
Army and Navy, the President. In this portion of the bill ·w hich
is seeking to define the different terms used throughout the bill
the committee reporting it seems to think it necessary to define
"war material," and they say it means "any material or commodity which, in the opinion of the President, may be necessary," and so forth. I am inclined to believe that that clau e,
" in the opinion of the President," ought to be retained in the
bill. Because there is a great deal of material that the average
layman would not think was necessary at all, but is found by
experts in the preparation of material for war pmposes to be
vitally neces ary and important. The President will be guided
in his determination of these questions by the opinion and advice and suggestions of. the experts, I have no doubt.
•
1\Ir. WALSH. 'Viii the gentleman yield?
Mr. HAl\fLIN. Yes.
1\Ir. WALSH. I would like to ask the gentleman if, under
the definition that I propose, the President has not still the
widest discretion. It says, "All articles of whate'\"er descrip-
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tlon ·and any part or ingredient thereof intended for, adapted to!
or suitable for the use of the United States." .
Mr. HAMLIN. Will it \est in him the power to determine
what are "necessary materials" ? If I am connnced of that
fact, I will · agree with you. The language of _the gentleman's
proposed amendment · is broad. "War material shall include
all articles of whatever description "-that is broad-" and any.
part or ingredient thereof intended for, adapted to, or suitable
for the use of the United States or any associate nation in
connection with the conduct of the w.ar." This would be all
right, provided the President has the right to determine the
fact as to what is the necessary war materia.!.
Mr. WALSH. Having in mind the definition I ha1e offered
.and subsection 9, page 8 :
In furtherance of any of the foregoing purposes, to modify, cancel,
or suspend any existing or futu1·e contracts for the delivery of power
to any person not engaged in the production of war material or to the
extent to which he shall deem the power contracted for to be in excess
of the requirements for the manufacture of war material by such
persons or to which. in his opinion, it shall prevent the delivery of
power which he shall deem necessary for the production of war material of greater or more immediate utility.
-

When he comes to apply the act he is 1ested with the discretion all through this act. In that discretion, with these
broau terms of what · is meant by "war material," he still will
l1ave just as broad power as under the original definition.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from ~1innesota [l\fr: Al\l)EBSON]. ·
The question was taken, and the amendment was rejected.
Tile CHAIRMAN. The question now is on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. EsoH].
1\lr. WINGO. Can we ha1e the amendment reported?
'l'he Clerk read as follows :
·
Page 2, line 25, strike out the word "at" at the end of the line, and
strike o_ut, O;D page 3, line 1, the words "any time."

The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
1\lr. SNELL. Mr. Chairman, in view of the adoption of these
amendments, I wish to offer an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from 1\fa.ssachu etts has
submitted an amendment.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. 1\lr. Chairman, if the amendment
of the gentleman from New York tends to perfect the section, it
:would be in order.
The CHAIRMAN. That is correct. If the gentleman from
New York desires to offer an amendment to perfect the section, it
would have precedence.
1\Ir. S:NELL. Mr. Chairman, I offer the amendment, line 1,
page 3, strike out after the word " produce " the balance of the
line, and lines 2 and 3, and substitute for that the words " for
the purpose of prosecuting the war."
The CH.A. ffil\1AN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk rea<l as follows:
Page 3, line 1, after the word "produce," strike out the words "or
of which he may deem it necessa1·y or important to increase the production," RJ:!d insert in lieu thereof the words "for the purpose of prosecuting the war."
l\lr. SB1S. Mr. Chairman, I see no objection to that amend-

ment.
l\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. lllr. Chairman, I want to say
just a word.
The CHAIRMAN. Debate has been closed. The question is
on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York.
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
The CaAJRl\,f.AN. . The question now is on the substitute offered by the gentleman from Massachusetts. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Substitute for subsection (f) : That the wordc:; "war material," as
tlsecl herein, shall include all articles of whatever description, and any
part or ingredient thereof, intended for, adapted to, or suitable for the
use of the United States, or any associate nation. in connection with the
conduct of the war.

The CHAffil\IAN. The question is on the substitute.
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr.
.WALSH) there were 13 ayes and 18 noes.
So the amendment was rejected. The Clerk read as follows :
(g) The tPrm "to acquire" means to purchase, requisition condemn, or take · «?ver the title to, or -to lease, requisition, conden'm, or
take over the right to use, occupy, or .operate the whole or any part
«)l; and, unless it shall be limited by the context, includes all such acts.

. ~1r. WALSH. 1\fr. Chairman, I _move to strike out' the last
- word. What does the word "condemn " mean as here used?
· l\fr. -SIMS. I understand it" means to acquire through process
of condemnation if that is resorted to.
_'
.Mr. WALSH. What ·does the word "requisition" mean-? -
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l\lr. SIMS. The technical legal meaning of the word " requisition" is intended, as far as I know.
Mr. WALSH. Does it me-an the same as "commanlleer" ?
Mr. SI.l\IS. I do not know that it does.
l\1r. WALSH. Well, it would seem to me, l\Ir. Chairman, if
we are going into defining terms, they had better pick out some
hard ones and define them rather than to define the term " to
acquire." There is no necessity of giving a definition to the
words "to acquire," but here is a definition which includes
within its terms several words about which there might be some
doubt if used in th1s connection.
l\fr. WINGO. Will the gentleman yielU?
1\Ir. WALSH. I will.
l\fr. 'VINGO. The gentleman's idea is to have a subsection
g! or g-a or g-b to define such words as " requisition " and
"condemn"?
Mr. WALSH. Well-Mr. WINGO. Has not the word "requisition" a well-known
meaning, clearly defined, and has been defined by the courts?
1\Ir. WALSH. Yes; I believe it has.
l\Ir. WINGO. Well, the words "to acquire" have not. Mr. WALSH. I believe the word "acquire, has, and I d@
not know why they pick out of the depths of ant:iquity-.1\Ir. WINGO. I was just asking for information of my friend
from Massachusetts, if it is his idea to have the words "lease,"
"requisition," and "condemn "-in other words, all the defined words-put in one wor<l also defined? Then you would
have to define the words that defined the wordsj would you not?
1\Ir. WALSH. I thinlt very likely. .
·
1\lr. GREEN of Iowa. I obser1e that the paragraph twice
defines the term "to acquire" as "to condemn." Does the
gentleman think it is necessary to do it twice?
Mr. WALSH. No; neither do I know what it means to "take
over the right to use, occupy, or operate the whole or any part
of." There seems to have been something left out there. If
they mean to include all. property, it should have been put in
there; but the criticism I desire to make, if the chairman of the
committee will pardon me, is that in a measure of this importance it seems to me that the gentle:tnen who drafte~the bill
spent a. little too much time in endeavoring to define terms
which for the proper administration of the bill require no definition . . Now, it has come to pass in legislation to define terms or
phrases where there may be room for doubt. Several measures
have been passed of that sort, but here is one that has very
simple terms, which everybody knows the meaning of, and they
have .taken up a page and a half to set forth definitions, and
if they have peculiar meanings us appUed to this act only
any meaning whatever more than the ordinary use of these
phrases-but in this subsection you seek to define the term "to
acquire," and then you use· in there two other terms, "to condemn" or "to requisition." Now, it may be that these two
terms would have a well-defined meaning or they might not
have a meaning ·which would -make them a proper part of the
definition of " to acquire."
Mr. SIMS. l\fr. Chairman, I want to say to the gentleman,
in the water-power bill I made the same eriticism to a number
of definitions.
Mr. 'VALSH. I ·recall.
l\fr. SIMS. That they were absolutely useless-Mr. WALSH. I recall the ·gentleman's opposition at that
time, and I want to say that I agreed with him then and I tr-ust
he_agrees with me now.
Mr. SI.M:S. I do agree with the gentleman's general criticism
of the definition of well-known and well-understood terms,
either legal or general, but thinking this would not hurt anything and perhaps satisfy some genth~men who might not
otherwise be satisfied, it is put in in the nature of a limitation~
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expire<..!.
Mr. 'VALSH. I ask for just one minute.
_
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
Mr. W A.I.SH. I want to ask the gentleman if he thinks that
is a complete definition which says the term " to acquire ~·
means " to purchase, requisition, condemn, or take over the
title to, or to lease, requisition, condemn, or take over the
right to use, occupy, or operate the whole or any part of·; nnd,
unless it shall be limited by the context, includes all such acts "1
Well, now, what does this mean? Mr. SIMS. 'Vhat does the gentleman refer to?
Mr. WALSH. 'Vhat I have just read. ·
Mr. SIMS. .1\Ieaning in what way? It means what it says.
I can not give the meaning of ea,ch worcl, I can not go into it
thu.t ·f ar.
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1\fr. FOSTER. It includes all such acts above enumerated.
·· · l\lr. WALSH. !.always thought that in a sentence you ha e
to have a subject and predicate. But in here you stop short
with a semicolon and say "and, unless it shall be limited by the
context,. includes ·a11 ·such acts.'' · Now, what is it that is gohig
to have the right to use, occupy, or operate the whole or any
part of It?
. Mr. SIMS. It is intended the property included in the terms
of the bill and purpo es of it, for the plants, parts crt plants,
transmission lines, distributing plants, etc.
The CHAIRl\IAN.- The time of the gentl~man has again expired.
·
l\1r. LONGWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word for the · purpose ·of asking the chairman of the committee a question. I should like to ask what, if any, changes
were made by the commit tee out ide of these committee amendments, all of which have so far been beaten, in the bill as
originally sEmt from the department?
Mr. SI1\1S. The bill as introduced, I would say, is not the
original one; there have been several bills discussed-the bill
as introduced, the committee amendments shown in the bill
itself and printed are aU the committee agreed on. Other
amendments were sugaested afterwards, and I submitted them
to Mr. EscH and Judge DEwALT. I tried to get a full meeting
of the .committee but could not get it, but the gentlemen .agreed
it would be a benefit to the bill to offer the amendment of which
I have a copy here, which I would be glad to give the .gentleman, and while the e are 'DOt committee amendments, 1\Ir. :E scH,
myself, and some others have gone over tllem and think they
wm .benefit tl1e bill.
And we are going to offer thase, but not, of course, with the
statement that the committee as a whole hnve pa ed on them.
One -of them I read to the gentleman from MassaChusetts [l\lr.
WALSH] awhile ago.
Mr. LONG-WORTH. T h at is not quite the question I asked.
What I want to know i whether the committee made ·any
change in the bill outside of the committee amendments?
J\Ir. SIMS. Not at all.
J\.ir. LONGWORTH. Does the gentleman mean to say there
neYer has been a quort1Dl of'ihe committee present in considerIn g' this bill?
Mr. srus. Ob, no. A quorum was present when the e committee amendments were considered. These amendments here
that I l1a-ve in my hand, that we -are going to prop~e. were not
considered by a quorum of the committee, but they were gotten
up -and sugge~ted after the bill was reported, and they will, I
believe, benefit the bill and will be generaUy so considered.
But thev nre not technically committee amendments, although
Mr. EscH and . Mr. DEwALT, and myself went over them, and I
do not know how ·many others. But I will not claim that they
are committee amendments, because a ·majority of the committee ilid not consider them.
Mr. LO~GWORTH. All the amendments were written in
tile departments?
·
1\lr. L"'\IS. And studied and considered and considered..
1\lr. LONGWOllTH. By everybody but the committee?
Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Chairman, while this controversy was
going on about the definition of ~e. word "acquir~." I took
the opportunity of going to the dictwnary -and WTitmg down
what it says about it. And it defines the word 41 acquire " as
follows:
. .

I.

•.ro obtain by ~,.. arch, endeavor, practice, or purchase; get oM's own;
receive or gain in whatever manner; come to have; ~ the clouds acQuire new tint . at sun et; to acquire a collection of coins.

Then, outside the definition, the dictionary goes on to say:
Men aie apt to acquire peculiarlttes continually ascribed to them.
No man of power can do himRelf a greater wrong than to make an attempt to acquire the -style of another man.

1

•

And this statement, which I found in the diction.a ry, becomes
peculiarly significant at this time, -for Lt ts evident that this
great Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. of the
House has done itself the great Injustice of acquiiing the style
of ·the writer of· the bill and paymg no ·attention whatever to
the acquisition of terms written in the bill on its own account:
It seems to me that the bill is of such far-reaching importance
that it would justify the research by the committee for the
proper words to u e and that they might accept :for original
terms.
Mr. LONGWORTH. Does not the gentleman think that m
view of the importa:h e of this bill it might be well to acquire
a quorum of the committee?
1\lr. MADDEN. I suage ted that at an early stage of the proceedings, but I hope the gentleman will not raise it while I am
making these few scattering remarks. When I am through I
shall be perfectly willing to adopt the suggestion, though I doubt
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very much that anything I may say will add any light to the
wisdom that has already been displayed by the· Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce in the formulatioQ
this
bill, written by- two embryonic lawY-ers, I undet·stand, don'll in
the War Trade Board and the War-Risk Insurance Boar'd. '·
1\lr. LONGWORTH. I ob erved ln the last division of · the
House that there were 31 crentlemen present, and there bas been
a substantial exodus since then. I think gentlemen ought to be
pre ent to acquire information from what the gentleman ·is
saying.
1\Ir: ·M ADDEN. If the gentleman thinks it is of sufficient
importance to get the gentlemen ·who are on the street anrl el awhere tCY come in to bear what I am saying, I have no objectio~
The CHAJRl\IAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. MADDEN. I ask unanimous consent for five minut es
more.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Illinois asks unanimous coru:ent to proceed for five minutes more. Is there objection? [After a pau e.] The Chair hear. none.
·
l\lr. SLOAN. Will the gentleman from Illinois yield?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Mr. SLO.AN. I listened to the gentleman's recital of the
definition of the term · in controversy. I would uke · to ask if
that is from a dictionary of standing and approved by the department, and has it passed the offidal cen or or the head of
the publicity bureau?
'
1\.fr. MADDEN. The dictionary I consulted i the one that
is usually sought by those who wish to acquire definite and
rei iable information.
1\fr. SLOA...~. Is it one that hns been taken over by the administration and, therefore, made official?
l\lr. :MADDEN. Of course, it may not be considered as a
war measure, and hence .tbe necessity of taking it over has
not been given due consideration.
1\Ir. SLOA...~. Is it war material or, if not, a war measure?
Mr. :MADDEN. It might be in ca e you find difficulty in describing words. Now, for ~xample, "as the cloud acquire new
tints at sunset," we seem to have reached the E>unset of con- ·
sideration of important measliTes in the production of this bill
that is pending before us. The men who-.drafted tbe bill c-ertainly could have had no knowledge of the terms to b used in
such an important measure. If they had, they would have been
definite and certain in the terms employed. They have been as·
indefinite and uncertain as it is pos ible for a mind to be. Of
course I realize that lawyers as a rule attempt to complicate
the language of a bill so that it will enable them to get-busine s
in the courts. Not being a -lawyer, I can not under tand why
that is done. I am in favor of going direct to the point that
I hope to reach; but this bill goes as indirectly as it is pos ible
for a thing to go. It gives an opportunity to the Preside:qt,
through the advice and coun el of men who, I assume, know
nothing of any consequence about the thing . upon wlllch they
advise the President, to take over a lot of dilapidated wornout, bankrupt gas plants, or any other kind of a plant that niay
be tottering on the ragged edge of despair and bankruptcy, gives
the Government an · opportunity to rehabilitate the e plants, put
the owners of· the plant back into a prosperous busine · s condition, enables the Government to transfer the e plants to the e
pre ent owners at the-end o'f the war without much consideration,
and gives such wide latitude in the expenditure of public money·
for the acqui ition of the e institutions for nn erious war purpose, in my judgment, that it leads a man to doubt
wisdom of
the consideration of this mea.c:ure.
I am as patriotic as anybody. I want to win the war. Everybody in the United States is patriotic. The-y are giving their
blood and tl1eir means and their time and their best effoTts to
win the war. But why should we not be definite and certain
when we attempt to do something in the matter of legislation?
I regret that this bill is so indefinite that even the dictionary
can not describe it. Of com· e. it would not be considered as a
serious .d efect that I am not able to describe It, because I do
not pretend to be an expert in understanding the use of words ;
but I do understand the u e of definitions .after I have looked
up the dictionary and founrl out what it says, and I find no..
\vbere in the dictionary anything that approaches a clear understanding of the terms nSE>d in the definition that is now pr&o
sented for our con ideration.
·
Mr. SJ,OAN. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yieM?
1\Ir. MADDEN. I yield to tbe- gentleman from Nebraska.
1\Ir. SLOAN. I feel great deal a the gentleman from TI1lnots
does ahout this bill and Its :features, blrt I do feel like o.iiering
one defense to the language. It is distinctly Napoleonic. That
individual ffrea.t lri history, ·was noted. in rd rawing ·hi . treaties,
for so dra~vlng them as to make them open to construction in the
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·as -events might arise, ·and 1 - think that characteristic
appears here. [Laughter.]
The OHAIRl\IAN. The time of the gentleman from Illinois
has expired.
1\Ir. MADDEN. I think the gentleman fr·om Nebraska should
be permitted to go on with his explanation.
_Mr. HAMILTON of Michigan. Mr. Chairman, I would like to
hear something more about the Napoleonic method. [Laughter.]
l\Ir. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I want to call the attention of the
gentleman from Illinois [Mr. MADDEN], who has just taken his
seat, to the fact that definitions in acts of legislative bodies
simply define the me&ning of words usE:d for the purposes of the
acts, and in respect to the gentleman's criticism of this definition
as not coming up to the meaning as defined in the dictionaries,
it is ''vholly inapplicable and may be facetious and funny, but
that is about as far as it goes.
-1\fr. MADDEN. Does the gentleman meun to say that the
dictionary is of no particular use in the construction of terimJ
nsed in a legislative enactment?
Mr. SIMS. The definition here-the one just referred to-is
a limitation of the words "to acquire." Now, the gentleman
certainly would not want to write into this bill something that
would give it the meaning that he has just given from the
dictionary?
l\Ir. :MADDEN. Then I do not see why it should be used.
· Mr. SIMS. These definitions are intended only to define
words with reference to the act itself where they occur.
Mr. TE.."\fPLE. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? .
~"{.
Mr. SIMS. Yes.
Mr. TEMPLE. I notice in line 18 it is provided thatUnless it shall be otherwise specifically provided herein the inclusion
of any matter or thing within the definition of any word or term by the
foregoing provisions of this section shall not be deemed to exclude
therefrom any other matter or thing which under the usual construction
of such word or ·term would fall within the meaning thereof.

~ After nine defini lions defining words for purposes of this act,
we have a clause saying that instead of those definitions the
:words shall haye their usual meaning. [Laughter.]
l\lr. LONG,VORTH. And therefore they would include the
terms of the sunset definition referred to by the gentleman from
Illinois.
l\Ir. SIMS. Of course if they should not be in there they can
be stricken out.
Mt·. TEMPLE. I would certainly leave out any clause saying
that definitions do not mean anything.
i Mr. SIMS.
I do not mean to admit that the gentleman is
right or that they do not mean anything.
; Mr. ESCH. l\fr. Chairman, in answer to the question of the
gentleman from PennsylYania [Mr. TEMPLE] I may say · that in
the committee I raised the same question during the hearing,
and a gentleman concerned in the preparation of the bill gave
:the committee the impression that it was merely -a dragnet
proposition, and he concluded by saying, " It would do no harm
and might do some good." [Laughter.] So that when it comes
~o that section I shall move to strike it out.
I Mr. Sll\IS. I was going to say to the gentleman that w.hen
.we reach that point, as I said to the gentleman from Pennsyl·.v ania [l\Ir. TEMPLE], a motion to strike out can be offered. The
gentleman from Wisconsin [1\Ir. Esca] proposes to do it. But
· if that is stricken out, it becomes absolutely necessary that these
'definitions should remain in the act for purposes of limitation,
because general definitions are too indefinite.
1\:lr. SLOA:.'l". But I would not put a limitation on and then
take it off.
l\1r·. WALSH. Would not the gentleman from Tennessee agree
to strike out all the definitions and leave that paragraph in 7
1
1\lr. Sll\IS. I would not want to do that.
: The gentleman from Illinois [Mr. MADDEN] says he is not a
lawyer. I suppose that is the case with most of us, even those
of us who have heretofore been lawyers and have practiced law,
after we have been engaged for so long a time in politics. .
Mr. 1\IADDE::S. Let us haT"e some information. That is what
I am looking for.
l\1r. SIMS. I could not giv-e the gentleman any general information that he doe not ali·eady possess, but I wish to say that
_when the bill was being prepared-1\fr. MADDEX. 'Yas thnt in the preparation of the draft law7
l\Ir. SIMS. Oh, if the gentleman does not mean to be respectful I will not ay another word. It was s~bmitted-this
bill was submitted-to one of the ablest lawyers in the United
States before it was introduced. And I wish to say that the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce does not make
a business of doing things half way and having a matter of
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importance- referred to somebody in whose judgment and in
whose knowledge we do not have confidence.
,
Now, the gentleman knows-or at least I thlnk he knowsthat in matters that require expert knowledge and with reference to these power plants and electrical terms and things of
that sort, I submit that I have not expert knowledge, and I
have to trust to somebody ; and I would be glad, indeed if the
leadership on that side, or whoever has the power to do i~ would
put upon our committee the distinguished gentleman from Illinois [Mr. MADDEN], because one of the greatest chairmen that
committee ever had was from Illinois, and I think the gentleman
has had a good opportunity to be educated under the shining
light of the former chairman of our committee, the distinguished
gentleman from Illinois [Mr. MANN].
_
l\Ir. MADDEN. Nothing would giYe me greater pleasure than
to sit at the gentleman's feet and worship whatever might be
brought forth that was worthy of worship. [Laughter.]
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike ont the
last word.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Iowa moves to strike
out the last word.
_l\fr. SIMS. There is no pending motion before the committee.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, with reference to this
paragraph, and I think of the whole bill, as I understood the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. SIMS], there were some engineers
consulted, and I think the engineers must have drawn this particular paragraph, or tile whole bill, or perhaps a blacksmith did
it, as somebody near me suggests. [Laughter.] This paragraph _
is divided into two parts. First the term "to acquire" is said
to mean " to purchase, requisition, condemn, or take over the title
to." To what nobody knows.
Mr. SIMS. To what the bill applies. The gentleman knows
that.
;
Mr. GREE~ of Iowa. The bill applies to whatever its Ian.'
guage makes it npply. It does not apply to anything not in the
bill.
~~
Mr. SIMS. The bill refers to what is to be taken over.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. What is it?
Mr. SIMS. It is in the bill. This is merely a definition, and
the definitions come before the powers conferred in the bill. It
the gentleman from Iowa or any other gentleman simply wants
to be facetious and waste time, of course he can do it.
Mr. WALSH. This is not wasting time.
l\1r. GREEN of Iowa. The other part is" to lease, requisition.
-condemn, or take over th(> right to use, occupy, or operate the
whole or any part thereof." This is also left in the air without
any ground-wire attachment, the text not stating what it is to be
applied to, but "the right to use, occupy, and operate" would
have to be purchased just as much as the title w-ould have to be..
But the word "purchase " do(>s not apply to the right to use,
occupy, or operate the whole or any part of. So under the paragraph they have no right to purchase it.
,
l\fr. REED. I find that the phrase "acquire" only occurs
once in the bill. Why not define it there 7
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. The gentleman is propounding a ques- ·
tion that I will have to refer to the chairman of the committee. ·
The word '; acquire " is not here properly defined .
Mr. SLOAN. Not properly defined; is it defined insuffi- ·
ciently, too much, or too little? Is it buried in a mass of words_,
a congregation of polysyllables, or words not properly arranged 1
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. It is in a mass of verbiage, and the .
whole paragraph ought to be rewritten.
l
Mr. SLOAN. In Harvey's old grammar there was a statement for correction, -" Many words, they darken speech." Is '
that a description of, this paragraph?
Mr. GREE:N of Iowa. I think that would be fairly descriptiYe.
Mr. FOCHT. The gentleman means that there are so manY,
trees it obscures the view?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. That is the trouble. They obscure
the meaning by the number of words. The paragraph ought to
be passed over and rewritten.
Mr. LONGWORTH. l\Ir. Chairman, I mo\e to strike out th~
last four words.
1
Mr. SIMS. Can not the gentleman do that just us well on the
next paragraph?
~(
l\Ir. LONGWORTH. No; I want to ask the gentleman a question about the report. If the committee did not write the bill,
it probably wrote the r(>port. Was the report written by the
committee?
l\fr. SIMS. No ; not by the committee. I never knew a committee to write u report. It was written by the chairman of the
committee. .
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What does this sentence in the report

Tbe bffi merits gene~al support also becarise it permits- and provides
for the rection of power stations in coal districts where coal may be
treated in by-product coke ovens so as to seeure needed war matectals
ro provide gas for industrial purposes, and also to develop power therefrom in a wt.ty whleh is ~so economical or so satisfactory as to transl>Ort materials ov<?r long distances and then provide for their utilization.

Mr. SiaiS. Has the gentleman read what Dr: Garfield and.
Mr. Stewart have said on tlle. subject?
Mr. LONG"VVORTH. Yes.
Mr. SIMS. There is where r got the information.
M:r. LONGWORTH. I gather from the report that the intention of the committee was to provide for that in a way not so
econ.omical-·
·
· Mr. SiMS. No; it does not mean that. It is to pr.ovide for
central power stations instead of having them scattered, so
that the rmning of coal can be done at much le s cost und with
a much less consumption of coal itself.
1\Ir. SLOAN. This comes under the condition of reverse
Hmguage.
Mr . SU1S. There may be a typographical error, but I think
the meaning is clear. I got my information from the gentleman
:from Ohio, Dr. Garfield, and Mr. Stewart, the engineer of the
power section of the Fuel Administration, and from general
information on that subject
; Mr. LONG\VORTH. I did not gather from Dr. Garfi.eld that
he wanted to provide a way of transportation not so economical
o~ satisfactory.
l\Ir. Sll\18. Perhaps that is an error of the stenographer. I
I1ave not looked at it since I looked at the typewritten report,
and my attention has not been called to it since. I have .not
looked it over in print. Of course it has no such meaning as the
gentleman states.
1\Ir. LONG'WORTH. I am delighted to hear that that was not
the intention of the committee.
• 1\Ir. Sli\lS. The gentleman must ha\e seen from the report
what are the objects and purposes of the bill, and that it would
re~uu in economy instead of the reverse.
. l\Ir. LONGWORTH. That is what I hoped. Then we are to
consider that this sentence means directly the opposite of what
it says?
1\ir. SIMS. I have not looked at it; there may be an error
of the kind referred to; but if so, it is so plainly apparent from
the whole report and from the bill itself as to suggest to the
mind of any man who has or may read the report and the bill
ns to call for no explanation, and can not possibly mislead any
man who does not want to put a false and unwarranted construction on the bill and report as a whole.
Mr. GOOD. 1\lr. Chairman, I move to strike out lines 4 to 8,
inclusive, on page 3.
- The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows :
Amendment by Mr. Goon. Strike ont lines 4 to 8, inclusive, page 3.
Mr. SL\IS. l\lr. Chllirman, I would like to get some agreement as to limit of debate.
1
1\Ir. GOOD. I only want three or four minutes. I think there
will be·no dispo ltion to objeet to this. I think after the gentleman thinks about it he will be disposed to accept it.
, l\1r. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, , I ask unanimous consent to close
debate on this section in five minutes, the ge.ntleman from Iowa
to have the five minutes.
The CHAIRM.A....'i. Is there objection to the request of the
ge.ntleman from Tennessee to close debate on subsection " g"
in five mi.nutes, the gentleman from Iowa to have the five
minutes?
"There was no objection.
Mr. GOOD. 1\Ir. Chairman, the language I move to strike
out is the definition of the term "to acquire." There ls only
one place in this bill where the term appears, and here we
have taken up much space in a long definition of that term. · I
suggest ·that when the gentleman comes to page 6, section 4,
"to acquire any private power plant within the boundaries of
the United States,'' add the words " by any known methods of
procm·ement," and he has covered the entire situation.
Mr. SillS. Does the gentleman think that that side of the
House or this side will vote for tht.t ki.nd of a bill?
· Mr. GOOD. That is exactly the language that was· put in
the national-defense act.
• 1\Ir. SIMS. I would not have any ob~ectlon to it.
1 Mr. GOOD. The language you have here is so cumbersome
that it ought not to be included in the blll. It is a long definition, while you only use the term once ln the entire bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Iowa..
I
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The question was taken.; and on a division (demanded by 1\lr.
WINGO) there were 20 ayes and 14 noes.
So the amendment was agreed to.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
. The committee informiilly rose; and Mr. 'VINcro having taken
the chair as Speaker pro tempore, a mes age from the- Senate .
by Mr. Waldorf, its enrolling clerk, announced that the &mat~
hatt disagreed to the amendme.nt of the- House of Representatives·
to the bill (S. 1419) to amend an act entitled "An act to regulate the construction of dams acr.oss navigable waters," ap.
proved June 21, 1906, as amended by the act approved Jn.ne !:?3,.
1910, and to provide for the improvement and development ot
waterways ..for the uses of interstate and foreign commerce,
had asked a conference with the House on the disagreeing votes
of the two. Houses thereon, and had appointed 1\Ir. SHIELD , Mr.MYERs, Mr. BANKHEAD, 1\Ir. PITTMAN, 1\Ir. NELsoN, and Mr11
SMOOT as the conferees on the part of the Sen::rte.
EMERGENCY POWER BILL.
The committee resumed. its session.
The Clerk read as follows :
(h) The term "within the boundaries of the United States" meana·
all lands and waters subject for any purposes to the jurisdiction of the
United 15tates of America.

Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last two
words to ask the chairman a question. If this definitio.n were ,
not in the bill what would the term " boundaries within the
United States" mean as used in the act?
1\Ir. SIMS. This section was discus ed quite a little In the
committee. There were di:fferent views given about it. If we
use the language the gentleman has used, " the United State ,"
and stop, it might not include Hawaii, Porto Rico, the Philippines, and the Panama. Canal Zone.
Mr. MADDEN. This would not do it either.
Mr. SIMS. It is any country where the- United States has
jurisdiction.
1\fr. WALSH. Well, I will say to the gentleman we have defined the term " the United States " in several war-emergency
measures that have been enacted by the Con 17re sand in none of
them has any such definition as this been enacted, and what I
want to know is if we do not have this definition what will the
term" United States" mean in the act?
Mr. SillS. 1\f'y own opinion is, so far as this act is concerned, that it is within the boundaries of the United States,
and that would mean continental United States.
1\Ir. WALSH. Why did not the gentleman say that the term
" United States" shall include the Philippines, Porto f ico,
Alaska, Panama Canal Zone, and so forth?
Mr. SD\1S. We could be specific and . we would have just
what we have got here. nothing more or less.
·
Mr. WALSH. No; you have got something entirely different.
Mr. TEMPLEl. And subject for any purpose to the juri diction of the U.nited States. 'Vould that include the Republic ofHaiti, which for the present is under the control of the Marine
Corps of the United' States?
1\Ir. WALSH. No.
1\lr. TEMPLE. That is subject for military purposes.
1\Ir. SIMS. This is subject to the jurisdiction of the United ·
States the ordinary way, like the Philippine Islands, Hawaii,;
the Canal Zone, and Porto Rico.
1
1\Ir. TEl\IPLE. We are in occupation by our military forces..
1\Ir. SIMS. It was suggested, as the gentleman knows from
what has happened in the far eastern country, in Asia, that
it might be necessary for the Government to do something ot
this sort in the Philippine Islands.
l\1r. WALSH. \Vould it not be sufficient to say within the '
United States or Territorial possessions?
I
Mr. SIMS. . Any words which mean the same thing, of courset
tliere- could be no objection to. It is only a quibble over words.
You can offer any amendment gentlemen may think better than
the language of the bill.
I
1\Ir. WALSH. My sugooestion is bas d on the belief the two- 1
phrases do not mean the same thing.
1
Mr. SIMS. The gentleman, perhaps, is more accurate than 1
I am.
1
Mr. WALDOW. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the chair..·
man of the committee if he believes this in any way includes
the boundary waters?
Mr. Sll\!S. Within the boundary?
Mr. WALDOW. Well, within the boundary.
Mr. SIMS. · It would include boundary waters in so far as
the United States exercising jurisdiction over it is concerned.
Mr. WALDOW. For instance, our treaty with Canada. at the
present time over· the Niagura Falls question; would it includQ
those waters?

•
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That, in my mind, is ·the one fitting parallel for the paraMr. SThfS. I think this gives the United States the right to
do anything' we have got the right to do undet the treaty on graph the gentleman from Wisconsin has moved to strike out.
the American side, and I think this definition would include any
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Wisconsin.
1 waters in the United States over which the United States has
· jurisdiction, by treaty or otherwise.
The question was taken, .and the amendment was agreed tl).
Ur. SCOTT of l\1ich1gan. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike
The Clerk read as follows:
out the last three words, if necessary, to suggest to the chairSEc. 2. That the President is hereby authorized and empowered,
man before passing from this that he or the committee, or :A~et~~1h~~~ed~he amounts herein. authorized, or that may_ herewhoever has charge of the bill, shouid change the subsection
indication there from (g) to (h), as we have stricken out
Also, the following committee amendment was read :
subsection (g) .
·
Page 4, line 4, strike out the words "the amounts hereinafter authorMr. SIMS. I was going to say that is a very proper sugges- ized, or that may hereafter be authorized," and insert in lieu thereof
tion, and that is one we always do without formal action of the n appropriations herein or hereafter made."
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I rise to oppose the committee
committee.
amendment. I do not know what jurisdiction the conunittee has
The Clerk read as follows :
(I) The term "war period" means the time to elapse un'Hl six over making appropriations upon this subject. Of course, under
months after the President shall, by proclamation, have declared the the rules of the House a committee can not report out a bill
war between the United States and the Imperial German Government carrying an appropriation-that is, as I understand the rules ot
and its allies to be at an end.
the House-carrying an appropriation under this particulur
The comm1ttee amendment was read, as follows:
class of legislation.
Page 3, lines 13 to 17 inclusive, strike out the words " President
Now, it would seem to me that the Committee on Interstate
shall, by proclamation, have declared the war between the United States
and the Imperial German Government and its allies to be at an end " and Foreign Commerce had better grant the authorty and let
and insert in lleu thereof : .. proclamation by the President ot the ex- the matter of appropriations come from the Appropriations
change of ratifications of the treaty of peace."
Committee, and not attempt to provide for $175,000,000 of a
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, I am opposed to the direct appropriation, and, in addition; $150,000 to defray examendment. I can not understand why the committee tried to penses. And it would seem to me, strange though it may · be,
define the war period as something that is not the war period, that the genius who drafted the measure got the right idea
which is plainly not the war period. If you want the time ex- in it in the form in which the bill was· presented, but whJch
tended beyond the war period, why use this expression " after the committee have attempted to amend. .And I submit to the
the period of the war 11 ?
chairman that it will not in any way delay or affect seriously
Mr. SIMS. The gentleman means the committee amend- this measure if the appropriation is simply authorized.
ment, the object of it?
Mr. SIMS. I will say to the gentleman, Mr. Chairman, that
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. The committee has made a definition portions of th1s bill have been drawn for quite a while-ever
of the term " war period " to be not at the termination of the since May. When I was approached on the subject of intro·
war, but six months after the war.
ducing a bill of this kind, it was before the water-power bill had
lUr. SIMS. That is the \.ar period ln the provisions of th1s even been reported, and the question was as to whether the
act. I think the gentleman from Wisconsin offered this amend- water-power bill could not be so amended as to give this power.
ment and it was accepted in the committee, and I leave it to It looked to me that there would have to be so many legislnti>e .
provisions in connection with this act that to undertake to comh1m to make a statement.
l\lr. GRE!EN of Iowa. Of course, great deference is due to bine it as an amendment to the water-power bill would be
the gentleman from Wisconsin as far as that is concerned, but I unwise and bring about confusion, and might bring about the
think in writing bills we ought to nvoid definitions which pre- defeat or delay of the water-power bill. So I suggested that a
scribe something which has exactly the opposite meaning of bill simply authorizing the appropriation for this purpose be
drawn up.
what is sought to be defined.
1\Ir. ESCH. That is oftentimes the object of the definition.
The sundry civil bill had not then passed. So this was done
We can say "within the limits of the United States" and we on my suggestion and with that view, as the Committee on Apwill include in that the possessions. In the trading-with-the- propriations had no authorization for such an appropriation.
enemy act we defined the end of the war to be a certain period I understand, too-l do not know that it is a fact, because I
after the termination of hostilities~ and yet it would not be never talked with the gentleman from Kentucky [1\Ir. SHERLF~Y],
a termination of the war, strictly speaking; and this is in the the chairman of the committee--! also understand, too, that he
same category.
had been consulted by 1\.lr. Baruch or some one else about it.
l\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. Well, I do not mean to say the le-gal And that the sundry civil bill had been practically made up and
effect would not be all right, but it simply confuses an act and he did not feel authorized to undertake to carry tl.e appropriacauses you to stop. It ought to be written clearly, because a tion without any act authorizing the committee to do so. Then,
per on has to stop and think twice whenever a word is defined when the recess came it was discussed more and more, and
to be something which it does not mean according to the dic- finally I introduced the bill which you have now before yo14
tionary definition.
without having changed the words from "authorize" to "appropriate." I think it was my distinguished colleague [Mr.
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
Esca] who sugge.~ted this amendment and that the commlttea
The Clerk read as follows:
Unless it shall be otherwise specifically provided herein the inclusion adopted the amendment.
of any matter or thing within the definition of any word or term by
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
the foreg9ing provisions of this section shall not be deemed to exclude
Mr. SISSON. 1\Ir. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to
1 therefrom n.ny other matter or thlng which under the usual construction
proceeCI for five minutes.
of such word or term would fall within the meaning thereof.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? [After a pause.] Tho
I l\1r. ESCH. Mr. Chairman,· I move to strike out the paraChair hears none.
1 graph.
Mr. SISSON. Mr. Chairman, I want to ask the chairman of
I The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
the committee this question. I notice that be provides for an
The Clerk read as follows:
amount of money here for administrative purposes. How much
Page 3, strike out lines 18 to 23, inclusive.
of a force does the gentleman contemplate will be necessary and·
1\Ir. LONGWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I desire to say a word what
salaries will be paid to that force under this bill?
ln favor of the amendment.
1\Ir. SIMS. Really I do not know. There is information in
I Mr. SIMS. I have no objection to this amendment.
along that line, but it is intended to be very modest
Mr. LONGWORTH. There might be after I get through with the hearings
very reasonable. Now, I was going to say that nobody can
my speech. Mr. Chairman; I merely want to comment on th1s and
tell, nobody can know, in advance what will be necessary in the
paragraph that we have before us. It is unexampled except in way
of employing persons to carry out the provisions of this act.
one instance, to my knowledge, since I have been a Member
l\.Ir. SISSON. But you can make an inquiry as to the purpose
of the House, and that was in the original War Finance Cor- and
of the gentlemen who haYe prepared this bill anll
poration bill sent to the Ways and Means Committee by the makeintention
them tell :rou exactly what they are going to do with this
Secretary of the Treasury; but that bill was entirely rewritten $150,000,
it is, for administrative purposes, and as to
by the Wars and Means Committee, precisely the opposite of what forceI believe
they are going to have, whether it is going to be orthe case in this instance, where not a change has been made in ganized under
a bureau, and, if so, what the bureau chief's salary
the original draft of the bill except the cqmmittee amendments, will be, what the
chief clerk's salary will be, how many clerks
mo~t of which have been defeated.
The "bill sent to us con- you are going to have
to begin the operation. All of that ought
:tnineu this provision, which. we struck out:
·
to be investigated.
Pro ~;i ded, That the pow.ers specificruly enumerated herein shall be
l\1r. SIMS. I do not remember now whether the bearings go
deemed an addition to but not limitation of any implied . P·owers
&ranted in this act.
into detail on that subject or not. Does the gentleman from
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Wisconsin [1\lr. EscH] remember whether that was gone into in
the hearings or not?
1\lr. ESCH. No. I asked one of the representatives, I think
of the War Industries Board, to give us an account -of the items
and expenses making up the $150,000, and he said it would be
presented. I have looked up the printed testimony, but I can not
findit
•
Mr. SIMS. It has not been presented to me.
Air: SISSON. I do not think the gentleman ought to ask the
committee to turn this over to these gentlemen unless you have
some assurance as to what the salary of the bureau chief is
going to be. You will tUrn them loose without any strings,
when it is hard enough to tie them, when they give their testimony and you make a specific provision for them.
1\'lr. SillS. This power will perhaps be exercised by several
departments and bureaus.
Mr. SISSON. I am going to ask the gentleman another question. I notice you have $175,000,000 here, which you give virtually to some unknown person that is going to administer this
bill, with an unknown salary and with an unknown organization.
Mr. SIMS. We give it to the President.
1\Ir. SISSON. I understand; but it is still unknown so far
as the-1\Ir. SIMS. I do not know who it will be.
Mr. SISSON. And we are dealing with a thing now so far as
our conscience and our mind is concerned. Now, you propose
to leave this $175,000,000 as a revolving fund in the ,hands of
some one, without knowing just exactly what the organization
is going to be.
Mr. SIMS. I do not understand that it is to be a revolving
fund. It is intended to aid private persons or companies in
construction of extensions by the use of this money. I do not
understand that anything will come back until the companies or
individuals that are aided begin to pay back the money advanced
to them. It is not a revolving fund.
Mr. SISSON. Let us take the clause itself and analyze it,
nnd see exactly what is provide.d. The paragraph reads:
(2) For the purpose of increasing the capacity or productivity of
nny private power plant within the boundaries ·of the United States
to install in any such pll!.nt any structure, machinery, or appliances that
be may deem useful to that end, either through agents or contractors
employed by him, or by providing the operator of such plant with
funds to be applied to that purpose; to lease the machinery, appliances,
and structures-

And so on. And then down further it provides:
·.

Or for such pet·iod thereafter not exceeding five years, or for any
shorter tleriod, a he may deem expedient in the interest of the United
States, upon sucll terms as he may deem reasonable; and to enter into
contracts requil'ing or permitting the lessee to purchase such appliances,
machinery, and structures, or parts thereof, at or before the tet·mlnation of such lease at theit· then value, or upon such other terms as he
may deem equitable for the protection of the interests of the United
States. and of the community served by such lessee.

There you permit the contract to be made and money to be
used, not to exceed in this bill $75,000,000; and unless there is
a requirement of the Pre ident in a subsequent clause to have
report made back to Congress, no provision is made for accounting. And even though a report of that kind is made back to
Congress, it would take positive legislation to be able to control
for the next two or three or four years-and this does not exceed five years-the expenditure of this money. In other
,vords, I think after this bill goes into effect the money that is
used ought to be appropriated from year to year by Congress
nud a strict accountability required. I do not believe you ollght
to turn it loose to any set of men without an accounting.
When you say the President is going to do it it is absurd, and
manifestly so, because the President can only turn it over to
some man and ask him to make a report of the matter. Therefore I believe, since Con~ress is called upon to give $175,000,000
·tor the admini tration of this law, to be used and turned over
by tl.lat organization in this business from time to time until
the plants get able to pay it back, there ought to be an accounting to Congress for this vast sum of money to be used for such
a serie of years.
The CEAIRl\.IAN. The time of the gentleman from Mississippi has expired.
Mr. SISSON. I ask for two minutes more.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from 1\lississippi asks to
proceed for two minutes. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
1\Ir. SISSON. I am inclined to agree with the gentleman
from l\Ia sachusetts that the language should .be stricken out.
and that this bill should simply make an authorization, and
that the Committee on Appropriations should go carefully into
the subject and report such an appropriation as .i t might deem
proper.
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By the way, if this bill were to become a law speedily, within
a few days, the subcommittee on deficiencies of the Committee
on Appropriations is now in session, and I can assure you that
before. it comes out of that committee we will know what kind
of an organization they are going to build up, and know the
manner in which they are going to handle this $175,000,000. I
think that Congress is entitled to that information.
Mr. SIMS. This work, if it is to be of any value whatever in
winning the war, must commence just as quickly as possible, on
account of climatic conditions. The increase of these different
pow-er plants must certainly be undertaken just as quickly as
possible in order that the increase may be available for such
purposes as are set out in the bill in time to be of substantial
benefit in the prosecution of the war. Time is of the greatest
importance in this matter.
Now, I do not care anything about the appropriation part of
it, myself, individually. I do not want to encroach upon the
jurisdiction of the Committee on Appropriations. I think they,
do their work well, and all that kind of thing. But I would
not want to consent to the proposition that the appropriation
should go out of the bill.
Mr. SISSON. I have no desire, if this bill becomes a law, to
delay for one moment its being put into operation; but I do not
believe in the propriety of investing the particular lot of individuals who may be· selected by the President with the enormous power given in this bill and with this enormous sum of
money, W'hich will . not have to be accounted for except when
called upon by the President. They do not have to come to
Congress and make any accounting of this money until the end
of these five years.
1\lr. SIMS. No ; it is annual.
Mr. SISSON. You are mistaken, unless the language does
not mean what I think it does. They make annual reports, but
the annual reports do not prevent them from continuing to use
the $175,000,000.
1\Ir. SIMS. How would you want them to do it?
'.l
Mr. SISSON. The bill says it shall run for five years.
Mr. SIMS. That only means that the property is to be held for five years.
1\.Ir. \VALDOW. Mr. Chairman, I think the gentleman from
Tennessee ought to agree to strike out that appropriation. I
think you are going a long way in asking that Congre s accept
a proposition of that kind.
Mr. SIMS. I have no objection to striking it out, proviU.e(l
we knew the bill would pass in time for the Committee on Appropriations to do what the gentleman from l\1issis~ippi [Mr.
SissoN] says it will do, and let this organization take advantage of that fund, so that the increase of power plants can be
undertaken before the dead of winter comes on. But there is
no question as to the jurisdiction of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce to make tl1e appropriation necessary to carry into effect the objects and purposes of the bill.
Mr. DECKER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that the
gentleman from Tennes ee himself might not object to this l1aragraph being stricken out; but I, as a member of the committee,
do object.
Mr. SIMS. I would object to it, although I know the Com- .
mittee on Appropriations would do it carefully and well.
Mr. DECKER. So far as concerns the ability of the committee to go into the details of this organization, for which we
have allowed $175,ooo-Mr. WALSH. One hundred and seventy-fiye million dollarsMr. DECKER. I mean $150,000--for organization and administrative purposes, I do not believe the Committee on Appropriations would have any more time to spend on that subject
than we spent on it.
Mr. SISSON. But the gentleman from Tenne ee gives us
~bsolutely no information in the hearings that were hnd on the
bill before his committee, and we get ab olutely no information
from anyone as to the organization which it is intended to
build up or what salaries are to be paid or what is to be done
with this $150,000. I am not controverting what the gentleman
says, but we do not know what organization is to be built up,
and we are entitled to the information.
I have no doubt you gentlemen could do it; I am not controverting that proposition. The only question is whether the com·
mittee has any information as to what organization is going to be
built np.
1\Ir. DECKER. I want to ay that if the gentleman' com·
mittee or the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
should start to work out specifically the organization that was
necessary to admini ter this bill, I doubt if we could \\orl;: it
out in detail before ;;tt least half of the re t of the war is over. --'
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TEMPLE. Somebody has got to do it.
that the War Industries Board does not know what they are
Mr. DECKER. Somebody has got to do it, but when you get talking about when they ask us to app.ropriate a part of
25 men to work out an organization you will find that you can $1.75,000,000 for the production. of toluol, and nobody has gon-e
not do it. No organization of the Government could work it out into the details. I do not mean to say that we ought not to
in detail in that way.
have more power plants or that. we ought not to increase· th~
Mr. SISSON. As a matter of fact, when any bureau has been power plants, but I do say t.1mt in these times, when we need
~reated or authorized by any other committee as this is, when money so badly-so much of it-we do not want to appropriate
the appropriation committee went into the matter they nave more for any purpose. than abs olutely necessary to. do the
giYen us a tentative organization and given the House the char- wo.rk. [Applause.]
acter of the erganization.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
l\Ir. DECKER. I concur with the gentleman in a. measrrre on
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to see if I can close
that. I think some tentative organization could be worked out. debate.,
but I hope the gentleman will not forget that this is an emerMr. MADDEN. r would like to have 10 minutes., I as~
gency measure, and time is of the essence. You say who will unanimous consent that I may proceed for 10 minutes.
be responsible for the spending of this money? 1 say the PrestMr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I want to see if I can get an a.gre~
dent. You say it will be impossible for him to•do it. You say ment to close debate on this committee amendment and all
we do not know who will administer the bill. I say perhaps that amendments thereto. 1 ask unanimous consent that all debate
is true, but I think the President does, and 1 think it will be on this committee amendment and all amendments theretQ cl-ose
done urrder the War Industries Board. I do not think tile gentle-- in. 22 inlnutes.
man would doubt their ability because he knows them as well or
The. CH.AIIDIAN. Is there objection to the request of the
better than I do.
·
gentleman fmm Tennessee.? [After a pause.] Tht} Chair hears
Mr. SISSON. I have not any doubt of the ability of anyone; none.
1t is a question of proper and orderly fegislation in getting before
l\lr. MADDEN. l\1r. Chairman and gentlemen, it seems to- me
the committee and getting before the Members of Congress. ex- that while we. are passing a law of this importance we. ought to
actly what is going to be done with the money- that is appro- surround it with every possible safeguard, that we, QUght not
printed.
any longer to consider appropriations in bulk without having
Mr. DECKER. As a general proposition, for the establish- defirrite information as to what the-money is to be used for; what
ment of a permanent- organization, where we J.rave- the time to eaeh unit is going to cost, what the unit is supposed to produce.
work it out carefully, I think the gentleman is right, as we did We ha:v-e evidence on every hanil of the. iniquity of lump-sum
with the Bureau of War-Risk Insurance, reported by our com- appropriations. The' Wax Trade· Board, the War Industries
mittee. It was worked out with as much detail as we could; Board, the War-Risk Insurance Board, and all the other boards
it has had to be changed some since, like every other- proposi: llave employed people beyond the limits of- decency. They na
tion. But I tell the gentleman frankly that you have to trust longer pretend to run the departments along economical husiness
somebody on this.
lines. Those in charge of employing the people to transact the
Mr. SISSON. ·wm the gentleman yield?
business within the District of Columbia for the Government
Mr. DECKER. Yes.
have caused to be issued advertisements throughout the country
Mr. SISSON. I am glad the gentleman mentioned the War- in the press that have invited thousands upon thousands of
Risk Bureau, because, as a matter of fact, you gentlemen did go innocent girls tu the city of Washington_in search of employment
into that organization and gave us a detailed report as to the without a chance to find a home, without the restraint or proteccharacter of the organization, fixing the salary of the officers. tion of their mothers and fathers, and tiley come here without
That was entirely new. Of course, the great growth of that any certainty of finding a place- to work; and tile War-Risk
bureau bas caused many clerks and many people to be added as Insurance Board has been cited here as one o:f the solitary:
the Army continued· to grow. That is a splendid illustration or · examples of. scientiftc o:rganiza..tion. and yet the War-Risk Insur:wbnt could be done and ought to be done here.
ance. Board lias 10,000. people employed. whereas 5,000 would do
Mr. DECKER. The difference is that the War.-Risk Bure-au the work. They are standing in each other's way; they are not
ls one that we expect to last 50 or 100 years, and thi:s nobody at work; they are idle; they admit it; they laugh on the streets
expects to last longer than 5 years. The main part of the work, at the ease with which they can get pay for the day's toll, so ta
the administration part, will be mostly done- before that time, speak, the easy manner in · which they can draw money from
:we- sincerely h2pe.
~e Treasury of the United States~ They are not getting thu
' :Mr. GOOD. Will the gentleman yield?
work done. We- find tba.t every~vhere on every hand. There
M1:. DECKER. Yes.
ought to be something done. Here is a: good place to start. 11:'
Mr. GOOD. This bill appropriates $175,000,000 for the pur- we have. not a-lready, thrown the af~"'llards that ought to bO'
pose of acquiring power- plants and, further to- construct plants tfirown around such matters, Ie.t us begin. It is never too late.
for the production of gas, toluol, benzor.. and coal-tar ·products-. This is a good time_to hegi.n,
I want to ask the gentleman, in all seriousness, how much is·
It is Friday, September 27. Let us note it as another day of
to be spent for plants for the production of toluol and other by- record to see that in the enactment of the law providing for the
products? If the committee has gone into the subject, the gen- creation of new power plants that we ba.ve- established a policy
tleman ought to be able to tell us, as any appropriation. com- not to make appropriations unless we have the fullest informamittee would, how much you expect to use.
tion upon which to ba e our action~ We have not such informa~
• 1\lr. DECKER. Does the gentleman mean what the different ti.on before us. We ought not to appropt·iate without it. The.'
literns would eo t?
men who are to be charged with the responsibility of this work·
Mr. GOOD. What part of the $175,000,00:0 woula be required should be compelled to come before the Committee on Appro:oriato· build a plant for the production of toluol.
tions of the House, they- . hould be required to tell in detail
l\Ir. l\1ADDEN. And hO\V much it will produce.
what the money is to be used for, whnt they propose to produce
Mr. GOOD. Yes; how much it will produee.
as a result of the expenditure of that money. The fact that we
1\fr. DECKER. I have not figured that up, and I do not are at war and we have to do extraordinary things is no reasoa
think gentlemen would understand it if I had. I am speak- why we should throw the people's money away. We h.a.ve. just
1ng respectfully. I do not think anybody in the House would passed a bill to levy $8,000.000,000 of' taxes upon the backs of"
:understand it if the committee did.
.
the American people. Tl1ey will feel that burden. They have
Mr-. GOOD. I mean for building the plants:
already felt it. We are beginning a driv-e for the sale of $6~000,1 l\1r; DECKER. That is a. question for the engineers to figure_ 000,000 of liberty-loan bonds. The- American people will be comon-how much it will cost to build a plant-and I do not think pelled t(). buy them. They want to buy them, they will buy them,_
.t hey could do it in these abnormal tlmes.
they are interested in the war. They ha·ve- given their boys to
Mr. GOOD. The gentleman is mistaken; the department the country, they are willing to give themselves. they want this
comes before the committee and states- that they want so much war to be won, they want honor to be reflected upon the managemoney, and they may say that they do not know whether ment of the war, they want the departments of the Government
it will be constructed within that cost, b-ut they have a pro- to. be conducted. along economical business- lines. They expect
gram. But in your hearings I do not find any program laid us to conserve- their tights_ We have an obligati-on. imposed upon.
down. More than that-and I say it with all due respect-any us by the oath we have- taken.
man in the House who has studied the question realizes that
If w-e fail to meet the obligation, we have been. negligent e:e
there is a lack of coordination between the War Department the responsibilities that hava been handed to ua by the people,
and the War Industries and other boards. I have. here the- and here we have a chance to show the people we are in earnstatement of CoL McRoberts in regard to toluol. Congress ga.ve est; that we realize they nave· hea y. · burdens· to meet; that
the War Department $52.000,000, and he said that that would we do IWt want to impose ~reater bur:deus unnecessarily upon
be ~-u they wanted :for the production of toluol. I want to say them. Let us consider the rueasures which come before us with
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a firm determination not under any circumstances to place in
the hands of any man, no matter who he may be, the power to
expend the people's money without restriction on his right to
expend it. Is that unreasonable? Is it unreasonable to expect
that we shall impose a restriction upon those who are charged
with tlle responsibility of spending the people's money? Not
at all. Our boys are spending their blood on the battle fields;
they are exciting the admiration of the American people. Yes;
they are exciting the admiration of the people of the world.
ShaH we be less worthy of the confidence of our own people
than the boys who are fighting on the battle front? 'Ve will
be if we fail to place every restriction that is possible to be
placed upon every expenditure of their money, and for one I do
not propose, becau e it is said that this is a neces. ary war
measure, to place in the hands of any man, no matter who he
JL:ay be, appointed by U1e President though he may be, the right
of unrestricted employment here in Washington. Millions of
dollars are being expended for the erection of buiJdings which
would be unnece sary in this District if none were employed
except those who are needed. I think it will not be denied by
anybody who bas made an investigation that the departments
are overflowing with unnece sary employees, giving no return
for the money they receive at the hands _o f the American people.
1\!r. WALDO\Y. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MADDEN. I G~ not want to yield; I want to go on
nnd tell what I think about it. [Laughter.] I think that the
time has come when somebody must speak. Democrats and
Republicans alike know that what I say is true. I fear not
only for the Treasury of the United States but for the welfare
of the young girls who are coming to this city who are without
the proper protection. I know many of them who have come
ns the result of advertisement, not because of any influence
that has been exerted either by Democrats or Republicans in
<)ongress, but by the desire on their part to be tlseful in 'Tar
work.
And many of them have been placed in these positions who
were not needed. They ought to be at home. They ought to
be under the protecting influence of their mothers and fathers.
And tho e who have been responsible for advertising the need
for thi large number of girls in the District of Columbia
ought to insert in the newspapers of America the statement
that there are more girls here now than there ought to be.
And I make this statement for the protection and the welfare
of the girls of America and not because of any desire on my
part to prevent them from getting employment by the Government. I have fears that if we do not put a stop to this thing
we will be responsible for many wrongs that may occur. In
addition to being re ponsible for extravagant expenditures of
public money, in God's name let us not be responsible for anything else that is 'vorse. Let us insist t11at investigations to
the fullest extent shall be m:lde of the needs of the Government
in every department. A committee ought to be appointed by
the Bouse with full power to go through every department and
see what l saw, thousands of people sitting at desks and walking around without doing a tap of work from one end of the
day to the other. [Applause on the Republican side.]
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Chairman, a little while ago the gentleman from Iowa [Mr. Goon], in a colloquy with the gentleman
from Missouri [Mr. DECKER], said that the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce ought to know, for instance, how
much toluol was to be produced if this bill went through and
became a law.
· 1\fr. GOOD. 'Vhat the plant would cost.
1\Ir. FOSTER. Now, I can not yield. I will yield to the
gentleman in a minute. I will say to him that if he knows
anything about this product he knows it is a by-product that
comes from other ubstances, that goes through certain processes.
It would be an impo sibility. The Appropriations Committee
could not find out that. They would have no way of doing it.
1\Ir. GOOD. The gentleman is misquoting me.
Mr. FOSTER. Ju t wait a minute. I do- not mean to misquote 'the gentleman; . I will apologize to him if I have. But I
~nderstood one of his. complaints was that they were unable to
tell about how much they would produce of that.
Mr. Chairman, as I say, it will be impossible for them to do
that, taking po ession of these plants in this way, not kriowing
how many they would take over, not knowing what kind of
plants they were, and whether they were fitted for that work
or not. I agree with the gentleman that we ought to be careful
as to appropriations; but I remember the chairman of the
great Appropriations Committee in the last session of Congress, the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. SHERLEY], came on
this floor and made a very sensible speech with reference to
appropriations in war times. And among other things, as I
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remember it, he said that we could not scrutinize too c1o. ely
items in appropriatiOn bills for war pm·poses. I think that
is true.
I think that the Appropriations Committee very wisely . crutinizes these bills that come before them. I have ·not a word
of complaint for them doing that, because I think they nre
right and that we ought to cut down expenses just ar; far as
possible to do. But we all realize that we are in war, nne!
nobody denies, I think, that you can not make contracts now as
you make them in ordinary times for supplies for all the Government. That is an impossibility. Th~ Appropriations Committee, as careful as they are, no doubt have great difficulty in
cutting them down as closely as tlley would like to do, and
yet for fear they may cripple the war activities they do not cut
them as close, possibly, as their judgment leads them to think
should be done. .
1\!r. GOOD. The gentleman, I think, did not under tand me.
What I intended to convey was this: This bill provides for plnnts
to be constructed within such boUndaries for the production of
toluol. Now, what I did ask the _gentleman was how much it
was proposed to use of this $175,000,000 for the construction of
these plants. Col. McRoberts, who has charge of the procurement of the e thing , says when we have these plants constructed, one for by-products from coke ovens, and tllen taking
from the big gas plants in New York 40,000 gallons alone, we
will have all we can use to furnish requirements abroad.
Mr. FOSTER. Let me say to the gentleman that if you are
going to extract toluol and benzol, that come from a pa.rt of
coke and coal and production of gas, I do not think · it would
be possible for ti1e Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, or any other committee, to tell anything definite ns to
what could be done or what would be done in the construction
of plants. We do not know 'vhether there will be any or not,
but they want to give the right to the President to do thut if
he thinks best for the carrying on of this war. And, it seems
to me, there is nobody connected with the Government whom
we have a. better right to believe would carry this work on in
an economical way and see that the money was properly expended than the President of the United. States.
1\Ir. GOOD. No doubt about the President, but the gentleman knows-1\.fr. FOSTER. If he determines, in his judgment, it is necessary to construct a plant for the production of any of the e
substances he would do it, but it would be impo sible to determine beforehand how much of it was to be done.
Mr. HUDDLESTON. 1\Ir. Chairman, I have an amendment
which I wish to offer.
The CHAIRMAN. There are even minutes remaining.
1\fr. SISSON. 1\fr. Chairman, I ba ,:e two minutes. I do not
know who has the other five.
._
Mr. Chairman, I siniply wanted to call the attention of the
committee, and especially the attention of the chairman of the
committee, to the language on the bottom of page 14, in line 26,
namely, "to be available during the time this act is in effect.••.
In other words, that $175,000,000-and I was sure that I had
read it somewhere in the bill-was available, just as I said
it was.
Mr. SIMS. There is no question about it, but a report is to
be made annually.
Mr. SISSON. I under tand; but the report would not stop
this appropriation. But here is what I am afraid of. I am
afraid you gentlemen have run this clause in which makes it
unconstitutional, if I may mention that document here. With
your permission, however, I would like to mention that instrument, which used to be a sacred one.
Now, among the powers granted to Congress is the power to
raise and support armies, but it is provided in the Constitution
that "no appropriation of money for that use shall be for a
longer term than two years." This bill, of course, is for the
purpose of supporting the Army. It is an indefinite period
that is described· here, "during the time this act is in ·effect."
Turning back to this other section of the bill, which makes it in
effect for five years, or six months- after the war is over, that
might cause your whole bill to fall within the condemnation
of that section of the Constitution.
Mr. SIMS. This amendment, like several others, was put in
against my judgment.
Mr. SISSON. I will say to the gentleman that he· would
have easier sailing for his· bill if he would merely make authorization of these amounts and then permit the Committee
on Appropriations to go carefully into this organization and
supply the appropriation. Here is what you are going to do :
You are going to fix the status of salaries under this organization, and that status will be fixed and unchangeable; becau e
the gentleman knows the impossibility _of cutting down exces-
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s-ive salaries wh~n t4ey are once fixed. I feel that it ought to
be <lone in the proper way.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from 1\Iississippi has expired. The gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. EscH]
is recognized for five minutes.
Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, I believe we ha\e a right to use
the language in the proposed amendment, beginning with section 2, and that we have the right to make an appropriation,
not merely to make an authorization. The powers of the Committee on Interstate Commerce on such matters are as follows:
In matters of Hppropriations for t.h e Life Saving Ser\ice and
the Coast Guard Senice we can only authorize, but in certain
other respects we can appropriate, and we have exercised that
power in several bills heretofore passed. I need only call
attention to the fact that in the trading-with-the-enemy act we
provide in section 15. That the sum of $450,000 is hereby appropriated, out of any money
1n the •rreasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, to be
used in the discretion of the President for the purpose of carrying out
the provisions of this net during the fisc!ll year ending June 30• 1918And so forth. Nobody questioned the right of the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce when we asked the indorsement of that- section at the time the bill was pending
before the House. Again, iii the bill for the control of railroads,
in section 6, we provide :
That the sum of $500,000,000 is hereby appropriated, out of any
moneys
the Treasury
appropriated,
which~
together
with anyinfunds
available not
fromotherwise
any ope1ating
income of
salu cal'l'iers:
may be used by the President as a revolving fund for the purpose or
paying the expenses of the Federal control, and, so tar as necessary,
the amount of just compensation, and to provide terminals, motive
power, cars, and other necessary equipment, such terminals, motiv_e
power cars and equipment to be used and accounted for as the Pres1dent may dlrect and to be disposed of as Congress may hereafter by law
provide.
So that in that respect the authority and power of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce to make appropriations was not questioned. In this instance we asked for an
appropriation o~ $175,000,000 to carry out the purposes of this
bill.
Now, with reference to the question brought up by the gentleman from Mississippi [1\!r. SissoN] ·as to the inadequacy of
oetaile<l information to justify us in making this appi'opriation
of $175,000,000, I wish to say that the testimony taken before
our committee discloses the fact that ·the· engineers of the War
Industries Board and the expert engineer of the Fuel Administration and others made an intensive survey of the entire power
field of the United States. They made it by sending men to
these fields, taking the amount of power that the companies said
they could produce and cheddng that up by going to the consumers of these power pl::M'!ts and finding out whether their
figures were justified or not. They went further than that, and
even went to the individual consumers, in order to test the accuracy of their judgment as to the amount of power developed,
and they gave us information as to power plants within all the
regions referred to. ·We had their estimates, and these estimates
were reduced to dollars and horsepower, so that we have these
figures: They find that the power deficiency amounted to
1,233,000 horsepower. There was no guess about that. That was
based upon absolute figures and not mere estimates. They found
that the cost of developing 1,233,000 horsepower was $138,427.000. That, too, is not a mere estimate, but was based upon
actual figures gathered upon data made in the field; so tha't the
committee was justified in malting this estimate of $175,000,000
·for inci·ease of power development, allowing a certain margin of
safety.
The CHAIRl\fAN. The time of the gentleman from 'Visconsin
has expired. All time has expired. The question is on a'greeing
to the committee amendment.
The question was taken, and the Chair announced that the
noes seemed to have it.
1\lr. SIMS. 1\fr. Chairman, I ask for a division.
1\fr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, there was some confusion. What
was the question pending?
The CHAIRMAN. The question was on agreeing to the committee amendment.
Mr. CANNON. You strike out line 4 and part of line 5 and
insert.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The Clerk will again report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Committee amendment: Page 4, line 4, strike out the worus "the
amo(lnts herein t•uthorize<l, ot· that may hereafter be authorized," and
insert in lieu thereof "appropriations herein or hereafter made."
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the commi ttee amendment.
·
. The qtiestion was taken, and the Chair announced that the
ayes seemed to haYe it.
·
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Mr. SIMS. A division, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. A division is called for.
The committee divided; and there were-ayes 14, noes 16.
So the amendment was rejected.
Mr. SIMS. I demand tellers.
The CHAJRMAN. The gentleman from Tennessee demands
tellers. Those in favor of taking this vote by tellers will rise
and stand until they are counted. [After counting.] Thirteen
gentlemen have risen, not a sufficient number. The Clerk will
t•ead.
Mr. HUDDLESTON. 1\Ir: Chairman, I have an amendment
pending.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Alabama has an
amendment pending, which th·e Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment olfered by Mr. HunDLESTO~: Page 4, line 6, niter the
wor<l "made," insert "Pt·ovided, That no part of said appropriation
shall be expended under the cost-plus system."
1\!r. SISSON. I make the point of order that the word "may"
is not there; that it has been stricken out. I have no objection
to the amendment being offered.
1\fr. HUDDLESTON. I will ask the Clerk to insert it after
the word "authorized." .
The CHAIRl\fAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows :
Page 4, line 5, after the word "authorized," where it occurs the
secon<l time in the line, insert the following: Provided, That no part
of said appropriation shall be e.Xpended under th~ cost-plus system."
Mr. HUDDLESTON. 1\lr. Chairman, I do not think the costplus system, as recently used, has been a success. I believe the
result of that system has been gross waste and extravagance, if
not something actually worse. The cost-plus system consists in
expending the vast war appropriations that are being made by
selecting a contractor to do the work authorized and paying him
a fee on a sliding scale for the amount that the work may cost.
Our cantonments have been built on that p-lan, and there has
been great complaint and criticism over the whole country as
to the lack of success in that work anu the great waste that has
resulted. The Hog Island scandal is a national scandal resulting
from that system. It was imperatively demanded by the country that the system should be abandoned at Hog Island, and it
was abandoned accordingly, but a great waste of money haO. already resulted.
· Other Government works over the counh·y are yet being constructed under the cost-plus sy tern. I have recei\ed numerous
complaints and criticism of waste and graft of one kind and another regarding some of them.· I have refened these matters to
the proper authorities, but have been met by the answer that
they are within the province of the conh·actor on the work and
would be referred to him: Of course, the answers were polite,
-but absolutely nothing was accomplished. I believe, with all my
soul, that a great waste of public money has resulted because of
the fact that this work has not been done by the Government directly, upon its own responsibility, by its own agents, oi· under
contract, as was the previous practice.
We are not getting results under the cost-plus system. It resuits in excessive waste, loss of time, and we are not getting
what we pay for, what the people expect, and what they are demanding. _We ha\e spent a great part of the huge sum approprinted for aircraft production under the cost-plus system, and
the results have been wholly inadequate and unsatisfactory to
the counh·y. The system has not promoted the carrying on ot
the war, but instead has tended to lull the people into security,
and delay success in what otherwise might have been accomplished.
1
It seems to me that the time has come when we should take
some steps on the subject. The time has come when we should say that contracts shall be let where they can be let and when
they can not be let that some responsible officer of the Government shall be charged with the expenditure of the money so that
proper accounting may be had and safeguards be thrown around
the expenditure, that the people may get value received for.
their money. There are so many instances of waste and extravaganre that I would not have time to recount them. Grafting is not only possible but has actually occurred.
Mr. GARRETT of Texas. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HUDDLESTON. Yes.
Mr. GARRETT of Texas. Under the suggestion of the gentleman that the Government <lo the work directly, has the gentleman taken into consideration the fact that the Government
has not the men that would be necessary · or the organization to
rlo the work?
~
Mr. HUDDLESTON. I have consi<1et·e:1 that aspect of the
matter, and I want to say to the g('nt~c·t!l:J.n that the so-called
organizations and the benefits from them 1 !:n t t!tPse contractors
are supposed to hal'e is largely mythitn l. T!l :• ;-;~·stem hns put

1
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it "\\ithin the power of the subordinate agents of the bureaus and
of the departments to ar)}itr :rily select- this contractor or that
one, as a matter of personal favoritism, or as a boon to a
friend, or possibly to participate in the profits..
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Alabama
has expired.
1\Ir. HUDDLESTON. I a-sk for five minutes more.
: The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection 1
1 There was no objection
1\Ir. HUDDLESTON. ~ I waS> saying, we have had a system
1n vogue whereby comparatively subordinate agents of bureaua
and other officials of pel'haps doubtful. capacity ha-ve bail the arbitrary power to select contractors and expend millions of the
public funds. It is charged all over tile· country that some of
them have fa.....-ored tbeh· friends, not. the contractor who had
the organization, as the gentleman from Texas· would sugg~st,
but men who have hnd no speciat facilities for doing the work,
men who were preferred as a. matter of favoritism, 1il order
to give them an opportunity ta make- some money. 1 and other
Members of Congress have had contractors ftom our d.istrlct
come to us and say "How can I get in touch with the war
construction work? '1 have got the outfit, l hav.e- the means of
performing my contracts, :have- had the experience-," and what
answer can a Member of Congress make? We are bound to
reply, "1 do not know h()w you· can get in touch with the work;
1 do not know how you will be able to convince the officer or
agent that you can do the work. They give the contract to· whoever they want to Imve it, and there is no appeal from the
d ""' ion" Nece sarily the results :nre unsatisfactory, as 1

SEPTEJ\IBER

27. i
'

1\fr. HUDDLESTON. It is always to his advn.ntage· to have
the largest expenditure possible.
lli. BLACK. - Will the gentleman permit this question? I
think there is a great deal to be complained of in reference·
to the cost-plus system, but on account of the changes of wages
. that are occu:rring an over· the country constantly and the advance of other material, wouid it not be very difficult for tha
i contractor to bid within a .comparatively reasonable amount on,
: one of the e large contracts '2.
: Mr. Hl!DDL~STON. Wh!, it would be. lmrd to do if he
: made a bid ns.It was a.ccordmg to the. ~revtous system, but to
' do the work dJ!ectly under the supemswn of the Government,
would not be difficult.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the g~ntleman. has expired.
Mr. HUDDLESTON. I .ask for two nnnutes more.
The ~HAIRMAN. Is there objection? [After a pn.use.J
The Chmr hears none.
.
, Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. Chatrman, th~ very reason the
. gentleman from Texas [Mr. Br:AcK] gtyes IS the ~·e~son why .
this work ou~ht to be done under !Jle' direct superVlSIOn. of .th~
Government Itself. There are rapid fiuctn:atlons in the- prtce&
of material' and changes in the cost of labor all over the conn. try, and we find the· ext:aordlnary and ~zing speetacle of the, G~ov~rnment, . thro!lgh Its ~eparate .agenCies and contractor ,
blddmg on. matertal, carrymg it higher and .higher, because
these· agencies of the. Government. are not .eoordinO;ted. ~e.> f?l~
the· Government . taking labor and mnter111l by hi.gher bidding
· to one plant over from another plant ~at needs it JUSt as badly_·.a nd prices go on, on u~ !ft.e a spiral. There can. be ~o end to
~~ed •
this. fooll h self-competitiOn unless there is coordination ~
· ·
.
.
.
proper governmental direction.
Mr. SLOAN. Wlll the gentleman Yield?
1\fr. HAMILTON of Michigan. Will the gentleman yield?
1
Mr. HUDDLESTON. ~es.
u
:Mr. HUDDLESTON. . I will. .
~· SLOAN. ! am quite intere~ted in what the' r:.entleman
Mr. HAMILTON of· Michigan. Was the contractor to whom
sard and agree With him, but ean tli~ gentlem.n n gtye, the Ho~: . your communication was referred the contractor whom you:rand the country som~ estimate as to ~~w many millions or b
. correspondent claims was guilty of waste?
lions have been Yost rn th~ cost-plus ..... stem contraets1
Mr. HUDDLESTON. The w.a ste was O'Oinu on ns a result
:JSir. ~D.LEST0N. Srnce-. there is no adequate system of 1 of the system.
·
r:.
r:.
n~eou~ting, ~mce J?O examinati-~m of~ &ccom;ts is made pu~~c, i 1\Ir. HAIDLTON of Michigan. The gentleman stated his comsmce 1t is not po Sible to more t~an guess 01 speculate on w. t munication waS' referred· to this very contractor who. w..a.':f
the losses may be, 1 am exceedmgly loath to answer the gen- ' gui1ty.
tleman.
_
.
Mr. HUDD.ll..ESTON. Under whose supervision this wast~
1\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. And since lump-sum appropr1a- had gone on.
tions are made out of which the expenditures are made? .
Mr. HA.l\ITLTON' of Michigan. And who him ·elf wns gui1ty
Mr. HUDDLESTON. Lump-sum appropriation.s wtthout- . of the waste?
·.
proper estimates, without accurate figures, a~ crittc1z~d by the i Mr. HUDDLESTON. Yes.
·
gentleman from 1\fississippi, and well critiCIZed, so It is im- · Mr. MADDEN. I took down. the- name' of 11 man-I do net
pos ible to estimate· what the losses are and what the waste has , care to mention just who it was-who tol<t me the other day,
been and what it must be in the futm::e.
Who has a big; contract with the Government tllat he was com
Mr. SNELL. I entirely agree with wllnt the gentleman . has pelled by the overseers of the work tO' spend' a large· amount or
said, but I understood w~ had. abolished the cost-plus syst~m money that he· wanted to sa:.ve and could have saved on that'
of letting contracts. some little tlme ago~ Are we still followmg: 1 work. but they did not permit him to do so.
it up?
Mr. HUDDLESTON. I will sn.y to the gentleman I have
1\fr. HUDDLESTON. We are still following it in ~orne cases known men to quit work, some of my own constituents, to qui1r
within my own knowledge. I happen to know t?at m my own the service of these contractors because they were not going
section of the country we have a great work bemg constructed to stay where waste or •"stealing," a they' expres ed it from.
at Muscle Shoals. Many mlllions, I do not how much, ~?as been their Government. was going on. The-y refused to be n.' party;
expended and I do not know how much more will be expended to it.
'
and 1 do not think anyone connected with the Government bas
1\Ir. SIMS~ Mr.. Ohairman, I ask unanimous consent that all
any idea how much is going to be e~'J)ended there. In that debate on this amendment and any amendment thereto to tlHl
Instance· the work is let to contractors. One of the contractors first paragraph of section 2 close: in five minutes.
is t11e J. G. Wbite Engineering Co., and ,just the other dny I
1\.fr. GREEN of Iowa. I would like to have five minutes.
received from one of my constituents a detailed complaint as to
Mr. SIMS. Then I will ask that debate on this amendment
a cc4:"ta.in considerable waste that was going on there. He had and all other amendments to it close in 10 minutes.
worked there a.qd he was shocked at the waste going on and he
1\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I hope the gentleman from
made this complaint to me and I forwarded 1t to the proper Tennessee will not prefer that request just now. This is n very
official and was notified, most courteously I must say, that the important matter. If we can spend 10, or 20 minutes here in
mattei~ had been referred to the contractor and no doubt he discussing the matter that will save millions of money, I think
would be plensed to give it very carl}ful cons.ideratio~.
we ought to do it.
Mr. LONGWORTH. If the gentleman will permit! I was
The CHAIRMAN Is there objection to the request of the
only going to sugge t that $45,000,000 w~s the amount mtended gentleman?
to be spent and probably the amount will be much more than
Mr. CANNON~ What is the request of the gentleman?
thn t?
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I hope he will not prefer tl1a
1\:Ir. HUDDLESTON. 1\faybe the amount will be much request at this time.
greater. We ha,~e no fair idea and nobody can tell wh,'lt will
Mr. SIMS. Does the gentleman want to occupy five minutes'?
happen if this system continues to be followed.
l\1r. CAMPBELL of Kansa . I think I wilL
1\fr. LONGWORTH. I think the gentleman is correct.
Mr. SIMS. Then I will ask to close debate in 15 minutes.
' l\fr. REED. Do I understand thnt we stlll make conh·acts
Mr. CANNON. What is the gentleman' reque t?
by which the contractors are paid on a percentage basis now?
1\lr. SIMS. My request is that all debate on the fir t para·
. Mr. HUDDLESTON. Yes.
graph of section 2--that is, on the committee amendment-close
·I
l\fr. REED. 'Vhat percentage does that run?
in 15 minutesr We have already had 12 minutes' debate on it.
1\lr. HUDDLESTON. It is on a sliding scale, dependent upon
Mr. CANNON. That leaves paragraph 1, that has not been
the cost of the work, the larger the expenditure the smaller read yet.
the percentage.
l\fr. SIMS. That is correct. I ask that further debate on
I Mr. REED.
And it iB to the advantage of the contractor to this po~:tion of the first paragraph of section 2 close in la
ibave as large an expenditure as possible?
minutes.
4 •
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Mr. SLOAN. 1\Ir. Chairman, pending the statement of that
request, I should like to ask unanimous consent that the amendment of the gentleman from Alabama [1\Ir. HUDDLESTON] be reported again. I understand that it is an important amendment.
Mr. SIMS. Of course that will be done.
1\Ir. SLOAN. Have it done now.
Mr. FOSTER. Let us have it \Oted out or voted in. Why
discuss it?
~lr. SIMS. If the gentlemen are in favor of the ·amendment,
why not vote on it?
1\Ir. SLOAN. Let it be voted on.
Mr. SISSON. I demand the regular order, 1\Ir. Cl!airman.
For the present I have the floor.
1\Ir. SIMS. The gentleman does not object to voting on the
amendment reported if it does not come out of his time?
Mr. SISSON. I can state what is in the amendment. The
amendment is that no money under this bill shall be expended
under the cost-plus contract system. Now, what I want to say
in defense of the administration is that at the beginning of
all the contracts time was absolutely essential and necessary,
and it was vital. Now, I raised the first objection in this House
to the 10 per cent-plus contract system on the rifle contracts.
I never believed that the 10 per cent-plus contract would result
in anything except that which has followed-an enormous increase in the price of labor, an enormous increase in the price
of material, and the only way to be sure to make a great deal
of money is for the contractor to :mnke his expenses just as
heavy as possible. I objected to it, and, if you recall, the gentleman from Wisconsin [1\Ir. CooPER] and I had quite a little colloquy on the floor. I brought that question to the attention of
the House, and the House, notwithstanding their knowledge
of the 10 per cent plus in reference to rifle contracts and cantonment contracts, voted the money, without in any way interfering with the 10 per cent plus. And this has to be said in
reference to the cantonments, that the contract was made with
the Secretary of War, and if you will look at the amount of
money made by the contractors you will find that no contractor
made over $250,000 on any one cantonment.
l\Ir. REED. Will the gentleman yield there?
Mr. HAMILTON of Michigan. Is not that enough?
1\Ir. SISSON. I understand that under the provision without change by the Secretary of War, in some instances it would
have been more than $1,000,000.
Mr. REED. And nothing in the act of Congress provided for
the cost-plus system?
.
1\Ir. SISSON. Absolutely not ; but Congre s had the opportunity to say that none of the money should be expended unuer
the cost-plu~ system.
Mr. FOCHT. Who was the patentee of tllis proposition?
Mr. SISSON. The fact is that it originated ''ith the officers
of the War Department and with the Chief of the General
Staff, who was most anxious to get ready as quickly as po sible;
and I want to say that no man can hold, although it has been
a most expensive project, an expensive experiment, that the
War Depm·tment has not made good, so far as the preparations
are concerned, under this 10 per cent plus. No man can say
that it has not been efficient in so far as results are concerned.
i I do not defend the amount of money that has been expended
In many instances; but in view of the fact that a few days, a
:tew weeks, a month or two, means much to this country, it is
justified, and I think the results of Gen. Pershing and what
he has accomplished within a little over a year on the battle
fields of France, on the far-flung battle line there, will justify
the results of these gentlemen. And no man on the other side
is able to criticize in the name of that flag and in the name of
liberty. I do not justify all the expenditures, and I do not
I believe the criticisms are always just concerning this system,
but I myself opposed it at the very beginning, in the subcommittee, and in the full committee, and on the floor of this House.
I did not think the .system was a wise one; but at the same
time Cong1·ess voted it. I believe the thing to do now at the
very outset of this bill is to put the gentleman's amendment
on before they shall have entered into any contracts of any
kind or character. I run just now where I was at the outset,
and I believe the amendment is a good one and ought to have
been put on earlier.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kan as. Mr. Chairman, I am in favor of
the amendment offered by the gentleman from Alabama [l\Ir.
HUDDLESTON]. The fact can not be disputed that millions upon
millions of dollars have been wasted under the system under
which the Government has proceeded. The gentleman from
Mississippi said it was necessary to inaugurate this systemMr. MOON. Will the gentleman from Kansas yield?
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas . (continuing). Because it was
necessary to hurry up the work.
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Mr. SISSON. I did not justify it. I did not agree with the
system at the beginning, but I said that was the justification. ·
Mr .. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I understood the gentleman to
justify it because of the nece sity for hurrying the work.
1\fr. SISSON. That was the justification made by the War
Department.
1\ir. CAl\lPBELL of Kansas. Yes.
Mr. MOON. Will the gentleman from Kansas yield?
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. For a brief question.
1\Ir. MOON. It has been stated by several gentlemen anu repeated by the gentleman from Kansas a moment ago that hundreds of millions of dollars had been wasted under this ·system.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Or worse than wasted.
Mr. MOON. Do you not think it would be proper, if you intend to justify that statement, that you give the names of the
gentlemen who have wasted that money on these contracts?
1\fr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I refer the gentleman to every
contract that has been carried out on the cost-plus basis. I
want to illustrate.
.
Mr. MOON. What the gentleman says is not definite.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. The gentleman from Mississippi
[Mr. SrssoN] said it was necessary to hurry up. As a matter of
fact, under this system public works ha\'e been delayed-purposely delayed-in order to add to the cost of constructing the
rantonments or whatever work it was that was under way, in
order to increase the cost.
Now, if I can have the attention of tile gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. MooN], let me say that I know of this incident that
can be multiplied in every place where work has been done o.n
the cost-plus basis. In room 33 of a street, the name of which
I have forgotten, in Camp Funston, a captain's room was already
plumbed for the steam radiator to be set. It was a work that
would take a plumber's helper or a couple of boys about 15 min- utes. The captain saiu be walked up and down in front of that
room for three days, with two plumbers employed at $16 a day
each, and three helpers, while they TI"ere setting a radiator of
four stands.
Mr. 1\IOON. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield there
for a moment?
.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. That lle became impatient about
it and urged them to hurry up. They would set it up and then
take it down, and set it up and take it down again, anu would
send out for another wrench or something, and then come back
and do something else; and finally the captain went to his
colonel and said he protested as an American citizen, not as an
officer, against the waste of time and money that was going on
there by these plumbe1·s-that had been going on at that cantonment with the direct knowledge of the contractor nnu ·w ith
his evident assent.
Mr. MOON. Of course, the gentleman heard that. He knows
nothing about it personally.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I know the captain who gave
me that information, and I know he would not misrepresent
the facts.
Mr. l\lOON. But that is only hearsay. Will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I know that right here, within
the shadow of this Capitol, laborers were not permitted to work
more than two hours a day while they were being pafd for
eight hours a day.
Mr. MOON. I want to ask the gentleman this, if the gentleman will permit me a moment-Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I had that information from
the laborers tl1emselves, and tlley quit because they diu not
want to see the Government's money wasted in that way.
Mr. · MOON. Will the gentleman yield for a moment?
l\fr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I will yield to the gentleman
for a question.
l\fr. MOON. The gentleman may be correct about both of
those instances, and if he is, it is a bad state of facts, but in a
small way.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Oh, it multiplies into millions
of donars.
Mr. MOON. It may not aiL-ount to more tllan a few hundred
dollars.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. The gentlems;ui must take time
in his own right. He can not take up my time to make a stump
speech.
Mr. MOON. We do not call that a stump speech down my
way.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. The fact is that the premises
laid down by the gentleman are absolutely true. There has
been waste. Millions have been wasted, and millions more will
be wasted if this is not stopped. Tile country was given to understand six weeks ago that contracts under the cost-plus system were to be stopped, when the wastage or worse than waste
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that was going on at Hog Island Was cniled -to the attention of
the country. Then the tension of the country was eased up by
the statement from the War Department that there would be
no more contracts on the cost-plus basis. But it was stated
here this afternoon that contracts were still being made on that
basis, and that work is still going on on the cost-plus basis.
That may account for what a Senator stated recently. He
said he saw from a window of his office, within 50 feet of him,
a carpenter carrying a plank forward and bacl..'\Vard for two
hours without doing anything. He watched that carpenter and
saw that for hours nnd hours he did absolutely nothing except
mo\e lumber around from one place to another, getting no result". These things have been going on under the direct orders
of the superintendent and the boss. Why? In order to increase
the cost, so that the percentage of profit would be higher to the
contractor.
Mr. GARRETT of Texas. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman
yield for one question? .
Mr. OA.l\IPBELL of Kansas. Yes.
1\lr. GARRETT of Texas. Would the gentleman mind giving
the name of the Senator who saw that carpenter carrying a plank
backward and forward for two hours?
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. It is in the CoNGRESSIONAL
RECORD. If the gentleman will read the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
he will find it.
·
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Kansas
ha · expired.
1\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, some question was
.rai ed by the gentleman from Texas [Mr. GARBET.r] as to
whether it was possible at the time when the war broke out to
let these contracts under any other system than that which is
commonly krtown as the cost-plus system, and objection is sometimes made e\en at this time to a discontinuance of the costplus system on the ground that in cases where haste is needeu,
in cases of great emergency, it is necessm·y. As a matter of
fact, the English have found-and I think some of our own departments have found-that it is not necessary to use this system at any time or under any circumstances. The profit system
that ought to have been used frollf the start was one that fixed
the profit of the contractor, with the provision that if the cost
exceeded the reasonable amount fixed, his profit could be cut
down accordingly, but if, on the contrary, the cost was less
than the reasonable amount provided for, the profit should increase. Now, this system is had generally in England under
cases where the contractor does not want to assume entire respon ·ibility for the cost, and therefore makes an onUnary contract to do the work for a certain amount. And under this
system he has every incentive to make the work cost as little
as possible, his desire all the time being that a reasonable cost
should not be increased, whereas under the cost-plus system
the inducement is just the opposite.
Mr. SISSON. I will e:tate that the system in Englanu is the
system in effect now in the Navy in reference to most of the
ship construction.
.
1\fr. GREEN of Iowa. I think the gentleffi1l.n is correct in
reference to the situation under the Navy contracts, but we still
ha\e the cost-plus system being used in the Army to a certain
extent. I w·ant to say, however, that certain branches of the
'A rmy have abolished it and use the system somewhat as I have
desc1·ibed. Under this system it is impossible that graft and
,waste should go on as in th~ cost-plus system, where the induce.ments are so strong that they can not be avoided.
The gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. MooN] has said he would
like to have the gentleman from Kansas tell the names of the
parties who are indulging in graft through the cost-plus system,
and he wants to know the amount which the Government has
lost by such conh·acts. I say that it does not very well become
gentlemen on the other side to propound that question when
they ha\e all the time been against any proposition which
.w ould permit Congres to find out how much has been lost or
bow much the Government has been defrauded. I have been
proposing from the start, from the very opening of the war,
the time the first bond bill was presented to this House, to have
such accounting. I offered an amendment providing for ·a general congressional committee to audit these expenses, a joint
committee of the Hou e and Senate, to find out where the money
;wa pent and how it was spent. My recollection is at that time
practically e-very gentleman on that side of the House voted
against it. I think some have changed their opinion since.
The same proposition has been brought forward in many forms
by Republican Members, but always rejected. On the motion
of a Republican Senator, it was put on a bill that came from
that body, but was rejected in conference. The gentleman from
Pennsylvania [Mr. MooRE] renewed it the other day when we
brought in the new revenue bill, and his amendment was m~t
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by a point of order and ruled out. Whenever we have tried to
bring it out we have been met with a determined opposition.
Mr. HAl\IILTON of Michigan. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Yes.
Mr. HAMILTON of Michigan. Is there no means whereby
the legislative branch of the Government can know what has
been done with the money which has been appropriated for tl1e
use of the Government; is not there any way we can have a bill
of particulars?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Apparently not; as things stand, there
is no way. We have been trying for a long time.
Mr. SLOAN. There is a method-get a majority on this side.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. The gentleman from Nebraska is correct. That would bring it.
Mr. HAMILTON of Michigan. Under existing conditions are
not the departments under obligation to make a report of any
kind, so that the people can know what has been done with
their money?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I will say that in a lm·ge number of
cases the department has refused to give out the terms of the
contract and the prices. At one time early in the war I went
to a department and sought to inquire about the prices charged
on contracts that were let, and they responded that they were
not giving out that information. Of course, Congress or this
House or a committee could request information of that kind
and would probably get it. But as the political situation stands
now, could the gentleman expect any such action as that to get
through?
Mr. HAMILTON of Michigan. Another question: Are not
the departments required to keep records of these tran actions-the details of them?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Iowa has
expired ; all time has expired.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Mr. Chairman, when was the
time closed?
Mr. SIMS . . At the end of 15 minutes.
"Mr. SISSON. Mr. Chairman, I asked for the regular order
and then proceeded with my remarks. I spoke· for fiye minutes,
and there bas nothing occurred as to closing debate since.
1\Ir. SillS. I asked unanimous consent to close debate in 15
minutes.
1\Ir. GARRETT of Texas. I make the point of order that
all debate has been clo ed under the rule.
1\Ir. LONGWORTH. I move to strike out the last four words.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair thinks that is not in order.
The time was limited and all time has expired.
Mr. LONGWORTH. I ask that the Reporters notes be referred to; I have no recollection of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Tile present occupant of the chair was
not in the chair, but he is informed by the Clerk that the request was made and agreed to without objection.
Mr. HAMILTON of Michigan. My recollection is as stated by
the gentleman from Mississippi, that the request that debate
close in 15 minutes was made, but the gentleman from 1\fissi sippi proceeded with his statement, and there was no agreement.
Mr. BOOHER. Mr. Chairman, I was in the chair, and the
gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. SrM.S] asked unanimous consent
that debate on the paragraph and all amendments thereto close
in 10 minutes. At the request of the gentleman from Iowa
[Mr. GREEN], who wanted 5 minutes, it was maue 15 minutes .
I put the question if there was objection, and I am not responsible if Members did not hear it; they were probably making
so much noise that they did not, but there was no objection, and
the Chairman so announced.
Mr. LONGWORTH. I accept the gentleman's statement.
Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to modify my amendment by sub tituting the word
" amount " for " appropriation."
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the modification will
be a"'reed to, and the Clerk will report the amendment as
modified.
'
The Olerk read as follows:
Page 4, line 5, after the word " authorized," ·where it appears the
second time in the line, insert "Provided, That no part of sald amount
shall be expen<led under the cost-plus system." .

The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
(1) To construct at any place or places within the boundaries of the
United States such power plant or power plants as he may deem necessary, and in connection therewith to construct within sucll boundaries
plants for the production of gas, coke, toluol, benzol, coal-tar products,
and any other useful products that may be produced through or in connection with the coking of coni or lignite, or through or in connection
with the combustion of any fuel.
.
.
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l\Ir. LONG"\VORTH. 1\Ir. Chnirman, I move to insert after
Mr. HAMLIN. 1\Ir. Chairman, I was just going to suggest
the word u constract," in line 7, the words "during the war the gentleman's objection is not to the amendment I have
period."
offered, but to lignite. My amendment deals with the treatment
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report tile amendment.
you have to give lignite. · You can not coke it; it would have
The Clerk read as follows:
to be carbonized if yo11 treat lignite at all.
1\Ir. CANNON. I do not know how it carbonizes; I do not
Page 4, line 7, after the word " construct" insert the words " during
the war period."
know that it can be done commercially or not, but thiS is war;
l\fr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, would it not be better to say we have got to support those in the .A:rmy, and we have got to
support the Navy, and we have got to pay all the expenses,
" during the period· of the war "? That is the language used.
1\lr. LONGWORTH. No; I think " war period " is defined in and in God's name let us not try useless experiments. . We have
enough to carry as it is in the shape of taxation and incurring
the bill.
1\Ir. Sil\1S. "During the period of the war," I think, is used the great indebtedness, and we will carry it to the end nntil
success crowns the efforts of our people cooperating with our
in several places. It amounts to the same thing.
allies; but let us not do unnecessary things that may amount
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Will the gentleman yield?
to large sums and are not wn.r measures.
:Ur. LONGWORTH. I do.
.
1\fr. HAMLIN. Mr. Chairman, I desiTe to say just a word in
l\1r. PARKER of New JeTsey. Wlll the gentleman look at
reply. I think the gentleman from Illinois is not, as he said
lines 19, 20, and 21, page 13, where it says :
awhile ago, very well posted upon the situation. so far as lignites
Except as is herein otherwise provided all other authority granted to
the Pre ident by the pron ions of this act shall cease at the termina- go. I do not possess a great deal of information, but I have had
occasion to investigate this matter in the committee of which I
tion of the war period.
Mr. LONGWORTH. I am familiar with that provision, and am a member. One of the prime necessities in the prosecution
yet, it seems to me, I am not sure that it would distinctly carry of this war is coal, as we all realize. It is very fresh and painthis particular item, but if it does not, there is no harm in ful in the memory of the men of this Hou e that a number of our
were tied up at the wharves for the lack of c-oal within the
having it in. I want it specifically stated in reference to this ships
last 12 months.
authority.
They could not convey troops or the ·necessaries for them over· 1\Ir. SIMS. I am perfectly willing to accept the amendment.
seas. They could not get the railroad cars to transport the coal ..
It conforms to the whole purpose of the bill.
All of those things are liable to confront us again at any time.
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following amendment. Now, there are in North Dakota large fields, almost inexhaustible we are told, of lignite, that is not, ~·its raw state, of verY,
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
great commercial value. It must be treated. It must be carbonThe Olerk read as follows :
ized and briquetted. In the process of briquetting that lignite
Pan-e 4, line 9 after the word "necessary," insert "for the purpose you carbonize it~ and get, in the form of briquets, a quality of
of in;reasing production of war material or meeting emergencies arising
fuel almost equal to anthracite coal in heating units, and in that
from war conditions."
1\lr. SNELL. This amendment is simply in harmony and treatment you get a lot of by-products, such as tar, oils, and gas.
Mr. HAMILTON of Michigan. Will the gentleman state what
alon(l' the line of the same amendment we have adopted on top
of p~ge 3, and as far as I know I do not believe there is any the process of carbonizing is?
1\Ir. HAl\ILIN.. I could in a general way, but it would take
special objection to it on the part of the members of the com- some
considerable time. The Bureau of Mines has experimented,
mittee.
and they have a process of heating it in ovens and extracting
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
:Mr. H...UILIN. Mr. Chairman, I think this paragraph ought from the raw lignite these by-products, and that leaves the pure
carbon. And they have a process to tie together, with some tying
to be amended in another particular. Just before the word material
in the way of straw or tar, the carbon, and then mold
"lignite "-I have not a copy of the bill in my hand-the word it into briquets,
and ship it all over the country.
•• carbonizing," I think should be inserted.
Now, then, they have even gone so far as to experiment, and
j ~! g~~~~ f':;ft;w~l~rk will report the amen~ment.
know, so they say, that they can give it this treatment and put
it on the cars at $4.50 a ton, with a heating capacity about equal
Page 4; line 13, after the word ·• or" and before the word "lignite," to anthracite coal. But at the same time that whole country
insert the word " carbonizing."
has now got to have coal shipped to it at an aver age of 1,000
Mr. CANNOX Where is lignite produced?
miles, which requires a large number of cars. From that stand1
Mr. HAMLIN. Principally in North Dakota. It is estimated point alone it is worth everything, it seems to me, to this Govthere is a trillion tons of lignite in the country. The main body ernment, in these times when we need coal and the cars, to make
is in North Dakota, some in Arkansas, some little in western available- this lignite.
.
Minnesota, and some in Colorado.
But I do not understand that to te the purpose of this bill.
Mr. CANNON. l\lr. Chairman, I desire to be recognized.
But where the Government is building power plants, or if there
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Dlinois.
is a power plant there now an d the Government extends it or
1\Ir. CANNON. Mr. Chairman, my objection to this amend- takes it over, if they should have lignite there and should use
ment is that there is much of the bituminous coal that is not lignite, let them carbonize it and use the by-products and the
available for coking. I have known many experiments to be carbon for fuel. You can not coke it; and that is the only reatried. I think in the neighborhood of my colleague's district, son I wanted to put in the word" carbonize "-to carbonize the
Doc. FosTER's district, or southern illinois, in central Illinois, lignite and use the carbon for fuel. It does not interfere with
the succes ful coking of coal does not very far reach west, I the coking of the coal in the gentleman's State. It may avoid
believe, of Ohio.
the necessity of shipping a lot of Illinois coal out to North
Mr. FOS'l'ER. They do in Harrisburg and throughout that Dakota. It may do that. But if it does, it is a blessed thing,
section.
and the gentleman will have plenty of market for his coal and
1\lr. CANNON. Harrisburg, where?
it will relieve these cars and give those people out there fuel
Mr. FOSTER. Illinois.
right at home.
Mr. CANNON. There is some of it tp.at is a high order of
Mr. HAl\ULTON of Michigan. There is no lignite in the
bituminous coal. Now, here is a proposition to start off with vicinity of any of these power plants, is there?
$175,000,000, first with authority to the President to requisition
Mr. HAMLIN. I do not know where the power plants are
or commandeer any or an private p-lants or power anywhere in to be located.
.
the United States, to build plants anywhere. Now, what is the
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired. 1
use when there is much bituminous coal that is not available
Mr. HAMLIN. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent for
for coke to go and spend money on lignite coal away out half two minutes more.
_
~Yay across the continent?
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? [.After a pause.] The
If we al'e to use coking coal for these various by-products Ohair hears none.
:Jt ought to be nearer to transportation where It would have to
l\fr. HAMLIN. These lignite deposits are principally in
be used first, and, second, I doubt if lignite can be successfully North Dakota, western Minnesota, and perhaps some in 1\Ionnsed for by-products. ·we are spending enough money, God tana, and down in Texas and Arkansas, and there may be some
knows, and I am willing to spend all that is necessary. If power plants near a deposit of lignite in some of these section~
this war lasts a year beyond the close of this fiscal year, with
Mr. MADDEN. Will the gentleman yield for a question?
our great taxation, the debt of the United States will mount
Mr. HAMLIN. Yes, sir.
up until the cost has been from $120.000,000,000 up. Now, that
Mr. MADDEN. If all this can be done successfully, as the
is my objection to the lignite · proposition. I would like to gentleman has so eloquently descl'ibed, why has not somebody_
strike out the word ·~ lignite."
with private capital developed the industry?
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Mr. HAMLIN. Private capital has gone into it to a certain
extent, and in connection with the University of North Dakota
there is an experimental plant in the process of operation. But
it is a situation such as we get frequently, where the Government has got to lead. It requires scientlflc treatment, and the
Government mnst lead in the experiment.
Mr. CANNON. As a war measure?
1\fr. HAMLIN. As a war measm·e, undoubtedly; anything
that increases the fuel supply of this country and releases transportation in these times of congestion undoubtedly is a war
measure.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. l\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. H.Al\ILIN. I will.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. We hli.Ye an illustration of that in
the potash ~ituation out in Nebraska. The high price of potash
makes it possible to develop the potash industry out there,
:which was formerly monopolized by Germany. It would not be
possible at all unless it were for this war necessity, which has
increased the price. It makes it possible to develop that industry when it could not be done otherwise.
1\:f.r. HAMLIN. Yes. Let us take coal as an illustration, that
we aU mnst buy. I can not understand it, but I know that I
burn in my furnace at hom~ a certain kind of coal, semianthracite, that I have bought everey yar, and I have bought
it before the war period began, laid down at my home, at $5.50
and $5.60 per ton. This year I paid $9 a ton for the same coal.
~ow, anything that will enable us to increase the coal supply
and release the cru·s necessary to transport it is undoubtedly a
benefit to the prosecution of this war.
: Mr. VOLSTEAD. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
t Mr. HAMLIN. Yes.
f Mr. VOLSTEAD. I would like the gentleman to explain
:what is meant by carbonizing.
Mr. HAMLIN. I did explain it before. I am not scientist
enough to particularize or use th_e technical terms in regard to
. it, but I said that the State of North Dakota had put in a plant
for the treatment of the raw lignite so as to extract .from it
certain elements as by-products. Of course; · the _gentleman
knows-but perhaps others do not know-that when you take
the ll~ite out of the ground and it is e1..-posed to the air it dissolves and disintegrates and will ignite spontaneously, and they
can not ship it any considerable distance in its raw condition.
If you burn it at all, you must burn it immediately aft~r taking
it out of the ground.
Now, they have got a process of treating this lignite as soon
as it is brought out of the ground and extracting from it these
by-products, which leaves the natural carbon, and they have
learned to take it now and mold it into briquettes for fuel, and
they test it and find that it equals anthracite in heating qualities, and after they have done that they can put it on board the
car at $4.50 a ton. Now, if that can be done in a commercial
way, it will be one of the best things that could be done in this
country in solving the fuel problem.
f · Mr. ROBBINS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1 Mr. HAMLIN.
Yes.
Mr. ROBBINS. This seems like a proposition to put the
United States Government into an experiment. If the gentle-·
man's statement is true-that they can make these briquettes
for $4.50 a ton, and that such high prices are paid for coalwhy should the Government go into the experiment? Why
could not private capital carry it on?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Missouri
has expired.
. Mr. HA1\1Lli~. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have two min.;
utes more.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there oujection to the gentleman's request?
.1 There was no objection.
Mr. HAl\fLIN. The gentleman from Pennsylvania gets a
wrong impression from what I said. I am only speaking of
what I think will be the great benefit that would come from the
Government inducing private capital to go into this by pointing
out the way; inducing private capital to go into this business.
But, as I said awhilf; ago, I do not understand that to be the
purpose of this bill. The purpose of this bill is, if the Government takes over a power plant anywhere near one of these
lignite coal fields, to give them the right to carbonize it and
treat it and get out the by-products and nse the actual real
carbon that i in the coal fot· fuel purposes.
Mr. ROBBINS. Another question, if the gentleman please:
Readlng over the report on this bill, it seems that none of the
districts where the so-called great shortage of power exists,
which this bill proposes to supply, are located neru· or within
reasonable distance of the fields of lignite to which the gentleman refers.
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• l\Ir. HAMLIN. That may be true. If that- is so, no harni is
done. But I take it for granted that there are some power'
plants in Arkansas and Texas.
·
~
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman
yield?
1
Mr. HAl\fLIN. Yes.
~
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. There are certain qualities of coal
in Colorado which are supplied to the Chicago, Burlington 8i
Quincy Railroad system in Nebraska. That is a quality of
coal that can not be coked, but it is heavily charged with lignite
and can be used in these power plants.
1.\lr. HAMLIN. Some of the railroads have special engines
adapted so that they can use lignite, and they are burning it
now, but they can only use those engines close to the field
where the lignite is mined., because they can not ship this lignite
in its raw form. They have to use it as soon as it is taken out,.
But it lies close to the surface, and it is estimated that there
are a trillion tons of it in the United States.
Mr. CANNON. Will the gentleman allow me a question 'l fu
Mr. HAMLIN. Yes.
~,
Mr. CANNON. Is it not just now in an experimental way,
an experiment on a small scale, and North Dakota has put up
some kind of a plant? If she could make her own coal at home,
she could. cut of! this great expense.
Mr. H.Al\ILIN. That is true; and I say to the gentleman that
this bill does not contemplate going into the business of experi·
menting out there for the purpose of carbon.lzlng lignite.
Mr. CANNON. Why? There is the power.
1\lr. H.Al\ILIN. Not to do that. This bill only gives authority
to do it in connection with the production of power to produce
certain war materials. Now, if one of these power plants should
be located near one of these lignite fields, it would give them
the power to carbonize this lignite and extract the by-products.
Mr. CANNON. And the Government could build a power plant
for that express purpose?
Mr. HAMLIN. Not for that express purpose.
Mr. CANNON. For power and for experiment.
Mr. HAMLIN. I do not believe they could, but I belieYe it
would be a good thing, and a blessing to the country.
,
Mr. HAMILTON of Michigan. I think there are some corporations that have contracts at Minneapolis and they might be
able to do it.
Mr. WINGO. - Mr. Chairman, the objection of the gentleman
from Illinois [Mr. CANNO-:-i] goes not to the provisions of this
bill, but to th_e provisions of the bill which the Committee on
Mines an(} Mining has unanimously approved and which will be
reported to the House.
· This provision, to which the gentleman from Missouri [Mr.
HAMLIN] offers an amendment, is the provision which will au·
thorize the construction of power plants, and in connection
therewith the construction of such ];Hants as may be necessary
to utilize the by-products in certain cases. The word "lignite"
must come along with coal, because one-third of the coal of the
United States is lignite. Lignite is just nothing but coal at one
stage. The deposits ·of lignite in the Dakotas and in Texas and
in southern Arkansas are sometimes isolated by themselves, it
is true, but the bill that will be reported will go beyond the
experimental laboratory stage and will undertake to put up a
plant to demonstrate that the carbonizing of lignite and the bri·
quetting of the carbon and the utilization of the by-products
are commercially profitable. If the laboratory experiments
show that it is a success, the carbonizing of lignite coal and
the utilization of the by-products . would make this country,
independent of Germany, so far as the dye industry is con.
cerned. There is no dispute about that and no question about
it, and Germany's great control of dyes is in part due to the
fact that she bas utilized and deYeloped her great lignite fields
and utilized the by-products of lignite.
But -suppose they get to constructing a plant under this bill
and you have lignite along with the coal; if you authorize them
to use power produced by gas from coking coal they ought to
be permitted to use the gas and other by-products from carbonizing the lignite.
1\Ir. WALSH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WINGO. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. Does the gentleman state that there are lignite fields in Germany?
Mr. WINGO. Yes; and she has developed it to the greatest
extent, and thereby added to her economic strength and wealth.
I will say that that is not a haphazard opinion of mine. For
the last three nights I have been going over the literature avail·
able for the purpose of making a report on the lignite bill. At
first I laughed at it and scoffed at it, but I .was fgrced to acknowledge my error. I wa·s amazed at the possibilities of developing and utilizing this great resource.
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Mr. HAMILTON of Michigan. Will the gentleman yield?
Yes.
Air. HAM:ILTON of Michig:m. HaYe not · we had for several
years coal-tar products out of which we might have competed
with GeJ.~ms:ny if we had had the formulre, and has not Germany had the advantage of us in that particular?
1\Ir. WINGO. Yes; and we have developed several along
that line;· but it is too technical a proposition for a nontechnical
man like myself to go into. It is somewhat clear to me, but I
could not e:.rpress myself, because I can not call to mind the
technical terms. I have mastered enough by my study, although a nonexpert, to satisfy me when I had read the opinions, eli sertations, and arguments of the expert chemists.
Mr. EAGLE. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. WINGO. Yes.
1\Ir. EAGLE. Is it not true that the lignite formation ln
Germany, on account of the age in which it was l~id down, and
similar deposits of lignite in Texas and the small deposits in
North Dakota, on account of the difference in the age at which
they were depo ited, tliat a chemi~al process perfected by a German scientist for the extract of by-products would not at all be
a successful formula for Texas, or one for Texas would not be
successful in North Dakota?
Mr. WINGO. Yes. The lignite is a formation between peat
and coal. The formula which proved successful in carbonization in Germany may not be suited to <>ur lignite, on account of
certain element::: in it, and their proeess can not be used on
ours. There have been conducted laboratory experiments on a
small scale, an~ very small experiments in North Dakota, a
private experiment, by a gentleman by the name of Babcock.
If gentlemen would ·read the literature that I have of these experiments they would become enthusia tic over the commercial
possibilities from the standpoint of building up the economic
strength of the United States.
In Texas alone it would utilize the power that will save over
the present power $15,000,000 a year. From each ton' of lignite
you get 10,000 cubic feet of gas, 15 pounds sulphate of ammonia,
nnd oils of different kind. From these you get asperin, picric
acid, alizarin, a nece ary dye acid ; also aniline dy'e and carbolinenm and other products we now have to import.
:Mr. HAMLIN. Will the gentleman let me suggest that the
gas they will get out of this process of carbonizing lignite will
furnish all the power wanted.
1\Ir. 'VINGO. Yes; and there will be gas for household purposes.
·
1\Ir: HAl\IILTON of. Michigan. Ordinarily does not lignite lie
rather near the surface?
. Mr. WINGO. As a rule it doe ;
,
1\Ir. ROBBINS. Mr. Chairman, I desire to oppo e this amendment. 1\Ir. Chairman, originally the coking of coal in this
country was done by what ·is known as the beehive open oYens,
and the largest part of it is still done in that way. That is,
the coal was put in oYens ; the smoke, gas, and carbon and heat
in that process are blown out into the open air. Recently-and
I live in the coke region-they have abandoned entirely the
beehive-oven process of coking coal. T.hey now coke all coal
under modern conditions in what are known as closed ovens or
by-product ovens, either the Otto Huffman oven or the Koppers
proce s, in which all the smoke, beat, gas, and carbon, and all
the by-products are caught and saved; and from these at·e
extracted tar, toluol, and by-products, and all of the fundamental ba ic colors from which the dyes are extracted and
manufactured. Now, I see no reason why we should put in
this bill a provision for experimenting in peat or in lignite,
which is an imperfect form of coal, coal that was not geologically completed in the process of nature in the making by
beat, which was not healed in with the earth and compressed
and subjected to great heat, converting it into coal, because
our anthracite coal is merely coal made under great heat and
great pressure. Our bitumin·o us and semibituminotis coal is
coal not perfected by great pressure and heat. We have in this
country an abundant supply of coal from which we can extract
by our mQdern eoke ovens these dyes and by-products used 1n
making explosives and all the basic material for making dyes
we need, and we do not want to embark the United States Government into spending this war money that. we are collecting
from the people to carry on this war in. experimenting in making
dyes and extracting by-products from lignite or peat.
1\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. · Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ROBBINS. I will.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I entirely agree with the gentleman,
and propose to move later to strike out :nil this. I understood
from the gentleman that a good deal of the coke is still beirig
extracted under the old oven process, and that tf they were reM:;r. WINGO.

modeled we could proouce more in this country than we could
.
.
Mr. ROBBL.~S. Yes. Just this year, in the month of April,
the United States 'Steel Corporation pa.t in operation near the
city of McKeesport, on the Monongahela River, where there is
cheap water transportation, in the midst of the great, rich
bituminous coal fields of western Pennsylvania, a plant consist:
ing of a thousand of these by-product 'ovens, every one of which
would have been constructed before except for the great cost ot
the construction. They cost from twenty to thirty thousand
.dollars each, whereas the beehive oven costs le s than one
thousand. There is also at Glassport, on the Monongahela
River, a coke plant owned by another corporation, from which
they are extracting these by products, and they have established at Donora, 8 miles up the Uonongahela River, a plant for
Illflnufacturing high explosive materials, and have created
within the year a large amount of high explosive material for
the United. States Government which is being used now in the
manufacture of high explosives for this war.
Now, we have d~mon trat~d a success, .a success that could
only be carried on by the in>estment of capital of a great eom. puny like the United States Steel Co. It is a very great success, and I was up there two weeks ago to-morrow, and I went
through that plant for the purpose of learning something about
it, and r was told by those in corinection with it-because it i.s
a highly technical process-that they were now malting sufficient of these materials to supply the Government's need of
these high e:xplosiYeS, for the · present at le..'1st. Then why go
into the process of experimenting with lignites .at this time and
spend the money we are getting by the sale of war stainps and
Government bonds to carry on this war, by e:q)erimenting with
lignite~ when we have these e. tablished indush·i.es which take .
these by-products out of the rich ·bitnminous coal, from which
they can extract these in great abundance and at a reasonable
cost?
1\Ir. WINGO. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ROBBINS. I .do.
Mr. WINGO. Wh.at lighting gas do we get out of this coal 'l
Mr. ROBBINS. We do not get gas out of anthracite coal.
Mr. WINGO. The coal you do coke.
Mr. HOBBINS. We do not coke anthracite coal; we eoke
bituminous coal.
1\Ir. 'VINGO. What light~ng gas do we get both from anthracite and bituminous coking coal?
1\Ir. ROBBINS. You will not get any ga.s from anthracite
coal.
Mr. WINGO. I understood the gentleman had been arguing
here that yQn had all the commercial plants that produce the
· by-products-.
Mr. ROBBINS. Not Irom anthracite coal, from bituminous
coal.
Mr. WINGO. What particular lighting gas do we get from
coking bituminous coal?
Mr. ROBBINS. The character of gas that burns right here
in the city of Washington is manufactured from this coal which
is shipped here from my native county of Westmoreland in
Pennsylvania.
Mr. WINGO. What oils do you get out of it?
Mr. ROBBINS. I am frank to say I am in the same category
the gentleman was a moment ago, I can not tell-1\Ir. WINGO. The gentleman does not mean to say you are
carbonizing-·
The CHAIRMAN. The time Qf the gentleman has .expired.
Mr. ROBBli~S. I will ask for two minutes.
Mr. SIMS. 1\Ir. Chairman, I ask that all general debate on
this amendment close, if the gentleman has finished his remarks, in two minutes.
The CHAIRAAN. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
Mr. WL.~GO. The gentleman did not catch my question.
The gentleman does not pretend to say anywhere in your State
there is now a commercial plant that carbonizes lignite?
1\Ir. ROBBINS. No.
Mr. WINGO. Can the gentleman name one in the United
States'?
Mr. ROBBINS. I do not know of any; I 'think they are all
experimental.
Mr. WINGO. Will the gentleman say t1iat the experiments
which have been conducted do not demonstrate it is a wise thing
to undertake to establish a commercial plant?
Mr. ROBBINS. For carbonizing?
Mr. WINGO. For the carbonizing of lignite and the utilization
of its by-products?
Mr. ROBBINS. I do not know enough about it to answer that
oquestion intelligently. I will say this : There is now such an
po~~~
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abundance of dye material . and other by-product extracted
from tile bituminous coal in we tern Pennsyl\ania, in its three
or ·four great plants to whlch I ·hase alluded, that tilere is no
necessity of going into tile experimentation of trying to exh·act
it from lignite at this time.
.
l\fr. WINGO. How are you going to get the e out to the
Dakotas?··
.
.
.
l\Ir. ROBBINS. It is not necessary to take it to the Dakotas ..
1\lr. WINGO. How .are they going to get it out there; they
haye to get it; they -import a lot of things from Canada now-.1.\Ir. ROBBINS. The by-products of this plant at Glassport
were taken in tank cars, one car marked " acid " and. another
marked" tar," another" oil," and taken to the factory at Donora
and there converted into Yarious products used by the United
Stat('. ' Government in the manufacture of high explosi\es.
l\Ir. 'VINGO. I am speaking of the gas and fuels which are
needed in the Dakotas and everywhere else.
l\1r. ROBBINS. The gas is piped into the city of McKeesport and used under the boilers of these plants, because all
the fuel they use is extracted right out of the coal in the shape
of gas and piped under the boilers, and the whole process is
carri d on in that way. E\erything is saved.
1.\lr. WINGO. McKeesport is not in the North·we t or in the
Soutltwest.
1\Ir. ROBBINS. It is in a location where the coal is found
which is used to carry on thi enterpri e because it is in a coal
field.
l\1r. ·wiNGO.- Would the gentleman object to the de\elop·
ment of lignite like your coal has been developed?
Mr. HOBBINS. I would have no objection. But this is not
the time to spend the money we collect by war-savings stamps
for experimenting in tile treatment of lignites for by-products.
l\Ir. SHALLENBERGER. If western Pennsylvania had lignite instead of the coal, would he make the same argument?
1\Ir. ROBBINS. I would. It is not an argument born from
any selfishness of mine because I happen to · live in western
Pennsylvania. I am making this statement to inform the committee at first hand, at least so far as I know, what is the right
cour e to pursue in this matter as I see it, and it is not to experiment now, but to take an accepted fact.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment of the
gentleman from Missouri [Mr. HAMLIN].
Mr. ESCH. 1\fr. Chairman, I think there may be an omission of one word. May we ha\e it read again?
The Clerk read as follows :
Amendment offered by Mr.
.. or," insert "carbonizing."

IlA:llLIX:

Page 4, line 13, after the word

1\Ir. HAMLIN. Mr. Chairman, I think, on the suggestion of
the ge1;1tleman from Wisconsin, perhaps I ought to modify the
amendment, making it read "carbonizing of."
Tllo CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the modified amendment.
The Clerk read the modified amendment, as follows:
Pago 4, line 13, after the word " or,'' insert the words " carbonizing of."
.

Tile CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amep.dment.
·
Tl!e question was taken, and the Chair ai:mounced that the
ayes seemed to have it.
Mr. CANNON. Division, 1\Ir. Chairman.
The committee divided; and there were-ayes 34, noes 9.
So the amendment was agreed to.
1\fr. C.A~'NON. It is subject to amendment yet. I want to
move to strike out the words "or lignite," in line 13.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The Clerk will report the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. CANNON].
'l'he Clerk read as follows :
·

Amendment offered by Mr. CA:xxo:x : Page 4, line 13, strike out the
words "or lignite."

The CHAIR1\1.AN. Tlle question is on agreeing to the amendment.
Mr. CAJ\TNON. 1\fr. Chairman, I want to say only a word.
I have already said perhaps all that I ought to say about this
matter. One gentleman who spoke here, and spoke with much
power, said that he was preparing a report for the Committee
on l\lines and Mining, of which he was a member, to carefully
guide it in its development-a peace measure and not a war
measure. There is not any question on earth but what, so far
as the use of coal is concerned, it and an of its by-products are
amply provided for. There is no question on earth but that it
may go beyond the experimental stage in the lignite fields and
prove a commercial success, but it can not during the pendency
of tltis war.
You are now writinoo a report foz- the Committee on Mines
nndl\1ining to take tbi up a· a peace rueasw·e and the committee
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is almost ready to report to the House. Well, when the bill
comes as a peace measure, no doubt the House will consider it,
and then there will be ample time to give it full consideration.
Th.e only reason I make this motion to strike out the words ·
" or lignite ,. is that. I . do not _want it in this war bill, with the
debts we have and the taxation that we have, which will · be
doubled, if the war lasts, and more too, at the end of tile coming
fiscal year-that is, the fiscal year ·after this. This i a war
measure, and let us keep. it a war measure.
That is all I want to say.
1\<.Ir. GREEN of Iowa. 1\Ir. Chairman, I offer a sub 'titutc for
the amendment of the gentleman from Illinois [1\Ir. CAN.-oN].
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Iowa [1\Ir. GREEN]
offers a substitute for the amendment of the gentleman from
Illinois, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows :
Amendment offered by Mr. GREEN of· Iowa, as a substitute for the
amendment offered by Mr. CANNON : Page 4, line 9, after the word
"necessary," strike out the remainder of the paragraph.

Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, I not only agree with
what the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. CANNON] has said, but
I want to go considerably further. There is not, to my mind,
a. sh~dow of excuse for any of the remainder of this para·
graph being enacted in this bill. It seems to me, Mr. C~air
man, as if there were some persons lying awake nights, with
wheels running around in their heads, to see how they can .
devise schemes to spend the money of this Government by tlle
millions at a time when the country is staggering under tl1e ,
load of an $8,000,000,000 tax bill and when it will be compelled .
to expend $24,000,000,000 to $34,000,000,000 next year-nearer
$30,000,000,000 than $24,000,000,000, I be_lieve.
How are you going to get· the lignite out of the mines? You
can not get it out. There are no miners or workmen ~to spare
in the regions where it is found. So far as coke is concerned,
there are coke ovens enough if you could get miners sufficient
to get the coal out to put in the coke ovens. And, as the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. RoBBINS] has already stated,
there is an abundance of ovens to make all the toluol, the high
explosives, and the coal tar that you need. And if those modern, improved ovens will not make what is necessary, although
my understanding is that the Government is· being completely
supplied with all it needs at this time, then there are thousand
more .coke ovens that are not fitted witli the modern process,
and the gas and the tar and the toluol and all those products ·
are being wasted that might come from these ovens. It is not
necessary for the Government to construct any more o\ens.
Private capital will construct them if the Go\ernmcnt will buy.
what is now going to waste.
Mr. HAMLIN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I yield to my friend.
Mr. HAMLIN. I think the gentleman doe not mean what
he says here in his amendment. You propose to leave in the
bill the proposition to construct at any place or places within
the boundaries of the United States such power plant or power
plants as may be deemed necessary. If you strike out the bal·
ance, you will go on and construct these plant· and generate
the power and waste at>solutely all the by-products that come
from it.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Oh, what is the gentleman thinking of? ·
Does not the gentleman know that these by-products are being
wasted now?
l\1r. HAMLIN. Ought they to be wasted?
Mr. GREEl'l of Iowa. I do not know. Not if tllere is any use
for them.
Mr. HAMLIN. Why not sa\e them, then?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. If you have any usc for them, -it would
be well to save them; but you have not any use for them. The
Government is getting all these materials it wants now. Why
not let the Government get them where it can obtain them
cheapest.
1\fr. HA.l\:lLIN. We have been importing millions of dollars'
worth of these by-products every year.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Oh, the gentleman is mistaken. It is
not necessary for the Government to construct these ovens. Private capital will construct them if the Government will pur·
chase these by-products.
l\1r. HUDDLESTON. The ground is being broken for that
plant, and it is being built from the beginning, showing thnt
the Government does need the toluol.
1\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. The trouble is, you want to usc the
Government's money all the time when you ought to use private
capital. Private capital will construct all these ovens . that are
necessary. Why should we take, as the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. RoBBINS] says, the money derived from the sale
of liberty bonds and saving stamps to construct these ovens'l
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Gentlemen· have already shown tluit a Government officer testified that there was no shortage of toluol · If there was a proper
bearing and investigation of this matter. the provision attacked
by my amendment would be stricken out.
Tlle CHAill:MAN. The time of the gentleman from Iowa has
expired.
Mr. HUDDLESTON. They lost $25,000 apiece on the byproduct ovens.
l\£r. 1\IADDE~. Mr. Chairman, I make the point that there
is no quorum present. This has been a Tery interesting and
busy day.
1\lr. SIMS. Will not the gentleman allow me to move to close
'debate at a particular paragraph? I want to make that request.
1\Ir. MADDEN. I can not 'vithdraw my point now.
Mr. SIMS. The Chair has not yet acted upon it.
l\Ir. 1\IADDEN. The Chair does not have to act upon it. It
ts for the committee to act.
Mr. WALSH. I think the gentleman from illinois ought to
withdraw his point. We ought to run until 17 minutes past 5.
1\lr. . MADDEN. It is 15 minutes past 5 now. This is a very
important bill, and it ought to be given careful consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Illinois makes the
point that there is no quorum present. The Chair will count.
[After counting.] Forty-nine gentlemen are present-not a
quorum.
:Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I move that t11e committee do
now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
1 Accordingly the committee rose; and ·1\Ir. G.AB~ER, as Speaker
pro tempore, having assumed the chair, 1\Ir. HousToN, Chairman of the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the
_U nion, reported that that committee had had under consideration the bill (H. R. 12776) to provide further for the national
security and defense and for the more effective prosecution of
the war by furnishing means for the better utilization of the
existing sources of electrical and mechanical power and for the
deYelopment of new sources of such power, and for other purposes, and had come to no resolution thereon.
1

LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

; By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted as follow. :
, To l\Ir. BEsHLrs, for one week, on account of illness in his
family;
· To Mr. LAnsEx, for 15 days, on account of important business ; nnd
To 1\fr. KITCHIN, for four days, on account of illness.
l\lr. SIMS. l\Ir. Speaker, I move that the House clo now
adjourn.
PERSO~AL

STATEMENT.

Mr. GILLETT. Will not the gentleman withhold that for a
moment?
1\Ir. SIMS. Yes.
I l\Ir. GILLETT. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
I mny address the House for two minutes.
1 The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Massachusetts asks unanimous consent to address the House two minutes.
Is there objection?
~ There was no objection.
r Mr. GILLETT. Mr. Speaker, in some of the press reports of
some remarks which I made last Saturday it was stated that the
Speaker, l\lr. CLABK, had voted against the declaration of war~
~hat was a mistake. It was my fault, and as · he did not vote
'against the declaration of war I wish to state the fact here
publicly. I think anybody who heard my whole speech or read
it in the RECORD will appreciate the fact that I made no reflection
'at all upon the loyalty and patriotism of any Member of this
House. least of all against the Speaker. who has given to the
service of the country a life which he yalues more than his own.
i[Appla use.]
l\Ir. RAGSDALE rose. ·
' Mr. SI.l\IS. The gentleman from South Carolina -wanted one
minute. I do not know for what purpose.
JUDGliEN 'f OF COURTS.

· 1\Ir. RAGSD . .U.E. I would like to ask a question of the gentleman fiom Tenne ·see, the chairman of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, as to when it is his purpose to
report out the !Jill :a. R. 12472?
· Mr. SIMS. What is it about? Judgments of courts?
1\Ir. RAGSDALE. Yes.
Mr. SIMS. 1\Iy purpose is to report every !Jill just as soon
·as I can get the committee to act upon it, and to give the preference to war measures.
LVI--G80
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Mr. RAGSDALE.. Now. tlle situation is this : This· bill was
introduced on June 14. Judgment was obtained against the
railroad, and the suit was filed before the Government took over .
this property. It appears affirmatively in the record that ~he
property ls not being used for transportation pw-poses, and yet
the Director · General is absolutely preventing any levy on the
property. is protecting the corporation interests and the stockholders against certain laborers who are entitled to some hearing and some relief. I would like to know whether the America~
Congress is going to leave these powers to be exercised as they
now are by the Director General.
MESSAGE FRO:Y THE PllESIDE.J."\T OF THE

u~ITED

STATES.

A message from the President of the United States, by 1\lr.
Sharkey, one of his secretaries, announced that the President
had approved and signed bills and joint re olutions of the following titles:
On July 12, 1918:
H. J. Res. 313. Joint resolution providing for the disposition
of moneys represented in the Alfred Bernard Nobel peace prize
awarded in 1906; and
H. R. 10021. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
county commissioners of Trumbull County, Ohio, to construct,
operate, and maintain a bridge and approaches thereto across
the 1\Iahoning River, in the State of Ohio.
On August 31, 1918:
H. J. Res. 324. Joint resolution making appropriations for
certain necessary operations of the Government for the month
of September, 1918, and for other purposes;
H. R. 11692. An act making appropriations to provide for the
expenses of the government of the Dish·ict of Columbia for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and for other pm·poses;
H. R. 12704. An act to authorize the importation without the
payment of duty of sundry articles for the American National
Red Cros to be donated or used by it solely to or for the benefit
of the land or naval forces of the United States or its allies, or
for the relief of the civilian population of the United States or
of its allies ; and
H. n. 12731. An act amending the act entitled "An act to authorize the President to increase temporarily the military es·
tablishment of the United States," approved May 18, 1917.
LEA\E OF

ABSE~CE.

1\lr. ROBBINS requested leave of absence for fow· day- , on
account of important business.
1\lr. SillS. Mr. Chairman, I want to give notice that hereafter, until this bill is concluded, I shall object to any requests
for leave of absence on important busine s. I would not object
on account of illness in the family. I do not object to the
present request.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection:
There was no objection.
ADJOl.i"RX:llEXT.
1\Ir. SillS. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now
adjourn.
The motion was agreed ·to; accordingly (at 5 o'clock and
20 minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until to-morrow, Saturday, September 28, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.

EXECUTIVE COM~fUNICA.TIO~S. ETC.
Under clause 2 of Rule XXIY, executive communications were
taken from the Speaker's table and referred as follows:
1. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting copy of communication from the Secretary of War, suumitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation required by
the Engineer Department of the Army for the prevention of deposits in New York Harbor, fiscal year 1919 (H. Doc. No. 130G) i
to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
2. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting copy of communication from the Secretary of the Navy,
submitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation requir.e d uy
the Navy Department and Naval Establishment for the fiscal
year 1919 (H. Doc. No. 1307); to the Committee on Appropria·
tions and ordered to be printed.
3. A letter from the Acting Secretacy of the Treasury, transmitting copy of a communication from the Postmaster General
submitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation for increases in salaries of certain classes of employees of the Post
Office Department for the fiscal year 1919 (H. Doc. No. 1308) ;.
to the Committee on Appropriations and ordE>red to be printed.
4. A letter from the Acting Secretary of 'Var, tram.;rnitting
draft of bill amending the fiftieth article of war, relating to.
mitigation or remission of sentences (H. Doc. No. 1309) ; to thQ
Committee ou Military Affairs and ordered to be printed.
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REPORTS OF COlUl\fiTTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS .AND
RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 2 of Rule XIII,
Mr. LUNN, from the Committee on Military Affairs, to which
was referred the bill (H. n. 12834) providing increased pay for
cadets of the Military A.cadeiny, reported the same with amendlll-ent, accompanied by a report (No. 818), which said bill and
report were referred to the Committee of the Whole House on
the state of the Union.

8EPTE1\ffiER
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.Alse, petitions in favor of Honse bill 152, the minfinum-wage
bill, by the following : F. Fl-aherty, secretary of the Ameri-can
Federation of · Postal Employees; Miss Agnes Nestor, Washington, D. C.; Federal Employees' Union, No. 76, Vallejo, Cal.;
Alfred Barrydessa, secretary Federal Employees' Union, No. 1,
San Francisco, Cal. ; to the Committee on Labor.
.
By Mr. SLOAN: Petition of Non. F: E. Edgerton and 53 others
in behalf of legislation to place chiropractic on plane witn
osteopathy ; to the Committee on Military Affairs.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PRIVATE BILLS AND
· SENATE.
RESOLUTIONS.
Under clan e 2 of Rnle XIII,
SATURDAY, September eB, 1918.
Mr. VENABLE, from the Committee on Naval Affairs, to
which was referred the bill (H. R. 2205) to transfer Frederick
The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
VI. Cobb from the list of chief machinists, United States Navy, following prayer:
to the list of chief pay clerks, United States Navy, reported the
Almighty God, Thou who didst command the light to shine
srune with amendment, accompanied by a report (No. 817), which out of darkness hast shined into our hearts to give the knowlsaid bill and r<eport were referred to the Private Calendar.
edge o.f the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ. Thou hast
set before us the perfect life. "Thou dost lure us on by all of
the appeal of i:he beautiful and good that was in Him who went
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
about doing good. We pray for His Spirit-Hi Spirit so graUnder Clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials cious, so tender, so forgiving, so earnest in lts zeal and advo.
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
cacy of right and justice and truth. Grant to endue us with
By Mr. HICKS: A bill (H. R. 13014) authorizing certain dec· this Spirit for the duties of this day. For Christ's sake. Amen.
orations and insignia for persons serving in the Navy and Coast
The Vice President being absent, the President pro tempore
Guard; to the Committee on Naval Affairs.
assumed the chair.
·
By 1\lr. DENT: A bill (H. R. 13015) to amend so much of an
The Secretary proceeded to read the Journal of yesterday,s
net entitled " An act making appropriations for the support of proceedings, and was interrupted by
the Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919," approved
1\lr. JONES of Washington. I ask unanimous consent that
.July 9, 1918, as provides for "longevity pay for men other the further reading of the Journal be dispensed with.
than the Regular Army " ; to th~ Committee on Military Affairs.
Mr. LODGE. I think the reading had better be completed.
AI o, . a bill (H. R. 130~6) to amend so much of an act enThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. Objection is made.
titled " An act making appropriations for the support of the
The Secretary resumed :;tnd concluded the reading of the
Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919," approved July Journal. and 'it was approved.
J
V, 1918, as provides £or " longevity pay for men other than the
THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS IN NEW YORK (S. DOC. NO. 283).
Regular Army " ; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
By 1\Ir. HAWLEY: A bill (H. R. 13019) to authorize the purMr. SHAFROTH. Mr. President, I ask unanln:ious consent
chase by the city of Myrtle Point, Oreg., of certain lands for· that the speech of President Wilson which was delivered in
merly embraced in the grant to the Oreg{)n- & California Rail- New York yesterday be printed in the RECORD. I regard it as
road Co, and revested in the United States by the act approved one of the strongest messages ever delivered. It is an inspiraJune 9, 1916; to the Committee on the Public Lands.
tion to every man who loves liberty and hrimanity.
By Mr. RUCKER: Resolution (H. Res. 438) providing for the
1\Ir. FLETCHER. I move to amend the request by asking
consideration of Senate bill 3438, entitled "An act to prevent that it be made a public document as well as printed in the
·con·upt practices in the election of Senators, Representatives, or RECORD.
Delegates in Congress"; to the Committee on Rules.
Mr. SHAFROTH. That is perfectly acceptable. I move that
By Mr. GILLETT: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 333) to aid in a million copies of it be -printed as a public document.
combating ·the disease known as Spanish influenza; to the ComThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to the re.
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. .
quest of the Senator from Colorado?
Mr. LODGE. I have no objection at all, but I ask that it be
read.
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Tll.e Senator from MassaUnder clause 1 of Rule xxn, private bills and-resolutions were chusetts asks that the address be read. Without objection,
introduced and severally referred as 1:ollows:
Secretary will- read it.
By 1\Ir. BOOHER:. A bill (H. R. 13017) for the relief of David
The Secretary read as follows:
-Housel ; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
"1\Iy fellow citizens, I am not here to promote the loan.
By Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin: A b-ill (H. R. 13018) granting
a pension to Kate Smith Richardson; to the Committee on Invalid That will be done-ably and enthusiastically done-by the
hundreds of thousands of loyal and tireless men and women
Pensions.
·
·
By 1\lr. MANSFIELD: A bill (H. R. 13020) authorizing and who have undertaken to present it to you and to our fellow
·"directing the Secretary o! the Treasury to pay certain money to citizens throughout the country; and I have not the least doubt
A. May, lrite postmaster at Yoakum, Tex.; to the Committee on of their complete success, for I know their spirit and the sph·it
-of the country. 1\Jy confidence is confirmed, too, by the thought·claims.
By l\lr. OVERMYER: A bill (H. R. 13021) granting an in- fill and experienced cooperation of the bankers here and everycrease of pension to Charles H. Yeagle ; to the Committee on where, who are lending their invaluable aid and guidance. I
have come, rather, to seek an opportunity to present to you
· Pensions.
By 1\Jr. SINNOTT: A bill (ll. R. 13022) granting an increase some thoughts which I trust will serve to give you, in perhnps
of pension to Francis M. Humphrey; to the Committee on fuller measure than ·before, a vivid sense of the great i ·snes
involved, in order that you may _· appreciate and accept with
Invalid Pensions.
•
By l\fr. VESTAL: A bill (H. R. 13023) for the relief of John added enthusiasm the grave significance of the duty of sup.
porting the Government by your men arid .your means to the
T. Adams; to the Committee on Claims.
utmost point of sacrifice and self-denial. No man or woman
who has really taken in what this war means can hesitate to
PETITIONS, ETC.
give to the very limit of what they have. anrl it is my mi sion
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid here to-night to try to make it clear once ~ore what tbe war
really means. · You will need no other stimulation or reminder.
on the Clerk,s desk .and referred as follows:
By Mr. FULLER of Massachusetts : Telegram of Eugene R. of your duty.
W AB OE' PEOPLES.
Kelley, commissioner of health of Massachusetts, for congres. sional action calling for Government assistance for emergency
"At every turn of the war we gain fresh consciousness of what
service of 500 ·doctors and 1,000 nurses to arrest influenza-pneu- we mean to accomplish by it. When our hope and expectation
monia now prevailing to an alarming extent throughout the are most excited we think more definitely than _before of the
issues that hang upon it and of the purposes which mu8t be
State; to the Committee on Military Aft'airs.
By Mr. R<\KER: Letter from Fred J. Crittenden, Truckee, realized by means of it. For it has positive and well-defined
Cal., it+ re tux on merucated alcohol proposed in the re-yenue pu_rposes wJ:lich '\Ye did n~t determine and which we can nut
alte1·~ No statesman or . assembly created them; no _statesman
. bill; to the Committ~e on ·w ays and Means.
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or assembly can alter them. They have arisen out of the Yery
nature and circumstances of the war. The most that statesmen or assemblies can do is to carry them out or be false to
them. They were perhaps not clear at the outset, but they are
clear now. The war has lasted more· than four ·years and the
,w hole world has been drawn into it. The common will of mankind has been substituted for the particular purposes of indl_v idual States. Individual statesmen may have started the conflict, but neither they nor their opponents can stop it as they
please. It has become a people's war, and peoples of all sorts
and races, of every degree of power and variety of fortune, are
involved in its sweeping processes of change and settlement.
, Ve came. into it when its character had become fully defined
and it was plain that no nation could stand apart or be indif·
ferent to its outcome. Its challenge drove to the heart of
everything we cared for and lived for. The Yoice of the war
had become clear and gripped our hearts. Our brothers from
many lands, as well as our- own murdered dead under the
sea, were calling to us, and we responded, fiercely and of
course.
ISSUES OF THE WAn.

"The air was clear about us. We saw things in their full,
convincing proportions as tl1ey were, and we have seen them with
13teady eyes and unchanging comprehension ever since. We
accepted the issues of the war as facts, not as any group of men
.either here or elsewhere had defined them, and we can accept
no outcome which does not squarely meet and settle them. Those
issues are these :
" Shall the military power of any nation or group of nations
be suffered to determine the fortunes of peoples over whom they
ha>e no right to rule except the right of force?
" Shall strong nations be free to wrong weak nations and make
them subject to their purpose and interest?
"Shall peoples be ruled and dominated, even in their own
internal affairs, by arbitrary and irresponsible force or by . their
own will and choice?
"s·hall there be a common standard of right and privilege for
all peoples and nations or shall the strong do as they will and
the weak suffer without redress?
" Shall the assertion of right be haphazarded and by casual
alliance or shall there be a common concert to oblige the obser•ance of common rig~ts?
WEAK MUST Bl!l PROTECTED.

' "No man, no group of men, chose these to be the issues of the
struggle. They are the issues of it, and they must be settledby no arrangement or compromise or adjustment of interests,
but definitely and once for all and with a full and unequivocal
. acceptance of the principle that the interest of the weakest is
, as sacred as the interest of the strongest.
; " This is what we mean when we speak of a permanent peace,
if we speak sincerely, intelligently, and with a real knowledge
·and comprehension of the matter we deal with.
i "'Ve nre all agreed that tl1ere can be no peace obtained by any
; kind of bargain or compromise with the governments of the central empires, because we have dealt with them already and have
. seen them deal with other governments that they were parties to
this struggle. at Brest-Litovsk and Bucharest. They have con. vlnced us that they are without honor and do not intend justice.
1They observe no covenants, accept no principle but force and
their own interest. We can not "'come to terms • with them.
I They have made it impossible. The German people must by thls
' time be fully aware that we can not accept the word of those
!:who forced this war upon us. We do-not think the same thoughts
or speak the same language of agreement.
~

1

NO PEACE BY COMPROMISE.

It is of capital importance that we should also be explicitly
: agreed that no peace shall be obtained by any kind of compromise
. or abatement of the principles we have avowed as the principles
for which we are fighting. There should exist no doubt about
1
that. I am, therefore, going to take the liberty of speaking with
1
the utmost frankness about the practical implications that are
involved in it.
" If it be in deed and in truth the common object of the Governments associated against Germany and of the nations whom
. they govern, as I believe it to be, to achieve by the coming settle, ments a secure and lasting peace, it will be necessary that -an
· who sit down at the peace table shall come ready and willing
; to pay the price, the only price, that will procure it, and ready
, and willing, also, to create in some virile fashion the only in. strumentality by which it can be made certain that the agreements of the peace will be honored ~nd fulfilled.
"

f

justice, but also the satisfaction of the several peoples whose
fortunes are dealt with. That indispensable instrumentality is
a league of nations formed under covenants that will be effica~
cious. Without such an instrumentality, by which the peace of
the world can be guaranteed, peace will rest in part upon the
word of outlaws and only up<;m that word. For Germany will
ha>e to redeem her character, not by what happens at the peace
table but by what follows.
"And, as I see it, the constitution of that league of nations and
the clear definition of its objects must be a part, is in a sense
the most essential part, of the peace settlement itself. It can
not be formed now. If formed now, it would be merely a .Iiew
alliance confined to the nations associated against a common
enemy. It is not likely that it could be formed after the settlement. It is necessary to guarantee the peace ; and the peace
can not be guaranteed as an afterthought. The reason, to speak
in plain terms again, why it must be guaranteed is that there
will be parties to the peace whose promises have proved untrustworthy, and means must be found in connection with the peace
settlement itself to remove that source of insecurity. It would
be folly to leave the guarantee to the subsequent voluntary action
of the governments we have seen destroy Russia and deceive
Roumania.
DASIS FOR LEAGUE OF NATIO~S.

"But these generaf terms do not disclose the whole matter.
Some details are needed to make them sound less like a thesis
and more like a practical program. These, then, are some of
the particulars, and I state them with the greater confidence
because I can state them authoritatively as representing this
Government's interpretation of its own duty with regard to.
peace:
"First. The impartial justice meted out must involve no
discrimination between those to whom we wish to be just and
those to whom we do not wish to be just. It must be a justice
that ·plays rio favorites and knows no standard but the equal
rights of the several peoples concerned.
"Second. No special or separate interest of any single nation
or any group of nations can be made the basis of any part of the
settlement which is not consistent with the common interest
of all.
·
" Third. There can be no leagues or alliances or special covenants and understandings within the general and common
family of the league of nations.
"Fourth. And more specifically, there can be no special,
selfish, economic combinations within the league and no employment or any form of economic boycott or exclusion except as
the power of economic penalty by exclusion from the markets
of the world may be vested in the league of nations itself as
a means of discipline and control.
"Fifth. All international agreements and treaties of every
kind must be made known in their entirety to the rest of the
world.
NO ECOXOMIC WARFARlll.

" Special alliances and economic rivalries and hostilities haYe
been the prolific source in the modern world of the plans and
passions that produce war. It would be an insincere as well
as insecure peace that did not exclude them in definite and
binding terms.
"The confidence with which I venture to speak for our
people in thesP- matters does not spring from our traditions
merely, and the well-known principles of international action
which we have always professed and followed. In the same
sentence in which I say that the United States will enter into
no special arrangements or understandings with particular
nations, let me say also that the United States is prepared t<)
assume its full share of responsibility for the maintenance of
the common covenants and understandings upon which peace
must henceforth rest. We still read Washington's immortal
warning against ' entangJing alliances ' with full comprehension
and an answering purpose. But only special and limited allianceg
entangle, and we recognize and accept the duty of a new day in
which we are permitted to hope for a general alliance which
will avoid entanglements and clear the air of the world for
common understandings and the maintenance of common rights.
PLAIN SPEAKING NEEDED.

"I have made this analysis of the international situation whicii
the war has created, not, of course, because I doubted whether
the leaders of the great nations and peoples with whom we are
associated were of the same mind and entertained a like pur· .
pose, but because the air every now and again gets darkened
by mists and groundless doubtings and mischievous perversions '
LEAGUE OF NATIONS ESSENTIAL.
of counsel, and it is necessary once and again to sweep all the '
"That price is impartial justice In every item of the settlement, irresponsible talk about peace intrigues and weakening morale
. po matter whose interest is crossed i and not only impartial and doubtful purpose on the part of those In authority utterl':• :

1
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:and if '!leed :be unceremoniously, aside, ·1md ·:Say 'thiltgs ·in •the
phiinest ·words •that ·can ~: be ·found, ·even -when it is oi1ly •to . suy
over again what has ·been said ··before quite as plain~y ·if .in less
·unvarniShed ·terms.
'"As I ·have said, neither'! nor .nny other man in governmental
ttuthority created or gaV'e form to the issrres of this ·war. ·I 'haV'e
simply responded to them with such -viSion as i could · command.
But I have responded gladly and with a .resolution ·that has
gmwn warmer and more confident as ' the issues h:rve grown
clearer and ·clearer. It is now plain that 'they are issues which
no IDan can pervert unless it ·be · illfully. l :am ~bound to fight
·f ur them, and happy to 'fjght for t1lem, ·as time und ·circumstance
have-revealed them 'to me as to ali ·the ·world. Our •enthusiasm
for 1them .grows mare •find 1m ore irresistible ·as they ·stand out in
more and more viviu and rmmista.kable outline.
,

WOTILD OPINION CLARIFIED.

· "Anu the .forces that fight for them .draw'into closer and closer
array, organize their millions into more and more unconquerable -might, as they become more and more distinct to the thought
and purpose of the peoples f:ngaged. It is the peculiarity of
this great wnr that while ·Statesmen have E".eemed to cast about
for definitions of their purpose and have sometimes ·s eemed to
shift their ground ·and their point of view, the thought of the
mass of men, whom statesmen ar.e supposed to instruct and lead,
has .grown more ,and more unclouded, more and more certain of
what it is that they are fighting for. :National purposes have
fallen mm·e and more into the background and the common purpo e of ·enlightened mankind -has taken their place. The coun-sels of .plain men have become on all hands ..more simple and
straightforward and more unified 'than the counsels of sophisticated men of affairs, who .still -retain the . im_pression that
they m·e playing a game of power and playing for high -stakes.
That is why .I have said that this is a peoples' war, not a ·statesman B. ·statesmen must follow the clarified common thoug.ht or
be broken.
'
NEl!lD TO 'AVOW AIMS.

,· ... I take that to be the .significance of the fact that :assemblies
and as ociations af many kinds made up of _phi.in workaday
people have demanded, almost every time they came together,
-and are still demanding that the leaders of their .governments
declare to· them plainly what ·it is, exactly what it is, that they
were seeking in this war, and what they think the items of the
final settleJTient should be. They are not yet satisfied with what
they ·have been told. They :still ·seem to fear 'that ' they are
getting what they ask for only in statesmen's terms-only in
the terms of territorial arrangements and divisions of ·-pow.er,
and not in terms of broad-visioned justice ttnd mercy and peace
and the satisfaction of those deep-seated longings of oppressed
and distracted men and women ·and enslaved peoples ·that seem
to them the only things worth fighting en war for that engulfs
the world. ·P erhaps statesmen have not alwa-ys recognized i:his
changed aspect of the whole world of policy and action. ·Perhaps they have not always spoken in direct reply to the questions ·asked because they did not know how searching those questions were and what sort of answers they demanded.

t

VICTORIES WINNING PEACE.

· .. But I for one am glad to attempt the answer again and again,
Jn the hope that I may .make it· clearer and clearer that my · one
thought is .to satisfy those who struggle in the ranks and are,
pet·haps above all others, .entitled to .a reply whose meaning no
one can have any excuse for misunderstanding, if he understands the language in which it is spoken or can get some one to
translate it correctly into l:lis own. And I believe that the
leaders of the governments with which we n.re .associated will
speak, as they have occasion, as plainly as I have tried to speak.
i hope that they will feel free to say wnether they think that I
am in any degree mistaken in my interpretation of the issues
invo1ved or in my purpo ~e with regard to the means by which a
satisfactory settlement of those issues may be obtained. Unity
of pm;pose and of counsel .are as .imperatively necessary in this
war as was unity of command in the battle :field; and with ,perfect unity of pm:pose and counsel will come assurance· of complete victory. It can be had in no other way. 'Peace drives'
can be effectively neutralized and silenced only by showing that
every victory of tl1e nations associated against Germany brings
tbe nations nearer the sort of -peace whic.b. will bring security
and reassurance to all peoples and .make the .recurra:nce of another such struggle of -pitiless force and bloodshed foTever im·PO sible, and that ·nothlng else can. Germany is constantly
intimating the 'terms' she will accept; and always finds that
the world does not want terms. It wishes the final triumph
uf justice ·and ;fair dealing."
.1\ir. .FLETCHER subsequently said: l\1r. President, .! desire to
;inquire what became of the ·mation or request made with reference to the President's address?

28,;

. The .PRESIDING ·OFFICER '(1\fr. ..B.R.A.NDEGEE .in •the chair)•
lt"was ord.ered ·to be·printed •in tthe REcoRD ·and ·also as ·a public
document. Of .course, tthe ending ·to ~ the Semite would put it
·Jn the RECORD, anyway.
1\Ir. FLETCHER. The Senator ·..from 1 Colorado [Mr. 13HAF·
·RoTH] ·made' some :suggestion about 1,000,000 copies being printedooe
I 'did not Imow-whethe1· ~that had.'been acted on or not.
a:'he lPRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair heard the Senator
from Color ado say ·something about a mllllon copies, but, in the
opinion of the Chair, .the Senate took no action upon the requc t.
'Mr. :FLETCHER. Very well. ·It ean 'be presentetl at .another
time.
PETITIONS AND liE::MOBIALS.
Mr. LODGE presented a telegram in the nature of a petition
from ·ward 1.7 :Massachusetts Suffrage Association, of Boston,
1\fass., and a telegram in the nature of a petition from the Cotton Spinners' Union, of 1\Iaynard, Mass., praying for the sub~
mission of a Federal suffrage amendment to the legislatures ·of
the several States, which were ordered to lie on the table.
He also presented a petition of sundry textile workers in the
State of Massachusetts, praying for the enactment of legislation
establishing an eight-hour day for all industrial employees,
which was ·referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.
'Mr. NELSON presented a memorial of the Waterman-Waterbury Co., of Minneapolis, Minn., remonstrating against •the pl·oposed excess-profits tax in the pending revenue bill, which was
referred to the Committee on 'Finance.
He also presented a telegram in the nature of a petition from
sundry citizens of 'St. 'Paul, Minn.,' praying that section '213 of
the pending -revenue bill be amended so as to provide that the
proceeds of all life.,insurance •policies be payable at death of
the insured, which was referred to the Committee on •Fin-ance.
1\fr. WADSWORTH presented a memorial of ·the worneri
voters antisuffrage party of 'New York, remonstrating against
the adoption of the proposed Federal suffrage amendment to
the Constitution, which was ordered to lie on the table.
EMPLOYMENT OF ADDITIONAL CLERK.
Mr. THOMPSON. From the 'Committee 'to Audit and Control
the Contingent Expenses of the Senate, I report back favorably
with an amendment Senate resolution 198, and I call the ·attention of the senior Senator from Florida [1\Ir. FLETCHER] to the
resolution.
Mr. PENROSE. Let the resolution be read.
'The -PRESIDING OFFICER. The :Secretary will read =the
1;esolution.
·
The Secretary -read Senate reSolution 198, submitted by Mr.
FLETCHER on 'February 4, 1918, as follows :
Resol ·ved~ That the .Committee on Commerce of the United States Senate be, and it is hereby. authorized to employ an additional clerk at
the rate of $120 per month, to be paid from the miscellaneous items
of the contingent fund of the Senate, until ' the end of t he present session of the Sixty-fifth Congress.

'Mr. .FLETCHER. 'I ask unanimous consent for the present
consideration of ·the resolution.
The · s~nate by unanimous consent proceeded to consider the
-resolution.
·
The· amenament was, on line· 3, before the words u per month/"
to --strike out " $120 " •and insert " $100."
·
·The amendment was agreed •to.
'The resolution, as a-mended, was. agreed to. ·
BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bills were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous
consent, the second time, and referred as follows :
By l\1r. ROBINSON:
.A bill ( S. ·4964) for the payment of claims for loss of private
property on account of Lhe loss of firearms and ammunition taken
by the 'United States troops during the labor strikes in the State
of Colorado in 1914.; to the Committee on Claims.
By~tr.KING:
.
A bill ( S. 4965) granting pensions to certain soldJers ana
widows of deceased soldiers ·c.: the Utah· Territorial Militia who
served in the Indian ware .in ·Utah Territory, and to amend the
act approved March 4, 1917, entitled, "An act to pension the
survivors of certain Indian wars from January 1, 1859, to Januru'y, 1891, inClusive, and for other purposes"; to the Committee
on Pensions.
·
By Mr. B.ANI(HEATI :
A bill (S: 4966) ·to -authorize·the Gulf Ports Terminal Railway,
Co., a corporation.existing under the laws ofthe State of Florida.
to construct a bridge over and across the headwaters of Mobile
Bay and .such navigable · ch•.nnels as are ·between the east side
of the .bay •a nd Blakeley Island, inJ3aldwin and.Mobile Counties,
Ala. ; to the Committee on Colll1Ilerce.
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PRINTING OF PRESIDENT~S ADDRESS IN NEW- YORK .

(S.

DOC. NO. 283):

• 1\fP. SHAFROTH submitted the following concurrent resolu-

tion (S. Con. Res. 23), which was referred to the Committee

on Printing:

Resolved by tl!e Senate (the House of Representatives concurring}

That tbe address of the President of the United States delivered at the
fourth liberty loan meeting in New York City on September 27, 1918,
be printed as a public document and that 1,000,000 additional copies
be printed for distribution by the Publicity Bureau, Liberty Loan Division
of the Treasury Department.
COMl'>UTTEE ON REORGANIZATION.

Mr. OWEN submitted the following concurrent resolution ( S.
Con. Res. 22), which was ordered to lie on the table and to be

printed:
Resol·ved by tho Senate (the House of Representatives

concun·i~g)

That a committee on reorrranlzatlon is hereby authorized and created
to be composed of six Senators and six Representatives in Congress
fairl,Y representative of tbe Democratic and Republican Parties. to be
nommated by the party organizations of the two Houses and approved
by the respective Houses ; service upon such committee to terminate
U a merul>er ceases to be a Member of Congress. Vacancies shall be
filled in the same manner as. the original selections were made, reEP ctively.
That such committee shall make an immediate investigation and
report to Congress not later than January 1, 1919, and from time to
time ubsequently, with suitable recommendations upon the reorganizations required for a return to the occupations of peace of the men and
women, capital investments and supplies now employed in war.
It shall be the duty of such committee to propose the ways and means
by which the soldiers of the United States and those directly or indi·
rectly employed in making war, both men and women, or engaged in any
of the activities connected with war, shall be found employment; to prepare a.nd assist in restoring the activities of peace; to make concrete
proposals for the utilization of tbe materl...'tls, buildings, and supplies
which have been prepared for war purposes, but which may be used for
the service of the country in times of peace.
To propose metilods by which the capital, credit; and labor of the
·A merican people after the war may be actively employed in production
and distribution of goods at home and abroad, the supply and distribution of raw materials and food products arranged to that end; to report
'l]pon the conrtruction of national hard-surfaced roads throughout the
United States; building of internal and coastal canals, reclaiming and
cultivation of swamp lands and arid lands, utilizing water powers, and
the permanent maintenance of the American merchant marine. and in
-general to report upon those problems arising from the change from the
activities of war to those of peace, so that all the productive activities
of the ~merlcan shall be continuously and profitably employed.
That the committee is authorized to employ such clerical assistance
as it may deem necessary. including the serylces of experts, and may,
as subcommittee or otherwise, send for persons or papers, administer
oaths, and employ tenog:raphers at a cost not to exceed $1 per printed
page, and report such hearings as may be had in connection with any
subject before it.
'l'hat the committee may sit during the sessions or recesses of the
Senate and House of Representatives, and that expenses contracted hereunder shall be pald one-half from the contingent fund of the Senate
and one-halt from the contingent fund of the House. upon the presentation of vouchers, approved by the chairman o.f said committee, until
otherwise provided for by law.
CALLI "G OF THE ROLL.

1\Ir. JONES of Washington. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will cull the
roll.
The Secretary called the roll. and the following Senators answei·ed to their names :
·A shru-st
Beckham
Eenet
Brundegee
Chamberlain
Colt
Culberson
Cummins

Curtis
Dillingham

~i~her

France
Frelinghuysen
Gerry
Oronna
.G uion

Hale

Ha1·dwick

Henderson
.Tones, N.Mex.
Jones, Wash.
Kellogg
King

Kirby
Lenroot
Lewis

~'lf:rnber

McKellar

McNary
Martin, Ky.
Martin, Va..
Nelson

New
Nugent
Overman
Owen
Page
Penrose
Phelan
Pittman
Poindexter
Pomerene

::e~dell

Robinson
Saulsbury
~hafroth

Smith, Mich.
Smoot
· Thomas
TJ10mpson
Townsend
Trammell
Underwood
Vardaman
· Wadsworth
Walsh
Warren
Watson
Wilfley

i"

J_

.1

Williams

Sheppard
Smith, Ariz.

Mr. JONES of New Mexico. I desire to announce the temporary absence of the Senator from South Dakota [Mr. JoHN·
soN] on account of public business. Mr. FRANCE. I wish to announce the absence of the
Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. GoRE], the Senator from Iowa
[Mr. KENYoN], and the Senator from South Carolina [Mr.
SMITH] on official business as members of a conference committee.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Sb:ty-five Senators having answered to, their names~ a .quorum of th~ Senate is present.
AFFAlRS OF HUNGARY IN 1849-1850 (8. DOC. NO. 282).

. 1\Ir. LODGE. I present a report from the Committee on Foreign Relations asking for a reprint of the document of the
Sixty-first Congress, second session. It was a document which

girve the correspondence of A. Dudley Mann from 1849 to 1850;
which was of great historical value, and remained here in the
Senate files and never had been printed. It is of a great deal
of historical interest. The edition is exhausted, and there
are additional requests for the document. The Secretary of
State has very kindly sent in a few additional dispatches, which
complete the matter. I laid it before the Foreign Relations
Committee, and they instructed me to ask for a reprint, in:
eluding the new letters.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection? Without
objection, the request is granted.
lll..l'iERAL PRODUCTS-CO~FERENCE REPORT (S. DOC. NO. 281).

1\ir. HENDERSON. I ask that the Senate proceed to the consideration of the conference report on H. R. 11259.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the request of the Senator from Nevada? The Chair hears none, and'
the report is before the Senate.
Mr. LODGE. Let it be read, 1\Ir. PI·esident.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will read the
report.
The Secret:u·y proceeded to read the report.
1\lr. ·wALSH. 1\Ir. President, as one of the members of the
conference committee I advise the Senate that the bill reported
by the conferees is substantially the bill which passed the
Senate. The amendments are unimportant. I ask unanimous
consent that the reading of the entire report be dispensed with
and that the attention of the Senate be called only to the
specific amendments.
Mr. LODGE. This is an important conference report, and it
is usual to read conference reports. I only ask that it be read.
I shall make no opposition to its adoption.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair .understands that
objection has been made to the request. The Secretary will
resume the reading of the report.
The Secretary resumed and concluded the reading of the
report, which, entire, is as follows:
[S. Doc. No. 281, 65th Cong., 2d sess.]
l\fiNERALB AND METALS FOR WAR P'GRPOSES.

Mr. HENDERSON submitted the following conference report on
the bill (H. R. 11259) to provide further for the national
security and defense by encouraging the production, conserving
the supply, and controlling the dish·ibution of those ores,
metals, and minerals which have formerly been largely imported, or of which there is or may be an inadequate supply :
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
11259) to provide further for the national ~ecurity and defense
by encouraging the production, conserving the supply, and controlling the distribution of those ores, metals, and Iilineralc:;
which have formerly been largely imported, or of which there
is or may be an inadequate supply, after full and free conference have agreed to recommend_and do recommend to their respective Hou es, as follows:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate, and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed by the Senate insert the fol·
lowing:
"That by reason of the existence of a state of war, it is
essential to the national security an<l defense, and to the successful pro ecution of the war, and for the support and maintenance of the Army and Navy, to pro>ide for an adequate and
increased supply, to facilitate the production, and to provide
for an equitable, economical, and better distribution of the
following-named mineral substances and •)res, minerals, intermediate metallurgieal products, metals, 5tlloys, and chemical
compounds thereof, to wit: Antimony, arsenic, ball clay, bismuth, bromine, cerium, -chalk, chromium, cobalt, co1·undum,
emery, fluorspar, ferrosilieon, fuller's earth, graphite, grinding
pebbles. iridium, kaolin, magnesite, manganese, mercury, mica,
molybdenum, osmium, sodium, platinum, palladium, paper clay,
phosphorous, potassium, pyrites, radium, sulphur, thorium, tin,
titanium, tungsten, uranium, vanadium, and ·zirconium, as the
President may, from time to time, determine to be necessary
for the purposes aforesaid, and as to which there is at the time
of such d.e termination, a present or prospective inadequacy of
supply. The aforesaid substance mentioned in any such determination are- hereinafter referred to as necessaries.
"SEc. '2'. That the President is authorized from time to time
to purchase such necessaries and to enter into, to accept, to
transfer, and to assign contracts for the production or purchase
of same, to provide storage facUities for and store the same, to
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provide or improve transportation facilities, and to use, illstribute, or allocate said necessaries, or to sell the same at
1·easonable prices, but such sales made during the war shall not
be at a price less than the purchase or cost of production
thereof: P1·ovided, That no such contract of purchase shall
cover n. period longer than two years after the termination of
the war.
.
' The Pre ident is further authorized, upon finding that importation into the United States of any of the necessaries covered by this act is 'li.kely to result in a loss to the United States
on any necessaries which it may have acquired hereunder, to
ascertain, fix, and proclaim such rate of duty upon such imported necessaries as shall be sufficient to adequately protect
the Unitec.l States from any such loss.
" The funds provided by section 6 hereof shall be used in
carrying out the powers granted by this section, and all ffi"Oneys
received by the United States from or in connection with the
<lisposnl of such necessaries, shall be used as a revolving fund
for further carrying out the purposes of this act. A.ny balance
of such moneys remaining when the object of this act has been
accomplished, shall, as collected, received, and on hand and
available, be coyercd into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
"SEc. 3. That the President is authorized to requisition and
take over any of said necessaries and to use, distribute, allocate,
or sell t11e same; and also to requi ition and take over any undeveloped · or insufficiently developed or operated idle land,
deposit, or mine, and any idle or partially operated smelter, or
plant, or part thereof, producing or, in his judgment, capable
of producing said necessaries, or either of them, and to develop
and operate such mine or deposit or such smelter or· plant,
either through the agencies hereinafter mentioned, or under
lease or royalty agreement, o.r in any other manner, and to
store, use, distribute, allocate, or sell the products thereof:
P1·ovided, That no ores or metals, the principal money value of
which consists in metals or minerals other than those specifically
enumerated in section 1 hereof, shall be subject to requisition
lmder the pro'fisions of this act. Whenever the President shall
uetermine that the further u e or operation by the Government
of any such land, deposit, mine, smelter, or plant, or part
thereof, so acquired, is no longer essential for the objects aforesaid, the same shall be returned to the person, firm, or corporation entitled thereto. The United States shall make just compensation, determined by the President, for the taking over, use, oc~
cupation, or operation by the Government of any such necessaries,
or any such land, deposit, mine, smelter, or plant, or part thereof.
If the compensation so determined be unsatisfactory to the
person, firm, or corporation entitled thereto, such person, firm,
or corporation shall be paid 75 per cent of the amount so determined and shall be entitled to sue the United States to re:
cover such further sum ·as added to said 75 per cent will make
up such amount as will be just compensation, in the m-anner provided by section 24, paragraph 20, and section 145, of the
Judicial Code.
·
" The President is authorized to require statements and reports, to examine books and papers, and to prescribe such rules
and regulations as he may deem appropriate for carrying out
t~e purposes of this act. The fund provided by section G hereof
may be used in carrying out the purposes of this act, and all
moneys receiYed by the United States from or in connection
with the use, operation, or disposal of any such necessaries;
land, deposit, mine, smelter or plant, or part thereof, _shall be
used as a revolving fund for further carrying out the purposes
of this act. Any balance of such moneys remaining. when the
objects at this act have been accomplished, shall, as .collected,
receive<l, and on han<l and available, be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
"SEc. 4. That any person who shall neglect or refuse to comply with any order or requisition made by the President pursuant to the provisions of this act, or who shall obstruct or attempt to obstruct the enforcement of or the compliance with any
such requisition or order, or who shall violate any of the provisions of this act, or any rule or regulation adopted hereunder,
shall, upon conviction, be fined not exceeding $5,000, or be imprisoned for not more than two years, or both.
" SEc. 5. That the sum of $500,000 is hereby appropriated, out
of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
be available until June 30, 1919, for the payment of all administrative expenses under- this act, including personal services,
traveling and subsistence expenses, the payment of rent, the
purchase of equipment, supplies, postage, printing, publications,
and such other articles, both in the District of Oolumbia and
elsewhere, as the Pre ident may deem essential and proper.
SEc. 6. That the sum of $50,000,000 is hereby a,ppropriate<l,
p'u t of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
j;
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which, together with all moneys received from time to time
under the provisions of this act, all of which shall be credited
to said appropriation, shall be used as a revolving fund for
carrying out the objects of this act, and for the purpose of
making all payments and disbursements, including just compensation under section 3, by this act authorized: P.rovided,That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for the
purposes described in the last preceding section : P1·ovided further, That ~ detailed report of all operations under this act,
including all receipts and disbursements, shall be filed with
the Secretary of the Senate and Clerk of the House of Representatives on or before the 25th day of each month, covering the preceding month's operation. Any balance of saicl
revolving fund remaining when the objects of this act have
been accompli bed, shall, as collected, received, and on hand
ancl available, be covered into the Tre:jsury as miscellaneous
receipts.
"SEc. 7. That the President is authorized to exerci""e each,
every, or any power and authority hereby \ested in him, and
to expend the moneys .herein ~ppropriated or provided for, or.
any part or parts thereof, by and through such officer or officers,
department or departments, · board or boards, agent, agents, or
agencies as be shall create or designate, from time to time, for
the purpose. He may fix the reasonable compensation for the
performance of such services, but no official or employee of
· the United States shall receive any additional compensation
for such services except as now permitted by law: Provided,
That no person employed under the provisions of this act shall
be paid any salary or compensation in exce s of that paid for
similar or like services rendered 'in executive departments of
the Government.
·
"SEc. 8. No person having a pecuniary interest in any transaction in pursuance of this act shall haYe any official connection
under this act with such transaction. Any person violating .
this provision shall forfeit to the Go\ernment all proceeds
which he shall have received from such transaction, and upon
due conviction of such violation shall be fined not exceeding ·
$10,000 or imprisoned not exceeding 10 years.
". SEc. 9. That the President is authorized, if in his judgment such action be necessary or useful for the objects of this
act, to form one or more cprporutions under the laws of any
State, Territ-ory, District, or possession of the United States,
for the purpose of carrying out the powers or any of the
powers hereby authorized. The capital stock of any such corporation shall be such as the President may determine, but the
total capital . stock for all corporations so formed shall not
exceed in the aggregate the appropriation of $50,000,000, made
by section 6 hereof. Said appropriation, or any part thereof,
may be used by the President in subscribing on behalf of the
United States, through such person or persons as he may designate, to the capital stock of such corporation or corporations,
and the capital and assets of any such corporation or corporations, together with all additionS thereto under sections 2 and 3
hereof, may be used in carrying out the objects of this act.
The directorate and organization of such corporation or corporations shall be such as the President muy prescribe, and such
corporation or corporations shall haYe all such charter powers
as may be deemed necessary or desirable by the President to
enable it or them to accomplish the objects of this act. The
capital stock of any such corporation or corporations ·shall be
held and voted for the exclusive benefit of the United Stutes,
through such person or persons as the President may designate.
" SEc. 10. Upon the pl'oclamation of peace the President shall
proceed as rapidly as possible to wind up and terminate all
transactions under this act, and to dispo e as fast as practica hle
of all property acquired thereunder, and after said proclamation
of peace no contracts shall be made, property acquired, or other
transaction performed under this act except such as shall be nee·
essary for the purpose of this section and incidental thereto. and
two years after such proclamation of peace this act shall cease to
have effect and all powers conferred thereby shall end: Pt·o1;ided~
That the termination of this act shall not prevent the subsequent
collection of any moneys due the United States, nor shall it affect
any act done or any right or obligation accrued or accruing, o~
any suit or proceeding had or commenced before such termina-.
tion, but all such collections, rights, obligations, suits and proceedings shall continue as if this act had not terminated, and
any offense committed or liability incurred prior thereto shall
be prosecuted in the sa.me manner and with the same punish·
ment and effect as if this act had not terminated.
"SEc.' 11. That employment under the provisions of this act
shall not exempt any person from military service Rnder the provisions of the selective-draft law approved May 18, 1917, or
any act amendatory thereto.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will state the
" SEc. 12. That if any section or provision of this act shall be
O.eclared invalid for any reason whatsoever. such invalidity s~all next business on the calendar.
not be construed to affect the validity of any other section or
BULGARIA AND TURKEY.
pro · ion thereof."
The SECRETABY. A joint resolution ( S. Res. 229) to request
And the Senate agree to the same.
the Committee on Foreign Relations, to which was referred S. ;J.
CHARLES B. HENDERSON,
Res. 145, to give said resolution early consideration, and report
T. J . WALsH,
to the Senate thereon.
M.rr..Es POINDEXTER,
· 1\!r. PENROSE. Let the resolution be read, Mr. President. ·
Managers on the part ot the Senate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secreta1·y will read the.
resolution.
:M. D. FosTER,
The Secretary read the resolution ( S. Res. 229) , as follows :
EDW ABD T. TAYLOR,
Whereas S. J. Res. 145, to declare a state of war between the United
M. M. GARLAND,

Managers on the pa'r t ot the

Hous~.

Tl1e PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to
the conference report.
The report was agreed to.
THE CALENDAB.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The morning business is closed
vrn is in order. The Secretary
:will report the first business on the ealendar.
The joint resolution (S. J. Res. 39) to appropriate $3,000,000
to enable the Secretary of Agriculture· to prosecute the work of
eradicating the southern cattle tick was announced as first. in
order on the calendar.
Mr. ASHURST. Let that go over.
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. It will go over.
· The joint resolution ( S . .T. Res. 53) authorizing the President
to appoint two additional Assistant Secretaries of Agriculture,
and for- other purposes,. was announced as the next business on
the calendar.
Mr. SMOOT. I ask unanimous consent, if we are going to
take up bills on the calendar, that we begin where we left off
when we were last considering the calendar~ with Order of
Business 364.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah asks
unanimous consent that in proceeding with the calendar under
Rule VTII bills be taken up under that rule to commence with
Order of Business- 364.
Mr. PENROSE. l\Ir~ President, I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will call the· roll.
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators an~
swered to their names :
nn<l the calendar under Rule

Ashurst

Bankhead
Beckham
Benet
Brandegee
Chamberlain
Colt
Curtis
Drew
Fletcher
France
Frellnghuysen

~wick

Henderson

Jones, N.Mex.
Jones, Wash.
Kellogg
Kenyon
King
Kirby
Knox
Lenroot
Le-wis
Lodge
McNary

Shafroth
Sheppard

Smith, 1\fich.
Smith, S.C.
Smoot
Sterling
Thompson
Townsend
Trammell
Underwootl
Wadsworth
Walsh
Warren
Watson

Nelson

Smith, Md.

Wolcott

McKellar

~~:~I~

New
Nugent
Overman
Owen
Page
Penrose
Phelan
Pittman
Poindexter

Reed

~~~Ariz.

~llil~

l\1r~ .TONES of New Mexico~ I desire to announce the temporary absence of the Senator from South Dakota [Mr. JoHN·
soN] on public business.
·
l\lt·~ KIRBY.
I announce the absence of my colleague ['Mr.
RoBINsoN] n~ sarily on public business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Sixty Senators having answered to their names, a quorum of the Senate is present.
~

COAL

SITUATIO~

IN ITALY.

Mr. OWEN. Mr. President, Charles Edward Russell, who recently returned from Italy, has called attention to the extremely urgent need of Italy for co.al. I was informed by some
repre entatives of the Italians in this country that they had
actually been driven to cutting down olive trees, which require
20 years to be.ar profitably, as a. means of supplying fuel for the
engines to move, at a time of great exigency, some of the troops
to the battle front. I want to call the attention of the Senate
to the very great importance of giving support in the way of
coal to Italy.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the Senator permit the
Chair to suggest that the Senate, by unanimous consent, has
agreed to proceed with the calendar under Rule VIII?
1 1\fr. OWEN.
I beg the Chair's pardon. I did not know that.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma
can make his remarks if he will allow the Chair to lay the next
business on the calendar before the Senate.
Mr. OWEN. I shall be pleased to have the matter laid befm·e
the Senate.

I

States of .America and tile Governments of Bnlgaria and of Turkey,
was referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations on April 2, 1918-:
Now, therefore, be it
Kesolved That the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations is requested
to give said resolution it& early conside-ration and report thereon to the
Senate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair will ask the Secretary if there has been any report of the committee on that resolution?
,
The SECRETARY. There has not been.
Mr. OVERMAN. The- present occupant of the chair (Mr.
BRANDEGEE) introduced the resolution, but I think under the
circumstances it had better go over~
The PRESIDING OFFICER The Chair will state that his
recollection about the matter is that the resolution had been
referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations, although ~t
now appears orr the calendar that it was ordered to lie oveJ:.
The Senator from North Carolina asks that the resolution go
over. It will go over. The Secretary will state the- next busi·
ness on the calendar.
CONSOLIDATION OF NATIONAL BANKING ASSOCIATI;ONS.

The bill (S. 3907) to provide for the consolidation of national
banking associations. was announced as· next in order.
Mr. SMOOTL Let that bill g() over, 1\Ir. President.
Mr. OWEN. lUr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Tbe Senator from Oklahoma.
Mr. SMOOT. To enable- the Senator from Oklahoma to- proc_e ed I will withdraw the request that the bill go over.
Th~ PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah withdraws his request that the bill go over so that the Senator from
Oklahoina may make his remarks.
COAL

SITUATJO~

IN ITALY.

:Mr. OWEN. Very well, 1\fr. President. 1\Ir. Charles Edward
Russell makes these observations on his return from Italy:
It is perfectly apparent that Italy ought to have, as she has de·
served, the most liberal and practical support from the United States.
She is at present in very sore need of coal ~ steel, and, to some extent, of
lubricating oil. Last winter she was practically without coal. and
the suffering of the pe-ople, especlally in northern Italy, was very real
and very great: She ought not to be compelled te> go thro11gb anothe?
such winter. The normal coal su.pply of: Italy in peace times comes
from Great Britain. Great Britain this "'linter, for certain reasons.
will be unable to supply Italy with. even as much coal as she sent
there last year.
URGES US TO SEND COAL.

It is of the grnvest importance that the people of Italy, who have
endured with wonderful fortitude far more and far worse things than
we in America hav-e ever imagined, should not be compelled to go
through another such a triaL With the proper effort in this country,
with only a little ot this spirit of sacrifice of which the people in the
other allied ce>untries have s®wn so much, we ought to be able to
spa.re for Italy enough coal to enable her to get through the winter.
Already many of her munition works are closing down because of tho
lack f)f fuel.
At best the- shell supply in Italy has never been what it ought to- b~
If now it is to be still further curtailed, conditions will arise. familiar
to every military observer, that will have disturbing possibilities. We
can meet this emergency, and we ought to do It. We ought to begin
to do it at once, a."1d not stop until we are assured that Italy has
the coal. the steelr and the oU necessary to enable her to keep up her
magnificent and most efficient struggle on behalf of the common cause. .

I strongly emphasize and approve the recommendattons

ot

1\Ir. Russell, which are based on well-known facts and approved
by those who understand and appreciate the conditions on the

Italian and Balkan battle fronts.
.
lli. President, I call attention to the fact that the break
through the Bulgarian line, the separation of the Bulgarian
Armies, and the advance which has now been made 75 miles
north of Monastir by allied troops in conjunction with those of
Italy has been largely due to the energy and the magnificent
courage of the Italian troops. The probabilities are that the
breakdown of Bulgaria will cut a most important figure in
bringing this war to an earlier termination. Bulgaria has a-lready offered an armistice, showing that her authorities are
very much demoralized.
.
\Ve are turning out ships every day; we are turning out
freight ships on a large scale. We can, by making an extra
· eirort, till some of these cv.~o ships with coal and thus suppl7,
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Italy. I think that the morale of Italy is involyed in being fur.:
nished the coal which is necessary in carrying on the munition
factories. I make this observation because I think the attention of the country ought to be called to the need of Italy and
to our failure in some respects to adequately respond to it. It
is true that, so far as the Italian purchases from the United
States are concerned, the United States .has extended credit to
Italy, not, however, to the same extent as we have extended it to
Great Britain. .At one time, because of the failure adequate!~
to support Italy's credit in this country by extending financial
accommodations, Italian exchange went down to the enormously
disproportionate point, reaching 9.15 lire in exchange for $1,
which practically meant that when the Italian bonds were sold
on such a ba is of exchange the American dollar wa,s buying $2
in gold bonds at 5 per cent in Italy. That has been since very
substantially reduced by the activities of the Government in
taking over, as far as appeared to be practicable, the matter of
foreign exchange through the establishment of an institute of
exchange under the patronage of the Treasury Department and
the Federal Re erve Bank of New York, so that Italian exchange
has been brought down to 6.35. That, of course, is still a serious
discount.
I want to call the attention of the Senate to tile fact tilut Italy
has always fully met her obligations; she has never forfeited her
bonds or tile payment of interest on them. That country is capable of a large production of goods. They have abundant cheap
labor.; they have great water supplies; and because of the building up of great factories during the war-because of the warthey will have a productive capacity after the war which will
be abundantly able to meet the extension of credit which might
· be made by the United Stutes to Italy.
• Those people a·re entitled to every support which the United
Stntes can give, and I think that tl1is country ought to extend
to Italy the coal supply which she needs, and ought to furnish
the ships which are ne~essary to transport that coal, because
it is vital to the manufacture of munitions of war, upon which
depends the Italian war-making power in southern Austria. I
hea1·tily approve the extension of credit to Italy to the full
extent of her need . Italian credit in the United States should
be immediately put on a basis equal to that of Great Britain
in the United States, which is stabilized at $4.76-lu- per pound
sterling and is only 2 per cent below par. When the United
States Government gives the same support to the Italian exchange it gives to British exchange, Italian exchange and Italian credit in the United States will come ·up to the same high
level. The common interest of America, Great Britain, France;
and Italy requires this to be done.

l

WOliAN SUFFRAGE.

Mr. JONES of New 1\Iexico. :Mr. President, I move that the
unfinished business be laid before the Senate.
I 'l'he PRESIDING OFFICER. '.rhe Senator from New Mexico
moves that the unfinished business be laid before the Senate.
' The motion was agreed to; and the Senate, as in Committee
of the Whole, resumed the consideration of the joint resolution
. (H. J. Res. 200) proposing an amendment to the Constitution
of the United States extending the right of suffrage to women.
i- Mr. BENET. 1\lr. President, I tbink it is the wise and proper
course for me at this time to state my position upon the pending proposed constitutional amendment. .
~ In the beginning I wish to correct a statement that was made,
inadvertently I am sure, by the Senator from Tennessee [Mr.
McKELLAR] in the speech he made on this matter some two
days ago. He linked South Carolina and Mississippi, and
·Stated that in both of those States we had a "grandfather
clause" which bad . to do with the qualifications of electors. I
do not know wher~ the Senator secured his information, but
that i a mi tntement so far as South Carolina is concerned.
~We have no "grandfather clause" in our constitution; a man
·in our State now may secure all the rights of an elector either
on an educational basis or on a property qualification. We
have, and have always bad, male suffrage in our State, and the
question of female suffrage has not been agitated in South
Carolina in any campaign that we have had up to this time.
·There are in our State n number of our foremost men and
women who believe very earnestly in woman suffrage; but no
campaign to enlighten the bulk of our people on this question
has been had in our State, and the great majority of the people
·of South Carolina are not informed on the suffrage question,
nor, frankly, are they interested in it.
! 1\lr. Pre!:'i<lent, coming here as an appointee to succeed a Senator who was against suffrage, coming from a State in which
suffrage has not been an issue, coming from a. State t11e senior
Sen a tor of which is opposed to the suffrage amendment and all
the RepresentatiYes from which voted against the suffrage
amendment in the Hou~e, a situation presented itself to m~
,.which was unusual and at the same time most far-reaching.

.
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We have heard statements made by Senators about the attitude of the President. the leader of this countl·y and the leader
of my party, and it is known that he favors the passage of the
amendment. I have heard statements made by Senators to the
effect that the suffrage resolution is a war measure, and I have
listened to several days of argument for further enliglltenment
on that particular point. I say here and now that were I
convinced that suffrage was an essential· war measure, or if
suffrage under this amendment was to last only for the period
of the war, I would unhesitatingly vote for it; but, Mr. President, feeling as I do, that a measure which in this identical
form has been before the Congress since 1875-five years before I was born-can not be a war measure, having reached
that conclusion, and further knowing that tilis is a matter
which once Wl'itten into our Constitution never will be taken
out of 1t, and therefore unlike the. wire-control bill, the railroad·
control bill, the selective-service act, and the other war measures which my party, in conjunction with the Republican Party,
has put into effect in this country, all of which measures will
terminate at the end of tile war, or shortly thereafter, I feel
that it is my duty, representing the constituency that I do, and
with the views that I have and which I Ehall further enlarge
in a moment, to vote against the resolution.
Having reached that conclusion, it was my duty, as I take it.
to relieve the suspense which has existed here as to my vote. I
wish to say that both sides have made many appeals to me during the week and prior thereto. I wish to put at rest, however,
any suggestion that I have been harassed unduly or that tile
adv-ocates of either side have done anything in trying to secure ~
my vote which was beyond the bounds of pwper and courteous
argument. l\lr. President, having stated that, it is not neces ary for me
to say much more; but I wish to say a few words in regard to
the situation in my State and in justification of the position
which I have taken. It is a hard position for a man to take
who supported the President prior to the Baltimore convention,
who supported him in his campaign prior to that convention
and ever since, who took the stump in his behalf in South Caro·
Una this past summer,- and who , has done everything in his
power to uphold his hands in this war. Should I have admitted
the premise that this was a war measure, the speeches that I'
have made and the stand that I have taken in South Carolina
would unquestionably have led me to but one conclusion,·
namely, that I should vote for the resolution, no matter what,
tile result might be to my State; but, 1\Ir. President, as I stated·
awhile ago, I can not and do not see how the fortunes of this
war are bound up in this proposed wnendment, and with that
belief I do not "deem it neces ary,'' as tho fifth article of the
Constitution states · it, to propose to tbe States an amendment
on this subject.
I have heard Senators here pay greut tribute to the way the
women of America and the women of the allied countries ha\e
done their work in this war. I echo every word that they have ·
said; but I wish to say, Senators, that in the Confederate wat·
the women of the North did, as I am told, their full quota of
the work which was necessary on thut si(le, and I here state
that no women of any country at any time in any war have
ever done more than the women of the South diu to sustain the
cause of the Confederacy. 'Vomen have always borne theil· full
share of war duties. If you are going to put it on that grounrl,
then two thoughts present themselves: First, either that this ·
resolution must pass to give suffrage to women as a reward
for what they have done, or, second, in fear of what they may,
do if the resolution does not pass. I for one do not feel that
the women of my State expect or want any reward for. what
they have done in this war, and I for one would not v-ote for
this resolution if I thought any question of threat had to do with
its passage.
South Carolina, along with Virginia, :North Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, and perhaps one or two other States, has a
peculiar burden. It would be a piece of Impertinence and presumption on my part' to say to the people of Utah or to the
people of California bow they shoultl manage their internal
affairs. I reply that it is a piece of impertinence on their part
to say to the people of South Carolina how they shall manage
their State matters. We believe in my State, and I subscribe
to that doctrine, that one of the fundamental rights of the
sovereignty of our State is in\olved in this resolution-the light
to prescribe the qualifications of our electors. We believe that
we know better than anyone else what sort of a civilization
we have got to work out there, and far better than anyone else
how that civilization shall be worked out.
If the people in our State are not satisfied with our laws we
can amend our constitution very readily. If the advocates of
a measw·e are in a minority and are not sa tisfieu \Vith the result,
then they have the redress of leaving our State. But if this
I
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constitutional amendment is adopted it will be the absolute, our problems after this war. I know that the men who have
binding law on South Carolina for all time, no matter that the gone o-versea from my State will help us solve our · problems
majority of her citizens now do not want it and no matter after this war. I am thoroughly content, for my pai·t, to leave
whether the majority of our citizens at any time in the future the civilization of South Carolina where it was when our solshould desire to be rid of it. Once there, it is there forever.
diers left us and when our women as Red Cross .nurses and in
The fact that the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments were other war service went across the sea. When they come back
=:!.dopted has nothing to do with this question. South Carolina with their eyes opened and their hearts opened by what they
was then in the hands of people foreign to her ideals, foreign to have seen and learned o-ver there I am willing and glad to
her hopes, foreign to her desires, and although we are set down take counsel with them and with them to work out our salvain the Constitution as having ratified them, the people of South tion.
Carolina have never ratified those amendments iri their hearts,
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
and they believe that those amendments were forced on them · and
Alabama have a peculiar situation. We stand here together
by people who did not understand their situation.
\Ve have stood together before and we have gone down.
1\lr. President, I do not wish to go into the details of that Ito-day.
do not believe that we are going down to defeat on this measmatter. I want to say, however, that in our State we have a ure,
if we 'go down we will work out our salvation, and the
great deal of illiteracy; we have many whites who ha\e never whitebut
race will triumph in those States just as it has always done.
had a fair chance to get an education or to get money enough to I do not
one moment decry what the negro bas done in my
get those things which make life worth while. There are many country. for
I believe, sir, that I can say that when I was prose-'
men and women in my State of good Anglo-Saxon stock who cuting attorney
of my district the black race belie-ved that they,
can not read or write. Those people are bearing the burden got a fair and square
deal at my hands. I have always tried to
now of the work which was done from 1865 to 1876. In the give it to them. I believe
they are entitled to every concommunity, Senators, in which I live, in the city of Columbia, sideration. But the people that
who have to work out the salvation
we are paying each year interest on a. bonded debt of $852,000, of the South, the people who
are carrying the burdens of the
which was put on us in the early seventies by those then in South to-day, are the white race,
and they alone ha\e got to
charge of our State, and out of which we got one cheap wooden work them out.
·
building, used as a city hall. .That building bm·ned down, and
Feeling that way, and feeling further that this is a fundanow \Ve have nothing; and we never did have anything but that mental
right of sovereignty which we can not give up simply
building to show for those bonds; yet the city of Columbia, not
being a sovereignty, could not repudiate those bonds, fraudulent because other sections of the country would like to ha\e it, I
as they were, and those bonds now take $40,000 for interest out shall vote " nay " on the proposition.
1\lr. President, one word more and .I am through.
of our income each year. Had we had that $40,000 for all the
So far as the party situation is concerned, I know that I
years from 1874, when those bonds were first issued, to the present time, the people in my community woulft have been better would be false to every duty if I were to vote here influenced in
educated and better cared for than they are now. I mention any way by the possible benefit to my pru·ty. This is a matter
that merely by way of illustration. The fact that the fourteenth of principle which rises high above any party interest or possible
and fifteenth amendments are in the Constitution emphasizes party defeat. I have not touched that in this discussion, nor
the fact that when amendments are once in they are there for have I touched it in my consideration of the matter.
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, after listening to the ·remarks
·all time. It has been admitted here, or at least I have heard
the statement made, and I have read it in the RECORD, and there- just made by the Senator from South Carolina [Mr. BENET]
fore I presume it is correct, that men on the other side of the I feel it my duty to correct a statement I made of the RECORD
Chamber have admitted that those constitutional amendments yesterday when the Senator from Nevada [Mr. PITTMAN] was
should not have been adopted. But once in the Constitution trying to play politics with the question before the Senate.
Yesterday the Senator f~om Nevada asked me this question:
they can not be gotten out, and there is no power on earth that
Did not the Senator from Utah know the number of votes the Demo.
can get those amendments out of the Constitution now; and I
on this eide had polled for the suffrage amendment?
feel that the same thing would exist about this proposed amend- crats
1\Ir. SMOOT. Of course the Senator from Utah knew that.
ment.
Mr. PITTMAN. Of course the Senator from Utah knew; and the Senal\iy people believe that they have a ·right to say who shall tor from Utah knows to-day how the poll stands -on the Democratic
vote and how a man or a woman, if they should decide for suf- side.
.Mr. SMOOT. I do.
frage, should be qualified in order to vote. I myself believe that
l\1r. President, I want to say that I was in error in the staten sovereign State should have the right to prescribe which of her
citizens should have a voice in her own government. Believing ment that l made yesterday. I wonder where the Senator
that, I believe that we would be giving up a fundamental right from Nevada is now. I wonder if he now will undertake to
to adopt for all time this amendment. If my people want to say that the members-Mr. HENDERSON. Mr. President, I have just sent for the
adopt woman suffrage later, it is their affair. I do not now say
whether I will vote for it or not. I do say that in the present Senator from Nevada.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. l\lr. President, in view of the
state of public opinion in South Carolina and in the present
state of information on the subject I would not vote for it; but inquiry of the Senator from Utah, I suggest that he withhold
· just as soon as the educational situation in my State gets better his remarks until the Senator from Nevada can reach the
and as soon as the information on this subject is more wide- Chamber. I have no doubt that he is accessible and will be
·
spread, I now believe that I will vote for it, as a State measure. here in just a moment.
Mr. Sl\.IOOT. I will say to the Senator that my remarks will
Mr. President, there is nothing more that I can add to this
discussion. I have never avoided an issue; I have never let my be very brief.
stand on any matter remain in doubt. I sat here as long as I
Yesterday the Senator tried to make it appear that I in parcould, hoping that some light would be thrown on the one thing ticular, and the other Republicans who· favored woman sufthat would justify me, if anything would, in voting for this frage, had deceived him; that they had played a trick for
measure, and that is the winning of this war. I have beard the political purposes. · Who is responsible for the change in the
challenge made in the debate that this amendment bas nothing poll of the Democrats, made necessary by the remarks of Senato do with the winning of the war, and 1 have not heard it tor BENET? I want to say that the statement I made yesterday,
refuted, nor have I heard anything but the bare statement that was based upon the word of not one Democratic Member, but
it had to do with the winning of the war. Such being the case, a number of Democratic Members, that there were 31 votes
I feel that the door is closed to any doubt in my mind. The upon that side of the Chamber for the amendment. I \'\ish to
only thing that could have possibly justified me in voting for say that I have the Democratic poll in my pocket, and as I
this amendment "·as that one thing that we all so earnestly have I now make the statements that I do.
desire.
l\fr. Sl\1ITH of South Carolina. Mr. President, will the SenaMy State has given her men, has given her support, will give tor allow me to interrupt him?
Mr. SMOOT. Certainly.
her all, to win this war ; but she will not give up a fundamental
right of her sovereignty unless she knows that in giv.i ng it up
Mr. SMITH of South Carolina. 1\Iy colleague [Mr. BE~ET]
she is doing something necessary to win the war.
has just made ·a speech. I wish to suggest that while he may;
Therefore, sir, I wish Senators to be in no further doubt as have been included in that poll, I was ignorant of his view.
to my position. I feel, in taking this position, that there ate from the beginning, and in justice to him I want to state that
many women in my State who are far better qualified to vote he has never said to any man until this morning where he stood
than many of tb.e men who are now voting. If I had my way I on this matter, and no one had a -right to count him in for it or
would like to take the bu.llot away from everyone in the United against it.
States and put it back on an educational basis and nothing else;
Mr. SMOOT. I thank the Senator for the statement that
but that is out of the question, and we all know it. I know that he has made, and I believe it with all my heart. In fact, I
those women in favor of suffrage in my State will help us solve have heard it stated a· number of times that the Senator
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has never stated to a soul that he was for or against the
amendment; and I want to say · to the Senator from South
Carolina that there is no feeling on my part againSt the posi-

Mr. VARDAMAN. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colorado
yield to the Senator from Missis ·ippi?
tion 'which his colleague has taken to-day. I simply wanted,
:Mr~ SHAFROTH. I yield.
first, to correct the statement that I made yesterday, and sta~e
Mr. VARDAMAN. Mr. President, I thank my friend the able
that it was bused directly upon the statement of the Senator Senator from Colorado for yielding to me at this point. I should
r from Nevada.
·
not have anything to say at this time had not my good friend the
I did intend yesterday to answer the Senator from Nevada, distinguished Senator from Georgia addressed his remarks and
but I think it is useless to do so. I think the debate that was read the newspaper clippings to the Senators from the South
,indulged in yesterday was unfortunate, it was unwise, it was who have declared their purpose to vote for the resolution giving
uncalled for, and it was unjust; but I was sorry yesterday that women the I"ight of suffrage.
the Senator from Nevada had undertaken to drag into this
For one holding my views on the race question, of course,
question the question of politics when he knew that there was everyone knows that there are not words in my vocabulary suf·
not a man on that side of the Chamber or this side of the ficiently strong to express my disapproval of the conduct of .the
Chamber who was in favor of the woman-suffrage amendment white woman whose ignorant enthusiasm would lead her to comwho had any thought of pol1tics in his mind. I say now that if mit the wicked mistake of urging the negroes to take part in
the amendment is ever carried in the Senate of the United politics. If such were done in the State which I have the honor,
States i.t will be carried upon the merits of the question and in part, to represent on this. floor, it would bring about untold
not upon the question as how politics may be affected by it.
trouble, not only to tl;le white people, but the negroes also. But
I simply wanted to say that muc~ Mr. 'President~ at this I can not for the life of me see the relevancy of the newspaper
time. It is unfortunate. of course, that we ha.Ye not the votes article to the subject matter under discussion. Certainly, there
to carry this amendment. I am disappointed; yet I am quite is no more harm or dama.ge done the country by a white woman
sure that S~rs are going to vote their sentiments upon this insisting upon the negro woman voting for a negro who is a :
question, whether they be for it or wnether they be against it, candidate for Congress than there is in a white man holding
and will vote what they think to be just and right.
office appointing a negro to office.
·
1
l\1r. SHAFllOTH obtained the floor.
·
I think it is very natural for a negro to desire to vote for a:
Mr. HARDWICK. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to negro for office. But it is an unwise thing for a white person to
me for a moment?
insist upon a negro voting for anybody or taking part in politics
1\fr. SHAFROTH. I yield to the Senator from Geor~ia.
at all. If I had my way about tt I shonl<! not permit a negro
:Mr. HARDWICK. In amplification of some of the observa- man or negro woman or a yellow man or yellow woman to vote
tions I made to the Senate the other day on this question, I In any State in this Republic. I should make of this absolutely,
'desire to call the attention of the Senate and of the country, n white man's Government. But every idea of justice and sense
nnd particularly the attention of those southern Senators who of right is outraged by a condemnation of women for doing things
are supporting this proposition, to a recent occurrence in New in politics or anywhere else that men are applauded for doing
York in which the people of the South are deeply interested. I . If it is right for a negro to vote, it is right for a negro to hold
read from a report of a political meeting in New York City, It office. If it is wrong for a negro woman to vote, it is wrong for
.appears in the New York .Journal of February 27, 1918, on a negro man to vote. If it is wrong for a white woman to urge
~hich date a campaign was in progress to fill a vacancy from
negro women and men to vote for a negro candidate for office,
one o.f the New York congressional districts in the House of . it is equally wrong for a white man to urge a negro man to vote
Representatives.
or for a white man to appoint a negro to office--and the latter
The article reads as follows.:
has. been done as a reward for the negroes' support in political
[From the New York Journal, Feb: 27, 1918.]
· eampaigns.
SUFFRAGE LEAD:Im- URGES "BLACKS TO BA"'D TOGETHJIR TO STilANGLiil
·1 do not approve either or any such-but I am in favor of
SOLID SOUTH "-l.lRS. HOW ABD GOOLD JUISJIIS RAC!I TSSUll IN SP&Ctreating women fairly. It is my purpose to continue the :fight
1 TACULAR ATTEMPT TO Sl!lND NEW YORK :1\'"E.GRO TO CONGRESS-APPEALS
for the repeal of the fifteenth amendment, and finally the comTO WOM.JlN l"OTERS AGAINST SOUTH.
Negro vo.ters are being urged by Mrs. Howard Gmrld to support pleted elimination of the negroes, both male· and female, from
Revcrdy C. Ransom, negro candidate for Congress. Unaccompanied by the politics of America. And I expect the white women ot
n white escort, Mrs Gould addressed a crowded negro campaign meeting in Mother Zion Church, One hundred and thirty-sixth Street. near America to help me in that great undertaking.
Mr. SHAFROTH addressed the Senate. After having. poken
Seventh Avenue.
With the exception of three reporters, Mrs. Gould was the ®ly white: for some time.
person In the hall. She. was stunningly dressed and did not seem at
0

0

o

Her autom~>bll~ which waited for
ller outside the chu>:-ch, created much interest in the neighborhood.
Mrs.~ Gould, wh~ bas done much- a~tation fen• woman s~, met
Rnn om in connection with other activities. She formed a
opinion of his chara;~ ter. When she beard he was a candidate for ongress
.she promised to do all she could to get votes tor him. Ransom was
one of the speakers at the meeting.
all embarrassed b:v her environment.

STAli.'DS FOR &QUALITY.

Mrs. Gould: although she reterred more than once to her southern
birth and family-

And if she is proud of it I do not know that the sentiment can
be reciprocal' ,-ave expression to sentl.ments of equality between the white and colored

races. ·~ said=
• "We call people blacks and whites now, but some day we'll call them
United States Americans. On March 5 you will have a chance to help
President WJ.ls()n in his fight for democracy.
" Black men are now fighting side b~ side with white men in the
1
trt-nches. They are figh~ for the world democracy. And they are
' fighting tor the democracy cf a country which at one time boasted a king
whose atrocltk!s surpa ed any of those committed on black men in
history."
APP'E ALS TO

WOlUJ~.

This was understood to refer to the late King Leopold, uncle of the
nresent King of the Belgians. It was received wtth devout cries of
'"'Amen." In fact, many of Mrs. Gould's periods were greeted with
audible approval ~>f a camp-meeting character
'peakjng of the colored soldiers in the National Army, she said they
bad "white hearts under a black skin." Reverting to the congressional
eledion, she said :
• Any colored man in this district who votes agalnst Mr. Ransom Is.
a traitor to his r!lee and to democracy. It the white man. the Republl-.
can captain, tries to insist on your voting for his man, he is beguiling
yo':l and ls not your friend."

She conclutled, Mr. President, in these words:
Now that the black women of the North have political power, they
mu t band together !or the black women of the South. You black
people must strangle the solid South.

Those words I commend, Ur. President, to the consideration
a,m1 attention of those dl tinguished Senators from my own
section who intend to support.this proposition.

AGRICULTURAL APPROPRIATIONS.

Mr. GORE. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the Senator from Colo-·
rado yield to the Senator from Oklahoma?
Ur. SHAFROTH. I yield to the Senator.
l\1r. GORE. I should like to say to the Senator, as chairman
ot the Committee on Agriculture and Fore"try, I am due at a
conference on what is known as the food-production bill.
Mr. SHAFROTH. I will ask the Senator, is there a contro~
versy over the matter now?
Mr. GORE. The matter which I intend to pre ent to the
Senate I think there will be no controverny over.. and I thin!.:
it will not require three minutes. It is the regular annual
a-ppropriation bilL
1
l\11·. SHAFROTH. Very well, I will yield for that purpose.
Mr. GORE. I ask unanimous consent to report, without:
amendment, from the Committee on Agriculture and Fore try,
by authority of a majority of the membership of that com·
mittee the reruar annual Agricultural appropriation bill, being
House' bill 12714. I shall then as]} for its immediate eon idera·
tion, on eondition, however, that it will not lead to any dis..
cussion.
.1
Mr. THOMAS. Is it a. conference report?
1
Mr. GORE. No, sir; it has not been in conference.
.
I will sny in this connection that this is the measure which
has already passed both Houses of Congress; it is the mea ure
that was vetoed by the President on account of -the wheat
amendment. The bill has passed the other House exactly as it
had previously pas ed both Houses, excluding the wheat amend..
ment. It has again passed the HousP and n~w comes to the
Senate.
•
.
I will say, by way of further explanation of the apparent
haste, that either this bill must pass to-day or on Monday, or
another continuing joint resolution must be passed. The Hou~a

1918.
of Representati\"es has lost a quorum, I am advised by the chairman of the House Committee on Agriculture, ·and that they will
not be able to obtain a quorum either to-day or on Monday for
the purpose of passing a continuing joint resolution. Notice
bas been served upon him that such a joint resolution can not
be passed in the absence of a quorum. That renders it, therefore, Jmperative that this measure should be presented at thi!:l
time, and I ask unanimous consent for that purpose. It is the
exact measure which has heretofore passed both Houses, excluding the so-called wheat amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Cl:!air understands that the
Senator from Okl~homa asks unanimous consent that the unfinished business may be temporarily laid aside, to be resumed
immediately upon the conclusion of the matter which he now presents tu the Senate.
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the request of the Senator from Oklahoma'? The Chair hears none,
and the report will be received.
Mr. GORE. I now ask that the Senate proceed to the consideration of the bill.
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, proceeded to consider .the bill (H. R. 12714) making
nppropriations for the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1919.
_
Mr. GORE. l\Ir. President, I simply wish to reiterate the statement that this is the regular annual .Agricultural appropriation
bill, the former bill having passed both Houses and having been
vetoed by the President; it has been repassed by the House as
it previously had passed both Houses, excluding the so-called
wheat amendment.
On this point let me say that the friends of the increased price
of wheat have decided to adjourn that question until the short
session of Congress next winter. The President has issued a
proclamation fixing the price of wheat for the 1919 harvest at
the same figure which was fixe'd for the harvests of 1917 and
1918. There are those who think the price -n·as not high enough.
The President, however, has given notice· that he would appoint
a commission to investigate the cost of production next spring,
and if it should be found necessary would issue a proclamation ·
making the necessary or proven advance in the price. In view of
that statement and a surance it has not been deemed wise to
insist upon the wheat amendment at this time, but, as I say, to
adjourn that ·question until some future occasion. ·
In that connection I wish to say it is only. since the . Senate
voted last upon the wheat amendment tbat the so-called agricultural advisory committee, appointed by Mr. Hoover and Secretary Houston, have unanimously recommended a price of
$2.46 per bushel for wheat at Chicago. The price of the crop of
Switzerland this year is guaranteed by the Government at $2.70
per bus hel, and the price guaranteed by the French Government
for the current year is $3.95 for wheat. Further than this I
have nothing to say. I hope the measure will now pass.
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and passed.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.

A message from the House of Representatives, by G. F.

Turner, one of its clerks, announced that the House had passed a
joint resolution (H. J. Res. 333) to aid in combating ·~Spanish
influenza " and other communicable diseases, in which it requested the concurrence of the Senate.
PREVENTION OF SPANISH INFLUE

~ zA.

Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. l\Ir. President-r The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colorado yield to the Senator from Virginia?
Mr. SHAFROTH. I yield to the Senator.
l\lr. MARTIN of Virginia. The Senator in charge of the pending measure has kindly agreed to lay it aside temporalily, without losing its place, in order that the Senate may consider the
joint resolution which bas just come over from the House of
Representatives. It is vitally important that it be disposed of
promptly, and I ask unanimous consent that it be now consmered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair lays before the Senate a joint resolution from the House of Representatives, which
the Secretary will read.
The joint resolution (H. J. Res. 333) to· aid in combating
"Spanish influenza" and other communicable diseases was read
the first time by title, and the second time at length, as follows:
R esowed, etc., That to enable the Public Health Service to combat and
suppress " Spanish infiuenza " and other communicable diseases by
aiding State and local boards of health, or otherwise, including pay and
a!lowances of medical and sanitary personnel, medical and hospital
supplies, printing, clerical services. and rent in the District of Columbia
and elsewhere, transportation, freight, and · such other expenses as may

be necessary, there is appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, $1,000,000, to be available until June 30,
1919.
SEc. 2. That the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, and
the Secretary of the Treasury are authorized and directed, respectively,
tQ utilize jointly the personnel and facilities of the Medical Department
of the Army, tbe Medical Department of the Navy, and the Public
Health Service, so far as possible, in aiding to combat and suppress
the said diseases.

Mr. PENROSE. Mr. President, I should like to ask the
chairman of the Committee on Appropriations whether this
amount has been asked for by the War Department or by any
other department?
l\1r. MARTIN of Virginia. I am not prepared to say whether
it bas or not. The joint resolution has passed the House, and
the situation is critical and serious.
Mr. PENROSE. \Vell, Mr. President, one of the evidences
of the situation being critical, it would seem to me, would be
for one of the executive departments, particularly the \Var
Department, to have taken cognizance of it and to have called
the attention of Congress to it.
l\lr. MARTIN of Virginia. If the Senator from Pennsylvania
objects to the passage of the joint resolution, I do not wish to
delay the pending measure any further.
Mr. PENROSE. In good faith, I only want to ask for information. I have no doubt that the situation growing out of the
so-called "Spanish influenza" is very serious, but it seems to
me that we are proposing to disburse a million dollars absolutely without consideration and without any estimates. _ I
should like to ask the Senator if he has any idea how the money
is going to be spent?
Mr. l\lARTIN of Virginia. I have no information except what
everybody has, and that contained in the joint resolution itself.
l\Ir. PENROSE. Well, I have no information.
l\Ir. MARTIN of Virginia. It is now under investigati-on.
Some of the representatives of the War and Navy Departments
and the Public Health Service had been requested to appear
before the Appropriations Committee, but the Senator from
Massachusetts made such representations to me about the
serious nature of this contagion in the State of Massachusetts
that I thought the Senate might well afford to appropriate this
money immediately, so that the counb·y might be relieved of this
menace.
Mr. PENROSE. Then the Senator's thought is to appropriate this $1,000,000 and investigate the propriety of the appropriation afterwards?
1\fr. MARTIN of Virginia. Not ~o investigate it at all, but
to leave it to the officers of the Government to expend' it for the
purposes indicated.
Mr. PENROSE. Well, has the Senator any idea wbateYer as
to how the money is to be expended? ,
·
·
Mr. l\IARTIN of Vii;ginia. The Medical Department of the
Government is to expend it.
l\1r. PENROSE. Well, how are they going to expend it?
l\Ir. MARTIN of Virginia. I can not tell the Senator how.
It is within their discretion to expend it to control this epidemic,
which is a menace to the cantonments, to the camps, to the Army
everywhere, and to the civil population. It is a serious menace,
aud we have got, in my judgment, to take some risk in trusting
the officers of the Government to use wisely the funds necessary
at least to make an earnest effort to check this contagion.
Mr. PENROSE. \Veil, Mr. President, I am perfectly willing
to trust the officers of the Government, and if they woul(l come
here and ask for this $1,000,000 I would not he~ita te ·a moment;
but nobody has asked for. it that I know of; nobody knows how
it is to be expended; and absolutely no information exists on
the part of any Senator or Member of the House, so far as I
can gather, as to how or why this money should be spent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the Senator from Pennsylvania permit the Ohair to state that a similar Senate joip.t
resolution \\as introduced by the· Senator from Massachusetts
[l\Ir. WEEKS], who knows the facts about it, and, as the Chair
is informed, requested that he be present when the joint resolution was called up for action. In view of that, the Chair was
about to suggest that the Senator from Colorado [Mr. SHAFROTH]
be allowed to proceed with his remarks upon this matter, leaving it pending for a few minutes, in the hope that the Sena~or
from Massachusetts may arrive in the meantime.
· .
l\Ir. PENROSE. I really think it would be well to do s~.
The Finance Committee is in session-1\fr. l\IARTIN of Virginia. l\fr. President, I withdraw the request for the consideration of the joint resolution. I am per·
fectly willing, if any Senator objects, to let it go to the committee for investigation. I was endeavoring to relie\e what I
consider a serious menace to the Army and to the country, and
I think that we could very well afford to clo that;. but, in view
of what has been ·said, I withdraw the request.
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The Chair . understahds that the practice that I object to, rather than the purpose of the·
the message from the House remains on the desk of the appropriation.
.
Presiding Officer, and can be laid before the Senate at any
1\lr. LODGE. Mr. President, I am very much obliged to the
time.
Senator from Pennsylvania. This matter is being carefully
Mr. PENROSE. I simply want to suggest in conclusion, 1n considered and has been carefully considered by the Med1eal 1
justice to myself, that the Finance Committee of the Senate is Department of the Navy, of the Army, of the Red Cross and of
engaged every day and all day in the laborious task of devis- the Public Health Service. I know that Surgeon Gener~l Blue, '
ing methods of getting $8,000,000,000 from the taxpayers. In of the Public Health Service, Surgeon General Braisted, of the
iny opinion, there is going to be imposed upon the taxpayers Navy, and Surgeon General Noble, of the Army, ha-ve all been
a crushing burden, such as ln many cases will result-! hesi- in consultation about it. They will spend the money. It will
tate to u e the 'vorcl-but I am of the opinion that it will be wholly in their hands, and I am sru·e they can be depended
result in many cases in industrial disaster; and I think the upon to spend it as wisely as possible, but I assure the Senate
time J;las come when we should stop 11ppropriating a million that the need is very great indeed. We ought to have all the
to-<lay and ten million to-morrow and fifty ' million the day help we can get to check and quarantine the disea e, and all
after, without any consideration or investigation or recom- , that is 'done in New England or anywhere else is for the benefit
mendation.
of the rest of the country and for the war work throughout the
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. Mr. President, I not only with- country.
draw the request, but the Senator can do as he pleases. If
Mr. KELLOGG. Mr. President, may I ask the Senator if it
be wants the jqint re ·olution to go to the committee, I am per- is not true .that the Surgeon General's Office now has ih the
fectly willing to have that action taken, but there is, in my service practically every doctor it can get hold of and ample
judgment, a public emergency. The proceeding is irregular, funds to carry on all kinds of work connected with the war?
1
and the joint resolution can only be considered by unanimous
1\Ir. LODGE. They have no funds with which to meet sucl1
consent.
an exigency as this. The funds are an specifically appropriated
. 1\fi·. PENROSE. I simply want to state, Mr. President, that for other purposes. This is an emergency. They have no funds
I run one of those-and I belie-ve IDY- opi~on is shared by at all for this purpose, and lt may be necessary for the Governether -who are reaching the conclusion that we are approach- ment to assist the Red Cross, which has the best general organi. ,1ng the time when it will be easier to save a million dollars zation. I can only hope it will be done. We have gone to the
rescue frequently in case of floods and other visitations which
than to raise a million dollars.
were local, and I have a.lways been glad to vote for those appro. 1\lr. LODGE. Mr. President-; The PRESIDING OFFICER Does the Senator from Colo- I-rlations, but I think in this case the work is national ana
affects the welfare of the war work as well as the welfare of
rado yield to the Senator from Massachusetts?
the part of the country where the scourge is raging most severely~
1\lr. SHAFROTH. I yield to the Senator.
1\Ir. U11.~ERWOOD. Mr. President-Mr. LODGE. l shall be very much indebted to the Senator
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colo·
from Colorado if he will yield to me just for a moment in
regard to the joint resolution which. was brought up by · the rado yield to the Senator from. Alabama?
Mr. SHAFROTH. I yield to the Senator from Alabama.
chairman of the Committee on Appropriations, and which has
Mr. UNDERWOOD. I only have a wo~·d to say in reference
'.Pas ed the House, a{)propriating a million dollars to enable
1
the medical departments of the Government to meet the scourge to the pending joint resolution.
As a rule, I a.m in accordf with the suggestion made by the
of Spanish influenza which has appeared in this country..
Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. PENROSE] that we ought not to
i 1\Ir. SHAFllOTH. Very well; I yield.
J\Ir. LODGE. Tbe appTopriation, of course, gives them au- 1·ecklessly appropriate money, at least we ought, as a rule, to take
.thority to use · money everywhere, and the Red Cross is making the time to ascertain fo1· what purpose it is going to be spent,
·arrangements to send out units e-verywhere. It is not alone how it will be spent, and as to whether the scope of the appro·
'. tor New England ; but I hope ·no objection wlll be made to its priation is within the possibilities of its helpful expenditu1·e.
pa sage, because ln Massachusetts and in the other New Eng- Ls a member of the Public Health Committee of the Senate.
land States, but particularly in Massachusetts, there is great however, I happen to know something about the conditions of
the Public Health Service, and as a member of the ApproJ)ri.1suffering and many deaths nre occurring.
tions Committee of the Senate, which reviews their appropria·
Mr. THOl\IAS. It is right here ·in Washington.
Mr. LODGE. It has appeared bere; it has appeared in many tions, I have some information from that source, and I know.
States; it will be everywhere. At Cnmp Devens, according to that as now constituted they have a woeful lack of officers.
the last .figru·es I saw, there were over 10,000 cases, and ffi'RilY They are being pushed to the extreme . to get the men in the
deaths. It has gone so far that theaters and churches are Public Healt11 Sen·ice to do the work that they have in hand, and
closed, and all public meetings are postponed, as a measure of they have not ample ·appropriations to carry on the work that
necessary precaution. The distress is very great, owing to the b in hand outside of this epidemic.
I therefore know that not one step can be taken by the
great lack of physicians and nurses. The hospitals are so
crowded that it is 'impossible to get the cases into them, which, Public Health Service unless we furnish them with more money,
-of course, affects the mass of the population .more than any- and, more than that, provide a new field, as this joint re olution
thing else. We need, more than anything, nru·ses and doctors. does, in which they can get surgeons to cooperate with the
,W e are .doing the utmost that can be done in the States, but Public Health Service and .aid in stopping this epidemic. It
:we need help from the General -Go-vernment in the way of 'nru·ses ·may not be so serious as we imagine at the present time; but
and doctors. They can -aid the Red Cros , and I know they if it is, and it continues to spread, it may do far more harm to
have been in consultation, and are anx.ious to help in every way our Army in' the camps on this side of the Atlantic than the
enemy can do in months on the other side. At this stage o:f
that is possible.
; The epidemic is stopping th~ war work in the States. It is the war, when victory is only a step forward, when every effort
retarding it in all the great plants which are occupied in making should be made to put every possible man on the firing line,
munitions of wa:r. It is of the utmost importance to do every- when the Provost Marshal General has felt that this situation
thing that can be done to curb the progress of this disease; to is so serious that he has stopped the mobilization of 142,000
tako the proper measures to keep it within the narrowest pos- men going to the camps, it seems to me that we ought not to
.sible bounds. The money that is asked for is not alone for hesitate for an hour to appropriate whatever money is neces!New England at all, ·as I said in the beginning. It happens sary, in the opinion of the authorities, to take steps imme;that there is wbere .it first ·broke out, and there is where the diately to stop this epidemic, protect our dvil population, an<l
protect om· Army in the camps.
~Situation at this moment .is worst.
Although as a rule I believe that a-ppropriations of this kin<l
· I sincerely .hope that .the Senate will nii.ow the joint Tesolushould go to a committee for consideration, I hope that this
tion to pass.
joint resolution will be passed this afternoon by unanimous
1\Ir. PENROSE. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colo- consent, so that by Monday morning the conl!-i:ituted authorities
may go to work, and may begin the fight to stop a serious
rado yield to the Senator from Penn~lvanla?
menace to the health of the country and to our Army in the :field.
1 Mr. SHAFROTH. I do.
Mr. LODGE. Mr. President, 'I ask unanimous consent for
I Mr. PENROSE. 1 have no desire -to object to the passage
i'¢: this measure. The Senator from MassaChusetts Jthinks it is the present consideration of the joint resolution, and that the
.. necessary, ·and I am ,generally in harmony with him, and I do 'Unfinished business may be temporarily laid aside for that
not object to it. It .s eems to me, -howeve1·, 'that there Bhould 'PUrpose.
have been some estimate from the department, or 'Some little
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Massachufinvestigation from ;the committee, no matter ·how .hasty. It is ,setts asks unanimous ·c onsent that the unfinished business maY.
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. be temporarily laid aside :for action upon the joint resolution

attempt 1t and asked that the Government 1n the ·first instance
whlch was withdrawn a few minutes ~go.
shall .take 'Charge of it?
Mr. SHA.FTI.OTH. llr. President, if we -can· be -assured that
Mr. UNDERWOOD. I have no information whatever on that
it will take {)nly a few minutes, I shall not object.
subject; but the disease has only appeared in the last few weeks,
Mr. LODGE. I think the joint resolution will pass at unce.
ana most of the States can only act by way of an appropriation
Mr. SHAFROTH. All right.
through their legislatures. I know that is true<>f my State; and
The PRESIDING OFFIOER. Is there objection?
if we waited for State action the epidemic might come and go
There being no objection, the Senate, as ·in Oommittee of the before we would get it from many States in the Union. It is not
Whole, proceeded to ·c onsider the joint resolution (H. J. ·'Res. that the pe ple would not be Willing to respond, but that the
333) to aid in combating " Spanish influenza " and other C{)m- State has not the machinery for immediate response.
municable -diseases.
Mr. LODGE. Mr. President, I can answer the Senator as to
Mr. PITTMAN. 1\.fr. President, I do. not want to {)ppose the the State of Massachusetts. Everything is being done there that
joint resolution, but I should like to ask the Senator from Ala- the ·state resources permit-everything in the way of money and
bama if there is n. serious need of surgeons in the Army at the every effort in the way of nurses. The hospitals, as I have said,
present time?
are crammed beyond capacity. Nothing has been spared by the
Mr. UNDERWOOD. I was speaking of the Public Health State. The State can not get additional medical help and belp
Service, not of the Army. The Public Health Service ·is thnt of ·n urses without the aid of the Federal Government. It must
part of the service which, as the Senator knows, takes care of have aid from the outside.
'
epidemics ·a nd does not directly relate to the Anny or the Navy.
The Federal Gove1-nment has been most energetic already.
Mr. PITTMAN. There is a serious need .for them in the Public Several days ago the Navy, although hard put to it for physicians
Health Service, is there?
anu surgeons, sent six doctors to the shipping district at Quin-cy,
Mr. UNDERWOOD. I have been told in the committee, by where there are the Victory Works and the great Fore Ri er
members of that senice, that they have great difficulty in getting yards, so important did they regard it to have medical aid. The
men. F{)r instance, they have to supply men to the merchant State is straining every nerve and doing everything it can; but
marine ; and then all these calls for doctors in epidemics nnd :for the .State anthorities telegraph me that they must have the aid
the scientific work in reference to epidemics are made on the of the Federal Government to get the necessary assistance to
Public Health Service generally. Then a large portion of the check and <e.untrol the disease so far as it can be done.
work :wit;h 1·egard to sanitation .around Army camps has made
The joint re olution was reported to the Senate without
another drain on the Public Health Service. So my information amendment, ordered to a third reading, read thl'third time, and
is-and I am sure it is correct-that there is a lack of trained passed.
officers in the Public Health Service.
w·oMAN SUFFRAGE.
-The Oongress has recently provided for taking in a certain
numbe:r of junior officers; but this class of work requires men
The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, re umed the conwho are experienced in scientific lines rather than in the line of siderati{)n of the joint resoJution (H. J. Res. 200) proposing an
doctors. Of course they are doctors and surgeons, but their amendment to the Constitution of the United States extending
work is not primarily the work of a doctor or a surgeon who the right of suffl·age to women.
treats one patient. It is rather the work of -a scientific man,
1\fT. PITTMAN. 1\fr. President-who e principal objett is to prevent the disease and not to cure
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the S.enator from Coloit. Of course that takes men with years of training; and when rado yield to the Senator from Nevada? they take a new man into the service it takes some time before
Mr. SHAFROTH. I shall be throu-g h in a moment.
they can educate him to the point where he can be of use.
1\Ir. PTI""l'MAN. I just want to make a statement.
The drain upon the Public Health Service has taken every pos1\Ir. SHAFROTH. Very well.
Mr. PITTMAN. I understand that while I was absent at
sible man of that kind. Of course they would direct this work
because they have charge of the public health at home, but they lunch the Senator from Utah [Mr. SMooT] made some comment
have not the officers. This bill authorizes the temporary use upon a colloquy between the Senator and myself yesterday
of men in the military and naval services to cooperate with the . with regaTd to this matter. I simply give notice that, with t.Q.e
Public Health Service for this -purpose; and the $1,000,000 ap.pro- consent of the Senate, upon the completion of the remarks of
priation, of .course, is intended for sanitation, for investigation, the Senator from Col-orado I Will answer the Senator from
:for nurses, and other work in creating a quarantine service for Utah, and I trust he will be present at that time.
the prevention of the disease. In other words, if this joint re o1\.fr. SHAFROTH. 1\Ir. President, I have listened to the deiution is passed it will be primarily for the purpose of prevention bate upon this question with deep interest, and find that nearly
and not for cure.
everything urged against the measure has been on the ground
Mr. PITTMAN. The reason why I ask the question is simply of e~ediency for man, how it will affect his power, hi:- conto enforce this necessity. As I understand-and I thought the trol, ·nothing as to the righteousness of the cause. Senators
Senator from Alabama was familiar with it-the amount of forget the woman, who believes that in justice·she is entitled to
disease, and the necessity for physicians and Slll'geons i;n ~very . vote; they forget the mothers, the wives, and the sisters who,
department connected with this war, has been steadily in- according te our theory of government, are entitled to suffrage:;
but because -some fancied complication clouds their vision, the
creasing.
1\fr. UNDERWOOD. Undoubtedly.
effi ct of which might l:>e to limit man's power, they would deny
1\lr. PITTl\1AN. And the G<>vernment is appealing all the to women the right of ·t he franchise.
time, not only to the surgeons but to the scientists and all others, · 1\fr. President, what is involved in the right to vote? It is
to meet this tremendous emergency.
the greatest governmental power that exists, because it includes
Mr. UNDERWOOD. Undoubtedly.
the determinftiion of all governmental questions. Is it possible
I Mr. KIRBY. Mr. Presid€Dt, I should like to ask the Senato1· that a lluman being who is as well educated as man shall not
a question. Is the necessity for the passage of this joint resolu- be given consideration because man has arrogated .all powers
tion supposed to arise from the fact that the Government, or the and has reserved them exclusively for 'himself!
·
governmental agencies in connection with the -camps, are not
It has been said that Senators have been influenced politically
able to cope with the condition already developed?
to change their views upon tllis subject; but, 1\fr. President, so
Mr. UNDERWOOD. I will say to the Senator that I do not far as I am concerned that charge does not lie at my door.,
think it directly relates to the camp . A-s I understand the pur- F{)i'ty-odd years ago I made a speech in a debating society in
:pose of the joint resolution, some cases of this epidemic have favor of woman su.:ffrage, and there never has been an hour
-originated in the camps, but more have originated in the civil since that time when I did not feel that it was an outrage for
population. The disease. appears to be a highly commun~cab~e man to deprive woman of the right to vote. I introduced this
one, however, and if prompt steps are taken to stop its progress . identical joint .resolution in five successive Congresses 'when I
by quarantine and information to the public generally it may be was a member of the House of Repl'esentatives, and yet. its
stopped in its ~nitlal stages, whereas if it progresses for a week passage was always refused.
or two or a month it may be very difficult to stop in the end; and : 1\!r. President, what ls this power? Where do we get it? Is
rn the meantime the contact with the camps 'vill become greater, · it a fact that the just powers of government are derived from
and there will be vru;tly more danger of our armies being aff€Cted · the consent of the governed~ Is that true or is it a lie?
it
by the disease.
possible that any person can fairly reason that a woman is no£
1\lr. KIRBY. I understand that further mobilization is sus- entitled to this right when that declaration has been accepted
pended, however, to prevent the la~t condition a.rlsing which 'by all -republics throughout the world, and when it is supposed
the Senator has named. Is the Senator's information to the ' t-o be a~uiesced in by every man on the floor of this body? Our
efl'eet that the cities and the countles :and the States are unable · forefathers said it was so elear that it could not be the subject
:to cope with the condition, or have they refused or fail d t() 'Of dispute, that it was a self-evident truth.
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No one can fairly deny that women are part of the governed,
nnd hence we violate that fundamental principle of our Government when we refuse to permit them to participate in that government. Are not the women subject to the laws of·the Government? Are they not liable to all the pains and penalties that
are prescribed in the statutes? Oh, yes. Then, why is it that
Senators wiH deny their right on the ground of expediency in
some States of the Union 1
Mr. President, how did man come to get this power? Everybody concedes that all powers of government are either delegated or assumed. Everybody recognizes that all powers not
delegated are assumed. Consequent1y all assumed powers are
usurpations. That being true, wherein can you justify ever
having excluded women from the right to vote? The women
never gave their consent that men should usurp all powers of
government. You can not find where they have ever had submitted to them any such proposition of disfranchisement. You can
not find that it bas been voted by them. If the principle is true
that the just powers of government are derived from the consent
of the governed, where do you get the co11Sent of the governed in
the case of women? From what source of authority do you get
the right of man to make aU the laws not only for himself but
also for his mothei~, his sisters, and his wife without their consent? Whence did he derive it?
As it is conceded that woman is subject to the jmisdiction of
the laws, then you are exercising usurped power over her. Even
if you could find that she had voted this power to man, can it be
sai<l it was to exist forever-that it was irrevocable? Does this
self-evident truth, that the just powers of government are derived from the consent of the governed, relate to a past condition only, or is it a "living truth yesterday, to-day, and forever"?
- Mr. President, suppose men were deprived of the right to
vote, how long would that condition last? 'Vould there not be
a revolution? Our very Declaration of Independence in referring to inalienable rights says " that whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the
people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new government,
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its
powers in such form as to them shall seem most likely to effect
their safety and happiness." Of course a revolution would follow. Why can we not look a little at the other side? Why can
_we not see the matter from the woman's position? There are
women advocating this measure who are s.o earnest that they
would lay down their lives in order to get the principle established. Are we to ignore fundamental principles? Are we to
ignore women who are pleading for such rights?
·
, Mr. President, we do not look at the question from woman's
viewpoint. 'Ve are just like any class of people or any potentate
:that has power and does not want to give it up. The origii\al
form of government was an. absolute monarchy. It was the
assumption of power by force, and the absolute monarch vigor-ously resisted yielding any of it. The absolute monarch denied
the petition of the people, and even of the lords of the realm, in
·order to retain his power. Yet, Mr. President, when th~ first
concessions came they were called grants of power not to the
people but to the aristocracy, and the governments were then
called limited monarchies. Then there grew the sentiment that
all people have inalienable rights, that they had rights which
they could not be depriyed of, even if they were willing to surrender them.
I How can it be ·asserted that women are not citizens when
they perform almost every task that man has done? The lncom:parable record woman has made in industries and in all fields of
·effort during the war surely entitles her to be considered, sympathetically at least, in connection with this question. It may
be said that the husband will give the wife an the rights she
should have, but he did not do so when by legislation he vested
Jn himself the title to all her property on marriage and arrogated
to himself the sole guardianship of all the children. Should she
·have no voice in determining such questions? Must her privileges be subject to the gracious favor of men? They must have a
right, and that right must be given by us, if we want to do what
is fair and what is just. Tho idea of letting a matter of expediency determine the grunting or rejection of a human right is
repugnant to every lover of liberty.
1
Speakers here have opposed the idea of woman's being entitled to vote unless she has the strength to go upon the battle
field and resist by force of arms the enemies of our country.
, Mr. President, you can not win a war unless you have the
aid of women. You will find that millions of women will take
the places of men :who will be released to go to war. Wars can
·not be won with soldiers at the front alone. The great forces
the factories and on the farms must be maintained. It may
·be that woman has not the strength to bear arms, but she does
bear sons who fight the battles of the Republic.

-in

Mr. President, this sacrifice upon her part is far greater.
. even than that made by the boy himself. There is nothing
that ·so disturbs the soul and rest of the mother as the fear
that her beloved ones may have to meet" death. To her it is
the supreme sacrifice. Will you deny to such human beings the
right to participate in government, but insist that man shall
make all the laws not only for himself but also for hi"s mother,
for his sisters, and for his wife without their consent? Is there
justice in that? Is there any fairness in it?
The distinction is attempted to be made that this is a matter
for State determination. If the principle is true that the just
powers of government are derived from the consent of the governed, it applies to all governments. It applies to the State government. If the State does not permit that principle of law to
prevail in the State, then it is not a democratic State; it is a
State that violates the very fundamental principle of the Government. If a Nation which is ·a distinct Government itself,
which elects its President, its Vice President, and its Senators
and Representatives, denies that principle of government,
wherein can you say that it is a true democracy?
I\fr. President, this " self-evident truth " applies to all governments. It applies to ·a city government, to a county government,
to a State government, and it applies to a national government.
The safeguard which has been thrown about the adoption of constitutional amendments is supposed to be the ample protection
which will prevent legislation of a character that is detrimental.
Is it possible that when we elect a President of the United
States we should deprive one-half of the people of the right of
participating in that election 1 The man says that the men represent the women. You might say, let the son represent the
father, or let the father represent the sons. Of course there is
some sympathy between them, and consequently you would not
get extremely bad legislation; but if the principle is true that the
just powers of government are derived from the consent of the
governed you have no right without that person's consent to let '
somebody else represent him or her, and especially some one
who may be antagonistic to his or her views.
Mr. President, is it possible that we are going to maintain
a position that one-half of the world is going to be denied the
right to exercise that power which is the greatest governmental
power and the foundation of democracy?
l\1r. KENYON. Mr. President-Mr. SHAFROTH. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. KENYON. I did not want to ask the Senator a question,
but I am on a conference committee and compelled to go away.
I wonder if the Senator would yield, that I may place a telegram
in the RECORD which I am rather anxious to place in it?
Mr. SHAFROTH. I yield to the Senator for that puri_lose.
l\Ir. KENYON. Mr. President, I would like to have placed
in the RECORD a telegram I received this morning stating that
my home town, Fort Dodge, Iowa, and Webster County, a large .
agricultural county, raised their quota on the liberty-bond :
issue at midnight last night. That is the kind of answer that
is coming from the Iowa people to the camouflage peace cam- .
paign of Austria. It shows that the Middle West is thoroughly,,
aroused and is behind the Government to the last dollar and
the last man. I think no other town or county in the Nation
can exceed this record. I thank the Senator for his kindness.
There being no objection, the telegram was ordered to be
printed in the REconn, as follows:
Senator W. S.

FORT DODGE, IOWA, September !81 1918,

;

KENYON.

Washington, D. C.:

Webster County and ·Fort" Dodge raaed their quota before midnight
on the 27th. The editor Des J.Ioines Register, when advised, says wo
are the first county in the State to raise quota.
M. P. CHUMLEA.

Mr. SHAFROTH. Mr. President, you will find in the list
of subscribers the Senator has referred to the work of women
for the purpose of raising that money. Should we not consider
women's rights in view of her work in behalf of the preservation of the Government? Is it possible that a matter of expediency is going to determine this great question of right'l
If we do, Mr. President, we had better wipe out the axiom that
the right of every cause should prevail.
Mr. President, what are these women doing? Hundreds of
thousands are working to take the place of men in order to let
them win the battles of the Republic. What are they doing
every day? Working for nothing day after day, continually,
working for the great cause. Are we to shun them; are we
to say," You have no rights"; shall we say "we will continue
to make the laws just as we want them whether you like them
or not"?
Mr. President, there should be a movement everywhere in
behalf of this great principle. I can not conceive how people
want rights that they are not willing to give to other people of
Intelligence. It must be a relic of the theory of the divine.
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right of kings extended to the divine right of sex. Is that right?
I that fair? If you were in the other position, would you deem
it right? Would you deem it fair? Can you not look at it a
littl from the woman's standpoint?
Mr. President, there is no sacrifice that woman will not make
for h er country. There is no sacrifice she would not make,
e\en to the extent of going upon the field of battle. I want to
read an extract from an account of the heroism of the Legion
of Death:
They fought like demons. Under the spell and excitement of battle
the 3,000 wom en in the battalion reverted to the prlmitlve. The refinements, limitat ion s, and the weaknesses which clvilizi:ItiQn nas implanted in t he feminine sex ee.med miraculously wiped away by a
terrific lust for blood, which I do not believe any regiment of men even
ln this bitterest of all wars could ever display.
~'wi ce the Russian battalions to the right and left gave way under
the German thrust, on e regiment throwing down its arms in a. mad
s cramble for the rear. Each time their officers rallied them by pleading
with their mE-n not to desert the women who were holding on. The
whole Russian line would have been p ushed back and the road to
Petrograd opened if the Battalion of Death iD its first engagement had
faltered against almost overwhelming odds.
The Death Battalion fought so viciou 1y, using their bayonets in preference to taking time to reload their rifles, that the Germans, who were
concentrated on them, were 11radually pushed baclt toward their own
lines. The women, with tbar bayonets, subjected themselves to an
unceasing hail of bullets, but seemed utterly unconscious of it. They
plunged reckle sly into the deadly barbed wire, which impaled hundreds
of them.
·
E very now and then a whole group, perhaps a squad sticking together
around its <'Orporal or under lieutenant, would sway and fall together,
like so many ninepins, befor-e a concentrated German volley. Then
over th~ twitching bodies another group of women would leap madly,
screaming as they went, only to fall themselves into a second heap in the
face of a second volley of bullets.
The women ignored their wounded, even as they scorned the bullets
which mowed them down. Even the wounded themselves fought as they
staggered and let loose of their gung only when they could keep their feet
no longer. If the men had been deB~~~able, the Death Battalion would
have broken through the German
that day, and with a glorious
victory might have saved Kerensky by infl.aming Russia. with a new
patriotism.
·
ThE> doggedness and fierceness of the women compelled the Germans
to subside. The women wanted to follow them into their trenches.
For more than 10 minutes Maj. Grotfofi', who had gone out with his
female soldiers, failed i.D his frantic efforts to herd the women into
retirement. When they did turn back they drove with ·them 102 disarmed prisoners.
·
·

' Ah, Mr. Preside~t, when the extreme would come, when the
absolute necessity for physical force would come, you would find
that women, though not so strong as men, would give that determination to their action which would produce a defense beyond calculation. If we had had Russian soldiers imbued with
the same spirit of patriotism as the women of the Legion of
Death, Russia would not have fallen under the attacks of the
Germans.
·
Mr. ·President,.we are attempting to discriminate between men
and women becau e it is said that women are weaker than men.
We do not make that discrimination in any other line. We do
J;l.Ot say that the old man should not vote because be can not go
to war. We .do not say that the decrepit ·and lame can not go
to the pc;>lls and cast their vote because they no longer can
shoulder muskets and go to the . front. There is ·nothing in
our theory of equality and justice which makes any such dis~
-~·imination.

. What bad results can c9me from women participating in polltics? What is their position? No one will say that women
will vote for immoral legislation when a man would not. We
find that every time she has ever pei:-formed a duty it has been
in behalf of good government. Sh~ appears always on the front
and in support of legislation that will elevate mankind.
,· I want to say that while this applies to white women, it will
apply as between black women and black men in the same proportion. \Vhen you examine the criminal records, Ute proportion in the United States of men to women in the prisons of this
country is about 20 men to 1 woman. That would necessarily
show that so far . as her tendency to commit crime iS concerned
she is in a far higher position than man.
[At this point Mr. SHAFROTH yielded to 1\Ir. GoBE, and the
1
·"Agricultural appropriation bill was passed.]
· 1\Ir. SHAFROTH. M1~. President, there was .o nce a principle
announced. which was supposed to be sacred, which is violated
by not permitting women to vote, n~mely, that .t axation .without
representation is tyranny. If it is tyranny to men, why is ·tt
not tyranny to women? How can we discriminate. and maintain
that a violation of that principle is .wrong as .to men but Is not
wrong at all as to wom~n? There was a time when there was
very little property held by . womep, when primogeniture prevailed. That was an injus~ce to women. By that principle
tlle first male of the family was entitled to all of the income
and all of the property; and under such a condition, necessarily,
"·oman could have but very little property, and the question of
t v.xation without representation diu: not bear very heavily_upon
lier. But there has since come about .an equality in the -rights
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of males and females in the distribution of estates, and if there
is a tendency toward enlarging the estate of one rather than
the other the ·father usually tries to see that the daughter is
protected, even if he allows the son to go without any inheritance. Now, the major portion, or fully one-half, of the prop1
erty in the United States in a generation goes to women.
When one-half of tbe Nation's property which passes through
the hands of women is subject to taxation, how can a system
be defended which denies them representation in order that
they may protect the same from excessive tax incumbrances?
There is no fairness in that, and it will not compensate to place
woman upon a pedestal and kneel down in worship of her. No;
she, like man, should have the same right to determine such
matters according to her own judgment.
We deny the women the right to vote, and yet in eight States
of the Union we allow aliens who have only filed their first
declaration of citizenship to vote. We allow them to vote, but
we can not allow the women, from whom we have all sprung, to
go to the ballot box and cast a vote.
Why can we not see just a little that there are wrongs perpetrated by this disfranchisement? Why have we not the manhood to right this wrong? Why do we not joyously seize the
opportunity of adding this large, good, mol.·al, and enlightened
element into the citizenship which works for the purification ot
politics and the advancement of civilization?
Mr. KING. ]l.fr. President, will the Senator ·yield to me?
Mr. SHAFROTH. I yield to the Senato1· from Utah.
Mr. KING. The Senator from Colorado has just made the
statement that we allow persons who have filed their declaration for citizenship to vote.
1\Ir-. SHAFROTH. That is being done in eight States.
Mr. KING. The Senator from Colorado does not mean by
1
that that the Federal Government allows that?
.Mr. SH.AFROTH. Oh, no; it is the State governments that
do that.
Mr. KING. Then the States themselves in their sovereign
capacity permit certain individuals to vote?
1\Ir. SHAFROTH. Yes.
Mr. KING. Then, the Senator's propositjon is, of (!ourse, to
rob the States of the sovereign power which they reserved to
themselves when the Federal Go\ernruent was formed.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Oh, rob the States! Why, .Mr. Presirlent,
if the just powers of government are derived from the consent
of the governed, the principle is not only ·applicable to a State,
out it is also applicable to the United Stutes.
Mr. KING. Well, does the Senator realize that the Federal
Government is a government of enumerated ahd delegated
powers?
1\fr. SHAFROTH. No; I do not, but I undertake to say, that
w~ -can not contend that democracy exists in any form of government in a city, in a county, in a State, ·or in a national
government, unless we observe that fundamental principle that
is laid down as the test of all the rignts of mankind.
Mr. KING. Will the Senator yield to me further?
1\fr. SHAFROTH. I yield.
Mr. KING. I am' astounded to hear the Senator make the
declaration that the Federal Government is not one of -enumerated and delegated powers. Certainly he is too good a lawyer
to challenge that doctrine, whicb is the foundation really of our
dual form of government.
· Mr. SHAFROTH. I certainly do not deny it; I admit it. It
I said to the contrary I did not understand the Senator's question, and I w~t to say that we are trying to confer power which
the United States Gover~ment does not now po_ssess, and we
are appealing for what? We are not appealing to you to give
the women the vote, but \\·e are appealing to you to submit the
question to the States; that is all. When women have aCrificed
In the way they have in this war and we will not give them
that right, it seems to me we are in a deplorable condition.
·
Mr. KING. The Senator realizes that each State, under our
theory of government, has the right to determine who shall and
who shall not vote; so "that there is no reason in the world why
if the people of the States desire to extend the franchise to
. women that they may not .do so whenever they desire.
1\fr; SHAFROTH. But the Sena t!Jr from Utah loses sight of
the fact that this very right that we are trying to extend 1s
for the purpose of vesting that pQwer in the Federal Government. That is the reason. The State goverl)lllent has the control now; theTe is no doubt of that; but when we are trying to
remedy that in the way prescribed by the Federal Constitution
and simply want to gi"le the people of the United States an
opportunity to let the States puss upon it, then we think It
oppressive action in refusing to permit that course to be taken. ·
Mr. WADSWORTH. Mr. President, will the Senator from
Colorado yield to me 1
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Mr. SHAFROTH. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. WADSWORTH. A moment ago the Senator criticized
the action in; I believe, eight States permitting men who haYe
merely taken out their first papers to vote.
- Mr. SHAFROTH. Yes, sir.
1\ir. WADSWORTH. I am in entire sympathy with the criticism expressed by the Senator; but, in view of that criticism,
does not the Senator believe that the amendment offered by the
Senator from New Jersey [Mr. FBELINGBUYSEN] to this very
amendment, which aims to cure a situation equally vicious
which would follow the ratification of the amendment now pending, ought to be adopted?
Mr. SHAFROTH. Oh, 1\Ir. President, we have Senators in
'the Senate who are trying to defeat this amendment, and theY"
will try to defeat it if possible by filibustering, in my judgment, though I am satisfied the Senator from New Jersey is not
one. 'Vhy should we consent to any amendment? I can not
consent, and I would not consent that the Ten Commandments
be put on this amendment, although every one of them is good.
Why? · Because you know that the House of Representatives
by simply a two-thirds majority-not one over-p,a ssed this
joint resolution. You know further that if we ever send this
resolution back with an amendment attached to it, no matter
what 1.-ind of an amendment, it will never be considered by the
House of Representatives; and the change of the votes of one
or two Representatives might defeat the entire measure. That
is the reason, Mr. President, we do not want to consent to any
amendment.
·
Mr. WADS WORTH. 1\Ir. President, if the Senator will pardon me, he has not answered my question. I wanted him to
comment upon the merits of the amendment offered by the
Senator from New Jersey.
Mr. SHAFROTH. I can only say that I am not familiar with
it; I was not here when it was read, and I have not examined it.
I presume that it is a good amendment. I imagine if the Senator
would present it as a separate joint resolution or as a bill, if it
is possible to present it in that form, I perhaps would vote for
it; but, as I have said, I am not familiar with its terms.
1\:lr. WADSWORTH. Does not the Senator believe that when
we set to work t-o amend the Constitution of the United States
we should do it in the very best manner we can?
Mr. SHAFROTH. How is that?
Mr. WADSWORTH. The Senator has said that he is opposed
to any amendment to the pending joint resolution regardle~s of
its mcrits-1\Ir. SHAFROTH. Certainly. Let it be presented as an independent measure. I am not going to consent to any amendment
of the pending measure, because any amendment, no matter
what it is, would send the joint resolution back to the House of
Representatives; and there it would likely sleep the sleep of
death, because at this stage of the proceedings of Congress it
will readily be seen that a filibuster could be made most
effecti\ely upon it.
1\ir. WADSWORTH. Wei~ in view of the fact, then, 1\Ir.
President, tl1at the Senator has criticized eight States for permitting people to vote who ought not to vote, it seems to me it
is rather difficult for him to defend this joint resolution, which
-will do exactly the same thing.
l\1r. SHAFROTH. Oh, Mr. President, I have explained-but
I " ·ill explain over again-the fact that in the House of Representatives House joint resolution No. 200, which is the womansuffrage amendment to the Constitution now under consideration, was passed by exactly a two-thirds majority, there being
not one '\:ote to spare. It came over to the Senate; we have
ever since been trying to get a two-thirds majority for it; and
we ha-ve met with appeals of all kinds upon the part of those
who are opposed to the passage of the joint resolution. The
3enator knows that, if the measure were sent back to the House,
it would run the hazard of being defeated. If he had any legislation that he wanted to put through, he would never consent to
.a thing of that kind, and, that being the case, we can not con·
sent to any. amendment being placed on this joint resolution.
.1.\Ir. 'V ADS WORTH. If I thought it were the duty of a Senator to put through legislation simply for the purpose of estab- ·
lishing a record, perbaps I would not consent to an amendment,
but I understand that perhaps it is the duty of every Senator
when proceeding to amend the Constitution of the United States
to endeavor to perfect it before it i.3 :;;ubmitted to the States for
ratification, regardles · of whatever little delay might be invol\ed.
J.\Ir. SHAFROTH. Oh. delay~1\i.r. 'VADSWOR'l'H. That i" what the Senator is complain·
tng nbout.
1\Ir. SHAFROTH. The Senator knows that it would be n
pnr1iamenta.ry nd...-antage to the other side of this question it
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the friends of the measure should consent to its amendment;
and it would be unpardonable to consent on the part of thoso
who are in favor of the joint resolution.
Mr. SMITH of l\Iichig-an. 1\Ir. President, I should like to asl\
the Senator from Colorado a question.
Mr. SHAFROTH. I will be glad to yield.
:Mr. SMITH of 1\Iichigan. In making that statement, the Sen·
ator does so, I understand, because of the improbability of get·
ting a Yote in the House of Representati-ves.
l\1r. SHAFROTH. I take it that the proceeding as it has
gone on has been in regular order, the House has pas ·ec.l tho
joint resolution by a t'\\9-thirds majority, it is now here in tho
Senate, and I can not understand how anybody can vote against
it who believes in the doctrine of our Government that the just
powers of goyernment are derived from the consent of tho
goYerneu.
1\Ir. President, the Senator from Utah [1\Ir. K:rna] interrogateu
me a few moments ago and intimated tllat we were trying to
impose, or might impose, on the States some law that would be
detrimental to their interests.
1\Ir. THOMAS. Mr: President-1\.lr. SHAFROTH. ' I yield to my colleague.
Mr. THOMAS. I understood the inquiry of tile Senator from
Utah to involve the conclusion that the passage of this amend·
ment would deprive the States of the power to regulate th t
suffrage altogether, a query prompted by the reference of the
Senator to the fact that in some of the State aliens who had
merely declared their intention to become citizen were given
the right of suffrage. I understand that this constitutional
amendment will operate negatively. Like the fifteenth amcnd4
ment, its purpose is to deny to the States the right to withhold
suffrage because of one condition or qualification ; that is to
say, the ·fifteenth amendment provides that no State hall deny
the right of suffrage to a man on account of color or previous
condition. This left each State free to impose other qualifications which in the legislati-ve judgment seemed to be desirable
or expedient.
In the same fashion this proposed amendment provides that
the right to Yote shall not be withheld from an individual on
·a ccount of sex; that is all. The States will still possess their
present power to impose oth€'r di qualifications and to resort to
other bases for limiting the right of suffrage in all re pects as
though this ame.ndment had not been adopted.
Mr. LODGE. Mr. President-1\Ir. THOMAS. Just a moment. We know, because it is an
historical fact, that the black people in the South do not exer·
cise the right of suffrage, notwithstanding the fifteenth amend·
ment. That would be impossible were the States entirely deprived by that amendment of control over the suffrage. They
impose other disqualifications, other impediments, which seem to
be as effective in suppressing that vote as though there were no
fifteenth amendment In the same fashion the adoption of this
proposed amendment leaves to the States the power to determine
either that a person having only declared his intention to become a citizen might Yote or that an alien woman marrying a
citizen of the United States should not by that fact be invested
with the right of suffrage citizenship. So that the entire deprivation of the Stntes of control over the right of suffrage does
not follow the adoption of this proposed amendment; it operates
precisely as the.fifteenth amendment, except thnt it imposes one
other disqualification upon State action, and only one.
1\fr. SHAFROTH. I heartily concm· in the Senator's position
concerning this matter. There is no attempt to control the action of the States except in one particular, and that is, you can
not enforce a law against a pe1·son on account of sex.
1\Ir. President, it seems that Senators do not realize that thero
is going on in the world an evolution in government. They do
not seem to realize that this onward tendency of democracy has
been developing for years and years; that its greatest impetus
was given by the Declaration of Independence, and that it is
making a sweeping movement on account of the great war that
is now devastating Europe.
l\11.·. President, · it was that Declaration of Independence, which
announced the doctrine that the just powers of government are
derived from the consent of the governed, which has modified
every form of government on earth. It has made the absolute
monarch yield to a legislative body which holds the purse strings
of the gOYernment. It l1as · brought. about the establishment
of Republic after Republic . on the Western Hemisphere. It
has eYen established Republics in the Continent of Europe. The
man \\ho can not foresee that this onward movement i bound to
succeed, that it is founded upon justice, upon equity, upon right,
it seems to me is blind to what the future holds in store for us.
Why, 1\fr. President, this e\olution is going on even to the
extent of affecting the subject of woman suffrage, by reason of
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the fact that State after State is adopting. this Pl~a~ure, not.
withstanding the harrowing conditions that exist, notwithstand-ing the ol>structrons that exist in the constitutions of the States;
and, 1\fr. President, the time is bound to come when there will
be more States of the Union that will give women this rig~t than
there will be States that deny it to women.
..
.
The women in 19 States now can vote for President and Vice
President of the United States. It seems to me that any man
who can perceive future events to any extent must realize that
it :s bound to come. If it is bound to come in a year or two, why
should~ou not yield to these women who· have always been
loyal to the Government, these women who have aided the Government in every way, and let the States vote upon it and determine by that immense majority required in the Consti:tution whether or not women are gofng to be admitted to this
right?
Mr. President, it seems to me that any man possessed of fairness, looking upon the othe1· side of this question, must realize
that we are asking nothing that is unfair. \Vhy, on yesterday
we heard the women who have solicited Senators to vote for this
measure held up to scorn, and held up under the designation
" petticoat brigades " and . ''petticoat lobbies." Mr. President,
the Senator who used those expressions will find that a spe~ch
of that kind will not do his side of the question any good, but it
will do it immeasurab_le harm. . That is not the 'Yay to brush
aside a right which I regard as inalienable, notwithstanding the
courts have declared that it is a privilege.
.
. .
Mr. President, these women who have come here are as good
women as live; and to have them referred to in· the manner tliat
they have been, to criticize them for asking and pleading with a
Sem1tor for a right to which they consider they · are entitled, it
seems to me can have no effect except to work a reaction.
·
Mr. President, I contend that this evolution· in government is
proceeding right now, has been developing for years, and will
culminate in the passage of a joint resolution of thisJdnd.
Mr. PITTMAN. · l\fr. President, I saw the Senator from
Utah [Mr. SMooT] in the Chamber a rilinute ago. He has now
gone into the cloakroom. I trust that a page will invite him in,
if he desires to _be here while I reply to his remarks.
The Senator from Utah during my absence-and I do not
say that in criticism of the Senator, because 'what he bas said
was subject to my review, and I now bave 'the stenographic
report before me-made some comments upon . the collOquy in;dulged in between us on yesterday. I simply refer to. my
absence at that time as the reason for my delay in responding
to his comments.
·
.
On yesterday I stated the exact reasons · why the Committee
on Woman Suffrage of this body brought this question before
the Senate at this time. One Senator on the Democratic side
has criticized the committee for injecting the matter into the
deliberations of the Senate at this session. Let me read very
briefly from my remarks of yesterqay the statement of why the.
Woman Suffrage Committee, of which the majority is composed of Democrats, and the chairman consented to bring this
matter before the Senate at this time.
I read from the RECORD of yesterday. I was then referring
to the , S~nator fr~m U~a~ [Mr. SMOOT] :
Because he knew just bow many votes it would be necessary to have
on the Republican side . to c:1rry this joint resolution through at all
times, and- he told Miss Hay, a member of the National American
Woman Suffrage Association, who served on a committee to discuss
suffrage with the Republican Members of this body, that they would
give them 33 votes; and then that association, beaded by Mrs. Catt,
invited the Democratic members of the Suffrage Committee of this
body, together with one or two other Senators, to confer with them.
They then urged· upon the chairman that he bring the suffrage amendment before the Senate. Th~ chairman said:
"I have brought it twice before the Senate under misinformation; I
have twice subjected it to defeat on account of misinformation. We
have not the votes to pass the amendment, and it is a crime to bring
it up to kill It. We may get the votes later, but we have no right,
aftP.r the joint resolution has passed the House, to klll it in the Senate
so long as there Is a chance to save it. I '\'\'ill not bring it up ·until' I
believe I can carry it; and I do not care how many attacks the
· Woman's Party make on me; that does not concern me. I am for passing this amendment and not for kllling it."
It was then-Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Presldent-Mr. PITTMAN. Wait until I finish this statement. I do not want to
be interrupted now.
It was then, by reason of the statement of the chairman of 'the
·c ommittee. tl:e Senator from New Mexico [Mr. JONES), that those
ladies stated. "if we can assure you · 33 Republican votes, will you
bring the joint resolution up?'' We replied, "Yes." Why? Because,
al t hough we had not enough with the 33, we beiteved that we might
get 2 more votes. They said then, "We feel. at liberty to say to you
that Senator SMOOT, on behalf of the Republican Senators, has ·come
to our committee, through Miss Hay, and assured us that the Republicans are ready to deliver 33 votes. We then asked for the . names to
give u o;; the poll, but they -said they would not . give us the poll; they
said, 'Leave that to us, and we will deliver th~ 33 votes.'"
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Again on yesterday. in commenting on this IL1ltter, I said r
The Senator from Utah may have had doubt in his mind with regard
to the Senator . from New Hampshire.
Undoubtedly, however, the
women who induced us to bring this matter to a vote did not have any
doubt about the doubt of the Senator from Utah, or they would have
expressed the doubt to us. As a matter of fact. one of the ladies
charged the Senator from Utah in the Marble Room yesterday with
having pledged 33 votes and not giving them a poll so that they could
use their own judgment, and the Senator from Utah said at the time he
made the promise he thought he had them.

Now, ·t he Senator to-day, for the purpose, I assume, of show:
ing the Senate that there has been some deception on this side
toward him arose and made the remarks I wiLl later . discuss.
That _! may then devote myself solely to the question of deception on this side let me now say this, so that there may be no_
mistake about the pledge of the 33 votes, which no one has denied so far. .The Senator said he never made any- contrary ~
statement as to his doubt. Of ·course, he made no contrary
statement as to his doubt as . to any member of the 33, because
he refused to give the names of the 33, but here is fu~her proof
of the pledge of 33. It is absolute proof. It is published in
the Suffragist, the most ardent supporter of the Republican
· Party in existence to-day, one that supports them, right or
wrong, whethel; they· are with them or whether they are against
the~. a wonderful organization. On Saturday, August 31, 1918,
there ~s on the front page a cart8on of n very beautiful lady
holding up two banners. One of the banners reads as follows : ·
Democratic Senators, 55 per cent for the sulfrage amendment.

That would be 27 or less votes.
On the other banner, which is held proudly higher than the
Democratic banner, we read:·
·
Republican Senators, 75 per cent for the suffrage amendment.

At the bottom of the page it is entitled:
Congress convenes : The score.
Sey~nty-five per ce_
n t of ·the

Republican 1\!embers of Congress~
Seventy-five per cent of 44 is 33. Where do the ladies get
this information? The National American Woman Suffrage As~·
sociation, headed by_ Mrs. Catt, is a nonpolitical organization.
The Woman's Party, the publisher of the Suffragist, is. an a'd ·
junct of t~e Republican Party, It speaks those things for the
Republican Party which the Republican Party is ashamed · to
speak for itself.
Surely the members of the Repuplican Party, at least those
who are suff1·agists-and I understand there are a great number
over .there-are not going t~ condemn the Woman's Party.
Surely they do not believe that the Woman's Party published
that statement and used it throughout the country as a campaign
argument against Democracy without . authority, without information. Where did they get their information? Where
do they generally get the information? I wonder if members
of the Woman's Party who are using such violent means to force
the leaders of Democracy to induce the Democrats to vote for
worruin suffrage are g6ing to apply this same instrument to
leaders of the R~publican Party in this body, whether_they are
going to demand that they stand by their pledges to women.
Now, I am getting down to the question that l\Ir. SMooT has
made his excuse on. He said in his remarks to-day:
I did intend yesterday to answer the Senator from Nevada, but I
thought it useless to do so.

Then be goes on and says this.
SMooT's remarks to-day:

I am reading now from l\Ir.
.

. Mr. SMOOT. ' Mr. President, after listening to the remarks just made
by the Senator from South Carolina [Mr. BENET] I feel it my duty to
correct the_statement I made Jn the RECORD yesterday when the Senator from Nevada [Mr. PITTMAN] was trying to play politics with the
question before the Senate.
Yesterday the Senator from Nevada asked me this question :
,
"Did not the Senator from Utah know the number of votes the Demo·
crats on this side had polled for the suffrage amendment?"
'
Mr. SMOOT. Of course, the Senator from Utah knew that.
,
- Mr. . PITTMAN. Of course, the Senator from Utah knew; and the
Senator from Utah knows to-day how the poll stands on the Democratic
side.
··
'
Mr. SMOOT. I dO".

Mr. President, I am still reading from Mr. SMOOT's remarks:
Mr. President, I want to say that I was ln error in the statement
that I made yesterday. I wonder where the Senator from Nevada is
now. I wonder if he now will undertake to say that the Members-

. He was interrupted.

Afterwards · he proceeded-

. Yesterday the Senator tried to make It appear that I in particular
and the other Republicans who favor woman suffrage had deceived him;
that they had played a trick for political purposes. I want to say,
that the statement I made yesterday was based upon the word of not one
Democratic Member but a number_of Democratic l\!Iembers that there
were 31 votes upon that side of the Chamber for the amendment.

he

Where are we now? Senator SMQOT believed, as
said in
that statement, that there •were 31 votes on this side of the
Chamber for · the amendment. · Then he l{new it would take 33
yotes to pass it. When he knew it would t~ke 33 votes to pass
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lt, he· said they: only. had 32: ram happy to know that Senator
S:Moorr- believed that.
There is.· n:nother: thing· that ffenato~ SMOOT" believes and. will
adi:nit; that Mr. BENET; whonP we believ-ed We-' had with US; was
an · addition to the number:· we· co.uld nossibly count at· the time
the Republicans passed the resolution · in caucus. In other
word · , when Sen11to SMoOT'· in: the caucus- ofl tbe Republican
Party on August 24 voted to bring the joint resolution to a vote
at once -he· knew that the, Democrats-did not have to ex:ceed' 30
v-ote , and
· now says he· was .not certain of mor1'3 tban 32
Republican votes nnd · hoped' to get 33. In other: words, Sena~
· tor · SM00T voted on August 24· in ' caucus-to bring a measure to
a· vote tllat he knew did not have:tbe votes ta pass.
That is not all. There is a whole lot more to it. · Who offered
the resolution in the- Republical;l. caueus · tha:t the joint· resolu•
·t ion be brought· to a vote immediately? According to the Suffragist-and r do not' take is ue with it--tbe resolution was
pre~:ented by Senato W Ans.wo:BTH; of New: York, and• passed
after the election.of Senato.J.>" H.El\"B.Y CABOT LoDGE to succeed the
late Senator Gallinger a tbe Republican leader.
Mr. WADSWORTH~. Will the Senator yield T
Mr. PITT:iU:AN.' Certainly; I yjel<i;
.
1\fr. W ADSWORTHi The statement just-read· by the Senator
from Ne-vada is a -very: good ·mustmt1on of· the accuracy· of tlie
periodical fi·om which be is reading. The Senat~ from New
York did' not oppo~e · the- resolutlorr• in; the caucus. He never
oppo ·ed it during the discussion iir the-·caucus; lie ·took no part
in the proceeding. .
·
Mr. PITTMAN. Did the Senatorftom New Y.Ork vote-for it?
l\1r. W ADS,VOR'l'H· H& dill.
, Mr. PITTl\IAN. The Senator from New York is knownl as
one of the most ardent and intelligent antagonists of. the :Wederal suffrage amendment in this.:. body and of equ.al suffrage for
woman everywhere. Yet the-.Senator from New Y~rk w~s aiding by. his vote in caucus to tiring the Fooei-al· amendment t~ a
vote in the Senate. Was he aiding in.b.ringing the amendment
to a vote because he wanted . it passed? Is that reasonable? I
have.. k~own distihguished Senators in this ; body- who did not
want something to pas who would. not even . permit a, vote: upon
it on the floor, and it seems incomprehensible- that the able,
fighting Senator fr:om Ne.w York would deliberately try to
bring a matter to. a v~te on this flool'l which. he so bitterly o~
peses- if he thought it had any chance. to. pass.
1\.fr. WEEKR Mr. President-The. BRESIDING OFFICER. 'Vill the Senator fl:om Nevada
yield to the Senatorrfrom Massachusetts?·
1\Ir; Pimf.:A.N. Certainly..
Mr. WEEKS~ r think the Senator~ from Nevada , should' know
that that- re olution was· proposed . by a Senatbr. who is- as ardEmtly. in filvor of suffrage as is the- Senator from Nevada him.,. .
self; and it received the unanimous vote or those in the. ~n,
fe1·ence.
Mr. PITTMAN. Of com·se, we Democrats have secret· caucuses. The Republicans have always been oppo ed to secret
caucus proceedings; Will • th.e Senator· ~tate who offer:ed the
. resolution?
~- Mr. LODGE. If the Senator will allow me---1\h. P.ITTl\fAN. I · am addressin.,... my- remarks first to the
junior Senator from Massachusetts.
1 1\ir: WEEKS. I beg the. Senator's pardon; r: did. not understand whatrbe ·said.
1
1Ur. Pl.3ITMAN. I made several' remarks. . The- ~urport or-it
was that the Republicans have always opposed secret: cauc.uses
of theil~ party- and Cf>Bdemned' the action, of the. Democratic
Pm·ty in that re pect, , and he will . possibly tlill. us who offer.ed
the resolutio~
1 M.r:. WEEKS. r: have· n:a objection to divulging. the- nama of
the Senator who offered the resolution. It was printed in the
papers. It was offered by the Senator from New Mexico 1.Mr.
FALL], nnd · his name was attached to the. resolution· in. the
P.a pers.
Mr. BITI'~t.AN: HOw many-voted for it?
; :Mr. WEEKS. Everybody pre ent.
· 1\!r. LODGE: If tl:ie Senator will allow me, ilie resolution
was printed in the papers. I' think pernaps- the Senator has not
seen it. lt represented the- wishes of eve.ryboay to bring the
matter to; a vote•as soon as-possible, and it also explicitly stated
tbat it committed nobody to vote for it on the merits of the
question.
Mr. PITTMAN. I understand. If it hn.d ' committed all the
Republican Members -to vote for- it I could have understood why
the suffragi ts on that side would like to have bad it come up;
but· the very fact that it did not commit· the antisuffragists to
vote for it, and the lery fact that the leading suffragists on
that side knew t11at w:'.th the combined vote on their side and
1
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on. this side we did not have enough votes to pass it indicates
a \'ery peculiar action on the part of the Repuhlican caucu
Senator SMocn;r and every suffragist leaner on that. side who
took the trouble to in:Yestigate it' had a.S -complete a poll of 'this
side of the Chamber at the time that resolution was passed as
any Member on this side~
They know that we never had as- many an om: poll g.s: we have
to-day, and to-day we have only 30. Yet Senator SM:ooT says
that' they had only 32 on their 0\\'11 side, witli tbe pos ibility ot
getting 1 more. S~ at the time he voted for- the joint resolu.:.
tion to come immediately before tbls body he_knew that it was
coming up to certain defeat: Not only did lie know it, but
every Member who was interested in the_question who desired
to inquire must ha.ve known it~ None of them seem uneasy
about it tn-day. All the uneasiness with regard to the defeat
of this measure is among the Democratic Senators on this side
who favor suffrage. There:. is not a voice orr the other si<le of
uneasines aml no assistance on the other side to keep f·rom
killin~ this: measure or UilY-' suggestion whereby we can savo i .
,And the Senator from Uthh said we deceived him; that' wo
made him beli~ye that we had 31'. votes. . Ye ; we· did . mnke
llim believe that we had 31 votes, and when we made hi:m
believe 'it' he struck. off' one of his 33. H'e.. did not strike off
one· ot his 33 until be believed we had an additional one on
this- side. Deeelved him: into believing we had 31! ff we
deceived bim at all, it was to his advantage, because the · information we put in his po session placed hlm' in a position where
he could.wor among his own colleagues on that side to get the
33 votes: The· deception on our side, if there was any; coul Ll
not' injure- him. He deceived us. luto- belfeving· that he had 33
votes, and . induced' uS" who had control of the measure to put
it on the· floor, knowing- that it would be killed the moment it
came to a vote.
Thera are two di.t'f.ffi'ent:Jdnds -of' deceP.tion. One is deceptiorr
in holding.tbe. 33 votes,. and ·tlie otbe1· in giving· him the: facts in
aid- of his own energies- on_ the other side.
I am satisfied with the situation. ram sati ·tied : with it all
tbe way through. Il' the Senat01: thinks IJe- lias .got any sntis·
faction out of'· the fact that this side has lost 1 vote, that the
amendment now has 1 less vote tban we thought it had, tliat
n IlUlkes . 34 Yotes necessary, Jet· him take it. L suppos~ now
that we liave lost L vote he can safely offer the 33 votes, as
with sucb ·votes the- amendment wo11ld still die..
I wish. to say that ram · not attacking" the since1·ity orevery
advocate of universal suffrage on the other side. . I do not
know their position. I do. know the.. position of the Senator
' fr.om Utah [:Mr. SMooT], because. he has· taken. the pains to put
it before the public hltnself. Wliether he has deceived his owa
pacty as he IJas: deceive<f the great National Woman's Suffrage
Association, r do •not know. The Republican Party has eitbeE
got to stand by an agreement made by the leader of the suffrage cause on.that side or, by the violation of their agreement,
they have got. to take the responsibility before the country: of
the death of this measure.
Mr. HENDERSON. lli. President, the one thing: I can not
understand, the most puzzling circumstance about_ the que tion
before us . to-day, is the fear expresseu by some of my distin- guished southern colleagues that the bloom; the subtle· charm,
the loveliness, of women may, disappear if· tlley are permitted a
voice in the affairs: of thein own Government.
Now, it may seem strange that a western man should · ri e in
their defense, but· many we...~rn men have, as: I ha<l, southern
fathers -and southern mothersr and so I can not refrain from saying that the record ·of the southern women during the- Civil War
and the reeonstruction·period should have forever removed that
fear from their minds. Were they· any the less charming, gen·
tlemen, when they dan('ed with yon clad in homespun, with
hands roughened , by unaccustomed toil. before the lo t causewent down in defeat? Were they any the less lovely tayon after•
wards- when 1 their- natural protectors killed in battle, they as•
sumed the entire management. oi broken·down estates and, with
the courage taught by the example of their men, conducted and
managed with . skill and intelligence tbe new· work that· fell to
their hands?
Does deep humtt.n knowledge and wide experience destroy the
tiloom of womanhood to-day? Why, I have it at first hand that
though women in England are- doing a man's work while di pens..
lng with a man's protectio~they bave never before been ocharm•
'lng to the men oftheir nation. not simply be('ause the e men are
grateful, but because. all sympathy iS: quickened betw1'3en them.
'Eo which . type of woman do you think- the soldier would turnthe woman who has nursed the wounded 'back to life unner fire~
who understands his hardships because she bas endured some of
them herself, or the woman who has remnined sheltered with
idle hands while the world storm sweeps over the world 1
r
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More and more the men of the future will demand real mateswomen who understand th eir~ political battles as well as their
pitched battle~, women with some intelligent knowledge of the
affairs of state. This ca n only bring a greater sympathy and,
con equently, a greater chari:n. To my mind, the greatest women
the world has ever known were the pioneer women of the West,
and the best type of western men owed their power of endurance,
their incentive for creative work, to the quickening influence of
woman's greatest charm-her understanding sympathy.
Perhaps, 1\Ir. President, it is because the men and women of
the West have been more truly mated that there the principles
which gave birth to our Nation have first become a practical
reality. Are t he women of the South, then, of so frail a nature
that their charms wilL take wings when burdened with responsibility of looking after their children's welfare in the political
world as well as in the home? And are the southern men, after
protecting their women valiantly during the reconstruction, now
going to deny them the rights and privileges which other women
enjoy, because, forsooth, they now are no longer equal to the
task?
In those old days with ranks reduced by a four years' war,
with new and unheard-of conditions, with a half-savage people
criminally loosed upon your electorate, your achievement in
bringing order out of chaos ranks in the world's first order.
Are you to-day become so timid that with established regulations tp control, a more civilized race to govern, you must place
upqn your women the humiliation of declaring them uilfit for a
voice in your Government?
:Mr. SHEPPARD. Mr. President, I wish to say to the Senator from Nevada that women are now voting in the Southern
State of Texas and the Southern State of Arkansas, and in
neither State has it affected the women unfavorably. On the
other hand, it has affected those States most favorably. The
women in Texas and Arkansas have taken enthusiastic advant-'!ge of the right to vote. It is universally admitted that the
participation of women in elections has had a beneficial and
uplifting effect in both the States of Arkansas and Texas.
Neither has the fact of their voting accentuated the race problem
in any way or added to its dangers. On the contrary, we feel
that we are enormously benefited in having the added intelligence of white women to help us handle that problem.
Mr. OWEN. I should like to say also to the Senator that
the adjacent State of Oklahoma is just on the point of voting
for woman suffrage. Both political parties already have indorsed it, after having fully heard the arguments on both sides,
and that is a Southern State also.
1\lr. HENDERSON. I wish to thank the Senator from Texas
and the Senator from Oklahoma for the information they have
just given.
As I said, you become so timid that you must place upon
women the humiliation of declaring them unfit to have a voice
in our Government, for that is what you do when you refuse to
pass ·this amendment. With 12 State constitutions almost impossible to amend, with 8 very difficult to amend, you send the
women back to a position without civil recognition if you do
not oas~ this amenament.
:Mr. JONES of New Mexico. Mr. Presidept, it is quite evident
that ther·" is no opportunity to take a vote on the joint resolution to-day. I am reminded that a. short executive session L.q.
desired, and after the executive business is attended to I shall
then move that the Senate adjourn until Monday.
1\Ir. LENROOT. · Will the Senator yield to me for just a
moment?
Mr. JONES of New 1\Iexico. I withhold the motion . for the
present.
Mr. LENROOT. Mr. President, the Democratic and Republican parties in the State of Wisconsin held their respective State
conventions a week ago last Tuesday, and in the platform of
each there is a declaration in favor of the measure now pendin~
before the Senate. I ask that the planks of the Republican
and Democratic platforms be read into the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator ask that they
be read or printed in the RECORD?
Mr. LENROOT. I ask that they be read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will read as
requested.
The Secretary read as follows :
WISCO~SI~

WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE ASSOCI.ATIOX.

Woman-suffrage planks in Republican and Democratic State platforms
ndopted at Madison, Wis., September 17, 1918:
- R EPUBLICAN.

The splendid spirit of the helpfulness and efficient service of the
women of the Nation in every activity has been thrown into bolder
relief by the war emergencies. They h ave demonstrated anew t heir
fitness for and right to equal opportunity in the conduct of the Government, and we therefore favor the extension of the elective franchise to
wome~
-

DEMOCRATIC.

To give r ecognition to the wonderful sacrifice and service of the women
of America we approve President Wilson's recommendations for woman's
suJrrage by F ederal amendment through raQ.fication by the States. .
EXECUTIVE SESSION.

l\Ir. JUJ\'ES of New Mexico. I move that the Senate proceed
to the consideration of executive business.
The motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to the
consideration of executive business. After five minutes spent in
executive session the doors were opened, and (at 4 o'clock p. m.)
the Senate adjourned until Monday, September 30, 1918, at 12
o'clock meridian.
CONFIRMATIONS.
Executive nominations con.flt·med by the Senate Septcm.bcr 28,

1918.
UNITED STATES 1\lABsHAL.

Mark Storen to be United States marshal, district of Indiana.
UNITED STATES CoAST GUARD.

First Lieut. Eugene Blake, jr., to be a captain.
Second Lieut. Philip F. Roach to be a first lieutenant.
Cadet Joseph Greenspun to be a third lieutenant.
Cadet Louis Waite Perkins to be a third lieutenant.
Cadet Lyndon Spencer to be a third lieutenant.
Cadet Raymond Thomas McElligott to be a· third lieutenant.
Cadet Asa Vern Wilder to be a third lieutenant.
Cadet Robert Myer Kaufholz to be a third lieutenant.
The following-named second lieutenants to be first lieutenants:
'
William Patrick Ka.in,
James Marsden Earp,
Floyd Jesse Sexton,
Clement Joseph Todd,
Gustavus Urban Stewart,
Joseph Francis _Farley, jr.,
· David Patterson Marvin,
Carl Herbert Abel, nnd
Edwin Mount Webster.
The following-named first lieutenants to be captains:
John F. McGourty,
·
John J. Hutson,
Fred A. Nichols,
Charles F. Seiter,
Chester H. Jones,
'Villiam F. Towle,
Michael J. Ryan,
James Pine,
'Varner K. Thompson,
.Toseph R. Besse,
John P. Gray,
•
Paul H. Harrison,
'Villiam 'Villiams,
John H. Cornell,
William Pitts Wisham·,
Gordon T. Finlay,
Louis L. Bennett, and
Roy P. Munro,
The following-named third lieutenants to be first lieutenants:
Frederick J. Birkett,
Norvin C. Smith, and
Donald H. 1\IacCollom.
The following-named first lieutenants of Engineers to be
captains of Engineers:
John T. CatT,
Albert F. Patterson,
'Vebb C. Maglathlin,
Whitney 1\1. Prall,
George W. Cairnes,
.Tohn F. Hahn,
Harvey F. Johnson,
1\Iartin A.. Doyle,
Norman B. Hall,
Sidney B. Orne,
Frank E. Bagger,
Philip B. Eaton,
Thomas H. Yaeger,
Alvan H. Bixby,
Charles E. Sugden,
Francis E. Fitch,
Charles J. Odend'hal,
H enry C. Roach.
Clinton P, Kendall,
Kurt ,V. Krafft, and
Charles H. Johnson.
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The .following-named third ·He_utenants of Engineers to be_first ~,
ieutenants ;O'f Engineers.:
.
:
Cha:des T. 'Henley, jr.,
1
Edward ·F. Palmer,
.F.rancls C. Wells, .:and
"John N. 'Heiner.
.First ..Lieut. of E.ngl.neers 'By.ron A. ~inor, retired, to ·be a
.captnin .ef .Engineers.
·.C adet Dav.id 'F. Akers to .he a 'third lieutenant.
~
· O~detEngineer Willlam:B. ·o•.nrlen torbe ·n ;third'.lieutenant _of j
'Engmeers.
,
First Lieut. Samuel P. Edmonds_, retired, to be a captain on ·r
the retired list.
,
.. POSTMASTER'S.
GEORG:IA.

Wellborn J. Roberts, Arlingto~
James A. Glodney, 'Bowdon.
Thomas E. Brown, fuemen.
Bedford McK. Harlan, Calho_un.
Annie K. Bunn, Cectnrtown.
John P. Tnrner, 'Columbus. .
John S. 'McKenzie, ·.Comer.
A. G. Hockenhull, ·Dumming.
Frank M. Meallers, 'Dahlonega.
Benjamin ..E. - Croke:~:, ~Dallas.
,Willi.am ·H. 'McMillion_, Demores.t. ·
Ailey M. Ch~ry, 'Donaldsonville. ·
Lemuel S. 'Peterson, Douglas..
L. 1\I. 'Peacock, jr., Eastman.
Lonnie C. Brown, Elberton.
Richard D. Moore, Jefferson.
Henry T. Sewell, Lavonia.
Jennie S. Lester, Lexington.
Clifton 0. Lloyd, Lindale.
James R. Dixon, Metter.
Willie A. Sheats, Monroe.
John T. Stilwell, Montezuma.
,W illiam M. .1\fcElroy, Norcross.
John H. Hodges, Pernr.
Sumue1 :H. Timmerman, P1airrs.
Walter R. Harrell, Quitman.
Merritt B. Brown, Richland.
James S. Alsobrook, Rossville.
Julia B. Fleming, Sparta.
Abner I. Head, Tallapoosa.
Harvey C. Bunn, Waycross.
Gilbert B. Banks, Waynesboro.
:MAINE.

Alfred T. Hicks, Auburn.
Frederick W. Plaisted, Augusta.
Otha H. Jellison, Bar Harbor.
Guy L. Thurston, Bethel.
Harry Hinckley, Blue Hill.
Frank P. Davis, Bridgton.
Wallace 0. Estes, Brooks,
Richard P. Harriman, Bucksport.
.Patrick F. Welch, Calais.
·Josiah 'II. Hobbs, Camden.
Fred S. Doyle, Caribou.
George F. Treat, Chisholm.
Frank J. Carsley, Dexter.
Minnie 1\1. Holland, Dix:fie1d.
Joseph A. Linscott, Farmington.
Everett P. Hanson, Gorham.
John S. Williams, Guilford.
John E. 1\Im·phy, Hallowell.
Dennis Sheehan, Houlton.
Ellsworth W. Sawyer, Kezar Falls.
Herbert L. Pinkham, Lincoln.
Willie B. Parlin, Machias.
Benjamin F. Pierce, Mars Hill.
Frank A. Millett, Mechanic Falls.
William I. Johnson, North Berwick.
Frank E. DeCoster, Norway.
·
Vivian E. Howe, Presque Isle.
Morrill McKenney, Richmond.
Howard E. Perkins, Sanford.
Clarence 1\Iantor, Skowhegan.
Otis 0. Verow, South Brewer.
Lindley L. Hamilton, Topsham.
I,ee M. Treat, Vin.al Haven.
Percy E. Storer, Waldoboro.
Frederick E. Mathews, Warren.
Charles M. Richardson, Waterville_.

!
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rOHnton.:S . ."Eastman, .W.estbrook:.
James _B. rc.Iark, Wiscasset.
'Frank ·0. "Wellcome, ·Yarmouth.
'Edward 'C. :Bridges, YQrk ·vmage•
_NEW YORK.

.Fred :G. ·B url, .Adams Center•
iWillianr::H...Barry, rQa:rthage.
Peter T. rconle.y, 'Fulton.
Wesley ;I. .Springstead, liaverstraw..
0:. Edward Lyon, Naples.
•Orin A. .Slrutt,.North.Rose.
..James L. :Hutchens, P.u.lasld.
.!Minnie n Fellows, :Scarsdale.
~ic :M. Kelly, ~ Sodus.
;llenry -s. :Sutherland, '-Vhite .Plains.
~Olarenc.e :E. ·:P.almer, -W 1llard.
~.Claude "T. Metcalf, ;wOlcott.
TEXAS.
~-e

H. Brown, Lockhart.

HOUSE ·OF 3lEPRESENTA1.'IVES.
&-rrmmAY, Septernber ~8, .1_918.
The ·House was called to order by the Clerk of:the:Honse.
:
The CLERK OF 'THE HOUSE. The ..reading -clerk ·wlll ·read the
; iOrder .from the ."Speaker ,designating the &peaker _pro •tempore.
; . Th~ Clerk .r.ea.d as ·follows:
,SEPTmlm:n 28, 1918.

i· H.on . .SOUTB
'TnnrBL~,
·azerlc o'f .o:the rHauge:
i

·t .hereby -assign ;the ;gentleman ·trom IDino.is, 'Mr. :FosTER, ' to •preside

\ j::as ·Speaker - to-:da~

Cll.UiP _CLAnK, Speaker.

~

'The SPEAKER ;pro .tem.Pore -took ·the cl:la.ir.
The .Ch.aplain, :Rev. JHenry .N. Couden, D . ..D., .offered .the .:fol: 'lowing prayer.:
.
.
: lWe ·11ft up ~our hearts .in ;gratitude to cThee, our Father in
t .heaven, for the great -nnanimity ·of pm-pos~ :existing ro.mong the
· . eople ·o"f :A.met:ica to .:prosecute .the w.ar ~at ·:whatever ·cost o:f
r :means and 'iii:en ·nntn :n -pence ,.shall 1>e ·secured which shall
' guarantee liberty and justice to .aill the .:Peoples of ·all the -world ..
f ]\fay rt:he .genernsity .and -patriotism ·.t>f our -people continue,
that the Government may not be ~ampered in ..its war :pr~arrun.
: :1\fay the ' heavy~ laid npon them be QOrne :Wltb -patlence, and
' ·may .the -new demand -for 1iberty bonds be '1Det with .alacrity-;
! and Thine be the praise through Jesus Christ our Lord. :Amen.
~be. Journal :of the proceedings o·f ..yesterday ·:was read :and ap-proved.
.LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

Mr.

.1\Ir• .Speaker, I ask unanimous consent .to
. !proceed .for one minute.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. ~s there OQjeetion? [After .a
t .pause.] .The Chair ..bears ..none.
. ~r. STEDMAN. Mr. .Speaker, 'I notice· in the .RECORD that
: .Mr. WEA\ER, of .North Carolina, -tailed to answer to his name
L ~on .roll calls during Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of this
t week. 'I wish to state t}lat he has been confined in a •hospital
: sick, :.and J desire furtl.ler to ask 'le.ave of absence for· him or
· four days on account of sickness.
'
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman .from ·Nortli
Carolina asks unanimous consent for leave of absence for four
day-s .for ..his colleague, Mr. WEAVEB. Is there objection? [Atte-r
a ,pause.] The Ohair .hears .none.
"S~AN.

.r:MESSAGE -

O:.U .THE SENATE.

A .message •from the LSenate, ·by Mr. Waldorf, its ·enrolling
-clerk, announced that •the Senate had passed joint resolution
(S. J. Res. 175) to correct an error in the wording of the appro.
prlatlon of $71,000 made 'in 'the act ..approved O'uly 9, 1918, and to
authorize the Secretary of War-to pay said sum to tthe ·respective
parties entitled thereto, in 'Which the concurrence ·of the .House
of Representatives was requesteil.
·
I

I

;

SENATE JOINT RESOLllTION .REFERBED.

Under clase 2, Rule .XXIV, Senate joint resolution of the
! ..following 1title was taken from the Speaker's table and referred
1 to its appropriate committee, as indicated below:
S. J. Res.175. Joint resolution to correct an error in the wording rof the app-ropriation of ·$71,000 made in the act approved
' July 9, 191..8, and to authorize the Secretary of War to pa.y said
sum to the respective parties entitled thereto, in which the
concurrence of the House. of Representatives was requested; ~
the Committee on Military Affairs~
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EXTENSION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

1\Ir. SHERLEY. l\1r. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for thepresent consideration of the joint resolution which I send to the
Clerk's desk.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kentucky
asks unanimous consent for the present consideration of the
joint resolution which tbe Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows :
Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 334) making appropriations for certain
n ece sary operations of the Government for the month of October,
1918, and for other purposes.
Resolved, etc., That the provisions of -the joint resolution entitled
"Joint resolution maldng appropriations for certain necessary operations of the Government and of the District of Columbia for the months
or July and August, 1918, and for other purposes," approved July 8,
1911:! except so far as they r('late to the support of the Arm:r and of the
Distl!lct of Columbia, are ~tended and continued in full force and effect
for and during the month of October, 1918.

l\1r. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, the purpose of this joint resolution is to make such provision for the Agricultural Department as may be necessary pending the final approval and
passage of the two appropriation bills for that department.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to its present
consideration?
l\1r . .AJ\TDERSON. l\lr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
may I ask the gentleman from Kentucky if he has any information as to what the status of the .Agricultural appropriation
bill is in the Senate?
·
l\1r. SHERLEY. Not the slightest. I have not been able to
follow it. I have been continuously engaged in my own work
in connection with the deficiency bill. The month is about to
expire, and in the ab ence of this joint resolution, after the
end of the month, there will be no provision of law whereby
any of these activities could he continued. I have a.s~umed
that these bills will become laws some time during the present
month, and, by the terms of the original resolution which this
pending resolution extends for the further month, upon their
becoming the law the effect of the resolution ceases.
1\fr. A!~DERSON. Well, of course this method of supplying
the departments of the Government is rather a lame one, and
if there is any way to get the Senate to pass the appropriation bills before the end of the month it should be done.
l\1r. SHERLEY. Well, that suggestion pertains to the gentlemen who are in charge of these regular agricultural bills.
As chairman of the Committee on Appropriations, it is my duty
to continue the Government ·e ven if other committees having
charge of appropriation bills fail to come to an agreement with
the Senate touching regular appropriations.
1\Ir. GILLETT. If the gentleman will yield, bas this bill gone
to conference, or is it still in the Senate?
1\fr. SHERLEY. I have not undertaken to follow the details
of it. I think, however, it is in the Senate.
Mr. GILLETT. I am told it has not been reported by the
Senate committee.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Kentucky for the present consideration of this resolution? [After a pause.] The Chair
hears none.
The joint resolution was ordered to be engrossed and read the
third time, was read the third time, and passed.
On motion of 1\Ir. SHERLEY, a motion to reconsider the vote
by which the joint resolution was passed was laid on the table.
COMB.ATING "SPANISH INFLUENZA."

1\Ir. SHERLEY. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
take up for present consideration House joint resolution 333.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kentucky
a ks unanimous consent for the present consideration of the
joint resolution which the Clerk will report
The Clerk read as follows:
Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 333} to aid in combating th.e disease known
as "Spanish influenza."
Resolved, etc., That to enable the Public Health Service to combat
and suppress the disease known as "SJ?anish in1luenza" by aiding State
and local boards of health, or otherwise, there is appropriated, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, $1,000,000, to be
available until June 30, 1919.
SEc. 2 . .That the Secretary of War the Secretary of the Navy and
the Secretary of the Treasury are authorized and dtrected, respectively,
t o utilize the pe1·sonnel and facilities of the Medical Department of the
Army the Medical De~>artment of the Navy, and the Public Health
Service, so far as possible, in aiding to combat and suppress the said
disease.

Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, if this consent is given I propose to offer several amendments which will enlarge the scope
of the resolution so as to give authority for the expenditure of
money for combating not only the disease known as " Spanish
influenza" but other communicable diseases~ The House is
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probably fully aware of the situation that has arisen in the
country, and particularly in the State of .Massachusetts in connection with this disease. The gentleman from Massachusetts
[Mr. GILLETT] introduced the resolution which has just been
read, and the Public Health Service has communicated with
me, as chairman of the Committee on Appropriations, touching
the situation that confronts them and confronts the country.
There is necessarily as a result of the war and the demand that
has been made upon the medical profession a. shortage of physicians in the country. If the physicians in localities are left
alone to deal with this situation they will not be able to cope
with it, and it is believed that the Public Health Service, by
mobilization of the physicians from the various sections of the
country, can, by putting them in districts where the disease is
worst, control it. The disease is of such a character that it
seems to expend itself in localities within a. limited time, and
then it appears in other sections.
The need of these funds seems to be urgent. I believe that
Congress would not be justified in refusing to take action touching this matter at this time. It not only is a situation which
might affect, as it has, the Army in certain localities, but if it
is permitted to become general it would have n. ve1·y great
effect in reducing the productive capacity of the country, to
say nothing of the loss of life that might result from it.
Mr. GARRETT of Tenness.ee. Mr. Speaker, reserving the
right to object, will the gentleman from Kentuc1..ry yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Certainly.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I understood the gentleman
to say that the purpose was, if consent was gi\en, to broaden
the scope?
Mr. SHERLEY. That is true.
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. Would the gentleman permit
stating that now?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. With the permission of the House I would
be glad to have read the joint resolution as it would read if
amended as I propose to ask to have it amended.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the resolution will be read for the information of the House.
The Clerk read as follows:
Joint J•esolutlon (H. J. Res. 333) to aid in combating '-'Spanish in.
fluenza " and other communicable diseases.
Resolved, etc., That to enable the Public Health Service to combat
and suppress " Spanish influenza " and other communicable djseases
by aiding State and local boards of health, or otherwise, including pay
and allowances of medical and sanitary persol).nel, medical and hospital supplies, printing, clerical services, and rent _in the District oil:
Columbia and elsewhere. tran spc.rtation, freight, and such other expenses as may be necessary, there is appropriated, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, $1,000,000, to be available
until J"une 30, 1919.
SEc. 2. That the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, and
the Secretary of the Treasury are authorized and dlrected, respectively,
to utilize jointly the personnel and facilities of the Medical Department
of the Army, the Medical Department of the Navy, . and the Public
Health Service, so far as possible, in aiding to combat and suppress the
said diseases.

Mr. SHERLEY. 1\Ir. Speaker, as I suggested, the effect of
the change is simply to broaden it so as to have this fund
available for any other communicable disease that might arise,
and there is certain language put in there in order to make clear
the power in regard to pay and allowances, and medical and
sanitary personnel, and so forth.
Mr. Al~DERSON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Certainly.
Mr. ANDERSON. As I caught the reading of tl1e resolutioll.y
the appropriation is available only to the Public Health Service.
Mr. SHERLEY. That is true.
Mr. ANDERSON. I was wondering whether it was necessary to make any appropriation covering the medical departments of the Army and the Navy.
Mr. SHERLEY. I think not. I think they have ample funds
that will be available with the assistance that will come through
the Public Health Service.
.
Mr. ANDERSON. The gentleman thinks the appropriations
that are available generally for the medical departments of the
Army and Navy will be sufficient?
.
Mr. SHERLEY. There is no doubt about that; but the
epidemic appropriation we carry for the Public Health Service
is by the terms of the statute limited to certain specified diseases, and the Congress has never heretofore seen fit to enlarge
that into a fund to be available for any sort of disease, because
it might in peace times lead to the building up of a very great
corps of officials under the Public Health Service ; but, as this
is limited in amount and for a particular period of time, it
seemed wise to broaden it so as to deal with any communicable
disease that might arise within that period of time.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the p1·esent
consideration of the resolution?
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Mr. CHARLES B. SMITH. I would like to ask the -gentleman
from Kentucky [Mr. SHERLEY] has the Public Health Service
asked for this legislation?
Mr. SHERLEY. They have.
Ur. CHARLES B. SMITH. I understood from his statement
that the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. GILLETT] intr<r
duced the resolution and the Public Health Service approved it.
Mr. SHERLEY. That is true, and the other statement is also
true. The gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. GILLETT], knowing tha-t the situation was so acute in his State, introduced the
resolution, but the Public Health Service themselves, on their
own initiati"e, came to me, as chairman of the Committee on
Appropriations, and urged not the ·consideration of this resolution but the passage of some resolution that would give them
this amount of money for this work.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. GILLETT. 'Vill the gentleman from Kentucky allow me?
Mr. SHERLEY. Certainly.
Mr. GILLETT. I did not introduce that until nfter the
Public Health Service had expressed their desire for it.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the consideration o~ the resolution? [After a pause.] The Chair hears
none.
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the resolution be considered in the House as in the Committee
of the 'Vhole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kentucky
asks unanimous consent that this resolution be considered in
the House as in the Committee of the 'Whole. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
.1\fr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, I offer the following amendment.
·
The SPF~ER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kentucky
offers an amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows :
Am£>ndment offered by Mr. SH'IlRLEY: Line 4, strike out the words
''the disca.s e known as," and in the same line, after the words "Spanish
influenza," insert the words "and other communicable dise~ses."

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to
the amendment~
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, I also offer the following
amendment.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kentucky
offers the following amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows :
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never again be said that there ·has been any sectional opposition
to a request by the State of Massachusetts.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GILLETT. 1\Ir. Speaker-The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman from Tennessee yield?
.
Mr. GILLETT. If the gentleman refers to me, of course I
represent only one section of the State of Massachusetts. But
this resolution is not offered in behalf of the State of Massachusetts. It is a measure for the benefit of the whole country. The
city of Washington is suffering to-day from this disease, and
while perhaps it appeared first in Massachusetts, being brought
across the ocean, it is just as dangerous to the gentleman's section as it is to my own.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Precisely so, an<l because we
recognize that fact we are very glad to join in combating it.
Mr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I have not control of the time.
Mr. CANNON. If I may utter just a single sentence, this disease, like other diseases, knows no State boundaries.
Mr. LONGWORTH. And I might also suggest to the gentleman that the majority leader on that side of the House, we
regret to hear, is suffering from it.
Mt·. GILLETT. Yes; and the Speaker is suffering from the
disease. So it obviously Is not sectional.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the engrossment and third reading of the joint resolution.
The joint resolution was ordered to be engrossed anti rea<.l a.
third time, was read the third time, and passed.
Mr. SHERLEY. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask that the title be amended ·
in accordance with the text.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the title will
be amended in accordance with the text.
There was no objection.
On motion of Mr. SHERLEY, a motion to reconsider the vote
whereby the joint resolution was passed was laid on the table. .
EXTENSION OF REMARKS.

Mr. ROUSE. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend
my remarks in the RECORD by printing the speech delivered last
night in New York by the President of the United States.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kentucky
asks unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD
by printing the speech delivered last night by the Pre ictent of
the United States in New York. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
FIRE

Amendment offered by 1\lr. SHERLEY: Line 5, page 1, after the word
"otherwise," insert "including pay and allowances of medical and sanitary personn£>1, medical an!l hospital supplies, printing, clerical services, and rent ln the District of Columbia and elsewhere, transporta·
tlon, freight, and such other expenses as may be necessary."

DEPABTME~T,

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Mr. JOHNSON of Kentucky. Mr. Spe.:'lker, I ask unanimous
consent to take from the Speaker's table the bill H. n. 11231,
creating the double platoon system for the .fire department of the
District of Columbia, disagree to the Senate amendments, and
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the amend· ask
for a conference.
ment offered by the gentleman from Kentucky.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kentucky
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to. asks unanimous consent to take from the Speaker's table the
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, I also offer the following bill H. R. 11231, with Senate amendments, disagree to the Senamendment.
ate amendment , and ask for a conference. The Clerk will
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kentucky report the bill by title. The Clerk read the title of the bill, as
offers a further amendment, which the Clerk will report.
follows:
The Clerk read as follows :
A bill (H. R. 11231) to regulate the hours of duty of offic£>rs and

Amendment offered by Mr. SHERLEY : Page 1, line 11 after the word
"utilize," insert the word "jointly."
In line 15, strike out the word
"disease" and insert "diseases." Amend the title to read: ".Joint
resolution to aid in combating ' Spanish influenza ' and other communicable diseases."

1\fr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, what does the word "jointly"
cover?
1\fr. GILLETT. The Secretary of War, the Secretary of the
Navy, and ·the Secretary of the Treasury, jointly.
Mr. SHERLEY. The language will read, as amended:
That the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary of the Treasury are authorized and directed, respectively, to
jointly the personnel and facilities of the Medical Department of
the Army, the Medical Department of the Navy, and the Public Health
Service, so far as possible, in a~ding to combat and suppress the said
diseases.
utiliz~

Mr. CANNON. That is satisfactory.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Kentucky.
, The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
: 1\:lr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, I ask for the passage of the
resolution as amended.
·
1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. . Will the gentleman permit me
one moment?
.
- Mr. SHERLEY. Certainly.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I · am very heartily in sympathy
with this 1·esolution and the purposes of it. I trust that it may

members of the fire department of the District of Columbia.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
WALSH. I desire to ask the gentleman from K~tuck.Y
when did this measure pass? When did it pass the Ilou , aqd
when did it pass the Senate?
Mr. JOHNSON of Kentucky. It passed the Hou e Apt·il 2,
1918, and it passed the Senate July 8, 1918.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair is informed that this
resolution came to the House on yesterdaF. Is there objection 1
There was no objection; and the Speaker pro tempore, through
the Clerk, announced the following ns the conferees on the part ·
of the House: Mr. JoHNsos of Kentucky, Mr. Cnos ER, and Mr.
M1·.

CARY.

Mr. WOOD of Indiana. 1\fr. Speaker, I ask unanimous con·
sent that the Clerk be permitted to read the telegram that I
send to the desk.
1\fr. \VALSH. What is it about? I object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from l\las a·
chusetts objects.
CREDIT 'IO THE DIRECTOR OF THE MINT.

1\Ir. ASHBROOK. 1\lr. Speaker, I nsk unanimous consent for
the present consideration of the bill H. R. 12998. I wish to say.
that I do not think it will take more than 10 minutes to pass
this bill. If anyone wlshes to object to it after the bill is ex·
·plained, he can take that responsibility.
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Mr. LONGWORTH. What is the bill?
.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the bill
by title.
The Clerk read as follows :
A l>lll (II. R. 12998) to amend section 3528 of the Revised Statutes.

Mr. CA!'II'"NON. What is it about?
Mr. GARNER. lllr. Speaker, reserving · the right to object,
what is the bill? The title just refers to some provision of the
Revised Statutes, and nobody is acquainted with it.
~fr. ASHBROOK.
If tbe gentleman will kindly reserve his
objection, I will explain the bill as well as I can.
:Jlr. Sll\IS. 1\.ir. Speaker, I can not consent to a new bill
being taken up nere under the circumstances. I have no objection to the bill, but there is a special l'ule pending covering the
order of business.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman from Tennessee object?
1\Ir. SIMS. Yes.
l\lr. ASHBROOK. If the gentleman from Tennessee will
withhold hi oujection for five minutes, I think the bill can be
passed in that time. If it is not passed in that time and he
then wishes to object I hall have no objection.
Mr. SIMS. Go ahead, but I shall reserve the right to object.
Mr. ASHBROOK. Now_. l\lr. Speaker, this bill amendS section 3528 of the Revised Statutes. It simply seeks t:o increase
the credit of the Director of the Mint with the Treasury Departmt?nt.
I want to say to the House that the Treasury Department is
very anxious that this bill shall be passed at once, because the
volume of the coinage of the mint has increased to such an
extent that the credit is now entirely inadequate to the -present
needs of the Director of the Mint.
Mr. GILLETT. l\lr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ASHBROOK. Yes.
,
Mr. GILLETT. Is this bill on the Unanimous Consent
Calendar?
l\lr. ASHBROOK. It is.
Mr. GILLETT. Then I objeet. 1 do not think we ought to
have consif.lerution to-day of bills on the Unanimous Consent
Calendar.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Massachusetts objects.
EMERGENCY POWEl~ BILL,
Mr. SIMS. 1\Ir. Speaker, I move that the House resolve itself
into Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union
for the furth r consideration of the power bill.
l\fr. WOOD of Indiana. Will not the gentleman allow me to
have tbis telegram read? It will take only a minute.
Mr. SIMS. I insist on my motion. The gentleman can put
his telegram ·in later.
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Tennessee
moves that the House resoh--e itself into Comnii.ttee of the
Whole House on the state of the Union for the further consideration of the em~rgency power bill. The- que8ti.on ·is on agreeing to that motion.
· The motion was agreed to.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Te-nnessee
[Mr. Hou TON] will please take the chair.
Accordingly the House resolved itself into Committee of the
Whole House on the state of tbe Union for the further considera,tion of the bill H. R. 12776, known as the emergency
po~r bill, with Mr. HousTON in the chair.
The CHAIRMAN. The House is in Committee of the Whole
House on the state of the Union for the further consideration
of the bill H. R. 12776. The Clerk will report the title.
The Clerk read the title of the bill, as follows:
A bill (H. R. 12776) to pl'"ovide further for the national security and
defense and for the more effective pro ecution of the war by furnishing
means for the better utilization of the existing sources Qf electrical and
mechanical power and for the development of new sources of such
power, and for other purposes. ·

1\lr. Sll\fS. 1\lr. Chairman, there is an amendment pending.
The CHAIRMAN. Two amendments ~e pending.
, Mr. SIMS. The gentleman from Indiana [Mr. WooD] might
get some time on that.
Mr. HAMLIN. Mr. Chairman, I want to be recoghizoo as
opposed to the amendment.
.
.
'.fhe CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Mlssourl ls recognized by the Chair.
Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, just a moment. When we closed
last evening there were really three propositions presented to
the committee. One wa·s the motion of the gentleman from
Missouri [l\1r. HAMLIN] to incorporate the word "carbonizing"
before the wo1·d "lignite." .
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-M~. IIA.l\1LIN. That amendment was adopted.
And then
the amendment that was pending was the motion of the gentleman from Iowa [Mr. GREEN] to strike out-.Mr. ESCH. All after the word "necessary."
Mr. HAMLIN. All after the word "necessary."
.
. 111r. WINGO. The -gentleman from Illinois [Mr. CANNON]
also bas an amendment pending to strike out the words " the
· carbonizing of lignite/'.
· The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment of t)J.e
gentleman from Iowa [l\tlr. GREEN] offered as a substitute for
the amendment of the gentleman from Illinois [1\Ir. CANNON].
Mr. . CAJ\TNON. Let us have it reported.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report it.
The Clerk read as follows :

Amendment offeJted by :Mr. GREEN of Iowa : Page 4, line 9, after the
word "neeessary," strike out the remainder of the par~graph.

l\I-r. ESCH. That amendment should come after an amendment which has already been adopted, following tile word
"necessary." That amendment was to insert tile words:
F-or the purpose of increasing the production of· war materials and
meeting emergencies arising from war conditions.

So the amendment of the gentleman from Iowa would come
in after the word "conditions."
·
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. The gentleman from Wisconsin is
correct. I bad overlooked that momentarily when my amendment was offered. I ask unanimous consent to change my
amendment to strike out all after the word "conditions."
The CHAIRl\IAN. The gentleman from Iowa asks unani·
mous consent to modify bis amendment as stated by him. The
Clerk will report his amendment as modified.
The ClerK: read as follows:
Modified amendment offered by Mr. GnEE~ of Iowa : Page ~ after
the word " conditions," strike out the remainder of the paragraph.

Mr. CANNON. In what line?
The Clerk read as follows:
After the word "conditions" in the amendment offered by Mr. SNELL,
which was agreed to, strike out the remainder . ot the paragr~ph.

Mr. S.IMS. :Mr. Chairman, before debate begins I ask unani·
mons consent that all debate on this amendment or any other
amendment to subsection (1) of section 2 be . closed in 15
minutes. _We debated the same &nbject quite a while yesterday.
Mr. CANNON. I wish the gentleman would make it 20 min·
utes. I do not think I will use all of my 5 minutes.
Mr. SIMS. Make it 20 .mi.llutes, so that the gentleman :from
Illinois may have 5 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Will the gentleman from Tennessee please
restate his request?
Mr. SIMS. I ask unanimous consent that debate upon this
amendment and all other aJDendments to subsection (1) of
section 2 close in 20 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. The· gentleman asks unanimous consent
that debate on· this amendment ·a nd all amendments thereto
and to subsection· (1) of section 2 close in 20· minutes. Is there
objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. HA.l\ILIN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I do not think
I shall occupy all of the time allotted me. I simply want to
oppose the amendment offered by the gentleman from Iowa [1\Ir.
GREEN] and also the amendment offered by my good friend from
Illinois, Mr. CANNON, which is _to strike out the word "lignite."
The effect of the · amendment of tb~ gentleman from Iowa [Mr.
GREEN]. if adopted, will be to preclude the Government from
utilizing any of the by-products derived from the coking of
coal or from the utilization of li~nite in any way. Yemerdav
afternoon, in a little colloquy which I had with him, I suggestPd
that it would not be tight to waste the by-products produced
in burning the fuel necessary to create the power which the
Government so much need , and must have, at this time. The
gentleman. from Iowa [Mr. GREEN] said:
·
. Oh. what is the gentlPman thinking of? Does not the
know that these by-products are being wasted now?
Mr. HAMLL...,. Ought they to be wasted?
·

g~ntleman

The gentle-man from Iowa · answered "no ... ' However, in the
revision of his remarks for--the RECORD this morn~ng . he changed
that answer, as he had a right to do, so as to read:
I do not know.

Not if there is any use for them.

Then I said:
Why not save them, then?
.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. If you have any use for them, it would be well
to save them, but you have not any use for them. The Government ia
getting all these materials it wants now~
And so fo~
·
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Then I said:
We have b('en importing millions of dollars' worth of these byproducts every year.
Mr. GnEEX of Iowa. · Oh, the gentleman is mistaken.

I wa not mistaken in my statement, provided the information
gi\en to me is true, and I take it for granted that it is true. In
corroboration of my statement I want to read an extract from
a hearing bad before the Committee on Mines and Mining.
lllr. CANNON. By whom?
1\Ir. HAMLIN. By Mr. Durling. I propounded this question
to him, and this was what was said:
Mr. HAMLIN. I thought I understood from this statement, 1\fr-.
Darling, that there were some by-products to be gotten-perhaps you
have mentioned it-that formed the basis of certain dyes.

This is in reference to the statement of lignite.
Mr. DARLI!iG. Yes ; that comes from the oils and tars. Aniline
dyes come· from the lighter oils, and other dyes from the heavy oils.
l\Ir. llAMLIN. Ilaven't we been short on those things in this country?
1\[r. MAKNIKG. We have been very short on the benzol, which is the
next step in coal-tar production. In other- words, there are tens of
thousands of by-products from coal and many more thousands of compounds. We go from the base coal to coal tar, then to benzol. Then
you branch out to your aniline dyes, to your explosives, to your perfmm·s, to your medicines, to your prusslan blues, etc.
Mr. DARLING. Germany before the war-we paid t>ver $22,000,000 per
year for coal-tar products that she se.nt in to us. Now we have got to
turn the tables the other way.
-I shall read a little further in a moment, but I want to stop
here to say that if Mr. Darling is correct that absolutely cor-

roborates my statement which I made yesterday, that we have
been importing millions of dollars worth of these coal-tar products that we can get from the carbonization of lignite and the
coking of bituminous coal.
- Mr. GREEN of Iowa. What I corrected the gentleman about
yesterday was to say that we had not been importing these
things since the war. What the gentleman has read from the
hearings was befo1~e the war.
Mr. HAMLIN. Neither did I say that we ha\e been fmporting
millions of dollars worth since we got into the war.
1\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. You said" we are."
1\Ir. HAMLIN. No; I said" we were," or at least that is what
I meant to say, and certainly the gentleman should not ha\e
mistmderstood me, because I said in the same connection that we
could not import them now, because we have to use the ships for
other pm·poses.
,
Mr. LONGWORTH. Will the gentleman pardon me?
: · Mr. HAMLIN. Yes.
.
· 1\Ir. LONG WORTH. The real reason why we are not importing them is not the lack of ships; but because we are able to
produce the e dyes in this country, due largely to the protectiV'e
tariff on dyes, which we passed recently.
1\Ir. HAMLIN. Oh, no ; the gentleman is entirely mistaken.
That tariff has not been changed one iota since we got into this
war, and we were importing an average of $22,000,000 of these
tar products before the war, bringing them from Germany, but
'\Ye arc not doing it now.
1\Ir. LONGWORTH. The beginning of the dye industry in
this country was after the passage of the so-called Payne bill.
1\Ir. HAMLIN. I do not care to go into the history of the dye
ln<lustry. I am only interested in one fact, that we were importing $22,000,000 worth of these products before the war from
Germany. We are not doing it now. That is not due to the
tariff, .but a lack of ships and because we would not trade with
Gerruany, and that very fact has forced us to produce as· best we
may our o"""D dyes.
1\Ir. LONGWORTH. We are producing to-day about 200 colors,
am1 we had plenty of ships when the Hill bill was passed.
l\1r. II.A...\ILIN. Now, to continue reading from the hearings:
· l\Ir. HAMLIN. A.nd we have got the raw material to do it witli, if we
only develop it.
Mr. DA-RLING. Yes, sir; and the ma.n who builds a beehive from now
on ought to be taken out and strung to a limb. And the processes are
not difficult. I think the patents on these anili.ne dyes bave expired a.nd
the chemists-Imow the way to get these things. It is just a question of
putting money in and getting them.
Mr. MANNING. Prior to the war the United States depended absolutely
upon German dyes. The statement had been made that the United
States would have to depend upon its own dye industry, and Secretary
Lane called a conference i.n his office of some 23 of. the chemical manufacturers of the country, and some of the textile manufacturers, to consider what aid the Government could give to the development of a dye
industry, and the only suggestion that they made at that time was a
protective tariff. provision.

Mr. LONGWORTH. And which Congress in its wlsdom
passed.
l\Ir. IIAl\fLIN. Not since the war.
Mr. Manning continues:
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Mr. HAMLIN. But it will not be due to the tariff.
Mr. CANNON. The war makes it prohibitiV"e.
Mr. HAMLIN. Yes. If the gentleman says that the ·war
operates as a prohibitive tariff I am going to agree with him.
I think the interests of the country are now enjoying a greater
protection than in all their previous history, and it is not due to a
protective tariff, but due to the war.
Mr~ LONGWORTH. Does not the gentleman think-Mr. HAMLIN. Oh, I am not going to be diverted into a tariff
discussion.
Mr. LONGWORTH. If the gentleman will pau e a moment, it
has been claimed by the Democratic campaign committee that
the credit of the dye industry is by reason-1\Ir. HAMLIN. Oh, the gentleman can not lead me into the
discussion of political questions when we are considering an
important measure for the prosecution of the war.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. HAMLIN. I ask unanimous consent for two minutes
more.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. JoHNSON of Kentuck--y). The present
occupant of the chair has just taken the chair, but is told that
there was an arrangement for 20 minutes debate, and that the
division of time has been arranged for.
Mr. HAMLIN. I think the Ohair is correct, and I ask unnni·
mous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. CHANDLER of New York. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to address the committee for one minute on·the subject of the fourth liberty loan.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from New York asks for
one minute to address the committee on the fourth liberty loan.
Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. CHANDLER of New York. 1\Ir. Chairman, acting with
our allies, we must win the world war and win it quickly.
Gen. March has told us that it is possible to end the war in
1919 if we can get an army large enough in the field soon enough.
It is proposed to send to France by the summer of 1919 an Anny.
of at least 4,000,000 of men. An early victory will greatly flepend upon how thoroughly and speedily we equip and supply tllis
vast body of soldiers with all of the essentials of successful
warfare.
The main e sentials· of succesful warfare are men and money.
The selective-draft system is furnishing us with the men to form
a grand and victorious army. It remains for us who stay be·
hind to furnish all the money that is needed to equip and sustain
these men with all that is necessary to help them win the great
struggle for liberty, humanity, and civilization.
A sacred and solemn obligation rests upon each and every one
of us to aid the fourth liberty loan to the full extent of his
ability. Every adult person in this Republic should buy at least
one bond, of small or large denomination. No one should plead
poverty or be guilty of neglect in this hom· of national peril.
Two great considerations shoufd stimulate enormously the
sale of the new issue of liberty bonds. The first is personal and
selfish, the second is purely patriotic. In the first place, the liberty loan is the best and safest financial investment that can be
made. Backed as it is by the wealth of the richest country in
the world, the libel'ty loan stands without a peer. It is tbe premier bond of the world. Based on reliable statistics, the wealth
of the United States is estimated at $230,000,000,000, with an
aimual estimated income of $40,000,000.000.
:
In 47 years the population of our country has increased 72,·
000,000, and for the same period its wealth has increa ed $200,~
000.000,000, equivalent to over $2,800 for each of the 72,000,000
increased population.
To put the figures in another form-in 1870 :
Wealthdebt
of United
States
(estimated)-------------Total
of United
States
_____________________ _
Wealth of United States per ·capita---------------Debt of United States per capita ________________ _
Population of United States _____________________ _

$30,000,000,000
~2,330,000,000

$780
$60

38,000,000

At the present time:
Wealth of the United States (estimated)--------- - $230,000,000,000
Total
debt of
United · States,_____________________
inclutling liberty loans_
- of 1917
(approximatcly)
$9,500,000,000
Wealth of United States per capita _______________ _
$2,250
Debt of United States per capita ____ _: ____________ _
$8G. 50
110,000,000
Population of United States (estimate(])--------~--

The increase from 1870 to date:
Total
Wealthwealth-------~---------~----------------per capita.:. ______________ __: ___ :_________ $200,000,000,000
1, 470
Population -------------------------------------72, 000. 000
~

I made the statE>ment"to controvert that suggestion, that if the war
witn Germany lasted two years the United States would build up its
own industry and .be · independent of Germany.
The wealth is now about seven and two-thirds times ·greate1•
Mr. LONGWORTH. That i just what I said.
than in 1870, and the national debt has incre:1sed only about four

1918 .
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time . In .comparison to the wealth, the debt is .quite small and
would be comparatively small if doubled, tripled, or quadrupled.
Even if the present debt were quadrupled, it would then amount"
to only just the income of our country in one year. This income, be it remembered, is about $40,000,000,000, representing a
net annual increase in the national wealth of se\eral billions
of dollars.
Tlle backbone, the head, and heart of our financial and industrial system is the banking power of the United States. Measured by all its resources this power exceeds $40,500,000,000. In
the grand total of this power are the resources of 7,688 national
banks and 20,423 State banks, trust companies, and savings institutions. The national banks of the United States have total
I'esources in excess of $18,200,000,000; and the State banks and
other financial institutions of more than $22,275,000,000.
Tlle New York banking system, with total resources of approximately $10,890,000,000, more than one-fourth of the entire banking resources of the country, occupies first place. Penns~lvania,
with $3,840,000,000, holds second place.
.
The total supply of capital, approximately estimated, in the
United States in 1913 was $6,500,000,000; in 1915, $8,000,000,000; in 1916, $15,000,000,000; and in 1917, $18,200,000,000.
The Federal Reserve S~·stem has now a gold reserve of more
. than $2,000,000,000, the very greatest gold reser\e ever held by
any banking system in the world at any time.
All this colossal wealth and unexampled financial strength
have been deri\ed from our marvelous agricultural and industrial resources and activities.
. The Department of AgriCulture estimates that the crop of
spring and winter. wheat for 1918 will approximate 899,000,000
bushels, nearly 250,000,000 bu hels more than was produced in
1917.
As wheat and other cereals form the basis of our agricultural
greatness, iron and coal are the foundation of our industrial
pro perty and strength. In 1917, the United States alone produced more coal than England, France, Germany, and Belgium
combined produced in 1913, the year before the war began. We
also smeltered more pig iron and prQduced more steel than all
these countries together.
Our metal and mineral rcsom·ces are the marvel of the world.
More than half the estimated iron ore of the earth is in North
America, and four-fifths of all this is imbedded in the boundaries
of the United States.
·
Whether we consider the foundations of our prosperiQ·, the
earth and the richness and fullne s thereof, or our accumulated
wealth of money, and all forms of financial credits, om· strength
is and will remain unbroken and unparalleled.
The figures that I have gi\en you relating to the wealth of
our country and its annual income should convince you that a
liberty-bond investment is the safest and soundest in the · world.
A war of 20 years would not destroy its value as a security.
It is the premier bond of the world, a direct obligation, a
first mortgage on the resot;~.rces of the wealthie t country on the
earth, and is, moreon:-r, almost free from taxation, State or ·
Federal.
The first great consideration, lleretofore referred to, which
should stimulate and sustain the sale of liberty bonds, has been
discussed and figures have been gi\en. The personal and selfish
motives of the purchasers of these bonds haYe been considered,
and it has been shown that no safer, sounder investment can
be made than that offered by the liberty loan.
A second great consideration ignores the selfish and mate• rialistic point of view, and appeals direct to the conscience and
to the patriotism of all of our people. In the final analysis this
1. the supreme consideration. It scorns all mercenary feelings and appeals to the noblest and grandest in our natures.
It places the man above the dollar, humanity above wealth, ana
our country abo\e our pocketbooks. It subjects all nllgar
pas ions at once to the great principle of love.
No cowardly impulse, no sectional selfishness, no narrow view
of patriotism, no partisan prejudice, no sordid stinginess should
ever remotely inffuence om· · conduct in private or public life
when providihg for the common defense and promoting the
general welfare of our ·country. Rather let us invoke at all
times the lofty and patriotic spirit of the Revolutionary fathers
nnd of the saviors of the later Republic, who held no cost too
heavy and no sacrifice too great when the sacred rights of
humanity were to be proclaimed and the great cause of liberty
was to be defended and maintained.
·
I repeat that no other considerations should be urged and
no other inducements offered than the desire for private gain
and the great love of the Republic to cause speedy and enormous
sales of the fourth liberty. loan bonds. Let us oversubscribe
this issue a hnndredfo1d, if need be, as a message to Ger-

many and to the world that America is patriotic to the core
and that a most perfect unity in intention and high resolve
anim~tes our people.
CAUSES OF THE W .lR.

As I understand the meaning of this war, it is not a mere
conflict of physical forces, of millions of ·men contending in
deadly combat on battle fieltls and in battle trenches. It is a
mighty conflict between contending principles in government,
between modes of thought, and forms of philosophy. It is. in
the main, a gigantic contest between democracy and free insti·
tutions on the one hand and monarchy and military despotism
on the other hand. It is even more than this. It is a colossal
struggle in which world freedom and the rights of small States to
exist are fundamentally involved.
The assassination of an Austrian grand duke by a simpleminded, fanatical Serbian youth was the beginning, but not the
cause of the great world war. It was simply the match that
lit the flame that threw the world into conflagration. The elemental causes of the war are to be found deeply imbedded in
German military philosophy, in Prussian despotism and desire
for world dominion, in a false and fraudulent diplomacy handed
down from the days of Frederick the Great, and in the belief
of the German Kaiser that he is the anointed of God and that
the German people are the chosen seed. These intellectual
principles, these spiritual elements formed the fertile soil in
which was germinated t1Je worhl catastrophe and from which
it received its budding and its blossoming.
While a student at the University of Berlin some 20 years
ago I heard Heinrich von Treitschke lecture. Treitschke was
professor of history in the University of Berlin, and used his
position to propagate his political principles. His style was
elegant and beautiful and the war philosophy that he proclaimed
was at once brilliant and bitter. The substance of this philosophy was that war is a biological necessity and an ordinance of
God. Among the more striking statements in his works are
these:
War is . both j.ustitiabl~ unu moral, and the ideal of perpetual peace i3
not only Im!)ossible but Immoral as well.
The . living G~d will take care that war shall always return as a
t errible medicine for the human race . .
Among all political sins the sin of feebleness is the most contemptible ;
it is the political .sin against the Holy Ghost.

Treitschke was called by the Kaiser " our national historian,''
and it is not inaccurate or unfair to describe him as the real
founder of the world 'var, for his radical war philosophy, proclaimed in his lectures and in his writings, permeated all Ger·
man intellectual life and gave strength and impetus to all the
war mo\ements of Germany. "His works," says one ''Titer,
" became cyclopedias of patriotism, and, being vigorously and
entertainingly written, were and are widely read. Their
aphorisms have become a part of German political scripture,
their philosophy the creed of German statesmen."
1\ly recollections of Treitschke are as fresh and \ivid as if I
had heard him but yesterday, and I remember the surprise and
horror with which I listened to the unfolding of his brilliant
and bitter war philosophy in which he proclaimed the doctrine
of biological necessity and of the immorality of seeking to
abolish that which God had ordained. On all the war fronts
of Europe, America and the- allies are fighting the teachings of
Treitschke embodied in the armies of the Kaiser.
The teachi~gs of Treitschke are founded upon the thoughts
and sayings as well as the deeds and acts of Frederick the
Great and of Bismarck, the arch progenitors of Prussian mili·
tari m and despotism. Treitschke boldly proclaimed that public
and private morality were not the same, and that States were
justified in doing things that would be considered immoral in
individuals. He justified this contention by the statement in a
letter from :~frederick the Great to his minister, Radziwill, in
which occurs this sent~nce:
If there is anything to be galLed by -it, we will be honest ; if deception
is necessary, let us be cheats.

Frederick the G'r eat told Voltaire, who taught him French
and good manners, that truth and honesty were things for
priests and ministers but not for warriors and statesmen. We
are fighting this ignoble doctrine on all the battle fields and in
all the battle trenches of Europe to-day.
In his first inaugural address, in 1789, Washington made thi!:l
declaration:
'!' he foundatiJn of our national policy will be laid in the pure and
immutable principles of private morality.
.

In tllis war we are pitting George Washington against !•,rederick the Great, and-you will excuse me for saying it-I ha\C
bet all my money on George Wauhington.
I

·. ~
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The fine sentiment of Washington was reflected in .this ~en
tence from the address of President Wilson in his message to
Congre~s of April 2, 1917:
We are at tbe beginning of an age in which it will be insisted thai:
the same standards of conduct and of responsibility for wrong . done
shan· be observed among nations and their governments that are observed among the ind1vldtlal citizens o~ civilized States.
·

One of the great purposes of this war is .to justify Washington and Wilson and brand with eternal condemnation Frederick
the Great ·of Prussia by ~ tabiishing the doctrine that there is
no difference between public and private morality, and that
States are not justified in doing what is immoral among indi.v idual citizens.
Tr.e itschke taught and Germany believes that a war waged
for tl)e purpose of destroying small States and ·~molding separate fragments into one great political unit," even if a war of
conquest, is justifiable. America and the allies deny this and
are fighting · ~or the rights of small . States to continue to exist
and to be happy. The American doctrine is illustrated by the
existence of Cuba at our very doors, a Lilliputian Republic,
not larger than a Texai; county, but as independent and happy
a.a any empire or commonwealth on earth~ The German doctrine is illustrated by outraged and mutilated Belgium, whose
international rights Germany bad pledged herself to protect, but
whose treaty was converte·d into "a scrap of paper," because
Germany' did not believe that Belgium had a real right to exist
if it pleased Germany to destroy her.
Treitschke's cruel theory of war is approved and echoed in
the literature of Germany by his contemporaries, as well as by
tho e who folio\Yed him.
Bernhardi, in his work entitled "Germany and the Next War,"
says:
War is a biological neceE'sity of the first importn.nce, a regulative
element 'in the life of mankind which can not be dispensed with, since
without it an unhealthy development will follow which excludes every
advancement of the race, and therefore all civilization. .

Again, he says :
Efforts directed toward the abolition of war must not only be termed
foolisli 1mt · absolutely immoral, and must be stigmatized as absolutely
unworthy of the human race.

Numerous other German writers, warriors, and statesmen
teach the same cruel and merciless philosophy.
Haeckle taught that ·~force takes priority over right.u
Clansman says:
_
All idea of

philanthr~py

in wnr is a pernicious en-or.

Gen. Hartman said:
When the . national war breaks forth, terrorism becomes a necessary
inllitary principle.
.

Erzberger is quoted as saring in the Reichstag:
This war ought to be as pitiless as possible.

Again, one ·of the great ca us~s of ·th~s war is Pan-Germanism,
that would acquire the territories and destroy the political independence of smaller States by force of arms. Many German
writers and statesmen are bold in their assertion of this right
as a matter o~ supreme necessity in the inevitable growth of
great central States.
.
Gen. Wrochem, at a meeting of the German Defense League
Danzig, March, 1913, said:

at

A developing, onward-striving people like ourselves requires new land
for its energies ; and if peace will not secure it, then war only remains.

J. L. Reimer, in a work entitled "Ein Pangermanisches
Deutschland " {.A Pan Germ·a n Germany), writes in '1905:
It is precisely our craving f~r expansion that dri~es us into tb~ paths
of conquest, and in view of wbich all chatter about peace and humanity
can and must remain nothing but chatter.

Klaus Wagner, in his work Kreig or War, in 1906, writes:
Let us bravely organize great forced migrations of the inferior peoples. Posterity will be grateful to us. We must coerce them. This is
one of the tasks of war; the means must be superiority of armed force.
. su.ertlcially such forced migrations and the penning up ot inconvenienced peoples in narrow " reserves " may appear hard, but it is
the only solution of the race question that is worthy of humanity.
• . • • Thus alone can the overpopulation of the earth be controlled ;
the efficient pt'oplcs must secure themselves elbow room by means . ot
·war, and the inefficient must be hemmed in and at last drivPn into -re2E!rve where they bavP no room to grow • • • and where, discouraged and .reRrlcred indifferent to the fnture by the spectacle of the
superiot· energy ef their conquerors, they may crawl slowly toward the
p eaceful death of wea~y and hopeless senility.
. · ·
.

This merciless philosophy and ambition of I?an Germanism is
one of the great causes of this war. We ~ay a sert it with
truth to be the great paramount cause, for. Pan Germanism is
the great comprehensive principle that includes all minor causes.
.Again, we are fighting the theory of the . divin,e right of kings
to rule the peoples of the earth. Cromwell and his Ironsides
thought they had destroyed thi!:! theory forever. when they beheaded a Stuart king-charles thE> First of England. But we
have the doctrine more boldly and brazenly proclaimed than
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ever in the wild and insane pretentious of William of Germany.
The following is a pa sage from the proclamation of the K.aiser
to the Army of the East in 1914, after the beginning of the
great war:
RemPmber that you are the chosen people ! The Spirit of the Lord
has descended upon me, b€cause I am the Emperor of the Germans!
I am the instrument of the Almighty. I am bi sword, his agent.
Woe and death to all tho e who shall oppose my will I Woe and death
to those who do not believe in my mission I Woe and death to the
cowards!
Let them perish, all the enemie of ' the German p ople I God dem ands
their destru ction ; God. who, by my mouth, bids you to do His will!

This sounds like Mohammed and the Koran. No wonder the
Germans could conclude so easily a treaty with the Turks. Place
this pa sage in the middle of the Koran and it would require the
genius and learning of an oriental scholar to tell where 1\Iahomet
ended and William began.
The principles a serted in this proclamation of the Kaiser
are in complete antagonism to the principles proclaimed in the
Declaration of Independence, when it is said that "all just
power of government are derived from the consent of the governed." In this war we are pitting the Declaration of Independence against the proclamation of the Kaiser, and, again, I
have my money on the Declaration of Independence.
The German Kaiser and German statesmen d ny that Germany desired this war or began it, but the fact of hi tory completely refute their contention. Besides, a secret official document ·filed at Berlin, in the German war office, in 1913, reads,
in part, as follows:
·Neither ridiculous shrlekings for revenge by French Chauvinists nor
the Englishman's gnashing of teeth nor the wild gestures of the .. lav
will turn us from our aim of protecting and extending German influence all over the world. It is our sacred duty to harpen the sword
that has been put into our bands and to hold it ready for offense as
well as for defense. • • • We must accustom them (our people)
to thlnk that an offensive war on our part is a nece sity. We must
stir up troubles in the north of Africa and in Ru 1a. In the nPxt
European war it will ·al o be necessary that the mall tates shall be
forced to follow us or be subdued. In certain eondition their armies
and thPir fortified places can be rapidly conquered or neutralized. This
would probably be the case with Belgium and Holland.

This official document, filed a year before the war began,
speaks of stirring up trouble in Africa and in Rus ia. The
whole tone and tenor of the report indicates a pirit of aggression and a willingness to begin war upon the slighte t provocation or ~pon no provocation whatever.
HOW THE WAR CAME TO .AMERICA.

I have been discu sing the meaning of the war as it relates to
European nations. I have outlined briefly the underlying principles that caused Germany to declare war upon her neighl>ors
and to tear up her treaty with Belgium like a scrap of paper.
I have b·ied to show that Pan Germanism, rabid and rampant,
availed itself of the simple pretext of the killing of an Austrian
grand duke, and of the consequent troubles of ber ally, Au o·ia,
with Serbia, troubles that could have been easily settled by fair
and impartial statesmanship, to throw the world into convul. sions.
I now come to a brief discussion of how the war came to
America. After all, this phase of the discussion will interest
us most keenly. Intelligent people everywhere are already thoroughly familiar with the cau e of our participation in the wMid
conflict and a detailed analysis and di cu ion of these cau es
a1·e not necessary. Suffice it to say that the submarine policy
of the German Government, resulting in the violation of our
international rights and in the murder of our citizens upon the
high eas, brought America into the conflict.
The chronological order of events, as related to the U-bont
campaign, leading up to a declaration of war by America against
Germany, is as· follows:
·L December 24, 1914: Admiral von Ti.rpitz threw out hints
in a newspaper interview of a whole ale torpedoing policy.
2. February 4, 1915: The German Government proclaimed a
war zone; within which any ship might be sunk: nnwarne<l.
3. February 10, 1915 : Mr. Wilson told the German Government that it would be held to ·a " strict accountability " if any
American rights weJ;e violated in that way.
4. April 22, 1915: .The German Embassy published in New
York newspapers a warning against taking pa age on ships
which our Government had told ·o ur people that they had a perfect right to take.
5. l\lay 7, 1915 : The IAtsitania was sunk.
6. May 13, 1915: Mr. Wil on wrote ,hi " fir t IAtsitania" note.
7. l\1ay 28, 1915: Germany made reply, defending tbe sinking
of the Lusitania .
8. June 9, 1915: Mr. ·wnson wrote his " second .lAt,Sitania ,
note.
9. July 21, 1915: l\1r. ·w ilson wrote his " third Lusitania"
note, following more unsatisfactory German rejoinders.
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10. August 19, 1915: The Ambic was sunk, whereupon Von
Bernstorff gave an oral pledge for his Government that there- after German submarines would not sink " liners " without
warning.
11. March 24, 1916: The Sussex was sunk, a passenger vessel
with Americans on board.
12. April 10, 1916: Germany cynically tolU. the United States
. that she could not be sure whether she sank the Susse:c or not,
although admitting that one of her submarines was active close
to the place of disaster.
13. April 18, 1916: President Wilson threatened Germany with
breach of diplomatic relations if Sussex and similar incidents
were repeated.
14. May 4, 191G: Germany grudgingly made the prollJiSe that
ships would not be sunk without warning.
15. January 31, 1917: Germany tore up her promise and notified Mr. Wilson that she would begin "unrestricted submarine
warfare."
16. February 3, 1917: Mr. 'Vilson gave Count Bernstorff his
passport and recalled Ambassador Gerard from Berlin.
Diplomatic relations had now been broken, and we were in a
state of armed neutrality. War might still have been avoided if
still other American ships had not been sunk, as follows:
17. March 16, 1917: The Vigilancia, an American vessel, was
sunk and five Americans were lost.
18. March 21, 1917: The Healdton, an American vessel, was
sunk and seven Americans were lost.
19. April 1, 1917 : The Aztec, an American vessel, was sunk
and 28 Americans were lost.
Some of these vessels were outside the prohibited German war
zone. Some of them were coming home, were without cargoes
of any kind, and were sunk in a spirit of pure wantonness and
fl·igh tfulness.
In all, up to our declaration of war against Germany, 226
American citizen ·, many of them women and children, lost their
lives by the action of German submarines, and in most cases
without the fainte t color of international right.
Nothing remained for a red-blooded Congress, representing a
braYe and self-re pecting people, to do but declare war upon an
outlaw nation that was unwilling to respect the binding obligations of international law, and that bad shown an utter clisregard for the simplest rights of humanity and for the plainest
precepts of civilization.
If the direct and immediate cause of our declaration of wru·
again t Germany be asked, answer may be given that Germany
murdered our citizens upon the high seas, in violation of our
well-defined international rights.
It is the primary ·duty, the sacred and solemn obligation of
any nation to protect the lives of its citizens, and the nation
that "ill not perform this duty and fulfill this obligation is not
entitled to the respect and support of its citizens.
Once, at a Grand Army of the Republic celebration, Col.
Ingersoll used this strikingly beautiful and brilliant sentence:
A country that will not protect its citizens is a disgrace to the map
of the world. A flag that will not defend its defenders is no better
than a dirty rag, is a.n insult to the skies, and contaminates the very
air in which it floats.

This has been the sentiment of every b-rave and masterful
race of this earth. It was the sentiment of ancient Rome. It
is the sentiment of modern England, modern France, modern
Germany, modern America. It will be the sentiment of every
braYe and self-respecting nation until its citizens become degen·
erates and cowards.
In ancient times, when a Roman citizen was captured by barbarians or pirates, it was only necessary for him to pick up th~
hem of his toga, the peculiar dress of a Roman and the symbol
of his Roman citizenship, and shake it at the barbarians, using
three words, "Civis romanus sum "-I am a Roman citizento guarantee his safe escort to Rome. I want the time to
come soon in the history of my country wl1en an American
captured by bandits in Mexico will only have to throw his head
back proudly and defiantly and say" I am an American citizen"
to guarantee his safe escort to the Rio Grande.
Aside from the murder of our cititzens we were justified in
declaring war against Germany upon the ground of national
self-defense. In recent years Germany has not hesitated to
expr{'SS her contempt for America and to throw out hints of
defiance and use e>..'J)ressions equivalent to threats. She hns derided our civilization, mocked our national pretensions, and refused to acknowledge the Monroe docttine; and, as an official
defiance, the Kaiser recently told Ambassador Gerard that afte!'
this war Germany would stand no nonsense from America. This
itself was equivalent -to au imperial threat against our country.
On the 24th of September, 1917, in the United States Senate,
Senator LEWIS quoted Admiral Dewey as reporting the follow-
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ing statement as made by the German admiral, Von Goetzen, to
him at l\Ianila in 1898 :
·
About 15 years from now (1913) my country will start a great war.
She will be in Paris about two months after the commencement of hostilltles. Her move on Paris will be but a step to her real object-the
crushing of England. Some months after we finish our work in Europe
we will take New York, and probably Washington, and hold them for
some time. We will put your country in its place with reference to Germany. We do not purpose to take any of your territory, but we do
Intend to take a billion or so of your dollars from New York and other
places. The Monroe doctrine will be taken charge of by us and we
will dispose of South America as we wish. Don't forget this~about 15
years from now.

It was very kind and generous of the German admiral to let
us know so long in advance of the intended invasion of America
by Germany. It gave us time for preparation, and we are now
rapidly preparing for a warm reception to the Hun when he
decides to come.
But the law of national self-defense does not require that we
wait for the Germans to attack us after their intentions have
been clearly expressed and it is well established that they intend
to attack us. I am in favor of teaching the arrogant German
Kaiser that if he or any of his descendants insults our flag or
threatens the invaffion of our territory, it will not be necessary
for Germans to come here. If they will wait a month and Fran<'e
will give us standing room, we will go over there after them.
If they do not care to meet us at the Hudson or the Mississippi,
we will meet them at the Rhine. The sooner they learn this
the greater respect they will have for us and the better it will
be for all concerned.
In conclusion let me say that in this great world war we ar~
fighting not only for principles but for peoples as well.
'Ve are fighting for innocent, outraged, brave, and bleeding
Belgium, whose heroic King merits apotheosis, and whose martyred people and their sufferings will remain enshrined forever
in the memory and affections of mankind.
w·e are fighting for France, the brilliant and beautiful among
the nations, whose chivalric sympathies sent Rochambeau and
Lafayette as ambassadors of freedom to our shores. One bun·
dred and forty years ago we were "bled white" and stood at
death's door. France sent us men and money and enabled us
to live. To-day France is l>led white and stands at death's door.
As a grateful, self-respecting Nation it is our sacred duty to
send France men and money in order that she may live. And I
say to you, knowing the full meaning of my words, that if with
this history in front of us, with this debt of national gratitude
hanging over us, we, a powerful Republic, fabulously rich in men
and in money, should stand silently by and watch the Imperial
German Government with a mailed fist drive a deathblow to
the heart of this brave and brilliant and beautiful Republic, our
former friend nnd benefactor, throughout all the ages yet to
come we would not only deserve, we would receive, the scorn
and contempt, the hatred and execration of mankind.
l\Iy friends, we have declared war against the Imperial Ger·
man Government, and Germany must and will be whipped. She
must be conquered if it takes 20 years to do it.
We have a registered man power of 10,000,000 men. \Ve
have a possible man power of 20,000,000 men. We have a
conservatively estimated national wealth of $230,000,000,000.
And before I will conse-n t that our flag shall be hauled down
in dishonor and disgrace; before I will consent that the brave
boys that we are . sending to the trenches of Europe shall be
ordered back in humiliation and shame, I will vote in Congress
to send every man of the twenty millions to the field and cast
every dollar of the two hundred and thirty billions into the
scales.
·
The world does not love Prussian militarism and autocracy
and will not tolerate them. The world does not love the
political philosophy of Frederick the Great and of Bismarck, of
Treitschke, of Bernhardi, and of Nietzsche, a·nd will not endure
it. The world loves liberty, and that liberty may be permanent
and secure forever upon the earth for all men the hosts of
freedom are to-day shaking the planet with solemn and awful
tread, and millions of the world's best and bravest are falling
into the arms of death as leaves fall in autumn upon the earth.
And that liberty, as a priceless herftage to all the children of
men, may be forever secure, that democracy may be forever
safe upon the earth, America, the mother of republics, the
protagonist of republican virtue in the world, has declared wat•
and has dedicated to its successful and victorious conclusion
the lives, the fortunes, and the sacred honor of all her sons.
l\1y friends and my countrymen, the war that. we have declared is the most just and righteous in the history of the world-: .
.The dearest rights and the most sacred ·meaning of liberty,
humanity,. and civilization are at stake. Let us see to it that
Americ..'l plays a sovereign and illustrious role in the great concert of the nations. Let there be no division in our own ranks.
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Let every brain think and every heart beat for America and
her allies. · Let this be the prayer to ascend to Heaven each day
from very pntriot lip:
Great God, who ruletll the destinies of nations, who seeth at
once the fall of a sparrow and the flight of worlds, preserve forever to us, nd to our posterity, and to all mankind the country
of Washington, the Republic of Jefferson, and the Union of
Abraham Lincoln.
Go with our brave boys, 0 God, into the trenches of Europe,
and guide and protect them with Thy lovitlg care. Fill their
minds with pab·iotism, their hearts with heroic courage, and
their s<>uls with pious love for Thee.
Crown their standards with victory, 0 God, and if it please
Thee return them in health and happiness to their country and
their countrymen, where their names shall be inscribed forever
in the annals of the Hepublic as the veterans of an army that
crossed the high seas to unite with the free armies of other free
peoples that liberty, humanity, and civilization might endure fore"\'er upon the earth ! We beseech Thee, 0 God !
1\.Ir. WOOD of Indiana. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to address the committee for one minute, not to be taken out
of the time allotted on this measure.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Indiana asks unanin:.ous consent for one minute, not . to be taken out of the allotted .
time. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr .. WOOD of Indiana. Mr. Chairman, in this time I desire
to read this telegram from East Chica,.go, Ind., dated September
2-8, 1918:
WILL H. Woon,

E.AST CHICAGO, IND., September EB, 1918.

Congressma-n Tent1~ India-na District,
House of Representatives, WasJ~ington, D. 0.:

Our quota on third loa.n was seven hundred eighty thousand. Our
quota on fourth loan is one million seTen hundred fifty thousand. We
ba ve made our quota aml one million and a quarter more, and still

;JOing_

LIBERTY LOAN COMMITTEE,
WALTER J. RILEY. Chairman.

[Applause.]
Mr. WOOD of Indiana. I wish to say in passing, gentlemen,
that the city of East Chicago was the first city in the United
States to go over the top in the third liberty loan-more than
twice their quota of $780,000 on the first day of the drive.
{Applause.]
Mr. GHEEN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, the bill before us is
denominated a power bill. Its purpose, as stated by the gentleme n who llave brought it forward, is to enable the President to
obtain additional power for factories engaged on Government
work, and by the purchase and enlargement of e::s:isting power
plants, or by consb·ucting new ones. With this purpose, so far
as power is needed for Government work and can not be furnished by private parties thr-ough private capital, I am entirely
in accord. I would not have any factory engaged on Go\ernment
work closed for a moment for lack of power, and am quite
ready to take any measures necessary to pre\ent this happening.
The doubts that arise over, this bill occur in the first place
from the meager information that we have as to the necessity
for Government action. The committee which reported the bill
had some department representatives before it .who gave their
opinion that large sums were necessary to be appropriated by
the Government for this purpose.
Mr. Chairman, it is always easy to find a department official
who believes th.at immen·s e sums ought to be expended by tne
Government in !':Orne line with which he is connected. Usually
his testimony is given in good faith, but no committee ought to
take uch testimony as sufficient. It is the duty of every committee to institute an individual investigation of its own to
ascermin whether the money is really needed. This the com~
mittee has not done. It did not even attempt to find out whether
private capital would furnish the necessary funds and build
the plants, as in all probability could be arranged if the Gov..
ermnent agreed to make use of the power. It made no investigation whatever as to whether application had been made to
the War Finance Corporation for funds, although that corporation was created expressly to take care of just such cases and
was provided with abundant funds.
It looks very much as if this bill bad been introduced and supported by department officials because they did not like the re-:
strictions which the War Finance Corporation imposed upon the
money which it loaned. On the other band, gentlemen shout
that this bill is a war necessity. We who are not on the committee have no way of finding out whether it is or not, and we
can not afford to take chances upon important Government work
being held up and our armies deprived of the material which
is necessary to win victory in the war.
It is perfectly evident, however, that as long as this method
is pursued with reference to reporting bills that hundreds pf
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millions of dollars will be unnecessarily expended and immense
sums will be absolutely wasted.
_
While, as I have said, th~ bill is ostensibly for the purpose of
obtaining additional power, it contains many provisions which
have nothing whatever to d-o with that subject, and among others
is. the provision in the paragraph under consider tion, which
authorizes the construction ·of plants for the purpose of making
briquettes from lignite coal, for making gas, coke, and the byproducts from coke ovens. This is the provision which I have
moved to strike out.
1\Ir. Chairman, I have viewed the proposition involved in the
provision whlch I moved to strike out as one of the most fantastic
yet presented to this House. I do not doubt but what my good
friend .fi·om North Dakota can show that it would be a good
thing if the Government should spend money to manufacture
Hgnite briquettes for the people of that vicinity, but for over
10 years they have been experimenting making lignite briquettes
in that region, and they have failed to get any proposition on a
commercial basis. They could not manufacture them as cheap
as coal could be shipped in. That is the situation:to-day.
.
What connection has it with a power bill in any way? What
do they want of a power plant in the southwest part of North
Dakota? I can not imagine anything, unless it is to cultivate
and plow the ground by electric power. They have no large
manufacturing institutions. For that matter, what do they ex- .
pect to do with a power plant in Colorado? Do they expect that
the cowboys will use the power plant? They have plenty of coal
-of all kinds in that State and water power going to waste.
The fact is, we have no need for power plants from coal iii
the western region. In the m-ountains thousands of horsepower
could be obtained at a slight expense. But it is argued that it
would help tl1e local communities to develop the mines of Colorado and North Dakota. This Government can not appropriate
at this time the money for everything that would be beneficial
in all the various eommunities in this country. I do not doubt
that it would be helpful to the citizens of North Dakota to
manufacture briquettes, and I do not doubt tl1at the money could
be spent all over the country where it would be beneficial, but
that is n-o excuse for spending it at this time. In the West we
have n-ot labor enough to carry on the farming, and if the Government would furnish us the labor and machinery to cultivate
the land it would be far more wisely spent than to manufacture
briquettes in South Dakota.
Now, with reference to this matter of eonstructing additional
ovens to manufacture toluol. The gentleman from Missouri
intimated that I said we had not imported any of these coal-tar
products before the war. What I said was that we had not bet>n
importing them since the war. We did import large quantities
of them before the war, but it is not necessary we should import
them now. It was not necessary at any time we should import
them if there were proper tariffs in force, and since a tariff has
been put on them it has not been necessary to import them,
because all of them can be produced in this country. Even now
in over half of the coke ovens of the country these products are
going to waste because there is no demand for them. We say
waste because they are not used, but if we have no use for
them. then in a strict sense they are not being wasted. Now, we
can not use all the by-products of all the coke ovens. We
perhaps could use more than we do now, but private capital is
-perfectly willing if the Government says it will take these
products to furnish them.
Mr. WINGO. Does the gentleman say that toluol is going t()
waste, that there is a plentiful supply of it?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. 1\::Iy colleague, Ur. Goon, in spealdng
on the floor yesterday, said that the testimony of one of the
officers of the Army before his committee was to the effect that
they had a plentiful supply.
·
·. Mr. WINGO. Of toluol; that that statement was made before
the committee?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I want to say to the gentleman the
ex parte testimony, for I might call it such, that has been given
before the Committee on Mines and Mining and before the committee introducing this bill does not represent the real state of
facts at all. The fact is, there was n{) complete hearing of the
matter.
Mr. WINGO. The gentleman wants to be fair to the com-.
mittee?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Yes.
Mr. WINGO. We have had this question up on other bearings,
where there were no printed hearings, and to whom would the
gentleman go to get the facts if n-ot to the War Industries
Board? To whom would the gentleman go?
1\lr. GREEN of Iowa. Experts from the 'Var Indu~tries
Board testified the Government was receiving-Mr. WINGO. We heard the experts of the War Industries
Board on this subject quite recently on this very question.
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Watson, Pa.
Mr. GHEEN of Iowa. Q}L YeRoberts, of tbe Ordnance Pro- ~~~~od
~~~r 011
~~;&n
Weaver
.eurement Division, testifled before the Appropr-iatio:ns Dom- · Sh:onsa
stephens, Nebr.
ThGIJlllson
WclHng
mirtee that arrangements had been made to 'Secnre a-mple sup. ~gel
Sterling, rn.
Tillman
Whaley
"White,
Me.
lies
Df
toluol.
Even
if
he
should
have
been
oversunguine
ln
Slayden
Sterling,
Pa.
Tilson
P
Stln-ess
~inkham
Whlte,Ohlo
this respect it would 'be perfectlY easy to make :arrangements Sl.emp
Small
SniUvan
Treadway
Wilson, Di.
:with private parties whieh would insure a plentiful supply. Bmtth, Chu. B. Sweet
Yare
Wilson, Tex.
WinS'low
i is obtained from the ·by"''JrOduets of the eoke evens, which, as .Smf:th. Thos. F. Swift
Venable
Woodyard
I have already stated, .are no-w for the most part gotng to
~!i~r
~~~~
:waste, simply because those who .op~te the ovens believe there Stedman
·T albott
Wrrrd
ls no use .fer them.
The SPEA.KER p.ro tempore having resumed the -chair, Mr.
l\1r. Chairman, the lack 00: any dispoSition on tlle part of ·many HousTON, Chairman of the Committee of the Whole House on
of the House committees to limit appropriztions to sums that the state of the Union, Teported that that committee had had
are absolutely necessary and to :cut out ·all })roject:S which are under consideration the bill H. R. 12776, .and finding itselt
meritorious in their purpose but not essential to ea:rcytng on without a quorum under the rule he caused the roll to be culled,
the war is a strange feature in the proceedings .o f -a war-time whereupon 200 .Members answered to their names, a guoCongress. With "Our :appropriations amotmtlng up into the rum, and he presented the list of absentees for entry in the
billions we ihave here a bill aiJIR"O.Priatin.g $175,.000;000 wttbout Journal.
a ·syllable ~f testimony to sh~w -any neress.tty for ·any surll
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The committee will resume its
great sum. I trust that -a provision will be made later on sitting.
whereby , the Appropriations Committee, which usually scans · Accord1ngly the committee resumed its session.
·
these projects carefully, will be .given an opportunity to refnse
The CHAIRMAN. The question before the House is tl1e
thi appropriation and compel a specific statement of the :amount substitute offered by the gentleman from Iowa [:Mr. GREEN].
needed for each item. AJ3 the hill stands it is simp-ly an .hrvltaThe question was taken, and the Chuii· announced that the
tion to corruption, .graft, and waste, and is but another -example noes seemed to have it.
of the methods so commonly pursuoo, whicb haTe swelled our
Mr. wALSH. Division, l\fr. Chairman.
expenditures to a point where there is little doubt 1n my mind
'The committee divided; and there w.ere-ayes 39, naes 58.
a billion of dollars eeuld 'be taken .off and the w:a:r just us decSo the substitute was rejected. .
tually carried on. :Some day .there 'Will be a rev:'Lsion, and the ·
The CHAIRMAN. T.he question re·c urs on the amen~-ent
time can not eome .too soon for the good of the Americnn people. of the gentleman from illinois fl\fr. CANNON].
1\lr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, there ·were 5 mimrtes 'Of the 20
Mr. CANNON. Mr~ Chairman-minutes t.o go to the gentleman from lllinois {1\lr. CA.NNON]
.AIL .SIMS. I want to .ask the gentl-eman from Illinois_, as he
and 5 minutes to the gentleman from Arkansas [M.r. Wrnoo]..
is a .good parliamentarian, if the motion of the gentleman from
1\Ir. WINGO. Of ocourse, if the gentleman from Iilinois eat·es Iowa did not also include ·stl'i"h"ing· out lignite'?
to discuss it, I ·prefer to wait.
The CHAIRMAN. Debate on this .a mendment bas been ex1\lr. CANNON. I will defer to the gentleman if he desires to bn.'usted.
discuss it.
Mr. CANNON. Was the debate closed?
The .CHAIRMAl~. T.be question is on the substitute o:ffeYed
· Mr. WINGO. It was closed on the \vhole section.
:by the gentleman from Iowa.
·
.
.
The CHAill'l!IAN. The debate has been closed.
.
The question was taken; and th-ere were-ayes 7, noes 16.
The question is on agreeing to the a.IL.endment of the gentleYr. LONGWORTH. 1\Ir. Chairman, the announcement of ' man from Illinois [1\Ir. CAN.NON].
that vote. devel?J>S the fa~t t:t;at there !1-re ~ .gentle~en_ ·present.
The question was _taken, and the Chair announced that the
To my mmd thJs proceeding lS develop.m g mto a f-arce-:-noes seemed to have it.
Mr. CANNON. Absolutely.
.
.
.Mr. GREE.i~ .o f Iowa. Division, Nr. Chairman.
Mr. LONGWORTH. And I make th.e pomt .of order that
The committee divided; and there were-ayes 29, noes 52.
there is no quorum present.
So the amendment was rejected.
The CHA.IRl\IAN. The gentlem.a.n from Ohio makes the point
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read .
.of order that there is no quorum present~ and evidently there
Mr. CANNON. 1\.lr. Chairman, I did not understand that I
is not. The Clerk will call the roll.
.
assented to the proposition that all debate should be cut off on
The Clerk called th-e roll, and the followmg !embers failed to this paragraph. If so., I can not help it. Now, then, I want to
.nnswer to their names:
I:rtOTe to strike out the words "of .an,y fuel," on lin~ 14, page 4~.
1
.Almon
Dewa'lt
Henton
M!'!rritt .
• These words wonl-d include peat.

rJtid

E~~:ch

Bttf

Baer
B-arkley
Bell
Beshlin
Borland
Bowers
Britten .
Brodbeck
Browne
:Browning
Burroughs
Butler
Caldwell
Campbell, Knns.
Cantrlll
Carn way
Carew
Curter, Mass.
Cary
Chandler, N. Y.
Chandler, Okla.
Church
Clark, Fla.
Clark, Pa.
Classon
Coady
Connally, Tex.
Cooper, Ohio
Cooper, W.Va.
Cooper, Wis.
Copley
Costello
Crago
Cramt on
Currie, Mich.
Curry,. Cal.
Dale, N _Y.
Dale, Vt
Darrow
Davis
D elaney
Dempsey

Dominick
Hood
Dooling
~EI-ow.ard
Doremus
Hlll1l_phteys
Doughton
Husted
Drukker
Hutchirulon
EDnygera:n
.Tncoway
.T ohnson. S . Dak.
Edmonds
J.ohnso.n., Wash.
EllBworth
.Tones
·
mston
Kahn
Emerson
Kearns
Estopinal
K.ennedy, Io:wa
Fairchild, Geo. W. Kennedy, R. I.
Parr
Kettner
Fess
Ke--y, Ohio
Flood
Kiess, Pa.
F lynn
Kitchin
Fordney
Knutson
Foss
Kreider
Francis
La Follette
Fuller, Ill.
LaGuardia
Fuller, ~fass.
Lea, Cnl.
Gallivan
Lee, Ga.
Gard
Lehlbach
Glass
Linthicum
GlyiiD
Little
Godwin N.C.
Littlepage
Goodall
LG.ndon
Good"' in, Ark.
Lufkin
Graham, Ill.
Lundeen
·Graham, Pa.
McClintic
Gray, N . .T.
McCormick
Greene, Mass.
McCulloch
Gregg
McKenzie
Griest
McKinley
Griffin
McLaughlin, Pa.
Hamill
Maher
Hamilton, N.Y. Mann
Harrison, Miss.
Martin
Harrison, Va.
Mason
Haskell
•
Mays
Hayes
Meeker

001

~~:sw~rtb ~¥;:: ~~
M&tt
Mudd
Neely
Nelson

Ol~fteld

0 lnUveyer, N. Y~
0

O'Sha.uneBsy
Ovennye.r
Padgett
Paige
Parker, N. YA
Peters
Phelan
Platt
Porter
Fowers
Pratt
Price
Purnell
Ragsdale
iRainey,.J'ohn W.
Ramsey
Randall
'Rankin
Riordan
Robbins
· Roberts
Robinson
Rowe
Rowland
Russell
Sanders, Ind.
Sanders, La.
Sanford
Saunders, Va.
Scott, Iow:a
Scott, Pa.
Scully
Sears
Sells
Shackleford

~: ~~!~ f;:o~~~erk will report the umendment.

Amendment off-ered by Mr. CAN ·oN : Page 4, line 1_4 , after the wor_d
•• combustion, .. strike out the words " of any fuel."

u · A 1\.T
m1-o.
ti
·
·
t ,._,,
d
The CHAIR. 1.ru...o...J..'I.
_.._.u..e ques on lS on agreemg , o .&.<Ue amen •
ment.
The question ha
was .taken,
and the Chair annann.eed that the
t.
noes seemed to ve il
.
Mr. CANNON. Mr. Chairman, 1 .ask for a division.
The committee divided·' and
there were-ayes 18 ' noes 43.
.
So the amendment was reJected.
'Ihe CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.
MES:SAGE FROM THE SENATE.
The committee informally rose; and l\1r. FoSTEn having taken
th:e chair as Speaker pro tempore, a message from the .Sen-ate,
by 1\Ir. W.a ldorf, Its enrolling clerk, announced that the Senate
had passed without amendment the bill .of the following title:
H. R.l2714. .An act making appropriations f.or the Department of Agricaltnre for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919.

EMERGENCY POWER BILL.

The committee resumed its session.
The Clerk read as follows:
(2') For the purpose of increasing the capacity or produc:tlvity of any
private power plrurt within the boundaries of the United States to install
ii.n any such plant any structure; maehin.ery, or applin.nees that he may
deem ust!ful to that end, either through . .agents or eantra:ctors emp-l-oyed
by him, or by providing the owner or ·operator of such plant with fund9
to he applied to that purpose; to lease the machinery, appliances, and
'Struetnres thus installed <>r any parts thereof to the owner or operator
of such plant for a term not to ~xeeed the war period and such reasonable time thereafter as he may deem expedient in the interest of the
United States, upon such terms as he may deem reasona-ble ; and to ent.ainto contracts requiring or permitting the lessee to pur-chase such appli:an-ees;;, machinery, and structures, or parts thereof, at or before the
tenninatlon of such lease at thcir then value or upon such other terms
as 'he may deem equitable f~r the protection of the interests of the ·united
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States and of the community served by such lessee. Whenever any such
structures, machinery, or appliances shall have been installed and until
the sale or other disposition thereof, the title thereto shall remain in
the United States and sh:ill be free and exempt from any liens, mortgages, judgments, or other encumbrances, whether created by act of the
owner or opt>rator of such plant or by operation of law. And upon and
cJuring any d efault in any payment of any sums due the United States
unrl er such lease or contract the President shall be empowered at all
times to enter upon the premises upon which such machinery, structures or appliances shall be installed and there to maintain and to
operite them or any of them for the use of the. United States free from
anv rent or other charge, or to take possession of and remove them or
any of them from the premises.

period, and instead of "for such reasonable time thereaftet "
lt is to continue "for such period theteafter not exceeding five
years, or for any shorter period." Of cour e, it is two distinct
propositions. The Chair has ruled correctly.
. The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will hold that tllis motion to
strike out and insert is not divisible, and that all of this amendment ought to be voted upon together as one amendment. The
Clerk will report the entire amendment.
Mr. CANNON. From where to where?
The CHAIRMAN. The words stricken out, marked in the
bill, and the italics inserted. That is the amendment. ·
.Also, the following committee amendment was read:
Mr. SISSON. Beginning with line 23, " a term of not to
Committee amendment: Page 4, line 20, strike out the words " owner
or."
exceed " and " and such reasonable tim9 " is the language
stricken
out.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendThe Clerk read as follows :
ment.
Committee amendments : Page 4, lines 23, 24, and 25, and line 1 ot
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
page 5, strike out in lines 23 and 24, page 4, " a term of not to
The CHAIRl\IAN. The Clerk will report the next committee exceed,"
and in line 24, page 4, strike out the words "and !lUCh reasonamendment.
able time " and insert in lieu thereof " or for such period," and after
the word "thereafter" insert "not exceeding five years, or for any
The Clerk read as follows :
Committee amendment: Page 4,
or."

l~ne

23, strike out the words "owner

shorter period."

Mr. PARKER of New ·Jersey. 1\Ir. Chairman, I have a subWithout objection, the amendment will be stitute for that.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it an amendment to the amendment? ·
a~eed to.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Yes, sir.
Mr. WALSH. I ask for a vote on the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report it.
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the next committee
Substitute amendment otrered by Mr. PARKER of New Jersey for the
amendment. ·
committee amendment: Page 4, lines 23, 24, and 25, and line 1 of page
The Clerk read as follows :
5, after the words " war per iod " on page 4, lines 24 and 25, strike
The

CHA.!Rl\.IA.i.~.

Committee amendme~t: Page 4, line 23, strike out the woras "a term
of not to exceed."

Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I submit that is
all one amendment down to the first line of page 5. They ought
to be put together. I have a substitute for the whole amendment.
The CHAIRMAl~. I think the gentleman is correct.
1\.Ir. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I sub-mit it is not all one amend·
ment, because it is in the alternative.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the committee amendment.
Mr. CANNON. Oh, no.
l\Ir. SNELL. What amendment are you voting on at the
present time?
1\Ir. SIMS. It says " a term of not to exceed."
~Ir. SISSON.
That does not mean anything if you strike that
out. It would be nonsense.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report it.
The Clerk read as follows:
Committee amendment: Page 4, lines 23 and 24, strike out the words
•• a term of not to exceed."

1\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, the language
at first reported, " not to exceed the war period and such reasonable time thereafter," ·which was already amended so as to make
it the term of " the war period, not- exceeding five years, or for
any shorter period," was all one amendment. If it is proposed
in that way I have a substitute for it, which will limit it to the
war period.
•
1\.Ir. SISSON. I submit, · Mr. Chairman, that that is not
divisible. It is one of two propositions, the one that the committee reported and the one on the original bill. .
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Therefore it is not divisible.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair did not report more than the
amendments on lineR 23 and 24.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. That is not a separate amendment. It is all one amendment.
Mr. SISSON. That is not divisible, 1\Ir. Chairman, because
there are two propositions. If the Chair will read it, he will
find that it says, " Or any parts thereof to th(> owner or operator
of such plant for a term of not to exceed the war period," and
so forth. Now, the committee strikes out that language, "a"
term of not to exceed " and " such reasonable time " and inserts
in lieu thereof all this language, " or for such period thereaftei"
not exceeding five years, or for any shorter period," taking the
place of the language in lines 23 and 24, stricken out, that being
one proposition. · The committee must vote to keep in the language which was the original bill or vote to strike it out and
then adopt the amendment reported by the committee. ..
1\lr. WALSH. 1\lr. Chairman, if the Chah· permits, the gentleman has answered his OWI,l contention when he says it comprehends two propositions, what has lJeen inserted to take the
place of "and such reasonable time thereafter." Now, the
language in italics, which takes the place of "such reasonable
time thereafter," does not take the place of "a term not to ,
exceed," because. it is left practically in that shape with the
committee amendment adopted; but the committee has reported
this measure to proyide that this shall continue .for the war

out "or for such period thereafter," so that the language will read,
" for the war period, or for any shorter period, as he may deem expedient," etc.

Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Now, Mr. Chairman, this brings
up the question of how long this act shall last-whether -it shall
last for five years after the war period, which is six months
after the announcement of the treaty of peace, or whether it
shall end with the war period. ·
In this particular case there is no sort of doubt that it ought
to end at the end of the war period. By this clause of section
2 the United States is allowed to increase the capacity· of a pri·
vate power plant by installing structures, machinery, or appli·
ances, either by its own agents or contractors, or providing the
operator of the plant with funds for that purpose, and when
they put those appliances in a private power plant, whether it
be machinery or other appliances, it provides that they may
lease those appliances to the operator of that private power
plant.
Now, that lease should end with the war period, because the
owner is going to get his plant at that time. No doubt he keeps it
all the while. It is only increased in his hands, and at the end
of the war period he may not want to have this extra machinery.
It ought to be determined then. His plant ought not to be tied .
up for five years after the war by a lease to him of these extra
structures that have been put in his mill on terms providing
that he shall pay rent for five years after the war, after war
business is done, and when he may have no use for it. It ought to
be determined as at the end of the war period between him ·and
the United States, and there is no sort .of doubt about it; and ·this
amendment therefore provides that the lease shall be only for
the war period, or for any shorter period, as the President may
deem expedient, in the interest of the United States.
It brings up the whole question of how long this interference
with a private power plant shall last, and the question that was
opened, when I spoke in general debate on the bill, is brought
up on this clause in the most favorable form, because I do not
believe that any mill or power plant ought to be tied up with a
lease on its appliances for five years after the war.
Mr. CANNON. Mr. Chairman, I make the- point of order that
there is not a quorum present.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. I would rather have those who
have heard me on this subject vote on my amendment than
those who have not.
Mr. CANNON. I want a quorum to hear the gentleman. It
will take a quorum to put over this legi:;;lation that means a
million dollars.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The gentleman from Illinois [Mr. CAN·
NON] makes the point of no quorum present.
The Chair will
count. [After counting.] . Seventy-six Members present, not a
quorum. The Clerk will call the roll.
The Clerk proceeded to call the roll, and the following Members failed to answer to their names !
Almon
Anthony
Aswell
Bacharach
Baer
Barkley

Bell
Beshlin
Borland
Bowers
Britten
Brodbeck

Browne
Browniug
Brumbangh
Burroughs
Butle~
·
Byrnes, S. C.

Byrns, T enn.
Caldwell
Campbell, Kans.
Campbell, ra.
Cnntrlll
Caraway
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Sanderi; Iild~
Now, note: wllat this clause allows~ It-~ws. the Pre-sident" tG
Lundeen
Sanders, Lar
McAndrews..
enter into. a private power. plant, belonging to a private irrdt;.
Sanford
Goodwin~ Ark;
McClintic
vidual; a . private owner;. and put in new maehinery- there, either
aunders-. va~
Gordon:
· McCormlck"
Scott, Iowa.
against" the..
of that owm~r, . by his own agent, or else by- ad~
Graham; Ill.McKf'nzie
Scott, Pa.
Clark, .Pa.
Graluurr, Pa.
McKinley
vancing funds to the owner:· for · that purpose.
S.cully
Classon
Gray, N.J. .
McLaughlin. Pa.
After he· has: done that he- may allow the· owner t~ operate
Sells
Coady
Greene, Mass.·
Madden
Shackleford
that machinery-how long? Why, that extra- machinery is to
€onrrally, Ter.
Gregg
MaherSherley:
Coop~. Ohio
Grlest
Mannbe operated for the benefit of the public during the war period.
Sherwood
Cooper, W. Vil.
Griffin'
Martfu
The President. has no power after that. Some other disposi1:ion
Shouse:
Cooper, Wls1
Hamill·
Mason
SiegPL
must then be made of' it. Is any owner· going to agree:? Is' it
CoiJley
Hamilton; N. Y. Mays•
Slayden
Harrison; , Miss~
Meeker
Costello.
fair to .ask an owner to pay rent based on. war receipts and war
Slemp
Crago
Harrison~ Va.
1\rerritt
prices for tlve. years after the war? I say no. The lease
Cramton
Haskell
Miller; M).nn.
· Smu:ll·
Smith. C. B.
Currie, Mich;
llastiilgs
Millet', Wash.
ought to end..
Smith.T. F.
Curry, Cal.
Hayes
Moore, Pa,
Then the· President may enter into contraets permitting. tlie
Snyder .
Dale, N. Y:
Heaton·
Morgan
lessee. to pu:rcliase these structures at or befOre the termina:tion.
Heintz
Morin·
Sta1l'ord
Dale, Vt.
Steele'
Darrow
Holland!
Mott
of the leaser at theit" then v.a:lue, or upon, other terms.· The
Steenerson.
Davis
Hollingsworth
Mudd.<
valuation· may- be postponed until the end~ of the lease; ihre
Sterlfug; Ill ...
Delaney
Hood
Neely
years after the· war, and then he may be as1."ed· to pay. the value
Dempsey
Howard·.
Nelson
Sterling; Pa·.
Dewalt"
Hull, Iuwa·
Nicholls, S. C~
Stiness '
which it is. supposed will be· a larger value· than when the· war
Dickinson.
Humphreys
Nolan,
Sullivan
· had ended.
Husted
Norton
Dies·
Sweet
Dill
Hutchinson·
Oldfield1\fr. Chairman, F want tff point out the' :filet tfurt- after the
Swift
Dillon
Jacoway
Oliver, N Y.
Switz-er
Civil War for several years prices remained high and. busmess
Dixon
.Johnson, . s~ Dak. Olney.
Tague ·
good. Then they: fell. If we- wait untif wages and prices are
T'albott:
Dominick7
J"ohnson, Was-h. O'Shaunessy
Dooling·
Jones·
Padgett
low and have-fallen off" tlie Unitecf States may· not get anything
Taylor; Colo.
Doremus
Kahn
Paige
TPmpleton
for· its· machinery.
Pa.rk.er, N.Y.
Thomas
Daughton
Kearns
Again, this says .that the title: shall· remain in tlie United
Drul;;ker
KeatingPeters·
Thomp-son
Kelley. Mich.
Phelan
Duprt'i
Tillma.rr
S"tates. Here · is a man with a prfvnte· power~ pTarrt, and· the
Dyer
. Kennedy; Iowa~ Platt
Tilson.
_bill says that the title- of a part of that plant is- put irr tlie
F.dmonds
Kennedy-, R. I..
Porter
Tinkham
· United States and shall: remain- in th~ Uruted States five ·years
Treadway
Ellsworth·
Kettner
Pou
Elston
Kless, Pa:.
PowersVare
after· the war:. I t is neither fair nor within our power:
Emerson
Kinkaid
Pratt
Venable.
Again, it snys" if the o·wner defaults in pa;yment of the sum
Estoplnal
Kitchin
Price
Vinson-.
due fot~ this extrrr ma.chinery ,. the Prestdentt can enter upon: fue
Fairchild, G. W. Knutson
Purnell
Voigt
Farr.
Kraus
Ragsdale
Wa1toru
premises· in which they are. tnstalled~that is, om the wllofe
Ferris
Kreider
Rainey, H: T.
Ward
power plant--may take it awa.y from him and. th.ere maintnin
Fess
La. Follette
Rainey, J. W.
Watson, Pa.
and operate' the premises, ott any of" them,. for the use: of· the
LaGuardia:
Ramsey.
Flood
Wea:velt
Flynn
Langley
Randall
Wf'Jling
United States. free: firom any rent or other eharge. Wlio ever
Fordney
Lea, Cal.
Rankin
Whaley .
heard of saying that because' the United States- puts- in· extra
Leh1bac1i
Reavis
White, Me~
Fossmachinery in a plant it should have the right to go in aml
Francis
Lesher
Riordan
White. Ohio
Linthicum
Robbins·
Fuller, Ill.
Wilson, ill.
seize and hold the whole property free of· any charge after
Wilson, Tex.
Fuller, Mass.
Little
Robinson
the war?
Gallivan
Littlepage.
Rodenberg
Winslow
Now I will yield. to the gentleman from Dlinois.
Wood, Ind·.
Gandy
Lobeck
Ronse
Woodya1·d
Gard
London
Rowe
lli. JUUL. I wanted to· ask the- gentleman- if there was any
Zihlman
Glynn
Longworth
Rowland
. reason advanced in the committee for desiring to retain pos·
Lufkin
Russell
Godwin, N' C.
session for five- yearS-?
The committee rose; und l\'li·. FosTER-having·J:esumed the chair
l\fr. PARKER. of New .Tersey. The only reason :f remember
1m" Speaker pro tempore. 1\fr. HAMLIN, Chairman of the Comwas that it was. tlwught. tfiat the value would ·b e- more nearlY.
mittee· of~ the Whole House on the state. af· the. Union, reported normal after tlie five years.
·
that that committee, having· under consideration the bill H. R.
The CHAIRMAN.. The filne o:f the· gentleman from New
12776. finding itself without a quoEum, he· had caused the roll to Jersey has expired.
bP. called. when 175 Members. a quorum of· the Committee of the
Mr. <J.ANNON:- 1\Tr-. Chairman, I make the. point of order
Whole, answered to their names, and he reported the names of that no. quorum is present..
the-absentees to be printed in the Journal and· RECORD.
The CHAIRl\lA.N. The gentleman from Illinais makes· the
The SPEAKER pro temporP.. A quorum. is present. The pofnt of no quorum, and- the· Chair will count. [After-counting]
committee will resume its session.
Eighty-five: Members present, net a quorum,. and the· Clerk will
Accordin~lv the committee resumed its session.
calf tlie. rolL
1\fr. PARKER of New Jersey. l\1r. Chairman, I believe I have
The Clerk called· the rolf, and. the folloWing Members failed
a minute and. a half left of the five-minutes allotted to-me·; and to auswer to their names :
as many Members have come-in who were. not heie:-before-7. 1 ask.
Cooper, W. Va.
Hood .
Flood
tbat five minutes-additional may· be giYen me:.
Almon
Flynn
Cooper, Wis.
Houston
The CHAIRMAN. The · gentleman from New Jersey asks !:!~?1ny·
Copley .
~ordney
Hull, Iowa:
F-oss
Hull, Tenn.
Costello
unanimous consent that he may have five minutes additional Bacharach
Cox
Francis
Humphreystime. Is there objection..
·
·
Baer
Ft~eeman
Crago·
Busted
There vms no objection.
~::lle-y
Fuller, ffi~
HutcWnson
Cramton·
FuiJer, Mass.
Jaeoway
Cilrrie, Mich.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey~ If"those·Members-who were not Beshlin
Ga!U'van
Dale. N.Y.
Johnson, S. Dnk.
l1e.re before will refer to the bottom of'page 4. they will see that Blackmon
Gard·
Johnson, Wash.
Dale, Vt.
tfle time allowed in tl1ls clause of this section was originally not ~~~sd
Garland
Darrow
J"ones·
GlassKahn ·
Davis
to exceed the war period and sucli reasonable time. thereafter as· Brittl:!n·
Giymr
Delaney
Kearns"
the President may-deem expedient. Tl1e committee amended it Bt•odbe.ck
Keatmg
Godwin, N. C.·
Dempsey
by changing that languag-e so as- to read:-:~~~fng
Goodall
Kehoe
Dent
Kelley, Micli:
Goodwin, Ark.
Dewalt
For the war yeriod,. or for such- yedod thereafter: rro.t exceeding;. fiV'~ · Brumbarrgb·
Kennedy;. &'~ L
Gould
Dickinson
yro rs or for- any ' shorter p.eriod as he· may deem ~'IJedient.
Burnett
Kettner
Graham; 111.
Dies
I have moved to amend the committee amendment by striking ~~tf~1~ghs,
· Kless, Far
Graham, Pa.
Dlll
King ·
Gray. N..T.
Dillon
out the w-ords "or- such r>eriod thereafter not exceeding. five Byrns, Tenn.
GrPene; Mass,
Kitchin
Dominickyenrs;" so that the Iunguage· will read::.
· · Caldwell
Knutson
Gn•ene, Vt.
Donovan
For the wa:1r period or for any · shorter period as he· may deem expe- · CCamdplbellMi,
Gregg
Kreider
Dooling
an er, Kans.
ss.
La Follette-.
Griest
Doremus·
d!ent.
.
Cantril!' ·
La.Guat·dia
Griffin
Doughton
I desire to gi've· my- reasons for malting· this motion. . My first Caraway
Langley
Hamill
Drukker
rea::;on is tllaf we huve no jurisdiction except tlie wnr power, 8:~i:. Mass.
Hamilton, N. Y. Lea, Cal.
Dyer
Ha-rrison, Miss. E.ehlbach
Edmondg
and the war period· is· six months: after the proclamation of the· cary
Lever
Harrison,. Va.
Ellsworth
n·eaty of" peace, and that may be six months or a · year after the Chandler, N.Y.
Linthicum .
Haskell
Elston
real termination of the war, and after the need for manufacture Church
Chandler, Okla . Emerson
Haftings.
Little
,I.ittl<'page
E:;;topinal
. Hayes·
lias ceased. Under the Constitution these powers should not. ~ Clark, Pa.
Lobe<·k
Fairchild, G. W. Heaton·
e-s:ten<l beyond this time. . Five years: is a most unreasonable , g~=nLondon
Heintz
Farr
Lufkin
time, and it may be not five years and six months, but five years. connally, Tex..
Holland
Ferris
Lunde!!D
Holllngswortb
Fess
and a yeat and a half.
Cooper, Ohio

Care.w·

Carter, Mass..
Cary
Chandler, Okla:
Church

Gbod'
Goodall

wm
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McClintic
Paige
McCormick
Parker, N.Y.
McKenzie
Peters
1\IcKmley
Phelan
McLaughlin, Pa. Platt
Madden
Porter
Maher
Power·s
Mann
Pratt
Manc::field
Price
Martin
Purnell
Mason
Ragsdale
Mays
Rainey, H. T.
Meeker
Rainey, J. W.
Merritt
Ramsey ·
l\!iller, Minn.
· Randall
MiUer, Wash.
Rankin
1\Ioore, Pa.
Riordan
l\Iorin
Robbins
l\Iott
Roberts
Mudd
Robinson
Neely
Rodenberg
Nelson
Rowe
Nolan
Rowland
Oliver, N. Y.
Russell
Olney
Sanders, Ind.
O'Shaunessy
Sanders, La.
Overmyer
Sanford
Padgett
Saunders, Va.

CONG~ESSIONAL .
Scott, Iowa
·scott, Pa.
Scully
Sells
Shackleford
Sherwood
Shouse
Siegel
Slayden
Slemp
Sloan
Small
Smith, C. B.
Smith, T. F.
Snyder ·
Statl'or·d
Steagall
Stedman
Steele
Steenerson
Stephens, Miss.
Sterling, Ill.
Sterling, Pa.
Stiness
Sullivan
Sweet
Swift
Switzer

Tague
Talbott
Taylor, Colo.
.Templeton
Thomas
Thom,::son
Tillman
Tilson
Tinkham
Treadway
Vare
Venable
Yinson
Walton
Ward
Wntson , Pa.
Weaver
Wellillg
Welty
Whaley
White, l\Ie.
White, Ohio
Wilson, Ill.
Wilson. TeL
Winslow
Wood. Ind.
Woodyard
Wright
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28,

I anybody . else's election, in going the limit to vote all nece sar~

The committee rose; and l\1r. FosTER having resumed the chnir
as Speaker pro tempore, 1\fr. HousTON, Chairman of the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union, reported that
that committee, having under consideration the bill H. R. 12776,
finding itself without a quorum, he bad caused the roll to be
called, and 173 Members answered to their names, u quorum,
and he presented a list of the absentees for insertion in the.
J om·nal and REconn.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
A message. from the Senate announced that the Senate had
agreed to the report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill (H. R. 11259) to provide further for the national
security and defense by encouraging the production, conserving
the supply, and controlling the di:o;tribution of those ores, metals,
and minerals which have formerly !Jeen largely imported· or of
which there is or may be an inadequate supply.
EMERGENCY POWER BILL.
The committee resumed its session.
1\Ir. CANNON. l\1r. Chairman, I should be glad to have the
attention of the Members present for u moment. I have twice
made the point of no quorum. I have done it iu perfect goou
faith. I am charged with the responsibility as one member of
the Appropriations Committee to consider a $7,000,000,000 deficiency bill. Owing to the consideration of that bi11 I have not
had the opportunity, except in a hop-skip-and-jump way, to
read the report and hurriedly ·read this bill. It is u wonderfully important bill. Properly amended, it ought to pass. As
it is, in my judgment, it looks to meet conditions after the war
is over more than it does to war conditions. I think there should
be a full attendance of the House and the committee, at least a
quorUlll, so that a quorum can dispas ionately consider the bill.
\Ve are awfully busy here, and we are in touch with our constituents, and the campaigns are on. ·n i · almo t impossible to
keep a quorum. I understand that; but I myself have not been
home since Ia t Chri tmas holidays. I am not criticizing :my
individual Member or critJcizing the House; I urn speaking of
conditions.
Just let me call the attention of the committee to this bill.
It is confessed in the report that the water-power bill that we
have already passed is a peace measure. And yet it took much
time to pass it. I presume it will remain in the Senate until
after election. I think it ought to be considered.
l\Ir. BARI\THART. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CANNON. Ye· . .
1\fr. BARI\THART. I want to inquire if the water-power bill
the gentlemen refers to was not a measure that we were assured
was a war measure?
1\lr. CANNON. Yes; but it is confessed now in this report to
be a peace measure.
Mr. GARl\TER. Will tl1e gentle~an yield for a question?
Mr. CANNON. Yes.
1\lr. GARNER. The gentleman has been here u long time, anu
is well acquainted with the procedure of the two Houses. Does
the gentleman think or have any idea. that this bill will become
a law until after election?
1\Ir. CA.NNON. I do not.
Mr. GARNER. I do not think anyone has the slightest idea
that this bill will ha\e the least consideration and perhaps will
not be reported to the Senat<.. until after the election.
1\Ir. CANNON. I believe that the committee will agree with
me in the tate'ment thnt all the while since the declaration of
war L ha\e been quite as zealous, independent of my ~lection or

powers in legislation and appropriations, ::ind I shall c.ontinue
along that line. I do this in justice to myself, because some
uninformed party might say I .wanted to make a point of no
quorum and all of this, that, and the other. I am willing to
consid~r this bill. I wish I had time to analyze it; but, taking
the evidence of the Secretary of War, it appears that additional
power is needed in three places, namely, New Jersey Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh, great centers for war production, for
the production of war material. If gentlemen will turn and
read the report of the committee on this bill tl1ey will find, on
page 11 up to page 15, inclusive, over 250 places mentioned for
the Government to create additional power plants some o.f
which nearly all of us have not heard of. Why,' we have
already refused an amendment by this bill to strike out a
provision to create plants to uti1ize as a war measure the lignite
coals in the far West, including peat and all other fuels. Tlle
amendment was voted down.
·
. Why, in this re pect it is a peace, not u war, measure. Now, I
JU~t want to call attention, while .I am granted the right, upon
th1s very paragraph that we are considering and in coi:mection
with the pending amendment. If gentlemen will turn their attentio~ to tile bottom of page 4 and top of page 5, the proposition
is to g1ve fi\e years after the close of the war to dispose of the e
properties. I do not believe the President has ever proposed it.
When the war ends the bill provides that the President shnll
within five :rears or a shorter period dispose of these properties.
I quote tl1e exact language:
Not excc:eding ~ve years, or for any shorter period as he may deem
expedient m the mterests of the United States upon such other terms
as he may deem equitable for the protection' of the interests of the
United States and of the community served by such lessee.

After he has lea. edit for any time of five years-1\!r. DECKER What page?
- Mr. CANNON. This is page 5, in this very paragraph. Take
notice-" for the pr~tection of the intere ts ·of the United States
and of the community sern~d by such lessee." Ob, let us take
account of stock. If this bill is to pass-! do not see how it can
pass to-day; this is Saturday, and I am glad we have got Sunday to study it and all of us to look into it-but if it is to pass
while I nm not criticizing the President, I think if we can in:
crease his knowledge as to wba t is going on-he can not know
nll the details of what is rroing on, but he ba got to trust his
generals; he bas got to trust transportation on land and sea; be
ha got to trust nII the indn~tries; he has got to trust all the
commissions. God never made a man who could have personal
knowledge all along the line, and I think we ought to protect
oursei\es and protect the Commander ln Chief of the Army and
Navy in finding out · what is in this bill and what has been
enacted, what is the power, because there is so much of it-and
I voted for all of it-but I say we· ought to take time and consider it calmly, coolly, and patrioticnlly, having our attention all
the while directed to the necessity of legislation for war, not for
peace. First win the wnl', and when peace comes then legislate
for peace. [Applause.]
MES3AGE FROM THE SENATE.
The committee informally rose; and 1\Ir. FosTER having taken
the chair as Speaker pro tempore, a message from the Senate,
by l\1r. Tulley, one of its clerks, announced that the Senate had
passed without amendment joint resolution (H. J. Res. 333) to
aid in combating "Spanish influenza" and other communicable
·
diseases. ·
EMERGENCY POWER BILL.

The committee resumed its se sion.
:Mr. DEGh..'"ER. 1\fr. Chairman-The CHAilll\f.AN. For what purpose does the gentleman rise,
to move to strike out the last word?
. Mr. DECKER. Mr. Chairman, I 1ise as a member of the committee, and I desire to oppose the amendment of the gentleman
from New Jersey [l\Ir. PARKER].
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair thinks debate ·has been exhausted on the amendment.
1\lr. SIMS. 1\fr. Chairman, there has been only five minutes
used between the first time the point of n'o quorum was made bY.
the gentleman from Illinois and the second point of no quorum
was made.
Mr. DECKER. l\!r. Chairman, to facilitate matters I would
like to ask unanimous· consent to speak for 10 m~nutes on this
amendment. I run opposed not only to the amendment of the
gentleman from New Jersey [1.\Ir. PARKER] but also to the amendment-The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from l\1is ouri asks unanimou·s consent to be permJtted to speak for 10 minutes. Is there
objection?
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Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Speaker, reserving the
right to object - 1\lr. DECKER The gentleman had 10 minutes.
.
l\!r. PARKEll of New Jersey. I suggest it would be a good
thing that debate on this, which is a material matter in the bill,
be extended without objection, and I should like to have three
minutes or fiv~ minutes to close in fa>or of the amendment. I
think that is right.
Mr. ~~CHOLLS of South Carolina and 1\fr. BARNHART rose.
1\lr. BARNHART. Mr. Chairman-The CHAIRMAN. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
1\Ir. BARl\TJIART. I rise to make the point of order that there
no quorum present.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman makes the point of order
th ere is no quorum present.
~lr. SIMS. l\I1·. Chairman, I make the point of order that that
motion is dilatory. The House has just acted, the roll has just
been called, and there bas been no business attended to sincethere has just been a speech made.
Mr. CANNON. If there is no ·quorum present-suppose there
are only three Members present?
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is entitled to a count.
Mr. NICHOLLS of South Carolina. Mr. Chairman, I wish to
obiect to the unanimous-consent request.
The CHAIRl\IAl~. The Chair is counting for a quorum.
[After counting.] One hundred Members are present.
l\1r. DECKER. l\lr. Chairman, I desire to 'ask-The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection?
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I desire, if the
gentleman will reserve his objection at any rate for a moment,
it does seem to me right that on this very important question
there should be time allowed . for debate, half an hour or an
hour, or whatever time!\lr. WALSH. I suggest to the gentleman from New Jersey
thnt we can only oct on one request at a time.
~Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. I hope the gentleman from
1\lissouri will ha>e 10 minutes; that is all I ha>e to say.
The CHAffil\IAN. Is there objection?
1\rr. NICHOLLS of South Carolina. l\Ir. Chairman, I have
objected.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman object?
1\lr. NICHOLLS of South Carolina. Yes; I object.
1\lr. PARKER of New Jersey. I hope the gentleman will not
object:
Mr. DECKER. 1\Ir. Chairman; I move to strike out the last
word. I had the right to speak in opposition to the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from 1\lissouri moves to
strike out· the last word.- l\1r. SIMS. He is entitled to recognition.
· 1\lr. WALSH. l\1r. Chairman-The CHAIRMAN. The Chait• hns ruled that debate is exhausted on this subject and the gentleman from Missouri is
entitled to recognition on his pro forma motion to strike· out the
last word and the gentleman from Missouri has the floor.
l\Ir. SISSO~. 1\Ir. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
Mr. WALSH. May I inquire who opposed the motion of the
gent1eman from New Jersey [Mr. PARKER]? Who spoke in
oppositiQn to it? ·
The CHAIRMAN. It does not mutter whether anyone spoke
in opposition to it or not. 'rhere were two speeches and debate
\Tas exhausted.
· '!\Ir. WALSH. The rules say that there shall be five minutes
in favor and five minutes against.
.i\lr. PARKER of New Jersey. I think that is in force unless
something else is asked for and granted. ·
Tile CHAIRl\IA...l\1'. The Chair holds that debate has been
exhausted, and t11e ~entleman from Missouri [Mr. DECKER] is
recognized for five minutes.
l\lr. DECKER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I agree with e>erything t11e gentleman from Illinois [Mr.
CANNON] has said as to the importance of this bill. But I wish
respectfully to call the attention of this body to the fact that
this bill has had careful consideration in the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. I wish also to call the attention of this body to the fact that this bill has had the attention
of the Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy, the attention of the Secretary of War, the attention of the Secretary of
the Navy, the attention of l\lr. Garfield, the Fuel Administrator,
and the attention of l\1r. Barnell, the chairman of tl1e War Industries Board. I wish to call your attention to the fact that
it is a matter of vital importance to the winning of this war.
Tbe gentleman from lllinois [Mr. CANNON] has said that there
are only a few places where power is immediately neededLVI--691
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that the Secretary of War said that. That is true. He mentions Pittsburgh-- ·
l\lr. LONGWORTH. Will the gentleman yield?
l\1r. DECKER. Yes.
l\fr. LONGWORTH. The gentleman says that this has had
the careful attention of the ''Secretary of War. I should like to
call his attention to what the Secretary of War said, namely,
"I have examined the bill casually only."
·
Mr. DECKER. Well. that is not the point. I mean what I
say and I mean it respectfully. He did not say he had not examined the subject carefully. It is true that the Secretary of
War, when asked about the details of the bill, never claimed to
have written the bill, never claimed to have gone into the phraseology of the bill and the technicalities of it, but it has been a
matter of deep concern and vital interest to the Secretary of
'Var. It is a ·matter of worry and a heavy load on the shoulders
of 1\Ir. Baruch, the head of the War Industries Board at this
time of crisis.
The gentleman from Illinois refers to the fact that one of the
witnesses bas said that the main need was in a few places-in
New York, New Jersey, and Pittsburgh,. and a few places like
that. Yes; but where are those places? Those are the places
where they are making the cannon; those are the places where
they are making the eaglets to put the submarines out of business. Those are the places where they are making the shells
to drive autocracy from the face of the earth. •
And what more important thing could there be?
Now, then, just a word about the bilL When you were talking
about those technical definitions yesterday and day before I did
not care much about it, because, like the majority of you,- I do
not think it makes much difference about some of those tt>ehnicalities. But this proposition has been carefully considered by
our committee, the one which the gentleman has just moved here,
and I want to submit to this House in all seriousness, because
you are going to answer for it-you are going to have to answe1·
for it-that there will be a day of reckoning in this country,
and I want to state to you-I deem it my duty as a member of
this committee to state to you-what you are voting on when you
Yote this amendment up or vote it down. You can give me time
or you can cut it off. I will do the best I can in the time you
give me. In the first place, the bill as written says this, that
the President shall have the right, in the interest of winning the
war and getting the power to aid manufacturers, to go into a
power plant and make auditions or to build a new one if necessary, but mainly to make additions. That is the object of the
bill, to be frank with you. Some of these expenditures will be
great.
As some of you refer to this gentJeman Mr. Gans, I will say
that · I am not the greate-~t lawyer on earth, but I have hearcl
him before the committee, and I think he is a pretty good lawyer,
and he and Mr. Baruch are mainly the authors of this bill. The
original bill ·provided that aft-er the Government had put up this
equipment it could lease it to the private owner or operator .during the period of the war and as long thereafter as was necessary to protect the interests of the Government. Now, do not
get scared at Government ownership there. Every man who
came before our committee--the Secretary of War, l\Ir. Baruch,
and all the rest of them-said it was not a Government-ownership question, and we did not want to consider it from that
standpoint; It was from the standpoint of victory, and victory
alone.
But here is the situation: If you put down a bard-and-fast
rule that every one of these leases bas got to terminate at the
close of the war, what happens? One of two things happens•
We will suppose the gentleman from Texas owns a power plant,
and suppose the President in his wisdOJD makes an. addition
it,
and suppose this amendment prevails and the President can onlr
lease it to you until the end of the war, and at the same time
have the right to make a contract with you that you shall have
the option of purchase at the close of the lease, what happens?
That equipment which he puts in your plant is not worth a nickel
to anybody on earth, is it? Howe,-er, I would not say it was
not worth a nickel, because it is worth a whole lot after you
tear it down and move it away.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Missouri
has expired.
- Mr. WALSH. 1\lr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
the gentleman have his time extended five minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. The· gentlem;:tn from Massachusetts asks
unanimous consent that the time of the gentleman from Missouri
[1\fr. DECKER] be extended five minutes. Is there objection?
[After a pause. J The Chair hears none.
l\Ir. DECKER. · I thank the gentleman. Now, then, at the
end of the war, as I said before, the plant is worth more to the
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gentleman from Texas [1\:lr. GARNEB] than anybody else, because
it is on his premises. and he can use it in connection with the
rest of his equipment. He may be a patriotic citizen and would
like to pay the Government all it is worth. But he may not
have the money necessary at the close of the war. Or he may
be an unpatriotic profiteer, and want to buy it just as cheaply
as he can at the close of the war. If this amendment prevails
the Pre ident can sell it probably to no one but him, and he is
apt to sell it at the gentleman's price, if the gentleman wanted
to be grasping and miserly.
Now, then, the committee amendment is better than the one
offered by the gentleman from New Jersey [1\fr. PARKER].
The committee limited it to five yeru·s. and I respectfully
submit that that is much better than limiting it to the close of
the "·ar. But I still submit that the best way that you can leave
the bill is to leave it in the way it was drawn by the administration and trust the President of the United States and the
·men whom hP. will put in charge of it. There is no chance foJ·
them to g<' into Goverlllllent ownership and operation of pubiic
utilities. That can not be done. It just ~ves them a chance to
vrotect the intere ts of the United States in connection with this
equipment which the Gove1·nment installs. How many of these
companie:; will ha-ve enough money to pay in five years lo the
Government what this property is worth? You will have to
admit that the ·~overnruent will have a great many things to
look after during the five years following this wm·.
'Vhy not leave it as it was written and say that the President
shall draw the lea e for the duration of the war anu for as
long thereafter as his judgment leads him to believe that it is
good for the interest of the United States in this connection?
It is not a question of Government ownership or a question of
policy~ but a question of what is the best way to protect the
money which we are putting into these plants and getting as
much of it back to our taxpayers as possible.
Therefore, gentlemen of the committee, I most earnestly oppose the amendment offered by the gentleman from New Jersey
(Mr. PABKEB]. I think that amendment would absolutely create
chaos. It woulu produce absolute chaos.
I believe that the amendment of the committee, while better,
sl1ould also be voted down, and that you should trust the PI·esident of the United States to protect the interests of the people
in this case, and not have the Gove1·nment put a lot of money into
the e plants and t~n let the owner of the plants buy them in at
a song. I thank you, gentlemen. [Applau e.]
1\!r. WALSH. 1\lr. Chairman, I hava li tened to the somewhat
fJ.·antic attempts of the gentleman from Mi souri [Mr. DECKER]
to throw fear into the runkB of those here who have been listening to and taking part in the discussion of this meu.Sure for the
last two day .
·
In his statement he say that unleR.~ we pa s this measure,
this hodgepodg-e of legi lation, without dotting an "i,. or crossing a "t" we will have to answer for it. 'Vho is· it that has
.appeared and most strenuously argued for the pas age of this
legi lation? Tl1ey say one of the attorneys is an expert. He
may be, but be is not an expert in drafting legislation. The
other gentleman named was 1\Ir. Bernard .B aruch. Is he an
expert in legislative draftina?
Now, I submit that if it is wise for the Congress to say that
the Government can take over a vast system of railroads to serve
all the people of the country and provide that they shall be
taken over upon the condition that they shall be returned within
a certain time after the war has ceased, it certainly is wise for.
us to put some safeguards iuto this measure.
Mr. DECb._~ll. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\!r. WALSH. I wilL
Mr. DECKER. I woula like to call the gentleman's attention
to the fact that it is not a question of returning something to
the e private owners that we have taken from them. It is a
question of giving them ·omething that the taxpayers have paid
for.
Mr. WALSH. Thi is the section that provides for increasing
the capacity or productivity of any private power plant. and
" any private power plant " includes a municipal power plant,
and the only interests that :are to be served under the language
of the bill are. the intere~ ts of the United States and of the communi tie · served by the le ee . Nothing is said as to the intere t of the indu tries which may be served by these power plants.
What shall happen in the case of a power plant that has t>E>en
enlarge{! or e_'Ctended which i engaged in war work or in making
munitions and is not furni hing po\Ter or light to a community?
Are their intere ts to be entirely disregarded? Must they be
held in abe:rance for fi'\e years after tl1e war?
'Vhy, l'.Ir. Chairman, from the very language in which the
meas ure i reported by the committee, as was instanced here
ye 'terday \Yhen \\·e began the five-minutes debate on this meas-
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ure, or during the early stages of it, there are places where
amendments are manifestly required.
1\Ir. Sil\fS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WALSH. I yield to the distinguished chairman of the
committee.
1\Ir. SIMS. I want to ask the gentleman a que tion where
he referred to private power plants which are making muni·
tions. The very section we are d~scus ing is to permit the Government to lease to those very manufacturer · plants if the
Go-vernment should install a tmit or any portion of it for a
term not exceeding five year. -to the men tb.emselves who put
up and own the industry. It is a matter of justice to them, of
course, because in making contracts for power service -tllc
longer you have got in matters of this sort the better contract
you can make.
Mr. WALSH. Then why limit it to fi:re years?
1\:lr. SillS. That is what the gentleman from :Mi ouri [1\lr.
DECKER] contended. The amendment limit
it to five years.
The ..,.entleman from 1\lissouri was opposing the amendment of
the gentleman from New Jer ey [Mr. PABKER].
1\Ir. DECKER. And the committee amendment. too.
l\1r. 'VALSH. The gentleman did not say anything about thE.l
committee ·amendment.
l\1r. DECKER Oh, yes, I illd.
1\Ir. TOWNER rose.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Iowa-1\lr. LONGWORTH. 1\fr~ Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word.
Mr. TOW~~R. Whom uid the Chair recomize?
The CHAIRMAN. Tbe gentleman from Iowa.
1\Ir. TOWNER. Mr. Chairman, I think a misapprehension
exists on the part of tho e who support the amendment of the
gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. PARKER]. This i not a provision that extends any lease. It is not a provision for the
benefit of the Government. As I understand the am~ndment, it
is a provision for the benefit of the owner or the operator of the
plant. The first sub ection provides for constructing a plant
if necessary. The next sub ection contains a provision for the
installing of machinery in the plant. The third subsection i ·
for the expansion of the plant, by which the Government may
furni h money to as ·ist in enlarging i t The next provision is
for the purpose of taking over the plant. Now, these provisions
are all harmonious, and, in my judgment, well thought out. I
see nothing to object to in this particular p-r{)vision, and I thinlt
the amendment suggested by tlle committee a wise one. I do not
see any necessity for any change. In my judgment, it would
be perfectly legitimate, and it would be in the interest of the
Government and the people if there were not even a fiv-e-year
limitation.
1\Ir. WALSH. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. TOWNER. I yield to the gentleman from Massachusetts.
Mr. WALSH. I want to ask the gentleman if' he thinks that
under the provisions of this section the owner of the plant where
this property is installed has got to take a lease of it from the
Government?
Mr. TOWNER. I think so; yes.
1\fr. WALSH. If the gentleman will examine the ~anguage he
will see that it will not.bear that con truction.
Mr. TO,VNER. But that has notlling to do witll the provisions now under consideration. The bill provides that these
appliance may be inserted in any privately operated plant.
The-n it goes on to say that they may lease this machinery and
the e appliances to the operator of the plant. That is for the
benefit of the operator, foT the benefit of the owner. Now, it
may be vastly to the advantage of the owner if he can secure
the use of the appliances and machinery that the Government
has installed in his plant for a lon(Ter period than until the
termination of the war, nnd it may be vastly to his ac:lvantnge
if he can ecure the right and privilege to u e it for a period of
not exceeding fiye years.
1\lr. DECKER. Will the gentleman rield to me?
Mr. TO,VNER. I haYe just a moment or two. I hope the
gentleman will excu e rue until I finish. It seems to me that
this provision is so manifestly for the benefit not only of the
Government but of the owner and operator of the plant that
-there ought not to be any hesitancy about supporting the amendment of the committee.
Mr. Chairman, let me say this: The e provLions are all of
thE'm war measures. Tllis am€nclment of the committee is not
to increase the war powc:-r~ of the· Government. It i for the
benefit of the owner as well a the Government It is an amendment in the interest of con ervatism. It is an amendment in
the intere t of tho ·e people who belieYe that the Government
ought not to go any further than is ab olutely neces ary. It is
an amendment for the benefit of the owner or the operator of the
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plant, whoever be may be, and so I see no reason whatever to
support the amendment of the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr.
PABKER].
I now yield to the gentleman from Missouri [1\Ir. DECKER].
Mr. DECKER. Can not the gentleman think of instances
·where it might be to the interest of the owner and to the interest
of the Government as well-for what is fair and just is always
in the interest of the Government-that this lease should be for
a longer time than five years?
Mr: TOWNER. I suppose there is no doubt about that. But
the committee amendment is an extension of the time provided
in the original bill, anu while it might have gone further, I support the action of the committee as wise, as far as it goes.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
. l\Ir. LONGWORTH. I move to strike out the last two words.
I was interested in what the gentleman from Missouri saiu as
to this bill having had very careful consideration by the great
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. I do not know
what the gentleman calls careful consideration. The fact is
that this bill was reported within one day after the hearings
closed. It had no rro.l consideration whatever, according to
the statement of the chairman of the committee [l\Ir. SrMs],
bee a use the committee <lid not make a single change in the bill
se11t to them, except only in a few committee amendments, all
of ·which have so far been beaten. That is the "careful consideration" that this bill has received at the hands of the committee.
Gentlemen will recall that a few days ago the greatest re-venue
bill that this country or any other country has ever enacted-a
bill containing 200 pages-was passed by this House without
one single amendment, except amendments recommended by
the committee. In the bill now under consideration, which the
gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. \V ALSH] well describes as .
a hodgepodge, within four pages nine amendments ha-ve already
been adopted. Wby, the report on this bill 'vas never submitted
t the committee. It was a newspaper article written some
weeks ago by the distinguished ch1.irman of this committee, and
not eYen looked over by himself, according to his own statement,
before it was printed. Yet gentlemen call that sort of thing
careful consideration. Why, I 'doubt whether the President of
the United States has ever read this bill. The Secretary of
'Var admits that he has only casually glanced at it. Yet we
are asked to pass this bill exactly as it stands, a bill which has
:tad no consideration whatever. 'Ve ought to recommit this
bill to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, and
have some intelligent consideration given to it. It is almost an
insult to the intelligence of this ·House when such a measure
and such a report as this are brought in here. There is no man
in this House, I think-least of all myself-who would withholll
for a moment any proper power from the President of the
United States; and in so far as electrical power may be lacking,
I shall vote for any well-considered bill anll for any amount or
money that is necessary to carry on our war preparation, but to
be asked under these circumstances to vote for this hodgepodge,
which has had one day's consideration by the committee, is,
as I said before, little less than an insult to the intelligence of
this House .
.Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I am very much surprised at the
statements of the gentleman from Ohio, for I think he has
always been con~iderate and conservati\e and a very useful
1\fember of the House. I do not propose to withdraw or modify
that statement; but I am surprised that the gentleman is so
opposed to the bill, and that he w)lnts it recommitted on the
ground that its architectur~, its phraseological architecture,
mind you, does not measure up to his literary standards. The
conditions of climate and season make it absolutely necessary
to pass this great ·war measure as soon as possible, so that the
necessary machinery may be obtained and installed and go into
use in time to prevent the stoppage of the building of ships and
the lessening of the manufacture of guns and ammunition. Yet
the gentleman wants it referred back to the committee which,
he says, ha-ve gi\en it no consideration whatever. I do not know
·why the gentleman made that statement. There is nothing in
the record to justify such a statement.
·
1\lr. LONGWORTH. Does the gentleman deny that the bill
was reported to the House one day after the hearings closed?
~Ir. Sil\lS. , The bill was reported one day after the hearing
of the engineer commissioner of the power section of the rruel
Administration. All the other he&rings had been printed long
before, except Dr. Garfield's.
l\lr. LONGWORTH. Did the committee consider this bill for
more than one day?
1\lr. SIMS. The committee considered this bill for about two
weeks, in executiv·e session, almost every <lay.

Mr. LOXGWORTH. Oh, the committee ''ms having hearings,
and the report shows it.
Mr. Sn1S. The gentleman has heard of a matter that I would
not ha\e thought that he would refer to, for the reason that I
told him myself. It does not hurt me a particle ; therefore, I
will state the facts. About two weeks ago the editor of the
Annalist in :Kew York asked me to prepare an article of about
2,000 words, giving the objects and purposes of this bill, and I
did so. I kept a typewritten copy of it, ~nd when I began to
write the report I used that part of it in stating the objects and
purposes of the bill. I do not know whether it was ever printed
or not. There was a typographical or clerical error in it.
The gentleman pointed out an error, but he was not deceived
by it; he could tell from every word in the report what the
meaning was. It showed that it was an error and that it did
not mean " to de-velop power in a way which was not so economi·
cal or satisfactory for utilization."
:Kow, let us talk plainly about this. Some people are opposed to
Government-constTucted plants that would enable such plants
after the war to compete with other power plants and bring
do'\'irn the profits of existing plants or that might compete with .
them. Tile bill is for the war period only, but the President may
make contracts continuing for five years or for a sllorter period . .
As the gentleman from Iowa [~·Ir. TowKER] says, tllere may be
cases where by giving the operatc1· a 10-year lease instead of 5
he may be able to pay back all the Government has put in, when
he \Tould not be able to do it \\itUn tl1e 5 years or 4 years or 3
year , anll therefore save the Go>ernment in having to bea_r
the excessive war cost by reason of construction during the
\Yar period.
The owners of power plants-water-power plants, carboelectric
system or otherwise-are interested in pre>enting the building of
more competing plants in their respecti>e regions. They are in
part to blame-! do not mean the l\1embers of the House-but
I know whereof I speak; and while the country stands in danger
of being held up in its war program b:V not being able to build
shil) to send ow· soldiers abroad and to carry ammunition for
their use, by preventing the steel companies from manufacturing
steel for the United States to build the ships, and by pre\enting
the coal mines being operated as expeditiously and as fully as
possible, yet gentlemen stand here and talk about the Senate
.not passing the bill until after the election. The same language ·
was used in reference to the wire·control bill when some were
dying for a recess, that the Senate would not pass it in three or
four weeks' time, or possibly as many · months. That bill left
the House, went to th~ Senate, and was passed in three days
without a single, solitary amendment to it. The Senate is just
as patriotic as we are and liave made a splendid record foe
dispatch of the public business during this session of Congress.
Let us do our duty, and I am sure the Senate will do its dutr.
l\Ir. SISSO~. l\Ir. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word. l\lr. Chairman, I do not know that I thoroughly unuerstand just exactly what certain language in this bill means. I
want to call to the attention of the committee the language beginning on page 5, line 8-all of that section, and I want you to
look at that language carefully. I want the attention of the
chairman of the committee in order that I may get from him
whether or not the construction I put upon it is correct; whether
the language is susceptible of that construction:
Whenever any such structures, machinery, or appliances shall have
been installed and until the sale or other disposition thereof, the title
thereto shall remain in the United States and shall be free and exempt
from any liens, mortgages, judgments, or other encumbrances, whether
created by act of the operator of such plant or by operation of law.
And upon and during any uefault in any payment of any sums due the
United States under such lease or contract the President shall be empowered at all times to enter upon the premises upon which· s uch
machinery, structures, or appliances shall be installed and there to
maintain and to operate them or any of them for the use of the nlted
States free from any rent or other charge, ot· to take possession of and
remove them or any of them from the premises.
·

I presuQle that applies to property bought by the United
States Government, but it does not say so.
l\Ir. Sil\IS. It applies to the property that the Government
has created, aided, or assisted in constructing.
l\lr. SISSON. If the Government shall enter upon the premises upon which machinery, sh·uctures, or appliances shall be installed, desiring to increase production of that commodity, it
buys or places in that plant property in the nature of fixtures
on the real estate. For illustration, suppose I buy from the
gentleman from Tennessee a piece of property worth $100,000.
I pay $50,000 cash and give my note with a mortgage on the
plant for the balance. After that is done the Government i.,'lkes
charge of the property and enters into a contract with me,
what attitude is the gentleman from Tennessee in in reference
to the balance of the purchase money when it comes uue?
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Mr. Sil\IS. I-t can be collected like any otner debt.
endeavoring to find ·out is if the Government propo e to deal
Mr. SISSON. Let u see whether you can or not~
fairly 'with people, and ''e mu t a sume it will, thl language
· There is no lien on it, no mortgage or judgment against the is unnecessary, unle sit e:A-pects to gi\e to the agent of the Go\Go\ernment. Therefore it is made to apply to the property of ernment the right to be severe with people.
the Jessee. It is bound to be a lien on the lessee's property, which
1\lr. TrO"Wl\TEll. Let me ti:ni h the statement, if the gen!'lemnn
might disturb the Government in its pos ession and its operatio1,1 will.
of the plant. Therefore, in order to guarantee to the Govern1\Ir. SISSON. Very well.
ment secure operation of the plant for manufacturing muni1\Ir. TO,VJ\"'ER. This •exemption, because it is ·nothing more
tions yau defeat every mortgage creditor, and there is not a than exemption, says that notwithstanding tnat fact. for inline or a syllable :in this bill in reference to giving notice by the mstance. a <structure might be, .o f com· e, an addition to the
Go\ernment to the lessee or to the creditor. There is no way reality, might be subject, if thi limitation \\US not made, to sueh
to safeguard the creditor in regard to any property that the encumbrance .
Government may acquire a lease upon, and the creditor might ·
l\lr. ISSON. Yes.
be ruinecl He must stand by and stand mute. Because in so
Mr. TOWNER. This · ·ay:-· if the Government , hall 11ut these
many wm·ds you say it shall be free and exempt from any structures up, add this machinery, <they hull be all exempt
moTtgage, judgment, or other en~ulll.brunces, whether created from any lien that may be made by the owner or operator of the
by the act of the operator of such plant or by -operation of law. plant. That i ·all there~· of it.
These matters are suspended. That is my construction of that.
Mr. SISSON. Une moment. I have only five minut , ana I
1\.Ir. SD.IS. 1 can not agree to the gentleman's construction; can not yield all of my time. Now, listen: .If the purpose of this
it seems to me that the language is plain, that it means the is to ~xempt the improYements plac~d on the real e. tate at the
machinery instaJled, the title of which shall, remain in the expense of the GoT"ernment so that the guarantie of the comUnited States; the title is to be in the GO'\ernment it elf.
puny or the individual, or maybe the Go\el'Illllent, which act
.1\fr. SISSON. · Then, if it is true that the title to the -property as their ageut, becomes subject -of the p1·operty, it ou<,.ht to ay
is in the GoT"ernment itself, if it is :property which the Govern- so, and the language em1 be made perfectly plain if that is what
ment itse1f buys, is the Go"Vernment trying to defeat it own the committee intends to mean, thnt it shall mean that no man
i:ndebtednes ?
sball get an tltle to the improvements which the Government
Mr. SIMS. The Government is not buying it, ,it is in tailing itself puts up, or the Government iVelf stands for and stands
machinery at its expense, and retains tile title to it.
sponsor fo1·, by "Virtue of the local law of any State, by yir·tue of
Mr. SISSON. I understand that, but it does not matter who putting the im.proT"ernent or factory upon it, rthat the man ownin"
burs it. If the Government buys it and pays for it, if it buys the real estate wbo has a mortgage or deed of tru t against the
it for the -owner -or tells the owner, if you will buy it we will real e t.:'lte shall obt:ain no title in the property that the -GoYernpay for it; then the Government ought to make the contract ment place upon i t - good. In other words, there 'OUght not to be any contract that
1\Ir. TOWNER. ·That is what this does und .only suy be shalL
is not made good, if it is true what the .gentleman indicate .
not convey or make--The CHAIRM.Al~. Tb;e time of the gentleman from Mi sisMr. SISSOK If that is thepurpo e of this langua"'e, I lmve no
sippi has expired.
objection; but if lhe language shall hn"Ve the constru tion that
Mr. SISSON. I ask for n\e minutes more.
l })laced ou it first, and which might be placed upon it, then it
JUr. SBIS. Debate on this amendment ha already elosed, is dangerous.
and the gentleman is simply raising a technical que tion that
:J\lr. IM . '\Ve can alway imagine thing .
will not affect adver ely the rights of any. Are we going to
Mr. SISSON. I am not imagining anything, but the be t ''fi.Y'
take care of possible and imaginary injuries to a man whose to preT"ent trouble in the future is to afe::!Uara the right of
property has been '\"astly benefited by {}overnment expenili- e\ery man and to write the statute so that there ·can ·b e no ort
tures?
of difficulty.
1\Ir. SISSON. r do not h"llow whether it is going to be "Vastly
l\:Ir. DUPRE. Will the gentleman yield?
benefited; that is the very thing1 want to get at.
1\lr. SISSON. I will.
The CHAIR~IAN. The gentleman .:from 1\fi sis ippi asks
'1\.U. DUPH.E. I imngine that there is not a quorum pr · nt.
unanimous consent to ·proceed for five minutes. Is there objec- what doe the gentleman imagine?
·
tion? [After a ;pause.) The Chair hears none.
.
Mr. SISSON. I know there 1s not one here.
'1\Ir. DUPR:E. 1\lr. 'C hairman, I make the point of Ol'der tllat
1\fr. SISSON. I will now yield to the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. DECKEn].
1\lr. DECKER. As I tmderstand lines from 8 to 14, to which there is no quorum present.
The CHAIIUUAN. The gentleman make the point of owlet•
the gentleman referred specifi
· cally, say the structures and ap- that there i no quorum pTe ent. The ·Chair will count. [After ·
pliances \\·hich the GoTernme.nt installs.
1\fr. S1SSON. Well-counting.] F:ift;y-th1·ee Members ·are present, .not a quorum.
· 1\fr. DECKER. Of course, -tbe Government should retain the
Mr. SIMS. Mr. ·Chairman, how many did the Chair announce?
title. In other words, it i just n tatement that if the money
The CHllRl\lAN. Fifty-three.
·was spent for putting them up, we will ha.·ve the :first lien.
1\Ir. SIMS. I move that the committee do now rise.
1\Ir. ·srSSON. I ·do not object to that; that 1s ab olutely unThe question w.a taken, anl the Chairman announced tbnt
objectionable; nobod-y objects to it; but the GoT"ernment it elf tht~~~~f:fr.~~of~·~~~ .
then ought .not to ftsk for this protection. because the Governlnent ought to pay its own obligations. If this is intended to
Tcllers were ordered.
J)revent the ale or .acquisitions of money out of property which
The CHAillMAN. The Chair U1)POints the gentleman from
Jlas been sold upon "\Vhicb n mortgage is in .existence, tile Gov- , Tennes ee and the gentlemn_.n from Loui iana.
·ernment takes it ov:er; the Government ought not to defeat the
.Mt·. SillS. I ask the Chair to .appoint the !"entleman from
creclitor.
Mi souri [Mr. DECKER].
1\lr. DECKER. It would not ·do that ·; ana Jet me explain
The OHAIRl\IAN. The Chair appoints the ;:rentleman from
wily.
l\Iis ouri [Mr. DECKER~ and th gentl-eman from Loui i:ana [1\lr..
Mr. ·SISSON. If that is -;true, then the Government itself DUEJ.tf:] ·
ou~ht to pay its own obligations.
Mr. DUPRE. Mr. Chah'\Hlan, 1 am not owo ed to the com·
Mr. DECKER. The Go-vernment pays Jts own olJligations.
mittee rising, and I ·<lecline to serve.
Mr. TOWNER. Will the gentleman peTinitt
The CHAIRl\IA....~. The Ohair ·appo-ints the gen.tlemilll from
1\Ir. SISSON. I -will.
1\lassa.clmsetts [Mr. WALSH].
1\fr. TOWJ\"ER. I think the gentleman ma-y :perbup haye
The que tion wns taken; tmd tile teller · •r eported-ayes . 3,
urriTed :a.t '8 ·mistaken construction •of this-noes 44.
·
Mr. SISSON. PerhaJ>S I ha.-;e.
So the committee refu eti to ri :e.
1\fr. 'TOWJ\'ER. As to the use of the word "structures.» I
The CHAIRMAN. On the point of no quorum there at·e 53
npprehend the geutleman -construes it might be buildings that Members _present, and the CleJ.•k will eall the roll.
belong to the ·company. 1 think not, 1because that means only the · The roll was calle<l, and the following 1\Iember failed to
additions the Government makes, and all the e further nnswer to their names :
.w ords-[
Campbell. Kan •
Browning
Mr. SISSON. If the .OO"V-e:rnment -enters into a contract with ~~uy
~~~~~
Brumbaugh
andler, Mi s.
Cantrm
Burnett
this man, the Government can protect by contract the ph.cing of ~ As wen
Borland
1

~~'lllJ!e:~~~~~~~~s t~p~v~ :~:~~~~~';.mp~o~~f= I i!~e;Ch
pr its at!.orneys in the contract which it makes. · What I am

Bell

~=ck
Browne

Burroughs

.·Butler
Byrns, TeLn.
Caldwell

Cam way
Carew
Carter, Muss.
Cary
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Chandler, Okla.
Church
Clark, Fla.
Clark, Pa..
Classon
Coady
Connally, Tex.
Cooper, Ohio
Cooper, W.Va.
Cooper, Wis.
Copley
Costello
Crago
Cramton
Currie, Mich.
Curry, Cal.
Dale, N.Y.
Dale, Vt.
Darrow
Davis
Delaney
Dempsey
Dent
Dewalt

Glynn
Godwin, N. C.
Good
Goodall
Goodwin, Ark.
Gould
Graham, III.
Graham, Pa.
Gray, N.J.
Greene, Mass.
Greene, Vt.
Gregg
Gll'iest
Griffin
Hamill
Hamilton, N.Y.
Harrison, Miss.
Harrison, Va.
Haskell
Haugen
Hayden
Ilayes
Heaton
Heintz

Die
Dill
Dixon
Dominick
Donovan
Dooling
Doremus
Doughton
Druckker
Dyer
Edmonds
Ellsworth
Elston
Emerson
E topinal
Evans
Fairchild, G. W.
Farr
Ferris
Fess
Flood
Flynn
Fordney
Fo s
Francis
Frear
Freeman
Fuller, TIL
Fuller, Mass.
Gallivan
Gard
Gillett
Glass

Holland
Hollingsworth
Hood
Howard
llumphreys
Husted
Hutchinson
.Taco-way
Johnson, S.Dak.
.Johnson, Wash.
.Tones
Kahn
Kearns
Kehoe
heHey, Mich.
Kennedy, Iowa
Kennedy, R.I.
Kettner
Key, OWo
Kiess, l'a.
Kitchin
Knutson
Kreider
La Follette
LaGn:u-dia
Lea, Cal.
Lee, Ga.
LeWbach
Lever
Linthicum
Little
Littlepage
Lobeck

ru~~

H~

London
Scott; Pa.
want to appeal to the gentleman fro-m South Carolina ["~.Ir.
:Lufkin
Scully
· NIOHo~s] that we have a vote on this amendment.
Lundeen
Sells
~
Mr. NICHOLLS of South Carolina. If the gentlematl fi'om
McClintic
Shackleford
.
McCo-rmick
Sherley
•
Tennessee will agree to vote on it in two or t.hl"ee minutes, I am ·
McKenzie
Sherwood
willing to agree to it.
McKinley
Shouse
Mr. SIMS. The vote will come in just a moment.
McLa.ugWln, Mich.~iegel
McLaughlin, Pa.. Slayden
:Mr. NICHOLLS of South Carolina. All right. I withdraw.
McLemore
Slemp
my motio.n.
Madden
Sloan
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from New Jersey [Mro:
Maher
Small
Mann
Smith, Thomas. F. PARKER] is recognized for two minutes.
Martin
Snell
l\1r. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I have not tried
Mays
Snyder
to delay this bill, an.d I am very sorry tp_e point of no quorum
Meeker
Stafford
Merritt
Stedman
has been made, because I would rather discuss matters here
Miller, Minn.
Steele
before a ·few Members who are here than have Members vote
Moore, Pa.
Steenerson
who come from outside who do not know anything about it.
Morin
Sterling, Ill.
Mott
Sterling, Pa..
It has been suggested that this provision is for the benefit of
Mudd
Stiness
the operator of the plant. If they will read the bearings, they
Neely
Sullivan
will find it is not. Mr. Baker, the Secretary of War, said that
Nelson
Sweet

t, ·
.·l

~an

~ill

Oliver, Ala.
Switz.er
Oliver, N.Y.
Tague
Olney
Talbott
O'Shaunessy
Taylor, Colo.
Padgett
Templeton
Paige
Tbomas
Parker, N.Y.
Thomp on
Peters
Tillman
Phelan
Tilson
Platt
Timberlake
Porter
Tinkham
Powers
Treadway
Pratt
Van Dyke
Price
Vare
Purnell
Vin on
Ragsdale
Voigt
Rainey, Henry T. Walton
Rainey, John W. Ward
Ramsey
Watson, Pa.
Randall
Watson, Va.
Rankin
Weaver
Riordan
Welling
Ro()bins
Whaley
Roberts
White, Me.
Robinson
White, Ohio
Rowe
Williams
Rowland
Wilson, ID.
Russell
Wilson, La.
Sanders, Ind.
Wilson, Tex.
Sanders, La.
Win low
Sanford
Woodyard
Saunders, Va.
Zihlman
Scott, Iowa
Thereupon the committee ro e; and 1\Ir. FosTER ha vin.g re-

sumed the chair us Speaker pro tempore, Mr. HousTO~, Chairman of the Committee of the ·whole House on the state of the
Union, reported that that committee, having under consideration
the bill H. R. 12776, finding itself without a quorum, he had
caused the roll to be called, and that 171 Members answered to
their names, a quorum, and that he presented therewith a list of
the absentees for insertion in the Journal and RECORD.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The committee will resume its
session.
The committee resumed its se ion.
1\Ir. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, all time has been exhausted,
and considerable more was given by unanimous consent, on the
amendment offered by the gentleman from New Jersey [l\1r.
PARKER] to the committee amendment, or in lieu of the committee amendment-! have forgotten how it was put-on the bottom
pf page 4, and I now ask for a vote on the amendment.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. 1\lr. Chairman, · I would like
one minute only in which to reply to the argument made against
my amendment.
.l\.1r. SEARS. I object, 1\.Ir. Chairman.
:Mr. snu:s. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that all
«:ehate on this amendment close in tw minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Tennessee asks that
all debate on this amendment close in two minutes, the time to be
occupied by the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. PARKER].
Mr. WINGO. On this amendment or this section?
1\fr. SIMS. On this amendment and amendments to the
amendment.
1\.Ir. 'VINGO. That does not get you anywhere.
The CHAIRMAN. I. there objection to the request?
1\fl'. NICHOLLS of South Carolina. I object.
1\fr. Gbairman, I move that the committee do now rise.
Mr. SIMS. Let us have a -vote.
The CHAIRMAl~. The gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. Srns]
n:vYes tllat the committee do now rise.
·
l\Ir. SillS. " The gentleman from Tennessee " did not make
the motion. I want a Yote on this amendment. The gentleman
from New Jersey [l\Ir. PARKER] asked for two minutes, and I
agreed he might have it. I want a vote on this amendment. 1

he wanted to keep the plants so a.s to be able to know what to
do with them after the war, and he was rather in favor of per·
manent ownership. Mr. DILLoN thought they might go down in
value so that the Government would lose money and he wanted
to- speculate on the value of keeping them. Mr. MYE:as said
that he wanted to straddle the q1]estion of Government ownership. I do not want to straddle that question. Six months
after the declaration of peace means a year and a half after
the war probably, which means ample time for Congress to dispose of plants if nobody else does. And it is neither constitutional nor sensible nor just that an owner be told that he must
take a lease fol' five year of these new structures that we put
in his plant; that "if be does not pay the rent he must let the
Government take possession, and in any case he must let the
Government speculate on what the value of these new structures shall be." It is a private power plant and the owner is
entitled to get it back on proper terms at the end of the war.
That is aU I have to say.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offe1'ed
by the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. PARKER].
The que tion was taken, and the Chair announced that the
noes seemed to have it.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Division, 1\Ir. Chairman. ·
The committee divided; and there were-ayes 23, noes 52.
So the amendment was rejected.
1\.fr. PARKER of New Jersey, Mr. 'VA.LSH, Mr. SIMS, and
1\fr. ANDERSON rose.
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, a vote on the eommittee amend·
ment, which perfects the parngraph, is pending.
1.'be CHAIRMAN. The question now recurs on the col!lmittee
amendment.
The question was taken, and the Chair announced that the
ayes seemed to have it.
.
1\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. Division, Mr. Chairman.
The committee diVided ; and there were-ayes 59, noes 2.
So the committee amendment was agreed to.
Mr. WALSH, Mr. ANDERSON, and Mr. PARKER of New
Jersey rose.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
'VALSH] is recognized.
l\1r. W A.LSH. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment as a sub-o
sti tute for subsection 2.
The CHAIRMAN. There is another committee amendment
pending.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Before that I desire to offe1•
an amendment amending section 2 by the insertion of certain
words.
Mr. ·wALSH. You have to vote on the committee amendment
first.
The CH.A.IRMAN. The Clerk will report .the committee
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 5, lines 13 and 14, strike out the words "owner or."

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the committee amend·
ment.
The amendment was agreed to.
Tbe CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will l'eport tile next committe~
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows;
Page 5, line 17, strike out the word " pe " and insert in lieu thereof
the word " be."

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr: PARKER of New Jersey. 1\Ir. Chairman, I desire to offer
an amendment•.
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The CHA IR~IAN. The Chair will recognize the gentleman strike out the words " their then -\-alue or" and insert " for such
ft·om New Jersey [Mr. PATIKEB], a member of the committee. an amount and." There is no objection to it.
~'he Clerk will report the amendment.
The . CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amen<lment
The Clerk read as follows :
offered by the gentleman from Tennessee.
:lhe Clerk read as follows :
Amendment offered by 1\fr. PARKER of New Jersey: Pa~e 4, line 16,

nfter the words " private power plant," insert "or plants In connection
therewith for the production of gas, coke, toluol, benzol, coal-tar prod·
ucts, and any other useful products that may be produced through or In
connection with the coking of coal or lignite or through or in connection
with tlte combustion of any fueL

1\Ir. WINGO. A point of order, Mr. Chairman.
· The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will state it.
1\Ir. WINGO. I thought we passed that paragraph this morning.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the paragraph we have just been
considering an amendment to.
1\Ir. WINGO. We have been considering an amendment to
section 2.
The CHAIRMAN. Subsection 2.
l\Ir. 'VINGO. I make the further point of order that we ha-ve
voted on the item i:n....amendment already.
l\Ir. HAMLIN. It is all one section.
1\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. 'Vill the gentleman allow me
one minute to explain why it is? It is necessary · because we
ha-ve been pro-viding that-- .
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from New Jersey [Mr.
PARKEn] will suspend. The Chair understands the amendment
has not been offered at this place.
1\Ir. 'VINGO. I may be in error. Where is the language it is
propo ed to strike out?
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the Clerk will again
report the amendment.
·
The amendment \Vas again reported.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. That does not strike out anyth~
.
The CHAIR~IAN. The gentleman from New Jersey [1\Ir.
P .uumn] is recognized.
Mr. P.A.Rh..'"ER of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I desire to point
out to the chairman of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce and the members of the Committee of the 'Vhole the
fact that we limited the function of a private power plant ex:clusi•ely in the production of power. If there be private power
plants in which the •Government installs machinery they may
want to put in that machinery not for the increase of the production of power !Jut for the improvement of the work done there
in connection with the power in by-products. All of this amendment would lu.l\e been unneces ary if it had been adopted in the
definition of a power plant, as I proposed in the beginning. If
it is not adopted the Go-vernment would not be able when it went
into a pri\ate po-wer plant -to improve the gas works in connection with it unles this provision is put in this bill, and it will
have to be put in every clause.
l\1r. HAMLIN. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Yes; I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. HA.l\1LIN. I think the gentleman's amendment is a good
one. The gentleman uses t11e original language?
1\Ir. P.AitKER of New Jersey. I did draw it so as to use the
origilial language.
1\Ir. RAl\ILIN. I suggest that the gentleman put in "carbonJzing of lignite."
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Yes. I shall have to offer it
in several places in order to perfect the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The question was taken, and the Chairman announced that
the aye· seemed to have it.
·
1\fr. A"t\TDERSON. l\1r. Chairman, I ask for a division.
- The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Minnesota calls for a
division.
The committee divided; and there were-ayes 34., noes 3.
So the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. 'VALSH rose.
Mr. SIMS. 1\Ir. Chairman, I ha\e a little amendment here to
perfect the text.
Mr. WALSH. I yield to the gentleman from Tennessee with
pleasure.
Mr. Sil\IS. At the end-of line 5, page 5, strike out the word
"at," and then on line 6, page 5, strike out the words " their
. then value or" and insert" for such an amount and." This has
J>een submitted to Mr. EscH and Mr. WALSH and others and it
improves the bilL I do not want to discuss it further.
1\Ir. ANDERSON. Let the amendment be reported.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Tennessee will please
repeat his amendment.
Mr. SIMS. The amendment is this: At the end of line 5,
page 5, strike out the word c. at," and in the beginning of line 6

Amendment ofi'ered by Mr. SI!IIS: Lines 5 and 6, page 5, strike out
the words "at their then value or" and insert in lieu thereof ·~for such
amount and."

Mr. ANDERSON. 1\lr. Chairman, I would like to ask the gentleman from Tennessee a question. What does this amendment do?
Mr. Sil\JS. It is necessary on account of another amendment
that will be offered as a substitute for section 3 to strike
out the words "the then value," so that the conh·acts may be
made for such an amount as then may be found to be just and
not upon "the then value." It has been thoroughly considered,
and we believe it should go in.
1\Ir. ANDERSON. There is nothing in this bill that fixes the
amount.
Mr. SI.l\fS. But the substitute section does. It provides that
the contract may pro-ride for the amount to be paid instead of
"the then value."
Mr. GARNER. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SIMS. Yes.
Mr. GARl\TER. As _I understand it, you are considering now
section 4. Is that it?
l\Ir. SIMS. No ; subsection 2 of section 2.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendmen~
The amendment was agreed to.
l\1r. ALSH. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment as a sub·
.stitute for section 2.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment to
perfect the text.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Minnesota offers a
preferential amendment to perfect the teA~.
·
Mr. SIMS. As soon as the gentleman from Massachusetts
vffers his amendment I will move that the committee rise.
1\Ir. NICHOLLS of South Carolina rose.
The CHAIRMA.."N". For what purpose does the gentleman
from South Carolina rise?
l\1r. NICHOLLS of South Carolina. I rise for the purpose of
moving that the committee do now rise.
The CHAIRMAN. An amendment is pending before the committee. The gentleman has not the floor for the purpose of
making that motion.
1\11:. NICHOLLS of South Carolina. I un<lerstand, Mr. Chairman, that that motion is always in order.
The CHAIRl\.IAN. If the gentleman had recognition from the
Chair for that purpose he would be recognized to make the
motion, but the gentleman rrom Minnesota [Mr. ANDERSON] was
recognized.
Mr. NICHOLLS of South Carolina. Then I withdraw it for
that purpose, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment offered by the gentleman from Minnesota.
The Clerk read as follows :

'V

Amendment offered by Mr. ANDERSON: Page 4, lines 20 and 21, strike
out the words " by providing the operator of such plant with funds to
be applied to that purpose " and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"by advancing to the operator of such plant upon such security and
such terms of payment of principal and interest as he may prescribe.

Mr. CANNON. Is that on page 4?
The CHAIRMAN. Page 4, lines 20 and 21.
Mr .. SIMS. 1\Ir. Chairman, I feel like saying, as I saiu before,
that I see no objection to it. But it is unsafe to say that much
on the spur of the moment; but believing, as I do, that the gentle·
man from :Minnesota is a friend to the bill and wants to perfect it I shall not object.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, the provision "by provicl·
ing the opera, tor of such plant with funds to be- applied to that
purpose " is so general as to in-volve, perhaps by implication, the
making of a gift. It involves no assumption at all of repaynent. What I want to do is to have it indicated that, so far
as the Congress is concerned, it desires that the money shall be
repaid in so far as it is possible, in the discretion of the President, to have it repaid.
1\fr. DECKER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman state his
amendment again? I did not catch it.
1\Ir. ANDERSON. I propose to insert in lieu of the language
sb·lcken out this language : " By advancing to the operator of
such plant funds to be applied to that purpose upon such security_
and upon such terms of payment of principal and interest as he
may prescribe." That leaves the question of the terms entirely
within the discretion of the President, but it does indicate that
the repayment is to be made.
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1\Ir. DECKER. What do you strike out and put that in in p:r;incipal and interest they would· go ahead and make these implace of?
provements themselves; but the_evidenc_e is that· no business man
l\1r. ANDERSON. The words "By providing the operator -of: is, willing to· bor.row· rnan~yr for· t}lis pm:pose, , beCfl.USe.· it is. not a _
sueh plant with funos to be applied to that purpose1"
business proposition.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
l\Ir. Sil\IS. Mr. Chairman, I can see no objection· to_ this
amendment.
.
l\lr. ANDERSON. l\1r. Chairman, l should\ like to . be heard
The- CHAIR.l\fAN. The question is on the amendment of tbe on the amendmEUit:. .As: ] indJcated a moment ago, the section
gentleumn from Minnesota [1\Ir. ANnEBSQN].
as it now reads authOI:izes the President to pr.ovide the owner or
1\lr. DECKER. Just a mome_nt----=operator of a plant with funds to be applied to the purposes
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Missouri· :rise· to specified in tue se~tion1 Now~ the wor<t "provide-" doe~ not
oppose the amendment?
~arry any assumption or any intendment of repayment. The1:e
·1\n:. DECKER. Yes.
a1•e three methods of procedure presoribed in. this .section.: First,
The CHAIRiUAN. The gentleman :t:rom Missouri is-recognized· 1 the . P.1:~~d~nt ruaY. construct th~ plant.;. seoond,. he may, loan· to.
for nve minutes.
the operator of the plant or advance to the operator of the plant
l\Ir. DECKER. I am not sure that I understand the meaning- the funds necessary to extend. it, and those two propositions
of this amendment, but I think it my duty to call the attention: of are preferential; ill-tbe thh:d place, he: may do what the gentlethe House to one of the purposes of this. bi~ and I am afraid man. :(rom. Missouri [Mr. DECKER] ; suggests-he may. advance
the gentleman's amendment contra-venes that purpose~ If the money to the or>erator of the plant under an agreement that cargentleman's amendment means that in all events the principal tain ~xtensions are to be made, and that: the repayment of auand interest shall be paid ba-ck by the man to whom the money_ amount equal to the. depreciation as a result of the war, between
is advanced, then you defeat the purpose of the bill.
the value of the plant at the time it is constructed·and·at the end
1\fr. RAKER. That is the purpose of the amendment.
o;f the contract period, shnlL be waived. NQw, these three me_tll1\fr. DECKER.. Because we might just as well face conditions ods. a.re alternative, an<f the last one is to be used only in case
as they are. This ts the situation as testified to by the chairm.an tbe plant is n.o t constructed· by the Government 01~ the money:
of the War Industries Board and othe..- public men charged Wlth is not_advanced_to the operato1: upon the· basis of repayment.
the responsibility of providing- for the necessities of. tlie·. wur. Tl:ie1:e. is no q,uestion in. the world' but t}lat_tbe subsection 2 · of
There is a great need for more powe1,·. The·men who own these this section contemplates that the money advanced shall }?e:power plants say-I know none of them person~l!y-~at fl·om repaid, but it does. not say. so; and it ought to say so, because if'
a fin:mcial standpoint they can not mak.e the additlonalimprove- it is possible to loan tl1e money to the operators of ·these plants.
me.nts nece~ ury to furnish the power, beca?-se the cost. of the upon the basis of" repayment. obv:i'ously tpat ought to be done,.
·eq.u ipment is so high, the money market bemg monopo!1zed by and it ought to -be done in eve1~y case whm-:e it can be done. It
the Government, that they can not get the money- to. mcrease seems to me the argument of tile gentleman fi·om 1\fissouri [Mr.
their plants. But the lack of J?Oney ~not ~he_ only· thmg: ~he DEcKER] has no force at all in this situation, because.the method
abnormal cost of equipment ~rill not, m theu. JUdgment, _JUStify which he suggests can be invoked, if it is necessary to do it, under
a rea onnhle interest on the mvestment, and 1f you put m here subsection 3. It· ought not to· be invoked unless there ·is no other
an iron-rlad requirement ~hat. they must pay _it ~ack dollar for way of accomplishing the· P.Urpose.
t:ollar with interest, then 1t Will d~feat th~ prmcipal pmpose <?f
The CHAinMAN. The question- is on tP.e· amendment of tlic
the bill, because in another place IU the bill we proVIde that if gentleman from · Minnesota·.
we loan money to these people and request them to spend that
The amendment w.as agreed to.
money in equipping their plants ~o ~hat we may have the· power
l\1r; STEVENSON~ l\1r. Cha:il•mal.l, I' offer the - following
necessary to win the war; and· If 1t afterwards develops that amendment
they have suffered loss, we will not 1:equire them to pay back the
The Clerk read as follows:
full amount but will make an ad:tustment between what the
l'age ·5, line 14 aft~ the word "law," insert the following:
property is ~·eally worth to them as a financial investment and
"Provided, '.rhat a rlt>claration shall be mad~· by the United, States,
what it actually cost.
.
.
. through its officer makin~ the installation and recorded in the office.
l\II·. A,'l\.rDERSON. That is taken care of Ill subsectwn 3: of- · where the mortgage of said property would be recorded, declaring the
rL.'i
intention to retain the title, describing the property and place of its
this section..anyway.
It has no relation to this. particular :Qrovi- location."
siot1.
.
.
.
l\fr. SDIS. _fr. Chaii:man·, I ha:v'e · examined that amendMr DECKER. But it is. absolutely m conflict With that sec• ment, as I did the other,.bl'iefiY.:,.and it seams.·t<> me ·that there is
tion. · I think it indicates the intention of <?on~ress that th~s no objectio.n to it.
money shall be paid bacl~ doll~r for dolla~ With 1.nterest. lf. ~t
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on, the amendment offered·
means that thaf it confhcts With the sectiOn, w.hich you adnnt. by the gentleman· from South Ca!'oUna.
i there an~l defeats the very purpose of the bill.
~he question was taken, :mel the amendment was agreed to.
l\1r . E'scH. Will the t!entlemru.1 b.e satisfiedtif from the amend-_
~
Mr: WALSH. 1\Ir. Chairman,
I offer-an amendment as a sub·ment offered by. the gentleman
from Minnesota there be elim'>
1
l· nnted the W0'" S "terms of payment of princip_al and interest/'· stitute for subsection (~) .
._u
·
The
Clerk
read
as
follows:
thus lenving it t;>ractically to. read as follows:
3

Substitute for subsection (2), oft'e-red· by Mr. W .ALSH :
"(2) To install in any existing private power plant such machinery
or appliances or to erect such structures. as he may <teem necessary to
1\lr. DECKER. " Upon such terms "?
increase the capacity or productivity of such plant upon such terms
1\f'.-:. E.SCH.
Yes. That bill gives to him the full author.ity.
and conditions as he :may determine: Provided, however, That no con.a.u'
tract lease, or agreement shall be t>ntered into f tor a term exceeding
1\Ir. DECKER. The bill as it is now written Pl'OV.id.es ll.o w .five years after the termination of the war period: And provided furmoney shall be. paid and what shall be done with it, and that we ther. That- pri01~ to . the ex.niration of such term the. title Qf th~ United
Shall ha"e the property. But the W_"V the bill is now drawn, States to such appliances: machinery, or structures shall be disposed
•
.....:
of by the President in such manner as he may detei:llline to be for theJ
we can advance
th~ money if they want it. We can put up the best~ interests o.f. the . UJJiteu Stilt~."
property at our own expense, knowing when we put it up that
Mr. sn.rs. Mr. Chairman; the: committee· has been: in session ,
By advancing to the opPrator o( such plant funds to b~ · ap~lied for
thut puq:)ose upon such terms a:; the Presldent may prescnbe.

when the war is ov~r it will not be worth as much as it costs,
but knowing tlint we, the Government of the United States; are
able. to stand a loss when a privat-e individual would· not be able
to. stand it.
Mr. ESCH. This does not obligate-the operator to pay it ba~.
because it leaves it t.o the Pr-esident to. fix· tbe terms, and we strike
out the word " provide," and I think that is wEong. I ag~:ee
with the gentleman from Minnesota that it shQuld be" ad:vance"
instead of "provide," and we should leave the rest to the disCl'etioo-_of the President. We are-doing that all thr<>ugh the. bill.
1\Ir. DECKER. But the amendment as written p~·ovides that:..
tbe. principal and. i.ntei·est shall be patd _back.
Mr. ESCH. I think the-gentleman can modify his amendment
to obviate that. obiection;
1\fr. DECKER. I think that should be modified to. meet that
objection, because tl1i says to ~he Presider;1t, " l\Ir. President,
you can loan this money to th~m to win the war, but yo.u . h~ve
got to provide terms whe.reby they will pay back the principal
and interest." If they could borrow the money to pay back. the

late· for Saturda,y aftei:noon and• has worked :f:::dtbfully. We
have had the best of ·good feeling; and while we might go .on. to •
an hour or an hour a.n,d, a half; ,ve can· not finish the bill thisafternoon. In yiew of:" the fact that the pr.e sent amendment is ·a
substitute. for· the· entire subseetion and. can be. pcinte~' in the
RECORD · so that 1UembeJ.•s can study it before voting on. it, I. move_
that the cemmittee· do. now rise.
The motion was agreed- to.
Aceordingly the committee.rose; and· Mr~ FosTER having taken
the chair as Speaker pro tempore, l\lr. HousTON, Chairman 00!_
the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union,
repoJ;t~dt that that· committee ha,d had under consideration the
bill H. R. 12776, the emergency power bill, and had come to no _
resolution thereon.
.
LEfA.VE OF aBSENCE.
Mr. THOMAS, by·unanimous consent, was given leave of absence
indefinitely, on account of important business.and making liberty:·
. ~~~E~5

.:
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EXTEN SIQ~ OF REMARI(S IN THE RECORD.
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Speaker, I was requested by the gentleman
from Kentucky [Mr. RousE] to ask unanimous consent that the
following letters be printed in the REcoRD, a letter by Mr.
Trimulty and one from W. J. COchran.
·
.,
· 1\Ir. WALSH. On what topic?
Y
Mr. SIMS. I have not rend the letters closely.
Mr. WALSH. I reserve the right to object.
ADJOURNMENT.
l\fr. WINGO. 1\lr. Speaker, I move that the House do now
adjom·n.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 4 o'clock and 23
minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until Monday, September
30, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials
were introduced and severally referred as follows :
By 1\lr. KRAUS: A bill (H. R. 13024) to amend the war-risk
insurance net; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By 1\lr. SMITH of Idaho: A bill (H. R. 13025) to provide for
the establishment of a sanatorium at Lava Hot Springs, Idaho,
fo r the treatment of persons in the military or naval forces of
the United States, or who may be discharged therefrom for disability, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Appropriations.
·
By Mr. CLARK of Florida: A bill (H. R. 13026) to authorize
the Secretary of the Treasm·y to provide hospital and sanatorium
facilities for discharged sick and disabled soldiers and sailors;
to the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds.
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Mr. BANKHEAD thereupon took the chair ns Pre iding Officer
and directed the Secretary to read the Journal of the proceedings of the prece(]ing session.
The Journal of the proceedings of Saturday last was read
and approved.
·
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.
A message from tlie House of Representatives, by G. F.
Turner, one of its clerks, announced that the House disagrees
to the amendment of . the Senate to the bill (II. R. 11231) to
regulate the hours of duty of the officers and members of the
fire department of the Disb.·ict of Columbia, asks a conference
with the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses
thereon, and had appointed 1\lr. JoH~soN of Kentucky, Mr.
CRossER, and Mr. CARY managers at the conference on the part
of the House.
The message also annotmced that the House ltad passed a
joint resolution (H. J. Res. 334) making appropriations for
certain necessary operations of the Government for the month
of October, 1918, nnd for other purposes, in which it requested
the concurrence of the Senate.
ENROLLED BILLS AND JOIXT RESOLUTION SIGXED.
The message further announced that the Speaker of the House
had signed the following enrolled bills and joint resolution,
and they were subsequently signed by the Vice President:
H. R. 11259. An act to provide further for the national se
curity and defense by encouraging the production, conserving
the supply, and controlling the distribution of those ores,
metals, and minerals which have formerly been largely imported, or of which thei·e is or may l>e an inadequate supply ;
H. R.12714. An act making appropriations for the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919;
and
·
H. J. Res. 333. Joint resolution to aitl in combating "Spanish
influenza " and other communicable diseases.
CALLL~G OF THE ROLL.
1\lr. GR02\""XA... Mr. President, I su"'ge t the ab ence of a
quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will call the
roll.
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators answere$1 to their names :
·
·
4

PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. McARTHUR: A bill (H. R. 13027) granting an increase of pension to Jessie P. Thompson; to the Committee on
Invalid Pensions.
By Mr: BLAND of Indiana: A bill (H. R. 13028) granting a
pension to 1\Iary Arthm· ; to the· Committee on Invalid Pension.
By 1\lr. COADY: A bill (H. R. 13029) for the relief of William
Dugent, alias William Brown; to the Committee on Military
Ashurst
Affairs.
PETITIONS, ETC.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid
on tlte Clerk's desk and referred as follows :
By 1\lr. LINTHICUM: Resolutions of a public meeting held
at Baltimore, 1\Id., asking for a constitutional amendment prohibiting polygamy; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By l\Ir. OSBORNE·: Petitions of l\1rs. Lena D.' Snyder and of
1\Irs. Lilly A. Kimmell, both of Los Angeles, Cal., for the enactment of legislation to effect war-time prohibition ; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
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Baird
Bankhead
Beckham
Benet
Brandegee
Colt
Culberson
Cummins
Curtis
Drew
Fernuld
Fletcher
France
Frelinghuysen
Gerry
Gronna

Guion
Hale
Hardwick
HC'nderson
Johnson, S.Dak.
Jones, N.Mex.
Jones, Wash.
Kellogg
Kendrick
Kirby
Knox
La Follette
Lenroot
Lewis
Lodge
McCumber
1\IcKellar

McLe::tn
McNary
Martin, Ky.
Martin, Ya.
Myers
Nelson
New
Norris
Overman
Penrose
Phl'lan
Poindexter
Pomerene
Reed
Shafroth
Sheppard
SWelds

Smith, Ariz.
Smith, Ga.
Rmitb, Md.
Smoot
Sterling
Thompson
Towusenlt
Trammell
Underwood
Vardaman
Wadsworth
Walsh
Watson
Weeks
Wiltlcy
William
Wolcott

Mr. Si\IITH of Georgia. I wish to announce that the Sena
tor from Oklahoma [l\1r. GoRE], the Senator from South Carolina [Mr. SMITH], and the Senator from Iowa [Mr. KENYON]
are engaged in a conference with the House Members over
House bill 11945.
· Mr. McNAllY. I desire to announce the unavoidable absence of my colleague [1\Ir. CHAMBERLAIN] on official business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Sb:ty:eight Senators have anwered. There is a quorum present.
ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE U~ITED STATE .
1\Ir. 1\IARTIN of Virginia. l\Ir. President, I was informed by
telepbone this morning that the President desires to address
the Senate at 1 o'clock p. m. to-day. In view of that telephone
message I send to the desk a resolution, for which I ask present consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretnry will read the
resolution.
The resolution was read, considered by unanimous consent,
and agreed to, as follows :
4
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The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
following prayer :
Almighty God, we seek Thee because we are seekers after the
truth. We have walked in holy fellowship with Thee in the
path of nature, and from life's minute beginning up at last
to man we have seen the mark of the divine power. We have
followed Thy providence in human history. We have seen from
that stream the tendency that makes for righteousness. 'Ve
believe t:J;lat Thou art leading on with all the forces of nature
and of nature's King and Priest. We pray that Thou wilt
guide us this day in the ilischarge of its duties, that in seeking
a nation's destiny and a nation's highest welfare we may seek
it hi harmony with the will of God. We ask for Christ's sake.
Amen.
NAMING A PRESIDING OFFICER.
Onlereil, That a committee of five Senators IJe appointed by the Pre·
' The Secretary (James 1\1.- Baker) read the following comsiding Officer to inform the President that tbe Senate will be pleased
·
ri:mnication:
to receive his communication at 1 o'clock p. m. on this date, and that
UNITED STATES SEXATE,

PRESIDENT rno TEMPORE,
Washington, D. 0., Septembet· 30, 1918.
To TUE SENATE: R~>ing tempol·arily absent from .the Senatl', I appoint
Ron. Jonx HoLus BANKHEAn. a Senator from the State of Alabama, to
perform the dutil'S of the Chair during my absence.
.

WILLAilD SAULSBURY,

Pre8ident pro tempot·e.

the same cc.mmittee receive him on his arrival at the Capitol and escort
him to the Senate Chamber.

The PRESIDING OFFICER appointed 1\!r. 1\lARTi:N of Virginia, Mr. LoDGE, l\fr. JoNES of New l\Iexico, Mr. OVERMAN,
and 1\Ir. PoiNDEXTER as the committee on the part of the
Senate.

\
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PETITIO~S AND MEMORIALS.
Mr. PENRO. E presented a resolution adopted by the Board
of Trade of Philadelphia, Pa., fa\oring the passage of H. R.
121W, creating a commission to inwstigate the problems of reconstruction, which was ordered to lie on the table.
Mr. MYERS presented a petition of the Rotary Club ~f. Butte,
Mont., praying for a Federal in\estigation o.f the cond1tlo~ in
the State of Wyoming affecting the productwn, transportation,
and marketing of peh·oleum product ·, especially gasoline, which
was referred t o the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
GIFT Fr.O::M TH E FRENCH 00"\'ERNMENT {S. DOC. NO, 286),
1\Ir S:M:ITTI of Arizona. I report from the Committee on
Print.ing the resolution which I send to the desk, authorizing
the printing of the proceedings in the Senate on the acceptance
of the vases from the French Government. I understand that
the French ambassador is desirous of obtaining copies of the
proceedings, and I ask unanimous consent for the present consideration of the resolution. The printing will cost only a few
dollars, and it provides that the proceedings be p~·inted as a
Senate docUlllent.
The resolution ( S. Res. 311) was read, considered by unanimous consent, and agreed to, as follows:

Resolved, That the proceedings in the Senate upon the acceptance of
the vases presented by the French Goveroment be printed ns a Senate
document, with illustrations.
DISTRICT FIRE DEPARTMENT.

The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate the action
of the Honse of Representatives disagreeing to the amendments
of the Senate to tlle bill (H. R. 11231) to r~gulate the hours of
duty of the officers and members of the fire department of the
District of Columbia, and requesting a con~erence with the Senate on the di agreeing votes of the two Houses thereon.
Mr. SMITH of Maryland. I mo\e that the Senate insist "Q.POn
its amendments and agree to the conference asked for by the
House, the conferees on the part of the Senate to be appointed
by the Chair.
The motion was agreed to ; and the Presiding Officer appointed
M:r. SA-cLsnURY, Mr. KING, and Mr. DILLINGHAM conferees on
the 1mrt of the Senate.
HOUSE JOIXT RESOLU TION REFERRED.
H. J. R es. 334. Joint resolution· making appropriations for
certain necessary operations of the Government for the month
of 0<'tober 1918, and for other purposes, was read twice by Hs
title and r~ferred to the Committee on Appropriations.
PERSOXAL

EXP~ANA'l'IOX-WOM~N

Sl..TFFRAGE.

Mr. BE~~T. 1\Ir. President, although I dislike to do so, I
ri e to a point of personal privilege.
On Saturday the Senator from Utah [1\Ir. SMooT] and the
Senator from Ke\ada [l\fr. PITTMAN] had some discussion as to
wllere I llad been listed on polls they had taken of the Senate.
I merely wish to say that tmtil I spoke in the Senate on Saturday no one here or anywhere else had any right to say where I
stood on suffrage or to list me on any poll. I had ne\er expre sed my position directly or by implication to anyone, and
I do not wish any uncertainty to exist on that point.
I would not have said anything about it except for the
Rtatement in tlle New York Times of yesterday that my "defection" from the suffrage ranks had caused constemation in
those ranks.
I wish now to repeat that if any man or woman put me on
any list as pro uffrage they had no authority fo1· so doing, and
until I stated my position here Saturday no one had any right
to put me on any list as being against the suffrage amendment,
because I had not expressed my conclusion to any . man or
woman.
WOM.!...."' S U F F RAGE.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The morning business is closed,
nnd the c·a lendar is in ort.ler under llule VIII, tllis being Calendar 1\fonday.
1\Ir. JONES of New 1\fexico. I ask unanimous consent that
tlle Senate proceed to the consit.leration of the unfinished busines~. House joint re olution 200.
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, re umed the consideration of the joint resolution (H. J.
Res. 200) propo ·ing an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States xtending the right of suffrage to women.
1\It'. JO~ES of Washington.
l\fr. President, I closetl my
speech in bellnlf of tlle ~E>Ie ct i\' e-draft act, as follows:
:Mt·. President, t here at·c tlll't>c primat·y steps this Nation sboo lU tnkeproml•tlY t o co m· it~cc om· enemi es of the futility of continuing this
terribl e R t ru ~;g l {' :
Fl.rl't. S(' l<'ct. clrUI . tmln r -: n'p. an(! n::a ke rracly at the Nlrli <'st pcssii.Ji e date .a u ar nty of a milli<: u m e n.

.. .
' ------ ·-

Second. Conserve our natural resources nnrl human power by destroying throughout the Nation the liquor traffic.
'l'hird. Stamp our professions of democracy with tbe seal of sin··
cerity by enfranchising the integrity, intelligence, purity, strength, and
lofty patriotism of our women.

. 'Ve will soon ha\e a million men and more on the battle line,
and the German armies are now going toward Berlin. The end
of the liquor traffic has been decreed, and before another year
rolls around the last saloon in the United States will be closed ,
forever. When the last vote is. cast on House joint resolution .
200 the Congress of ·the United States will have proclaimed to
the world that this shall be a real, genuine democracy.
I was not so hopeful of it last Saturday, but I feel that that
will be true in view of what I understand is going to take place
to-day.
If tl1is resolution fails now, it fails for lack of Democratic
\Otes. The Democratic campaign cry, "Stand by the President :
in the conduct of the war,'' will agaiu be proved by the record
to be a political slogan rather than a patriotic appeal. Again ·
will the record, made from the beginning of the war, show that
Republicans have ncted wholly as Americans, and given to the
President more whole-hearted and generous support in what he
deemed best for the prosecution of the war than the Demo- .
crats. This will continue till the war ends in a complete victory for our cause.
When Wyoming, in 1869, ga\e its women the right to vote, it
decreed the ultimate enfranchisement of all .women in this
Republic arid throughout the whole civilized world. This Nation can no more continue 'vith the women of one State enjoying
tlle highest boon of citizenship while the women of another
State are denied that right than the Nation could remain· half
sla\e and half free. Ancl so, with the passage of this resolution by the Congress will the men of the Nation have the
opportunity to declare as a part of the fundamental law of the
land that their mothers , wives, sisters, and sweethearts. who
ha\e ·helped build and fashion this Republic to be the sa vior to
the world ci\ilization and freedom, shall hereafter help to control,
direct, and govern its destinies.
·woman suffrage is coming because of its inherent justice.
You can no more stop it than you can reverse the decree of
Sinai. It rest'3 upon the eternal principles of right, ant.l, even
If we do defeat it now, it will be adopted before long. . 'l'he
objE>ctions to it need but to be stated to be refuted by reason
and experience. ·
How did man become possessed of the right of suffrage? Not
<•n account of his sex:, but by reason of his brute strength. If
\\"Oman had been the . tronge1· physical1y, no one will dare say
she would not have h:ul th<? right of suffrage from the beginning.
Some object and say it will bring women into politics. So
it will, but this
be well and good for politics. 'Vomen have
elevated and purified politics wherever they· have taken p~rt in
it. If men did not llave the right to vote, their probable influ·
ence on politics would be a forcible objection to granting them
that right. Not so as to women.
They say women will not vote. Neither do men. By enfranchising women we add \ery largely to those who do take an
interest in public affairs and thus make surer the -stability of
our democracy.
Some oppose woman suffrage, strangely enough, because of
woman's great influence now. I want her to have suffrage because her influence will be greater and more effective when she
has the power to enforce it.
Others oppose it because they do not think the polls a fit place
for women to be. That is a confession strongly against male
suffrage and shows the need of a reforming influence. The
effect. of the presence of women at the pol1s in every suffrage
State is a strong argument for suffrage. It not only shames the
bad in men, but it brings out the good, and has greatly improved
conditions.
Another objection is that women will be expected to discharge
all public duties now imposed upon men and that they can not
do it. Not so. Some men do one thing, some another. Some are
relieved ft·om certain duties and some are not. Some do whut
women ought to do. The right to vote will not carry with it the
dut-y to do all things any more with women than it does with
men.
l\Ien and women differ temperamentally, physically, and mentally, and therefore women should not vote, say some. Why?
They do differ, but this very difference is a powerful argument
for suffrage. Laws must deal with women as well as men, and .
bot h should have a part in making them. Womanly knowledge,
sympathy, intuition, and . experience are needed to solve the
nt·o01ems affecting men and women, and more so t.o-day than ever
befol'e. ·
·
· ·
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It will break up the_home, say others. It never has done it.
On the contrary, it strengthens home ties, brings a sweeter companionship, and <levelops a higher citizenship. .
Will it le sen man's respect or chivalry toward ·women? No.
If it did it would prove the man lacking fn that regard for the
duties of citizenship that each should have. It it has any effect
in this regard it increases man's respect and regard for those
who are sharing with him the duties of citizenship and doing
well their part for State and Nation.
It is now urged with much vehemence that " "oman suffrage
will greatly increase the ignorant vote of the country. If the
States do their duty it will not only not increase the ignorant vote
but it will greatly increase the intelligent vote. By the census
of 1910 there were about 22,000,000 educated women over 21
years of age and about 2,000,000 illiterate ones. Is not it a good
thing to add these 22,000,000 intelligent voters to the 24,000,000·
educated male voters if you want intelligence in passing upon
tlie great and complicated problems of modern civilization? It
seems so to me. The States can exclude by proper regulation
the ignorant woman as well as the ignorant man, and so, as a
matter of fact, the adoption of this amendment will almost
double our intelligence without adding to· eur ignorance at
all. Tlms it will add to the strength of that bulwark of a republic, an educated citizenship.
A man of great ability and high standing seriously contended
before the committee that woman's duty to bear children shouid·
, prevent us from giving her the right to vote. I: ca.ri. not grasp
the· force, logie, or justice of such a claim. On the contrary, it
appeals most strongly to me as an argument for granting her
this right. God, in His infinite wisdom, bas impo ed upon
woman the divine burden of going down into the valley of the
shadow of death to perpetuate the human race. That very fact
proves to me that no one can be more safely intrusted with the
welfare of the human race than woman.
Objection used to be made that it would be unfair for the
small States to force sueh an amendment upon the-lru·ge States.
That was a reflection on the Constitution itself, but it has no
force now since New York, the greatest State in the Union,
with its millions, has adopted woman suffrage.
Some . dare to say that the women are pro-German, and
therefore this resolution should be defeated. That is a com)Ilon
assertion now when one has no argument to offer and is nothing
less than a vile slander against the women of this country,
who, longing for peace, are freely and cheerfully giving theil·
sons, hu bands, and loved ones and insisting that they $all
fi"ht until a victorious peace shall bless the world. No more
helpful news can go to the German war lords than that the
United States Congress has refused to give the women of this
country a voice in governmental affairs, and no more discouraging news can be sent to the people of tho e countries who are
fighting with us for liberty and democratic government.
Some oppo e this resolution because the Socialists favor
woman suffrage. Such a course consistently followed would
defeat every progres ive and humane proposal advanced du:cin:;.
the last 20 years. What was denounced a socialism 22' years
ago is now the law of the land, and political pm:ties vie with
each ethei.: in seeking credit for ena-cting tile same.. Socialists
do favor it. Practically three-fourths of the Republican Senators. and Representatives faYor it. Over half the Democrats
favor it. All political parties and their candidates declared
for it. Why not make it unanimous? That might p:I:ove that it
is not a socialistic measure.
Some learned men who loudly proclaim their devotion to the
Constitution and our form of government urue most vehemently that this amendment should not be passed because it <foes
not go directly to the people. That is an insidious attack upon
our form of go•ernment and a serious reflection upon the Constitution itself. That Constitution adopted by the people tllemsel ves decree the method to be pursued in amending it. That
we are following. We believe in our Constitution; we adhere
to the principles of our O'reat democracy, and we are willing
to abide by the will of the people expressed in the duly constituted way. If three-fourths of the legisla-tures of the Union
do not ratify this amendment, we chee.r fully abide the· result.
The junior Senator from Georgia [Mr. HABnwrCK], whom I
admire for his courage and devotion to what he believes to be
riO'bt, says that he is apposed to thi-s resolution because he is a
DemQcrat, meaning, as he has often expressed it, an oldfashioned Democrat.
. The oLd-fashioned Democrat is a rara avis. He is hopelessly
J?ebind in the swift mutations of modern thought and world
events, and his objections .to the new order. of things are
beatin<r the aiJJ with words. .
: He a~~o opposes this r~solution, because he . believes. it will be
detrimental to the interests of his s~ction and make morf! diffi·
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cult the solution of the problems which will confront it after
the war is passed. Looking at it from his standpoint, as nearly
can, it seems to me that if 'ive add the education, intelli1 as I
gence, humanity, and refining infl.uences of the splendid won::;-en
of the South to that of the, men, these questions can and· will be
better and more easily· met. r have always believed that it is
wise to add to the aggregate wisdom of the people and that
by so doing we are able- to solve any problem that may confront
a democracy.
,
Some, admitting aU that can be urged on the merits of
1 woman suffrage, are- clinging to the shred
of the doctrine of
· State rights and propose to vote against this resolution. The
doctrine of State rights has become a mere convenience. It
is invoked when we do not want a thing and cast aside when
we do. There may be some excuse for invoking that doctrine
in construing the Con titution when we ru·e legi latinO' but
there is no such excuse when we are proposing amendrue~ts to
that Constitution. There is but one State right guaranteed by
the Constitution, and that is given by the clause " that no State,
without its consent, shall be deprived of its equal suffrage in
the Senate." In every other re pect the Constitution can. be
changed in the manner provided therein, and no State cnn
iustly complain of what three-fourths of the State legislatures
may decree. ·The anomalous condition brought about. by the
present situation is an overpowering argument fo:c n change.
, There is nothing sexual that would give suffrage to man and
not to woman in any State of the Union. There is no reason
wll.y women should vote in one State and not in another.
There is no just reason wby a woman in one State should have
the right to vote for all the officers of the Government, from
constable to President of the United States, and a woman of
equal intelligence in aoother can not vote for any. Why should
a woman lose her r1ght to vote- by crossing an imaginary line
or gain that right by doing so?
Those natural or physical qualifications over which the individual has no control should be dealt with by the national
sovereignty to insure just and uniform treatment. It is entirely proper for the States te determine for themselves residence requirements and educational and other such. qualifications for exercising the right to vote, but no State should have
the right to say that a citizen can not vote because be is a male
and another that she can not vote because she is a female.
This is not a. local question. It is one of national and supreme interest, and the Nation should control it.
We are not doing a thing that affects one- State in one way
and another in some other way. The ave1·nge woman in Missouri is the same as the ayerage woman in Washington, jus t as
the average man in one State is the same as the average man in
another State. There are no, pecul4J' conditions in any S tate
affecting sex.. It is the· same everywhere: Sexual qualification
for >oting is not a part of an inferior sovereignty. Not onl y is
tke Nation interested in it because o:f secill'ing just and equal
treatment of its citizens, but it i~ interested: in having the intelligence, humanity, and patriotism of all of its citiZens used in
meeting the complex questions that ~onfront us.
It is urged that woman can not fight in war, and so shou.Ill
not be allowed: to vote in peace~ That objection is met by what
they J1ave done in this war in which the battle line at home· is
as essential to victory as the battle line at the front. They have
won this war. The armed power of Germany could not have
been stayed except with the heroic efforts and sacrifices of tlie
women of Christendom; and it is but a feeble recognition of
such services to permit them to share in the duties and responsibilities of peace in the countries they have aved for
, humanity, liberty, and democracy from the despot i.·m of autoc•
racy. President Wilson is· eminently right when be says:
The services of women during tbls supreme cris is of the world's
history have been of the most signal usefulness and distinction. The
war could not have been fought without them, or its sacrifices endw·ei:l.

_Mr. President, times are changing. ~here is a new order of
. things. We must meet this in an up-to-date way. Woman
suffrage is not only a demand· that must be heeded, but it is a
vital need in this new order. . When this war closes, our Nation
will be confronted by the most serious and faT-reaching questions that it has ever faced. The real tes t of our institutions·
and principles of goverriment will come with the readjustment
tlllrt must follow. We will need all the intelligence, all the
humanity, and all the whole-hearteu patrioti m of our entii·e
citizenship to carry us through. The earnest, loyal, uni t ed
effort of our men and women will meet this crisis for the welfare of our people and the glory of our in titutions just ·as that
united effort is going to win this war. The great leaders ot
England know this need and admit it.
,.. As· I ·heard the able, wise, and patriotic junior Senator from
Massachusetts [l\Ir. WEF;Ks] speak so earnestly · and clearlr of
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the need of early preparation to meet after-the-war problems, I
could n{)t help but contrast his 'attitude with the great statesmen of England. He thinks we should not delay making ready
to meet these questions. I agree fully with him. He seems tQ
attach no importance to the aid of tlw patriotic women of the
country in solving these pr{)blems. He is going to vote against
even giving the States a chance to say whether, under the Constitution that we hold up as the corner stone of real democracy,
one-half of our citizen_ship shall have a direct part in working
out these matters of vital importance to our industries and the
Government itself. The women who furnish the fighters, as well
as doing their full part in this ·war, he does not seem to consider worthy to take a direct part in the ·work of peace. '£he
justice and reasonableness of such a position, I am sure, is clear
to him ; but it is wholly beyond me.
His able and learned colleague, who was most insistent that
this Nation send the women's boys to the blood-soaked battle
fields of Eur{)pe and who now declares upon all occasions that
those boys must keep on fighting and dying until German autocracy and power are utterly destroyed, is most strenuous in his
efforts to maintain autocracy over the best half of our citizenship. I am with him in his desire and effort to desh·oy German
power and autocracy, but, to my feeble mind, his attitude toward
our women is unwise, inconsistent, and wholly unjustifiable.
What a contrast is the position of the great men and leaders of
monarcflical England.
l\lr. Asquith' says:
'Vbat moves me still more is the problt>m of reconstruction after the
war. Questions whic-h will necessarily arise in regard to women's labor
an:l women's functions are questions in rt>gard to which I, for my part,
ft>el it impossible consistently with either justice or expediency to
withholu from womt:n the power and the right of making their voices
distinctly heard.

Lloyd-George, the premier of England, thus expresses his
views:
Women's work in the "ar has been a vital contribution to our succe ·s. It would have been impossible to produce that overwhelming
mass of ammunition at the Somme had it not been for the work of
women. Are you going to fiing them out without a voice in determining the new conditions ? It would be an outrage. That is why the
woman question hu~ become very largely a war question.

If English women-can help, ours can do more.

The Senator from South Carolina [Mr. BENET] says that he
would vote for this resolution if he could be shown that H is
nece ary to win the war. It is not necessary to win the war,
because the women are too patriotic to make it necessary. They
will not quit work, they ""ill not stop sacrificing, and they will
not cease sending their boys to fight for the country if their
wi hes are not granted. That the passage of this resolution will
help to win the war, that it will dishearten the enemy, that it
will strengthen our allies, that it will vindicate democracy and
giye a new impetus to democratic thought and aspiration is not
only the judgment of our women and many of our best and most
patriotic men, but of the President of the United States and
the Commander in Chief of our armies and navies, who ought
to kno\v and who does know better than anyone else what the
effect of our action on this resolution is likely to be. He says:
Much of the morale of this country and of the world will repose in
our sincere adherence to democratic principles, and the passage of the
sulfmge amendment at this time is an essential psychological element
in the conduct of the war for democracy. Our action on this amendment wlll have an important and immediate influence upon the whole
atmosphere and morale of the nations engaged in the "ar, and every
day I am coming to see how extremely important that side of the whole
thing is.

'Vhat better authority does the Senator from South Carolina
desire than that?
The ti'me is here, the hour has struck for us to allow our
people in the way provided by the Constitution to enfranchise
that great body of our citizens who are better fitt~d by intelligence, education, capacity, refinement, lofty motives, high aspirations, and native ability to discharge the duties of citizenship
in this great Nation than any other class upon whom tllis right
has ever been· besto\ved. The women of this country demand the
· right and power of the ballot. They are entitled to it, not as a
special privilege but as a well-eal'ned and well-deserved func. tion of citizenship.
The VICE PRESIDENT resumed the chair.
1\Ir. WALSH. Mr. President, the right of women to vote has
its justification in the -political axiom of Thomr.s Jefferson that
all governments derive their just powers from the consent of the
governed-a principle universally · acknowledged in America
and generally believed to be more or less in issue in the world
contest now going on.
Macaulay says in his great history thatNone of those Virginian patriots who vindicated their separation
from the British Empire by proclaiming it- to be a self-evident truth that
all men were endowed by the Creator with an Jnallenable right to liberty
would have had the smallest scruple about shooting any negro who had
lald claim to that Inalienable right.
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-Some other histOrian wiJ.l relate that for a century and halt
after it was proclaimed, the nation which gave to the world the
truism to which reference has been made continued to deny to
one-half its people-that is, its women-any voice in the government to which they were subject or in the laws to which they_
were obliged to yield obediP.nce--<!ontinued to deny them even
after their sex was enfranchised by the government against
which the principle was originally inYoked in vindication of
the revolt of the colonies through which our independence was _
attained.
The opponents of woman suffrage decline to follow the Jeffer·
sonian aphorism to its logical conclusion because of the dire
results- to society they conceive such a course will bring. None
of the evils they dread have manifested themselYes among the
people of \Vyoming, whose women have voted for almost a half
a century,. nor in Colorado, where woman suffrage has prevailed
for nearly a generation. For the greater part the considerations
upon which the antisuffragist justifies his attitude, when be
permits himself to reflect upon the subject at all, relate to matters of speculation either as to existing or future conditions.
Distinguished members of this body have asserted on the
floor, in substance, "The women of my State do not want to vote
and would not if given the opportunity." Such I understand
to be the purport of remarks heretofore made by the senior
Senator from Virginia and the senior Senator fi;om Georgia.
How has the fact been ascertained and upon what basis is the
prognostication made? Are the women of Virginia or of Georgia
essentially different from their sisters of California or Montana
or New York or Texas or Arkansas? Despite the many racial
strains in our blood we are a homogeneous people. The melting
pot has, in the main, done its work well. I speak of those removed from the. emigrant by at least one generation.
It is to be expected that in an environment and in an atmosphere permeated with the view that women giYe offense by
harboring the- natural desire to exercise the right that -marks
men as free, many women will exhibit an indifference and some
an antagonism to their own enfranchisement. As a rule, the
man who expresses the view that the women of his State do not
desire to vote sees in them only the reflection of his own convictions or prejudices and voices his hopes rather than his knowl·
edge. It is yet to be recorded that the women of any State in
which they enjoy the right to vote have, in numbers not wholly
negligible, urged that it be recalled. Moreover the prejudiced
mind is very likely to mistake indifference for opposition. 1\Iany
women betray an unconcern about public, and particularly about
partisan, political contests. 'Vhy should they be expected to
be deeply interested in affairs in the direction of 'vhich they are
forbidden to have any real or at least effective part? Set them
free and they will exhibit the same eagerness to play their part
in democratic government, and ut least the same mastery of
the problems with which they are called upon to deal, as men do.
It must not be forgotten that from the day the Republic was
established even unto this hour statesmen and publicists, journalists and orators, have been admonishing men not to neglect
to exercise t11e privilege of the ballot. Argument and expostula·
tion have both been exhausted in the endeavor to impress upon
men the high character of -the privilege they enjoy in the franchise and the solemn duty they owe to their country to exercise
it Notwithstanding the efforts of generations in this direction,
1t is doubtful if in the entire country 80 per cent of those duly
entitled to the ballot vote at final or 40 per cent at primary elec·
tions.
The obligation to register is one of which the voter stands
in constant need of reminding. The press at every recurring
election spurs the laggard voter with reiterated admonitions that
"if you do not register you can not vote." Importunate candidates for local offices hunt up the delinquent and see that he
observes the requisite formality. Campaign managers take up
the quest. Still the number who escape is always considerable
and in an" off: year," as shown by the election returns, is always
large. If half the effort that has been made to induce men to
V'ote were put forth to prevail upon women to overcome any indifference of which they may be guilty in that respect, it would
have dwindled into unnoticeable proportions.
Mr. President, no one is more conscious than I of the utter
futility of anything I may say in further discussion of this
measure, so far as the impending vote is concerned. I improve
the opportunity, accordingly, to say a word to the women -voters
of the country upon the more than usually imperative duty to
register for and to vote at the ensuing election. Under any
circumstances the privilege is inestimable in character. It you
study the institutions of a foreign country and learn that the
people thereof choose their own officers and, through representatives selected by them, make their own laws, you learn that Its
citizens are a free people. Freedom and the franchise are thus
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indissolubly -linked. It is by no means mere rhetoric to say
that in this country every Citizen is a sovereign. In voting he
declares his will as to what laws shall be enacted and who shall
be charged with the execution of them. His will~ so recorded,
within constitutional limits, a plurality of his fellow -Citizens
concurring, is equivalent to that of any sovereign in the .. ense
that all must yield to it.
But with the high privilege of the franchise goes the correlative duty to exercise it. If the entire electorate should express
itself freely at the polls, the vast multitude who have no private interests to subserve, who are concerned only in the enactment of wise and just laws and in an .honest and capable administration, as well as those who are looking for some special
profit to themselves from the result, practically all reasonable
doubt of the wisdom of their action would be removed. At least
the liability to error that may mean disaster must be increased
in proportion as the choice is surrendered to those whose -judgment is warped by selfish interests. If the ordinary citizen is
lax in the discharge of the all-important duty of voting, all
manner of evils creep into the State, for those who seek to turn
its machinery to their own profit will not fail to be on hand with
all whom they may be able to control or influence.
!l'he obligation on all who enjoy the privilege of the franchise to exercise it patriotically is especially imperative in this
hour. To the women of the country to whom the right of suffrage
has been extended I appeal particularly not to neglect the opportunity that is before you. Now, as never before, the countTy
stands in need of the highest order of ability in the halls of Congress; the ·wisest, mo t capable, and efficient men· procurable in
executive places; and, above all, men actuated by one common,
overruling purpose to labor unitedly to bring to a speedy and
triumphant close this awful war and thereafter to effect such
arrangements and conventions as shall assure the world against
a repetition of its horrors.
Every day affords additional evidence that the insidious
propaganda of the enemy is still being carried on in our midst.
You need no assurance that his agents will not fail to improve
the present opportunity to introduce confusion into om· councils
and thus to impede our progre s toward Berlin a.nd add to the
perils of our brave sons at the front. The traitors will all be
at the polls, the loyal women should not fail to be there as well.
In the fierce strife that characterizes party contests it is
quite conceivable that in many instances the votes of those of
faint hearts or weak heads, the easy victims of the artful and
practiced German propagandist and trouble maker, may decide
the election. Eliminate that possibility or reduce the chances
to the limit by being there yourself, and remember that unless
you register you can not Yote. You may not have been ardent
in the cau e of woman suffrage in your State, you may even have
been among tho e who believed for one reason or another that
the policy under which you have become an elector is an unwise
one. That is neither here no:· there now. An obligation has been
cast upon you which you can not -escape without being false to
your country. How you should vote it is not the purpose of this
addre s to point out. But the country is entitled to the best
judgment of each of its citizens, and al its citizens entitled,
und-er the law, to express themsevles at th polls, a to whether
the furt11er conduct of t11e war should be intrusted to those who
have thus far been charged primarily with the direction of it
and with tl1e enactment of the legislation nece ary to carTy it
on, or whether they should give place to others who profess to
be able to devi e and enact wiser laws for its conduct and to
provide more sagacious leadership for its direc~ion.
-The women of America have already written a glorious page
in the history of the a-reatest of wars that have vexed the world.
They, lika Cornelia, have given, and freely given, their jewels
t o their countr·y.
I was deeply touched while at my l1ome recently by the enthusiasm displayed by a r efined little woman in telling me of the
hazardous and responsible duties of her only on-scarcely more
than a boy-at the front, as recited by him in a letter she had
recently received. Pride in the part he was playing in the great
tt:age<ly,- in the event of which all that we hold dear is inYolved,
had submerged apparently e-ver y Yestige of apprehension concerning his fate.
,
It was at one time contended that women should not vote
becau e they can not bear arms, though they bear children. It
is now realized that wars can not be waged without the labors
and -sacrifices of those who · r<'main at home. Their contribution, though Jess dramatic and, be it freely said, less deserving
of either praise or gratitude, is neYerthele..,s indispen able.
·women have been foremost in eYery movement in this country
looking to the vigorous prosecution of the war. The slackers
have not been found among them. They will, with the same devotion, discharge the duty that now confronts them to vote and
to register that they may vote!
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ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

The VICE PRESIDENT. It being neaJ:ly the hour of 1 o'clock
and the President of the United States being in the Capitol of
the United States, the committee heretofore appointed will escort
the President to the Senate Chamber.
At 1 o'clock p. m. the President of t11e United States was
escorted by the committee to a seat on the right of the Vice
President, and the members of his Cabinet occupied the seats on
the floor provided for them.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Senators, the President of the
United States. [Prolonged applause.]
The President addressed the Senate as follows:
Mr. Vice President and gentlemen of the Senate, the unusual
circumstances of a world war in which we stand and are
judged in the view not only of our own people and of our own
consciences but also in view of all nations and peoples will, I
hope, justify in your thought, as it does in mine, the message
I have come to bring you. I regard the concurrence of the
Senate in the constitutional amendment proposing the exten..
slon of the suffrage to women as vitally essential to the suc·
cessful prosecution of the great war of humanity in which we
are engaged. I have come to urge upon you the consideratious
w·hich have led me to that conclusion. It is not only my privi·
lege, it is also my duty to appraise you of every circumstance
and element involved in this momentous struggle which seems
to me to affect its very processes and its outcome. It is my
duty to win the war and to ask you to remove every obstacle
that stands m the way of winning it.
I had assumed that the Senate would concur in the amend·
ment because no disputable principle is involved but only n
question of the method by which the suffrage is to be extem1ed
tQ women. There is and can be no party issue involved in it.
Both of our great national parties are pledged, explicitly,
pledged, to equality of suffrage for the women of the country.
Neitl1er party, therefore, it seems to me, can justify hesitation
as to the method of obtaining it, can rightfully hesitate to sub·
stitute federal initiative for state initiative, if the early adop·
tion of the measure is necessary to the successful prosecution
of the war and if the method of state action proposed in t he
party platforms of 1916 is impracticable within any reasonable
length of time, if practicable at all. And its adoption is, in my
judgment, clearly necessnry to the prosecution of the war and
the successful realization of the objects for which the war is
being fought.
That jud.:,I7J1lent I take the liberty of urging upon you with
solemn earnestness for reasons which I shall state very frankly
and which I shall hope will seem conclusive to you as they have
seemed to me.
This is a peoples' war and the peop1es' thinking constitutes
its atmosphere and morale, not the predilections of the drawing
rooni or the political considerations of the caucus. If we be
indeed democrats and wish to lead the world to democracy, we
can ask other peoples to accept in proof of our sincerity and
our ability to lead them whither they wish to be led nothing
less persuasive and convincing than our actions. Our professions will not suffice. Verification must be forthcoming when
verification is asked for. And in this case verification is a sked
for,-asked for in this particular matter. You afJk by whom'!
Not through diplomatic channels; not by Foreign Ministers.
Not by the intimations of parliaments. It is asked for by the .
anxious, expectant, suffering peoples with whom we are dealing and who are willing to put their destinies in some memmre
in our hands, if they are sure that we wisli the same things _
that they wish. I do not speak by conjecture. It is not alone
the voices of statesmen and of newspapers that reach me, and
the voices of foolish and intemperate agitators do not rench
me at all. Through many, many channels I have been made
aware what the plain, struggling, workaday folk are thinking
upon whom the chief t error and suffering of this tr·agic war
falls. They are looking to the great, powerful. famous Democ·
racy of the 'Vest to lead them to the new day for which theY.
have so long waited; and the~ think, in their logical simplicitYr.
that democracy means that women sball play their part in
affairs alongside men and upon an equal footing with them.
If we reject measures like this, in ignorance or defia nce of what
.a new age has brought forth, of what they have seen but we
have not, they ·wm cease to follow or to trust us. They have
seen their own governments accept this interpreta tion of democracy,-seen old govern,ments like Great Britain, which did
not profess to be democratic, promise read ily and as of course _
this justice to women, though they had before refused it, the
strange revelations of this war having made many things new:
and plain, to governments as well as to peoples.
Are we alone to refuse to learn the lesson? Are we alone to
ask and take the utmost that women can give,-service and sac~
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rifice of every kind,-and still say that we do not see what for the benefit of my own constituency v.rlry I belie~e the joint
title that gi\eS them to stand by our sides in the guidance of re olution sho11ld not be pa secl.
the affairs of their nation and ours'! · We have made partners of
There has been a 21.· at deal said in the pending {lebate as to
the women in this war; shall we admit them only to a partner- why women should be gi\~en the right to •ot . It lla been conship of sacrifice and suffering and toil and not to a partnership tended that women ha\e the character, the nrtue, and the inof privilege and of right? This war could not have been fought, telligence that should })lace them in governmental matters upon
either by the other nations engaged or by America, if it had not the arne plane as man. To tho e argument I have no an ·wer_
been for the services of the women,-serrices rendered in every to make. I recognize the intelligence of my helpmate in life antl
spbere,-not merely in the fields of effort in which we ha Ye been all other women. I -recognize their \11tue and their patriotism,
accustomed to see them work, but where\er men have wonted and it would be idle for any man to stand on the Senate 1lqor
and upon the very skirts and .edges -of the battle itself. We and combat this question from that standpoint.
shall not only be distrusted but shall deserve to be distrusted if
It is beca11se I belieye that th1s Go\ernment is the greatest
we do not enfTanchise them with the full-est possible enfranchise- democracy of the world, that for a hundred yeaTs and more it
ment, as it is now certain that the ~ther great free nations will has set the ,example of a true democracy to the people of the
enfranchise thei;Il. "'e cannot isolate our thought or our action world and pointed the way to the freedom of other nations; it
in such a matter from the thought of th-e rest of the world. We is because I belie\e it is tlrrottgh the power and the influence
must either conform or deliberately reject what they propose and the de tiny of this Nation that the peoples of the world will
and resign the leadership of liberal minds to others.
be led to a true democracy that I oppose the pas age of this joint
The women of America are too noble and too intelligent l re olntion.
nnd too devoted to be slackers whether you give or withhold
What does democracy mean? Does it mean the government
this thing that is mere justice; but I L.."llow the magic it will of the mob? Does it mean the unrestricted right of go\er-nment
work in their thou"hts and spirits if you give it them. I pro- without proce s of law and without limitation? There is no
po e it as I would propo e to admit soldiers to the suffrage, more cruel mast2r in the world, never has been n.nd never will
tl1e men fighting in the field for 01.1r liberties .and the libeT- b-e, than the mastership of an unrestricted and irresponsible rnaties of tl1e world, were they excluded. The tasks of the women jority. Tl1e true ba.sis of .a democratic government has -rested in
lie at the very heart of the war, and I know how much stronger this country for a century and a -quarter, and will continue to rest
that .heart will beat if you do this just thing and show our women as long n:s our -Government survives, on the intelligent response to
that you trust them as much as you in fact and of necessity de- the Government for the .interests of the people who are governed.
pend upon them.
It is idle to say that the people of the United States, the
Have I ·s aid that the passage of this amendment is a vit{llly great-e-st Govemment in the world, could establish a satisfactory,
necessary war measure, And do yon need further proof? Do you _ and a. free g-o"'ernment for the people of .Bulgaria, of France, or
stnnd in need of the trust of other peoples and of the trust of our of Ru sia. GoTernment is intended to carry out the will of the
women? Is that trust an .asset or is it not? I tell you _plainly, people, not the will of tl:le majority of t11e people of nil the world,
as commander-in-chief of our armies and of the gallant men becau e the people of aU the world in the aggregate mass have
Ln om· fleets, as the present spokesman of this people in our deal- not the same de ires, the same -virtue , the same nece sities;
tngs ·with the men and women throughout the world who -c.re now nna true government must in the last analysis reflect the needs,
our partners, ns the responsible bead of a great government the Desire..: and the wishe of the p-eople '-rho a:re immediately
w.hich stands and is questioned day by day as to its purposes, its go\"erned. I do not uppose for a 'minute that any statesman
principles, its hopes, whether they be .serviceable to men every- would propose a United States of the 'Vorld, :where the majority
where or only to itself, and who must himself a-nswer tllese ques- of the people of the world would contr-ol the destinies of the
tionings or be shamed, as the guide and director of forces caught 1ll.i.D.ority of the people of the ;o,vorld. Now, applying that printn the grip of war and by th-e same token in need of every mate- ciple to oui·selves, bringing the illustration nearer home, has the
1·ial and -spiritual resource this great nation possesses,-! tell time come in our great Republic when the destinie of our people
you plainly that this mea ure which I urge upon you js vital. to in tbelr personal Tights, in their home protection, sll.all be govthe winning-of the war and to the energies alike of preparatwn erned by a majority of the people of the United tates, or -shall
the people in the local communities continue to have an oppor.flllll of battle.
And not to the winning of the war only. IUs \!tal to the right tunity to -reflect tl1eir view , their wants, and their desires in.
solution of the great problems which we must settle, and settle :the individual gove-rnment -of which t-hey are an immediate part?
immediately, when the wnr is over. We shall need then a vision That is the is ue that is jn'esented te the Senate. It is not a
of affairs wl1ich is-theirs, and, as we have never needed them be- question of \Yhether a w&man sho-uld vete or wl1ether a man
toTe, the sympathy and insight .and cleat· moral instinct of the ·hould vote ; it is not a question -of whether a boy hould vote or
women of the worlu. The problems of that time will strike to the whether a soldier sho-uld ,·ote; it is the great fundamental .quesroots of many things that we ha,·e not hitherto questioned, -and I tion of free government, of democratic government, respondinri
for one believe that OUl' safety in those questioning days, as well to the wish of the governed.
as our comprehension of matters that touch society to the quick,
If that be true, if we ru·e t-o establi h the e principles in the
will dep~nd upon the direct and authoritative participation of interest of t11e people who a:r e governed, then in this great
wowen in our counsels. We shall need t~eir moral sense t? pre- R®ublic of our we can not abandon local elf-goYernment; we
sen·e what is right and fine and worthy ill our system <!f life as >Can not aban{}on the integrity of the State government, becau ·e
well as to discover just what it is that ought to be pm·ified and . when that i abandoned we then have outlying provinces, _police
reformed. Without their counsellings we shall be only half wise. districts that do not refleet tlH:> lmYs of the e-ountry but are
That is my case. This ls my am>eal; l\Iany_may deny its va- merely d part of the machinery for the enforcement of law. If
lillity, .if they cboos~, but '!lo one can ,!JI'Ush as1~e or answer ~ it he the case that we propese t-e continue to maintain t11e ··epa.a.r!ruments upon which it IS based. . The executive tasks o! thts rate go\ernments of the State in order that we may continue to
·w ar rest upon me. I ask that Y<;m lighten them and -pla.ce m my maintain the great principles of democracy for the peo-ple of
bands instr.u ments, spiritual instrum~nts, which 1 .do not now tho e overeign State , then I 'Say the Senate -should pause and
po ·es , which I sorely need, and which I have daily to apolo- consider before it Iaunche into the future this instrument that
gize fot· not be-ing able to employ. .[Applause.]
may be the final-overthrow of the \ery life and integrity -of these
'S tate governments.
Upon the couclu ion of the addres , at 1 o'clock and 15 minutes
If y-ou adopt this joint Tesoluti-on, its conclu&ion can not be
p. m., the Presldent of the United States, escorted by the ·com- reached during the period 'Of this war. No man would be ·o
mittee of the Senate an<l accompanied b_y t11e members of his bolo as to predict that at the best the ratification of this amendCabinet, 1·etired from the Chamber.
ment could oecar within the next three or four years, for every
man upon this floor knows that there are States in the Unioa
WOMAN SUFFRAGE.
that are as fundamentally opposed t-o the pending resolutl<m as
The Senate, n in Committee of the Whole, :re. urued the con- there are Sen-ators on the floor of the Senate who are fundasideration of the joint re olutiou (H. J. Res. 200) proposing an mentally opposed to it. The result of your action in submitting
amendment to .the Con titution of the United States extending the amendment can not bear :fruition unless this \var runs far
the right .of suffrage to women.
bey{)nd the period which the military men of .our Nation pr-ediet
l\Ir. ~""DERWOOD. Mr . .President, I hope that a vote may will be the termination of the wa·r.
be obtained on the pending resolution this afternoon and that
If it is essential and vital to the democracy of our land that
the trying and troublesome question which -confronts the Senate the integrity ·of these State govern~ent should be maintalnro
at this time mny be disposed of so that we may attend to other and preserved for ourselves an{} for our po terity, then, I ask
busjness. :Believing that .it is possible and probable that the you, Mr. Pres1dent, wl1at are tbe great principles 'Of government
Senate will vote during the day, I do not desire the joint l·eso- that must he 'Sustai·ned and :regarded in order that the political
lution to come to a vote without expressing to the Senate and fife of the 'States may 'be maintained?
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I take it that there are three fundamental principles on which
independent go>ernment re ts; there are three pillar of democracy that if any man destroys any one of them in the end he
will destroy the fabric and the life of the State. One is the
pov.·er to control the local police system of the State . By that
I do not mean merely the police officer ; I mean as well as the
police officer the police laws. By the police laws I do not m<>an
·merely those laws that relate to the good behavior of the citizens
of the States; that require men to be law-abiding and to remain
within the letter of good morals; but by the police laws of the
States I mean that system of laws by which the personal lifP
of the citizen is directed and by which the personal liberty of
the citizen is maintained. In my judgment, that can only be
done by the reflection of the will of a community that is in
touch with the desires and the necessities of the people of that
community. When you pass au amendment to our Federal
Constitution and give to the Federal Government powers that
were not gh~en in the beginning, powers that destroy the police
110wer of the State, you tear do\\'-n one of the pillars that sustains the temple of liberty.
.
There is another power tllat you can not surrender to the
Central Go>ernment without endangering the integrity of the
State government, and that is the power of local taxation.
That i · not invol>eu in the pending resolution, and yet it is
threatened under the Dome of the Capitol to-day. It has often
been said, and truly . aid, that the power to tax is the power to
destroy ; and when you place the power of taxation in reference to local affairs in the hands of the Central Government
then you place in the hands of the Central Government the power
to destroy the integrity of your local governments. To-day
there is pending in the Senate a bill proposing to tax the salaries
of State officers and to levy Federal taxation upon the securities
of a sovereign State. It is only a moderate uegree of taxation;
as has been sai<l, it is a no more burdensome tax than is being
laid upon Federal officers; but the Federal officer is a creature
of the Federal Government, and the Federal Government will
not de troy the Federal officer, because if it did so it would
destroy the Government itself. ·when, however, you tell me
that you can exercise the power of taxation to tax the salary
of the governor of my State to the same extent that you properly
tax my salary, then I tell you that if you can tax that salary
2 or 4 or 6 per cent, you can tax it 100 per cent, and make it
impossible for the governor of a State to serve his people -unless
he uoe so without compensation, and so on all down the line of
State officers.
When you say that you are prepared to surrender to the
Federal Government the right to tax the securitiPs of the State
governments for war purpose in order to create a vacuum that
Federal securities may have a larger market for sale, on the
urface a very proper motive-and I do not question the
patriotic sentiments of the men who propose it because it appears to be in the interP t of carrying on the war-you do something that the Federal Government has never done before.
When you recognize the right and the power of the Federa~
Government to levy a tax of 2 per cent · or 10 per cent on the
income derived from State securities you recognize the power
of the central Government to levy a tax of 100 per cent and destroy the opportunity of a State to finance itself; you de troy the
opportunity of the State to live; to continue to exist.
Already you have attacked, either directly or indirectly, two
of the pillars of democracy that have su tained this great Republic since the beginning, and the pending re olution would
destroy the third, becau e the third pillar of democracy means
this that no government can exist as a free government, a
ov~reign government, a government responsive to and repre. entative of the people governed unles that government within
it elf can control its own electorate. If you gave me the absolute power to fix the franchise in any State of the Union, I
coulu determine in the end who would be the officer , who would
control the government of that State. Suppo e I went to a
Northern State with tlle power to disfranchise all men save
those who had leanings and sentiments toward the Hun. I
could enforce in that way the election of tr~itors in the midst of
a loyal people. Suppose I bad the power to go to another State
and di franchise every man who could read and write. I could
be ure by that method of having men elected to office to conduct a government that would not reflect the will or the virtues
of an educated and intelligent people. Therefore, if you propose
to surrender to the Federal Government the power to controlthe franchi e in the States, in the end you will surrender to the
Federal Government the power to dictate the officers that shall
control the State; you will surrender to the Federal Government the power to reflect the will of a majority of the people of
the United States in the laws of that community and not the will
of the people of those States who must live under the laws .a nd
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be governed by them. No,v, which is democracy? Which is the
democracy that this Government wa organized to represent anu
to perpetuate-a democracy created by the will of ~ brutal majority, or a democracy that repre ents and reflects the will of
the local people who are governed by local laws?
That is the true issue involve(! in this question. It is no new.
issue with us. It is an issue older than the Federal Con titutiou. It is an issue that the greatest tatesmen of America 1
realized and made perfect anu possible when this Government
was founded. There is no more possibility of the people of Alabama reflecting the sentiment, the need , and the necessities of
the people of California than there is of the people of Bulgaria
reflecting the sentiment and needs anu necessities of the people
of Alabama. Why? Not because in either case there woulU be
a de ire to do injustice to the people, but because of lack of
knowledge, lack of contact, lack of representation. No man,
no matter how much intellect he possesses, can take wiser action
than is governed by the fact that are in his possession. .A.
Solomon himself could not properly legislate about subjects unknown to himself; and a legislative body that does not reflect the
knowledge, tlle sentiments, and the will of the people to be
governed can not give it an honest and a just anu a democratic
government.
I think I can ay \Yithout que tion that, although in IL'Y State
there is a- minority-in my judgment rather a small minoritythat favors tlle surrenuer to the Federal Government of the
power of the States to control the franchise, the great majority
of the people that I have the honor in part to represent desire
to continue to maintain the control anu exercise of the power
to control the suffrage in the bands of the sovereign States, for
_the reasons I have just stateu. That being the case, l do not
think that because of war and the necessities of war we should
be sw·ept off our feet in this grave emergency.
On all matters pertaining to the Federal Government, pertaining to our foreign relations, ·pertaining to the maintenance
of our armies in the field and the success of the great vital
issues that are confronting the country, I stand in favor of
ILaking the arm of the Feueral Government strong, powerful, and succes ful; but as to local affairs I know that after the
final victory, after the German armies have been driven from
the fielu and forced to agree to the peace that is required ·of
them by· our~elves and our allie , at the peace table the ~eat
principle of democracy for which our Government will stnn<.l
and maintain will be the right of local self-government, and
of people in certain areas, speaking certain languages, and of
certain races, as far as po sible having the pri>ilege of goV"
erning themselves about all matters that do not directly affect
their neighbor and their neighbor's rights. It is the only road
to democracy. It is the only thing that can in the end spell the
democracy of the world, and keep the final peace of the worlu.
That is the principle for which our Government stands, because it is a great deinocracy. '.rhat is the principle that Great
Britain and France will sustain at the final peace table. There
can be no dispute about that. Then 'vhy, in this hour, shoulu
we be desirous of urrendering one of i.he great principles that
govern local self-government-the right to control tlle local
franchise? ·
·
Men may say that I may be influenced in my juugment about
fuis matter, becau e thPre are two alien races in large numbers
living within my State. I am free to confess that it does influence my judgment, becau e I realize that the life of my Stat~
may some day in the futtu-e depend on it. You say that this
does not go to those questions; it is limited; it is only a single
step iri that direction. But . I ay, if it is a step in the wrong
direction, why take the step at all 'J What is the nee s ity of
taking the step?
·
The negro in Alabama is di franchi eu partially by law; but
there is no di tinction in the law of Alabama between a wllite
man' and a black man. The black man has an equal opportunity
to obtain the· franchise. It is true that by reason of educational
and property qualifications there are more white men who can
obtain the franchi e than there are black men who seek to <.lo
so and that tile rncial problem is olved in that respect; but the
ra~ial problem must be solved, and must continue to be solved,
as long a the two races live apart in their homes.
Mr. PHELAN. l\lr. President, Il!ay I ask the Senator a question?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (~fr. RoBINSON in the chair).
Does the Senator from .Alabama yield to the Senator from
California?
1\li·. UNDERWOOD. I do.
:Mr. PHELAN. . Do the colored ,...-omen of the South own wore
property than the color:ed men, or ha>e they better educational
accomplishments?
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Mr. m"DERWOOD. I can not answer the Senator's question, because I am not informed on the facts. I think tne probability is, though~ that so far as edu<;ational qualifications are
conce1·ned they are probably on a par. They have an equal
opportunity in the cho()ls, an equal chance for learning, and an
equal chance to make money; and many of them of both sexes
ha-ve a degree of education.. I thi~ however, you will :find
that where the family has earned money, the male member as
a rule keeps the money in hi name and not in the woman's name.
That is not true, I think, :>.s to the white people of. Alabama; for
I think you would find that at least half the prgperty of the
State-! mean the property belonging to individuals and not to
corporations-stands in the name of the women.
Mr. PHELAN. The white women?
Mr. UNDERWOOD. Yes.
Mr. PHELAN. 1\Ir. President, I am very much interested in
this race problem, and I am asking the questions in good faith.
If it is true that the bla£k men hold the property which belongs
to the community, th n there is no danger in admitting women to
suffrage.
1\fr. UNDERWOOD. Oh, there would be danget·.
1\.fr. PHEr..AN. They would not have the E}Ualifications.
1\lr. UNDERWOOD~ Of course, the Senator is begging the
que tioo. The Senator wauld buy . our votes with an assurance
that (!Onditions may remain as they are,. and have us abandon
til~ great fundamental principles of g{)vernment that men like
my. elf and the families to which we belong in the &>uth have
Jnaintained from the- beginning. I will say to the Senator that
our V(}tes are not for sale at any priee. We stand for these
principles because we believe that the integrity of our raee and
our Government and the protection of our women require it.
1\Ir. SHAFROTH Mr. Pre ident~'he- PRESIDING OFFICER.
Does the S.enatot~ from .Alabama yield to the Senator from CoWI'ado?
1\Ir. UNDERWOOD. I do.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Does not the Senator' argument relate to
nn objection to the enactment of any constitutional amendment
by the Federal Government?
1\Ir. UNDERWOOD. Oh, no ; not at all.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Would it apply to the ea of prO-hibition?
Mr. UNDERWOOD. So far a· that portion of the Federal
amendment i concerned that authorizes the creation of a police
power in the State to carry out the terms of prohibition it would
apply. Outside of that I do not think it would. But that
clause of the prohibition umentiment that sought to set up n
eparnte police power within the State clearly is in violation
of the term • (}f democratic government ::md local government.
lHr. SHA.FROTH. Is that applicable to the terms of the constitutional amendment that has pa ed the Senate and House
witlt relation to ~prohibition? _
1\lr. TINDERWOOD. I lm"\.-e ju tan ered the Senator.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Does it, in: the 'e:na:tor' · jul1gment, ext ml t<> the police power of the State?
l\I1·. UNDERWOOD. I have aid that I think it does, in so. far
as· it authorizes the creation of a new police force. I do not
care, though, to abandon my argument for the di cus ion of that
ort of a que"'tion: I have answereu: the Senator·'s question.
Of com·se it does not apply to every constitutional amendment,
becnu e ther~ may be amendments to the Constitution that
relate directly or in lirectly to the delegated powers of the
Felieral Go>ernment. The Federal Government was given the
power to create a Congress. In that .Congre..;s a Senate waH
pro-vided for. The original Constitution provided that the Members of the enate should be eLected by legislati-v-e •otes. That
wa · a Federal question-a question that concerned not the local
gov rnment but. tile Central Government-and it was no infringement of the sovereign :powet~ of the State ta provide that.
a enator hould be eleeted directly by the people of his coutitnency and not by n representative of them. The same is
true as to the amendment of the Federal Constitution relatin.g
to ::m income tax. Ail governments must have tlte power of·
tnxntion.,. and: that amendment merely bi'oadened the . power
th.., t hrul already been given to the Federal Government to levy
taxes to &u tain the Government.
Mr. President, I tlid not rise to take the time of the Senate
to-dny. As I said in tl1e beginning, I hope this is ·ue may be
brought to a vote. I hope the conilitions arising out of thi.s
is ue may be carried a\YUY from Wa hington for the balance of
the 'var. We have pre sing on us matters of far n:wre moment
than the pen<ling joint resolntio.n. There i but one way in
which the i sue can be settled aml taken away from Washington. That is to al'lo:w· tl)e Senate to expres. its opini-on on
tile pending joint re olution.

I have n~ desire to take snap judg~ent on the men who favot·
the joint re olution, or to insist on a \ote if their forces are not
fairly represented but I tmderstand they are. I would be
equally. opposed to ha1ing the j(}int resolution pre ·ented to the
S.enate by some one taking snap judgment on the opponents of
the joint resolution and trying to pass the joint resolution by
trickery rather than by force or intellect and votes. So far
as I kn0w, tile men who are prepared to Yote against the
joint resolution are here, or they are represented by nontran d'erable pairs. So far as I know, the men on the other
side, those in fa\or of the joint resolution, are here. If that is
the case, I think it is the part of wisdom to bring the matter to
a vote and dispose of the issue arid take our work back to the
great "War measures which require our attenti()n.
l\Ir. KIRBY. Mr. President, I regard the pending measure
as epochal. Change i.o:; the order of time. Change is n-ot always
improvement, but it nlways marks progress.
To-day we are met in solemn council to :pass upon a question
that has agitated the mind of the public for years and years past.
T<Pday it seems to me is the time to finally decide what the
Senate has. resolved to do. Let it be done here and now. The
question ~s been agitated, ihe forces are ready, the fight is on,
and to-da.y is tile time when it can be decided for or against, and
it ought to be done Let there: be responsibility fixed upon the
individual Member by hi · vote and let him be prai ed or blamed
in his community aceorcling as his people may feel about the
nece ·sity for the :f)assage O"f this great measure. Th time has
com~ when it must be di posed of. and it ought to be done wi-thout further. equivocation, without dodging, nncl without delay.
It seems so to- me.
.
I have not taken much tock in the argument that ha>e been
advanced about State' rights being interfered with, about local
self-government l)eing ob tructed, about the white race being
deprived of its supremacy in the South hereafter, or of the
danger of its integrity being impaired or destroyed if the joint
resolution sh(}uld be pas ed. There is no force or pm'rer in these
United States that ha contributed more to proteet the i.ntegrity
of the white race than the whlte women of the South. That
cun not be disputed. Everybody in the South knows that.
Everybody in the United State; gf America who will think is
bound to reach that conclusion. We have naught to fear along
that line, then.
\Vlly should we fear that the rights of the States. will be taken
away, that they will be abriGged. that the people in the expression of their news
thereafter be obstructed'? The Government of the United States is supreme over nll, is given the
power h-ere hy ns and by the consent o.f the State under our
own agreeme11t and Constitution, proceeding in accordance with
it, to prescribe ·tbat women shall be entitled to suffrage and to
the ex"rcise o:fi it upon equal terms with men. Why should we
fea1· to pass this re olution?
It is ai~ and has been aforetime and for all tin1e said, that
woman's place is the home~ that her influence houl<l be: exercised there. That is true; has always been true. It i true now.
Her influence has not only been exercised in the horne, but it
has been confined largely to the horne, and S(} it ·will be when
thi re ·olutlon is pa sed. T.he home will not be depriYed of her
influence. \Voman will not lose her influence, but it only shall
be extended, aml its beneficial effect felt throughout tbe United
States; in tll<c, States where it may be, perchance, her influence
or her tietermination Dr her conclusion or her rea oning is the
thing that will govern in remedying any undesirable conilition.
\V11y hould it not be so? I do not believe, as some of the
southern Senators here argue, while I impugn no man's honesty
or motive·, and account for theii· conclu ion and action on tho
ground that they ha>e not kept abreast with the progress of tll.e
time.
I am a son of the South and proud of the South, her histOTy
and tradition-<3; but I am not limited in love and admiration to
any particular part of this great counh~y of our . I am proud
of it all. We have been bound down there by com-ention; we
have been bound dowu by custom; we have been bound by habits
of our people, by onr environment; and some of us have not
been able to look beyond. That, I believe, is the trouble with
some here to-day. But it s-hould not be so.
Gentlemen of the Senate, I hav-e lived all myllfe in the South.
I suppose I was 21. yea"I·s old before I eYer saw a woman viding
horseback astrid-e, and l have not gotten used to it yet. We
usetl to think that ·ort of a practice would not do in the country
in which I li.ved, and the women were not pe-rmitted to. ride
that way. But afterwards I went out a little farther into the
country, a little farther out West, where the same sort of a cusdom did not obtain; where it was different, and the women rode
asu·iue, cross saddle, in the "'est and the North and the East;
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and it CUd seem to me, after I got to thinking about it, . that much desired and sought to the womE-n of the country? Will
it 'vas the right practice and the natural thing to do; but I baYe we cleny her "·hen it is asked, finally?
never yet been able to get entirely over that sort of a prejudice
I have uot rushed the Nation fnto this great war with as much
' ·hich was engendered in my mind in my early training.
11recipitancy as wa exercised by some of the lUembe.rs of the
It may be that some of us, just because of our training along Senate. I was c1iticized severally becau. e I did not believe in
particular line , are becoming fearful that the State rights are voting for the armed neutrality bill. That was at a time when
going to be abridged by the passage of this joint resolution. It the Nation was not at war. When I thought war could be
is not so with me. There has never been, in my opinion, any averted without loss of prestige or honot·. That was at a time
reason from an intellectual standpoint why woman should no~ when I believed the passage of the bill would put the Nation
be allowed to vote. She is, as a rule, as intelligent as the man into war. That was at a time when I understood the President
with whom she associates. As a rule, it is so. Then, from that had a1l the power there was, and he afterwards exercised it,
standpoint there can be no objection to her being allowed to to arm the ships, and I also belieYed that the arming of the
YOte alon:; with him.
ships would prove absolutely ineffectual, as it did, and I did not
Will any !l1an in the Senate dare say .that any woman in the intend to vote for it.
United States is not as much interested or more interested in
The measure nevel' came to a Yote. I was e\en accuseu of
the progress arid development and prosperity of the counh·y in being guilty of a filibuster again t it, which was not true. I
the future than any man can be? From a standpoint of intelli- spoke only 10 m1nutes against the proposition three days before
gence and fi'om a tandpoint of interest in the promotion of the the end of the session. I did not go into this war readily, but
country's welfare, there never has been any good reason why we are in the war; we must win the war; we will win the
women should not be allowed to vote.
war; and the President of the United States says this further
The only question that has disturbed the mind~ of some has agency wm help and ~mprove conditions; that he regards it as
been whether or not the extension of the franchi e to "·oman absolutely necessary; and he appeals to the Senate of the
would not be injurious to her as an institution. That is a thing. United States to-day to stand by and help to win by doing this
which has disturbed us. It bas L.~sturbed so~e of our people. particular thing. I appeal to you Senators who ba\e gone all
but we have observed the conditions yonder m the West. We the way in other matters at the President's suggestion and
have seen there where experience has proved, with women being rushed precipitately at times, it seemed to me, to stand up now
allowed the vote, that it not only has n~t been injurious to her and vote for the ·pas age of this re olutio·n and help to win the
as an institution, but her participation in the affairs of govern- war. It is necessary that it shall be done.
ment has proYed beneficial to the State in impi'oving the condiMr. S~HTH of South Carolina. 1\.Ir. Pre ident, I am addre stions where it has. been allowed. Then, why not ·let "?s learn ing myself to the question of woman suffrage, not from the
wisdom from experience? It seems to me that these thmgs can standpoint of whether women are qualified to vote or not but
not be disputed.
to the question of what means shoulu be employed in settling
The argument advanced by the distinguishe~ Senato~ from the question as to whether she should vote or not. The fundaAlabama [Mr. Ul\TDERWOOD] about the States berng depriYed of mental principle· upon which democracy rests i local selftheir rights, about the taxation of the alaries of the governors government, the power of self-determination. The Federal
and others I do not take much stock in. The taxes that are Government did not grant certain privileges and certain rights
laid here for the support of the Gowrnment and the prosecu- to the State but the e sovereio-n States united in their articles
tion of the war are laid upon the incomes of the. p~ople, :md of federation: created the Feder~l Go\er~ment and delegated to it
there is no reason 'vhy the go\ernor who makes his mcome by the po,ver to be soYereign in those principles which in their
being governor .of a State and drawin.g a salary should. not nature were interstate and, of course, dele(Tated to It questions
pay upon that mcome, as should the JUdges of the Supl erne involvin" international relations and re erved to themselves
~ourt of the U':lit~d States and all oth~r officials whose ..,alary the right and power to exerci e jurisdiction over all quesIS a part of then· mcome. Why should It not be so?.
tions which in their nature were es. entially intrastate or
As to the fear expressed that the Government havmg control local
in the determination of the qual.i fications of electors might interTh2 principle upon "·hich local determination, the governfere with elections and affect local affairs and conditions I uo ment and control of local affairs, depends is the suffrage; therenot care much for that argument.
f
It was said by one of the Senators that in the power gi\en to fore the sovereignty of a St;;.te depends upon the power o that
control the election and limit it to a pat:ticular class of electors State to control and determine its electorate--its suffrage. If
it might be possible to elect a traitor to the interests of the State an alien or outside soyereignty is given, either by consent or
and country under that condition. Aye, it might be so, but I force, the right to modify or qualify the suffrage within ansay to you here and now, in the pre ence of all, it will never be other sovereignty, the principle. of so\ereignty is yielded, bepo sible when this resolution is passed, as it ought to be, to elect cause the right to modify and amend is the right to eliminate or
a traitor in the State or Nation when the women are allowed to destroy. This proposed amendment propo es to modify and in a
vote. They do not take stock in traitot·s.
degree control the suffrage of a . overeigu State by another, and
Some of the Senators have said that they have no special · in its last section says that the Federal Government shall have
objection to this measure and personally would desire it, but the right to enforce this regulation, thereby declaring that the
they do ·not regard it as a war measure nor es ential to the Con titution of the United States shall recognize the Federal
promotion of the public welfare just now, anu therefore they Government as supreme and clothed with the authority by force
are going to withhold their support. That seems to be a ques- to control the voting prh-ileges of a sovereign State. Thi ·, then,
tion that we must determine to-day. 'Ve have had the spec- is the <lestruction of the whole matter; this is the elimination
tacle of the Commander in Chief of the Army of the United and ultimate surrender vf the e. sence, the heart of State rights.
States of America standing here in thi presence to-day and I do not contend that under the Constitution two-thirds of Consolemnly assming us what? Let us see. The President said: gre~s first r.cting and then three-fourths of the States ratifying
is not the con. tih1tional way of modifying our .Constitution,
I reo-ard the concurrence of the Senate in the constitutional amend- btlt I do contend that l·n so dOIJl' g l·t l·s violati,·e of evel...,.
prinmeut propo ing the extension cf the suffrage to women ns vitally
·J
essential to the successful · prosecution of the great war of humanity ciple of American democracy. 'Ve all know what constitutes
in which we are engaged. I have come to urge upon you the con- honesty in all ci\ilized nations; we may legalize dishonesty,
siderations which have led me to that conclusion. It is not only my
.
privilege, it is also my duty, to apprise you of every- circumstance and but when we do, it is vi latixe of the universal consc10usne s element involvf'd in this momentous struggle, whlcb seems to rue to of hone ty. In proportion !113 ·we legalize dishone ty it is deaffect its very proce sC's and its outcome. * • •
structiYe of the uni\ersal con ciou ne s of honesty .
...o\.nd furtherNo constitutional provision no majority vote, can obliterate
And its adoption is, in my judgment, clearly necessary to the prose- the fundamental fact that local elf-go\ernment is the bedrock
cution of the war and the successful realization of the objects for of democracy. lt has been iterated and reiterated during this
which the war is being fought.
war that one of the e sential principle for which the allie
That is the judgment of the Coll1lllander in Chief of the Army are contenQ.ing is that the weake t State in all the aggregate of
of the United States of America and the peerless leade~· of civilized nation shall have the right of self-government and selfthought of the nations of earth, and to our armies the world looks determination in :ts 1ocal affnirs and only insist that in tho e
for victory upon the battle fields of France. He regards it principles that 11ertain to international affairs shall any power
nece sary to the ucce ·sful prosecution and winning of the war, be held supreme to that State.
In the enactment of the fifteenth amendment this principle of
and l1e is the Coinmander in Chief. Shall we dispute, then, about
the e other thing here to-day if its pa age will hearten, cheer, local self-government was revoked and, of com:se, di aster folencourage, and iuspire him, upon whose shoulders the burden lowed; the result wns that being denied the right a a sovereign
of the mighty conflict rests, as well as bring this blessing so State for full and comp:ete self-determination the very civiliza-
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tion of c~rtain States · was jeopardized, their instit.uti~ns
threatened, in fact, for a time were destroyed, necessanly m;V'olving a violation of other principles in order to remove the
menace of so great an evil. It resulteu in what is know~ ~s th~
~'solid South," the effect of which was to ~eny us the pnnleges
of political freedom of thought and actwn, prog1·ess and. ue.v elopment politically, and unite us against a p~ra~om~t thr~at
always present, that of the destruction of every mstitutwn pa?Ifullr built up through all the years of human e!fort t~ real1ze
chilization · hence the wisdom of our forefather· m holdmg onto
this funda~ental principle and expressing it in the organic
law of this country is amply vindicated. The progress and dedevelopment of the South along all lines has been handicapped
ami retarded by the denial of this sacred principle in its sovereign capacity ..
The fact tb,at we -were solid is not because ·we chose to. be solid
or because there were not certain political principles that we
·would like to have espoused and fought for, but because there
was ever present the menace of a danger that absorbed and. overshadowed all these. The sanctity of our fireside, the pur1ty of
our womanhood those things were dearer to us than any possible commerci~l or financial or political principle. - Thnt · is
what has made the "solid South," and that is the question
to-day that differentiates one section of the country from another
section and makes it impossible for the Federal Government
to pas~ an act infringing upon State rights without doing inc·a lcnlable harm to a section of the country.
The conditions peculiar to that section of the South did not
exist in other States in the lJnion, hence the.r, not having the
unfortunate elements that the South had, were given a freedom
of action without jeopardy to their civiLization that was denied
us· it did them no harm nor did it do them any good; it did us
no' good but infinite harm; hence, being a citizen of a State
that bas seen the practical result of the violation of tllis funda:mental principle, I would be unfaithful to my duty if ! st~od
here and did not raise my \oice in protest against the nolatwn
of tllis principle of American democracy. It is true we submitted to the States the question of prohibition; that was ns
violative of the principle of democracy as this, but the condition existing in each State in reference to whisky wa uniform;
therefore. though it was violative of the principle of democracy,
whatever of good or evil might accrue from it would fall with
Like force upon each State. ·
I am not here arguing against the right of ,,·omen to vote. I
am opposing the methods by which they seek to obtain it. Each
State in the exercise of its sovereign right can determine that
question, and if the conditions in a given State are such as to
make the exercise of the function by women disastrous, whilst
in others it would be beneficial, I submit that the local governments of the States are best qualified to judge. What criticism -could lodge against this country as to its democracy if
we refuse as a Federal Government to attempt to usurp a principle which is distinctly the very fundamental principle of
democracy? 'Ve mnst · not forget thu t this is a federation of
sovereign States, and in the exercise by each of self-determination as to its intrastate affairs or local affairs it is exercising
the highest possible democratic privileges.
I for one shall never vote or gi\e to a foreign power, another
State, the right to modify, amend, or abridge the franchise and
suffrage in another State. Sovereignty is the power to conh·ol
the sovereign's affairs. Admitting the right of another sovereign
power to amend, modify, and force that modification yields forever the principle of sovereignty. This very proposed amendment carries in it the words that Congres shall have the right to
enforce this amendment, hence proclaiming State sovereignty
dead, declaring the Federal Government in all intra and inter
State affairs supreme, and we become at one stroke a Nation
without the so\ereign principles of local self-government.
l\Ir. President, we act as though we had forgotten that this is
not a NatioJl in the common acceptance of the term, but a combination of sovereign powers, each within its own domain as
sovereign as the Government that it by common consent erected.
.As to the part that the de\oted women of America are taking
in this war, I know I voice the sentiment of e>ery Senator on
this floor when I say that the mainspring that is carrying the
boys in khaki over -the top, hurling the fiendish Htm back upon
his own domain, is the picture of a de>oted mother, sister, or
sweetheart in the heart of hearts of the boys who are going over
the top. Women have regponded in the manner in which all the
past ages ha\~e qualified her to respond in her magnificent' rallying to ·the principles for which we stand. There is not a _woman
in all America worthy of the name of mother, which is infinitely
beyond that of \·oter, who has ~ot inspir~d her boy with the wry
LVI-D9!:!
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principles upon whic:h this Government rests-democracy, local
:self-goyernrnent, the right to determine what is best along the .
line which the progress of the State shall move. That is ·the
\Cry principle upon which the Revolution \\as projected, and
it is a principle which 'Yill never be yielded without the desh·uction of democracy. ·
·
THE RE\EXl.i'E,

lUr. IG\OX. 1\Ir. Pre<::ident, the ob:;crvations which I intend
to make have, in my judgment, a very direct and immediate
effect upon the winning of this war. They ha>e to do with the
raising of the necessary revenue for the winning of the war,
and specifically to see if a method can not be pointed out through
which a large mass of wealth that has heretofore escaped war
taxation can not be constitutionally reached and should not be
reached.
There are in the United States about 1,000,000 persons holding office under the States whose salaries aggregate approximately one and one-half billion dollars. There are now outstanding somewhere near $5,000,000,000 of bonds of the different
States and their political subdivisions. Up to this time these
salaries and the income from these securities have not sustained
any part of the common burden of war taxation. The pending
revenue bill, however, as it has passed the House of Represent:ati>e , subjects State salaries to tax as well as tlie income upon
State bonds issued after thf' final approYal of the measure. The
present outstanding $5,000,00ll,OOO of s~curities it is not proposed
to tax.
Out <;>f this situation two propositions for the Senate's decision
emerge. one of law, one 'of policy, namely, has Congress power
to impose these taxes; and if so, should the income from the outstanding five billions of wealth be included in the scheme of
taxation we have under consideration?
The latter proposition may at this point be dismi ed w~th the
observation that the exigencies of the present situation are so
grave that if Congres can constltutiona1ly impo e the tax it
should do so.
The legal question, 1\Ir. President, is a large and vastly imrortunt one. and the very ,general doubt expressed by the friends
of such taxation in the House of Representatives nn(l elsewhere
a~ to the constitutional power of Congress to enact the measure
in its presen-t form impelled me to give the question consideration and to submit some suggeRtions aml views concerning it in
advance of n report upon _thf' bil1, with the hone that they may
be useful i.n stimulating such full and thoughtful consideration
as will aid the Senate in reaching a sound conclusion.
So far as the Constitution is concerned, the court has freQuently declared thnt in terms it neither grants not· withhollls
the power to tax income on State securities. So far as the court
is concerned it is my \iew that it has never dechled the question
nor the principle in>olved adverF:ely to t.he exerci e of the power
in such circumstances as those in which the que tion is raised
l1ere and now.
I wi. h to clear the way for the presentation of n hrief argument in ~upport of the power of Congress to tnx State ~ala!·ies
and the income from State bond~ when neces~ary for the common defense in "·ar by this arlmission.
I admit it has been .time and again held hy the court that the
right to tnx Rtates and their in~trumPntalitie~ <loe. not exist in
the FP(lernl Government nnd that salnries ·of State officials ~nd
intere.~t on R.tnte securities m·f' within the protection of the
princinle~ sunporting these decisions.
To tho~e who wish to make a careful examination of the onnosite view. the one tllat I am about to nresPnt. I recommentl the
f'xtraorrlinnl'ily able argunwnt n:iade hy thf' Ron. WTT.T.TAl\I E.
RoRAH. of Irlaho. in the Senate on the 1oth <ln.v of Ff'hl'H<ll':\-,
1910. _T hnt nrrrument wns arldre~~f'd nt thnt time nnrtl('uhn·ly
to the p1·ono~ition that the ~ixtP?nth anwndrnf'nt fli(l not affect
the ouP~tion. ani! for m:n:elf I think the Senat~w from Idaho ('on ..
cln~i,elv rnnintninNl thnt 11roposition. I n. k that the ncldress
of 1\fr. RonAH hP nrintM n,-:: a n~rt of my rem::t.rks.
'.rhe PRF.SiniNf:. OFFICER. 'Vithout objection, leave vrlll
be ~rranteil. The Ohnir hears none.
The address referred to is as fo11ows:
lKCOJ\IE TAX.

U'peeclt of Ilon. Wrr.r.r..ur Fl RoRAll. of IllHho. in the Senate of tho
United States, Feb. 10, 1910.]

":i\lr. BoRAH. 1\Jr. President, a ·few weeks ago one of om•
most distinguished and _justly celebrated of pul>lic men, Go,-.
·Hughes, of New York, sent a message to the K~w York Legisla:ture recommending against the ratification of the proposed
amendment to the Constitution pro>iding for levying an income
tax ''itlwut apportionment. It has been as:">umecl by the pul>lic
·press, since the message Of tile governor, that it WOUlU l>e llU•
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. . possible, in view ' of his declaration, to secure' the enactment 'of
the amendment. So :firm a hold has the governor of New York
upon the public mind and so high is the· esteem in which ·he is
held as a lawyer that it was regarded as in a nature conclusive
against the amendment. After some considerable consideration
-of the matter it occurs to me ·that there are at least two sides
to the controversy, and, in my own opinion, the grounds stated
for the rejection are not such as should prevail against the
amendment. The go>ernor stated in his message as follows :
" I am in favor of conferring upon the F ederal Government the power
to lay and collect an income tax without apportionment among the
States according to popula t ion • • •. But the power to tax incomes should not be granted in su ch terms as to subject to F ederal taxation the incomes derived from bonds issued by the State itself or those
issued by municipal governments or~anlzed under the ~tate's authority • • •. You are called upon to deal with a specific proposal to
amend the Constitution • • *. This proposal is that the Federal
Government shall ha ve the power t o lay and collect taxes on incomes
• from whatever source derived.'
·
" The contention of the governm· being that if this proposed

amendment should be adopted it would confer upon the Government the power to levy an income tax upon ineomes f1erived from State and municipal bonds; and it would follow,
although he does not so state, as a matter of logic and a matter
of law, that· it would confer the power to levy an income tax
upon the salaries of State officers, executive, 'judicial, and legislative. In other words, the position of the governor is that it
would confer upon the National Government the power to tax
the instrumentalities and means of State government, and for
that reason he opposes it.
"It is curious to -observe, 1\Ir. President, that this is precisely
the same objection that was urged to the- language contained in
,the taxing power of the National Constitution at the time of its
submission to the thirteen States for ratification. It was contended upon the part of those who opposed its adoption that
the language of the National Constitution was such as to enable the National Government to impose a tax upon the instrumentalities and means of State governments, to thereby embarrass the State Governments, and in the end to practically
destroy them ·as independent and separate sovereignties. The
argument was based in those days upon the plenary power
which was given to the National Government to tax, it being
contended that the language conveye_d power to tax all property of whatever kind or from whatever source derive4, and
that this would give the power to tax the instrumentalities and
means of the State.
" When 1\Ir. ·Hamilton came to answe-r that argument in his
Federalist articles he did not recede from the proposition that
full power had been given to the Federal Government to tax.
He stated that the power of the Federal Government to tax was
without limit, unqualified, plenary, and that it should be so;
that it was intended to be so; and that that was the only reasonable construction which could be placed upon it. He gave his
reasons in the following statement, quoting from the thirty-first
numbe-r of the Federalist:
·
· "A government ought to contain in itself every power requisite to
the full Rccomplishment of the objeds committed to its care and to
the complete execution of the trusts for which it is responsible; free
from er.ery other control but a regard t o the public good and to the
Se.Il'Re of the people.
·
·
"As the duties of superintt>nding the national defense and of securing
the public J?eace against foreign or domestic violence involve a provision
for casualties a nd dangers to which no possible limits can be assign~>d,
the power of making that provision ought to know no other bounds
than the exigencies of the Nation and the resources of tbe community.
~ "As r evenue is tbe essential engine by which thE' means of answering
the national exigencies must be procured, the power of procuring that
article in i-ts full extent must necessarily be comprehended in that' of
providin~ for those exigen('jes.
"As theory and {lractire conspire to prove that the power of procuring
re>enue is unava iling whE'n exPrcised over the State~ ln their collective
capacities. the Federal Government must of nece sity be invested with
an unqualified power of taxation in tbe ordinary modes.

" I am not going to assume that the eteect of this tax would be
any other than that whi_ch Gov. Hughes suggests. For the
purpose of the remarks I propose to make to-day I shall assume
that it would have the effect for which it is contended without
discussing that question.
" The amendment which has been submitted reads as follows:
" Congress shall have power to lay and· collect taxes on inromes from
'whatever source derived without appoctlonment among the several
States and without regard to any census or enumeration.

· " The words upon which the governor lays stress are ' from
.whatever source derived.' he· helieving them to include incomes
from the sources I have suggested.
"I submit for the consideration of the Senate, first, that this
amendment, if adopted, will add nothing to the power of the
National Government to lay and collect taxes in the way of
power; that the power of the National Government at the
present time, as I have said, is full, complete, unlimited, and
unfettered, saV:e as to e;ports 'f~om the States, which bas
nothing to do with ·the argument here,
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" It is true that there are two · rules with reference to the
manner in which the Congress shall exercise t)le power-that ot
uniformity and that of apportionment~but ·as to the power
itself, putting a ide for the moment the manner of its eX.ercise,
I submit that the power is at the present time vested in Congress without any limitation; unfettered in every sense of the
term. ·
·
"Secondly, I invite the attention of the Senate to the proposi·
tion that the words' from whatever source derived' add nothing
to the force or strength of the amendment itself. When the Constitution says that the Congress shall have power to lay and
collect taxes, it conveys all the power that it would convey if
it said 'shall have power to lay and collect taxes upon property
.f rom whatever source derived.' If we should have said in this
amendment that Congress shall have power to lay and collect
taxes upon incomes without apportionment, it would necessarily,
in constitutional parlance, include all incomes of whatever na·
ture or from whatever source derived.
·
"I reason from this basis: We find in the Constitution at the
present time this power that Congress shall have power to lay
and collect taxes, and the court has held that it includeg taxes
upon all·kinds of property and from whatever source it way be
derived. Therefore the adding of the words 'from whatever
source derived ' does not amplify the power conferred .or mal{e
it mean any other than it would mean if the words had been
entirely omitted from tl,le amendment.
" Third, the amendment did not deal, does not purport to deal,
and was not intended to deal- with the question of power- It
intended to deal, and does deal, alone with the manner of exercising that power which is already complete, that which is
already without any limit. The- sole obstacle to be removed by
those who sought to change the Constitution wa~ that of nppor·
tionment. No one has ever contended that it waa not within
the power of Congress to lay a tax upon income . That power
has belonged to Congress from its organization, under the
original taxing power of Congress. Whether apportioned or unapportioned was a rna tter of discussion, and concerning which
courts and lawyers differed; but the power to impose an income
tax upon all property, 'from whate,er source derived,' was
never doubted, so far as I know, by either court or lawyers in
this country.
"As a basis,. therefore, of my argaxnent to-clay, I desire to
show that the power of Congress to tax is at the pre ent time
unlimited, and has been so construed; that, so far as expre s
provisions of the Constitution are concerned, there is no rea on
why we could not impose a tax upon State bonds and municipal
bonds or upon the salaries of State officers at the presept time.
If the governor were asked why we do not impo e a tax upon
State bonds at the present time, to what provision of the Con·
stitution would he direct our attention? If the governor were
asked what limitation is there upon the taxing power of Congress, to what provision of the Constitution or language therein
would he direct our attention?
" If the governor were asked upon what principle the Supreme
Court has held that you can not tax the instrumentalities of
the State, to what principle would he direct our attention? It
he were asked what change is being made by this amendment
in that principle upon which the court ·has held that you can not
tax the income from State bonds, what ~ange could he possiblY.
suggest?
"In other words, 1\Ir. President, the principles,upon which the
Supreme Court has held that notwithstanding the completeness
of the taxing power now 1n Congress you can not tax the in·
strumentalities of a State are principles which are embedded
in, interwoven with, and a part of the tex~re of the whole instrument, are in no sense changed by thJS amendment, nor
-could they be by any words which are contained in it.
" The Supreme Court of the United States, in Pacific Co. v.
Soule (7 Wall., p. 433), said:
"The taxing power is given in the most comprehensive terms. The
only limitations tmposed arP that direct taxE'S, tnclucUng · the capitation
tax, shaH be apportion ed ; tbat duties, impo ts, and excisPS shall be
uniform, and no duty sbaU be- imposed upon articles exported frt>m any
State. With these exceptions~

" That is, uniformity and apportionment and exports from
States.. the exercise of the power is in all respects unfettered .
~· It will be conceded that the question of exports is not involved in this controversy, and can not be. Then, if we apportion an income tax at this time, under what prohjbition or limitation of the Constitution are we inhibited from laying it upon
State bonds? I. ask that question so as to ui close more fully
as I pr-oceed that the reasoning is ba~ed upon principle w~kh
are not affected by this amendment, .and which can not possibly
be so, because of the language employed·.

•
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Again the Supreme Court said in Veazie
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v. Fenno ( 8 Wall.) :

" In the first place, it 'w as aumitted by the Chief Justice that
there was no provision of the Constitution which controlled
the subject matter. It was stated by the Chi~f Justice that
there was neither any limitation nor grant of power which prevented the States from taxing the instrumentalities of the
National Government, and he stated in his decision that, therefore, the taxing power of the National Government being complete, the inhibition had to be found somewhere other than that
· " In Mr. Pomeroy's work on the Constitution ( -rol. 1, p. 188), of
the taxing clause itself. He said, in McCulloch t'. Maryland
he says:
(4Wheat.):
r

"

"Nothing is clearer !rom the discussions In the convention and the
discussions which preceded final ratification by the necessary number
of States than the purpose to give this power-to levy taxes-to Congress as to the taxation of everything except exports in its fullest
extent. • • • l\Iore comprehensive words could not have been used .
.• • • The words used certainly describe the whole power, and it
was the intention of the convention that the whole power should be
conferred.

"Because the Nation is thus paramount its taxing power is supreme;
1t may be ·applied to all subjects ; it may be exerted upon all Individuals,
nod upon every species of property.

"That is the announcement by a constitutional -writer of the
principle which has been embedded in the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States from the time the great Chief
Justice Marshall first took hold of the taxing clause and construed it. Yea, more, it has been a part and parcel of the accepted jurisprudence of this country since Alexander Hamilton
interpreted the Constitution in the articles known as the 'Federalist.'
· "I ask, if to-day under the present taxing clause of the Constitution we can tax all property of whatever species, from whatever source deriveu, what inhibition is there against our taxing
every State bond of the State of New York, and the municipal
bonds of New York, ut the present time, so fur as the provision
of the Constitution is concerned? Certainly no one -will contend that the present taxing clause is not full enough to cover
all property, of whatever kind and from whatever source derived. It has always been so construed. If it were to -be construed alone, it would undoubtedly be sufficient to enable us to
tax State bonds. But it can not be construed standing alone;
neither could this amendment. The rules of construction which
control this present unlimited taxing clause would control in
the same way anu for precisely the same reasons the proposed
amendment.
"In the late case of Nichol t. Ames (173 U. S., p. 515), the
Supreme Court said:
"It (Congress) bas power from that instrument (the Constitution) to
lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises in order to pay the
debts and provide for the common defense nod general welfare, and the
only constitutional rl'straint upon the power is that all duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout the United States, and
that no capitation or other direct tax shall be laid unless in proportion
to the census or enumeration directed to be taken, and no tax or duty
can be laid on articles exported from any State. Thus guarded, the
whole power of taxation rests with Congress.

"Again, in Bank v. Billings (4 Peters, p. 514), Chief Justice
Marshall said:
"The powl'r of legislation and, consequently, of taxation operates on
nll persons and property belonging to the body politic.

"1\Ir. Hamilton, in his Report on Manufactures, said:
"The National Legislature bas express authority to lay and collect
taxes, duties, imposts, and excises ; to pay the debts and provide f-or the
common defense and general welfare, with no other qualifications than
that all duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout the
United States; that no capitation or other direct tax shall be laid
unless in proportion to numbers ascertained by a census or enumeration
taken on the principle prescribed in the Constitution ; and that no tax
or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any State. These three
qualifications excepted, the powl'r to raise money is plenary and indefinitE'.

"Thus the whole power of taxation rests with Congress. When
you exclude exports from States and conform to the rule of
uniformity and of apportionment, there is no limitation upon
the taxing power of the National Government as it exists at the
present time. I submit that it would be difficult to find language which would convey more than the full and complete
power which is now conferred by the Constitution.
"I say, therefore, that already Congress is gh·en absolute
power; and if the reasoning of the distinguished governor were
correct, the language being full and complete, conveying all
power, we could tax State bonds and municipal securities and
State salaries at the present time.
" But there is another controlling reason why we can not do so,
which reason is omitted in the message &nd which is not affected
by this amendment in any manner. The first time the question
arose as to power of one sovereignty to tax the means or instrumentalities of another sovereignty was in the case of 1.\IcCulloch v. Maryland. In that case, as all lawyers well remember,
there was an attempt on the part of the State of Mariland to
tax the stock of the United States Bank. The United States
· Bank having been organized as an instrumentality of the National Government to carry out certain functions of granted
power, it was held that it was not a taxable article. In that
case Chief Justice Marshall considered this question and ga¥e us
the basis upon which has been built the entire structure of law
which prevents one nationality from taxing the inst1rnmentaliti-es
and means of nnQther1

"Thet·e is no express provision (of the Constitution) for the case, but
the claim-

" That is, the exemption from taxation" has been sustained on a principle which so entirely pervadE's the Constitution, is so intermixed with the materials which compose it, so
interwoven with its web, so blended with its texture as to be Incapable
of being separated from it without rending it into shreds.

" Upon what principle, stated a little more fully, but ne-rer
more comprehensively, did the Chief Justice argue that you
could not tax the instrumentalities of Government? Upon the
theory that the Constitution as a whole created two separate
and distinct sovereignties independent of each other in their specific and reserved powers, and that however full the grant of
power of · taxation might be in the Constitution, there must
always be subtracted froni that power the right of the different
sovereignties to perform their functions as such. In other words,
said the Chief .Justice, to construe it otherwise would be to rend
the whole fabric into shreds.
"It was not, therefore, because of the fact that the taxing
clause of the Constitution had any limitations either express
or implied in its language, it was not because the language
failed to convey all the power of the National Government to
tax, but because of the universal rule that every component
part of the Constitution must be construed in the light of every
other part of it; and that it all must be construed as a whole
in the light of the designs and purposes and objects to be accomplished when the insh·ument was written. Those designs and
purposes were to create a national government in its own sphere,
independent and separate and distinct from the State governments, and to create the State sovereignties, which in their
reserved powers are sepat-a te, distinct, and inuependent of the
National Government.
" There is one thing that we overJook in arguing this question, and it seems to me to be the ¥ice of the distinguished governor's argument. It is that the State governments, in their
separate and independent sovereignties, in their reser¥eu powers, are just as much beyond the jurisdiction and control of the
National Government as the National Government in its sovereignty is beyond the control and jurisdiction of the State
governments.
"In a later case, in Railroad Co. t\ ' Peniston (18 Wallace, p.
31), the Supreme Court said:
·
"The States are, and they must ever be, coexistent with the National
Government. Neither may destroy the other. Hence the Federal Constitution must receive a practical construction. Its limitations and its
implied prohibitions must not be extended so far as to destroy the necessary powers of the State or prevent their efficient exercise.

"Again, the

327) said:

cou~·t

in United States v. Ry. Co. (17 Wallace, p.

own

" The right of the States to administer their
affairs, through
their legislative, executive, and judicial deputments, in their own manner, through their own agencies, is conceded by the uniform decision:t
of this court and by the practice of the Federal Govtrnment from its
organization. This carries with it ::m exemption of those agencies and
instruments from the taxing power of the Federal Government.
·

"I call attention also to the following citations and authorities, all bearing out the same line of reasoning :
·
"The taxing power of the United States -is subject to an implied restraint arising from the existence or the powers In the State which aro
obviously intended to be beyond the control of the General Government.
(Hare on the Constitution, voL 1, p. 265.)
"This clause with referl'nce to taxation is without any express restriction except that already referred to and exJ!lained-uniformity and
apportionment and exports in the State. Despite this, it has been decided that the United States can not tax the salary of a State officer
or a State municipal corporation or process of State courts or a railroad owned by a State. This decision rests upon the strong ground
that the power of Congress-even under this full ~rant as containl'd
in the language of the Constitution-to pass a tax law is restricted to
a law which is necessary and proper to carry its taxing power into
effect, and as taxation of a State franchise by the Federal Government
is an Infringement upon the reserve power and autonomy of the State,
and as the power to tax without limitation is the power to destroy,
execution by the United States of a power w~ch mvolves the total
destruction of State functions was not only not proper, but radically
improper. (Tucker.) .

"The revenue act of -1898 (United States v. Owen, 100 Fed.
Rep., 70) provided that a stamp t.ax of 50 cents should be imposed
upon ' all bonds of any description except such as may be required in legal proceedings not otherwise provided for in thia _
section.' It was held that ·a tax could not be required upon
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a saloon keeper"s bond required by the statutes of the ·state, ested. The Supreme Court held unanimously that this income
tax of 1864 was constitutional, and it said over and over .again
ll<>twUhstanding this law. The court said:
""The8'e -cases establish the principle that the great law of self-preserva- that there was positively n<> limitation upon the power of tlie
tion, the inherent attribute of sovereignty, ext'mgts any and all means . National Government to tax; that all property was subject to
and instrumentalities of State gov~rnment from 1! ederal taxation.
taxation. So und-er this constitutional power to tax every.
"Rules of Construction; from Mr. Story:
thing Congress passes an aCt specifically taxing alaries and
"1. 'l'he "first and fundamental rule in the interpremtion -of all instru- property from whate-ver source derived . . Now, if the constitu· ·
ments is to construe them according to the sense of the instrument and tional provision was unfettered, and Congress, under this unthe intention of the parties.
" 2. There may be obscurity a.s to the meaning from the doubtful char- fettered power, specifically laid a tax upon salaries n.nd incomes
act~r of the
ords u sed, from other clauses in the sn.me instrument, or from whatever source derived, were they not in as strong a.
from 1mtccoracy or repugnancy between the words and the apparent intention "derived "from the whole structure of the instrument or its avowed position to assert the right to tax State officers' salaries as they
would be were this amendment passed? Yet, notwithstanding
object.
"3. In construing the Constitution of the lJnited States, we are in this express provision of Congress under this full taxing power
the first instance to consider what are its nature and object, its scope
.and design as apparent from tile structure of the instrument viewed :is of the Constitution, it was held that you could not tax the
State instrumentalities. In other words, that whlle the lana whole and also viewed in its romponent parts.
" I desire e pecially to call attention to the language in the ease guage was unequivocal and unambiguous and the power was
of Collector v. Day. Thls is the case where the question first l.mquestioned, so :far as the taxing provision alone was conarose ~s t<> the power of the National Government to tax the cerned, such provision and such act of Congress must be con•
instrumentalities of the State. The case of l\1cCull(}ch was a strued. in the light of the fact that we are a dual Government.
" The internal-revenue act of 1864 also provided that no in truease where the State wa...c:; undertaking to tax the national insb.·nmentalities. This was where the National Government meo.t or document should be admitted into any col.rrt until the
undertook to tax the State insh·umentalities ; and the argument requisite stamps should be aflixed. The term ' any court '
upon which the court rests its conclusion controls this proposi- covered all courts, and it was quite clear that the lawmakers
ion clearly and distinctly in the face of any language contained intended to apply it to all -courts. Notwithstanding the lan·
in this amendment. The court said in Collector v. Day (11 Wal- guage of the statute, notwithstanding its broad and comprehensive language, it was construed in the light of relation hlp
lace) :
"Such being the separate and independent condition of the States in between the State and the National Government and it was held
our complex sy tern as recognized by the Constitution, and the existence this could not apply to State .courts. (Carpenter v. Snelling,
of which is so indif'lpensable that without them the General Government 97 1\Ia.ss., 457 ; Green v. Holwa~ 10~ 1\Iass., 243 ; Barber v. Gale,
i elf would depart from the family of nations, .it would seem to follow
as a rea onaule i! not a necessary consequence that the means and in- 43 N.Y.~ 40; Bank v. Hill, 43 Tenn., 325.)
" But, 1\Ir. President, it seems to me th.at the question has been
strumentalities employed for cnrrying on the operations of their government, for preservin"" their existence, and fulfilling the high and re- brought nearer to the · present hour and more d~finitely rn·e• ponsible positions asSf.gncd to them in the Constitution should be left
free and unimpaired, should not be liable to be crippled b.y the taxing sented in the famous PoTiock case itself. We remember that in
power of another J?OVernmeut, which power acknowlellges no limits but the Pollock case the income-tax. law of 1894 was involved. The
the will of the legiSlative body imposing the tax.. • • • In respect statute of 1894 had incorporated in it almost the identical lnn·
to the reserve powers the State is as sovereign a.nd independent as the
guage which is found .i n this amendment, covering property of
General Government.
"We are discus ing now the question of taxing tile State whatever kind and incomes from property of whatever kind.
"That law was passed upon in the light of the general taxing
means.
power of Congress. It was brought to the attention of the court
u It ill adm;ttea thero is no e:cpress provision "in the Constitution that
pt·oh ibits tl:.c Getzeral Go1.:er1tmoot from ta:cing the tneans afllZ instru- that included in some of the incomes was income from State
mental ities of a State, nor is there a-rzy p1·ohibi ting the State ft·om ' bonds. There w~re two things upon which the court in that
taa;ing the means and instrmnentaUties of the Government. In 'both case were not divided. The fu·st was that there was no limitaca e the ezcmption re8t8 upon necessary itnptication and is ttplzeld by
the great law of self-p1·eservation, as any government to1zo3-e m eans e-m,- tion upon the power of Congres , us contained in the clau e of
ployed in oonu·u ctinn its operations, if su bject to the control of another the 'Constitution, as to what ldnd of property should be taxed
and distinct government, can exist ontv at the tnercy of that oovm-nmetl-t, and what should not.
" What were the conditions under which this decision was
"On the 'first proposition it w.as held that the power was unr endered, -and what were the facts? In the first place, Congress · limited. The second proposition was that, notwithstanding that
had passed a statute specifically CO\ering the salaries of all fact, Congress could not . · s an act which would cover the inofficers. Congt·ess had pas ed the act und-er a power in the comes derhted from State bonds or salaries of State officers. I
Constitution which had been held, and was held in that case, desire to read a quotation from both the affirmative and the
to be "'ithout limitation. ·
dissenting opinion. lli. Full-er, Chief Justice, said in the Polo(
"We have, therefore, the lawmaking body of the Government lock case:
ex-ercising the power conferred upon it by the Constitution to
" The power of ·O ongress to tax is a very extensive power. It is given
tax property of all kinds and from whate\er sources, specifically in the Constitution with only one e.....:ception and only t :vo qunllftcutiorrs
can not tux exports, and it must impose direct taxes by the
taxing, in so many words, the property whi-ch was exempted Congres
rule -of apportionment and indirect taxes by the rule of uniformity.
by the decision of th-e court, and not exempted beeause the Thus limited, and thus only, it .reaches every subject and may be cxer~
langua...,.e of the Constitution failed to cover the property, not 'Cised at discretion.
exempted because the court found somewhe'r e in the language
"1\I.r. Justice ·white said:
a. lack of power to put a tax upon this particular kind of prop" The words 'duties, imposts, and excis s,' in conjunction with the
erty, but exempted for the reason, as said by the court in prac- reference to direct taxes, adequately convey the power of taxation to
tirally so many wor<l , that there must be subtracted from this the Federal Government. • • • It is unquestioned that the proof the Constitution >est in the United States J2lenary powers
unlimited power the right of the State government to exist and visions
of taxation ; that ls; all powers which belong to the Government as
perform its functions.
such. except that of taxing exports. • • • In deciding, then, the
"That being true, when we should have this amendment question of wh-ether the income tax violates the Constitution, we have
determine not the existence of a power, but whether ::m admittedly
adopted ·what would we have? We would ha-ve the unlimited to.
unlimited power to tax-the income tax not being a tux on exportt>power of the National Government to tax still unimpaired. has been used according to the instruction as to method. Not power,
1Ve will assume that it does convey all the power to the Gov- it must be borne in mind, but the manner of its use is the only issue
-ernment thnt could be conveyed for the purpose of taxing,' presented in this cas~
"The basis of the court's opinion reSted upon the proposition:
neverthele s we would fall back upoh the p-rinciple enunciated
in the McCulloch case and in Coll~ctor v. Day, upon the prin- that there was an admittedly unlimited power., and under this
ciple that it is not within the jurisdiction of the National Gov- unlimited power Congress had pa ed an act covering this
ernment to exercise control over the .State functions or the specific kind of property. It would be interesting to go bark
functions of a separate and individual sovereignty; that un- ·a nd read the act of 1894 to ob erve with what f-ullness the
limited pow r to tax, covering property or incomes from what- statute covers the same kind of property which we are seeking
ever source deriY"ed, will never be construed, so long as we have here to tax; and yet, notwithstanding the fact that the court
an indestructible Union of indestructible States, so us to em· started in <>n its reasoning upon the basis that there was no
barrass or destroy each other. The fullest taxing power mu.st limit ln Congress to tax, and that Congress had under its full
be construed in the light of the objects, designs, purposes, and power •exercised its priruege to tax, it fell back to the c.-'lSe of
Collec or against Day~ and argued that you could not con true a
schemes of th~ Constitution as a whole.
"But it seems to me that this question has been even more component part of the Constitution in disregard of the instrudefinitely determined and decided. The income-tax law of 1864 ment as a whole. Without repeating here what I have said,
specifically provided for t11e laying ·of a. tax upon salaries, also the court adopted and accepted to its full extent the reasoning in
to tax incomes deri-ved :from any kind of property. The lan- the case of Collector ~gainst Day, and again announced that the
guage was quite as broad and comprehensive as the language doctrine must prevail that one so-vereignty could not interfer~
of the p1·oposed amendment in whi~h we are at present inter- with the instrumentalities of anotl:ler.
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u In other words, 1\Ir. President. when this -amendment· says
W:fi·om whatever sow·c:e derived,' that must be a sour-ce within
the> jurisdiction\ and twng powet"" Qf tl).e nati.ouality whicb Ia~a
the-- tax~
"·I undertake to say, without fem.L of successful contr~dict:ron
from the authorities~ that the Nat:Wnru Government ha-s no mor-Q
jurisdiction as a gov.ernmental fact over the functions o.f a
State (J'overnment than it has over the property across the line
tn Canada as a territorial fact. Tbey-ara not within its. power
or control. Until we: revise the e.onstitution: as a whole, take
the· instrument up anct revise- it and· definitely annaunce- that
the e separate and independent sovereignties are no longer-- to
be so, no count will ever hold that you. can. interpret thEt ta-xing
clause of the Constitution so as to destroy 'those sovere:ignties.
·A s Judge Nelson saidi in one case:

i

"Tho General Government and the- Smtes, although-both exist within
the same territorial limits, are separate and distinct sovereignties} acting s parately and independently ot each other within their. respeetive
.spbetoe . The fotmer in- its appropriate· sphere is suyreme. But. the
States within the limit of their. power as granted, or· in the language o!
the tenth amendment preser.ved, a:t·e as independent or tbe General Gov~~;~~ aS' that Gover.D.IlleD.t- within. its sphe___r._e 13 indeven:dent:_ ot the.

, "Again he says:
I

"In 1-espect to . the· reserve powers tbe Staw is as sovereign- u.~d- indc..
pentlcnt as the General' Government.

·

I, '-' Justn::e Brewer ·in a noted case sald:

11. "The Stab~s are in· many res.pecti! sovereign and independent.
' " Chief Justice Marshall, in la:ying down the rule· of ta:x:ation
in the case to- which I have_ already called attention, says in
another part of the decision :
I "All subjects over which the sovereign vowe~ ot a. State extends are

objects of taxation. But those over which it does not- extend are ... upon
_the soundest ptinciples, exempt from taxation. This proposition may
almost be pronounced· self-evident. Sovereignty of a State extends to
everything w.hich exists by, its own authority or· is introduced. by its
permission; but does it extend to those means which are employed by
Congress to carry into. execution the powers conferred on that body
by the people of· the United States? We think it- demonstrable tllt~-t it
does not.

I

"Take this ruling of the Chief Justice, which has been repeated in substance and in principle so often since, put it down
by the side of the proposed amendment to the Constitution-, and
construe that amendment in the light of that principle, that
only those things over which each sovereignty has jurisdiction
and control are subject to taxation, what possible fear can
there arise in the mind of any man that the Supreme Court
~ill say that out of the words- ' from whatever- source d·erived '
come the power to do as Marshall said, • rend the whole fab:ric
!Into hreds?'
1 '-' These words must always be construed in the light Qf these
principles; that is, as expre sing authority which belongs to the
jw·isdiction which undertakes to lay the tu.
It '-'In conclusion, on this phase .o f tb.e subject r submit:.
"ll'iJ.·st That the propo ed amendment a-dds nothing to the
1
taxing power of the National Government. This power was
:complete, unfettered, plenary before. It can be no more- than
.t hat should this proposed amendment be adopted.
I " Second. The proposed amendment does not deal or purport
to deal with the question of power which is already complete,
but simply with the manner and method of exercising a~d using
that power.
' "Third. No one has eve~ questioned the. power of the Nationa1 Government to lay au income tax, for, as was said by
J ·ustice White, the question has always been. • whether an admittedly unlimited power to tax has. been established"according
to the instruction as to the method,' and it was to remedy the
method alone that the amendment was submitted.
" Fourth. The words ' from whatever source' adds nothing to
the force of the amendment. It would, in constitutional par;
lance, be just the same if it said ' to lay and collect ta.x.es on
incomes without apportionment,' for who could then say that
you would not have the right to. lay taxes poo. all incomes?
The present taxing power would not be a particle stronger if it
stated 'to lay and collect taxes upon all property from whatever source.'
.. Fifth. To construe the proposed amendment so as- to enable
us to tax the instrumentalities o:t the State would do violence
-t o the rules laid down by the Supreme Cow·t fot• a hundred
year , wrench the whole Constitution from its harmonious proportions, and destroy the object and purpose for which the
;whole instrument was framed.
.. Sixth. To construe it to cover those incomes from sources
.w ithin the jurisdiction and control of the sovereignty laying
the ta.x is to construe it in harmony with the principles given
.u s by Marshall and following from that hour to this.
'"Mr. President, the history of the income tax since 1894 has
not been one which any citizen can recite with pride. F~r

nenrl~

on-e: h1Ini1red· years "the construction of the.-constitution
as established by the men who helped· to write it had'. received
the approv.al of an. undivided court. time and time again. Dm.·ing that period there sat upon the bench of the Supreme Court
some of the greatest lawy.ers of that or any other p_e-riod of·tlus
or any other country. Dm:ing that periop wealth had, not become so domineering and: so powerful and so determined to have
its own way. During that period this Government had tJ:u~
vower to-impose the burdens and expenses of government upon
consumption. and UQon all forms of wealth, and we did so. In
1894-95- these precedents were ov.erturned. This Constitution
received a con-str~uction unknown to. its makers. In, the face of
two powel'ful dissenting opinions,. assented to by two other
judges, the startling and· astounding- doctrine was announced
that the framers of the Republic had made it impossible· to levy
a tax upon some forms of wealth even in. time of war;, that the
builders of this Government- had made it iropossillle to dispose
and divide the burden of government between consumption. and
the dlll:erent for.ms of wealth. At the last session we- were
called upon to express our- assent to that interpretation of· tbe
Constitution, by express a._ct to declare our acceptance ot· it.
lJ'ndel' majority rule there w.as submitted. this. amendment to
cover and eliminate that. supl)osed hideous defect in the funda ..
mental law.
"Now, Mr. Pr-esident, the scheme and plan is to- defeat that
amendment. Having, as a legislative body., solemnly.· declared
our acceptance of this construction of. the Constitution, thereby
making it practically impossible to again appeal to the courts
iL this amendment can now be defeated this Government_o·f the
people, for the people, a.nd by the people will stand alone among
all the civilized :nations of the earth shorn ot- the power to
divide the bn••d'en
of government between consumption and tbe
......:
different forms of wealth.. This is the · scheme a:nd the pian;
anet, unfo~tunately,. the g:reut governor of New York has given
h 'd nd
f t t ._,.
b
f hi h"
d
muc ai a
com Or 0 l.ile- cause 'Y reason o
s 1gh stan ing among the people of the·country. '-'Mr. President, no. one eve:c saw this eountry in jus11 the- condition in which it is to-day. Never since this Gov.:ern_m ant was
launclled has there been such a universally restless. spu·it
among, the masses of the people; such persistent inquiries, such
ugly questioning, No part of the Government seems above cballenge or criticism, and it is fast becoming popular in some pnrts
of this country to scoff at the Constitution itself. A restless;
unquiet, dissatisfied, and~worst of all~a suspicious publi<!
mind is the- public mind of to~day.
"Yon can defeat this amendment; and' I' feo.r, from the men
who are gathering to the crusade, that it will be defea-ted.
Some of those who· are proposing to encompa s its- defeat- wm
not stop on the hither side of most disre-putable means to accomplish their pm~pose. They are vitally involved. But when
you shall have accomplished your puvpose and. the- people shall
have aS<!ertained how their rights have been manipulated awa.y,
it will go far toward exciting to renewed force and strength that
feeling of wrath and class hatred which-is already too strong in
this country. When those who are ill able to bear the burden.
of government se.e the expenses of the Government constantly
increasing, . when they- see the creation of larger navies and
larger armies, the burden of expens-es increasing everywhere,
and_learn that, after- all, this entire burden must be- borne by
what they eat and what they wear; and that certain forms
of wealth which breed luxury, idleness,. and idiocy go untaxed
they will not listen to you when you are called upon to plead
with them against radical changes- in ow· form of government
which will be submitted_to this country within the next fifty
years.
.
" I hope, therefore, MD. President, that the goYernors of the
States and the legislatures of this country willt do their duty
and see that this amendment is auopted..; that they will meet
this matter, whether there 1s- a divl ion among them. or not as
to when it should be exercised, upon the basis that it is a power
that ought not to be taken away from the Gm-ernment~
'-' 'J?he people should be tir themselves upon this vitaL matter
before it is too. late. It would be nothing less than a catastro-phe for this amendment to be defeate~ if we are, out of a false
idea of courtesy:, to be deprived of appealing to- the court. I-t
is the people'S fight, and no one should tf misled by tlle utterly
unfounded proposition that this amendment contains the power
to embarrass and destroy the States and 'rencf the whole fabni~
into shreds.'"
Mr. KNOX. I also submit, in order that I may: giv-e the Senate- the benefit of all the stronge tpo ition that haye been taken
against the one that I propose to maintain, a copy of an opinion
written by- Charles P. Spooner, Esq., of the New York bar, a
son and a law partner of that great statesman who once so well
represented his State of Wisconsin in the Senate and who as, well
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taxing pow~r from tliP. requirement that the tax must be apporwas culled into the general councils of the Government-the its
tionell among tne several States. It was upon this understandln"" that
Ron. John C. Spooner. This opinion was published in the Wall the amendment was ratified. .As a matter of fact the amendme~t was
Street JouTnal of recent date, and I ask that it be made u part pr.oposPd for the purpose of relieving the already existing income tux~ng power of the Federal Government from any necessJty of apportionof my remarks.
mg tbe tax among the ~tates, and was the result -of the decision in the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Witheut objection, leave will Polloc!t case, that the tax upon income derived from real estate was the
same m ~ffect as upon real estate itself, and would therefore have to
be granted. The Chl!ir hears no objection.
be apportioned among the States.
'
'
The opinion referred to is as follows:
" Irrespective of how conclusive the foregoing may seem to be there
RIGHT TO

TAX

STATE

Bo:-ms

DENIED BY LAWYER-CHARLES

P.

SPOONER

REVIEWS THE Co RSE Oil' SUPREME COURT DECISIONS SINCE PASSAGE
OF

SIXTEE~TH

.Al\IE~DMENT.

The question of the constitutionality of the proposed tax on income
received !rom new issues of State, county, and municipal bonds has so
'far received little attention in the House debate on the revenue bill. It
is a burning question, however, with investors. dealers in investment
securities, and constitutional lawyers. The following opinion against
tbe proposed law was written to William B. Smith 2d, a bond dealer
ut 61 Broadway, by Charles P. Spooner, son and law partner of former
Senator Spooner, of Wisconsin, now of New York:
" I am in receipt of yours of the 6th asking my opinion as to the
power of Congress to tax the income from municipal securities. With
your request you inclosed several opinions upon the question.
" On many questions of constitutional law it is necessary to be
extremely cautious in expressing an opinion for tbe reason that the
decisions of the Supreme .Court in regard 'to them have been so
numerous, and involving so many shades of distinction, as to make it
extremely dangerous to express a decided view. The question you propound is not of tlis character, but is one which I think sufficiently
free from doubt to admit of a definite opinion.
" The answer to your question involves a consideration of the power
of Congress to tax the income from municipal securities, before the
passage of the sixteenth amendment, and whether or not that power
was affected by the amendment.
" BEFORE PASSAGE OF A:\llilNDME:NT.

"(1) I have no hesitation in e~-pressing the opinion that before the
~a.ssage of the: sixteenth· amendment to th'! Constitution of the United
States Congress did not have the power to tax the income from mun~cipal securities.
" The creation of the Federal Government soon brought about disputes concerntng the respective rights and powers of that Government
and of the States, and the Supreme Court was from time to time called
upon to pass upon their reciprocal rights and limitations. Notwithstanding the present popular notion that the States have no ri11:bts
which the Federal Government is bound to respect, the Supreme Court.
in the course of numerous decisions, marked out the spheres to which
each of these governments was confined. It would be interesting but
tedious and unnecessary .to go into the history of all of tbeee decisions,
but' I will .mention a few which bear directly upon the question we are
considering.
.
"In the case f)f Dobbins v. Erif, County Commissioners (16 Peters,
435) · the State of Pennsylvania levied a State income tax upon the
:;alary of a United States revenue officer and the Supreme Court held
that the State could not tax a Federal office or function and that a
tax upon tbe income derived from that office or !unction amounted to
the same thing and was, therefore. invalid.
' "In the case of Collector v. Day (11 Wall., 113) the question
was reversed and, under Federal income tax of 1864, it was sought to
tax the salary of a State judge. The Supreme Court held that as the
United States could not tax a State office it conld not tax the salary
or income of a St.<tte officer.
·
"· In the case of Weston v. Charleston (2 PetE-rs, 449) the city of
Charleston sought by ordinance to impose a tax upon the interest
clerlved from securities of the United States, and the Supreme Court
beld that the tax was invalid upon the ground that neither a State
nor its municipalitie could tax either an instrumentality of the Federal
Government or the income derived therefrom. 'l'his case is ·explained
in the case of Fairbanks v. nited Stutes, 181, at page 296.
" These case have been mentioned merely as preliminary to one in
which the exact subject of your request was directly pa sed upon by
the Supreme Comt.
.
" In the case of Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co. (157 U. S.,
429) there came before the Supreme Court for decision the constitutionality of· the income-tax law of 189!. The case was elaborately
argued by some of the best lawyers in the United States, among others
being W. D. Guthrie, George F Edmund , James C. Carter, and Joseph
H. Choate. The law was attacked on various grounds and the court
was divided upon some of the questions involved, but was unanimous
in holding that the law was unconstitutional in so far as it sought to
tax the income derived from municipal securities. .A reargument was
~ranted upon other questions and the casE' is again. reported in 158
UnHed States, 601. The rear(!umeut did not involve or chan~e the first
decision in regard to the lack of Federal power to tax the mcome deTive!l from municipal ecurities. This deci ion is still the law and
would seem to make it clear that before the pass-age of the sixteenth
amendment Congre s was without power to tax tnunicipal securities or
the income derived from them.
WHAT THE AMEXD~E="T DID.

" (2) We come now to the question whether or not the ~ixteenth
amendment conferred upon Congress the previously nonexistent power
to 1ax such income. The text of the amendment is as follows: 'The
Congress shall have power to levy and collect taxes .on incomes, from
\Vhateyer source derived, without apportionment among the several
States, and without regard to any census or enumeration.'
" The vice of at lea. t one of the opinions, which you inclose with
your letter, seems to lie in the fact that the writer of it attempts to
construe this amendment himself with the assumption that the words
'From whatever source derived • included the income from municipal
~:ccurities. That this construction is incorrect is shown, not only by
the debates in Congress, while the amendment was under consideration
but by the decl!>ions of the supreme court since its adoption.
'
"While the amendment was before the 1e~islature of the State of
New York, Gov. llughes, iu a message to the lE-gislature, questioned
wheth£>r or not, these terms might not have the effect of !!iving to Congre s the power to tax incomes derived from bonds issued by the State
or its municipaliti£>s. This callf'd forth u letter from Hon. Elihu Root,
then a United tates Senator from New Yorl{, to a meml>er of the legIslature. in which he stated in substance. that the amendment was not
intcnclell to enlarge the taxing power of the National Government in
nny degree, and would have no e!fect, except to relieve the exercisl! of

is now no longer any fi eld for speculation, for the upreme cou'rt has
passed upon the amendment, and, in at least three <·ases bas decided
\h~,t it in no way enlarged the taxing power or Congress. '
In the case of Brushaber v. Union Pacific Railroad Co., 240 Unitell
States, 1, the court passed upon the amendment and held that as Congress alre.a dy bad the olenary power of income taxation,' the only purpose and effect ~f the amendment wat; to relieve such taxation from the
possibility of bemg placed in the category of dirPct taxation where it
dig, not belong, and s ubject to apportionment among the States.
In Stanton v. Baltic Mining Co., 240 U. S., 103. the court again
cons~rued the amendme~t, arriving at ·the same result.
Both of these
opimons were by a unammous court.
" If there e:'{isted any doubt as to whether or not these cases necessarily involved such a construction of the amendmPnt. it is certainly
set at rest by the decislo}l of the court in the case of William E. Peck
& Co. v. John Z. Lowe, Jr., decided by the court. May 20 1918
.As I
~ad the _Pleasu!·e of particip~~;ting in the · argument of the' case, "as well
... s the d1sappomtme.1,1t of losmg it, .it can be discus ed in this opinion
V!ith somewhat familiar understandmg. The case involved the contenbon on the part of the Peck Co. that it income derived exclusively
from foreign exportations, was immune from the 'FedE-ral income tax
on the ground that the Constitution forbade the imposition of any
burden upon exports. The Government took the position among others ·
that even 1f Congress bad not ·previously possessed the tlower of taxin..;
such an income, that it had obtained that power by the adoption of the
sixtee?tb amendment, because of_the words, 'From whatever ~ource derived. In passing upon that contf'ntion the court said. 'The sixteenth
amendment, although referred to in argument. bas no real bearin"" and
may be put out of view. As pointed out in rf'cent decisions it do:'s not
exten(l the taxi_ng pow!!r to new. or e~cepted subjects. but merely removes all occas10n, whtcb otherwise m1ght exist, for an apportionment
among the States of taxes laid on income whPthE>r it be derivPd from
one source or another. Brushaber ·v. Union Pacific nailroa<l Co 240
u ...s .. 17-19; Stanton v. Baltic Mining Co .. 240 U. S.• 103. 112:_:11.3.~
I a.m. therefore, unqualifiedly of the opinion that until the Constitu~i~n 1s .furtha· amended, or the Supreme Court revPrses its unanimous
o~m1on m the Pollock. Brushaber, Stanton, and Peck cases Conn-ress is
w1thout power to tax income derived from municipal securities!•

1\Ir. KNOX. l\Ir. President, the vital questiou, then, i~, What
nre the principles upon which these deciRions are bottomed and
do they apply now, when the earth is wholly occupied witl; war
and eYery human interest is subordinated to its insatiable demands? I state t11ese principles in the language of the court.
In Collector V: Dny (11 Wull.)-and there has been no decision of the Supreme Court which put the question upon any
other ground than that which the court refers to in this case
a quotation from which I shall now read-the court said:
'

It is admitted there is no express provision in the Constitution that
prohibits the General Government from taxing the mE-ans and instru- •
mentalities of a State. ncr is there any prohibiting the State f1·om taxing the means and instrumentalities of the Government. In both cases
the exemption rests upon necessary implication . and is upheld by tho
great law of self-preservation, as any government whose means employed i~ conducting its operatio':ls, if subject to the control of another
~~~t?lstmct goyernment, can exist only at the me~cy of that govern-

This is to say, 1\Ir. President, the prohibition rests upon a
necessary implication arising out of the relation between the
State and Federal Governments, and the implication is that the
right of self-defen e must be unhampered, because, as it is succinctly phrased in mo t of the cases, " the power. to tax is the
power to destroy."
This leads us to inquire if there is any difference in the rela·
tions between Federal and State Governments in times of peace
and in times of war, particularly in re pect to. the right of self·
preservation, which, ns we see, is the fotmdation ·of the alleged
prohibition we are examining.
.
Without stopping to . quote its exact language, I urn safe in
a smning all will admit that the Constitution ve ts in Congress
the exclusive right to make war; that it imposes upon the Federal Government the duty of maintaining n republican form of
government in the Stutes and likewise to protect the States from
insurrection and ihmsion. The Constitution also prohibits the
States from making war or making treaties or alliances of any
kind.
The States are denied every means to prevent, to carry on, or
to terminate war: that is, every means of self-defense and selfpreservation. These facts are not, of course, uffectecl by the
formal right of u State to act to repel sudden inYusion :much as
a man may defend his house in emergency.
'Vould it not be · folly to impose upon the Federal Government the duty of maintaining a republican form of government
in the States, to protect the State a~ainst invasion, and vest
in the Federal GoYernment the exclusive power to declare and
conduct war, and then deny to the Federal Governm~:11t the
right to subject Us citizens and their wealth to an equal share
of the burdens of the .common de~ense?
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. Perhaps ihe -:most •Uriique ieature · Of ;,()\lr ;s ystem ·Of govern-!
In ~my , jungm~t, .t he I COurts rhave not furnished .-substantial
ment !is that the ·:stat~ in .some ·respects .are sovereign, in others support ·ror the doctrine eXempting income from State ·securities
;not. It is ,.only :in ·respect ·to \the ..-reserved :powers 1tbat :the' ;from .' NationaLtaxation .in ·time of war. Wllen·:·e ourts ·say, -a:s ·in
''States are sovereign and independent. The power to make war: ·Golleetor against :D ay, that .the exemption is ·supported by ~he
1is not re erve<l to -the states, .but ·prohibited to them and 'Con- ·supreme :right of self-defense, the .answer -is that ,the ~xem_ption
:ferred ..on :the ·Fede.ral :Government. mhe ,Fedarnl 'Government-1 •can :only be .coextensive .w ith -that right, .-a nd as the right .-. of
is sovereign in respect ;to .war and, .as Chief Justice 'Marshall self-defense by war is delegated to the Natiooal Government,
:£aia, in laying ·down the rule of -t axation:
i •when war exists the :exemption is ·suspend:ed. ·
All subjects over which :the sove-reign 'Power of n. ·state extends urei
'More ~equently ~e courts ~Y ~e. doctrme rests upon tlle un·the objects of taxation.
· ·. substantial foundation of this feliCitous LPhrase, namely, tlurt
h
h ·F d
G
.
t ·
,
f . .
hati ·'<-the ·power to ·tax is the power .:to destroy."
.
.. If, t . en,_t e e era1 _O\ernmen IS sov:re~gn or war, w
f
This ,phrase in -turn, to mean anything, rests ·upon ·the inshould ·.be .its ~ow~
. . . •
t coneeivable 'hypothesis that, armed with a tlethal ·weawn, the
·Hamilton s~nd .(31 -Federalist) •
.. :Nation wou1d =lie ·in wait ~ and -slaughter the States en : mass~.
A govemment ·ought ·to contain in ·!tsill ~very ~ power requlstte lto the 01' one by one !aS opportunity fpresented. Whatever the cdange.r
'lull nccotnplishment of ·t he ·obje:cts eo.mmitted to its eare anll to ·thel .
h
.b . · ,
.
d
•h
thi
h.
.
· 1
··complete -t:!Xecutlon ·of ·the ·trusts •for -which it 'is r-e$pons1ble-; ttt•ee from may · ave , een ,In th~ ~ar1Y !lYS "' en
s P rase -:was com~
every other control, but a o.rega:rd .tn the J>ubl.Lc good and -to the sense, •to serve ultra States r1ghts :views, it should no longer be seriof the people.
.
! 'ously regarded.
·
:As the duties uf supeTtntendln.g 'the national defense -and of -secur·It · 1ak· t
fi ti
f th
'
1~
+1-.~t
·
.t? d to
ing the public peace against foreign or .domestic v!olence involve a _
-IS
m • 0 many · C ons O
: ut.W t..UU were lDVOn.e ·
provision ..for -casualties and dangers to .which no po.ss1ble llmlts can be' .'ward off ;the •bugaboos -that lurked m th~ shadows of :the earJy
assigned, the pow~r :o'f making that pl:ov)sion ~u~bt .to ' know no ·oth_er, ·.dawn of our •liberties, whose £UDYeality ·,w e ~ow • elearly compre·bounds than •the •eXIgencies of the Nation and the ..resonr~s of "the, bend. f.rhe J)ower •:to tax ·ts not ~he power to ·destroy. 'The
community.
. +c t
. '+1-..
t•
As ~venue is the essential engine by wliicll the means Of ;an.swe'l'tng. ;:power kLO
ax lS
l.J..Le .,power to e nfoTee a propor·t i on a 1..cont:r'b
1 u 101\
the national exigencies must be procured, the power of •procurlng that, ·for •the -support of the Government. 'The levy must be for ,
"artic_le •in tts fUll extent ·must necessarlly ' be ·comprehellOOd ln that of ,revenue.. if it is made .for anu other purpose ·it is ,unlawful
providing for those exigencies.
.
. .
•
.
"
.
·
As theory and praetice conspire to ;prove 'that the :power of :proem--· "The fpower •to ;tax · IS the .power to destroy only ·m the ~sen-se
·m.g revenue '}!:; una~ai~!f when ex~rci.sed ·over the ·states.'in ··t11e1r ~ol ~ that the .power to feed is tbe::power toJ)oison. In ;the one ··case
lectl~c :-capaeities, ·the J:; edel'al Government must of necessity ·be in-• it · presupposes .a malevolent ·p-urpose · a O'ainst the ·States ·- which
:rested with an unqualliled power of taxation in tire ortlinary ·modes. I 1th U .
. th th "" i t . th
f ..,
.
a one compose e mon, m ·. e o -er •aga ns ·: e ' 1aws o HOsThese .are the po':ers Hannlton .says 'the · Gov~nment · ·OU~ht 1 Jpitality.
·
•We have ;vast ·sums ~ to 11'aise ;in ·ortler -to ·remove States, liH?to eontam i.n ;order .torp-reserve 'th-e 'Nation, .and ·the ·Constitu-i
1tion meets the requirements by ·vesting '1n Congress all the! •tlividual citizens ·and Nation ~"from 1 the · German · mroace. States
llOWers :necessary fto ;ea.cry ·into •effect :the tdefensive ipower ::ofj individuals, ana' Nation must bear the _general burden
-war.
.
' i-general laws. There ~ should be no tax-'exempt bonds~'State
iJt is indeed ·true 'that self~preserv~tion is ~he •first Jaw of. ·:or National.- There -should ·be no •new ' bonds, ·.:State -or ;private,
1
nnture. All that a man has will he ~g1ye 'for hlS life. .All ·that •issued foi: any :purpose that can ·be "postponed or that does 'llot
n nation has it will •give t<;> preserve its' e.xi_stence.
, : ;-m"Rtetially ·-promote. ' directly or ilildireetly, , our ··conduct of t'tlre
':\Vith ·men, tas with 1 nttbons, all reserves 'are :nba:naoned, •till! <war. ~where inducement is needed for ·the3lotation of war Joan:
'limltntions cea-se, :all conventiomi.lities are·-set ·aside, · and every-) a higher rate uf interest is. an 'indueenrent sounder .and :healthier
•thing ·is ·utilized •When ' necessary to preserve life.
· Lto our ·e conomic and .social life than is •oany ·tax e..xemptb;m.
Remember 'the court ·sam that ;the exemption :of the States1 This is true because the ;income from a ·higher rate can :be made
·= froni Federal ·taxation and the Nation from · Sta:te .taxation 'is' •largely to flow -baek :as income tax into ·the 'Treasury ·:as ·funds
•upheld by the great •law ·of self--preservation. 'That is the rea-1 ~wherewith toproseeute ·the war, and the ;higher rate creates :.im
son for the exemption. In war that reason does not exist.[ ·llisctiminatiun; whereas any -exemption .inevitably . creates . unCessante ratione legis ce sat ipsa 'lex. The rea-son ·ceasing, "the :taxable .funds··and 1makes -possible discrimination in ·facilttatiug
.:law does not ~ exist. :Jn war 1the ·right..and duty-of preserving the the enjoyment, by soJL-e, of such tax-free funds. _
'•State is in 1the ·Federal Government, and any 'exemption from~
·. Under · our institutions various Tights :are •inherent in 'ln:Fe<leral ;ta.xation depending upon the great ' law of·self-p.reserva-l dividuals as ngainst ·the=J)ower of •the ·State Dr of the National
'tion is suspended so long as the status ·of w.:rr and ·the exclusive '.Government. - ~nsider the ·right to '':llfe, :llberty, nnd ·the .pru·'Federal duty of preserving the :State continues.
. uit of happiness.~•
If we do not grant that the ·paramount ·ri.eeessity of .self_!
' The·right rotherpursuit of :happiness has been defined as-con;preservation now justifies :the taxation -of incomes ,from !State sisting largely in the right to enjoy things-the right .oflJrop·
rbonds, then, it ~ seems ·to me, ·we must utterly .repudiate 'the ' erty. Yet even ·in time of peat!e the right of property bows to
.whole argument ·for Sta:te :exemption in norm:il times. If the ·~minent· domain. !And in ·cases uf •_paramount and rur.gent rneces·
·present r~1meed ·of self-preservation•does no~ , ~ow 'justify ' Fed-~ -sity, it ·bows. to the ~higher rig~t Of· community .··self~presery~tiol_l.
•eral taxatmn, bow •much less ·has a -theoretical "Deed of self-, Under mumcipal authority the rfireman ·d estroys indivi<lual
preservation ever justified the denial of the right of •Federal property by the mandate of the higher right .and -dnty of tile
taxation -of income from the seeurities •of States ·and ·their ·sub- ' Govel"nment r.to ·protect ·community ·property. ' While jn •time ·o'f
sicliary entities?
.
•war the occupation, the property, even the very life of the
It is •unnece sar.y at this time to •discuss 'the :queStlO'n as lit individual are rights subservient ·to the .right of elf-prote.cti'on
~would stand in the status of peace. The :status of war, which inherent in all individuals as the Nation.
.-now bolds :the fate of · e~ry interest, ;ts ·to Ltre -sharply. •differen- 1
There is analogy between the inherent-rights of individuals a~
~tinted from the -status •of ·peace, with which-we are not now at= ~nst the power M the -State ur 'the Nation and the ·in'herelit
all concerned. \Ve may, for the present purpose, assume the' ~Tights of :the individual '·Stat-es ·as ~gainst the ;power of the
r_correctness of the repeatetl decisions •that in no'rma.l times of: :National Go'\7ernment. .:.B oth are equally sacred. .:If •there is n
_peace the National Government •may .not .:tax -state •in: trumen- 1 :-choi.ee, we ~know ·that •the ·protection of in'dividmil rights is ' by
ttaUties. We ·may even a sume, if we flike, •the ·-soundness of the-1 ~far the more important -in practice to 'human hal)piness and to
. ·:able and weighty ·arguments 'that 4have •construed the ·sixteenth ..democracy. ~,Vh}' '-then should ·sacred and inherent individual
;amendment as ·without •effect ·upon the..same question.
; rights ·yield 1\Vithout ·question 'i:o the national --necessity of •.gelf·
We are confronted by a new question, -a question ·made ~ new ' ·preservation on behalf ·o.f all our Citizens and all onr institu·
,by its ·emer..,enee .in ·an ·-entirely ;new ·status, one -rec.ognize<l a_.o;;, tions, while ' inherent ··state rights, quite ·equally '.the ··object o!
new and separate 'by 1the Constitution 1ttself, namely, the ·status •th.e paramount duty·uf self-preservation for whtch the 'Nation is
of war. ·
i .conducting war, m·e to be held inViolate?
We are .conscripting mnnhood •without tliscrinlin.a.tion. ·1We
:Much lnight .be said in ·opposition tto the traditional decision
.;of the old .question of ·the ·Federal taxing 'POWer vis-n.-vis th~ >-are conscripting wealth th1·oug'b war taxation. ·rs it "tight that-u.
-states. Much ·might be said in suppott of •the view ' that the c.:tloor should be-left open :Ior effectual discrimination in this -con•words "fram ·any souree - ~batever "-in!the ixteenth•amendment ' $C'ription.tof •wooltli1
be-real result or exempting Btate 'fund.s,
•r:an scarcely be"'D.ere ·verbiage, ·in their c.ontempornl'y medium,! secnrities, .. and .salaiies •from war ' taxation is ·to c1·eate -n ~pri~i
...:and can scarcely have left unaffected :t11e traditional •decisian.t 'leged class :nt ·n ' time •of uniyersal · snerifice, ·to make possible ·u
Just ·now it is only u eful .to have these considera:tions in mintl :prlvileged -class ,of ;possessors of wealth enjoying a discrimiualf there be danger that a too blind devotion 'tolln old -theory; 'to-ry ·benefit •under tthe 11limsy ·guise · Of ·prateeting 'the ·sovereign
may possibly make it more · difficult .for us to envt ag.e and to, .:States.
.
·-judge upon its merits a question ·that is germane to ·the -old• 1:t ' has been ;f ield ''tllat one State of ·the-'Union ·may tax · th~
·theory .but that is also as separate ..and ·distinct ·as tlm :·.sta.tus bonded isl'lues or another State. A citizen of any State of· the
of war is separate and distinct from the status of peace.
Union resident, say, in France would be liable to taxation upou

untle;.
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. his income from or his personal property in securities of any
· State' of the Union or for income tax upon a salary he might draw
from a Strite of the Union.
,. · ·
· Are State instrumentalities to be taxable by other States,
· and e-ren by foreign countries, but not taxable by the Federal
'Government, even when to tax them is necessary to the Federal
Go-rernment's discharge of its sole responsibility to defend those
Slates?
.
· ·
Or, looking at the problem as a matter of the requisitioning
· of property in war time, for the matter comes really to that,
I take it nobody will seriously deny that if a foreign foe
had invaded _our territory, had pushed up the Chesapeake, and
advanced along the Susquehanna to Harrisburg, if such a foe
was laying siege to an American force in that city, and the
defense of the city, and consequently the weJfare of the Nation
depended upon the successful holding of the State capitol building in that city, I take it, I say, nobody will deny that Federal
troops might u e and occupy that building as .a citad~l ; that
forced from it these troops might utterly destroy it to prevent
its use by the enemy; and that they nil.ght · ail.d should do this
even against the most urgent protests of the State of Pennsylvania, howe-rer made or presented. I take it, moreover, few
will deny that in such event the State of Pennsylvania must
bear the loss, just as an individual must bear a like loss, uncompensated by the Federal GoverniDCnt, because the property
would be destroyed in the track of war as an incident to belligerent operations. Now, if this be true as to the property of
the State itself, how idle it seems to hesitate to impose a tax
not on State property but on the income of an individual who
has purchased a borid from the State.
Let us look again at this proposition that the power to tax is
the power to de troy, and this time quite specifically in connection with the project we are considering of taxing income from
State bonds.
What is it that is menaced with destruction? The court
answers this question by saying such tax may interfere with
the borrowing power of a State. So that in the end it comes to
this, that to tax the income upon State bonds during war is to
tax the borrowing power of the States at a time· when the life
of the Nation and States depends upon the Nation's ability to
raise the money nece sary to bring to a succe sful issue the war
which it alone is authorized to carry on.
· ·By the_ Constitution the States have committed to the National Government the whole responsibility for preserving and
making provisions for the preservation of the Union and the
States themselves, and as Hamilton has just been quoted as
saying:
·
The po\ver or maldng that provision ought to know no other bounds
than the exigencies of the Nation and the resources of the community.

The theory that the power to tax the borrowing power of the
States is the power to destroy the States must yield to the fact
that lacking such power the Nation may fail to preserve the
Nation and the States.
The borrowing power, unlike the taxing power, is not an
es ential function of sovereignty. It is at best only a con-·
venient substitute ·for the taxing power, which is, of course, one
of the greatest of sovereign powers.
In all governments of constitutional limitations sovereign power
manifests itself in but three ways: By exerclsin&" the right of taxation;
by the right of eminent domain; and through 1ts police power, police
power used in the broad sense of legislative power. (United States v.
Douglas-Willan-Sartoris Co., 22 Pac., 92.)

Moreover, it is said in this case:
It is no longer a question open to dispute that, when the Government
becomes a party to a contract between itself and its citizens, it divests
itself of its sovereignty in respect to the terms and conditions of the
contract, its construction and interpretation, and stands in the same ·
position wlth rt>feren<'C to the contract as a private individual. As
said by the Supreme Court of Massachusetts (Com. v. Proprietors, 2
Gray, 350) : "If it were otherwise, the rights of parties contracting
with the Government would be held at the caprice of the sovereign,
and exposed to all the risks • • • . of misguided power." "When
a government enters ' nto a contract with an individual, it deposes, as to
the matter of the contract, its constitutional authority and exchanges
the character .of lt>gislator for that of moral agent, with the same rights
and obligations as an individual. It is, in theory, impossible to rf'concile the two ideas of a promise which obliges with a power to makf' a
law which can vary tb'e ·etrect of it." (Hamllton's Works, vol. 3, p. 518.)

Borrowing by the States is a cheap and convenient method of
raising money by contract in lieu of exercising the sovereign
power of taxation. It is cheap because the State barters away
its power and duty to tax wealth of all kinds equally by exempting its bonds from taxation. This enables the State to compete in the money market on unequal terms with the merchant,
miner, farmer, manufacturer, and the numerous other workers
·who make the material State. These not only have to pay the
higher rates of interest in competition with tax-free bonds but
are taxed to make up the revenue lost by the exemption of State
bond&
·
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Exemption of the income from State bonds from taxation iii
the hands of their holders is against a sound public policy.
It frees vast fortunes from ~xu tion by the Federal Government without regard to the obligations or necessities of that
Government.
.
The power of the States to make wealth tree from national
taxation is, we might almost say, the power to destroy the
Nation. For, is not the power to withdraw from Federal taxation the capital of the country by means of tax-immune bonds
as much a menace to the Nation as is the Nation's power to tax
income from such bonds in the holders' hands a menace to the
States?
Aside even from the exh;aordinary exactions of war the
national economy may hardly withstand the effect, if the theory,
of exemption be carried to its logical concluslcn. The modern:
tendency may result in a State's increased socialization of·various profitable enterprises. Apply the theory of State exemption
and a State inight conceivably take over ~ o many interests as to
remove as a source of Federal revenue the bulk of its taxable
wealth.
How can it be claimed that an interference with~ the State's
power to borrow money may destroy the State when, under its
sovereign power to tax, the State can raise all the revenue its
necessities require?
There seem to be three ways by which the income on State
bonds may escape taxation:
First. Where the States agree they shall not be taxed. Of
course, this applies only to taxation by the borrowing State.
Second. 'Vhere the Stutes agree to pay taxes that mny be
levied by other l'overeignties.
Third. Through the implication arising from the nature of our
institutions that such incomes are exem1)t because the power to
tax them nngbt lead to the Stnte's destruction, and that it is
necessary in order that the Sta tel' may be able to preserve
themselves that the people who lend them money shall be exempt
from the common burdens of the war.
There is no occasion t(l waste sympathy upon States that have
·made such borrowi~g contracts as require them to pay taxes
impo~ed to meet the exigencies of war, as it is claimed they must
do in order to make good their covenants to the holders of
their bonds. They were paid in reduced rates of interest for
taking the risk of the Nation becoming involved in war and
the ri~k of the exet·cisc of powers necessary to preserve the
Nation.
In this connection it is pertinent to observe that it is difficult
to understand bow a tax on income on State bonds can be a
tax on the borrowing power of the States containing a possible
menace to that power if the same tax falls equally upon the income from all other kinds of securities issued for borrowed
money. In such case the securiti~s of the State are only removed from a privileged position.
. I beg to refer those who hesitate as to our power to enact
the proposed measure t o our action ·of February G, 1918, when
by a yea-and-nay -rote ,. ~ tmanimously passed- the soldiers and
sailors' civil-rights bill. ·, which in t erms suspends the sovereign power of the States to collect taxes due by soldiers and
sailors.
Mr. Choate said in his argument in the Pollock case:
We believe Uiat Co~gress has pl~nary power in the last exigencies ot
the Government to reach every man, · every dollar, every inch of ground
to secure the common defense and the general welfare: that it was the
purpose of the convention that created the Constitution to give Congress that power, and it is one of the absolute essentials of a great
soverj:!ignty which \\'US to cover a continent and to last for untold
ages.

To contend that there is any principle in our Constitution
tha t permits any form of wealth to escape taxation, if its taxation is necessary to carry on a defensive war, is to contend that
the Constitution contains a principle more sacred than the
Nation itself, a principle not of ethics but of law, and one that
must be preserved e'\"en though the Nation perish.
1\fr. BORAH. 1\fr. President, any argument presented by the
able Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. KNox] is entitled to more
consideration, before an attempt to discuss his position, than
can be given to it in the few moments intervening between the
making of the statement and the pre, ent ti me. I am not going
to undertake to . discuss at length or attempt in any extend eel
way to meet his arguments. ·· But before the matter passes out
of the minds of those who heard the argument I want to call
the attention to one or two cases which, it seems to me, may
well be worthy of the fur ther consideration of the able. Senator
from Pennsylvania.
If I correctly under tand the po ition of the Senator, it is
that, a state of war exi ting, the law of self-defense and of self·
protection enables the National Government to lay its taxing
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band upon the instrumentalities of t11e State or the salaries of
the officers of the State, whereas that would not be true in
times of peace. I call attention to the fact that this principle,
as first laid down by the Supreme Court of the United States so
far as the taxing of the instrumentalities of the States is concerned, was laid down upon the precise condition of affairs
which is supposed to exist at this time.
The law of 1864, passed June 30 of that year, provided as
follows:
There shall be levied, collected, and paid annually upon the gains,
profits, and income of every person .residing in the United States,
* • • whether derived from any kind of property, rents, interest.
dividends, or salaries, or from any profession, trade, employment, or
vocation carried on in the United States or ·~sewhere, or from any
other,.so\}rce whatever, a tax of u per cent on the amount so derived
over il'l,OOO.

This act was passed in the midst of the Civil War and for
the purpose of raising revenue to carry on the conftict upon the
part of the Union. A clause of it came under the consideration
of the court. In discussing this measure-a reyenue measureunder those conditions, the court said-1\Ir. THOMAS. l\Ir. President, may I ask the Senator to give
the volume and title of the case?
l\fr. BORAH. This is the case of Collector against Day, in
ele;-enth 'Vallace. I am reading from page 125:
Two of the great departments of the Government, the executive and
legislative, depend upon the exercise of the powers or upon the people
of the States. The Constitution guarantees to the States a republican
form of government and protects each against invasion or domestic
violence. Such being the separate and independent condition of the
States in our complex system, as recognized by the Constitution, and
the existence of which Is so indispensable that without them the General Government itself would disappear from the family of nations, it
would seem to follow, as a reasonable if not a necessary consequence,
that the means and instrumentalities employed for carrying on the
operations of their governments, for preserving their exlsten~e, and
fulfilling the hig:h and responsible duties assigned to them in the Constitution, should be left free and unimpaired, should not be Uable to
be crippled, much less defeated, by the taxing power of llnotber.. government, ·which power acknowledges no limits but the will of the legislati>e body imposing the tax. And, more especially, those means and
instrumentalities which are the creation of their sovereign and re. served rights, one of which is the establishment of the judicial department and the appointment of officers to administer their laws-

- The person who contested this law was a judicial officei·,
and, the tax being laid upon his salary, the question thus
·aroseWithout this power and the exercise of it we risk nothing ln saying
that no one of the States under the form of government guaranteed by
the Constitution could long preserve its existence. A despotic government might. We have said that one of the reserved powers was that
.to establish a judicial department; it would have been more accurate,
and in accordance with the existing state of things at the time.l to have
said the power to maintain a judicial department. All or the 13
States were in the possession of this power and had exercised it at
the adoption of the Constitution, and it is not pretended that any
·grant of it to the General Government is found in that instrument.
It is, therefore, one of the sovereign powers vested in the States by
their constitutions, which remained unaltered and unimpaired, and in
respect to which the State is as independent of the General Government as that Government is independent of the States.
' The supremacy of the General Government. therefore, so much relied
on in the argument of the counsel for the plaintiff in error in respect
to the question before us, can not be maintained~

And why? Because the sovereign power of the State witll
reference to those instrumentalities which are necessary to its
existence and to the performance of its functions is just as inde-.
pendent of the National Government· as the National Government's powers and iilstrumentalities are independent of the
State government.· It is not an instance in which the superior
.government exercises its taxing power upon a subordinate government or a subdivision of the government, but it is an effort
·and an attempt upon the part of one purely independent gov,crnment to tax another entirely separate and independent government: Here are two governments in these particulars wholly
independent of each other and both indispensable to the Union.
Neither can tax the instrumentalities of the other. ·E ach is in
this respect independent of the other; and neither can be said
to be superior to the other in their· respective sovereign powers:
The two governments are upon an equality, and the question is
whether the power "to lay and collect taxes" enables the General Government to tax the salary of a judicial officer of the State, which officer
is a means or instrumentality employed to carry into execution one or
its most important functions, the administration of the laws, and which
concerns the exercise of a right reserved to the States.
We do not say the mere circumstance of the establishment of the
judicial department and the appointment of officers to administer the
laws, being among the reserved powers of the State, disables the General Government from levying the tax, as that depends upon the exl>ress power to "lay and collect tax~s," but it shows that it is an
original Inherent power never parted with and in respect to which
the supremacy of that Government does not exist and is of no im'portance in determining tbe question; and, further, that being an
original and reserved power, and the judicial officers appointed under
it being a means or instrumentality employed to carry it into effect, tho
right and necessity of its unimpaired exercise and the exemption
of the officers from taxation by the General Government stand upon as
solid a ground and are maintained by principles and reasons as cogent
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as those which 1ed to the (;Xemption of the Federal officer tn Dobbins
against The Commissioners of Erie from taxation by the State, for in
this respect-that is, in respect to the reserved powers-the State ls
as sovereign and independent as the General Government. And if
the means and instrumentalities employed by that Government to
carry into operation the powers granted to it are necessal'ily and for
the sake of self-pres_e rvation exempt from taxation by the States, why
are not those of the States · depending upon their reserved powers for
like reasons equally exempt from Federal taxation? Their unimpaired
existence in the one case is as essential as in the other. It is admitted
that there is no express provision in the Constitution that prohibits
the General Government from taxln~ the means and instrumentalities
of the States, nor is there any prohtbiting the States from taxing the
means and instrumentalities of that Government. In both cases the
exemption rests upon necessary implication, as -any government whose
means employefl in conducting its operations, if subject to the control
of another and distinct government, can exist only at the mercy of
that government. Of what avail are these means if another power may
tax them at discretion?
·

I also call the attention of the able Senator from Pennsylvania
to the case of Lane against Oregon, in which the acts of 1862
and 1863 were ·called in question. I think this case will be
found equally conclusive on this subject.
At some other time I .e xpect to discuss this matter more fully.
Mr. KNOX. Mr. President, the Senator from . Idaho perhaps
was not in the Chamber when I put in the RECORD his own argument in 1910, which I think is the ablest argument that llas
ever been made upon that side of the question, an·d which contains a reference to the cases to which he has just alluded. I
also included in the RECORD a recent opinion .. written by Mr.
Charles Spooner, of New York, which has followed the cases
down to the present time.
Mr. BORAH. I was in the Chamber when the Senator presented my remarks for the RECoRD, and I simply called attention to this because the argument which I had submitted did
not call _particular attention to the fact that the acts of 1863
and 1864 were war measures.
1\Ir. KNOX. I wish the Senator from Idaho, as well as all of
my colleagues, to understand that my whole purpose 1n raising
this question is this: There is a rugged equity in trying to unlock the coffers where these millions of State securities are confined. I know of persons who have several millions of dollars
of State securities that do not pay one . penny of income tax,
and, by the way, do not buy as many bonds as many men of
very much less wealth than themselves. If there is a wayand I was only endeavoring to give to the Senate the way that
I thought was possible, and- my attitude was not didactic or
dogmatic at all-1 want this question thrashed out and a sound
conclusion reached, and this wealth reached, if possible.
Mr. BORAH. I am exc~edingly pleased that the Senator
from Pennsylvania has started the di cussion and has given his
opinion upon the subject, which will of cour e have great
weight; but, in discussing the question of equity, may I say
that the States are quite as hard pressed for subjects to tax .
these days as the National Government? It is undoubtedly
within· the power of the States to tax these securities and to
tax their officers or their salaries, and so forth ; and, in proportion that the National Government seizes other sources and
other subjects of taxation, it must necessarily follow that the
State will seek other subjects of taxation. The States could do
this, undoubtedly.
· I think, however, that while it seems we are engaged in these
days in an unconscious; if not a conscious, movement to destroy
the sovereignty of the States, we may pause before taking the
final step to consider whether it is wise to go ali the way. I
do not believe a few million dollars is any price to put up
against the Federal system which "\\'JlS originally constructed
by the fathers. If we take a\vay the rights ·of the State to
control the franchise, and then go further and lay taxes upon
the vei·y instrumentalities of the State governments, certainly
we shall have concluded that the States as sovereign entitles are
no longer essential. That may be the doctrine which we are to
accept, but under no conceivable circumstances shall I ever
subscribe to it. I repeat, as I have said elsewhere. you can
hav-e no great Federal Union without great and powerful Commonwealths upon which the Federal Government may rest.
WOMAN SUFFRAGE.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole~ resumed the consideration of the joint resolution (H. J. Res. 200) proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United States extending
the right of suffrage to women.
Mr. PHELAN. Mr. President, in order to call back to the
attention of the Senate the business which is before it, I will
read the joint resolution proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States extending the right of suffrage to
women. It is as follows :
Resolvecl 1>1} tlie Senate and House of Representativ es of the U11ited
States of America in Congress asse11tbled. (ttoo-thirds of each House
concml-ing therein), That the following article I.Je proposed to the leg-
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·S:-slafures 16f the s-evm·al .States a:s .an ·amendment to the Constitution of . and nnswer ,a question whtch was propounded by 'One of eur col·
,:the' nlted ·states, whlc.b, wJlen ·1·aUfled by three-fourths of said legisla-tures, . shall !be valid ·as :part of aid .Constitn.tlon, ·n1m1ely:
\ leagues, .I should think his course '\V~()tl.ld meet with -an · eager
"' :AR'l'Icr:E resf)onse.
' " 'SEcTlo~ 1. The .rt ....ht ·o1 citizens ·of .th.e 'United "States to vote shall ~
"The Constitution, Article II~ section .'3, says of tlw President:
•-DOt be denied or nlll:idged •PY the United-States--or rby 'allY .State on .acHe -:shall h'om time to 'time ·give to the Oongress information of tlre
··count of •sex.
state of the Union, and recommend ·to their consideration such measures
· "SE_c. 2. · Congress ,shall have ·po.wer, · by approprlate legislation, .to · as lle shall judge necessary and expP.dient; lle may, on extraordinary·
·enf.orce ~the- provisions..of this -article."
·
occaslons, convene both Houses, or either of them, and In case of dis·
'If we were engaged in ·ma"king a 'Constitution, and .at fhis agreement between them, with respect to the time of adjournment he
.period of our hi tory· the question ·should come forward for th:e· .:may_adjo.urn them ito such ;time .ns he 'shall think proper.
.
'
··fu· t · time,. I am disposed· ::to~elieve that· here would ·be v.ecy litSo the President is well w:Ln1n .his JJI'erogatives when he ,
'tie opposition ·to taking .away· the 'd iscrimination whtch has ·ordi- · comes here i.n person~a compliment which, indeed, we should
·:narily obtained ;against-;womall ~ as ~ woman. California is one ·:apprecia~and answers -a .:question :thus-propounded.
of the 19 States of the Union which have recognized, by 'State'
'What was that que tion! The S'enator from South :Cal'olina
action, ,the justice and !expediency of ·giv-ing ..the .:suffrage to [:Mr. BENET], who was for some time regarded to be in doubt
r~vomen; tand while rnecessarily ·that -'does not ·bind the -1·.epre- : ·as to What position 'h e should .. take upon this subject, said 41 .
sentatives f the State.· of California in Congress, 'because there 'his · address :that in case he was convinced that the ·proposed
is also another question, a ·question :ef ·the method, ..involved • · ccmstitutiona:I amendment ·was :a war. ·measure, notwithstandhere, et it ·s interesting -to :. know .that in a -.typical ..State ,.of· the , · ing 'the objections·which he otherwise 'had,"he '\Vould vote tor it.
~U.nion the .ltffrn.ge which !has .! been ~enjoyed by women in -Cali- Now the President has come ·before us nnd stated that it is a
foTnia for ·thej)a t ·seven years·,has been ·an eminenbsuccess,- and '\T'a:r measure.
o;none of the -dangers feared.:b,y tho e :Who oppo e w.oman ..su.ffr.age
Ti.IL'es change, and we ·c hange with "them. The platform of
have}Jresented themselv~.
'the great Democratic Party unly two -:years ago declared "for
There ·are two classes .of men who OJ!POSe ·woman ·-suffrage: peace; and now a united country-Democrats ·and Repub~Those ho do not believe in it an ·itself, and those who do ·n ot be- i ' lican -declares fur 'Wa:r. :So rapidly a:re .times changing that
:.lieve .that .by .amendment t>f the ;Federal Constitution women · 'tho:t instrument in some :re pects 's already ·obsolete.· Why:,
should be granted suffrage, but that they should lbe granted ~uf~ !: .then, .has the ;c.ountry ··changed? Because since -that time ''\Ye
...frage, if ·at :all,-by the States.
·
·
~ bave n-etua-lly entered the 'War.; 'Since ' that time _the whole
:It eems to ·me .a .late .-d~y to discuss in .this·ibooy the desirabil- · .-panorama of , tb.e war has been ~e_pened to us, and we see tha,t
.tty Of..:granting -suffragei:o :women, .and ·yet .tbere ·m·e ·those who, ~ ·tt iS'llOt 'a -contest between one or rtwo nations and .n.noth·e r, .btlt
't}()ubtles in good faith, believe ·'thaf ·if iWOmen :were ,- given ::the' it 1s ~a ·_people'.s w.ar, 8 Contest •in Which th~ ·peu_ple -of the \VOl'ld
suffrage it would in some way act .to',the-.Getriment"f>fthe tSta.te. , .are .engaged "for the _preservation of their Independence and
That ·cerL'linlY tgt·ews out of •the •aneient prejudice which comes ; .their :rights by. land -and rsea. THere is no doubt whatevel"now·
. down from the dim ast, r:where·force :was .the,_principal -weapon , in -the minos .of 'men 11s to 'the meaning -of the w.ar; ltnd 1:hnt
nsed and where rman ·dominated ·bY eason 'Gf Jlls .=s-npericrr r con:vlction, having oome to -men,.has set 'RSide whatever de.clar.{l·
· strength. !rhnt was I the ..period. as ·descri.bed by .:John "Stuart; ~.ti.ons may :have been made in the -pa t.
Mill, of the ·subjection -of ""wumen. But since thnt time-Chle, ·
·senators ·w]!o vote with an :apparent :reluctance against this
doubtl s, :to - Christian :--civilization~wnmen ·have ··steadily ad- · amendment .::on the gr.ound tbat their -con tituenctes ' ha.v e i~anced 'Until, in the •arts zand sc-iences mmrprofes:sion.s, they are l structed .them-that is to say, their constituencies have, by
.Jn most respects equal -to men. ln the :,great ·u niversities they ~ -referentlmn ur plebiscite, declared against woman suffrage, ·not
vecy·often ·excel men. !rhey:a"''e engaged -everywhere !n;the pnae- ~ necessarily ragainst the constitutional -amendment, but agalnst
tice .of the professions ·of ·taw ·and -medicine. In my own .city -u r ·woman suff~·age-feel that the~ are bound by the action of their
woman is United States district attorney to-day. So ·tbeoo is constituenCies. ·One ·!Senator, ··tlle Senator "'from .Ohio, said in
nothing ·&n·ange now ·in •women ·a ssuming the work for whleh ~they irts recent ttd.dress -that the people of his State hn.d expressed
:have capacity· and if they •have not shown capacity in·the.J)ast their -views and 1 .beg yop_ -t() ~oncede · fhat . !he ·should hav.e ·s aid
·it is because :men dmve ·-withheld ' frem them 'the ewards, the · fthe male 'VOter~ of .his "State 'have expressed their views. One·
.allurements of fume the honors :and the distinctie-n that come ba1f .of -tlie people 'Of ..his State :a:re actually disfraneru ed, antl
from industry ·and study. They llave been releg.ated to :a place ·:he ·:comes here with ~a - scrap of paper JL-eaning -nothing, so far
'by :themselves, and man ba.s proudly assumed the .x:iglrt :to repre- · t.ns'-,th~ -senttment ;of th~ W()men of h~s 'S~te are ·c oncerned. 1\len
.sent them upon -n.ll occasions.
. ID"e 'Se.tfish, especraUy m the po ·ses ron of . ower; they are loath
But.ifwoman h.as attain-ed the-position of taking ·care·!OI'her- · ·to :give ·it ·up. 'That is true of all !fintoe:rats, but it is ·e qually
:self in the .industries and fn ,__fue·professions, certainly she' has
true that "those who are denied ~wer 1rnd who :are subject to
Tigbt, under the spirit .of l>Ur rl aws to-day, to have representation. : .the...a.u.tocracy · :ar~ :c-onstantly ma.ln~ p1·otests; .and .fo1· 50 years
W-e tax he.r tin her -industry .and in her property, and ·we deny , .the w-omen of thrs country have never ceased to make protests.
. he1· ·representation, which ·is ~ contrary ·to ·one · ·o f the .cardinal r
WENDELL 'PHILLIPs sTATEs 'tHE casE.
principles of our institutions. If we require that :ahe tobey :the ' ·1 have in my nand, slr, .the re olutions ·adopted -at n m~?"eting
·l aws, it follo.ws inevitably •thut ·+she must .be ··g iven a -v oice iii ~ in 'Vm:cester, Mass., on the '1 5th day of October, 1851, 67 ,years
•ma.kirrg the Jaws. So ·the · great principle ·rof ()Ur Government · n:go. In reading 'the speeches ·of 'Wendeli'Phlllips I came aero s
·have to-day -in ·spirit .conferred ,upon ,her this right, and alJ .we , his !llddress on 'that occa ion, and I think that everything which
:ask is that tt be ·expressed in ·law -so that 1t will 'h ave 'b inding ! can be said in favor of granting suffrage to women is emhraced
-effect; and the :.appeal is ma"de ·.to men because they .control the within the pages of this volume as expres ed :in his ·speech. It
' allot.
.
•
.
.
,ig so ·absolutely legical that no one ·can .:avoid it. . It is quite imr wm not _clau,n for wom.an .that ~be 1 ·equal .m tall -respects to tmlterial, as the Pre ident ·said -to-day, what may be "the predi·
.man. She IS dlff-ere~t. Woman is :not 1Ulldevelop':d man, :as . ~lections oftl1e dra.wing-Toom." Thewomen of the drawing-room
·TJ!e~y on .say , but.diverse.; an~ yet m manly purswts -we have · have breaowinners to'J)rovi.de for them. We are talking of the
<ever~here exceptional -hiStoncal examples. ~.of _women ~ven ' women who for ·one rea-son or another .do · not acknowleuO'e <lenrrqgmg in corubat-th~ ,great -Q~een -s~r~s; Boadf.oea, ·vendency upon man in intellectual, educational, and spiritual
· ho fought the Rmnans m Britain' :Joan of Ale' the Mmd ·.of , matters, but --a sert ·an individuality of their own. But the
Saragossa, women orthe drawing-Toom, after-years of long subjection. come
!She, whom
once the -semb1ancc ·cif --sce;r
~ "'to ·regard themselves -as more or le s dependent because the
1
-Appall
d,
an
owlet's
la.rum
chiil'd
.with
dreadt
· h er the
Now view~ the column-scattering bay'net jar,'
• neces 1ty of tb e ir condit'10n d oes not Tequire o f th em ·e1t
.acq.uisition of .lmmvledge upon public que tiom; or "the exerci e
The falchion flash, •and o'er :the- yet-·wnrm dead
of ;public duties. Their male representative does that for them
Stalks with Minerva's step where l\Iars might quake to tread.
C<mllng dmrn to· the present ·time, we ,Irnow ·that women have ' ·arul tbey doubtles are quite content. But we are engag-ed in
engaged in nctua.I -warfare, .and ·'Yt:!t .we ..would not establish a i the- business of emancipating women, even tho e who are so
-claim upon he1· ability ·to fi~ht. Behi1lt1 "the lines, 'however, there ..eompl::rcent.
is work for women to do, as es ential :as the work .dtme .by men ·
I m:n going to read those resolutions into my addre for the
-.at the front. They have to attend to the wormded; they · have purpose of reaching ·the ears .of the New 'England ·Senators par"to ·care for those who ·h ave "fallen in 'the strife; and in -all these ticularly, becau e the oppo ition to this amendment come from
things they are ·called upon, -a:s you know, tn preference"to men. ~the New England -:senators ·and from the southern -senator-s,
'Women havo work~ to do in ' the world at ·peace and the · world ' .certainly an ,unholy alliance. The very name of 'Vendell Phil..at war.
; . Ups -o.ught ·to .:arou e the New England conscience to believe that
PRESlDENT ·wiLsoN ·:ADvisEs ooNG.REss.
·
''there is .some.fuing 'in this contest higher than mere . material
:When the President of the:· U.nited "States sees fit to come
;galn, that tb.e:re is something, ·a the Pre ident de. cribe . oi a
tho Senate of the United States dw·ing the course of the debate spiritual natw·e, something involving the impalpable rights of
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persons. For those rights the men of New England gnve Wendell Phillips as a missionary to the country and as a result of the
gospel which he preached the black race was freed. The black
race is the greatest obstacle to-day in this body to woman suffrage, but standing alone the opposition that arises from t~at
source would not be sufficient unless it was reenforced from New
England.
Mr. THOl\iA.S. The Senator's position, then, as I understand
it, is that in the old battle against human slavery Massachusetts
and South Carolina were divided, but in the present battle for
the political emancipation of women Massachusetts and South
Carolina are united.
1\ir. PHELAN. That is my understanding, 1\Ir. President, and
that is why I call it an unholy alliance.
The resolutions adopted on that October day in 1851 were
clrafted by Wendell Phillips :
1. Resolved, That whlle we would not undervalue other methods, the
right of suffrage for women Is, in our opinion, the corner stone of this
enterprise, since we do not .seek to protect woman, but rather to place
h er in a position to protect herself.

That is one of the essential arguments in favor of woman
suffrage, to put her in a position to protect herself.
2. Resolved, That it will be woman's fault if, the ballot once in her
hand, all the barbarous, demoralizing, and unequal laws relating to marriage and property do not speedily vanish from the statute book ; and
while we acknowledge that the hope of a share in the higher professions and profitable employments of society is one of the strongest
motives to Intellectual culture, we know, also, that an interest in political questions is an equally powerful stimulus; and we see, besides,
that we do our best to insure education to an individual when we put
the ballot into his hands, lt bein~ so dearly the interest of the community that cne upon whose dectsions depend its welfare and safety
should both have free access to the best means of education and be
urged to make use of them.
3. Resolrvcd, That we do not feel called upon to assert or establish the
equality of the sexes, in an intellectual or any other point of view. It
is enough for our argument that natural and political justice and the
axioms of English and American liberty alike determine that rights and
burdens, taxation and representation, hould be coextensive; hence
women, as individual citizens, liable to punishment for acts which the
laws call criminal or to be taxed in their labor and property for the
support of Government, have a self-evident and indisputable right,
identically the same right that men have, to a direct voice in the enactment of those laws and the formation of that Government.
4. Resolved, That the democrat; or reformer, who denies suffrage to
women is a democrat only because he was not born a noble and one of
those levelers who are willing to level only down to themselves.
5. Res~h:ed, That while political and natural justice accord civil
equality to woman ; while great thinkers of every age, from Plato to
Condorcet and 1\Iill, have supported their claim ; while voluntary associations, · religious an<l secular, have been organized on this basis,
there is yet a favorite argument against it, that no political community
or nation ever existed m which women have not been in a f'tate of
political inferiority. But. In reply, we remind our opponents that thP
same fact has been alleged with equal truth in favor of slavery; has
been urged a~rainst freedom of industry, freedom of conscience, and
the freedom of the press; none of these liberties having been thought
compatible with a well-ordered state until they bad proved their possibility by springing into existence as facts.
·

Nineteen American States since Wendell Phillips's tillle haYe
proved, as in the ca e of free press and free conscience, the living fact that suffrage for 'voman is compatible with the wellJ;>eing of the state. Continuing:
Besides, there is no difficulty in understanding why the subjection
of woman bas been a uniform custom, when we recollect that we are
just emerging from the ages in which might has been always right.

"Might has always been right." To-day the President came
here to tell us that this is a war measure. \Ve are engaged in
this war, in the business of proving that might is no longer right;
that the biological theory of the German philosophers subordinating the weak to the strong and knowing no other right or
power than brute strength is the -very proposition which we are
contesting on the battle fields of Europe. That is the only
reason why women have not been in full partnership with men,
the partnership to which the President referred to-day when he
said that we ask from women a partnership of sacrifice and toil
only and not a partnership of equality and right.
Certainly, Mr. President, this is a war measure, because when
you ask why we are in this war we are told that it is not a
contest between nations, but it is a contest for the supremacy
of the right; it is a contest against the claims made by an autocracy that force is the only arbiter between men and between
nations. If we deny suffrage to women it is because we are
superior in strength to women and deny their intellectual and
moral fitness and right to that copartnership which should obtain
between men and women in the conduct of the country's affairs.
So the very issue involved in this war is i.n volved in the conflict between the forces opposed to suffrage and in favor of
suffrage. We are asserting that men have a superior right because they have greater strength than woman, a condition that
prevails in primiti>e society. That is all there is to it. We are
denying civilization. We are denying to women an equality
just as the Hun denies to the Belgians and the Serbs the right
to independent existence. So we deny the women the right :of
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an independent existence with respect to their political rights.
In the language of autocracy we are saying, "We can do better
for you, so remain comfortably subservient."
How_ can we justify ourselves? A.s the President says, he
wants to be put in a position where he need not be ashamed
when he goes before the nations of the world speaking for this
democracy. It is clearly our duty to perfect our democracy at
home before we preach democracy abroad. Therein also is it a
war measure. The hour has arrived when this can be accomplished in this body by the change of. a few votes: Why should
not those votes be given? Have Senators a pride of opinion
which would put them in opposition to the spirit of the age?
Do Senators who inquire whether it is a war measure or not .
deny the authority of the man who came l1ere to-day to speak,
the first authority in the world on that subject, . the leader of
the American people, the Commander in -Chief of the boys in
the field and the sailors on the sea? After due deliberation,
meeting that inquiry, he has said it is a war measure. -He
wants that weapon with which to win the war. What weapon?
Not a new voting constituency in the United States to-day or
to-morrow, because if we submit the amendment to-day it will
take several years in order to get the ratification of the States,
but he wants a clear conscience; he wants to set the country
right, if possible, by persuasion of the minds of men ; for unless
we accept this policy of giving the women the vote, of democratizing the country in a true and real sense, he will just to that
extent be weak in presenting the cause of justice and equality,
of independence, and of right to the nations of the world. . He
is only half armed with half the people of the United States
disfranchised.
,
He wants the weapon of equal rights to smite the fiends of
kingcraft.
He wants, he says, "a spiritual weapon." What is a spiritual
weapon? It is built of the thoughts and ideals of a nation.
It is built of the hopes and aspirations of one-half of our population. It is built of democracy unalloyed and undefiled and a
democracy which embraces not some of the people but all of
the people. He asks that the spiritual weapon by the Yote of
this body be put into his hands. ·when we go back to our constituencies~ with that speec.£1 of the President ringing in their
ears, because he is their leader, coming to Congress and asking
for a weapon, will we say that we denied it? We ha"\'"e given
him shot and shells and cannon and we have given the material
things with which to fight, but the battle of our inspired leader
is to be fought by weapons other than these--by the great idea
of liberty and justice for the world. That is the idea which
wins the battles, which gave us our own independence--the idea
of man being free. I say to-day the idea of men and women being
free is something that carries with it an impelling force to those
who believe in a full and absolute acceptance of democracy.
A great orator aid: "Set an idea upon its feet and bid it to
march from 1.\Iaine to Georgia it will as surely overturn the
Government as if to destroy the Capitol you put gunpowder
under the Senate House." That is a rather apt quotation:
"Put gunpowder under the Senate Holise." Wendell Phillips
used those words, and in that campaign, sending of an idea from
Maine to Georgia, you will recollect that he did in fact oYerturn
the Government.
The President has put spiritual gunpowder under the Senate
House. He; the Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy,
has told us what he believes is necessary for him as a weapon
to m ....ke democracy safe in the woi'ld. I trust that when the
vote is counted it shall appear that an authority so high to
whom we are so devoted, men and women, Democrats and
Republicans, will not have spoken in vain. _
STATES RIGHTS AND THE RACE PROBLE:!II IN THE SOt::TH.

I haYe always sympathized with the South on the race phase
of this discussion. In my own State, when a candidate fo1~ tl1is
office, I was opposed by the representatives of what is now
known as the Woman's Party. They personally came to my
State for the purpose of defeating all men who were candidates
under the Democratic auspices because they held that party
responsible for the failure of the Gusan B. Anthony amendment.·
At that time I was openly opposed to the Susan B. Anthony
amendment on the ground that the States under the Constitution
as now orgr.nized have jurisdiction over such matters, and
hence that the door was not closed under the Con titution to the
women of the country who sought · suffrage; that they could go
from State to State and convince the people of the several States,
and, indeed, they had succeeded so admirably I rather resented
their seeking an extraordinary means of giving suffrage to
women. But I was afterwards informed that there were at
least 11 States in this country whose constitutions were so rigid
that it was practically impossible for the people them eh·es of
_those States to give an expression o_f th~ir yiews.
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The constitutions wer-a made so· rigid by, those wno were heed- the United. States is :1! menace to tbe_ mdiv.id~ States, becat~ e
les probablY Qf'subsequent_ue.velopment,,not anticipating arr~ ·that_iS: not tru~; The-Congress Qf tlle. United• States- can (!emmal deman.d, thinking: doubtlas · tllat all;. nwessary act~ · could. ·rect· any · of its· Qwn: e.o:ors,, and~ there- would: be, aru appeal: from
be.. yas ed: by· the legr latu.re,_that they c_puld not b.e oJ:mnged; 1 tl1~ States i.Eth~ was. an~ danger involved•
lienee. the::wQm._en..f:OllJlltan impassable btt~riet• tO;tl1.eir progress.
But what .do we find in the Southern: States?· A large negro
Then.. they: came t.o \Vashingtpn with: new v.igmr, having; ex- population. It is unfortun11te that· the-negro popula.t lon, a-. nonhau ted. the field of."the States, in. order to. give- an equal benefit assimilable body, a foreign substance; is lodged in tho e States-;
to the women· of th~ country and' not 1» allow; those- States. that but we need not ~ back into history· to show- that they came
haa· conferred_the: su:lftage. to. enjoy the- be.n~frtr alone~. In other •there not of theil' voluntary act but by bidding-and· invitation·
.wor<ls, they s.Qught. to make what- I consitrer a very- desirable· ,Indeed, transportation.. was provided. They- came: from tbei:r
tl:Ung in itself., a hom..ogeneo electorate, just as :t am disposed 'own jungles in. Aft·ica to work upon the plantations, and• theJ;e
to, belie;re.. we should' have ~ untfo.nm:- 'mauia.ge and· diyorce- laws, :they are to-day. As. the· Senator front 1\Iississipp· [Mr.
be.c an e people ougbt to: kJlD:w whether.· they ar.e marrie . Ol'" not ·WILLIAMS]' has- so- often: stated; there can be no· dem<X::ra.cy
1
as th~y travel! the tengt:h and breadth.. or the-Republic.. I also iwhere there is no equality,, and: ther6' is-but a feeble democracy
am disposed. to believe· that this is one: country" and~ und'e.r one :possible in. those States which hav.e~ UJlon their back a large nonflag. Yet so dissimilar are· the laws· affecting m.a~rJage and ·assimilable and ignorant population: It is· a-gra-ve. and seriousdivorce tllat a man. and a woman might. well doubt-wbethet they menace_m. t~ South, unles£ the-South< by· education devetop the
were legitimately-wedded in passing-on a raili-oad tr{fin from one· men and~ womeuLof that race and mak.eo ta~m. wotthy; of citiZ<m:State to. anothel~. In some· great. ques.tJ:ons there iS ·need· for a . ship.
F.edeml amendment: which: does not_ in itself involye an .· tr.es~ ~ The· white peo}2le of th_e_ South_do educate-the negroes· in.. the
n.as . upon: the just a:11d proper r.4,:):lts. of.the· U;dtvidua.t Sta:tes,;
:schools and tbey. dO: not object to the · e~ercise; of th.e franchise
S.u:Jtl:age- iS now conferred by· the States:. under.- th.e- reser:.v ed by those who, by the ownershil> of' property or- by education,
power of' tlie Stnt~s. Th6' Constitution w-hen drafted:. many , are qualiti'ed: to vote. So- by; extendinoo the· suffrage. to- women
~ears. ago was! an. instrument for· the- purpQSe:. o · mooting; only. ; you• do- not. change. the- present conditjon~ depl:o1·able as: it may,
, conditions which tben· prevailed~ Steam. and· electricit~- and . fbe in. tbe · ey.es.c o:t tlle men of_the Sou.ti1.. You. simply increa.ae
gasoline wei:e unknown-. There. was n-o-· commllllication between : the: electorate- by the addition.. of: women:.;. and:. if they are. less
tbe Stnre.s worthy of· the name; and indlvi.duality so far as ..t.he literate. than the-men o.r if theY. nold-no. Qroperty-as the Senase:v:e.rat commonwealths- were: concer.ned.· Wi\.S absolutely e.stab.- : tm~· from Mabam3 admitted, the property. being alLin the names
11shed. With the de~lopment of' steam and' electricity,. the: ~ of_ the· m~n-there:: is '\:ery· little - likelihood of their ever execcountry has been bound as -M.th.. iron bands, and it would. cer'- · c,ising_tlie.. suffi:age. lit that is so,_where is; the dange.J.:!
tainly be a great hardship if' we could' not- amend the Federal
The. n_egroes cultivate the plantations:; to· that; extent theY.
Con tituti.on to meet the new conditions which now confront-us. . are.. welcome.d!;· au_d: wllen.. the sought' to run. away to employ:
When_w.e g_o into the Stat!'!s by statute:-= and· tell the. States who ~ ment moffi I:emunerative. in. the shipyar;ds. Ia.st. yean tbe South
shall enjoy sufft.·age. and who shall not, we: m11. trespass upon_ called:: them tQ come back. W.hen; we. went. to- w.ar ~e was
· t;lleil~ te.Se.J:.ved. pQwer. But when:. W6' si:m.ply. · ~rovide b~ constitu- ~ no , hesitation im r.earu:iting:- our· troopstfJ::our. among;o the negroes..
Uonal amendment that there shatl- be· no discriminatio.n. on · So, the South, has· that problem: to solv,e, whetnell:' we· pru;S:· th;i};
,account of sex, t~at ce1tai.nly. is nQt· trespassing. Tlm.t_is some-- joint. r.esolut.ion . Qrovidlng-~ folt'this constitutional. arne.ndmen.t or
,thing fundamental. '\Ve do not pretend to- impose a property "not; and the~ havEt solved it admirably-and· in good tempen up
,or intellectual1 qualification. We .do not- pretend: to interf.ere ·to tbis time. The_amendJ;nent.. I" am told~ Willi incr.ease by 20
,with matters· as in.timatel~ and as· closely· associated' with t.h e. pee rent· th~ voting: wh;te• population in the. South.. as nr whole•
.People as, that. They may. hav.e reasons f01:- discrimination. in · So the·Soutli wil b.e::stJ:onger.. Where, then, iJ3 tb.e· danger?_'
,,fas.o · o . ll.I:QDerty_ ownership. and! of· intellectual accomplish- i In. California.. we have rae~ problems. and: I look. to the South
.me.u t ~- Tltey llnve· tliat justification. in. thSJ Ss;>.uth,.. and' w.llen . tt>.p.totect•the western. coast some.· d~against:. the encroacJunent
,this aJTiendm.ent prevails tllat will remain. It.- imply eAte.uda of Asiatics. Our · sympathies are bound· by a~ common problem.
.to all of the women, whlte and· black,. within a State the same- I recall that the West_and tbe South. united· in the: last election
prl\ilege enjoyed by the· men.
rand· gave to . the- country in· the· person or Woodrow Wilso its
· r do not. know why the Senator from Aln.bama- [Mr: UNDElt- great- leader. The. West is all for- woman suffrage_; it: has
,w.oou] should express so muc_h fear of the Federal_Government. ·already given suffrage to women_; it believ.es~ in it;· and it be..
,Wbut- is the Federal_Government,?- Is it. an · alien and. a hostile lieves in m!lking the- coun~ homogeneous- so far as the ele<!gov.ernmeot. seeking to destroy, _by power- of: taxation, const:itu- torate is concerned, so that a weste1·u. woman can go north
tjonal amendment, or otherwise, the iod1vidua1 State?· The · or east or south and not be dept;iVed of: the- privilege· which
Congress of tbe United. States alone, having. the powe.r to submit she enjoys in the W-est.
; a con titutional. amendment or to pass-ln.ws, is composed of:-the - · I think if.' the· South were sympathetic and associated itself
' t.enresentntives. of the States, and in the lower House it is in more closely with the hopes and aspi:rations: of the West it
'pl:opottion. to population, but in. this. Chamber absolute eqnallty might· serv.e a great purpose in. resisting- tbe forces· of reaction
between Stutes, small and, great, is guaranteed in the Constitu-. · which. ultimately; sooner· than· later; will. seek:- to assert them;ti.on of· the United States, even against the po-wer of' amend,:-.. selves before. the .American people.
·
went to. change_ it.
re the- 'Vest- uu.derstood: the South and the South. understood
The~:e.. is. no danger whatever of the equality. of. representation the< West- as weil' as. the~· did in, 191'6, there would be a. great
in the Senate evet. being. destroyed except: by revolution. Hence bulwark for-democracy iOJ the· Union of the two, great sectiQns
it is mther ab urd_for g~ntlemen to gr.ow excited over dangers; of tile- country which would· r.adlare far a.fleldJ and perb.UP$
that menace States when the States themselves- control the finally. }2enetrate New Ebglandl New. Englan<L. the. cradle ot
power of the Federal Government. If" they wish to impose. re- Uberty, the home oft human freedom•. through its vepre enta·
strictions upon them elve.s, it would have to be done in tllls- tives opposing equal suffrage-is a spectacle. tG make th~ angels
instance by two-thirds of this· entir.e body and ratified then by- weep. The former good Republican leader from the State of
three-fourths-of the_States. The_re can not possibly be any dan- ·New Hampshire, a venerablQ and respecte<L figure of this body,
ger of the Federal power usurping the State government when, was-ready to give the- women his voice and v:ote for · this· mea ...
its e~ercise is so safeguarded. So I do. not sympathize with the ure. I should think that his. influence. might have some effect
Senator from Alabama: in· making his protest. on- the · broad con~ I upon the men fl:om New Engla.:nd', unless, he· being, dead,. tlley,
stitutional ground.
repudiate · his leadershlp.
He said that the power to tax was the powe.v· to destroy; Ih ' · 1\U:. Fr.esident, State rigl1ts, in so fur as. it relates to thi.s
practice- it is not the power to destroy, because, as- r- have said,, measure, is- a: bugaboo. I did· not- hear from my colleagues on
thl;l Cong~:ess of the Unit~d States· has the power to-- tax.; but. this s_ide 9f the- Chamber any protest again t the invasion of
being deeply concerned !Jy r;ea.son of its e sentia.I constituents in Stat~ · tights when they wished- to get a Federar appropria·
the weB-being of. the States, there is no . danger of! the States ; tj.on for the extermination of the boll wee-vil. Tl1e bollJ '''eevil
being destroyed or any- of the resel'Ve<f instrumentalities o.f t.hEr 1wa destroying the cot_ton ill the South, but, instead of the good
States needle ly disturbed.
Federal Government relegating the Southern States to their ow.u
We. are. here, some of us more provincial than other,s) to pro? resources le t it should trespass. upon their ~overeigoty, ib voted
teet om· State . Sometimes we allow that sentiment to cloud! millions of·aollars for- tbe· extermination of the boUJ weevil. T1 e
our judgment', not fully realizing_ the visjon of the- glory of the Senator from l\las achusetts [Mr. WKEKs]. with the infiuen~a
Republic as one Nation, " an indestructible. Union of. ind~. ' of. th.e Spanish vm:tety. prev.ailing,. the- other, day. did not turn
structible Stnte ," one Capital, one flag. We ru:e so close to to the great Commonwealth o:fi· l\lasJ:;achusetts to· suppress their
our· constituents, which is the condi.tlon of· our existence, that own epidemic, but• came. here and. by: unanimous con ent too a
we refuse very often to. take the Federal view, but we should ' million dollar out of ar depleted Trea.c:;ury. If' the epizooti ol."
not excnse om'selves on the absurd ground thut the- Congress of , the St>anish influenza, found a fruitful soU in. Mas~chusetts
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and did not bother California, it strikes me they ought certainly to provide by State means for its suppression; and yet
those of us who are as broad as the continent, knowing the
infectious character of the disease, among other reasons, :regarded it as a F ederal or national problem. So the police
powers of the States are to be invaded and doctors and nurses
re to be sent into these outraged sovereignties, but it being
done at the request of their representatives, and, I suppose, because thei·e was acquiescence in it by the States, the thrifty
States, it can ha,rdly be called usurpation.
So as to many other questions, the States ai'e unable to pl·otect their so-called rights; but we should look upon this as a
great national problem, embracing all of the people. and we
should offset the advantages of so-called interference against
the disadvantages.
There is some slight disad\antage to the Southern States
having a large population of negro women in imposing this
constitutional amendment upon them by which there shall be
no discrimination becatlSe of sex; but I think I have demonstrated that the disadvantage is slight, that it can be -easily
overcome, -for they have negro suffrage there now ns nearly as
they would have it with a slight enlargement under the Susan
B. Anthony amendment; so that we are not 'imposing negro
suffrage or po sible negro domination upon the South. If negro
domination were the only question before this bod.Y now, we
might well pause; but their problem is there and they are
working it ont admirably, and this will not aggravate i t By 20
p er cent they will be stronger to resist it. There is no complaint
of hardship or discrimination from any qurrrter, even from the
negroes themselves; and there seems to be n. perfect understanding bei:ween the men who use the labor of the negro and the
laborer who seeks employment.
'Ve have as Representati~es in the United States Senate nnd
in the House of Representatives men from the Southern States
who are worthy of the great traditions of the respective bodies.
So why say that the South, on account of a v e:ry slight disadv.antage, would obstruct by its vote in this. body to-day the .g reat
advantage as a matter of justice, equality, and 1·ight, as well
as a war measure, of granting suffrage to women? There is no
question in the world that the honest sentiment of the country
is in favor of it. Even New York the other day, released from
prejudice, swung with 100,000 ballots to its side. Is not that
indicative of what is tG come?
It is said that the West is for it because we are a hardy and
independent people; and I know that the East is only opposed
to it because they fear their own people, and when that is told
to the constituencies there may be no very generous response.
The South is opposed to it on account of race conditions, and
the East is opposed to it because of their congested cities. In
their sweatshops, in their factories, tl1ere is .a great aggregation
of women, and they fear that if they are inve ted with the
suffrage there may be an outburst of democracy-meaning not
in a partisan sense democracy, but democracy with a small
" d "-tha t there may be such u.n outburst of democratic manifestation at the polls that the old order will change, the " predileutions of the dra wing-room" will no longer obtain, o,nd the
advice of ·wall Street no longer be heeded, but that the sweatshops shall be made wholesome; that the homes shall be
made livable; that the tenements shall be rna e sanitary;
that the working conditions of the people in the fa ctories shall
be made better. A movement of that kind necessarily will
carry, probably, increase in wages. because a person endowed,
I will call it, with the beneficent ballot is in a position to protect himself or herself. That is what Wendell Phillips means
when he says that we should give woman sutl'rage not for the
purpose of protecting woman, but rather to place her in a position where she can protect herself. That is the secret of opposition to woman suffrage-the fear -of an enlargement of demoeracy ; the same fear that kept the franchise restricted in England until by slow degrees it dawned upon th"Ose who gave laws
to that country that the strength of the Empire eonsisted in its
dependence upon the people, upon trust, not fear, of the people,
and the evils of democracy are cured always by more democracy.
I can see an enfranchised womanhood in this country springing to the -defense of the flag, not dishonoring it ; women who
will love their country beca.use their country loves them. I can
.well understand why women might rebel, even in the shadow
of the Capitol, against the inequality of the present laws by
.which. they are condemned to subjection. I am not one of those
who are alarmed by these occasional ebullitions of feeling. I do
not believe for a minute that there was any disrespect meant to
the flag, as we understand the flag as the emblem of the Nation,
mm·ching with the boys at t11e fi·ont, but it was a cl'incism of the
Congress that has the power to make the policies which the flag
protects, and as Congress deprived the flag of the privilege of
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extending its regis over American womanhood, the: said, lf they
are correctly quoted, " The flag is the cause of all ou r trouble,"
meaning y~m and me, meaning the House and the Senate.
It was a woman's hand that first wove the flag; - it is women
who have gh-en every one of the boys to fight the battles of
their country under tlte .flag. 'Vho shall deny the privilege t o
his mothe.r to participate in the affairs of government? Who ig
so mean and selfish as to arrogate power exdusively to himsel:fo
knowing that he sprung from woman, who in m any respects wall
his superior in judgment and in wiSdom, in love .and devotion·?
'Voman is endowed with intuition, a facalty or .sense which
men do not possess. It enables her to see things whicll are obscured from our vision, and in the economy of nature sill! possesses a heart, and the heart has reasons of which the 1·eason
itself 1..--nows nothing.
The Sena.t or fi·om Nevada [Mr. liENDERSQN] ve·ry properly
said that in no case in the suffrage States have women last their
femininity, their gentlene s, th-eir grace, and their confiding nature by confe.rring 1lpon them this benefit. In many cases they
seek advice o.f their men even where they are breadwinners on
their own account, but where tlrey are thrown upon the world
they look to the ballot as the som·ce -of their protection, for as
voting eitizens they receive better protection from the men and
more respectful hearing from legislatures. The <>rdinations of
nature can not be repealed by man-made laws. Nature has given
to woman her charm for llie purpose of holding together tlle
human family and peopling the earth. Nature has provided for
the care of women in that respect and no legislation passed by.
man can in any way repeal its God-given laws.
In conclusion, Mr. President, let me say that woman suffrage
in California has made public life more attractive to men. It
has purified the elections, ·once disgraceful; it has in all its rami·
fications strengthened the State, and it has upon .a. sure basis
of equality and justice laid the foundations of a real and true
democracy, which, thus buttressed, will survive all the storm of
time and passion. At last has come to the West what we fain
would give to the world, a reign of law based upon the consent
of the goTerned.
.
I have in my hand n survey of the results of woman suffrage
in California :
Women b:rve been interested in legislation along humanitarian lines
for the protection of women and children and the general community
welfare. Though no women l1.ave served in the State legislature, these
State laws are directly due to their influence-

To a large extent. For instance, mnr:ried women enjoy community property rights, which is an evidence, embalmed in the
law to-day, not in California alone but througho-ut the Union and
the woTld, of the real partners hip that exists between men a nd
women, because what a man earns in his shop during coverture
becomes one-half the possession of the wife upon his demise~
which is an admission of the fact that the wife participated in
the creation of the wealth, a copa rtne:r. If she did not stand behind t11e counter nor plow in the field, she provided for t he
breadwinners at home; she gave them comfort and sustenance;
she cared for the family, and did a thousand and one things necessary to keep the .worker behind the counter or in the field .
So the law has recognized her equal partnership in the r esults
of such labor. Why does the law not extend it to her political
ncti ities? She is given the education and the intelligence but
is denied the power of expressing herself. There is no equity
and no justice in that, and I may say to those who doubt the
expediency of this measure that justice is always the highest
expediency.
The abatement law, placing tile responsibility of disorderly bouse~ on
the prop erty owners rather than on the inmates and providing for the
prohibition of such houses·

They found a· solution for disorderly houses-The age of consent. raising the age from 16 to 18 years.
Establishing State train.in.g schools for girls, with a board of women
trustees.
The teachers' pension law-

They have added a pension law for teachers to the statutes and
have been instrumental in amending the juvenile-court law to
separate dependent from '(}elinquent children.
. A joint guardianshlp law. giving women equal rights over minor
children.

Women are so closely interested in all governmental activities-in juvenile courts, the rights of minor children, schools,
nurseri~ things which come within what some gentlemen would
fain call her proper sphere--that certainly the right to Yote ·
should not be denied when matters over which she has un·
doubted knowledge are involved. Yet we .find men voting about
minor children, juvenile courts, infant hospitals, a nd matters
of local concern of which they only have knowledge so far as it
is imparted to them by their wives, and the wives and mothers
are excluded from the ballot. Should we not in war and peace
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mobilize the resources of our womanhood? Col. ll()osevelt, in suffrage clause were abandoned. To its lasting credit, the legis·
his speech on SatUI·day in Baltimore, advocated the regish·ation Iature, without equivocation or delay, telegraphed in reply, "We
of women as well ns men. Then the burden and the benefit must will remain out of the Union a hundred years rather than go in
go together. ·
without woman su1Irage." Congress very properly yielded to
The extending of the eight-hour law in California for women the wishes of the State, and 'Vyoming came into the Union with·
was a great reform, because the covetous manufacturers worked out curtailing the rights or privileges of any of its citizens.
them 9 and 10 hours without hindrance from the male legisIt could not have been otherwise, for the women of the frontier
lators until the women invested with the ballot simply made the had shared with the men all the burdens and dangers of building
request and the men acquiesced. It was not the compulsion of the new State upon the plains. In the hard experience of
;:ustice. It is the power of the ballot.
pioneer life the men of Wyoming learned how surely they could
Making tuberculosis reportable to the State board of health.
depend upon the courage, judgment, and initiative of their
Creating minimum-wage commissions.
.
women. The ranchman and the settler worked side by side
A psycophathlc parole law.
·h
Wlt his wife, his mother, and his daughter in laying the founda·
Birth, death, and marriage registration.
The home-teachers law.
tions of government, and when the time came to establish governChanges in the compulsory-education law.
ment, he could have found no reason, even if he had bad the
A pure-milk law.
.
At the 1917 session of the legislature laws making important changes dispoSition, to withhold from her a share in its responsiblllties..
In the community-property laws, giving a wife greater equality with her
Here I wish to say, Mr. President, incidentally, that I agree
husband with regard to their community property. were passed by the with the view expressed here that th"s
es
1 1·s not a politic 1
a qu •
legislature; also Jaws making women eligible to jury service, and ap- ·
propriating $250,000 to establish a colony for the feeble-minded. These tion; but in view of the statement made by the Senator from
were the especial laws advocated by women and carried.
'Vashington [1\fr. JoNES] that if this joint resolution fails it
So their usefulness must appea! to us, because :men, involved will fail on account of a lack of Democratic votes, I wish at this
h: the discussion of th0 grea"ter questions, very often lose sight time to call attention to the fact that the first legislature of my,
of the smaller questions none the less important to the welfare State granting woman sutirage was a Democr~tic legislature.
of the community.
So she got the ballot. The act of the Territorial legislature in
One word more, 1\Ir. President: There can be no question granting her the right to vote was nothing more nor less than n
that if this body regards this measure as a war measure it formal recognition of the part she had played in reclaiming the
shall prevail. It is a war measure, because women have been wilderness. It was the fair and open tribute of American men
culled to places left necessarily by the men when, at the in- to American women, and I have always believed that when the
stance of their country, they have gone to the front. Women men of ·wyoming gave recognition to the principle of equal suf~
have been given the identical work performed by men. In Eng- frage they were speaking the voice of the real America, the
lana I am told there are only a million women not employed in America that first established democracy in the modern world,
war industriP-<;, and in this country munition factories, the ship- the America that is now ready to give its all to endow aU
yards, administrative offices, and the hospitals are to a consld~ nations and all races with that same democracy. The condi·
erable extent manned by women, because the men on account of tions which existed in Wyoming were the same as those which
the w.ar have left their accustomed posts. So we find women existed in the early days of the Colonies, and I am convinced
substituted for the men in the industr.ial life of this country. that bad the question of granting su1Ir.age to women been raised
The United States Cartridge Works, at Lowell, 1\!ass., employ in those times the Revolutionary fathers would have been as
17,000 persons, two-thirds of whom are women. At a shipyard-in prompt to make it a part of the fundamental law as were the
Philadelphia where 3,000 men are employed there are out of that men of the West.
number 827 places where women can replace men, and this is
The quality of the citizenship of Wyoming is distinctly Ameriabout to be done. Woman must be regarded as possessing a can. The State was settled by the sons and daughters of
new status since the war, and, because she bas a new status, the men who had shaped the destinies of the Eastern States,
she must be treated on terms of equality with the men; other- representatives of the finest type of American manhood and
wise, she might very properly· rebel and say, " If I am given womanhood. Alien emigration did not reach 'Vyoming, but men
the responsibility I must also hm~e the right to express my and women from the East and the South and from what was
views concerning governmental affairs; if my labor .is taxed then the West, men and women who knew nothing but Ameri·
and my property is burdened with debt I must, on terrns of canism, were the ones who guided its development. Is it any
equality with men, have the right to express my consent or wonder that they did not know how to limit democracy, and
my dissent." I do not think there can be any answer to that that even when tbr_eatened with exclusion from the Union they
reason urged in favor of the adoption of this proposed constitu- could not bring themselves to deny a full share in the privileges
tional amendment, and I do not believe there is any answer to and responsibilities of citizenship to the women who had helped
the Presi!Jent's appeal that this is in truth and in fact a war to make that citizenship worth while?
measure, and if it is a war measure, since we have supported
That, 1\!r. President, is how Wyoming came into the Union
the President in all other matters, we must, to be consistent, vindicating the motto which appears upon her State seal,
support him in this.
"Equal rights," and I have yet to hear a responsible citizen
Mr. KENDRICK. 1\Ir. President, in the discussion of this of the State express regret. Forty-nine rears of ~xper~ence have
question a day or two ago the Senator from Colorado [Mr. placed the question beyond the experimental stage and have
THOMAS] very truthfully stated, as it seemed to me, that every- demonstrated to all fair observers the success of suffr.age. Just
thing that could be said on this question has been said for and as the woman of the pioneer days met all the responsibilities
against it; and yet during the 1•ecent discussion, at least, we that devolved upon her, so is she meeting them to-uay, and so
have had no word of testimony here as to how woman suffrage has she been meeting them for the past half century. Surely it
has actually applied in the State that first granted women the is not necessary to say to any rational man or woman that the
fi:anchise. In spite of the late hour, I ask to detain the Senate exercise of the right to vote has not in the slightest degree
for just a few moments in testifying as to the effect of woman lessened the interest of the women of my State in their homo
·
life. It has not in any manner affected the high personal qualisuffrage.
1\fr. President, at this moment when, as I confidently believe, ties with which they are endoweCI, nor bas it in any way made
the United States, through the action of this body, is about to them less feminine. If any mnn fears that women may be con·
commit itself definitely to a policy that was adopted half a cen- taminated by politics, to him I would say that in 'Vyoming the
tury ago by the people of Wyoming, it seems to me fitting that I very reYerse has been true and the plane of government has
should say just a word on behalf of my State and iV:; voters- been raised. The extension of the suffrage has not made "poll·
men and women.
·
_
ticians" out of them nor has it transformed them into office
Wyoming is the pioneer equal-suffrage. State in America. In seekers. The records of my State will show not only that they
1869, almost 50 years ago, the first Territorial legislature granted are disinclined to accept the responsibilities of office, but that
to the women of the Territory the right to vote and to hold office. they can rarely be induced to do so. They are, nevertheless,
At the end of a period of more than 20 years, when the people keenly alive to their duties as voters at every election, and they
were arbitrarily required to pass judgment on the merits and display quite as much interest as the men. While not often
demerits of tile question, their decision, rendered through the found among the candidates for public office, they are with
medium of the legislature again, was both prompt an<l positive. each succeeding election becoming more and more concerned as
·When the application of the Territory for admission as a State to the qualifications, the character, and integrity of those who
was undet· consideration by the Fifty-first Congress, in 1890, claim their support:
vigorous opposition de>eloped to the admission of a State with a
'Vhen equal suffrage was first ·proposed in Wyoming I have
constitutional provision for woman suffrage. So strong, indeed, no doubt there were sorn.e men then, as now, who argued that
was the sentiment that our Delegate in Congress, Hon. Joseph 1\!. women lacked both experience and judgment, but who, after
Carey, telegraphed to the legislature, which was then in session, · the ballot had been grunted, were ready and anxious to set
expre ·sing his fears that statehood would be denied unless the -themselves · up as mentors to the new voters. I feel certain
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that when this amendment is pa s~<l and suffrage has b_e en
adQpted ll!ltionally, the same cliaract~ristic generosity in . giving politfcill ndvl.ce and co\mpel' to th~ women of the ·present
time \vill be displayed by these husbands and brothers, who _are
· so ~ loath now to see them soil their hands with politics. But
there is a S8eming inconsistency to l)e found in the history Of
suffrage in my State which will probably repeat itself elsewhere-for so long as the women of Wyoming allowed them. selves to be guided by this more mature judgment and this
superior knowledge, just so long did they fail to get results. It
\vas not until they began to exercise the benefits of the full
emancipation that con:.es with independent and individual action
at the polls that they began to exert an influence by securing
I:eform legislation. _ No woman who reviews the legislative
h~cord of the last few years in Wyoming but will be proud of
the achievements of her sex, and no man who is anXious to see
the advance of social reform and the improvement of politics
but will rejoice that the womeri were gi"¥en the opportunity to
enforce their judgment at the polls.
Speaking from a personal knowledge that covers a period of
40 years, I can say in all sincerity that I have never known thP.
women of Wyoming to champion or even to lend their sanction
knowingly to an unworthy piece of legislation. They ofttimes
have a very k.e en and active interest in matters pending before
the legislature or in problems for popular decision. They ofttimes organize for political purposes and unite to secure poJ.!.tical re ults; but, Mr. Pre ident, I have yet to learn of the fir~t
instance in Wyoming of any organized effort on the vart of
women .voters to g_a in private and sel.fish ends through legislation. Their interest is in public welfare. · Their aim i_s to b1·ing
about social reform. Their political object is to make the city
in which they live, the country in which they live, the State in
which they live a better place in which to build a home.
That bas been the effect of worr;.-an suffrage in Wyoming,
where the record of legislative accomplishment brought about
through the votes of women i~ an enviable one. When they
heiped to write an anti,.ambling law upon the statute pooks,
the women of Wyoming brought about a reform that would
have been long delayed without them. When they secured the
,adoption of a law limiting the hours of labor of women and
~hildren, they performed a service for both the State and for
the home. When· they fought for :ind obtained a motber..s' pension law, they won another battle for the strengthening of the
h9n:.e. They gave their active support to the campaign for the
workmen's compensation law, for pure-food laws, for ·a law
raising the age of protection for girls to 18 years, for a law
improving coQdit~ons in the State penal and 'charitable institutions, for laws limiting the traffic of liquor. These, Mr. President, ai"e but typical of the objects for which the wonian in
politics strives in Wyoming. You will never find her in the
lobbies of the legis! ture trying to win support for some measure' of doubtful ethics-you will not find her besieging city
councils and county officials with pleas for special privileges.
When she speaks, she speaks only in the name of morality and
clean government.' I do not mean by this that women are always right, nor that the _extension of suffrage throughout the
States will immediately elevate the Natio!l. · I mean that
wherever women are given the right to -express themselves
politically and wherever they use their influence as women, you
will find them standing for the same high principles for which
they have stood ·since ~e beginning of civilization.
The light thrown upon this question by its practical application in this one State in which the law has now b-e en effective
tor nearly half a century is all tbe'evidence that would be nece;;..
sary. to ~onvince any unprejudiced mind that women are as
highly qualified for citizenship as men. A woman has as good
a right to vote for those who exercise authority over her prop- ·
erty, 'either acting in the capacity of taxgatherers or in passin~
upon ques#ons of law . in the courts, as she pas to own that
property, and she certainly has even a greater interest in thm~e
w.ito are chosen to administer the laws for the protection of hersel[ and her children. The people of my State !_Vbo_have apt>lieJ
this principle through many years are committed to it as ft
matter of right and have but little patience with tbo.se wh3.
living in the present time of enlightenment, are clinging tenaciously to the theory of restricted suffrage and who at the same
time are boasting of their anxiety to lead other people out of a
con,ditiQn of bondage.
.
The political influ~nce of women, Mr. President, is a moral
and uplifting force of which no man need be afraid_ · Rather is
if: an influence we should seek to strengthen. And particularly
pt thiS moment in our Nation's history, when we are calling
upon the women for every possible assistance and sacrifice,
should we be ashamed to deny her full citizenship. Now above
oll times are we learning the lesson that the men of the frontier

learned long ago-that _the women are needed to b,elp carry o_u r
burden, and that they.are taking it up unselfishly and efficiently.
~Ve ai·,e hot only asking ~em to give their Sol,lS and brothers a:p.d
husbands to our Army, but we are asking them to do all_ manner
of labor on the farm and in the factory in order that the Army
may be properly supplied. We aTe sending -them into every
avenue of trade and business to release men · for the· fightiug
front. How can we demand these sacrifices an<l these labors and
at the same time pretend that they are incapable of properlY,
exercising the franchise?
I think I can perhaps understand the chivalrous attitude of
some men who would withhold the vote from women out of the
belief that to do so would be to protect tl1em from unpleasant
contact with the world. I think I can understa~d the point of
view of the man who honestly believes that woman's place is in
the borne. But to such a man I will say that to deny women
the right to vote will not cure the evil he has in mind. Eveu
if it were granted that his argument is sound, to which of course
I will not for a moment agree, I ask him what protection can
be afford to the woman who has neither brother nor father, to
the-widow who has lost her husband? What protection will he
afford to the thousands . of women who have no . protector but
who are forced to live under a Government tn which they have
no voice?
The man who would deny her the vote in ord.e r to protect her
is beginning at the wrong end to shield wom~n from the world,,
and until he can protect her from the necessity of earning her
own living, until he can furnish her a home in which to live
without cares or responsibilities save those of the home, he is
~epriving her of her most effective means of protection when he
refuses to grant her the ballot. If, because of changed economic
and industrial conditions, we can not keep women in the home,
th~n let us by all mea~ help her to make the Nation her borne,
let us help her to rai e all the standards of business and of
industry to the standards of the home. This we can best do by
permitting her to express herself politically.
.
Mr. President, the very spirit of this resolution is in keeping
with d~mocratic principles a I have, in my limited judgment,
been able to interpret them from my boyhood day~. _Suffrage.
equal and complete, can not be dissociated from the march of
progre&s. It is part and parcel of our advanc:ement towar<l the
unive1·sal realization of the ideals of liberty, fraternity, and
eqUality.
Those of us who come from the West, from those -sections
which only a few years ago were the frontiers of civilization,
have always been proud that in our communities the lines which
divide men into cia ses have always been vague. The farther
we t you go the farther behind do you leave caste and privilege,
the closer do you come to that ideal land where outward trappings count for naught and every man's rank is determined by
his worth. The West is the birthplace of equal suffrage, because in the West men have come closest to democracy.
·_ It is not without its significance that it i in the suffrage States
that the greatest progress bas been made toward the equalization of opportunity for all. It is not without meaning that what
we call -the .progres ive movement in legislation and in politics
bas found its greatest impetus, if not its origin, in the States
where women have been regarded as in all respects equal to
tnen and entitled to all the rights and privileges which men
enjoy. Equal suffrage and progress go hand in band, because
equal suffrage bre..<tks down the last barrier of division behind
which one part of the population may think, legislate, and govern for the other.
.
We have entered upon a war against such barriers; we llave
pledged ourselves to the deliverance of the world from a caste
which has thought of itself as alone fit to rule. Surely the Senate
of the United States, while giving all its thought and energies
to the battle which the free peoples of the world are waging
against that narrow conception .o f destiny, will n{)t by its vote
to-dny fail to tell all men everywhere that in this country the
basis of our civilization is as broad as our population. While
assuming an attitude of generosity toward the people of other
lands we can not afford to be less than just to all the people of
our own.
.
Mr. BECKHAM. 1\Ir. President, it has not been my purpose
to take part in the discussion of this question, and I ba ve in·
tended to do no more than vote against the proposed constitutional amendment compelling every, State in the Union to grant
suffrage to women; but, that my position in opposing it may be
understood, I have decided to submit to the Senate some of the
reasons which have influenced me in it.
In the first pJ,ace, l\ir. President,. even if I favored woman
suffrage as a gen~ral propo ition, I should oppo. e this amendment, because I believe that under our system of government this
question is one that should be left to the control and regulation
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of each State._ It is a question entirely of State c;oncern, and
the Federal Go>ernment would make a serious mis1:.:'1ke if it
should undertake by the adoption of this amendment to deprive
each State of its right to settle the question for itself. Conditions are not the same in all the States. In a country so large,
so di>ersified, and so populous as ours a policy or a law that
might be wise in some States might be very unwise in other
States. ·
I haYe no doubt, from the assurance of many worthy gentlemen, that woman suffrage has been successful in some or in
all the States where it has been adopted, and there should be
no obstacle in the way of any other State to adopt it if the
people of that State should desire it; and wherever the people
of any State in this country desire that the women of their
State shall vote in local, State, or national elections, even for
the election of the President himself, they can now, without the
uid of a Federal amendment, give the right to vote to women.
I can not understand, therefore, why it is that the very ardent
t~.nd active leaders in this movement should not be satisfied with
that ituation.
If an amendment were proposed the converse of the one now
before us, which would prohibit a State from allowing women
to vote, such · a proposition, I believe, would be unfair and unrea onable and I would earnestly oppose it. There are many
State · in the Union where a large majority of the people do
not desire to have woman suffrage and see no reason for it. I
believe it is true that in many States a large majority of the
women themselves do not wish it and are well satisfied with
their present relations to the matter of suffrage.
r_rhere are some of us who oppose this amendment and yet
who supported the constitutional amendment for Federal prohibition, and have been charged with inconsistency; and it has
been suggested by some that if it was right for the Federal Government by constitutional amendment to impose prohibition on
every State, regardless of whether or not every State wished it,
then there should Le no question upon our part to the Govern..'llent's imposing by constitutional amendment woman suffrage upon every State, whether or not every State wish~ it.
They lose sight of tbe very e ·sential difference between the two
questions. Prohibition could not be made effective by State
~ction, and the laws in prohibition States were in many instances nullified or eYaded by the liquor interests in other
State where prohibition did not exist. Prohibition, therefore,
could not be made completely effective except by Federal action,
and that action followed as a natural consequence of the invasion of the laws of dry States by the liquor interests in wet
States. But the sufi-rage question is an entirely different proposition, and it is no concern whatever of the people of one State
whether or not the people of an adjoining State allow women
to vote, nor haye they any concern whatever in the suffrage
regulations of any other State. I have no doubt that if any
considerable majority of the women of any State where they
are not now permitted to vote seriously desire to do so, they will,
without any trouble, secure by State action the right to do so.
I do not believe that there is a State in the Union-and I am
convinced that such is the condition in my State--where the
women, if reasonably united in their wishes or demands upon
any proposition, can not secure it without having the right
themselves to vote. I am sure that in the laws and the adminis·
tration of the laws in my State there is not an instance of dis·
crimination against women, and I have not heard of any such
discrimination existing in the laws or the administration of
them in any other State. There is no doubt that many of the
reforms enacted into laws in this country in the last generation
and much legislation beneficial to the welfare of the people
have been accomplished by the influence of women without the
vote just as effectively, and probably more so, than could haye
been done if they had had the vote. .
·
If there were any legislation · that the women wanted in my
State and they could not get it without the ballot, then I would
be in favor of giving them the ballot. We hear a great deal,
Mr. President, from some enthusiastic advocates of this movement, about the rights of women, about the justice of their demands, and from the 'fervid and excited deClarations of some we
might be led to believe that the women of this country were an
oppressed people and denied the opportunities and advantages
that men enjoy. Many intelligent people have been misled by
these statements, and they have been misled, I believe, because
they lose sight of the fact that the right to >ote is not itself a
sub ·tantive benefit, · but merely an instrument by which the
benefit of goYernment may be secured. They los_e sight, too, of
the fact that the right to Yote is not only a privilege but it is an
obligation. Merely giYing to woman the vote would not in- itself
benefit her and he could not secure any advantage whatever
in thnt mere rio·ht. Rut if there are any benefits or ad-vantages
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of a substantive or concrete nature which she should have ~nd
can not secure without the· vote, then, I repeat, she should have
the vot~. I haYe not heard a single advocate of this movement
state a substantial right denied to woman in any State in this
Union, and if she has all of the benefits and advantages that she
could ask, why should she be burdened with the obligation of
· suffrage, for I consider it, l\Ir. President, more of an obligation
than a privilege.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
l'rlr. BECKHAM. I yield.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Does not the Senator consider that if he
were deprived of the right to vote it would be a substantial right
t11at was interfered with?
·
Mr. BECKHAl\f. I do not.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Does the Senator mean to say that he does
not believe that the right to cast his vote is ~ substantial right?
Mr. BECKHAM. I value the privilege of voting, but the vote
itself is not of substantial advantage. It is merely an instru·
ment o1· means by which you can secure the benefits or ad·
vantages of government.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Does not the Senator think that the women
would appreciate the right-whether it is a sut"Btantial right or
not, according to the Senator's theory-to cast their votes in
the determination of questions that affect them?
Mr. BECKHAl\1. As I have said, if there is anything of a
substantial nature in the administration of government that is
denied the women, then I think they should have the right to
Yote. If there is any discrimination against them in the laws,
they should have the right to change them.
Mr. SHAFROTH. The discrimination is that woman is not
allowed to Yote.
l\fr. BECK~!. The Senator bas a different view of the
matter than I have.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Does not the Senator believe that the just
powers of government are deriyed from the .consent of the governed?
Mr. BECKHAl\I. The Senator and I have our different Yiews
on the application of that principle.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Can it be possible that any two persons
have different views on that?
Mr. BEOKII.AM. That is not the question.
· Mr. SHAFROTH. Then, as woman is evid~ntly governeu, usshe is subject to the laws that man·makes, what right has man
to make all the laws, not only for him elf but also for his
mother and his sisters and his wife, without consulting them
in any way whatever?
·
.
Mr. BECKHAM. I should like to ask the Senator if he can
cite, in any State in the Union, especially where women do not
vote, any legislation, any measure of reform of advantage to
them, that has been denied them becau. e they have not the
right to vote?
Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. President-Mr. BECKHAM. I yield to the Senator from Nevada.
Mr. PITTMAN. It occurs to me that in some of the States
of the Union they are working children under age, undoubtedly
against the wishes of the mothers of the country and the
wishes of the mothers of those States; and yet the men of those
States, from their viewpoint, think it is proper. It is >ery possible that.if the women in those States voted the condition that
the Senator asks about would not exist.
·
l\Ir. BECKHAM. That condition does not e:s:ist in my State.
Mr. PITTMAN. The Senator said "any State in the Union
where only men vote."
Mr. BECKHAM. I do not know of any State where that
condition exists.
l\fr. PITTMAN. The Senator does not know that they have
-child labor in North Carolina and South Carolina?
Mr. BECKHAM. Does not the Senator from Ne"\"ada think
the people of North Carolina and South Carolina are able to
determine that question for themselves, without ~nterference
from the people of other States?
Me. PITTMAN. . The question the Senator asked was if
there were any wrongs there that the men themselves did not
remedy. I say that that is a wrong that in the nature of things
women would remedy and men will not remedy.
Mr. BECKHAM. There are States where the women do not
yote where those wrongs have been remedied long ago.
Mr. SMITH of South Carolina. Mr. President-Mr. BECKHAl\I. I yield to the Senator from South Caro·
lina.
Mr. SMITH of South Carolina. By actual comparison, tlle
so-called " child-labor bill " which the Supreme Court declared
, unconstitutional was vastly inferior in the provisiops it made
for the protection of children to· the statute · on the books of
South Carolina in reference to that matter.
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1\Ir. -sHAFROTH. Tllnt ·is no reason why we should
!·those States whe1·e they do not '"ote, than they do in A1nerica.
the women of. other States fro)ll, participating in go,·ernruent.
If there L<.> anything they want and are reasonably well united
Mr. SIDTH of South Carolina. _If the Senator will allow in their wishes, they should have it and they always get it. I
me, I l1ave no objection to letting the women in the Senator's do not wish to see woman put on an equal footing with man at
-State vote; but I do contend that you should gi'"e me the same the polls because I fear when that is done she will be put on an
privilege to say whether they shall vote in my State.
equal footing with man in other sta.tions of life, and she is enl\Ir. $HAFROTH. Bu_t if you haxe the general principle tirely too good for that. It is the duty of man to work and
·acknowledged that the just powers of government are derived labor for woman; to cut the wood, to carry the coal, to go into
from the consent of the governed, your Nation i~ not a demo- the fields in the necessary labor to sustain the home where the
crntic Nation, your State is not a democratic State, your city woman presides and by her superior nature elevates him to
'is not a democratic city, your county is not a democratic county, higher and better conceptions of life. It is his duty and not
if that principle is true. If it is not true, then, of course, there hers to go to the battle field with his weapons of war to defend
is a denial of the fundamentals of the Declaration of Inde- her llome and her country from the in'\"asion of an enemy; it
-pendence.
·
ls his duty aml his obligation to go to the polls, guided by the
1\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. Ha'\"e we not had a good demo- refining influences of h'e r character, to exerci e the responsibility
·crntic form of ~overnment during all these years?
pJnced upon him by casting his vote in such a way a.s will bring
· 1\!r. SHAFROTH. I have no doubt the people can li\e abso- the best results possible in government for her and for her borne.
lutely without it, but at the same time you are denying the right. There is no more need for him to take her to that pl..'lce where
·People can live under a monarchy ; there is no doubt of that. the votes are cast than there is for him to take her '\\ith him
But we do not like monarchy; we think it violates the prin- upon the battle field. This, l\Ir. President, in my .opinion, is no
,ciplc of democracy, and we therefore think that it ought to be war measure. notwithstanding the fact that some very abre
abollshed in a democracy.
_
leaders have allowed themselves to be per. . uaded that it is.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. That is not what I asked the Sena- This is an inopportune time to consider it. Our whole atten·tor. I asked him whether he thinks we have been living in a tion arul energy should be directed to the successful prosecution
democracy and under a democratic form of government until this of this war anu not to a matte1· like this which can well wait
time.
.
until the minds of the people are in a calmer and better condi·
1\!r. SHAFROTH. I think it can not be possibl ·that yon ha\e tion to deal with such a radical cha.nge in a fundamental ques'a true democracy when yon deny the right of persons to vote, tion of government. It is not necessary to grant to woman the
when you deny them the right to pa1:ticipate in government and right to vote in order to express the full appreciation and grati·help to make laws for themselves. Whenever you. do that you tude which the men of tllis country and our allles feel toward
:fail in the ·very fundamental principle tllllt lies back of demo- her for the heroic sacrifices, the splendid service·, and the noble
"crntic government:
work she has done and is doing in the caus:.: of liberty and freel\1r. Sl\UTH of South Carolina. 1\Iay I ask the Senator a dom. I belieYe that only a comparati'\"ely small percentage of
question? Does he believe in any qualification for suffrage at women ask for such r~cognition of their services. Should not
'all?
this question be remo'\"ed from the scene of congres iollill action
1\Ir. SHAFROTH. I believe in every _o ther qualification. This .and relega~ed to the States, where it properly belongs? That
is an attempt to control simply to the extent that you can not was the declaration in the last Democratic national convention
pass any law discriminating against the people on account of sex. a little over two years ago; tl1at was also the declaration of the
When you do that it is nothing more than a species of the divine Republican convention. Why should we not, therefore, repre.
~right of kings, and when you withhold this ~·ivilege you are sub- sentatives of those two great parties, be guided by the last
stituting therefor the divine right of sex.
.solemn declarations which those parties ha'\"e made upon this
· 1\Ir. BECKHAl\L The Senator from Colorado illustrates the question? In our deliberations here it seems to me that thoso
point which I was undertaking to make, that so many men are Senators who come from States where they already have woman
"misled by the idea that the right to vote is a substanti'\"e right suffrage should be satisfied 1llld not seek, by this extraordinary
·or ·benefit.
and uncalled-for method, to impo e such conditions upon other
· Mr. SHAFROTH: Mr. President-States which do not -want woman suffrage.
1\lr. BECKHA.l\1. If t11e Senator will pardon m e Mr. FUELINGHUYSEN. Mr. President, a few days ago I
- Mr. SHAFUOTH. Very well ·; I will not interrupt the Senator propo ·ed an amendment to the pending joint resolution. While
)f tlte Senator wishes me not to do so.
I realize that the Senate is fatigued, I shall be forced to be away
1\lr. BECKHAM. If women are secure of the benefits and to-morrow if I can arrange a proper pair, and I would like to
_ad>antages of government without the vote, why neell they Rpeak briefly upon my :::mendmeut. I ask that the Secretary
be given the vote? Why should we double the number of \Oters may read the amendment.
and further complicate electoral difficUlties that now e..'tist in the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It will be read.
country? It is a fact well known, Mr. President, .that one of
The SECBETAnY. At the end of the joint resolution add the
the serious dangers in our Government is the lack, upon the part following:
of so many who now ha\e the right to vote, of a full a·nd proper l.mt no male person who is not 1'1. citizen {)f the United States shall exerapprcciation of the obligations and responsibilities which such else the right of suffrage at an --eledion for Senators and Reprcsentaa rie-ht imposes. Too many of OUl; voters alr~<tdy do not realize tives in Congress or for electors for .President and Vice President of
=
the Uulted States, an~ no female person who is not such a citizen
the importance of this responsibility and do not participate in · other"'ise than by marriage, or who, having 11.cquired citizenship by
:our elections in such a way as they should do.
marriage, has not complied with such requirement and conditions aa
It is more sentiment than reason that is back of this mo\e- may be prescribed by the Congress shall exercise such right.
: ment; it is the form rather than the substance which is seen
l\lr. FRELINGHUYSEN. l\lr. President, the a\owed and
by so many who have been led to fa'\"or it. Ne\er would I for an the obvious object of the resolution now pending before the Sen·
instant oppose any ·measure that would give to woman any sub- ate is to place women who are citizeps of the United States upon
· stantial right that she may desire, nor would I for a minute an equality with men who are such citizens in the matter of the
have anyone think that my oppositiQn to woman suffrage is due exercise of the right .tQ vote; to confer suffrage upon female
. to any idea that woman has not the intelligence, capacity, or citizen· of thl country · throughout the length and breadth
patriotism to exercise that right as well as man can exercise t)lereof. M:r object iu. wo.v.osing an amendment to that resolu·
it. No such thought as that has ever entered my mind and my . tion is to make it possible, in what seems to me the best way open
opposition t<r it is for entirely different rea.Sons. I may be con- -to· us, for the resolution a~tually - to accomplish that obvious pursi<lered somewhat old-fashioned and romantic in my ideas, but . pos~ and to avoid what-seell1 to me to be the \~ry serious danger
I look upon woman as superior to man. I am opposed to all of that, in the \ery act_of ~pf~rring the _right to '\"ote upon women
this talk about giving her equal rights because 1 am in fa\or of and of abolishing the inequalit_ies in tp~t regard which have
· her having greater rights than man bas, and I beli~ve that grant- heretofore existed we shall perpetuate and increase evils already,
ing her the suffrage does not lift her up to the plane of equal existing and crea~e new ones that will prove a constant and in. rights with man, but rather drags her down to it. Woman is rreasing source of embarra.~sment to us in the · future adminis·
: the civilizing, refining, elevating .influence that holds man from tration of governrr1ental affairs.
barbarism. It has been said that the civilization of any coun- . At the outset I desire to make it perfectly plain -that I am not
: try can· be determined by the condition in ·w hich women live opposed to the adoption of the woman-suffrage amendment-on
in that country. The hi~her the plane of WOD?an's standing and th~ contrary, I ::!.ill distinctly in favor of ·its adoption-but my
. influence, and the more she is looked up to and respected, the attention has been attracted to the situation which I shall now
more civilized are the pepplc of that country. In no country on endeavor_to explain to the best of my ability, and I ·hav.e felt
. ear~. and i~ rio. co~mtry in all. hi ·tory, ha\e. women occupi~d that this situation is so serious that I shou.lcl be derelict ln the
· a h1gher statiOn m hfe Ol"' exercised n greater miluence, eyen m · performa~ce o~ my duty as a Member of thts body shoulu I fail
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or neglect to call it~ dangers to the notice of each and every
Member of the Senate.
'Vith this by way of preface I shall proceed to state the pur-p oses of and reasons for the additions to the proposed constitutional amendment which I have offered in the form of an
runendment to t11e resolution. My fir 't object is tl'lis: To place
in the Constitution itself a provision which will safeguard the
country against the exercise of the right of franchise in Fed·e ral matters by aliens residing or sojourning within our midst.
'A nd it has seemed to me that not only is this of such great importance as to justify efforts toward the accomplishment of the
reform at any and all times, but the pendency before the Senate
of the resolution under diseussion affords an opportunity for
1ts accomplishment in an appropriate and efficient manner that
ought not by any means to be overlooked.
·
· · Under the constitutions of seven States of this Union aliens
now exercise the right of franchise ir. connection with every
elective office candidates for which are ordinarily voted for in
the other States, to wit, Indiana, MisEouri, Kansas, Arkansas,
Nebraska, South Dakota, and Texas. Recognizing the menace
to the safety of government of such a policy as this, a number
of States have recently amended their constitutions so as to
·allow only native-born persons and perspns who are fully
naturalized under the regular legal procetis to vote therein,
to wit, Alabama, Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin, and others
t11at I can not recollect.
.
· TQ show the abuses which arise under such a policy, which is
'contrary to the very spirit of the Federal naturalization la~s,
·attention might be directed to the fact that the followmg
methods have recently been applied in a certain Western State
where the declarations of intention made by aliens in the course
of a yeai· would hardly approximate two dozen and the declarations made within 30 days preceding and including election
day-made under the influence of vote manufacturers-have
•-npl?roximated a thousand or more in several of the courts
cxe~cising naturalization jurisdiction in the State. Tb~ ambitious candidate has his henchmen line up all the forelgnero;;
'in the district whom he can enlist. He makes his drive through
·the industrial plants, foregathers with the aliens in their cl~b
·organizations, extols tlle virtues of his. _candidate-and this
·applies regardleRs of party-and by ~anous inducements and
blandishments prevails upon the foreigners to assemble at convenient places and in the day and night time the accommodating
clerk of the court supplies the nece sary blank forms and accepts ·the statutory fees coming from an appropriate source.
Up to and including election day this business continues. All
day long, in the presence of Government officials, the stream of
aliens has been seen to enter the room whe:re the clerk of the
court is located and to lea\e that room with statements from
the clerk showing that the aliens have dee~ared their intention
to become citizens of the United State;s, ami, in the light of the
provision of the State constitution, showing also by implication
that such aliens have become clothed . by the mere act of declaring an intention to beco-me citizens with such character,
intellio-ence and tmderstanding o:( QU1 institutions that they are
-entitl~ to ~ercise the franchise ili the same way and with the
same effect as a person born in our midst.
Under the resolution pending before the Senate, unless the
part of my amendment . directed to this situation, or . some
similar amendment, should be adopted, the C'Vils and abuses to
which I am calling attention will not only be perpetuated, but
'will perhaps be practically doubled; for, if and when the amendment proposed in the re olution is ratified by the requisite
number of States, each and every foreign woman now living in
the seven States I have mentioned and each and every one who
shall take up residence there later who has· attained the statutory age will be able to declare her intention, if she is unmar·ried, und by that simple act will be clothed with the .right to
vote along ide of the man.
· With this situation existing, any unmarried woman coming
' from the most anarchistic section of Russia, from the fastnesses of bol hevikism, from the I. W. W. ranks, or from any
·other source inimical to our interests or even believing in the
·utter destruction of our Government-any unmarried woman,
no matter what her character may be, might be induced in the
-States mentioned to declare her intention to become a citizen,
· whereupon she could proceed to stamp the impress of her views
·and of her character, through the exercise of her right to vote,
upon the laws of this country. This is an illustration none too
' extreme; but even if it should be regarded as extreme, the an-swer is that we mu t think through to the very depths of the
· po sibility of an eyil if we are correctly to measure the extent
·of such evil.
' Is it desiraule or wise to lay a foundation in a constitutional
amendment for the perpetuation of such a situation as this,

especially when it may be so easily guarded against?
not; and, because_of that view, I have inserted in my
amendment ·the provision-

I think
propo;~ed

,

But no male person who is uot a citizen of the United States shall
exercise the right of sutrrage at an election for Senators and Repre·
sentatives in Congress or for electors for President and Vice President
of the United States--

And have, in addition, so worded the remainder of my proposed amendment, the direct purpose of which is to meet an-c
other situation, to the description of which I am about to pro..
ceed, that the san1e result will be accomplished with regard to.
females.
The second object which I have in view is tllis: To insure
that, in conferring the right to vote upon women who are citizens, we do not create a legal situation in which foreign women:
might, through the operation of the almost universally recognized principle that a married woman's citizenship follows that
of her husband, qualify to exercise the franchi e in Federal
elections, although wholly unfitted by character, education, resi·
dence within the country, and knowledge of and regard for its
institutions, or otherwise, to have a voice in public affairs. My
second object; in other words, is so to change tlle wording ot
the resolution before us that it shall be made actually to confel!
upon women rights equal to those enjoyed in this regard by,
men, and not greater than those enjoyed by men.
Mr. CALDER. 1\Ir. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER (1\fr. KmnY in the chair). Doc~
the SenatoJ.· from New Jersey yield to the Senator from New.
York?
1\Ir. FRELINGHUYSEN. If the Senator rises to ask me a
questi<;m, I would be ,very glad to answer it after I conclude.
I know the Senate wants to adjourn, and I hope the Senator
will not interrupt me now.
Mr. CALDER. Very well.
1\Ir. FRELINGHUYSEN. As I have already remarked, the
object of the pending resolution is to place women on -the arne
footing as men so far as the right of franchise is concerned. I
am in favor of a constitutional amendment properly drawn
which will permit the worthy women of this country who are
citizens, either by birth or through the regular and orderly processes of naturalization, to have the right of suffrage; but I want
that amendment so drawn that it will protect the worthy women,
who should vote, against the unworthy, who should not vote, and
I want it so drawn that Congress can hereafter pass laws prop·
erly protecting this enlarged and increased electorate. I con·
ceive it to be our duty under our oath as Senators to pass an
amendment that will do this.
I do not know who prepared the pending constitutional amendment, but I believe it has been drawn without proper consideration or study of the Constitution and conditions that exist under
our naturalization statutes, the careless disregard of them, the
abuses that have crept into the making of citizens, and the upparent indifference of some authorities to the grave menace to
the institutions of popular government that thus ari e.
In giving to this subject that careful . tudy which its gravity
demands, my attention has been attracted to two circumstances
in particular. The passage of a resolution of this kind is closely
related to the precarious situation in regard to aliens which has
been brought about by the war and our participation in it.
Congress has been forced to pass drastic laws at the ele-venth
hour to protect this country against sedition, treason, and deep.
seated disloyalty, arising from the fact that so many foreigners
reside amongst us and that Germany has carried on a surrepti·
tious propaganda here ever since the war and evidently, from
latter-day developments, even for many years before the war.
It is not necessary for me to recite the many outrage , bombings,
dynamitings, murders, committed by the disloyal foreigners residing here. The consideration of this amendment conferring
upon female citizens the right to vote nece sarily brings up at
this critical time the grave question of our immi(IT'ation and
naturalization laws and policies, especially in t11eir relation to
and effect upon women of alien birth already here or who maY.
hereafter come.
The other particular circumstance was not ful~y appreciated
by me, in its relation to the constitutional amendment as drawn,
until I conferred with officials of the Bureau of Immigration
and learned its extent and seriousness. It arises from the
abuses that exist in connection with the traffic in women for immoral purposes. While our immigration laws ha'-e been framed
with the object of protecting society against this traffic, nevertheless many women become citizens of the United States ~ough
pro forma marriages contracted simply for the purpose of giving
the poor, unfortunate women a status of citizenship under our
laws and preventing them from being deported. The pimp, the
procurer, these vice scavengers of humanity, products of the
swill barrel of foreign lands, carry on their immoral, unspeak..

(
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able practices almost within the shadow of Ellis Island, the
women being brought in from Europe, from the Orient, and from
the Latin countries, and, except in the cases of Chinese and
Japanese, a pro forma marriage contract can be entered into and
·these women become citizens of the United States and can not
be deported unless the Government can show-under the most
recent amendment to section 19 of the immigration act-that the
. mat'l'iage was contracted after the woman became liable to de. portation under the law; and heretofore the enforcement of the
act has been seriously impeded through the fact that a foreign
woman, no matter what her character, can secure citizenship
simply by going through with a marriage ceremony, the other
party to w·hich is an American citizen.
The foregoing are the two respects in which, it seems to me.
_the importance of the second part of my proposed amendment
is made especially apparent at this time. I desire now to proceed to a more detailed discussion of the matter in its legal as
well as its· practical aspects.
Generally, married women are regarded as citizens of the
country of which their husbands ar,e citizens. This principle is
recognized by the laws of the United States,.section 1994 of the
Revised Statutes providing thatAny woman who is now ot• may hereafter be married to a. citizen of
the United ~tates and who might herself be lawfully naturalized shall
be deemed a citizen.
'
·

It is of fllndamental importance that in considering this pro,v ision of law the fact shall not be overlooked that Congress, in
adopting it, was proceeding in pursuance of authority conferred
upon the Congress by Article I, section 8, paragraph 4 of the
Constitution-the authority " to establish an uniform rule of
naturalization." Therefore, the marriage of a foreign woman
to an American citizen is, in its effect upon the status of the
woman, a process of naturalization, and it must be borne in mind
that the woman who acquires citizenship in this manner is, by
""i.rtue of the language of :3ection 1994 itself, as fully naturalized
as though she had gone through the court processes of naturalization required in the cases of males and in .t he cases of unmarried female , and as completely a citizen of the United States
as though she had been born here. The Constitution " contemplates two sources of citizenship, and two only-birth and
naturalization," said the Supreme Court in the leading case on
citizenship, entitled United States v. Wong Kim Ark (169 U. S.,
649, 102).
.
The procurement of United States citizenship by a foreign
woman through marriage to a citizen is not, of course, surrounded with any of the safeguards that are, and have been
for many years, placed round the procurement of citizenship
through the regular court processes provided by law. Some of
those safeguards are the following :
A male alien desiring to become a citizen of the United States
must make a declaration that he is not an anarchist, a polygamist,
or a believer in the practice of polygamy, and that it is his intention in good faith to become a citizen of the United States and
permanently to reside therein. Not less than two years and
not more than seven years after be bas made his declaration of
intention he must again petition the court and take an oath
that he is not "a disbeliever in or opposed to organized government, or a member of or affiliated with any organization or body
of persons teaching disbelief in organized government," and so
on. Then he is examined by the United States examiners, and
'if the court so directs he becomes a citizen, but under the Re·:vised Statutes a foreign woman who has attained her citizenship by .marriage to an American citizen is not held to conform
to that process of law.
·what is the object of the resolution? It is to give men and
.w omen the same rights under the Constitution, to place them
upon an equality in regard to the elective franchise. D6es it do
that? Will it attain its object?
Under the Federal statute already quoted an alien woman
,who marries a man who is a citizen of the United States by birth
·o r naturalization becomes a citizen, and under this resolution, as
drawn, she would be entitled to vote; but a male alien or a
female alien not married must be naturalized in a regular court
proceeding under our naturalization laws before he or she
becomes a citizen qualified under this proposed resolution, as
drawn, to vote. Is that equal rights?
A male alien-a German, for instance--marries an American
.w oman, but he does not thereby become a citizen, and under
this constitutional amendment he could not vote by reason of
that marriage relation. But a female alien-a German woman,
for instance--marries an American citizen, perhaps a German
who has been naturalized. She thereby, ipso facto, becomes n.
citizen, and under this constitutional amendment could vote.
Is that equal rights1 Certainly not. It is conferring upon

1

married women rights not conferred upon unmarried women or
upon any man-rights which ought not to be conferred upon
either women or men in any such haphazard, unregulated
fashion. Again, the foreign man or unmarried foreign woman .must
reside here continuously for at le~st five years before the boon
of citizenship will be conferred; but the foreign woman may,
by marrying a citizen become invested with all the rights and
privileges of citizenship immediately upon landing upon our
shores, including, if the constitutional amendment as proposed
should be adopted, the right to vote. The foreign man or un~
married woman seeking in good faith, through the regularlY,
ordained channels, to become a citizen of this country must be
of "good moral character, attached to the principles of theConstitution of the United States, and well disposed to the good
order and happiness of the ~arne." But in the case of the for ..
eign woman who marries a citizen no .such standards are en~
forced; the marriage, ipso facto, confers citizenship, even though '
she is of bad character and even though she knows nothing
and cares less about the principles of the Constitution. She
does not have to be of good character, because the Supreme
Court long ago held, in the case entitled Kelley against Owen,
Seventh 'Vallace, 496, that the qualifying phrase, "and who
might her~elf be lawfully naturalized," found in section 1994
of the Revised Statutes, means no more than that she must be
of the general class-races-for which naturalization is author·
ized. Under this situation will the rights conferred be equal?
Obviously not. Upon this fact too great emphasis can not be
placed: If this resolution passes in its present form, foreign
women married to citizens will become voters without any of
the safeguards of naturalization through court processes.
1\Ir.. President, how many foreign women are there in the
United States?
·
The census of 1910 recorded 13,500,000 persons of foreign:
birth in our population. During the years 1911 to 1914, 3,000,000
more were added, according to the estimate of the Immigration
Bureau. This is net-makes allowance for those who returned
to their native lands. From 1915 to 1918 it is estimated immi~
gration has been about 300,000 a year, making in these years
of the .war 1,200,000 immigrants added to our population. The
total number of foreign-born persons here would, therefore, seem
to be about 18,000,000.
Mr. President, there are in the United States to-day 5,821,757
women of foreign birth. They are mostly in the large industrial
States. I shall not read the statistics relative to them now.Suffice it to say that New York State has 1,296,849; l\iassachu~
setts, 526,922; Pennsylvania, 586,085; but that number has been .
increased by reason of the fact that the figures that I have re~4.;.
are from the Census of 1910, and since that time immigra tiou
has increased by over 3,000,000. Therefore it is safe to assume
that there are nearly 7,000,000 women of foreign birth in this
country. I ask to have the letter which I hold in my hand from
the Department of Labor giving these statistics inserted in the
RECORD.

.

'

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so or..
de red.
The letter referred to is as follows:
DEPARTMEXT OF L.tBOR,
. OFFICE OF THE ~ECRETARY,
Washington, September 2~.,
1\IY DEAR SEXATOR :"

,

1.918 . .

I beg to ack-nowledge receipt of your letter of tho

23d instant requesting certain data regarding alien women in the United
States, and wtll reply to your inquiries seriatim.
1. Table 15, page 259, volume 1. of the Census Report of 1910, b"'i.tes
the number of foreign-birth white women in the United States as
5,821,757, diYided as follows:
New England:
52,165
Maine ------------------------------------------45,890
New
1Iampshire----------------------------------Vermont
________________________________________ _
21,93!)
520,922
Massachusetts-----------------------------------87,442
Rhode
Island
------------------------------------Connecticut
______________________________________
_
151,691
Middle Atlantic:
New York---------------------------------------- 1,296,849
New JerseY--------------------------------------301.652
Pennsylvania ------------------------------------586, 085
East North Central :
251,10-:1
Ohio----------~---------------------------------Indlana
____________ :. __________._____________ _: ____ _
62, 139
Illinois __________________________________________ _
528,965
261, 867
l'.!ichlgan ----------------------------------------222,130
Wisconsin ---------------------------------------West North Central :
222. 5·29
Minnesota _--------------------------------------116,055
Iown-------------------------------------------~Ilssouri ___________________ ~--------------------~
97,040
63,528
North Dakota------------------------------------40,932
South Dakota------------------------------------74,284
Nebraska----------------------------------------54,0!)6
Kansas -----------:...- ------------------------·-----
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South Atlantic :
' 1\Ia:rylan<l
Dela ware___________________________________
___ _:_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _
of Columbia ______________________ _
Dist~·i~

~rglDta

_____________________________________ _ _ _

West Virginia----------------------------------North
CaroUna_..:. ____________:____________
____ _
South CaroliDA----- -----------------------Georgi:l. ------------------------------------Florida_
_ _: _________________________________ _

EastKentucky----_.:._
South Central :
_____________ .._ _________ _
Tennessee------------------------------ - .Alabama-------- --------------------------

West~~~~tra1:---------------------------------

t=~~-=======~-==================
Oklahoma-----------------------------------

TexaS--------------~---~---~-------------

Mountain:

.

.

1\!ontn.na
-------------------------------------ldaho ___________________
__:_ ___________,____ _
Wyoming--------------------------------Colcrrado -----------------------------------

~~o~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_-::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Utah.... ____________,_________ .;__
_! _ _ _ _ _ _ _

NeYada---------------------- -----------Paeitic:
Washington _________ ~----------------- - ------ -

&Ifi~fa-::::::::::::::::::_-::::::::::::::::::=_::::::=::::::::::=::::::::::=::::::::::::

7,4!)()

4~,85 7

11.434
9,900
15., 773
:!!, 1U7

2,335
5,554

13,137
18, ·442
7, 312

7,130
~.431

2g: i~

14, 414

103,16~
27,084
12,345
'1,003

4 ,777
7,822

16,238

27,447

4,172

80,476

1fi: ~~~

2 and 3. Section 1994 of the ltevised Statutes provides as iol,l.ows:
• Any woman who is now or may hcrreafter be married to a citizen
of the Unite-J Stat s an d wllo might herself be lawfully naturaliZ"ed

sh!llt be deemed a citizen."
• ediJu 4 of the fl. Ct appnn·ed March 2, 1907 (34 Stat. L .. pt. 1,
p. 122S), whieh 'is merely ueclaratory of section 1994, Revised Statutes,
1n·ovid s us follow'S :
"That any foreign woman who acquires American citizenship by marriuue to an American shall be at--sum<:!d to retain tlle same after the
ter~ation of the marital relation if she continue& to reside in ilie

United States, l•nless she makes formal renunciation there?f befo-1·e a
court having jm"isdiction -::o nutnraU ze aliens, or if she 1·es1des abroad
she may retain h er citizenship by registering as such before a United
States- eonsul within one year after the termination of such marital

1'e.lation!'

.

4. The fourteen th a m endment to tb e ConstitutiOn defines those. who
sh:1ll be -deemed citizens by virtue of their birth. Section 8 of Article I
of the Constitution gives Congress power " to establish an uni1'orm
rule of nntmalizntion, "' • *." The cvarious provisions -of law under
this authority will be f ound in the Revised Statutes.
Yoc.rs, very trul y,
JO'HN W. ~ERCr..mUBIE,
Act ing Sea-etary.

Hon.. J. S.

FRELlNGHUY SEN,

"Un i t ed Htates

enate, Washington, D . 0.

Mr. FRELINGHUYSEi~. l\Ir. President, it will ·be seen from
the foregoin.-. th...'lt we already ha\"~ here a \ery large number
of foreign-00~ women. Of cOtu·se, many of these are illiterate,
Jllllny ·have had nD educationn.l ad\antages. Another fa.ct that
hould not be overlooked is this: The tendency to enter into
marital relations is marked amo-ng these immigrant races. Of
course, we know little or nothing about the loyalty ~d the
real a1legiance of these women and less about their character;
many of them may be anarchists, nihilists, polygamists, yet
the. e women may, simpl. through the performance of a mar~
ria.ge ceremony, become citizens of .t he United States.
I it not es entia! that we should write in the Constitution a
provision which "ill enable Congress to pass legislation that·
will restrict the menace arising from this condition? I do not
think the amendment as drawn does this, and I believe that
Congre s should take the precaution t'o lay the foundation for
protecting the country in this regard. After consultation with
the legal advisers of the I mmigration and Naturalization Bureaus I am firmly of the opinion that if the runendment should
be adopted as drawn it will not be_possible thereafter for Congre s to remedy the ituation described by me by passing legislation. In other words, the constitutional amendment, unless it
shall be changed in some such manner as th.a t I suggest, will
prevent the passing of nny legislation to place any restriction
with ~gard to the e:x:erci e of the franchise upon foreign women
who have becpme citizens by mtu.:riage.
This ~itizensh.ip-by-marriage provision was enacted by the
Federal Congress when women could not vote and at a time
when Con..gre.s s had no thought of. giving them the vote, its
object be"ing to protect propert y and dower rights an~ to care
for many legal and international question~. . To Q.C~9mplish these
purposes Congress conferred the benefit of uch citizenship upon
such women. Now women are asking ior the additional benefit
of the right of suffrage-too long denied them-but a· cnanged
situation is created, which Congress should carefully consider
before passing a con titutional amendment. The view has been
expres ed by some lawyer that _Congr~ss could afford protectiQn
to the elective :IT nchise under this constitutional amendment by
hereafter passing statutes naturalizing foreign women married
to citizens and worthy of the privilege of voting. Possibly a
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statute could be passed thllt hereafter would protect the electorate a.nd compel married women who have become citizens by
marriage to he naturalized in a eourt proceeding bef0re they '
~ote. b-nt I do not ·belie\"e it.
·
To hold that it can is" tantamount to holding that the Congress
can by statute compel a woman who has already been naturn.lized by marriage and who has by that proeess of naturalization
become as full a citizen as though oorn here, to g() through a.Iiother process of naturt~.lizati-on, the eoart process, before she
will be allowed to vote, nohnthstanding n
ovision in the Constitution prohibiting the United States or the several States
from uen;ying or abridging on account of sex the right of a
citizen to vote. No law will or can be passed hereafter in that
regard that will protect the electorate against the unworthy or
unqualified women who are given this right under th:is constitUtional am~ndment unless you lay the foundation in the amendment itself by the use of words that will confer upon Congress
the power to do so.
Perhaps it might be thought that the second section of the
article of the amendment proposed in the resolution. providing
that the Congress shall have power by appropriate legislation to
enforce the provisions of the article, would lay a sufficient
foundation for subsequent legislation dealing with the subject
I am diseu sing. But I think that, obviou ly, such is not the
case. The purpose of the second section of this proposed articTe
of amendment is exactly the same as the ·purpose of section 2 of
Article Xlli, section 5 of Article XIV, and section 2 of Article
XV of the Constitution. Its pliTpose is to indicate whfch of the
th ee branches into whicl1 our Government is divided is to be
chnrged. under the Constitution with the enforcement of the
particular article ; and it confers a power to enforce--that is,
carry out, not a power to modify, regulate, abbreviate, or extend. If it conferred a power of the latter character it would,
moreover, be absolutely inconsistent with the first ection of he
proposed article of amendment.
I contend that under this amendment providing that the right
to vote shall not be abridged or denied on acc011nt of sex, the
ri:gllt being conferred when this ·c onstitutional amendment is
ratified by the States, such right having been created through
:mtl.rriage--which marriage relation is po~sible because of sex~
tlie moment you attempt to compel these women to go thron rrh
any additional requirements before they exerci e the ·:franchi ·e,
you will be doing the very thing the amendment prohibits beeau e you will be abridging the right of a female citizen to vote.
Any such statute, if passed, would be unconstitutional. Of
course, I do not contend that Congress can not at an~ time, under
the authority conferred upon it by the Constitution to pass uniform naturalization laws, either amend or repeal section 1994
Df the Revised Statutes. The power of Congress in this regard
is: no doubt plemrry. This fact might naturally lead some to ask
the q11estion, " Why attempt to cover this point in a constitutionn.l amendment? Why not leave it to Congress to repen.l the
statute lying at the foundation of the difficulty?" But to such
a question there are two sufficient answers.
In the first place, section 1994, although a statute and therefore open to repeal o.r revision, is simply declaratory of a prin·ci,ple of law that is almost universally recognized and runs infinitely . into important legal questions of both a local and an
international nature. It is nDt likely, therefore, that Congress
will ever go so far in UII}.ending and extending the naturalization laws as to abandon this principle. And just so long as
citizenship can be acquired by women through the performance
of a marriage ceremony will there exist the inequalities and
evils to which attention has been called.
·
I n the se.cond place, by such a constitutional provision 8$
that proposed . by ILe, the past as well t!S the future can be
cared for. There are, of course, now in the United States a
great many . women, formerly foreigners, who have acquired
citizenship through marriage. It may. be seriously doubted
that Congress -could legall~ divest these women f the ,citizen-:ship already acquired in that manner. The Sup
·e Court has
said, in the Wong Kim Ar~ decision, already mentionec.l, that
" the power of naturalization vested in Congress by the Constitution is a power to · confer citizenship, not a power to take
it away." But wholly aside ~om this legal doubt, it would
hardly l;>e fair and ju t to pass a law changing the st1!-tus of
these women frortl that ..of citizenship to that of alienage-certainly it would not be ju t or fair in mru1y of their cases. On.
the other hand, no 'unf i.rness or injustice-and no thing in any
sense ille~al-is inv~lve.d in so qualifying the conferrence of ~
constitutional right to >ote as ·to make it po sible for Congress
hereafter to enact legislation ·requiring . tho e who e citizen hip ""'
arises m_e rely frO:~ ~arriage to meet, in_eYery substll.Dtial re~
spect, before they will be allowed to exercise the right of
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suffrage,- the- conditions that males and unmarried females are
required to meet before citizenship is conferred upon them.
Accordingly, the . purpose I ])ave in mind in inserting in my
proposed amendJp-ent ~he 'provision th~t "no female. person who
is ·not such a citizen otherwise than by ·marriage, or who, having acquired citizenship by marriage, has not complied. with
such requirernents and conditions as may be, pf escribed by Congress, shall exerci e such right" is to pave the way for the passage through Congress, in the .event that the constitutional
am~nOrnent should be adopted, of a law which would compel
foreign women who acquire citizenship in the instantan~us
and unregulated manner of going through a marriage ceremony
to IL-eet conditions and requirements similar to those now governing the conferrence of citizenship through court Jlrocesses
before they would be permitted to stand alongside men and
women born here and men and women born .abroad and naturalized here . in the J'egular safeguarded manner and cast votes
having the same effect in determining the com:se of ·govern:ment a-s the 'Votes cast by the native-bom and regularly naturalized citizens.
·
I repeat, Mr. Pre ident, I am in favor of adopting a constitutiona l mendment which will bring nbout equality between men
anu won:.-eu citizens in the matter of the vote; ·but I am ·also
in favor of so wording such amendment that \ve will not' perpetuate and jncr~ea e already existing evils and create new inequalities that could not hereafter be rectified otherwise than
by the slow and uncertain method of adopting still anothe~
constitutional amendment.
I a.sk to append to my remarks, without t:eading, .a statement
showing citizenship -qualifications for voting in woman-su:Jrrage
States.
.
·
·
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. 'Vithout -o bjection, permission.
i granted . .
The statement refeiTe<l to is as follows:
CI'l.' I 2EXSUIP Q UALIFICATIONS FOR VOTING IN WOMAX ~ SCFFRAOE STAI:ES.
"F ULL SUFFRAGE.

'~

EXTENSION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

1\Ir. GORE. I ask unanimous consent-and I do so with the
consent. of the chairman of the Committee on Appropriationsthat the Committee on Appropriations be re-lieved from the further c<>nsideration of House joint resolution 334, which is a
continuing resolution taking car-e of the objects intended to be
provided for by the special food-production- bill which is in
confe·r ence. I may state that the conferees have agreed upon
everything except the rent amendment, on which they have
reached a disagreement; but, as this is the last day of the
month, it is thought necessary to pass a contip..uing resolution.
As I . under tand, it relates only to the special food-production
bill, and will provide for the activities intended to be provided
for .by that bill to go forward without interruption.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the request of- the Senator from Oklahoma, that the Committee on Appropriations be discharged from the further consideration of
House joint resolution 334? The Chair hears none, and it is so
ordereu.
Mr. GORE. I now ask unanimous consent that the unfinished
business may be temporarily laid aside, and that the Senate
proceed with the consideration of the House joint resolution.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma
asks unanimous consent that the unfinished business be lni<l
aside temporarily, and that the Senate proceed to the- consideration of the House joint resolution named by him. .
There: being no· objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, p_ro.c eeded to consider the joint resoluti-on (H. J. Res. 334)
making appropriations for certain nece ary operations of the
Government for the month of October, 1918, and for other purposes, which was read, as follows:
R e!Bolt:ecl, etc., That the provisions of the joint resolution entitled
"Joint resolution maldng appropriations for certain necessary operations of tbe Government and of th e District of Columbia for the months
of July and ·August, 1918, and for other purposes,'' approved July 8,
1918, except so far as they relate to the support of· the .Army and of the
District of Columbia, are extended and continued in full force .and efi'cct•
for and during the month of October, 1918.
r

.Arizona: Citizen;- only. (.Const., Vll-2.)
Califor:nia: Citizens only. Naturalized citizens must have ·been adThe joint resolution was reported to the Senate without
mitted to citizenship 90 days prior to the. election. ~Const., Il-L)
amendment, ordered to a third reading, read the third time, arul
Colorado~ Citizens only.
(Const., VII-1.) "The same qualifications passed.
a s to • • • citizenship • • • required by Ja.w to entitle male
p pr on to vote shall be required to entitled female persons to vote."
RECESS.
(Courtright's Stat., 1911, §2147.)
1\lr. JONES of New ·Mexico. I move that the Senate ta.ke a
I1lnho: Citizens only. (Const., VI-2.)
·
Kansas: Citizens and persons who ha;e declared their intention to rece s until 12 o'clock noon to-morrow.
become citizens. ·(Const., V- 1.) An amendment has been submitted to
·'The moti-on was agreed to; and (at 5 'O'clock and 40 minutes
b e 'votes on at the 1918 electjon limiting the right to vote to citizens of
p.m.) the :Senate took a recess until to-morrow, Tuesday, Octobel'
. th e United States. (Laws, 1917, c. 353.)
·
Montana: Citizens only. (Con t., IX-2.)
1, 1918, at 12 o.'clock. meridian.
Nevada: Citizens only. (Const., 11-1.)
New ·York: Citizens only. Must have been a cHlzen for 90 days. ·A
citizen bv marriage must have been an inhabitant of the United State&
for G years. (Const. amend., Laws. 1917. o. 2784. l
·
-HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Ox'egon (a senate joint memol"ial [Laws, 1917, p. 975] t.as been submit~
ted to Congress requesting " that equal qualifications be required of and
.l1oNDAY, September 30, 1918.
equal privileges granted to each :individual voter, irrespective of sex or
the marriage relation in the Sta.tes adopting woman · suiirage ") : Cit·
"The Hoilse met at 12 o'clock noon and was called to order by
izens only. ( Const., 11-2.)
.
Utah: CHizen. only. (Const., IV-5.)
the Clerk of the House.
Washington: Citizens only. {Const., VI-1.)
The CLERK OF THE HouSE. The reading clerk will read a comWyoming: Citizens only. (Const., VI-5.}
LIMITED SCFFRAGE,

munication from the Speaker designating a Speaker pro tempore.
The reading 'clerk read as1 follows:
· ..

Illinois: Citizens only. (Const., Vll-1 · Laws, 1913. p. 333.)
'
·I '
.
SE.PTB:UEER 30. .
Michigan: Citizens only. (Const., 111-i; Laws, 1917, No. 191.)
H~ri. 'SOUTH ·TRIMBLE,
Nebraska: Citizens and persons who have "declared their intention to
01.e1·k of the HO"Use:
become citlzens at least 30 daySJ>riOr to election. (Const., VII-1; Laws,
Because I am to assist in conducting <ll·att lottery, I assign the gen1917, c. 30.)
.
North Dakota: Citizens only. (Const., .:V-121; Laws, 1917, c. .254.)
. tleman from Illinois,.-Mr. FosTER, to act as Speaker for thls ·day.
CFLUrP . CLARK,- Speaker.
Rhode Island: Citizens only. (Const: amend., VII; Laws, 1917, c.
1507.)
·1\Ir.' FOSTER took the chair a·s Speaker pro tempore.

l\fr. NELSON. Mr. P.resident, without entering into a discussion of the merits of the question, · I w.ish to say in reply to the.
argument of the Senator from New Jersey-~1r. JONES of New Mexico.
I should like to inquire of the
Senator from Minnesota if it will be just .as agreeable to him
to proceed to-morrow?
Mr. NELSON. I shall not .occupy over•five minutes. I wish
to say to the S-enator from New Jersey in br-ief that I ·::tm 'OPposed to hi · .amendment for two reasons: In the first· place, to
amend the joint resolution now would necessitate its going
back to the House of Representatives and ' being concurred in
there. In the next place, the relief he seeks by an amelldment
to the 'propo ed constitutional amendment is in the pow-er ·of
Congress ·to grant without such action. · Congress is given full
jurisdiction over the naturalization of foreigners, and C1H1gress
can at::n.ny· time pass a law preventing .foreign-born women Wh{)
marry ·American citizens from becoming citizens by tbe.ir ·.marriage. Congress also has the right to prescribe who are qnali-:'
fied to · vete fm· President, electors, and Members of Congtess ;1
the'r e is no doubt R.bout that. Therefore no constitutional
. amendment is needed at all on these subjects, fo-r- Oongress has
plenary power without it, an.d I shall vote against the .!llllendment proposed by the Senator from New Jersey.
·

The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the following praye.t; :
' We bless Thee, -Infinite Spirit, our Henvenly Father, that the
President of the ·United Sta.tes, in a recent speech, voic-ed tlie
sentiment Qf the American people in pure English and clear-cut
sentences, which those who run may read our purpose for en·tering the ~var and the object for which we seek, liberty ami
justice .for all men and for all nations.
Grnnt that the plan he sugge ts in a league of nations Illil-Y
obtain and a permanent peace be established upon the principles
enunciated and illustrated in the incomparable life and character of the Prince of Peace; and gl-Ory and honor and praise be
.T hine forever. Ame.n.
·
The Journal-of the proceedings of Saturday was read."
The SPEAKER pro tempore. · Without objection-· ~fr. WALSH.
Mr. Speaker, I object to the approval of the
.Journal, and make the point of order that there is no quorum
present.
Mr. ESCH. Will the gentleman withboJd that for a moment?
Mr. WALSH. I.will·withhold the point· temporarily.
l\fr. ESCH. :Mr. _speaker, I ask unanimous consent for an
indefinite lea~e -of absence for my colleague, "Mr. Bn-owNE, <>n
accQunt of illnesss
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l\lr. SIMS. There is no objection to this-lHr. CA.l\IPBELL of Kansas. But that does not avoid the
necessity for the Journal Clerk to keep the Journal of to-day's
proceedings.
Mr. SIMS. Certainly not.
1\fr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. The Journal of the last day's
proceedings must be approved before we begin with the Journal
~awlli~~~
·
QUESTION OF PRITILEGE.
~'he SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair would like to state
1\lr. WINGO. ~1r. Speaker, I rise to a question of privilege, that in his opinion the first order of business is the approval o:f
and I ask unanimous consent to proceed for five minutes.
the J om·nal.
The SPE.A.KER pro tempore. The gentleman from Arkansas
MI·. SIMS. That is all I am asking.
\
1 1
a ks un:lnimou consent to proceed for fite -minutes. Is the1·e
••
Mr. DOOLITTLE. Mr. Speaker-.o bjection?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. For what purpose does the genMr. 'VALSH. 1\ir.-Speaker, reserving the rigl1t to object; does tleman rise?
the gentleman desire to take up llie question of privilege t\Vith
Mr. DOOLITTLE. I demand the regular order.
a quorum not here?
·
.,
~
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The regular order is the ap1\Ir. WIKGO. · Yes; I think we had better, if the gentleman proval of the J om·nal.
will withhold his point.
- ·.
·
. 1\fr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I object; and I make the point
Mr. WALSH. I will withhold the po-int for five minutes.
of order there is no quoTum present.
~Ir. \VIXGO. Mr. Speaker, the recotd of· the last pl'oceeding& - The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from 1\Iassachuof Satul'dny is as follows.
setts makes the point of order there is· no quorum present. The
l\Ir. WALSH. 'Vhat page?
.
Chair will count. [After counting.} -Evidently there is no
1\lr. WIXGO. Page 10924, the last' part of ·the proceeilings:
quorum present.
1\!r. SIMs. 1\lr . ~peaker, I was requested by the gentleUJ!41 from KenMr. SillS. Mr. Speaker, I move a call of the House.
tuck~· LMr. Ro osE) to ask unanimous consent that the foU_owlng letters
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House <lo now
be printed Jn the REcono, a letter by Mr. Tumulty and one from W. J. adjourn.
,.
.
Cochran.
}"·
The S PEAKER pro tempore. The question . is· on the .motion
Mr. WALsH. On what topic?
;..,.
\ Mr. Sn.rs: I have n)t read the letters closely.
of -the gentleman from Massachusetts that the. House do now.
,\ Mr. WaLsn. I reserve the right to object.
adjourn.
ADJOIIR~llE~T.
_.../
The question was taken, and the Speaker p1•o temp-o re anMr. Wnwo. :Mr. Speaker, I move that the Hous_e do now adjourn. · · nounced that the n~es ~eemed to have it.
. _/---·
Mr. 'VINGO. Mr. Speaker, those gentlemen who were presen·t
1\lr. WALSH. DivisiOn, Mr. Speaker.
I
:
in the Hou ·e Saturday just before adjournment will remember
The House divided; and there were-ayes 7, noes 51~ .
.
. So the motion to adjourn was rejected.
.
that the .gentleman from Tennessee submitted a request to prn'lt
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question now is on the rooletters. If he stated who the writers w ere, ·I did not hear it. tion of the gentlem-an from Tennessee [Mr. SIMS] for. a call.of
Of course there wa great confusion. There was a conversn.tion the House.
between him and the gentleman from Massachusetts 'tMr.
'VALSH] in which it was disclosed that the gentleman from · T~n:
The motion was agreed to.
nessee did not know an3lliing about the 1ette-rs, that -he had · no~ ·
The SPEAKER pro temp9re. The Doorkeeper will clpse the
read them, and I understood that the gentleman from Massa· doors, and the Clerk will call the roll.
,,
chusetts had objected, that the gentleman from Tennessee and
The roll was called, and the following Members failed to .anthe gentleman from Massachusetts were engaged in a private swer to their names: ·
. - .: ~
A~tbony
Els.t on , . ~·. -._·, Kitchin
. 1 - ·, Snunders,Ya.t
conversation examining the letters, and the impatience of the Aswell
.;: , Emerson
Kreidel'
_
s .co.t t, Iowa _
House was evident, and therefore I made the motion to adjourn. Bacharach
~stopinal
La 11'ollette
Scott, Pa. (
I have no objection to anybody extending remarks in the RECORD Baer
· Fairchild, G. w. LaGuardia -~ Scully ·
by having letters printed, provided they know what the letters Bell
Barkley it'
Flood
Larsen
Sells
Flynn
Lea,
Cal.·
Shac~l~ford
are and can tell what they are about and by whom written. ,
Bcshlin
li'ordney
Sherwood .
1 LPsher
BBori~tltaennd 1
Foss
Linthl~um
Shouse
I do not know what the 1etters are now. I ·asked the· privilege
I
Francis i
Little
Siegel , _~
to see the letters. w hi ch was denied by th en· custodian.
do Brodbeck
l<'reeman · ........ _ London
Slayden
not doubt that the reporters correctly _transcribed their riotes Browne
Fuller, Ill. · .~ Lufkin
Slemp
·
and did their best in the confusion: but. to those who were pre ~iit Browning
Fuller, Mass. ~ Lundeen
~ Smith, T. F.
it is evident that some lliings were not heard. I do not object :~tl~~nan · -~ 8~~Jvan
~~g~~!\~k ~: ~~;~er
to printing the letters in the RECORD, did not object, and did not Byrnes, S. C. ~· Garner · (
McKenzie
Stalrord \
move to adjourn until aftei; objection was made, and the two Byrns, Tenn.
Ghss
,
McKinley
Steele
gentlemen named were engag~d. in a conversation that promised Caldwell
Glynn
(
McLaughlin,
ra.
Sstteeepnbeernsso,nMiss. ,
Candlf'r, Miss.
Godwin, N. C.
Maher
to be interminable and unsatisfactory.
Cantrill
Goodall .
Mann (
Stephens, 'Nebr.
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Speaker, I ~ant ·to ask that the Speaker lay Caraway
. ~it Goodwin,. Ark.
Martin
Sterling, Ill.
Carew
~.,.~ ; Gould
:Mason
Sterling,
Pa. _;....
before ·the House the water-power···bill, so that I can move to carlin
Graham, Ill.
Mays
Stlness
agree to the ~onference asked for by the Senate and have tbe Chandler, Okla. Graham, Pa.
Meeker ·
_/ Sullivan
conferees app'o inted. That is all I ask that for.
·
··. · Clark,
ChurchPa.
Gray,
·
MerrittMinn.
Sweet
Greene,N.J.
Mass.
Miller,
·swift
·The SPE AK.ER pro tempore. T be gentleman from Tennessee Classon
Griest
Montague
Switzer
ask.<:: that the water-power bill-Connally. Tex.
Griffin
Moore, Pa. I
Tague
Mr. Sll\IS. Senate 1419-.- Cooper, Ohio
Hamill .
MMo rttJn _ I
Talbott
0
·
'f
S
Cooper, W.Va.
Hamilton, N.Y.
Templeton
Mr. GARRETT of T ennessee. J.> r . . p.eaker, ·reserving the Coopet·, Wis.
Harrison; Miss. Nolan
· '
~l'bomas
right to object-and I shall not object after I have propounded Copley
}iaskell
8llver, N.Y.
~M:f~on. ·
a parliamentary inquiry to the .Chair-! should 1ike to know, if g~~~~llo
· H;if~n 1
' o· s~~unessy
Tilson
'
I may Illllke the parliamentru·y inquiry of the Chair, just ex- Cramton
Hl'tlin 1
Paige
Tiqkham 1
actly 'what situation we are going to be in if 'we proceed with Crosser
_.... Heintz .
. Parker, N.Y.
•.rreadway
the transact ion of business before the approval of the Journal Currie,
.>: - ·Hensley
'·
' Peters
· Vnn
Curry. Mich.
Cal. - ,I
Hicks
Phelan
VareDyke
of Saturday? That will bring about another Journal of to-day Dale, N.Y. --'• IIollingsworth
Platt
Venable ('
with other business. We have not transacted rtny business so Darrow
Hood
Porter
Vinson
·
·
Davis
Howard
Powers !
Walton
far, but the appointment of confer~es upon any measure will be Delaney
Hull, Iown
Pratt
.1 "
Ward
a transaction of business. I submit that ·inquiry in order· to Dempsey
Humphreys
Price
Watson, Pn.
prevent confusion later, if ·possible. ·
·
.
-·
.
Dewalt
Husted
Purnell
Weaver
< ¥ob.t~~~~s~ Dak. ~~~ndeli1.J. w.
~~~:~; - f
. The SPEAKER pro temp_!)re. The Chair, wllliout looking up Bl~~lnson
the matte1~.'is inclined t.o think that the Journal ought first to Dill
John:;-on, Wnsh. Rankin
White, Me.
be approved.
·
·
'
Dixon
.Jones
.Riordar.
White, Ohio .
Wilson, Ill. .
Donovan
Kearns
Robbins
Mr. CAl\IPBELL of Kansas. I think there is no question Dooling
Kelley~..-.Ulch. Robinson
Wilson, Tex.
about that.
Doremus
Kelly, .l:'a.
nose
Winslow
Mr.· Sll\.1S. I am only asking for unanimous consent in order Dyer
Drukker
Kennedy, R.I.
Rowe
Wise
.
Kettner
Rowland
Woodyard
to expedite lliese matters along.
Edmonds
Key, Ohio
Sanders, La.
Young, N.Dak.
Ellsworth
Kiess, Pa.
Sanford
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. That is business.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair announces that 190
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. That does not change the neces· sity of keeping a Journal for to-day's transactions..
Mep1bers have answered to their names-not a quorum.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection? [After a
pause.] The Chair hears none.
By unanimous consent, 1\Ir. LITTLE was granted leave of absence indefinitely, on account of illness.
l\Ir. GRIFFIN was granted leave of absense for two dnys on
ac ount of the death of his nephew, J. Harvey Griffin, chief
gunner's mate in the United States Navy.
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Mr. SIMS. 1\Ir. Speaker, if there is any pope of having a
·· quorum by making further efforts and waiting, ~e Will be very
gln <l to do it. 01' .course, I do not know.
1\Ir. Speaker, I ~ish to make a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will 'state it.
1\Ir. SIMS. It seems that we have not got quite a quorum
from what I have heard. Is it in order to take a recess during
n. portion of to-day?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. It is not. The only thing that
can be done under the circumstances is to take such action as is
nece sary to secure a quorum or adjourn.
Mr. SI1\1S. ~fr. Speaker, inasmuch as no doubt a · number <>f
.1\fembers have gone away for the pm·po e of making libertyloan speeches, and with no thought of obstructive tactics, and
especially not ev-en ,permitting the .Journal to be read, I do not
feel at the present time like asking for their arrest, arid, therefore, I move an a<ljournment.
Th~ SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Tennessee
[.lHr. SIMs] move that the .House do now adjourn.
The .q ue tion was taken, and the Speaker pro tempore announced that .the noes seemed to have it.
Mr. NORTON. · Division, 1\lr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The noes have it, and the.
Hou e refuses. to ~adjourn.
l\lr. NORTON. I withdraw my request.
1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. A division was t·equested, I
un<l.erstood, on the motion to adjourn.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair under tood the gentleman from North Dakota .to withdraw his request.
l\11·. NORTON. I withdrew the request.
1\Ir Sll\lS. Did the Chair decJare the motion was not carried?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Yes.
1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. Tl1en I renew the request for
a division. ·
The SPE.\KER. pro tern_pore. The gentleman from ~ennessee
demands a division.
The House divided; and there were-ayes 79, noe 34.
1\Ir. QUIN.· Mr. Spe~er. I call for the yeas -and·nay.s.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Mississippi
demands ±he yeas .and nay_s.
·
•
The question was taken; ·a nd the Speaker pro t-empore announced that 38 Members had arisen., n sufficient nlllilber.
Tne SPEAKBR pro tempore. Tlie Clerk will e:,1lf:the r.oll,
1\!1' HAMLIN. Mr. Speaker, I make ·pomt of Qrder. If I
umlerstood the announcement. correctly, there we1-e only 38
1\le'm bers who rose?
Tile SPEAKER -pro tempore. Yes.
1\lr.'·RAMLll~. It requires 44, does it not?
The SPEAKER pro tempo.J·e. One-fifth ef -those present~
1\lr. HAMLIN. I r&ise the point of ;ord.e~, Mr. Speaker, that
the Chair is in error.. If the Chair l\Vill -.consult the;rule, he ~ilL
find it .takes one-fifth of a quorum-not of those present.
.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. . The Chair will rsuggest that
probably the gentleman from ~Hssouri ha~ in .mind the ordering
of tellers, which requires 20 in Committee of the Whol-e and
~ne-fifth in the House-one-fifth of a q11orwn.
--. ~ :,
.
1\lr. .HAl\fLI,N. Then I ask _for the other side, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Those opposed will rise . and
stand until _they are counted. {Afte~ copnting.J Forty-two
gentlemen );lave risen; 38 is a sufficient number. The yeas 1tnd
nays are ordered. The Clerk will eall the roll. Those who
favor the
motion to adjourn will, when their names are called,
answer 11 yea,". ·a nd those op~ ed will answer "''nay."
The question was taken ; an~ there were-yeas 73, nays 130,
answered "present " 1, not votrng 227, as follows:
r

a

YEAS-7~.

'A lmon
Bankhead
Barnhart

Black

Bland, Va.
Bowers
Brand
Burroughs
C a mpbell, Pa.
Candler, Miss.
Cannon
Clark, Fla.
Cleary
Coady
Cox
Dent
Denton
Dominick
Dunn
Alexand er
A'nderson
Austin

,

.
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Eagan
Kraus
Esch
Lobeck
Ferris
Lonergan
· Fess
Longworth
Fisher
Lunn
Garland
McArthur
Garrett, Tenn.
McFadden
Gillett
MarlMn
Green, Iowa
1t1ansfi.eld
Greene, Vt.
Mudtl
Ila.mlin
Neely
Hardy
Nicholls, S. C.
Hayden
Oldfield
Helvering
Overstreet
Holland
Parker, N.J.
Hous ton
Pou
Huddleston
Ram. ·ey
Hull. Tenn.
nay burn
Kin cl1eloe
Rou e
KAYS-180.
Bea l{es
Blanton
Blacl<mon
Brumbaugh
Bland, lnu.
Burnett

Rucker
Sa nders, N. Y.
Schall
·Sears
Sims
Stevenson
'Strong
Sumners
Temple
Waldow
Walker
Walsh
·w a tkins
"'•atson, Va.
"Wilson, La.
Young, Tex.

Campbell. Kans.
Carter, Mass.
Carter, Okla.

Cary
Claypool
Coliier
Connelly, Kans.
Dale, Vt.
Dallinger
D ecker
Denison
Dillon
Doolittle
Doughton
Dowell
Dupre
Eagle
Elliott
Evans
~!~~~~~· B. L.
Fields
Focht
Foster
·1
Frear .
French
Gallagher
Gandy
Garrett, Tex.
Good
Cordon
Gra:v·, Ala.
Hadley

Hamilton, Mich. Magee
Harrison, Va.
Mapes
Hastings
Mlller, Wash.
Haugen
Mondell
Hawley
Moon
Helm
Moores, Ind.
Hersey
Morgan
Hull, Iowa
Nichols, Mich.
lgoe
Norton
Jacoway
Oliver, Ala.
James
Osborne
Johnson, Ky. ·
Overmyer
Juul
Padgett ·
Kahn
Park
Keating
Polk
Kehoe .
Quin
K ennedy, Iowa
Ragsdale
King .
Rainey, H. T.
Kipkald
Rall:er
Knutson
Ranu;eye.r
Langley
Reavis
Lazaro
Reed
Lehlbac-h
.Roberts
Lever
Rodenberg ·
·Littlepa-ge ·
Rogers
McAndrews
Romjue.
McCall{)ch
Rubey
McKeown
Russell
McLaughlin, Mlch Sabath
McLemore ·
Sanders, Ind.
J : iI
ANSWERED "PRESENT "-1.
:.:i.JI !! ·
Ireland
:-;a;.
NO'l' VOTING-227.
Anthony
,,.
Edmonds
K:Iess, Pa.
Ashbrook
Ul Ellsworth
Kitchin
Aswell
Elston
Kreider
Ayres
Emerson
La Follette
Bacharach
Estopinal
LaGuardia
1
Baer
Ealrchild, G. W. Larsen
Barkley ·
, 1~
.F_arr
Lea, Cal.
Bell
,
Flood
Lee, Ga.
Beshlin
_;::i _':_ Flynn
Lesher
Booher
· ·
Fordney
Linthicum
Borland
'r-•1 • Foss
Little ·
Britten
:!J
Francis
London
Brodbeck
Freeman
Lufkin
Browne
Fuller, Ill~
Lundeen
Browning
Fuller, Mass.
McClintic
Buchanan
Gallivan ·
McCormick
Butler ·
Gard
McKenzie
Byrnes, S.C.
Garner
McKinley
Byrns, Tenn.
Glass
McLaughlin, Pa.
Caldwell
Glynn
Maher
'Cantril!
Gi>dwin, N. C.
Mann
Caraway
Goodall
Martin
Carew
Goodwin, Ark.
.Mason
Carlin
Gould
Mays
Chandler, N.Y.
Graham, Ill.
Meeker
Chandler, Okla.
Graham, Pn.
MPrritt
.C hurch
. Gray, N.J.
Miller, Minn.
CJark, Pa.
Greene, Mass.
Montague
Classon
Gregg
Moore, Pa.
Connally, Tex.
Griest
Morin
•
Cooper, Ohio
GrUH:n
Mott ·
Cooper, W.Va.
HamiU
Nelson
Cooper, Wis.
Hamilton, N.Y. Nolan
Copley
H:uTison, Mi£s.
Oliver, N.Y.
Costello
Hask~l
Olney
Crago
Hayes
O' Shannessy
Cramton
Heaton
•Paige
Crisp
Heflin
Parker, N. Y.
Crosser
Heintz , 1 .'
Peters
Currie, Mich.
Hensley
Phelan
·
Curry, Cal.
Hicks
.-, Platt
Dale, N.Y.
Hilliard
Porter ..
Darrow
-Hollin,gswortb
Powers
Davis
Hood
Pratt
Delaney
· Howard
PJ,"ice
Dempsey
Humphreys
Purnell
D.ewnlt
Husted
Rainey, J. W.
Dickln on
Hutchinson
Randall
Dies
Johnson, S.Dak. Rankin
Dill
Johnson, Wash.
Riot·dan
Dixon
Jones
Robbins
Donovan
Kearns
Robtnson
Dooling
Kelley, Mlch.
Rose
Doremus
Kelly. Pa.
Rowe
Tirane
Kennedy, R. I:
Rowland
Drukker
Kettner
sanders, La.
Dyer
Key, Ohio
SanfOTd
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Scott, Mich.
~hall en berger
Sherley
Sinnott
Siss on
Sloan
Small

Smith, Idah()
Smith, Mich.
Smith, C. B.
Snook
Steagall
Stedman
· Taylor, Ark.
Taylor. Co1o.
Timberlake 1
Towner
I
Vestal
Voigt
Volstead
Webb
Wheeler
Williams
Wingo
Woods, Iowa
Wright
Ziblman
.
'The Speaker

Saunders, Va, :
cott, Iowa.
Scott,Pa.
Scully
Sells
Shackleford
Sherwood
Shouse
Siegel
Slayden
Slemp
Smith, T. F. • , ...
.Snell
·~. ~·
Snyder
Stafford
Steele
Steenersen
Stephens, Miss.
Stephens, Nebr.
.Sterling, Ill.
Sterling, Pa.
Stiness
Sullivan
Sweet
Swtft
Swlt!Zer
Ta1,ru.e
Talbott
·Templeton
Thomas
Thompson
Tillman
-Til on
Tinkham
Treadway
-Van Dyke
V.are
Venable

Vinson
Walton
Ward
Wason
.watson, Pa..
Weaver
Welilng
Welty
Whaley
White, Me.
White, Ohio
Wilson , IlL
·wilson, Tex.
Winslow
Wise
Wood, Ind.
Woodyard
Young, N.Dak.

Mr. CLARK of Missouri. The Clerk will call my name.
The Clerk called the ..name of Mr. · CLARK of Mi souri, and he
answered 11 Nay."
So the motion was rejected:
The Clerk .ann{mnced the follm'\ing pairs:

- Until further notiee:
Mr. SANDERS of Louisiana with 1\Ir. CoOPER of West Virginia..
1\Ir. O'SHAtmESSY with 1\Ir. CHANDLER of Oklahoma.
1\Ir. Hu:MPHREYS with 1\Ir. WHITE of Maine.
1\fr. KETT 'ER with Mr. lRE:r.AND.
!\1r. Co~NALLY of :Tex:1s ~ith :l\fr. JoHNsoN of Washington.
1\lr. VAN DYKE with Mr. PURNELL.
1\Ir. RANDALL with 1\Ir. Foss.
Mr. OLIVER of New. York with 1\fr. SwiTZER.
1\Ir. TAGUE With 1\Ir. KENNEDY of Rhode Island.
l\Ir. TALBOTT with l\fr. BROWNING.
1\fr. SULLIVAN With Mr. TINKHAM.
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·Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
1\.lr.
Mr.
Mr.

STEELE with Mr. BuTLER.
SUYDEN with 1\i r. HAYES.
HOWARD with Mr. PAIGE.
GoowrN of North Carolina with 1\fr. ELsToN.
McCLINTIC with l\Ir. HEATON.
1
DICKINSON with 1\.Ir. DYER. ,
.
MY. GALLIVAN with Mr. GoULD.
1\fr, ASWF.LL with 1\.Ir. ·FARR. ,
;
Mr. CALDwEll. with Mr. DARRow.
Mr. DOOLING with ~Ir. PETERS.
Mr. THOMA& with Mr. WINSLOW.
Mr. MAHER with l\Ir. RowE. .
Mr. SHERWOOD with Mr. SwiFT.
1\Ir. DOXOVAN with l\Ir. LUFKIN.
Mr. LEA of California with Mr. McKINLEY. '
'··
Mr. BYRNS Of Tennes ee with Mr. STEENERSON.
Mr. Bi""RNES of South Carolina with Mr. ANTHONY.
Mr. MONTAGUE with 1\Ir. YOUNG of North Dakota:
Mr. STEPHENs .of Nebraska with Mr. CLARK of Pennsylvania~ .
Mr. BELL with l\Ir, SNYDER.
,
.
1\Ir. THOMAS F. SMITH with l\.lr. TREADWAY.
Mr. CAREW with l\lr. BACHARACH,
1\Ir. RIORDAN With l\Ir. GRAHAM of Illinois.
Mr. H.v.riLL with Mr. GRIEST.
[
, .. ,
Mr. ScULLY with Mr. BROWNE.
f
Mr. TILL~AN with Mr. ELLSWORTH.
Mr:· \VHALEY with l\fr. PARKER of New York.
l'.1r ..- DALE of New York with Mr. BRITTEN.
' at ·
1\lr. VINSON with Mr. l\IoTT.
l\lr. ROBINSON with Mr. STINESS.
Mr. LINTHICUM With Mr. GRAHAM of Pennsylvania.
The result of the vote w·as announced as. above recorded.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The House refuses to adjourn.
1\!r. Sil\IS. l\lr. Speaker, I offer the followin·g privileged resolution.
1
'l:'he SP.EAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Tennessee
offers a resolution, which the Clerk will report.
·
The Clerk rend as follows:
U~,•

at

R esolv ed, That the Sergeant
Arms tuke into custody and bring to
the bar of the House s uch of Its Members as are now absent without
lee. ve of tbe House. ·

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to
the resolution.
·
1\lr. CANNON. l\11·. Speaker, ,vm the gentleman yield for a
second or a minute?
·
·· ·
1\lr. SIMS. I can not yield the floor.
l\lr. CANNON. I do not ask the gentlemau to yield the floor.
Eighteen or twenty short of a quorum are shown to the inotion to
adjourn. I have no objection to the resq~ution passing, but it
seems to me there is no doubt that as a quorum is demanded and
the news goes by telegraph the movement' pf Members will set
this way. That was· the reason I voted ~gainst the motion to
adjourn. I have no objection. We ha\e 'riot come to the issuing
of warrants, have we? What does the resolution provide?
· The SPEAKER pro tempore: 'Vithout objection, the Clerk
will again report the resolution. _I t 'is not debatable.
The resolution was agai.Ji reau.' .~
·
1\!r. REA VIS. l\Ir. Speaker--The SPEAKER pro tempore. For what purpose does the gentleman from Nebraska riser
· ·
1\ir. REAVIS. · To ask unanimous consent to proceed for three
minutes.
· ·
.
l\lr. CL.A.llK of Missouri. You can not get unanimous consent
ln the absence of a quroun:i.
~
l\lr. REAVIS; I ask unanimous consent to proceed for three
m inutes out of order.
·
·
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. No unanimous consent can be
given; and nothing can be done except to adjourn or to secure
the attendance of a quorum. The question is on agreeing to the
re olution.
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr.
REA VIS), there were-ayP.s 44, noes 13.
Accordingly the resolution was agreed to.
Mr. WOOD of Indiana. Mr. Speaker, I desire to vote.
1\lr. GILLETT. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
· The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. GILLETT. Did the gentleman who has just come in vote
on the last roll call?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. He did not.
.
1\Ir. GILLETT. I am perfectly williilg; that the gentleman
should be recorded as present-The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will be recorded
as pre ent under the call of the House, but he can not vote on
the motion to adjourn.

Mr. CLARK of Missouri. There is no question in the world
that when Members com{' in they should be recorded as present.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair so· holds.
Mr. GILLETT. Of course they ought to be recorued as
present, but it did not require a quorum on the motion to
adjourn.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman is correct
about that.
1.\Ir. · WALSH. l\lr. Sp~ker, I desire to ask how many we
lack of a quorum.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The clerks are counting to
ascertain. The clerks will record as present the names of the
following Members who answered on the roll call for al!journment but have not answered on the call of the House: l\ressrs.
BURROUGHS, CAMPBELL Of Pennsylvania, CARTER of l\lassachusetts, CARY, CLARK of Florida, DuPRE, FAIRFIELD, G.lBLAND,.
HAUGEN, LEVER, I ..ITTLEPAGE. LoNGWORTH, 1\lcLAuoHLIN of Michigan, Muon, RAGSDALE, RoBBINS, RussELL, CHAIU.ES B. SMITH,
VOIGT, and WEBB.
.
1.\Ir. LONGWORTH. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry~
Were the names just read the names of those wpo ~nswere<l on
the roll call on the motion to adjourn whQ hacl not previously,
answered on the call of the House?
·
.. .
"
The SPEAKER pro tempore. That is correct. ,
Mr. RAGSDALE. Mr. Speaker, I hould like to lel:}.ru just
exactly what has been done.
· The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentlEnpnn is perfectly,
right in making the inquiry. · A motion was ,made and <·nrried
for a call of the House. The roll was ca11ed. One hundred and
ninety Members answered to their names... Then the motion
was ·made that the House adjourn. The yeas and nays were
ordered on that motion, and on the vote by yeas and nays
the House refused to adjourn. There . were cerUJ.in Members
who voted on the motion to adjourn who did not answer present
on the call of the House, so the Chair directs that those l\Iembers be marked present on the call of the BQuse, becau P. they,
have been here and have answered to their names. The Chair
thinks that is the only way that the presence of a quorum can
be ascertained.
Mr. GILLETT. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
:,;
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. GILLETT. - As I understand, we.- have ordered the Sergeant at Arms to bring· in · absent Member ,' and we are now
proceeding under that original call .of the -House. ·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Certainly. ' ·That bas not yet
been dispensed with.
Mr. GILLETT. - So that anybody who comes in ·is recot·ded
on that roiJ, and therefore by the same logic tho e who voted
on the motion to .adjourn ought to be recorded on that call
also.
·
. The SPEAKER pro tempore. Certainly. They are entitled
to be recorded on the call of the House:
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I think it may be further added
that the gentlemen who answered when their names wer~
called on the motion to adjourn are presumed to ha vc been
present but failing to answer on the call of the House.
The SPE.A KER pro tempore. That is correct, and· the Chair
understands this is the only way in which the presence of a.
quorum could be ascertained. These gentlemen have come in
voluntarily and answered to their names. Two hundred and
sixteen Members, a quorum, have answered to their names.
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Speaker, I move to ·dispense with furthel.~
proceedings under the call.
;
The motion was agreed to.
1
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Doorkeeper '\\-ill unlock tho
doors.
Without objection, the Journal of the proceedings of Saturday,
will be approved as read . .
There was no objection.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
By unanimous consent, leave of ab ence was gra.n ted as fol·
lows:
·
To Mr. 1.\IcCLINTIC, indefinitely, on account of illness; and
To Mr. SLAYDEN, indefinitely (at the request of Mr. GREGG)','
on account of the death of Mr. SLAYDEN's brother.
IMPROVEMENT AND ·DEVELOPMENT OF WATERWAYS.
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Speaker, I ask that S; 1419, the water-power
bill, be laid before the House for the purpose of agreeing to the
conference asked by· the Senate.
,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Tenness~
asks unanimous consent to take from the Speaker' table
S. 1419 and agree to the conference a sked by the Senate. Is
there objection?

..
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Mr. CANNON. Will the gentleman yield? That is a peace
bill?
Mr. SI.MS. Why, certainly, it is a peace bill.
·
l\1r. CANNON. The gentleman acknowledges it. W'e are all
for war propositions.
l\Ir. SIMS. The gentleman will not oppose the appointing of
these conierees, I suppose'!
1\lr. CAl'rnON. I think the best way to di pose of it is to
wait until after the wae closes, being peace legislation covering
the whole country, very important under normal conditions. I
will not object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
There was no objection . . _
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The clerk will report the bill
by title.
The Clerk read the title of the bill (S. 1419) to amend an
_net entitled "An act to regulate the construction of dams across
navigable \Yaters," approved June 21, 1906, as amended by the
act approved June 23, 1910, and to provide for the improvement
and development of waterways for the uses ·of interstate and
foreign commerce.
. .
'rite -SPE)l.KER _pro tempore. Witlwut objection, the Speaker
pro tempore will announce the conferee . There was no objeetion; and the Speaker pro tempore announced ·a s conferees on the ·part of the House 1\lessrs. Srus,
FERRIS, LEYER, ESCH, SINNOTT, and HAUGEN.
Mr. SillS. 1\fr. Speaker, I a k unanimous consent that the
order of the House for the arrest of absent Members be vacated.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Tennessee
asks unanimous consent that the order of the House for the
an·est .of absent Members be vacated. Is there objection?
There was no objection. ,
1\Ir. SIMS. 1\lr. Speaker, ·I move that the HouseMr. wALSH. It needs no motion. The House goes . ,into
Committee of the Whole automatically.
Mr. Sil\lS. '.rhat is a fact.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The House automatically resolv-es itself into Committee of the ·whole House on th·e state of.
the Union.
,
1\Ir. CANNON. 1\Ir. Speaker, was the Journal approved with- ·
out a motion?
The , SPEAKER pro tempore. It \vas.
Mr. ~GANNON. I think, if the rule "is examined, it is only
wbeu the Committee of the Whole finds itself without a quorum
·· ·and ·rises that -it ' goes into Committee of the Whole nutomatically.
The SPEAKER pro · tempore. The Speaker of tile House has
held -that under this rule the House goes into Committee· of the
Whole :House on the state of the Union automatically.
1\Ir. CANNON. The House goes into Committee of the Whole
automatically when it finds itself without a quorum, and rises
when a quorum is obtained. We haYe not been in Committee
of · the Whole yet.
·
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. The gentleman from lllinois
misunderstands. This bill is being considered under a special
nile which carries it into Committee of the Whole automatically.
. Mr. CANNON. Let me read the rule. [After reading the
1'Ule.] I do not think that claim can be sustained. Is it claimed
that after the House adjourns once, the very moment the Jour. nal is read. in we go into Committee of the Whole? The gentle-m an has just had conferees appointed and the Speaker . has
signed bills. This does not change the general r'Ule of the
House. I think it takes a motion to go into the Committee .of
the Whole under this rule. The effect of this rule is not to
change the general rule of the House so far as going into Committee of the Whole is concerned. If we get into Committee of
the Whole· and a point of no quorum is made, and t;he committee
t·ises, and if a quorum is developed, then we go bacl.: automatically into Committee of the Whole. But that is.not this case.
1\Ir. SIMS. I will say to the gentleman from Illinois that the
Speaker of the House himself has held two or three times that
the House went automatically into · Committee of the Whole.
Nobody made any point about it, and therefore I did not ex
amine the rule.
Mr. C~ON. After the House has adjourned and a new
session comes in-1\Ir. Sll\IS. That is just what happened.
Mr. CA..l"\TNON. We go automatically into Committee of the
:Whole, although a conference report might be pending?
1\Ir. Sil\IS. 'l'he Speaker bas announced that that is the
course uuder tle nile we are acting under.
l\1r. CAKNON. I do not thinl< the Speaker's attention was
called to it. In my juogment this does not change the general
rule.
4
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":\h-. GARRETT of Tennessee. :.Mr.• Speaker, on Saturday_
Jast-I haYe uot lookell auy furtller back than that-the House
\Yeut into Committee of the Whole House by motion and not
nutomatic:all1y; whether it ''"'a announced on the date prior to '
that I do not know, but I wish to say, because I think a correct
ruliug u important, that I am inclined to agree with the gentleman f1·om Illinois [Mr. C.a NO~]. Unless the rule llad in it
the words that it is simply a continuing order-that is, be the
order of business until concfuded-my construction of that is
that it makes it in ordee -to consider the bill unde1· the geueral
rule on the same status as an appropriation bill or a revenue bill
\IOUid ha Ye under the general rule; that it is necessary unrler
that rule to go into Committee of the Whole by ·motion. We do
sometimes bring in a rule saying that it shall be a continuing
orde1·. If this is· a· continuing order the House goes into committee automatically, but without that it is under the general
rule.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair is inclined to hold""'1r. WIKGO. Mr. Speaker, the Speaker ruled on Friday that
the House went into Committee of·the Whole automatically.
The SPEAJ~ER pro tempore. The recollection of the Chair
was that on Saturday the gentleman from Tennessee mo1erl to
go into Committee of the Whole, and the statement was made by,
tl1e Chair that in his judgment, under the-ruling of the Speaker,
the House \\ent into Committee of the Whole automatically; yet
the. RECORD ShOWS that it was by motion.
.
Mr. CANNON. I hope the RECORD will be e~amined. It is
exceedingly embarrassing, and I do not believe the Speaker of
the House would have made the ruling if -his attention had been
called to the rule. What position-does it leave.us in? , From the
moment after the reading of the Journal until the bill was eoneluded nothing could be done if the House jumped into Committee of the Whole automatically. There was business tL·ansacted this morning, conferees were appointed, and I call attention again to the signing of bills necessary to be signed by the
Speaker and reported to the House. That was not done by
unanimous consent.
.
. .
·
Mr. GILLETT. Will the Chair allow ·me a moment?
The SPEAI\:ER pro tempore. Yes.
.
1\Ir. GILLETT. ·As I read this r:ul~ I can not bee that it literally giYes this bill any privilege afteL' the first day: Whnt- '
ever may haye been its purpose it simply says "immediately
upon the adoption of this re olution the House shall resotv..e
itself into the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the
Union." That, of coui·se; applied simply to that date. Then it
goes on and says that at the conclusion of general debate upon
the bill, and so forth; btit it does not say it shall have a privilege
after the· first day. It does not say we should go into Committee of the Whole_
.
..
l\lr. GAI{RETT of Tennessee. If the gentleman will permit,
the rule provides, ·~nd it is a fair construction, I would ubmit,
for the completion of the bill in the Committee of the Whole
House on the state of the· Union. It does not limit it to a single
day. .That is the- usual ·egular form the Committee on Rules
p~s worked.on e~er since .! have been a member.
.
The SPEAKER .pro .tempore. This rule provides that this bill
shall be considered and c.oi:npleted in .the Committee of the Whole
House on the state of the Uni.on. ;The Chair dqes not understand
that as. a . s~nsible thing the House would require the Committee
of the Whole House on the state of th~ Union to sit continuously,
until this bill was finqlly completed, but now it is simply pro
vided, without further provision in reference to the consideration, .and the rule says it shall be considered in the Committee
of the Whole House on the state of the. Union and completed.
. Now, the Chair thinks that the House, when it got to the rule,
did not believe we could finish it in one day. So the Chair belieyes tlmt would be the sensible view to take, . that the House
should consider it that day, anq after t\djournment for that day
tl1e next _day should go on, and so forth, until completed.
·
Mr. GILLETT. I a.m inclined to agree with the. Chair that
would be a sensible interpretation, if you can make it, and I
would be very glad to have it stretched or strqined for that pur
pose, because, I confess, I do believe that is what the Committoo
on Rules and the House meant. If it has been the custom t()
adopt n rule in that form I should gladly acquiesce . in such
ruling, although personally . my recollection was . that when
such rul~s come from the Committee on Rules they provide
ordinarily that there should be a continuing order or something
to that effect.
,
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. No; if the gentleman will per
mit. We only use that language when we desire to make it to
exclude all other business, but really it•is very seldom thnt we
bring in a rule ·of that sort.. I do not recall we brou~ht in one
during _this Congress. I believe in one or two instances It Wl:!_S
4
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' done in the last Congress when that was intended to make it the into the Committee of tlle Whole, and the Speaker turned to the
'. exclusive business. That was the argument I made a moment Qerk and got the rule and read it, and the .Speaker of the
Lago in attempting t11e explanation pf the argument of the gentle- House specifically pas ed upon this question. It was not
!man from illinois [Mr. CANNON]. When 've use that language argued. The only way it was raised was that the gentleman
we make it exclusive -of everything.
from Tennessee [Mr. SrM.S] made the motion to go into Oom- ·
Mr. GILLETT. I entirely :agree on that proposition. It is mittee of the Whole House on the state of the Union, and the
clenr w-e sh-ould not go into it automatically.
Speaker. then took the rule and read it and made the announcel\1r. GARRETT of Tennessee. That is the language we should ment, which was th~t ·it was :automatic.
use where we desire to make it exclusive.
1\I-r. WALSH. Will the -gentl-eman from Arkansas yield?
.Mr. GILLETT. If the precedents show that, I think it would
Mr. WINGO. Yes, sir; if I ha-ve the floor.
be a. sensible interpretation, and I do not-- .
Mr. WALSH. Does the gentleman from Arkansas contend
Mr. DOOLITTLE. Mr. Speaker, what is the regular -order?
that a rule phrased as this is would hav-e the same effect nnd
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The -question -of -order here.
be construed exactly the arne as the rule -containing the woTds
L Mr. DOOLITTLE.
Mr. Speak-er, 1: -demat;Id the regular order. II and shall be a continuing "OTder "?
Mr. 'WALSH. Mr. Speaker, if the Chair is inclined to perMr. 'VINGO. I think the way to construe the rule is t<> find
.m it discussion of i:he pomt of order, I should like to submit a -out what was intended at the time it was adopt-ed. There aTe
few <>b ervations ; it would seem to me the only effect of this two 'Classes of rules. One says that it hall be in order on the -adopTul-e is to sn:y that it Shall be in -order to make the motion to tion of the rule to nmve to go into th-e Committee of the 'Vh.olc
.go into Committee .of the Whole .House on the . state of the R<mse on the .state '()f the Union, and there is another da s
Union :each day 1IDt:il this bill is ·completed. and that if the that says that automatically -on the adoption of the rule too
-moti-on is voted do-wn 't he House does not have to consider thls House shall go into the Committee of the Whole, and· in this
:measure, but it eems to me It is a dangerous construction to instance the rule pr.ovided that .on the .adoption of the rule the
put upon a ·rule ·w ith this language, and say that this bill -shall House should go into the Cemmittee of the Whole for-the -conbe n ·continuing order, particularly in 'View of the. absence of .sideration nf a -certain bilL The .rule further provided that
these words, and to preclude the House from declining to dis- after the bill had been completed in the Committee of the 'Vhole
cuss this mea ure on .any particular morning. Now, npon Satur- it should then be l'eported to the House.
·
day the l(!llestion .of -going into the Committee <>f the Whole
1\fr.. W A.LSH. That -does not ha ~ to be in the rule.
.House on. the :state of the Union ·w as submitted and the "Hon~e
Air. WINGO. It went f.11r.ther and provided that the previous
voted upon it. Upon Friday the -8perrker ruled that it was auto- 'question ·should be .eollSldered as ordered. In oth-er words, the
matic, -and it would . eem. to me that if we are -going to interpret rule is :a -comprehensive rule. providing !.or the ·immediate and
· this rule in th'e 'Same manner :as we would when it contained uninterrupted :consideration of that bill from the moment •it
the language.,. "to be a continuing order/' that we ne esta.b- goes into the Committee of the Whole up until the mom-ent that
li hing a pr.ecedent which ab olves the Committee ~n ::Rules the previous question is ordered in the Hou e. I · ubmit that
hereafter from using the w"lrds •• continuing order." Now, of the rule does .m-ore than to have a consideration -of the bill for
eourse, there wm be no vote "Bgairrst -going into the Committee one day, which would be the only logical conclusion if you folof the Whole House on the state of the Union, and I submit lowed the logic of the gentleman from Massaeh-usetts lM.r. :
that the pro_per construction of this rule is to hold that it -only WALSH].
shall be in order each day to move to go into the Committee : Mr. SIMS. 1 am ve:ry anxious to proceed with the considern•
of the Whole Hou eon the state of the Union until the considera- tion of the bill. The gentleman from illinois IMr. CANNaN]
• tion of this measur-e has been -completed.
is not present. I was going to ask him to withdraw his point
Mr. SillS. Mr. Chail'man, I only want to give the facts: of order, and I would make the motion as I did on Friday.
·
.on the 27th--it does not -app-ear in the RECORD-1 did rise and adThe SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman from Tendress the Chair to make the motion, :and the Speaker anno-unred nessee make bis motion?
·
Mr. :SIMS. Mr. Speaker, I move t11-at the House resolve itself
·fbat the House -automatically resolved itself into tire Committee
.of the Whole House on the :state of the Union for the further into the Committee ofthe1Vhole House on the tate of the ·Union
consideration, -gi-ving the name., ·and so forth, of the -b ill. The for the further consideration of the emergency powel· bill.
next day, Saturday, after quite 11. lot of business that had b.een
The SPEAKER :pro tempore. "The gentlemnn from Tenn see
considered with reference to the resotution uppropriatt.n g $l,OOOJ- mov.es that the 'House resolve itself into the Committee -of the
000 I .arose to move that the House resolve itself lnfu the Com- Whole House .on the state .of the Union for the further con idera.mittee of the Whole, but not r-emembering "the "fact that the ti.on of the bill R. R. 12776 and-Speal..'"'er had so held on u :prevtous day I moved that the House
Mr. GARRETT of Tennes ee. Will the gentleman yield to me
l"e olve itself into the Committee of ·the Whole House on the · .for a moment?
-state o"f "the Union.
1\Ir. SIMS. Certainly.
Mr. WAL'SH. And the motion was -agreed ·to.
JUr. GARRETT of 'Tennessee. Will th Speaker permlt me to
Mr. SIMS. Yes. But the Speaker, I w~uld like to say, on ask unanimous consent?
that morning was the Speaker -pro ,tempor-e .and was not
The SPEAKER pro tempo1·e. 1: will.
Speaker Cr...AKK, .-and v.ecy likely his at~ntion bad not been
1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennes ee. I think one statement of the
called to theTuling -of .the Speaker, :and-when the gentleman from .Speaker might indicate a ·ruling adver e to the point of order. ·
""Indiana wanted -unanimous consent .for five minutes I said J shonld like to ·a sk nnanimous .consent, if lt meets with the apthat I insisted on my moti.on., and that the gentleman could proval of the Speaker, that he have permission to withdraw any
.PUt in .his telegram Inter, .and .then the Speaker pro tempore words that .might amount to a ruling, because I understand the
put the motion, 1llld it was ·agreed to~ Speaker CLARK was n<>t purpose of this is to .av-oid -n ruling.
·
in the chair and I do not know that the attention o.f the
The SPEAKER -pro tempore~ The Chair will be glad to do
Speaker pro tempore was ever -called to the .ruling of Speaker that.
CLAirk.
The Chair will state that he .is not clear on i:his. His min{l
. Mr. WALSH. Will the gentleman Yield?
is open for .argument.
I Mr. SIMS. Certainly.
"Is there .o bjection to the requ~t of the gentleman from Ten. Mr. WALSH. 'The gentleman 1...-eallzes that i:f tbe Speaker ne ee? [Aftet• a !)ause.] The Chair hears none.
should have ruled that the resohing of the House into the
~N .OF .JIEYARKS.
Committee .of the Wnole House on the state of the Union was
Mr. McCULLOCH. 1\.lr. Speaker, I <:Iesire to a k unanimous
auton1atic, and no exception was taken to it, that it clearly
would not ~ta.blish a :p1·ecedent ~ :"bind the House if the 'COnsent to extend my l'emarks in tbe REcoBD by publishing .an
analysis of certai.n votes cast by my elf on amendments to cer·
attention of the Chair is directed to the language of this rule.
l\1r, 'Sil\fS. lt is a ·c onstruction 9f -:tbe rule as "to this par- tain bills that pa ed the .House.
. · T£he SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the -reticular bill.
'
.
Mr. WALSH. It was not ...a -construction of the rule, because quest of the gentleman to extend his remarks in the RECORD?
!
J;he ru1e ·was not specifically 'brought to the Speaker's attention. [After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
d
1\Ir. SIMS. It was brought to the . attention o:f the regular
LEAVE ,DF .ABSENCE.
'
.Speaker, because .I made the motion · and he held it was not
Mr. RAYBURN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
nece~sary.
.
l\1.r. WALSH. Yes~ but he took the rule as it was before my colleague, 1\Ir. WIL ON of Tex-as, be ex-cu ed i or ·the balance
of the day on account of illness.
him, and there was no objection to it.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. I there objection? [After a
1\Ir. WINGO. 1\fr. Speaker, as a matter of tact, on Friday
morning the · gentleman ·from Tennessee made a motion to go pause.] The Chair hears none.
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these plants where he is going to put this machinery that if
it is put in there he shall reserve that right :(or himself.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from 1\fassachusetts has expired.
1\Ir. \V ALSH. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to
proceed for two minutes more.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Massachusetts asks
unanimous consent to proceed for two minutes. Is there objection?
.
There was no objection.
1\fr. wALSH. I see that the gentleman from Tennessee [1\.Ir.
SJl\rs] has now risen to his feet, and I desire to "direct his attention to one further clause in this section, and that is that he
A bill (H. R. 12776) to provide furth er ~or the national security ·~nil - shall be allowed to install and operate these machines for the
defense and for the more effective prosecuti~n of the war by furnlshmg1
U
S
f
f
- t
- h ,.
means for the better utilization of the existmg sources of electrical an~.; use of the nited tates ree rom any ren or any c al\,e, or
mechanical power and for the development of new sources of such , take possession of or remo're them, or any of them, from the
power, and for other purposes.
premises.
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman-' I submit to the Chairman and to the members of the commit~
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman-·
tee that those provisions ought not to be \vritten into the statute.
_ Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, when the committee rose there was Let us give the person who will administer this law the authority
pending an amendme.n.t offered by the gentlemlil\ from M~ssachu- to require ·c ompliance with those terms and provisions, or silcli
setts [Mr . .WALsH] as an entire substitute for subsection .2 of other terms as he might wish to make. We are _authorizing him
section .2. I suppose the gentleman from Massachusetts WIShes to put these machines into exi~ting private plants. We ~r_e au-_
to .discuss. it.
·
.
.
thorizing him to erect structures which will be extenswns ou
J;he CHAIRMAN. The amendment pending before the com- ad4Jtions to the private plants. That is 'a . very broad _po:ver.
mittee is the amendment offered by the gentleman from Massa~ Now, then, if we are goiJ;I-g ·to give him , that power, call: :ve.
chusetts [Mr. WALSH], which is offered as a substitute for _sub- · not · let ·It rest with that same authority, that same admunssection 2 of section 2.
.
fi;irtor, to say under what conditions if shall all be done? -He·
. Mr. WALSH. l\lr. Chairman, I desire at the outset, in order mayl ·be able to get -more favorable terms than are called . fo~
to relieve the -distinguished gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. un·dei· ·the terms of the act, and it seems to me, if the gentlema?:
SIMS] of any fea~· or apprehension that this amendment .is of- will permit, if ·he has had an opportunity to study the p'rov~
fered .for the purpose of obstructing the passage or .cons1de:a- sions of my amendment since last' Saturday, he would perhaps
tion of this measure, to assure him that it is offered in goo_d faith be impelled to agree that the pro-visions of the amendment com~_
for the purpose of_perfecting this bill and making more cl~a_r prebend everything that is included in the section ·as preRE:mted:,
the powers which we are undertaking to bestow upon the Presl1\Ir. SISSON. Mr. Chairman~ will the gentleman ·yield for ~ '
dent.
,.
question?
·
·
'~:.
Now I submit that an amendment framed as is the amend..
Mr. WALSH. _I yield to the gentleman.
,
ment dffered by me provides all the essential elements that it is
Mr. SISSON. Take the second clause of the . gentlema~,s'
souo-ht to confer in the language of the bill as printed. We should amendment: "Pr(nided, lw~ever, That .no contract, l~ase, or_
notoatternpt· to confer upon the President power to make a lease. agreement shall be entered into exceeding five year~ after ~e
or ,a contract and then immediately say what the terms of the termination of the war period." Would ·the gentleman thmk
provisions of that contract ought tQ be . . It ~eems · to me that if. that that language might be susceptibte to the COD:stru~tion t~~t
we give-him the au-th,ority to enter into a contr~ct and set forth the ·Government might go, after actual hostilities had cea ep:
the length of time which it should run and provide for the man- and peace was declared within a term of five years after the
ner in -which it- is: to be terminated, we shall have done all lhat war had actually been ~oricluded-the President could go in.J:-o ·
it is -necessary to do by way of legislation.
the premises.?
.
.
So my amendment provides that the Preside.nt if:! authorized
l\lr wALSH. Yes· and he could do it under the bill as reunder the provisions of the act to install in any existing private ported by the committee. But the term " war period " is one of
powe-r plant any machinery, and so forth, as he may, deem neces-· those illuminating and elucidating definitions that-sary to increase the capacity and _ producti~ity of such plant,
Mr. SISSON. "Five ·years after six inonths." At any time
upon such terms and conditions as he shall determine; and then within that five yeai·s whoever might be President, if he saw fit
there is a proviso that the agreement or arrangement shall not and proper to ·do so, could go into private property for war ~ur
continue longer than five years after the termination of the war -poses and take over a man's plan~ to- make power. I. th~nk
period, and there is a further proviso that 'Yithin five ye~rs .after the gentleman's ~mendment is subJect to the same obJection
tl1e expiration of the war period the President shall dispose of that I had to the language used in the original bill. There ought
the title to such property in a manner that will be for the best M' be a limitation, so t hat when the war is actually ended-interests of the United States.
· - Mr. wALSH. No. ' I will say to the gentleman that as to
· Now, I wish to submit to the chairman of the committee that the _point pe makes ·about the ~resident ~eing p~rmitted to e?ter
there is no need of our putting in there any provision to the ef- into an agreement after the ~ve-year perwd, he 1.s ?-ot a~thoriZed
feet that be can lease the machinery if he prefers, nor is there fo do that under my amendment or under the or1gmal bill.
,
any need that when the appliances have been installed the title · The CHAIRMAN. The time of the · ge_ntleman from l\Iassashall remain in the United States. If we are going to authorize chusetts has again expired.
·
the President to do this and carry out the idea contained in secMr. SISSON. Mr. Chairman, I ask ·tmanimous consent that
tion 2, let us give him the authority to go ahead and do it, and let the gentleman from -Massachusetts may have two minutes more,
him say what the conditions shall be. Let us only fix the period
The ·CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Mississippi asks
within which this arrangement can continue. Let us only pro- . unanimous consent that the gent~eman from Mas achusetts may
:vide for the termination of the arrangement.
have mo minutes more. Is there objection?
Now, it has often been said here that you hp_ve got to trust
There was no objection.
.
somebody, and of course you have to trust the person who will
Mi·. wALSH. Tlie provision is that .no such contract or agreebe designated by the ·President to carry out these very com- ment shall be entered into for a term exc~eding fh~e years after
prehensive powers. But the gentlemen who will have charge the war period. That, by ir?Plication, means that a contract o!
of this will know what will be needed and they will know what ao-reement shall be entered into before and shall not run beyonu..
kind of an agreement they can enter into, and they will know
"'Mr. SISSON. That ought to be the unquestioned construction
enough, I think, to protect the interes s of the United States in to be placed upon the law. But do~ the gentleman believe that
entering into these agreements and leases; and _I submit that if his amendment is adopted that will clearly be the construe.. the section, even as it has been perfected, is not exactly in the tion placed upon it?
form in- which we should legislate upon this particular subject.
-M r. wALSH. I will say to the ·gentleman from Mississippi
Why, we have even got a provision in this section, as the com- that I am not the strict constructioni-st that he is and have not
mittee reported it, that the President shall have at all times had the "experience in complex: legis)ation _that he as a member
the power to enter upon the premises where this machinery of a great committee· has had, but i.t would seem to me tha~
and these plans are to be installed. That should not be a this amendment, taken as a wholeclause in a legislative act. That should be a clause in the lease
To install in any existing private power plant such machinery or
or in the agreement, and before he should make any lease or appliances or to erect such structures .1s h e may - deem necessary to
agreement he should get the consent of the." owners or operators increase the capacity or productivity of · such plant . upon such terms
POWER BILL.

-

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the motion of
the o-entleman from Tennessee [Mr. SIMS] to go into Committee
of the \Vhole House on the state of the Union for the further
consideration of the emergency power bill.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the House resolved itself into the Committee of
the Whole House on the state of the Union for the further consideration of the bill H. R. 12776, with Mr.•IJousToN in the
chair.
.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the bill by title.
The Clerk read as follows ·:

.
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and conaftlons as-he may ·d etermine : 'Provided, 7iOtOe·ver·, That no contract, lease. or agreement shall be entered into for a term exceeding
five ye~:trs after the termination of th~ war period : A.nd provi-ded. tul·ther, That prior to the t:xpiration ot such t~:rm 1he title 'of the United
States to uch appliances, machinery, or tructru·es shall be disposed
of by_ the President in such manner as he may_ determine to be for the
best mterests of the United StatesW{)Uld be con,_c:trued to say in effect that you are now ·authorized

~

0,
.

section intends to take- ciii·e o"f ·a · sitUation where the Govern·
ment actually installs-1\fr. SIMS. Let me tate to the gentleman something that
-perhaps has npt been called to hi.J attention, that w have pr-epared an amendment as a sub titute for ection 3 and when
I sal~ it ":as provided .for in anotlH~t· portion of th~ bill I had
to enter into tllis list of agreements uefore the termination of that m mmd. The subsection proposed contains this provi·
the war; but if you do enter into t):lose agreements, the agree- sion:
ment shall not run beyond five years afte:- the ternlination of
(a) In ('(}uippi~g any private power plant or in expanding any uch
the war period, and before the termination of that period you plant to such extent as he may dil·ect. by making advance upon uch
must dl pose of the title of tbe United States to the property terms as he may. deem proper to tbe operator .of such plant.
for the best intere ts of the United States.
I read that the other day on the floor of the Hou e. The
1Hr. SNOOK. The gentleman's amendment in ~at regard ~entleman may not have ~een pre. ent at the time. That is
-woul<l be construed exactly the same as the language in the bilL ' rntended to follow, and if 1t does, It e-ems to me it cu~ the
1\Ir. W .ALSH. I think so. I think it w.ould be con trued just _very matter that the gentleman bas referred to in s ction 2.
the same as the language which . the committee has reported.
. Mr. AN~ER~ON: · I. do not think o, becan
two entirely
Mr. SIMS. 1\Ir. Chairman, when this amendment was sub-· d~fferent SituatiOns are mtended to be dealt with in two entirely
mitted to me by the gentleman from 1\Ia · achu etts before it different ways. In the one case, which is intended to b~ dealt
-was offered, I gave it such consideration as I coulil. here on the with under ub ection 2, the owner of the plant i willing to
:floor of th~ Hou e in tryiug to listen to e-vm:ybody talklng ..at · assume any J?O ible depreciation in the value of the property.:
once; but it truck me as including all the powers granted th~ All he :'Tants JS the money. If J1e o-ets his money he is willin(J' to
President that are included in sub ection 2 of section 2 as it has · take 1~ chances on the sub equent depreciation in value. Perbeen perfected; and if it includes all the po:wers and all the bene- hap~ he gets enough profit so that he can nfford to do it. Subfit that .may -~ derived under the section as ·perfected, being sectwn 3 t:ndert~k.es to vrovi?e !or the depreciation of the plant.
.shorter .and in fewer word • it seems to me that it i rather T~e two propo Ihons are dt tmct and ought not to be dealt
to be commended than r().bjected to· but-Wlth on the same basis. The .:gentleman will remember that
1\IJ.•; w .AL H. WHl the . genU~ yield?
when he stru~k out "the then fair _value'" I ha<l a a:reat deal of
Mr. Sil\lS. I have :not quit~ .fini hed my tatenient. When a doubt about. It. I do not know. JUSt what. the .gentleman incommittee lms _giv-en a bill as thorough consider-ation as it .has tended, but It seems to me.the tlung that he mtends to do under
this hill, and when numerous .amendments have been adopted the two section are so different, and. so sub tantive in themby the Qommittee of the Whol~ itself, I feel great he itancy in selve • that they oug~t to be dealt With separately an<.l there
saying right off the bat that L think thi is just as good 11. section ought to be no connectiOn.
·
as the ()ther for which it _is n substitute, .and that it embraces
l\Ir. SIMS. :'!'he gentleman thinks the sub ection offered. is
all the power!' and will .accomplish i:he same :purpeses as the not ~ccomplishrng the purpose as. well as the ~riginal bill?
Mr · ANDERSON.. "I do not thmk so.
other. . Here IS my colleague, the ranking member of the Committee on Interstate and .Foreign CoJP,merce, th.e gentleman from · · Mr. SNOOK. Will the gentleman yield?
Wiscon in [Mr. EscH], who has been on that committee milch
l\1r. ~ERSON. Yes. ·
.
longer than I have, .and I want to say in all candor that .! have
.M~·· SNOOK. Th~ gentle~an' in.tention i to provide for the
:never known a more hard~w.oTking, conscientious, pah·iotic public l?arun~ of ~. mon~~. and 1f prov1d for .secul'ity while ·ecsen-ant than the gP.ntleman from Wiscon in.
[A;ppla.use.] · ti-Gn 3 .Is t? rud rn equtpment and at the arne time provide for an
Never on the floor of the House or in the committee, -as far -as .amortization.
·
·
I know, has he evinced any <ll po ition or des'ir~ to do anything
Mr. Al\TDERSON. To take up the depreciation that would r~
e..~cept that which has seemed to be for the best interests of the suit from the differen~e between the war prices and prices
country. Now, he ha.s stuilied this section of the bill. Oilier after the war.
members of the committee ha\e studied it. Just speaking .for
Mr. WALSH. Will the gentleman yield?
myself personally, not as chairman ·o f the committee but .as an
l\fr. SillS. M_r. Cbail·man, I want to see if
can not n-et
irulividualmember, it seems to me, .as far as I bave looked into it, some .agreement on this section. for debRte. I h.ave. not movel to
and as far as I am able to say, looking .at it in this way, looking ~-ese debut~ on a single paragraph. This i an important secat it as .an emergency measure in war times, I -do not see any tiilll .and ha-s been already _considered two hours, ·but I think
harm in the amendment. It seems to me that in few~r words there should be r asonable time for debate. How much 'time
it provides ample power for the .same _purpose · .as .. ection 2; do-es the .gentleman from 1\Iinnesota \v.a.nt?
but ~re .a re other members '()f the committee .and other .mem- . 1\Ir. Al~DERSON. Fi\e minutes.
bers .of th-e House w.ho may think oth-erwise. :The ection has
1\:lr. SU:I . And the gentleman from Iowa? ·
been pei'fected in Committee of the Whole. Therefore I .feel
l\1r. GREEN of Iowa. I do not think I can ay what I want
great . hesitancy m .saying right off the bat that .J: will ac- to on this qu~stion i!lles than ~0 minutes.
cept ~ rb eeause . I m 1·epre enting the COlll:Dlittee rather than
Mr. SUI . Doe the gentleman from -ew Jer ey want time'?
my elf.
:D.~r. PARKER of New Jer ey. I <lo not want to offer the gus
rl\Ir. ANDERSON. i _ hould like to call the .attention .of the anct toluol amendment to this- ection although it is left out.
gentleman to the fact that ·one of the }Jarposes <Of this bill is to J .run going to suggest to the chairman that be:fore we ..get
-Ena:ble the .administrati-on _to finance the installation vf .exten- .through we sh~ r~turn to the definition and get suitable lan·
sion , as well as to in tall them.
guage ~o that It Wlll not be neces ary to offer the amendment
Mr. SIMS. Certainly.
every time.
·1\lr. ANDERSON. ...And that the amendment ()f the -gentleMr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I .a k unanimous consent that ~1
man from Massachusetts eliminates from .subsecti:on .2 of sec- debate clo e upon this amendment in 15 minutes-5 minut ·
lion 2 the power which was giv-en m that section to finance to be given to the gentleman from Minnesota [l\1r. .A mER o~J
. th~. e new installations.
and 10 minutes to the g-entleman ,from Iowa [Mr. GBEEN].
l\:lr. WALSH. That is provided for in subsection :3.
The CHAIR~IAN. Is there objection to the request of the
1\fr. ANDERSON. 'Th~ gentleman -is in ·error about that.
gentleman from Tennessee?
.
1\fr. :SIMS. I -was under the iulpression that that power was
There was no objection.
1\l.r. WALSH. If the gentleman from Minnesota will yiel<l,
-contained in -oth.er -sections of the bill. .If it is .not, ·o f course
the gentleman's -criticism is ca valid o-ne.
I desire to ask him if he does not think that the provision for
1\l:r. ANDERSON. In the gentleman's time I should like to t.tdv:.aneing .the money, and the rate of .intere t, should come in
direct attention -ta .. this proposition: T.here .are two different subsection 3 .and not in the ction providing for the installation
financial situations arlsing .which it is desired to meet. One of and leasing of appliance in the buildings of the structure. The
them is where the operator of the power: plant is nnabw to rmrpose of the question is, Does not the gentleman think hrs•
finance the installation. .He is perfectly -willing to put in the amendment -coUld be reformed. and come in more harmoniou ly
machinery and operate it ltimself, bnt he 'C an not -borrow the in subsection 3?
·
money upon the terms whith will ·enable hlm .to operate.
.Mr. ANDERSON. !l'he gentl man wilLnot .get me to ay that
Mr. Sil\fS. Tbat is correct.
·
I .ram in entire :accord with the structure of this sub ection 2 ·
1\fr. ANDERSON. This
»section .2 is intended t-o cover but one thing .I :am.de irous of -seeing done .and that i to hav~
tlw.t situation; .and it is intended that when . it is covered, the n separati-on between the thing which wa ;ught oricrinally to be
nm~mnt 'Shall be Te~aid to the Government under the terms done under sub ection 2 and the tlling which is sought to be
:Which -may b&presenbed by the President. ..Now, the next ·sub- d-one ~Ulder subsection 3.

we
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Let me call attention to the proviso inserted at the end of
subsection 3 :
Provided. Thai: the powers conferred by this subdivision shall be exercised only if the President shall deem that the emergency is such as to
it impracticable or tmdesirable to act with respect to such plant
under any of the othe:r powers conferred by this act.

r~nder

I think that proviso ought to be in that subsection because that
sub ection contemplates a real financial loss to the Government
in the transaction of this business. It contemplates that the
Government will absorb the war wastage represented by the
difference between the co t of installing the new appliances ·a nd
extensions during the war period and the value of the extensions
at the end of the war period. Obviously where a method of
procedure involves tlle Government actually assuming a loss in
value, which might otherwise be borne by the operator of the
plant, that power ought not to be exercised unless there is noother way of reaching the proposition.
Now, then, subsection 2 contemplates that where an operator
of a power plant is unable to borrow money to make the necessru·y extensions required by the greater market produced by the
war the President may loan him the necessary funds. This may
be uone, of course, on such a basis of repayment and security as
the President deems proper. That is a business transaction,
and it does not contemplate any loss to the Government. It
ought to be done in that way in every instance where it can be
done in that way, but there are some occasions where the
profits in the operation of the plant during the war period will
not be sufficient to take up the wastage or depreciation which
will result between the time of making of the loan when the
property is installed and the end of the war _period. In these
cases it is necessary that the Government should asswne the
burden of the wastage. That-is what is contemplated in section
3. But as I said before, that method ought not to be pursued if
there is any other way. And subsection 3 contemplates that it
shall not be done except where it is actually found that there is
no other way to do it Now, if the amendment of the gentleman
from Massachusetts is adopted it is my intention to offer nn
amendment which will permit the President to loan an operator
of a power plant funds to be applied for purnoses described in
the bill upon such terms and security as he may deem proper.
Because it is apparent to me ·that if you only leave the power
in tbe hands of the· President to act under subsection 3, _you are
inviting him to make contracts which you ought not to ask him
to make, and which he would not make if you left him any other
method which involved less loss.
1\lr. SIMS. I do not have any purpose in moving to strike
out the proviso on page 6, at the end of subsection 3.
Mr. ANDERSON. I know, but if the amendment of the .gentleman from Massachusetts is adopt~d it strikes out the power to
loan money upon security and upon repayment, and then the
only method you lea'\""e is the method prescribed in section 3,
and if this is the only one provided, it is the only method the
President can pursue.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, before entering upon
the iliscussion of the amendment of the gentleman from Massachusetts. I want to say I alii delighted to see the large attendance upon the Democratic side in the discussion of this impoi·tant bill. There are present one or two members of the committee and perhaps half a dozen others also.
1\Ir. BLACK. ·wm the gentleman yield?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. With pleasure.
Mr. BLACK. Has the gentleman also made a count of the
number on the Republican side?
_
Mr. GREEN of low~ I have done so and diseoveref! there
are more.
1\fr. BLANTON. Eight members.
:Mr. BLACK. I will state to the gentleman there are eight.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. The gentleman does not count well.
Mr. SCOTT of 1\fichigan. Fifteen.
Mr. BLANTON. They are talking about politics over there
in the corner.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Now, in reference to the amendment
offered by th~ gentleman from Massachusetts. lt has at least
the merit of clearne sand directness. It is easy to tell what it
means and · I think it has great advantages over the paragraph
for which it ·wns intended as a substitute. Yet I nave some
doubt whether it ought to be adopted. There is one important
provision-the only provision that really protects the Government at all-subsection 2, which is omitted in the _amendmentof the gentleman from Massachusetts. That is the provision
that whenever any such structures, machinery, or appliances
shall have been installed and until the sale or disposition thereof
the title shall remain in the United States. There is always a
question when machinery or other appliances are annexed to a
freehold, whether they do not become part thereof. Although
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I have some doubt whether this principle will apply ns against
the Government, yet I think it is well to have it made clear as
in the provision of subsection 2; and that is not done by the
amendment of the gentleman from .M.v.ssachusetts. The gentle·
man from Massachusetts criticizes, ·a nd very IJroperly criticizes, .
the last sentence of subsection 2 as being unnecessary, 11nd .he
might have gone further and said it was simply absurd. This
last sentence provides that the President shall be empowered
to enter upon the premises and the President shall maintain
and operate this macblnery. Now, of course, the President is
only the agent for the Government, for the United States. The
President will not in person enter the premises. He can not
himself operate it. The proper language and the legal phraseology that should have been used in that sentence was to refer
to the United States in proper terms and say that the United
States could take _possession of it, and if the United States be
authorized to take possession of it, the Government could do so
through any of its agents and officers. That follows as a matter
of law. As it stands it does not protect the Go\ernment at all
for that reason. Further, it says that upon default in the pay·_
ment of any such sum possession may be taken, but suppose
there is no default in sucn payment, then there is no provision
at all in this paragraph for taking possession of the property.
Yet when the lease is up the Government should have the
1JOwer to take po session of the property.
At this point I want to call attention to an argument which was.
used Saturday by the gentleman from Missouri [1\Ir. DEcKER]and I .am sorry he is not here, because I think he did not fully
understand his own bilL The gentleman from Missouri seemed
to thillk, he and other gentlemen who argued yesterday, that the
provision that the Government or the President might lease this
property for a certain period determined the time when the
Government must take it over and was for the protection of the
Government. But if he examines that provision more clo ely he
will be satisfied that instead of protecting the Government it
protects the operator. It can be leased for a period not exceed
ing five y(:>-ars, bnt that does not help the Go\ernment in taking·
possession of the property when the lease expires. There -seems
to be no provision here whatever to protect the Government and
enable it to take possession when the lease expires, and this
whole discussion has gone upon the wrong theory because the
bill had not been sufficiently considered in committee, so that
the members of the committee themselves knew just exactly;
what it meant. Read this provision:
4

To lease the machinery, appliances, and structures thus .installed, or
a-ny parts thereof, to the owner or operator of such plant for a period~

And so forth.
Mr. ANDERSON. Will th€ gentleman yield?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I will.
Mr. ANDERSON. Suppose that the operator at any time dur~
ing the lease says to the Government, "here is your property,
take it." The only remedy for that under this bill is either to
operate it themselves or to take 1t out?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Yes; there is no provision civine the
Government nny iJther alternative.
Mr. WALSH. Will the gentleman yield?
l\fr. GREEN of Iowa. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. Does not the gentleman think that this provision should be a part of the lease or agreement rather than a
part of the law authorizing the lease or agreement?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Yes; I agree with the gentleman there
I think tt would be more difficult to put them in proper form
in the bill, and 'if we undertook it we would be likely to so
hedge about the powers of the President that a proper lease
could "Dot be made. 'Then, again. when we consider subsections
2 and 3 we find the two are overlapping and all should have been
put in one subsection. I think €overy Member will agree to that.
In fact, this bill is in the shape I have found every bill coming
here from a department-in a fotm in which it ought to · be
rewritten from start to finish.
That is the only way to get such a bill in proper form. Now;
these two sections, overlapping as they do, are necessarily con
fusing. It is hard to tell where one begins and the other staps;
and it is hard to tell where one is limited or restricted by the
other. I do not really think it is possible to adjust these two
sections and bring them together so that they will probably cori·elate in any other way except as suggested by the gentleman
from Ohio [Mr. LoNGWORTH] when he said the bill ought to be
recommitted to the Committee orr Interstate and Foreign Commerce and there be rewritten and put in proper form. If this
bill had been committed to some of the committees of this
House--and I might say definitely the ·ways and Means Committee--two-thirds of it would have been stricken aut and the
appropriation reduced accoTdingly. In fact, there is no neces·
4
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sity for using this money except in a few instances that might
have been definitely named, so that the House would know what
it was doing. Instead of that we have all of these blanket
:powers to manufacture briquets up in the southwest part of
North Dakota, where there is no demand for a power plant and
no use for it if constructed, and also to go into all sorts of experiments. All of these things ought to be out of the bill. There
will be waste enough here, I will say to my colleague, even if we
restrict 1t in every· manner possible.
Why is this bill here, in the first instance? It is here, I take
it, because these gentlemen went to the War Finance Corporation
and did not get the money. The War Finance Corporation has
ample authority to furnish the money for all these things that are
provided for in this bill, if they have anything to do with the war.
Of course, some of them have been admitted by gentlemen on the
:fioor here as not to have anything to do with the war, but they
wanted the money because they considered it to be a good thing
for their respective communities to have it spent therein. I
think, on the whole, the amendment of the gentleman from
Ma sachu etts [1\Ir. WALSH] ought to be adopted.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. SISSON). The time of the gentleman
has expired. The question is on the amendment offered by the
gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. WALSH] to strike out sub·
section (2) and insert.
The question was taken, and the Chair announced that the
noes seemed to have it.
- Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I ask for a division.
The committee divided; and there were-:ayes 7, noes 11.
Mr.
ALSH. Mr. Chairman, I ask for tellers.
Tellers were refused.
So the amendment was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows :

'V

(3) To aid in equipping any private power plant or in expanding
any such plant to such extent as he may direct by making advances,
upon . such terms and conditions as he may determine, to th~ person
operating or authorized to operate it, and in connection w1th such
advances, to agree with such person that, if the actual reasonable cost
of equipping or expanding such plant shall be in excess of its value
at the termination of the war period, or at such later time not more
than fhre years after the expiration of the war period, as he may dt>em
reasonable for such valuation, and the machinery, structures, o~· appltances constituting such extension or expansion, or their eqmvalent,
shall have been maintained and operated in accordance with his directions until such time, repayment of the whole or any part of such excess
will be waived, and to provide by agreement . for the manner of determining such costs and values by arbitration or otherwise and for the
terms and time of such repayment: Provided That the powers conferred by this subdivision shall be exercised oniy if the President shall
deem that the emergency is such as to render it impracticable or undesirable to act with respect to such plant under any of the other powers
conferred by this act.

1\Ir. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I wish to offer an amendment
striking out all of subsection 3 except the proviso. I offer the
following amendment.
The CHAIRI\IAN. The gentleman from Tennessee offers an
amendment, which the Clerk will report.
Mr. WALSH. Is this a committee amendment!
1\Ir. SIMS. The committee as a committee has not acted on
it, but it has been submitted to the gentleman from Wisconsin
·[Mr. EscH] and other members of the committee, and we believe that it is an improvement on the bill as reported.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:

8EPTEl\1BER r30,,

The CHAIRMAl"'. The written amendment here does not
make that statement. Now, the gentleman offers the motion to
amend by striking out all of subsection 3 down to the proviso and
substitute in lieu thereof what the Clerk has just read?
·
Mr. SIMS. Absolutely. That is what I stated all the time.
Mr. 1\IADDEN. I want to know in what special respect this
changes the language· that was stlicken out?
Mr. SIMS. It changes it in this way: This is to provide for
the contract provisions, and if you notice the section we have just
adopted we struck out the words " at the then value " and added
"the amount," so that it might be fixed ·in the contract. This
amendment is put in here in the interest of the Government and
for the purpose of protecting it.
Now, I will read an explanation of the substitute ·section I
have offered in lieu of the provisions of the bill down to the
proviso:
·
"As the bill was drawn the standard for determining the
Government's loss was 'the then value' of the property. This
requires that a valuation be made, with all the attendant difficulties and uncertainties. Probably no term is productive of
greater divergency of opinion _or is more difficult to· apply.
"The adoption of this standard means double payment for
depreciation, if once being collected from consumers through
rates and paid a second time by the Government.
" The fundamental reason for the advance of funds by the
Government is that 'war-time' prices are excessive, and it is
this excess that should be measm·ed in ordinary cases rathet·
than a difference between cost and value.
"Concretely, if the then value is fixed us a standard, tile
Government will lose probably from 10 to 20 per cent more than
it reasonably should and would if 'post-war ' cost were adopted.
Applying the minimum percentage, the loss caused by the then
value would approximate $20,000,000.
"While it will be admitted that the fair standaru iu normal
cases is normal reproduction cost instead of the then value,
neither standard will be fair both to the Government and to
the company in all cases. There will be instances where the
Go\ernment must pay the cost of building an extension, because
the extension will not be needed by the company after the war.
Its then value to the company will be a small part of its cost,
although it may have been in use only a short time. Consequently, the then value standard would not be fair to the Government, because the property might have a "greater value in
a sale to others or for governmentai use; but the Government
could not take advantage of either alternati\e if the company
had the right to purchase it at iffi \alue to the company. The
reproduction-cost standard would not be fair to the company,
because the property would not be worth such an amount to
the company that had no use for it.
"Those who have worked upon the drafting of t11e bill and
have negotiated contracts of the same character as those that
will come before the President under this bill are of the opinion
that in order to deal fairly with all situations it is necessary,
to leave to the conn·act the method of determination and the
principles to be followed in each case. The contract can specifically provide what shall be done in each case, and thus mnke
the standard definite and justly applicable to the conditions
which exist. Further, such a plan will, in many instances,
make unnecessary any valuation, which will save expense both
to the Government ancl to the companies in reaching an adjustment.

.Amendment offered by Mr. Safs : Pages 5 and 6, strike out the sub·
division and insert in its place :
I. TYPICAL CASE.
"To aid in equipping any private power plant or in expanding any such
"(1) Facts assumed:
plant to such extent as he may direct by making advances, upon such
"(a) Required electrical apparatus to cost $5,000,000.
terms as he may deem proper, to the operator of such plants. Such
"(b) Governnent to provide or pay for 40 per cent, or $2,000,000.
terms may include an agreement that, if at the time provided therein,
"(c) Time of settlement ~o bJ four years after. end of war. (Bill
which shall not be later than five years after the expiration of the war allows
five years.)
period. it shall appear that the actual reasonable cost of equipping or of
" (d) Normal reproduction cost then of property represented by adextending such plant exceeded a sum fixed in or to be ascertained by a vance,
75
per cent of cost.
method prescribed in such agreement, and if the machinery, structures,
"(e) Property to depreciate at the rr.te'of 3 per cent per annum.
or appliances constituting such extension or expansion, or their equiva"(2.)
Results
under
plan
that
Goverr-ment will bear loss or dUierence
lent, shall have been maintained and OJ?erated in accordance with his between actual cost and normal reproducti-on
cost at time of settlement:
directions, repayment of the whole or m part of such excess will be
waived. Such agreement may provide further for determining the Cost------------------------------------------------- $2,000,000
amount of such excess by arbitration or otherwise."
. Normal reproduction coSt (75 per cent)----------------- 1, 500, 000

1.\fr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, those who have examined it think,
and I have consu1ted-Mr. WALSH. Does the gentleman desire the proviso retained?
Mr. SIMS. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. The amendment as read says to strike out sub:
section 3.
Mr. SIMS. Strike out all of subsection 3 except the proviso.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman ·from Tennessee has not
made perfectly clear just exactly what he wants. I am told by
the Clerk that you ask to strike out, as it is stated first, all of
this subsection 3 down to the proviso.
Mr. SIMS. Yes; but not to · strike out the proviso.

Loss to Go>ernmenL---------------------------Government's investmenL----------------------------AJnount returned to ~vernment _______________________

500, 000
2, 000, 000
1,500,000

"(3) Results under plan that Glvernment will bear loss or difference
between actual cost and the then >alue at time of settlement:
Cost------------------------------------------------ $2,000,000
Normal reproduction cost -------------------$1, 500, 000
Depreciatlon-3 per cent X tour yeat·s=12 per
cent----------------------------------240,000
1,260,000
Loss to Government----------------------------Government's. investment------------------------------

724, 000
2, 000, 000

Amount returned to government-----------------------

1, 260, 000

·CONGRESSIQ~\M._L
" ( 4) Difference between plans :

,
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to . nm~ndment. before. it is adopted or after it is adopted? I
would like to change the " five years " to " one year " and I would
like to give my reasons for it. I do not want to a;gue. the adopExce.<:l'l of (b) over .(3.)-------------------------240, 000 tion of this substitute. It seems to be in good form, however. I
"Percentage of excess to Governmf'Jlt's in\estment, 12 pe.r cent.
may want to add something about gas plants. May I make the
(NOTE.-If the war were to last four years, the excess would be 24 motion after its adoption? If so, I move, before it goes
per cent of Government's investment.)
further, that "five years" be changed to "one year."
" ( u) If the Government were to assume loss upon all facilities or
upon tne entire cost instead of upan 40 per cent, as ahove, the results
Mr. SIMS. In what part of the amendment?
would he-l\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. I can not tell in what part of
"(a) Under plan that Government will bear loss or difference between
it it is. You have got" five years" in it.
actual cost and the normal reproduction cost at time o! settlement:
The CRAIRl\IAN. The Clerk will report the amendment sub·
CosL------------- --------------------------- $5,000,000
Normal reproduction cost (75 per cent)---3, 750, 000 mitted by the gentleman frop:J. New Jersey. [l\Ir. PARKER].
The Clerk read as follows :
Loss to Goverllllle.llt---------------------------- 1,250,000
1

•

(a) Loss on basis of normal reproduction cost_ __ :-.:_ ____
_.__

(b) Loss on l>asis of then value________________________

$1:>00, 000
740. 000

Government's investment_ ____________________ ..:

2, 000, 000

Amour:t returned to Go\e.rnment_________________
750, 000
"(b) Under plan that Government will bear loss or difference between actual cost and the then value at the time of settlement:
Cost_______________________________________________ $5,000,000
Normal reproduction co t ----------------- $3, 750, 000
Depreciation; 3 per cent X 4 years= 12 per
cent-----------------------------600,000
3, 150, 000
Loss to Government __________________________________ 1,850,000
GovernmenCs investnlent ____________________________ 2,000,000
Amount returned to Government_________________
" (c) Difference between plans :
(A) Loss on basis of normal reproduction cost__________
(B) Loss on basis of then value ______:_________________

150, 000

1, 250, 000

1, 850, 000

Excess of (B) over (A)---------------------·600, 000
"re.rcentage of excess to Government's investment, 30 per· cent.
11. EXCEPTIO~.U. C..!.SE.
"~1) Facts assumed:
·
" a) Additional electrical aoparatus to cost $300,000.
" b) GovE>rnment to provide all or -pay for all, because apparatus
woulu not be needed after the war.
·"(c) Time of settlement, two years hence. (Bill allows nve years.)
"td) Not·mal reproduction cost then of property, 80 per cent.
" (e) Property to depreciate to a value of 20 peL' cent, because company wou,ld have no US€' for it.
·
"(2) Results under plan that Governm€'nt will bear loss or difference
between actual cost and normal reproduction cost at time of settlement:
Cost _________________ _________________________________ $500,000
Normal reproduction cc.st (80 per cent)----------------- 400, 000
Loss to Go>ernm€nL----------------------------- 100. 001)
"(3) Res.ulfs under plan that Government wDI bear loss or dllfurcnce
"between actual cost and the then Talue at time of settlement:
Cost--------------~----------------------------------- $GOO,OOO
100, 000

Value (20 per cent)---------------------------------Loss to Government-----------------------------" ( 4) Difference between plans :
(a) Loss on basis of normal production cost_______________
(b) Loss on basis of value_____________________________

400, 000
100, 000
400, 000

Excess of (b) over (a>--------------------------- 300;000
"(NOTE.-Neither plan is fair both to the Government and to the
company under th~ facts assumed. The value standard is not fair to the
Government, because the property might have a greater.value in a Sale
to others than to the company. which has no use for it. The reproduction cost E<tandm·d is not fair to the company, because the property
would not have such a value to a companv that had no use for it.)"

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Tennessee
.has expired.
Mr.
ALSH. 1\Ir. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
the gentl~man from Tennes··ee may nave five minutes more.
The CHAIRI\1AN_ Th2 gentleman from M.assachusetts asks
that the gentleman from Tennes ee may have fi\e minutes more.
Is there objection?
There was no objE-Ction.
1\Ir. SIMS. Now, that was prepared, after considering the
bill, by the gentlemen who suggested the e amendments-those
who have been sponsors for the bill-and a concrete case is stated
here ,by calculation to show the <l.iference in the effect it will
lmve on the contract provided for. The object of this amendment, the substitute for all of subsection 3 except the proviso,
is to make it fair both to the party who may borrow or whose
property may be improved by the Government, and also to the
Government, providing that the contract for making the improvement shall specify the conditions of settlement. The term
·" then value" was such as to bring on endless trouble and confusion after. the war period and the lease pe1:iod had expired. I
submitted it to the gentleman from Wisconsin fl\Ir. EscH], who
had a whole day and a night or two to stud_y it, and he, like myself, thinks it an improvement on the section as written, and is
:worthy of our best consideration before deciding to reject it.
1\Ir. JUADDEN. Now, if the gentleman from Tennessee is

'V

· t~u·ough---.~

:\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey.
ask a parliamentary question.

1\Ir. Chairman, I would like to
the substitut~ be subject

·wm

Amendment offered by Mr. PARKER of New Jersey to the substitute
amendment offered by Mr. S.IMS : " Strike out ' five' and insert in lieu
thereof ' one. • "

l\lr. PARKER of New Jersey. Now, Mr. Chairman, I want to
ask the House what under the sun the Government will do during
the fi:ve years., if they make an agreement according to this
f'lause? The proposition is that the United States agrees to aid
and equip existing plants by ad\ances.
Suppose a big plant, and that it is aided and is .equipped
by a<l•ances from the United States. Now, then, there is an
agreement with the party that if the cost of equipping-and
t11at is the amount spent by the United States-shall be in
excess of its value, or whatever the amount is in. excess of
what the real amount gi-Yen to -the party is found to be five
years after the war is ended, then the man shall pay less. He
does not pay anything until then ; and all he is asked to do, if
the language of the bill is maintained in that amendment-and
I ao uot know whether it is or not, because it was read hastilvis that during the five years the plant shall be maintained
operated in accordance with the President's direction. I believe
that is in the amendment. Thereupon, after the war is over,
after the den1and for this power stops, the Government says to
the man maintaining this and operating this property, "If you
ha
?"ot .anything to do, or even if you have nothing, we will
wmt for five years, and then we will have a valuation and see
what you shall pay." In the meantime the owner got the benefit
of this equipment, and 11e got the benefit of the \York he had
done during the war. He has got the benefit of the plant, .and
all he has to do is to say he ha.s no work afterwards and let it lie.
In such case the Go\ernment doe not get a single cent until
five years .after the war. These matters ought all to be settled
soon after the war. The war period ends six .months after the
declaration of the treaty of peace.
The declaration of the treaty of peace., if there is much negotiation about the reconstruction of the Balkans and Baltic Provinces, will be a year after the war, and it will be Rix years and six:
months aftet· the war before anythin.~ will be done if an agreement for fi•e yem·s is made with the e partie . In the meantime
the man has all of this equipment in his factory. I do not belieYe, with the witnesses before the committee, that it ought to
be five years, for the reason they give, that after the war there
would probably be a slump and then a revival, and that the
United States -would get the benefit of that revival.
What business has the United States to speculate on what will
take place after the war? We lmow that after the Civil War,
with inflation not half as great · as it is now, and business not
half as great as it is now, business continued with great momentum, and it was not until 1870 that we had a slump, and after
that property would bring nothing.
Let us settle up our affairs as soon after the war as possible.
I moved to substitute one year instead of five before, but the
House did not see fit to stand by me in that. I insist that neither
the President nor anyone else should postpone the Fight of the
United States to get back its money for fi•e years after the close
of the war.
The CHAIRl\lAN. The time of the gentleman from New
Jersey has expired.
1\Ir. MADDEN. l\Ir. Chairman, I do not know whether I want
to tallc upon the gentleman's amendment or not.
1\Ir. Sll\IS. 'This is only an amendment to the substitute.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amend.ment offered by the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. PARKER].
The question was taken; and the Chairman announced that
the noes seemed to have it.
l\lr. PARKER of New Jersey. I ask for a di•ision on that. :
The committee divided ; and tl1ere were-ayes 7, noes 14. · ;
Accordingly the amendment was rejected.
1\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. 1\Ir. Chairman, I have another
amendment.
·.
The CHA!R~IAN (Mr. HousTo ). The gentleman from NeW,
Jersey offers an ame:11dment, wh~~~ the Clerk will report.

and
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- The Clerk read as follows:·
Amendment offered by l\f.r. PARKER of New Jersey: Page u, line 2:3,
after the word ... plant," strike out the word "or" and ins·ert in ·ueu
thereof the· following: "including plants in <;onnection therewith -for
the .production of gas, coke, toluol, benzol, coal-tar · productS, and any
~ther useful. products that may be produced through or in connection
with the coking of coal cr carbonizing of lignite, or through or in connection with the combustion of any fuel; or." .

' SEPTEJ\IBED

30;_ ·. l ii .

explanation _as to what the amendment means, and I am going to
try to expla_!n what that explanation means.
l\lr. STEVENSON.- ·wm the gentleman yield?
l\lr. MADDEN. Yes.
1\~r. STEVENSON. Is it not simply a case of a man having
assigned a faulty reason for a good provision, like the case ot
a court that renders a proper decision, but puts it on the wron.ground?
·
o
l\Ir. MADDEN. It is just as well to call attention to it even
though it is a faulty reason for a good case. I am not a l~wyer
but I once heard of a young lawyer who lost his case in th~
court below because he assumed that the court knew about the
law. When ·be appealed to the Supreme Court he went into a
v~ry elabor~te,~xplanation ?f the_Iaw, and the court interrupted
htm and said, You must grve this court credit for having some
knowledge ?f the !aw." The young lawyer replied, "Your
honor, that IS the miStake I made in the court below, which lost
me the case there, and I am not taking any chances now."
[Laughter.] The man who wrote this explanation ·says:

Mr. PARKER of New .Jersey. .Mr. Chairman, I do not like
to lengthen this bill by inserting these words every time a power
plant is mentioned, and I ask the chairman of the committee
whether be does not consider it worth while to recur to page 1,
fine 8, after the words " mechanical power," and to insert the
words of my amendment, and then strike · out all these other
amendments where they come afterwards, so that we will not
hm·e to add them in four or· five places· ag:tin?
· Mr. SIMS. This section provides for the equipping of primte
power plants, and nearly all the things referred to by the gentleman from New .Jersey are by-products, for which plants are
not established in the first instance.
; :i\tr. PARKER of New .Jersey. There are private power
Consequently the then value standard would not be fair to the
' plants and gas works that may want to be enlarged and Government, because the property might have a greatet• value in a equipped ~ just the same way. You }lave to give the power sale to ot.b('rs or for Government use, but the Government could not
take advantage of either alternative if the company bad the rJght to
to the President-purchase it at its value to the company.
. l\lr. SIMS. When you establish a gas plant you establish it
Now, the point I am trying to impress on this vast audience
for the manufacture of gas and not for the - ~anufacture of byptoducts, and when you establish a coking plant you establish is that it is not fair for the Government to enter upon the
it' for the manufacture of coke and not for the manufacture of premises of a private co:q.cern for the purpose of enlarging 'u s
by-products. ·This amendment would give the President the plant, which the person who owns the plant may not \vant enpower to loan money to aid in establishing plants for the manu- larged, but the Government does, and then at the end of the
war say to the man, "Because this plant is not worth anything
facture of by-products only.
·
·
- 1\H: PARKER of New .Jersey. No; to equip plants which to you it must be worth something to somebody else, and so
inn.n ufacture by-products in connection with the other products. we will just confiscate part of your property and sell it to
I think if it was put in the definition in the begiiming you some man who may want to go into competition with :rou." I
could omit it afterwards. It cumbers the bill to have these do not think the Government wants to _d o that.
Mr. STEVENSON., \Vill the gentleman yield again?
amendments, and I submit to the gentleman that if we
1\lr. l\IADDEN. Yes.
put it- in the definition it will relieve the bill from complicaMr. STEVENSON. Would it not be equally unfair to the
tions. ·If this amendment is inserted after the words "meChanical power," in line 8, page 1, I will offer no more amend- Government for the man .who has it in his plant to say, "You
;ments on this subject and will be content that all the amend- have got to let me have It at such a price and :figure because
ments which I have offered on this subject shall be stricken you can not sell it to anybody else, and therefore 'yGu are
helpless "? Now, is not this proposition a proper one, to fix in
out.
~ 1\ir. Sll\IS. The PUl1Jose of this section is to give the Presi- the contract itself the method of arriving at what the value
uent the power to aid in the equipping of private power plants shall be?
l\Ir. l\IADDEN. · I agree with tile gentleman's conclusion but
and in the ·extending of such plants.
- Mr. PARKEU of New .Jersey. If these power plants · pro- I am explaining what this ex:i>lanation means, which was ~Tit
duce these by-products, you want to enlarge that production, ten by this man. I assume that _this bil~ was drawn by exi;>erts
down in the W11.r Industries Board, or some other place where
too?
· Mr. Sll\1S. This says a plant, but it does not provide whl;lt they have the benefit of the learning of all the . great lawyers
:the plant shall manufacture or what it shall produce. I know of the United States, and no doubt this amendment was writthe gentleman's purpose is all right, but it does not seem to me ' ten by these same wise men, and this explanation was written
by one of the wise men who wrote the· substitute and wrote the
that it'is necessary.
- The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired. bill. And so we have before us a complicated situation which.
The question is on the amendment of the' gentleman from New perhaps the contract suggested in the amendment may obviate
m the long run. In the meantime we are dealing with an un·
Jersey [Mr. PARKER].
·
certai_n probh~m. It is a farce from the beginning to the end.·
The question being taken, the amendment was rejected . .
1
Mr. SIMS. l\Ir. Chairman, I want to say that this argument
Mr. l\IADDEN. 1\lr. Chairman, I think the amendment offerea
as a substitute by the committee· is better than the ·original draft which t_be gentleman from Illinois treats so facetiously was a
of tl1e bill; but the 'explanation made by those who drafted statement why the substitute should be_ adopted -r:.ither than
1he substitute seems to lea~e the question in doubt us to whether the original language. The contract is entered into not by comor not a piece of property that may be enlarged by the Gov- pulsion; it is to aid in equipping the private plant. The GoY•
·eri1merit would not be confiscated by the Government -at the ernment enters into a contract with the owner as to what shall
'end of the period· of the war. For example, the Government be paid at the end of the contract period instead of using the
is_ authorized under this act,- if it becomes an act, to enter upon "then-value" provision. It goes on to show that the "then
the premises of a power-plant company; to increase the size of value" at the end of the contract period may be worth prac·
the plant,- and the explanation here indicates that if the Govern- · tically nothing, whereas they provide in the contract what shaH
·ment can not reach a satisfactory settlement of the amount to be paid and .what to '\'\Tite off for w~r losses in advance. TheYi
be returned by the owner of the plant at the end of the war, the make an estimate; the power plant mi,.ht make the best guess
Goverruhent shall then have the right to sell a man's property and the Government lose, or the Government may make the
to some outsider. It does not seem fair that the Governm·e nt, best guess and the private owner lose. Anyway, it is a contract
·which needs this· additional powei· and hence is anxious to ad- and agreement entered into in advance as to the terms of the
vance the money to enlarge the plant, and . which enters upon settlement between the Government and the aided plant when
priYate . pr,9perty for that purpose, should be permitted to sell the lease period has expired. ·
.Af!. the gentleman from Illinois says,· it is better than the lan·
that part of the prpperty on which it enters for tpe purpose of
enlarging the plant, to some one beside the owner of the plant. guage of the substitute, and I hope there will be rio objection to
adopting
it.
·
·
.
.While .! am not at all clear.- that the ame~dment would can-y
Mr; ANDERSON. 1\Ir. Chairman, it seems to me that the ob·
that con~lusion, the e:\.-planation of the man who ·wrote the
jection to the proposed substitute is that it does not clearly state
amendment dearly indicates that th.at is ~hat would happen.
1\Ir. Sll\IS. Let me say to the gentleman that the substitute its· purpose; it does not clearly set up any standard upon which
si~nply provides that the meth9d of settlement and payment ·s hall
the remission of the wastage can be determined. The original
be J+}ade a part of the contract at the begi~iiing.
. ·
bill does clearly state that the Government can enter into a
1\Ie. 1\IADDEN. .Yes, I know; and, of _course, I think that is contract with the operator of the plant whereby repayment of
·a· wise _provisip~ ; btlt the n;tan w_ho wrote the provision, and who the difference between the value of the extensions at the time
su~ge ted thnt n .contract should be entered· into, stipulating the it is made and the ,:.alue at the end of the contract period will
-.c onditions upon which the money shall be adnmcecl, wrote an be '\vaived. That purpose is specificall3· set out in the original
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draft of the bill and furnishes a guide tQ _those making the contract as to what the intention of Congress was with respect
to the amount which might be so waived. Under the substitute
proposed by the gentleman from Tennessee the amount which
will be so waived becomes the subject of agreement in advance
and thus may be an entirely arbitrary amount.
In other words, suppose that extension is made to a plant for
which the Government advanced the operator $50,000. We will
assume that the difference between the value now and at the
end of the war period is $20,000. Under the original draft the
Government would waive repayment of $20,000; and under this
proposition, if the Government agreed in advance that the difference would be $25,000, it would have to waive the amount, and
if the agreement was for only $15,000 it wobld have to waive
that amount The matter must be determined in advance under
the substitute proposed by the committee. It is an arbitrary
amount, and it assumes that those who make the agreement in
tl1e first place are good guessers; that their judgment in advance
is a perfectly good judgment. It seems to me that is assuming
a good deal.
.As I said in the first place, there is absolutely no language in
the amendment at all which establishes the measure of the
amount which it is intended the Government shall waive. Now,
somewhere in this amendment it should be stated that the purpose of the amendment is to permit the Government to waive
the payment of the difference between the value of the extensions
at the time of the installation and at the end of the contract
period. Then, it seems to me, the administration, under this
portion of the act, would have some sort of a standard by which
they might be guided. But if they take the language of the substitute they have no gauge at all, and it might become entirely
an arbitrary matter. When the contract for the extension is
made, a purely arbitrary amount which is to be waived at the
end of the contract period is established. This amount is likely
to be largely favorable to the operator.
'I his sort of an arrangement opens the "·ay for error, mistake,
and for favoritism. I do not believe we ought to open up the
matter in that way without some sort of a standard by which
the amount of the waiver shall be determined.
Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, I favored the substitute as suggested by the gentleman from Tennessee and did so for the following reasons : The bill originally provided for a basis of
allowance of war wastage upon the then value at the time of
the settlement, whether it be at the end of five years or any
intervening period. If you use that as a basis, you are likely
to do an injustice to the operator, because at the time of that
adjustment the plant, machinery, and appliances which the
Government has put in may be of very little or any value to
the operator. He may have sufficient appliances or machinery
ulready of his own to take care of his normal business. If you
enforce upon the operator the then-value basis, you do him an
injustice.
On the other hand, suppose you make the basis the cost of
l'eproduction at the time of the adjustment or settlement. That
may work a hardship to the Government, because the cost · of
reproduction at the time of the adjustment may be in a period
of peace when values m:;ty have tumbled, and hence the Government would not get nearly what it was entitled to, and it therefore would cover a very large per cent of the war wastage. So
-in lieu of either of these standards of measure we thought best
to contract in the first instance the measure of the amount
which the Government should recover out of the advances it
bad made to the operator. Measured in that way there can be
no doubt because the Government can know every dollar it has
put into the plant and the amount it cost. It can figure, and
the operator can join in the figuring, upon the percentage of the
reduction of the war cost of these additions, appliances, and
machinery so as to fix the amount the Government is to recover.
Mr. HAMLIN. 'Vill the gentleman yi.eld?
Mr. ESCH. Yes.
Mr. HAM:LIN. As I understand, the provisions of the bill
as originally drawn provided that at the settlement period they
might agree by arbitration or otherwise at the then value, and
the President had the right to waive any portion or all of it.
l\lr. ESCH. Yes.
1\Ir. HAMLIN. And the amendment provides for contracting
in advance, and also gives the President the right to waive all
or any part of it.
1\Ir. ESCH. Yes.
Mr. HAMLIN. Is not that the difference between tweedledee
and tweedledum? Why is the language any better in the proposed substitute because they can still do it by arbitration?
If you agree then you ought to agree, otherwise you should waive
~ny part or all of it.
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Mr. ESCH. Because the use of the words " then value ~ ·
itself involved an elaborate consideration of the relationship
between the operator and the Government. We obviate all of
that by putting in the contract in the first instance the ratio
the Government is to receive from the amount of its advances.
Mr. HAMLIN. If the gentleman will pardon me again, the
very fact it gives to the President the right to waive any
portion or all of it, yet your substitute involves the very language
you say you are seeking to avoid, and that is an investigation
and agreement between the Government and the owner as to
the then yalue or value of this new machinery and new appliances and new business that the Government puts in the plant?
1\lr. ANDERSON. You guess in advance.
Mr. HAMLIN. You guess in advance, and if not satisfied
with the guesses then go ahead with the same performance
again.
1\Ir. ESCH. No; it is _more than a guess, because we know
~very dollar the Government has invested; we know the percentage of depreciation-all that can be determined. We can
fix it in the contract and by so doing we can insure the Government at least a reasonable return upon its expenditures, and I
think the substitute is better than the original text.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. 'Viii the gentleman yield for one
question?
:Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, I want to offer an amendment to the amendment.
1\lr. GREEN of Iowa. I want to be _heard on the original
amendment.
The CHAIRl\1..-Ll\T. AU debate on tlie- original amendment is
exhausted.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Then I make the pro forma amendment
to strike out the last word of the amendment.
l\Ir. Sll\IS. Let us see if we can not have an agreement as
to the conclusion of debate on the substitute and all amendments to the substitute.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Very well.
1\!r. H.Alll..IN. How much time does the gentleman wantfive minutes?
1\fr. GREEN of Iowa. Five minutes will be sufficient for -me.
Mr. ANDERSON. I want to offer an amendment to the
amendment-! do not know that I shall require much time on
it-and possibly another amendment.
:Mr. SIMS. Does the gentleman from Iowa care to proceed
before the gentleman from l\linnesota offers his amendment.
1\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. I have no objection to letting the gentleman from Minnesota proceed and I will defer to him.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from . Minnesota offers an
amendment to the substitute, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows :
Amendment to the substitute amendment offered by Mr. SrMs: Line
4 of the amendment, before the word " such" insert " in order that the
United States may assume the dllference between the cost of such equipment or expansion at the time or Installation and the value thereof to
the operator at the end of the contract period."

' Mr. ANDERSON. 1\Ir. Chairman, of course the amendment
which I have offered has no binding force upon anybody. All
I seek to do is to make the purpose of the substitute clear.
The purpose of it is that the Government shall assume the difference between the cost at installation of the structures and
expansion of the plant and the value at the end of the contract
period. I state that purpose in order that those who administer
the provisions of this subsection will have some soi't of legislative declaration as to what was intended to be done by the subsection.
l\Ir. SIMS. I want to ask the gentleman from Minnesota if
the gentleman from Wisconsin bas considered his amendment,
and if it is acceptable to him I have no objection to it?
Mr. ANDERSON. I have not submitted it to the gentleman.
I do not know what his position is with respect to it.
l\Ir. HAMLIN. Mr. Chairman , may we have the amendment
reported as it would read with t.he amendment of the gentleman
from Minnesota?
The CHAIRMAN. 'Vithout objection, the amendment will be
reported as it would read with the amendment of the gentleman
from Minnesota.
The Clerk read as follows :
In line 4 of the amendment, before the word " such," insert the following, so that it will read: "in order that the Unit ed States may assume the difference between the cost of such equipment or expa n sionat the time of installation and the value thereof to the operator at the
end of the contract period ; such terms may include an agreement that
if at a time provided for therein, which shall not be later than five
years after the expiration of the war period, it shall appear that the
actual reasonable cost of equipping or expanding such plants exceeded
the sum fixed in or to be ascertained by the method prescribed in such
agreement, and if the machinery, structures, or appliances constitute
such extension, expansion, or their equivalent shall have been maintained
and operated in accordance with his direction, repayment of the whole
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or any part of sueb exce s shall be waived. Such agreement sb!lll pro, tbe Western Union did seem excellent. However, yesterday I
vide further for determining the a.mount of such exec s by o.rbttratiun · had such an experience with the telegraph, now under the con~
Qr othe.rwise .."
troi of the Pest 011ice Department, that I look back with great

lU:tr GREE...~ of Io1.1-a. 1\Ir. Chrurma~ tile gentleman fr?m r~et and admirat:on to. that service· that I formerly g~t :from
Minnesota ha.s made a la.nrlable attempt to c~ear liP !h~ meanmg th~ private corporation:. And that makes me feel that a b-ill
of this amendment, but I respectfulJy submit that 1~ JS beyond like this, w.hich is going a step further in Government owner~
th nbility of any gentleman upon the floo~ to make It perfec~ly ' ship, is going to- have a rocky roa.d if we lUembers a.l'e all going
plain. I think f<u· that reaS()n not only; Ins. amendment which . to. have daily these experiences with the present Government
might otherwise be helpful, but the· amendment offered by the agencies.
g-entleman from Tennessee, ougl1t to. be voted down. Now, the
]. run a.:fraid the Western Union. has· already become almost
amendment offered by the gentle;nnn from Tennessee does- not as unreliable and disappointing in it service as we have been
accomplish what the rrentle~~n mtendro and doe~ ~ot accom- accustomed t() in the Post OfJke Department since this ad·
plish what the origi.n.al proVIsion eff~cted. The ongmal provi~ ministration took. charge o-f it an-d it is obviously falling into
sion gave the President power to wa.t-ve too difference between that same rut of incompetency.
cost of the machinery and its value- after the. w~.r.
Another fact came to my notice ye terday which emphasized
But this provi ion is "that such term.~ may I.nclude an agree- the disappointment I was having with l'll3 telegraph se1·vice,
ment," and so forth. and "t~t ~ben It shall 3:ppear that the and which no doubt all of the rest of you are having dally"
actual reasonable cost of eqwppmg or expanding such plant
Each of us· has hnd bundrells of letters. complaining about
exceeded the sum fixed." a.na so forth, the ~ifference may b~ tlle mail service to the soldiers in France. I .know; that some
waived. Nmr, that refe~ baclt to the terms reasonable cost.
months ago I complained, and that a great many other 1\lem·
Mr. SIMS. Fixed' by the wntraet,
- bers llave complained, and you have all wanted. to complain,
1\Ir. GREE...'{ of Iowa. Oh, yes· fixed by the contract; but 1t but the answer was given us from the Post Office Department
refers to the cost of the machinel.'y. But, as I understand the that the reason for that delay was because they could not
gentleman from Wisconsin [1\lr. EscH], that is not the reference· · identify the soldier o~ tnere' that he was moved about so
tb.n:t i intended' at aU. By the wo.rd£ . _, th.e- sum fixed" is. in· rapidly that they could not locate him. ADd I had thought pertended the amount o_f loss.
· haps that was one reason that It was not entirely the intrinsic
l\ir-. Sll\1S. Certamly.
. incapacity of the Post Office- Department which caused an the
l\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. But you can not make tha:t Ian.guage trouble. But yesterday it was bro~.,...;tlt to my attention. that a
1nelu.de that~
general of the United States Army, ha:.d had letters written to
l\Ir. SIMS. Of course the cost at tbe time would be the amount him 1:egularly from April to July and during that time never re;of money that is advanced and whether or not the man t() who!fl eeived one of· them:
it w·as advanced shall pay it back. or n.()t is aU provided form
Now, we have not so many generals over on the O"ther side, at
the contract.
tire head of American forces, that they could not identify and
:Mr. GREEN of Iowa. With all deference· to my friend from locate the generals. They can not get distributed ab<>"ut in such
Tenne see, you can not make this provisi'On bear such, a con- inaccessible places that that would: oe an excuse for the Post
struction. That may be what you mean, and doubtle s rs what Office Department. And this was ba!!k months ago, before the
you mean, but that is not what this amendment say~ at all It department was given over, as they tell us aow th~t it hl;l-S
does not define what is meant by the sum fixed. l:f it refe~5: to been, to the military. So that brougbt to my attention agam
anything, it must refer t() omething th,;:-t is in ~e: provt Ion this culpability which we have so often criticized, in that a genitself unci has preced.ed it~ and the only thmg that 1s m the pro- eral in the American Army could not get letters from home, al~
vision itself and has preceded is "the reasonable co t" of the though they were written to him regularly from the month of
machinery. But that is not what thl is intemled t? refer .t~ at Apr-il: to the month: of July~
all. Now, I am not ye-ry mu~h wonied abo-ut. th1s P~OVlSI.on,
1\lr. BLANTON~ Will the gentlema:n yield?
because I am satisfied it mll not~ in this bill when 1t com~s
:Mr. GILLETT. Certainly.
back to us, but I do not like to. ee it go .thr?u~h .the Bouse m
1\Ir. BLANTON. Does the gentleman realize tllat the Po t
that form. The o:ri.ginar provision f<W which. :t.t IS mtended as a. Office Department here in the city at this time is about 100
substitute, while it may have- the defects that were set forth by €larks short by reason of' the salary that is paid to them, an<l
my friend from Wisconsin, at least was fairly cleru.: in its meru:- that the men are- walking o-ut every day to take better positions?
ing and as to what it intended to- do :nut thl lS not. I:r. lt
1ffr~ GILLETT. I am rather surprised, from the treatmt>nt
does anything a.t all, it will do someth.ing that is not u;- tJiey get from the Post Office admini tration, that it is able t()
tended by the parties who propo ed it and for that Feason 1t keel) any clerks.
o-ught not to be adopted. In my judgment, it is so ~awn as to · - Mr. BLANTON. Is not the treatment that is given them
be entirely unintelligible,. and nobody can teU wha.t 1S me~nt b.Y there the result of the action of Congre ?,
it except as it is explained, anu when the explanation is g1ve~ It
1\fr. GIL.LET'l'. Who has control of Co-ngress?
is found that the terms do not comprehend UD.jl such meamn.g
Mr. BLANTON, In fixing the salaries-~
as is thought to. be given to it.
Mr GILLETT._ Who has. control of Congre s?
Tbe CHAIRMAN. The que tJon is on the- amendment of the
Mr. BLANTON. But just now a sa.Iary which would be a
gentleman from. Minnesota [ll.lr. ANDERSON l to the am~ndment. good salary under ordi.nary circumstances, although not as good
The amendment to tlle amendment was agreed to.
a salary as other businesses an~ paying, is not a good sala iY~
The CHAIHl\IAN:. The que tion. recurs on tbe substitute and naturally the men walk out to take better positions.
nmendment offered by . tile gentleman from Tennessee [Mr.
Mr. GILLETT. If we are not giving them adequate salaries,
Snus].
you are responsible for that~
,
The que tion was taken, and the Chair announced that thQ
Mr. BLANTON. We can not compete with war-time wages
ayes een:ted to. have it.,
. that. are paid,. where an ordinary mechanic in Baltimore can
l\Ir. W AL H. Division. l\Ir, Chairman..
make more than a district judge of the countl'Y can make.
The committee divided; and there were-ayes 1(}, noes 4.
The CHAlRMAN. The time of the gentleman from 1\Iassa..
Mr. WALSH.. \YeU1 Mr. Chairman. I make the_ po.in.t ol no chusetts [Mr. GILLETT] has el:pired.
quorum.
Mr. SillS. Mr. ChaJr·ma.n, l want to oppose, the- important
The CHAIRMAN. The> gentleman from 1\Iassachusetts makes amendment just offered by the gentleman from Massach-u etts
the point of no quorum. The Chair will eount.
..
[Mr. WALsH]. Th:e gentle~an must recollec~ that .at the. t~me
Mr. WALSH. I see that a large number of 1\lembers. have JUSt the wire-control hill was mtrodueed the stl!Dulatmg, movwg
come in and I will withdraw it.
eau e was a threat of a strike.
So ih~ amendment was agreed t<t.
Mr. MADDEN. That was only a p1·etense.
Mr. GILLETT. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
Mr. GILLETT. We were told that was not it. w.e were
word
specifically told from high authority that that was not 1t.
1\lr: Chairman. if otbe1· Members of tbe fl()USe· have the same
Mr. SIMS. One moment~ if you please. It was considered b,Y
experiences that I have hurl in the last day or two with the the committee, and the fl!gume-nt w~s made on the floo:l". ~f this
telegraph operated by the Government, and if they continue I Bouse, that because notice of .a strike ~ad then been gnen by
am afraid we will find it very hard for us to vote for thls bill,. a large number of.Western Umon operatives. But that was ~ot
with its publlc-Qwnership tendencies.
the only or the chief ~eason... Th~ chief reaso~ was that du.rmg
I never thought that the ervice of the Western Union Tele- the wa1• the transmissiOn of mtelllgence and dispatche of evci"Y
graph Co. was perfect except as 1 COUlp{' red it with the slow kind slwuld ~ in the- hands of the Government, and ev~ry opell·
and unreliable methods of communication wbich the Post Office ator on the Imes-the cable .line ' and the telegrap~ lin an.cl
Department has given us ever sine it became demoralized the telephone lines and the w1rele s operators-should be ut tbe
under its present management. Of course. compared with that, beck and call of the Government durmg the war.
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be preferred, with the exception that I do not think the pro\iso
l\Ir. l\IADDEN. But the trouble was-Mr. SIMS. Let me make my statement first, please. Those ought to be in there.
w re the chief reasons. Nobody who supported the bill supNow, we are attempting to give the President the authority to
porte(} it simply because it was Government operation either · acquire any plant that he deems essential for the winning of the
permanently or temporarily. I do not suppose anybody thought war, and in the very same language we are putting it in the power
that the American Telephone Co. needed aid. Its stock was of some small municipalities to prevent the President from acaway abo,·e par. The Western Union Telegraph Co. did not quiring a plant which be might deem essential for the winning
need financial aid. And, coming to this bill-because I do not of the war. For those reasons I think the section is not only
think the gentleman stated all the reasons moving the commit- contradictory, but we are conferring a power which contains
tee and the House in passing the bill-the gentleman will re- within its provisions an opportunity for any small group of citimember that there was much criticism on the floor about that zens incorporated as a village to refuse to permit the President
wire-control bill, the wire-control legislation, and when it went to take over their power plant, and I do not think, in view of conto the Senate certain Senators said, "The House of Representa- ditions throughout the country, that we ought to limit the autives know that we will consider these measures thoroughly, thority of the Commander in Chief to take over any of the instruand that is one of the reasons why they send them over here mentalities which be def'ms essential to the winning of the war.
half considered " ; and it was stated here on the :floor of the
l\lr. SIMS. l\Ir. Chairman, I want to say to the gentleman that
House that it would take three weeks' hearings on that resolu- I heartily approve just what be bas said in every respect, but on
tion before it could be reported to the Senate. But it was re- account of the possibilities of fear that might arise as to municiported to the Senate without any amendment.
pal plants, that are serving cities and communities, being taken
Mr. l\IADDEN. And sent back to the committee that re- over and being cut out of service or having its service reduced,
ported it because the committee did not have any authority to it bas been thought best to require the consent of the municireport it.
.
palities before doing anything of the sort for the purpose of preMr: SIMS. It was reported to the Senate without amend- \enting disturbances and things of that sort.
.
ment, just as it was passed by the House, and Senator UNDERMr. WALSH. l\1r. Chairman~ may I ask the chairman of the
wooD, who used to be the talenteu leader on this side of the committee bow much ~f this $175,000,000, which Is to be availHouse, whom we all know and who e ability we all recognize, able, is intended to be used for the acquisition of private power
said that it was the best-drawn resolution that had ever been plants?
.
sent from the House to the Senate, and no amendment whatever
l\fr. SIMS. The $138,000,000, I believe it was, as pointed out
was adopted by the Senate.
by Lieut. Stanley, is what will be required for the increase of
Gentlemen are extremely critical in this time of war. The the power where it is now sbort.
gentleman from Massachusetts balks at Government ownership.
Now, I do .not know that there will be a single construction
Is there one line in this bill that purposely looks to Government from the bottom up. I do not know that there 'viii be a single
ownership? Are we going to refuse to the Government in time new plant required. I know that the object and purpose of· the
of war the authority to all that may be necessary to be done bill is-and I take it that this is the purpose of those who · are
for the successful prosecution of the war because somebody promoting it, which is to help existing power plants by assist'vho may favor Government ownership sees fit to claim that ance from the Go\ernment to render extra needed service during
what is done. is an argument in favor of public ownership. The' the war period.
gentleman from 1\Iassachusetts alleges that the service is worse
But it was thought not wise to pa s a law that would not
in the hands of the Government than it was in the hands of authorize the President to acquire a power plant or even to build
private owners, as nn argument against Government ownE!rship. a new one. But the whole .purpo e of it, as shown by the SecreIf the service is not so good as when in private operation, why tary of War, by Mr. Baruch, by l\Ir. Dillon, by l\Ir. 1\Iyers, and
does he fear that Government ownership will result from the 1\Ir. Cook, who was representing the Shipping Board, was to aid
poorer and less efficient serviee?
in increasing the output of power plants that might not otherwise
The CHAIRl\IAN. The time of the gentleman from Tennessee need the increase, and could not do it if not aided, who, if tlley
has expired. The Clerk will read.
did it, would stand to suffer a great loss after the war \Vas over,
because the amount of the increase necessary for war purposes
The Clerk read as follows :
( 4) To acquire any private power plant within the boundaries of the probably would uot be needed after the war was over:-- Now, as
lJnited States.
far as I know, no one has any idea of constructing a plant any- 1\Ir. SillS. l\Ir. Chairman, I ha\e an amendment to offer to where from the ground up by the Go\ernment unless it is to
develop power at navigation dams which have already been conthat.
1\Ir. WALSH. Well, let the gentleman offer it.
structed by the Government.
Mr. MADDEN. Is that for Government ownership?
The CHAIRl\IAN. The time of the gentleman has expired. · 1•
Mr. Sil\lS. I ask for two minutes more.
·!
Mr. SIMS. The amendment is :
l\lr. WALSH. The gentleman has been using my time.
'
Provided, That no plant owned or operated by a body politic shall be
acquired Without the consent of the body politic.
.l\Jr. Sil\lS. I ask that the gentleman may have the extenThat is the amendment to this section offered by the com- sion, so that I may ans,ver hi::; question.
The CHA.IR~IAN. The gentleman from Tennessee asks unanimittee.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
mous consent that the time of the gentleman from ~fassacbusetts
be extended two minutes. Is there objection?
The Clerk read as follows:
There was no objection.
Amendment offered by Mr. SIMS: Page 6, line 21, insert, after the
words " United States," the following: "Pt·ovided, That no plant
l\Ir. SIMS. There are a number of navigation dams, some
owned or operated by a body politic shall be acquired without the conin Ohio, some in l\Iinnesota, some in Arkansas, where the Gov·
sent of such body politic."
ernment has already built the dams, and water power of con·
Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, I offer a substitute.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Wisconsin offers a siderable horsepower can be immediately develope(} by putting
in generating machinery and transmission lines that will serve
substitute, which the Clerk will report.
industries engaged in the manufacture of war material. Now,
The Clerk read as ~ollows :
Amendment offered by Mr. EscH as a substitute for the Sims amenu- that is contemplated if needed and if thought advisable. That
m ent: P a ge 6, line 20, strike out subsection ( 4) and insert in lieu would be original construction, not so far as putting in the dams
is concerned, but so far as putting in the generating plants and
thereof the following :
"To acquire by any known method of procurement any private power the tra!lsmission lines, where a private company, in all probaplant within the boundaries of the United States that the President
may deem neces ary for the prosecution of the war: Pro~;i d ed, That no bility could not do it, or else to aid some private company in
plant owned or operated by a body politic shall be acquired without the installing this generating machinery where a dam has already
consent of such body politic."
.
b~e u constructed at Government expense.
Now, that is all I
l\lr. SIMS. I am very willing to accept the substitute.
haYe heard in private or in any other way, and if any gentl eman
l\Ir. ESCH. 1\lr. Chairman, just a word in explanation. 'Ve · \ lho has been sponsoring this bill is trying to foist upon the
struck out the definition of "to acquire," so I have put in the G-Jvernment of the United States a policy of permanent Gov,yords here that are really the same as in the national-defense ernment ownership and operation, no one has communicated that
act, and then incorporated the amendment we put in on the fa ct to me, either in private or in public.
motion of the gentleman from New York [1\fr. SNELL].
Mr. WALSH. The gentleman knows that this provision is
l\lr. SIMS. I have no objection to it.
fo.: the acquisition of private power plants. There is nothing in
Mr. WALSH. l\lr. Chairman, I want to discuss it. I mo\e to here as to bow the Government sha:ll divest itself of the owner·
strike out the last word.
ship of these power plants after it bas acquired them.
The CHAIRl\IAl~. The gentleman from Massachusetts moves
Mr. Sll\IS. There is in another portion of the bill. The1·e arc
provisions for selling or otherwise disposing of them. lt apto strike out the last word.
!\lr. WALSH. It would seem, Mr. Chairman, that the amend- plies to all of them.
ment offered by the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. EscH] is to
l\Ir. 'VALSH. That applies to leases and agreements.
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Mr. SillS. Yes; and to th~ title also.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
1\Ir. WALSH. I move to strike <>ut the proviso in the substitute offered by the gentleman from Wisconsin.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Tennessee desire
to withdraw his amendment?
1\fr. Sil\fS. No; the amendment is offered to the substitute.
The amendment of the gentleman from Massachusetts is to the
substitute offered by the gentleman from Wisconsin.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Tennessee accepts
the substitute?
·
1\Ir. SIMS. I said I had no objection whatever, and that the
amendment offered by the gentleman from Wisconsin might be
treated as a committee amendment, so far as I am concerned.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the gentleman from
Tennessee withdraws his amendment. The question is on the
amendment offered by the gentleman from Wisconsin.
Mr. MADDEN. I beg the pardon of the Chair. There 1s n
motion to strike out the proviso.
Mr. SIMS. The proviso to the substitute.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Massachusetts offers
an amendment to the amendment of the gentleman from Wisconsin. The Clerk will report it.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment oJfered by Mr. WALSH to the amendment o1fered by Mr.
EscH : Strike out the proviso, as follows : "Provided, That no plant
owned or operated by a body politic shall be acquired without the consent of such body politic."

The CHAIRMAN. The ouestion is on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from MasSachusetts.
Mr. WALSH. To the amendment of the gentleman from Wisconsin.
The question being taken, on a division (demanded by 1\Ir.
HAMLIN) there wer~ayes 6, noes 10.
.Accordingly, the amendment was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. The question recurs on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Wisconsin [l\1r. EscH].
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr.
WALSH) there were-ayes 9, noes 3.
.Accordingly, the amendment was agreed to.
l\1r. GILLETT. 1\lr. Chairman, I wish to get a little information, if I can, from the chairman of the committee. The chairman, Mr. Snrs, has given the House a great many interesting and illuminating speeches on this bill, which I have listened
to with great interest; and I enjoyed some of them so much
that I thought I should like to read them in the RECORD. I looked
through the RECORD this morning for a speech which the gentleIL-an made the other day, which I enjoyed very much, in which
he urged on the l\Iembers more faithful attendance, and with
his usual accuracy and more than his usual candor, stated that
during the debate on this bill the Members on the Republican
side bad generally been more numerous than the Members on
the Democratic side, and he made some other complimentary
remarks about us, which, coiii.ing from that side, were very unusual, and of which I appreciate the fairness and the courtesy.
I remember that some gentleman arose and interrupted him. I
think it was the gentleman from South Carolina who asked him
if he was making a Republican speech or a Democratic speech,
und he sai<l, "I am making a patriotic speech," which, of
course, we on tbis side knew to be a synonym for a Republican
speech, and were correspondingly grateful to him. But when
I looked to read that historic statement in print, to my astonishment I could not find it anywhere in the RECORD. I should
like to ask the gentleman what has become of it, for I hope he
has not repented of his patriotism and suppressed it permanently from the RECORD.
1\Ir. SIMS. I am very glad to answer the gentleman from
Massachusetts. That speech has not been published in the
REcoRD, and I will tell the gentleman the reason why. At the
time I made that speech I only asked for two minutes, and my
purpose was only to make an appeal to Members on both sides
of the Honse to attend its sessions. When I was gtven five
minutes instead of two, and I began to state my reasons for
making the appeal, some confusion arose and questions were
asked me by gentlemen who, I suppose, did not know from what
I wa saying whether I was making a Democratic speech or not.
I answered tile question candidly. I wanted to finish that
speech, and it would take about five minutes more to do it.
The withholding of the speech was intentional. I intended to
ask that I might have five minutes more in which to finish it, and
then publish both parts of it at the same time. When I used the
five minutes I thought I had better wait until further along in the
debate before I asked for the. unanimous consent.
1\!r. GILLETT. I withdraw any criticism wbich I seem, perhaps inferentially, to have mad~
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-1\fr. WALSH. I ask unanimous consent that the gentlemau
from Tennessee have five minutes in which to conclude that
speech at this time.
'
Mr. SIMS. I object. There are too few Members here..
I made the other speech to a pretty full House.
Mr. WALSH. We can get them in.
Mr. MADDEN. 1\Ir. Chairman, I make the point of no
quorum.
1\fr. SIMS. Oh, let us go on with the bill.
Mr. 1\IADDEN. But the gentleman wants an audience.
Mr. SIMS. I do not want to finish that speech now.
Mr. 1\IADDEN. Well, I will withdraw the point and gi'ro
notice that I will make it at half past 4.
The Clerk read as follows :
(5) To construct any pipe or other transmission lines, or other
structures, facllities, or appliances that he may deem ne-cessary or useful
for the purpose of better utlllzlng or of increasing the facilities of any
power plant, or of combining the facllities or power of two or more uch
plants, or of better utiliz:lng the gas, power, or products generated by
th~
•

Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word. I would like the chairman to explain the extent to which
subsection 5 goes which gives the Government the rightTo construct any pipe or other transmission lines, or other structures,
facilities, or appliances that he may deem necessary or useful for the
purpose of better utilizlng or of increasing the facilities of any power
plant, or of combining the facilities or power of two or more such plants,
or of better utillzing the gas, power, or products generated by them.

The purpose of my question is to ascertain whether or not it
would extend the power of the President to the construction
of pipe lines from the gas fields to points in Indiana, Illinois,
New York, or Pennsylvania, if it- was thought proper by t.he
President to extend pipe lines for that distance.
Mr. SIMS. I do not think anything of that kind was contemplated. I never heard it discussed. The extension of the
pipe lines was 'for use in the production of the by-products from
coal, because the by-products are necessary in the manufacture
of steel and are necessary for shipbuilding and other war material. There has never been a word said that it was to cover the
ordinary pipe lines in use in natural-gas fields. It was intended
for central power plants in regard to coal mines, where one large
power plant furnishes the power to a number of coal mines.
The~:e may be quite a lot of gas accumulated wbich might be
pipeu to where it was needed for use, as I have tried to explain.
But as far as piping gas from the natural-gas fields, I do not
think anything of that kind was contemplated, as I never heard
it mentioned.
Mr. 1\IADDEN. _I was wondering whether it went that far,
but if it applies only to the construction of a line from a central power plant to coal mines, and these manufacturing plants
operated from n central power plant, that would be a very,
proper power to give to the President. But in view of the fact
that we already have pipe lines carrying gas and oil and commodities of that kind all over the United States, and that the
pipe lines are owned by people who can afford to extend them at
their own expense, I would not like to see the Government enter
upon a policy of advancing money to those corporations-the
Standard Oil Co., for instan~to enable them to increase their
output.
Mr. SIMS. There is no thought of that.
1\fr. MADDEN. I apprehend that they could come to the
assistance of the Government better than the Government to
them. I am glad the gentleman bas been able to explain it
satisfactorily.
The Clerk reads as follows:
(6) To maintain, operate, and extend any plant, pipe, or other trans·
mission line, or other structure, facility, or appliance which h e shall
have constructed or acquired pursuant to the provisions of thi s a ct,
and to deliver the power generated, and the products produced in any
such plant to such persons and in such proportions and at such times
and at such rates as he may deem proper.

1\Ir. SIMS. I offer a committee amendment, on line D.
The Clerk read as follows :
Committee amendment: Page 7, line 9, insert after the word "per ..
sons " the words " or body politic."

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the committee amendment.
Mr. WALSH. I would like to ask the chairman a que tion..
Upon what theory is this amendment offered at tbis ],JUrticula1•
point? Is it going to facilitate the manufacture of munitions or
the construction of ships to extend the pipe line for illumination
purposes to some municipality which is not even engaged in
building ships or making munitions?
Mr. SIMS. I do not suppose it was intended to aid a munici..
pality that had no connection with war production. But where
a municipalitY. is ~ngaged in the production of war material and
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it is necessary to increase the power, then the Government
would aid in furnishing the power to do so if necessary.
Mr. 'VALSH. This would give him the power to maintain or

to operate a plant or pipe line or transmission line owned by a
private corporation, by a lighting or power corporation, for the
purpose of furnishing power to a municipality.
l\fr. SIMS. Delivering power to it.
Mr. 'V ALSH. How is that compatible with the theory .of the
previous provisions of this bill 'l
Mr. SIMS. Let me give the gentleman a concrete ca.se: Los
Angeles has a municipally owned plant. There is a shipbuilding
plant at its port a little distance off, and the shipbuilding plant
is furnished with power by this municipality. Now, it might
not be convenient, right, or just to force that municipality to
increase its power plant in order to deliver all the power that
migllt be needed by this shipbuilding plant, and this bill will
permit the Government to increase its power by building pipe
lines or construction work or adding to or aiding the municipality in doing what was essential in order to do the war
work. The same situation exists at Portland, Oreg., but I understand they are able to do it without Government aid.
Mr. WALSH. The gentleman knows that if they needed more
power at the Los Angeles shipyard the Government would not
go to the trouble of building an extension and furnishing the
power to the municipal power plant.
Mr. SIMS. It might do it.
l\fr. WALSH. The gentleman thinks it might do it?
Mr. SIMS. It might be absolutely necessary; otherwise the
municipal power plant would have to reduce its supply to the
shipyard.
Mr. WALSH. Of course, the subsection has nothing to dowith the building of power plants.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. WALSH. Will the gentleman take five minutes so that
I can ask him a question?
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I ask to be recognized.
l\lr. WALSH. Is it not true that this section only refers to
tlle extension of plants, pipes, or transmission lines with reference to delivering power that has already been generated?
l\Ir. SIMS. Well, it refers to maintaining, operating, or extending any plant, pipe or other u·ansmission line, or other
structure, facility, or appliance which the President shall have
constructed or acquired pursuant to the provisions of this act
and, to deliver the power generated, and the products produced
in any such plant to such persons or body politic and in such
proportion and at such times and at such rates as he may see
proper. That seems to be very clear that it is to deliver power
the Go\ernment bas generated and developed or aided in creating.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The question is on the amendment.
The question was taken and the amendment was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
(7) To require the operator of any private power plant within ·the
boundaries of the United States to place at the disposal of the United
States or to acquire from such operator, during the war period, the
whole or any part of the power generated by such plant; and durin·g
such period to transmit or distribute, or to require su ch operator to
transmit or distribute, such power to any other power plant or to any
other persons for such periods, in such manner and quantities, and
upon such terms as he may direct.
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acquire, if it desires to do so, all he has or part of it. He has
the choice to do either.
Mr. MADDEN. If I am drawing on my imagination, of
course, I am just following o-ut the logic o.f the men who wrote
the bill, because they seem to have drawn upon their imaginations for their facts and upon their memory for their wit and
it would not do to be Inconsistent in the consideration of a bill
like this, so- I am trying to be as consistent as I can under all
the circumstances.
Mr. HAMLIN. Well, I think tliis section is about as clear as
any other section of the bill.
Mr. MADDEN. I f that is the best the gentleman from Mi.<;·
souri can say, it is not very clear. However, I have not any
desire to obstruct the consideration of the bill whether it is
clear or muddy. I do not want to disturb the unrestricted
current of the stream.
•
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the pro forma amendment. will be withdrawn.
There was no objection.
The Clerk read as foliows :
(8) To lease for the war period or for s1.tch period thereafter not exceeding five years or for any shorter period and upon such terms as he
may deem reasonable, to any person or body politic for use or operation
by such person or body politic, any plant, transmission line, or other
~~~~ty fo~~!cl~ereof, constructed or acquired pursuant to the pro·

0

Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike out the words" five years" in line 21, page 7, and insert
"one year."
· The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows :
·
Page 7, line 21, strike out " five years •· and insert in lieu thereof
"one year."

Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. I only desire, Mr. Chairman,
to call the attention of the committee to the fact that if the
. President puts a single machine inside of a big factory plant he
can lease that machine to somebody else not the owner of the
power plant for five years after the ·war period and let them
operate it against the desire of the owner instead of having
control of it only for the war period. I think that that is not
a reasonable time and it is entirely to() long. I think that one
year is sufficient.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is upon the amendment
offered by the gentleman from New Jersey.
The question was taken, and the Chair announced the noes
seemed to have it.
On a division (demanded by Mr. PARKER of New Jersey>:
there were-ayes 9~ noes 7.
So the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out subsection 8.
•
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 7, beginning in line
line 2, page 8.

2~,

strike out all down to and including

1\lr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Chairman, this provision here gives the
President the authority to put into private plants machinery
and appliances or to erect structures and additions and exteilsions to private plants and then to come along and lease them
to somebody else besides the operator of the private plant.
1\Ir. l\1ADDEN. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move to strike out the last Now, that is not authority that we ought to give the President
word. 'Ve already provide, l\Ir. Chairman, that the owner or · in connection with the development of this power. If be is
operator of any pri\ate power plant within the boundaries of going to improve these private plants by putting machinery 1n
the United States must place at the disposal of the United there he ought to do it under agreement or a contract with the
States during the war period the whole or any part of thP operator of the private plant and provide that the owner or
power generated by such plant, and during such period the operator should operate this machinery and conduct the busiPresident is empowered to require such operator to transmit o.. . ness of the private plant for the benefit of the Government in
distribute such power to ariy other power plant or to any other connection with its war program. We ought nof to make it pospersons for such periods in such manner and quantities an<l sible for the person who will be charged with the administration
upon such terms as he may direct. Now, we require first thP of this measure to have part of a private plant under Federal
mvner of the private power plant to turn over all of his plant to operation and control and the other pru·t under private control,
the President of the United States and then we require him and I am opposed to this provisi~ because it seems to me enafter he has turned it all over to furnish the power to the tirely out of harmony with the rest of this bill, and it does not
United States or to anybody in the United States in such quan- in any way come up to the representations as to what the meastities and upon such terms and at such times as the President ure provides as set forth by the chairman of the committee wben
may direct. It seems to me rather conflicting that a man· when he explained the measure here the other day and as he has exhe is giving up all that he has shall, after he has done that. plained it from time to time. Now, it says he can lease for the
be required to make distribution of what he has not by the war period, or for any shorter period, upon such terms as he
shall deem reasonable to any person or body politic for use or
order of somebody else to whom he has turned it over.
Mr. HAMLIN. Will the gentleman yield?
operation by such person or body politic, any plant, transmission
line, or other property or part thereof. Before he can lease the
Mr. MADDEN. I will.
Mr. HAl\fLIN. Does not the gentleman think he is drawing plant to somebody else he has got to acquire it. That would
on his imagination just a little bit? The first part of this refers oean that the Government would acquire the ownership of these
to the operator of a private power pla.nt within the boundaries private plants and that then it would lease them to omebody
of the United States to place it at the disposal of the United else or it would put machinery into the private plant or build
States, or, failing to do that, give the Government the right to an addition to it, retaining the title in the United States, and
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lease that to somebody else outside of the owner or operator of
the plant.
It seems to me it would just confuse the situation and it would
not result in the harmonious operation of this law. And I do
not recall haying come across in the hearings any particular
reason why this power should be granted, nor do I recall that
the cl1airman of the committee or any member of it has given a
sufficient explanation. It seems to me that before the President
can exercise this power, so far as a plant is concerned, the Government would have to acquire the ownership of it. Now, before
he could exercise it, so far as machinery or structures are concerned, he would have to put them into a private plant under
some understanding or arrangement with the owner or operator,
and there is nothing to be gained, and certainly I can not see any
situation which would arise where the Government would derive
benefit by having a part of a private plant go under and operate
under the owner's direction and supervision and another part
operated and conducted by somebody else to whom the property
or machinery had been leased.
1\Ir. HlliLIN. If the gentleman will read the last three or
four lines, which he did not read, of that subdivision-1\Ir. WALSH. I read it all.
·
1\Ir. HAl\ILIN. He - will see it says "plants constructed or
acquired," not extensions made to private plants.
1\Ir. ANDERSON. It' they are constructing it, why not operate it?
1\Ir. HAl\ILIN. I was calling attention to the fact that it does
not apply to plants where the Government is putting them in by.
way of extension.·
1\Ir. ALSH: It says:

l

Costello .
Crago
. -P·~ !
Cramton
-Crisp
r
Crosser
Currie, i\fich.
Curry, Cal.
Dale, N.Y.
Darrow
~ ,
Davis
Delaney
Dempsey
Dent
Dewalt
Dickinson
Dies
Dill
Duon
Donovan
Dooling
Doremus
Drane
Drukker
Dyer
Edmonds
Ellsworth
Elston
Emerson
Estoplnal
Fairchild, B. L.
Falrchlld, G. W.
Farr
Ferris
FeiiS
Fisher
Flood
Flynn
Fordney
Foss
Fra.n cis
Any plant, transmission lJne, or other property or part thereof, con· Freeman
Fuller, Ill.
structed or acquired.
Fuller, Mass.
Part of n plant would be machinery put in there which the (}alUvan
Government would certainly acquire before they put it in there. Gard
Garner
. 1\Ir. MADDEN. 1\Ir. Chairman, this is such an imJ>()rtant Glass
provision of the blll that we ought to have a quorum here to Glynn
Godwin, N.C.
consider it or adjourn overnight.
Goodall
The OHAIRl\IAN. The gentleman from Illinois [Mr. .MADDEN] Goodwin, Ark.
makes the point of no quorum. The Chair will count. [After Gould
Graham, Ill.
counting.] A quorum is not present. The Clerk will call the Graham,
Pa.
roll.
Gray, N.J.

'V

Mt-. 1\IADDEN. Most everybody thinks they can go to their
office all day but there are those here who have as much business as they have, that do not have the time to go to their
offices.
1\Ir. SIMS. I think the gentlemen ought to stay here, but
they do not do it, and to call them here wastes half an hour.
Mr. WALSH. Is the gentleman going to rise?
1\Ir. SIMS. Not on the point of no quorum. Let us work
half an hour, and then we will rise. We could not adjourn here
at 4.30. The sun is two hours and a half .high. Our boys in
France are not adjourning at half past 4 and going home.
1\Ir. MADDEN. The gentleman must realize that, although
we are not adjourning, we hav-e lots of work to do, and there are
lots of men now over at the Office Building attending to their
office work.
Mr. Clmirman, I move that the. committee do now rise.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Illinois [Mr. 1\fADDEN]
·moves that the committee do now rise.
Mr. SIMS. If the gentleman from Illinois, who is not ev-eu
a member of the committee, wants to take charge of the bill, all
right.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. 1\Ir. Chairman, I make the point
of order t11at the gentleman's· motion comes too late.
Mr. MADDEN. I beg the gentleman's pardon.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. The Clerk had commenced to
call the names.
l\Ir. MADDEN. The Clerk had not called tl1e first name since
the point was maue.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk was instructed to call the roll
and had ·called the first name.
Mr. MADDEN. I ask the Clerk to say whether or not he
had called the first name.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk says he has called the first
name. The Clerk "ill proceed.
The roll was called, and the following 1\Iembers failed to answer to their names :
.Anthony
Aswell
Bacharach
Baer
Barkley
Bell
Beshlin
Blackmon
Bo.rland
Bowers

Brand
Britten
Brodbeck
Browne
Browning
Buchanan
Burroughs
Butler
Byrnes, S. C.
Byrns, Tenn.

Caldwell

8::JI~~~ir~:S.

Cannon
Can trill
Caraway
Carew
Carlin
Carter, Mass.
cary
.

Chandler, Okla.
Church
Clark, Fla.
Clark, Pa.
Classon
Connally, Tex.
Cooper, Ohio
Cooper, W. Va.
Cooper, Wis.
Copley ·

1
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Greene, Mass.
Mann
Gregg
Martin
Griest
Mason
Griffin
Mays
Hamill
~feeker
Harrison, 1\:Iiss.
Merritt
Haskell
Miller, Minn.
Haugen
Mondell
Hayes
Montague
Heaton
Moore. Pa.
Heintz
Morin
Helverlng
Mott
Hensley
Mudd
Hicks
Neely
Hollingsworth
Nelson
Hood
Nolan
Howard
Norton
Humphreys
Oldfield
Husted
Ollver, N.Y.
Hutchinson
Olney
.Tacoway
O'Shaunessy
Johnson, S.Dak. Paige
Johnson, Wash.
Parker, N.Y.
.Tones
Peters
Kahn
Phelan
Kearns
Platt
Kelley, Mich.
Porter
Kelly, Pa.
Powers
Kennedy, R.I.
Pratt
Kettner
Price
Key, Ohio
Purnell
Kiess, }'a.
Ragsdale
King
Rainey, H. T.
Kitchin
Rainey, J. W.
Kreider
Ramseyer
La Follette
Randall
.
LaGuardia
Rankin
·
J..arsen
Riordan
Lea. Cal.
Robbins
LN~. Ga.
Roberts
Lesher
ltobinson
Le,•t>r
Rose
Linthicum
Rowe
IJttle
Rowland
London
Russell
Lufkin
Sandets, La.
Lundeen
Sanford
McArthur
Raund~>rs, Va.
McClintic
Scott, Iowa
McCormick
Scott, Pa.
McKenzie
Scully
McKinley
Sears
McLaughlin, Pa. Sells
McLemore
Shackleford
Maher
Sherley

30,_

Sherwood
Shouse
Siegel
Slaytlen
Slemp
Smith, Mkh.
Smith, C. B.
Smith, T. F.
Snell
Snyder
Stafford
Steele
Steenerson
Stephens, Miss.
Stephens, Nebr.
Sterling, Ill.
Sterling, Pa.
Stlness
Sullivan
Sweet
Swift
8witzer
TTaaguboett
1~

Taylor, Ark.
Templeton
Thomas
Thompson
Tillman
Tilson
Tinkham
Treadway
Van Dyke '
Vare
Venable
Vlm!On
Voigt
·Walker
Walton
Ward
Watson , Pa.
Weaver
Welllng
Whaley
Wheeler
White, Me.
White, Ohio
Williams
Wilson, Ill.
Wilson, Tex.
Winslow
Wise
Woodyard
Wright
Zlhlman

Thereupon the committee rose ; and l\Ir. FosTER as Speaker
pro tempore having resumed the Chair, 1\Ir. HousToN, Chairman
of the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union,
reported that that committee, having under consideration the blll
(H. R. 12176)' to p~ovide further for the national security and
defense and for the more effective prosecution of the war by furnishing means for the better utilization of the existing sources
of electrical and mechanical power and for the development of
new sources of such power, and for other .purposes, nnd finding
itself without a quorum, he had directed the roll to be called,
whereupon 170 :Members, n quorum, had answered to their
names, and he reported n list of the absentees for printing in the
RECORD, under the rule.
. The SPEAKER pro tempore. The committee will resume its
session.
The committee resumed its sitting.
The CHAIRl\IAN. When the committee rose a motion was·
pending, offered by the gentleman from Massachusetts, to strike
out the subsection.
1\Ir. PARKER of New .Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I wanted to ask
the gentleman from Massachusetts a question. I was recognized
before the committee rose. .
1\Ir. SIMS. I understood the time of the gentleman from
Massachusetts had expired. If it had not, of course the gentleman was entitled to continue.
·
Mr. PARKER of New .Jersey. I wanted to ask the gentleman
from Massachusetts if he really wis.hes to strike out the eighth
section because it gives to the President the power to lease ac·
quired property during the war. I believe the President ou~ht
to have all necessary powers, and I think the gentleman also
thinks so.
Mr. wALSH. I do not think the 'interpretation of this section
is susceptible of that construction.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. It says in the last three lines
that he is to lease property that was constructed or acquired.
Mr. WALSH. ·The point I make is that the President under
this section could lease a part of the property which he hau acquired to somebody else other than the owner of the plant.
Mr. PARKER of New .Jersey. Exactly. He ought to have
that power.
l\lr. wALSH. . I do not think that is going to tend to bar·
mo.nize the administration of the powers of this act.
·
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1\.Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. But during the ::war he ought the persons authorized to administer this provision the power to
grant to some men the privilege of purchasing stock in· the .corto have full power. There is no doubt about. that.
1\fr. ALSH. Then if that is the gentleman's view, the gentle., poration and to deny it to othe.rs.
If it can not say who the other stockh-olders shall be, then
man ought to endeavor to pass a bill to th~;tt effect.
The 'CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amend- anybody who is sufficiently interested in the devel{)pment and
control of the power situation in the country -can be a joint
ment offered by the gentleman from Massachllsetts.
Mr. WALSH. I was assured by the gentleman from Ten- stockholder in the corporation with the ·Government.
It is bad enough to have men who have official responsibility
ne see [Mr. Sru:s] that he would answer one or two queries
to the Government issuing orders that make some men rich
that I wanted to -propound to him.
and other men poor, without providing that some person who
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman's tlme bad expired.
has no responsibility to the Government at all -accept the reMr. WALSH. I did not hear the Chair state that;
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair thought the g ntleman had con- sponsibility of an officer or a director in a ·private corporation
cluded, beeause he turned around. The question is on agree- and shall issue the same kind of orders.
Suppose, for instance, the Government organizes this holding
ing to the amendment.
corporation and subscribes 51 per cent Qf the stock .and private
The question was taken, and the amendment was rejected.
individuals subscribe the other 49 per -cent. Suppose that those
The CHAIRMAN. ·The Clerk will read.
wh<> administer this law, under the power which this bill gives
_ The Clerk read as follows :
(10) In furtherance of any of the foregoing purposes to acquire them, increase the rates for power, .and thus make a lot of money
any property or property rights, including any public or pl'lvate rights, for the Gpv-ernment and a lot of money for the private stockholdor any interest in any such rights; or any material, machinery, appli- ers. Do gentlemen see what a scandal there w-ould be in conneeances, or processes, patented or otherwise, wblch be may deem nec-essary or useful for the construction, development, expansion, or opera- tion with such a transaction? Do gentlemen not see. how this
tion of any su{!h plant or transmission lin-es.
provision offends against every principle of free government?
What will be the attitude of these private .s tockholders in this
· With a committee amendment, as follows:
corporation if the corporation loses money instead of making it?
Page 8, tine 13, after the word " purposes." insert the words " of
Does anybody think that they will accept their los es without
this act."
The CHAilll\.1AN. The question is on agreeing to the com- recourse to the Go\emment? Will they not insist that those
who administer th1s law see to it conditions .are created which
mittee am'eri'd.IL-ent.
will insure a profit? Oh, it ~eems to me that if democracy
The committee amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read the next committee means au:vthing it means that governments are instituted to
make men free, not to make men rich. This provision that the
amendment.
power of the Government may be exercised for the purpose o!
The Clerk read as follows :
Committee amendment: Pa"'e 8 line 14, after the word "property," making a profit or, for that matter, for makin:g a loss for private
where it first occurs, strike O\lt the words " or pl'Operty rights, inci-:od- individuals so affronts every notion of proper public ethics
ing any public or private rights, or any interest in any su~h rights; that it seems to me obvious that it ought not to be ·permitted
~is~~r material, machin-ery, o.ppliances. or processes, patented 'Or Qtberin the billThe CHAIRl\.IAl~. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agr-eeing to the con...._ The question is on the amendment of the gentleman from
mittee amendment.
1\iinnesota.
The committee amendment was agreed to.
The question was taken; ru1d on a division (demanded by 1\.lr,
The CHA1RMAN. The .Clerk will read.
ANDERSO!il) there were-ayes 39~ noes 24.
The Clerk read as follows:
Accordingly the amendment was agreed to.
{11) If in his judgment such action shall be necessary or useful for
The Clerk read as follows:'
the purpose of this act to form one or more corporations under the laws

'V

of any State, Territory, Distl'ict, or possession of the United States
for the purchase, construction, extension, lease, maintenance, or operation of any such power plants '()r facilities, or for the merger 01: consolidation of any private power plants, or for the purchase of the whole
or any part of the capital stock thereof or of the property thereof :
P1·ovided, That not less than the majority of the capital stock of any
corporation thus formed shall be subscribed, and during the war period
shall bt> r etained by the United Stlltes, and that at no time shall lt be
a minori ty stockholder therein.

l\1r. .ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out · the
paragraph.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Minnesota offers an
amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows :
Amendment offered by Mr.

ANDERSON:

Strike out paragraph 11.

Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Oha.irman, I lia.ve been a Member of
this House now pretty nearly eight years. During that time
some of the most difficult and politically dangerous proposition$
have ·arisen in the history of the eountry. The period includes
some of the greatest crises in the entire history of the country.
But I think that during that period no proposition has ever been
· offered which is so dangerous and which so affronts every proper
ideal of public morality or so subverts every principle upon which
the institutions of free government are founded as this one.
It provides that the President may authorize a -corporation to
be formed for the merger or consolidation of private power
plants ru· for the purchase of the whole or any part of the capital
stock thereof or of the property thereof. That authorizes the
creation by the Government of a. holding corporation. It is not
so long since every orator in the country was inveighing against
a holding corporation as a device of high finance and alleging
that under its shadow every species of financial chicanery was
, indulged in. This provision authorizes the holding rorporation
to gamble and speculate in stocks of other corporations. It does
not require that the Government .shall own all of the stoek in
the corporation; but, on the contrary, it provides that 49 per cent
of the stock may be held by private individuals.
In other words, the purpose of this provision is to permit the
Government to go into partnership for purposes of stock ownership with anybody in the country who desires to buy stock in a
Government enterprise or who is sufficiently interested in the
}>Ower . pr.opositio~ .to want to be on the inside. The Government, of course·, can not ~:?aY who the owne.rs of the other 49 per
cent of the stock may be. If it can, then ~s bill simply gives to

(12) To sell or exchange any plants or: structures constructed by him
and any property to which b e shall have taken titl~. and any rights
acquired by him, whenever in bis opinion the interests of the United
States 'Yill be furthered by such sale or. exchange : Prov ided, .That no
puhlic r1gbt acquired by bun !1hall be ahenated for any · t erm m ex-cess
of five years aft~r tbe war period upon any terms or conditions other
than those pr~ cribed by tbe sovereignty from which such public rights
'Shall have been .acquired: Prov-ided further, That whenever in tbe opinion of tbe President any structure or appliance which he shall have
installed in any private power plant or any structure or appliance in
any such plant t-o whi-ch he shall have taken title, or any property or
right whieb he shall have aequired from the -owner -of li'Uch plant, shall
constitute arr integral portion of such private plant, or shall bt> of such
character that U would be un-economical to separate it therefrom, tbe
owner of such private power plant shall be accorded an '()ption to purchase tbe s:ame at tbe then reasonable value thereof, to be ascertained
either by agreem-ent or by arbitration wherein the President shall selPct
on-e arbitrator, th-e operator a second, and the two thus selected a third,
before the same shaH be otherwise o1Iered for :sale or txchange.

With the following committee amendment:
On page 9, line 12, ufte:r the word "

s-ale,'~

insert the words " or .

exchange."

The committee amendment was agreed to.
1\Ir. SIMS. l\1r. Chairman, I offer an amendment, on page 10,
line 1, to strike out the last three words of the line and the first
three words of the second lin~, the words stricken .out readingAt the then reasonable value thereofAnd insert in line 1, after the word

"at,"' the words "an
amo'lmt," and before the word " agreement " insert the word
"the," and before the word "arbitration," in the thlrd line,
insert the word .. an."
'
Th~ CHAIRl\.IAN. The gentleman from Tennessee offers an
amendment, which the Clerk will report.·
The Clerk read as follows :
Page 10, lines 1 and 2, strike out the words " the then reasonable
value thereof H and substitute th~refor the words "an amount."
Page 10, line 2, after the wo.rd "by," inert the "\\"ord "the." Line 3,
.nfter the word " by:• insert the word _... an.'•
1\Ir. WALSH. Let us hear it .as it will read when amended.

'The Clerk read as follows:
So that it will read : "The owner of such private power plant shall
be accorded nn option to pnrr hase the same at an amount t'O be as c~r·
tained either by tbe agreement ·or by an arbitration, wherein the Presitlent shall select "One a.rbitra:tvr-

And so forth.
1
The CHAIRMAN. The .question is on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Tennessee.
·
··
The amendment was agreed to.
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Mr. PARKER of New J"ersey. Mr. Chairman, I move to stril~e
1\Ir. 1\IADDEN. It says:
.
out, in line 14, page 9, the words "fiye years" and insert in lieu
To amend or modify any contract made by him pursuant to the provisions
of
this
act
so
as
to
include
therein
any
terms
or
conditions which
thereof the words" one year."
would l<a>e been lawful to include in such contract at the time of the
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from New J"er~ey offers it
making thereof.
·
an amendment, which the Clerk will report.
l\fr. SIMS. The first contract is a yoluntary act, and the
The Clerk read as follows:
amendment is by mutual consent.
Amendment offered by Mr. PARKER of New .Jersey: Pag~. !), ~e 14,
Mr. 1\lADDEN. All contracts are voluntary acts. Does the
before the word "after," strike out the words "five years and msert
gentleman presume to say that if he entered into a contract
in lieu thereof the words "one year."
.with me to do something that I have the power to modify the
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I desire to state
contract whenever I please?
simply that this is a proviso that no public right acquired by the
Mr. Sll\IS. You can not do it-the Government can not do
Pre ·ident shall be alienated for any term in excess of five years it-without
paying due compensation.
·after the war period upon any terms or conditions other than
1\fr. MADDEN. This does Qot make any such provision.
those prescribed by the soYereignty by which such public right
1\-lr. SIMS. It does not ha>e to do it. That is the general law
·shall have been acquired. Now, it is quite po sible that the
of the whole country, and you can not vary a contract unless
President may take -a municipal power plant or he may take one you
pay damage.
having State rights and franchises; but any such plant is taken
MADDEN. I do not think the Government should .have
only for the war, and I respectfully submit that h~ should not theMr.
right to modify a contract any more than an individual.
sell it to anybody else to be used free f~om the nghts of the
Mr. SIMS. In time of war we giYe the Government a great
State or the municipality for a term of five years afte:~: the war.
·one year is enough. Really it ought to be simply for the war many privileges that we do not give individuals.
1\fl.·. MADDEN. Does the gentleman presume to say that an
·period. Therefore I offer this amendment.
individual that enters into a contract with the Go1ernment has
The CHAIRMAN.· The question is on the amendment offered any
right to modify it?
·
by the gentleman from New J"ersey.
1\lr. BLACK. Will the gentleman .yield?
The question being taken, on a division (demanded by Mr.
J\fr. MADDEN. Yes.
PAnKER of New Jersey) there were-ayes 29, noes 32.
1\Ir. BLACK. Would not the condition be met by changing
Accordingly the amendment was rejected.
the section so as to read : " To amend or modify by agreement
The Clerk read as follows:
·any contract made by him "?
(13) To appoint and fix the compensation of such attorneys, engiMr. MADDEN. That would be all right, but neither contractneers draftsmen clerks. and other employees as he may deem necesing party should have the right to modify a contract without the
sary for the execution of the powers lierein conferred.
consent of the other.
·
1\:lr. ESCH. I offer an amendment.
1\lr. HUDDLESTON. Will the gentleman yield?
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Wisconsin offer an
1\fr. MADDEN. Yes.
amendment, which the Clerk will report.
Mr. HUDDLESTON. I was going to suggest that the GovernThe Clerk read as follows:
ment contracts under the general law are made subject to
Amendment offered by 1\Ir. Escn: Page 10,_ line 7, strike out pam- change at the Government's wil1 ; the Court of Claim has congraph 13 and insert in lieu thereof the followm~:
"(13) To employ in the District of Columbia and elsewhere and sidered many such cases, and invariably h ld that the confix the compensation of such attorneys, engineers, draftsmen, account- tractor is entitled to incrE-ased compen ation and any damage lte
ants clerks and other employees as be may deem necessat·y for the sustained. The gentleman's view of the paragraph is correct; it
execution of the powers herein conferred: PrO'L'ided, That Sl!ch draftsmen, accountants, clerks, an_d other emp_lo;vees s~all be appo~ted fro!ll giyes the Government the right to change it without the consent
lists of eligibles to be upphed by the Civil Service CommiSsiOn and m of the contractor.
accordance with the Civil Service laws."
Mr. Sil\1S. But the Government has to pay damage . It ought
The CHAIRMAN. The question is .on the amendment offered not to be left in a loo e way, as the gentleman from Illinois proposes. The Government should have the right to change it,· if it
by the gentleman from Wisconsin.
was lawful to include it in such GOntracts; that is, to make a
The amendment was agreed to.
new one covered by the law and paying such damages as may be
The Clerk read as follows :
(14) To amend or ruodify any contract made by him pursuant t~ incurred.
the provisions of this act so as to include therein any terms or condiMr. MADDEN. Why not write that into the law?
tions which it would have been lawful to include in such contract at
Mr. SIMS. You do not have to write it into the law.
the time of the making thereof.
.
1\fr. .MADDEN. If the other party suffers damages-1\fr. wALSH. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
1\fr. SIMS. The Constitution gives him the right to compenword. Does this mean that the President could modify a con- sation.
·
tract by putting in a provision which would have been lawful
1\lr. MADDEN. But he has to go into the Court of ClaiJ.US to
at the time he made the contract, whether the other party get it.
wanted the contract modified or not?
1\fr. SIMS. Yes; if they do not pay him.
Mr. SIMS. I never consulted anyone about it, but my conMr. MADDEN. Sometimes they don't get them there.
struction i that we giYe him the power to do so, proyided he
1\fr. SIMS. Oh, millions of dollars.
bad the power to make such a contract originally.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr. Chairman, if the gentlel\Ir. WALSH. The gentleman means to modify by a mutual man
will yield. As I construe the language in the latter part of
~lgt·eement?
·
the paragraph it says " to include therein any terms or condi1.\fr. SIMS. That is, proyided the President had the power to tions it ,vould have been lawful to include in such contract at the
mnke the modification originally.
time of making thereof." That is a limitation. In other words,
· 1\Ir. 'V ALSH. Does the gentleman object to inserting the even by agreement between the governmental authorities and
word "by mutual agt'eement "?
the private owner there can not be put into it a proposition bel\lr. Sll\IS. That was the impres ion I had ; and while he yond the scope of this bill.
would haYe the power to cancel the conh·act, the Government
Mr. MADDEN. I realize that. The point I want to impre s
would ha\e to pay compensation in the way of damages, if any on the committee is that there ought not to be any contract
· resulted.
modified without the consent of both parties to the eontract.
l\Ir. WALSH. I will not offer an amendment, in Yiew of the
1\fr. SIMS. That is all right between private parties, but not
statement of the gentleman.
between the Government and contractors in a time of war.
lllr. MADDEN. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move to strike out the sec- · Mr. 1\IADDEN. There is no reason why the GoYernme~t of
tion.
the United Stat~ should be permitted to confiscate the pnYate
The Clerk read [IS follows:
propertv of a citizen by changing a contract.
Amendment by 1\Ir. MADDE!S : Page 10, stL·ike out paragraph 14.
1\fr. SIMS. The Government could not do it.
Mr. 1\fADDEN. 1\lr. Chairman, it seems to me that when the
Mr. MADDEN. Why force a man to go into the courts to
Go>ernment enters into a contract with an individual or a cor- enforce his constitutional rights?
poration it is bound by the terms of the contract. It ought not
1\fl.· SISSON. 1\lr. Chairman, I quite agree with the stateto have the right to modify a contract whenever it pleased any ment. made by the gentleman from Tennessee [1\Ir. GARRETT]
more than either one of the contracting parties, individuals, o1· that subsection 14 would not give the PresHent the right to put
corporations in a contract betw:een themselves.
into this contract anv matter which he was not authorized to
1\fr. SI!\1S. It is by consent of the contracting party.
contract about in this bill, but if his ·contract sho·u ld be made
J\Ir. 1\l.A.DDEN. It does not say so.
with an individual nc.t covering !111 the matters about which he
1\fr. SIMS. That is what it means.
could contract in the bill and then the President sought to en-
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large the terms of the contract, do- not you in so many words pensation for any da.mage he may ha\e sustained by reason
say to the President that he would have the right to enlarge of the change!
the terms of the contract so as to cover all purposes and proMr. SISSON. No, sir; I do not believe, although-visions of this bill without consulting, if you please, the othe1·
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
party to the contract? Now, the only limitation here is that the
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. l\Ir. Chairman, I ask that t11e
President, turning back to- section 2, the President is hereby gentleman may ha\e fixe additional minutes. .
authorized and empowered to do what? To amend or modify
1\.lr. SISSON. I ;may not use all of the five minutes.
any contract made by him pursuant to the provisions of this
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the
act so as to include therein any terms or conditions which it gentleman from Tennessee that the gentleman from Mississippi
would have been lawful to include in such contract at the time have five minutes? [After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
of the making thereof. Now, the only limitation upon the
Mr. HUDDLESTON. Is not the gentleman familiar with the
President in this language is the limitation upon the authority fact that every Government contract has in it a provision that
granted him by this act and if the original contract was not the Government shall ha\e the right to alter, amend, or change
as broad as thJ act, whether the taking over of the property at at any time?
the time included in the contract a matter which might have
Mr. SISSON. The gentleman understands these things come
been included or not; whether the other party agrees to it or before the committee of which I am a member more frequently
not the President could compel him under this language to than other committees. If the gentleman will permit me one
agree to it.
moment, that is not the contract we are talking about here.
1\.lr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Will the gentleman yield?
This is the law. Under the law we authorize all these contracts
1\.lr. SISSON. I do.
in reference to public buildings, and the law provides that the
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I think I follow the reasoning Government shall contract with the contractor just as other
of the gentleman from Mississippi. Ordinarily I would be in people contract, and the Government, in order to protect itself,
sympathy with the argument he is making, but if I understand puts into the contract itself this agreement with the man. Here
correctly the theory of this bill the only reason that it is brought you are giving the Government the right not to enter into a
in here is purely and siiJJply as a war proposition. Now, if that contract with the man, but that the Go\ernment may alter
be the correct theory upon which we are proceeding if it were change, or amend, and he enters into a contract with ~nothing
peace times there are not many men in this House who would said about it, and the President has the absolute power, or those
vote for the bill. No-w, suppose they fail to reach an agreement. under him, to ·change the contract at will, so far as it does not
Suppose the other party does not agree but refuses to agree, exceed the authority of this bill.
then upon the theory of this bill is the Government to be held
1\.lr. HUDDLESTON. Will the gentleman yield?
up in its war operations, if it be a war bill, and that is the
l\Ir. SISSON. I will.
theory upon which I support it-Mr. HUDDLESTON. I just wanted to ask the gentleman if
Mr. SISSON. Absolutely not.
this is not exactly the same as though such a term were incor1\fr. 1\lADDE~. If the other party does not agree.
porated in the contract! It simply protects the Government
Mr. SISSON. There \VOuld be no contract except as he. may against the case where. some negligent official would fail to put
seek-_
that term in the contract.
.
l\1r. GARRETT of Tennessee. He would have the right to go
Mr. SISSON. I do not think it is equal in force and effect
into an agreement, but if you put into this bill a requirement to merely putting it in the contract, because you say the Governthat the second party must agree to the proposal of the Govern- ment shall have the right to change, annul, and abrogate the con·
ment to amend this contract, make that the condition precedent tract. For example, the most noted modification lately was a
before sucl1 an amendment can be made, are not you defeating modification of the contract with reference to the cantonments
the \ery thgory upon which we are supporting this very remark- of the country. _They. had the right to do it. Up to the time it
able bill? ·
was modified the Government made an arrangement through the
Mr. SISSON. Now, 1\fr. Chairman, I yielded to the gentleman Secretary of War that was satisfactory.
in order that I might get his view, and 1 hope if I have to ba~e
1\.lr. SIMS. Does not the gentleman see that this section
a little additional time I may get it. Now, I agree absolutely provides that the President may amend or mod,ify any contract
that the power ought to be exerted under this bill, owing to the made by him pursuant to the provisions of this act? Of course,
fact it is for the purpose of taking powers the Government needs when he makes a contract this provision will be a part of the
irrespective of whether tbe ·man owning the power is willing to contract.
let him have it or not.
1\fr. SISSON. Ob, no.
That is, the Government would not be held up, that it shall
Mr. SIMS. Oh, yes; it will.
not be mulcted, and that the Government shall not be called
1\lr. SISSON. Not necessarily.
upon to pay too much and enter into too hard a bargain; all of
Mr. SIMS. He makes it pursuant to the provision of this .
that ought to be contained in this bill, but after the Government act so as to include tl1erein the terms and conditions which
shall have entered into a contract 1 do not believe that the Gov- would have been lawful to include under su·c h contract at the
ernment then should have any more power than the Government time of the making thereof.
has under subsection 12, where, under subsection 12, when we
Mr. SISSON.· I do not yield any further.
originally take over the property in the event the parties can not
1\fr. SIMS. Every contract will have this-agree under subsection 12, there is a complete remedy given to
Mr. SISSON. Do not take it out of my time.
both parties. Now, the President selects one arbitrator, the
Now, I want to say to my friend that if I had a factory that
operator the second, and so on. Now, after the contract is was manufacturing certain articles mentioned in this bill as
entered into and the property taken over and the man then sur- manufactured articles that you expect to manufacture when
renders control of his property, feeling at the time that the con- you take over the plant, and I agree with the Government they
tract is going to be carried out, I do feel that he ought to have might take it over and 1,11anufacture those. particular things I
some greater protection other than that, not the President, was manufacturing, it would be in accordance with this act.
because it is going to be the man whom the President appoints- But within a few months afterwards they may endea\or to
the man whom the President appoints is going to be the man the change the whole of my factory and -put it into the manufacture
Pre ident is going to follow. Now, in practical operation of the of a line of industry that I know nothing about, and that I
Government we know that is exactly what happens. The Presi- myself would not have permitted to be done if I could have
dent, the Commander in Chi~f of the Army, bas the right to avoided it in the original contract that I entered into freely
pardon whom he pleases, and yet it does not matter how out- and voluntarily ; and then they take my factory over and operate
rageously a man may ·have acted in the Army in reference to it five years after the war is over, and my property may be
some young soldier, they are nearly always referred back to literally destroyed.
·
the original parties with reference to military discipline, and it
You have simply given me a lawsuit, the right of complaint
comes up through all the channels, and the President might against the Government, at the end of five years, by going into
frequently do a great injustice to a soldier, and the excuse is the Court of Claims, and, by the way, to go into the C-ourt of
war times. Now, just so here great injustice may be done to Claims Congress has got to authorize it. The mere fnct that
private individuals. Now, if the private individual enters into you leave_him the .right to sue is frequently as hurtful to him
a contract there ought to be some protection to him before there as taking the right away from him entirely.
should be arbitrary action by some man.
Mr. HUDDLESTON. Does the . gen,tleman think it takes an
1\Ir. HUDD~ESTO~. Will the gentleman yield?
act of Congress to go into the Court of Claims in order for a
Mr.. SISSON. I w1U.
party to get relief from the Government? No doubt tilE' gen.1\fr. HUDJ?LESTON. Does the gentleman think it is sutli- tleman remembers the Ann.apoHs contract. There; without nn
c1ent protection to the contractor that he bas the right of com- ~act of Congress, they got au allowance of $80,000.
.
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. Mr. SU\IS. How can anybody be hurt by it?
Mr. SISSON. By reason of the fact that you permit a little
per on appointed by the President at any time, in accordance ·
with his wish or will, to change the terms of the contract in
which my property may be involved.
Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Chairman, I make the point of no
quorum.
:Mr. SIMS. Let the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. EscH]
go ahead, and then I will move to rise.
lli. ESCH. As bearing on the motion of the gentleman from
Illinois to strike out the subsection, I wish to read from the
t timony. The witness was Mr. Gans, the draftsman of the
bill:

be

Mr. EscH. On line 7, page 10, subsection 14, there seems to
a
rather unusual provision in legislation. It reads: '
"To amend or modify any contract made by him pursuant to the
provisions of this act so as to include therein any terms or conditions
Whlcli it would have been lawful to include in such contract at the
time of the making thereof."
·
.
· ·
1\Ir. GANS. I bad ome doubt about that provision when I drew it,
but I was drawing the bill in consultation with a number of people,
nnd there were some among tbem who had the idea that the power to
make ·a contract, unl ss there was a power to amend or modify, might
be too rigid, and that the President or the agent through whom he
operated would be bound by the terms of the contract nnd could :Qot
agree to the ordinary amendments nnd modifications that thE! ·develo'pment of the situation might require, and therefore, in deference to that
opinion, this provision 1VUS in erted. My own opinion is .that it doesn't
provide for anything that- wouldn't be accomplished without it.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, it wouldn't materially injure the
purpose of the bill if it were stricken out?
·
·
1\lr. GANS. Not at. all, sir, in my· opinion.

1\Ir. SISSON. Let it go out, then.
Mr. SIMS. Sb.·ike it out.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The question was taken, and the Chairman announced that the
ayes seemed to have it.
1\fr. HUDDLESTON. A division, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRl\lAl~. A division is demanded.
The committee divided; and there were-ayes 33, noes 14.
So· the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I \vant to ask that section 3, which
is a .very short one, be"read, and then I will move that the committee rise.
· The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEc. 3. That the Pre ident may exercise the power and authority
hereby vested in him and expend the moneys herein and hereafter appropriated, · through such officers, agents, or agencies as he shall cr·eate or
designate from tlnle to time, may require any such officers, agents or
agencies to perform the dutie which be shall lmpose upon them, and fix
the reasonable compensation for the pe-rformance of such services. But
no official or employl:'e of the United States shall receive any additional
compensation for such services except as is now permitted by law.

1\Ir. SIMS. . Mr ..Chairman, I move that the committee do now
rise.
_ The motion was agreed to.
_
Accordingly the committee rose; and Mr. FosTER as Speaker
pro tempore having resumed the chair, 1\Ir. HousToN, Chairman
of the Committee of the Whole Hou e on the state of the Union,
reported that that committee had had under consideration the
bill (H. R. 12776) to provide further for the national security
and defense and for the more effective prosecution of the war
by furnishing means for the better utilization of the existing
sources of electrical and mechanical power and for the development of new sources of such power, and for other purposes, and
had come to no resolution thereon.
·

LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted as follows:
To 1\!r. DRAJ\"E, indefinitely, on account of sickness; and
To Mr. Goonwm of Arkansas, for two days, on account of
sickness.
ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTION SIGNED.

1\!r. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported
that .they had examined and found truly enrolled bills and joint
r · olution of the following titles, when the Speaker signed the
same:
H. R.12714. An act making appropriations for the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919;
H. R. 11259. An act to provide further for the national security
and defense by encouraging the production, conserving the supply, and controlling the distribution of those ores, metals, and
minerals which have formerly been largely imported, or of which
there is or may be an inadequate supply; and
H. J. Res. 333.- Joint resolution to aid in combating "Spanish
influenza " and other communicable diseases~
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ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTION PRESENTED
DENT FOR HIS APPROVAL.

30,,

TO. THE PRESI~

:Mr. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported
that this day they had presented to the President of the United
States, for his approval, the following bills and joint resolution:
H. R.12714. An act making appropriations for the Department
of Agriculture for the fiscal yeru· ending June 30, 1919;
H. R. 11259. An act to provide further for the national security
and defense by encouraging the production. conserving_the supply, and controlling the distribution of those ores, metals, and
minern.ls which have formerly been largely imported or of which
there is or may he an inadequate sut:Jply ; and
.
H. J. Res. 333. Joint resolution to aid in combating "Spanish
influenza " and other communicable diseases.
LEAVE TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE.

1\Ir. Lln\TN. 1\Ir. Speaker, I want to ask unanimous consent to
address the House to-morrow, after ·the reading of the Journal,
for 30 minutes on war activities.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from New York
asks unanimous consent 1:.0 address the House to-morrow, after
the reading of the Journal, tor 30 minutes on war activities.
Is there objection?
'
1\Ir. LUNN. I might add that that is the first request of this
kind I have ever made.
Mr. · GILLETT. Reserving the right to object, I think it
ought to wait until after this bill is disposed of.
Mr. Sil\1S. I thoroughly agree with the gentleman ftom
Massachusetts about that. I am not so much concerned about
this speech, but I am anxious lest otl'lers should make similar
requests. Of course, I would be delighted to have the gentleman
from New York make his speech.
Mr. LUNN. Then I will amend that by asking that I may
have that privilege immediately after the conclusion of action
on this bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from New York
modifies his request by providing that it shall apply aftei· the
conclusion of the pending bill.
·
lli. LUNN. May I change.the request and make it 15 minutes
to-morrow? I have not made a request like that before to the
House?
. ·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman make that
request for to-morrow?
M.r. LUNN. Yes; for to-morrow.
Mr. Sil\IS. If the gentleman will put his request, I shall not
object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from New York
modifies his request and asks unanimous consent that he may· be
permitted to address the House for 15 minutes to-morrow, after
the reading of the Journal. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. SIM·s . Mr. Speak~r, on account of this speech, I ask
unanimous consent that when the House adjourns to-day it adjourn to meet at 11 o'clock to-morrow morning.
Mr. l\1ADDEN. I object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Illinois
objects.
ADJOURNMENT.

1\Ir. SIMS. Mr~ Speaker, I mo"'e th..'lt tl1e House do now ad·
journ.
_
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 5 o'clock and 40
minutes p: m.) the House adjourned until to'- morrow, Tuesday,
October 1, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
EXECUTIVE COl\Il\IUNICATIONS, ETC.
Under clause 2 of Rnle XXIV, executive communications were
taken from the Speaker's table ano referred as follows :
1. A letter from the Acting Secretary of War, transmitting
copy of a bill designed to amend Paragraph I of section 302 of
the oldiers and sailors' civil relief act (H. Doc. No. 1310) ; to
the Committee on Military Affairs and ordered to be printed.
2. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting copy of a communication from the Attorney General,
submitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation required by
the Department of Justice (H. Doc. No. 1311) ; to the Committee
on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
3. A letter from the Acting Secretary of War, tran mitting the
draft of an item of legislation to authorize the requisitioning of
lands, including buildings thereon, or the temporary use thereof,
required for hospital purposes (H. Doc. No. 1312); to the' Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
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- PiliVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 1 of Uule XXII, private bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. BOOHER: A bill (H. R. 13030) granting an increase
of pension to John H. Steele; to the Committee on Inyalid Pensions.
By l\Ir. CARTEU of Massachusetts: A bill (H. R. 13031)
granting an inc1·ease of pension to George A. Spofford; to the
Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD: A bill (H. R. 13032)
granting an increase of pension to Henry C. Weeks; to the
Committee on lnYalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13033) granting a pension to Herman Lazarus ; to the Committee on Pensions.
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navigable waters," approved June 21, 1906, as amended by the
act approved June 23, 1910, and to provide for the improvement and development of waterways for the uses of inter state
and foreign commerce, agrees to the conference asked for bY.
the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses thereon,
and had appointed Mr. Sn.rs, Mr. FERRIS, Mr. LEVER, Mr. EscH,
1\Ir. SINNOTT, and Mr. HAUGEN managers at the conference on
the part of the House.
ENROLLED JOINT RESOLUTION SIGNED.

The message also announced that the Speaker of the House
had signed the enrolled joint resolution (H. J. Res. 334) mak·
ing appropriations for certain necessary operations of the Government for the month of October, 1918, and for other purposes,
and it was thereupon signed by the President pro tempore.
BILL AND JOINT RESOLUTION INTRODUCED.

A -bill and a joint resolution were introduced, read the first
SENATE.
time, and, by unanimous consent, the second time, and referred
as follows:
TuEsDAY, October 1, 1918.
By Mr. JONES of Washington:
.
A bill (S. 4967) granting an increase of pension to Aaron
(Legislatil:e day of Monday, Scpternbe1· SO, 1918.
H. Perry (with accompanying papers) ; to the Committee on
The Senate met at 12 o'clock noon.
Pensions.
By 1\Ir. GORE:
RELIEF OF JOHN CHICK.
A joint resolution ( S. J. Res. 178) to make citizenship of the
Mr. DHEW. Mr. President, I should like to ask unanimous United States a prerequisite 'to a vote for Senators or Repreco~sent to call up a bill on the calendar, the bill (S. 3985) for sentatives in Congress of the United States or for electors for
the relief of John Chick.
President and Vi~e President of the United States ; to the ComMr. THOMPSON. 'Vill the Senator yield to me for a mo- mti tee on Pensions.
ment?
THE REVENUE.
1\Ir. SHAFROTH. 1\Ir. President, I suggest the absence of a
Mr.
GORE
submitted
five amendments intended t o be proquorum.
posed by him to the bill (H. R. 12863) to provide revenue, and
- The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will call the roll.
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators an- for other purposes, which were referred to the Committee on
Finance and ordered to be printed.
swered to their names:
Baird
Bankhead
Beckham
Brandcgee

2~~~1crlain

Colt
Culber son
Cummins
Curtis
Dillingham
Drew
Fcrnal<l
France
Gerry
Gotr
Gronna
Gulon
Hale
Hardwick

Henderson
Johnson, S.Dak.
Jones, N . .Mcx.
.Tones, Wa sh.

New
Norris
Nugent
Overman

K enyon
Kirby
Knox
Lenroot
L ewis
Lodge
l\J cCumber
McKellar
McLean
McNary
Martin, Ky.
.Martin, Va.
l\Iyers
Nelson

Phelan
Pittman
Poindexter
Pomerene
Ransdell
R eed
Robinson
Saulsbury
Shafroth
Sheppard
Shields
Smith, Ariz.
Smith, Ga.
Smith, Md.

~!~3~Cck

~!~~o~e

Smith, .Mich.
Smith, S.C.
Smoot
Sterling
Sutherland
Thomas
Thompson _
Townsend
Trammell
Underwood
Vardaman
Wadsworth
Walsh
Warren
Watson
Wiltley
Williams
Wolcott
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( S. DOC. NO.

Mr. GORE. I ask unanimous consent to present a conference _report on House bill 11945, the food-production bill. I will
not ask for its consideration at this moment: I suggest that the
report be printed. I want to try to bring it tip to-day if I can.
We have agreed upon everything except the rents amendment,
and on that we have reached a disagreement. I shall at the
proper time move to accept the report and further insist upon
the rent amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. LEwrs in the chair). Is
there objection? The Chair hears none, and the report will be
printed and lie on the table.
The report is as follows:
•

l\Ir. MYERS. The Senator from Arizona [Mr. AsHURST] is
temporarily detained from the Chamber on official business.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Seventy-eight Senators have answered to the roll call. There is a quorum present. The Senator from New Hampshire asks unanimous consent for the consideration of a bill, which will be read.
The Secretary read the bill (S. 3985) for the relief of John
Chick, as follows:
B e i t enacted, etc., That in the administration of the pension laws
an<l the laws conferring rights and privileges upon honorably discharged
soldiers , John Chick, late of Company K, Third Regiment United States
Artillery, shall be n eld and considered to have been honorably discharged from the mllltary service of the United States as a member of
~aid company and r egiment on the 2d day of August, 1865 : P1·ovided,
That no pension shall accrue prior to the passage of this act, and no
pay nor bounty shall become due or payable by virtue thereof.

The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the bill was considered as in Committee of the Whole.
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment,
ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read the third time,
and passed.
ADDRES S BY" THE P TIESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES ' (S. DOC. NO. 284).

Mr. THOMPSON. l\.Ir. President, I ask unanimous consent
that the address ueliYered by the President of the United States
to the Senate yesterday on tl.Je question of suffrage be made
a public document.
The VICE PRESIDE~"'T. Is there objection? The Chair
hears none, and it is so ordereu.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.

A message from the House of Representatives, by G. F.
Turner, one of its clerks, .announced that the House · insists
upon its amendment to the bill (S. 1419) to amend an act
entitled "An _act to regulate the .con.struction of dams across

The committee of conference op. the disagreeing Yotes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
11945) to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act
entitled "An act to provide further for the national security,
and defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agricultural products," and for other purposes,
having met, after full and free conference have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as follows:
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 17, 20, 29, and 30.
·
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendments of the Senate numbered 9, 11, 12, 16, 19, 22, 24, 25, 26,
27. and 31, and agree to the same.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 15, and agree to the same with au
amendment as follows : In lieu of the language and figures
stricken out by the Senate amendment insert the following:
" market news sen·ice on grain, hay, feeds, and seeds, $150,000 11 ;
and the Senate agree to the same.
That the House recede from its disag_reement to the amend·
ment of the Senate numbered 15a, and agree to the same with
an amendment as· follows : In lieu of the language and the figures
stricken out by the Senate amendment insert the following :
" food and fertilizer surYeys of the United States, $300,000 ";
and the Senate agree to the same.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 18, and agree to the same with an ·
amendment ns follows: In lieu of the Senate amendment insert
" $1,955,608 11 ; and the Senate agree to the same.
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 21, and ·agree to the same with an
amendment as follows: Strike out the words "grape sirup"
and insert in lieu thereof " grape sirups " ; and the House agree
to the same.
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That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 23, and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows: Restore the language stricken out by
the Senate amendment and insert the following language after
the word. " thereof " in the restored language on page 10, line 7 :
"\vhlch are now or heretofore have been used for such purposes •· ; und tht Senate agree to the same.
The committee of conference have been unable to agree on the
amendment of the Senate numbered 28.
T. P. GoBE,
El. D. SMITH,
HoKE SMITH,
:JOSEPH I. FRANCE,
Manag~rs

on the part of the Senate.

A. F. LEVER,
LEE,
E. s. CANDLER,
G. N. HAUGEN,
J". C. 1\fcL.A.UGHLIN,
Man(Jgers on the pm-t of tlLe House.
GORDON

WOMAN SUFFRAGE.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole., resumed the consideration of the joint resolution (H. J. Res. 200) proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United States extending
t:lle right of suffrage to women.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The yeas and nays have been ordered on the amendment of the Senator from Mississippi [Mr.
\VILLIAMS].

l\Ir. CU1\IMINS. 1\fr. Pre ident, I very much fear that "a
little group· of wilful men" are about to defeat a measure
\Vhich the President of the United States has declared in all the
richness of his vocabulary and with all the emphasis which he
could command i · vitally necessary for the successf'ul prosecution of the wat•.
It is a strange spectacle, Mr. President, to me, and I address
myself mainly to my brother Senators upon the other side of
the Chamber. You are about to flout, disparage, repudiate, and
humiliate your President. I sincerely hope that there will not
fall upon you that severe condemnation which was at a formP.r
time visited upon another " little group of wilful men " who
desired nothing more than an opportunity to amend a measure
that was then before the Senate.
You are driven to one of two positions. You either refuse to
accept the solemn declaration of the President that the passage
of this joint resolution is vitally necessary to the prosecution
of the war, or you choose to defeat the right of women in this
country to vote rather than to aid him in the great conflict in
which he is engaged. You refuse to gi\e to him an instrumentality which he has asserteq. to you with the ubnost seriousne s i nece ary to enable him to accomplish the great purpo es he has in view.
l\lr. ~DW'ICK. Mr. President, will the Senator yield for
a moment?
l\Ir. CIDil\IINS. I yield for a question only.
1\lr. HARDWICK. A question only. The Senator is an advocate of this proposition. Does he regard it as a war measure
in itself?
l\fr. CUMMINS. 1\fr. President, I will come to that question
a little later. I intend to state my position with regard to the
matter with the utmost frankness, but I am now addressing
myself to men mo t of whom I have heard declare over and
over again that whatever the President regarded as essential
an<l nece sary to the pro ecution of the war they would give
him, wit:llout regard to their own conclusions on the subject.
I ha\e h-eard, and all of you have heard, the senior Senator
from Mississippi [Mr. WILLIAMS] lecture th<>se of us who now
and then insisted we had a right to use our own consciences and
our own judgment with regard to measures that were pending
before Congress, saying that when the President, who was not
only your leader but our leader in the great struggle that is now
in progress, declared any proposal or any legislntion was necessary to enable him to successfully carry forward his work you
woul<l vote for it, that you would accept his judgment. I
hR\e heard the senior Senator from l\lississippi hour after hour
denounce those who undertook to assert their own judgment.
Why does he not accept the judgment of the President now at
this vital moment? Why does he repudiate him now if he was
willing to accept him then without inquiry?
I ha-\e heard my dear friend, the Senator from North Carolina [1\Ir. On:lniAN] time after time, in measures of the utmost
Importance, declare with all the fervor ·of his eloquence that we
had no l'ight to question the necessity of a particular enactment if the President told us that it was ne~essary for the sue-
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cessful prosecution of the war. I listened last night to the
very clear and lucid statement of the senior Senator from
Kentucky [1\fr. BECKHAM]. It has not been long since I listened
to him, standing where the Senator from North Carolina now
sits, when the Senate had under consideration a bill which
bears the name of the great Senator from North Carolina, as •
I recollect it, declare that he intended to vote for it simply be·
cause the President had declared that it was necessary that
he should have the unbridled power conferred upon him in that
bill for the successful prosecution of the war.
Mr. BECKHAM. Mr. President, I think the Senator is not
quite correct in that statement. I did not state that that was
simply the reason why I would vote for that measure. I under~
took in that address to give other reasons why I should vote
for it.
1\fr. CUl\11\HNS. Mr. President, I understood the Senator
from Kentucky to accept without question the judgment ot the
President upon that subject. I was not present when the bill
which transferred the telegraph and telephone companies to the
possession of the President was considered. It was understood
when I left Washington for a very brief visit to my home that
there would be given an opportunity on the part of those of us
who questioned the exercise of that power to inquire into its
necessity. I am told-! have it only upon hearsay-that the distinguished Senator from South Carolina [Mr. SMITH], the chairman of the Committee on Interstate Commerce, who yesterday lifted up his voice in those mellifluous and eloquent phrases
which would deceive the very elect, insisted then that there ·
should be no inquiry into the necessity of taking over the telegraph and the telephone companies; that it had been asserted
by the President and those who were expressing his views that
it was necessary that these facilities should come into the pos·
session of the Government, and that it was the duty of Congress,
without any inquiry, without investigation, without- a word of
testimony, save the declaration of the Executive, to transfer to
him that great power. Why is the Senator from South Carolina
now questioning the wisdom of the President? Why is he now
saying that woman suffrage, as contemplated by the adoption
of this joint resolution, is not necessary to the successful prosecution of the war?
Mr. SMITH of South Carolina. Mr. President, " the Senato-r
from South Carolina " certainly would not insult the intelligence
of this body by saying that a temporary surrender of a power
that belongs to the people, in order to win the war, and that we
may get back as soon as the war is over, is on all fours with an
attempt to change the perpetual and fundamental form of our
Government.
Mr. CUMMINS. Mr. President, I am not asserting any para!·
lei between the two instances. I am a serting that in everything
else; save woman suffrage, so far as it has developed in the legislation since the war began, the great majority of the Senate has
been willing to. accept, and has accepted implicitly, the judgment
and the determination of the President that a particular thing
was necessary in order vigorously, energetically, and ucce s·
fully to bring this war to an end and to compass the nations ot
the earth after the conflict shall cease. It matters not what the
character of the question may be, you either accept his view of
it or you repudiate it. If you repudiate it, and he thereby "is
unable to bring the war to an end, to accomplish the peace
which he hopes to accomplish and establish the conditions
throughout the world that he hopes to establish, you are responsi·
ble for his failure in that regard.
1\fr. President, I sincerely hope that the Pre ident may deal
kindly and leniently with those who are refusing to remove this
obstacle which stands in his way. It has not been very long
since the President retired the junior Senator from l\1issis"ippi
[Mr. VARDAMAN] from public life. Why? Because he refused
at all times to obey the commands which were i sued for his
direction. The junior Senator from Georgia [l\1r. HA.n.Dwrcx]
suffered the same fate. How do you hope to escape? Mr.. President, my Democratic friends are either proceeding upon the
hypothesis that the President is insincere or that they may be
able to secure an immunity from him that these other uufor·
tunate aspirants for office failed to secure.
l\1r. NELSON. Mr. President-1.\fr. CUMMINS. I yield to the Senator from Minnesota.
1\fr. NELSON. The Senator from Iowa seems to be oblivious
of the fact that this is not the first time in the history of the
world that the voice of the prophet has not been heard in the
wilderness. [Laughter.]
Mr. CUMMINS. Quite true. The voice of the prophet was
heard in the wilderness very clearly and obeyed implicitly untiL
he spoke in behalf of humanity, until he spoke in favor of the
enfranchisement of one-half of the population of the United
States._ It was only then, may I suggest to the Senator from
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l\lillnesota, that the voice was lost, or at least that it was not
heede<l.
But what shall I say to my associates upon this side of the
Chamber? It has been the distinguishing characteristic of the
minority leader of the Senate that he was always ready to
stand by the President in the prosecution of the war. I do not
say that upon every occasion he has abdicated his own judgment, but the one cry has be~" Let us do whatever the President believes ought to be done in order to carry on the conflict
successfully aml to bring the United States into that high position of honor which we hope she will occupy at the end of the
war."
I have not escaped the criticism of my political associates from
time to time, because I have insisted that when a proposal was
nuule for the pro ecution of the war it was for me to determine
whether it ought to be accepted or rejected. I, together with
. some other Senators, whose names I will not mention, have been
crucified on every cross in America because we would not yield
our judgment us legi lators, and I am amazed at our leader, not
only for political reasons-those are unworthy of consideration,
although he might bear them in mind, possibly, now and then! ha\e been amazed that our political leader in the Senate does
not sense the situation and do what he can do toward the accompli hment of thi great purpose.
The Senator from Missouri [ lr. REED} is the only-! will
not say "the only, •• but he is almost the only logical and consistent Senator upon the other side of the Chamber; he has maintained the attitude which he now insists upon from the beginning ; but how the rest of you, or most of the rest of you, will
square what you are about to do with your protestations and
assertions in the past I am utterly unable to perceiV"e.
Now, I answer the Senator from Georgia [Mr. HARDWICK}. I
do not put my support of the resolution for woman suffrage on
the ground that it is a war measure. I have been for woman
suffrage, expending in its behalf all the energies that I had for
more than a quarter of a century. It is a little abhorrent to me,
I will confess, to hear it said that women ought to be given the
right to vote because a war is in progress. I have ·no doubt
that their enfranchisement will help to win the war, but they
are entitled to suffrage without regard to the existence of war.
They are entitled to the suffrage because, until it is given to
them, this is not a perfect republic; until they are given the
power to select repre entatives who shall make or help to make
their laws and help to execute them this is not a true democracy. I am for this resolution because I believe that the Government of the future will be a wise1· and better and juster government if women \Ote than if they are excluded from the
:vote, as they have been heretofore.
It is a strange thing to me-and now I address myself to both
sides, all sides, and from the very depths of my heart-that
33 or 34 men who happen to be for the time being Senators of the
United States are about, if appearances indicate the outcome,
to deny to the people of the United States the opportunity to
determine for them elV"es whether or not they desire the Constitution to be amended in this respect. 'Vhat a situation! More
than one-half, I am sure, of all of the men of the United States
are in favor of submitting this resolution to the States for ratification or rejection; a very large and overwhelming proportion
of the women are in favor of submitting it; the House of Representatives by a two--thirds majority has declared for its submission; the sentiment in its faYor is everywhere; and now 33 men
out of 100,000,000 people are about to arrogate to themselves
the privilege and the power of preventing the electors throughout
the country from expressing their judgment with regard to
woman suffrage. It is a re ponsibility that I would not want
to bear.
I know that it is according to the letter of the Constitution.
Our forefathers naturally were somewhat afraid of the people,
and they formulated, and there was adopted, a Constitution
that was extremely difficult to amend. I believe that the Constitution should not be amended except aft~::r full consideration
and after grave and se.:-ious reflection; but I do not believe that
33 men in t11e Senate of the United States should have the right
to say that an amendment should not be submited to the peoole
for such disposition among them as they might see fit to make
of it. We will not have a true democracy until that part of the
Constitution is amended as well as the part now proposed to be
amended.
·
I do not wonder that the President stands here and appeals
with aH his earnestness and with all his heart to put him in a
po ition where he can go before the world and say that if the
letter of our Government requires two-thirds majority in the
Senate before an amendment to the Constitution is proposed, at
least the Senate was democratic enough, liberal enough, and
generous enough to submit a proposal that has the support of so
large a proportion of our people~
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So far as I am concerned, if I were opposed to woman suffrage
I would vote to submit this resolution to the people. I think
whenever there is a fair and reasonable sentiment or demand
for the submission of a constitutional amendment that Senators
ought not to allow their individual convictions to prevent the
submission to our sovereigns of a proposed change in the fundamental charter of the country. We are not the custodians
of the Constitution; we did not make the Constitution; and Congress ought to have nothing to do, logically speaking, with
amendments to the Constitution. Amendments ought to be initiated either by the States whose agreement formed the Consitution or by a petition of the people themselves, and I think
both courses should be permitted under the law.
I sincerely hope that those Senators who value Republican
or Democratic principles, who believe that this is, or at least
ought to be, a Government of the people, for the people, and by
the people, will not stand in the way of doing this just and
righteous thing.
Mr. President, the only argument which I have heard upon
the other side of the question that has impressed me at all is
the argument made by the Senator from Georgia [Mr. HARD·
WICK], which is that from the beginning the States were intended to have complete authority over the qualifications of the
voters who were to vote either for Members of Congress, the
President, or State officers, and that the fifteenth amendment
to the Constitution is the only disregard of 'what he calls a
fundamental compact lying beneath the Constitution itself. I
di agree wholly with that view. Jt is not true, from my standpoint, that the Constitution intended that that subject should
always remain at the disposal of the States. Why, the verY.
first thing the Constitution did was to declare· thatThe House of Representatives shall be composed of Members chosen
every second year by the people of the seYeral States, and the electors
in each State shall h!l.ve- the qualifications requisite for electors of the
most numerous branch of the State legislature.

Here is an explicit direction with regard to the qualifications
of voters in the States for Members of the House of Representatives. It is quite true that it is not complete, it is not specific,
it is not in detail; but it indicates that the framers of the Constitution never dreamed of allowing the States under all circumstances to decide what should be the qualifications of voters
for l\Iembers· of the House.
'l'his same provision was carried forward into the sixteenth:
amendment to the Constitution, when Senators were made
elective by the people instead of by the legislatures; and when
we enacted the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution "We
entered the subject again.
The first section of the fourteenth amendment has been very
much quoted, and is very well known ; but the second section
is one upon which we ought to dwell before we concede that
this is a subject which should be confined to the legislation or
decision of the State. _ That section reads in this way:
Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States ac·
cording to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of
persons in each State, excluding Indians not tu.xed. But when the
right to vote at nny election for the choice, of E:Jectors tor President
and Vice President of the United States, Representatives in Congress,
the executive and judicial officers of a State, or the members of the
legislature thereof, is denied to any of thl' male inhabitants of such
State, being 21 years of age. and citizens of the United States, or in
any way abridged, except for participation in rebellion or other crime, .
the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in the proportion
which the number of such male citizens shall bea1· to the whole number
of male citiZens 21 years of age in such State.
'

Here is a direct and-if it were enforced-a most powerful
and influential interference with the power of the State to deal
with this subject without interference upon the part of the
General Government. E\ery natm·alization law which we have
passed concerns and goV"erns in a measure the suffrage in the
States, and the right to legislate upon naturalization, and the
terms upon which aliens may become citizens of this country,
is complete. It has no limit whatever. It is reposed entirely,
in the Congress of the United States.
That is true, likewise, of our legislation respecting Indians.
How do Indians get their right to vote? Will it be said that
notwithstanding the legislation of Congress the States can deprive an Indian of tl1e vote who, under our treaties with him
or with his tribe, and om• legislation made pursuant to them,
has had the right to vote? Do you mean to say that the States
can take away or alter or. modify the privilege that is thus
~~?

.

It is all ·w rong to assume that the Federal GoV"ernmerit has

surrendered its authority to regulate and control the qualifications · of voters in the various States. Logically speaking, and
if I had my way about it, if I could bring about just that condition which I most desire, I would say that with regard to the
qualificatiop.s of voters for Members of Congress, for Senators, ..
or for electors,- and such other elective Federal offices as wa. :
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may make in the future, if we make any, Congress should not
on!y declare negatively who should not be excluded, but shouhl
declare affirmati\ely who should be admitted to vote. In other
word , Congress should prescribe the qualifications.
I agree that, following this logical development of our system, the States should be permitted to determine the qualifications of the \Oters for State or local officers. I would have no
objection in the world to that; but that is utterly impracticable.
We can not hold two elections. The people have tried that plan,
and lla\e found it too inconvenient and too expensive to be followeu; and therefore we are driven to the alternative. We must
either allow the States to declare the qualifications for voters
for Members of Congress and the President of the United States
or we must undertake, iu this negative way at least, to interfere with the qualifications of voters for State officers. The latter is the better way. The latter collides less frequently and
less injuriously with the established practices of the people; and
I, for one, have no hesitation whatever in going a very little
way in that direction-and this joint resolution does not go a
great way. · It is negative, pure and simple.
If I had my way, I would prescribe the qualifications for the
voters for Members of the House, the Senate, and the President;
but this joint resolution does not propose that. It asks only the
little thing that the States, in determining the qualifications of
their yoters, shall not discriminate against persons on account
of sex. It is entirely compatible with the theory of our Constitution. It is entirely consistent and harmonious with the
legislation which we have from time to time adopted with regard
to suffrage and the right to vote.
Mr. President, I listened with tremendous interest to tl1e
speech made by ..the Senator :from Missouri [Mr. REED]; and I
can not close what I am about to say without referring to it.
He denounced in his terrific way, first, the women who lobby;
second, the so-called militants who sought to bring their influence to bear upon the situation in rather a more forcible and
uecisive method than was employed by the national -association.
So far as representations are concerned, so far as so-called
lobbying is concerned, I marvel that the women have been as
patient and forbearing as they llave been. I think they have a
God-given rigllt to swarm about this Capitol, presenting not only
to Members of Congress but to everyone else the injustice that is
inflicted upon· them and insisting upon the repair of that injustice. I do not set any limit to the energy and the persistence
and the enthusiasm of women who are engaged in attempting to
secure the right to participate in the affairs of a Government
whose laws control and compel them.
So far us the militant-s u:re concerned, I did not believe in the
campaign they were pursuing; but the only reason which led me
to doubt or to disapprove it ,..-as because I did not think that it
was the mo t effective and persuasive way in which to proceed.
I did not believe, either, as I told them many, many times, that
tlley ought to attempt to coerce the President of the United
States into bringing his influence to bear upon Members of Con. gress. I do not belieYe in that any more now than I have believed in it throughout this administration. I llave always protested .against it, and if I maintain my senses and keep my reason I always shall protest a~ainst it.
.
But that was simply a question for them to determine; and if
they thought that in accordance with the established custom
the President should bring his influence to bear more effectively
and emphatically than he had, they llud a perfect right to burn
his message ; they had a perfect right to carry banners in
Lafayette Park, in front of the White House, or anywhere else;
they had a perfect right to bring their banners into the Capitol
. and display them with all the force and vigor which they could
command. I did not agree with them; but they also were making a campaign for an inestimable and a fundamental right.
What would you have done, men, if you had been deprived
of the right to Yote? What would you have done if you had
been deprived of the right of representation? Ha\e the militants done anything worse than the revolutionary forces who
· gatllered about the tea chests and threw them into the sea,
and thereby lit tile fires of u revolution which emancipated the
whole world? Those men were criminals, according to the view
of the Senator from Missouri. They did not obey the law;
and therefore, according to his logic, they were unfit to become
makers of law.
Mr. REED. 1\Ir. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER (1\fr. LEwrs in the chair). Does
the Senator from Iowa yield to the Senator from Missouri? ·
Mr. CUMMINS. I yield.
Mr. REED. Of course, the Senator recognizes the fact that
the gentlemen who con tituted the Boston tea party were in u
state of rebellion. It was their purpose to overthrow the Government and set up a new form of Government. Does the Senator put the ladies in that catalogue, and if not--
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l\Ir. CUl\11\fiNS. The Senator from Missouri is historically
incorrect. The proposition to set up an independent government did not arise for some little time after the Boston tea
party.
Mr. REED. Ob, yes; the Senator will agree with me, tllat
the Boston tea party were a band of rebels who had not yet declared their independence, but were getting ready to do it.
They bad I;J.ot made war on King George, but inten<led to do it.
Surely the Senator does not mean that these dear ladies "·oulcl
really start a rebellion in the United States?
Mr. CUMMINS. I quite agree that the Boston incident was
more vigorous than anything that has occurred in Washington ; but I still want to be historically correct. The men of
Boston who organized and carried out that protest against the
taxes which had been levied upon the colonies were not rebels.
They still believed that the King and Parliament would o-ive
to them the right of representation in the passage of laws which
affected them and particularly the passage of laws which im- ·
posed taxes upon them. It was not until much later that the
continued resistance of the King and Parliament to their just
dem-ands led to the proposal to organize an independent goyernment
Mr. REED. Are we to understand, pursuing the parallel of
the Senator, that if we do not yield and give the ladies the
right of suffrage they will set up an independent government?
Mr. CUMMINS. I do not know what they would do. I do
not think that is so improbable. You sneer about women -voting,
but why could they not run this Government as well as we can?
I think sometimes if they could not do it better than we are
doing it they have but little right to participation, because although they may not have established to the satisfaction of all
Senators their competency to make laws and execute them, we
have established very clearly to the world our partial incompetency to make laws and execute them. I do not say that we
do not make many just laws and that we do not carry into
effect many high, exalted principles, but we at least can not
-claim exemption from radical and sometimes fatal mistakes.
I recur to the militants. I do not believe they committed
any crime; and while I had not one particle of sympathy with
the manner in which they were conducting their campaign, I
think their arrest and imprisonment and the treatment which
they receiYe<l while in confinement are a disgrace to the civilized world, and much the more a disgrace to the United States,
which assums to lead the civilized world in humane endeavor.
They disturbed nobody save that disturbance wbicll is common
to the carrying forward of all propaganda by tho e who are
intensely and vitally interested in it. I wish they had not done
it, but I am not to be the judge of their methods so long us
they confine themselYes to those acts and to those words which
are fairly directed to the accomplishment of their purposes.
I can not accept the · conclusion that because these women
burned a message in Lafayette Park or because they carried
banners upon the streets in Washington therefore they are
criminals and therefore tlley are unfit to become participants
with us in the affairs of the Republic.
This movement has been in progress for 40 year". It i " not
confined to any particular organization of women. I understand that by far the greater organization is the one " ·Iwse
activities were so beautifully portrayed in the eloquent a<ldress
of the Senator from Colorado [Mr. THOMAS]; but it is not
even a nation-wide mo\ement; it is a worl<l-wide movement.
If it were true that there have been excesses here and there in
the conduct of the campaign, it is more than illogical, it is
absurd, :for anyone to contend that, therefore, the mo,·ement
should fail and that therefore it is unjust and unfair an<l unwise to extend to the women of the land that privilege which
we have monopolized for ourselves these many years.
Mr. President, we may be defeated now. These 33 or 34 men
may assu~e the re ponsibility of denying to the millions of
America the right to pa s upon this fimfiamental ad\ance in
government. But they_can no more arre ·t the onward sweep of
this ocean of intelligence and sea of justice than thougll tlley_
were to attempt to force back the tides of the sea with their
feeble !lands. They may just now be able possibly to disappoint these millions of loyal, intelligent, God-fearing women, but
they will not be able to disappoint them long.
Just a year or two ago the .Senate could command only a majority for woman suffrage, and barely that. It now commands
within one or two votes two-thirds of its membership. If tllat
does not teach this "little group of willful men " something of
the futw·e, if it does not warn them of the a<lvancing tide of
public sentiment, nothing could admonish them.
Mr. President, we vote upon a question as vital as any which
commanded the interet and the thought of our forefathers when
they frame<l the Constitution under which we have lived so hal>-
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pily for more than a hundred years~ and I can only hope that
each vote may be cast remembering that into tbe hands of that
vote is committed tbe welfare of the greatest country upon earth
and ju tice to one-half of its hundred millions of people. _
1\lr. MARTIN of Kentucky Mr. President, the question under
di cussion has ne>er been a.t issue. in my State ami as a consequence my information on its merits has been obtained mostly
through the able debate of the subject on the floor of the- Senate.
I have reached the conclusion that I should support the resolution on a g~.·o1md entirely apart from consideration of the
merits of the propo ition to enfranchise the women_ I am led to
this conch1sion because of the provision of Article V ().f the Constitution, to the effect that " the Congress, whenever- two-thirds
of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose amendments to thiS Constitution," and so forth.
The question arises as to what are the conditions which should
move the Congress to permit the people through the legislative
bodies of the various States to consider a change in their- organic
law.
Certainly amendments might be proposed so frivolous in
character or so contrary to the spil·it of our institutions as to
warr:lnt a refusal upon the part of the Congre s to even extend
the opportunity for action by the States.
It can not be maintained, however.. that this resolution before
the Senate- is either frivolous or offends the principles of our
form of government.
The-claim of the right of suffrage by thousands of patrioticand intelligent women, their in istent demand for it, the opinion
of two-thirds of the Members of the House that they should
haYe it, the advocacy of it by approximately 60 Members (}f
this body, and the plea of the President that it should be granted
as a war measure argue to my mind that the proposal is one oi
such grave moment as that the Senate should "deem it necessary .. within the spirit of Article V to submit it to the States.
The debate on the floor of the Senate has been to me interestin g and enlighteninO'. I acknowledge the force of the strong
reasoning of those '\Yho advocate the merits of suffrage-on the
ground that it is a right due the female sex, and a sentimental
chord of my natm·e .Jtesponds when I hear the plea of my colleagues. principally from the South, who are apprehensive that
the exercise of the franchise by our women will result in depriving them of many of their womanly attributes, lessen their
attractions, and place upon them a responsibility they do not
wi h. 1\ly own belief is that the transition of the women into
o. voting population would not create such a radieal and revolutionary change as to work an upheaval of social _conditions;
likely their chief interest, as now. would still be in the home
and home life; that active attention would not be given to
matters political, except when social and moral life is directly
aiiected by the que tions that may be at issue.
The Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy, upon the
floor of the Senate yesterday, urged this measure as vital to
the solution of the great problems which must be_settled when
the war is over, advocated it as a war measure, and asked that
the executive tasks of tl1is war resting on him be lightened by
placing in his hands instruments which he is not now able to
employ.
The President's deep concern about this question, his request for favorable action, and the strong and intelligent public
op.inion behind the measure persuade me that loyalty to our
chieftain and fair consideration of the claim of right to have
the States pass upon the subject demand that the peol}le- should
be Jriven the right to ratify or reject the proposal.
~lr. LENROOT. Mr. President, for two days the distingui bed Senator from Nevada [Mr. PITTMAN] constantly
threw out suggestions to the Republican side of the Senate that
so long as the Republicans furnished two-thirds or their memherRhip in favor of this re olution it was in the interest of the
Republican Party that the resolution be defeated and carried
with it the implied intimation that if there were- any Republicans who were in doubt as to how they should vote upon this
measure, Republicans who had not committed themselves in
favo-r of it, it was to their political advantage to resolve that
doubt against t11e measure and vote against it.
1fr~ President, that intimation has had no effect upon this
side of the aisle, but I am very sorry that it was made, because
there shonlu be no politics in the consideration of this question
at this time.
Mr. President, what I shall ba.ve to say I do not suppose will
have the. slightest effect upon any Senator, so far- as his vote
is co.GceYned. So far as the other side of the aisle is concerned
if the appeal of the distinguished leader of tlleir party th~
President of the United States, could not affect those wh~ intended to vote against this measuTe, tben no speech of any
Senator, Republican or Democrat, could affect it.
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But I do believe it proper-, 1\fr. President. before the vote is
taken that a statement of the exact situation should be made
for the REcoRD.
In the first place, upon the other side of the aisle thosE." who
vote against this measure do so upon one- of two grounds. either
that they are not willing to do everything to: help win tll.e war,
or else they do not believe their leader,_ the President, when he
says that the passage of this measm·e ts necessary to help. win
the war. It is unthinkable that any Senato-r is not willing to
do everything that he thinks is nec:essar-y to win the war. So
it follows that. every Democratic- vete- against this me-a ure
to-day will be beeause they. dD not believe the- President of the
United States when he solemnly tells them that the passage oi
this measure is necessary to help win the war.
But, l\Ir. President, there is an-otbeu consideration to which
r wish vety briefly to refer. We constantly hear it. Raid. and
we shall hear it said more frequently between now and .November, that the success of the Democratic Party is e senti.al t(} the
successful prosecution. of the war-. I hold in my l1and a
pamphlet beating the imprint of the Democratic. nati-pnat committee, a pamphlet signed by W. D. Jamieson as i tnnt treUS>urer of the Democratic national committee, and 1 wish to quote
from this phamphlet one paragrap~ as follows:
Tbe election of a. Republican Congress in· Novembet" wonld be vie~
ns a detent fol' President Wilson by our allies, and pa.rticul..:lrfy· b:y
our enem1es. It would be viewed in Germany as :t p.roof of their unwarranted claim that our country is not behind our war P'r .sidPnt. It
would be a source of com-fort- an.ct elation tQl the Kaise~:: a nu hls
<:o.horts.

MJ:". President, I shall not at this time even attempt to
characterize: that statement as it ought to be cha.racterized,_ to
condemn that statement as it ought to be condemned and will
be condemned throughout the United States by e-'\Zery Joy<l
American, regardless of his, political" affiliations; I do not believe that that statement, coming from the Democratic national
committee, finds indorsement. upon the other side of the a.i: Je-.
Democrats in the Senate know better than tb:at; brtt 1.\lr-.
President, it is: fa.i.r to a.ssume that upon the Democratic- side
of the aisle- those Members should feel that a coutinuan e of
Demoeratic- control in the Senate and in the
would be
better for the country in the prosecution of the
·. Tllat is a
fair subject for dehate; that is a subject that will be debatetl
in the campaign that is soon to come upon us.
But, Mr. President, I w-ant to call attention to the faPt no-w
that any Democrat who believes that the Democrntie: Partv
should succeed in the fa.ll elections. if be- does beli.e>e it. iS
in duty bound to vote for this joint resolution to-da._v. Wb.,v
do l say that? The Senator from Nevada El\Ir: Pl'lyrMA ]
the other day made the statement which I now quote from the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:

You. Senator SMoOT", plE>dged them 33- votes. so that they woultl indu.Cf! th~ De-mocratic members of the commj ttee to get this bili on
the floor and Y\·U could kill it, a.nd th_e n you could make cnmpaig
material out of it in the Western States. You kn_ew that through that
action you could carry M"ontana and C"olora.do and tlln.t .vou eonlJ·
probably carry tlle Senate. You know that. You, from a. sul!rag .State;
kn(lw that if you kill this amendment by a Democratic vote, giving onehalf of the two-thirds yourst'IV<:!S anu one les than bnlt of two-thirds
on this side, you will Rweep those States with the women's votes.

That is the statement of the Senator from Nevada. and there
is no Senator who i:; better qualified to speak ot conditions in
those Sta.b~·s or who knows them better than does the Senator
from Nevada. He might have added-but I think he did; not
add through courtesy to his colleague--Nevada to the State of
Montana and Colorado~ I think the Senator from Ne-vada is
mistaken, however, that the defeat of this amendment will in
itself result in the ~weeping of those States by the Republicans.
Mr. President, the Republicans in the Senate wilJ ma ke their
record and ftu-nish more than the- t"-~o-thirds vote that i nece. ary. In the House of Representatives, out of 214 Republicans,
there were only. 33 Republican votes against thi joint resolution, while the Democrats furnished but a bare majority for it.
B11t, now, what I am coming to is this: :rs there any Democ:rntic Senator who believes sincerely that the succes of the
Democratic Party in November is essential to the most efficient
:prosecution of the w:ar? If there is. how can that Democrat
vote against this joint resolution iu the face of the statement
of the Senator from Nevada that the defeat of the resolution
means a Republican Senate an.d a Republica.B House? 1.\lr-.
President,. any Democrat who votes against this joint reso.ln.·
tion to-day estops himself during this campaign of asSPrting
that Democratic succe sis nece sary to the succes ful p-1·osecutio:n
of tile war, for he by his vote, according to the state.m ent of
one of his own conea~ueR, is doing more to injure the ucce~ s
of the Democratic Party than all of the speeches that he might
make between now and November.
1\Ir. PITTMAN. Mr. President--
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from 'Viscousin yield to the Senator from Nevada?
1\lr. LENROOT. I do.
·Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. President, I still believe that the defeat
of this joint resolution, the Democrats f..tiling to give one-half
of two-thirds, is going very seriously to affect the Democratic
vote in those States, because it is almost impossible for the
condition to be realized. We might as well face it frankly.
When I made that statement, however, it was in view of the
fact that the women of those States, mind you, were not informed of the tTickery attempted to be played to bring about
that condition. In the present circumstances of the case, and
under tlle evidence submitted by the Senator from Nevada,
which stands undenied, I take it that the women of those States
will visit upon the Republicans and upon the Democrats alike .
in this Chamber who vote against this measure the punishment
which each and every one of them separately deserves.
_
Another thing: At the time those statements were made, not
only was it in view of the trick that was attempted to be played,
but at that time tlle President of the United States, who is to-day
not only the bead of this Nation but must remain the head of
the Democratic Party, was being charged throughout the United
States with treachery to woman suffrage, and the argument
was made in support of that charge that he had never gone as
far in the support of that war measure as be had in support of
other war measures. The President of the United States has
come before this body with a sincerity of purpose that not even
his enemies will question, and I say to you now that the argument that I hoped would appeal to the Democrats on this side,
and which the Senator from Wisconsin has now repeated, is
not necessary, as it was before, because the President of the
United States is the man who carries the responsibility to-day;
and the President of the United States and the men of both
parties who have proven their loyalty to him will be backed up
by the women of the suffrage States and retu1·ned to the Senate
and House of Representatives to uphold his hands and lighten
his great burdens.
Mr. LENROOT. Mr. President, I said in the beginning of
my remarks that the effect of the Senator's speech the ot11er
day was an implied invitation to the Republicans who might be
in doubt to vote against the resolution. I am very sorry, indeed, to find that now not only the effect but the direct statement of the Senator from NeV'ada to his Democratic colleagues
i that, while the other day he was pleading with them to vote
for the resolution to promote Democratic success, he says to
them to-day, "Gentlemen, it is not necessary for you now to
vote for this resolution upon any such grounds." He says the
President having set himself right with the women of the
country, that now they can win these States whether this resolution shall pass or not.
Mr. President, I was trying in my feeble way to make an
nppeal to the other side of the aisle to get some votes for this
resolution which it has not hitherto had; but now comes the
champion of this resolution and destroys whatever effect my
appeal might otherwise have had, and says to his colleagues
that, so far as political considerations are concerned, it is not
ileces ary for them to-day to vote for this resolution.
Mr. PITTMAN and 1\Ir. SHAFROTH addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING Oli'FICER. Docs the Senator from Wisconsin yield, and if so, to whom?
:Mr. LENROOT. I yield first to the Senator from Nevada.
l\lr. PITTMAN. 1\Ir. President, I did appeal on political
grounds the other day to my colleagues on this side of the
Chamber who are opposed to this resolution. :My object in that
appeal, as the Senator from Wisconsin discerned, was to get
votes for this resolution. I appealed to them on the ground
that we might lose the Senate; that the Republicans would be
in an adV'antageous position if they could give us half of the
necessary two-thirds, and could say "we did all that we could,"
and endeavor to incense women of the country because the
Democrats did not give their half. I appealed to the Democrats
on political grounds, but at the same time I attempted to expose the Republicans on the other side of the Chamber for the
purpose of compelling them to keep their promise and give us
33 votes. You were going to give 33 votes, and YOll are still
going to give 33 V'Otes. The 33 votes the other day when I was
talking would have carried this resolution; they will not carry it,
possibly, now, since the Senator from South Carolina [Mr. BENET]
has declared his intention to vote against it. Now, be generous,
and give us 34 votes. You can give us 40, if you want to do so;
there is not the same obstacle, as you know, on your side that
there is on this. I want to say to you if you will give us
enough votes to carry tllis resolution, then you can claim all the
credit you want, and I will give my word that never during the
campaign will I say another word against the Republican Party
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~n ~onnection with this amendment; but I thank God now that
It IS not necessary, so far as the western Senators are concerned, to appeal on political grounds to anybody on this side,
and I have ceased to make such an appeal for when the President of the United States comes before thls body and states
with. all tlle solemness of his being, that he needs this powe1~
to wrn the war, no other argument is needed; and if that will
not reach them, then the mere political argument that it is
!leed~ in tlle West will n.mount to nothing, and I will never use
It agam.
.
Mr. LENROOT. Mr. President, I did not intend to refer to
the charge of trickery which the Senator from Nevada has so
of!en made, because it has been apparent to every Senator in
this Chamber that there was no foundation whatever for a
charge of trickery. There was a mistake made· a mistake made
i. good faith on the Republican side, just exa~tly as it is now
·apparent that there was a mistake made in good faith on the
Democratic side.
1\Ir. PITT~IAN. But, 1\Ir. President--. Th~ PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Wiscon.
sm yield further to the Senator from Nevada?
1\Ir. LENROOT. Yes.
l\lr. PITTl\IAN. The mistake made on the Republican side
was a mistake !hat would bring this resolution before the body;
that was the m1stake. As I have heretofore said the chairman
of the committee was very anxious not to bring' lt up until he
could be assured of carrying it. I think he is still of the same
view, and I think the Senator from Wisconsin would like not
to have had it voted on until it could carry.
Mr. LENROOT.. Now, Mr. President, in reply to that, let
us see what the Situation would have been in regard to the
charge of h·ickery upon the Republican side because there was
one \ote less than was expected on this side. Supposing that
we had had that vote, in the matter of trickery we would have
been in exactly the position to charge the other side with trickery after they bad lost the one vote that they expected to have.
\Ve would not have done so, however.
Mr. PITTMAN. The answer to that is simply this: That the
Republican caucus, in which the antis participated; had prior
to all of this time unanimously, according to the statement of
Senators on this floor, resolved that they inten<ied to bring this
resolution immediately before the Senate. The Democratic
members of tlle Woman Suffrage Committee had not resolved
to bring it before the Senate; they opposed bringing it before
the Senate; they presented a united opposition to the Republican side; and I say to you they only brought it before the
Senate by reason of information from the Republican side.
Mr. LENROOT. Mr. President, the Senator may think he
can make the country belie'fe that it was ib the power of the
Republican side to bring this resolution before the Senate
whenever it saw fit, but the Senator knows better than that;
the Senatar knows that, whatever attitude the Republican side
might have, this resolution could not come before the Senate
until the Democratic side was willing that it should come before
the Senate.
Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. President, that is an incorrect statement, as I will show to the Senate. If the Republicans had
unanimously voted to bring this resolution up at a time when it
must have known that it \YOuld be defeated, I am perfectly con·
fident that we would have had sufficient Democrats on this side
who are not su:l'fragists who would have joined in that unllappy_
solution by assisting you in defeating it.
Mr. LENROOT. Furthermore, l\Ir. President, the only effect
of that Republican resolution was to serve notice upon the
Democratic side and upon the counti"y that the Republicans
were ready to do their part in furnishiHg the two-thirds T'Ote
necessary and that the Republican side was ready to vote at
any time when the Democratic side would do their part.
Mr. PITTMAN. And that they did not care whether it was
won or defeated, so that they did their part; is that it? That
is exactly what you meant.
Mr. LENROOT. Mr. President, tllat is absolutely immaterial,
because it has been within the power of the chairman of the
committee to withdraw this resolution at any time; he coul<l
know exactly in what position it was before he called for a Yote,
and this unfinished business could have been displaced at any_
time upon the motion of the chairman of the committee.
Mr. President, just one word with reference to the charge of
playing politics upon this side.
If politics were the sole consideration, if party advantage were
the sole consideration upon the part of these Senators who arc
opposed to this joint resolution, of course we col}ld furnish·votes
enough to pass it; but there is no such appeal upon this side of
the aisle as there has been upon that side of the aisle. The
appeal of your party leader neces ari1y, it would seem, should
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be more influential upon that side of the aisle than this. Certainly, the appeal for party success which the Senator from
Nevada made so strenuously the other day for his party would
not appaal to this side. of the aisle, because the Republican Party
is willing to go before the country upon the record it has made
in the support of the war, and appeal for success upon that
groun<1. No one upon this side has made any such admission as
the Senator from Nevada made the other day, that a particular
vote upon a particular measure was essential for the success of
his party.
·
Mr. SHAFROTH. Mr .. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Wisconsin yield to the Senator from Colorado?
l\1r. LENROOT. I yield.
1\Ir. SHAFROTH. Let me suggest to the Senator, as a compromise, that be deliver us as many votes as be can for the success of the Republican PaTty, and we will try to deliver as many
votes upon this si<1e o~ the Chamber for the success of the Democratic Party ; and I hope you will get all of them on that side to
enter into such an agreement, whether we get any more or not.
Mr. LENROOT. Mr. President, the difference that exists is
the constant claim made by the members of the Senator's party
that the success of the Republican Party would give comfort to
the Kaiser. You have never heard a Republican make any such
c1aim with reference to the Democrats. You have heard no
Republican make any assertion that Democratic success would
be an aid to the Kaiser. The Republicans do believe, have ~Je
lieved, and will believe that Republican conh·ol of Senate and
House will mean a more efficient prosecution of the war; but
that is far from saying, as Democrats do, that Republican success will give comfort to the enemies of our country. If the
Senator does not see the distinction, I think others do.
Mr. President, in conclusion, I am sorry that the Senator
from Nevada has now given notice to his Democratic colleagues
that it is immaterial, so far as party success is concerned,
whether they vote this joint re olution up or vote it down. I
am extremely sorry, for that reason, that I rose to speak at all,
because if I bad not perhaps that · statement from the Senator
from Nevada would not have been called out, and perhaps the
statement which he m:ade the other day, that it was necessary
for party success, might have had some influence upon some of
his colleagues upon that side of the aisle.
Mr. ASHURST. I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (l\Ir. GUioN in the chair). The
Secretary will call the roll.
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators answered to their naines :
Ashurst
Balrd
Bankhead
Beckham
Benet
Borah
Brandegee
Calder ·
Culberson
Cummins
Curtis
Dillingham
Drew
Fernald
Fll'tcher
France
Gotr
G1·onna
Guion
Hall'

Henderson
Johnso!'.. S.Dak.
.Tones, .r;. Mex. .
Jones, Wash.
Kellogg
Kendl:ick
Kirby
Knox
La FolJette
·Len:root
Lewis
Lodge
IcCumber
McKellar
McLean
McNary
Martin, Ky.
l\1artin, Vn.
Myers
Nelson

New
Norris
Nugent
Overman
Owen
Page
Penrose
Phelan
Pittman
Poindexter
Pomerene
Ransdell
Reed
Saulsbury
Shatroth
Sheppard
Shields
Simmons
Smith, Ariz.
Smith, Ga.

Smith, Md.
Smith, lllich.
Smoot

~~~~~fand

Thompson
Townsend
Trammell
Underwood
Vardaman
Wadsworth
Walsh
Warren
Watson
Weeks
Wilfley
Williams
Wolcott

Mr. LEWIS. I announce the absence of the Senator from
Utah [Mr. KING] because of illness, and that of the Senatot·
from Rhode Island [1\Ir. GERRY] because of official business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Seventy-eight Senators having
answered to their mimes, there is a quorum present.
1.\.:lr. SHAFROTH. l\Ir. President, as it seems that we are
about to begin voting on the various amendments that have
been offered to the joint resolution, I want to call the attention
of the -Senate to the fact that this is a House joint resolution
and that it was passed in the House of Representatives by
exactly a two-thirds majority, there being not one vote to spare.
I feel that no matter how meritorious any amendment may be
its adoption would complicate the parliamentary situation and
would require that the joint resolution be sent back to the
House of Representatives. Consequently, those who are in
favor of the measure really run the risk of perhaps losing it in
the other House in the event that it has to go back to the
House of Representatives to be voted upon.
'Ve therefore feel ·t hat there ought to be no amendment made
to this joint resolution, because it might jeopardize the chances
of the passage of the joint resolution in the other House. In
LVI-695
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other words. we think that no matter how meritorious n proposed amen<1ment may be it ought not to be a<1opted and added
to this joint resolution.
·
Mr. WILLIAMS. l\Ir. President, "mountains labor, and
ridiculous mice are born." When I hear an argument from !l
Senator of the United States to the effect that "parliamentary
complications " might intervene, and that therefore great public
measures in the interest of the maintenance of the white man's
social fabric in the cotton States of the United States should
not be considered at all, and that on account of" parliamentary
complications" every voice should be stilled, every aspiration
of the white man in the cotton States for his family life and
his civilization should be ignored, I confess I do not quite understand it. Parliamentary complications! A joint resolution
with an amendment to go back to the other House to see
whether or not the other House wants to adopt it, and a lot of
speculative argument about whether the other House would or
would not adopt it! That is all of his alleged argument.
I do not want the slightest misunderstanding of my position
upon this question to go abroad. There is just one thing that I
love better than the Democratic Party; there is just one thing
that I love better than the United States; there is just one
thing that I love better than I do my wife or my children or
myself, and that is the hope of the purity and the integrity an1l
the supremacy of the white race everywhere, but, so far as I
am concerned, especia11y in my own native State.
'Vhen I think of the past, and the mistakes we have made,
and the mistakes I have made, I feel a degree of intellectual
humility that I can hardly express; but, notwithstanding all
that, in some essential things we were right, and we are right
now ; and I can not for the life of me see why a Senator from
the State of Colorado-bought with the money and the service
and the blood of the South in gaining the Revolution and in
fighting the Mexican War-merely bought territory with no
original sovereignty of any sort-should rise and ignore as if
it were hardly worth mentioning a proposition which I have
made, which is not in limitation of the suffrage but which is in
extension of the suffrage.
·
My amendment, when it is analyzed, means that we enfi·anchise every white woman in the United States, and that we do
not enfranchise any Japanese, Chinese, or negro woman in the
United States, but that we leave to each State the question as
to whether or not it shall do that. If California wants to enfranchise the Chinese and Japanese women, let her do it; if
Mississippi wants to enfranchise the negro women, let ller do it;
but do not force upon California and Mississippi the enfranchisement of those women who are not of our race, who are not of
our aspirations, who are not of our ideals, who are not of anything that makes an essential part of us.
I can only repeat, as I have done I do not know bow many
times before this body and the body at the other wing of this
Capitol, the old truism that a house divided against itself must
fall. When ·you undertake to erect a structure of democracy, it
must be founded upon the four pillars of justice, equality, fraternity, and liberty.
You can not have any real liberty unless you have real equality. You can not have any real equality-and I apologize for
repeating this thought now, for it is about the eighth time I
have done it-unless you have real fraternity, which means potential blood relationship in lawful marriage. You are not going
to have it with Japanese and Chinese upon the Pacific coast
and you ru·e not goj.ng to have it with negroes in the Southern
States. You can not have any fraternity unless you have real
equality, and you can not have justice unless the superior race
occupying a given territory is endowed with the right to pre·scribe the terms of justice. Just as long as you keep them menaced, just as long as you keep them frightened, just as long as ·
you keep the women imagining that family life may be threatened, there will be no justice, because there will be no friendly_
feeling toward justice.
.
I am astonished at the Senator from Colorado [1.\Ir. SHAFROTH]. I served with him for years in the Senate and the House.
I am a Democrat and he is. a Democrat. I am a Democrat not
only by environment but by temperament. I am not only a
Democrat with a big " D," but I am a democrat with. a little bit
of a "d." Among my friends I count ditch diggers and millionaires. I have never known, even by any inquiry of my own,
how much money or how much birth any man has behind him.
I have merely known the man:· I am a democrat of the democrats with a little bit of a "d." I am almost a social democrat, in fact, in certain respects. But when the Senator comes
to me and asks me to menace my wife and my daughters rather
than to have a little "parliamentary complication," as he calls
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it, I confess I am deaf and dumb to the appeal. I am only
astonished at one thing.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. Deaf but not dumb.
Mr. WILLIAl\lS. l\lr. President, I can not help my deafness.
I am not dumb, and if 1.mder the circumstances I had assumed
to be dumb in order to please the Senator from New Mexico I
would be fal e to Mississippi; I would have been false to her
family life; I would have been false to the white man's civilization; I would have been false to Mississippi's traditions and her
:kleals.
I love the President of the United States personally better than
any man on this floor, I expect. I would follow him in any real
war measure, that I thought was a real war measure, to the
limit. My boys are following him, my sons-in-law and nephews
nre following him, and· I have been doing everything I knew how
to help him. I would not put a feather's weight upon his shoulder to save my own life so far as his shoulders are bearing the
burdens of this war. But when the P1·esident of the United
States tells me that we can not whip Hindenburg, that we can
not outmaneuver Ludendorff. that we can not scatter the Bulgarians, that we can not reconquer Palestine unless the negro
women in the State of Mississippi can vote, I deeline to agree
with him, and I decline to agree with the Senator from New
Mexico. who is here assuming to speak for him.
Now, I want a vote on this proposition, and I want a square,
frank, honest vote. I want every man on the other side of the
Chamber to ex:pre. by his vote his real convictions, as I do
want every man on this side to do it. I have seen in the last
two days--never mind what I have seen; let it go--I have seen
men o·ying to- a void a vote upon this proposition, men who want
white civilization, white supremacy, nnd a homogeneous population, racially speakin"', coming to me and begging that they may
b{' relieved of the bitter dose of facing a yea-and-nay vote upon
this question.
Do you think that you can make a great wol'id power of
America upon any other bn.sis in the world e:xcept a. white
basi ·• a basis of white man's civilization, white man's traditions
and ideals and code of ethics and fum:ily life? If you do, you
haT"e not sense enough to shake \vithin the limits. of a mustard
shelL Nine out of ten of yon agree with me and even out of the
nine have not the eom·age to filce the chalk mark.
1\ow, Mr. President, one word more and I am done, and done
for good. I leave the result in the lap of the gods; r care nothing about it. God will tnke care of the result. 1 take cure of
my conscience and my vote and my voice. Whatever happen · in
the long run, happens all right, because God rules this world.
Mr. President, the la t word that I \vant to say is this: I belong to the old slave-holding class of the South. I never belonged to the nigger-hating and nigger-baiting class of the South.
They were never compo ed of slaveholders. 'Ve took care of our
darkies like they were members of our- own family in a way, because in a sense they were. There are 50 or 15 I have upon my
roll, and amongst them some of the mo t honest and true and
loyal men and women I have ever known in my life, white. or
black. Nobody can make a nigger baiter out of me; nobody
can make a nigger hater out of me; and nobody in Mississippi
can ever make out of me a man who gajned, or would gain, office
by "cussing" negroes. I not only have no bate for them; I
bave a positive gratitude to them. On a plantation with 150
negroes during the Civil War, only 6 left How many Yankee
raids there were I do not remember. Three of those six came
back and said that they were impre eel to drive teams.
One of them stayed out and was killed with Custer-out 'Vest,
where Custer was killed-a very gOO<l boy. I have none of that
general talk about race hatl·ed and race prejudice, but I have got
1·ace knowledge, and I lulve ra.ce knowledge from a knowledge
of both races under my own eye . It is not a question of color.
It is not a question of hair. It is a question of inward racial
tendencies and traits.
I am not willing to cast this -vote, even at the behe"'t of the
Pre ident of the United States, whom I love a if he were my
only brother. I have only one brother, and he and I are closer
kin than any two brothers in the world, so close that we meet
to have business transactions only once in a year. He keeps
my own private affairs and tells me how much I owe him or how
much he owes me. I love the President of the United States
with that sort of intense personal affe<>tion, but I can not see for
the life of me what Ludendorff and Hindenburg and the Bulgarian. and Turks in Macedonia and Palestine can ha-ve to do
with the right of negro women to vote in the State of l\fissi sippL
Now, adopt my amendment and enfranchise the white women.
Yom· wife and your daughter are just as fit to vote as youracially, traditionally, ideally. Enfranchi e them and mine.
Then I will vote with you, and then you will accomplish a great
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purpose, and you will save the Pacific slope from Oriental domination remotely, and you will save the South from any sort of
domination except the white man's :mel woman's domination
now and hereafter.
The Senator from Colorado tells me there are "parliamentary
complications." That may be. The two Houses might spend
a little time in conference debating whether or not they should
enfranchise white women. I want to enfranchise white women,
because I love them with all my soul. I started my life loving
my mother, and I shall end it with loving my wife, and I shall
end it by loving a lot of the sweete t daughters that you e-ver
knew. Talk about "complications! " Why should you complicate this question of the white women's right to vote with the
right of the Japanese, Chinese, and negroes to vote? By the
way, :M r. Pre ident, I hope you heaTd me say negroes and not
" niggers.."
If I were tak.irrg care of my own dark:ies upon my own plantation, with no motive in the world except their intere ·t, I woultl
take the exact stand I am taking to-day, because I want to disarm the hostility of the white demagogues against the negro
race; and the minute that the negroes a.re helpless and powerless to threaten white domination and white supremacy and
the supremacy of the white man's civilization and family life
the e demagogues are disarmed. If I were a negro standing
here to-day, I would take this position in behalf of the negroes
of the States of Sooth Carolina, Loui iana, Mississippi, Georgia,
Alabama, Texas, and the balance of the cotton States where
they form such a proportion of the population as to con: titute
a menace in the mind of the white man and woman, and therefore constitute a cause of hosWity, and therefore constitute a
pretext for demagogues to run for office on a pure negro question and nothing el e.
Mr~ SHAFROTH.
Mr. P1·esident, the suggestion which I
mnde to the Senate in order to avoid further discussion upon
this measure and to get it to a vote must have been a very iEportunt suggestion, for it seemed to raise a storm of indignation
upon the part of the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. WILLIAMS].
The Senator from Missi ippi is again t this measure.
M:r. WILLIA.l\!S. I beg the Senator's pardon. If the measm·e
enfranchises the white women of the United States and does not
enfranchise the negroe ·and Japane e and Chinese, I am for the
mea ure.
Mr. SHAFROTH~ I will a k the Senator if the measure is
not amended in any particular, will he vote for it?
:rtlr. WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. SHAFROTH. That i what I thought.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Of cour e not.
Mr. SHAFROTH. l\1r. President, the Senator is against
thLg measure. He knows, or he ooght to know, that with his
amendment and other aruendm.ents on the joint resolution there
woulll not be a ghost of a show of ever .having it ratified by
three-fourths of the Stafes of the Union.
The parliamentary situation to which I referred becomes au
important factor in determining ho\v friend of the mea ure
should vote. As I sugge~ted.. no matter how important or how
wise the amendment might be, the very fact that it is to be
placed on the House joint resolution and the Hou. e in order to
carry the measure must again vote in favor of its passage by
a two-thirds majority shows the danger of the situation. Any
amendment attached to it in the Senate would compel the joint
re olution to go back to the House and run the hazard of the
loss by one vote; and it seems to me that uny friend of thi~
measure would not put upon the joint re olution any amendment that would make it run that hazard of defeat.
1\fr. SMITH of Michigan. ~fr. Pre ident---Mr. SHAFROTH. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. Sl\llTH of Michigan. I do not like to have the stfltement of the Senator from Colorado go uncontradicted. The
truth i - I am very sure I am right-that any amendment placed
on the joint resolution requires a majority vote in the Hou e
of Representative to pass it, and only a majority vote. The
statement of the Senator from Colorado ought not to "'0 unchallenged. While I do not sympathize with the amendment
proposed by the Senator from Mississippi and, of cour e,
would not vote for it, it is not quite accurate to say thnt the
loss of one vote from the vote a it passed in the House would
defeat tlle joint r olution. If a conference is asked, the report
could be adopted by a majority vote there, or it coold here.
1\fr. SHAFROTH. l\1r. Pre:;:ident. that will have to be the
ca e upon the final pa aae of the joint resolution in the House,
and I can not agree with the position of the Senator from
l'tlichigan.
Mr. SMITH of 1\Iichigan. I am orry the Senator can not
agree with me. We haYe both serYed in the House, and I a!ll
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sure I have stated the rule correctly, and I favor the joint reso- year and one-half, and it has rtm the gantlet of parliamentary
lution. tactics to the present time.
l\1r. SHAFROTH. I concede that here in the passage of this
If it were sent back to the House of Representatives, the
proposed amendment a majority vote can carry it and as to chances are that that body would not consent to any amendment,
amending the joint resolution hereafter, but upon the final con- because, knowing that amendment would not meet the favor of
summation of the passage of the measure we have got to have a three-fourths of the Stutes, they would say it would be a useless
two-thirds majority. That being the case, I can not see how by thing to pass the joint resolution after it was amended, for the _
sending it over to the House it can maintain itself unless it has very reason that it would be defeated. I have not any doubt
a two-thirds majority on final passage.
that the Senator is earnest in this matter. I have not any doubt
l\fr. 'VILLIAMS. l\1r. President-that be thinks civilization is at stake with relation to his home
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colo- people. I do not think so.
rado yield?
But, Mr. President, three-fourths of the States have a right
Mr. SHAFROTH. I yield.
to determine that as well as the Senator has, and inasmuch n.s
l\fr. W'I LLIAl\fS. Does the Senator from Colorado really be- the Constitution has provided a method by which a constitulim·e that extending the suffrage in the United States to his tional amendment can be passed, it creates a test which has been
wife and daughters and sisters and mine and to the white women made in the Constitution itself as to the wisdom of the measure.
of the United States, and stopping it there, would weaken the The Senator himself ought to concede that when three-fourths
vote of the white race, solely represented in both Houses of the of the States say that the constitutional · amendment is good he
National Legislature by men like him and me'!
might be mistaken in his thought that it would be so detril\lr. SHAFROTH. I believe in the extension of the franchise mental to the people of his section.
in every particular. I believe it is simply a question of
l\.fr. THOMAS. Mr. President-giving-The PRESIDING OFFICER (1\Ir. LEWIS in the chair). Does
1\Ir. ·wiLLIAMS. The Senator does not answer my question. the Senator from Colorado yield to his colleague?
Mr. SHAFROTH. I yield.
l\1r. SHAFROTH. I do not know that I took it in. I was
reading a note at the time.
Mr. THO:\IAS. I desire to nsk my colleague whether at this
1\Ir. WILLIAMS. I will ask it again.
hour, when thousands of both "IThite men and black meH under
1\Ir. SHA.FROTH. .All right.
the colors of the United States . are fighting the battle for
· Mr. WILLIAMS. Does the Senator really believe that with democracy on the bloody fields of France, it is tt.e· appropriate
white men in the House and in the Senate a proposition for time in the consideration of a great constitutional amendment
woman suffrage would be weakened in their minds by confining to discriminate as we would discriminate if the amendment proit. to white women?
.
posed by the senior Senator from Mississippi were adopted?
Mr. SHA.FROTH. I say you can never pass the joint resoluMr. SHAFROTH. I thank my colleague for the suggestion.
tion by three-fourths of the States of the Union-That was one of the reasons why I did not feel it was exactly
1\fr. WILLIAl\1S. I will ask the Senator-.
the proper thing to enter into a discussion with relation to the
l\Ir. SHA.FROTH. I believe the placing of this amendment merits of the amendment, and I rose solely for the purpose of
upon the joint resolution would absolutely prevent its adoption expediting the votes that are to be taken upon amendment to
by three-fourths of the States.
the joint resolution.
·
l\Ir. WILLIAMS. I will ask the Senator this question, and
1\lr. President, as I was saying, parliamentary tactics often
then I will not worry him any further.
defeat a measure. You can load a bill with so many amend1\Ir. SHA.FROTH. Very well; I · am willing to yield.
ments that even if they are good amendments you will find
· l\Ir. 'VILLIA.l\IS. I have known the Senator for a long time people will differ with relation to them, and consequently the
in the House and in the Senate. We have been friends, and very bill might be lost. That is done ev~n in ordinary legislation.
That can be done even in the passage of bills; but when you
close friends.
l\Ir. SHAFROTH. Very close friends.
add to that the fact that this joint resolution not only would
1\lr. 'VILLIAl\fS. 'Vould the fact that if white women alone have to go to the House of Representatives again but would
·were enfranchised weaken this amendment in the mind of the have to go to all the States, with the danger that 12 States in
Senator from Colorado himself?
the Union might defeat it, it would be almost criminal, it seems
l\lr. SHA.FROTH. Yes; I belie\e that you could not get a to me, to couple with this joint resolution an amendment that
measure of that kind through.
might make the measure disputable as to its merits. We have
1\fr. WILLIAMS. That is not the question I asked the Sena- three amendments here. Suppose you were to put all three of
tor. I asked whether in his opinion it would weaken it.
them on the joint resolution, would there be a chance on earth
Mr. SHAFROTH. Yes; I think it would. I think we must. of having the joint resolution passed by three-fourths of the
recognize democracy. That is what you have got to do, and yon States?
must recognize it in everybody.
That is one of the methods of defeating a measure. One of
::\Jr. WILLIAMS. I understand the democracy of the Senator the ways is to load it up so that somebody will object to it:
from Colorado consists in holding to the enfranchisement of That is the method which can be invoked in behalf of some of
women without regard to race or anything else?
those who are directly opposed, for the purpose of getting aid
l\1r. SMITH of Michigan. 1\Ir. President-in some other direction, to a limited extent, and then the joint
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colo- resolution will fail.
rado yield to the Senator from Michigan?
Mr. President, I ha\e called attention to this matter, because
1\Ir. SHAFROTH. I decline to yield.
I think it is paramount at this time with relation to the success
Mr. Sl\1ITH of Michigan. I think the Senator ought to yield; of this vote. That being the case I hope that we can proceed to
there is no chance for n real disagreement on the rule.
vote.
Mr. SHAFROTH. I do not think so.
Mr. PHELAN. :Mr. P1·esident, I have already addressed the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Colorado de- Senate upon this question, but I desire at th.is point to correct
clines to yield.
what possibly is an erroneous impressjon created by the SenaMr. SMITH of 1\Iichigan. Very well; I will take my own time tor from Mississippi [1\fr. WILLIAMS] that the wives of Japaif the rule is raised.
nese or Chinese are in any way affected lJy this amendment.
Mr. SHAFROTH. All right; I am perfectly willing that the The Chinese and Japanese under our natura:Uzation laws are inS~nator should take all the time he cares to take.
eligible to citizenship. The naturalizntion laws provide for the
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. I will not take the Senator's time; natmalization only of persons of the white race. Therefore,
the danger is not that the House will not concur, but the States their fortunes are not at all involved in this amendment.
might refuse to ratify the resolution with the amendment of the
1\Ir. JONES of New Mexico. 1\lr. President, I am sure we
Senator from Mississippi attached. This is the only real danger have all been impressed by the earnestness of the Senator from
~vhich I apprehend from amendments.
• Mississippi [Mr. 'VILLIAMS] in discussing his amendment. I
Mr. SHA.FROTH. I am perfectly willing to yield, but let me know that he feels that he has touched upon a Yery important
get in one expression concerning this matter, and then the Sena- subject, and I would not undertake in any way to treat with
tor may either ask me a question cr he can take his own time levity any proposition which he might advance. On yesterday
in e2..--plaining the situation.
I listened with great interest to an able speech lJy the Senator
Mr. Presiuent, the situation is that bills'and joint resolutions from New Jersey [1\Ir. FRELINGHUYSE...~] discussing an amend- ·
can be and are defeated continually, both in this body and in the ment which he has offered. I know that he feels that he has
House of Representatives, by the creation of parliamentary presented a thought that is worthy of the serious consideration
situations. They can be defeated by filibusters; they can be of the Senate. These are subjects which at the proper time
defeated in a number of other ways. We have a situation now or on some proper occasion might be discussed by the various
where we have had this measure before the Senate for about a • Senators who entertain divergent vievrs regarding them.
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But I wan:t to make one statement~ and that is that this proposed amendment to the Constitution as it comes to us from
the other House is -in the same form which it had when it was
presented to Congress many decades ago. It has become sanctified by age. The people of the United States, the women and
the men who have been discussing this tremendous questio~
ha--ve framed their arguments around the joint resolution a it
comes to us from the House; and I know, Mr. President, that
if any amendment were put upon the joint resolution it would
be a decided disappointment to the millions of men and women
of this country who give to this resolution their hearty support.
So, with all due deference to Senators who hn.ve propo ed
amendments, I can only request that such amendments be laid
aside for future consideration, should the Congress of the
United States deem the time opp01·tune. Therefore, Mr. President, I move that the amendment proposed by the Senator
from 1\Iissi ippi be laid upon the table.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The motion before the Senate
i that of the enator from New Mexico [lli. .ToNEs), that the
proposed amendment of the Senator from 1\fississippi [Mr. WILLIAMS) be laid upon tile table. ·
Mr. REED. On that I ask for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
l\1r. REED. 1\Ir. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum. I simply want to get every Senator here.
The .PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Mi souri
suggests the absence of a quorum. The Secretary will call the
roll.
•
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators answered to their names :
"A shurst
Baird
Bankhead
Beckham
Benet
Brandegec
Calder
Chamberlain
Colt
Cummins
Curtis
Dillingham
Drew
Fernald
Fletcher
France
Gerry
-Goff
Gore
Gronna

Gulon
Hale
Hardwick
H ndcrson
.Johnson, S.Dak.
.Tone , N. JI.IIC'x.
Jones, Wash.
Kellogg
Kendrick
Kenyon
Kirby
Knox
La Foliette
Lenroot
L wis
Lodge
McKellar
McLean
McNary
Martin, Ky.

Martin, Va.
Nelson
New
Norris
Nugent
Overman
Page
Penrose
Phelan
Pittman
Poindex-ter
Pomerene
Ransdell
Reed
Robinson
..:bafroth
Sheppard
~hields

• immons
Smith, ..uiz.

Smith, Ga.
Srnlth :Md.
mith, ?rlkh.
Smith, S.C.
Smoot
Sterling
Sutherland
Thomas
Thompson
Townsend
Trammell
Underwood
Vardamrtn
Wadsworth
Warren
Wat on
Weeks
Wiltley

Williams
Wolcott

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair begs to announce
the absence of the Senator from Utah [1\Ir. KINo], on account of
illness.
Eighty Senators hanng responded to their names, there is a
quorum pre ent. The question is on the nwtion· of the Senator
from New fexico [1\lr. .Jol\"'"ES) to lay on the table the amend' ment of the Senator from 1\Iis i sippi [Mr. 'VILLllMS]. The
yeas and nay having been ordered on the motion, the Secretary
will call the roll.
The Secretary proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. WALSH (when his name wa called). I hase a general
pair with the Senator from New .Jersey [1\Ir. FRELIN6HUYSEN],
who, I notice, is not in the Chamber. I am advised, however,
that if he were pre ent the Senator from New .Jersey would vote
as I propose to do, and I accordingly vote. I vote " yea.'~
l\fr. WILFLEY (when his name was called). I have a pair
with the junior Senator from Virginia [l\fr. SWANSON), who is
not here. If I were allowed to vote, I should vote" yea."
The roll call was concluded.
1\fr. BECKHAl\1. I have a pair with the senior Senator from
N w Ramp hire [1\Ir. HoLLis]. In hi absence I withhold my
:vote.
Mr. THO~PSON (after having voted in the affirmative). I
have a pair with the Senator from Dlinois [Mr. SHERMAN], but
I have an understanding with him that either of us may vote
,on thls proposition. The Senator from illinois, if present,
would vote ns I do; so I will let my vote stand.
l\Ir. MARTIN of Virginia. I desire to say that my colleague
[l\Ir. SWANSON] is detained from the Senate by seriou illness
.in his family. If he were present, my colleague would vote
~· nar."
1\fr. BRANDEGEE (after having "VOted in the negative). I
have voted under the impre sion tllat th question was on the
. adoption of the amendment of the Senator from l\li issippi,
but now understanding that the motion is to lay his amendment
on the ta.bie, I change my vote from " nay " to " yea."
Mr. WATSON (after having voted in the affirmative). I have
a general pair with the junior Senator from Delaware [Mr.
·:WoLcoTT]. I now di co\er that he did not vote. I therefore
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transfer my pair with him to the Senator from California [l'Hr.
JoHNsoN], and will permit my \Ote to stan<l.
Mr. COLT (after having voted in the affirmative). I lla\e a
general pair with the senior Senator from Delaware [1\Ir. SAUL •
BURY), but I am nt liberty to vote on the amendment. I mll,
therefore, allow my Tote to stand.
l\1r. CURTIS. I desire to anonnce the ab ence of the ju11ior
Senator, from Ohio [Mr. IlARDI~o] on the liberty-loan campaign.
Were be present, the Senator from Ohio would \Ote "rea."
The re: nit wa announced-yeas 61, nays 22, as follows:
Ashurst
Baird
Brandegee
Calder
Cbamherlaln
Colt
Cummins
Curtis
Dillingham
Drew
Fernald
France
Gerry
Goli
Gronna
Hale
Bankhead
Benet
Borah
Fletc-her
Gore
Gulon
Beckham
Culber ·on
Fall
Frelingbuyscn

YEA.S-6L
McNary
Bentler on
Nel~;on
Hitchcock
J obnson, ~- Dak. New
Norris
.Tones, N. :Mex.
Jones, Wah.
Nugent
Kellogg
Own
Kendriclt
l'ag-e
Kenyon
Penro c
Kirby
Phelan
Pittman
Knox
Poindexter
La Follette
Pomerene
Lenroot
Itansd II
Lewis
Robinson
Lodge
!-;hafroth
McCumber
Sheppanl
McLean
NAYS-22.
llardwick
Reed
McKellar
Shields
Martin, Ky.
1 immonR
Martin, Va.
Smith, Ga.
Myers
Smith, Md.
Overman
Smith, S. C.
NOT VOTL"G-13.
IIarding
Saulsbury
llollls
1 berman
.John on, CaL
wanson
King
Wilfiey

~mitb, Atiz.
mith, Mich.
.'moot
8terllng
8utbel'iand
Tboillil
Tbomp on
Town Pnd
\Ya<l;;woL·th
Wal b

Warren

Wntson
Week~:~

Trammell
UndRrwood
Vardaman
Williams

Wolcott

So the amendment of !1r. WILLIA:lis was laid on the table.
1\lr. SMOOT. 1\Ir. Pre iuent1 at the request of the Senntol'
from New .Jersey [1\Ir. FRELINGHUYSE~] I pre ent the arneullment I send to the de k, and I should like at the same t."ime to a k
for a yea-and-nay vote upon it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah, in
behalf of the Senator from New Jer~ey, presents an amendment,
which wiH· be read by the Secretary.
The SECRErARY. At th end of the joint resolution, aftl?r the
word "sex:," it is propo ed to insert the following:
but no male per on who is not a citizen of the United States ball exerct·e the right of sutl'rage at an election for Senators and Repre ututives in Congre
or for electors for President and Vice Presl<lent ot
the nited States, and no female pert>on who is not such a citjzen otberwis:! than by marriage, or who, having acquired citizen hip by marriage,
bas not complied with such requirements and condition as may be prescribed by the Congress, shall exercise such right.

l\1r. .TOl\'ES of New 1.Iexico. Mr. Pre ident, I belie\e that all
Senators present under tand that there are sub tantial reasous
why no amendment is desired. The reasons have been giYen at
con iderable length, and I therefore move that this amendment-l\ir. Sl\lOOT. Will the Senator withhold his motion for u
moment, because I wish to make a statement?
Mr. .TOl\"'ES of New l\lexico. Very well.
Mr. SMOOT. 1\lr. President, I am in full accord with the
statement just made by the Sena{or from New l\le:xico. I hull
vote against . the amendment if it is voted on directly ; ancl if
the vote comes on a motion to lay it on the table I shall vote in
favor of that motion.
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from New
::Uex:ico yield to the SenDtor from Idaho?
1\Ir. .TONES of New l\1exico. I yiel<l.
Mr. BORAH. Why can we not have n vote direct on the
amendment? We can take it quite us quickly as on a motion
to lay on the table.
l\Ir . .TO~TES of New Mexico. I will say to the Senator that"' I
do not' want to show any partialit"y. I movetl to lay the amendment of the Senator from 1\lissi ippi [Mr. WILLIAMS] on the
table, and would really prefer that the same action be tal.:en
regarding the amendment now offered.
• Mr. CALDER. Will the Senator f1·om New 1\Iexico withhold his motion for a moment?
l\lr. .TO... TE of New Mexico. I have not made the motion
as yet, and I yield to the enator from New York.
1\lr. CALDER. l\fr. President, I am oppo ed-1\lr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senat01· from New York
has the floor by the con ent of the Senator from New Mexico.
l\fr. JONE of New 1\Iex:ico. If the
nator from ·ew York
desire · to addre s the Senate, I will yield the floor for tbnt
purpo~e.

I
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Mr. CALDER. I should like to occupy the floor for a moment
or two.
1\Ir. WILLIAMS. I wish to ask the Senator from New Mexico
a question. Why did he move to lay my amendment on the
table and not move to lay the amendment just offered on the
table?
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. I have just stated, 1f the Senator
will pardon me, that I intended to move to la.y the amendment
offered by the Senator from Utah for the Senator from New
Jersey on the table.
.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Ah, I understand ; the Senator has just
yielded to allow the Senator from New York to make a few re.
marks of a desultory and unnecessary character on his proposition. Why did the Senator from New Mexko come to that determination?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair has recognized the
Senator from New York.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. With all deference to the Senator
fr<>m Mississippi, 1 think he had an opportunity to make some
remarks.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Oh, yes; before the Senator made the
motion to lay my amendment on the table.
]lr. JONES of New Mexico. And every Senator had an opportunity to discuss it.
Mr. BRANDEGEE. I ask for the regular order.
· The PRESIDING OFFICER. The regular order being demanded by the Senator from ·Connecticut, the Chair will have
to bold, the Senator from New Mexico having yielded to the
Senator from New York, and the Senator from New York having
been recognized by the Chrur, that the Senator from New York
has the floor.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. I am sure the Senator from
New York will yield to me in order that I may put myself
right with the Senator from Mississippi.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from New
York yield to the Senator from New Mexico?
1\Ir. CALDER. I do, with pleasure.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. I submit to the Senator from
1\fis issippi that every Senator present who desired to discuss
the amendment proposed by the Senator from Mi.ssis ippi had
an opportunity to do so before I made the motion to lay the
amendment on the table; and I am only according a like privilege to the Senator from New York and to any other Senator
regarding the amenillnent now pending. I am sure the Senator
from 1\fississippi will not feel that I have been at all partial as
against him. The Senator from Mississippi knows thnt if there
is any Senator in the Chamber to whom I would extend deference it is the Senator from Mississippi.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I knew that, and I knew, as
a llliltter of personal friendship between the Senator from New
Mexico and me, that everything was all right; but I just wanted
to indicate to the galleries, who seem to be present in considerable number to-day and who seem to be very influential in -controlling Senators' votes, that there were discriminations against
Senators from the South as compared with Senators from the
North, in that the Senator from New Mexico made a motion to
lay my amendment upon the table, thereby cutting off further
debate, while he had refrained from making a similar motion
with regard to the amendment of the Senator from New Jersey,
who is a very much more important democratic factor, spelled
:with a little "d," than I
l\Ir. JONES of New Mexico. If I had known that the Senator
from Mississippi desired to speak, I should have withheld my
previous motion, as I will withhold my motion in this instance,
so as to give the Senator from New York an opportunity to discuss the pending amendment.
Mr. CALDEH. 1\Ir. President, I am opposed to the amendment
of the Senator from New Jersey [Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN], first, for
the reason given by the Senator from New Mexico [1\fr. JoNES].
I do not think it wise to imperil the passage of the suffrage
amendment by attaching to it any amendment of this character.
Secondly, I oppose it for the reason given by the senior Senator
from Minnesota [Mr. NELSON] yesterday, when he stated that
this matter could be amply provided for by legislation. Thirdly,
and perhaps most important, I am opposed to it because we have
in this country to-day 5,800,000 white women of foreign birth,
many of whom are now voting, and all of whom would be disfranchised by this provision, although married to citizens of the
United States. I have in mind a woman who came to this country from Europe when she was 1 year . of age, who has lived
here for seventy odd years, who was educated here, and who is
the mother of children born in this country. Under the terms
of the amendment now pending she would be disfranchised. I
think the amendment is a very unwise one, and hope it will be
defeated.
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Mr. McLEAN. Mr. President, I shall not occupy the floor
more than seven minutes, and I do that only because· of the
appeal which was addressed to me in common with my col·
leagues by the Chief Executive on yesterday.
I have voted for every real or alleged war measure since the
w.ar began. and I have done so because I believed that those
measures were wise and reasonable under all the circumstances.
I deeply regret, therefore, that I can not respond favorably to
the appeal made by the Chief Executive; but I can not do so,
because the more I have thought and the more I have heard
upon this matter the firmer has become my conviction that this
resolution, if adopted, will impose upon the women of America
war responsibilities which they neither desire nor anticipate.
Discouraging and dep1·essing as it is to them and to all of us,
we must all admit that to-day force, physical force, physical
force without stint, still remains the ultimate defender of all
we hold most sacred. We must see to-day that the bayonet is
-all that stands between us and unspeakable disaster. 1\Ir. President, it is not the fault of the mothers that they are not as .
well fitted by nature to use the bayonet as are their sons. I
think it is to the credit of the sons that, so far in the history of
this Republic, they ha\e never declined to use the bayonet in the
defense of their mothers, and it is unthinkable to me that they
will not in the future, as they have in the past, defend their
mothers in peace as well as in war, with the ballot as well as
with the bayonet.
It i.'S my opinion that there is no one within the sound of my
voice who believes that the time will ever come when a
majority of the men in any legislative assembly in this country
will cease to love and cherish and defend their mothers. Nevertheless, .Mr. President, and unnecessary as it seems to me to be,
I would be willing to support a measure that would confer upon
the women th.e burden of the ballot upon all matters where
their responsibility is coextensive with that of men. I say
" the burden of the ballot " ; I call it a burden. It may be a
right, it may be a privilege, b.u t it is always a grave responsibility, and one which I sincerely hope will not prove to be too
heavy for mortals to bear.
The women should have the right and the duty to vote upon
all questions affecting the education of their children. This has
been for many years the law in the State which I have the honor
in part to represent, and it may be fair for me to state here that
the women of Connecticut have substantially ignored that duty.
The laws of my State give every preference to the wife, and
they carefully guard every property interest of the women.
This is as it should be; but this joint resolution goes beyond
that. This joint resolution gQes beyond the seas and above the
clouds. It attempts to tamper with the ballot box, over which
mother nature always has had and always will have supreme
control; and such attempts always have ended and always will
end in failm.·e and misfortune.
We have had a recent demonstration of the accuracy of tllis
statement, and I am surprised that the President of the United
States seems to have forgotten it. He may have been disappointed, but I was pleased and reassured in April, 1917, when I
read in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD that the woman Representative in this Congress, wLen subjected to the "acid test,'' bad
proved herself to be just what God made her-a womanly woman
under all circumstances-and I was reassured and pleased when
I was told by one of the leaders in the suffrage movement in my
State that had she been a 1\iember of Congress in April, 1917, she
would have voted as Miss RA!I.'XIN did, against war, although she
believed in a vigorous prosecution of the war once it had been
declared.
I was again pleased and reassured when, upon inquiry, I
found that she fairly represented h.e r sex. I should despair of
the future if such were not the case. 1\1r. President, I dare not
think of what would have happened to all of us if in April, 1917.:
the balance of power in the American Congress bad been in the
hands of those so constituted physically and sviritually that
they could not vote for war under any circumstances, and I
shudder when I think of what will happen to this co\mtry in
the future when such conditions prevail.
So, Mr. President, it is my belief that until wars and rumors
of wars shall cease justice, simple justice, to the women of
this country demands that all questions involving declarations
of war and terms of peace should be left to that sex which must
do the fighting and t;he dying on the battle field. It may be
that the Almighty made a mistake when He gave superior
strength to the male; but if He did, I do not believe that this
Congress o the Chief Executive can remedy it.
That is all I care to say upon this subject, Mr. President.
Of cd'Urse, the women have done a noble work and made every
sacrifice required. There is nothing in language that can
adequately measure the value of their services. in this war5
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But, 1\Ir. Prel'ident, if the responsibility of the franchise is to be
exten<le<l or limited, those of us above the fighting age should
be denied the ballot, and it should be given to the boys between 18 aml 21 who have just been called to the colors; but
they are not asking it, and they will not ask it unless they fear
that their representatives in the American Congress will accept
less than unconditional surrender from our foe, and until they
ask it it is my belief that their mothers should be and remain
both proud and content.
l\lr. KENYON. 1\Ir. President, two minutes is all that I desire.
The civilized world to-day is following two great leaders in
statecraft, belienng in them, trusting in them. One is the
President of the United States, Woodrow Wilson; the other is
Lloyd-George, the premier of Great Britain. The President has
spoken to the Senate on this great question. I think it is altogether fitting to place as a companion piece to his remarks the
letter of Lloyd-George to the Interallied Woman's Congress in
Paris, held in August last, and I therefore ask that the Secretary read the letter, which I send to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there be no objection, the
Secretary will rend as requested.
The Secretary read as follows :
WOMEX OF EXGLAXD HA\J!l SAVED THE ALLIED CAUSE, LLOYD-GEORGE TELLS
WOMEX'S CONGRESS IN PARIS.
.
PARIS, August 21.

Premier Lloyd-George sent this letter to the Interallied Women's
Congress:
" I am anxious to bear testimony to the tremendous part played by
the women of Eng1and in this vita1 epoch of human history. They have
not only borne their burden of sorrow and separation with unflinching
fortitude and patience, but they have assumed an enormous share of
the burdens neces nry to the practical conduct of the war.
" It It had not been for the splendid manner In which the women
came ~orward to work in the hospitals and munlti{)D factories, in admin·
1strahve offices of all kinds, and in war work behind the lines often in
daily danger of their lives, Great Britain and, I believe, all the allies
would have been unable to withstand the enemy attacks of the last few
months. For this service to our common cause humanity owes them
unbounded gratitude.
"In the past I have heard it said that women were unfit· to vote because they would be weak when it came to understanding the issues and
bearing the strains of a great war. My experience in South Wales last
week is what bas confirmed me in the belief that the women there understand perfectly what is at stake In this war. I believe they recognize
as clearly as any that there can be no peace, progress, or happiness in
the world so long as the monster of militarism is able to stalk unbridled
and unashamed among the weaker people!'!.
" To them this war ls a crusade of righteousness and gentleness and
they do not mean to make peace until the allles have made it impossible
for another cnrnivnl of violence to befall mnnkind. I am certain that
this resolution of the women of South Wales Is but typical of the spirit
of the women of the rest of Great Britain.
" This war began in order that force and brutality might crush out
freedom among men. Its authors can not have foreseen that one of its
main efl'ects would be to give women a commanding position and intlu·
ence Ln the public afl'airs of the world. To their ennobling influence we
look not only for strength to win the war, but tor ins&iration during
f:~.fn~at work of reconstruction we will have to underta e after victory
" The women who have been flocking to France to work for the allles
are among the foremost leaders in this great movement of regeneration. My message to their representatives gathered in Paris is this:
• Well done. Carry on. You are helping to create a new earth for yourselves and your children.' "

1\lr. GORE. l\1r. President, I merely wish to say that I fa\or
the object sought to be accomplished by the amendment of the
Senator from New Jersey [l\1r. FRELINGHUYSEN]. I think that
unnnturalized aliens ought to be disfranchised. I think that
citizenship of too United States ought to be made a prerequisite
to voting, not only for Senators and Representatives tn Congress, but for electors for President and Vice President of the
United States. If the se>eral States will not disfranchise unnaturalized aliens, then I think the Congress and three-fourths
of the States, in accordance with the Constitution, ought to
take that nece~snry step--a step to safeguard the elections in
this country.
Some seven or eight States to-day permit unnaturalized aliens
to >ote under certain conditions and limitations. Several of
these States are pi>otal States. It might happen that a sufficient number of unnaturalized ali~ns would-vote in these States
to constitute the controlling factor in electing a sufficient number of Senators and Representatl\es to constitute the controlling factors in the two Houses. It might be that unnaturalized
aliens in these States would constitute the controlling factor in
electing a sufficient number of presidential electors to constitute
_ the controlling factor in the electoral college. I say that may
happen. Of course, it mny be answered that it has not happened and will not h~ppen; but, sir, the possibility of such an
occurrence ought to be prevented.
I have offered an amendment substantially the same as that
presented by the Senator frQm New Jersey. I send it to the
desk and ask that it be read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklat10ma
tenders an amendment, which will now be read by the Secretary;
The SECRETARY. At the end of line 11 it ·is proposed to add
tlll?. follo'iving:
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. No pet·son other thnn n citizen of the United States shall be entitled to vote for Senators and Representatives in Congress or for
electors for President and Vice President of the United States.

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, if this amendment or the amend·
ment offered by the Senator from New Jersey were agreed to it
would not uisfranchise, as I understand, the women described
b! .the Senator fr?m New York [Mr. CALDER]. It would permit
Clbzens of the Uruted States, native-born or naturalized citizens,
to \ote. The women described by him are naturalized citizens
of the United States, as I understand. There are different
methods of naturalization. A person can become a citizen of
the. Un_ited States in only two ways-either by birth or by natu·
rahzatwn-and every person who is a citizen of the United
States has acquired that character in one or the other of these
two ways.
1\Ir. President, while I had given notice of my intention to
present this amendment, I have decided not to offer it and not
to press it upon the consideration of the Senate at this time.
I haYe_two reasons for this conclusion. First, I do not desire
to encumber the pending joint resolution. In the second place,
I have assurances coming from members of the Judiciary Com·
mittee on the part of Senators who are much interested in the
pending joint resolution, that they will take up the joint resolution
which I have offered and undertake to report it, or some similar resolution,-to the Senate. At some future time this measure
can be considered upon its own merits. I trust that 1t will be
reported at an early date, that it will be submitted to the States
by the Congress, and will be ratified by the required number of
States.
While I can not vote to table the amendment of the Senator
from New Jersey, I was not willing to take the responsibility
of pressing suc:h nn amendment upon the consideration of the
Senate at this time.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. :Mr. President, I move that the
amendment of the Senator from New Jersey be laid upon the
table.
Mr. LODGE. Upon that I ask for the yeas and nays.
Mr. VARDAMAN. l\1r. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Mississippi
makes a parliamentary inquiry. The Senator wlll state it.
Mr. VARDAMAN. I should like to know if the amendment
offered by the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. GoRE] was an amendment to the amendment offered by the Senator from New
Jersey?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair informs the Senator
that it was not, as the Chair is informed. The Senator from
New 1\lexico mo\es that the amendment of the Senator from
New Jersey be laid upon the table, upon which motion the Senator from Massachusetts asks for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered, and the Secretary proceeded
to call the roll.
Mr. BECKHAM (when his name was called). Announcing
again my pair with the Senator from New Hampshire [Mr.
HOLLIS], I withhold my \Ote.
Mr. THOMPSON (when his name was called). Making the
same announcement as before, I vote" yea."
1\fr. WALSH (when his name was called). As announced before, I ha\e a general pair with the mover of the amendment
[Mr. FRELINGHUYSE~]. I transfer the pair to the Senator from
Utah [Mr. KINo] and vote" yea."
1.\lr. WATSON · (when his name was called). Making the same
announcement as on the last roll call, I v-ote" nay."
1\Ir. WILFLEY (when his name was called). Again announcing my pair with the junior Senator from Virginia (Mr. SwANso~], I withhold my \ote.
The roll call was concluded.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. I again announce that my col·
league [Mr. SwANSON] is detained from the Senate by serious
illness in his family. If he were present, he would vote "nay."
The result was announced-yeas 50, nays 33, as follows :
Ashurst
Calder
Chamberlain
Colt
Cu1berson
Cummin s
Curti9
Fernald
France
Gerry
Goff
Gronna
Hender on
Bairtl
Bankhead
Benet
Borah
Brandegee

tJ..

YEAS-50.
Myers
Hitchcock
Johnson, S. Dak. Nelson
Norris
.Jones, N.Mex.
Nugent
Jones, Wash.
Kellogg
Owen
Page
Kendrick
Phelan
Kenyon
Pittman
Kirby
La Follette
Poindexter
Ransdell
Lenroot
Robinson
Lewis
Shafroth
l\IcKellar
l::;heppard
Mc .•.-ary
NAYS-33.
Dillingham
Hale
Drew
Hardwick
Knox
Fletcher
Gore
:.
ktc~~ber
Guion

Smith, Ariz.
. Smith, Mich.
· Smoot

~~~~!~fand

Thomas
Thompson
Walsh
Warren
Weeks
W'illlams

McLean
Martin, Va.
New
Overman
Penros~

1918.'
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Pomerene
Reed
Shields
Simmons
Beckham
Fnll
Frplinghuysen
Harding

Smith, Ga.
Smith, Md.
Smith, S.C.

Townsend
Trammell
Underwood

NOT VOTING-13.
Hollis
Martin. Ky.
.Johnson, Cal.
Saulsbury
King
Shel'man

Swanson
Wllfley
Wolcott

So Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN's amendment was laid on the table.
· l\.lr.. FLETCHER. Mr. President, I move to amend by striking
out, in line 11, page 1, the words " or by n.ny State," so that
if amended the amendment would read :
~ECTION 1. The right of citizens of- the United States to vote shall
not be denied or abridged by the United States on account of sex.

I have already made some allusion to the purpose of that
amendment.
Mr. SMOOT. I call f01~ the yeas and nays on the amendment.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Florida havin~ made the motion heard by the Senate, the Senator from New
Mexico is recognized, but the Chair desires to say to the Senator
from New Mexico that there has been a request for the yeas
and nays.
.
.
1\!r. JONES of New Mexico. I have no objection to that. I
desire to make motions similar to those I have previously
made regarding the other amendments. I move to lay this
amendment upon the table.
.
_ .
.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New Mexico
moves to lay the amendment of the Senator from Florida upon
the table.
Mr. FLETCHER. I ask for the yeas and nays on that motion.
~'he yeas nnd nays were ordered.
.
Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President, I ask that the Secretary
stn te the amendment. Some Senators do not seem to understand it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment of the Senator
from Florida wiU be stated by the Secretary.
.
The SECRETARY. On line 11 of the amendment it is propose<]
to strike out the words " or ·by any State," so that if amended
the section will read :
8ECTIO~. 1: Thl' ri~rht of citizens of the United States to vote shall
not be denied or abridged by the United States on account of sex.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment as read the
Senator from New Mexico [Mr. JoNES] moves to lay upon the
table. The yeas and nays were requested, and a sufficient nutn·
-ber having seconded, a roll call will be had,
· The Secretary proceeded to call tlie roll.
:Mr. BECKHAM (when hi name was called). I have a pah•
with the Senator from New Hampshire [Mr. HoLLts]. In his
absence, I withhold my vote.
1\Ir. \VALSH (when his name was called). I am 'informed
tbllt my pair, if present, woul_d vote in the affirmative, and I
shall vote. I vote " yea."
.
· .
.
Mr. WILFLEY (when his name was called). I am- pn.ired
with too junior ~enator from Virginia [Mr, SwANSON]. In-his
nbsence, I withhold my vote.
The roll call was concluded.
.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. I desire to announce tl~at my collea~ue [Mr. SwANSON] if present would vote" nay."
:
-The result was announced-yeas 65, nays 17, as follows:
YEAS-65.

Ashurst
Baird
Brandegee
Calde r
Chamberlain
Colt
Culberson
Cummins
Curtis
Dillingham
Drew
Fernald
France
Gerry
Goff

Gore

Gronna

Bankhead
Benet
Fletcher
tGuion
Hardwick
Beckham
Horah
Fall
Frelinghuysen

Hale
McLean
McNary ·
Henderson
Hitchcock
Myel'S
Johnson, S.Dak. Nelson
.Tone , N.Mex.
N£>w
.Jones, Wash.
Norris
Kellogg
Nugent
Kendrick
Owen
Kenyon ·
Page
Kirby
Penrose
Knox
Phelan
La Follette
Pittman
Len root
Poindexter
Lewi-e
Pomerene
Lodge
Ransdell
McCumber
Robinson
McKellar
Shafroth . N.AYS-17.
Martin, Va.
Smith, Ga.
Overman
Smith, Md.
Reed
Smith, S.C.
Shields
Trammell .
Simmons
Underwood
NOT VOTING-H.
Harding
Martin, Ky.
Holll!i
Saulsbury
.Johnson, Cal.
Sherman
King
Swanson

Sheppard
Smith, Ariz.
Smith, Mich.
Smoot
.
Sterling
Sutherland
ThomaS
Thompson
Townsend
Vardaman
Wad worth
Walsh
Warren
Watson

Williams
Wolcott

Weeks
WR.fiey

So Mr. F,LETCHER's amendment was laid on the table.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair will : _sc.ertain if
there be other amendments pending not disposed of. [After a
pause.] The joint resolution is as in Committee of the 'Vhole
and is still open to amendment. If there be no further amend·
ment, it will be reported to the Senate.
The joint resolution was reported to the Senate without
amendment, ordered to a third reading, and was read the third
time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The joint resolution having
been read the third time, the question is, Shall it pass?
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. I ask for the yea and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordere!L and the Secretary proceeded
to call the roll.
Mr. BECKHAI\f (when his name was called). On th1s vote
I am paired with the senior Senator from New Hampshire
[Mr. HoLLis] and the senior Senator from New Jersey [Mr.
FRELINGHUYSEN]. They are both absent, and I understand
that if present would vote "yea." If at liberty to vote, I
would vote " nay." In their absence, I withhold my vote.
·
Mr. BORAH (when his name was called). I am paired with
the Senator from New Mexico [Mr. FALL] and the Senator
from Ohio [1\fr. HARDING]. If those Senators were present,
they would vote " yea." If I were permitted to vote, I would
vote" nay."
Mr: CURTIS (when _Mr. liARDINo's name was called). I
was requested by the Senator from Ohio [Mr. HARDING] to announce that because of the action of the Republican State convention of Ohio, were _he present he would vote " yea."
Mr. KENDRICK (when his name was called). I have a
general pair with the senior Senator from New Mexico [Mr.
F ..u.L), who is unavoidably absent. _ I am informed that if he
were present he would vote .. yea." I therefore feel at liberty,
to vote, and I vote" yen.."
Mr. KNOX (when his name was called). I am pair-ed with
the junior Senator from :Michigan [Mr. TowNSEND] and tl;le
junior Senator from California [1\fr. JOHNSON]. Those two
Senators, if voting, would vote" yea." · If I were voting, I would
vote "nay." I withhold my vote under the circumstances.
Mt. MARTIN- of Virginia (when ·Mr. SwANSON's name was
called). My colleague [1\lr. SwANSON] is detained from ·the
Senate by illness in his family. - If he were present and at
~berty to vote, he would vote _" nay.'' He is · paired on this
Yote with the junior Senator from Missouri [1\lr. WILFLEY]
and the junior Senator from Utah [l\Ir. KING].
Mr. TOWNSEND (when his name was called). As has been
stated by the junior Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. KNox],
the junior Senator from California [Mr. JoHNSON] and I are
paired with the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. KNox], but I
transfer my pair to the junior Senato_r from Illinois [Mr. SHERMAN], who, if present, would vote" yea." He is detainetl, being
a member of the committee of the Federal Reserve Board in
Chicago, and is out on a liberty-loan ·campaign. I vote "yea!'
Mr. WILFLEY (when his name was called). As has been
announced by the senior Senator from Virginia [Mr. MABTIN]
I am paired with the junior Senator fro-m Virginia [Mr. SwAN:
soN], who is absent on account of illn-ess in his family. If he
were present, he would vote" nay." If I were permitted to vo-te,
I would vote" yea."
.
.J
The ron can was concluded.
,
1\fr. JONES of New Mexico (after having voted in the affirma..
tlve). I desire to change my v te from "yea" to "nay." The result was announced-yeas 53, nays 31, as follows:
YEA.S-53.

'J'

Ashurst
Calder
Chamberlain
Colt
Culberson
Cummins
Curtis
Fernald
France
Gerry
Goff
Gore
Gronna
Henderson
Baird
Bankhead
Benet
Brandegee
Dillingham
Drew
Fletcher
Guion
Bec.k ham
Borah
Fall

Johnson, S.Dak. ' Nelson
.Jones, Wash.
New
Kellogg
Norris
Kendrick
Nugent
Kenyon
Owen
Kirby
Page
La Follette
Phelan
Lenroot
Pittman
Lewis
Poindexter
McCumber
Ransdell
McKellar
Robinson
McNary
Shafroth
Martin, Ky.
Sheppard
Myers
Smith, Ariz.
N.AYS-31.
Hale
Penrose
Hardwick
Pomerene
Hitchcock
Reed
J on~>s, N. MeL
Saulsbury
Lodge
Shields
McLean
Simmons
Martin, Va
Smith, Ga.
Overman
Smith, Md.
NOT VOTING-12.
Frellnghuysen
Johnson, Cal.
Harding
King
Hollis
Knox

Smith, Mich.
Smoot
Sterling
Sutherland
Thomas
Thompson
.Townsend
Vardaman
Walsh
Warren
Watson

Smith. S.C.
Trammell
Underwood
Wadsworth
Weeks
Williams
Wolcott
Sherman
Swansou
Wlltley
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The PRESIDIK G OFFICER. · Not ha'\'"ing a sufficient twothirds majority, the joint resolution does not pass. ·
Mr. JONES of New l\1e:xico. Mr. President, I desire to gh·e
notice that on the next legislative day of the Senate I shall move
to reconsider the vote which has just been taken.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico subsequently said: It has been
suggested to me by some Senators that in giving notice I would
move to reconsider the vote by which the joint resolution was
passed I should state that I did not mean to intimate that I
expected to call for another '\'"Ote within the near future. l\Iy
purpose is to permit the motion to reconsider to remain on the
calendar, so that it may be taken· up later on shQuld there be
a change in the Senate between now and the 4th of next
l\Iarch. I desire to announce, however, that no action will be
taken without due notice to all Senators.
Mr. REED. Four or five days' notice?
Mr: JONES of New Mexico. Certain:~·; there will be ample
notice of a vote.
·
STIMULATION OF AGRICULTURE-cONFERENCE REPORT.

RECORD~SENATE: c

OcTOBBR

1;

NOMINATIO:XS.
?t.-ominations · ,·eceived by the Senate Octobe1· 1 (legislati~: e day
of Septembet· SO) , 1918.
UNITED STATES CIRCUIT JUDGE.

George W. Anderson, of Boston, Mass., tp be United States
circuit judge, first circuit, vice Frederic Dodge-, resigned.
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY.

Edwin G. 1\foon, of Otturqwa, Iowa, tQ b~ tJ:n.i ted States attor. ney, southern district .of Iowa, vice Claude _R. Porter, resigned.
UNITED STATES 1\IARSHAL.

Cooper Stout, of Danville, Ill., to be United States marsh~]
ea.s tern district of Illinois.
'
APPOINTMENT IN THE ARMY DlJRING THE EXISTENCE
PRESENT EMERGENCY.

OF TilE

Col. Samuel McRoberts to be brigadier general, Ordnance
Department, with rank from August 8, 1918.
PROYISIONAL APPOINTMENTS, BY PROMOTION, IN THE

An~.

Mr. GORE: 1\lr. Pres_ident, I m~ve that the Senate proceed
INFANTRY.
to the consideration of the conference report on the disagreeSecond Lieut. Evan C. Williams to be first lieutenant with
ing votes of the two Houses upon the bill (H. R. 11945) to en- rank from February 9, 1918.
·
·•.
able the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out during the fiscal
Second Lieut. Joel A. Fite to be firs t lieutenant with rank
year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled "An from November 29, 1917.
act to provide further for the national ' security a_n d defense by
stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agriCONFIRMATIONS.
cultural products."
Mr. A~HURST. 1\lr. President, I object to the consideration Executi,;e nominations confirmed by the Senate October 1 .(legisof the conference report to-day. The Senator from North Carolative day of September 30), 1918.
lina says to me that the conference report is very important.
PRO}IOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS IN THE NAVY.
That is very true, but the distinguished conferees have omitted
Lieut. Alfred W. Brown, jr., to be lieutenant commander.
a very important part of their duty. They have left out amendThe following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieu·
ment No. 29, which the Senate unanimously put on, and I
hardly think the conference report will be agreed to to-day tenants:
Edward K. Lang,
under that situation of affairs.
·
Robert Gatewood,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from AriJohn A. Fletcher,
zona object to the consideration of the report?
Daniel J. Callaghan,
Mr. GORffi. It does not require unanimous consent. I move
Richard S. FielU.,
that the Senate proceed to the consideration or" the report.
George D. 1\Iurrny,
Mr. ASHURST. That motion can not be made under the ru1e
Howard H. Good,
on the same day the report is presented. ·
Herman E. Fischer,
.. l\Ir. GORE. The Senator is mistaken. That rule does not
Warren A. Sha,...-,
apply to a conference report.
Anton B. Anderson,
lUI". SMOOT. Mr. President , I know the Senator has a perElliott Buckmaster, 1
fect right to mo\e to proceed to the consideration of the conferRalph ,V. Holt, and
ence report under the ru1e, but the bill has been in the Senate
'Villiam G. Greenman.
or the House or in conference for months. It is a \ery imporThe ~ollowing-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junior grade):
tant measure. The conference report p.as not been printed. I
·
·
ask the Senator from Oklahoma not to press it to a Yote at this · Winfred H. A. ·p ike, jr., ·
J.ohn F. Bates, jr.,
time. Let the conference report be printed, and then we will
, Harry H. Chenoweth,
see just what the conferees have agreed to.
Stuart B. C1ark,
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, in respom;e to the suggestion of
IJerbert V. Wiiey,
the Senator from Utah, I will state my reason for asking f.o r
Glenn H. Easton,
the present consideration of the conference report. The other
Robert T. Darrow,
House lost a quorum on Saturday last. They succeeded yesAlan Barnet,
terday in obtaining, I understand, a bare quorum. It is feared
Elmer R. Henning,
that they will lose a quorum and that it will not be possible
James E. l\!aher,
for them to act on the conference report unless they receive it
Allen G. Quynn,
at an early day. I am also informed that the chairman of the
Archer E. King, jr.,
House committee bad a death in his family that requires his
Preston Marshall,
absence from the city. I have no desire from .any other conHilbert A. Fisher, and
sideration than that to press this matte:r upon the Senate. If
John .S." Ray.
·
.
there be any question which I can answer and clear up a~y misMidshipman Chauncey Camp to be an ensign.
understanding or any doubt touching the conference report, I
The following-named assistant surgeons to be passed assistant
shall be very glad to do it. Of course if we can not reach a
decision to-day and Senators insist on its g~lng over, I _realize surgeons with the rank of lieutenant:
Charles E. Treib1y,
that they really have a ·right to have the repo~t printed before
Roscoe M. Waterhouse,
it is considered; but I am very anxious to have it considered
Ohalmer H. Weaver,-and
while the House is in a situation to act upon it.
Henry McDonald.
EXECUTITE SESSION.
Dental Surg. William N. Cogan to be nn assistant dental
l\Ir. WILLIAMS. I move that the Senate proceed to the con- surgeon with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade).
The following-named dental surgeons to be assistant dental
sideration of executive business.
The motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to the surgeons with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade) :
Harry E. Harvey,
consideration of executive business. After 10 minutes spent in
James L. Brown,
executive session the doors were reopened.
Eugene H. Tennent,
ADJOURNMENT TO THURSDAY.
Joseph A. Mahoney,
·LeOn Martin,
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. I move that the· Senate adjourn
Joseph D. Halleck, and
until 12 o'clock Thursday next.
Anson F. McCreary.
.
The motion was agreed lo; and . (at 4 ·o'clock and 10 minutes
Dental Surg. John ,V. Crandall to be an assistant dental sur·
p. m.) ~e Senate adjourned until Thursday, Octobe.i.· 3, 1918, at
12 o'clock meridian.
..
·
~c
·
.
geon with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade). ·

a

. -.
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The following-named dental surgeons to be assistant dental , . The following-named lieutenant commanders t o be com·
·
surgeons with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade):
manders for temporary service:
Marion E. Harris01i,
Claude A. Bonvillian,
Ernest W. Lacy,
Edwin A. Wolleson,
Lucian C. Williams,
Robert W. Cabaniss,
Harry W. Blaisdell, and
Claude B. l::Uyo,
Harry D. Johnson.
Hamilton F. Glover,
Dental Surg. Paul G. White to be an assistant dental surgeon
Gardner L. Caskey,
John B. Rhodes,
with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade).
The following-named dental surgeolis to be assistant dental
George H. Bowdey,
surgeons with the rank of lieutenant (junipr grade):
Rober~ A. Theobald,
Cornelius H. Mack,
Fletcher C. Starr,
William L. Beck,
Arthur A. Re~
Hugh T. Meyers,
Garret L. Schuyler,
WilHam L. Darnan, .
Charles F. Russell, and
Guy E. Baker.
Logan A. 'Villard,
Ensign .John S. Upton to be a lieutenant (junior grade) for
John R. Barber,
George H. Reed,
temporary service.
Franklin L .. Morey,
Ensign George L. H. Dolan to be a lieutenant (junior gt·ade)
John V. McAlpin,
for temporary service.
Marson W. Mangold,
The following-named acting pay cler:ks to be a ssistant payEdward E. Harris,
I:Iasters with t11e rank of ensign for temporary service;
Thomas~- Sampsell, and
Ralph J. H. Oldegeering,
Thomas J. Daly, jr.
, John D. Gagan,
Robert J. Monteith,
The following-named dental surgeons to be passed dental
Fillmore S. C. .Layman,
surgeons with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade):
Harold R. Lehman:-1,
Alexander G. Lyle and
Howard R. Jackson,
Alexander J. Zuehlke.
James 1\I. Thomas,
Asst. Dental Surg. 'Villiam N. Cogan to be a passed assistant
John H. Skillman,
dental surgeon with the rank of lieutenant.
Martin M. Friedman,
The following-named assistant dental surgeons to be passed
Allen D. Turner,
assistant dental surgeons with the rank of lieutenant:
Leon I. Smith.
Harry E. Han:ey,
1\Jyron ,V. Willard,
James L. Brown,
Archie A. Antrim,
Eugene H . Tennent,
John H. Gallion,
· Joseph A. Mahoney,
Wayne Prather,
Leon Martin, and
Charles W. Gerhardt, jr.,
Anson McCreary.
Jesse A. Scott,
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Uobert S. Robertson, jr., to be a lieuHarold . E. Humphreys, and
tenant on the retired list.
Hugh A. Phares.
.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Michael A. Leahy to .be a lieutenant on
Francis J. Ludwig to be acting chaplain with the rank of lieut11e retired list.
tenant
(junior
grade),
for
temporary
service.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Richard E. Byrd, jr., to be a lieutenant
Rudolph Ericson to be acting chaplain with the rank of lieuou the retired list.
(junior grade), for temporary service.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Walter L. Heiberg to be a lieutenaHt tenant
The following-named lieutenants on the retired list to hE' lieu~
on the retired list.
tenant commanders on the retired list, for temporary sen·ice:
Pay Clerk Edward R. McKenzie to be a chief pay clerk.
George J oerns,
Ensign .Oliver H. Ritchie to be a Ueutenapt (junior grade).
John E. Iseman, jr.,
' The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to ·be lieu'Vatter L. Heiberg, and
tenants:
Robert N. Miller.
Haymond E. Kerr;
"'='
Lieut. Charles E. Reordan to be a lieutenant commander, for
Emory W. Coil, and
temporary service. ·
·
.James A. Crutchfield.
Chief Sailmaker Michael P. Barr to be an ens ign, for temThe following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junior grade): porary service.
Howard L. Vickery,
Ensign _Michael P. Barr to be a lieutenant, for temporary
'William Granat,
service.
Morris H. Spriggs, and
Boatswain Alva Henderson to be an en ·ign, for temporary
Ralph Kiely.
service.
Machinist William Twigg, jr., to be a chief machinist.
The following-named warrant officers, for temporat·y service,
Lieut. Edward· D. Washburn, jr., to be a lieutenant com- · to be ensigns, for temporary sen·ice :
man<ler.
,
William E. Woods,
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Harry D. McHenry to be a lieutenant.
Daniel F . Kelly,
The following-named lieut~nants (junior grade) to be lieuJohn H. Conroy, and
tenants:
Oscar R Whilden.
Willard E. Cheadle, · ·
The following-named enlisted men to be ens igns, for temporary
Hnrry G. Patrick,
service:
·
Robert A. Hall, and
Alfred C. Headley,
George L. Woodruff.
..
Lester Carpenter,
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junior grade) :
Thomas J. Coffee,
Arthur C. Dav-is,
Bert Ketcherf:;ide,
Benjamin -F. Perry;
John H. Berke,
Charles F. Osbom,
Frank L. 1\!Ue~.
Henry P. Burnett,
David G. Gray,
Forrest B. Royal,
Joseph L. McCann,
HarYey E. Overe. ell,
Howell 0. Jones, and
Montie Wood. .
-Millard G. Gamhle. and
The following-named ensigns of the United States Naval ReJohn H. Campman.
Ensign .Jesse H. Smith to be a lieutenant (junior gr:_ad~).
sen·e Force to be ensigns, for temporary serYice : ·
The following-named commanders to be captains for · tempoWarren H. Hastings and
Howard A. McKee.
rary service:
Ensign Earl F. Chandler, of the United States Naval Reserve
Willis G. l\Iitchel1,
Force. to be an ensign. for temporary service. ·
·
John .J. Hyland,·
Asst. Surg. Paris V. Corey, of the United States 1'\rrynl Re·
Samuel W. Bryant,
serve Force, to be an assistant surgeon with-the rank of lieuten·
Edward S. Jackson, and
ant (junior grade), for temporary service.
Henry L. Wyman.

I
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T;tte following-named machinists on the retired list to be lieutenants on the .retired list, for tempo.racy service:
Martin Casey,
·
August Anschuetz,
William C. Dronberger,
Herbert E. Kershaw,
Joseph J. Duffy,
Edwin J. Cutherill,
William F. Mullinix,
Charles ,V. Jackson,
James Wilson,
George M. Heinen,
John O'Neil,
Peter J. Hanlon,
.John McPhee, and
Max Vogt.
.
Chief Sailmaker Charles,E. Tallman, retired, to be a lieuten·
ant on the retired list, for temporary service.
The following-named boatswains on the retired list to be ll~u·
tenants on the retired list, for temporary service:
William Johnson and
Gustaf Dahlman.
Gunner Harry Webb, retired, to be a lieutenant on the retlreu
list. for temporary service.·
•
Chief Machinist Fabian P. No-el, retired, to be a Heutennnt
on the retired list, for temporary ser\>iee.
The following-named machinists on the retired list to be lieu·
tenants on the retired list, for temporary ervice:
·wuuam E. B. Grann,
William P. Little,
Anthony P. McCru·thy,
Daniel J. l\IcCarthy,
Thomas F. Hobby, and
Harlan B. H en th.
The following-named boatswains on the retired list to be lleutenants (junior grade) on the retireu list, for temporary sen·lce:
Alvah 1\f. Smith,
·
Charles C. Beach,
'Villiam G. A. Schwerin,
Norman Mcintire,
Henry Feehan,
John L. Kelley, and
Thomas G. 1\iacDonough.
The following-named gunners on the retired list to be lieutenants (junior grade) on the retii·ed list for temporary service:
Edgar A. Robie,
Arthur Rogier,
John Westfall,
James l\Iunro, and
Alfred Barker.
The foliowing-named machinists on the retired Jist to be lieutenants (junior grade) on the retired list for temporary servi-ce:
Oscar Bragonier,
Herbert J. Wiseman,
1\ficbael A. Rossiter,
Je se E. Jones,
Edmund H. Klamt,
Charles G. Wheeler,
William C. Staufer, and
Daniel R. Shack-ford.
'The following-named chi'ef pharmacists on the retired list to
be assistant surgeons on the retired li t with the rank of lieu-..
Theodore 0. \Vester,
tenant for temporary sernce :
Arthur S. Williams, and
John W. Wood and
William Carroll.
John D. Milligan.
The following-named chief machinists on the retired list to be
The following-named pharmacists on the l'etired list to be
lieutenants on the retired list, for temporary service:
assistant surgeons on the retired li t with the rank of lieuJames W. Murray,
tenant for temporary service:
Arthur T. Percival,
William H. Huntington and
· Adam Gibson,
Isaac N. Hurd.
Lee Grossenbaker,
The following-named chief carpenters on the retired list to be
James Quill,
assistant naval constructors on the retired list witll the rank ot
Bernard Gebhardt,
lieutenant for temporary service:
Richard B. Smith,
Milton F. Roberts,
George T. Brownridge,
Benjamin E. Fernald,
Jacobus J. Corino,
Frederick J. Simmonds,
William J. Trevorrow,
Harry L. Demarest,
John St. C. Hothersall,
Joseph F. McCole, and
Thomas J. Hayes,
S verre Fl oath-e.
William E. Stiles,
The following-named carpenters on the retirerl list to be as·
James H. McDonough,
sistant naval constructors on the retired list with the rank ot
Martin Huber,
lieutenant for temporary service:
Frank R. Barker,
Benjamin D. Pender and
William P. Davis, and
Joel D. Griffin.
Robert E. Rucker.

The following-named acting pay clerks to be assistant paymasters for temporary service, with the rank of ensign :
Howard F. Bowker,
Tipton F. Woodward,
Robert G. Robeson,
George P. Smallman,
George E. Duffy,
Chris J. Norstad,
Cha rles A. Cook,
Robert R. Thompson,
Allen C. Smith,
John C. Poshepny,
Gordon S. Bower,
Edward l\Iixon,
Henry C. McGinnis,
William F. Shaw,
Frank J. Manley, /
Harry F. Hake,
Juiliu J. 1\Iiffit,
Harry G. Kinnard,
William E. 1\IcCain,
Golden F. Davis,
Gmndison J. Tyler,
Clyde A. Moser, and
- Stamford G. Chapman.
Ensign Robert E. Sammons to be a lieutenant (jtmior grade)
for temporary service.
Ensign Harold 1\1. Jones, of the United .States Naval Reserve
Force, to be an ensign for temporary service. .
The following-named chief boatswains on the retired list to be
lieutenants on the retired list, for temporary service:
William Manning, .
Thomas Savag~,
Andrew Anderson,
John Winn,
Charles T. Chase,
Aaron B. Irelan,
Haydn Williams.
Thomas F. Greene,
James E . Quirk,
.J
John E. 1\Iurphy,
.lll
Waldron P. Simmons,
Nelson R. King, and
Thomas L. McKenna.
The following-named boatswains on the retired list to be Jieutemmts on the retired list, for temporary service:
·
· Hjalmar E. Olsen,
Charles Wouters,
Lee R. Boland, and
Wijliam H. Johnson.
The following-named chief gunners on the retired list to be ·
lieutenants on the retired list, for temporary service :
Edward Beakes,
Isaiah Wilbru·, and
Charles F. Uhlrich.
The following-named gunners on the retired list to be lieutenants on the retired list, for temporary service:
Peter Hanley,
Frank A. McGregor,
Humboldt J. Palmer,
Vista R. Thompson,

•
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U~ITED ST~TES 1\L~RSH.U..
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from .Washington asks unaniJohn F. Short to be United States marshal, western district of mous consent for three days' leave of absenc2 for his colleague
[Mr. DILL] on account o:f sickness. Is there objection?
Pennsylyania.
There was no objection.
REGISTER OF THE L.a.~n OFFICE.
Mr. FREAR. I ask leave of absence for my colleague, Mr.
Thomas Jone~, of Oregon, to be register of the land office at
CooPER of Wisconsin, for 10 days.
Vale, Oreg.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Wisconsin asks leave
POSTM-ASTERS.
for his colleague for 10 days. Is there objection?
MASSACHUSETTS,
l\Ir. SIMS. Is it on account of illness for himself or his
James E. Cadagon, Adams.
family?
John H. McDonald, Ando\er.
1\lr, FREAR. I am not sure. He is in Wisconsin, and it wilt
Edward J. Hayden, Athol.
be Yery difficult for him to get back sooner.
.William J. Kenney, Attleboro.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it will be so ordered.
John r~. Markham~ Ayer.
Gentlemen requesting leaye of absence should fill out the printed
HelU'y L. Pierce, Barre.
slips.
Charles Prescott, Beverly.
By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted to Mr.
Edward F. Delaney, Brookfield.
CANDLER of Mississippi, indefinitely, on account of sickness.
·
James J. Harrington, Chester.
Thomas E. Luddy, East Bridgewater.
BILLS FROM THE COMMITTEE ON MILITABY .AFFAIRS.
Forest B. Estabrook, East Northfield.
1\Ir. DENT. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that after
Thomas J. Drummey, East Pepperell.
the disposition of the pending power bill it shall be in order for
H~ary L. Ripley, Edgartown.
the Committee on Military Affairs to call up, until finally disRichard ~1. Raymond, Framington.
posed of, such bills as are on the House and Union Calendars
John n. McComb, Great Barrington.
that have been favorably reported by that committee.
Haney F. Shufelt, Housatonic.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Alabama asks unani· Arthur W. Gibbs, Huntington. /
mous consent that at the conclusion of the pending bill it shall
Edward F. 1\Iaher, Hyannis . .
be in order to take up and consider until disposed of bills on the
James H. Lakeman, Ipswich.
House and Union Calendars reported by the Committee on Mill·
.John 1\1. Johnson, Lenox.
tary Affairs. Is there objectton?
Michael T. Kane, Ludlow.
Mr. GILLETT. Reserving the right to object, I certainly do
James 1\1. Hurley, Marlboro.
not wish to prevent any necessary or desirable military legisla·
James H. Creedon, Middleboro. ·
tlon. At the same time one of the important matters wWch ought
Daniel J. Dempsey, Millbury.
to be considered immediately is the Unanimous Consent Calendar•
. Thomas F. Coady, North Attleboro.
I think we had better wait and see when we are going to get'
Elmer E. Landers, Oak Bluffs.
through with this pending bilL We can not tell from the progress
· Michael E. Comiskey, Plymouth.
we have made in the last few days how long lt will take. After
~ Frank E. Gray, Reading.
that is finished, then we can decide on subsequent business. For
. Eugene 1\Ieaghet·, Rockport.
that reason I object temporarily.
: Dennis A. Smith, Rutland.
Mr. DENT. I hope the gentleman will withhold that for a
John H. Sheedy, Salem.
minute.
, Merton Z. Woodward, Shelburne Falls.
1\Ir. GILLETT. I certainly will.
• Robert H. Howes, Southboro.
l\1r. DENT. Notwithstanding the fact that we are in th~
Luthet W. Clark, South Deerfield.
midst of a war, outside of the regular supply bllls and the new
, Dan!el J. O'Connell, jr., South Hadley.
draft legislation the Committee on Military Affairs have had
Douglas H. Knowlton, South ~Hamilton.
only two days of the time of this House during this session of
Herbert E. Lanagan, Spencer.
Congress for the purpose of enacting war legislation.
. Thomas J. Costello, Springfield.
l\fr. GILLETT. The gentleman can get the bills considered at
' Fannie E. Wood, Swansea.
any time he wishes, if it is important. All that is necessary is
· John O'Hearne, Taunton.
to have the Committee on Ru1es bring in a rule.
George H. Hadley, Templeton.
Mr. DENT. I will state further to the gentleman that there
John Dobson, Townsend.
are only about half a dozen of these bills. I do not think they
·Michael W. Hynes, Wayland.
will take over one day. There will probably be three or four
James Kinsley, 'Vest Acton.
more bills reported by the time the occasion is reached.
John F. O'Leary, West Warren.
Mr. GILLETT. I think for the present I will object. I ·would
TENNESSEE.
like
to see the bills, and also I would like to see how soon we get
1\Ielville B. Capps, Livingston.
through with the pending power legislation.
Hiram l\1. Moore, Portland.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Massachusetts objects.
Isaac l\f. Steele, Ripley.
WI~NING

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
TUESD-AY, October 1, 1918.
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
' The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., o:f.Iered the following prayer :
·
'Ve thank Thee, our Father in heaven, that out of the worldwide war is coming a clearer and broader view of life and its
purposes.
" He that findeth his life shall lose it; and he that loseth his
life for my sake shall find it."
'Vhat hurts one hurts all; what helps one helps all, since each
man is an integral part of the human family.
1\fake therefore our paths straight, that we may be one with
Thee in thought and purpose, and thus bear our part in the
dispensation of Thy Providence, our God and om· Father, in His
Name. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of yesterday was read and ap. proved.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

, ' Mr. MILLER of Washington. Mr. Speaker, I ask leave of absence for three dnys for my colleague, Mr. DILL, who is detained at his home by sickness.

THE WAB.

The SPEAKER. Under the special order of the House, the
gentleman from New York [1\lr. LUNN] has 15 minutes. [Ap·
plause.]
1\Ir. LUNN. 1\Ir. Speaker, during my 15 minutes I desire not
to be interrupted.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman announces that he does not
wish to be interrupted during his 15 minutes.
1\Ir. LUNN. Mr. Speaker, 17 months after Congress declared
war against the Imperial German Government the Army of the
United States numbered 3,200,000 men. When we pledged all
our resources in a death struggle against autocracy in all its
forms we registered our determination to prosecute this war to
a successful finish, regardless of cost or sacrifice.
Few realized the colossal tasks ahead of us and the almost
impossible problems that had to be solved. The greatest task
was that of raising and equipping an adequate army. Upon the
Military Affairs Committee of the House was laid the responsibility of first deciding and recommending what, in their judg·
ment, seemed to be the best method for providing the man power
essential to the great task confronting the Nation. There were
members of the committee who sincerely believed that the volun·
teer system should be adopted. There were others who, with
.equal sincerity, believed that a selective service law would constitute our strongest support.
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· ·During the several weeks of deliberation not one note of partisanship was sounded within that committee room. When a
test vote was finally taken it revealed tllat there were 13 members who favored reporting to the House a volunteer bill. There
were 8 members who believed otherwise. The following incident
reveals how completely absent was any thought of partisanship :
Immediately .after this test vote was taken a Democratic member of the committee, favoring the selective draft, called the
other seven members of similar view to his room ror ·a conference. He stated his own unalterable conviction as to the necessity of adopting some form of selective draft, and that he would
be one to bring in a minority report and r.eport the sanie, even
if his were to be the only vote cast in its favor. The remainder
of the eight expressed themselves as being equally detm·mlned.
It was then decided that the eight members would st-and together and make a minority report.
Democrats and Republicans alike of that minority agreed
that they would tolerate no partisanship, and in that spirit, and
swayed by that spirit, they turned to the oldest member of the
<;ommittee, Jur..:rus KAHN, as their leader. These eight members
of the 1Uitary Affairs Committee, Democrats and Republicans,
worked hand in band and perfected the minority report which
was offered to the House.
The result is well known. The House sustained the position
taken by these eight Members. In tbe long debate preceding
tlle action of the Honse I do not recall a single speech containing
a phrase of partisanship. It is, therefore, unfortunate, to say
tha least. that anyone should attempt to claim partisan credit
for a nonpartisan accomplishment.
We had in the Regular Army of the United. States at that
time 127,588 men. If the Nation at that time had said to the
War Department, We shall expect you to take your Regular
Army of 127,588 men and, in effect divlde them into companies
of 10 eaeh, and by September, 1918, we shall expect each of these
companies to be recruited up to full strength of 250 men, giving
us an army of 3,200,000 men; and, further, we shall expect these
men to be thoroughly equipped with rifles and -other munitions
thoroughly trained as fighting forces, well clothed, suffici~t food
provided, shelter-in the form of great cantonmen.ts-anangements for medical service, with hospital ac-commodations for
thousands; the development of an air service; the development
of ocean transportation, that we -may send hundreds of thousands of troops to France--I say that if snell an m·der l1ad
been gi:ven the War Department at the declaration of hostilities it would have seeme<l an impo ible task. But the Na.. tion went further, saying, in effeet, to the War Department:
We shall expect you to have a fighting force of 3,2()(),000 men
by September, 1918; and between April, l917, and August,
1918, we shall expect you to furnish tbe following articles;
Shoes,. marching and field. 27,276,000; coats, cotton and wool
to~al, 19,537,000; breeches, cotton an<.l wool, total, 29,820,000;
shirts, cotton and flannel, total, 25,487,000; undershirts cotton
and winter, total, 83,971,000; drawers, cotton and winte~. total,
83,042,000; stockings, cotton and wool, total, 156,672,000; hats,
servic-e,. 7,779,000; and blankets, 21.,005,000. w·e shall expect
you to furnish between Aprfi, 1917, and ~eptember, 1918, the
following quantities .of i.x: staple food articles: Bacon, 1.1,451,670 pounds; floor, 625,461,392 pounds; dl·y beans, 102 894,742
pounds; rice, 38,421,256 pounds; tomatoes, 72,274,529 cans;
sugar, 186,582,316 pounds. 'Ve shall expect you to purchase
15,800 rolling kitchens to properly prepare this food. We shall
expect you to purchase 1,064,251 tons of hay and 592,749 tons of
oats. We shall expect you to purchase 278,732 horses and ~3191.7
mules. As a necessity for the transportation of materials ~d
men by land, we expect you to provide 106,000 motor trucks,
10,700 passenger cars, 54.400 motorcycles, 11,500 bicycles, and
13,000 cargo and tank trailers. In air service we shall expect
you to increase your officer· from 65 to 7,485; we shall expect an
enlargement of your enlisted men from l.,l20 to 147,434. Instead
of your three mall aviation fields we shall expect yon to provide
29 flying fields, thoroughly equipped for the training of America's
1lyiug forces. This will be in addition to the American airdomes
and assembly fields in France and England. We shall expect you,
by September, 1918, to produce 6,931 training planes, 1,440 De
Haviland planes, 7,647 Liberty motor s, and 1.2,500 training
engines. By September 1918, we sbaJl expect you to hale 8,000
aviators training in the. United StateE~., be..~ides 4,000 awaiting
assignment to the ground schools. In addition to the large
number of planes and engines delivered to our Army fr{)m the
French and British, we shall expect American-made plane and
American-made engines to be in actunl combat service by July,
1918. We shall expect tbe ordnance. section to 'Ineet the heavy
requirements of our Army, producing in addition to purchases
in France the following program :

OcTOBER

1,.

American vroauotio1' in August, 1917, Jan"ary, 1918, July, 1918, af!CI
A.ugust, 1918.
[July, 1918.r. includes four weeks, June 29-July 27, and August, 1918,
includes nve. weeks, July 27-Aug. 31, except for explosives and propellants, wh1ch are tor ealenlk.r month.]
August,
1917.

Artillery guns, complete with
carriage .••................ . ....••.•••....
Artillery ammunition (types in
France) (total) . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . ..•••••....

~i:priei.":.:::::::::::::: ::: ::::::::::::

Machine guns. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . .

855

•. . •... .... ...• .•••••...

13,000

R~es..

~~!Jfs and revolver.s: . . • . . . . . . .

6, 908
-arms ammurutlon........ 7, 000,000
Propellants and explosives ................ . .
Tractors .. . ................................ .

January,
1918.

July, 1918.

August,
1918.

25

us

161

145,677

1, 526,221
772., lll3
753, 608

1, 945., 428
I, 163,215
7 2,212
35,447

3, 190

142, 487
1, 200
163,309
21' 200
153, 703, ooo
11,173,000

81

24,942

ID1, 439
53, 092
m, 49 , ooo
51,789,000

160

263,989

71,000
337,732,000
52,890,000
484

United States production of propellants and major 63!plosi·ves jo1· the
months of January, Julv, ml(l August, 1918.

[For United St ates Army and allies.]
January,
1918.

July, 19l8.

~~;~~e;;~l(~~;Jty.::::::::::::: : :::::::::::: 3r:m:~ 4~;~:~

Au~st,

1918.

~:~:ggg

1--------· ~------·~------

Total propellants. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 38, 565,000
T.N.T ..............................•...•....

44, 041, 000

46, 179, ooa

15, 405, 000
11, 372, 000

19,:255, 000
12,083, ()()()

40,743,000

46,7 ,000

F======F=======!=======
13,966,000
15,368, 000

0

~rfc ~i':f. ~~~~~~ :~: :::::::::::::::: ::::~::

Total major explosives ....... · ··-·-· . .• . 22, 15S, 000
Grand total............................. 6G, 72-t, 000

= OOJ
js4, ?84, 000 I 92, 8S7.

'Ve shall expect you, on June 5, 1917, to have the young men
between the ages of 21 and 31, inclusive, regjster throughout the
Nation, which number shall total 9,586,508 men. We shall ex·
pect you to registe !.' on June 5, 1918, the young men who have
become 21 since June 5, 1917, to the extent of 744,865 men. A
similar registration w·e sllall expect on August 24, 1918, to the
extent of 159,151 men. Out of this total registration up to
September 1, 1918, we shall expect the fighting forces under arms
to number 3,200,000 men.
If the Nation had cnlleu upon the War Department at the
declaration of war to meet thi colo . al pr{)gram it "\Yould have
seemed too staggering for achievement, and yet it has been done.
If the Nation hn.d said to the \Var Department in April, 1917,
We shall expect you to transport more than 1.,800,000 troops
for foreign service by October 1, 1918, it would bave sounded
like the weird tale of the impossible-and yet it has been done.
The figures I have gi\en are not the figures of estimates but
the figures of accomplishment. The mot tremendous program
in tbe history of mankind has been successfully carried out by
the war Departm~nt in the last 17 months. Gerlllilny's vaunted
efficiency has nothing to compare with this achievement.
If the frontier of democracy had been on the American Continent instead of on the French front, and we were battlin(J' on
our own soil against an overwhelming enemy; and to our r~cue
France, England, and Italy-with little to begin with-had at
the end of 17 months di patched to our shores an army of more
than 1,800,000 men we would have -called it marvelous. Is it
any less marvRlous that America has accomplished this gigantic
task?
Mistakes lmve occurred, unquestionably. Is it even conceiv·
able . that such a tremendous program could ever have been:
achieved without mistake ? It would have been utterly im·
pos:::ible for this Nation to have reached its present progres in
our war program without mistakes, unless every activity had
been carried on by a host of perfected beings from heaven above;
and yet we have had continuous and -carping criticism from some
individuals wbo do not bail from that particular region.
I entertain no feeling of resentment at criticism as such..
Criticism coming from a heart pulsating with a desire for greater
accomplishments is always helpful. Criticism that is constructive is always beneficial. But criticism that i simply carping
and political is little less than treason. Happily such criticism
has been crushed in the light of actual results.
But the accomplishments of the War Department during the
past 17 months is not the whole story. They have a prodigious
program still before them. The present .Army of 3,200,000 men
actually in the field, thoroughly armed and equipped, with
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every pron. 100 mad e for them, is being increased and wil1 be
increa ed without limit.
It is difficult to concei\e the actual size of our present forces,
let alone the larger forces yet to be. Do you realize how long it
would take the pre ent American Army of 3,200,000 men to pass
a gi•en point? Let us see how long it wo-uld take for the American forces, if it '"ere possible to assemble them, to march in
infantry formation by the steps of the National Capitol. It
would appear to me that six hours a day for this type of
marching, continued day ·after day, would be a fair average. If
they were to begin such a march to-day-October 1, 1918-they
would continue marching every day during the month of October. and not until the 20th day of November would the last
column of soldiers pass the Capit oL If such a march in review
'werc ·possible, and were delayed until next June,. the time for
marching troops by the Capitol would consume nearly tlu·ee
solid months.
But mere bigness is not the essential of strength. 'Ve might
multiply our Army tenfold and still be weak. 'Ve might build
guns without number, and not be strong. We might produce
material re ources mountains high, and still be overwhelmed.
The s h·ength of America lies in the spirit of her people at home
and on the battle front. They are animated by a real love of
their country, not because of her material greatness; not because
of her broad acres ; not because of tlYe riches of her fertile valleys, nor the wealth hidden within her mountains. Tbey love
America because of the ideals and principles for which she
s taml s-principles without which life would be a mockery and
ci• ilization a madman's dream.
Challengeu by a brutal military autocracy the spirit of America
was arouse<l in defense of interests the most Yital and sacred.
There followed the mobilization of our tremendous material
forces. America was rich. and she- willingly poured forth the
utmost of her treasure. This was what Germany feared most
of all. Steeped in her philosophy of the unconquerable might
of the material forces, Germany failed utterly to realize the incalculable strength of our spiritual assets. She took no account of the soul of America. She estimated our strength in
the number of our soldiers, failing completely to realize the
kind of soldiers that we were sending. She did not-:-I dare say
she could not appreciate the spirit back of American arms. To
Germany, America was but the melting pot of nations, incapable of national unity and wholly contemptible as a military
power. Little did Germany realize the influence of America in
retaining the devotion of her native-born sons, and transforming the foreign-born sons into citizens equally patriotic, equally
loyal and de•oted. Let me quote two short speeches delivered
in 1\Iadison Square Garden, New York City, in celebration of
the Fourth of July. One boy, a descendant of a .native American, spoke as follows:
I am an An1erican. My father belongs to the Sons of the Revolution;
my mother belongs to the Colonial Dames. One of my ancestors pitched
tea overboard in noston Harbor; another stood his ground with Warren;
another hunger ed with Washington at Valley Forge. . My forefathers
were American in the making; they spoke in her council halls; they died
on her battle fields ; they commanded her ships ; they cleared her forests . Dawns reddened and paled. Staunch hearts of mine beat fast
at ea ch new star in the Nation's flag. Keen eyes of mine foresaw her
grentE.'r glory;. the sweep of her seas, the plenty of her plains, the man
hives in her [}illion-wired cities. Every drop of blood in me holds a
hE.'ritnge of patriotism. I am proud of my pa.st. I am an American.

This was followed by a foreign-born lad, who arose and said :
I am an American. My father was an atom of dust; my mother was
a st1·aw in the wind of His Serene Majesty. One of my ancestors diPd
in the mines of 81b<rria; another- was crippled f.or life by 20 blows
of the knout· another was killed defending his home during the
massacres. The history of my ancestors is a trail of blood to thE'
palace gate of the grE.'at white Czar. But then the dream came--the
dream of Amer1ca. In the light of liberty's torch the atom ot. dust
became a man and the straw in the wind became a woman for the first
time. " See," said my father, pointing to the flag that fluttered n€'ar,
.. that flag of stars and stripes is yours ; it is the emblem of the
promised la nd . It means, my son, the hope of humanity. Live for it;
die for it." Under the open sky of my new country I swore to do so,
~~r~~erl ~~Pa~f ~~:lc!.~ me will keep that vow. I am proud of my

The true spirit of America bad gripped the heart of these
lads as it bas gripped your heart and mine. Boys of this type,
grown to ·manhood's state, native . born as wel.l as American
born, loyal to tbe core, devoted in soul, are standing foursquare
on the westem front, while over them floats tile flag that bas
never touched the ground. Many have already fallen on the
battle fields of France. Others yet will die, and in their death
we witness the blood sacrifice for democracy's salvation. 'Ve
do not expect Germany to understand this holy spirit of democracy which is inspiring America in all her w.ar activities.
In the brief time allotted me I have only given an outline of
the ''"onderful results which have been accomplished by one
arm of the Governmen~ up to September, 1918. 'Vbat bas been
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done up to that time by the War Department constitutes a
marvel of achievement. · Such results have never been equalell
in the history of man. It never could been accomplished hall
not partisanship been vanished, while patriQtism led the way.
Provincial politics would have wrecked our preparation. Any
attempt to have made this a Democratic war or a Republican
war would have been disastrous. Partisanship is not only pet ulant and provoking but at such a grave time as this it is absolutely perilous.
Tbe present administration bas stood on the solid rock of
national devotion and loyalty. In the administrative work connecteu with the most stupendous task ever confronting any
Government are associated men who are Democrats, men who
are Republicans, working side by side in a unity of plan anu
purpose that bas made the American Republic another name for
magnificent achievement. Yet there are Members of this bo(ly
who, clothing themselves with the paraphernalia of partisanship, are crying aloud for a change in the House of Representatives to assure a more vigorous prosecution of the war. Their
cry is insincere. It is the equivalent of a severe arraignment
of the administration or a calculated condemnation of the
present Congress, nr both.
They dare not attack the President and his administration,
for they know well enough that the people of ·America are back
of the President in this great war. They dare not openly attack the present Congress without thereby attacking themselves. Is there any Member of this House, be he Republican
or Democrat~ who will contend that the Sixty-fifth Congress
has failed in a most vigorous prosecution of the war? If they
have failed, then not simply one side of the House should be
relieved of further duty, but the entire membership-Republicans and Democrats alike--deserve the most ignominious defeat
possible at the bands of the people.
Just the opposite is the fact. The war Congress, as a whole,
has been a loyal, hard-working, patriotic body. The most far.reaching and effective legislation has been passed, most of it
with practically no opposition. Bond issues of staggering proportions ,and revenue bills of tremendous amounts have been
enacted into. law because of war necessity. l\fan-power l>il].s
have been authorized until nearly 25 per cent of onr population
has been made subject to military duty. Can another Congre s,
of whatever complexion, pass measures that will insure a more
vigorous prosecution of the war?
Has the present Congress failed in voting sufficient money?
Has the present Congre s failed in voting sufficient men? Has
the present Congress failed in making proper provision for
these men? If not, what constitutes a more vigorous prosecution of the war? Such a question ought to be answered by
those parochial politicians who seek to hoist the flag of partisanship where the flag of patriotism should wave. Thls is no
time for men of township mind to insinuate their narrow thinking into the serious affairs of the :Kation, when the country s
destiny is at stake.
It would be fortunate, if it were possible, to have every Member of Congress and the political leaders o the Nation to visit
the western front ju~t as our American boys were rushing forward to meef;, unflinchingly, the murderous ·fire of the Germans.
There would be no delay in that attack in order to ha•e a roll
call to find ont which were Democratic boys and which were
Republican boys. As they went over tlfe top, many of them to
their death, their eyes would flash with Divine determination
to fight to the last against the foes of civilization. At such
an hour they could not think of partisan phrase or shibboleth,
but, rather, would they be inspired by the big thoughts of world
destiny. They would advance fearlessly as crusaders of cty·i ti·
zation, warriors of liberty, defenders of freedom.
In the face of such an experience, 'where nothing less than
national and world thought could inspire to action, I am sure
that every Member of Congress and every political leader would
throw aside the useless garments of partisanship and return
home clothed about with a patriotism made resplendent by the
glorious ideals and purposes of this mighty world war. :Karrow thoughts could not then find expression. Partisan plans
would be hurled aside. Baptized under that fire of world conflict, they would forget they were Democrats or Republicans in
their consecrated devotion to the greatest cause that ever
plunged nations into the mad vortex of war. [Applause.]
In -this spirit alone can we be worthy of the splendid men
who are defending the world's most sacred principles. It is
this spirit of loyalty and devotion to the tremendous issues at
stake that must control all our thoughts and energies. It is
with this spirit of deepest consecration to o-ur great cause that
we can win the wa.r and bring again to earth the blessings of a
righteous and lasting peace. [Applause.]
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Mr. SIMS. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House resolve itself
into the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the
Union for the further consideration of the emergency po>.er
bi:;.I, H. R. 12776.
The SPEAKER. It is not necessary for the gentleman to
make that. motion. The rule evidently contemplates t.he automatic going into Committee of the Whole.
1\Ir. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
1\fr. WALSH. Is the ruling of the Chair to the effect that tomorrow, Calendar \Vednesday, will be dispensed with?
The SPEAKER. No. It takes unanimous consent or a twothirds vote to dispense with Calendar Wednesday. Now, this is
a curious question. The Chair has not hau time to investigate
it and doeP not know how far back it runs, but evidently the
first man who ever drew a rule like this one 'did it when somebody was conducting a systematic filibuster. It may have
been a Democrat or it may have been a Republican. but there
would be roll calls on everything, among other things on the
motion to go into Committee of the 'Vhole, and that would delay
business. If I had time I would investigate to find out the
reasons which prompted the drawing of that first rule. The
question has been raised here three or four times, and the Chair
has always ruled the same way. Evidently that was the origin
of it. Of course, no condition of that kind exists here now, but
still the Committee on Rules brought in this rule in the usual
language, providing that immediately upon the adoption of the
rule the House should resolve itself into the ·committee of the
\Vhole. .
·
l\Ir. WALSH. Then the Speaker rules that this particular
rule making this bill in order should be interpreted in the same
m'lnner as a rule containing the words " and shall be a continuing order"?
The SPEAKER. That is exactly what the Chair holds.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. May I inquixe wheth~r, under the phraseology of this rule, if this bill is not finished in the Committee of
the Whole on Saturday .evening ~hen the House adjourns, ibis
bill will supplant the business· in order on next Monday, the
Unanimoi1s-Consent Calendar, and suspension of the rules?
I am asking for the construction of the present rule with that
in mind-this does not say it shall be a continuing order.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks by this rule, by its \erbiage, that it would cut out business on the first and third Monday. But certainly it does not on Calendar \Vednesday. The
Chair is not so positive about the business on Monday as he is on
Wednesday, and will investigate that matter before next l\Ionday.
Mr. STAFFORD. Why should it cut out the business on
Calendar ·wednesday and not on suspension day, except that
the rule provides that the committee shalt not report any rule
cutting out Calendar Wednesday? I suppose that is the basis
of the Chair's opinion.
The SPEAKER. The rule says :
It shall always be in order to call up for consideration a report from
the Committee on Rules, and, pending the consideration thereof, the
Speaker may entertain one motion that the llouse adjourn ; but after
the result is announced he shall not entertain any other dilatory motion
until the said report shall have been fully disposed of. The Committee
on Rules shall not report n.ny rule or order which shall provide that
business under paragraph 7 of Rule XXIV shall be set aside by a vote
of Je s than two-thil·ds of the Members present; nor shall it report any
rule or order which shall operate to prevent the motion to recommit
being made as provided in paragraph 4 of Rule XVI.

1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. l\Ir. Speaker, a parliamentary
inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Does the Chair predicate his
ruling upon the language" Resolved, That immediately upon the
adoption of this rule th.a House shall resolve itself into Com..
mittee of the Whole House on the state of the Union"?
The SPEAKER. Ye . This rule has an addendum to it, and
it may be in all the rules: "After the bill shall have been perfected in Committee of the Whole House on the state of the
Union it shall be reported to the House."
1\lr: WALSH. 'Vhat else could be done with. it?
The SPEAKER. The committee might drop it. ·
Mr. WALSH. Do I understand that a motion to strike out
the enacting clause is not now in order in the Committee of the
'Vhole?
·
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is asking so many parliamentary questions that tbe Chair-1\lr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, it is not in order in Committee
of the \Vhole under the rule. The rule says you can not move
to strike out the enacting clause because the House has ordered
the Committee of the Whole to consider it in Committee of the
Whole, and you can not move to sh·ike out the .enacting clause
after it has been ordered to be considered by special order.
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'l'hat is what I am asking the Chair.
l\1r. FOSTER I hope the Chair will not decide that that can
be done, because the decisions and the rule says that where the
bill is being considered in Committee of the Whole by order of
the House it is not in order to mo\e to strike out the enacting
clause. I thinl\: that is very plain.
The SPEAKER. That question is not pre ented here. But if
this rule does not mean what the Chair construes it to mean,
there is no sense in the rule at all.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. May I be permitted to say a
word, if the gentleman will permit? The only purpose of the
Committee on Rules in reporting the rule was to give it a privileged stat-us. I do not think it was the thought of any member
of the committee that they were giving it an exclusive status.
and that by reporting the rule we were going to cut off confer:.
_ence reports and matters of the highest privilege. The purpose
of the report was to give the bill a privileged status, and we put
that language at the end, so that it would not require it to be
completed in a single day. I make that statement in justice to
the Committee on Rules.
The SPEAKER. The Chair would not hold that this rule, or
any rule, would shut off conference reports. They are-the very
e sence of legislation. There is not a Member of the House who
u~es the English language more precisely than does the gentleman from Tennessee [1\ir. GARRETT), and the chances are ten to
one that the Committee on Rules went on and reported the rule
in the stereotyped way.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. 1\Ir. Speaker, I fully concur in
the statement of the gentleman ·from Tennessee with respect to
the intent of this rule. I hope the Chair will not find it necessary to decide the question whether or not the rule sets aside the
first and third Mondays in the month.
The SPEAKER. The Chair is not going to deciUe that question now.
Mr. CA.l\IPBELL of Kansas. r am quite sure it was not the
intention of the Committee on Rules to give any greater privilege to this bill than a pri\ileged status under the rules of the
House. ·
Mr. WALSH. How do conference reports get any privilege
if the House resolves itself automatically into Committee of the
Whole House on the stat<.~ of the Union?
The SPEAiillR. The Chair will rule on that when the time
comes. All of these rules ought to be construed in the direction
·of e~-pediting business. Speaker Re~ never did lay down a
proposition clearer than that or one that had more sense. He
said that all rules were made for the purpose of expediting
business and not retarding business, and he followed that with
an iron hand.
1\Ir. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, is it possible to get a diYision ·
on the question of going into Committee of the Whole House
on the state of the Union each day on this bill?
The SPEAKER. Not under this rule.
l\Ir. ROGERS. Then It seems that the rule in not permitting
the House to raise that ·question is a rule that defeats the expediting of business of the House.
The SPEAKER. Here is the situation. The Committee on
Rules of the House comes in with' a rule which fixes the order
of business. The House has adopted that rule by the committee.
Mr. WALSH. 'Vill the Chair permit a suggestion, that under
this phraseology it does not contain the words "and shall be a
continuing order." This simple little rule, under the construction of the Chair. gives this measure a higher status than an
appropriation bill, because on appropriation bills we have to
move to go into Committee of the Whole House on the state of
the Union each day.
The SPEAKER. The time to ha\e remedied that was when
this rule was up. ·
Mr. WALSH. I do not think that the question is beyond argument now, even after the statement of the Chair.
The SPEAKER. The Chair is perfectly willing to hear argument about it. There are two things this House does in a kind
of automatic way-one is agreeing to a rule and the other is ordering the previous question.
Mr. STAFFORD. If the Chair will permit, if this is an automatic call, is it right for the Speaker ev-en to receive a message
from the Senate!
The SPEAKER. Oh, those thin~ have to be done.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. There a1·e other matters under the rules
of the House that should be consiuered, too.
The SPEAKER. You can not stop the business of the House
stock still.
1\lr. STAFFORD. The decision of the .Speaker, if adhered to",
would stop the business of legislation. even to the extent of
refusing to receiv-e a me. sage from the President or t11e Senate;
it would block all legislation.
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The SPEAKER. If th'ey did not want it that way, they ought
not to bring in a rule of that kind; and if they do bring in a rule
of that h'ind l\Iembers ought to beat the rule. There is nothing
sacred about u rule.
1\lr. STAFFORD. If tbe Speaker will bear with me, this Ian·
guage simply gives this bill a privileged character. If they
wished to make it a continuing order, so it would be in the
province of the Chair to hold that the House resolve itself auto·
matically into the Committee of the Whole House on the state
of the Union, why, then, they would express this that way; but
this just gives it a privileged statu , that is alL
The SPEAKER The Chair serves notice on the Ho11se that
he is going to rule this way every time this kind of a rule comes
up ; and if the House does not like it, it has its remedy.
1\lr. W ALC!H. No opportunity is given to amend the rule
:when it is brought in.
The SPEAKER. The real remedy is to appeal from the deci·
sion of the Chair.
l\1r. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Vote down the previous qucs·
tion on the rule.
·
1\lr. SEARS. As the Chair has ruled that the House resolves
itself automatically into Committee of the Whole House on the
state of the Union, I make the point of order that the gentlemen on the other side are out of order.
'l'he SPEAKER. Everybody has been out (If order, on both
sides. The House automatically resolves itself into the Committee of the Whole Hou e on the state of the Union for the
further consideration of the bill (H. R. 12776), with the gentleman from Tennessee [:M:r. HousToN] in the chair.
Accordingly the House resolved itself into the Committee of
the ''~ole House on the state of the Union for the further con·
si<lera ti{)n of the bill H. R. 12776, with Mr. HousToN in the
cha ir.
The CHAffiMAl.~. The House is in Committee of the Whole
llou ·e on the state of the Union for the further consideration
of the bill H. R. 12776, which the Clerk will report by title.
The Clerk read as follows:
A blll (H. R. 12i76) to pr~vide further for the national security .and
defense and for tbe more -t>ffective prosecution of the war by furni bing
means for the better utilization of the existing sources of electrical and
mechanical power and for the devel~pment of new sources Qf such
power, and for other purposes.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.
: The Clerk read a.s follows:
SEC. 4. That whenever any act done pursuant to the provisions of
this act shall constitute a taking of private prop<!rty within the meantug of the Constitution just compensation shall be made therefor ln an
amount to be determined by the President; and if the amount so de' termined by tho President is unsatisfact~ry to the person e:ntitled to
receive the same, such person shall be paid 75 per cent of the amount
so determined by the President and shall be entitled to sue the Unit<'d
State to recover such further sum a , added to said 75 per cent, will
make up such amount as will be just compensation therefor, in the
manner providPcl fer by section 24, paragraph 20, and section 145 of
.t he Judicial Code.
1

The committee amendment wns r ead, as follows:

Page ~l. lines 3 and 4, after the word " constitution," insert " and
the laws 9! the several States."

. The question was taken, and the a.mendment wa.s a.greed to.
The committee amendment was read, as follows:

l

Page 11, line 5, after the word "amount," insert the words ''and in
the manner."
j The question ,..,.as taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
· J.Ir. ESCH. l\Ir. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to recur to section 3 for the purpose of offering an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request? [After
a pause.] The Chair hears none.
. l\Ir. Sil\fS. There is no objection.
j The CHAffil\!Al.~. The Clerk will report the amendment.
1 The Clerk read as follows:

rage 10, !ine 15, after the word "Pr·esid<>nt," insert "subject to the
limitations set forth in paragraph 13 of section 2."

l\1r. ESCH. We rewrote subsection 1.3 yesterday by provi<l·
lng that these employees, clerks, and so forth, could come under
civil service. This section 3 brings in a.nother list of employees,
so I wish to make the same application as to them.
Mr. SIMS. This is the sarr.-e amendment that has already
been adopted.
T1Je question -was taken, nnd the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. ESCH. I haT"e another a.tnendment to offer, and I thinli:
the chairman will admit it ought to be made. On page 10, lin~
19, there appears a comma fter the word " time." Either
there ought to be a semicolon or the word " and " ought to be
inserted, and I Sll.g._~est that we insert the word " and " and
strike out the comma.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendrr.-ent.
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The Clerk read as follows:
Page 10 line 19, after the word "time," strike out the comma and
insert in lieu thereof the word " and."

The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEC. 6. That no structure affecting the navigable capacity Qf any
navigable waters of the United States shall be constructed or installed
uniler the provisions of this act until t he plans therefor have been
approved by the Chief of Engineers and the Secretary of War, Qr such
otller body as may be authorized by Congress.

The committee amendment was read, as follows:
Page 12, lin-es 5 and 6, after the word "War," in line 5, insert the
following: "or such other body as may be authorized by Congress."

The
Mr.
ment.
The
The

question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
ROGERS. l\Ir. Chairman, I desire to offer an amend·
CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
Clerk read as follows:

Page 12, line 4, a!ter the word "until,u insert "a hearing has been
held and."

Mr. ROGERS. l\Ir. Chairman, I submitted that amendment
to the chairman of the committee, and he expressed himself as
in favor of it.
Mr. Sll\IS. I see no objection to it.
Mr. ROGERS. If the gentleman is of the same opinion, I
do not care to discuss it.
Mr. MADDEN. I want to be heard on that.
Mr. ROGERS. Is the gentleman opposed to the amendment?
Mr. 1\IADDEN. I am opposed to it.
Mr. ROGERS. Then perhaps I will say a. word. I believe,
l\lr. Chairman, it will be agreed generally by the committee that
a bearing is a fundamental element in our procedure; that in
criminal, in civil, a.nd in administrative law of all kinds the
person against whom a. proceeding of law is moving is per·
mitted to be heard, to state his case, and to offer such objections as he may see fit against the action which is contemplated.
- 1\Ir. ESCH. Would not the use of the word " approve " imply
a bearing?
Mr. ROGERS. I think not. The section now reads " until
the plans therefor have been approved by the Chief of Engineers
and the Secretary of War." It woulu seem to me perfectly
clear that the Secretary of War and the Chief of Engineers
might frequently reach a decision and " approve " the action
of their subordinates without affording an opportunity to the
interested private party to be heard.
l\Ir. ESCH. The language in italics inserted in the section
are in view of the provi ions in the general water-power bill
which contemplate a commission, and under the water-power bill
the commission has full jurisdiction over the subject matter
and, under the practice, would have the hearing.
Mr. ROGERS. The practice is a very excellent thing, but
the practice can be changed at will, of course. Does the gentle·
man see any objection to providing in the law that the interested
person may be given a chance to be heard?
l\Ir. ESCH. I have only this possible objection, that a hear·
lng may necessitate delay, and this is an emergency matter, and
the Government may have to act on the instant.
Mr. ROGERS. Of course, it would be true that it would be
in the hands of the Chief of Engineers and of the Secretary of
War when the hearing should be held and how much notice of
it should be given. The other party would be obliged to con·
form to the suggestions which were made by the Government
officials. Under the circumstances I can not think that there
would be any danger of delay which would imperil the advancement of any project.
Mr. 1\IADDEN. Mr. Chairman, I hope that this amendment
will not prevail, because it will have a tendency to delay perhaps the most important thing that may be required to be done
in connection . with the development of power, and time in a
ca.se like this is of the greatest importance.
This bill has been pending now for about a week, and a
great many of us ha,·e not really understood the importance
of its early euactment. I have not been very enthusiastic
for the bill myself, but I took the liberty this morning of
spending an hour or two in going through the plans which the Council of National Defense has for the development of power
and the purposes for which the power is to be used. I was
amazed to find after looking the plans over that the emergency
is not only here, but it is imperative that a.ction should be
taken not only on this bill but upon the work that is to follow
the enactment of the law. The calculations made by the Council
of National Defense for the development of power for the
manufacture of equipment for the war were based on an Army
the size of which was not much more than a quarter of what
the Army is finally to be. We have been proceeding on the
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theory that we had equipment enough to meet the needs of
the emergency. But as the Army grows from day to day it is
found that the manufacturing plants throughout the United
States needed for the production of material necessary to supply the Army in the field are inadequate and that plants must
be increased in size and volume and power supply if we are to
meet the e~pectations of success abroad. I had no idea that
the thing was as important as it is until I made this in,~estigation.

Mr. GREEN of Iowa. As the gentleman has made this investigation, could he inform us just where it was planned to
place these plants and whether they are team or water plants?
1\Ir. 1\IADDEN. They are all over the United States, and I
bave a typical drawing of one district, for example, taking in
the Pittsburgh territory and eastern Ohio and . orne of West
Virginia, beginning down here at Windsor and 'Vheeling, and
moving along to Washington, Pa., and down to 1\lcKeesport
and Connellsville and Duquesne, Cheswick, Pittsburgh, Lincoln,
li'reeport, Butler, Junction Park, Ellwood, West Pittsburgh;
and Lowellville, Youngstown, Brier Hill, Warren, Alliance,
Massillon, Canton, and Bolivar, Ohio.
And these are only typical towns which I have nam~d. And
the proposition is to consolidate, ns far as possible, the power
to supply any plant within the a _Ja of this district from any
power plant that may have a surplus of power. That . will
necessitate the construction of the pipe lines that I hat! some
uoubt about a day or two ago, and in connection with which I
asked some questions, and it is found that in the territory of
which I have this plan the present pos ible development of
power is 100,000 kilowatts, whereas the need for 1919 will be
230,000 kilowatts. It requires an addition of 130,000 kilowatts.
The development of power necessary to meet the needs throughout the country will require an additional million kilowatts
during the year 1919.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
·• Mr. MADDEN. I would like to ask for five minutes more.
'l'he CHAIItMAN. The gentleman from Illinois asks unanimous consent to proceed for five minute more. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
Mr. MADDEN. And since the Army has gone to-from
what we originally proposed, 1,200,000-3,500,000 men, and
is going up to 5,000,000 men, it is of the utmost importance
that power be developed or supplied from where it is to places
where it does not exist, through transmission lines, .so that
we can keep the me_n who are working in the factories that
...:re making war munitions employed. ' In some of the£e factories, I may say now, the men are required to lay off part of
two or three clays a week because of the shortage of power.
And if that continues to a very considerable exterft throughout
the country it will embarrass the War Department in supplying the needs of the Army. Every calculation that was made
with respect to the needed power in the beginning was based
on the original size of the Army. The greatest objection to the
attitude of the Council of National Defense or the War Department that can be made in this connection is the fact that
they did not ee the need of this question earlier. . But perhaps
they are not to blame for that. They bad to investigate to
find out what power existed everywhere in the United States.
1\Iy investigation shows that they have done that systematically; that they have a record of all the power that exists
everywhere. They have uivided the country into zone:-;. The
department contemplates the concentration of power within the
Eones so that it can be supplied from any plant that has more
to any plant that has less power than needed; that new power
plants can be created, and hence the importance of not adopting the amendment suggeste(l by the gentleman from 1\lassachusetts [l\1r. RoGERs], because if that amendment should be
adopted and bearings were necessary, in the case of navigable
streams, .the delay might be fatal.
Under ordinary circumstances I would favor the amendment
~f the gentleman, but this is not an ordinary case. And I hope
that he will withdraw the amendment, because I think the
m·gency of the case is such as to make it imperative that no delay shall be had when power development is necessary at any particular place in the United States. For example, I found from
my inve tigation that the tabulations that were made show
there is con iderable power in the city of New York that could
be transferred across the river into New Jersey if this bill gives
the President the authority to make the transfer. Until the law
Is pas ed he would not have the power to make the transfer, and
inasmuch as it is to be transferred from one State to another,
negotiations would probably have to be had between the States.
But with this law in force I think the President would have the
power. to make the order. In the present emergency the New
Jersey plants are short of power to the extent of keeping some
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of the great munition plants idle in New Jersey, whereas if the
President had the power he could order the transfer of that
power from New York, where they have a surplus, and thus
keep the New Jersey plants n~orkin~ to their fullest extent. And
so I think I have learned from the investigation that I took the
trouble to make that this bill is of greater importance than any
of us had any idea it was.
·
1\lr. ROGERS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\lr. MADDEN. Yes; surely.
1\lr. ROGERS. Does the gentleman think that the hearings in
the infrequent en es where they would probably be asked for
would result in any material delay, so as to prejudice the war
preparations of the country?
Mr. MADDEN. That is the only thing I am afraid of, I will
say to the gentleman from Massachusetts. No matter how infrequent it might be, it might be all important to avoid delay.
The delay might be fatal in the matter, no matter how infrequent it migh~ be. If so, it ought not to be allowed. I hope that
the gentleman will withdraw the amendment.
· The CHAIRMAl~. The time of the gentleman from Illinois
has expired.
1\lr. SIMS. 1\lr. Chairman, I want to say that I am glad to
hear the gentleman from Illinois [1\Ir. MADDEN] say what he
has. When the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. RooERsl
mentioned to me privately about the proposed hearing I took
the same view of it that the gentleman from 1\Ias!?achusetts
does now-that it would not be a hearing requiring any particular length of time, and that _it would not be given unless there
was a deinand, and where there was a demand, of course, I
thought it would be by some man who had a complaint and who e
property might be injured; and all the hearing, as I understand,
that is contemplated by this amendment is that when the request
for a hearing comes to the engineers of the War Department it
would be acted on in the most expeditious manner and without
any appreciable delay. Of course1 if it would involve serious
delay I am confident that the gentleman from Massachusetts
himself would not press his amendment.
Mr. ROGERS. That is true. But the gentleman would assume, would he not, that in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred
the hearings would be asked for and given promptly and no
delay would intervene?
1\lr. SIMS. That is what I understood from the statement of
. the gentleman from Massachusetts. All the way through I haYe
welcomed suggestions as to amendments. This is no party bill.
It is not my bill. I never wrote a word of it, as I have tried to
convince 'the House from time to time, lest some one, having a
feeling against me, might try to take out his grudge against me
by opposing this measure. I have not opposed amendmevts.
where I have felt no harm would be done by them, even where
tl1ere is no good in them. I realize that the . gentleman from
Massachusetts is anxious to do all that can be done in the winning of the war. I saw no practical harm in the gentleman's
amendment, but the gentleman from illinois [Mr. MADDEN] has
made a very illuminating statement as to the situation, and I
think what he has said ought to be taken into consideration by
the committee.
·
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman, if it is
not embarrassing to him, state to the committee whether or not
he favors or oppo ·es the amendment of the gentleman from
Massachusetts?
:Mr. SIMS. I do not think an informal complaint made by
somebody who might be interested would result in · serious and
material delay. If it would iu practice ca.use delay, of course
I would oppose it. It is just a question of_what kind of a hear~
ing is to b~ had and the length of time it is to cover. I think
nobody can controvert what the gentleman f~:om Illinois [Mr._
MADDEN] has just stateu as to the main purposes of the bill.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. 1\Ir. Chairman, it qoes not seem to rue
that the brief time that might be taken in one of these hearing.~
would appreciably delay the execution of the work. In the
hearings I find the statement of one of the . witnesses that theY.
do not expect to get this work completed inside of a year or
18 months. If they expect to spend even $20,000,000 on some
particular plant, as I understand they do, they certainly '"oulu
not eA"Pect to get it completed in much less than that time.
:
But I did not rise to speak so much of that matter as upon
another subject. I got some information from the gentleman
from Illinois [l\fr. l\lADDE!il] as to the location of these plants:
Apparently they are to be located mostly in the East. and in a congested district. I hold in my hands a map of one of the e
districts, which the gentleman from Illinois hr..s kindly furnished
me. I wish the committee had seen fit to go into the matter
more fully and attach a list of these ·maps to their repot·t.
1\Ir. SIUS. I will say to the gentleman that the committee
did go fully into this matter, and Lieut. Stanley in his testi-
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mony !-ives all details. Now, why do we not have maps with
the hearings? I would have been ·glad to have incorporateu
maps with the report, but when I asked for information as to
whether it would materially delay the printing of the hearings
I was answered that the Printing Office could not immediately
print the maps. I was trying to expedite the matter and did
not tl1ink the maps were so important as to warrant the delay
in the printing of the hearings for the length of time required
for the production of the maps. Now, what I want gentlemen to
llo is to be candid and not to make captious criticisms not
founded on substanre.
.M1·. GREEN of. Iowa. The gentleman can make his speeche.s
in his own time. The printing- of these blue prints would not
take any time. They could be run off in a few minutes by
electric light. The testimony of the witness does not identify
the localities so that we can tell anything about it. ·
My friend from Illinois [1\Ir. MADDEN] stated that they have
gone all over the whole country in search of sites for powet•
plants. It does not seem to me that they have been looking very
carefully. If they had gone out to Keokuk, Iowa, they would
ha-ve found 100,000 horsepower going to waste right there to-day.
..:Jl it needs is putting in the turbine wheels. There is the great
dam that cost over $20.000,000. There are the wheel pits,
power house, transmitters, and everything except the turbine
wheels to furnish 100,000 more horsepower if they wanted it.
Of course, gentlemen will say that they have got their plantt5
located in the East. and I must admit they persist in putting
them there. Notwithstanding attention has been repeatedly
called to the situation, new plants are still being constructed in
the East.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The time of the gentleman from Iowa has
expired.
~I r. GREEN of Iowa.
I would like to have three minutes
more. 1\Iy friends will not permit me to talk without interruption.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Iowa?
'There was no objection.
1 Mr. ESCH.
1.\ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
f l\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. Yes.
l\Ir. ESCH. I understand the Keokuk Dam is now supplying
_ 90,000 or 100,000 horsepower, of which the city of St. Louis
takes 60,000. They do have wheel pits for six or more turbines,
but to utilize all of those turbines would require a larger water
supply, and they could not have a continuous power using all
of t11e wheel pits. They would have to put in supplemental
steam power. I ha-ve been there, and I am familiar with the
cocditions.
l\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. The gentleman is in error if he thinks
they could l1ave no more continuous power there.
. Mr. ESCH. I admit that they could by raising the general
level of the pools.
l\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. Without raising the level, much more
power could be obtained; and by a very slight expense they
could get _the whole 100,000 horsepower additional by raising
the general surface of the reservoir.
l\1r. SIMS. 'Vill not this bill permit the -very thing to be done
the gentleman is di~cussing?
. 1.\lr. GREEN of Iowa. Yes; but they are not proposing
to <lo it.
, l\1r. SIMS. How does the gentleman know that?
l\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. Because nobody here, or anywhere
within the hearing of the committee, has ever mentioned it.
l\lr. SIMS. We propose to do it wherever it is needed for
the pmpose of expediting the manufacture of war materials,
whether at Keokuk or anywhere else. If my friend is waiting
to have every one of these places identified in this debate, I am
afraid the war will end before it is done.
l\fr. SLOAN. ·we want the war to end.
l\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. I repeat that the great Father of
Waters is sending down 100,000 horsepower there at Keokuk
which is being wasted, which at very slight expense could be
utilized. It would not need $100,000.000 or $20,000,000, and I
do not believe it would need $1,000,000 to enable the Government to use this whole 100,000 horsepower. The trouble is
that they persist in locating all of these plants in tl1e East. If
they construct any new plants or buildings they put them in
the East, notwithstanding that out there is the great river
which can be used to obtain iron from the North anct coal from
the Ohio, and down which the completed products can be
shipped to the Gulf. Along this great river there are barges
waiting, with plenty of transportation, anp there is no occasiou
to congest the railways as we are doing now and clog up our.
ports with the products of the factories on its banks.
LVI--696

The port of New Orleans can be used, and that is not congested
to the extent that eastern ports are. ·In spite of all these facts
these gentlemen, who are mainly interested in the East and for
some reason or other c&n only see through eastern spectacleR,
keep all these plants in the East, when they ought to be trans·
ferred to the West to a large extent, where all these natural re·
sources are ready for them and there are ample supplies of
power. That is the situation. That is what needs remedying
to-day. They say they are going to do it; but I am unable to
find_that they are taking any steps in that direction, and that is
what I am complaining about. There is plenty of power in
Chicago, but little war work is being done there. Why the war
work is not brought to the power is something that no one has
undertaken to explain.
1.\ir. STAFFORD. l\Ir. Chairman, I rise in opposition to th9
pro forma amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The amendment of the gentleman from
Massachusetts [Mr. RoGERS] is pending, and debate on that
amendment has been exhausted.
l\lr. STAFFORD. I move to sh·ike out the last word.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman i recognized for fi-ve minutes on the pro forma amendment .
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I am opposed to the amendment offered by the gentleman from Massachusetts [1.\fr. RoGERs].
I believe there has been too much delay already in the presentation of this necessary power bill to the attention of Congress.
A complete survey has been made by representatives of the
Government, which shows where power conditions are normal,
where there is a power sho.rtage, and where there is an excess of
power. The argument of the gentleman from Iowa [1\Ir. GREEN}
has no rele-vancy in connection with this bill. There is no shortage of power in the vicinity of Keokuk, Iowa, or within 200 mile.:;
of that place. If the gentleman had studied the report of this
survey carefully he would have seen that the survey made by
the officials of the Government shows that there is no shortage
of water power for 200 miles around Keokuk. At Chicago there
is no shortage of power, according to this survey.
l\:lr. GREEN of Iowa. Will the gentleman yield?
1.\ir. STAFFORD. Yes.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. That is just what I am complaining
about. They will not put any of these plants in the 'Vest, where
there is plenty of power.
1.\fr. STAFFORD. The gentleman, with his impracticable theories, would delay the winning of the war for two years or more
to establish plants out there where there would be power, rather
than to bring the po"·er right to the plants. If he had any
practical knowledge of the mechanics of manufacturing he
would know that what is necessary is to bring power to plants
nlready established. Canada has met this issue. She is away
in advance of this country. She has developed to its maximum
capacity the water power of Niagara Falls on the Canadian side.
'Ve have been laggard and backward in that particular. There
are certain districts in this country where munitions are being
manufactured. The remedy suggested by the gentleman from
Iowa [Mr. GREEN] is not to utilize these plants in the East to
their maximum capacity, but to establish new plants out in the
1\Iiddle West. That is all past. 'Ve are now right in the midst
of winning the war. The thing to clo is to bring the war to a
sudden close, and it is necessary to have additional power torun these plants, wherever they are located, to their maximum
capacity.
What would be the effect of the amendment of the gentleman
from Massachusetts [1\Ir. RoGERS]? I can not agree with the
gentleman who has charge of this bill that it would only provide
for an informal hearing. Anyone who knows anything about
investigations by the Government knows that it means that any
such hearing as is prescribed by this amendment would mean
delay.
Mr. SIMS. I am not advocating the amendment at all.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I tried by a direct question to ascertain
whether the gentleman favored the amendment or not. I could
not ascertain. I did not want to embarrass him by asking how
he was going to vote, because that is a matter for his own
conscience; but as chairman of the committee having this bill
in charge I did h'Y to find out from him whether he favored it
or not, but I got an evasive answer. I am utterly opposefl to
any such delay as is contemplated. The wording of the bill is
ample protection. Yon can certainly leave it to the Chief of
Engineers and the Secretary of War to determine whether it
is necessary. They are ·not going to impair the use of streams
for navigation, unless it is necessary to generate power to will
the war.
·
Mr. ROGERS. Does not the gentleman think that eve'1 the
Chief of Engineers may sometimes err, and that· it ' is fair that
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n priYate in(lividual should have a chance to present his
case?
1\ir. ST.AtFFORD. Private individual to have boats navigating the stream!
I would far rather ·have the Chief Engineer err on the side of
'tinning the war by creating additional ·power even though it
might infringe on the private rights of individuals. Their
lights are secute<l under the bill.
. l\1~. ROGERS. They are no ~ secured unless they can present
their case.
1\Ir. ST.A.FFORD. They are secured ; the ne:xt section or two
gives ample guaranty to all private prot;>erty. Under the gentleman's amendment we would have delay. You would allow
t:tl.e e. persons to come before the War Depnrtment and there
would be delay of weeks and weeks. What is necessary is to
give .authQrity to -the Secretary of War and the heads of the departments so that they can go ahead and equip these pt)wer
plants wherever it i · neces ary so that they will have adequate
power to . meet war need .
l\!r.· CANNON. -Mr. Chairman, may I inquire of the chairman
of the committee if the Niagara Falls has been taken over by
the Government?
1\Ir. Sil\fS. I do not understand that Niagara Falls has been
commandeered, I do not think it has.
J_\1r. CANNON. I presume not ; but under this bill could the
vower on the ·Am£>rican side be increased?
1\lr. SIMS. I understaNd that it is possible to increase the
power on the American side, and I think the means could be
·furni hed under this bill.
l\Ir. C.AJ..~ON. So that the power that is going t.o waste,
which is a very large amount, could be utilized?
· Mr. SIMS. Yes; and it is very badly needed.
The CHAIR 1A...N. The question i on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Massachu ctts.
· -:lfr. ROGER .- Mr. Chairman, I ask that the amendment
U(!a in be reported.
The Clerk again reported the amendment.
;· 1.'be CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment.
t . The question was: taken. and the amendment "-"ll:J rejected . .
· The Clerk read as follows: ·
SEC. 7. That any person who shall knowingly_ negled or refuse to
comply with any order or requisition made by the President or by any
offi c , a gent, or agency whom be shall have designa ted or created purFunnt to the prov1s1ons of ectl~n 3 hereof, or who shall knowingly
obstruct or attempt to ob ttuct the enforcement of or the compliance
with any uch requisition or ord ~r. or who, by means of any false statenl(>Dt or fraudulent representation, shall indu ce or attempt to induce
the Pre itlent or any such officer. agent, or agEncy to lend, advance, or
\}rovide any moneys, or to provide or in rt:all any property, or to enter
into any contra ct, or to perform any other act authorized by the provisjons of this act shall be punished by a tine ot not more than $5 ,000
br by tmpri onment for not more than two y~ars, or by both such tine
and impri onment.

Mr. AJ\DERSON. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following runendl!l<>nt.
Tl.te Clerk read as follo\VS:
Page 12. line 8, after the word " requisition," insert: "authorized by
the p r ov ision of thls act and."

T he CHAIRl\IA..'T. The question is ·on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from .1\Iinnesota.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEc. S. That Oae President may r etain any property and operate any
plunts, t r::m sm1sslon lines, structures, facilittes, or applin.nces const ructPd or acquired under the provt ions of this act for such time all he
Jnay d Pt>m rr C('ssa:ry or advisable for the purpose of selling or otherwise
ell po lng th reof.

1\lr. PARKER of New Jer ey. 1\lr. Chairman, I offer the following amendment.
T11e Clerk read m:; follows: .
Pag;• 13, line 2, after the woul "thereof," strike out the period and
insert tile following: "not exceeding one year after the war period."
~Ir. P.\.RKER of New Jersey. 1\Ir. Chairmanf I want to say
a word about this amendment. This que tion may be very
trouble orne. Probably it would be better if the whole clau e
was omitted, because it gives power after the war is over, not
only to maintain power plants acquired by the Govei·nment but
to operate them whether they are required or not, so as to be a
sort of a permanent thing. It seems right that a reasonable
time should be allo"·ed in which to sell plant unless the Government \Yant to keep them, .say, for its own powder plants.
Their operation is po ibly nee~. ary to hold them, but I am
really very much won·ied at keeping these plants, generally,
for such time as anyone pleases and going on with their operation. · It looks vel'y much like establishing a monopoly of power
throughout the United State.s. . :
·
.
1\fr. ESCH. Will the gentleman yield 1
1\lr. PARKER of New Jersey. I will.

OoTOBER
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Mr. ESCH. \Vould the gentleman be sati tied in lieu of his
amendment to strike out the words "or acquired," in line 24,
and substitute the words "by the United States," so that it
would read:
That .the Pr~.sldent may retain any property and ·operate any plant,
transmiss1on line, struct1.u , facilities, or appliances constructed by
the United StateS unde-r the provisions of this act-

And so forth?
1\lr. PARKER of New Jer ey.

I am thinking on my feet and
I can not answer the gentleman's que tlon right away. ·The

United States expects, as ' I understand it, to have constructed
through a fund provided for the period of the war these additions and structures; and they get title to enormous connections between . all of the e plants which would give them ab olute control over the production: It: is not merely the ma·
chinery in them, but the connections of one with another which
makes tllern a tremen<lou , en1>rmou , single power plant. We
ought to be cautious about authorizing the Government to c ntrol the power of the country by ·such mean , and yet I am· very
much worried a to how we can do it by tatute Without hampering the Government. l\Iy own idea ,i that it would be -better
to leave this question until we find out 'vhat condition. are
after the war, and that it would be better to strike out the
\\""hole clause. But in order not to embarra s the biJI my amendment limits the time for the period of one year after the war
period. I do not know whether that would be 'sufficient or not,
but Congress will be in
.sion before the treaty of peace, and
will be able to <lispo e of that question. I want gentlemen to
realize what this means. They will construct connections between those plants and ptit ma.chinery in them which may become
absolutely e sential to the operation of those P..lant and which
ought to be settled for afte-r the war unle s we intend to have
Government operation of power indefinitely and forever. That
operation ought really to be limited therefore to a reasonable
time. I will not object to hvo years in thts particular clause, but
I think it is better to say one, because one year is time enough for
Congress to sit. There are six months in the war period after the
treaty of peace, and it 'vould probably be a whole year between
· the termination of the war and the declaration of the treaty of
peace, so that there is really two years and six months, which
is ample time to dispo e of the matter. I therefore move, as I
say, an amendment by which the power granted by this bill
to continue to operate plants during peace time shall be limited
to a. year after the war period., which I think will be two years
and .six months after the termination of the war. The administration must dispo e of it by that time unless Congre makes
some other arrangement.
1\Ir. Sil\IS. I want to ask the gentleman from Wisconsin
what his sugge. tion was?
1\.Ir. PAR~ER of New Jersey. The gentleman from 'Visconsin suggested that we strike out the word!=: "or ucquire," so this
should apply only to plants ·or property constructed by the
United States, but the United States under the bill, as I say,
constructs everything, whether it gets a man to build for it by
advancing funds or builds by its own agents.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
1\fr. SillS. Mr. Chairman, I ask for recognition. I want t()
ask the gentleman from 'Viseonsin why he move to strike out
the word "acquire"? Would it not be neces ary, if the Presi
dent or the Government acquire a ·plant, to have some time for
sale or disposing of it as if it were constructed by the Government it elf?
·
1\fr. ESCH. My thought in that connection was this: Where
the Government builds a plant or a tran mi5'; ion line with its
-own money, and therefore owns it, we should not compel the
President to dispose of that property within the limitation ot
time prescribed in other sections of the bill, _and that under the
limitation prescribed hy the amendment of the gentleman from
New Jersey the Government might still wish to continue tbe
operation of that plant built by the Government's money, that
transmission line, for years thereafter, and I have in mi;nd the
development or power, for instance, at a navigation dam where
there is surplus water for power production.
Mr. Sll\IS. I agree with the gentleman. I wanted to kno.w
why he was not willing that the same power should exist where
the President had aequired property. The Government would
still own it.
Mr. ANDE!RSONr Tbe term "acquire" would include a situation where the Government had a lease or right of pos ession and
occupation.
Mr. SIMS. I know '; but the whole object expre ed in this hill
is, as he may deem necessary or advisable he might sell or
otherwise di spose of i t. Ile must sell if he acquires as well as
if he constru cts.
4
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· Mr. ANDERSON. Not if it is only right of possession or lease
upon the property.
Mr. SIMS. The gentleman makes a fine distinction. I was
discussing what is the difference in fact in having no limitation
where the Government constructed it or acquired it. If the
Government owns the property and gets possession of it, it needs
the time to dispose of it; it ought to apply to acquired prop·
erty as well as to property constructed .by the Government, and I
was asking the gentleman from Wisconsin what his reason was
for striking out" acquire." I know he always has a reason, and
a good reason, for anything that he proposes.
Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, under subsection (1) of section 2
we provide for the construction at any place, and so forth, of
power plants and provide for coking of coal and the production
of toluol, and so forth. Now, that 1s construction that would
be by Government money, and the plant after it has been con·
structed would be owned by the Government, and it might be
advisable that the Government should continue operation of that
plant long after the war time.
Mr. SIMS. I agree with the gentleman.
Mr. ESCH. I therefore did not want to put any limitation
of time in a case of that kind. Now, in subsection (2) of sec~
tion 2 we provide for the advancing of money, leasing of rna·
chinery, equipment, and so forth. In that case I do not think
that the Government should continue operation of those plants,
and not being Government owned, I did not \Vant the Govern·
ment to be compelled to relinquish.
Mr. SIMS. I agree with the gentleman exactly where the
Government acquires title to the property-and we bad a long
discussion here as to whnt the word "acquire" meant-if the
Government acquires and owns property, there may be reason
to give time to dispose of it as well as if the Government built it.
Mr. ESCH. We have stricken out the part defining" acquire."
Mr. SIMS. I know; ·and we had a long discussion about
that. I, of course, am opposed to the amendment oft'ered by
the gentleman from New Jersey.
Mr. BLACK. 1\lr. Chairman, I desire to offer an amendment
to the amendment by striking out "one" and inserting the
word "five," so it will read" five years aft~r the war period."
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
' The Clerk read as follow~ :
Amendment offer eJ by 1\Jr. BL.1CK to the amendment offered by 1\Ir.
of New Jersey: Strike out the word " one" and insert in lien
thereof the word " fiYe."

PAUKEn

Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I want to see if we can agree to a
limitation of debate. I will ask unanimous consent that debate
on this paragraph and nll amendments-not the section, but the
paragraph, and all amendments thereto-dose in five minutes.
Do other gentlemen desire to be beard?
1\Ir. SLOAN. I want fiye minutes.
1\Ir. CANNON. I want to offer a fur ther amendment if the
amendment of the gentleman from New Jersey is adopted.
1\Ir. SIMS. The gentleman can offer a further amendment.
Mr. CANNON. I want to offer a further amendment, and I
will ue Yery frank with the gentleman. I think I have great
confidence in the gentleman from Wisconsin, and I understand
the gentleman from Tennessee agrees with the gentleman from
Wisconsin, substantially. It seems to me that amendment ought
to go in.
1\Ir. SIMS. That can be made afterwards.
1\Ir. CANNON. That cuts off discussion of it.
Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I ask that all debate on the amend·
ment offered by the gentleman from New Jersey {Mr. PARKEn.l
anu amendments to that amendm-ent close in five minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Tennessee asks unanimous consent that all debate on the amendment offered by the
gentleman from New Jersey [l\1r. PARKER] and all amendments
to that amendment be closed .in five minutes. Is there objection"!
Mr. SLOAN. 1\Ir. Chairman, I object. I asked for five minutes.
1\Ir. SIMS. l\Iake it 10 minutes.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. 1\.Ir. Cllairman, I would like
two minutes in which to reply.
1\Ir. SIMS. Then make it 12 minutes. I ask unanimous consent that the debate on the amendment of the gentleman from
New Jersey and all amendments to that amendment close in 12
minutes.
.
The CHAIRl\IA.N. The gentleman from Tennessee asks
unanimous consent that all debate on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from New Jersey and all amendments thereto
close in 12 minutes. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
.
The ;;entleman from Texas [1\Ir. BLACK] is recognized.
:Mr. BLACK. Mr. Chairman, in this bill the war period has
been uefinitely defined to be six montl1s after the conclusion of
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a treaty of' peace as proclaimed by the President. The amend·
ment I have offered would have the eft'ect to direct a disposal
of the Federal ownership in these plants within a period of five
years and six months after the conclusion of a treaty of peace.
I think that a direction ·Of this kind conforms to the intent and
purpose of the bill in a very harmonious way, as it has been
explained and interpreted by tl~e members of the committee who
are in charge of it.
As I understand this bill, it is not the purpose of it to put
the Federal .Government into the ownership of public utilities.
It certainly ought not to be its purpose to do a thing of that
kind, and it is our duty to see to it that no provision ln it will
permit a happening of that sort.
Now, I am not going to try in the few minutes that I have at
my disposal to undertake a discussion of Federal Government
ownership of public utilities. That is a big question, and along
that line I care only to say that I am opposed to the general
idea of Government ownership of private business, but if Government ownership of public utilities should become advisable
at all, it should be ownership by the States or their political
subdivisions. and not by the Federal Government, except, of
course, in matters of strictly interstate concern.
Now, during the hearings on this bill this question of Govern· .
ment ownership of public utilities came up in the committee.
Mr. DEwALT, one of the members of the committee, asked· the
Secretary of 'Var the following question about this identical
section 8, which we are now considering. Here is the question:
Does not that look almost like permanent ownership of these various
plants, and might it not be so construed, If the President so desired?
There seem<; to be no limitation there at all as to the ownership of
these various plants, except in so far as. it says that he shall hold them
ns long as he may think it necessary.

Gentlemen, let me emphasize there is no limitation at all of
the duration of this ownership, but it may continue as long as
the President may will it so. Now, what did the Secretary of
War say? He replied and admitted that such was the proper
construction of the section, and then further said:
I would not be able to suggest the language which might be appro.
priate to carry out that idea. The lawyers will be here and will doubtless be able to do it. But I wlll say, generally, that I agree with you
perfectly. This is not the place to settle the great · policy of Federal
ownership. What we want to do now. is to get the power.

Now, before -the committee also appeared Mr.-Mr. SIMS. "'ill the gentleman read what Mr. DEWALT said
right there in connection with what you read?
Mr. BLACK. I read exactly what he said.
Mr. SIMS. I mean right below, right where the gentleman
finished reading.
l\fr. BLACK. I will permit you to read it in my time. If
Mr. DEWALT said anything else which you think is pertinent to
the subject under discussion, I shall be glad to haYe you
read it.
Mr. SIMS. 1\Ir. DEWALT said to the Secretary of War:
The immediate purpose i s to get power and not get permanent
ownership'!
Se<'retary B AK ER. Yes.
.

Mr. BLAC.K. It does not change the interpretation which I
have made of section 8 at all. Mr. DEwALT pointed out that
there was absolutely no limitation to the duration of the time
of Federal ownership except the limitation of the will of the
President, and the Secretary of 'Var admitted as much.
Now, before tl1e Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce also appeared Mr. Eugene Meyer, jr., director of the \Var
Finance Corporation. He was one of the leading advisers in
the preparation of this bill. Let us see how he interprets it.
1\fr. DEWALT also quoted the section to him and asked the
following question-The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Texas
. has expired.
Mr. SISSON. l\Ir. Chairman, I ask that the time be modified
and extended to 15 minutes instead of ending in 12 minutes.
Mr. SIMS. I hope consent will be given to extend the time
three minutes.·
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman asks unanimous consent
that the time be extended three minutes and that the gentleman from Texas [Mr. BLAcK] shall baYe that time. Is there
objection? [After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
. Mr. BLACK. I thank the Chairman for that courtesy. As
I was proceeding to say, 1\Ir. Eugene Meyer, jr., one of the
directors of the War Finance Corporatiou, was one of the
principal advisers in the preparation of tnis bill. Now, l\Ir.
DEw~LT asked him the following question :
Wouldn 't that leave in the hands of the President an unlimited
power to retain any of these plants, tran8misslon lines, or structures
indefinitely, and thu almost inevitably lead to public ownership ·of
these facilities 1 H e has the right to determine whether he ·will -sell.
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how be will sell, at his own sweet will. Secretary Baker said he was
not; against public <>wnersbip o( such utilities. Now, some people
duter with him.
Now, he1·e is Mr. Meyer's reply:
-~-~~~:
We have tried tQ straddle and not take s1des.

activities longer than is absolutely necessary after the wa1· bas
closed.
Now, our railroads are taken over by the Government, with
what wisdom we are yet to discover~ It is a mooted question.
ns to the wisdom of it. We are not to take this property over,
or to assu111e these powers, or to enter into these relationships.
with any expectation whatever of keeping them for any great
length of time; or letting the Government be a monopolist o:t
power or a great competitor in the control of power after tbe
war is closed.
It is very easy now for 20 men out of 435 to sit in tbis Hall
day after day and consider a Wll that only duty prompts some
of us to remain and consider. Many of us are express!ng our.
disnpproYal of its features, especially in the repudiation of nuthOI·ship. It is very easy for 20 of us, I say, to do that, ashamed,
perhaps, of yielding the power of this Government and of seiz
ing the property of private citizens. But I think in whntev"8rwe do we ought to emphasize the fact that whatever we do seiz.e
now is seized as strictly a war necessity. 'Yith the determinntion
that it shall be released and surrendered to its original holding
and form as soon as this war is over.
_
I think that should be the policy of this House; I think it
should be the policy of Congress; l think it should be the policy
of this great Government not to use the stress of war for the
purpose of creating conditions in which only the pressure of war
could prompt us to legislate.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Nebraska
has expired. The gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. PAR~]
is recognized for five minutes.
1\fr. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I agree entirely with the considerations that have been advanced by the
..,.entleman from Nebraska [l\lr. SLOAN]. They are the same
fuat were adopted in the much more complicated question of
railroad management and telegraph management. They were
limited in both Houses, or both Houses insisted that there
should be a limitation of power. That time was put at 21
months in the railroad act-the longest period fixed. This
amendment that I have offered is one year and six months after
the treaty of peace. That is a year after the war period. That
is really two- years and six months afte1~ the war will probably
have ended. It is enough.
Now so much for thM. If the Government goes into this
busine~s the important part will not be the separate plants that
the Gov~rnment creates, for those might be in rivalry with
other plants. But if the Gov-ernment is to build transmission
lines, or get transmission lines built, o~ wl~ich it holds the tit~e,
connecting all the power plants of a d1str1C~ t<?geth~r, an~ stlll
continue to bold the title to those transnns IOn lines. 1t has
every plant in the whole district by the throat and can make
them do what it pleases. It is a power that ought not to be
put in Government control if we do not wish to have it stay
there; certainly not for as much as five years. and six mont~
after the declaration of peace, and probably SlX years and scr
months after the: en<l of the war. And therefore I agree entirely with the gentleman from Texas [:1\lr. BLACK] in what he
has said in support of hi amendment, but I hope tha~ his
amendment of five years will be defeatetl and that mine will be
adopted.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the adoption of th&
amendment offered by the gentleman from Texas [Mr. BLACK]
to the amendment offered 'by the gentleman from New JerseY.
[Mr. PARKER].
The question was taken; and the Chairman announced that
the ayes seemeu to ha >e it.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. A division, M.r. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. A division is called for.
The committee divided ; and there were--ayes 9, noes 10.
Accordin..,.ly the amendment was rejected.
The CHArRMAN. The question recurs on the amendment
of the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. PARKER].
The question being taken, l\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey demanded a division.
The committee divided; and there were-ayes 6, noes 13.
,
Accordingly the amendment was rejected.
Mr ESCH 1\Ir. Chairman I reoffer the amendment, at page
12, li~e 24, to strike out th~ words ~·or acquired " and in~rt
in lieu thereof "by the United States." I have already <liscussed i t
The CHAIRMAN. The que tion is upon the adoption of the
amendment offered by the gentleman from Iowa.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows :

Gentlemen. I submit now is no 'time to undertake to saddle
upon the Ameri~un people, either directly or indireetly, the
fact of the Federal ownership of public utilities. [Applause.]
It is no time for gentlemen to undertake to ~trad(lle upon ques·
tions of tbis kind or to try to under take to induce Congress to
straddle upon them. We should deal with all such questions in
a spirit of entire frankness to the American people. It is our
duty to do so, and anything short of it will not be meeting the
measure of service which they have a rigbt to expect of us in
these times of serious responsibility. And yet here is a director
of the War Finance Corporation and one of the principal ad·
visers in the p1·eparation of this bill who admits that the
framers ot it tried to straddle and not take sides on tbe ques,
tion of permanent Government ownership. That question
should not be in here at aij, but a time limitation should be
fue<l, just as my amendment proposes to do. The question of
the Federal Government owne1·ship of publlc utilities ca.n soon
enough be taken up after the exc1tement and the turmoil and
the distractions of war have passed away tmd the public mind
has regained its normal processes. Now is no time for: any
great committee of this House or any of tts legal advisers to
dras in a Troian ho1·se which may in its final results commit
us to the policy of Government ownership of these public
:utilities.
· Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
t Mr. BLACK. Yes.
I Mr. SIMS. There are a number of navigation dams which
have been built at the expense of the United States Government
that may he improved under this bill. I mean·generating plants.
Now, where the Government has already spent millio-ns, and
spends other millions in order to use them for war purposes,
does the gentleman think the President should be limited in the
time necessary to dispose of those war facilities that were
put in under stress of war for a stated period of time, when
nobody knows who would bid on them except some power
monopoly?
Mr. BLACK. I think the amendment I have offered, to wit,
five years and six months after the expiration of the war period,
io ample time to enable the Government to conclude its activi·
ties in so far as they are authorized under the terms and pro·
visions of this particular bill, and I therefore hope that my
amendment will be adopted.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Texas
has expired. The gentleman from Nebraska [Mr. SLOAI"i] is
1·ecognized for five minutes.
1\fr. SLOAN. Mr. Chairman, I rise to indorse the principle of
the amendment proposed by the gentleman from New Je1·sey
[Mr. P ARKER]-perhaps not its specific details-because one
year added to the six months post·war period might not be sufficient for the Government to adjust its relations with the private
individuals with whom it has dealt or to dispose of the property
that it has established.
1 But I desire to say in a general way that we ought at every
opportunity to emphasize the fact that we are not going to use
these stresses of war for the purpose of creating conditions that
will give us control and ownership of public utilities and wrest
from the citizens of the United States the opportunities they
have had during the last 125 years, under which this great Gov·
ernrnent was built up to the proud position that it now holds.
1
Well might it be said of this bill that it comes here twelve
times disa.vowetl and repudiated, so far as authorship is concerned, by the chairman of the Committee on Interstate and For·
eign Commerce. It seems to be some legislative waif, left at the
'door of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
There are only two sources that I as a Member of this body rec·
ognize for legislation. One is from a Member of this body, and
the other upon the suggestion of the President of the United
States. \Ve do not delegate constitutionally, and should not, as
a matter of practice, our legislation, or any part of it, to the
he-ads oi departments, or.men within the departments.
1 I want to say here, and say it again, as I have said it before.
that this bill is of doubtful standing in this body. The President
of the United States has not, in a constitutional manner, in·
formed this body that we have a war measure here. It does. not
ari:se or originate with the President of the United States. It is
disavowed by the- membership of the committee having it in
charge. Therefore it is u ed as a means for clamping upon the
private p~"'perty of the United States for the construction of
If nt the termination of the period provid d by. the contract relating
xarious utilities throughout the United States. We should em·
or of such extension of the time of payment th.ereln provided
phasize at eve1.·y opportunity tbe policy that we do. not pro-pose thereto.
for as in furtberanee- of the inte11't>Sts ot the Unlted States, the President
~to extend the operation, ownership, or control of these war·made
may deem it expedient to grant, the owner of any plant or transmission
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line in or upon wh1ch any machine-ry, appliances-, or stroctures shall 1 Mr. SIMS. It says the President :p:Jay acquire title to _such
have bet>n installed pursuant to the provisions of subdivisions 2 andl niant, and may thereafter sell it or maintain and operate it for
s of. section 2 hereof, sball have failed to pay to the United States the
h
d
fo th
f
t t
value of such installations and all rentals or other return due for the' such time 3.S' e may eem necessary
r e purpose o pro ec use thereof or shall have failed to provide for the payment thereof' ing the interests- of the United States. It might not be a good
upon terms satisfa-ctory to him, or shall thereafter default in such time to sell it. It might be a very bad time to sell it. Why not
, payments,
may acquire title to such power _plant and may give the President of the United States the same opportunity to
thereafter the
sell President
it or maintain and operate it for such time as be may_
deem necessary for the purpose of pEotectlng the interests of the United protect the Government that you would give to a mortgagee to
States.
collect a debt by purchasing the property at the foreclosure sale?

Mr. PARKER of _New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I have an
Mr. ANDERSON. The situation is not at alL the same.
amendment. ·
Mr. SDfS. If the time is fixed for the payment of this debt,
1
The CHAffiMA...~. The. gentleman from New Jersey o:fiers an and it is not paid, and the Government has to collect it, this is
amendment which the Clerk will report.
one means of rollecting it. "l'he President can acquire it by conThe Clerk read as follows: ·
tract, upon agreement with the owner of the power plant. If not,
Amendment offered by Mr. PARKER. of New Jersey: Page ta, line 15, he can resort to legal proceedings, and purchase at the foreclo. after the words •• the President may," strike out, in lines 15, 16, and 17, sure sale.
the words " acquire title to such power plant and may thereafter. sel~ · Mr; ANDERSON. Tll~ foreclosure sale of what?
ft o1· maintain and operate it" and t:nsert in lleu. thereof the f.ollowmg..
:rtir. SIMS. On what the power plant owes the Gov-ernment
· ., remove and sell said installations~ or may bring suit in the district
cow·t of tbe United States to recover said value, rentals, or return for money advanced.
and to enforce any contract or lien to secure the sam~; and the colll't
Mr. ANDERSON. Is there any time limit on that? It says•
may appoint a receiver with power to maintain and operate- such rna- h such time as he may deem necessary." The five-year clause
c:hinery, appliances, or structures."
was amended to one year, was it not?
1\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I would like to
Mr. SIMS. Oh, no; that amendment failed.
have the attention of the chairman of the committee [Mr. S:rns]r
Mr. ANDERSON. _Does the five years apply here1
This provision contains a meaning which I had not realized
Mr. SIMS. This says when the Government acquires it after
and which I think nobody in the committee realized when it· failure to collect the debt. The failure may be near the end
was before them. It provides that When the United States. of the five years and there might not be any remedy at all except
has put madlinery or equipment into a plant and the machinery to 8 en the power plant to some other company that wanted to
or equipment has not been paid tor, and the tilpe has expired,. consolidate power plants. This only gives the President, wholon!7 after the war for any lease or contract, and such addi· ever he may be, at that timer the right to acquire title to such
tro;al time as he please has been granted by the President, plant, and thereafter to sell or operate it for such time as he may
and the United States does not get its pay, then the President deem necessary to operate it for the Pllll>O e of protecting the
1
may go ahead after the war, and acquire the power plant itself interests of the United States; for the collection of the debt that
I and operate ft. Now, that ls a very curious provision. · We is owed to the United States. There is nothing drastic about
suppose that a boiler and mach.jnery have been put into it at all, and although there are gentlemen who have a chill
a certain plant, and that is all the interest the United States every time yon mention the possibility of Government ownerhas. The bill says that if the boiler and machin-ery are not ship of anything that some banker or some syndicate or trust
pai<l for the United States may acq_uire the _plant. No":",. the might make money out of if the Government was prohibited
amendment I offer is simply to provide that 1f these additions from engaging in the same business in a competiti"Ve way, I ha"Ve
are not paid for the United States may remove tne machinery no fear o! that at all. I am not here to advocate Government
or appliances that they have put in or else that they may go ownership or to oppose it on this bill. This is purely a war
into court and sue the power plant for the amount that it may measure, and simply p-rovides that where liabilities are incurred
owe-for rental, and so forth-and may enforce any lien which by contract with a private power plant the Government shall
they may have, like a mortgage on the power plants, · and the have the right to protect itself.
court shall have the right to appoint a receiver. I think that
1\lr. GREEN of Iowa. lli. Chairman, I m()ve to strike out
is the remedy the gentleman wants. He certainly does not last word. I think this amendment ought not to prevail and
want the remedy provided in the blll, that after the war is over for this reason: While the amendment offered by the gentleman
the UrHted States may buy the plant.
from New Jersey is clear and the purpose plain-and I am not
1\Ir. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, with all respect to the gentleman prepared to say that the purpose is not good-unfortunately the
from New Jersey, this paragraph only provides that the Gov~ paragraph which it seeks to amend conflicts with another paraernment may acquire where it is necessary to acquire in order graph of the bill, and if the gentleman's amendment is inserted
to collect the debt. Of course, that, perhaps, would have to be it would still more confiict with it. It only illustrates the careby a foreclosure sale; but if the Government could not pur- lessness with which the bill was prepared; that when we turn
chase it at a foreclosure sale, then there would be no means back to page 5, the latter part of line 14, we find a provision
tat all of collecting it. Besides that, you can not remove a stating what shall be done in case of the default of payment.
transmission line. You could not do anything with it. They It is quite di:fierent from the provision in this particular para1wou1d have no use at all for it. Suppose it is a pipe line for the graph under discussion, which also attempts to tate what shall
t'trans-mlssion of gas. You could not withdraw sucha facility as be done upon default, and is still more different from the
1
that and sell it or otherwise dispose of it
'
amendment of the gentleman from New Jerseyr which I think
: Mr PARKER of New Jersey. Will .not the Government, when would be better than either if it could stand by itself. What
putti~g in those things, take a proper lien of some kind ought to be done with the paragraph is to strike it out entirely,
which can be enforced by a snit in court? That is all you want. because it conflicts with the provision in the first part of the
If they do not take proper liens, you do not want to give them bill.
.
full power to go and buy the whole plant after the war.
What ought to have been done to protect the title of the Gov1\Ir. SillS. Suppose that the plant had to be sold to enforce ernment could have been put in five lines in the form of a
1tL.e lien, would you then prevent the cre?J~or, ~he United
simple prov-Ision that until the property is paid for the title
r States, from buying at that sale and acqmrmg title to the should remain in the Government, witli the further provision,
property?
as is made on page 5, that the Presi{}ent be empowered upon
1\ir. PARKER of New Jersey. Th~re would be no objection default to enter the premises, take possession of the property
to its buying its own property, but I would not have it buy the sold or leased and operate it for the United States. 'Vith that
1.w hole plant. They have the right always to protect themselves we would hav'e all that was needed. A little change on page 5
would fix the whole matter.
1at a sale; but all this ought to be taken care of after the ~ar,
1f there is any special case of that sort. It ought not proVIde,
This will neither be properly adjusted by the am"Cndment of
as tlus does, that wherever the United States haS' a machine in <J. the gentleman from New Jersey, which will add to the conflict
plant and the machine is not paid for, it can go in after the in the bill nor will it be covered by the paragraph under dis_war and buy the plant itself.
cussion. The only thing that can be done now to make the bill
1
Mr. SIMS. This whole provision contemplates a contract to what it ought to be is to strike out this paragraph enfuely and
:turnlsh machinery to the owner of the plant. This is only a avoid a conflict between it and section 5.
' means of enforcing payment. The gentleman ought to be willing
There is another provision, with reference to the title of the
that the Government of the United States should have the same property which also conflicts with the provisions of the paraopportunity to collect a debt that any business concern would graph o~ pnge !-3. At the end of line 8, page- 13, I find the
have.
·
following:
Mr. ANDERSON. How do yon propose to e~orce payment
Whenever any such _structures, machinery:, or _appliances shall h!lve
· · ? Where th~ Governme_nt h a s installed cer. · been
installed and until the sale or other disposition thereof,. the title
. proviSlOn
,;nnder t h IS
thereto shall remain in the United States and shall be free and exempt
tain structures which are not paiCl for, all 1t can do under this frcm any liens, mortga,ges, judgments, or other encumbrances, whether
pro\ision is to buy the entire plant, ls it not'l
_
I created by act of the operat~ of such plant or . by operation of law. _

I

!

!
I

I

·twill

the
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Just how far that goes, owing to the peculiar way in which
it is worded, I can not say. It should be replaced by a simple
provision that until the property is paid for and all claims on
the part of the United. States fully settled the title shall be in
the Government.
1\lr. ANDERSON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Yes.
1\lr. ANDERSON. Does not the gentleman think that all of
that could be just as well taken care of by the contract instead
of putting it into the law? If it were done in the contract, it
could be done in cases .where it was proper to make such provision. When it is done in the law it becomes a part of every
contract made for the installation even of the most minor
character.
Mr. GJtEEN of Iowa. The gentleman's position ls well taken.
We could not provide for every contingency in the statute, and
we should presume that the officers of the Government would
take such measures and make such provisions and contracts ' as
would protect the Government, and we would have the ordinary
provision of a contract that where the property was not fully
paid for the title should remain in the Government until the
purchase price had been fully paid.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from New Jersey.
The question was taken, and the amendment was rejected.
1Hr. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 13, line 3. before the word "If," insert: "The contract for the
Installation of any structure, facilities, or appliances by the United
l:ttates may provide that."

Mr. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I see no objection to that amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The question i on the amendment offered ·
by the gentleman from Minnesota.
The question was t.aken, and the amendment l\'RS agreed to.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following amendment:
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 13, after line 18, insert " No power plant equipment, structure,
marhinery, or applin.nces . shall be constructed, acquired, increased in
productivity, equipped, or extended, nor shall funds be provided or advances made for this purpose, except during the actual continuance of
the war and for the purpose of carrying on the war."

. OcTOBER

1,

Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
Mr. SIMS. Jm;t a moment. Did we agree to the substitute
us amended by Mr. Escrr? We agreed to the substitute that
took the place of the other.
.
Mr. ESCH. I do not think we agreed to the amendment as
amended.
1.\.Ir. SISSON. We have not agreed. to the amendment as
amended; we have agr~ed to the amendment to the amendment,
but not as amended.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the committee amendment as amended by the gentleman from Wisconsin.
The question was taken, and the committee amendment as
amended was agreed to.
1\lr. ANDERSON. l\f.r. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report it.
The Clerk read as follows :
Page 13, line 23, after the word " done," insert the words "or any
right or ob1igation accruing or accrued."

Mr. ANDERSON. Has the gentleman any objection?
Mr. SIMS. None whatever.
·
1\lr. ESCH. I think that is the language used in the Federalcontrol act.
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEc. 9. That all administrative expenses IncurrE-d in the exercise o!
the powers herein conferred shall be allowed and paid on the pre entation of itemized vouchers therefor ; and in ordPr to defray such expenses
there is hereby appropriated the sum of $150.000, out of any moneys
ln the Treasury. not otherwise appropriated. to be paid out upon warrants drawn on the Secretary of the Treasury by the President or by
any officer, agent, or agency whom he shall have designated or created
pursuant to the provisions of section 3 hereof.

The committee amendment was read, as follows:
On pnge 14. line 16, after the word " created," insert the words " for
that purpose."

The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SISSON. 1\Ir. Chairman, I offer the following amendment: In line 11, page 14, after the word "hereby." insert" authorized to be," ·so that the line will read, "and in order to defray such eA{>enses there is hereby authorized to be appropriated
the sum of $150,000,'' and so forth.
The CHAIRi\IAl~. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows :
Page 14, line 11, after the word ' hereby," insert the words "au-

1\fr. PARKER of New Jersey. 1\fr. Chairman, the suggestion thorized to be."
1\lr. SISSON. No"·· Mr. Chairman, this is the amenqment that
I make is this: The war period will be one year and six months
after the war is concluded. It is perfectly well understood that I addre sed myself to on a former occasion in the Hou e. There
there should be no more construction of lines, and all that sort is nothing in the bearings to indicate what sort of salaries are
of thing, except for war purposes while the war is going on. I going to be paiu or what sort of salary organization they are
can not see auy objection to this. I want to do that because going to have. Now, of course, it would not be contended except
it is said in the next clause that all power not herein specifically for the haste of this bill .tl1at this ought to carry nn appropriaprovided shall be limited to the war period and because the war tion at all, because this is a purely le~islative mensure and. it
period extends to a year and six months after the war. I think ought not to carry an appropriation, but the Committee on Appropriations is now in se sion, the Subcommittee on Appropriathat there ought to be no more new work done after the war.
The CHAIRl\lAN. The question is on the amendment offered tions, and if this bill is to be hastily passed here and pas ed
through the Senate hastily that organization can be taken up
by the gentleman from New Jer ey.
The question \Yas taken; and on a division there were 14 and the number of employees and the number of salaries that
the department says it wants to create, and no delay occasioned
ayes and 4 noe .
by this nmentltnent at this·time. I thlnk Congress ought to l~eep
So the amendment was agreed to.
constantly in its hand the fixing of salaries anti the number of
The Clerk read ns follows:
Except as i herein otherwise Frovided all other authority granted to employees, not simply a b"l·oss lump sum, because after you get
the President !Jy the provisions o - this act shall cease at the termination vour salarv once fixed and once created it is next to impos ible
of the war period, but the termination of such authority shall not affect to reduce those salaries.
nny contract executed, act done, or any suit or proceeding had or comMr. GOOD. 'Viii the gentleman yield?
menced unfler the terms of this act prior to the date thereof; and any
offense rommitted or llahility incurred prior thereto may be prosecuted
Mr. SISSON. I will.
in the same mnnner and with the same effect and shall be subject to
Mr. GOOD. Would not the gentleman accomplish the same
th arne. penaltie as if such authority had not terminated. Nor shall
thing
if he would strike out, after the word "therPfor." in line
the termination of such authority prevent the collection of any moneys
tlue the United St..'l.tes; or the sale or other disposition of -any property 10, the word " and " and all of lines 11, 12, and. 13, down nn<l
which it shall have constructed or acquired pursuant to the provisions including the word " hereof"?
f this act.
1\lr. SISSON. Well, that might do it; I hart not tbong;ht ol
The committee amendment was read, as follows:
that. That might do exactly the same thing I am seeking to
Page 13, line 24, strike out the words " the date ·thereof " and insert do by putting in the words" authorized to be."
the words "said determination."
Mr. GOOD. Of course, if it is necessary to expend more than
l\Ir. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, I wish to amend the committee $150,000 in the administration of the law, Cono-re ·s could then
amendment by making it read "such termination." We have appropriate that without that provision that limits it to $U50,000.
used the word "termination," and it should not be "determinal\1r. SISSON. There is that difference; ancl I will say, 1\Ir.
tion."
Chairman, this, that if the Committee on Appropriations at any
Mr. Sil\lS. I did not offer the amendment, and I think it time should find $150,000 was not sufficient it would not prevent
ought to be nmend.ed.
the Committee on Appropriations from authorizing a larger apl\fr. ESCH. I move to substitute for the words "said deter- propriation and adding additional employees whose aggregate
mination" the words "such termination."
salaries would exceed $150,000. Now, 1\lr. Chairman, I have
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
nothing further to say, except when I asked the chairman of the
The Clerk rend as follows :
-committee about what the salary roll would be made up of and
Amend the committee amendment by striking out the words "sai~ what salaries would be paid be could not tell us, and frankly,
determination" and insert in lieu thereof the words ":;,uch termination." admitted that he had not gone into that matter in detail. The
hearings did not show anything about that, and therefore I
1\lr. Sil\lS. There is no objection at all.
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
felt--
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Mr. 'ESCH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SISSON. Yes.
l!Ir. ESCH. It is really no fault of the committee, because
the :hearings will disclose the fact .that we asked for this information from the :officials-Mr. SISSON. And they failed to furnish it.
:Mr. ESCH. And they promised to send us a detailed statement ·as to the admini trative expenses.
Mr. SISSON. And they failed to send it.
1\Ir. ESCH. And when the testimony was printed I was surprised not to .find that estimate.
1\Ir. SISSON. I will say to the gentleman from Wisconsin
frankly if they ·had put in this bill an itemized ·s tatement of
-salaiies they ex:pected to pay, the 'Dumber of employees they
expected to llave, thereby committing themselves in the hearings
:t o a salary !roll, -so far .as the clerks and those employed under
civil .service are concerned, I would not say a word, but I a'm
utterly unwilling to turn this $150,000 loose in order that you
might give one man half as ·sala.ry-I do not mean to say that ·
would ·b e done--but {)ongress ·ought not .carelessly to legislate
in that way_, and I think the committee were acting properly
·when they -asked and demanded :a schedule of ·salaries and nu:m'ber of employees, that is a skeleton organization which they
propo ed to have. 'but in the -absence of that I <do not think 'We
,ought to be ca!lled upon to -do it. I think Congress .should lmow
haw many employees are going to be -employed, what salaries
'are going to be paid to those people, :and I think J.t is wise that ·
Congres sheuld insist up&n that, .and theref{)re 'I have .offered
fhi .amendment.
·
1\ir. SIMS. Mr. Obairman, the gentleman from Wisconsin
.[lUr. EsCH] is .exactly r-ight. The committee di<l call for the
estimates -and they were not sent up until the bill wa:s reported,
.and therefore could not be included in the hearings. But
there was great hurry in trying to g·e t the bil1 on the way to
pus age without delay in making up a long detailed estimate of
expenses of administrrrtion, .and Mr. 'Baruch promised to pre- ,
sent the estimates and state what they were f{)r. And to-day
I had 'h im called on the telephone and asked to send it up, and
he ·di-t] send H, -and 1 ha\e it her-e in my band. It seems te me,
'inasmucb as the House of Representafues will have to pass .on
the appropriations if they should be ma-de by the Committee on
Appropriations, it can pass on them Tight now.
Mr. SISSON. Will the gentleman yield?
· Mr. SIMS. Yes.
Mr. SISSON. You can -n<>t :pass on a schedule .o f :salaries
-and number -of employees unless you have time to make inquiry ,
as to what duties are to be performed by each and to know
something about it. That .gives absolutely no information, except that the maximum salary that he proposes will be so much
and the seale of salaries will be so mucb. But as to what they
·shall perform and whether or not w-e are measuring properly
the salary of each man it does not say anything about. .and we
will :not 'lmow it unle s he gives you .a schedule showing d.n
substance what each man .shall do. We can not legislate in
that way.
1\fr. 'SIMS. What I {)bject to, and most SfUiously object to,
is to absolutely cripple the bilL Now, this committee has authority to appr.opriate. There is no question about that. I
understand the gentleman does not object-Mr. SISSON.· Your committee is not an app:ropria.ting com· 1 ti bill
1
•
t•
mittee, and if you bring in a LegiS a ve
as a .._egiS1a rve tCOlD·
.mittee, y-on nave "'Otto handle your ·b ill as a legislative bill .and
not a an appropriation bill. ·
Mr. Sll\1S. The rule ilxes that. This .estimate was sent up.
The gentleman might not agi'ee to it and the House might not
agree to the items or the -amount of it. It :says;
The above estimate is on the basis -of u:tllizing Army engineers for
practicall.v all field and engineering work. Should this procedure
prove to be impossible m· inadvisable, the .e stimate .should be raised to
include an allowance covering the salari~s and traveling exp n es of a
suitable number of ~xpe.rt powt>r engineer . Such additional -tmm, if
required. is :believed to be not less than $12u,ooo, coverin~ 20 -engjneers
at an average salary ill $4,000 each and a total traveling allowance
of $45,000.

Now., Teniemb.er that ;this work 'h as a11 to be .done in a year
or :so, and ail the Government :bas to do, as far as engineering
is concerned. is to make surveys and estimates, provided the
Government is to look after the -v.alue of the property on which '
.any lien is taken. 'This js rough, ln ,u sense but 1t is .an ;estimate
of t:he amount :
o
'
.
. .
,
.

.Estw_w;te of atlmuuBtmt'lv c c:rpcnse per 11ear f.or em,ergency potoer 'bi1Z.

:Admini~rator ----;;--,:---------------------------$l2, ooo
15 • 000
Two. a~s~stants,
at l:l 7 .... oo
--------------------Fom
Civilian engineers,
at -$-~-<>,0 00
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20,000
:clerical help -and miscellaneous supplies. Washington oftice__ .20, {)00
Ren~ ..of .ei~t ·distrtct o!fices, es~ted at $1,20()______~-9. ~00
'Clerical he tp and supplies for etght ·district offices, at average
of $4,000 -------------------------------------------- 32, ooo

~aveUng expense, exclusive 'Of Army engineers, estimated at__
$7, 000
Legal expense, estimated at-------------------------- .10, '000
Allowance for expansion and other unforeseen contingencies___ 24, 4{)0

Total ------------=------------------------- 15:o. 000
'Of course, it is n.n estimate and nothing but an estimnte, n.nd
it 1s a very modest one, -considering tbe amount o.f work that will
have to be done. They expect to utilize the officers of the Go\'ernment as much as possible. One provision of this bill Is that
no person employed by the GO\ernment shall receiYe any extra
pay when serving as authorized under this bill.
Now, .as I sn.id before, I do not ca:re who does the approiJriating or what committee does it. But this bill is an emergen~y
bill. The gentleman from Illinois [Mr. 1\lADDEN] stated that
fact just as strong ns it ean be stated, 'but no stronger than it
really is. Suppose we made an authorization as I originally
wrote the bilL The Appropriations Committee, that is now sitting, might~ if the bill is passed in the Committee of the Who~e,
include an appropriation for this -amount or a larger amount
or a less amount, just as the gentleman from Iowa [1\Ir. Goon]
said a bit ago. But I do not know. The House appropriation
bill, I unQ.erstanu, is to come in pretty .soon-1\Ir. SISSON. I will state that it is not at all probable that
that bill will :get out of the committee rmtn the latter part .of
ne:rt week.
Mr. SIMS. And then it comes in here to be acted on-- ·
Mr. SISSON. And then it will go to the Senate.
Mr. Sll\1S. 'But the gentleman is not on the Senate committee, and consequently can make no guaranties as to what it will
do. \Ve may ball up this whule thing 'by providing power he:re
and providing -legislation for installing machinery, and so forth,
and then failing to appropTiate the money for it.
The gentleman from \Visconsin [Mr. EscH] the other day
-discus ed this amount of $175,000,000, and ·h e showed very
clearly that our committee had the right to appropriate, and the
estimates as to sections of the country where money was needed
were made in detail. That is the only reason the appropriation
f<>r expenses should remain in this bill. Some of the estimates
are made in .excess -Qf what gentlemen might think they .ought to
be, but it should not cripple this whole bill and hang it up just to
give the Appropriation Committee the satisfaction of ha,ing
.gone through the detail-s of administrath·e ex:penseB.
.·
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chajrman, tlrere is no pride on the p~:u·t
<Of any member .of the Committee ()n Approp-riations in seeking
to have legisla-ti-on tak-e its due course. Tbe gentleman from
Tennessee [Mr. SIMs], on the showing made, proves hey-o11d .a
peradventure of qu.esti<>n that this item ha not 1·eceived any
oonsid-erati{}n by his -eommittee. I run, indeed, surpri ell to -see
the chairman of this high and impo-rtr~nt committee laboring
1IDder the de-lusion that his committ'W has jurisdiction over appropdati.{JDS.
·
Permit me to uirect his attention to what the manual 8UJS
n:s to 'What is the -authority of his committee in that partietrlar.
If ne were acquainted with this provision, perhaps be would not
be so· sure in reporting .an appropriation. I read respecting th'd
authority conferred upon the Committee on Interstate {lDd Fereign Commerce in the footnote:
It formerly reported the river and harbor appropria.tian bill, but in
1883, after the wording -o! the rule had been aaopted, the Committee
on Rlvers and Harbors was created to care for the river an~ barboL·
bill (IV, 4096). So this committl'e has no jurisdiction over appropriatlon.s, although the words of the Tule imply that it may appropriate for
-commercl'.
,
Now, we know that the Committee on Interstate bnd Foreign
Commerce has been supererogating to itself authority that prop·erly belongs to the Committee on Appropriations.
Mr. Sil\fS. Will the gentleman read the rule?
Mr. STAFFORD. I will read the rule with pleasure. I have
·
f
t
t
1·
...
f th H
read the opirnon o a mos exper par lament.al'lan o
e ouse,
that of Mr. Hinds, the compiler of the precedents. That is what
I read a moment ago as to the authority of the Committee on
Interstate an"d Fore;O'Tl Commerce. Now, I read the rnle:
-~
To commerce, Life-Saving 'Service, and lighthouses, other than appropriatl-ons for Life-Saving Service .an-d l1ightho.uses--to tlle Committee on
Int~state and Foreign Commerce.
f
Mr. Hinds construed .that, in ,·i.ew of the precedents o tho
H?use, -and furr:isll.ed. hi.s construction of. it! so that this ~m
nnttee has no Jurisdict:Ien over appropnations, ~though the
words cl the Tille may rmply that 1t may appropnate for .eommerce. . I know the .gentleman from Tennessee can construe
many things, but the gentleman has been here long enough to
know that the rules of the House have been construed by pr.ecedents and inte,.,.,retations
from time to time, and that eonstJ:·u.c-~JJ
tion does not 'reSt with .any .one man to impose his lndividual
judgment ;upon .the. House. That cl'Ule . -should he construed in
t"
'th
d t
d t It has long been
connec Ion WI
prece en upon prece en .

l

<

•
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the established acceptation of this House that the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce has no power to appropriate.
Does not the gentleman remember· his distinguished predece sor, the distinguished leader of the minority [Mr. l\iANN],
than whom thHe is no better parliamentarian in this House,
who admitted that the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce had no power to appropriate except for the LifeSaving Service and lighthouses? That was the position of the
di tinguished predecessor of the gentleman. Now, the gentleman comes in here and wants to set aside all the accumulated
practices of this House and assume jurisdiction held by the
Committee on Appropriations.
l\!r. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman permit me to
ask him a question?
Mr. STAFFORD. Surely.
l\1r. Sll\IS. Has not the committee several times, and even
recently, reported bills carrying appropriations, and the appropriations have gone through, pertaining to commerce? And did
not the gentleman bear the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr.
EscH], who, if we should be so unfortunate as to have theRepublicans carry the House in the next Congress, will be the
chairman of this committee, when he made his unanswerable
argument the other day in favor of the jurisdiction assumed
by this committee?
Mr. STAFFORD. I am sorry to say to the gentleman that I
was not present during the discussion of this bill tmder general
debate.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Wisconsin has expired.
l\!r. STAFFORD. l\Ir. Chairman, may I have five minutes
more?
The CHAIRMAl~. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Wisconsin?
·
There was no objection.
l\!r. STAFFORD. The committee admits that they have given
no consideration whatever as to this amount of $150,000. In all
the e cases Congress has been very careful in trying to safeguard the interests of the Government by placing limitations
upon the expenditure of _these lump-sum appropriations, and
the Committee on Appropriations or any other appropriating
committee would make an inquiry as to how these funds would
be expended, placing limitations that no amount shall be expended _greater than so much for rent in the District of Columbia,
or so much for clerk hire, or so much for the salaries of officers.
Certainly the Committee on Appropriations does not wish to
take additional work upon itself, but some committee ought to
investigate this matter carefully, and upon the showing made
by the chairman of the committee himself this subject has not
been given careful consideration by his committee. I say the
Committee of the Whole should adopt the amendment offered
by the .gentleman from Mississippi [Mr. SissoN]. It will not
delay the enforcement of this bill a week. It will only provide
for the orderly procedure by having an investigation made as
to the real need of appropriating this $150,000 for administrative expenses here in the District. The Committee on Appropriations, I say. does not wish to take additional work on itself,
but the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce has not
performed the work necessary to enable it to learn the actual
needs. The gentleman from Tennessee has merely received a
brief memorandum from some person connected with the administration. No opportunity has been furnished to the committee to ascertain the real needs, whether those salaries are
required, and whether those rentals are required. Somebody
should make that investigation. We say the Committee on
Appropriations or some other committee should make it.
l\lr. JUUL. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes.
Mr. JUUL. Is not the lack of authority on the part of the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce to appropriate
counteracted by the fact that the committee has procured a rule
to bring in the bill in its present shape?
l.\ll'. STAFFORD. Oh, I am not raising a question of order;
I am raising a question of propriety. Here is a committee that
has not general authority to make appropriations. They have
not made an investigation into it. I say that the committee
that usually makes these investigations should exercise this
authority, and that is the Committee on AppropriationS. 'Ve
are seeking to safeguard the interests of the Treasury.
Mr. JTIUL. I understand that.
Mr. STAFFORD. And we should not allow $150,000 without
any restrictions what oever to be placed at the discretion of any
administrative official without an investigation made and a
bearing. No such hearing has been bad. I agree with the gentle-
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man's position that this would not be subject to a point of order,
because the rule has made it in order-1\Ir. JUUL. Has not practically every Member present-and
that means the whole House-in granting unanimous consent to
bring in the bill in the shape it was brought in practically consented to the consideration of. the bill in the form in which it is
brought in?
Mr. STAFFORD. By no means. The gentleman's po ilion,
if carried out to a logical extreme, would mean that no amendments could be offered. But we are amending this bill from
time to time. The chairman of the committee has accepted
many amendments which have improved the bil1. I contend
that the amendment offered by the gentleman from Mississippi
[Mr. SissoN] improves it. I contend tbat the committee, with
less than 50 Members present here, may decide that the position of the gentleman from Mississippi is correct. Certainly
when unanimous consent is given to consider a bill that does
not mean that we should not amend it or improve it so as to protect the interests of the Treasury. The amendment of the gentleman from Mississippi [Mr. SissoN] should be adopted.
l\lr. Sil\IS. l\Ir. Chairman, conditions at this time are such
that the House can not afford to risk the crippling of this bill
simply on the question as to whether full and detailed estimates
have been made as to administrative expenses. This House
several times has voted to give the President a lump sum of
$100,000,000 to be expended as he saw fit, without' any estimate,
without details, without a word; and this money is to be ttll'ned
over to the President to carry out the objects and purpo es of the
law. Will any gentleman here, regardless of what side he
happens to sit on, do that which may prove a real hindrance
to the successful prosecution of the war in order that an examination may be bad before the Committee on Appropriations or
any other committee, to the last meager uetail, as to how much
an assistant engineer can be procured for and what his salary
should be?
It looks to me, gentlemen of the House, as though some gentlemen are going a long way to bold up and possibly to delay
for a considerable period the time when work may actually
begin under this bill. The gentleman from Illinois [l\Ir. MADDEN], who has made a personal investigation of this power
shortage, pointed out this morning that which I have pointed
out a dozen times, that the most material element in this thing
is time; that climatic conditions are such that the season must
be considered. To delay for one day the letting of contracts
providing for assistance to be given in developing this additional power might cost . the Government ultimately much more
than $150,000. I have no criticism of the industry, foresight,
and care of the Committee on Appropriations. They do their
dnty properly; but I appeal to every man on this floor who
has one :particle of pah·iotism in his · heart, do not stand and
hesitate in doing your manifest duty on a petty question of
procedure. Even if the bill had been reported by the Committee
on Ventilation and Accoustics, the question for us to consider
is the objects and purposes of the bill and not whether this,
that, or the other committee reported something beyond its
normal peace-time jurisdiction. The other day a re olution was
brought in here to appropriate $1,000,000 to help stamp out
t11e epidemic of influenza. It bad been referred to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. When the gentleman from Kentuc1cy [l\Ir. SHERLEY], from the Committee on ·
Appropriations, asked unanimous consent to have that resolution passed, did any member of the Interstate Commerce Committee object and raise the question of committee jurisdiction
because the. bill had been referred to that committee? Whenever I get so that I can not serve my country in time of war
except through some plan established by precedents that have
been established in peace times, then I will feel that I am a
failure. It is no time to haggle over detail or questions of
procedure. I think a man is a victim when he is fettered by
rules of procedure, when he can not serve his country in time
of war except according to the technical rules of procedure
that apply in time of peace. I hope this amendment will be
vo ed down, as it ought to be voted down.
Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. l\Ir. Chairman, I think the
people of this country appreciate very thoroughly the shortage
of fuel in Europe. The newspaper dispatches cover that phase
of the war situation over there pretty thoroughly.
I do not
believe we recognize yet over here as we should the shortage of
gasoline in Europe. Once a week we are having a reminder_
that the supply of gasoline may become short in this country.
In Italy, France, and England gasoline is not permitted to be
used by private citizens to any extent whatsoever. A man who
lives in Rome may be as rich as John D. Rockefeller, yet he can
not have an auto for his own personal use. A limited number Qf •
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taxicabs are permitted in each city, and the only way a man can
ride in an auto over there is to get one of these taxicabs, if he
can file his order long enough in advance to get one. On one
occasion we had to wait three hours to get a taxicab.
Mr. ESCH. Why did you not walk?
Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. The distance was too great.
The situation may become serious in the United States-very·
much more so than at this time--and it would seem to me as
though this bill ought to carry an appropriation with it in order
to guard against any possibility of delay. [Applause.]
Mr. Chairman, recently I had the privilege of visiting Italy,
France, and Great Britain with a group of 11 Congressmen. I
have already told the House something about observations made
1n respect to the reconstruction of disabled soldiers and sailors.
I made some remarks to the soldiers at the Young Men's Christian Association auditorium, Potomac Park, upon some other
phases of the war, which I desire to have printed in the RECORD.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? The Chair hears noue.
AnDRESS OF GEORGE M. YOUNG, MEMBER OF CONGRESS, SECO:\'D DISTRICT,
NORTH DAKOTA, TO SOLDIERS AT YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
AUDITORIUM, POTOMAC PARK, DISTRICT OF COLUMEIA.
CONGRESSMAN BAER'S GOOD RECORD.

Mr. Chairman and men of the National Army, I count it a
privilege and an honor to appear before you to-day. I am glad,
also, to speak in this auditorium, where the first address, the
cedicatory address, was delivered by my colleague, Congressman
JoHN M. BAER, of the first district, North Dakota. Congressman
BAER was to have spoken to you again to-day, and I am here to
take his place. He has gone home to boost tlle sale of liberty
bonds. When the liberty-loan campaign is completed on October
18, I hope he will remain to tell the. people about his own go'o d
record. He is a splendid man, and has a record in Congress
in which his worst enemy can not find a flaw. He has consistently supported war legislation without exception, and none
know better than you men in uniform that he is a genuine friend
of the soldiers. I run sure you join with me in the hope that he
will be reelected, which is in harmony with the prevailing thought
at this time that men who do their duty should be reelecte<l.
[Applause.]
The chairman informs me that tllere are no soldiers in this
camp from North Dakota. Notwithstanding this I feel at home
here, as we are now one great undivided family. Our country
has never been S<' strong and so united as at this moment. The
chairman has told you of my visit to Europe with a group of
Congressmen to see how our boys were getting along and to study
war problems at first hand. I shall not detain you to give incidents occurring on our trip over and back, though there was
much to interest us. As this is a day Illeeting your time as
well as mine is limited.
WHAT OUR GOVERNMENT IS DOING.

It is next to impossible to get an accurate idea of what our
Government has done in I.l'rance without going there. It has
been a tremendous task, which has been done in a big way by
big men. A railroad has been built across France, and believe
me the big mogul engines marked" U. S. A." looked good to me.
Immense storage capacity has been constructed at various
points-at one of them the biggest cold-storage plant in the
world. We have seven well-equipped ports. At one of them 100
miles of sidetracks have been constructed. Along these 152
warehouses had been built, and material for many more was on
hand. All this to take care of our brave boys. In the same port
long wharves had been constructed and equipped with the latest
loading and unloading machinery and devices. The biggest
freighters which had formerly in that port required 21 days to
unload are now unloaded in 5 days.
· Everything back of our lines shows foresight and thorough
organization. Our medical s_ervice, both in field and hospital,
is admittedly the best of any of the armies. It was my privilege
to check up the medical service by personal visits all the way
from the battle field back, successively, through the emergency
field hospitals, the evacuation hospitals, the base hospitals, and,
on this side of the water, our general hospitals. The general
hospitals look after those soldiers who are so severely wounded
that they can not be returned to the fighting forces: It tugged
on the heartstrings to see our poor wounded boys on the
battlo field and in the hospitals, but we were .filled with admiration for the skillful work of our surgeons and nurses and the
exceptional facilities of every kind furnished by our Government for the use of the surgeons. nurses, pharmacists, and all
others connected with the Surgeon General's department. Of
all the activities of this wonderful department I was most impressed by the very comprehensive plans to make every disabled man self-supporting before being discharged from the
hospitals. A boy who had lost his left arm and who had been
working in a factory was being taught telegraphy, not only in
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the hospital but right in bed. It eased his mind to know he
would be able to do something useful, and the time devoted to
practicing with the telegraph key in bed took his mind from
his troubles and hastened recovery. A boy at 'Valter Reed
Hospital from Bismarck, in my own State, lost his left arm
at Cantigny. He had been a musician and played the violin
beautifully. It was clear he could never hope to make a living
out of music.
The reconstruction men discovered he had artistic ability and
could draw well. He is being ti·ained for a magazine illustrator, and his instructor says he will succeed, declaring be has a
skillful touch, originality, and imagination. I felt so enthused
and happy over all that had been done for the health, we1fare,
and restoration of our .wounded boys I made a special trip to the
War Department to personally thank such men as Surgeon General Gorgas, Col. R. B. :Miller, in charge of personnel, Col. Frank
Billings, director o·f reconstruction, Col. Harry Mock, assistant
director, Maj. A. C. Monahan, and :Maj. 1\I. W. Murray, of the
education section of reconstruction. Any of you who desire to
know more about this wonderful reconstruction work should
write to me or speak to me about it, and I shall send you a·
printed copy of my address in Congress upon this subject, telling
what is being done for disabled soldiers, not only in our hospitals, but also in "the· British reconstruction hospitals which I
visited.
HAVE PLENTY OF WHITE BREAD AXD SUGAn.

I wish the fathers and mothers of this country could understand how completely the needs of the boys have been anticipated
and provided ·for. I have heard, and perhaps you have heard,
more or less grumbling about eating dark bread, and I have even
heard men say that they objected to eating dark bread here in ·
order that the French might have what they were accustomecl
to-white bread. I want to assure you that not only the French
but the English and Italians have been and are still eating a war
bread d~rker than -we were eating up to the time Mr. Hoover
raised the ban on white bread. The only white bread being eaten
on the entire continent of Europe at this time is eaten by our
soldiers, and they have all they want of it. . And another thing:
Our Qoys are not rationed on sugar. God bless them, they have
all they want of it. [Applause.] That should take the s~ing Otlt
of any trifling inconvenience we have been to in this country.
FRENCH CHILDREN LOVE O{;R BOYS.

Another thing I would like to have our people know, and I can
not emphasize it too greatly: Our boys are clean morally, are
temperate, and the healthiest aggregation of men ever gotten ·
together in the world. It is said they are giving money to the ·
little French children and teaching them the vulgar habit of
chewing gum. This is all true, but I think we should be proutl
that our men love these little children, and that the little children of France love and trust them. [Applause.]
.

FIRST GREAT DRIVE 1918,

Mr. Chairman, after Russia was put out of the war, Germany
determined to mass her strength against the allies, with the hope
of capturing Paris and forcing a decision before America could
put an army in the field.
.
_
After greatly increasing the strength of tl1eir army by soldiers
withdrawn from Russia, the first great German drive was made
this year upon March 211n the direction of Amiens along a front
from Arras to Soissons. As a part of this drive a blow was
struck south of Ypres. The first drive was very successful from
the German point of view. The British were rolled back with
apparent ease. Finally, the British and French balked the drive.
SECO!'<D GI!EAT DRIVE.

Then, after about a month's preparation, the second great German drive was launched on May 27 along a line extending from
Vauxaillon, almost directly north of Soissons, and Brimont, almost directly north of Rheims. This great offensive was begun
by striking a terrific blow with massed forces all along this line,
a distance of approximately 40 miles.
The first day they advanced 5! miles, reaching Pont Arey on
the Aisne River. The bombardment was just as violent as that
which heralded the great drive of March 21, and the infantry
attack was upon a more formidable scale. Dense waves of infantry followed closely in the wake of a lifting barrage, and fresh
troops were pushed up with rharacteristic recklessness. The
back areas were heavily shelled with high-velocity guns, and
German airplanes were unusually venturesome.
The Germans forged ahead 7 miles the second day, capturin~
a portion of Soissons, menaced Rheims, and reached a point in
the hills south of St. Thierry and the southern banks of the
Vesle. The Germans were strongly reinforced the third day and
continued the drive southward, every hour creating uneasiness
in Paris and throughout France. When and where would end
this last and most powerful German drive? In this emergency
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Gen. Pershing volunteered to send some divisions of "American
soldiers in training at a certain point west of the fighting area.
These were men who had not ;e{)mp.leted their training and who
<were not thought to be ready fo1· .actual warfare by British or
French -o-fficers. The only ones who believed they were really
.t•endy were the ·men themselve . But the emergency was great, ·
so these partially trained troops were hurried along the railway
and upon gas trucks to join in the fight. They left the training
eamps Thur day night and Friday and arrived at the various
poirrts alon-g the front between .Friday night-May 31-and Sunday morning.
A large unit was loaded into raHway train on Tlmrsday
night, tra,eling an that nigbt and next day without sleep.,
reaching a point about 5 mlles from Chateau-Thie:Fry at 10
o'clock at nigllt, and immediately went into position at Chateau- .rrhierr-y The machine gunn:er \TeTe sent to guard four bridges
O\& the Marne. They lmd been i:hel'e oniy thTee hours when
the German shock troops made a strong ntt~mpt to cross the
rh"er. 'They were repulsed. !But 'for three days oUT men stood
there like -a stone 'Wall preventi11g the pas age o\·er t11e river.
Then m the face of a withering fire from cannon and machine
guns the American e~~eer advanced and destl·oyed the
bridgeS, finaUy stopping the dri\.e at tb.i .POint, .one {)f the gate'vays to Pari . (Applause.1
·
At the same time while the fight was going on at ChateauThierry wru·rn fighting wns in -progre::;s at other points, on.e of
them nearer to Paris th11.n Chateau-Thierry, where the German were weeping for"·-aTd like :a· mi,dlty tidal w;:tTe. An
American lJLigade reached that point on Sunday mor$_g .after
having h-a•eled all rlay and ni~ht iVitbout sleep. By 4 o'clock
in tJ1e afternoon of the ame tlay t11ey had been in three .fights,
in ·one ~f which· they '<imYe tlle Gennnn back for 2 kil"Ometers on
a front of 4 kilemeters. In this locality :n1s f ught the now
famou 'Battle .of .Belleau W-onf1 by ihe gallant marines. · No
more gloriou :page .of .Amerierrn .'history ha ever been w1itten.
[ ppln. use.]
'!l'TIInD OREA'T 'DitiTE •

.At midnight on July 14 the Germans b~an whn.t was to be,
according to their ·e xpectation, the ~reatest drive ()f all. The_y
called i1 the Friedensturm, st-orm of peace, the great -pe.aee offen i>e. The plans for thi. were more carefully laid and upon n
greater cale than for any former offeru iTe. They confidently expected o go :through to Faris. and many in France held the snme
view. Our con~es ional part:r '\Yas t t11e time ~nr Paris. nnd we
were assured that~· wou d .not be permitted to ente1·, :as it was
daimed that preparation were being made to have :tlll the
dvilian population 1P.a :e the cit. to be r ady for a sie"'e ()r possible eya.cuation. This rna~' not bn,·e been in actual contemplation, but it refleete<.l the 'feTer'i-ll comlition of the public
mind. The p ople back of tl1e fines were very apprehensive.
They belieYed if the German were to go as far as they had
upon the tw.o former c1riYC! that if they would not Teaeh Paris
they w.ould g t near enough to it to .shoot it to pieees with theil·
big guns.
The German drive of MaTch '21 was a urprise. The drive '()f
.1\lay 27 was almost a urprise, the notice -of it being 'e.I'Y short.
·The last big dri\e w.as no surrnise at all. The allies had been
expec.ting it for seveTal da)'S .and han troops massed to meet it.
It w:ns expected that the enemy would attempt to break through
toward Pari a.t Cllateau-Tbierry -and points northwest, and
a1 o e.:'lSt of there, .and tha:t is Ilhere the fighting occurred for
the most part. As the Germans w re in great force, and as
Foch had mas!::ed forc.e~ of almo. t equal numbers, the shock of
battle was terrific. The Germans confidently expected to oyerTide all opposition and the charge wns made all along the front
\Vith great dash in mn~ ed formation.. At places the nllied
lines broke. The 'Marne was .er{}.'. e.d at 10 place , but at none
of the e pornt <lid they ~et >ery fa.r, excepting south of Jaulgonne, where they penetrated s&eral miles. They were soon
driven back here an<l cl ewh.ere. Amerieans figured largely in
these operations. Tbe troops \Vltich had been rushed over in
May to help stem the Hun mlvanee wer-e still there and had
:been liberally reinforced. The Government lla not given out
any figures as to the number of Amerieans employ.ed in tile
fighting just Teferred to, but from what I know of th-e units
employed there mu.., t hn ve been more than 150,000. This was a
strong force to add to the alr dy tron_g forces ()f French and
British, aml wa::: . ufticient to turn tbe gauge of battle. The
enemy was oblig.erl to fall back and ~as 'kept on the move
pretty fast for the next· ~c.oupJe of :weeks. I ·think it may be
truthfully ai(.} that the mo t critical time in the '""ar, after the
·first b ttle .of tile l\f.urnc. 'Was during May .31 and June 1 and 2,
and the tm·ning point .of the war w.a definitely settled .on July
15. 1.(), and 17. We Americatlf; l1onld b very proud that our
troops '\\.ere pre eut at bolli tllese periods in suffident numbers
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to save the day. The belief was general with those with whom
I talked in France that if our men had not been available the
Germans would have gotten nt ·least close e11ough to Paris to
have shelled it to 'the limit. There seems to be a notion that

our troops <lid 110t figure in these operations in a big way, that
they were only participating in battalion units wedged in between the British or French. That i~ not b·ue. We had everal
divisions along that line, and they were handleC: in divis}on
units. The reason the newspaper dispatches of that period did
not reveal this was doubtless to keep from the Germans as long
as possible the extent to which Americans were being used.
And I will say this: The Ame.rican newspapers contain very
much more complete and thorough accounts d the war than the
Paris or London papers.
BELLEAU WOOD AND 'CHATEAU-THIERRY.

It has been ·my privilege to be at pr-actically all the places
referred to but at only part of them when the fighting occurred.
Where I was not an eyewitness I obtained information at fir t

band from such men as Col. McClusky: who commanded a brigade at Bois de Belleau. No one is waiting more anxiously
than myself for an authentic and thorough history of this war.
I wish it were pos ible to give you a running account of all the
place visited. It would take too much time. 1\lieux was a mo t
inter ting point. Tllis point was reached by the Germans
in the first battle of the Marne. It is located about 20 miles
from Pru·is. Here we found trench systems prepru·ed ready for
u e in case the allied armies were pressed back. This confirmed
the fears of the people, m· nt least showed that the .army men
were p1·ep:aring for such an emergency. At this place we were
ftrrn1 bed with metal helmets and gas mask . Chateau-Thlerry
was left in horrible hape by the retreating Huns. The fine
homes were ransacked and .all things of value " if portnble"
were cnrried ·away. We ti ited the chateau. located upon an
ele>ation .at the edge of the city. Two soldiers were guarding
it, but there w.as little of anything left to guard. If ChnteauThi.erry is a fair srunple of what wa done by the Germans in
other occupied territory nQ woruler the French fight furiously.
MARKS:UANSHlP

SUPE~D.

Vaux furnished ·US 'With the · evidence of the wonderful ac·
curacy of the Ame1·ican Artillery. T'1e town was actually hot
full of boles. Not a single buil<lin"' escaped, .and each building
was struck from -one to ·three times. It was here, after the
artillery preparation, that .our boys advanced rapi<.lly, tak"ing 654
German prisoners from the bn...<;ements of the buildings. \vhicll
w.a done without the lo of a single soldier. And the remarkable
thing about it was that all of the shooting was do.ne simply by
the use of :a map. The IIlilP was nn accurate one, but the lllltrksmansbip was not mded by observation balloons or aeroplanes.
It reminds me of a story of my friend, Con21·e smun BARKLEY,
from Kentucky. He tells about an old uarkey who said: "Them
new long-distance 44-caterpi1la.r gmtS can JU t nat'ly get you
nnywhere. All they need is your name and addre . ." !Applause.]
HOW

~y

I!'IGHT.

Of course the most thrilling thing of all was to see our boys
actually 1:ighting-and how they <lo fiaht1
~o one who has
not been present to see 'Some of the fighting and talk with the
men can appreciate the ea"erness of our boys to ..,.et into the
battle. When they are ba& at the tmining camps tl1ey are
impatient to get to tl1e front, and when they get to the front
they are not ea y until they get into the thicke t of the .fighting.
I talked with Capt. Campbell, -of Grand Rapid , 1\fich., who
stood with wounded band and a wound in the leg and told of
the trouble be had had t() bold hi men back. He had deploy d
some of his men to capture some machine guns from the flank.
The remaining portion of the company evidently did not kn.ow
that this had been done and he could see \ery plainly that they
were intending to charge the machine guns from the front without mzy order from him. He called out that he did uot want
any charge, and still noticed evidenee of their intentjon to go
forward. So he rushed out in front of his men with a pointeU.
reTolver, saying, "I ha\e not oroered a charge; I do not want
a charge, and the first man who gets in line with this gun will
be hot." {Applause.]
We were told, but I can not voucb for the truth of it, that
the commanding officer told a certain major that his objecti\e would be to a eertain rock .on an elevation nnd that
be was to halt his battalion there. Instead of stopping there •
he went on a mile. The commanding officer criticized him.
He said, "I told you to halt at that big rock. 'Vhy dirln't you
• top there?"
To whi-ch the major replied, "Well, if these
Germans could not stop our boys, how in thunder do you
think I -cou1 d ?"
In the fighting in 1\Iay, northwest of Chateau-Thierry, one of
<~Ur boys received a bullet wound in the neck from a machine
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~un.
The bullet went about half way through and dropped have here in Washington clerks who have been here two months
down into his stomach. He got out of the hospital in time to on tile salary roll of the Government who have not yet been
be back with the boys again when they began fighting in July, assigne<l to do a single thing. I insist that it will do no harm
and the company with which he served was ordered to clean out to allow this bill to go through as amended by the amendment
a nest of machine guns. When the boys started forward this oi the gentleman from Mississippi [l\Ir. SrssoN]. Then the
wounded boy turned to the others with a laugh and said, " Let .committee can take up the question with regard to how manY,
me take care of those machine-gun bullets; I'll swallow them." clerks will be needed, and how many engineers will be nee<led,
[Applause.]
and what their salaries should be.
M.W~IIJ'ICE~T FIGHTERs-BUT ROUGH.
I am a little doubtful whether we want to give some man the
The Aush·alians have the reputation of being rough-an<l-ready r•ight to pay a bureau chief or superintendent $12,000 a year, as
fighters, with the accent on the rough. They call theit· captains is suggested by the chairman. I believe that the HQuse ought
Bill and Tom, and when they got to France the British officers to be called upon to pass on the question of whether the two
thought they would not amount to much, because it was said assistant engineers should have $7,500 apiece, when we have
they had no discipline; but when the fighting began tt was hundreds of assistant engineers just as well qualified in the river
discovered the only trouble was to have them stor1 when they and harbor work and other b;-anches of the service who are rereached their objectives. While we w~re in London an invita- ceiving only half of that amount or less. If we are going to legistion was extended to us to attend a Government concert on late intelligently matters of this 1."ind must be referred to some
Sunday night in one of the big theater8. There are no theatrical committee that will go into all of the facts, and after they have
shows permitted on Sunday night in Great Britain, but Admiral possession of the facts; report to the House for its consideration
Sims as~ured us we need not be scared away by the name how much the engineers should receive, how many clerks should
"concert." The show was certainly a live one. I have never be employed in the bureau, and how much those clerks should
seen anything to equal it upon the vaudeville stage here. Talent be paid. Let us be fair with the clerks that are now in the
was picked up from all the big theaters in London-grand opera service and put a stop to lump-sum appropriations for clerk
singers and others-but the most interesting and exciting thing hire, for then we hold the old clerk down to the salary fixed
of all was some stunts put on by a company of Australian sol- by law and allow the new clerk to receiYe any salary which the
uier.s. Among other things they put on a bayonet drill. The new bureau chief may fix.
Mr. SISSON. Mr. Chairman-stage was very large, and the men rushed at each other with
The CHAIRl\!AN (1\fr. WINGO). Debate on the penuing
great speed, pointing the bayonets straight at the men opposing
them. It was up to the man who was being charged to ·strike amendment is exhausted.
Mr. SISSON. I move to strike out the last 'vord. ·
.
the bayonet quickly enough and hard enough to ward it off.
The CHAIRMAN. The pending amendment is to strike out
On one of these rushes, whUe the bayonet thrust was war<led off, two
words.
one man was struck with such terrific force he was thrown
Mr. SISSON. I ask unanimous consent to speak for five minupon the stage, his head hitting the harll floor with great force. utes.
,
·
He was carrie<l from the stage insensible. Having heard these
The CIIAIRl\fA_'N'. . The gentleman from Mississippi asks
things about the Australians and having seen this performance
consent to proceed for five minutes. Is there obut London, we were able to appreciate a joke which one of the unanimous
Australian boys got off. He was asked, What kind of fighters jection?
There was no objection.
are the Americans? "Oh," said he, "they are splendid; they
Mr. SISSON. Mr. Chail·man, I do not know any better reason
are great; they are magnificent fighters; but," with a t'IYinkle
why this appropriation should be scrutinized closely than this
be added, "they are pretty rough." [Applause.]
apparently unauthorize<l . document, unsigned by anybody, sent
)
SAYED PARIS.
up here, I presume, at the request of the chairman of the com·
· Capt. Liggett, a CiYil War veteran, now an official in the In- mittee after this question was raised.
terior Department at 'Vashington, called to see me last ThursNow, take the document that has no earmarks to show who
uay, because he heard that I had seen his son in Fnince. He prepared it or who was responsible for its preparation.
·
said, "1\lr. YouNG, I am hoping that our boys will march into
l\Ir. SIMS. It was sent by l\Ir. Baruch.
Berlin." I replied, "Captain, they haYe don~ a bigger thiri;.;
Mr. SISSON. I do not know, perhaps l\Ir. Baruch might have
than that. They stopped the Germans from marching into sent it to the gentleman, he may or not have prepared tile details
Paris." [Applause.]
of it.
.
1\lr. GOOD. Mr. Chairman, I am getting weary of the arguHere is a director at $12,000, and two assistants at $7,500 each.
ment that those who ask for proper consideration of this class of WhyJ if you do that you will disarra.nge the salaries of almost
legislation can not trust the President. The argument made every bureau chief in this Government. Go into the legislative
by the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. SIMs] in this respect is bill and you will find that there is not a single bureau chief
unworthy of him. The gentleman trusts the President, and he who has got a salary anything like that. You will find as a rule
knows th~t everybody in this House would gladly trust the that $5,000 is a big salary for most any bureau chief. In rare
President in this or any other matter, if the President could instances they are fixed at $6,000. If you want to put a prize
give any attention at all to the enormous powers that we are in the hands of every bureau chief you will do it by fixing the
conferring upon him in this bill. But the gentleman knows that salary at this enormously high rate. Then you will find that
the President will not consider a single thing that is provided you have raised up an enormous amount of trouble in the futm:e.
for in this bill. Engineers will be called upon to pass on the
But first I want to know what character of a man you will
plants to be acquired, an<l bureau chiefs will be called upon to have to administer the provisions of this bill and the sort of
say how many clerks '1\oill be wanted in Washington in the de- experience and business ability that he has, and we want to
partment, and what their salaries shall be. One of the things know something about these assistant enginPers. Here are four
that tltis House is very frequently called upon to remedy is the civilian engineers at $5,000 each, clerical help, miscellaneous
unjust discrimination between the var1ous employees in differ- supplies, without telling you anything about the salaries.
ent branches of the service. That injustice creeps into the law $20,000. Rent of eight district offices in Washington, $9,600;
or into its administration through these lump-sum appropria- clerical help and supplies for eight district offices, $32,000.
tions, wllicll give to some bureau chief the right to fix the Traveling expenses exclusive of Army Engineers estimateu at
sa 1aries of all the persons employed, and to designate the number $7,000. Legal expense estimated, $10,000. Allowance for exof persons to be employed, and too frequently he does not base pansion and other unforeseen contingencies, $24,400.
his decisions upon salaries in like positions in other branches
Is there an appropriation committee in this House that on
of the service. When the Bureau of War-Risk Insurance that mere statement without any furthe1· explanation would
.was created a young girl from my own State, who happened appropriate that sum of money?
to be here in the telephone office working for $11 a week, was
As far as delays are concerned, I want to say to the gentlecalled <lown to the bureau and given a place at $1,100 a year. man thn..t it will never delay the bill one minute because in
The gentleman from Illinois [Mr. MADDEN] has gone into this bills of this kind, if this amendment sl1all be adopted, before the
subject somewhat fully, and I want to say to him and to the bill gets out of the Senate the Appropriation Committee can -go
House that when the legislative bill was before the committee into the details having before us the amount of money and the
one of the bureau chiefs who appeared before the committee, character of service and will try to keep nv some harmony in
in explaining wllat the greatly increased number of clerks would the salaries and not disorganize the whole program.
do, simply said, "'Ve can prepare these clerks for service at
If this is to be the . policy adopted in future, you will have
such and such a rate." The estimate was based upon the ability no sort of rule for the salaries of men to take charge of these
·of the department to educate the new clerks. When asked bureaus. Let this bill pass making an authorization of $150,000
what they would do, he did not know what they would do; to pay for a temporary organization an<l if this business shall
but thought they would have work for them; and to-day we grow rapidly, as it may, $150,000 may not be enough, but when
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you come to the Appropriation Committee you will find the
committee c nfron ted with this statu::; of giving enormous high
salaries, and · we \\ill be embarrassed in attempting to reduce
them.
l\1y friend from South Carolina callS' my attention to the fact
that eYen a abinet offieer's salary is only $12,000, and yet you
· propose to gir-e to this bureau under this bill $12,000 right off
the reel wit110ut knowing a thing on earth who he i , what the
'd uties are that are going to be devolved upon him. So, gentlemen of the committee, the mere display of this detailed statement sent t-<> the chairman of the commitiee is the highest
evidence of why we ou(Tht to let this take it orderly course.
As far as patriotism is concerned, I take it that no man could
be charged as being unpatriotic who refu es to take. from the
taxpayers of America while we a.re appealing to .them all over
the country to respond in the buying of the bonds to pay the
expenses of the war. I do not think it would lie in the mouth
of any man to say that h~ is unpatriotic when he is trying to
save as much money as possible to make it kill as many Huns
as po ible. [Applause.]
The CHAIRl\1AN. The question is on the amendment.
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HEl'\'!JtY T. RAINEY. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move to strike
out the last word. I make that pro forma amendment in order
to have read from the desk a letter addressed to me by the
Secretary of the Trea ury on an important matter.
The Clerk read as follows:
TllE~SURY DEPARTl\Iln"T,

Hon.

Washiuoton, Septem"bt-t· e.;, 191B.
T. R..iiKEY.
House of R. ef/YC 611tativ eB, Wasltington, D. a.
HERRY

hl\' DEAR Mn. RAIXEY: Mr. Roper bas banded to me your letter of the
17th instant. You state that you have been requested by the Hon.
· ·Herbert Hoover, United tates Food .Administrator, to present to tbtl
.w ays and Means Committee a bill for the r epeal or suspension of the
mixed-flour laws, ac of June 13, 1S98, as a~ended by the aet of .April
12, 1902, for the duration of the war, in order to carry out the international food program r ecently agreed upon at the conference of food
administrators of all the allied countrie , which provides for the admixture of 20 per cent of other cereal flours with wheat flour, and ask
whetller there is any objection by this department to the suspension of
the mixed-flour law and whether such action would malce possible the
adulteration of flour or if there is anything in the mixed-tlour act which
prevents the use of deleterious substances.
There has bee.n no change in the attitude of this department as expressed in the letter of the .Acting Secreta.ry ot the Treasury, addres €'d
to you under date of .August 3, 1914. in which he recommended favorable action upon H. R. 16675 Sixty-third Congres , and in a letter of
the former Commic;sioner of Intern-al Revenue, addres. ed to you undet·
date of May 3, Hl16, favorably recommending H. R. 94:00, Sirty-fourth
Congress, for the r epeal of the m ixed-fiour law.
The e recommendations of repeal we~ bas; fl upon the fnct thnt it is
of no importnnce as a r evenue measure, and the purpo e for wnieh
it was intended-that is. prevention of adulteration of wheat flour-i s
adequately taken care of by the pure-food law, act of June 30, 1906.
The revenues derived from this source are 11€gligible and wouW not
pay the co t of tile administration of the act. Tbe total collections for
the fiscal y r ended June 30, 1017, were only $5 ,526.13, and the collections for th e fiscal year ended June 30, 1918. only $6,414.02. There
were but 18 qua.Wl d manufacturer packers. and r epackers engaged
in the production of mixed flour at the time of the i sua.nce of circular
No. 1156, of .August 26, 1918, by the Food .Administration. but since.
the pui.Jlication of this circular inqulrie received by this office indicate
that a largC" proportiQn of the millC'rs of this country intend to engage
in the production of flour in accordance with the food program, which
would come within the classification of mixed tlour and subject such
manufacturer to the 1axes bnpo ed by the act and compliance with the
:provisions thereof, and th~ re~u latic.ns issued by the d epartment regardIng stamplag the product, Ke('ping r ecords, and rendering monthly
:returns.
l\fuch ad1itlonal labor will be required on the ~art of our field officers
to in ·pect the r~ cords c.,vering the large increase rn manufacturers under
the program of the Food .Adminis tration, as well as in the handling of
the large numb€!" of additiOital returns in the bureau. Thi work would
require an increase in our forct> for field work as w ell as for office work.
In view of the fn.ct that the department is on record in recommending
the r ep eal of the mixed-flour law and of- the incrC'a e in administrative
difficulties and expense out of proportion to the tax return that would
be r eceived from this s~urce onder the food program, a.nd in view of the
further fact that the pure-food law and regulations thereunder fully
protect the pu blic against the adulteration or misbranding of flour, I
would recommend the repeal of the mixed-flour law for the duration of
the war.
Sincerely, yours,
W. G. Mc.A.Doo, Secretary.
l\Ir. HENRY T. RAII't'EY. l\Ir. Chairman, I 'vithdraw the pro

forma amendment.
The Clerk read as follows :
For the purpose of construction, acquisition, maintenance, an<l operation of plants, transmi slon lines, and other material and property
which the Pr sldent i hereby empowered by the provisions of t bi
net to construct or acquire and of providing funds pnl"Snant to the
prov i ions of subdivision 2 and 3, of section 2 hereof. there is h ereby
appropriated, out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $200,000,000.

The committee amendment was read, as follow :
On page 14, line 25, strike out the sum of " $200,000 ,000" and insert the fo11owing: " 1i5,000,000, to be available during the time this
net is in effect."
Mr. SISSON. 1.\Ir. Chairman, I desire to amend the i:Ommit-

tee amendment. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out all of
line 26 of the committ~e amendment on page 14,

The
The

CHAIRl\IA..~.
C~rk read as
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The Clerk will report the amendment.
follows :

.Amen-dment to the committee amenclment: .Page 14, line 26, strike

~!ct~he language "to be available during the time this act is in

Mr. SillS. l\Ir. Chairmtlll, I want to ask a que tien. I
want to ask the gentleman from "\Vi consin if t1li.s js the
amendment he sugge ted, I have forgotten which meruher of
the committee suggested it, and if so, I want the geutleman
from Wisconsin to take care of it
1\Ir. ESCH. Yes; I did so in the committee, but I do not
want to take up the gentleman's time.
1\Ir. SISSON. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman is famili:H with
the constitutional provision that you can not make an appropriation longer than tw& years for war purposes. I am address·
ing myself to the gentleman from Wisconsin. The gentlemnn
knows under the Constitution we can not make appropriations
for longer than two years.
l\.fr. ESCH. That is for the support of the Army.
Mr. SISSON. I understand; in support of the Army. I
know, u.s a. matter of fact, you might be able to a.voitl that
provision in the Constitution upon the idea that this is for
the pm·pose of producing materials to be used by the Army,
~ut that would not necessarily cause my opposition to cease
if I thought it did not impinge upon that constitutional provision, but I do want to say that language ought to be stricken
· out, because I am going to offer the same amendment at the
proper time after this committee amendment has been disposed of that we adopted in section 9. In line 24, ju. t before
the word "appropriated," I am going to offer at the proper
time an amendment "authori!zed to be," and so forth.
Now, if that amendment should be adopted having in the
language u to be available during the time this act is in effect,"
the peculia.r language of the bill virtually gives them 175 000 000
~ppropriations which will be reported to Congress, they ~ny,'but
if reported to Congress, Congress will be powerless to do anythin<>' in reference to checking up that appropriation. That
$175,000,000 ought not to be turned loo e to this gentleman
whose salary is to be fixed later. We do not know who he i ;
we ought not to turn over to him, in my judgment, $175,000,000
to be used not one year, not two years, not five years, but
during the life of this act, during the time this net is in existence. Now, you certainly can trust Congress and he should be
callecl upon at the end of every year to make a detailed state·
ment as to how he has used tllis money and why it has been ex·
pended.
1\Ir. MADDEN. This bill provides for that.
l\lr. SISSOX I under tand, but there is no compulsion except
thi , that the President may report. Listen: E\erything that
has been done may not meet with the approval or Congress, and
then you would be helpless unle we repealed this bill, but a:=;
long as you keep your hands on the purse strings, you can sa •
your conduct has not been what it ought to be, or if you will
do certain thin~ in the future or curtail certain things we will
gh"e you enough money in order to wind tl1is thing up.
1\Ir. 1\..lADDEN. I am in favor of the Appropriations Com·
mittee taking jurisdiction of the expenditure or money and ap·
propriations and making full investigation before the money is
appropriated.
l\1r. SISSON. That is what we want. I do not believe that
the mere fact yon give Congress information, if it would be
information like the statement made about the salaries, it woul{l
be no information at all, and then with this language in the bill
they can continue to operate irrespective of whether it meets
with the approval of Congress or not.
Mr. ESCH.. Mr. Chairman, having offered the amendment in
the committee, having taken verbally section 19 of the foodcontrol act, and believing it is not e entia! to tbi bill, I moYe
to strike out that line, or I leave the motjon to the gentleman
from l\Iis. issippi to save time.
l\Ir. Sll\IS. There is no objection.
The CHAIRl\1AN. Does the gentleman withdraw his amend·
ment?
Mr. SISSON. I do not; they accept it.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is upon the adoption of the
amendment offered by the gentleman from 1\Ii · ippi.
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
Tile CHAIRl\!AN. Now, the question is upon the amendment
as amended.
l\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, I want to offer au
amendment to tl1e amendment as It stands now.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will submit his amenllment.
l\fr. GREEN of Iowa. I desire to offer an amendment as fol·
lows : Strike out the figures " $175,000,000 " and insert in lieu
thereof " $100,000,000."
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Mr. SISSON. I think they would be superfluous.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chillr will state the amendment has
not been adopted finally as amended.
Mr. ROGERS. It devQlves upon the Committee un Appropria1\lr. GREEN of Iowa. I understand; but I am offering an tions to name t1w rource from whieh they are to be taken.
amendment to the pending amendment.
Mr. SISSON. In our appropriation bill we would appropriate
from n.ny money not otherwise appropriated, and we then would
Mr. SIMS. To so mucb of the amendment as remains.
:Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I accept the correetion of the gentle- carry an appropriation in the exact language <>f this heading.
man from Tennessee--to so much of the committee amendment You would find this head in <>ur bill exactly .as it is here. So I
as remains.
dQ not think that WQU1d cut .any figure. Now, gentlemen of the
The CHAIRl'I!AN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
committee, I do not care to discuss this. I uppose the eommittee
. The Clerk read .as follows :
understands my reason for offering this amendment.
Strike out "$175,000,000 •• and insert in l,ieu thereof " $100,000,000."
Mr. SIMS. 1\Irr Chairman, I w.ant only two Qr three minU:tes.
The War Department has hau a long and expensive surveY.
1\Ir. GREE...~ of Iow.a. Now, Mr. Chairman, in reference to
this amendment, I would say that much of the rern..'lrks of the made and reported in dei:<_'til to the eommittee, and Lieut Stangentleman from Mississippi are applicable and also the remarks ley, who was authorized to make the :report <>f the survey,
of my colleague from Iowa [1\Ir. G<>on]. We only need enough shows the following amounts needed right n<>w, in the sections
money in this bill to stru·t this proceeding, and after it is and districts mention£d as follows:
started then the Committee on Appropriations ought to .continue
appropriations which are necessary to carry it on. I would
Additional
horsepower .Estimated
bave made this sum $50,000,000 instead of $100,000,000 in my
Power -district.
required
cost.
motion if I thought it would be adopted, because I believe
for1918-19.
$50,000,000 is ample for that purpo e. The parties who will
be charged with this matter by the President will not be .able
120,~ tl4,.'i00,000
to use any money for their organization for several months, Philadel lJia. Chester., and.ad-acent territory
5, 500, 000
94, 000
and it wm be six months before they will get matters in shnpe
Y o~own, AJl:ri)n, Qmton, Wheeling, Connellsville,
S<> that they will need to pay out any sums upon contract.
and adjacent terntones). _...... ·-- .. ·- ·- .. ·- .. ·-...... ..
4110,000 35,1()()(), 000
It will probably be a year before any of these contracts are
53,000
3, 942, ooo
fini bed, and even if they desire to use money fQr the purpose ~~7n~~ter, an_d_a9-jacent territories_............
Ia,300
610;000
of condemning property and paying the cost as determined by Penns vani1!. ant~Vl~ty ·•···••····•···•·•••·••·••••
the court several months will inevitably elapse bef<>Te they can
need the money. I do not understand, and no gentleman has
250,000 .81, 250,000
given any reason~ why $175,000,000 should be appropriated right p and Middle West States.................................
acific slope, west ~f Rocky Mountains ........••....•••••......... _.. 10,000,000
off, before we know where they are going to put a dollar of it,
1--------~-----and why the attempt should be made to take away from the
. Total. .• ·- ...••••. ·-................................. 1,.233, 300 138,427,000
Appropriations Committee, which properly has jurisdiction of
these mattet·s, the right to go .over and ascertain what sums
Not a piece of machinery can be bought or installed until this
ought properly to be paid out. There has been no extended ·
inve tigation by the C()Inmittee on Interstate and Foreign Com- appropriation goes through.
~
merce. They evidently had not time for it and thought that the
Mr. WALSH. Will the gentleman yield?
i
bill needed to be put through in such haste that they could not
Mr. SIMS. Certainly.
go into these items ; but they ought to be gone into by the
Mr. WALSH. It certainly could not be bought or installed
Committee on Appropriations.
after thls bill pass-es the Hon...c::e. It will h!lve t<> wait until the
Mr. SISSON. Will the gentleman yield for just a moment7
bill becomes a law.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Yes.
Mr. SIMS. That is true; but we will do our part n.ow, and
Mr. SISSON. As to till:> amendment which I suggested a mo- then it will not have to go to any other committee of the House.ment ago I would offer at the proper time to make this an au- Any other committee would have to take up and go over these
tho,rization in tead of an appropriation of $175,000,000. The amounts. It is not a question like the Qther. It is not on all
committee having adopted the other amendment, identical to this, fours at all. There was ground for the criticis-m made by the
in section 9, I pre ume it will adopt this amendment here. If gentleman from Missi sippi [Mr. SissoN] and the gentleman
you leave $175,000,000 in, it becomes a limitation upon the ap- from Iowa [1\lr. Goon] as to .administrative expenses; but here
proprintion rather than an appropriati<ln.
is an actual survey made by competent experts, and now this
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I would be perfectly wllling to accept H<>use proposes to say that simply on a <tuestion of jurisdiction,
the sugge tion of the gentleman :from Mississippi if I was sure after the hearings ha..-e been had, after they have been held at
the committee would do that.
great expense, that you will not appropriate now the amotmts
Mr. SISSON. I feel sure the committee will d<> it, since they carried in the bill, but simply authorize it and take the chances
h&ve adopted the other. I might ask the gentleman from Ten- of delay that may prove to be very dangerous. I have nothing
nes ee [Mr. SIMS] now if, having adopted the amendment in more to say. Let those who cl.aim they want to support the
section 9, he will agree that we insert before the word u appro- President do it in the ()nly effective way it can be done, in the
priated," in line 24, the words" authorized to be "1
most expeditious manner, and not quibble over the jurisdiction
1\lr. GREEN of Iowa. If the gentleman from Tennessee has !}f committees. I have nothing more to say.
Mr. GOOD. Will not the gentleman explain his estimate?
no objection to the proposition of the gentleman from 1\fississippi, I will withdraw my amendment.
What are you going to buy-with .$35,000,000 in the Pennsylvania
Mr. SIMS. Of course, I can not agree to that.
anthracite coal region?
:Mr. GREEN of Iowa. 1\lr. Chairman, I will withdmw my
Mr. SillS. The hearings show all of it. I am n<>t going into
amendment. I think the committee will sustain the amend- quibbles over details. Let the gentleman assume the responsiment of the gentleman from Mississippi when it is presented.
bility for the tlimsy excuse offered. if he wants to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is first on the committee
Mr. SISSON. 1\fr. Chairman, I want to answer my friend.
amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The debate on this amendment has been
The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
exhausted.
:P.1r. SISSON. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following amend1\lr. GREEN of Iowa. I ask unanimous consent, Mr. Chair~
ment :
man, to proceed for two minutes.
In line 24, before the word "appropriated,'' insert " authorized to be."
Mr. SillS. This thing has been fully discussed. It will be
practically a repetition.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Mississippi offers a.n
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the
amendment. which the Clerk will re:p<>rt.
gentleman from Iow.a?
The Clerk read as follows:
There was no objection.
P~ge 14, lin~ 23, after the word "hereby," insert the words ".au- ·
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, I resent the intimation
thorlZed to be."
~
of the gentleman from Tennessee that any gentleman upon this
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amend- .floor desires to tie the hands of the President .or to hold up this
ment.
project.
1\Ir. SIMS. Mr. Chairman, I want to <>ppose the amendment.
If ·the gentleman for a moment would consider what this parMr. SISSON. 1\:fr. Chairman, I have the floor. I yield to the ticular language involves, he would understand that none of his
gentleman.
argument has any application whatever to it. This has nothing
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Chairman, if the words are adopted, would to do with contracts. They can go right ahead making the connot the words "out of any moneys in tbe Treasury not other- tracts if the amendment prevails. All this pertains to is the
;wise appropriated •t be superfluous?
payment of the money after the contracts have been let. In this

~~te<;~l~;~~;~a--rui<i::Eaiterii"ohit>·=(;i~~~~~~
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bill we have authorized the President to go ahead ad libitum and
contract for any amount be wants to.
·
Mr. ESOH. 1\Ir. Chairman, I question the gentleman's line
of argument in that respect. You can not go on with the contract until the money is available.
Mr. SIMS. You ·c an not do it at all.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. There is no question about it. The language is express in the bill itself giving the President power to
make contracts without restriction.
Mr. ESCH. In an enormous expenditure like this it would be
a dangerous practice for a Government official to make a contract without an appropriation.
Mr. Sil\IS. It would be an illegal performance.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Repeatedly ·authorizations are made
without any appropriations whatever, from time to time, in bill
after bill. A common example is found ln the bllls wbich authorize the making of contracts for the construction of public
buildings, in which no appropriation is ever inserted.
In this bill we repose unlimited confidence in the President, for
we authorize him to make contracts to any amount. He could
under this bill bind the Government for billlons, if he so desired.
But no one has any fears that he will make contracts for more
than in his judgment is necessary to successfully carry on the
war. While I have criticized severely the wording of the blll
and the careless manner ln which it is drawn, neither I nor any
any other gentleman has made any objection to these vast powers
being conferred upon the President, nor has anyone tried to
delay the bill, but only to better it, and that it has been improved I think everyone will agree.
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the gentleman from Iowa
has expired. Tbe question is on agreeing to tbe amendment
offered by the gentleman from l\Ilssissippi [1\Ir. SissoN].
The amendment was agreed to.
1\lr. GOOD. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out, on page 14,
line 24, the words "out of any moneys in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated."
Tbe CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment
offered J>y the gentleman from Iowa.
. Tbe Clerk read as follows :
Amendment offered by Mr. Gooo: Line 24, page 14, after the word
"appropriated," strike out the following: "out of any moneys in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated."

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
1\Ir. ESCH. ';['hen, Mr. Chairman, a like amendment ought to
be made in lines 12 and 13.
· The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Wisconsin offers an
amendment, which the Clerk will report. The Clerk read as follows :
Am endment ol'fered by Mr. EscH : Pag~ 14, line 12, after " $150,000,"
strike out the following : " out of any moneys in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated."

The
ment.
The
~ Tbe
;. The

CHAIRMAN. Tbe question is on agreeing to the amendamendment was agreed to.
CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.
Clerk read as follows :

All revenues derived from the sale of any product of any plant o~
property which shall have been constructed or acquired pursuant to
the provisions of this act. or from the lease or operation of any such
plant, property, or transmission lint>, shall be available for the maintenance and operation of such plant, property, or transmission line; and
all r evenue in excess of the expense of such maintenance and operation
and all sums received upon the sale of any proJ?erty constructed or
acquired pursuant to tbe provisions of this act or m repayment of any
fund · expended or provided pursuant to the provisions of subdivisions
2 and 3 of section 2 hereof shall be deposited a.n d covered into the
Treasury to the credit of this appropriation.

Mr. GOOD. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the chairman
of the committee what is intended by the words "to the credit
of tbis appropriation "?
Mr. MADDEN. That should be stricken out.
: :Mr. SIMS. The appropriation has .been stricken out.
Mr. MADDEN. The words "to the credit of the appropriation " should be stricken from the bill.
1\f.r. SIMS. I take it that there is no use in using the language
of the appropriation here, in view of the adoption of the amendment.
1\IJ.·. GOOD. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the words
"to the credit of this appropriation," in lines 12 and 13, of
page 15.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment
offere<.I by the gentleman from Iowa.
Tbe Clerk read as follows :
·
. Amendment offered by Mr. Gooo: On page 15, line 12, after the word
.. '£reasur.r," strike out the following: -" to the credit of this appropriation."
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The GHAIRMA.~. The question is ·on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will rend.
The Clerk read as follows :
~EC. 10. That as soon as practicable after the 1st of January in each
year the President shall cause to be submitted to the Congress a detailed ·
report of all property constructed, acquired, or installed, of all moneys '
loaned or advanced, and all receipts and expenditures made pursuant
to the powers conferred by this act.

Mr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move to amend the section
by inserting after the word "advanced," in line 18, " and a list
of all persons employed under the authority of this act."
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from :Massachusetts offers
an amendment, which the Olerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by ;M.r. WALSH: Page 15, line 18, after the word
''advanced," insert the following: "and a list of all persons employed
and salaries paid under this act."

Mr. WALSH. "And a list of all persons employed under the
authority of this act!'
d
The Clerk rend as follows :
'
Antl fnsert the following: "And a list of all persons employed under
the authority of this act."
·

Mr. WALSH. Now, Mr. Chairman, tbis section is the one
which requires the information to be presented to the Congress;
and it would seem to me that it would be wise to follow the practice we have established in other measures of this sort, where
we require reports, to require also a list of persons who are employed to carry out the provisions of the act.
Mr. SIMS. Does the gentleman mean by that day laborers? '
Mr. WALSH. No. I mean the persons employed by the
President.
Mr. SIMS. In the administration of the act?
li1
Mr. WALSH. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIMS. I do not see any objection to the amendment, as I
understand it.
Mr. CONNELLY of ~ansns. Does the gentleman include all
the salaries?
Mr. WALSH. I think the other phraseology of the act will
possibly cover that.
Mr. SIMS. If the Appropriations Committee gets jurisdiction
and fixes the salaries of officials it will not be necessary to report as to that.
Mr. BLACK. The gentleman from Wisconsin yesterday
offered an amendment by which most of these employees will be
under civil service. Does the gentleman think it will be neces·
sary to give a list of all these civil-service employees?
·
Mr. WALSH. I do not see why not. This is the report the
President will make to the Congress.
Mr. BLACK; It is the usual custom to transmit a list of
these employees?
Mr. WALSH. I do not know whether it is the custom, but it
is tbe practice of Congress to ask that it be done. I know that
in connection with some of the depart ments of the Gor-ernment
the reports we have asked for have not been all that could be
desired in that respect.
Mr. SIMS. Asked for in a legislative bill?
Mr. WALSH. No; I mean where we ha<J. provided special
/ powers.
.
,
l\Ir. SIMS. In legislation?
~ ~~
Mr. WALSH. Oh, yes; in legislation.
Mr. SIMS. I am not opposed to any amendment that does
not hurt the bill.
l\Ir. WALSH. That is not the purpose for which I am offeringiL
.
Mr. SIMS. I see no objection to this.
The CHAIRMAN. Tbe question is on the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. ROGERS. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move to amend section 10
by striking out, in line 14, after tbe word "that," the words" as
soon as practicable after the 1st of January," and to substitute
therefor the words "not later than the first Monday in December."
.
1.\fr. Sil\IS. I think the other reports have nearly an been
required as of the 1st of January. That is the provision in the
railroad-control bill. Of course, it cuts no figure, any more
than that it makes it the calendar year instead of the fiscal
year.
Mr. ROGERS. If the practice of adhering to the calendar
year is general in legislation, I should not think it was necessary to depart from it in this case.
Mr. SIMS. There is a bill before my committee now to make
tl1e calendar year the fiscal year in all things.
Mr. ROGERS. But every department of the Government, as
far as I "know, is required to report to the Congress by tbe first
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1\londay -in December:. Now, that is the tim~ when the-Congress
1\fr. SIMS. I lll()Ye the previous question on the · motion: tq
recommit.
needs the information.
1\..Ir. SIMS. In the rnilroad-aontrol bill we _prQvide _for a reThe previous question was ordei"ed.·:
port by the 31st of December, as I
recall, but I may n<>t be
The SPEAKER. The questi-on i& on the motion to re(:Qmmit.
correct as to the exact date.
.
The question was taken ; and_ Qn a division (demanded by_
l\fr. ROGERS. · And furthermore the l~nguage " as soon as Mr. PARKER of New Jersey) there wer~ayes 8, noes 29.
·
pr:I·cticab-le after the 1st of January •• ·· vitiates the provis-ion
Accordingly the m<>tion to recommit was rejected.
altogether. It may be three months or six months or a year. _
The SPEAKER The question is on the passage of the bill.
l\Ir. SIMS. I know the gentleman is friendly to the purposes
The bill was passed.
of the bill. There can be very little of this work completed beOn motion of Mr. SIMS~ a motion to reconsider the vote by
tween the time the bill passes and the_1st day of .January.
which the bill was passed was laid on the table.
The CHAIRMAN. The ge~tleman from Mas achusetts offers
STIMULATION OF · AGRTCUIJrURXL PRODUCTS.
an umendment, which the Clerk will report.
Mr. LEVER. . !{r. Speake;, I present a cOnference .repoi:t on
·The Clerk read as follows: ·
Amendment offer ed by lli. Roans ~ Page 15, line 14, aftel' the wor?," H. R 11945 and· ask that it be printed under the rule.
" t ha t," strikE> out "as soon as pr acticable after the 1st of Jan.nary ., . Mr. ANJ?ERSON. Is this a complete report7
and insert In lie-u thereof " not la.tel' tha n the first Monday in December.
Mr. LEVER It is not:
·· Tlie -CH..~IRMAN: :The question · is ·upon the adoption of the
The conference report and statement are as follows:..
amendment.
T he umendment was agreed to.
CONFERENCE REPORT (NO. 819).
The Clerk read as follows:
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes-· of- the
Smc. 11. That this act. may be cited as the "Emergency power act."
two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
1\Ir. WALSH. 1\lr. Chairman, I move to strike out the words 11945 to enable ~e Secretary. of AgricUlture to carry out during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act
"may be cited" and insert "shall be known."
l\lr. SIMS. I have no objection to. that.
_
entitled "An aet to provide further for .t he national s-ecurity
The CHAIRMAN. The Cierk wlll report the amendment.
and defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitatjng tl!e dis,.
tribution of agricultural products," and for. other pu,rp<> es, havThe Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. WALSH: Page -15-. line 20, afte! t!le WOI!d ing met, after full and free conference, have agreed to- recom·
" act," strike out the words "may be cited" and insert in heu thtu:eof mend and do recommend to their respective Houses as fol1ows:
the words " shall be kn'own.'•
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 1, 2.. 3,
The amendinent was agree<l to.
·
·
4, 5, _6,_ 7, 8, 10, 14, 17~ 20, _29, and 30.
·
The Clerk resumed and completed the reading of the bill, · .
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amend1\Ir. Sll\IS. Mr. Chairman, I mo:ve that the committee rise ments. oi the Senate numbered 9, 11, 12, 16, 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, ·
and report the bill to the House ·a s amended, with the recom- ~ ~ a_n d 31, and ngree to the same.
mendatio_n that the amendments b.e agreeq to and that the bill
Amendment numbered 15 : That the House recede from its rlisas amended ·'d o pass-.
.
agreement to the amendment of the Senate numbe-red 1_
5. and
l\lr. STAFFORD. I make the point of order t.fillt that is agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In lieu of the
superfluous. The rule provides for that.
language and figures stricken out by the Senate ai!Jendment_-in1\lr. SIMS. I had overlooked that fa<:t;. I am so accustomed sert the follo.wing: "market news service on grain, hay, feeds,
to acting without · a special rule that I had forgotten :lbout and seeds.. $150',000 ,. ; and the Senate agree to- the- sa me.
this.
·
·
Amendment numbered 15a: That the House recede from' its
The committee rose; and the Speaker having resu_med the disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered . 1:>~
chair, Mr. HouSToN, Chairfnun of the Committee of the Wllole and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In lieu
Hou e on the state of the Union. reported that that committee, of the langua7e and the figures stricken out by the Senate
having had under consideration the bill (H. R. 12776) to pro- amendment insert the following: "food and fertilizer surveys
vide further for the national security and defense and for the of the United States, $300,000"; and the Senate acree to the
inore effeCtive prosecution of the war by furnis-hing means tor same.
the better utilization of the existing sources of electrical and
Amen.dment numbere<118: That the House recede from its dis..
mechanical power and for the development of new sourc~s of agreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 18, und
such power~ and. for other purposes, hnd directed him to report agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In lieu of
the arne back to the House with sundry amendments• .with the the Senate amendment insert " $1,955,608 " ; and the_Senate agree
1·ecommendation that the amendments be agreed to and that the to the same.
·
bill as amended do pass.
.
Amendment nurubered 21: That the House recede from its cBsTbe SPEAKER. Is a separate vote demanded on any amend- agreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 21, and
ment? If not, the Chair will put them in gross.
agree to th~ same with an amendment a follows : Rtrike out the
The amendments were agreed to.
·
words " graps sirup " and insert in lieu. thereof " grape sirups ";
The SPEAKER. The question is on the engrossment and third and the Senate agree to the ~arne.
reading of the bill.
Amendment numbered 23: That the Hous-e recede from its disMr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I ask for the reading of the en- agreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 23,. and
grossed bill.
agree to· the same with an amendment a follows : Restore the
· Mr. SIMS. Does not the g-entleman understand the bill?
language· stricken: out by tbe Senate amendment ::md insert the
Mr. WALSH. There has been several amendments· adopted following lan~roage after the word ''"thereof," in the restored Ian·
here that I did not under tand any more than I understood sev- · guage, on page 10,. line 7 : " whtch m·e now or heretofore have
eral of the committee amendments which were eliminated. I been used fru' such purposes " ; and the Sena.te agree to the same.
:withdraw the demand, howevcr.
·
Amendment numbered 28: The commjttee of conference ha t"e
The SPEAKER. The question is on the engrossment and been unable to agree on the amendment of the Senate nu.mthird reading of the bill.
beredi 28..
The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time.,
A. F. LEVER,
and was accordingly read the third time.
GORDON LEE,
. Ir-. PARKER of New Jersey. I move to recommit the blll
E. s. CANDLEn;
_wi th instructions.
G. N. HAuGEN,
The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman OPP<>sed to tlili bill?
.J. 0. 1\lcLAUGHLIN,
I Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Na.
.
Managers on the pat·t of the House.
I The SPEAKER. Does any gentleman in the House who ts
T. P. GonE,
opposed to the bill desire to make a motion to- recommit? If
E. D. SMITH,
not, the Chair wlll recognize the gentleman from New Jersey,
HOKE SMITH,
, The Clerk read as follows:
-.
JOSEPH I. FnANCE,
Mr. PABKER of New Jersey moves to recommit the bill w-ith insb:u.c-

now

r

Manager& 011. tlie part of the Senate.
tions to report the same- forthwith with amendments as follows:
_., trike out the words • five years ' wherever they oceu.T in the bill and .
insert in lieu thereof 'one year,' viz, in s-ection 2, clause (2)1 ~page 4, · STATEMENT.
line 25, in clause 3 as amended by substitute; also- in clause (:U), p_a ge
9 lin~ 14.'• Second amendment: "After thff word 'thereof' at the end
The
managers
on
the
part.of
the House at the conference on .
of the first paragraph of section 8, on pa.g.e- 13-, line- 2, by trt:riktng out
the period and inserting the following : ' not exceeding one year after the d.isagreei.Qg votes of the two Houses on th~ amendments. ot
the war period.' " the Senate to.~ bill {H. R.. 11949l. maklng ~ppropriations. t~

..
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enable the Secretary of Agricultute to carry out, dming the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled
"An act to proYide further for the national security and defense
by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the clistrilmtion of
agricultural products," and for other purposes, submit the following statement in explanation of the effect of the action
agreed upon by the conference committee and submitted in the
accompanying conference report as to each of the amendments
of the Senate, namely :
·
On amendment No. 1: This amendment strikes out the language of the proviso to the enacting clause of the bill providing
that no part of the money appropriated in the bill shall be
used in paying the salary or expenses of any man who on account of employment in which he is or may be engaged under
the provisions of this act has been or shall hereafter be certified by the Secretary of Agriculture, or by any other official of
the Department of Agriculture, for deferred classification, or
by any other Federal official or authority has been or may
hereafter be placed in a deferred class under act No. 12, Six:tyfiftll Congress, entitled "An act to authorize the President to
increase temporarily the l\Iilita.ry Establishment of the United
States," approved May 18, 1917, or under any act amendatory
thereof that has been or shall hereafter be enacted. The Senate
recedes.
On amendment No. 2: This amendment strikes out the provision for an appropriation of $105,000 for production of beef
cattle. The Senate recedes.
On amendment No. 3: This amendment strikes out the provision for an appropriation of $52,950 for making cottage cheese
on the farm. The Senate recedes.
On amendment No. 4: This amendment represents an amended
total. The Senate recede .
On amendment No. 5: This amendment strikes out the word
" seeds " and inserts in lieu thei.·eof the words " seed wheat and
beans." The Senate recedes.
·
·
On amendment No. 6: This amendment strikes out the word
"seeds" and inserts in lieu thereof the words "seed wheat and
beans." The Senate recedes.
On amendment No. 7 : This amendment strikes out the entire
paragraph carrying appropriations aggregating $811,300, for the
prevention, conb·ol, and eradication of insect and plant diseases
injurious to agriculture, and the consel'\ation and utilization of
plant products. The Senate recedes.
On amendment No. 8 : This amendment changes the number
of the paragraph by striking out " Fourth" and inserting in lieu
thereof" Third." The Senate recedes.
On amendment No.9: This amendment inserts the words" including edible nuts" in the ·paragraph making provision for increasing food production and eliminating waste and promoting
conservation of food by educational and demonstrational methods. The House recedes.
On amendment No. 10: This amendment strikes out the provision of the paragraph making an nppropriation of $35,000 for
general administration of extension work. The Senate recedes.
On amendment No. 12: This amendment strikes out language
providing that no part of the appropriation carried in the preceding paragraph shall be available for any purpose unless there
shall have been previously issued the proclamation authorized
by section 15 of the act of August 10, 1917, entitled "An act to
proYide further for the national security and defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agricultural products," suc~1 proclamation being the prohibition of the
use of foods, fruits, food materials, or feeds in the production of
malt or vinous liquors for beverage purposes. The House recedes.
On amendment No. 13: This amendment, having been passed
by the House in exactly the same language tlS previously passed
by the Senate, was not a subject of conference.
On amendment No. 14: This amendment ~trikes out "Fifth"
and inserts in lieu thereof " Fourth." The Senate recedes.
On amendment No. 15: This amendment strikes out the language of the paragraph appropriating $480,720 for market news
service on grain, hay, feeds, and seeds. The House recedes with
the following amendment inserted in lieu of the matter stricken
out by the Senate: "market news service on grain, hay, feeds,
and seeds, $150,000."
On amendment No. 15a: This amendment strikes out the
-lUJ;~guage of the paragraph appropriating $449,700 for food and
· fertilizer surveys of the United States. The House recedes
with the following amendment insertE:d in lieu of the matter
stricken out by the Senate: " food and fertilizer stu-veys of the
United States, $300,000."
·
On amendment No. 16: This amendment corrects a grammatical error by striking out the word "and." The House
recede.·.
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On amendment No. 17: This amendment strikes out "$229,937 " for conservation of food products in transportation and
storage and inserts in lieu thereof "$4,484." The Senate
recedes.
On amendment No. 18: This amendment represents an
amended total.
On amendment No. 19: This amendment strikes out the Ian.:
guage of the paragraph making provision for the e tablishment
of a market news service in the District of Columbia. The
House recedes.
On amendment No. 20: This amendment strikes out "Sttth"
and inserts in lieu thereof "Fifth." The Senate recedes.
On amendment No. 21: This amendment inserts "including
graps sirup," between the word "sirups" and the figures
"$5,000," in the section of the bill providing for the preparation
of sweet sirups. The House recedes with an amendment striking out " graps sirup " and inserting in lieu thereof " grape
sirups."
On amendment No. 22: This amendment strikes out "control
of noxious rodents " and inserts in lieu thereof " destruction of
prairie dogs, gophers, and ground squirrels." The House recedes.
On amendment No. 23: This amendment strikes out a proyiso
authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture under certain conclitions to requisition the use of and take possession of any building or space in any building, and appurtenances thereof, in the
District of Columbia, other than a dwelling house occupieu as
such or a building occupied by any other branch of the United
States Government. The House recedes with the following
amendment: Restore the language stricken out by the Senate
and insert, between the word " thereof " and the word " in " in
the restored language, the following: " which are not or heretofore have been used for such purposes."
On amendment No. 24: This amendment adds new language
providing that under such rules, regulations, and bonds as the
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe distilled spirits or al.:
cobol produced prior to October 3, 1917, from products the growth
of the island of Porto Rico may be admitted from said island into
the United States for industrial purposes in the mts and
sciences. The House recedes.
.
On amendment No. 25: This amendment adds new langua~e
amending section 9 of the act entitled "An act to provide furlher
for the national security und defense by stimulating agriculture
and facilitating the distribution of agricultural products," approved August 10, 1917, so as to permit the admission to the
United States for immediate slaughter of tick-infested caWe
from 1\Iex:ico, Soutll and Central America, the islands of the
Gulf of Mexico and Carribbean Sea, at ports above the southern cattle quarantine line, upon the same conditions as such
cattle are now permitted entry at ports helow that line in nccordance with regulations prescribed under the authority conferred by the act of August 10, 1917. The act 'further provides
for the deferred shiughter, under regulations of the Secretary
of Agrciulture, of such cattle imported into Porto llico and for
the exportation of tick-infested cattle from the Virgin Islands
to Porto Rico in accordance with joint regulations of the Sect·etary of Agriculture and the Secreta.ry of the Treasury. The
House recedes.
On amendment No. 26: This amendment adds new language
authorizing the President to extend invitation to other nations
to appoint delegates or representatives to the Farmers' Nationnl
Congress, to be held
Jacksonville, Fla., in connection with tho
Pan American International Farm and Live Stock Exposition.
The House recedes.
On amendment No. 27: This amendment amends the proviso
to paragraph 2, section 7, of the act approYed April 5, 1018,
entitled "An act to provide further for the national security and
defense, and for the purpose of assisting in the prosecution of the
war to provide credits for industries and enterpriges in tho
United States necessary or confributory to the prosecution of the
war, and to supervise the issuanc~ of security, and for otller
purposes," by making au exception of advances secured by loans
for agricultural purposes or loans based on live stock, alHt
thereby modifies the requirement of the act, as to these loan ,
to the extent that the corporation named in the act may lend
100 per cent of the face value of this class of security. The
House recedes.
.
On amendment No. 28: This amendment adds now language .
and constitutes what is commonly known as the Pomerene antirent profiteering bill, and among_other things provides for the
appointment of a rent administrator for the District of Colum·
bia. The conferees have been unable to agree as to this amend ..
ment.
On amendment No. 29: This amendment adds new 1anguage
authorizing the Secretary of the Interior under certain com.li•
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tions and terms to lease to citizens 'of the United. States and
others any part of the unallotted lands within any Indian reservation within the States of Arizona, California, Montana, New
1\.fexico, Washington, or Wyoming heretofore withdrawn from
entry under the mining laws for the purpose of mining for deposits of gold, silver, copper, and other valuable metalliferous
minerals. The Senate recedes.
·
On amendment No. 30: This amendment makes it unlawful,
except under certain stipulated requirements, for any person,
firm, or corporation knowingly to ship, offer for shipment, or
transport in commerce among the several States or for commerce with foreign countries any concentrated feeding stuffs
containing certain ·specified ingredients. The Senate recedes.
On amendment No. 31: This amendment prohibits the payment to employees under this act of any greater salary or com:
pensation than that paid to other persons employed in tJ;le Agricultural ·Department for similar or like sen·ices. The House
t·ecedes.
A. F. LEVER,
GORDON

LEE,

E. s. CANDLEn,
G. N. HAUGEN,
J. C. McLAUGHLIN,

Manager8

on tho part of the House.

Mr. ROGERS. Wlll the gentleman yield?
1\lr.. LEVER. I will.
1\lr. ROGERS. Can the gentleman inform the House when
he expects to call up the conference report?
1\11._ LEVER. I am unexpectedly called home this afternoon,
an<l I do not think It can be reached before Saturday.
1\Ir. GALLAGHER. 'Vill the gentleman yield?
1\fr. LEVER. Yes.
1\fr. GALLAGHER. Did the conferees agree to the prohibition amendment?
Mr. LEVER. The two bodies had already agreed to that so
that it was not in conference.
DISPENSING WITH

BUSI~"ESS 0~

CALENDAR WEDNESDAY.

SE.

•

I
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H. J. Res. 334. Joint resolution making appropriations fol· certajn nece.ssary operations of the Government for the month ot·
October,· 1918, and for other purposes.
·
ADJOURNMENT.

!

1\fr. SDIS. ..Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now

adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 3 o"clock and 3~
minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until to-morrow, 'Vednesday, October 2, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND 1\IE~fORIA.LS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials
were introduced -and severally referred as follows:
By 1\.lr. STEENERSON: A bill (H. R. 13034) to validate and
confirm certain erroneously allowed entries in the State of Minnesota ; to the Committee on the Public Lands.
·
By 1\Ir. DENT: A bill (H. R. 13035) to amend section 4 of
Chapter V of "An act making appropriations for the support
of the Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919," approved
July 9, 1918, and to make said amendment retroactive; to the
Committee on Military Affairs.
Afso, a bill (H. R. 13036) transferring jurisdiction and control
for the period of the war over the Southern Branch of the National Horne for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers from the Board
of Managers of the National · Home for Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers to the Secretary of War for use for Army hospital pur- ·
poses; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13037) to amend the fiftieth article -Of war;
to the Committee on Military Affairs.
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Undet· clause 1 of Rule XXII,
Mr. FRENCH introduced a bill (H. R. 13038) granting an
increase of pension to Alwilda Smith, which was referred to
the Committee on Invalid Pensions.

1\Ir. FOSTER.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the
PETITIONS, ETC.
business in order to-morrow-Calendar Wednesday-may be
dispensed with.
Under clause 1 of Rule ,XXII, petitions and papers were laid
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois asks unani- on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows :
mous consent to dispense with business on Calendar WednesBy 1\fr. COOPER of Wisconsin: Petitions of Rev. Harland C.
day, to-morrow. Is there objection?
·
Logan and other citizens of 'Vaukesha, Wis., in favor of warMr.· W .ALSH. Reserving the right to object, does the gentle- time prohibition; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
man from Illinois do ·that for the purpose of calling up the measBy Mr. DALE of New York: Memorial of the New York
ure relating to the sanitorium?
·
Stinday School Commission (Inc.), protesting against the zone
1\lr. FOSTER. Yes; to-morrow.
system for second-class postage rates; to the Committee on
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the 'Vays and Means.
·
gentleman from Illinois?
By Mr. ESCH: Memorial of the market committee of the NaThere was no objection.
tional Live Stock Association, indorsing the report of the Fed:.
DISPOSITIO~ OF lJSELESS P APEBS.
eral Trade Commission on the meat-packing industry ; to the
l'tfr. TALBOTT, from the Committee on Disposition of Useless Committee on Agriculture.
Executive Papers, reported (H. Rept. No. 820) that the files
By 1\!r. HAMILTON of New York: Resolution of a public
and papers described ·in the report of the Acting Public Printer meeting held at Houghton, N. Y., urging constitutional amendin House Document No. 1034, Sixty-fifth Congress, second ses- ment to prohibit polygamy nnd polygamous cohabitation; to the
sion, dated April 10, 1918, are not needed in the transaction of Committee on the Judiciary.
the current business of such departments and bureaus and ha'\"'e
By l\Ir:· SLOAN: Petitions of Dr. .A. J. Nielson, of Beatrice,
no permanent valu~ or historical interest.
Nebr.; of Charles H. Bath and 120 others; and of Charles F;.
Barth and 60 others, all relative to House bill 5118, concerning_
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
l\lr. LEVER. l\lr. Speaker, I ask consent for leave of absence chiropractic practice; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
·By l\Ir. STEENERSON: Petition signed by Miss J. Ann~
for three days, on account of a death in the family.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from South Carolina asks -Norris, 509 Sixth Street SE., Minneapolis, Minn., in favor of
unanimous consent for lea'\"'e of absence for three days. Is House bill 12767, relative to child-labor regulation; to the Committee on Labor.
there objection?
T}1ere was no objection.
_

MESSAGE FROM THE

SE.~ATE.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

A message frqm the Senate, by . Mr. Waldorf, its enrolling
:WEDNESDAY, October 2, 1918.
clerk, announced that the Senate had passed without amendment
joint resolution of the following title:
The
House
met
at 12 o'clock noon.
H. J. Res. 334. Joint resolution making appropriations for
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the folcertain necessary operations of the Government for the month of lowing
prayer :
October, 1918, and for other purposes.
.
With gratitude in our hearts and praise upon our lips, we
The message also announced that the Senate had insisted
Thee, our Father in heaven, for the good news and
upon its amendments to the bill (H. R. 11231) to regulate the approach
giad tidings of great joy which come to us from all along the
bours of duty of the officers and members of the fire- department lines,
promising
nctory to the- entente powers, looking to a
of the District of Columbia, had agreed to the conference. asked
for by the House, and had appointed Mr. SAULSBlJRY, Mr. KING, peace which shall fill all pure hearts with joy and make the old
world ring with gladness in .a liberty and justice which shall :.
and l\Ir. DILLI~GHAM · as the conferees on the part of the Senate. right
all wrongs and usher in Thy Kingdom with all its hop~s
E~ROLLED JOINT RESOL17ITON SIGNED.
and promises for Thy children; and. everlasting praise be Thin~.
l\fr. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported In His N arne. ~ Amen.
that they had examined and found -truly enrolled joint resoluThe Journal of the proceedings of yesterday was read and aption of the follo\Ying title, when the Speaker signed the same:
pro'\"'ed.
LYI--G97
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they aspired tD :ftiled by men 'chosen through " personal and confidentia.l
touch"? Why sbouJ.d th~ "confidential" feature enter into the matter
at all?
I have great admtratlon, General, tor the ef!'ectlve manner <in wblch
you have organized our .axmiee. I belleve that mo t Co:ngre men :have..
With ~ur heavy 'load o! duty, I presume that y~u do not ·ee ~ryth!ng
that emanates trom _your offi,•e. But one thing that you are i:n a posl'tion to realize, an obstacle that you have had to overcome, is the widl'spread dread in this country of autocratic military l>OWer. We all know
that great power is necessary, but lt ought always to be uerolsed with
great care and discretion, and generally It bas be-en so exercised. No
one, even -congressmen, ought to be told that applications tor comml~
slons "must b{' without intluence or effect," or that " tbey can not be
considered." Whfle -it may be trne. it is -unnecessary and ,irritating.
As to Congressmen as such, they have had much to do with officers
of the United States Army, and since the founillng .of the United St.atu
Military Academy at West Point the .career of every sueee sfuJ soldl!ll"
.graduate of that lnstitntlon ha.s had l.ts beginning ln the good opinion
and officla.l action of a Congressman, except the few appointed by the
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE .ADVOCATE GENERAL
President. That is true o! -Gen. Grant, of Gen. Sherman, of Gen. Sheri·
dan, of Gen. Bobert E. Lee, o! Gen. " Stonewall " Jackson, o! Gen.
Ir. OSBORl\TE. Mr. Speaker, I ask un.an.im.ous consent to · PerBhing
()f Gen. Goethals, of Gen. Liggett, o! every one of Gen.
address the House for three minutes.
Pershing1s corps of commanders, and of yourself.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman .from -California asli:s nnanl- ,
As Congressmen bave done so well in choosing and recommendln~ for
military lite, os this list, D1ostly of boys chosen from the farms of the
mous consent to aU dress the House ior thr.e e minutes. Is there r country,
would indicate, is dt really necessary to inform their successors
-objection?
in Congress at the present day that their recommendation tor judge
There was no obj.ection.
advocates " must be without influence or effect " and " can not be con•
"?
1\!r. OSBORNE. 1\lr. ·speaker, a few -days ·.ago the gentleman · aidered
With tgreat per.sonal esteem, I am,
.from New York 11\Ir. SNYDER] presented a communication from
Very truJy, yours,
ll. Z. OSBORNE, M. C.
EMERGE ""CY POWER BILL-CORRECTION.

Mr. · SIMS. Mr. Speaker, I .ask unanimous -consent to corr:ect
the RECORD. In an amendment o:tl'ered yesterday to the emergency power bill (H. R. 12776) by the gentleman from Wisconsin
[1\lr. EacH] he referred to subsection 13, but afterwards a section
was stricken out so that subsection 13 will become subsection ~2.
In the em'olling of the bill I ask unanimous consent that it may
·be enrolled in the amendment as subsection 12 instead of -subsection 13 to section 2.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tennessee asks unanimous consent that in eru·olling the bill passed yesterday subsection 13 may be enrolled as subsection 12. Is there objection?
· Thexe was no o.bjeetion.

the Ju.dge .Advocate .General's office. uhich was placed in the
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
J.lRCORD. This co.mmunlcation was of a somewhat unnsua1 .charA message from the Senate, by 1\Ir. Waldorf., its enrolling
.a.cter. I have received a similar one, and with the ,p ermission 1
clerk, announced that the Senate haq passed the. bin (S. 3985)
of the House I shall .r-ead it and .my :reply thereto :
for -the relief of .Iolm Ch:ick, in which the concurrence of the
HonsE OF RE.Pn.E&mN:rATJVEs, U. S.,
House of Representative was ·requested.
1Va.shingtOJJ., D. 0., Bt;pte1noer 30, 19J:B..
'Maj. Gen.

EXOCII

H. CROWDER, llnite.il States .Army,

SENATE BILL REFERRED.

The ,Judge .A:-d.-vocote 'General.

Under·c1ause 2 of Rule XXIV, Senate bill of 'the following title
DEIAR GEY. CROWDER: Under da-te of September 19, 1918, I have a
was taken from the ""Speaker's table and referred to the approletter from the omc.e of the Judge Advocate General, as follows:
.
"This omce Is in · receipt of your commuulcation concerning :Mr. . priate committee, as indicated below:
S. 3985. An act for the Telief of John Chiclr; to the CommitFrank Buren, of Los Angeles, Cal.
:
" Replying thereto, permit me to say thnt the otrer .of the many tee on Military Affairs.
·
·

~awyers

througllout the country who ·have applied for service in this
department is ·d eply .a,pprcciated. Such :are to be commended lor the ENROLLED JOINT BESOLUTION P:REBENTED TO THE PRESIDENT FOR HIS
pati·iotlc motives by which they .are inspired. However, .after ,t horough .
APPROVAL.
consideration and in the light of lts experlen cP, the department bas
.Mr.-LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported
found it necessary and in the interests uf the military servic-e to inaugurate a different method o! ·Selecting offi.cers for this branch of the serv- that this day they had presented to the President of the United
Ice. Accordingly, lt has undertaken, after a thorough investigation States, for his approval, the following jdint resolution:
through its own representatives, who wJU get -i nto personal and oon1l. H. J. Res. 334. Joint resolution making appropriations for
odential touch with the best :Professional sourees ol ·infarmation, to
assemble, thus upon its OW1l initiative, a list of those lawyers fr.om fie certain n~essary oper.ati<ms of the Government for the month of
country at large and trom those .already ill tlle Army hD,- as a ·result October, 1918, -and for other purposes.
of such investigation, are deemed best qualified for the service; and from '
Bu.rr.DING Fan PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE~ CITY OF WASHIN-GTON.
such a list all appointments to this dep-artment will 'hereafter be malle.
"Obviously, -under such a s}'Btem of selec.tlon,..applications1or appointMr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, I present the following privileged
ment to this department must "be without in1luence or effect. Therefore,
report (No. 821) from the Committee on Rules, which I senti to
I have the honor to ·advise sou that they can not be considered."
I learn that other Mf'mbers ·o f Congxt>ss have received letters ldentlca"! the desk and ask to have read.
with this in reply to their lE'tters filing IU)pllcatlons from :patriotic .atThe Olerk read as follows:
torney-~< ln their several districts offering their services ·tn the Army :
House resolution 4.39.
and applying for comn1is ions as judge advocates, if :found wor.t.hy ·and
thP War Department needs them..
.
Resolved, That immediately upon the adoption of this resolution the
:I assure you, General, tba:t 1 do not present .applications to ·the Judge [ llouse shall resolve itself into Committee of the Whole IIouse on the
Advocnte -General's office, ·Mld 1 do not think that other Members .of state of the Union tor the consideratir>.n of H. R. 12404, entitled "A bill
-congress ao. with a view of unduly pressing them upon the a:ttent:ion · authorizing the construction -of a bullillng lor the Public Health Service
of that office or of embarrassing the omce tn an_y way. lt so happens ln the :City of Washington, D. C."" ; that th re shall be not to exceed one
-that that branch of the War Department is the onJy one wh(>l'P attor- hour of generaJ debate. .At the co:ncluslon of flueh -general debate the
neys' -train.lng and ·education bave special value. Those who cdeslre to bill..sha:ll be .considered fo:r amendment under the five-minute ru1e. After
·serve their country ln wa\· natmally apply to that omce. They send the bill shall have been perfected in the- ·Committee of the Whole House
these applications to the Congressmen representing their several dis· on the state of the IJ.nion the same shall oo reported to tbe House wlth
tricts or the Senators representing their States because they bow such recommendations as the eomm\ttee may make, whereupon the
the.m personally and possibly ha-ve :no :personal acquaintance with any- previous question shall be considered as ordered upon tbe b1ll and .all
one -else at the -Capital. They lmow that each Congressman represents amendments thereto to f41al passage without int:ervelling moti-on except
:n district emhra:cing from -n Quarter -to 11 half million -people; 1:hat he one motion to recommit.
ls •their ·r epresentative ln a very iHrect way, being chosen by popular
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. ·speaker, I would like to have the atten·
vote at frequent ±nte:vals; and they think that the presentation of
their application o.r its :recommendation by their Congressman or Sen- tion of the gentleman from Kansas [Mr. CAYPBELL]. Thi rule
:ntor will assure it courteous and careful C'Onsideration.
The :Congressman or Senator is probably better acqmlinted with the provides the :same as did the rule under whic-h we considered
,personal .character and •capalllllty ·of most :men 1n bis dl trict than any- :!be power bill, that immediately upon the adoption of this r sa.
one elt::e. That is a necessity of his selection as Congressman. 'He iution the House shall resoi've itself into the Committee of the
therefore feels that in furnishing this Information to i:he War Depart- Whole House on the state of the Union. There ·eemed to ' be
ment, (Jr any other department of the Government, wlth his personal
Jmowledge of the a_pplicant, he is .rendetlng the officials who have the some objection to that, and if there is to this I shall be glad to
choice to make a ·r eal service. Generally, and in 'lllJ' own experience ask unanimous consent, before I move the previous question, to
almost universally, such information Is received courteously and with change that so as to strike out the w.ords "sJmll re olve U elf
assurance that it wiU receive cons1deratlou.
For myself, I think that any American citizen who deems himself mto the Committee of the . Whole House on the state of the
qualified should have the right to a-pply to the proper authority for any Union" and insert" It shall be in order to move to resolve itself
pullllc place op~ to American citlzens, Including the Army when In the :tnto 'Committee of the 'Vhole House on the state of the Unicn.'~
making. Endor-sement. of other Ametlcan citizens usually and propf'rly accompany such applications as to the fitness and character of the If that is better and it uits the House better, I shall be glatl to
.applicants. 1n passing upon such applications ·the statements of en- nsk that that change be made.
aorsers are proper -subjects of consideration for the appointing authority.
:Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Mr. Speaker, while I have-no ob·
·F or those of a Congressman I would ask no greater consideration ·than
'for those of any other American citizen, taking into account his oppor- jectlon to the suggestion made by tlle goentleman from Illinois,
tunity for forming an opinion. But they ought to receive same consid- yet for the purposes of this rule, because of the statements made
flratlon, and his suggestions ought not to be thrown out because he Is a ·before the Commtttee on Rul-es with respect to the bill, and
CongFe~sman.
These remarks are called out by the last 'J)aragraph of becaru;e I think we .shall giv.e .only about one hour o.r more- to
·the letter quoted, as follows :
" -Obvjously, under such a system of selection applications for appoint- Us consideration, I would not insist upon that change. I hope
ment to tbls department must be without influence or etrec.t. Therefore to see the bill passed within two hours. But, in order to avoid
'i ba'\ e the honor to advise you that they can ·not be considered." .
May I Inquire what becomes of the application of Mr. Frank Bnren, any .such complication as was feared by some Members of the
and of all the other attorneys whose appUcations are on file ln your House was possible under the language .of the rule under which
oifice, wblcb are "without influence or elfect," and which you advise me the power bill was considered, I shall make no objection to the
•• can not be considerPd ·•? What becomes of them? Are they sent back
to tbe applicants and their authors, who were patriotic and vigorous suggestion of the gentleman from illinois if he makes a request
enough to file their applications, left out of consideration, and the places for unanimous consent to modify the rule as indicated.
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. 1\.Ir. FOSTER. 1\lr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that facility necessary that those men who are battling against disthis resolution be changed according to the amendment which I ease , endea\oring to find out the cause and put a stop to them
throughout the country, that they may do their work more effisend to the Clerk's desk.
.
ciently, if possible, than they have been able to do it in the past.
The SPEAKER. The Cler~ jwill read.
There is to-day spreading throughout the United States and pos!J The Clerk read as follows:
Page 1, lines '2 and 3, after the word "House," in line 2, strike out sibly throughout the world an epidemic of influenza in which
the words " shall resolve itself into the Committee of the Whole House many lives have already been sacrificed and probably many more
on the state of the Union " and insert in lieu thereof the words " it will go the same way. It will be important if this Public Health
Rhall be in order to move to resolve itself into Committee of the Whole Service can study diseases of this kind that some day our coun·
House on the state of the Union."
try may be free of these terrible scourges that go o-ver it at times
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Speaker, I suggest that the as an epidemic.
word " House" should be stricken out and inserted in the new
Mr. LAZARO. Will the gentleman yield?
language.
.
Mr. FOSTER. I will.
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, I think the gentleman is right
1\1r. LAZARO. Is it not a fact, too, that it was following
about that.
these investigations by these medical men and as a result of
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the amendment as these experiments that it was possible for this country to build
modified.
the Panama Canal?
The Clerk read us follows :
Mr. FOSTER. There is no question about it. Gen. Gorgas,
Amend the amendment as follows: Strike out the words in line 2, whom everybody honors, a great sanitary surgeon, went to the
after the word "resolution," "the House shall resolve itself into the Panama Canal Zone and made it possible for us to build that
Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union" and insert
the words " It shall be in order to move that the Honse shall resolve canal. I dare say if we had not discovered the cause of malaria
itself into the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union." and knew to a certainty that malaria only came from the bite
of the mosquito, that to-day, if we were endeavoring to dig
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the modification?
that canal, we would still be trying, aad trying to do it without
There was no objection.
• The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the· amend- any success, and many lives would have been sacrificed in that
great undertaking.
.
ment.
. I now yield to the gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. Pou]
. The amendment was agreed to.
1 Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question on two minutes and reserve the remainder of my time.
1\Ir. POU. 1\Ir. Speaker, I am very heartily in favor of the
the resolution.
adoption of this rule. Two or three days ago a gentleman
i The .previous question was ordered.
· The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois is entitled to called at my office and urged the passage of this measure pro·
viding for the erection of an addition to the Government labora· .
20 minutes and the gentleman from Kansas 20 minutes.
1
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, this rule provides for the con- tory. He was very earnest in his plea for ilnlnediate action.
sideration of the bill H. R. 12404, which authorizes the construc- When he went out, a very brilliant physician, who at that time
tion of a building for the Public Health Service in the city of was also In the office, said, " That is the man who is largely
:Washington, D. C. This building is for the hygienic laboratory entitled to the credit for stamping out bubonic plague. He was one
under the control of the Public Health Service, which is located of the men who conducted the investigation 'vhich showed that
in the southwestern part of the city near the Naval Hospital. bubonic plague was brought in by rats; that the rats were often·
Since the war has been upon us this service has been called upon covered with fleas; that the fleas escaped from the rats when
to do a great deal more work than it ever did before. All of the the ship landed and often attacked human beings; and that toxins of every kind and character and description must be human beings developed this awful plague." He said, "That
"passed on by the Public Health Service before they can be sent man was one of the men who followed out that thing, and theY.
out to be used. We have now a great many soldiers in the have now established a system by which the bubonic plague is
'Army, and the typhoid serum, the tetanus serum, and others are practically eliminated." The gentleman who called to urge
prompt action was Dr. Blue._ I am willing to· act on the recomneeessary to properly take care of the Army and Navy.
• , So the work of this laboratory has been very much increased. mendation of men like that. Now, these men say we need addi·
This is also to provide along with this laboratory a larger animal tional facilities, and I believe this House will take pleasure in
.
house where they can take care of more animals necessary on passing the act with practical unanimity.
1\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. 1\Ir. Speaker, I concur in what
:which to experiment. They now have three horses, and they desire during this time especially that they may have room for 24 the gentleman from Illinois and the gentleman from North Caro·
head. They must use, as ·you know, the blood of horses for mak- linn have said about the importance of the bill provided for by,
tng these experiments, and a horse can only be bled about once this resolution. I would not, however, have the House or the
a week, so they are short of material with which to work. The country get the impression that this is a bill authorizing physi·
Secretary of the Treasury has very strongly urged this. As I cians or others to experim{'nt upon the subjects mentioned. This
.U:Jderstand, there appeared before the committee Mr. Perry, the is a bill authorizing the construction of a building to add neces· .
consulting engineer of the Public Health Service, describing sary facilities to enable the health service to prepare serums,
.w hat this building should be and what they wanted, and this the value of which have already been demonstrated not only to
bill has the inuorsement of the Surgeon General of the Public the Army but to the civilian population, serums that prevent
Henlth Service, and I think, Mr. Speaker, in view of the work fevers and diseases and that effect cures of other diseases...
;:..~
that these physicians ill the Government have done ln the past
Mr. LAZARO. Will the gentleman yield!
·
- -~1
1\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I will.
•.
in the way of studying the germs of disease and the cause of
these epidemics and what ~·ou may do to check them, it is one
1\lr. LAZARO. The gentleman does not mean to say that in
of the most important functions connected with the Government. preparing these serums that have been tested already that it
Let me remind you, as I am sure you all know, only a few years shuts the door to experiment?
ago and in the recollection of all of us yellow fever was the
1\lr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Oh, no.
i,,
Mr. LAZARO. Those things go hand in hand.
·s courge of the Soutp. Each year they dreaded the time when
yellow fev~r might come to them and when business would be
l\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. And I want to say that this hill
demoralized, when families would go away from their homes provides facilities for the making of serums, the -value of which
:who were able to do so, and many, many of the residents of that have been thoroughly tested out and established and is not prisection died as a result of this disease. You remember that thE." marily for experiments.
Go¥ernm.ent appointed a commission composed of three surgeons
1\Ir. LAZARO. I know; but the men who have charge of this
of.the Army, and that Dr. Walter Reed, for whom the great hos- work and who are preparing those serums are constantly experi·
pital here is named, was head of that commission. Those three menting and therefore the two go hand in hand.
noble men and surgeons lost their lives in investigating this dis1\fr. CAl\IPBELL of Kansas. For other serums, oh yes; but
ease, but they determined the cause and as a result of that we in addition to that I was about to say this will afford opportunity
ba\e yellow fever under control and nobody in the South fears for developing other serums and the value of such serums in the
it now. [Applause.] We remember that there was sent to the prevention or cure of diseases.
Rocky Mountains of the West a celebrated , surgeon to study
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman yield?
mountain fever, that he had discovered the cause of that dreaded
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Yes .
and fatal disease out there, and as a result of his investigation
.1\Ir. STAFFORD. .As I understand the measure that is sought
he lost his life by contracting the malady. He performed a to be giv-en. a privileged status it is to provide an extension of a
noble service for humanity. This bill is ollly an effort to extend building now in existence.
the facilities for doing a great work in which the Public Health
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Yes.
Service is engaged and I think that the Congress of the United
Mr. STAFFORD. Virtually doubling the capacity of the presStates could perform no better service to-day than to give everY. ent laboratory for the purpose of testing out serums that are
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manufactured by p1·ivate concerns to determine whether they
axe up to the required standard?
'Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. That is true.
Mr. STAFFORD. The additional recommemlation providing
for accommodations for additional horses, so as to take care of
2.4 horses for the Public Health Service to ex:pe1.·iment directly
upon for the manufacture of salvarsan-they giv-e it a new
name now, which I was not acquainted with before-is a minor
matter, so far as the approp1·iation in this bill is concerned. It
ls merely for the enlargement of a shed so as to accommodate
24 horses.
1\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. It was stated to the Committee
on Rules that it had been discovered during the progreES of the
war that certain serums that had heretofore been a spedfic
or have been regarded as a specific for certain diseases were
not up to the standard at which the serum should test, and that
the serum did not affect the eure for which it was known it
was a curative if the serum itself were of the standard or grade
Ulat was e ·sential. And it is for the purpose of not only testing that serum but of making serum that I under. tand this
building is to be erected.
Mr. STAFFORD. Can the gentleman give any info1·mation as
to the amount of fioor space that is oow occupied by the present
J.uooratory? I believ-e they have same 145 employees down
t]lere. Can the gentleman inform the House as to the am"Ount of
fioor space and the congested condition of that laboratory1
l\fr. CAMPBEI.L of Kansas_ As to the fioor space, I am advise<l that it was stated that now they had only 3 horses, and
that th€Y needed 24 hor es to experiment on.
l\Ir. S'l~AFFORD. Twenty-four horses would merely require
the. enlargement of a hed, but what the department has really
. uesired and what they have been seeking siace 1913, and which
has been refused by the Committee on Appropriations, has been
an extension and enlargement of their present laboratory, where
they are employing some 145 persons, en:gaged in the testing of
serums of private manufacture.
.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. That was not called as fully to
the attention of the Committee on Rules as probably· it was to
the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds, which commitf:eeno doubt will give. the information when the bill is under consideration.
Mr. STAFFORD. I do not believe that question was investigated at all by either committee. I wish somebody on the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds would give the information. That is the main que tion.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. The Committee on Ruies does
not alwnys go into the details of all the measures that are
brought before it. . And it would obviously be impossible for the
committee to do that. It goes into the general purposes of bills.
Since the war began, and when it is disclo ed that the general
purpose of a bill i to add to the efficiency of the administration
in the conduct of the war, the Committee on Rules has been always willing to bring in a rule for the considerati"6n Qf such a
measure.
1\Ir. MONDELL. The gentleman knows that this laboratory
has been used very largely in connection with experiments relative to nutritional disea. es, and that is one of its very important
purposes and functions. · They desire to enlarge their experimentation along those lines, and it is very important they should.
l\:Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. That is true. The rule simply
makes this bill in order and, as now modified. I think. there will
be no question that it does not give this bill precedence over important legislation that has always been regarded under the
rule of the Hou e as privileged busine s~
I yield two minutes to the gentlema.n from New York [Mr.
, VALDow] for the purpose of reading a letter.
Mr. WALDOW. Mr. Speaker, I am in favor of the adoption
of this rule, but I rise for a different purpose.
I have received hundreds of letters from the boys in camp
and in France, but I believe this one, coming at such an opportune time from one of my constituents, deserves space in the
CONGRESSIONAL REconD. It is US follows:
SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE,

Septentber

s.. 19.18.

MY D EAR Fl!Ull."D CONGRES S M A)i W .A.LDOW : I am located in France at
last. having ru:.r ived here about two weeks ago after a very interesting
trip. aero s the .Atla ntic. Everything is fine. Our quarters are clean
anll dry , our eats are excellent, and our officers are all fine men.
From the news you get you know that the .Americans are livin'g up
to their past reputation, and I am sure we will all soon be home again
with victory in tow.
·
I understand the fourth •liberty loan campaign has started at home,
and I earnestly hope that the folks at home will do their bit and back
up the boys over here. W e men are certainly doing "'our bit •• and
"our best." .All we a sk is a solid backing at home. I wish the autho~i
ties in s.-barge all the success in the world and hcpe th:e,y get a larger
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amount than they are setting out for. Another large oversubscription
will make Kaiser Blll stop for a while In ' his mad work and realize
tha.t we· are in it and are going to win..
Very truly, yours,
.
GEo. AILr»S,
A. B. F.-A.m.erican address. Hamburg,. N: Y.

Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. 1\Ir, Speaker, does the gentleman
from Illinois [1\Ir. FosTER] want to use any time now?
1\fr. FOSTEIR. Tha gentleman may go ahead if he desires.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I yield five minutes to the gentleman from North Dakota [lt!r. NORTON].
Mr. NORTON. Mr. Speaker. in my judgment the Committee
on Rules has acted very wisely in reporting in a: rule for the
consideration of this bill in view of the fact that the Committee
on Public Buildings and Grounds has found after full investiga·
tion that the construction of this building is necessary to the
proper and efficient carrying on of the work of the Public Health
Bureau. I have had occasion at different times to examine into
some of the various classes of work the Public Health Bureau
is doing. From such observations as r have made of the work
of the Public Health Bureau dtrring the past si."'C years I am
led to believe thnt there is no department of the Government
performing better or more efficient work.
I was mueh interested in the statement made by the entleman from North Carolina [Mr. Pou] in regard to the work
performed in the eradication of the bubonic plague. I had
in mind,' however, that a large part of the actual wor.k ha<l
been done by another in the Public Health Bureau than Dr.Blue. Still I presume there was and is glory enough in the
great, good work that. was done in eradieating this terrible
plague from the Pacific coast to extend deserved houo1· and
distinction to Dr. Blue and at the same time to the brilliant
young doctor whom I had in mind was entitled to the chief
credit for the results accomplished in San Francisco in eradicating the disease there and stopping its further spread throughout
the country. The young doctor I have in mind spent his boy·
hood days and young manhood in North Dakota. Leaving our
State university he took up the study of medicine at Ru h
Medical College. from which he later graduated. Some yen.rsago when the bubonic plague made its appearance in San Fran·
cisco he was sent out there by the Public Health Bureau to
assist in its eradication. As I now recall the matter, I am
under the impression that most of the actun.l work of blotting
out the plague from this country was carried on by him. I
know that this young man is considered by medical men through~
out the world as a leading authority on means and methods of
eradicating the bubonic plague. The young man I refer to is
Dr. William Colby Rucker, who for a number of years has been
one of th~ most valuable and effective workers in the Public
Health Bureau. Three or four years ago when a few cases· of
the bubonic plague were reported in New Orleans he was sent
there by the Health Burea.u, and soon had the plague under
controL lrlS methods of control and eradication are so thorough
and effective and his genius and his fidelity to his work so
marked that when his work was finished in New Orleans he
was extended the highest prai e and gratitude of the people of
that city.
I do not think that the amount of $250,000, such as is caned
for in this bill, is an item that we should hesitate at this time'
for a moment to appropriate if it is needed, as it has been
represented to be needed by th~ very able and very competent
physicians and surgeons and scientists who are to-day at the
head of the Public Health Bureau. The work they are carry~
ing on in safeguarding the health of our soldiers as well as the
health ot those of our citizens in ci'vil life is incalculable in its
value.
·
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, I yield fi~e minutes to the gentle~
man from Louisiana [ Mr. L..l.Z.An.O].
·
Mr. LAZARO. 1\fr. Speaker and gentlemen of the House, r
am heru·tily in favor of this meastrre, becau e it helps Ln the
preservation of health. For years and years the medical men
of the world have been trying to impre s upon the people this
fact, that good health is the most valuable as et we po sess.
It is often said on the floor of this House that this war, as bor~
rible as it is, will teach tb~ American people many valuable
lessons. And there is no doubt in my mind but that one of the
most valuable lessons that will be taught in this war will be the
importance of preventing disease. To-day we understand as we
never understoOO before that it is neces ary not only to preserve the health of om: boys on the firing line, but it is also
equally necessary to pre erve the health of the people at home,
who are united and working earnestly to produce the neccs i·
ties for these boys on the firing line. I hope that the American
people especially will never forget this les on, and that from
now on they will be willing to appropriate the money necessary.
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so tllat medical men can ~eriment and carry on the work that
is 11ecessary Jn order to pre\ent disease.- and not wait until people
are sick and then spend ten times more to be cured. [Applause.]
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. l\Ir. Speaker, I yield five minutes
to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. GILLETT].
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Massachusetts is recognized for fi'le minutes.
Mr. Gll.LETT. Air. Speaker, I, too, recognize the importance
and the value of this bill, ami I do not rise to criticize the rule.
But there is one feature of it which 1 regret, and thut is that the
building is to be erected in the city of Washington.
'Ve all, of course, appreciate how congested Washington is
just now. I llo not know enough about the details to form an
opinion, and it may be quite essential that this proposed building
should be constructed here; but I noticed that yesterday the
J)npers said the President had written -to various bureaus, asking
them why they should not move from Washington to some othel'
city.
That same suggestion has been made here in t:-e House about
those same bureaus and some others many times, and I was
:very glad to see at last that the Executive had taken it up, for
H certainly uid seem and does seem that when the city is being
o"Vercrowded so dangreously, and when -there are such hardships
impo ed upon the new influx of people coming here, there should
not be here these \arious bureaus which just as well and better
conld be located somewhere else.
·
1\fr. LONGWORTH. l\1r. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
i 1\Ir. GILLETT. Oertninly.
1\Ir. LONGWORTH. In addition to what the gentleman said,
I obsene this morning that a change had been made in the
hours of meeting in the \"arious llepartments to avoiU congestion
on the street cars.
1\Jr. GILLETT. Tes. I noticed one omission ..from the Presi.<1ent's list, which caused Jlle surprise. I wondered why he did
not suggest that the Railroad Administration, over which 1\ir.
McAdoo presides, shoulu also be asked why they could not have
their headquarters in some other city. When the bill to pnrchas.e
the Arlington Hotel property and make an office building of it
was introduceu in the Bouse we were told that that, the most
magnificer..t office building in the city, was to house the War-Risk
Insurance Bureau; but the other day my committee was in.formed that the top three or four floors of that magnificent1milding, accommodating hundreds of clerks, instead of being given
to the War-hi k Insurance Bureau as was pretended, were to
bouse the Railroad Administration.
.
1\Ir. SLOAN. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the .gentleman yield '1
"Mr. GILLETT. If i have time I will. Now, I can not see
wlty the Railroad Administration needs to have this great office
force in ·washington. While, of course, the Secretary of the
Treasury is nominally the Railroad Director it is impossible
for any one man to -really conduct the great vari~ty of organizations which he is at the head of, and we all know that J\Ir. l\lcAcloo can not be the real executive head of the railroads of this
country. We know that others have to do most of the work.
Re does the spectacular work, he is the figurehead, and no doubt
be does a great deal of good work. But .he can -not do all the
administrati\e work, and I can not see any reason why this
.great force of the Railroad Administration offices should be here
in ·washington. When it was first suggested that we were to
have that building it was stated that it was for the War-Risk
:Insurance .Bureau, and if there was· any intention then to put
in ihe Railroad Administration, it was carefully suppressed before our committee.
EYer:rone know·s that the War-Risk Bureau needs everything
Jt can have to improve its efficiency, for I am sure we ail have
daily letters .complaining of its incapacity. Only within a few
days a lettel· was brought to my attention where a woman said
that she had written to the War-Risk Insurance Bureau half a
cozen times trying to get them to stop sending her checks which
did not belong to .her. She had applied for an allotment under .
her own name, giving her full name, and her husband, a soldier, had app1ied for her allotment, giving simply her initials.
She had put her residence in one place,- with her father-in~law,
lllld he P,ad put it in another, and consequently every month
she got .a check for the amount her husband asked for ·and an_o ther check for the allotment she asked for. Every month she
sent back one of the checks, and asked them to stop sending
.bel· this extra check. But no ; they kept sending her two checks
eYery month. She can not stop them. I do not suppose the
Government will have to pay 'the checks, for fortunately .this
i\Voman is unusually honest and will not allow even the Government to torce upon her money whiCh does not belong to her;
but if that is an ·ilru n·ution of the work that is being aone in
"the War-Risk Insurance Bureau, and if handsome ·and suflicient
housing -would improve them they eertainly pught tp_ have it,
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and not have it taken away from them by 1\Ir. McAdoo for his
force; which could work just· as well in some other city where
space is not so scarce. The Administration of the Raih·oads, it
seems to me, is one of the instrumentalities which the President
might very well have included in the list of those which it w..ts
possible could be Temoved from Washington.
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yieiU?
Mr. GILLETT. Yes.
-~'i
Mr. l\!ONDELL. How could we spare Mr. .1\fcAdoo?
Mr. GILLETT. Well, as I suggested, I do not think it is
necessary that this large force of hundreds of clerks should be
in the same city where the · nominal head of the bureau is, because they could be located in New York or Cbicago or any other
.great rn.ilway center, where it seems to me they ought to be,
and he could have his personal staff here. Of course I do not
know the details, but it seems to me the President might have
been able to get into communication with this distinguished
Cabinet officer as well as with these others, and ascertained
whether it was indispensable that this magnificent suite of
rooms which, as we were told, was destined for the War-Risk
Insurance Bureau, was to be taken away from the War-Risk
Insm·ance Bureau and given to the Railroad Administration.
Mr. DENISON. l\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GILLETT. Yes.
Mr. DENISON. I notice in the papers that one of the
bureaus t11at the President recommended to be .removed from
·washington was the Bureau of War-Risk Insurance.
Mr. GILLETT. I did not know that.
1\fr. DENISON.. So that there might be an intention to take
that entire building for the Railroad Administration, because
there are already many people connected with that organization who think it is going to be a pm:manent thing.
Mr. GILLE'.rT. It does not seem necessary, even if it is to be
a permanent thing, that its .headquarters should be in Washington.
·
Mr. STAFFORD. If the gentleman will permit, it was originally intended by the Secretary of the Treasury to house all the
activities of the War-'Risk 1nsurance Bureau in the Arlington
Office Building.
.
.1\Ir. LANGLEY. As a member of the Committee on Public
Bulidings and Grounds I will say that that was the statement
before our .eonimittee, and the strong reason urged by the department for the purchase of that site and the erection of that
.building.
Mr. GILLETT. That is what~ understood.
1\fr. LANGLEY. So as to furnish them with quarters.
1\1r. SLOAN. Here in Washington, where we do so little railroad business. [Laughter.]
·
1\Ir. CLARK of Florida. l\fr. Speaker, we would like to hear
some of that conversation that is going on over there.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman's point of order is well taken.
The question is on the adoption of the resolution.
The resolution was agreed to.
LEA \E OF ABSENCE.

By unanimous consent, lea\c of absence was granted as follows:
To Mr. STRo~G, for several days, on account of illne s in his
.family ; and
To Mr. VESTAL (at the request of Mr. SANDERS of Indiana),
for five days, for the purpose of making liberty-loan speeches.
Bt..-n:.DING JJ'OR 'IHE PUBLIC .HEALTH SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

\

On motion of Mr. BURNETT, the 1Iouse resolved itself into
the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union
for the consideration of the bill (H. R. 12404) authorizing the
construction of a building ·for the Public Health Seni.ce in the
city of Washington, D. C., with Mr. SHALLENBERGER in the chair.
1\Ir. BURNETT. l\lr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry. The
rule provides "for an hour of general debate on this bill. I sup_pose under that rule _perhaps I would have control of that time.
I am desirous of yielding to the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr.
·LANGLEY], "the ranking minority member of the Committee on
Public Buildings and Grounds, who is present, one-half of -that
time, if I may do so.
The OHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Alabama is -recog·
nized under the .rule for one hour. He may yield such time as
he desires to the gentleman from Kentucky.
1\1r. BURNETT. I will ask that the bill ·be read.
The bill wa...:; read, as follows:
"Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and be is
lla-eby, .authorized and directea to contract for 1:he con8truction of an
additional building for laboratory purposes and research work and for
enlarging and Temodeling the present animal bouse connected with the
Hygienic Laboratory, .Public llealth Scrtiee, Washington, D. C.~ at a
·llmit of cost of $2:50,000.
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With the following committee amendment :
After line 9, page 1, add the following:
" In carrying the foregoing authorization for additional buildings to
the Hygienic Laboratory into effect the Secretary of the Treasury may
enter into contracts or purchase materials in the open market, or
otht-rw1se. and employ laborers and mechanics for executing the work
as in his judgment may best meet the public exigencies, within the
limits of th e authorization herein made."

1\lr. BURNETT. Mr. Chairman, the purposes of this bill have
been so well explained by the gentlemen from the Rules Committee and the gentlemen to whom they have yielded that I
am only desirous of occupying a very short time.
This bill \Yas requested by the Treasury Department as an
eme;:gency proposition. The Committee on Public Buildings and
Grounds so regarded it, or they would not have reported it, and
the Rules Committee so regarded it, or they would not htrve
reported the rule.
·
T he Secretary of the Treasury, in a letter to our committee,
say :
T here a r e unprecedented demands for viru ses, serum , a ml toxins,
which are used in the prevention and cure of diseases, esp ecially meninJ.{iti.', pneumonia, t etanus, and typhoid fever. Both our own military
!lon·cs a nd those of our allies depend largely upon establis hments licensed
by the 'l'rea ury Department for such supplies.
In the interest of national efficiency, it bas become necessary to reffUll'e th e examination of a e:ertain percentage of samples of every lot of
.·erlim put on the market by licensed establishment . In addition,
f!turlies have been begun 1ecently r elatiYe to the standardization ot'
arsphenamine and allied preparations, antl t ests are made of each lot
of these important products before they are p ermitted to be placed on
the market.
This means a very large increase in the amount of work done at the
llygienic Laboratory, and in order to furnish the n~ c e s. ary fa cilities it
. is ab olutely nece s~ary to provide an additional building of, approximately, the same size as that of the present Hygienic Laboratory, antl
to enlarge and r emodel the animal house so as to give stable accommodations for 24 horse .
In order that provision may be made to take care of this important
work it is deemed absolutely nece sary that au authorization as above
outlined be obtuined as soon as possible. Any special expedition that
can be given this matter will be particularly p.ppreciated.

In 1913 this laboratory had become considerably congested
nn<l was inadequate, and the Treasury Department then asked
for an authorization, I belieYe, of $175,000 for the purpose of
·d uplicating or enlarging the building that they were using.
Since the war came on they need more in addition to that.
They need more stable room. The statement was made before
the Rules Committee the other day that their accommodations
were for only 3 horses and that they need 24 horses for the purposes of the e tests and that tlleir present quarters were totally
inadequate. The gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. STAFFORD]
asked in regard to the floor space that they already had. l\Iy
recollection is that that was stated before the committee, but
it does not appear in the bearings, and I state candidly to the
gentleman that I do not remember the amount of floor space
that they said they now have.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. That is the one que tion that ju tifies this
re. olution, whether the accommodations at pre ent are inadequate to meet the growing needs of the service.
1\Ir. BURNET'l'. Certainly.
.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I belie\e the hearings eli close that there
are 145 employees.
1\lr. BURNETT. Yes.
Mr. ST.A.FFORD. As far as providing additional hous ing accommodations for the 24 llorses are concerned, that would be a
minor matter. The main appropriation is for the enlargement,
to double the capacity of the present laboratory building.
Mr. BURNETT. Of course, that is the more expen ive. part
of the authorization. I suppo e there is no question about that,
because the increased facilities for stable room would require a
much smaller expenditure than the other. At the same time
that must be sanitary, and all safeguards must be thrown around
it, and if it is true that the laboratory was congested and inadequate in 1913, certainly with the increased amount of work
put upon these people, it must be more inadequate now. It is
not so much a question of housing 145 people, but the laboratory
fixtures and appliances, and things that are used for this work
must be housed aL'3o. They need an enlargement for that purpose in order to haYe more floor space. ~'he gentleman hn.s n ....
..
ferretl to the fact of removal to other cities. Certainly this
work should be right here under the control of the Health
Bureau, and th.:!re could not be any good reason for saying that
it ought to be somewhere el e. .! am not going to combat the
argument gentlemen have made about other bureaus or activities being removed, but so far as this one is concerned it ought
to be here, and they ought to have the building right now.
This bill w.as introduced on June 17. Representatives of the
Bureau of Health felt so keen an intere t in the urgent, immediate necessity for it that they came before the committee early
and the committee reported the bill early. On account of the
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recess and t>ther matters this is the first .opportunity we have
had of ~ecuring the rule and its consideration. It is a matter of
immediate necessity. The authorization is for only 250,000.
The Committee on Appropriations felt correctly that they had no
authority to allow it unless it " ·v.s first authorized by our committee.
Mr. Perry, who was before the committee, says:
The war has thrown into the laboratorr the entire control of the
most important of the drugs made under license of the Federal Trade
Commis ion. 'rhis refers to arsphenamine, better known under the old
r..ame ot salvarsan. This drug is u ed in perfectly enormous quantities by the military forces and by the civil population. It is imperative
that it be controlled by the most rigid laboratory tests. It would indeed
be possible t.o devote all of the space of the laboratory to this work
without giving it undue importance. It l.;ecame necessary recently to
transfer one branch of this work to a Ja boratory connected with a
teaching institution in Chicago, as there was absolutely no space for
the work at the Hygienic Laboratory. Important researches on nutritional diseases which are of the utmost importance at the present time
bave so little space that the work is eriously cramped. Without additional fa cilit ies it will not be practicable to continue giving instrnc•
tions to State, municipal, and other h ealth officers as has been the
cuvtom in the past. Probably no other laboratory in the country doing
work of si milar importance is so inadequately provided in the matter
of space and buildings as is the Hygienic Laboratory. One but has to
visit a few of the larger research institut ions to realize how serious} v
handicapped the Government is in this r espect. The building provided
sh'ould be of fireproof construction anrl should conform in size and
architectural features with the present buildin~.

Now, :Mr. Chairman, that is all I de ire to say at this time,
and I yield to the gentleman from Kentucky [1\Ir. Lru~G LEY]
one half an hour.
Mr. LANGLEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 20 minutes to the
gentleman from Oklahoma [Mr. MORGAN].
l\lr. MORGAN. Mr. Chairman, we are all interested in thh:;
bill to consene the health of our soldiers and citizens, but I
want to discuss another proposition which would also conserve
the health of our citizens, because it proposes a method whereby
honorably di charged soldiers, seamen, and marine may acquire
homes. I ha>e introduced H. R. 13007, entitled "A bill to
provide homes for soldiers, seamen, and marines." It propose~
to create a commission called the soi<liers and seamen's Federal
home founding commission. This commi sion is to be supervised by the Secretary of the Interior and directed by a board
consistino- of the Secretm-y of the Interior and four other persons to be appointed by the Pre ident with the adYice and con·
sent of the Senate.
Evidently any plan that is practicable and feasible to provide
means whereby our . oldiers may acquire home must contain
three es ·entiuls: First, the loans must be made on long time at
the option of the borrower; second, they must be made at a low
rate of interest; and, third, they must be loaned in an amount
approximating from 80 to 90 per cent of the value of the home.
How many of our soldiers, seamen, and marines are not the
owners of homes, and, under pre ent conditions, with our existing institutions, have no reasonable prospect of ever ownin~
homes can not be definitely stated. \Ve do know, however, that
the census of 1910 showed that 54.2 per cent of the people in the
United States were living in rented homes; that 37.2 of our farm
homes were rented; and of homes other than farm homes, 61.G
per cent were rented. These statistics show that over one-half
of our people are living in rented homes. Evidently one-half of
the boys in our Army and Navy are ons of parents who nre not
home owners. Many of the parents who own homes are not able .
financially to give their sons homes. Probably 65 to 70 per cent
of the men who now constitute our Army and Navy are not owners of homes. l\Iore than this, unless the Federal Government
adopts some policy to aid them, by fur the greater part of them
never will own homes.
.
The plan which I propose doe not contemplate the purchase
and the gift of a home. It merely inaugurates a credit system
by which our soldiers may purchase and pay for homes. A
credit system to meet this purpose must have three es entials.
First, a low rate of intere t; . econd, a long term in which to
pay; and, third, loans in an amount up to at least four-fifths
the value of the property. An institution of this character would
make it possible for any soldier to acquire title to a home either
in the country or in the towns and cities.
The soldiers' and sailors' Federal home-founding commi ion,
to be created by my bill, will loan money at 3 per cent per annum for a period of 60 years and in an amount up to 80 per cent
of the value of the homestead, and in special cases up to 90 per
cent. Tbe principal. is to be paid in small annual installments
of one-half of 1 per cent per annum, with the privilege of paying all or any part of the loan at any interest payment. The
plan which I have proposed doe not require the Government to
pay any part of the purchase price for any home. It does loan
its credit, with a margin of . from 10 ·to 20 per cent, to insure
against losses. In addition to this, the borrowers are each required to pay a small annual :(ee into a "mutual aid fund "
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which will be amply sufficient to meet all losses- sustained by
occn ional depreciation of property.
The commission will be an incorporated body with a capital
stock of $50,000,000. The capital is to be furnished by the
GoYernment, but will be paid only as needed. Probably not
balf of the capital will ever be needed. The corporation is authorized to issue and sell bonds based upon the mortgages given
by borrower . The payment of these bonds shall be guaranteed by the Government. They are to be nontaxable and will
be equivalent to a United States Government bond; in peace, a
3 per cent nontaxable Government bos.d, without the circulation
pri'rilege, sold at a premium. To-day, in war times, a 3! per
cent liberty bond, subject to the ii;lheritance tax~ sells above
par~
We may therefore assume that, through tl1e sale of bonds
based upon the mortgages and guaranteed by the Federal Government, loans can be made at 3 per cent interest per annum.

quired homes. No one would now criticize these acts. No one
would question the wisdom of their enactment. But we have
provided homes for our soldiers in an entirely different line.
Twenty-seven of the States of the Union have provided homes
for their disabled soldlers. Millions of dollars ha..ve been spent
in the erection of these homes, and· in the care and support of
needy and disabled soldiers. The Federal Go\ernment established the National Home for Disabled Volunteers, and established branches thereof in 10 different States. Here in the
District of Columbia we have the United States Soldiers' Home
built to provide homes for disabled soldiers of the Regular
Army. IIi the erection of these homes, and in providing for the
maintenance thereof, the Federal Government expended vast
sums of money. No one questions the propriety of establishing
these homes. No one believes the money appr.op:riated to erect
and maintain these homes bas been wasted or \lDWisely expended. The American people have never complained about
WKAT OTHER COUNTRIES HAVE DOXE.
money expended which has been used to provide for the care,
In adopting a plan we should study what other nations have comfort, well-being, and happiness of the men who have fought
done to provide homes for their citizens. Denmark has pro- their battles. Such is the · attitude of the All:"erican people tovided the means· whereby any able-bodied' citizen between tha day. So it will always remain. It may therefore be said that
ages of 25 and 50 may secure a loan to purchase a ruralliome- it has always been the policy ot the Ameri<!.;'l.n Government to
stead, on long time, at 3 per cent interest per annum and in an provide homes for its soldiers. That policy has continued for
amount up- to 90 per cent of the value of the homestead. The 142 years. We should not abandon it now when we have more
plan was adopted in 1899, and up to 1911 nearly 6,000 persons homeless people in proportion to our population than we ever
had availed themselves of. the benefits of the act and the State had before, and when the difficulties of acquiring a home were
had expended nearly $7',000,000 in its administration. In 1903 never so great.
Norway established the Norwegian bank for laborers' holdings
P"GBLIC LA.~DS EXH:A.lJSTlm.
and dwellings and endo,-.;·ed it with a capital of $2,680,000.
The a\ailable public lands suitable for general farming purAny person \vho~e assets· are less than $402 may avail themselves of the use of this bank to purcllase a home on long time poses, and desirable for homes; have been practically exhausted.
The Bon. Franklin K. Lane, the Secretary of tlie Interior, has
at 3! per cent interest
In 1900 France created an institution, endowed it - with suggested that through extensive trrigation works, tlie reclama$25,000,000 capital, to enable farm laborers to purchase homes tion of swamp lands, and the utilization of cut-m-er timberlands,
at rates of interest ranging- from 2i to 3 per cent, depending hoiL"es may be provided for a large number of our soldiers.
Secretary Lane de erves great credit for the work he has inupon the number of children t1te laborer had.
In 1908 England passed the small-holding and allotments- act, itiated. His proposition deserv-es the most careful study and
under the terms of which, in England' and Waies, the· State may consideration. In my opinion, if his plan should be adopted, it
compel' any individual to sell any land which he may own in will be the means"of enabling thousands of soldiers to acquire
excess of 50 acres, the land purchased to be used to provide homes \\"ho otherwise never could do so. The pian does not,
liomes for farmers and·. laborers. Tlle purchaser is required to however, entirely meet the situation. The irrigated laruls,. the
pay one-fifth of the price in cash. The act is administered swamp lands, and the cut-o\e:r timberlands, are remote from
through co-u nty authorities, and up to 1913 the counties had the bulk of our population. They are not "1thin easy reach
borrowed, for" the purpose of carrying- out the act, $12,250,000. of the vast majority of the men who will constitute· our Army
Scotland has a similar act, under which landowners may be and Navy wlien peace shall corr."e. It will be wholly impraccompelled to subdh1de and lease· their lanQ. in small holdings ticable for the vast majority of these men to leave the States
and communities- wherein they have been born and reared and
on terms pre cribed by the land court.
go to another section of the country, perliaps more than a
In 1881, under the guidance of Gladstone, the Varliament to
thousand miles away, to acquire homes. We should therefore
pa ·ed the land-law act, appropriating $25,000,000 to aid Irish seek
other means which will enable every hono1~ably distenants to purchase land. Tenants were required to advance charged
soldier, seaman, or marine to secure a home at tlie
one-fifth of the purcha e price. Ten years later the State place of his choice.
authorized the is uing of guaranteed land stock, bearing· 2$
FniRXDLY ATTITUDE OE' CO"l\GRESS.
per cent interest per annum, in order to provide funds to carry
out tlle act. In 1903 the Irish land act was passed creating
The present Congress has manifested a most friendly attitude
the estimates commission and placing at its disposal' $500,000,000 toward our soldiers. It has shown an earnest desire to conto be used in making loans to tenants, and in addition thereto tribute in every way possible to their safety, comfort, and welappropriated $60,000,000 as a free grant to enafile tenants to fai·e. It raised the pay of a private soldier from $15 to $30 per
make the first payment on the purchase price of the land. month. It passed the soldiers' and sailors' civil relief act to
Loons are paid by an annuity of 3! per cent per annum, and shield them from law suits, to preserve. theit· property rights, and
the pru·chaser is allowed 68-! years in whiCh to pa~ · In the to protect theit· families. It enacteu the compensation, allotmain the plan adopted by England to enable the Irish tenants ment, and war-risk insm:ance act, the most wise, comprehensive,
to become the owners and proprietors of their own homes is and liberal act of its kind ever enacted by any government. It
financed by the State guaranteeing the bonds i~sued and sold passed the act known as the rehabilitation measure for the espeto secure funds necessary to carry out the pro\isions of cial benefit of wounded and crippled soldiers, to enable them to
the act.
become sel"i-supporting, independent, useful, and happy citizensIN LIND WITH" LONG -ESTABLISHED POLICY.
an act which will be fa.r r.eaching in its influence, contribute to
' I feel sm·e that every Senator and Representative in Con- the industrial strength of. the Nation, and be a blessing to a class
gres , as well as every loyal and patriotic. citizen, will heartily of soldiers and seamen whose sacrifi.ces for their country will be
approve the object and purpose of this, bilL It is clearly in surpassed only by those brave men- who ha\e died for lt. All
line with the long-established policy of the Nation. On the these acts have met my hearty approval. I have voted for them
16th of September, 1776, two months and a. half after the witli genuine pleasure. The same may be said of all the Mempromulgation of the Declaration of Independence-indeed. before bers of this House, for. all these bill were passed practically;
we were a go\ernment and pos essed public domain-congress without opposition. The American Congress should be compas ed a re olution to grant bounty land to officers and soldiers mended for its splendid work along all these lines. But let us
who would enlist in the Army. In 1812, when enlistments were remember that $30 per month is nothing compared with the servslow, in order to encourage enlistments. Congress promised to ice our soldier boys- are rendering. If it were a question only of
give to those who would enlist certain bounties in money and dollars and cents, $300 per month would not be adequate pay for
them. The soldiers' and sailors' civil relief act will benefit only
also 160 acres in land.
Our soldiers who fought- ln. the f\rexican Wai"' were granted comparatively few. The compensation act provides a pension
lands, ranging in amount from 40 to 160 acres. Soldiers ot the only fo.r those who are wounded or injured in body or hea lth
Civil War and of the Spanish-Am~ricau War were granted when in line of. duty, and to their widows and orphans. The
special privileges in obtaining lands for a home under tlle rehabilitation act applies only to those who haYe been se\erely
United State homestead law. Under these various acts of . woundet.L Liberal, just, and magnanimous as are all of these
Congress millions of ncres of public land· have been granted. ' acts, their benefits will reach f.ar less than a majority of our
Scores of thousands of soldiers, seamen, and marines have ac- soldiers, seamen, and marines who ha\e done so much for their
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country and humanity. The service-pension act for the soldiers of the Chil War did not _come for nearly half a century
after Lee surrendered to Grant at Appomattox. It did not
come until a large majority of the veterans of that war had
passed to the Great Beyond. A service-pension act will come some
day for tho e who fought in the war with Germany, but the day
of its enactment may be long deferred. There is one thing more
that this Congress should do. It should provide some means
whereby every honorably discharged soldier, seaman, or marine
may acquire a home. '.fhe proposition is practicable. It is wise,
just, and patriotic. It is easily within the reach of the Government. It can be done without any extraordinary expenditure o:f
money, and without the imposition of any undue bm-dens upon
the taxpayers. The patriotic people of the United States will
approve it. Congress should proceed to study the question, to
adopt the most feasible and practicable means and to crystallize
the proposition into law.
PUBLIC POLICY.

Regardless of the question of the sen·ice these men ha>e rentierell to the Nation, it should be th~ policy of this Nation to
encourage the owning of homes. With more than half of om:
people· homeless, living in rented property, the Government may
well take into consideration by what means and by what
methods homes may be provided for our citizens. We can do
that as a wise public policy to add to the strtngth of the Nation.
If this Nation is to stand in the future, if it is to continue to
do the splendid work it is doing in the ''oriel to-day, our people
must be attached to it. We can not expect men who are homP,. less, and who are living under condition;.; and circumstances
where they are powerless to ·acquire homes, to make the best
citizens or the best soldiers.
l\1r. 'VALSH . . Mr·. Chairman, will the gentleman :rield?
l\Ir. MORGA.l~. Yes.
1\Ir. 'V ALSH. The gentleman is making n very ·in teres tin ~
:"peech and I know has ·gh-en this subject careful consitleration.
I wonder, howeYer, if he has consideretl whether thi& vlmt
. which he proposes might not be administered by some of the
existing departments of the Government, rather than to create
another commission or board.
Mr. MORGAN. Yes; I haYe pretty thoroughly ~·tudied that.
You can take our Federal land bunks. They couh1 rrdn:llnistet·
the business in so far as farm homesteads a!·e concernetl, except
for this reason. The loans in that system are supposed to be
self-supporting and they are limited to 50 per cent of the vultie
of the land nnd improYement. If a man wants to buy n horne
worth $4,000 he must have $2,000 before he can ecure a loan.
To proYide soldiers with homes ·we must have a system that
will be within the reach of all.
1\lr. GREEN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. MORGAN. Yes.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Does not the gentleman think that the
criticisms which were originally made against the bill for the
creation of the farm-loan sy tem. that it would not enable the
poor man to obtain a borne, are now hown to be well taken;
and now would it not be better, instead of creating a new commission and adding to all the numerous ones we already have,
to extend the powers of the Federal Farm Land Board so that
it could work in behalf of the poor man and enable the poor man
to get a home?
l\11·. MORGAN. I have thought about tl1nt. We might create
n cepartment iu each land bank, to be operated separately and
from the other, to make loans to the soldiE>rs. The idea is that
the soldier shall be given an advantage that the civilian shall
not ha>e. This advantage is given by reason of' the service
that he has rendered. Another difficulty is the land banks
are not permitted to loan on town and city property.
1\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. That objection was made also at the
san1e time and seemed to me to be a valid one, that the whole
purpose, really, of the Federal Farm Land Board was in the
wrong direction ; :mel I think it has been ::.:ho,Yn. at least in my
own district, to work in the wrong direction, because it has forced
up the '\'"UluE> of the land, malting it harder for the poor man to
get a home than otherwise, and at the same time there is no
pro\i. ion in it whereby a man 'vho goes out of the Army or
who for any other ren on has no means in advance can obtain
lnn<l or a home.
l\It-. MORGAN. '.rhere il'> something in those suggestions. I
woul<1 not be particular what institution you create. In oreparing a bill you have to select some plan. Among other pfans
suggested to my mind were some of these, and on further consideration I might adopt another plan in preference to the one
I have _presented. But whaten~r instrumentali_ty you adopt.
you must provide loans rrt a low rate of interest; they must be
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long time, running up to 60 years, at the option of the hor·
rower, and the amount of the loan mu t be up to 80 or 90 per
cent of the value of the land; otherwise a poor man can not use
it in acquiring a home.
l\lr. GREEN of Iowa. If the gentleman will permit furtheP',
I am in sympathy with his project entirely, but as the gentle·
man well knows, we have boards and commissions galore now
at high salaries, and the gentleman also well knows we are hav·
ing difficulty in raising money to carry on thi war, and, it
posaible, I would like to avoid the e:\."Pense of an additional
commission.
Mr. MORGAN. All those things are important, and, of course,
will be considered before any action would be taken.
1\lr. SL04o\.N. 'Vould the gentleman be willing to delay the
establishment of these commissions until our victorious boys
return, so that they could stand some show of being members of
these commissions?
Mr. l\IORGAN. I certainly would be in faYor of giving the
noldier boys places on the commission, or giving them anything
else they want.
Mr. SLOAN. Can the gentlemnn speak for those in charge
of the appointments of members of such commissions?
l\Ir. MORGAN. No; I have no authority to speak for anyone.I know that every l\lember of Congress i in sympatl1y. with any
r easonable plan that will do anything to add to the comfort
nud well-being and llappines of the e boys when they return
and as they live out their natlll'al live .
A HOME THE BEST PE:SSION.

Mr. Chairman, a home is the best pem~ion a soluier can possess.
It affords protection to the family, giYes atisfaction, security,
and contentment to the soldier, makes him a better citizen, and
strengthens the very fabric of our Government. The best.
\Tisest, and most practical \\ay that a nation can sliow its
gratitude to its soldiers is to provide them 'vith homes. 'Ve
now lmYe o>er 3,000,000 men in our Army and Na>y. We are
calling 2,000.000 more. Nearly 2,000.000 of these men are now
in France fighting the battles of human ity. E\·ery month a
quarter of a million more nre being transporteu to France. Our
hearts lwse been thrilled with th e splendid manner in 'Thich
our troops have acquitted them elves on foreign battle fields.
Every American citizen is proud of the victories they huye won.
We can not find words to express our admiration for them. 'Ve
feel now thnt there i al> olutely nothin~ .we would not willingly
and gladly do to ai<l them, to lighten their burdens, to reduce the
dangers to which they are expo._ed, to pre erve their health, to
protect them from wounds, and to . a \"e them from having to
make the sU11reme sacrifice. They llm·e shorm that they are
soldiers of the highest type. They have exhibited fighting- qualities of the highest character. They have manifested courage
an-1 braYery neYer surpassed. The people e\·erywhere throughout the land are praising their dee<..ls and cheering their victories. All this is eminently fitting and proper. But words
alone are not sufficient. The deepest gratitude is not expressed
by the lips. Real, true, genuine gratitude to our soldiers will
be sho\'i'1l by what we do for them. Ho\Yever great a debt we
may owe at the dose of war it will not equal the debt of gratitude we owe our soldiers. 'Ve will still be able to aid them in
acquiring homes.
To provide these homes is a duty v1·e O\••e them. Every citizen
in this way should be glad to show his appreciation of what
our soldier boys have done and his gratitude to them. [Applause.]
~
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the o-entleman has expired.
1\lr. LANGLEY. I yield the gentleman one additional minute.
1\Ir. MORGAN. 1\Ir. Chairman, in conclusion let me say that
the best way to demon trate our gratitude to our brave soldiers,
s "amen, and marines is to contribute the means whereby they
can secure homes, homes in which they and their families may
reside throughout the remainder of their lives, honored, respected, and loved by all the citizens of the Nation they have
pre. erved and under tbe protection of a flag they hn ve carried
to a glorious victory. [Applause.]
Mr. Chairman, by the permission of the House I herewith ha>e
printed a copy of H. R. 13007, which I have introduced. It is
as follows:
A bill (II. R. i3007) to provide homes for soldiers, seamen, and marines,
and for other purposes.
Be it e11actcd, etc., That the short title of this act shall be " The
soldiers' and seamen's Federal home-founding act." Its administration shall be under the general supervision, direction, and control of the
Secretary of the Interior.
DEFIXITIONS.

SEc. 2. That whenever the term " first mortgage " is used in this act
it shall be held to include such classes of first liens on farm lands or
other rea 1 estate as shall be approved by the commission and the credit
illstruments secured thereby.
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BEKEFICIARIES.

SEc. 3. That every private soldier and officer who served in the .Army
of the United States during the war with Germany, or during any previous war of the United States, for 90 days, and who was honorably
discharged (herein called a beneficiary), and every seaman, marine, and
officer who served in the Navy of the United States or in the Marine
Corps in the war with Germany, or in any previous war of the United
States, for 90 days, and who was honorably discharged (herein called a
beneficiary), shall be entitled to all the benefits of this act, subject to
the terms, conditions, limitations, and restrictions herein provided.
WIDOWS AND MIKOR ORPHAN CHILDREK.

SEc. 4. That in case of the deilth of any person who would be entitled
to the benefits of this act, his widow, if unmarried, or in case of her
death or marriage, then his minor orphan children, by guardian duly
appointed, and officially accredited with the commission, shall be entitled
to all the benefits of this act: Provided, That the guardian shall become personally llal>le and bound to meet the obligations of the said
minor children untiJ they shall have reached their majority : P1·oviaea
urthe?' That the said guardian shall have a first and prior lien on any
{ nterest'
said minor children may have in the homestead purchased for
them under this act, for any advances in money or payments made by
him in behalf of said minor children to the commission under this act.
NOT TRANSFERABLE.

SEc. 5. That the privileges granted under this act shall not be transferable or assignable, and no beneficiary shall sell or assign, convey, or
transfer the land purchased or mortgaged under this act except on the
payment in full of the amount due the commission, and any such attempted sale, transfer, or conveyance shall be null and void.
LOANS TO BENEFICIARIES.

SEc. 6. That every beneficiary, under the terms and conditions of
this a:ct, shall be entitled to obtain a loan from the commission to enable
him to purchase a farm homestead of not exceeding 160 acres of land,
or a farm homestead the appraised value of which. does not exceed
$4,000, or a homestead in a village, town, or city (herein called an urban
homestead) the appraised value of which does not exceed $4,000. No
beneficiary shall receive a loan for more than $3,200, and no loan shall
be made for an amount which exceeds SO per cent of the appraised value
of- the homesteadt including improvements thereon: Provided, That any
beneficiary who snows, to the satisfaction of the commission, that he is
unable financially to purchase a homestead with a loan limitf'·d to 80
per cent of the appraised val.ue thereof, shall be entitled to a loan not
to exceed in amount 90 per cent of the appmised value of the homestead,
including improvements thereon. All loan-s not in excess of 80 per
cent of the appraised value of the homestead. including improvements
thereon, shall be Sl'CUred by a first mortgage. The amount loaned to any
beneficiary in excess of 80 per cent of the appraised value of the homestead, including improvements, shall be secured by a second mortgage
on· such homestead and such other security, if any, which in the judgment of the commission the beneficiary may be able to fm·nish and which
may be approve(.} by the commission. Loans in amount not in excess
of 80 per cent of the appraised value of the homestead shall run for a
period of not more than 60 years, with the privilege to the beneficiary
to pay any part or all of said loan at the time of any interest payment.
Loans secured by second mortgages as herein provided shall run for a
period of five years, payable in such installments and on such terms and
conditions as shall be prescribed by the commission. Every beneficiary
se\!llring a loan on first mortgage shall pay an annual charge thereon
sufficient to cover an interest rate of 3 per cent per annum, and a payment on the principal annually of not to exceed one-half of 1 per cent.
RESTlliCTIONS OF LOANS.

SEc. 7. That the commission shall make loans on first mortgages only
upon the following terms and conditions :
First. Said loans shall be secured by duly recorded first mortgages.
Second. Every such mortgage shall contain an agreement providing
on an amortization plan by means of a .fixed number of annual or semiannual installments sufficient to cover, first, an interest of 3 per cent
per annum, and, second. such an amount to be applied on the principal
as will extinguish the debt within a period of not less than 60 years,
not to exceed one-half of 1 per cent per annum.
, Third. No loan on mortgages shall be made under this act at a rate
()f interest exceeding . 3 per cent per annum, exclusive of amortization
payment ou the principal.
·
Fourth. Such loans may be made for the following purposes and for
no other.
(a) 'l'o proyide for the purchase of a farm homestead or an urban
h omestead.
(h) 'l'o provide for the purchase of implements and machinery and
live stock necessary for the proper and reasonable operation of the farm
homestead.
(c) To provide buildings and other permanent improvements on the
land mortgaged, f'!nbject to rules and regulations, terms and conditions
as shali be prescribed by the commission.
·
Fifth. In case of the death of the mortgagor. his heir or heirs or
his legal representative or representatives may assume the mortgage
and the interest of the deceased according to the law of the State in
which such land ls located.
·
Sixth. Every applicant for loan shall make application therefor on
a form to be prescribed for this purpose by the commission and furnish
such reasonable information as shall be required.
Seventh. Every borrower shall pay simple interest on defaulted payments at the rate which the mortgage bears, and by express covenant
in his mortgage shall undertake to pay when due all taxes, liens, judgments, or assessments which may be lawfully assessed against the land
mortga~ed .
'l'axes, Hens, judgments; or assessments not paid when due
and pa1d ~Y the mortgagee shall become a part of the mortgage debt
and shall bear simple interest at the rate of 5 per cent per annum.
Every mortgagor shall undertake to keep insured to the satisfaction
of the commission all buildings the value of which was a factor in
detHmiuing the amount of the loan. Insurance shall be made payable
to the eommission as its interest may appear at time of loss, and at the
option of the commission sums so received may be used to pay for
reconstruction of the bulldings destroyed.
Eighth. Any beneficinry obtaining a loan shall furnish an abstract of
title and shall pay legal fees and recording charges imposed by law in
the State where the land to be mortgaged is lo~ated.
THE SOLDIERS' .AND SEAME~'S FEDERAL HOME-FOUNDING COMMISSION.

SEC- 8. That the Secretary of the Interior and four additional perflOns (who shall be the directors first appointed as hereinafter provided)
are hereby created a body eorporate and politic in deed and ID law by
the name, style, and title of " The Soldiers' and Seamen's Federal Home-
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Foundinj" Commission " (herein called the commission), and shall ba ve
perpetua succession, unless Congress shall otherwise provide. The
principal office of the cominission shall be located tn the District of
Columbia, but there may be agencies or branch offices established in any
city or cities of the United States under rules and regulations prescribed
by the board of directors.
.

CAPITAL STOCK.

.

SEc. 9. That 1he capital stocl• of the commission shall be $50,000,000,
all of which shall be subscribed by the United States of America, and
flUCh subscription shall be subject to call upon the vote of three-fifths
of the board of cirectors of the commission, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Interior, at such time or times as may be deemed
advisable; and there is hereby authorized to be apEropr1ated, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropr ated, the sum of
$50,000,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary for the purpose
of maldng payment upon such subscription when and as called. Receipts
for payments by the United States of America for or on account of
such st.ock shall be issued by the commission to the Secretary of the
Treasury and shall be evidence of stock ownership.
MANAGEMENT OF THE

COMMISSIO~.

SEc. 10. That the management of the commission shall be vested in
a board of directors, consisting of the Secretary of the Interior, who
shall be chairman of the board, and four other persons, to be appointed
by the President of the United States, by and with the advice and consent of the Sen'lte. Each director, except the Secretary of the Iuterior,
shall devote his time entirely to the business of the commission. Not
more than two of said directors shall be of one political party, and ali
of them shall be citizens of the United States. Before entermg upon
his duties, each of the four oirectors so appointed and each officer shall
take an oath faithfully to dJscharge the duties of his office.
The officers of the cvmmlssion shall consist of a president, vice president, secretary, and treasur~r. The directors to serve as such officers
shall be designated and appointed by the President at tile time such
directot·s are appointed. Of the four directors so appointed the President Qf the United States shall cesignate two to serve for two years, and
two for four years, and thereafter each director so appointed shall
serye for four years. Whenever a vacancy shall occur among the directors so appointed, the person appointed director to fill any such
vacancy shall hold office for the unexpired term of the member whose
place he is selected to fill. Any director shall be subject to removal
by the President of the United States. Three members of the board of
directors shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. The
four directors of the commission appointed as herein provided shall cac!t
1·eceive an annual salary, payable monthly, of $7,500.
COt:NTY

COM:UISSIO~.

SEc. 11. That there is hereby established in each county or parish in
each State of the United States a county soldiers' and seamen's homefounding commission (hereinafter called the county commission) . Every
county commlssicn shall consist of the postmaster of the county seat
of each county, the county agent of the Department of Agriculture in
each county, and one other person, a resident of said county, to be
appointed by the cominission: Provided, That in any county having no
county agent the commission shall appoint another person to be a
member of the county commission. The members of the county commission shall receive an{} transmit applications for loans, act as appraisers
of lands to be mortgaged, aid generally in the administration of this
act. and perform such other duties in relation thereto as shall be prescribed by the commission, subject to the approval of the Secretary of
the Interior. Members of the county commission shall receive such
pay for actual services rendered as shall be prescribed by the commission, but members of said county commission are hereby prohibited
from demanding or receiving any fee, pay, or compensation of any kind
whatsoever from any beneficiary.
CITY

CO:UMISSIO~.

SEc_ 12. That in any incorporated city having a population in excess
of 20,000 the commission in its discretion may appoint a soldiers' and
seamen's city home-founding commission (hereinafter called the city
commission), consisting of three persons who are residents- of the city
for which they shall be appointed. Every city commission Rhall act for
the commission within the limits of the city for which they are appointed in like manner as county commissions, and the members thereof
shall receive such compensation from the commission as shall be prescribed by it, and are hereby prohibited from demanuing or receiving
any fee, pay, or compensation of any kind whatsover from any beneficiary.
·
OFFICERS AXD EMPLOYEES.

SEc. 13. That the commission, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, shall be authorized and empowered to appoint anll
employ such inspectors, appraisers, attorneys, experts, assistants, clerks,
laborers, and other employees as it may deem necessary to conduct the
business of the commission. The salaries of all Ruch employet>s, together
with the salaries of the directors, shall be paid by the Untted States,
and all such appointees and employees shall be public officials or employees of the United States. During the first year after the organization of the commission said appointees and employees shall be appointed
without regard to the provision of the act of January 16, 1883 (vol. 22,
U. S. Stats. L., p. 403), and amendments thereto, or any rule or regulation made in pursuance thereof: Provided, That nothing herein shall
prevent the President at any time from placing said employees and
appointees in the classified service.
REPORTS.

SEc. 14. That the commission shall annually make a full report of its
operations to the Speaker of the House of Representatives, who shall
cause the same to be printed for the information of Congress.
MAY ISSUE BONDS.

SEc. 15. That the commission, with the approval of the Secretary or
the Interior, may issue and sell bonds for the purpose of obtaining funds
with which to make the loans authorized in this act. Said bonds shall
bear a rate of interest not to exceed 3 per cent per annum. Said bonds
shall be issued on such terms and conditions and shall be payable at such
time or times as shall be prescribed by the commission, subject to the
approval of the Secretary of the Interior. The total amount of bonds
to be Issued by the commission shall at no time exceed the total amount
of first mortgages held and owned by the commission. Such bonds shall
have a first and paramount floating charge on all the assets of the commission, and the commission shall not at any time mortgage or pledge
any of its assets.
The United States of America hereby guarantees the payment when
due of both principal and interest of any bond or bonds issued by the
commission under the provisions of this act.

-j ,
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FORM OF

BO~DS,

SEc. 16. That bQnds provldt>d for in this act shall be issued In denominations of $25, $50, $100, $500, and $1,000 ; they shall run for a
specified minimum and maximum period, subject to payment and retirement, at the option of the commission, at any time after five years
from the date of their issue. They shall have interest coupons attached,
payable s.e miannually, and shall be issued in series of not less than
$1.000,000.
The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to prepare suitable
bonds in sneh fQrm, subject to the provisions of this act, a the Secretaey of the Interior may approve, such bonds when prepared to be hE'ld
1n the '.rreasury subject to delivery upon the order of the commission.
Th-e engraved plate , die , bed pie"Ce~J etc., executed in connection therewith shall remain ih th cu tody of roe Secretary of th TreaRury. Any
expenses incurred in the preparation, custody, and delivery of such
bonds shall be palu by the Secretary of the Treasury from any funds
1n the •rreasury not othe.rwi e appropriated. They may be excl:anged
into registered bonds of :1ny amount and reex:changt>d into coupon bonds
at the option of the holder, under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the commission.
That tbe commission shall be bound in all respects by the acts of its
officers in signing and is uing oondl! and by the acts of the commi sion
1n authorizing their issue.
·
EXEMPT FROM TAXATION.

SEc. 1'T. That any and all bonds issued by the commis ion shall be
both a to principal and· interest, from all taxation now or h_ereaftel'" imposed bv the United States, any State, or any of the possesswns
of the United State. , or by any local taxing authority. The- commis·
sion including its franchise and the capital and reserve or surplus
ther'eof and the income derived therefrom. hall be exempt from all taxa·
tion now or hereafter imposE'd by the United1StatE's·, any State, 9r anY of
the possessions of the United States, or by any local taxin$' authority,
except tliat any real propeJ:ty of th.e eommis~ion shall be subject to State,
eounty, or municipa:l t:1xes to the same extent, according to its va-lue, as
other real property is taxed.
~xempt,

1'.\..YM'EXTS

0~

IXTEREST

A~D

PRINCIPAL.

SEc. 18. That interest payments on first mot·fgnges shall be availabl~
for the payments of coupons and the interest on bond as th(.'"y shall
become due.
.Amortization and other payments on the principal of first mortgages
shall constitute a trust fund in the hands of the eommi~sion and hall
be applied or E>mployed as follows:
(a) To pay off bonds Lsued by the aommission ns they mature;
(b) To purchase at or below par bonds issued l>y the commission.
(c) To loan on first mortgages on a farm bomE'stead or an urban homestead, as Pl'OYided in this act.
(d) To purchase United States Government bonds.
PURCHASE OF BOXDS BY GOVERXIIIE!\T.

SEc. 19. That the Secretary o.f the Treasury shall, upon the appllcatlon of the commission, approved by the Secretary of tbe Interior, purchase from the commls ion it bqnds is uE'd under tbis act in an amount
not to exceed 25,000,000 dunng any one yE'ar, ami shall pay for the
same out of any money in thP •.rrea.suzy not otherwi e appropriated.
Whenever the Secretary of the Treasurv shall hav pul'chased any such
bonds, he may hold the same until matlirity or may sell the same at hls
discretion.
IX\'ESTMEN"'l' rX BO!\DS.

Sr:c. 20. That bond~ issued under the provi ions of this :LCt

hall be

a lawful investment for all fiduciary and trust fund , and may be accept<'d as secmity for all public deposits.
Any Federal reserve bank and any member bank of the Fedf'ral Reserve System may buy ami sell honds issued under this act to the same
extent that it may buy and sell United States Government bonds~
E~XINGS AND ttSSERVE FuXD.

SEc. 21. That all net earnings of the comrnl. ion half become a part
of i~ capital unles Congress shall othei'\VI e provid . and the commission may u-se any part of its capital to meet any ot its financial obligation .
BEQUESTS AND GIFTS.

OcTOBER

2-,

mission shall require from any depository or depositories such security
as may be agreed upon and as may, in the judgment o.f the commission,
be sufficient to insure the safety thereof. Interest on such deposits shall
be paid at such rate as shall be approved by the commission.
B.L~KS

AUTHORIZED AGENCIES.

SEc. 25. That all member b:lDks of the F<'deral Reserve System and all
State banks. including trust companies and avings banks, and Federal
reserve bank~; and Federal land banks are hereby authorized to act as
the agents of the commi ion in the payment of the proceeds of any
loan to beneficiarie . in collecting payments on mot'tgages, in selling
bonds i sued under the provisions of this act, and to do uch other acts
as shall be specifically authoriz d by the commi slon, with the approval
of the Secretary of the Interior.
PURCllASPl AND S'GBDIVISION OF LAXDS.

SEc. 26. That the commission, from time to time, may use not to ex·
ceE'd 5 per cent of its capital as a revolving fttnu in the purchase or
land to be subdivided lnto farm homest ads or not less than 10 nor
more than 80 acres each, or in the purchase of land within, adjacent to,
or near a town or city suitable for residence purposes, to be subdivided
and platted into urban home tends. The commission may sell and con•
vey any homest~ad so acquired to any beneficiary and erect for him
thereon a house and other improvement , suitable for residence p1.uposes.
BPfore erecting a building or other improvements under the foregoing
prt>v1sions the beneficiary sball execute and deliver to the commisslon a.
first mortgage on the purchased pt•emises covering the pur ·base pri-ce
of the homestead and the cost or the buildings, and other improvements.
less 20 per cent therE'Qf, which amount shall be paid in cash by thebeneficiary. When the loan i finall,r. closed the funds used shall be
charged to the general loan fund, ann when paid shall be restored t()
or credited to the revolving fund· provided in this section. ·
PENALTIES.

SEc. 21. That any applicant for a. loan under thls act wh~ shall knowingly make any false statement i'n hi applfeation for ·uch lQan,. and any
member of a loan committee or any apptai:;;er· pt·oviued for in thts act
who shall willfully overvalue any land otrered as security fo1• loan under
this act, sh~ll be punished by a fine of not exceeding 5,000 or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both.
Any persQn who shall falsely make, forge, or counterfeit. or cause or
procure to be fah;ely made, forged, or count~rfeit d. or wUlingly aid 01~
a si t in fal:;:ely making, forging, or counterfeiting any bond, coupon, or
paper in imitation of, or purporting to be in imitation of, the bonds or
cuupon<; i. sued by the eommi ·sion ; or any person who shall pa s, utter.
or publish. or attemtlt: to pa s, utte1·, or poult h :lDJ false, forged, or
counterfeited bond, coupon, or paper purporting to be i ued by t1le
commi ·ion, lmowin:;t ibe same to be falsely made, forged, or- counter•
felted; or wboever llhall fal ely alter, or cause or procure to be fals<'lY
altered. or shall willingly aid or assist in falsely altering any such
bond, coupon, or paper, c.r shan pa s, utter, or publish us true any falsely
altered or spurious bond, coupon, or paper i~> ued, or purporting to have .
been iR ned, by sueh eommls ion. knowing· th. same to b falsely altered'
or spurious, hall b puni hefl by a fine of not exceeding 5,000 or by
impl"isonment not ex eeding fi~ year , ol' both.
Other than the usual salary or fee paid to any officer, director, or employee of the commission. no officer, director, attorney, or employee of'
the commission shall receive, dir ctly or indirectly, any fee, commlssio~
gift, or othel'" consideration f~r or in connection with any trailsaction or
business of <mch commi . ion. T.he commission shall not charge or receive any fee, commission, bonus, gift, or other consideration not herein
specifically authorized. .Any per on violating any provision of th!s
paragraph shall l>e punished l>y a fine of not exceeding $5,000 or by
imprisonment not E'Xceeding one year, or both.
Any person connected in any capacity with the commission, wb'l
embezzle~ abstracts, or wlllfully misapplies any moneys, funds, Ol' credit-s thereof, or who without authority from tbe director draws any order,
ass1gus an.v note, bond, draft. mort~age, judgment, or decree thereof, or·
who makes any f.alse entry in any l>ook, report, or statement of snell
commiR ion with intent in either case to defraud surh commi sion or
anv other company, body politic or corporate, or :1ny individual person.
and e>ery pl:'rson who with like intent aids or abet. :1ny officer, clerk, or
agent in any violation of fbis section, shall be punished by a fine or
not e~ceeding q 5,000 or by impri::mnment not' exce ding five yeat•s, oc
both.

SEC. 22. '.rhat the commission ie hereby authorized and empowerell
ORGA~rZATIO •• E:S:I'E~SES.
to accept and receive gifts and donations, by bequest or otherwise, to be
SEc. 2 . That the urn of 100.000, or so much thereof as may be
used exclusively for the benefit of beneficiaries who are unable tinanclaHy
to purchase homes under the generaJ provisions of this act, and to aid necessary, is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in
such benefi.ci:1rles in erecting and constructing improvemE'nts thereon, the Treasury not other'v e appropr1ated, to be expended under tho
and in purchasing equipment and live stock reasonably n~essary in con- dfrectlon of· tlie 'ecrE'tai'Y of the Interior, for the purpose of carrying'
ducting. the business of farming. The funds rl!celved under tbis section · into effect the provisions of this act, including the rent and equipment
shall be used only for the purpose of making loans for Rucb periods of of necessary offices.
tiiPC, upon such terms and conditions. upon such security, anti at. such
LI'l!TTATlO." 011' Cot:nrt DECIS!O. 'S.
rate ru: rates of interest as shall be prescribed by the commission.
SEc. 29. That if any clause, entcnce, paragraph, or part o( this acf
MUTUAL PRO:tECTH'El FUr"D.
shall for any reason be adjudg d by any court of competent jurisdiction
SEc. 23. That e"er:v beneficiary pur~hasing n homestead under the to l>e invalid, such judl!lDent shall not all'ect, impair, or invalidate the
provisions of this act shall pay to the commission annually until his remainder of this act, but hall be confined in its operation to the clause,
loan shall be paid in full, a fee of 2, which shall be set aslde as a sentence, paragraph, or part thereof directly involved in the controseparate fund, to be known and designated as the "beneficiaries' mutual ,·ersy in which uch judgment shall have been _re~dered.
llEPEAL~G CLAUSFl.
aid fund," which shall be a trust fund, under the muna~ ment and control of the commission. by which and through which beneficiaries may
SEc. 30. That all acts or parts of acts inconsistent with this act are
render mutual aid and assistance to each other. The fund shall be hereby repealed, and this act shall take etrect upon its pas age. Thl)
used by the commission to aid deserving beneficiaries to purchase a home- right to amend, alter, or repeal this act is h<'reby expre . ly reserved.
stead, who are unable by reason of lack of mE'ans or credit, sicknt>SS,
:M~. B-URNETT. 1.\lr. Chairman, I yield five minutes to the
physical injuriE's, or any other justifiable cause. to purchase a homestead under the general terms and provisions of this act, and to pay the gentleman from Alnbama (Mr. BANKHEAD].
interest or amortization charge on any mortgage due f-rom any bf'ne1\Ir. BANKHEAD. l\1r. Chairman, being, a I am, very deeply
ficiary, wb~ by reason of sickne s, pby!dcal injuries, or some misfortune, i~ unable to meet such payments. The commi sion shall be author- intere ted, as I feel other ... f rober of the Hou e are, in the
ized and empowered to suspend the payment of tbe foregoing fee, or que tion of the consernttion of the public health of the country,
any part thereof. nt any time that saiu tuncl shall be deemed large I shall, of course, support 'fery heartily the propo ed bill. In
enough to meet the purpo e for which it shall be created.
my judgment there is no activity of the Federal Government
DJilPOSrTODIES.
S~c. 24. That pr)or to commencing business the commission, with the that, in proportion to the number of men ernplorecl and the
appro val of the Secretary of the Interior, shall select one or more amount of money appropriated for its activities, has performed a
Federal reserve banks or one or more member banks- of the Federal Re- more magnificent public service for the last 25 years than the
serve System or on or more State banks, including trust companies Public Health Service of our counh·y. · I think that the problem
and savings banks. as a depository or depositoriE's In which the commission shall daily deposit all its funds of every kind and' character. and of the protection of the public health of the country through the
no part or portion of such funds shall be withdrawn from such deposi- assistance and aid of the Fetleral Government has been one that
tory or depositories except on check or order duly signed by the · treas~ has been sadly neglected. I believe that in view of its imporurer of such commission and countersigned by the president. The com-
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tance, in view not only of its humanitarian aspects but of its
economic value, that we should e tablish a great department of
health as a Cabinet position. It is estimated that possibly
1,000,000 human lives are sacrificed in the United States every
year by absolutely preventable human diseases, a loss in human
life that could be in a large measure Eaved by proper information
and intelligence upon the part of tlle people who do not know
the preventive remedies that might have availed to keel) them
alive. In addition to that it is estimated that the economic loss
in dollars and cents on account of sickness and death' caused by
preventable human diseases amounts to the staggering total in
this country of $3,000,000,000 a year. 'Vhen we think of what
has been accomplished along the line of medical research the last
25 years and when we consider the great plagues that sometimes
ravage different sections of our country that have been absolutely, we might say, eliminated by medical research work <'arried on by the Public Health Service, I feel that all Members
will agree with me in the tribute I have attempted to pay to the
value of that bureau. For typhoid fever, which carried off
thousands and tens of thousands of people in the country heretofore every year, a specific remedy has been found, an absolute
preventive almost, and the same thing applies to smallpox,
diphtheria, malaria, its attendant diseases, and the bubonic
plague and other great human diseases that have so often ravaged and devastated sections of our country. So I say .that in
view of the great importance from a humanitarian and economic
a pect the value of con erving human life and attending problems certainly, after these great war-emergency measures are
passed, should receive the thoughtful and earnest attention of
the Congress of the United States and that a large measure of
appropriation and of coordinat~on of the different branches of
the medical service of the United States should be provided.
And, in this connection, :Mr. Chairman, it just occurred to me
that in a very few weeks, on account of reaching the age limit,
the great Surgeon General of the United States, Gen. William C.
Gorgas, will be retired from his present position. I want to say
that the people of my native State of Alabama took a great
pride in the achievements of . that great medical man. His usefulness not only reflects itself in the gratitude of the people of
Alabama, but the people of the United States and of forp_ign
countries are under everlasting obligations to that man, whose
genius and ~kill have accomplished. so much in tile conservation
of human life.
As was suggested a few moments ago, he made it possible by
the sanitation that he perfected in the Panama Cana1 Zone to
make that great interoceanic canal a reali-ty, and inasmuch as
it is largely conceded it was a dream of that great old Alabaman.
Senator John·T. Morgan, to construct that canal, in just as largE:'
measure Gen. Gorgas played a part in the fruition of that enterprise. [Applause.] I feel sure that the Government itself,
that thE:' Members of Congress and those who are familiar with
his service, will regret the retirement from his present official
position of Gen. \Villiam C. Gorgas, Surgeon General. [.Applause.]
The CHAIRl\IA.l~. The time of the gentleman has expired.
l\lr. BANKHEAD. Mr. Cha"lrman, I desire to ask unanimous
consent to revise and extend my remarks on this subject of
public health.
The OHAIRMAl~. The gentleman from Alabama asks unanimous consent to revise and extend his remarks. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The Chair bears none.
l\Jr. LANGLEY. 1\Ir. Chairman, I do not care to occupy all of
the time remaining and shall only take a moment or two. This
measure, with the committee amendment which has been referred to, was unanimously reported by the committee of which
I am a member. That report was made more than three month':!
ago, and · I do not- fully recall all of the arguments presented to
us that led to this unanimous report, but I do recall that at the
time I thought it wise and necessary. I wish heartily to concur
in the splendid tribute which my friend from Alabama, Mt·.
BANKHEAD, has paid to Gen. Gorgas, whose personal friendship
I have had the honor to posses for many years. His marvelous
scientific equipment and achievements, as well as his courteous
and manly demeanor ami kindness of heart, have endeared him
to us all. I also indorse every word that my friend has said
about the importance of the Public Health Service. I wish to
add, howeveL·, that I am in full sympathy '\1ith the suggestion
of the gentleman from Massachusetts [1\fr. GILLETT] and other
gentlemen regarding the advisability of locating some of these
buildings outside of the city of Washington. I would like to
see some of them in Kentucky. I will say, further, that in view
of the enormous expenditures that this elaborate building program involves I think there ought to be some legislative safeguards, some greater measures of protection to the Government,
in the expenditure of this money· than ha"Ve thus far been pro-
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Yided, and hereafter I propose as a member of that committee
to offer some suggestions in that direction and seek to ha Ye them
adopted. That is all I care to say. [Applause.]
l\1r. BURNETT. 1\Ir. Chairman, I have no other requests for
time, and, after speaking a few minutes myself, I shall ask that
the bill be read for amendment.
In addition to what my colleague from Ala.bamn. [1\Ir. BANK·
HE..ill] has said about Gen. Gorgas, I desire to call the atten·
tion of the committee to the fact that there is another great
.Alabaman that stands perhaps second to him in rank and
ability in the Surgeon General's office, and that is Gen. Noble,
of Anniston, Ala., who was with Gen. Gorgas all through his
'vonderful career in Panama. Alabamans bad hoped. that when
Gen. Gorgas retired Gen. Noble would be promoted to the posi·
tion of Surgeon General. The press carries a report, however,
that perhaps another great surgeon, who is now in France, will
probably be transferred to this great work on this side, and that
Gen. Noble will be assigned to the duties now being performed
by that other great surgeon, Gen. Ireland.
I desire to say that those of us who know Gen. Noble believe
that there can be no more efficient man assigned to either one
of the duties. I 1."'low him ; I know his family; I know his ancestry, and I believe that to whatever field of operation he may
be assigned he will perform the work with the same efficiency
that has accompanied every work that he has been assigned to
by the Government since he has been in its service.
Now, l\1r. Chairman, unle s some other gentleman desires to
make further remarks, I will ask that the bill be read for
amendment.
l\Ir. -1\10RGAN. 1\fr. Chairman, I usk unanimous consent to
revise and extend my remarks, including the copy of a bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Oklahoma asks
1.:nanimous consent to revise and extend his remarks. Is there
objection? [After a pause.] The Chair hears none. The Clerk
will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is
hereby, authorized and directed to contract for 1he construction of an
additional building for laboratory purposes and research work and for
enlarging and remodeling the present animal house connected with the
Hy~ienic Laboratory, Public Health Service, Washington, D. C., at a.
liuut of cost of $250,000.

Also the following committee amendment was read:
A<ld after line 9, page 1, the following:
" In carrying the foregoing authorization for additional buildings to
the Hygienic Laboratory into effect, the Secretary of the Treasury may
enter into contracts or purchase materials in the open market, or
otherwi:;e, and employ laborers and mechanics for executing the work
as in his judgment may best meet the public exigencies, within the
limits of the authorization herein made."

1\fr. WALSH. 1\fr. Chairman, I desire to discuss the committee amendment. I would like to ask the gentleman from
Alabama [1\lr. Bm:;:.."ETT], who has this matter in charge, what
the necessity for this amendment is? It would seem that its
purpose is to make this authorization free from some requirements of existing law. What is the necessity for having the
safeguards that have been put upon contracts of this character
let down in tllis instance?
1\Ir. BURNETT. The arnendJL:ent says:
In carrying the foregoing authorization for addition::J buildings to
the Hygienic Laboratory into effect the Secretary of the Treasury may
enter into contracts or purchase materials in the open market, or otherwise. and employ laborers and mechanics for executing the wot·k as in
f~~ ~~~L~t~!ti~~Y h~i~nm:;d~e public exigencies, within the limits of

The committee thought the Yery emergency, the very exigency
authorized that ' amendment. And, in the next place, in due
course it would have to be constructed by the Supervising
Architect's Office. I think that is the rule, unless there is something of this kind authorized. I want to state to the gentleman
that the experience of the committee heretofore with the Supervising Architect's Office has been that they were not very ex·
peditious. Their force has been depleted by the draft, and. eYen
now they have all they can well do. And this being a matter
that needed immediate attention, . ·we felt that there should be
soJL-e power of this kind given to the Secretary of the Treasury.
1\Ir. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from
Alabama for the explanation, but I certainly can not agree
with the conclusion that the committee has reached in this instance. It might have been a good reason on the 17th of June.
when this measure was reported, but the emergency was not so
great but what since that time Congress took a recess and per- ·
mitted the bill to rest in security upon the calendar.
Now, the other reason about the Supervising Architect's Office
not being very expeditious, I will agree that when we·have been
engaged on a large public-building program the Supervising
Architect's Office has moved carefully, and as a result sometimes
slowly. We have, as I understand it now, no Supervising Archi-
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teet. The duties of that office are performed by the executive
officer, Jl.fr. Wetmore, who is a most efficient administrator.
I should not think, with the absence of a large public-building
program during this war period, that there is any real need for
taking this out of the jurisdiction of the Architect's Office.
1\Ir. CLARK of Florida. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. 'VALSH. I yield.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. I want to call the gentleman's attention to the fact that the original bill required the Secretary to
contract for the construction of this laboratory. Now, the
amendment simply gives him the opportunity to build it himself
if he wants .to do so, to go into the open market, buy the materials, and employ l.abor. So the committee thought, in addition
to what the .gentleman from Alabama [Mr. BURNETT] has said,
that the Government ought not to be at the mercy of the contractors. ·w e wanted to leave 1t so that if bids were received
that were not fair and reasonable, or anything else occurred
to make it advisable, the Secretary could build it himself with
his own forces or by the employing of forces. Th-at is what the
amendment does. It simply gi\es him a wider scope, gives him
the opportunity to contract for or purchase materials and employ labor an1i build it themselves if they want to do it.
Mr. ""'ALSH. Of cour e, that is an entirely different reason
from that stated heretofore. If that is the true purpose, I doubt
if tbis amendment is in exactly proper form, although it may
carry out that intention.
Does the gentleman from Florida, the chairman of this committee, think that if the Secretary undertakes to construct this
building with his own force and purchase materials, the Government ·will be able to do it within the limit of $250,000? ·
1\.Ir. CLARK of Florida. Well, the gentleman is in just as
good a position to give information on that subject as I am and
perhaps better. But I do say this-1\!r. WALSH. I think the gentleman's experience as chairman
of his committee would be valuable.
:Mr. CLARK of Florida. I think this, that the Government
officials ought not to be limited to the building of it by contract.
The CHAIRMAN. The time .of the gentleman has expired.
l\Ir. WALSH. 1\Ir. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent for
two minutes moi"e, in order that the gentleman may answer.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? [After u pause.] The
Chair hears none.
l\Ir. CLARK of Florida. There may be some advanta (7es in
the Government building it. It may be that the Government can
proeure labor and material where a private contractor could not.
1\Ir. WALSH. Will the gentleman state whether or not this
is the initial step in the inauguration o'f a new policy, whereby
hereafter all public buildings may be erected by the Government
itself rather than by letting them out to contract~buildings
such as courthouses and post offices?
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Well, I will state to the gentlemnn
that the committee has never considered the establishment of a
general policy in that regard. 'Ve have .reported tbis bill that
way, and I t11ink the one following; in fact, I am very sure it
has a similar provision-the bill for the proposed tubercular
hospital in Kentucky. So far as I am concerned, as one member
of the committee, it strikes me as being a very fail' provision,
a \ery reasqnable one, and I would be in .fa.vor of adopting it
as a policy and leaving it open.
'1\Ir. WALSH. Then, that particular pha e of this legislation
is not wholly due to the war conditions?
Mr. CLARK of Florida. How is that?
l\11.". WALSH. I say this particular phase is not wholly due
to war conditions; that is, giving the Secretary the option?
l\lr. CLARK of Florida. The urgent need of more room and
the de ire to get it finished as speedily as possible, and the fact
;that the Government can · secure materials and their delivery
, when pri•ate persons might not be able to do it-all those con·siflcrations together induced the committee to adopt that policy.
1\lr. WALSH. Well, I hope the officials of the Government
.ha Ye not forgotten the experience the Government had in build' lng the Post Office Department building, on the Avenue down
here, occupied by the Postmaster General.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. l\Ir. Chairman, I ri e in opposition to the
-amendment. I think it is an ill-advised time for the 'Government to go into the business -of erecting buildings by contracting for the labor and the materials direct. _Anyone acquainted
1n the slightest degree with the building industry throughout
the country must know that there is a dearth ·in the line of
building and that many contractors in the past who have given
exclusive attention to the construction of public buildings are
altogether without work, and because of that condition this is
a most opportune time for the Government to secure very
reasonable bids for the construction of a building ike this.
,.We should -not, in my <>pinion, as a business policy, authorize
.the Secretary of the Treasury: to construct this building bl: the
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employment of labor and the purchase of materials for that
purpose. He has in times past, when there has not been much
competition among these contractor , awarded contract witll- ·
out any complaint of exce s charges; and yet to-day, with the e
contractors all over the country looking for busines , you propose to authorize him to go into the field him elf and build
this building alone. It wiH result, as any per on acquainted
with business methods must know, in higher c ~ t to the Government. It will result in delay.
. One of the pressing arguments in favor of this bill is its
exigency, the need of it at the pre ent time. It was recommended by the Public Healtl1 officials as far back as 1913 and
refused them then, and at this time it is brought up for consideration because of the enlarged work thrown upon the bureau
by reason of war conditions. Certainly ,you do not wish to
change the conditions now, when there are plenty of contractors
ready and willing to do this work, which you did not impose
when they were few. For instance, take all these temporary,
buildings that were erected under stress conditions down on
the Mall and in Potomac Park. None of them was erected bY.
the Government direct.
1\Ir. CLARK of Florida. If t11e gentleman will permit, the
different departments, the War Department particularly, have
erected nearly all the buildings that they are occupying.
Mr. STAFFORD. Any per on who has gone down on the
Mall during the erection of the temporary structures, or in
Henry Park, would have seen signs, and you will see signs there
to-day, or would have just before those new buildings we1·e completed, bearing -the inscription, " Erected by So-and-so, contractor." Go down to Potomac Park and you will see--although
those buildings were constructed under the immediate upervision of the Navy Department-that they were erected by private
contractors. The buildings erected under the Housing Commis ion on the Plaza this side of the Union Station are being
-erected by ptivate contractors. Not a temporary office building
that has been erected since we went into war has been erecte<l
except by private contractors.
·
1\Ir. CLARK of Florida. I will state to the gentleman that
we authorized some $8,000,000 to build temporary office buildlngs
for the ·war Department and the Navy Depru~tment. The war
Department, I think, used about $3,000,000 of it. Those were
all built by the 'Var Department itself.
Mr. STAFFORD. I will have to take issue with the gentle·
man as to those buildings. Those buildings were erected by
the George A. Fulle!.· Co., of New York, which has branches all
over the country. Those buildings at Henry Park and the othel'
additional buildings have been erected by private contractors.
1 have seen their names po ted in front of the buildings.
1\lr. CLARK of Floriua. The gentleman may be right about
that, but-·
1\fr. STAFFORD. There llas not been a building erected bY.
the War Department or the Navy Department by the employment of agencies direct, except through priYate contractor .
·
Mr. CLARK of Florida. I shall o-et the information in a very
few minutes. I think the gentleman is wrong about the 'Va~
Department.
·
l\Ir. .STAFFORD. I will be very glad to be conected, because
with my own eyes I have seen those signs time anu time again.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. I do not doubt that, but I till think
the gentleman is mistaken. i will b·y to get the accurate infor..
mation.
!
Mr. STAFFORD. Now, if that is the condition, that we ha\e
heretofore employed contractors, and if there are plenty of pri·
vate contractors-The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Wi consin has .expired.
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\.Iay I have three minutes more?
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the gentleman' · request?
There was no objection.
Mr. STAFFORD. If there are plenty of private contractors
looking for building contracts, why should we now adopt this
new policy of authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury, through
the Supervising Architect's office--becau e we all know the
~ecretary of th-e Treasury himself will not uirect this work-to
go into the field and construct these buildings by the purchase
of materials and the employment of labor?
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, will the gentlelllil.n yield?
1\lr. STAFFORD. Yes; I yield.
'
Mr. KNUTSON. I notice in line 1, page 2, "the Secretary of
the Treasury may," n.nd so forth. Will the gentleman state
what the eusto.m is now, whether the Supervising Architect is
:the one who lets the contract?
Mr. .STAFFORD. Jrhe Supervising Architect has full control
ot eontracts. 1 am emphasizing the fact that the conditions
oo not demand _this departure from the past policy, and the.
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contractors throughout the country are looking for work in such
great numbers that there can not be any valid reason why we
should ·authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to employ men
direct and purchase . materials direct. It will result in delay.
It will result in increased cost.
Mr. KNUTSON. It was claimed awhile ago that he was on
the verge of nervous prostration. What is the use of putting
this additional work on him?
Mr. STAFFORD. I ap:1 not going to enter into the political
side of it. We all know that he is a much burdened man, and
very busy, and even if we did adopt this authorization we know
that the Secretary of the Treasury would not supervise it but
that it would be under the Supervising Architect's Office.
Mr. FOSTER. It always has been, and every Secretary of
the Treasury has done that.
Mr. STAFFORD. It always has been. Of com·se the Supervising Architect is under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of
the Treasury. Now, there can not be any argument presented
here for the making of an exception in these times when contractors are looking so generally for Government work, We will
get better bids and quicker work, and the work will be much
more satisfactory if the old method of contracting is followed.
Mr. GOOD. Mr~ Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word. I hope the gentlellinn in charge of this bill will withdraw the committee- amendment. I do not believe it is necessary
to change the existing law with regard to letting contracts for
erecting buildings of this kind. I have no doubt that it is
necessary to give the Public Health .Service some additional
facilities for carrying on the work that has been thrown upon
this branch of the service. But, Mr. Chairman, if we want to
read a chapter of history that smells to high heaven, reeking
with extravagance, waste, and favoritism., if not with fraud itself,
we have but to read the record of the construction of some of
these buildings during war time under the cost-plus system. Go
down here toward the Union Station, where we are building
these houses, and see the men loafing. Go down here on the Mall
where we have been constructing some buildings on the cost-plus
plan. Sorue days ago I was shown the extracts from pay rolls
of one of the buildings that is being constructed on a cost-plus
basis. A man ties the metal laths with a little wire that projects out of the concrete. You or I or any of us could learn to
<lo that work in 10 minutes. Those men are employed by a
cost-plus contractor. I never saw men work so slowly in my
life as do employees on cost-plus jobs. On Sunday they receive
$19 a day for that service. Look at the pay roll and you will
find that every man is there on Sunday, but on Monday scarcely
anybody appears on that pay roll. Along toward the latte1·
part of the week they are all there again, and on Sunday the
gang is all here. They are all there on Sunday, and by changing the law, as is proposed by this amendment, you authorize
the Secretary of the Treasury to let these contracts on a costplus or any other basis. The proposed plan de.sti·oys all competition. At a time when we are appealing to all the people
and to the patriotism of Americans everywhere to buy bonds, it
is all ·w rong to do this sort of thing, and to commit this great
waste of money, no matter how laudable the purpose or how
great the need for this building may be. I am for the building,
but I am for economy in the construction of it, and you will get
economy only if you authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to
let these bids open to everybody, and eliminate favoritism, and
create competition, so that the contractors from your district
and mine can come here and bid on the construction of these
buildings. Why, it is to the interest of these contractors down
here to pay $20 or $25 a day for work that they ought to get
done for less than $5 a day. If the contractor pays $20 a day
and he has a cost-plus contract of 7 per cent, he gets $L40
profit a day on every man so employed, but if be pays only $5
a day he gets only 35 cents profit on every man. So, under the
cost-plus system of building Government bu~ldings, costs have
mounted up sky-high. The net result of adopting the cost-plus
system is that we ·are paying no attention to economy, no attention to saving the people's money in the building of these buildings that are desired and necessary. I hope the chairman of
the committee who brings out this bill with so many good
things in it will agree to the elimination of a thing that is absolutely wrong, and which every Member of this House 1..-nows
to be wrong. We ought not to consent to it. [Applause.]
Mr. SISSON. Mr. Chairman, I understand from the gentle- ·
man who introduced this bill that this amendment presents an
alternative proposition to the Secretary of the Treasury, 'that be
may advertise for bids as the law directs for all contracts. The
amendment offered provides that if in his judgment he can get
the building in quicker time and for less money, he may employ
~lands and build the building under the architect to be selected.
The amendment does not mean that the Secretary of the Treas-
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ury would necessarily pursue that course. It simply gives. him
the authority to do that. Of course, it is to be hoped that if the
Secretary of the Treasury does undertake to build It. he will
adopt a policy whereby he will employ hands and let the archi·
teet do the supervising, rather than a 10 per cent-l}lus system;
because I believe that not only has Congress gotten quite enough
of the 10 per cent-plus system but I am inclined to. believe that
the country has got about enough of it.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Under the wording of this bill there.
can not be a contract let under the 10 per cent plus. or any other:
per cent plus system.
Mr. GOOD. I beg the gentleman's pardon.
Mr. SISSON. I believe the gentleman from Florida [Mr.
CLARK] is correct about thnt.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Because the law provides how the
contract shall be let.
Mr. GOOD. But it changes existing law.
Mr. SISSON. I have the floor and I decline to yield further,
Mr. Chairman. I may be wrong in my view of this thing, and if
I am I hope the chairman of the committee will correct me ; but
as I understand it, if the Secretary of the Treasury lets the contract under the regular law, he must let it in accordance with
all the provisions of the law by advertising and so on. Now, this
proviso-does not _give him the right to let it out to a contractor
at 10 per cent plus. He can not let it out to a contractor unless he
lets it under existing law. If he builds it under the proviso, he
has got to build it by hiring the hands and putting a man to
supervise the job, and that man will be paid a salary. It will
all be done directly under him,· and there will be no coi;lh·act intervening between the Government and the completed bullding.
Mr. STAFFORD. Has the gentleman given full weight to
these wo1·ds found in line 2, page 2?
In carrying the foregoing authorization into effect; the Seeretary ot
the Treasury may enter into contracts or purchase materials in the open
market or otherwise.

The " or otherwise " would allow him to enter into a cost-plus
contract.
The word " otherwise " would allow him by direct language
to enter into a cost-plus contract.
Mr. SISSON. I may be mistaken in the construction of the
following language, but I will say that I think that applies t()
the purchase of material.
Mr. STAFFORD. Oh, no; because there is no comma-" may
enter into - contracts or purchase material in the open market
or otherwise., That is the broadest authority that can be con·
ferred on the Secretary of the Treasury. That language would
enable him to enter into a contract on a cost-plus basis.
Mr. SISSON. I had the amendment as printed in the report.
I do not think it is punctuated in the report a.s it is in the blll;
but I believe that a fair consn•uction would be that be may
enter into a contract to purchase material in the market, or
otherwise; that that applies to material and the employment ot
labor and mechani~. He may buy material in the open market
and he may employ mechanics for the purpose of executing the
work as in his judgment may best meet the public exigency.
Mr. STAFFORP. Will not the gentleman admit that that
is a forced construction; that you are not giving any effect to
the words " or otherwise "?
Mr. GOOD. How will be employ the labor-by the day ; pay
the current wage't No; he can say, •• You bring your force here
and I wiil pay that labor $10 a day and the bonus." Where is
there anything in this to prevent that?
l\:1r. SISSON. I believe the construction my friend places
upon it is rather a strained construction.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Missis·
sippi has expired.
:Mr. SISSON. I ask for two minutes more.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection?
'rhere was no objection.
Mr. SISSON. Mr. Chairman, if this gave the Secretary the
right to buy materials and employ labor, and that was all, I see
no serious Qbjection to it. I agree with my friend from Iowa
[Mr. Goon] and I also agree with my friend from Wisconsin
[Mr. STAFFORD} that we ought not to permit any more of these
10 per cent cost-plus contracts. I think that has done enough
to discourage the labor market of this country. I think when
they l.et a contract, saying to a man, "We will give you 10 per
cent on the cost of the job,.. the contractor will make the most
money where be takes a 10 per cent cost-plus job by making
it cost the Government as much as he can. I think it is bad,
but I do not believe the language in this bill is suscepti9le of
that construction. At any rate, if the chairman of the- committee and the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. BURNETT], who
introduced the bill, and the committee say that Congress did not
intend to authorize any 10 per cent cost-plus contract, I do not
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belie're they will put a strained construction on it and do what
Congress says it did not intend should be done. I think the
langunge might be improveu so as to exclude the cost-plus contract.
· M r . TOWNER. Mr. Chairman, I think the gentleman from
1\Iississippi [1.\lr. SissoN] is mistaken in regard to his construction of this language. I admit the language is not clear, but
tlle words " or otherwise " can not be limiteO to the purchase of
material in the open market a lone. It would be necessary to
use some qualify ing word that would apply directly to the open
mar ket in order t o give it that construction. The words " or
otherwise " would apply to all tha t had preceded it under the
consh·uction that woulu be usually placed upon such a form
of a\Yards. That would gi're the Secretary of the Treasury an
absolute right to make any sort of contract he saw fit regarding the erection of the building. What follows also ls not by
any means a qualification. It gives the Secretary of the Treasury power to emproy labol' in any manner and upon any terms
he may desire.
I ask the attention of the committee to this fact, which is
within the knowledge of eT"ery member of the committee: Very
many of the contracts that · have been let in Washington and
those that have been let in the GoT"ernment operations near
·washington are almost completed. If there was any justification for doing away with the safeguards that we all admit are
necessary in order to vrotect the Government against imposition, if there was any reason why those should not be in
e:dstence before, certainly they do not exist now.
There will be, if this contract is put up for bids, plenty of
bidders. There are many men here now ln Washington to get
jobs; they have the laborers on hand, they could at once enter
on the construction of the buildings. There is no possible reason
nt this time for any extraordinary means being used.
Now, gentlemen, 1f we do not do our part as we know now
there wUl be enormous loss to the Government by extravagant
waste. 'Ve can not relieve ourseh·es from respOnsibility by
throwing upon these O'rercrowded departments and upon these
overworked superintendents the duty of protecting the Government. It is our duty to protect the Government by proper legal
safeguards contained in provisions of the bill; and in view of all
this, in justice to the committee itself, we ought not to put this
open invitation to the people who have this work and say, "It
does not make an y difference what kind of a contract you make,
th~ Government gives you a free hand, do ns you please, get
rid of it in the easiest manner possible." 'Ye should say, "We
expect you under tl~ese circurnst.ances to protect th~ Government under the law." It should l>e clear to all of us that the
amendment reported by t he committee ought to go out of the
bill .
Mr. CLARK of Florida. l\lr. Chairman, I suppose debate is
exhausted, but I would like four or five minutes myself, and t
.w ould like to see if we c:1·1 not agree upon a limit to debate.
Mr. GREEN of Io\m. I would like five minutes. I want to
offer an amendment to the committee amendment.
Mr. BURNETT. I want two minutes.
· Mr. CLARK of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous
consent that all debate on this amendment be closed in 12 minutes, the gentleman from Iowa [l\1r. GREEN] to have five minutes
and the gentleman from Alabama two minutes and I five minutes.
The CHAIRl.\IAN. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Florida?
. There was no objection.
· Mr. CLARK of F lorida . I would like· to have the gentleman
from Iowa [Mr. GREEN ] proceed first.
lUr. GREEN of Iowa. I have no objection to the gentleman'~:~
request. I was merely in consultation with some of my colleagues here who think it better to strike out the amendment
than to undertake to improve it.
l\lr. GLARK of Florida. If that is all, I shall go ahead. Does
the gentleman want his five minutes, anyway?
~11·. GREEN of Iowa . . Yes ; I would like to have them in any
e,·ent.
·
The CHAIRili.A...'I. The gentleman from Iowa is recognized
for five minutes.
Mr. GREEN of I o'iYa. l\lr . Chairman, I had hoped, in the
first pl ace, that the chairman of the committee would withdraw
this amendment entirely. In the event he would not, I had
then prepared a brief amendment to the amendment providing
that unuer it no contract should be let under the cost-plus
system ; but upon reflection I a gree with my colleagues here on
this side, who are unanimous upon that point, that instead of
amending this amendment, which even after the m;n endment I
had in mind would be vicious indeed, that this amendment
ought to be stricken out enth·ely. As the amendment now
stands it presents two alternati'i"es, under either of which the
1
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discretion of the Secretary is practically unlimited. The first
is with ref erence to the letting of the contracts, which provides
that he may" enter into contracts * * * as in his judgment
shall best meet the public exigencies," and so fort h. There is
also an alternative proT"ision with reference to constructing
a building through the direct employment of labor and the purchase of materials. Under the first alternative contracts can
be let under the cost-plus plan. Under the second any price
can be paid for labor and material.
Mr. Chairman, we have had scandals enough with reference
to the construction of these public buildings. At the time when
these buildings that are being constructed to the north of the
Capitol were proposed I predicted that under the unlimitecl
authority that was given under the bill then before the Houso
just such conditions would arise and similar scandals develop
as my colleague [Mr. Goon] has been calling to the attention of
the committee. It is inevitable if you put out this money in
this way in lump sums to be expended upon any kind of contract that it will not be spent for the best interest of the public
but that graft and corruption will creep in, as it has done.
Mr. STAFFORD. 'Vould not a consequence of this authoriza·
tion be that the Secretary of the Treasury could go ahead with
this work and launch a project and then come back to Congress
under the piecemeal provision and say that he did not have
enough money, whereas if you state that your building is to be
erected at a cost of $250,000, no contract can be let unless the
figure is within that amount?
1\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. The gentleman's objection is well
taken. I had thought that after that riot of corruption, that
carni¥al of debauchery-Mr. CLARK of Florida arose.
I
The CHAIRMAN. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
1\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. At Hog Island-. Mr. CLARK of Florida. I was just going to ask the gentleman to specify. I thought be ought to be more definite.
.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I was about to specify. It occurred at
Hog Island, as the gentleman ought to know at this time. My,
colleague, Mr. GooD, has given an example, and has referred the
gentleman to instances that have occurred in the city of Washington. It has occurred in reference to the aeroplane construction and fn many other places, because we made these lump-sum
appropriations and authorized the money to be spent in any,
form whatever. The Hog Island scandal is something that fairly:
smelled to heaven with corruption and graft, but after that occurrence the House still went on with these housing bllls,- still
authorizing cost-plus contracts, except in one of the housing bills,
where I did succeed in getting an amendment placed upon it prohibiting this form of contract, and the other day the gentleman
~rom Alabama, 1\ir. HUDDLESTON, succeeded in putting on another bill an amendment forbidding cost-plus contracts. How:
long are we to continue in this manner after all these lessons
and experiences that we have had, to the disgust of the public?
Are we to continue to raise money by liberty bonds and war
stamps, taking the money from those who can ill afford to pay,
and in some instances from those who are ·eking out a bare
existence, and then have this money wasted in this manner? By,
this provision in the bill we are offering inducements and premiums upon corruption. I insist that the committee amendment
ought to be rejected.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Mr. Chairman, if there ever was
"much ado about nothing," these gentlemen have given an·
exhibition of it this afternoon. In the first place, I want to
state in my little talk-though I do not see the gentleman from
'Viscon.sin present-that if that gentleman will investigate he
will find that units D, )j), and F, occupied by the War Department, were built by the construction division in the War Department and were not contracted for at all. I got that information
from the War Department by telephone.
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? 1
1\Ir. CLARK of Florida. I ha're not much time.
l\fr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman furnis h to the committee what proportion of space those buildings occupy us compared with those which were constructed under pri'i"ate contract?
Mr. CLARK of Florida. No; I can not do that.
1\fr. STAFFORD. If lle will, he will find that it is a '\Cry
small proportion.
·
l\Ir. CLARK of Florida . I am not going to be led into a di scussion of that kind. Tl1e gentleman challenged me to name
one piece of Government work that was constructed ·in that
way, and I have done it, and that ends it. I want to say this
about this amendment: Our committee, when we brought in the
original housing bill in'i"olving $60,000,000, put in it a provision
that none of the work should be let by a cost-plus percentage
contract, and it passed this House and is a law. The committee
is absolutely opposed to that kind of contract.
1
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This original bill provides that the Secretary of the Treasury
snall ·eontract 'for 'the construction of this building. 'That means,
of com·se, that he shall contract for it under the law; that he
shall advertise for bids; that he shall accept tlle 1owe~t and
best 'bid among the ·conb·actors, 'b ut the committee thought we
ought to go further than that, and thut we ought to give the Secretary of the Treasury -power to build it with his O\'\"D organization il, in his judgment, it coUld be done more ehelU)J.y :and for
tbe better interests of 'the 'Government in that way. Tfilerefore
~e agreed ·upon 'tills amendmentIn carrying the foregoing authm:ization for additional buila1ngs to
th e hygienic laboratory into eJ'fect, -the ·Secretary of the Treasury may
enter into conti:acts-

That is one thing that he may door purchase m aterials in the open market, nr othilrwise--
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Mr. ST~.u'FORD. Mr. Ohatrman, I ask ·for tellers-! witb4
draw 1the ·demand.
Mr. BURNETT. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move that the 'Committee
:rise and .report the bill with the amendment with the recom_mendation that the amendment be agreed 'to .and that the .bffi
as amended do pass.
Mr. STAFFORD. That is ·provided for in the rule. The Tu1e
·provides that •th:e committee automatically rlses and reports the
bill.
Mr. BUR~"ETT. Yes; that Js true.
According1y tbe committee rose; and the Speaker having re.
sumed the Chair, Mr. Sli.uiLENBERGER, Chah"11illn of the Committee of tbe Whole House .on -the state of the Union, reported
that that tCCmmittee had had ~under consideration the ·b ill .H. R.
12404 and had directed him to ·report the same -with an aiDendment, with the ;recommendation that i:he ·a mendment be agreed
to and that the bill as amendl!d no pas;;.
The SPEAKER. Xhe ·qu€stion is on agreeing to the ameildment.
.
Mr. GOOD. "Mr. Chairman, 'I ask for theyeas :and nays on the
amendment.
The question was taken.
The SPEAKER. The ,Chair is in doubt, i8.Dtl the gentleman
from Iowa ·de:mands the yeag ·n:n£1 nays.
.1\Ir. GGOD. ·:r make the ;point of order ihere is no quorum
presertt.
The SPEAKER. No querum is present, and it is an auto·
matic call. .The Doorkeeper will lock the dom:s, the Sergearit at
Arms will notify absentees, rmd the Clerk will call the ro11...
The question was taken; una there were-ayes 107, nays '78,
answered "present" ~~ ·not •v oting 241, as follows:

'Wha:t 'does that '1Ilean 'l Tt :means tba:t ·h e m!\,y purehase materials in the open market, or he may purcnase tllem otherwise,
and it can not mean anything else. It means that he may purchase them rout in -the open ·market ·or ·he may go to rt:he manu~acturer of those m:rterin.ls direct .and buy them from hlm. Or
.:he may call for · bids .tor these :ma.terlsls .and :buy !them 'in that
w.ay. The wo.cds " or otherwise ., Tefer .exclusivel_y to the buy.ing
·of .matema1 for this ibuilding and notl:ilng else.
. Mr. .STAFFORD. Will the .gentlema:n -yield in ;that ·partic.ula.r~'l
· .Mr. CLARK. of Florida. ln just ;a .momen~-r::md emplQy labor.ers ; tb.at .is .another thing .he ma..y do. lie illU'l.Y 1not ·mily ,make
-<!Onttacts, :he .muy not only purChase ·matm:ials in the open ma.r·ket or at pi-Jva:te -sa1e o.r otherwise, but he .may employ .laborers
and mectlanies for executing th-e work as in nis jnc.tgment iiiUly
best meet the public exigencies within the limits .o f ,the ,authoriZation herein named. Now, where is there any intimation of any
percentage contract? He could not ·do it because if he builds it
by contract .he has ·got :to 'build J:t :nnder the •terms of ;existing Almon
Ashbro~ok
law which requires him to .auve11ti, eif-or bids and to let it to the AYl'es
'Bankhead
lowest and i})es.t bidder. If be clues 'DOt build by •CODtrad, rthen
he js .given the jpower, if .he thinks lt ris for the better interests--of Barnhart
Bea.kes
tlle GWEU"lllDent, ·to ·go mto ·t he ·o_pen 'lll.a.rket and b-qy mate1•ials, Black
Blackmon
~r ·bey 'Without ·going d:nto the o_pen ;market ,and ·em_ploy laborers
Ind.
"'
.and mecll.anie to build it under .his own ·construction ~division . Bland,
Bland, Va .
.in the Treasury Department. ii ·now yield -to the .gent1eman ~I:rom Blanton
Booher
Wisconsin.
'Brand
l\fr. STAFFORD. If the cnnstr.uction· the .gentleman plaa:es Brumbaugh
~t:U>On the words " ,or ·otber.wise;" .a-s ·pertaining only 'to "the words Burnett
Campbell, Pa.
•• purchase :Imrterials in :the open ma.rket" un:d cD.Ot ·:contracts, ·carter,
Okla.
·s .a :coueat one, does the gentlemHn :believe :that '!fue S.ecretary Clark, Fla.
,of the Treasury, tb.rmigh the Super:vising :Al::cllitect, Should ibe Cleary
authorized to purchase :materials -w.ithcmt limit, ~i:v:atel:y -with- Coady
Collier
rOut advertiSing far their .pu~:chase .nt :the lowest :possible .bid:? Connelly, Kans.
Why •we rhmr.e ·alweys :restricted ±he :heads ,of departmerrt:s .in !the Cox
Decker
pur.chase of materials, 1b ut .here you .are .-seeking ·to throw open Denton
the doo.r.
Dominick
Doolittle
The·CII.A.IR.i\ll\N. :Dhe time ·oftfhe gentleman has ~e:tl.
1\tt_ :BURNE~. M1.:. Ohaii:m:an, [ .believe l nave !two .mimrtes
in conclusion. The very ;exigency nf this case, Mr. •'Oha.irma-n, .Alexander
"Decessitart:es tiust what wns ;pnt ln. 'irha.t is that the .:Secretary Anderson
Campbell, Kans.
.m the 'Treasur~ ·Should .not .be 'l'equived to wait to adve.rti£ie -.for. Cary
bids bnt .Should !have the !priVilege of going :hrto the QPen market Cha.J;tdler, N.Y.
and purchasing 1:he material1mmedia.tely ·to meet the ~emergency. 1 Curry.·Oa1.
.statutes, Jls all lla.wyers know, are rto .b e constr.ued in the light ! Dale, Vt•
of the common understanding and construction df 1'\V.Ords., rand of B~~/~~er t 1~
·'language. No one would speak ;in ·ordinary 1~mguage ·af 4 ' .con- B~~~h
~
·-traoting in lt he · open mru.:ket," ·b.nt"lt is a matter ·Df .common 1 Elliott
arnowledge 'that w.e often speak of ... purchasing mn.tenia'ls ·in the Esch
B. L.
-open :market," and hence the construction of the gentleman from Fairchild,
W-iseonsin lis .the most ·st:rn.ined construction that he .or ~anyone Fairfield
Fess
·could put -upon t. The ·am>llcation of the tterm "amrchas:e in Focht
the open mat'ket" .is to the material, beaa11Se, as :I said, if any Francis
man ill common })a:rlance -speaks about " -contracts 'in the open Frear
Garland
market" it simply is absurd, or "''contracts otherwise." If it is
a contract, it is a contract and ,hence, Mr. :Qhair.man, the com- Butler
..IDOD,, ordinary, common-sense, ·every.,.day understanding t.lf
terms precludes the stra.inea .construction that gentlemen have Anthony
:p.ut on this expression, and I hope that they will not handicap As well
this emergenGy.., :this exigency, by so ·can.strning this amendment, Austin
which purposes to ex:peditio:u.Sly do the very thing the 'Committee Bacharach
Baer
on Rtiles and the Committee on Pnblic B:uildings and Grounds Barkley
,beJ.ieve .ought to be done and ought to he 'done at once. Mr. Bell
Beshlin
Dhairman~ :I ask :for a vote.
Borland
The OHAIR:l\fAN. The time of the gentleman ·has expired; Bowers
·all time has expired, and the -question is on the committee Britten
Brodbeck
amendment.
·
Browne
The question was ·taken. and the Chair .announced the ayes Browning
Buchanan
appeared to ha-ve it.
On a division (demanded by :Mr. STAFFORD) there were-ayes Burroughs
Byrnes, S. C.
26, noes 25.
Byrns, Tenn.

.:

-yE.A.S-1,.07.
Huddleston
Hull, 'Tenn.
ilgoe
J a coway
James
'Keating
'K ehoe
Kincheloe
8!PJ~er ,
Langley
'Ganily
Lazaro
Lit tl-epage
Garrett, Tenn.
Garrett; .Tex.
.Lobeck
'Lonergan
Goodwm, Ark.
Lunn
Gray, .Ala.
J\11-cKeo:wn
Gre~
:McLemore
Griffin
1\I.ansfield
Hamlin
Moon
Hardy
Harrison, Va.
Oldfield
.oveonyer
Hastings
Hayden
Overstreet
Heflin
i>arK
Fou
Helm
Quln
Helvering
R a iney, H. T.
Billiard
Rainey, J. •w.
Holland
3taker
Houston

~Do.ughton

Dup.rt!
Ev.ans
Fields
Fisher
'Foster
French

R.omjue
Rooae

:Rubey

Rucker
Rl;!a,-rs
~ hallenberger

.Si:ms
'Sisson

Small
Smith. Mich.
Snook
:Steagall
·s tetlma:n
Rumnel'S
T a11Jm:, Ark.
Tay lor; Colo.
~wa tkins

Weaver
WM>b
Welty

WhPeler
Wilson, Da.
'W ilson, '.Tex.
Wtngo
W:rigbt
~ oung, 'Tex.

NAYS-78.
McFaad('n
·scott, Mich.
Jd.cLaughlin, Mioh.Sinnott
Madden
Sloa:n
Magee
'Smith, Idaho
Mapes
:StaJrord
"Hadl~
Miller. Wash.
Strong
Hamilton, Mich. Mondell
Timberlake
Haugen
1\loore~. i!nd.
'Towner
Hawley
Morgan
·va.-re
Hl'Tsey
Morin
Voigt
Hull, .Iowa
Nichols, Ulch.
Volstead
Juul
Osborne
-waldow
Kelley, Mich.
Par.k er, N.J.
·wrusb
K enned y, Iowa
Ra:mseyer
W atson, Pa.
Kinkaid
Reed
·wuuams
Knutson
'Roberts
Wood, Ind.
Kraus
!Rodenberg
W oods, Iowa
Lesher
Rogers
'You11g, N.Dak.
Lon.t.rworth
Rose
McCulloch
Sanders, N. Y.
ANSWERED "PRESENT "-4.
Cannon
Ireland
Sherley
NOT VOTING-241.
Caldwell
Crago
Doremus
Candler, Miss.
Cramton
Dmne
Cantrill
Crisp
llinkker
Caraway
Crosser
JJunn
Carew
Cm:d e. Mich.
Dyer
Carlln
Dale, N. Y.
Eagan
Eagle
Carter1 Mass.
Davl~
~E ii monds
Chandler, Okla. .Delaney
Churcb
D empsey
Ellsworth
Clark. 'Pa.
Denison
Elston
Emerson
Classon
Dent
.Esl:opinal
Claypool
Dewalt
Fairchiltl, G. W.
Connally, Tex.
Dickinson
Farr
·Cooper, Ohio
Dies
Ferris
Cooper, W.Va.
Dill
Flood
Cooper, Wis.
Dixon
Flynn
Copley
Donovan
Fordney
Costello
Dooling

Gillcrtt
1Good
Gordon
'Green,.Iowa
Greene, ':Vt.
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Foss
Freeman
Fuller, Ill.
Fuller, Mass.
Gard
Garner
Glass
Glynn
Godwin, N.C.
Goodall
Gould
Graham, Ill.
Graham, Pa.
Gray, N.J.
Greene, Mass.
Griest
Hamill
Hamiltot;~, N.Y.
Harrison, Miss.
Haskell
Hayes
Heaton
Heintz
Hensley
Hicks
HolUngsworth
Hood
Howard
Humphreys
Husted
llutchlnson
Johnson, Ky.
Johnson, S ..Da.k.
.Toknson, Wash.
.Tones
Kahn
Kearns
Kelly, Pa.
Kennedy, R.I.
K ettner
Key, Ohio
Kless, Pa.
King

Kitchin
Kreider
La Follette
LaGuardia
Lni"sen
Lea, Cal.
Lee, Ga.
Leblbach
:f
Lever
Linthicum
Little
London
Lufkin
Lundeen
McAndrews
McArthur
McClintic
McCormick
McKenzie
McKinley
McLaughlin, Pa.
Maher
_, .,.. _ ~,
Mann
.
'
Martin
Mason
Mays
Meeker
Merritt
Miller, Minn.
Montague
Moore, Pa.
Mott
Mudd
Neely
Nelson
Nicholls, s:.c.
Nolan
Norton
Oliver, Ala.
Oliver, N. Y.
Olney
O'Shaunessy
Padgett

Paige
Stf'elc
Parker, N. Y.
Steenerson
. Stephens, Miss.
Peters
Stephens, Nebr.
Phelan
Sterling, Ill;
Platt
Polk
Sterllng, Pa.
Stevenson
""' l
Porter
Powers
Stiness .
Pratt
Sullivan
Sweet
Price
\,
Purnell
Swift
Ragsdale
Switzer
Tague
Ramsey .
Randall I
Talhott
Rankin I
Temple
Jlayburn ·
Templeton
Beavis .
Thomas
Riordan ·
Thompson
Robbins
Tillman
Robinson
Tilson
Rowe
Tinkham
Bowland
Treadway
Russell
Van Dyke
Sabath
~:~fa~le I
Sanders, Ind.
Sanders, La.
~~r~~ J
Sanford
Saunders, Va.
Walton
Schall
Ward
Scott, Iowa.
Wason
Scott, Pa.
Watson, Va.
Welling
Scully
·-;·
Whaley
Sells
White, Me .
Shackleford
White, Ohio
Sherwood
Wilson, Ill.
Shouse ·
Winslow
Siegel
Wise ·
Slayden
Woodyard
Slemp
Zihlman
Smith, C. B.
Smith, T. F.
Snell
-~
Snyder
'

Mr. GARRETT of T ennessee. 1\Ir. Speaker, pending tho
announcement of the Yote, may I make a parliamentary inquiry?
The SPEAKER. Yes.
.
1.\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. If it should appear that a
decisive result has not been reached upon this amendment by
reason of a quorum not being present, would this matter be the
unfinished business if the House should adjourn?
The SPEAKER. The. previous question having been ordered
on it, it would be: One hundred and eighty-eight Members are
present, not a quorum.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. BURNETT. Mr. Speaker, I moYe that the House do now
adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 2 o'clock and 53
minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until to-morrow, Thursday,
October 3, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
EXECUTIVE COI\IMUNICATIONS, ETC.
Under clause 2 of Rule XXIV, executive communications were
taken from the Speaker's table and referred as follows :
1. A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting
supplemental estimates of appropriation required by the Bureau
of War-Risk Insurance (H. Doc. No. 1314); to the Committee
on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
2. A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting
copy of a communication from the Civil Service Commission
submitting supplemental ·estimate of appropriation required for
the fiscal year 1919 (H. Doc. No. 1315); to the Committee on
Appropriations and ordered to be printed.

1\fr. BUTLER. 1\fr. Speaker, I yoted in the negative, but I
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND
have a pair with 1\fr.' STEELE, and I wish to withdraw it and
RESOLUTIONS.
answer "present,"
Under clause 2 of ·Rule XIII, bills and resolutions were sevThe SPEAKER. The Clerk will announce the pairs. ~;· ~
erally reported from committees, delivered to ·the Clerk, nnd
The Clerk announced the following pairs :
-:.::.:-~
referred to the several calendars therein named, as follows :
Until further notice:
Mr. FIELDS, from the Committee on Military Affairs, to
Mr. CoNNALLY of Texas with Mr. JOHNSON of Washington.
which was referred the bill (H. R. 13037) to amend the fiftieth
Mr. KETTNER with 1\lr. IRELAND . .
article of war, reported the same without amendment, accom·. .,...
1\ir. HUMPHREYS with 1\lr. 'VHITE of 1\Iaine.
panied by a report (No. 822) which said bill and report were
1\Ir. STEEI.E with Mr. BUTLER.
referred to the Hotise Calendar.
Mr. SANDERs of Louisiana with Mr. CooPER of West Virginia.
1\lr. GORDON, from the Committee on Military Affairs, to
1\lr. McCLINTIC with Mr. HEAToN.
.-J''
which was referred the bill (H. R. 13036) transferring juris., . ::r
1\Ir. SULLIVAN with Mr. TINKHAM.
diction and control for the period of the war over the Southern
1\Ir. TALBOTT With Mr. BROWNING.
Branch of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers
Mr. TAGUE with Mr. KENNEDY of Rhode Island;
from the Board of Managers of the National Home for Dis1\fr. OLIVER of New York with Mr. SWITZER. ,. ..
. abled Volunteer Soldiers to the Secretary of War for use for
1\fr. RANDALL with Mr. Foss.
. _/'Army hospital purposes, reported the same without amendment,
1\lr. VAN DYKE with Mr. PURNELL.
accompanied by a report (No. 823), which said bill and report
Mr. MAHER with Mr. RowE.
were referred to the House Calendar.
1\fr. SHERwooD with 1\fr. SwiFT.
.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER,- from the Committee on Military
1\Ir. DONOVAN with Mr. LUFKIN.
,
Affairs, to which was referred the bill (H. R. 13035) to amend
Mr. LEA of. California with 1\fr. McKINLEY. \.,
section 4 of Chapter V of an act entitled "An act making apMr. BYRNS of Tennessee with 1\fr. STEENEBSON. "'\.........,
propriations for the support of the ·Army for .the fiscal year
l\1r. BYRNES of South Carolina with Mr. ANT.HONY.
ending June 30, 1919," approved July 9, 1918, and to make said
1\lr. MoNTAGUE with Mr. STERLING of Illinois.
amendment rettoactive, reported the same without an;Iendment,
Mr. Smin:Ns of Nebraska with Mr. CLARK of Pennsylvania.
accompanied by a report (No. 824), which said bill and report
Mr. BELL with Mr. SNYDER.
,. . - - were referred to the Committee of the Whole House on . the
1\Ir, THOMAS F. SmTH with Mr. TREADWAY, 1
state of the Union.
Mr. CAREW with 1\Ir. BACHARACH.
j
Mr. FIELDS, from the Committee on Military Affairs, to
1\ft•, RIORDAN with Mr. GRAHAM of illinois.
which was referred the bill (H. R. 5167) to amend an act en1\Ir. HAMILL with 1\Ir. GRIEST.
titled "An act to provide aid to State or Territorial homes for
Mr. ScULLY with .Mr. BROWNE.
the support ·of disabled soldiers and sailors of the United
, 1\ir. TILLMAN with Mr. ELLSWORTH.
States," approved August 27, 1888, as amended March 2, 1889,
Mr. WHALEY with Mr. PARKER of New York.
reported the same without amendment, accompanied by a re1\fr. DALE of New York with Mr. BRITI'EN.
port (No. 825), which said bill and report were referred t()
l\Ir. VINSON with l\Ir. MoTT.
the Committee of the ·Whole House on the state of the Union.
Mr. RoBINSON with Mr. STINESS.
Mr. Lr~THICUM with Mr. GRAHAM of Pennsylvania.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMOR~ALS.
1\1r. SLAYDEN with Mr. IlA.YEs.
1
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials
Mr. HowARD with Mr. PAIGE.
I
were introduced arid seYernlly referred as follows:
~
Mr. GoDWIN of North Carolina with Mr. ELSTON.
By 1\fr. S.IMS: Resolution (H. Res. 440) providing for: the
Mr. DICKINSON with Mr. DYER.
consideration of Senate joint resolution 63, entitled "Joint resoMr. ASWELL with Mr. FARB.
lution to establish a resenTe . of the Public Health Service"; to '
Mr. CALDWELL with Mr. GoULD.
Mr. DOOLING with Mr. PETERS.
the Committee on Rules.
.
By Mr. Sl\fiTH of Idaho: Joint resolution (~. J. Res. 335)
Mr. THOMAS with Mr.. WINSLOW.
re-creating the rank of ensign in the United States Ar~y; to the
Mr. O'SHAUNESSY with 1.\'.lr. CHANDLER of Oklahoma.
Mr. FEnius with Mr. FULLER of Illinois. ·
· Committee ~on l\1ilita1y Affairs.
: Mr. OLNEY with Mr. DAVIS.
By 1.\Ir. MADDEN: Concurrent resolution (H. Con. n~. 53)
· Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi with 1\fr. HoLLINGSWORTH.
for the .appointment of a joint committee of Congress to inYestl.:
Mr. EAGAN with Mr. D UNN,
gate nnd report on certain questions; to the .coJ:?mittee op. ~ules. ·

'
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PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma: A bill (H. R. 13039) for the
relief of Wiiliam R. l\fcintosh; to the Committee on Indian
Affairs.
By 1\Ir. GREEN of Iowa: A bill (H. R. 13040) granting an
increase of pension to Hamilton W. l\Ianner; to the Committee
on Invalid Pensions.
PETITIONS, ETC.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers "·ere laid
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows :
By l\Ir. VARE: Resolutions adopted at a mass meeting of the
Lithuanian people of Philadelphia, pledging loyalty and support
to the United States in this war for justice; to the Committee
on l\Iili tary Affairs.

SENATE.
THURSDAY,

Octobe1· 3, 1918.

Rev. J. L. Kibler~ of the city of Washington, offered the follm,ing prayer:
We are emboldened to come again to Thee, 0 God, because
Thou hast• heard the voice of our supplications and hast iuclined Thine ear unto our prayers. Thou hast verified Thy
promises and given us prosperity at home and success abroad.
Lest we be exalted above measure, we pray that Thou wilt give
us the spirit of humility and of continued sacrifice. If Iu
Thy wisdom we must still suffer the dreadful strain, if we
must suffer greater losses at home and on the battle fields of
Europe, if we must be buffeted by the thorn in the flesh and be
chastened for our sins and our forgetfulness of God, 0 God,
grant that we may quickly learn our lesson and return unto the
Lord, who 'i\iU have mercy upon us. l\fay we come back with
grateful hearts, and penitent spirit, and sober lives; and may
we be purified throughout our great country; and may the
purity of our motives justify the successes. of our undertakings,
when Thou shalt stay the hand of the threatening scourge and
crown us with blessings here and beyond the seas. We ask it
for Christ's sake. Amen.
·
On request of l\fr. SMooT and · by unanimous consent the
reading of the Journal of the proceedings of the legislative day
oJ Monday, September 30, 1918, was dispensed with and the
Journal was approved.
l\!r. SMOOT. l\Ir. President, I suggest the ab ence of a
quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will call the rolL
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators answered to their names :
.Heckbam
Benet
Brandegee
Calder

Chamb~rlain

Culberson
Cummins
Curtis
Dllllngbam
Fernald
Fletcher
Gronna
Guion
Hale
Hardwick
Ht>nderson

IDtcbcock
J obnso,!l., S. Dak.
.Tones, l'l. Mex.
Jones, Wash.
Kellogg
Kendrick
Kirby ·
Knox
La Follette
Lenroot
· Lodge
McCumber
McKellar
McLean
McNary
Martin, Ky.

Martin, Va.
Myers
Nelson
New
Norris
NugPnt
Overman
Page
Pt!nrose
Phelan .
Poindexter
Robinson
Saulsbury
Shafroth
::>beppard
Shields

Smith, Ariz •
~moot

Sutherland
Thomas
Townsend
~·rammell

Underwood
Vardaman
Wadsworth
Walsh
\Varren
WU11ey
Williams

1\Ir. SAULSBURY. I desire to announce that my colleague
[Mr. WoLCO'IT] is in Delaware engaged in liberty-loan work. ·
Mr. SHEPPARD. I desire to announce that the Senator
from Utah [Mr. KING] is detained by illness, and that the
Senat01; from Rhode Island [Mr. GERBY] is detained on official
bu ine s.
·
The VICE PRESIDENT. Sixty-one Senators ha\e answered
to the roll call. There is a quorum present.
" TWO THOUS.AND Q"'CESTIONS A~D ANSWERS."

1\Ir. LODGE. 1\fr. President, a letter has been sent to me
taking exception to some things I said in regard to the book
1.'wo Thousand Questions and Answers. The letter is from
the Review of Reviews Co,, ancl it is addressed to Mr. G. D.
Hartley, a constitutent of mine, of Sleeper & Hartley, 'Vorcester, Mass. The letter reads:

THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS

Neto

1\Ir. GEORGE D. HARTLEY

Sleeper

&;

Co.,

York, September £0, J:J:8.

Hartley (Inc.), Worcester, Ma~s.

DEAR SIR : This is in answer to your notation of September 18.
The
book referred to by 1\lr. LODGE in the United States Senate is not only
being offered by us to our subscribers but was manufactured in this
office aud in the office of the Australian Review of Reviews.
'
Judging from Mr. LODGE's talk, he has never seen the book because
he calls it anonymous, whereas it is stated upon the title page that the
book was made by the editorial staff of the Review of Reviews. We
can not beJieve that Mr. LODGE would make a false statement. lmowing
that the book was published by this company, and therefore we can
only ~udge that he was not familiar with it when he condemned it.
Th1s book was published last April. Five thousand copies have been
sold. It has been distributed throughout the United States and even
in foreign countries. Mr. Creel wrote a one-page introduction after
having seen the proof sheets. When the book was published, be asked
us to revise it before making another edition, and pointed out nferences 'vbich be thought ought to be changed. Outside of 1\Ir. Creel's
criticism, no word of criticism came from anyone until the National
Security League wished to make a political attack upon Mr. Creel.
8~~~ !~~ ~~~~r\hYe ~~t"!s f!~elKsf:E~e;~~ti~r t~~~u!t~c~':ers to quesThe book can not be fairlf called pro-German. The very questions
to which the National Security League take exception were passed by
the British censor and the American censor when the material came
to us from Australia.. The National Security League knew that the
book was being revised at the time they made their attack. The main
purpose of revising the book was to introduce more material explaining
why the United States we'nt into the war, and in the revised ed.ition
the first 40 pages will be devoted to our part ln the war.
It is intended to deliver the new edition to those who respond to the
circulars recently mailed by this company. This is a true statement
of the facts vouched for by the writer of this letter, who bad more to
do with the making of this book than anyone else in the business department of the Review of Reviews.
Yours, truly,
F.
STO~E.

"r·

l\Ir. President, I have not seen the book, but I have seen some
of the circulars, and I have seen nowhere a statement of its
author. Certainly anyone who desired to be known as the
author of this book, charged as it is in my judgment with distinct pro-German propaganda, anyone who wishes that authorship announced ought to have it announced. It appears from
this letter that the authorship cQnsists of the edito1ial staff
of the Review of Reviews. That is not a name of an author,
and I argue myself unknown in saying that I do not h.11ow the
names of all of the staff of the Review of Reviews. I ought to
know them, no doubt. But I here say that the work was done
by the editorial ·staff of the Review of Reviews, and I am verY.
_sorry if I misled anyone by saying that it was anonymous.
They claim and deserve entire credit for .the book.
.
Mr. President, though I have not seen the book I have seen
a series of extracts from it which I printed in the HECORD.
There can be no doubt about the truth of the questions they
took . from that book, und they were enough to prove what its
character was.
!\foreover, I have·seen the circulars. A great many have been
sent. I have orie here, and on the outside of the envelope containing the circular is : " Did the Germans warn the passengers
on the IAtsitattia '!" The answer is in the book, I understand.
If that is not by indlrection or by implication a defense of Ger·
many in one of the very most villainous things she has ever
done-and that is saying a great deal-then I can not tmderstand what an ordinary sentence means.
The writer of this letter says the book "can not fairly be
called pro-German." That depends upon the point of view of
the person describing it, I think. But they also say that the
book has never been withdrawn. I was guilty of saying that
I understood it had been withdrawn, and I admit that I was
incautious, for I took 1\lr. Creel's statement on that point. He
says in his letter :
Because there was not the slightest evidence of any pr-emeditated proGermanism in the matter, because the good faith and true Americanism
of all the parties in the controversy were so obvious, and because the ·
book itself had been stopped, and a new edition undet• way, I avoided
all publicity in the matter out of my desh·e to work no injustice to
anyone.
-

He had the proof sheets before him, according to :Mr. Stone's
statement, and he said it had been stopped, and I took his 'iVOJ,' d
for it. It appears that the whole of the first edition of 5,000 ·
copies have been sold, and the revised edition apparently makes
but little change, except to enlarge some references and add
40 pages on the entry of America into the war. The book is
now being pressed for sale by the ·Review of Reviews Co., and
these circulars are going everywhere. It seems to me very
strange, Mr. President, that a book of that sort should have no
inhibition placed upon it when the Secretary of 'Var most
wisely has excluded from the camps of · soldiers library books
which certainly are no more objectionable than this.
In order to do full justice to the compilers of the book they
are so proud of, I desired merely to make this correction where
I made a mistatement.
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MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.

A message from the House of Repre entatives, by J. C. South,
its Chief Clerk, announced that the House had passed a bill
(H. R. 12776) to provide further for the national security and
defense and for the more -e:ff~tive prosecution of the war by
furnishing means for the bette:- utilization of the existing sources
of electrical and mecha:J.ical power and for the development of
new sources of such power, and for other purpo es, in whicb it
requested the concurre-nce of the Senate.
PETITIONS A.:r-.1> MEMORIALS.

Mr. W ADSWORTII pr ·ented a memorial of sundry citizen.s
of New York City, N. Y., remonstrating a~ainst the adoption of the proposed Federal suffrage amendment, which was
ordered to lie on the table.
l\Ir. SHEPPARD (for 1\Ir. THOMPSON} pre~ented a petition of
sundry citizens of Cook Cotmty, Ill.~ praying for the submi ·sion of a Feueral suffrnge amendment to the legislatures of
the several States, "·hkh was ordered to lie on the table.
He also (tor 1\lr. THOMPSON) presented a. petition of the congregation of the Fir t Bnptist Church of Atchison. Kans., _prayin" tbat the order denying acce
to Army .camps and cantonments of all camp pastot·s and wolnntary chaplain be rescinded,
whJch was referred to the Committee on Military A.frairs.
.
1\Ir. JONES of Washington. I present .a resolution from the
city council of Seattle, Wash., protesting against the proposed tax upon bonds of municipalitie . I move that it be referred to the Committee on Finance.
The motion was agreed to.
l\Ir. JONES of Washington. I also pres.e nt a resolu.tion
adopted at a meeting of the Island County Farm Bureau. sent
to me by R. M. Turner, county agent, secretary Farm Bureau,
urging Congress to make an appropriation to protect our sheep
from depredation. I mo~e that it be referred to the Committee
on Agricultu1·e and Forestry.
The motion 'vas agreed to.
.BEPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

Mr. WILLIAMS,· from the Committee on Claims, to which
was referred the bill ( S. 469) for the relief of the heirs of
W. H. Sn~ deceased, reported it without amendment and sub•mitted a report (No. 577) therE:'.on.
~lr. FLETCHER, fi•om the Committee on the Judiciary, to
-which was referred the bill { S. 1590) providing for :an increase
of salary fo-r the United States marshals and for ~he United
States di trict attorneys for the western and eastern districts
of Louisiana, reported it with amendments.
LAFAYETTE NATIONAL P.ARZ, ME.

Mr. MYERS. From the Committee on Public Lands I report
back favorably without amendment the bill (S. 4957) to -establish the Lafayette National Park in the State of Maine, and 1
Bubmit a report (No. 576) thereon. I eall the attention of the
·Senator from Maine [1\Ir. HALE] to the bill.
1\Ir. HALE. I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the immediate consideration of the bill.
Mr. FLETCHER. l\lay I ask the Senator from Montnna if
the bill has been unanimously reported from the Committee on
Public Lands?
l\Ir. MYERS. Yes, l\1r. Pre ident; it w.as .ordered reported
unanimously by the member. of the committee who were present.
l\lr. FLETCHER. Is there a report on it from the department?
1\lr. 1\IYERS. The bill merely changes the name of a park
from the name which the Senate a short time ago ga:ve it in a
bill which was passed. It is merely a nllltter of personal pref.,
erence on the part ot those interested in the establishment of
the park.
I Mr. FLETCHER.. I ha-ve no objection.
1\fr. HALE. I think it will take only a short time to pass the
bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate, ns in Committee of the
Whole, proceeded to the consideration of the bill, which was
read a follows:
Be 1t enacted, etc., That the tracts of land, easements# and other real
estate heretofore known !l the :Sieur de !llonts National Monument,
situated on Mount De. ~rt Island, in the county of Hancock and State
of Iaine, estabJi ·bed and designated as a 11ational monument under the
act of June 8. 1906, entitled "An act for the preservatiorr of American
antiquities." by presidential proclamation of July 8, 1916, is hereby
.declared to he a national park and dedicated as a pubUc park for the
benefit nnd f'njoyment of the people under the name of the Lafayette
National Park, under which name the afores·a id national park shall Ire
· entitled to receive and to use all moneys heretofore or hereafter appropriated for Sienr de Mont National Monument.

SEc. 2. That the administration, protection, and promotion of saicl
Lafayette National Park shall be exercised under the direction of tho
Secretary of the Interior by the National Park Service, subject to the
provision of the act ()f A\l!.'USt 25, 1916, .entitled "An act to .establish
a National Park ServiC(', and for other purposes.'' and acts additional
thereto or amendatory thereof.
.
SEc. 3. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in
his discretion, to accept In behalf of the United States such other property on said Mount Desert Island, including lands, easements, buildings,
and moneys, as may be donated ft~r the extension or improvement of
said park.

1\fr. HALE. 1\fr. President, I should like to ay in explan:.rtion of this measure that several months ago I introduced a
similar bill, to change over the Sieur de l\Ionts Monument to
a national park, to be known as the Mount De ert National
Park.
In view of the fact that the land where the park is situated
was originally settled by the Freneh, and in view of our pres·
ent very close relations with France, it has been deemed fitting
by tho e interested in the new park., as a tribute to our well·
beloved ally, to name the park after the great Frenchman
whose memory is held in such affection by the American people.
With the exception of the change in name, there is no differ·
ence between the pending bill and the bill heretofore pas ed.
The other bill was reported favorably by the commtitee, was
passed unanimously by tbe Senate, and i · now in the House of
Representatives. It is proposed now to allow the other bill
to remain unacted upon and to }1ave the bill now under eon·
sideration substituted for it. I think there can be no objec
tion to- that course being taken.
'1\fr. KENYON. Let me inquire of the Senator how much o-f
an .appropriation is involved1
1r. HALE. There is no appropriation connected "ith this
measure.
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment, or•
dered t.o be engrossed fo;~.· a third r~ading, rE'ad the third time..
and passed~
4

BILLS I

TRODUC.ED.

Bills were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous
-consent, the second time, and t·eferred as follows:
By Mr. CHA.l\.ffiERLAIN:
A bill (S. 4969) to amend the fiftieth a :rUde of war ;
A bill (.S. 4970) to amend the first paragraph of section .802
Df tbe act (mtitled "An act to extend protection to the civil
rights of members of the l\!ilitary and Naval E tablishrnents
of_the United States engaged in the present war," approved
March 8, 1918 ; and
A b1ll {S. 4971) transferJ"ing jurisdiction nnd control for the
.period .of the war over the southern branch of the National
Home for Disabled Volunteer .Soldiers from the Board of Managers of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiet·s to
the Secretary of War for ru;e for Anlly hospital purpo es; _to
the Committee on Military Affair .
By Mr. ASHURST;
A bill ( S. 4972) to regulate the c.ollection and expendlttrre of
money, other than by the GoYernment of the United States, or
by its authority, for the use and benefit of the armeu forces of
the United States and of its allies, and especially of France,
Great Britain, Italy, Belgium, Serbia, Greece, and Montenegro,
or for any auxiliary organizations of said Go'\:ernments main·
tained and operated for the use and benefit of such armed
forces (with accompanying papers) ; to the Committee on l\Iili·
tary Affairs.
By M-r. SMOOT:
A bill (S. 4973) to increase the pensions of Army nurses; to
the Committee on Pension .
By 1\Ir. LODGE:
A bill (S. 4974) to authorize the Secretary of the Navy to
purchase from the Commonwealth of l\Iassacbusetts a large dry
dock and appru·tenant lands; to the Committee on Na\al Af.
fair .
FEDERAL COMMISSION OX .RECONSTRUCTION.

1\Ir. OVERMAN. 1\Ir. President, I introduce the bill which I
send to the desk, and I should like to have it read. The ''nr
will be over before \ery long, we all hope. I find that our
enemy, Germany, and all of the allies are preparing for what is
to take place after the war in the way of reconstruction. There
bas been a resolution heretofore introduced by the Senator from
l\Iassachu ett~ [1\fr. WEEKS] to provide for a committee on re·
con truction after the war. I have had the blll which I now
introduce in preparation for some time, lookin" to preparation
for peace reconstruction after the war shJtll have ended. I am
going to ask that the bill be .referred to the Judiciary Corn·
mittee. I doubt that Congress, tlll'ougb a corr.mittee, could do
the work, even if it desired to do it, which is in contemplation.
by the resolution, but I really believe that t.llis question is au
executive function rather than a legi lati\e function. There-
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fore, as I have stated, I am going to ask that the bill go to -the pretatlon of the word "issued." If t11e Senator from North
Committee on the Judiciary, because there are some question.-; Carolina is not prepared now to answer the question, I shall
of law involved which should properly be considered by that ·defer the introduction of the amendment.
committee. I hope the resolution to which I have referred will
Mr. Sil\Il\lONS. Mr. President, the Committee on Finance
also be referred to the Committee on the Judiciary, that we has not discussed the section of the bill covering the rna tter remay work out something which may operate for .the good of the ferred to by the Senator from California, and I should not care
to sucgest any interpretation of the House measure until we
country.
I find that England has appointed several coiLmittees, with a shall have taken the matter up and discussed it.
view of dealing with this matter in that country after the war,
l\lr. PHELA..i'l. Then I will defer proposing the amendment
such as the Royal Commission, the Industrial Development until I am advised in reference to the matter.
Committee, the Belgian Trade Committee, the Committee on
Mr. SIMMONS. I will say, however, generally that I should
Trade Relations After the War, the Commission on Industrial assume that that language would mean that it applied only to
Policy after the War, and a list which I hold in my hand shows bonds which were issued after the passage of the act.
the appointment of all kinds of commissions by France, also
Mr. PHELAN. Does the Senator mean by " issued " the sale
for the purpose of looking into the questions of trade and of the bonds or the authorization of a municipality for the issufinance after the war. I have prepared this bill with that end ance of bonds?
iu view, and after it shall have been read I desire that it shall
1\Ir. SIMMONS. That would depend upon the exact language.
be referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
It says "issued after the passage of the act." Of course, it
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read the bill.
would not affect any bonds issued before the passage of the act.
The bill ( S. 4968) to provide for the creation and establish- I have not in mind the exact language of the provision rement of a Federal commi sion on reconstruction, and for other ferred to by the Senator, because, as I have said, we have not
purpo es, was read the first time by its title and the second yet discussed it. Therefore I should not like to express a defitime at length and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary, nite opinion in regard to the matter.
as follows :
·
1\Ir. PHELAN. I think there is a doubt as to the interpretaA bill (S. 4968) to provide for the creation and establishment of a tion of the word "issued."

Federal commission on reconstruction, and for other purposes.
.
Be it enacted, etc., That a commission is hereby created and established to be known as the Federal commission on reconstruction
(hereinafter referred to as the commission), which shall be composed
of five commissioners, who shall be appointed · by the President, by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate. Not more than three
of the commissioners shall be members of the same political party. The
commission shall choose a chairman from its own membership. Any
commissioner may be removed by the President for inefficiency, neglect
of duty, or malfeasance in office. A vacancy in the commission shall
not impair the right of the remaining commissioners to exercise all
the ft,nctions of the commission. The commission shall cease to exist
two years after the cessation of hostilities of the existing war unless
otherwise provided by Congress.
SEc. 2. That each commissionet• shall receive a salary at the rate
of $10 000 a year. The commission shall appoint a secretary, who
shall receive a salary at the rate of $5,000 a year, and th~ commission
shall have authority to employ and fix the compensatiOn of such
economists, investigators, special experts, clerks, and other employees
as it may from time to time find necessary for the proper pet-formance
of its duties. Until otherwise provided by law the commission may
rent suitable offices for its use.
SEc. 3. That it shall be the duty of the commission to examine into
the problems and conditions that are arising out of . the war and that
may arise out of the tmnsition of the economic, industrial, and social
life of the Nation from a state of war to a state of peace; and with
a view of meeting, as far as possible, such problems and conditions
before their solution is actually forced upon the Government, the commission shall report to Congress from time to time the results of such
investigations with recommendations for new and additional legislation.
SEC. 4. That it shall be the duty of the commission to investigate
and report as above described on any and all questions that may be
referred to It by the Senate or the House of Representatives or by the
President arising out of the conditions of war above described; and
more particularly it shall investigate and report on the foilowing
problems:
(a) The financing, regulation, control, and development of the merchant marine.
(b) The development, fl.I!ancing, expansic,n, and direction of foreign
trade.
.
(c) The reorganization, financing, and readJustment of industries
engaged in war work by way of reconverting them to normal production.
(d) •rechnical education and lndustrial resea rch as a means of
de veloping and strengthening of industry.
(e) The redistribution and employment of labor in agricultural and
)ndustrial p\lrsuits and the problems-- of labor growing out of demobilization.
(f) The supply, distribution, and availability of raw materials and
foodstuffs.
·
.
(g) The conser~tion and development of national resources.
(b) Inland transportation by rail and water.
(i) Communication by telej>hone, telegl."aph, and wireless.
(j) The reorganization of Government ::lepartments, bureaus, commissions, or offices, with a view to putting the Government on an
economical and efficient pE>ace basis.
(k) The consolidation of such acts anrl parts of acts of Congress
which relate to the same subject matter l>ut which now appear at
Yal"ious nlaces in the statutes.
SEc. if. That there is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the :mm of $500.000, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, to carry out the provisions of this resolution.
SEc. G. That this act shall take effect immediately upon its adoption.

THE REYEX"GE.

1\Ir. PHELAN submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by him to the bill (H. R. 12863) to provide revenue, and

for other purposes, which was referred to the Committee on
Finance and ordered to be printed.
l\fr. GORE submitted three amendments intended to be proposed by him to the bill (H. R. 12863) to provide revenue, and
for other purposes, which were referred to the Committee on Finance and ordered to be printed.
COMMITTEE ON REORG.A.NIZ.A.TION.

Mr. OWEN. Mr. President, I ask that Senate concurrent resolution No. 22, submitted by me on the 28th ultimo, authorizing
and creating a committee on reorganization, and which is now
on the table, be referred to the Judiciary Committee.
The 'VICE PRESIDENT. That order will be made.
A JUDICIAL DEFINITIO.. OF "ALLEGIANCE."
Mr. JONES of Washington. 1\Ir. President, it is not in the
nature of a petition, but I have just had called to my attention
a short statement entitled "A. judicial definition of allegiance."
It is a statement made by Federal Judge Charles F. Amidon,
of the United States District Court, District of North Dakota,
in his decision· sentencing Rev. J. Font3JI.a, who was convicted
of violating the espionage law. This opinion is so clear, so
concise a statement of what is due, not only from the citizen to
his country but also what is due from the man who asks to be
made a citizen, that I think it ought to be placed in the RECORD.
I ask that it may be inserted in the RECORD. It is found in tlle
Outlook of September 18, 1918.
There· being no objection, the matter referred to was ordered
to be printed in the REcoRD, as follows :
A JUDICIAL DEFINITION OF uALLEGIANCE."

" The Rev. J. Fontana, pastor of the <krman Evangelical Church,
New Salem, N. Dak., was recently tried at Bismarck, in that State. He
was charged with having uttered from time to time seditious language
for the purpose of interfering with the military activities of the Gov~:-r n
ment. The presiding judge was Charles F. Amidon, of the United
States District Court, District of North Dakota. The jury returned a
verdict of guilty against l\.1r. Fontana on August 15. United States
Attorney Hild1·eth moved for sentence on August 19. In passing sentence Judge Amidon said, in part, what follows. (The Editors.)

"You received your final papers as a citizen in 1898. By the
oath which you then took you renounced and abjured all allegiance to Germany and to the Emperor of Germany, and swore
that you would bear true faith. and allegiance to the United
States. What did that mean? That you would set about earnestly growing an American soul and put away your German
soul. That is what your oath of allegiance meant. Have you
done that? I do not think you have. You have cherished everything German, prayed German, read German, sung Gerrnn.n.
EXEMPTIO::s- OF MUNICIP.ll. BO).l)S.
Every thought of your mind and every emotion of your heart
Mr. PHELAl~. 1\Ir. President, as preliminary to introducing through all these years has been German. Your body has been
an amendment, and inasmuch as the question has been raised in A.merica,-but your life has been in Germany. If you were set
by a communication which has been sent to the desk by the down in Prussia to-day you would be in harmony with _your
Sena-tor from North Carolina [l\lr. SIMMONS], I desire to ask environment. It would fit you ju t as a flower fits the leaf
the chairman of the Committee on Finance, the Senator from and stem of the plant on which it grows. You have influenced
North Carolipa [Mr. Sr::~n.wNs], a question. In the matter of others who have been under your ministry to do the same thing.
the exemption of bonds which shall have been issued after the Yuu said you would cease to cherish 'YOUr German soul. That
proposed revenue law goes into effect, will there be an exemption meant that you would begin the study of American life and hisof bonds which have been authorized by municipalities? tory; that you would open your mind and heart to all of its
Whether such bonds will be exempted is a question of the inter- influences ; that you would try to understand its ideals and pur-
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pose and love them; that you would try to build up inside of ·
yourself a whole group of feelings for the United States the
same as _you felt toward the fatherland when you left Germany.
'1'here ba ve been a good many Germans before me in the last
month. It bas been an impressive part of the trial. They have
lived in this country, like yourself, 10, 20, 30, 40 years, and they
.had to give their evidence thr ough an interpreter. And as I
looked at tht'm and tded as best I could to understand them,
there ,...-as written all over every one of them, ' Made in Germany.' American life had not dimmed that mark in the least.
It stood there a · bright and fresh as the inscription upon a new
coin. I do not blame you and these men alone. I blame myself. I blarue my country. ' Ve urged you to come. We welcomed you; we gave :rou opportunity; we gave you land; we
conferred upon you the diadem of American citizenship, and
then '\Ye left you. 'Ye paid no attention to what you have been
'doing.
"And now the world war has thrown a searchlight upon our
nationnl life, and what have we dio;;covered? We find all over
tile e United States, in groups, little Germanies, little Italies,
little Austrias, little Norways, little Ru ias. These foreign
people have thrown a circle about themselyes, and, instead of
keeping the oath they took that they would try to grow American souls inside of them, they have studiously striven to exclude
everything American and to cherish everything foreign. A
cle,·er gentleman wrote a romance called 'America, the 1\Ielting Pot.' It appealed to our vanity, and t11rough all tliese years
we have been seeing romance instead of fact. That i the awful
truth. The figure of my country ~tands beside you to-day. It
say " to me: Do not blame this man alone. I run partly to
blame. Puni~h him for his offen e, but let him know that I see
thing in a new light; that a new era has come here. Puni h him
to teach him, and the like of him, and all those who have been
rni leu by him and hi like, that a change has come; that there
mu~t be an interpretation anew of the oath of allegiance. It ha s
been in the past nothing but a formula of words. Fr.om this
time on it mu t be translated into living characters incarnate
in the life of every foreigner who has his <lw·elling place in our
midst. If tht:-y have been cheri ~ hing forei"n history, foreign
ideals, foreign loyalty, it must be ~topped, and they mu t begin
at once, all over again, to cheri h American thought, American
hi 'tory, American ideal . That means something that is to be
done in your daily life. It does not mean imply that you will
not take up arlllS against tbe United State . It goes deeper far
than that. It means that 3·ou will live for the United States,
and that you will cherish and grow American ouls inside of you.
It mean that you ''"ill take dm-rn from the walls of your homes
the picture of the Kaiser and put up the picture of Washington;
that you ·w ill take clmf n the picture of Bismarck and .hang up
tl1e picture of Lincoln. It means that you will begin to sing
American songs ; that you will begin earne tly to study American history ; that you will begin to open j·our lives through
every avenue to the influence of American life. It means that
you "ill begin fir. t of all to learn English, the language of thi~
country, so that there Iillly be a door into your souls through
.which American life may enter.
"I am not o f;imple as to entertain the idea that racial habits
and qualities can be put aside by the will in a day, in a year, in
a generation; out because that is difficult i all the more reason
why you shoul<l get about it all(l quit cherishing a foreign life.
If half the effort had been put forth in these foreign communities to build up an American life in the hearts of these foreignborn citizens that has been put forth to perpetuate a :foreign
life, our situation would ba ve been entirely different from what
it is to-day: You have violated your oath of allegiance in this:
You have cherished foreign ideal and tried to make them everlasting. That i the basic wrong of these thousands of 1ittle
islands of foreigners that have been formed through our whole
limits, that, instead of trying to remoYe the foreign life out of
their souls and to build up an American life in them, they have
striven studiou ly from year to year to stifle American life and
to make foreignness perpetual. That is disloyalty. And the
object, one of the big objects, of this serious proceeding in this
court, and other like proceedings in other courts, is to give
notice that that must be stoppe<l.
"I have seen before my eyes another day of judgment. When
we get tlu·ough with this war and civil liberty is made safe
once more upon this earth, there is going to be a day of judgment in the e United States. Foreign-born citizens and the institutions which have cherished foreignne s are going to be
brought to the judgment bar of this Republic. That day of
j udgment l ooks more to me to-day like the great Day of Judg-ment than anything that I have thought of for many years.
There is going to be a separation on that day of the sheep from
the goats. Every institution that has been engaged in this
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business of making foreignness perpetual in the United States
h~ve to change or cease.
That is going to cut <leep, but it
1s commg.
" I recognize the right of foreign-born citizens to hear their
r eligion, if they can not understand it in English, spoken to
them in the tongue that they can understand. If they ba ve not
yet acquired enough English to read, they are entitled to ll:lve
a paper that shall speak to them the language thut they can
understand. I can not go further than that. And this is the
capital thing that is going to be settled on that day of judg~ent, namely, that the right to those thin"S is temporary, and
It can not be enjoyed by anybody who is not willing to regard
it as temporary and to set about earnestly making the time of
that enjoyment as short as pos ible. That means a fundamental revision of these foreign churche . No freedom of the
press will protect a perpetual foreign press in thE>, e United
States. It won't protect any press or any church which, while
it i trying to meet a temporary need, does not set itself earnestly about the business of making that temporary situation
just as temporary as possible, and not makin" it, as has been
true in the past, just as near perpetual as po ible. Men who
are not willing to do that will have to choo e. If they prefer
to cheri h foreign ideals, they will have to go to their own. If
it is necessary, we wlll cancel every certificate of citizenship in
these United ~tates. The Federal Goyernment ~as power to
deal with that subject, and it is going to deal with it. Nothing
else than that surely can be po sible. And the object of the
sentence which I pronounce upon yon to-day is not alone to
punish you for the disloyalty of which you have been guilty,
but to serve notice upon you, and the like of you, and all of tho
groups of people in this district who have been cheri bing foreignne . . , that the end of that regime has come. It is a call to
every one of you to set about earne tly the growing of an
American soul inside of you.
·
"The court find and adjudge that :rou are guilty under
each count of the indictment, and a a punishment therefor it
is further adjudged that you be imprisoned in the Federal penitentiary at Leavenworth for the term of three years. 'l"'he sentences under the three counts of the indictment are to run concurrently and not . uccessively."

:Will

ADORE S llY JAMES H. POl:.

Mr. Sn.Il\.IO:NS. 1\Ir. President, it is not m. custom to ask to
have matter printed in the Co::-.Gims IONAL RECORD, but there
was delivered. recently in my State a speech by James H. Pon,
one of the able t lawyers of the South and one of its dear ·t
speaker.. It is an addre s to the worker in behalf of the
fourth liberty-bond loan. The head of the liberty-loan work in
North Carolina thought the speech was worthy of the widest
circulation in the tate, and. at the expense of that organization, 10,000 copies have been printed, to be u ·ed in tbe State.
The , peech is equally valuable upon this very great and important subject for circulation throughout the country, and I a ~;k
that it be printed in the RECORD.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The hair
hear none, and it is so ordered .
The speech referred to is as follow :
SPEECH OF hlR. JAMES H. POU, DET.IVERED IN THE FIRST BAI'TIST CHt'R CIT ,
RALEIGH, N. C., O'i' T~ESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 191 8, JIEI'OUE TilE RT.\TD
CO~VE:\TIO . - Oli' FOURTH LIBERTY-LOA:-< WORKERS .

[For the sake of brevity, the speech bas been reduced to questions anu
answers.]
" Q. What i · the fourth liberty loan ?-A. It is the duty im-

posed by our Government upon tho e of us who are not calle<l
for military duty. Our Government asks us t9 lend it . 6,0 ,
000,000, in order that its fighting machinery may be kept at the
highe t state of efficiency, and that the soldiet·· at the front and
who are 11reparing to go to the front may suffer for nothing.
"Q. What amount of that loan is North Carolina a ked to
take ?-A. Thirty-six million dollars, or appro:xima tely $15 each
for every inhabitant.
~
"Q. Is that a fair share for North Carolina to take'?-A. It
certainly is not too much. The per capita share for each individual in the United States, if the loan were divided equally,
would be $60; but North Carolina is only a sked to lend ., 1!3,
one-fourth the average amount.
"Q. Why is North Carolina's share only one-fourth the aver·
age amount allotted to the citizens of the Union ?-A. Sub ·crip·
tions to this loan are expected to be made from money already
earned, or certainly to be earned within the next 10 month . It
is expected that this loan will be floated from the accumulated
capital of the country. Thrift and war-savings stamps are expected to be sold to the people at a per capita ba is and paid
for out of the money that they shall hereafter earn by inun try
and save by economy. The thrift stamps are apportioned per
capita $20 to every man, woman, and child in the United
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·states; and North Carolina is ·expected to · do her part ln what kind of money does It eXpect?-A. It expects us to reduce
industry and economy in ·buying stamps along with other States. our manner of living; to cut out all extravagances, all luxuries,
But the Government ·knows that, unfortunately, the people of all unnecessary expenditures. It eA'J)ects us to live sil:Qply and
North Carolina have not accumulated as much capital as the economically. It e~ects us to practice ·economy in food, clothaverage American State has accumulated. The Government ing, service, and all of those countless things which we regard
assumes that the banking cap1tal ·9f a State or county is a fair as comforts, refinements, luxuries, but which are not rnecessary.
index to the wealth accumulation of that section. It has com- . .Almost every fam..ily can revise its manner of living so ~s to
·pared our banking capital and assets -w ith ·that of other ·com- ' preserve health, comfort, .and its ·i ntellectual life, and yet save a
munitles, and it has found that this ·state lias of -such assets · ,great deal of money out of their normal manner of living. Live
only about one-fourth ·the average amount. It therefore asks simply, and what you save in ·the difference between simple liv\IS to take not more than the average amount, ·as it has done ing and high living put in bonds. Next, there are a great many
the States and counties ·w hich 'have an excess; nor the ·average 1 useful and ,proper things oo:dinarily which ought not to be ·done
amount which those States and. communities which possess an now. We should avoid all new construction, buildings, and
·a verage amount of banking capital are expected to take; b11t ' things of that sort. We should avoid purchase of autos, pianos,
·Conly one-fourth of the average amount, because we appear to ' refitting and furnishing houses, and interior decorations. Money
'have of this -k ind of capital only one-fourth the average amount. should not be usedln these .things during the war. Labor should
Some States are expected to take ·a ~ery large amount, probably not be employed ·in them. Carriers should not be expected to
'more than $200 per capita for every inhabitant. The average transport them. Save the money that you intend t o _put into
l'or the entire country is $60. North Carolina is expected to · these things; put it in bonl1s. They will draw interest ; they
'buy only an average of $15 of these bonds for every inhabitant. ' will -in.crease in value; and after the war, when labor needs
"Q. Why should North Carolina buy its ..share of bonds?- -employment, when railroads need freight, and when prices are ,
'A. For two reasons-the patriotic duty and the investment .normal or below, you can get with the money you .put in bonds
opportunity.
two or three times -as much value in buildings, furnishings, etc., ·
"Q. ·w hy for patriotism?-A. ·The war must be supported; as you could .get if you spent your money now. Money wisely
p.nd if it is to be brought to a speedy conclusion, it must be spent then will benefit the public and the spender.
hurried. The longer it lasts the more it will cost -in treasure : "Third. All work of e-very character, and no matter how useful,
and in blood. The sooner we ean bring it to a victorious .con- which can without serious loss be post_poned nntil after the war,
c.lusion the less money we will have to pay in taxes, the fewer should be postponed. One of the serious problems following the '
bonds we will be expected to buy, and fewer American soldiers war will be to furnish employment to men who are at the front. ,
mll lose their lives. The Government asks us who remain at The difficulty then will not be to find men to do the work but
borne, sharing none of the dangers or hardships of ·the war ! work for the men. Be ready with your money accumulated now,
~and at most snffering minor inconvenience, to do our part in saved in bonds, and ready to be spent in useful and necessary
·equipping and supporting those ·who go to the front. Three work when you ·can get the work done for less and when men
million and more of the pick of the land have .been called into will be glad to havethe jobs. Another class ofmoney that ought
active service, and 2,000,.000 more will soon be called. Out of to be put in the bonds is the money which people are tempted
·every 100 people, 5 will be fighting or ·preparing to fight. · to invest in wildcat securities. Peddlers go over the land offerNinety-five will remain at home, suffering no serious discomfort, ing neatly printed certificates of stock in oil wells, gold mines,
pursuing their regular avocations, attending to their business, patents, inventions, town lots in distant cities, etc. · Avoid all
and earning more money, wages, business, manufacturing, and th~se investn;ents and tell your neighbors to avoid them as they
farming than they ever expected to earn. The 5 000 000 who would a pestilence. I have never known any stock or bond sold
are called to active service must give up theh· busi~ess and in this method to result other than in loss to the _purchaser.
receive often but a small fracti'o n of what they earned at home. ·Good stocks a~e not sold in this way. The fact that it is neceS::
·Whey must sacrifice their business, th~ir hope of wealth and sary to employ ap. agent to go over the country peddling stocks
they must risk their lives. That is their service, theh· ~acrl- ?n big commission, frequently 50 per cent, is proof that the stock
iice. Ours is to remain at home, push our business, make all m such companies is no good. If an agent offers you such
the money we can, and use our money in buying bonds. Our stock ask him if .he has a license from the insurance commis-service tends to make 11s richer and as a sacrifice it c.an not sioner of this State. If his company is organized outside of
be mentioned in comparison to ·tne sacrifice .expected of those North Carolina and the agent has no license, he has violated
5,000,000 who have gone or are pteparing to go to the front. the law and is subject to arrest, and his company iBt in all
The person able to buy bonds and who refuses to buy i.n pro- ~robability, ~arrant f~aud. If his company be a North Caro·portion to his ability has no right to call himself an American Una corporation, ask hrm to allow you time to consult your
citizen or to claim that be has or is doing any part in this war. banker or some friend who has experience. Nine times out of
He is a slacker of the grossest kind, and morally if not legally ten the agent will object and seek to hurry you into a pnrchase.
a deserter. So much for the purchase of bonds'· as a pah·ioti~ His conduct will be evidence-and almost proof-of the fraududuty.
lent character of the stock he is selling. The law in this State
" Q. Why are these bonds a good investment?-A. For sev- requires a person who is selling the stoc}r of a nonresident corera! reasons: First, they pay 4i per cent interest-21 per cent porat;Ion to take out a li.cense from the insurance cominissioner
every six months. Only a few years ago a 4 per cent invest- of this State before offermg stocks and bonds for sale.
ment was looked upon as the standard of safety. North Caro"Unfortunately, however, there is no requirement upou
lina bonds beari.ng 4 per cent sold far above par, and United persons peddling stocks of compani~ organized in· this State. ·
States bonds bearing 4 per cent were not obtainable in the I have this year refused to assist in the incorporation of
IJllarket except at a great premium. Second, ·these bonds can three different companies. It see:rr.ed t.o me these comnow be bought with cheap dollars, dollars which have only a panies were preparing to offer stock of very doubtful or no
fi·actlon of their former purchasing power. They will be repaid val\}e to th~ people of this State, and I was not willing for it to
in ·gold or its equivalent, and at a time when the money will be said that these companies wer~ incorporated in my office. I
probably have three times its present purchasing value. The hope the next general assembly Wlll enact a law forbidding the
money in circulation now is honest money, the equivalent of ped~g of the stocks of North Carolina corporations, unless
value in gold, but the market in which that money must be the agent peddling them has taken out a license, and unless the
spent, if spent now, is a famine market. ·Good money spent stocks have been examined as to legality and solvency by some
in a famine market brings but small returns. All money spent department of our State government.
now 'b rings but a fraction of its normal return; but money
" Q. What will be the financial situation in this country after
earned now and put in Government securities, either bonds the war?-A. Probably th~ first condition will be two or three
or war-savings stamp , will when repaid have at least its nor- years of unprecedented activity in business and apparent pros·
mal purchasing ·value, and probably ca good deal more, and perity. Prices are likely to mount higher even thun during the
until repaid will return· 4i per cent interest per annum. The war. Prices of commodities fi~ed by the Government will have
stamps earn 4 per cent, ·compounded quarterly and paid when been removed, and the law ~f supply and demand, supplemented
the stamps mature. The safest way, and one of the few ways, by speculation, will have its effec.t. We are apt to have a short
in which the cheap dollars we now have may be transmuted period 9f furiolJ.s prosperity, boom times. These booms will
into valuable money is by investing in Government securities. be _followed q~ckly by a long period of readjustment, liquidaThe Government does not ask people to reduce their business or tion, and declining prices in values and in wages. The man who
lessen their production by taking money out of their business enters this period of Uq~dation heavily in debt will be lp. great
and putting it in bonds. This would be a mistake. It would do danger. He must pay the interest and the principal of debt
harm rather than good.
contracted in cheap dollars w~th dollars constantly rising in value.
" Q. If the Government does not expect people to take their The weight of debt will continue to increase despite moderate paymoney out of business and lessen -production to -put in bonds, ments of principal and interest. He will find the balance of his
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,u ebt, after making payments, harder to pay than the entire prin- taxpayer holds more than $30,000 of them. It absolutely for.. ipal was when be made the debt. 'l:be man who enters this bids States, counties, and subdivisions thereof to- levy any tax
-I>eriod of liquidation hea\"'ily in debt deserves your sympathy. whatever either upon bonds or interest. In the days thn.f:'
But the man who enters that period out of debt, owning his home ·follow the war, when debts press bard and taxes are high, the
# he lives in town, or his farm if-he lives in the country, and person who has invested $30,000 in Government bonds will find
1who has invested a fair amount in liberty bonds, is safe. No the bonds rising in value steadily, and he will recetve $1,275- ,
'd ebt presses on this man, and while the -value measured in dol· one-half every six months-in interest. And no t ax collector, '
Jars of his home and fa!'m · will decrease, he has the home and whether he be National, State, county, municipal, road, school,·
farm and uses them in the same way as he used them when or any other, can touch either the $30,000 principal or the'
~prices were high. He will get the same enjoyment out of his annual $1,.275 return. Already the absolute tax-exempt feahome or farm, whether the price be five or ten thousand dollars. ture of the 3! per cent liberty bonds has caused them to go
•His farm will be as large in acreage; his home will have the above par, and the probability of exempting the income on 1'
·~arne number of rooms, and for all purposes he will use them $30,000 of liberty bonds has caused them to rise on the markets.
.just as be did when their values represented twice as much. Soon as peace comes the rise in these bonds, in my opinion, l
'At the high value the dollars represented were cheap dollars. wlll become steady and constant, if not rapid. This is the one ·
'At the low value the dollars represented by the value were high- security of all in the world which is absolutely safe, principai 1
1price dollars; but the thing he owns, home or farm, is the and interest, and which, up to the amount of $30,000, will be
{same and his manner of living need not be changed. If he be · absolutely exempt from all tax, State and local as well as ,
~ the owner of liberty bonds, he will find them constantly increas- National.
dng in value, for they will go above par, as all American
" Q. If the ·b onds are as good as you say, why must we canvass
bonds have in the past; and the money that they will pay the State to induce the people to buy? In short, what objections
~in interest and in principal will be valuable money, for it will do people raise to the purchase of these bonds ?-A. There are ·
·not be spent in a famine market. It will be spent in a market several objections. I will mention them seriatim : First, people
:.where values are normal and possibly below normal, and the say they are likely to go below par; that the other three issues, •
returns for those dollars when thus expended will probably be as soon as they were sold, fell below par, and that these would
;,t hree times what they would be if they were spent now. Happy likewise fall. I think this .is true. I think the probabilities are
:Will be the man in the postwar period who owes no debt, who that soon after this loan is floated the bonds will drop slightly
'owns his house or farm, and who · has an amount of Uberty below par. This is due to the fact that many enthusiastic, pa-'
bonds. His bonds will be safe and they will be subject to tr~otlc people wtll subscribe more than they ought to buy. They
will sell some of these bonds at a loss, although they have im-'
no tax.
• "Q. After the war how wlll our taxes be?-A. Inevitably plicit faith in their value. These people will find that they_
taxes must be higher than before the war. '\Ve will probably can not take as much out of their business as their enthusiasm
never go back to the standard of taxation which prevailed in prompted them to take. The fact that they fall below par is
1913. The United States will at the end of the war owe a not an evidence of weakness, but.an inevitable result of floating
huge debt. Every dollar of this debt must be paid from the secru·ities by appealing to patriotism and enthusiasm.
" Q. Then, if the bonds are going below par, why is it not
·proceeds of taxation, except the loans which we will have made
·,and shall make to our allies. Deducting the· sum of all loans proper for a person to buy at 99 or 98 instead of buying at
•we make to the allies, the bonds that the United States will par?-A. The person that does t11at does not help the Govern. owe at the end of the war will be so huge that unless you con- ment in floating the loan. He can not buy until after every one
of the $6,000,000,000 .of bonds has been taken by some one. He
1 sider the wealth and earning power of the American people the
amounts would seem fabulous. But there is not the least doubt is not doing a patriotic act, but rather the contrary. He is
of the ability or of the intention of the United States to pay shirking his duty and is depending on his more patriotic neighevery dollar of these bonds, interest as it shall fall due every bor to take more than the neighbor ought to take, hoping that ·
six months, and the principal on or before maturity. Every when his neighbor feels the burden he wlll sell his bonds. This
citizen must PRY a proportionate part of this indebtedness. man who did iwt buy when the loan was floated may make a '
He may not pay it in direct tax, but in some way every person few points commis ·ion. The man who does not buy when· the
must pay his or her share of the cost of this war. A citizen loan is floated and who buys afterwards slightly below par has
can arrange now so that he will receiye of this money as well the patriotism of a note shaver or a pawnbroker. He is not a
as pay his part. If you do not buy bonds you may rest assured patriot but a skin-flint. He is a slacker of the commonest kind,
you will have to help pay them. You can arrange now to be a a moral deserter, a man whose selfishness is overcoming Ws
· recipient of money as well as a payer. You can choose whether patriotism. Such a man deserves, .and I believe will acquire,
you will be one of those persons who after the war does the the contempt of all who know him. He will be a byword in his
· paying and receives nothing or one of those persons who pays community hereafter and a marked man if he should ever ask
his part and receives back the money which be shall put in the suffrages or consideration of his citizens. He will stand but
the e investments. This applies to national taxation. That little better than the man who fakes disease to keep out of the
will begin high but \\ill diminish as the bonds are paid and it .Army, or who deserts the Army and lives in the swamp rather
may in time approach the tax standards of 1913. But State than risk his precious hide.
"Another objection is raised by some men in active business.
county, and municipal taxes must, it appeal'S to me, constantly
increase in the future. The Government bas practically abol- They say that if they buy bonds their capital will be absorbed
ished the manufacture of intoxicating liquors, and in two and they can not do business. This is a mistake. The bonds
years the constitutional amendment will have forever removed are capital, and they can be used almost at their face value.
these things as a subject of taxation, both State and National. They are the best ·collateral in the world, good for loans in any,
I think this is wise. I belieYe that every dollar collected in bank. It is pr_o bable that the circulation privilege will be ex, the form of taxes from liquor has cost the body politic $5 in tended directly to these bonds, as it is now iQ.directly. They are
efficiency. But the abolition of the whisky traffic will require practically money drawing interest as distinguished from· money,
the Government to adopt some other form of taxation. The idle. They are good for any kind of security. They will be
Government has temporarily taken over the operation of rail- accepted as· security on any note or bond. Many business men,
roads and other public-service corporations. :Many believe that especially men in the tobacco business ancl farmers, who do not
the Government will acquire the ownership of these properties. use their money the entire year but only during what is called
If so, it is not likely that the Government will allow the State the busy or crop season, wm find in these bonds an ideal invest·
_o r any department thereof to levy a tax upon them. The Gov- ment. They need the money 6 months in the year. If they,
ernment will need the revenue itself. There is no ·precedent for keep their capital in money it is used 6 months in the year and
taxation by State or any subdivision thereof of Government is idle the balance. If they put their money in bonds it ea1;ns
· property. The precedents are the other way. If these proper- interest 12 months in the year. They can take the bonds to.
ties be withdrawn from the power of State and local taxation a bank and borrow for 6 months. They will pay 3 per cent
a huge deficit will result and taxes must be increased or other on the money borrowed and used for 6 months and they will
subjects of taxation fotmd. Local taxation, especially in cities, get 41 per cent for the money on the bonds. Money invested in
is already a grievous burden. How it can be increased is a these bonds can be used almost as well as the money itself. The
problem which already cries out for solution. -When States, purchase of these bonds is one instance where a person can
countie.s, towris, school districts, road districts, etc., lose the 'eat his cake and have it, too.' The patriotic citizen can do
tax on whisky and on public-service corporations,' and when his duty by the Government and not lose one single cent, but, on ·
they hunt for other subjects of taxation to make good the the contrary, actually make by the operation. The possession:'
loss, fortunate will be the man who has a considerable invest- of no collateral in tlie world rates a man higher in the· bank ot·
ment in liberty bondS. The United States Government prom- business world than the possession of United States bonds. It
ise not to tax: the. e bonds nor to tax their income unless the is proof pf the man's character, patriotism, and intelligence. A:
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man who owns these bonds will stand distinctly higher in the
community and in the business world than the man, Fho does
not. The sections of the country which have learned to invest
in bonds are now the richest. It is a business transaction which
we in North Carolina have neglected too long. It is a business
tran action that will transform our habits and will make us
I'icher. The sooner we adopt it the better. Now is the time to
increase our patriotism and our prosperity.
"Again, people say these bonds are for the banks, corporations,
and rirh men. This is unfortunate, if true. They ought to be
for the people generally, and especially for old people, widows,
gua rdians, t111st e tates, and all ~uch institutions as lodges,
churches, and societies which have money to invest. They are
e"pecially good for those pers ons who are not engaged in active
business and who wish to be assured a certain income, safe
from the casualties of business and free from taxation. They
are pa rticulnrly good for farmers and workingmen wh() wish to
accumulate capital, bnt who do not care to run the risk of loss
and who do not want to have litigation over any of their property, with the con eqnent annoyance ancl expense. These bonds
are the solution of their problems. No tax, no risk of loss, no
litigation, no trouble. The Government will permit them to be
registered at 'Vashington, so· that if a bond be burned or stolen
the owner loses nothing. The thief gets nothing exce-pt a term
in the penitentiary. They are a' gilt-edge inve tment, suited to
the needs of a large number of the people, and offered to them on
Qa sy terms of payment. If we be wise, we will not let this
opportunity pass. We will all be bondholders, and in the period
after llie war we will not speak bitterly of our neighbors who
were wi e enough to buy bonds and when we see them enjoying the prosperity they have earned call them 'bloated bondholders.' We will be bondholders ourselves.
·~Again, some farmers ay, ''Ve will not buy, because the Government is threatening to fix the price of cotton.' This is no
. rea son. The Go-vernment may fi+ the price of cotton at 30 cents
a pound and seed at $1 to $1.'05 a bushel, so that an acre of land
which shall produce a bale of cotton will return to "its owner
$180 n yeru·. Twenty years ago we were elling this same bale for
$25 and the seed for 12! cents n bushel. This same bale would
bring in the fall of 1898, cotton and seed combined, less than
$30. If the Government should fix this price at $180, it would
not seem to be n hard hip. Fixing the p1ice of cotton will
stabilize the p1ice. Everybody will get the same. The man
\Vho has to sell dm·jng the height of the season will get the
same as the man who holds;. It is probnble that the average
farmer will get as much for his cotton tmder price fixing as he
\vould in the open market. Last year my records show that
some cotton sold in September brought only 19 cents and some
sold later in the year brought 35 cents or more. The average
farmer last year probably did not get 25 cent for his cotton.
Few obtained above 30 cents ; a great many sold under 20 cents.
~he fluctuations in a war market are very grea t, and while I
have a good deal of cotton to sell and the present price is ·delightful, I would not consider it either a hardship or an -uni·easonable thing for the Government to fix the plice at around
30 cents. And I believe the average farm~r - would get about
as much if that price were fixed as if he were left to sell in a
market controlled by war conditions and subject to violent fluctuations. Be ides this, if the price of cotton l>e fixed by the
Government, mills would be able to sell their goods much
cheaper than if the price were not fixed. On the first of February last year cotton dropped 12! cents a pound.....:.5 cents in one
day. During this year it has reached 38 cents a pound, and
many predicted tlile pos ibilities of 50 cents. A mill taking a
contract for cloth and having to buy its cotton in the open
market must fix the price for cloth in the light of these violent·
fluctuations. It must buy the cotton on the open market and
cnrry it till it is needed, or it must buy futures, or it must fix the
price at which it sells the goods high eriough to protect it from all
po sible rise. But if the mill knew it could buy cotton at
30 cents, it could calculate and sell profitably at a much smaller
margin than a t present. Speaking, therefore, as a farmer with
cotton to sell an<l who would much rather ordinarily sell in
an open free market, I am convinced that no great hardship will
result if the Government shall fix the price of cotton at not
under 30 C('nts a pound. It may be that actual good would be
done, not only to the people generally who u se cotton and who
manufacture cotton but to the men who make the cotton. But
whether it be a good thing or not, we ought to remember that
the price of sugar and the price of · wheat have been fixed
for more than a year. Had these prices not been fixed, it is
prob ::~ ble that sugar would have been almo t UI}.obtainable-25
cents or 30 cents a .pound at least. Flour wo-uld have been probably $30 a barrel.
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"These articles would have been subject to the most violent
speculation. They would have been hoarded by selfish people
and doled out for blood money. The price would have borne
no relation to supply and demand. l'rlany would have suffered
while a few would grow rich. We have reasonable prices for
these articles of food, because the Government fixed prices, and
app~rently those who grew or manufactured these articles
have suffered no great hardship. A reasonable profit has beep.
lett him by the Government. The Government fixed the price
of cotton seed last year at 1 to $1.D5 a bushel, and the price
of the products manufactured therefrom-the meal, hull, and
linters. I have heard no great complaint, and people have
been able to buy hulls and meal for their stock at prices which
ha'Ve borne a fair relation to the priee of cotton seed. The
Government furnished a large quantity of nitrate of &ada to
farmers at cost plus the freight when it needed every pound
for munitions. If the Government should decide to fix the
price of cotton, we may be sure it will fix it at a price that
will leave a profit, and we may also be sure that the Government has taken action only after careful consideration and
with a view to doing justice to all sections. The farmers of
the South should .remember that their product lias not been
taxed as it was during the Civil War, and it: price lias not
been fixed until long after the prices of sugar and wheat had
been ·fixed. We ought to be just and patriotic enough to consent that the Government shall treat us as it has treated othe-r
sections, and we ought not to o-rumble or forget that we ha-ve
enjoyed the benefits of price fixing long before we were called
upon to suffer any of the inconveniences.
" Q. The Government is offering two kinds of securities,
bonds and war-savings stamps. Which is the bettev?-A. There
is no conflict between the bonds and stamps, and the campaign
for t heir sale can be carried on simultaneously. In fad they
are the complements of each other. The bonds are intended to
furnish a vehicle of investment for money already earned or
ln sight. The stamps are the vehicle of investment for money
which has not already been · earned Ol" is in sight, but which
must hereafter be earned by industry and saved by ec~nomy.
I have described .the character of money which the Government
thinks ought to be put in bonds. The money which ought to be
put in stamps is_ the money which is earned for work, and
which will be spent unnecessarily nnle s the person who earns
it has a place to put every single 25-cent piece which lle can
avoid spending. The rationale of -tbe war-saVings stamps is
tllis: The Government asks every person in North Carolina
and elsewhere to save during the year 1918 out of his or her
earnings $16.75 ; to lend this money to the Government, and
the Government will on January 1, 1923, pay for every $16.75
$20 in good money. This money can then be spent or it can
be put in bonds. It will then be accumulated capital. The
per on who has saved it during the peliod of cheap money will
have the privilege of using it in any way he sees fit, or if he
wishes it to become a permanent investment he can buv bonds.
"Q. What will be the effect of the success or· compara'tive
failure of this -loan ?-A. In the first place, the loan will not
be a failure. The American people will take it nll-eveJ'Y dollar. The only question is whether No~th Carolina will secure
its share,. or whether it will let. other sections take their share
and a part of ours. But the loan will have its effect on the
war in' comparison as it is taken enthusiastically or grudgingly. If it be taken grudgingly, barely put over, enemy countries will believe the American peo-ple are getting tired auu they
will soon can for a peace by negotiation. They will be encouraged to fight on, hoping that the end may come before they are
defeated. If the loan be barely a success, its effect will be to
encourage the enemy and to lengthen the war and to cause a
greater mortality of American soldiers, as well as increased
cost to the American people. On the other hand, if the loan be
enthusiastically and willingly taken our enemies will see that
the Americans at home are as earnest as our soldiers at the
front. They will see that we have just begun, and that we
are ready to go to any length.
success her doom ; and Austria, Bulgaria, and Turkey may one
or all decide to quit. If this loan be a huge success, it will
reduce the cost of the war greatly, nnd it will save the lives of
" If the loan be a grent success, Germany will read in that
thou ands of American soldiers. If we wish peace to come
quick ly, if we wish to stop taxation, if we wi h to stop war
taxes, if we wish trade to again become free and normal, if
we wish to save the lives of our soldiers, if we wish war inconveniences to pass away, if we "\"\ish to make our future safe
and to get a part of the best investment the wor1d C:'Ver saw, we
will not fail to take our part, small as our allotment is, and
thus <lo our part.
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· "Q. How shall W<' conduct the loan campaign in view of the
elections to be held in November-A. I see no embarrassment
from this source, but rather a source of strength. Neither party
should endeavor to make political capital out of thi loan ;
und I do not believe either party will. I see nothing in this
war to change one's political opinions; both parties are loyally
supporting the war. As~ a Democrat, I expect to so continue.
.W ere I a Republican, I would not change my politics becimse
of ·anything '\Vhich has developed during this war. Apparently
the \var is having no effect upon the political status of the
country. In New York there were vacancies this spring in
four congressional districts-all held by Democrat . The Republicans expected to make gains and probably carry one of the
districts. When the election came the Democrats carried all
four districts by increased majorities. · Last week in Maine there·
were likewise four districts voting for Congressmen-all held
by Republicans. The Democrats werf' confident of making
gains and of electing at least one Congres ·man, 1\lt'. McGillicuddy. But when the votes were counted it was seen that the
Republicans had elected all four Congres"'men by increased
majorities. Apparently no State is changing its political statu~
because of the war. Republican States and · Republicans in
Cong~;.ess are supporting the G:overnment just as valiantly as
Democrats. Soon after the war began and conscription wn.s
proposed, the Democratic chairman of the Military Committee
of the House found he could not conscientiously support the
bill, whereupon the President sent for a Republican from California, 1\.lr. KA.HN. He took charge of the bill, conducted it
through the House, and as large a proportion of the Republicans
voted for conscription as did Democrats. Recently when the
proposition to reduce the age for military service from 21 to 18
came up a number of Democrats prominent in Congress opposed
the bill, but again Mr. KAHN and a number of other Republicans
took charge and put the bill through. · It is true that when the
rnbject Of tariff ari es Republicans have- a roll call, to go on
record and show in the future that they favored raising a large1'
proportion of revenue from tariff than by direct taxation. But
they offer no factious opposition and cause no delay. They
ns i., t in perferting the legislation and merely make a record
to pre erve their party traditions before the final pas age of the
bill. Yon ·will find the great Republican States of Indiann,
renns;ylvania, New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Rhode
I . land, and Massachusetts, with hardly an important chairmanship in the House of Repre entatives, supporting the war just
as steadily as ·our own State, which possesse two important
chairmanships in the Senate, four of the most important in the
· Houl'e, and othE'r chairmanships of high rank. This is the
mor ·remarkable because in the Hou e of Representati\es
there are practically as many Republicans as there are Democrat . The Independents, Socialists, Progressives, and so forth,
hold the balance of power-neither Democrats nor Republicans
ha\e n ·majority. It would be highly unpatriotic if Republicans
were to endeavor to magnify and capitalize those mistakes
whlch inevitably must be made when a peaceful country enters
the gr atest of all wars.
_ .
'' 1.\li takes were necessary; we have made them. All countrie . make mistakes in war. Our allie have made mistakes.
They ha\e made grievous blunders; and we with 50 years of
profound peace, except a little trouble with Spain-which was
like a police raid-could not avoid mistakes. We have made no
such mistakes from a military standpoint as the great war machine of Germany made when it" attacked Belgium. Had the
supermen of Germany not made the colos ·al mistake of attackJug Belgium they would probably have won the war within six
months. The man or party, therefore, that would magnify the
mistakes which were inevitable is doing an unpatriotic act,
nnd is giving aid and encouragement to the enemy. I do not
believe Republie'ans of North Carolina will do this. They certainly have not,so far. We Democrats should not,· in our work
~iideavoring to float the liberty loan, claim all or an undue proI)oi-tion of patriotism. Such a claim would be false in fact
and unpatriotic in pur1)0se. 'Ve are doing our part; the Re·
publicans are likewise doing theirs. I~ anyone doubt what :the
Republican States are doing, let him study Pennsylvania. Let
him see what this great State has done in the way of furnishbig the materials of war and soldiers. Let him see what it
has done in buying bond ~ . as well as doing everything else from
the manufacture of the hughest cannon to generating gases ·with
which to. pay our debt to Germany. After seeing what this State
Jias done and is doing, let us remember that this State has not
voted for a Democratic President since 1856. She has about
one-fifteenth of the population of the Union; but her National
Guard was in such fine condition that' when the war broke out
it wa~ sent almost bodi13; O\er, and tmfii the middle
August
Penn:ylv-nnia seemed from the reports in the Official Bulletln
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to be furnishing much more than 1G per cent of the casualties.
The price was fixed last year on all wheat grown and sugar
refined- in Penn ylvania. But that ha not chilled the people's
patriotism. The people of America, especially the Democrats,
should take off their hats to Pennsylvania as a recognition of
what the Keystone Commonwealth has done in supporting the
administration. There should be no cia s in this drive; and I
· would like to see in every county and district and State J·he
candidates of the respecti\e parties speak fqr the loan from the
same platform. I would like to see our candidates fo r the Senate, Messrs. SIMMONS and Morehead, speak from the same platform, and urge the people of North Carolina, irre pective of
party, to take the mode t proportion a igned to us. In every
congressional distl"ict I would like to see the candidates likewise in friendly rivalry work for the loan. In our county I
would like to see Messrs. Beddingfield and Hester, candidate·
for the Senate, as well as candidates for all other offices, from
the same stand, announce their subscription to the loan -and
to call upon the people to take their part.
"Q. Will every county get credit for the bonds it takes?-A..
Yes. Records are kept and tlle amount of bonds tn.ken by each
county is made a perpetual memorial; and the Government
keeps ali t of the individual purchasers of the bonds. Not only
'"ill every county get credit for what it buys and this will be
published, but the number of people in that county who buy
will be kept and published. This has already been done. I
hold in my hand the printed· record showing what the countie;>
in this State did -in the former loans. Some counties did splen·
didly; some failed almo t entirely. The loan itself would have
been a failure in North Carolina had it not been that the banks
and corporations took all the people did not take. The people
were asleep, and the succes of the former loans was solely
due to the fact that the banks and corporations took their share,
and all the share that the people did not take. You will be ·urpri ed how few people in some counties participated in this
w-ork, and how many shirked their duty. Here is the list. I
am willing to read what some counties did; but I don't want to
be unpleasant and .I would rather not call t11e names of tho
counties. Here is a county where only one person in 500 population subscribed for anything. Here i another where in tend
of taking their part, -which would haYe been $7.50, the people
of the county bought to the amount of only 13 cents per capita.
If the people wish to know how any county acted, they have
only to write to l\1r. J. G. Brown, Raleigh, N. C., and the recorcl
of that county will be shown. Not only will these records be
kept but the name of every person who ub cribes and the
amount of the subscription will be kept at Wa. hington. Probably after the war a list of all who shall have subscribed in
any manner to bonds or war-savings stamps will be printed iu
book form. It will be a perpetual roll of honor. Tho e whose
names are in that book for a proper amount will have the re·
spect and consideration due them. Those who do not so appeaL·
will ha\e missed an opportunity to serve the Government easily
and profitably; and their failure in this re pcct will be made
a perpetual memoriuf, of which their children and grandchildren will be ashamed."
FOURTH LIBERTY

LOA~.

1\lr. WALSH. 1\!r. PrE.>sident, I am in receipt of a telegram
from one of the great industrial cities of the United State ,
indicating the alacrity and the liberality with which the fourth
liberty loan has ·been sub cribed by the workers of that city.
I think it of such interest that it might properly be tead from
the desk. I ask that it may be read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the telegram will be read.
·
·
The. Secretary rea<l ns follow·:
GREAT PALLS, MO::\T., SCJJtembc;• 2", 1.318.

Ron. T. J.

WALSH,

.

United States Senate, WashingtoJJ, D. 0.:

In answer to the nuns and autocracy, the citizenship of this city
marched in orderly procession to . the Rainbow Hptel to-day at 11
o'clock and within exactlv 30 minutes subscribed for 1,280,000 fourth
llberty:loan bonds. This docs not include subscription of A. C. M. Co.
or Montana Power Co. E>ery single employee on pay roll of B. & 1\L
smelter here, numbering over 1,900, subscribed for at least one bon(],
the total subscriptions from that source alone being over $1!10,000.
JOH!\ E. DA.WSOX.

IIOUSE BILL REFERRED.

H. R.12776. An act to provide further for the national security and "defense :ind for the more e.ffectiYe prosecution of
the war by furnishing means for the better utilization of the
existing soiD·ces of electrical and mechanical power and fot· the
de\~lopment of new sources -of such power, and for other purposes, \\·as read twice by its title and referred to the Committee
on Ooii1merc€'.
. ·
·
·
·
·
The \ICE rnESIDE . . ~T. 1.\Iorning busine~ is clo. ed.
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EXCLUSION OF ANARCHISTS.

l\lr. HARDWICK. I ask unanimous consent for the present
consideration of the bill (H. R. 12402) to exclude and expel
from the United States aliens who are members of the anarchistic and similar classes.
l\1r. JONES of New Mexico. 1\ir. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Georgia
yielll to the Senator from New Mexico?
Mr. HARDWICK. I do.
·
1\Ir. JONES of New Mexico. I desire to inquire of the Senator from Georgia if the matter which he proposes will require
any great -length of time?
l\lr. HARDWICK. I do not think it will take any time at all.
The bill is of such a character that I do not think anyone is
opposed to it.
1\lr. JONES of New 1\fexico. I want to rnake a motion, of
Which I gave notice the other day.
1\Ir. HARDWICK. The consideration of this bill will not
interfere with that at all. The Senator ·will have ample opportunity to make his motion.
. Mr. JONES of New 1\fexico. Very well.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the consideration of the bill named by the Senator from Georgia?
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, resumed the consideration of the bill (H. R. 12402) to
exclude and expel from the United States aliens who are members of the anarchistic and similar classes.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill has heretofore been read.
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and passed.
WOMAN SUFFRAGE.

Mr. JONES of New Mexico. Mr. President, on Tuesday I
gaye notice that I would move to reconsider the action which
the Senate took upon House joint resolution No. 200, known
as the woman suffrage amendment to the Constitution. I now
make that motion; but I should like to make a parliamentary
inquiry, if I may, as to whether or not the action upon such a .
motion will be determined by a majority vote?
The VICE PRESIDENT. . The Chair is of 'the opinion that the
rule .plainly provides that a majority is all that is needed to
reconsider.
1\Ir. JONES of New Mexico. Then, Mr. President, I ask that
the motion which I have just made may be voted upon. I presume there will be no objection to it. There has been some su" gestion that the notice which I gave the other day rather ·for. ·closed any action of the kind, but I am sure it was understooJ
that the notice which was in contemplation of being given to
f?enators was in connection with the vote upon the passage of
the resolution itself. There is no intention to bring the resolution itself to the further attention of the Senate·at this time.
Mr. UNDER,VOOD. .Mr. President, did I understand there
was a ruling by the Chair that a majority vote could reconsider the vote on the suffrage amendment?
The VICE .?RESIDENT. The Senato1• did.
l\11·. UNDERWOOD. Well, Mr. President, may I ask, is that
b!lse<l on an express rule of the Senate?
The VICE PRESIDENT. It is based on the rule of the
Senate. A motion to reconsider is ·a mere subsidiary motion,
:which does not go to the main question at all, and there is a
plain rule of the Senate reading as follows:
Wilen a question has been decided by the Senate, any Senator voting
with the prevailing side may, on the same day or on either of the
next two days of actual session thereafter, move a reconsideration-

' Omitting the ne,xt clause. Every motion to reconsider shall be decided by a majority vote and
may be laid on the table without affecting the question in reference to
which the same is made.

1\fr. UNDERWOOD. 1\fr. President, before the Senator from
New Mexico proceeds further, I should like to say a few words
en the question of the motion to reconsider. If tlle Senato1·
from New Mexico desires to keep the floor, I will wait until he
is through.
·
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. I am perfectly willing to yield
and will be glad to hear the Senator from Alabama.
·
'
Mr. UNDERWOOD. Mr. President, I have no criticism whatever of the Chair's ruling, because the ruling of the Chair seems
to be absolutely within the terms of the express rule of the
Senate, but what I desire to say at this time is that I think it
is an unfortunate rule and an unfortunate condition. The purpose of legislatiYe rules is to dispose of the business of the
legislative body. The object of a motion to reconsider is manifestly to give an opportunity, where there is a change in the
mind of the legislative body, to allow a resolution or bill that
has been disposed of to be reconsidered because the attitude of
the body it ·elf has changed. It seems to me that the rules of
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the Senate. were eYidently wri~ten without hnving in mi~d a
measure the adoption or rejection of which requires a two~
thirdl? \Ote. The woman suffrage joint resolution might have
~een defeated by 10 or 12 Yotes and yet command a majority
m the Senate Chamber, and if a mere majority \Ote can recon ider the action of the body, a resolution of this nature might
be kept before the Senate interminably, there being no final
conclusion to it.
_ The possibility of a motion to reconsider in this case arose
not from a real change of the conclusion of this body, but berause
the Senator from New 1\Iexico [1\ir. JoNEs] reversed his vote
after the decision had been reached. · I am not critical ; I do
not say this in the way of criticism of the Senator from :r-{ew
Mexico, because that is a common procedure; it is a procedure
that has often been resorted to in legislative bodies; but I point
it out as showing that, if we proceed along lines of this kind,
any question that requires a two-thirds \Ote and yet has a majority behind it can never be finally disposed of by the legislative
body.
We seem to be· in the unfortunate condition that we have
reached that point in the consideration of this matter. I think
it is most unfortunate. If it were an ordinary question, it might
not be of serious moment, but there are men in this Chamber
on one side who feel that the woman-suffrage amendment is
vital to certain people who are in favor of it, and there are
men on the other side of the question who feel that the pa.cssage
of the· resolution wtll violate the very fundamental principles
of government, and that the \ery life of the States which they
represent may be at stake if the resolution ultimately becomes
a law.
The joint resolution has been pending before the Senate for a
year. It has been brought to the front more.· than once for the consideration of this body. It has interfered, and seriously
interfered, with the considerfl.tion of the great war bills thnt are
necessary to the successful prosecution of the war. I do not
mean that it has merely interfered with them by reason of the
fact that it has occupied a certain amount of time before the
Senate, because I do not claim thRt it has occupied an undue
length of time, considering the magnitude and importance of the
questions involYed ; but I say that, with this resolution pending
before the Senate, it took Senators away from the important
business of the session; it withdrew their attention from the
great war bills that are necessary to carry on this Government.
1\Ien feeling a.c:; I do about this matter feel that it is just as
serious a problem that confronts them to have the ·individuality
a nd the sovereignty of their States attacked as it is to face the
Hun on the battlefields of Europe. It was a question that necessarily had to be fought out. No man can criticize the Senator
from New 1\fexico [l\lr. JoNES] as to his earnestness or his diligence in trying to bring this measure to a successful conriusion. Be reached the batt~e line more than once; and when he
found that he was not strong enough to succeed he withdrew.
He has fairly tested his strength in this legislative body; and
although we may be unable to prevent the consideration of this
measure again, I want to say to the Senator from New l\fexico
and to those whom he leads in this fight that I am thoroughly
convinced in my mind, and I believe the country is, that the
men who oppose this joint resolution oppose it from patriotic
moti'ves, from a high sense of moral duty to the constituencv
they represent. Although the Senator may say that we are
mistaken in our position, he can not deny the earnestness of the
position we take or that we take it from a high sense of patriotic
duty to our constituencies.
With that in view, I think it is most unfortunate that the
Senator should again threaten the legislation of this session by
bringing this disturbing question before us, when there is no
indication whatever that a single man in the body who voted
against the joint resolution will now or hereafter change his
mind on the subject.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. 1\lr. President, the Senator from
Alabama is quite right in assuming that we recognize the earnestness and sincerity of those who have opposed the passage
of this joint resolution, but upon the question of procedure I
do not believe there can be merit in the position sugge.Sted by
the Senator. The Chair has ruled that a majority has the right
to reconsider the vote. It is a rule adopted by the Senate
clearly and in explicit language. While there seems to be no
precedent of the Senate· itself on the question, there are a number of precedents, as I understand, in the House of Representa·
tives. 1\IQreover, upon th~ right and justice of the matter, is it
not ·wise that a majority of the Senate should be able to control
the procedure of the Senate?
.
It is true that the Constitution requires that before an amendment to the Constitution may be submitted there shall be a
two-thirds vote in fayor of it; but do we want to assert that
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the majority of the Senate shall not have a right to control the it was when the committee reported it, and the previous action
procedure of the Senate? Under the ruling of the Chail: it seems of the Senate would go for nothing?
·
to me that the motion: to reconsider ought to be carried~ but I
Mr. WADS·WOR'.I1H. It would. It would be a complete, rewill state now that it is not the irl.tention to bring the original tracing of steps in that r·e pect. If I unde1·stand the effect of a:·
joint resolution to a vote without ample notice to all Senators.
successful motion to reconsider, the whole question is opened
The suggestion has been made that on Tuesday I stated that up anew. The measure may be subject to amendment.
1\fr. ROBINSON. 1\fi'. President, will the Senator yield for a
no vote would be taken upon the motion to reconsider. That
language--not just as stated, however-was used by me, but question?
in connection with other language that I think clearly indi1\fr.. W.A.DSWORTH. I yield.
cated that there would' b no vote upon the joint resolution
l\1r: ROBINSON. Is not that the result of the adoption of a
without ample notice. If this motion required a two-thirds motion to reconsider any measure? When a measure is reconvote for its adoption, I would not ask the Senate to act upon sidered, the whole subject is open for consideration and disit now, but r think it is generally assumed that a majority can cussion, just the same as it will be in this case.
always. be assembled to support the motion to reconsider. It is
1\fr.. W ADSWOR'JJH. That is true.
because no advantage can be taken of anyone that I ask that
Mr. ROBINSON. .A. reconsideration of this joint resolution:
the motion to reconsider may be carried, so that the ori!rtnal· will not be different from a reconsideration of any other resojoint resolution as it came from the House may go to the calen- lution or bill that the SE:nate may have passed or defeated.
dar, to be taken up at some future time, should it appear that
Mr. WADSWORTH. Of course, the adoption of a motion to
there is an opportunity to pass it, and after giving ample nottce reconsider in. the case of any measure lea-ves that measure operu
to all the Senators.
to treatment de novo, as it were; but in the event that a
Mr. W .A.DSWORTH. 1\Ir. President, r can not deny the cor- ·measure requires for its passage a two-thirds vote it should not
rectnes,.-; of the .ruling of the Chair, as it seems to be based upon 'be reopened for consideration after it is once defeated, except
very clear English as expressed in Rule XIII of the Senate. by a two-thirds vote.
It may be· a violent assumption on. my part, but nevertheless I , Mr. VARD.A.MAN. Mr~ President-am inclined to assume that the authors of this rule when it J The VIDID PRESIDENT. Does ·the Senator from New York
was written did not have in mind a measure of this sort, which, JYield to the Senator from Missi sippi?
unde~ the Constitution of the United States, requires a twoMr-.
.A.DSWORTH. I do.
thirds majority.
·. I• Mr. VA.RDAl\fAN. 1\.fuy I ask the Senator if that has not
· Mr. JONES of New Mexico. 1\fr. President, may I interrupt 1been the rule of. this body for a long time?
the Senator to ask a question?
1\Ir. WADSWORTH. I can not say to - the Senator from
1\fr. WADSWORTH. I yield for a question; yes.
'Mississippi how long this rule has been in existence. I do not
1
1\lr. JONES of New 1\fexico. I should like to ask the Senator . deny the eiistence of· the rule as printed· in the book of rules
to consider of what avail a contrary decision of the Chair would of tlie Senate, but I do contend that it is inconsistent with upbe. We all-know that a mere majority may control the. deci- 1proved parliamentary practice and procedure. I have always
sions of the Chair; and if the Chair should• render a decision :believed that a two-thirds vote, when required for the passage
which did not meet the views of the majority, the. views or the of a measure, involves a two-thirds vote- for the recon !deration
majority would prevail. So in any event, regardless of the con- of the failm:e of the passage of that measure.
su~uction of the Senator from New York, realizing·that the plain. . ]lfr. V.A.RD.A.MAN. The Senator admits that it is- the rule
language ot the rule states that a majority· is all that is neces- lnow?
·
sary upon a que tion of mere construction and of doubtful conMr. WADSWORTH. I admit that it is the rul.R now.
struction, where the Chair has decided in favo of ·the plain
Mr. VARDAMAN. What the Senator ls proceeding to do is
language of the rule it seems to me a. contrary decision would to point out a defect in the rules?
not operate practically to prevent the majority of the Senate
1\fr. W .A.DSWORTH. Yes; in part.
from controlling· the procedure...
1\lr. BR~EGEE. Mr. PI·esident-The VICE· PRE SIDEN~. The Chair hopes there- are some .
Mr. W .A.DSWORTH. I yield to the Senator from Connec ..
Senators who will not imagine that the Chair is ruling beeaus~ ticut.
he is afraid of the Senate.
Mr. BRANDEGEE. I have not had time to examine these
l\1r. WADSWORTH. The Senator from Ne"iv York was about !questions at all, but I was impressed with what seemed to me
to observe that the interruption of the Senator from New to be the absurdity ot allowing a mere majority vote of the
Mexico seemed to ·be based upon1 grounds of expediency~ in Senate to remedy the defect in a situation which required a
which the · Chair had an interest. ~ am not appnoaching tha· jtwo-thirds vote when it was not possible to secure two-thirds.
subject from that standpoint.
I wanted to ask the Senator fr.om New York whether in his
·l\Ir. JONES of New Mexico. No, Mr. President; r simply sug.- ' investigation he has come across any case or any precedent
gested that as an additional thought; that is all. I did not ! where _there has been a motion to reconsider a vote which has
mean to reflect upon the ruling or the Chair, either now or at been lost, when the carrying of that vote required a two-thir-ds
1
any other~ time. I merely suggested that thought to the consid- :vote
of the Senate? Has any: motion ever been made to reeration of· the Senator.
·consider a question which required a two-thirds vote for its
1\Ir. WADSWORTH. 1\Iy;- pm:pose was to discuss the· merits passage when that vote ha.~ been had and lost?
of this rule and to expose, if · I could, its· inconsistencies. :r
1\Ir. W .A.DSWORTH. ·I know ot no such incident. It may be
may be utter1y mistaken, but it has alway.s been my- experience, that some have occurred, but I know of no such incident. I am
in what experience I have had in legislative bodies, that a inclined to believe that it has been the thought in the minds of
motion to reconsider, to be successful, must command a num- most people that such incidents would have aspects of inconsis:ber of votes equal to those necessary for the passage of the tency, approaching even absurdity, and therefore that they are
measure itself.
not often attempted.
I can not agree '\Vith the definition given by the Chair, to the
Mr. BRANDEGEE. I wanted to make this suggestion to the
effect that a motion. to reconsider is merely a subsidiary motion, Senator, if I: can. do so without interrupting the continuity of
and therefore, r assume, he means comparatively unimportant. his argument: If action requiring a two-thirds vote of ""he
As l look upon it, a motion to reconsider involves upon the Senate, when that two-thirds is racking, can be reconsidered
part of the legislative body a complete retracingo of its steps in by a mere majority of the Senate, then where the question is,
so .fur as the passage or defeat of the measure is- concerned. It say, upon the suspen ion of a. rule, which requ~r.es a two-t?irdS.
is offered; as I understand, to give an opportunity to the legis- !' majority, it they. fail to .produce- the two-thi~\ls majoncy. a
lative body to correct grie>ous errors, or to change its. mind. 'Member can change his vote and move to reconsider that action.
and give expression thereto.
•by a majority; and then, if they fail again, another Member
The VICE PRESIDENT. Doe the Senator from· New York can change his vote and· move to reconsider by a majority, and
hold that, if. reconsidered, the joint resolution lm.mediately is so on right around· a viciou circle, and no judgment ever can
adopted?
be come to upon the question before the Senate. It can be
1\lr. W.A.DSWORTH. Not at all; but it gives an opportunity done over and· over again.
.
for the passaae of. the measure thereafter, consequent upon· the
1\lr. WADSWORTH. 1\Ir. President, that thought has been
correction of some- grievous error, 01'; a change of. mind and con- in my mind and the Senator from Connecticut has expressed
victlon on the part of the body- having- it under consideration.
it ·so much better than ·I could that I. shall not endeavor to
1\lr. BRANDEGE.EJ. :Mr. President-··
enlarge upon it. I do think there is an a. pect of inconsistency
The VICE PRESIDE...~T. Doe the- Senator from New York ·in this 'situationj and· it was to call attention to thut which, in:
yield to the Sena.to:t from Connecticut?
my judgment; was inconsistent that I asked the floor.
Mr. W .A.DSWORTH: r yield.
1\lr. KIRBY..· 1\Ir. President, I desire to ask a question reMr. BRANDEGEE. Is it not true tha.t if the motion to recon- go:rding the pa.rliamentai·y status for information. I underaider should prevail, the whole matter would be left just where stand a. motion to reconsider was made and the Chair ruled
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that it was in order under an express rule of the Senate. Has
there been ·a ny appeal from that ruling?
The VICE PRESIDENT. There has not been. ·
Mr. ROBINSON. l\fr. President, before the \Ote is taken
I think it not improper to say that, in m.r judgment, there is
no que tion whatever about the ruling of the Chair, and. that
all of the precedents sustain the decision which the Chair has
made. The limited research I have had an opportunity of
making convinces me that. there is absolutely no authority to
the contrary ; and in support of the ruling of the Chair I cite
volume 2 of Hinds' Parliamentary Precedents, section 16~6, and
volume 5, sections 5617 and 5618.
·
Of course the opponents of any proposition do not favor any
step which is calculated to promote that propo'sition; and I am
not surprised that the Senator from Alabama [l\:lr. UNDERWOOD]
and the Senator from New York [l\Ir. · WADSWOR1'H] should
oppose the motion to reconsider, because their attitude upon
this subject is just as well defined as that of the Senator from
New Mexico [Mr. JoNES]. Under the parliamentary precedents,
however, the motion to reconsider is a means by which a
measure which has been lost may be again voted upon ; and it
is respectfully suggested that, considering the importance of
thjs measure and the narrowness by which it was defeated and
tl1e changes that come in the minds of Senators and in the constituency of this body, it is a proper proceeding .to give an
opportunity to do -what -we so narrowly failed to do. Every
proceeding that may be taken in connection with a constitutional amendment, as has been suggested to me by the Senator
from Arizona [Mr. AsH"C"RST], may be accomplished by _ a
majority vote except the passage of the joint resolution.
lUr. ASHURST. Mr. President, I wish only a moment, in order
to obsene that, as has been stated by the Senator from Arkansas, who is a skilled parHamentarian, all proceedings with reference to a constitutional amendment, except the mere vote on
the joint resolution, require but a bare majority.
Assume, now, that when this joint resolution is pending here
there should be. proposed to it an amendment of the most vital
character, running to the very roots of the joint resolution.
That amendment could be, and would be, carried by a majority
,vote. Moreciver, if there should be a tie, under the Constitution
the Vice President would have the authority to break that tie.
;\-Ve all recall, though I was not 4ere at the time, that upon the
proposed constitutional amendment looking toward the election
.o f United States Senators by the people three ties occurred
;within one-half hour on an amendment proposed to that joint
1·esolution; and the beloved and lamented Vice President, Mr.
Sherman, cast, and properly cast, the deciding vote on those
three ties -within that half hour, notwithstanding arguments
;were made against his right to cast that vote. But the question
is parliamentarily settled in my mind that a mere majority may
adopt or reject any amendment to the joint resolution; that the
,Vice President l1as the right to cast a vote in the event of a tie
on an amendment; and the only proceeding where a two-thirds
majority of the Senate is required is on the passage of the joint
resolution itself.
Mr. LODGE. 1\lr. President, of cours~ there can be no question about the rule of the Senate. I do not agree with my friend
the Senator from New York [Mr. WADSWORTH] that that is
merely a technical prohibition. I have not had time to look at
the textbooks with regard to it; I know the House precedents
are in favor of the majority :tuie, but on general principles it
seems to me it is clear that it can be carried by a . majority. I
think the term used by the Chair, " subsidiary motion," was correct. Every motion is subsidiary to the decisive motion which
decides the fate of the bill or amendment. There is no question
that a majority can postpone to a day certain, postpone indefinitely, lay upon the table, amend, substitute. They can do all
those things.
There is, to my mind, no question upon the matter _of the law,
as I understand it, that the majority can also reconsider. I see
no escape from it as a logical position on the general principles
of parliamentary law.
Does anyone question that if a motion to lay the motion to
reconsider on the table prevailed by a majority it would go to
the table? If you can kill it by a majority, you can pass it by
a majority. Of course, it leaves the whole subject open. It
does not by any means ·go back; it does not retrace all our
steps, because tllat would carry it back to .its iatroduction and
its reference. It undoes the vote by. which it was defeated,
and leaves it in precisely the same position it was before it was
defeated, just as if the motion were reversed on an ordinary
bill. The bill had been lost. The motion to reconsider . the
.v ote brings the bill again before the Senate and then the bill
passes. . It is the opportunity given by the motion to reconsider
to change the action of the Senate on the one single decisive
vote.
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Although I have not hacl time to search the textbook , it is
\ery clear in my own mind that the whole philosophy of the
situation demands that a majority should take this action. I
see no particular object in doing it, but the merits of the question ha>e nothing whatever to do with it.
1\lr. SHAFROTH. Mr. President, the position taken by the
Senator from Connecticut [l\Ir. BRANDEGEE], it seems to me,
meets with an answer in the statement that no matter how.
many times a motion to reconsider is made .by a majori_ty Yote
when it comes to the passage of the measme and fails of.the
two-thirds by not getting a two-thirds majority there is no
harm done in the ·matter. The rights of the parties are not
changed; the .resolution is not passed. Consequently it seems
to me it is a wise rule as to the procedure of the Senate.
1\fr. LODGE. ·wm the Senator yield? 1\Ir. SHAFROTH. I yield.
Mr. LODGE. I was only going to say that a two-thirds vote
is required by the Constitution.
1\lr. SHAFROTH. Certainly.
1\lr. LODGE. It must be passed by the Houses and it must
be a record vote. If, for instance, the House chose to amend
it, it could amend it, and the Senate could accept the amendment by a majority, and put the measure in a new form, but
there must be a two-thirds vote on the final passage.
1\Ir. SHAFROTH. That was the posit_ion raised by the Senator from Michigan [Mr. S~IITH] the other day, that the amendment had to be passed by a two-thirds vote, but if the Senate
chose to amend the joint resolution the amendment can be
passed by a majority vote, and the two-thirds vote is only,
necessary upon the final passage of the constitutional amendment.
But, Mr. President, -all this is a question of policy as to the
procedure of the Senate. Those arguments were very proper
to be made in determining what kind of a rule shouid be made,
but I can not see how it can be the subject of question here
when the very rule which we adopted, and thought was a wise
_rule to adopt, ·provides that every motion to reconsider shall be
decided by a majority vote.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Nobody is disputing it.
Mr. TOWNSEND. No; let us vote.
. Mr. SHAFROTH. That is all I insist on.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. 1\Ir. President, I recorded my vote
against this proposed amendment at the time it was before the
Senate, but did not occupy the floor to discuss it. I am intensely
against it. I believe that the debate upon the subject ~ea.kened
rather_than strengthened the amendment. I regret exceedingly. ·
that a motion to reconsider is to be made, because I think the
agitation of this question and the time consumed with it both in
the Senate, in the House, and in the States should not take place
when we are in the discharge of a much higher duty, our duty,
to prepare for the struggle in which we are engaged to defeat
the enemy of this country and the enemy of government by the
people throughout the world. But, Mr. President, at this time
it is hardly worth while to enter into discussion. -The decision
of the Chair so clearly follows the rule, the rule so clearly controlled the decision of the Chair, that however illogical the rule
might be, that was a question for consideration when the rule
was adopted.
I can see no possible way by which the Chair could hold a
rule expressly declaring that a motion to reconsider may be
passed by a majority vote meant it could only be passed by a
two-thirds vote. Language could not ha\e been made clearer
than: thut of this rule.
1\Ir. President, I am earnestly against putting the burden
proposed by this resolution upon the good women of this country.·
I have no doubt that the majority of the best women of my
State are themselves strongly opposed to it. I ask to have read
a telegram that I received from New ·J ersey. I ask it while I
am on my feet because if the request is not granted I shall read
it myself. I send it to the desk, and ask that it be read.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read.
The Secretary read as follows :
Su:\BHT, N.

Hon. HoKE

J., October 2, 1918.

S:IIITH,

United States Senate, lfasltington, D. 0.:
In tlie name of New Jersey Association Opposed to Woman Suffrage,

I congratulate you and commend your courage and steadfast adherence

to conviction. The war will be over without sacrificing the ideals and
principles of the Constitution, to the last\ng glory of the men who have
held honor above politics.
.
·
.
l\Irs. CARIWLL P. BASSETT, Pt·esident.

Mr. Sl\IITH of Georgia. I desire thus publicly to acknowledge the receipt of that telegram and to thank the serider. ·
I hold in my hand an editorial which appeared on yesterday
in the New York Journal of Commerce. I regard it as an excellent discussion of this subject. . It is a presentation of the
real spirit of the Constitution with reference to the right of the
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people of each State to control suffrage in their respective
-Btates. I ask that it be ·read from the Secretary's desk, and
1vith that I shall take up no further time, but I shall hope when
this .subject comes up at a future day to present much more
elaborately my objections.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read.
The Secretary read as follows :
IS SUFFRAGE A WAR QUESTION?

OCTOBER

3,

The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senator an..
swered to their names :
·
Ashurst
Bankhead
Beckham
Benet
Brandegee
Calder
Chamberlain
Culberson
Cummins
Curtis
Dillingham
Fletcher
Gerry
Gore
Gronna .1
Guion
Hale

Hardwick
:1\Iartln, Ya.
Henderson
Myers
Johnson, S.Dak. Nelson
Jones, N.Mex.
New
Jc.nes, Wash.
Nor ris
Kellogg
Nugent
Kendrick
Overman
Kenyon
Owen
Kirby
Page
Knox
:PenrOse
. La Follette
Phelan
Lenroot
Poindexter
Lodge
Robi.nson
McKellar
Saulsbury
1\.fcLean
Shafroth
McNa.ry
Shpppard
Martin, Ky.
Shields

Simmons
Smith, Ariz.
Smith, Ga.
Smoot
Sutherland
Thomas
Townsend
Trammell
Uitderwood
Vardaman
, Wadsworth
..- Walsh
· ,.
Warren

The main point in President Wilson's appeal to the Senate to join
with ·the House in proposing to the States the adoption of an ·amendment
to the Constitution of the United States granting equal su.Jrragc to
women was that it is ">itally essential to the .success of the great war
of humanity in which we are engaged." He seemed to assume that
Wllfl~y
1
there could be no two opinions about that. There certainly are two
W1lllams \
opinions among American women themselves, and those Aopposed to it
are no less loyal and no 'less devoted to the cause of winning the war
than the others. It is not complimentary to them, it is not just to
them to assume otherwise. They are not the ones :who ever imply
The PRESIDING OFFICER (:Mr. OvERMAN in the chair)~
that they would be more devoted if they had the vote or that any of Sixty-six Senators have answered to their names. A quorum
them will be less so if it is not granted to all. The su1frage .question
bas been thrust -in at this time for the purpose of using this argument, is present. The question is on the motion to reconsider the yote
which, if valid, would not ,be creditable to American women. They on tbe rejection of House joint resolution 200, the title of which
are making sacrifices and givivg loyal support to the cause at stake in will be stated.
every way they can without distinction of party on this question or any
The SECRETARY. A joint resolution (H. J. Res. 200~ pr~
other, and that is the thing that .ought to be recognized and heartily
posing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States
credited to them.
Reference to wl;lat other nations or governments are ·doing 11bout it extending the right of suffrage to women.
is not pertinent. This Nation is a democratic union of States indeThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the motion
pendent in tneir local affairs ana united in the direction of affairs that
concern the Union as a whole as a · Nation in relation with other nations to reconsider the vote whereby the joint resolution failed to re·
<Of the world. .Popular opinion is supposed to .control ;public acUon, and ceive the two-thirds vote necessary for its passage.
the closer ·it comes to the things to be done the more effective it ;will
The motion was agreed to.
be in the .support of governmental conduct and the stronger wiD be the
J'
.\
force of the Nation as a nation. It is a fundamental principle -that
ADJOURNMENT TO MONDAY-BUSINESS OF THE SENATE.
those things which closely concern the people in their daily life and
:their local rights and interests shall be under their control in the sevMr. MARTIN of Virginia. I move that wben the Senate
eral States. Woman suffrage has been adopted in some States and may adjom·ns to-day, it stand adjourned until 12 o'clock: meridian
be in others, ultimately in all of them, when they are ready for it;
-cex-tainly when a majority of their people desire it. That is likely to be on Monday -next.
!Whenever a majority of the women desire .it in -their own States. for
~!r. JONES of Washington.
Mr. President, does not the
they can make their influence felt. They Inight even be consulted in S~ator from Virginia think he had better withhold that mo•
-at'lvance by a vote on the question as has been done in certain cases.
What is objectionable is that one State should impose it upon another, tion until we see whether or not some of the important matters
o.r any number of States should impose it upon all others against the that are to come up are disposed of to-day?
will of their own people. That 1& distinctly inconsistent with demoMr. MARTIN of Virginia. There is a very general desire
cratic doctrine, especially as it is GPJ?lied ln this Union of States.
We do not believe that the agitatwn which has been worked up and among .Senators to know whether or not the sessions will be
·c arried into .Congress is helping in -the war, but rather the contrary. cqntinued, in order that they may make ·arrangements accordCongress can not grant the right of suffrage. It can on1y propose to ~~
.
the States an amendment to the Federal Constitution, which threeMr. JONES of Washington. I should myself like to know.
fourths of them-while all are free to adopt it 1or themselves--might
impose upon the rest, however much any of these might object. In no that.
ca e would this extend the right to vote beyond the present 'llmtt before
:Mr. .MARTIN of Virginia. I do not think there are any imor
1:his war is over, unless it is to last for years instead of months, which
we do not believe. The proposed nmendment would have to be ratified portant matters which will not be disposed of to-day.
Mr. JONES of Washington. My doubt as to whether or not
·by the legislatures of three~fourths of th.e .States or by conventions in
three-.fourths of them, whichever· method Congress m.ight propose. This they would be so disposed of was the reason for asking the
would keep up the agitation in the States where woman suffrage ts not
1
already 1n effect Jong after Congress had got rid of the subject by senil- question.
Mr. Sl\IOOT. Mr. President, the Federal Trade Commission
1ng it to them. That would not help in the support of the war or tend
to brin~ the people closer together in that support, but rather divert in its report to the Pre ident-their a1::tention from that task, if .not weaken their tropport of the
Mr. :MARTIN of Virginia. The Chair has not yet put the ~
administration that bad insisted Jipon having it thrust upon them.
Peonle have a .right to xegard equal suffrage for men and women in question on my motion.
:
these States as a sacred cause, but it is one that 'has arisen after its
Mr. SMOOT. I thought that it had been declared carried. !
Government has been in operation in States nnd the union of States
Mr. ~ON. There was no opportunity to vote against the
more than a century. It is .not an emergency case springing up in
time of war, but it .needs to be ~Y considered on tts mer}ts ..and with motion, and some of us desire to vote against it.
1
Teference to its practical effect in time Of peace. As there IS no chance
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Iowa
of getting it into effect before the war is over, it is fa\" better to wait
state
that
certain
Senators
desire
to
vote
against
the
motion
'
'Until that time before 1t is agitated as a national matter. It is in
,
reality a State matter, and when that time comes it ought still to · be of the Senator from Virginia?
considered as such and treated as such, each State deciding the matter
Mr. KENYON. Yes; to vote against the motion of the sen~
for itself. It is to be feared that the President will weaken :his .p resent
1
support ·instead Df stren_gthening it by insisting uron action by Congress ator from Virginia.
now. As he ,Says, it is not a party question, bu it is a question upon
The ·P RESIDING ·OFFICER. The Chair has not yet put the 1
:which there is a wide division of sentiment.
question on the motion.
.
1
1· l\lr. LODGE. In this connection I ask to have the little ex,
Mr. -GORE. I was trying to get the attention of the Chair ;
tract from
newSPaper which I send to the desk read. It as soon as the announcement was made, but I do not thinli '

a

t·ecords an interesting and melancholy fact.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read.
The Secretary read as follows :

JE.BSEY SUFF3AGJSTS LOSE-.DEMOCRATIC CO'NVENTIO~ ll.E.T.ECTS PROPOSED
PLANK IN STATE PLATFORM.
TRENTON, N. J., October 1.
An attempt to insert a plank indorsing woman suffrage in the plat~
form of the Democratic Party of New Jersey faDed to-day after a
stormy session of the State convention called to adopt a declaration
of pnnciples for the coming campaign. The plank was opposed by
James R. Nugent, -former State chairman, who offered a substitute
leaving the sufl'rage question to the voters of municipalities to deter~
mine.

Mr. ROBINSON. Will the Senator be kind enough to inform
us what action has been taken by the Republican State convention J.n New Jersey?
· 1\Ir. LODGE. They adopted a suffrage plank.
.
· The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the motion to
reconsider .fue vote by which the Senate failed to .pass House
jojnt resolution No. 200.
Mr. UNDER,~OOD. 1\lr. President, I suggest the absence of
a quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. T,he Secretary will call the rolL

the question was put.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question on the motion;
of the Senator from New Mexico was put.
Mr. GORE. The question on the motion relative to the joint
resolution was put, but I referred to the motion of the Senator
from Virginia [Mr. MARTIN] to adjourn over until I :onday.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair can entertain that
motion; but what doe the Senate propose to do with the joint
resolution the vote with reference to which has been recon~
sidered?
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. I ask that the joint resolution
may go to the calendar.
Tbe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, that com·se
will be taken.
1\Ir. HARDWICK. Mr. President, I merely want to ask the
Senator from Virginia to withhold his motion until we may
get some statement of the Senator'.s view as to the future
disposition of the Senat-.: as to the transaction of business at
this session.
.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. My m'oticn is that when the
Senate adjourns to-day it stand adjourned until Monday next
at 12 o'clock meridian. Has that motion bee...1. can1eu?
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_·ot yet.
The PR E SIDI~G OFFICER The motio-n bas not yet been
put. Se,er:ll Sena tors haye asked the Senator from Virginia
to ~Yithhold th ) motion.
l\1r. HARDWICK. I will say to the Senator from Virginia
that a great many Senators want to leaYe town at an early
date, and they ,,.-ould like to know what they are to expect in
the way of future attendance. So if the Senator from Virginia
can make any statement along that line personally I should
appreciate it yery much. .
'1\lr. MARTIN of Virginia. 1\Ir. President, while it is not
exact ly in order, I am very willing to expre s my personal
opinion as to the probable conduct of the business in the
Senate.
.
I am advised by the chairman of the Committee on Appl·opriations in the other House that the big Army deficiency bill,
which is now under con~ lderation, he thinks will be reported to
the House on Monday a week; that is, the 14th of tills month.
He thinks that two days will be sufficient in which to pass it
in that body. That will be the 16th or October, when that bill
will be oyer here. It will have to go to committee. It has,
however, been so thoroughly, exhaustively, and ably considered
in the other Hou e by the committee there that I do not thirik
it will neeu remain long in the Committee on Appropriations
of the Senate. Neither do I think it will remain long before
the Senate.
,
I am inclined to the opinion that the Army deficiency bill,·
which carries from $7,000,000,000 to $9,000,000,000, will pass
the Senate before the 20th of October. After that bill shall
hm·e been pa sed the revenue bill is the only other matter of
yitnl necessity of which I know that need occupy for any considerable length of time the attention of the Senate. I am
advised by the chairman of the Committee on Finance, the
Senato-r from North Carolina [1\Ir. SunroNs], that he can not
see his way clear to hold out any assurance that the Senate
Finance Committee can dispose of that bill before the election.
So my opinion is that when the Army deficiency bill shall have
been pa sed, ,yhich will be about the 20th of this month, the
Senate might ''"isely and safely take an adjournment to such
time as will enable the Finance Committee of the Senate to
complete the revenue bill-perhaps for 30 days, though I have
not figured on the exact time-but tliere should be, anu in my
opinion it is the wish of the Senate, an. adjournment;· not a
recess; that there should be an adjournment after we shall
haYe passed the Army deficiency appropriation bill, which, as
I have said, can be done by the 20th of October. Then there
ought to be an adjournment for something like 30 days. That,
in my opinion, is the 'vise course for the Senate to take, and
I believe, after conference with many Senators, it is the concensus of opinion that it ought to be done.
l\1r. McKELLAR. 1\fr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Virginia yield to the Senator from Tennessee?
1\Ir. MARTIN of Virginia. I yield.
Mr. McKELLAR. I should like to ask if between now and
October 14 we are to take adjournment for three days at a
time, or what is to be the program in the meantime?Mr. l\IARTIN of· Virginia. I think we ought to have adjournments for three days at a time unless there is sometliing that
requires consideration, and, if any Senator has a matter which
he wants the Senate to act upon and he will ask the Senate
to sit, I have no doubt the Senate will sit and take up such mat-·
ters as are presented.
Ur. President, with that explanation, which is simply my personal opinion, I a k the Chair to put my motion, that when the
Senate adjourns to-day it stand adjourned until 12 o'clock
meridian of l\1onday next.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the motion
of the Senator from Virginia.
The motion was agreed to.
THE

:ME..\T-PACKI~G

INDUSTRY.

l\lr. SMOOT obtained the floor.
1\Ir. WALSH. 1\Ir. President-Tile PRESIDING OFFICER. .T he Chair has recognized the
Senator from Utah.
lUr. SMOOT. I will say to tile Senator from Montana that I
intend to occupy the floor for only a very few moments.
l\1r. President, the Federal Trade Commission, in a report
to the President on July 3, 1918, charged tha.t five of the largest
packing concerns doing business in this countty are working
conjointly to violate the laws of the United States. I recognize
that it has been very popular in the past to Cl'iticize the packers,
and I am not. going in any way, shape, or fo:rm at this time to
excuse them for any violation of the law, if the law bas-been
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violated in tile past by them; but I feel, i\fr. Pres ident, that
the recent in""estig::rtion of the Federal Trade Commission "Tas
e:x parte; it was clo ed "ithout permitting- the packers intere ted in the Ilearing to meet any of the charge · or uffot·<l th·em
an opportunity to explain any of the corresponuenee and oilier
data taken from their files.
1\Ir. KENDRICK. l\Ir. President, "·ill the Senator yield for
a question?
The PRESIDING OFFICER Docs the Senator from Utah
yield to the Senator from Wyoming?
Mr. SMOOT. In a few minutes I will yield to the Senator.
I am quite sure, l\Ir. President, that if the facts were known,
instead of criticizing the action of tile packers for the last
:rear those engaged in the industry would be commended. Some
of the most severe criticisms found in the report have been
based upon actions of the packers which they were compelled
under the orders of the Food Administration to carry out.
In connection with the report of the Federal Trade Commis
sion, Mr. President, the Senator from Wyoming [1\Ir. KENDRICK]
the other day introduced and had placed in the RECORD a petition signed by tbe secretary of the National Live Stock Asso-·
ciation and by different members of what is known as the
"market committee" of that association. I am quite sure that,
if that ass{)ciation knew the facts in the case, they never would
have written such a petition to Congress. There has been a
complete statement and summary of the report of the Federal'
Trade Commission ot July 3, 1918, on the meat-packing industry prepared by certain representati,es of the industry which ·
deals with t"!Je very questions which have been so bitterly criticized; and I think that if any Senator will read the statement
he will admit that not only is the report of the Trade Commission sensational, but that the conclusions in many respects are
absolutely false.
Mr. KENDRICK. l\1r, President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Utah
yield to the Senator from 'Vyoming?
l\lr. SMOOT. Yes; I yield.
1\fr. KENDRICK. I ask the Senator if he does not know
that the packers 'vere given an opportunity to appear before
the Federal Trade Commission on the untlerstn.nding that tbev
would waive immunity from prosecution and that they declined'?
Mr. SMOOT. No; I do not know that; and the Senator does
not know it.
.
l\lr. KEI DRICK. I do know it; and that is not all. I know
also that 28 years ago-Mr. SMOOT. Oh, well, we are talking now of the year 1918~
I am not talking of something that happened 28 years ago.
'
Mr. KENDRICK. Of course, if the Senator does not want
to look at the facts, that is a different thing altogetller.
l\lr. SMOOT. I am not looking at the facts of 28 years arro •
I am confining my remarks to the report of the Federal Tr~d~
Commission recently published.
1\Ir. KENDRICK. Very well; the Senator from Utah confined his remarks the other day to the memorial I introduced
but he overlooked the fact, wheri he said that that memorial'
which represented an expression of the other side of the ca e'
ought not to go into the REcoRD, that 10 days or so before that
he had introduced into the same REcORD the protest of the chamber of commerce, which occupied two or three times as much
space, showing the other side of the question; and., . along with
that publication, he introduced into the RECORD two long new~
paper editorials.
_
Mr. SMOOT. l\lr. President, the Senator is mistaken again.
The Senator from Utah did not introduce anything of the kind.
Mr. KENDRICK. Did not the Senator, I will ask the chairman of the Committee on Printing, introduce that matter into
the RECORD?
.
Mr. 81\IOOT. 1\Ir. President, the Senator need not usk the
chairman of the Committee on Printing. He need only ask me·
and I say I did not do anything of the kind.
'
Mr. KENDRICK. The RECORD will show.
1\fr; SMOOT. Certainly,. the RECORD will show. It will show
that the Senator from Illinois [l\Ir. SHERMAN] inh·oduced it;
and I wish to say that the Senator from IlHnois introduced it in
connection with a speech he was delivering.
Mr. KENDRICK. I will ask the Senator anoth·e r question:
Did the Senator from Utah oppose the printing of that mutterr in
the RECORD?
l\1r. SMOOT. 1\Ir. President, no one is opposed to the printfog of anything in the REcORD when it is a part of the speech
of a Senator. The opposition to printing in the REconD, I will
say to th~ Senator, is directed to tJ1e practice, during the consideration of morning business, of presenting matter for printing in the RECORD. I will ask the Senator from Arizona, the
chairman of the committee, if that is not the case?
4
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:!\Ir. SMITH of Arizona. There is ordinarily no objection to
a Senator printing matter in the RECORD in connection with a
spc'-'ch he is making. Tbe objection lies to the printing of
matter of various kinds in the RECORD during the morning hour.
~ ~lr. SMOOT. I will say to the Senator from 'Vsoming now
that o far as I am concerned he can fill the RECORD every day
with petitions; he can put into the RECORD now photographs of
cattle, of pigs, of men, of shingle mills, ·of cows, and everything else that he chooses. In the past I have tried to protect
the RECORD against all kinds of extraneous matter. 1\ly belief
is that nothing should go into the RECORD unless it is said upon
the floor or in connection with a Senator's speech.
Mr. KENDRICK. l\Ir. President, I call the Senator's attention to the fact that I was anxious at that time to have something to say upon this subject and to include the memorial as a
part of my remarks, but was interrupted and prevented from
doing so. I call his attention to another fact in connection
with it, and that is that during my year and a half or more of
service in the Senate I have not burdened, I think, to as great
an extent as two pages, the Co~GRESSIONAL RECORD with anything that I have introduced':
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, the Senator from Utah did not
know the contents of that petition. The Senator from Wyoming
kno1vs that similat• protests have been made by the Senator
from Arizona when he has been in the Chamber during the
morning hour, no matter what the petition contained. The
Senator from Arizona has asked the Senator from Utab, in his
absence, to object on behalf of the Committee on Printing to
the insertion of matter in the RECORD during the morning hour:
I have no feeling about it toward the Senator from Wyoming.
I had no information in regard to what the petition be
presented contained, and I say to the Senator now that just as
soon as the morning business was over he could have taken the.
floor, could have said what he wanted to say, and could have
put the petition in the RECORD, as other Senators do, under the
rules of the Senate.
Mr. KENDRICK. l\1r. President, I ask permission to interrupt the Senator just once more in order to reply, and. then I
shall be through.
In a recent issue of~ne of our daily papers I noticed a severe
arraignment of my action in putting this petition into the
RECORD, and a statement that "now a number of the citizens
of my State would have the pleasure of reading their names in
the RECORD," and suggesting that "it would not make any difference to them how much the RECORD was unneces arily burdened." I call the attention of the Senate at this time to the
fact that in that memorial there were only four or five names,
and the only name of any citizen of my State was that of a
former Member of this body, Hon. Joseph l\1. Carey, of Wyoming.
·Mr. SMOOT. I can not see what the Senator is driving at.
I want to say to the Senator that if he takes any notice of
newspaper criticisms, he will not be able to do anything else
while in public life. On the other hand, I will say to the Senator that I was criticized for objecting to the petition going into
the RECORD.
Mr. KENDRICK. The Senator from Utah was not criticized
in the article to which I refer, but he was lauded for his efforts
to protect the RECORD.
Mr. SMOOT. That may' have been in one paper. I am speaking of the other papers that have criticized me fo.r trying to
prevent petitions going into the RECORD; but that is all past,
Mr. President.
Mr. BRANDEGEE. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Utal1
yield to the Senator from Connecticut?
Mr. SMOOT. I do.
Mr. BRANDEGEE. Does not the rule-which has been more
honored in the breach than in the observance-provide that only
memorials from the legislatures of the respective States shall
be printed in the RECORD in the morning hour, and that it
takes unanimous consent to put in any other kind of petition?
Mr. SMOOT. The Senator from Arizona [Mr. SMITH] and
the Senator from Utah have called that rule to the attention
of this body not once, not 100 times, but-I was going to say
almost a thou and times-but it made no difference in the case
referred to. That i the r11le; and the Senator from 'Vroming,
after the rule was called to his attention, moved, notwithstanding the objection that was made, that the petition should be
printed in the RECORD, and the Senate voted that it should be
done. Since that time the Senator from Arizona and the Senator from Utah have not worried themselves as to what is going
in the RECORD.
1\:lr. KENYOX 1\lr. President, may I ask th·e Senato1· a
question?

The PRESIDIXG OFFICER. Does the Senator from Utnh
yield to the Senator from Iowa?
l\lr. Si\fOOT. I do .
. l\Ir. KENYON; I have a recollection of something being put
mto the RECORD the other day by the Senator from Utah which
occupied two or three pages qf the RECORD. What was that?
Mr. Sl\100T. I will state what that was, l\1r. President; l\lr.
John l\1. Browning, of Ogden, the inventor of most of the improvements on pistols and guns that have been invented in
this country-1\Ir. POINDEXTER. l\Ir. Presldent, how many of them have
been manufactured?
Mr. Sl\IOOT. Does the Senator refer to Browning guns?
I mean to say that there never was an improvement of which
he has not been the inventor on a Remington or most of the
other guns.
Mr. POINDEXTER. What good uoes it do to i.nvent the
gun if you do not get the gun?
1\Ir. SMOOT. l\1r. President, in answer to the Senator I
want to state that I was intending to read that article into the
RECORD in connection with my speech, but at the request of the
Senator from Minuesota it was read from the desk: and I want
to say that ther~ is not a man in the United States who has
done a greater service to his Government or to our allies than
John 1\1. Browning. I think a resolution of Congress ought
to be passed extending to him the thanks of Congress for his
wonderful inventions.
·
Mr. POL.~DEXTER. 1\fr. President-The PRESIDING OI!,FICER. Does the Senator from 'Ctnh
yield to the Senator from Washington?
Mr. Sl\lOOT. I do.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Did he not interfere with the prot1uction of the Lewis gun?
1\lr. SMOOT. No; I do not think he has interfered with the
production of any gun.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I know; but the War Department took
up the Browning gun and turned dcwn the Lewis gun.
1\fr. SMOOT. Because of the fact that the Browning gun was
the better gun.
1\lr. POINDEXTER. But we have not very many guns. '.rhe
result is that we have not any guns at all in any large quantity.
Mr. S:i\fOOT. That is not the fault of Mr. Browning.
l\1r. POINDEXTER But the Senator ~:vs he bas done a
service to the country. He interfered "ith ·the production of
machine guns needed in this war.
l\lr. SMOOT. Oh, well, l\fr. President, that is lugging into
this discussion another question that is entirely out of place
and Mr. Browning had nothing to do with it.
'
Mr. KENYON. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senntor from Utah
yield to the Senator from Iowa?
l\Ir. SMOOT. I do.
Mr. KENYON. I asked the question becanse I llopc the
Senator is not going to give up his efforts to protect the
RECORD; and I wondered at the time, if the Senator wns trying
to protect the RECORD, why he really violated what be himself
was trying to do.
1\fr. SMOOT. The flenator from Iowa need not express. anY.
such thought as that. The Senator had a perfect right. in
connection with the remarks he made, to read that article, and.
I wou~d not object, as I told the Senator from 'Vyoming, if after
the morning hour he had taken the floor and read the petition
and said whatever he wantt:-1... to. No Senator would have obj~ted to that proceeding, because that is not a Yiolation of the
rules of this body.
1\lr. THOMA.S. l\Ir. President-1\Ir. GORE. 1\lr. President, I should like to inquire "·hat is
the regular order.
Mr. SMOOT. I diu not intend to occupy the floor for two
minutes.
Mr. THO~I.AS. Mr. President, I do not intend. to interrupt
the Senator with regard :o the matter of the RECORD-what has
been inserted in it or what not-but when the Senntor was first
interrupted be bad made, with a great deal of emphasis, \Vbat
I consider to be a very grave chm·ge, which is that the report
of the Federal Trade Commis ion ll}1on the packers was in some
respects absolutely false. That. of course, impugns the integrity or the ability, or both, of t.he commission. I should like
to ask the Senator whether he makes that charge with n.
knowledge of the facts, or merely upon the report of the packer·s
in answer to the report of the commission?
1\lr. Sl\IOOT. 1\fr. President, I make that staten1ent upon a
report prepared by the representatives of the meat-packin~ industry. They are perfectly willing to stand hy that re11ort,
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and when the attention of the Federal Trade Commission is
~led to it I think they will admit the fact.
1\Ir. GRON:r-·A. Mr. President-- .
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Doe3 the Senator from Utah
yield to the Senator from North Dakcta?
Mr. SMOOT . . I do.
Mr. GRONNA. This is a very important matter, and I should
like to ask the Senator from Utah, in all seriousness, if be states
to this body that be has in his possession either letters or documents from the packers denying the truth of that report and
saying that it is not correct!
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, I intend to put this report into
tho RECORD just exactly as it is presented to me, and I ask the
Senator then to read the report.
Mr. GRONNA. I make this inquiry in all seriousner,s, because I think it is a matter that concerns the entire country.
I will say for the benefit of the Senator from Utah, as a Member
of the Agricultural Committee, having taken considerable pains
to a certain tbe truth, and having an open mind on the question,
that at no time have the packers denied the correctness of the
report, so far as the committee knows.
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, I have nothing further to say
than this: .I ba"e the report here, and as a part of my remarks
I ask that .it be printed in the REcORD and I ask the Senator
from North Dakota to read it, as well as the other Members
of the Agricultural Committee.
Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President, may I ask the Senator what
report he refers to? Is it the report of a committee?
l\Ir. SMOOT. It is a general statement or summary of the
report of the Federal Trade Commission of July 13, 1918, made
to the President, on the meat-packing industry.
.
Mr. FLETCHER. It is not the report of the committee of
the United States Chamber of Commerce on the report of the
Trade Commission?
Mr. SMOO'l'. No; it is not that. It is a report prepared by
t11e representatives of the meat-packing industry of this country.
I want it to go into the RECORD, and I want every Senator to
read it, and to see the explanations on some of the criticisms
that are made against the packers for carrying out the instructions that were given to them by the Food Administration.
l\Ir. FLETCHER. Has it not already been printed in the
REconn? Is the Senator certain as to that?
,
l\Ir. SMOOT. I will say that it has never been printed in the
RECORD; and I ask that it be printed in the RECORD as a part of
my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the report
Will be printed in the RECORD.
The report is as follows:
GENERAL STA'l'E:\IENT ON SUMMABY OF THE REPORT OF THE FEDt:

I:RAL TRADE Co~n\IISSION oF JuLY
ING INDUSTBY.

3, 1918,

ON THE

MEAT-P A.CK-

"Ti1e Federal Trade Commission, in a report to the Pre ident, July 3, 1918, asserts that five of the largest packing concerns doing business in this country are in combination in
restraint of trade and are working-collusively to" Manipulate live-stock markets.
"Restrict interstate and international supplies of foods.
" Defraud both the producers of food and consumers.
"Crush effective competition.
" Secure special privileges from railroads, stoc1.J'ards companies. and municipalities, and profiteer.
" The investigation of the Trade Commission was an ex parte
proceeding, and was clo. ed with<>ut permitting the packers interested a hearing on any of the charges or affording them an
opportunity to explain any of the correspondence and other
data taken from their files, which, unexplained, has led the commission into making many charges unsupported by the facts,
aml doubtless is responsible for the constructions that have
been placed upon the letters and other data at variance with
their true purport and meaning; consequently the report abounds
in inaccuracies, contradictions, and misconceptions.
" It is not the purpose to enter into a criticism of the commis,·ion or to que tion the sincerity of its motives, but we shall
undertake, briefly, to show that the commission has erred,
through lack of full information, and has mi judged and misconstrued much of the material collected by it.
" EARLY HISTORY Oli' INDUSTRY.

The. report undertakes to establish its charges by setting
forth in chronological order some of the early history of the packers, while the industry was in a formative period, beginning
with a report made in 1890-28 years ago-by a committee in
the United States Senate; following this with a reference tCl
the so-called 'Veeder pool' ·arid the formation by three of the ·
large packers of the National Packing Co~
L<
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"The report seems t~ treat all these matters of ancient _history as if they were new discoveries, and attempts to. invest
them with a living significance, although they admit in their
report that the so-called 'Veeder pool' .was terminated early in
1902-16 years ago-that the National Packing Co. was dis·
solved in 1912, and the report expressly says, on page 26:
u NO DRESSED-MEAT POOL.

" ' There is apparently no " dressed-meat" pool at the present- time
such as existed in the nineties, for the reason that it would be as useless
as a fifth wheel on a wagon.'

" The National Packing Co. was voluntarily dissolved. Although its history was involved indirectly in legal proceedings,
no court ever held that it in any manner violated any law of
this country. Yet, notwithstanding this, the commission has
undertaken to give a greater significance to it than did the
courts of the country, after hearing all the facts connected with
its history and the purpose of its formation.
" There has been evolution in the ideas of the business world,
as there have been in the political policies of the people.
" The enormous economic difficulties of a quarter century
ago, with imperfect and inadequate transportation systems and
means of communication, violent political upheavals, and the
like, produced conditions that could not be avoided, and this
fact is not peculiar to any particular line .of businessy but is
more or less evident in the history of every great industrial
enterprise of this country. And it is one of the pai·adoxes of
the age that even in very recent times there has been established many large concerns, seemingly with the sanction of the
Government, whose organization was along lines similar to that
of the National Packing Co. But be that as it may, it can be
positively asserted, without fear of proof to the contrary, that
there are not in effect any agreements or understandings among
the packers such as are charged by the commission. The old
pools and other matters hereinbefore referred to belong to a
dend past, and each concern is conducting its business independently and without regard to the policies of any other rivnl,
be it great or small.
'
"The commission then states tl1at there exists at this time
n conspiracy in restraint of trade, but offers no affirmati.-e
proof of its existence.
"No witness has testified that there exists an agreemt?nt or
contract between the five packers to effect or accomplish any of
the illegal purposes charged by the commission, nor has any
witness testified to any facts from which an inference can be
drawn tba t any such agreements now exist.
" By a broad stretch of the imagination and misinterpretation of the significance of certain quoted documents and letters
set forth in the report the commission attempts to establish its
erroneous findings.
4
' Charges of commission : The principnl matters offered as
proof of the existence of an illegal combination at this time
are as follows:
"First. The alleged uniformity from year to year in the percentage of cattle, bogs, sheep, and calves purchased by each <>f
the five packers during the last five years.
" Second. An agreement to form an international meat pool,
to regulate and divide the shipments of meat from South
America to the United States and certain foreign countries,
particularly England.
"Third. Alleged agreements relating to other lines than the
purchase of live stock and the sale of meats, namely, cheese an<l
lard compound.
4
' Fourth. The maintenance by the five packers of certain joint
funds raised for the purpose of protecting the interests of the
general industry in matters affecting their common interest.
"The foregoing constitute the principal circumstances ad~
vanced by the commis"'ion in support of its contention.
" Survey of development of industry: Before making specific
answer to the several alleged grounds of complaint above
stated an answer may be found to much that has been said in
the report ·of the commission by a brief survey of the history
of the packing industry.
" It must be constantly kept in mind that the industry is
dealing in perishable products. When the industry first began
there were scarcely any of the modern means, methods, and
equipments for the economical handling of perishable products
on a national scale, such as modern refrigerator cars, coldstorage plants. refrigerator ships, etc., and the distribution of
fresh meats was principally confined to the large centers <>f
population contiguous to where the animal were slaughtered;
hence fresh meats could not be transported very great Uistances, as at the present time, so that the conditions required
the expmtation of liYe stock to Europe and the shipment of
live stock to the large centers of population for purposes ot
slaughter.
·
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" It must be further remembered that in the early stages
" Icing stations. An additional requirement, made necessary
eYery great industry in this country undenvent evolutionary to insure U1e <leth·ery of fresh meats in remote regions in these
transformations in or<ler to effect economies in the production, cars, was facilities for reicing same in transit. This required
manufacture, and disb·ibution of products essential to the eco- the construction of icing stations, where plants had to be esnomic welfare of this Nation, and which now constitute the tab1ished for that purpose. This also devolved upon th~
ba ic commercial power and strength so essential to the suste- packers ; for, unle s reicing is properly and promptly done when
nance of this great Nation and its allies in their struggle to ·necessary, meat in transit will spoil, causing a waste of food
maintain the ideals of modern civilization, the liberties of the and a loss to the packers.
.
free peoples of the world, and the emancipation of those yet
"-Refrigerator ships. A further development of the industry
lingering under the yoke of despotisw and autocracies, so that came with the creation of refrigerator ships, which revolutionthe early efforts of the packing industry to effect economical ized the trade with foreign countries. Formerly live stock were
methods in handling a perishable product anti to place same on transported to such countries and there slaughtered. The dea stable basis was not an action peculiar to that industry, but velopmel)t of the refrigerator ship enabled the packers to estabone common at that time to e-very great commercial enterprise lish plants in South America and to transport fresh frozen
in this country.
meats to foreign countries more economically than under the
"Stock yards established: It became a neces ity to establish methods formerly prevailing.
markets for the proper receipt and handling of all li-ve stock,
" It is a fact that the packer did not become interested in the
wherein the producers thereof would be a~sured of a constant development of packing houses in South America and other formarket of sufficient capacity and financial strength to absorb eign countries until there was a decrease in the production of
all li-ve stock shipped to it, no matter at what season of the live stock in this country, which together with a fast increasing
year or the quantity flowing into it at any time. This made it population threatened a shortage that either the American
necessary to establish stockyards of sufficient capacity to handle pucker had to provide for by shipping products from other
the receipts of each market, the location being governed lJy the countries, or we would have been in the positiop of buying prodproximity of the live-stock raising ~ections of tile country. The nets that we were short of not only from foreign countries but
producers of the live stock were unable and did not provide from forejgn companies as well; and until the war broke out in
such facilities for caring for their product fTom the time of the Europe in 1914, regular imports of beef and mutton were being
arrival at the market until sold. and the railroad companies did recei-ved into this country from South America consisting prinnot provide such facilities, so that it deYolved upon the packers, cipally of a quality, the shortage of which ~isted here through
at enormous cost, to establish and maintain the stock-yards. In the brealdng up of the large ranges of the country.
order to maintain a market at each of these points and to
"The European war changed the situation not only in South
assure the producers of a sale of their products, it became America and Australia but in this country as well. In the
neces ary for the packers to see that all live stock arriving at former it can be readily seen that as practically all the rethe various markets found a ready sale. The packers diu not frigerate<l ships handling these products were operating under
acquire the stockyards and establish new ones at new. centers the British flag it was a simple matter for that Government to
in order to secure any peculiar or mysterious advantage over commandeer them, leaving the only outlet for the product to
the industry, but it had to be done in oruer to secure proper Great Britain and her allies. This situation became very acute
facilities for accommodating the business and furnish fair as the war continued and the herds in these various warring
treatment to the shippers. The stockyard companies have no countries were rapidly depleted, and that situation so confinancial interest whatever in the live stock. In the first place, tinned until our partkipation in the war, throwing all of our
all live stock is consignetl to a commission firm who acts as resources of meat-food products to the support of our armies
agent of the owner of the stoc.k, who have their salesmen, being and those of our allies.
expert judges of the different kinds of live stock, and who are
"In this connection it can not be disputed that were it not for
also posted on market conditions, who sell their stock to the the magnitude of the meat-packing industry, both in this counilifferent packers.
try, South America, and Australia, organized largely by the
"After slaughtering the animals it '\las nece sary that a American packers, the feeding of our armies and those of om·
market be found for the sale of the meat, which had to be dis- allies would not have been possible to anything like the extent
posed of quickly, and very often at a. loss, due to the fact that that it is, as only by the concentration of large numbers of liYe
each of the pa.clcers would ship indiscriminately into all the stock, the slaughtering, packing, and curing of these products,
consuming markets that could be reached large quantities of both frozen, cured, and in cans, was it possible to relieve the
fresh meats, and often more than could be consumed before it tense food situation in Europe, and at the same time take care
spoiled, thereby entailing large financial losses and the depres- of the increasi.J;lg demand bro~ght ~bout by mobilization of our
sion of prices that threatened the industry and materially forc~s at the different camps. m ~1s country and those abroad.
affecting the values of li-ve stock. In this manner some markets It ~111. be shown later how vttal 1t was to our c?untry and our
would be glutted and others would be short of fresh-meat sup-r f\~ll.tes m the present. world ~tr~ggle-the fores1ght a~d ~nter
plies. Tllis condition no doubt ga\e rise to the efforts of many prise of the packers m estabhshmg these plants; an(~ 1t. w1ll ~e
engaged in the packing industry to effect economics to prevent further shown how graveJ.y the. commissiOn ~rred m 1ts mt~
the waste of food and financial losses incidental thereto by the conception of the facts surroundmg the handling of that bustunscientific methods e1p.ployed in marketing their products, ness.
which doubtless accounted for their efforts to regulate the quan"Branch houses: Finally, the packers established branch
titles of fresh meats to be shipped to the several markets. The houses in various sections of the country where they had estabsame conditions were encountered and, to some extent, exist llshed business, and also operated what is known as car routes,
to-day in other fields of commerce, notably those affecting the through which agencies supplies of fresh maats and other perpro<lucers of fruits and vegetables from California to Florida. ishable food products were made available to tile population fn
Such producers maintain associations and exchanges to direct the most remote sections of our country, which causec: an enorthe distribution of their products in order to prevent glutting mons increase in the demand for such . supplies and fumi. hell
of markets and providing insufficient suppUes to other markets. a steady market for many products of the farm, which had
Such was the purpose of the so-called Yeeder pool, which pop- theretofore been very limited and confined to certain short seaular sentiment seems to sanction when effected by producers sons of the year.
.
of ra"! material, but condemns in tbe manufacturers and dealers
"The branch bouses are an essential part of the packing·
of the products.
house business. They are provided with the necessary equip" Cold storage: In order that the packers might preserve the ment to handle the business and store surplus supplies, anti nrc
surplus meats shipped to tho various consuming markets which operated by a staff of skilled and competent men who have _a
could not be promptly sold, cold-storage plants had to be estab- thorough knowledge of the business, an<l upon \Vhose energy
lished. This also devolYed upon the packers.
and ability the financial success of the company must depend.
"Hefrigerator cars: Another step in extending the m~rket
"Branch houses necessary to maintain markets: It will be
for live stock and also supplying the public in more remote shown later how essential it is to a steady market to maintain
regions with fresh meats daily came from the de-velopment and these branch houses, as they are the prime distributing agencies
improvement of refrigerator cars. Such cars for handling through which the public must de{>end for a steady supply of
fresh meats require special construction and equipment, as the the products handled by them; and likewise tbey are the agenload is suspended from the roof of the car and not loaded upon cies which are in touch with local conditions and demands in
the floor. In this respect refrigerator cars constructed for car- various sections of the counh·y and furnish much of the iuforrying fruits, vegetables, and other perishable products differ mation as to daily r~uiremeuts of such supplies; otherwise,
from the meat cars and are not adapted for transporting meat. there would be no method of knowing what quantity of supplies
The railroads would not furnish same, so this also clevolYed each section of the country requires. The demand of the vuupon the packers.
rious sections constantly changes, and a thousand different
1
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forces enter into and influence it, such a · changing seasons, local
supplies of fresh vegetables and other foods, industrial prosperity or ~Hl'rersity, and numerous other causes.
"Alleged market manipulation: The Federal Trade Commission undertakes to shroud the packing business in an air of mystery, and in most general terms charges that, on accotmt of the
magnitude of the business, the packers unfairly and illegally
manipulated the 1i ve-stock markets, and .were enabled to do so
because the receipts of live stock at the principal market·· are
dh'ided among the packers on a percentage basis.
"We contend that such a statement and conclusion are with·
out foundation.
" Prices fixed b~r supply and demand: The price of live stock
is fixed by the natural law of supply and demand. Information
is received daily of the requirements of every section of our
country and foreign countries, and the supply of material arriving on the market absolutely fixes its price.
"It may be of interest to state that the large ·t factor in fixing
value;:;, outside of the foreign demand, is the daily demand arising in that section of the country north of the city of Washington and east of Pittsburgh, Pa. In that section is congested
large industrial populations of the United State , with its millions of toiling humanity, whose daily food supplies must be produced in other sections and transported to them. In that region
is found the largest distribution of packing-hou e products, with
scarcely any local supplies produced in that vicinity, so that
each morning each branch-house manager of each concern, doing
business independently, and without any knowledge of what h~
competitor is doing, notifies his general office in Chicago of his
. requirements to satisfy pis trade. The live-stock buying department of each of the packers knows in this way wh-at their requirements will be for that day and goes into the market and
purchases them. If there is not a sufficient run of material to
supply the requirements of all the buyers, naturally it influences the price, so in this manner it frequently occurs that even on
days of large t receipts highest prices are bid, and on other days
pf light receipts lower prices will prevail. It can be po~itively
asserted that in no other great industry in tllis country are the
ynlues of raw products more perfectly controlled by the law
of supply and demand than in the packing industry.
" The establishment of stockyards by the packers, together
:with plants capable of utilizing maximum numbers, by reason
of their fixed outlet by . branch houses ~ocated in all parts of the
country, and organized distribution by local freight to a great
many thousand medium and small size cities, has made it possible for the live-stock producer to ship any quantity or quality
at any time to any one of these markets and always find a demand for same, as by the establishment of large manufacturing
plants the utilization of all by-products is possible, whereas or(
n limited scale it would not be profitable to. work up some of the
by-products. It is a recognized fact that the development of the
packing industry, through the utilization of many by-products,
has caused, as much as anything else, the advancement in \alue
of live stock.
,
· " Ownership of stockyards do not affect prices : It can be positively stated that the ownership of stockyards, terminal facilities, etc., have no relations to controlling the quality, quantity,
or kind of live stock shipped to any market or the price that is
paid for same. Any person interested in buying live stock has
free access to the yards and can bid on any consignment found
therein.
" Small packer purchases : There are numerous small packers
in the· market with their buyers every day, as well as speculators,
who purchase live stock for further feeding and fattening; and
it may be of interest here to state that on the Chicago market
alone the small packers slaughtered, in the year 1910, 1,302,200
hogs, which represented 23.31 per cent of the total receipts of
that market. This number has increased each year until in the
year 1915 they ~laughtered 2,657,400 head, or an increase of
104.07 per cent over 1910; and in the year 1916 .they slaughtered
8,334,639 head, which represents an increase of 156.07 per cent
over the year 1910, which shows that, notwithstanding the
charges of the commission that the five packers control and
dominate the market and destroy comp_etition, these smaller
packers, which have no connection with any of the five, have
been able to increase their business through these years so that
they slaughtered 41.05 per cent of the total slaughter at the
Chicago market, as against 28.28 per cent in 1910, which .represents an increase of 2,032,439 head for the year 1916 over the
year 1910. During the same period at the Chicago market t.he
five packers, in the year 1910, slaughtered 3,301,100 head of hogs.
"In 1911 the receipts at the market incre~sed 25.63 per cent,
but the slaughter of the five large packer only increased 22.12
per cent.
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''In 1915 the total receipts increased 50.42 per cent, yet the
fi'"e large packers' increase in slaughter was only 29.27 per
cent.
" In 1916 the receipts increased 52.12 per cent oYer 1910, yet
the percentage of increase in slaughter by the five packers was
only 44.98 per cent.
"In other words, the five large packers slaughtered 1,483,800
more hogs at the Chicago plants in 1916 than they slaughtered
in 1910, and the small packers, during the same year, slaugh~
tered 2,032,439 hogs more than they slaughtered in 1910.
"Commission's table of percentage · : The commi sion att~che~ extraordinary significance to a table prepared by it undertaking to show that the percentages of live-stock receipt·
bought by the various packers remain practically the same.
This circumstance, taken in connection with certain letters and
memoranda referring to the percentage purchased by each of
the packers, is accepted as conclusive evidence that the packers
have organized a conspiracy to divide the live-stock receipts in
definite proportions. and that such agreement gives them the
power to dominate the live-stock market ; to fix and control the
price · of live stock and prices of meats.
"Packers keep statements of sale : The fact that each packer
keeps track of the number of live stock purcha e<l on the markets and by · whom, and that data covering this information
may be found in their archive ·. is neither proof nor circumstantial evidence of the charges made by the commission, nor is it
a matter peculiru· to the packing industry, nor is it a matter of
secrecy. The daily receipts of live stock nt all the markets of
this country, and prices paid therefor, are publi hed broadcast
in the newspapers throughout the country. They are also compiled by the Agricultural Department of the Government, and
many other agencies.
" Daily receipts and sales published: The papers and journals
devoted to the live-stock industry publish dally the receipts and
the sales, as well as the names of purchasers and the quantitie ·
taken on all the markets, and prices paid, and in the end compiles a 'Year Book of Figures' showing, among other things,
the receipts at all the markets of the world and prices paid
each week of the year, also the number of live stock slaughtered
by each of the packers; in fact, all the facts and figures covering every point of information connected with the live-stock
industry is made public and is a\ailable to e--very citizen of this
country. There is no secret or mystery about it; and the fact · that the packers keep track of all this information in their o-wn
records is not evidence of sinister motiws or dark designs, but
it is a natural and essential matter, vital to the success of every
enterprise.
"No secret meeting~: Such data is not kept solely by the
large packers. w·e venture the assertion that in the records
kept by every successful packer, large or 3mall, in the office of
every local buyer, or speculator, every commission merchant
and, in fact, everyone tmding or having to do with the business
on any or all of the markets of tllis country, similar data and
information will be found. The small pa~ker knows as fully
what each of the large packer· buy, and th(:! prices paiu, as the
large packers know thE-mselve , for all this information is a
matter of public knowledge, and is daily available to any interested person through numerous sources. So that it is not
a fact that the large packers gather in secret places to exchange
information or to regulate their respective activities. They
could not keep their activitie in the market secret if thev
chose ; the business of purchasing on the market is open an~l
under the full observation of every interest represented. Each
of the packers, large and small, have their respective buyers
on the market, each expert in his particular field; likewise the
same is true of local buyers and speculators, etc. So that
one will find at the yards the sections for hogs, sheep, calves,
and cattle, in separate divisions, and buyers -expert in each
division representing every per ·on and concern trading on the
market. Each one knows what his individual requirements will
be for that day, gained from a knowledge of the demand of the
consumers dealing with his establishment, so that the small
packe1: as well as the large one knmvs just how many steers,
cows, calves, sheep, or hogs he is going to need from the supplies
on the market that ··day, and each buyer receives his instructions from his own peopie, the number of head of each class he
requires, and the buyers go 'into the market an<l undertake to
fill the needs of theil· concerns, without regard to any other
interest on the market and in spite of any other interest. So
that, in practice, iUs found that on some days certain classes of
live stock will be in greater demand than nt other times, due to
shortage in the markets of the world of that particular product.
" Large packers support market: The volume purchased by
eacll intere t, large or small, 1s fixed by the requirement of
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their respective trade demands, with this possible exception :
'Vhen the local buyers, local butchers, speculators, and small
packers secure their requirements they usually quit the market,
no matter what the surplus receipts of the day. Should the
large packers do the same, large quantities of material would be
left on the ·market for which no sale could be had; it would
have to be carried over at added expense to the producer for
feeding, thus entailing losses and demoralizing the market. So
that it devolves solely on the large packers to support the
market and purchase all offerings each day, willing to accept
the market price. In this manner the extraordinary movement
of cattle out of drought-stricken regions were cared for at a
fair price.
"Similar conditions arise when, at the end of the grass season, there are ext r a -large runs; and likem e of hogs in the
fall season, when it is impossible that current demands of the
trade can utilize all the offerings on the market.
" Thus it will be seen that the large packer is the real strength
n.nd support of t11e liY"e-stock industry, rather than a destructive agency, as charged. And in this connection it can be seen
how es ential to a steady market are the branch houses and
· cold-storage system and other facilities provided by the packers
for storing and preserving surplus stocks until the consuming
public require ·them. Otherwise there would result immeasur:.
able waste and consequent los es that would bankrupt the in~
dustry and bring ruin to the producers of live stock.
"Rea ons for apparent alleged division of purchases: These
reasons account for the situation, at points where there are two
. packing houses, purchases are made on a basis approximately
of 50-50, and at points where three or more pa~ers are represented there are other varying percentages of purchases. ThiS
does not mean that there are any agreements for such or that
each must buy any particular· percentage of the receipts .of the
market. In practice it works out that, after all interests, large
and · small, speculative, local, or otherwise, buyi.i:lg upon the
market have satisfied the requirements of their trade demands
in that market, a duty . still devolves upon the l!lrge packer to
care for any surplus offerings remaining thereon; otherwise producers would stop shipments to any market where uncertainty
e:\.i.sted as to whether a sale could be made. One concern colli<J.
not be expected to carry such a burden, as it would soon finq.
itself bankrupt from continual buying of more material than
its ·trade required; on the other hand, if one concern undertook
to purchase all the receipts on the · market it wou.Id have the
effect of shutting down the other plants, throwing thousands
out of employment, and give the one concern able ·to du it an
actual monopoly uf the meat business. So that these, and a
thousand other economic reasons, automatically adjust ·the percentage of purchases upon each market.
"There is a fundamental law governing live-stock markE>ts
which the commis ion apparently fails to comprehend, and that
law is · based upon a competitive market. Farmers and producers of live stock do not like to ship in quantity to ruiy market where there is only one packing establishment, for the reason that be has no competitive bidding. For example, when
one of the five packers established a plant in Oklahoma the
people offered a sub tantial bonus to secure the location of a
second. 'e tablishrnent in order to secure a competitive market,
and. thereby induced the producer to end his shipments to that
·m arket. It therefore became automatically nece ·sary that each
of the concerns enjoy a sufficient amount of the business in
order that he might be able to remain in business; otherwise,
as soon as he failed it would destroy the market. The same
is true in every market in the country, and anY. person who can
und.er tand that point will appreciate the fact that it requires
no illegal agreement to produce the condition of· a fair distribution of the receipts. Each voluntarily purchases his i·equirements and leaves the others to do likewise. · Should any
one of the packers de ire to monopolize the markets and decide
to force his competitors out, he can only do so by paying a
higher price for his material than it could be sold for at a profit;
when that 'stage is reached the sane busine s man would drop
out of the market until the other fellow had exhausted his
resources and became banln·upt, knowing full well that to enter
into a de tructive conquest, even if one succeeded in destroying
the other, the ultimate result would be at the same time to practically destroy thn.t particular market, for when the survivor
had it an to him elf the producer would not feel inclined to
ship to that particulm· market, where no competitive bidding
would be po sible. So that it is perfectly 1Qgical ·that under
such a system the result would irre istably be the final destruction of the market and .the lo s of the entire investment. Thus
it follows naturally that every business man confines his purchases to the r equirements of his trade demand and the additional purchases necessary to absorb the offerings on his market.
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u This explains the success of the small packers on all the
markets and gives promise to any newcomers who may desire
to enter the fields. The law of supply and demand regulates
the market prices, which is a solemn fact in the business of today no matter how much doubt may be cast upon it by those
who fail to comprehend it. Therefore it matters not whether
the relative purchases of concerns on a given market, where
only two packers have plants, be on a basis of half and half of
their re pective purchases. It will be seen that the gross percentage of any given packer on all the markets will be governed
by the amount of products he is able to sell in the markets of the
world. If he can increase his outlet he will increase his purchases of raw materials.
·
"Let any section of the country increase its patronage to any
particular packer and one will find that be will buy the material
for his increased requirements, no matter what packer suffers
the loss of percentage. This is proven by the annual variation in percentages of purchases shown by the table published
by the commission, whic-h offers more decided proof of competition than of combination. Every successful packer has fwo
eyes, like any other mortal, one of them is looking upon the
supply in the markets and the other on the demands of the
consuming public. He is 'villing to risk millions of capital
for a small relative return on the· turnover of each of his invested dollars. And if the packer is willing to perform this
great economical service for the small margin per dollar employed therein he certainly does not deserve the · attack being
made upon him by the representatives of our Government,
which is largely depending upon him, confidently, and rightfully so-, to support its extraordinary needs and tho e of our
allies in the e tragte and cru,cial times. And the authorities
are invited fo point out, if possible, any occasion on which the
packers thus attacked have failed to respond to any demand
·made upon them. ·
.
· " Percentages vary from year to year: So that, if the table
of percentages set forth in the report of the commis ion is a
correct representation of the relative percentages of purcha es
by the five large packers for five years it furn1she evidence of
the fact that there is no arbitrary division of receipts, ns the
commi sion ha·s undertaken to as ert; but, on the contrary,
the percentage purchased by each of· the five companies vary in
each of 'the years--only tw() of them show increase. while three
of the companies show a dec-rease; and when it is understofld
that the smallest fraction of a percentage of increase or decrease means many thousand head of cattle, it will be better
understood how energetic and progre ive concerns mu t fight
to maintain their position in the bu iness world-and this more
than any other reason explains the apparent approximate consistency of the percentage of purchases made. For illustration-the percentage. of total cattle purchase of Swift & Go.,
according to the · comiD.i.s ion'~ table, increased from 33.90 per
cent in 1913 to 35.07 in 1917, an increase of 1.17 per cent in four
yeru·s. This slight variation meant that in 1917 that company
slaughtered approximately 90,000 more cattle than if it had not
inc1;ea edits business over that'of 1913. So it will be seen that
Swift & Co. had to create a dema.nd and find a ale for that
additional quantity of meat and the by-products of that ad.ditional number of cattle. This fact bears out the contention of
the packers that there is competition; otherwise is it reasonable
to suppose that three of the packer would willingly submit to a
shrinkage of their percentage of volume of bu iness if it could
have been avoided?
" Producers not interested in who purchu es: It can not be
said that either the producer or general public are interested in
the particular pecentage of live tock purchased by any particular concern. It is not a matter of public intere t as to who
buys the live stock; and likewise it is· a matter of no importan.ce to the producer whether Swift & Co. purchase 35 per cent
or 50 per cent of shipments on any particular. mru·ket, ()r upon
all .the markets as a whole. The producer's only conC'ern i. to
receive fail• treatmP.nt in the markets and to e ·ure the highest
possible price for his product commen urate with the demand,
allowing the packer a rea onable return on the capital he employs in his bu ine s.
" Power to control prices: If the five large packer · had the
power, which is not true, to ab olutely control tJ1e percentages
of purcha es and depress the value of live stock, they could, by
the exercise of the same power, increase the selling price to the
consumer. There does not exist the slightest «?virlence of any
agreement or combination to control the distribution of fre8h
meats or other products of the packer. In fact, the commi ion
is forced to say in its report that • There is apparently no
"dre sed-meat pool" at the pre-ent time, such as existed in the
nineties,' and the incontrovertible facts are that . the packer only
receives less than half a cent per pound profit on dressed beef-
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an item of profit so small that it could be entirely eliminate(!
and not affect materially the cost of the product to the consumer. So tliat if, by the widest stretch of the imagination, it
could be argued that the >olume of purchases from year to year,
by each of the packers, was proof of a conspiracy in restraint of
tra<le, the argument is completely exploued by the fact that such
n coir'l.ci<lence has not decreased the value of live stock in the
bands of the producer. · .
" Even a cursory examination of the records will substantiate this statement.
"A>erage yearly price of cattle: The average yearly price per
100 poundFl of native beef catle at Chicago, as compiled by
the Chicago Drovers ;rournal, was as follows :
1,500 to

1,900.
pounds.
1910 ..• ·••••••• ··•·•·•··•·· .••..•••••.•.••••.•.••..• •••••••••••
1911 .• ••••·•••·•••••••• ••·•••••••••••• .•.••••••••••••••••••••••
1912 ····························-·····························
1913
·•••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1914 ••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1915 •••• ••••••·••••••··••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••··
1916 ••••••.••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1917 •• •••••·•••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·

750 to

1,050.
pounds .

. $1.70
7.00
9.60
8.85
9. 75
9.25
10.75
13.75

1,5.90

5.65
7-10
8.00
8.10
7.70 .
8 . .S
10.50

\ Figures for 1918 will show a decided increase in-values.
"Av-erage }Jrice of hogs: The average price of hogs and pigs,
for the same period, likewise proves the contention:
Mixed.

1910------------------------~----------------------------

1911----------------------------------------------------1913----------------------------------------------------1914----------------------------------------------------~915----------------------------------------------------~916 ______ /---------------------------------------------1917----------------------------------------------------~912-----------------------------------------------------

$8.90
6.70
7.60
8.50
8.30
7.20
0.60
15.10

" 'Vith a still larger increase for 1918.
"So lt will be seen that live stock sold for an increase of
nearly 100 per cent in 1917 over 1910.
.
" Number slaughtered compared: These values have increased
In the face of a constantly browing volume of animals marketed
each year; so that we find that there were slaughtered at 919
Government-inspected establishments inCattle.

1910-------------------------------------------- ----- 7, 962, 189
1911------------------------------------------------ 9,299,489
Swine.

}~~~=======~===::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ib:~ig:g:~
" Increase on farms : It is of further interest to note that on
July 1, 1918, the relative number of live stock in the United
States had increased over J"uly 1, 1917, by the following per·
centages: Hogs, all ages, 3.3 per cent; cattle, all classes, 3.9 per
cent; sheep, 16.5 per cent.
" Thus a L-:; shown thn.t notwithstanding the large increase of
live stock marketed and the increased supply in the hands of
the producers there has been a phenomenal increase in the
prices paid the producer for his products.
"Packers' profits small: The packers have taken all the risk
in handling a perishable _product, requiring billions of dollars
to move, and have passed the finished product on to the consumer at a profit per pound so small as not to affect the price
to such consumer if same was entirely eliminated, and were it
not for the immense volume handled this could not ha>e been
accomplished.
" The figures will further show that for any given year the
margin of profit to the packer between the prices paid the
produ,cer and the amount received from the consumer has been
relatlyely as small, and such prices have fluctuated according
to the supply and demand, and explodes every theory that the
packers manipulate the markets and levy .tributo upon the contmmer. No other business in the .world of S'Gch magnitude and
importance does business on such a small percentage of profit
on the volume of business.
" Evidence of competition: The period required to market
beef, from the time of its slaughter until the meat is in the
hands of the consumer, ordinarily covers from 10 .to 14 days.
The demand in the various markets fixes the price. Many
shrewd buyers examine the stocks on hand of the several
packers, and shop from one concern to another, seeking and
obtaining the best bargain to be found. The meat can only be
profitably kept for a short time, and when the market is oYerstocked, as frequently happens, the product is sold at a loss.
T.:Us is easily demonstrated in any market in this country,
and can not be successfully controverted. This fact in itself
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is sufficient to demonstrate that the packers are in active competition with each other in the sal'e of their products.
" Other evidence of competition is found in the rivalries
existing between the companies, in the fluctuation of profits
from week to week, in the competition between the packers aud
speculators, and many other facts patent to anyone who wiLl
take the trouble to study the business in all its details.
· " Profits: One of the largest packers has figured that <luring
the year ending September 30, 1917, the anrage price paid for
cattle to the purchaser was $84.45 per head; packing house ex·
pense, selling, and freight, $7.30 per head ; net profit, $1.29 per
head; total, $93.04 per head. So that upon an outlay of $91.7u
per head a profit of only $1.29 was produce<l. Even though the
profit might be double--for the sake of any possible inaccuracyit still w~uld make the profit less than 3 cents upon e>ery dollar
of business done in a business dealing with a highly perishabl~
product. No fair-minded person can object to such a result, and
it explodes the argument that the packers are profiteering.
" South American business : The co~mission being forced to
abandon the "beef-pool" idea, as proof of a conspiracy in restraint of trade, resorted to the argument of a division of purchases on the markets, and as an additional circumstance offered
in corroboration they charge ·a conspiracy to divide the trade
from South America. The commission, in its report, included
in that alleged conspiracy all of the fi>e packers assailed,
although Cudahy & Co. have no establishment in South America
engaged in the packing business.
"Ships commandeered: The facts are that at the time of
the· outbreak of the European war practically all refrigerator
ships capable of transporting fresh ft:ozen meats were of
British registry and sailing under the British flag. The English
Government commandeered all such refrigerated space and used
h in transporting fresh meat to supply her civilian population:
and the armies of the allies. The British GoYernment had contracts with each of the loeal British and American packers
transacting business in South America and allotted certain
definite space in these boats to each of the packers. The amount
of space so allotted automatically and definitely fixed the per·
centage or volume of business which each of the packers were able
to transact from South America. All this was done with the sanction of the British Government, and under these circumstances
the meeting referred to could not possib~y have been in violation
of any law of this country, nor does it afl'ord a proof, circumstantial or otherwise, of the charges made by the commission.
" Thus the chief corroborating . circumstance ofl'ered by the
commiSsion is exploded.
"J"oint funds: The third circumstance offered by the commission is the charge that the packers ha>e maintained ·jMnt funds
to defray expenses undertaken in rna tters affecting the general
industry.
· " It is true that the five packers haTe maintained a joint
fund, which has been used for entirely legal and proper purposes-generally to protect the industry _against unfair attacks
and to pay attorneys for defending actions involving the product of the general industry. Likewise such funds have been
raised to promote the welfare of packing-house employees in
providing amusements, entertainments, and outings for · the ·
families of workingmen, and many other things to promote their
social well-being.
.
" There is scarcely an organization of any kind in this country relating to any particular. branch of busii~ess which does
not raise joint funds for legitimate and pro).'Jer purposes incident
to the business.
"So that this circumstance also utterly fails to sustain in
any way the charges made by the commission.
"Agreements relating to other lines: The fourth circumstance
offered by the commission charges that there are alleged agreements relating to other lines than the purchase of live stock
and the sale of meats, namely, cheese and lard compound.
"The packers deny that they ha>e any agreements or understandings in effect relating to any commodity handled by them.
" The commission, in support of its contention on this point,
offers certain correspondence, quoted on pag€s 36 and 37 of the
report. We quote the following from same:
" It is certain that by no means all the agreements in eiiect between
the big packers came to the attention of the commission. Thus, for
example, we have evidence of an agreement on lard compound, which
was made at the time the commission's investigation was being
vigorously pressed and came to light only by chance.
"Letter, Armour & Co. to H. G. Sharpnack (Armour's branch house
superintendent at Pittsburgh), dated January 24, 1018:
"'It's always been our understanding that if our organization had
the same price as the other fellow that's all they need. This is certainly a fact on substitute since .Tanua1·y 14, and we will be very
much · surprised it your territory does not triple its business eacll
month. We do not recall having . such an opportunity in the history
of t~~ f.rm , and if this practice is maintained it's a pretty safe bet
we will get our shar~.'
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. " This was followed on January 28, 1918, by a . circular letter from
H. G. Sharpnack to all managers giving the following instructions :
" ' Please give this compound all attention possible. Everybody's
price must be the same as yours. If you find any deviation, make
doubly sure that you are right by seeing the bill, noting the date of
same, quantity sold, and the price, and let me have it.'
"This so pleased Armour & Co. that on January 30, 1918, L.- L.
Whelen, of Armour's Ia1·d department, wrote Sharpnack :
"'Very glad to note your cooperation on White Cloud as per your
circular to houses dated the 28th. In this connection, however, it
occurs to us hat we should not make any n oise about competitors'
prices being identical, etc. Under present conditions this is not
advisable, as you a.r e undoubtedly aware. Also you might destroy
this letter on the subject.'
"Evidence of other agreements might be quoted at length, and they
will appear in the report. The quotations already made would seem
to answer affirmatively the President's question :
'
" 'Are there manipulations, controls, trusts, combinations, conspiracies,
or restraints of trade out of harmony with the law or the public int~rest?'

"No doubt that, under the methods useo by the commission
to take such correspondence from the files of the companies and
place their own construction upon it without calling for any
explanation of same, led them to believe that they had secured
therein evidence of a flagrant dis1·egard of the law, flaunted
n.t the very time when the investigation was being vigorously
prosecute.
" Uniform prices regulated by Food Administration: The
facts are that the uniform prices referred to had been suggested
by the Food Administration of the Government, which has
regulated and stabilized the prices of many basic food products
since our entry into the war. And this was merely a lette1~
from one of the companies to its own agent; admonishing him to
go after the busiil.ess, and see that none of his competitors
deviated from the prices outlined by the Food Admin.i8t1·ation;
if so, to be certain of his facts and report it.
. "So that, instead of being evidence of a violation of law,
it shows that Armour & Co. was after all the busineF:.<:; they
could secure, and desired to cooperate with the Government in
maintaining its regulations.
.
" This affords a fair illustration of the many miscunstructions placed upon the memoranda and data collected by tbe
commission:
. "Butter, eggs, cheese, etc.: In regard to the packers' various
1·amifications in other products, such as butter, eggs, cheese,
poulb:y, canned fruits and vegetables, jellies, jams, preserves,
etc., this expansion is in keeping with the development of a
highly organized and efficient business institution. It mnst be
borne in mind that the packer has branch houses located in
practically every important city in the United States, equipped
with storage facilities, in charge of a manager, with a force of
employees, such as accountants, bookkeepers, delivery systems, etc., .:which are necessary in the transaction of the meat
business alone; therefore the expansion into these other food
lines go hand in hand with the meat business, products being sold
in most instances to the same retailer who buys meat food products and the business operated under the same fixed expense.
" Hoarding bides: Another equally clear misapprehension is
found in the charge made by the commission that the packers were
boarding hides. On page 15 of the report the commission say :
"Finally the packers' storage facilities. and strong financial position
make 1t possible for them to manipulate the markets and dispose of
their products without regard to supply and demand. It is aclmitted
Jn correspondence of the big packers that during the past year, when
leather was in enormous demand, certain of the Big Five boarded
hides in such immense quantities for the purpose of inflating the already
unreasonable prices that (to quote their own correspondence) : 'We were
forced to pack them in our cellars and outside in the open, but have
reached the point now where we have no place to go with any more.'

"Had the commission permitted an explanation of conditions
existing at the time referred to, they would have found the
facts to be that, normally, there are about 500,000 hides in
storage at the packeries all the time, representing the normal
monthly slaughter of cattle. No tannery will accept for delivery hides that have not been cured in salt for at leust 30
days. Consequently the packers must hold in storage all hides
for that length of time.
" During the period referred to there was an increase in the
slaughter of cattle to meet the requirements of our country and
our allies in the matter of food. Also, one of the agencies of
our Government took an option on 750,000 hides for a period of
60 days, requiring the hides to be held during the period of the
option, which created the condition referred to in the quoted
letter, and it may be of further interest to state that at the
end of the period the Government failed to exercise its option
and forced this immense quantity upon the market, which declined materially during the period and caused a loss to the
packers of several million dollars. One of the smallest of the
packers lost nearly one-half million dollars on the 75,000 hides
it was required to hold under the Government option.
" Country· hides: It is appropriate to refer to the speech of
the Hon. 'VILLIAM E. BoRAH, of Idaho, in the Senate, September
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6, 1918. Mr. BoRAH takes for his subject . the report of the
Federar Trade Commission, and undertakes to justify the
same, elaborating to some extent upon the question of hide and
skins produced by local killing or from animals that died on
the farm, making the statement that this product is -practically without any market value-that the packer in control of
the principal supply of hides dominates the market to the extent that the country hide seller must take what is offered.
" Mr. BoRAH has doubtle s been misinformed in regard to
this situation, as it is not conceivable he would make these
statements from hearsay. The facts are that the country hide
and skin situation is controlled entirely by local or independent firms who make a business of gathering up tl1ese
hides and skins, as well as other by-products such as bones,
tallow, etc., and there is just as much of a fixed market for
country hides and skins as there is for packer hide and skins;
the packers are not dealers in or tanners of country hides.
"Action War Industries Board: The lack of any discrimination not alone on the part of the packers but on the part of
the large cotintry hide dealers for that matter is conclusively
proven by the action of the War Industries Board in stating
the differential between packer and country native steer hides
at 6 cents per pound. In other words, if the packer native
steer hides sold for 26 cents, a country hide wo.uld bring 20
cents, and · it would be noted that practically the same spread
was in existence one year previous, long before the Government ever thought of adjusting these prices.
" Differential fair: This differential is fair and reasonable,
being based entirely upon the condition of the hides and its
fitne s to be turned into leather.
" The country hide and skin, as is well known in the trade,
not being taken off by experts, is subject to cuts or scores.
Also there is a larger percentage of brands on country hiues,
which affects the tanning.
·
"Furthermore, they are not always packed as the packer
hides, fresh after being taken off and salted anu kept free from
deterioration until they go to the tanner.
" There never has been a time when the same market condition affecting packer hides would not also affect the countryhide situation. As a matter of fact, war conditions bnve
brought out more clearly than ever the undesirability of country bides for the reason that the Governri:lent specifications are
very rigid and will not admit of any d~fects whatever in production of leather for Government uses.
"Do not fix prices of products: The Senator also ('harges
that the packers, through their attorneys and agents, sit down
at a table regularly, either weekly or oftener or less frequently,
and agree among themselves as to prices of the products which
they sell the people.
·
··
" This statement is also based on misinformation as the packers or their representatives are not engaged in any such
practices, but, on the contrary, are dOing their best to live
up to the letter as well as the spirit of all laws.
" Raise-a-pig movement: Aside from the alleged illegal acts
complained of, the commission finds its greatest objection to
the magnitude of the business done by the five large packers...
and complain that the packing plants are concentrated in a
few large centers, and at the same time they complain that ·nve
stock production is discouraged because the plants are not
established near every small community where live stock is
raised, and that the failure to so establish such plants has
retarded the present 'raise-a-pig' movement, because there are
no convenient near-by places to dispose of the pig after it has
been raised.
" It has been demonstrated in the past that packing plants
of. small capacity can not be as economically operated as larger
ones; neither can the by-products be profitably utilized.
" Large packers and small ones: In fact, the large packers
are a great help to tbe small packeries situated in outlying sf'Ctions in that they purchase the by-products and surplus meats
from' many of such concerns. And it may be said that some
of them would find it impossible to continue operations if the
large packers should refuse to purchase their surplus stork.
"Again, it may be said wi~out immodesty that no industry
has been of more importance to our country in thP present
world crisis than the packing industry; and had it not been for
the wonderful and highly specialized organization and financial
strength of the five large packers, together with their nationwide system of branch houses, storage facilities, as well as
their equipment in the matter of refrigerator cars, a serious
calamity would have befallen the civilian population and armies
of the allies engaged in the present world war.
" Packers sustain allies with food : In this connection it may
be .said, as a matter of pride and satisfaction, that on the 22d
day o.f February of this year while the packing concerns were
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furnishing food to our armies in cantonments in this country
and in the field abroad, as well as supplying meat and food to
the families of the civilian populations in this and other countries, our allies found themselves in dire straits for meat. The
meat division of the Food Administration on the above date
called upon the chairman of the executive committee of the
packers, organized in connection with the Food Administration,
to furnish immediately for the allies 134,500,000 pounds of
meat, the shipment of which they requested to commence within
three days and the entire quantity to be moving within 14 days.
This e:.\.1:raordinary request called for a shipment of 60,000,000
pounds the first week and 74,500,000 pounds the second week, or
approximately 1,550 carloads the first '\Yeek and 1,900 carloads
the second week. And it is to the credit of these concerns that
the3· patrioticaTiy responded to the request of the Government
and met the requirements on time.
'
" It is manifest that no such achievement would have been
po sible had it not been for the great capacity of the plants,
the possession of adequate storage branches, cars, and other
equipment, and adequate financial strength to handle such a?
enormous demand, in addition to its regular established business. So that the magnitude of the business and the financial
strength of the five large packers, instea<l of being a menace,
has really pro\en a blessing at this period of the world crisis.
"Recommendations of commission: The first recommendation of the commission is that the Government acquire, through
the Railroad Administration all live-stock cars owned by the
packers. It intimates that the o\vnership of stock cars in the
packers gi\e certain power of control and a manipulation Qf the
means of transportation.
i "Stock cars: A Ycry small percentage of the receipts of live
stock arriyes in stock cars owned by the five large packers. All
such cars are now under the supervision of the Railroad Admirustration; and there can be no serious objection to the Government taking over such cars, if the service can be thereby
improYed.
, "Acquire refrigeration cars: Another recommendation is that
the Go-rernment acquire all privately owned refrigerator cars
through the Railroad Administration.
' " The reason why the packers own their refrigerator cars has
lH:'retofore been explained. 1\Ieat cars are of a special construction, and are not furnished by the railroads in quantities sufficient
to handle the business. Therefore it became necessary for the
packers to provide their own equipment of this character and
they are an integral and es ential part of the packing_ business.
"Interstate Commerce Commission report on pnvate car
lines: The Interstate Commerce Commission made an exhaustiYe study of the matter .of private cars, covering a period of
seYeral years, and, in a report dated July 31, 1918, they say:
" It Is clearly established that shippers of petroleum oils, fresh meats,
packin""-house products and dairy products could not have - done the
volume" of business they have done in the past, or that their plants
were constructed to do, except they bad possessed t~emselve!i of private
cars over which they could exercise, and have exerc1sed, control.
"The refinl!r of oil or -the meat packer could no more do business
on an economical and efficient basis without his private cars than be
could without his modern equipped reftning or packing plant. The pri·vate car part of the business bas grown with the rest. Doubtless in
the beginning demands were made by these shippers that carriers should
supply tank and meat cars, but it was quickly demonstrated that business could not be done in the most effective manner were carriers to
own or control can; of that kind. As a rule, carriers have never furnished these cars and it has come to be mutually understood that they
should not do s~. '!'be oil refiner and mEat packer demand an adequate supplv of cars at all times. It is conceded by shippet"s that
neither an adequate supply nor its efficient distribution can be afforded
by carriers. The requirements have been that there shall be the most
efficient use of tank and refrigerator cars, which has been one of the
:results of private ownership. While thls has undoubtedly been of
benefit to carriers, it has been of incalculable benefit to shippers as well.

1 " It requires a special department to keep track of ~md manage these cars in each of the packers' organizations. The mileage compensation received by the several companies is not sufficient to make their operation profitable to the packers, and it is
a. fact that they are operated at a loss. However that may be,
they are an essential part of the business, and it would be manifestly unfair and unjust for the Government to confiscate these
cars without providing as efficient service as now exists, and
also mnking provision for future expansion of business.
" Government now supervises packers' cars : In this connection, it is a fact that the Government already exercises certain
superYision o\er such cars, through the Railroad Administration.
"On .January 1, 1918, there were approximately 1,000 owners of private cars of all kinds in use in commercial service
in this country, not including railroads. The number owned
by each ranged from one to eighteen thousand; and as yet we
have heard not.]Jing of any movement to take away from any
·other yitnl industry, equipment so essential to the business as
the refrigerator car is to the packers. The ownership of such
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cars does not give the packers any control over prices of live
stock, nqr does _their possession in any way affect the prices of
meat to the consumer.
" Furthermore, the packer enjoys no advantages in the way
of rates, switching charges, demurrage, or anything whatever
not enjoyed by a shipper using a railroad refrigerator car.
" Government ownership of stock yards : Another recommendation of the commissiOii is that the Government acquire
the principal stockyards of the country through the Railroad
Administration.
"The ·stockyards were established by some of the packers, as .
heretofore explain~ in order to furnish rr.·arket places supplied
with pens for the animals and with watering and feeding facilities. Every packing center must have proper and efficiently
operated yards in order to care for the animals.
"The principal reason ~t the packers have become interested
in the yards has been to provide · such facilities and extend
them as the business expanded. It is doubtful whether such
efficient market places would ever have es:isted hud they not
been established in this manner.
"Private ownership gives no control of prices: The ownership
of the stockyai·ds gives no control over prices of live stock and
no control over the commission men at the yards. Yardage anti
feed charges are reasonable and uniform to all patrons.
"Yards already under Government jurisdiction: There can
be no serious objection to the ownership of the stockyards by the
Government, if their efficient IL1lllagement and operation shall
be guaranteed. But, as in the matter of cars, the stockyard.:i
are likewise under Government regulation, which has been estab·
lished under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Markets of the
United States Department of Agriculture, and in fm'therance
of this plan the Government is holding open meetings, taking
up the question of the fairness of stockyards operations and
their various chru·ges for service, testimony being taken from
shippers, commission men, and packers alike.
"-Government ownership of branch houses and cold storage:
The fourth recommendation of the commission, that the Government acquire branch houses and cold-storage plants belonging
to the packers, is wholly impractical and would unsettle and
have a destructive effect upon the entire industry.
"Branch houses are a very necessary part of the system of
which large centralized packing plants are the basis. The Ofleration of branch houses requires initiative and skill on the
part of an experienced manager, and the efficiency of the organization would suffer if they were made into public markets,
with the manager responsible only to the Government.
"\Ve see no reason why the Government may not establish
such facilities for the use of smaller packers, unable to affortl
same, if it is deemed a proper governmental function to per·
form such service in matters of private business enterprise.
But it would be manifestly unjust and unfair to undertake to
depriYe the packers of the very means upon which they are dependent for the proper and efficient handling of their respecti\e
businesses.
" Commission chart : The Federal Trade Commission has prepared a chart in their report showing the packers interests in
yarious"outside enterprises, such as land companies, stockyards,
cattle loan companies, banks, terminal facilities, publications, etc.
"The inference naturally created by a study of this chart is
to a great extent incorrect, as the interest shown is mostly individual, does not in any way affect the packing business or
carry any control over the outside business referred to. The
relation between the stockyards and packing houses has been
discussed. The same thing applies to terminal facilities, as
well as some live-stock publications.
"It is no doubt correct to state t11at practically all of the
interest in different banks, as shown by the statement, is represented by personal investments in stocl.:, in some cases very
small. The fact that an individual is a director of a bank or
corporation does not necessarily mean he is a large stockholder.
,
"\Vhat is more reasonable than a desire on the part of most
any bank located at the different packing centers than to want
successful business men on their board.
COXCLUSION.

" The recommendations of the Federal Trade Commission
were doubtless made under the misapprehension that there exists at this time a conspiracy among the large packers to restrain h·acle and manipulate prices.
"It would be unthinkable that the commission ·would make
such recommendations wholly on the ground that the magnitude
of the business justified such action.
"\Ve submit that there is no evidence shown iu tl1e report
of the commission upon which auy court of competent juris-
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diction 1n the country woul<l find the packers guilty of tlle consideration of the conference report on tlle food-production
bill.
charges made ngainst them.
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, before the Senator from Okla"Tile packing industry of this country is made up of a large
number of competing units-some large and some small. A homa asks for that, I shoul<l like to inquire whether or not
few are large enough to achieve the economies and render the the report of the Federal Trade Commission, to which the re·
bl"O:Hl and efficient service resulting from a nation-wide or- port which has just been ordered printed is an answer, bas
ganization. l\1oreover, there are numerous small. packers who ever been published in the RECORD? I have not been able to
arc growing into financial strengtll and power, right under ~11e find it.
l\lr. GORE. I do not think it has been printed in extenso.
shndo\YS of these large concerns. They not only offer effective
l\fr. THOMAS. I think not, l\lr. Pre ident. The Senator
cornvetition in the purchase of live stock in the markets, but
also in the ale of the finished product to the consumer. There from Idaho himself asked to have it printed as a public docu·
· is no other business which -offers so many proofs of the inde- ment some days ago, and the request was referred to tl1e Compemlcnce of each concern engaged in the business, or more con- mittee on Printing; but it bas not been, I think, printed in the
vincing evidence of actual competitive conditions existing in RECORD.
l\Ir. BORAH. l\Iay I ask the Senator from Utah [l\Ir. SMOOT]
all lines of their business activities. No other line of business
is more perfectly supervised by the Government. A minirrmm or the Senator from Florida [l\1r. FLETCHER]-! think they are
price for hogs has been established, while the prices of many both on the Committee on Printing-whether or not any report
of the products of the packers are under supervi ory regula- has ever been m::~de upon my request that so many copies of that
tion by the Food Administration of the United States Govern- report be printed as a public document?
m ent. So that, even if any of these concerns desired to misuse
Mr. FLETCHER. I do not think there has been.
or abuse the power which the commission complains they
l\Ir. SMOOT. I will say to the Senator that I have been
pos es . t hey woulcl be powerless to do so, under the efficient in attendance daily on the meetings of the Finance Committee;
a.n<l effecti're regulations now prevailing O\er their business and I can not say whether or not, at the last meeting of the
throu,.h the different departments of the Government.
Printing Committee, it was reported out.
"PI:cking industry under Government supervision: The packMr. FLETCHER. I think the committee has not acted on
in.,. bu. iness now is, and has been since November 1, 1917, the resolution.
op~rating under licen e from the Food Administration, who
Mr. BORAH. In view of the charges, made in such strong
have limited the fiye larger packers profits to 9 per cent on language, that this report is false, I should like to ask that this
their investments, but in no case to exceed 2! cents per dollar on report be published in connection with the report which is to
the turnover; the smaller packer being limited to 2! cents go into the RECORD to-day. I am unable to find where this restraight on the turnover.
port has ever been published in the RECORD.
"The larger packers' books are being constantly examined,
l\Ir. GROJ\'NA. Mr. President, I will say that I believe it has
and a uniform system is being devised and installed by the been published in the RECORD; that it was presented in the
Federal Trade Commission which should remove any doubt in House and published in the RECORD. In fact, I read it, if my
the minds of the most skeptical that the business since Novem- memory serves me correctly. I am very much in favor of the
ber 1 1917 is receiving the closest possible goYernmental super- request. of the Senator. I think it ought to be published in con·
visio~ and cei·tainly there can not justly be any criticism of nection with the other report.
the m~ximum profits allowed the packer. The Food AdminisMr. THOlUAS. That was the profiteering report.
Mr. BORAH. I would not want to have it put in twice. The
tion no doubt regarded these profits as reasonable and essential to the proper maintenance and also to provide for the ex- Senator says he has read it. I think he must have read it as
pansion of the plants necessary to care for the growing demand a public document, or some other document; but it was not
of the Government and of the general business. Likewise, they published in the House proceedings.
l\lr. GORE. I think that was the profiteering report.
were necessary to maintain the credit of the packers, who are
Mr. BORAH. I went through the RECORD, and I am unable
large borrowers of money. The Government, after thorough
inyestigation, found they could not reduce this profit without to find that it ever was published there.
eliminating profit altogether, and the packer rightfully feels
l\lr. THOl\IAS. That was the profiteering report.
1\Ir. BORAH. Yes; and the chairman of the Federal Trade
that the Food Administration's adjustment of control \erifies
the fact of small profits per dollar turnover-impossible on a Commission stated to me that it never bad been published, so I
small volume--reported as being earned by the packer for a do not think this is a request to pubfish it the second time. I
number of years past. should effectively controvert any charge think this is the only time it has ever been published. Therefore I ask that it may be inserted in the RECORD in connection
of profiteering.
" The packing business is already regulated by more laws, with the report that is to be printed upon tne request of the
both State and National, than any other business institution. Senator from Utah.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?
The food product of every animal is inspected by a represental\fr. GRONNA.. Mr. President, I do not wish to be misunrler·
tive of the United States Government.
" Edible products not emanating from a-nimals are subject to stood. I have reference to the report made by th.e Fe<leral Trade
the Unite<l States pure food and drugs act, so that virtually Commission, calling attention to profiteering in the meat-pack·
every law of any kind affecting business applies to the packer. ing industries.
" 'rhe very existence of the packing business · is so closely
l\Ir. BORAH. This is a different report.
related to the continued success of the live-stock raiser and
Mr. THOl\lAS. Does not the Senator refer to the report on
farmer that on anything like a thorpugh analysis of the rela- flour milling and flour jobbing? That was published in the
tion one to the other would easily show that to disregard their RECORD.
interest would be to deliberately cut tl1eir own throat in a
l\Ir. GRO~TNA. Yes; and on meat packing, al o.
business way, if they followed anything like the tactics they are
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to printing
accused of following in the Federal Trade Commission's report. in the RECORD the report referreu to by the Senator from Idaho?
" To fully comprehend this, it must be thoroughly understood
l\Ir. FLETCHER. I will state that the document haying
that the packer is wholly dependent for his supply of raw reference to profiteering has been made a public document, No~
material from day to day on the voluntary shipments of live 248.
stock maue to the public markets by the individual farmer, as
The PRESIDil.~G OFFICER. I s there objection to the reoutside of a few personal investments which, compared to their quest of the Senator from Idaho? The Chair bears none, and
xequirements of live stock, are infinitesimal, the packer directly the report will be printed in the RECORD.
or indirectly does not own or control his live-stock supply.
Mr. BORAH. Now, Mr. President-"From any angle upon which this important subject is ap1\Ir. GORE. Mr. President, I am going to feel obliged to in·
proached, the report of the Federal Trade Commission unforon the regular order.
tunately thTows discredit upon one of the most important indus- sist
1\Ir. BORAH. I am not going to ask to displace the rcgnlar
tries in the country, and at a time when every such_ concern order
but I do not want the printers to get confused as to these
should be maintained at its highest standard of efficiency. The two ~eports. The profiteering report is a different proposition
recommendations of the commission are purely experimental, entirely. I want to ha>e published in the RECORD the report
and this is no tim<:> for such, and if carried out will be destructiYe to the industry anu rcnuer it incapable of performing the which was made to the President upon the meat-packing in·
dustry.
important services to the country now devolving upon it."
l\lr. KENYON. The report of July 3.
l\lr. GORE. 1\fr. Pre ident, I ask that the conference report
The PRESIDING OFFICER Will the Senator . en<.l the reon the food-prouuction bill be laid before the Senate.
The PRESIDIKG OFFICER · The qtiestion is on the motion port to the desk, so that tlle official reporters can get it?
Mr. BORAH. I will see that they get it.
of the Senator from Oklahoma that the Senate proceed to the
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faciUUe competitors of the fi>e great packers are at their mercy, and,
competition being stilled, the consumer similarly is helpless.· We therefore recommend :
" 3. That the Government acquire, through the Railroad Administrntion, all priYately owned refrigerator cars and all necessary equipment
SG .liM AllY OF TilE REPORT OF TIII:l FEDERAL TltiDE CO~DIISSIOX OX Tim
for their proper operation and that such ownership be declared a Go>MEJ..!.T-PACKL"'G lXDCSTRL
ernment monopoly."
LETTER TO THE PI:ESIDEXT.
Proper freight houses are provided by common carriers far the variJrLY 3, 1918.
ous sorts of freight except meat and perishable product.. The indiTo the PRESIDE!IOT OF THE UXITED STATES.
cated freight depot for such commodities is .a cold-storage house. Such
Sin: On February 7, 1017. you directed the Federal Trade Com·
a depot used as a distributing station, if free of access to all, woulu
mission to "investigate and report facts r~lating to the production, co':lstitute an agency for fair and free competition. Such a depot in
ownersbip, manufacture, storage, and distribution of foodstuffs and pn>ate hands, as now, constib1tes an invincible weapon for moTiopoly
the products or by-prodncts arising from or in connection \Vith their and control and manipulation. We therefore recommend:
preparntion and manufacture; to ascertain the facts bearing on
" 4. That the Federal Government acquire such of the branch houses,
alleged violations of the antitrust acts, and particularl.v upon the cold-stor.age plants, and warehouses as are necessary to provide faciliquestion whether there are manipulations. controlS, trusts, combina- ties for tbe competitive marketing and stomge of food products in the
tions, conspiracie~, or resb·aints of trade out of harmony with the principal centers of distribution and consumption. The same to be
law ot· the public interest," to the end that "proper remedies, legis- opeL·ated by tbe Government as public markets an<l storage places under
lative or adminlstrative, may be applied."
uch conditions as will afford an outlet for all manufacturers and
On July 1, 1017, funds for carrying out this direction becrune avail- handler of food products on -equal terms. Supplei.IU'nting the marketable and the commission undertook the task.
in!{ and storage facilities thus acquired. the Federal Government estabThe work fell naturally into v:uious divisions, and reports han lisu, through the Railroad .Administration, at the terminals of all prinnlrea.dy been made to you with reference to the milling and jobbing cipal points of distrilmtion and consumption. central wholrsale markets,
of wheat flour and the :preparation and distribution of certain canned and stornge plant~, with facilities open to all upon payment of just and
food products.. Otber divisions will be the subject of reports te you fair charge·."
as rnpidly as tbe re ult of our studies can be Teduced to proper form.
The commi sion belicTes that these four suggestions strike so deeply
At this tim<.> we arc repo1"ting to you on the meat-packing industry.
at th~ .root of the t-ree of monopoly that they constitute an adequatE'
Answering directly your question as to whether or not there exist and sunple olution of a problem the gravity of which will be unfo1ded
.. monopolies, conb·ols, trusts, combinations, conspiracies, or restraint!, to you in. tile page which follow .
of trade out of harmony with the law and the public interest," we
Out of the mass of information in om hands, one fact stands out
have found condusive evidence that warrants an unqualified affirmative. with all pos il.lle emphasis. Tbe small dominant group of American
This evidence in summary form accompanies this lette'r and will be meat packer are now international in their .activities, whil~ 1·emaining
set forth in more detailed form in se>en reports in support of our Ame-rican in iilentity. Blame \Vhicb now attnchcs to them for their
findings and recommendations, which will be placed in your hand at practices abroad us well as at home inevit.ably will attach to onr countb(' earliest possible moment.
.
try if the practices continue. '.roe purely domestic problems in their
\\bile we have found and will dlsclosc to you an intricate fabric inc~·easing magnitud~. their monopolization of markets and their manipuof ·• monopolies, controls, combinations, conspiracies, and restraints " latiOns and controls. grave as those problems are, are not more serious
which would seem to indicate a similm·ly complex and minute system thnn those pre ented by the added aspect of international activity. 'Ihis
of legislative or adminish·ative remedies, we believe that an adequate urgently argues for n. solution which will increase and not diminish the
Temcdy .may be more simply arrived at.
~h regard in which iliis people is held in internntional comity.
We belie>e that if the fundamental and underlying eTils are rooted
Some silow of competition is F<tnged bv the five great packtn<? comout the whole structure of conspiracy, control, monopoly, and restraint panic . It is supe.t"f!cl~. 'l'here is the natural rivalry of official and
mtlSt fall.
department , .and tb1s 1s made much of a 1ndicatin_g the existence of
If '"-e are correct in this judgment, the task of applying legislatire real competition. It is not real. How ham it is will be fully set out
in the accompanying summary and the complete reports.
and admini tratiTe rem~;d_y ts greatly simplified.
Some independent packers exist by sufferance of the fivl' and a few
It appl'a.rs that five great packing concerns of the country-Swift.
Armour, 1\lorris, Cudahy, and Wil on--have attained such a dominant hardy ones have survived in real competition. Around such few of these
position that they control at will the market in which they buy their as remain the lines are drawing in.
Hav}ng answer~ affirmative~y the question to which you directed our
supplief', the market in which they sell their products, and bold the
attention and haVJng summar1zed what we beliere to be the simplest
fortu~s of their· competitors in their hands.
:ot onJy is the business of gathering, prepa.rlng, and selling m(:'at form of an adequate remedy, and before proceeding to .a more detailed
protlucts in their control but an almost countless number of by-product discussion of thP subject, we make acknowled~ent of the tirell' s jninllustrii"S are imilarly dominated; and, not content with reaching -out dustry, the fid~lity to the pnb1ic interest1 and the patience and forb<>:irior mastery as to commodities which substitute for meat and its by- ancc of the men who .ha>e compo ed -che comnussion's sta.ff in this
pro<lucts, they have invaded allied industries and evffi unrl'1att'd ones. inquiry.
These men ha>e met and overcome every obstaelP that ingenuity and
Th combination has not stopped at the most minute integration, but
ha:-; gone on into a stage of conglomeration. so that unrelated heteroge- money could devise to impede them. Space forbidding individual mention, we make tb.is general acknowledgment, and this seems the proper
nous enterprises are brought under control.
As we have followed these five great corporations through their time to call to yom attention again, and especially the work of Me.
amazing and dc:>vious ramifications-followell them through important· Francis J . lleney, whose conduct of the case, because of its success, has
branches of industry, of commerce, and of finance-we have been -alrle met with condemnation, misrepresentation, and criticism. 1\e contraRt
to trace back to its source the great power which ha made possjble 1\lr. Ileney's legal ethics with the legal ethics of the men by whom he
their growth. We have found that it is not so much the m.eans of ·was opposed.
The eommis ion, throug-h Mr. Heney, had to meet deliberate falslfiproduction and preparation, nor the sheer momentum of great wca:lth,
but the advantage which is obtained through a monopolistic C{}ntrol of catiOll of returns properly required under legal authority ; we had to
meet school~ for witne. se. where employees were -coached in anticipathl' market places and means of transportation and distrilroti-on.
If these five grl;'at concerns owned no packing plants and killed no tion of :their being called to testify in an investigation ordered by you
cattle and still retained control of the instruments of transportation, and by the Congress of the United States; we bad to meet u situation
of marketing and of storage, their position would not be less sb·ong created by the destruction of letters and documents >ital to this investigation; we hall to meet a conspiracy in the preparation of answers to
thau it is.
The pt:oducer of live stock is at the mercy of the e fi>e companies the lawful inquiries of the commis. ion.
''e will not tre~?pa s upon your time to go into details as to the legal
because they control the market and the mar.keting facilities and, to
some extent, the rolling stock which transports the product to the and business ethic · employed, but on the foregoing statement, which
we
are prepared to substantiate in every detail, we contrast the ethics
market.
The competitors of these five concerns ar at their mt'rey becau e of of the commission's legal and investigating staff roth the legal staffs
the control of the market places, storage facilities, and the refrigerator of the five great companies. And in leaving this part of the subject, we
say, as we ha>e said repeatedly to you during the time of the investicars for di tribution.
The eon umer of meat pro!luct is at the mercy of these fi>e because gation, that lli. Heney s conduct of the case, as well as that of the
both producer and competitor are helpless to bring relief.
other agents and attorneys of the commission. was under the direct
The stock car is a part of the equipment of the common carrier supervision of the commission. the acts were performed with the knowlwhose ser>icec;; are necl'ssary to the producer of meat animals so that ed~;e and untler the direction of the commission, and the commission
be may reach the market. The railroacls furnish suitable cars for the as~umes all responsibility fo1· them.
transportation of other kinds of freight, and as -to the use of sucb cars
llet:pectfully.
the miner of coal or the .manufacturer of furniture are on an equality
WILLIAM B. CoLrnn, Chairman.
but· in the matter of tran portntion of live stock to a small degree
JOH.X FRAXKLIN For.T.
there comes in a private ownership and a: control and a manipulation
VICTOR MURDOCK.
of the means of transportation-the stock car-so it is that we recomSC:U:UARY OF ImPORT.
mend:
This report, while dealing generaily with the _problem of the meat
" 1. That the Government acquire, throu_gh the Railroad Administration, all rolling stock used for the transportation of meat animals. a1.1d- industry, is j.Ilore particularly a study of the actinties of the tive principal meat-packing co1-porations (Armour & Co .. Swift & Co., l\Iorris &
that such ownership be declar('d a Government monopoly!'
In the transportation of all other b:inds of freight the transportation Co., ""ilson & Co. (Inc.), and the Cudahy Packing Co.) in all fields. in
companies provide proper and suitable freight d epots. The proper and so fB.l' a..s they bear on the production and distribution of food. '!'his
suitable freight depot for live stock is a stockyard with its equipmPnt concentration of attention is adopt<:'d b.v the commission because we are
of exchangP buildmgs, terminal railways, and menns of distributing convinced that their power and influence over the production and disfull, unbiased, helpful market information, etc. We t'h~efore recom- tribution of food are dominant and because it is our judgment that until
their activities arc curbed and their control is eliminated, all measures
mend:
"2. That the Go>ernment acquire, tluough the Railroad Adminis- looking to the impro-.ement of the food sitUAtion will be relatively
tration. the p~·incipa1 and necessary stockyards of the country, to be ineffective.
trNJ.ted as fri'Jgbt depot and to b.e operated un ler snch conditions as
'l'he pages which follow contain n summary of the evidence upon
will insure open, competitive markets, with uniform scale of charges which our findings and recommendations are based. This summary
for n11 servic<·s perlor~ecl, and the acqui. ilion or establishment of such shows:
" First. The magnitude of 1:he large meat-packing companies, the exa<ldftional sards !Tom time to time as the future den•Jopment of livestocl{ production in the United 'tates may require. This to include tensive ramifications of their interests, and the instruments by which
cu. tomary adjuncts of stockyard ."
they have established and mnintain control.
A requisite for the proper tram~portation of fresh meat and dniry
"Second. The nature .of their combination, with details of the variproducts is 1hnt type of rolling stock known ns refrigerator -ears. The ous agre-ements and combinations.
railroads supply proper. f!pecial t;r[}es of cars for other classes of
"Third. '.I'he practices of tlle combination and their social and
fJ•eif!bt, but the beef refr~erator car· nnd icing facilitie. , which .m.·e economic efi('cts.
absolutely neeesl'nry for the transportation and distribut.ion of fresh
"Fourtll. Th<! remedy J?roposed."
meat·, are in pri\Tnte ownership. This owner hip furnishes tbese five
The detaill'd evjdence, mcluding hundreds of documents takrn from
great packing companies one of their most powerful means for controls
the files of the packing companies. abont 0,000 pages of sworn testimanipulations, and restraints. Lacking access on equal terms to these mom·. and mallY thousand oagcs of field reports of agents of the com-

'l'he PTIESIDING OFFICER.
'\\lll be ]1rintec1 in the REconn.
The report is as follows :

Without objection, the report
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In addition to these immense properties in the United States, the
miSSion bas been carefully analyzed and dl"'e ted, and will be laid before the Presjdent as rapiuly as the various sections can be put in Armour, Swift, ::\Ion-is, and Wilson interest , either separately or
jointly, own or control more than half of the export-meat production
final form.
Before proceeding to the findings of the commission it is desirable of the Argentine, Brazil, and Uruguay, and have large investments in
to consider b1·ietly ome of the difficulties encountered in the investiga.- other surplus meat-producing countries, including Australia. Under
tion, · bccause of the light which will thus be thrown upon the facts and present shipping conditions the big American packers conh·ol more than
the conclusions to be presented. In the first place, the packers have half of the meat upon which the allies are dependent.
important inteTests in fields where the commission's inquisitorial powThe monopolistic position of the Big Five is based not only upon the
ers are limited, but which are nevertheless of the greatest significance large proportion of the m eat business which they handle, ranging from
in connection with their activities in the food industry. Thu., for ex- 61 to 86 per cent in the principal lines, but primarily upon their ownample, they nre closely linked with a large number of banks, trust ership, separately or jointly, of stockyards, car lines, cold-storage
companies, and railroads, which connections are utilized, often unfairly plants, branch houses, and the other essential facilities for the distriif not illegally, for the promotion of the packers' interests in the food bution of perishable foods .
industry.
The control of these five great corporations, furthermore, rests in the
This would not be of vital consequence if the officials of the packing hands of a small group of individuals, namely, J. Ogden Armour, the
companies could be relied upon to furnish accurate and reliable infor- Swift brothers, the Morris brothers, Thomas E. Wilson (acting under
mation, or if their records were kept in such a way as to reveal the the veto of a small group of bankers), and the Cudahys.
true state of their affairs. At the beginning of the inve tigation the
A new and important aspect was added to the Rituation when the
commission attempt ed to proceed on these assumptions, but it was soon contr'ol of :::)ulzberger & Sons Co. (now known as Wilson & Co., Iuc.)
demonstmted that the records of the companies, particularly as re- was secured, 1916.~. by a group of New York banl,s-Chase National
gards stockholders' lists and other evidences of ownership, were con- Bank; Guaranty Trust Co.; Kuhn, Loeb & Co.; William Salomon &
structed to conceal rather than reveal facts; that important documents Co. ; and Hallgarten & Co. The reP.ort of the committee appointed
had bel;'n removed from their proper places in the files, and that the re- by the House of Representatives to ' Investigate the concentration of
ports of some of the most important corporations and the statements control of money and credit" (the Pujo committee) states (p. 59) :
of their officials could not be accepted. 'l'hus, Armour & Co. in their re- "Morgan & Co. controls absolutely the Guaranty Trust Co." The
port. attested by the vice president, Arthur Meeker, among other · Chase Kational Bank, a majority of its stock being owned by George
talsifica tions, omitted the company's interest in the Chicago Stock 1!'. Haker, is closely affiliated with the First Kational Bank. William.
Yards, amounting to $1,552,000, although the treasuret• of the com- :::)alomon & Co. and Ilallgarten & Co. are closely affiliated with Kuhn,
pany testified that the transfer of this property from J. Ogden Armour Loeb & Co. Thus we have three of the most powerful banking !?l"OUP'J
to the company had been made prior to the time the report was prepared. in the country, which the Pujo committee classed among the six 7• most
That the omission was willful and part of a general plan to conceal the . active agents in forwarding and bringing about the concentration of
1nterest in the stockyards is evidenced by the facts that admission of control of money and credit" now participating in the rapidly maturing
Armour·s interest was made only when the commission's examiner was food monopoly above described. The entt·ance of the bankers into the
on the point of discovering the truth, and that Arthur Meeker on packing business, it should also be notell, was not at all displeasing to
June 6, 1016, stated before the Committee on the Judiciary of the the blg packers. J. Ogden Armour and Louis F. Swift were frequently
House of Representatives that "the Armosr people have no interest in con ulted during the negotiations, anu Paul D. Cravath is quoted by
the Chicago Stock Yards."
Henry Veeder as giving a surance that the final arrangements would be
The commission is also in possession of documentary evidence that "more than satisfactory" to Armour and Swift.
ft. committee was formed by Swift & Co. to " coach " emplO;\'ecs who
The menace of this concentrated conh·ol of the Nation's foo11 is
miJ;ht be called t<pon to testify or gi'\"e information to the agents of increased
by the !act that these five corporations and their five hundred
this commission and other Government bodies.
and
odd subsidiary, controlled, and affiliated companies are bound toWe know also that the five packing companies-.lrmour, Swift, gether
by
joint ownership, agreements, understandings, communities of
Morris, Wilson, and Cudahy-conspired together in the preparation interest, and
family relationships.
of thetr answers to the commission's inquiries to the end that all should
The
combination
among the "big five" is not a casual agreement
agree. As pa1·t of the evidence in our possession substantiating this
brought
about
by indirect and obscure methods, but a definite and posistatement, the following letter is submitted:
tive
conspiracy
for
the purpose of regulating purchases of live stoclc
AUGUST 2, 1!J17.
and controlling the price of meat, the terms of the conspiracy being
M('!'ISJ"S. G. F. SWIFT, Jr., F. S. IIAYWARD, n. C. Mc::'llA:'{US, A.. D. WrrrrE, found in certain documents which are in our poRsession.
J. M. CHAPLIN, L. D. H. WELD:
'!'here are undoubtedly rivalries in certai.n lines among the fi~e
Mr. Veeder informs me that be has, at uifferent times, tnlked to corporations. Their agreements do not cover every phase of thetr
Messrs. Thomas E. Wilson, 1\I. W. Borders, C. J. Faulkner, James manifold activities nor is each of the five corporations a party to all
Sheehan (retained by Armour & Co. for this investigation), and a"reements and u~derstandlngs which exist. Each of the companiee
Thomas ·CreigiJ, and bas suggested to them that each firm prepare its is"' free to secure advantages and profits for itself so long as it does not
own answer to the que!:'tionnaire received recently from Commissioner disturb the basic compact. Elaborate steps have been taken to disguise
Davies, and that when the answers have been completP.d we have a their real relations by maintaining a show of intense competition at the
conference for the purpose of discussing objectionable things, if any, most consptcnous points of contact.
wbi"l.! :;;~gh t be contained in tbe individual reports.
The ~mour Swift Morris and Wilson interests have entered into
All of the gentlem('n to whom 1\Ir. Veeder has talked have agreed a combination 'with certain foreign corporations by which export hlpto this policy, and it io;; 1\Ir. Veeder's idea that as soon as our people ments of beef, mutton, and other meats ft:om the principal South Amer·
have formulated our reply \Ye should have a meeting among ourselves ican meat-producing countries are apportiOned among th ~ several COD}-·
to consider it, and that we should at that meeting discuss the ad- panies on the basis of agreed percentages. In conjunction with . thw
visability of exchanging copies of letters with the others as against conspiracy, meetings are held for the purpose ?f securing the mamtesimply bringing our letters into a meeting to be dlscussell there with- nance of the agreement and making such readJU tments as from time
to time may be desirable. The agreements restrict South Amertcan
out exchange of copies.
Told him that I thought that this was a point that ought to be shipments to European countries and to the United States.
gtven vet-y careful consideration, and that we would not want to comSince the meat supplies of North and South America constitute prac·
mit ourselves at this time to an exchange of letters with the others.
tically the only sources from which the United Stat«;s and her allies can
Told him that when om· material was ready would arrange for satisfy their needs for thell· armies, navies, and civtl POPu,J,at.lon~. ~ese
meeting of all interested who were in town at that time.
two agrements constitute a conspiracy on the part of the btg five, in
Will Mr. White please advise me when the data is in shape to be conjunction with certain foreign corporations, to monopolize an essential
considered in a conference of our own people?
of the food of the United States, England, France, and Italy.
·
• WM. B. TRAYNOR,
. The power of the Big. Five in the United States has been and is
Secrctm·y to Committee.
beinoo unfairly and illegally used tQ-LL.
1\f~niJ,mlate live-stock markets;
In addition to the general "combing" of the companies' flies in
Restrict interstate and international supplies Qf foofls;
anticipation of the investigation, attempts wer·e made on certain occaControl the prices of dressed meats and other foods;
Defraud both the producers of food and consumers;
sions to abstract important documents from the files under th e eyes
ot our agents. G. S. Shepard, vice president of Cudahy Packing Co.,
Crush efiective competWon ;
.
Secure special priVIleges from railroads, stockyard compame , anu
admitted that he had ordered his stenogra-,her to make an incorrect
copy of a letter which the commission's agent had requested, and had municipalities ; and
himself destroyed the uocument. Finally it may be stated that the
Profiteer.
.
t ·
attorney for Morris & Co., M. W. Borders, when put on the witness
The packers' profits in 1917 were more than four times as grea as
stand nnder eath, after first demanding immunity on the ground that in the average year before the European .war, although their sales in
his testimony might tend to incriminate him, proceeded to make state- dollars and cents at even the inflated pr1ces of last year had barely
ments which were disproved by the documents, many signed by him- doubled. In the war years, 1D15-1917, four of the five paclcers made
self with which he was later confronted.
net profits of $178,000,000.
c'ases of this nature involving violations of the law have been
E:S:TEXT OF " D!G FIVE " OWXERSHIP AXD COXTROL.
placed in the hands of the Department of Justice for appropriate
The meat industry: The most satisfactory single . infle.x o.f the
acv~~hould be remembered also in considering the results of this inves- proportion
of tbe meat industry controlled by the B1~ Ftve I S the
tigation that these corporations are now operating under a Federal in- fact that they kill, in round figures, 70 per cent of the llve stock
junction issued in 1003 ; that they had been informed by the Attorney slaughtered by all packers and butchers engaged in interstate comGeneral in 1912, at the dissolution of the National Packing Co., that merce .In 1916 the Big Five·s percentage of the interstate slaughter,
t hey would be the objects of close scrutiny and inspection; and that including subsidiary and affiliated companies, was as follows :
n committee of their confidential employees reported on April 10, 1916,
that " as matters now stand criminal prosecutions are sm·e to follow."
These facts .have been cited at the beginning of the report, not so
much for the light which they throw upon the character of the corpol·ations and individuals under investigation but because they demonstrate that this report based as it is upon documentary evidence ot
Illustrative of how completely effective competition bas. been eli,m·
the corporations, is an understatement rather than an overstatement lnated from the meat industry is the fact. that there I S only one
independent packer, Kingan & Co., who slaughters. as . much as L
of the situation.
SU:.IMARY OF FINDINGS.
per cent of the interstate total of cattle, and only mne mdepe&denta
Five corporations-Armour & Co., Swift & Co., Morris & Co., Wilson wh:) slaughter as much as 1 per cent of the interstate total of hogs.
The big packers in presenting their case to the public, have gi!i_cn
& Co (Inc.), and the Cudahy Packing Co.-hereafter referred to as the
" Big Five f, or " The Packers," tog.e ther with their subsidiaries and great emphasis to certain figures purporting to prove that the ~ig
affiliated companies, not only have a monopolistic control over the Five handle "not to exceed one-third of the total meat production
.American meat industry, but have secured control, similar in purpose of the United States." This result can be obtained only by juggling
1f not yet in extent. over the principal substitutes for meat, such as figures ; for example, by omitting from the Big Five's total the anieggs, cheese, and vegetable-oil products, and a.re rapidly extending their mals slaughtered by their affiliated companies. Their s~atement is
further decepth·e, because under " total meat production of the
power to cover fish and nearly every kind of foodstufl'.
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United States" arc included al the animals killed on the farm for
home consumption. On th!.s theory, monopoly couhl not be considered
to e:xlst in the meat industry, even if every pounll of meat consumed in towns and cities were handletl by a single company, so long
as farmers continued to kill their own hogs and cows.
Control of the meat industry cat·ries with it not only control of
all kinc'ls or fresh and preserved meats, but in addition a very great
competitive admntage in more than a hundred products and byproducts arising in connection with their preparation and manufacture, ranging in importance from hjdes and oleomarp;arine to sandpaper and curled hair. In all these lines the Big Five's percentage
of control, as compared with othE-r slaughterers, is greater even than
the pet·centage of animals killed, becau e of the fact that many of the
small packers are not equipped or have been unable to uitllize their
by-p roducts.
Foreign interests.-Tht: investigation of the foreign intert-sts of the
American packers is n'>t yet complete. The following list of those
companies which th us far have be-en identified as subsidiary to or
affiJlated with the Big Five is indicative cf the extent of their activities
nbroad:
Armour:
Armour & Co. of Australasia (Australia and New Zealand),
Armour & Co. of L'ruguay (Urugtiay).
• Compania Al'lnour 1lo Brazil (Drazil).
F rigorifico Armour de lu Plata (Argentina).
Dominion Tanneries (Ltd.) (Canada) .
Armour Canadian Grain Co. (Canada).
Allen & Crom (Ltrl.) (Gr{'at Britain).
Armour & Co. (Ltd.) (Great Britain) .
Fowler Bros. (Ltd.) (Grea t Britain).
.James Wright & Co. (Great Britain).
Times Cold Storage Co. (Great Britain).
Armour & Co. (Frankfort) (Germany).
Armour et Compagnie Societe Anonyme (France).
Armour Soc! eta Anonima Italiana (Italy).
Armour & Co. (Ltd.) (Denmc.rk).
Armour & lUorris :
So~edad Anonima La Blan ca (.Argentina ).
·cudahy:
·
Cuuahy & Co. (Ltfl.) (.Austrnha).
The Cudahy Packing Co. (Ltd.) (Great Britain).
1\Iorrls.
.Morris Beef Co. (Ltd.) (Great Britain).
Haarers (Ltd.) (Great Brita.in).
Swift:
Australian :\!eat Export Co. (Ltd.) (Australia).
Companiu S\iift do Drn:>:il (Bra zil) .
Compania Swift de Ia Plata (Argentina).
Compania Swift de Montevid eo (Uruguay).
Companla Paragnaya de l!'rigorifico (Paraguay).
Swift Canadian Co. (with its selling branches) (Canada).
J.ihby, l\IcNeill & Libby 0f Canada (Canada).
Libby, IcNelll & Libbv of Lonrlon (Great Britain).
Curry & Co. (Ltd.) (Great Britain).
Garner, Bennett & Co. (Ltd.) (Great Britain).
H. A. Lane & Co. (Ltd.) (Great Britain).
H. L. ~wift Stall (Grent llrita.in).
·
Swift Pa cking Co. (Ltd.) (Frnnce).
Franklin Land & Investment Co. (Great Britain).
Swift Beef Co." (Ltd.) (Great Britain).
·wilson:
Frlgorifico Wilson de Ia Argentine (Argentina).
Archer & Co. (Ltd.) (Grea t Britain).
Nuttall Provision Co. (Ltd.) (Great Britain).
Their J?resent and orospective positions in the Commonwealths of
the Pacific are well described by the following extract from a communication from the American consul general, Auckland, New Zealand,
to the Secretary of State, dated Ap1·il 26, 1!)18:
" I have the honor to advise that the Hon. W. D. S. MacDonald,
minister of agriculture, industries, and commerce of New Zealand, has
nsked me to secure for him and the use ol the New Zealand Government
all the information possible relative to the investigation made by the
United States Federal Trade Commission into the American Meat Trust;
and I should very greatly appreciate it it I might be furnished with at
least two or three copies of this information for the honorable minister,
who indicated that he would like at least that many.
"In this connection I wish to explain that the operations of the
American Meat Trust are of very great interest to New Zealand stock
raisers, since they are very greatly alarmed over their actions in this
part of th~ world, fearing that they propose to get control of the meat
business in this Dominion. Armour & Co. already have an office at
Christchurch, and have employed one of the most expert stockmen in
this Dominion.
" This question is being discussed extensinly in and out of Govern·
ment circles, and I believe it will be wise to make it clear that the
American Government is In no wise connected with or fo-stering the
methods used by what is known as the American Meat Trust."
Substitutes for meat: The business of the packing companies originally was limited to the slaughter of live stock and the distribution
of meat and animal product and by-products. Now, however, they are
l'apidly extending their control over all possible substitutes for meatfish, poultry, €'ggs, milk, butter, cheese, nnd all kinds of vegetable oil
Jlroducts-and have secured l'ltrategic points of collection, preparation,
ancl distribution of th.,se products.
Swift & Co. is the greatest butter distributor in the United State~,
banclling in 1916, in round figures 50,000,000 pounds, or nearly as much
as the combined sales of the two largest nonpacker organizations.
Judged conservatively oy traue estimate , the Big Five packers handle
at least half of the interstate commerce in pGultry and eggs and in
cheese. The packers are also important factors in the preparation and
distribution of condensed and evaporated milk, and are rapidly increasing tl.iei r proportion. Wisconsin, tbe leading State in the production of bJi. ter and cheese, is covered by their creameries, condensaries,
and buying s tation8, and a similar proce5s of concentration and control
is already evident in the other principal dairy States.
V<'getable-oil products are becoming increasingly important as substitutes for animal fnts. The most abundant and widely used of the
vegetable oils in the United States is cottonseed oil, of which 31.8 per
cent was refined by · the five big packers in 191G. The most important
by-product of the cottomieec!-o ll industry is cottonseed cake, which is in
great demand by li>e-stock producers.
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Canned fruits, vegetables, etc. : Fruit and vegetable canning and
preserving are r emote from slaughtering and meat packing, bur the blg
packers, through ownership of refrigerator-car lines and their branchhouse system of distribution. possess special advantages for control of
this field of indu stry. The Big Five's advantage in this field rests not
so much on their ownership of canning factories, although in some
branches th<'ir output amounts to more than a quarter of the total for
the United States, as upon their rapidly gt·owing control of the wholesale distribution of canned goods. Indicative of the size -and rapid
expansion of the packers' canned-goodg business is the fact that Armour
& Co. increased thf' ir canned-goods sales from about $6,500,000 in 1916
to about $16,000,000 in 1917, whereas the combined sales of these products by Austin Nichols Co. and Sprague, Warner & Co., two of the
largest independent wholesalers, amounted to only a little more than
$G.OOO,OOO in 1917. ·
Staple groceries and vegetables: Recently the big packers began
dealing in various staple groceries and vegetables, such as rice, sugar,
potatoes, beans, and coffee, and in creased their sales at such a great
rate that in certain of these lines they have become dominant factors.
~Iere again the immense selling organization of the packers, built up
m connection with their meat husiness, assures ·them almost certain
supremacy in ~ny line of food handling which they may wish to enter.
Armour's dnve "into the rice market in a single year is l?erhaps the
most striking instance ot the potentialities in this direction. Early
in 1017 Armour & Co. first undertook the handling of rice, and in that
one yem sold more than 16,000,000 pounds of rice, thus becoming at a
single move, on the statement of the vice president of the company,
"the greatest rice merchant of the world." During this period the
wholesale price of rice increased 65 per cent.
.
Grain : Armour is the only one of the big packers who appears to be
interested in the grain trade, although .James X. Patten a large stockholdet· of Swift & Co., is also one of the important factoi·s in the cereal
markets.
•
The Armour Grain Co. Is a close corporation, in which J. Ogden
Ar~our owns G4 per cent of the £tock and other members of the
fam1ly 22.9 per cent. Directly or through its subsidiary or trade-name
companies .the Armour Grain Co. operates over 90 country elevators.
Its 8 termmal elevators at Chicago and its 2 elevators at Kansas City
constitute 25 per cent of the total elevator capacity of these cities In
1917 it hanclled 75,000,000 bushels, or 23 per cent of all receipts of
grain at Chicago, the greatest market in the world, and its business is
ra"Jlldly growing. Nearly all of this was directly merchandised and
only a small fraction sold on commission .
In the manufacture of breakfast foods and stock and chicken feeds
the Armour Grain Co. is upanding, e. pecially in the line of producin"'
retail bra~ds. Within tht·ee years it has undertaken the. manufactur'C
of Armour s Oats, has taken over the Buffalo Cereal Co., with its many
brands of cereal foods ancl animal feeds, and within the present
year has taken over the :Mapi-Flake Co., of Battle Creek l\Iich
In connection ":ith i.ts line of country elevators the' Armo.ur Grain
Co. merchandises rertlllzer, feed, coal, fence posts wire fen cing builders' hard'"Yare, - binding twine, lumber, millwork, cement, ll~e and
plaster, bnck, sand, gravel, and roofing.
.
Fertilizers: '£he fertilizer industry lies at the ·base of American
food p_roduction. The packers, controlling the disposal of more tban
two-thtrds .of the offal produc.ed in the packing industry, have become
~he most Important factors m the manufacture of animal fertilizer
ID[-jredien~s an!l have stro1;1gly ent~·ed the field of production of
:;}l~~ea\ I:!ii~edients.
In mt.xed fertiliz ers they produce 19 per cent

0

Hides, leather, and wool: In addition to the far-reachlng ownership
and c'?ntr~l in the various bra1;1ches of the f<?O!i industry outlined aMve,
the ll1g Ftve also occupy an Important posttiOn with reference to the
clothing of our civil and military population through potential contt·ol
of the hide and leather marl{ets of the United States and of a considerable proportion of the total wool production.
There is no question of their dominant position with rt>ference to
hides and leather. The Big Five not only handle more t11an threefourths of the hides and skins produced by interstate slaughterers
but directly, through their subsidiaries or through leases and con:
tracts .. tan a large part of the leather I?rbduced in the United States.
~he big pack~rs occupy an e:ren more 1mportant and profitable positlOn in the lnde and leather mdustry than these statements indicate
because of the fact that their Wdes receive a nigher grading th~
those of independent pack<'rs and butchers~ whose hides are arbitrarily classed as "country hides," and that tney control a large share
of hide imports.
Finally, the packers' storage faclllties and strong financial position make it po:>sible for them to manipulate the markets ancl dispose
of their product without regard to supply and demand. It is admitted in correspondence of the big packers that during the past
year, when leather was in enormous demand, certain of the Bioo Fiv~
hoarded hides in- such immense quantities for the purpose of inflating
the already unreasonable prices that (to quote their own correspondence), "We are forced to pack them in our cellars and outside in the
open, but have reached the point now where we have no place to go
with any more_"
l~STRGMEXTS

OF CONTROL AND MONOPOLY.

The actual and potential powers of these corporate groups and
individuals are far greater and much more menacing to the welfare
and true prosperity of the Nation than this enumeration of industrial
possessions would indicate. This greater menace lies in the fact that
the Big Five have intrenched themselves in what may be called the
strategic positions of control of food distribution. '£bese strategic
positions. whlch serve not only to protect the controls which the big
packers have already acquired but to insure their easy conquest of
new fields, are :
Stockyards, with their collateral institutions, such .as terminal roads,
cattle-loan banks, and market papers.
Private r·efrigeratOI·-car li11cs for the tram;portation of all kinds of
perishable foods.
Cold-storage plants for the preservation of perishable foods.
Br·anch-lwuse system of -wholesale distribution.
Banks and t·eal estate.
·

The Big Five do not control banks in the same sense that they do
stockyards and car lines, but they possess overwhelming advantages
over competitors.
Stockyards : The stockyarus are the depot m.a.rkets through which
practically all animals which move in interstate commerce paS!!.
Ownership, partial or complete, of these markets is not only a source
of great profit but affords a fundamental business advantage.

i t
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How ,eomplctely the Big Five control thE.>se markets will appea.r from
the following list :
Percentage of Number
stock
of big
conpackers
intertrolled
by Big
ested.
Five.

Location of :prd.J.

[; [; [[;[

~!~:~/;~ ~ ~; ; ~; ~; ; ~;i;;i;;~ ~; ; ~!; ;

95.0
(1)

100.0
100.0
100.0
&3.5
(~)

79.0
69.3
99.2

j;~~~~J~ r-~~:::: :~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Jersey City, N.J.:
.
Jersey City Stock Yards .................................. .
entral Union Stock Yard!: .....................•...•......

: ::

:

~e~~t~:: ~ :~ ~~: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~::~ ~~:~ ~ ~ ~: ::~: ~::: ~

3

91.4
99.2
(\7.3
90.0
25.7

97.5
100.0
99.0
. 86.1
97.4
8-1 .7

a 60.2
97.0
92.1
75.1

63.5

84.2
91.0
8

Yankton, S.Dak ..... ........ ................. ..... .......... .

45.

59.6
(4)

1

(?) (1)
1

1
2
4

..............

1

2
1
2

1
5

1

2
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
1
2

3
2
2

5
1
1

. ..........

1 The. commi~sion has definitely located Armour's interest in tho Chlcago Stock
Yards Co. as 19.4 per cent. 'rheie is al~o evidence that Swift and probably .Morris
were parties to the negotiations by which Armour acquired hie; intere3ts, but it ~as
not wt been possjble to locate Swift anu Morris stock, be ause of the system by which
the ~toekholders' names are concealed thron6h the issu:moe of" bearer warrants~~ for
the stock.
! Pfi per cent ownfld by East St. Louis yards.
3 Including ~llerton fatnily intt>rests.
4 2 pt>r cent owned by Sioux City yards.
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the shlpments of comi_Jetitors. Besides ser;ing as a particular ad·
vantage to the owners m that their own ice service is sE.>cur d at cost,
these stations put them in a position to secure valuable informatiJn
concerning the shipments and customers of competitors.
From a competiti-ve stan!lpoint, however, a great advantage which
the big packers haye enjoyed has been the preferential treatment accorded their cars. The big packers' cars have been ca.refully handled
promptly returned, and used only for the shipment of the packers 1
own commodities. The small packers, on the other hand, have been
subject to extreme delays in se't:uring the return of their cars. Six
months for ::t trip from St. Louis to New York and return was not
at all uncommon, and there a.re n number of cases where nine months
elapsed before the car came back to its owner. The railroads have
also been accustomed to take liberties with the independents' cars, as.
for example, permitting their beef ca.rs to be used for the shipment of
onions.
The freight tonnage contrvlled by the big packers has for years jtiven
them a great leverage in all their dl'alings with the railroads. Until
the Interstate Commerce Commission interfered, this power was used
to obtain money · rebates. and m recent years to secure special privileges and concessions. The big packers sometimes acted In combination, throwing their joint power against the railroad or group of rail·
roads from which special privileges were demanded.
It is interesting to note in this connection that the packers have
organized various compan1e to sell railroad equipment and supplies,
such as bumping posts, metal bearings, waste, ice, and coal. These
companies have bf'en profitable.
Cold storage: Profits and actual market control in the hancUing of
perishable foods are alike dependent upon ability to buy during seasons of surplus production and low prices and to store at reasonable
cost until there is a relative scarcity. The packers have such storago
facilities. They have gone far beyond the requirements of their own
output and have established huge plants in which they store outputs
bought from other producers.
Branch houses and car routes: Tlle packers' distribution of theh.·
products is effected through a system of branch houses locatf•d in the
large towns and cities, and a system of refrigerator "peddler car"
routes which reach the smaller communitil'S. Swift & Co. ·each a.
larger number of cities ana towns by peddler car than all other packers, while Armour & Co. have denloped a system of delivering from
their branch houses by trucks, r eaching by this means over 20.000
towns, and making their total number of towns greater than Swift
& Co. The number of such branch h-ouses and car routes controlled by
the Big Five is as follows :
Car routes.
Number 1-------oh~~~~-h Number Number
oi routes. ~!;g;~~

----------------1----------

Armour interests. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366
197
1 24, 681
Swift intersts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•
343
48!
23,376
154
229
4,019
The cattle-loan bank is the institution through which loans arc Morrisiuterests .....................................
117
187
1,903
effected for the purcllnse of cattle for breeding and fattening. How Wilson & Co. (Inc.).................................
_ _ _4_,_19_8
j ealously this monopoly of making loans at the yards is guarded ap- Cudahy Packing Co ................................. __. _1_1a_ _ _ _200
pears from the example at East St. Louis, where the packers would not
(2)
1,093
1,297
Total. .................. .. . ···················
permit the establlshment of a ri>al bank within half a mile.
Direct control by ownersllip of market papers and other trade
-periodicals was definitely established by the commission in the case of
1 Including towns reached by Armour·s truck sales.
six papers, and theTe are a number of others controlled by various in2 Total would include a great number of duplications.
direct but effective methods. Control of market papers is important,
This system of wholesale distribution through branch houses and
both for their actual and potential influence over shipments and prices peddler
curs
is
the bulwark of monopoly. '.rhere is virtually no limit
by the character of tatements published and put on the wires, as well to the possible expansion
their wholesale merchandising short .of the
as for protection against criticism. llow important this may be is complete monopolization of
of the primary distribution of the Nation's
shown by ::t letter written by the editor of a Texas paper to Henry
Veeder, referring to the marked change in the policy of his papers, as food.
With the development of their branch bouse and car-route systems it
h~ expressed it, "before anrl after taking" two loans of $5,000 each
is tmnecessary for the packers to go through the slow process of buildfrom Armour and Swift. This and other correspondence from the ing
up manufacturing plant . Their initial move is to contract for the
packers' tiles indicates that direct ownership is not necessary for con- output
of factories. After the manufacturers have been under e:.:trol of these publications.
clusive contract for a few years they become virtually " tied " to the
One .of the trade journals frequently quoted as a source of authori- packers, and unable to break away and develop new outlets for protati•e information regarding the meat industry is the National Provi- duction
sioner. An editor of this journal for years received a joint annual
Already even the oldest and most strongly established whol e~m.lc
subsidy of . 5.00.0 from Armour, Swift, and Morris.
houses are seeing line after line of their merchandise ub orbed by the
The big packers' control at these markets is much greater than these packers' branch-house system. First, they saw the packers encroach·
statistl~s inilicate.
In the first place they are the largest and in some on the handling of butter, eggs, and chee e, then canned goods, then
cases practically the only buyers at these various markets, and as such vurious kinds of "package goods," and now rice, sugar, coffee, and
hold a whip hand over the commission men who .act as the inter- othe.- staples are being increasingly handled by the packer . La t year
mediuries in the sal<> of live stock.
the Big Five's combined sales totaled $2,127,2413,000. At the present
The packE.>rs' power is increa ed by the fact that they control all the rate of expansion, wHhin a few years the big pacliers would control tho
facilities through whlch live stock is sold to themselves. Control of wholesale distribution of the Nation's foo<l supply.
stockyurds comprehends control of li,·e-stnck exchange building· where
Financial and real estate interests: Lastly, as an element of control.
commission men have their offices; control of assignment of pens to are the big packers' widely J.istributed interests in banks and real
commission firms; control of banks and cattle-loan companies; control estate, which the commission has not as yet completely explored.
of terminal and switching facilities; control of yardage services and
In the financial field the packers' strength is based not so much on
char~es ; control of weighing facilities ; control of the disposition of
actual ownership a~ upon the inlluence which they can exert by reason
dentl animals anu other profitable yard monopolies; and in most cases of their volume of business and commanding industrial position.
They are further entrenched in financial institutions throughout the
control of all packing-house and other business sites. Packer-owned
tockyar<ls give thE.>se interests access to records containing confidl'ntlal United States as is evidenced by the following list, which relates only
shipping information which is used to the dl~advantage of shippers to the principal cities anu packing centers. In each of the banks hown
in this list the packers are represented on tbe board of directors
who h:lve attempted to fonvard their live stock to a second market.
Private car lines and transportation privileges: The Big Five own through members of the individual families, or through officers, direc·
!)3 per cent of the total of all kinds of cars owned by interstate
tors, or confidential employees of the packing com.panles. In addition,
slaughterers, including refrigerator, stock. tank, box. flat, and gondola there are a number of banks not eovere<l by tbis list in which closo
car·. The most important of the e from the standpoint of monopoliza- business associates of the packers are directors.
tion are tbe refrigerator cars.
Boston:
The Big Five own 91 per cent of all refrigeratoi· cars properly
Commercial National Ba:nk (Wilson).
equippE.>d for the shipment of fresh .weat that are operated upon the
Broadway National Bank of Chelsea (Swift).
railroads of the United States. The railroads have almost no equipHarvard Trust Co. (Swift).
ml.'nt suitable for shlpping dressed meat, and, consequently, unless an New York City:
indl'pendent packing company is large enough to afford to make a heavy
William Salomon & Co. (Wilson).
ouUay for refrigerator cars, it is practically impossible for it to attempt
National City Bank (Armour).
to sh'ip fresh meat out of the locality in which it is produced. The
Chase National Bank (Wilson).
smaller independents. therefo1·e, confine themselves either to pork packInternational Banking Corporation (Armour).
in"" or to cattle slaughter for local consumption.
Irving National Bank (Swift, Armour).
Ielng gtations a(lvantageuusly located on the lines of the trunk rallGuaranty Trm;t Co. (Will"-on).
roarls between St. Loui , Chicago, ancl the Atlantic se.aboard are owned
Irving 'l'rust Co. (Armom-).
and operated by thrt>c of the five packers. At these stations the packers'
New York County National Bank (Swift).
cars a1·e iced as well as all cars ca.rrying perishable products, including
Hallgarl:en & Co. (Wilson).
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Chicn,go:
In the first place, these five corporations began as individual enterContinental Commercial Xational Bank (A..rmour, Cuda.by).
prises with small capital aBd, with the exception of Wilson & Co.
Hibernian Banking As ociation (Armour).
(Inc.), have been. for two or more generations, under the management
Fort Dearbol'n Trust & Savings Ba11k (Swift).
of the same families which established them.
Illinois Trust & Savings Bank (Swift).
Two of these concerns--Armour and Morris-are and always have
First National Bank (Morris, Wilson).
been close corporations, with stocks almost entirely in the hands of
First Trust & Savings Bank (Wilson).
the families. The Cudahy Packing Co. was a close corporation until
People's Trust & Savings Bank (Armour).
recently. Its stock is now listed for sale to the public, but it is still
National Bank of the Republic (Swift, Cudahy).
dominated by the Cudahy family. The fourth, Swift & Co., although
Continental & Commercial Trust & Savings Bank (Armour),
having a large number of stockholders, is now and has al.ways been
Drovers' National Bank (Swift).
comple!:ely under the control of the Swift family. The 20.000 stockLiberty Trust & Savings Bank (Morris).
holders,
widely advertised by Swift & Co., have never had even an
Woodlawn Trust & Savings Bank (Swift).
apvroximately complete list of its subsidiaries and affiliated compaWestside Trust & Savings Bank (Morris). ,
nies.
Sulzberger
& Sons Co., the predecessor of Wilson & Co. (Inc.),
Mid City Trust & Savings Bank (llorrls).
was also a close corporation, family controlled. To-day, as Wilson
Union ~'rust Co. (Armour).
&
Co.,
it
has
a
large
number of stockholders, but the absolute control
Stoney Island Trast & Savings Bank (Armour),
of the corporation is vested in a voting trust, consisting of Thomas
Kenwood Trust & Savings Bank (Swift).
E.
Wilson
and
four
New York _bankers-Charles H. Sabin, Harry
Depositors' State & Savings Bank (Wilson).
Bronner, A. Barton Hepburn, and Elisha Walker.
South Side State Bank (Armour, Swift).
Such
concentration
of ownership and control of these five comCentral Manufacturing District Bank (Armour).
panies in a small number of individuals made combination and conDrovers' Trust & Savings Bank (Swift).
spiracy
easy.
People·s Stockyal'ds Bank (Morris, Armour).
·
Furthermore, the "Big Five" are bound together by· joint ownership
Stockmen's Trust & Savings Bank (Armour, Wilson).
of a large number of companies. In many cases these joint ownerLivestoclt Exchange National Bank (Armour, Swift, Wilson).
ships are not carried in the names of the principals, but, on the conStockyards Savings Bank (Armour, Swift, Morris).
trary, are concealed by all manner of devices. Thus, for example,
East St. Louis, ill. :
Armour's and Morris's stock in the Union Meat Co. stands in the
National Stockyards National Bank (:llorris, Swift, Wilson).
names
of H. A. Chetham and H. J. Nelson. Swift employees, so that
South St. Paul, Minn. :
even the most careful scrutiuy of the stockholders' list would leave
Stockyards Mortgage & Trust Co. (Swift).
•
the
impression
that the Union Meat Co. was merely affiliated with
l:;tockyards National Bank (Swift, A.rmour).
Swift & Co.
Sioux City, Iowa:
The
accompanying
diagram [p. 12000] presents graphically the joint
Livestock National Bank (Swift).
interests of the five big packers. The 108 companies represented in this
Omaha, Nebr.:
chart
include
only
those
in which two or more packers own stock or have
Livestock National Bank (Swift, Morris).
representation upon the board of directors, with the exception of the
Stockyards National Bank (Armour, Cudahy).
National Provisioner, which is included because of the joint subsidy
Omaha Nati<mal Bank (Cudahy).
of $5,000 annually from ArmoU.l' & Co., Swift & Co., and Morris & Co.
St. Joseph, Mo. :
St J osepb Stockyards Bank (Swift, l!orris).
HISTORY OF THE CO~SPJ.RACY .
American National Bank (Swift).
The first public record of an inquiry into the relations of these corDrovers & Merchants' Bank (Swift).
porations
is
the
report
made in 1890 by a committee of the l:Jnited
First National Bank ~Swift).
States Senate. After two years of investigation, this committee unanFirst ,Trust Co. (Swift).
imously
reported
that
there
was an agreement between the then leadKansas City, Mo. :
ing packers. namely, Armour & Co., Swift & Co., Nelson Morris & Co.,
Drovers' National Bank (Morris, Swift).
Hammond
&
Co.,
to
refrain
from competition. The committee found,
;
Interstate National Bank (Armour).
among other things, that there was collusion with regard to the fixing
~ew England National Bank (Armour).
of
prices
and
the
division
of
territory and business. The conditions
,W ichita, Kans. :
revealed by this investigation. it may be remarked, were in part responGuarantee Title & Trust Co. (Cudahy).
sible
for
the
passage
of
the
Sherman
Antitrust Act on July 2,. 1890.
I . Kansas National Bank (Cudahy).
This investigation ancl the passa~e of the Sher::nan Act, however, did
·
Union Stockyards National Bank (Cudahy).
not
long
prevent
the
big
packers
from
combining. for it was admitted
Oklahoma City, Okla. :
by Henry Veeder under oath, in 1912, that from May, 1893, until May,
Oklahoma Stockyards National Bank (Morris, Wilson).
1S96,
representatives
of
the
leaOing
packing
companies, Armour & Co.,
Fort Worth, Tex.:
Armour Packing Co., Cudahy Packin~ Co., G. H. Hammond Packini;
Stockyards National Bank (Swift, Armour).
Co
..
East
St.
Louis
Dressed
Beef
&
Provision
Co., Morris & Co .. and
Denver, Colo.:
Swift & Co., met regularly every Tuesday afternoon In a suite of
Denver Stockyards Bank (Swift, Armour, l!orris),
rooms
leased
in
the
name
of
Henry
Veeder,
who
acted as secretary and
rortland, Oreg. :
statistician of these meetings. It is interesting, in view of certain
Livestock State Bank (Swift, Armour).
importa!lt
evidence
developed
in
the
present
investigation
. to note that
San Francisco, Cal. :
the re!lt for these rooms and other expenses connected with these meetAnglo-California Trust Co. (Swift).
ings
were
apportioned
among
the
packers
in
proportion
to their shipDank of South San Francisco (Swift).
ments of dressed beef. At these meetings the territory was divided
The real-estate interests of the big packers apart from the land ac- and the volume of business to be done by each packer was apportioned
quired and held for industrial purposes are very diverse and widely upon the basis of statistics compiled by Veeder, penalties being levied
scattered. They ran~-:e from immense terminal properties in great dis- when any one of them exceeded his allotment in any territory. This
tributing centers to huge ranches in the West and in South America. was the first of the so-called "Veeder pools," conducted, it should be
Not as a list of holdings, but as examples of the kinds of properties noted, by the same Henry Veeder whom we find acting now as the joint
which the big packers are interested in acquiring, the following invest- agent of the " Bi!! Five " in various transactions.
meuts may be cited:
From Mny, 18!)6, to January, 1897, no regular meetings were apCentral manufacturing district, Chicago, Ill.: Owned by Chicago parently held by the packers; but during the year 1897 Henry Veeder
::;tockyards interests. Consists of 375 acres of factory sites situatet.l conducted what was known as a stati tical bureau, which performed
" in the exact geographical and population center of Chicago."
a part of the functions of the original Veeder pool.
:\forth Kansas City real estate enterprises: Jointly owned by Armour,
In January, 1893. however. a new pool was established under the
Swift, and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, including the management of Veeder. differing from the original pool only in that
following companies:
Schwarzschild & Sulzberger took the place of the East St. Loub
_·orth Kansas City Development Co .. North Kansas City Land & Im- Dressed Beef & Provision Co., which bad been absorbed by Morris
provement Association, Union Depot Bridge & Terminal Railroad Co., & Co. : the penalties for overshipment were increased. and auditors
Parkside Land Co., Kansas City F erry Co., and Guinotte Land Co. The were employed to verify the statements o! the packers. This pool
combined boolc assets of these companies in January, 1918, amounted to terminated early in 1902, probably as a result of the investigation
$9.840.000, including 3,500 acres of land on the north side of the Mis- then being made by the Department of Justice.
souri River and a strip known as the " Riv-er front property " on the
In 1\Iay, 1902, the Department of Justice filed sweeping charges o!
south side.
conspiracy and restraint of ti·ade against the big packers and asked
Rutter Basin: The Sutter Basin consists of 120,000 acres of river for an injunction. The charges were not specifically controverted,
}Jottom lands lying at the confluence of the Sacramento and Feather and after some delay and slight modifications a permanent injunction
Rivers, which is now being reclaimed by a system of dikes. The Sutter was issued by the 'Supreme Court of the United States on May 26. 190:5.
Basin Co., 88 per cen t owned by Armour interests, has acquired about (The principal restraints imposed specifically by the injunction were
00 000 acres of this land and is now engaged in preparing it for culti- " from entering into, taking part in, or performing any contract, comvation. The company estimates that this land is worth from 500 to bination, or conspiracy, the purpose or effect of which will be, as to
$1 ,000 per acre, makiug the total value somewhere between $30,000,000 trade and commerce in fresh meats between the several States and
ancl $60,000,000.
Territories and the District of Columbia. a restraint of trade, in viola.Among other real estate interests of the packers are the following: tion of the provisions of the act of Congress approved .July 2, 1890,
Joint interests:
·
entitled 'An act to protect trade and commerce against unlawful reKenwoocl Land Co. (Portland, Oreg.).
straints and monopolies,'" eitherPeninsular Industi'ial Co. (Portland, Oreg.).
(By directing or requiring their respective agents to refrain from
North Fort Worth Town Site Co. (North Fort Worth, Tex.).
bidding against each other in the purchase of live stock ;
South Oklahoma Town Site Co. (Oklahoma City, Okla.).
(Or collusively and by agreement to refrain from bidding against
South San Francisco Land & Improvement Co. (South San Fran- each other at the sales of liv.e stock;
'
cisco, Cal.).
(Or by combination, conspiracy, or contract raising or lowe1·ing
Separ&te control of GO per cent or more of stock:
.
Chowchilla ranch ( 42,000 acres) (Merced County, Cal.).
prit~· ;fixing uniform prices at which the said meats will be sold, either
Eastern Oregon Li"re Stock Co. (140,000 acres) (Harney County, directly or through their respective agents ;
Ore~.).
(Or by curtailing the quantity of such meats shipped to such markets
Hawkeye Land Co. (Sioux City, Iowa).
and agents;
Franklin Land & Investment Co. (London, England).
(Or by establishing and maintaining rules for the giving of credit to
dealers in such meats as charged in the bill, the efl.'ect of which rules
EVIDEXCE OF COMBIXATIOX.
to restrict competition ;
We now examine the character and extent of the relations which will(Orbe by
imposing uniform charges for cartage and delivery of such
exi st between these five big packers, with a view to discovering not meats to dealers
and consumers. as charged in the bill, the efl.'ect ot
only whether these relations are contrary to law, but what their effect which will be to restrict
competition.)
is upon food production and the general prosperity of the country
This
injunction
terminated the pool, which exposure bad
The evidence of present-day activities is illuminated by a brief bis: made hazardous. apparently
But how little the big packers respected the courts
tory of these companies and their relationsh_lps.
of the Nation and feared its law is revealed by the fact, which has
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since come 't o light; that almost coincident with the application for
an injunction the three largest-Armour, Swift, and Morris-secretl}
set to work to buy up many of tl:eir actual and potential competitorS",
with the object of forming n gigantic merger, monopolizing almost
completely the entire meat in<lustry. Cudnhy and Schwarzschlld &
Sulzberger became tn a minor degree parties to the merger plan, which
progressed so far that mo:-e than a dozen corporations, valued at about
$10,000,000, bad been purchased, a million-dollar bond to insure good
faith bad been deposited by Armour, Swift, and Morris,- and arrange.:
ments had been made through Kuhn, L<leb & Co. for a loan of
$60,000,000 to finance the merger.
All was going well UIIf:ll the
bead of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., foreseeing the approach of the " panic of
1903," refused to put through the financial arrangements and advised
against the merger at the time.
The big packers thereupon decided to merge the properties which
they had secretly acquired, and thus it was that the National Packing
Co. came to be formed. Cudahy and ulzberger were invited to purchase stock in the company (reports of Special Agent Dickinson, Bu~eau of Corporations, Ma.y 11 and 19, 1904), but declined to assume
these additional obligation-s, probably for financial reasons. The entire
stock of the Natioaal Packing Co. was therefore held by Armour,
Swift, and Morris in proportion to the capital us ets of the respective
companies; that is to say, Armour & Co., 40.11; Swift & Co., 46.70;
Morris & Co., 13.19; and properties acquired by the National Packing
Co. niter its formation in 1903 were jointly. paid for by the Armour,
Swift, and Morris companies in the same proportion.
The board of directors of the National Packing Co. was made up
entirely of representatives of the thr e big companies. When these
directors met each Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock (the same day and
hour as the old Veeder pool meetings) to d~clde on policies. prices, and
buying and shipping plans, they were, in fact, acting for all their joint
interests. and no further communication was necessary~ This simple
and highly effective plan for interchanging information and. fi.xin~ joint
policies persisted undisturbed until, after the failure of the cnminal
suit against several Qf the big packers in 1911-12, the threat of a civil
suit brought about the dissolution of the National Packing Co. during
Ju.1y and August, 1012_ The dissolution consisted in a distribution of
the properties of the National Packing Co. among .Armour & Co., Swift
& Co., and 1\Iorris & Co., and left all the strong independents which
had been absorbed into the National Packing Co. still m the hanus of
the packers.
THE

A:UERTCA~

"LIVE-STOCK POOL.
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more or less than his share, or has bought " out of line," the others
·may adminiS"ter the proper measure of correction. If, for example,
a packer buys less than his share over any considerable period, he is
liable to have his percentage reduced, while if, on the other hand, any
packer tries to " hog the markl't," he is liable to have the others retaliate by "putting the market up on him."
Furthermore, the big packers arc not ordinarily content simply with
a general approximation to the agreed division, but inS"ist on· dividing
even the small bunches of animals. Here, for example, is a letter
written by Louis F. Swift to Alden B. Swift at a time when he was
.a pprehensive that the cattlemen might become dissatisfied with the conditions at St. Joseph, where the Swifts control the local stockyards :
SEPTEMBER 12, 1914.
Mr. ALDE~ B. SWIFT,
Swift & Co., South St. Joseph, Mo.

DEAR Srn : Will be glad to have you advise me it you think our cattle
buyer at St. JoseJ?h is all right and is doing as well as Mr. Stemm dld.
Also if you notice any difference in Mon:is's cattle buying.
Awaiting your reply,
·
Yours, respectfully,
· LOUIS .li'. SwiFT.

P. S.-Has otw new plan of not insisting on dividing all the Bmall
btmches ot cattle oh·e11 any snap to the market f
[Italics by commls-

sion.]

L. F. S.
The agreement among tbe Big Five for tile division of live-stock purchases provides not only for the division at each market on which two
or more of the Big Five are represe11ted but also for the division of all
the live stock which they purchase for the country as a whole. Thus,
so far as the big packers are concerned, each knows in advance that
his packing house is assured of relatively the· same volume of business
as the others and that be will be able to buy his live stock at the
lowst price that will keep the producers in the business and induce
them to ship their animals to market.
This alone would be suffieient to insure that the dressed-meat prices
of all the big oackers would be approximately the same. But here ·
again the packers are not content simply with long-run results. Not
only is there constant interchange of information regarding "margins"
and "test costs" at headquarters in Chicago, but in the different selling districts the district managers inspect one another's stocks and
exchange information regarding margins, even if they do not in all
districts have such regular meetings as our agents have discovered them
participating in at Los Anfeles and Tacoma.
There is apparently no ' dressed-meat pool" at the present time such
as existed in the nineties, for the reason that it would be as useless as
a fifth wheel on a wagon. All that the old Veeder pools accomplished,
and more, is secured by the live-stock pool and by constant interchungG
of information at ChicagO' and at the points of distribution;

Although Sulzbe.rger and Cudahy were ·not directly interested in the
National Packing Co. and clid not attend the wee-kly directors' meetings, they were nevertheless participants in the general conspiracy for
controlling the meat industry, which had been formed in 1902, after
the Veeder pools came under th~ ban of the temporary injunction.
This general conspiracy consisted of a "live-stock pool,." which evidence in our pos ession proves to be in existence.
PnOO.li' Oil' THE CONSPIRACY.
nder the Veeder pootR control of the meat trade was effected by
agreements regulating the shipments of dressed meats into the various
far we have been merely describing the character and methods or
competitive districts. with a system of fines for overshipments and theSoconspiracx
um~ng the Big ~ive.
We now offer some of the illumibonuses for undershipments. This scheme was so t.ltoroughly exposed nating proofs, leavmg
the exammation of the voluminous details regard..
during the proceedings which led to the injunction of 1903 that it was in~?:
the
workings
of
the
conspiracy
for
the full report.
abandoned. Besiues it was a clumsy plan, which required a large
The first evidence which came into our possession indicating the
statistical bureau. and regular weekly meetings to determine the amount existence
of
a
live-stock
pool
was
in
the
form of a tattered memorandum
of the shipments for the coming week into each district and fix the
margins. A much simpler and equally effective plan was then evolved discovered by one of the commission's agents in the files of Edward F.
.
Swift.
This
memorandum,
which
bore
signs of frequent consultation
in the form of a live-stock pool, providing substantially for the division
of purchases of the cattle, sheep, and hogs sent to market accordin~ to contained only certain percentages, totaling 100, opposite which was
scribbled
..
o/o
live
buyers."
This
document
might not have attracted
certain fixed percentages, which could be a~reed upon for long periods
and needed to be changed only when conditions were greatly altered, so much attention i! in the same files had not been discovered a set of
sheets
showing
the
number
and
percentages
of
live stock purchased by
as, for example, when one of the big packers purchased an independent
each of the Big Five at the prinCipal markets and in the entire country.'
plant.
The
first
glance
at
these
sheets
revealed
such
a
remarkable uniformity
This division of live-stock purchases is not only an automatic regulator of the relati've volume of business of each of the Big Five, but from year to year in the percentages purchased by each of the big packers
as
to
convince
any
disinterested
person
that
such results could be
also secures &ubstantial uniformity of prices paid for live stock and,
consequently, of the prices at which dressed meats are sold. In briefi attained only by agreement. Here, for example, are the percentages of
cattle purchased by each of the Big Fi-ve during the last five years:
the prearranged division of Uve-stock purchases forms the es entia
basi. of a syS"tem by which the bi~ packers are relieved of all fear of
Per cent of total cattle purchases.
each other's competition and, acting together, are able to determine
nQt only what the Hve-stock producers shall receive for · their cattle
and hogs but what the consumer shall pay for his meat.
Wilson
In order that the working of this system shall be clearly unclerstood,
_ , Swil.. Annow-. Moni<.
(SulzCudahy,
it is well to start with the simplest situation-that of a stockyard in
berger).
which only two of the bi1f p_ac~rs are represented and where the division Is commonly called ' fifty-fifty." I n such a market the independ- ----------------------[-------------!1------~------ent packers, local butchers, and speculators will purchase not to ex33.00
27.18
17.80
ceed 5 per cent of the llve'stock, far too few to influence the market 1913·-····· ..•..... .. ...........
11.74
9.38
34.01
'Z7.16
17.97
strongly, much less fix the price. The other 95 per cent of the live 1914 .........•........•.........
11.56
9.30
34.47
'27.57
18.14
10.15
stock, it is a17reed 1 is to be divided evenly between the two big packers. 1915 .•...... ·-·········-··--····
9.67
34.59
27.04
17.86
1!'116- .... ···•··· ·-·· .•..........
This is the situation at Fort Worth and Denver.
10.94
9.57
35.07
20.96
17.14
Even if there should be no further collusion or communication be- 1917 ......•••.. - ..•••••.•.. - •...
10.85
9.93
twPen the two big packers, it must be obvious that there ·ill be no
truly competitive purchases. Each buyer may come into the market
The percentages for hogs, sheep, and calves displayed the same uniwith a different idea of what the different grades of cattle are worth,
but only a few sales will be made before each will know what the formity, and, even more significant, the figures for the separate markets
other is offering1 and they will come to a common price. In a freely also were consistently maintained.
Not long after this discovery another a~ent of the commission in.
competitive marKet the common pri-ce would t end to · reflect the true
market value, because the low bidder would be required to meet this an examination of documents in the possession of Henry Veeder counprice or be left without a supply to keep his packing house running. sel for Swift & Co., found a number of sheets containing various perBut in a ni.arket where there is an agreed division the natural law of centage figures, opposite a number of which appeared letters which
the market is turned topsy-turvy, and the common price inevitably ·were the initials of the different packing companies. But of parbecomes that offered by the low bidder. Thus, even without any ticular importance was a series of percentage figures, accompanied
collusion beyond the agreement to divide purchases, the market price by the symbols which Veeder had testified in 1912 represented the
which the producer receives for b.ls live stock is bound in the long various participants in the Veeder pools. These had been bracketed
run to be the lowest price 1v1tich will 'keep the producerB rai-sing cattle, and combined in such a way that the percentagoo for the companies
lwgs, ana sheep and sending ' them to the stockyard.
which have now been consolidated with Armour, Swift, and Morris
But the Big Five are not content to trust simply the inevitable following the dissolution of the National Packing Co., were brought
tendencies of such a market. They must be sure of their control from together into a second series of percentages which correspond exactly
the minute the market opens until it closes. Their buyers are all in- with figures on the Swift' memorandum. These figures seemed signifistructed in advance from Chicago just what they must buy on the cant when, immediately after their discovery, Henry Veeder refused
basis of the e timated receipts; the buyers for the big packers are further access to the papers in his possession.
hf'ld back until one, two, or even three hours after the market opens,
When these percentages and records of live-S"tock purchases were
and then all go out into the yards together. By telephone and tele- found, certain representatives of the packing companies hastened to
gJ:aph the buyers keep 1n constant touch with Chicago throughout the explain that there was no significance whatever in the uniformity of
day, so that if the receipts run heavier or lighter than had been esti· purchases from year to year, either for the country as a whole or for
mated, or if anv other contingency arises, proper adjustments can be the separate live-stock markets; that these percentages were determad~1 which will be in line with other markets and with the activities mind by the capacities of the several plants; and that if there was a
of ou1er
packers.
correspondence between the percentages of purchases anq the memoThroughout the entire market day each big packer kriows exactly randa which had been found, it was merely an interesting coincidence.
what the others are d1,ing in all the markets, and at the end of the day,
· About this time, however, other agents investigating Armour & Co.
the end of ·the week. the end of the month, and the end of the year the and Wilson & Co. (Inc.) brought in several letters which demolished
purchases of all at:,e checked up, so t~a~ if an:y of the five bas bought the " .capacity theory." First was a letter of October 19, 1916, from
-----
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" ' When I was coming to Chicago on :Monday night, Mr. R. C. Howe
Phillip D. Armour to J. Ogllen Armour which shows that although
Armour's plant at Denver had a much smaller capacity than Swift's wa s on the train, and he called to see me at this office, and from what
the division of live stock was nevertheless "fifty-fifty."
he sald I don't see anything for us to do only to secure our 30% of
"l\fy DEAR UNCLE OGDEX : Just a line to tell you that Tom and I the hogs at South Omaha, unless w e want to take 29 % and l et Swift
run 26%.'
arrived here from . Fort Worth and "had a very pleasant trip.
" I can not tell you how surprised I was in going over the plant here.
"Now, isn't it a fact that it was within your knowledge that at that
Of all the plants w<' have, this one certainly needs our first attention. time Armour & Co. were aiming to get 30 per cent of the receipts at
In my opinion the best part of it is as bad as the worst part of any South Omaha, and Cudahy & Co. were to get 30 per cent, and Swift
()f our other plant . Stoift's plant, from. what I hem· ~md from th~ & Co. were to get 25 p er cent, and Morris & Co. 15 per cent of the
little I saw of it is fm· ahead of ours, bot/~ as to the s1ze and cond1· receipts?
tio1l. Of course,' as you know, et:erythi1lg llet·e i-s done on a fifty-fl,ft_y
"1\fr. MuRPHY. Why, it is evidently so from that letter.
oa-sis ancl with the facilities we ha1:e it is almost impossible to keep thts
"Mr. HENEY. The next letter I will read is dated November 27, 1911,
?'atio: rItalics by commission.l
• • •
taken from Cudahy's file and is addressed (reading] :
"llope you are well anrl that c>erything is going all right. Tom " ' l\Ir. 1\I. R . 1\fURrHY,
joins me in kindest regards.
p D A,
"'South Omaha, Nebr.
"Very sincerely, yours,
. . . ·
"'DEAR Sm: I had a call from your neighbor to-day, and he agrees
There are also letters between Arthur 1\Ieeker, vice presid('nt of
that
we
are paying too much money for hogs at Omaha and l:>ioUJc
~Armour & . Co., and Thomas E. Wilson, president ~f Wilson & Co.,
which prove that even so strong a company as Wilson is not per- - City, and that if we could get Omaha right, of course, it would regulate
Sioux
City, and he believes the best plan would be to let other
mitted to buy on any market it pleases, but must conform to the agreement, which was made " on the bases of the map when peace was people have what they want, and then split what is left. I believe in
this
plan,
and
I would advise you to work on it for this week, and I
declared":
would suggest that yon either call him on the phone or see him some
CHICAGO, March 24, 1917.
time to-morrow and talk the matter over. We are killing a lot of hog-s,
and there isn't anything in them, and it is about time that we should be
Mr. ~i·e~de~f\~~~61l ~ Co., UniOJl Stock Yards.
able to buy them at a margtn.
DEAR MR. WILsox: Om· hog department say that any bogs that your
"'Yours, truly,
people bought in 1912 or 1915 in Omaha thev bought under cover. They
"'E. A. CUDAHY.'
never maintained a salaried buyer there. What few they bought they
"That neighbor was Armour, wasn't it?
bought through n speculator named " Red " Murphy, who used all kinds
"Mr. MURPHY. Not to my-my recollection of this letteZ' was it was
of schemes in shipping them out to have their destination unk~ownJ his neighbor, instead of 'your neighbor.'
shipping them to a junction point, and then they would be recons1gneo
" Mr. HEXEr. Whom did he mean by that?
und£>r fictitious names.
"Mr. MURPHY. I would not know who he meant unless he m<'ant
As soon as the matter was taken up with the S. & _S. Co. they dis- some
Armours or Swifts, or possibly this NationaL The Nacontinued it. So I fall to see how you can hon('stly claim any rights tional,ofI the
think, wereto-day for any underhand work that your firm did in 1912.
"Mr. HH...,.EY (interrupting), Oh, you can readily see that was
Yours, very truly,
Armour. Don't you see you would not have divided with Swift after
ARTHUR MEEKER.
what was left at Sioux City, you would have divided with Armour
equally?
" 1\Ir. 1\IGRPHY. Well, this takes in Omaha also, this letter does.
MARCH 26, 1917.
"1\fr. HE~EY. Yes; well, Armour's percentage in Omaha is the same as
Mr. ARTHUU MEF.KER,
yours, 30-30, and Cudahy was claiming the same percentage as Armour
A.nnOU1' & Co., u. s. Yards, Chicago, nz.
Sioux City on account of being the only other plant. So, of course,
t DEAR MR. MEEKER : Answering your note of March 24, you are ~is at
would be Armour?
informed on the matter refened to. Our people did maintaln a salaried that
"Mr.
MURPHY. l\fy recollection was that he had a call from his neighbuyer in Omaha, as I have previously advl~;~ed you. In fact, Mr. Ilarry bor instead
of 'your neighbor.'
Dooth who is now our bead buyer in Chicago, was himself stationed
"
Mr.
HEXEY. Well, who did you go to see?
there 'tor ptoriods of several weeks, and if, as you state, Mr. Red
"Mr.
MURPHY.
I have no recollection of going to see anybody.
Murphy undertook to covet· · up the purchases that he made for this
" 1\Ir. HE!U:Y. You were just as anxious as anybody to please Mr.
company and destination, he did it for reasong of his own, and I think
anc:l get this thing-this Omaha market, in line, weren't you?
you probably know that nll of the hogs that he buys are first weighed Cudahy
"lfi.'. MoutlPHY. Yes, sir.
_
to him, sorted, and reweighed. This is his practice to-day, and no doubt
;;
" Mr. Hi:1\"""EY. And naturally yon would act on it?
was in former years, when this concern did business with him.
"N:r.
~'tl:l"RPHY. As a rule.
.
':
Yours, very truly,
"1\Ir. HENEY. But you have for"'otten it?
•
"Mr. MURPHY, As far as • neighbor' is concerned, I have no recollec·
., In the public hearingg, when these letters were rE:'ad, M_r. Francis J. tion of meeting anyone whom he might have designated as a neighbor.
HcnE:>y special attorney for the Federal Trade Commission, said :
" Mr. HEXEY. 'Veil, Armour was the only other one that was largely
· "Those letters, Mr. Commissioner, can not mean anything except interested in getting things right at Sioux City, wasn't he?
that the complalnt was made that Wilson & Co. did not have any right
"1\Ir. MURPHY. At Sioux City, I would naturally think he would be."
to buy any bogs in that market. They must get their percentages elseOut on the Pacific coast, where there ha>e been less frequent investiwhere and they did not have any right, because the map was not fixed gations than in the East, the conspil·acies . to control live-stock and
that ~·ay when the peace was declared and the combination made."
meat prices are conducted much more openly. Not only are there meetAs proof of the existence of these local agreements. we quote also the ings of the r epresentatives of the companies such as our agents uncov·
following excerpts from the testimony of Mr. M. R. Murphy, general ered in Los Angeles and Tacoma, but the heads of the packing compasuperintendent of the Cudahy Packlng Co., given unwillingly and only nies are so llttle afraid that they fix prices by correspondence. We have
nfter he bad been confronted with the letters from E. A. Cudahy, which a large number of their price-fixing letters, dating from 1915 to the time
nppear in the record :
.
of our agents' visit In 1917, from which we select the two following,
" Question by Mr. HE~"""EY : ~ want to read you, in connechou with that which are interesting because they show the Western Meat Co., jointly
testimony, the copy of letters here taken from the files of the Cudahy owned by the Big Five, trylng to fix a price so low that the Cudahy_
Co. The first one is dated June 21, 1911 :
Packing Co.'s representative suggested a higher one:
" ' Mr. M. R. 1\IURPHY,
APRIL 15, 1!>15_u 'South Omaha, Nebr.
Mr. R. SCOTT,
· " • Dmn SIR : Referring to the attached papers, M r. Mc~aughton adMgr., Cudahy Pkg. Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
vised me that he learned from one of Morris & Co.'s men that there was
DEAR SIR : Do not know just when I will be in Los Angeles, but
co'i:tsiderablc talk about the Kansas City Stockyard that we sold out to thought I would let you know that it looks to us as though it would
the rendering company. Of course, we can't stop the rumors, but all we be fairly easy to buy cattle on a reasonable basis. I think 6 cents will
ha>e to do is just to keep quiet and let them do the talking. I think be the opening price, and whether they go lower or not wlll depend enwe are justified in quitting business on account of the position that the tirely on how many are offered, as the demand for beef is less than last
commission men have taken.
·
regardless of the exposition.
_
" • When I was coming to Chicago on l\fonday night Mr. R. C. Howe year,
They tell us that Mr. Fuller is shipping some of his cattle to Los
was on the train and be called to see me at this office, aQd from what An.,.eles to kill. Our man went down to see these cattle with 1\fr.
he said 1 don't see anything for us to do only to secure our 30 per cent Fuller who priced them at 7 cents. We did not know whether you were
of the hogs at South Omaha, unless we want to take 29 per cent and figuring on using these cattle or not, but we told him that our ideas
let Rwift run 2G pl'r cent.
6 cents, which of course would not hurt you in making your trade.
" ' I expect our Omaha and Sioux City market will be out of line for were
Do yon need these cattle, as if you don't we . could probably use some
some time if we are going to maintain our position. I don't see any- of
them very nicely, as they are not too heavy and are fairly close by?
thing els for us to do. The Omaha market seems to be the only point
market is about the same as when you were up here last, lOtin question and I think we ought to figure on keeping the Sioux City lOAOur
cents for desirable steers weighing 650/700 lbs., and 9i-101 cents
markPt on 'an · indPpend('nt hasis.
.
for
tbe
heavier weights. I am quoting the Butcherton prices on
•• • I wm be in Omaha Friday mormng.
straight cattle, as we would not consider selling anything under 10~
'
"'Yours, truly,
cents
at
the
present time.
"'E. A. CUDAHY.'
Has anybody bought the Oxnard cattle yet, as I was told they eould
"And then down at the bottom are l('ad-pencil figures- .
be pm·chased for 61 cents with a 4 pet· cent shrink?
"'30
_ __ .../
With best regards to you and Mr. Benjamin, I remain,
Yours, very truly,
30
(Signed)
F. L. WASHBURN,
25 Swifts
15
FLW-0
P. s.-I received a letter the other day from l\1r. Cudahy thanking
100 o/o '
me for taking you all to the plant, which I very much appreciated.
"Did you rE:>ceive the original of that letter? ·
F. L. W.
"Answer by 1\Ir. MICHAEL R. MURPHY. I evidently did; but I have no
r('collection of it now.
'•.,
~
THE CUDAHY PACKING Co.,
IJ
"Mr. HEXEY. Well, at that time the percentage that you were aiming
Los A.trgeles, Cal., A.pt'il ff, 191J.
to buv pPr year was 30 per cent, wa5n't it?
l\lr. F. L. WASHBURX,
"Mr. 1\lt:;nPHY. Evidently Ml·. Cudahy ba.d that in mind .
TVcstenl Meat Co., . San F-ra11cisco, Cal.
"l\Ir. HEXEY. Well, you Ray you buy on directions from Chicago. You
DEAR Sm: Your letter of the 15th came duly to hand and would have
had it in- mind then. too, didn't you?
. "Mr. MURPHY. Well, on his advices; but he never notified me to buy had my attention sooner were it not on account of my absence in Im·
a percentag<', or anything like that. He would say, 'Take your re· perial "\"alley.
.
quirements, or whatever you need.'
•
· Found the valley looking well, with an abundance of fe.ed in sight
"l\I.r. HEXEY. Well, let's see-let's reread a portion of this [read- and not a gt·eat many cattle on band to consume it. The only dising]:
turbing element is an invasion of gr~ppers that were in striki~g

------.
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evidence in parts of the valley. Whether these will increase and multiply so as to become a serious menace or will " fold their tents like
the Arab gents and silently steal away " we are unable to say, but hope
they will not prove of as great injury as they were last year.
We note your views as to the future of the grass cattle market, which
seems to be in line with the views of most of the Los Angeles packers.
I can hardly bring myself to believe, however, that we will be fortunate
enough to get good grass American cattle for 6 cents per pound, and
while we have not yet arranged with Fullers as to the price to be paid
for the Chowchilla cattle, I have in mind a figure of 6~ cents. The
sample shipment we have had is very good, and two -or three weeks
more time on good feed 1 on which they are on, will make them a very
desirable herd. The weights
are right and they are going to be in good
condition . Our idea· would be that 61 cents for the average run of
grass cattle would be about a fair market figure, provided there are sufficient supplies to meet the requirements of the summer trade. Woodward-Bennett & Co. and the Pacific coast people seem to think there is
going to be a bountiful supply of good steers. I have not yet heard
the Hauser people express themselves. We understand, however, ~hey
have already paid 6~ cents for some grass steers from low freight
points.
An wering your inquiry as to the Oxnard cattle, ther. were sold to
the Pacific coast at 6! cents with a 4 per cent shrink. They were certainly a cheap lot of cattle and should make a nice "pot" of m~ney.
The Patterson ranch people must certainly have been in a paruc to
have sold them at that price with as much cheap feed as there is available at the present time. They could certainly have afl'orded to carry
tbem into the summer or fall, but perhaps their judgment in disposing
of them at the present time may be justified by future p.rtces.
Very truly, yours,
_
THE CUDA.HY PACKING Co.,
. (Signed)
R. S. SCOT'£, Manager.
· We will n eed· the Chowchilla steers. Expect to use most of them
before other coast cattle are fully matured.

s.

THE " BLACK BOOK " ME:U:OR.AYDA.
These cumulative proofs of the existence of a combination among
the Big Five alone would be sufficient basis for the c.ommis ion's con~
elusions; but they need not rest even upon this foundation, for we have
memoranda by olle of the members of the combination telling in detail
of the negotiations which took place at several of the meetlpgs in w.hlch
the agreements were made and perfected. These memoranda were
written by Garmon F. Sulzberger, then president of Sulzberger & Sons
Co., as soon as pos ible after he left the meetings, which was frequently
late at night. As the minutes were for his own guidance, they covered
particularly the phase of the _agreement in which his company wa:;
especially interest f:d. When aiscovered by the commission's agents in
tlie files of G. F. Sulzberger, the memoranda were contained in a black
leather binder, -stamped in gold on the cover "G. Sulzberger," for conveni c n~e hereafter referred to as the " Black Book."
As a rule, the important partle1> in these negotiations were designated by code symbols. The translation of the coded proper names of
the Black Book is stated by G. F. Sulzberger, and is corroborated by
internal evidence' to be as follows:
"Sanford "-J. Ogden Armou.r, or the Armour interest.
" II "-The Swift interest, or one of the Swift brothers.
"Klee "-The Morr-is intere-st, represented by Edward Morris until
his d eath, November, 1913, then by Thomas E. Wilson. ·
" Williams "-Arthur Meeker, vice president of Arm,our & Co.
In order to understana the e memoranda it Is necessary to recall
that the National Packing Co., jointly owned by Armour, Swift, anti
1\!orri&, which had been the instt.ument by which the combination controlled the meat Industry after the abandonment of the "Veeder pool"
in 1902, bad been dis olved in July, 1912, and its properties distributed.
Thi£ required an adjustment of the percentages, which was effected at
·some time prior to tbe 29th of January, 1913. The basis adopted was
the acttial division of live-stock purchu.ses in 191..0, modified by the
distribution of the live-stock purchases of the National Packing Co.'s
subsidiaries and by certain arbitrary adjustments to meet new conditions which had been created since 1910. These figures are set forth in
a memorandnm in the Black Book of a "meeting held with Sanford
(Armou.r) at his office January 29, 1913, 3.15 p. m." This memorandum also contains an interesting paragraph which illuminates the apparent competition which . takes place, and shows how easily such
matters can be adjusted bP.tween ' friends," i! there is no re pect for
the Sherman Act or the Federal court's injunction :
· "Sanford (Armour) seemed very discouraged with the general situatinn and prospects. I explained this was due, a good deal, to his own
foolish tactics in New York; that the situation there had been completely demoralized by his actions and .that this wns a very sensitive
situation. He admitted that he thought they had made a mistake
ther.e., but tbat the rest of the situation did not make him anxious to
change his attitude. I explained to him that he wa!'l injuring us more
than anyone el e tbere, as we had larger proportionate interests. He
claimed that this was not so, that 'H' (Swift) had larger interests,
but I explained to him that proportionately this was not the case. He
sald be had no intent to work against us, and said that be would
arr:mge now to do the following: Reduce New York 10 per cent- this
week; 10 per cent next week."
By the spring of Hl14 some questions had arisen as to the percentage agreement, which required settlement, so, in connecti on with
another equaJly important conspiracy, referred to later, tbe&c questions were taken up for discussion at several m~tings helrl during
April, May, and June, 1914. In. o~der to show the character of these
meetings and the method of arriVmg at an agreement, we will quote
from one of the memoranda. that of the "Meeting at Ar-mouL·'s office
·June 4 1914, p. m." The Armour, Swift, Morris. and Sulzberger in·
terests 'were represented at this meeting, but Cudahy apparently was
not there, and it appears from other information that Cudahy, during
this period at least, was not recognized as' one of the "insiders," but
accepted whatever proportion was allotted to him.
" Sanford (Armour) says showed plus 10 last week, but worse this
week.
(Note: This refers to the margin of p~·ofit on dressed-beef
sales.)
" Question of eastern killing of sheep and lambs, whether or not
this is to be included, was discussed but not decided. Klee (Morris)
claimed export cattle 1910 should be included, Sanford opposed. I
stated that this was more than the mPre purchasing of stock.
" Export figlll'Cs for 1910, according to Sanford, showed the following:

Armoqr------------------------------------------------- 2,700
Morris (excluding 17,000 exported from Canada) ____________ 43,000
1

~~" Klee
s~~~==~~~=======~==~==~============~=~======~==~===
}l:ggg
figures, including exports, 18.10. Sanford claimed this figure

should be, excluding exports, 17.59. Sanford shows 11.79, including
exports, as against 11.73, excluding exports for Sand.
( S. & S.)
Klee claimed account beef formerly exported by others having included
(sic) therefore cattle exported 1910 should also be included. Sanford
claimed this incorrect."
Armour's office appears, from those memoranda, to have been the
chief meeting place at which these negotiations were carried on, and
it further appears from numerous references that A.rthur Meekert... vice
president of Armour & Co. , designated as " Williams " in the .1:5lack
Book, acted as a sort of secretary to the combination, telling each what
his share was and how nearly each was living up to the agreement.
These memoranda do . not stand alone, but are checked and col'l'oborated by numerous documents taken from the files of the packers and
from other sources. Together they form conclusive evidence of a
criminal business conspiracy.
THE INTER~ATIONAL MEAT POOL.
The Black Book memoranda are not limited to a record of the
American meat combination, but cover in equal detail the international
meat pool formed by the Armour, Swift, Morris, and Sulzberger interests in conspiracy with certain British and South American concerns
to regulate and divide the shipments of beef, mutton, and other meats
from South America to the United States and certain foreign c-ountries, particularly England.
_·
In 1911 an agreement, referred to by Sulzberger as the " old pool;•
had been made by the seven packing companies operating in South
America, providing for the regulation of the total export shipments
and for the proportion each was to ship, as determined by meetings
held from time to time. This pool broke up in April, 1913, because
La Blanca Co., owned jointly by ArmQur and Morris, demanded a large
increase .in its percentage. The Argentine press at the time stated
that the break was caused ty the insistence of the American companies
on increasing their exports to the United States as soon as the tad.tr
was removed. The result of the break. in the agreement was an almost
immediate increase in cattle prices in Argentina.
.
About April, 1914, the pool . was renewed, and it is to the ~eetin~s
at which, the new agreement was perfected that the memoranda m·
the Black Book refer. The principal meetings attended by delegates
from the A·merican companies, were held in London, but these were supplemented by meetings and discussions among the big American packers
in~~
.
.
The notes on the meetings as recorded by Germon Sulzberger in the
Black Book tell the story of the perfecting of the pool. We quote the
notes on the meeting of June 4, 1914, which are uulque in that they
drop the code and · give the proper name of those present: .
MEETING HELD AT ARMOUR'S CFFICE JUNE 4 .1914, A. M.
Present : Messrs. White, Wilson, and Edward Swift.
. .
I explained regarding Lamport (Lamport & Holt, big sbtppmg company) space to States, also misunderstan<lin;; in regard to mu~ton.
I stated that our June shipments to States were 227 tons chilled and
120 tons frozen and frore July should he about 180 tons weeldy . up
to October 1, 1914, and from then it woulu be about 250 to perhaps
350 tons weekly up to July, 1918. They questioned statement of ~vO
tons weekly and said they thought this was an error, probably commg
on only fortnightly boats, which are starting in after October and which
-are probably all frozen.
.
La Blanca (owned by A.rmour and Morris) stated they had 500 tons
from July on and- probably 555 to 560 tons from October on up to
1918.
.
•
(NOTE -This agreement was apparently to run until 1918.)
La Pui.ta (owned by Swift) contract ~ith La!Jlport & Holt is they
are to receive one-third of total space, this covermg both Uruguay and
Argentine plants. I stated I !Jlo.ugbt this a litt;e. excess.ive for Swift.
Mutton: No one thought this Item of any pa... tlcular rmportance ~r
interest, as they found the business ~nprofitable •. e.x~epting .at a certam
articular season of the year. While P !!-tagoma .I.S not mcluded, no
~utton can be shipped from there now, 1t not lJemg the _season until

De~~fb~rThe

also stated p ercentages wh~ch p.a.d been al_lotted us on
beef for England were as follows: Up to 8ansmena. (Sansmena. Frozen
Meat Co Ltd ) contributed equally by everyone ; difl'erence up to onehalf of La Blanca contributed by Nelson (James :Ne.lson & Sons, Ltd.).
in which they thought probably Poels had also contnbuted.
Sheep and lambs : The understanding l~ad been that. these were to
rematin as in the old pooZ prev1.ous to A.prU, 1913. [Italics by the commission.] Understanding was that ~beep from Uruguay, not to e xc~ed
20 000 weekly up to October of this year. As far as the Argentine
sheep were concerned, no one cared for this. business, as it was not
profitable at the moment.
.
.
There is no understanding that Uruguay .1s entitled to 25 per cent
of total Uruguay-Argentine sheep ; the;;e figures happened to come on:t
in this way at this moment. After siX we-eks At~entine may or may
not be increased without a corresponding chang~ rn Uru~ay figures;
the understanding being sjmply that Uruguay mutton sh1pments are
not to exceed 20,000 per wee~ up until October, wh~reas th~ 60.~00
carcasses per week for A.rgentrne extend only f•Jr a SIX weeks period.
As r~"'ards mutton for the United States, this is entirely unlimited.
Reaarding beef to the United States, it was understood that Lamport
& HOlt would give Sansinena space equal t<? the River Plate (Rlver
Plate Fresh Meat Co., Ltd.) space.
I stated that the United States shipments as arranged figured about
as follows, which figures were made note of :
La Plata (La Plata Cold Storage Co.)------------------------ 32. 23
Uru"uay La Blanca (La Blanca Co.)------------------------ 23.02
River Plate (River Plate Fresh Meat Co.)------------------- 11. 97
Sansinena.
Sansinena Uruguay.
.
_
Smithfield & Argentine (Smithfield & Argentine Meat Co., Ltd.)_ 11. Oa
Nelson (James Nelson & Sons, Ltd.)----------------------- 11. 97
F . A. C. (Fri~orifico Ar~entine Central)---------------------- 9. 7G
(NOTE.-Swtft owns the La Plata ; Armour and Morris jointly own
the La Blanca ; and Sulzberger then and Wilson & Co. now own the

F. IAst~~d in reference to these figures that there would be some change
on account of Sansinena not being included.

'
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· I stated we were not satisfied with our figures, which tht-y explained,
This so pleaseu Armour & Co. that on January 30, 1918, L. L. Whelen,
however, were all that could fairly be asked.
9f :Armour' s lard department, wrote Sharpnack: ·
.
·
(Signed)
G. F. S. (GEnMON F. ScLznERGEn).
. " Very glad to note your cooperation on White Cloud as. per your
That this combination and conspiracy to limit the supplies of meat cu-cular . to houses dated the 28th. In this connection, bowevf·r, it
to the United States and our allies has continued to the present time, occurs to us that we should not make any noise about competitors'
nnd with pernicious results, is shown by a s-tatement made in 1917 by prices being identical, etc. (;nder present conditions this is not adthe president of a committee appointed by the Argentine Chamber of visable, as you are tmdou bted ly aw9. re. .Also you might destroy this
letter on the subject."
DeRuties to investigate the cost of necessities :
Evidence of other agreem0nts might be quoted at length, and they will
They (the combination of packing companies) suppress real competition, maintaining it only in appearance, and they determine by appear in thfl report. The quotations already made would seem to an·
common agreement the prices which are to be paid to producers, re- · swer affirmatively the President'~:~ question: ·
"Are there manipulations, contr·ols, trusts, combinations, conspiracies,
serving to themselves the right to sell ·at the highest price possible in
order to obtain enormous profits which do not remain in the country. or restraints of trade out of harmony with the law or the public
Thus it is that these freezing companies have been able to show in their interest?"
latest balance sheets more than 100 per cent of profits; that is to say,
We will not elaborate on the fact that these agreements, combinations,
that in a single yeal' they have made more than their capital. * • * and pools are continuing conspiracies. So far as the meat pools arc conHel'e the freezing companies contract with the foreign purchaser, who cerned this is proved not only by the present continuance of the agreed·
is to-day, owing to circumstances of the war, a single party, since the upon divisions of live-stock purchases but by letters of recent date.
allied Governments have concentrated their purchases in a central
In the case of the agreements and conspiracies regarding cheese
office-and having made their agreements at prtces which they raise as and · lard substitute, the evidence presented relates entirely to matters
high as possible, they purchase the live stock from the producers, im- which have occurred within the last two years and which there is no
posing upon them the law of the strongest."
reason to believe ha;e been changed by later event .
AGREEMENTS IN OTHER LD."'ES.

.TOINT

FU~'l>S.

The e agreements and close relationships among the big packers arc
Further evidence of the existence of a conspiracy among tho five !Jig
by no means confined to the purchase of live stock and the sale of packers was found in the yault of Henry Veeder, in the form of documeats. Here1 for example, are extracts from a few letters taken from ments relating to funds maintained by the big packers and oleomargat·ino
the files of "the Neenah Cheese & Cold St01·age Co., one of the sub- manufacturers, primarily for the purpose of protecting themselves from
sidiaries of Armour & Co. which neglected to "comb" its files before punishment for the divers practices already described in part.
the visit of the commiss1on's agents. These extracts, more or less
These joint funds, as will be shown in one of the sections of the report,
typical of a hundred or more letters in the commission's possession, were used:
reveal bow closely the American cheese market is controlled.
To employ l-obbyists ana pay their unaudited ex-penses .;
This control of the cheese market is of particular interest in view of
To influence legislative bodies;
the enormous hoarding of this food indicated by a letter, dated NovemTo elect candidates tolw wottld tci11k at 1:iolations of law and defeat
beL· 4, 1917, from C. E. Blodgett (who, w:lth Armour, owns .the C. E. t1wse
pledged to fait· e1~force1nent;
Blodgett Cheese, Butter & Egg Co.) to I. F. Laing, of tho Neenah Co.,
To contt·oz ta:c officials and Uwreby evade just ta:ration·;
another Armour concern :
·
secure modittcations of got·ermnentaZ ntles and t·egulations by
"You and I both know that there are enough twins (a form of de-tTo
ious and improper f11.et11ods;
'A merican cheese) in storage in the United States, if England doesn't
To bias pub.lic opinion by the controZ of editot'iaZ policy throuph ~d;
come back and buy of us, to last for the next two years to come."
loans, and sub8idies, and by the publication and distributtol•
On June 30, H.l16, J. W. Brown (manager of the butter, egg, and vertising,
at lm·ge . e:rpense ot false and misleading stateme11ts.
poultry department of A.rmour & Co.) wrote to I. F. Laing:
Henry Veeder, the manager of the Veeder pools of the nineties, is
"Your Mr. Nesbit at Spring Green raised the market to 149 on cheese.
assessor, collector, and paymaster of these joint funds, and his
Don't· you think this is very bad work? How do you expect we can the
office is the clearing house through which the money passes . and to
influence the people at Plymouth (the principal cheese board) to hold which
reports are sent. Although single assessments for these funds
the market at lH cents if you raise the figures? Wish you would tell
ns high as $iJO,OOO. Veeder claims that he keeps no books showlng
thi gentleman that be must not do this, because ·our interests else- range
the
disposition
of these large sums of money, but the many letters now
whet·e are s::> great that we can not afford to raise the market on our- in our possession
specifically to whom a part of the money was
selves and Plymouth will certainly go up if you bid over the Plymouth paid and for what show
purpose.
prices' on other boards. They all seem to be worked up about this."
At
least
two
separate
pools of this character are participated in by
Relations between the big packers in the cheese market are well shown · the big packers : First, "The
Packers' Pool," limited in membership to
by tlle following lettE.'rs :
the
Big
Five;
and,
second,
"The Oleo Pool," the membership of which
MARSHFIELD, WIS., July 8, 1916.
varies
from
year
to
year,
but
always
includes .Armour and Swift.
Mr. J. W. Bnowx,
The Oleo Pool is composed of large manufacturers of oleomargarine,
% Arnwur & Oo., Ohfcago, ILl.
butterine and other similar prouncts, who are pledged to divide what· bEAn Ma. BnowN : Referring to your wire of even date in regard to ever assessments may be determined upon for their joint purposes on
getting the market down at Plymouth. I doubt very much if this can the bas.ls of their proportionate production of oleomargarine during the
be done. I have had this up with Plymouth and Sheboygan (two big· preceding year. In 1917, for -example·, the membership of the Oleo
cheese boards) this week. and again to-day. A.lsoi talked with Mr. Pool and the petcentages used in collE.'cting the joint funds were as
Pauly (Pauly & Pauly, Swift buys four-fifths of sa es) about it, and follows:
they complain bitterly about what Blanke is doing down in that sec· Per c<:'nt.
tion ; about going out to the factories, and paying premiums for cheese
and claiming that the dealers are all sore about it, and they can't · A. (A.rmour & Co.)------------ ------------------------~-- 12. 387
F.
(Friedman
Manufacturing
Co.)----.---------------------6. 246
handle them, although they have agreed with me to put the market
•'lown a quarter of a cent, if it's possible; but I tell you one thing. J. (John F. Jelke Co.)------------------------------------ 32.172
M
(Morris
&
Co.)---------------------------------------10.
481
Mr. Brown, I can't handle theRe people down there any longer unless
something can be done to keep Blanke from antagonizing them the way W. J. M. (W. J. Moxley, Inc.)------------------------------ 11. 5G3
W.
(Wilson
&
Co.,
Inc.)---------------------------------4.
~65
he is, and you are the only man that can handle this. I am doing the
-very best I can, and sending a carload of cheese down th~re a week, to IT. (G. H. Hammond Co.)--------------------------------- 3. G52
be distributed among the brokers, to keep the market in line, and it's S. (Swift & C~)---------------------------------------- 1~231
The general character and purposes of the Oleo Pool are disclosed
costing me a hundred dollar a week to do it, but I can't do it without
by the following extract from a letter written by Alfred R. Urion,
some help from you.
former general counsel for Armour & Co., to Henry Veeder:
Yours, truly,
"I give you the following information to be disseminated amongst
C. E. BLODGETT CHEESill, BUTn:m & EGG Co.,
(Signed)
C. E. BLODGETT.
_
those who are associated with us in Pennsylvania oleomargarine. The
(This letter had shorthand annotations, which .stenographer in office source of my report you are familiar with. I give you letter on the
subject received Saturday :
could not decipher.)
"• Have been given positive assurance by the big man that there will
not be any suits brought in this State during the time named, on tinted
JuLY 11, 1916.
goods, provided they are not too yellow; that is to say, you must not go
l\Ir. I. F. LAIXG,
to extremes in color, but that the regular run of tinted goods will be all
% Neenah Cheese & Cold Sto,·age Oo.,
right. The wholesalers ~nd manufacturers sh~uld not go farther in
1:!5 W. South Water Stt·eet, Ghicago, Ill.
spreading the understanding than to simply notify their trade verbally
DEAR Sm: Please note Mr. Blodgett's letter attached. If thls man that no suits will be brought aud that there will be no trouble in their
lllanke is causing all this trouble, I wish you would put a muzzle on handling natural tin ted goods.'
him. . We must keep down the markets if possible when we are accu"I have gone back to the party by Jetter and asked to get a definite
mulating these big stocks.
statement from the big man, calling off the State agents from taking
Let me hear from y.ou, plC'ase.
samples and frightening the trade, aiJd ha-ve no doubt will receive a
Yours, very truly,
favorable answer thereto."
An:uouR & Co.,
The genesis of what we have called the Packers' Pool, ns well as
(Signed)
J. W. BROWX.
the basis upon which it is operated, Is told iu the following letter from
JWB/ R
:Henry \eeder to W. B. Traylor, assistant to Louis F. Swift:
·
It is· certain that by no means all the agreements in effect between
.
A.CGUST 23, 1Vl6.
the · big packers came to the attention of the commission. Thus, for
example, we have evidence of an agreement on lard compound, which · Mr W. B. TRAYNOR,
• Oare . of Szcift & Co.J Chicago.
was made at the time the commission's investigation was being vigorDEAR. Srn: You asked me the other day for certain _percentages which
ously pressed and came to light only by chance.
.generally known as the "usual percentages." On July 30, 1013,
[Letter, Armour & Co. to H. G. Sharpnack (Armour's branch house rare
... F s, A l\1, and T E W agreed with C and S & S upon the following'
superintendent at Pittsburgh), dated Jan. 24, 1918] :
. percentages to co>er genet·al legislative and litigation matters;
"It's always been our understanding that if our organization bad
s
35751
39723
44680
the same price as the other fellow, that's all they need. This is cerA
29266
32518
36582
tainly a fact on Substitute since January 1i and we will very- much
~f
14983
16648
18729
surprised if your territory does not triple ts business each month.
c
10
11111
We do not recall having such an opportunity in the history of the firm,
s & s 10
and if this practice is' maintained, it's a pretty safe bet we will get our
share."
.
100000 100000 100000
This was followed on January 28, 1918, by a circular from II. G
Sharpnack to all managers giving the following instructions :
·
Of course C nnu S were arbitrary. The A, F, and H figures are the
"Please give this compound all attention possible. Everybody's price ~o-called old beef figures wl:iich were based upon the volume of bee~
Jnust be the same as yours . . If you find any deviation, make ·doubly sure business in 1902.
that you are right by seeing the bill£ noting the date of same, quantity
Sincerely, yours,
sold, and tho price, and let me h&.ve it.'~

------.

.

1918 . .
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This letter and a:rreement .contain a great .deal more meaning than 1917, by Armour's Neenah Cheese & Cold Storage Co. to its Mineral
.cursory reading would indicate. In the first place this letter, as well Point (Wis.) branch, giving instructions with reference to Cudahy's
as many other documents to be produced hereafter, shows that Henry demand for a weighmaster's certificate on his order :
"Now, if you have not an official weighmaster, get some fellow that
VeedeF, the agent of the former conspiracies, ls still acting as the
looks like one and furnish him with blanks, if necessary. yourself. It is
joint agent for the Big Five and the custodian of their agreements.
hardly
necessary to have him make a test on each lot. You can anange
.Analysis of the letter shows that on July 30, 1913, just one year
after the dissolution of the National Packing Coil Arthur Meeker of to have a few cheese sitting around for him to weigh that are not going
to
show
up too much shortage. Whatever you do, however, give them
Armour & Co. Lotlls F. Swift, and Thomas E. W son, then president
.
of Morris & Co. (representing the interests which bad jointly created good weights on the car."
How
considerably
this practice of short weighting may affect the
and owned the National Packing Co.), came together and agreed upon
certain fixed pet·centages, to be known in the future as the "usual retail price of meats appears from a single example, selected at random
percentages," for use in the settlement of "general, legislative, and from several tests made in the presence of the commission's agents :
litigatioll matters."
Barrel of plYrk butts f':"om Armour & Co.
The basis selected for the apportionment is shown by the cryptic
words of the last paragraph : " The A, F, and II figures are the old
Weight in pounds.
beef figures or 1902, but the C and S & S figures are arbitrary.'' No
F and H figures are mentioned In the letter, but reference to the
testimony of Henry Veeder in 1912 shows · that in the pools of the
Marked. Actual.
nineties each company was designated by a code letter-A for Armour,
l!' for M:on·is, and H for Swift. Thus the " old beef figures " are the
percentages used in the Veeder pool.
The packers joint activities for the preveDtlon of governmental ac- Gross......•............................................. ······
284
287
tion are illustrated by the vicissitudes of the le~lative eft'orts to Tare ........................................................... .
29
21
secure an inT'estlgation of the packing industry. '.rnis investigation, Net ........................................................... .
255
266
It may be rcmerr.bered, had its origin ln resolutions introduced ln the
House of Representatives in February, 1916. · Early in April of that
Here were 11 pounds of pork which the retailer is forced 'k> pay for
year a committee of three of the confidential employees of Swift &
Co.-A. D. White, John 1\I. Chaplin, and R. C. McManus-were sent because of the inflexible rule of the big packers that shipments must
to Washington to investigate and report on the status and probable be accepted at stltmped weights under penalty of having credit cut oft'.
chances or the resolution. On Apri! 10, 1916, they prepared a long The cost of these 11 pounds had to be distributed in some way over the
joint reemorandum, copies of which were sent to the principal officials selling price of the remainder and collected from the consumer.
Foremost of packer practices in evil r~sults is the manipulation of
of each of the five packing companies, stating in substance that the
I'esolutlon could be blocked only by adroit and vigorous action of the the live-stock markets, manif('sted primarily in violent and unreasonpackers and their friends along certain indicated lines, and containing able fluctuations in live-stock prices from day " to day. This consti. tutes the greatest grievance of the live-stock producers against packer
the warning :
"We believe the situa!ion.to be ser-io"s, and recomm,cnd that due con- control of the markets. How seriously these market fluctuations are
sidct·ation be irnmcdiately given to it and that et'erything be done regarded by live-stock producers is expressed in the following stateto head ofl' th~> present movement and to relieve the tension. We be- ment of E. L. Burke, vice president of the American National Live
..
·,
·
lieve that as it standR to-day nothing could stop criminal prosecutions Stock Association :
" The fact is that beef production in the corn belt has· become the
nnd that the situation is serious where men like Burke (Edward L.
Bnrke, vice president of the AmPrican National Live Stock Association), most hazardous and uncertain H!gttimate business that a man can enwho have been in the business all their lives, regard trivial and irrele- gage in. Outside of gambling on the board of trade or the New York
vant circumstances as conclusively proving criminal operations." [Mat- Stoclc E.'\:change, I know of nothing to compare with it.
"Probably the worst tbiug the feeder has to contend with is these
ter in italics was underscored in red in original.)
·
li'ollowing this warning tte Big FiT'e proceeded to take the following violent fluctuations. The plausible contention · is made by the packers
that
the rapid advances are an offset ·to the ueclines, but such is far
steps:
the case, as fully three-quarters of the cattle are bought on the
First, they raised a joint funcl of $1G,OOO, assessed upon the basis of -from
·dar.s
of heavy receipts, reducing the average cost far below the average
the "usual percentages."
prices."
Second, they arranged "to flood .Con~tress," and particularly the Jucli- ·daily
Our information shows that there are three principal causes for
ciary Committee, to wh!ch the rPsolutlon had beP.n referred, with · televiolent price fluctuations :
·
g-rams from commission men. bankers, and other apparently (lisin- · these
First,
ma.nipulation by the l'ig packers to drive the prices
terested people whom they seemed to think ·- they had under some dther upcollusive
or down, depending upon whether they are overstocked with
degree of obligation.
.
cured meats and want to sell in a high market or are underThird, they set at work one of tbeit· most expert lobbyists, Colin H. fresll andand
want to buy in a 1ow market. This is illustrated by the
Livingston, '"ho in addition to his general influence, indicated by his stock('(}
following
extract
from a letter written by E. A. Cudahy to M. R. Murposition as vice president of a Washington bank, bad for years · been phy, his general superintendent
at S<>utb Omaha:
employe(] as secret~ry to a Senator and had a thorough knowledge of
'
'
There
is
no
use
in being very aggressive about our percentage as
Congressional aft'airs.
.
as there is a loss in the hogs. • • • I think Swift is long
Fourth, they brought support to a bill providing for the collection of long
conRiderable stuff on the market and .Armour short, and Swift thinks
certain data, on the theory that it would sene to sidetrack the pro- he
bas to keep the price of bogs up in order to keep the provision
po!'!ed investigation.
market
up. There isn't any particular secret about the business and
Through these and other maneuvers, they were able to . block the
don't see that they are doing any better than we are, and the only
movement for an investigntlon untn · the Presiclent of the United ·Ithing
we
can do is to walt until they see fit to improve conditions."
States, in February, 1917, dii·ected the commi sion to make the · tnvestiSecond, Yiolent price fluctuati~s also occur as the result t>f dis·
pti~.
agreements among- the Big Five, as, for example, when Mr. E. A.
What big packers did thro:~gh their agents and tools to prevent Cudahy, apparently excluded from the inner circle for a while, wrote
and nullify the present investigation Is only typical of their activities the following to M. R. 1\lur!}hy:
.
ln connection with other attempts made by · the States or by -the
" Regarding hog buying-going to have pretty hot time unless allow
National Government to regulate or . improve the conditions existing other fellows to wipe us off map. Better see how our buyers stand in
in the industry.
yards. May be at little disadvanta~e account position we have taken
·on market for long time. Notice Chicago market about 15 higher toMETHODS A.XD RESULTS OF THE CO:llBIXATIO~.
day--so must be row on het·e, too. Don't kno-to what is matte•· toitl•
The purposes of this combination; which for more than a generation packers; but things seem -to be getting toone i11stead ·of bette,-."
bas defied the law and escaped adequate punishments, are sufficiently
Third. Unnatural price fluctuations .are created when ' the packers
clear from the history of the conspiracy and from the numerous docu- controlling a particular live-stock market decide to keep some comments already presented, namely:
petitor out by raising prices. This is illustrated by the following
To nwn.opolize and divide among the set:et·az interests the tlistribu- letter from Morris & Co.'s files, signed "E. M., Jr.," presumably
tim' of t11e food supply not 011ly of the United States but of aU coun- Edward Morris, jr. :
·
tries 'Which produce a food snnJlus, and, as a t·esult of this mo11opolistfc
CHICAGO, 7/23/15.
position,
...
1\Ir. E. G. ELDRIDGE.
To ea:tort c:l!cessir:e p1·ofits j1·om tile people not only of the Unitecl
States bt1t of a large part of the world.
. .
.

Oklahoma City, Ol;la.

DEAR Sm: Notice Armstrong (Armstrong Packing Co., which Armour
To secure these ends the combination and its constituent memb('rS bad
~ecr·etly bought ln 1008, but which was at the time of this lette;r
f>mploy pmctically every triecl method of unfair competition known to regarded
as an independent, even by members of the combination) was
this commission and invent certain new and ruthless methods to crush in your market
yesterday and bought 210 bogs. With receipts getting
weaker concerns.
now
we
can't
to have Armstrong take any hogs out of our
The early strength and rapid growth ·of the Big Five was stimu- marl{et. If he afford
comes
in for an:v hogs, let us put the market up a bit
lated by the extortion of rebates under one disguise or another ruid and make him pay enough
so he will stay out. Our receipts are so
!'<pedal privileges.
it is bard to operate a place even if no outsiders buy on the
Among other well-known methods of unfair competition used by the Ught
market.
big packers of which the commission has evidence may be mentioned
Yours, trcly,
E. 1\I., Jr.
the following :
Another indefensible practice, T'; hL:h particularly affects the proBogus independents.
ducers of live stock and has <lone much to uishearten them, is techLocal price discriminations.
nically known as "wiring on.'' When a cattleman, dissatisfied with
Short weighting.
the prices offered at the stocl;:yards to which he has shipped, decides
Acquiring stock in competing companies.
to try another, a telegram is sent forward over- the packer's private
Shutting competitors out of live-stock mat·kets.
In addition to these recognized methods of unfair competition the Big wire notifying the buyers at the destination that the cattle are being
Five also employ a vicious system of rotation in price cutting. This sWpped and giving the price ofl'ered at the first market. As a result
consists in each of the Big Five, or as many as happen to be repre- the cattleman finds that at the second markf't he is offered the samo
sented in a given territory, arranging. to cut prices in rotation, a day at or a lower price. and stands to lose at least the freight and the shrinkn time or a week at a time, so that the burden, distributed among the age as punishment for trying to beat the system.
The packers have repeatedly uenied that they wired on, although
bi~ packers, wUI seem light, but will fall with crushing weight on the
-sometimes admitting that they used to; but something like a hundred
inaependent competitor.
'l'hese big packer·s who aim at world monopoly persistently stoop to teleyrams of recent date now in the possession of the commission comthe commonest of commercial' frauds-short weighting. They short- pletely refute the denial.
It is our opinion that the failure of American meat production to
weight the lfve-stock producers in the sale of grain and hay at the
stockyards; they short-weight the retailers on theit· shipments of meat; keep pace with population is in large measure due to the conditions
they short-weight the Government; and, to make a complete job of tt, created and maintained in the markets by the Big Five. Their ronthey short-weight one another. Ilere is an amusing example of the last- spiraci~s and unfair practices have disheartened producers of live
named practice in the form of an extract from a letter written ·July 6, 'stock by destroying their confiuence in the fairness of the marketing
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lli. Chaplin didn't think there could be as much difference as this,
tailed their operations. Thousand of the more intelligent pl'oducers but che<~ked 1t ,pretty .close and understands definitely that their-s into-da y regard the stockvaTd markets as gambling places in which ·the cludes all of the above mentioned, .which ours does not.
CHARLES H. SWIFT.
packer owners not only· take an .exorbitant "percentage" but ~rig and
control the game itself.
The .statement o:f the accountants who prepared the .Armour cost
They see in the violent ilnctuations of the market-and our ;figure ·of $1.19 .per !head shows that it did .not include actual profits
irrvestlgation confirms their sus.Picions--ma.nipulations by the big from :fertilizers and various other 'by-products. The significance of i:.his
packers in crut'r to secure their raw material cheaply. They know 'letter is that it shows that, when ·we include a part CTf the by.product
bv repeated experience that these fluctuations are -so large and so and to..ke in transfer values at market prices, Swift's profit immediately
unn!l.turally sudden that many a producer lo es heavily because be jumps to " more than $2 per bead,n and It we add other by-products
happened -to ship his live stock on Monda-y instead ·of on Wednesday. .p roperly chargeable and bring back the branch-house profits, the figure
When this happens and a Jive-stock producer loses thousands of dol- keeps on climbing until it is more than 100 per cent larger"than the
lars on animals whose production and shipment represent a large
1.28 for 1916, and the $1.29 ·for 1.917, which :Swift ·& Co. arc spending
investment and long months of bard labor, there follows discourage- "P"eat ·sums in nd>ertising.
ment and a lo s ot credit which effectually prevents the speed;y .re-BUSINESS 'ETlliCS OF .THE P.A.CKE.nS.
establishment of the same scale of production. It is such conditions
·which have lecl able and energetic cattlemen to testify before the
The packers, in their recent public statements and advertisements,
commission that under rresent conditions they would not willingly have
striven to •create the im.Pression that they have grown to their
hand on their business o ca ttle raising to their children.
siz-e solely as n .result of superior efficiency, and that whatever
But the packars have £..Yen .more directly aJfected production. present
improper
or illegal practices were discovered in connection with their
Thei.r very system of concentrating the markets and packing houses business were
·merely incidental. 'The CQDclusion, however, that is pt·o·
.nt a few large center-s..,, where .live stock can be ..disposed of pr,ofita.bly duced by a ·study
thei.r history and ·present activities is th'at they
only in bunches, has aiscouraged farmers and :peo:J,~le in small towns bn.ve attained theirofdominant
primarily as a result ·Of unfait"
'from raising animals. which otherwise would .readily find sale. The ·proctices and illegal methods. position
T..he tact .thnt they ·ha.ve so generally represent "raise a pig" movement is retarded by the fact that there rorted to unfair methods of meeting
discredits their claims
.axe no convenient near-by places .to dispose of the pig after he has of .superior efficiency. .It is ·difficult competition
to believe ·that, if tbe big packers
been rai~d.
·
Moreo\er1 the packers have deliberately discouraged pr,oduction in had been able to extend .their business rapidly by efficiency alone 1:hey
ce1·taln reg10ns where they ··do not wish to establish packing plants would ·ha.ve resorted to the devious and illegal means of crushing com·
·
nnd slaug.bterhouses. The story .of the packers' actlvjtl.es ·m destroy- petition which they have employed.
This conclusion is strengthened by a perusal of the packers' letters in
ing the raiSing of sheep .and other animals in New England ·is a chapter
which their .motives are often frankly stated. The following letters, in·
by dtself.
·
·
n is nnnece sary to llo more :than point out the large part which troduced with merely explanatory comment, were wrftten by the pack·
'live-stock xalsing pia's in :the aucoessfu1 production of other foods. er-s or their agents in the -course ·of their everyday business.
Extract from a letter written by Guy C. Shepard, vice president ot
:Live stock on farms are not only essential to fertilization but pro:v'lde a m('ans of utilizing waste and surplus crops which often -marks Cudahy Packing ·Co., to Mr. R. Murphy, general manager of the ,com·
pany,
under date oi February 12, 1918:
:the d:Uierenc.e -between -success :and failure. There is room on the
"I ,presume that it is true that a:ll of us ha>e .not been as considerate
J:arms .a-nd ranges of 1:he United States for an. immense additional
as
we
•should
have been in view of the great strain and the di.IDculties
number of animals, but so long as farmel'S and live-stock men believe
that they will have only a "gambler~s cban<'e" 1nstead of a " square .under which you and all of the supet·intendents have been 1aboting sine
the
first
of
January.
The w.hole truth of the matter is ·we have nearly
<leal " at the markets there will be · g~•eat difficulty in seeming this
bitten 'Off more than we can ·chew. There never was a 'time in :the Ids. ;production.
tory
of
the
business
·tohen
-we hove had aJl good a margin on tile 1wgs
What has been aiel applies speciftcally to the production and mar·
.keting of 'li~e stock, but the smne methods at:e being applied by the tor as long o stretch continuously, and naturally it has made cvervm1e
big _packers in other brancbel'l of food production, and equally deplor- ver11 greedy to kfU every hog they possibly could. I don't snppose any
.nvle results .are apparent. The :producers ·of milk, butter, cheese, a:nd of us have wasted much time figuring out whether we could or could not
,poultry are. .finding tbemsclves disheartened by exactly the same condl- handle ·the business when we saw a chance to la:nd n big allotment over
:tions 'lllld practic.e . .a· ~inst which the live-stock men have been -vainly at the Food Administration. The main idea that we had in mintl was
contending for more than a generation. Little bas been heard of these that it was profitable business, and the first thing to do was to tnko
conditions ou.t~ide the . particular r.egions in which they exist, but the order and then get through with it some way or other.
they are already causing unrest and dissatisfaction in t-he regions- ,
To understand the following telegram, sent by F. El. WUhelm of the
"Where these foodstuffs a.re produced and sooner or later, ·unless the ~udaby Pa.cking Co., to the assistant manager of their Omaha plant, tt
.conditions are corre-cted, there will be a situation in connection ·with 1s necessary to know that cheek meat, shank meat, and bul1 meat are
·each of these as serious as was the live-stock · situation which led to inferior kinds oi meat, which unW very recently were a.lmost valueless.
1:b1R investigation.
.CHICAGO, ILL., February G, 1!118.
· With the thought that the road to :reasonable food 11rices lies in the
direction of the elimination oi :monopoly, .the curbing of nnfair pra~ W. DmsrNG, Oma1ta:
Notice yon ROid some beef cheek meat at' 12§c. EAC [apparently
tices, and the a snrance of a fair and reasonably stable JDa.rket, the
commission here gives relatively small space to the question of profits E. A. Cudahy, presldPnt o~ the Cudahy Packing Co.] say not to seU
:and costs. There is no doubt that the packers' profits, particularly since any more, but to consider it worth 18c. Would suggest you ·bold this
the beginning of the European war, have been enormous, both in the stock, ..as we have been discussing recently with the Food Administra·
United Sta-tes and in foreie:n countries. Measured by prewar profits, the tion about havin"' the .specifications for canning meat revised so that
J.917 ·profit (exclusive of Armour's foreign profits; inclusive of only cheek meat might be tnclutled, and would like to .have this extended to
part of Swift's South .A:merican profits) were 350 per cent greater than shank meat and bull meat.
F. El. WILHELM.
in the· average of the three years before the European war; measured
,by the amount of sales, they averaged, In Ul17, 4.6 cents on the dollar, ·
A little earlier Morris & Co.'s sales manager wrote the following let·
·which was sufficient to produce for the five companJes a total profit of ter. relating to th· sale of a quantity CTf ".fishy" butter at fresh-butter
$96.182,000; measured bv the net worth o:f the combined corporations pclces to one o1' ·the Army camps :
,(capital stock plus Sltrp~US), they nvera~ed, in 1917, 21;6 ·per cent;
NEw OnLFMXS, LA., Ko1:embcr S?.~, 19.11.
J.Deasu:red by the capital stoCk outstanding, as an indication of the
dividend _p os lbititi , they avera~ed, in 1917, 39.5 per cent; and meas- 'Mr. C. J. MunPuY,
Mort'i,g & Go., Ohicago, nl.
.ured by the packers' actual investment of .new capital, they amount to
everal -times even thl.3 lnst figu.re.
DEAR Sm: We are in receipt of your two lett ers of the 22d relati>e
All these are minimum figures for 1:be Teas(}n that the .packers' ne- butter we are holding here for Panama.
·counts aTe so con tructed that they conceal p.rofits rather 1:ban .reveal
Regarding the duty having been paid on these shipments, will sav
·t hem. There are numerous " secret reserves " ; there ·are endless trans- that we wm be unable to do anything on this her towarils securing
fers of material from department to department at fictitious or arbi- refund or drawback, as the duty was J,>aid by consignee in Panama,
trary values ; and there are all sorts of improper items charged in as and thry of course will have to enter theu- claim down there and collect
expenses, ran,~ring from items properly chargeable to capltal t.o improper from the Panama government.
·
payments which ba-ve no place in any business. To have untangled
We have advised the foreign department fully as to the disposition
these accounts so that a complete presentation of profits and costs of this butter, giving them all the tnformatlon you request, and suggest
could be made would have required accountants and clerks .as numerous you take up with Mr. Carlsen regarding. Witn reference to your re·
mark "to work a little closer " on .a proposition like this, it would
..as tl1e several tbommnds employed by the packers.
Moreover, the parent corporations, and particularly the meat depart- seem to us that ·tbe fault ts not at this E-nd, as we were handling 'this
.ments, are made to bear the costs of the process of monopolization in tor ·the foreign department, and if it was necessary for ~u to be -1.11
various remote ·fields. Sometimes during periods of cutthroat competi- touch with ·this that they should ·have kept you post ed. ne certalnly
tion thPse lo es will run on for years, borne entirely out of the current kept them fully advised at all times as to what we -were tloing with
earnings of meat and other ltnes: but when the fat years -succeed th.o this stock.
RPgarding shipping this butter to Alexandria, La.. to take care of
lean, the packers protest against any part of these earnings being carthe butter contract for Camp Beaurcg.1rd, we wired Mr. impson .nlght
Tied back to the credit of the departmP:nts which bore the losses.
The unreliabOity of vll meat cost-and-~roflt calculations is increased message 11/13. asking if it would be sati factory to use th1s butter tQ
when they .are placed upon a " per bead • basis, for a new .and difficult fill contract orders Camp Beauregard, and received r~>ply from CbicagQ
question immediately is presented as to what ts included in tbe denomi- 11/H advising it would be 0. K. to use this butter for this purpose.
Might odd (or your information that tOe ea:amined so·rnc of this stocl~
nator of 1:he fraction from wblcb the result is obtained. However,
since .much publicity bas been given by Swtft & Co. to certain figures before gJ~ipping to .tt.lea:andria and round Oll ·'IDe teRfed 'tO be very flslty,
and
we feel that the stoclt 1oas 1oel sola at pl'icc vou 1ncntfotr. (Italics
.PUrportin.~ to show their net profit on " dressed :beef and all by- '
rnroducts" to be $1.29 per bead in 1917, some comment is cniled -for. by commission.]
Yours, truly,
:f. rhts is best put in the form ·o f a quotation of a lPtter .written by '
MORRIS & ·COiUPANY1
Charles -H. Swift to Louis F. Swift and Edward F. Swift under date of
W. J. FITZGIBBO:-:s.
(Sigoeu)
June 23, 1916 .:
WU'F-HM
[Primte.]
Of somewhat similar character is the following Jetter, written by
CHIC-AGO, Jun e 2:1, .1111D.
Armour & ·Co.'s branch bouse superintendent at rhilndelpbia tQ ilie
Messrs. Loms F . .SwiFT, EDwARD F. SwiFT :
manager of the are sed-b~>ef sales deparbnent :
lleferring 1:o 'Henry Veeder's l,ettcr, June 13th, to L. F. S. regarding
ARMOUR & Co., CIDC.\GO, lLLI:XOIS.
Borland 1·esolution, in wh1cb Mr. Meeker is quoted as saying that
Armour made a profit of , 1.19 per bead on cattle fo1· certain period
017- 92U .No:r:LE T., rmLADELPmA, PA.,
(ours for same .period L28 per .bead) :
Fcbrum·y I?J, 1918.
lli. Chaplin understands that Armour's inclu •l"S their canners, which 1
Gu.rs does not; part of their _sausage results, an ri has 10 ·cents added per 'Mr. V. H. MUNNECKE,
At·mour
&
Co.,
Olticago,
Ill
.
.l:tead for good measure for by-products transf('n-cd at market prices,
DEAR ·sm: This ·has been a very •U nsaUsfactory week, because of the
which ours does not.
If our and Libby's cattle were thrown t oo::ethc r for tbe period, with- great quantity of bfi;d-condition beef we have had to. sell. _Even our
out including sausage or anything for good measure, it would bring ours kosher cars coming mto Noble Street were off .condition. ,li;lnety per
cent of our beef unloaded this week was yery stale.
up O\Cr $2 per head.
·
.system to such an extent ·that large 'llumbers have abandoned or cur-

a
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Morris and Wil son ba d just as m uch trouble ns we had. Swift got
by wit h pra ctically no trouble at all. Possibly this trouble may partly
be a ccounted for by the beef being held a long time at the plant, while
Swift had cars and was able to keep closer up to date on his shlpments.
Wilson f l·oze quite a little beef , sotne out of their oton siMpme-nts,
an d come they bought.
Th ey bought beet from wt at 132 N. Delat vm·e A v enue that had been w iped up twice be(ot·e toe sold it to them.
They bagged it up and shipped it to New York for freezing. They
botlght ' beet (rorn A r ch Stt·eet tha t tvas so bad that we bathed it in
vitte{}aJ' an d soda befot·e tee show ed it to them. I thinlv tllis beef also
teas shipped to Ne to Yo1·k (or freezing.
I certainly do not know what they are going to do with this beef.
I cert a inl y do not thi nk beef i t~ the condition tlley are buying Of'ght
to be e:cpot·ted or o(fet·ed to o~t· at·mies. [Italics by Commission.]

Yours, truly,

T. G.

LEE.

TGL-MGC
WHAT OL'GIIT TO BE DO:XE.

In the PI·esident's letter of February 7, 1917, we were asked to
state as a result of our investigations:
u wllat measures are necessary to effect funtlamental improvements'''

What the remedy is will appear from a brief analysis of the situation. The rapid rise of the packers to power and immense wealth and
their pt·esent strangle hold on food supplies were not based necessarily
on theit ownership of packing houses, but upon their control o:t' the
channels of distribution , pa1·ticularly the stockyards, private car lines,
cold-storage plants, and branch houses. Similarly the great profits
which they have secured and are now securing are not primarily due
to exceptional efficiency in operating packing houses und manufacturing
plants, but are secured through their monopolistic control of the distt·ibutlve machinery. This applies not only to the meat industry, but to
the other branches of the food industry which they control, as Is evidenced by the fact that particularly in recent years they have made
far greatet· efforts to sccut·e control of the ~dL':ltribution o:t' the product
than to secure manufacturing plants in the case of such products as
cheese and canned goods. Several letters in our possession JDight be
cited in support of this statement.
As long as the packt>rs control these distributive utilities, producers
will be at the mercy of the big packers, competition will be restrained
and consumers generally will continue to pay the price of monopoly.
Control and manipulation of the llve-stock markets have been the great
factors in the discouragement of live-stock production. Control of the
transportation and marketing facilities have been the instruments by
which competitors have been ct•ushed.
We see no possibility of effecting the "fundamental Improvements"
w h ich the President's letter ~ought, short of the acquisition by the Federal Government of the distributive utilities now controlled by the Big
Five, and the establishment by the Federal Government upon equal
tet·ms for all the additional storage and distributive faciUtles necessary
to open the channels of commerce in foods and related products and
in!?ure their free and unrestricted flow from the producer to the consumer.
We recommend, therefore :
1. That th<' Government acquire, through the Railroad Administration, all rolling stock used for the transportation of meat animals and
th nt su ch ownership be declared a Government monopoly.
2. That the Government acquire, through the Railroad Administration. the principal and necessary stockyards of the country, to ba
treated as freight depots and to be operated under such conditions as
will insure open, competitive markets, with uniform scale of <'barges for
all services performed, and the acquisition or establishment of such
additional yards from time to time as the future development of livestock production in the United States may require. This to include
cu:> t omary adjuncts of stockyards.
3. That the Government acquire, through the Railroad Administration, all privately owned refrigerator cars and all necessary equipment
for their proper operation, and that such ownershlp be declared a Government monopoly.
4 . That the Federal Government acquire such of the branch houseA,
cold-storage plants, and warehouses as are neces~ary to provide 'facilities for the competitive marketing and storage of food products in
the principal centers of distribution and consumption. The same to b<>
operated by the Government as public markets and storage places under
such conditions as wlll afford an outlet for all manufacturers and
handlers of food proc'lucts on equal terms. Supplementing the marketing and storage facilities thus acquired, the Federal Government estab1!sh, through the Railroad Administration, at the terminals of all principal points of distribution and consumption, central wholesale markets
and Rtorage plants, with facilities open to all upon payment of just
and fair charges.
· The stockyards and their essential adjuncts, such as exchange buildings and terminal railroads, must be acquired and operated by the
Government under such conditions that the producer wlll be assured
of a fair market, reasonable charges, open blduing, full and helpful
market information, the llmitation of violent fluctuations in price, and
the elimination of unnatural market influences. Moreover, the measure
authorizing the acquisition of the stockyards should provflle for the
acquirement by right of eminent domain of such sites adjacent to the
yards as may be necessary for their proper expansion and for the loca tion of such independent, mtm!cipal, or cooperative abattoirs or packing
houses as may be established. This will open the way for the independent packers and butchers~ big and little, to establish their plants
and secure their liv-e stock unaer such conditions as will enable them to
compete actively with the big packers. Furthermore, we believe that
the establishment of such open, competitive markets will be followed by
a large increase in live-stock production.
The necessity for acquisition by the Government o:t' refrigerator and
other private car lines and icing stations is so obvious, particulnrly
since the railroads have been brought under Federal operation, that
argument seems unnecessary.
Acqui ltion of the stockyards and car lines alone will not secure the
fundamental improvements which we are seeking. Figuratively speaking, we will have opened only two of the doors by whlch the big packers
have obstructed the channels of food commerce, while the third remruns
closed. An independent packer may with Government-owned yards and
cars find it possible to · secure and ship his products upon terms of
equalitl with the big packers, but unless he has an opportunity to dispose o them under fair conditions his competition will not be effective
and the consnmer will not be benefited.
It is for this reason that we consider the provision of proper marketing an!l storage facilities by the F ederal Government through branch
·houses nnd establishment of central wholesale markets and stora;;e

places to be an essential feature of a system which will prov ide f or the
American people adequate supplies of food at reasonable prices during
both war nnd peace.
LETTER FROM TTIE PRESIDDNT.
THE WHITE llO US E,

Washingto n, Februarv 7, 1917.
MY DEAR Mn. CHA-IRMAN : An adequate supply of food products is

a

matter of concern to the Nation at all times. It is of peculiar importance at present. Our domestic food supply is normally very lar~e nnd
has become increasingly varied. In some respects it has steadtly expanded and has kept pace with the increasing population. Unfortunatply, this is not true, however, of a number of important staple
products, including certain cereals and particularly meats. While the
population of the Nation has increased 20,000.000 since 1900, the production of the two leading cereals, corn nnd wheat, while tending to
increase, has shown only a slight advance; and that of the meat products in the same period has shown an increase of only 3,500,000,000
pounds-a decrease of 29 pounds per capita.
Much can be done, and is being done, to change this situation
through improved methods of production and through the control or
~radication of plant and animal diseases.
But there are problems
also of distribution; and, i.J? some respects, the problems presented
in this field are the more difficult. Only recently have official agencies been created to deal systematically with this side of the diffi culty.
Mu<:h work has been done, and, eonsidering the limited nature of the
powers under which It has been conducted, no little headway has
been made. particular!~ in obtaining and diffusing useful information. Nevertheless, It 1s not yet clear in many directions jus t what
the nature of the difficulty Is or what measures should be adopted to
effect fundamental impro,·ements. Many necessary facts are not available, and it is questionable whether any single ngency of the Government at present possesses the requisite power and equipment to secure
the information needed to enable both public and private instrumentalities to render their fullest service to the people. It is obvious that
there will be no sufficient incentive to enlarge production if there does
not exist an unobstructed nnd economical system of distribution. Unjustlfiaule tluctuntlons in prices are not merely uemoralizing; they
inPvitahly df'tPr adequate produ<'tinn.
It has been alleged berore co111mlttees of the Congress, and elsewhere
that .the course of trade in important food products iR not free, but i~
restrJcted and controlled by artificial and illegal means It is of the
h,ighest publiC COD<'ern to ascertain the truth Or fal sity Of these allegatiOnS. No business can be transacted effectively in an atmosphere of
suspicion. If the allegations are well grounded, it is necessary that
the nature and extent of the evils and abuses be accurately d etermined, so that proper remedies; legislative or administrative, may be
appl!ed. If they are not true it is equally essential that the public
be informed, so that unrest and dissatisfaction may be allayed. In any
event, because of the grave pubUc interests which the food supply
affects, the efficient performance of the duties impos£>d upon agencies
of the Government requires that all the pertinent facts be ascertain ed.
To this end, the powers of such agencies should be made adequatE.' if in
ar.v respect they are now deficient.
' ·
Pursuant to the authority conferred upon me by the act creatin"' the
Fedet·al Tt·ade Commission, therefore, I direct the commission ,~thin
the scope of its powers to investigate and report the facts I'ela tlng to
the production, ownership, manufacture, storage, and distt·ibution of
foodstuffs and the products or by-products arising from or in connection with their preparation and manufacture; to a scertain t he facts
bearing on alleged vwlations of the antitrust acts, and particularly upon
the question whether there are manipu lations, controls trusts combinations, conspiracies, or restraints of trade out of hal:mony with the
law or the public interest.
I am aware that the commisison has additional autholity in thls
field, through the power conferred upon it to prevent certain persons
partnerships, or corporations from using unfair methods of competi:
tion In commerce. I presume that you may see fit to exercise that
autholity, upon your own initiative, without direction from me
The Department of Agriculture has been engaged for several 'years in
studying problems of distribution. I have noted that it has been proposed in the Congress to add to the funds of the department and give it
larger powers to conduct its investigations. As its activities will touch
phases of the problem I am calling to your attention which may not be
covered by your inquiry, and may furnish Information of great importance for the purposes contemplated, I shall direct that department to
cooperate with you in this enterprise.
.
For the adequate prosecution of the inquiry by both your commission
and the Department of Agriculture, it is essential that sufficient funds
be available. I accordingly request that you furnish me at the eai·Iiest
possible moment an estimate for an appropriation, if one is needed, to
supplement existing appropriations, to enable you successfully to carry:
out the investigation.
·
A copy of this letter is being sent to the Secretary of Agriculture
with the dlrection that his d epartment cooperate with you and with the
request that he furnish an estimate for the funds needed by his department.
Sincerely, yours,
(Signed)
WOODilOW "WILS OX.
Bon. WrLLIAll J'. IlARRJS,
Cllairman Federal Trade Commission,
Washington, D. C.

STIMULATION OF AGRICtl'LTUBE-CO:N'FERENCE REPORT.

1\lr. GORE. I renew my request, 1\fr. President.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma
moves that the Senate proceed to the consideration ~ of the conference report on the bill named by him.
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider
the report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing
vote of the two Houses on the bill (H. R. 11945) to enable the
Secretary of Agriculture to carry out, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled "An act to
provide further for the national security an<l defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agricultural products, and for other pnr~poses."
1\Ir. GORE. Mr. President, I should like to say tlmt after
se\eral sessions the conference committee of the two Houses
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reached a partial agreement. They adjusted the differences on frop:t their standpoint to take back to their respective bodie n
all the amendments except the amendment commonly known as report showing that what they have uone in tllo~ e- l·e pective
the rent amendment UJ?on that amendment we were unable to bo~es the conferees have won, by a trem.en<lou. victory. They
reach an agreement. We therefore report a illsagreement to the bring back the ftag of victory. I bad ahn:ys supposeu that
two Houses.
legislation should be arrive(] at from the stan<lpoint of what
In a moment I shall move to agree to the report and that the was the be t interest of the public, and not as to the matter of
Senate further insist on the so-called rent runen<lment. Before offending the dignity of either the Senate or the Hou e.
making that motion, however, I wish to say with respect to
Now, on the rent profiteering, I trust the Senate will insist
amendment numbered 30, which is the amendment In:tended to on_ that amendment. We have no pride of opinion about the
prohibit the interstate shipment of adulterated feed stuffs, that Pomerene amendment. We simply insisted on the fundamental
the committee was not able to reach an agreement upon thatr proposition that something should be done here in the District
ameooment. There was, however, an appreciation of the im- of Columbia as to these rent profiteers. The House conferees
portance of the subject; and I am perlmps at liberty to say that took the position-! do not know that I violate any confidence:- '
an agreement was reached between the chairmen of the two that this amendment did not belong on this bill ; that the District
Agricultural committees that a subcommittee from each of the of Columbia committees should consider these matters. That is
two Houses wouiU be appointed, whose duty it would be to con- trn,e, but we face a fundamental eondition that unless somesider the adulteration of feeds and fertilizers and to prepare thing is don~ on this bill for the people of the Dl tl'ict of Columand report to the two Houses a comprehensive measure in- bia, who- are being so systematically and thoroughly robbed,
tended to prohibit fraudulent practices with respect to feeds nothing will be done at this session of Congres , and we have
:md fertilizers, so far as Congress has the power to accomplish no right to shirk or evade that responsibility even if there be
that end.
certain Members of Congress who are excE:ledingly anxious to
I move that the Senate agree to the conference report and get home.
further insist upon the so--called rent amendment.
But a situation bas grown up-and we might as well be frank
Mr. SAULSBURY. 1\fr. Presidentl I desire to inquil;e o~ the · about it; it fs no secret-between the conferees of the Senute
cluJ.il·mun of the Agricultural Committee about tbe amendment and the conferees of the House, as to the District of Columbia
concerning which no agreement has been reached. Is that the bill.
Unfortunately remnrks made by Members of the Rouse
so-called Pomerene rent amendment'!
1\fr. GORE. . Yes, sir ; it is the Pomerene rent amendment.
offended the Senate conferees, probably rightfully so, and the
1\fr. SAULSBURY. 1\.Ir. President, I think it is well that the House conferees on this present bil! now feel that to take any
Senate should appreciate just what this condition is, so that the action on this matter is a slap in the face of the chairman of
conferees may understand that the Senate will insist upon this the District of Columbia Committee in the House. There we
amendment being possibly con .. idered by the conferees, with a stancT in tllis boyish, silly attitude; because somebody is going
v]ew to reaching some conclusion.
.
to be offended either in 1he Senate or the House the people of
The Senate has already acted very conclusively with regard the District must submit to these injustices. It is not right or
to this measure by approving the action of its conferees on the fair or decent.
Pomerene bill, ns it came from the Committee on the District
r do- not mean to indulge in crittci m of the conferees at all.
of Columbia, in refusing to confer with the conferees of the They ru·e all high-minded men and desirous o! doing what is
House under the circumstances which are disclosed in the REc- right, but they are placed in a difficult position by the unfortu·
o:RD. I want to say, so far as the D~tdct Committee of this nate situation which we have gotten into over this bill as relates
body is concerned, that the Senator from Ohio [M.r. PoMERENE], to the District of Columbia Committee. I believe if it is sent
who is the author of the bill and has spent a great deal of time back to conference, and if the Senate conferees are willing to
on it and has very ably drawn the bill to correct the housing . stand firmly by the proposition of doing something on the rent
conditions in 'Vashington, so far as possible, desired to with- provision, we can get something accomplished, and that we
draw from that conference coiifiDlttee because of occurrences ought to do. We will be recreant to oqr duty if we neglect thl.5
in another body, which are disclosed in the RECOE.D ; but the opportunity to relieve the people of this District.
District Committee, I think u.ru.Lnimously, declined to allow him
Mr. ASHURST. Mr. President, when the conference report
to withdraw from that conference committee, and each and on this t>lll was submitted by the chairman last Tuesday I
every member of the District Committee st,ated that he would entered an objection to it immediate consideration. I wlshetl
not under the circumstances accept an appointment as n con- to ascertain why the amendment No. 29 had been omitted by the
feree to represent the Senate.
conferees, because it will be remembered that amendment No. 20
Now, it is very _important, I think, that this bill should be was the bill which provided that the Secretary of the Interior".
agree(] upoli. There are very many circumstances arising re- may, under rules and regulations prescribed by him~ lease for not
garding rents in this city in a multitude of cases that I think more than 30 years certain tracts of Indian reservations for
the Pomerene bill would reach which need to be reached at this metalliferous mining. The Senate became convinced more than
pm·ticular time. It is a very important measure, and unfortu- three months ago that it was an unwise policy to senti to Ceylon
nately it is the only way in which this legislation can be ob- and: to Brazil and other points across the sea to obtain minerals
tained. If the House declines to consider it through a corifer- necessary for the conduct of the war in making munitions, anll
ence committee, as they have done, I simply hope that on the so forth, when we have those same metals right at home; nud
House will be placed the responsibility of the failure to bring the Senate wisely, in my judgment, adopted that amendment
about conditions in this District regarding housing whicb so providing for leasing tracts ln Indian reservations, so thnt
much need attention.
.
manganese, and rare metals especially, might be obtained.
I only wanted to impre s on the chairman of the Committee
I am very sorry that amendment No. 29, which is the metnllif·
on Agriculture, the bead of the C{)nferees, that it was very neces- erous mining proposition, has been omitted by the conference;
sary, in my judgment, to get the House conferees to consider this but I have talked with our Senate conferees, and I am convlnced
matter, which, I understand, they have absolutely refused to do. that they have done every reasonable thing and have summoned
Otherwise certainly it would l;Je improper in the minds of a every reasonable argument that ought to be made to induce the
great many Senators for the Senate ever to agree to a confer- House conferees to keep amendment No. 29 in the report. I am
_e nce report where this amendment is wholly disregarded.
persuaded that our conferees abandoned the amendment simply,
l\1r. KENYON. 1\fr. President, I served as one of the con- solely, and only because it was the only thing that they could
ferees on this bill, I am sorry to say. I think the Senate ought uo. In other words, I am convinced that the House conferees
to know what the conferees have done.
.
will not now under any circumstances agree to amendment No..
1 will say that I do not concur in this conference report and 29, and I have no disposition, therefore, to delay the adoption of
have not signed it. The Senate attempted to practice economy the conference report. Q-£ course if I thought for n moment that
in some of these appropriations. It struck out all of subdivision a further delay of the report would bring about any agreement
3 on motion of the Senator from Utah [Mr. KING]. I am sorry to amendment No. 29 I should continue my opposition.
be is not pre ent. That has all gone back in the bill. The first
1\lr. SMITH of Arizona. 1\fr. Pres]dent, I have nothing to
provision, where the item of $105,000 for productidn of beef say further than to give my colleagues in the Senate, who aro
cattle was stricken out, has rome back in the bill, and where intensely interested in the measure, the assurance that I have
these few economies crept in in the Senate and some of us had received from tbe House that the measure has been put upon
hoped that we might hold them in conference, practically all the calendar-! believe, what they call the unanimous-con ent
are eliminated, and the appropr~ations come back, cottage cheese calendar-to be called up on motion, and that there is every
and all, which item was restored after- many tears shed by the prospect that we may finally get it enacted as an independent
conferees over the cottage-cheese situation. It simply lllus- law. which is the better way to enact such legislation if it is
trates that it is impossible to cut down appropriations. When possible to do it. If I did not see some hope of getting a uill
~on get into conference, it seems to- be the duty of the conferees
of this importance through at this session I should make every:
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efiwt thnt I could possibly command to see if we could not
further insist on the amendment, and convince the House conferees that they should yield.
But, feeling that the conferees, as my colleagtle has said,
hnve done : ·: that they could, we must take our chances on
action in the House hereafter.
1Hr. JONES of Washington. Mr.. President,. I want to indorse
what the Senator from Iowa [Mr. KENYON] said in reference
to the amendment known as the rent amendment and also to
indorse the suggestion of the Senator from DelaWn.re [Mr.
SAULSBURY] that our conferees ought to insist upon some action
being taken upon that amendment The people of this District,
especially the Government employees, are being harassed and
threatened and intimidated and robbed systematically, and
Congress ought to take some steps to correct it.
'Ve have passed what is known as the Snulsbtu-y resolution.
That prohibits the raising of rent or the eviction of tenants
during the war. Personally, I am satisfied that that resolution
will be sustained by the courts if it ever comes before them,
but it is being contended by the landlords that it will not stand
the test of the courts. Tenants are being to:ld that, and they
are being threatened with suits, they a.re being ordered t& get
out of prerruses, and told that if they do not do it they are
going to be sued. Many of them could not stand th-e expense
of a suit. Very naturally, they are not only very much perturbed in mind, but they feel as though they have either to get
out or else comply with the. demands of the landlords with reference to increased rent.
1\Ir. SHEPPARD. Will the Senator allow oe?
Mr. JONES of 'Vashington. Gladly.
Mr. SHEPPARD. A lady from Texas, working in one of the
departments, came to me a few moments ago and stated that
she is paying $45 a month for one room, and that the landlord
has threatened to raise her rent to $60 per month.
Mr. JONES of Washington. That instance can be multiplied
over and over again. It ls quite a modest demand that that
landlord has made compared with the demands made by others.
1\Ir. President, as the Senator from Iowa has said, this is
no time for anybody to stand upon dignity or anything of that
sort. The interests of the people of this District are to be
considered in connection with this legislation. It is legislation largely for the benefit and for· the protection of people
who have been brought into this District to do the work of
the Government that is necessary to be done in the conduct of
the war, and it is nothing short of an outrage that we will
p~rmlt those people to be systematically mulcted by those who
happen to own the property and the rooms which they mtiSt
necessarily occupy if they would stay here at all.
The Senate, recognizing the situation ~at exists between the
two bodies as far as the Committees on the District of Columbia are concerned, were perfectly willing to place this proposition in the hands of conferees from another committee. They
were willing to do that in the hope of getting the l-egislation
tbnt we ought to h-ave, and it does seem to me that another
body, which we properly can not name, ought to be perfectly
willing to allow our contention with reference to this matter
to be considered by a committee that all must recognize would
be entirely impartial. It does seem to me that the House conferees ought to be willing to consider this proposition.
Mr. President, we have not done in this case anything different from what we have done time and time again. There
is hardly an appropriation bill of any character that comes
over here which does not have amendments put on it that
would properly go to some other committee. Yet they are
put on in the hope and belief of getting legislation. No question is ever raised about reflecting upon anybody or slapping
anybody in the face or outragtng anybody's dignity or anythine,
of that sort, but the conferees take up the propositions and
co-n:sider them and try to reach a conclusion with reference
to them.
I hope, Mr. President, that the Senate conferees will insist
upon something being done in this matter, and I trust that the
other body will recognize the importance, not to us, not to
Members of the House, but the importance. of this proposition
to people who, as I said, have been brought into this District
to do the work of the Government, that they may be protected
in their rights and in the discharge of the duties they .have
eome here to perform~
Mr. GORE. 1\fr. President, I infer from the remarks of the
Senator from 'Vashington [Mr. JoNES] that perhaps he does
not under tand the p::trlirunentary situation as I do. The
conferees of the two Houses reached an impasse with reference
to this particular. amendment-the rent amendment. The
House conferees were n.o-t willing to recede from their disagreement to the amendment. The Senate conferees were. not will;.
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lng to recede from their insistence upon t!~ amendment. Of
course, the Senate conferees were powerless to prevail upon
the House conferees to change their positiun upon the subject.
We held several sessions. The Senate conferees, appreciating
the fact that the Senate was thoroughly comJL1tted to the
amendment, that it had been attached to the bill by an over. whelming majority,. that it was the legislative sense of the
Senate, were not willing to take the responsibility of a recession. We therefore refused to usk to recede. The conferees ot
the two Houses reached a. disagreement, and we now come ro
the Senate asking that the agreement, with respect to other
amendments, be accepted and that the Senate furth.er insist
upo-n amendment No. 28-the rent amendment~
Of cg.urse, under Pfirliam£ntary procedure it will then go to
the House and the House itse:lt will then have an opportunity
to act directly upon the merits of the amendm-ent. It is my
hope that some one in the House will move to concur in the
amendment in order that the issues may be squarely raised
in that body. If, however, they disagree, of course there are
only two courses which the Senate can pursue. One is to recede and the otha- is to ::tSk for a further conference. Of
course I shall abide the pleasm-e of the Senate when that
conjuncture arises, but I should like to say fmther that there
were certain reaso-ns why the Senate conferees were not willing
to let this particular bill ride at anchor ~ndefinitely in Congress.
I think that statement is sufficient a:nd Senators will appreciate
what I mean.
1\.fr. JONES of ·w ashington. I think the Senator must have
misunderstood me. I think I understand the situation. I do
not ant our conferees to keep the bill in conference indefinitely..
I simply want them to insist when they go into conference that
something shall be done on this proposition, and if the Heu.se
conferees absolutely refuse t11en I want them to bring back a
report m a disagreement.
Mr. GORE. That is what has been done, I will say to the
Senator.
Mr. JO!\TES of W::tShington. I kiww the Senator has now
done. that, but I am referring to future conferences. I was
referring to conferences in tl'le future. I know what has been
don~ and I am glad our conferees have done it; I am approving their actiop in the matter, but I want to let them know,
as far as I can, that the Senate is behind them in inSisting
upon the bill going to conference again, ·and that some action
must be taken on this amendment o:r the conferees will lllive
to report a disagreement to the Senate.
1\Ir. THOl\Lo\.S. !'dr. President, I fully indorse what has been
sai-d by tlie Senator from Iowa [Mr. KENYON] and the Senator
from Washington [1\Ir-. JoNEs] with regard to the importance
of the so-called rent amendment to this bill, and I am very sorry
that any question of a per onnl character should interpose itself
so completely between the members of the conference committee of the two Ho-uses as not only to suspen't but to imperil
th-e ennetment of a very de irable and most iiLportant amendment.
I want to say, l\Ir. President, in this connection, that my experience, which has been considerable, regarding the rent sit:tation· in the District convinced me that a very large proportion
of the extortionate instances occurred between lessees and
their sublessees. There are occasions where landlo-rds owning
pToperty have been extorting, but the large bulk of them are
composed of men and women who have leased apartments or
rooms or houses and who have th.en sought to take adv-antage
and are taking advantage of the enormo~~ pressure in the District for shelter to demand and rec~ive priCes that are out of all
proportion te what they should be, and in many respects far
beyond the ability of tbeir victims to respond. Of course, it is
that class of people. the small sublessecs, which need the pr(}o
tection of this body more earnestly a.nd IDO:l'e summarHy than
any other.
.
There is a species of profiteering which is carri-ed on by the
owners of large and palatial residences who are demanding and
receiving from people who are here on Government business
and who are very wealthy practically the value of their property
in the. enormoUs amounts of rent which they ask and which
they receive. That class of people, howevel:', can get .along. It
is th-e others whose condition is so pitiful that it ought to appeal to the sense of justice of the members of the conference committee and enable them, if they are not satisfi-ed with this
measure, to amend it in some such wny as to enable us to enact
it into law.
Mr. President, there is an amendment to this measure which
has passed the conference -and which in its consequences upon
the revenues of the country is very formidable. I refer to what
is called the u . bone-dry" amendment,. the -effect of which is to
urev-ent the sale an<l the· carrying on of transactions regarding -
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distilled liquors, and which when it shall go into effect by that
very act prohibits the fqrther sale of intoxicants.
. I am not going to touch upon the questiQn of prohibition any
more than may be necessary for my purpose, because I am well
aware of the fact that the prohibition sentiment in the country
is overwhelming and that nothing I can say will in any wise
prevent the early establishment of this principle in the approval
of the bill which is the subject of the conference. But, Mr.
President, when you consider that, speaking roughly, 50 per
cent of the revenues of the General Government have for many
years prior to the war been derived from specific taxes upon
distilled, brewed, and fermented liquors and tobacco, and that
ever since the Civil War these articles and the business have
been a prolific source of revenue, as was said by some one a
revenue which is the only one known that is voluntarily paid,
as no man needs to smoke or drink unless he chooses, and that
up to this time a very considerable portion of our war revenues
have been derived from the same source, the effect upon the
revenues for 1919, because of this amendment, becomes a subject
of first importance and one which has necessarily presented
itself to the consideration of the Senate Committee on Finan('e
now in charge of the revenue bill.
The best information which we have convinces us that as
a result of this " bone-dry " amendment the revenues of the
country will in all probability be depleted in 1919 in the sum of
$750,000,000 to $800,000,000, and· we must either acknowledge
the fact and legislate accordingly or seek other sources of
revenue to make up the certain deficit between the amount thus
lost and the $8,000,000,000 which we are trying to secure.
. ThE:>re are in bond in round numbers 138,000,000 gallons of
distilled liquors, and out of bond, consisting of what is called
floor stuff, about 40,000,000 gallons. The bill now in committee
proposes a tax of $8 per gallon upon all of- this merchandise,
being $4.08 in excess of the prevailing rate, which is or was when
it was imposed considered excessive. The liquor which is not
in bond has paid the tax of $3.80 per gallon and will be liable,
so much of it as may remain in existence when the bill goes into
effect, to the additional sum of $4.20. The owners of the liquor
are of course bonded to the Government for whatever tax has
been or may be imposed upon it after the time it is withdrawn
from bond.
I know nothing, 1\Ir. President, or at least not enough to
hazard any statement, of the monthly or yearly consumption
of distilled liquors in the United States, but I think it is safe
to say that when the 1st of July, 1919, arrives the great bulk
of thE:' liquors now in bond will still be in bond, and inasmuch
as it is unlawful, or will be unlawful at that time, to· make any
further sale of liquor the loss to the owners will be complete.
Perhaps it may not be the subject of any very strong protest,
although I do not believe it right, but the source of revenue will
be gone and gone forever.
.
Now, apart from "the evident injustice of legitimatizing and
encouraging the manufacture of an article and its use as an
article of merchandise and trade and the subsequent practical
confiscation of property by law, is added to the problem of
' revenue in a great crisis like this. Our information is, Mr.
President, that fully 50 per cent of this enormous stock of
liquors has not yet reached an age which justifies its sale as a
beverage unless it be disposed of to manufacturers of rectified
whlsky, which is an artificial product, largely speaking, and
made possible by the use of flavors, sugar, and so forth.
Now, I "\vish those who are responsible for this legislation
:would give the members of the Finance Committee the benefit
of their better judgment as ·to whether, purely from the standpoint of revenue, under all the circumstances, it is wise at this
time to insist upon this arbitrary limitation and end by tills
legislation the 1st of July next any further disposition of this
large stock of liquors; and if the law is to be insisted upon,
then to indicate to the committee in what manner the deficiency
can be provided against by the imposition of taxes upon other
forms of taxable wealth.
Eight billions of dollars, 1\Ir. President, is nearly twice the
amount of all of the money in the United States of all characters and descriptions; it represents a sum which the mind of
man can not grasp; and in order to realize it, it is necessary to
tax to the last degree all pursuits and all property in the United
States which, under the limitations of the national taxing
power, can be made to yield their proportion of this desired sum.
The \Yhole eight thousand million dollars is a small proportion of the annual expenditures of tl1e Government during this
war. Indeed, it was announced but a few moments ago that
the military bill now under consideration in the House of Representatives makes an appropriation of from seven to nine billions of dollars for military purposes, in addition to the appropriations hitherto made by this Congress. A great liberty war
loan compaign is now in progress, to which the people are re-
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sponding with an enthusiasm and an alacrity that is highly
gratifying; but the fact remains that the certain depletion of
our estimatE:'s by 10 per cent either requires us to reduce those
estimates, which the Treasury says would be extremely unwise
and injurious, or to go on piling up our percentages of taxation
upon other forms of property and other business.
This seems to me, l\Ir. President, to be a most critical situation, one in which sentiment should play no part whatever, c,~c
in which the needs of the GoYernment-and they are paramount at this time-for money should be the prevailing and
the only consideratiQn.
I am constrained to call the attention of the Senate at thitt
time to thi.:; subject, because, speaking for myself alone :i.nd
without any desire or intention of representing any of my col~
J.eaguE:'s or associates upon the Finance Committee, I believe
that we must reconsider this legislation in the revenue bill iu
some such way as will enable us to realize a reYenue from this
commodity until it shall have disappeared, until it has been
exhausted and consumed, and until it shall no longer figure
as n business or as an element of our taxable wen lth. It is a
serious problem and an insistent one, one which the Finance
Committee can not, if it would, avoid, and which it would not,
if it could, disregard.
:Mr. JONES of Washington. 1\Ir. President, I merely want to
say a word and to .have a letter printed in the RECORD relating
in a certain way to the amendment to which the Senator from
Colorado [Mr. THOMAS] has referred. I am not going to discuss the phase of the matter which he has discussed, though I
recognize the very great importance of it. Some of us, however, who baYe pres ed legislation along the lines of that amenG·
rnent have been charged from time to time with lugging into
legislation matters not connected with the war; that we have
had no regard to the war situation in pressing this legislation,
and our protestations seem to· have no effect. I am glad, Mr.
President, to haYe a "Vindication from official sources con~
nected with the administration, fully justifying our activities
in behalf of this legislation as war legislation and which wo-u-ld
fully justify even further action than Congress has taken.
A short time ago I received a telegram from several of the
business men of Yakima, 'Vasl1., calling attention to the finan·
cial disaster that would come to the hop industry and those
who had become financially interested in it by reason of the
closing of the breweries. I referred that telegram to the Fuel
Administrator, and I simply desire to read his letter. Under.
date of September 25 he "T~tes me as follows:
MY DEAn SENATOR : I have your letter of September 21, inclosing
copy of telegram sent you by b"J.siness men and hop growers of Yakima,
Wash., with reference to the closing of breweries . .
I am sure that no one regrets more than I the financial loss restric·
tions of this kind entail, but I can assure you that this restriction was
not imposed until after the matter had received the most careful at·
tentlon.

Now, I desire to call llie Senate's attention especially to this
paragraph:
The entire matter has been under consideration nt Washlngton for
many months, il.nd it was considered of such importance that prac·
tlcally all o! the \arious governmental departments were consulted.

Not alone, Mr. President, the Fuel Adminish·ation, but practically all of the governmental departrr.-ents were consulted with
reference to this matter.
After studying the ma.tter most cat•efully from all its angles, it was
decided that brewing ran counter to the war needs in so many important dh·ections that the best interests of the war called for the action
taken.
H. A. GARFIELD,
\ery truly, yours,
United States Fuel .A.dministt·ator. ·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to

the conference report.
Mr. FLETCHER. I am not going to detain the Senate. I
haYe no doubt the motion of the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr.,
GORE] will be agreed to, and that the pending matter will tako
the course indicated by him. However, as amendment numbered
28, the amendment with reference to the rent situation, will be
left open, I desire to call attention to son:;.-e provisions in it,
which really I think the conferees ought to change. They can
agree to the amendment with an amendment. It is immaterial
to me, anyway, but instances have been brought to my atten..
tion which warrant me in mentioning the matter, so that the
conferees may consider it. For instance, on page 18 of the bill
accompanying the report, in the lines from 7 to 10, in reference
to a landlord getting possession of hls premises, the condi·
tion isThat the premises are reasonably required by a 1andlord for the oe·
cupation either by hims~lf or his wife, children, or dependents wbil(> in
the employ of or otliclal1y connected with any branch. of the Government.

There are cases where Ute title to the home, to the property,
which has always been occupied and used as a home, is in the
wife. Some such cases have been brought to my attention. I
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know particularly-and this illustrates the situation-where an
elderly gentleman and his wife have liYed here in Washington
for some years. The husband is employed by the Government.
About a yem· ago they rented their home. Now they want to
occupy th·at home. The lease has expired; the husband is
actually in the employDJ:ent of the Government; but the title
to the property is in his wife's name. Therefore, this provision
\Viii not give the wife the relief ·which Congress intended that
the owner of the property should have, as I take it, because this
remedy is confined to the property being that of the landlord,
and where he and his wife and his children wish to occupy it.
I am a firm believer in the woman having equal, if not
superior, rights to her husband, and especir.lly when it comes
to their home; but here is a provision which would enable
the husband, i,f he owned the title to the property, to recover
possession of it when the lease has expired, but it does not
give the wife the same right in this instance. I . have no
doubt there are ·numerons other cases in the city, and it seems
to me they ought to be regarded when it comes to a consideration of this amen.d ment. Although the husband i~ actually employed by the Government, and the wife and he desire to
occupy their home, he can not get po~session of it under the
provi ions of this bill; neither can his wife do so. I think
the amendment ought to pe so modified s to cover cases like
that. Where the title is held by the wife, the right to recover
possession of the property ought to be vested in her.
I merely call the attention of the committee ~o that phase
of the matter. A very slight amendment would correct it.
Now, resumption of possession of the property is limited to the
right of the husband, and if he does not own the title to the
property be is not the landlord, and ·therefore can ·not recover.
·where the wife owns the title she ought to be permitted to
recover in instances of that sort. I merely mention the matter
in order that the conference committee may consider it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing
to the conference report.
.
Mr. KENYON. A parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.
Agreement to the report sends the amendment with reference
to the rent question back to the conferees, as I understand? ·
Tbe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair inquires whether
or not this is a complete report?
Mr. GORE. No.
Mr. KENYON. It is not.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Then the amendment upon
which there is no agreement will, of course, remain in - conference.
·
.
·
Mr. GORE. No, Mr. President, I do not think that is the
course it will take. My motion is to further insist upon the
.
amendment. That amendment Will then go to. the House, as
I understand, and the House will vote upon it separately.
Mr. KENYON. Yes; but in the manner in which t)le Chair
put the motion, would that accomplish what the chairman of
the committee desires?
1\fr. FLETCHER. I should think the question would first
come, Mr. President, if I may suggest, on the adoption of the
report of the committee of conference. The report is that all
of the items in the bill, except No. 28, have been accepted
and agreed on by the conferees, and that there is a disagreement as to amendment numbered 28. We recognize that, and
then that would be followed by the further motion, I take it,
. that the Senator from Oklahoma means to maRe, to insist upon
that amendment.
Mr. THOMAS. A parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Colorado
·W ill state it.
l\Ir. THOM...<\S. Is it not a rule of parliamentary law in the
Senate that a conference report must either be adopted or
l'ejected as an entirety?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir; that is true, but there is no conflict
between that rule and the present status. It is more correct
to follow the procedure indicated by th~ Senator from 1Plorida.
I united the two motions to agree to the report and to .further
insist upon amendment numbered 28. Perhaps it is better first
to move to agree to the report. I shall then follow that by a
motion further to insist upon amendment numbered 28.
The PRESIDING OFFICER The point raised by the Senator from .Colorado is correct, but it does not apply to this
case.
~.:!r. THOMAS.
Well, here is a report, which is a disagreement, except as to one item, and there is a disagreement as to
that. Now, in order to sustain the committee, must we not
d.i ngree to the entire report?
Mr. GORE. No. The two Houses will agree to this report
in ~o far as we have reached an agreement. That eliminates
nll those items from any future conference, whate\er else
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may happen. When I move to insist upon this particular
amendment, if that motion is agreed to, then that amendment
will be messaged to the House, and the House will take independent and separate action upon that particular amendment.
Of course, if they concur in the amendment, that ends it; but
if they disagree, it will come back to the Senate for further
action, when the Senate may either recede or ask for another
conference. That is the procedure which was followed, I will
say to the Senator, in connection with the regular Agricultural
appropriation bill. The same situation exactly aro e, anrl this
procedure was followed at that time with respect to the socalled wheat amendment. The report was accepted, and an
agreement was reached on everything but that particular
amendment; the report was agreed to by the Senate, and the
Senate further insisted upon that amendment. Then it went
over to the House and was agreed to by the House with an
amendment.
.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing t~
the conference report.
·
The report was agreed to.
:M:r. GORE. I move that the S.enata further insist upon
amendment numbered 28.
The D?-Otion was agreed to.
STATISTICS Oll COMMERCE AND N:!.VIGATION.

Mr. FLETCHER. 1\fr.. President, I desire to ask Un.animoug
consent for the immediate cons~d~ration of . a very brief bill,
which I am sure will not be objected to by anyone. It is
calendar No. 527, bein~ the bil! ( S. 4924) to amend section 33G
. of the Revised Statut~s of the United States relating to the
animal report on. the statistics _of .c ommerce and navigation of
the United States with foreign·· countries. It relates simply to
the printing of this volume whiCh I bold in my hand. Under
tbe law it has to be printed at the-end of tne fiscal year. The
Department of Commerce, the Shippin,g Board, the War Industries Board, and other departments all very mucll desire
that the stati tics shall be brought down to the close of the
calendar y~r and that this document shall be printed, instead
of as now required by law on June ·30 of earh year, at the end
of the calendar y~r. This bill merely changes the date for the
printing of these statistics, which are regarded as very valuable
and very important, and they will be very much more useful it
they are b1:ought down to the end of the calendar year. I ask
unanimous consent for the present consideration of the bill.
· There being no objection, the Senatt-, as in Committee of the
·Whole, proceeded to co.:1sider the bill, which was read as follows :
Be tt enacted, etc., That section 336 of the Revised StatUtes of the
United States be, and the same is .hereby, amenrted by striking out the
word "ti~cal" immediately preceding the v.ord "ypar" at the end of
the first sentence of said secnon and by inserting in lieu thereof the
word "calendar."
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment
ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read the third time:
and passed.
STREET CAR SERVICE IN CITY OF WASHINGTON.

?!Ir. JONES of Washington~

Mr. President, I am going to
take this .o pportunity to say a fe\v words in reference to the
street car situation ia Washington, and I have delayed my remarks until along toward the ·last, so that Senators who may
not desire to remain in the Cbamber need not do so .
Mr. THOMAS. I hope that the Senator will bear in mind
that we ought to have -a brief executive se sion.
Mr. JONES of Washington. I will get through in time for
that.
Mr. THOl\IAS. So that the Senator does not run over 6
0 clock I will not object.
1\fr. JONES of Washington. I will not run that long.
Mr. THOMAS. Very well ..
:Mr. jONES ·of Washington. Mr. President, sh·eet car traffic
In the District of Columbia became much congested last fall and
winter. On February 11, 1918, the Senate pa sed a resolution
asking the Public Utilities Commission for .information as to
what steps the street railway companies were taking to mE>et
the situation. On l\farch 9 the commi sion reported, showing
that an expert had been employed to study conditions and try
to devise ways of operating the cars that would better meet the
congestion. This bas resulted in the establishment of the
skip-stop system, platform loading, rerouting of cars, and re.
arrangement of the hours. when Government and private employees go to work. These things have been of great benefit,
but have not kept pace with the influx of population, and actunl
conditions have been getting worse.
On September 9 the Senate passed another resolution calling
on the Public Utilities Commission for certain information.
The commission was requested to advise the Senate what orders
9
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it has issued requiring the street car companies to procure- more
cars for operation on existing. Unes in the District ; and, if no
f?UCh orders had been issued, to inform the Senate why it had
not done so. The reply of the commission shows that it has
issued no such orders. No reason is given why it has not done
so, except as we may infer that it did not deem it necessary to
do it because the Capital Traction Co. lias ordered 20 new cars
and the Washingto'n Railway & Electric Co. 50 new cars since
the pa sage of the former resolution by the Senate. So I take
it that the other resolution was not -without value, at any rate.
'l'he commission calls attention to the letters which it re-·
ceivecl from the companies and which were transmitted to the
Senate stating their intention to purchase additional street
cars. It also points out that plans and specifications for the
proposed new cars \Yere submitted to · the-· commission and ex·
amined by its experts and that the type of car with equipmnet
was approved for the one company April 10 and for the other
company April 18; and that, through the efforts of the commls·
sion, similar types of cars are .to· be secured by both companies
so constructed as to be operated singly or in two-car trains.
. The commission was. also asked w.h ether it had made any in·
vestigation to determine. how many cars co.u ld be u~ed advantageously on ~xisting tracks, and if such investigation had not
been made, why it bad not been done, 'In its answer it simply
points out that the. investigations r~ferred to in its former report have beeri continued up to date and refers to the improvement secured through the ·skip-stop principle and the rerouting
of cars, and so forth. We are left to infer that no investiga·
tion has been made to deterniine how many cars coUld be used
advantageously on existiilg tracks· and no reason is given for
not making.such investigation. · ·
The commission was asked why more cars have not been secured by the companies. It~ gives us rio information in that re-·
gard and we must infer that t)le companies did not secure any
more cars simply because they did not want to do it, and that
the commission did not interest itself in the matter at all.
The commission was also ·a sked to advise us when additional
new cars are likely to be placed in service. In its answer,
which purports to cover · both of these requests, it simply states
that the commission is informed that their orders for the pur·
chase of new ears were given in March and April, 1918, and
that, through the assistance of the Bureau of Industrial Housing, certain priority orders have been issued and that deliveries
are promised so that the completed cars can be assembled and
ready for service beginning in December, 1918.
The commission was asked to state what efforts it had made
to assist the companies in securing additional cars. It states
that, upon receipt of specifications for the new cars, several
conferences were held, finally resulting in both companies purchasing the same type of car, interchangeable at the lines of
the two companies ; and that prompt action was taken on the
application of the Washington Railway & Electric Co. to issue
$572,000 of bonds to pay for the cars ordered by them. Apparently the commission took no steps whatever in the first in·
stance to require the companies to get .new eat'S, and it has
taken no steps to assist the company in getting priorities or
early delivery of the new cars ordered.
The commission was asked to state why it has not required
more frequent service by the companies. It does not show
any special effort by the commission to secure more frequent
service except the inauguration of the skip-stop system and
compliance with certain standards adopted by the commission.
It states that the companies have been unable to operate their
cars in accordance with these schedules, very likely for the
lack of trainmen, but it does not show that it has required of
the companies any special effort to get additional trainmen.
It does express the belief that the companies are making
reasonable efforts to meet the unprecedented situation, but that
they are greatly handicapped by the lack of men to operate
their cars, although special wage increases have been made in
the past year. They state that announcements have been made
in the last few days of very large increases in wages, which the
company proposes to put into effect immediately, and that
with such inducements it seems reasonable to expect an increase in the number of tra.lnnien sufficient' to operate all the
scheduled cars. It gives no reason why the companies have
not long before this made substantial increases, nor does it
give any excuse for their not making special efforts to get
trainmen or secure women for the operation of these cars, as
has been done In a great many other places. ·
It is plain to me that the street car companies of the District of Columbia have made no special efforts to meet the
congested situation here. They have not increased wages as
they ought to have been increased. They did not attempt to
secure additional cars until the spring of this present year.
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The companies seem to operate upon the theory of getting
everything they possibly can out of the public and renuering
just about as little service as possible. As the congestion in·
creased and the war activities became greater, they shonlu
h~ve taken immediate steps to increase the number of cars for
use upon existing lines. They never have had enough cars
to meet the situation as it ought to be met, and it is certainly plain to anyone that many more cars could be used
advantageously upon existing lines during ru h hours to meet
the congestion that must continue and become worse unless
something of this kind is done.
In this connection I simply wi ·h to call attention to two or
three conditions as to the existence of which, I think, everybody will bear me out. I have occasion to come down Fourteenth Street every morning about 8 o'clock. I find that it ls
impossible to get n car on Fourteenth Sh·eet before gettiug
do.w n to Fourteenth and H; so I walk that distance every
morning in order to get a car. I find that cars generally running along Fourteenth ·street are from two to four blocks
apart. It seems to me that in the rush hours that should not
be the case. That is not the way cars run in other cities when
there is a great rush. I remember a short time ago I happened to be in South Bethlehem, Pa., along about the time when
the employees leave their work, and I found along the car line
car after car just a l'ew feet apart going down to meet the
employees to take them home. Nothing of that sort is found
here.
Then you find, 1\lr. President, that just as soon as the rush
hour begins to get over the cars are taken off, so that, as it
is now, it is practically a rush hour all through the day so
far as the people are concerned who have to use the street
cars. You can hardly get on a street car that has come any
distance at any time of the day and be able to get a seat. It
seems to me that that ought not to be. At night, about the time
the theaters are letting out, the companies provide quite an
additional supply of cars; but that lasts only for a little while,
and if you happen to want a car a little bit later than that
or a little bit earlier than that you are unable to get a seat in
a car if a car has been coming any considerable distance.
On Pennsylvania Avenue the other morning about half pa t
8 or 9 o'clock, when one would expect a large number of cars,
I was standing, as I recall, at Ninth Street, and looldng buck
on Penngylvania Avenue there was just one car coming down
Pennsylvania Avenue from the turn at the Treasury. That
was not the car that I wanted. After it passed, looking down
the Avenue I saw that there was one more car in that dis·
ta.nce. 1\fr. President, there is something wrong when you haye
a condition of things llke that on the street car lines of this
city, especially during the rush hours of the morning or the
rush hours of the evening. In any other city of any considerable size the street car line would have been cro\vded wit!l
cars, moving along as fast as they could to take care of the
crowds and get to the end of the line. You never see anything
of that kind here in Washington City, unless there i a breakdown or an interruption of the traffic in some way.
The law requiresThat every public utility doing business within the District of Columbia is required to furnish service and facilities reasonably safe and
adequate and in all respects just and reasonable.

It also providesThat the commission shall have power, after hearing and notice upon
order in writing, to require and compel every public utility to comply
with the provisions of this section and with all other laws of thP.
United States appliCable and any municipal ordinance and rE'gulation
relating to said public utility and to conform to the duties upon it
thereby imposed or by the provisions of its own charter, if any charter
has or shall be gran ted.
.
.

The commission has not used this power, and has made no
special effort to do so. That is true, at least, as f.ar as any
showing has been made. It has not attempted to ascertain how
many cars could be used advantageously upon exi ting lines.
It seems to me that one of the very first things that should be
asce.rtained is whether or not the existing car lines could be put
to greater use than they are now; that i$ to say, how mm1y more
cars could be advantageously used upon . those lin~s. There llas
been some talk of need of new lines. It seems to me that we are
not making full use of.the lines we have. I judge that that is the
case simply bec.a use the companies have not gotten the necessary
cars to run on the existing lines, and the commission has not
used its. power to insist upon the companies getting the cars
that they ·could use advantageously upon these lines:
The commission has issued no order requiring the companies
to oi)erate more cars.. It has made no special effort to compel
tl1e companies tO furnish adequate service .find facilities to meet
the increasing congestion in the · District. The commission may
not be justly subject to criticism in this 'respect. The members
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9f it are the Commissioners of the District of Columbia. Their
time probably is taken up ftilly with the business of the District, and they may be unable to give proper attention to the
duties placed upon them as a public utility commission. The
fact of the matter is, we ought to have a separate commission,
with nothing else to do but look after the public utilities of the
D1strict. That was the conclusion that was arrived at by a
.specinl committee that was appointed some months ago to investignte the conditions· affecting the street car lines in this
Fity. That committee recommended the creation of a special
body as a public utilities commission in the District of Columbia
and thnt is what we ought ' to have.
As I say here, the District co·mmi sioners are busy with the
business of the District generally. All of their time, probably,
is taken up, and they haYe not been able to give to this matter
. ~he attention it ought to have, and deserves; and yet I do
think they might better have neglected some of the general
business of the District than to have allowed matters to go on
as they have gone on in connection with these street car companies.
The street car companies are now seeking an increase in
1·ates, and I understand that some war board has approved
such an application.
. I su w some reference to that in the papers the other day.
I tlo not remember the name of the board. l\Iy recollection is
that it was a board composed of people quite prominent in the
country. What investigation they have made I do not know,
but what justification there is for such approval I am at a
loss to undertsand. The companies have not incmTed any
very great additicmal expense. They have gotten no new material. They have laid no new track. Until very recently, at
any rate, the increase in wages to employees has not been very
large ; and, jutlging from the way their cars are crowded, their
income has certainly been far greater than ever before.
It seems to me, l\1r. President, that with the conditions existing, and with the passengers that are taxing the very capacity
of these cars froP.'t ear1y morning until late at night, there is no
justification · in asking for an increase in rates, ap.d I think
this is borne out by an investigation of the receipts and expenditures of these companies. An inspection of their revenues
and expenditures will also show that their profits ha•e been
well maintained ; and unless we want to go on the theory
that they should not bear any of the burdens of the war, we
will not allow them to increase their charges upon the public
in order that their profits may be maintained to the prewar
period.
· The total operating revenues of the Capital Traction Co. for
1915 were $2,206,493.59 ; for 1916, $2.289,250.84; for 1917,
$2,783,538.01; and for the first eight months of 1918, $2,277,194.82. Its total operating expenses, including . taxes, for 1915
were $1,288,083.95; for 1916, $1,380,223.06; for 1917, $1,719,611.56; and for the first eight months of 1918, $1,403,285.27.
The latter sum likely includes the amount to be paid for the
20 new cars, which the commission says this company can pay
for without issuing bonds. Its total operating income, after
deducting taxes, and so forth, for the year 1915 was $918,409.64; for 1916, $909,027.78; for 1917, $1,063,926.45; while for
the first eight months of 1918 it was $873,909.55, or $1,310,864.32 for the year, assuming a · proportionate amount for the
rest of the year, or a net gain of nearly $300,000 over the
last year. ·
. The total operating revenue of the Washington Railway &
EleCtric Co. on all its lines for 1915 amounted to $3,015,058.43;
for 1916, $3,118,928.39; for 1917, $2,879,388.32. The falling off
of its revenues for 1917 is very easily understood when it is
remembered that this line provoked a strike which not only
greatly decreased its. :z:-even.ues but which involved it in a very
large increase in expenditures. For the first eight months of
1918 its revenues were $2,563,880.06. Its total operating expenses and taxes for 1915 were $1,977,959.53; for 1916, $2,115,·
016.45; and 1917, $2,311,675.34; and for the first eight months
of 1918, $1,899,937.96, in. which is very likely included the
$572.000 bond. issue for new cars. Its total operating income
for 1915 was $1,037,098.90; for 1~16, $1,003,911.94; for 1917,
$~6.7,712.98-this decrease wal:! largely due to the strike-for
tbe first eight months of 1918, $663,942.10, or $995,913.15 for
the ye~r. assuming a proportionate increase for the remaining
four months, or only $42,000 less than its highest year.
The Potomac Electric Power Co., which is practically a part of
ru).<l owned by .t he Washington Rail~ay & Electric Co., had a net
()per.a ting inc~m,e in 1915 of $1,134,581.88; for 1916, $1,242,964.30 ; for· 1917, $1,120,421.0~; and for the first eight months
Qf 1918, $725,618.73, on which' basis the income for 12 months
~'"Ould be $1,088,428.09.
4
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The public is called upon to inconvenience itself to better
the service. Those who have not far to go should walk, espe.
cially during the morning and evening rush. They should be
considerate in getting on ancl off cars. They should and they
ca!l 'aid greatly by moving from the rear to the front of the cars
when the car is not full.
I received a letter a few days ago suggesting that tl1e residents of the District, or the Public Utilities Commission, or
somebody, ought to arrange with some authority to see to it
that passengers move up from the rear of the cars to the front,
arid that in this way the accommodations on the cars would be
very greatly increased. I have noticed the apparent disposition
of the public to pay very little attention to requests of conduct9rs to move forward, and I myself have felt simply like
stumbling over somebody who persists in standing in the middle
of the aisle and in the middle of the car when there is plenty
of room at the front; and I have not hesitated to step on men's
toes in order to get by, so as to get up to the front, and give
the people who board the car an opportunity to get forward
arid to take the room that is unoccupied.
There are some things that the public can do in these matters as well as the other interests concerned, but, after all, the
street car companieS should have been compelled to furnish
more adequate facilities before the war congestion came, and
they should lend every effort and the commission should compel
them to use every effort and make every expenditure necessary
to furnish adequate se1~vice now.
Mr. President, I ·have here the reports of the Public Utilities
Commission of the District Of Columbia, which I think are on
the table. I see no need of havirig them printed. I have stated
the substance of the ·reports in my remarks, and I simply suggest that they be referred to the Committee on the District of
Columbia without -being printed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (l\ir. MYERs in the chair). Is
there objection to the request? There being none, it is so ordered.
·
THE MORALE OF AMERICA IN THE WAR.

1\lr. JO~'ES of Washington. Mr. President, I ha•e here, and
desire to have inserted as a part of my remarks--although it
is not pertinent to the subject I have been discussing-an ad·
dress deli•ered by Dr. M. A. Matthews, of Seattle, Wash.,
·former moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church of the United States, entitled "The Morale of America
in the War." It is a very splendid address. It is short and will
not take yery much space in the RECORD, and I ask that it may
be printed as a part of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There being no objection, it is
so ordered.
The matter referred to is as follows;
THE MORALE OF AMEUICA IN THE W AU.

(Delivered by Rev: 1\:L A. Matthews, D. D., L.L. D .. before the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World in convention in San Francisco, Cal.,
July 10, 1Dl8.]
"ENTRANCE.

" Mr. President, fellow citizens, we have entered into the
world's greatest struggle. Our position must be judged solely
by the standards of absolute righteousness. Therefore, we invite the world to focus the light of investigation, history, and
Christianity upon our motives and our conduct.
" Unashamed and unafraid, we have no apologies to offer to
ourselves, to our enemies, or to the world for our particJpation
in this gigantic struggle for universal freedom. We entered
the contest at the right time-at the psychological moment. We
should not have entered sooner, nor should we ha•e delayed our
entrance a single day; therefore the morale of our people 1s
of the highest type.
''MORALE.

"Our courage, · spirit, character-morale-depends entirely
upon the motive controlling America's decision to enter the
war. 1\Iotive-intent---.,...fixes the degree of crime or glorifies the
principles controlling one in any action. Our intent-()ur motive-will stand the most careful investigation. There is not
a single degree of selfishness, revenge, or reward to be found
in the motive controlling our actions. "'e are absolutely free
from any selfish considerations.
u UNSELFISH.

"America has always acted from the unselfish viewpoint.
History proves that her contest iii 1776 was to establish the
principle of self-government, independence, and the right of
representation equal to taxation. Her contest in 1861 was to
·preserve the Union and give to the world a nation willing to
sacrifice iildlvidual opinion for the preservatian of indissoluble
union. Her contest in ' 1898 was to lift the heel of oppression
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from a downtrodden people. She has ever been willing to sacrifice for the good of others.
"America had every reason to enter this contest to avenge
the wrong she had suffered; but she waived those reasons, and
awaited the moment when the world could truthfully say she
entered solely for the purpose of making h'er contribution to the
worlds' salvation, regardless of what it might c_ost.
"CAUSE.

"Her citizens had been murdered, her property had been destroyed, her treatie::s had been broken, and her hospJtality had
been desecratE:>d ; every right near and dear to her own welfare
had been infringed, but America waited. Consviracy after <!onspiracy against her people, their happiness and welfare had
been formed. Germany had entered the domain of her ~ister
nations and had tried tq incite them .to make war upon ~erica,
but she waited. Her own sacred domains of diplomacy, honor,
and secrecy had been invaded by infamous spies and traitors
and her confidence had been insulted, but she waited.
•
"At last, when Germany described a · zone . into which she
forbade American ships to ail and notified the world she
would practice ruthles submarine warfare upon neutrals and
belligerent alike, America said the · world's liberties were then
in the balance, and she would enter the contest for the protection of the liberties of tbe world and the freedom of the
seas. If Germany lmd the right to describe
3-mile zone, of
course she had the right to describe a 3,000-mile zone; but
.America said no Government in the world had the right to
monopolize the high seas, wage 'ruthless warfare, and murder
women and children in the pursuit of their routine avocations;
therefore, for the freedom of ~~ ~a~ . tpe defense of the weak,
and the vindication of right, .A.me+ica entered this awful contest. She will . stay in it until the seas are freed, the WOl;ld is
emancipated, and Prussianism etern~lly crushed.

a

u liiOTIVE.

" THil TWO FORCES,

" It might be well for us to ask, What is this· unparalleled con-

test into which we have plunged with such "determination?
It will help us very much to understand what the contending
forces are, what the two motives are, and the ultimate object
of each set of forces. When you comprehend these facts, then
you can understand why the morale, the courage, the unselfish
spirit of Am~rica and her allies is so high, and why the satanic
spirit controls the central powers in their method of warfru·e
It is a death struggle between force and faith; between · militarism and democracy ; between brutality and humanity; between rationalism and Christianity.
" On the one side Germany- and her allies are controlled by
rationalism, force, militarism, and brutality. On the other side
America and her allies are controlled solely by the principles
of democracy, humanity, faith, and spirituality. Germany is
controlled by the materialistic spirit ; .America and her allies
are dominated by the spiritual forces of democracy, equality,
equity, and righteoueness.
" GERMANY THE CAUSE.

•

'' Germany started this war to glorify herself and magnify
and deify might. She says might is right; we say right alone
is might.
·• Frederick the Great, the archprophet of Prussianism. speaking in 1740, said: 'The question of right is an affair of ministers. It is time to consider it .in secret. for the orders to my
troops have been given.' And again he said: 'Take what you
can; you a1·e never wrong unless you are obliged to give back.'
Take the words of Bethmann-Hollweg, addressing the Reichstag
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on August 4, 19i4, when be said: 'We are now in a state of.
necessity, and necessity knows no law. He who is memi('ed as
we are and is fighting for the highest possession can only consider how he is to hack his way through.' In other words,
from Frederick the Great to the present moment Germany has
known but one rule, namely, the rule of might. She says the
ends justify the means and that there is no law when her
greed, desire, and tyrannical spirit are to be satisfied. Germany started this war for the purpose of making the world
recognize Germany as supreme. For the last hundred years
Germany lias instilled into ber people the idea that Germany
should be over all. The toast at every banquet was closed with
the sentence, ' Germany over all.' That was the motive, the
purpose, and the program of the German people, the German
Government, and the German war lords.
·· " She held that her people should not only be the conquerors
but the rulers of the world. Every preparation possible was
made to accomplish that purpose. Her people are just as much
involved in the scheme as are her war lords. That damnable
fiend, the Kaiser, is no more to blame than th~ German people, for they believe and have taught that Germany should be,
by her might, the conqueror of the world and the ruler of all
peoples.
"Since 1870, the close of the Franco-Prussian war, Germany
has made incessant pre.J?arations for this world conflict. She
entered into conspiracies with her financiers, military leaders,
social factors, teachers, and preache1~s to bring about "this awful
hell, in order that she might emerge a victori.o us world ·dictator.
She offered her financiers vast wealth, he:r political leaders
power, and all her people unlimited territory. There has not
been a baby borri ,in Germany for the p:ist hundred years who
has not drawn his sustenance from the breast of military ambition, desire, and determination.
rt

"We entered this awful hell · to rescue the perishing, defend
the weak, and help our allies establish Uberty, law, democracy,
and righteousness. We entered solely for the purpose of vindicating and guaranteeing to the world the principles of humanity,
justice, equality, and democracy. Therefore, you see selfpre erviition was not the principle governing us.
" Our hands and hearts ai.·e clean, and we ask no reward for
the sacrifices we are making and will have to make. We only
ask the privilege of making the e sacrifices for the emancipation of the world. With such a motive the morale of this
country is absolutely perfect, the courage of the people consequently indomitable. When the motive is pure and the program divine, the spirit of the people · is free. There is no fear
in righteousne s nor cmyardice in virtue. The determination
of the American people is unlimited. .
"We have entered this contest to defend the rights of the
weak and guarantee freedom to alL \Ve will not be deterred
by obstacles, discouraged by difficulties, or stopped by foes.
Our universal command i~, ' Forward, march, march on\Vashington to Berlin!' We do not want peace. We are going
to have victory, righteousness, then peace.

OCTOBER

GERMA~ TEACHT:\'GS.

" Germany's rationalism was the controlling philosophical
power beneath all the purposes and programs of her people.
Out of Germany's rationalism came her damnable rationalistic
theology, which deified might, force, and militarism, and crucified everything spiritual, righteous, and divine in her people.
"She teaches that might is right anu the sword is the only
arbiter between nations and peoples. She wants territory, commercial supremacy, political power, and military domination.
The Kaiser and his war lords have committed the unpardonable
sin. Germany has lost her soul, crucified every principle of
humanity, and has blasphemed God Almighty.
" Germany is not entitled to self-government. She is incapable of elf-government, because self-government means government of t11e people by the principle of consent. Germany says
government shall be by force regardless of consent. Her people
are slaves, servants to military orders and Prussian power.
They have no rights except those granted by the Emperor. The
autocratic spirit of the German Emperor is clearly revealed in
his own utterances, in which he says: ' The Imperial Government is in form a government by the Emperor and the Imperial
Diet. The dominating factor in the latter is the federal council
appointed by the kings and princes.' As King of Prussia, William the Second can make or break any policy.
"Prussia is the controlling factor-political, economic, and
military-in modern Germany. In other words, the supreme controlling power iri Germany, from the Emperor throughout the
Government, is force. which means, when the occasion requires,
the use of absolute brutalitv, and that brutality comes from her
rationalistic philosophy and theology. There is no other way by
which the world can account for the extreme brutality of Germany.
u GERMAN CRiliiES,

" Behold helpless Belgium, wrecked Serbia, ruined noumanla.
and a whole world on fire, while the fiendish Rat er rejoices 1n
his victories and blasphemes God by claiming Divine assistance.
There is no other way to account for the sinktng of shlps, tno
murder of women and children, the brutal sacrifice of doctors,
nurses, and dying patients, the breach of eve:ry promise, the
violation of every treaty, and the inauguration of a system of
conspiracies unparalleled in the history of the world
" There is no other way to e.."'rplain why the Kaiser .and his
people have committed such crimes. There are no atrOcities
known to Satan they hav-e not committed. They have lighted
the torch of the incendiary; they have devised the weapon of
the midnight assassin ; they have corrupted .manhood, debaseu
womanhood, ravished childhood, damned motherhood, and exhibited the nature of the beast. They have laughed as the blood
of women and children flowed at their feet. They have mocked
when women cried, and have derided when· children pleaded
"for bread. They have terrorized the weak · ~rid ha e brutallY.
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trampled beneath their feet the :Qelpless aJ?d the dying. They
have violated every rule of decency and have set at naught the
solemnity of ewry promise and the sacredness of every vow.
They have plunged the world into blood and murder. They
. ha\e ~tripped tlle thin gauze of decency from the body of civilization and left the nude form exposed to the world's ridicule.
They have dese<:rate<l homes, polluted the marriage vows, defiled the altars of the church, destroyed civilization, and blasphemed God.
"They have done all these things as the logical result of their
damnable rationalistic philosophy and theology. They have
done nil tbey have done with premeditation and malice aforethought. Everything they have done has been the logical result
of 100 years of preparation, teaching, and planning.
"AM E RICA'S PROGRAM.

"Therefore, patience ceased to be a virtue, and we entered
the contest on the side of virtue, on the side of humanity, on the
side of faith, on the side of democracy, on the side of light,
and, by the powers of eternal right, we will stay in the contest
until P1·ussianisrn is crushed, Germany humiliated, and over her
is placed a protectorate to be created by America and her
1·ighteous allies.
·• We are riot in this contest to destroy the Kaiser and his
war lords only ; we are in it to defeat the German people,
reorganize the German Government, liberate the world from
Prussianism, and drive forever from the face of the earth a
materialistic, damnable, rationalistic philosophy and theology
which has plunged the world into this vortex of blood.
"America has a program, but there is not a single vestige of
selfishness in it. Her spirit is free, her courage is unparalleled,
antl her determination grows stronger with the passing days.
"America does not want reward and will not ask for indemnity-would not take it were it offered to her. She is not seeking revenge for herself, but is seeking to vindicate right and,
for the world's sake, the establishment of universal representative democracy. She is willing to pay the price at home and
abron(l. With the assistance of her allies, she is going to win
and carry the Stars and Stripes thi·ough the streets of Berlin.
"America does not want a negotiated peace-:-will not have a
negotiated peace.
.
"America will never consent to the Kaiser and his associates
having a seat at the peace table. They have no right to participate in peace· negotiations. They have forfeited their right
to sit at the table \Yith men who respect their word, who hold
sacred personal honor and national integrity. Every proposal
of peace heretofore made has been a German-made proposal.
America has spurned and will continue to spurn such infamous
proposals of peace.
" There can be no peace until Prussianism is . crushed, representative democracy established, and universal right implanted
in the hearts of the Governments of the world.
"America is prepared to defeat the enemy at home, whether
that enemy be a spy, a pro-German fiend, or an American
traitor. The man who is profiteering or who is in any way,
shape, form, or manner giving aid or comfort to the enemy by
interfering with the program of this Government is a traitor
to every American principle and is an infamous assassin driving his knife into the back of America and her worthy allies.
The enemy at home, whether he be in the United States Senate
or in the lumber camps of the West, deserves but one treatment-eternal imprisonment or ignominious death. There may
be pharisaical hypocrites, infamous pacifists, and pro-German
cowards in the pulpits and in the seats of learning who object
to strong language, but there is but one place for such damnable, pharisaical, pro-German enemies, namely, the grave of eternal, social, political, and moral oblivion.
" We are in this war to win, and there shall not stand in the
way of the American spirit and courage a single foe at home or
abroad. He who is right, whose conscience is clear, whose
hands are clean, and whose motive is pure recognizes no opposition and stops for no foe.
"He who will not giye his entire support to the President of
the United States, the members of his Cabinet, the Army, and
the 1\avy is not entitled to American liberty.
"There are no political, partisan principles or parties governing us at the present time. There is but one President, one
party, one spirit, and one baptism-the President of the whole
United States, unadulterated American loyalty, the spirit of unselfishness, and the baptism of blood. In the spirit of absolute
loyalty and unselfishness we will sacrifice all for the establishment of righteousness and the freedom of the world.
" When that has been accomplished, we shall come home and
continue to make our contribution to the rebuilding of the world
and the perfecting of our · own Nation. 'Ve shun continue to

give the world unselfish service, unstinted contributions, and
unlimited love, sympathy, and assistance. 'Ve shall come home
to build America on a foundation of absolute equity; democracy,
and righteousness. There shall never be recognized in this
country class or caste. The distinctions that have controlled in
the past shall give way to the principles of representative
righteous democracy.
·
"The political parasite and the partisan assassin shall be
unknown factors in the future government of America.
"The soldiers who come borne will take their place in the
seats of power as well as in the ranks of service. Business
will be protected, but never dominate government; labor will
be protected, but never control government. Government will
be of all, for all, and over all, without favors for any, with
persecution for none, and with equality and justice for all.
.. M. A. MATTHEWS."
EXECUTITE SESSION.

Mr. THOMAS. I move that the Senate proceed to the consideration of executive business.
The motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to the
consideration of executive business. After 10 minutes spent in
executive session the doors were reopened, and (at 3 o'clock and
22 minutes p. rn.) the Senate, under the order previously madeJ
adjourned until Monday, October 7, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
NOMINATIONS.

Executi·re nominations t·ece·i'lied by the Senate October 3, 1918.
SURVEYOR GENERAL OF NEVADA.

John B. O'Sullivan, of Nevada, to be surveyor general of
Nevada, his term of office having expired. (Reappointment.)
CoAsT GuARD.
Ellsworth P. Bertholf, captain commandant of the Coast
Guard, to have the rank of commodore in the Navy and brigadier general in the Army, for temporary service from the 1st
day of July, 1918.
Charles A. McAllister, engineer in chief of the Coast Guard, to
ha\e the rank of captain in. t4e Navy and colonel in the Army,
for temporary service from the 1st day of July, 1918.
The following-named constructors with the rank of first lieutenant to be constructors with the rank of captain in the Coast
Guard, for temporary service from the 1st day of July, 1918:
John Q. 'Valton and
Frederick A. Hunnewell.
APPOINTAIE~TS IN THE ARMY.

To be bt·igadier general, R egular Army, with 'rank from October
1, 1918.

Brig. Gen. William S. Scott, United States Army.
Brig. Gen. Peter C. Harris, to be The Adjutant General of
the Army with the rank of major general, for a period of four
years beginning September 1, 1918.
:MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

l\Iaj. Gen. l\Ierritte W. Ireland, Medical Corps, to be Surgeon
General, with the rank of major general, for the period of four
years beginning October 4, 1918, vice Maj. Gen. William C.
Gorgas, to be retired on October 3, 1918.
APPOINTMENT IN THE ARMY FOR THE PERIOD OF THE EMERGENCY.
:MEDICAL _D EPART:MENT.

Brig. "Gen. Robert E. Noble, Medical Corps, to be major
general in the Army for the period of the emergency for service
abroad, vice l\Iaj. Gen. l\lerritte W. Ireland nominated as Surgeon General.
·
APPOINT11IENTS IN THE AR11IY DURING THE EXISTEXCE OF THE
PRESENT EMERGENCY.

To be major generals

Brig. _Gen.
Brig. Gen.
Brig. Gen.
Brig. Gen.
Brig. Gen.
Brig. Gen.
Brig. Gen.
Brig. Gen.
Brig. Gen.
Brig. Gen.
Brig. Gen.

~cith

1·anl;; front

October 1, 1918.

Guy Carleton.
De Rosey C. Cabell.
William H. Hay.
Frank L. 'Vinn.
Edmund Wittenmyer.
Mark L. Hersey.
Henry Jervey.
Clement A. F. Flagler.
Charles D. Rhodes.
Joseph D. Leitch.
Hanson E. Ely.

To be brigadier generals tcith 1·anl.; j1·ont October 1, 1918.

Col. Tyree R. Rivers.
Col. John W. Heard.
Col. Farr~nd Sayre.
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Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Coi.
Col.
Col.
CoL
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
'Col
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
CoL
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
CoL
Col.
To

George 0. Cress.
William C. Rivers.
Francis ;r, Koester.
;John D. L. Hartman.
Edward Anderson.
WilHam T. Littebrant.
William 0. ;Johnson.
;James R. Lindsay.
Daniel W. Ketcham.
Vernon A. Caldwell.
George D. Moore.
Harold P. Howard.
;John B. Bennet.
Melville S. ;Jarvis.
Herbert 0. Williams.
Albert C. Dalton.
Edward Sigerfoos.
Harrison J. Price.
Walter C. Short.
George C. Barnuardt.
llob(·rt W. Mearns.
Edward L. Mun on.
George H. McManus.
William R. Smedberg, jv.
:Mathew 0. Smith.
Paul B. Malone.
Frank S. Cocheu.
William E. Welsh.
;John W. Barker.
Louis M. Nuttman.
Benjamin T. Simmons.
Frederick B. Shaw.
William B. Cochran.
Clarence H. McNeil.
Charles B. Drake.
Reynolds ;r. Burt.
Rufus E. Longan.
'Villiam l\f. Fassett.
Henry ,V. Butner.
Marcellus G. Spinks..
William K. Naylor.
Charles E. K'Ilbourne
Campbell King.
Percy P. Bishop.
John W. Kilbreth, jr.
Hugh A. Drum.
Dnuiel F. Craig.
George S. Simonds.
Stuart Heintzelman.
Orval P. Townshend.
Daniel W. Hand.
Robert L Recs.
Brice P. Di. que.
Archibald H. Sunderland.
Laurin L. Lawson.
Dennis H. Currie.
;James H. Bryso.n.
Lesley ;r. McNair.
George R. Allin.
Pelham D. Glassford.
William Bryden.
Charles S. Blakely.
Sanford B. Stanberry.
Charles L De Bevoise.
William H. Rose.
be Brigadier Generals u;ith mnlc t1·om October 1, 1918.

Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.

John M. Carson.
Harry E. Wilkins:
Albert D. Kniskern.
Charles R. Krauthoff.
John F. Madden.

QUARTERMASTER CORPS,

MEDICAL CORPS.

Col. Jame D. Glennan.
Col. ;John 1\1. T. Finney.
Col. _\Villiam S. Thayer.
CORPS OF ENGINEERS.

Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.

Herbert Deakyne.
.Tames F. Mcindoe.
Sherwood A. Cheney.
Avery D. Andrews.
Charles G. Dawes.
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SIGNAL CORPS.

Col. George S. Gibbs.
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT,

Col. Charles C. ;Jamieson.
AIR SERVICE.

Col. William lllitchell.
PROMOTIONS IN THE NAVY.

The following-named captains to be rear admirals in the
Navy, for temporary sernce, from the 21st day of Septem·
ber, 1918:
Newton A. McCully,
Henry F. Bryan,
Andrew T. Long,
Thomas Washington,
Guy Hamilton Burrage,
Ashley H. Robertson,
Carlo B. Brittain, and
Samuel S. Robison.
The following-named commanders to be captains in tbe Navy,
for temporary service, from the 21 t day of September, 1918 :
;Julius F. Hellweg,
Sinclair Gannon,
Robert Morris,
;John D. Wainwdght,
George W. Steel, jr.,
Stafford H. R. Doyle,
William N. Jeffers,
;rohn W. Timmons,
Charles S. Freeman,
Henr:'" C. Mustin,
William P. Cronan,
William B. Wells,
Paul B. Dungan,
Hllary H. Royall,
William R. Sayles, jr.,
Kenneth G. Castleman,
Franck T. Evans,
Wilbert Smith,
Harry K. Cage,
Ward K. Wortman,
Hayne Ellis,
Frank D. Berrien,
Paul Foley,
Edwin H. Dodd,
Charles R. Train,
Hugo W. Osterhaus,
Charles P. Huff,
Louis ;r. Connelly,
Ernest ;r. King,
Byron A. Long,
Alfred G. Howe,
William R. White,
William K. Riddle,
;John G. Church,
;James H. Comfort,
George B. Landenberger,
William Norris,
Adolphus Andrews,
Frederick L. Oliver, and
Thomas R. Kurtz.
The following-named lieutenant .:-ommanders to be command·
ers in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 21st day ot
September, 1918 :
Frank N. Eklund,
David A. Scott,
Willis W. Bradley, jr.,
Miles A. Libbey,
Raymond A. Spruance,
Earle F. ;Johnson,
Henry K. Hewitt,
FelL"{ X. Gygax,
Guy E. Davis,
Weyman P. Beehler,
Lemuel l\1. Stevens,
J o eph S. Ev:ms,
;John W. W. Cummings,
Roy LeC. Stover,
Chester H . .T. Keppler,
Charles A. Dunn,
;John W. Lewis.
;James ;r. Manning,
Charles G. Davy,
Horace T. Dyer,
Charles C. Gill,
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Rufus W. llluthewson,
Augustin T. Beauregard,
Damon E. Cummings,
Russell S. Cl'enshaw,
Warren G. Child,
William H. Lee,
Randall Jacobs,
Vaughn V. Woodward,
Richard S. Edwards,
Robert T. S. Lowell,
Clyde R. Robin on,
Richard T. Keiran,
Ralph C. Needham,
Charles C. Slayton,
Ining H. Mayfield,
John H. Hoover,
Louis H. Maxfield,
Philip H. Hammond,
Claud A. Jones,
Harry Campbell,
George W . Kenyon,
Allan S. Farquhar,
Lucian F. Kimball,
Harvey W. McCormack,
Ernest D. McWhorter,
John 1\f. Schelling,
Bert B. Taylor,
William 0. 'Vallace,
Frank R. King,
Bruce R. Ware, jr.,
Curl T. Osburn,
Willlam S. Farber,
Albert 1\1. Cohen,
George 1\f. Ravenscroft,
Arie A. Corwin,
Harry J. Abbett,
George McC. Courts,
Charles W. Crosse,
Frank D. Pryor,
Claudius U. Hyatt,
Roy P. Emrich,
Jacob H. Klein, j.r.,
John S. Barleon,
William T. Smith,
Jacob L. Hydrick,
Stephen B. McKinney,
Louis F . Thibault,
George C. Logan,
Clarence 1\lcC. McGill,
George H. Laird,
John B. Earle.
Harold V. 1\fcKittri~k,
Henry G. Shonerd,
Chart~s T. Blackburn,
George T. Swasey, jr.,
Ellis Lando,
Thomas A. Symington.
Harlow T. Kays,
Robert C. Giffen,
Richard E. Cassidy,
Richard S. Galloway,
Clarence N. Hinkamp,
Riley F. 1\IcConneU,
Ralph R. Stewart,
Leslie E. Bratton,
Ezra G. Allen,
Henry C. Gearing, jr.,
Elmer W. To d.
Thaddeus A. Thomson, jr.,
William F. Amsden,
George W . Simpson,
. Homer H. Norton, and
Charles S. Keller.
Pay Director Charles S. Williams to be a pay director in the
N:n·y with rank of rear admiral, for temporary service, from
the 1st day of July, 1918.
The following-named pay inspectors to be pay· tlirectors in the
NaV"y with tbe rank of captain, for tempora'ry serrtce~ from the
lst clay of July, 1918:
.Tobn H. Merriam,
George Brown, jr.,
DaYid Potter,
Charles Conard, and
George C. Schafer.
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The following-named paymasters to be pay inspectors in the
Nnyy with the rank of commnncler, for temporary service, from
the 1st day of July, 1918:
Cecil S. Baker,
Donald W . Nesbit,
J obn S. Higgins,
Ignatius T. Hagner,
George P. Auld,
James S. Beecher,
Henry De F. 1\Iel,
Emmett C. Gudger. ·
Stewart E. Barber~
Howard D . Lama1·,
William C. Fite,
. David C. Crowell,
Chester G. Mayo, und
John R. Hornberger.
Medical Director Albert 1\L D. McCormick to be a medical
director in the Navy with the rank of rear aum.iral, for tem·
porary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918.
Medical Director Robert 1\I. Kennedy to be a medical director
in the Navy with the rank of rear admiral, for temporary serv·
lee, from the 15th day of August, 1918.
The following-named medical inspectors to be medical directors in the NaYy with the rank of captain, for temporary
service, from the. 1st day of July. 1918 :
Washington B. Grm·e,
Raymond Spear,
John B. Dennis,
Eugene J . .Grow,
Frank E . McCullough,
Granville L. Angeny,
William H. Bell,
Holton C. Curl, and
Edward G. Parker,
The following-named medical inspectors to be medical directors in the Navy with the rank of captain, for temporarY,
service, from the 15th day of August, 1918;
Henry E. Odell,
James S. Taylor,
Joseph A. Murphy,
Charles N. Fiske, and
George F. Freeman.
Medical Inspector Charles :St. J. Butler to be a medical
director in the NaYy with the rank of captain, for temporary,
service, from the 13th day of September, 1918.
The following-named surgeons to be medical inspectors in the
Navy with the rank of commander, for temporary service, from
the 1st clay of July, 1918:
Winfield S. Pugh, jr.,
James E. Gill,
Isaac S. K. Reeves,
Robert E. Stoops,
William J . Zalesky,
Henry A. May,
'Yilliam A. An~"in,
Frederick E. Porter,
Paul T. Dessez.
Norman ~·. McLean,
Wray G. Farwell,
David C. Cather,
. Harold W. Smith,
Addison B. Clifford,
Richard A. Warner,
· Paul R. Stalnaker,
Curtis B. l\Iunger,
J" ohn B. Mears,
George S. Hathaway,
Frank E . Sellers,
Edward H. H. Old,
Edward C. White,
Thurlow W. Reed, and
Edward U. Reed.
Surgeon Edgar L. Woods t o be a medical inspectoi' in the
Navy, with the rank of commander, for temporary service,
from the 8th day of July, 1918.
The following-named surgeons to be medical inspectors in the
Navy, with the rank of commander, for temporary service, from
the 15th day of August, 1918 :
Robert C. Ransdell,
Edwin L. Jones, .
Condie K. Winn, ·
John B. Kau.f:mnn,
James P. Haynes,
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1'homas W. Raison,
James l\f. 1\linter,
Renier J. Straeten,
Reynolds Hayden,
Edward V. Valz,
Montgomery A. Stuart,
Frank X. Koltes,
Herbert L. Kelley, and
Julian ~r. Miller.
Surg. George B. Trible to be a medical inspector in the Navy,
with the rank of commander, for temporary service, from the
13th day of September, 1918.
Civil Engineer Homer n. Stanford to be a civil engineer in
the Navy, with the rank of captain, for temporary service, from
the 1st day of July, 1918.
·
The following-named civil engineers to be civil engineers in
the Navy, with the rank of commander, for temporary service,
from the 1st day of July, 1918:
Walter H. Allen,
Fr1ederick H. Cooke,
Clinton D. Thurber, and
Norman 1\f. Smith.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) John E. l\leredith (retired) to be n
lieutenant on the retired list from the 21st day of September,
1918.
The following-named lieutenants on the retired list to be lieutenant commanders on the retired list of the Navy, for tempOrary srvice, from the 21st day of Septembe1·, 1918:
Homer B. Gilbert,
Thomas M. DicJf,
Frank 0. Branch,
Earle W. Jukes,
Omenzo C. F. Dodge,
John P. Hart,
Renwick J. Hartung,
Robert W. Spofford,
Charles A. Harris,
Horace C. Laird,
Richard E. Byrd, jr.,
Philip F. Hambsch,
Charles l\IcK. Lynch,
Herbert J. French,
Stanley P. Tracht, and
John H. Conditt.
The following-named chief boatswains on the retired Jist to
l>e lieutenants in the Navy on the retired list, for temporary
service, from the 1st (lay of July, 1918:
August Ohmsen,
George B. Hendry,
Percy Herbert, and
Patrick J. Kenney.
Chief Gunner Cornelius Dugan on the retired list to be lieutenant in the Navy on the retired li t, for temporary service,
from the 1 t uay of July, 1918.
Chief Sailmaker Garrett van l\Iater on the retired list to be
lieutenant in the Navy on the retire<lli t, for temporary service,
from the 1st day of July, 1918.
Machinist William J. Powell on the retired list to be lieutenant
in the Navy on the retired list, for temporary service, from the
1st day of July, 1918.
Lieut. Commander Alfred H. 1\liles to be a commander in
the Navy, for temporary service, from the 27th day of September,
1918.
.
POSTMASTERS.
ALABAMA.
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CaLIFORNIA.

John L. Steward to be postiL-aster at Monterey, Cal., in place
of Charles E. Noggle, removed.
Charles Braineru to be postmaster at Loomis, Cal., in place of
C. H. Francis, resigned.
Henry R. Gewe to be postmaster at Los Alamos, Cal. Office
became presidential January 1, 1918.
Charles W. Collins to be postmaster at El Centro, Cal., in
place of C. W. Collins. Incumbent's. commission expired l\!ay
20, 1917.
Anne l\1. Bearhope to be postmaster at Oceanside, CaL, in
place of J. l\f. Jolley, resigned.
COLI).UADO.

Clifford I. ParsollS to be postmaster at Central City, Colo., in
place of C. I. Parsons. Incumbent's commission expired June
23,1918.
CONNECTICUT.

Clarence H. Crandall to be postmaster at S01md Beach,
Conn., in pl.:'l.ce of John T. Do\Y"ney. Incumbent's commission
expired February 20, 1918.
Weeden :b~. Sheldon io be postmaster at Moosup, Conn., in
place of Daniel A. Smith, removed.
Evelyn R. Hawes to be postmaster at Noroton Heights, Conn.,
in place of W. I. Austin, resigned.
FLOEIDA.

Nelson A. Stumpe to be postmaster at Palatka, Fla.,
of Harry Gray, deceased.
Ed\Yin D. Lambright to be postmaster at Tampa,
place of James McKay, resigned.
James R. Pomeroy to be postmaster at Stuart, Fla.,
of Ernest J. Ricou, resigned.
Ulys es D. Kirk ·to be postmaster at Sebring, Fla., in
E. 0. Douglas, resigned.
·

in place

Fla., in
in place
place of

GEORGIA.

Robert E. Barfield to be po tmaster at Hahira, Ga., in place
of W. \V. W'ebb, resigned.
Plea ant N. I .. ittle to be po tmaster at Madison, Ga., in place
of J. F. Stovall, resigned.
Clarence C. Jarrard to be postmaster at Maysville, Ga., in
place of John C. Thomas, resigned.
O"!car 0. Owens to be postmaster !lt Moultrie, Ga., in place of
Charles Beaty, ueceased.
Robert H. Wheless to be postmaster at Nashville, Ga., in place
of Albert C. Sweat, removed.
John L. 1\lcMurray to be postmaster at Comer, Ga., in place of
John S. McKenzie, resigned.
ILLINOIS.
Jo~eph

n.

Hude1 on to be postmaster at Royalton, Ill.
became pre idential January 1, 1918.

Office

INDIANA.

1\langus P. Halgren to be postmaster at Oxford, Ind., in place
of n. W. l\IcConnell, resigned.Carl D. l\fcCarthy to be postmaster at Kempton, Ind. Office
beeame presidential October 1, 1917.
\Villiam B. Latshaw to be postmaster at Oaktown, Ind., in
place of W. B. Latshaw. Incumbent's commission expired
August 27, 1917.
David B. Purinton to be postmaster at Whiting, Ind., in place
of G. W. Jones. Incumbent's commission expired July 11, 1917.
Emma A. Scott to be postmaster at Bos\vell, Ind., in place of
Emmett Scanlon, resigned.
Reuben Hess to be po tma t er at Kentland, Ind., in place of
Hume L. Sammons. Incumbent's commission e~-pired May 20,
Office 1917.

William H. Welch, to be postmaster at Wadley, Ala.
became presidential October 1, 1917.
Sam T. ~oss,_ t~ be postmaster at \Yarrior, Ala., in place of
Edgar <?>llms, resigned.
.
.
. ·
Hube~t H. H~ghston, to be .~ostmaster at ~uscumbm, Ala., m
place of John
Del~n~, resi"'ned.
.
,
o·
•
. Clement T. Fitz~~t:lck,.~o be postmaster at Mon~b~meiy, ~a., .
m place of C. T. F1tzpaturk. Incumbents comm1. s1on expned
June 22, 1918.

,JP·

ARKANSAS.

William E. Floyd, to be postmaster at Little Rock, Ark., in
place of W. E. Floyd. Incumbent's commission e~rpire<l October
2, 1917.
John A. Bridgford, to be postmaster at Eureka Springs, Ark.,
in .Place of John A. Bridgford. Incumbent's commission expired
June 13, 19]8.
ARIZO:NA.

Bertha Koepke to b postmaster at Humboldt, Ariz., in place
of Webster H. Knight, re igned.

IOWA.

Joshua F. Elder to be po tmnster at Keokuk, Iowa, in place of
.E. P. 1\Iclianus, deceased.
Carl Wulkau to be postmaster at Williams, Iowa, in place of
Carl Wulkan, to correct name of appointee .
Frederick E. Biermann to be postmaster at Decorah, Iowa,
in place of Fred Biermann. Incumbent's commission expired
June 2, 1917.
Anna 1\f. Beck, to be postma ter at Solon, Iowa. Office became presidential October 1, 1916.
Joseph s. Guynn. to be postmaster at Traer, Iowa, in place
of J. S. Guynn. Incurnbent's commission expired July 23, 1917.
Dick Yoogd to be postmaster at Aplington, Iowa, in place of
Dick Yoogd. Office became presidential October 1, 1917.
Harry n. Sokol to be postmaster at Collins, Iowa, in place
of Harvey E. Southern, resigned.
Rose E. Bagley to be postmaster at Dike, Iowa, in place of
Robert N. Bagley, jr., deceased.

1918.
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Wilbur 1\I. Ohles to be postmaster at Nashwauk, Minn., in
Jay L. Lee to be postmaster a.t Dows, Io\\a, in place of Thomas
place of Oscar Johnston. Incumbent's commission expired
P. "Wat on, resigned.
Tr sa M. StHtes to be posbnaster at Lovilia, Io"Wa, in place August 13, 1917.
Alice M. Anderson to be postm-aster at Butterfield, 1\Iinn., in
:Of 0 ·car 0. Conwell, resigned.
.
Arthur E. Granger to be postmaster at Marion, Iowa, in place place of J. P. Anderson, deceased.
of T. T. "'Villiams, deceased.
.
MISSISSIPPL
Oscar W. Larson to be postmaster at Odebolt, Iowa, in place
Es ie F. McCormick t.o be postmaster at Yazoo City, 1\!iss., in
pf John R. Mattes, removed.
:place of E. F. McCormick. Incumbent's commission expired
Clifton P. Sickles to be postmaster at Sioux Rapids, Iowa, in January 30, 1918.
·
place of Henning L. Holmquist, deceased.
John J. Stokes to be post.mru.ter at Osyka, Miss., in place of
Johu S. Moon to be postmaster at Kellerton, Iowa, in place of Arthur E. Bergold, resigned.
John B. l\loon. Incumbent's commission expired July 13, 1917.
William W. Cain to be postmaster at West, Miss., in place of
W. ,V, Cain. Incumbent's commission expired May 29, 1917.
KANSAS.
Harrison L. Robins to be postmaster at Rienzi, Miss. Office
lladia S. Brumfield to be postmaster at Belpre, Kans., in place
of L. A. Hamner. Incumbent's commis ion expired May 26, became presidential July 1, 1917.
Robert M. Izard to be postmaster at Newhebron, Miss. Office
191.
-·
.Joseph ,V. Sti\ers to be postmaster at Stafford, Kans., in became presidential April 1, 1918.
Charuer W. Triplett, jr.. to be postmaster at Carthage, Miss.
plnee of N. E. Reece, resigned.
Alonzo Glass to be postmaster at Wa\erly, Kans., in place of Office became presidential April 1, 1918.
John R. Meunier to be postmaster at Biloxi, Miss., in place
Alonzo Glas..:;. Incumbent's -commission expired May 14, 1918.
Mary R. Hale to be postmaster at Dexter, Kans., in place of of J. R. Meunier. Incumbent's commission eXpired August l,
1917.
James R. Day, resigned.
Josle P. Bullock to be postmaster at Drew, Miss., in place
K~TUCKY.
Jolm R. Paxton to be postmaster at Lawrenceburg, Ky., in of Frances M. Bogin, resigned. ·
Lawson A. Hill to be postmaster .at Cleveland, Miss., in place
place of Jordan Walker Crossfield, resigned.
Solomon Seeibinder. Incumbent's commission expired Sep·
Stephen A. D. Thompson to be postmaster at Owingsville, <>f
·
Ky., in ~lace of S. D. Thompson. Incumbent's commission ex- tember 18, 1917.
MISSOURI.
pil-ed January 30, 1918.
_ ;
Obadiah C. Mitchell to be postmaster at Springfield, Mo.~ in
Goalder Johnson to be postmaster at Hicktnan, Ky., in place
place of 0. C. Mitch"Cll. Incumbent's commission expired
of G ..Johnson. Incumbent's commission expired May 6, 1918.
.
John J. Hagan to be postmaster at Corbin, Ky., in place of March 19, 1918.
William A. Kirkpatrick to be postmaster at Joplin, Mo.l in
J. J. Hagan. Incumbent's com~~~oil expired June 6, 1917.
place of W. A. Kirkpatrick. Incumbent's commission expired
LOUISIANA.
1\!arch 12, 1918.
Hugh J. Knight to be postmaster at Vidalia, La., in place of
Francis L. StufHebam to be pos~ster at Boliva,r, Mo., in place
1\l. D. Boatner. Incumbent's commission ·e xpired May 1, 1917. of F. L. StufHebam. Incumbent's commission -expired May 18,
Laurence E. Wilson to be postmaster at Oil City, La., in place 1918.
of ,V. J. l\1. Tilley, resigned.
Isaac J. F. Sitzes to be postmaster at Lutesville, Mo. · Office
became presidential July 1, 1917.
:MATh""'E.
MO!\TTANA.
Fred E. Grant to be postmaster at Cherryfield, Me.,
place
of A. W. Willey, resigned.
Wilfred J. Hazelton to be postmaster at Townsend, Mont., in
Da\id N. Cheney to he postmaster at. South Berwick, Me., place of P. J. Meloy, resigned.
in pl a ce of Edward Lynch, deceased.
NEBRASKA.
Alphonso F. Russell, jr., to be · postma ·ter at Canton, Me., in
George W. Finiey to be postmaster at Spalding, Nebr., in place
place of !11ilfm·d A. Waite, resigned.
·
of William P Dunning, resigned.
:M.ABYLAND.
Glenn C. Chadderdon to be postmaster at Cambridge, Nebr., in
Thomas J. Coonan to be postmaster at Westminster, Md., place of James H. Carroll, resigned.
_
in place of T. J. Coonan~ Inc_¥mbent's commission expired
Frank R. Galbraith to be postmaster at Ainsworth, Nebr.,
April 28, 1918.
in place of Charles H. Short, resigned.
MA.SS.A.CllUSETTS.
George W. Howe to be postmaster at Wisner, Nebr., in place
John F. O'Connor to be postmaStc:t> at Winchester, Mass., in of V. W. Clayton. Incumbent's commission expired June 21,
•
1917.
place of Jame H. Roach, deceased.
'
Edgar '£. Lay to be postmaster at Sen~ca, Nebr., in place of
Chnrles .1. Dncey to be postmaster at Conway, Mas ., in place
George McCawley, resigned.
of Au tin n. Stearns, resigned.
Owen A. O'Neil to be postmaster at Chatham, Mass., in place
l'.""EVADA.
of N. A. Eldri<lge, re igned. ·
Florence S. Doherty to be postni.a.ster at Good~'Prings, Nev. 1
. MIClllG.A.N.
in plnce of Norman B. Price, resigned.
Don A. Rosencrans to be postmaster at Reed City, Mich.,
NEW HAMPSHmE.
in plnce of Don A. Rosenerans, to correct name of appointee.
Auelbert 0. Jones to -be postmaster at Dixville Notch, N. H.,
~ ·onh C. Sutherland to be postmaster at Romeo, Mich., in in place of H. W. K. Hale, resigned.
place of N. C. · Sutherland. Incumbent's commission exph·ed
NEW JERSEY.
1\Iarcll 17, 1918.
Sailie M. Wood to be postmaster at Linden, N. J., in place of
G orge H. Mitchell to be postmaster at Birmingham, :Mich.,
in place of G. H. Mitchell. Incumbent's commission expired A. n. Corbet, resigned.
Robert Bright to be post:ma ter at.Anglesea, N. J., in pluce of
,July 25, 1917.
Ft·ccmnn Wru·e to be postmaster at White Pigeon, Mich., in L. B. Shivers, resigned.
NEW MEXICO.
place of Freeman Ware. Incumbent's commission expired FebHm\ey Springer to be postmaster at Daw ·on, N. 1\Iex., in
l"Ua t·s 2, 1918.
George H. Anklam to be postmaster at Pigeon, Mich., in place place of John M. Clark, resigned.
of +. H. Anklam. Incumbent's commission expired January
James E. Pardue to be postmaster at Fort Sumner, N. Mcx.,
;n, 1918.
in place of J. L. Loyelace, resigned. .
Charles C. Jackson to be postmaster at Algonac. Mich., in
NEW YORK.
place of C. C. Jackson. Incumbent's commission expired October
Edward S. Moore to be postmaster at Norwich, N. Y., in place
,7, 1917.
.
Earl W. Eckfeld to be postmaster at Unionville, 1\fich., in of Edward S. Moore. Incumbent's commission expired August
27, 1917.
place of II. G. Spring, resigned.
Jacob L. Hicks to be postmaster at Highland Falls, ~. Y.,
l\Cl11i'""XESOT.1..
in place of Jacob L. Hicks. Incumhent's commission expired
George I. William to be postmaster at Virginia, 1\Iinn.l in June 26, 1917.
place of lames H. Fleming. Incumbent's commission cxpireu
Francis D. Lynch to be postmaster at Stony Point, N. Y.
November 10, 1917.
Office bec.ame presidential January 1, 1918.
Lee C. Peterson to be postmaster at Pillager, Minn. Office - Albert l\1. Thnyer to be postmaste1· at Li\onia, N. Y., in place
_b~came presidential January 1, 1918;
ofT. H. Ka\anngh, deceased.

in
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Edith L. Kent to be postmaster at Tuxedo Park, N. Y., -in
Perry H. Clute to be postmaster at Bigstone City, S. Dak.,
place of H. J. Neumann, removed.
.
in place of K. A. Schnacke, deceased.
John R. Davis to be postmaster at Oakfield, N. Y., in place
TENl\"ESSEE.
of A. F. G. Zurhorst, resigned.
Lewis
N.
Lumpkins
to
be
postmaster at Lawrenceburg, Teun~,
NORTH CAROLINA.
. in place of J. C. Springer, resigned.
S~rah A. Lunceford to be postmaster at Smithfield, N. C., in
Samuel D. Simpson to be postmaster at Loudon, Tenn., in
place of A. l\1. San<lers, resigned.
place of J. F. Jones, resigned.
Robert . N. Cook to be postmal;iter at Graham, N. C., in place . .Alson C. Patton to be postmaster at Bells, Tenn., in p!ace of
of J. l\1. McCracken, deceased.
G. W. Bell, resigned.
Samuel A. Branch to be postmaster at Apex, N. C., in place
Jessie R. Alexander to be postmaster at :;.\Iountpleasa.ut,
of A. C. Hughes, resigned.
Tenn., in place of L. H. Hammond, resigned.
_
Benjamin B. Arrington to be postmaster at Beaufort, N. C.,
Robert G. Loyd to be postmaster at Lewisburg, Tenn., in
in place of C. ,V. Whitehurst, resigned.
place of R. G. Loyd. Incumbent's commission expired January
24, 1918.
NORTH DAKOTA.
Valerious E. Williams to be postmaster at Millington, Tenn.
Anna Carmo<ly to be postmaster at Hillsboro, N. Dak., in
place of Anna Carmouy. Incumbent's commission expire<l Office became presidential April 1, 1918.
January 27, 1918.
TEXAS.
Reuoen H. Leavitt to be postmaster at Carson, N. Dak.
Edward
H.
Daniels
to
be
postmaster
at Port Neches, Tex., in
Office becaJL-e presidential April 1, 1918.
John P. Hardy to be postmaster at Fargo, N. Dak., in place place of E. H. Daniels. Office became presidential January
1,1918.
of G. W. Wilkinson, removed. -~
Joe F. Coffey to be postmaster at Eddy, Tex., in place of J. F.
Mary A. Leavy to be postmaster at Gram-me, N. Dak., in Coffey.
Incumbent's commission expired March 18,· 1918.
·
place of John Mullen, resigned.
. . William T. McDonald, jr., to be postmaster at Wylie, Tex., in
oHio.
place of J. S. Billingsley, resigned.
.
Della Boone to be postmaster a t Sp~ncer, Ohio, in place of
. William A. Garner to be postmaster at Runge, Tex., in place
J. 0. Carpenter, resigned.
of S ..J. Holchak, jt·., resigned.
.
William B. Smith to be postmaster at Shamrock, Tex., in place
OKLAHOMA..
Daniel R. Wright to be postmaster at Taloga, Okla., in place of W. B. Smith. Incumbent's commission e:>..-pired May 20, 1911.
Herman P. TaJley to be postmaster at Rockdale, Tex., in place
of D. R. 'Vright. Incumbent's commission expired 'June 16,
of J. A. Shapard, deceased.
1918.
Grace R. Rubert to be postmaster at Port Lavaca, Tex., in
George H. Black'''OOd to be postmaster at Hominy, Okla., in
place of S. B. Elrod, resigned.
· · place of Bessie· Peterson. Incumbent's commission expired 1\Iay
Oscar D. McCoy to be postmaster at Picher, Okla. Office 20, 1917.
'Valter L. Francis to be postmaster at Kosse, Tex., in place
became presidential October 1, 1917.
Jes e H. Ed\vards to be postmaster · at Eldorado; Okla., in of M. P. Gillis, removed.
William G. Hardin to be postmaster at Brownfield, Tex., in
place of L. T. Tucker, remove<l.
.
· .
.
Bronte LaV. Dean to be po tmaster at Binger, Okla., in place plnce of J. R. May, resigned.
John 1\1. Rieger to be postmaster at Comanche, Tex., in place
of 0. C. Hawn, resigned.
of F. J. Reese, removed. ·
·
. 9EEGON.
'Valter L. Crofford to be postmaster at Quitman, Tex., in place
Henry D. Reed to be postmaster at Gold Hill, Oreg., in place of S. ·A. Kendrick, deceased.
'
of Henry D. Reed. Incumbent's commission expired April 27, · Marie A. Graham to· be postmaster at Fort Stockton, Tex., in
1918.
.
place of Elias Barry, resigned.
·
Mamie .E. Go.uld to be postmaster at Burns, Oreg., in .place of
UT.A.H.
Mamie Winters; name changed by marriage.
Charles W. Holloman to be postmaster at Haines, Or;eg., in
Stephen ,V. Stoker to be postmaster at Milford, Utah, in place
place of C. W. Holloman. Incumbent's commission expired _o f W. J. Munford, resigned.
1\Iarcb 10, 1918.
..
.
·
PENNsn:-vA.NIA.

J. Boyd D. Stewart to be postmaster at Wilson, Pa. Office
became presidential January 1, 1918.
George S~ Dickson to be postmaster at Yalencia, Pa. ·office
became presioential April 1, 1918.
·
John A. Waltman to be postmaster at l\layport, Pa. Office
became presidential January 1, 19l8.
Edward W. Workley to be postmaster at SIL-ethport, Pa., in
place of F. ,V. Brownell, resigned.
Frederick P. D. Hazell to be postmaster at Norwood Station,'
Pa., in place of S. G. Shannon, deceased.
Blair Rorabaugh to be postmaster at Clymer, Pa., in place of
J. H. Fagan, resigned.
.
.Joseph A. Hanley to be postmaster at E.rie; Pa., in place of
J. T. Brew, resigned.
John H. Rifeuberick to be postmaster at Spartansburg, Pu.,
in place of J. A. Platt, resigned.
Percy W. Shepard to be postmaster at New Albany, ra., in
place of W. F. Packard, resigned.

YIRGTh~.

George N. Ree<l to be postmaster at Reedville, Va., ia place
of G. N. Reed. Incumben~'s co~ission _expired 1\Iarcll 9, 1918.
Walter F. Horne to be po tmaster at Coeburn, Va., in place
of Samuel J. Horne, resigned.
·
WASHIJS'GTON.

Jes ie Knight to be postm.Uster at Shelton, Wash., ill place of
F. C. 'Villey, resigned.
)
Arthur Bailey to be postmaster at Monroe, 'Vash., in place
of May Fleming resigned.
Albert Meade to be postmaster at Pe Ell, Wash., in place of
,V. J. Meade, resigned.
.
Mary A. Illy to be postma ter at Uniontown,. 'Vash., in place
of Mi~llael Reisenaur, resigned.
Alberta Gilson to be postmaster at Valley, Wash. Ofiice bC:
came presidential January 1, 1918.
WEST

YIRGI~-r.A.

John K. Kerwoo<l to be postmaster at Ripley, ,V. Va., in place
SOUTH CAROLINA.
of J. K. Kerwoo<l. Incumbent's commission expired March 19,
Virginia Gantt to be postmaster at Wagener, S. C., in place 1918.
pf E. L. Richardson, resigned.
WISCONSIN.
Thomas :M. Douglas to be postmaster at Chester, S. C., in
.
Paul
C.
Dierschke
to
be
postmaster at North Freedom, 'Vis.;
place of J. ,V. Dunovant. Incumbent's commission expired Januin place of John O'Neil. Incumbent's co'm inission expired Noary 18, 1916.
·
·
Jacob l\1. Bedenbau~h to be postmaster at Prosperity, S. C., vember 29, 1917.
. Edward A. SeYerson to be postmaster at Neenah, 'Vis., in
in place of JJ. S. llowers, r~signe<l.
.
Theron L. Gregory to be postmaster at Kershaw, S. C., in place of J.' P. Keating. Incumbent's commission expired October 4, 1917.
·
place of W. L. Blaclmiori, resigned.
Louie B. Halsey to be postmaster .at Brandon, Wis., in place
SOUTH DAKOTA.
of G. E ;- Forward,- resigned.
,
Israel R. Krause to be postmaster at Ja\a, S. Dak. . Office beCarroll R. Eaton.to be postmaster at Adams, Wis.~ in place of
came presidential April1, 1918.
V. E. Layer, resigned.
·
Kathryn 1\Ieisner to be · postmaster at Wittcnbei·g, Wis., iii .
Claud I. .l!'orce to be postmaster at Clear Lake, S. Dak., in
place of John Knuckey, resigned.
place of Herman 1\Ieis~er, deceased.
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1918.

CO~FIRMATIONS.

Executive nominations conji7'?ned by the Senate October S, 1918.
FEDERAL TRADE CoMMISSION.
Victor Murdock, of Kansas, to be a member of tbe Federal
Trade ·Commission.
UNITED STATES Co'C'RT FOR CHINA.
Nelson E. Lurton, of Missouri, to be marshal of the Uniteu
States Court for China.
POSTMASTERS.
:KE~TUCKY.

John G. Roberts, Bardwell.
Euith Porter, Beaver Dam.
Bm·bra A. Rasnick, Benham.
Ben J. Purdy, Bloomfield.
'Villiam C. Morris, Bowling Green.
Frank C. Sloan, Burnside.
James M. Turner, Cadiz.
Harry H. Grobmyer, Carrollton.
Hobert A. Field, Catlettsburg.
James T. Stiman, Clay.
'Villiam G. Dorman, Corinth.
W. Logan Wood, Danville.
Gilbert Adams, Flemingsburg.
J. Ray Graham, Fulton.
John O'Reilly, Hardinsburg.
S11alding Trafton, Henderson.
Albert Doom, Kuttawa.
Garnet S. Morris, La Grange.
Eugene W. Hackney, London.
Harry K. Anderson, Madisonville.
Mark F. Kehoe, Maysville.
Alvares T. Dockery, .Morgantown.
Squire Turner, Mount Sterling.
Edgar C. K. Robertson, Murray.
Floyd J. Laswell, Owensboro.
John J. Berry, Paducah.
Frank K. Wylie, Princeton.
Robert L. Brown, Somerset.
James T. Wilhoit, Versailles.
George W. Snyuer, Warsaw.
John A. Hines, Wickliffe.
NEBRASKA.
Lucien E. Hart, Bartley.
'\Van·en B. Bench, Bigspring.
Thomas T. Osterman, Blair.
George ,'\"'. ' Gilliland, Bradshaw.
Flora Moulds, .Brady.
Lyman H. Eastman, Campbell.
'\Villiam C. Tredway, Cedar Rapids~
Gustav A. Koza, Clarkson.
Gilbert R. Eno, Collegeview.
Patrick H. Green, Creighton.
Harrison D. West, Crofton.
Samuel S. Farrens, Decatur.
Mary E. Rushart, Fort Crook.
Catherine M. Coleman, Greenwood.
Stephen C. Lynde, Hartington.
Hiram V. Cameron, Herman.
Sadie E. Flaherty, Hyannis.
Lester J. Zook, Johnson.
John Cain, Kenesaw.
Edward W. Roche, Kimball.
Claude J. Brown, Lynch.
Charles .J. Hultberg, I,yons.
Frederick H. Davis, Madison.
William McMichael, Maywood.
'Villiam N. Corder, Morrill.
Thomas A. Davis, Neligh.
Irum A. Manchester, North Loup.
Robert Dunlay, Orleans.
Christine V. Kildare, Paxton:
James B. McDonald, Pierce.
Fred Nelson, Potter.
Thomas A. Kelly, Republican City.
John C. Dullaghnn, Rushville.
Arthur G. Schoeneck. Scribner.
Henry C. Burritt, Shelby.
'Villiam D. Braustreet, Spencer.
Curl H. Ohlerog, Springfield.
R os<"oe Buck, SpringYiew.
Thomns A. Sharp, Stanton.
LVI--701
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Benoni S. Keck, Stromsburg.
Edgar D. Wright, Tecumseh.
.John Canfield, Tekamah.
Clyde L. McCord, Tilden.
Byron Busby, \Vakefi.eld.
Andrew J. Caldwell, Walthill.
Joseph I. Corley, Weeping Water.
Morton T. Kilmer, Western.
Clinton Fry, Winside.
l\Iary l\1. Fitzgerald, Winnebago.
WITIIDRAW ALS.
E x ccutire 'IWminatious w ithdmtcn front the S enate Octobe1· 3,
1918.

CHlEF OF 0RDNA.NCE.
.l\Iaj. Gen. 'Villiam Crozier, Chief of Ordnance, for reappoint•
ment for a period of four years from November 22, 1917.
POSTMASTERS.
NEBRASKA.

Orla W. Rich to lJe postmaster at Wisner, NelJr.
· oRTH CAROLINA..
John A. Hornaday, jr., to be postmaster at Beaufort, N. ·c.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
THURsDAY, Octobe1· 3, 1918.
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Uev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the following prayer:
Infinite Spirit, Father of all souls, through whose eternal
energy, wise and beneficent purposes, our Republic lives, with
its sacred institutions, high ideals, and consummate genius, we
thank Thee for its glorious past, its hopes for the future. Unite
us in the bonds of f-raternity and Christian patriotism. Put
forth Thy healing hand and restore our people to health, our
Army, NaYy, marines, and aviators, that the glorious work in
which we are engaged, a"t home and abroad, may not be stayed;
(hat order may be establi bed and a permanent peace be secured
in all the world for Thy sake, for humanity's sake, for Christ's
sake. Amen.
, The Jourual of the proceedings of yesterday was read and ao·
proved.
ORDER OF DUSI~ESS.
1\Ir. GILLETT rose.
·The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from
.:\Iassacbusetts rise?
Mr. GILLETT. I want to ask unanimous consent to address
the House for one minute.
The SPE.<\.KER. The gentleman from Massachusetts asks
unanimous consent to address the House for one minute. Is
there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. GILLETT. l\Ir. Speaker, I want to appeal to the leadei·
on the other side of the House to know if be will not inform
the House as to what the program is for the next few days.
There is great restlessness on both sides, I suspect, and I · do
not believe there is a quorum in the city. Personally, I do not
blame the l\Ieinbers who are away, because this liberty-bond
campaign made great pressure on them, and I have told men on
this siue for the past week that as soon as the power bill was
over there apparently would be nothing important to be done
until the appropriation bill would be ready, about 10 days from
now, and that men might go, and I know that a great many on
this side, and no doubt on that side, have gone with that understanding. Therefore it seems to me we should come to some
agreement, if possible, ancl I would be glad if the gentleman
leading would tell us what the program is.
. l\'Ir. HENRY T. RAINEY. I quite agree with the gentleman.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois asks uuani·
mous consent to proceed for two minutes. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. HE~"RY T. RAINEY. I agree with the gentleman from
Massachusetts. I do not think we ought to arrest absentees.
Following this bill the Committee on Rules, as I understand,
expects to bring in a rule preparatory to taking up the bill
establishing n sanitmium in Kentucky. After that the gentle·
man from Tennessee [Mr. SIMS] has the public-health bill.
It ought not to take long for either of those measures, and
after that the Committee on Military Affairs has several little
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bills which the gentleman from Aln.bama [Mr. DE.NT] assures
me can be dispo. ed of in one day.
Mr. ASHBROOK. :Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HE~'RY T. RAINEY. Yes. .
Mr. ASHBROOK. I have a little })ill on the calendar which
the Trea!"ury Department is Yery anxious to haYe pa. ed. It is
an important bill, but curries no appropriation. It means ~uch
to the coinage of tlle countr~, and until it is pas ed the comage
:will be greatly hindered. I have been trying for several days
to get that bill up, and I would like very much to have it passed
within a few clays.
l\Ir. GILLETT. l\Jr. Speaker, may I ask the gentleman a.
question?
l\Ir. ASHBROOK. Yes.
Mr. GILLETT. The bill the gentleman refers to is on the
Unanimous Con ent Calendar?
Mr. ASHBROOK. Yes.
Mr. GILLETT. It would be "ise to fix a day when we could
take up the whole Unanimous Consent Calendar. It <loes not
need a quorum, because with one objection it goes over, and it
doe not make any difference whether a quorum is present or
not; and as to that bill and the bills from the Committee on
Military Affair·, it ought to be understood that they are really
to be considered by unanimous consent. Otherwise- we have got
to bring a quorum back here.
• Mr. CLARK of Florida. 1\Ir. Sp~er, will the gentleman
permit me?
Mr. ASHBROOK. Y .
1\Ir. CLARK of Florida. I would like to say to the gentleman
that there is a bill here, reported by the Committee on Public
Buildings and Grounds, at the instance of the Treasury Department and the Public Health Service, calling for authorizations to
coru tt·uct hospitals and sanitariums in different parts of the country to take care of the sick and disabled soldiers and sailors.
It is n very important measure, it seems to me, and it ought
t() be considered at as early a day us possible. Then there is
another bill reported by our committee which gives to the
President the power to declare certain rental areas where governmental work is in progress, and where rents are too high,
and where profiteering is going on in that line, the power to
declare rental areas and fix the rentr which is also, as I consider
it; a -rery important measure and ought to be considered by
Congress-tho e two.
l\Ir. GILLETT. Could not those bills wait for 10 days until
a quorum would be back here to pass the appropriation bill
and then they would take very little time, and could we not
now have an agreement to go away Saturday night, at least a
quorum could be called in, perhaps in 10 days? I do not think
it will hasten matters to take them up now. They have got to
go through tl1e Senate.
l\lr. CL-ffiK of Florida. Yes; but the gentleman knows that
it takes some time to get to other places. If the gentleman will
permit me, I wanted to ..,ny this further, of course, it is utterly
immaterial: If we could have some definite understanding, 10
days would not make much difference, if we have some definite
agreement that at that time they could be taken up and disposed
of. They are Yery important, because as I understand 14,000
discharged ·oldiers and sailors are coming back now wh() need
sanitarium treatment, and there is absolutely n() place for them.
Mr. KEATING. l\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield there?
l\Ir. CLARK of Florida. Yes.
Mr. KEATING. I wanted to ask the gentleman what had
become of the millions of dollars appropriated for the construction of hospitals in the Army appropriation bill?
l\Ir. DOWELL rose.
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from
Iowa rise?
Mr. DOWELL. I desire to make inqUiry of the leader on the
other side with reference to when this appropriation bill will be
1·eported to the House?
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. The gentleman fl·om Kentucky
[l\fr. SHERLEY] advises me that his committee is working day
and night and can not have it ready before a week from next
Monday.
.
l\Ir. DOWELL. Is it possible, instead of having a recess now,
after a number of 1\Iembers ha\e had to ca.ncel engagements, to
pas· this legislation and take a rece. & for a certain time after
the passage of the appropriation bill'?
Mr. HENRY T. RAL"N"EY. That may be possible,
Mr. DO\VELL. Those who liYe within the radius of a few
hundred miles from Washington can go h()me and come back
in 4 or 5 days, but there are those who can not go ·home at all
if we hnYe a recess for 8 or 10 days and then have to reassemble
ag:iin. Is it not possible to pass this legislation now, and tl1en
take a definite rcce. s after the passage of the appropriation bill1
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1\Ir. SIMS. Until after the election.
1\i:r. HENRY T. RAINEY. I think we can digpose of all tim
bills that ha\e been mentioned by Monday night und then
probably recess for the rest of the week.
1\fr. DOWELL. 1'-iay I inquire of the chairman of the Appropriations Committee as to when this deficiency bill can be reported and passed?
l\lr. SHERLEY. I run \ery (7lad to make a statement to tho
House. There are pending before the Committee on Appro~
priatiollS estimates that total considerably over $7,000,000,000.
In order to examine those estimates with any degree of care
it is necessary to review in large measure the matters that
were considered by the Committee on Military Affairs and the
Committee on Appropriations in connection with the regular
appropriation bills for the support of the Army, and to some
extent of the Navy, because manifestly you can not consider
intelligently the need for a deficiency appropriation· without
making an inquiry into the moneys that were appropriated
previously for such purpose and the total expenditure that
is necessary for the fiscal rear for which pronsion is being
made.
. The Committee on Appropriations ha\e been working eYe.ry
day, starting at 10 o'clock in the morning and sitting mo ·t
night as late a 11 o'clock and sometimes a late as 12 o clock.
I believe the investigation that lS being conducted there will
result in the committee being able to report a bill with a reduction of considerably over $1,000,000,000, and perhaps over
$2,000,000,000, from the estimates that have been submitted.
Personally, as chairman of the Committee on Appropriatioru;,
I am not willing to report to this House that bill or any pan
of that bill without such consideration as the committee are
able to give it, whether it happens to take a week or two weeks
or a month. My primary responsibility is in the consideration
of these huge sum . The committee owes that to the House and
it owes it to the country. Speaking for myself, and us far as I
am able to control the action of the committee, I propose to
continue the hearings day and ·night in order to get through
that bill and to report to the House a measm·e that will at
least reflect the careful judgment of the committee. I trust
that by this continuation of work, if I am able to stand the
strain of day and night hearings, we may be able t() report the
bill about a week from l\londay. The House itself can judge
as to what time will probably be necessary for the con iderntion of the bill after it comes on the floor.
1\lr. LONGWORTH. Will the gentleman yield?
l\lr. SHERLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Ohio.
1\fr. LONGWORTH. 'I understood from conversation with
· the gentleman that he deemed it ab olutely nece ary that certain items of this bill be reported and passed as soon as possible?
l\1r. SHERLEY. I think tliat is unquestionably true.
l\Ir. LONGWORTH. Let me ask the gentleman if it will not
be practicable to bring in a bill containing those ab olutely necessary items and pn s that bill at once, and then postpone the
other items which are not so immediate!!· neces ary anu which
require very careful investigation, reporting a bill containing
those items at n Inter date?
1\Ir. SHERLEY. There are, ()f course, a number of items
coming from the civil departments of the GoYernment that the
committee can easily determine on their face need not to bo
con idered at once, but they are minor both in number and in
amount. In order to determine what is necessary to be voted
for the Army and the Navy it is necessary t() consider all the
Army and Navy items, and in order intelligently to bring in the
things that are neces ary we must consider the whole bill.
There is another consideration that I am sure the House will
appreciate. The short ses ion of this Congres begins the first
week in December and ends on the 4th of March. In that time
the Congress will be required to report all the bills for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1920. It is going to be a. herculean ta k
for the committees dealing with appropriation bills to prepare
and report those bills within the life of the short ses ion.
Therefore it is highly de irabre that there should not now be
thrown over onto the short session any work which can be considered and disposed of during the present session. The House
is aware of the very large military program that the country
has undertaken. Particularly in connection with artillery is it
necessary to make provision many months in ad ance in order
to get production. It is also tTue of a great many other items.
and I repeat that the Committee on Appropriations would be
derelict in its duty if it permitted any considerations personal
to its membership or to the membership of the IIou ·e to delay.
for a single day the consideration and reporting of this bill.
l\lr. l\IONDELL. l\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield
to me?
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l\Ir. HENRY T. R.AINDY. I yield to the gentleman.
l\lr. MONDELL. l\Ir. Speaker, it is \ery evident that it will
be difficult at any time from now on until election day to get
a quorum of the House. Even when the appropriation bills
nre brought in it will be difficult to secure a quorum. Members
from the far distant parts of the country have generally remained here in the hope that the business of the House would
be disposed of in time to give them a few days home in the
campaign before election. It is hardly fair to those Members
to haye rece ses in the immediate future and then insist on
taking up business that will demand a quorum at a later
period. It seems to me. Mr. Speaker, that in view of the situation it is the duty of all l\lembers on both sides to assL'5t in
disposing of the bills that are essential and necessary without
raising any question that will call for a quorum if that can
be avoided. I think it is the duty of gentlemen on both sides
to compose their differences, to each yield a little, in order
that there shall be no question raised that will require a
quorum. Under these circumstances we can not afford to
quibble over minor matters. 'Yhen there is not some question
of principle or some very important question of policy involved
it seems to me we ought to agree with regard to those matters
and pass these bills whether we entirely approve all of their
provisions or not. ·we can consider them within the next
few days by continuous work until we have cleaned up the
calendar so far as the legislation that is of immediate and
pressing importance is concerned-the bills from the Military
Committee and the other bills that have been referred to. We
should also take up the Unanimous Consent Calendar, and if
pos ible the Private Calendar, under a unanimous-consent
agreement. I hope that gentlemen on this side and gentlemen
on the other side as well will be willing to have this legislation
considered and that of pressing importance passed, though there
may be some details of it that they do not approve of. There
i no great principle involved in these bills. They are largely
of detail and administration, and they ought to be disposed of.
Clearly they can not be disposed of if Meml;Jers are going to
insist on raising the point of no quorum-insist on having a
quorum here.
Mr. DOWELL. 'Yill the gentleman allow another question?
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Yes.
Mr. DO,VELL. Is it the intention of the gentleman to ask
for a recess after the passage of the appropriation bill?
l\Ir. HENRY T. RAINEY. Mer the passage of the $7,000,- .
000,000 appropriation bill it is the intention to ask for a recess
until a.fter election. I think that will probably be two weeks
before election.
.
1\lr. DOWELL. I take it that the appropriation bill will be
called up immediately after it is reported, and then upon its
pa ·sage the majority will ask for a recess?
l\fr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Upon its passage the majority
will ask for a recess until after election.
l\1r. McARTHUR. \Vill the gentleman yield?
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Yes.
Mr. McARTHUR. On what date does the gentleman intend
to ~all Members back; on what date will the House reassemble?
l\Ir. HENRY T. RAINEY. A sufficient length of time after
election to enable everybody to remain at home and vote. I
would suggest to· the gentleman from Massachusetts that we
run along until to-morrow night and dispose of as many of
the propositions that are pressing as possible. It may be
possible to arrange for three-days recesses over the most of
next week, if not over the entire week.
Mr. l\IO:NDELL. If that is done the Unanimous Consent
e<:a.lendar, which is very important, can be disposed of.
1\lr. H.E..~Y T. RAINEY. Yes; I think we ought to have a
day on that.
.
l\lr. GILLETT. I will cooperate with the gentleman, and I
think we ought to dispose of these bills which have been
suggested, and also the Unanimous Consent Calendar, and I
think we ought to have a day for the Private Calendar and
cleru· up everything so there will be nothing left but the
nppropria tion bill.
Mr. HENRY T. RAThTEY. It looks as if we might eommence
to recess Monday night.
l\Ir. ASHBROOK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Yes.
Mr. ASHBROOK. I would like to suggest to the gentleman
from Illinois that he now ask that to-morrow or next day be
set aside for bills on the Unanimous Consent Calendar.
Mr. HEJ\TRY T. RAINEY. I do not want to ask that until
we get through with these pressing war propositions.
Mr. ASHBROOK. I want to say that some of the measures
on the Unanimous Consent Calendar are war propositions!
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'Vill the gentleman ~· ield?
T. RAINEY. Yes.
~Ir. DENT.
Mr. Speaker. day before yesterday I asked
unanimous consent that the Military Committee be given the
right of way to call up and consider until disposed of bills on
both calendars reported by the Military Committee. There
are 10 of these bills, and the most of them are simple bills
whicl1 have been recommended by the War Department since
the passage of the appropriation bill on July 9, when the
conferees tacked onto that bill substantially all of the war
legislation that had been recommended up to that date. These
are such bills as I think can be disposed of in one day if the
House will give it one day's consideration. They are such
bills as the pay of nurses in captivity; the correction of a
mistake in the pay of the chief Army nurse made in the
appropriation bill; authority to take over the soldiers' home
at Hampton, Ya., for hospital purposes during the war, to be
retw·ned back at the close of the war; amending the fiftieth
article of war, which gives the commanding general in the
field the authority to remit a sentence without waiting for an
order to come from the President across the seas.
All these are matters of which I imagine there can be no
controversy at all. I think we can pass them all in one day.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman yield in that particular?
Mr. DENT. Yes.
Mr. STAFFORD. Why not have them placed on the Unanimous Consent Calendar, and if unobjectionable they will be
passed without controversy in the same order with other bills.
l\Ir. DENT. The gentleman knows that the Unanimous ConE:ent Calendar sometimes gets into a tangle and the bills might
never be reached.
··
Mr. STAFFORD. Why not agree that the entire calendar
shall be called through, beginning on a certain date, and that
calendar a1one considered, and there will be no disposition not
to give consideration to these bills.
· l\Ir. CARTER of Oklahoma. Let me call t4e gentleman's attention to the fact that it might not be possible to call the Unanimous Consent Calendar through.
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Speaker, it is evident that we can not
do anything on this proposition.
.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks that Members might arrive at a conclusion quicker to go on with the business and let
each gentleman think out his own scheme and suggest it to his
neighbor and bring it up again.
Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for
one minute.
The SPEAKER.· The gentleman from Illinois asks unanimous
consent for one minute. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Speaker, I think the way to dispose of
this question of recess is to dispose of the business that we have
pending, and then you will have no question about a recess. If
there is any business pending that ought to be enacted, let us
enact it. A great many who have been here all the time and
never have been away are just as anxious as those who have
been a way most of the time.
Mr. WHEELER. Will the gentleman yield?
·l\Ir. MADDEN. No; I can not yield.
l\1r. WHEELER. I was just going to suggest night sessions.
l\Ir. 1\IADDEN. A great many of us can not register unless
we are present in person to register. Om· registration will be
about the time when this appropriation bill comes up. I think
we are entitled to as much consideration as those who are anxious to get away. We are willing to go and come back, but in
the meantime we are not willing there should be a recess for
three days at a time, or any other time, while there is a. great
appropriation bill for $7,000,000,000 pending to be considered.
That is the way I feel about it, and I _shall not consent to any
such recess.
hlr.
l\.lr.

DE~'"T:

HE~RY

DEPAnTMENT EMPLOYEES LIABLE TO MILITARY SERVICE.

The SPEAKER laid before the House the following communication from the Assistant Secretary of War, which was read
and ordered to be printed in the RECORD and, under a previous
order, to lie temporarily on the Speaker's table:
WAR DEPA.RTME~T,

Ron.

Washington, September £1, 1918.
CHAl\IP CLARK,

Speaker House of Rept·esentath;es.

MY DEAR MR. SPEAKER: With reference to House rcsolutibn No. 390,
Sixty-tl.ftb Congress, second session, requesting the Secretat·y of War
and the Secretary of the Navy to report to the House of Representatives
the numbet· of men (with the name and home address of each) who
on June 5, Hll7, were between the ages of 21 and 31 years and who
since that date have been commissioned or enlisted, either in the active
or in any of the reset·ve forces of the Military or Naval EstabUshments.
and assigned to clerical work in their respective departments, or in
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offices elsewhere, where uch service is not directly rendered to and as
a part of units of the Army and Navy employed in active or field operations, and who have received deferred classification by reason of being
aheady in the military or naval service of the United States, I beg
leave to submit to you the accompanying lists, setting forth the information desired with respect to the Military Establishment.
In submitting this report I desire to call attention to the fact that
the statements 1'!-om the respective bureaus furnishing the information
contained herein were received on various dates between June 14 and
September 26, 1918, and that while the figures given are correct for the
date on which the tatements were made, they can be regarded as only
approximate for thl date, due to subsequent changes.
Very respectfully,
BENEDICT CROWELL,
Acting Secretary of War.

A LIST OF NA:'.IES Oil' PERSOXS IN THE l\liLITARY ESTABLISHMENT
CoMING WITHI~ THE PIJRVIEW Oil' HOUSE RESOLUTIOX No. 390,
SIXTY-FIFTH ONGRESS, SECOXD SESSION.
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF ENGINEERS.
[Name, 1;ank, and home address.]
Theodore R. Eichholz, first lieutenant, 3446 Brighton Road, Plttsburo-h, Pa.
PU:olln Graham, jr.• first lieutenant, 32 Summit Street, Chestnut Hill,
Ja on S. Day, first lieutenant, 1723 G Street NW., Apartment 4,
Washington. D. C.
.
Donald K. Shepard, second lieutenant, 647 Elizabeth Street, Salt
Lake City, Utah.
.
Walter F. Flynn, second lieutenant, 29 West Fifty-second Street, New
York City.
Harry S. Da:vidge, captain, 2318 Eighteenth Street NW., Washington,
D. C.
Phillip W. Kniskern, captain, 4558 Drexel Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.
Samuel L. Avis, first lieutenant, Jamestown, N. Dak.
Ira F. Bennett, first lieutenant, 5807 Blackstone Avenue, Chicago,
Ill.
Winthrop F. Ilowe, first lieutenant, 46 Municipal Building, Chattanoog-a, Tenn.
ha..rles R. Johnson, first lieutenant, 29 Johnston Avenue, Sun Francisco. Cal.
Edwin Randall, first lieutenant, 53 Bluff Avenue, La Grange TIL
James R. Rubey fir t lieutenant, 401 Wolvin Building, Duluth, Minn.
. Peter L. Sala, fust lieutenant, 204 East Cleveland Street, Stoctrton,
Cal.
Cnrl C. Adet... second lieutenant, 344 East Avenue, Rochester, N. Y
William E. KaUs, second lieutenant, Alamogordo, N. Mex.
•
Ralph C. Robinson-, second lieutenant, Richmond Highland, King Co.,
.'W a hmgton, D. C. ,
Ob~~llam E. Shivers, s-econd lieutenant, P. 0. Box 716, Cincinnati,
Jo eph B. Montgomer·y, captain, 603 Wilkins Building, Washineoton,
D..

Robert E. Crawford, capt.'lin, Witaker-Gle sner Co., Wheeling W Va
Ervin H. Clausen, captain, 236 Chattanooga Street, San Fi:a.nclsco·
Cal.
'
Benjamin H. Narum, major. 452 Fulton Street, Brooklyn N Y
Audley C. Bennett, first lieutenant, 908 Wood Street.' wilkinsburg,
P a.
N.Af.elbert C. Enstburn, first lieutenant, Ashburton Avenue, Yonkers,

Llewellyn C. Hardesty, first lieutenant, 349 Summit Avenue, Schnectady, N. Y.
Owen W. Kennedy, first lieutenant, Westinghouse Electric & Manu·
factoring Co., Pittsburgh, Pn.
Donald B. Wood, first lieutenant, 2650 Wisconsin Avenue, Wash1ngton1 D. C.
Ueorge E. l\Iay, first lieutenant, 562 Third A venue Troy N y
Samuel G. Hibben, first lieutenant, 5599 Baum BoUlevard, Pittsburgh,
P a.
Frederick •W. Kuehle, first lieutenant, 2834 North Calvert Street,
Bal timore. Md.
Harry P. Williams, first lieutenant, Patterson, La.
Myron .w. Jones, second lieutenant, 259 Garla.nd Avenue, Yorrnrrstown, Oh10.
"'
Al~aldo M. Slaton, second lieutenant, 1010 Eula Street, Birmingham,
Ralph F. Brown, second lieutenant, 1000 Columbus SavinlrS & Trust
Building. Columbus Ohio.
"'
Sidney L. Carter, first lieutenant, Juneau, Alaska.
Frank W. Hoover, captain, 4409 Iowa A venue, Washin.,.ton D c
Thomas C. Wurts, first lieutenant, 1164 Shady Aven;e, PittSburgh,
P a.
Raymo.nd E. Hoyt, second lieutenant, 7919 Franklin Avenue Cleveland. Oh10.
•
Ill~lbin Pearson, second lieutenant, 10719 Michigan A venue, Chicago,
Enlisted men.
Stanley l\I. Adamski, private, 2306 South Whipple Street, Chicago,
Til.
Earl Barham. private. 2004 Broad ~treet, Nashville, Tenn.
Clayton W. Beebe. private, 152 Park Place, East Aurora N y
Abraham S. Beidemann, sergeant, first class, 440 Swede' Stree"t Norristown, Pa.
'
Lyle C. Borland, sergeant, first class, 418 Colfeen Street, Watertown, N.Y.
Henry :r. Brockhogen, sergeant, 4850 North Spalding Street, Chicago, Ill.
Brit~in R. Chew, sergeant, Cornell Road, Chestnut Ridge, Glassboro, N. J.
Jes e L. Cohen, private, Mora, l\Iinn.
James G. Cole, private, 382a Sixth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Robert G. Cole, pri>ate, 923 Nineteenth Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Alft·ed F. Conway, master engineer (senior grade), 55 Speedwell
·Avenue, Morr:l to r~ N . J.
·
Walter B. !:!avis, private, 633 Ninth Street NW., Washington, D. C~
E1lgar H. Gibbons. sergeant, 616 Monroe treet, Denver. Colo.
William E. Grav s private 5327 Larchwood Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
I•'ra.nk Y. Harney, sergeant, first class, 333 East Thirty-seventh
Street. New York, N. Y.
Arthur M. Hess, :master engineer (junior grade), 1207 Logan A~·enue,
Altoona, Pa.
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Park S. Hite, master engineer
enior grade), The Alabama, Washington, D. C.
Ferdinand Holschuh, wagoner, 4034 North Fifth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
.Everett C. Howard, sergeant, 1~44 Market Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Thurston B. Johnston, master engineer (junior grade), 502 Eleventh
Street NE., Washington, D. C.
William P. Johnson, sergeant, first class, 4231 Westminster Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.
William J. Kerchner, sergeant, 340 South Fifth Street Rending, Pa,
William B. Kerr, pri¥ate, 1224 Hamilton Terrace, Roanoke, Vn.
Anton F. Landgraf, Jr., private, 514 West Poepping Street, St.
Louis, Mo.
·
Herbert W. Luton, ser~eant, route 2, .East Nash-rille, Tenn.
William F. MacDermott, master engineer ( enlor grade), 483 Ilals<'y
Street, Brooklyn, .N. Y.
Herbert P. Miller, wagoner, 310 Ideal Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Paul E. Miller, corporal, 310 ldenl Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
L~o 1. Molloy, sergeant, Ten Hill, station D, Baltimore, Md.
William .E. Moser, private, 4268 Arsenal Street. St. Louis, l\Io.
William C. Noland, ergcant, 84 Adams Street, Wilmington, Del.
James M. Reese, sergeant, first clas.s, 1314 We t Fifth Street, Wil·
mington, Del.
William W. Snll, sergeant, 2468 Ontario Uoad, Washington, D. C.
Alfred A. Siege, private, 2330 North Avers Av nue. Chicago, Ill.
Fred C. Stad~ private, fir t class, 2329 North Kimball Street, Chi·
cago, Til.
Vawthn L. Steventon, corporal, 1729 Guilford Avenue, Baltimore, Mel.
WilHam J. Sullivan, sergeant, 251 Baldwin Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
Roy A. Sweet, Vl"agoner, Queen Anne Road, Teaneck, N. J.
James Tracey, corporal, Marysville, Kans.
Winfield S. Trone, wagoner, Water Street, Spring Road, Pn.
.Edward A. Vickery, private, 907 Clerk Street, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Harry S. Welserth, private, Wenonah, N. J.
Leader E. Wetterau, ma ter engineer (junior grade), 1816 Park
Avenue, Richmond, Va.
Leighton C. Wbittnker, private, 5809 Cedarhurst Street, Philadelphia, Pn.
Ubert H. Swett, sergeant, Queen Anne Road, Teaneclc. N. J.
Frank W. Whitmore, corporal, 528 Harrison Avenue, Greensburg, Pa.
Reed M. Wilson, private, 5519 Dorchester Avenue, hicago, Ill.
Michael J. Woulfe, jr., master engineer (junior grad ), l::i29 Rhode
Island Avenue, Washington, D. C.
Total, 48.
The Four hundred and thirty-se>enth Engineers (depot) has been a
part of the operating force of the general Engineer depot in the city
of Washington. Two hundred and thirty-six enli teu men, members or
the Four hundred and thirty-seventh Eingineers, were engaged on
clerical work in the conduct of the depot's bus.iness. This office construes the services of men in the general Englneel' depot, which is
supplying war material exclusively, in the subdepots at the ports or
embarkation and at cantonments and those assigned to depnrtmental
headquarters as being rendered directly ' to and as a part of the units
of the Army and Navy employed in active or field operntlons."
SOUTHERN DEPART~rnx:r.
Enlisted men attached to Eight 1tu11dt·ea ana se&entecnth Depot .A.et·o
Squadron.

[Name and address.]
Earl E. Abbey, 903 East Seventh Street, Lansing, Mich.
George E. Ander on, 1202 East Oak Street, Brainerd, Minn.
Oscar B. Archer Holland, Tex.
George Auld, 526 West One hundred antl thirty-ninth Street, New
York City, N. Y.
Rohert R. Baker, 1541 Champa Street. Denver, Colo.
William Francis BakPr. 134 Burkley Place. BroQklyn, N. Y.
.Tames Barton, 1106 Pike Street. Seattle. Wash.
Ernest Bauer, New York City, N. Y.
Joe B. Be<:k, Winifred, S. Dak.
Barnard E. Bee, 515 Pa chcall Street, San Antonio, Tex.
Gilmore G. Bice, 6108 Christian Street, Philadelphia, I'a.
ll<'nnett G. Blair, Logan, Utah.
Alfred H. Bleck, 613 Ea t Nir,th Avenue, Spokane, Wash.
Lloyd F. Bowell, Plymouth, Ind.
Carey E. Bowles, 166 West Prairie Street, Benton, Tex.
Wayne F. Bowman, Leano, Tex.
Wayne R. Brittain, Esbon, Kans.
Murray B. Brobks, 514 East Park Avenue, San Antonio, Tex.
Wyn!bam E. Brown, Arlington, Tex.
Hubert J. Buckley, Booneville, N. Y.
Jesse Burkhart, New Palestine, Ind.
Willard G. Carter. 110 West hlleventh Street, Muncie Ind.
David L. Cook, 101 Murray Avenue, Jamestown, N. Y.
Homer W. Courtney, Konowha, Okla.
Kyran .T. Daughrety, Waggoner Hotel, Lewiston, Ill.
Walter H. Daw, 5 7 North Fifth Street, W st Provo, Utah.
James W. Day, 2509 Thomas Avenue, Dallas, Tex.
William J. De Montigny, 15 .Elm treet, Milford, N. H.
llomer C. Detrick, Box 587, Okmulgee, Okla..
William T. Ditto.~ Hardensburg, Ky.
Hardy _A. Dodd, 1\Iar hall, Tex.
Dale M. Dunbar, Okmulgee, Okla.
· Thomas Ewart, Cream Ridge, N. J.
Joseph A. Faddell, Huntsville, Tex.
Homer J. Fe.rgu on, McPhl:'rson, Kans.
Assad George Ferri • 300 East Ei~hth Street, Austin, Tex.
:Mlchael T. Flynn, 910 South Salmn Street, Syrncu. e, N. Y.
Cyril DeW. Foehll.nger, 320 North First Street, 0 kaloosa, Iowa.
Henry E. Ford, Portland. Oreg.
Ira :E. Forsyth, "'alton, N. Y".
Phillip F. Fossa, 98 Bridge Street, West Springfield, Mas .
George G. Fox, lOU) North Stanton Street, .E1 Pa o, Tex.
Joseph Fusco. 7 Whalley Avenue, New Haven, Conn.
Robl'rt W. Gibson, Gaffney, S. C.
Elga {.<Hendy. 717 olumbia treet. Waterloo. Iowa.
Fred S. Haae, 2570 Third treet, San Diego, Col.
Edward .T. 'Haley, 7614 Su quehanna Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Leroy W. Hall, Rural Route No. 8, Oklahoma City, Okla.
George Hamilton (no address).
Walter Honnefield!....1422 Indiana Avenue. Kansas City, Mo.
Harry A. Hanlen 1.ester Hotel, Seattle, Wash.
Hans M. Hansen, Tyler, l\!inn.
Allan H. Hardy, Sixth A'"enue, Clinton, Iowa.
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Karl V. Harris, 902 South Lindsay "Street, Gainesville. Tex.

DnrECTOR OF MILITARY :AElWNAUTICS.

.Arthur iK. Haynes, 802 Crosby Street, San Antonio, Tex.
Vietor E. Hermans, ~8-6 Hawthorne Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.

Air

Fred H. Herweg, 219 Second Avenue, Peoria, Ill.
Allmon H. Hickman, LtJmberton, N. C.
George H. Hodge., 305 Orchard Street, New H ven, Conn.
Thomas G. Hoover, Pittsfield, ill.
Roy C. Hughes 1-432 West Washington .Stre~t Petersbnrg, Va.
E:lner P. Juul, Forty-seventh Street and Casweil Avenue, Austin, Tex.
Leslie L. KeiJ, 1346 Pine Street, San Francisco, Cal.
Henry H. Keith, 1214 Broadway, -Beaumont, Tex.
Louie V. Ke-lly, 'Vol'bena, Ala.
Walter A . .Kibbey, 35 Langdon Si::l'.eet, Cambridge, Mass.
Jame A. Kommer, 131!) Western Ave'Due, Pittsburgh, ·P a.
Albert E. Lee, 1319 West Fourth Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
W:llter F. Light, Woodland, Cal.
Daryl J. Linebarger, Clarion~ Iowa.
Olney A. Long, GeorgetQ..wn, La.
Patrick D. Love, Ocean Side, Cal.
George McCollli!ter, Iowa City, Iowa.
Eugene E. McGoldrick, 199 Washtngton Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Edward J. McManes, 1009 Avenue ".!," West Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
.John E. McNamara, 27 Txnxton Street, Brooklyn N. Y.
Dwight H. Mahan, 31 Tenth Street, Ivywilde, Coiorado SpTings, Colo.
Thomas 0. Marja:son, 1923 Lan.e A-venue, Elkhart, Ind.
Francis W. .Mankowski, Old Bridge, N. J'.
•
Oren 'Metzger, R. F. D. No. 1, Rossville, Ind.
Ollie F. Miles, 8.09 West Pexry Street, Frankfort, Ind.
J"ohn R. Mi11er, '2520 Chester Avenue, Bakersfield, Cal.
.
Joseph l\Iochnaly, 439 Seventh Avenue, .New York City, .N.Y.
Oscar D. Montgomery, Hico, Tex
James .M. Morrow, 9 Lancaster Avenue, Monroe, N. C.
William L. Mulligan,_ 58 Fourteenth Street, '!'roy, N. Y.
Arthur Murray, Granam, Va.
. t
MaUl"ice D~ Neidig, Kansas City, Mo.
1
Alexander H. Neil. 70 Worth Street, Bridgepor"t. Conn.
Olin C. Nicbolas 1323 S~mitt Avenue, Sp;ringfield, M~.
Rob rt G. Nicho1as., Peace Street, Canton Miss.
Robert E. Norfleet, 1.312 Denver Street, Kansas City, Mo.
.:
Blge L. O'Neill, Eustace Tex.
Granville P. Patterson, i28 West Pike Stre.et, Canonsburg, Pa..
Iredell D. Polk, "1315 Calder Avenue, &aumont, Tex.
Harry W. Porter, 926 Wa hington Avenue, Waco, Tex.
Henry G. Prathe-r, 15.93 Caldex Avenue, Beaumont, Tex.
Cline K. Raiford, Lifton, Ga. Panl Ravesies, jr., 985 Peabody Avenue, Memphis, Tenn.
Jesse H. Reed. 1156 Park Street. Beaumont, Tex.
John Rocco, Sonora.. Cal.
Clair P. Rockwell, 241 West Eleventh Street, New York, N. Y.
John M. Roney, Watson, N. C.
W illiam P. Rapert, 187 Lock Street, Lockport, N. Y.
William Ross, 5.02 West One hundred and forty-fi:rs:t Street, New
York, N. Y.
·
Roscoe Runge, 1\Iason, Tex.
Edward K. Sawyer Walla Wa.lla, Wash.
Fred W. Schmidt, Jr., 1021. Baxter Avenue, Louisville, Ky.
Herbert H. Schoepp, Alma. Wis.
Hervin M. Schultz, 3522 Wendelkin Street, Dalla~. Tex.
Van C. SmatheTs, Canton, N. C.
George R. Smith, El Campo, Tex.
Leo H. Smith, Dayton, Ohio.
Charles R. Stone., 921 Main Street, San Antonio, Tex.
Lorraine C. Strubinger, Barry, IlL
Otto, Stvan, 3447 West Boulevard Street'vC1eveland, Ohio.
Grayson F. Thompson, Pennington 'Gap, a.
Marcus A. Tyler, <l29 North Street, San Antonio, Tex.
JacoiJ Van Dyke, 1432 Washington Avenue, Grand Haven, Mi<'h.
Reuben C. Waltz, 81 Judson Street, p-ontiac. Mich.
Herbert R. Ward 1023 South Alamo ·street San Antonio, Ta:
Francis F. Wetzei, 929 Princ.eton Avenue, Salt La1l:e 'City Utah.
James Wiley, 8002 Frankford Avenue. Philadelphia, Pa. '
Fred S. Williams, Lees StJmmit, Mo.
Robert F. Williams, 1.141 Walnut Street, Gadsden, Ala.
'1
Alvin A. Wolff, Cotton Exchange Building. Dallas, Tex.
·
Roscoe M. Wolf, 335 Allegheny Street, Jersey Shore, Pa.
Jesse M. Walfson, ~15 Avenu~ C. San Antonio, Tex. ·
Lawren ce N. Zant, Ballston Lake, N. Y.

· !

SOUTHEASTERN DEPARTMENT.

Enlisted 1nen attache(Z to Depot Squadron No. 815.

. [Name, rank, ana home address.]
Thomas ~. Adams, sergeant, first class, Rocky Mount, Va. (Franklin
County).
Floyd K. Harper, sergeant, first class, 15 Minden Avenue, Bingham , N. Y .
.John A. Olson, sergeant, Hampton, Va.
Harold B. Hawes, corporal, 2137 N Avenue, Bridgeport, Conn.
Paul A. Agard, private, 92 Laurel Street, South Manchester, Conn
Herman J. Bardltsky, private, 236 Harved Street, Memphis, Tenn ·
Clyd.e D. "Bechdolt, private, 124 West Second Street, Portland, Ind.
E<lw. A. 'Brahm, p-rivate, 4918 Ba.um Boulevard, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Frank P. Byrne, private, Longyear Street, Bes emer, Miclt.
~tanley P. Davis, 1>rivate, 228 South Garland !Street, Youngstown
Ohio.
'
J ose-ph F. Dodson, private, 4704 Simpson Avenue, Madisonville, Cincinnati. Ohio.
Eugene A. Goldbeck, private, 204 Villita Street, San Antonio Tex
Henry G. King. private\ Call .Tunction, Tex.
'
•
Samuel N. Lough ner, pnvate, 708 .Johnson Street, Wilkinsburg, Pitts·
turgh, Pa.
Engc.ne R. McCarty, private, Slo-comb, Ala.
H er bert P. Mason, private, Plattsburg, N. Y.
1:-Iarry F. 1\Iiller, private, 2231 Arlington Avenue Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charles J. l\Iolloy, private, 1111 Valley Street, Baltimore. Md.
Pnul H. Parle, private, 684 Oakland Avenue, Pontiac, Mich.
.
Willlam S. Rathe-r , private, 299 Linnes Avenue, San Antonio, Tex.
G eorge L Richardson, private, 13 North Center Street, Merchantville,

N.

.r.
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William J. _~olan, private, 1343 Scott Street, Covington. Ky.
Harry W. Rosso, priv ate, 30 Leicester Court, Detroit, Mich.
Daniel H. Siegel, private, Lin coin and Frankstown Avenues, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Service,

Eastern Department.

William Walzer, master signal electrician, 88.1 Lafayette ..Avl!Ilue,
Brooklyn, N. Y. .
·
George W. Bicknell, master signal electrician, '23 Jnmes Street,
Sp:ringfield, Mass.
Joseph N. Bailey, sergeant, first class, 190 Owl Street, Meriden,
Conn.
Henry P. Beck, sergeant, first class, 1367 Clay .Axenue, New Y~rk
City.
Harold Bottoml:y, sergeant, first class, 261 Union Station Buildill~
Washington, D. C.
Lawrence llierlnger, .sergeant, first Class, 816 Fulton Avenne, New
York City.
John L. Du Fief, sergeant, :tir.st class, 1-424 Thirty-fifth Street :rnv.•
Washington D. C.
:Eugene W. Evans, serge:J.nt, first class, ·336 Center Street, Findlay.
Ohio.
Henry L. Freese, sergeant, first class, 192 East Thirty-fifth Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Elmer E . .Higgins, sergeant, first class, 149 Bryant Street, Rahway,
N.J.
James J. Hill, sergeant, ·fii'st class, 15 Wyoming Street, Wilkes-Barre.
Pa.
Emil R . .Johnson, se'l'geant, first class, 28"Union Street, UnioutoWtJ, Jla.
Newell F. Johnstone, sergeant, first class, 251. Adams Street, Eay
City, Mich.
.
Walter A. Keefer, sergeant, first class, 2028 First Street NW., Wa-shington, D. C.
·
Emmitt F. Lanier, sergeant, first class, -Millen, Ga.
William L. Louis, sergeant, first class, 676 :St. Nicholas Avenue, New
York City.
John :t. Machac~k, sergeant, "first class, Islip, Long Jsland, N. Y.
Richard H. McDonald, sergeant, first class, 343 Ea"St Eighty~1h'st
Street, New York City.
~orge M. Meyer, sergeant, first class, 1118 Fifth Street, Warsau,
Wis.
Davia Miller, se'rgeant, first class, 344 Frederick Street. Detroit.
Mich.
George T. Swain, sergeant, first class, California !full, Berkeley, Cal~
Edwa:rd C. Bartlett, 'Sergeant, 2071 East Eighty-second Street, ClP.ve·
land, Ohio.
John D . .Clarke, sergeant, 75 Brookside Avenue, New Rochelle, N. Y.
John J. Co.nne-rs, sergeant, ·white Plains Road. Tuckahoe, N.Y.
Arthur -G. Davis, sergeant, South Ostellc, N. Y.
Wilbur J. Driver, sergeant; 381 Convent Avenue, New York City.
.John H. Hughes, s:ergeant, 510 New Street, Macon, Ga.
William D. Kizziah. sergeant, Spencer, N. C.
Arthur Klein, sergeant, ·s o9 Pittston A venue, Scra.nton, Pa.
Arthur A. Plotke, sergeant, 819 Leland Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Harry M. Vivian, sergeant, 1:28 :Park Street, Nanticoke Pa.
Maurice Braverman, corporal, 468 Monroe Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Arthur E. Brennan, corporal, 1302 Girard Street, Washington, D. c.
William H. Davls, corporal, 820 State 'Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Walter C. Grtmth, corporal, 135 Hawkins Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
John A. Johnson, corporal, 18 Gautier Avenuel.Jersey City, N. J.
Arthur C. Klages, corporal, 25 Ely Avenue, ong Island City, N. Y.
Edwin S. Ladley, corporal, West Chester, Pa.
Louis L. Libuwitz, corpol'al, 5 North Broadway, Baltimore, Md.
John H. Moran, c.orporal, Berwyn, Pa.
Clarence P. Paynter, corporal, Winchester Ky.
Daniel E . .Penni~k, corporal, Apartment 4.16, Wardman Comts, Wash·
ington, D. C.
Benjamin A. Smith, ·corpora], 1453 Elmwood A venue, Lakewood, Ohio~
Raymond A. Smith, corporal, 1tl Pacific A venue, Detroit, Mich.
Ralph C. Trovillion, corporal, Galconda, IlL
'Robert A. TrovUlion, corporal Galconda, lll.
Harry Venig, corporal, 1648 Calwell Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Edward M. Wales, corporal, 102 First Street, Troy, N. Y.
Tom M. Walworth, corporalJ.. 41 Broad Street, Hillsdale, Mich.
Harold S . Argue, private, lu3 Walnut Street, JenJ..-intown, Pa.
Earl G. ole man, private, 6827 Ridgedale Avenue, Chicago Ill.
William P. Hayworth, private, 822 West Gaston Street. Greensboro,
N.C.
John C. Kenlly, 'Private, 189 Clairrnont Avenue, Detroit, Mich. ·
Emil Luthaus, sergeant, first class, 312 Dot;y Street, Madison, Wis.
Graydon C. OH'Ver, privai"e., 1301 0 Street, Sacramento, Cal.
Thomas X. O'Brein, private, 34 High Street, Amesburg, Mass.
Joseph E. Adams, private, 1436 Euclid Avenue, Oklahoma City Okla.,
Arthur M. Apmann, private, 68 Wayne Street, Jersey City, N. ':r.
Wallace C. Atkinson, private., R. F. D . No. 1, Meridan, Idaho.
Albert A. Ayre, private, 1709 Lamont Street NW.. Washington D c
John W. Ba:rbuti, private., 453 West One hundred and twenty~fonrtli
Street, New York City.
Henry C. Barnes, private, Allegan, .Mich.
·
John W. Bates, -private, 125 Fourth Avenue, Scottdale, Ohio.
Alfred J. Beckert, private, 504 Motlllt Troy Road, .Pittsburgh. Pa.
Etl'ord A- Beverly, private, Breckenridge, Mich.
Francis W. Billings, private., Greenwich, Mass.
Elias H. Blackburne., privat.e, Mfll Hall, Pa.
Frank J. Borichla, private, 120 Weyl Street, Rocbe'Ster, N. Y~
Phil E. Bornstein, private, 634 North Meriaan Avenue, lndiann:p-olis,

In~eil

E. Bowman, private, 302 Cla.irmount A:venue, Ashland, Ohio.
Thomas E. Bradley, private, 100 East Cawfield Avenue, .Detroit, Mich.
Isaac Brnmhaugh, private, 2601 Charles Street, Baltimore, Md.
Max Burmeister, private. Route No. 9, Danville, Ill.
Chas. H. Cahill, private, 41 Summer Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Clarke M. Caldwell, private, 848 South Cecil Street, Philadelphia., Pa.
Henry L. Callahan, private, 41 Sterling Street, Bridgeport, Conn..
Frank H. Carter, private, 307 East Twenty-second Street, Bal t imore,

M<iobert M. P. Carter, private, Dundas, Ill.
Robert W. Carrier, private, 306 North Rowe Street, Ludington, 'Michc
Arthur M. Carrow, private, 3 Walnut Street, Agawrup_, Mass.
Earl H. Chase, private, 29 Summer Street, Newport, N. H.
Joseph Chestler, private, 82 Crystal Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Jonathan S. Christie. private, 1712 Westmoreland A venue, -Phila:del·
phia Pa.
William 1\I. Cle:rrwater, private~Victor Place, 'N ew Yor!'... N. Y.
Daniel Crunpiam, private, 180 Hodge Street, Buffalo, .N. Y.
Ben Cohen, private, 1709 Illinois Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.

•
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Philip Coh<.' n, private, 807 Second Street, Elizabeth, N. J.
Albert H. Clogston, private, 55 Hanson Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Joseph J. Connery , private, 737 Moosic Street, Scranton, Pa.
Ralph C. Copk, private, Franklin, Pa.
·
Fidel Corero private, 48 York Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Edward c. Cressel, private, 403 Winslow Avenue, Philadelphia, ra.
John G. Cummings, private, 925 Ashboro Avenue, Greensboro, N. C.
William M. Davies, private, 521 West Baca Street, Trinidad, Colo.
James B. Dempsey, private, 820 Linderwood Street, Topeka, Kans.
George S. Denzler, private, Valhalla, N. Y.
Arthur A. Diamond, private, 1165 Longfellow A>enue, New York
City.
Joseph C. Doyle, private, 10 Summer Street, Peabody, Mass.
George P. Dutton, private, 912 Kennedy Street, Washington, D. C.
Edward F. Esser, private, 1803 Maple Street, Ilouston, Tex.
Harold V. Feinkark, private, 188 Wolcott Street, New Haven, Conn.
Stephen H. Fellows, private, 5 Idlewild Street, Allston, Mass.
David E. Finley, jr., private, 629 Montgomery Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Augustus S. Flack, private, 199 West Twenty-second Street, Los
Angeles, Cal.
Howard W. Foster , private, 224 Lillian Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.
William J. Forrest, private, 145 Brown Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
Lester R. Ford, private, 46 Irving Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Valentine Franz, private, 2601 Philips Street, New Orleans, La.
Benny A. Friedman, private San Antonio, Tex.
Walter B. Fulton, prtvate. 614 Wieses Street, Reading, Pa.
Joseph Hooker, private, 70 Farmington Avenue, Hartford, Conn.
John W. Hopps, plivate, ~1 Eldert Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. (H. J.
Heinz Co. ).
Ralph R. Howell, private, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Llewelyn Jones, private, Devils Lake, N. Dak.
Fred Katzner, private, 2000 Brookfield Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Newton E. Keen, private, 1728 Lipscomb Avenue~.-.Fort Worth, Tex.
Harvey J. Keenan, private. 195 Broadway, New xork, N. Y.
Walter F. Kelly, private, 31 Parker Street, Central Falls, R. I.
ll'red R. Koch, prwate, 3900 Spokane Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
Samuel G. Koelkebeck, private, 6537 South May t3treet, Chicago, lll.
Charles M. Koontz, private. 1147 Wrightman Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dayid B. Kopp, private, 873 East Two hundred and twenty-eighth
Street, New York, N. Y . .
Harry J. Kranz, private, 510 Spring Street, Hot Springs, Ark.
William W. Krais, privat"· 146 Vista Place, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
John J. Kralik, private. 2511 Steinway Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
Enoch Lahty, private, 582 Pleasant Street, Belmont, Mass.
Ralph JU. Lane, private, St. Louis Trust Co., St. Louis Mo.
William M. Lapidus, prJmte, 1613 Locust Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Claude J. Lapp, private, Richmond, Mich.
William H. U>onard, privnte, 913 North Third Street, Pottsville, Pa.
John E. Lynch, private, 12 Third Street SE., Washington, D. C.
Attillo Lipari, private, 2071 Fifth Street, New York, N. Y.
John D. Long, private, Williamsport, Md.
Ernest R. Lovett.. private, 11 H Commercial Avenue, Elkhart, Ind.
William G. Lucket, privat(', 111 North Street, Newark, N. J.
Austin E. Lutz. private, Fritztown, Pa.
James R. McNutt, private, 962 Congress Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter M. McCarter, private, 1771 Frankford Avenue, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Elmer P. Mcintosh, private, R. F. D. No. 1, East Falls Church, Va.
William G. McMorran, private, Bakerstown, Pa.
Joseph J. McSween~y. private, 1101 Saratoga Street, East Boston,
Mass.
Arthur S. MacGregor, private, 703 Y. M. C. A., Detroit, Mich.
II"nry G. Marks, private. 103 Waverly Place, New York, N. Y.
Wells Martin. private, 6700 South Shore Drive. Chicago, Ill.
Aaron J. Mathers, private, 66 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Arthur V. May, private, 257 South Fifty-second Street, Philadelphia,
Pa.
_
Glen E. Miller, private, 71o East One hundred and nineteenth Street,
Portland, Oreg.
Frederick S. Minassian, private, 1814 Sixteenth Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Walter A. Miner, private, 513 East One hundred and seventy-sixth
Street, New York, N. Y.
Clauue E. Moore, private, 150 North Pearl Street, Albany, N. Y.
Alfred A. Morris, private, 237 Eighth AYenue, Homestead, Pa.
Edmund R. Morton, private, 73 West Lacross Avenue, Lansdowne, Pa.
RobPrt L. Mullen, private. 3915 Grenet Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
William F. Murray, private, 928 North Main Street, Delphos, Ohio.
Henry A. Nelson, private, 904 New York Avenue NW., Washington,
D. C.
Floyd B. Newell, private, 936 Stewart Avenue, Ithaca, N. Y.
I Calvin A. Newton, private, Belmont, N. Y.
. Eugene J. Nolan, private, 21 Leslie Street. Newark, N. J.
Frank J. Novotny, private. 1361 Avenue A, New York City, N. Y.
Homer Peele, private, Wright's Hotel, 42 Brinkmeyer Avenue,
Raleigh, N. C.
Albert H. Peterson, private, South Ozone, Long Island, N. Y.
Nathan B. Pont, ~rlvate, Stanton, Nebr.
Charles J. Poum::u.rat, private, 715 Hope Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Thomas J. Purcell, private, 2334 California Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hugh N. Quigg, private, Livermore, Ky.
Leo J. Quinlan, private, 163 First Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
Fred w. Rude, •lrivateJ.. 35 East Twenty-eighth Street. Bayonne, N.J.
Levin Rank~.-. prhate, i5536 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Charles H. uawlins, private, Newark, Del.
Walter H. Redman, private, 16 William Street, East Orange, N. J.
Solom:m J. Rehmar, private, 1714 East Sevent.r-ninth Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
Frederick A. Repard, private, !!1G West Seventieth Street, New
:York, N. Y.
· William L. Rifenberick, pri>ate, Compton, Cal.
John C. Rltzl, private, Brookville, Ind.
Sydney J. Rogers, private, 73 Frost Street, Crunbridge, Mass.
Clyde 0. Rowley, private, 739 South Platt Avenue, Toledo, Ohio.
Ralph A. Saw.rer, private, Atkinson, N. H.
John M. Safer, private, 1726 B Street NW, Washington, D. C.
Samuel Shulman, prlvute, 1400 Girard Street, Washington, D. C.
Adison F. Smith, private, Wewoka, Okla.
James B. Smith. private, Frederickston, Ohio.
Willia..ril W. Smith, private, 101 North Second Street, Cleveland, OhiQ.
George H. Spaeth, private. 1563 Ashland Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.
Wesley Spaeth, private, 1563 Ashland Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.
.
William .T. Speer, private, 215 East Waterman Street , Wichita, Kans.
Samuel T. Squire, private, Box 12, Deans, N. J.
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Lawrence Stage, private, 33 Oakland Avenue, Warwick, N. Y.
Harry R. Stevens, private, 101 East Monmouth Street, Baltimore Md
Louis J. Stern, private, 567 East One hundred and thirteenth Stree~
New York, N. Y.
John M. Stetson, private, 2102 Adelbert Road, Cleveland, Ohio.
William M. Sullivan, private, 224 East Ida Street, Boise, Idaho
Wlllirun D. Terry, private, G Richfield Street, Mohawk, N. Y. ·
Malcolm Thomson, pri"vate, 22 Monnment Avenue, Swampscott, Mass.
. George C. Turner, private, 31:)5 East Center Street, Blidgeport Turn·
pike, Logan, Utah.
Edward A. Tibbals, private, M.ilfot·d, Conn.
William .:r. Tighe, private, 438 Sixty-first Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
George R. Van Ness, private, 1164 Forrest Avenue, New York, N. Y.
;,;,ohn ~· Vandet•grlft, private, 315 Central Park W., Brooklyn, N. Y..
1J ranc1s Vanderwerker, private, 308 East Capitol Street, Washing·
ton, D. C.
Leroy G. Walton, private, 24 Fairfield Street, Hayerhill, Mass.
Arthur B. Weaver, private, Lawrence, Kans.
Volney H. Wells, p~ivate, 342 Craig Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
James El. Wills, prnrate, 941 Massachusetts Avenue NW., Washing.
ton, D. C.
Loren H. Wittner, private, Rockport, Ill.
Elmer Woolston, private, 1522 North Twenty-eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Chester H. Yeaton, private, 909 Colfax Street, Evanston Ill
Efarry B. Zim.therman, pr:J.vate, 321 Coltart Avenue, PittSburgh, Pa.
George F. Zuckweller, pnvate, 910 South Fifth Street, Pekin, Ill.
Arthur C. Russell, sergeant, first class, 226 Thirty-fifth Street Newport News, Va.
'
Roy G. Duer, sergeant, first class, Fletcher, Ohio.
John E. Pierson, corporal, 949 Nebraska Avenue, Richmond Hill N y
Clyde Sharlach, corporal, 118 Fifth Street, Garden City, N.
Ralph Hunter, corporal, Hodson, Mont.
Henry A. Olsen, private, first class, 211 Tomkins Street. Olean, N. Y.
N.A-r.hur E. Brown, private, first class, 211 •romkins Street, Olean,

y: · '

Dexter C. Hayden, private, 14G West Eightieth Street New York City
Albert J. Kroger, private, 118 Seventh Street, Garden City N y '
Richard F. Decker, pl'ivate.
' • •
William Gehron privat~, 230 E Street NEJ., Washington, D. c.
Eugene W. GoOdwin, pnvate, 471 Sea View Avenue, Briugeport, Conn.
John W. Gower, private, Springfield, Ohio.
Clifton Gray, private, 2316 East Baltimore Street, Baltimore 1\Id
Wolf H. Grossheim, private, 22'I. Waller Street, San Francisco Cal
William Hanson, private, 219 Weifi.eld Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.'
'
George H. Hargitt, private, 1228 Goodfellow Avenue, St. Louis Mo
John W. Harper, private, 3030 0 Street NW. Washington, D.' C. •
N. JY~es B. Harper, private, 122 South Brooklyn Street, Wellsvtlln,
Obrg.uis W. Hodous, private, 3304 East Fifty-fifth Stl·eet, Cleve,l and,
Robert E. Hollahan, private, 7033 Parnell Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Carroll Reber, jr., private, second class, 23 West Elghty-slx.th Street,
N ew York City.
CENTRAL DEPAll.TliENT.

(Eight hundred and sixteenth Depot Aero Squadron, Chica.go, lll.)
(List of men who on June 5, 1917, were between ages of !!1 and 31
years.)
.Assigned to

Bqltadrm~.

[Name, rank, and home address.]
Joseph K. Fair, sergeant, first class, Brownstown Ill
Edward A. Kludt, sergeant, first class, 804 Hefan Avenue Detroi~
Mich.
•
"'
Thomas P. Coan, sergeant, 4112 Crystal Street, Chicago, ill.
Roy L. Gardner, sergeant, Paris, Tenn.
William Handley, sergeant, Joplin, Mo:
lll~V1111am M. Konen, sergeant, 2538 West Sixty-fourth Street, Chicago,
Thomas S. O'Brien, sergeant, 5406 Calumet Avenue, Chicago Ill
Raymond G. Reinhard, sergeant, 6611 North Seventh Street ' Phii.a.
delphia, Pa.
'
Edward T. Ryan, sergeant, Alexandria Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Hubert S. Well, sergeant, 4946 Washington Park Court, Chicago, lll.
Kinner Wireman, sergeant, East Point, Ky.
Conrad H. Kimmel, chaun:eur, first class, 202 McDougal Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
•
Neil C. Montis, chauffeur, Attica, Ind.
Webb E. Reggs, chauffeurA 318 South Fifth Street, Terre Haute, Ind.
Lollis Bro, corporal 554u South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Norbert J. Cavanagh, corporal, 6248 Lakewood Avenu11 Chicago, Ill.
Richard J. Danaher, corporal, 6827 Harper Avenue, t.:blcago. IlJ.
William E. De Veney, corporal, 2146 West Garfield Boulevard, Chicago, lll.
Enoch J. Egginton, corporal, New York, N. Y.
Frank Henry corporal, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Clarence E. Hughes, corporal, Mount Nebo, W.Va.
Ira T. Hughes, corporal, 60 South Kensington Avenue, La Grange, Ill.
Iorwerth Jones, corporal, 338 North - A u.s tin .A.ven ue, Oak Park, Ill.
Arthur C. Krampff, corporal_, 213 North Pearl Street, Havana, Ill.
Charles F. McLane, corporal. 52 Celander Avenue, La Grange, Ill.
Edward H. Quinn, corporal, 'n9 Independent BoulP>ardi Chicago, Ill.
Budd L. Sholts, corporal, 428 Belden A\7 enue, Chicago, IJ.
Raymon M. Smith, corporal, 502 North Eighth Street, Terre Haute,
Ind.
Myron F. Sutherland, corporal, 216 Sou th Cuyler Avenue, Oak Park,

m.

William Deane, private, first class, 60 East Chicago A\enue, Chicago,
Ill.
Karl A. Fries, private, first class, Punta Gorda, Fla. (On duty at
s. 1\I. A., Urbana, lll. Required information has been r equested. Data
will be forward ell a s s oon a s received.) Robert McNerny, private, first class, 0148 Rhodes AYenue, Chicago,
111
nobert S. Carvey, private, 6 Key stone Apartments, Richmond, Ind.
Ordello L. Doty, private 15103 Lake Avenue, Lakewood, Oblo.
Nathan H. Livesay, private, 291 Delman Avenue, Evans ville, Ind.
(On duty at S. M. A., Urbana, Ill. R equired information has been
requested. Data will be forwarded as soon a s received.)
Platt McCartney, private, . 1930 Colorado Boulevard, D Pnver, Colo.
(On duty at S. M. A., Urbana, Ill. Required information has been requested. Data will be forwarded as soon as received.}
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John B. Moxris on, private, 389 Taylor Avenue, Detroit, Mich. (On
duty at S. M. A., rbana, 111. R equired information has been requested.
Data wil l be forwarded a soon as received.)
·
William C. Duffus, jr., p r ivate, 700 North Washington Street, Lansing, Mich .
.
Btaine B . Gernon, private, 2104 South St. Louis Avenue, Chicago,
Ill.
Robert C. H a mmill, p r ivate, 88 North Frankiln Street, WilkesBarre, Pa.
- Mads C. Larsen, p r ivate, R. F. D. Route B, Fresno Cal.
Leroy O'K eefe, pri vate, 6230 Langley Avenue, Chlcago, Ill.
Jo eph L. Scala, private, 14 Eugenie Street, Chicago, ID.
J a mes L . Summi t, private, P e otum, lll.
George K. York, private, 5007 Vincennes Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Attached to squadron--Unassigned.

Charles L. Aidt, sergeant, first class, 628 North Fremont ·A venue,
Baltimore, Md.
_
·
Harry E. Aidt, sergeant, firs t class, 628 North Fremont Avenue,
Baltimore, Md.
Charl es L. Anders on, sergea nt, first class, 223 Keap Str-eet, Brooklyn , N . Y.
t
in h
Harry R. Austin, sergeant, first class, 108 Walnut Stree , B g amton,
N. Y.
Eugen
e P. Greenwood, sergeant, first class, 112 Fai ry Stree t , B u t falo, N. Y.
A
B
k
Louis Schapiro, sergeant, first class, 500 Hopkins
venue,
roo lYIJa!esYG_ Smith, sergeant, first class, 101 West Ninetieth Street,
New York, N . Y.
Shirley W. Bale, se rgeant, 968 John River Street, Detroit, Mich.
Russell F. Cate, sergeant, 620 Keefer Place, Washington, D. C.
Gordon H. Colborne, sergeant, 686 Seyburn Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
William H. Currie, sergeant, 1561 Beaubien Street, Detroit, Mich.
Edward C. Du Bois, sergeant, 1350 Jerome_ Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Morris Gllck. sergeant, 1431 Fifth Avenue Pittsburgh, Pa.
H enry Greenberger sergeant, 320 Market Street, Steubenville. Ohio.
Wallace N. Guthrie, sergeant, 83 Kimberly Avenue, New Haven,
Conn.
·
William J. Kennedy, sergeant, 330 Taylor Avenue, Scranton1 Pa.
Michael Kronman, ergea nt, 753 Jennings Street, New YorK, N. Y.
Raymond A. L eiDJDon, sergeant, 1613 Library Street, McKeesport, .Pa.
Ralph Levin on, sergeant, 511 North Seventh Street, Steubenville,
0

~iner

E. Little, sergeant, 1 North Melther Street, Johnstown, N. Y.
Carl E. Miller, sergeant, 465 South Broadway, Dayton, Ohio.
Frank R : Mlllerschin, sergeant, 1465 Carmen Avenue, Chicago, lll.
.John F. Moakler, sergeant, Cooperstown, N. Y.
Walter L . M-oran, sergeant, 449 Forty-seventh Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Ralph P. Ripley, s ergeant, 74 Liberty Street, Jamestown, N. Y.
Louis Rosenberg, sergeant, 623 Galena Stree t, Milwaukee, Wis.
Lewis B. Sandner, sergeant, 88 West Street, Gloversville, N. Y.
Wilbur . c. Snyder, s ergeant, 210 East Fulton Street, Gloversville,

N.J~iues H. Young, jr., sergeant, 114 Oakview Avenue, Edge Place,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
.
.
Robert S. Walling, s ergeant, McMinnville, Tenn.
Grover c. Andrews, corporal, 59 East Palmer Street, Detroit, 1\fich.
Dwight W. Coburn, corporal, Ogdensburg, N. Y.
Edmund F. Drews, corporal. 919 Seventeenth Street, Detroit, Mich.
John C Johnson corporal, 102 Sixth Street, Detroit, Mich.
Bernard A. K l'arns, corporal. 406 Silvester Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
R oy J. Lamore, corporal, 1274 Brush Street, Detroit, Mich. .
Urban F. Schwartz, corporal, 917 Chestnut Street, Adrian, Mich.
John E Sullivan corporal, 901 Sixteenth Street, Detroit, Mich.
Russell.R. Williams, corporal, 139 Pasadena Avenue, Highland Park,
Mi~~·ward

H. Frederick, private, first class, 2415 East North Avenue,
Baltimore, Md.·
Arthur w. Green, private, first class, on furlough; no service record
r eceived.
Manley A. Spears, private, firs t class, Clio Mich.
.
Lloyd D. Holton, private, fu·st class, 3 Gurnsey Street, Roshndale,

M~!orge H. Wesemann, private, first class, 5557 De Giversville
1
StE~~:;:·l' ~'helton, priyate, first class, Fulton, Ky.

Avenue,

Nels J. Ahlberg, private, 5066 Second Street West, Mul'!ay, Utah.
Frank: P. Albus, private, 715 Seneca Street, Detroit, l\!1ch.
.
John L. Anderson, private, 111 South Franklin Street, Munc1e, Ind.
Ernest P Ansterburg, private, Concord, Mich.
Allan G Armstrong, private, 1601 De Bree Avenue, Norfolk, Va.
Harold G. Armstrong, privat~ 170 Hague Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Clyde C. Ashcom, private, 17ii D Street, .-:fohnstown, Pa.
Frank H. Bacon, private, 315 South Fifth Avenue, Grand Forks,

. N·f:e~en W. Baeseman, private, 810 Grand Avenue, W~usau, Wis.
' Guy H. Baldwin, private, 604 East Fifth Avenue, Flmt, Mich.
Leland F. Ball, private, 1133 Euclid Street, Washington, D. C.
Arthur E. Bartz., private, 537 Bellevue Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Arthur :P. Batchelder, private~,. 38 Clement Avenue7 Peabody, Mass.
Frederick W. Bauer, private, ii6 Webb Avenue,_Detroit, Mich.
Vernon C. Baughn, private, 144 West Pleasant Street, Springfield,

Oh~allace

L. Bean, private, 609 North Main Street, Prince ton, Ind.
warren J. Beauchamp, pri;ate, 608 North Davis Street, Helena,

M~:ra.ham S. Bender, private, 6160 Washington Boulevard, St. Louis,
Mo.
·
Hugh D. Bender, private, 124 Tenth Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Frederick W. Berndt, privhte, 118 Davison Avenue, Highland Park,
Mirnimett Berry, private, 22 Storm Street, Tarrytown, N. Y.
Charles A. Berterman, private. 51 Wellington Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Rjchard F. Bloedel, private, 1600 Emerson Street, Denvert,Colo.
Lawrence J. Bondy, private, 445 Parker Avenue, Detroit, nich.
James B. Book, jr., private, 1815 East Jefferson Avenue, Detroit
Mich.
'
John E. Borah, private, Grinnell, Kans.
Gusta.ve A. Bostrom, private, 150 Sroughton Street, Quincy, Mass.
Robert E. Boyd, private, 685 Twenty-fifth Street, Ogden, Utah.
Joseph Boyer, jr., private, 165 Parker Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
J'oseph W. Bradley, -private, 1606 Ei-ghth Avenue, Altoona. Pa.
E. John Brandeis, private, care of Brandeis Stores, Omaha, Nebr.
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Albert C. Bremerhprivate, 55 Treacy Avenue, Newark, N. J.
Marshall H. Brig am private, 211 Waugh Street, Columbia, Mo. .
Carlton L. Brown, private, 1640 Indianola Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Thomas B. Brownlee, private, 1217 Fourth Avenue, New Brighton, Pa.
Burton H. Brydges, private, Lake Island, N. Y.
Benjamin H. Bugbee, private, 229 Jackson Street, Trenton, N. J.
Mi~g~rd C. Burgess, private, 152 West Grand Avenue, Highland Park,
Lawrence Burnett, prl'late, 139 West One hundred and twelfth
Street, New York, N. Y.
Albert C. Byron, private, 241 Bay Street, Saginaw, Mich.
Donald Cameron, private, 1G75 Riverdale Street, West, Springfield,
Mass.
William E. Cameron, private, Cornwall, Ontario, Canada.
William F. Campbell, private, 546 East Buchtel Avenue, Akron, Ohio.
Percy R. Carr, private, 172 Green Street, Pontiac, Mich.
Clifford R. Carter, private, 40 Bridge Street, Newton, Mass.
Frank B. Cassidy, private, 49· Watson Street, Detroit, Mich.
Ernest J. Catui:lal, private, 113 Hornton Avenue, Detroit, Mlch.
Walter n. Caveney, private, 514 Ivy Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Delbert W. Chambers, private, 224 West Fifth Avenue, Flint, Mich.
George E. Chandler, private, R. F. D. No. 1, Lawsonham, Pa.
John W. Clem~:-nt, privata, 119 Montgomery Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Leo F. Corcoran, private, 184 Magazine Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Edward L. Cudahy, private, 111 Beidler Street, Muskegon, Mich. ·
Henry W. Cutchln, private, Rocky Mount. N. C.
Louis J. Dame, private, 335 Twenty-second Street, Detroit, 1\fich.
William C. Dandeno, private, 23 Waterman Street. Providence, R. 1.
Edmond C. Datson, private, 635 Oak Hill Avenue, Youngstown, Ohio.
Leonard S. Davey, private, 1600 Emerson Street, Denver, Colo.
Clem H. Deck, private, 1414 North Park Placer St. Louis,. Mo.
Frank M. Denman, private, Pittsford, Ulch.
.
Herbert J. Dietr1ch, private, 51.5 Cl~arview Avenue, Crafton, Pa.
Daniel S. Dolan, private, 1127 North Avenue, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Francis P. Donnelly, prl'vate, 360 Center Street, Brid!;eport. Conn.
Mylo B. Downs, private, 1615 Herbert Street, Lansing, l\fich.
George E. Duffy, private, 23 Buena Vista Avenue, West, Detrolti Mich.
Carl F. Duhme. private, 2441 Highland Avenue, Cincinnati, Oh o.
Alexander Dziewit, private, Cambridge Springs, P:~.
George W. Eckelberry, private, 303 West Eighth Avenue, Columbus,
Ohlc.
.
Harry H. Eckert, private, 939 Fulton Road Northwest, Canton, Ohio.
Robert B. Edisou, private, 904 Oa kwood Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Joseph G. E1chenbaum, private. 854 Fox Street, New York, N. Y.
Raymond Ellis, private R. F. D. No. 2, Morristown. Pa. ·
Harold G. Engle. private, 424 College Avenue, Beaver, Pa. ·
Richard F. Ennis, private, 6625 Landsdowne Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Gunnar Ericson, private, 114 Banner Street, Hartford, Conn.
' Donald G. Evans, prfvate, · 37 West Hills Street, Champaign, Ill.
George M. Fagan, private, 1930 Seventeenth Street NW., Washington,
D. C.
Floyd H. Flatt, private, 1353 Trumbull Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Charles C. Foight, private, 600 East Pittsburgh· Street, Greensbarg,

PL

_

Eldwin M. Foley, p.,.ivate, 160 West W-nlnut ~treet, Stockton, Cal.
R. W. Foley, private, 41fl Dove Street, Dunkirk. N. Y.
Robert V. Fonger, private, 3866 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
William M. Franke'lbery, private, 17 Race Street, Uniontown, P!l.
Austin P. Freeley, private, 916 Albany Street, Boston., Mass.
Franz C. Friederich, private, 201 Josephine Street, Detroit, Mich.
Aubrey R. Furnas, private, 25 Seventeenth Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Wilbur P. Gallatin, private, 835 1\leKenzle Street, Yo1·k, Pa.
Lloyd W. Ganschow, private, 42 Thirteenth Avenue, Columbus, Ohio:
John H. Garlinger, private, 413 P~mnsylvania Avenue, Elmira, N. Y.
Harry J. Garnett, private, 306 Lansing .~venue, Detl·oit, Mich.
Edward Gedemer, private, 1935 Asylum Avenue, Racine, Wis.
George J. Geiser. private, 1000 Huber Street, Johnstown. P a .
Clinton P. Gleadell, private, 386 Fourth Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
John J. Goode, private, 815 West Fifty-fifth Street. Cbleago, m.
John J. Gormley, private. 2348 Wallace Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Harold Graves, private, 32 1\Iarsball Avenue, Akron, Oh1o.
Charley A. Gray, private, Kenwood. La.
Walter J. Griggs, private, 995 South Broad Street, Trenton. N. J.
Lloyd G. Grinnelll private, 243 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Robert N. Griswo d, private, Lodi, Cal.
.
Daniel Grossman, private, 951 Washington Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Walter Guibord, private, 917 Harrison Sh·eet. Flint. Mich.
Andrew W. Hagemann, private. 421 Clark Street. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Herbert Hagen private, Mary Street, Bessemer, Mich.
Glenn M. Haldeman, plivate, 1006 West California Street, Urbana,

m.

Robert G. Hamilton, private, 457 Thirty-eighth Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
Othel C. Hamp, private. 1086 Mount Clair Heights, Detroit, Mich.
Richard B. Hart, private 45 Granger Place. Bull'alo. N. Y .
John P. Hauch. private, 2129 North "Gber Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Oliver H. Hause, private.... 254 South Lowry Avenue. Sprineu:field. Ohio.
Curtis Hawes; private, 4:.:4 East One hundred and forty-second Street.
New YorkbN. Y.
.
Walter . Heaphy, private, 91 Goddard Street, Providence. R . I.
Simon M. Hennessey, private, 27 Mount Calm Avenue, East Detroit,
Mich.
Aloysius J. Hesse, private. Mankato, Minn.
Wilfrid A. Hey!, private, 535 Gross Street; Pittsburgh, Pa.
WilHam P. Hickey, private, 440 Saratoga Street. East Boston, Mass.
Charles J. Hillsman, private, 507 South Grant Street, Springfield.
Mo.
·
Mitchell B. IDssong, private. 409 South Pine Street, Lima, Ohio.
Morris J. Hoenig. private, 50 Sixteenth Avenue, Newark, N . .T.
Benjamin G. Holfman. private, 90 Avolan Avenue, Highland Park,
Mich.
Otis E. Ho1rman. private, 124 North Carter Street, Madison, '\\is.
Thomas G- Hall'man, private, 171 South Oxford Street, Brooklyn,

N.Y.

I

Ralph W. Hook, private, 120 West Fayette Street, Uniontown, Pa...
Eugene C. Hopkins, private,. 1017 West lllinols Street, Urbana,. ru.
Robert F. Hopwood, jr., private, 222 East Fayette Street, Uniontown, Pa..
Byrne V. Hueber, private, 243 Baker Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.
John A. Hunter, jr., private. 413 West Main Sb·eet. Gastonia., N. c.
Willlam Isenberg, private, 413 West Main Avenue, Gastonia, N. C.
Adolph Jacobson, private, 224 Davison Avenue, Highland Park, Mich.
Louis Jarmuluski, private, 122 South Twelfth Street, Maywood, IlL

:: i [;
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Alexa.nder A. Jenkin~. private, 168 Kenilworth Avenue. Detroit, Mich.
Edward Jenkins, private, 2 Arden Street. New York, N. Y.
Lewis G. Jenks, pri>ate, 123 East Atlantic Avenue, Hadden lleiglits,
N.J.
John G. Johnson, private, 7 Beatrice Avenue, Lynn, Mass.
Arthur J. Jones, private, 221 Thirtieth Street, North Bergen, N. J.
Walter P. Jones, private, 101 Linwood Avenue, Providence. ll. I.
Joseph M. Kane, private, 7306 Sangamon Street. Chicago, Ill.
Merril W. Kane, private, 747 McFarlan Street, Flint, Mich.
Joseph M. Kavanaugh, private, 4025 Northminster Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Alfred E. Kefgen, private Smithcreek. Mich.
IIai'l'Y J. Kelley, private, 117 •.rrowbridge Street, Grand Rapids, 1\lich.
r.awrence J. Kelly, private, 2!>37 Merwyn Avenue, Sheraden, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Earl A. Kenney private, · 75 Calvert Street, Detroit, Mich.
Leo J. Kiernan, private, 1520 Poplar Street Port Huron, Mich.
Ashl~>Y H. Kilburn, private, 4 Brooks Apartments, Flint, .Mich.
.
Thomas W. Kimmerly, private, 1184 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit,
Mich.
Cbiles C. King, pri va teL... 248 Medbury A venue, Detroit, Mich.
' Fred Klotzer, pri>ate, .tsussey Street, East Dedham, Mass.
Harris S. Knight, private, 5 Shore Avenue, Salem, Mass.
Ernest J. Kock, pnvate, 4955 St. Anthony Court, Chicago, Ill.
John H. Kossow, private, 473 Sixteenth Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Daniel F. Krueger, private, 1011 Butrum Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Joseph Kubiak. private, 1315 Holcomb Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
John P. Kuplerski, private, 998 Farnsworth Street, Detroit, Mich.
Gusta>e Kurz, private, 713 Third Street, Detroit, Mich.
Arthur F. La Budde, private, ·Elkhart Lake Wis.
Herbert M. Laib, private, Y. M. C. A., Port Huron, Mich.
·
Albert Lambert, private, 11017 Liberty Avenue, Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Walter J. Langdon, private, 123 West Sixth Street, Flint, Mich.
Chandler H. Lapsley, private, 707 Church Street, Selma, Ala.
Francis M. Lechlider, private, 1521 South 'Vermont Avenue, Los
Angeles, CaL
Everett R Lee, private, 810 West Ne>ada Street, Urbana, ill.
Walter E. Lee, private, 36 Mary Street, Waycross, Ga.
Maurice H. Leeb, privat~ 6908 Carnegie AvenueL... Cleveland, Ohio.
Earl M. Leety, private, ·t129 Hermitage Street, Yittsburgh, Pa.
Lloyd L. Lesher, private, Iowa Falls, Iowa.
Benjamin W. Lewis, private, 404 Belmont Avenue, Youngstown, Ohio.
GE>orge Long, private, 552 Emerson Street, Detroit, Mich.
Judson W. Lord, private, 3966:\ Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Amos D. Lutes~ private, 234 West Bethune! Street, Detroit, Mich.
Henry A. Lynco, private, 39 Harrison Avenue, Beachblutr, Mass.
George D. Lynn, private, 27 Calvert Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Robert F. McClure, private, 5448 Black Stl·eet, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ernest W. McCraw, private, 59 Tremont Street, Lawrence. Mass.
Harrison M. MacDonald, pri>ate, 87 Bay State Avenue, West Somerville. Mass.
.
Alva E. McGeath, private, 920 Liberty Street, Flint, Mich.
George E. McGilL, private, 317 East E'irst Street, Monroe, Mich.
William T. McGregor, private. 810 Freeman Street, New York, N. Y.
Thomas W. McKay, private, Alhambra Court, Columbus. Ohio.
John R. McMullen, private. 309 Camp A>enue, Braddock, Pa.
Kyle McMullen, private, Harris, lll.
•
James M. Mactaggart, private. 1020 Long Building, Kansas City, Mo.
Anthony C. Maitl·e, private, 610 Campbell Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Robert H. Mangan, private, Graystone, R. I.
Broas Mann, private, 324 State Street, Belding, Mich.
Philip Martsolf, private, 1441 Fourth Avenue, New Brighton, Pa.
George H. Mason, private, State Str~et, Clyde, Ohio.
John C. Matson, private, llerkey, Ohio.
.
John R. Maust, private. 61 South Gallatin Avenue, Uniontown, Pa.
Gustavius H. l\Iay, private. Saylersville, Ky.
Joseph R . Meyer, private, 734 River Road. Avalon, Pn..
Horace S. Maynard, jr., private, 122 East Seminary Street, Charlotte, Micb.
Samuel F. Mays, private, 107 South Main Street, Miamisburg, Ohio.
Clarence M. Melanson, private, 1 Myrtle Square, Gloucester, Mas .
Ralph T. Men:.ke, private, 177 John River, Detroit, Mich.
Lee P. Miller, private, 3027 West Broadway, Louisville, Ky. .
Mat'ion D. Mill ·. private, 103 Norwood Avenue, Hillsdale, Mich.
Albert H. Mitchell, private, 724 Fourth Street, Marietta, Ohio.
Herbert C. Moore, private, lOu South Richardson Avenue, Columbus,
Ohio.
TlDlothy o~•. Moynihan, private, 3818 Parker Avenue, Norfolk Ya.
Arthur B. Mulso, private, 1359 Van Dyke Street, Detroit, Micb.
Roy J. Murbach, private, Berkey, Ohio.
·
William R. Murphy, private, 231 Spruce Street, North Abington,
Macs.
·
Archie R. Neely. private, Y. M. C. A ., Franklin, Pa.
.
Charlf'S K. Neill, private, 814 Bryson Street, Youngstown, Ohio.
David A. W. Nelson, plivate, 21 Rowena Street, Detroit, ]')Iich.
Arthur T. E. Newkirk, private. 271 Clifton Avenue, Newark, N. J.
Andrew J. Noe, pri>ate 5603 Hughes Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Cecil S. Ober, private, 2043 BeU.efontaine Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Stanley Olewinski, private, 1130 Joseph Campam Avenue·, Detroit,
Mich.
Harold L. Osgood, private, 22 Mays Street, Portland, Me.
Herbert II. Pallat, private, 23 South Jetrerson Street, Chicago, Ill.
Leroy E. Parcells, private, 135 Clinton Avenue, New Haven, Conn.
Harry F. Pardick, private, 349 McDougall A>enue, Detroit, Mich.
Paul W. Parker, private, 499 Center Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.
Donald F. Patterson, private, 311 East Aurora Street, Ironwood,
Mich.
Wilfrid E. Pearson, private, 44 Forest Place, Pittsfield, Mass.
Allen C. Peas, private, 42 Watson Street, Detroit, Mich.
Ernest Petersen, private, 910 Wolfram Street, Chicago, IU.
Bertill Peterson, private, 621 Lyman Avenue, Kenosha, Wis.
John Pingree, jr., private, 712 Twenty-fifth Street, Ogden, Utah.
Fred W. Plant, private, 25 Williams Street, Pontiac, Mich.
·wuuam Priebe, rrivate, 29 Van Court Avenue, Detroit, Mich. "
I~runo R Prletz. private, 713 St. Clair Awnue, Detroit. Mich.
Herbert E. Qn!lttlander, private, 2848 Decatur Avenue, Bronx, New
Yorl•, N. Y.
·
Maurice E. RE'agan, priv.1te, SOG ~outh Third Street, Chamuaign, Ill.
Charles Reinhardt, private, 442 Forty-fourth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Richard A. Rice. private, 410 Asher -Street, Lafayette, Ind.
Edward M. Rller, private, 324 Pcnnsyl>ania Street. llutralo, N. Y.
Otto F. Rochelle, private, 228 Madison Avenue, ' Clifton, N. J.
Walter T. Rock, private, 44 Plum Street, Detroit, Mlch:

.Jesse A. Romig, private, H>OG We~ t California Street. UrlJana, IJl.
John W. Rowan, pri>ate, 515 North Fifth Avenue, Wilmington, N. C.
Dyer Y. Sackley, private. 2949 Washington lloulevnrd, Chica!;c, Ill.
Emil J. Samel, pn>ate, 7 Dalzelle Street, Detroit, Mich.
Emerson L. Saxe. prl>ate, Chazy. N. Y.
William :ID. Scheibler, private, 5426 Walnut treet, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Martin H. Schmalz, private, 1022 TrulJ.1bull AYenue, Dctr!>it, l\licn.
George R. Schmidt, priT:ne, 1253 St. NichoL.'ls Avenue, New York,

N.Y.

August Scholtus, private, 211 Wa>erley Avenue, Illghland Park,
M.ich.
•
Ernest Schonhut, pri>at<', 120 Jeffcr ~ on Street. Youngstown. Obi<!·
William H. Schumacher, priyate, 407 East K ersley Street, Flint,
Mich.
Charles Schwab, private, 3438 Fleming Avenue, N. S .. Pitt burgh. Pa.
Sol l\1. Schwarzchlld, pri>ate, Gresham 'ourt Apartments, Richmond, Va.
Norman R. Sco>ill, private, 3:! Highland A>enu<', Highland Park,
1\Iich.
N. Willat'd Scripter, pri>atc, l>-!7 West One hundl'ed and twentythird Street, New York, N.- Y.
·Armory D Seaver, private, Orleans, Vt.
Benjamin Segal, private, 1516 Baymiller Sh·eet, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Francis M. Shaefer, pri-rate, Y. M. C. A., Lansing, 1\licli.
Josepb F. Sheetz, pri"vate, 523 Lincoln Way, La rorte, Ind.
James Sherry, private, 70 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.
Albert E. Sidnell, private, 347 North Third Street, Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio.
Stirllng S. Sillipharit, private, 342 Euclid Avenue, Deh·oit, Mlcb.
Brooker l\1. Silver, prlmte, 184 Bagg Street, Detroit, Mich.
Roy L. Simmons, private, 882 Vermont Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Howard H. Smart, private, 501 East Green Street, Champaign, Ill.
Daniel W. Smlth, private. 968 Bridge Sh·eet, Grana Rapids, Mich.
John E. Smith private, G2 Rimmon Street, Manchester, N. H.
Louis M. Smith, private, 315 North Chestnut Street, Derry, Pa.
Philip H. Smith, private, 832 Buckingham Street, Columbus, Ohio.
Waltei' K. Smith, private, 282 West Haines Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Frank T. Stack, private, 84 Marston Court, Detroit, Mich.
Clifton C. Statrord, pri>ate, 6 Oread Street, Worcester, Mass.
Wilbert E. Stanger,· pri>:ite. 309 Central Way, Wilmerding, Pa.
Sumner A. Steele, private, 76 Beresford Street, Highland Park, Mich.
John T. Stewart, private, 24 North Tenth Street, Hamilton, Ohio.
Joseph E. Stewart, pri>ate, 72 Elmhurst A>enue, Highland Park,
Mich.
Charles Stoiber, private, 701 Twenty-fifth Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Henry S. Stout, private, 59 Central Avenue, Dayton, Ohio.
Reginald B. Stull, private, 725 East Second Street, Bloomington, Ind.
James F. Stutz, private, 15 West Harris Street, Atlanta, Ga.
Guy W. Sullivan, private, 6~0 South Charlotte Street, Escanaba,
Mich.
Timothy J. Sullivan, pri>ate, 13 Cowpersthwaite Street, Cambridge,
Mass.
.
Earl X. Taylor, private, 291 South Eighteenth Street, Columbus, Ohio.
Frank I. Taylor, private, 1.'arrytown, N. Y.
Harry S. Thompson, private, R. F. D. No. 2, Box 92, Allen, l'llich.
Albert D. Tingley, private, 76 Park Place Pawtucket, R. I.
Benjamin J. Tobin, private, 2u0 Calvert Street, Detroit, Mich.
Fred Tourin, pri>ate, 2076 Daley Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Francis L. Treasure, private, 801 Grandview Avenue, McKeesport, ra.
Harold C. Utley, private, Kapac, Mich.
Peter A. Van Der Male, pri>ate, 108 Purifiers Avenue, Jackson, Mich.
Sydney A. Vaughn, private, 38 Pearl Street Everett, Ma s.
Nathaniel S. Vial, pri>ate, 412 East Green Street, Champaign Ill.
1 Y.
Augustine J. Walsh, pri>ate, 82 Hendrix Street, Brooklyn, N.
Joseph P. Walsh, private, 56:! We t One hundred and ,p.inetieth Sh·eet,
New York, N. Y.
·
Bernard J. Walter, priyate, Mount Carmel, Ill.
Joseph Walter, private, 2!> Henry Street, Detroit, Mich.
Charlie B. Ward, private, Nashville, N. C.
George D Warden, private, 641 Fairview A>enue, Warden. Ky.
James J. Watson, private, 1424. Sheffield Street, Pitt lmrgh. Pa.
Rolla D. Watson, pri-rate, 2453 Summit Street, Col.uml>us, Ohio.
Henry H. Weil, private, 26~7 Locust 'Street, St. Lows,. 1\Io.
Carl J. Weis, private, Duaine Street, Clyde, Ohio.
Alfred G. Wellons, private. Grand Junction, Hardeman, T enn.
Leon S. Wescoat, pri-ra.te, 2843 North 1.'wenty-eightll Street, Philadelphia, ra.
Harry H. Wheeler, private, Homestead Boulevard, Long :Meadow,

1\Iad~race

E. Wheeler, private, Sandr, Utah.
Ralph R. Whiting, prl>ate, 621 Sheridan A>enue, Detroit, Mich.
Warren J. Williams, private, 168 Beresford Avenue, Highland Park,

Mi~tarles w. Wittman, jr., pri-rate, 2836
mo~~w!1r~ T. Wo.h lbold, private, 1005

East Baltimore Street, BaltiSouth Floyd Street,· Louis·

ville,
·
1·201 Eas t G ran d B ou 1e>ard , D e t ro it,
RayKy.
J. Wolfslayer, prJ>ate,

Mil:~rdon c.

Young, private. 61 Clark Street, Paterson, N. J.
Irvin L. Young, private, 807 Beach Street. Flint, Mich.
Mayo N. Zeigler, priyate, 303 West Yan Buren Street, Battle Creek,

Mich.
On e ltundred ana tll irtietl~· Aero Squad1·on.
John L. Boyer, private, 729 East Ellwood Avenue, llaltimo~e, _ Md.
Wayne p Joy private, 1153 Sherman Avenue, Salt Lake Ctty, Utah.
Harold
Mc'Cormick, pri>ate, first class, 3110 Woodburn Avenue,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
·
Thomas J. Mulligan, private, 7'45 North Bancroft Avenue, InillanapoUs, Ind.

v.

Si;» hundred aucl seventu-set;cnth Aero Squadron.

Frl'derick W. Bringman, private, 1620 West Fifth Street, Pine Bluff,
Ark.
E ·j,ght hundred and

set•ct~ty-first

Aet·o Squadron.

Glen D. Carver, private, 1320 East Third St:Peet, Dayton, O.l.tio.
T •w el(th Oompany, Third Motor Mechat}ics.

Charles L. Roush, sergeant, 403 Broa.-lway, Shelby>ille, Ind.
Signal BIIZisted Rcserec Oorps.

George W. Blackwell, pri>ate, first class, 172 ~est Nort.l.t A>cnue,
Atlanta, Ga.
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DEPARTMEXT.

(lleadquarters, 104 Broad Street, New York City. 814th Depot A~ro
Squadron.)
[Following are the names and addresses of all men assigned and attached to depot squadron between the ages of 21 and 31 years on June
G, 1917, not ilicluding tbe enlisted men on duty at Washington, D. C.]
Office of the Aeronautical Office-r, 10~ Broaa Street, Xe1o York City.

Hamilton B. Cantey, Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y.
David E . Dobson, Old Bridge, N. J.
John J. Fitzpatrick, Bridgeport, Conn.
Frank B. Horne, Methnen, Mass.
Theofiald S. Kessler, Liberty, N. Y.
Ralph B. Miller, Kansas City, Kans.
Thomas R. Renn, Greensboro, N. C.
Leo G. Thciner, Brooklyn, N. Y.
D. M. I.,· Buffalo, N. Y.

Jo ·cph H. Baker 537 William Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Reid Coleman, 94oo Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
James V. Davison, Winthrop Street, Toledo, Ohio.
Charles Hafner, 335 Point Street, Camden, N. J.
Alvin S. Hatch, 2336 Grandview Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
Paul M. Ludt, 1527 Florencedale, Youngstown, Ohio.
Dewitt B, Macomber, Rochester, N. Y.
Robert M. Meehan, 85 North Kendall Street, Battle Creek, Mich.
Clyde L. Moore, Lowellville, Ohio.
Norman H. Richards, 114 Newton Street, South Hadley Falls,.Mass.
Robert 0. Wheeler, G21 Breckenridge Street, Bufl'alo, N. Y.
Aero Enginee1"ing Corpot·ation, Long I slana City, N .. Y.

Edmond A. Chaix, 127 Third Street, New Dorp, Staten Island, N. Y.
Edward J. Cole, 430 Wales Avenue, New York City, N. Y.
Bernard Coleman. 846 Kelly Street, New York City, N. Y.
Jay W. Donley, 619 Climax Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charles Gendron, 5053 Monroe Street, Chicago, ill.
Albert E. Hendershot, 573 Bennett Sh·eet, Luzerne, Pa.
.Joseph W. Mcintosh, 1215 North Twenty-fourth Street, Birmingham,
Ala.
Oscar R. Somesson, 1017 Queen Street, Erie, Pa.
John J. Teschke, 483 Evergreen Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
John A. Vance, 401 Madison Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stanley Waring, 322 Hazelwood Terrace, Rochester, N. Y.
West Vit·ginia Pulp di Paper· Co., Tyrone, Pa.

J. Cyril McGa.rrigle, 3748 Manayunk Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.·
West Virginia Pt£lp & Paper Co., Mechanicsville, N. Y.

Lee Cadicn, Alexander Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Willys-Morrow Co., Elmira, N. Y.

Harry W. Paton, 208 Elm Street, Elmira, N. Y.
J. G. White Engin eering Corporation,

~3

Exchange Place, Net() Ym·k City.

Henry Stoll, :no West One humlre<l and eighty-fourth Street, N·ew
York City.
Alexander Vessie, 34 Jerome Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
United States Industrial Chemical Co., Baltimore, Md.

John R. Hutson, 1904 Oak Hill Avenue, Baltimore Md.
Van D. Lott, Young Men's Chri::;tia.n Association, Columbia, S. C.
Jo e Va.rgos, 240 West One hundred and twelfth Street, New York
City.
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Carl R. Bausch, 15 East Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.
D. M. E., Pittsbttt·gh, Pa. (S. 0. Gen. Lab.).

llatTy H. Mensching, 707 Oakdale Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Ray M. Barksdale, 4314 St. Lou1s Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Howard A. Brown, Apartment 3, 5433 Elmer Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Arthur C. Flentge, 22 Greenfield Street, Bufl'alo, N. Y.
.
Andrew J. Goodhart, 1246 Mulberry Street, Reading, Pa.
Samuel H. Gray, 3519 Porter Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Jameg M. Radtke, 503 State Street, Massillon, Ohio.
Fred Salat~ jr., 2400 State Street, Santa Barbara, Cal.
Vernon M. wade, 811 Ilawley Avenue, Alton, Ill.
Belmont Park, Long Islana, N. Y.

IRrael Bellis, 411 East Sixth Street, New York City.
·
Donat Bourgeois. 318 Mount Pleasant Street, New Bedford, Mass.
Ray F. Heck, 3GO Third Stre~ Salt Lake City, Utah.
Albert W. Pfall', Wenatchee, Hash.
Raymond R. Toole, Bloomfield Mo.
James C. Edmonds, 3226 Wesiern Avenue, Mattoon, Ill.
Unum Switch & Signal Co., Swisst:ale, Pa.

LeRoy C. Berkey, 203 Chandler Avenue, Johnstown, Pa.
William R. Blank, 244 East Otterman Street, Greensburg, Pa.
Oscar B. Conklin, R. F. D. No.1, Wyoming, Pa.
- James R. Cray, 727 California Avenue, Avalon, Pa.
Thompson Cummings, Cornell Avenue, West View, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lewis L. Davis, 2 Maplewood Avenue, Crafton, Pa. ·
Thomas Willlam Davies, 532 Woodbourne Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charles W. Elicker, 3134 Landis Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
James D. Grant, New Brighton Road, New Avon Heights, Pa.
Oran ·w. Panner, 482 East Washington St., Rochester, Pa.
Frederick C. Reustock, 27 Thirteenth Avenue, Newark, N. J~
Fred M. Richey, 329 Lehigh Avf'nue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Francis X. ~oach, 1552 Hubbard . Street, Pitts.burgh, Pa.
Standard Aircraft Corporation, .Elizabeth, N. J.
John B. Robertson, 4316 Troost Street. Kansas Cit~r, Mo.
Junius M. Jackson, 476 North Second East Street, Provo, Utah,
Donald A. Mullen, 3915 Grenet Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
John K. Ambrose, 415 Vermont Avenue, Rochester, Pa.
Frederick A. Arndt. 827 Second Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Robert F. Ba1·r, 842 Prrrk ,A venue, Hoboken, N. J.
Richard L. Casson. Rifle Camp Road, West Paterson, N. J.
John B. Christie, 108 Locust Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
David S. Cooper, 2263 Shady Ayenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ranis C. Fo~er, 723 Race Strec~. Pittsburgh, Pa.
William H. Ford, 920 Pt·esldent Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Charles W. Fry, 100 Holywood Avenue, East Orange, N. J.
Lorenzo 1''. Gardiner, jr., Mantua, N .. .J.
Alfred M. E. HaJJ, 6 St. Francis Plttce. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wolter· A. Hardy, 2~8 East' Kcarsley Street, Flint, Mich.
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Leo. M. Kelly, 1712 Fcrnon A>enue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ephraim W. Langfitt, 15 ~outh Jackson Street, Bellevue, Pa.
Oscar B. Leiser, 25u Gilman Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
.John H. McKinnon, 34G Senator Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Theodore F Locke, Lawrenceville Road, Trenton, N. J.
Louis E. Pracht, 924 Main Street, Wheeling, W. Va.
Robert I. Sanford, 631 Robb A venue, Johnstown, Pa.
August 0. Scherr, 434 Grenwood Avenue, Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Paul R. Seabury, Prospect ~trect and Lexington Avenue, White
Plains, N. Y.
William B. Shields, 221 North Broom Sh·eet, Wilmington, Del.
Walter L. Siebert, 455 Prospect Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
William C. Toler, 3293 Dawson Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
George M. Trost, 1316 Newport A,-enue, Chicagor,.}ll.
Robert S. Walker, 195 Bergen Avenue, Kearney, 1'1. J.
Eugene F. Walsh. 82 Hendrix Street, Broolclyn, N. Y.
Thomas White, 3733 Old York Road, Philadelphia, Pa.
Henry Wolbrink, 4721 Van Buren Street, Chicago, Ill.
Carl H. Zipf, 337 School Place, Johnstown, Pa.
W1·ight-Martin Aimrajt Corporation, New Brunswick, N. J.

Rexford G. Alexander, "151 East Tenth Street, Erie, Pa.
Clifford S. Aires, 312 Amboy Avenue, Metuchen, N. J.
Arthur G. Belliveau, 49 Shultas Place, Hartford, Conn.
William Berg, 76 Essex Street, New York City.
Abraham 1\f. Blecker, 221 South Third Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Raymonu E. Brennan, 1462 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.
William J. Chafee, 504 Fourth Street, Towanda, Pa ..
Robert J. Chauvin, 739 South Genois Street, New Orleans, La.
Frank J. Coggins, 48 Ashland Avenue, West Orange, N. J.
John J. Conway, 33 West Ninety-eighth Street, New York City.
.
Stover L. Detwiler, 1604 North Twelfth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Rudolph G. Flachbart, 584 East One hundred and sl.xty-sennth Street,
New York City.
Minot E. R. Goss. 55 Park Street, Lynn. Mass.
Mortimer Katz. 50 East Eighty ei~hth Street, New York City.
Charles E. Lane, 4901 li'riendship Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Edward A. Lawler, 620 Dewey Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.
Joseph H. Layden, jr., 285 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Frank J. Leyerle, 271 Blecker Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Paul W. J .· Lindstrom, 77 Butler Avenue, Bridgeport, Conn.
John J. McCarthy, 331 Washington Street, Somerville, Mass.
Edward J. McCoy, 1008 1\fcCoskry Street, Saginaw Mich.
Edward J. IcGowen, jr., 7129 Eggleston Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Carl I:f. Meister, 50 '.rhompson Sh·eet, Hyde Park, M.ass.
Raymond W Merz, 2152 North Front Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Daniel Olsen, jr., 2564 Kerns Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
George R. Pollock, 106 Market Street. Johnstown. Pa.
Vincent R. Saly, 432 Vickray Avenue, Johnstown, Pa.
Charles P. Sakin, 4653 Hazel Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
George W. Stidstone, 3 Linwood Street, Sangers, Mass.
Alfred J. Toudy, Walters Street, Springdale, Pa.
Frank E. Tuit, 141) North Gallatin Avenue. Uniontown. Pa.
Rudolph T. Wennstroem, 945 Aldus Street, New York City.
Carnegie Institute of Teolmology, Pittsburgh, Pa.

F1·ed H. Adams, · 86 Bo twick Avenue Jersey City, N. J.
Charles H. Alarie, 34 Ford Avenue, Troy, N\ Y.
Thomas T. Allen Checoth, Okla:
Ira Ahderson, 200 East Highland Street San Angelo, Tex.
Thomas, Armato, 170 Meserole ·street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Arthur P. Armstrong, Machias, Me.
Archibald l\I. Aston, 515 Fourth Street, Troy, N. Y.
George F. Atwood Hoquiam, · Wash.
Nicola Badalati, 243 :Jchenectady Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Somers Bailey, 518 Commerce Street, Roanoke, Va.
Harry L. Barber, East Randolph, N. Y.
Lyndford F. Barron, 1800 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Clarence D. Bates, Liberty, Ill.
Edwin T. Bauhan, 47 Booraem Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
Fred B. Baxter, l\Iclntosh, S. Dak.
William F. "Bernard, 1702 Patterson Avenue Roanoke, Va.
Joseph E. Blais, 137 Lonsdale Avenue, Pawtucket, R. I.
Balthasar, C. Blum, 7312 Hermitage Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
John P. Borron, Ethel, Mo.
Henry R. Boulter, RFD· No.· 2, Box 99, Valley Falls, R. I.
Paul H. Bower, Scottsville, Kans.
Lewis E. Brennan, 1 Seneca Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
John Briggs, 2 Cornet Street, Pittsburgh Pa.
Walter D. Brown, Ebensburg. Pa.
William H. Brownlee, 828 A<klade Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Herbert L. Buchanan, 151) South Irvine Avenue, Sharon, Pa.
Joe W. Bullard, 427 East Thil·d Street, Oklahoma City,. Okla.
Daniel J. Burke, 5400 Broad Street, Pittsburgh, Pa..
John H. S. Burke, 707 Boulevard, Bayonne, N. J.
Herbert F. Butler 1103 Chislett Street, Pittsburgh, ra.
Jesse N. Cahoon, 123 Commercial Street, Clifton Forge, \a.
James R. Campbell, 418 Mountain Avenue, Revere, Mass.
Edward J. ·earlier, 1112 South Eighth .Street, Manitowoc. Wis.
Andy J. Chadwell, 823 North Second Street, Hamilton, Ohio.
Paul H. Collins, 611 Ninth Street, South Great Falls, Mont.
George N. Cooter, Baileyton, . Tenn.
Harry R. Copeland, 54 East Vine Street. Lancaster Pa.
Forrest .V. Cornthwaite, Seven Mile, Ohio.
John E. Costigan, 161 Washington Street, Orange, N. J.
Russell E. Crites1 1426 Greenfield A~enue, Canton, Ohio.
':Valter C. Curl, 48 Pinckney Street, Somerville, Mass.
Charles F. D'Aunoy, 842 Africa Stt·eet, Baton Rouge, La.
Leonard R. Davison, Aberdeen, Washington.
George A. Downs Forestville, Conn.
Daniel J. Doyle, Law1·ence, N. Y.
Alfred G. Eddy, Maplewood, N. J.
Alfred W. Eldridge, 1502 Jefferson Street, Toledo, Ohio.
James H. Fairbrother, Freeport, N. Y.
Thomas .I. Farrel, 323ii Barrow Street. JE;rsey City, N. J.
Arthur M. Finstrom~ R. F. D. No. 3; Cadillac, Mich.
Clayton G. Fryer, 310 Parkdale ·Avenue, Bufl'alo. N. Y.
William M. Furnam, 5810 Walton Street, Phlladelpbia, Pa.
.Tames S. Garaban, 114 Orchard Place, KnoxviHe, Pittsburgh Pa.
Thomas john Geary, 449 Seventh Street ExtensiC'n, Steubenville. Ohio.
Roy 0. Glennan, Biloxi, Miss.
·
·
·
Morris Golds~ip, 66 Chathpm Street. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Clyde G. Griesbach, 'Evans City, Pa. · .
Yirgil C. Hawk, 1301 Stone Street, Great Bend, Kans.

.:\
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George Ha;)rward, ~fousan Street, Sprin~ale, Me.
Daniel 1\.L Hazard, 1 9 Dexter Street. Providence, R. I.
George W. Heuslt>y, Catlettsburg, Ky.
David Her hJ.. 1 93 Vy e Avenue, New York City.
Ir::t V. Ht>y, ull Sixth Avenue, Sterling, Ill,
Herbert C. Heylmau, 1007 Second Street NW., Canton, Ohio.
Albert L. !Ioclring, Lotis Avenue, Chester, W. Va.
William J. !locking, Lotis Avenue, Chester, W. Va.
Frank A. IIofi'man, 2009 Webster Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Alfred L. Houliston, Hamilton, N. Dak.
George E. Hunter, 76 Human Street. Rosendale, Ma s.
George D. Jackso!l.~ 402 Lincolnway West, South Bend, Ind.
Leo P. John on, Main Street, Stockton, Ul. •
Andrew Kraft, 423 North Arch Street, Aberdeen, S. Dak.
Harry Lewis, 527 Fifty- econd Street, Brooklyn, N. ~
Hyman Lieberman, 977 Second Avenue, New York City.
Robert W. Long, 089 , eventh Street, San Pedro, Cal.
Charles E. Luca~1 1404 Carroll Street, Boone, Iowa.
John A. Marshau, 604 'Cniverslty Avenue, Knoxville, Tenn.
Thomas H. Martin, 17.5 Gardener Street, North Roxbury, Mass.
Elton B. Metlin, 44 Goodwin Street, Akron, Ohio.
Edwin A. 1\Icyer, 1145 Hop1."ins Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
William A. Meyer 1009 Manhattan Street, Pittsbw·gh, Pa.
David C. 1\llller, 1256 South Twenty-first Stre~t. Philadelphia, Pa.
William A. Miller, 133 Moultrie Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
·
Louis D. Mouroe, 1511 F.ast Eighty-fifth Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
Eleuterio A. Monteron, Frruningham Center, Mass.
Eric A. Nelson, 122 Shonnard Street, Syracu e, N. Y.
·
Amos 1\f. Patterson, Havana, Ill.
Wesley R. Peter on, Dayton, ·Iowa.
Clyde .El. Pickens, 1103 lowa Avenue, Muscatine, Iowa.
Robert J. Porter. 428 Allen Street, Allentown, Pa.
Earl S. Powell, Route No. 1, Springfield, Oreg.
Archibald J. Price LeGrand, Cal.
Charles R. Rice, Mount Union, Pa.
Raymond T. Robinson, 106 Seitz Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Clarence A. Ro~ers, 1207 East Carter Avenue, Ashland, Ky.
Leo Rosner, 159 Benetlt Street, Providence, R. I.
Peter A. Schranz, 87 Eastwood Place, Buffalo, N. Y. ·
James M. Simeral. 26 South Harrison AYenue, Bellevue, Pa.
Ernest S1mmen~_..572 Fourth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. ·
John Simpson, .ll'lomotan, Ala.
Edward M. Smith, 26 Courtland Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
James A. Smith, 221 Morewood Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
.
Sherman T. Smith, Oakland Oreg.
William M. Stapleton, 121 South Jackson Street, Pottsville, Pa.
William .El. Stover·, Dunkirk, Ind.
Martin J. Swanstrol!l. 401 West Twenty-fourth Street, New York City.
James H. Tenney, 254 Robinson Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Issac V. Trower. Big Tim r, Mont.
Leonard F. ·Trullinger, Coon Rapids, Iowa.
Floyd C, Turner~Wes ert..N. C.
Web V. Turner-, wes er, .N. C.
Peter J. Vermeulen, 82 Jefferson Street, Muskegon, Mich.
Daniel 0. Warner, 219 South Greene Street, Green boro, N. C.
Charles E. Watson, 2651 Fifth Avenue, Troy, N. Y.
William Weidner, Chinook Mont.
Horace B. Whittlesey, 252 South Seventh Avenue, Salt Lake .City,
Utah.
.Tames Wicks. 1929 East Twentieth Street, Clevelantl, Ohio.
i£~~B1 SM~~bJte~~~dEeifi!fsnd~le~~~:· Rome, Ga. ~
Lovat Lemmon, 41 Batavia Street, Boston, Mass.
Roscoe C. Wilson, 3824 Lincoln Avenue, East St. Louis, lll.
Bustleton Field, Bustleton, Pa-.

Edgar F. B. Waters, United States ArlllY.
Charles L. Cain, Rockport, Ind.
William H. Kohlscheen. Buchanan, N. Dak.
James L. Loudon, 209 Parlt-Street Holyoke, Mas .
John F. McAteer, 5409 Kinicaid Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Howard R. Morten en, Vihorg, S. Dak.
Oscar E. Ott 1113 Park Place, Jefferson City, Mo.
Sidney E. Richards, 120 Church Street, Catasauqua, Pa.
Alpb P. Rusconi, Fresno, Cal.
John W. Sa~er, 608 Seventh Street, New Brighton, Pa.
Rudolph C. ~:Swanson, Neihart, Ind.
Milton W. Wallace, 1934 North Fifth ~treet, Philadelphia, Pa.
Lyel T. West, Glenville, W. Va.
D. M. EJ., New York City.

William A. Bell, 179 North Main Street Tuscon, Ariz.
Walter H .. Boyce, 338 East Two hundred and thirty-ninth Street,
New York City.
William Cantey, 123 Park Avenue, Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y.
Leo D. Chaisson, 74 West Ninety-sixth Street, New York City.
Arthur H. Clark, We. tfield, N. J.
Jaques Crop ey, 237 Eighty-second Street, 'Brooklyn, N. Y.
Edward M. Earle, 410 West One hundred and fifteenth Street, New

Yo~.J~E.

Farnum, jr., Riverview Avenue, Tiverton, R.I.
Harold G. Finney, Main Street. Foxboro 1 Mass.
Paul V. Gallagher, 903 North fifth Stree"t,
Camden, N. J.
Morris J. Gelman, 10 East One hundred and eighth Street, New York
City.
Leslie E. Gulick, Carroll, Iowa-.
John W. Key. 202 East Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
Edward R. Kohlenberger, 725 Newark Avenue. Elizabeth, N. J.
John L. Lehman, Wa .hington Lane and Lime Kiin Pike, Philadelphia,
PaThomas V. Mahlman, 276 Eleventh Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Philip W. Masi, 515 West One hundred and twenty-second Street,
New York City, N.Y.
Samuel J. Massey, 179 Oakland Street, Manche ter, Conn.
Douglas Miller, 56 Ridgewood Avenu~. Glen Ridge. N. J.
Jesse A. Wtchell, 1507 South L Street, Bedford, Ind.
Peter V. Morris ey, Fifth Avenu1!, Glassport. Pa.
David L. Pahllne, 2457 Pawtueket Avenue, East Providence, R.I.
Lorenz F. Roem, 517 Gardner Street, Union Hill, N. J.
Herman G. Schancke, jr., 4508 Klngsessing Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Francis G. Schleicher, 243 Mott A venue, Long Island City, N. Y.
Harry A. Silvey, 27 Howard Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
John M. Walton, Lake Placid, N. Y.

OoTOBER 3~

Sat·aue Arms Corporation, Utica, N. Y.

Edward A. Bower, 313 Locust Street, Williamsport, Pa.
Gilbert M. DePuy, Temple, Tex.
William E. Conner, 9 Cherry Street, Waterbury, Conn.
Earl R. Cropsey, Main Street, Medway, Mass.
Harry D. Hynd5, 1111 North Thirty-second Street Billings, Mont.
Fred P . Marlowe, 871 East Fourth Street, South Boston, Mass.
Frank 0. Peterson, 415 Adams Street, Helena, Mont.
JoLn Senchak, 521 John treet, Whiting, Ind.
Chester A. Shells, Lakota, N. Dak.
Oscar 0. Auvil, Entiat, Wash.
Clil!ord G. HarJr, 2916 Twenty-seventh Avenue, South Minneapolis8
Minn.
Glenn R. Johnson, 1545 Westwood Street, Decatur, lll.
Benjamin C. Mohrman, Ohio, IlL
·
Jacob Myers, 421 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
John W. Olmsted, 248 Dersey Street, Brid~eport, Conn.
Ralph F. Olney, Berkley Hotel, Minneapoll~:~, Minn.
Chauncey 0, Phelps, Utica, Ill.
Edward W. Phlllips, 313 Sixth Street, Wallace, Idaho.
Robert D. Robert on, Cottonwood Falls, Kans.
Herman J. Voxland, Kenyon, Minn.
John J. White, 333 Howard Avenue, 'Bridgeport, Conn.
Irwin H. Whitman; 659 East Wealthy Street, Grand llapid , Mich.
G. A. Fuller Construction Co., Tyro1~e, Pa.

William C. Huston, 111 West Upsal Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Mel.

Davis L. Garver, Middletown, Pa.
B~njamin W. Haigh, Atkinson, Nebr.
Curtdss Aeroplane ancl Motor Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.

John H. Bromley, 304 Baynes Street, Buffalo. N.Y.
Herman B. Coble, 60 Wall Street, New York City, N. Y.
George B. Cremer, 1611 Briggs Avenue, Woodhaven, N. Y.
Edward V. Creed, 75 Lincoln Street, Detroit, Mich.
John D. Fitzpatrick, 28n West Main Street, Meriden, Conn.
James W. Flagler, Y. 1\1. • A. Building, Detroit, Mich.
Wilbur D. Flickinger, Columbiana~ Ohio.
Edward A. Hannan, 8623 Calitornia Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Walter L. Heilman, Lititz, Pa.
Paul W. Jenkins1 Center and Bellefield Streets, Pitb<burgb, Pa.
Edward H. Jenmngs, jr., 914 Aiken Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Harry M. Johnston, Lincoln Way, McConnellsburg, Pa.
.
Ernest Roy Kittr-edge, 78 Pin-ckney Street, Boston, Mass.
Frank P. Langley, 523 Poplar Street, Erie, Pa.
Harry A. Levin, 26 Buchan Park, Rochester, N. Y.
Robert E. Lowther, 1170 Pennsylvania Avenue, East Liverpool, Oblo.
Harry Martin, 218 East Fourth Street, Erie, Pa.
William D. Mason, 73 Wise Street, Akron, Ohio.
Clarence Muse, 111 Talbot Avenue, Greensburg, Pa.
Clifford F. Niederman, R. F. D. !\o. 10, Hamilton, Ohio.
David B. Olsan, 251 Barrington Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Edwin V. Paascben, 263 Rosedale Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Hugh H. Price, Cll Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
Earl F. Quincy, 24 Beach Street, Pawtucket, R. I.
Francis P. · Regan. 17 Florence Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
Philip J. Sandmaier, 161 Peelor Street, Johnstown. Pa.
Charles C. Sessions, 207 South Ing-alls Street, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Dale M. Spark, 6 Carlisle Street, Roxbury, Mass:
August E. Taske, 1019 Monastery Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Michael C. Trieber, jr., 50 Gates· Circle, Buffalo, N.- Y.
Alton N. Swanson, 104 Nilsson Street, Brockton, Mass.
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William E. Long. ir., 20 South Arlln:gton Avenue, Brutimore, Md.
Joyce R McCracken, 722 South West Street. Shelbyville, Ind.
Leo H. Met~r. 1842 Wa~e Street, Toledo, Ohio.
Boyd H. Moody, Waynesville, N. C.
Walter B. Parks, Hunterville N. -c.
Alfred K. Queen, Roate No. 2, Candler, N. C.
,John D. Roake, 29-5 Quincy Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Harold Sawhill, Midway, Pa.
1\fyles Q. Scott, Route No. 4, Anderson, Ind.
Harold S. Shaeffer, Dayton, Ohio.
Harry H. Shook, general delivery CaraJ Mich.
William A. SimonsJ.. 1017 Spring Stree~ Bethlehem, Pa.
Albert M. St!ierel', 1534 Pine Street, Bwralo, N. Y.
Paul W. Sutcliffe, 1234 Pacific Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Frank W. Thompson, Dou~lasville, Tex.
·
Horace D. Ward, Laurel. 1nd.
Signal Corps A-r;iaUon B.ch.aol, Chandler Field, Essington, Pa.

David A. Strouse, 3705 Woodland Avenue, Philadelphia, Pn.
Armand F. SchUtte, 8500 Bartram Avenue, Phibdelpbla, Pa.
Howard F. Johnston, 3809 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Alden G. Barnard, 14 Sherwood Road, Rid~wood, N. J.
George W. Moseman, 1.370 Bush wick A venu.!-1 Brooklyn, N. Y.
Thomas A. Green, 11 St. Nichola~; A venue, ~ew York City.
Costante Fornari, R. F. D., Rime-sburg, Pa.
Albert E. Fisher, 421 Boas Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Arthur L. Davison. 310 Chester Avenue, Norwood, Pa.
1\0RTHEAS.r:ERN DEPARTMENT.

[Name, rank, .and home address.]
.Arthur J. Dempster. master signal electrtcian, Fifty.eighth and Ellis
:Streets, Chicago, Ill.
Rutledge S. Goldthwaite, sergeant, first class, 236 Central Avenue,
Pawtucket R. I.
·
Evans G. Valens, sergeant, 1irst class, 2 West Eighty-third Street,
New York City.
Charles C. Culp, sergeant, first class, 14.1 York Street, Gettysburg, Pa.
George W. Green, sergeant, first class, Crescent and Walnut Streets,
Lon~ Beach, Cal.
Ntcholas V. Cummings, sergeant, first das:S, Turtle Creek, Pa.
Lewis M. Stewart, sergeant, 335 Rldgewood Avenu'!t... Glenridge, N. J.
William D. Cody, sergeant, 325 Commercial Street, whitman~ Mass.
Louis Silverman, sergeant, 21 Lyon Street, New Haven{ Conn.
Oliver G. Gagne, sergeant 77 Seymore Street, Roslinda e, M s .
Israel 'l'rieger, sergeant, l2 Normandi_ Street, Roslindale, Mass.
Lee Robinson, sergeant, High Knob, Ky.
William F. Damesyn, sergeant, 315 St. .Ann Street Baltimore, Md.
Charles S. Zimmerman, sergeant Beavet· Street, 'G lenfield, Pa.
Charles B. Smith, corporal1 35 Washin;;.ton Street, Middletownt...N. Y.
Howard A. Smith, corporru, 89 Oakes :::!treet... Binghamton, N . .x.
John F. •rraylor, corp ral, 715 EU:St Eighth Street. Ttocenton, Mo.
Fred W. Strobel, cor oral, 1037 Dorchester Avenue, Dorchester, Mass.
James A. Hopkins, corporal, 85 Excelsior Street. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jesse C. Stewart, corporal, New Cumberland, w. Va.
George H. Williams, corporal, 173 Somerset Street, Johnstown, Pa.
Joseph A. Leva, corporal. 282 Massachus~tts Avenue, Cambridge,
M~

,

Milton Freedman, corporal, 906 Dickswell Avenue, Hamden, Conn.
. Bryden Pease, private, first class, 312 Purchase Street, -ew Bedford.
Mass.
.
Beverley Tobin, private, first class. 280 Gilfords Lane, Staten Island.
N.Y.
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Jesse W. W. Spann, private, fi.."St class, 1814 Woodla\\11 Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.
.
.
·
William H. Fluty, private, first class, 24 Pitcher Street, Detroit,
!.Ilch.
.Tohn Yotmg, private, first cla s, H2 Fifth Street, McDonald, Pn.
l':llll C. I,eonard, prirnte, :first elass, 1067 Beacon Street, Brookline,
Ma .
Samuel P. Mills. private, fl.l"S:t class, 10 Prospect Street, Newport, Vt.
Louis J. Potash, pt1vate, 196 Medford Street, Somerville, Mass.
·
Albert 1<'. Murray, private, 21 Norway Street, Boston, Mass.
Raymond D. Fales, private, 111 Jersey Street, Boston, Mass.
Harold G. Britton, private, R. F. D. No. 3, Lewis Kans.
David M. Hawkins, private, 198 Park Avenue, N'utley, N. J.
Richard A. 1\IacGlashan, private, 1 Myrtle Street1 .Boston Mass.
Percival F. Orclupp prl;ate, 36 Spring Street, Bnageporl, Conn.
Arthur T. Messom, private, 50 Canal Street, South Hadley Falls,
Mas.
•Tohn •r. McManus, prtvate, 71 North Main Street, Webster. Mass.
Nicanot· L. Diaz, private, 840A Monroe Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
John I. Cox, private. Shel'idan, Ind.
John F. Cleary, private, 15{)6 North Arden Street, Pb1lad~lph1a, Pa.
Martin A. Campbell, private, 2o1 Granite Sb:eet. Rockport. Mass.
Francis l\1. Beaudry, private, 191 South Fifty-second Street, Philadelphia, ra.
Charles E. Anderson, pl'lvate, R. F. D. 107, Barrington, R. I.
Patrick G. Whalen, p11vate, Main Street, Boylston, Mass.
\ Lloyd M. Crowther, private, 19 Rutland Street, Brockton, Mass.
Norman F. Silsby, private, 180 Saven Hill Avenue, Dorchester, Mass.
Frank W. Morrill, private, 41 Norfolk Avenue~ Swampscot, Mass.
Edward A. Murphy, private, 172 Concord Street, Lowell, Mass.
John n. Cody, private, 1198 Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Jerome C. Kitterley 1 private, 171 McClure Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
1. In accordance with the resolution of June 10, 1918, in the House
of Repr<'sentatives of the United States concerning the enlisted men
within the draft age engaged upon clerical work (file reference L. C.
324.72/ ). the retUl'ns for the Ordnance Department are listed below:
A. Enlisted detachment, WasllingtOtl, D. 0.

[Name and home address.]
Sergt. Lewis T. Balcke. 342 Buena Vista Avenue, Peldn, Ill.
Sergt. Bradford M. Ballard, Maple Street, Darien, Conn.
P\t. Dana L. Blackmarr, 107 Clay Street, Bu1Ialo, N. Y.
Pvt. M. L. Boat, Pella, Iowa.
er~t. Stanley n. Brenner, Witmer, Lancaster County, Pa.
Ord. Sergt. Ellw. M. Bullard,~. 3 Duncan Place, Jacksonville. Ill.
Ord. Sergt. W. C. Ehlers, 2~:S01 Victor Street, St. Louis Mo.
Pvt. Percy R. Clark, 602 North Twelfth Street, Salina, kans.
Pvt. Charles Danish, 815 Hawtho1·n Avenue, Portland Oreg.
Corp!. Albert S. Evans, 312 South Main Street, Scranton, Pa. ·
Ord. Sergt. Claiborne W. Gooch, 1020 Federal Street, LynchbuTg, Va.
Ord. Sergt. Edw. Gutel, General Delivery, Odell, Ill.
Cor·pl. Geo1·ge D. Hall, 146 South Fourth Street, Columbia, Pa.
Pvt. S. H. HaD, Leesburg, Va.
Sergt. Russell A. Hey, 120 East Fischers Avenue, PhUadelphla, Pa.
Sergt. Lawrence P . .Tnckson, 417 South Liberty Street, Jackson, Tenn.
Pvt. Richard W. Jarvis, 35 West Thirty-seventh Street~ Bay-onne, N. J.
Pvt. Arthur S ..Jenkins. Leesburg, Va.
Corpl. C'barles P. Jenson. 1727 F Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Pvt. Malcolm P. Junkin, 1513 Webster Street NW., Washingtcn. D. C.
Sergt. Hyman Kaplan. 64 East One hundred nnd fiftee-nth Street,
New York, N. Y.
Pvt. Frank J. Kavaney, 66 Carew Street, Springfield, Mass.
Pvt. William A. Keltz, 1515 Gratz Street. Philadelphia, Pn.
Cot·pl. George R. Koeln, 3540 Magnolia .Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Ord. Sergt. Orlando C. Malden, .4808 Morris Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sergt, First Class, John J. Mangan, 156 Hill Street, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Pvt. F. E. Mm·tin, 136 SargP.nt .Street, Holyoke. Mass.
Pvt. Rufus E. Morrell, 715 Old Colony Building, Chicago, Ill.
Corp!. Glendille J. Mm·pby, South Farms, Middletown, Conn.
Sergt. Joseph H . • Jeumclr, G513 Fort Hamilton Parkway, Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Pvt. Donnt J. Paradis, 23 Walnut Street, Lewiston, M:e.
Pvt. William B. W. Paul, 3 Dunreath Street, Rox.bw-y, Mass.
CQL·pl. Arnold Peterson, 746 East Fifteenth Street, Portland, Oreg.
Pvt. H. A. P~lndexter, 4614 Florida Avenue, St. Elmo. Pa.
Sergt .. First Clnss. Holrman Potter, 411 Cherry Street, Elizabeth, N.J.
Pvt. Paul Sachs. 2115 Pennsylva~;lia Avenue, Baltim~re. Md.
Pvt. Perry E. Schantz, Zionsvme, Pa.
Ord. Sergt_ Archibald L. Smith, 84 West Second Avenue, Columbus,
Ohio.
Pvt. Ora!ll P. Smith. 3037 0 Street NW., Washlngton, D. C.
Ord. Sergt. Russell E. Snyder, 700 Twentieth Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Ord. Sergt. Norman E. Stoodt, 8112 Hough Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
Corpl. Waiter Strong, 1013 Tenth Street, Washington, D. C.
Sergt.. First Class, Clifton Sutherland, Sutherland, Va.
Pvt. Gernld Swinnerton, 1196 West Lafn.yette Stree-t, Detroit. Mich.
Pvt . .lnthony Samporo, 1170 Castleton Street, Staten Island; N. Y.
Corp!. Edward E. 'rhompson, 3141 Mount Pleasant Street, Washington, D. C.
Pvt. Ambler J. Towson, 244 Warburton Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
, Corpl. Harold D. Walsb, 602 South Broadway, Yonkers, N. Y.
Pvt. Albert E. Warren. Leesburg, Va.
Pvt. William Wenz, 116 Fourteenth Street, Hoboken, N. J.
Pvt. Clarence 0. Williams, Buffalo, Ohio.
First Class Pvt. Elmer E. Wrlgbt, 1224 Sixth Street SW.., Washington. D. C.
Pvt. Harold A. Young, 836 Barnwell Street Columbia, S. c.
Pvt. Edwin H. Frank. 151 West Eighty-sixth Street, New York, N. Y.
, Pvt. Ralph A. Broadwater, 512 Main Street, Sisterville, W. Va.
Pvt. Harry M. Cochran, 1336 Meridian Place. Washington, D. C~
Sergt. Howard Drews. 1846 North Marvin Street, Philadelpbia., Pa.
Pvt. Charles F. Pease, fi3 Alexander Street. Boc.hester,. N. Y.
Total, 58.
B. Dlsn·ict otfices, Boston.

Pvt. Carl Bauer, 63 Mozart Street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
CorpL Alfred D. Boote, 33 North Munn .Avenu~1 Elast Orange N J
CorpL Mitchell Bernson, 21 Ne-vada Street, Winmrog, Mass.
' : •
Ohl:!' William J. Burke, 44-02 West Forty-ninth treet, Cleveland.
Pvt. Francis B. ClooneJ?-1• 2.) Common Street, Waltham Mass
Ord. Sergt. William Crwey. Danbury, Iowa.
'
'
Pvt. John H. Connolly, 11 Bickford Street, Beverly, Mass.
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Pvt. Peter Doherty, 249 Putnam Street, New Haven, Conn.
Pvt. Carl F. Erickson, 63 South Whipple Str('et. Lowell, Mass.
First Cla s Sergt. Martin h Gallagher, Hotel Sterling, Wilkes-Bane,
Pa.
First Class Sergt. NUes .w. Goward, North Easton, 1\Ia ::~ .
Pvt. Russell G. Harper, Belleclaire Hote!z New Y01·k City.
Sergt. Justin G. Holt, 56 Bina1 Avenue, o::;omerville, l\Iass.
First Class Sergt. Johu F. 1ann, 79 Gainsbo1·o Street. BDston, ::Uass.
Pvt. James A. Howe 536 Pleasant Street, Belmont, Mass.
Corpl. Clair W. Dudiow. 647 Pickford Place NE., W~shington, D. c.
Sergt. Walter T. Johnson, R. F. D. No. 1. Little IUver Kans.
Ord. Sergt. Vmton L. Knight, 5 East Main Street, Plainville, ·conn.
Pvt. Edward .A. Leslie, 22 Arcola. Street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Pvt. Benjamin D. Littlefield. 4 Main Street, Framingham, M:ass.
Pvt. Ephraim R. Litman, HlOO Druid Hill Avenue, Baltlmot·e, Md.
Pvt. Harry Lustig, 227 West One hundred and forty-fir t Street,
New York City.
Pvt. Clitrord W. Maker, Central Square, Framingham, Mass .
Pvt. Chauncey G. 1\"'lchols, 218 West Flfty-seventh Street, New York
City.
Pvt. Howard R.. Snedeker, 444 Seventh Street. B1·ooklru, N. Y.
Ord. Serg-t. Robert P. Stewart, 629 Stockton Sh·eet. Flint, Mich.
Pvt. Frank 0. Stubbs, 42 Cedar Street, Ha.ve:rhill, Mass.
Total, 27.
UTticago.

Pvt. William V. Baldwin. Nortb Wilbraham, Mas .
Sergt. Frank S. Butt, 120 Maryland Avenue NE,, Washington, D. C.
Pvt. Alvin V. Butts, Sedgwick Co., Ch€'ney Kan .
Pvt. H. L. Cagney, 6325 Sheridan Road, Chicago, Ill.
Sergt. Ray J. Eckenr~de, 612 North Lincoln Avenu€', Scranton, Pa.
Pvt. William Frisch, 103 NJntll Street, Hoboken, N. J.
Pvt. William Goldblc)om, Buell, Mo.
Pvt. Carl Kurrle, Dallas City, IlL
Pvt. William C. Lawhead, Clearfield, Pa.
Pvt. Harry Lehrhaupt, 25 West One hundred and eleventh Street,
New York City.
Sergt. M. S. Levin. 911 South Sixth Street, Terre Haute. Ind.
'S~rgt. Edward S. flfcKee, 31.6 Twenty-second Avenue North, Nasbvill<',
Ten:n.
Pvt. William D. Nannery, 6241 Greenwood Aver.ue, Chicago, Ill.
Pvt. James .T. Redding, 110 East c.mte:r Street, Danville, Pa.
Pvt. Justin M. Selig, 2041 Troga. Street, Philadelphia Pa.
Pvt. Louis Weinstein, 1205 Tinton Avenue, New York City.
Sergt. H . .J. C.. Oltmans, 2337 Andrews Avenue, New York City.
Total, 17.
Bt•idgep01·t.

Sergt. John IL Blest, 127 South Sixth Avenue, CoatesvillE.', Pa.
Pvt. Paul T. Bullock, Grand Junction Colo.
Pvt. Stephen J. Clark, North Colony Street, Meriden. Conn.
Pvt. Samuel H. Cocks, 51A WinfieM Avenue. Jersey City, N. J.
Pvt. Ben A. Kinon 493 Park Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Pvt. T~omas B. Monoban, 74 Orchard Street, Carbondale, Pa.
Pvt. H:u-am B .. Seward, 115 South Hawthorne Lane, Indianapolis, Ind.
Pvt. Roy E. SIIDpson, 716 Slater Street. Santa Rosa, CaL
Total, 8.
Oincitmati.

Pvt. James T. Barrett, 'Brookline, Mass.
Pvt. Harry Blatt, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Pvt. Chester .A. Crai"', Sliver Lake. Ind.
Sergt. of Ordnance :Robert H. Claflin, 276 South Hague Avenu~ Columbus, Ohio.
'
Sergt. <?f _Ordnance Earl F. Coffin, 1120 West Street, Wil~~on, Del.
Pvt. William H. Crone, 427 Ea t Thirteenth Street, Cincinnati Ohio
Pvt. Robert A. Davies, Rockville, Conn.
'
•
Pvt. Cornelius E. Easb, Topeka, Ind.
Ord. Sergt. Donald A. Eddy, Hillsdale. Mich..
Ord. Sergt. Frederick V. Geier, 2301 Grand View Avenue Cincinna.U, Ohio.
'
Pvt. .Arthur R. Goslyn, 124 East Robbins Street, Covington, Ky.
Pvt. David S. Horwich, 1236 South Sawyer Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
S('rgt. of Ordnunee Edmund B. Jermyn, 621 Jefferson .Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
Corpl. Edward B. La Mar, .Aurora, Ind.
Pvt. HE.'nry G. Lumbard. 724 li'ifteenth A;enuc, Seattle, Wash.
Pvt. John C. Mounts Kan a City, Mo.
~vt. Howard A. .McClay, Wyoming Awnne and B Street, Phflndelphta, Pa.
Oro. Sergt. George Meyerratken, Twelfth and Lee Streets, Coving·
ton Ky.
·
·
Sergt. of Ordnance (first class) Clarence W. Sali bury, Seventh and ·
East Reserve Strt>ets, Vancouver, Wash.
Total, 19.
Ole1ielancl.

Corpl. Vincent P. Boudren, 17 Seventh Street, Wa hington, D. c.
Pvt. (first class) Bernard 0. Boudren, 17 Seventh Street, Washington. D. C.
C~rpL Claude C. Ferris, 316 Lawrence Street, Marietta, Ga.
Pvt. Edward C. Hughes. 551 Keifer .A venue, Columbus, Ohio.
Pvt. Herbert Kropp. 1007 South High Street, Columbus, Ohio
Corp!. '.rhomas P. O'Connor, Tiffin Ohio.
·
Pvt. William H. Power, 152 East Eighteenth Street, Erie, Pa
Pvt. Edward Prior, 38 Mlthotr Street, Columbus, Oh.lo.
·
Pvt. Oscar D. Rickley, Bluffton, Ohio.
Pvt. Clark H Robinson, 51 North llarris Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Pvt. Walter .M. Zuber, 148 Thurm.an A\enue, Columbus, Ohio.
Total, 1.L
·
Detroit.

Sergt. Jobn F. Broerman, 1462 W~t Se;enty-fourth Street, Cleve
land, Ohio.
Pvt. Carl E. Blair, 2124 East One hunrlr<'d and se;enth Street, Cle;c
!and. Obio.
Pvt. Wm. L. Carroll. 749 North Hewitt .Avenue. Hastings, Nebr.
Ord. ~rgt. George W. Contante, 1641 Hobart Street NW., Washing
ton, D. C.
Pvt. Edmund E. Clap adel, Snover, Uicb.
Pvt. Arthur G. Hyland, Radf{)f'd Street. Dover, Del.
Pvt. Martin Klingemann, Sllll Marc()s, 'Tex:
Pvt. Maurice W. Lamson, 2400 S~uth Washington Street, Sagina:w

1\fich.

'

Pvt. G€orge L. Mitchell, 1550 East Eighty-sixth Street, Cleveland
Ohio.
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Pvt. John L. On sl uw, 21 Nort h Washington Square, New Yorl• City.
Pvt. Charles .J. O'BriPn. 23 Clav Street, Cors, N. Y.
Pvt. Harold A. Pkk erill, hellslmrg, Iowa .
Pvt. W i lfritl N. W a itz, 15 West First Street, Oil City, Pa.
Pvt. William J. Whalen, 265 Jefferson Avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Total, 14.

OcTOBER

3,

Pittsbw·gh.

P"t. Charles R. Anthony, Climax, Pa.
Pvt. Albert N. Becker, 1139 Woods Run Avenue, Pittsburgh Pa.
~ergt. James E. Cole, 5625 Blackstone Avenue, Chicago. '
Corp. John P. Dromey, 1911 East Seventy-fourth Street. Chicago.
Pvt.
Delbert D. Graham. 117 V Street NW., Washington, D. C.
N ew York.
Pvt. Allen H. Lemmon, 1016 Stricker Street, North. Ba ltimore, Mel.
Pvt. Rudolph H. Balzer, 131 Mountain Way, Rutherford, N. J.
Pvt. Charles H. Lickle Y. M. C. A .. Wilmington, Del.
Pvt. David S. Barr, 64 West One hundred and eighteenth Street,
Pvt. John ll. Lodge, 5244 Webster Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
New York City.
Ord. ~ergt. Lawrence L. Neumann, 517 Second Street North, New
P v t. Emanuel M. Biron, 45 North Windsor Avenue, Atlantic City, Ulm, Minn.
N.J.
Pvt. Paul W. Reed, 423 First Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
Pvt. Victor Bowman, 3647 Broadway, New York City.
Pvt. AlfrE>d H. Beyam, 2008 Van Buren Rtreet, Wilmington, Dcl.
Pvt. Thomas K. Carpenter, 505 North Rodney Street, Wilmington,
Sergt. Loddie C. Vaigle, 8107 Lucia Avenue, Cleveland. Ohio.
Dcl.
,
Ord. Sergt. Herbert J. Williams, 2419 Silver Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Pvt., First Class, Edgar Cartwright, Cedar Street, New Rochelle,
Pvt. John A. Wilson, 19 Emily Street, Crafton, Pa.
N.Y
Corp. Morris Kohner, 3225 Thirteenth Street, Washington, D. C.
Pvt. Carl S. Christoph, 841 Willow Avenue, Hoboken, N. J .
Total, 15.
Pvt. Joseph A. De Boves, 391 Fourth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Rocheste1·.
Pvt. Charles P . Errington, 80 W est One hundred and sirty-ninth
Pvt. Charles W. Cameron, Rochester, N. Y.
Street, Nt>w York City.
Sergt. Lisle L. Dorr, Watertown, N. Y.
Cot'pl. Rolled H. Fort!sman, 9G Lockwood Street, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Corp. Abraham Drucker, New York, N. Y.
Corpi. Charles Frost, 364 Hewes Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sergt. John F. Fassett, Lakewood. Ohio.
Scrgt. llugh Green, 16 Buchanan Street, Astoria, L. I .
Pvt.
Ralph F. Horton, Ilion, N. Y.
Pvt. Frank E. Fox, 814 Parlt Avenue, Hoboken, N.J.
Pvt. Alfred C. Nichols, Syracuse. N. Y.
Pvt. Irving Grossman , 1854 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Sergt.
Joseph M. Patterson, Watertown, N. Y.
Pvt., First Class, Josepll G. Haft, 175 Hewes Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Pvt. Donald M.. Smith, Elizabeth, N. J.
Pvt. Lou Harris, 137 Division Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Pvt.
John
P. Straub, Marietta, Pa.
Pvt. Walter Henn. 247 Le!l'prts Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Pvt. Paul Voelker, Newark, N. J.
~.:.;. :":
Pvt. William J. Hinson. 1808 Kalorama Road, Washington, D. C.
Total,
10.
Corp!. Jonathan R. Hodgson, Townsend, Del.
Ottatoa..
Pvt. Lewis E. Hollander, 161 West Eighty-sixth Street, New York
City.
Pvt. Thomas A. Avera, 421 South Church Street, llo cky Mount, N . C.
Pvt., First Class, Oscar M. Johnson, 158 Hemlock Street, Brooklyn,
Pvt. Leslie B. Aycock, 321 Nash Street. Ro cky Mount, N. C.
·
N.Y.
Sergt. James R. Barr, 704 M Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Abraham D. Kaplan, 1842 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Pvt. Lows J. Berall, 207 West One hundred and eighteenth Street,
Pvt. Russell W. King, 25 Fain·1 ew Avenue, Dover, N. J.
New York City.
.
·
Corp1. Frank Koaeti 318 East Seventy-first Street, New York City.
Pvt. Ray C. Blackstone, GG Stevens Street, Newark, Ohio.
Pvt. George Kuhne, 625 Massachusetts Avenue NE., Washington,
Ord. Sergt. Lyle G. Hall, 330 Main Street, Ridgway, Pa
D. C ..
Pvt. Edwin C. Reamer, Middleburg, Loudoun County, Va.
Sergt. Frank W. Lahey, 1514 East Fourteenth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Pvt. (First Class) George J. Rooney, 1247 Turner Avenue NW.,
Pvt. Richard B . Lawson, Upperville. Va.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Pvt. Hugh T. McGill. 42 Dutch Kill Street. Long Island City, N. Y.
Ord. Sergt. Reginald D. Smith, 42 West Seventy-fourth Street, New
Pvt. (First Class) Harry J. Muller, 78 Harmon ~treet, Brooklyn, York City.
N.Y.
Sergt. Blodgett Sage, 331 Quincey Street, Brooklyn, N . Y.
Corpl. Han·y V. O'Neill, 596 West One hundred and seventy-eighth
Corp. Sidney Smith, 114 South Archibald Street, Fort Willlam,
Street. New York City.
OntariO, Canada.
Scrgt. Lawrence F. Patterson, Hotel Cumberland, New York City.
Pvt. James T. Tyree, Howell Street, Rocky Mount, N. C.
Pvt. John A. Peterson1 179 Hickory Street, Norwich, Conn.
Total, 12.
Pvt. Nelson Quinter, Jr .• 2 Eathan Avenue, Westfield, Mass.
.Grand total, as detailed in (A) and (B), 276.
Pvt. Charles William Ramsey, jr., 214 West Eighty-fifth Street, New
B. B. LOCKE.
York City.
Fi'r st Lieute11ant, 01·dnance Rese,·ve Oorps.
Pvt. Frederick Schott, 430 East One hundred and forty-fourth Street,
OFFICE DIRECTOR OF MILITARY AERO~A "C TICS.
New York City.
. Sergt. George C. Stebbins, 14 Albemarle Avenue, Springfield, Mass.
[Name, rank, and home address.]
1 Pvt. John L. Stoneman, 75 Post Avenue, New York City.
Roger Amery, captain. National Shawmut Ba nk. Boston, l\Iass.
Corpl. Elmer J. Stutesman, 2123 Caton Avenue. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Carl M. Tichenor, lieutenant colonel, 1123 St. Clair Avenue, Detroit,
Pvt. Justus Von Len<>erke. jr., 211 Highland Avenue, Orange, N. J.
Mich.
Pvt. Gerhard N. Weertz, 147 Cooper Street: Peoria, 111.
John C. P. Bartholf, captain (born New York City).
Pvt. Jack N. Weil, 198 Avenue B, New YorK City.
Griffith C. E>ans, captain, Rice Institute, Houston, Tex.
Pvt. (First Class) Louis E. White, 1080 East Twenty-fourth Street,
John F. Gallagher, captain (I.Jorn at Lockhart, T ex.).
raterson, N. J
·
William
Houghteling, captain, 1403 Twenty-first Street, Wa shington,
Pvt. Richard T. Williams, 36 Gaylord Avenue, Plymouth, Pa.
D. C.
Pvt. Wallace J. Young, 1431 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lows Carl Kinney, captain, 1.504 Columbia noad, Washington, D. C.
Total, 44.
Henry '1'. Lewis captain (born at Jeudo, Pa.).
Philadelphia.
Thomas H. l\IcConnell, captain, Washington, D. C.
John A. McCullough, captainA 2408 Maplewood Avenue, Toledo, Ohio.
Pvt. (First Class) Howard C. Burrows Oreland, Pa.
Charles C. Merz, captain, 2u~5 Talbott Avenue, Indiana poli , Ina.
Pvt. Arthur I. Beilen, 608 Fiot Street, Bethlehem, Pa.
Veon Irwin Moncrieff, captain, Kutztown, Pa.
Pvt. Oliver P. Bennett, Mapleton, Monona County, Iowa.
Frederick Eugene Pernoti captain. 2809 Stuart Stl·eet, B erkeley, Cal.
Pvt. James M. Boland, jr., 238 East Northampton Street, WilkesCarl Henry Aruon, first leutenant, 221 Sherman Avenue, New York
narrc, Pa.
Pvt. Edwin J. Burke, 623 Carmen Street, Camden, N. J.
City.
Maurice J. Carey, first lieutenant, 3607 North rercy Street, rhiladelSergt. Robert F. Cunningham, Middletown, N. Y.
Corp1. Julius Carmosin, 1654 Marshall Street, Philadelphia, ra.
phia, Pa.
Andrew T. Cassell, first lieutenant, 2515 Gough Street, San FranPvt. Earl B. Palmer, 4235 North Fifteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pvt. George J. Cotton, 528 Parker Avenue, CoUingdale, l'a.
cisco, Cal.
Jay Howard Cather, first lieutenant, 258 Union Station, Washington,
Pvt. Elbert L. Davies, 30 Maple Street, Montrose, Pa.
P vt. Samuel n. Dor-fman, 53 Bridge Street, Paterson, ·N. J.
D . C.
Christopher A. Cheney, first lieutenant, 2089 1\Iarshall Avenue, St.
Pvt. Rudolph S. Dornberger, 207 North Craig Street. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pvt. Alfred C. Egan, :lOO Dickinson Street. Sprlngfi~Jd, Mass.
Paul, l\lin11.
l!'rederick F. Christine, first lit'utenant, 2043 North Twelfth Street,
Pvt. John F. Ewert. 722 North Fifteenth Street, Camden, N. J.
Pvt. Edmund Fixmon, 230 West Ninety-seventh Street, New York Philadelphia, Pa.
LE"e A. Christy, fh'st lieutenant, 1221 Thirteenth Street NW., WashCity.
Pvt. Thomas P. Galvin, 2410 South Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Ington, D. C.
·
Stephen M. Clement, first lieutenant, 776 Yale Station, New IInv<'n,
Pvt. Eugene E. Geary, 314 Franklin Avenue, Wilkensburg, Pa.
Pvt. Bernard Gilbert, 611 South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Conn.
Alexander L. Dade, jr., first lieutenant, lloch--well Flela, San Diego,
Pvt. Henry J. Gulltz, 174 Clinton Street, New York City.
Pvt. Frederick W. Harvey, 4241 Osage Avenue, Pbiladelphja, Pa.
Pvt. (First Class) Raymond J. Hardman, 4525 North 'l'wentieth Cabharlcs l\1. Dickson, first lieutenant, Hicks Building, San Antonio,
Stt·ee t, Philadclphla, Pa.
Tef.ionel Edward Drew, first Jieutenant, 230 E Street. Savannah, Ga.
Pvt. Joseph F. Haggeman, West Port, Conn.
Clayton Du Boisque, first lieutenant, 110 West Thirty-fourth Street,
Ord. Sergt. Arthur Jones, 239 Ashley Street, Plymouth, Pa.
Ord. Sergt. Arthur Kirk, 1160 Thirty-first Street, Des Moines, Iowa. New York City.
Quilla C. Duke, first lieutenant, Lakeview, Tex.
Corp!. August L. Kh·chner 200 Best Street, Bufl'alo N. Y.
William H. Fitzpatrick, jr., first lieutenant, 2037 Seneca Street, Buf..
Pvt. Alvan R. Kirschner, i90 North Laurel Street. HaZelton, Pa.
Pvt. John S. Kolstad, jr., 1312 Blair Street, Philadelphia Pa.
falo, N. Y.
Tod Ford, first lieutenant, 257 South Grand .Avenue, Pa sadena, Cal.
Sergt. Benjamin Laskin, 414 South Sixtieth Sh·eet, Philadelphia, Pa.
John Oscar Fuchs, first lieutenant, 257 Union Station, Wa shington,
Sergt. Walter L. Lewis, 1007 Thirteenth Street NW., Washington,
D. C.
D.H~-wcll GUbe1·t, first lieutenant, u41 Paris Avenue SE., Grand llaplus,
Pvt. Henry S. Moulthrop, 221 West Long Avenue, Du Bois, Pa.
Pvt. (First Class) Saul N. Necton, 2G Way Wave Avenue, Winthrop, :Mich.
·
Arthur Gwynne, first lieutenant, <39 Woodland Avenue, Summit. N. J .
Mass.
Daniel F. B. Hickey, first lleutcz:.ant, 41 Hawthorn Avenue, Stamford,
Ord. Sergt. Lloyd Patterson, 310 Aycrigg Avenue, Passaic, N. J .
Pvt. Randall R. Sayre, 14 North Oakland Avenue, Sharon, Pa.
Pvt. Christopher F. SE>yfartb. 1318 Eighth Street, Washington, D. C. CoFI~.'rold Deville Hynds, first" lieutenant, 115 Fenimore Street, nrookP'vt. Herman L. ilvers, 715 Miffiin Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
ly~a~i le·ter Immel, first lieutenant, 2717 Richmond St~eet, Chicago, Ill.
Pvt. Paul F. Stop~>nhagen, 450 Clinton StrE>et, Brooklyn, N. Y.
George Walter Janda, jr., first lieutenant, Mandan, N. Dak.
Sergt. lle.nry N. Titl't, 309 W..est Seventy-sixth Street. New York City.
Arnold Joerns, first lieutenant, 14 East Jackson Boulevard, ChiSergt. George I. Tofia , 98 Devon Street, Roxbury, Mass.
Orrl. Sgt. Harrison F. Wilmot, 201 Hawthorne Street, Malden, Mass. cago, IlL
Carl Duncan Kelly, first lieutenant, New Willard Hotel, Washington,
Pvt. (First Class) Edw. C. Willover, 549 Buttonwood Street, Norristown, Pa.
D.
w~iliam L. Kenly, first lieutenant, the Woodward, Connecticut Avenue.
Pvt. Charles Weber, 1235 Taney Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Wash ington, D. C.
Total. 41.
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William R. Kiefer, first lieutenant, 221 West Columbia Street, Springfield, Ohio.
LPa Ri<'hmond r.eo;;her, first lieutenant, Huntingdon, Pa.
Clay Littleton, first lieutenant, 030 Longmeadow Street, Springfield,
:MaRs.

·

Htanley Dinsmore Living-ston, first lieutenant, 1710 Pennsylvania
Avenue, Washington. D. C.
Chi
Charles S. 1\bcDonald, first lieutenant, 4714 DoT"er Street,
cago, Ill.
D
Rn ssell MacDonald, first lieutenant, 307 West Baltimore Avenue, etrolt, Mich.
t 't
.Tohn Francis 'McGough, first lieutenant, 344 Sayborn Avenue, De ro1 ,
Mich.
Lanier P. McLachlen, first lieutenant, Tenth and G Streets, Washing}
ton. D. f'.
Rupert Lerov Maloney, first lieutenant (Antwerp, N. Y., birthp1ace •
Neal D. Mathews first lieutenant (Harmonsburg, Pa., birthplace).
Richard Stanley Merrill, first lieutenant, 1794 Lanter Place, washington, D. C.
Carl A. Miller, first lieutenant, 195 Broadway New York City.
Bole!'!laus 1•'. hlostowski, first lieutenant, 869 Lothrop Avenue, DetJ:oit. Mich.
.Tosepb M. Mulford. first lieutenant, 16 Ea t Del. Stree1i Chicago, Ill.
William Nisley Neidig, first lieutf'nant, Mechanicsburg, ra.
Cheever Herbert Newhall, first lieutenant, 262 Beacon Street, Chestnut Uill, Boston, Mass.
Davis Munson Osborne, first lieutenant. 28 State Street, Boston,
1\Iass.
.J. Brooks B. Parker, first lieutenant, Stafford, Pa.
.
WilUam l\1. Penick, fu·st lieutenant, 5440 Michigan Avenue, Ch1cago,
Ill.
Rudolph s. Rauch, first lieutenant, care. of .T. H. French, Haverford,
Pa.
.
.Jacob Schapiro, first lieutenant, H Park Row, New York C1ty.
.
.Toi.Jn B. Shober, first lieutenant, 1028 Sixteenth Street NW., Washington. D. C.
Eugf'ne Sibley, first lieutenant (born, Portland, Oreg.).
.Jacob S. Sides, first lieutE'nant, 617 Forrest Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Robert R. Sizer, first lieutenant, 53 East Seventy-third Street, New
York City.
John Eyre Sloane, first lieutenant, 96;) Madis.on Avenue, Plainfield,
N . .T.
Granville Smith, jr., first lieutenant, Commonwealth National Bank,
Kansas City, Mo.
•
Harold Reed Smoot, first lieute-nant, 26 Wolcott Avenue, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
AlbN"t W. Stevens, first lieutenant, Hotel Stevens, Seattle, Wash.
.To "Ph C. J. Strahan, first lieutenant (born, Brooklyn, N.Y.).
Gcol."ge Marquis Sunday, first lieutenant, 142 Metropolitan Tower,
New York City.
'
Sidnev Taylor Thomas, first lieutenant, McLean, Va.
.
Gf'orge J. Waters. first lieutenant, 120 Broadway, Room 1661, New
York City.
Paul Thorne Weeks. first lleutenai!t, 3112 Eighteenth Street, Washin~on. D. C.
Walter Cromwell Wood, first lieutenant, 4.84 Beacon Street, Boston,
1\Iass.
Harry C. Sigourney, fir t lieutenant, 809 C Street NW., Washington. D. C.
Edwin F. Atkins. second lieutenant, 10 Broad Street, Boston, Mass.
Frederick B. Andrews, second lieutenant, 539-540. Monadnock Block,
Chicago, 111.
Roger Wilson Andrews, second lieutenant, 1741 S Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Leonard Bacon, second lieutenant, Solway, N. Y.
llerbert Hewitt Balkam, second lieutenant, 2523 Fourteenth Street,
Washington, D. C.
.Tames I. Barry, second lieutenant 280 Fish Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
I aac W. Baugb, second lieutenant, 3613 North Eighteenth Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
.John .T. Bennet, second lieutenant, 242 Sc>entleth Street, Drooklyn,
N.Y.
Benjamin Betts, second lieutenant (born. Tonawanda, N. Y.).
Wells Blanchard, second lieutenant, 1541 Seventeenth Street NW.,
Washington D. C.
Charles SaDders Bouchard, second lleutcnant, 10 Parkvale Avenue,
Allston, Mass.
Walter M. Boyuen, second lieutenant, 1710 Rhode Island A>enue,
Washington. D. C.
I rederick Lyons Brown, second lieutenant, United States Weather
Bureau, Washington, D. C.
Ilomer Darling Burch, second lieutenant, 16G! Columbia Road, Wash~
jngton, D. C.
Thomas .T. Cannon, second lieutenant (born, Brooklyn, N. Y.).
Alexander G. Churchward, second lieutenant, 1625 Green Street,
rhlladelpbia. Pa.
-Glenn St·ott Col}b, second lieutenant, 8 Central Place, Toledo Ohio.
Wayne Meisner Cory, second lieutenant, Kingman, Ind.
'
Vernon Edward Daniels, second lieutenant, 1710 PennsyiTania Avenue NW., Washington, D. C.
Davis Reese Danner, second lieutenant, 2205 Ruskin Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Willlam IIenry DaTis, second lieutenant, 800 L Street, Washing~
- ton, D. C.
Magruder Dent, second lieutenant, 907 East Main Street, nichmond,

Ya.

Robert Lee Dillenbeck, second lieutenant, Room 715, llarrington
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Frank Bernard Donovan, second lieutenant, 100 Cathedral Parkway,
New York City,
Robert Henry Doutt, second lieutenant, 2108 Eighteenth Street
Washington, D. C.
~
Philip Drinker, second lieutenant, 119 D Street, Washington D c
Marlon 0. Dunning, second lieutenant, Ridgeland, S. c.
' · '
Ed'\\'in Reinhert Eek, second lieutenant, 1347 Springfield Avenue
Chicago, Ill.
•
Clifford Hinds Erb, second lieutenant, 1138 North 1\Ia.ln Street, Rockford, Ill.
Oscar Ross Ewing, second lieutenant, M1ller Road, Morristown N .T
_William E. Fitzpatrick, second lieutenant, Langley Field, Hampton;

,a.Henry M. Ford,
. second lieutenant, 1837 Main Street, Bridgeport, Conn.
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Frank C. Franzen, second lieutenant, 02 Bagg Street, Detroit, Mich~
Horace Weir Frost, second lieutenant 53 State Street, Boston, Mass.
Wallace J. Frost, second lleuter:ant, S56 Union Station, Washington.D.C.
George .A. Garrett, second Ileutenant (born., La Crosse, Wis.).
Bernard R. Granville, second lieutenant, New York Friars' Club, New
York City.
Washington M. Gra.r. second lieutenant, 24 Polhemus Place, Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Warren KembaU Green., second lieutenant, United States Weathe~
Bureau, Washington, D. C .
Ilayes Hall, second lieutenant, 119 D Street NE. Washington D. C.
James Ellinwood Halsted, second lieutenant, 261 Union Station,
Washington, D. C.
Harold W. Harrison, second lieutenant, 2964 Coleridge Road, Cleve•
land Heights, Ohio.
Henr.v Fuller Hauserman, second lieutenant. 7020 Burham Court,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Harris Masden llayden, second lieutenant, 209 M..'lple Avenue, Greens·
burg,Pa.
.
Albert J. Hoffman, second lieutenant (born, Evanston, IlL).
Wayne Moore Holmes, sceond lieutenant, 47 Ea.st Woodruff Avenue;
Columbus, Ohio.
Albert Lynn Hopkins, second lieutenant, 1297 .John R. Street, Detroit,
Mich.
Francis Kitchell Howell, second lieutenant, 123 Broad Street, Newark
N.J.
.
Eli ha H. Howes, jr., second lieutenant. 6327 Sherman Street, Phila·
del1,>bia Pa_
Earl Evert Ives, second lieutenant, General Delivery,~, Stillwater, Okla.
Albert Ridgely Johnson., second lieutenant Pueblo, \.,;Olo. ·
Ivan Roberts Kin"', second lieutenant (G:ilesbur ...., Ill., birthplace).
Lewis Peniston Kinsey, second lieutenant, 184~ Collinwood Avenue,
Toledo, Ohio .
Thomas Knap, second lieutenant (born, Ogdensburg, N. Y.).
.Tames Elisha Knox~ second lieutenant, 601 South William Street,
.Johnstown, N. Y .
Frank F. Kolbe, second lieutenant, ~5 Wall Street, New York City.
Claude Archer Labelle, second lieutenant, 48 Kent Street, Brook!lne,
Mass.
Charles. Howard La France, second lieutenant, 240 Exchange Street,
Geneva, N. Y.
William F. Lake, second lieutenant, Chickamauga Park, Ga.
Royal Levy, second lieutenant, Company M, Three hundred and fifth
Infantry, Camp Upton, Yaphank, N. Y.
Dean A. Lewis, second lieutenant, 30 William Street, Northampton,
Mass .
Jam es Clifford Lewis, secorul lieutenant, Apartment 5, . The Norwood,
1343 East Capitol Street, Washington, D. C.
Richard H. McDonald, second lieutenant, 595 St. Marks Avenue,
Brooklyn., N. Y • .
Edw. C. McKinney, seeond lieutenant, 335G Baltimore Avenue,
Kansas City, Mo.
Albert Joseph McLaughlin, second lieutenn.nt, 523 Twelfth Street,
Washington, D. C.
Sherman E. McNamara, second lieutenant, 9 Hughes A venue, Buffalo,
~~
.
Walter P. McQuade, second lieutenant, 501 Eighth Street, Washing·
ton, D. C.
Daniel Males, second lieutenant, 1743 F Street, Washington, D. c.
Edw. Joseph Malone, jr., second lieutenant, 35 Lombardy Street,
Newark, N. J.
George Earl Marshall, second lieutenant, Miami Hotel-~,. Dayt'On, Ohio.
Raynor Mead, second lieutenant, 3090 Heath Avenue, ~ew York Clt:y.
Frnnk R. Meyers, second lieutE'nant, 79 Arch Street, Akron, Ohio.
James .loore, 2d, second lieutenant, Palisade Avenue, Englewood, N J.o
Russell D. Morrill, second lieutenant (born, Stuart, Va.).
·
Frank John Murphy, second lieutenant, 119 D Street NE., Washington. D. C.
Walton H. Mason, second lieutenant, 8 Wendell Street, Cambridge,
Mass.
Carleton Allen Parke\', second lieutenant,---.
George H. Pfau. second Ueutenant, Arlington Hotel, Washington. D. c.
John w. Rogers, second lieutenant, 14:4 South College Street, Wash·
ln~on, Pa.
~·erdiuand W. Scharen, second lieutenant, 57 Ashford Street, Brook·
lyn, N.Y.
Edward Schoeppe, second lieutenant, 1086 North Third Street, Phila·
delphia.
·
Arthur A. Schupp, second lit'1ltenant, 606 South Jefferson AT"enue,
Saginaw, Mich.
Hally Mering Scott, second lieutenant (born Shandon Ohio)
Curl Louis Stucklen, second lieutenant, 26 Esmond Street, Boston,
Mass.
William Smith, second lieutenant, 1423 T Street Washington.,· D. c
Euwarcl SteT"ens, second lieutenant, 103 East Eighty-sixth Street;
New York City.
·
.
FrlUlcis Flemins Taggart, second lieutenant, 6 Alden Place, Doston,
Mass.
WUlard E. Talbot, second lieutenant, no address ; transferred, second
lieutenant, Ordnance, December 20, 1917. ·
John William Thomas, second lieutenant, 2118 0 Street NW., Wash·
ington, D. C.
Avery Tompkins, second lieutenant, 1820 I Street, Washington., D. C.
William Bd.cher Tyler, second lieutenant, 49 Florence Street, San
Ft·ancisco, Cal.
Walter F. Vicb, second lieutenant, 3710 Wyoming Street, St. Louis,
Mo.
Charles Ray Vtucent, second Ue11tenant, 1615 A Street Cano Apart·
menta, Washington, D. C.
.
.
Will>ert H. Yitoske, second lieutenant, 4902 Georgia Avenue, Wash·

ingJ~~aBt ~·Watt,

second lieutenant, 919 Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
l!Jdgar Raymond Whitledge, second lieutenant, 2183 East Eightieth
Street, CleTeland. Ohio.
Claude Ernest Wi·~kizer, second lieutenant, Three hundred and ninth
Trench Mortar Battery (born Argus, Ind.).
Wayland Wells Williams, second lieutenant, 174.8 Q Street, Washing.

to~r~esfu.

mond. Va.
.Total, l'i3.

Wilson, second lieutenant, 2042 West Grace Street,

Rich~
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Edmondo Agostini. 207 East Twenty-sixth Str. eet~ Norfolk, Va.
P eter A. Anderson, G046 Lawton Avenue, Oaklana, Cal.
Lyman C. Armstrong, Fellows, Cal.
John B. F. Bacon, Martinsburg, W. Va.
.John L. Baldwin, 119 Washington Street, Boonton, N. J.
Karl A. Boonton, Wayne, W. Va.
John S. Boyce, 114 Sansome Street, ~an Francisco, Cal.
Robert W. Boyd, 1137 Fourth Street, Chico, Cal.
Archibald J. Bush, 523 Sev.-nth Str~t:. Huntington, W. Va.
Robert C. Carr, 1306 Main Street, IIouston, Tex.
Douglas S. Cohen.
Darrell V. Cole, Hawthorne, Cal.
Clinton A. Colver, R. F. D. 4, Allentown, Pa.
Meredith C. Conley:, 521 East Clinton Street, Frankfort, Inll.
Russell H. Conn, Van Wert, Ohio.
William L. Cotten, Donaldsonville, Ga.
Gaston L. Damare1 1917 Keleric Street, New Orleans, La.
Toney Dankness. ~212
Summer Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
John W. Ems, 1014 Myrtle Street, Oakland, CaL
Claude H. Fageot, 5512 Manila Avenue, Oakland, Cal.
Herbert I. Falk, Sacramento, Cal.
Harry E. Fletcher, 10 North Owens Lane, Mobile, Ala.
Harry A. Fore, 3010 Colby Street, Berkeley, Cal.
Frank L. Fox, Route No. 12, Lancaster, Ohio.
Delmar J. Frazier, Berkeley Cal.
Taylor E. Graves, 267 West Seventy-second Street, New York City.
Elmodus Gregory, Cash, Ark.
·
Lawrence E. Handley, 2424 Pearson .lvenue, Birmingham, Ala,
James H Hannigan, 513 Silver Lake Street, Athol, Mass.
George J. Hoft'man, 341 Alpha Street, San Francisco, Cal.
John A. Kennedy, jr., Menlo, Ga.
Floyd W. Knecht, 21 Chestnut Avenue, Nazareth, Pa.
Percy C. LangeJ.. 3317 IIolmead Place, Washington, D. C.
Leo J. Leary, o1 Conrt Street, Medford, Mass.
Robert E. Lee, Clio, Aln.
Charles D. Levandowski, 2550 O'Farrell Street, San Francisco, Cal.
'.rbeodore D Lindbald. Turlock, Cal.
Joseph T. McCann, ~37 Fallowfield Avenue, Charleroi, Pa,
Gurule E. Mahan. 129 Porter Street, San Antonio, Tex.
Albert J. Mass, 1022 Poplar Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rae, Maxwell, Glendive, Mont.
Fred Miftenberg, United States Army.
William ll. · Nelson, Delavan, Wis.
John II. Palse, Newark, Cal.
.
Peter r.r. Pakena;;, 65~ Lawton Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Thomas R. Parker, Maysville, Ky.
Erwin · F. Perkins, 2617 Durant Avenue, Berkeley, Cal.
Lew,is :J. Phillips, 100!) Twenty-third Street, Camden, N. J.
Oscar W. Phillips, 1643 Euclid Avenue, Berkeley, €al.
Caslmer Piotrowske, 1329 Pinewood Avenue, Toledo Ohio.
Arthur Plank, 3242 East Fifty-seventh Street, Clevefand, Ohio.
.Tohn C. Plohr, 15712 Finch Avenue, Harvey, Ill.
Richard W. Powell, 24 Morgan Street, Montgomery, Ala.
William S. Powers, 564 Eest Main Street, South Norristown, Pa.
Frederick B. Pierson, 19 Hamilton Road, Glen Ridge · N. J.
James N. Stafl'ordf .248 South Olive Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
PhUip G. Tankers ey, Attalla. Ala.
William Unkle, North State Road, Westerville, Ohio.
Leonard M. White, 1726 Euclid Avenue, Berkeley, Cal.
Benson M. Wood, Effingham, 111.
Ennis Woodrulf, care of Midland Co., Public Service Corporation,
Sau Luis Obispo, Cal.
Edward C. Warth, Harbceville, S. C.
Office Ohief SignaZ Officer.

[Name, rank, and home address.]
John M. McGregor, first lieutenant, 19G Monroe Avenue, Memphis,
Tenn.
Madison E. Brainerd, second lieutenant, 314 "Western Avenue, Albany,
N.Y.
Robert E. Keggin, sergeant, first class, 1014 Twenty-second Sh·eet
NW., Washington, D. C.
·
Harry J Graham, sergeant, first class, 501 Forrest Avenue, Mls. ln'walt~, Ind.
William A. Nednlen, sergeant, 47 Eagle. Street, Salamanca, N. Y.
William C. Becker, sergeant, 1909 Pulaski Street, Baltimore, Md.
Frank E. Buckley, sergeant, Essex, Mass.
Lewis E. J?illman, sergeant, 815 Sl.:xty-sirth Avenue, Philadelphia .. Pa.
D. Sh11l, sergeant, 330 North Second Street, West Salt Lake City,

ut!h:

Oscar G. Lemcke, sergeant, 3610 North Fifth Street, Philadelphia Pa.
Leslie E. Meade, sergeant, Bartland, Mich.
'
Maurice Simons. sergeant. 1422 N Street NW., Washington, D. c.
Ph111p Stein, sergeant. 5301 Ellsworth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
John S. Poole, corporal, Franklinton, La.
Edw. B. Nerney. corporal, 4928 Washington Court, Chicago, Til.
Malcolm B. Wiseheart, private, first c1ass, ShawnePtown, Ill.
Raymond B. Alexander, private, first class, 1210 Washington Street,
Waco, Tex.
John 0. Dorsch, prl'vate, first class, 841 North Howard Street, Baltimore. Md.
·
Willlam G. Halsey, private, first class, 21G Tuam Avenue, Houston,
Tex.
George F. Turner, private, first class. 89 Hague Avenue. Detroit l\lich
John W. Trenkenschuh, private, 613 Fourth Street NE., Washing:
ton, D.<.!.
_ John H. Mathews, private, Yates City, Ill.
Kenneth C. Browne, private, 1511 Twenty-second Street NW., Washtngton, D. C
Ne~o~~~kBcft~~es, private, 470 East One hundred and sixty-first Street,
Walter G. Ford, private, 2919 Twelfth Street NE., Brookland D C
Raymond Gilleaudeau, private, 336 East Boston l'ost Road' Miu·maroneck, N. Y.
.
'
Frank D. Milne. private. 155 Hilton Street, Elizabeth, N. J.
James St. L. O'Toole, private, 1321 CalYert Street, Baltimore, Md.

OF

PURCHASE,

OcTOBER
STORAGE,

AND

3,

TRAFFIC.

[Name, rank, and home address.]
.llcnry Cape, :it·., first lieutenant, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue

New York
'
C1ty.
Hugh A . . Caritbers, first lieutenant. Winder, Ga.
J. E .. Cr~ug-. capta~n, 11 Broad.way, New Yot·k City.
Robet t S. Dav1s, Jr., second ltel1tenant, 3510 Locust Street, Kansas
City, Mo.
tei~VaM~~~-Gilbert Davis, second lieutenant, 11 Catherine Street, Worces-

jam~s H. Dickey, first liE!utenant, 401 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Dodge, private, 1339 Vermont Avenue, Washing-

to;.esfj~ C~larence

F. E. Du Bois, captain, 467 Spt·ing Street, Atlanta, Ga.
Gar·dner Duncan, captain, 6386 Church Street, Overbrook,

Pa~tephen

M~~~mond
N:<\Y~onio

Flynn, second lieutenant, 30 Newberry Street, Boston,

Garcia, second l.ieutenant, Fort Wadsworth, Staten Island,

H. :M. Gay, second lieutenant, 5127 Sheridan Road, Chicago, Ill.
Seabry S. Gould, jr., first lieutenant, Seneca Falls, N. Y.
James Maurice Grier, first lieutenant, 77 Kendell Avenue Bellevue,
Pittsburgh.
'
H. A. Houston, fu·st lieutenant, 1303 Fairmont Street Washington_, D. C.
'
·tJohn H. Johnson, first lieutenant, 39 Claremont Avenue, New York
C1 y.
'l'homas R. Jones, captain, 226 South Carolina Street, Arkansa3
City, Kans.
Ben L!lzard, second lleuten::mt~} 727 ~eters Avenue, New Orleans, La.
. A.ntoruo Lazo, captain, 108 .l!.;ast E1ghty-second Street. New York
Ctty.
Richard R. Lee, second lieutenant, 1756 North Normandee Avenue
Los Angeles Cal.
'
Alvi.n M. bghtbnrne, first lieutenant, 2608 East Sixth Street Kansas Ctty, Mo.
'
John Norman Mcllath, sE.cond lieutenant, 373 Oxford Street,
Rochester, N. Y.
Robet·t C. Martin, first lieutenant, 2205 East Eighty-sixth Street,
Cleveland, Ohio.
N. w;.tter Sandes Marvin, first Jieutenant, 155 Henry Street, Brooklyn,
H. H. Morse, first lieutenant. Excelsior Springs, Mo.
William L. Nicoll, first lieutenant, Newburgh. N. Y.
:J. Brooks B_. Parker, first lieutenant, Stra.fford. Pa.
W. M. Pentck, first lieutenant, 3624 Sixteenth Street, Washing-

ton, D. C.
Miles Ross, second lieutenant, 305 West Eighty-ninth Street Kew
York City.
'
. Leonard F. Ruoff, second lieutenant, 3146 Kineteenth Street, Wash·
mgton, D. C.
Ch:nles B. Shneft'(·r, SP.cond lieutenant, 2905 Troost Street Kansns
CJty, Mo.
'
P. J. Shaw, captain, 2001 Sixteenth Street Washington. D C
H. R. Smoot, first lieutenant, 26 North Walcott Avenue, ·sait Lake
City.
Chauncey Seymom· Shaw, captain, ~024 Fourteenth Street, Wash·
incton, D. C.
William R. Stanert. second lieutenant, Audubon, Camden County N. J
William S. Witham, jr., second lieutenant, 672 Peachtree Sh·ee't, At:
Ianta, Ga.
Office of the Provost Mars11aZ General.

[Name, rank, and home address.]
H. E. Stephenson, captninz?732 Cohings Avenue, Collingswood, N. J.
Claude A. Hope, captain . .New York City, N. Y.
R. H. Hill. captain, New Castle, Ky.
Dorrance D. Snapp, captain, 705 Western Avenue, Joliet, Ill.
Breckenridge Jones, captain. Huntington, W. Va.
J. J. Mackay, jr., first lieutenant, Raleigh, N. C.
Jesse I. Mtuer, first lieutenant, Lex:~ngton, Ky.
James II. Hughes, jr., first lieutenant, Wilmington, Del.
James B. King, first lleutenant, Muskogee, .Okla.
Roy L. Deal, first lieutenant. R. F. D. No. 4, AIPxandria, Vo..
David A. Pine, first lieutenant. 2109 Eighteenth Street NW., Washington, D. C.
·
Stanley H. Udy, first lieutenant, 605 Young Men's Christian Association, Chicago. Ill.
·
Webster W. Holloway, first lieutenant, Kansas City, Kans.
William K. Gilmore first lieutenant, Phtladelphia. Pa.
Carew F. Martlndaie, first lieutenant, Lansing, Mich.
•
M. H. Lauchheimer, second lieutenant, 1746 Lanier Place NW.•
Washington, D. C.
Buz M. Walker, jr., second lieutenant, Storb.-ville, Miss.
Total, 17.
Office of directot· of Tank Om·ps.

E. D. Gunning, captain. Jackson, Miss.
William R. M. Vet·y, first lieutenant, 135 West Sliteenth Street,
New York City.
Frank G. Barrie, sergeant, 347 Central Avenue, Far Rockaway.
N.J!im C. Lowe, sergeant, 518 Shaw Avenue, McKeesport, Pa.
J. J. Nicolaides Phidias, sergeant, 814 Thirteenth Street NW .. 'ITash·
ington, D. C.
·
· Robert West, sergeant. 618 E Street NE .• Washington, D. C.
Roger M. Rittase, sergeant, 473 West King StrPet, York, l'a.
Vernon J. W'ilson, sergeant, 100 Watkins Avenue, Bellevue, Pa.
Total, 8.
Com·mtttee on classificaUot~ of pe-rsonnel.
C. Sitlney Garrison, first lieutenant, Lincolnton, N. C.
QUAil.TERi\IASTER CORPS.

[Name, rank, and home address.).
George H. Adams, firs1. lieutenant no record.
Austin C. Alden, second lieutenant, 35 Schuyler Street, Boston, Mass.
Gardner Alden, captain, 4026 Illinois Avenue, Washington, D. C.
Ernest G. Allen, second Ueutenant, R. F. D. No. 3, Jonesboro, Ga.
Frank T. Allen, second lieutenant, Lisbon, N. Dak.
Fred W. Allen, second Ileutenant, no record.
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Ivan .A. Allen, second lieutenant, no record.
Carl ,V. Allison, second lieutenant, no record.
R euben L. Anderson, second lieutenant, 5616 Glenwood, Ch:iocago, Ill.
George G. Andrews, captain, Cornell Club, New York City.
Buron N. Armstrong, second lieutenant, 1508 South Adams, Fort
.Worth, Tex. . .
Gordon S. Bader, second lieutenant, Wahpeton, N. Dak.
Charles W. Bailey, first lieutenant, no record.
William L. Bainton, first lieutenant, 369 West One hundred and sixteenth Street New York City.
Raymond C. Baker, second lieutenant, Jermyn, Pa.
William A. Baker, first lieutenant, 218 East Jefferson Street, Springficl~IQ
Howard Baldensperger, captain, 1927 G Street, Washington, D. C.
Howard M. Baldwin, second lieutenant, R. F. D. No. B, Gilroy, Cal.
John K. Bangs, jr., second lieutenant, 12 East Thirty-first Street,
New York City.
James K. Bannerman, first lieutenant, IIarlin Court, St. Lou1s, Mo.
Frank Fergus Banting, second lieutenant, 2017 II Street NW., WashIngton, D. C.
William F. Barnaby, first lieutenant, 91 East Eighteenth Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
George T. Barnes, first lleutenant, Petersburg, Va.
• Carl J. Barnet, first lieutenant, 16'93 Beacon Street, Brookline, Mass.
Eugene M. Barnhart, first lieutenant, 1011 Sheridan Road, Evanston,

·'

Ill.

.John McF. Barr, c.a ptain, Cherokee Drive, Louisville, Ky.
William Evans Barrett, second lieutenant, 3200 Porter Street, Richmond, Va.
LeRoy Barton, captain, 2006 Benson Avenue. New York City.
Herbert T. Bassett, second lieutenant. Swarthmore, Pa.
Arthur E. Bateman, first lieutenant, 121 Raymond Street, Cn.mbridge,
Mass.
Karl E. Battey, first lieutenant, 50 Inwood Place, Buffalo, N. Y.
Harry C. Baujan, first lieutenant, 202 East Secbnd Street, Beardstown, Ill.
.
George B. Baxter, second lieutenant, 2115 North Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio.
·
Donald W. Bay, first lieutenant, 2540 Broadway, Toledo, Ohio.
· Edwin A. Bayer, first lleutenant, 785 Lake Shore Road, Grossepoint,
Mich.
·
Edward Seaton Beatty, second lieutenant, no record.
N.~~thur A. Bea~d!'y, first _lieutenant, 57~ Saratoga Avenue-, Cohoes,
Alfred C. Bedford, captain, 500 Washin~rton .Avenue. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Emil G. Beer, second lieutenant, 38 Nineteenth Street, Elmhurst,
Long Island, N. Y.
Ernest M. Belanger, second lieutenant, 3!) Spring Street, Wincoski, Vt.
William C. Belknap, first lieutenant, 82 North Pine Avenue, Albany,
·N.Y.
William H. Betl.duhn, first lieutenant, 494!) North Troy Street, Chicago, Ill.
Ohyg_y E. Berridge, second lieutenant, 28 Nathan Street, Ashtabula,
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. Charles M. Cabaniss, fir t lieutenant; 1103 South Fifty-second Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Robert R. Cahn, first lieutenant, 816 Racine Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
James H. Cain, second lieutenant, Auburn, Ga.
·
.
Albert .A. Campbell, second lieutenant, 92 Madison Avenue, Memphis,
T enn .
Hugh Campbell, first lieutenant, Paris, Ky.
Leonard B. Campbell, second lieutenant, 8~ Chapin Street, Providence, R. I.
George P. Capen, second lieutenant, 479 Sherman Street, Canton,
Mass.
H. A. Carithers, jr., first lieutenant, Winder, Ga.
Charles C. Carter, second lieutenant, 2060 Sixteenth Avenue, Rock
Island, Ill.
William F. Casey, first lieutenant, 69 Charlton Street, New York City.
Robert H. Chamlee, first lieutenant, 617 First Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
Raymond W. Charlton, captain, 1028 Columbia Road NW., Washington, D. C.
.
Henry W. Chase, second lieutenant, :J19 Fifteenth Avenue SE., Min·
neapolis, Mlnn.
Chester H. Childs, second lieutenant, 21u Windson Road, Waban,
Mass.
Aul:{uste Chouteau, second lieutenant, No record.
Alfred P. Christenson, ·second lieutenant, 421 Church Street, Salinas,
Cal.
Wilmer H. Christian, second lieutenant, 807 East Main Street, New
Albany, Ind.
Dwight N. Clark, first lieutenant, Norfolk, Conn.
ohY~.ed Geo. Clark, captain, 1087 West Eleventh Street, Cleveland,
~fills

G. Clark, first lieutenant, 230 V Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Lyle C. Clarke, second lieutenant, 420 Fourth Street, Baraboo, Wis.
Joseph M. Clavin, second lieutenant, No record.
Edward M. Cohen, first lieutenant, 451 College Street, .Athens, Ga.
James Maurice Collins, second lieutenant. No record.
R. P. Compton, second lleut enant, 315 West Pleasant Street, Springfield, Ill,
Bernar·d L. Connell, first lieutenant, 1105 Vine Street, Scranton, Pa.
Lewis H. Connor, second lieutenant. No record.
Charles W. Conway, second lieutenant, 640 North Avenue, Westfield,
N.J.
Andrew n. Cooper, first lieutenant, 59 West Tenth Street, New
York City.
Gilbert ll. Cordin, first lieutenant, 16 Harvard Avenue, Pt·ovidence,

R. I.

Herman R. Cornell, first lieutenant. Shawano, Wis.
Claude H. Cragoe, first lieutenant, Oakfield, Wis.
D. J. Crawford, second lieutenant. No record.
Donald D. Crawford, first lieutenant, 1728 North Sixteenth Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
James R. Crawford, second lieutenant, 900 Belmont Annue, Philadelphia, Pa .
. J. C. Crittemlen, second lieutenant, Shellman, Ga.
Hubert W. Beyette, second lieutenant, San Angelo, Tex.
Ralph Upton Cross, second lieutenant. No record.
•John 0. Birmingham, second lieutenant, no record.
Herbert W. Crowhurst, second lieutenant, Hotel Walton, PhiladelPalmer Blackburn, second lieutenant, 15 Wesley Apartment, ..At- phia, Pa.
lanta, Ga.
Alex. H. Cummings, second lieutenant, 858 Eighteenth Street, OakClarence J. Blake, second lieutenant, 1206 Oliver Avenue, North Min- land, Cal.
neapolis, Minn.
Jordan, Cum.mer, second lieutenant, 25 Davenport Street, Detroit,
AJthur B. Blanchard, first lieutenant, 8 Irvington Street, Boston, ' 1\Iich.
MaRs.
.
Glen M. Curlee, second lieutenant, 815 West Taylor Street, Kokomo,
Charles H. Blewett, second lieutenant, 1428 neach Street, Biloxi, Ind.
lliss.
.
Geo. H. Dalzell, &econd lieutenant. No record.
Leonard A. Bonner, first lieutenant, 1901 Wyoming Avenue, WashingWm. J. Davidson, first lieutenant, 1421 Eye Street, Washington,
ton. D. C.
.
..
D. C.
Herb V. Book, second lieutenant, 385 Burns Avenue, Detroit, :Mich.
Daniel M. Davis, captain, 556 East Spring, Columbus, Ohio. .
I.;dgar M. Bosley, first lieutenant, 89 East Warren Street, Detroit,
Dudley H. Davis, first lieutenant, 1002 Sixteenth Street, Lynchburg,
Mich.
Va.
Lawrence R. Boutchard, first lieutenant, 1132 Second Street, Newport
Barton R. Dawes, second lieutenant. No reeord.
News, Va.
Jack J. Dean, second lieutenant, Palestine, Tex.
Carl H. Bowen, captain, 290 Depew Avenue, Buffalo. N.Y.
Alvin W. Defiel, second lieutenant, Margaret Street, St. Paul, Minn.
John W. Bovd, first lieutenant, 45· Wesley Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Frl,lnk I. DeHavt'!n, first lieutenant. No record.
John T. Boyle, second lieutenant, 201 North Jennings Street, AnSamuel S. DeHoff, second lieutenant, 178 Harney Street, Omaha,
thony, Kans.
Nebr.
Lyman E. Brackett, first lieutenant, 327 Jefferson Street, RochesBruce J. Dellett, second lieutenant, 151 Oak Street, Birmingllllm,
~~
.
~er, Ind.
James Demarest, first lieutenant. No record.
John El. Bradstreet, first lieutenant, 335 Ridge Avenue, Winnetka, Ill.
Wm. M. Denny, second lieutenant, 1204 Crockett Street, Sherman,
Hallick M. Brady, second lieutenant, 3628 Jackson Street, Omaha,
Tex.
Nebr.
Eugene S. DesPortes, second lieutenant. No record.
Harry N. Bt·andenburg, second lieutenant, no record.
Frank A. De Vertes, captain. No record.
Herman L. Brandt, second lieutenant, no record.
Adrian G. Devine, first lieutenant, 19 Portsmouth Street, Rochester,
Anthony P. Braun, second lieutenant, 18 Dakota Avenue, Wahpeton,
N.Dak.
N.Y.
·
Donald S. Davor, captaln, 126 North Main Street, Chambersburg, Pa.
William J. Briscoe, captain, 4148 Eighth Street, Washington, D. c.
Howard F. Diehl, first lieutenant, 28 North Whittenburgh A;enue,
Roland H. Brock, second lieutenant, 566 South Street. Athol, Mass.
Chnrles F. Brown, second lieutenant, 4251 Wentworth Avenue, Chi- Springfield Ohio.
cago. Ill.
Charles W. Dietz, captain, 46 Bryant Street NW., Washington, D. c.
William C.· Brown, jr., first lieutenant, 248 Broarlway, Norwich, Conn
James I. Dodds, first lieutenant, North Hero, Vt.
Wylie S. Broun, second lieutenant, 618 North Wea>er Street, Gains:
Jos. A. Donington. second Ueutenant, 217 Chestnut Street, Rosalo
ville. Tex.
Park, N. J.
·
Ridgely D. Bryan, first lieutenant, 20:5 Hammond Court, WashingArthur T. Donnelly, second lieutenant, 7 Baldwin Street, Newar~,
ton, D. C.
·
N.J.
Willis R. Bryant, first lieutenant, 408 Queen Ann Avenue, Seattle
Frank H. Donovan, first lieutenant, 101 _ North Common Street,
.W ash.
' Lynn, Mass.
Dean W. Buchan. second lieutenant, 257 Byron Street, Palo Alto Cal
J. Fred Dorn, second lieutenant. No record.
.
Edwin Budd. second lieutenant, R. F. D. No. 1, Elizabeth, N. J.'
·
.Arthrur K. Dowd, first lieutenant, 38 Fulton Street, Weehawken,
William L. Bull, first lieutenant, no record.
.
N.J.
Paul W. Burbank, second lieutenant, no record.
William H. Drale, llrst lieutenant, 4157 Dl'exel Boulevard, Chicago,
Sam II. Burcha1d, first lieutenant, Gonzales, Tex.
Ill.
.
B. Bcrnei Burgunder, · first lie..utenant, no record.
Carlyle B. Drummond, first lieutenant, Hamilton .Apartments, Omaha,
John J. Burke, second lieutenant, 10623 Columbia A>enue, Cleve- Nebr.
land, Ohio.
Philip S. Duff, second lieutenant, 1104 Third Avenue, Nebraska City,
M. Purlier Burkholder, first lieutenant, 89 East Seventeenth Street
Nebr.
·
Chicago Heights, Ill.
'
George B. Drummond, second lieutenant, Oakwood Place, Eau Claire.
Edw. L. Burmeister, first lieutenant, 1724 Center Street, Ashland Pa . Wis.
Ralph H. Burnett, second lieutenant, no record.
'
·
Francis EJ. Duffy, first lieutenant. No record.
Edw. B. Busby, first lieutenant, 5839 Calumet Avenue, Chicago, Ill
Fred Edlwood Du Bois, captaln. No record.
Charles W. Butler, firs~ lieutenant, 152 Horton Street, Detroit, Mich.
Francis M. Duquet, · second lieutenant, 593 Riverside Dri>e, New
.York City.
t~~yeern~. ~~W~~w~~~~~e~:~kt~tr:~anlano record.
.
Crawford ~I. -Earle, jr., second lieutenant, 327 South Church Street.
Walt~r S •.Byrne, se'c~nd lleutennnt, 5_!!1 Third Street, Brooklyn, N. t'.
Spartanburg, S. <;.
.
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Willard H. EckmaJl, first lieutenant, Gordon Heights, Wilmington,
Del.
.
Eugene T. Edwards, second lleuten.a nt. No record.
Lemuel E. Edwards, second lieutenant. No record. .
Fred H. Eichet·, second lieutenant, 816 Dueber A-venue SW., Canton,

Oh-ii~· E.

Edwards, captain, 138 Belleview Avenue, Melrose, Mass.
J. Lester Eisner, captain. 247 Broad Street, Redbank, N. J.
H. A. Eldredge, captain 240 High Street, Newburyport, Mass.
Thomas J. Eline, first lieutenant, 1133 East One hundred and fortyfifth Street Cleveland, Ohio.
John C. Elliot, second lieutenant, United States Army.
Walker T. Elliot, second lieutenant, 1434 Robinwood Street, La.ke-

w~~~.?r0Ellis

second lieutenant, Uvalde, Tex.
Donald P. Eilyson, fir t liP.utenant, 14 Park Avenue, Richmond, Va.
John G. Endicott, second lieutenant, Carmi, Ill.
Washington A. Endicott, first lieutenant, 1513 D Avenue, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
.
.
.Jeffery H. Englehart, second lieutenant, 1239 Madtson Avenue, New
York City.
Robert G. Ernst, second lieutenant, 1201 Bloomfield Street, Hoboken,
N · ;fimes H. Erwin, first lieutenant, 521 Seventh Street, Niagara Falls,
N . .J3..Iter J. Etu, second lieutenant, 1347 Depot Street, Calumet, :Mich.
Sheldon R. Evans, captain, 1 . Yeager Avenue, Kingston, Pa.
De Witt Everest, first lieutenant, 200 Second Avenue, Johnstown,
K~
•
Johnson K. Fahy, second lieutenant. No record.
Thomas S. A. Fairbairn, econd lieutenant, 539 Ashland Street,
llull'alo, N. Y.
John J. Farrell, captain, 313 Garfield Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Theodore C. Fedders, second lieutenant, 50 Otis Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
James W. ~~eeney, first lieutenant 5 Holt Road, Andover, llass.
1\fax Fichtenbaum, first lieutenant_ 60 Blanco Street, Waco, Tex.
E R. Finkenstaedt, captain, 901 li·ifth Street, Bay City, Mich.
John W. Finkenstaedt, captain, 901 Fifth Street, Bay City,, J.Iich.
John A. Finnicum, first lieutenant, 116 Maryland Avenue NE.,
Washington, D. C.
George J. B. Fisher, first . lieutenant, 820 Federal Street, Camden,
N.J.
Sidney L. Fisher, second lieutenant, 9811 North Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio.
Harry Eq Flaherty, second lieutenant. No record.
Lamar -L. Flaven, second lieutenant, 1560 Downing Street, Denver,
Colo.
Franklin T. Fletcher, first lieutenant, 1408 State Street, Eau Claire,
Wis.
Wnlter F. Fli,:~g, first lieutenant, 13.5 Hawthorn Street, Toledo, Obio.
Raymond Flynn, second lieutenant, 151 Blatchley Avenue, New
HavPn. Conn.
William J . Foster, captaln, Reserve Corps. no record.
Chester R. Fouts, second lieutenant, 618 First Avenue North, Fargo,
N.Dak.
· Harry L. Fra er, second lieutenant. El Paso, Tex.
Myer Drost Freelander, sPcond lieutenant, no record.
Fred W. Fritts, first lieutenant, ·109 Vine Street, Chattanooga, Tenn.
W . F . Fryburg. second lieutenant, Great Falls, Mont.
George G. Fulltll', first lieutenant, 253 Alexander Street, Rochester,
N.Y.
Oeorge V. Fuller, second lieutenant, no rPcord.
William J. Gainey, second lieutenant, 86~ Fulton Street, Auburn,
N.Y.
Ben Gall gh r , first lieutenant, Omaha, Nebr.
Antonio F. Garcia, second lieutenant. no record.
Claude R. Garmany, second lieutenant, 16 Mitchell Avenue, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Thomas J. Garner, first lieutPnant, Woodward, Ala.
Howard M. Gay, second lieutenant, 4310 North Meridian, Indlane.polls, Ind.
nuntlngton Gilchrist, second lit>utenant. no record.
Thomas K. Givens, first lieutenant, 614 Frederica Street, Owensboro, Ky.
Silas N. Glisson, second lieutenant; Girard, Ga.
John S. Gordon, second lleutenant, 2065 Oakland Avenue, Piedmont,
Cal.
Joseph C. Gorev, second lieutenant, 354 West Fi'ftleth. S treet, New
York City.
·
Frank E. Qrace, second Ueutenant, no record.
.Arthur J.' Graf. first lit>ntE>nant, Amboy, Ind.
Paul C. Graney, first lieutenant, 30 Seymour Street, Auburn, N. Y.
Tiarold R. Grant, second lieutenant, 2309 ~ashington Circle, Wash-

fn~~~nkDR?N.

Grant, second lieutenant, 1712 North Olive Street, San
.Antonio, Tex.
. 'amuel Gras , first ltentE>nant, 145 Auburn Avenue, New York.
Frank P. Gravelle, first lieutenant, Ardmore, Pa.
William Sproull Graves, second lieutt>nant, 204 East Fourth Street,

Ro~1:n Gr('ata, second lieutenant, 1316 Terry Avenue, Seattle, Wash.
Frank J. Green, first lieutenant, 23 Harvard Sn·eet, Charlestown,
Mass.
William B. Greenlaw • .flrst lieutenant, 1064 Cherokee Road, Louisville, Ky.
J obn E. Greenough, second lieutenant, no record.
Arthur· S. Greenwood. first lieutenant, Lake Mills, Wis.
Richmond G. Gresham, .first lieutenant, Gresham Hotel, Spartan-

G::

buJ~m~s <§'. Griffin. second lieutenant, 2825 West Thirty-seventh Street,
D e.JlVPr, Colo.
William E. Griffin, captain, no record.
H. Philip Grossman, ~recond lit!Utt!uant, 1340 South Albany Street,
1
Cb:Mi.~ge~t 1_1: Gullemet, first lieutenant, 712 Sonth Akard Street, Dallas,
T ~x.
·
.Abraham G. Guinn, second lieutenant. Benton, Tenn.
.
.,
Albert P . Gumaer, captain, 1612 Fourteenth Street, Washmgton .. D. C.
Ford L. Gunn. first lleutf'naat. 119 TPDRWPf' Stret>t, Lansing. Mich.
W illiam H. Hagan, ·firs-:. lieutennnt. 206 Cburt:b Street, Mobl.le, Ala.
Sherman P. Haight, cnptain, Reserve Corps, 61 Worth Street, New
York City.
William Haight, second lieutenant, no record.
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Charles E. Hall, first lieutenant, 521 Arnet Street, Rochester, N. Y'.,
Richard H. Hall, jr., first lieutenant, 3745 McKinley Street, Wash·
lngton, ·D. c.
N. CJ~nellus H. Halsted, fl,rst lieute~~~:nt, Morris Avenu_e, Morristown,
Age H. Hansen, first lieutenant, 1'.19 E Street NW., Washington, D. C.
James M. Hansen, second lieutenant, 372 Seyvurn Street, Detroit,
Mich.
James E. Hardwick, first lieutenant, 1615 South Tenth Avenue,
Birmingham, Ala.
Denis Harrigan, second lieutenant, no record.
Addi on L. Harvey, second lieutenant, Logan, Iowa.
George L. Harvey, tfrst lieutenant, 536 Clifton Avenue, Newnrk., N. :r.
William Sherman Hatch. captain, 820 Hamilton Street. St. Louis, Mo..
John Y. Hay, first lieut nant, no record.
Ralph S. Hayes, first lieutenant, 223 Goodman Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Curt E. Heckel, seco.nd lieutenant, 1565 Genesee Avenue, Buffalo, ·

N. Y.

·

Ralph J. Helrerman, second lieutenant, 706 East Grove Street, Bloomington, TIL
Charles P. H <'ffl y, fir t lieutenant, 2231 Broadway, Logansport, Ind.
Lawrence J. Heller, second lieutenant. no record.
Wilbur ·J. Helmer, first lieutenunt, 2970 Edge Hill Road, Cleveland
Heights, Ohio.
'
Ober S. Herr, second lieutenant, 56 West :Main Street, Westminster,
Md.
Fred Herrlgel, jr., first lieutenant, 866 Bergen Street, Newark, N. J.
Jasper T. Heirs, first heutenant, Trumbo Street Charleston, ::.;. C.
Albert E. Hig!'ins, second lleutenant, 40 Mesmer lvenu , Buffalo, N. Y.
Chester D. Hilton, second lieutenant, 41 Palmer A venue, Ea t Delaware Mich.
William W. Hobllgzell, jr., first lieutenant, 1900 Maryland Avenue,
Baltimore, Md.
William IT. Hoch, first lieutenant, Matn Street, Whltensville, Mass.
Arthur Hohlt first lieutenant, 1702 Key Street, Brenham Tex.
Reuben A. Holden, jr., first lieutenant, 2020 Vernon heet, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Andrew E. Holmes, second lieutenant, no record.
William ::.;. Holmes, second lieutenant, G02 South Fourth Street, Grand
Forks, !'f. Dak.
·
·
Thomas B. Hopkins, first lieutenant, R. F. D. No. 6, Cleburne, .Tex.
Walter S. Howard. captain, 1333 East .Maln Sn·eet, Muncie, Inu.
Harry R. Howe, first h eutenant, 1.05 PalfN-y Street, Watertown, Mn. s.
Lloyd A.. Howell, second lieutenant, no rerord.
James A. Howland, first lieutenant, 937 East Fourteenth Street,
CheRter, Pa.
Philip E. Hubbard, second lieutenant, 97 South Main Street• .Middletown, Conn.
.
William D. Hudson, second lieutenant. Sparta, Tenn.
· Arthur W. Hughes, first lieutenant, 21 F dera1 Street. Brunswick, Me.
Robert B. Hughes, first lieutenant, 1550 North ixty-ftrst Str e~,
Philadelphia, Pa.
·
Robel't E. Hull, second lieutenant, no record.
1
Daniel R. Hurley, first lieutenant, 1214 Lexington Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
T. J. Israel, second lleutenant, no record.
Walter C. Jacobs, second lieutenant, no record.
William Norman Jeavons, first U~utenant, Arlington Road, Shaker
Height-, Cleveland, Ohio.
•
·
Wllliam R. Jobes, second lieutenant, 3236 Pasco Street, Kansas Clty,
Mo.
Colin H. John, first lieutenant, 1054 Ea.st Cantrell Street, Decatur,

m.

Alfred H. Johnson, second lieutenant, 5128 East Thirty-fourth Street,
Chi cago, Ill.
•
A
Elias A. Johnson, fil'St lieutenant, 2351 North Sacramento venue,
Chicago, Ill.
Robert P. Johnson, second lieutenant, no record.
8eale B. Jobruon, econd lieut~nant, 174 Hurt treet, Jackson, Tenn.
Stoddard F Johnson, second lieutenant, no r cord.
George E. :iobnson, econd lieutenant, 1740 K Street NW., Wa hing-

to~e~na~d

T. Jones, first lieutPnant, 107 RocheR~'lr Street, Polto~, N~ J.
Edward L. Jones, captain, 45 West Fifty-fifth Street, New York City.
Thomas H. Joyce, e<:ond lieutenant, no r ecord.
Louls P. Kalb, major, 1422 Buchanan Strt>et, Wasbln;aton, D. C.
Varney Kaminsky, second lieutenant, 400 East Gaston l::ltreet, ava.nnah, Ga.
Alfred G. Kay, second lieutenant, no record.
Cletu!" Keating, captain, 425 West End Ayenue, New York City •
Fred W Keller fir t lieutenant, :Mallon, "\\ l .
Walter ·J. Kemp, first lieutenant, 1~1 North Main Street, Tipton;
Intartin H Kennelly second lieutenant, no record.
Arthur W. .Kldd, second lieutenant, 2535 Cleveland Avenue, New
Orleans, La.
d
Fred w. Kenny, captain:, no rec_or . .
City
John R. Kilpatrick, maJor;124o Umver tty venuP, New York
•
Arthur c King captain 709 St. Paul Street. Baltimore, Md.
.
Roswell P. Kin'ney, second lieutenant, 576 Lenox Avenue, Detrolt,

Mi~h.

ice H Kirby first lieutenant, 7707 Jones Road, Cleveland, Obfo·

FI~~ R. IDssling, econd lieutenant, 189 St. J .a mes Place, Buffa o,

N. Aiich Kline, fir t lieutenant, 357 Buckhlll Street, Easton, Pa.
Lewis A. Kniffen, first UeuteDant, .no record.
E 1· L Kohlet· first lieutenant, no record.
S
D~ ~iel. E. Koshland, second lieutenant, 3800 Washin.~ton Street, an

Frt;~~~~~·F~akryda, fir t lieutena.nt, 3649 West Twenty-second Street,
Chicago Ill.
d
Geor~ H Kunz second lleutPnant, no ~ecor .
d
Robe';:t E.' Kusterer, second lieutenant, ~3 Fountain Street, Gran
Ra-B~~har~i~ Lackay, second
~iJfa~?n~.' ~b. captain, 360

lieutenant, 107 North Twelfth Street,
West Twenty-second Street, New York

CiWaldo Lampe second lieutenant, 420 Benteau Street. Detroit, ~~chf
Frank w. Landenberger, first lieutenant, 711 Wildwood Avenue, •or

Wi:ra~!i:eJn~:

Lane, second lieutenant, Senacn, Nebr.
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Charles 0. Lanphier, first lieutenant, 1120 South Seventh Street,
,Springfield, Ill
.
William E. La Roe, second lieutenant, 1007 Van Trump Court, Kanllas City, Mo.
Gustav 11', Lawrence, second lieutenant, Fargo, N. Dak.
.
R.lleul W. Leary, second lieutenant, no record.
Milton M. Lefkovits, first lieutenant, 2320 Cleveland Avenue, Canton, Ohio.
,
.
Arthur Milton Lehr. first lieutenant, Carver Hotel, Sharon, Pa.
Arthur M. Levy, second lieutenant, 558 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Howard L. Lewis, second lieutenant, no record.
A. M. Lightburne, first lieutenant, 2608 East Sixth Street, Kansas
.City, Mo.
Milton. C. Lightner, first lieutenant,,105 East Fifteenth Street, New
.York City.
A. L. Lincoln, jr., captain, 61 Walnut Street, Brookline, Mass.
Edw. J. Lindsay, second lieutenant, 212 Washington Avenue, Iowa
Falls, Iowa.
·
Clarence Lineberger, first lieutenant, Gastonia, N. C.
Leroy B. Lmdsey, second lieutenant, 924 Mallet Street, West Toledo,
Ohio.
William C. Linthieum, first lieutenant, 292G St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
·
H. A. Llpinsky, second lieutenant, 315 South Jefferson Street, Huntington. Ind.
·
· D. R Livengood, first lieutenant, 608 Cottage Grove Avenue, South
Bend, Ind.
Robert L. Lehse, second lieutenant, no record.
Wallace W. Longfellow, first lieutenant, 1462 Hopkins Street, Lakewood. Ohio.
.
Jutten A. Longmoore, second lieutenant, 15 Charles Street, Johnsburg, Vt.
Thompson Lothrop, first lieutenant, 81 Breckenridge Street, Buffalo,
N.Y.
Charles W. Lotte, captain. 581 Broadway, Patterson, N. Y.
Stuart F. Louchheim, captain, 180Q Spring Garden Street, Redbank,
N.J.
William C. Lowdon, second lieutenant, 2308 Lipscomb Street, Fort
.W orth, Tex.
.
Glen E. Luke, second lieutenant, 866 Second A venue. Detroit. Mtcl.J..
Karl M. Lyons. first lieutenant, 417 Poplar Street, Warren. Pa.
Herbert Geo. McNermy, second lieutenant, 740 Riverside Drive, New
York City.
William G. McCarthy, first lieutenant, Cambridge. Mass.
John ~I. Mcintosh, second lieutenant, 7341 Euclid Avenue, CleTeland, Ohio.
James M. McKay, second lieutenant, Army. 1
Harold D. McKinnon, second lieutenant, Madison, S. Dak.
J. B. McLaughlin. jr., second lieutenant, 616 West One hundred and
thirteenth Street. New York, N. Y.
Bernard McMahan, second Ueutenant, 2131 Derby Street, Berkeley,
Cal.
Patrick McMullan, second lieutenant, 2708 Sc:.>ne('a Strc:.>et, St. Joseph,
Mo.
James B. McPherson. first lieutenant, 415 West One hundred and
eighteenth Street, New York City.
Thomas F. Maher, second lieutenant, 43 Carolina AvenuE:. Yonkers,
N. J:.
Lawrence S. Man, first lieutenant, 203 Twelfth Street, Canton, Ohio.
Henry M. Marke, jr., first lieutenant, 128 West Hattie Street, Forth
:Worth, Tex.
Vf:'rne Marshall, second lieutenant, no record.
Herm:m J. Martin, first lieutenant, 955 Cherry Street, Huntington,
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Thomas A. Nicolet, first lieutenant, 129 Thompson Street, Springfield,
Mass.
William L. Nicoll, first lieutenant, R. F. D. No. 3, Newburgh, N. Y.
George F. Nieblingi first lieutenant, Delaware Street, Woodbury, N. J.
John K. N,ightinga e, jr., first lieutenant, Warwick Neck, R. I.
Carl Nilson~.~second lieutenant, 222 F St. Joe, Lansing, M.ich.
Richard C. .Noel, second lieutenant, no record,
Guy II. Northcutt, first lieutenant, Marietta, Ga.
Harry H. Nugent, second lieutenant, 5847 Maple Avenue, St. Louis.
Mo.
. Philip J. O'Brien, second lieutenant, 242 West Fifty-sixth Street.
New York City.
·
·
William N. O'Brien, first lieutenant, 673 Summer Avenue, Newark,
N.J.
Louis J. O'Connell, first lieutenant, 1316 Spear Street, Logansport,
Ind.
David P. Ogren, first lieutenant, 115 Barrows Street, Jamestow~ N.Y.
John A. Oliver, second lieu<:enant, Fairmont Park College, \:ouncil
Blnffs, Iowa.
John C. Orcutt, captain, Chester, Vt.
J. Robert Orton, captain, Forrest and Alaska Avenues, Cincinnati,
Ohio. ·
Orville R. Osmun, second lieutenant, Gobleville, Mich.
Benjamin E. Ostrom, second lieutenant, 402 Hall Street, East Savannah, Ga.
James B. O'Toole, first lieutenant, no record.
_~
Donald K. Packard, second lieutenant, no record.
~Mitchell Park, second lieutenant, Big Springs, Tex.
· ·
Henry R. Parker, se!!ond lieutenant, R. F. D. No. 1, Letchatall, Ala.
Stanley Partridge, captain, 1010 Monnt Curve Avenue, Minneapolis,
Minn.
Edw. S. Patterson, second Ueutenant, no record.
James II. Patterson, second lieutenant, 1518 R Street, Washington,
D. C.
·
Anthony F., Patton, second lieutenant, 359 Hart ATenue, Detroit,
Mich.
.
·
F. L. Pea"'l.·ce, first lieutenant, 215 Spruce Avenue, Takoma Park,
Washington, D. C.
Fran('is A. Perry, second lic:.>utenant, 312 Central Avc:.>nue, Needham
Heights, Mass.
J. B. Peterson, se('ond lleutenant, 3848 Pillsbury Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
John Picarelli, second lieutenant, no record.
Harris P. Pierson, second lieutenant, 1725 Barrone Street, New Orleans, La.
Ill~arry ~· Plne, jr., first lieutenant, 4720 Dorchester Avenuc:.>, Chicago,

W. D. Platner, second Ueutenant, 110 Glenn Avenue, Council Bluffs,
Iowa.
Paul W. Platter, first lieutenant, 4830 Ross Avenue, Dallas, Tex.
Leo A., Pollock, second lieutenant, 528 West One hundred and
eleventh Str-eet, New York City.
Rnssc:.>ll S. Racy, second lieutenant, no record.
I. Charles Raco()Sin, .first lieutenanJ:, 389 Clay Street, Detroit, Mich.
G. F. Rankin, second lieutenant, Glouton, Ala.
George A. Rasche, second lieutenant, Reagan, N. Dak.
.
J . .S. Raymond, second lieutenant, no record.
Harold C. Rees, first Ueutenant, 10 Parker Avenue, Merfdan, Ky.
Malcolm C. Rees, second lieutenant, 51 Orchard Street, Jamaica. ·
Plain, Mass.
Leland S. Rcev~. second lieutenant, 2 09 South IIill Street, Los
Angeles, Cal.
William F. Rennie, second lieutenant, 1033 North Broadway, Baltimore, Md.
John
In~obert C. Martin, first lieutenant, 688 East One hundred and fifteenth Pontiac, Q.Ill. Richardson, first lieutenant, 1019 North Chicago Street,
Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
A. P. Riggs, second lieutenant, The Walsingbam, Indianapolis, Ind.
William W. Matthews, se('ond lieutenant, 205 Church Street, Vidalia,
Thomas C. Roberts, second lieutenant, no record.
Ga.
.
George G. Robertson, first lieutenant, 470 Andoyer Street, "Lowell.
Henry May, jr, first lleutenant, 311 Dc:.>pew Avenue, Buffalo, N.Y.
Edward L. Mayer, first lieutenant, 1321 North Meridian Street, In- Mass.
H. Stuart Robertson, seconll lieutenant, 250 Eleventh ATenue, New
dianapolls, Ind.
City.
Don M. Meadors; second lieutenant, 215 West Jackson Street, Chi- York
Oliver
S. Robinson, second lic:.>utenant, no record.
cago, Ill.
Ralph
Clarence C. Meleney, first lieutenant, 509 East Sixteenth Street, ville, Ind.D. Robinson, second lieutenant, 227 Meggs Avenue, JeffersonBr(loklyn. N.Y.
Glc:.>nn W. Rogers, second lieutenant, no record.
Ward Melville, first lieutenant, 6 Montague Terrace, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Keeneth D. Ross, .second lleutenant, 615 West First Street, Grand
; Victor H. Mertz, second lieutenant, San Benito, Tex.
Island,
Nebr.
I Erwin A. Meyers, captain, 1818 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill.
Miles Ross, jr., second lieutenant, 100 Livingston · Avenue, New
Charles 0. Miller, first lieutenant, 1117 Eighth Street NW., Wash- Brunswick,
N. J.
ington, D. C.
Hampton Rowland, second lietftenant, Beechaven Street, Athens, Ga.
William S. S. Milius, first lieutenant, no record.
·
W.
G.
Norman
Rukert, captain, no record.
Floyd R. Miller, second lieutenant, 12 Clinton Avenue, Ossoning, N. Y.
Henry B. Sanford, s.e cond lieutenant, 408 Park Avenue, West MansFrank J. Miller, first lieutenant, 2301 Drnid Ilill Avenue, Baltimore,
field,
Ohio.
Md.
.
Frank J. Santry, first lieutenant, 2113 East Seventy-ninth Street,
Raynor M. Miller, second lieutenant, 327 North Mam Street, Kenton,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Ohio.
Leo A. Santry, second lieutenant, 2113 East Seventy-ninth Street,
Steven H. Mlller, second lieutenant, 605 South Twenty-fourth Street,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Paul Sawrie, second lieutenant, 572 Poplar Street, Memphis, Tenn.
J". Willis Misamore, first lieutenant, Angola, Ind.
• Robert P. Schenck, captain, 54 Glenwood Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
Lee G. Moffett, first lieutenant, 412 East First Avenue, Monmouth, Ill.
V. Earl Shirey, captain, Berryville, Va.
.
Aaron C. Moore, second lieutenant, 3 Division Street, Oil City, Pa.
V. Earl Shirey, second lieutenant, West Market Street, Clearfield, Pa.
Harold C. Moore, seeond lieutenant, 1717 Twenty-tlrst Street, Des
Theodore Schumann, captain, New York Athletic -"Club, N. Y.
Moines, Iowa.
Hugh W. Searles, first lieutenant, Grottoes, Va.
James G. Moore, first lieutenant, 532 Fifth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Charles A. Semler, first lieutenant, Cambridge City, Ind.
.
' William E. Moore, first lieutenant, Cowan Ind.
Lyne
T. Shackelford, first lieutenant, 351 St. Mark's Place, Staten
Thomas H. Morrell, first lieutenant, 162 North Twenty-ninth Sh·eet,
Island, N. Y.
West Logan Utah.
·
Fred D. Shandorf, second Heutenant, Browns Valley, Minn.
· Sampson k. Ml)l'row, second lieutenant, Adairville, Ky.
Ralph B. Sbarbrougb, second lieutenant, Fort Gibson, Miss.
Howard H. Morse, first lieutenant, 1830 Kenyon Street NW., WashCornell D. Shea, first lieutenant, 934 Third Street, Louisvilll'. Ky.
ington, D. C.
William H. Sheldon, second lieutenant, 324 Art Street, Fremont, Ohio.
Gecrge F. Moulton, second lieutenant, 1801 Fremont Street, MinneCharles R. Sherman, first lieutenant, 214 East St. Joe Street, Indianapolis, Minn.
apolis, Ind.
Harry C. Murphy, first lieutenant, 107 Bull Street, Charleston, S. C.
Max Silverman, second lieutenant, 1825 Natrona Street, PbiladelHarry G. :Murphy, second lleutenant, 469 East One hundred and
thirty-seveuth Street, New York City.
phln., Pa.
Arthur J. Simon, second lieutenant, no record.
S. Fulton Murphy, second lieutenant, 1001 Restriction Street, PlainFrench C. Simpson, first lieutenant, Alexandria, Va.
view, Tex .
•Tosc:.>ph Murray. second Ueutenant, no record.
J"ohn W. Slacks, second lieutenant, Sax City, Iowa.
1
Charles Slavens, ~econd lieutenant, 800 Riverside !)rive, New York.
¥~;;essii~~~~to~~PJ~~·u~~1e~i~~; lf~~~~'o"{; ri:,_r!.ctaa~a.
N.Y.
Benjamin H. Nicholson, first lieutenant, 328 Whitney Street, JackDonald C. Small, first lleutcnant, 2430 North Tenth Street, Indianson, Mich.
apolis, Ind.
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Charles L. Slocum, first lieutenant, 502 Central Avenue-, Plain- ·

~~~~

I

Dwight Smith, second lieutenant, Chicago Hotel, Chicago, 'Ill.
Gerald P. Smith, second lien.tenant, 720 Pontiac Street, Rochester,

.

b~

David P. Smelze-r, captain, 1736 G Street NW., Washington, D. C.
H. M. Smith, second lieutenant. 253 Hubbard Avenue, ·Detroit, :Mich.
'
James L. Smith, first lieutenant Mentone , Ind.
Lawrence A. Bmith, second 1ien.tenant, no -record.
'
Lee W. Smith, second lieutenant, no record.
·
' :Myron A. Smith, second lieutenant, 1417 Harrington Street, "Fort
W orth, Tex.
· 'W illiam Chester Smith, second lleutenll.nt, 724 :Marine Building,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Howard J. Snell, .first lieutenant, 334 Lycaste Street, Detroit, Mich.
George J. Spettel, first lieutenant, no record. .
;
John F. ·staey, second lieutenant, D5.1 Garland Street, Detroit, Mich. :
Herbert J'. Stafford, second lieutenant, 1017 Avenue B, Bluemont, ·
Tex.
Stewell C. St ebbins, captain, 115 North Warren Street, Lansing,
Mich.
•
1
Warren C. Steele, first lieutenant, 5132 Hazel , Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
·
L . M Steinhei.mer, se-cond lieutenant, 452 Washington street, At4
lanta, va.
M
Abbot Stevens, captain, 623 Osgooi'l Street, 'North Andover,
ass.
Arthur G. Stevens, captain, 1'552 Knox Street, ·Cincinnati Ohio.
Frank M. Stewart first lieutenant, 506 Crockett Stre.et, Austin, ~ex.
Harry W. Stifft, second lieutenant, 1302 Scott 'Stree.t, Little Rock,
Ark.
.
Walter F. Stiles, jr., first lieutenant, 22 Prospect Street, - - - .
Jack W. Stellenwerck, first 'll;eutenant, 520 .Bell .Buildlng, Montgomery, Ala.
.
Str t
Joseph E. Stone, second lieutenant, 1943 East Eighty-second
ee ,
Cleveland, ·Ohio.
.
Ernest P~ Stonebraker, second lieutenant, Belmont, Oh10.
· Hugh G. Strauss, first lieutenant no record.
Spencer A. Stndwell, second lieutenant, no record.
Dan M. Stump, first lieutenant, 4041 Jackson Boulevard. ·Chicago, 'Ill.
Ray Surplus, captaln, 3514 Tularosa Street, El Paso, Tex.
Harold G. Sweet, fi.rst lieutenant, Royal CenteT, Ind.
John C. Talbot, first lieutenant, no record.
,
Alvin G. Tanner, first Ueutenant, 31 Copley Terrace, Pittsfield. Mass. ,
Verne A. Taylor, second lieutenant, 1448 McLemor~ Memphis, Ten.n . ·
H erbert E. Telling, second lieutenant, 648 East vne hundred and
~ig hth Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
·
·
Hru'old D. Tennant, first lieutenant, 242 West Seventy-third Street,
New Yo-rk. N. Y.
·
S rl
Rockwell
Tenney, second lieutenant, 674 Long Meadow, P ngfield, Mass.
.
• James R. Terry, second lieutenant, Van Wert, Oh1o.
Arthur W. Thomas, second lieutenant, 761 West Thir1:y•slx.th Street,
New York City.
Geor~e P. Thomas, fust lieutenant, 22 East Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md.
Ce
I ' d.
James R. Thomas, second lieutenant, .Royal
nter, n
.
J esse H. Thomas, jr., first lieutenant, 1517 Broadway, Nashville,

r,

~

c.

Te~~on A. Tilton, second lieutenant, 151 Wendel Avenue, Pittsfield,
Ttl ass.
...
lis
Paul H. Tobin, second .lieutenant,· 3028 Hennepin S tree t, ....i.Umneapo
,

-~~;,id .B. Todd,

jr., seco~d lieutenant, 248 Ninth Street NE., Washington, D. C.
·
E
.....
Leonard Todd second lieutenant, Weston A-venue, ssex, .LUASS.
J. Stevens Tohilin, second lieutenant, 5750 Woodlawn Avenue, Chlft

ca~,b~· L. Towle, second lieutenant, 225 North Twenty-third Street,
New 'York City.
Frank A. Trilling, second lieutenant, 416 Layco Street, Menashan.
w~

.

Philip w. Tucker, second lieutenant, no record.
~
William R. '1'1uner, capta~_, 100 South Broad Street, Norwich, N. Y.
Charles I. .Tuttle, second ueutenant, 1225 West Fifth Street, South
Su.1t Lake City, Utah.
; Rob. J. 'J.' wyford, second ·lieutenant, no record.
Malcolm R. Upton, first lieutenant, 317 North Conduit Street, Lai

fa~~~~r X:.· Van

Schoten, first lieutenant, no record.
Jacob J. Vandergrift, second lieutep.ant, Gulf Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Ernest H. Van Fessan, second lieutenant. R. F. D. 5, Lisbon, Ohio.
• Frank M. Van Horne, first lieutenant, 102 East Slxteenth Street, New
York City.
Frank D. Van Sicklen, .first lieutena.nt, 40 Spear Street, San Fran1,
cisco, Cal.
1 Noble E. Vincent, second .lieutenant, 657 Clinton Street, Portsmouth,
·Conn.
·
.Archibald F. Wagner~ first lieutenant, 1712 South Dupont Street,
M.inneapolls, Minn.
1
:John B. Wall, -second lieutenant, 936 .Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn,
' N.Y.
Robert S. Wallace, captain, 1.00 Prospect Street, Pittsburg, Mass.
1
' Frank L. Walton captain, Tupelo, Miss.
I Stanley H . Wardwell, second lleutenant, 2616 lDast Ove:-land Street,
Euclid Heights, Cleveland. Ohio.
1
H empstead Wasbburne, jr., ftrst lieutenant, 1HB Astor Street, :Chicago, Ill.
.
1
Walter 'K. Watts, seco:nd lieutenant, 18 South H:nnline Street, ·chic:.a.go, IlL
, :George :M. Webber, second lieutenant, "DO record.
t
Paul D. Webster, second lieutenant, 1026 Lumtrer Exc., Minneapolis
\.

I

w;~:ink

H. Well&. first lieutenant, Stratford,. Conn.
Edw. C. Welsh, first lieutenant. 510 Jefferson Street. Detroit, .Mich.
Fred W. Westhoff, second lieutenant, no record.
Jacob P. Wettleson, second lieutenant, .Alexandria, 'M inn •
. ,
I~'rank Whaley, second 'lieutenant, Troy, Ala.
Emory A. Wheeler, first lieutenant, .209 South 'Street, Boston . .Mass.
Harlan M. Whisman, second Ueutenant, 703 Wiseonsln Street, Huron,
S. Dak.
.
Charles M. Whitsitt, second lieutenant, 1410 M Street NW., Washingto1!t D. C.
; .raul C. Wienges, second lieutenant, no record.
I

I
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Arthur M.. Wilmot, fir~ lleu:tenant, Middleport, N. "Y.
John M. Wilson, second lieutenant~ 44 Montrose Avenue, Bu1falo,
.N.Y.
William S. Witham, jr., second lieutenant, 672 Peachtree Street.
Atlanta, G!l.
Clarence G. Wood, first llieutenant, 813 West Maine Street, Mupcie,.
Th~

.

-

Robert E. Wooden, .second lieutenant, 219 East Washington, Center-!
ville, Iowa.
Donald S. Wright. first lleutenant, 619 ·P.ar'k Avenue, Berlin, Wis..
. Paul B. Wright, first lieutenant, 151 King Street Lancaster, Pa.
Carl G. Yearling, second lieutenant, 121.5 South Washington Street,
Kokomo, 'Ind.
•
George W. Younger, second lieutenant, 756 Morrison, Appleton, Wis.
Charles S. Zoone, first lieutenlil.llt, Andrews Hotel, Minneapolis, .:Minn~

Enlisted men at depot quarterntaster stations.
Fred El. An.sley, private, 1141 'l'wel{th Street NW., :Washington, D. C.
WUbur J. Altfilisch, sergeant, .1.226 Irving Street NW~, Washington,
D.C.
Frederick J. Barth~ corporal, 37 Colnmet Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Clyde J. Blanchara, p.rivate, 345 Mast Road, Manchester, N. H .
Frederick M. Bissinger, private, 2.1.29 Jackson Street, San Francisco,
Cal.
John H. Brown, private, 839 Third Avenue, Baltimore, Mil.
Gabe Bruner, private, Welch, W. Va.
Ned E. Cahen, prlvate, 222 East Se-venty-second Street, 'New York
City.
Ernest R. Caverly, sergeant, A3 Tonawanda Str eet, South Boston,
Mass.
Alva A. Clark, ,p.rivate, Denver, Colo.
George W. Cole, private, first class, 643 North State Street, Jackso~
Miss. ·
·
Samuel Coleman, private, 3831 Cambridge Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ·'
Wyant W. Connell, private, .Baltimore, Ohio.
r
Louls E. Cottle, p.rivate, first class, East L-ansing, Mich.
. 1
Edwin P. C1·amer, private, 1017 SiXteenth Street, Washington, D. C. ~
Russell E. Crawford, sergeant, Youngstown, N. Y.
Morris Creditor 1 sergeant, 695 Linwood Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Walter H. Curner, private, 44 Cherry Street, Danville, Pa..
Frank W. Davls1 private, fir t class~ Omaha, Tll.
Edgar A . .De Ce1l,
prlvate, Raymona, Miss.
James L. De Nault, private, Jamestown, N. Dak.
Donald J. Donovan, private, 66 Harood Street, L ynn, .Mass.
Walter .P. Eisemann, pl'ivate, 3-359 Etghteenth Street, Washington,
D.C.
.
Charles W. Evans, private, first class, 1802 North Twenty-sixth
Street St. J'osepb, Mo.
Arthur J. Fecteau, .Private, .Spencer, Mass.
Elwood C. Fisher, sergeant, 1316 De Kalb .Street, Norristown, Pa.
Antonio .F. Garcia., corporal, 292 Fingerboard Road, Fort 'Wadswo1·th,
N.Judol h H. Gausepohl, private, Richmond, Ind.
Hunn&.gton Gilchrist, privateJ-.14 Seminary Street,- Auburn, N. Y.
Lloyd G. Haag, private, 530 ~olumbia Road Washington, D. C.
Harry Hahn, private, 2719 North Twenty-fifth Street, Pbiladel-

ph~o:C!e

L. Hevener, private, 5 West Franklin Street, Baltimore, Md.
Laurence Hopkins, private, 802 West Bath Avenue, Ashland, Ky.
Churchill P . :Jollll[e, plivate, 2629 Hampton Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Euo-ene Kahn, private, 4 East Thirtieth Str eet, New York City.
Ma~tin H. Kennelly, private, 6126 Langley Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Reno H. Kurth, pri-vate, 718 First Streett Wausau, Wis
Ratliff E. Lane, private, Main Street, Owmgsville, Ky.
Frank E. MacDonald, pri-vate, 2.24 Cooper Street, Ca~den, N. J.
Melvin S Mann, sergeant, 2222 Callow A venuP., Baltimore, M.d.
Henry J." May, private, General Delivery, Goulrl Ctty, Mich.
Joseph M. McCarthy, sergeant, 1527 :Webs ter St reet, San Francisco,

Caj-ohn J. McCoy, sergeant, 20l5 Carlisle Str et Philadelphia, Pa.
Herbert R. Mc:Kally, private, 938 Fifty-third St reet, Oakland, Cltl.
James T. McGinnis, private, 2526 South H u cks Street, Phila del-

ph~~a~;·

E. :McGowan, prtvate, 907 New York Avenue NW., Washington, D. C.
.
'Herbert G. McNerny, prtnte, 704 Riverside Drive, New York C1ty.
Irving S. Meini:ath, <private, 1 49 Kalaroma Road, Washington, D. C.
Charles A. Meyer, ,private, R. F. D. No. 2,. Naz:u-eth, Pa . .
William ·s. Milius, pri-vate, 5143 Westminster Place., St. Louis, Mo.
John Mooney; private, 240 Downey Street, San Francisco, Cal.
Herbert F. ro.urphy, private, Carlmville, ~ll.
James R. Neal, private, Portland Apa:rtment, Washington, D. C.
Marmion S. Oldacre, corporal, Route No. 1. Pentwater, Mlch.
Albert Parker, private, 5454 Pine Street. Philadelphia, Pa.
Thomas W. Marshall, private, North Ogden, Utah.
George E. Norris, private, 2717 Parkwood AvCllue, Baltimore, Md.
Roger F. O'Leary, corp_oral, 104 St. Marks Plac~, New .B.righton, N. ~·
Francis J. Presley, pnvate, Wallace, Idabo.
Edward J. Quinn, private, 3122 Burt .Street, Omaha, Nebr.
William J'. Reil1y..z. jr., private, 860 Peuce Street, Memphis, TE>nn.
Thorwa.ldsen A • .ttau, sergeant, 1.41 We::."t One hundred and thirtieth
Street, New York City.
Howard G. Rice, private, first class, Boone, Iowa.
Ernest D. Riley, private, first class, Grand Pass, Mo.
Keeneth D. Ross, sergeant, 651 West First Street, Gr!llld Island~
Nebr.
Irving R. Safran, private, 43 - West One hundred and forty-seventh
Street, New York City.
Philip T. Salisbury, prlvate, Randolph, Vt.
Garee M.. Sanborn, private, 2756 Riggs Avenue, Baltimore, ~Id.
Howard P. Scbuemarker, private, 53 Pond Street, Natick, Ma ss.
Rochie Shields, private, Cromwell, Ky.
Roy M.. Si.mner, oprlvate, 1312 Monroe Street, St. Louis, Mo.
·Clayton -G. Snodgrass, private, 613 Sixth Street, Ames Iowa.
Levert A. Snovell, private. .2124 Pennsylvania Avenue, Baltimo.re, Md.
Frank C. Spaet h"e, private, first class, · Commbus Junction, Iowa.
George A. Stephens, private, 201 Lafayette Street, Newark, N. J.
1
Bernard M. Steers, prlvate, 1522 Broadway, Quincy, Ill.
Frank J. Stehlick, .private, _399 Sherman Street, Aluon, Ohio.
Ralph E. Stockham, pri-vate, 1729 Third Avenue, Huntington, W. Va.
Laurence A. · ·streed-ain, private, 683 East Fourth Street, Gales..
burg, Ill.
·
·
Harold S. Stuart, private, 8 Dracut Street, Law1·ence, Mass.
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Harold S. Swanson,. private, 820 Washington Street, Dunkirk, N. Y.
The SPEAKER. Is any gentleman in the House opposed to
Roy J. Taylor private, 2608 Guilford Avenue, Baltimore, M.d.
. the bill who desires to make a motion to recommit? If not, the

:Robert G_ ·'l'homa .. private~ St. Louis, Mo.
Carl Hans Tiedemann, private, United Bank: & Savings Co., Clevclrul.d, Ohio..
Paul M. Trembley, private-, Main Street, Espeyr Pa.
Philip W. Tu-cker, -private, 2129 Maryland Avenue, Baltimore.. :Md.
Wayne S. Underwood, prrvate~ 2843 Euclid Aveuue, Cleveland. Ohio.
J'acob .Jay Vandergrttt, private, Gulf Road, BryD! Mawr, Pa.

Chair will recognize the gentleman from Iowa.
report the motion.
The Clerk read a.s follows:

The Clerk will

r move to recommit II. R. 12404. to the Committee. on PubU.c Buildings a.n.d Grounds' with instruetions t6 tbat eommittee to fortliwitb reFrank P. Vogt, private, Kilbourn, Wis.
. port the same back with the following ame.ndme-at:
Louis Vogt~ private~ 911 Avenue A-. Council BlWfs, Ga..
" Strl~~ out lines 10 and ll, page- 1. and Une:5 I. 2, 3, 4, and 5, &nGet>rh-e H. Wall, private. 84 Columbia Avenue~ Jersey Crtyif N. J.
l)age 2, and insert in lieu ther£of tile following :
:Donald D. Warner, private, 384 Byron Street, Chicago, Il.
· " That no contra-ct shall be- let by the Secretary of the Treasury for
Geo.rge E. Watts, private. first class, 256 Oak Street, Cohnnbus. Ohio. . the: purchase. of" a.DJZ material therefoF, o? fo.r the employment ot· la:bO;l'
Lawrence P. Weinseberge.r, private~ 1801 Jenny Lin~ Street, Me.- t~ construct said building on. the eost-pJ:us basis.',.
Keespm-t. Pa.
Elmer 0. Wb.alberg; private~ 411 SherbUl'Il:e Avenue-, S't. Paul, Mi.n n.
Mr~ GARR.E.".rT of ·.rennessee.
~r. Speake-r, I make the point
Th-omas ..!. Whalen. private, 40 Gooding Street,. PawtucR:et, R. 1.
of oTIIer that that propo~ition has :fust been pas ed up.on by the
Frank A. Wiley, private, Union, W. Va.
Honse by the adoption of the committee amendment, and that
John E. Witherspoon, private, Carter, Okla.
Bane S. Witten, private, Bluefield, W.Va.
it is not now in order to vote again npon the same proposition.
William M. Wood, private. Millville, Ky
In other words, the effect of the adop.tion of this motion to re·
Paul B. ZleglE.' r, private, 420 Green Street, Baltimore. Md.
Frank G. Zimmerman, private, 1802 Ashland .Avenue, Baltimore.. Md. commit is preeisely the sa.me as it would have been if the amendTotal, 752:.
ment of the committee had been rejected, and! I think the· gentleman from Imva will agree to that.
1\-fr. GOOD. 1\Ir. Speaker.. the gentleman from Tennessee
possibly was not present when the argument was made yesterday upon the merits of the amendment to strike out.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. The g-en.tlema.n was present.
N.Y.
Me:rle- L. Dundon, sergeant, fl.rs.t class, New Milford.. Ohio.
l\fr. GOOD~ The gentleman from Alabama [M1~. BURNETT}
Charle Je-ppson. sergeant, first class, 24 Slxtb Street, Ridgefield claimed and the gentleman from Florida [Mrr CLAnK} claimed
Park, N. J".
Ernest L. Rowland, sergeant, first class, 1081 Sooth Rosalind', Boston. that this amendment did not give the Secretary of the Treasury
Mass.
powe-r to- enter into. a contract on the cost-plus basis, and i:f you
Ellward L. Quatt.l.ander, sergeant, 1 Agate Court, Brooklyn, N. Y.
str-uck it out it did. give the Secretary the right to enter into
John C. Roth, jr., sergeant,. 3194 Perry Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Charles R. Stark, sergeant, 9804 Sixty-second Avenue; South Seattle:, contrae.ts. upon that busis. My ameii.dnlent does strike: that out,
,W ash.
anu it also then provides that the Secretary of the T"r easury
William .J. Wilchins, sergeant, 56 Bowers Street, Jersey City, N 1.
can not do what was claimed on the e>theJ.; side he would have
Leon C. Benedict, private, New Paltz, N. Y
a right to do in the absence of th::t.t provision.
Philip Berman, pdvate, 110 Ba.nli! Street, New London.._ Conn.
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr: Speaker, I was present
B2.11ja.min C. Blatt, private,. 29 New Lots Ro.:ut, Brookzyn, N. Y.
Bryan B. Brown. private: Wallsburg, Was-h.
·
during the argument npon the merit.s a:nd heard the statement~
Wnlter W. Cavanaugb, pnvate. 518 River Street, Scranton, Pa.
I have alSo read the language of the hill. The. arguments that
William C. Cl<>-ver, prlvate..~. 208 South Potomac, \Vaynesboro, P!l.
may have: been ma.de upon the floor do not control the construe·
Jo!':e-plr V. Cuff. private, 8n Frnnkfin Street, South Braintree, Ma:ss.
George- M. Deming, private, 3903 Grant Road.. Wasbi:ngton.. D. C.
lion of the- language itself. If I construe tlie I~crnage aright,
Irving A. Denison, private, 711 Sixth Street SE~ Wrtshington, Dr C.,
the motion to reeommit~ if a-dopted,. wm have precisely the effec-t
.T.. ITown.rd Dice, privatt>, 492' Wisson AYenue, ~.;olum.bus,. Ohio..
ana no more effect than would have resulted from the adc:>p.tlon
Louis J. Flora, private.. 3902 College, Kansas City, Mo.
Arthur A. Gate-s, private, 12-0..7 Park Avenue, Utica, N. Y~
o-t the, nmendment.
Alvin J. Godwin, private, 171(} M Sb·eet, Washington,., Th C.
1\Ir~ Sl\IITH of Michigan.
l\Ir. Speaker, will the gentlem.'Ul
Ralpb E. Koerber, private, 2S3t Sixth AYenue, Rock Island, m.
yield!
E.a.r-1 E. Ha.rtman, privnte, 1039 Mulberry Street.. Reading, Pa.
Arthur M. Hart. private, 37· Salina, Baldwinsville .. N. Y.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Yes.
Edward D. Hughes, private, 89 Hancock Street, South Braintree. Mass.
Mr. Sl\IITH of 1\fichigan. Does the .,.entleman from TenGeorge G. l\•ie, private, Leac.hvUle, N. C.
nessee claim tl1at under this amendment they could not enter
G01-don M.. Marks, prlva.te Carlisle, Pa.
Arthur F. Luce, private, 23 Newton Sb:e-et. Brockton., Mass.
into a contract upon the cost-plus plan?
Jacob I. Simon, private. 201Y.> Forbes Street, Pittsbmgh..t_Pa.
Mr. GARRETT of Tenne ~ ee~ Under the motion to recomEnri P. Trobert, private. 515 Fris:c o Bnildfu.g. Joplin, Mo.
Ohemical Service &ctwn at American Unit'et·sitv.

[Name, rank. and home addres.s.J
Jackson D. Comstock, sergeant, first class, 614 West Market. Akron,
Ohio.
Oliver L. De 1Uola, sergeant, first class, 237 Franklin Place:~ Flushing,

Owen Vollct, privnte, 1 Liberty Street, New York, N. .
William Wolfson., pd.va.te,. 1420 N Street NW., Washington, D. C~
Total, 33..
Gran.tl to.taZ iw varioa& bureaus ana departments.
Offi.cei -----------------------------------------998
Elnlistl'd men----------------------------------- 2, 184

Total--------------~-------------------- 3, 182
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted as follows:
To Mr. LUNN, for three days, on aecount of important business;
To l\Ir. RosE, for three days, on accolmt of the death of a relative;
To 1\Ir. BL.A.1-.J) of Indiana, for 10 days, to enable- him to a sist
in the liberty-loan campaign in Indlana; and
: To Mr. LEHLRACH (at the request of 1\II:. P~ of New
Jen;~y), indefinitely, on account of illness.
BUII.DING FOR PURLIC HEALTH SER-VICE, CITY OF

WASHINGTON~

The SPEAKER. Tbe- unfinished business is the- bill H. R.
12404, of which the Clerk will report the title.
The Clerk reported the title of the bill.
TllC SPEAKER. The question was pending upon the committee amendment. The question is on the committee amendment.
Tile question was taken ; and on a division (demanded by Mr.
Goon) the-re were-ayes 63, noes 44.
. So th-e committee amendment was agreed to.
· 'l'he SPEAKER~ The question is on the engrossment ~d
third reading of the bill.
\
The }}ill wa ordered to be engrossed and read a tlllrd time,
and was read the third time.
1\lr. GOOD. 1\Ir. Speaker-, I offer the- f()llowing motion to recommit, which I se-nd to the desk and ask to have read.
Tlle SPEAKER. Is. the gentleman opposed to the bill?
Mr. GOOD. I am not.

mit?
.
l\1r. &mTH of Michigan.

No; under the oill as it stands

now.

Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. NO'; I do not contend so.
1\Ir. SJ\flTH of Michigan.. It n;nthorizes him tO< enter into
this cost-plus conh·act, and itt is the object of the gentleman from

Iowa to prevent that.
,
1\Ir. CLARK of Florida.. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman
from Tennessee yield 1
1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. Yesr
1\fr. CLARK of Florida:. I want t& state: to the gentleman
that undeF the bill as it stands. the Secreta1·y of the Treasury
is simply permitted to do this work by contract or he ca:n
go into the market and purchase materials and hfre lnbor and
do it himself.
Now, if he lets it by contract, he must let it under the existing law, whlcb. p.Fovides that be must adverti e for bids and
let it to the lowest and best bidder. There is not any question.
ahout it. Now, I want to say to the gentleman further if the
gentleman from Iowa, instead of undertaking to strike out the
language which permits the Secretary to be free from any possible collusion among contractors and go into the open market
and buy materials and hire labor, if he sees fit and if it is necessary to prevent the Government from being mulcted, if he
would leave that in and simply add his proviso that there shall
be no cost-plus pcrrentage or cost-plus contract, if he desires to
do that. the gentleman. from Alabama and the committee will
gladly accept it and let it go into the law, because we hav-e
gone npon record here against the cost-pius contract anu there
is no effort on our part to revive it. But the gentleman undertakes to strike out by this motion to recommit the -v-ery languag-e that protects the Government and allows the Secretary,
in case there should be any collusion between contractors, to go
into the open market and buy materials and build it himself.
Mr. TOWNER. Mr. Speaker, it is always a good thing- to
get down to fnndamentals when we have a proposition of this
kind. The motion to reeommit is in the nature of an. amend-
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ment, as the Speaker well knows. If there had been an amendment offered to strike ont and that had been determined, another motion to strike out would not have been entertained
by the Chair ; but the motion to strike out, coupled with the
motion to insert in place of it, would have been within the
jurisdiction of the Chair. While it is true that a motion to
recommit, merely asking to strike out, would be equivalent to
a motion to strike out, and therefore not in order, yet now
we have a different propo ition, that is, a motion to recommit, stliking out the amendment, together with a substitute
which is offered. That raises a different question, and can
be considered. I think it is well settled that in order to be
subject to an objection the motion to recommit" must be identical with the proposition previously passed upon by the House.
For that reason the objection is not well taken and the motion
of the gentleman from Iowa [lUr. Goon] is in orde1\
Mr. BURNETT. l\lr. Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
Mr. BURNETT. To ask unanimous consent to proceed for
one minute.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman does not have that if he is
going to talk about the point of order.
_
1\Ir. BURl\TETT. I was going to suggest if the gentleman will
so modify his amendment with the striking out of the cost-plus
percentage proposition there will be no objection whatever, because there is no one more opposed to it than I am or the committee which reported this bill.
The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman from Iowa giving heed to
the gentleman from Alabama, who is making a peace proposition? The gentleman from Alabama will please repeat his
propoRitlon.
1\lr. BURNETT. The proposition is this: We are not willing
that the hands of the Secretary may be so tied that he will be
compelled under this contract to do the very thing that the
gentleman is trying to obviate, and if the gentleman "\Vill frame
his amendment so that it will preclude any cost-plus percentage
proposition in this bill-I have conferred with several members
of the committee, both on this side and on that-there will be
no objection to it. If the gentleman wants to take the responsibility of undertaking to tie the hands of the Secretary so there
may be a cost-plus proposition and that he can not go out into
t:he market and buy materials and build it himself, then the
gentleman will have to take that responsibility. We are willing,
after conference with members of the committee, to accept it if
he will ask unanimous consent to modify his amendment in that
respect.
.
Mr. HARDY. That is all that anybody apparently wants.
Mr. BUrtNETT. That ls what they say.
The SPEAKER. What does the gentleman from Iowa say?
Mr. GOOD. I prefer to ha\e the Speaker rule on the point
of order.
The SPEAKER. The question has arisen several times and
Mr. Speaker Blaine rendered an opinion on the subject which
goes the whole way. Objection was made practically on the
same ground of a point of order, and 1\Ir. Speaker Blaine said:
The Chair overrules the point of order. The gentleman might not
be able to offer the resolution in precisely the same words, but this
is a different resolution, differently worded, and it is a question of
privilege, and is in order at any time. The difference of a single word
would bring it within the rule of the House.
.

The point of order is overruled, and the question is on the
motion to recommit.
-The question was taken, and the motion was rejected.
. The SPEAKER. The question is on the passage of the bill.
· The question was taken, and the bill was passed.
On motion of Mr. BURNETT, a motion to reconsider the vote
by which the bill was passed was laid on the table.
SANATORIUM FOR DISCHABGED SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.

: l\lr. CANTRILL. Mr. Speaker-'.rhe SPEAKER. For what purpo~ does the gentleman from
Kentucky rise?
l\lr. CANTRILL. I wish to present a privileged report from
the Committee on Rules.
The SPEAKER. Send it up.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman yield for one moment?
I wish to say to the gentleman from Kentucky that there are
several 1\fembers on this side who are very strongly opposed
to the biJl that is about to be presented for consideration under
a rule, and several Members feel they will be compelled, if it
is brought up for consideration, to have a quorum here. I
merely mention that to the gentleman in view of the legislative
situation.
Mr. 1\IONDELL. Will the gentleman yield to me? I trust
the gentleman from Kentucky will withhold the demand for
the immediate consideration of this measure until we can dis-
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pose of some other matters. It is a measw·e in regard to
which there will be some difference of opinion, not as to the
importance of providing for tubercular discharged sailors, but
as to the propriety of the construction of this particular s.cwatorium. I have no objection personally, but there are gentle·
men who have objections to the details of this bill. There is
important legislation that can be passed and disposed of with·
out objection, and I am sure the House will be willing a little
later to take up the matter the gentleman is so much inter·
ested in, and with his persuasive eloquence I trust he can
prove to the Hou e that what he desil·es should be done, but
there are so many other matters that can be passed practically
by unanimous consent that I plead with the gentleman that he
let these other measures come up and be disposed of before he
presents his measure.
Mr. POU. Mr. Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what pw·pose does the gentleman from
North Carolina rise?
Mr. POU. I wish to ask the gentleman · to yield just a
minute.
The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman yield?
Mr. POU. He says he does. I think if the gentlemen wl\O
at the moment feel constrained to oppose this measure will take
the trouble to investigate the hearings and make some investigation of the measure itself, they will find that there is no
measure pending before this House that is more important.
Mr. MONDELL. Why not give the opportunity for them
to do so?
1\fr. CANTRILL. 1\Ir. Speaker, before answering definitely:
the question propounded by the gentleman from Wyoming [Mr.'
l\IoNDELL] I would like to make this statement to the House,
which will be a very brief one. The facts are that there are
now 14,000 discharged soldiers and sailors from the Army an<l
Navy who are suffering from tuberculosis. There is absolutely
no hospital in the United States in which these men can be
placed for treatment. The statement is also made that within ·
the next 12 months there will be an additional 24,000 discharged
soldiers and sailors, making a total of 38.000 men suffering f1·om
tuberculosis. It is the duty of this Government to take care
of them. Under the war-risk insurance act we ure sacredly
obligated to do so. At the present time there is ahsolutely no
place in which to put them. I realize that probably there is not
a quorum in town, and I realize fully that it is useless to undertake to go ahead with this bill if some one intends to raise the
point of no quorum.
Now, in the face of the statement which I ha\e made, saying
to the House that there is a unanimous report from the Com·
mittee on Public Buildings and Grounds and a unanimous
report from the Committee on Rules, this rule should now be
considered and this legislation passed. And I want to say to
the House that if some gentleman will simply get up and say
that it is his intention to raise the point of no quorum her , of
course there will be nothing to do but submit.
Mr. GOOD and 1\Ir. BANKHEAD rose.
The SPEAKER. To whom does the gentleman yield?
Mr. CANTRILL. I yield to the gentleman from Alabama
[1\Ir. BANKHEAD].
Mr. BANKHEAD. I will ask the gentleman whether the
Committee on Rules, in determining the power by which these
bills should be brought in by the committee, did not determiue
the very nature of the proposition here and conclude that this
bill should be given precedence?
l\lr. CANTRILL. That is true.
Mr. WALSH. Will the gentleman yiel<l?
Mr. CANTRILL. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. This measure tbat \-ntS repol"~ro out tii:dcr tl:(
rule is to take care of 500 of these 18,00(!) soldier'S?
Mr. CANTRILL. Yes, sir.
l\Ir. l\IONDELL. And can not do it immeiliatel>.
Mr. WALSH. ·As soon as the hospital is comf)let6U.
Mr. POU. l\lr. Speaker, a single question. I would 1ikc to
ask the gentleman whether or not it was ascertained tliat this
particular hospital is in a nation-wide scheme or whether or
not it is an isolated proposition?
Mr. CANTR£1,L. The report of tile C'Omml.ttee, if tilt:~ House
will permit it to be presented, shows that it is but the beginning of a great many hospitals that will have to be erected in
practically every State ~a the Union. This is to be erected
because of the fact that patriotic citizens have agreed to donate
10,000 acres of land at a place that the Bureau of Health says
is one of the best places in the United States, and where there
will be no trouble in the condemnation of the land. They are
ready to deed it when this bill is passed. On these 10,000 acres
of land are magnificent springs of water, especially fitted for
the treatment of diseases of these m~n, and the Bureau of
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Health says it is the best pTace in the United States to make n.
start, and they have chosen this place because these people- are
ready to deed to the Government, free of cost, 10,000: acres of
yaluable- land with which to start it
1\fr. LANGLEY. Will the gentleman yield for a suggestion?
1\1r. CANTRILL. Yes ; I will yield to the gentleman, a
member of the committee.
Mr. LANGLEY. I de i-re to can attention to the fact that
it wn.s stated by the representatives of the Health Department
that there is no other water that- posse ses the peculiar curative properties that this water does.
1\fr. WALSH. What has tlutt to do with tuberculosla?
;.;
l Mr. 1\IONDELL. Will the gentleman yield?
; 1\lr. CANTRILL. I yield.
' 1\Ir. MONDELL. The gentreman understands I ha\e no objection to this bill. I doubt if tfiere is a gentleman present
who cares to say now that lie will insist on the poiilt of no
quomm. That will depend on the ex:amination of the bill and
its details. That is hardly a fair propositionr The whole
Rou e is ln harmony with the purpose of this legislation..
There can be no question about that, but there is: some question us to whetlier or no it would be better to delay consideration of this bill. for a day perhap&,. until the Members can
acquaint themselves with the report -and inform themselves in
regard to it. and in the mea-ntime go on. with questions concerning whicfi there is no controver.sy.
~lr. CANTRILL. In answer to that, I do not think tliere
could poSsibly be any controversy on this bill when ft is the duty
of this Government to care for. these men. There are now 14.000
of them that have tuberculoBis. And if any gentleman in tlie
Hou e says that he will raise the point of no quor~ I will have
to submit, of course. And. ln answer to the gentleman fr.oru
Wyoming, I do not thlnk- that my request is out of" tile way at
ali. If there is nobody that wants to raise an. objection. let us
go ahead and consider the bill, but. if some 1\Iember has determined to J;aise the point of no qnorum, then let him raise it
now and save the time of the House.
Mr. GOOD. Will the gentleman. yield?
. Mr. CANTRILL. I wilL
1\!r. GOOD. The gentleiL:a n.. r · think.. will agree to tliis fact,
that if we have already hospitals of that kind, Government in·titutions, where there are ample facilities for treating these
me-n, we ought to fill those up ami make them available· fm~ that
PID110Se.
1\lr. CAl~'L. I will sn.y to the gentleman that tllat. condition does not exist.
·
.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. It does. Tlie gentleman is mistaken.
:M r. CANTRILL. The men who are- in the Heallh Bureau of
the country say it does not.
Mr. GREEl'f of Iowa. The Surgeon. General's office says rt
does.
l\1'r. CANTR1LL. These are: discharged sailors and soldiers.
They are civilians. But the Government, under the war-risk
insurance act. has given those men USBurance that they will be
cared for. Their health is broken down,. and they have tuberculosis, and ft rs the duty of the Government to treat them.
·
1\:fr. GOOD. What I wanted to say to the gentleman was
.this: We have eight or nine nationar soldiers' nomes, and, according to the testimony ha.d before the Committee on Appro.·priations as long as three years ago.. those homes were only occupied to about one-third of their capacity, and concernirig thP
Milwaukee home there was a reque...~ that we cease appropriations for that nome.
1\fr. CANTRILL. Is it your purpose to put 14,000 twercular
p atients into the hospitals now occupied by old soldiers. of' this
country?
~fr. GOOD.
Is it your purpose to put 14.000 tubercular
patients in with 14,000 other disabled soldiers who are not
tubercular?
l\1-r. CANTRILL. No.
1\Ir. GOOD. That is- the authorfty. granted by your bill.
1\Ir. CANTRILL. The intention 0f this bill-and it will fie so
earried out under ·the Bureau of Publie Health-is to take these
men and segregate- them in this hospital, designed for the- special treatment of tuberculosis. This hospital will be just the
beginning. The House understands thoroughly that these hospital can- not all be built at once, and they can not be built
until the locations are found. This is an entirely new proposition. Nobody expected that 38,000. men in the cantonments of
this country within 11 months would be suffering from tuberculo is,. but those are the fac.ts, and we ha\e got to meet the
fact.
1\Ir. CLARK of Florida. Mr. Speaker, if the gentleman from
Kentucky will· permit- me, I want to rend just· a line :irrom Dr.
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Banks's- testimony before our committee. He is the chief medical officer of the War-Risk Insm:anca· Bureau. He states this:
There are only two. cLuses of. hospitals- to which we can send these
discharged soldien and sai1ors now-the hospitals of the United State~
Public Health Se-r.vice- and the hospitals of the Indian Medical Service-because the Army and Navy hospitals are not open for the treatment o!
civilians. They are naturally occupied in the treatment of men connected with the active service in the war~

l\Ir_ GREEN of Iowa. 1\-Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield
further!
Mr. CANTRILL. I yield to th·e gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Did the committee consider- the fact
that they could buy almost for a song a large hotel at Las
Vegas, N. Me:x:, which is adapted' to the treatment of tubercUllosis, instead of building this sanitar-ium in a climate that is
not adapted for it?.
1\1r. CANTRILL. Let me answer that question directiy. I
· will say to the gentleman from Iowa that the Public Health
Service has liad dozens and dozens of hotels all over the country offered to rt, which the owners have tried to unload on this
service for hospitals. The gentleman knows that in the modern
treatment of tuberculosis there has been great progress in the
treatment of the disease, and there is not a hotel now standing
in the United States which is adapted to the treatment.
~ 1\fr. FOSTER. The-re is urgent need tlutt this treatment be
given these men at once_
· Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Those hotels ean be taken at one-fifth
of tha cost that- you propose in that bill.
1\fr. CANTRILL. They would have to be remodeled. It would
cost more money to remodel them than this would involve.
1\lt·. GREEN of Iowa. D~es the gentleman understand· tlutt
these patients COuld be put in tents in SDUthern Chlifornia: and
Arizona with scarcely any expense?
Mr. CANTRILL. I will say to the gentleman that before this
war is over there is no telling how many more thousands will
have this trouble. These hospitals will have to be put in everyState in the Union. But the gentleman must understand that
you can not send a soldier from Maine to California. Yon
might just as. weU bury him. · They must be placed near their
respective homes, where a man can go home in the first stages
of the dis,ease and spend some time with. his people, and where
they can come to· see him; and it will be necessary to have a
hospital in Maine ami elsewhere in New England,.. in Mn.ssnchu etts, and in Kentucky and in Indiana and in New 1\lexico
and fn California for each particular section. The gentleman:
underst.ands that. The gentleman does not mean to say to
me.- seriously, that he would take a soldier from Maine, suffering from tuberculosis, and send· him to California as he suggests. You might as well bury him at once.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. You might just as well send him to
southern California as to Kentucky. The journey wou1d not be
appreclubly harder on him. We are sending them from the
East to California now to be treated for tnberculohl.s.
1\Ir. CANTRILL. The gentleman from Iowa is seL-ting his
Dersonal opinion against the opinion of experts.
·
1\Ir: GARRETT of Tennessee. Does the gentleman desire
them to be built in California?
·
Mr.. GREEN of Iowa. I do not desire them to be built in
· Kentuc-ky .
' The SPEAKER. Is there objection!
Mr. WALSH- l\1'r. Speake1·, if the gentleman from Kentn.ch--y
[l\Ir: CANTRILL] does not desire to withdraw this matter, I will
make the point oi" rro quorum. I as-ked him to yield, and if his
reply had been· what l thought it would be I would not have
raised the point of no quorum.
The SPEAKER. AU this con\ersation is out of orderr and
has been from the beginning.
Mr. CANTRILL.. If the gentleman wants to assume the res.Qonsibility, he can take it on himself.
Mr. McKEOWN and 1\fr. ANDERSON demanded tlie. r egular
order.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from. l\.fassachnsetts [M~
WALSH] raises the point of no quorum.
MI:. CANTlliLL. If the gentleman from Massachusetts desires to raise the point of no quorum, so that a start can not be
made for the treatment of these men suffering. from. tuberculosis,
I wiU withdraw the resolution. ·
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Kentuctcy withdraws
his committee resolution.
Mr. SIMS rose.
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from
Tennessee rise?
Mr. SIMS. I wish to submit a. unanimous-consent request.
::E wish to read. the request.
The SPEAKFJE How long will it talm to read tlie request?

•
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1\1;1·. SIMS. Only a few. minutes. I can ask the Clerk to read
, it, or I can read it myself .right here.
•

The SPEAKER. What is that the gentleman asks?
Mr. SIMS. I want to make the request right now, but what I
v:ant to ask foi· is already written out.- I wanted to put it
correctly.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will read it.
'Mr. SIMS. I ask now that the House resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union for the
consideration of Senate joint resolction 63, entitled '~Joint
resolution to establish a reserve of the Public Health Service";
that there shall be not to exceed one hour of general debate.
At the conclusion of such general debate the resolution shall be
considered for amendment under the five-minute rule. After
the resolution shall have been perfected in the Committee of
th.J Whole House on the state of the Union the same shall be
I'eported to the House with such recommendation as the committee may make, whereupon the previous question shall l:)e cons~dered as or<lered upon the resolution and all amendments
thereto to final passage without intervening motion, except one
motion to recommit.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Speaker, I think the matter ought to
go through the regular channels.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Wisconsin objects.

~-

U NANIMOUS CONSENT CALENDAR.

Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Mr. Speaker, I have been trying
to get -in teuch with the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. DENT],
but he has left the Hall of the House temporarily. I therefore
ask unanimous consent that the House proceed to the consideration of bills on the Unanimous Consent Calendar.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois asks unanimous consent that the House at thls time proceed to consider
the Unanimous Consent Calendar. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
WRECKING VESSELS.

The first business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 11408) to amend section 4516 of the Revised
Statutes of the 'United States, as amended by sections 1 and 2
of an act entitled "An act to promote the welfare of' American
seamen in the merchant marine of the United States; to abolish
arrest and imprisonment as a penalty for desertion, and to
secure the abrogation of treaty provisions in relation thereto;
and to promote safety at sea," approved March 4, 1915.
The Clerk read tl1e bill. ·
·
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
Mr. STAFFORD. Reserving the right to object, as I recall
this bill it merely changes the existing law so as to permit vessels of a certain character to be exempted from the effect of
the seamen's law.
Mr. ALEXANDER. WI.·ecking ves els.
Mr. STAFFORD. And that is the only change in the law?
Mr. ALEXANDER. We have already passed a bill exempting them from the provisions of the offi.cering act. - This bill is
to exempt them from the provisions of the seamen's act. The
bill Is reported out of the Committee on the Merchant Marine
and Fisheries unanimously, and there can be no objection to
it, because these vessels used for wrecking purposes are not
in any regular trade, and .there is no reason why they should be
manned as merchant vessels are. This bill was introduced by
the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. FoRDNEY], and we thlnk
it should become· a law.
.
Mr. STAFFORD. What provisions of the seamen's act
;would they be exempted from 1! this bill should be passed?
. Mr. ALEXANDER. Under the provisions of the seamen's
a ct every vessel must on departing from a port have a certain
complement of seamen, and is not permitted to leave the port
unless it has. Then when in port under section 2 of the seamen's act there are certain regulations from which it ·1s intended to relieve these wrecking vessels.
Mr. \V ALSH. Will the .gentleman yield for u question?
' Mr. ALEXANDER. I yield to the gentleman from Massachusetts.
_
Mr. WALSH. I have been unable to get a copy of the bill
as yet. Is there. a well-recognized-.
1\lr. KEATING. Mr. Speaker, I shall hm·e to object to the
consideration of this bill.
. The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Colorado objects. The
bill will be stricken from the calendar.
Mr. .AI.EXANDER. I ask unanimous consent that the bill
go to the foot of the calendar. I think if the gentleman from
Colorado \vill investigate, he will find that there is no objection
from the men· whoni he seeks to serve.
\.The SPEAKER. What is the request of the gentleman?
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Mr. ALEXANDER. That the bill go to the foot of the'calen..
dar.
Mr. KEATING. I will not object to that.
The SPEAKER. Without objection the bill will go to the
foot of the calendar, and the Clerk will report the next bill.
ISOLATED TRACTS OF THE PUllLIC DOMAIN IN MINNESOTA.
The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 79) for the sale of isolated tracts of the
public domain in Minnesota.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. WALSH. Reserving the right to object, I should like
to hear the bill read.
The SPEAKER. The. Clerk will report it.
The bill ..was read, as follows :
Be it enacted, etc.,_ That the provisions of section 2455 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended by the act of Ma rch
28, 1012 (37 Stat. L., p. 77) 1 relating to the sale of isolated tra cts of
the public domain, be, and the same are hereby, extended and made
applicable to ceded Chippewa Indian lands in the State of Minnesota:
Pt•ot·ided, That the provtsions of this act shall not apply to lands which
are not subject to homestead entry: Provided tur·the1·, That purchasers
of land under this act must pay for the lands not less than the price
fixed 1n the law opening the lands to homestead entry.

Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
until we can have an explanation from some member of the
Committee on the Public Lands-! have not my copy of thereport here before m~b'!t as I recall this is a companion bill to
one that was passed before we took our recess. The gentleman
from ·Minnesota [Mr. STEENERSON] was recognized by the
Speaker to move to suspend the rules to pass H. R. 78. It was
passed virtually under unanimous consent. I do not recall now
exactly what changes will be made by this blll in the existing
law, because I have not the report before me, . which I reatl
some months ago. If any Member can give me that information I hope it will be furnished.
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Speaker, I am not entirely familiar
with these lands, but the bill itself in what it proposes is very
simple. Here are certain lands that were opened up to homestead entry and settlement. Homesteads have been taken ; but
as is always the case in the entry of lands under the homestead
laws there are small tracts; areas of 40 or 80 acres, that are
of so little value that the homesteader has declined to include
them within his homestead application. The law provides that
where such lands have been entirely surrounded and isolated
for a certain period ot time, neglected by the homesteader as
being of little value, they. can be offered for sale under the
isolated-tract law, if the Secretary of the Interior thinks it
'\'"·ise to do so. It is entirely within his discretion. Under the
isolated-tract law the land must bring at least a certain minimum price. It is a law of general application to all of the
public lands, but it requires specific application to Indian lands,
where the funds derived from them go to the Indians. It is a
class of legislation absolutely essential everywhe1·e on the public domain to pass title to small, isolated, surrounded tracts of
comparatively little value. If the tracts were _of any consid_e rable value they would have been included in homestead settlements. Such a tract must always be less in area than 160
acres. It must have been isolated and surrounded by lands the
title to which has passed from the Government. Then the Secretary has the discretion to offer them for sale if be sees fit
to do so. It is a procedure necessary to the final cleaning up
of ouds and ends· of lands in any region under settlement.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (l\Ir. ALExAN;DEB). Is there objection?
Mr. STAFFORD. Further reserving the right to object, will
the gentleman inform the House what will be the method of
disposing of these lands in case the law is changed as provided in this bill?
Mr. MONDELL. As I trfed to explain, all this bill does i::J
to apply the well-established law, now applicable to all public
lands, to these particular lands, small tracts, most frequently
of 40 acres. that the homestead settler has declined to include
in his homestead entry because he considered them of little
value.
The homestead settler goes in and takes up the greater portion of the land, but leaves various small tracts, from 40 to 120
acres, that no homesteader wants, because of little >alue. After
that land bas for a period of two years or more remained undisposed of after the surrounding lands have been entered, the
Secretary may, in Ws discretion, if he believes it in the public
interest, offer those lands for sale, and they must be disposed
of at not less than a certain minimum price.
Mr. STAFFORD. As I understand the. bill, the Secretary of
the Interior determines that these parcels of land shall be disposed of at a price fixed originally for the sale of the land.
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Mr. MONDELL. At not less than that, and as much more as
they will bring.
Mr. STAFFORD. They will not be sold for $1.25 an acre
under the homestead law.
Mr. NORTON. On many of these lands the minimum price is
$4. If this was public domain instead of Chippewa land it could
be sold under section 2455.
·
l\!r. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw the reservation
of the point of order, and I ask unanimous consent that the bill
be considered in the House as in Committee of the Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (l\Ir. ALEXANDER). Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Wisconsin?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the provisions of section 2455 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended by the act of March
28, 1912 (37 Stat. L., 77), relating to the sale of isolated tracts of
the public domain be, and the same are hereby, extended and made
applicable to ceded Chippewa Indian lands in the State of Minnesota :
Pt·ovided, That the provisions of this act shall not apply to lands which
are not subject to homestead entry: Provided turtlter, That purchasers
of land under this act must pay for the lands not less than the price
fixed in the law opening the lands to homestead entry.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed.
On motion of Mr. ANDERSON, a motion to reconsider the vote
whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table.
BRIDGE RED RIVER OF THE NORTH.
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The bill as amended was ordered to be engrossed and read a
third time, was read the third time, and passed.
On motion of Mr. SIMS, a motion to reconsider the vote '
whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table.
ABSENCE BY HOMESTEAD SETTLERS .AND ENTRYMEN.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the House joint resolution 290, extending the provisious of
the act of Congress approved December 20, 1917, entitled "An
act to authorize absence by homestead settlers and entrymen,
and for other purposes."
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
:Mr. 'VALSH. Reserving the right to object, I would like to
hear the bill read.
The Clerk read the joint resolution, as follows:
R esolved, etc., That the provisions, limitations, and conditions of the
act of Congress aproved December 20, 1917, entitled "An act to authorize absenee by homestead settlers and entrymen, and for other purposes,"
are hereby extended and made applicable to homestead settlers and
entrymen who have filed their applications prior to May 1, 1918.

Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to object.
l\Iay I ask the gentleman if this is not broadening to a considerable extent, taking off restrictions that were contained· in the
act approved in December, 1917?
Mr. TAYLOR of Colorado. The act approved December 20,
1917, provided that during tl1e pendency of the existing war
any homestead settler or entryman shall be entitled to a leave
of absence from his land for the purpose of performing farm
labor, and such absence, while actually engaged in farm labor,
shall, upon compliance of the terms of that act, be counted as
constructive residence, provided that the settler should not be
excused from making the required improvements and cultivation, and also provided that the act only applied to settlers who
had filed their application prior to the passage of the act. The
act has no application and affords no relief to any settler who
has filed since December 20, 1917, and the object of my bill is
simply and only to extend that beneficial provision to the
settlers filing subsequent to that time. I introduced this bill,
H. J. Res. 290, last l\Iay and limited its application to filings
made prior to l\Iay 1 this year. But if the committee will
consider the bill at this time I desire to ask unanimous consent to amend the bill from May 1 to October 1. My report on
this bill is in part as follows :

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 11709) granting the consent of Congress to
the village and township of Halstad, Norman County, Minn.,
and the township of Herberg, Traill County, N. Dak., to construct a bridge across the Red River of the North on the boundary line between said States.
The SPEA.h."'""Elt pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. STAFFORD. Reserving the right to object-1\Ir. ESCII. If the gentleman will yield, I think the gentleman from Minnesota is familiar with the facts in this case.
1\lr. STAFFORD. I wish to inquire the .need of qualifying
the point at which this bridge is to be located "at a point suitable to the interests of navigation." I understand this bill is
for building a bridge across the Red River of the North. I have
been aero s that river in different seasons, and I have never
discovered one bit of water.
object of the original act, as well as this proposed amendment,
:Mr. NORTON. I wonder if the gentleman had been drinking is The
plain and needs no explanation to anyone who understands condi·
before he crossed.
·
tions in the public-land States. Everyone familiar with the situation in
Mr. STAF!i..,ORD. No; I was in dry territory going west and the West knows that the public lands remaining open to settlement
under the homestead laws are not only barren and usually broken and
coming ea.st. I could not discover any water in the Red River very
rough and arid, but are also mostly covered with rock or brush
of the North. This bill proposes to establish a bridge across a to such an extent that it requires several years of the hardest kind of
work
to bring the lands into a state of clearing and improvement and
so-called navigable stream, nnd I realize that this is the customcultivation sufficient to produce crops or afford the settler enough
ary phraseology.
produce upon which to make a living. In other words, 1t usually
Mr. KNUTSON. The gentleman would not imply that there requires practically three years In order to obtain a paying crop, and
during that time the settler is compelled to find employment at some
ls no nav1gation at that particular point, would he?
other place in order to acquire the necessary means upon which to
:Mr. STAFFORD. . I crossed at Breckenridge, and there was live
and with which to improve his homestead, and unless his homeno navigation there; 1t was shoal for a canoe.
stead rights can be protected during his necessary absence from his
claim,
he is liable to lose his home. Mor·eover, at the present time the
Mr. KNUTSON. There is navigation there at Breckinridge.
has been so completely drained of men having gone into the Armv
Mr. STAFFORD. I suppose the pul'pose of the bill is to put West
or Navy, or gone East in remunerative employment, that the farmer·s
a bridge there because it is the dividing line between the two are being compelled to reduce their cultivation, owing to the impossiobta1n1ng farm help. The object of the original law was to
States, and even if it is a dry stream-and things are dry up bility of
the new homestead settlers to safely go oft' and secure employthere in Minnesota, and also in Dakota, which has been dry for allow
ment on farms and by making the necessary showing of their active
a number of years-there would have to be some bill like this work in the production of food during their absence, to be credited with
that time upon their homestead entry. If the law was just and necespassed, and I withdraw the reservation of the objection.
sary for the production of food, as it was, and also necessary to the
~'he SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will read the bill.
homestead settlers, who made settlement prior to December 20, 1917, it
The Clerk read as follows:
is equally just and much mor~ necessary now for the new settler-s, who
Be it enactea, etc., That the consent of Congress is hereby granted
to the village and township of Halstad, Norman County, Minn, and
the township of Herberg, Tram County, N. Dak., and their successors
and a ssigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge -and approaches thereto across the Red River of the North at a point suitable
to the interests of navigation, at or near the section line between sections 24 and 25, township 145 N., range 49 W., fifth parallel meri<}ian,
on the boundary line between · Minnesota and North Dakota in accordance with the provisions of the act entitled "An act to regUlate the
construction of bridges over navigable waters," approved March 23,
1906.
.
.
Sec. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this act is hereby
expressly reserved.

The following committee amendments w"'ere read :
Page 1, lines 3 and 4, strike out the words " the village and township of Halstad,"
Page 1, lines 4 and 5, strike out the words "and the township of
Herberg,"
.
• Amend the title S? a s to read: "Granting the consent of Congress to
N<!rman County, Mmn .• and Traill County, N. Dak., to construct a
~~~~gst!i~~}~ the Red River of the North on the boundary line between

The SPEAKER pro tempore. In section 2, line 10, the word
" expressly " is nlisspelled. Without objection it will be corrected.
There was no objection.
The committee amendments were agreed to.

have settled upon poorer lands since December 20!...1917, and when the
urgency for farm labor Is becoming more intense ·au the time.
Therefore your committee is of the opinion that the provisions of
the act should be extended up to the present time · so as to give the
thou-sands of settlers who have entered land during the past six months
the benefit of the provisions of that act, in order that they may during
this present agricultural season be allowed to safely absent themselves
from their claims and find work on farms throughout the West, and the
committee feels that the bUl ought to be promptly passed so that those
settlers may take advantage of its provisions during this farming season.

The Interior Department and the Land Office officials, and
people generally throughout the West, have said that owing to
the drainage of men going to the war and to the munition plants
and other works, practically all farm labor was gone, and if
they could get some of the new settlers to come on to the adjoining ranches they could get some ·work in that way, and it would
be a very great benefit to both the settlers and farmers. The
Interior Department recommends the bill and the people of the
West generally recommend it. It does not grant any additional
or new rights. We are having a very hard and slow time in
the West to settle up that country and get people to homestead.
The remaining public homstead land left in the West is principally dry and barren, often rocky and broken and cut up with
gulches and arroyas, often covered with oak brush, and it is the
hardest kind of work on earth to improve and make a li-ring
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' ~-----------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------and a ·home on Iancl of that kind. It is, of course, a fine thing
for ecretary Lane to talk about furnishing homes for the
hundreds of thousands of returning soldiers, but unless the
Government spends from $2,000 to 4,000 on each homestead
mighty few soldiers will ever put in the rest of their lives trying
to make a home on these lands, especially if they have to submit
to all the delays, red tape, and inspections and handicaps of the
present homestead settlers. Now when we get a man out on one
of these homesteads, for the first three years he can not grow
any sufficient crop to support himself and family on,. and he is
compelled to go away and. get work to live on. All of these
amendments and littie bills that we western Members have
merely tend to liberalize the condltions under which these men
arc trying to live and support their families and to comply with
the law, and this is only one of many of them~ There are a
great many reasons why this. bill should pass. It is only common-sense fairness to the settlers and for- the general welfare
of the country, and the rights. of the GoYernment are in no way
jeopardized.
Mr. 1\IONDELL. 1\fr. Speaker,-wm the gentleman yield?
Mr. TAYLOR of Colorado. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. Well, I have. the fioor, but I will be glad to
yield to the gentleman in a minute: I want to ask the gentleman if · this is not the measure· which I and some other- gentlemen opposedi and upon which-we had a vote when it was passed
before.
'
1\lr. TAY:E..OR of Colorado. I do not think so, though :t :un not
sure.
l\1r. WALSH. It was one of these homestead-extension acts.
1\ir. TAYLOR of Colorado. I was not the autho:t: of that orig-·
inal law which I am now trying to amend by this bill of mine,
House joint re ·olution 290.
.Mr. 1\IONDELL. l\1ay I ay to the gentleman that this law
has been of great value to the West. Those Mountain States
have been denuded of their farm labor and of their men by the
very large quotas· furnished to· the Arnly, and in many place a
homesteader can raise very litHe on his· own farm.
l\1r. TAYLOR of Colorado. For the :first th£ee years he
can net.
1\Ir. MONDELL. On the other hand, some men can go to an
adjoining farm-he must keep up the cultivation. Of this land)
of course-and there he can· render very valuable service in the
production of those things that are needful for the maintepilllce
of our armie . The law has worked well and the only change
is to bring it more nea.1·1y up to date.
1\lr. TAYLOR of Colorado. I will say to th-e gentleman that
with the permission of the House- r want to amend the Dill to
bring down the date to the 1st day of October. I expect to ask
to do that.. If the Rouse will not agre.e to that, of cour ewe· will'
have to take the best we can get~
Mr. WALSH: I should have no objection to moving the date,
but I recall the statement the gentleman made when this measure was up originally in 1"917 ·aud :tam glad to have· the gentle
man's prediction at that time now verified by the statement of.
the gentleman from Wyoming that the original law I1as worked
Tery well.
Mr. TAYLOR of Coforado. It has.
Mr. WALSH. There was great apprelLe.n ion about this
nolicy.
l\It·. TAYLOR of Colorado. There has been no complaint mude
any"\Vhere about that law.
1\-Ir.. WALSH. As I understand it, if this date is moved down
to the 1st of October-the act only .vuns during: the period of'
the war-M:l:. TAYLOR of Colorado. That is my understanding.
Mr. WALSH. If we moT"e the date down to the 1st' of Octol.lcr
1t i . in a ense an immaterial change?
l\.fr. TAYLOR of. Colorado. I think so ; but it will afford relief to many more men and do that much more good.
1.\.ru. WALSH. It will relieve the men who haye filed sincG
the 1 t of May?
Mr. TAYLOR of Colorado. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. I have no objection.
1\Ir. l\10NDELL. Not only is this legislation needed,.. but it is
becoming more and more apparent that fm'tber legislation than
this is neces ary along these lines.
1\lr. KORTON. 1\Ir. Speaker, 1·eserving- the right to object,
there is a provi!.'lion in this proposed law providing that absence
:from the land upon the part of the entryman. while· engaged in
farm labor will count as con. tructfye residence upon the homestead entry.
1\fr. TAYLOR of Colorado. Ye~ ; if he shows- that he is working on some adjoining farm.
l\Ir. NORTON. I constru that to mean that such: nbsencc
:will count as part of the time whi<.:h
is required under. existing

lle

law to reside upon the land in order to make homestead proof
thereon.
l\1r. TAYLOR of Colorado. Yes. It does- not interfere witll
the requirement of cultivation.
1.\Ir. NORTON. The working out of such a. law would result
in many cases like this: A young woman who might have
friends interested in acquiring some of the Government land
would be encouraged to make entry and settlement upon a
tract of Iand, which. she would immediately desert, mr far as
residence would be concerned, and would proceed to her home
in an Eastern State and there engage in some occupation that
she could claim was neces ary agricultural work. It would
likewise result in the same condition regarding similar entries
and settlements by men. I want to say to the House that living, as I do, in one of the western public-land States, I am of
ovinion that leglilation of this character, while most pleasinO',
while most delightful to those desiring to secure Government
lands by a. very easy method, does not result in making many
new home in. the- West.
Mr. l\10NDELL. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. NORTO . Yes.
Mr. MONDELL: The gentleman has u ed-unfairly, I think
he will himself admit, on re11ection, because lle is familiar with
the situation-a po ibly veL>y extreme case.
l\1r. NORTON. The gentleman from North Dakota lms <lone
nothing of the kind. He has stated the character of cases that
are occurring every day, and will continue to occur under legislation such as this. He has stated that in face of t11e fact that
lle knows that would· be very pleasing legislation ta a great
many peonfe in his own ection of the· country, who are read:r
to accept the casie"t possible way of acquiring title to more
of the Government domain.
·
1\Ir. MONDELL. The gentleman knows, further, that thero
can be no- abandonment, becau e cultivation of the land i pro·
videcl by law~ and fencing and everything else i. · still required.
All this act does is- to give the settle1~ an opportunity to g<J
omewhere else in the community and engage in some useful
labor for a few months while he iS· complying with the provi•
sions of the law on his own place as to improvement, and I want
to say to the gentleman I have· never been for· legislation that
did not bring_permanent ettlement; no western mnn can be for
legislation that does not bring perlllll.nent settlement-. This
legislation is absolutely e sential in those mountain and coast
States if they are to furnish their quota of men for the Army
and keep up the production of wheat, mutton, beef, and wool.
Mr. NORTON. Let me say to the distinguished gentleman
from Wyoming I do not at all ai'Tree· with him that it is ab ·oluteiy or even quite necessary fur the greater production of
beef or mutton or horse meat or rye or wheat or for the maximum production of any other food product in the ' est. It
does, however, evidently seem to be neces :u-y., by some 1\f.embers of Congress. and by some men who are not Members of
Congress, as an easy means of getting the public domain away
from the Government anti into private ownership.
Mr. RAKER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. NORTON. No. not just now; I wiliin a moment. I co-ntend that if any legislation like this- i to be pas cd it shoultl
provide that the absence from the land on the l)art of the entryman during. the war while engaged in agricultural labor shoultl
not be such as to allow a conte t to be entered against his land;
that if he desired to engage- .i n agricultural labor away from
his land, desired to be absent from hi& land., be should be allowed to be so absent, but at the termination of tlw war he
should be required to resid~ the fulf time now required by law
upon his land. That kind of legislation,. I sugge~t, ·will settle
up and make many new and desirable flll'ID ho:rru.. in the W e:;;t
This kind of legislation. will take the public domain away from
the Government and give it into the hand of those who will
dispose of it to the first buyer that can be found. The kind of
legislation proposed by this measure will not tend to make per·
manent farm-home owners of those who acquired title to
Government land under its provisions. I believe every man who
is fammar with the conditions in the West knows such to bo
the real facts.
l\fr. R~.t\.KER. Will the gentfeman now ield?
Mr. NORTON. I will be pleased to do so.
l\1r. RAKER. As I understand the provisions of this bill
it simply is to. carry out what has been the 11olicy o:f the General
Land Office- for the lust 3(} years.
.
1\-ir. NORTON. No; the gentleman does not under tn.nd correctly.
·
Mr. RAKER. Yes, I do. Heretofore tile home teatleT coufd
alway lea>e his homestead when it wa · necessary to work out
for the purpose of obtaining money to improve it. Now this
bill jnst goes one step further. He has to improve· llis plttce,
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to fence it, to build his home there, cultivate it, but if his neighbor needs help and this man can leave his own home for the
purpose of helping him for . a month or a month and a half in
the dire need of help, such as is now in the 'Vestern States, as I
know from personal knowledge, and he is actually engaged in
farm labor, it allows his absence to act as constructive residence
so there will be no contest; that when the summer and fall work
is over he may return home and go on at his place, to try to
benefit and improve his place. I want to say to the gentleman
and the House that this permit of absence is working well. It
has not had the effect in my State that the gentleman claims it
may have in his, and I trust the House will permit this legislation to ·go through with tl~is amendment which brings it down
to date. There is no question about it, because I received, I
suppose, 50 letters of men who have wanted to go away and help
their friends, the farmers adjoining them, to go 5, 10, or more
miles so they may help put in a crop, help harvest it, and they
are needed now and they ought not to be under a penalty of
contest because they are helping to produce the necessary products that are so much needed. I trust the gentleman will not
~bject.

Mr. NORTON. Is the gentleman as much interested in
farmers' homes be!ng established ia the public-land States as
he is in giving the public domain to anyone who may be willing
to take it?
l\fr. RAKER. The men who file on these lands are the very
ones who build up the country, who make permanent homes and
go there and stay, to live there, and they build up the country.
I have observed for the last 40 years myself. They made
that country. \Ve do not want it so that some fellow who puts
his feet on the stove during the winter can go and contest
when they have worked there honestly and faithfully,
l\fr. NORTON. Will the gentleman [1\Ir. TAYLOR of Colorado]
in charge of the bill agree to an amendment providing that absence from the land shall not be counted as residence required
under existing law to complete proof on the entry?
l\lr. TAYLOR of Colorado. I could not agree to that; it will
kill the bill.
1\lr. NORTON. The bill should be so amended.
l\lr. TAYLOR of Colorado. There is no use; then, in passing
the bilL
Mr. NORTON. Gentlemen in favor of legislation of this
kind simply want to open the gates and not require any resi<lence at all.
l l\Ir. TAYLOR of Colorado. l\fy dear sir-~ l\fr. NORTON. l\fr. Speaker, I object.
J 1\lr. TAYLOR of Colorado. There are no gates to be openeu.
1 The SPEAKER pro tempore. Objection is heard.
1
Mr. IilHJTSON. 1\fr. Speaker, reserving the right to object-1\Ir. NORTON. I will reserve the right to object so that the
gentleman may be heard. ·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. All time bas long since expired.
l\Jr. TAYLOR of Colorado. l\Ir. Speaker, I ask that this bill
retain its place on the calendar.
1\fr. S1'A]'FORD. I object to that.
'l'he SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Colorado
a ks unanimous consent that this bill may go to the foot of the
calendar.
l\:Ir. STAFFORD. l\Ir. Speaker, I object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wisconsin
objects.

I
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BILL FTIO:ll THE C01.IMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS.

l\lr. DENT. l\fr. Speaker, may I be permitted 'to make a
unanimous-consent request at this time?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair will recognize the
gentleman to submit the request.
Mr. DETh..,..l'. l\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that immediately after the reading and approval of the Journal tomorrow that it be in order for the Committee on Military Affairs
to call up bills on the Calendar of the House -or the Union Calendar that have been favorably reported to the House and that
are unobjected to.
Mr. KINCHELOE. 1\.Ir. Speaker-. The SPEAKER pro tempore. Let the Chair submit the question to the House. Is there objection to the request submitted
by the gentleman from Alabama [l\lr. DENT]?
l\lr. RAKER. Resening it in order to make a statement, I
will a k if the gentleman would not further make the request
so that if we do not get through with the Unanimous Consent
Calendar it may continue to-morrow until completed, and that
at the conclusion of the Unanimous Consent Calendar be be
given this right? It is somewhat understood that tWs entire
calendar be gone through with.
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l\Ir. l\IONDELL. . I trust that the modification may be had,
and that immediately after the consideration of the UJ+animous
Consent Calendar these bills be taken up.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman [Mr. DENT]
consent to that?
l\fr. DENT. I consent to that.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Alabama
[l\fr. DENT] asks -unanimous consent that the bills to which he
has referred, reported from the Committee on Military Affairs,
may be in order following the disposition of the Unanimous
Consent Calendar. Is there objection?
Mr. KINCHELOE. l\fr. Speaker-- .
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kentucky
is recognized.
Mr. KINCHELOE. Reserving the right to object, Mr.
Speaker, I want to state that the bill that was objected to and
on which the point of no quorum was raised this morning is
just as important a bill as there is on this calendar.
The Bureau of Public Health and the Bureau of War-Risk
Insurance, because I happened to have introduced the bill and
because it happens to relate to my district, have called me up
every day on the proposition that 14,000 tubercular soldiers and
sailors have been discharged and they have no place in which to
put them. The Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds
had a hearing and unanimously reported this bill. · Then the
Committee on Rules gave us a hearing. And then they wanted
to hear the officials of the War-Risk Insurance Bureau and the
Public Health Bureau, and they beard them; and after that it
was a unanimous report from the Committee on Rules. One is
just as important as the other. If it was important to have the
point of no quorum raised on that bill this morning, it is just
as important to have it on the rest of them. So far as I am
concerned, I am going to object.
1\Ir. RAKER. Will the gentleman withhold his objection for
a moment?
Mr. KINCHELOE. Yes.
l\Ir. RAKER. Would not the gentleman listen to this: That
anyone can object to any one of these bills on this Unanimous
Consent Calendar. There are bills on here that the House may
consider and there may not be any votes against them, but
nev€l'theless we have to submit to the fact that anyone can take
them off the calendar. If we all took the same attitude that the
gentleman from Kentucky takes, there would not be any legislation here unless there was a quorum prE>sent. And all ought
to be treated alike.
Mr. MONDELL. I assume the gentleman from Kentucky
wants to pass his bill and not simply make h·ouble by " throw·
ing a monkey wrench into the machinery "?
l\lr. KINCHELOE. Yes, sir.
l\fr. J\lONDELL. It is the easiest thing in the world to stop
all proceedings here until we can get a quorum. I hope the
gentleman's bill will be considered in due course by the House.
But if the Bou e wants to take up other matters that are not
objected to fu·st, that is not sufficient excuse for the gentleman •
to in~ist that nothing be done unless his particular matter be
taken up. The consideration of his measure would come much
more quickly, in my opinion, if he allows the busine s to go in
an orderly way. These bills have been reported for several
months and have not been disposed of; they are also important.
l\.lr. KINCHELO~l I do not want to be obstructive, and it is
not in a spirit of resentment that I rise. This is a bill here that
has the unanimous report of two committees, and it is unani·
mously asked for here. It is absolutely important, as gentlerr;:en will see from the hearings, that this bill pass now in order
that they may get the foundation in for this hospital before
bad weather, so that they can provide some place for these sick
soldiers as early as possible.
Mr. MONDELL. The gentleman can create a situation under
which these important bills that have been reported for months
can not pass, or his bill either; be can create a situation unuer
which nothing can be done. He can easily do that, but I assume be does not desire to do so.
Mr. KINCHELOE. I understand. But the point I make
is-1\fr. 1\fO~"'DELL. But the gentleman would not get any fur·
ther along with his legislation by objecting to the consideration
of other legislation.
Mr. KINCHELOE. The " gentleman from Kentucky " does
not want to obstruct any meritorious war ·legislation, but will
insist upon his rights in the matter. I realize my responsibility
as a Member of this House, and I am going to assume it. But
the point I make is that when tllis bill" came up this morning
there was a threat of no quorum. Now, if it is important to
consider my bill only when there is a quorum present, it is just
as important to consider the rest of them with a quorum.
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f·,, -------------------------------------------------,.-----------------------------------------------1\fr. GOOD. Re~ula1" order, Mr. Sp~er.
1\11!. KINCHELOE. I sh::ill olJ.j-e et tu;lfess tliei'e is. some assurance that this bill will f>e eon.siderett
· 1\IP. HENTIY T. RAJNEY. I hope the gentleman will not
do that.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. We will not give any assurance of
tll:at.

.

'

'The onl'y assurance I want-1\Ir. GOOD. Mr. S_penker, 1! demand the regular order.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there· objection?
Mr. KINCHELOE. I obj'ectR
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair hears no- objection.
. 1Ur-. KINCHELOE. I object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will reyort- the next
~Ir. KL~CHELOE.

Dill.
STOC:N:-RAISIJ.·'m HOMESTEADS.

jliSt, Impractical, and wrong, and WU"' ne~er intended to or>erate
. or be- construed the way it is.
1\fr. STAFFORD. l recall, when the- enlarged~homcstead act
· was under censideratlon that n disc-ussion arose on the floor
as. to the limit of distance wher-e a home teader- would be :pri'\'"i•
leged to take the additlonalland.
'
Mr. TAYLOR of Colorado. Yes.
1\fr. STAFFORD. I believe the Houge. provided 10 miles ..
Mr. TAYLOR ot· cowrado. Yes; l believe it was 10 mUes at
, that time.
. Mr. STAFFORD. I believe· it was subsequently chang-ed
. to- 20•
i Mr. TAYLOR of Colorado. The reason of that change was
: be:eanse the h(}mestead settlers could not get any land within 10
mfl-es..
Mr. STAFFORD. T11e purpose of this bill is not to increase
the privileges of that law, so far as additional land is concerned.
; It is merely, in case the tracts are- not! contiguous, to grant the
right to locate upon them but not to require residence.
1\Ir. TAYLO-R of Colorado. That is correct. This bill will re·
lleYe the entrymen from being required to leave their original
homestead entuy where they must be living at the time and move
&nto the new ad-ditionaL tract. which has no improvement on it..
· Of course that would be a wholly useless and foolish thing to do.·
1\Ir. MONDELL. I call the attention of the gentleman from
Wisconsin to the fact that the- only change in the present law is
in the words on-li.nes 10, 11. and 12, as follows·:

The next busine s vn the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (S. 2493} to amend section 3 oi an act entitled "An
aet to pEo-vide for steck-~ising homesteads, and for othel"' purposes." approved Deeember, 29, 1916.
The title of the bill was read.
1\lr. KIN-CHELOE. Mr. Speakm"t I objected to that other
request.
T.he SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair- asked if there was
objection, and gentl:emen were confe£ring with the1 gentleman
from Ken.tueky, aru:l'-Mr-. KlNCHELOE. I obj~cted..
Ex-cept that no residence shall be required on such additional entl1J"
The SPEAKER. pro. tem1)()re. The gentleman from Ketltuck-y ii the entryman owns and is residing on his former- entry,
objected to the request of the gentleman from Alabama [Mr.
lUr. STAFFORD. Of course, if the land were contiguous, it
Dm]. ~he: Clerk has read the title of the next bill. Is there would be construed that he was residing on the new ad:ditionn1
objecti.en te its present C(}nsideration?
land by reason of its being C'ontiguous. But where it is not con·
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker., I think_ the bill should be 1 tiguous there is that construction that requires additional re i·
· r ported befoPe objection is made;
. dence whereby he woul.<J have to give up- his former residence.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Cle1·k will read the bill.
:Mr. 1\fOl"'I'"DELL. My opinion is that the House would never
The Clerk read as follows:
have passed the law with this addition in it except for the fact
Be it enac.tea, etc:., That sec.tlan ~ of the act entitled '~An aet to pro- that when the law was· originally introduced there was. no. limit
vide for stock-raising homesteads, and for othe:n- purposes,"' approved of distance to the original entry. and it was the opinion, arul
December 29,_ ~016,. be amended to read as foilows.:
"SEe. 3. That any qualified homestead entryman. ma;y; make en.try properly, that i:f a man conid take an addition in anothe1· State
under the homestead ta-ws of lan-ds so designated, by the Secretary of he ought to live on it. Bnt when the addition was made of 20
the, Inte.J.l'ior, according: to- legal subdivisions, in areas no.t exceeding
a s done
640 acres. and in compact form so far as may be subject to the pro- miles the logical thing to do was to make it the same as w_
visions. of this act, and secure title thereto by" compliance with the in the case of the 320-acre law. That is what is now proposed.
teFIDs o~ the homestead laws:: Provided1 That a formeJ.! homestead It "'ill relie\e a lot of folks who, ii this is not passed~ will have
entry off lanu of the ch rneter described m section 2 hereof shall not to remove to a di tance of from 2 to 10 miles.
be a bar to the entry of a tract within a radius of 2.0 miles from such
1\lr. TAYLOR. of ColO:rado. And they will have to leave their
former entry under the provisions of this act, wh:ich, together with the
former entry, sball not exceed 640 aeres, sul}ject to the requirements. present land and homes to go on. th.e new piece of unimproved
of. law as to residence ana improvements, except that n~ residencce shan
be r equired on such additional entzy if the entryman o ns and is re- ground.
Mr. STAFFORD. lllr. Speaker, I \Vithdraw the rescrnttion
siding on his former entry : Pt·ovid.ed j'IWtl!e.r,. That the entryman
shall be required to enter all contiguous areas of the character herein of the right to object.
described open to entry prior to the entry of any noncontiguous land :
Mr. NORTON. l\Ir. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
And. provided further, That instead of ellltivation as reqrilred by the.
homestead laws the entryman shall be required to. make permanent im- this proposed amendment giYes the right to a homestead entryprovements uPQn the land en-tered before fln1il proo::t is submitted man residing in any section of the country where the land is
ten<Iing to increase the value of the: same fo11 sto-ck-raisfug purposes of classified as " grazing land " to acquire an amount of the public
the value of not less than $1.2.5- per acre, arul at least one-half of such
improvement shall be placed upon the land wttbin three years after domain which. added to the amount of land inrluded in his
t he uate of' entry thereof."
original entry, will not exceed 640 acre·, if that land is within
'l'he SPEAKER pro tempore~ Is there objection to the pre- 20 miles of his original entry.
~Ir. 1\fONDELL. And is of the character of land coming
sent consideration of the bill?
l\1r. STAFFORD. Reserving the right to object, 1\fr. Speaker, under the Iaw-Mr. NORTON. Yes; and is of the character of the land conI think this-important measure should receive some explanation
templated by the la r. That is land of a character more suit·
before the objection stage is passed.
1\Ir. TAYLOR of Colorado. 1\I'r'. Speaker, I will' endeavor to able for grazing than .for agricultural purposes.
~Ir. 1\fONDELL. And if his original homestead is of the
explain. the bill. Under the. enlarged-320 acre-homestead
law, of which my friend from Wyoming, M.r. 1\IoNDELL,_ was same character.
1\Ir. NORTON. If an entryman has taken up a I10mestead in
the original author, a homestead entryman is entitled to take
an additional tract of land-160 acres-besides the 100 he one of the public-land States and cultivated it and made proof
already has, for the purpose of getting 320 a:cres of dry land, on it and there is not any unappropriated Government lan<l
and he is not required to make two residences~ If he perfects within 20 miles of his original entry of this character, he is
·
his three-rears' residence on his original entry that. is suffi- deprived of the privilege to be given by this bilL
I want to say to the committee that my experience has been
cient for· the additional tract. When we passed the 640-acre
stockrai ing homestead law we attempted but failed to do the that this legislation, permitting homestead entl·ymen. to take
same thing; For instance, if a man now has 32(). acr~s of dry land noncontiguous to their original entrie , has been one of the
rand and can not make a tiwing on it, and there is some mare finest vieces of _legislation passed by any Congress in many:
years privileging men in the West to grab up the public domain
dry land in that vicinity-by an easy method.
l\lr. MONDELL. 'Within 20 miles of i t - Mr. MONDELL. The gPntleman understand.s that this bill
Mr. TAYLOR of Colorado. Yes;, within 20 miles of it. he
can take 320 acres more to make up a 640-acre homestead:. If gives no such antllority, and does not change- the law with
.
he can get that addi:tional tract adjoining his original entry he respect to making. entries.
Mr. NORTON. This bill enlarges an existing unwise privi·
doe not have to live on it at alL But inadvertently we provided
in that law that if he is compelled to take a piece of land that lege. It is aimed by a great many of those out itle of Congress
is not contiguous-not adjoining his original entry-he is who faV"or this amendment to give to men who now have land in
compelled to make a double residence~ That is he has got to t11e public-I-and States of the West, particularly in the sernimo-v e off of Ills original entry and go onto the new tract, not- nEid regions, from 160 to 480 acres of additional land for prac·
withstanding,. uncTeu tbis law he has nh·eady resided on his origi- tically the mere expense of putting a fence around the land.
nai t ract and cultivated it fo1· the full three years. He can It provides to give this land to land speculators and to men who
not live on both at once~ The present provision is entirely un. have been living out in the vicinity of this unappropriated Gov..

.
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er.mnent land und who ha.-ve for years been making a ,good living · section ,act, "he is entitled to ·tne difference between tiutt ·amount
on their original homesteads. This 'is what similar 1egislation i and :640 :acres, either contiguous or somewhere else.
.has ·done d.n many instances 1n my own State and in my ;par- · Mr. 'NORTON. Does ·the gentleman .seriously contend rthat
'ticular rcougressional district. This is what lmilal.' ~egislation · any:w'hel.'e in "the ·w est, tl a man ·can not :uiake ll. •living on :a
as .caused :to 'talre 1>lace in :Montana. "This is -what ~his :amend- . 480-acre tract, it is necessacy in order ·. that he ·be able to -ma'ke
:ment will do nnd encpnrage as long as the ·unappr.opriated a li~g on his original :homestead entry that lhe ·have ;the !right
to take up another 160 acres anywhere within ·.20 ~miles of hls
!pUblic dom~l.n 1asts tn the ·semiarid sections of the ·country.
ii :wish to merely state these faats, so 't bat 'the Honse wifh original entry?
llotice .and know1edge may take such aation as to it may ·seem
Mr. GANDY. 'I lmve far :years ·been -a believer in .and ardent
iPl'Oper.
advocate Of SUCh a liberalization Of the homestead laws ·and
1\-.tr.JVIONDELL. Will the gentleman -yield?
. 'r egulations ~as -will •recognlze existing ·conditions in rthe publlcMr~ NOllTON. I :Shall be pleaJied to yield to :the :genial :gen- land States of the West. illhe objection of ·the :gentleman :frnm
tleman :from Wyoming.
North Dakota seems to be directed not to the residence featurn,
Ml.'. ·-M.ONDELL. Without .golng "into the question 'Of fie :pr-e- which is all •there :ls at ·stake in this amendment, 1but to the
lptiety of these noncontiguous ~entr.ie8-'1Uld I can not ·agDee with advisability of permitting a noncontiguous additiomil ;homemy .friend 1n 'h is view ·with :regard to them----Jf:his 'bill does 1not stead. This subject is not a new one ;for ·me, for in the ·sueyenlarge :that _privilege. "Now, certainly the gentleman ·d oes ·not :fourth ·Congress the ·section :homestead :bill came ·from the Ptiblic
want "to ·put ~lmself in the !POsition of denying to the men who Lands <!Jommittee without any provision for a noncontiguous
:have "taken those noncontiguaris ~ntries :the right to Temain ·on additionai ·homesteaEl, ·and.on the1laor of this House I secm·ed .an
their origlnal entries. He does not want •to compel ·them to amendment permitting such an ·entry. It was ·my :belief then,
tnove .from their :present homes. onto the new land, :generally of Mr. 'Speake~, and .it .is my belief now, that .persons who have
very little va1ue, which :they have taken up. An that t.h.ls made homestead -entries IOl.' land .of tthe 'kind proposed to be dis<a:mendment does is to give ·them the .game rigbt that the settlers -posed of under the section act are entitled to such an amount ·ot
:m his 'State have had under the ·s2o~aere homestead law, to similar land .as, :when added to the land ·embuaced in their
lhave their Tesidence on their ·original ·entry ·counted .as Tes~:- former entries, 'Will ·not exceed 640 acres whether the additional
dence on the additional 1and. They must 'impl·ove The addi- adjoins :the .or.igina:l or not. 'We need ·not enter into the discus~
tional land.
slon .of thnt 'PTqposftion to-uay "for the 'law ·nlready provides for
Mr. NORTON. 1t gives oire the right now who ·has biken noncontiguous additionaJ entries ·~under "'the half-section act and
480 acres of grazing land and is ..residing u_pon that ltract to under the section act. The only change .that is sought .by ;this
take 160 acres addttiomil 20 miles uway from .his .original ·-entry bill is to make the .residence provisions "the same in the section
and acquire title to it Without any residence on it.
act that they ·are :in the :hili-section act, for -under tbe halfMr. MONDELL. Wtthin .20 miles.
section act where the noncontiguous additional is .not to exceed
Mr. NORTON. Does the gentleman t;hink that is n.:nything 20 rriiles :from the origlnal ·and the claimant continues to reside
h.
+'h
i1e
..,.p
•
upon the land embraced in .his original entry residence is not
more or less than :merely guing on-e •Ule l>rlV ge Ul. .grabbmg r.oAuired on 'the additionaL If 'this bill is passefi-and :I hope.
"t
160 .acres more of the · public lands Wi.tnout doing :anything. ~':1.
except putting a fence around it?
Mr. ·speaker, ~t will be passed-several hundred homesteaders
. J.\1r. . MONDELL. In ·thousands of cases .that has been the in the district which I have the honor to represent .in this ~House,
and 1 feel eertain that many thousana in the tmblic;land ·states
salvation of men who had to have a little pasture ·land .and of the West will not ·be required to mo:ve from the homes they
who could go into ·t he hill country some distance ·a way ,from h
h
th
· ·
h
d ·
d
their homesteads and get a -small amoun't of ,pasture land.
ave estab1iS ed nn eir ortgmal omestea s m or er .to comply
That has been the way the law bas worked, .and it has ·been of with the provisions of the homestead law with relation to their
noncontiguous ·additional entries.
~
great value.
I regret, Mr. Speaker, that "there is now a necessity ·tor the
lUr. NO WON. I agree that if 1n this present stage of rthe . passage of any·-such =legislation of ·this kind, and I take occasion
Nation's .population and development a man can get 160 acres to say again, as I have heretofore said in 'this House, that if
of good grazing land for $L25 an acre, or for putting a Xence · years ago a far-sighted policy of section homesteads had been
a:round it, it 1s .a mighty good thing ior him.
'inauguTated the high 'prairies of 'the West would to-day be
Mr. MONDELL. It 1s a good thing for the C01llltry.
dotted with prosperous homes where in many cases de:::erted
.Mr. GANDY. Will my friend yield a ·moment?
homestead snacks tell tb.e story of the inability of homesteaders
· Mr. NOR':C.ON. C-ertainly.
to ·make good on quarter-section or half-section entries. We have
Mr. GANDY. The theory of the 640-.acre act ls ·that a man legislated piecemeal and must go on that way. ·undoubtedly
needs 640 acres of that kind of land-"that be is entitled to there are other amendments to the section ·bill that it will be
640 acres.
.
necessary to ,pass, for I recall now that there is no provision of
Mr. NORTON. To make a living upon. The theoo.·y is all law whereby one -who has a noncontiguous additional entry
right. But the theory is widely departed from 1in giving .one under the half-section act can fill his section adjoining it. I'have
the privilege of taking up 640 acres of noncontiguous 1and introduced a bill to ·remedy that feature and later on I hope to be
:within a radius of 20 miles :from the original entry.
able to secure eonsideration ~or ~it. "I want to renew my state1\~. GANDY. .And the -same t~g was 'true of the half- .ment, ~1r. Speaker, that there is nothing more in this bill than
-secbon .act. u. 1s on the a~sumpt~on 1:hat a man needs .'320 , ihe equalization of the residence provisions of the half-section
acres of that kind of land. .Now., if a man .has a ·quarter or ' law and the section law.
:.half section, or rin .the :case wnicn the gentleman mentions, 480 !
Mr. NORTON. The one thing more :than any other whlch
;acre.s of land of the ~nd and character contemplated by the would -at tliis time impel me not ·to object to the consideration
·secbo~ act, he is entl~led tp .fiil up ~e amount of 640 .:acres, ! of this ~bill 'is :the earnestness and affability of my 'friend ·from
equal ,m ·area to a sectJ.on, e1ther contign~ or SOIIlffiVhere ..else. South 'Dakota [Mr. GA.NIJY] whom 'I know is greatly interested
Mr. NO~TON. Do~ .the gentlema:n ·seriOusly •CO~t~nd that · in this 'Proposed 1egi-slation. He 'has ·b een such an untiring
anywhere .rn :the .West, 1f a ·~an .can not make a llvmg on a , worker during the .time he has been in Congress for those things
480-a<;re tract, _it J.S _n~cessru:y m ol.'der that he be able to make 1 which he believes 'his constituents shmild have fuat on his ac..
a. livrng on his ongmal homestead ·entry tbat h~ ha:ve ~he l count I do not feel justified in making objection to the considera..
l'lght to take up another 160 acres anywhere within 20 miles -tion o-f the :bill.
of his orlginal entry?
I have caned attention to what the bill if enacted into law
Mr. :GANDY. Will my :friend yield for a moment?
· J will effect. 1t .is .fo.r ·a ·majority of those present to determine
Mr. NORTON. Certainly.
whe.fher it ,ghould llav.e the a_pproval of the House.
1\'Ir. GANDY. The theory of the 640-acre act is that .a .man 1 l\1I:. SISSON. "Will "the ,gentlema.n ·from North ~Dakota -yield 1
needs 640 acres of that kind of land-that he is -entitled "to 640 '
l\1r. NORTON. I yield to the gentleman from Mississippi.
acres.
i 1\Ir. SISSON. If -a -m an CiUl not ·make a liv.ing on 480 :acres
Mr. NORTON. To make ·a 1living rupon. 'The ·t heory is all i of land, my friend .cer.tainly .would ·not prevent him from taking
right. But the theory is widely departed from in giving one 160 acres more of .fhat land ·off the "hands of the Federal ·Govthe privilege of taking up 640 acres of noncontiguous land m;nment. :rt ·reminds -.me •Of the man who had two eighths o:t
'Within a ·r adius ·of .20 miles frmn the .original entr:y.
land, and he wanted to gat Tid ,of both of them. Finally he
MT. GANDY. And the same thing ·was 'true of the lla1f.. ; got a customer for one .of the cighths, ll.Ild he went over to the
·:Section :act. 1t is on the assumption 'that a man needs .320 ~com·thou e to 1hav.e •the deed .recorded, and when .he left the
.acres of that kind of .land. Now, if .a :man has .a .quarter -or courthouse he said with great glee, "That scoundrel ·couldn't
'half iiection, or in the case w'bich :the gentleman ·mentions, 480 read -or .,,Tite, and I 'shoved ·the other eighth off on him. I ·got
·ncr~ o'f land •of the kind and chal~Cter contemplated by the xid of both ·the ~eighfhs at i.he :same time." .[La ughter.J
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· Mr. NORTON. :My Yery good friend from Mississippi will
find that rn the public-land States fn the ·w est there are plenty
of people who are most willing to take all the public land suitable for grazing that Congress will permit them ·to get hold of
by easy methods and with small expense.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the consideration of this bill?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. This bill is on the Union Calendar.
1.\Ir. TAYLOR ·of Colorado. I ask unanimous consent that
the bill be considered in the House as in Committee of the
:Whole.
, · The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
: There was no objection . .
· The Clerk read the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the third
reading of the bill
The bill was ordered to a third reading, and was accordingly
read the third time and passed.
On motion of Mr. TAYLOR of Colorado, a motion to reconsider the -vote by which the bill was passed was laid on the
table.

The SPEAKER pro tempore.
The Clerk read as follows :

The Clerk will read the bilL / l
1

Be it enacted, etc., That in the adjustment of the grants to the
Northern Pacific Railroad Co., if any of the lands ·within the indemnity
llmlts of said grants through that portion of the former reservation for
the Gros Ventre, Plegan, Blood, Blackfoot, and River Crow Indians
lying south of the Missouri River in the Sta.te of Montana be· found tn
possession of au actual bona fide qualified settler under the homestead
laws of the United States who has made substantial Improvements
thereon and such land has been adjudged by the Secretary of the Interior to inure to the Northern Pacific Railway Co. under the grants
made to its predecessor in interest, the Northern Pacific Railroad Co.,.
the Northern Pacific Railway Co. upon request of the Secretary of the
Interior may file a relinquishment of said lands in favor of the settler
and shall then be entitled to se.lect an equal quantity of other lands In
lieu thereof from any of the surveyed public lands within the State
of Montana, not mineral and not otherwise appropriated at the date of
selection, to which It shall receive title the same as though originally
granted: Provided, lwwcver, That lands withdrawn or classified as coal
lands may be selected by said company, afld as to such lands it shall
receive a restricted patent as provided by the act of June 22, 1910.

Mr. EVANS. As I was suggesting, these lands fell within.
the grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad Co. They were at
that time in Indian reservations. It was not known that they
were within the grant of land to the company, and individual
settlers to the number of 30 or 40 went on the lands and made
improvements. Subsequently, the department determined that
these lands were within the grant and that the company was
" THE OLD CUSTO~IHOUSE" AT KEN.N EBUNKPORT, ME,
entitled to them. The railroad company has agreed to give
· Th~ next business on the c.a~endar for Unanimous Consent was up the lands to the settlers, provided the Government will allow
the bill (H. R. 4283) authonzmg the donation of the land and them an equal amount of land somewhere else.
building at Kennebunkport, Me., known as " The old customMr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman permit?
house," to the town of Kennebunkport, Me.
1.\Ir. EVANS. Yes.
The Clerk read the title of the bill. .
Mr. STAFFORD. I would direct the gentleman's attention
:- The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
to the estimate placed upon it by the Secretary of the Interior
. Mr. STAFFORD. I object.
in his letter directed to Senator MEYER, December 15, 1917, in
Mr. CLARK of Florida. I ask that the bill be passed in- which he says:
formally.
I am still of the opinion, as expressed In my report of February 21,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to t11e re- 1917,
that the settlers proposed to be benefited by this bill do not have
quest of the gentleman from Florida that the bill be passed -such claims as would warrant my recommendation of ..tbe approval
informally?
thereof.
1\fr. STAFFORD. I do not know what the gentleman means
l\Ir. EVANS. Yes, he says that; but he says something
by thn t request.
further.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. I want the bill to be passed over,
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes; I will read further, because I wish
that is all.
the conlmittee to have all the information:
1.\Ir. FOSTER. To go to the foot of the calendar?
In view of the fact, however, that the investigations made by the
Mr. CLARK of Florida. To go to the foot of the calendar railway
company show that they have placed valuable improvements
The gentleman from Maine [1\Ir. GooDALL] who is the auth01: on the land, that they would sulfer considerable loss if they were now
required to remove therefrom, and that the company is willing t o reof this bill is not here.
for their benefit. I do not desire any furt'her to oppose the
Mr. STAFFORD. I certainly would not take advantage of linquish
passage of the proposed legislation. The selections made by the comthe author of the bill. I have no objection to the bill being pany in lieu of the lands relinquished should be restricted to surveyed
lands, and the bill should therefore he amended by adding the word
passed ove~, to take its place at the foot of the calendar.
"surveyed" on line 4, page 2, before the words "public lands," so that
~he SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the bill it would read, " any of the surveyed public lands within the State of
bemg passed over to take its place at the foot of the calendar? Montana, not mineral," etc.
There was no objection.
In the first place, the settlers have no claim; they are squatADDITIONAL JUDGE FOR MONTANA.
ters on railroad land. Now, the railroad for some reason or
The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent was other would like to ha-ve an exchange of land, not of substanthe bill S. 70, an act proYiding for an additional judge for the tially equal value-there is no such limitation as is usually
district of Montana.
carried in bills of this kind, but that they may have any available land in exchange without any limitation whatever.
, The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
There have been too many abuses arising out of the exchange
Mr. 'VALSH and Mr. MOORES of Indiana objected.
EXTEND! "G TIME FOR APPLICATIONS }:N THE UNITED STATES PaT&~T of land by railroads for other public lands to allow such a bill
as this to go through under unanimous consent without giving
,'
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an opportunity for careful consideration.
i The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
Mr. EVANS. I beg to say to the gentleman that it is not the
:was the bill (H. R. 8763) to amend the act entitled "An act to railroad
company that is asking for this bill, but 30 or 40
extend temporarily the time for filing applications and fees and settlers, who
have cabins, fences, and their families upon this
taking action in the United States Patent Office in favor of na- land, who have
made the improvements. The Department of
tion granting reciprocal rights to United States citizens," ap- the Interior has determined
that the lands are within the grant
}Jroved August 17, 1916.
to the railroad company, and the railroad company says that The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
we will get out of the way if you will give us an equal amomit
;, 1\lr. STAFFORD. I object.
land.
' The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wisconsin of Mr.
STAFFORD. An equal amount of land without regard
objects, and the bill will be stricken from the calendar.
to the value of it.
P.AY:li.IENT OF INDIAN RESERVATION LAND, MONTANA.
l\1r. FOSTER. Would the gentleman object to putting in an
Tlie next bu iness on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent amendment saying that it should be. land of equal value or like
;wn the bill ( S. 935) for the relief of settlers on certain railroad value?
1\lr. EVANS. No; I would not object to that.
land in Montana.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, it is too important a bill to
. The SPEAKER pro tempore, Is there objection?
· Mr. STAFFORP. I object. At the request of the gentleman be considered by unanimous consent.
from l\fontana [l\Ir. EvANS] I will reserve the objection.
WATER SUPPLY, OLATHE, COLO.
l\1r. EVANS. 1\fr. Speaker, this bill appeals to me as a meritol\lr.
TAYLOR
of
Colorado. 1\lr. Speaker, on page 36 of this
rious one· and worthy of consideration by the House. The situation i this: The Northern Pacific Railroad many· years ago was calendar, at the foot of the page, is a bill put on the Private
granted land by the Go-vernment, and a part of these lands was Calendar. It is a bill to grant certain public lands to the
town of Olathe, Colo., for the protection of its water supply.
.within .the Indian reser\ation.
l\1r. STAFFORD. If the gentleman will permit, I ask unani- It is H. R. 5989, and is 147 on the Private Calendar, and I
mous consent that the reservation may be pending and that the ask unanimous consent that it be transferred to the Union
Calendar!
bill mny be read.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Colorado
asks unanimous consent that the bill H. R. 5989, on the
Private Calendar, be transferred to the Union CalendaL
.
1\lr.. WALSH. The gentleman's only desire is to have· it
transferred to the Union Calendar? ·
·
Mr. TAYLOR of Colorado. That is all.
l\1r. WALSH. And not put on the Unanimous Consent
Calendar?
·
· Mr. TAYLOR of Colorado. No. I will do that some other
time.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
STUART, LEWIS, G9RDON: & RUTHERFORD.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 906) making' an app-ropriation to Stuart,
Lewis, Gordon & Rutherford in payment of legal services
rendered by them to the Creek Nation.
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
1\fr. \V ALSH. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. HASTINGS. 1\lr. Speaker, will the gentleman reserve
hi"' objection for a moment?
l\lr. WALSH. Certainly ; I reserve my objection to permit
the gentleman to mak,.e a statement.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. Speaker, this bill authorizes the payment to Stuart, Lewis, Gordon & Rutherford of the sum of
$7,000 out of the Creek tribal funds in settlement of a claim
for legal services rendered by this firm on account ·of a contract entered into by the Creek Nation on January 7, 1898.
At that time the Creek Nation was one of the Five Civilized
Tribes and prior to that time no contract that either of the
Five Civilized Tribes ever made for legal services was ever
approved by the Secretary of the Interior or by the President.
They not only paid out thousands, but hundreds of thousandsyes, they paid out millions of dollars, and there never was
an appropriation, so far as I know, f'<>r the Cherokee Nation,
of which I am a member, which prior to that time was ever
approved. Thousands and thousands of dollars were paid out
on appropriations made by the Cherokee tribal authorities,
just like they would be if made by the l\1as achusetts Legislature, or the Legi lature of :Minnesota or California. This firm
was contracted with under a ..egal contract, and it was just
at the time when the affairs of the tribe were being wound up.
This firm of attorneys, one of the most eminent in Oklahoma,
necessarily had to resist and fight the Interior Department in
their construction of the laws which were enacted by Congress and test the constitutionality of maily of them in the
courts.
The Creek tribal legislature met and passed this appropriation to pay this claim. The principal chief signed it. It was
transmitted by the chief inspector and it was recommended by
the Commi sioner of Indian Affairs. It got to the desk of the
Secretary of the Interior on the very last day, and, without any·
consideration on his part, he recommended its disapproval. I
know that this is a meritorious claim ; I know it ought to be
paid ; I know that these seryices were rendered. This has been
brought up in the House two or three times. The House passed
it two years ago along about the last of the session. It went
over to the Senate, and there was not time for its consideration
there; but here was a firm of attorneys that was as good as any
in the United States, and the contract was entered into with
them under an act of the Creek Tribal Council, and they had a
legal right to enter into that contract, and they were legally employed. They did perform the services. While the ervices were
being performed, namely, between January 7, 1898, and a later
date, when the Creek Council passed a law ·authorizing the employment, Congress on .June 28, 1898, passed the Curtis bill,
which contains a provision that as to subsequent appropriations
they must be approved by the President. They entered-into the
contract, and they performed the services under an act passed
by the Creek Tribal Council, pas ed before June 28, 1898. The
Creek council later on made an appropriation to carry out its
contract to pay for the services rendered, but it was after Juue
28, 1898 ; and I submit, Mr. Speaker, that this is a claim which
has dragged along here for a number of years, but it is a meritorious one. Nobody doubts that the services were rendered,
and that they ought to be paid for.
.
~Ir. MONDELL. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
. Mr. HASTINGS: Yes.
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Speaker, I agree with the gentleman
entirely. I think the bill ought to be paid. But I think the
bill ought to be on the Private Calendar and taken up and disposed of with Private Calendar bills. It does not belong on the
calendar on which it has been placed. But it is evident that it
Will be objected to now, and I suggest to my good friend that
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he has made · an able defense of hls measure and that' we ought
to go on with the other bills.
Mr. HASTINGS. I want to say to tb·e gentleman t.ba t we
ought to go on With the bills of the gentleman from Oklahoma
just as well as we ought to go on with the bills of tJ::ie .gentleman
from ·wyoming. We have taken up a good deal of time so far
with bills from the Western States.
1\Ir. 1\!0NDELL. I hope the gentleman will yield right there.
The gentleman from Wyoming has not any bill on this calendar
and there is DO bill in WhiCh the gentleman is especially and
particularly interested. I am interested in every bill on the
calendar, the bill of the gentleman from Oklahoma, as well as
the bill of everyone else, but it is very evident that-Mr. HASTINGS. I do not know that it is so evident. I am
in hopes that I can get the gentleman. to withdraw his ·o bjec·
tion, now that I have made the explanati,on. This is a meritorious bill, and I want to say one thing furtb.er, that the
Creek tribal affairs are about to be wound up. T1Jey ba ve
been in the course of being wound up for the last 15 or 20
years, and it is, therefore, important that if we are ever going
to pay these claims they .o ught to be paid now. That is ~ne
reason for the urgency of the consideration of the bill at the
present time.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker,_ still further reserving the right
to object, I am sure that if it were not for other reasons upon
which I base my opposition to the bill the very clear and able
statement of the gentleman from Oklahoma would lead me to
withdraw the objections alon~ the . lines he has so clearly set
forth, but I notice that this measure has been pending for some
years here, and that a considerable lapse of time interv'e ned
between the date of the rendition of the services and the at·
tempt to procure compensation by this method, and that the
Secretary of the Interior seems to be of the opinion that the
claim is without merit.
·
Mr. HASTINGS. i.\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WALSH. Yes.
Mr. HASTINGS. we· were P.Olitlcal orphans in the Indian
Territory for a number of years, and we did not get Statehood
until 1907.
·
Mr. WALSH. I will state that they ai.·e not political orphans
there to-day.
Mr. HASTINGS. I was answering the query of the g€ntle·
man as to why this matter had not been pres ed. Since I have
been in Congress I introduced a bill, and it was referred to the
committee, and it was favorably reported, and we passed it
here two years ago.
Mr. WALSH. I think I recall it. If I am not mistaken, at
that time it was on the -Private Calendar.
Mr. HASTINGS. No; on the Unanimous Consent Culennar,
because Mr. llil\'N, the minority leader, and I bad a considerable discussion and he yielded, and it was finally pas.<:;ed on the
Unanimous Consent · Calendar in the last four or five days of
the session.
1\.fr. W A.LSH. The gentleman may be correct. I was under
the impreSsion it was on the private calendar, and passed on
one of the days when we took up the private calendar after
considerable discussion between the gentleman and the minority
leader, but I am not inclined to withdraw my objections to the
measure and I will say to the gentleman from Oklahoma I think,
as I said before, he has led me to some doubt-Ur. HASTINGS. Let me make one further observation. I
stated a while ago the Secretary of the Interior stated this
ca me to his desk the very la t day. If you will look on page 6
of the report you will find in the report the Secretary of the
Interior said :
This act has only come to my offi.ce to-day.
It had to be reported to the President that day.

Then look
at the top of p~e 6 in the report of the Commissioner of Indians A1Iail•s, who then gave consider.ation of this matter, and
he says:
·
It may be proper, however. to add that thP sa ifl beneficiaries have
rendP.rt>d services to the Creek Nation, and the Creek people appear
to be anxious to pay for sucb services and that, therefore, the act
should, if no obJection thereto appears, receive the approval of tbe
President.

That is the letter of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs transmitting the act of the Creek Tribal Council in making this appropriation. Now the Commissioner o~ Indian Affairs gave
careful consideration, but the ·Secretary of the Interior, because he was antagonized by these attorneys, because it was
their duty to represent the Creek Tribe, it was their· duty to
test the constitutionality of the various acts of Congress passed
at that tinie-because of that fact, I say the Secretary of the
Interior, without any consideration when it reached his office
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tile last day, without gi\ing any reason at all, recommended
that it be disapproved. I submit this has been here for 10 or
15 years. These attorneys have been without their money. It
doe not carry interest. It simply pays the amount which was
due them 10 or 15 yeru·s ago.
·
Mr. WALSH. Well, in Y"iew of the attitude of Secretary
Lane, I think I shall object.
The SPEAKER pro t~mpore. The gentleman fl·om Massaclm etts objects and the bill i stricken from the calendar.
l\Ir. GANDY. l\Ir. Speaker, I .a sk unanimous consent to revise and extend my remarks on the homestead bill passed today and other subjects in connection with my service in Congre ·.
Tbe SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman? [After a pause.] The Chair hears
none.
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. O, S.ANDERS COUNTY, MONT.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
wa the bill ( S. 933) to authorize the Secretary of the Interior
to i.·sue patents for cer.tain lands to school district No. !>, of
Sanders County, Mont.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there object ion to the present consideration of the bill?
1\Ir. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to ·object,
I should like to ask the gentleman from Montana if he is
familiar with the facts in this case other than those set forth
in the report?
Mr. EVANS. Yes, to a degree. I think I can explain it to
the gentleman.
l\Ir. W ALSIL This is intended to issue patent to some land
in lieu of land set apart under the statutes for educational purpo es. Is that the purpose?
.
Mr. EVANS. No; if the gentleman will permit. This land
was originally in an Indian reservation and acts opening the
Indian reservation provided that certain toWn sites, 40 acres,
should be set apart, and that in each of those town sites to be
reserved should be set apart~
Mr. WALSH. I recall; I. had confused it with another bill.
I hn ve no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection? [After a
pause.] T~ Chair hears none. The Clerk will report the bill.
The Clerk read as follows :
B e it enactec~ etc., That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and rurected, upon proper application, to issue patent to
school district No_ 9, of Sander County, Mont., for block 8, designated
as •· Public reserve," upon the approved plat or the town site of Dixon,
Mont. : Pt·otiide!l.~ That tit le to the land so granted shall revert to the
United States u the said school district attempts to alienate or use
the land fo·r other than school purposes.
.
l\Ir. EVANS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that this

bill be considered as in the House a in Committee of the Whole
House on the state of the Union.
·
The SPEAKER. Is there objection? [After a pause.] . The
Chair })ears none.
The bill was ordered to be read the third time, was read the
third time, and passed.
·
On motion of 1\fr. RAKER, a motion to reconsider the y-ote by
which the bill was passed was laid on the table.
.

.

UNITED STATE S DISTRICT ATTORNEY, DISTRICT OF RHODE ISLAND.

'

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 3563) to increase the salary of the United
States district attorney for the district of Rho.d e Island.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
; The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
1\Ir. RAKER. l\Ir. Speaker, reserving the right to object, this
is a conflict between the Committee on the Judiciary and the
Committee on Expenditures in the Department of Justice.
Some time since the Speaker ruled, as I understood, that these
bill belong to the Committee on Expenditures .in the Department of JuStice under the rules of the House. There was a bill
up here a couple of weeks ago from lhe Committee on Expendi~
ture · in the Department of Justice. I think some member of
the Committee on the Judiciary made the suggestion, and for
that reason it went off, and I believe, under the circumstances,
that this legislation belongs to the Committee on Expenditures
in the Department of Justice clearly and specifically under the
rule, nnd ought to go to that committee and come from that ·
committee.
~lr. FOSTER.
This has already come from one committee.
'Yhat would the gentleman do about it?
. 1\lr. RAKER. It should come ;from the cominittee to which it
belongs.
l\lr. F'OSTER. But this has been done; :md it appears here
hefor e tl1e House.
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1\Ir. RAKER. That does not make any difference.
Mr. FOSTER. What is the difference?
l\lr. WALSH. Will the gentleman yield?
l\!r. RAKER. I yield for a question.
l\Ir. WALSH. I do not -speak representing the Committee on
the Judiciary, but I want to ask the gentleman if be is
prompted in his objection by the desire to be consistent, inasmuch as the Committee on the Judiciary reported out the
woman-suffrage resolution, but, notwithstanding that, the gen:.
tleman insisted that that resolution should come from his committee. ·
Mr. FOSTER. What is the difference?
· Mr. RAKER. It has no relation-1\Ir. WALSH. Except perhaps the gentleman would like to be
consistent.
1.\fr. l\!ONDELL: 1\lr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
why not consider the measure upon its merits?
l\Ir. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object-The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from California
reserve~ the right to object.
.. l\!r. 1\IONDELL. The House is not particularly interested in
the controversy between these two committees. The question,
it seems to me, is should the bill pass-is it sound legislation?
- Mr. RAKER. I did not quite get the gentleman's question.
11-fr. 1\IONDELL. I suggested that the House was not especially interested in the controversy between the two committees.
The important question is whether or no the legislation is
proper, \'i.~ ise, equitable, just, and reasonable.
1\Ir. RAKER. Well, with the same propriety you might say
that all of this legislation might go to one committee-to the
Committee on Appropriations,· or it might go to the Committee
on Rivers and Harbors.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. RAKER. For a question.
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. I direct the attention of the
gentleman to the fact that this bill was reported on June 6. .Jt
has been upon the calendar during all that time, and the Com:
mittee on Expenditures has not raised the question of jurisdiction. Does the gentleman desire to take the responsibility of
raising the question of jurisdiction now?
Mr. RAKER. Of course, as to the responsibility of objection,
I do not assume any responsibility.
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. It is within the right of the
gentleman to object, but does the gentleman mean to object on
the question of juri diction when neither committee has raised
that questio·n?
Mr. RAKER. What I mean by that is this: I have heard
that word used this morning quite loosely, and it may be u
good thing for me to refer to it at this time under this objection.
Mr. MONDELL. Regular order, l\fr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The regular order is called for.
Is there objection?
Mr. RAKER. Reserving the right to object-The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. RAKER. I hope-.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wyoming
has called for the regular order.
.
l\Ir. RAKER. If there is any objection it is that the gentleman was in his seat, and he has no right to recognition until he
ri~es and respectfully addresses the Chair.
l\Iy only purpose is
to obtain a proper understanding as to the cour e these bills
should take.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the consideration of the bill?
Mr. STAFFORD. I object. .
Mr. FOSTER. Would not the gentleman leave thls here until
the gentleman-.
Mr. ST.AFFORD. I have no objection to the bill going over
n.nd taking its place at the foot of the calendar.
.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the bill
going oy-er and taking its place at the foot of the calendar?
(After u pause.) The Chair. hears none.
PROOF OF DEATII OF SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.

The next business on . the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (S. 3475) to prescribe to the requisite form of proof
of L.eath under policies or contracts of insurance covering the
lives of persons in or serving with or attached to the military
forces of the United States, and for other purposes.
·
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the con···
sideration of t~e bill? ·
,
.
. _
.
1
Mr. STAFFORD. I think this is too important a bill to be
considered on the Unanimous Consent Cafendar.
·
. · Mr. IGOE . .. I hope.)Iie . g~!J.tleiriiui ' will . nQt pbject to it. The .
bill_ is important, and it is a measure that ought to be passed
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in order \.I) be of service. I think the -sooner ·it is passed the
better.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. The gentleman will agree that it establishes a most important question of policy for the Government
to virtually guarantee the payment of premiums of insurance
companies in cases of loss?
1\fr.. IGOE. It does not guarantee the premiums, but simply-1\fr. STAFFORD. The effect 'lill be to guarantee the payment in case the records are at fault. I think it is too important to be on the Unanimous Consent Calendar, and ~here
fore I object.
Mr. WALSH. Will the gentleman withhold it?
1\fr. STAFFORD. I will withhold it.
1\fr. HAWLEY. 1\fr. Speaker, the situation is this: Hundreds
of thousands of young men in the Army of the United States,
serving abroad. have insurance in ins1.uance societies or belong
to fraternal societies which provide insurance as a feature
of their organization. The names of these young men are being
reported daily in the casualty lists. The officials of these societies desire to pay to the beneficiaries the money provided ~ the
policies at the earliest possible moment, but under the laws of
the several States in which they operate and under their own
laws physical proof of death is required; certain affidavits are
required; certain persons are required to see the body of the
deceased and to be satisfied of their own personal knowledge of
the identity of deceased. However, I think under the pre~ent
emergency the State officials will be tolerant, and the officials
of the societies will undertake payment if the Government of
the United States is authorized to furnish to them a certificate
in which statefnent is provided by the only possible witnesses
of tl1e fact of death that these men died on the battle fields of
Europe; that they know the men are de~d to the best. of their
knowledge and belief after careful inqmry. The officials who
pay these claims are responsible under their bonds, which are
heavy, for the faithful performance of their duties1 including
the nonpayment of moneys, unless proof of death 1s properly
pre ented to them. They can not make these payments legally
otherwise. They are subject to prosecution and to action by
their own societies unless they do have some substantive statement of the fact of death. This bill provides that the proper
officers of the War Department may furnish to these societies,
paying out these hundreds of thousands of dollars on tens of
thou ands of claims, a statement of the facts as they know
them. Upon this statement of facts in . this great emergency,
where men on the battle fields of Europe are being blown to
atoms or buried in trenches, and where the fact of their death
in a great number of cases can neYer be pby~ically establis~ed,
they are willing to undertake the payments m order to relieve
women and children from the suffering that will necessarily
come to them by the death of their father, husband. or son.
I hope the gentleman, in view of the emergency of the measure
and of the .fact that thousands haye been killed and thousands
more will be will withdraw his objection and let the bill come
up for consideration and such amendment as in his judgment. it
may be proper to make that immediate and necessary relief
may be afforded.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. The gentleman's own statement shows the
importance of the measure.
l\1r. HAWLEY. It is an important measure. It is an urgent
measure.
Mr. STAFFORD. And it should not be considered on the
Unanimous Consent .Calendar. The gentleman has not in any
wise brought forth the position of the National Government,
where they will be called upon to pay back in case there has
been an erroneous presentation of the proof. I believe. Mr.
Speaker, that the bill is entirely .too important to be considered
by unanimous consent, and therefore I object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wisconsin objects, and the bill is stricken from the calendar. The
Clerk will report the next one.
• JAIL AT GUTHRIE, OKLA.
The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 12438) authorizing the conveyance of the
United States jail and land on which the same is located at
Guthrie, Okla., to Logan County, Okla.
The title of the bill was read.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present
con. ideration of the bill?
There was no objection. ·
The SPEAKER pro terilpore. The Clerk will report the bilL
Mr. STAFFOH.D. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
LVI--703
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the bi11 be considered in the House as in Committee of the
Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from 'Visconsin
asks unanimous consent that the bill be considered in the House
as in Committee of the Whole. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will read the bill.
The Clerk read as follows :
Be it cnacted1 etc., That the Attorney General of the United States be.
and he is hereo:r, authorized and directed to convey, by proper quitclaim deed, to the county of I,ogan, in the State of Oklahoma, the
United States jail at Guthrie, Okla., and all the lands set apart therewith.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. TJ:le question is on the engrossment and t:hird reading of the bill. ·
The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time,
\ras read the third time, and passed.
On motion of Mr. HASTINGS, a motion to reconsider the vote
whereby the bill was pas ed was laid on the table.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the nert
one.
RECEIVER OF PUULIC 1\IONEYS AT WAUSAU, WIS.
The nexf business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 10432) to abolish the office of receiver of
public moneys at Wausau, Wis., and for other purposes.
The title of the-bill wal:l read.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the consideration of the bill?
1\fr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object-and I do not intend. to object-! would like to inquire of
some member of the Committee on the Public Lands why the
office of register of public lands at Wausau, Wis., should not
be abolished as well?
Here we are merely aboli. bing the office of receiver. It is
an unusual occm-rence in the history of legislation in the
House to pass any act abolishing an office after it is once estaQlisbed. From the reading of the rE>port I am led to believe
that the office should be abolished entirely. I read from the
report:
From the abo>e it will be seen that under any circumstances the office
should be closed within the next two or three years, and if the offices
ot register and receiver are not consolidated so as to make a living
salary for one officer in charge the office had best be closed at once
and its remaining business transferred to the General Land Office by
operation of existing law.

Now, I am in sympathy with the recommendation of the
Assistant Secretary of the Interior. There is very little public
hind in the State of Wisconsin. There is very little work for
this receiver. It . is purposed to abolish the office of receiver
and to continue the office of register. Why not abolish the
office entirely? In Wisconsin we are in favor of reform. The
State of Wi ·consin is known for . the abolishment of useless
offices.
1\fr. TAYLOR of Colorado. You do not want ·to thro\v the
records out in the street.
Mr. STAFFORD. It could easily be transferred to the General Land Office here. I believe there is no use in the continuance of that offi&e at Wausau.
Mr. TAYLOR of Colorado. l\1y understanding is that 1\lr.
LENROOT and the gentlemen who represented this matter felt
that it would be time enough to abolish the register a year or·
so from now. He could do all the work, and we could take
two bites at this cherry.
Mr. STAFFORD. I withdraw my reservation of the right
to object.
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Speaker, the maintenance of the office
with one official costs only $500 a year, unless the fees of the
office make the emoluments larger.
Mr. STAFFORD. The gentleman can ascertain, if he examines the report, that this official receiyes mor~ than $1,000.
According to the report, during the nine months ended March
31, 1918, the receipts were · $1,657.60.
Mr. l\10NDELL. That was. because Uiere was business which
bro.ught in those receipts. But the maintenance of the office
costs only $500 a year, that is, only $500 as a guaranty, and
you can not abolish this office without legislation transferring
the jurisdiction. This is the last land office remaining in Wisconsin, is it not?
l\1r. STAFFORD. It is the only office.
l\1r. l\10NDELL. And the ordinary procedure is to transfer
the jurisdiction from that last official to the Surveyor General,
and · then , when the office is abolished, to transfer the . whole
thing to the uepartment. But that requires additional legislation.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk wil1 report the bill. on that in view of our usual practice. This bill is sufficiently
important to justify the Committee on Rules bringing in a 1mle
The Clerk read as follows:
Be it e11aetea, etc., That the office of receiver of pul>lie moneys at for its consideration.
Wausau, Wis., shall 10 days from and after the passage and approval of
Mr. SINNOTT. ·n is important legislation; but inasmuch as,
this act, be abolished and cease to exist; and that all the powers, duties, in 1916, we thrashed out a similar proposition, it seems to me
obligations, and penalties at that time lawfully imposed upon such receiver and upon the register of the land office at Wau~u, Wis., s.h all, that the Hou.se might well take it up at this time. I believe
from and after that date, be exercised by and imposed upon such reg- most of th-e Members are very familiar with the sub~ct matter
ister ; and such register shall, in addition to the duties thus imposed, of this legislation. It is very sii;nilar to the disposition of the
have charge of and attend to the sale of public lands within th~ State
of Wisconsin, as provided by law and official regulation, and shall be Oregon & California Railroad grant which we had up in 1916. .
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Speaker, this is entirely too important
nccountable under his official bond for the proceeds o1 such sales and
for all fees, commissions, nnd other moneys received by him under any a m~sure to be considered this afternoon, if we are to consider
p-rovision of law or ··official regulation: Pro1rided, That all the fees and the rest of the calendar, and I therefore object.
·commissions now allowed by law to both such register and such receiver
The SPEAKER pro tempore. "The gentleman from Wisconsin
shall, 10 days after the passage and approval of this act, be paid to
and accounted for by such register in the same manner and in like objects. The bill will be stricken from the calendar, and the
amounts in which they are now required to be paid to and accounted Clerk will report the next bill
for by such .recetver. but the salary, fees, and commissions of such
register shall not exceed $.'3,000 per annum.
SEC. 2. '!'bat all official and public books, papers, plats, records, and
property of every description found and remaining in the said land
office 10 days from and after the approval of this act shall be delivered
to the register of the said office, who shall beco-me the custodian of the
sa me, under the direction of the Commissioner of the General Land
'Office.
·

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the engrossment and third reading of the bill.
·
·
The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed.
On motion of Mr. TAYLOR of Colorado, a motion to reconsider
the vote whereby the bill was passed was laid· on the table. ·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the next
bilL
COOS BA..Y WA..GON-ROAD GRANT.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 8625) to accept from the Southern Oregon
Co., a corporation orga.Ilized under the laws of the State of
Oregon, a reconveyance of tbe lands granted to the Stat~ of
Oregon by the act approved March 3, 1869. entitled ••An act
granting lands to the State of Oregon to aid in the construction
of a .military wagon ro·a d from the navigable waters ot Coos
Bay to Roseburg, in said State," commonly known as the Coos
Bay Wagon-Road grant, to provide for the disposition of said
lands, and for other purposes.
The title of the bill was read.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there oojection?
Mr. STAFFORD. I object, 1\fr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wisconsin
objeets.
.
Mr. SINNOTT. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman withhold his
objection?
.
·
Mr~ STAFFORD.
I will withhold it.
Mr. 'SINNOTT. Mr. Speaker, I hope the gentleman from
· 'Visconsin will not object to this measure. This measure
promises the end of long _litigation between the Government
and this wagon-road company. It has been litigated for a
number of· years, and the Government and the wagon-road company have at last come to an agreement of settlement, which is
incorpo-rated into this law.
The Attorney General's office is very anxious to have this
litigation out of the way. I have had s~eral visits from rep.
resentatives of the Attorney General's office urging that this
matter ·be disposed of, and I have also been called up over the
telephone .a number of times. It is not only desirable from the
standpoint of the Government, but it is desirabJe also from
the standpoint of the State that this matter be disposed of.
Taxes have not been collected on this land for eight or nine
years. The State should not be denied its taxes any longer.
This settlement offers something like .$1.500,000 or $2,!)00,000
of absolute " velvet " to the Government. The Government at
one time absolutely disposed of this land, parted with its title
to tt. By virtue of this act this land, which is worth all the
way from $2.,000,000 to $4,000,000, will be returned. The
lowest estimate of the value of the land was $2,000,000, and the
highest estimate, a very conservative one, put upon the laild
by the county judge iri one of the counties, placed the value at
$4,000,000. The Government will have to advance only some
'600,000 to secure the absolute title to this land. In addition
'to that, whatever payment the Government advances will be
reimbursed out of the proceeds of the sale of the land. It will
net the Government from $1,500,000 to $2,500,000. .If this
matter is allowed to run for another six months or a year
many thousand dollars' worth of taxes will accrue that will
llave to be paid sooner or later.
Mr. MONDELL. I think the gentleman's very clear statement
of the provisions of the bill makes it very evident that it is
not the sort of legislation that can properly be considered by
unanimous consent. I think the gentleman will agr~ with me

OERTAJN CLAIMS OF THE CHEROKEE NATION.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. '3 57) conferring jurisdiction upon the Court
of Claims to hear, consider, and determine certain claims of the
Cherokee Nation against the United States.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
. The SPEAKER pro tempore. ·Is there objection?
Afr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, I object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wisconsin
objects.
Mr. HASTINGS. Will the gentleman withhold hls objection
.for a moment?
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes.
Mr. HASTINGS. I have discussed this ' bill with the gentle.
man from Wisconsjn a number of times. It only seeks to refer
to the Court of Claims certain claims of the Cherokee Tribe of
Indians. 'rhe affairs of this tribe have been completelY. wound
up. The rolls have been made, the lauds have all been allotted,
every foot of them. All of their moneys have been paid . out
per capita, and provision has been made for the disposition
of whatever little fragments of money they may _yet have.
The Cherokees had a claim against the Government: After
about 75 years it was referred to a court. Jndginent was ren<;Iered by the -Court of Claims. The case w~nt to the Supreme
Court and that judgment was there· affirm~. The representatives of the Cherokee Tribe claimed that the interest was not
paid in accordance with that judgment as to four items. All
they ask now is to go into your own court to determine whether
or not that is true. With reference to the two proposed amendments let me say that I am perfectly willing to accept the last
·a mendment, providing that such fees shall be paid to the a ttorneys as the court shall allow.
·
.
.As to the first amendment, services have been performed in
this case for .25 or 30 years. The chief of the Cherokee Tribe
is now: dead. A contract was made before his ·death to prose.
cute this claim. No other contracts can be made, because there
are no -officers of the Cherokee Tribe now remaining. 'Vbat
difference does it make to the gentleman from Wisconsin who
prosecutes the claim, provided the question as to the iee is
fixef;l by the court?
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman permit?
1\fr. HASTINGS. With pleasure.
1\fr. STAFFORD. It has been some months since I have examined this bill and the report. There was a companion bill
seeking some legislation as to some other items that bad
previously been adjudicated by the Court of Claims. At that
time the matter was fresh in my mind. I remember that the
bill as -reported from the committee did not meet with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior. For that reason I objected, thinking that these amendments recommended by the _
£ecretary of the lnterior would be adopted. I do not recall
whether this is the bill that refers again to tbe Cenrt of Claims
the adjudication of the interest charged on the big amount of
item 2.
:Air. HASTINGS. It refers them all to the court, but it does
not make any direct appropriation. It refers to your own court
the question whetheT or not the inter.e s\ was properly cal·
culated by your own officers.
Mr. STAFFORD. As I recall it, there was one of these bills
to which no objection could be made, because the Secretary of
the Inferior admitted pel"Sonally that an erroneous computation
had been made, but be did object to having the attorney paid
as provided in the bill.
Mr. HASTINGS. This is not that bill. That bill went o:fr
the calendar.
Mr. STAFFORD. This is the bill which inyolves the read•
jndication of the question of interest <>n that large sum in
item 2?
Mr. HASTINGS. Yes~
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Mr. STAFFORD. When· I read tl;J.e bill and report a month
or two ago I had.strong opposition to it.
Mr. HASTINGS. It only refers the matter to the Court of
Claims.
Mr. STAFFORD. You had an examination once and the
Court of Claims adjudicated it, and the Department of tli~
Interior does not make any str_ong recommendation now.
l\lr. HASTINGS. ·n recommends this bill. ·
Mr. STAFFORD. . In a minor way.
Mr. HASTINGS. With the two amendments, one is to employ the attorney under contract approved by the Se~retary of
the Interior, and the other is for the court to fix the fee.
.W e are willing to accept the amendment as to the fixing of the
fee.
,
1\Ir. ST~-<\.FFORD. From reading the report I r~call that this
bill has been rereferred to the Court of Claims. · I think the
gentleman had better ask that the bill be passed over without
· prejudice.
·
Mr. HASTINGS. We have had it up a number of times, and
I brought it to the attention of the gentleman from Wisconsin
a number of times.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Not this bill.
Mr. HASTINGS. Yes; this bill, and it only refers the claim
to the Court of Claims. Mr. Speaker, I ask that the bill be
passed over without prejudice.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Oklahoma
asks that the bill be passed over without pt:e-judice. Is there
- objection?
There was no objection.
RECONVEYANCE OF LANDS FROM

SOUTHER~
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The following committee amendments were reatl :.
Strike out all of section 2.
Renumber section 3 to be -section 2.

The committee amendme.n ts were agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be engrossed and read a
third time, was read the third time, and passed.
Ou motion of Mr. SIMs, a motion to reconsider the vote
whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table.
BRIDGE ACROSS PEARL RIYER, :MISS.

The next business on tile Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 11949} granting the consent of Congress to
the county of Pearl RiYer, Miss., and the fourth ward of the
parish of Washington, La., to construct a bridge across Pearl
River, between Pearl RiYer County, Miss., and Washington
Parish, La.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Be it e-nacted, etc., That the consent of Congress is hereby granted
to the county of Pearl River, Miss., and the fourth ward of the parish
of Washington, La., and their successors apd assigns, to construct,
maintain, and operate a bridge and approaches thereto across the Pearl
River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at or near the
fow·th ward of the parish of Washington, State of Louisiana, and in
accordance with the provisions of an act entitled "An act to regulate
I~~ ~onstruction of bridges over navigable waters," approved March 22,

6

SEc. 2. That the construction of such bridge shall be commenced
within two years from the date of the passag.e of this act, and shall
be completed within four years from the pa.s sage of this act.
·
SEc. 3. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal th~ act is hereby
expressly reserved.
.

The following committee amendments were read:
1\Ir. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, before the next bill is called I
want to ask unanimous consent that the bill H. R-: 8625, and
Strike out sections 1 and 2, and insert in lieu thereof the following:
" That the times for commencing and completing the construction of a
No. 176 on the Honse Calendar, be transferred to the Union bridge,
by act of Congress approved February 27, 1917, to
Calendar, where it belongs, so that it will be on t11e proper cal- be built authorized
across the Pearl River, at or near the fourth ward of the _parish
of Washington, State of Louisiana, are hereby extended one and three ·
endar next time.
respectively, from date of approval hereof."
· The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from California years,
Renumber section 3 to be section 2.
asks unanimous consent that the bill H. R. 8625 be transferred
Amend the title so as to read : " To extend the time for the construction of a bridge across Pearl River, between Pearl River County, Miss.,
to the Union Calendar. Is there objection?
and :Washington Parish, ·La."
1 There was no objection.
The committee amendments were agreed to.
Mr. RAKER. Now, Mr. Speaker, I ask that this bill go to
The bill as amended was ordered to be engrossed and read a
the foot of the calendar.
·
third time, was read the third time, and passed.
·
, The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
On motion of Mr. SIMs, a motion tQ reconsider the vote
There was no objection.
whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table. REGULATING :I'HE PERSONNEL OF THE COAST GUARD.
COMPE;s'SA.TION FOR EMPLOYEES INJURED IN SERVICE OF THE ·. J
· The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
UNITED STATES.
• was the bill IJ. R. 6979, a bill to regulate the personnel of the
Coast Guard.
The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
· Mr. MONTAGUE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent was the bill (H. R. 11999) to amend an act entitled "An act
that this bill be passed over without prejudice.
to provide compensation for employees of the United States
Mr. STAFFORD. Reserving the right to object, I under- suffering injuries while in the performance of their duties, and
stood this bill was virtually covered in the naval appropria- for other purposes," approved September 7, 1916.
tion act of this year.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
. · l\1r. MONTAGUE. I will say that some very material mat1\Ir. l\IONDELL. Reserving the right to object, this legisla·
ter in this bill is covered by the legislation referred to by the tion is exceedingly important. In the main I think it is entirely
gentleman. It is for that reason, desiring . to make a further sound and proper, but it is manifestly too important, it involves
examination of it, tllat I ask that it be passed over without too many controverted questions, to be properly considered unde:r
prejudice.
unanimous consent.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the rel\Ir. STEELE. Will the gentleman withhold his objection?
quest of the gentleman from Virginia?
Mr. 1\IONDELL. Yes; I haYe no objection to · the bill, but
There was no objection.
there are a number of questions involved in which there are a
-:
·1
BRIDGE ACROSS PEARL RIVER, MISS.
good many interested.
Mr. STEELE. It is an extremely important bill, intended to I The next business on the Calendat· for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 11948) granting the consent of Congress modify · the employees' compensation act. It came before the
to the Great Southern Lumber Co., a corporation of the .Judiciary Committe~ nnd had the unanimous indorsement of
State of Pennsylvania, doing business in the State of 1\Jis- that committee. It was carefully considered, and came to the
sissippi. to construct a bridge across Pearl River, at or near House wi.t h the unanimous report of the committee.
the north line of section 22, township 8 nortll, rang-e 21 west,
Mr. .1\IO:NDELL. I think the bill is sufficiently important to
west of the basis meridian, in.the lund district east of Pearl justify a rule for its consideration before we adjourn.
River, in the State of :Mississippi.
1\fr. FIELDS. I would like to have it considered as early as
~ The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
possible because of its importance to the many employees of the
·
GoYernment.
1 There was no objection.
1\fr. 1\fONDELL. I am not -objecting on account of any per'!
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the consent of Congress is hereby granted sonal opposition to the measure, because I feel -it · is too importo the Great Southern Lumber Co., a corporation of the State of Penn- tant a matter ·to discuss in the brief time we have under unani·
sylvania, doing business in the State of Mississippi, its successors and
assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge and approaches mons consent. I object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wyoming
thereto across the Pearl R1ver at a point suitable to the interests of
navigation, at or near- the north line of section 22, in township 8 north, objects, and the bill goes off the calendar.
range 21 west, of the basis meridian, in the land district east of Pearl
River, in the State of Mississippi, and in accordance with the provisions of an act entitled "An act to regulate the construction of
bridges over navigable waters," approved March 23, 1906.
SEc. 2. That the construction of such bridge shall be commenced
within three years from the date of the passage of this act, and shall
be completed wl thin five years from the passage of this act. ·
SEc. 3. That the right· tc• alter, amend, or repeal this act is hereby
expressly reserved.

METALLIFEROUS MINING OX INDIAN RESERYATIONS.

The next business in order on the Calendar for Unanimous
Consent was the bill (S. 385) to authorize mining for metalliferous minerals on Indian reservations.
.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. STAFFORD~ l\1r, Speaker, I object.
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. Mr. HaYDEN. .Mr. ~peaker, :·will the :gentleman withhold his l :and . get those. ·minerals. I th1nk the other bill has .nothing to
1 ·ao with this bill. "The -wn:r-=lllinerals bill would only · ~:jy
pbjection for a moment?
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes.
.
.
l1 .where ..there are some .necessar__y ·minerals on ·the .lanos .that 1;he
1\fr. HAYDEN; I want to .remind :the ..gentleman .: from •W is- . Government absolutely nee<}s.
cousin that ·the House 1n he Jast Congress _passed this .bill ~by ] ..Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. Which could not be .developed
unanimous consent, ;that "it ·was very .thoroughly iliscnss.ed .and ..until :the ·rriin.eral Itself was de:velopetl.
·Somewhat amended in accordance with riis suggestions. ::The ' ' Mr. FOSTER. 'Oh, stu:e.
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. :This _proviDes develo:pment .:that
bill went to the Senate Committee ·on Indian .:Mfairs .and
favorably reported ·to the ·senate :by that committee with an the other bill does not.
amendment or two suggested 'by •friends ·of ·tthe "'ndians, notably j .Mr. FOSTER. .I .do not ·think ·this has anythin_g :to do ·with
,the .Commissioner .of .Indian Affairs, 1the .,Indian Rights Assecia- . J hat..at .. all.
ion, ·antl 1the .iBoard of :Indian ·CoOmmissioners. lt has :been ! Mr. WALSH.
ou would .not contend ·that we ought to 'lat
.thoroughly discussed. The bill ·.w as ;made :'QP .·from .applicable ! private individuals come in here and dev.elo_p this ·property for
sections .of ·the w::rter-power bill :and ythe · c oal and ·Oil 'leasing , mineral and then turn around and -sell it to the Government?
.bill, 1bills 'that .hav.e :passed this Bouse 'three illfferent ~times. i . Mx. .FOST.E R. _If th~y got the mineral, I would .not care
'Every principle has been passed upon most careNlly. This I 'Whether they sold lit ·to the Gov.ernment or .not, for if the Gov·
legislation is .of .great 1im_por.tance not ..only to my -State ·b.ut to ernme~t needsJt, Jt ought to have it.
all of the Wet.
·
Mr. WKL'&H. 'If the Government neeos it, it ought to get.it
1\Ir. MONDELL. 1\fr. Speaker, will the ·gentleman ,yiefd:?
Jltself. .
j JUr. HAYDER Yes.
-, ; .Mr.IMA'IlDEN. ·W e _gave $50,000,000 :to the ·Gov.e rnment with
Mr. 1\Io:NDELL. -Jrhis is the Jtlentica:l measure ·that -:was r which ·to do it.
JVlnGetl 'Upon ithe .-emeJ.:genoy .:A,gricultnral.::.aP.proprlation 1biU?
Mr. WALSH. Could the gentleman state ·whether ,this m"CasJ\Ir. ';BAYJDEN. 'It is.
·
Lure would Jn .any .w ay ·hinder .the .operation of .the :othei'.?
Mr . .MON.DELL. :And ·nill go :!from that ·blll, ! .assume, 1'\Vith
J\Ir. 'FOSTER. -:Not a bit.
otlle:r ·legislation in reonference.
l
~Mr. STAFFORD. It-'1s .admitted 1llis ;is .a very .il:rwo:rtmlt bill
Mr. ''HAYDEN. The House ··conferees ;think 1that :this 'legisla- · and it ds .not .safee<TUarded .in the •way :the last bills .that ;we
ion does not :properly I belong ~pon .that bill.
· passed ;tnrongh .the House .are ·Safeguar(led.
.
~Ir . . fONDELL. ··B ut•the House .has ·carefully ,: considered'lthis l
"Mr. -nA.YDEN. "'! ~beg 'fue gentleman's pardon; this bill .has_
Jeg:i.slation in tits 1presen.t -form.?
1 every safeguard contained in any of the leasing bills· 'its 1annlr. HAYDEN. Y-es; except -same ·minor.:amenfun.ents.ma.'de in j guage was taken word for word from them.
'
t::...e Senate a.t the Sllggestion of.the friends of thelndians.
Mr. ·STAFFORD. I ·may be·in error, but ·whi:m~ read-this· bill
Mr. 1\fONDEllL. 'Therefore 'I trust 'th-e ·gentleman ·'from 'Wis- J: , as uniler 'the :.imp1:ession it -md .not -saf~guard ·su:fficiently ·the
'con sin .w ill mot object.
!interests ·of 'the :Indians.
·
"Mr. 'ST·ARFD:RD. .:I :was ·under '1he .impreS.Sion ttha.t the 'bill ,
:Mr. :HA.YiDEN. 'tlllie ·.gentleman as ·:miSta;ken. This •b ill has
hat.:.pas ed !the House ··originally :merely qpplied ito ttlre ·Indian · lfue -approval of tb.e ·comniissloner ·of .lndian .Alfairs, the ·secre-ands in the ·State -af Arizona.
f tary of the Interior, ana the legal advisory boar(l in-the .depwtt·
.Mr. HAYDEN. A:s 'I origin:Rlly introduc-ea :the 115ill :tt .~p[ilied , tment ·Which .helped to ·d-raft 'the .o ther !leasing bills. 'They all
to indian .!lands Jn •the ~:State · of ·Arizona. :A:t fl:le sUt:,o-gestio:n ·of !assisted 'in the 'J)ro<luction •of !this bill, ··and :every ;'Safeguard iJB
rthe Department -of :the :Interior ana ,of ~numerous - embers ·of thrown around the 'iliterests of the Indians. It .is u carefully
the House who were interested the bill ·wa-s ·amended 1B :the · considered .piece of legislation, every ptinciple,Df;whicll.has been
.House to make it ·cover all •of 'the !United .Stutes. lin :th-e "Senate. 1passed "Upon ·-by :this iHouse ·fom· times.
he Senators 'from ·utah and ·Go1orado 'Said they tdid :not JJal:e to
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. The department .is 1clear.ly •satis-have their States included, so there ·w as ..arranged :this enumera- fied that ample :protection js given :to all the 1:ights of ..the
tlon of States. When the bill Fea.Ched ·the mouse, !lit the -sug- Indians under ·this bill, and the situation .is somewhat as stated
gestion of the gentleman from Iaaho [Mr. IFnENCH!l :and 'at 1the ' by the ~entleman -f rom Arizona. While unqer ;the ·bill I nnder·
suggestion of the gentleman from .oregon IMr. SINNDTTJ ·their -stand it would be _possible .for the ·Government to go and romtwu States were included.
, man:deer .R!lY .minerals .discovered and d-eveloped, bnt .minerals
·
, l\1r. :WALSH. 1\fr. .Speaker, will .the gentleman yield?
. will not ·be developed by the Government. ·This wJll perntit the ·
'I JUr. HA"'IDEN. Yes.
· : .development .on Indian .Ye er:vations, just .as .is .now .done on
I 'Mr. WALSH. ·I should .like to ask the gentleman ,if the . public lands of .the .Uiiite.d Smtes.
·mining .and mineral bill wltich we ]lave :Pas ed ·here 1lS a 'War
J.\fr. ·STARFORD. ..In :these times, when neu.r1y ever:Ybody has
measure-would -not 11ermit of ·this territory Ju!in.g -w.urked?
withdrawn ftom ,the ,prospecting ..field Iand only .a few would
Mr. HAYDEN. ·No ; tthere ·s ~-absolutely ·.no :law ·of :.any '.kind : p1·ofit at the expense of those ':Vho -are in the serviceJ. perw.hereoy a.J)ick may -be stuck in "tile grountl :or .a.Il:Y ·fuwelopment .haps-.
·done on ~Y lndian eservation in the We t. .These metals
r. CA:RT.ER of OKlahoina. .As ,tha gentleman well lmow~.
·.nre:all:Iocked •tiP unless;this l~gislation is pa ea.
there .can 11ot ·be .any .aninernl development ..anyw~y without
1\:I.r. WALSH. ®oes · tbe gentleman meun to !Sfry ::t;hat uncrer 'Some one ,profits :unless .the .Government itself takes ovm· all ·the
''the mining 'nnd mineral bill which ·we ·passed .:if ·we -neeaed mineral business of the country, wnicn"' dou'!:>t the ad\dsability
platinum or some other mineral for the effective:prosec.ution .ef ..of its doing.
·
this .:war '3.Ild there happened to ·be ·u deposit c.of ;i t :upon !.the
1\fr. HAYDEN. The ..difference b.etw·e en :the plan ;proposed in
!lndian 1ands -w.e could inot go in '311(1 take it?
this bill and the ordinary Clevelopment of mineral on public
1\:lr. ··HAYDEN. You could not.
: lands is that in the event of a mineral discovery off ·a reserva·
l 1\11;·. wALSH. Why not?
tion the prospector locates it and takes title, whereas in order
~1 Mr. HAYDEN. :Becmtse •there is ;no authority .to do ·so.
to ha-ve develo_pment ·on n reserv.ation .he must first get ·a permit
~~ 1\fr. WALSH. Then by ditl ':we!PRBS thatibill?
ftom the Secretary of -the Interior to go upon ·the .reservation,
· Mr. HAYDEN. ·F or the ueve1qpment uf ·n:re and unusual illen apply ...for a 1ease after discovery, and by that 1lease .agree
-minerals on :the pUblic ;domain.
to :pay rentals an(l _rQyalties to the Indians.
I Mr. CARTER of OKlahoma. These ·are 'Indian Jands.
'Mr. STAFFORD. ~he gentleman will agree there are unl.y
1\Ir. HA-YDEN. Re erved -for their :-exclusive use and benefit, a few :persons at this -time ·who 'Will be ·able to take advantage
and it is proposed in -this 'bill1:Mt the Secretary of the 'Intedor, of the opportunities of •openillg up these Tndian reservations
llaving jm·isdiction rover Indian .lands, sha11 ·make ·leases ·satis- and prospecting for minerals?
'factory to 'him and "the InCiia~.i:he · proceeds of •the leases :and
Mr. HAY.DEJN. 1The fhino-s that -are ,greatly needed to tcarrY.
the royalties to gp into the Treasm·y to the credit of the on this war are minerals, such as copper and other metals.
"indian-s.
1\fr. STAFFORD. That is 1l1l coveFed by :the other bill in
Mr. W A:L.SH. ·W ill the gentleman ·yield .fw'ther, ;for ''I 'see cru;e the Government needs them. 1 ask .to ha:ve ,the .bill go over
1
·the ·gentleman from ·rninois '[Mr. FosTER] has :t.isen. Colild .I:or ·future ·-consideration.
the gentleman from illinois [Mr. FOSTER] state :why InUian
Mr. .H..:A:YDEN. I aSk ·unanimous .c.unsent that the Dill ne
1an<'ls were not includea in the general. scheme .of 'l{hings?
passed Without 'prejudice.
'.The ·SPEA.KiliR .pro ·t~pore. _;Js there ol:)jection'?
1\fr. FOSTER. Every ·foot of land in ·the runited States is
lncluded. There is 'llot any doubt . about that.
!Mr. R.A:KER. .:Mr. :Ejp_eaker, J sugaest ·this is on the Rouse
Mr. W.ALSH. Then the gentleman disagrees with the gen- ·calerroar, anll · undBr lf:he Jll'Ovision i t belongs -on the Union Cal
;tleman .:from Arizona·?
.endar .because it nandles the .money .. and becomes-1\Ir. FOSTER. Yes. 'I thirik 'the ·g entleman -:from Arizona is
The .SPEA.KER pro :tempore. Is there objection •.to the reruistaken about that. 'If it ~is neeessary to ,Prosecute .the -war, g_nest of :the gentleman !from Arizona that the bill ·be p& sed
lhe Government .co.uld ,go onto .any tund ·in "±he Diiited States -without prejudice'? 1After a pause.] Tlle Chair~ears non~ :.
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Mr. RAKER. In order to give the bill its proper status, I
ask that it be transferred from the House Calendar to the
Union Calendar.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the re-,
quest?
Mr. HAYDEN. Let it retain its place on the calendar.
1\Ir. FOSTER. This does not make a charge on the Treasury.
1\Ir. RAKER. Yes; it provides for making a charge on the
Treasury, here in section 10 and section 11.
Mr. WALSH. Not section 10.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. There is a question whether it is a Union
Calendar bill, and I . think it ought to remain as it is until
furtbf>r consideration is given to it.
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman withdraw
his- 1·equest'l
Mr. RAh.""ER. All right.
ADDITIONAL JCDGE, DISTRICT OF ARIZONA.

The next busine on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill ( S. 714) providing for an additional judge for the
distl'ict of Arizona.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
1\Ir. RTAFFORD. 1\:Ir. Speaker, I object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wiscon·
sin objects.
PROHIBITION OF USE OF PEYOTE.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 2614) to amend sections 2139 and 2140 of
the Revised Statutes and the acts amendatory thereof, and for
other purposes.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
1\Ir. STAFFORD. l\Ir. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
will some gentleman of the Committee on Public Lands explain
the necessity of this bill? Let the bill be again reported under
the reservation of the right to object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the bill will
be read.
The Clerk began the reading of the bill.
1\fr. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Speaker, I withdraw the request, in
or<ler that some gentleman may give an explanation of th~ bill
'I thought the bill was a short one, and I do not wish to impose
upon the House. I did not happen to have the bill before me.
1\Ir. HAYDEN. 1\.Ir. Speuker, this bill was prepared by the
Commis ioner of Indian Affairs and is a general revision of the
laws relating to the sale of liquors to Indians. It tightens JIP
the ntrious e...'dsting acts in places where they have been found
difficult of enforcement. Among the other thing , the bill indudes within it provi ions an inhibition against the sale to
Indians of peyote, and this measUI·e is therefore known as the
n peyote bill."
Peyote is being increasingly used by Indians in
certain sections of the country. It is a habit-fo.rming drug and
is n •ry deleterious and injurious to their health. The bill, as
I said, is a general revision of the laws relating to the sale of
liquor to Indians, incluuing peyote anu other drugs in the list
of prohibited articles.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. This bill, I understand, is solely for the
further protecting and safeguarding the health of the Indi<lns-

1\lr. HAYDEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. STAFFORD. From liquor and the use of habit-forming
drugs. I have no objection to it.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill? [After a pause.] The Chair hears
none. The Clerk will report the bill.
•. rne Clerk read as follows:
Be it encwte<l, etc., That sections 2139 and 2140 of the Revised Statntf's and the acts amendatory thereof be amended to r ad as follows:
"~ECTION L '.rhat any person who shall sell, give away, dispose of
exch:wge, barter, or otherwl e furnish :l.DY malt. fermentecl, spirituous'
or vinous liquor, including beer, ale, and wine, tnlapai or tlswin, or
any ardent o-r othe-r intoxicating liquor -of any kind whatsoever, or
any es.c;ence, extract, bitters. preparation, compot.md, composition, or
any article whatsoever, under ally name, label, or brand, which produces intoxication, or cannabis in<lica or Indian hemp, or anhalonium,
or peyote, to any In<lian to whom allotment of land has been macw
while title to same ~hall be held in trust by the Government, to any
Indian a ward of the Government under the charge of any Indian
superintendent or agent. or to any Indian; including Pueblos and mixed
bloods, over whom or over whose property the Government, through
its depa.rtm~ts. exercises gmu<lianshlp or supervision, whether a cltl.zen or not, and nny rers0n who shall introduce or attempt to introduce Into or convey or transport through the Indian country, which
term shall Include all the lands embraced in what was formerly the
Indian Territory and now a part of the State of Oklahoma, all of Osage
County, in said State of Oklahoma. any In<lian allotment while the
title to same shall be held in trust by the Government. or while the
·5ame hall rt>main inalienn.ble by the allottee with the consent o"f the
l]nitcd States, any Indian reseryati.on, 01' any town site o.r tract o.f
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land, including any railroad right of way or part thereof. located
wholly within the exterior limits o.f any Indian reservation or pueblo
lantt grant, or any lands owned by Indians individually or as communities, whether allotted or not, Indian settlements, Inillan school
]aDds, and Indians pueblos, and any land to which by treaty or otherwise the Indian Jntercourse laws or other laws prohibiting the liquor
traffic therein have been made applicable, and any other lands .not
herein described, which may be Indian rountry on or vrior to the
date of the passage of this act, or who shall have in possession, sell,
give away, dispose ot, oxchange, barter, or m:mufacture any malt,
-fermented, spirituous, or vinous liquor, tncludlng beer, ale, and wine,
tulapai or tiswin, or any ardent or intoxicating liquor of any kind
whatsoever, or any essence, extract. bitters, prE>para.tion, compound,
composition, or any article whatsoever, under any name, labt>l, or
'b l•and which produces intoxication, or .cannabis indica or Indian hemp,
or anhalonium, or peyote, within the Indian country as hereinbefore
described, shall be punished by imprisonment fgr more than 60 days,
but less than one year, and by a fine of not less than $100 or more
than $500 for the first offense: P1·ovideil, however That the person
convicted shall be committed until the fine and costs are paid. But
it shall be a sufficient defense to any charge of introducing {)r attempting to introduce or having tn pos ession any of the articles
herein named tha.t the acts charged were done by order of o:r under
authority in writing from the Se.c retary of the Interior or the Commissioner of Indian Afi'airs, under such regulations as may be prescribed. ProsecutioiUJ under this section may be by information.
Hereafter it shall not be unlawful t~ introduce and use wines solely
for sacramental purposes under church authority at any place within
the Indian country as hereinbefore described.
" SEc. 2. Any person having been convicted of a second or subsequent
offense under section 1 of this act shall be puni bed by a fine of not
less than $200 or more th!ln $2,000 and by 1mprisonme.nt for not less
than six months or more than th.ree years.
"SEc. 3. That if the chief special officer or any of his duly auth<lriZed deputies whose appointments have been affirmed by the Commissioner of Indian AffaiTs or any Indian. superintend~nt or other person
in the service of the United States who e appointment is made by the
Secretary of the Interior or the Commissioner of Indian A1l'alrs, or
any United States marshal or his deputy, has reason to suspect oY
is informed that any of the intoxican-ts, drugs, or preparations t>nu-merated in or coming within the purview of this act have oeen or are
about to be introduced into or conveyed aero s any of the places
mentioned herein ln violation of law or that any such intoxicants,
drugs, preparations. or ar11eles are within any ot such places in viola·
tion of law, It shall be the duty of such p~rson to search the premises,
conveyances, or places of deposit, and to take and destroy any of the
aforesaid Intoxicants. d.ru;:; , preparations, or arHcles found in any such
place or places, except sucb as may be intro<luced therein by ot· under
authorit> in writing of the s~cretary of the Interior or the Commissioner of Indian A1ralrs, and to seize the places of deposit and all
articles and goods found therewith or therein, the tea.ms, wagons.
sleds, boats, automobiles, or any other vehicles or conveyances used. in
the transportation of such intoxicants, drugs, or prepar:J.tions, whethet·
used by the owner thereof or other persons, and deliver them to the
proper officer, and same wall be proceeded agaL'l t by libel tn the
proper court, a:Ild it sneh person be a trader his license t:hall be
revoked and his bond put in suit. In all ca.ses arising under this
or any other law Indians shall be competent witnesses.
.
" SEc. 4. That hereafter when any reserv-ation or portion thereof is
thrown open for !>ettlement the lands allotted, tho e retained or reserved, and the surplus lands sold or otherwise disposed of shall be
subiect to all the laws of the United States relative to th~ introductioxt possessi-on, sale, or other disposal and seizure of intoxicants,
drugs, and preparation-3 until Congress shall otherwise provide.
"SEC. 5. The re-cords of any common carrier, telegraph, or telephone
company or wholesale or retail dealer in liquors or of any other
individual, firm, or corporation shall be competent evidence 1n any case
arising under this act. If any officer, agent, employee, or representa·
tive of any romm-on carrier, corporation, or company, or any other
person having knowledge of any violation of any of the provisions of
this act shall withhold or conceal such information, books., or records.
or who does not. as soon as may be, flisclose or make known the same
to one of the officers named in section 3 of thi act, such person shall
be fined not less tban $100 nor more than $1,000 or imprisoned not
less than 30 days nor more than 1 year, or both.
" SF.lc. 6. That any person hereafter committing against the person of
the chief special offi-cer for the suppt·ession of the liquor traffic among
Indians anu duly authorized officers working under his supervision or
other employees whose appointments a:re made or a.ffi.rmed by the Com·
missioner of Indian Affairs or the Secretary of the Interior, against any
United States marshal, deputy United States marshal, posse, posse
comitatus, or guard, while lawfully engaged in the execution of any
United States process or lawfully engaged in any other duty imposed
upon such special offi.cer or his duly authorized agent or otheF employee
appointed as aforesaid, or marshal, deputy marshal, pos e, p.osse comi·
tatus, or guard, by the laws of the United States, any of the following
crimes, namely: Murder, manslaughter, assault with intent to murder,
assault or as ault and battery, or who shall in any manner obstruct
by threats or violence any person who is engaged in the service of the
United States in the discharge of any of his duties as such chief special
officer or his duly authorized agent, or other officer aforesaid, or who
shall hereafter rommit any of the crimes aforesaid against any person
who at the time of the commission of said crime, or at any time within
three years previous thereto, belonged to any of the classes of officers
hereinbefore named, shall be subject to the ·laws of the United States
relating to such crimes and shall be tried by the district coUit of tho
United States exercising criminal jurisdiction where such offense was
committed and shall be subject to the same penalties as are all other
persons charged with the commi-ssion of e;aid crimes, respectively, and
sucll courts are hereby given jurisdiction oi all such cases.
"S:&c. 7. Wh-oever shall resist, oppose, prevent, impede, or interfere
with any officer employed to suppress the traffic in intoxicants among
the Indians, or his deputy, or any person asffistlng him in the execution
of his duties. or any person authorized to make st>arches and seizures,
in the execution of his duty, or shall rescue, attempt to rescue, or cause
to be rescued, any prisoner or any property which bas been seized by any
person so authorized; or whoever before, at, or after such arrest or
seizure, ln order to prevent the arrest and con.finement of such prisoner,
or the seizure or securing of any liquor, drugs. or preparations, wagons,
sreds, boats, automobiles, or other articles used in transporting, ol"
places used in storing or keeping such llqugrs, drugs, or preparations,
by any person so a-uthorized, shall destroy or remove the same, or shall
release, or attempt to secure the release, or prevent the con.flnement of
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any prisoner, shall be fined not more than $2,000 or imprisoned not
more than one year, or both; and whoever shall use any deadly or
dang~ous weapon in resisting any person authorized to make searches
'or se1zures, in the execution of his duty, with intent to commit a bodily
jnjury upon him or to deter or prevent him from discharging his duty,
shall be imprisoned not more than 10 years.
" SEc. 8. In the defense of suits, either civil or criminal, other than
by the United States, against those employed to enforce the provisions
of this act arising out of their official acts, the United States attorney
shall appear on behalf of such employee and the expen e in connection
with such suits shall be paid from the same appropriation from which
the employee is paid.
" SEc. 9. Indian superintendents and officers designated by the Commi sioner of Indian Affairs to enforce the provi ions of this act are
hereby authorized to administer oaths and take acknowledgments for
g eneral purposes.
"SEc. 10. That all acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the pro;isions of this act are hereby repealed."

The committee amendments were
ally agreed to, as follows :

se~erally

read ancl

se~er

Pag"! 2, line 22, after the word "railroad," in ert the words " or
other."
.
Page 3, line 24, after the word "Interior," strike out the words "or
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs."
Page · 3, Hne 25, after the word "as," insert the word "he."
Page 3, line 25, after the word· " may," strike out the words "be prescribed " and insert the word " prescribed."
Page 4, line 22, strike out the word " intoxacants " and insert the
word "intoxicants."
Page 5, line 4, after the word "Interior," strike out the words "or
thP Commissioner of Indian Affairs."
·
. P age 5, line 8, after the word "the," insert the following: "introduction, attempted introduction, or."
In line 9, page 5, after the word "transportation," insert the following: "within or across any of the places mentioned herein."
Page 7, line 4, after the word "aforesaid," strike out the following: .
" or who shall hereafter commit any of the crimes aforesaid against
nny person who at the time of the commis ion of said crime, or at any
time within three years previous thereto."
Page 8, line 1, after the word " other," strike out the word "articles "
an11 insert in lieu thereof the word "vehicles."
Page , line 21, strike out the words " Commissioner of Indian
Affairs " and insert in lieu thereof the words " Sec1·etary of the Interior."
Page 8. line 23, after the word " oaths," strike out the :following:
" and take acknowledgments for general purposes."

Mr. WALSH.

1\Ir. Speaker, I offer an amendment.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Mas achu etts offers an mmmdrnent, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows:
AmendmE!nf offered by Mr. WALSH: Page 3, line 16, after the woru
"days," strike out the words "but less than one year and" and insert "or"; and, ir: line 17, strike out "lE-ss than $100 or."

1\lr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I will say to the gentleman from
Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN] that we seldom enact legislation now
providing for both a minimum and maximum pena-lty. We usu.:.
ally provide the maximum. This would read that they shall
be punished by imprisonment of not more than 60 days or by a
fine of not more than $GOO.
Mr. HAYDEN. I wanted to make it perfectly clear that the
:first offense shall be a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for less than a year. The second offense becomes a felony, because the term of imprisonment may be for a year or
more, and on tlle second offense to make it a heavier penalty.
1\Ir. W~UJSH. This would not make it any heavier penalty.
You say here "by imprisonment for more than 60 clays, but
less than one year."
l\fr. HAYDEN. "For more than 60 days or less than one
year." The judge must sentence him for ·a t least 60 days, but
not more than a year. '.rhe minimum penalty is 60 days in jail
and the maximum is one year.
'Mr. WALSH. I see. I will withdraw the amendment in
that case. Mr. Speaker, I offer an amendment on page 6.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Massachusetts offers an amendment, which the Clerk will report :
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mt·. W·ALSH: Page G, line 9, after the word
.. not," strike out "less than $100 nor," and in same line strike out, at
tho end of the line, " less than 30 days nor."

Mr. \V ALSH. Mr. Speaker, I think in this case the penalties
are not for the :first offense.
l\lr. HAYDEN. I think it might just as well be left to the
discretion of the court. I accept the amendment.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the amendment of the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. WALsH].
The que tion was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
:Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I just wanted to ask the gentleruau from Arizona [1\lr. HAYDEN] one question.
On page 5, line 15, it says:
In all case. arising onder this or any other law Indians shall be comp et en t witnesses.

l\lr. HAYDEN.

This Is a mere reenactment of the statute.
It is in the present law.
Mr. WALS.H. I want to ask if, prior to the enactment of the
statute containing that language, were not Indians competent
witnesses?
~'hi s amounts to a revision- of the law.
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l\lr. HAYDE~. ~'he question was raised by some of the
courts, and some · of the courts held they were and some that
they w·ere not. That was a necessity for the passage of that
law.
1\!r. McKEOWN. Mr. Speaker, I offer the following amendment.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The "'entleman from Oklahonm [Mr. 1\IcKEowN] offers an amendment, which the Clerk
will report.
.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. McKEOWN : Page 2, line 5, strike out the
words "anhalonium or peyote," and the same on page 3, line 14.

1\Ir. McKEOWN. 1\Ir. Speaker and gentlemen of the House,
this question raises quite a controversy in dealing with the In•
dians. A great many of these Indian tribes use this peyote in
religious ceremonies. It is a very acute question with the fullblood Indians in the Southwest. A great many of them use it
in their church ceremonies, and upon that grounu I am offering
this amendment to strike these words out of this bill. As a matter of fact, I think this peyote is put in this bill with the liquor
question in order to put the peyote proposition through. And
if you examine the hearings you will find that a number of Indians use peyote in their religious ceremonies, as I have stated.
If it is true they use it in that manner, I do not think it ought
to be prohibited.
1\Ir. GARRETT of Texas. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. 1\IcKEOWN. I will.
Mr. GARRETT of Texas. In that case, then, why could not
the gentleman revise his amendiL-ent so as not to affect the sale
of it when used for religious purposes?
·
Mr. McKEOWN. I am willing to accept that amendment.
l\fr. CLARK of Florida. Will the gentleman tell us what
that is?
l\fr. McKEOWN. Peyote?
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Yes.
l\lr. McKEO\VN. It is a little button or a little root that
grows in t~e far Southwest. It has a Yery exhilarating effect,
so the testimony before the committee bows, and I in~ite the
gentleman's. attention to that testimony, where he can find interesting information on that question.
1\Ir. ESCH. 1\Ir. Speaker, some six: or eight years ago the matter of the use of peyote among Indians in my di trict belonging to the \Vinnebago Tribe was brought to my attention.
I made an investigation at that time, confined not merely to the
Winnebagos in my immediate section but to the members of
the tribe scattered through Nebra ka and elsewhere. I gath·
ered a large amount of testimony in regard to i ts u e. It is
true, as t11e gentleman from Oklahoma [l\lr. McKEowN] bas
stated, that they are using it in connection with their religious
worship. But some of my inYestigation showed that that is
largely a pretext to justify the use of it. The effectS of it are
at :first exhilarating, and then there follows a period of profound
depression and there are cases where it has resulted in crime.
'Ihe evidence that I gathered came from missionaries who had
labored among the Indians for years, and came al,o from intelligent members of the tribe. They were all of one accord in
claiming that the use of the drug was deleterious, and that its
spread was exceedingly rapid, and that some legislation ought to
be enacted to entirely prohibit it. I believe that we should retain it in the bill.
1\Ir. SLOAN. Mr. Speaker, will t~e gentleman yield right
there?
1\Ir. ESCH. Yes.
Mr. SLOAN. I notice the gentleman's description of the
effect, that it is about the same as that of the Kentuch.oo-y article.
Is it not?
l\Ir. ESCH. I am not familiar with the Kentucky product.
Mr. HASTINGS. 1\Ir. Speaker, I dislike very much to be
compelled to oppose the amendment offered by .my colleague
[l\fr. 1\IcKEowN] to strike out peyote. I am a member of the
Committee on Indian Affairs which investigated this subject.
I am also a member of the subcommittee that in~estigateil it.
A great many of the Indians from these western tribes came
before the subcommittee and protested against the inclu ion of
peyote in this bill. That is true. But the Indian Office is
very insistent upon this legislation, and we hnd Dr. Wiley
before us, and we bad a good many other people before us,
telling us of the >ery bad effects of the use of this drug. I
tllink the gentleman from Wisconsin [1\Ir. EscH] was right
when he said that they used the religious ceremonies as an.
excuse for the use of this drug.
Now, it is a little button that grows on the top of the cactus
plant down around the Mexican border. and it is gathered
there and sent to the less civilized Indians, and they use it.
_T he testimony before the committee is to the effect that it has
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n worse effect upon them than the use of whisky. I do not
think there is a particle of doubt about it, and intelligent,
highly intelligent, and the more civilized Indians who came
before our committee were very insistent that the use of peyote
ought to be suppressed, inasmuch as it was not for the best
interests of the Indians that they should be permitted to use it.
None of the Indians of the Five Civilized Tribes use the
peyote. It is only the less civilized Indians that use it. We
very carefully considered the matter. 'Ve took testimony day
after day before a subcommittee, and the full committee considered it; and I think, as a member of that committee, that
peyote ought to be suppres ed, and that this amendment striking it out ought not to be agreed to.
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. 1\lr. Speaker, will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. HASTINGS. I will.
1\lr. CARTER of Oklahoma. I want to ask my collengue on
the committee from Oklahoma if be .could tell the House some
of the effects that this drug has up-<>n the Indians?
Mr. HASTINGS. Oh, well, it is pretty difficult to explain. It
ls true that they call meetings and have gatherings in the even-=
lng lasting throughout the entire night, and they have these
little buttons and distribute them around among the members
present and they eat them. Its effect, I will say, is not exactly
Uke that of opium, but somewhat similar. It is pretty difficult
to describe. It makes the Indians see visions and dream dreams.
It has a very bad effect upon the Indians, according to the testimony of those in the very best position to know. As I say,
there is a class of Indians that want to continue the use of it,
and a good many Indians came before us and protested against
this legislation.
Mr. 1\icKEO,VN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HASTINGS. Ye .
Mr. McKEOWN. I will ask the gentleman if there was not
quite a bit of testimony taken before your committee to the
effect that it was used in their religious ceremonies, and that
Mr. SNYDER, one of the members of the committee, did not oppose it on the ground that it was used in connection witlt a
t•clictous ceremony?
Mr. HASTINGS. 1\Iy colleague states correctly that there
were statements of that kind mad~ by certain Indians who
.apperu·ed before the .committee. But all the missionaries
nmong the Indians, without any exception, and among all tribes
of Indians are opposed to the use of peyote, without any exception whatever. Only those Indians who do not belong to the
Protestant churches favor the use of peyote. All others are opposed to the use of peyote.
As I said a moment ago, the officials of the Indian Office have
made a special study of this question, and the Indian agents
throughout all these Indian tribes who have made reports on it
have reported against the use of it and in favor of the enactment of this legislation. I am sorry that I .can not agree with
my colleague from Oklahoma.
l\fr. GARRETT of Texas. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. HASTINGS. I will be glad to.
Mr. GARRETT of Texas. Do I understand the gentleman to
say that after full investigation of this subject and of the use
of this drug, the use that the Indians make of it in their religious ceremonies is merely a pretended use and a subterfuge,
and therefore it should not ·be exempted even for that purpose?
Mr. HASTINGS. That is the conclusion the committee came
to, after full investigation and after hearings for a number of

of the Unanimous Consent Calendar the Committee on ~Initary
Affairs be permitted to call up bills reported from that eommittee which are now on the Calendar, to which no objection. is
made. Is there objection to the gentleman's request?
Mr. LONGWORTH. Will that be to-day or to-morrow?
Mr. DENT. I presume that will be to-morrow. I understand it will not be called until to-morrow.
Mr. LONGWORTH. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state it.
· Mr. LONGWORTH. Would the Unanimous Consent Calendar
be called to-morrow under our agreement?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair did not include
to-morrow.
1\fr. LONGWORTH. 1\ly question is that under our agreement to take up tbe Unanimous Consent Calendar, would that
be the unfin1shed business to-morrow after the reading of the
Journal?
Mr. DENT. That was the understanding that I had. I .ask
unanimous consent that if the Unanimous Consent Calendar is
not finished to-day, it be in order to-morrow, and that then this
bill b-e the special order.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair understands the :reque t of the gentleman from Alabama to be that the Unanimous
Con.sent Calendar shall be in order to-morrow-Jrlr. DENT. If not finished to-day.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. If not finished to-day, and that
after the completion of the Calendar for Un1Ulimous Consent the
bill to which he refers may be in order.
Mr. STAFFORD. I assume that the gentleman S · :request is
that his bill shall follow the Unanimous Consent Calendar as it
existed to-day, not the bills that have been considered to-daY.
and passed oTer without prejudice.
1\Ir. D~"T. Oh, of course.
l
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
'
1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. I understand the gentlernan'3
request to be simply that the bill shall be in order, but not to
exclude conference reports or :reports from the Committee on
Rules, and so on.
Mr. DENT. Yes; that was the understanding.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request
as modified, not to exclude confe1·cnce reports or reports from
the Committee on Rules?
There was no .objection.
"ROADS, .TRAILS1 AND DRIDGES WITHIN IXDI..:\.~ RESERVATI()NS.
The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 269) to authorize the advancement of funds
to survey. construct, and maintain road , trails, and bridges
within Indian reservations.
The Clerk read the title of the bill
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
1\fr. STAFFORD. I object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wi cousin
objects. The bill will be stricken from the calendar.
USE OF SEIZED OPIU:\f, ETC.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent wns
the bill (H. R. 9830) providing for the disposition of opium, its
salts and derivatives, coca leaves, their salts and deri\atives,
and any other drugs seized by the United States Government in
the enforcement of the provisions of the net of October 1. 1890.
as amended by the acts of 1\Iarch 3, 1897, February 9, 1009, and
January 17, 1914, or the act of December 17, 1914.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
dar.
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. ~lr. Speaker, that bill is contained
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing
to the amendment offered by the gentleman from Oklahoma in the revenue bill which is now pending in the Senate. I do
not know what will be its fate there. I ask unanimous consent
[Mr. McKEowN].
that this bill be passed without prejudice.
The question was taken, and the amendment was rejected.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection t-<> the re·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the enquest of the gentleman from Illinois?
grossment and third reading of the bill.
There was no objection.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed.
"PUBLIC BUILDING AT NOGaLES, .ARIZ.
Ou motion of Mr. HAYDEN, a motion to 1·econsider the vote
The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Con ent was
whereby the bill was passed was laid ori the table.
The SPEAhrmR pro tempore. The Clerk will report the next the bill (H. R. 282) amending the public-buildings act approYed
1\Iarcb 4, 1913, providing for the purchase of a site for a public
bill.
building at Nogales, Ariz.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
The Clerk read the title <>f the bill.
1\fr. DENT. Mr. Speaker. I ask unanimous consent that after
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
the disposition of the Unanimous Consent Calendar it shall be
1\Ir. WALSH. Reserving t11e right to object, I should like to
In order for the Committee on Military Affairs to call up bills ask a question about this proposed legislation. It seems that
that are favorabJy reported from that committee and are now the authorization is raised from $10,000 to $120,000.
on the Calendar and that are not objected to.
Mr. HAYDEN. Oh, no. The public-building act passed in
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Alabama 1913 authorized the purchase of a site for the post office in
nsks unanimous consent that aftru· the c9mpletion .of the call Nogales at $10,000.
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Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Speaker, I object. This is not a war
measure.
Mr. HAYDEN. If the gentleman will allow me to explain-Mr. WALSH.. I will be \ery glad if the gentleman will answer my question.
Mr. MADDEN. I ha\e objected, l\Ir. Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Illinois
objects.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Will the gentleman from Illinois
allow me to ask him a question?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
1\Ir. CLARK of Florida. I want to say to the gentleman that
there are on this calendar three bills that have been reported
from the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds, which
bills were considered extremely urgent. This bill bas passed
the House heretofore. It straightens out a very tangled situation at Nogales, and I hope the gentleman will withdraw his
objection.
Mr. MADDEN. Let it come up in the regular way.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Will the gentleman object to the
otllers as well?
1\lr. 1\IADDEN. Yes; I will.
Subsequently,
Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. Speaker, I understand that the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. MADDEN] is willing to withdraw his objection to the Nogales bill (H. R. 282).
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman ask unanimous consent to return to that bill?
Mr. HAYDEN. I ask unanimous consent to return to it.
Mr. BENJAMIN L. l!~AIRCHILD. Reserving the right to object, I should like to ask the chairman of the Committee on
Public Buildings and Grounds if the committee has not reported
out two ot11er bills similar in effect, for which the Treasury
Department is asking, to correct certain situations?
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Yes ; that is true.
Mr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. Then why would it not
save time to ba\e these three bills reported :fl·Qm the Committee
on Public Buildings and Grounds considered together?
Mr. WALSH. Oh, no; not three bills at one time.
Mr. BENJAMIN ·L. · FA.IRCHILD. We will not get through
with the calendar, and they are all similar-Mr. STA. FFORD. The understanding is that we will finish
t.he Unanimom!l Consent Calendar either to-night or to-morrow.
~;[r. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD.
The agreement made at
~.he request of the chairman of the Committee on Military Affairs would bar out my bill to-morrow, because it is not on the
calendar to-day, although it will be to-morrow.
Mr. WALSH. If it is not on the calendar, it ought not to be
con!';iderecl.
Mr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. It will be on the calendar
to-morrow.
lr. STAFFORD. If it is on the calendar to-morrow, it ran
be called.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request made by the gentleman from Arizona [Mr. HAYDEN] to
1·eturn to this bill?
There was no objection.
~ "· ·£_~ ·~i':': !:"fi~1 .'r"'1 .'. ~:.:~ Tl1e bill was read, a.s follows:
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public-building act of 1913 there was, first, an authorization
for the purchase of a site for a post office at $10,000, and then,
in another part of the bill, there was an authorization for the
construction of a customhouse and purchase -of a site at $110,000
for that buUding.
The Treasury Department was desirous of erecting a combined
building on one site, but the legal advisers of the Secretary;
decided that he could not purchase with these two funds one ite;
that is, they could not consolidate the appropriation for the
post office and the appropriation for the customhouse. The
whole purpose of this bill is not to increase the appropriation
but to authorize the purchase of one site for all pm·poses at a
maximum cost of $15,000. As a matter of fact, under the original act $10,000 could be used for one site and $10,000 for the
. other. This is to consolidate them at a maximum of $15,000.
Mr~ WALSH. From whom is the letter contained in the report
on the bill?
Mr. HASTINGS. It has no signature, but it comes from the
Secretary of the Treasury. I presume the clerk sent a carbon
copy to tlle committee instead of the original.
.
1\I.r. WALSH. This does not make any increase in the original
provision?
Mr. HASTINGS. No; and it does not intend that tbe building
shall be constructed during the war. This is to straighten out
the tangle and have the site ready when they do get ready to
build.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
1.'here was no objection.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the bill may be considered in the House as in Committee of the
Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the bill.
The Clerk read as follows :
Be it ettacted, etc., That so much of section 4 of the public buildings
act approved March 4, 1913 ( 37 Stats., p. 873), as authorizes the
acquisition or a site and the erection of a suitable bnild1ng thereon
for the United States customhouse at Nogales, Atiz., at a cost not exceeding $110 ooo, and so much of section 5 of said act (37 Stats., p. 877) as
authorizes tDe acquisition of a site for the United State post office
and other Government offices nt Nogales, Ariz., at a cost not exceeding
$10 000 be and the same arc hereby, am(>nded so as to authorize and
direct the Secretary of the Treasury to acquire, by purchase, condemnat!on, or otherwise, one site and to erect thereon one building fot· the
accommodation of the United States post office, customhouse, and
other Government offices in Nogales. Ariz., at a cost not exceeding
$120 000 of which limit of cost not exceeding $15,000 shall be expended for such site ; and that the appropriation of $16,000 made by
the act of Congress approved July 29, 1914 (38 Stats .. p. 5G3), 1n
pursuance of said authorization of l\larch 4, 1913, for a site nnrl bullding fol." sald customhou~e, be, and the same is hereby, made availablo
for the acquisition of the site and the commencement of the et·e<'tion
of the building hereinbefore autho1ized for said post office and cnstomhouse.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a tllird time,.
was read the third time, and passed.
On motion of Mr. HAYDEN, a m.otion to recon ider tlle \Oto
whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table.
ADDITIONAL JUDGE FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MIS ' O'GRT.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 294) to provide for the appointment of an
Be it enacted, etc., That so much of section 4 of the public-building.g additional judge in the district court of the United Stutes for
act approved March 4, 1913 (37 Stat., 873), as authorizes the acquisi- the eastern district of Missouri.
tion of a site and the erection of a suitable building thereon for the
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
United States customhouse at Nogales, Ariz.. at a cost not exceeding
$110,000, and so much of section 5 of' said act (37 Stat., 877) as
Mr. 'VALSH~ I object.

authorizes the acquisition of a site for tht> United States post office
and other Government offices at NoA"ales. Ariz., at a cost not exceeding
$10,000. be, and the 11ame are hereby, amended so as to authorize and
dh·ect the Secretary of the Treasury to acquire, by purchase, condemnation, or otherwise, one site and to erect thereon one building for the
accommodation of' the United States post office, customhouse, and other
Government offices in Nogales. Ariz., at a cost not exceeding $120,000,
of which limit of cost not exceeding $15,000 shall be expended for
such site; and that the appropriation of $16,000 made by the act of
Congress approved July 29, 1914 (38 Stat.• 563), in pursuance of
said authorization of March 4, 1913, for a site and building for said
customhouse, be, aud the same is hereby, made available for the
acQuisition of the site and the commencement of the ereetion of the
building her~inbefore authorized for said post office and customhouse.

1 1\fr. WALSH.

Reserving the right to object-, The SPEAKER .Pro tempore. The Chair asked if there was
obJection, and there was no objection.
~fr. \V ALSH.
The Chair only asked if there was objection
to reh1rning.
::\Ir. HAYDEN. The gentleman from Massachusetts is correct. I only asked jo recur. The gentleman still ,has the right
to make his inquiry.
Mr.· WALSH. The gentleman wa.s about to make a statement about the authorization. I wish he would comnlete that.
Mr. HA.YDEN. I want to say to the ·gentleman that in the

ItESTORATION OF BffiD RESERVATION
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CALIFORNL\.. ...\.-:.\"D OREGON.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Con ent
was the bill (H. R. 10612) to restore to the public domain cer·
tain lands heretofore reserved for a bird reservation in Siskiyou and 1\Iodoc Counties, Cal., and Klamath County, Oreg.,
and for other purposes,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there obje<!tion?
Mr. STAFFORD. I object.
1\Ir. RAKER. Will the gentleman withhold his objection?
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I will, to accommodate the gentleman. .
Mr. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, this bill has been reported favorably by the Department of the Interior, the General Land Office,
and the Department of Agriculture, and all the departments
having charge of the matters involved, including the Biological
Survey, the officer having charge of the reservation. Numerous
conferences were held and they all believe that it was for the
Interest of the reservations, protection of them, and in audition to that it opens up in the neigl1borhood of 23,000 acres
of land that is now swamp, puts it under cultivation for agricultural pm·poses, returns to the Government $180,000 that is
now lost without this legislation.
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If this legislation is enacted it will permit land to be completely drained, homesteaded, fru·mers to go in and utilize it,
and commence to cut the bay that is there after the water is
drained off, and it will become very beneficial at this time. I
trust the gentleman from Wisconsin will see his way clear to
let the House consider the bill at this time and let it go to the
Senate.
1\1r. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, this bill bas received more
than the ordinary attention on my part, particularly through
the courtesy of the gentleman from California [Mr. RAKER].
He favored me by having the gentleman who is directly interested in this matter as the representati\e of the Siskiyou Homesteaders' Association call upon me and explain the purposes of
the bill. It gives a special preferential right of entry on these
abandoned lands to members of the Siskiyou Homesteaders' Association, depriving the public generally of the right to homestead, and limiting it to members of this association whose
qualifications are the payment of a membership fee of a' certain
amount so as to qualify them to take up land on this abandoned,
overflowed land. Mr. Speaker, when the full facts are disclosed about this bill I think the House will certainly vote the
bill down, and I do not wish at this late hour to take up the time
of the House in discussing the matter further.
Mr. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, the gentleman would not make
any statement, I am sure, which the facts did not bear out, and
the gentleman does not know all the facts in regard to it. It
is in my distlict, a part of it in the county adjoining my home
county, and I have been familiar with it for many years and
been around it when I was a younger man. I want to call the
committee's attention to the fact that the land on the Oregon
side whereby a contract has been entered into by the swampland claimants was entered into solely by virtue of the preparation of this legislation. They are getting the benefit of the
legislation before it is enacted, whereby they a~e to be permitted to drain their land. When the railroad came ln, the Reclamation Service gave it permission to cross this land. They required the railroad to build an embankment so that they could
shut the water from going into this particular tract of land.
When this matter started six years ago the Government could
not lower that water one inch under their contract with the
Van Bremner people. These people went to work and the Van
.Bremner people waived their riparian rights so this land could
be opened up for use.
1\ir. WALSH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. RAKER. Let me finish this statement. It is very important that .this land be utilized for homestead purposes.
These people secured the Van Bremner people and themselves
to waive their riparian rights whereby they were to get the
water to irrigate in the neighborhood of 5,000 acres of land.
The Government entered into that contract when they first weht
into the project. The Van Bremner people waived their
t•igbtsMr. 'VALSH. 1\lr. Speaker, without intending any discourtesy at all to the gentleman from California, I object. .
Mr. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the
bill remain upon the calendar and go to the foot thereof.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from California
asks unanimous consent tbat the bill remain on the calendar.
Is there objection?
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, I object.
WATER SUPPLY OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 12549) authorizing and directing the Secretary of War to appoint a commission to investigate and report
upon the available sources of water supply for the District of
Columbia.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is tbere objectioq?
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, this is a short bill. Let it
be reported first.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the bill.
I The Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of War be, and be is hereby,
authorized and directed to appoint a commission of five members, three
of whom shall be selected from the Corps of Engineers of the United
States Army and one f1·om the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission and one from the engineering department of the District of
Columbia, whose duty it shall be, under the direction of the Secretary
of War, to make full investigation of the sources of water supply from
rivers and streams in the proximity of the city of Washington, with
the view to increasing the water supply of the District of Columbia,
and to report their findings and recommendations to the Secretary
of War at the earliest practicable time, said report to be accompanied
by data and other information as to such sources of supply, together
with estlmates of the probable cost of a proj ect or proJ ects for the
transmlsRion of wate1· sufficient to augment the present .water supply
of the District of Columbia commensurate with present and future
needs, including the territory embraced within the juril'dictlon or the
Washingt on Suburban Sanitary Commission, and Fedei·al military
reservations contiguous to the District of Columbia. Such report shall
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be submi tt ed to Con~ess by the Secretary of War with his r ecommendation .. And for t ne purposes herein authorized there is hereby
appropnated, out of any money in ·the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $15,000, or so ~uch thereof as may be necessary,
to be expended by and under the direction of said commission upon
vouchers to be approved by the Secretary of War, and a detailed statement ther eof sha ll accompany the commission's report.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present
con ideration of the bill?
There was no objection.
l\111• GARRETT of 'rennessee. 1\lr. Speaker, the gentleman
who reported the bill does not seem to be present. I am
in sympathy with the purposes of the bill, but I am wondering
about the language touching the appropriation.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. This bill is on· the Union Calendar.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the bill be considered in the House as in Committee of the
Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the bill
for amendment.
The Clerk read the bill for amendment.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I move to strike
out the last word. I should be very glad if some one from the
committee or some one who is familiar with the bill could give
us some information as to the appropriation that is contained
it in-what is the purpose of it and what is it going to be used
for in the investigation?
1\Ir. SI1\1S. 1\lr. Speaker, I am not on the committee, but I
am aware of the almost desperate conditions here with respect
to the water supply.
l\lr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I am also, and I am in entire
sympathy with the bill. It is the best way I know to get at it,
but I am not sure that that is the usual language carried in
appropriations for commissions. I shall withdraw the pro
forma amendment.
·
1\Ir. SLOAN. 1\lr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. If I can give the gentleman
any information, I shall.
Mr. SLOAN. I notice that the terms "District of Columbia"
and" city of Washington" are used apparently interchangeably•
Which is the correct legal term, and is there at this time a legal
body or corporation kno~vn as the city of Washington?
1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. I have heard the gentleman
from Kentucky [Mr. JoHNSON], the chairman of the Committee
on the District of Columbia, state that there ls no such le~al
entity as the city of 'Vashington, but in the various laws that
are passed the expressions " District of Columbia" and " city
of Washington" are used interchangeably, as I understand it
from the gentleman from Kentucky.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa rose.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Does the gentleman from
Iowa desire me to yield the floor or does he desire to ask me a
question?
1\lr. GREEN of Iowa. If the gentleman can answer me what
I de~ire to ask, I shall be very glad to propound him a question,
and that ls with reference to the expenditure. Does the gentleman know why we should make that $15,000? Would not
$5,000 do just as well?'
Mr. GARRETT of · Tennessee. This provides $15,000 or so
much thereof as may be necessary.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Yes; but my friend would not accept
any less to be spent.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I rose to make the inquiry.
about that very matter myself, in respect to this appropriation,
and as to whether it was in the usual language, wh_e ther the
language that is used here has been construed wheri commissions have been appointed outside of Congress to be paid as the
provision is here. I do not know about it.
:Mr. SIMS. I will state that the Committee on the District
of Columbia is very cautious.
.
1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I know that that is true, and
the purposes of it are very worthy, and the necessity is so great .
that certainly there ought not to be any objection, and I shall
make none.
1\fr. GREEN of Iowa. I do not want to pre\ent the bill going
through.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I desire information on that
point that the gentleman is asking me about. I do not know.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I wonder if unanimous consent could
not be obtained to let the bill go over until to-morrow?
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Unanimous consent has alreadY.
been granted for its passage to-day.
1\lr. GREE:N of Iowa. I know it is going to be considered;
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1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennes ee. I think it would better be present judge is unable to do the work, and the judge for this
new district, if he is appointed. will have more work to do by
passed.
Mr. GREEN of Ion-a. The gentlemen around me seem to w far than the average Federal district judge of the United States
will have. I hope gentlemen will withdraw their objection.
satisfied with the matter.
Mr. IGOE. It seems to be an a<lvantage to ha-ve a bill come
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
here that no ·one knows anything about.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. That seems to be so.
The SPEAKER pro tempore; The gentleman from .l\Iassa·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the enchusetts objects, and the bill is stricken from the calendar.
gro sment and third Tending of the bill.
.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read the third time,
.AME~t>ME.NT TO SECTIO~ 35 OF TilE CRIMINAL CODE.
was read the third time, and passed.
"The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
On motion of Mr. Sn.rs, a motion to reconsider the 'lote by
was the bill S. 3470, a bill to 1l.lDend section 35 of the Crim·
:which the bill 'Yns J)assed ·w as laid on the table.
inal Code of the United 'States.
DIKE AT DEPOT SLOUGH, OREG.
The title of the bill was read.
The nert business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
The SPEAKER pro tenJpore. Is there objection to the pres~
was the bill (H. R. 7637) to authorize the construction and maln- ent consideration of the bill?
tenance of a dike on Depot Sl{)ugh, Lincoln County, Oreg.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, it is not a long bill, and I
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the eon- ask that it be read before the objection stage is passed,
.f;ideration of the bill1
The 'SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will read.
!
i.
The Clerk read as follows:
· There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. T.he Clerk will report the bill.
Be it enacted, etc., That section .35 of the Criminal Code of the
U~1ted States be, and the same hereby is, amended to read a follows:
The Dlerk read the bill. as follows :
Bo it ·el!ac-tod~ etc.~ ·Tbn.t the Depot Slough Diking A.ssocin.tion be,
.:nnd hereby il..s, authorized :to construct .and mn.int.ain a dike a.cross
Depot Slo~h, in Lineoln County, Oreg., with ·a gate t~rein so constl<octed and maintained as to .tbe .ren.dlly .()pened :and operated to permit
'the passage .of log&, but arranged -to automatically dose -tor such iimes
as may be necessary to prevent the overflowing by the tides of the
lands above the said dike, .all under such .regulations as ma:y be pre/Scribed from time to time by the :Secretary of War: Prodded, however,
"''bat i;be work sllall not be commen-ced until the plans therefor have
been filed with and approved by the Secretary of War 11nd Chief of
Engineers United Stn.tes .Army.
S:cc. 2. That the right 'to alter, runend, .or repeal this act 1s h~eby
e~~ssly .rcser~ed.

With tbe following committee amendment::
Page 2, line 3, after the ·word "Army;" imlert a -colon and the following: "Provided jurt11er, That no dam nor dike constructed under the
consent hereby granted sllall :be ·used to develop water power nor to
generate electricity.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on .agreeing to

the ·committee .amendment.
.1 1r. l\1011.T])ELL. Mr. Speaker, I rise in 'Opposition to the
amendment. Is the gentleman from Oregon [Mr. RAWLEY]
quite certain that the passage of tbis bill will not place any
t'Csponsibility upon the .Federal Government for the 'OVerflow
of the lands that may 'b e ,overflowed by reason of the bu1lding
of the dike!
l\Ir. HAWLEYJ Tber-e is no snell possibility. The la.n.ds .a.re
.all ·owned pTivate1y. J:t is a narrow ·thread .of water r..everal
miles from the .sea, a .brancb .of the Yaqulna River, ond the
water rises about 4 feet at the highest tide. It spreads out
level below the lands owned by private owners. ·T hey wish
to put the dike across it to keep ~nt the flood waters.
1\.lr. 1\IONDELL. Those xvho aTe given authority to construct the dikes, are those owners of the land that will be
.:flooded?
MJ.·. HA'VLEY. The.Y ·a re the men who have formed this
dike association whose lands will be flooded. There is no
'Objeetion to it ·on the .Part .of the locality at alL
The bill was ordered to be engros eel .a.nd read the third
tirl:H}, was .read the third time, an..d passed.
DISTRICT JUDGE, MIDDLE JUDICIAL DIBTRICT, TENh"'ESSE.E.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill S. 1836, .an act to provide for the appointment of a
di trict judge in the middle judicial district of the State of
Tennessee, and for other purposes.
The Clerk read the ti-tle ;of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection'?
1\fr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. .HOUSTON. I hope tho g.en.tl.eman will witllhold his objection.
_
Mr. WALSH. Yes, I will withhold if the gentleman .Uesires
to make a statement.
Mr. HOUSTON. Air. Spc.aker, the need ior this additional
judge in Tennessee is a very crying one to the interest of the
people of the middle section of the State. The work in that
ilistrict is behind from one to two years. Motions are pending
now that hnve been argued before the com·t 12 to 1B months
ago and ha>e not been :passed upon. This bill has passed the
.Senate at two different sessions. There is no expense attached
to the creation of this judgeship whatever except the salary.
We have got the judicia1 district already, we have got the -court
Toom and all the paraphernalia, we have the marshals, the
clerks, and everything, nnd there is nothing involved in the way
of I>Ubli'c expenditure except the salary of -the ]udge, The

SEc. 35 . .And whoever shnll purchase, or receive in pledge from any
person any arms, equipment, ammunition, clothing, millta~'Jltorcs or
other property furnished by the United States, under a clotrung allow·
ance or ?th-erwise.. to any soldier, sailor, officer, cadet, or midshipman
in the military or naval service of tile United Stntes or of the National
Gua,!"d or Naval l\lilltla. or to any person accompanying, serving, or
retarned with the land or naval forCE's and subject to military or naval ·
law, shall be fined not more than $500 and imprisoned not more than
two yenrs."

The committe .amendment was read, as follows:

J

On page 1, line 0, after section 35, insert :

·
•• Snc. 35. Whoever shall make or cause to be made or present or canso
to be presented, for payment or approval, to or by n.ny person or omcer
ln the civil, military, or naval service of the United States or any
de_partment thereof. or any corporation in which the United States of
America Is a stockhoWer, .any clalm upon or against the Government of
the United States, or any department or officer thereof, or any eorporation in which the United States of America ls a stockholder knowing
EUch claim to b~ false, fictitious. or fraudulent; or whoever, for the
purpose of obtaining or aiding to obtain the payment or approval ot
su<:h claim, or for the purpose and with the intent of cheating and
Bwtndling .()I defrauding the G-overnment of the United States, or any
department tllereo! or any corporation in which the United States ot
America is a stockholder, shall knowingly and willfully falsify or conceal or cover . up by any tiick, scheme, or device a material fact, or
make or cause to be made any false or fraudulent statements or .repre·
sentatlons, or make or use or cause to be made or used any false bill
receipt, voucha-, roll, account, claim, certificate, affidavit, ol· deposition'
knowing the same to contain any fraudulent or fictitious statoroent o;
entry;; or whoever shall take and carry away or take for his own u e.
or for the use ol an{)ther, with intent to steal or purloin, any per onal
property of the United States, or any branch or department thereof or
any .corporation 1n which the United States of America is a stOCk·
holder; or whoever shall enter into any agreement, combination, or
coDS"piracy to defraud the Government of the United States, or any
department <Or officer thereof, or any corporation in which the United
States of America is a stockholder, by obtaining or aiding to obtain the
payment or allowance of any false or fraudulent claim; and whoever
having charge, possession, custody, or control of any money or other
public property used or to be used ln the military or naval service, with
Intent to defraud the Unlted States, or any ~partment therco.f, or any
corporation tn which the United States of .A..merica is a stockholder, or
willfully to conceal -such money or other property, shall deliver or cause
to be delivered to an person having authority to receive the same any
amount of such money or other property l<!ss than that for which he
received a certificate or took a receipt; or whoever, being authorized to
make or deliver any ce1·tificate. voucher, receipt, or other paper certify.
ing the receipt of arms, ammunition, provisions, clothing, or other prop.
erty so used or to be used, shall make or deliver the same to any other
person without a fuiJ knowledge or the truth of the facts stated therein
and wltb intent to defraud the United States, or any deparment thereof,
or any corporation ln which the Unlted States of America is a stock~~~erio.s~rs~rfi~~J..ot more than $ 1 0,000 or imprisoned not moro
Page 4. line 5, afOOt' the word "law" in ert the words "having
knowledge or rea on to believe that the proRerty has been taken from
~~~.o~~e~~~~o~a~c~.!Jnitod States or furn shed by the United States
Prure 4, line 8, a.ftPr the ~nrC's •• $500" strike out the woro "and ••
and Insert in lieu thereof the word "or!'

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the pres·
ent consideration of the bill?
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to
'Object, unless there ls some one who ean give some explanation
. <Jf this· bill, I shall object to it, because it seems to me to be
very awkwardly worded.
Mr. IGOE. 1\!r. Speaker, the chairman of the committee is
not present, but the ~nly amendments to the existing law are
the extension of the penalty of this act to false and fraudulent
claims that are presented against corporations in which tho
United Stat-es is .a stockholdet·, and also the punishment of the
disposal of the property belonging to the Army ot· Navy and
pledging it or selling it or dispo ing of it wrongfully.
Mr. MOI\TDELL. Does the gentleman ay thero was no
change of the present law relative to the receiving or pm··
chasing or pledging stores that had been received I

.:il
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Mr. IGOE. I say that there is a provision, and the gentleman will finU it in tlle printed bill on page 3, line 22:
And whoever shall purchase, or receive in pledge, from any person
any arms, equipment, ammunition, clothing, military stores, or other
property furnished by the United States, etc.

That, as I recall it, was all there was to this bill as it came
from the Senate, and to it was subsequently attached the rest
of section 35 as amended to extend the law to false and fraudulent claims made against a corporation in which the United
States is a stockholder.
,
l\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. Do I understand from what the gentleman has said that we had no such cases before?
Mr. IGOE. Of corporations in which the United States was
a stockholder?
l\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. Not so much that as the other additional matter.
l\Ir. IGOE. I do not believe the sale or pledge of such property was fully covered. This property is held under an allowance, and I do not believe it was fully covered by the present
law.
1\Ir. l\IONDELL. In all these years have we had no legislation making it a felony to receive uniforms, arms, accouterments, or military material?
l\Ir. IGOE. The law as found in the present section 35 does
not fully cover the situation. It does not include cadets and
midshipmen. This amendment includes them and also the
National Guard, Naval Militia, and persons accompanying,
serving, or retained with the land or naval forces and subject
to military or nn.val la·w.
l\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. I would say to the gentleman that I
had supposed it was covered by existing lal\.-. But this, having
been passeu by the Senate, I suppose some one must have looked
into that matter very carefully.
Mr. IGOE. That was my understanding.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Now, was tllis amendment that is on
the last page put in by the Military Committee of the House
or the l\lilitary Committee of the Senate?
Mr. IGOE. That was put on by the Judiciary Committee, so
that to be punishable the purchaser must have knowledge or
reason to believe that the property bad been taken from the
possession of the Uniteu States. In some eases it might reasonably be supposed that the property had rightfully come into the
possession of the seller.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Well, Mr. Speaker, while the matter
is not quite as clear as I would wish, I believe I shall not
object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill? [After a pause.] The Chair
hears none. The question is on agreeing to the committee
amendments. Is a separate vote demanded. on any one amendment? If not, the vote will be taken en gross.
The question was taken, and the committee amendments were
agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read .a third time, was
read the third time, and passed.
On motion of l\.Ir. IaoE, a motion to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed was laid on the table.
l\1r. HAWLEY. Mr. Speaker, I move that the vote by which
-the House passed the bill H. R. 7637 be reconsidered and the
motion to reconsider be laid on the table.
!The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, it is so
"Ordered.
· There was no object!on. ·

The SPEAKER pro tempore.
The Clerk read as follows :

I' .
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The Clerk will report the bill.

Be it et1acted. etc.~ That the consent of Congress is hereby granted to
t he county of Winneoago, in the State of Illinois, and the town of Rockford, in said county and State, and their successors and assigns, to
construct, maintain, and operate a bridgs and approaches thereto
across the Rock River at a point suitable to the interests of navigation,
at or near Camp Grant, in the county of Winnebago, in the State of
Illinois, in accordance with the provisions of the act entitled "An act to
regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters," approved
March 23, 1906.
SEc. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or rep€al this act is hereby
expressly reserved.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, a correction
will be made in the spelling of the word " approved. " on page
2, line 2.
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro ttmpore. The question is on the engrossment and third reading of the bill.
·
The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed.
On motion of Mr. SIMS, a motion to reconsider the vote
whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will · report t.he
next one.
SALE OF P"GBI.IC LANDS AT YELLOWSTONE, MOXT.
The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (S. 41) to authorize the sale of certain lands at or
near Yellowstone, l\Iont, for hotel and other purposes.
The title of the bill was read.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the pre ent
consideration of the bill?
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from ~Ias ~ u
chusetts objects. The Clerk will report the next one.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY FOR THE DISTRICT OF

CO~l\TECTICUT.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Con ent
was the bill (H. R. 4246) to increase the salary of the United
States district attorney for the district ·of Connecticut.
The title of the bill was read.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. I there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
I wish to inquire of the gentleman who introduced this billancl I believe he is a member of the committee that reported
it-whether the committee has given any consideration to a
general increase in the salaries of the district attorneys throughout tlle country?
l\fr. LONERGAN. I will say to the gentleman from Wisconsin that that is a matter, of course, that should be answered by
some· member of the committee which considered this bill. The
gentleman from ·california [Mr. RAKER] is present, and probably he can answer that question.
l\Ir. RAKER. There is a bill pending before this committee
covering the matter suggested, but it has not yet been acted
upon. That is my recollection. This is for the salary of marshals?
l\Ir. LONERGAN. No; the salaries of United States <li. trict
attorneys.
l\Ir. RAKER. That is correct. A bill on that subject jg
pending before our committee, but it has not yet been acted
upon.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, if my memory serves me
aright, the Attorney General has been asking to have some
general legislation enacted whereby he would be granted. auUNLAWFUL ASSOCIATION.
.
thority to increase the salaries of the district attorneys through! Tile next bu iness on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
out the country. I believe he has even asked the Committee
was the bill S. 4471, an act to declare unlawful associations on Appropriations to make some authorization whereby their
purposing by physical force, violence, or injury to bring about salaries could be increased.
any governmental, social, industrial, or economic cllange in the
I dislike very much to oppose measures of this kind, but
United States, and prescribing punishment for persons engaged here
we are singling out one for consideration-some one disin the activities of such associations, and for other purposes.
trict attorney-where there may be many others who are
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the pres- equally
entitled to consideration. Earlier in the day I objected
ent consideration of the bill?
to a bill, which was meritorious, providing for the increase
1
l\1r. LONDON. l\Ir. Speaker, I object.
of the salary of the district attorney in the district of llhode
BRIDGE ACROSS ROCK RIVER, 1LL.
Island, where the work is as large as that of the district
The next business on the Calendai" for ·unanimous Consent attorney of Connecticut. That bill was reported from the
was U1e bill (H. R. 12631) granting the consent of Congress to Committee on the Judiciary. In that case $5,000 was asked
the county of Winnebago, in the State of Illinois, and the town for, and the committee recommended only $3,500. In the case
of Rockford, in said county and State, to construct a bridge of this bill the amount carried as introduced is $5,000, but the
committee reported in favor of $4,500. There is an obvious
across Rock River at vr near Camp Grant.
conflict. There is no question but that the work of the district
The title of the bill was read.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present attorneys has increased decidedly, and their salaries have not
been increased for years. It is not fair to have this or that
consideration of the bill?
district attorney singled out for an increase. Only recently
1, There was no objection.
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my attention has been called to the need of increasing the
1\Ir. LONETIGAN. That is all; and, as the report shows, this
salary of the district attorney for the eastern district of Wis: salary was fixed many, many years ago, when the duties of the
consin. I am not acquainted with the salary that should b~ office did not interfere with the pri'vate practice of the illstrict
paid to that district attorney, and I do not feel that I should be attqrney, and when the population of the State ''as GOO,OOO less
called upon to introduce a special bill when the conditions are than it is to-day. In war time, with the extraordinary demands
genernl throughout the country, requiring increases for all. 1 on the office of the di trict attorney . and the increast'd cost o:t:
do not like this character of legislation. That is the reason I living, it is obvious that the bill should receive prompt and
objected a moment ago to the bill providing for an increase in · favorable consideration. I hope the gentleman from 'Vi con·
the salary of the district nttorney of Rhode Island. 'Vhy not sin will withdraw his objection.
ha-re general legislation? Why single out just certain di trict
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Mr. Speak'er, I can not see why we should
attorneys for preferment?
·
single out this district attorney, when there are so many others
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
similarly situated, whose alaries have not been increased, even
Mr. STAFFORD. I object, Mr. Speaker. .
though the gentleman makes a very good case for his district
1\Ir. LONERGAN. 1\fr. Speaker, will the gentleman withhold attorney. The way to bring this about is, as recommended by
.his objection?
the Department of J \.1stice, to allow the Department of .Ju. tice
. to fix the salm·ies.
Mr. STAFFORD. I will withhold it.
. l\1r. LONERGAN. Mr. Speaker, this case is almost in a class
Mr. BURNETT. Is it not true that the district attorneys
by itself. In the Sixty-third Congress a Senate bill was passed usually get $4,500, ap.d that this salary is extraordinarily low?
,providing for compensation at the rate of 4,000 per year for the
Mr. STAFFORD. No; the district attorney for 1\Iaine gets
United States attorney for the district of Connecticut, and the only !i)3,000; for Rhode Island, $2,500; for New Hamp hire,
reason wby .that bill did riot pass the House in the Sixty-third $2,000. There ought to be a general revision of these salaries.
Congress was ·that it was after the outbreak of the European
1\Ir. l\10NDELL. 1\lr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield to
.w ar when the Judiciary Committee favored it, and legislation me?
~f that character \\as not then considered in the House.
Mr. LONERGAN. I will.
A favorable report was made by the subcommittee that bad
1\lr. MONDELL. I am in sympathy with the gentleman's
the bill under consideration. The Attorney General of the proposition, but evidently there is going to be objection made.
United State wrote me a letter under date of l\1arch 16 last, The gentleman from Connecticut has made a very fine stateapproving an increase of salary for the district attorney for ment of his case. The gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. STA.F·
the State of Connecticut. Judge Thomns, of the district court FOBD] is going to insist on his objection in spite of the perfor the district of Connecticut, wrote me a letter under date of suasive eloquence of my friend. 1\fay we not go on?
March 21, 1918, calling to my attention the work which is
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
being done b.y the United States district attorney for ConMr. STAFFORD. I object.
necticut. This letter is as follows:
UNITED S"T.ATES DISTRICT COURT,
DISTRICT OF CO:'\NECTICUT, CHAMBERS OF THE JUDGE,
New Haven,

aonn.._,.

Marcl~

21, 1!J1S.

Hon. A-.:;auscrxxE LOXERGAN,

Wcultington, D. 0.

MY DEAR COXGRESSMAN: 1 note in the press that the com.mittP.C
having under consideration the matter of increasing the salary of the
United States district attorney for the district of Connecticut has
reported favorably the bill providing for this increase..
I intended to write you some time ago. but the stress of business in
tbi Uisttlet ha
vrevented me from giving this important matter
earlier attention, but I write n
to advise you that I am in hearty
accord with the tncrease as :provided for in the bill. I think the
Congres ought to be informed by the court that the business of this
district is of such volume as- to require the constant attendance of the
district attorney to the affairs of the Government. This fact has been
true prnctically ever since :Mr. Spellacy became the incumbent, and
from present indications it wlll continue to increase, so that the normal
:rm1 of buf:ine s in this district is alone snfH.ctent to justify the increase, and much m01·e so is this true during these strenuous days-.
From the aoove statement you will see that the district attorney in
Connecticut has absolutely n.o chance to attend to any pl'ivate praetlee,
and to limit the amount of salary for this office to $2,500 is simply
ridiculous. I can not escape the conclusion that every Member of the
Congrec::s would agree with me U they understood the volume of bustne s which the district attorney transacts. As abo>e indicated, the
inerea e has my hearty approval.
With kind personal regards, I am,
Sincerely, your ,
EDWIN S. TROMAS,

LEAVE TO EXTEND REMABKS.

By unanimous consent, M.r . EvANs was given leave to extend
his remarks in the REcORD on war and politics.
POST OFFICE AT

SACRA~IENTO,

CAL.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. n. 204) to provide for the fitting up of quarters in the post-office building at the city of Sacramento, Cal.,
for the accommodation of the district court of the northern
district of California and its officers, and making ::m appropriation therefor.
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
Mr. STAFFORD. Reserving the right to object, I notice
there is no report here from the Secretary of the Treasury or
the .Attorney General as to the need for this bill.
1\fr. BURNE'l'T. l\1r. Speaker, I bopo the gentleman will not
object The gentleman from California [Mr. CuRBY], as 1\lembers know, bas been ill for quite a while. He could not giYe
the bill per onal attention. I reported the bill from the Public
Buildings Committee, and after the statement of the gentleman himself in the following Jetter the committee felt that
the case was so meritorious that it was useless to undertake
United States District Judge.
to secure a report from the Treasury Department. Let me
In the State of. Connecticut we have a foreign population of read an extract from the letter of the gentleman from Cali·
approximately 37 per cent. 1\Iany questions have arisen tnvolv- fornia [Mr. CURRY] :
inO' alien citizenship. It takes all the time of the United States
are two terms of tlie court h ld at SacTamento and about
district attorney to attend to the business of the office. He in- 25 There
P.er cent of the court business of the Northern Judicial District of
forms me that he bas been obliged to give up his private prac- California
originates in Sacramento and in territory contiguous thereto.
·tice; and to say that a man should devote his time day in and There is no place for the court to meet in the Fcd<>.ral builillng in
It sometimes me<>ts in one of the superior court rooms,
day out, nia-ht after night, and Sunday, on many occasions, as Sacramento.
sometimes in the State appellate court room, and it has met in a
'he states, to the work of this office for the sum of $2,500 is parlor of the hotel at which thE> judge stops. My bill provides for an
decidedly unreasonable. I would like to quote from a state- addJtlon to the Federal building, usually known as the post-office
building, in sacramento, to provide a court room and nccommod..'ltlon.s
ment made by the United States district attorney for Connecti- tor
the court officers and the jury.
'cut in a recent address in the city of New Haven, referring to the
You will remember that an attempt was made to blow up the gov.w ork of his office. This I have taken from one of. the news- ernor's man ion in Sacramento some time ago, followed by nn cpidem1c
of I. W. W. crime in the Sacramento Valley. A great many I. W. W.'s
papers in the State of Connecticut. He stated thatwere arrested and confined in the Sac-ramento County jail. A pcclal
since January 1, as an instance of the work of his office, 5r500 recorded session of the United States grand jury was called and 30 or 40 or
1nve tigatlon had been made, and in addition more than 6,000 complaints had been inve tigated that wel'e not of sufficient importance to
reach the recording stage. Those figures do not include draft investigation of which there have been more than 20,000.

these people were indicted.
There is absolutely no place for the United States grand jury or
district conrt to meet in Sacramento, except through the courtesy or
the county or State, and it seems to me that my bill should be made a
matter of urgency and passed at this session. Certainly the United
States courts should have a place in which to try offenders again t the
Government. and if punishment is meted out to malefactors expedi·
tiou.sly it may deter the I. W. W. and other oi·ganizatfons doing the
work of Germany in the United States from continuing their career of
crime.

I doubt ~ery seriously if there is another case parallel to this
in all th-e States of the Union.
The populatio-n of the different other New England States and
the salaries paid the United States attorneys therein follow:
:Maine, 742,371; salary $3,000.
Every one of us knows the high character of the gentleman
New Hampshire, 430,572 ; salary, 2~000.
from California, his reputation for truthfulness, and the comVermont, 355,956; salary, $3,000.
mittee felt when that letter bad been received from this ick
Massacbu etts, 3,366,416; salary $5,000.
man, unable to attend the sittings of the committee, that the
Rhode Island, 542,610; salary, $2.500.
Mr. STEVENSON. Do I understand that the district attorney statement carried with it. such conviction ns made it unnecessal·y for anything further.
for the whole district of Connecticut gets only $2,500 a year?

l91:8.
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Mr. STAFFORD. Why wru; -nQt the ·bill referred to the as amended by the act .of March .3, 1903, entitled "An act to
Treasury Department for an estimate as to the amount that -extend the homestead laws and to regulate the -Sale and entry
would be needed to provide .a:deq:uate quarters for the district u'f public lands along 'the ·shore of ·navtga:b'le waters tn Ala.ska.."
judge?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objedion to i:he -presMr. BURNETT. The bill ·which the :gentleman ~om :Cali- . ;ent .eonstderatian of th-e bill.?
1
fornill lntrotluced :nt a .previous session ·of Congr:ess CIDTied an
~Ir. STAFFORD.
Mr. Speaker, this is a rather important
authorization of $50,000; that is my recollection, ·-a!tbongh .I bill, and I ask un.animous consent that it be passed over with·am 'IlOt positive, .and 1I ·am EUJ.•e it was referr:ed ·to -the 'Tr--easury out _prejudice, to go to the foot -.of the calendar.
Department. :I ·nm not .sure ·whether this ·one ·was .or .not.
The SPEAKER ,pri> tempol'e. Is there objection to the re~
Mr. OmmY states in his letter 'that tliis bill is_'for a little more quest of the gentleman from 'Wisconsin?
than the other on account of the increased price o.f lae.er ·and
There was no .objection.
material. Surely ·$60,000 is a very modei:ate _:am.onnt, tt seems
MU.NICIP..U. WA'i'ER .suPPLY F-OB BAN lliEGO, CAL.
to me, for the addition to a bUilding ;that ·will contain adequate
accommodations for a Federal court, a gnmd jury, and a petit
The next b-usmess an the Calendar for Unanimous ·Consent
jury.
was the bni (H. R. 10587) granting to the city of San Diego
Mr. FOSTER. I s this one of the bliHdin_gs that, when the ..certain lands in the Cleveland Nation.al Forest and the Capitan
nc:t was :passed, they .agreed to furnish ±be ~bUilding'?
fQrarule Indian Reserv.atWn for dam and reservoir pm•poses for
Mr. 'BURNETT. ~o; I .:have 'heard noth1ng ·of the kind mtb · the conservation of water, and for other purposes.
Telation ±o fhis.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to· th-e presMr. 'FOSTER. They do usually agree to that provision.
amt honsid-er.a tion o.f tbe ibill?
Mr. RAKER. This district has been in with the San Fran'Mr. STAFFORD. IJ: .obj~ct; but i have no objection to havcisco for many years.
· 'ing it passed over without .prejuillee.
.
~ Mr. FOSTER. It :is. a 'branc-h court?
Mr. RAKER. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
i ' 1\Ir. RAKER. .No.
the bill be passed over without _prejudice, to go to the foot
: 1\fr. FOSTER. There is ·no se:parate district.
of the calendar.
; Mr. BURNETT. It is a district within itself.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the reMr. FOSTER. If it establishes a branCh ceourt, :they uslrony . .quest of the gentleman from California?
make provision that .the _peQple shall furnish the quarters.
There was no objection.
:M:r. RAKER. They have a Federal :building ther.e,- and the
only question is as to remodeling the upper sto.cy. The .slate..BRD>GE .A:CBOSS 'SUS-QUEHANNA. iRIVER, NEAR HARRISBURG, PA.
-ment by the gentleman from California [Mr. CURRY] covers the
The next business .on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
. whole matter. I have been in lthe co.:u.rt .1:oom, .and I ·am ac- ; was the bill (H. R. 12'186) to authorize the Philadelphia, Harquain~ed with 'the manner of ~ain~ b~siness. ~
_risbnrg & Pittsburgh 'Ra'firo.ad Co., its 1essees, successors, and
, 1\fr. FOSTE~. 1 am :no~ ooJecting to th~ bill.
- assigns ta eonstruct a bridge across the Susquehanna River,.
· J.\1r. STAFFOR~. Can .th~ _g~ntl~man ,give assnmn~e th~ the 'f·ro'}Il the elty ·o f HarriSburg, Dauphin County, Pa., to the boron~y purpo~~ <!f this .approp~m~n lS to ·make -alter.at':Dns .1n the·: ough of Lemoyne, Cumberland County, Pa.
extstmg building-rearranging the upper ;floor? It 1s unusual_.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the pres·
to co~sider a bill of this character without it first having been ent consideration of the bill?
submitted to the Secretary of the Treasur~.
.
.T here w.as no objection.
Mr DEW.ALT Mr. .Speaker I :ask unanimous consent to sub·Mr. .RAKER. I ·h ave -consulted the JUdges ;who Jlold :the
. C<LUl..i:, .and they assure me that all they desire there is these stit:u.ie ;at this .fune for ·this bill the bill S. 4871, of simil ar title,
repairs.
and identical rn terms with the Honse bill.
_
l\Ir. -:A-.S.~ROOK. Mr. Speak~, if the gentleman will .yield,
The .SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Pennsyl·
I would iJik.e to say that I am satisfied -that the bill was referred w.ania ·asks :unanimous c.onsent tb.at sen·a te bill 4811 be con.to -~e Secretru:y ·of ~he Treasury, because .I know ~t .U is the sklered -in lieu ot House bill ·il..2786. Is there objection?
. policy of the .committee. not to repol't any bill nntil .a r~port
Thel'e was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the Sen..
{llas -been received upon 1t from the Secretary _of ·the Trerumry.
:Why it does not .appear here I can not -saY~
_
·.ate bill
.1\f1·. STAFFORD. Upon -the _a:s~ur.an.e~ of th-e gentleman ~bat
The Clerk ·read as follows:
the only purpose of the appropriation lS to .lll1lKe alterations
.
.
..
·in the upper part of the building I withdraw my reservation of
Be :it ~•a.ctea, e~ .• That 'the Plrlladelphra, ~r:risburg & P1ttsbmgh
1
•
•
'
·
• .Bailroa.d .Co.. 1ts lessees. successors, and assigns, be, and they are
ObJection.
·
hereby, aLithorlzed to reconstruct, .m aintain, and operate a bridge and
1\lr. :BURNETT. i\.fr. Speaker, I ask unanimous -eon ent that ' a11proac~es thereto across the Susquehanna Rtv:er at a point suitable
the bill be considered in the House as in ·committee of :the to the rnterests ot navigation, at or ~out 4,2.50 feet 'Yest of Phll:a·
'IT7h
. delphia, Harrislmrg & Pittsburgh Junction, city of Harnsburg, county
,~n .uo 1e.
nt D.anpliin, Sta'te of Pennsylvania, to a l)Olnt in the borough ot
, mhe SPEAKER pro tempore. 'Is there objection?
Lemo-yne, county uf _Cumberland, State .ot Pennsylvania, in accordance
There was no objection
"With 'tlre pr.o-v.i.S1cns of ·the ad entitled "An act to regulate the con'
. ·
.
· struction o:t bridges .over .navigable waters," approved March 23, 1906.
, The Clerk read the bill, .as follows:
SEc. 2. That the right to -alter, amend, ur repeal this act is hereby_
Be tt onacrted, eto., That the Secretary of 'the ·.TreaS1ll'Y of the Unite(l expressly reserved.
Stfttes .be, and he is hereby, authorized. ·' l!mpowered, and .directed i:o
-rn ... 't7'l171n
Th
esti
·
th th' d
«:a use .to .be .p.rov.ided and constructed :in the post-o1fice 'building in the
T~~ SP ~ pro t~pore.
e qu
on lS on
e 1r
c.tty of ·Sncra.men to, Ca.!.., quarters su.Ch as ne may deem :necessary and . reading of tne Senate bill.
-proper far the district court of the northern district ·of .CniU:ornla, -and
The bill wa:s ordered to be .read a third time was read the
its o.tll.cers, at n cost not to ·exceed the -sum of $60,000., wh1ch snm 1s
.
.
•
..hereb-y !Ippropl!la.tea out of a:ny money in the Treasury .not .oth..erwis.e third trm~ and :passed.
·npprapriat ed... to be used by the Secretary o:f 'the T-reasucy in carrying
On motion of Mr. D.EWALT a motion to reconsider the vote
~ut the prov-lS~ons of the. act.
!by which .the 'bill was pass-ed was laid on the table.
The 'folloWlllg committee amendments were :read-:
The bill H. :a.. 12186 was -ord-ered to lie on the table.
Page~. line "9, after the :figm·es ".$60,000," strike out 'the balance nr
.Mr HENRY T. RAINEY M.r Speaker will the l'emainder
-the '}Jaragrap.h.
:
•.
•
.
,
.A:mend the title so as to rNtd: "A bill to provide for ·the fitting up -of this cal£ndar be the unfimshed busmess to-morrow?
uf ounrters ·in .the po t-office -building at the city .of Sacramento, £aL,
~e .SPEAKER pro tempore.
It will.

I
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far "the accommodlrtian of the district c.our:t ot :the northem dls:trict 'Of

·Cnliiornia ana it:B officers:"

MESSA.GE FROM THE SENATE.

The •committee ·amendment were <agreed •to.
' "T.he bfll ·as amended was •ordered to be -engrossed and read .a l A message from the Senate, by Mr. Waldorf, its enrolling derk,
third tf:.ime, was read rtbe third time, and passed.
• rumou.nced that the Senate had ~greed ~o the Teport of the
The 'title was amended.
; cOJ.nii11tt-ee of conference on the d1sagreemg ~otes o~ the t wo
.0 n motion ·Of 1\Ir. RAKER, a motion to ,reconsider th~ vote 1 Houses .on the ~mendments of the S~te to the bill. (H. R.
whereby -the bill was pn. ed was lai.d on the table.
I 11~5) to enable the Se<;retary of A r1culture t? carry out,
1\Ir. ·-:rGOE. Mr. ·SlJeaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend durmg .the ~~ year endin~ .June 30,. 191.9, the p~rposes of ~~
my :remadrs on the bill ·s. 3470, amending -the Criminal .Code. , .act entitled .:An a~t to P.rovide ~rther for tne ~~o~al secun!J<
The 'S PEAKER pro tentpoTe. Is there objection to the re- . -~ defense by ~IIDnlatmg agr1c:ulture and .facl~I~ting th-e d_tS·
guest of :the gentleman from Missouri
tr.ibution o:f agncultural pr~dn:ts, and further .lTISlsts upon 1ts
There -was no objection
.amendment numbered 28. still m -disagreement.
·
The message also announced that the Se:na te had passed with; SAllE aF LAN.D ON - SHOEES OF NAVIGABLE WATERs, ALAsKA.
' out amendment the bill (H. R. .12402) to ·e~clude and expel from
' The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent the United States aliens who are members of the anarchistic
.was the bill (H. R. 12210) to amend the act of May 14, 1898, and similar classes.

---
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ADJOURNlfENT.
-.' Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Mr. Speaker, I move that the
House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 5 o'clock) the
House adjourned until to-morrow, Friday, October 4, 1918, at
12 o'clock noon.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
FnmAr, Octobe1• 4, 1918.
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the following prayer :
Draw near to us, 0 God, our heavenly Father, in tlie beauty,
of holiness, as we draw near to Thee for light to guide, strength
to uphold and sustain us in this vale of tears through which we
are passing.

' PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
·· Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
Tbe air is full of farewells to the dying,
.~>r- • .~. • :
And mourning for the dead ;
· By 1\Ir. WEBB: A bill (H. R. 13041) fixing a limitation of
._.'
.
.:<
:
···
The heart of Rachel, for her child1·en crying,
time for bringing suits against the United States in certain
Will not be comforted.
_' cases; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Sh·engthen our faith, make strong our hearts, that we may;
' By Mr; SINNOTT: A bill (H. R. 13042) providing for the
extension of time for the reclamation of certain lands in the pursue the right as it is given us to see the right, until the
_State of Oregon under the Carey Act; to the Committee on the star of hope shall illumine the world ; love destroy hate and
the ruling passion of eyery heart be peace ; to the glory and
·Public Lands.
honor of Thy holy name, in the spirit of Christ Jesus our Lord.
•. By 1\Ir. GRIFFIN: A bill (H. ·R. 13043)" providing for the Amen.
·
erection and completion of a public building in the Borough of
THE JO"CRSAL.
the Bronx, New York City, in the State of New York; to the
Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds.
The Journal of the proceeding of yesterday was read.
The SPEAKER. · The name of " Ross " that appears in the
Journal ought to be changed to "Rose," and, without objection, 1
that change will be made.
PRIYATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
There was no objection.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXIL private bills and resolutions
EXTENSIO~ OF REMABKS.
wet:e introuuced and severally referred as follows:
Mr. HERSEY. Mr. Speaker-By 1\Ir. DARROW: A bill (H. R. 13044) granting a pension to
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from
John C. Eckert; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. FIELDS: A bill (H. R. 13045) granting an increase of Maine rise?
Mr. HERSEY. To ask unanimous consent that I may be perpension to Ransom Forrest; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. WEAVER: A bill (H. R. 13046) granting an increase mitted to e:xteud my remarks in the RECORD on war profits.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Maine asks unanimous
of pension to Levi Jones; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
consent that he may be permitted to extend his remarks on the
subject of war profits. Is there objection? [After a pause.]
The Chair hears none.
PETITIONS, ETC.
LIU.\E OF ABSENCE.
t·-,
Under clau ·e 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid
The SPEAKER laid before the House the following telegram : ·
on the Clerk': desk anu referred as follows:
SALISBURY, 1\in., OctobeJ" 3, 1918,
By the SPEAKER (by request): Petition from Lewis Ben- lion. CHAMP CLARK, .
•
Speaket'
House
of
R
epresentatil:es,
Wa81lington, D. 0.:
ecke, commander Pinhart Post, No. 268, Department of 1\lisPlease
have
me
excused
for
10
days,
account
illness in family.
souri, Grand Army of the Republic, favoring the passage of
.
JESSE D. PRICE.
'Senate bill 130, providing fot· the granting of ex-officers of the
The SPEAKER. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Army and Navy, serving during the Civil War, pay as retiroo
officers of the Army and Navy; to the Committee on Military Chair hears none.
By unanimous consent, 1\:Ir. ScHALL was granted inuefinite
·A:ft'air .
· Al o (by request), petition fro~n Henry L. West, executive leave of absence, on account of -liberty-loan speeches.
l\fr. HaDDLESTON was granted leave of absence indefinitely,
~=;ecretary of the Kational Security League of New York, favoring the proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United on account of sickness in the family.
LEA\E TO ADDRESS THE llO"GSE.
States embouied in the joint resolution that no person shall be
qualifieu as an elector in any State who shall not be a citizen of
Mr. HENRY T. RA.INEY. l\1r. Speaker, I ask unanimou conthe United States; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
sent to address the Hou e for five minute ·.
AI o (by request), petition of 1\liss Alva A. Busse, secretary
The SPEAKER. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
of. the Women's Committee of the Independence League of Chair hears none. The gentleman from Illinois is recognized I
New York, N. Y., urging Congress to enact eight-hour laws for for five minutes.
all industries and industrials in the United States; to the Com1\lr. HENRY T . . RAINEY. 1\Ir. Speaker, it is very evident
mittee -on Labor.
that while there is a respectable attendance of the House in town J
. Also (by request), petition of T. H. Farris, favoring the there is no quorum here, and it also appears to me that the usual)
practice of osteopathy in the Medical Department of the United stringent methods to get a quorum ought not to be resortoo to at ,
State Army; to the Committee on l\1ilitary Affairs.
the present time.·· Members who are absent, it is to be assumed~ ~
• Also (by request), petition from 1\Iontaville Flowers, presi- are not absent for political reasons; politics has been adjourned 1
dent of the International Lycemp. and Chautauqua, favoring until the liberty-loan dri>e is over. Most of them and perhaps l
ab olute prohibition; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
all of them are engaged in the liberty-loan drive. They ought i
Also (by request), petition from Ernest Bohn, secretary of not to be arresteu and brought back here, and it is not necessar~
the l\Ianhattan Brunch of the American Alliance-for Democracy, to do it. The unfinished business this morning is the Unanimous
'denouncing the strike of the machinists at Bridgeport, Conn., Consent Calendar, and we ought to get through with that by 3
and indorsing \V. H. John on in ordering the men buck to work o'clock this afternoon. After that time the gentleman from '
and the pronunciamento of President Woodrow Wilson to them; Alabama [Mr. DENT] has the permission of the House to take
up 8 or 10 bills which have received a favorable report from the
to the Committee on Labor.
Also (by request), petition from John Fotzpatrick, president Committee on Military Affairs, subject to objection that may be.
of the Chicago Federation of Labor, of Chicago, Ill., and C. E. made. After that time the gentleman from - Kentucky [Mr.·'
Maxw·ell, pre ident of the Federal Employees Union of Kansas CANTRILL], from the Committee on Rules, will ask recognition
City, l\1o., urging the passage of the Nolan minimum wage bill; for the purpose of presenting a rule to consider at this time the 1
matter of the Dawson Springs Sanitarium in Kentucky. After.
to the Committee on Labor.
. A.lso (by request), petition from Luther C. Steward, presi- that the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. Sars] exepcts to at~ ;
uent National Federation of Federal Employees; Agnes Nestor, tempt to bring up his public-health bill. It is apparent from
chairman NatioualJ:.egislative Committee of the National Trade statements made on the floor yesterday that it will be impossible ;
Union League of America; Thomas F. Flaherty, secretary and to obtain unanimous consent for three-day recesses over next
treasurer of the National Feder.ation of Postal Employees; and week, and we are proceeding here now with these war measures 1
Frnnk Morrison, secretary of the American Feueration of Labor, subject to the will of any Member of this House. But if as these
nil of Washington, D. C., urging the passage of the Nolan bill matters proceed any Member of this House raises the point of no
"(H. R. 152) ; to the Committee on Labor.
auorum I shall moYe to adjourn, and I shall move to adjourn
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Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Yes,' sir. That is the largest appropriation bill in the history of nations, and we ou._ght to have
a quorum here when it comes up.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. I think the purpose · is a T"ery.
worthy one.
.1\fr. BARNHART. Will the. gentleman yield?
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Yes, sir.
1\Ir. BARNHART. For several Congresses there has been
pending a bill from the Committee on Printing seeking to
change the method of document distribution whereby there
might be great saving in the expense of congre sional printing
and franking and saving in the use of paper, and yet enable
the 1\!embers of Congress to have the documents they want and
need for their districts. The bill as first drawn also carried
the matter of salaries in the Government Printing Office and
the general reorganization of that office, and it was passed
by the House twice and by the Senate once, but never twice iii
the same session. The bill has been changed, as it is introduced
now, to cover only the matter of the distribution of documents
and ecOnomies iii the use of paper. It would ·probably tnke halt .
a day to pass the bill, and I know that every Member of Congress is interested in the conservation of paper at a time when
1t is so greatly needed; and if during this time we might have
one day set apart for the consideration of this bill, while it is
not a war measure, I believe it would be one of the most efficient
steps that the Congress could take in the matter of creating a
saving for the GovE:rnment and also in contributing to the
convenience and helpfulness of the Members in the distribution
of public documents, ·an.d I am wondedng if we might have
time in the period mentioned to take the · bill up. It is ~ privileged bill and could be called up at any time. It needs no rule...
Mr. HENRY T~ RAINEY. · I will soy to the gentleman that
I am afraid not. It is not a war measure, and we are anxious
to dispose first of these war measures, although I realize the
importance of the bill and the gentlemhn has clearly stated its
object. I hope it will be possible to bring it up, but I am afraid
it will not be possible.
Mr. RAGSD.A.LE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Yes.
Mr. RAGSDALE. .There is a:~;wth~r bill, now. before the Committee ori Interstate and Foreign Comerce, that I shoul<l like
very much to have considered if it is possible to have It <lone.
The various railroads of .the country were given a kind of
exemption under the power . that has beeJI . grante<l to the Director General of Railroads, and the Atlantic Coast Line
Co. and other railroads in my part of the country are tnk.ing
advantage of it in a most outrageous way. The gentleman from
South Carolina [Mr. STEVENSON] has introduced a bill for the
purpose of relieving that situation. The amendments which he
proposes were included in the o1iginal bill, but were stricken
out in the Senate.
·
Now, I would call attention to two cases as an evidence ' of
what they are doing down there. Recently the Supreme Court
of the United States dismissed a writ of certiorari -i n one of
these ·cases in · which final judgment had been rendered. The
tax agent .of the Atlantic Coast Line, l\1r. Joseph in a sworn
statement filed in the auditor's office of Florence County, S. C.,
on February 22, 19181\Ir. GILLETT. Has the bill been reported yet?
Mr. RAGSDALE. No.
Mr. GILLETT. Then what is the use of considering Jt now'l
Mr. RAGSDALE. I simply wanted to learn if I can get this
incorporated in this program.
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. I will say to the gentleman that
I am afraid not. If the gentleman gets it reported out by the
committee-J
Mr. RAGSDALE. At least I would like to ask the gentle- ·
man this question: The report of the tax agent of the Atlantic
Coast Line Railroad, filed in the Florence Collllty auditor's
expired.
office, shows that this property, under the sworn statement of
l\Ir. HENRY T. RAINEY. I ask for five minutes more.
the tax agent, is not necessary for the daily running of the
The SPEAKER. Without objection, five minutes more will railroad. At the same time it is shown affirmatively here in
be granted.
letters to me that a large part of this property is utilized . as
There was no objection.
farm land out there, planted in corn, and leased out by the
i Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Will the gentleman yield?
Atlantic Coast Line Co. And yet Mr. Payne, counselor to the
, 1\fr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Yes.
Director General of Railroads, has taken the position to-day
' .M r. SMITH of Michigan. I take it from what the gentleman that judgment should not be collected from this company; that
ba said that all Members are expected to be in their seats a this property is exempt from taxation on the ground it is necesweek from next Monday"?
sary to run the railroads, although it is now and has been con. Mr. HENRYT. RAINEY. Yes, sir.
tinuously planted in corn for years, fields of land that· are lying
Mr. S:MITH of Michigan. So that if a person should go inside and outside of the corporate limits of the town.
home now, it would ·be expected he would be back in his seat
Mr. STEVENSON. The gentleman means that it is exempt
by a week from next Monday?
from levy.

after that every day after the reading of the Journal, until Monday, October 14-a week from next Monday--at which time
It is eipected the $8,000,000,000 appropriation blll will be ready
for eonsidera tion by the House and, of course, it is necessary
to have a quorum here then, and all Members WI-n be notified
to be here at that time, and if there is not a quorum here then,
and' the point is made, it will be necessary to bring them here.
If that bill is not ready by the 14th of October, and if by the
interposition of the point at no quorum the consideration of
these war measures has been postponed, these war measures
will be taken up then with a quorum. After the passage of the
appropriation bill several days will elapse before the bill gets
back from the Senate, and during that period of time we will
endeavor to maintnin a quorum here for. the consideration of
the e war measures if they have not been coinp~~ before then
and the point of no quorum forces me t.o , move an adjour~e?t.
And in this program I ask the cooperation 9f th~ m~or1ty
leader.
'
·
Mr. MONDELL. Will the gentleman yield?
~.~·- ...
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Yes.
Mr. MONDELL. The gentleman did not mention among the
bills "'hich were to be considered a bill which was brought up
on the Unanimous Consent Calendar yesterday which relates to
proof of deaths in the service of men who are holding insurance.
I had understood that request would be made for the consideration of that bill and I understand it is quite importnnt in view
of the situation.
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. I am not advised as to that bill,
but I will say whoever is interested can ask unanimous consent
to consider it after we have considered these other measures.
Mr. ROGERS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. I wilL
,
l\:lr. ROGERS. There are many pages of bill& on 'the Private
Calendar. I wondered if the a,cting majority leader .could indicate to the House what the program is with· respect to all those
W~?
. Mr. HE:l\'RY T. RAINEY. Well, there is no present program
_with respect to bills on the Private Calendar.
Mr. ROGERS. The gentleman has no intention ·of setting
apart a day at the present time for their consideration?
_ '.llr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Not at the present tilpe, unless
there be some great derimnd for it, but a day may "be set aside
.When we get Jl quorum here after the 14th of October.
1\lr. DENISON. Will the gentleman yield?
r
1\Ir. HENRY T. RAINEY. I will.
' Mr. DENISON. Will my colleague state, if he can, what is
the intention of the majority after we shall have passed the appropriation bill with reference to taking recesses until after the
election and about how long would such recesses. be for?
. 1\lr. HENRY T. RAINEY. I will state to my colleague from
Illinois that ''"e ought to pa s the appropriation bill by the 21st
or 22d of October in all probability; of eou.rs~ this is only guessworlr. I have just read in the paper this morning the statement
as to the letter written by Secretary McAdoo to the chairman
of the Finance Committee of the Senate, and that makes it impos ible for me at this time to make any suggestions with reference to recesses after we pass the appropriation bill. I will state
·, to the gentleman ·from illinois [l\lr. DENISON] that I know something about the revenue bill. My committee worked on that
bill every day from the 5th day of June until we passed· it a
few days ago, and I think there is no member of the Ways and
Means Committee, and all of them know the tremendous labor
involved in the consideration of that bill, who will expect it to
be pas ed by the Senate before the election. But I see they are
speeding up over there, and therefore it is impossible for me to
make any suggestion as to what is going to happen after the
appropriation bill is pas ed. It may be possible to make some
statement when the Members come back here on Monday, the
14th.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from illinois has
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1\fr. RAGSDALE. I mean levy. I thank the g~ntleman. · Antl
1t seems to me that before we take a recess of any kind, and
before we are willing to agree to a recess of any kind, this
ought to be corrected.
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. I think the gentleman ought to
have a report from his committee before he makes. a threat
like that to the House.
·
Mr. RAGSDALE. Representative STEVENSON has been in
person to the chairman of this committee, and I have been in
person to the chairman of this committee. We have been unable to get a report on this bill up to this time. The bill sleeps
in the committee, where it has been sleeping peacefully since it
was introduced.
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. The gentleman can not get the
House to consider it until the committee has first reported on it.
Mr. RAGSDALE. I know; but I would like to get the House
to know of some of these things, and how things are being
handled where we have delegated powers to the railroads.
Mr. SIMS. I will say to the gentleman from South Carolina
that I am not opposed to the consideration of the bill he
refers to.
.
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Now, I decline to yield further.
I will state to the gentleman from South Carolina that he has
made a very excellent case for his bill, and I hope he will
present it to the committee and get it done.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from illinois bas
expired.
Mr. GILLETT. Mr. Speaker, I would like to have one minute.
The SPEAKER. The gentlemau from Massachusetts asks
unanimous consent to proceed for five minutes. Is there objection
There was no objection.
.
· Mr. GILLETT. As the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. HEJ\T)IY
T. RAINEY] referred to me, I wish to say, although I ha'\'"e not
consulted \vith Members on this side, that personally I entirely
concur with the wisdom of the suggestion which the gentleman
from Illinois has made, and personally I assure him that I shall
cooperate with him. I think his program is wise, and I approve
and will support his motions to adjourn when he makes them.
[Applause.]
·
UNAN:n.IOUS CONSENT CALENDAR.
• The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the first bill in order
on the Unanimous Consent Calendar.
~
ASSESSMENT WORK 0~ MINING CLAIMS.
; The first business in order on the Calendar for Unanimous
Consent was the joint resolution ( S. J. R~s. 156) to suspend
the requirements of annual assessment work on mining claims
during the continuation of the war in which the United States
is now engaged, ap.d until midnight of December 31 of the
year following that in which such war is concluded.
The title of the joint resolution was read.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection? ·
Mr. WALSH. I object.
r The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Massachusetts objects.
Mr. FOSTER. Will the gentleman from Massachusetts withhold his objection a moment until I can make a statement?
Mr. WALSH. Yes; I will withhold it.
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, in the last Congress a bill was
pas ed exempting owners of mining claims from doing $100
worth of assessment work during the years 1917 and 1918.
This law will expire of itself on the 31st day of December this
year.
Now, it has been thought by the Mining Committee, consi<lering the Senate resolution, that this law ought to be continued
throughout the duration of the war, and on account of the
scarcity of labor. It has been asked by the mining men of the
.W est. There is not a single, solitary man in the district I have
the honor to represent who is interested in the least degree, so
far as I know, in this resolution. I have tried to get this resolution up, because I believed it was to the interest of those who
live in the West, and I have been importuned from tim-e to time
by those interested and asked that this resolution be passed.
. Now, I think under those circumstances this law ought to be
renewed until the close of the war. · There is an amendment
placed on the resolution to the effect that no mining claim located after the 1st day of January, 1919, shall have the benefits
of this law, so as to exclude those who might go out and locate
a large -number of these claims.
I think this resohition ought to be pa.Ssed at this time. The
next session may be a very congested session, and as we all
know, the closing session of a Congress usually is congested,
and the coming one is likely to be particularly ·engaged with
:war rr.-easures. I do not know whether we can get considera-
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tion of .the resolution at the next se sion. If the mining men
of the West do not wnnt it. then I have no desire on earth to
press it for consideration. I want to accommodate those· in the
·West where they believe, on account of the scarcity of labor,
that they can not get men ~o do this work, which in many cases
would be work thrown away, although the miner all the time
goes forward in the hope that be may strike something, and he
wants to hold his claim. A.s I said, I have no personal interest
in it at all, but I want to accommodate that class of m-en
throughout the West who go out with · a little grubstake and
work in order to find some me,tal of ad'\'"antage to themselves
and to the people of the .country. That is the reason why I insist that this resolution be put through at this session now, so
as to take care of that situation.
I realize that this would not have effect for some time to come~
but here is the opportunity to do it. Now is the time that it
ought to be done, when we have time to look after these things,
and not wait until another session comes around, when we
may not be able to take pp this resolution and consider it.
Of course, if the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. WALSH]
bas a serious objection to this resolution I will not pre ·s it
further and will let it go. I do not know whether it will be
possible to call it up or not. I want to help these people, these
miners, who go out with a little grubstake, as I said, and dig in
the bills in the hope of finding something, and at this time,
when labor is so scarce, we should not require these men to perform the $100 worth of work.
Mr. MONDELL rose.
1\lr. WALSH. I will withhold my objection so .that the gentleman n~om Wyoming may proceed.
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Speaker, as it is \ery evident that objection will be made to the consideration of the resolution, I do
not care to take the time of the Ho'use further than to say .
that if the war continues it will be important and essential to
extend the present law to co'\'"er at least the next fiscal year;
that is, the year 1919. The claims are fully protected for this
calendar year, but if the war continues it will be equally important, and e'\'"en more important, as we send large numbers of
men into the field, to have this exemption made during the year
1919.
As the resolution will not be considered, however, for some
littl~ time, I want to make this suggestion to the Members with
regard to the resolution in order that they may have it in mind:
The resolution provides that this exemption from the require.
ment of assessment work shall continue for one year succeeding
the year in which the war terminates.
Mr. FOSTER. December 31 of the year in which the war
terminates.
Mr. MONDELL. Oh, no.
Mr. FOSTER. Oh, yes.
Mr. 1\fONDELL. Until December 31 of the year fo~lowing
that in which the war terminates.
Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
Mr. MONDELL. December 31 of the year following that in
which the war terminates. In other words, if the war were to
terminate on the 1st day of January, or the 2d, or at any time
thereafter, this relief from the necessity of doing assessment
work would extend during that entire year and during the
entire ye.ar following.
·
1\lr. FOSTER. If that is all the objection that is m~d~, we
will strike it out.
Mr. MONDELL. The gentleman from Massachusetts [1\lr.
WALSH] has given notice that he will object to present consiueration; I am simply suggesting a matter for consideration
when the bill may be taken up later.
Mr. · FOSTER. If the gentleman :fl·om 'Vyoming, who comes
from the 'Vest, where mining is a matter or great interest,
wants to object to the bill, I ha'\'"e not tlle slightest objection to
his doing so.
Mr. 1\!0NDELL. The gentleman from Illinois knows. perfectly well my attitude in the matter. The bill can not be
considered now on account of the opposition of the gentleman
trom Massachusetts, and I think when we take it up later we
should consider the feature I have referred to.
l\1r. FOSTER. Why, certainly it can be considered.
·Mr. MONDELL~ And I will say to the gentleman that I have
Yery grave doubts whether people from the West want exemptiou
from the performance of assessment work for practically two
years after the close of the war.
Mr. FOSTER. We will be glad to accept an amendment it
the gentleman wants to offer it; and if the gentleman does not
want the bill to be considered now, I have no objeCtion.
· Mr. 1\IONDELL. I have no objection to the consideration of
the bill. The objection is made by the gentleman :fl•om Massa·
chusetts [Mr. WALSH].
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Mr. FOSTER. I know; but the gentleman is not advocating
the bill now.
1\Ir. MONDELL. .As a matter of fact, I have very grave
doubts as to the propriety of passing the bill in its present
form.
Mr. FOSTER. Then let us amend it.
Mr. MONDELL. A great many people in the West are tre·
mendously interested in oil placer claims. There is no relief
as to those claims in this bill, but I make no quarrel with it.
Mr. FOSTER. The gentleman can offer an amendment to
that Jlart of the bill.
Mr. MONDELL. I do not quarrel with that provision of the
bill, but I think there is a good deal of doubt as to whether
it is wise to extend this relief for two years after the close of
the war. When the war closes we are going to have a great
many men coming back here who will be desirous of developing
mineral claims, and we do not want thousands and tens of
thousands of acres in the West tied up for two years after these
boys come back.
·
Mr. FOSTER. Let me suggest to the gentleman that that can
be very easily remedied in this bill now.
·
Mr: MONDELL. The objection is not mine at all.
1\Ir. FOSTER. I realize that.
Mr. MONDELL. I call the gentleman's · attention to that
feature of the bill.
Mr. FOSTER. I nm trying to enlist the gentleman's help,
for I know he is an able assistant in this matter.
l\1r. l\IONDELL. l\iy suggestion is that it would be very well
indeed for the gentlemen from the West to consider that feature
of the legislation carefully and have it in mind when it is
brought up.
1\Ir. LOBECK. Why can not that be done to-day?
Mr. MONDELL. The objection is made by the gentleman
from Massachusetts [Mr. WALSH].
l\1r. FOSTER. It is very easy to put that in and pass the bill.
Mr. LOBECK. The gentleman from 'Vyoining is so familiar
with matters pertaining to mining arid to the West that it
would be very easy foi·. him to offer an amendment covering
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The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. RucKER). Is there objection?
Mr. WALSH. I objected when the original re olution came
up, and this resolution only accords with the predictions I
made at that time, and therefore I object.
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Massachusetts objects. The bill will be stricken from the calendar.
The Clerk will report the next bill.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
l\lr. STAFFORD. l\Ir. Speaker, I will not interpose any objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the bill.
The bill was read, as follows :
Be it enacted, etc., That the Illinois Central Railroad Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Illinois, its successors
and a ssigns, be, and they are hereby, authorized to construct and maintain a bridge acros8 the Little Calumet River at or near the village
of Riverdale, in Cook County, Ill., at a point where its right of way
intersects said river, in accordance with the provisions of an act c.>ntltled "An act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable
streams," approved March 23, 1906, which said bridge shall be of sufficient width for the construction of eight tracks thereon, with the necessary clE>arance between said tracks over and across said river, upon
plans and specifications to be approved by the Secretary of War.
·
SEc. 2. '!'hat the right to alter, amend, or repeal this act ls hereby
expressly reserved.
.

With the following committee amendments:
Page 1, line 6, after the word " construct," insert a comma and strike
out the word " and."
.
Page 1, line 6, after the word "maintain," insert the words "and
operate."
Page 1, line 6, after the word " bridge," insert the words " and
approachE-s thereto."
.
Page 1, line 7, after the word "River,·" insert the words "at a point
suitable to the interests of navigation."
Pa~e 1, line 9, strike out the words "at a point where its right of
way mtersects said river."
Page 2, line 1, strike out the word " an," where it first occurs in the
line, and insert in lieu thereof the word "the."
Page 2, line 2, strike out the word " streams," and insert in lieu
thereof the word "waters."
P a ge 2, lines 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, strike out the words "which said
bridge shall be of sufficient width for the construction of eight ttacks
therc.>on, with the necessary clearance between -said tracks over and
across said rlver, upon plans and specifications to be approved by the
Secretary of War.".

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is a separate vote demanded on
any of these amendments? If not, they will be put in gross.
·
The committee amendments were agreed to.
The bill.as amended was ordered ·to be engrossed and read a
third time, and was accordingly read the third time and passed.
On motion of 1\Ir. SIMs, a motion to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed was laid on the table.
RESERVATION OF LAND AS PART OF OREGON NATIONAL FOREST.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent was
the bill (S. 3225) to reserve as a _part of the Oregon National
Forest certain lands that were revested in the United States
pursuant to the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States in the case of the Oregon & California Railroad Co. against
the United States.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
BRIDGE ACROSS LITTLE CALUMET RIVER, COOK COUNTY, ILL.
There was no objection. .
l\lr. McARTHUR. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 12773) to authorize the construction of a the bill be considered in the House as in Committee of the
bridge across the Little Calumet River, in Cook County, State Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the reque t
of Illinois, at or near the village of Riverdale, in said county.
of the gentleman from Oregon?
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER- pro tempore. Is there objection?
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Mr. STAFFORD. Reserving the right to object, I notice
in the report that there is more than the customary report
Be it enacted, etc., That all of the Jand contained within the grant
the United States to the Oregon & California Railroad Co. that was
from the Secretary of War on this bill. The Acting Secre- by
revested in the United States pursuant to the decision of the Supreme
tary directs attention to the fact that the Little Cahimet Court
of the United States 1n the case of Oregon & California Railroad
River is not a stream used for commercial · navigation, but Co. against United States (238 U. S., p. 393), and an act of Congress
merely for p1easm·e craft. I should like to inquire of some approved .Tune 9, 1916, that lies within that part of the Oregon National
that is described In the proclamation of the President under date
member of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com- Forest
of .Tune 17, 1892, and designated as Bull Run National Forest, be, and
merce as to the reason why they reported this bill, when the the same hereby is, reserved and set aside as a part of the Oregon National Forest.
stream is only used by pleasure craft.
The oill was ordered to a third reading, was read the third
l\ir. SIMS. The gentleman from Michigan [Mr. HAMILTON]
reported this bill. He was here a few moments ago. I do not time, and passed.
On motion of Mr. McABTHUB, a motion to reconsider the vote
recall any of the facts connected with it, offhand.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I ask unanimous consent that tlie bill whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table.
may be passed over until the gentleman from Michigan returns.
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE IN THE NAVY.
Mr. ESCH. I can state the facts about it
Mr. STAFFORD. I withdraw my request.
The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
Mr. ESCH. We have already passed bills for the construc- was the bill H. R. 10747, a bill for the better administration of
tion of bridges across the Calumet River. Evidently it is con- justice in the Navy.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. l\Ir. Speaker, there are a number
sidered by the War Department as navigable. This provides
for the crossing of the Calumet River by the illinois Central of bills on the calendar· which the gentleman from Tennessee
Railroad Co. with an eight-track bridge, and evidently it is [Mr. PADGETT], chairman of the Committee on Naval Affairs,
considered very necessary to be constructed at the earliest pos- desires to ask for the passage of to-day, but he is confined to his
home by sickness. The bills were considered in committee dursible moment.
Mr. MONDELL. The Little Calumet River is not only navi- ing my absence on official business, and I will ask that the bills
gable, but it is navigated for a considerable distance-a hundred be passed over without prejudice until some time later in the
day, in order that I may familiarize myself with the hearings
miles.
Mr. ESCH. So that the whole stream is considered navigable. before the committee. I make that request as to all bills relat
and they have come to Congress heretofore to get permission to ing to the Navy, nnme1y, Calendar Nos. 188 to 194, indusive, and
build bridges over it.
also 199.
4
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Mr. STAFFORD. I suggest that the gentleman's bills be
con idered after the bills that are called up by the chairman
of the Committee on Military Affair .
1\lr. OLIVER of Ala ama. I think I can be r·eady in a short
time.
Mr. STAFJ.'ORD. But that would give a regular order to
them.
Mr. WALSH. Why not consider them now?
l\1r. STAFFORD. The gentleman has said that he wishes to
familiarize himself with the facts in relation to the bill<:;; that
the chairman of the Naval Committee is ill, and he wants a
little time to look over the facts in relation to them.
1\fr. OLIVER of Alabama. I have just been informed of the
chairman's illness.
Mr. MONDELL. The g~ntleman can do that by the time we
have finished the calendar?
1\lr. PARKER of -New Jersey. Would it not be better for
the gentleman to state the hour, so that we can know when the
bills are to be taken up?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Very well; I will say at half past
2 o'clock.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. I suggest that instead of
going to the foot of the calendar the bills referred to by the
gentleman from Alabama be given priority at half past 2
o'clock.
Mr. RAYBURN. 1\Ir. Speaker, one of these bills I am intere ted in, and I would like to have some time stated when the
bills come up. I do not object to any definite time.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. I will ask. then, 1\lr. Speaker, that
the uill be passed over until half past 2 o'clock.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Alabama
asks unanimous consent that Calendar Nos. 188 to 194, inclusive,
and also Calendar No. 199, be passed over without prejudice
1.mtil half past 2 o'clock to-day. Is there objection?
Mr. GILLETT. But we may be through with the calendar
at that time.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. I will amend my request-until
half pa t 2 or untll the completion of the call of the calendar.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Alabama?
There wa no objection.
PUBLIC BUILDING AT ELDORADO, KANS.

The next bu iness on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 12881) to increase the cost of the public
building at Eldorado, Kans.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
1\fr. 'VALSH. Reserving the right to object, will the gentleman from Florida make a statement as to the urgency of this
legislation?
1\fr. CLARK of Florida. 1\lr. Speaker, I will state that the
gentleman from Kansas [Mr. AYRES], who has this bill tn
charge, is detained at the department on very important business and could not be here at this moment. He expected to be
here. The report of the committee fully explains the situation.
The public-building act of March 4, 1913, authorized the purchase of a site and the erection of a building at Eldorado, Kans.,
the limit of eost being $60,000. The Treasury Department. in
pursuance of that authorization, advertised for bids- three separate and distinct times. Each time the bids were higher than
the authorization, and it was utterly impossible for them to enter
into a contract. The Treasury Depm·tment stated. after purchasing a site and mnking reservation for lock boxes, equipment, and
so forth, the balance available for the construction. of the
building was approximately $47,000. They state that the work
had been adverti.c;;ed at three different times, and the last proposal received was in excess of the balance available. The last
time it was advertised, the proposal received was in excess of
the balance available by approximately $15,500. They say that
there is no assurance that they can place the contract, and. of
cour e, with the great in{!rease in cost of labor and materials,
It is very much more unlikely now than when the bids were
advertised for.
I want to state that I am informed, and the committee was
informed, that this town of Eldorado increased from a popuiation of 3,GOO in two years to 18.000 people. They discovered oil
there, and there was a great influx of population, and it has
grown enormously. Public business, as you might say, is hardly
beJng conducted at all.
1\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Yes.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Mr. SpenkN·, the facts are that
EldorRdo is in the center of one of the 1:• rgest oil fields that
ha\e been discovered lately in tlle mid-coiHinent field. The in-
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crea ·a:l population has been out of all proportion to the capacitY.
of the po ·tal department to attend to the business.
:Mr. HEL VERING. Will the gentleman yield?
1\lr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Yes.
Mr. HEL VERING. And this is not a :flush-flow oil field ; it
ls a general oil field.
'
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Yes; it is an oil field which is
very substantial. The large oil folks have run permanent pipe
lines in there, and it is as near a permanent oil field as you will
find anywhere in the whole country. I know nothing whatever
about th~ details with respect to this office. I do know that
there have been unusual demands for increase in postal facili ..
ties there.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. 1\fr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Yes.
1\fr. PARKER of New Jersey. I happen to have in my district a town of about 40,000 which is in exactly the same condition about post-office facilities. That is the town of East
Orange. I did not understand, and I want to know, whether it
is the policy of the Committee on Public Buildings in each case,
where they have made an appropriation for a post office and it
can not be built on account of the rise in materials, to grant
relief of this sort? I had not understood it before.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. I will state to the gentleman that
the committee bas not adopted any general policy in that re~ard,
but I think that where an authorization bas been made heretofore and it is utterly impossible to -get a building that will b
within the limits of cost as authorized, where the department
says it is urgently nece sary that something be done, as, for
instanae, in a case like this, where. instead of having a population of 3.500 people, there are 18,000 people-Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. In my case there are 40,000
people who have to be served.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. I do not think the committee would
hesitate to recommend a bill.
Mr. PARKER of New Jer ey. I had understood that during
the war nothing of that sort was to be done.
1\Ir. CLARK of Florida. It is a sort of war measure.
Mr. GILLETT. 1\ir. Speaker, if the gentleman will yield, I
know that in my city the post-office facilities are frightfully
overcrowded. That city has increased a great many more thou8ands of people than this, though, of course, not relatively so.
The Secretary of the Treasury has sent to Congres , and it is
before the gentleman's committee, a recommendation that the
post-office facilities there be immediately increa ed.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Yes.
Mr. GILLETT. I have no doubt that there are a great many
such cases. This case may be very much more imperative than
any of the others, but I supposed they were not going to take _up
any of them. _
1\:Ir. CLARK of Florida. No; I want to state to the "'enn 'man tlmt in the case of his city it is the purpose .of t11e committee to report those bills, but here are the· facts : The Secretary of the Treasury sent a letter to the Speaker in which he
called attention to the conditions existing, I think, in about 45
cities throughout the country, and in which he and the Po tmaster General urged that legislation be enacted which woul<l
relieve that congestion. They said it was urgently neces. ary in
these particular ca-ses. When the matter came before the com·
mittee to be considered it was suggested that these ·cabinet .
officers had not stated that these were the only ones in that
situation. In other words, they based it on tlle propo. ition
that there ought to be at least 60 quare feet of floor space to
each employee working in the office.
Mr. GILLETT. There is nothing like that in my city.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. I understand that is true, and tile
committee decided that we ought not to u make :flesh of one and
fowl of another," and that we would call upon the Post Offico
Department to furnish us with the information as to whethel"
or not these were all that were in that condition, becau e we
did not want to report 45 to the House and have gentlemen ~et
up on the floor and state that they had cities In their districts
that were In as bad or worse condition. We have called on him
for that information. He has not yet furnished it. I had n let·
ter a day or two ago from him. He has called on the postni.1lS·
ters all over the country for detailed information; and he is
collating that now. We will get that within a few da;r~ , and
then I may say that it is the purpose of the committee to report a bill carrying all cities where there is less than 60 squnro
feet of :floor space to each employee.
Mr. PARKER of New Jer ey. Ought not th' to wait until
then?
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Mr. CL~.<\.RK of Florida. They have not any at all there;
ana it is utterly impossible to rent any in this town.
Mr. GILLETT. 1\lr. Speaker, I do not wish to be a dog in
the manger, and it may be that this is a much more pressing
case than in my own city. Therefore I shall not object.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. The committee is unanimously of
the opinion that this is a case that is extremely pressing.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
1\lr. STAFFORD. l\1r. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
I wish to inquire whether the committee made any inquiry as
to the cha ng-e in the drawings aud specifications whereby the
building could be erected for ~80,000, rather than $95,000, as the
limit of expense?
Mr. CLARK of Florida. The gentleman will notice that they
state that in order to construct a building in accordance with the
original drawings, it will be necessary to increase the limit of
cost in this project to $95,000, and to carry out the work in accordance with the revised drawings will require the limit of
cost to be increased to $80,000. They revised the drawings,
cutting down the space considerably in order to see if they could
not get within the arr;:ount authorized.
Mr. STAFFORD. Was it a reduction of space or a reduction
of material and ornamentation?
Mr. CLARK of Florida. I think it reduced the space.
1\lr. STAFFORD. I had a similar case some years ago where
the appropriation was not adequate to meet the original specifications, and upon a change of specifications, substituting brick
for stone, we were able to have the building. This is a considerable increase. The department says the building can be
erected according to the modified drawings for $85,000.
l\fr. CLARK of Florida. An addition of $35,000, but the gentleman will understand that when this authorization was made
of $60,000, it was in contemplation of a small city of 3,500 population, and the ~ommittee thought $35,000 increase was little
enough, as they had a population of 18,000.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. But the Secretary of the Treasw·y particularly recommends, if the committee 'vishes to follow the modified drawings, $80,000.
l\Ir. CLARK of Florida. The Secretary does not recommend
that this plan be adopted. He states it can be built according
to the revised plan for $80,000, and the committee thought
while we were at it we should authorize them to build somewhat commensurate with the needs of the city.
1\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. If the gentleman will allow
me, I had understood, and wish to know whether I was wrong
in that understanding, that it was the policy of the Government,
when so much absolutely necessary war work was needed and
when not only money but masons, builders, and a1·tisans were
in such demand, that it was their policy not to do any building
of this sort but to insist that we should get along with what
we had.
l\1r. CLARK of Florida. No; I do not think it goes that
far, and it seems to me absolutely necessary that the mails of
this country should be maintained in some sort of fashion.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. I am talking of the use of
masons and builders and the people who are so much needed in
absolutely war work.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Well, they desire it, and I suppose
they know where to get people to build it.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there opjection?
. Mr. MADDEN. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CLARK of Florida. With the permission of the gentlema n from Massachusetts, who has the floor.
l\1r. l\1ADDEN. The National Council of Defense and the
War Industries Board have substantially directed that no public
improvements of any kind shall be permitted in States or municipalities or counties throughout the States, not E-ven publicschool buildings, fire-department houses, street pavements, or
sidewalks. They say that the public schools, if needed, shall
consist of movable wooden buildings; and in the face of tlle
recommendation of this Council of National Defense and the
War Industries Board, how can the Congress of the United
States justify itself in ordering the construction of a post-office
building?
l\!r. LONGWORTH. Will the gentleman yield there?
1\1r. MADDEN. I will.
l\lr. LONGWORTH. I have even heard-! do not know of
my own knowledge-that this War Industries Board stopped
tlle building of certain chw·ches.
Mr. 1\IADDEN. Stopped everything everywhere. I would like
to know how we can justify an apprepriation for the construct ion of a buil<ling or addition to a building already constructed
in the face of the dictum on the part of the Government authorlti e.· thnt nnder no circumstances will material be allowed to
be transpor ted for any improvements undertaken by a State,
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not even for the education of the children of the State. And
even while this order is in existence we are building an addition to the Geodetic Sm·vey over here; that is, we are seeming
to put up an addition to it. I notice that they have been at work
on the ground under the sidewalk, below the sidewalk, a long
time, making very little, if any, progress, but spending the
public money just the same for the purpose of doing woi·k
for the civil branches of the Government that have nothing
to do with the· war; and while we are doing this by the Government of the United States the Government itself is saying
that the people all over the Nation within the States shall
have no right to do the same thing. Now, I do not see how
we can justify what the gentleman from Florida is advocating.
lUr. CLARK of Florida. Mr. Speaker, certainly the gentleman does not think all the functions of the Government ought
to cease because we are in a war. I do not believe we ought to
be extravagant, but here is a place where 18,000 American
people are located anrl where they have practically no mail
facilities and can not rent a foot of space for love or money,
and it does seem to me it is a case-1\fr. MADDEN. And I come from a city with a population
of 2,500,000 where the crder of the Government of the United
States has been literally obeyed not to construct any building
of a public character or private character unless it has to do
with war work. The construction of schools is stopped, the
building of sidewalks is stopped, the paving of streets is stopped,
everything has been stopped, and as a result of all that we
have had over 50,000 idl(: builders, men engaged in the building
trades, walking the streets of that city looking for employment
and can not find it. The war activities have taken men away
from that city and imported them into congested districts where
war munitions are being made, and that has resulted in emptying over 11,000 houses in one congressional district that I
happen to know about; 11,000 houses. Of course, I do not know
how many more houses have been emptied throughout the city,
whereas if the war activities had been carried on in the city
where these men are and where the housing facilities are adequate we would not have had the emptying of houses, we would
not have had the idle men, we would not have had the congested districts of other places, ana we would not have been
compelled to build houses somewhere else at fabulous expense
to the Treasury of the United States. I believe that if the
policy adopted by the Government on account of the war is to
be carried to its logical conclusion that there is no justification
whatever for the enactment of the law pending before the House
at this time and recommended by the committee of which the
distinguished gentleman from Flori<la is the chairman. I do
not want to object, and I thought that perhaps if I would state
the facts that existed throughout the country that the gentleman himself will see the propriety of withdrawing the recommendation.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
l\1r. HARDY. Will the gentleman yield for a moment?
Mr. WALSH. I will yield to the gentleman from Texas.
Mr. HARDY. It seems to me we are just having a little experience meeting here, that the facts the gentleman from Illinois states are good reasons for permitting some improvements
to be made. The fact is if we cut down all improvements we
ru·e going to have idle ~en in many places in spite of all that
can be done and men who can not be transported to lhe centers
of activities and who ought not to be so transported and who
would but add to the confusion if they could get there.
The difficulty is to continue the legitimate construction of
Government buildings and carrying on governmental activities
without one project interfering unwarrantably with the other.
Certainly unnecessary work ought to be stopped. I have many
times within the last few months wondered what was the necessity for the improvement that is going on right across the street
from the apartments I occupy on Sixteenth Street, where they
are digging down the Meridian Hill. They have a number of
laborers, and the work which is cutting down the side of that
hill is preparatory, I suppose, to the erection of some monument. But how much labor has been utilized there that has
been strongly needed -elsewhere I do not know. But it sP.ems
to me that badly needed public buildings for State or city ought
to be allowed, and the very facts the gentleman from Illinois
[l\1r. MADDEN] gives, the vacant houses and idle men in his
own city, because there is no work for the workmen there,
shows there must and ought to be some qualification to the
order or orders forbidding the erection of various structures.
I think all over this country now we have laboring men who
could be utilized in local enterprises and on local struct ures,
and that it will be absolutely necessary to modify orders forbidding the erection of private or public buil<.lings wllen absolutely needed.
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I thinl.4 while we are on that subject, we ought to have it
tlnderstood that war work must go on; but that does not mean
that all other work must stop.
Mr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. I have no doubt that the
gentleman has received, as I have, appeals from men who are
out of work, and can not get work, because they can not be
transferred to other localities.
Mr. HARDY. I have not had such appeals, but there are
communities from which they come because local work is forbidden, and I think that is what ought to be considered.
Me. HELVERING. 1\!r. Speaker, I want to make a short
statement. At Eldorado, Kans., as l\Ir. CAMPBELL was saying,
we have a building that was rented when this city was a town
of less than 3,000 people. The facilities were wholly inadequate for carrying on the mall service even before this big
boom came several years ago. I have been in Eldorado, and
I know it is an actual fact that every available foot of space
is taken up. We are trying to get a building there in which
to handle the mail, because 15,000 people have come in there
since this original building was rented. And I want to make
this statement not because this is in my district but because
I know the conditions there: That this is a progressive growth
of a city that will continue and will need these facilities.
l\lr. WALSH. Will the gentleman permit a question?
Mr. HELVERING. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. Is Eldorado still increasing in population?
1\Ir. HELVERING. Why, yes.
Mr. WALSH. And from all indications probably will continue to do so after the war?
Ir. HELVERING. Undoubtedly. The oil field there is considered one of the greatest oil fields in this country.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. If the gentleman will permit a moment, I will state to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
W ar.sH] that that was one of the reasons the committee had
in mind when they undertook to authorize the $95,000 instead
of the 80,000, in order that they might build for _the future in
order to take care of the population at least for some years.
Mr. WALSH. I assume that all post-office buildings are built
for the future.
Mr. CLARK of Florida. Yes.
Mr. HELVERING. 1\Ir. Speaker, I sincerely hope this item
may go through, because I personally know of the absolute
need for that facility there, and also know of the condition that
prevents even the Post Office Department, no matter how industrious they may Qe from securing proper facilities, and makes
them unable to do so under the present conditions.
Mr. WALSH. ·what is the character of the building that is
now occupied?
l\Ir. HELVERING. The building that they now occupy is a
building which was considered of sufficient capacity for the
purpose of the post office when there were less than 3,000 people.
l\fr. WALSH. Of course, if this building was authorized, it
would not go up over night?
Mr. BELVERING. Oh, no.
Mr. WALSH. And it will be several months before any relief
would not go up overnight?
Mr. HEL VERING. Yes. There is no doubt about that. ·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. WALSH. Well, 1\Ir. Speaker, I have listened very carefully to the statements that have been made here. Congress is
not responsible for the suspension of work. Fortunately, we
have authorized other parties and branches of the Government
to suspend this work. And I do not think, in view of having
granted that authorization, we ought to listen to other departments of the GoYernment who come in here and ask for particular exceptions to be made.
Now, this town is growing, and it may be that when the war
is over they will need a building which will cost $125,000 or
$150,000. I think in.a smuch a · they have put up with this inconvenience so long, that a few months longer, or possibly a
year or so longer, will not interfere with the growth of the place.
And therefore I object.
Mr. DOOLITTLE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
that the bill may go to the foot of the Unanimous Consent Calendar.
The SPE.A.KER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kansas
asks unanimous consent that the blll may be passed to the foot
of the calendar. Is ·there objection? [After a pause.J The
Chnir hear none, and it is so ordered.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore (1\fr. Rl:CKER). I. there objection to the consideration of this bill?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report it
l
1\!r. ASHBROOK. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
that this bill be considered in the House as in Committee of the
Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Ohio n:sks
unanimous consent that this bill be considered in the House as
in Committee of the Whole. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read as follows :
Be it enaotea, etc., That section :.J528 of the Revisecl Statutes be, and
the same is hereby, amended so as to read as follows:
" SEc. 3528. For the purchase of metal for the minor coinage, au·
tho.rized by this act, a sum not exceeding $400,000 in lawful money of
the United States shall, upon the recommendation of the Director of •
the Mint and in such sums as he may designate, with the approval of
the Secretary of the Tren.s ury, be transferred to the credit of the super·
intendents of the mints at Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Denver, at
which establishments, until otherwise provided by law, such coinage
shall bo carried on. The superintendents, with the approval of the Director of the Mint as to price, terms, and quantity shall purchase tho
metal required for such coinage by public advertisement, and the lowest
and be~t bid shall be accepte-d, the fineness of the metnls to be deter..
mined on the mint assay. The gain arising from tho coinage of such
metals into coin of n nominal value, exceeding the cost thereof, shall bo
credited to the special fund denominated the minor coinage profit fund;
and this fund shall be charged with the wastage incurred in such coinage, and with the cost of distributing said coins, as hereinafter provided.
The balance remaining to the credit of this fund, and any balance of the
profits accrued from minor coinage under former acts, shall be, from
time to time, and at least twice a year, covered into the Treasury of the
United States.''

1\Ir. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, I move to strike out the last
word.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman f-rom Wisconsin
moves to strike out the last word.
Mr. STAFFORD. I do so for the purpose of securing some
information about this bill. I have read the report. Will the
gentleman from Ohio kindly explain the purpose of the bill? I
yield the floor to the gentleman for that purpose.
1\fr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Speaker, the purpoRe o;f this bill is
to amend section 3528 of the Revised Statutes by increasing the
amount of the minor coinage mint fund from $200,000 to $400,000.
This fund was $50,000 until 1906, when it was increased to
$200,000. Since then it has been continued at that same amount,
$200,000.
As the Members well know, the demand for minor coinage
has been greatly increased r cently. Previous to 1906 the minor
coinage was not in excess of 90,000 pieces per annum. During
the past year there has been more minor coinage in one month.
than there was in any year previous to 1906. In addition to
that, the co t of these metals has greatly increased. ·
1\lr. LONGWORTH. Mr. Speaker, will my colleague yiel<l?
l\Ir. ASHBROOK. Yes; I will be very glad to yield.
Mr. LONGWORTH. The necessity for the increase in the
minor coinage has resulted largely, has it not, from the imposi·
tion of revenue taxes, where small change must be given?
Mr. ASHBROOK. Yes. There is no doubt but that that is
the cause of the great demand to increase the coinage of pennies
and nickels.
Mr. LONGWORTH. I may call the gentlem~m·s attention to
the fact that there is no such thing now, ordinarily, as a 5-cent
cigar on the market.
l\Ir. ASHBROOK. Yes. It is now 6 or 7 cents, and admissions to the theaters require the extra payment of a few pennies, and 5-cent and 10-cent articles have incrensed 1 or 2 cents
each, brought about by the provisions of the last revenue net.
This is not an appropriation. It is simply a credit fL-.;:ccl by
the Secretary of the Treasury for the Director of the Mint for
the purchase of the metals used in minor coinage.
Now, if any otller gentleman wishes to a.. ,k me a question about
the bill, I will be glad to answer if I can.
Mr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ASHBROOK. With pleasure.
Mr. WALSH. The report says that the Director of the Mint
is embarrassed by lack of funds to pay fer a sufficient amount
of metal, and has been for more than a rear.
1\Ir. ASHBROOK. That is true.
l\Ir. WALSH. Then they do pay out this money. It is an
appropriation of money.
1\fr. ASHBROOK. The gentleman will unclerstand that it
provides only for a book credit to be placed to the credit of
the Director of the Mint by the Secretary of the Treasury fot·
ADDITIONAL CREDIT TO THE DIRECTOR. OF THE l>IINT.
the purpose of buying the metals from which these minor coins
The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent are made, but does not appropriate money. The increase l.las
. was the bill (H. R. 12998) to amend section 3528 of the ReYisecl been great, and, of course, as the demand has increased, the
Director of the l\1int is compelled to buy the metals in larger
Statutes.
quantities. The metals are all bought in carload lots. This
Tho title of the bUl wns read.
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$200,000 is apportioned to the three mints; $100,000 to the mint imports from the Philippine Islands, but they need ~uthority
in Philadelphia, $50,000 to the mint at Denver, and $50,000 to to control the exports. I am sure after that explanation. little
the mint at San Francisco.
of which the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. STAFFORD] has
The Director of. the Mint appeared before the Committee on beard, I fear, he will have no objection.
Coinage, Weights, and Measures and stated to the committee
Mr. STAFFORD. Still reserving the right to object, Mr.
that he had been greatly handicapped · by reason of the fact Speaker, I have no objection whatsoever to the bill in its present
that this sum was not sufficient for him to buy the metals in forin, because I can see the urgency of some such measure to
as large quantities as are now needed. He is compelled to buy control the shipping situation between this country and the
them in advance now in order to insure their shipment and rt.'- Philippines. I directed an inquiry to the gentleman :ITom Massaceipt in time to meet the demands.
chusetts [Mr. W .ALSH], but he stated that the gentleman from
Mr. WALSH. But as soon as he has bought them and they Pennsylvania [Mr. STEELE], who is temporarily out of the Chamare coined and turned over to the Treasury, his credit goes back ber, was in charge of the bill and would explain it more in
again?
detail.
Mr. ASHBROOK. That is true. It is a revolving fund. As
Mr. W .A.LSH. No; I did not state that. I did not say any·
soon as the metal is purchased and minted and turned into the thing about that. The gentleman is mistaken. I appreciate the
Treasury he gets the credit for the metal and his fund is re- fact that the gentleman was in consultation with the gentleman
stored. But with the great increasefrom Oklahoma, and had I noticed that sooner I would have
l\Ir. WALSH. You do not think $200,000 is a large enough deferred until he had concluded.
fund to work on?
l\Ir. SMITH of Michigan. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WALSH. I yield to the gentleman from Michigan.
l\Ir. ASHBROOK. That is what the Director of the Mint
informed the committee. I would like to have a letter read
Mr. STAFFORD. I will be very glad -to yield to the gentlehere from the Secretary of the Treasury. I will ask the Clerk man from Michigan.
1\lr. SMITH of Michigan. I first made the request of the
to read the letter.
gentleman from Massachusetts, and he kindly consented to
The Clerk read as follows:
enlighten me upon a question regarding the punishment of
TREaSURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
espionage. Soon after the breaking out of the war we passed
Washington, Septetnber !5, 1918.
an espionage act providing a very heavy penalty.
llon. WILLIA!Il A. ASHBROOK,
1\fr. WALSH. Yes.
Chairman of Committee on Coinage, We-ights, and Measures,
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. I should like to inquire what imHouse of R epresentatives.
DGAR Co~GRESSMAN SHBROOK: I beg to refer to the pr<lposed amend- provement this bill will be O\er the one we have already passed,
ment of section 3528. Revised Statutes. embodied in H. R. 12998, inflicting a penalty of $10,000 and 20 years' inwrisonment?
reft>rred to your committee on September 24.
Mr. .A.LSH. I will state to the gentleman that the so-called
Th<? minor coinage metal fund is not, as you are aware, an appropriation of a sum of money which is dispo ed of, but a revolving fund, espionage net was a measure made up, I think, of 12 different
which is r€'Stored as coinage is c<lmpleted. Tbe fund is the capital titles. The first title related solely to espionage. The other
with which we keep the three coinage mints supplied with minor coin- titles related to shipping, exports, to the use of the mails, the
age metal.
The proposed amendment, if enacted into law, would have the effect i uance of search warrants, and various other subjects. This
of increasing the metal fund !rom $200.000 to $400,000. 'Ihe amount measure is to amend one of the titles of the espionage act.
was fixed at $200,000 when the yearly coinage was approximately
l\Ir. Sl\IITH of Michigan. It is not a new bill, then?
141.000,000 piPces of minor coin; the coinage for the last fiscal yilar
l\1r. WALSH. It is not a new bill. It is to amend existing
amounted to 528,000,000 pieces, and the cost of C<lpper has nearly
doubled.
•
law. In drafting Title VII we did not make any provision for
The amount expended for metal the year following the fixing of the controlling exports to the Philippine Islands. 'rhis measuTe is
fund at $200,000 was $369.844.06; the amount expended during the
for the purpose of providing authority to do that.
fiscal year 1918 was $1,031,262.75.
It is olr\ious that we are seriously handicapped by want of adequate
Now, to the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. STAFFORD] I will .
funds for the purchase of metal required to meet the tt·emendous de- say that the representatives of the War Trade Board stated
mand for mi!:tor coins, and I can not urge too strongly the necessity for
early action upon the measure now before your committee for the re- that they were able to control the imports from the Philippine
lief of the mint establishments in the matter of procuring the required Islands under existing law, but that they were not able to
amount of copper, tin, and zinc for the manufacture of minor coins to control the exports to the Philippine Islands, because the
meet the demands of the public.
greater portion of the exportation was done from the Pacific
W. G. McADoo,
Respectfully,
Secretary.
coast and upon foreign vessels, and that while they might be
able to refuse clearance to those vessels, they felt that the law
Mr. LO:NG,VORTH. Mr. Speaker, will my colleague yield?
which was passed in June, 1917, ought to be amended and made
Mr. ASHBROOK. With pleasure.
Mr. LONGWORTH. With the gentleman's permission, I may to include the Philippines specifically within its provision.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. I withdraw the reservation of objection,
say that at the time of the preparation of the revenue bill I
had several con\ersations with Treasury officials and since then Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the bill.
with the Director of the ~nnt, and I am convinced that the
~he bill ''as read, as follows :
gentleman is absolutely right in urging that this bill be passed
Be it enacted, etc., Thnt section 1 of Title VII of the act entitled
at once.
act to punish acts of Interference with the foreign relations, the
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The pro forma amendment is "An
neutrality, and the foreign commerce of the United States, to punish
withurawn. The question is on the engrossment and third read- espionage,
and better to enforce the criminal laws of the United States,
and for other purposes," approved June 15, 1917, be amended by adding of the bill.
at the end of said section 1 the following:
The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time, in"'
"i, SECTION la. Whenever during the present war the President shall
wns read the third time, and passed.
find that the public safety so requires and shall make proclamation
On motion of Mr. AsHBROOK, a motion to reconsider the vote thereof. it shall be unlawful to export from or ship from or take out
of the United States or possessions lying within the American Continent,
whPrel>y the bill was passed was laid on the table.
the Philippine Islands, any article or articles mentioned in such
The SPE.A.KER pro tempore. The Clerk will report tbe next to
proclamation. except at such time or times and under su~h regulations
and orders and subject to such limitations and exceptions as the Presione.

'V

PROHffiiTION OF EXPORTS TO THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
wa the bill (H. R. 12801) to amend section 1 of Title VII of
the act entitled "An act to punish acts of interference with the
foreig'l relations, the neutrality, and the foreign commerce of
the United States, to punish espionage, and better to enforce
the cri:ninal laws of the United Siates, and for other purposes,"
approved June 15, 1917.
The title of the bill was reaU.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
l\Ir. STAFFORD. Reserving the right to object, Mr. Speaker,
I wi. h to inquire of some member of the committee why they did
not follow out the suggestion of the counsel of the \Var Trade
Board and also control imports from the Philippines?
1\Ir. ·wA.LSH. If the gentleman will permit, this measure
is in the cha1·gt.> of the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
STEELE]. I was present at the hearing, and I am informed by
a gentleman named Kelliher that they are able to control the

dent shall prescribe, until otherwise ordered by the President or by
Congress: Provided, ltowcver, That no preference shall be given to
the ports of one State over those of another."

With the following committee amendment:
Page 2, lines 12, 13, and 14, after the word " Congress," strike out
the words "Provid-ed, however, That no preference shall be given to the
ports of one State over those of another."

'l'he SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the committee arr;:endment.
The committee amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be engrossed and read a
third time, and was accordingly read the third time and passed.
1\f.r. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. STEELE], who has charge of this bill, is detained
temporarily, so I move to reconsider the vote by which the bill
was passed, and move to lay that motion on the table.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the latter
motion will be agreed to.
There was no objection.
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Mr. POLK. There is not, as I understand it.
PURCHASE OF DRY DOCK FROM MASSACHUSETTS.
l\Ir. DENISON. Did the committee consider the question of
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the next bill. including
in this bill bribery in the case of the election of PresiThe Clerk read the title of the bill (H. R. 12982) to authorizo
Vice President, and presidential electors?
the Secretary of the Navy to purchase from the Commonwealth dent,
Mr. RUCKER. If the gentleman from Delaware will permit,
of Massachusetts a large dry dock and appurtenant lands.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, I ask unaniinous consent that I will be glad to answer. I say frankly to the gentleman that
is a Senate act and came to the House not long ago. On
this bill take the same order as that previously made concern- this
account of the condition of the calendar in the Senate, the
ing bills reported from the Committee on Naval Affairs.
friends of this measure thought it would be ill-advised to amend
Mr. WALSH. That was included in the order.
it in any important particular and send it back to be concurred
Mr. STAFFORD. Then I withdraw the request.
in. For that reason it was not amended, except in minor par·
CORRUPT PRACTICES.
ticulars.
l\fr. DE:NISON. Does not the gentleman think it is import11nt
The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill ( S. 3438) to prevent corrupt practices in the elec- to prevent bribery in the case of the election of President, Vice
President,
and presidential electors?
tion of Senators, Representative~. or Delegates in Congress.
l\1r. RUCKER. Absolutely.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
l\fr. DENISON. Does not the gentleman think that there
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. 'V ALSH. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object-- ought to be an amendment to the bill to that effect?
l\Ir. RUCKER. I will say to the gentleman, speaking for
Mr. S1.'AFFORD. This is .a short bill. Let it be read, l\Ir.
myself, yes; but, believing that it is essential that this legislaSpeaker.
tion shall pass, I would not take the responsibility at this time
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will read the bill.
of suggesting that amendment, because I think any amendment
The bill "·as read, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That whoever shall promise, ofl'er, or give, or of magnitude would mean the defeat of the bill.
cause to be promised, ofl'ered, or given, any money or other things of
Mr. DENISON. If I should offer an amendment it might
value, or shall make or tend-er any contract, undertaking, obligation, relieve the gentleman.
gratuity, or security for the payment of money or for the delivery or
Mr. RUCKER. I hope the gentleman will not offer an amendconveyance of anything of value to any person or persons, either to vote
or withhold their vote or to vote for or against any candidate, or who- ment of that kind. Speaking individually, I am fully in accord
ever solicits, accepts, or receives any money or other thing of value in with the views the gentleman has expressed.
consideration of hll'l vote for or against any candidate for Senator or
Mr. 'VALSH. Mr. Speaker, still further reserving an objecRepresentative or DE.'legate in Congress at any primary or general or
special election, shall be tined not more than $1,000, or imprisoned not tion, I think the distinguished gentleman from Missouri, who
more than one year, . Qr both.
has come to be an expert on legislation of this character by
reason of his service on that committee, might give us some
With the follow-ing committee amendments:
Page 1, line 4, strike out the word " things " and insert in lieu reason why thi · measm·e is now urged and why it does not inthereof the word "thing."
clude the officers referred to by the gentleman from Illinois. If
Page 1, line 8, after the word " person," strike out the words " or he does not, why we may not pass a comprehensive statute on
persons."
Pagt> 1, line 8, after the word "withhold," strike out the worcl the subject.
"their" and insert the word "his."
Mr. RUCKER. I ha\e answered the gentleman from Illinois.
and that ought to answer the gentleman from l\Iassachu:
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
l\!r. WALSH. Reserving the right to object, I should like setts. This is a Senate bill, and the provisions mentioned by
to a k the gentleman from Delaware, who has this matter in the gentleman were not in it. The House committee thought
charge, if we have gone along all these years without any law that it would be ill-ad-vised to amend the bill in important matters, so 'we hesitated to make anything but purely verbal amendpuni bing the offense attempted to be described in this act?
Mr. POLK. Mr. Speaker. for the information of the gentle- ments.
Mr. WALSH. The gentleman does not think that another
man from Massachusetts, I understand that until 1896 there
was a Federal statute covering this matter. This bill has body within walking distance from here is in ;favor of corn1p·
been reported unanimously by the committee, after having tion and bribery in the election of these other officers?
l\1r. RUCKER No; I would say that they are not.
passel! the Senate unanimously. It merely confers upon the
Mr. WALSH. Why does the gentleman fear that that sort of
Federal courts jurisdiction in cases of bribery at elections for
an amendment would defeat the passage of the measure?
the election of Senators and Representatives in Congress.
1\Ir. RUCKER. I do not think the principle would be con·
1\Ir. "\VALSH. I am asking the gentleman if there bas been
heretofore no Federal statute punishing the offenses here set tended against in the other body, but it would be for want of
consideration.
forth?
Mr. 'VALSH. They \vould have an opportunity to consider it
1\lr. POLK. I understanll there was up until 1896.
1f it went back amendell.
Mr. WALSH. And then it was repealed?
1\fr. RUCKER. Tile e amendments that have been sugge ted
Mr. POLK. That is my understanding.
Mr. WALSH. And what is the emergency, or what ha\c are purely verbal; they neither add to nor take from the bill
been the instances of the commission of these offenses, prompt- as it passed the Senate.
Mr. GOOD. 1\fr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, I
ing the passage of this bill at this time?
1\Ir. POLK. I understand there have been some prosecutions want to call the attention of the gentleman from Missouri to
in the Middle West, where they haT"e had to use the subterfuge this fact.
Mr. RUCKER. If the gentleman will pardon me, in further
of a prm:;ecution for conspiracy. Instead of having a Federal
statute coT"ering this matter, they made prosecutions under the answer to the gentleman from Massachusetts [1\Ir. 'VALSH] and
law against conspiracy. That is my understanding from Sena- the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. DENISO~). let me say if the
bill is considered, of course it is subject to amendment, ancl
tor GERRY, who introduced the bill in the Senate.
1\Ir. WALSH. Is the gentleman convinced that for this most gentlemen can offer any amendments they choose.
serious offense-attempting by the payment of · money to influMr. WALSH. In \lew of the gentleman's attitude, I am
ence the \Ote of a person for or against a candidate-a fine of afraid an amendment would not ha\e much chance.
Mr. RUCKER. And in \icw of the surroundings, I am
not more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not more than one
afraid my suggestions will not ha\e much binding force on the
year is sufficient?
~lr. POLK. Personally I would make the penalty greater, committee.
1\fr. GOOD. There is need in another direction of an amendbut that was the feeling of the committee and of the Senate,
ment to the corrupt-practices act. I put in a letter the other
and "'e did not change that amount in the committee.
l\Ir. RUCKER. These are maximum penalties, not minimum? dny, showing that the Iowa Democratic Club was levying an
l\1r. WALSH. The penalty ought to be a fine of $10,000.
as essment against the postmasters in violation of the criminal
code, and they say they are turning it over to the National
lrrr. RUCKER. The gentleman can offer an amendment.
l\Ir. LONGWORTH. I am not sure that I understand the Democratic Committee. Now, the gentleman can see thnt by
exact change made by this bill. ·
the organization of the State clubs that are not interested in
l\1r. POLK. It only confers upon the Federal com-t jurisdic- the election of Members of Congress in any more than one
tion in bl"ibery cases where they do not have jurisdiction at this State, they do not come ~,..lthin the purview of the act nt all,
time.
but you use it as a eat's paw to reach out and gather in your
Mr. W AI.. SH. Reser"ling the right to object, I yield to the tainted money; there is no report on it to any place, and then.
gentleman from Illinois.
you bJ.·ing this sort of a camouflage.
l\fr. DENISON. Is there any Federal law which makes it
Mr. RUCKER. Oh, the gentleman, Mr. Speaker, ought to be
unlawful to do these various things specified in this bill for th'3 a little careful in his remarks; he is violating the rules of the
election of President and Vice President or presidential electors? House-l suppose, jocularly-in referring to me-
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Mr. GOOD. I did not mean the gentleman from Missouri.
thing as overdoing the matter of reporting campaign expenses,
l\1r. RUCKER. The gentleman can not suggest anything that I will say to the gentleman, and when you consider it and think
will tend to purify elections that I will not subscribe to. I do about the various localities all over the United States that would
think that some gentlemen talk in a carele~s way for the enter- have to report under such a provision as has been suggested, the
tainment of the people at home and say things that ought not to gentleman would find such a multiplicity of reports that the
be said on this floor.
very presence of them would make them wholly unimportant
l\Ir. GOOD. I do not know who is responsible for the resolu- and of no material value to anyone.
tion-1\Ir. GOOD. I suppose there are localities in the United
1\Ir. RUCKER. The gentleman said, and I assume it is true, States where votes are being purchased outright by candidates
if the correspondence be read the other day is genuine, that or parties, but I will say to the gentleman that in my State I
offenses have been committed which the Department of .Justice, it never heard of a single case, never saw it stated in the news·
seems to me, oug-ht to take cognizance of and bring these parties papers, and never heard of a man there selling his vote.
to the bar of justice.
1\Ir. RUCKER. I congratulate the gentleman, and the people
Mr. GOOD. While amenoing the law, does not the gentleman of Iowa, and I want to say, to be entir("ly frank, that some of the
from Missouri think that we should also consider the persons men who have disappeared from the State of Missouri evidently
who contribute to . these local State organizations and they to did not go to Iowa, because I have heard of such things-not
the National organization, and that these State organizations common by any means, but there are cases in which such things
should make known all the contributors to their fund?
have occurred. I disclaim personal knowledge of the fact that
1\Ir. RUCKER. If the gentleman, a wise and good legislator, any man has received money for his vote.
would think carefully upon the principles and the ~ssues inMr. GOOD. And I have heard of and know of organizations,
Yolved in such legislation he would find some difficulties in his and I put the letter in the RECRORD the other day to show how
way. I want to say to the gentleman that I have labored pretty the Democratic committee of my State-hard to present to this House and the Congress a· corrupt-prac1\Ir. RUCKER. Oh, I heard the gentl("man read the letter into
tices act which would be effective, and, as it is sometimes said. the REcoRD and heard his comments upon it, and I unhesitatingly
"have teeth in it." I realize the imperfections in existing law concur in his denunciation of that practice. If what the gentle.
quite as well as does the gentleman, but I have had serious man stated is true in fact-and I put my reply in this form
clifficulty in securing cooperation and I am making no criticisms because the gentleman simply has information that it is true.
against anyone on either side of the H ouse. However, gentle- and does not personally know of it-if it is true, then those people
men have their views, just as the gentleman from Iowa has his are violating the law, and the postmasters who gave the contribu·
and I have mine, and we can not harmonize at all times and on tions are violating existing law; and that leads me to think that
all matters.
possibly some of those fourth-class postmasters have not been
Mr. GOOD. 1\Ir. Speaker, I would say to the gentleman that changed, because I heard a long time ago, when nearly every
no one has worked harder than has the gentleman from Missouri fourth-class postmaster in the United States voted the Republi~
for this statute and the amendments to it.
can ticket; that there was a custom--Mr. RUCKER. Permit me to finish. At the very last meetMr. GOOD. There was a good deal to commend their actions
ing of the committee over which I have the honor to preside we in that regard.
had an agreement in a tentative form which will go quite as
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. Does the gentleman think it is
far us the gentleman would want us to go, and if we can agree any less reprehensible for a Republican to violate the law than
on phraseology will enable us to present to Congress a bill for a Democrat?
drastic enough for anyone.
Mr. GOOD. Not at all. If there is a Republican organizaIt is in contemplation to report a bip. which will absolutely tion in any Stat(" in this Union that is doing what this Demoprohibit the use of money in connection with any election at cratic club is doing-and I put in the RECORD the original let·
which Senators and Representatives are elected, except for ter, stating what it was doing, and I have it in my possesswn
specified purposes which could not by any possibility result in and will turn it over to the United States District Attorney to
degrading or debauching any man. That is a long step, I ad- prosecute, and have said so, but they have never called upon me
mit, and I suggest to the gentleman that our pathway has been for that letter and never will--·
strewn with many difficulties, possibly some of them constituMr. RUCKER. Did the gentleman call upon the Department
tiona!. I am sure a good many provisions would be objected to. of Justice and impart the information he had?
or at least might be objected to, on the ground of the adminis1\fr. GOOD. No.
tration of such a law. Difficulties surround us at every step,
Mr. RUCKER. The Department of .Justice can not take cogalmost, in this legislation. I want to say to the gentleman from nizance of everything that transpires here or in Iowa.
Iowa [1\lr. Goon] and ·to other gentlemen who have -engaged in·
Mr. GOOD. But I put into the RECORD at the same time the
this debate, I believe the pending bill ought to pass-not that report of the Civil Service Commission to show that the Departit is sufficient or that it covers all of the ground that it ought ment of .Justice was .not prosecuting violations of the law in
to cover ; I quite agree that it does not; but if gentlemen will this respect.
let us ' go this far and pave the way for another step, I think
Mr. RUCKER~ The gentleman l1as put so much in the CoNbefore the Sixty-fifth Congress shall have ended its duties our GRESSIONAL RECORD upon hearsay that I dare say the Departcommittee will present legislation along the lines which the gen- ment of .Justice has not had a chance to read it. .
tleman from Massachusetts [1\Ir. WALSH], the gentleman from
Mr. GOOD. I quoted from the Civil Service Commission's
Illinois [Mr. DENISON], and the gentleman from Iowa [Mr. published report. Why. the Civil Service Commission goes so
Goon] will all agree to unless they become alarmed at it. I do far as to say there are heads of departments here in Washnot mean to question the integrity of any gentleman. ,
ington to-day who are eollect_ing money from persons under
Mr. GOOD. Mr. Speaker, I · have followed the gentleman them, and they are tin·eatened that if those persons do not
from Missouri, I think, in all of this corrupt-practices legisla- respond they will discharge them from the service, and when
tion. No one has done more than be; but I want to state to the department's attention is called to it they not only refuse
him that if he thinks it would be unconstitutional to require the to prosecute but they refuse to remove that kind p.f person from
local organizations in the various States, who · are collecting the service.
1\Ir. RUCKER. I do not know about the truth or falsity ot
money and turning it over to national committees, to make reports, I doubt then-that statement, and I say candidly I doubt the correctness of it..
Mr. GOOD. It i s - Mr. RUCKER. I have not said that.
Mr.- GOOD. I thought the gentleman suggested that a minute
Mr. RUCKER. I do not care where it is, I can not believe
ago.
' that is true.
Mr. RUCKER. I said there might be, going to the length we
Mr. GOOD. All I know, t1lat is what the Civil Service Comhope to go, some constitutional troubles, not in that respect; mission reports, and two members are Democrats and one a
but I will say to the gentleman that there are some questions of Republican, and they make their report unqualifiedly and unani·
administration that are serious, too.
mously. That is all.
Mr. GOOD. I understand that; and there are some quesMr. RUCKER. On rumor.
tions of administration that are serious here.
Mr. GOOD. If we are not going to enforce the laws we have on
1\Ir. RUCKER. If the Federal law would take cognizance of the statute books to keep the election pure, what is the use ot
the activities of such committees as the gentleman has suggested putting this kind of camouflage on the statute when we need
and of other committees which the genius of man might organize, other laws that are more important?
and we were to require them to report, we would have such a
Mr. FOSTER. If the gentleman is op-J)Osed to passing a
volume of reports that we would have no place to put them law to stop buying votes, I will let him o-bject and I demand the
nncl nobody with time enough to read them. There is such a I regUlar or,der.
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1\Ir. GOOD. I am opposed to camou:flage1\'Ir. CARTER of Oklahoma. Mr. Speaker, I demand the
regular order.
Mr. FOSTER. Then let us pass this bill.
Mr. GOOD. I am opposed to camou:flage1\Ir. CARTER of Oklahoma. Mr. Speaker, I demand the
regular order.
Mr. FOSTER. The gentleman will have to be opposed to
himself if that is the case.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Oklahoma demands the
regular order, and the regular order is, Is there objection?
[After a pause.] The Ohair hears none. The Clerk will report
the committee amendments.
.The committee amendments were read, as follows:
Page 1, line 4, after the word "other;• strike out the word " things"
nnd insert in lieu thereof the word "thing."
~he

question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.

Page 1, line 8, after the word "person," strike out the words '' or
persons."

The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
Page 1, line 8, after the word " withhold," strike out the word " their "
and insert in li€u thereof the word "his."

The question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. Speaker-" .The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
t Jl.fr. ,V.A.LSH. To offer an amendment.
The SPEAKER. Send it up.
Mr. \VALSH. I move, in line 3, page 2, to strike out " 1,000 "
and insert "5,000," and to strike out "one year" and insert
"five rears."
, The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the amendment.
\ The Clerk read as follows :
Mr. WALSH.

· ·P uge 2, line 3, strike out "1,000 " and insert in lieu thereof "5,000,"
and ufter the word " than " strike out the words " one year " and insert
in lieu thereof ·• five year3."
-

· Mr. 'VALSH. 1\fr. Speaker, this amendment proposes simply
to increase tb~ penalty in order that it may fit the crime. Now,
if we are going to pass legislation to punish this very serious
offense, for which there is no provision of law or has been no
provision of law since 1896, it seems to me that we ought to
start out with a statute that will look as though it meant to
punish persons who have been convicted of doing what this prohibits. Now, it has been stated that this does not contain the
offices of President and Vice President for the reason that it
might endanger its passage in another body some 700 or more
feet away from here. I do not think, as I recall the statement
of the gentleman from Missouri, the gentleman did not make
that statement because he felt that the other body was not
interested in the election of the President ·and Vice President,
but that if we attempted to amend this in any material way it
might interfere with its consideratlo~ there. I submit to the
distinguished gentleman from Missouri that this amendment
,w ould not fall within the class which he ·objected to considering
when the question was asked him heretofore with reference to
including the offices of President and Vice President, and if a
person in certain sections of the country, a judicial officer, who
might be more or less interested in politics or be beholden to ·one
or more political leaders or perhaps may have_before his elevation to the bench been actively engaged in politics, could, under
the pro>isions of the law as it is now written, impose a fine of
~1,000 for the infraction of this law, it seems to me we ought not
to limit him to that imposition of pecuniary punishment. I
contend if \Ve write this law so that the only punishment that
could be in.flicted was a fine of $5,000 or imprisonment for five
years, without leaving any discretion in the hands of the judge,
that it would not be' making the law any too stringent.
I trust that the amendment will be agreed to. I still contend
that it is a little singular this measure should have passed the
Senate upon the calendar day of July 6 and should have come
over to the House and rested here until the 20th of September
when practically all primary elections for <the coming fall elections have been held and when the contest for nomination for
these impo.r tant offices are in ,many· States at an end, because
there are sections of the country where the only contest and the
only opportunity _to infringe this law will be at the primary
election and after the primaries are over there will be no opportunities to violate the provisions of this act because after the
nominations are made there are no further contests. As the
chaii:m.an of the committee has stated that this seeks to punish
acts for WQich there is no punishment now and seeks to insist
that that is a sufficient reason for the. passage of the law, still
I pelieve we could find a great many things that are being done
for which there is no punishment and for which no laws are
proposed to provide punisluiient. There must be some other
reasori for this particular legislation which the other
body that
.:..,,

OcTOBER
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initiated it has not transferred to the distinguished committee that has this measure in charge. I have listened attenti>ely to the remarks of the gentleman from l\Iissouri and
I regret that the measure which he intends to bring out to
cover not only cases of this sort but all other cases is to be
deferred until some time in the future. I should have wisheu
that the gentleman had taken the opportunity to amend this
measm·e so as to include in it the bill or the act which contains
all sorts of punishment for all sorts of offenses and put on the
general corrupt-practice act as an amendm{:'nt. If it had been
offered as an amendment to this bill, I question very seriously
whether there would have been any disposition not to consider
it. We ought to pass that kind of an act and. I am sure when
it is reported from the committee of the gentleman it will be in
such shape as to appeal to a large number of the Members on
both sides of the House.
But I do still insist that this measure, now that we have it
up here, ought to provide for a serious punishment for yery
serious offenses.
Mr. SLOAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WALSH: I yield.
Mr. SLOAN. I just have had this bill before me a moment.
Does it provide for any punishment for the interference with
voters anywhere in casting their vote or uoes it confine itself
only to inducement for casting votes, corruption, and bribery?
In other words, is there anything in the bill which would really
reach perhaps the most important election consideration in this
country, which is the improper prevention of men casting freely
their votes, instead of granting inducements for improper casting their votes?
Mr. WALSH. I am sure I do not know what the gentleman
has in mind, and I ha>e not heard of any such cases as the
gentleman states. But if there be, probably they ought to be
punished. I suppose that the proper way would be, perhaps,
not only to punish the person who uses improper inducement,
or unduly interferes, but also punish the voter who would
permit such to occur.
Mr. SLOAN. ·For instance, in the old Commonwealth of
Massachusetts we find a -vote fm; every four or fi-ve persons.
In other States than the old Commonwealth we find only a
vote for 1 out of 25 or 50, 'Yhich, of course, is an extraordinary.
situation and can only b'e predicated on the assumption that
somebody is preventing votes from being cast. Now, <loes
this bill provide for or look toward remedying that situation or
condition?
·
Mr. WALSH. I do not think this measure wiil act as a
remedy for that situation, nor do I think any of its terms will
" penetrate," to use the language of the advertisement of a
famous liniment, into conditions which make possibJe what the
gentleman has described.
I trust the amendment will be agreed to. I think the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. RucKER] has no serious objection to it.
Mr. GILLETT. Everybody here-at least, most everybodyis against the pm;chasing of >otes. We would an of us vote
for a bill which we really thought would prevent bribery at the
polls. Perhaps this is as good a way to reach it as any other,
but we all know that one of the most difficult things to prevent is the purchase of votes, and I have my doubts as to
whether this will accomplish anything. At the same time, of
course, nobody wiLl vote against it. But it does seem to me
extraordinary that a committee presided over by the very intelligent gentleman from Missouri, in really trying to reach a
remedy for a vicious practice, has not brought in u more farreaching bill than this.
Some of the States have found by experience that the only way
to stop it is by a general corrupt-practices bill. And I run very
sorry that this committee, instead of telling us, as the gentleman does, that they hope in the near future to bring in some
bill which will reach it, and a bill which, of com·se. he knows
will not be acted on by this Congress, because Congress will be
so busy after this session it will not be possible to act on it-I
think it is very much to be regretted that when this subject
came before them and they seriously considered it, they just
brought forth this miserable little bill which is only placing n
pe:Qalty on the purchase of votes and not aiming to stop general
political corruption. I think such a bill is very much needed.
The gentleman from Iowa has introduced one illustration,
where an election bill with teeth in it is required.. Some of
the States have them, and I know in some of the States it hns
very much purified elections. I regret very much that the gen~
tleman from Missouri has deferred it. I was going to say that
I hope they will bring it in, but there is no usc of indulging
that hope, because we all know that any bill he brings iri in the
future will not have any chance of con:::i<Jerntion. \Yhile, of
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course, we will vote for this I shall yote for it without feeling
that it accomplishes much and with much regret that we do not
really have a bill that will accomplish what is needed.
l\Ir. RUCKER. lli. SpEaker, the gentleman answered his own
criticisms and strictures upon the Committee on the Election
of President, Vice President. and Representatives in Congress
before he took his seat. After indulging in remarks more or
less caustic aud severe, he said he was satisfied that the committee could not bring in a bill now, at least, could not secure
action on it at this se sion of Congress, because of existing conditions. Let me ask tile gentleman how long those conditions
haYe prevailed? What time has this Congress had since its
first-. l\Ir. GILLETT. We had about a month from July 19 to August 19.
l\Ir. RUCh.~R. We had about a month, and the gentleman
knows that on either side of this Hall there were not men
enough to make a quorum.
l\1r. GILLETT. You could ha-ve had it. There was not anything from the gentleman's committee for the House to look at.
. 1\lr. RUCKER. I think the gentleman wants to be fair, ami
l1e knows that every effort that I might have put forth would
ha-ve been beaten down by the cry that we have gotten 'along ·
so well up to date, that we ha-ve been here so long engaged in
war legislation we ought to haYe the privilege of retiring to our
homes for a few days during the midsummer, and that such
appeal would have prevented consideration of a bill of that importance, which had no relation to the winning of the war.
Let me say seriously I do not care whether the gentleman
would have done so or not. I think I am forecasting what his
duty ·would have been. Let me say to the gentleman frankly the
committee in charge of ibis legislation has been inactive during
this session for the reason that we h.'new in the condition of the
public mind, in view of the sentiment which permeates the heart
and mind of every Member of this House, we could not pass
legislation which required deliberation and thought, probably
several days of consideration and thought, while these great
war measures were pending. For that reason, and that reason
only, the committee has not come to ·the House with a bill.
Let me say to the gentleman that, just before this war Congress convened, your committee, in response to its duty to the
membership of this House and the country, did bring in a bill
very much improving the existing law, very much better legislation than is now provided. I want to say to the credit of this
Hou ·e, that bill was passed by the House after being patched
up somewhat, but not seriously damaged; it ran the gantlet
of the House in fairly good shape. But it IL-et a horrible death
at the other end of the Capitol. I am not making any political
criticism or critizing any political party, because I really believe that if I could use the term "assassin " in connection with
the slaughter of that bill in the -other body I would have to prefer charges against some distinguished Democrats as well as,
perl1aps, some distinguished Republicans. But we passed a bill
through the House which was vastly better than the existing
law. Let me ask the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. GILLETT], does he mean to condemn the committee for not presenting a bill here since fhe war Congress convened, since we have
been compelled to enter this vortex of war, when the entire
thought of the country is on war legislation? When could we
ha,·e considered it?
l\Ir. GILLETT. I will be frank with the gentleman, and I
will admit that the gentleman's argument has a good deal of
sense and justice in it.
l\lr. RUCKER. I am glad the gentleman admits the wisdom
of my suggestion, although he did that with hesitation.
l\Ir. GILLETT. I think they might have reported a bill and
have given us something to do, e-ven if the House could not take
it up.
Mr. RUCKER. Let me say to the gentleman in response to
that suggestion-and I speak seriously, believing that the membership of the House wants wise and effective legislationwithin the last few months deliberations over those great questions have proven of value to some gentlemen.
To-day gentlemen charged with responsibility can offer suggestions which the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. GILLETT]
and others · will accept, which six months ago or three months
ago would not have been offered and would not have been agreed
to if offered. Much of the wisdom of legislation is derived
or springs from a conscious knowledge or observation of those
things which call legislation into action; and by reason of occurrences, or what are alleged to have been occm·rences, in the
country, I think that those cha1~ged with responsibility ar·e now
in better shape to legislate than they would have f>een some time
back.
1
I hope in due course to be able to satisfy the gentleman and
nil gentlernen at l<'nst of one proposition, and that is that the
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Committee on the Election of President, Vice President, and Representatives in Congress is seriously anxious and desirous of
enacting law which will accomplish the great purpose which it
is hoped to accomplish in the purification of elections.
.Now, the other gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. WALSH],
who sometimes assumes the rOle of critic, also ventured the suggestion here a while ago that it was significant that the House
committee which reported this bill did not see fit to do it until
after the primaries had been held. I quote only the substance of
the gentleman's statement. There is an implication in the gentleman's statement that ought not to pass unchallenged. Let
me say to the gentleman, notwithstanding the fact that the
RECORD shows this bill was referred to the House committee, I
believe, on July 8, as a matter of fact the bill was not transmitted to the committee until long after that date, and, as a
matter of tact, I did not know of its existence at that time. The
gentlelman may say I do not read the REconn closely. That is
true. I did not see it. I did not know that this bill bad passed
the Senate. I never knew of its passage in the Senate until a
Senator came to my office and called my attention to it.
Now, if my position is open to criticism, criticism can be
malle; but let me say, in further response to the gentleman, I
had no purpose in withholding it. I would have been glad to
have given it passage through this House at the earliest possible hour, as I am anxious to have it passed to-day. There has
been no delay or reluctance, so far as the House committee is
concerned, in reporting a complete corrupt-practices bill from
any mercenary or personal or improper reason or cause.
Let me say again, in response to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. GILLETT], who addressed the committee last, that
even when this bill was considered and after a report had been
made I announced to my friend and colleague, the ranking
member of that committee, 1\Ir. l\IAPEs, of Michigan, that I believed I would appeal to the, gentleman who was directed to
report the bill not to report it until we could bring in an aml:'ndment to it which would have been much more far-reaching than
the terms of this bill. I would have pursued that course if it
had not beeo for the insistence of gentlemen who were interested and desired this Iegisla tion passed at this session of this
Congress.
Now, with reference to the amendment offered by the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. WALSH], it is well known by
gentlemen who have had experience in connection with the
enforcement of criminal laws that about the most unwise thing
that can be done, the thing that sacrifices public interest more
than anything else in connection with the enactment or enforce·
ment of a criminal law, is the severity of the penalties imposed.
A penalty which impresses the minds of jurors and courts as
being unreasonable or unconscionable has the effect of chloroforming to death otherwise good legislation. The gentleman
from Massachusetts [l\Ir. WALSH J, in support of his motion to
amend, somewhat criticizes the thought that a thousand dollars
or one year's imprisonment is considered adequate punishment
for the crime of bribery. I do not quite agree with him.
It is certainly not excessive. But let me remind the gentle·
man that there are more convictions where the juries have wide
margins to impose penalties than there are in case·s where
juries are required to impose penalties which are excessive in
the judgment of the jury, or a part of the jury. I think -the
most disastrous thing, so far as society is concerned, that· can
be done by a legislative body is the enactment of too severe
penalties for a breach of the law.
1\.fr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
1\lr. RUCKER. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. The gentleman speaks of' jUl'ies imposing pen.
alties. In some ju:r;isdictions the juries ha-ve notlling to <.lo
with the imposition of penalties and do not even know what
the penalties may be.
l\Ir. RUCKER. I realize that; but in some jurisdictions they
do have ·to do with it.
1\Ir. WALSH. I was not aware that in the Federal courts
they had.
Mr. RUCKER. I think in the Federal courts probably the
jury does not. I think it simply finds the defendant guilty or
not guilty, and the court fixes the punishment. I am not sure
that is true, but I think so. In some State jm·isdictions the
jury does fix the penalty.
l\fr. DENISON. I was going to ask the gentleman from Missouri a question that was asked a while ago of the gentleman
from Delaware [l\1r. PoLK] as to whether or not there is nny
Federal law upon this subject at this time, and if so, what it is?
Mr. RUCKER. I do not wn'nt to commit myself, because my
answer must be founded more upon information than knowl..:
edge; but hi iny judgment there is none.
· Mr. DENISON. It was stated a while ago by the gentleman
from Delaware [Mr. PoLK] that there was formerlr n law· uron
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this subject which was repealed in 1896. Does the gentleman
from Missouri happen to know anything about that?
Mr. RUCKER. I do not know anything about its repeal, or
any reason assigned for its repeal ; but jrist speaking offhand,
niy opinion is that it was a part and parcel of a general scheme
of legislation with reference to elections that was repealed, and
this criminal provision, of course, went with the balance of it.
I do not care to say that which might provoke gentlemen to (}iscuss matterR that pertain to locality, but there was Qnce a bill
which, whether rightfully or wrongfully, was called the Force
bill, and when tlmt law was repealed the statute against bribery
was also repealed, as I think.
Now, with reference to thL~ pending amendment I will say I
shall vote against it; not becau e I think $1,000 or one year's
imprisonment adequate punishment for the man who deliberately
goes out and debauchE>.s his neighbor, but becauf.le anotl1er legi.s..:
lative body has placed this limitation in the bill, and I know
that so far ns the integrity and honor of the people and the
purity of elections are concerned, a law providing a penalty of
$1,000 fine, with one year in jail, one or both, is better than no
law. Therefore I hope the bill will not be amended, but that
it will be enacted as it passed the Senate in order that we may
have this legiRlation at this sessir.n.
1\.lr. MADDEN. 1\fr. Speaker, the election of President, Vice
President, Senators, and Representatives in Congress is a very
important function which devolves upon the American people
and one in wbich every citizen of the United States, if he is
otherwise qualified, should have the unrestricted right to participate. It is ' frequently said, and I think the record would
prove the statement to be true, that many of the citizens of the
United States who are otherwise called upon to bear the obligations of citizenship are not permitted to exerci e the franchise.
To-day we are engaged in a great war, in which there seems to
be no distinction as to those upon whom the re ponsibility of
. engaging in the conflict shall fall. 'Ve ha>e not discriminated
in any way against any citizen of America in calling upon men
who are to fight the battles of the Nation. We have called upon
all freely. We have insisted that each man having the rights
of citizenship shall assume the responsible burden of citizenship
by shouldering a rifle and going to the front or doing such other
war duty as may be imposed upon him by the law. It may seem
important to report and enact a law imposing a fine of $1.000
and imprisonment for a year on anyone who may accept or pay
a bribe to induce a vote in favor of or against orne candidate
for office; but it seems to me it is still more important that the
committee having juri diction of bills of this sort should al o
report some bill which would give to the citizens of the United
States who are fighting its battles the right to vote. [Ap- .
piau e.] How many hundreds of thou ands of tho e men there
are who are denied the right to vote in America I am unable to
say, but there are hundreds of thousands of them, and in certain States of the Union if a man happens perchance to have a
black skin be is restricted in his right to exercise his privileges
as a citizen when it comes to election day, but when it comes
to fighting the battles of the Nation and spilling his blood upon
the fields of France, or el ewbere, there is no restriction. These
men are loyal citizens of America-Mr. RUCKEll. Is it not true that in many jurisdictions there
is also a property qualification?
Mr. MADDEN. There ought not to b~ any qualification that
will prevent a citizen of the United States, a man entitled to
citizenship, exercising his right to vote. We have 350,000 black
soldiers in the Army to-day, 10 per cent of all the men in the
Army. yet I undertake to say, without fear of successful eontradiction, that not 35,000 of those 350,000 are permitted to
vote either for President or for Members of the Senate or House
in certain States of the Union.
Mr. BLACK. Will the gentleman yield?
1\lr. MADDEN. Yes.
l\Ir. BLACK. I just want to say, speaking for the State of
Texas, that there is absolutely no discrimination at all there.
They are all on an equality in my State.
Ur. MADDEN. I undertake to say that if they were all on
an equality in all States, and all permitted to exerci e the same
rights of citizenship that all other citizens. of any other color
or birth, are permitted to exerci e, there would be a good many
Republicans in this House where there are to-day Democrats.
Mr. RUCKER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MADDEN. I yield.
l\fr. RUCKER. I want to say to the gentleman that in the
State of l\fis ouri, from which I come, there is no limitation
whatever on the right to vote. E>ery black man votes if he
wnDts to.
l\Ir. MADDEN. I am not making any complaint about 1\.li~
souri. I say that theRe men who are to-day fighting for the
freedom of America, for the honor of its flag, for the preserva-
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.tlon of its institutions, ought to have the same privilege to ex~
ercise their political rights that every other man bas. I say
that, and to the extent of my ability I shall insist that in the
future they shall have it; and if this Committee on the Election
of President and Vice President and Senators and Representatives in Congress would devote itself to the preparation and
presentation of a law that would place the citizenship of America, with respect to the exercise of their political right , on the
basis of equality, they would be doing a much greater work
than by the presentation of a bill that imposes a fine of a thousand dollars or imprisonment of a year on those who bribe a
vo~.!r or who accept a bribe, though I am heartily in favor of
the pending bill. To-day it takes 50,000 men to elect the average Member of Cong1·es from a northern State, and the average
number of votes cast in the Southern States for Members of
Congress is 2,500.
Mr. RAYBURN. Ob, no.
1\fr. MADDEN. You may have more votes at the primary,
but you do not have them at the ele<'tion. The primary there
is the election. I say that the primary in the South ought not
to be any different from the primary in the North. The oligarchy o-q.ght not to continue to control America when it prevents
the exercise of the franchise by the men who are willing to
give their blood for the preservation of the Nation.
Mr. RAYBURN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. 1\IADDEN. Yes.
1\Jr. RAYBURN. Take a di trict like the one I represent,
and there is no one in it that belongs to the gentleman' party.
1\lr. l\IADD&~. They would if all the citizens were allowed
to vote.
1\fr. RAYBURN. They are allowed to vote the same as white
people.
l\1r. MADDEN. But they are not counted. Of course, every.
body votes the Democratic ticket because they know that tlwre
is no chance to get the ballots counted if they vote for anybody
else.
·
1\fr. RAYBURN. Oh, that is entirely untrue.
1\fr. DUPRE. Do I understand that the remarks of the gen·
tleman from Illinois are to be construed as an indication that
if his party succeeds in getting control of Congress we llllly expect a force hill ?
Mr. MADDEX In re pan e to the inquiry of the gentleman
from Louisiana, the representation in Congre~s should be based
upon the citizen hip of the various States who are permitted to
vote and not upon the population without re!'pect as to whether
they are allowed to vote or not. That is the po ilion I take,
and that is the legitimate position to take.
Before the Civil War, of course. they counted the negroes in
the representation without any rig}lt to vote. Now they eount
them in the reprE-sentation and do not giye them the right to
vote, notwithstanding the laws of the land 1·eqnire them to accept every re ponsibility that eYery other citizen in the United
Sta tf's must a.· ume. I hope the gentleman from :Missouri,
the cl1airman of this great Committee on the Election of Pre~i·
dent, Vice Pre ident, and Representatives in Congre . will
use the great genius be possesses and formulate a bill which
will give every man in the Union, without r ~ard to color,
his full rights. I can assure him it would be promptly enacted
into law if the Democrats would but cooperate with the Republicans in the Congre s.
Mr. RUCKER. 1\.lr. Speaker, in view of the fact that my
name has been called frequently and that the longer thi is
debated the more harmony and felicity we have, I think we
bad better take up something el e, and I move the previous
question.
1\.lr. PARKER of New Jersey. Will the gentleman withhold
that? I want to speak for five minutes.
l\Ir. RUCKER. No; I think we had better take up something
else.
1\.lr. GOOD. Wi11 the gentleman ~·ithbold that? I desire
to offer an amendment to perfect the bill. I will say to the
gentleman that if he is going to try and crowd thi bill throu~h
without giving a chance to perfect it and make a real publicity
bill of it, he will have to have a quorum.
Mr. RUCKER. Let me ·say to the ~ent1eman tl1ere are no
terrors in that for me; if the IYentleman wants to do it, do it.
I do not propose to be bluffed by the gentleman from Iowa.
1\.lr. Speaker, I move tlle previous question on the bill and
amendments to final passage.
Mr. GOOD. I make the point of order that no quorum is
present. If the gentleman is afraid of a little publicity billl\.lr. RUCKER. Ob, the gentleman is camouflaging.
The SPEAKER. · All this talk is out of m·cler. The g-entleman from Iowa makes the point that no quorum is present, and
the Chair will count.
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Mr. Speaker, this bill is the first, and a very long step, toward
1\Ir. GILLETT. I !lope the gentleman "ill not insist on his
the United States making regulations as provided in this sec·
point of order.
Mr. GOOD. I will withdraw it if the gentleman from 1\Iis- tion as to the manner of electing Representatives and Senators
souri will withdraw his motion for the previous question. I heretofore controlled by the States. If the United States takes
jurisdiction of all, or concurrent jurisdiction over the conduct
have an amendment with real merit in it.
.
1\Ir. RUCKER. The gentleman can offer his amendment, and of elections, then with the powers in the hands of the United
States Department of Justice it may be possible in some cases in
I will consi<ler it.
The SPEAKER. Doe the gentleman from Missouri witl1draw the future that the ndministration may persecute men who are
running at the polls by attacking their methods and friends, as
his motion for the previous question~
Mr. RUCKER. I do not.
has often been done in autocratic governments. I do not fear
1\fr. GOOD. I am willing to withdraw the point of no quorum this now. We have honest Presidents and a republican form of
if the gentleman
withdraw his motion and allow me to government. But centralizing of power and of jurisdiction are
only too common tendencies. As a Republican I have for years
offer the amendment.
been pointing out to what an extent they are going on in this
1\Ir. llUCKEH. How long a time does the gentleman want?
country, and I stand where I have stood always, wherever it was
Mr. GOOD. I want only five minutes.
l\lr. RUCKER. 'Vell, Mr. Speaker, with the understanding proper, for local self~governrnent and for State rights and State
that I will be recognized at the end of five minutes, I will w·ith~ control of local matters under the general Constitution and
Union of the United States of America. [Applause.]
draw the motion of the previous question.
1\Ir. GOOD. 1\Ir. Speaker, a few days ago in a speech in this
1\Ir. GOOD. I will withdraw the point of no quorum.
1\Ir. :MAPES. Why does not the gentleman from Missouri ask Chamber I read from an original letter written by the Secre·
tary of the Iowa Democratic Club to a postmistress in my dis~
unanimous consent to limit debate?
l\Ir. RUCKER. l\Ir. Speaker, I will do that. I ask unani~ trict. The letter was delivered to her in the post office, so I
mons consent to limit debate on this bill to 17 minutes-5 min~ am informed. The letter said in so many words, "You owe us
utes to the gentleman from Iowa [Mr. Goon], 5 minutes to the $33, and you must pay." That was in violation of the criminal
gentleman from New Jersey [l\Ir. PABKER], 2 minutes to the code, which imposes a fine of $5,000 and imprisonment or a
gentleman from Illinois, and 5 minutes to mrself-and at the term of one or two years, or both, for such an offense. That
end of that time the prev:lous question shall be considered as letter is in my possession. It is open to the Department of
Justice to bring criminal proceedings against the bunch of fel·
ordered.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Missouri asks unani~ lows in my State who are going up and down the State collect·
mons consent that debate on this bill and all amendments thereto ing a 5 per cent assessment against postmasters and other public·
close in 17 minutes, at the end of which time the previous ques- officials, in violation of law, for the Democratic committee. Thnt
tion shall be ordered on the bill and amendments. Is there letter states that that committee is turning O\er to the Democratic
national committee $13,000 a year, and no report is made any~
objection?
where by the Iowa Democratic Club. No one can know where
'l'here ·was no objection.
l\Ir. GOOD. 1\Ir. Speaker, I offer the fo1lowing amendment, it gets its money. There have been no prosecutions of the
wholesale violation of the criminal code by this administration.
which I send to the desk and ask to have read.
l\fr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, there is an amendment already The Civil Service Commission, a nonpartisan q)mmission,
makes an indictment against the present administration that
P"IH.ling and has to be disposed of first.
The SPEAKER. 'Ve will have to dispose of the Walsh smells to high heaven, so far as the violation of election laws
amendment first, but the gentleman can send his amendment are concerned, nnd you not only fail to indict your officials but
you encourage them to go to the Government employees ·u nder
up for information.
them and collect political assessments from them, and if those
1\Ir. FOSTER. Why not vote on the other amendment first?
The SPEAKER. 'Ve will vote on it first. The Clerk will people fail to pay them your officials and your administration
fail to remove that kind of an official from office. That is the
report the Good amendment.
indictment, and it stands in black and white on page 15 of the
The Clerk read as follows :
Civil Service Commission's last report. I think we are laboring
Jm'lert as a new eection the following :
•
"That any local or State committee, club, or org::mization that col- to-day all in vain when we attempt to place on the statute books
lects funds for political purposes and which contributes any part of its a law which is meant to be enforced against Republicans, but
funds for the election of any Member of Congress, or to any political is to be winked at when it is violated by Democrats.
club, committee, or or.g anization which shall influence the result, or
The amendment that I have offered will put a stop to this
attempt to influence the resnlt. of an election of Representative in Congress shall he includEd within the term 'political committee' as defined violation of the spirit of the law if the law is to be enforced.
in the act of June 25, 1910, and acts amendatory thereof, and any such This ·w holesale violation of the spirit of the law by the great
locfll or State committee, club, or organization shall hereafter be required to make :J.Dd file statements as required of other political com~ Democratic Party, in organizing State clubs in order to get
mittces as provided by the act of June 25. 1910, and acts amendatory around and un<fer the protisions of the corrupt-practices law,
thereof."
is most contemptible.
l\lr. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Speaker, I am going to
1\Ir. HASTINGS. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
say a few words simply on the bill itself. It is stated here that
1\Ir. GOOD. And you bring in here now a little bill that is
this bill gives jurisdiction to the United States courts O\er the designed to prohibit the purchase of votes. Of course, the 1)1.11'·
conduct of elections with reference to bribery by any person, chase of votes ought to be prohibited; it ought to be prohibitE>d
ami bri!Jery is the one essential question as to the conduct of by the local authorities. It is prohibited by local authorities
elections. It is a question whether the amount being paid a man in all well-regtilated communities. I said a few moments agoas a watcher is a bribe or not, and whether the men who carry and I repeat it now-I have had some experience with elections
messages and the wagon used to transport people to the polls for the last 25 years in my State. During all of that time I
are sometimes hidden forms of bribery. This bill gives juris~ have ne\er heard of a single man in my State purchasing a
diction to the United States courts to have indictments found single vote, and I ha \e never heard of a man there selling a
as to the conduct of elections wherever any practice of bribery vote in my State. I ha\e heard, however, ancl I ha\e furnished
may be averred. Some years ago \Ye had what is called the positive proof of how you are violating the corrupt~practices
force bill, and it has been referred to to-day. That bill, besides law, and it seems to me that until you show some disposition,
giving jurisdiction to the United States courts o\er United and the party in power shows some disposition to enforce the
States congressional elections, authorized a lot of inspectors. la-ws we now have, it is \aln and idle for us to talk about putting
This bill does not authorize inspectors, but it may be pointed on the statute books additional legislation along this line. but if
out to the House that we have now what '"e had not then-a we are to amend this lnw, let us amend the law so it will ha\e
most tremendous Department of Justice, with an intelligence some teeth in it.
tlepnrtment :umexed, so that any administration-and I aru
1\Ir. CALD"WELL. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
talking of a hundred years hence-that chooses to use that vast
Mr. GOOD. I wanted first to yield to the gentleman fro~ .
machinery to find out whether anything has been or is being Oklahoma.
done ngainst United States statutes by their opponents can
1\Ir. HASTINGS. I do not care to a k the gentleman any_
exert the same power over and influence upon State elections question now.
which was so strongly objected to at the time of the so-called
l\1r. GOOD. I yield.
force bill. The num).)er of people employed as Go\ernment
1\Ir. CALDWELL. I wanted to know if the gentleman had
agents is' far greater than anything thought of then.
heard of the wholesale Republican purchase of Yotes in Ohio
Section 4 of Article I of the Constitution pro>ides:
here a little while ago?
The times, places, and manner of holding elections for Senators and
Mr. GOOD. I saw something in the newspapers about viola·
Representatives shnll he prescribed in each State by the legislature tions in Adams County by both parties, but I know nothing
thereof; but the Congress may at any time by law make or alter such
about it personally, and I read in the newspapers that in In~
re,gnlat_ion, except as to the places of choosing Senators.
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diana they have a whole lot of Democratic politicians in the except for purposes specified in the law, each and m·ery one of
Stntc prison for that offense.
which is lawful, and-1\fr. CARTER of Oklahoma. Is not that about all that the
1\fr. GOOD. Amend that so it will <lo that.
D(>J)artment of .Justice knO\YS about the charges of the gentleMr. RUCKER. Give me a chance. The gentleman's amendmnu?
ment would defeat this law.
::\Ir. GOOD. I do not believe it is. As I have said before, the
Mr. GOOD. Let us do it before election, not after.
loca l nnthorities ought to put every man in jail who will even
Mr. RUCKER. Would the gentleman favor turning the bribe
offer to sell a vote and ought to put every man in jail who giver loose to despoil and demoralize the citizens of his State
goes around during election and attempts to buy votes.
and every other State in the Union?
The SPEAR:ER. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. HASTINGS. Will the gentleman yield?
l\Ir. DE.NISO~. 1\Ir. Speaker, I want to offer an amendment.
Mr. RUCKER. I will.
On pa o·c 2, after the word "Congress," in line 1, insert "or any
l\fr. HASTINGS. This bill the gentleman has in mind would
candidate for elector for Pre ident or Vice President."
prevent the expenditure of $176,000 to secure a nomination for
The SPEAKER. 'l'hc Clerk will report the amendment.
United States Senator in any State in the Union?
The Clerk read as follows :
Mr. RUCKER. I will say to the gentleman from Oklahoma
P:t~e 2, line 1, after tbe word " Congress " insert tbe words " or any
[l\Ir. HASTIKGS] I may not be able to write a bill that will
camlidute for elector for Pre:;;idcnt or Vice President.
prevent such expenditure, but I can \Vrite one that will send
Mr. DENISON. l\Ir. Chairman, the effect of the amendment the scoundrels to the penitentiary if the law is enforced.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. FosTER). The time of the
simply i. to enlarge the scope of the law so as to make it unla \Yful to buy votes for Pre ident or Vice President, or for their gentleman has expired; all time has expired. 'rhe question
elector~.
Now, I think, while we are enacting this legislation is on the amendment of the gentleman from l\Iassachu etts
we migllt as well make it a little more comprehensiYe. Of [Mr. WALSH].
course, this law will not be enacted in time to do any good or
The question was taken, and the Chair announced the noes
reach anyone violating any of its provisions at this election, seemed to have it.
but it will perhaps be of value at tl1e election two years from
On a division (demanded by l\Ir. 'V.HsH) there were--nyes
now; and while we are making it applicable to elections of Sen- 30, noes 31.
atoi and Representatives, why not make it applicable to Presil\Ir. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I ask for tellers-I withdruw the
dent and Vice President? I am sure that all Members of the demand.
House are in favor of the provisions of this bill as it is now
So the amendment was rejected.
framed, am1 I am sure that all of us do not want bribery in the
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The ne:-t amendment is the one
election of President and Vice President; then why not let this offered by the gentleman from Iowa [Ur. GooD].
bill be comprehensive enough to do that when we can do it in a
The question was taken, and the Speaker pro tempore an:-:imple provision by these half a dozen words in the bill. I hope nounced the noes seemed to have it.
this amendment will carry. I am sure the Senate will accept
On a divisio1,1 (demanded by Mr. GooD) there were-ayes 19,
it and it will become part of the law.
noes 36.
.
i\Ir. RUCh.'"ER. Mr. Speaker, I repeat, I hope all of these
So the amendment was rejected.
amendments will be \Oted down. I do not believe the gentleThe SPEAKER pro tempore. The question now is on the
man from Iowa would want his amendment adopted if . he
thought it could be adoptecl. It looks to me that on certain amendment offered by the gentleman from Illinois [l\lr. DE~I
occasions the o-entleman throws Wmself into fits and deals soN].
l\Ir. DENISON. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
largely in im·ective for political purposes. I think his conduct
proceed for one minute. I am going to withdraw the amendsuggest, thnt somebody is trespassing upon Ws ancient right.s.
ment.
l\£r. I!A.;.'\HLTON of l\lichigan. Why not call hi bluff?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection? [After a
Mr. RUCKER. Way back years and years ago there was a
national scandal in this country about certain officeholders, all pause . ] The Chair hears none.
l\fr. DENISON. l\Ir. Speaker, it has been called to my attenof whom were Republicans, levying tribute upon civil-service
or the departmental clerks, all of whom were Republicans, until tion that presidential electors are not ofl:icers or a~ents in any
the country finally aro e in its righteousness and forced the sense of the Federal Government. The gentleman from Ken·
adoption of the rivil-sen:ice law and in effect said, "You should tucky [Mr. SHERLEY] mentioned the matter to me first, and
not do this any more." Now, I rather think it is possible that afterwards a decision of the Supreme Court was presentetl to
somewhere Democrats who hun~ been afflicted with Republic.an me by the gentleman from Indiana [1\ir. MooREs], which seems
as ociation have occasionally follo\Ved the Republican ancient to hold that presidential electors are not officers of the United
practice of levying tribute on those people, but if they have done States but are strictly State officers, although they are. proso at times I am sure it is "a custom more honored in the vided for in the Constitution. And therefore, if that deci:o;ion
breach than in the ob. ei"\ance." Very few Democrats ever did states the law, it would seem not to be proper to pass a law
a thing like tl1at. But let me suggest that the gentleman's providing for a penalty of this kind for bribery in connection
amendmeut if adopted would require to be sent to the National with the election of electors.
l\Ir. RUCKER. Notwithstanding that position, which is
Capital after every election, every two years, somewhere ·from
10,000 to 50,000 reports. Did you know it? We would have wholly true, still I think Congress has a perfect right to legis·
piled np llere some\Vhere in some basement room, some disused late with reference to everything that pertains to a presidenan<l abandoned space, some space only fit for mice and owls to tial election, for the reason that electors are elected at an
infest-we would lmve here somewhere from 25,000 to 75,000 election at which Members of Congress and Senators are electetl..
Mr. DENISON. Now, I will ask the gentleman thi.s question:
reports. In fact, there is absolutely no limit to the number,
but it is safe to say that we would necessarily have 25,000, and Do you think, then, a State would have that right?
mi.,.ht have any number of thousands. Now, who would read
l\fr. RUCKER. Unquestionably.
them, let me ask? What does it concern the good people of the
Mr. DENISON. If the gentleman is of thnt opinion, I will
old pine State of Maine that some irregularity in an election has not withdraw the amendment. I have great respect for the
occurred maybe in the gentleman's district in Iowa? What does opinion of the gentleman from Missouri.
it concern the people in the grand old Commonwealth of Texas
Mr. RUCKER. I understood the gentleman to withdra '"" it.
if somethin~ goes wrong in the old Commonwealth of Massa- It is immaterial to me, however.
chusett ? What doas it signify to the general public if somel\lr. DENISON. I will not withdraw it, then, l\Ir. Speakee.
thing is wrong in some one community? ·w ho would eYer hear
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the amen<lof it unless we could send the gentleman from Iowa to pry into ment of the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. DENISON].
it and come back here and make a political speech on it? I
The question was taken, and the Chair announced that the
say that with all respect to the gentleman, I have -traveled the noes seemed to have it.
pnth uggested by him but I quit it because it pro,ed to be such
l\Ir. DENISON. Mr. Speaker, I ask for a division.
an absurd proposition.
The committee divided ; and there were--ayes 30, noes 3G.
l\lr. GOOD. Will the gentleman yield?
So the amendment was rejected.
I l\lr. RUCKER. Certainly.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The qu~tion is on the third
' l\fr. GOOD. How are you going to touch these committees, reading of the Senate bill as amended.
.
such as I have <le cribed?
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
Mr. RUCKER I sugge. ted awhile ago if you are in as good third time, and passed.
faith as I am, help me pas this law. I am willillg to go on
On motion of 1\fr. Rt:cK.ER, a motion to reconsider the vote by
record in an attempt to stop the expenditure of a single dollar which the bill was passed 'vas laid on the table.
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OF .JUSTICE IN NAVY.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will call the first
pill ou the calendar relating to the Naval Affairs Committee.
The Clerk read as follows:
A bill (H. R. 107-17) providing for the better administration of justice in the Navy.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present consideration of this bill?
l\fr. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
I would like to have some statement as to the reason why the
Navy Department seeks jurisdiction to punish a former seaman
or officer beyond the term of his original enlistment for a crime
committed while serving a sentence of imprisonment?
1\Ir. OLIVER of Alabama. Perhaps the Navy Department
now has that authority. Some doubt, however, has been expres ed, and it was thought well by this bill to clear up all doubt.
Thi condition might occur: That a month before the expiration
of one's term of enlistment and while serving a prison sentence,
the pri oner may commit a very grave offense or he might commit such offense the ne:rt day after his term of enlistment had
terminated, serving a prison sentence. T.b.ere certainly should
be no question as to the right of the Navy to punish for such
nn offense. And this bill simply removes all question of doubt
on that subject. In reference to officers who are serving a
prLon sentence, it is the practice of the Navy to always dismiss them from the service as soon as the sentence has been
imposed. And if after their dismissal · they commit while in
prison another offense, this bill makes certain the na\al authority to punish for such offense. That is the whole purpose of
the bill.
·
l\lr. STAFFORD. Under the authority of this bill the officials of the Navy Department would be permitted to punish un
enlisted man even if the offense committed was not really committe(} against the discipline or good order or rules of the Navy
Der '"1 rtment.
I\ll·. OLIVER of Alal>ama. While he is serving a prison sentence-.
1\lr. STAFFORD. They can keep on punishing hlm and
punishing him, ad infinitum.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Of course, that is predicated on
the assumption that he is duly convicted for some offen e
charged while serving a prison sentence.
l\IJ·. STAFFORD. Originally duly convicted, he commits a
minor offense which is not regarded favorubly by some naval
official and he is .PUnished agaln, aud maybe for some minor
prison offense.
l\1r. OLIYER of Alabama. To maintain discipline I think
the gentleman will readily recognize that the Navy should
unque tionably be given authority to punish for an offense committed by one serving i.l prison sentence. I think the authority
already exists, b'\lt it was thought well to clear up any pos··ible
doubt by pas ·ing this bill.
Mr. STAFFORD. Of course, I can see where this might be
abu. e-J. I can see also where there is need of vesting authority
in the naval officers to punish an enlisted man who has been
sentenced, "·hen he is guilty of a further infraction of the rules
or infraction of discipline.
. l\1r. OLIVER of Alabama. Of course, there is opportunity
for n.ny authority to be abused. I do not tl1ink it would be in
instances of this kind, however.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the consideration of the bill? [After a phnsc.] The Chair hears none.
The Clerk will repo!.·t the bill.
The Clerk read as follows :
Be it enacted, etc., That all persons serving in confinement pursuant
1:o a cluly approved sentence of a n:n·a.l court-martial shall

until dis-

charged from confinement, remain subject in all respects to the articles
for the government of the Navy and all other laws for th1:! administration of justice in the Navy, and shall be liable to trial by courtsmar1:jal under sald articles and laws for offenses committed while
under any sentence imposed pursuant to the first or any subsequent
tria l by court-martial.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the en<•Tossrnent and third reading of the bill.
"'
The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time
.w as rcn.d the third time, nnd passed.
'
On motion of ~fr. Oun:n of Alabama, a motion to reconsider
the \ote whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table.
'l'hc SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the next
one.
EXTE!~SIOX OF W.iR-RISK INSURANCE ACT.

The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
:wns the bill (H. R. 1293-1) to ex.'i:end certain pro-visions of the
;war-risk insurance act of September 2, 1914, as amended to
cadets at the United States .Military Academy and midshipmen
'l~ t?e !Jnited States Nan\! Academy~
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The title of the bill was read.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. I s there objection?
1\Ir. OLIVER of Alabama. Mr. Speaker, I ask that this bill
be considered in the House as in Committee of the Whole.
·
Mr. RAYBURN rose.
1\Ir. WALSH. I object to the consideration of the bill, but
I will withhold the right to object for a moment.
Mr. RAYBURN. Does the gentleman object?
1\Ir. WALSH. Yes; I object.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Objection is heard.
1\Ir. OLIVER of Alabama. I ask unanimous consent, Mr.
Speaker, that this bffi be passed over witho-ut prejudice.
Mr. STAFFORD. This bill may be placed on the calendar
at a subsequent time. It would be better to ha\e it stricken bff
now. I object.
The SPEAKER p1·o tempore. Objection is made, and the bill
goes off the calendar. The Clerk will report the next one.
Mr. LANGLEY. l\Ir. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state it. ·
Mr. LANGLEY. I lu1ve had placed on the calendar two bills, .
one known as the maimed soldiers' bill and the other known as
the Army nurse bill. I want to inquire of the Chair why it is
that they can not be taken up?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under the rule for unanimous
consent these bills must have been placed on the calendar three
days in advance.
l\lr. LANGLEY. I thought the rule required that they must
be on the other calendar for three day .
The SPEAKER pro tempore. No. They must ha\e been on
the Unanimous Consent Calendar for three days.
Mr. LANGLEY. They must be on that calendar three clays
before they can be considered?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Yes.
P"CRCHASE OF UNIFORMS BY NAVAL OFFICEitS.

The next bu iness on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 12945) providing for the purcha e of uniforms, accouterments, and equipment by officers of the Navy,
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, and midshipmen at the Naval
Academy from the Go\ernment at cost.
The title ''a· read.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
l\lr. WALSH. Reserving the right to object, 1\Ir. Speaker, I
would like to ask the gentleman from Alabama if the omission
of the Coast Guard Cadets from this legislation was inad\ertent
or intentional? The Coast Guard, as the gentleman knows, maintains an academy at New London, Conn., where they give a
course of instruction to young men who desire to become officers
in that branch of the service, and those men have to procure
uniforms, and so forth. They are not co\ered by the provisions
of this measure.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Tlley were not included in the
original bill when it was before. the committee, and the question of extending this right was not considered.
l\Ir. WALSH. 'Vould the gentleman see any serious objection
to incorporating an amendment for midshipmen at the Naval
Academy and cadets at the Coast Guard Academy?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. I would not like to assent to that
offhand, because we have had no hearings on the subject. Per·
sonally I haYe no objection to it.
.l \fr. " 'ALSH. In the absence of definite information, I do
not think we should pass thi legislation, and I will therefore
object.
l\fr. ESCEI. :Mr. Speaker, if the gentleman will permit, I
think that the reason is perhap · because the Coast Guard is
unrler the Treasury Department. But it has been temporarily
placeu un<ler the 1"ayy Depa rtment during the perio-d of the
war.
. Mr. 'VALSH. You take care of the officers of the Coast
Guard, and you take care of the midshipmen at the Naval
Academy.
l\Ir. ESCH. It..obtains only while they are operating with the
Navy.
l\lr. WALSH. The Coa t Guar<l Academy is under the jurisdiction of the Navy Department.
Mr. ESCH. Only during the war emergency, since tlle Coast
Guard was taken O\er by the Na\y.
1\Ir. WALSH. The gentleman does not get my point. We
are going to provide that the officers of the Coast Guard, while
they are operating with the Navy-1\Ir. OLIVER of Alabama. I will interpose no abjection if
the gentleman will offer an amendment to that effect.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. This is a Union Calendar bill.Does t11e gentleman from Alabama desire to ask that it be considered in the House as in Committee of the Whole 't
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~Ir. OLIVER of Alabama. Yes; l\Ir. Speaker, I ask that this
bill be considered in the House as in Committee of the Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the gentleman's request?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the bilL
The Clerk read as follows :

Be it enacted, etc., That hereafter uniforms, accouterments, and
equipment shall, upon the request of any officer of the Navy or any
officer of the Marine Corps or any officer of the Coast Guard while
operating with the Navy or any midshipman at the Naval Academy, be
furnished by the Government at cost. subject to such restrictions and
regulations as t..he Secretary of the Navy may prescribe.

1\fr. WALSH. ~Ir. Speaker, I offer an amendment.
-The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from :Massachusetts offers an amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. WALSH: Page 1, !ine 7. after the word
"Academy," insert the words "or cadets at the Coast Guard Academy."

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to
the amendment offered by the gentleman from Massachusetts.
The amendment was agreed to.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the engrossment and third reading of the bill as amended.
The bill as amended was ordered to be engrossed and read
a third time, was read the third time, and passed.
On motion of Mr. OLIVER of Alabama, a motion to reconsider
tile vote whereby tbe bill was passed was laid on the table.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the next
bill.
PRO::MOTIO~

OF MABINE OFFICERS SERVING WITH THE ABMY.
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.ADDITIONAL PAY FOB WARRANT OFFICEnS.

The next business on tbe Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H.' R. 12915) to provide additional pay for warrant officers on shore duty beyond the continental limits of the
United States.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
1\fr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the rigbt to object, I should like to inquire of tl1e gentleman ha-ving charge
of this bill why warrant officers of the Navy on shore duty-for
instance, on the Isthmus of Panama--should t·eceive higher pay
than warrant officers on shore duty in continental United States
of America?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. The Chief of the Bureau of Navigation reported that the expenses of those on shore duty abroad
are now very l1eavy, and, since the chief warrant officers and
the commissioned officers of the Navy are entitled to this increase, 1t was thought but just that warrant officers should be
entitled to the increase while performing foreign-shore service.
The department has recommended that the same increase be
extended to t.be warrant officers now enjoyed by the chief warrant officers and the commissioned officers.
Mr. STAFFORD. Are not the expenses of these warrant
officers on shore duty in the United States just as heavy ns the
eA.'lJenses of these warrant officers performing uuty down in
the Virgin Islands or in Porto Rico or the Philippines or on the
Isthmus of Panama?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. As the gentleman knows, a great
ronny of these warrant otli<'ers are in France, in Ireland, in
England, and some in Italy.
Mr. STAFFORD. And a great many down in Porto Rico
and Santo Domingo and on the Isthmus of Panama.
1\fr. OLIVER of Alabama. Some of them.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. And yet the cost of living down there is
less than in the United States.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. It includes those.
Mr. STAFFORD. Surely.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. The chief of the bureau state<l
that, in view of the heavy expense now incident to foreign
service, he felt the same increase enjoyed by the chief warrant
officers for foreign service should be given to warrant officers..
The gentleman will understand that the pay of warrant officers
as compared with that of the chief warrant officers and that of
commissioned officers is small.
Mr. STAFFORD. I understand we have increased their pay
within the past few years to meet the increased cost of living.
For the time being, Mr. Speaker, I object.
1\Jr. OLIVER of Alabama. Will the gentleman consent tlmt
this be pas~ed without prejudice?
Mr. STAFFORD. The gentleman will hav-e an opportunity
of putting it on the calendar again.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wisconsin
objects. The Clerk will report the next bill.

The next bu iness on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was tile bill (H. R. 12916) to pro-vide for the temporary promotion of commissioned officers of the Marine Corps serving
with the Army.
The title of the bill was read.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is tbere objection to tbe present consideration of this bill?
Mr. STAFFORD. I re erve the right to object, and before
objection is waiveu I would like to have t e gentleman from
Alabama explain what positions are open to the commissioned
officers of the Marine Corps to which they are not pri-vileged at
present under existing law?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Under the exi ting law the Marine officers now serving under Gen. Per hing can not be promoted as the Army officers are, and this bill simply serves to
remove that restriction, and provides tbat while they are serving 'with the Army they can be promoted as Army officers are.
The promotions are only temporary and to continue during
their service with the Army.
Mr. STAFFORD. I understand that the officers of the Marine Corps serving with tbe Army may be promoted to additional rank in the Marine Corps.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. They can not be promoted while
serving witll tbe Army. It seems to have been an inadvert~nt
omi sion. This bill simply gives them the same opportunity
MEDALS OF HONOR.
that Regular Army officero. have while tlley are sen·ing with
The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
the Army. It is a temporary promotion.
was the bill (H. R. 12194) to provide for the ::1\-vard of medals
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. FosTER). Is tbere objec- of honor, distinguished-service medals, and Navy crosse , and
tion?
for other purposes.
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the title of the bilL
t The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk wlll report the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the pres' Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. I ask unanimous consent tbat this ent consideration of this bill?
bill be considered in the House as in Committee of the Whole.
Mr. S'l'A.FFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Alabama this is rather an important bill and a lengthy bill. We passed
nsks unanimous consent that tlle bill be con iderE'd in the House in the Army appropriation act of this year a bill very extensive
us in Committee of the Whole. Is there objection?
in its scope, granting to the War Department · the privilege of
'Ihere was no objection.
mvarding medals of honor similar to what is intended by this
'l'he bill was read, as follows :
bill for the naval service. I wish to inquire of the gentleman
'
Be it enacted, etc., That commis ione<l officers of the Marine Corps, having the bill in charge whether this is identical in its phrasef1etached for duty with the Army under the provisions of section 1621,
Revised Statutes, ha!l be eligible; in the same manner as officers of the ology with that bill?
Regular Army, ' for temporary promotion to higher grades in any of
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Absolutely, except so as to make
the forces provided by the act entitled "An act to authorize the Pl·esi- it conform to the Navy.
nent to -increase temporarily the Military Establishment of the United
Mr. ST~>\FFORD. In all particulars?
States." approved May 18, 1917: Prov'ided, That officers of the Marine
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. In all particulars, I think.
Corps temporarily promoted to higher grades in any of the force!'! of
the Army under the provisions of tbig act shall not thereby vacate
Mr. DENT. As I recollect, we hau the Navy included in the
their permanent appointments or commission , or be prejudiced in thE'ir
relative lineal standing in the Marine Corps: Provtded turthet·, That medal-of-honor bill, but tho Secretary of the Navy objected to
temporary vacancies in the Marine Corps caused by the appointment its going in there, and so we struck the Navy out. Has ho
of officers to higher g1·ades in the Army shall be temporarUy fillefl in changed his mind on that subject?
the same manner as ie now prescribed by law : And provided further,
lli. OLIVER of Alabama. I think the Secretary of the "Navy
That the temporary promotions herein authorized shall continue only
in a letter to the committee recommended that this bill puss. ·
while such officers arc detached t'or duty with the Army.
l\Ir. DENT. There is one ot11er point in there that has been
The bill was oruered to be engros. ed and read a third time,
called to my attention.
nnd was accordingly read the thlrd time and passed.
~Ir. ST~>\FFORD.
One moment. There is nothing in the reOn motion of l\lr. 0LIYER of Alabama, a motion to reconsider
port to show that the Secretary of the Navy has changed. his
the vote by which the bill was passed was laid on the table.
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minu. 'l'bere is nothing in the report to show nny letter from
the Secretary of the Navy, as is customary on bills ~cting the
na\al service. The Secretary of the Navy is not inclined to
change his mind on tbes~ matters oYernight.
nlr. OLIVER of Alabama. I was in error in stating that the
Secretary had written n letter; but Admiral Palmer., the head
of the .Bureau of Navigation, uppeared before the committee
runl strongly urged the passage of this bill.
Mr. STAFFORD~ I think we ought to hear from the Secretary of the Navy, in view of the statement made by the chairman of the Committee on Military Affairs that he opposed the
awarding of these medals of honor to members of the Navy. I
ask that the bill be passed over without prejudice.
1\Ir. OLIVER of Alabama. I am not sure that the gentleman
from Alabama [Mr. DE.L""\'T] is corr:ect in his recollecti'on. I haYe
no reCollection myself of the Secretary having written a letter
in opposition to it.
1\lr. DENT. I am going to ILake a statement which, I think,
will clear up this matter. All I can say is that when the medal
bill, which was one reported by the Military Affairs Committee
of the House, wns called up on the Unanimous Consent Calendar~ I do not remember whether by the gentleman from
Nebraska [1\lr. SHALLENBERGER] or the gentleman from Kan as
[1\lr. ANTHONY], the chairman of the Naval CoiLmittee [1\lr.
PADGETT] objected and made the statement that the Secretary
of the Navy did not want the Navy included in the bill.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I wish to confirm the statement made by
the gentleman fTom Alabama [1\lr. DENT], that when the bill
was presented the gentleman from Tennessee {Mr. P ADGE'rT]
stated that the Secretary of the Navy was opposed to bills of
that character. I thought perhaps he had changed his mind, but
now I find there is no evidence of his having changed his mind.
1\Ir. OLIVER of Alabar&'U. There may have been at that time
rea ons for the Secretary making such request, but I hope the
gentleman will not interpose an objection simply because it is
reported that some time in the past the Secretary of the Navy
may have said that he was not insisting that the Army bill include the Navy.
I feel sure there is no objection by the Navy Department to
this legislation p.nd certainly no one can now suggest any reason
why young men serving in the Navy should not be accorded the
same rights as those in the Army, wllether the Secretary ever
objected to it or not. I hope the gentlen.um from Wisconsin
will not interpo e an objection.
1\lr. DENT. Will th~ gentleman yitld?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Yes.
1\lr. DENT. I did not intend to raise any {)bjection; I was
simply recalling what I thought had occurred on a previous
occasion. The. main purpose that I had in interrupting the
gentleman was to make this suggestion: In the medal-of-honor
bill which was incorporated in the l.lct of July 19, 1918, we
provided for some sort of legislation for those who served in
the Spanish-American War and tho e who had served on the
Mexican border. The Adjutant General's office has ruled that
both must be tacked together under the L.'lngunge in the bill.
That was not intended. It was intended to separate the two
and give the veterans of the Spanish-American War some recognition, and also those who served ou the Mexican border a
separate recognition. A measure before the Military Committee
will undertake to correct by amendment that bill. If the Naval
Committee has followed the language of that bill, they may find
themselves in the same situation.
l\11·. OLIVER of Alabama. Is there any objection on the part
of the gentleman from Alabama to the passage of this bill?
1\lr. DENT. Oh, no; I have no objection to it.
1\Ir. 1\IcARTHUR. Wil1 the gentleman yield?
lllr. OLIVER of Alabama. Yes.
i\1r. 1\IcARTHUll. Is it not true that we can give medals of
honor to the soldiers in the Army, but not to the marines who
:fight by the side of them?
M:r. OLIVER of Alabama. Yes.
l\Ir. SLOAN. I trust, Mr. Speaker, that the gentleman from
\\·i::;('onsin will not interpose the objecHon, especially on the
ground of demanding proof of the change of mind of the department. A good deal of time has elapsed and may we not indulge
in the pre..<mmption that llc has already changed his mind?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Mr. Speaker, I want to say in
justice to the Secretary of the Navy that the only objection I
recall eve•· offered of this kind related to medals offered or
given by foreign governments. I do not recall, and I find no
member of the committee present who recalls, that the Secreta..ry e>er made an objection to a bill of this kind. The confusion
may ba\e arisen altogether "from the fact that it was said at one
time that he objected to foreign governments conferring medals
on officers and men of the Navy.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. I s there objection?
There. was no objection.
.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Mr. Speake1·, I ask unanimous
consent that the bill be considered in the House as in Oom·
mi ttee of the Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to tilC request of the gentleman from .Alabama?
There was no objection.
The Clerk r ead the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the President of th~ United States be, and

he is hereby, authorized to present, in the name of Congress, a medal
of honor to any person who, while in the na:;al service of the United
StateF, shall, in action involving actual conflict with tile enemy. distinguish himself conspicuously by gallantry and intrepidity at the risk or
his life above and beyond the call of duty and without detriment to t'he
mission of his command or the command to which attached.
StJ<:. 2. That the President be, and he hereby is, further authorlzoo to
present, but not in the nam.~ of Congress, a distinguished-serdce medal
of appropriate design and a ribbon, together with a rosette or other
device to be worn in lieu tht>reof., to any person who, while In the naval
service of the United States, since the 6th day of April, 1917, has dl.c;;~
tinguished, or who hereafter shall distinguish, himself by exceptionally
meritorious service to the Government in a duty of great responsibllity.
SEc. 3. That the President be, and be hereby is, further authorized to
present, but not in the name of Congress, a Navy cross of appropriato
design and a ribbon, together with a rosette or other device to be worn
in ll!:'u thereof, to any person who. while in the naval service of tho
United States, since the 6th day of April, 1917, bas distinguished, or.
who shall hereafter distinguish, himself by extraordinary heroism or
distinguished servic£- in the line of his profcssio~ such heroism or
service not being ~'~ufficient to justify the award of a medal of honor or
a distingnish~d-serrice medal.
SEC. 4. That -each enlisted or enrolled person of the na>al service to
whom is awarded a medal of honor, distinguished-service medal, or a.
Navy cross shall, for each such award, te entitled to additional pay at
the rate of $2 per month !rom the date of ·the distinguished act or
service on which the award is based, and each bar, or other suitable
emblem or insignia. in lieu of a medal of honor, distinguished-service
medal. or Navy cro s, as hereinafter provided for, shall entitle him to
further additional pay at the rate of $2 per month from the date of
the distinguished act or service for which the bar is awarded, :and sucll
additional pay snail continue throughout his active service, whether
such service shal! or shalJ not be continuous.
SEc. 5. That no more than one medal of hono-r or one distinguished~
service mroal or one Navy cross shall be issued to any one person; but
for each succeeding deed or service sufficient to justifl' the awaro of
a medal of bono, or a distinguished-service medal or Navy cross, re·
spectively, the President may award a suitable bar, or other suitable
emblem or insignia, to be worn with the decoration and the correspond·
ing rosette or other device.
SEc. 6. That the Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to ex·
pend from the appropriation " Pay of the Navy," of the Navy Df'l}artment, so much as may be necessary to defray the cost of the medals of
honor, distinguished-service medals, nnd Navy crosses. and bars em·
blems, or insignia llereln provided for. and so much as may be neces·
;sary to replace any medals, crosses. bars, emblems. or insignia as are
herein or may heretofore have been provided for: Pro1Jidcd. That such
replacemPnt shall be made only in those cases where the medal of
honor, distinguished-service m!:'dal, or Navy cross, or bar, emblem, or
insignia presented under the provisions of this or u.ny other act shall
have been lo!;t, destroyed, or rendered unfit for use without fault Ql'
neglect on the part •Jf the p!:'~·son to whom it was awarded, .and shall bn
made without charge thr::refor.
SEC. 7. That, except as otherwise prescribed herein, no medal of
honor, distinguished-service medal. Navy cross, or bar or other suitable
emblem or insignia in Heu of either of said m!:'dals or of said cross
shall be issued to any person after more than five years from the date
of the act or service justifying the award thereof, nor unless .a specific
statement or report distinctly setting forth the act or distinguished
service and suggPsting or recommending official recognition tbP.reof
shall have been made by his naval superior through official cbannels
at the time of the act or service or within three years thereafter.
SEc. 8. That In case an individual who shall distinguish himself di!:'s
before thP. making of the award to which be may be entitled the award
may neverth~less be made and the medal or cross or tlle bnr or other
emblem or insignia pre ented within five years from the date of the
act or service justifying the award thereof to such representative of
the deceased as tlle President may designate: Provided, That no me!lal
or cross or no bar OI' other emblem or insignia shall be awardeo or presented to any individual or to the representative of any individual
whose entire service subsequent to the time he distinguished himself
shall not have been honorable: Provided further, That in cases of persons now ln the naval service for whom tlle award of the medal of
honor has been recommended ln full compliance with then existing regulations, but on account of services which, though insufficient fully to
justify the- award of the mt>dal of honor, appears to have bean such as
to justify the award of the distinguished-service medal or Navy cross
hereinbefore provided for, such cases may he considered and acted upon
under the provisions of this act authorizing the award of the distinguished-service medal and ~avy cross notwithstanding that said sen-ices may have been rendered more than five yea1·s before said case~
shall have been considered as authorized by this proviso, but all consideration or any action upon any of said cases shall be ba ed exclusively upon official records now on file in the Navy Department.
.SEC. 9. That the President be, and be hereby is. authorized to deicgate. under such conditions, regulations, and limitations as be shall
prescribe, to flag officers wbo are commanders in chief or commanding
on important independent duty the power conferred upon him by tNs
act to award thl? Navy cross; a.nd be is further authorizt>d to make
from time to time any and an rules. r!:'gulations, and oruers which he
shall deem necessary to carry into effect the provisions of this act and
to execute thP full purpose and intention thereof.
.
SEC. 10. That all acts or parts of nets relating to the award of
medals of honor, as such, 1n so far as rights thereunder ha>e not already accrued, are hereby repe.a led.

Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I desire to ask the gentleman wlw
hn.s charge of this measure if section 10 is not ratl1er a dangerous
section to include in this act. It provides tllnt all awarus relating to medals of honor, in so far a rjghts thereunder have
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not accrued, are hereby r~pealed. There is an act relating to
the award of medals of honor to members in the military servicc. The rights thcre1mder have not accrued and may accrue in
the future, if this section is left in this bill, conferring the right
to award these medals is to be repealed.
111r. OLIVER of Alabama. I assume that that matter was
looked into by the committee, and it was thought that by the
repeal of other laws relating to the Navy we would be doing no
injustice to anyone in the naval service.
Mr. WALSH. But this is not confined to the naval service.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. The bill relates only to those in
the naval service. If the gentleman thinks that this would interfere in the slightest with the bill in relation to the Army-I
do not think it does-he can offer an amendment. It certainly
is not intended to repeal any act relating to the Army.
1\Ir. \V ALSH. But it says " that all acts or parts of acts relating to the award of medals of honor, as such, in so far as
rights thereunder have not already accrued, are hereby repealed." It does not say to members of the naval service.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. If the gentleman will offer an
amendment-Mr. \V ALSH. I do not care to offer an amendment until I
learn why it is necessary to have it in there. I understood by
the colloquy that took place before consent was given to take
the bill up, that an intimation was made that at present the
Congress had provided that medals of honor might be awarded
to soldiers and marines, and that there was no provision for
medals of honor for members in the naval service. If that be
so, section 10 would not apply to any law relating to the Navy,
because there is no law providing for medals of honor for the
Navy.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. The gentleman understands that
this bill was heard by the committee when I was away, and I
·
I
am not as familiar with the hearmgs as would otherwise be.
I will offer an amendment to limit it absolutely to the Navy
since the question has been raised.
,.f WALSH I th" k th
tl
ld
th t th
.~_, r.
•
lD
e gen eman wou agree
a
e
validity or purpose of the act would not be seriously affected
if section 10 were eliminated in toto.
· f
t•
I
Mr. OLIVER
· of AIa b ama. S 0 f ar as my lll orma IOn goes
co not think it would be, but I would prefer that it remain in
an(} go to conference.
·
th t th
h 1
Mr. STAFF ORD· Th e gen tl eman IS aware a
e w 0 e purpose of the bill is framed with the idea that this shall take the
place of any other award of medals of honor, and I think there
is no need whatever of section 10, because by the very phraseplogy it supersedes the existing law.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Mr. Speaker, I move to strike
out section 10.
The SPEAKER p!·o tempore. The Clerk will report the amenurnent.
The Clerk read as follows:
( Page 6, strike out section 10.
' The SPEAKER pro· tempore. The question is on the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be engrossed and read a
third time, was read the third time, and passed.
On motion of 1\Ir. OLIVER of Alabama, a motion to reconsider
the vote whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table.
CERTAIN NEW RATINGS IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY.

· The next business on the Calendar for Unanimous Consent
was the bill (H. R. 10849) to establish certain new ratings in
the United States Navy.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the consideration of the bill?
.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object on
any of these that are new.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. All of the ratings provided for in
this bill are new rating ·. The bill provides new ratings for gunners' mates, quartermasters, and electricians who have been performing these duties. In view of the large increase in Navy
personnel, the Bureau of Navigation recommends that these new
ratings be given. They think it will tend to greater efficiency.
The gentleman will understand how important the torpedo work
now is, and this bill will give ratings to those doing such work
thus permitting them to specialize in such work.
'
Mr. WALSH. I appreciate the importance of the work, of
course, and I assume that the work is being performed and that
activities are being carried on in the absence of this legislation,
and that t11is is only to give effect to a plan that has been
inaugurated.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Yes; they are now being carried
on by those with ratings as gunners' mates, electricians, and
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quartermasters, and it wns thought they should be giyen special
ratings. It will not add new men nor increase the pay.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, I direct the gentleman's attention to the phraseology in section 2:
That the aforesaid rates of pay shall be subject to such increases of
pay and allowances as are or may hereafter be authorized by law for
enlisted men of the Navy.

Of course, that intends that they shall be the recipients of
additional pay in the future. \Vhat is the necessity for these
new classifications? Frequently we have had bills brought in
here from the Committee on Naval Affairs providing for new
classifications, with higher pay, with the statement that it does
not lay any additional burden on the Treasury; but there must
be some p~rpose in providing these ratings. These men are
not receiving these salaries as prescribed in this bill to-day.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. They are if they are rateu as
chief gunners or electricians. The statement is made by Admira! Palmer, or by some one from the department, in the hearings, that there will be no increase in pay or numbers, and that
the bill simply gives ratings to chief gunners, electricians, or
quartermasters now performing these special duties.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill? [After a pause.] The Chair
hears none. This bill is on the Union Calendar.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent that it be considered in the House as in Committee of
the Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
There was no objection. '
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the bill.
The bill was read, as follows:
Be it e1tactetl, etc., That the following new ralinl?s, with the specified rates of base pay per month, be, and they are nereby, established
in the United States Navy:
'
Seaman branch : .Chief torpedoman, $50 acting appointment, and
$N permanent aypomtment; torpedoman, first class, $40; torpedoman,
second class, $3o ; torpedoman, third class, $30 ; chief signalman, $50
acting appointment, and $70 permanent appointment · signalman, first
class, $40 ; signalman, second class, $35 ; signalman, third class, $30.
Artificer branch : Chief radioman, $60 acting appointment, and $70
permanent appointment; radioman, first class, $50; radioman, second
class, $40 ; radioman, third class, $30.
.
SEc. 2. That the atoresaid rates of pay shall be subject to such
increases of pay nnd allowances as are, or may hereafter be, authorized by law for enlisted men of the Navy: Provided, That appointments
or enlistments in the said ratings may be made from enlisted men in
the Navy or from civll life, respectively, and the qualifications of the
candidates for any of said ratings shall be determined in accordance
with such regulations as the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe.

With th9 following committee amendments:
Page 2. line 1. insert: "signal apprentice., first class, $27 • signal
appt·entice, second class, $26 ; signal apprentice, third class, $2G."
Page 2, line 14, after the word "p1·escribe," strike out the rest of the
paragraph.
. .

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing
to the committee amendments.
The amendments were agreed to.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question now is on the
engrossment and third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed.
On motion of Mr. OLIVER of Alabama, a motion to reconsider the vote by which the bill was passed was laid on the
table.
PURCHASE OF DRY DOCK FROM MASSACHUSETTS.

The next business in order on the Calendar for UnanimOUS
Consent was the bill (H. R. 12982) to authorize the Secretary
of the Navy to purchase from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a large dry dock and appurtenant lands.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
will the gentleman having the bill in charge acquaint the House
with the arrangement that was made some years ago in the
naval appropriation bill whereby the Government was to be
privileged to use under certain terms this dry dock, and what is
the exigency that requires the expenditure of four and a half
million dollars at the present time for the purchase by the Government?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. This dry dock was under construction by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and an agree·
ment entered into under authority of Congress for the Navy
to lease the dock for six years after its final completion for
$50,000 a year. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts undertook
the construction of the dry dock with this understanding. The
Legislature of :Massachusetts seems to have limited the amount
that the commission on watenvays and public lands could ex·
pend in the completion of it. Contracts have been made covering
. a large part of the work, but the commission has no funds with
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which to expedite the work, and the act of the Legislature of
Massachusetts only authorizes the construction within a specified sum und forbids expressly the expenditure of any additional
sum. The Na1y now finds it is in great need of this dock, and
by expending something like $350,000 its completion can be
hastened by probably seven or eight months, and the Secretary
of the Navy has advised the purchase of the dock not only
because it will expedite its completion but because the Navy
needs a large dock of this type north of Philadelphia. The pm·chase price is considered by the Secretary to be fair and reasonable. The Commission on Waterways and Public L3nds of Massachusetts made the contract for the construction of the dock
sometime before we entered the war and at prices considerably
Jess than the prices would be now. The purchase giv.e s the
Government the benefit of these prewar contracts. 'Ve have no
dry dock north of Philadelphia large enough to accommodate
some of the ships we now have, and the passage of this bill is
of urgent importance, so the Navy Department advises.
1\Ir. ROGERS. Is it not also true that time is of the essence
in this matter, because the Navy Department is anxious to e~
pedite the completion of the dock so that it may be put into use
by the new year?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Absolutely.
Mr. MADDEN. Will the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Certainly.
l\Ir. MADDEN. Is not this a proposit;ion that the State of
1\fa sachusetts suggested it would carry to completion on condition that the Government of the United States would pay
$50,000 a year as rental fpr the dock, the condition being we
would be permitted to have first right to the use •?f the dock
for our battleships, and did not the State of Massachusetts
guarantee that the Government of the United States would not
be called upon to pay any part of the cost of the construction
of the dock?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. The gentleman probably was
absent when I ga\e information in reference to the former
leaseMr. MADDEN. I was here when this was authorized, so I
know what the facts are.
l\:lr. OLIVER of Alabama. The lease for six years at $50,000
per annum is correct. The dock, of course, is not now complete and "'ill not be until the fall of next year unless its construction is hastened, as proposed by this bill.
Mr. MADDEN. Is not the State obliged to construct the
dock under the original agreem&nt?
1\Ir. OLIVER of Alabama.. The amount appropriated by the
Legislature of Massachusetts may be sufficient to complete it
by next fall, but no funds are available to expedite the work.
Mr. MADDEN. Who is going to own the dock when they get
through?
Mr. OLH~R of Alabama. The Government will own the
dock.
Mr. MADDEN. There \\"ill not be :my rights left in the
State of :Massachusetts?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. No. The State of Massachusetts
Win complete this dock and turn it over to the Navy Department free of all incumbrances.
:Mr. MADDEN. Will complete it?
1\fr. OLIVER of Alabama. The Commission of Waterways
and Public Lands of Massachusetts will continue the work. The
$350,000 which this bill authorizes the Secretary of the Navy to
expend will expedite the work and will be expended by the Secretary of the Navy for that purpose only. The reason for that
is this: The Commission on Waterways and Public Lands of
Massachusetts, if this fund was turned over to them, would have
to pay it ·into the treasury of Massachusetts and could not use it
to expedite the work. With this fund it is estimated that the
Secretary of the Navy can secure the completion of the dock
· early in 1919.
·
l\Ir. MADDEN. Now, what has become of the $50,000-a-year
leasing proposition we had with the State of Massachusetts?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. That will be annulled.
1\fr. :MADDEN. Do we get credit for the amount already
paid?
l\lr. OLIVER of Alabama. We have paid nothing. We were
simply to have the right to lease for six years at a yearly
rental of $50,000 when the dock was completed.
Mr. MADDEN. Wben was the lease to begin?
1\ir. OLIVER of 4Jabama. Upon completion.
ltlr. 1\IADDEN. Now, how much money has been expended
on it by the State of :Masgachusetts up to now?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. I will have to refer to the hearings.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
LVI--70.3
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.1\fr. 1\IA.DDEN. I think it is sufficiently important that this
House should take the time to elicit this information, l\1r.
Speaker.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. One million one hundred and
forty-four thousand eight hundred and eighty-three dollars is
approximately the amount.
Mr. MADDEN. And how much is proposed: to be expended to
complete it?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. It is estimated it will take about
$3,107,000 plus the $350,000 for expediting the work.
l\fr. MADDEN. That makes about $4,000,000.
1\lr. OLIVER of Alabama. About $4,550,000, including tile
price of the land.
l\1r. MADDEN. What does the price of the land amount to?
1\lr. OLIVER of Alabama. They are selling 49 acres of the
high land, which they have improved, at exactly the price they
paid for it 70 years ago, plus the improvements placed on it
within the last 12 years.
Mr. MADDEN. Of what do the improvements consist?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. The improvements consist in
some filling and permanent improvements placed on the filled
portion.
Mr. MADDEN. As a matt~r of fact, they are not selling the
land at the price they paid for it, but they are selling the land
at the price they paid for it and then they are charging for
the material that has been hauled in since.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. Yes.
Mr. MADDEN. How much would it amount to?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. All improvements ha\e been
placed on there within the last 12 years.
1\fr Al~DERSON. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular order.
1\1r. OLIVER of Alabama. I am not prepared to state exactly what the amount is that has been expended for the improvements, but it is set out in the heaJ:ings.
Mr. MADDEN. We ought not to consider the bill until we
have aJl the facts before us. •
The SPEAKER pro tempore·. Does the gentleman object?
l\Ir. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, if I can not have opportunity to ascertain· certain facts I will be constrained to object.
It is a very important bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Wisconsin objects.
1\Ir. OLIVER of Alabama. I ask the gentleman to withhold
l1is objection for a moment.
Mr. STAFFORD. The regular order has been demanded; it
is not my doing.
·
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. I will ask the gentleman to withhold his objection.
Mr. STAFFORD. It was the gentleiL-an from l\1innesota who
demanded the regular order. I will be very glad to withhold
the objection.
Mt·. MADDEN. I would like to pursue my inquiry if there is
no objection to it, because I think it is \ery important for us
to secure this information.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman from Minnesota insist on his demand for the regular order?
Mr. ANDERSON. I do not insist upon it if gentlemen want
to debate this proposition au- afternoon and then have somebody object.
Mr. MADDEN. Of course, I am not taking up the time of the
House merely for the purpose of wasting time.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman from l\Iinnesota withdraw his demand for the regular order?
Mr. ANDERSON. I do.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. I wish to apologize to the House
for not having all of these facts at my fingers' ends, but I was
not present when it was being considered by the committee, and
was not aware that the chairman of the committee was sick
until a few minutes ago, and that I would have charge of the
bill on its passage.
Mr. MADDEN. Why not postpone the further consideration
until to-m-orrow, so that we may be able to get the information?
This is too important a bill involving the finances of the Government-Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. I would be glad to pass it over
until to-morrow.
Mr. STAFFORD. I object to that. There is not going to be
any meeting to-morrow, or not any meeting at which any of
these unanimous-consent matters will be considered.
Mr. LONGWORTH. Is there any very great need for sucll
docking facilities as these?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. I want to make this ::;tatement to
the House. The Navy Department says there is urgent need
for the passage of this bill. "~e ha1e one ship performing 1ery
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lmportant service 'for the Army at this time that can not be
uocl-.:ed at any dock nolr on the Atlantic.
Mr. MADDEN. Can you dock it here?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. We can dock it at Boston when
this dock is completed.
1\fr. LONGWORTH. Lea\ing out the question of the exact
sum, whlch the gentleman lms not at his fingers~ ends, is it or
is it not a fact that the GoV"ernment can .acquire this dock much
more speedily and at a much cheaper pnce than they could
build a new dock?
1\Ir. OLIVER of Alabama. The testimony befoTe the committee sboiYS a considerab1y cheaper price.
1\Ir. LONGWORTH. Then I do not think we ought to haggle.
Mr. STAFFORD. The question is not whether the State of .
l\Ia., acbusetts is willing to do this for us, but whether we
should spend four millions and a half dollars ourselves. We ru-e
pres sed for money. We ought to have full information nbout
this matter.
, 1\Ir. MADDEN. There is no objection to the passage of the
bill at nll. On the contrary, I think everything we can do
should be done; but T think we ought to do it after we nave
jnformation that will lead us to intelligent action. And I was
tlllXious to find out-1\fr. OLIVER of Alabama. 1: will state this to the gentleman,
that the average price of the improved land, the lands that .have
been impro\ed in the last 12 years, is abeut 49 cents :per square
foot.
l1r. MADDEN. .A square foot?
.
~It·. OLIVER of Alabama. Yes; 49 ·Cents per square foot, as
compared with ·70 cents paid by the Army for :similar land in
that neighborhood recently. And the .Oommonwealth 'Of Massa·
<".lrusetts is donating .free ..of charge about 52 acres of land, now
under water, which will be of great service to the Navy.
Mr. ·M ADDEN. How much water is there on the 'l and?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. From 5 to 8 feet.
l\.fr. MADDEN. What is proposed to be done with that?
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. They will build ·piers there.
~Ir . .1\lADDEN. It seems 'to me the State ·of Massachu etts
ought to sell us this land without having tlle cost of the mung
which we will be called upon to make.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. I will state to the gentleman tha.t
thls lnnd was -pnrcha ed by the State .of Massachusetts '70
years ago, and at that time they paid .25 :Cents p.er square foot
for it, :and they are now -asking that same price .'for it, with
no interest on purchase price whatever, plus the cost of the improvements placed on the land -within the la t J.2 yenxs. Tho
Navy Department feels that the offer is extremely fair anu
hll.era1 and that :a large a.vin_g to the Government will accrue
from the -purchase at prlce offered. The Secretary of the
Navy appeared before the committee and strongly urged that
the bill be passed., arrd pointed out the urgent needs by the
Navy for this dock.
Mr. McARTHUR. Is it not true that time Lg the .e~sence of
thi. · whole thing'? With e\en moilfhs' delay ·already, if this
bill goes through, the GoYernment can go ahead and complete
thi ·work in the immediate future.
Mr. STAFFORD. Yon can not libel the State of Mas ·achusctts as not being patriotic in not completing this doek.
Mr. McARTHUR.. ~ n.m not doing that at all.
Mr. OLIVER of :Alabama. 1 will :say to the gentleman from
Wi consin that if he will read the hearings he ·will find that
the State of Massachusetts has made a most liberal offer to the
Go>ernmcnt, and no criticism can be directed at the State of
Massachusetts relativ.e to this matter.
:Mr. STAFFORD. I assume they will do all in their .POWer
and Iight up to the limit in getting this dock ready 'for use by
'the Government, if it is necessary ln the carrying out of the
war program ; 'but four and a hlilf million dolla~·s is same e.-um
of money for the Government to spend at this time, especially
when we nave rurea.dy got the use of the dock -when the State
o.f Massachusetts completes it.
1\lr. OLIVER of Alabama. Allow me just there to ay that it
is pointed out in the hearings how under the authority ,g iven
by the Legislature of Mus achusetts the commission that .has
thi construction work in chnrge is not authorized to speed up
the work by e."q)ending money for that purpose.
The Navy Department feels that the Government should own
thls dock, and the rea ·ons are well stated in the hearings by the
Secretary of the Navy. He feels that the Government is .getting
H at a low price, nnd for much less than they would have to
ex:pend for one if t1le Go\ernment started now to build one. In
the next l)lace, the Navy will probably have this dock by Janunry l if r ermittcd to complete it in the manner pro>ided by the
bill.

OcTOBER

M:r. STAFFORD. Under the contract of purchase that has
been entered into between the Navy Department anu the Commonwealth 'Of Massachusetts, is there any reservation on the
part of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for shipping in·
terests to use the dock?
1\lr. OLIVER of Alabama. None whatever.
Mr. STAFFORD. It means the complete taking O'\"er nntl
control?
1\fr. OLIVER of Alabnma. Yes ; when completed.
:Mr. STAJfFORD. 'Vhat dry-dock facilities ha\e they now at
the Charlestown Navy Yard?
Mr. OLIVER 'Of Alabama. We have no dry-dock on the At·
lantic coast now complete or that will be completed at any
time in the very near future large enough to accommodate
some of our larger ships, and it is thought there may soon be
very urgent need of this particular dry dock. That is why the
Navy Department is so insistent that they be permitted to hurry
up the work ·and take it over.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Spe~er. although it in\Ol'\"es a large
-bhrden on thE' National Treasury, nevertheless I do not think
I will take the responsibility of objecting to the measure.
Mr. OLIVER of Alabama. l\Ir. Speaker, I ask that this bill
be considered in the House as in the Committee of the Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Alabama
asks unanimous consent to consider this bill in the House as
in the Committee of the 'Vhole. Is there ·objection?
There was nt> objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the bill. 1
The Clerk read as follows:
·
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secret.•=try of the Navy is hereby author·
:izod to coutract with the C'ommonw<:'alth o1 Massa<:'husetts for the pur.Chase of the d~ dock, with its equipment, now undf'r construction ,at
Boston by the (;ommonwealth of Massachusetts, together with the Jnna
adjacent thereto necessary for the proper utillzation of said dock, and
there is hereby approptiated ior . sail] purpose the sum of $4 550,000,
or so much i:bereof as rna'}' be necessary: Provided, That the Secrotary
of the Navy, in hls aiscretion, in ·orller to expedite the completion of
the construction of said dry dock, may expend out of the sum above
-appropriated an amount not exceeding $350,000.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the engross·
:ment and third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to .b e engrossed and read a thiru time,
w.as read the thlrd time, and passed.
On motion of Mr~ OLIVER of Ala bam~ a .motion to roc · nsider
the vote whereby the bill was passed was laid on the tal>le.
LEGISLATIO~

RELATING TO THE ARMY.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under previous arrangement oe
the House, the gentleman .from Alabama [Mr. DENT] is Tecog·nized to call up bills from the Committee on Military Affairs
that are unobjected to.
APPOINT:;\IE ~ITS 'IN STAFF CORPS AND DEP.ABTIIENTS.
lHr. DENT. Mr. S.Peaker, I call up the bill (H. R. 12872)
making certain officers of the Army eligible far appointment as
·c hief of staff corps and .d epartments.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report tile bill.
The Clerk read as follows :
A bill (H. R. 12872) making eertain officers of the Army eligible for
appointment as chief o1 statr co~:ps and departments.
Be it enacted, etc., That .hereafter, during the present emergency,
whenever a vacancy s.h all occur in the office o1 the chief of nny stair
·corps or department subject to the detail system prmrided by section 26
"()f the act approved February 2, 1901 (31 Stats., p . .755), any officer of
the Army who shall lle serving o:r shall have served creditably in said
corps or department under deta.il thereto by authority of said section
'26 of the act aforesaid, shnll, in addition to otfh:ers otherwise eligible,
be eligible to appointment to flll said vacancy.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present
consideration of this bill?
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Reserving the light to object, Mr.
Speaker-and I do not intend to object-! merel-y wish to in·
quire why the committee in the amendment used the phraseology " during the present emergency " instead of ." during the
existence of the present war."
1\Ir. DENT. I would state to the gentleman from 'Visconsin
that that is the language that the Committee on Military Affairs
has been -using all along in legislation of this kind, because
the present emergency may last beyond the conclu iou of the
tre.a ty of peace.
Tbe SPEAKER pro tem,pore. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. DENT. 1\Ir. Speaker, I a k unanimous consent that the
bHl be considered in the House as in Committee of the Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Alnbanm
asks unanimous consent that the bill be considered in the Rouse
as in Committee of tbe Whole. Is there objection?
There was no objection.

f
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the com1\Ir. WALSH. Does it include the Nurse Corps and ambulance
mittee amendment.
.drivers?
The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. DENT. I think so. They are civil employees.
Committee amendment: Page 1, line· 3, after the word "hereafter,"
1\fr. PARKER of New Jersey. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleinsert "during the present emergency."
man permit a question?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to
Mr. DEJ\'T. Yes.
the committee amendment.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. I notice it is limited to females
The committee amendment was agreed to.
as nurses, although the Secretary of War says that any member
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the engross- of the Army Nurse Corps should have this pay. I do not know
mrnt and third reading of the bill as amended.
whether it includes civilian employees. In line 8 the bill says,
',l'he bill as amended was ordered to be engrossed and read a "her right to such full pay and allowances." I thought you
thirll time, was read the third time, and passed
might want to strike out the word" female."
On motion of Mr. DENT, a motion to reconsider the vote
Mr. DENT. I think the gentleman from Nebraska [1\Ir.
whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table.
SHALLE BERGER] can answer that question.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the next
1\fr. SHALLENBERGER. All the male nurses in the Army
bill.
are enlisted men, so that they are taken care of under the law
as it now is.
PAY AND ALLOWANCE OF CERTAIN ARMY OFFICERS.
1\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. How about the Army field
1\Ir. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I call up the bill H. R. 12936.
The SPE.AKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the bill. nurses?
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. They are all taken care of under
The Clerk read the title of the bill, as follows:
A bill (H. R. 1Z936) to prescribe the pay and allowance of any officer this. bill.
of the Army while holding a brevet grade.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. I know; but you say the Army
The SPEAKER pro tempore. · Is there objection to the present field nurse shall be allowed the full pay and allowances during
captivity by the enemy, and you refer -to "her right."
consideration of this bill?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present
There was no objection.
l\Ir. DENT. I ask unanimous consent, 1\Ir. Speaker, that the consideration of this bill ?
There was no objection.
bill be con 'idered in the Hou e as in Committee of the Whole.
Mr. STAFFORD. This bill is on tl.le Union Calendar.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. DENT. I ask unanimous co~sent that this bill be conThere was no objection.
sidered in the House as in Commitee of the Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. ·The gentleman from Alabama
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That hereafter any officer of the Army holding a asks unanimous consent that this bill be considered in the House
brevet grade shall be entitled to the pay and allowance of such grade as in Committee of the Whole. Is there objection?
while on duty thereunder by order of the President, and any officer who
There was no objection.
has been so serving during the present war shall be entitled to the pay
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the bill.
and allowance of his brevet grade for such service already rendered.
The l>ill was read, as follows :
With a committee amendment, as follows:
Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert in lleu .thereof the .
following : " That during the existing emergency any officer of the Army
holding a brevet grade while serving as a member of the Supreme War
Council, under order of the President, shall be entitled to the pay and
allowance of such grade."

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to
the amendment.
The committee amendment was agreed to.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the engrossment and third reading of the bill as amended.
The bill as amended was ordered to be engrossed and read a
third time, was read the third time, and passed.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the title will
be amended in accordance with the text.
'.Ilwre was nv objection.
On motion of Mr. DENT, a motion to reconsider the vote
whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table.
The SPE.A.K_E R pro tempore. The Clerk will report the next
one.
PAY FOR ARMY AND NAVY NURSE CORPS DURING INVOLUNTARY
CAP'! IV ITY.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I call up the bill H. R. 12860.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report it.
'l'he Clerk rewl the title of the hill, as follows :
A bill (H. R. 12860) granting to members of the Army Nurse Corps
(female) and Navy Nurse Corps (female) pay and allowances during
any period of involuntary captivity by the enemy of the United States.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
:.\Ir. 'V ALSH. Reserving the right to object, 1\Ir. Speaker, I
would like to ask the gentleman from Alabama if this includes
now, in the language of the bill as amended by the committee
amendment, all other employees or noncommissioned officers of
the Army that may be captured by the enemy?
l\Ir. DENT. It includes clerks in the Quartermaster Corps
n.nll civilian employees, upon the recommendation of the War
Department.
:\Ir. WALSH. I h.-now the War Department has recommended
it, but does it include them all? Is there any class of Army
attaches-if that is the correct word-that is not included?
:.\lr. DENT. I will state to the ·g entleman that it includes
them all, so far as we are advised. We put in everybody. It
includes Army field clerks, field clerks of the Quartermaster
Corps, and civilian employees of the Army. I can not imagine
that the language could be more comprehensi-.e.
l\1r. BLACK. Does it include enlisted men?
Mr. DENT. Enlisted men are taken care of already.
Mr. BLACK. Under existing law?
Mr. DENT. Yes.

Be it enacted, etc., That a member of the Army Nurse Corps (female)
or of the Navy Nmse Corps (female) shall be entitled to full pay and
allowances during any period of involuntary captivity by the enemy
of the United States ; and' her r!ght to such full pay and allowances
shall not be abridged or lost by reason o~ absence from dutl when that
absence is caused, by involuntary captivity by the enemy o the United
States. Any captivity by the enemy shall be construed to be involuntary until the contrary shall be atlirmatively established.
All rights and privileges hereunder shall be in force from A::;~ril 6
1917, to the end of the existing war.
'

With the following committee amendment:
Page 1, ane 4, after the word "female," insert the following: "Army
field clerks, field derks, Quartermaster Corps, and ci"dl employees of
the Army."
1

Mr. STAFFORD. l\lr. ChairJ:tlan, I rise in opposition to. the
amendment. As the committee amendment is in the plural,
would it not be better to harmonize the reference to the Army
Nurse Corps, and also make that plural, to provide that members
of the Army Nurse Corps, and so forth? ·
Mr. DENT. I have no objection to that.
Mr. STAFFORD. And then, following the suggestion of the
gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. PARKER], strike out the word
"her" and substitute "their."
1\fr. DENT. I have no objection to those two amendments. · '
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the committee amendment will first be agreed to.
There was no objection.
1\!r. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Speaker, I offer the following amendment.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from 1Visconsin offers an amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as foJlows:
Amendment offered by Mr. STAFFORD: Page 1, line 3, strike out the ·
article "a," and strike out the word "number" and ins~>.rt in lieu the
word "numbers." Page 1, linP 8, after the word "and," strike out
the word "her" and insert in lieu thereof the word "their."

The amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be engrossed and read a
third time, and was accordingly read the third time and passed.
Mr. PARKER of New Jersey. The title ought to be amended.
Mr. DENT. I ask unanimous consent that the title be
amended in accordance with the text.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, tile title
·will be amended in accordance with the text.
On motion of 1\fr. DENT, a motion to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed was laid on the table~
CHIEF NURSES.

1\lr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I call up the bill (H. ·n. 13035) to
amend section 4 of Chapter V of an act entitled "An act mak-ing
appropriations for ·the support of the Army for the fisC!!l year
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ending June 30, 1919, ' appro\ed July 0, 1918, and to make'
said amendment retroactive.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the pres·
ent consideration of this bill?
1\lr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
I had orne difficulty in under tanding the report as to how the
chief nurses had their salaries reduced, or did not receive the
benefit of tile increase that was heretofore voted to nurses in
general. Will the chail·man of the committee explain why it is
nece sary to change the incr·ease of salary so a to make it
$360 insteacl of 120 for chief nur es?
1\lr. DENT. I will state to the gentleman from Wiscon in
that this bill was really worked out in conference on the Army
1
appropriation bill, and the conferees intended to giye an in; crea e to each one of the classes of nurses, and we thought we
1were giving an increase to the chief nurses; but the claim is
made that in lead of giving an increase to the chief nurses we
really reduced their pay $10 a month.
l\lr. STAFFORD. And t.he pw·po e of this bill i to conform
to tile intention of the conferees?
Mr. DENT. Yes.
Mr. STAl!""'FORD. This bill is on the Union Calendar.
Mt·. D~'T. I ask unanimous consent that this bill may be
consiclered in the House as in Committee of the Whole.
Tile SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Alabama
asks unanimous consent that thi bill be conside1~ed in the
Hou ·e as in Committee of tho Whole. I. there objection?
There was no objection.
The bill was read, as follows :
Be it enactecZ, etc., That section 4 of cbapter 5 of an act entilled
"An act making appropriations for the support of the Army for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1!)19," approved July 9, 1918. be, and the
' arne hereby is, amended, to be l.tl'ective as of and from July ~. 1918,
·, by changinr, the clause "chief nurses. 120, in addition to the pay of a
nur ·e," to ·chief nurses, 360, in addition to the pay of a nurse."

Tile bill 'vas ordered to be engrossed and read a third time,
and w-as accordingly read the third time and pa.ssed.
On motion of 1\lr. DENT, a motion to reconsider the \ote by
which the bill w-as passed was laid on ~e table.
THE FIFTIETH ARTICLE OF W A.B.
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Mr. BOOHER. That is what I want to know, whether or
not the President i depri\ecl of any right to mitigate the punishment.
Mr. DENT. Not at all.
The bill was ordered to be e.Ii.grossed anll read a third time.
was read the third time, and passed.
On motion of 1\Ir. DExT, a motion to recon iller the \Otc
whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table.
SOUTHER.- BllA.NCH, NA~ON..U. SOLDIERS' IIOME.

1\lr. DE.:\TT. Mr. Speaker, I call up the bill (H. R 13036)'
transferring jurisdiction and control for the period of the war
over the Southern Branch of the National Home far Di abled
Volunteer Soldiers from the Board of Manager of the National
Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers to the Secretary of War
for use for Army hospital purpo es.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the con·
sideration of the bill?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the b~, as follow :
Be it enacted, ete., That juri diction and control over tbe Southe-rn
Branch of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer oldlcrs, located
at Hampton Roads, Va., be, and the same hereby is, tran fe.rred for tho
period of the war from the Board of Managers of the National Home
for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers to the Secretary of War for usc by tlte
Medical Department of the Army for hospital purposes.
SEC. 2. That upon the close of the war or as oon thereafter as ma.v
be practicable, the Secretary of War shall cause said home to be vacatetl
by the Medical Department of the Army, and thereupon jurisdiction
and control over said borne shall revert to saltl Board of Managers of tho
National Home for Di abled Volunteer Soldiers.
SEc. 3. That the various items of appropriations heretofore or hereafter made for the support, maintenance, and other necessary cxpen <'R
of said Southern Branch of the National Home for Disablro Volunteer
Soldiers, be, and they hereby are, made available for payment of the
cost of the transfer of the members of said home to other branche of
the national home, and for· the transfer of any property found to IJe
necessary to transfer therefrom to other branches of the national home
and for the support of the branches to which said members are tran:ferred to the extent of the allotments thereof made by the said boarcl
of managers in consideration of and in the amount of and extra ex·
pense incurred by reason of suid transfers and for the retransfcr from
said branches to said southern branch of the person and property
transferred as aforesaid at such time as jurisdiction and control over
said outhern branch shall be reinvested in said board of manager in
accordap_ce with the provisions of section 2 of this act.

1\Ir. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Speaker, I move to strike out tbe la t
::Ur. DENT. 1\lr. Speaker, I call up the bill H. R. 13037, to word. I certainly approve of the bill under consideration allowamend the fiftieth article of w-ar.
,
ing one of the many branches of the homes for Volunteer soldiers
The SPEAKER pro tempore. I theJ.·e objection to the con- to be utilized for ho pita.l services under the jurisdiction of the
sideration of the bill?
War Department. I wish it included more of such branch
Mr. STAFFORD. R e erving the right to object, I ask that homes.
the bill be read.
Yesterday there was about to be pre ented for the consideraThe Clerk read as follows:
tion of the House a bill to provide for the expenditure of nearly
B e it enacted, etc., That ru:ticle GO of section 134.2 of the Revised $2,000,000 for the erection of a hospital at Dawson Spring , Ky.
Statutes of the United • tat , as amended by the Act entitled "An
fAct making appropriations for the support of the Army for the fiscal It w-as claimed that there were no facilities in the country where
lyear ending June 30, 1017. and for other purpo es," approved August discharged soldiers -who return to a civilian capacity could be
l:w. 1916, be, and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows:
placed. And yet tbe hearings before the Appropriation Com1
"AnT. 50. MITIGATION OR REMISSION OF SE.NTE::-lCE.-Tbe power to
order the execution of the sentence adjudged by a .,court-martial shall mittee show that in one of these branch homes, in the neighbor·
\be held to include, inter alia, the power to mitigate or remit the whole hood of Dawson City, in Johnson City, Tenn., there have been
for years three barracks that had never been occupied by any
or any part. of the sentence.
1
"Any unexecuted portion of a sentence adjudged by a court-martial soldiers whatever. That home at Johnson City, Tenn., could
.may be mitigated or remitted by the military authority competent to
:appoint, for the command, exclusive of penitentiaries and the United well be utilized for the benefit of persons who ha-..e tubercular
' State Disciplinary Barrack ·, in which the person under sentence is trouble, who ha\e been discharged from the Army, ru1d not
·h eld, a court of the kind that imposed the entenee, and the same go to the extravagant expenditure of million of dollar in build·
power may be exercised by superior military authority; but no sentence approved or confirmed by the President shall be remitted or miti- ing a sanatorium that will not be available for months and
rgated by any other authority, and no approved sentence of loss of files montbs. There is an in tance w-here there arc accommodations
by an officer shall be remitted or mitigated by any authority Inferior at Johnson City, Tenn., e pecially intended and adapt~d for
' to tbe Pre ident, except a provided . in the fifty-second article.
I "When empowered by the> President so to do, the commanding gen- tubercular patients.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Will the gentleman yield?
eral of the Army in the field or the commanding general of tbe terriltorinl department or division may mitigate or remit, and order exel\Ir. STAFFORD. Yes.
.
, cutcd as mitigated or remitted, any sentence which under these articler
l\1r. GARRETT of Tenne see. ·why does the gentleman say
1requires the confirmation of the President before the same may be
that the home in Johnson City is specially intenued for tuber·
execnted.
,
I " Tbe powP.r of remission and mitigation shall extend to all un- cular patients?
collected forfeitures adjudged by sentence of a court-martial.''
MJ.'.· STAFFORD. Because I have been so informed that those
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I withdraw the reservation who have been troubled with tubercular afflictions have been ent
of objection.
to this home in Tennessee. I remember some years ago that
' 1\Ir. W .ALSH. I renew it for the purpose of asking the gentle- that que tion came up in legislative work, and that was my in·
man a question. Would the effect of this be to prevent an formation.
1appeal on the part of the soldier, or somebody interested in
l\1r. GARRETT 't>f Tenne ·see. From w-hat source did the gcn·
him, to tbe President for the mitigation of sentence after tho deman obtain the information?
commanding general had refused to mitigate it?
Mr. STAFFORD. I can not recall, but I know poNitively
\ 1\lt·. D&~T. Not at all. I certainly would not favor it if from the testimony disclo ed by the hearings last year before
the Committee on Appropriations that there were three l>arntc.ks
I thought it did.
1\lr. WALSH. I withdraw the reservation of objection.
at this home that have never been used at all.
l\lr. BOOHER. Mr. peaker, I reserve the right to object.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Hospital barra ·k ·?
I would like to ask the chairman of the committee if this bill
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes.
ueprives the President of the right to mitigate or change any
1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Hn the gentleman eY r been
llunjshment infticted by the court-martial?
at this home at Johnson City.?
, Mr. DE..."""'T. Not at all; it gi\es the commanding officer the
Mr. STAFFORD. I haYe not.
l'ight to remit the sentence and, pending that, an appeal to the
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I undertake to .·ay to tho
Pre idcnt. In other words, it gi Yes the man two chances.
gentleman that the Johnson City soldiers' home could not btt
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prepared as a place for the treatment of tubercular patients at
a cost less than that which is provided in this Dawson Springs
bill. I am not an expert.
Mr. STAFFORD. No one except the present occupant of the
chair [Mr. FosTER] pretends to be an expert on tubercular
trouble, but I have made some little observation of tubercular
hospitals. We have one maintained at the expense of Milwaukee County in the suburbs of Milwaukee. We have another
one maintained at the expense of the State at Wales, Wis.,
and from the character of buildings there it does not require
any great change to utilize the barracks and buildings of
present branch homes to fit them for those afflicted with tubercular trouble.
Mr. KINCHELOE. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
' Mr. STAFFORD. Yes.
· Mr. KINCHELOE. The distinction between this bill and the
bill seeking to establish a sanatorium at Dawson Springs is
that this seeks to make room for tubercular patients who have
not been discharged from the military service. The one at
Dawson Springs is for those already discharged, not any longer
.u nder the jurisdiction of the Army or Navy, but under the
jurisdiction and liability of the Bureau of \Var-Risk Insurance.
Mr. STAFFORD. Oh: yes, Mr. Speaker, and our State recognizes the obligations it owes to its own citizens who have tubercular trouble by pro~iding separate institutions for their care
and treatment. Our own county of Milwaukee recognizes its
obligations to such civilians by establishing an institution which
is carried on at its own expense, and when the war is over we
:Will have all of these cantonments, which could be readily
utilized, where we have expended million..s of dollars, where
they could be transformed very easily for tubercular units
rather than going down to Dawson Spring~ in the wilderness
an<.l spending very nearly $2,000,000.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the engrossment and third reading of the bill.
'I·be bill was ordered to ·be engrossed and read a third time
'vas read the third time, and passed.
'
On motion of Mr. DENT, a motion to reconsider the" vote by
which the bill was passed, was laid on the table.
FEES FOR CLAIM AGEl'fTS.
Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I call up the bill H. R. 12769, relative to fees for claim agents.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Alabama
calls up the bill H. R. 12769. Is there objection to its present
consideration?
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\fr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent.
without the objection being waived, to have the bill read..
'l'he SPEAKiiJR pro tempore. The Clerk will read.
, The Clerk read the bill, as follows :
Be it enacted, etc., Thn.t no claim agent or attorney shall be recognized in the presentation or adjudicaUon of claims for the collection of
any pay or allowance due on account of services rendered by persons in
:the service of the Army or Navy of the United States.
SEC. 2. That any person who shall directly or indirectly solicit, contract for, charge, or receive, or who shall attempt to solicit, contract for1
charge, or receive, any fee or compensation from any relative or next or
kin, or the estate of any person in the service of the Army or Navy of
the United States, for the alleged purpose of securing or of aiding in
securing from the Un ited States Government any pay or allowance due
such person for any purpose whatever shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and for each and every offense shall be punishable by a fine of. not more
than $500 or by imprisonment at hard labor for not more than two
years, or by both such fine and imprisonment.

With the following committee amendment:
'

Page 2, -add at the end of the bill the following proviso :
"P·rovideil, That if after the expiration of one year the Government of
the United States has failed to act upon such claim, or if within such
p eriod the Government of the United States has rejected any such claim,
then the provisions of the ad shall not apply."

The SPEAKER pro te~pore. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill!
l\1r. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
I "'ish to direct especial attention to the language o:f the fu·st
section, and inquire whether it is the intention of the committee
to forbid any attorney from presenting any claim whatsoever to
the attention of the Bureau of War-Risk Insurance for the collection of any allotments that may be due, as, for example, a
divorced wife by reason of marriage to an enlisted soldier. In
the past two weeks an attorney has written me in behalf of a
matter where he had presented the claim of a wife who was
engaged in divorce proceedings against her husband, who wished
to receive the necessary allotment that was accorded her. I
take it, under this phraseology, that the wife would be without
the relief of counsel to obtain her rights from the Bureau of
War-Risk Insurance. I have no objection to the second section,
which forbids solicitation of these services, but I question
seriously whether an attorney should be deprived of the right
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of presenting a legitimate claim to the attention of bureaus
here.
Mr. DENT. That would be true unless it canie within the
proviso which we have added on in the nature ·of a committee
amendment:
·
Provided, That if after the expiration of one year the Government of .
the. United States has failed to ~ct upon such cla im, or if within such
penod the Government of the Umted States has rejected any such claim,
then the provisions of this act shall not apply.

Mr. STAFFORD. I question whether the rights of citizens
of the United States will not be impaired by the passage of the
first section of this bill. Here is a wife who has bad trouble
with her husband. - He enters the service in order to avoid legal
proceedings, perhaps. That wife will not be able to employ:
counsel, under the language of the first section of this bill, to
get her allotment that is owing to her. The second section
forbids the solicitation on the part of an attorney, and I have
no objection to that.
Mr. BLACK. And it also forbids even a contract, though he
might not solicit at all.
1'\fr. SHALLENBERGER. 1\fr. Speaker, I do not think ihis
bill applies to matters pertaining to war-risk insurance at all.
The particular case brought to the attention of the committee
was by Mr. TREADWAY, of Massachusetts, where a soldier had
lost his life and some claim agent had made application to his
next of kin for an order to collect that money due him from the
Government.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman permit right there?
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. STAFFORD. If the gentleman will stop and read the
first section he will see that it is so broad it does apply directly
to the collection of allowances under the war-risk insurance.
The allotment is the result of services rendered by the soldier
in the service of the United States Army. Let us read it.
Mr. DENT. Let me ask the gentleman a question. Is the
gentleman's point this, that if we strike out the first section
he has no objection?
Mr. STAFFORD. The gentleman from Texas reminds me
that even the second section would forbid entering into a con·
tract.
Mr. BLACK. Oh, yes.
Mr. STAFFORD. I think this bill ought to go over for future
consideration, because none of us wish to forbid-Mr. DENT. That is the clear object of the bill. Let me C'all
attention to a letter of the Secretary of War on the subject.
My attention bas been called to some very serious abuses which are
growing up in the country, illustrated by a l etter which I inclose from
a Washington sollcitor or lawyer which, if you use, I will be glad to
have you suppress the name of the person to whom it was sent. It
seems to me a very unfortunate thing to have the people of the country
plagued and set upon by solicitation of this kind in the hours of their
fresh distress, and as the casualty lists are daily coming in I am
anxious to procure immediate protection for the relatives of d~cea sed
soldiers. A bill introduced by Representative TREADWAY, entitled "A
bill relative to fees for claim agents," is aimed at the breaking up of
this evil, and I am writing this letter to urge that Mr. TREADWAY'S bill
be given as early consideration as is consistent with the convenience of
the committee.
Cordially, yours,
--- ---

Now, the letter that he inclosed without divulging the name
of the attorney is a letter to the father of the soldier in North '
Carolina.
The soldier or sailor having died during his Army or naval service
there was probably due him from the United States Government at the
time of his death some arrears of pay or allowances, and to obtain
the same a proper application must be filed by the legal heirs.
•
I am therefore taking the liberty of sending herewith a suitable application, and if the person entitled to the money wishes me to a ssist
her or him in the matter, and upon the terms mentioned in the application, all that she, or he, need now do is to have the application filled
then sign it in the preoonce of two persons, and swear to it, and ret ur~
1t to me for filing.
_
Upon the return of the application I will promptly assist in obta ining
and filing the necessary proofs in support of the case.
If anything is found due the check therefor will be sent to the
claimant dil'ect from the Trea sury Departmen~., and upon it s r eceipt
by the claimant, she, or he, should then prompuy send me the amount
of my fee, as specified in the application.
I specialize in this class of claims, and as to my .standing and re..
sponsibility I can refer you to any bank or financia l institution here.
Hoping that you may give the matter prompt attention, I am-

1\Ir. STAFFORD. If the gentleman will permit I can answer
the gentleman further. After reviewing again section 2 I fi nd .
that will amply cover the instance of the case cited by the gentleman and that if you will eliminate section 1 you will obviate
the difficulty which I a moment ago presented.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Speaker, still further reserving th e r ight
to object, I am thoroughly in sy:tnpathy with the idea of prohibiting the soliciting of a ny claims of this kind, but as I understand section 2 it would be broad enough absolutely to forbid any
lawyer from receiving any compensation of any kind for services
of this kind.
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Mr. DEXT. That is what it is intended to do.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STAFFORD. I ·will.
M:r. SHALLENBERGER. The law already passed by this
House takes care of the matter of war-risk insurance. That is
absolutely coYered by another act. This act applies only to the
money due a man for his service as sailor or soldier and automatically that money comes to him without any action whatever
by any one and the object of this bill was to prevent a claim
agent from securing pay for something for which he rendered no
service, and the idea of allowing a year to expire was to cover
maybe a possible case whereby some sort of a complication which
we might not fore ee there should be a valid claim existing
against the Government, and the man would be entitled then
to secure an attorney. We might have put it six months, or
whate\er time, but this is established at one year's time.
l\lr. ROGERS. Of course the gentleman understands that as
the war-risk insurance law is now being administered a part of
the enlistecl man's pay may go to his family via the Bureau of
w·ar-Risk Insurance and a part via the finance division of the
Quarterma ter General's Office?
1\fr. SHAIJLENBERGER. Yes, sir.
1\Jr. ROGERS, If I understand this bill. correctly, it would
fil)ply only to the second method of payment, would it not?
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. It would apply only to that portion of the man's pay that was due him at the time of his being
separated from the service of the United States on the rolls of
the United States A.rmy nnd the United States Navy.
.
Mr. ROGERS. 'Vould not that apply to any payments made
while he was in the service, provided those payments were made
through the Quartermaster General's Office of the War Department?
l\I1·. SHAI,LE:N'BERGER. They would be payments due, not
payments made him.
l\lr. ROGER,'. Let me ask how the gentleman deduces that
from the lnngunge of the bill?
l\fr. SHALLENBEB.GER. Because that is the language of
the uill.
l\Ir. ROGERS. It says:
That no claim ag('nt or attorney shall be recognized in the presentation or adjudication of claims for the collection of any pay or allowance due on account of services rendered.

Now is not the payment made through the Quartermaster
Gencrdl on belmlf of a soldier who makes an allotment to his
family at home in the nature of pay or of an allowance, so as to
come' within that language?
l\Ir. SHALLENBERGER. Well, that may be true. The law
as to the War-Risk In urance Bureau and the administration of
that law I ha\e not before me, but the language of this act
was <lraftetl by tlw gentleman from l\Iassachnsetts [l\Ir. TREADWAY], and his idea is to reach this other class of cases.
1\lr. ROGERS. I urn in entire sympathy with the purposes of
thi bill. But the gentleman will remember that in the warrisk law as amended there is allowed an attorney a maximum
of $3 for the presentation of a case handled by the Bureau of
War-Risk Iruurance, whereas if it happens that the same case
is handled through the Quartermaster General's Department
under thi bill he would not be allowed one cent for the presentation of the cn e.
·
:Mr. SHALLENBERGER. If the money comes from the
Quartermaster General's Department, as we were informed, it
comes to the soldier automaticnlly, and does not require in any
ense the attention of an attorney. Therefore the committee
wa · of the opinion tlwt an attorney should not be allowed any
fee.
l\fr. BLACK. ljVill t11e gentleman yield for one question?
' :Mr. SHALLENBERGER. Yes.
.
i Mr. BLACK. In the last few days I have recei\ed a letter
from a constituent of mine who is the grandfather of a sailor
· that was on the collier Cyclops, that was lost and never heard
from. Now, that young man had some pay due at the time of
his death.
_
The grandfather wants to know whether or not he can collect
it. I took the matter up with the Auditor of the Navy Department, and he says that an administrator will have to be appointed before that money can be collected. ljVould not the language you ha\e in this bill be broad enough to absolutely forbid
any money- out of the pay that is coming to that soldier to be
used as a fee to the lawyer for securing the administration
papers?
l\lr. SHALLENBEROER. I tl1ink it would.
l\Ir. BLACK. I think the thing you want to sh·ike at and
preYent is the direct or indirect solicitation of contracts. And
permit me to suggest the following language that would accompli~h that purpose:
.

That uny p"rson who shall directly or indirectly solicit a contract-
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Put the word " a " between " solicit " and "contract ''for-

. And strike out "charge or receive"or who shall attempt to solicit and contract for-

And strike out " charge or recei\e," so that it would readThat any person who shall directly or indirectly solicit and contr:;.ct
for or who shall attempt to solicit and contract for any fee or co:npensation-

And so on.
1\fr. DENT. I think the gentleman's amendment is a good
one.
1\lr. STAFFORD. And strike out section 1.
Mr. DENT. l\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous con ent to strike
out section 1, and I accept the amendment of the gentleman from
Texas [l\Ir. BLACK].
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection? [After n
pause.] The Chair hears none.
Mr. ROGERS. Permit me a further question. Will the
gentleman turn to the first part of the proviso, on page 2 :
Provided, That if after the expiration of one year the Government of
the United States has failed to act upon such claim-

And so forth.
I think that might be construed to accomplish the meaning
sought by the committee, but I suggest that the insertion of the
words "after presentation," _a fter the words "one :rear," would
be much clearer and much better adapted to accomplishing the
purpose sought.
The proviso then would read :
Provided, That lf after the expiration of one year after presentation
the Government of the United States bas failed to act upon such claim.

As the language now stands the bill might be construed to be
entirely void one year after the date of its enactment, which,
of course, is not what the committee has in mind. The committee evidently has in mind the idea that if the payment is
not made within one year after the claim accrue , at whatever
date this may be, an attorney mny then be employed.
1\lr. SI1ALLENBERGER. That is, if the settlement of the
claim shall not have been made by the Government within one
year?
l\lr. ROGERS. Yes. Not, s.s the bill now reads, within one
year of the date of the law but within one year after the pre.
sentation of the claim.
Mr. DENT. I do not know whether I can agree with that or
not. The object of the committee was to giYe one year from
the time the claim matured, 'vhether it ·was presented or not.
The gentleman's amendment, I think, would make it more righl
than the committee intended.
Mr. ROGERS. The gentleman gets my point, does he not,
that as the law now stands it amounts to nothing after one
year from the time of its enactment?
l\Ir. DENT. I think that is all right. If the Go\ernment does
not pay it within one year, I think he ought to have a lawyer.
1\Ir. ROGERS. But the claim may not be presented within u
year after enactment of this law. The claim may not even come
into being until after the expiration of the rear mentioned in
this proviso. .
l\Ir. DENT. I do not follow the gentleman's rea oning.
l\fr. BLACK. I sugge t that at the expiration of one :rear
from the time of the accrual of the claim. That would perlmps
accomplish the purpose intended.
1\lr. ROGERS. That is precisely the equi\alent of what I hn<l
in mind.
Mr. BLACK. I sugge ·t that the gentleman offer that ·amendment.
1\fr. ROGERS. I will offer that, but I do not ·wish to offer an
amendment unless the committee thinks it is necessary. But
it strikes me that that change would be nece ~ ary and desirable.
Mr. DENT. I rather think that the gentleman's amendment
would make it a little more rigid than the committee intended.
I think the present langua~e co\ers the idea now.
l\!r. HARDY. l\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yie1<1 for a
suggestion?
:Mr. DENT. Yes.
Mr. HARDY. It seems to me that any person who had a claim,
or thought he had a claim under the law for compensation,
should have a la,v;rer. But the solicitation of these attorneys
for fees when they are not necessary ought not to be allowed.
But it seems to me that many cases might ari<:!e in the experience
of uneducated claimants "·ho are entitled to something and
who ,.,..oul<l not know how to proceed. I think they ought to be
allowed to go to a lawyer in whom they have confidence, and it
seems to me if we were to leave the amount of the fee open, to
be determined by the department that pays the claim, after examining into the services rendered, that ought to be the stanuard on which these claims ought to be paid. In other word·,
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every claim for compensation ought to be submitted to the
department that makes the payment when the amount is adjusted and fixed, so that the lawyer should not be made to feel
that he comes within the clutches of the law if he gives advice
to a client. I have done enough. work as a Congressman to
entitle me to a fee if I had been a private individual, but-Mr. GAllRETT of Tennessee. What has a Congressman to do
except to make inquiries?
Mr. HARDY. I can not say in detail all be has to do. When
you destroy the right of a private individual to employ the
counsel of a lawyer, you are going to put a lot of labor on
Members of Congress. When the department is allowed to say
lww much the payment is to be, it seems that would secure justice. I think every fee ought to be regulated by the department
of the Government that pays the claim.
Mr. DENT. The entire object of this bill was to prevent the
solicitation by the Washington attorneys of people who really
were going to get their money without the payment of a fee. I
know the gentleman has sympathy with that. I believe that by
adopting the amendment of the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
BLACK], by striking out section 1, that would accomplish what
is desired.
Mr. BOOHER. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DENT. Yes.
.
1\fr. BOOHER. What is the object of striking out section 1?
Why should it be stricken out? It means that the department
shall not recognize any claim agent or attorney.
1\Ir. DENT. The object in striking that out is not absolutely
to prohibit the department from recognizing an attorney who
makes a valid legal contract.
l\1r. BOOHER. If you leave that in, then where is the opportunity for preventing claim agents from getting in?
Mr. DENT. The second section will take care of that.
Mr. BOOHER. · I do not think the second section will take
care of it at all. The department can not recognize a claim
corning from a claim agent or attorney under the first section.
Let us see. It providesThat no claim agent or attorney shall be r ecognized in the presentation or adjudlcatlon of claims for the collection of any pay or allowance due on account of services rendered by persons in the service of
the Army or Navy of the United States.

The department can not recognize a claim that comes from a
claim agent or attorney if that is left in. It has no authority. ·
1\fr. BLACK. It was recommended that that be stricken out.
Mr. BOOHER. Why do you want to strike that out?
Mr. BLACK. For the reason that the gentleman has just
stated, that it might become very necessary for a claimant to
be repre ented by an attorney, as in the case I cited, where
an administrator has to be appointed, and where not a nickel
can be collected without admini tration.
1\fr. BOOHER. That does not require the services of an attorney.
.
1\Ir. BLACK. I should like to know how you can get an ad~
ministrator appointed without the services of an attorney.
1\fr. BOOHER. Anybody can go into the probate court' and
have an administrator appointed, and if the probate judge
knows his busines" an attorney is not needed. One-half the
estates that go through probate do not have any lawyer connected with them in my State.
1\Ir. BLACK. The gentleman's State must be an exception,
because in mo t cases they are represented by attorneys.
Mr. BOOHER. We elect probate judges who know their business. I think on reflection the gentleman will see that it is not
best to strike out section 1.
1\Ir. 'DENT. I really do not care one way or the other about
section 1, except that it does look to me after a rereading of it
that it is rather stringent. But in view of the proviso that has
been put in there I think it makes very little difference whether
it is stricken out or left in.
1\lr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. If the chairman pl-ease, :r
wish he would speak loud enough to be heard on this side of the
House.
l\fr; DENT. I thought I was speaking loud enough to be
heard. I s~d that in view of the proviso put in by the committee I did not think it made very much difference ·whether we
left in section 1 or struck it out.
Mr. ROGERS. I submit to the chairman of the committee
that the teeth are entirely removed from this bill if the House
accepts the second part of the amendment proposed by the gentleman from Texas. If that amendment were adopted there would
be nothing left of the bill, unless you could prove a solicitation.
And, after all, with the cunning of professional claim attorneys
H might be pretty hard to prove a olicitation. It strikes me
that if we are going to have this legislation at all we ought to
have legislation that will absolutely gra p these fellows and
make sure that they can not have their own way.

1\Ir. NORTON. Will the gentleman yield?
1\fr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman from North Dakota.
Mr. NORTON. I am very much interested in this legislation,
and I quite agree with the gentleman from Massachusetts [1\Ir.
RoGERS] that the legislation should be prohibitive of the receiving of any fee within the year, and not merely prohibith·e of
soliciting or attempting to solicit a contract. There are in
Washington and in some of the other large cities of tbe country
claim agents who are as ravenous wolves in soliciting contracts
and in concocting schemes to obtain easy fees from people who
are unacquainted with the workings of the department of the
Government. These fees they secure through misrepre entations
and without rendering any real service other than the service
of soliciting these fees and devising schemes for separating
honest and credulous people from their money. I do not believe
that the prohibition in the law can be too strict as to this class
of claims. It seems to me that the legisl:ltion proposed is yery
good as it stands in the bill.
Mr. BLACK. Does the gentleman want to deny to a litigant
or claimant the services of a lawyer in a legitimate case; for
instance, in a case where an adminish·ator is absolutely neces·
sary? Does the gentleman want to pa an act saying that he
can not employ an attorney in a legitimate way?_
Mr. NORTON. No; I _do not; and I do not think the legislation would prevent that. If the estate was administered a
mere letter to the United States GoverDJr>ent or to the Navy
Department or to the War Department wm1ld bring to the administrator the amount of the claim.
1\fr. DEJ\"T. Mr. Speaker, I believe that we ought to have
some legislation of this character, and I think if 've leave the
bill just as it is, strike out in the proviso "one year" aud insert "six: months," that it will meet evet·y objection.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman permit?
Mr. DENT. Yes.
.
Mr. STAFFORD. The gentleman wi l recognize that, as far
as presenting claims before the War-Ris · Bure-au is concerned,
we recognize the right of an attorney to present a claim. Now
you are going to deny the right so as to prevent a claim before
the Quartermaster Corps, and there is no consistency in that.
Mr. DENT. The Government will pay the claim without an
attorney, and there is no reason why peop.~ should pay att01··
neys when the Government will pay without them.
Mr. STAFFORD. I have in mind an instance where a reputable attorney representing the wife of a husband who enlisted
·o as to evade the service in a divorce suit. He is trying to
bluff the payment of an allowance to her, nnu yet you are going
to preYent any representation by an attorney to reach cases of
that kiml.
1\Ir. ROGERS. 'Vill the gentleman yield?
l\1r. DEN'l'. Yes.
l\Ir. ROGERS. The objection which I voiced a moment ago to
the suggestion of the gentleman from Texas related only to
his suggested amendment to section 2. I think his point as to
section 1 is entirely sound. Let me instance this ca e: The Red
Cross throughout the country bas very elaborate machinery for
providing bureaus of attorneys who shall render services free
of charge to the relatives of soldiers who may be in need of
legal assistance in presenting their claims or getting information. or whatever it may be, here in Washington. The Red
Cross, through these attottneys, acts entirely without compensation. It is purely a gratuitous· service; a part of the generous
and beneficent functions of the Red .Cross. And yet, if I read
section 1 correctly, these Red Cross lawyers would be absolutely precluded by this language from even having correspondence with any branch of the United States Government, in
spite of the fnct that they were not receiving one cent of com·
pensation, directly or indirectly, for that service.
•
Mr. DENT. I do not agree with the gentleman about that.
I think if a man volunteers his services he does not come within
the definition of a claim agent.
Mr. ROGERS. The section says that " no claim agent or
attorney shall be recognized," and so forth.
Mr. BLACK. l\1r. Speaker, has consent been given for tha
consideration of the bill?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. It has.
l\Ir. BLACK. I want to propose an amendment.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the committee amendment. Does the gentleman from Alabama want
to offer an amenrlment to the committee aGlendment?
l\Ir. DE~TT. Yes. I offer an amendment to line 8, changing
it from one year to six months.
·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. · The Clerk will report the
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment by Mr. DENT : Page 2, line 8, strike out the words " one
year" and insert in lieu there(\f "six months."
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1\Ir. ROGERS. I mo\e to amend the amendment by adding
to the amendment tlle words "after its accrual.''
The SPEAKER pro tempore. That amendment is not now
in order. The question is on the amendment offered by the
gentleman from Alabama.
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by 1\Ir.
STAFFORD} there were-ayes 26, noes 4.
So the amendment was agreed to.
1\fr. ROGERS. Now, 1\Ir. Speaker, I offer the amendment to
insert the words "after its accrual."
The SPE.Ah.~R pro tempore. The Clerk will report the
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows .

LO~GEVITY

P.!.Y OF

OCTOBER
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1\lr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I ha\e one other bill and I am
through, and that is the bill H. R. 13016, which has not been
reported from the Military Committee, and I ask unanimous
consent to discharge the Military Committee from further
consideration of that bill and that it be put upon its passage.
This bill proposes to correct the ruling of the comptroller as to
the longevity pay of officers who have served in the National
Guard and Organized Militia.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Alabama
asks unanimous consent to discharge the Military Committee
from further consideration of the bill H. R. 13016 and that the
same be considered at this time. Is there objection?
Page 2, line 8, after tho word "months," insert the words "after
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I object.

its accrual."

FEDERAL AID TO STATE HOMES FOR SOLDIETIS.
Mr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Speaker, I do not yet get the idea of my
colleague in using the word. " accrual." D0es he not think that
1\lr. DENT. 1\Ir. Speaker, I understand that the gent1emnn
it is better to use the words " after its pre ·entation to the Gov- from California [Mr. CURRY] has a bill reported from the Com·
ernment "? -The claim might accrue on enlistment.
_
mittee on l\lilitary Affairs that he desires to call up.
1\Ir. ROGERS. They may never present it. The question, as
Mr. CURRY of California. 1\Ir. Speaker, I call up the bill
the gentleman from Texas made clear, de\olws upon when it H. R. 5167.
actually comes into being and not when it comes to the knowlThe SPEAKER pro tempore. Tile Clerk will report the title
edge of the Go'\:ernment.
of the bill.
1\lr. PARKER of New Jersey. Suppose it does not come to
The Clerk read as follows :
the knowledge of the man himself?
A bill (11. R. 5167) to amend an n.ct entitled ".dn act to provide ::till
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the amend- to :State or Territorial homes for the support of disabled soldiers and
sailors of the United States," approved August 27, 1888, as amended
ment offered by the gentleman from Massachusetts.
March 2, 1889.
'Ihe question was taken, and the amendment was agreed to.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present
Mr. BLACK. 1\.lr. Chairman, I offer the following amendconsideration of the bill?
nwnt, which I send to the desk and ask to have read.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment by Mr. BLACK: Page 1, line 9, n.fter the word "solicit," I would like to ha\e some explanation as to wherein tllis bill
1ns<'rt ·• a," and aftpr the word ., for" strike out the words ·" charge or changes existing law.
recci.>e " and, in line 10, after the word " solicit," insert "a," and after
1\Ir. CURRY of California. It changes existing law by inth e wo~d "for" strike out the words "charge, or recci>e."
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on ag!·eeing to creasing the Federal contribution for the maintenance of these
homes from $100 to $120 a year. That is the only pla<'e the
the amendment offered by the gentleman from Texas.
change is made. The bill has been referred to the l1<"partmont
The amendment was rejected.
1\ir. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Speaker, was any action taken upon and has been reported upon fa\orably.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present
the adoption of the committee amendment as amended?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Not so far. The question is on consideration of the bill?
Mr. BLACK. 1\Ir. Speaker, reserying the right to object, has
the committee amendment as amended.
the gentleman figured out what the cost of this change will be?
The committee amendment was agreed to.
Mr. CURRY of California. \\"e ha\e one home in California
1\fr. STAFFORD. 1\fr. Speaker, I mo\e to strike out lines 3,
where tho increased cost will be between $15,000 and $16,000 a
4, 5, G, and 7 of section 1 of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk mil re110rt tho year. I belie\e there are 10 or 12 homes in the United States
where the State pays half and the Federal Go\ernment pays
amendment.
half.
The Clerk read as follows :
1\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. Let me answer the gentleman.
Amendment offered by Mr. STAFFOnD: Strike out lines 3, 4, G, G,
In New Jersey we have a home at Kearny that has 500 patients,
nnd 7 on page 1.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to as a rule, or had; it is a little less now. The 500 patients used
to cost $50,000 to the United States, at $100 apiece, and $60,000
the amendment offered by the gentleman from Wisconsin.
to the State-a little more than that, $120 a year to the State.
The amendment was rejected.
1\Ir. ROGERS. 1\Ir. Speaker, I move to amend, in line 3, page The State paid the most of the cost of that. About two-thirds
went for mere subsistence, food, and the rest for salaries and
1, by inserting, after the word " no," the word "paid."
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will report the expenses, coal, light, and so forth. Now, since the great increa c
in the cost of living, the cost of the food has gone to double, and
amendment.
instead of costing the State $60,000 it co ts them over $100.000
The Clerk read as follow~:
a year-$120,000 a year-it has gone up so. Although they have
Page 1, line 3, after the word "no," insert the word "paid."
reduced the salaries the food cost is something almo t prol\1r. DENT. 1\Ir. Speaker, I have no objection to that.
hibitive. It was understood when the United States 9.pproThe SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on_ agreeing priated $toO a year that it expected to pay just the bare cost of
to the amendment. .
food for the people who were there living and the other expenses
The amendment was agreed to.
for the State and-. The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the en- were
Mr. CURRY of California. And the medicine: ha\e doubled,
grossment and third reading of the bill.
_ The bill waa ordered to be engrossed and read u third time, too.
1\Ir. PARKER of New Jersey. Yes.
was read the third time, and passed.
M:r. SHALLENBERGE.R. 1\Ir. Speaker, we had a very ex·
On motion of Mr. DE~T, a motion to reconsider the vote by
haustive hearing on this bill by the superintendent of the Caliwhich the bill was passed was laid on the table.
fornia -home, who brought the complete figures there. The policy
&'\LISTMENTS IN NATIONAL GUARD, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA..
of the Government has been for the National Government to pay,
Nr. DEJNT. l\Ir. Speaker, I call up the bill (S. 3735) to pro- one-half of the cost of those men in the different soldiers' homes,
ville for enlistments in the National Guard of the District of $100 a year being the fixed price~ but owing to the increased cost,
Columbia, and for other purposes.
as the gentleman from New Jersey has explained, the Govern·
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present ment does not anywhere near now pay one-half, and the modest
consideration of the bill?
.
increase of $20 a month, in the opinion of the committee, does
1\!r. 'V ALSH. 1\Ir. Speaker, this seems to be rather an im- not cover the increased cost to the State or the Government in
portllllt measure and I do not think we ought to take it up at the maintenance of the soldier, and this $20 a month 1s only a
this hour of the night. I object for the present.
partial payment to the State of the extra expense.
1\Ir. CURRY of California. It costs our State $175 for eacll
PAY OF CdDETS, MILITARY ACADEMY.
~1r. DENT. 1\.Ir. Speaker, I call up the bill (H. R. 12834) one now in addition to what they get from the Government.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection? [After a
providing increase in pay for .ca~ets of the 1\filitary Academy.
rrhe SPEAKER pro tempore. - Is there objection to the present pause.] The Chair hears none. This is a Union Calendar bill.
Mr. OURRY of California. I ask unanimous consent that the
coni'i deration of the bill?
.
Thir. STAFFORD. l\lr. Speaker, I think this bill can likewise bill be considered in the House as in Committee of the Whole
House 9n the stnte of the Union.
g owr to some subsequent date. I object.
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1918.
The SPEAKER pro tempore.
pause.] The Chair hears none.
The Clerk read as follows :

Is there objection?

[After a
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1\lr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I should prefer to dispose of
this matter now, if I can. Is it on the Unanimous Cofl..?lent
Calendar?
1\lr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. Yes; on the Unanimous
Consent Calendar.
1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Then I withhold my request.

. Be it enacted, etc., That all States or Territories which have established, · or which shall h ereafter establish, State homes for disabled
soldit>Ts and sailors of the United States who served in the War of the
Rebellion or in any previous or subsequent war, who are disabled by
age, disease, or otherwise, and by reason of such disability are incapable
PUBLIC-BUILDING SITE, YONKERS, N. Y.
of earning a living, provided such disabilit~ was not incurred in service
against the United States, shall be paid for every such disabled soldier
l\lr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. l\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanior Rnilor who may be admitted and cared for in such home at the rate
mous consent to call up the bill that relates to the correction of
of S120 p er annum.
The number of such persons for whose care any State or Territory a site at Yonkers, N. Y.-House bill 8828.
shall r eceive the said payment under this act shall be ascertained by
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from New York
the board of managers of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers under such regulations as it may prescribe, but the said State or asks unanimous consent for the present consideration of the
Territorial homes shall be exclusively under the control of the respective bill H. R. 8828, which the Clerk will report by title.
State or 'l'erritorial authorities, and the board of managers shall not
The Clerk read as follo"\\S:
have nor assume any man:1gement or control of said State or Territorial
homes.
A bill (H. R. 8828) authorizing the acquisition of a site anu the
The board of managers of the National home shall, however, have erection thereon of a public building at Yonkers, N. Y.
power to have the said State or T erritorial homes inspected at such
l\Ir. BENJA.l'tHN L. FAIRCHILD. I will say that this i~ not
times as it may consider necessary, and shall report the result of such
inspections to CongreRs in its annual report: Provided, That no State any increase of appropriation for the public building. It is
~;hall be pald a sum exceeding one-half the cost of maintenance of each
soldier or sailor by such State : Pt·ovided further, That one-half of any. really to correct a situation regarding the site, and it is a bill
sum or sums retamed by Rtate homes on account of pensions received that was drafted by the Treasury Department. An appropriafrom inmates shall be deducted from the aid herein provided for.
tion of $250,000 was made for the acquisition of a site in

The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read the third time,
wa read the third time, and passed.
On motion of l\Ir. CuRRY of California, n motion to reconsider
the vote by which the bill was passed was laid on the table.
PUBLIC BUILDING, ELDORADO, :K.ANS.

Yonkers.
The SPEAKER pro tempore.
l\1r. STAFFORD. Reserving
bill ought to be reported before
The SPEAKER pro tempore.
The Clerk read as follows :

Is there objection?
the right to object, I think llie
the objection is waived.
The Clerk will report the bill.

Mr. AYRES. 1\lr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to call
8828) authorizing the acquisition of a site and the erection
1.1p the bill H. R. 12881. . I was not present this morning when A bill (H. R. thereon
of a public building at Yonkers, N. Y.
it 'vas called up, as I was unavoidably detained, and I would
Be it enacted, etc., That the existing legislation authorizing the
like the pre ent consideration of the same.
acquisition of a public-building site at Yonkers, N. Y. 1 at a limit of
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Kansas cost of $250,000. and for the erection thereon of a public
building at a
[i\lr. AYRES] nsks unanimous consent for the present considera- limit of cost of $2:>0,000, be. and the same is hereby, amended so as to
fix
a
joint
limit
of
cost
of
$G62,500
for
saiU
site
and
building,
and the
tion of the bill H. R. 12881, which was objected to tl1is morning. appropriations heretofore made unuer said separate limits of cost
are
The Clerk read as follows:
hereby made available for the acquisition of said site and the erection
A bill (H. R. 12881) to increase the cost of the public building at
Eldorado, Kans.
'J~he SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
1\lr. WALSH. l\Ir. Speaker, reserving the right to object, I
know the gentleman is very anxious to have this measure considered. He has spoken to me tlbout it. I objected when it
came up earlier in the day, and stated the reasons therefor, and
I still think we ought not to pick out particular localities and
permit an increased cost of buildings to be made, and I am inclined to further object to its consideration.
l\Ir. AYRES. l\Iy understanding is that rou have no objc~
tion to its remaining on the calendar?
1\lr. WALSH . No; I have not.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman objects to the
pre ent consideration.
l\lr. WALSH. I did not intend by my objection to send it off
the calendar, but I objected just to returning and taking it up.

of said buildirrg within the joint limit of cost hereby prescrbcd.
SEc. 2. That the Secretary of the T~·easury i hereby authorized, in
his discretion, when said site shall have been acquired, to sell to the
city of Yonkers, N. Y., for such price, at such time, and upon such terms
as he may deem for the best interests of the United States, such portions of said site fronting on Buena Vista Avenue and Market Place
as he may deem it advisable to spare for the purpose of widening the
abutting streets, to convey said land to the city by the usual quitclaim
deed. nnd to deposit the proceeds of said sale in the Treasury of the
United States as a miscellaneous receipt.

Also the following committee amendment was read:
Strike out section 1 and insert in lieu thereof the following:
·• That the existing leg! lation authorizing the acquisition of a
public building site at Yonkers, N. Y., at a limit of cost of $250,00o-,
be, and the same is hereby, amendPd so as to fix a limit of 'cost of $338,500 ·for the said site, and the appropriations heretofore made under
separate limits of cost are hereby made available for the acquisition of
said site within the limit of cost h ereby prescribe<l."

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present
consideration of this bill?
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. l\Ir. Speaker, reserving the
SANATORIUM AT DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
right to object, may I inquire if it is the purpose to object to the
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. l\fr. Speaker, by direction of consideration of the rule that has just been presented?
the Committee on Rules I present a privileged report.
l\Ir. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. Answering for myselfThe SPEAKER pro tempore. '.rhe gentleman from Tennes- and I can only answer for myself-I do not.
see presents a privileged report from the Committee on Rnles,
l\1r. GILLETT. Did I understand you to ask if anybody was
which the Clerk will report.
going to object?
The Clerk l'ead as follows :
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. Yes.
House resolution 437.
Mr. GILLETT. I think it would sa\e time if the gentleman
Resolved, That immedint<'lY upon the adoption of this resolution the
House shall resolve itself into Committee of the Whole House on the wonld allow me to state why I shall object. I do no~ think I
state of the Union for the consideration of H. R. 12917, entitled "A haye any sectional or any personal feeling on the subject; but
bill to provide for the establishment of a sanatorium for the treatment I feel that if the Government is going to start in to builrl
of persons discharged from the military and naval forces of the United sanatoriums for tuberculosis, as- the gentleman suggested this
States, and for other purposes"; that there shall be not to exceed one
hour of ~eneral debate. At the conclusion of such general debate the morning there would have to be one in e\ery State. I think
bill shall be considered for amendment under the five-minute rule. there ought to be before the House one general program by the
After the bill shall have been perfected in the Committee of the Whole health authorities before we commence. I ha\e always supposed
House on the state of the Union the same shall be reported to the
House with such r ecommenda tlon as the committee may make, where- that Arizona and Colorado, and perhaps high places like the
upon the previous question shall be considered as ordered upon the bill Adirondacks, were peculiarly sanitary in the treatment of tuberand all amendments thereto to final passage without intervening motion culosis. I may be wrong about that. I do not think this Honse
cxc<:'pt one motion to recommit.
. 1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. .l\Ir. Speaker, I offer :m amend- ought to pick out one place now for one particular sanatorium,
but I think the health authorities ought to come before us with
m en t to the resolution.
n full and complete scheme, covering the whole country and the
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Tennessee
whole subject. Therefore I shall feel .constrained to make thu
offers an amendment, which the Clei'k will report.
point of no quorum if this rule is insisted on.
The Clerk read as follows : ·
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. The gentleman i not willing
.Amendment offered by 1\lr. GARRETT of Tennessee: After the word that it may be made the unfinished business?
" resolution " strike out " the House shall r esolve itself," and insert in
Mr. GILLETT. No. I should be willing-li eu thereof th e following: " It shall be in order to move that the
Hou se resolve itself."
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. And would make the point of
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. l\Ir. Speaker, I mo\e the pre- no quorum to-morrow?
vious question.
l\fr. GILLETT. I should make it again to-morrow. · I do not
_. l\lr. BENJAl\IIN L. FAIRCHILD. Will the gentleman with- want to be unfair about it.
hold that question until I ask unanimous consent on a bill that
l\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I understand. The gentieman
i~ on the Unanimous Consent Calendar?
from Massachusetts is ne\er unfair.
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Mr. GILLETT. Thank you. But it seems to me that my
suggestion ought to impress itself upon all Members of the
House, and therefore I shall feel-1\fr. GARRE TT of Tenne see. It does not impress itself
upon me. However, I shall make no objection.
Mr. BLACK. I re erve the right to object.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I shall at the proper time insist upon this motion and let the gentleman from Massachusetts
take the responsibility-1.\fr. GILLETT. Yes-•
1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. 'Vhich he is always willing
to take.
Mr. GILLE TT. Yes.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Speaker, I want to ·make an inquiry about
the bill that the gentleman from New York has asked consideration for. As I understand it, the present law authorizes the
appropriation of ,$250,000 for the site?
Mr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCIDLD. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. BLACK. And the bill as amended would raise the limit
of cost for the site to 338,500?
- Mr. BENJAl\HN L. FAIRCHILD. Yes. If the gentleman
will permit, the $250,000 has been expended, with the exception
of $28,500. The Government, in order to acquire the land, was
obliged to institute condemnation proceedings. There were five
parcels. The total cost was $117,000, in accordanee with the
awards which have already been made, in exces of the money
which they have already expended. They have acquired three
pa:rcels. They have the title to those three pa rcels. The two
remaining parcels require $117,000.
l\Ir. BLACK. Have awards already been made?
l\Ir. BENJAl\HN L. FAIRCHILD. Yes; awards have already
been made. Awards have beE'n made for all the parcels. · In
that situation the present administration of the city of Yonkers
has said to the Government that the moment it acquires title
to the two remaining parcels the city will contrib'qte something
near $60,000 of the amount required in purchase from the
Government of two 20-foot strips on each of two ends of the
block, where there are now narrow streets ; so that they will
be better adapted for post-office purposes if this bill goes
through. Now, while the present administration of the city -is
bound by the offer they have made, the Government will get
advantage of nearly $60,000 and also the advantage of two
widened streets at the two ends of the block for post-office
purposes.
Mr. SEARS. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BENJAl\fiN L. FAIRCHILD. Yes.
, Mr. SEARS. Condemnation proceedings have been brought?
l\fr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. Yes; and the awards have
been made.
l\fr. SEARS. I have several cities in my district that are
entitled to buildings, but I have not pressed the claims on
account of the agreement we entered into not to pass these
bills durino- the war. But in that case, as I understand it, the
bill was passed some years ago, and the Government has condemned the property and can take it over at any time. The
parties that own the property therefore are in the position
where they can not collect from the Government because there
was not enough appropriated in the first bilL For at least mclre
than one year they have had this property on their hands.
They can not fix it 11p and lease it, and they can not make a
time lease, but are forced to rent same from day to day or
from month to month. In justice to the owners of the land the
Government in this case, having gone through condemnation
proceedings, should, it seems to me, make an appropriation
sufficient to meet the findings of the court, so that the owners
of the land can get their money. I hope the gentleman from
Texas will not object in view of those facts.
Mr. BLACK. What kind of an assurance does the gentleman
from New York have that the city of Yonkers will make this
conb:ibution?
Mr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. I have an assurance that
come from the authorities of a city of a hundred thousand
people.
1\lr. BLACK. Has the gentleman any evidence of that promise
or a surance?
Mr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. I ha.ve here a formal letter
from the mayor of the city of Yonkers. One rea on why I am
an.'dous to have this bill passed now is because administrations
come and go; -they change. There are always objections from
taxpayers to the expenditure of public money, and the situation
therefore that may exist to-day to the advantage of the Federal
Government may not exist orne time in the future. But the
present situation, I can assure the gentleman from Texas, is
that the moment this bill becomes a law, and the Government
acquires the title to the two remaining parcels, the city will
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contribute the amount for those two 20-foot strips and will imoj
prove the street, and the widened streets will be of benefit for
post-office pm·poses.
Mr. BLACK. Do I understand that the Secretary of the
Treasury has recommenaed this increase?
1\Ir. BENJ~'-IIN L. FAIRCHILD. The Secretary of the
Treasury has recommended it. The original bill was drafted in
the Treasury DepartmE'nt.
Mr. BLACK. And the acceptance of the site from the city of
Yonkers?
Mr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. Yes.
Mr. RAGSDALE. I presume it is the Secreta ry of the Treasury and not the Director of Railroads who is doing that. The
Director General of Railroads is not so liberal in r ecommending
the payment of sums of monE'y due.
Mr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. I was referring to tile
Secretary of the Treasury.
1\fr. WALSH. Does this in any way increase the cost of the
building?
Mr. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. :Ko; it does not. The bill
as originally drafted by the Secretary· of the Treasury provided
for an increase in the cost of the building in accordance with
the plans, but in that resQect the committee amendeu the bill so
us to eliminate the increased cost of the building and limited
the bill only to the correction of the site situation.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
There was no objection.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. This bill is on the Union Calendar.
l\Ir. BENJAMIN L. FAIRCHILD. I ask unanimous consent
that the bill be considered in the Hous~ as in Committee of tl1e
Whole.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from New York
asks unanimous consent that the bill be considered in the House
as in Committee of the Whole. Is there objection?
1
There was no objection.
i
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the ·committee amendment.
The committee amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be engrossed and read
a third time, and was accordingly read the third time and pa edOn motion of l\1r. BENJAAIIN L. FAIRCHILD, a motion to reconsider the vote by which the bill was passed was laid on
the table.
CERTAIN CLAIMS OF THE CHEROKEE NATION.

Mr. HASTINGS. l\fr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for
the present consideration of the first bill on the Calendar for
Unanimous Consent (H. R. 357), conferring jurisdiction upon
the Court of Claims to hear, consider, and determine certain
claims of the Cherokee Nation. against the United States.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Oklahoma
asks unanimous consent for the present consideration of a bill
which the Clerk will report by title.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. STAF!I'ORD. I object, l\lr. Speaker.
1\fr. HASTINGS. Will the gentleman withhold that for a
moment?
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes; I withhold it. As I stated yesterday,
I went over these two bills several months ago. One of them
I was very strongly opposed to and the other one I was not. I
have not had time to go over the bill since. I wish to do full
justice to the gentleman's bill.
Mr. HASTINGS. The Chair understands that this doe not
take this bill off the calendar?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair understands that it
does not take the bill off the calendar.
LEAVE TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE.

l\Ir. RAGSDALE.

l\fr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
I may be allowed to address the House to-morrow for 30 minutes.
The SPEAKER pro tmpore. The gentleman from South Caro-lina asks unanimous consent that he may be permitted to address the House for 30 minutes to-morrow. Is there objection?
Mr. STAFFORD. Reserving the right to object, I under tand
that if a point of no quorum 'is made we will recess until a week
from Monday?
1
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. That is the understnnding.
1
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. GILLETT. I object. I understand there will not be anY,
session to-morrow.
SANATORIUM AT DAWSON SPRINGS, KY. ·

Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. 1\Ir. Speaker, I move the pre..
vious question on the rule.
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1\lr. GILLETT. And I make the point of order that there is
no quorum present.
l\Ir. HENRY T. RAI~"'EY. Mr. Speaker, in view of the statement I made at the opening of the session to-day, I desire now
to say that no further business will be transacted until one week
from Monday and that that will exclude even requests for
unanimous consent to extend remarks in the REcoRD. There
mll be no business transacted. Will the gentleman from Massachusetts withhold his point for a moment?
1\Ir. GILLETT. Yes.
l\1r. HENRY T. RAI£\"EY. I now ask unanimous consent that
when the House adjourns to-day it adjourn to meet on Tuesday next.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Dlinois
asks unanimous consent that when the House adjourns to-day
it acljotun to meet on Tuesday next. Is there objection?
l\fr. SMITH of Michigan. Reserving the right to object, in
case there is no quorum, Vl·hether or not a quorum will be
demanded.
1\Ir. HENRY T. RAINEY. There will be no attempt to get a
quorum until 1\Ionday, the 14th.
1\lr. Sl\.:IITH of Michigan. .At that time there will be an order
a ked to bring 1\Iembers in.
1\lt". l\IONDELL. Does the gentleman mean that a quorum
"-ill be demanded on Monday, the 14th 'l
1\lr. HEl\'RY T. llAINEY. If a point of no quorum is made
anti no quorum is here, the House will order a quorum.
l\lr. MO:NDELL. But in the absence of any demand for a
quorum there will be no call?
1\Ir. HENRY T. RAINEY. Certainly not..
1\lr. LONG,VORTH. The real object of a quorum, as I understand, is the urgent deficiency bill.
·1\Ir. HENRY T. llAINEY. The urgent deficiency bill, the consideration of war measures, and the rule the gentleman from
Tennessee presented awhile ago.
1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. 'Vill the gentleman yield?
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. I will.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. There will be some Members
here. There will be some legislation that can be passed without
objection, I think. For instance, here is a bill of very great
importance pending touching the matter of the insurance of
the old-line companies and in fraternal orders on the lives of
soldiers. I do not know about the details of the bill, but I
do not think there will be any objection to the passage of
that bill.
1\Ir. STAFFOllD. But there was objection yesterday to the
consideration of it.
1\lr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I want to submit to the gentleman from Dlinois whether or not he would insist upon making a motion to adjourn immediately after reading the .Journal.
~lr. HENRY T. RAINEY.
That is my intention.
1\lr. GARRETT of 'J'ennessee. If objection is made to the
consideration of the bill, or if a point of no quorum is made
upon bringing in a rule for the consideration of the rule, then,
of course, w-e \Yould adjourn, but it seems to me there is some
legislation unobjected to which could be passed by those who
remain here. I do not wish to embarrass the gentleman from
Dlinois, and the gentleman from Illinois knows it.
l\Ir. HENRY T. RAINEY. The gentleman from Tennessee
was not present at the opening of the House.
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. I was and heard the gentleman' statement.
l\Ir. HENRY T. llAINEY. In view of the understanding at
the beginning of the session I shall have to object to all business
and mo>e to adjourn each day when the reading of the .Journal
is concluded.
1\fr. GILLETT. It seems to me that that is ·the only practicable course, because otherwise that would keep Members
here, and the intention is that everybody shall be treated alike
and need not stay here. It might happen that those who are
in faYor of the bill would be here while those not in favor of it
would be away. I think the gentleman from Illinois is quite
right in his program.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I am not complaining at all;
I just thought that there were some things that even a small
number could do to which there would be no objection.
l\Ir. GILLETT. I think they had better wait a week.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there obje\:tion to the reqne.·t of the gentleman from Illinois?
1\Ir. WOODS of Iowa. I object.
1\lr. HENRY T. RAI~"'"EY. Then, Mr. Speaker, I announce
that each day I will make a request for three days' recess, and
if we can not get it by unanimous consent I shall mo>e to
adjourn each day aftE-r the reading of the Journal. I expect
to rnoYe to adjourn to-morrow immediately after the reading of
the J our·naL
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EXTENSION OF BEMA.RKS.

Mr. NORTON. l\1r. Speaker, I ask unanimous consep.t to extend my remarks in the RECORD on the work of this Congress.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from North -Dakota asks unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the
RECOIID on the work of this Congress. Is there objection?
l\Ir. llAGSDALE. I object.
ADJO""C'BNME:NT.

1\Ir. HENRY T. RA.INEY. l\Ir. Speaker, I move that the
House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 5 o'clock and 4G
minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until to-m-orrow, Saturday,
October 5; 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIOXS, ETC.
Under clause 2 of Rule XXIV, executi>e communications were
taken from the Speaker's table and referred as follows :
1. A letter from the .Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting copy of a communication from the Secretary of the Interior submitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation for
necessary increases in salaries in the mechanical and laboring
forces of the Department of the Interior for the fiscal year 1919
(H. Doc. No. 1316); to the Committee on Appropriations and
ordered to be printed.
2. A letter from the .Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting copy of communication from the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia submitting supplemental estimate of appropriation required by the District of Columbia for disposal of
city refuse fiscal year .1919 (H. Doc. No. 1317) ; to the Commit·
tee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
3. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting copy of a communication from the Attorney General
submitting a deficiency estimate of appropriation required by
.the Department of .Justice for the fiscal year 1918 (H. Doc. No.
1318) ; to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be
printed.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIO~S. AND 1\IEl\IORIALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials
were introduced and severally referred as follows :
By 1\lr. FULLER of Massachusetts: A bill (H. R. 13047) relative to the pay of regimental sergeant majors, battalion sergeant majorN, and first sergeants, and for other purposes ; to
the Committee on Military Affairs.
By Mr. BRUMBAUGH: A bill (H. R. 13048) providing for
the V~""aiving of civil-service requirements in the case of certain
honorably discharged soldiers, sailors, or marines ; to the Committee on Reform in the Civil Service.
By l\lr. HAWLEY: .A bill (H. R. 13049) providing for the extension of time for the reclamation of certain lands in the State
of Oregon under the Carey Act ; to the Committee on the Public
Lands.
By l\Ir. DENTON: .A bill (H. R. 13053) to incorporate the
War Mothers of America; to the Committee on the District of
Columbia.
By Mr. JAMES: Resolution (H. Res. 441) providing for the
appointment of . a committee to investigate conditions at the
Soldiers' and Sailors' Home, 'Vashington, District of Columbia;
to the Committee on Rules.
By Mr. LONDON: Concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 54)
creating a committee to be known as the .Joint Congressional
Committee on Reconstruction; to the Committee on Rules.
PRITATE BILLS A.~D RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred us follows:
By Mr. GRIFFIN: A bill (H. R. 13050) granting an increase
of pension to .Annie .A. Cousins; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. HAUGEN: A bill (H. R. 13051) granting a pension t~
l\Iary Redfield ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. KEY of Ohio: A bill (H. R. 13052) granting a pension to William H. Dean; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
PETITIO~S, ETC.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions am1 papers V~""ere laid
on the Clerk's desk -and referred as follows :
By l\Ir.. DALE of New York: Petition from 46 citizens and
relatives of the men in the military service of the Nation,
urging the passage of the Edmonds bill (H. R. 5531) " to increase the efficiency of the Medical Department of 'the United
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States Army, to provide a pharmaceutical corps in that department, and to improve the status and efficiency of the pharmacist in the A1·my,; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
By Mr. RAKER: Petition from the Southern Pacific Mills
Association, of San Francisco, indorsing the suggestion of the
Food Administration that the mixed-flour 1aw be suspended
for the period of the war; to the Committee on Ways and
Means.
Also, protest of the National Model League, against prohibition; to the Committee on Ways and Means.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
SATURDAY,

October 5, 1918.

The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the following prayer :
'Ve bless Thee, our Father in ·h eaven, for the disclosm·es
Thou hast made of Thyself in the works of Thy hands ; the
history of men and of nations ; the still, small voice ; the life-.
character, and teachings of Thy Son, whom we recognize as the
paragon of perfection, the acme of perfected manhood. May we
emulate His character in the common daily duties of life, that
we may walk in the light, enter the straight gate, and tread
the narrow way whlch leads to life eternal; and Thine be
the praise forever. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of yesterday was read and npproved.
ORDER OF BUSINESS. .
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY and 1\lr. RANDALL rose.
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from
California rise?
Mr. RANDALL. Mr. Speaker, I desire to ask unanimous
con nt to extend my remarks in tbe REcoBD, but I understand
that some sort of an arrangement has been mude-1\fr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Mr. Speaker, I shall have to
object. I ask unanimous ·consent that when the House adjourns
to-day it adjourn to meet on Wednesday next.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois asks unanimous
consent that when the House adjourns to-day it adjourn to meet
on 'Vednesday next. Is there objection?
l\fr. WOODS of Iowa. 1\.fr. Speaker, I object.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
A message from the Senate, by Mr. Waldorf, its enrolling
clerk, nnnounced that the Senate had passed bills of the following titles, in which the concurrence of the House of Representatives was requested:
s: 4957. An act to · establish the Lafayette National Park in
the State of Maine; and
S. 4924. An act to amend section 336 of the Revised Statutes
of the United States relating to the annual report on the statistics of commerce and navigation of the United States with
foreign countries.
SK~ATE

BILLS REFERRED.

Under "Clause 2 of Rule XXIV, Senate bills of the following
titles were taken from the Speaker's table and referred to
their appropriate committees, as indicated helow :
S. 4924. An act to :.unend section 336 of the Revised Statutes
of the United States, relating to the annual report on the statistics of commerce and navigation of the United States with
foreign countries; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
S. 4957. An act to establish the Lafayette National Park, in
the State of l\Iaine; to the Committee on the Public Lands.
ADJOURNMENT.

Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Mr. Speaker, I move that the
House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to ; and accordingly (at 12 o'clock and
12 minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until Monday, October
7, 1918, at 12 o clock noon.
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tion of new and additional vaults in the- Trea:Slll"Y Building
(H. Doc. No. 1320) ; to the Committee on Public Buildings an<l
Grounds and ordered t() be printed.
-~
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII,.
Mr. WARD introduced a bill (H. R. 13054) granting a pension
to Edward Kneibe, which was refen-ed to the Committee on
Pensions.
PETITIONS, ETG.
Under clause 1 of Ruie XXII,
1\fr. LINTIDCUM laid on the Clerk's desk a petition from Dr1
R. R. Kemingha.m, favoring House bill 5407. allowing osteopath
doctors to take the same examination set for the other systems
of healing and if they pass be ad:mittec"!. to the Army on the same
basis, whlch wa,s referred to the Committee on Military Affairs.

SENATE.
1\foNDAY,

October 7, 1918.

Rev. J. L. Kibler, of the city of Washington, offered the follow..
ing prayer :
·
0 God, our Heavenly Father, amid the strife and confusion:
of the world at war, in the midst of scenes of sickness and
death at home and on the battle fields of Europe, we turn in
our distress to Thee for succor, for Thou art our refuge and
strength, a very present help in trouble. May Thy kind provi~
dence therefore overshadow us and deli\er us, and may we never
lo e sight of Thy grace and Thy power. As we go forth to
battle fot· the right give wisdom to our leaders in all the deli~
cate and difficult question they have to consider. May Thy
will be sought and may Thy plans be unfolded in all they
do. May we be ready to lay upon the altar of om~ country all
the sacrifices that are needful, and may our brave soldier be
fully supplied until these calamities are overpassed and a triumphant victory is achieved. We ask it for Christ's sake.
Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of Thursday last was read and
approved.
CORRECTION OF P.ECOIID-THE ME.A.T-P.ACKING INDUSTRY.
Mr. SMOOT. 1\lr. President, on October 3, the day we held
the last session of the Senate, the question of printing a memorial of the chamber of commerce came up, and the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. KENDRICK ] called attention to the fact
that I had asked that the me orial be printed in the RECORD•
At that time I had in mind the document the Senato1· from Illi·
nois [1\Ir. SHERMAN] had ask~d to be printed in the RECORD,
giving t he names of the directors of the chamber of commerce
and other information, and it entirely escaped my mind that
when the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. GoRE] offered an amend·
ment to the then pending bill, based upon the report of the Fed~
eral Trade Commission, I did ask that the report of the subcommittee of the chamber of commerce be printed in the llEconn
in connection with the statement I made at that time. That
occurs in the RECORD of September 5, 1918.
I wish to make this statement so that the REco.nD will show the
facts.
THE REVENUE.
Mr. KELLOGG. 1\fr. President, I understand that it is the
wish of the Senator from Virginia [Mr. MARTIN] to move an
adjournment until Thur day. I desire, therefore, to give notice
that on Thursday, October 10, after the close of the routine morn·
ing business, I shall discuss the constitutional power of the Federal Government to levy taxes upon the instrumentalities of the
States, a subject which was discussed the other day by the
junior Senator from Pennsylvania [1\lr. KNox].
THE BU!LDING SITUATION.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair lays before the Senate a
communication from the chairman of the War Industries Board
supplemental to a communication of September 19, in response
to a resolution of the Senate of September 13, 1918, which will
be printed in the RECORD and lie on the table.
The communication is as follows:

EXECUTH'E COMMUNICATIONS, ETC.
Under clause 2 of Rule XXIV, executive communications were
t aken from the Speaker's table and referred as follows:
1. A letter from the Secretary of War, submitting a tentative
WAR I NDUSTRIES BOARD,
ora.ft of a proposed bill authorizing the appointment of addiWashington, October .q, 1918.
tional field clerks for the Quartermaster Corps (H. Doc. No. To the honorable the PRESIDE~'!' AND
SENATE
OF
THE
UNITED
STATES,
.1319) ; to the Committee on Military Affairs and ordered to be
Washi ngton, D. 0.
printed.
GENTLEMEN: Referring to the answer, under date of September 19,
2. A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting 1918,
by the War Indust:l'ies Board to Senate resolution 30~ 1 passed
a tentative draft of a proposed bill, providing for the construe- September 13, 1918, askiDg for all orders promulgated by tlllB
.board
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relative to the con tn1ctlon and alteration of public or private buildings,
I bf'g to advi e that slnee our answer was delivered Circular No. 21
(attached to the answer) has IJeen amended by adding to subdivision
(2) the following: "and new construction for farm purposes only, involving in the aggregate a cost not exceeding $1,000," so that this subdiYision as thus amended now reads as follows:
" ( 2) Repairs of or ('X tensions to existing buildings inyolYin"' in the
aggregn.te a cost not exceeding $2,500, and new construction for farm
purposes only, involving in the aggregate a cost not exceeding $1,000."
I further beg to advise you that subdivision (4) of said Circular No.
21 has also been amended by adding thereto the following: "and production (but not rj!fiuing) of mineral oil and natural gas," so that this
subdivision as thus amended now reads as follows:
·
"(4) Those directly connected with mines producing coal, metals and
ferroalloy minerals, and production (but not refining) of mineral oil and
natural gas."
I am bringing these matters to your attention because Circular No. 21
as originally :promulgated; and as supplemented on September 10, 1918.
has been printed in the CONGUESSIO!'lAL RECORD of September 21, 1918
(vol. 5G, 220, V· 11448), and I assume that you will desire the above
amendments to be printed also, so that when the subject comes up for
di r.m;sion your honorable IJody may have before it Circular No. 21 as
amended to- date.
I ba>e the honor to remain,
BERNARD l\L ll.lliUCR,
Respectfully, yours,
Chainnan Wat· Industt·ies Board.
MES ..\GE FROM THE HOUSE.

A me ·sage from the House of Representatives, by J. C. South,

1t Chief Clerk, announced that the House had passed the following bills :
S. 933. An act to authorize the Secretary of the 'Interior to
i ue patent for certain land to school district No. 9, of Sanders
County, Mont. ;
S. 2493. A.n act to amend section 3 of an act entitled "An act
to 11rovide for stock-raising homestead •, and for other purposes,"
nppr-oved December· 29, 1916;
S. 3225. An act to reserve as a part of the Oregon National
Fore t certain lands that were revested in the United States
pursuant to the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
:States in the case of the Oregon & California Railroad Co. 'L'.
Tl1e United States; and
S. 4871. An act to authorize the Philadelphia, Harrisburg &
rutsburgh Railroad Co., its lessees, successors, and assigns, to
construct a bridge across the Susquehanna River from the city
of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pa., to the borough of Lemoyne,
Cumberland County, Pa.
The message also announced that the Hou e had passed the
bill ( S. 343 ) to prevent corrupt practices in the election of
Senators, Representatives, or Delegates in Congress, with
amendments, in which it requested the concurrence of the Senate.
The message further announced that the House had passed
the bill (S. 3470) to amend section 35 of the CI·iminal Code of
the United States, with amendments, in which it .requested the
concurrence of the Senate.
The message also announced that the House had pas ed the
follo,ving bills, in which it requested the concurrence of the
Senate:
H. R. 79. An act for the sale of isolated tracts of the public
tiomain in Minnesota ;
H. R. 204. An act to provide for the fitting up of quarters
1n the post-office building at the city of Sacramento, Cal., for
the accommodation of the district court of the northern district
of California and its officers and ma1.."'ing an appropriation
therefor;
·
.
II. R. 282. An act amending the public-buildings act approved
:March 4, 1913, providing for the purchase of a site for a public
building at Nogales, Ariz.;·
H. R. 2614. An act to amend sections 2139 and 2140 of the
Revi ed Statutes and the acts amendatory thereof, and for other
purposes ; H. n. 5167. An act to amend an act entitled "An act to provide
nid to State or Territorial homes for the support of disabled soldiers and sailors of the United States," approved August 27,
18 , as amended March 2, 1889 ;
II. R. 7637. An act to auth01ize the construction and maintenance of a dike on Depot Slough. Lincoln County, Oreg.;
H. R. 8828. An act authorizing.the acquisition of a site and
the erection thereon of a public building at Yonkers, N. Y.;
H. n. 10432. An act to abolish the office of receiver of public
moneys at lVausau, Wis., and for other purposes;
H. R.10747. An act providing for the better administration of
justice in the Navy;
H. n. 1.0849. An act to establish certain new ratings in the
United States Navy;
H. R. 11709. An act granting the consent of Congress to
Norman County, 1\finn., and TraiU County, N. Dak., to construct a bridge across the Red River of the North on the boundary line between said States;
H. R. 11948. An act granting the consent af Congress to the
Great Southern Lumber Co., a corporation of the State of PennsYlvania, doing business in the State of 1\IissisffiPDi. to construct

ll
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a bridge across Pearl Ri\er, at or near the north Jine of section
22, township 8 north, range 21 west, west of the basis meridian;
in the land uL'3trict cast of rearl River, in the State of hlississippi;
H. R. 11949. An act granting the consent of Congres~ to the
county of Pearl River, Miss., and the fourth ward of the parish
of Washington, La., to construct a bridge aero Pearl RiYer,
between Pearl River County, Miss., and 'Vc hington Parish, La.;
H. R. 12194. An act to ·provide for the award of medals of
honor, distinguished-sen·ice medals, and ~ary crosses, and for
other purposes ;
.
H. R.12404. An act authorizing the construction of a building
for the Public Health Service in the city of \Vashington, ·D. C.;
H. R. 12438. An act authorizing the conveyance of the United
States jail and land on which the same is located at Guthrie,
Okla., to Logan county, Okla.;
H. R.12549. An act authorizing and directing tlw Secretary,
ot War to appoint a commission to in'Vestigate and report upon
the available sources of water supply for the Di trict of Columbia;
H. R. 12631. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
county of Winnebago, in the State of illinois, and the town of
Rockford, in said county and State, to construct a bridge across
Rock River, at or near Camp Grant ;
H. R.12769. An act relative to fees for claim agents;
H. R. 127'73. An act to authorize the construction of a bridge
across the Little Calumet River, in Cook County, State of Illinois, at or near the village of Riverdale, in said councy;
_
H. R. 12801. An act to amend section 1 of Title VII of the act
entitled "An act to punish a,cts of interference with the foreig11
relations, the neutrality, and the foreign commerce of the United
States, to punish espionage, and better to enforce the criminal laws of the United States, and for other purposes," approved June 15, 1917;
H. R. 12860. An act granting to members of the Army Nurse
Corps (.female) and Navy Nurse Corps (female), -.Army fielcl
clerks, field ·clerks, Quartermaster Corps, and' civll employees of
the Army pay and allowances during any period of involuntary
captivity ·by the enemy of the United States;
·
H. R. 12812. An act making certain officers of the Army
eligible for appointment as chief of staff corps and departments ;'
H. R. 12916. An act to provide fo1· the temporary promotion of
commissioned officers of the l\Iarine Corps serving with the
Army;
H. R.12936. An act to pre ·cribe the pay and allowance of
certain officers of the Army while holding a brevet grade ;
H. R. 12945. An act providing for the purchn.se of uniforms,
accouterments, and equipment by officel,'s of the Navy, l\Iarine
Corps, and Coast Guard, and midshipmen at the Naval Academy
from the Government at cost ;
·
H. R. 12998. An act to amend section 3528 of the Re\i ·ed
Statutes;
H. R.12982. An act to authorize the S€Cretary of the Navy to
purchase from the Commonwealth of Mas£achusetts a large dry
deck and appurtenant lands ;
·
H. R. 13035. An act to amend section 4 of Chapter V of an act
entitled "An act making appropriations for the suppor t of the
Army for the fiscal yea'r ending June 30, 1.019," appro\ed July V,
101.8, and to make said amendment retroactive;
H. R.13036. An act transferring jurisdiction and control for
the period of the war over the Southern Branch of the National
Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers from the Board of Managers of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers to
the Secretary of War for use for Army hospital purposes; and
H. R. 13037. An act to amend the fiftieth article of war.
ENROLLED BILL SIONED.

The message further announced that the Speaker of the House
had signed the enrolled bill (H. R. 12429) to authorize the
health officer of the District of Columbia to permit the distinterment of the bodies of Eliza Hill llowle, Bernice Worthen
Bowles, and .Bessie Vivian Bowles, ancl it was thereupon signed
by the Vice President.
·
PETITI:O:'\S A:ND MEMORIALS.

i\Ir. CALDER. I present a petition of member"' o.f the South
Third Street Methodist Episcopal Church, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
praying for the enactment of legislation to grant railroad rates
of 1 cent a mile to soldiers and sailors, which I ask may be
noted in the REcoRD and appropriately referred.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The petition will be referred to the
Committee on Interstate Commerce.
l\fr. JONES of Washington. I present a petition of the Chamber of Commerce of Spokane, Wash., urging that in the taking
of the census of 1920 the civil service be applied in the selection
with respect to the officials and employees in the Census Bureau~
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I move that the petition be referred to the Committee on the
l\1r. NELSON. I ask for its present consideration.
Census.
Mr. S~lOOT. I am not going to object, but-The motion was agreed to.
M:r. NELSON. It is recommended by the Secretary of the
l\lr. NELSON presented the mem01"ial of Alfred J. Krank, of Interior.
t. Paul, 1\linn., and a memorial of the Hegener Barbers' SupMr. SMOOT. I was going to say I am not going to object to
ply Co., of 1\linneapolis, Minn., remonstrating against the pro- the consideration of the bill, although some 105 or 106 similar
po ·ed tax on nonbeverage alcohol, which was referred to the claims have been before the Public Lands Committee for a
Committee on Finance.
number of years, and have always failed to pass the House. I
He also presented a memorial of the Board of Education of do not know whethe1· it will do any good for the Senate to pass
Minneapolis, Minn., remonstrating against the proposed taxa- the bill.
tion of municipal bonds, which was referred to the Committee
1\lr. NELSON. A favorable report was made on this matter
on Finance.
·
by the Secretary of the Interior.
He also presented the petition of Thomas C. Jones, of Russell,
Mr. SMOOT. That the claim is just there is no question; but
1\Iinn., ·praying for the exemption of the Cooperative Elevator there are about 105 similar claims, and I should like to have an
Co. from the proposed increased taxation, which was referred to omnibus bill covering the whole of them.
tlle Committee on Finance.
There being no objection, the bill was considered as in ComREPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
mittee of the Whole, and it was read, as follows:
.
B e it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is
Mr. NEW, from the Committee on Military Affairs, to which
authorized and drrected to pa.y, out of any moneys in the Treaswas refened the bill (S. 4564) for the relief of Chauncey Boyce, hereby,
ury of the United 8tates not otherwise appropriated, to Amherst W.
reported adyersely thereon and the bill was postponed indefi- Barber, the sum of $263.37, for the resurvey of 23 miles, 75 chains, and
42 links of township lines on public lands in the State of Colorado,
nitely.
by him and necessary to complete the lines of survey emMr. LODGE, from the Committee on Nayal Affairs, to which executed
braced in his contract No. 710, dated April 2, 1885.
wa referred the bill (S. 4974) to authorize the Secretary of the
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment,
Navy to purcha e from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a
to be engrossed for a third reading, read the third time,
large dry dock and appurtenant lands, reported it Without ordered
and passed.
amendment.
.
BILLS INTRODUCED.
Mr. SHAFTIOTH, from the Committee on Public Lands, to
which was referred the bill (S: 4472) providing foi"" the sale of
Bills were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous
public lands for the purpose of using the proceeds arising there consent, the second time, and referred as follows :
from in the construction of roads and other permanent improveBy Mr. SHAFROTH:
ments in national parks, reported it with amendments, and
A bill ( S. 4975) granting a pension to W. S. Coburn (with
accompanying papers) ;
submitted a report (No. 579) thereon.
1\lr. MYERS, from the Committee on Public Lands, to which
A bill ( S. 4976) granting a pension to William Maguire;
was referred the bill ( S. 4178) providing additional time for
A bill (S. 4977) granting an increase of pension to 1\Iarion T.
the payment of purchase money under homestead entries of lllitchell; and
lands within the former Fort Peck Indian Reservation., 1\Iont.,
A bill (S. 4978) grant.i.ng a pension to Francis E. Searway;
reported it without amendment and submitted a report (No. 578) to the Committee on Pensions.
By l\1r. FERNALD:
thereon.
He also, from the same committee, to which was referred the
A bill ( S. 4979) ·granting an increase of pension to George C.
bill ( S. 4947) to provide for a survey and classification by the Houghton (with accompanying papers); and
ecretary of the Interior of all unentered public lands of the
A bill (S. 4980) granting an increase of pension to John A.
United States and all unused, cut-over, logged, and swamp lands, Chadwick (with accompanying papers); to the Committee on
and other unused lands of the United States, with a view to dis- Pensions.
posing thereof to honorably discharged soldiers and sailors and
By Mr. JONES of Washington:
others, and for other purposes, reported it with amendments
A bill (S. 4981) granting a pension to Sarah M. Geiger (with
and submitted a report (No. 580) thereon.
accompanying P.a pers) ; to the Committee on Pensions.
1\Ir. GORE from the Committee on Immigration, to which
By 1\fr. CALDER:
was referred' the joint r~solution (H. J. Res. 331) authorizing
A bill (S. 4982) to amend section 3 of an act entitled "An act
the readmis ion to the United States of certain aliens wha have to save daylight and to provide standard time for the United
been conscripted or have volunteered for service with the mili- States," appToYed March 19, 1D18; to the Committee on Iutertary forces of the United States or cobclligerent forces, reported state Commerce.
it without amendment (S. Rept. 583).
THE BEVENUE.
C~!S FOR LOSS OF PRIVATE PROPERTY.
1\Ir. PITTMAN (for 1\Ir. THOMAS) submitted seven amend1\lr. ROBINSON. From the Committee on Claims, I report ments, intended to be proposed by him to the bill (H. R. 1286.3)
back favorably, without amendment, the bill (S. 4964) for the to provide revenue, and for other purposes, which were referred
payment of claims for loss of p~ivate property on acc?unt of the to the Committee on Finance and ordered to be printed. ·
loss of firearms and ammumbon taken by the Umted States
Mr. FLETCHER submitted an amendment, intended to be
troops during the labor strikes in the State of Colorado in 1914, proposed by him to the bill (H. ~- 12863) to provide revenue,
and I submit a report (No. 581) thereon. I ask for the pres~nt and for other purposes, which was referred to the Committee
consideration of the bill.
on Finance and ordered to be printed.
'The VICE PRESlDENT. Is there objection to the present
P"CRCHA.SE OF DRY DOCK.
consideration of the !J'll?
Mr. SHAFROTH. I should like to have it read again by title.
The bill (H. R. 12982) to authorize the Secretary of the
· The bill was again read hy title.
Navj to purchase from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a
' 1\lr. SHAFROTH. I haYe no objection to its consideration.
large dry dock and appurtenant lands was read twice by its
There being no objection, the bill was considered as in ~m title.
mittee of the Whole nnd it was read, as follows:
l\Ir. LODGE. I ask that this bill may have present consideraBe it enacted, etc., That the sum o! of $7,800, or so ~uch there.of as tion. The Committee on Naval Affairs has reported unanimay be necessary, is hereby appropriated, to be immedrntely available mously an identical bill and the· matter is one of great immediate
an!l to remain available until June 30, 1919, for payment of claims on
account of loss of firearms and ammunition taken by the United States importan('e. Time is yery necessary for the completion of tho
troopo from civilians in .the State of C?lorado during t~e labor strike dock which the Government desires to purchase.
troubles which occurred m the calendar year 1914 : Provtded, That setThe VICE PRESIDENT. ..Is there objection to the pre ent
tlement of such claims shall be made by the Auditor for the War De- consideration of the bill?
partment, upon the appro•·al ana recommendation of the Secretary of
There being no objection, the bill was considered as in ComWar where the amount of the loss has been ascertained by the War
Dt>partment, and payment thereof will be accepted by the owners of the mittee of the Whole, and it was read as follows:
4

property in full satisfaction of such claim .

The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment, ortiered to be engros ed for a third ~·eading, read the third time,
and passed.
AMHERST W. BARBER.

l\Ir. ROBINSON. From the Committee on Claims, I report
back fayorably, without amendment, the bill (S. 4787) for the
relief of Amherst W. Barber, and I submit a report (No. 582~
thereon. I call the attention of the Senator from Minnesota [l\Ir.
NELSON] to the bill.

Be it enacted, etc., That t.he Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to contract with the CommonwPalth of Massachusetts for the
purchase of the dry dock, with its equipment, now under construction
at Boston by the Commonwealth of Mas ·achusetts, together with the
land adjacent thereto nece !"al'Y for the proper utilization of said dock,
and there is hereby appropriated for said purpose the sum of $4.550,000,
or so much thereof as may be necessary: Provided1 That the Secretary
of the Navy, in his discretion, in order to expedite rhe completion of the
construction of said dry dock.t may expend out of the sum above appropriated an amount not exceealng $350,000.

The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment,
ordered to a third reading, read the third time- 1 and pru;sed. ·
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1\ir. LODGE. I ask in this connection to have printed a letter
from the Secretary of the Navy in regard to it, which appears
in the House hearings.
.
There being no object ion, the letter was orderd to be printed in
the REcoRD, as follows :
NAVY DEPARTME"NT,

Hon.

L E MUEL

P.

Washin gton, S ep tember 20, 1918.
PADGETT,

Chairman Committee on Na1: aZ A.(fait·s,
House of Representatives.
1\IY DEAn Mn. P ..u>GETT : The dry dock under construction by the Com-

monwealth of Massachusetts at Boston is now approaching completion,
nnd the Commonwealth, represented by the Commission on Waterways
and Public Lands, with the approval of the go-.ernor and his counsel,
have submitted a proposition for the purchase of this property by the
Government.
'.£b e tentative proposal as presented by the Commonwealth for the
:Jequiring of this property contemplates the following principal features:
The Commonwealth will proceed with tho construction under the contracts now executed and with other features which are necessary for
the proper completion of the doc-k within the Umit of the amount appropriated by the Commonwealth for this purpose, namely, $3,107,366.!13. Upon the completion of the dock the Commonwealth will convey it, together with such adjacent land as may be necessary for its
proper operation, to the United States free of all incumbrances.
The large dimension!} of thls dock and its location near the deepwater channel of the harbor makes it very desirable that this property
shoulll be acquired by the Government. This need is particularly u r gent
in view of the great necessity for additional docks to provide for the
incrE'a.sing units of the Navy, as well as for the rapidly .expanding
merchant marine, and particularly to provide faclllties for the docking
of tile superdreadnaughts and large tram:por ts.
The contract for the dock was executed prior to the war and at a
cost much lower than would now be required for the construction of
such a dock. It is found that the progress of the work could be, and
should be for the Nation's needs, greatly expedited and the dock rendered usable at a much earlier date than will be possible at the present
rate of progress. To expedite tho work will cost an amount estimated
at $350,000.
It is estimated that approximately the f'um of $4,550,000 will be required for the purchase of the foregoing property, including the amount
necessary to expedite the completion of the work.
It is requested that this matter be given careful and favorable consideration by :ronr committeel and the department will cheerfully supply such further and detaileu informatt1on as the committee may call

fmTl1~1~~ P:i~~fted

herewith a draft of a provision that it is belie>ed

will cover the desired legislation.

Sincerely, yours,

JoSEPHUS DANIELS, Secrctat1J.

Tho VICE PRESIDENT. The bill (S. 4974) to authorize the
Secretary of the Navy to pm·chase from the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts a large dry dock and appurtenant lands will be
indefinitely postponed.
CORRUT PRACTICES.
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agers of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers to
the Secretary of War for use for Army hospital purposes;
H . R. 13035. An act to nmend se-ction 4 of Chapter V of an act
entitled "An act making appropriations for the support of the
Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919," approved JulY.
9, 1918, and to make said amendment retroacti\e; and
H. R. 13037. An act to amend the fiftieth article of war.
The following bills were severally read twice by their titles
and referred to the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds :
H. R. 204. An act to provide for the fitting up of quarters in
the post-office building at the city of Sacramento, Cal., for the
accommodation of the district court of the northern district of
California and its officers and making an appropriation there·
for;
H. R. 282. An act amending the public-buildings act approverl
March 4, 1913, providing for the purchase of a site for a public
building at Nogales, Ariz. ;
R. 8828. An act authorizing the acquisition of a site and
the erection thereon of a public building at Yonkers, N. Y.
H. R. 1240-:1. An act authorizing the construction of a building for the Public Health Service in the city of Washington,
D.C.
The following bills were severally read twice by their titles
and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary :
H. R. 2614. An act to amend sections 2139 and 2140 of the
Revised. Statutes and the acts amendatory thereof, and for other
purposes;
H. R. 12801. An act to amend section 1 of Title VII of the act
entitled "An act to ptmish acts of interference with the foreign.
relations, the neutrality, and the foreign commerce of the United
States, to punish espionage, and better to enforce the cr·iminal
laws of the United States, and for other purposes," approveu
June 15, 1917; and
H. R. 12998. An act to amend section 3528 of the Revised
Statutes.
The following bills were severally read twice by tbeir titles
and referred to the Committee on Com~erce :
H . R. 7637. An act to authorize the construction and maintenance of a dike on Depot Slough, Lincoln County, Oreg.;
H. R. 11709. An act granting the consent of Congress to
Norman County, Minn., and Traill County, N. Dak., to construct
a bridge across the Red River of the North on the boundary line
between said States ;
.
H . R . 11948. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
Great Southern Lumber Co., a corporation of the State of Pennsylvania, doing business in the State of Mississippi, to construct
a bridge across Pear! River at or near the north line of section
22, township 8 north, range 21 we t, west of the basis meridian,
in the land district cast of Pearl River, in the State of Missis-

:a.

· Tl1e VICE PRESIDENT lai<.l before the Senate the amendments of the House of Representatives to the bill (S. 3438) to
pre>ent corrupt practices in the election of Senators, Representatives, or Delegates in Congress, which were : On page 1,
line 4 to ~'trike out " things " and insert " thing " ; on page 1, sippi;
.
line 8: to strike out "or persons"; and on page 1, line 8, to
H. R. 11949. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
sh·ike out" their" and insert" his."
county of Pearl River, :Miss., and the fourth ward of the parish
l\Ir. GERRY. As these amendments are merely a question of of Washington, La., to construct a bridge across Pearl Rher,
'Verbiage anu entirely immaterial, I move that the Senate concur between Pearl Ri\er County, Miss., and Washington Parish, La. ;
in tlw amendments of the House.
H . R.12631. An act granting the consent ·of Congress to the
b The motion was agreed to.
county of Winnebago, in the State of illinois, and the town of
Rockford, in said county and State, to construct a bridge across
IIOUSE BILLS REFERRED.
Rock "River at or near Camp Grant; and
' H. R. 127G9. An act relative to fees for cln.im agents was read
H. R. 12773. An act to authorize the construction of a bridge
twice by its title and referred to the Committee on Claims.
across the Little Calumet River, in Cook County, State of
! The following bills were severally read twice by their titles Illinois, at ·or near the village of Riverdale, in said county.
anu referred to the Committee on Public Lands:
The following bills were severally read twice by their titles
1
H. R. 79. An act for the sale of isolated tracts of the public and referred to the Committee on Naval Affairs:
coma in in Minnesota ;
H . R. 10747. An act proYiding for the better administration of
1
H. R. 10432. An act to abolish the office of receiver of public justice in the Navy;
moneys at Wausau, Wis., and for other purposes; and
H. R. 10849. An act to establish certain new ratings in the
, H. R 12438. An act authorizing the conveyance of the United United States Navy ;
Sta tes jail and land on which the same is located at Guthrie,
H. R. 12194. An act to provide for the award of medals of
Okla., to Logan County, Okla.
honor, distinguished-service medals, and Navy crosses, and for
'l'be foUo"\\ing bills were seYerally read twice by their titles other purposes ;
an(l referred to the Committee on Military Affairs:
H. R. 12860. An act granting to members of the Army Nurse
H. R. 5167. An act to amend nn act entitled "An act to provide Corps (female) and Navy Nurse Corps (female), Army field
ald to State or Territorial homes for the support of disabled clerks, field clerks, Quartermaster Corps, and civil employee:;; of
sol<liers and sailors of the United States," approved August 27, the Army pay and allowances during any period of involuntary
1888, as amended l\larch 2, 1889 ;
captivity by the enemy of the United States;
H. n. 12549. An act authorizing and directing the Secretary
H. R. 12916. An act to provide for the temporary promotion
of "~ar to appoint a commission to investigate and report upon of commissioned officers of the Marine Corps serving w-ith the
the a>ailable sources of ''"ater supply for the District of Co- Army; and
lumbia;
H. R. 12945. An act providing for the purchase of uniforms,
Fl. H. 1287::!. An act making certain officers of the Army eli- accouterments, and eql;lipment by officers of the Navy, Marine
gib le for nppointment as chief of staff corps and departments; Corps, and Coast Guard, and midshipmen at the Nayal Academy
H . H. 1~936. An act to pre cribe the pay and allowance of from the Go\ernment at co t.
c ~·ta in officers of the Army while holding a brevet grade;
PEACE PROPOSALS 0 1;' CEX'rR.U, PO"- ERS.
H. R 13036. An act transferring jurisdiction and conh·ol for
the period of the war over the Southern Branch of the National
Mr. POINDEXTER. 1\lr. President, I shoulu like to call
Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers from the Board of Man- attention to what I unuerstand is the program of the Senate,
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to adjourn after the conclusion of the morning business until
Thursday. As the Senate is well aware, there are pending
before the country and before the world in a most critical stage
of consideration problems more vital perhaps than any that
have eYer been presented for the decision of our Governmentrelating to our foreign affairs, relating to the action that may
be taken by this .GoYernment upon the sugge tions of representatiYes of the nations with which we are at war as to an
armistice.
I scarcely know how to make the inquiry that I have in mind,
but I content myself with expressing the h<;>pe that the Senate
of the United States, which is peculiarly vested under our Constitution with responsibility relating to our foreign and international relations, acting through its Committee on Foreign
Relations during the recess or adjournment of this body, will
keep in touch with this vital situation and assure to the country
and to the Senate that the great functions which this body ought
to perform in connection with matters of this kind shall not
be entirely ignored and neglected.
I do not know what the official relations of the members of
the Committee on .Foreign Relations with the President of the
United States are nor how close they are keeping in touch with
the consideration of these great Questions, but the Committee
on Foreign Relations ought to be -.:onsulted, they ought to seek
an opportunity, if necessary, to be consulted, in regard to problems of this kind.
·
1\fr. 1\fcCUl\IBER. 1\fr. President-l\lr. POINDEXTER. Just one second. They ought to keep
the Senate advised. They ought to be ready to respond to questions in this body as to the pi•ogress of negotiations which may
be on foot which affect in the most "Vital way the welfare of the
country as to peace or war or ns to the results which are to come
out of the destructive war in which we have been engaged.
I yield to the Senator from North Dakota.
Mr. McCUMBER. I desire to say to the ~enator that I anticipated that a question of this character might arise, and I prepared a resolution which I intend to introduce as soon as we
reach concurrent resoh1tions, the purpose of which is to insist
that the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations shall perform
its functions, il.nd that the Senate shall perform its functions
under the Constitution in connection ''ith the war and in determining matters of peace. That resolution will be introduced
to-day.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I am gratified to know that a prominent
member of the Committee on Foreign Relations has been alive to
what seems to me is hi. responsibility in this situation.
Mr. SIIA.FROTH. Will the Senator yield?
1\fr. POThTDEXTER. I yield for a question.
1\Ir. SHAFROTH. 'Vould it not be satisfactory to the Senator·
· if an agreement should be mnde by which in the matter of recesses it would be a recess subject to call from the joint action
of the leader on the Republican side and the leader on the
Democratic side? Every Senator wants to be here to nid and
assist in any legislation that may be necessary, and I am ure
that everyone wo"Qld respond promptly and would be here if it
were ·necessary, even upon the joint request of the two leaders
of the Senate.
l\Ir. POIJ\TDEXTER. Mr. President, there never -was a time,
it seems to me, when the Senate ought to be more alert to the
performance -of its duties than this time, and certainly there
could be such an agreement as that which the Senator from
Colorado suggests. although I would myself prefer that that
body which the Senate has selected itself to exercise in part
the functions of the Senate, the Committee on Foreign Relations, should have some voice in calling the Senate together in
the face of an emergency which may become acute at any day
or any hour.
I notice statements in "Various newspapers this morning which
seem to me to indicate u situation of danger to the counh·y. In
great newspapers whose loyalty is beyond question and whose
influence is great, who throughout the course of this war ha-ve
been diligent in upholding the hanus of the Nation and of the
Government, in protecting the interests of our people and the
honor of the country, it is suggested that if Germany will evacuate the countries which she has conquered we v;ill agree to nn
armistice in our military operations.
Mr. President, there could not be a proposition of more insidious menace to the vital interests of this Nation than that
proposition which seem to have so much currency. What woul<l
tbe situation be--l want to make just a brief comment on it-if
such .a proposition a that were agreed to, \\e \Yill say, by the
Executive branch of the Government <luring a recess of the Senate 1 A compromise peace, a premature peace, a sacrifice of the
fruits of the efforts which this Nation and our allies have made
in this great war.
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There is one fortunate condition, however, thnt exists in
regard to this matter; and, stronge to say, it is a factor in the
situation which once \Vas a source of weakness to tlle allied
cause, and now, under the blessing of Providence, is a source of
strength. That is the fact that the allied power is divided into
a number of sovei.'eign nations, leagueu together for the purpose
of conducting this war. It was a source of weakness when
positive action was required, because of the difficulty of bring·
ing about an agreement. It is a source of strength when nega·
ti-re nction is required in wisdom, as a situation which puts
obstacles in the way, in the face of the emergency which I have
referred to, of the conclusion of a premature an~ compromise
peace--in my opinion the most insidious danger which confronts
the country to-day, and will confront it during the coming
winter.
We have secured a unity of leader"'bip in military matters,
which has been the source of increased efficiency of the allies
in the great campaign which they have conducted during the
last two months. The prosecution of that military cnmpaign
'vm go on under one leader; and it is a fortunate thing that
when propositions are made for a too early peace-propositions
which have in them, although conceale 1, the element of surrender and sacrifice of that which is already almost in the hands
of the United States and its allies-their acceptance may . be
prevented because - of the impossibility of agreement between
France, Great Britain, the United States, and their other allies.
If there should be something in the form of our Government,
something growing out of this condition of neglect of its responsibilities by the Senate of the United States, which would
leave the \\UY open for some unwise agreement by our Government t(l bring about an armistice, whicl::. would ~nevitably mea n
the end forever of any additional military effort, I have faith
that Clemeuceau, who has been called " the Tiger of France,"
iu some respects the greatest man. that this emergency has producc<l, or that Lloyd-George, the seer of Wales, the great statesman premier of Englund, would yet be alert to protect their
countries and ours from the results of auy such unwise step.
But what would be the re ult of the acceptance of this
proposition, which I see it stated in many quarters we very
probably would be willing to accept-that we wq_uld stop our
campaign if Germany should evacuate the conquered territory?
Germany would come out of the war a victor. Germany would
come out of the war in the same situation in which sl1e went
into it, after all the crimes which she has committed.
1.\Ir. FLETCHER. Mr. President-1\lr. POINDEXTER. In just a moment I will yield to the
5enntor.
If we accept this proposition, which seems to be so inRidious
and to hnve so much support, Alsace-Lorraine will still be German; Poland will still be enslaYe<l; Italy still unredeemed; the
Serbians and Bohemians of Austria still under the Austrian
yoke; Russia, although evacuated, even though Germany's
armie-s should be withdrawn from Russian soil, still at the
mercy of Germany. This proposition, which is supposed to have
so much support and so much authority back of that support,
would lenve all of the frightful wrongs of Belgium and France
unindemnified. It would leave Constantinople occupying a situation strategically the most important and valuable in the world,
still dominating tile short line of commerce and intercourse between Europe and Asia under the control of the unspeakable and
unterrified Tm·k.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. Mr. President, will the Senator yieltl?
Mr. POINDEXTER. I will yield just a moment later. This
propo ition, Mr. President, would leave the German-Turkish
alliance still intact. Even though territorially they might have
been sepnrated by the surgical operation of the occupation of
Bulgaria, separating these Siamese twins of evil, still the alliance and treaty between Turkey and Germany would be continued.
I yield to the Senator from Nebraska.
:Mr. HITCHCOCK. I wanted to ask the Senator what proposition he is referring to?
l\1r. POINDEXTER. I am referring t<; the proposition that
I have stated two or three different times, and that is that the
United States should use its influence with the allies to bring
nbont an armistice on the western front and on all fronts upon
the condition that Germany eYacuate the territory 'vhlch she has
conquered.
l\lr. HITCHCOCK. Are those the only terms of the proposition?
l\[r. PviNDEXTER. That is the only proposition which is
laid down by the newspapers and other sources to which I refer
as the condition upon which this m·mistice would be entered
into; anti I am taking this opportunity to cnll the attention of
the Senator from Nebraska, the chairman of the Foreign Rela-
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.tions .Committee, to the danger of· any such proposition and to
'the results of it.
·
· 1\Ir. HITCHCOCK. Is not the Senator omitting one. yery im'portallt condition of that proposition, which is that the n~tions
which make it are offering to a.ccept the 14 terms laid down by
the President in his address of January 8, as modified later in
February, and still later by his New York speech of September 27? .
· l\Ir. POINDEXTER. I ha-re all those things in mind. Now,
I infer-1\fr. HITCHCOCK. 1\Ir. President-..,
· 1\Ir. POINDEXTER. Just let me answer the question.
1\lr. HITCHCOCK. Let me pursue that inquiry. If the Senator feels that those conditions are accepted by Germany and
Austria, is he not in error when he says that Belgium will be
left in her present condition, that France will be left in her
'present condition, -and that the Polish people will be left in
their present condition? Do not the 14 conditions laid down by
the President in his speech of January 8 to the Congress not
only specifically mention the restoration and indemnification of
Belgium, but the restoration of France and the giving back of
'Als:)ce and Lorraine to France?
1\Ir. LODGE. Does he say that?
1\lr. HITCHCOCK. Well, I think that may be at least infelTed. I shall have to read it.
)Jr. POINDEXTER. Mr. President, I shall be obliged to decline to yield further. The Senator from Nebraska has stated
his question. I will yield to the Senator in just a moment.
What I meant was that I mu 't decline to yield for a colloquy
between the Senator from Nebraska and the Senator from
Massachusetts, because the Senator from Nebraska bas stated
a very important proposition.
~11·. FLETCHER.
Mr. President, may I call the Senator's
attention-·
:\Ir. POINDEXTER. In just a moment I will yield to the
Senator from Florida. I want to answer the inquiry of the
Senator from Nebraska, and call attention to the fact that the
inquiry of the Senator from Nebraska itself demonstrates the
dangerous and the insidious character of this proposition to
which I referred in the beginning of my remarks and the fart·eaching support which has been given to it. The Senator from
Nebra ka asked me, if Germany evacuates the territory which
she has conquered in France and in other countries, whether the
important condition is not attached that she offers to accept the
14 propositions of peace which President Wilson laid down, and
to which I will briefly refer, as to their character, in a moment.
1\Ir. HITCHCOCK. Mr. President-l\1r. POINDEXTER. By that question the Senator from Nebraska seems to think that Germany's offer of acceptance can
be relied upon as though these propositions of the President
would be accomplished if we should go into an armistice with
Germany and cease our military operations upon the condition
that she evacuates the conquered territory and promises to
accept the 14 propositions. 'Vbat we would be left with, Mr.
President, would be with Germany a great armed nation, with
her unconquered army on her interior lines of defense, negotiating with the United States from that cita,del of strength as
to which one of the propositions of the President, if any, she
will agree to, and furthermore-what is equally importantwhat interpretation should be placed upon the 14 propositions
stated by the President, about the meaning of whi-ch even an
ordinary lawyer, to say nothing of the astute diplomatists of
Germany, can \ery easily raise a question.
l\h·. HITCHCOCK. Mr. President, will the Senator permit
an inquiry?
·
Mr. POINDEXTER. For ilJ.stance, I will call attention to the
proposition just made.
.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I am sure the Senator does not intend-. 1\fr. POINDEXTER. I will yield in a second. I call attention to the proposition just made by Prince Maximilian, n{)W
chancellor of Germany, that Germany is willing to cease military operations and conclude a peace based upon principles of
justice. Of course she will agree to that; but what she means
by justice is not what we mean. Justice with Germany would
mean the execution of some of the murderers and robbers who
haYe laid waste Belgium and France. It would mean the trial
by_court-martial, or at least in some International tribunal, of
the Kaiser for the crimes which he has permitted and which he
has sanctioned ; but that is not what Prince Maximilian means.
T\J.eir ideas of justice and our ideas of ju~~ice are as far apart
as the two poles. What .they want is not justice, but mercy;
ancl that is wlUl.t they ought to ask for.
~Ir. IDTdHCOCK. Mr. President, I am not at all antago.
nistic to the attitude which the Senator is taking. I agree with
LVI--706
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him that the thought of the suspension of hostilities while
Germany or Austria are occupying a single foot of Belgium,
France, or Italy would be preposterous. It is impossible. But
I hope the Senator will permit me to set him right in this
Llatter.
The proposition which has been put forward is not simply
one of suspending hostilities. If Germany and Austria agree
to accept the terms which the President has laid down, and
which the country in the main has accepted, and which the other
nations in general terms have accepted, Germany would agree,
for instance, to this proposition, which was No. 8 of the President's 14 propositions: Here is what the President proposed
with regard to Alsace and Lorraine:
All French territory shoulU. be freed and the invaded portions restored, and the wrong done to France by Prussia in 1871 in the matter
of Alsace-Lorraine, which has unsettled the peace of the world tor
nearly 50 years, should b~> rightedi in order that peace may once more
be .made secure in the interest of a I.

l\1r. POINDEXTER. Now, let me ask-l\1r. HITCHCOCK. Let me finish. When tl1e Senator says
it is seriously proposed by anybody to leave Alsace and Lorraine where they are now, in the possession of Germany, the
Senator is .mistaken. One of the very conditions which the
President laid down, and which would be absolutely essential
before the allied countries would undertake e-ren to discuss terms
of peace with Germany, is the restoration of those Provinces.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. President, I must say that I am
somewhat surprised at this statement, corning from the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee of the Senate. He says
that nobody has made this propo5ition; and yet I have read in
at least half a dozen different leading papers this morning that
if Germany will evacuate conquered territory we may tlten take
up negotiations with her about the matters which the Senator
from Nebraska is talking about.
.1\Ir. HITCHCOCK. No; the Senator has misread it.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. Where are your indemnities and guarantees to compel Germany to do any one of the things which
the Senator says the President proposes?
1\Ir. HITCHCOCK. Let me interrupt the Senator.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. Let me answer the Senator's question,
and then I will yield further. I decline to yield until I have
answered his question.
The Senator has read the eighth of the 14 propositions laid
down by the President. As I understand the Senator from
Nebraska, be interprets that to mean the restoration of AlsaceLorraine, but it does not say so. It does not say anything ot
the kind. What it says is:
All French territory should be freed and t.he invaded portions restored, and the wrong done to France by Prussia in 1871 in the matter
of Alsace-Lorraine, which bas unsettled the peace of the world for nearly
50 years, should be righted.

What does be mean by being "righted"? How should it be
righted? I will tell you what my proposition is, if the Senator
will allow me to express an individual opinion on that phase
of the issues between Germany and the United States-that Germany should not only evacuate the French territory which she
has occupied but that she should evacuate Alsace-Lorraine, and
that Alsace-Lorraine-wbicb was taken from France in 1871should be occupied by the French, the German flag pulled down,
and the French flag pulled up before we declare an armistice.
- Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President, may I call the Senator's
attention to the very latest announcement in the afternoon
paper. the heading being:
.
Germans fire 20 towns-Flanders retr-eat begun.

In other words, they are going out of Flanders, but .before
they go they fire 20 towns.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes.
Mr. FLETCHER. It reminds me of th& lines in Shakespeare's Tempest, where one of the characters says-

1

Hell is empty,
And all the devils are here.

Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes; -rery true; an apt quotation.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President-1\Ir. POINDEXTER. I might add, in connection with the in·
terjection of the Senator from Florida, what guaranty would we
have, upon the mere statement of .Prince l\Iaxiniilian that he
will agree to it, that the unspeakable outrages of which the
instance cited by the Senator from Flori~a is only one . will
ever be indemnified? After we have quit fighting, how are we
going to begin again, in cold blood, to renew a war which has
almost wrecked the world?
·
·
·
:
:Mr. NELSON and :Mr. HITCHCOCK addressed the Chair.
l\1r. POINDEXTER. I yield to the Senator from Minnesota. ·
Mr. :NELSON. It seems to me that this discussion is rather
academic. Let us leave this matter to the commander in chief
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of our armies over there, Marshal Foch: Let Germany, through
her military authorities, propose to him to lay down her arms
and ask for an armistice. In other words, let the Germans do
as the Bulgarians have done---come there and say: "We will
lay down our arms; we will evacuate this territory; and we will
submit to the dictates o'f the allied Governments in the matter
of peace." I am surprised at the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee assuming the attitud~ which be does this
morning.
:Mr. HITCHCOCK. 1\fr. President-Mr. POD.TDEXTER. I mig·ht add, 1\!r. President-1\lr. HITCHCOCK. I have not had an opportunity to assnme
any attitude.
1\lr. POINDE..XTER. Just a moment, and I will yield to the
Senator.
· l\lr. HITCHCOCK. I shall assume arl attitude in a few minutes when the Senator from Washington shall have finished.
1\lr. POINDEXTER. There ought to be onJy 1 and not 14
terms to an armistice; the question of the basis of peace should
be considered at some time in the future and ought to be discussed after peace has been attained. The only condition .of an
armistice ought to be an allied victory; unconditional surrender
of our enemies. Anything el e would be approaching in a degree the betrayal of the great cause for which we are fighting,
nnd would be action along the line of what the Bolsheviki of
Russia perpetrated in a larger degree. Any sm·render by the
United States of the use Qf its influence to compromise in any
way whatever this great cause, any action which might be taken
duri.Iig the vacation of the Senate or at any other time to grant
an armistice before we are in control of Germany, would be of
the same sort. I ha~e no idea that the President will, but this is
a matter which the country should be alert upon, and which it is
peculiarly the duty of the Senate to keep in touch with.
The Senator from ~ rebraska-and I suppose this will be what
be will discuss in a moment-seems to be laboring under some
confusion of thought as to the exact process by which we are
j:Wing to arrive, if we arrive at all, at the result stated by the
President In his 14, and afterwards his 4, propositions of settleme nt .of this war.
I am not discussing for the time being the merits Qr the
<lemerits or the construction which one country or the other
might put upon these propositions. I will say, in passing, that
some of them, In my opinion, have but little to do with the war.
The President's proposition about an economic free-trade
league certainJy is not a principle which this Government is
going to fight very long to maintain, and ought not to be considered in any way whatever as a necessary basi for concluding hostilities between Germany and the United States. But whatever
1t uoes n;can, and whichever one of these various proposition is
e ssen t ial and wise as a condition upon which this great controver y shall be settled. the question which I am discussing is
that t he power to settle it shall not sUp out of our hands through
such loose reasoning, lf I may be permitted to say so, as the
Senator from Nebraska just now indulges in. when he seems to
think because Germany promises that she will accept these
propositions that we shall obtain them. The onJy way we are
going t o obtn in them, and the only basis upon which we should
hope to .nccompli ·h them, ls by force of arms, which we now.
happily, lla "Ve within sight.
1\lr. LODGE. Will the Senator from Washington yield for
a que tion?
l\Ir. POIKDEXTER. I yjeld to the .Senator from Massachu-
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:Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, there is a collection of editorials
from various papers which are printed in the Washington Post
of this morning, in which the Senator can read their various
opinions; and I understand, if I undel'stand anything at afi. that
the Senator from Nebraska-.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. The Senator has bad an opportunity in
the New York Times of this morning to read exactly what I
favor; and, if the Senator reads that, be will see that I dis~
tinctly say that it is impossible and unthinkable.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, the Senator has just suggested by
the question that he asked me that, if we insist upon Germany
evacuating this territory, then we shall accomplish what the
President of the United States has asked. I think that we hall
not accomplish it until we compel not only the evacuation of
conquered territory, but the evacuation of German Poland, the
ev.acuation of German Alsace-Lorralne, the ~vacuat. n by Austna ~f the Italian Provinces in Austr~a. the evacuation by
Austrm of Bohemia. and of the Serbian ections of Austria., and
the establishment not only of autonomous governmehts in those
countries, but of an i!ldependent nation, under such auspices as
may be agreed upon by the allies, without consulting with Germany.
Mr. REED. lli. President-1\fr. POINDEXTER. I yield to the Senator from Missouri.
Mr. REED. I want to call the Senator's attention to a news
item which is contained in the noon edition of the Washington
Times. Of course, I can not vouch for it accuracy, but it comes
with the usual sanction of telegraphic reports which are printed
In this newspaper, which is certainly one of good standing. It
is as follows :
PAn.rs, October 7-10.31 a. m.

The Germans are burning villages and towns behind their lines along
the whole front from LHle to Rbeims. This ts believ d to p1·esage a
retirement in several sectors.
South of Cambrai the enemy is reported already to have fallen back
2 miles on a 7-mile front.
At least a score of places are in flames. Laon, the great communication center and base east of the St. Gobain rna if, was set on fire yesterday. Sallaum1n€s, east of Lens. and several village southea Rt and
west of Lille nd between Donal and Somain are burnin~. The Frenr h
found • Nogent-L'Abbas ee, Beln, and all the villages m the Suippe
Valley in flames.
M. Civirieux, writing in the Matin, says : "The fighting continues
and will continue to tbe end until there is a general GeTman r etreat.
This retreat is announced by the burning of villages. Great evacuations seem near."

I am calling the Senator's attention to this simply to emphasize the fact that it appears, notwithstandin~ the German~ m·e
asking for peace, that they are sttll making war like barbaria ns.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yes; there is no doubt ahout that.
Mr. REED. But I have not any doubt. if the Senator from
Washington will permit me this one remark, that our allies and
that America will not grant any armistice until Germany
desists from carrying on war in a manner more atrocious ti1an
ever did the Sioux Indians of North America or the savages of
South Africa.
Mr. ASHURST. Mr. President. if the Senator will yield to
me, I will say that the Sioux Indians never violated a treaty
and never gambled away their honor on "a scra p of paper."
Mr. REED. I said the Germans were wor e than they were,
and, however much worse the Senator wants to make it, he can
fix it in that way.
Mr. NORRIS. If the Senator from WaRbington will permit
me, I should like to read a letter, signed by Gen. Grant during
the Civil \Var, which, it seems to me, would be very appropriate
for the President to use in replying to the note of the Kaiser
asking for an armistice. It was written at " Hearlquarters,
Army in the Field, Camp near Donelson " ; and is as follow :

Mr. 'LODGE. Does not the Senator from Washington think
that the plain English of lt is that an armistice now means the
lo~ s of tile war?
FEBRUARY 16, 1862.
:
Mr. POINDEXTER. Exactly. I do not think that that is too Gen. S. B. BUCKNER,
strong a statement. An armistice now, or even when Germany
Confederate A.rmy.
only e"Vacuates her conquered teTTitory, if I can put it in a few
Srn: Yours of this date, proposing arm1Rtice and appointment or
commissioners
to EWttle terms of capitulation ts just r eceived. No t erms
words, and in the very simplest form, would be to leave GerilliUly
except an uncondlttonnl and imm diate surrender can be accepted. I
ln the same condition of power and strength that she was when propose
to move immediately upon your works.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient !'ervant,
she began the war.
U.S. GnA T,
Mr. Sl\IITH of Georgia. Will the Senator allow me to ask
Brigadier General.
him a question?
Mr. POINDEXTER. · That is very appropriate for the occa~
Mr. POTh~EXTER. Yes.
M.r. SMITH of Georgia. Has the Senator any fear that any- sion, it seems to me.
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr. HITcHcocK] has asked me
body in this country favors an armistice now? Has the Senawho advocated this proposition. I was going to say, from n.
tor any doubt about the fact that it will be rejected?
1\lr. POTh"DEXTER. 1\tr. President, I know that some do recollection of reading it this morning, that the Washington
favor it. on the sole and illusive condition that Germany evacu- Post advocated it. as illustrative of much other expression on
the subject. I want to read what it say . I agree in the main
ate allied country.
with the -editorial in. whiCh it is contained; the objects wbich
1\lr. HITCHCOCK. W11o favors it?
lt
has in view are excellent; and I entirely agree with them;
Mr. POINDE..~TER. Other'\\i e I would not have spoken.
but, as I have attempted to explain before, the question which
1\lr. HITCHCOCK. "'\\o"ho favors it?
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I am raising is as to the means of accomplishment ; in other
:words what guarantees are we going to have.
Now, here is what the Post says, after saying that there should
be no peace tmtil after unconditional surrender:
When Germany really wants pea.ce she wm know how to get itthat Js, by withdrawing her armies from every foot of allied soU in
the west, in the Balkans, and in Russia.

That is the program that is adyocated by this great newspaper and by many others, arid which, it seems to me, was
_approYed by the Senator from Nebraska.
Now, the status is, supposing Germany does everything that
is proposed in that editorial, she will be occupying her own
country; she will be occupying Poland; she will be occupying
Italian ProYinces in Austria ; she will be occupying AlsaceLorraine; and, to repeat what I said a moment ago, Belgium
will not be indemnified, and the destruction which Germany has
wrought in France will not in any way be made good.
How are we going to compel her to do these things after we
declare an armistice? 'l'hat is the question. We must receive
adequate guarantees; and the only guarantee which is adequate
to the situation that I know of is the occupation of German
territory, pursuing the policy that Gen. Franchet d' Esperey, ln
Serbin, pursued, ,...-ho out of hand, showing that he was a statesman as well as a soldier and a general, laid down for Bulgaria,
that her army should be demobilized; that her territ!)ry should
be occupied; and that her means of transportation should be put
into the hands of the allies.
Then, when we are in that position, and not until then, the
United States and her allies will be able to guarantee a just
peace, the indemnification of Belgium, the righting of th~
"Tongs of France, the abolishment of the spirit of ruthlessness
from the world-then, and not until then, can a peace be made
which will make it clear that those who sleep in France shall
not have died in Yain. ·
1\Ir. HITCHCOCK. 1\Ir. President, the Senator from Washington [Mr. PoiNDEXTER] opened his address by inquiring what, if
anything, the Committee on Foreign Relations would do to keep
the Senate adr-ised and to keep in touch with diplomatic conditions. I am not in a position to answer a question of that sort,
and I think no member of the committee is in any such position.
1Ye are confronted by a situation which is absolutely without nny precedent. I cun say this, however, that I believe the
members of the committee coincide fully with the opinion of
the Senator from \fa hington that the Senate of the United
States, which is called upon to ratify any treaty that is made,
should be adYised in adr-ance of important agreements anu
treaties that may come up for discussion, and I believe it will be.
The Senator from 'Vashington says that what he calls a
'" proposition " has been made to grant an armistice to Germany
anll Austria anrl to suspend hostilities in order that peace terms
may be discus.'3ed. I do not know of any responsible person in
the United States who adr-ances such a ridiculous proposition.
The situation is that our enemies are in possession of large
areas of Fran-ce, Belgium, and Italy; they are in no condition
to sue for peace. It would be ridiculous for enemies, under those
conditions, to do so. On the other hand, they are in retreat, and
we know that they are in no condition to offer or dictate terms
of peace. Austria has made a certain proposition, the terms of
which we do not as yet know exactly, and Germany has made
a proposition. They har-e asked for a suspension of hostilities.
It is unthinkable that such a request will be granted either by
the United States or by any other power; it is unthinkable that
a suspension of hostilities can even be considered while OUl'
enemies are in possession of the territories belonging to France,
BP.lgium, and Italy. So I say, when the Senator declares there
are in this country responsible individuals who are· proposing
the acceptance of these terms, that he is grossly in error.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. l\lr. President, the Senator just said, if
I can repeat his words, that no responsible person in this country proposes an armistice so long as the German armies are in
possession of allied countries. From that position I infer he
means that if Germany evacuates the allied countries these
re, ponsjble persons in this country are driven to an armistice.
l\I1·. HITCHCOCK. I request the Senator to withhold his
i nferences. I am here to state in a general way the r-iew of the
situation which I take.
l\lt·. POTh"'DEXTER. I haYe a right to make a legitimate
infC'I'ence.
l\lr. HITCHCOCK. I decline to yield further on that point.
The Senate has nothing to do with the initiation of peace proposals. We have nothing to do with the consideration of the
granting of nn armistice. That is a. military matter. It belongs
to tile President. All we can do here in the Senate at this time
can be done b;r anyone else in a responsible position. We can
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express our opinion, and I want to e~-press mine in a few words,
if the Senate will permit.
The President of the United States on the 8th of Janum·y,
appeared before the Congress and delivered an address in which
he practically gar-e an answer to Germany, in which he laid
down 14 conditions or principles which would be absolutely
essential as a preliminary to the discussion of terms of peace or
as a basis for the discussion of terms of peace. He elaborated
those 14 propositions in his address on the 4th of July of this
year, and again in his speech in New York on the 27th of September. Those declarations by the President have up to the
present time stood as the declaration of the American people,
and not only that, but they have been in general terms tacitly
accepted by everyone of the nations associated with us in the
present war.
1\Ir. McCUMBER. Mr. President-Mr. HITCHCOCK. We have a right to assume that they
constitute in large degree {he basis of any general terms of
peace.
Mr. 1\IcCU~ffiER. I was just about to ask tile Senator-Mr. HITCHCOCK. In addition to this we recall that when
Austria recently made application to the United States that we
should enter !nto negotiations with her to ascertain the terms
of peace the President replied in this brief and emphatic fashion:
The Go\ernment of the United States feels that there is only one reply
which it can make to the suggestion of the Imperial Austro-Hungarian
Government. It has repeatedly and with entire candor stated the
terms upon which the United States would consider peace and can and
will entertain no proposal for a conference upon a matter conccrninJ;
which it has made its position and purpose so plain.

We all 1.-now that this reply of the President was not only
acclaimed by the whole country and by other nation,~ of the
world as an adequate and proper one, but that the Senator from
Massachusetts [Mr. LoDGE], ranking minority member of the
Committee on Foreign Relations and Republican leader in the
Senate of the United States, gave it his full and complete in·
dorsement. If that is so, those terms so repeatedly stated have
become the foundation stones for any possible peace.
Mr. LODGE. I gar-e my entire· appror-al to the President's
reply to the Austrian note. I did not cover anything else.
Mr. illTCHCOCK. And that reply referred only to these conditions as being the terms upon which the United States would
consider peace.
l\lr. LODGE. How does the Senator know they referred tQ
those conditions?
Mr. HITCHCOCK. It was specificall~- stated.
Mr. LODGE. 'Vas it?
Mr. HITCHCOCK. What could the Pre. itlent refer to if he
did not refer to this address to Congress and to the great address
in New York on the 27th of September?
Mr. LODGE. He did not say so. He said our purpose· were
plain.
·
Mr. HITCHCOCK. W'lmt he stated ·was "that the Gor-ern·
ment of the United States has repeatedly and with entire candor
stated the terms upon which the United States would consider
peace." He could not be any more specific. I say, therefore,
not only has the United States accepted the statements of the
President of January 8 and subsequently as the foundation
stones for a peace settlement, but they have been at least tacitly
accepted by all the nations of the world associated with us in
this war.
Mr. McCUMBER. Will the Senator yield to me?
1\Ir. HITCHCOCK. I yield.
Mr. McCUMBER. The Senator has asserted a second time
that they have been practically agreed upon by all the nations
of the world. Is there one word of reparation-there is of
restitution, but is there one word of reparation in those 14
articles, and have not both Lloyd-George and Clemenceau declared again and again that there must not only be restitution
of the territory but that there must be reparation for the wrongs
inflicted by Germany?
Mr. HITCHCOCK. That is a \ery fair inquiry made by the
Senator, who is also a member ·of this committee, and I will
answer it.
The President nowhere says, nor have I said, that these are
the complete terms. Others will, of course, be imposed. I
myself am very anxious that another condition shall be imposed.
While I do not believe that we as a Nation have any right to
dictate to Germany what kind of a. government she shall ha>e,
we can say with what go\ernment we will conclude terms of
peace and what government we will not deal with.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. President-Mr. HITCHCOCK. I want to finish. We haYe the rigllt to
say whether or not we will enter into a contract with the
Hohenzollern dynasty, and I belier-e we should add to what
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the President has specifically set forth the further condition
that we will not enter into any contract with Germany unless
the representati-v-e of the German people are first vested with
the power to make a contract with us, intrusted with the -power
of war and of peace heretofore beld by a few war lords.
Mr. BORAH. Has the Senator the President's speech of September 27 before him?
Mr. HITCHCOCK. No; I have not.
Mr. BORAH. The Senator will find a paragraph in that
speech which mul-es that statement very clearly. The President says there that we can not deal with the Government of
Germany; that we do not speak the same language of agreement. There can not be any doubt about what that kind of
language means. I will read it:
We are all agreed that there can be no peace obtained by any kind ot
bargain or compromise with the governments of the central empires,
because we have dealt with them already and have seen them deal with
other governments that they were parties to this struggle, at BrestLttovt~k and Bucharest. They have convinced us that they are without
honor and do not intend justice. They observe no covenants, accept no
princi~le but force and their own interest.
We can not "come to
terms ' with them. They have made it impos ible. The German people
must by this time be fully aware that we can not accept the word of
those who forced this war upon us. We do not think the same thoughts
or peak the same language of agreement.

There can be no mistake about what the President said.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I am glad the Senator has quoted it into
the RECORD at this time. It corresponds with the former statement of the President. I had, however, gathered the impression
from reading the peech of the President in New York that be
was more dispo ed at the present time to trust to a league ot
nations to enforce the terms of peace which might be agreed
upon at the clo e of thi · war, and that he might not adhere to
that earlier expre ed opinion of his, that any contract made
with Germany must be made by the representatives of the
German people. The fact is that such a condition would really
involve a change in the organic law of Germany. So, whether
or not the President intended in the New York speech to adhere
to that former statement of his, I certainly think it ought to
be •one of the conditions laid down by us which must be accepted
by Germany. Indemnities must also, of course, be included.
1\I.r. President, I have said all that I care to say. As one member of the Committee on Foreign Relations I can assure the Senator from Washington that the committee will go as far as it
properly can, not only to uphold the dignity and the importance
of the Senate of the United States in its proper function in any
consideration of peace terms, but from what I know of the membership of that committee I believe I can say that it will probably go as far as the Senator from Washington would feel justified in going in influencing the terms of peace. This thing, however, must be r emembered. The Senate has no initiative. ~.rhat
i with the President. He is in control of our foreign negotiations and our foreign relations, and we must be content \Vith
the extent to which he deems it wise to take into his confidence
Members of the Senate pending negotiations and before agreements are reached. I hope I have made it ab olutely clear,
especially to the Senator from Washington, that the thought. of
suspending hostilities as requested by Germany and Austria at
tJ1i stage of affairs is ab olutely abhorrent to every member
ot the committee and I believe to every Member of the Senate.
l\1r. LODGE. Mr. President, there can be no doubt of the fact
that the initiation of any negotiations for peace rests wholly in
the hands of the President. As Commander in Chief he can
make or agree to an armistice. I do not myself suppose that
.be has the slightest thought of agreeing to any armistice at
this time. I can not imagine that he should, and I do not
believe for one moment that he i8 even thinking of it.
1\Ir. President, I agree most cordially with the statement
which the Senator from Idaho [l\!r. BoRAH] has just placed in
the RECORD, made by the President with regard to negotiations
with the existing German Government. We have no right to
undertake to settle a form of government for any other Nation,
but we have an absolute right to demand that when we negotiate in any way, great or small, we shall negotiate with somebody who does not regard treaties as scraps of paper. This the
President himself has said over and over again, an(l I am in
fu II accord with him.
l\Ir. President, it is not a question of the 14 points or the 4
points or 8 points or whatever they are. The question now is a
very simple one. Germany has begtm this great peace offensive,
as it is called. I predicted it upon the 23d of August. It was
an easy prediction to make and one certain of fulfillment. It
comes. Every newspaper in the country blazes it in headlines
and fills columns with the account of it. They treat it as if it
were something that we ought to deal with se1iously at this stage.
What is the German proposition? That they will have an
armistice anu then begin to discuss the principles laid down by
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the President; tbat they will undertake to discuss peace, while
they leave their armies in full activity, burning the cities anti
towns of France and Belgium at this moment; while they hold ,
vast tracts of Russia and are ready to go on at any moment;
under these conditions they propose to us to enter into a · long
discussion of the ba is of peace.
Mr. President, as I said when I interrupted the Senator from
Washington, an armistice now could mean simply the lo of
the war and all we fight for. As to this theory that the Senator from 'Vashington has so strongly and I think wisely de.
nounced, that if Germany will retire from the country she has
conquered we will lay down our arms and begin to talk peace.
It can not be too strongly condemned. Mr. President, where
are you going to begin to draw the line on what Germany has
conquered? In all the conquered territory she holds there is
not one conquest more infamous than Frederick the Great·s
conquest of Silesia, when he tore it from Austria in utter disregard of solemn obligations which he had entered into, took it
by surprise, and as l\1aca ulay said after the Seven Years' War
" all Europe in arms had failed to tear Silesia from that iron
grasp." In all history there never was a worse case of armed
robbery than that. Is it proposed to go back to that? I fancY.
not, although it would satisfy eternal justice if we did so.
Do we propose to go back to the war of 1870? Yes, most
assuredly. The French people will never submit in my judgment to anything less than Alsace-Lorraine without condition,
without deduction, and it is the interest of the entire world
that we should take Lorraine from Germany forever, because
there she got most of her iron, 21,000,000 tons last year, to
make shells and munitions of war to slay our troops and tho o
of the allies. France did not desert us. It is not conceivable
that we should ever desert her.
'Ve know what other things she has taken. When she retires
into her own boundaries, not tbe boundaries of her robberies,
and holds up her hands, then let her ask for an armistice.
The President of the United States, in the fulfillment of his
high responsibilities, and I believe with the universal approbation of the American people, has recognized the CzechoSlovaks as a belligerent nation. That is not territory conquered by Germany. It was conquered by Austria a good
many centuries ago. We are committed to the Czecho-Slo\aks.
We have recognized them as a belligerent nation. Are we
going to leave them under Austrian oppression and hang our
heads forever after in shame for a breach of faith? I tlo
not believe that Is contemplated for one instant, either with
the Czecho-Slovaks, or with Poland, or the Jugo-Slavs.
1\Ir. President, there is but one right course in my judgment,
and one only, and that is to put Germany in such a position as
to physicully guarantee that she c:m not break out upon the
world again, to put her in such a place that she can not again
enter upon a war of world conquest. It does not matter what
trE>..aty she signs, put her behind the bar ; treaties with Ger.
many ha'>e no ~orth or meaning. She bas inflicted more
misery on an innocent world in four years than was ever
dreamed of in the human imagination. I think myself that we
should not only put her in a position where she never can break
out upon the world aga in but make full reparation; for I firmly
believe that there is such a thing in this world as retributive
justice and punitive justice. She has not only violated all human laws, she has violated the higher laws which have been
recognized by all nations since we have had any history.
Air. President, the mischief is in any dl cussion of the princi·
pies upon which peace should be debated. When Germant
bas surrendered, when she holds up her hands and says: "'Ve
ar~ beaten; what terms will you impose?" then the allies nnd
the United States can tell her what terms they will impose.
There is, there must be, no other end, no other solution.
As for this league of nations to enforce peace, it is caug-ht up
by Germany in order to divert attention. Can you imagine our
going to work and forming a league to enforce peace on the world
with Germany as one of the partners? There is one league to
enforce peace now in existence, ami that is the United States
and the allies; and when they have beaten Germany, as she
must be beaten, the world will have peace. Nobody else wants
more war, and the world does not mean to have more war; but
we must put Germany in such a position that she can make no
more war. Until we get her in that position there is no use
in talking about discussions of any kind whatever, or armistices,
or anything of the sort. The true peace will come when Ameri·
can soldiers and French soldiers and British soldiers are on
German soil, an'd hold military and strategic points of such
advantage that Germany must surrender.
It ts a long, hard path; I recognize it; but all the awful
sacrifices we are making would be a crime if we did not bring
back that result to the world, to make the world safe, not

.
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merely far democracy, but safe against Germany, agalnst
hideous atrocities as haYe been poured ont on ua in the last
.:four years.
I am so:rry that. any newspaper-pays attention to tliese propositions which all emanate from Germany and arc as poisonous
and insidious as the gases she uses in the field. They are all
made to chill our blood, to bold lis back as we are advancing
to victory. They should be cast into tl1e dust heap. The time
for peace will come when we have· won this war, and it wili
never come until we haYe won it and crushed Pru.ssian mili.t-nrism to tlle earth never to rise again.
,· l\fr. GORE. Mr. President, I wish tQsay that-! have not-risen
l:a take part in the discussion which has just been under way,
further than to add this word: Iu my judgment, the people. of
the United States desire and will demand_a just. honorable, and
enduring peace; a peace that· will last, not a truce tl1at will
break, n:ot-a truce that will spawn future wars aucl futu.re·woe.s.
~ \Ve are in this wnr now, and~~
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Should we wade no more,
Returning would be worse than going o'er.

This may be a pretty good time to Wl'ite the last chapter in
the hi tory of the Hapsburgs and 1 the Hohenzollerns, and seal
that history with seven seals. I merely suggest this as a sort of
peace insurance policy. Being in, this is the best time to teach
Prnssian militarism that he tliat liveth by the sword shall also
perish by the sword; the best time· to teach the KaL~er that his
"place in the sun " is a spot in· the su.n, and to teach the world
that such sun spots are plague spots, breeding wars, pestilence,
and famine.
There ·may be a great deal of hard fighting and a great many
heu•y sacrifices ahead of us yet; but to prepare for the wor-st
is sometimes the best way to prepare for the best.
Mr. REED. 1\Ir. President, I simply want to make two observations:
t First, I think it unfortunate, as has been said, that we should
treat this so-called peace offer at this time in a serious manner.
I think the discussion of peace in the way it has been carried
on i liable to affect seriously the present liberty loan. Thousands of people will hesitate about subscribing, believing that it
will be found unnecessary to subscribe. I am inclined to think
this proposition may have been put forward at this particular
time '"ith that as one of its objects) namely, to discourage this
loan. As ha"' been very properly suggested to me by the Senator
from South Carolina [l\Ir. BENET] that point gains force when
we understand in connection \Yith it that the last German loan
has failed; at least, so the press states. I think, therefore. that
as far as the Senate can it ought to give the country the understanding that there is nothing in the propo. itions which have
been made which warrants us for a single instant in relaxing
our vigilance and our efforts.
Next I want to point out the deceptive character of the Austrian and German propositions. The casual reader would understand thnt the President had laid down certain demands of a
specific and definite character which Austria and Germany now
unconditionally accept. As a matter of fact, what the President
laid down were certain principles of action declaring that a
peace must embody those principles ; but for the most part tlie
Pre ident did. not state specifically what should be worked out
under these principles. Therefore an antagonist may say:
., 'Ve accept the principle ," and still the entire controver ·y may
remain open. For instance, if the President had said: " This
war shall never cease until the Teutonic powers shall agree to
co justice by the "·orld," and if the Teutonic powers were to
say: ""'e accept your proposition," the question wou.ld arise,
t.J. 'Vhat is doing justice by the world?" and we would have
a.rrh·ed at no point whatsoever.
1 1\Io t of the propositions laid down by tho President, as I have
sai<l. are propositions of principle ; and it is easy enough for our
antagonists to say, "We accept these principles." If they can
get t'lw war stopped we never will be able to get them to agree
'pn how to jntcrpret and apply the principles.
, Let me giva you one illustration of that. Now, let nobody
under tand that I am criticizing the President's method of statement. Indeed., when he statedttlle principles he did all that could
be done, or practically all, at the time he stated them. But
before we stop our fighting these principles ought to be reduced
to concrete propositions of fact; and I illustrate now the thought
I hnc.l in mind that I expressed a moment ago. I will read paragraph 9 for illustration:
A rt-adjnstment of the frontiers of Italy should be effected along clearly
recognizable lines Qf nationality.
A \cry proper principle; but if we stop the war bef'ore the

line are actually fixed, or our right to fix them conceded, then
Germany or Austria might contend that the frontier line drawn
.aGcQrding to that principle possibly should be where it is now,

whereas Italy might think it ought to be· far over into Austrian·
territory, and we would ha.ve arriYed at nothing· after all our
controversy.
·
I cite si.mply that one clause, not because it is perhaps the best
illustration, but' because· it serYes to illustrate the f.act that what
the President laid· down were general principles and not con..t
crete demando;;;, fur · the most part. Of course he does say o~
enemies must get out of certain countries; but when this "foxy "
gentleman-lY thl..n.k I will use the slang term~who has just been
put into the ministry of Austria for- the purpose of camouflaging-! will use that much-abused term again-the house of
Hapsburg and· the house o~ Hohenzollern, attempting to appear
as a sort of a democratic representative, although owing his
appointment to. these particular sources, steps befol·e the world
and says, "We are ready to accept the President's· peace terms;'
he well knows that the President never undertook to write down
specifically what the terms were, but simply to lay down certain
principles of action. r think if that were understood. in our
country there woufd be less misunderstanding of this proposal
that has been made. It would be estimated· at its true \alue,
which is that Austria wants time and that Germany wants time;
They are like a contestant whose breath is getting short, whose
muscles are be~oming weak, and who longs for the sound of the
gong, so that he can get a little time to rest. Tbey want th<~
hand tha.t is now dosing on their throat to relax its iron grip.
They want time ta breathe. They want an opportunity for their
armies to rehabilitate themselves, to bring up supplies, to re·
assure their people, to improve their fortifications, to get ready
to stand on a new line, which perhaps will be some"·bere near
the German border, where, with a girdle of"fortresses ta sustain
their earthworks, they can be prepared to withstand siege.
They want also, as has been again wisely suggested by the
SenntoJ: from Sontb Carolina [l\fr, BENE'!'], who sits by me, to
wait for winter to slaw up our op~rations. It is inconceivable
to me that any man at this time thinks for one minute of stopping that process of hammering, hammering, hammering, which
Foch has been so well conducting.
Let me say one thing further that is as absolutely certain, I
believe, as any statement that a human being can make at thi.s.
time-that Germany will not consent to any peace we can now
accept unless Germany knows she is whipped; and whenever
Germany knows she is whipped, and we know she is whipped,
then
be the time for the United States and her allies in this
war to write the terms of peace; and when we write the terms of
peace, it seems to me that they will be written along the line
indicated by the distinguished Senator from Massachusetts [1\1:P.
LoDGE], namely, that we wi1l not trust to treaties with nationS
that tear treaties to pieces. ·w e will not trust to guaranties
that uch nations may give us, but we will reduce them to a
condition where they can not da any harm for a long time in
the future, and then we will not need to trouble ourselves about
agreements.
:Mr. President, I think the President of the United States will
know pretty well how to bundle this matter; and I have evei'Y
confidence that he will handle it so that the honor of America will
be vindicated, the safety of the world will be assured, and every
compact, express or implied, that we have with our allies will
be redeemed. Germany will be taught that he who takes the
sword shall perish by the sword, and that, if out of a Christian
charity something less than that may be imposed, still the punishment will be rigorous enough so that while we live and those
that come after us within the next century shall live there wm
be a historic example of the fact that the conquest of the world
by military power is a thing that can never be accompllsheu.
Mr. PITTMAN. Mr. President, I simply wanted to suggest
to the Senator :from 1\lissouri [1Ur. REED], whose remarks I
have been following very closely, that there is one thing the
President has said that Germany apparently has not yet agreed
upon. Her spokesmen may have verbally stated that they have
agreed upon the 14 grounds of settlement; but the President
of the United States has very definitely stated, as I remember,
that it would be impossible to negotiate with Germany: until
the German people established a. government that believe<l in
honesty. That has not yet been done. The same governmen,t
that brought about this war; that depended upon militarism;
that violated treaties with Belgium and other weak people;
that has laid down as its line of principle the law of necessity
as against the law of honesty and right is still in existence·;
and there is not any question as to what position the President
of the United States will take on this matter. He will still
hold that the German people have not come within tho requirements of neg-otiation by the establishment of an honest government.
1\lr. REED. l\Ir. Presiuent, I did not o•erlook that fact,
although I did not mention it, because it had been mentione.d,
and the statement of the President of the. 27th of &>ptemDer.

will
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had been read. I think, perhaps, the Senator from KeYalla was
out at the time.
Mr. PITTMAN. I was absent at the time.
1\Ir. REED. I did not mean in any vmy to do more in my
statement than to supplement the statements that had already
been made. I thank the Senator, however, for emphasizing, as
liC has very properly empba~ized, the fact that the President,
as I interpret his words, has clearly stated that he does ~ot
propose to make treaties with governments that break treaties.
Mr. PITTMAN. I intended to make no statement on the
subject at all; and I thought it was a good opportunity, in the
Senator's time, to inject that observation. I was not here whe~
that pha e of the matter was discus ed.
Mr. LODGE. I referred to that; so did the Senator from
Idaho [1\Ir. BoRAH].
l\Ir. PITTl\fAl~. That would relie\e me of the necessity of
making any statement.
1\lr. Sl\IITH of Arizona. 1\Ir. ·President, I may be permitted,
I hope, to say just a word or two in this connection. The .whole
discussion, as it seems to me, is premature. \Ve are talkmg as
if Germany were whipped; we are giving notice to the world,
while we are trying to sell bonds, that we hJ:tve no enemy hefore
our soldiers in France. What the American people ought to
understand, the one great le:::son they ought to learn, is that
we hnve just started on this great war to whip Germapy to the
point where she has got to come before we can deal w1th her at
a 11. It seems to me the call should go forth from this body to
the Arrierican people to subscribe to the new liberty loan, and
oversubscribe for it.
It is not now time to talk of peace. Even when Germany shall
l1ave withdrawn her line, as the Senator well suggested she may
do in any event when the winter sets in, she will have all her
present resources left. When the Kaiser's offer that came
through the Austrian official, who bas been called ... the new
camofleur," was made, the Kaiser is reported in the papers to
have said that no peace except an honorable peace would he ever
consent to on the part of Germany; yet we are here talkin~ ns
if we had already whipped them. Let us admit that we have
not done so, an(l will not do so before this time n~xt year, and
let our people know that they have got to put up the1r money and
that they ha\e got to make this fight. Let the call go forth from
both branches of Congress.
There is nothing more calculated to weaken the people in their
subscriptions to the liberty loan than the impression gaine<l from
readin.,. the papers that Germany is already whipped. Such an
impres~ion will stop the liberty-lo~m effort in the midst of t~e
preparations and campaign being made; and ma_n~ a man. wlll
be a reluctant subscriber who would be a very w1lhng one 1f he
appreciated the actual danger that confronts us. 1\lany bundre;d
thousand soldiers are yet to be killed, nncl we llad better qmt
talking about peace, or even the ultimate terms of peace, un~il,
as the Senator from Massachusetts has frequently so well srud,
the Kaiser is al>solutely on his knees listening to the terms that
the allies sllall dictate and which the German peoi:He will be compelled to accept.
1\Ir. l\1cCUMBER. Mr. President, I ha\e been waitinO' some
two hours until we could reach a place in the morning business
when I could submit a concurrent resolution. I offer the r esolution and ask the Secretary to read it.
The VICE PTIESIDENT. The Secretary will read as requested.
The Secretary read the concurrent resolution ( S. Con. Ues.
~-I:), as follows :
Whereas the Imperial Germa}l GoYernment has signlfie~ a rl esire for an
armistice and a di scu sion of pea ce terms on the ta IS of the fl~ c lara1ion of the President contained in hi adllress to the Congress on
.lanuary 8, 191 , anll subsequent addresses on 1he same subj ~r t; and
'\11 rl'as the Imperial Get·man Uovernmt>nt refusl'd to cons1der the
proposals contaioed in said addrl'ss at the time it was made, but. on
1he contrary, defied this country and our allies, as serted ltR purpo e
to dominate all central Europe, and with su ch domination to control
the destiny of the world and subject nll other. nations to its military
power and to forcl' lndl'mnities from its enemies; and
Whereas' it has contlnul'd its war of conquest with unrelenting M>agery
and against all laws of honorable warfare, and has s in ce saitl address
caused thE' death of about 1.000.000 ml'n and forced this country and
our allies to a furth£>r sacrifice of life an1l property : and
Whereas by its refusal to accept those more than ju st t erms it has
forfeited its right to limit this country to the proposals stated In
said address; and
Wherl'as mcP the date of that ~ddress Its retiring armies ha _.~ burned
and destroyed all cities and villages evacuated hy those a r m1 es ; a nd
Wherl'as undl'r thl' Constitution of the United 8tates, upon Cong ress
alone is devol"t"ell the lluty of determining between peace anu war:
Now. thereiorl'. be it
Resolved by the Senate of t11e Unit ecl St at es (the Tious c of R_ cpre-

scntativcs conCU)'t'ing) . That thl'r:e shah be no cessation of hostilities
and no armistice untii the Imperial German Go>ernm ent sha ll d isba nd
its armies and surrender Its arms and munitions, together with its
Navy to th~> United States and her a!lies in thi s war;
That before any armi tice shall be consider ed the Imperial German
Government shall unreservedly con;:ent to the principles of r epal'atlon
oeclUI'eu as terms of peace by our allies ;
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That it will pay In damages the cost of rebuilding and reconstructing
all the cities anri village destroyed by its armies. anll restore to fertility the lands devastated by it ;
That it will repay every dollar and the value of all property exacte<\
from the people of any territory invaded by it ;
That it will make proper compen ation and allowance for every
crim<> committed by its armies 1 ontrary to the laws of warfare and

hu~::ri{' :1te~~~1~n lg~~~c~ellsace and Lorraine and the indemnity
exacted from her in 1870 ; and
That 1t further accepts all tht> additional conditions laid down by the
President in his said address of January 8, 1918.

1\Ir. 1\fcCUl\ffiER. 1\Ir. President, those are terms that we can
consider; those are the terms that we should exact. At a proper.
time I shall move . that the resolution be referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations, and at some future period I shall
take occasion to discuss it in the Senate.
The resolution contains nothing unjust to the German Empire. If they seek a just peace, it is for our allies and oul"se~ves,,
after considering who caused this war, who inflicted the e mlSeries upon the world, to determine what is just; and there can be
no such thing as justice which leaves Germany free to perpetrate another such crime against the world. I would not exact
punitive damages beyond the ability of the people to pay, but I
would let the German people and the German nation understand
that they must pay for the damages they have committed contrary to the rules of honorable warfare; that they shall return
Alsace and Lorraine· that they shall return the billion dollars
that they exacted fr~m France ; that they shall return the trib~
ute that they have exacted from the people of Belgium and
.other conquered territories; that they shall pay for the property which they confiscated in t11ose territories; that they shall
pay for e\ery ship sunk by submarines contr~ry to the ~ules of
warfare· and when they have done that I thmk they w1ll have
learned the lesson that the world will not recognize the right
of any nation to defy the ri1les of humanity.
I ask, Mr. President, that the resolution be referred to the
Committee on Foreign Helations.
l\Ir. BRANDEGEE. Mr. President, before the Senator yields
the floor, I should like him to give his opinion about the question
that I am about -to ask him.
The fourth provision of the President's program for the
world's peace, ns laid down in his addre s to Congress on January 8, is as follo\YS :
IV. Adl'quate guaranties givPn and taken that

nation~!

armaments

will be r educed to the lowest point con ..;;\stcnt With domestic safety.

I wish to ask the Senator from 1\orth Dakota, in view of the
requirement contained in his resolution as to (lisbandment an<l
surrender of the German Army as a condition precedent to
peace, 'iYhetller be thinks that anything.les than that will ins~re
a world peace? Does the Senator thmk that the mere retirement of the German Army from the countries which it has <.:onquered or which it now occupies would be any assurance of
peace? Does he think, as long as the German Army exists in
Germany, armed and munitionefl as 1t i , that there is any
assurance of the peace of the world?
1\fr. McCm.mEn.. l\Ir. President, it is very easy to answer that
question. The resolution which I have introduced declares that
the Germans shall surrender their armie , urrender their arm
and munitions, surrender their navy. When they haYe disbanded
that army and surrendered its arms, I think there will be little
danger of our not being able to enforce the guaranty. Until they
have done that I do not think we ought even to talk to them.
I think another rea on why we should not speak with them
upon the matter of any cessation of hostilities now lies in the
remarks made by the German chancellor, whi ch, to my mind 1
are insulting to the intelligence of the world, in which he
declares that Germany is tighting only a defen ive war for its
own life. We all know who caused this '\\ar; '\\e all know who
started it; we all understand the ambitions of the Kaiser; and
now are we to have them speak to us of peace, to declare as the
ba is of that peace that tlley are fighting a defensive warfare
for the life of the German Empire, and invite us to meet them
on equal grounds, ns though we had committed the same ldnd
of crimes that they have committed, and as though we were
in any wise responsible for the war?
Mr. BHANDEGEE. Ancl, Mr. President, if I may be permitted for expressing an opinion in relation to the German
proposition for an armi tice, in addition to the other difficulties
anti objections to it which have been cited by SE·nators, there is
this: The proposition offered by Prince Maximilian does not
express a!Yreement to the terms of peace laid down by tlle Pre 1dent · it simply begs for an armistice for the purpose of enter·
inrr Jron a discussion of them. Of course, that i a mere tratl
to b divide and separate the allies. When Germany agrees to
these terms of peace and disbands her army, or when that army
is conquered in the field, it 'Yill be time enough to consider terms
of peace, in my opinion.
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Mr. ASHURST. Mr. President, I was struck just now by a • 1\Ir. ASHURST. Whenever you hear anybocly tailing of nn
headline in the New York World. I read from that paper as armistice or a premature peace, if the Senator listens closely he
follows:
will detect a decided Germa.n accent in such fellow's voice.
PniXCE liAXUULIA~'S NOTE ASE:IXG WILSQ.)I FOR rE.iCE.
Mr. POil\TDEXTER. I think there is a good <leal of merit in
[Associated Press.]
that suggestion. The proposition is insidious and sinister that
AMSTEI1D..1M, October 6.
we should discuss an armistice now. But the Germans them·
Tbe text of the note forwarded by the German chancellor, Prince
Maximilian, to President Wllson through the Swiss Go>crnment fol- se)ves when they see defeat staring them in the face say tll(iy
will retire from the conquered territory on condition that they
lows.
Omitting the first two paragraphs. the concluding paragraph get an armistice. My proposition to the Senator from Nebraska
is, ·what is his attitude on that question? We are all agreed
of the note reads as follows:
With a view t~ avoiding further bloodshed, the German Government upon the victorious concluSion of the war, and the question
reque ts the immediate conclusion of an armistice on lan-d nnd water and is, How are we going to bring it about? Whether we are going
1n the air.
to compel it, as we now ba V£' the power to do, or whether, by
I presume the chancellor thought that, like Cyrano de Ber- submitting to an armistice, calling a halt to our military campaign, after all the sacrifices we have made, we wil.l ba ve to degerac, in the last lines he would be strongest.
'l'o hear that the German Government is concerned about pend upon negotiations with Germany to determine whether or
blood bed and to hear it thus hypocritically express a desire to not there shall be a victorious conclusion to this tragedy.
avoiu further bloodshed is the supreme sarcastic fling of the
Mr. ASHURST. Mr. Presid~nt, as I 'Yas saying when I
centm·y-tbe grimmest bit of irony perpetrated in this war. The yielded, I think all the speeches of this morning are of value
German Government sprang like a tiger at the throat of au un- to this country and they are of \alue to our soldiers. Thes
offending and unsuspecting civilization, caused the rivers, tlle proceedings here serve notice, as I said before, that the treatystreets, and the fields of continental Europe to run red with making branch of the Federal Congress of the United States
innocent blood, then insults the intelligence of the world by pre- have opinions on this subject, that the body of men who under
teniling that it is very much concerned about the further shed- QUr Constitution will ratify treaties of peace have decided opinding of blood !
ions, anu are not going to conceal what those opinions are .
1\Ir. President, the German junkers and German Kaiser arc .Moreover, the Chief Exee11tire, whose burdens are very grent..
not only red-handed, but yellow-hearted; the moment tile bayo- bas a right to know that we are behind him in his wondrously
nets of the patriotic soldiers -of the '\Yorltl have pricked their succes ful conduct of this stupendous conflict which has engaged
cowardly hides they yell for peace. A wide pathway of fire and the energies of the patriotic people of n-early all the countries
bloou from the Rhine to Berlin sho-uld be the course our Army of the world. So these proceedings have not been without bene~
. hould take; and when our armies ha\e reached Berlin, in the fit, auu the Senator from Washington [l\lr. PoTh"'l>EXTER], who
city of Berlin, the German Government will be told what the initiated them this morning, clid a public service. When cowpeace terms will be.
ardly vand:lis, who have attempted to murder you and burn your
l\11·. HITCHCOCK. Mr. President-house over your head, outraged your wife and family, begin to
1\fr. ASHURST. I will not yield at this moment; I rrill yielu pleau for peace and express their regret, would you, an 'Officer
when I conclude.
of justice, be content to let the \anuals escape by mere expressions of regret? The German Kaiser and all his criminal
1\Ir. HITCHCOCK. I beg the Senator's pardon.
1\lr. ASHURST. Some Senators say this discm.'Sion is of no junkers should be made to know that in this world there is n
value. This uiscu~ ion is of value. w·e must n sure the Amer- law of compensation which sooner or later docs its perfect work ';
ican people that we are not going to commit the sacrilege of made to know that the thief robs himself ,; that the outrager and
ui honoring our dead soldiers by thinh."ing of peace until our the pillager outrage and plnnder themscl"ves; anu that behind
soldiers ha\e entered Berlin. Anything other than complet~ and every criminal kaiser in the uniYer e silent but relentless standK
triumphant victory will not suffice. A glacial grinding and with uplifted blaue the hadow of retribution and vengeanC£'.
crashing dmn1 of German a:ntocracy is the only thing tlmt should Not a single effort of any sort on land or sea or sky sboulu bt~
be considered for a moment. I would ueem H a sacriligious made to soften any blow 'Ye are aiming toward Germany. Let
in ult to the memory of our patriotic dead to think for n moment the busine of justice mo\e onward.
of doing other than striking the enemy all the haruer for the
ADJOURN:llENT UNTIL THl;B D.l Y.
insult offered by his pl'QPO ing an armistice.
The PRESIDING OFFICER {l\lr. BAXKIIE.ill in the cltair).
For what did we go into the war if not to make civilization The hour of 2 o'clock has arri\ed.
safe? And it can not be made safe until the German junkers
Mr. SMOOT. I move that when the Senate aujonrn. to-Uny
:md tlte German Kaiser, the man with the withered soul. are it adjourn until Thursday at 12 o'cloek.
nbsolutely annihilated. Revenge; no. .Justice; yes! Have we
The motion was agreed to.
the strength of heart and the sinew anu the thew, and the soul
DE.lTII OF REPRESENTATIVE T-UBOTT.
to .uo justice? We ba\e. Like the Czar of Bulgaria, who did ·
A message from the Horu;e of Representatives, l>y G. F.
not e\en haye the attribute of personal courage, the Kaiser and
bis war lords have proven themsclves to be what every tyrant Turner. one of its clerks, communicated to the Senate the inand every autocrat in the history of the world has l>een, not only telligence of the death of Hon. J_ FRED. C. TALBOTT, late a Representative from the State of ::\laryland, and transmitted resolu.r ed-handed, but yellow-hearted.
\\·c can uo our country a service here. .and I think the .Sena- tions of the House thereon.
l\Ir. Sl\IITH of Maryland. 1\Ir. President, I ask that the reso·
tor. who have spokE'n have <lone their country a service, IJy letting our constitutents, our counh·yrnen, and the world know that lutions just received from the Ho·use of Representatives be laiU
we look with contempt. derision. anu di dain upon any such before the Senate.
Tlle PRESIDIKG OFFICER. The re olutions 'Yill l>e read.
notes as have come this morning through tlle public pre s
'rhe Secretary reau the resolutions, as follows:
asking for a ces ation of hostilities to avoid any "further
Resolved, That the Douse has beard with profound sorrow of th~
effu ion of blood."
(1 ath of Hon. J. Fr.ED. C. TALBOTT, ft Re-prc entative of the State o:C
l\Ir. POINDEXTER. l\Ir. President-Marvland.
1\fr. ASHURST. I yield to the Senator from Washington.
RcsQlved, That a committee of lG 1\Iembex<; of the House, with such Mem·
1\1r. POINDEXTER. I <lid not iuteud to interrupt the bcrs of the ena.tc as may be jQinro, be aplX)inted to attend the funeral.
Resolved,
That th{! Sergeant at Arm~r of tb:e House be authorized an.!
Senator. . I thought he had concluded his remarks.
directed to take such steps as may be necessary for carrying out the
l\Ir. ASHURST. I am glad to yield to the Senator.
provisions of these resolutions, and that the necessary expenses in con·
l\Ir. POINDEXTER. I did not intend to interrupt the Sena- nection tber~with be paid out of the contingent fund of the House.
That the Clerk communiente the e resolutions to the ScnatQ
tor, but what I have to say will oceupy only a moment. I am a.ndResolved,
transmit a copy thereof to the family of the d-eceased.
delighted that the Senator lws expres ed the view that he has.
Mr. Sl\IITH <>f l\laryland. 1\.Ir. President, as a mark of respect
I think it is a public service to make known the attitude of the
to the distinguished Representative I send the following rcsolu~
Senate on this que tion.
But what I desired to say was rather in ans,-rer to tbe state- tions to the de::-k and ask for their adopti-on.
The resolutions (S. Re . 312) were read, considered l>y u11ani..
~ent made by the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. HrTciic.ocKl,
who, in answering the query which I made of him. stated that mons consent, and unanimously ag1·eed to, as follows :
lle as chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee woulu not
Resolved, That the Senate ha heard with prof~und sorrow the aw
n{)uncPml'Dt of the d~th of Bon . .J. FnED. C. TALBOl."l', late a. Reprcsentaconsider for one moment the granting of an armistice to Germany tiw from tbP State of Maryla.ud.
at this time. There wu n{)thlno- in the remark which I made
Re otrcd, T~:1;t a eommitt~ of 1~ ~enators be appo1nt(>('l by tbe nc~
which called forth that ~tatement by the Senator :(rom :Keb:rasl-a PrE-sid nt, to JOm t.he comnntt~e appomtNl on the part of the Douse or
~
,
'neprt> 't>Dt:JtiVt>S, to attend tbf' funeral of the decea.sPd.
or that suggested that an~·body would consl(leT for a moment the
ResoJvet:l, That the Secntnry communicate a copy of these rcsolugran1.il1g of an armi 'tice at this time. 'Vhat I ui cussed was an tions to the Douse o1' Reprt>seutat.iws.
entirely uifferent que;;;Uon, a que tion which ha been coru idcrcd
The VICE PRESIDE...V"r, unuer the second resolution, uppointed as the committee on the part of the Senate 1\.Ir. 1\I.illTIN
by a great many people of importance in this country.
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Of Virgi.nia, 'Mr. BANKHEAD, 'Mr. WILLIAMS, Mr. UNDERWOOD, Mr. sign that conference report if it is the last report I ever sign."
SAULSBUIW, Mr. S:u iTH of Maryland, Mr. LoDGE, Mr. NELso~ It was the last report he signed.
At some future time, Mr. Speaker, I shall ask the House to ·
'Mr. PENROSE, Mr. DILLINGHAM, Mr. GERRY, and Mr. FRANCE.
. Mr. SMITH of Ma1·yland. . Mr. President, at a later date I set aside a day on which his colleagues may address the House
shall ask the Senate to set aside a day for further suitable testi- on hts life and character. He was a splendid man, bright,
monial in memory of the distinguished Member of the House of genial, with a happy disposition, and the best thing I can say
Repre entatives, whom I knew well and intimately for very of him is that I never heard him speak ill of any man, friend
many year , and for whom I had the highest regard and esteem. or foe. Mr. Speaker, I offer the following resolutions.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the resolutions.
I move as a further mark of respect that the Senate do now
The Clerk read as follows :
adjourn.
The motion was unanimously agreed to; and (at 2 o'clock and
House resolution 443.
S minutes p. m.) the Senate adjourned until Thursday, October
Resolved, Tbnt tbt> Hous" bas beard with profound sorrow of the
death
of
Bon.
J.
FKED.
C.
TALBOTT, a Representative from the State of
10, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
Maryland.
Resolv ed, That a committee of 26 Members of tbe House, with t!Uch

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
1\~o:NDAY,

October 'I, 1918.

The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
1
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., 9tiered the following prayer :
·
Almighty and everliving God, whose goodness stands approved, so move upon the hearts of Thy children that the grief
aud sorrow which they have brought upon themselves may be
removed; that the peace which all true men nre praying for and
compelled to fight for may come in liberty, justice, and
righteousne s; that the world may be fL·ee from the sin and
iniquity which :follow in the wake of war.
We stand before Thee, our Father, with bowed heads and sorrowing heart because of the removal of a Member of this
House; who from his early manhood lived to his convictionsa faithful and gallant soldier, fighting for what he believed to be
right, and when the war was over, accepted as gallantly its conclusions and gaYe ·himself to restoring the Government of the
United States, in his State and in the affairs of the Nation.
Wise in his counsels, clear in his judgments, he won the respect and favor of all who knew him.
· · Comfort us and hls kinsfolk with the everlasting promises of
the immoi·tality of the soul.
·
· Fare thee well old friend until we meet again, where wars
'and sorrows never enter; and everlasting praise be thine, in the
name of Him who died that we might live. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of Saturday was read and approved.
LEA\E OF ABSENCE.
By unanimous consent, leave of absence was grantedTo Mr. WHEELER, to assist in the liberty-loan campaign.
To Mr. BANKHEAD, on account of sickness in his family.
To 1\Ir. HAMILTON of Michigan (at the request of Mr. MAPES),
on account of a death in the family.
To Mr. JoNES of Texas, for two weeks, on account of the
liberty-loan campaign.
CLOSING THE HOUSE GALLERIES.
' Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Mr. Speaker, it is matter of common knowledge that an epidemic of alarming proportions is
prevailing throughout the country. Out of an abundant precaution the Senate has ordered the galleries clo ed, which
action, I understand, meets with the approval of the medical
authorities, and so I ask unanimous consent that the Speaker be
instructed to close the galleries of this House until further action shall be taken by the House.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
DEATH OF HON. J. FRED. C. TALBOTT.
Mr. COADY. Mr. Speaker, with a heart full of sorrow I rise
to inform the House of the death of my colleague, Mr. TALBOTT,
who died at his home in Lutherville, Baltimore County, 1\Id., Saturday afternoon. With the exception of the gentleman from
Illinois [Mr. CANNON] and the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. SHEB·
wooD], Mr. TALBoTT's service here antedates that of any other
·Member . of the House. He was serving his twelfth term. I
think there are only .three other 1\Iembers of the House who have
ever had longer service here. He was one of the three former
Confederate soldiers on this side of the aisle. Mr. Speaker, my
colleague, Mr. TALBOTT, died a martyr to his duty here. When
the na"\'al appropriation bill was before the House for its consideration he sat here day after day, although not a well man,
giving the members of his committee the benefit of his advice,
counsel, and good judgment. I urged him at that time to ga·
.away-! saw that he was failing rapidly-but he would not do
it. He felt his duty was here and he stayed here. After the bill
came back here from the Senate and was sent to conference he
was appointed one of the conferees. I again urged him to go
away, because I felt he was failing rapidly. He said to me then,
_" I will not go away; I shall stay here doing my duty until I

~~r:~a1':'

of tbe Senate as may be joined, be nppolnted to attend the

Resolved, Tba.t tbe Sergeant at Arms of the House be authorized and

directed to take such steps as may be necessary for carrying out tbe
provisions of these resolutions, and that the neces ary expen es ln connection therewith be paid out of the contingent fund of the Bouse.
Resolved, That the Clerk communicate these resolutions to the Senate
and transmit a copy thereof to tbe famUy of the deceased.

The question was taken; and the resolutions were unanimously agreed to.
The SPEAKER announced the following committee on the
part of the House: Mr. Co.!.DY, Mr. LINTHICUM, Mr. PRICE, lli.
MUDD, Mr. ZmLMAN, Mr. PADGETT, Mr. Es.TOPINAL, Mr. RioRDAN,
Mr. HENSLEY, Mr. CoNNELLY of Kansas, Mr. OLIVER of Alabama,
Mr. VENABLE, Mr. VINSON, Mr. LITTLEPAG;E, Mr. WIL~ON of Texas,
Mr. KETTNER, Mr. BUTLER, Mr. BROWNING, 1\Ir. FARR, Mr. BR£T•
TEN, 1\lr. KELLEY of Michigan, Mr. PETERS, 1\Ir. HICKS, Mr. 1\lC•
ABTHUR, l\Ir. CANNON, and Mr. GILLETT.
.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the additional resolution.
The Clerk read as follows :
Resolv ed, That as a further mark of respect this House do now

adjourn.

The question was taken, and the motion was agreed to.
Accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 12 minutes p. m.) the House
adjourned until to-morrow, Tuesday, October 8, 1918, at 12
o'clock noon.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, .AND MEMORIALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII,
Mr. SCULLY introduced a resolution (H. Res. 442) provid·
ing for the appointment of a committee to investigate the causes
and ascertain the losses sustained by the recent explosion at
Morgan, N. J.
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIOXS.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII,
Mr. SANDERS of Indiana introduced a bill (H. R. 13055)"
granting an increase of pension to .John Trimble, whlcl1 was
referred to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
PETITIONS, ETC.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows:
By Mr. RAKER: Petition of R. E. Miller, president of the Owl
Drug Co., protesting against tax on distilled spirits, etc. ; to the
Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. DALE of New York: Petition of May Blakely, secr·e·
ta.ry of Boston Grange, No. 1256, Boston, N. Y., protesting
against the present postal laws and demanding their repeal; to
the Committee on Ways and l\1eans.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. .
TUESDAY,

Octobe'J• 8, 1918.

The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the follow·
ing prayer :
·
0 Thou, who hast made us and not we ourselves, our Father
in heaven, who hast endowed us with wisdom and understand·
ing; and bestowed upon us the power of choice; and who hast
taught us by a long line of predecessors in history, sacred and
profane, that Thy laws are inexor~ble. To obey them is wisdom,
peace, happiness ; to disobey them brings confusion, wars.
desolation. Give us the courage, strength, and fortitude to do
what we know to be right that the peace which passeth all
understanding may be ours. In the name of the Lord Christ.
Amen.
·
The Journal of the proceedings of yesterday was rend and ap·
proved.
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PRIVATE BILLS AND RE30LUTIONS.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. DOWELL: A bill (H. R. 13057) granting a pension to
OliYer P. Jackson; to the Committee on Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13058) granting an increas~ of pension to
Margaret A. Van Dyke; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.

ADJOURNMENT OVER.

Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. !Ir. Speaker, in compliance with
the agreement, I move that the House do now adjourn, to meet
again on Friday next at 12 o'clock noon.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois moves that
when the House adjourns to-day it adjourn until next Friday.
1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. Of course, the gentleman is not
making that as a privileged motion? He is making it in accordance with the agreement?
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Yes.
The ~PEAKER. The question is on the motion of the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. RAINEY].
The motion was agreed to.
MESSAGE FRO~! THE SENATE.
A message from the Senate, IJy l\1r. Waldorf, its enrolling
clerk, announced that the Senate had passed bills of the following titles, in which the concurrence of the House of Representatives was requested:
S. 4787. An act for the relief of Amherst W. Barber; and
S. 4964. An act for t11e payment of claims for loss of pri>ate
property on account of the loss of firearms and ammunition
taken by the United States troops during the labor strikes in
the State of Colorado in 1914.
The message al o announced that tlte Senate ha<l agreed to
the amendments of the House of Representatives to the bill
(S. 3438) to prevent corrupt practices in the election of Senators,
Representatives, or Delegates in Congress.
The message also announced that the Senate had passed
without amendmPnt the bill (H. R. 12982) to authorize the
Secretary of the Navy to purchase from the Commonwealth of
Ma~sachu etts a large dry dock and appurtenant lands.
Tb~. m(J'e ~age n~ o ~nnounced that the Senate had passed the
:follo" 1 ~., resolutions·
.
.
Resol,;ed,

SENATE.
TrrURSDAY,

Octobet• 10, 1918.

nev. G. ,V. Popkins, of the city of Washington, delivered the
following prayer:
l\1ost gracious God, our Heavenly Father, we thank Thee that
we can realize under the stress of one of the most trying periods
in the country's history that Thou art our Father and our God.
Accept of the gratitude of our hearts for the preservation of
our lives, for health and strength. Let Thy blessings rest upon
the. e Thy servants here. Endow them with wisdom from on
high in tlJese great crises in tile history of om· country. Guide
and enlighten them by Thy Spirit. Bless our boys in foreig~
lands. May the spirit of God be around and about them. May,
they be protected from the pestilence that wall{et11 in darkness.
:May their arms be crowned with victory for the glory an<l the
honor of God an<l the attaining of a righteous peace to all the
nations of the earth. - 'Ve humbly ask it all in Jesus' name.
Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of Monday last was read and
app1·oved. _
PEACE PROPOSAJ.S OF CENTRAL POWERS.
Ur. JONES of 'Vashington. l\1r. President, I have a telegram
which I shall read. It !s addressed to me and the Washingto!l
That the Senate bas heard wtth profound sorrow the an- 1 deleaation in Congi·ess and is as follows.

I

I
C. TAI.llOTT, late a Uepresenta-

nouncement ot' the death of Hon. J. FRED.
ti're from thE.' State of Ma1·yland.
Resolved, That a committee of 12 Senators be appointed by the Vice
President. to join the committee appointell on the part of the House of
RenrcsentativPs, to attend the funeral of the deceased.
·
Resolved, That the Secretary communicate a copy of these resolulions to the House of Representatives.
•
Resolved, That as a further mark of respect that the Senate do now
adjourn.
.
.
.
~nd that under the_ second resolution the V1ce President had nppomted as the comm1ttee on the part of the Senate l\fr. MART~
of Virginia, Mr. BANKHEAD, l\Ir. 'VILLIAMS, Mr. UNn~w.ooo, Mr.
SAULSBURY. Mr. SMITH of Maryland, l\fr. LoDGE, l\Ir. ~ELsoN, Mr.

PENROSE, 1\!r. DILLINGHAM, Mr. GERRY, and Mr. FRANCE.
ENROLLED BILL PRESENTED ~0 THE PRESIDENT FOR HIS APPROVAL.
1\lr. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported
that this day they had presented to the President of the United
States, for his approval, the following bill:
H. n. 12429. An act to authorize the health officer of the
Dir;trict of Columbia to permit the disinterment of the bodies
of Eliza Hill Bowles, Bernice 'Vorthen Bowles, and Bessie
.V ivian Bowles.
_
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
•
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0 CTOBER 10,
It is the opinion of these bodie.:; and this community that Germany's
latest pence pr oposals are promulgatPd in part for the purpose of hinctering the fourth liberty loan, and, further, to delay operations in the hope
of gaining time to.strengthen their armies and prolong the war. Therefore we trust our Representatives in Congres.s will stand for unconilltional surrender as our only terms of settlement with Germany.

This telegram comes from Sunnyside, 'Vash., and is signed by
H. Lloyd Miller and ,V. J. Cloud, presidents of the local organizations of the National Council of Defense and the American Defense Society.
Mr. President, I have a telegram similar in sentiment from th~
American Defense Council of Sumner, 'Vash.; also one similar
in Sentiment from the Commercial Club Of Kennewick, Wash.;
also one similar in sentiment, but expressed in much more vigorous language, from the chairman of the American Defense Society, Chelan County, 'Vash.; another from the Puyallup National Loyal League, 'Vashington.
l\1r. President, all these telegrams come from small communities; most of them are communities of farmers, and I am satistied they express the real sentiment and patriotic heart of the
people of o~r S~ate and of the Nation. They app~al to their
1 Hepresentatlves m Congress to act.
They apparently overlool~
the fact that in the matter of negotiations for peace, or an
armistice, Congres has absolutely no authority; that it rests
entirely with the President as the Chief Executive and Commander in Chief of ~he Army a?d Navy.
.
I would say notlung that might be construed as a criticism
of the President of the United States in connection with Germany's peace call. He may know some things that I do not
know that led him to do what he did. I do desire to say that
my own personal view as to the course to be followed is in
hearty accord with the sentiment of these telegrams. I think
it would be far better for us to tell Germany tllaf she must
throw herself upon our mercy than to attempt to negotiate at
the same time we are carrying on war. This war must end,
if it ends rightly, in Germany accepting such terms as the allied
nations of democracy shall deem wise and just to impose. Anything short of this will be a German victory as well as a dis·
tinct shock to the aroused soul of the American people, who are
fully set upon doing completely and well what they have sent
millions of their sons to France to do.
Mr. BRANDEGEE. Mr. President, in line with the telegram
which the Senator from Washington [Mr. JoNEs] read, I desire
to say that I have received a telegram from the Connecticut
Chamber of Commerce which reads as follows:
HARTFORD, CO~N., October 9, 1918.

1\Ir. HARDY, by unammo~s con~ent, was granted lea>e of
absence on account of death m family.
ADJOURNMENT.
Accordingly, under its previous agreement, the House (at
12 ·o'clock and 5 minutes p. m.) adjourned until Friday next
October 11, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
'

I

llEPOH.TS OF COMl\flTTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND
RESOLUTIONS.
Under clatre 2 of Rule XIII,
l\lr. SI.l\TKOTT, from the Committee on the Public Lands, to
which was J'eierred the bill (H. R. 12579) to grant to citizens of
Malheur County, Oreg., the right to cut timber in the State of
Idaho for ag1icultural, mining, or other domestic purposes, and
to remove such timber to l\lalheur County, Oreg., reported the
same with an amendment, accompanied by a report (No. 826),
which said bill and report were referred to the Committee of
the Whole House on the state of the Union.

I

PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIO~S, AND ~lE::\IORIALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII,
l\Ir. HAKETI introduced a bill (H. R. 13056) to grant to the
t~itizens of l\lodoc County, Cal., the right to cut timber in the Hon. FRA:NK B. TIRAXDEGEE,
Washington, D. C.:
Etate of KeYada for agricultural, mining, and other rlomestic
The Connecticut Chambl'r of Commerce approves the rPsolution passe<l
purposes, aml to remoYc such timber to l\Iodoc County, Cal., unanimously
by the Connecticut State Council of Defense on October 7,
which was referred to the Committee on the Public Lands.
copy of which has been forwarded to the President, and desires no peace

-I
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with the Imperial German Go>ernment which iB not preceded by unconditional surrender and is not followed by restoration and restitution.
By

CoNr..'"ECTICUT CHAMBER O.F COMMERCE,
AUBREY I. MADDOCK, Secreta1"1J.

Mr. "\V ARREN. I pre ·ent three telegrams, one from tlw American Defense Association, <>f Buffalo; one from the One Hundred
Per Cent American Club, of Lovell; and another from the One
Hundred Per Cent Society, of Superior, all in the State of 'Vyoming, in relation to the late tender of Germany. The telegrams
arc >ery short, and I asl\: that they be printed in the RECO:BD.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair
hear none.
The telegrams are as follow
Dt'L'll'ALO, WYO., October 9, 1918.

fion.

FRANCIS

E.

WARREX,

"C·n ited States Senate, Washington, D. 0 .:

The 4.00 members of our chapter arc 'Unalterably opposed to considering nnr peace proposal exc{'pt on terms of unconditional surrender. Confirma hon by mail.
WILSON :MCBRIDE, Pr·esident,

R. W. WATKINS, Secretary,
Atnerioan Defense Association.
Bon.

LovELL, WYo., October 9, 191B.
FRAXCIS E. WARIUJ. ·,
United States Senate, Was1Liuotoa, D. 0.:

One Hundred Per Cent American Club. of Lo•ell, urge that your influence bo exerted to the end that nothing but unconditional surre.nder of
Germany and her allies be accepted as a satisfactory ba. is for peace.
01\'l!J HUNDRED PER CE~T CLUB,
JOLLY, M. D. HARRIS, RE~ LEEDOM.

By H.

I.

l

Bon.
·

s.

SUPERIOR, WYO., OctobC!' 9, 1918.

E. WAnm:x,
nited Stares Senate, Wasliln[Jton, D. 0.:

FRANCis

Con •iller latest German pence offPr for purpose of hurtin~ fourth lib·
crty loan. Resolutions passed by this soc1ety urge rejection .of German
peace proposals and demand that peace be granted only on uncondit:ional surrender of Germany and her allies.
ONE HUNDRED PER CENT SOCIETY,

Superior, Wyo.

~

Mr. HARDING. Mr. President, among many telegrams and
communications relating to the question of suspending hostili1:ie I have received one letter that I really think worthy of a
place in the RECORD, and I believe it would be no imposition
on the time of the Senate if I asked the cousent of the Senate
for the Secretary to read it. It comes from one who had just
been a participant in a memorial to nine soldier boys in one small
community who have given their lives in the wnr. The letter is
so near a classic that I should like to have consent for the Secretary to read it.
TliC VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair
hear none, and the Secretary will read.
The Secretary read as follows :
non.

w .ut:RE

G.

1\IARrSVILLE, OHIO, Octobe1' S, 1918.
HARDING,

Washington, D. 0.

Dr:AR 'ENATOR: Ever since Sunday morning I have heen in close touch
with the people of this county, and I tind the sentiment among them not
only unanimous but intensely earnest with reference to Germany's reque~>t
tor an :u:mistice .. to consider " the terms of peace.
~othlng would outrage more the feelings of a county that has sent out
600 boys to make a thorough " job" of the etfort to break the power of
the mo t iniquitous political power that has ever curRed the world than
to accede to its cowardly whine .for a cessation of hostilities at this stage
of the game.
A bPatPn outlaw has no claim on the leniency of the person whom he
ha attacked. We sent our boy_s over to "!i r k " thE> Kaiser, not to co<lnle
him. If we bad our way we would make his abdication and that of the
wbol Hohenzollern iamily a sine qua non of any armistice or parley or
negotiation with the German Nation with reference to peace.
Yon will readily understand, then, how your constituents in Union
County would regard any conces ion made to the proposal of the German
chancellor. It would be regarded as a monstrous injustice to Rummon our
sons to sacrtfice themselves in an effort to crush this accur. ed autocracy,
und then wben they have nil but accomplished thelr mission to cry
•• hands ol:I," and thus spare the monster and give it time to reco>er Its
·brt':J.th and secure for itself a new lease of life.
LnRt Tuesday we held a memorial service in honor of nine brave boys
who had give.n up their Uves and whose bodies lie now somewhere in the
sucretl blood-bought soil of France. They went from us with our benertlctlon. Germany broken, humbled, repentant would be some comp~>nsation
'for their death. Germany sitting at the council table and admmistering
on what is left of the worW from the ruin she has wrought would be an
insult to every homE> ln tlM country that bas suffered bereavPment in consequence of the President's call upon it to give Its be,t and braveRt to
wage relentless war n~;ainst the · ~evil thing" he profesRes so utterlv to
dete t. Let the President know that those who commended biro for kPPping u so long out of the war wlll condemn him the most severl'ly if he
takes us out of it too soon. Ile hac: no right to mak~ the dPmand upon
us for so great a sacrifice unless be is prepared to persevere uutil thP
objects for which thP sacrifice was demanded are fully .attained. The
unconditional surrender of the foe is the only condition that will be just
to those brave boys whom we have Rent to tight him. Let Germany forsake her idols and bring forth fruit meet unto repentance ; then, ttnd
then only, can we be just to our IWll't;rred heroes in heeding her plea for
peace.
Very re pectfully, yours,
J. L. DAVTES,
J

P(t Bto r First Conol·egational Oll!!rcll.
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hand, it shows a prejudice which is "illing to gi>e a misconstruction to it.
There ha>e been some other telegrams introduced of a imilar
character this morning from the Republican side. I think it is
nothing but fair, and not only fair but I think it is due tho
country at this time, to publish tho note itself and to publish
some of the criticisms bearing on the note from newspapers and
people whose opinions would be worthy of some weight.
Mr. SMITH of Arizona. 1\Ir. President-1\Ir. PITT.MAN. Excuse me; I wish to take only o. few minutes to read the matter into the RECORD. I do not care to be
interrupted. · I want to read into the RECORD right here the
President's note and Senator LoDGE's criticism.
l\Ir. President, the distinguished Senator from Massachusetts,
Senator LoDGE, the leo.der of the Republican Party in the United
Stutes Senate and, In fact, throughout the United States, and
the senior member of the minority of the Foreign Relations Committee, has, in my opinion, I regret to say, publicly miscon trued
the reply of the President of the United States, made through the
Secretary of State, to the peace note of Prince Maximilian, the
chancellor of the German Empire.
The construction given by the Senator from 1\lassachusetts in
a public interview can not po sibly serve any good public pnrro e, but, on the contrary, may lead the German people and even
some of our own citizens who are not familiar with the facts
to believe that the President of the United States has rec <.led
from the positions taken by him in his message to Congress on
January 8 and in his speech delivered in New York on the opening of the fourth liberty-loan campaign on the 27th day of Sep·
tember last, and that he is now unduly anxious to enter into
peace negotiations with the Imperial German Government. Tho
establishment of such a conviction in the minds of the German
people and many of the citizens of the United States would
deaden .the enthusiasm and zeal of our people at home; would be
detrimental to the spirit and vigor of our own armies and the
armies of our allies in the fiel<l, and would tend to destroy the
confidence of the world in the President of the United States,
whose highest service is e sentia1 to a lasting and .1ust peace.
This is what the Senator from 1\Iassachusetts saitl, in tlle inter
view referred to, published in the Wa hington Post of October 9:
4

I am keenly disappointed that the President should at this stage
enter into a discussion with the Imperial German Government, as be
has done In the note signed by Mr. Lansing. In his first and second
paragraphs he asks for further information and Invites further fli~cus 
sion. It Is true that in the last paragraph he inquires whether PrinC£'
Maximilian of Baden represents merely the constituted authoritie of
the German Empire. Prince .Maximilian is the chancellor of the German Empire, appointed by the Kaiser. I do not understantl what ho
can possibly represent except the con lituted authorities, which represent the German Empire and the German people, unless a revolution
has occurred of which the world has as yet no knowledge. To us ho
stands as the representative of Germany and of the Kaiser.
PPrsonally I adhere to the statement of the President maue in Ws
speech of September 27. in whtch he said:
" We are all agreed that there can be no peace obtn.ined by n.ny kind
of bargain or compromise with the Governments of the central empire ,
because we have dealt with them already and have seen ' them deal with
other Governments that were parties to this struggle at Brest-Lltovsk
and BucbareRt • • •."
I feel very strongly that there hould be no discussion with the Ge'l.'
man Government until they are ready and compelled to acce11t tllo
terms we think it right to impose.
The President, answering th~ suggestion by the Imperial German
Government of an armistice, says the good faith of this proposal re ·ts
on the consPnt of the central powers to withdraw their armies from
invaded territory. Are they to withdraw unattackeu from Belgium and
northern France, burning and robbing and destroying as they go. to
positions behind thE:> Rhine, where they will have time and opportunity
to r~>fresh thl:'ir armi<>s and replenish their munitions? Alsace and Lor~
raine are not invaded territory.
I can not but feel a painful anxiety as to what effect this note will
have upon tht> allies, upon our armies, upon our soldiers who arc fighting
and dying and conqueriD~ In order to " crush the thing" with which thu
President is opening a d1scusslo.n.
4

At the same time Representative FEss, the leading Repuulicnn
of the House of Representati>es and chairman of the Republican
congressional campaign committee, gives this interview:
The way has been opened for Germany to save ·h erself by withdraW•
lng her armies within her own border by agreement rather than by
retreat under fire as she bas been forced to do the past few weeks.
Peace discussions with Germany before our armies are on her soil will
not insure the future. The imperial chancellor. thP appointee of the
Kaiser and as such the spokesman of the Bohcnzollern government.
will doubtless enter the door now open to declare himself the voice of
the German people. Who will be able to refute it?
I bad boppd that no ,st<>p would be tak~n to transfer the <llsrnssion
froru the field to the table. I do not believe the soldiers or the country
wlll ever tle satisfied with anything short of a conclusive peace, which
can only he assured by such chastisement o:f Germany as will make a
like sacrifice m the future impo&slble.

This is wllat the President of the united States said in his noto
to Prince Maximilian, which was criticized by Senator LoDm~
in his interview :

1\lr. PITTl\IAN. 1\lr. PrP. i<lent, the letter jnst presented'by the
Before making reply to i.bc requc t of the Imperial f'.Nmnn GoTernsenior Senator from Ohio [1\fr. llABDL"\G] was pre ented by him
a-nd in order that that reply shall bt> as candid aml sh·aightfo.rprobably as expre··sing lli."' own opinion or at least as haTing- met ment,
ward as the momentous interests iuvolv eu require. the PrPsidPnt of tho
·his appron.1l. I listened to it Yery carefully. It shows a total Unite<l l:;tates deems it nee ssa.r7 to asJ:nre hun <>lf of thP exact m~>an
ignorance of even the text of the President's note, or, on the other 1ng of the note of the imperiu chancellor. Does the imperial chan-
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cellor :t:nean that the Imperial German Government accepts the terms
laid down by the President in his address to the Congress of the United
::5tates on the 8th of January last and in subsequent addresses and that
Us object in entering into discussions would be only to agree upon the
practical details of their applidltlon?
The President feels bound to say with regard to the suggestion of an
armistice tllat he would not feel at liberty to propose a cessation of arms
to the governments with which the Government of the United States
is associated against the central powers so long as the armies of those
powers are upon their soil. The good faith of any discussion would
manifestly depend upon the consent of the central powers immediately
to withdraw their forces evE:rywhere from l:nvaded territory.
The President also feel.;; that he is justified in asking whether the
imperial chancellor ls speah."ing merely for the constituted authorities
of the Empire who have so far conducted the war. He deems the
answers to these questions vital from every point of view.

In the first place, the President did not "enter into a uiscUBsion with the Imperial German Government." He expressly
stateu that be woulu not make reply until the note was made
more definite in certain particulars. Be further pointedly asked
whether the Imperial German Government was ready to accept
his terms for a lasting and just peace. If they answered in
the affirmative and proceeded immediately to carry out all of
those conditions, the war will be won as fully and completely
as it is possible to win it. If the answer is in the negative or
eqnivocal then the reply of the President will undoubtedly be
only a repetition or a reference to the demands he has heretofore made. How or why the distinguished Senator from Massachusetts placed such a construction upon the President's reply
I do not know. I do know, however, that the people of this
country and the press of the United States do understand the
President's message and do not concur with the Senator from
Massachusetts in his misconstruction of it.
As an example of ·what the press of the country thinks of the
President's note and the construction to be placed upon it, I will
read comments from three of the largest and most influential
newspaper in the United States.
The New York World says:
In dealing with the German peace offensive, President Wilson bas employed the same tactics that Foch used in breaking the German military
offensive--a counter offensive. • • • The President has simply
shifted the issue back to Germany, and left the German Government to
get out as best it can of the trap which was so carefully set for the
United States and the allies.

The comment of the New York Tribune is as follows:
Our conclusion is that President Wilson's "inquiry" was intended by
him not to express the state of mind in this country toward a faithless
people • • • but to make it impossible for the Imperial · German
flovernment to capitalize its insincerity in terms of morale by saying to
the German people, "We have asked in vain for peace on Pre. ident
Wilson's own conditions."

While t.he New York Sun, the mo. t powerful Republican paper
in the Unite<l States, give this clear and forceful analysis of the
note:
Perhaps no document has ever gone so swiftly to the heart of the
question or disposed with such canilld and yet subtle dialectic skill of a
dangerously plausible trick of the < nemy's diplomacy as the President's
t·eply. • • • It is as incontrovertil)le in its maj<'stic simplicity as
the laws governing the movements of the heavenly bodies and as beautiful as the American fiag.
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mentality, by which the peace of the world can be guaranteed, p eace
will rest in part upon the word of outlaws and only upon that word.
For Germany will havP. to redeem her character, not by what happens
at the peace table but by what follows :

Senator LonaE is not in accord with this program of the
President, as i.s evidenced by his remarks in the United States
Senate on October 7, when he said:
As for this league of nations to enforce peace, it is caught up by
Germany in order to divert attention. Can you imagine our going to
work and forming a league to enforce peace on the world with Germany as
one of the partners? There is one league to enforce peace now in existence, and that is the United States and the allies; and when they have
beaten Germany, as she must be beaten, the world will have peace.

1\!r. President, the Senator from Massachusetts is not in accortl
with many of the principles, policies, and actions of the President
of the United States in the conduct of this war looking to eyerlasting peace. He is not encouraging the warring powers to
accept the program of the President, but, on the contrary, he is
openly opposing such program. In his speech on the 7th day of
October he made this statement:
Mr. President. it is not a question of the 14 points, or the 4 points,
or 8 points, or whatever they are.

Mr. President, the opposition of any statesman of the Senator's
great ability and learning to the efforts of the President of the
United States, upon whom the duty devolves to successfully
conduct this war and bring about a lasting peace, would hav~
its effect, but when that statesman is the leader of the Republican Party in the United States Senate, anu by virtue uf
that position in the United States, and the minority lender ou
the great Foreign Relations Committee, his opposition becomes a
matter of grave concern to all of the people of our country. He
can now obstruct the carrying out of the principles and policies
of the President of the United States; but if he were the leader of
a Republican majority iu the United States Senate he could block
the consummation of such world policies. It is true that the
President of the United States is vested with the sole authority
to direct the Army and Navy of the United States. He has
the sole jurisdiction to conduct diplomatic and foreign negotiations. He is the chief executive officer of our Government, upon
whom devolves the duty of formulating treaties and agreements \vith other governments; but these treaties do not become
operative until ratified by the United States Senate. Would a
Republican United States Senate, under the leadership of
Senator LoDGE, ratify treaties embracing the President's program, or woulu they substitute for it a program formulated by
the senior Senator from 1\lassachusetts?
·
This is but one of a hundred illustrations that might be made
to prove the necessity of a united Government in time of \Yar.
This is the people's war, and it is to the interest of every citizen
of the United States to see that the President of the United
States is upheld in every particular in his great humane policies
that ha\e been approved and adopted by all of our allies. Our
people do not distrust Woodrow Wilson. He is loved, trusted,
and respected not only by all of the people of the United States,
but by the suffering peoples of the governments of our allies.
He is recognized throughout the world to-day as the preuominant statesman of the age. I recognize and admire the statesmanship, learning, and loyalty of the distinguished Senato.r
from Massachusetts, but he bas no right to be offended if I say
to him that in the eyes of the ~orld he does not compare with
Woodrow Wilson. He will ha\e his chance for a test in the
coming election, because the contest is inevitable between the
policies of Woodrow Wilson and the policies of Senator HEKRY

Th~ .Associated Press ha. ju t reported that text of the Presillent's note has reacheu the foreign offices of our allies, and that
it meets their hearty approval.
Mr. President, this is not the first time that the Senator from
1\lassachusetts has voiced his disapproval of the principles,
policies, and methods pronounced by the President for the conduct of the ''"~r. the negotiation of peace, and the settlement of
post-war conditions looking to a lasting and permanent peace.
In the President's address to Congress on January 8 he laid
uown definitely and specifically a program for world's peace CABOT LODGE.
embracing 14 distinct points. This program was agreed to and
1\Ir. WILLIAMS and others addressed the Chair.
adopted by all of our allies and recei\ed the hearty approval of
.Mr. THOMAS. l\1r. President, I am quite willing that this
all of the neutral countries of the world. Yet it did not satisfy discussion should proceed at the proper time, but we have some
the senior Senator from :Massachusetts. In the United States business to transact; and so I ask for the regular order.
Senate on August 23 he laid down his own program for world's
Mr. WILLIAMS. I hope that the Senator will not insist upon
victory. This Drogram differed from the program of the Presi- that. Three or four speeches were permitted to be made the last
uent in the readjustment of territory after the war. The spirit time the Senate met, criticizing the President of the United States.
that the two programs breathe is as different as might is from
l\fr. THOMAS. I do not object to discussion of the subject. . I
ju tice. The program of the Senator from Massachusetts means may take part in it myself later on; but I think we should have
war for victory, revenge, and advantage, while the program of the a morning hour devoted to the transaction of morning business.
President means war for victory, justice, and everlasting peace.
1\Ir. WILLL.<\.MS. Well, Mr. President, I have made the reThe Pre ·ident in his New York speech on September 27 de- quest. I think it would have been fa,_irer if the point had been
scribed the essential instrumentality of a lasting peace. He said: made the other day, instead of making it to-day.
1\Ir. THOMAS. I do not wish to offend the Senator, and, if
If it be in deed and in truth the common object of the Governments
ns!';ociated against Germany and of the nations wnom they govern, as he desires to go on now, I will withdraw the request.
I believe it to be. to achieve by the coming settlements a secure and
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. There are several matters we ought
lasting peace, it will be necessary that all who sit down at the peace
table shall come ready and willing to pay the price, the only price, to attend to. We can get through with them in a few minutes,
that will proem·~ it; and ready and willing also to create in some virile and then this discussion will have the broadest opportunity in
fashion the only instrumentality by which it can be made certain that the entire Senate. Tbere are two or three matters in the ordinary
tbP agreements of the peace wl.ll be honored and fulfilled.
That price is impartial justice in every item of the settlement, no line of business that we ought to get through -with during the
matter whose interest is .crossed ; and not only impartial justice but morning hour. Then we shall have nvo or three hours for disalso the satisfaction of the .several peoples whose fortunes are dealt cussion of this subject. 'Vould it not be just as agreeable to the
with. That indispensable instrumentality is a league of nations formed
under covenants that will · be efficacious. Without such an instru- Senator from Mississippi to speak a half hour later as now?
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The SECRETABY. A bill (S. 4982)
ha\e no objection to any- r.equest of that

Mr. WILLIAMS. I
sort. I was merely saying that it seemed. to me -it would have
been more fair if the objection hadrbeen made the other day, instead. of waiting to1ma1.-e it now;, but that is all right.
The VICE PRE IDEJ\"'T. Petitiorrs· and memorials are still
in order.
PETITIO~ ~s

A..'liD ME)fl):JITALS.

0

TOBER

10,

to amend section 3 of an act
entitled "An act . to save daylight; and to · provide stand.anl time
for · the United States:," approved March 19, 1918.
1\lr. THOMAS. Mr. President,. in order to be cons! ·tent, I
must obje-ct to the immediate consideration of the bill.
Mr. ROBINSON. n give notice that at the conclusion of
morning business I shall ask for the consideration of the bill.
Mr. THOMAS. I shall not object to it consideration at thn.t
time.

1\Ir. WARREN presented the petition- of Mrs. Vivia...A.. B. ffender. ·on, of Cheyenne, Wyo., Wyoming representati\c of the
FEDER~L BUILDING AT EATO.ITO ", Gi.
League of American Pen Women, praying for nationai prohibiMr. REED. On behalf of 'the Committee on Public Buildings
tion as a war measure, which was ordered to lie on the table.
and Grounds, I report back the bill (H. R.10609) authorizing the
He alSo presented. re olutions adopted by the American De-- Secretary of the 'l'reasm·y to exchange the pre ·ent Federal buildfense Society of Rock Springs, Wyo., favoring the Americaniza- ing site at Eatonton, Ga., for another site on the public square
tion of foreigners through education, which were referred to the in said city. I desire also to say, as diu the Senator from
Committee on Education and Labor.
Arkansas- [Mr. RoBINSQN], who preceded me, and I desire a.lso to
advise the Senate, that the cominittce wn polled, and that ther
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
1\Ir. FLETCHER, from the Committee on Military Al't'airs, was no regular session of the committee; but it is a bill which
involves only a matter of $5,000. I can the attention oi the
to· which were t:eferred the following bills, reported them each senior
Senator from Georgia [1\Ir. S:rurm] to the bill.
·
:without amendment and submitted reports thereon:
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. 1\lr. President. the· bill does not
.A bilL ( S. 4894) to amend the one hundred and eighteenth
article of war and to authorize the calling· into ser\ice of dis- cnrry an appropriation. It is merely an authorization to the
Secretary of the Treasury to exchange a po t-office site in a
mis ed or discharged officers· (Rept. No. 587) ; and
little city in Georgia for another po t-office site. The bill has
A bill ( S. 4"94.6) to permit organizations, units, and det!lch~ been pas ed by the other Hou e.
ment:s or the military· forces to sell kitchen by-products, waste,
The VICEJ PRESIDENT. Is there · 1.>bjection to the pre ent
and garbage from their messes, and to permit_ the Government consideration of the bill?
to be the purchaser thereof (Rcpt. No. 586)·.
Mr. THOMAS. I shallliave to obje.:!t to it· con ideration.
He aiso, from the same committee, to which was referred
l\fr. SMITH of Georgia. Th n I shall a k for the considerathe bill ( S. 4858) to provide method of settlement for materials, tion of the bill at the clo e of the morning hour. It in\olve ·
stores, and sup!)lies transferred between different bureaus, de- merely a formal matter.
partments, or agencies of the Government, arul for other purCLAIMS FOR DAMAGES TO PlUV ATE PROPERTY.
po1' , reported it with amendments and submitted a report
Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. Pre iclent, on_ behalf of the Committeo.
_(No. 5 5) thereon.
on Military Affairs, I desire to make a fa.Yorabl report on the
Mr. ASHURST, from tl;le Committee on Public Buildings nnd bill (S. 4945) to amend an act entitled "An act tD give indemnity
Grounds, to which vms referred the bill (H. R. 282) amending for
damage caused by American forces abroad," and I submit a
th(' public-buildings act appro-reci 1\Iarch 4, 1913, proTic1ing for report
(No. 589) thereon.
the purchase of a site for a public building at Nogales, Ariz.,
I presume it is unneces ary to ask for the immediate con idreported it without amendment and submitted a report {No. eration
of the bill, although. I intended to do so, but I gi\Ce
584) thereon.
.
that I shall try to get action upon it at the close of the
.rr. OWEN, from the Committee on Banking and Cunencx, .notice
morning busine s. Gen. Pershiug has ju ·t cabled the 'Var Desubmitted a report {No. 588) accompanied by a joint resolution partment askin" for information relative to the utatus of the
(S. J . Re.s. 179) authorizing national banks to subscribe to the bill and setting forth the necessity for immediate action thereon.
united WUT-work campaign.
It is ho})cd that the bill may be speedily passed,
The VI CE PRESIDENT. The joint resolution will be placed
PROTECTION OF 'fELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH ;ERVICE.
on the calendar.
1\lr. ROBINSON. I ask that the Committee on Inter tate
DAYLIGHT-S~Vl.I.~G J..AW.
Commerce be di c:haro-ed from the further consideration of the
· Mr. ROBINSON. :M1'. President, the Senator from South bill (H. R. 12976) pm\iding for the protection of the users of
Carolina [l\1r. SMITII], the chairman of the Committee on Inter- the telephone and telegraph service, and the properties and
stale Commerce, is absent f1·9m the city, as is likewise the Sena- funds belonging thereto, lluring Government operation and contoP from Ohio [Mr. PO:llERE:XE], 'the ranking member of the trol, and that it be referred to the Committee on Po t Office.•
majority side of that committee. The chairman of the War and Post Roads. The bill has already pas ed the Hou e of RepIndustries Boarci has submitted a request, supported by informa- resontatiYes. Jurisdiction of the matter, I think, prop rly lies
tion, for the modification of the day-light saving law, so as to in the Committee on Post Offices and Po t Roads.
1\Ir. BRANDEGEE. May I inquire who introduced the bill?
give it permanent effect. On behalf of the Committee on. Inter1\Ir. ROBINSON. It is a House bill-stat e Commerce-who, I think it fair to say, has been polled,
1\Ir. BRANDEGEE. Oh!
no formal meeting of the committee having been held, but the
1\lr. ROBINSON. And was referred. to the Committee on
committee having been polled and a considerable majority of the
members having sub cribed to the report-! desire to submit Interstate Commerce. There accoll'lPanies this request a letter
a report on Senate bill 4982, being a bill to make permanent the fl.•om the clerk of the committee in reference to the matter,
daylight-saving law, and I ask for its immediate consideration. which r ask may be printed in connection with the request.
Mr. BRANDEGEE. What committee did the bill come from
The reason I make the request for immediate consideration
of the bill i that the period contained in the daylight-saving in the House of Representatives?
1\!r. UNDERWOOD. l\lr. President, will the Senator allow me?
act expires on the 27th day of October, being the last Sunday
in the month of October; and the bill should be passed prior
l\1r. ROBINSON. I yield to the Senator from Alabama.
Mr. ln\TDERWOOD. My under tanding is that the bill origto that time, if it is to be pa ed at all, in order to avoid coninated in the Post Office Committee in the other House, nnd it
fu ion and inconvenience.
The rea on which, in. Mr. Baruch's opinion, justifies this legis- seems to me that it is cl arl:V within the ·jurisdiction of the
lation, and that of the committee also in part, is that it will Post Office Committee of the Senate.
1\Ir. BRANDEGEE. That may be so; I have not seen the
result in a \ery great saving of electric and other power, which
at this tim'e is neces. ary to tlte successful conduct of war in- bill, and I am not aware of its provisions.
1\lr. ROBINSON. I can state to the Senator from Connectidu h·ies. A report from the chief of the 'Var Industries Board,
po\Yer section, accompanies the report of the committee. It is cut that the bilL provides certain penalties for the misuse of tllo
several pages in length, and I would not at this time like to telegraphs and telephones, which are now under the control aml
read the report in detail," unless some 1\lember of the Se~te de- operation of the Postmaster General.
Mr. BRAYDEGEE. All I wanted to ascertain was ·whether,
sir to hear it read; but I will state that the report shaws that
there will be an enormou saving of power, and that almDst every the bill haying been referred by the Senate to the Committee on
large city in the United State , where this is a.. vital question, Interst..<tte Commerce, that committee hncl requested that it be
ha · reported in favor of the legislation, the conclu ian of the discharged from its. further consideration?
:M r. ROBINSON. I as: umed to speak for the chairman of
'Vor Industries Board being that it will result in sm'"ing at
the committee, as I said, in connection wlth another request which
Ienst 250,000 kilowatt capacity of power.
I ask that a letter to the Senator from New York [l\ir. C..1LDER] I submitted a few moments ago. The chairman of the combe vrinted in connection "\\ith the committee's report, ancl I mittee is ab ent from the city, and my· attention was called to
the matter by the Senator from Alabama [1\Ir. UNDERWOOD], a
a k for the present consideration of the bill.
member of the Committee on Post~ Offices and Post Roads. I
:.___The- VICE PRESIDENT! The bill will be reported by title~
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was convinced that the jurisdiction under existing circumstances
lies properly with the Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads.
The VICE PRESIDENT. In the absence of objection, the
Committee on Interstate Commerce will he discharged from the
further consideration of the bill, and it will be referred to the
Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads.
DILLS INTRODUCED.
Bills were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous
consent, the se.c ond time, and referred as follows:
By Mr. REED :
A bill (S. 4983) for the relief of Northrop Banks (with ac·
companying papers) ; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
A bill (S. 4984) granting an increase of pension to Ella R.
Brown (with accompanying papers) ; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. REED (for Mr. LEWIS):
A bill ( S. 4985) to provide surgical or medical treatment for
the men of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and the Coast Guard
who have been honorably discharged from the service.; and
A bill (S. 4986) to authorize the Secretary of War to grant a
perpetual easement for railroad right of way and-a right of way
for a public hi O'hway over and upon a portion of the military
reservation of Fort Sheridan, in the State of Illinois; to the
Committee on Military Affairs.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. On my own account and also at the
1·eque t of the National Educational Association and the Association of College Presidents of the United States I introduce a bill
to create a department of education.
By Mr. SMITH of Georgia:
A bill (S. 4987) to create a department of education, to appropriate _money for the conduct of said depart ment, to appropriate money for Federal cooperation with the States in the encouragement and support of education, and for other purposes;
to the Committee on Education and Labor.
By Mr. JONES of Washington:
A Dill (S. 4988) amending those paragraphs relating to extension of time on de ert-land entries contained in an act making appropriations to supply· deficiencies in appropriations for
the fiscal year 1915 and for prior years, and for other purposes,
approved March 4, 1915; to the Committee on Public Lands.
By Mr. SMOOT:
A bill (S. 4989) to increase the pensions of widows of men
who served in the 'Var with Mexico; to the Committee on
P ensions.
B y Mr. McKELLAR :
A bill ( S. 4990) to repeal a proviso of paragraph 3, section 1,
of a n act entitled "An net to author ize the President to increa se temporarily the Military Esta blishment of the United
States," approved May 18, 1917, and further amending said act;
to the Committ ee on Military Affairs.
THE REVENUE.
Mr. GORE submitted two amendments intended to be proposed
by him to the bill (H. R. 12863) to provide revenue, a~d for
othet: purposes, which were referred to the Committee on Fin::tnce,
and ordered to be printed.
TAX ON CAMP.llGN CO~TRinu'"TIONS.
Mr. THOl\lAS. I offe~· an amendment to the revenue bill,
being House bill 12863, designed to levy an income tax upon
political contributions to campaigns. I ask that the amendment
be printed in the RECORD and lie on the table.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It will be so ordered.
Amendment intended to be proposed by Mr. THOMAS to House
bill 12863:

f. t

t he end of Title II, page 53, add a new section, as follows :
SEc . 261. That there shall be levied, assessed, collected. and paid in
of the excess over the sum of $500 which any p erson, fu·m, or corporation shalt give, advance, pay, expend, subscribe, or contribute in
~he. aggregate. during any taxable year for the purpose, directly or
mdircctly, of mfluencing the nomination or defeat of any candidate or
candidates for nomination, or the election or defeat of any candidate
<>r r..andidates for office, or the success or defeat of any proposition to
be voted upon at any primary election or general or spectal election
at which candidates for Members of the House of Representatives or
for United States Senator or presidential electors arc to be nominated
()l' elected, a tax equal to 100 per cent of such excess· such expenditur~s or contributions to include all sums in any form contributed, subscribed, advanced, expended, paid, or given to or for such candidate or
candidates or to or for party or other political committees or campaian
funds, but not to include expenditures made by such candidates or re~
lar political committees or out of such campaign funds of moneys lawfully contributed to them. .
" F:very person required by this title to make a return shall state
ther t-m specifically each item and the date thereof of all gifts advances, expenditures, subscriptions, payments, and contributions :thade
anu to whom, for the purpose of influencing the result of such primary
and general elections and of all taxes due thereon under the provisions
of this section. And tht treasurer or chairman of all State or congressional committees and of all political committees as defined in the
act of Congress approved June 25, 1910,. entitled 'An act providing for
re s pc~t
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publicity of contributions made for the purpose of influencin~ elections
at which R epresentatives in Co11gress are elected,' and of all as octations or committees organized to promote or prevent the nomination or
election of any candidate for Member of the Hou e of Representatives
or of the Senate of the Congress of the United States or for presidential ,
elector or electors, shall, within 30 days after the election to be held
therefor, file with the collector for the district where the headquarters
or other office where such committee or association is located, a return
stating specifically all sums of I!loney received, from whom received, and
the date thereof. Such return shall be verified by the chairman or
treasurer of su<:h committee or association."

WITHDRAWAL OF PAPERS-GEORGE
On motion of Mr. PENROSE, it was

H. HAUF.

Ot·dered, That the papers accom;(>anying the bill (S. 4238) granting a
to George H. Hauf, Sixty-tifth Congress, be withdrawn from the
tiles of the Senate, no adverse report having been made thereon.

~ension

CORINNE LOWE.
:Mr. JO!\TES of New Mexico submitted the following resolution
( S. Res. 313), which wa referred to the Committee to Audit and
Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate:
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senate be, and he hereby is, au·
thorized and directed to pay, from the miscellaneous items of the contingent fund ot the Senate, to Corinne Lowe, sister. of James W. Lowe,
late a. carpenter in the employ of the United States Senate under the
Sergeant at Arms, a sum equal to six months' compensation at the rate
he was receiving by law at the time of his death, said sum to be considered as including funeral expenses and all other allowances.

COMMITTEE SERVICE.
1\Ir. LoDGE, at his own request, was relieved from further serv·
ice as chairmr.n of the Committee on Private Land Claims.
:Mr. KELSON, at his own request, wa.s relieved from further
service as chairman of the Committee on Five Civilized Tribes
of Indians.
On motion of Mr. W ARBEN, it was
Ordered, That the Senator from Minnesota (1\Ir. NELSO~\] be assigned
to the chairmanship of the Committee on Private L:1nd Claims.
That the Senator from Nebraska. [Mr. NORRIS] be assigned to the chairmanship of the Committee on Five Civilized Tribes of Indians.

ALIENS IN MILITARY SERVICE.
Mr. GORE and l\fr. ROBINSON a<ldressed the Chair.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Oklahoma.
Mr. GORE. I ask unanimous consent to call up House joint
resolution 331, being calendar No. 533. I will state that it is n .
measure in which the State Department has expressed a great
interest, and it is one that ought to be passed without delay.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The joint resolution will be rea<l by
title.
The SECRETARY. A joint resolution (H. J. Res. 331) authorizing the readmission to the United States of certain aliens who
have been conscripted or have volunteered for service with the
military forces of the United States or cobelligerent forces.
l\Ir. LODGE. I think the joint resolution had better be read.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read the joint
resolution.
The Secretary read the joint resolution, as follows :
Joint res olution (II. J. Res. 331) authorizing the readmission to the
United States of certain aliens who have been conscript ed or have volun t eered for service with the military forces of the United States or
cobelligerent f orces.
Resolv ell, etc., That, notwithstanding the provisions of section 3 of
the immigration act of February 5, 1917, excluding from the United
States aliens who are likely to become a public charge, or who are physically defective, or who are contract laborers, or who have come in con·
sequence of advertisements for labor printed, published, or distributed
in a foreign country, or who are a s sisted by others to come, or whose
ticket or passage is paid for with the money of another or by any cor·
poration, association, society, municipality, or foreign government, or
who are stowaways, or who are illiterate, aliens lawfully resident in ·
the United States when heretofore or hereafter enlisted or conscripted
for the military or naval service of the United States, or of any one of ·
the nations cob~llige:rent of the United States in the present war; and
aliens lawfully resident in the United States who have enlisted for serv·
ice with Czecho-Slovak, Polish, or other independent forces attached to
the United States Army or to the army or navy of any one of the cobelliger~nts of the United States in ~he present war, who may during or
withm one year after the termination of the war apply for readmission
to this country, after being honorably discharged or granted furlough
abroad by the proper military or naval authorities, or after being re.
jected on final examination In connection with their enlistment or con·
scription shall, within two years after the termination of the war, be
readmitted; and that any alien of either of the foregoing descriptions •
who would otherwise be excluded under said section of the immigration
act on the ground that he is idiotic, Imbecile, feeble-minded, epileptic,
insane, or has had one or more attacks of insanity, or on the ground
that he is affiicted with constitutional psychopathic inferiority tuber·
culosis, a loathsome or dangerous contagious disease, or mental' d efect
shall be readmitted if it is proved that the disability was acquired whil~
the alien-was serving 1n the military or naval forces of the United States
or of any one of the nations cobelligerent of the United States tn the
prese.n t war or in an tndep.endent force of the kind hereinbefore described, if such allen returns to a port of the United States within two
years after the termination of the war ; and that the head tax provided
in the immigration act of FE'bruary 5, 1917, shall not be collected from
~~~~~J~!"~mitted into the United States under the provisions of this

PEACE PROPOSALS OF CENTRAL POWERS.
1\fr. LODGE. Mr. President, this joint resolution, I think,.
requires very careful consideration. ·with the purpose of it
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I am in sympathy, but I hope Senators will look at it with some
care, because it seems to me that it contains some provisions
which, i.f not guarded. might lead to very serious abuse. It
lays aside all the inhibitions of the inunigration laws; it removes
them from aliens with the worst physical defects if they have
served in the army of any of our cobelligerents and i.f they acquired those defects in such army. It is somewhat difficult to
prove some of those matters, and I should be glad 1f the
Senator-Mr. GORE. The Senator says that it applies-1\Ir. LODGE. One moment, if the Senator will allow me.
Mr. GORE. Certainly.
1\fr. LODGE. I desire merely to call ·attention to the joint
resolution and to its importance; but in connection with the war,
of which this bill now before us is an outgrowth, I desire, Mr.
President, to say a few words, as a statement .which I made in
the press has been brought before the Senate, I think not in
full, as nearly as I can judge from the reading, and has been
criticized seriously by the Senator from Nevada [Mr. PITTMAN].
Mr. President, peace negotiations, however approached, are
entirely different, from the constitutional point of view, from
measures for the conduct of the war. In all measures relating
to the conduct of the war the President is the Commander in
Chief, and the measures necessary for the conduct of the war,
although they may merit criticism or amendment, it has seemed
to me my duty to support, even if I did not fully approve or even
if I disagreed with them in some respects; but in the question
of making peace the President's power is not that of the Commander in Chief; it is a power specifically and separately conferred upon bim by the Constitution. The power of initiating
and negotiating peace is wholly his, but a treaty can never
become la:w, it can never find ratification, without the advice
and the consent of the Senate. The responsibility of a Senator
in dealin~ with any question of peace is as great in his sphere
as that of the President in his. The manner of making a treaty
of peace and the provisions it shall contain differ very widely
from the que tion of the conduct of the war. I think, therefore,
that the right of Senators to discuss anything that looks toward
the negotiation of peace is tmquestionable.
Mr. President, if I had taken the ground that the President
was going too far in the direction of hostility to the German
Government, that he was involving us in needless extension of
the war; if I had been trying to hold him back from layin~
down terms of an extreme kind, I might justly be criticized
for interfering with the progress of the war. I did the exact
contrary. I expressed regret that he had not taken stronger
ground, that he had not gone further, not that he went too far.
Mr. President, I did not hope that the President's reply to the
note of the German chancellor would be a decisive reply, I
counted upon its being so with absolute certainty. On the 27th
of September in New York, about a fortnight ago, the President
said:
We are an "agree<l that there can be no peace obtained ·by any kind

of bargain or compromise with the governments of the central empires,

because we have dealt with them already, and have s~en them deal with
other governments that were parties to this struggle, at Brest-Litovsk
and Bucharest. 'They ha'\'c convinced us that they are without honor
and do not intend justice. They observe no covenants, accept no principle but force and their own interest. We can not "come to terms"
. with them. They havE' made it impossible. The German people must by
this time be fully aware that we can not accept the word of those who
forced this war upon us. We do not think the same thoughts or speak
the same language of agreement.

That was the President's statement on the 27th of September.
With that statement I am in the fullest accord; on that state-

ment I am ready to stand. I am standing with the President
on his statement of September 27 against the President in his
note of querie · and inquiries of October 8. I think, with submission and in all respect, that I have a legitimate right to
a preference for one statement of the President over another
by the President. Believing, as I did firmly, that the ·reply
to Prince Maximilian would be in that same high tone as the
· New York declaration which I have quoted, I was, I confess,
astonished when I read not a reply but three queries, to use
Mr. Lansing's definition of the note.
When you ask questions seriously of another nation, you enter
into debate, because it is to be supposed that you expect and
will await an answer to them. The one great source of regret
to me was that the President should ask questions of the German
Empire through its chancellor after that vivid description
which he gave of Germany in New York. His last question
is whether Prince Maximilian represents merely the constituted :mthorities of the empire. I can not conceive what the
chancellor of the German Empire represents except the hereditary and the elective bodies of the State. He can represent
nothing but the constituted authorities. He is appointed by
the Kruser under the constitution, of the Reichstag of the
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empire, as I understand. He is the representative of the
executi\e in the Reichstag, and those constituted authorities
represent the German people until the German people see fit
to lay them aside. He might easily reply by asking whether
Mr. Lansing, who signed the note, represented merely our con•
stituted authorities or whether he was elected by the people~
He certainly is, and beyond all doubt. the chancellor of the
German Empire, and the President asked him two questions
as to what he meant and as to his attitude in regard to 14
points, which, as the Senator from Missouri [l\1r. REED] pointed
out the other clay, are declarations of principles, not terms of
peace in any sense. They are broad principles, and the President asks the chancellor whether he is to understand that Germany accepts the principles and then will agree to discuss the
details. The details, Mr. President, are the vital points inYolved. But these points as to the note, Mr. President, aro
incidental.
That which disappointed me, that which I regretted in the
note, because, as I said. what I was looking for was an answer
on the basis of the New York speech, was the fact that the Presi~
dent asked questions which invited discussion. 'Vhat possible
value is it to put Germany in a dilemma? As to the shifting ot
the onus of the war, l\fr. President, if we are to end this war as
it ought to be ended, as we every one of us on both sides of this
Chamber desire it should be ended, are we not ready to bear the
onus of carrying it on until the great end is reached? If we are
not ready to take that onus, then we should not have begun with
the still greater onus or burden of entering the war at all.
The shifting of responsibility for the continuance of the war by
a debate in diplomatic note does not seem to me at this time to
have much value. The note containing the President's queries, as
the Secretary of State describes them, has given rise to questions
of interpretation from one end of this country to the other. The
note is being interpreted and explained everywhere. Was it a
crime for me to wish that he should have sent an answer which
needed no explanation and no interpretation? He sent a reply
on September 16 to the Austria-Hungarian note. I think that
by the accident of recognition I was the first in the Senate to
give that note the most cordial approbation of which I was
capable. Nobody undertook to interpret that note. NobodY.
found it necessary to explain that note. The mere fact that this
note requires an explanation and defense is my criticism. I did
not want a note that needed either explanation or defense. I
wished it to go out as the note to Austria-Hungary went outwith general acclaim, a note that he who ran might read, that
the whole people with one YOice said we are behind, we are not
puzzled about it, we know just exactly what it means, it needs
no defense or explanation, it is the voice of the American people
denying the attempt at peace made by Austria-Hungary.
Mr. President, I do not desire to go into the details of the
note. I do not wish to examine all the possibilities which arise
under it. The first query is as to whether Germany means to
accept the 14 points, and also the language is what has been
said "in subsequent addresses." Therefore it is an - inquiry
'vhether Germany will accept the 14 points and also the 4 points
which came in another message and these great statements
made subsequently at New York and at Baltimore. You all
recall the latter. Let me read it to you again:
Ther~ is, therefore. l;mt one response possible from us : Force, force to
the utmost, force without stint or limit, the righteous and triumphant
force which shall make right the law of the world, and cast every selfish
dominion down in the oust.

That is included in the subsequent addresses. That is the sentence of which the whole people were proud and which roused
tllem up from one end of the land to the other. That is one
of the propositions for which I stand.
The President asks tl_le German chancellor if they accept his
14 points and his subsequent addresses. What they will say I
do not know, and I do not care, but he gives them a large opportunity to say a great many things and discuss n great many
points for a very long time. He asks them if they accept those
principles and are prepared then to proceed. If they do, then
the only open question is the agreement on details. 1\lr. President, as I have already said, those details are the very life of
the whole question. They are vital. They go to the Yery
heart of things. Everything is involved in those details.
To take one instance, the President laid down a general principle as to Alsace-Lorrajne. He said the great wro~g of 1870
and 1871 must be righted. The detail is, How shall it be righted,
and what is to be called righting it? France thinks that that
' wrong can be righted in only one way, and that is by the return
of the Provinces then rent from her by German armies, without
condition, without deduction, without any German arrangement about yote and autonomy and a buffer state, that they shall
simply come back to France. That is one of the details. I hope
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I shall not be thought to be saying anything that "grazes trea-·
son " when I say that the view of France is my view. I think
Alsace and Lorraine ought to g{) back to France absolutely .and
unconditionally. That is one of the details which is to be considered. I believe profoundly that Italia Irredenta should go to
Italy, who has served and sacrificed greatly, without condition
or restriction. Is that a detail to be settled by notes?
Here is another thing which does not occur in the 14 points or
in the 4 points. By a great act of the President, one with which
I was in the most hearty sympathy? a great irrevocable act, be
recognized the Czecho-Slovaks as a belligerent nation. They are
not only an integral part of Austria, bot Bohemia is the most
valuable Province in the Austrian Empire. Bohemia is the western Province. Then comes Moravia; then what they call Slovakia, which is where the Slovaks live, on the northern slope of
the Carpathians. The Slovaks are a peasant people, and the
lands are in the hands of the most oppressive landlords in the
world, the Hungarian Magyars. That is the territory lying
there in the heart of Europe, and those are the people, the wonderful people, whose exploits in Russia and Siberia the world
has been admiring, and that the President, joining with Italy
and France and England has recognized as a belligerent nation.
There is one of the details not mentioned in the 14 points. Does
anyone imagine that Austria is going to sit at a table and
bargain away those Provinces? Those Provinces will receive
the independence which we have promised them when the
recognition we have given them is fulfilled. They will receive it
when Austria-Hungary and Germany are in a position where we
shall impose our own terms upon them and not one minute before.
Every encouragement has bPen held out to the Poles and to
the Jugo-Slavs. I was thankful to the Pre ident when I saw
the tone he took both in his address to the Poles and still more
in the 14 points. There must be a large Poland, taking all those
regions rent from the Polish people by the partitions, one of the
most infamous crimes in history. There must be a large Poland,
a strong Poland, a Poland with acee s to the sea by the River
Vistula, which flows entirely among· the Polish people until it
1·eaches Dantzig. It is for our interest, the interest o-f the world,
to have that great bartier State built up between Russia and
Germany, to aid and protect Russia and help to bar Germany
on the east, for the people who, under John Sobiesh."i, saved
Europe from the oncoming Turk, have not lost their capacity for
brilliant fighting or for de"\-oted patriotism. Then there are the
.Tugo-Slavs. They have been encouraged, I am happy to say, by
the President. They are headed by the Serbs, who e treatment
has been worse, if anything, than that of Belgium, who are
fighting now with undimini hed gallantry and breah."ing through
the enemy lines into Bulgaria. Those Jugo-Slavs we must protect.
Let me read another extract from the address of the President at Baftimore. He says:
Their purpose--

Referring to GermanyTheir purpose is undoubtedly to make all the Slavic peoples, all the
free and ambitious nations of the Baltic Penin ula, all the lands that
Turkey has dominated and miflruled, subject to th£:ir will aud ambition,
and build upon that dominion an empire of force upon which they fancy
that they can then erect an empire of gain and commercial supremacyan empire as hostile to" the .Amt'ricas as to the Eur<>pe which it will
overawe--an 'empire which will ultimately master Persia, India, and the
peoples of the Far East.

He sees plainly, and never has it been better stated, the absolutely vital importance of the independence of the Czecho-Slovaks and the Jugo-Slavs. That is another of the vital details.
' Vithout Constantinople and without the independence of those
n ations our war would be only half won.
Do you think that Germany is ~wing to yield those things on an
exchange of notes? They will yield them as they must yield them,
as they shall yield them when they are beaten and not before.
Mr. President, in the principles with many of which I find no
fault, in the principles laid down of the 14 points or 4 points,
I find nothing that is satisfactory to me at least about reparation. The German Armies are falling back to-day. In Flanders
and northern France they are burning every town, every harmless
village as they go, wiU1out any regard to its military value. 'l'hey
have taken people into slavery, and as they become hopelessly
diseased they send them back to be fed until their death in
Frunce. I am not going to rehearse the crimes of the Germans,
but that is what they are doing now as they retreat. As they
fall back in Flanders I am filled with fear that they will blow
up and destroy Bruges and Ghent, not in any military process,
but just out of pure avagery, two of the most beautiful cities in
Europe. Though I think we ou,ght to have a large reparation for
some of our merchant 8hips and for our passenger who went
down on the Lusitania, the world ought to have, must have, far
19l'ger reparation. There is such a thing as retributive justice;
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there is such a thing as punitive justice. If any criminals have
ever walked this earth deserving retributive justice and punitive
justice it is the empire of Germany, and in any peace in which I
have even the smallest share I want to see something done for
reparation for all tho e crimes whieh are being committed. Am
I to be accused of treason because I demand that? It is not
mentioned even in the details.
Now, Mr. President, let me read ju t one little extract that I
clipped from the papers this morning:
·
OOMPEnS

CABLES GERMANY TRIES TO DIVlDE ALLIES.

'In a cablegram from Rome, Italy. received yesterday at American Federation of Laoor headqua.rt('.rs from Samuel Gomper s , who is with the
American labor mission 1n Rdme, Mr. Gompers ha.s this to say of the
German pMce offer:
•• The on'er of an armistice is nothing more than another maneuver or
Germany and the central powers to weaken the solidarity of the allied
df'moeractes and their will to tight for the destruction of imperialism,
militarism and autocracy. The safety of labor and of the people generally demand from the central powers their uncond1tionaJ surrender or
that their military menace be crushed. This is the judgment of not only
the American taoor missi<>n now in Rome, but of all with whom we have
come in contact.''

1\Ir. Pre ident, all I say, is what 1\lr. Gompers says, and they
will be very slow, let me tell you-anybody, certainly on the
Democratic side, will hesitate long before accusing 1\Ir. Gompers
of Iwstility to the President. I say nothing more than what he
said. I belieYe that Mr. Gompers correctly interprets the will
and the wi hes of the American people.
The Senator from Nevada [1\Ir. PrrTMAN], as he always does,
undertook to give a party complexion to this subject. Mr.
Pre ident, if there was any party advantage in it, and I do not
suppo e there is the slightest, I Sc:'lY to you with an the solemnity
that I can bring that I would have gladly forfeited any advantage to myself, any advantage to my party, which could possibly be dreamed of if the President would -only have written
a note like the Baltimore speech, like the reply to AustriaHungary, and not a series of queries and had given neither me
nor anybody else anything to criticize or find fault with.
Party advantage is as nothing in what we are dealing with
now. Upon the .question of discussion with Germany hangs
the result of the war. I could not help being disturbed for fear
that the queries might be misinterpreted. that they might be
misunderstood. I hope and trust that I am utterly wrong, but
I could not but feel anxiety lest the thought, conveyed to the
popular mind that 've nre on the eve of peace negotiations
might affect the liberty loan among people who did not look
closely into language. I hope and trust that it will do nothing
of the kind. No liberty loan was ever more necessary than the
one we are now making, and a failure of it would be equivalent
almost to the loss of a battle. But when we begin to talk about
peaee and m;k Germany what she thinks about certain things
the average man is confused and misled and imagines peace to
be upon the threshold.
Mr. P1·esi<1ent my view is a simple one. Nelson once said
that the best diplomatists in Europe were his hundred-gun hips.
1\lr. Pre ident, the best diplomatists in Europe at this moment
are the armies of France and Italy, of England and the United
States. 'l'he best men to carry on discus ion with Germany
are Haig and Pershing and Diaz, and over an the great commander, Marshal Foch. Tho e are the negotiators with whom
I would leave the question of peace. They will win it. They
will win it on German soil. They will bring back the peace
which the whole American people -desire, for they desire, I
believe, unconditional surrender, and unconditional surrenders
are not obtained by clever discussion and exchanges of notes.
They are won by armies in the field.
When the war ends, Mr. President, is wholly secondary to how
it ends. The war might end in such a way a to make us feel
like criminals, because we had been responsible for the sacrifice
of the young manhood of America with no result. Tbe result
must justify the sacrifices. Nothing el e is possible and nothing
will justify those sacrifices but putting Germany where she can
not again break out like an armed lunatic upon the world.
That will do more than any league of peace. Are we going intoa league to enforce peace with Germany as a partner? The
way to compel the peace of the world is to break Germany down
and make her accept our terms.
Mr. President, as a Republican-and I know I speak for all
about me-let me say that we have given, we shall <'Ontinue to
give, a full and whole-hearted support ·to the President as the
Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy. \Ve give it to
hlm because he is there by the election of the people and our belief is in laws, not men. We have been brought up on the old
doctrine that this is a Government of laws anrl not of men, and
as to the man placed at our head at thiR l!reat hour. not only ns
President, but as Commander in Chif'f. the law hfl.:; plnC'f'Cl him
there and be has our support, not for what he cau gh·e us, not
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for what he can do for us, but because he is the head of the
Nation under the law and the Constitution of the United States,
the head of the Nation in time of war.
Mr. President, the highest allegiance is that which we bear on
both sides of this Chamber equally. The highest allegiance is to
the country and the cause. To that all else must yield and to
that all else will yield in the encl. The Republican Party stands
for unconditional surrender and complete victory, just as Grant
stood. 1\fy O\'irn belief is that the American people mean to have
an unconditional surrender. They mean to have u dictated
and not a negotiated peace. That is my own belief here, deeper
in my heart than any belief I have ever had. I may be wrong,
but I so _believe with all my heart and soul, and I shall stand
for my belief in this great hour of my country's fate, in public
or in private, in any field at any time.
l\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. Will the Senator fTom l\1im1esota
yield to me for less than five minutes?.
l\Ir. KELLOGG. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. Sl\fiTH of Georgia. I only wish to ask in connection with
this debate to have printed the President's peace terms announced
.January 8, February 11, July 4, antl September 27 and the correspondence with the Governments of Austria-Hungary and Germany. I wish the people when reading the Senate discussion to
haYe before them in the RECORD these statements by the President.
Let me add the further statement that while agreeing to the main
results announced by the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr.
LoDGE] which we must accomplish, I also belieYe that the President's last letter was wise and will be fraught with real service
to the country.
l\Ir. KELLOGG. I have no objection to haYing the matter
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the matter was ordered to be printed
in the RECORD as follows :
·
PRESIDEXT"S PEaCE TERMS ANXOUNCED J .\.NUARY
4, Al'\1> SEPTEMBER 27.

8,

FEBnUAnY

11,

JULY

President Wilson's program of world peace, stated in 14 terms in his
address to Congress last January 8, and which the German· chancellor
now is asked to say whether he accepts without qualification, before
the President replies to the latest peace proposal, is as follows :
1. Open cov(.'nants or peace, openly arrived at, after which there shall
be no private intl:'rnational understandings of any kind, but diplomacy
shall proceed always frankly and in the public view.
2. Absolute freedom of navigation upon the seas, outside territorial
waters, alike in peace and in war, except as the seas may be closed in
who!(' or in part by international action for the enforcement of international covenants.
3. The removal, so far as possible, of all economic barriers and the
establishment of an equality of trade conditions among all nations consenting to the pe:1.ce and associating tbemselveR for its maintenance.
4. Adequate guaranties gh·en and taken that national armaments
will be reduced to the lowest point consistent with domestic safety.
5. A free, open-minded and absolutely impartial adjustment of all
colonial claims, based upon a strict observance of the principle that in
determining all such questions of sovereignty the interests of the popu·
lations concerned must have equal weight with the equitable claims of
the government whose title is to be determined.
G. The evacuation of all Russian territory and such a settlement of
all questions affecting Russia as will secure the best and freest co·
operation of the other nations of the world in obtaining for her an
unhampered and unembarrassed opportunity for the independent determination of her own political ·development and national policy and
assure her of a sincere welcome into the society of free nations under
institutions of her own choosing, and, more than a welcome, assistance
also of every kind that she may need and may herself desire. The
treatment a<:corded Russia by her sister nations in the months to come
will be the acid test of their good will, of their comprehension of their
needs as distinguished from their own interests and of their intelligent
and unselfish sympathy.
7. Belgium, the whole world wlll agree, must be evacuated and restored, without any attempt to limit the sovereignty which she enjoys
in common with all other fre(.> nations. No other single act will serve
as this wlll serve to restore confidence among the nations in the laws
which they themselves have set and determined for the government
of their relations with one anoth~r. Without this healing act the whole
structure and validity of international law is forever impaired.
8. All French territory should be freed and the invaded portions restored, and the wrong done to France by Prussia in 1871 in the matte~
of AI ace-Lorraine, which has unsettled the peace of the world for
nearly 50 years, should be righted, in order that peace may once more t>e
m!lde secure in the interest of all.
D. A readjustment of the frontiers of Italy should be effected along
_ clearly recognizable lines of nationality. _
10. The peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose place among nations we
wish to see safeguarded nnd assured, should be accorded the freest
opportunity of autonomous development.
·
11. Rumania, Serbta, and Montenegro should be evacuated; occupied
territories restored; Serbia accorded free and secure access to the sea
and thP relations of the several Balkan States to one another determined
by friendly counsel along historically established linE's of allegiance and
nationality; and International gu~ranties of the political and economic
independence and ·territorial integrity of the se-reral Balkan States
llould be entered into.
12. The •.rurkisb portions of the present Ottoman Empire should be
assured a secure sovereignty. But the other nationalities which are
DO\V under Turkish rule should be assured an undoubted security of
llfe and an absolutely unmolested opportunity of autonomous development. And the Dardanelles should be yermanently opened as a free
passage to the ships and commerce of al nations under international
guarantees.
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• 13. An indepentlent · Polish State sboultl be erected which should in-

clude the territories inhabitE-d by indisputably Polish populations, which
should be assured n free and secure access to the sea, and whose
political and economic independence and territori~l integrity should be
guaranteed by internation~l covenant.
14. A general association of nations ,must be formed under specific
covenants for the purpose of affording mutual guarantees of political ·
Independence and territorial integrity to great and small States alike..
TERMS CIVEX IX FEBRUARY.

In an address to Congress on February 11, 1918, Presitlent Wilson
•• enumerated the principles which must be applied to any further exchanges of view between governments," as follows :
1. That each part of the final settlement must be based upon the essential justice of that particular case and upon such adjustments as arc
most likely to bring a peace that will be permanent.
2. That peoples and Provinces are not to be bartered about from sovereignty to sovereignty as if they were mere chattels and pawns in a. .
game, even the great game, now forever discredited, of the balance of
power; but that
3. Every territorial settlement involved in this wnr must be made in
tb(' interest and for the benefit of the populations concerned, and not aR
a part of any mere adjustment or compromise of claims amongst rival
States; and
4. That all well-defined national aspirations shall be accorded the
utmost satisfaction that can be accorded them without introducing new
or perpetuating old elements of discorrl and antagonism that would be
likely in time to break the peace of Europe and con equently of tho
world.
MOUXT \ERXON SPEECH.

On July 4, 1018, in an address at Mount Vernon, President Wilson
said:
These are the ends for which the associated peoples of the world are
fighting and which must be conceded them before there can be peace :
1. The destruction of every arbitrary power anywhere that can s~>pa
rately, secretly, and of its single choice disturb the peace of the world:
or, if it can not be presently destroyed, at- the least its reduction to
virtual impotence • .
2. The settlement of every question, whether of territory, of sovereignty, of economic arrangement, or of political relationship, upon
the basis 0f the free acceptance of that settlement by the people immediately concerned, and not upon the basis of material interest or
advantage of any other nation or people which may desit·e a different
settlement for the sake of its own exterior influence or mastery.
3. The consent of all nations to be governed in their conduct toward
each other by the same principles of honor and of respect for the common law of civilized society that govern the individual citizens of all
modern states in their relations with one another; to the end that all
promises and covenants may bo sacredly observed, no private plots or
conspiracies hatched, no selfish injuries wrought with impunity, and a
mutual trust established upon the handsome foundation of a mutual
respect for right.
·
4. The establishment of an organization of peace, which shall make
it certain that the combined power of free nations will check every
invasion of right and serve to make peace and ,1ustice the more secure
by affording a definite tribunal of opinic:1 to which all must submit and
by which every international readjustment that can not be amical>ly
agreed upon by the peoples dlrectly concerned shall be sanctioned.
ADDRESS IX SEPTEMBER.

On September 27 President Wilson, addressing Congress, said:..
" These, then, arc some of the particulars, and I state them with the
greater confidence because I can state them authoritatively, as reprcse.nting this Government's interpretation of its own duty with regard to
peace:
•l 1. The impartial justice meted out must involve no discrimination
between those to whom we wish to be just and those to whom we do
not wish to be just. It must be a justice that plays no favorites and
knows no etandard, but the equal rights of the several peoples concerned.
"2. No special or separate interest of any single nation or any ~roup
of nations can be made the basis of any part of the settlement wh1ch is
not consistent with the common interests of all.
"3. There can be no leagues or alliances or special covenants and
understandings within the general and common "family of the league of
nations.
" 4. And more specifically, there can be no special, selfish, economic
combinations within the league and no employment of any form of
economic boycott o1• exclusion except as the power of economic penalty
by exclusion from the markets of the world may be vested in the league
of nations itself as a means of discipline and control.
" 5. All international agreements and treaties of every kind must bo
made known in their entirety to the rest of the world.
REPLY TO AlJSTRIA'S PLEA.

The following is President Wilson's answer to the fir t peace proposal of Austria-Hungary, sent on September 1G, 1918:
"The Government of the United States feels that there is only one
reply which it can make to the suggt>stion of the Imperial Austro-Rungarian Government. It bas repeatedly and with entire candor stated
the terms upon which the United States would consider peace nnu can
and will entertain no proposal for a conference upon a matter concerning which it has made· its position and purpose so plain."
TEXT Oli" GERMANY'S PEACE PROPOS.\.L TO UXITED STATES.

The German Government requests the President of the United States
of. America to take steps for the restoration of peace, to notify all belligerents of this request, and to invite them to delegate plenipotentiaries for the purpose of taking up negotiations. The German Government accepts, as a basis for the peace negotiations. the program laid
down by the President of the United States in his message to Congress
of January 8, 1918, and in his subsequent pronouncements, particularly
in his address of September 27, 1918. In order to avoid further bloodshed the German Government re(4uests to bring about the immediate
conclusion of a general armistice on land, on water, and in the air.

·
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[From the Washington Post, Oct. 9, Hl18.]
TEXT OF REPLY OF UNITED STATES TO GERMANY'S PEACE OVERTuRES.

Secretary Lansing yesterday handed the following note to Frederick
Oederlin, charge d'affaires of Switzerland, ad interim:
"I have the honor to acknowledge, on behalf of the President, your
note of October G, inclosing a communication from the German Government to the President: and I am instructed by the President to request
you to make the fo11owing communication to .the imperial German
chancellor :
" ' Before making reply to the request of the Imperial German Government, and in order that that reply shall be as candid and straightforward as the momentous interests involved require, the President of
the United States deems it necessary to assure himself of the ex~ct
meaning of the note of the imperial chancellor. Does the impennl
chancellor mean that the Imperial German Government accepts the
terms laid down by the President in his address to the Congress of the
United States on the 8th of January last and in subsequent addresses
and that ftc object in entering into discussions would be only to agree
upon the practical details of their application?
" ''l'he Pre<>ident feels bound to say with regard to the suggest!on of
an armistice that he would not feel at liberty to propc.se a cessation of
. arms to · the Governments with which the Government of the United
States is associated against the central powers so long as the armies
of those powers are upon their ·soil. The good faith of any disc~sion
' would manifestly depend upon the consent of the central powers unmediately to withdraw their forces everywhere from invaded territory.
" 'The President also feels that he is justified in asking whether the
imperial chancellor is speaking merely for the constituted authorities of
the Empire who have so far conducted the war. He deems the answers
to these questions vital from every point of view.' "

Mr. POINDEXTER. 1\.lr. President, I listene{l with the closest
attention to the eloquent and inspiring statement of his position
upon tllis great question by the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr.
LonGE], who has just taken hls seat. In that connection, I want
to m.a rk the speech of the Senator from Massachusetts just delivered, to which the Senate, I noticed, paid the closest attention,
by referring to the statement made a few minutes ago upon thi~
floor by the Senator from Nevada [l\fr. PITTMAN], to the effect
that the policies and views of the Senator from Massachusetts
upon this question differ greatly from the policies and views of
the President of the United States. We have just heard the
views of the Senator from :Massachusetts as to the way the war
with Germany should end. He is in favor of an unqualified victory; be is in favor of subduing th.! military power of Germany
and of imposing upon her a peace and a reestablishment of conditions after the war to be dictated by the allies.
The Senator from Nevada says that is not the position of the
President of the United States. As for me, Mr. President, if that
_ is true, I take my stand upon this question by the side of the
Senator from 1\Iassachusetts and not by the side of the President
of the United States on the conditions of peace, if the view of the
Senator from Nevada as to the difference between them is correct, because I indorse, and I believe that the overwhelming sentiment of this country approves, the position just taken by the
Senator from :Massachusetts.
. That further recalls the ·remarks that were made by the Senator from Nevada. He said that the Senator from Massachusetts.
in a statement which he had given to the newspapers, had publicly misconstrued the reply of the President to tlle offer of the
German chancellor, and I listened with rapt attention to the
entire carefully prepared statement of the Senator from Nevada
for a demonstration of the proposition that the Senator from Massachusetts had misconstrued the reply of the President; and I
think I do no injustice to the Senator from Nevada in saying
that he did not show, nor did he even attempt to show, in any
respect whatever any -injustice that was done to the President
in the statement of the Senator from Massachusetts in any misunderstanding of the President's note delivered through the Secretary of State- or any misconstruction of it.
On the other hand, the Senator from Nevada, as he pursued
his thesis, seemed to forget the proposition with which he started
out ; and the burden of his argument consisted entirely in thisnot that the Senator from Massachusetts had misconstrued the
President's reply but that the Senator from Massachusetts differed with the President of the United States upon this proposition. Of course, it is not necessary for the Senator from Nevada
to introduce proof in support of the fact that the Senator from
Massachusetts does not agree with the President on this note,
for the Senator from Massachusetts admits· it, and has taken
great pai.Qs to make clear in the most forcible, and, I think, the
most eloquent and impressive style, his difference of views with
the President upon this particular phase of this great question.
That is, in fact. the issue; that is why this matter is being discussed, and is worthy of being discussed-because of the fact,
that is so elaborated by the Senator from Nevada, that some
of us do not agree, and have taken pains to show wherein we
do not agree, with the President's note.
Tlle conclusion of the Senator from Nevada, as to the different
views taken by the Senatot· from Massachusetts and the President-that the President being a greater man than the Senator
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from 1\Iassachusetts, and the Senator from l\fassachusett. -as
the Senator from Nevada. says-not comparing with the President, we must follow the President in this matter. The argument of the Senator from Nevada is not upon the merit of the .
propositions advanced but merely a fulsome eulogy of the President, who, he says, is smarter than the Senator from Massachusetts. The Senator from Nevada apparently does not undertake to arrive at a conclusion for himself on the question itself,
but is content to follow the President without question or investigation.
Comparisons of that kind are not instructive. The fact of the
case is that, on the other hand, I think they are rather offensive and scarcely worthy of this arena. It may be perfectly
natural in view of the political fate that has overtaken some of
those in tlle Democratic Party who dared to differ from the
President that Senators, if there are any of that party represented by the Senator from Nevada, who are content to shine
in a reflected light and prosper by the favor of the great, should
take the position that he has taken, that no one should differ,
even in the slightest particular, with the views of the President.
If the Senate, as the Senator from Nevada proposes, is to be
the mere echo of the President-although I have for him, and I
am sure we all have, the greatest respect-we may as well vacate
our functions and let the Senate be abolished.
Now, I want to refer a little more directly than tile Senator
from Massachusetts diu, to the consequences of the course whicll
the President is taking in his conduct of these negotiations.
I think the President has accepted a parley with the German
Government, and the. President's acceptance of a parley with tile
enemy by his answer to Germany's offer gives Germany the
opportunity which she has long been seeking. The two questions and one statement by the President, which latter also
implies an interrogatory and calls for an answe-r, presuppose
a negotiation us to the conditions on whicll the war shall end,
based upon the answers which may be received, with this cr·iminal lunatic among the nations. I am referring to Germany.
That is rather strong language, but I formed an opinion some
time ago that German is so afflicted.
It is the preliminary clearing of the way, as it were, for
entering into a discussion with Germany as to the terms ::md
conditions upon which the various nationalities and peoples
shall be reestablished at the conclusion of the war. Although
couched in an interrogatory form, it is in itself a. preliminary
answer to the German chancellor's audacious proposal. As
such, as an answer, and by reason of the fact that it is an
answer, it is most unfortunte.
In view of Germany's multiplied crimes, botil in delibei·ately
planning and commencing this war, and in the manner in which
she has conducted it; in the repeated express statements of her
officials and spokesmen that every consideration and sanction,
including her plighted word, should be subordinated to the military interests of the state; and in view of her constant disregard and express repudiation of her treaties and solemn agreements, as well as of every restraint of morals and of international law; her deliberate starvation of the inhabitants of
occupied countries, who would have utterly perished but for the
voluntary contributions of the people of the allied countries;
and the unnameable and degenerate tortures which she has
inflicted upon prisoners and noncombants; her attacks upon
hospit~ls and hospital ships; her burning of the houses of civilians and murder of civilian inhabitants, have so destroyed Germany's moral standing in the world that it is surprising that
the President apparently expects by the interrogatories to the
German chancellor to base his further discussion of an armistice,
which is the same .thing as peace, upon the answers which that
official will make to these questions.
The answers of the German chancellor will be such as in his
opinion suit the material interests of Germany in her present
desperate situation. Although the President by asking the
questions npparently intends to base his further negotiations
upon these answers, they can no m01~e be depended upon than
any other of the statements, treaties, moral or legal obligations
which Germany has repudiated in her 40 years' course of systematic subordination of right to expediency. It ought by this
time to be known to the leaders of all the allies that Germany
is destitute of political morality, · that she is cunning, astute,
crafty, anu treacherous. In her entire course with Denmark,
Austria, and Russia she has been habitually guilty of duplicity
and bad faith. By the express utterances of her most authoritative military and civil leaders she has declared the doctrine
that all means may be justifiably employed, however unlawful
and treacherous, which tend toward German success and the
supremacy of the German people. Our own State Department
only a few days ago called attention to tlle cynical repudiation
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by Germany of tlle Brest-Litovsk treaty within a few weeks
after its ratification. The vast system of international propaganda in neutral, as well as allied countries, which Germany
bas maintained through her secret service and her diplomatic
establishments has shown her to be, whatever else she may be,
an un crupnlous rna tet· of political cunning and artlfi.ce. In
the light of this disclosure of German character, which has been
burned into the hearts and consciences of the world through
the colossal sacrifices and sufferings of this war, it is humiliating that anyone of the allied Governments should accept, even
for a moment, as a basis of discussion, of armistice, or peace
the promises of this traitor to civilization.
Germany should be regarded as an outlaw among the nations.
She bas proved herself to be not amenable to any of the moral
sanctions which are the basis of negotiations and of settlement
between Christian and civilized peoples. The answer, which
should be made forthwith, to the ambiguous and worthless promises of the German chancellor should be a demand for unconditional surrender.
The German chancellor can well answer each one of the inquiries of the President in such way as will be most calculated
to accomplish his object. He can say that he represents both
the Government and the people of Germany,- and who can dispute
his statement? In this he undoubtedly would be correct, as, for
the purposes of this war, there is no difl'ereuce between the
German people and the Ger.r;nan Government. He could say that
he does accept the terms laid down by the President in his adch·ess to the Congress of the United States on the 8th of January
lust and in subsequent addresses.
I pause here to say that there is as much latitude and room
for disagreement and for the arrival at different conclusions in
the greater part of the 14 principles enunciated as there would
be in any mere declaration that we are in favor of the right settlement of the war or a righteous peace; in fact, language similar to that is used in some of these propo itions. So that an
acceptance of them arrives nowhere, so far as any tangible and
definite establi hment of boundaries is concerned, and the fixing
of the conditions of the peoples of the world at the conclusion
of the war. If the German chancellor should take that course,
as he very likely will, and should state that he accepts all of the
propositions of the President, what is his statement worth? The
President calls for his statement. What will his statement be
worth when he shall have made it?
Mr. OWEN. 1\Ir. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER Does the Senator from Washington yield to the Senator from Oklahoma?
· Mr. POINDEXTER. I yield to the Senator from Oklahoma.
. Mr. OWEN. Will the Senator permit me·to suggest that the
query of the President as to whose this voice was fully answers
the question as to whether t:he voice has any capacity to speak.
Mr. POINDEXTER. But the answer to the Senator from
Oklahoma is perfectly obvious, that the same person 1s going to
answer all the queries.
Mr. OWEN. The query whlch was ofl'ered through the Secretary of State was, Are the persons speaking merely the same
people representing the military power, without any authority
to rule the German people without theil" consent?
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. Oh, no ; the Senator has not quoted it
correctly.
l\1r. O'VEN. The substance of the query of the President is,
Are- these the same constituted authorities who have heretofore
ruled the German people-M~ POINDEXTER. Oh, no!
'Mr. O'VEN. And whese right to rule the German people bas
been denied by the President?
:Mr. POINDEXTER. There is nothing of that kind in the
note.
Mr. OWEN. I will demonstrate that it is in the President's
note when the Senator concludes.
Mr. POINDEXTER. The substance . ot the note was the
inquiry whether or not th~ chancellor represented the authori·
ties who have heretofore conducted the war.
1\.lr. OWEN. Merely those authorities.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not think that the word "merely ••
is in it. but we wtll assume that it i s - . . 1\!r. O'VEN. The word " merely " is the most important word
in it, and when the Senator interprets the word " merely," be
will see there is no difl'erence of view between him and the
President.
Mr. POINDEXTER. There is no statement whatever in the
note that these authorities did not represent the German people,
that they had no right to rule; nothing of that kind whatever is
contained in the note.
~1r. OWE.K
It is already included in what the President
tsaid in New York.
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Mr. POINDEXTER. I am talking about the note to the
German chancellor, and there is nothing of that kind in the note.
I should like to su gest further to the Senator from Oklahoma,
that that inquiry, as to whom the chancellor represents, will be
answered by the chancellor himself, and he will adjust his
answer to that question the same as he will to the other questions-to suit his interests. I will ask the Senator from Oklahoma what credence or dependence or faith would he attach to
the answer of the German chancellor upon that question?
Mr. OWEN. The same that the President has heretofore
expressed.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Then, what is the use of asking the
question?
Mr. OWEN. None whatever.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Then we are in accord ; we are agreed.
That was the conclusion I was leading up to.
Mr. OWEN. It is where the Senator will find himsel! when
he gets through "rith the debate.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. I agree entirely with the Senator; aml
r am very glad, indeed, that he has so declared himself, that
there was no occasion to ask such a question.
Mr. OWEN. I made no such suggestion; I entirely approve
the question.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, let the RECORD stand for what the
Senator said.
·
Mr. 0\VEN. I entirely approve the question, but the Senator
omits the word ·~ merely '' ; he has not seen the word " merely '' ;
he does not think it is in the note, in the query that was made,
and yet it is the most important word in that query.
.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not think it is very important.
1\Ir. OWEN. Then the Senator will need to reread it; and,
when he does, he will see that it is·the most important part of it.
l\Ir. POINDEXTER. \Vbat is the use of asking the German
chancellor whom he represents, and what faith could be attached
to the answer of the German chancellor when he makes it?
Mr. OWEN. None whatever; we are agreed as to that.
1\lr. POINDEXTER. Now, upon that point, repeating, I will
ask what difference does it make what the German chancellor
or any other German statesman states as to what he will accept
in the way of terms of peace. Here is the question: The President has asked the German chancellor these questions. 'Vill
the President accept the answer of the German chancellor when
it is made, if he accepts the President's terms, and say he _
represents the German people, will the President ne""otiate
an armistice on the strength of such answers; and if not, what
is the purpose of the President in asking the German chancellor
the question?
Mr. OWEN. Mr. Pre ident~l\1r. POINDEXTER. I yield to the Senator.
1\Ir. 0\VEN. The Senator ought to be able to see that without requiring an answer upon the fioor of the Senate.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. Just a moment, and then I will yield
to the Senator from Oklahoma. If he should answer the President that be accepts the 14 general propositions laid down by
the. President anfl all others that he bas made. and if he should
answer the President that they would agree to evacuate the conquered territory, what would the Senator from Oklahoma consider would be the result of these answers in arriving at an
armistice?
M'r. OWEN. The answer involves unconditional surrender.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER That is the exact issue between the
Senator from Oklahoma and myself; and that is the point that I
want to make in a few remarks.
•
Mr. OWEN. There ts no issue between the Senator and myself, because he believes in the- same thing substantially that
I do.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Oh, no; I believe just the opposite on
this point. The Senator believes that the outcome which I
have just stated amounts to unconditional surrender. I think I
can demonstrate that it amounts to a German victory.
1\fr. OWEN. The Senator overlooks this issue which the Presi·
dent pointed out on September 27 :
Shall the military power of any nation or group of nations be suffered to determine tbe fortunes of peoples over whom they have no
right to rule except the right of force?

Mr. POINDE...~TER. Mr. President, the entire debate here on
this proposition is based upon the disappointment that has been
expressed that the President did not adhere to the ·position that
he has heretofore taken.
Mr. OWEN. The President has not departed a hairbreadth
from his position heretofore taken.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Well, the President asks three questions
of the German chancellor, or, at least, two questions, and a state-.
ment which may. prodllce an answer, all three of which may be
answered in a,ccordance with the President's terms; and if so
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answered, and if the President should concur with the Senator
from Oklahoma, that those nnl:.'Wers and the acceptance of them
would amount to unconditional surrender, then the allies would
have sacrificed the fruits of victory, for the reason, Mr. President, as I TI"ill point out more in detail, that they would lea\e
Germany unconquered, in a stronger military. political, and
moral position than she has eYer been in since the war began,fighting upon her oTI"n soil, upon shortened lines, with a superb
railroad system, and interior communications-l\1r. OWEN. She has an opportunity-1\.Ir. POINDEXTER. Just a moment-for supplies; and as
against that nothing but the promise of the German chancellor
to accept certain . general conditions, which promise would
amount to nothing, as the Senator from Oklahoma bas just said.
Mr. OWEN. The German chancellor can not answer these
questions either " yes " or " no " without destruction. ·
Mr. POINDEXTER. 'Vell, I should like to have the faith the
Senator from Oklahoma has.
Mr. OWEN. I will nndertake to demonstrate that when the
Senator concludes.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. If the President, in the face of Germany's crimes and falsehoods, will undertake to bring about ~n
armistice because the German chancellor offers to accept certam
conditions, TI"hate\ei' they may be, then indeed would the world
see the apotheosis of faith and innocence being led to the slaughter. The German chancellor may well say that Germany will
evacuate every foot of allied territory. The President says:
" He would not feel at liberty to propose a cessation of arms to
the governments TI"ith which the Government of the United
States is associated against the central powers so long as
:the armies of those powers p.re upon their soil." By this does
the President mean that if the central powers evacuate the
' allied soil he will accede to the request of the German chancellor
nnd "invite tl1e belligerent States to send plenipotentiaries for
; the purpose of opening negotiations of peace"? If not, what is
the purpose of the President in making this suggestion to Prince
\ :Maximllian · and if not, what will the attitude of the President
tbe if the Ge~man Government immediately agrees to evacuate all
1
of the territory which it bas ra\aged and pillaged and retire to
' Its own frontiers?
'
·
The conception which the German Government has of the meet.lng of the plenipotentiaries of the belligerent States, which it
1
asks the President to bring nbout arid which the President,
'strange to say, is discussing with the German Government, is
shown by the following curious passage from the speech of the
German chancellor delivered to the Reichstag at the same time
that he dispatched his message to the President of the United
States:
'· The striking force1

He says-

which the Government has in its striving for peace depends on whether
1t bas behind it the united, firm, and unshakable will of the people.
Only when our enemies feel that the German people stand united !Jack
of their chosen leaders, then only can words become deeds.

: I would like the Senator from Oklahoma [l\Ir. OWEN] to pay
particular attention to these q-qotations from the speech of the
German chancellor :

At the peace ~e.,.otiations the German Goyernment will use its efforts
t-o the end that tr~atles shall contain provisions concerning the protection of labor and insurance of laborers, which provision shu!! oblige the
;treaty-maldng States to institute in their respective lands 'Ylthin. a J?l'escribed time a minimum of similar, or at least equally efficrent, mstituticns for the security of life and health as for the care of -laborers in the
case of illness, accident, or invalidism.
I

Tbese are not the words of a conquered government. It
throws an interesting light on the workings of the German mind.
' Evidently it is a sop to the German socialists. Thwarted for
the present in the dream of a Pan Germany of arms, but never
ceasing for a moment in its ultimate purpose, we here see the
' German effort to extend its propaganda and establish its policies,
for such perversion to its own purposes hereafter tlS may seem
expedient, when it would renew, if we fall into the trap that is
set for us, its war of intrigue, to be followed by its war of arms
against the peace and liberty_ of the world. We here see the
curious conception in the mind of U1e German chancellor as he
apparently a11·eady visualizes the great sitting down of the
nations, Germany in equal status among them, to a conference
table to which for the time being the contest, during the armistice of arms. will be transferred.
l\1r. THOMAS. 1\11'. Presi<lent-1\It·. POINDEXTER. I yield to the Senator from Colorado.
1\Ir. THOl\IAS. The hour of 2 o'clock has arrived, and my
·purpose in interrupting tbe Rena tor is to call the attention of
the Senator to the fact tha t at our last meeting the junior Senator from Minnesota [l\Ir. KELLOGG] gave notice that he would_address the Senate to-day regarding the constitutionality of certain important features of the revenue bill. Assuming that he
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,-\·ould have the opportunity to do so, he has given the press the
contents of his speech. It is evident that if this discussion is
to continue, the Senator, notwithstanding the notice, will be
deprived of the opportunity of speaking upon a very important measure, so important, indeed, that I think the present
discussion, which is largely political, might well be postPoned
until the Senator from Minnesota can comply with the notice
he has given and give the Finance Committee the benefit of his
views on that important question.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I Ehall conclude my remarks in a few
moments and give way to the Senator from Minnesota. In the
meantime I appreciate the motive and the spirit of the interruption which was granted by my courtesy to the Se:nator from Colorado, who undertakes to use the privilege I granted him to interfere with me while I am making an address to the Senate. As
to the importance of my remarks I reserve the right to decide
that for myself and I do not necessarily accept the views of the
Senator from Colorado, interjected in that way.
Mr. THOMAS. The Senator entirely misinterprets me.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I do not think I did.
Mr. THOMAS. I .think the Senator did. I had no intention to
offend the Senator. The Senator from Minnesota spoke to me a
few moments ago regarding the fact that he l1ad given this notice, and I told him I would-l\Ir. POINDEXTER. I doubt very much whether the Senator
fro::n Minnesota requested or expected the Senator from Colorado to interrupt me in the manner in which he has done and
imply that I should give way to another Senator. I resent it as
utterly uncalled for and improper and not a part in any way of
any responsibility which rests upon the Senator from Colorado
in the Senate of the United States.
1\Ir. THOMAS. 'Vill the Senator yield for a moment?
Mr. POINDEXTER I decline to yield just now. Mr. THO~IAS . I shall have something to say then later.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I was interrupted in the middle of a
sentence. I was referring to the proposed conference of plenipotentiaries of the belligerent nations asked for by the chancellor of the German Empire and undertaking to show the idea
that the German chancellor has in his mind as to the position he
will be in and the purpose which the German Government has
in view in that conference, with the tremendous prestige and
power which Germany will possess in it, relating to the domestic affairs of her enemies, if her armies are left intact and
entrenched upon her international boundary lines. Not content
with preserving his empire intact, as will be the case if the evident purpose of these negotiations should be consummated, even
in this hour he plans to compel, by the leverage of peace negotiations, agreements of the allied powers affecting their purely
individual an<l domestic social and economic laws. The use
which the German Empire would make of such an agreement, in
an uninterrupted continuance of that international intrigue
which sleeps neither day nor night, and is not resting even now
while the President is carrying on his discussion with this archtraitor of the ages, both in palliating her own domestic disturbances and in forwarding her propaganda among the varying
political elements of her enemies, is quite plain. It has no essential bearing in the exchange of vieTI"s now taking place except as defining and illuminating the mental attitude with
which Germany makes this proposal.
If the "incredible thing shoul(} happen, and the allies should
agree to an armistice at the request of the President on the statement by the German chancellor that he speaks for the German
people, as he undoubtedly does, and upon the retirement of the
German A.rmies to the German frontier, and the promise of the
German Government that it will accept the 14 propositions of
the President and his later terms, as referred to in his message.
Germany will be then far stronger from a military point of view
than she is to-day or than she has been at any period of the war.
She would be standing upon shortened lines, with her great and
well-equipped army concentrated on her western frontier.
The allies meanwhile, under the armistice, would have surrendered th~ military advantage which they now have in the
constant pressure of successful attacks. Germany will have
time to recover from her confusion, to reorganize those forces
which have peen at the front, to repair her supply and equipment, and to strengthen her fortifications and entrenchments.
If these negotiations are entered into and an armistice granted
on the terms suggested by the President's inquiries of the German chancellor, Germany will be . morally and politically i~
measurably stronger than she was at the beginning of the TI"ar, or
has been at any time since. Then, in deed and in truth, she
would be fighting, after an inter\al of peace, a purely defensive
battle, upon her own soil an<l for her own institutions, whatever
those institutions may be. An armistice, whatever definition
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may be given to the word itself, in this case means an end o:t
the war, ·a nd never again will the allies be able to r-enew, in cold
blood, against Germany on her own soil, with her reorganized
and rehabilitated armY,, with her incomparable interior lines of
c mmunication, with the renewed morale and devotion of her
people, and tl1e concentration of her troops upon a shortened
battle front, this war of righteousness and liberty. The German morale will ha\e been strengthened, the sympathy of her
own people for their Government, and, in fact, of many other
people now joining in the war against her, will be intensified in
her behalf. The allied morale will have cooled; the great war
machinery of the allied belligerent nations will have slowed
down. NeTer again in this generation will that supreme momentum of rlevotion to cause, of sacrifice to the death, of settling
once and foreYer the civilization of the world be recovered. It
\Vill be impo sible to gear up again to a high pitch the financial,
industrial, and commercial war organization of the allies. The
weapons with which the conditions which are to follow after
the war are to be shaped and determined will ha-ve been forged.
They can not be changed. Germany will be unwhipped. From
that day forth, with her reorganized forces she will pursue that
plan, which she has never ceased to follow, to renew at the most
vulnerable point of the world her war of conquest, rapine, and
enslavement. For the allies, instead of entering into a millennium of security and peace for the culture of the better natures
of mankind and the dwelling in happiness of the children of
men-there will be, if they are to survive at all, an era of
preparation for another war. Children will be reared, not in
that e.-'lsy security necessary for the soul's beauty and developm-ent, but in the constant an<} insidious menace of a struggle to
protect life and liberty against a degen~rate and evil power,
still at large in the world. From the time of their birth until
their eyes close in the de.-'l.th of old age men of the coming generations will see in front of them the specter of secret intrigue and
the menace of an open war of conquest.
There is only one way in which this specter can be di pelled,
and that is by the absolute and unqualified destruction of the
power of this renegade nation. That, and that only, should be
the answer of the President and of the allies to the insidious
sugge tion of the German Government. Then, when that has
been accomplished, in the wi dom and mercy of the great powers
of light and righteousness, Germany's place in the woi'ld will be
fixed. Her power for evil will be destroyed ; her criminals in
high places will be restrained of their license.
The indemnification of Belgium, the righting of the wrongs of
France, and the bani hment of the German menace to the world
will never be provided for by nny guaranty in this program'' hich seems to attract ~o much support from those who act
upon first impre sion without careful consideration o:f the ultimate results-that we should cease fighting and slow down our
war machinery upon the condition that the German chancellor
promises that he will on certain conditions withdraw troops
from the conquered territory and place them on the German
fron tier. \Vhat protision is there in these suggestions for the
indemnification of Belgium, the righting of the wrongs of
France? When we meet in this conference of the plenipotentiaries and insist upon such reparation and Germany begins
with the artifice which I have undertaken to describe, to dicker
and inquire, and refuse, and decline to indemnify or to repair
her wrongs, which undoubtedly will be Germany's attitude, what
will the allies do? How are they going to compel Germany to
carry out the 14 principles laid down by the President? They
would ha\e no power to do it. Germany could postpone and
defy them, and there would not be left in the world enough
spirit after an armistice to renew this bloody war. Once the
:Armistice is granted the things we are fighting for will be settled and determined by the conditions that exist on that day.
The indemnification of Belgium, the righting of the wrongs of
France, and the banishment of the German menace of the
world will never be a ccomplished if our sole dependenee is
mer.ely the word of the German people or of the German Government through whom they speak. There must be other guaranties, and there can be no other guaranty but the a rmies of
the allies stanuing in triumph in Berlin either by conquest or
by tile unconditional surrender of the German people. If it is
to ~ conceived that upon any possible answer of the German
chancellor to the questions asked by the President our Chief
Executive will request our allies to agree to any armistice with
Germany short of her absolute surrender, it is to be hoped that
under the divine guidance of an Almighty Providence the mighty
powers of France and England~ who have sustained this con1lict for civilization through more than four years-in the mitlst
of their ruins and their dead~will refuse to surrender the
victory which is in sight.
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Mr. President, I ask: leave to incorporate as bearing upon
this subject a.s a part of my remarks a brief article from the
Manufacturers' Record, of Baltimere, and an article by myself
in the New York Times of June '9.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (1\Ir. OVER}IAN in the chair). Is
there objection? The Chair hears none, and leave is granted.
The rna tter referred to is as follows :
[From

th~

Manufacturers Record, Oct. 3, 1918.]

HELL WILL BE BUSY TRYING TO SAVl!l ITS ALLIES, GERMANY Al\-x> HER
ALLIES, FROM PUNISHMENT.

t11

UNITI!lD STATES SEN:!.TE,
CoMMITTEE ON I:!mi.AN DEPREDATIONS,

Washington, September '28.
EDITOr. 1\I.A~t:;FACTURER.S REOORD:

DEAR Sxn : I read this morning in the Post your letter urging that the
in1luence of this country be thrown against mxy premature or compromise peace with Bulgarin. I have not the artlcle bef()re m~ at this
moment, but recollect clearly the substance of 14 and hasten to con- ·
gratulate you upon your promptness and soundness in giving every -possible publicity to this view. The greatest menace confronting the Uruted
States and the alliea now is not from any military souree, but is the
danger of a weak and compromise peace. The acceptance of anything
short o'f absolute surrender of Germany and all of her ailies would be
one of those blunders which are wor e than crimes, and would be a fearful waste <>f the lives and treasure which the allies lla ve expended in this
war.
With kind regards,
Very truly, yours,
1\IILES POINDEXTER.
P. S.-Tbe situation brings to mind the unwise policy of this Government in not having d~clared war against all of the allies of Germany.
The notion that we should wage war against Germany and not against
her allies, whose soldiers a r e fighting against us on both the eastern
and western fronts, is so illogical that it is bound to lead to embarra ssing sUuations and cripple our activities 1n the final adjustments at the
conclusion of the war.
M.P.
The letter to which Mr. POINDEXTER thus so strongly r~fers was a
cablegram which the editor of tht> Manufacturer Record i elt justified in
sending to the London Times on September 27. It was as follows:
"While the United States is not technically at war with Bulgaria,
its people are at heart at war wit h Bulgaria and every other enemy of
our European allies. From all parts <>f this country we are hearing
of an overwhelming sentiment that there should be no peace parley of a.ny
kind with Germany or any <>f Its alliet~ until there has been an unconditional surrender of the armies ·a nd navies of Germany and all of its
allies. Civilization can not -permit an armistic-e or peace parley with
assassins. The universal thought in America of every honest-hearted
man and woman is for unconditional surrender by .the criminals and adequate punishment afterwards. America is wbole-souledly in this war to
a finish."
This cable and si:>me further -comments upon the situation were sent
out from Baltimore and rather widely published in the daily papers.
Our position bas been that we should be at war tecbn1enlly as well as
in reality with Bulgaria a n d Turkey. It seems to us to be a very grave
mistake for this country to have permitted the minister from Bulgaxia.
to remain in Washington while the troops of Bulgaria were fightin-g our
allies and while Bulgarian troops were 1n the -very armies that are fiA"htin g our own people, or else Bulgarian armies, by fighting our allies, were
relea sing for fighting against us tbe soldiers of Ge rmany and .Au~tria.
We can not conceive any diplomatic real>on, or any reason in ordinary
common sense, which has permitted the Bulgarian minis ter to rema.i.ll
in Washington o.nd wh1eh bas kept this e<>untry from declaring war
against Turkey and Bulgaria. They have been two of the mos t unscrupul ous powers engaged in tbis war. Bulgaria has been almost as
vile as Turkey. Bulgaria bas been without regard to any honor or
integrity. It has cared not for th~ right, and it would just a lii:!f fight
on the side of the allies as on the side of Germany if it were sure the .
allies were goln~ to win. Turkey, the murderer of a mUlion or more
Armenian Christians, the most atrocious nation except Germany which
the world has known, is fighting to the limit of Its strength against our
allies, and yet we -a re at peace technically with both Turkey and Bulgaria.
We have no 1·igbt to stand in such a position. It necessarily, as
Senator PoiNDEXTER says, raises questions which must be l!mbarrassing
and must cripple our activities in the fina!l adjustments at the conclusion
of the war.
By what right at that time will we be able to say that Turkish power
sh ould be banished from Europe, or that Bulgaria and 'l'urkey should
share in the burden of paying the fearful cost of the war?
We are not at war with th em. What right, therefore, w ill we h ave
to sit at the peace table and help to dictate terms by which tbey shall
bear their full share of punishment? Were we at war with them, as we
should be, this Nation eould have said to the alli~ we believe that tbero
should be no acceptation of any terms of p eace from Bulgaria or from
Turkey except unconditional surrender, with the certainty of punishment for their crimes. But what right has .America to say that when
it ls not at war with Bulgaria and Tmkey?
It was for this reason that the Manufacturers Record, knowing the
sentiment of the people of tbls country, cabled t o the London Times its
expression of opinion in regard to this situa t ion.
We are glad to have Senator POINDEXTER's wholly voluntary commendation of the position taken. From many others commendation equally
as strong has come., and it 1s gratifying that throughout the country
there is .growing up a determination t hat Germany and all of its allies
shall be made to unconditionally surrender, and that the flags of America
and our allies shall float In triumph over the capitaltl of these criminal
countries before there can be any terms of peace diReusscd.
We fully agree with Senator POINDEXTER that the greatest menace ot
the world is tht> tremendous effort that will be made to bring about
•~ a weak peace, a peace of compromise."
Every power oi hell and ·earth which can be controlled by Germanywill be used to produce sor b a p ea ce, and we may r est assured that hell
will be yery active in the c:l.lllJ)nign, for bell can a sk no greater achievement than an inconclusive peace, Ol' one which lea>es Germany and its
criminals unpunished.
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lloll knows that this would moan the continuatlon of· hell on earth
and another war in the not distant future which would surpass this war.
Dnconditionai surrender is the only term which should ever be used
in connection with peace, and with the definite determination that-every
crlminal leader in this great conflict shall on the gallows va;v with his
lifo the penalty of· his crimes, and. that the nations guilty of bonging this
war upon the world shall be mada to pay the full cost to the allies.
Nothing else would satisfy justice. Anything else would be a blot upon
cllillzation for centuries to come.
[From the New York Times, Stmday, June !J, 1918.]
SEXATOR POlNDEXTEn URGES ACTIO~ IN RUSSIA-WA -Ts MILITARY ExPEDITION CmEFLY OF J:APJ.NESE TROOPS-UNITED ST.u'ES GoVERN'l\lE<"T, HE Sils, HAS MISCONCEI\:ED THll BOLSHEVCKI.

[By MILEs Eo.r.xl>EXTEn, United States Sei!ator from Washington.!
The collu:pse of Russia. and its rrssimilation by Germany, acting.
through the latter's Bol,:;hevist agents, opens a new act with completely changed• scenes and conditions- in the wor1a.. war. Its e1fect is
the dominating- facto-r in the great struggle now hanging In the balance
on the so-called westel'n front, tn France. With the great armies intrenched from the mountains to the sea and to all appearances limited
1n their action to the physical application of the accumulated driving
,force of either side, the master strategy of the war lies elsewhere.
We may put aside for the moment consider.atlon of the turmoil between the conflicting and heterogeneous nationalities in the Austrian
Empire, and the opportunity for wise statesmanship by the Government
~ of the Unitetl l::)tates in taking up openly and f.oreefnlly the- struggle for
liberty of the enslaved Serbians, Czechs, Slovaks, and others, thus addirig
· to the material as well as the mo1·al fol'ce of the allies the tremendous
organized influence of these peoplo and their friend!> in and out of
Aush·ia.
Greater by far than this · in its significance and co~eqnences · is too
(}1lestion as to what disposition is to he made of Russia, Us 170,000,000
oi" people, a111l its boundl~f'ls resources o.f food, fuel, and metals. In
modern war the labor and so..criiices1 endurance, and heroism of millions
undergoing the hardships- and sufferings of campaigns for weeks and
months and years are requlr-ed for tile decision of battles, while the
decision of such a question as the saving and rehabilitation of. Russia, by
means of a grpat arml:'d and civU force, accompanied by~ military and
diplomatic officiw, may be made in a brief conference o-f. the Cabinet
ami pass almost unnoticed in the news dispatches of the day. And
yet upon that decision ancJ upon the turning of the path here or there
the outcome of the war and the future ot civilization may depend. All
of the sacrifices of the brave men and women ot the allied nations may
be rendered vain by a . few ensy blUnders of theil:. rulers in the higher
questions of strategy and statesmanship.
The eyes of the wholll world are 1ooking· at the swaying· combatants
in France, and desperation almost characterizes- the str.ugg1e of the
allies there. What would be the efl'ect upon that scene if the news
agencies of the world carried to the Ge-rman commu.nd the tnforma:tion
that an army of 2,000,000 ably led, thoroughly armed and eqnipped
.Japanese were advancing ' westward in Siberia, accompanied by l!'rench,
Briti!!\·h , and American troops and officials, under international guaranties of good faith toward Russia and thQ allied cause? It is· certain
that it would have an instant and powerful cJl'ect, not only upon the
morale, but upon the physical military foiTes of. the German Army.
~uch a word, spreading like the impalpable ether from man to man and
regiment to regiment. of the Germans, overwhelming them witll the
consciousness that, llowever the struggle might go against a· powerful
foe in their front, there wag slowly, but surely, advancing upon them a
powerful and thol'oughly organized foe upon their undefended rear,
would unquestionably discourage many of that army and greatly weaken
its spirit. Very soon, too, as such an allied army advanced in Siberia,
it would be necessary for Germany to begin to retransport across
EuropC' and Asia trooiJs, cannon, supplies which she sa recently laboriously moved from the cast to the western front. As the allied forces
advRnced in Russia the drain upon German resources to meet them
would each day beeume greater, and so each· day would weaken the
power which she would be able to hurl against her-- enemies in France.
Even though this weakening might be comparativcly small and of limited extent, yet when brou~ht to bear upon a struggle so eYenly balanced as is that in France, 1t might be absolutely decisive of the result,
and consequently of all the issues of the war-, boundless and inexpre · ible and uruirniteil as they are in their effect upon the human race.
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appointment, If not humiliation, not only- at the failure to accept tbe
proffered assistance of the Government of the United States, but at our
positive objection interposed" thereto.
·
~
On May 1.7, 1918, the Associa.ted Press sent out the following. dispatch
fr.om Tokyo.:. "The military agreement between Japan and China bas
~ caused increased attention to be given to- the question of intervention in
Siberia. It ia under:stDod that both Great Britain and France are
actively favoring intei:Vention, the: former: because of the danger of the
spread. o~ German. influence, and both Great Britain and France becaus~
they are convinced that it would hasten the winning of. the war. The
General Staff: is ready for any action that may be o.rtlered, but the Gov·
ernment bas· not announced any decision in. the matter. The best in:.
formation here is that intervention is not likely until it is fayored by
the United States."
~ Speaking in the lower bouse of the Japanese Parliament in the latter
part of March, 1918, Mr. !).rocbidzukl made the followinl;l statement: "As
regards America, she is believed to have signified her disapproval to the
Japa nese Government for tw{) reasons, namefy, that thoul$h she does
not" take exception in principle to Japan undertaking to mamtain peaf'o
and order Irr ~iberia single-handed, she does not think Siberia is in such
danger, and· that Japanese. premature intervention in Siberia will have
the effect of' driving a majority of the Russians into the arms of the
Germans.''
As to these objections Mr. 1\Iochidzuki says-: "It is superfluous to say
that intimate. relations exist . between J"apnn and America, and I am not
behind the foreign minister: i.p any desire for their relations growing in
intimacy. I must, however, polht. out. that the German menace- through
Siberia is by no n:eans felt in the same measure in tbis country and in
America, which is situated on the other side of· the Pacific some 5,000
miles away. Let us suppose that Canada, which_ is contiguous to America. on a frontier extending for 3,000 miles in length, b.ad concluded a
separate peace wHh Germany and enemy prisoners of from 100,000 to
150,000 threatened to invade Amerlc.a. In such a case would America
decide to dispatch tr-oops to cope with this serious situation only after
Japan's acquiescence in her project was obtained? • • • As regards the second point of anxiety raised by America, that Japan's premature intervention in S"!beria will drive the Russians into the arms
of the Germans, I can only say that if no helping hand be extended to
the Russians at the present time they will soon be crouching· on their
knees before the Germans by reason of their unpreparedness and impotence."
DELAY
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These interpellationS" of. the foreign minister by Mr. Mocbi<lznki were
greeted with cheers in the Japanese House of Representatives. It may
be. pertinent to add the follo\\ing words used on that occasion by Mr.
Mochidzuki: " The forei,"''l minister is apt to make use of the words 'the
mo-st deliberate consideration' but it must be remembered that 'deliberate consideration ' has aiways been the last place of refuge for
incompetent diplomatists."
On the same occasion this clear-headed and well-informed statesman
said that Russia was "a mere baby in the hands of the Germa.n giant;"
and that" the German mena.ce was spreading practically unopposed to
the East. He !Jlso quoted the minister of war to the effect. that " 100,000
German war prisoner-s are being aTIDed in Siberia east of the Ura.i.
That German influence is growing in those districts is evident frum the
fact that Irkutsk, where the Bolsheviki and the antl-Bolsheviki were
practically matched In influence about December and January, has at
last passed under the sway of the BolsheTiki, and, as yon are well
aware, an army corp:S of German and Austrian war. prisoner!> is in process
o:f formation there under the training of German oilicers."
It must be borne in mind that· these official statements quoted from
J:apan's. war minister obtained !rom Gen. Se.r nenotr and other loyal Russians stancllng with. a small force-against the traitorous Bolshe.viki were
made in M'arcb, and that this German so-called " peaceful conquest" of
Russia, even t.o the Pacifie. has- been steadily proceeding ever since.
The military success of the Bolsheviki and the firmness with which. they
have carried out their bloody policy can not. be explained in any quality
of- the tmdisclplined and ignorant and vicious anarchists and tyrannical
S"ocia:l.ists wbo compose their forces and their so-calied leaders ; it is to
be found in the trained. and educated German officers among. the million
or more prisoners east and· west of the Ural, who have been armed by
thes.e Russian enemies of the a.lli~ with weapons taken from the dis·
banded Russian Army.
About the same time as the statement just quoted Viscount Motono,
J"apanese minister ot foreign affairs, answering inti!rpellations of Mr.
Sugita
on the last day of the session of the Diet, snid :
ELEMEXTS OF SUPPOUT.
·~As I stated a few minutes ago, the chaotic state into which the Rus·
Such an influence, however, of the -rehabilitatioll o! Russia, through sian. situation was thrown caused the question to be discussed very
an allied military force. as the nucleus of a rehabilitated Russian Army, earnestly at home and abroad. In order to giv~ ca.tegorical answers to
would not to small or limited in its extent. The intelligent clements of some o.1' the questions put by 1\rr. Sugita, however, I would have to disthe Russian Empire, now helpless and bound hand and foot under the_ c1o."Se details of the exchange of views that bas taken place between tho
tyranny of German influence and Bolshevist tyranny, would rally to J"apnnese Government and the other allied Governments on the subject.
this movement and make or- it the nucleus of a new Russian Army and which I must refrain from doing, as I regard the time as still premathe means of the redemption of Russian civilization and freedom.
ture for such an announcement. Mr. Sugita asked whether it was too
As early as February, -19181 the Japanese Government, whose officials late for Japan to take action in Siberia. The Government is, of course.
ru·e by reason of their proxunity and more direct interest better in- called upon to make a guod choice of the time for dLc:;patching troeps to
formed of movements-and conditions in Asiatic Russia than are those Siberia when such a course is deemed impe-rative. I can not. however,
of the western nations., made inquiries- of their allies in the war as to make any definite statement as to when such an expedition will be sent.
the attitude the latter would take toward the sending of a Japanese Some anxiety has been expressed by the member as to whether the supfor~e to stem the growing tide of German influence and tu check the
plies in Siberia and war materials in the Far East would not fall into
atrocities of Bolshevism in Siberia. Great Britain. and France, through enemy hands. This· is, needless to say, a very serious question, over
their premiers and foreign ministers, gave their approval to the sug- which much apprehension is entertained by the .Tapanese and other
gested enterprise. The United States, however, by r.eason of its in- allied Governments. On this point the Government is on the alert and
terests in the Pacific and also by r eason of the dependence of th.9 allies- intends to take opportune steps for preventing the supplies falling into
upon this Government for food, munitions, and finance, as well as troops, hostile hands. Mr. Sugitn asked what feelings, fav-orable o:r unfavorwas in a position to control the policy to fie pursued. Unfortunately able, prevail among the Russians regarding Japan. Judging from the
for America and the W{)rld our GOvernment, instead of welcoming. with I.'eports I have thus far received. it appears that the Russians as a
grateful appreciation the magnificent oppo.rtunity and the generous offer whole do not regard Japan with hostile eyes."
of Japan, interposed an objection to the suggestion.
.
Under the influence of the United States Government the French and
One can readily appreciate the private feelings of a sensitiye people British Governments did not urge or insist upon the ac·c eptance of the
which, in such a situation, could not be publicly expressed, at this atti- .Tapanese sug~estlon for armed intervention against the Germans and
. tude o:p., the part of the American Government. .Japan, as demonstrated the BolshevikL Those Go-vernments stated their desire (and it may llo
by he<r every act in this war, has been faithful . to her. obligations as. an said it was in fact their necessity) to act in harmony- with the United
ally of Great Britain and coworker with France. and America in oppos- States o.n the question. Before surrendering their strong views, however£
ing the- e1tort of Germany to enslave the world. Considering Japan's they attempted to influence the United States in favor of this most vita
interest ilL the Pacific as well as he"C opportunities, a. selfish course on anl important moTe. As late aS" May 25, 1918, the newspapers in Washher part might well ha¥e dictated the conser:vation. of. her armies and ington City published semioiliclai statements as follows : •• During the
resources, so that she would come out. of the war. rresh, vigorous, and last. week the British and French. have both urged a change in this counnnexhausted. Wben,. no doubt, with peculiar interests of her- own in try's attitude toward possible military cooperation wlth Russi.ans antl
view, as well as those of. her a,llies, she off.ered to. equip, trn:n.sport, and J"apanese in tfie e!fort to rehabilitate Russia to a spil'ited defense against
maintain an expedition in Siberia, realizing as she does· the vital bene:flt the German invaQ..ers." This Government, howe>eT, insisted upon its
this would be to the allied cause, it is not difficult to imagine ber dls- objection to any kind of Interrention.
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AID TO BOLSIIEVIKJ.

It seems, however, notwithstanding the deadly warfare which the
Bolshevild have carried on against the allies, that this Government is
even now conferring with various misguided organizations on the proposition of sending further financial and material support, munitions, food,
and other supplies without military protection to Russia, and this in
the face of the fact that fighting bas already taken place between the
Holsheviki and the allied legation guards at Blagovestcbensk; that supplies nlt·eady sent to Russia at great sacrifice by the allies have been
tru·ned over directly to Germany or wasted and destroyed, and that it
wa necessary for the British and Japanese to land troops at Vladivostok
to protect the property of the allied governments and people in that
poi't.
The chief objection made by the administration to Japanese and allied
military intervention in force in Russia is stated to be a fear of antagonizing the Rusisan people and drivin? them to an alliance with Germany. As stated by Mr. Mochidzuki • If no helping band be extended
to the nussians at the present time they will soon be crouching on their
knees before the Germans." As a matter of fact, those who have not
heen actually enslavedhmurdered, mutilated, or starved into weakness by
the Huns or their Bols evist agents are already in the situation described
lly Mr. Mochidzuki. But, aside from that, it does not seem to be genPrally known that actual war is already being carried on between some
of the allies and the Bolshevik! in Russia. In the issue of the Japan
Weekly Chronicle of March 21, 1918, it is stated:
"According to telegrams received in ma.ny quarters the fighting between the Eolsbeviki on one side and the·Cossacks and legation guards
of the allies on the other at Blagovestchensk became very serious on the
l~th in tant, when the Bolshevik! were reinforced by about 1 000 troops
who arrived from the direction of Kbabarovsk. The chief body of the
Co!"sncl{S was ultimately obliged to retreat and many inhabitants sought
refuge elsewhere. The casualties among the Japanese, so far ascertained, were 1 killed and 3 injured, but it is suspected that out of 150
.Japanese residents many were either butcbe ed or their property was
looted. "' • * In this battle the Cossacks fought with desperate
yigor and held their own against the BolshPviki even after the latter
wt>re reinforced. 'l'helr ultimate defeat is believed to be due to further
1 einforcements the Bolshevik! obtained in the shape of over 2,000 Ger, man prisoners of war. • • • The news is published as official."
The same condition exists at Vladivostok, where merchandise, largely
. hipped from America for Russian use against the Germans, of the
value of $70,000,000, has been captured by the Bolsheviki, after resistance by the loyal Russian authorities, and undoubtedly will sooner or
later fall into .the bands of the ~rmans, or be used by the Bolsbeviki
under their direction, unless they are stopped by allled forces. There
was also at this port a considerable quantity of property belonging to
allied nationals whicl1 the Bolshevild sought to seize. This was only
prevented by the landing of allied troops, and the property is now protected against the Bolsheviki by a Japanese military guard.
LINES TO AMERICA.

The attitude of the Bolshevik! toward the United States is indicated
by the fact that John Reed, a socialist and representative of the Russian Bolsbeviki, was arrested in Philadelphia on the night of May 31
while trying to make a soap-box speech on a street corner and was held
on a charge of inciting to riot and a breach of the peace. The connection of the Russian Bolshevlki and the American Industrial Workers
of the World, composed of revolutionists, yeggmen, dynamiters, and
direct-action socj.alist , is well known. These people are carrying on
war against the allies not only in Russia but in the United States.
The overthrow of Itussia an<l its surrender to Germany was largely
brought about by American social revolutionists, many of whom, strange
to say, by concealing for the time being their real purposes, managed
to go to Russia from this country under the auspices of the· Federal
administration. In the words· of an official investigator of high lntelUgence and standing "more than half of these men whom this Government was thus sending oyer were anarchists whose·Iuggage was loaded
down with anarchistic literature of all kinds, with editorials from the
l)ro-German press and with speeches of a pacifist Senator."
As indicating how much friendship exists between these people and
the Government of the United States, or at least the institutions of the
United States, it is but necer;;sary to read the testimony introduced in
the trial now proceeding of the 112 Industrial Workers of the World in
Chicago. On May 24 Joseph Burdall testified that G. J. Bourg, a defendant, and other Germans who gathered at the Milwaukee hall, declared "if they were drafted into the Army they would shoot, but they
would choose their marks carefully. Our bullets wlll not strike down
the Germans 1 but will pierce the necks of the American officers. We
can put the .american Army on the bum as quickly and effectively as we
can wreck a consb:uction company plant."
These are the elements nominally in control of the Russian Government. Wonder has been expressed that men of this kind could maintain
themselves so long in power. The answer is that they are mere
Ji:uuionettes, and that the strings arc pulled by the German Government;
that their so-called military forces are directed by trained German officers, and their ruthless policy of blood and iron, by which they have
wiped out whole populations and cast their mutilated corpses chained
together into the Black Sea, has its inspiration and Its direction from
the same source which committed identical atrocities in France and
Belgium.
The error of the American Government apparently ts due, in part at
least, to a misconception of the character of the Bolshevik!. In view
of the destruction which bas been wrought to foo<!t crops, munitions,
and ships by them in the United States, and the msclosed conspiracy
between thl.'m auJ the German Government to slow up war production
in this country, and the actual war and bloody atrocities which they are
carrying on against those Russians who remain friendly to the allies,
and against allied legations and citizens, it seems str-ange that our
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the very highest source In the country. As a matter of fact. the Russian people would welcome the advent of an allied force, making war
against the Germans and the Bolshevik!, as a deliverer. The Russian
pC;ople are D(JW helpless. They are disorganized, without leadership,
cowed, and terrified under the cruelties of the German-directed Bolshevist governmPnt-=-starved and in despair.
An allied force, consisting chiefly, of course, of Japanese troops,
accompanied by sufficient forces of Englanu, France, and America to
give it an international allied standing, thoroughly equipped with commercial, diplomatic, industrial, and agricultural repre entatives anll
o·tncials, able to frtand alone in the midst of hostile Bolshevist and
German influences, equipped and prepared with materials and knowledge to instruct the Russian people and rehabilltate the transportation,
industry, and agriculture of Russia. as fast as occupied, would con-
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stitute a refuge and a nucleus around which would gather the helpless
and oppre sed people of Russia, glad of au opportunity to c cape the
butchery of the combined Bolshevik! and the million and a half German
and Austrian prisoners whom they have released and armed to prey
upon their own country. Thls force of loyal Russians, organized as fast
as possible under allied leadership, armed and equipped, would rapidly
grow into a formidable army, adding its strength to that of the allies
and forming a hasts for the reestablishment of law, liberty, and oraan:
!zed government in what once was Russia.
"' ·
BASES OF SYMPATHY.

The pitiful and desperate effort which the loyal people of Russia are
making p.nder the leadership of such men as Gen. Seruenoff, the Cossack
chief, w1tb the small forces which they are able to get together out of
the abyss into which Russia has been plunged should be a powerful
appeal to the sympathy of the allies and particularly of America, anu,
it seems, should arouse us from our lndi.fferencc to the situation and
induce us, at least, to accept the splendid offer of our great ally Japan
to go to their rescue with sufficient forces to free them froin thei;
oppressions and restore their country. If our sympathy for our former
ally is not sufficient to induce us to act it would seem that self-interest
nod the opportunity to raise again a new foe against the German tyrant
woul~ do so.
However, instead of going to the rescue of the o·p pres ·ed
Russ1an people to free them from the yoke of the Bolsheviki and Industrial Workers of the World, throu~h whom flows the malice of the
German tyrant, who ls willing dellberately to wipe out of existence
whol-e peoples in · order to -make room and loot for himself, our Govern~r;;ln:fs~ been carrying on friendly exchanges with the Bolshevist
Leoine and Trotzky, who have such far-reaching influence with theAmerican Government, notwithstanding their frightful cruelties to the
Rus~ian people and the abyss into which they have plunged that country 1D the interest of G~rmany, and notwithstanding the ruthless war
of B;rson and murder whtch their asso~iates in .america have cauied on
agamst the United States, have been 1D the employment of the German
Government since 1905. In that year Germany financed these scoundrels to create a revolution in Russia. After the failure of the attempt
Trotzky ran a motion-picture theater on the Barbary Coast in San Francisco, and also founded a Bolshevist club on Jetl'erson Square in San
Francisco, over which David Milder, a radical pro-German direct-action
socialist, presided. They were friends and intimate a sociates of a proGerman Russian of the name of Selig Schulberg, living Ln San li'I·ancisco, and of Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman. The further
connection of these people, and the ramification of their plot against
the Unit.ed States, with von Bernstortl', von Papen, the People's Council
of Amenca, the Industrial Workers of the World, and the Russian Bolshevist government, l!re well known to investigators and ample <'vidence is at band, but it is unnecessary to detall it here a.s it is demonstrated by many obvious facts.
·
'
Not only do the little bands of Russians, who here and there are
attempting to make a stand in Russia against this tyranny appeal to
us, but delegations representing them, at the risk of theit· 'lives have
escaped the Bolshevik! and visited this country, seeking that 'allied
intervention and military assistance which wf' have so strangely den-ied
even when offered to us. They have announced that this Government
could organize large forces of loyal Russians in this country to join
with Japan against the Bolshevik! and the Germans.
At a subcom~ittee meeting .of the .J~paf?.ese House of Representatives
on March 15 Lieut. Gen. Osh1ma, m1mster of war, made the following
statement in rept,:, to a question:
" The number of enemy prisoners of war in the districts east of Lake
Baikal is estimated !lt 194,000, while there are some 60,000 prisonE>rs
west of that place {It will be noted that this relates only to prisoners
in Siberia and not 10 Russia proper). As re~ards the conditions west
of Irkutsk nothing definite is as yet known. The above-mentioned prisoners have a large. supply of arms, as reportPd in the Dapers. In the
regions east of Baikal the moderates have greater influence than the
Bolshevik!, and Gen. Seruenoft' is actively engaged in military operations
at the bead of 1,000 moderate troops. • • • The influence of the
Bolshcviki is gradually growln~ in Siberia. • • • Should the Bolsheviki start a. systematic activity, with the support of the Germans
and Austrians. a serious situation would surelv be crE>ated. • • •
War stores supplied by Russia's allles now lying at Vladivostok amount
to 70,000,000 yen in value and consist chiefly of explosives, gunpowder
guns, rifles, and ammunition."
·
'
In r eply to a question put by a member concerning the report that
two army corps of German prisoners of war were in process of organization in Siberia, the war minister is quoted by the Japan Weekly Chronicle as saying that "1hough no definite report had been received in
official quarters, it was tolerably certain that some project was contemplated by the German prisoners of war."
In an editorial in the same paper of March 7, 1918, it is stated that
" the Government is apparently paying due attention to the spread of
German intluence to the East and the outrageous acts of the Bolsbeviki,
and it is believed that the authorities are making efforts to promote both
the interests of the nations and the p eace of the Far East."
SUPPLIES AT MuKDEN.

China has collected 2,500,000 rifles, 80 guns, and 40 machine guns at
Mukden. Japan has supplied arms as well as troops to assist Gen.
Semenoti in the stand be is making. : The Japanese Osaka l\lalnlcbi states
that the "German current is fast finding its way to Siberia." It refers
to various incidents of recent occurrence to show that " the Bolshevik!
are determined to assist the Ger·mans in the work of bringing the antiGerman element among the Russians under G~rman sway • • • and
that if these Bol hevik1 are determined to do the bidding of the Berlin
Government acting under instructions from the Leninite Government,
It wUI be an easy thing for Germany .to bring the whole of Siberia under
her sway."
·
Even as early as :r.:rarch 21, 1918, it was stated that official Information had been reeeived iu Japan that Germany was organizing two army
corps from the prisoners of war to meet the expected Japanese expedition ; that the organization of one of these corps was actually in process
at Irkutsk and that 130 officers had already arrived there from Krasnoyarsk. The Japan Weekly Chronicle of March 21, 1918, states that large
numbers of German officer prisoners were arriving at Irkutsk t.n disguise; that field guns and armored motor cars wPre In transit from
European Russia; that a Russian colonel. president of the detention
camp l!t Irkutsk, received telegraphic instructions to or,.,anize armies of
prisoners of which Austrians constituted one-third, and to provide accommodations for 30,000 cavalrymen in the pri oners' camp, that his son
was offered the command ol the automobile corps ; and that Ge1·mau and
Austrian prisoners were arriving in larg<> numbers In the disguise of
miners. On the authority of the Japanese War Department it was stated
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ln the Japane-se Mainiclli that the French le-gation at Peking had lent

four field guns, with some soldier~, to Gen. Semenotr to oppose the
Bolshe_viki and the German prisoners;, that the Bt:lt:l.sh embassy had
lent him two field guru! and two machine guns, while Japan had supJ!lled him with arms. "Thus efforts are being made," says the Mainlchi,
• to prevE.>nt the Bol be,·iki from being made usc of by the Germans.
Germany's activity is appalling."
These are the dp_speratc efforts being mude by the available repres~ntatives of our allies to stem this rapidly moving German occupation,
assimilation. and organization of Russia, with its 170,000,000 of people,
its 34,600,000 men between the ages of 18 and 44. and its material resources whose possess10n by the Germans, Lord Robert Cecil says, will
enable them to carry on war indefinitely against the rest of the world.
In the meantime the United States not only falls to cooperate but
cliseourages the action of our allies for fear of offending tho Bolshevik!,
and even talks of sending furtht>r supplies to those outlaws.
Japan has available 13,000,000 men between the ages of 18 and 44.
They are men_of discipline, courage, and endurance. Through her great'
subsidized steamship companies, supplemented by private shipowners,
Japan is prepared to transport. without delay, an army to Siberia. The
que-stion has been raised as to the possibility of moving such an army
to the west. A railroad alrt"ady in existen{!e stretches from Vladivostok
to th~ western front in France. Russia transported over it a great
army to Manchuria in the Japanese War. Japan in the same war; transported an army into Manchuria. With American aid of railroad engineers and finance this railroad can quickly be equipped and operated
for the transportation of allied troops. The movement of such an
army might be slow, but it would be sure and steady, and its effect as
soon as put in motion would be instantaneous upon the Germans on the
wesb'rn front.
.
This is the opportunlty which knocks at our door and which, if not
embraced, may pass forever. Germany is already enlisting troops, according to a dispatch in the Dorpater Zeitung, from Zurich, in Livonia,
Com·land. and the Baltic Provinces. With Machiavellian hypocrisy she
says : " It is but natural that the children of the provinces treed from
Ma:ximalist tyranny should contribute to increase German effectl"veness."
Prof. Rohrt>ach, the German historian, leeturing a few days ago in
Berlln, said that Russia was "a mere geograpblcal conception and nothing more, and it will never be anything else. Its powers of cohes:lon,
reorganization, and reconstruction are gone forever. • • • The
nation no longer exists save as an inchoate mas-s." He denominates
what is left of Russia ns " Residue Russia," and proposes- to organize
the population of the border States as German subjects, asserting that
the remainder. while huge in area. Is "politically, economically, financially, and militarily weak-a stupid, apathetic State of peasants."
The Germans are already in abRolute control of these border States, of
the Black Sea, and the area around the Caspian, and their influence is
established as far as Central Asia.
As Mr. Mochltlzuki says : " It may be some time before India's sleeves
catch fire, but the flames burning in Siberia are spreading sa fast that
Japan's eyebrows are about to be scorched."
While this conflagration is spreading around the world. are we to
refuse to intervene because of fear of otrending the Bolshevik!, who
have perpetrated n,ga.lnst the allies and civilization the most colossal
treason of all time?
It is one of those moments in the life of a nation when a wrong step
by tbe leaders at the branching of the road takes us further and further
nway from the destiny which we all desire. It is the time of high
decillion which, if wrong, may render vain all the noble sacrifices and
efforts of a pet>ple.
3Ir. 0\VEN. :Mr. President, tile Senator from Massa.chusetts

[1\Ir. LoDGE], the leader of the Republicans in this body, has
charged the President of the United States with contradicting
himself in the queries to Chancellor Uaximillan. He expresses
his great regret t.hat the President .;toes not stand firmly upon
the positions which he has heretofore stated in relation to the
German and Austrian Governments. and he enlarges upon and
justifies his charge of contradiction by showing what lie describes
as an inconsistency of position. There is no inconsistency whatever in the President's attitude. The President has not chnnged
his position u particle. A proper and a careful reading of the
note of the German chancellor and the authorized query thruugh
the Secretary 11f State will clearly demonstrate my statement
and completely justify the President, even from the standpoint
of the view of the Senator from Massachusetts, who wishes to
see an unconditional surrender. Without reading, I insert the
German note and in reply Mr. Lansing's note:
The Se<;retary of State makes public the following communications =
[From the chruge d'affaires ad interim of Switzerland in cll1lrgc of German interests in the United States.]
D.EPART::UI:NT OF GERMAN INTERESTS.

LEGATION OF SWITZEBLA.ND,

Washington, D. C., Octobe1· G, 1918.

Mr. PRESIDEXT: I ha>c ~he honor to transmit herewith, upon il:-struction from my Government, the original t ext of a communication from
the G<:rman Government, received by this legation late this afternoon
from the Swiss foreign office.
An Engllsh translathm of this eommunfcc tlon is aJ ·o inclosed. TheGerman original t ext. howe>er, is alone to be considered as autlloritaU>e.
Please accept, Mr. Presld<>nt, tlw ::-.s urances of my highest considerntion.
F. OEDERLL"l,
Olwrgc lYAf(aires ad int67im of Slcitzerltind,
in cha1·ge of German interests in Utlit€d State~.
1\Ir. WOODROW WILSON,
Presid ent of th e United. States,
Wa.shi11gtou.
THE G:ERM.L.._ NOTE.

[Inclo ure.]
Tr:mslation of communication from German Government to the President of the United State · , as transmitted by the cha:rg~ d 'a.ifai.rcs ad
lnt<>rim ;>t o;;:witzerland on October G, 1918:
'l'he German Government requests the President of thu United State.s
of America to take steps for the restoration of peace. to notify all bel·
ligercnts of this request, and to in>ite them to delegate plenipotentiaries

for the purpose of taking up negotiations.
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The German Government

accepts, as a basis for ihe peace negotiatio11s, the program lfLid do1o" by
the Pt·esid.ent of the United States in his message to Con~rt>ss of Janu~

ary 8, 1918, and in his subsequent pronouncements, particularly in his
address of September 27, 1918. In order to avoid further blooffhed the
German Government requests to bring' about the immediate <Onclusion
of a general al.'1llistlcc on land, on water, and in the air.
llix, PnDICE OF ll..ll>EN,
Imp eria l ChcmcclloJ·.
MR. L.l.NSIXG'S NOTE.
From the Secretary of State to the churge d'affaires <>f Switzerland:
DEP.l.RT~E~T OF STATE,

October

a,

191B. •

Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge, on behalf of the President, your
note of.. October 6, inclosing a communication from the German Government to the President; and I am instructed by the Prl'!sideut to request
you to make the following communication to the imperial German chan·
cellor:
"Before making reply to the request of the Imperial German Go-.ernment, and in order that that r-eply shall be as candid and r--traightforward as tbe momentous interests involved r~uire, the President of the
United States deems it necessary to aRsure himself of th<> exact meaning
of the note of the imperial chancellor. Does the imperial chancellor
mean that the Imperial German Government accepts thr. terms laid clown
by the President in his address to the Congress of the United States on
the 8th of January last and in subsequent· addresses and that its object
in entering into discussions would be only to agree up;:m the pract-tca'

· details of their applicatfon 1

"The P~·esident feels bound to say with. regard to the suggestion of an
armistice that he would not feel at liberty to propose a cessation of arms
to the Governments with which the Government of the Enltr..tl States is
associated against the central powers so long as the armies of th.osa
powers are upon their soil. Tbe good faith of any discu!':slon would manl·
festly depend upon the co11sent of the central powers immediately to
witi'Hlraw their forces. everywhere from innded territory.
"The ::eresident also feels that he is justified in a~kill.g whether the
Imperial chancellor l9 speaking met·ely for the constituted authorities
of the Empire who have so- far conducted the war. He deems the answers
t.tt these questions vital from every point of view."
Accept, sir, the renewed a.ssurances of my high consideration.
ROBEl~ LA!\SL'iG.
Mr. FREDERICK 0EDERUN,
Charge d'Affaires of S-witzerland, ad interim,
in ehat·ve of Germ_an intet·e:sts, in the Un·i ted States.

I call the attention of the Senate to the vital points only. The
chancellor says :
·
The German Government accepts, as a aasis for the 11eace negotiations~
the progranJ. l.a·id do-w·l t by the President of the United States-

And so forth.
The President, observing that that language is equivocal, allows
a query to be put that will disclose its hypocrisy. It is equivocal.
in this, that the statement that the President's program is ac·
cepted as a basis or peace negotiation may mean either tllat
the prin.ciples laid down are now fully accepted as a basis of
peace or- it may mean that the program will be accepted as a,
thesis tor discussion and negotiation. The Presiclen.t does not
permit the double tongue of Germany going before the worlq
and deceiving either the people of the entente or the people of
the Teutonic allies, and he permits a query to be extended the
double-tongued chancellor that will utterly confound him.
Does tlie imperiai ctrancellor mean that the Imperial German Go>ernment accepts the terms laid down by the President in his address to the
Congress of the United States on the 8th of January last an<l in subse~
quent ado.r:c'3ses. and that its object in e-ntering into discussion would be
only to ag1·ec ttpon tlle praotical details of their application?

Does the German and Austrian Go\ernments accept in hon2st
truth the principle of abandoning tlw di·,;ine 1·ight to nclc and
accept the entire democratic. program? If it does, this war may
be soon ended. The Hohenzollern government can not do that
and maintain its military power over the German people an·
other day. The German chancellor dare not answer yes, and
he can not answer no ta any of a dazen questions vital to main·
tain dynastic power involveu in the P1·esident's democratic
program.
The President, in the na-t instance, refuse · to consider the
question of an armistice and will not permit the Germans, as
far as he is concerned, the convenient and comfort.able oppor- '
tunity to retire from the battle line extended throughout Europ_c
and where the German for-ces are under constant p1·essure and
are crumbling. He will not even suggest to our allies that they
consider any armistice while the German troops are on the soil
of the allies in France, Belgium.. Italy, Serbia, 1\lontenegro,
Roumania, Russia, Poland-Mr. McCUl\IBER. Mr. Presidcnt-Mr. OWEN. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. l\lcCUMBER. Suppo e the German chancellor should an·
swer, "I repre.!.ent the German people," and. should also answer,
"I agree to accept the 14 conditions laid down in your address
of January S, 1918. \ve will remoye our army from foreign soil
just as rapidly as we can do so." What position then w'ill wo
be in, under the suggestions made in the note of tlle President,
to say our armies will still press forward?
Mr. OWEN. I should be glad to be permitted to make my
reply to Senator LoDGE connectedly and not have it interjected
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with questions until I get through with it and then answer questions, but I will answer the Senator's question now.
Mr. McCUMBER. I should be pleased to have the Senator's
view on that point. What would be then do?
l\fr. OWEN. 'l'he answer is that this query of the President's is a refusal to consider an armistice under any conditions until t11e German troops are back within their own country, ami no suggestion that he would even then permit it.
Mr. McCUMBER. But as long as the chancellor says "We
will immediately remo\e from the foreign soil," would not the
President be compelled to say, "We will allow you to withdraw in peace"?
Mr. OWEN. Absolutely there is no foundation whatever for
any such theory; on the contrary it is a flat deniaL The President of the United States has said to these leaders moreover, that their word is absolutely worthless; that they are
"incapable of covenanted peace." He says to them now by
necessary implication that they do not represent the German
people.
.
Mr. 1\IcCUllllER. If their word is absolutely worthless,
then why doe the Pre ident ask what their word is with reference to representing the German people?
Mr. OWEN. As I said to the Senator from Washington
[lli. PoiKDEXITR]. that question need not be answered on this
floor. The nece ·ary implication of this communication is that
when the President permits the query to be made whether the imperial chancellor is speaking MERELY for the constituted authorities of the empire who have so far conducted the war, it must be
taken in connection with what he said on the 27th of September.
I insert in the RECORD, without reauing, that part of the
President's au<.lress on September 27 which precedes and
which follows immediately the quotation made by the Senator
from Massachusetts [l\1r. LoDGE], who did not put in all that the
President said in that connection and omitted what I regard as
of vital importance:
The air was clear about us. We saw things in their full, convincing
proportions as thPy were; and we have seen them with steady eyes and
unchanging comprehension ever since. We acepted the issues of the war
as facts, not as any group of men either here or elsewhere bad defined
them, anti we can accept no outcome which does not squarely meet and
settle them. Tho e issues are these :
Shall the military power of any nation or group of nations be suffered
to determine the fortunes of peoples over whom they have no right to
rule except the right of force?
Shall stron9 nations be free to wrong weak nations anti make them
subject to therr purpose and interest?
l:lhall peop!es be rulea ana dominat ea, even in t11.eir own internal
affairs, by arbitrary and irresponsible for·ce or by their otcm toill and
choicef

Shall th('re be a common standard of right and privilege for all peoples
nnd nations or shall the strong do as they will and the weak suffer without redress?
Shall the assertion of right be haphazard and by casual alliance or
shall there bt> a common concert to oblige the observance of common
rights?
No man, no oroup of men, chose these to be the issues of the struggle.
They are the 'issues of it; and they must be settled--b1J no arrangement or compromise or adjustment of interests, but defitzftely and once
for all and 1vitlh a fulZ and unequivocal acceptance of the pritwtpte
that the interest of the toeakest is as sacred as the interest of the
stt·onnest.

This is what we me!l.n when we speak of a permanent peace. if we
spc>ak sincerely, intelllgently, and with a real knowledge and compreh ension of the matter we deal with.
We are all agreed that then: can be no peace obtained by any kind of
'bm·gain or cotnzn·omise toith the ao..:enw1ents of the centr·al empires,
because we have dealt with them already and have seen them deal with
other governmentR that were parties to this struggle, at Brest-Litovsk
and Bucharest. They have convinced us that th-ey m·e without honor
and do not intena justice. They observe no covenants, accept no principle but force anll their own interest. We can not "come to terms"
with them. They have made it impossible. The German people must by
this time be fully awa1·e that ,.oe can not accept the word of those who
forcecl this toat' upon us. We uo not think the Rame thoughts or speak

the sam(' language o~ agreement.
It is of capital importance that we should also be explicitly agreed
that no peace shall be obtained by any kind of compromise or abatement of the principles we have avowed as the principles for which we
are fighting. Thm·c shoula ex-ist no dou.bt about that.

Is the chancellor "MERELY" representing the same authorities
abo\e described as " without honor " and who have ma<lE> it
" impossible" for sensible men to deal with them? The same
criminals described as " incapable of covenanted peace," and
does the chancellor accept the President's principles as a sound
basis which de cribes the chancellor's Government as " impossible" to deal with and" incapable of covenanted peace."
There are 60.000 German prisoners in Berlin under machine
guns as prisoners now, unwilling to fight, dominated by the war
lords who ha"Ve control of the military establish~pent of the German Empire. The whole German and Austrian people are " subjects." The chancellor can not and dare not answer this question. If he doe , he exposes his hypocrisy. The German chancellor said :
'l.'he German Government ncce7Jts, as a basis for the peace negotiations,
tlle program laid d o·ton by thP Pre!'idPnt of the Uniteu States in his mes-

sage to Congress of Januat·y 8. 1918, and in his subsequent pronouncementli, particularly in his addres~ of September 27, 1918~
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The chancellor did not intend really to accept the principles
laid down, and now be is caught by his own craft and com·
pelled to say to the German people as well as to the world that
he did not intend to agree to those principles. He and his associates can not agree to them and survive as a governing power
of the German or of the Austrian people. They intended when:
their tender of peace was offered and rejected to say," We askect.
peace on Wilson's own terms" and were denied. If they now
say, "We do not accept your terms finally," they are exposed in
their hypocrisy, which was intended to mislead the nations to
whom this was addressed as well as the German people inside
their own lines. They can not answer " yes " and they dara
not answer "no." · An armistice is out of the question. They_
must reply that they do not represent the German people by
the consent of the German people, but that they are governing
the Ge1·man people under the principle of divine right, main·
tained by heredity, exercised by force, and treating the German
people as subjects and calling the German people su'bjects.
Whatever their reply, we know the fact, and the President has
made no answer.
Mr. McCUMBER. If the Senator will allow me, I think the
Senator and myself are in absolute accord as to what ought to
be done, and I hope that we are both in absolute accord as to
what the President intends to do, but I confess that I am afraid
the chancellor will answer, "Yes; I represent the German
people," and ·in addition to that he will answer, "Yes; we will
agree to the terms laid down in your speech of January 8, 1918."
What is troubling me is what position we will then be in-Mr. OWEN. The Senator need not be afraid-Mr. McCUMBER. Because, it seems to me, if he makes those
two statements in the affirmative, in honor we would be compelled to allow them to retreat from the conquered territory.
l\1r. OWEN. Not at all; an adequate guaranty would be required to carry out their agreement which they can not give
without surrender. They dare not agree to the Wilson terms,
and they will not make the guaranties required by civilization
until they are well beaten on the battle field.
President \Vilson's query does not in the slightest change his
sound position, but it wm suffice to show the hypocrisy of the
central empires and prevent their stimulating the morale of
Germany and Austria. I fa\or unconditional surrender nnd
reparation for the damages inflicted on the allies and the end
of the dynasties of the Hohenzollerns and Hapsburgs.
l\fr. McCUMBER. May I ask the Senator from l\Unne ota it
he will allow me to have printed in the RECORD without taking
time to read it a few of the telegrams that I have received <Ie·
mandlng unconditional surrender.
1\lr. KELLOGG. Very well.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. WILFLEY in the chair).
\Vithout objection, it is so ordered.
The telegrams are as follows :
DEVILS LAKE, N. DAK., October 9, 1918.

Senator PORTER J. McCuMBER,

Washington, D. C.:

Refuse peace proposal.
_ _ ... __ . _ _

Demand unconditional surrender.
W. E. HOCKING,

• :-z;·_.- ·: : .. ~. f._of." ..~-

Preside11t D evils Lake Vigilance Oo1·ps.

... ·~~ • _.:;_ ... . ,...~ '

FARGO, N. DAK., Octobet· 7, 1!J18.

Senator PORTER J. McCUMBER,

United States Settate, Washington, D. 0.:

Congratulations on stand against armistice and for unconditional
surrender of Germany. Every man I have talked with during busy
day and telephone messages from State are for unceasing fight to complete victory. Even peace extras issued by camouflaged Socialists'
morning dally fail to swerve loyal Americans from uncondltlonal surrender demand.
HAnnY CunHA~ WILmm.
SAN

FnAXCisco, CAL.,

October 8, 1918.

Senator PORTER J. MCCUMBER,

Unitea States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:

We extend to you not only our thanks but the thanks of all our
friends for the resolution published in last night's papers. Our only
objectloiJ is you don't go far enough. Remember that we want reparation, restitution, and guaranties, as it is against our scruples to butcher
men and chlldren and devastate German towns. We must have an indemnity from Germany large enough to pay the relatives of the innocents who ha>e sufl'ereU, and in addition to this Germany, and Germany
alone, ·should pay for the rehabilitation of the countries she has
devastated.
GRIFFITH DunxEY Co.
CHICAGO, ILL., October 9, 1!J18.
Hon. P. J. MCCUMBER,

Unitea States Senate, Washington, D. C.:

Congratulate you o·n the resolutions you have presented rcgardinl?
the Max proposition. There should be no thought of anything but
evacuation of all allied territory and surrenuer of arms, ammunition, restoring all damaged property, indemnity for everything they have caused
the allies to expend, and restoration of Alsace anu Lorraine.
JOHN 0. HARRING.

l ..
~
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BATON ROUGE,

Senator

L.1., Octobel' 1, 1918.

McCuMBER,

Wash i ngton. D. C.:

Read your resolution in evening paper.
least demand we should make.

Hold to that.
DAVID

w.

That is the
CO::\fMEllO.

ST. PAUL, 1\liNN., October '1, 1918.

Senator

PORTER

J.

l\IcCUMBEn,

M ember Fot·eign R elations Committee, Wa.shington, D. C.:

Your resolution introduce<l to-day agains t any cessation of hostilities
until the Hun shall fully surrender. and ind.emnif~ must evoke the C?rdial response of every true Amencan. F1ght vigorously ; the entue
Northwest will support you.
JOHN R. MILLEn.
Mr. GORE. 1\lr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Minnesota yield to the Senator from Oklahoma?
Mr. KELLOGG. I yield for a question, but not if the Senator desires to take up any time in discussion.

ALIE

~s

IN Mll.ITARY SERVICE.

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I dislike to make any further draft
on the courtesy of the Senator from Minnesota, but I think
without any further debate the pending joint resolution (H . .T.
Res. 331) can be pa sed.
If the Senator \Vill allow me to say one word, I inferred from
the remarks of the Senator from Massachusetts [1\lr. LoDGE]
that he misapprehended the purpose of the pending joint resolution. I have since conferred with the Senator, and he assured
me that he would interpose no further objection. I ask for the
present consideration of the joint re olution.
,
There being no objection, the joint resolution was considered
as in Committee of the Whole.
' Mr. GORE. I will brieily state the object of the pending joint
resolution: Conventions have been entered into between the
United States on one hand and France and England on the other
permitting the reciprocal drafting and enlistment of their respective nationals. An Englishman might volunteer in the military
service of the United States or a Frenchman might be drafted
under these conventions, and if he lost an eye or a limb in France
fighting for the United States and our cobelligerents he might be
precluded from returning to the United States. This ought not
to be. The terms are limited to aliens who are lawful residents of the United States. In addition to that, an Englishman
miO'ht return home and be drafted or a Frenchman might return
to France and volunteer in the Army of France and might sustain injury and be forbidden the privilege of returning to this
·country. The pending resolution is designed to secure Englishmen and Frenchmen and others, who are lawfully in this country
and who enter our military service or that of the cobelligerents,
to return to the United States after such service, notwithstanding the immigration act of February 5, 1917.
Mr. KELLOGG. The Senator from Massachusetts [Mr.
LoDGE] is not here, and I hope the Senator will wait until he
comes into the Chamber before taking up the joint resolution.
Mr. GORE. I will say to the Senator that I conferred with
·t he Senator from Massachusetts since he interposed his objec. tion.
Mr. KELLOGG. I have no objection to the passage of the
joint resolution now if there is no objection to it.
1\Ir. GORE. 'Vith one further comment, I will say that England and France have entered into these conventions notwithstanding the absence of this legislation, but under protest and
with the confidence that it would be passed. Italy has witb·beld her signature from the convention and enlistment is being
delayed now. That is the reason for urgency in behalf of this
legislation. I hope it will pass.
·
The joint resolution was reported to the Senate without
amendment, ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and
passed.
T4XATION OF STATE GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES.

; Mr. KELLOGG. 1\Ir. President, I am aware that the great
absorbing question before the American people is th~ present
status of the war, and I have no desire to interrupt Senators
in the full discussion which has arisen over the proposition of
Germany looking toward an armistice and n~gotia.tions toward
settling the war; but, Mr. President, there is pending before this
body in the Finance Committee a revenue bill of surpassing
importance raising questions of great interest to the people of
this counh''Y, and I beg the attention of the Senate whi1e I submit some observations upon the power of the Federal Government to tax the gov~rnmental activities of tlie States.
·
The revenue bill as it vassed the House levies a tax on incomes
· deri>ed from interest on State and municipal bonds hereafter
to be issued, ns well ns upon ~alaries of State officers, and the
question now inYolyed is whether Congress has such power.
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This leads us to inquire npon what grounds this extraordinary power is hased. ::;orne Senators, I understand, base it
upon the sixteenth amendment, which ,...-as adopted solely for
the purpose of remoYing the restrictions of the Constitution
of the United States, requiring direct taxes to be apportioned
according to the census and enumeration. On the other hand,
the Senator from PennsylYania does not claim that any such
power was granted by this a mendment, but he bnses the right
of ta:x:ntion upon the war power of Con~i'ess; or, in other words,
upon the theory that in time of war the restrictions nnd limitations of the Constitution of the United States as to taxation are
suspended.
It is a question of surpassing importance, for if either of
these theories is conect, and this tax is levied, it marks a
departure from the fundamental principles of gowrnment recognized for more than 100 years and sustained by repeated decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States. It is also
a momentous step, because for the tirst time it invokes a power
which might be use<l to <lestroy or render ineffe~tual the State
governments. I do not bclieYe that tile necessities of the war
justify the Government laying its han<ls upon the sovereigntY,
of the States. The continuance of our dual form of government, the stability, independence, and effectiveness of our State
and municipal governments are of the greatest importance to
the peace and happiness of t11e Nation and the peq1etuity of our
institutions.
While I am a federalist, .and believe in a strong, vigorous
central government which no State can impair or impede in its
effectiveness and haYe so expres~ed my views on many occasions, I am equally a believer in the local government of the
States, n government which reaches more intimately the daily
life of the citizen and in which he more directly participates.
But I did not rise to discuss the science of a dual form of government. for ·these principles were enunciated by the framers
of the Constitution and have withstood the trials and vicissitudes
of succeeding generations. The extent of the power of the Federal Government to levy taxes was foremost in the minds of
the framers of the Constitution and the publicists of that day.
The Confederacy had suffered during the Revolution through
the want of this authority. On the other hand, tl1ere was great
jealousy in the States against an undue extension of Federal
power. Had there been any idea that there was placed in the
Federal Government the power to tax the very instrumentalities
of State governments no one believes that the Constitution
would have been ratified. That such was not the understanding
is not only made clear by contemporary discussions but by the
judicial and legislative history of this country for a century ·
and a quarter. I shall not attempt to state this entire history,
but shal1 confine myself principally to a discussion of those con·
stitutlonal principles defining his rights and powers of the Federal and State Governments, an<l the decisions of the courts
construing the Constitution and enunciating those principles.
Under these well-established principles the States have no
power to levy taxes upon the Instrumentalities of the Federal
Go>ernment, including a tax upon Government bonds or the income therefrom, the salaries of Federal officers, or upon the
exercise of any governmental authority. On the other hand, the
Federal Government bas no power to levy taxes upon the instrumenta1ities of the State, including State and municipal bonds
or the income therefrom, or the salaries of the State officers,
or upon the exercise of any governmental authority.
These rules or principles do not arise from any direct constitutional inhibition for there never has been any provision of
the Federal Constitution prohibiting the States from levying
taxes upon these instrumentalities of the Federal Government
or prohibiting the Federal Government from levying taxes upon
the instrumentalities of tbe States. The want of power arises
from the very nature of the sovereignty of the Federal Government and the limited sovereignty of the State government. I
do not deny that if the exercise of the legitimate powers of
the Federal Government conilicts with the attempted exercise of State powers, the latter must give way.
For instance, in the exercise of the power for the regulation
of interstate commerce, in sustaining the supremacy of the
treaties of tile Unite<l States, in declaring war, raising and.
supporting an army, the Federal Government is !n the ex~rcise
of its sovereign powers, which can not be obstructed or mterfere<l with by the States. But in war times as well as in peace
times taxes must be levied and 1·evenues collected according to
the rules of the Federal Constitution. For instance, while ConO'ress in the exercise of 'var power may lay ·an embargo upon
~11 exportation it can not l<>vy a tax upon such e:xportati~n.
If therefore, it Js claimed that Congres · may tax tbe mstrumentalities of State government , \Ye mm:t inquire by "·lmt authority under the Constitution this power comes.
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' The sixteenth amendment does not confer any power to tax
any article which Congress could not before properly tax, but it
simply remoYed the rule of apportionment among the States
according to census oJ~ enumeration. This is evident not alone
from the history of the amendment, but the Supreme Court bas
held, in construing this amendment since its adoption, that it
did not confer any power to tax any income or property which
was theretofore untaxable, but was enacted solely to remove the
rule of apportionment.
~'he Congress bas always had power to tax incomes and, in
fact, to tax all property, as was shown conclusively by the
speech of the Senator from Colorado [Mr. THo:u.As] and by the
speech of the Senator from Idaho [Mr. HonAn]. The words
" from whatever source derived " in the sixteenth amendment
confer no power whatever. The limitations upon the power oi
the Federal Government to levy taxes are contained in sections
8 and 9 of Article I of the Constitution, as follows:
SEc. 8. The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes, duties,
imposts and excises, to pay the debts and provide for the common
defense' and general welfare of. the United States; but all duties, i.mpo. ts and excise shall be uniform throughout the United States. * * *
No' capitation or other dlrect tax shall be laid, unless in propot•tion
to the cen us or enumeration hereinbefore directed to be taken.
In other words, duties~ imposts, and excises shall be uniform
throughout the State and direct taxes shall not be laid unless
in proportion to the census or enumeration provided by the Con·
stitution.
As I unders1:und the po ition of the Senator from Pennsylvania
[Mr. KNox]. he believes while in times of peace those restrictions upon the power of taxation ex:ist. yet in times of war, under
the all-encompnssing power of self-preservation, they do not
apply. If that is • o, then in war times duties, imposts, and
excises might be laid without being uniform throughout t11e
United State , and direct taxes on real estate migbt be levied
without apportionment In other words, taxes might be levied
·o n land in Ne\>,.. Yro·k and in no other State, and duties and
imposts might be laid on goods coming through the port of New
York and not through other ports, although the Constitution proyides that no preference shall be given by any regulation of commarce or revlmue to the ports of one State over those of another.
It must be remembered that when the Constitution .was adopted
~e had: just emerged from the struggle for independence, and
the subject of the respeetive powers of the Federal Government
aml the State was fresh in the mind of the statesmen. of that
time. Mr. Madison presented this question: wi:tb renuu:kable
clearness in the· Federalist during those memorable days in which
the adoption of the Constitution hnng in the balance. He said :
The Federnl and State (jo.-ernments are in fact but different agents
nnd trustees of tbe people, constituted with dtn'erent powers. and desig·
~mtcd for d..iftNent pu11poses.
Now, to the existence of the Statesthemselves necessary to the existence of the United States-the power
of taxatio-n ts lndispeasa·ble. It is an essential functhm of government . It was exercl ed l>,y tlle Col<tnies, at?d when the Colonies became
State~ both before and after the formation ot the confederation. it
was e~erdsed by the new gowrnments. Under the Articles o.f ConfedP..ratlon the Government or the- United States was limited in the
exet·cise o.l' this pow'!!' to requisitions up.on the States,. while the whole
power of direct and indlr(;>Ct ta.x tion of persons and property, whether
by ttue on polls~ or duties on imports, or duties on internal produetlon manutaetu:re, o~ use, was aclrnowledged to belong exclusivel.v to
th 'stat(ls. without any other l1mitation than that ot noni.nterferenee
with cerWn treaties made by Congr~ss. The- Constitution. it is true.
greatly chang-ed this condition of things. It gave the power to tax:,
both directly and indirectly, to the National Government, and, subject
to the one prohibition of any tl-\.3: upon exports and to the conditions
of uniformity in ~·e r.rcct to indirect and o.f proportion in respect to
direct taxes, the power was given without any express reservation. On
the other hand, no powe-r to tax exports or imports ex~pt for a single
purpose and to an insignificant extent, or to lay any duty on tonnage, was
permitted to the States.. In respect, however, to property, buslne-ss,
and per ons, within their res~cti.-e limits, their power of. taxation
remruned an<l remains entire. It is indeed a concurrent power, and
In the case of n: tax on tho same subiect by both Governments, the
claim oi the United States as the supreme authority must be preferred,
but with this quaUfication it is absolute. The extent to which it shall
be es.ercisefl, the subjects npon which it shall be exercised, and the
mode in which it shall be exercised are all equally within the discretlon
of the !e~islatures to which the Stutes commit the exerci e of the
power. That discretion IS restrained only by the will of the people
expressed in the State constitutions or through eledions, and !)y the
condition that it mu t not be so t!Sed a.s to burden or embarrass the
<>peratlons of the National Government. Th-ere is nothing in the Con-

:~~~~~e~h~? n~1r:~~P\~~\~fio~~thT~iz:~e a~E'~l[ej~s~bf!~!f~~~S ~i

ts n.s complete in the ~tate as the like power, within the limit of the
Con t1tut10n. ts· compiPtc in Congre . (Pollock <t'. Farmers' Loan &
Trust Co., HiT U. S., 560, 1, 2..)
That the si.:x.teenth amendment was not adopted to confer the
power to le;y income taxes is eviuent from the same judicial
bistory and from the decisions of the courts from the earliest
day to the pres ent time. Summarizing those decision it is snfficient to say that the taxing power was given to Congress in the
most. comprelle~sive t erm su.bject to the l~tations as to .uniform1ty of exciSe and d11he a.nd apportionment of dtrcct
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taxes, that no hint of any power to tax the State activities iS
contained in this long line of decisions.
I ask permission to insert as a part of my remarks some quo·
tations from the Supreme Court of the United States and from
states men of that time explaining these powers of taxation.
The Supreme Court of the United Stat es, in Pacific Co. t•.
Soule (7 Wall., 433), said:
The taxing power is given ln the most comprehensive terms. Tho
only Umltations imposed arc that dirret taxes, including the capitation
tax, snail be apportioned; that duties, imposts, and excises shall bo
unlform....E-nd no duty shall be impo ed upon articles exported from any
State. w lth these exceptionsThat is, as to uniformity and apportionment and exports from
Statesthe exercise of the power ls in ali respects unfettered.
Again, the Supreme Court said in Veazie v. Fenno (8 W:.1Il.):
Noth~ng 13 clearer from the iliscussions in the convention and tho
discussions which prP.ceded final ratification by the necessary number of
~tates 1han the purpose to give this power (to levy taxes) to Con"'ress
as to
the ta..-xatlon of everything except exports in its fullest extent.
0
•
•
.More compreh{>nsive wo.rds could not have been used. • • •
The words used certainly describe the whole power, and it was the in·
tention of the convention that the whole power should be conferred.
In the late case of Nichol v. Ames (173 U.S., 515) the Supreme
Court said:
It (Congress) has power from that instrument (the Constitution) to
lay and collect taxes, duties, i.mposts1 and excises in order to pay tho
debts and. ~rovide for the common derense and general welfare, and the
only constitutional restraint up.on the power is that all duties, imposts.
and excises shn.U te uniform throughout the United States, and that no
capitation. or other direct tax shall be laid unless in pro"portlon to tho
census or enumeration directed to be taken. and n.o tn.x or duty can
be laid on articles exported from any State. Thus guarded, the whole
power of taxation rests with Congress.
Again, in Bank v. Billings ( 4. l?et., 514), Chief Justice 1\Iarshall said:
The power of legislation and, consequently, of taxation op~ rate o
n.ll per ons and property lwlonging- to the bo<ly polttic.
Mr. Hamilton, in his Report on 1\Iannfacturers, said:
The National Legislature has express authority to Jay and collect tuxes,
duties. impost:;, ano excises ; to pay the debts and provide for th~ common defense and general WPlfare. with: uo other qualification than that
aJl duties, tmpost.s, and excises shall be uniform throughout the United
States.; th::~.t no capttati'J.n or other direct tax shall be laid unlcs in
proportion to numbers ascertained bl a census or ennmeration taken
on the prlnC'ipln pres.er-ibeu tn· the Constitution; and that no tax or
dutY' shall he laid on a-rttcles exported from any State. These thre
QUali.tications excepted. the power to raise money is plenary and indefi.nlte.
In the case of Brushaber v. Union Pa.citlc lla.ilroad Co. (240
U. ~.• 17), of the opinion considering the sixteenth runen<lment,
the Supreme Court said that this amendment does not confer
power t(} levy income ta.xe: • but tbat the anthQl'ity was alreatl~
possessed an.d never questioned.
Pollock v. Farmers• L. & T. Co. (157 U. S., G57) :
And this view wa expres~";e<l by- M.r. Chief Justice Chase in tho
License Tax Cases (5 Wall., 462, 471), when be said: .. It is true 1ho.t
the power of Con.,<>ress to tax 1 a very extensivG power. It is gi>Cll
in the Constitution. wtth only one exception and only two qualifications.
Congre s can not tax exports, an<l it must impose. direct taxes lly tho
rule of apportionment and Indirect taxes by the rt1le of uniformity.
Thus limited, and th·.u; only, it reaches every subj~ct, and may be cs.c~
cised at discretion." I come, now, to the consitleration of th(} decisions of the
Supreme Court of the United States directly passing upon the
question involved in this discussion. I shall not burden tho
Senate by reading extended quotation· from these opinions but
shall content myself with inserting them in the RECORD for tllb
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I believe. the following propo itions are- c ·tablishe~l as tho law
of this land;
Th C
h
t 1
t
th · t
e ongress a no power o evy axes upon
e ms runH'll•
talities of the States, nor the State to levy taxes upon the in·
strumentatities of the Federal Government, anu by instrumen·
talitie. I mean to include Federal and State officials, bonds, Ol'
the incomes therefrom, or the exercise of any powe1.· of government as distinguished from the exerci e of a pure business
power.
This does not arise from any direct prohibition in either tltc
Constitution of the United States or the States, but by reason
of the dual forlll of Government and the nece sity for tl1e exi tence of each anu the exercise of the nece ary governmentul
power. The exer<"isc of these governmental powers by each,
within its pmper sphere, unhampereu by the other, is nece~ ury
to its e:x:i tence. The Fe<leral Government is based upon the
indissoluble unity of the States, but the existence of the Stnto
government is us nece ary to the Union as the e:: d tence of the
Federal Government. The State government has more to rio
with tlle interior regulation than the Federal Govel'nment. Th~
maintenance of its taxing power anu its power to elect officer.,
, pny their sala.ric , to exercise all other f·unctions of goyernment,
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is as neces ary to the Union as the exercise of the powers of
the Federal Government.
It must be evident to anyone that if the Federal Government
may tax the bonds or the income from the bonds issued by
States, it may, by the exercise of that power, prevent the States
from realizing on such bonds. .And taxing the income of bonds
falls within the same inhibition as taxing the bonds themselves.
for the Supreme Court of the United States has thoroughly settled the proposition that a tax upon the income of property is a
direct tax upon the property itself, and in the question of.power
there is no distinction. If the Federal Government may tax the
salaries of State officers, it may place that tax at a prohibitive
rate. It is unfair to say that this is an extreme case and the
power would not be exercised, for the power to tax is the power
to destroy, and while a necessary power of government, it is as
necessary to the maintenance of independent State governments as to the maintenance of the Federal Government within
their respective spheres of action. So I say that there never
has been any specific prohibition against taxation, but this prohibition is inherent in the very form of our Government and has
been sustained from the earliest day of judicial pronouncement
to the present time.
The question was first decided by the Supreme Com·t of the
United States in the case of Weston against City Council of
Charleston (2 Peters, 449), opinion written by Chief Justice
1\.!arshall, in which it was held that"a tax on stock issued by the
United States and held by individual citizens is a tax on the
power to borrow money on the credit of the United States and
can not be levied by or under the authority of the State.
The opinion of the great Chief Justice is an absolute demonstration of this proposition, and applies with equal force to the
attempt of the Federal Government to tax the borrowing power
of the States. The Chief Justice said:
This brings us to tbe main question : Is the stock issueu for loans
made to the Government of the United States liable to be taxed by States
and corporations?
Congress has power "to borrow money on the credit of the United
States." The stock it issu~s is the evidence of a debt c1·eated by the
exercise of tbis power. The tax in question is a tax upon contract
subsisting betwten the Government and the individual. It bears directly upon that contract while subsisting and in full force. The power
operates upon the contract the instant it is framed and must imply a
right to affect that contract.
·
If the States and corporations throughout the Un1on possess the
power to tax a contract for the loan of money, what shall arrest this
principle in its application to every otber contract? What measure can
government au opt which will not be exposed to its influence?
But It is unnecessary to pursue this principle through its diversified
application to all tbe contra<ts and to the various operations of government. No one can be selE::ctPd which is of more vital interest to the
community than this of borrowing money on the credit of the United
States. No power has been confE-rred by the American people on their
Government th~ fr~e and unburdened exercise of which more deeply
nlrects every member of our Republic. In war, when the honor the
safety, the IDd-"p:>ndence of the Nation are to be defended, when nh its
r~>sources are to be strained to the utmost, credit must be brought in
ahl of taxation, and the abundant r evenue of peace and prosperity
must be anticipated to supply tbe <'Xigencies, the urgent demands, of
tbe moment. The people, for objects the most important which can
occur in the pro~ress of nations, have empowered their Government to
make these antic1pationst "to borrow money on the credlt of the United·
States." Can anything ue n:ore dangerous or more injurious than the
admission of a principle which authorizes every State and every corporation in the Union which pos. el'l es tbe right of taxation to burden
the exercise of this power at tbeir discretion?
-

In the case of Dobbins v. The Commissioners of Erie County

(16 Peters, 435) the Supreme Court held that the States can not

tax the salary of an officer of the United States.
The same principle was applied to an attempt of the Federal
Government to impose a tax upon the salary of a judicial officer
of the State. This was decided in the case of Collector v. Day
(11 Wallace, 113). The reasoning of the court seems so conclusive that I beg leave here to quote from the decision of l\lr.
Justice Nelson :
. We do not say the mere circumstances of the establishment of the
judicial department, and the appointment of officers to administer the
laws, being among the reserved powers of the State, disables the General
Government from levying the tax, as that depends upon the express
power " to lay and collect taxes{" but it shows that it is an original
inherent power never parted w th, and in respect to which the supremacy of that government does not exist and is of no importance in
d et ermining the question ; and further that being an original and reserved power, and the judicial officers appointed under it being a means
or instrumentality employt>d to carry it into effect, the right and necessity of its unimpaired exercise and the exemption of the officer from
taxation by the General Government stand upon as solid a ground and
are maintainerl by principles and reasons as cogent as those which led
to the exemption of the Federal officer in Dobbins t.l. The Commissioners of Erie from t axation by the State; for in this respect-that .
Is, in respect to the reserved powers-the State is as sovereign and
Independent as the General Government. And if the means and Instrumentalities employed by that government to carry into operation
the powers granted to it are, necessarily, and for the sake of selfpreservation, exempt from taxation by the States, why are not those
of the States depending upon their reserved powers, for like reasons,
equally exempt from Federal taxation? Their unimpaired existence in
the one case is as essential as in the other. It is admitted that tbere
is no express provision in tbe Constitution that prohibits the GPneral
Government from taxing the means and instrumentalities of the States,
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nor is there any prohibiting the States from taxing the m£>ans and instrumentalities of tbat government. In both cases the exemption rests
upon necessary implications, and is upheld by the great law of selfpreservation; as any government, whose means employed in conducting
its operations, if subject to the control of another and distinct government, can exist only at tbe mercy of that government. Of what avail
are these means if another power may tax them at discretion? (Collector t.l. Day, 11 Wall., 126, 127.)

Here I desire to remark that that opinion was rendered in
1870, and from that day to this there has never been a dissenting opinion by a single judge of the United States Supreme
Court upon this question. There have been dissents upon the
question involved in the Pollock case as to the power to levy
an income tax without apportionment; but all the judges in all
the decisions from that day to the present time have conceded
that the Federal Government had no power to tax the salaries
of State officers or the income from State bonds.
In the case of United States v . Railroad Co. (17 Wallace, 322),
the Supreme Court held that the Federal Government could not
levy a tax upon the income of railway bonds held by a municipality, being the city of Baltimore.
In the ease of Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co. (157 U.S.
430), reargued and decided in One hundred and fifty-eighlll
United States Statutes, page 601, the Supreme Court had the
identical question involved in the present law before it. Tbe
income-tax law of 1894 imposed a tax on all incomes which
would include revenues received from State bonds. The case
was elaborately argued. The court, after 'reviewing decisions
from the earliest date, including Weston v. Charleston (2
Peters, 449) ; Dobbins v. Commissioner (16 Peters, 435) ; Col- ·
lector v. Day (11 Wallace, 113) ; United States v. Railroad Co.
( 17 Wallace, 322) ; and other decisions, including the case of
Mercantile Bank v. New York (121 U.S., 138), said:
The Constitution contemplates the independent exercise by the Nation
and the State, sev€raliy, of their constitutional powers.
As the States can not tax the powers, the operations, or the property
of the United States, nor the means which they employ to carry their
powers into execution, so it has been held that the United States have
no power under the Constitution to tax either the instrumentalities or
the property of a State.
·
.
.A mun1cipal corporation is the representative of the State and one
of the instrumentalities of the State government. It was long ago
determined that the property and revenues of municipal corporations
are not subjects of Federal taxation.
0

•

•

•

•

~

0

It is contended that, although the property or revenues of the States

or their instrumentalities can not be taxed, nevertheless the income
derived from State, county, and municipal securities can be taxed. But
we think the same want of power to tax the property or revenues of
the States or tbeir instrumentalities exists in relation to a tax on the
income from their securities, and for the same reason. and that reason !s
given by Chief Justice Marshall in Weston 11. Charleston (2 Peters, 449).
where he ·said : "The right to tax the contract to any extent, when
made, must operate upon the power to borrow before it is exercised anu
have a sensible influence on the contract.. The extent of this influence
depends on the will of a distinct government. To any extent, however
inconsiderable, it is a burden on the operations of government. It may
be carried to an extent which shall tl.l'rest them entirely. • • • The
tax on government stock 1s thought by this court to · be a tax on the
contract, a tax on the power to borrow money on the credit of the ·
United States, and, consequently, to be repugnant to the Constitution."
Applying this language to these municipal securities, it is obvious that
taxation on the interest therefrom would operate on the power to borrow
before it is exercised, and would have a sensible Influence on the con- •
tract, and tbat tbe tax in question is a tax on the power of the States
and their instrumentalities to borrow mo.ney and, consequently, repugnant to tbe Constitution. (Pollock v . Farmers' L. & T. Co., 157 U. S.,
583, 584, 585, 586.)

While the decision upon the main point in the case as to ·
whether the income tax is a direct tax and must therefore be
apportioned, the court was divided, the opinion being by five of
the judges; yet upon the question of the taxation of the bonds
of municipal corporation it is well to note that there was no
dissent. :Mr. Justice White, now the Chief Justice, in writing
the dissenting opinion, stated:
In regard to the right to include in an income tax the interest upon
the uonds of municipal corporation, I think the decisions of this court,
holding that the Federal Government is without power to tax the
agencies of the Stab government, embrace such bonds, and that this
settled line of authority is conclusive upon my judgment here. It deter·mines the question that where there is no power to tax for any purpose whatever no direct or indirect tax can be imposed. The authorities cited in tbe opinion are decisive of this question. They are relevant
to one case and not to the .other, because in tb.e one case there is full
power in the Federal Government to tax, the only controversy being
whether the tax imposed is direct or indirect ; while in the- other there
is no power whatevet~ in the Federal Government, and therefore the
levy, whether direct or indirect, is beyond the taxing power.

The subject was again elaborately considered by the Supreme
Court of the United States in the case of Farmers' Bank v.
Minnesota (232 U. S., 516), which, I believe, is the last opinion
upon this subject, decided February 24, 1914, after the sixteenth
amendment had been adopted but this decision did not involve
a construction of that amendment for the reason that the tax
was levied before it went into effect. The court said:
But we deem it entirely clear that a tax upon the exercise of the
ftmction of issuing municipal bonds is a tax upon the operations of the
Government, and not in any sense a tax upon tbe property of the mu-
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nicipality. · And to tax the bonds as property in th~ hands of the h?lders
is, in the last analysis, to impose a tax upon the nght of the municipal·
tty to issue them.
•

•

•

$

•

*'

•

on this ground that United States bonds have alway~ bMn held
exempt from taxation under authority of the States. By like reasoning it bas come to be recognized that bonds issued by the .states are not
taxable by the Federal Government, and it was upon th1s ground that
this court held fn Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co. (157 U. S.,
439 584) thai: 'the income-tax provisions of the net of AugUst 15, 1894,
w.ere uncon titutlonal in that they imposed a tax up~n the income deri\ed from municipal bonds issued under the...: authon.ty ~f the States.
(Farmers' Bank v. Minnesota, 232 U. S., 52G-u27.)
It i
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ence all their resources, their man power, their ability and indi~
vidual energy with perfect confidence that the constitutional
rights of the citizens will be preserved.
I commend to my fellow Senators the language of the Su~
preme Court of the United Stat~ by Mr. Justice Davis, iu
Ex patte Milligan, Fourth 'Vallace, 125, in which that distin·
guished juri t ~ounded the rights under the Con titution il\
these mem01·able words :
1'his Nation, as experience ha proved, can not always r~main at
peace, and has no right to expect tbat it will alway have 'vi e and
humane rulers sincerely attached to the principle of the Constitution.
Wicked men, ambitious of power, with hatred of llberty and contempt
of law, may fill tbe place once occupierl by Wasliin<>ton and Lincoln.
and 1f this right is conceded and the calamities of w~r again befall us
the dangers to human liberty arc fclghtfull to contemplate. If our
fathers had failed to provide for just such a contingency they would
have been false to the trust reposed in them. They knew-tbe history
of the world mld them-tho Nation they were founding, be its exl tence
short or long, would be involved in war ; how often or how long con·
tlnued human foresight could not tell; and that unlimited power.wherever lodged at such a. time, was especially hazardous to tree me11.
For this, and other equally weighty reasons, they secured the inheritance
they bad foug.ht to maintain by incorporating in a written const1tu·
tlon tbc safeguards which time had proved were essential to it preservation. Not one of these safeguards can the Pre ident, or Congress, or
the judiciary distur.b.~ .•.~xcept the one concerning the writ of habeas
corpus. (Ex. parte .Mllligan, 4 Wall.~ 125.)

Such has been the settled construction of the Constitution
of the United States by the highest court of tJ?.e land for a periou
of nearly 100 years. It has been accepted by the people and
acted upon and under this salutary rule the Federal Government has ~excised all powers necessary to its existence, and the
State governments within their propel· sphere of action have
· exercised their functions. This has not only been the rn1e in
time of peace, but in time of war. . The Nation has passed
through four wars since the Constttntion w-as adopted and has
not suffered for want of power.
No one will deny that the War of the Rebellion ta:Jted the
resources of the Nation to its limit and yet the Supreme Court
of the United States held that. a tax ~evied in 18.64 upo.n the
I have the- most profound respect for the learning, ability, an<1
income of State officers and their salaries was an mfractwn of patriotism of the Senatol:' from Pennsylvania. But I am com·
the power of the States; that decision has remained as an pelled to dissent from his ·opinion, which bru hes aside those
authoritative construction of the Constitution for nearly 50 established principles upon which our Government was founded
years True the Attorney General who argued thnt case evi- and whicll. have withstood tlle torms of war and the trials o..C
dently did n~t press upon the court the position that the consti- peace, and likens them "to many fictions of the law which were
tutional limitations were suspended ~uring war, nor did th~ ~is invoked to ward off the bugaboos whose unreality we now clearlY.
tinguished judges who sat in that tr;bu~al e~ress any oprnwn comptehend."
upon this·question, although necessa1.·1ly mvolV'~d in the case. A_t
The principles which I enunciate are broad, fundamental
that time, evidently the theory of the suspensiOn of~. Consti- principles of the Government, without which the so\ereigu power
tution during war had not be~n tlli?ught of by tl_le JUnsts and of the Nation or the limited so\ereignty of the State is a
statesmen who impressed their ability upon this remarkable mockery.
period of American history. It remained for statesmen of a lat~r
It is idle to say that taxation is not a power to destroy and
day to discover this principle; but is it not rem?-rkable, if i:?I~ , coulu not be so interpreted without its abuse. All human power
1s a correct principle of om· Government, that m the framme. is subject to abuse, but I will relllind the di Unguished Senator
of the Constitution it was not given e:rpression or in th~ long that under the legitimate power of taxation the Federa.l Govern..
judicial history of the powers of government no one, until this ment taxed out of existence, and rightly so, the power of the
day has thought of it?
.
States to issue money through State banks. The trouble is, the
M.r Pre ident I a k permis ion to in ert as an appendiX (A) power once conceded, what constitutional limitations et the
to my .remarks ~cerpts from the brief of the Attorney Gener~.l botmcls to its exercise and who is to deteTmine what is abuse of
and Mr. Ropes, of Bo ton, who rel?resented the Governm~nt ~n the power! If we once concede, as the great Chief Justice
the case in Eleventh .Wallace, which in\olved a tax levied In Marshall said, that the States may tax one instrument em·
ployed by the Government in the execution of its powers, they
l8~~;e PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so or- may tax any and eTery other instrument. " They may tax the
mail; they may tax the mint; they may tax patent rights; the3j
dered.
l\lr KELLOGG. 1\Ir. President, I shall not deny the right of may tax the papers of the customhouse ; they may tax judicial·
the E;ederal Government to exercise to the limit all the power ' process; they may tax all the means employed by the Govern~
nece ary to the pre cr\ation of the Nation, and I .ha'Ve, in. t~1is ment to an excess which would defeat all the ends of government.
Sellll te gone far beyond many of my associates m sustmnmg They did not design to make their Government dependent on
the w~r power of Congress and the President ; but I am not the States."
one of those who believe that the Constitution is suspended in
Later the Supreme Court, quoting thi. · language, applied it
time of war. There is, I think, some JD.!.sapprehension as to the with equal force to the right of the Federal Government to tax
nature of the war power. It is not a power dehors the Con- the legitimate exercise of powers by the State government within
stitution, but one granted by the Consti~tto·n and to be exer- its limited sphere of action. There being no constitutional incised coordinately with other powers therem conferred. upon the hibition, I know of no reason, so far as the taxing power of
. Federal Government. In so far as it is legislative, it is vested . the State is concerned, why it should not reach the income from
in Congress; in so far as it is executive, it is vested in the liberty bonds as well as the Federal Government to reach tho
:President. In a general way, war power includes the power of income from State bonds.
• aeclarinO' war, raising and supporting an Army and Navy, dlrectThe Federal Government is sh·onger when exercised within
' tng military operations, pro~iill:ng regulations for. ~he trial of constitutional limits. The Government is more enduring be.·
1
offen es bY a court-martial w1thin the theater of m1htary opera- cause it is based upon indissoluble union of the States, and with·
. tion , and' many other subsidiary powe1·s which it is tmneces~ary out the States there .can be no union of States, and without the
for me to mention. But in the exercise of all the other functwns sovereign power of the States there can be no States. I do not
!of government, the legislative, including ~e p~wer of. ta~atio?, deny the right of the Feueral Go\ernment in war times to sei.ze
the judicial, and executive, the Constitution ~ as bmdmg . m any property, to enter into any domain, to exercise any power
iwar times as in peace titnes. This is not only m harmony with nece. sary to the preservation of the Union. Such a power is well
the spirit of democratic institutions, but in harmony With the illustrated by the example instanced by the Senator from Pennsylvania, in which he stated that if a foreign foe should occupy,
I judicial pronouncements of our courts.
In a very noted case, the case of Johnson against Jones. 44 the capitol at Harrisbm·g the United State might enter the
Illinois 165 following the decision in the Milligan case in 4 capitol and destroy it as a war measure. No one denies this
1 :Wallac~. Mr: .Justice Breese, in a separate opinion, said:
principle.
The armies of the United States may destroy any property,
I 1 cordially concur in the sentiment that the Constitution of the United
States was designed by its framers, and has been hitherto so understood take possession of any place for t11e purpose of defense or agby the people, to be the same protecting instrument In war as bt peace ; g:r
ion-this is the war power. But when Congre s comes to
that a state of war does not enlarge the powers of :tnY one depru.-tment
of the Government established by lt, nor hn:s any one of these defend- levy a system of taxes, to exercise its le<>'islative powers when
1
ants any right. to urge " necessity " or " extraordinary emergencies " as the other departments of the Go\ernment arc exercising their
a plea. for the usurpation of powers not v-anted. The first is the
•tyrant's plea. and the other places the dearest rights of the citizen at powers, both in war and in peace, it doe so in the manner
the mercy of a dominant party, who have only to declare " the emer· and under the limitations pointed out by the Constitution.
gency" which they can r£>adily create pretexts for, whicll bad men ·are The power -of taxation and the manner of it · exerci ·e conferred
keen to find and eager to act upon. There can be, and the1·e should be, · by the Constitution were deemed sufficient to satisfy tim needs
no higher law for the conduct of the Government in its relation to the
of the United States in times of war. If they are not, the people
citizen than the Constitution of the United State-s.
I believe that in n democracy like ours the Nation is stronger have reserved the powe1· to change the Constitution. Nor is the
when the people can throw into the mighty struggle for exist· pther illustration given by the distinguished Senator any more
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apt in its application. He cites as an illustration of the war
pow.er of the Nation the soldiers and sailors' civil-lights bill,
which suspended the sovereign ·p ower of the State to collect
taxes due from soldiers and sailors. The two acts are clearly
distinguishable. In the latter case the soldier or the sailor has
actually entered the service of the United States Army or Navy.
It is a part of the power as well as of the duty of the Government
to protect him during this term of service. It is a far cry from
the exercise of this power to the exercise of the power of the
Federal Government to tax: the governmental functions of the
States.
The Senator from Pennsyl\ania made a statement in his address as follows :
Aside even from the extraordinary exactions of war. the national
e<'onomy may hardly withstand the effect, if the theory of exemption .be
carried to its logical conclusion. The modern tendency may result in
a ~tate's increased socialization of various profitable enterprises. Apply
the theory of State exemption and a State might conceivably takt- over
so many interests as to remove as a source of Federal revenue the bulk
of its taxable wealth.

The Supreme Court of the United States in the case of South
Carolina v. United States (199 U. S., 438) has answered com·
pletely the argument of the Senator. The court there distinguished between functions of a governmental character and of·
a purely business character, and held that the issue of bonds,
the creation of offices, and the fixing of salaries are govern·
mental functions. If the State goes outside -o f that and enters
into competition with its citizens in doing ordinary business the
prope1iy may be subject to taxation.
In that case, as Senators will remember, the Supreme Court
sustained the revenue law levying n tax upon spirituous liquors
that the State was handling through its local dispensaries. But
the judges writing the majority as well as the dissenting opin·
ion pointed out that by a long line of decisions it had been
settled in this country that in exercising the power of borrowing money, creation of offices, and the payment of salaries the
States ru·e exercising strictly governmental functions as distinguished from business functions and t1'lat the income from
such bonds and from salaries of State officers is not subject to
taxation by the Federal Government.
So we need have no fear that if socialism, in its march. shall
t;.,'l.ke over to the States all the business of the Nation, the Federal GoYernment will be deprived of the power of laying its
hands tipon the property and the income to satisfy its needs.
The debates in Oongress show that one of the objects of
the sixteenth amendment was to meet any extraordinary emergency which might occur in times of war, and that whBe ordi·
nary revenues might be sufficient for the Government in time
of peace there might come a time when this powel' of taxation
would become necessary to the life of the Nation. If it is true
that there is no limit to the power of taxation in time of war,
the sixteenth amendment was entirely unnecessary to meet this
o!Jject which Senators and Representatives had in mind.
TJ1e Federal Government could levy dir ect taxes without apportionment, could tax exports, although it is a fundamental
principle of the Constit:ution that such exports shall never be
taxed. It could stop th e exercise of State government, because
these governments are a drain upon the resources of the Nation.
It could runalgamate the States into one upon the theory of
economy. It could tax: the bonds of other States, in fact, any
securities held by any State in its treasury. The State of Minnesota holds $28,000,000 of the bonds of other States and securities of its own municipalities. If the power of war taxation
exists to the extent claimed by the Senator from Pennsylvania,
the Federal Government can tax those bonds.
Mr. President, it has been said that we are in this war to
make democracy safe; we are in the war not alone to ma:ke
democracy safe, but to make our democracy safe, to maintain
our right to existence as the leading representative democracy
of the world. 'Ve are fighting to preserve our institutions. We
can best do so by maintaining those institutions in all their
force and strength. maintaining the constitutional rights of -citizens and of the State governments. It is an old saying that
encroachment upon constitutional rights do not come boldly by
the assertion of the right of usurpation, but insidiously under
the guise of neces ity. It is easy in time of war for us to overstep the bounds of liberty as laid down in the Bill of Rights,
but one step is apt to lead to another. It is z specious argument, I believe, to say that we are exempting a large amount of
:wealth from taxation. Experience has shown that the people
of the States are subject to less burden if they sell their securi·
ties exempt from taxation, because they save in interest a
greater sum fhan they would reap in benefit by taxation. This
has been the policy of the States, as well as the policy of the
Federal Government. Because we are now called upon to issue
an unparalleled amount of Federal bonds and have deemed it
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unwise to exempt them hom special surtaxes during the war; ·
should we attempt to reverse the policies of the States and tax
State bonds which _have been issued under the solemn promise
of the State governments and under the decisions of the Su·
preme CoQ.rt exempting them from taxation? What would be ,
thought of a law which would tax the income of the 3!- per cent
liberty bonds after the solemn pledge of Congress? What
would be thought of a law that would tax the income of the
bonds we issued prio1· to that time tax free? The same thing
will be thought of the Federal Government if it undertakes to
tax the bonds which the .States have issued under as high
authority and exempted in the same way.
Furthermore we do not attempt to place a normal tax upon
the income of Federal bonds. but this bill woul<l place not only
a normal tax but a surtax upon the income received from State
bonds. We exempt a large amount of Federal bonds. We pro-.
pose to exempt only $5,000 of State bonds. It is useless to disguise the real object of this bill. It is to deter the States and
municipalities from exercising that sovereign power. The
States and municipalities are responding splendidly to the request of the Federal Government not to issue bonds. but it is
absolutely necessary to the welfare of local commumties that
some bonds be is£ued, and I believe we can rely upon the patriotism of the people to carry on this policy.
After a very careful consideration of this subject, I am convinced tha,t if any power exists to tax the instrumentalities of
the State it must be found in the sixteenth amendment. 'Ve either
have the power or we do not have it. In order properly to construe this amendment we must know the state of the law prior
to its adoption, the defect or wrong intended to be remedied,
and the object to be attained by the amendment to the Constitution. This, I think, every Senator will admit. The Supreme
Court of the United States has time and again held that while.
of course, the individual opinions of Senators and Representa·
tives will not be considered for the purpose of construing a:
particular law~ that the history of the times, the judicial and
legislative history of the particular law, including debates in
Congress, will be resorted to for the purpose of such construe~ .
tion, no principle f eonstruction which can be invoked is
stronger than this, for it demonstrates the very reason for the
enactment of the amendment. Let us then consider what was
the state of the law and exactly what Congress, the -states, and
the people generally attempted to accomplish by the amendment to the Constitution.
First, bear in mind that at the time of its adoption it was thor~ 
oughly established by an unbroken llne of decisions of the Su·
preme Court that there was an entire want of power in the Federal Government to tax these State instrumentalities or the State
to tax: those of the Federal Government, and that a tax upon
the income of bonds or the salaries of State officials comes within
this inhibition. That this was not by reason of any specific
constitutional inhibition but by reason of the fact that such
power of taxation was inconsist-ent with the exercise of that
sovereign power necessary to the maintenance of Government.
In the very decision of the Pollock case, which gave rise to
this constitutional amendment, the court was unanimous upon
this proposition, although divided upon the main question. Let
us now see what was this decision and what the Congress and
the legislatures of the States and the people understood they
were accomplishing. It will be remembered in the law of 1894
Oongress provided for an income tax:. which included the income
from municipal bonds, from real estate, and other property. It
was elaborately .argued by most distinguished counsel, was rear-·
gued and reaffirmed. I do not propose to take the time of the
Senate to discuss the merits of this case. In the two cases the
opinion was five judges holding the law unconstitutional and
fonr judges dissenting. The whole history of this constitutional
inhibition was considered, including the various decisions in the
ea1·ler days of the Republic. It was finally decided that a tax
on the income of property was a direct tax and therefore void
because not apportioned among the States; that the court would
consider the source from which the income was derived in determining this question, and it was this consideration which gave
rise to the constitutional amendment, giving Congress power :
to levy from whatever source derived without apportionment.
These questions hating been settled by the Supreme Court of
the United Stat , an agitation immediately commenced in the
country looking toward an amendment of the Constitution to
remove the inhibition providing that taxes must be apportioned
according to the census or enumeration. It was discussed in the
platform of political parties, by Senators, Representatives, and
in the .public press, particularly during the campaign in the fall .
of 1908, which resulted in the election of l\Ir. Taft. Lawyers and
public men were divided as to the soundness of these decisions, ·
although not divided as to what the decisions meant. l\!nny
exvressed the view that if the subject was again submitted to
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the conrt, in >iew of the far-reaching effect of this opinion, there
might be a different decision.
'Vhen the tariff bill came before Congress in the spring of
1909, so strong- was the sentiment for an income tax that Senator Cummins and Bailey each . introduced amendments to
the tariff bill providing for a tax on incomes. Both SenatOl'S
admitted tbat the passage of either of these amendments would
again raise the question of the validity of such tax, decided in
the Pollock case, by reason of the apportionment provision of
the Constitution. But no claim was made that the Constitution
should be changed to grunt the right to Congress to tax the
State instrumentalities. In fact, these amendments provided
for the exemption of the incomes from State, municipal, and
Federal bonds and the salaries of State officers. Elaborate discussion then took place in Congress, participated in by Senators
CUMMINS, Bailey, BoRAH, NELSON, and many others, as to the
soundness of the opinion in the Pollock case and the necessity
of having an amendment to the Constitution changing the rule
of apportionment.
With the permission of the Senate, I will attach as Appendix
B a refert>nce to the discussions in Congress, which mny enable
Senators to find them without difficulty.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so
ordered.
1\Ir. KELLOGG. President Taft thereupon, on June 16, 1909,
sent a special me~sage to Congress calling attention to this decision holding that income taxes were direct taxes and therefore
must be apportioned, stating that it might be indispensable to
the Nation's life in a great crisis that the power should exist
to levy such taxes. Among other things he said:
I therefore recommend to the Congress that both Houses, by a twothirds vote, shall propose an amendment to the Constitution conferring
the power to levy an income tax upon the National Government without apportionment among the States in proportion to population. This
course is much preferred to the one prof.osed of reenacting a law once
judlciaUy declared to be unconstitutiona . • • • I recommenrl then
first the atioption of a joint resolution by two-thirds of both Houses
proposing to the States an amendment to the Constitution granting
the Federal Government the right to levy and collect an Income tax
without apportionment among tbe States according to the population.

And, second, be recommended the corporation tax.
The first amendment was introduced by Senator Brown, of
Nebraska, on April 27, CoNGRESSIONAL REcoRD, volume 44, part 2,
page 1548, which was as follows :
1

Resolved, etc., The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes
\In incomes and inheritances.

On June 17, CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, volume 44, part 4, page
3377, ·senator Brown introduced another amendment, as follows:
The Congress shall have power to lay and collect direct taxes on
incomes without apportionment among the several States according
to popula tlon.

On the previous day, June 16, the date 1\fr. Taft's message was
delivered, Senator NELsoN introduced an amendment. as it was
finally reported by the Committee on Finance, which is substantially the same as Senator Brown's last amendment, with
the words" from whatever source derived" added. The amendment was reported by Senator Aldrich, chairman of the Finance
Committee, as follows :
ART. XVI. The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on
Incomes from whatever source derived without apportionment among
the several l:itates and without regard to the census or enumeration.

T
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the question as to whether this amendment did grant to the Federal Government the power to tax municipal bonds and salaries
of State officers. Senator BoRAH, in a very able speech before
the Congress, demonstrated, I believe, that such power was not
granted by the sixteenth amendment; and the Hon. Elihu Root,
who was a Member of the Senate at the time the amendment was
submitted, replied in a letter to the same effect. Much public.
discussion took place at this time, and no one, so far as my
knowledge goes, took the position that it did grant any such
power. Subsequently the Legislature of New York ratified the
amendment.
For the convenience of Senators I will state that Senator
Root's letter appears in the CoNGREssro~AL RECORD of March 1,
1910, volume 45, part 3, page 2539.
Mr. THOMAS. If the Senator will permit me, I will state
that I inserted it in my remarks last week when I made some
observations upon thil:> question.
Mr. KELLOGG. I had forgotten. I think it is very pertinent
'to state here that Gov. Hughes, who raised that question in the
State of New York, has, since the adoption of the sixteenth
amendment, as judge of the Supreme Court of the United States,
concurred in the opinlon In the Brushaber case in Two hundred
and fortieth United States, in which it was held that the amendment did not extend the taxing power of the Federal Government
to any new subjects. I have every reason to believe that the
distinguished jurist, who was then governor of New York, had
not, prior to the time of his message, given this subject careful
consideration.
Subsequently the Legislature of New York ratified the amendment, and the Legislature of New Jersey, upon the same representation, in a message delivered by Gov. Fort, ratified the
amendment upon the ground that it did not grant to the Federal
Government the power o:i; taxation o'er instrumentalities of the
State.
But I submit that a consideration of the language of tha
amendment, as well as its history, demonstrates that it was not
intended to and does not confer any such extraordinary power.
It does not authorize the levy of the income tax from whatever
source derived as such, but from whatever source derlve<l without apportioning the same among the several States. The
power to levy income taxes theretofore existed. That this was
the understanding of the Congress is borne out by the fact that
when Senator Brown was discussing his fu·st amendment, which
authorized the Congress to lay and collect taxes on incomes and
inheritances, Senator Rayner pointed out to him that the Congress already had that power. Undoubtedly this view prevailed,
because Senator Brown shortly thereafter introduced another
amendment, which, with the exception of the words "from
whatever source derived," is the same as the one finally adopted.
It will be said that the words" from whatever source derived"
are all-embracing and sufficient to include the power to tax the
instrumentalities of the States.
If the words were considered separate from the text of the
amendment it might be so, but the amendment is practically one
sentence. It is the levy of an income tax from whatever source
derived without apportionment that the Congress authorized.
The sources from which the revenue was derived were discussed
elaborately in the Pollock case in order to determine whether
they were in effect direct taxes or not.
t
If this is true they are sufficient to authorize the Federal Gov.
ernment to levy taxes upon State property, upon securities in
the treasury of the States, upon the exercise of judicial anrt.
legislative power. I do not believe anyone will contend that ·
such is its scope. Furthermore, the language is entirely consistent with the object the people bad in adopting the amendment. It must be remembered that in the Pollock ca e it was
necessary for the court to consider the source from which the
1ncome was derived in order to decide that a tax upon the income
was equivalent to a tax upon the property.
But in this matter of interpretation we are fortified by the
decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States in three
cases decided since the amendment was adopted in which it
was held that it was not adopted for the purpose of granting
any power of taxation over any subject, but solely to remove
the inhibition against levying direct taxes without apportionment. (Bushaber v. U. P. R. Co., 240 U. S., 1; Santon '!' . Baltac
Mining Co., 240 U. S., 103 ; Peck v Lowe, decided May !:!0, 1918,
and not yet reported)
In the first cnse the Chief Justice, who wrote the principal
dissenting opinion in the Pollock case, not only explained tho
language ".from whatever source derived," but stated clearly the
object of the amendment. He said:
·

I have examined the debates in Congress upon the amendment
to the tariff bill proposing an income tax and the debates upon
the constitutional amendment, and nowhere is there a suggestion that the amendment was intended to authorize Congress
to levy an income tax on any subjects not theretofore within
its taxing power. In fact, after the most elaborate discussions
of the reasons lying at the foundation of the opinion in the
Pollock case, and after review of the entire history of the constitutional restrictions as to direct taxes without apportionment,
the entire discussions in Congress show that the object of the
amendment was not to grant any power to levy income taxes,
as that power already existed, but simply and alone to remove
the restrictions as to the manner of levying the tax, namely, the
restriction of apportionment according to the census or enumeration.
· In all these debates no mention was made that the amendment was being submitted to the legislatures of the States for
the purpose of giving the power to the Federal Government to
tax municipal securities or the salaries of State officers or any
other instrumentality or activity of the State governments or
that was one of the objects. Is it not strange that if such a farreaching power was to be.conferred on the Federal Government,
mention of it was not made in the debates of either House of
Congress in the public discussions or in the press? When the
While not questioning at all that in common understanding it was
.amendment came up for consideration by the Legislature of direct
merely on income and only indirect on property in a constituNew York in 1910, Mr. Ilugbes. who was then governor, raised tional sense, since to bUI'den an income by a tax was from the point
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ot substance to burden the property from whlch the Income was derived, and thus accomplish the very thing which the provision as to
apportionment of direct taxes was adopted to prevent.

•

•

•

•

•

•

It is clear on the face of this text that 1t does not purport to confer
power to levy income tax£>s in a generic sense--an authority already
possessed and never questioned-or to limit and distinguish betwPen
one ldn<l of income taxes and another, but that the whole purpose of
the amendment was to relieve all income taxes when imposed from
apportionment from a eon ideration of the source whence the income
was derived. Indeed, in the light of the history which we have giv£>n
and of the decision in the Pollock case and the ground upon which the
ruling in that case was based, there is no escape from the conclusion
that the amendment was drawn for the purpose of doing away for the
future with the principle upon which the Pollock case was decidedthat is, of determining whether a tax on income was direct not by a
consideration of the burden placed on the taxed income upon which it
directly operated, but by taking into view th~ burden which resultl'd
on the property from which tbl' income was derived-since in express
terms the amendment provides that income taxes, from whatever source
tf\e income may be derived, .s hall not be subject to the regulation of
apportionment. tllushaber v. U. P. R. Co., 240 U. S., 16-18.)

Again considering the subject in the Stanton case (24o-u. S.,
112) the Supreme Court said:
The contention is that as the tax here imposed is not on the net
product, but in a sense somewhat equivalent to a tax on the gross pt•oduct, of the wotking of the mine by the corporation, therefore the tax is
not within the put·vicw of the sixteenth amendment, and consequently
it must be treated as a direct tax on property because of its o·wuersbip,
and as such void for want of apportionment. But aside !rom the obvious error of the proposition intrinsically considered, it manifestly disregards the fact that by the previous ruling it was settled that the provisions of the sixteenth amendment confen-ed no new power of taxation,
bot simply ~t-ohibited the previous complete and plenary power ol
income taxation posse ed by Congress from the begmning from being
taken ont of the category of indirect taxation to which it inherently
belonged and being placed In the category of direct taxation, subject to
appvrtionment by a consideration of the sources from which the income
was derived; that is. by testing the tax not by what it was, a tax on
income, but by a mistaken theory deduced from the origin or source of
the income taxed. Mark, of course, in saying this, we are not here
considering a tax not within the provisions of the sixteenth amendmE"nt; that is, one in which the regulations of apportionment or the
rule of unlformity is wholly negligible because the tax Is one entirely
beyond the scope of the taxing power of Congress and where consequE.>ntly no authority to impose a borden either direct or indirect exists.
(Stanton v. Baltac Mining Co., 240 U. S., 112.)

In the last case of Peck against Lowe the court again stated
with clearness and p1·ecision that ·the sixteenth amendment did
not extend the taxing power to any new subjects.
said:

The court

The sixteenth amendment, although referred to in argument, has no
real bearing and may be put out 1f view. As pointed out in recent
decisions, it does not extend the taxing power to new or excepted su!r
jects, but merely removes all occasion, which otherwise might exist, tor
an apportionment among the States of taxes laid on income, whether it
be derived from one source or another. (Brushaber v. Union Pacific
R. R. Co., 240 U. S., 1, 17-19; Stanton v. Baltac Mining Co., 240 U. S.,
108, 112-113.)
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From tb£> above consid£>ratlons, among others, the principle may rea·
sonably be deduced that the United States Government in the exercise
of its granted powers can reach every man and every dollar in this
country. The common defense and general welfare .demand this : All the
resources of each State were liable to the full for these purposes to each
State before acceding to the Constitution; now they are all av.a.ilable1
under the limitations of the Constitution, for the general Government.

•

•

•

•

•

•

· We pass to a consideration of the objections to this view urged by the
defendant in error.
·
1. It is urged that within the sphere of their jurisdiction tbe States
are as independent of the Federal Government as that Government,
within its sphere, is independent of the States; and that a government
whose officers a1·e taxed can not ~ considered independent. But this
independence of the States ts confined to a certain sphere by the terms
of th~ objection. That is to say, it is an independence consistent with
the supreme authority of another government over its citizens and its
property for certain of the most important purposes of government. Can
that State, 1t may be pertinently ur!?ed, be in any sense independent, all
of whose citizens may, against tht>n will, be drafted into the Army 'l
Can that State be considered independent, all of whose citizens, except
its officers (to adopt the dl'fendant's theory for a moment), may be at
any time deprived by another government of a percentage of their
income to defray the expense of a war. for instance, to which they are
all opposed? In fine, is it any more an abridgment of the independence
and sovereignty of a State to tax the agents of the people than to tax
the people themselves? (Collector, pp. 2, 5, 6, vol. 7, file copies of
brief, clerk's office.)

APPENDIX B.
[From the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, 61st Cong., 1st sess.]
Remarks by Senators during Senate's consideration of proposed amendment in form of income-tax law to the then pending tarilr bill on the
question of the power of the Federal Government to tax the income
derived from State and municipal bonds :
Senator Bailey, April 15, 1909, page 1351.
S<.>nator Bailey, April 26, 1909, page 1540.
Senator Burkett. April 26, 1909, pa~e 1540.
Senator Bacon, M_ay 3, 1909, page 1683.
Senator NELSO.'', May 3, 1909, page 1683.
Remarks on fioor of SQilate upon submis::::ion of proposed income-tax
amE-ndment to Federal Constitution, pages 1568 to 1570, inclusive.
Remarks and debates on floor of House of Representatives pertinent
to the ·then pending and proposed income-tax amendment to Federal
Constitution, pages 43.89 to 4441; inclusive.
Memorandum joint resolution for income-tax amen.d ment to Federal
Constitution, S. J. Res. 8, 25, 39, 40; II. J. Res. 51.
[From the Co~GRESSIONAL RECORD, 61st Cong., 2d sess.]
Letter of Senator Root to Frederick 1\1. Davenport then a member of
the New York State Legislature, dated February 17, 1910, pertinent to
the scope of the then penlllng and proposed· income-tax amendment to
Federal Constitution i also, speech of Senator BoRAH on the same subject
and pertinent remarKs of Senator Bailey and Senator Brown imme<lin tely subsequent to said speech.
Senator Brown, letter ot Senator Root, March 1, 1910, pages 2i>392540, inclusive.
Senator BORAH~ speech, February 10, 1910, pages 1694-1698, inclusive.
Senator :Salley, remarks, February 10, 1910, pages 1694-1699, inclusive.
Senator Brown, remarks, February 10, 1!>10, pages 1698-169!>, inclusive.

These are clear statements of the meaning of the sixteenth
amendment when the whole subject was fresh in the mind of
the court. And while, of course, the question litigated in the
ca e was not the power to tax State bonds or salaries of State
DAYLIGHT-SAVING LAW.
officers, the cope and meaning of the amendment was necessarily involved and the court spoke three times with deHberaMra ROBINSON. I renew the request I made during the morntion and emphasis. This judicial expression is in harmony with ing hour for the immediate consideration of the bill ( S. 4982)
the entire history leading up to its adoption and in harmony to amend section 3 of an act entitled "An act to save daylight
with the settled principles of the Constitution.
and provide standard time for the United States," approved
I do not belie~e there is any such exigency In the Federal March 19, 1918. It is a bill providing for the extension of dayGo~ernment to require this doubtful and dangerous experiment. light saving, and the Committee on Interstate Commerce have
From the statements of the s~cretary of the Treasury but small reported it unanimously.
revenue will be received. The tax is not imposed on the inThere being no objection, the bill was considered as in the
comes of bonds heretofore issued, but only upon the incomes of Committe of the Whole~ .and it was reatl as follows:
bonds hereafter to be issued. In time of war, when of necessity
Be it enacted, etc., That sE-Ction 3 of the act entitled "An act to save
all powers of the Federal Government are mar haled. when dayllgbt and to provide standard time for thE' UnitE-d States," approved
there is a great concentration of power, let us not, under the March 19, 1918, ~. and the same is herl'by, amended to read as follows:
"SEc. 3. That hereafter the standard time of each zone shall be the
guise of war, undertalte to change the fundamental principles same
as that in elrect on October 1, 1918, or one hour in ad'vance of the
under which the States and Federal Go~ernments maintain mean asttonomical time of the degree of longitude governing each zone,
respectively, and as thas established shall remain fixed and determined.'
their separate existence.
The bill was repo1·ted to the Senate-without amendment, orAPPE~DIX A.
dered to be engrossed fq_r a third reading, read the third time,
Tbe plaintitr in error maintains the constitutionality of the tax on and passed.
tbe general principle that, in the exercise of its granted powers, the
Fe·deral Government is supreme; that, under the general power of taxation, every man and every thin~ throu.ghout the country (exports excepted) are subject to taxatjon m the discretion of Congress, provided
that the power be exercised for the purpose declared ln the Constitution
and not for unauthorized purpose and that the conditions of its exercise, prescribed in the Constitution, uniformity, etc., be complied witb.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Suppose the defendant in error had been drafted into the Army under
a general conscription law, would his office have saved him? It 1t
would, how far is this ~xemption to extend? Are justices of the peace
exempt? Are aldermen exempt? And is it to be supposed for a moment
that tbe number of persons exempt in a particular State from mllltary
duty d~pends on the laws of that State? We are not speaking of a law
drafting into the Army all probate judges; that would be a law which
tbe court would probably conside-r as not aimE'-d at legitimate purposes ;
but we are asking whether the fact of a man't'l holding a commission as a
~ja!i~.udge exempts him from serving in the United Stat_es Army in time

CL.A.IMS FOR DAMAGES TO PRIVATE PROPERTY.

l\1r. FLETCHER.

I ask unanimous consent for the consideration of the bill ( S. 4945) to amend an act entitled "An act to
give indemnity for damages caused by American forces abroad,"
approved April 18, 1918.
Mr. CURTIS. Let the bill be read first.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill will be read.
Mr. FLETCHER. It was reported from the Committee on
Military Affairs and it is urged by Gen. Pershing.
Mr. CURTIS. Is it a unanimous report?
Mr. FLETCHER. Yes. There is a communication from GeD.c
Persl1ing to the War Department, and it is very important.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. RoBINSON in the chair). 18
tbere objection to the request of the Senator from Florida?

;t
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There being no objection, the bill was considered in Committee of the Whole, an(} it was read us follow :
Be it enacted, etc., That an act entitled "An act to give indemnity
for damages · caused by American forces abroad," approved April 18,
1918, be, and the same is hereby; amendea by adding to the title thereof
the words "and for othet· purposes," and by adding a new section, as
follows:
.
•
."SEC. 5. That claims of Inhabitants of France or of any other foreign
country not an enemy or ally of an enemy of the United States against
any officer, enlisted nan, or other person in the Unite<l States Army,
who has dted, or hereafter shall die, during service overseas, for unpaid
indebtedness incurred for current personal expenses of board, lodging,
fuel, light, laundry, personal wearing apparel, or other items of ot·dinary current living expenses may be presented, approved, and paid as
provided by section 1 of this act in cases of claims for damages; and
whenever any ~.uch claim shall have been paid as aforesaid the Government shall reimburse itself therefor by deducting the amount of such
payment from any pay or allowance due the deceased at the time of his
death: Pro-r;ided, That the pro>isions of section 2 of this act shall not
apply to the claims described in this section."

The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to be engro sed for a third reading, read the third time,
and passed.
Mr. FLETCHER. 1\lr. President, I ask that the report of the
committee on this bill be printed in the REco:nD, so as to show
the reasons for the passage of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, lea1e will
be granted. The Chair hears none.
The report referred to is as follows :
[S. Rept. No. 589, 65th Cong., 2d scss.]
IXDEM~ITY

FOR DAMAGES CAUSED BY AMERICAN FORCES ABROAD.
FL~TCHER, from the Committee on Military Affairs, submitted

Mr.
the following repcrt to accompany S. 4945 :
· The committee on Military Affairs, to whom was referred the bill
(S. 4945) to amend an act entitled "An act to give indemnity for damages c-aused by American forces abroad," approved April 18, 1918, having bad the same under consideration, report thereon with the recommendation that it Cio pass, and in support thereof submit the following
letter from Hon. Benedict Crowell, Acting Secretary of War, addressed
to the chairman of the Committee on Military Affairs:
WAn DEPARTlUlNT,
TVaBhington, Septembc,· 14, 1918.

The CHAIR!!.IAN COMMITTEE

OX

MILITARY AFFAIDS,

United States Senate.

Srn : The following is a draft of a bill requested by Gen. Pershing to
provide for the prompt settlement of debts of deceased members of our
expeditionary forces abroad:
.
"An act to amend 'An act to give indemnity for damages caused by
,
American forces abroad,' approved April 18, 1918.
"Be it C1zactea, etc., That 'An act to give indemnity for damages
caused by American forces abroad,' approved April 18, 1918, be, and the
same hereby is, amended by adding to the title thereof the words 'and
fot· other purposes,' and by adding a new section as follows :
" ' 8EC. 5. That claims of inhabitants of France or of any other foreign
country not an enemy or ally of an euemy of the United States against
any officer, enlisted man, or other person in the United States Army,
who has died, or hereafter shall die, during service overse..'ts, for unpaid
indebtedness incurred for current personal expenses of board, lodgin~,
fuel, light, laundry, personal wearmg apparel, or other items of ordinary current living expenses may be presented! approved, and paid as
provided by section 1 of this act in cases of c aims for damages ; and
whenever any such claim shall have been paid as aforesaid the Government shall reimburse itself therefor by deducting the amount of such
payment from any pay or aLlowances due the deceased at the time of his
death: Provided, That the· provisions c,f section 2 of this act shall not
apply to the claims described in this section.'"
GE'n. Pershing states that it is highly desirable for the prestige of
our forces abroad that pro>ision should be made for the prompt settlement of debts of deceased members of our forces. The bill as drafted
will rover cases that may arise in our expeditionary forces in any part
of tbe world now or in future ,wars.
It is requested that you endeavor to ·.secure the early enactment of
tho al>ove. ·
j

nespectfully,

BENEDICT CROWELL,

Acting Secretary of TVar.

Gen. Persing has· also cabled the War Department asking for information relative to the status of this bill and setting forth the necessity
for immediate action thereon. It is hoped that this bill may be passed
with the lea~t possible dela:r.
PERSO~AL

EXPLANATION.

Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, a few moments ago the Senator from Washington [Mr. PoiNDEXTE:R] yielded to me; I took
advantage of the opportunity to refer to the notice of the junior
Senator from l\finne~ota [l\1r. KELLoGG] that he would to-day
deliYer the speech to which we have just listened, and which
is one of the ablest legal arguments ever delivered upon this
tloor. I seem to have given offense to the Senator having the
fioor, who strongly asserted that I had taken ndvantage of his
courtesy to belittle his subject-take him from the floor. I do
not give his exact statement.
1\Ir. President, the good opinion of the Senator from Washington is something which I cherish too highly to permit the
day to pass without giving the assurance to him and to the
Senate that if I have said anything to justify his resentment, I
nm very sorry and desire to withdraw it.
I have been anxious for some time to hear the Senator from
Minnesota upon a very important question, because, as· n
member of the Senate Finance Committee, I knew that it '~ould
be a valuable contribution to the discussion of a very important
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question which we must dispose of. It may be that my zeal to
hear the Senator led me into expressions which were justly
subject to the construction which the Senator from Washington
placed upon them. But I discerned that several Senators had
asked for recognition \Yhen he took his seat, and I hoped that
by reminding the Senate at the close of the mornin<Y hour of
the notice of the Senator from Minnesota they would yield to
him when the Senator from Washington yiel(}ed the floor. The
Senator from Washington is not in his seat; I hope, howe1er,
th1!t he will accept this expression of regret in the spirit which
prompts its utterance.
onDER oF :nusn~ss.
Mr. 1\IcCU:\fBER and l\Ir. WILFLEY audressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North Da·
kota.
Mr. McCUl\IBER. 1\lr. Preside.Jlt, I wish to take some little
time of the Senate, and therefore, if the Senator from Missouri
has some matter that would take but a short time, I shall gladlj·
yield.
1\Ir. WILFLEY. I wish to say to the Senator from North
Dakota that what I have to say will also take some time.·
Mr. KENYON. M:r. President, will the Senator from North
Dakota yield to me for just a moment?
1\Ir. McCUMBER. I yield.
Mr. KENYON. I intended to make a motion to take up the
joint resolution ( S. J. Res. 121) creating a commission to report
a plan for the adoption of a national budget system, for consideration by the Senate, but the Senator from North Dakota
was first recognized. I wish to give notice that at the first op·
portunity I shall move to take up that joint resolution and ask
for its consideration by the Senate. I do not know what tho
plan is as to the transaction of business, but I as ume business
will be transacted. I serve this notice in order that complaint
may not be made at the time I make the motion that no notice
of my intention to do so has been given.
l\Ir. McCUMBER. 1\Ir. President, the Senator from Georgia
[Mr. SMITH] informs me that he desires the passage of a small
local bill, and that likely there will be no ell cu ion of it. I
therefore yield to him.
EXCHANGE OF FEDERAL BUILDING SITE AT EA.TO."TO~, GA.
l\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. Mr. President, the Hou e of Repre·
sentatives has passed House bill10G09, allowing the Secretary of
the Treasui·y to exchange n post-office site in Eatonton, Ga. That
is the substance of the bill. 'Ve are quite anxious for the ex·
change to be made at once, and I therefore ask unanimous con·
sent for the immediate consideration of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Georgia asks
unanimous consent for a present consideration of the bill named
by him. Is there objection?
There being no objection. the Senate, as in Committee .of tho
Whole. proceeded to consider the bill (H. R. 10609) authorizing
the Secretary of the Treasury to exchange the present Federal
building site at Eatonton, Ga., for another site on the public
square in said city. It empowers the Secretary of the Treasury
to exchange the present Federal building site at Eatonton, Ga.,
for another site on the public square in that city upon such terms
as he may deem to be to the best interests of the United States,
but the cost of such new site, including the purchase price of the
present site, shall not exceed the original limit of $5.000 fixed
by the act of Con.~ress approved Murch ~. 1913, authorizing the
acquisition of a Federal building site at Eatonton, Ga.
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment, or·
dered to a third reading, read the third time, and pa sed.
ADJOURN ME "'T TO MOND-AY.
l\Ir. l\IARTIN of Virginia. 1\Ir. President-1.\Ir. McCUMBER. I yield to the Senator from Virginia.
1.\Ir. MARTIN of Virginia. I move that when the Senate a<l·
journs to-day it stand adjourned until 12 o'clock meridian on
Monday next.
The· motion was agreed to.
REPURLIC.A.

~

ATTITUDE A:r-.1> POLICIES.

Mr. McCUMBER. Mr. President, provisions are being ma(}e to.
the end that our soldiers in France and in different parts of the
United States may exercise their so1ereign power of voting upon
any and all the issues before the American people in our ·eiec..
tions this fall. If, within the sound of the battle, the soldier may
pause for the purpose of casting his ballot and expressing his
voice upon any great national question, I certainly think it most
appropriate that Members of Congress, upon whom ls imposed
the duty of conducting the Government and guiding the Nation
through this war, may well pause for a moment and consider
some of the issues which will be in1olved in our next election.
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Mr. President, we often hear and read the statement, "politics
is adjourned during this war." That statement is not and can
not be wholly true. Under our form of government legitimate
politics can never be adjourned.
Whether we would desire it or not, our Federal Constitution
compels us to elect every Member of the House of Representatives and one-third of the Members of the Senate on the 5th day
of November, 1918; and our State laws make those elections partisan. 'Ve can not adjourn those elections or take from them
their political character.
Those State laws provide for primary elections to present political candidates for the November general election. Under State
statutes each candidate must elect before the primary, whether
be seeks the office of United States Senator or Representative· as
a Republican or a Democrat or other party adherent; and the
several States rMuire their voters to register as Republicans,
Democrats, or other par~ adherents; and, further, compels each
voter in the primary election to vote only for a candidate of his
own party. Not only this, but our Federal law and our State
laws each and all recognize political organizations and provide
Lw ~ to govern the condcct of those political organizations in
elections.
What nonsense, then, 1\Ir. President, is this talk of laying
aside partisan politics ~n ·any campaign? You might with just
as much reason talk about omitting the next November election.
The Constitution compels you to hold that election. The• State
laws compel you to conduct and hold a partisan election.
In the matter of war, of course there can be no party question, because there can be no two policies. He who is not with
his CO!IDtrY in the prosecution of this war is the enemy of his
country. It is the one thing on ,which the patriotic members of
all parties must agree, and ought,. therefore, neYer to be a
party or partisan question,
··
But, Mr. President, there are a \ast number of questionS most
vital in their nature which, while secondary in importance, are
not less valuable and lose none of their virtues because of a
state of -war.
.
While Grant was battling his way through the Wilderness in
1864 and Sherman and Thomas we1•e "forcing the offensh:e all
along the line, Lincoln became a candidate for ·reelection as a
Republican, and Gen. George B. 1\IcClellan, a Union general,
was the Democratic candidate for President. Questions other
than that of the war were discussed and e.ntered tnto the respective party platforms. So in this coining campaign there
will be party issues on important questions outside of the prosecution of this war.
·
· .
But, Mr. President, while we can not eliminate or adjourn
legitimate politics we can and ought to elimirmte illegitimate
politics. I wish I could truthfully_say that this kind .of politics
had really been adjourned. I mean by "illegitimate" politics,
first, the enactment of laws demanded n.either . by justice nor
the general welfare, intended to in:tluence, or. the natural consequence of which wm be to in:tluence, votes in any election; second, the use J:>y any official of a power conferred by law to meet
war exigencies, for the purpose of influencing . or controlling
votes; third, reckless extra\agances in expen'ding the buge sums
of money raised for war purposes, with a view of. securing the
political support o.f the beneficiaries of these extravag~;t.nces .;
and, I might add, so· manipulating the vast powers. neeessarily
created by our war legislation to crush or reward, apd thereby
stifle criticism or shield wrong. I . wish I could satisfy my , minq
that the incomparable waste and extravagance under the" costplus " system, adopted in our conh:acts for war needs, the disclosures of the squandering of nearly a billion dollars for ·airplanes without any visible return, the awful imposition on the
tax-burdened public,. present and future, who, I believe, are paying for war preparations from two . to three times what would
be imposed upon them under efficient management-! wish I
could sati~fy my mind that this could all be attributed to chance
or inefficiency, and that in no instance political · or personal
interest iQtervened.
But I shall not allow even a persistent suspicion to assume
the form of a charge. I hope I am entirely mistaken. I hope
the enormous increase in wages to ·all railway employees, ordered by the Director General of Railways, on taking o\er the
great railway systems of the country; the great increases
allowed in wages by the Post Office Department on taking pos:Jession of the telegraph lines of the country ; the ordering of
private concerns proaucing for the Government to add to their
cost in wages, in many instances far beyond what was demanded by employees ; the compelling in many instances of
laborers to associate themselves with unions before they could
receive Govermnent employment-! hope all these acts were done
with the single purpose of securing equal justice to all producers,
LVI--708
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laborers, including those engaged in employment':> not touched
by this magic wand of governmental power. But my own investigation convinces me that the drastic disregard of the law
of supply and demand and the substitution of class or industrial
favoritism l1as so unsettled the reasonabl]" fair balance heretofore obtaining that gross inequalities and hardships have been
infiicted on very many patriotic people and our industrial efficiency enormously impaired, to the great detriment of the
country.
But my purpose to-day is to consider some features of legitimate politics which can not and should not ever be adjourned
and which especially demand attention to-day.
As I have stated, whether we will it or not, an election is to
be held in November. The candidates are seeking election as
Republicans and as Democrats. As a Republican I shall attempt to declare what should be the Republican policy . on the
all-absorbing question of the day and on only one other question demanding solution while this war is in progress and before
its termination.
.
1\Ir. President, far above all other issues and questions, so
far superior that all others must be circumscribed within it
and conduce to its success, is the issue of this war. The Tiepublican Party is intensely patriotic. It has always been with
the country ; never against it. It recognizes the everlasting
justice of our cause, and its statesmen fully comprehend what
a disaster to the \VOrld would be a defeat or any conclusion short
of a most d~isive victory.
As, from the \ery beginnfng of this war, the Republican Party
has advocated placing on the battle front an army of not less
than 5.,000,000 fighting men, and placing them there in the quicke. t possible time, so to-day it is still urging the speeding up of
this mighty army, speeding. up in ship construction to transport
and maintain that army, speeding up of munitions and ordnanre
to enable it, in conjunction with our bleeding allies, who have
been fighting an unequal battle for more than four years, to
finally crush this giant ogre of militarism, whose arrogance,
greed, and lust for world · domination have maue eYery land a
charnel house and filled the earth with misery and horrors beyond description.
And that party would be untrue to itself anu uiifaitlL-Ful to
the country if it failed to condemn and constractively criticize
any ineffici(mcy or irregularity which has hamper~ or delayed us in putting -forth the full steength of our war power.
· The Republican Party stand squarely on the declaration that
there shall never be any patched-up peace, any temporary lull
in this great world cause which will enable a defeated militari!'lm
to again prepare, probably with weapons more insidious and
deadly than their liquid fires, their poisonous gases, or their
U boats, to destroy the weaker nations and subjugate and
dominate the world. That we should have pea.ce is important.
That w-e should have such a peace as will make it impossible to
inflict upon the world another such war is a thousandfold more
important.
·
I assert that it can be truthfully said that in all matters concerning the prosecution of this war both branches of Congress
and both political parties in Congress have· adjourned partisan
politics and stand united in patriotic zeal and determination to
carry this war to a full and complete victory.
Had those intrusted with the production of war equipment
and material exercised a degree of economy or demonstrated
an efficiency comparable with congressional zeal and alacrity
in furnishing them with the billions of dollars to achieve such
result, we would have been many months ahead of what we are
to-day in our war program.
President Wil on, in his capacity of Commander in Chief of
the American Army and Nuvy, is neither Democrat nor Republican. ·And he should have back of him at all times not a partisan support but a united national support. unstinted and unlimited. That support he has received from the Republicans of both
Houses every day since we entered this conflict. We have gone
further, and often- against our own judgment as to tl,Jeir necessity, have conferred autocratic powers in matters not directly
connected with this war-powers so broad and comprehen~ive
as to threaten and endanger our ancient safeguards of· human
rights and liberties. We have gone to the limit. if we have not
overstepped the limit, of safety in our endeavor to withhold no
power that might possibly assi t in the prosecution of the war.
. As there is no party division in matters pertaining to the
prosecution of this war, I feel safe in ueclaring that there is
and will be no party division on the principles for which we
entered the confiict or the conditions of n jul';t. honorable, nnd
lasting peace-a peace that can mean nothing less than restitu~
tion, reparation, and future guaranty.
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But if it be contended that full reparation for wanton destruction of property, for vessels sunk and property destroyed in a
manner not recognized by the laws and rules of civilized warfare,
for h·ibute exacted, for enslavement and murder does not clearly
fall within those 14 conditions for peace, then the Republican
Party records itself in favor of demanding this full reparation,
in addition to the 14 articles promulgated as peace conditions,
and to assure this reparation, the Republican Party stands and
demands as a first condition the unconditional surrender of the
armies and navies of our enemies.
While individuals may differ on details, the Republican Party
can and will stand squarely with the President for the great
doctrines enunciated by him on the 8th day of January, 191.8, as
the foundation upon which to build the structure of a lasting
peace.
l\fr. President, while we shall claim no higher conception of
duty or patriotism than that which actuates every loyal member
of e...-ery other party, we would-be untrue to our convictions and
~alse to our history if we did not believe we could assure an
acceleration of speed, efficiency, effectiveness, and economy far
beyond ·what has been achieved and thereby shorten this war
many months, saving the lives of many thousands of our soldiers
and many billions of dollars.
So much, l\1r. President,. for the war issue, which is a world
issue and not a merely domestic one. I wish now to discuss a
domestic qne. tion, one of the most important elements in our
national life and concerning wllich there has always been a difference of policy between the two great political partie . I refer
to cur agricultural industry.
In two ways can the Republican Party give very substantial
support to the agricultural interests of the country, and both
should be put into force and effect _before the close of this war if
we are to save that industry from a most serious reverse. The
.fir~t is the reinstatement of the old policy of protection; the
. econd~ a new and advanced step which changed industrial con·
ditions and especially the increasing dependenee on · the home
market makes .necessary.
As all State and ·foreign commerce is under the control of Congre s, so the financial and commercial welfare of the American
people is peculiarly a matter of Federal concern. It is the clear
and unquestioned duty of the Federal Government, which alone
bas the power, to so adjust our commercial relations with other
countries as to assure the greatest prosperity to all our people.
As individuals compete with ·each other in all theh· internal
trade a.ncl business, and are ever alert to increase their volume
of commerce and meet their competitors, so nations in their international relations are strong competitors for world markets,
and so they direct their energies, usually first to the protection
of their home markets, and second to securing the greatest possible foreign market for their surplus. Alert to meet these
duties, the Republican Party has stood, first, for the protection
of the home market, knowing that in the certainty and stability
of that rmlrket is the greatest assurance of prosperity.
While th'is 'var is on there is little need for tbis protection.
The countries of the old world can not seriously invade our markets. .AU their energies must be directed toward the production
of war materials. But the moment this slaughter ceases and the
tide turns back to the norma~ then more than ever before shall
we need the old Republican doctrine of protection. And why?
Because these people, impoverisl1ed by war, can not wait- to -regain their lost manufacturing trade which would take years, so
they will seize upon that which will bring the quickest returns.
In from 6 to 16 weeks all agricultural products can be matured and ready for market.
Their first attention will, therefore, oe given to agricultural
production. Again, those people, who during these years of carnage have accustomed themselves to rigid economy in food consumption, will be slow to return to the old and greater extravagances. That means that the foreign demand for our cereals
will be diminished enormously at the close of the war, and we will
be more than ever dependent upon our home markets. With our
foreign markets enormously decreased or destroyed we shall
more than ever need the Republican policy of protection of our
home markets against invasion. I am aware of the fact that it
is often ~ontended that if we are exporting cereals or flour
therefrom, no protection can be given in the shape of duties on
imports. No person, however, who understands the grain situation and the enormous size of this country would ever make such
a statement. During a protective period of more than 20 years
our spring wheat sections obtained a price a...-emging more than
10 cents per bushel above what such pri('e would have been
without the protection. Our barley showed an average of 25
cents per bushel over Canadian barley. During a great proportion of the year 191.0 l\linneapolis and Liverpool quoted about
the same figures. Had we at that tillle had free trade with
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Can~da w'e should have been swamped with Canadian grain and
our prices driven down to the exporting price, which would have
meant a loss of from 16 to 20 cents per bushel, n \ery imp01··
taut percentage when the price of wheat was only about $1 per
bushel.
So the Republican Party assures the American farmer the reinstatement of its policy of protection at the clo ·~ of this great
world conflict.
In what other way can the Government assi tin placing agri·
culture on a more prosperous basis?
Mr. President, the day of small independent businesses is rapidly passing. Economy to the highest possible degree is the
watchword of success. While individual production may be
continued in some lines and, in agriculture, must be so carried
on, distribution of the product demands combined or cooperative
effort. As the period when the farmer traded his firkin of butter for a bolt of calico, his bushel of onions for a gallon of
molasses was succeeded by the pre ent period of intermediate
commission men, so to-day the irresistible pressure of rapidly
advancing economic conditions demands a rearrangement, if not
a total abolition, of the present extra\agant system of di tribution of farm products.
Just as the growth of commerce made necessary the great
bank clearance system of the country, so ti1e vastness and complexity of commerce in food products demands to-day a cooperatiye system of marketing, not only to stabilize the market for
any product, but also to assure a fair return for the sale ot
every food product. The dumping of many carloads of peache
into the Chicago River a few years ago because there was no
wholesale demand, while hundreds of thousands of mouths in
that city were watering for this luscious fruit, the selling at auction of hundreds of carloads of farm products to pay the charge
for their transportation, condemn the present system; and a
charge to the Washington consumer of $1..50 for a melon for
which the Georgia producer was paid 5 cents demands the abandonment of such an unjust and obsolete system and the construction of a new one that will bring together the producer
who has a food article whlch he wishes to sell for a fah· prico
and the consumer who needs that article and is willing to pay
a just price for it.
Th(} form and scope of this new system is already fore hadowed in the many cooperative organizations of grain elevator ,
creameries, fruit growers, and so forth. which, while now scattered and unrelated, point the possibilities of a great, harmonious system governed and supported by a general law, and answering the needs of each of the hundreds of divers agricultural
industries.
How would I inaugurate this new system? First, I woulu
enact a general Federal law which would authorize and provide
for the organization o;f .one great central Federal food-distributing corporation. I would provide in that law for State or di:trict suborganizations, the latter to be made up of groups of
producers associated together under a cooperative plan to market their products. I would bring them all under one uniform
plr•1. 1 . would .not make this corporation . a Government ownetl
or Government operated institution. That would mean to bureaucratize it to death. That would mean to load it down with
Government officials. That would mean to subject it to poU,tical
influence. That would mean the usual Government extravagance and inefficiency. I would simply h:;tve this corporation
organized under Federal laws, and as its operation would necessarily be interstate, for its protection against adYerse State or
municipal regulation, I . would have It . under general Federal
supervision. Then I would ba...-e the Federal Government assist,
as far as GoYernment can assist by law, in promulgating the
purpose of this association, which purpose would be to a uro
the producer a market for his farm products at a fair and just
price and to protect the consumer from extortionate or robber
charges. The California Fruit Growers' Association, whose usefulness has been marvelous, points the benefits of such coopera·
tion and affords s:1ggest1ons for a general law co\ering tho
marketing of all agricultural products.
Mr. President, about 35,000,000 people in this country are dependent upon the products of the soil for a living. Whether
that living be meager or good depends upon three principal factors-climatic conditions, im>ects and other pests, and markets.
The first two are beyond the control of humanity or the Government. For that reason nz,oriculture miist always be more or less
uncertain. The agricultuTist can never anticipate with any
degree of accuracy the value of his year's labor. Unlike the
laborer or the mechanic, who can compute with certainty ju t
what his services will produce in a gi...-en time, the farmer mu t
always be governed by chance. He must wage war again t all
the hundreds of destructi...-e agencies and accept whatever the
chances of victory or defeat may yield him. Hail and winds,
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beat and cold, drought and deluge, Hessian fly and chinch bug,
potato bug and cattle tick, boll weevil and fruit scab, cholera
and blackleg, wild mustard and wild oats, French weed and
Canadian thistle, Russian cactus and quack grass, and a hundred other oestiferous weeds and evils make his vocation not
only one of constant warfare, but one of uncertain return.
But, notwithstaniling all these discouragements and uncertainties, humanity with natural affection still clings to the soil.
And, Mr. President, it is well for the country that this is so, for
were the vocation of every man governed solely by its profits
farming in t})is country would long since have been abandoned.
To wllatever extent the production of other articles may vary,
national safety demands that the food production as a whole
must be stable and sure. The wearing apparel, however threadbare, can still be worn for another month, if necessary, but the
stomach ran not remain empty a day without dire results.
So if there be any one industry in the whole country that
ought to be encouraged, that ought to have extended to it the
sympathetic and assi ·ting hand of Congress, it is that of agriculture. And the only way to encourage it is to assure to it a
degree of prosperity commensurate with other lines of business.
People abandon farms because there is more drudgery and less
profit than in other vocations. Make farming just as profitable
and the tide will immediately flow back to the land.
1\Ir. President, I speak of this proposed Government assistance in marketing the food products of the country within our
own domains and in every city of the Union as an advanced
Republican policy, because it is in conformity with. the Republican idea of governmental assi tance to every industry, and is
contrary to the Democratic idea of permitting every business to
take its chance in the competitive world.
As applied to farming, and especially to grain and stock raising, the Democratic idea is that if this farmer or stock raiser is
able to eke out a mere existence on his farm, is able to earn
enough to satisfy his hunger and cheaply clothe himself and
family, he is receiving all he is entitled to; that, if through
storm or flood or drought he loses a crop, the General Government might properly dole him out sufficient means to tide him
over the disastrous year; or, failing to do that, open some pork
barrel of public appropriations in his vicinity, into which be
may thrust his hand for his proportionate share.
The Republican policy is that agriculture as a business should
enjoy a prosperity sufficient to enable the farmer to live as well
as those engaged in other vocations, to have equal comforts and
opportunities to pay wages and salaries, whether to members
of his family or others, equal to the wage and salaries paid for
like services in other employments, and still be able to lay
aside a reasonable surplus to meet the lean years and to care
for himself and those dependent upon him when the feeble
hands of age can no longer wield the working tools of life.
The one party satisfies itself with ·alms appropriations, the
other seeks to insure a prosperity that will place the business
above all alms taking. The one party by its policies and principles says, "Let us take from the rich and give to the poor
among us." The other says," Let us have ~o paupers among us."
l\lr. Presillent, we need in this country to-day a campaign of
education. We not only want to bring the food producer and
food consumer face to f~ce in a commercial sense, in the sale
and purchase of farm products, but we want to bring them face
to face. to the end that eacq can understand the just and equitable nghts of the other.
We who speak for the farmer ask this of the consumer of his
products: Are you willing to pay him §iUCh a price for his products as will enable him to earn as much in eight hours of labor
as you earn in an equal number of hours of labor? Are you
willing to sell your services to hin1, either directly or when
coined into manufactured articles, on the sam2 ba ·is that you
purchase his labor coined into food products?
We ask the business man, the. merchant: Are you willing toallow the farmer such a price for his products as will enable him
to pay his wife and his children, who perform work on the farm,
just what he would be required to pay others to do the same
work? In other words, do the same as you .do when you employ
members of your family in your store or in your bank?
This, then, is the Republican policy toward agriculture,
namely, to assist in every way to place it on a paying basis, to
make it a business for profit and not merely a means of existence.
'Ve should educate the American peop-le, the American consumer, to a clear and definite understanding of the equitable
rights of tf1e producer, the right to receive a price for his products that will enable him to hnve and enjoy the same comforts
nnd 1uxln-ies that are enjoyed by those conducting the ordinary
l>usiness nYocations in our cities, the right to exchange his 1nbor
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on a plane of equality with other Iil\:e labor in our great cities,
the right to a reasonable interest on his investment in land and
equipment, in addition to salaries allowed to each and every
member of his family performing services, and in addition to
all other expenses and depreciation charges connected with the
operation of his farming business the right to lay aside a reasonable surplus to meet the exigencies incident to all farming operations and the necessities of the advancing years.
Toward that end the Republican Party should stand ever
pledged.
Compare this with the attitude of the Democratic Party, an
attitude that most naturally follows its policy of neglect. I
would scarcely be warranted in asserting a prejudice or a premeditated hostility on the part of that party toward the northern farmer. But I would be clearly ·within the facts in declaring
that this party continually subjects the northern farmer to wrongs
and injustices for the benefit of those following other vocations,
and with a heartlessness that ought to challenge the resentment
of every tiller of the soil. ·
·
I need go no further back than tfie treatment accorded by
officials of the present administration to demonstrate this hostility. Our Democratic friends have always pTeached that the
Government could do nothing to assist the wheat raiser, that he
should be Jet alone to secure the best price a world market
would give him; but the moment the world market gave him n.
good price, a price determined by the law of supply and demand,
they did not let him alone. On the contrary, they immediately
forced him to accept $2.20 a bushel at the terminal markets
when the world. demand and the American demand were giving
him $3 to $3.07 at such terminal markets. In its price fixing
the farmer's wheat was the only important product that was
reduced m price, and that was reduced in the face of an in·
crease in price of everything the farmer must purchase, a:a.
increase ranging from 100 to 400 per cent. The Government sent
out its circulars and bid for country labor against the farmerR
until in my State farmers were compelled to either pay 80
cents an hour to labor to thrash their crops or allow them to rot
in the field. The Government took pos ession of the railways
and telegraph lines of the country, and, though employees of
the former had already been granted a 25 per cent increase i.n
1916, their wages were again enormously increased in 1917 and
1918. This increase compelled the raising of freight rates, and
these increased rates were charged back against the farmer
whose earnings had just been reduced.
.
By reducing . the price of wheat 80 cents per bushel; on the
Agricultural Department basis of the 1918 crop, the wheat
raisers lost about $800,000,000. It is safe to say that by reason
of the increase in freight rates, necessitated by the increase of
salaries and wages to railway employees, the wheat raisers
lqst another $200,000,000, or about $1,000.000,000 altogether.
And, 1\lr. President, while the Government forced the price of
wheat down 80 cents per bushel, how did it treat other industries? How did it treat the millers who grind and sell the
farmers' wheat, and the packers who buy and distribute the
farmers' cattle?
Mr. PI;esident, it allowed them to increase their earnings
above prewar earnings from 200 to 500 per cent. I take the
figures here quoted from the report of the Federal Trade Commission. For four years ending June 30, 1916, the average
annual profit of the American millers per barrel of flour was
13! cents. The average price received by such millers on tb~
allowances made by the Food and Fuel Commissions was 52
cents per bruTel, an increase of 400 per cent. Some mills made
a profit as high as $2 per barreL Swift, Morris. and Cudahy
made a combined average profit for the years 1912, 1913, and
1914 of about $19,000,000 per year. Then this Food Commission.
which cut down the farmer's grain 80 cents per bushel, or 26i
pe1· cent, and which also fixed the selling price of the meat
packers, allowed them to make a profit in one year of about
$87,000,000, an increase of 350 per cent.
While this commission cut down the farmer's wheat price
26fr per cent it allowed the leather manufacturers. who purchase the hides of the farmer's cattle, to increase their earnings
about 500 per cent.
The Government also fixed the price of steel products. This
same Federal Trade Commission finds that this administration,
which forced the wheat raisers to accept a loss of $800,000,000,
allowed certain important steel companies, whose net earnings
were $46.500.000 in 1914, to increase those earnings in a single
year to $294,000,000, an increase of more than 500 per cent..
I might carry this on to cover hundreds of other inunstries.
Surely I am justified in asserting that if the Democratic Party
has earned the gratitude of all those to whom its administration
has allowed increasell salaries to such an enonuous extent, it
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has certainly earned the condemnation of every Am'e rican farmer
whose interest& have been sacrificed for- the benefit of these other
classes.
l\Ir. Pre: ident, I can not close this argument in defense of our
farming population without repiying to and reftrting the charge
-often ma.de against the farmers of the Northwest, and especially
tl'lo e of my. own State, who have sought to redress- thefr grievances by becoming members of the Nonpartisan League, the
charge of disloyalty to the country. Such a charge is worse
than a slander, whether uttered in political campaigns or
through the medium of the press. There are no more patriotic
people in the United States than tile farmers of the Northwest.
I shall not discuss the pol1tical theories- of those· who are at
the head of this organization. Their beliefs- may be. wholly
·socialistic or paternalistic. But the membership of the organization is made up of farmers of· every shade of political belief
and "theory. You will find among them the most radical Republicans and the most obstinate Democrats. You will find the
Socialist, pure and simple, and those who never departed from
the idea of individual ownership. You_ can no more charge
that the members of this organ:ization. as a whole are socialists
than you can declare that ali those who believe in Government
ownership and operation of raiLways and other public utilities
n re socialists.
_
What we ought to do is to try to ascertain what 1s at the
bottom of this movement n:nci what caused the movement. The
rapid development of this organization ought to convince any
thoughtful man thn.t there must have Ileen a condition of discontent and dissatisfaction with the present order of things and
we should direct our attention to its cau e. I have fully realized
the situation and during every year of my official life I have
put forth my utmost endeavors to make the Congress and the
country realize it. I have again and again presented the condition which discriminated against the farmer, and I have
again and again prophesied just what has happened, that these
people would some· day organize and make their power felt in an
effort to remedy injustice and inequalities. All complaints of the
farmers can find their" basis in this neglectful attitude, which is
the political theory of the Democratic Party, and these complaints, in my opinion, have not received the full consideration
that should have been given by the Republican Party. I shall
not say that we ha:ve given too much consideration to the interests of Ol.Ir great city populations but that we have given too
little consideration to the comparative interests of our country
populations.
As a result of this neglect of country interests our cities hu.ve
become so abnormally wealthy as compared with the country, the
earnings so 4tcomparably greater than in the country, that the
people of the-cities have lived on a plane of luxury, extravagance,
and comfort- far beyond the possibilities of country life. The
ever-increasing cost in the price of labor and in manufacturers'
· and retailers' prices to maintain this higher standard of city life
has found no fair counterpart in farm life.
Taking my own State as an illustration, 95 per cent of its
products mu.·t be shipped and sold outside its own borders. ou.r
State laws therefore coult1 not protect the farmers in the matter
- of distribution and sale of their products. Tiley were at the
mercy of trade organizations built up and conducted for their
own financial benefit in every great city of the country. rt was
inevitable that the farmers should get the worst of it under such
n systeln. Tiley should have been helped to free themselves from
the clutche of that system. Failing to secur..} that help from
the National tio>ernment, they sought through this organization
to help themselves.
:r: do not think anyone can call me a Socialist. I am so far
from it that I never belie\e in the Gove1·nment attempting to do
that which the individual citizen can do ·as well or better. I
have never known a Government enterprise that was not vastly
n:ore expensive and far less efficient than it would have been if
operated by individuals. When the Government enters into any
line of business enterprise it must recoup its los es and meet its
extravagances. by taxing the very people who may be in competition with it, a manifestly unfair thing to do.
But it must be remembered that in our State there is but one
bu, iness--agriculture. Therefore that State can lend its assistance to that industry in many ways without injustice to a·ny
other industry. It can not be 'said that by rendering this assistance to agriculture you are levying a tax on the miner or the
manufacturer, for we bave no miner· and no manufacturer.
Every dollar expended by the citizens of our State must first
come out of our own State soil. If the farmer does not get that
dollar, no one gets it. We should, therefore, be most liberal -in
assisting this farmer to increase his dollars. IDs increased prosperity will add just that much to the prospeuity of all our people.
The patriotism of our North Dakota farmer, whethei~ within
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· this league or out of it, can· not be justly questioned. By my
standard of measurement that patriotism is of the very highest
quallty, because, notwithstanding the fact that the Government
grossly discriminated against him; notwithstanding the fact
that the Government forced down the price of his product far
below the market price and' at the same time grossly boosted upward-doubled and trebled-the price of everything he must purchase, he has nevertheless met every liberty-bond' call to the full
limit of his ability; and if that is not a test of fidelity and patriotism, then I know of no true standard.
I can only say to the farmers of the country· that the Republican party to-day stands for the advancement of the agricultural
interests of this country untll it reaches a plane of prosperity
equal to other great indUstries, until the American farmer and
his family can have and enjoy· all the comforts and luxuries enjoyed by other prosperous vocations throughout the land, and: it
will proceed to enact legislation to accomplish that pw·pose.
THE NECESSITY FOB VIGOROUS PROSECUTION O"F 'HIE W ll.

Mr. WILFrnY. Mr. President, the peace proposals of the
German chancellor shoUid not divert the attention of" Congress
a-nd the American people from. the immediate tasks before them. 1
While a revenue law is being prepared to provide the greatest
annual income- ever raised from taxation by any government
in the history of the world, and the country· is subscribing to
· a bond issue in the largest a:nount ever attempted in any single
loan: in history, the v-alor· and the victories of the- American Army in France bring us to a clearer realization that this
war will be won. The situation is of supreme importance to the
cause in which the world is now so deeply concerned. Irr the
stupendous battle that is now raging· from the North Sea to
Lorraine the American Army occupies- a position at strategic
importance and faces the hardest problem and t11e most arduous
task of the war. The brilliant stand at Chateau ThieiTy anrl
the quick and decisive achievement at St. Miblel brougllt Germany to realize that the courage and.. strength of the American
soldiet: is more than a match for the skilled Prussian, so well
schooled in the arts of war. Up through Argonne Forest the
American Army pushed its way, from hill to .hill, from tree
to tree, from rock to rock, despite the stubborn resistance of
the · mischievous machine-gun nests of the Germans. American
soldiers are sharing the burdens and victories in the present
drive between Cambrai and St. Quentin. Metz, which. in fortification and equipment of defense, is the pride of the Empire
and the key to Germany, ig being bombarded by the guns of the
American Army. It is remarkable that the American sofdier,
untrained and untried in the arts of war, should be assigned to
the task of taking this most powerful fortress of the world.
Thi.s is a strategic position, because of the fact that within a
radius of 35 miles of where American guns are now in operation is found the richest iron-ore deposits of the earth. Before
the American advance, extending down to the Belgian and
Luxemburg frontier lie the iron depo 'its of Longwy and Briey,
flanked by the valley of the Moselle and the fortress of Metz.
This field provides German armaments with more than 80 per
cent of their steel, without which Germany could not long conduct her frightful slaughter. The output of this region, and
· the iron fields of Russia, seized by Germany, give her unlimited s-upply of this all-essential element of war, and 'e nable
her to take care of the immense demands for war purpo e.s.
Forty-eight years ago this month Metz was surrendered to the
Prussians by the French, the first time in its history, extending
from the time of Cresar, that it ever succumbed to an enemy.
This resulted in the federation of the German Em:;>ire, nnd since
that time this region has furnished minerals which have enabled
Germany to attain her commercial greatne and prepare for
the conques-t of world dominion for which she brought on this
war. Bismarck's famous utterance that " not by speeches and
majority votes are the great questions of the day decided, but
by ii;on and blood," was more than a mere figure of speech. It
stated a fact and embodied a program upon which the policy
of the German Empire was founded. The waging of war by
industrial nations such as are engaged in thi 'vorld conftlct
requires immen. e <tuantities of iron. It is ::m essential element
of war. No· substitute bas been discovered to take its place
for war purposes. It is the- basis of necessary equipment for
military operation. The constituents of bnttle are iron and
blood. This is why Germany shortly after· the outbreak of war
took po session of Luxemburg, and the adjofning territory of
France and Belgium, 'Which gave her. control of the greatest iron
region of the world. This iron field is imperative to Germany's
military operations, and she will bold it until she is whipped
to exhaustion, unless she can sooner uccessfully promote her
peace propaganda. Germany knows the value and importance
of iron in commerce as well as in war. German bankers an!l
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mnnufa.cturers are more con~erned about iron fi-el(Js than tbey
are about colonies. It was chiefly for the purpose of acquiring
the iron mines of Lorraine that Oermany .f ought Fra.nce in
1870. With the spoils of that war she has not o-nl_y devel~ped
her .gigantic industrial and commercial system but has also
built up her tremendous military equipment. Had -Ger.many not
gained riches through her coal ~md iron ind-u stries ·o f fhis .section
of .Lorraine-although she has riCh COiil deposits elsewere-she
wou1d never have had the means with which to wage this war.
This is why her expressions, heretofore, ·h ave indicated her ])urpose to contend for the absolute control of this important raw
material, which in her hands may be used for her :own weal
and for the woe of the rest of mankind. She will stoutly ~on
tend fo: these iron fields. The .Kaiser has very recently proclaimed that the central powers " will '<lefend this territor-y with
the last drop -of their b-lood."
Control of these raw materials would make Germany the industrial master of Europe, but, more than that, it would, in spite
of any treaty .provision that might be imposed, make her an immeasurable and intolerabl-e menace to civilization. If by dint ·o f
w.ar she could bold these great iron fields and retain those now
held 1by her in the Ukraine, :Sh-e would have only one ri:val in this
essential element of war and industty., .and tlmt w.ould be the
:United States. In- its .ndvance upon the region of these iron field-s
in the valley of the 1\loselle, the American Army faces the fiercest
conflict of the war and must meet the utmost resistance Germany
can command. That Germany is feeling the inevitable -result of
the .American advance in this vital part of the -.battle field -and
the ~arly consequences of that advance, is evidenced by .h er proff.ers of peace, while she still holds thes.e great naturai1·eservoirs
of commercial prowess and military might. 'Vithout Lorraine's
iron Germany's blood can not win the war. For that iron she
will she<l her blood until the vitality of her army is reduced to
where submission and surrender are inevitable. l f the war ls
f-Qught to a finisL the most stubborn and finally the most .s ullen,
and, I fear, the bloodiest battle will be at 1\Ietz. I± will require
tlle maximum effort and test of all the determination, spirit, and
energy of the .American .Army. Germany realizes that not only
her military but also her commercial supremacy wm be lo-st
when she surrenders Metz. This fortification has been the protection of these iron fi-elds in Lorraine. Rather than surrender
them she has opened negotiations- for peace. For nearly half a
century Germany has been increasing the fortificatio-ns of Metz,
which iri 1870 was one of the strongest fortresses of France~
Metz now ranks with Strassburg-the two great bulwarks of the
west fro~tier of Germany ; but the Prussians to-day treat 1\fetz
ar; the principal pivot of offensive operations against aggressions
from France. Of the " minimum terms of peace " none is more
important than that Germany must disgorge this .great iron region as well as the Ukraine. This, not for the pm:pose of ex-ercising "the power of economic penalty," but to emasculate her
military machinations. We have no selfish commercial purpose
to serve in taking from Germany the vast iron fields sh.e -has
seized or in relinquishing Germany's gri_p on Europe's steel cap~ctty.
North Americ produces more than one-half of the
known il"on of the woTlCI, and the industrial supremacy of the
United States is already established beyond the possibility -of
destruction. Aside from our coal and iron, we also have incomparable posses ions of copper, .and after the war our adv-ance in wealth and power will be equal to all European countries. We fire not fighting for commercial supremacy. W.e 'have
a holier .purpose than that. but our present business is to perform our part, the major 11aJ"t of the war burden, and use <mr
'\'ast wealth and power toward a successful tenn.ination of the
war. There will be no spoils of war; but there should be adequate indemnities for the ruthless dev-astations .of German invasions. This war has brought abo:ut a most oppressive taxation. which can only be met by the exercise of the most rigid
economy on the part of all peoples at war. When we joined the
allied forces of Europe in the task of overcoming this cru.el and
powerful autocracy, which bad undertaken to obli-t erate from th-e
world the principles upon which Christian civilization and democratic governments are founded, w-e assumed an obligation to the
world to wage this war to .a final triumph of justice and fair
d:ealing. So far as we are concerned, tlli:s is war against w:tr.
Germany must not only be compelled to surrender and submit to
n "common standard of right unci privilege for all peoples and
nations" but she must of necessity be subjected to limitations
that will make U impossible for the cru-el lust of .conquest, that
mny again TI.ll the h-earts -of her savage rulers, to involve the
world in such a hol-ocaust of horror. This i the only way to give
guaranty to the future .generations that the principles which
:civilized society bas considered 'f.und.a:lrumtal shall indeed ·be
,eternal, and that ·free ·g overnment am1 Christilln principles shall
.never perish from the earth. Germany's pr-omises have proven
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untrustworthy and .means must be found to protect too world
from her treachery :and deceit. No one step can be more effectiv-e in that direction than to restore to the countries which.
she has robbed the iron-ore beds which rightfully bel-ong to them..
This does not violate i:he principle that "the impartial justice
meted out must invoive no discrimination between those to whom
we wish to be just and th.ose t-o whom we do not wish to be just."
It :w ould be unjust to future generatio.ps t o leave Germany where
it would be possible for her to again build such a gigantic military machine as that which is .now bringing su-ch untold hon·or
and misery upon the world.
Germany can consistently and safely be supplied with all the
iron she n-eeds for commercial and industrial purposes, either
from the surplus of tlle European nations controlling this ore or
from .Brazil and the United States. Her -export trade :will
naturally and of necessity be greatly curtailed by the loss of
friendly foreign commerce, whi,ch she has h.eretofeTe enjoyed,
and whlch was growing with such marvelous progress when
she entered :upon her ruthless conquest of destruction. German
atrocities have destroyed her good name in trade and commerce.
That is the inevitable misfortune of her own acts for which she
wfil have to suffer. We do not lose sight <>.f the fact that when
the war is over there will be 70,000,000 people in Germany wbo
will have to work out their own destiny, under a sentence that
will tmpose sacrifices 't_:hat will test their spirit and industrY.
for a long time to come. But the cost of war will fall heavy
upon all the nations involved, an_d its burdens will be borne by
many who nre innocent and who will derive no benefits frum
the blirdens they w111 have to bear. This does not relieve Germany of the sentence her conduct has brought upon her and
the economic penalty she must pay .in retribution of her deeds of
devastation and destruction. There are certain me.ans of discipline and control which must be exercised in the common
interest of all, and among these is tbe taking of the iron -ore
beds of Em·ope from Germany, which she could no doubt 11se
to her commercial advantage but which she could -also use to
build up another military machine with which she might seelr
" to determine the fortunes of people~ over which she has no
:right to rule .except th.e right of force." These observati-ons a:re
suggested by the present strategic position of the American
Army and its advance upon the coveted territory now held by
Germany and the iinmediate effect of that advance upon tJ1e
destiny of the central powers. I do not propose to take the time
of the Senate to discuss even in .a general way the many problems of the war. I have limited my observations to this par-ticular phase of the situation, because it appears to .me to be the
controlling feature at this time. The peril of these iron fields is
the chief concern of Germany and had more to do with forcing
her proffers of peace than 8.11Y other existing infl.u.ence.
Every American is watching our Army, anxious and confident
that the blows now being dealt by it will soon wrest from . Germany the territory -so imperative for her welfare, and without
which she can not long maintain either o-ffensive or defensive
warfare. So long as the American Army occupies this important
and perilous position, the American people must reallze· the tremendous necessity of giving their unlimited support. Great as
is the task before us to raise revenue and oxganize industry and
marshal the energies and resources of the Nation, it "is not comparable to the strain and endurance required of our soldiers on
the battle field. The daily casualty list reminds us -that our boys
are paying th.e supreme sacrifice. They are facing the fiercest
fire of the greatest guns in the hands of the most skilled gunners the w-orld has ever seen. The American soldier. without
experience or education in the arts of war, is in a death grapple
with the greatest military machine -of history, at the very climax
o'f the decisive battle of the war. As he stands on that batt1e
front, on a strange foreign soil, and bares his breast to that bold
and savage foe, he .presents an example of the most heroic
sacrifice in the history of war. The world r-e<>ognizes that he
is sounding the doom to German military mlght and freeing
mankind from the threatened tyranny -of the most savage foe
that has ever menaced civilization. So long as the American
Army is engaged in this momentous struggle the American
people must bring to its support the combined resources of the
Nation. The reply of the President of the United States to
Germany's proposal demonstrates his far-sighted statesmanship
and ability to handle peace proposals. We are not y-et so much
cunce1:11ed with the problems of peace -as we are with .t he mighty
problems of war. which at ·this critical tune must command a 11
our energies a.nd resources and consume ,n_ll our thought and
efforts. This is a mo~entops hour of -the war, beca11se both t11e
civil ..and :military f-orees are engaged in the most stupendaus
efforts they have ever under.taken. Those efforts must continue with increased vigor and determination. The retreating
enemy is desperately seeking positions of -advantag-e on the field
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of battle and the field of diplomacy. The forces of civilization
are successfully subduing the powers of trained barbarism. The
conflict is fierce and desperate, the sacrifice may be very great,
but the forces of the allies are prepared to make that sacrifice
and to wage this war to a conclusion of unconditional surrender
of the armies -and navies of the central powers.
CIVIL-SERVICE RETIREMENTS.

1\fr. HITCHCOCK. I move that the Senate proceed to the
consideration of executive business.
1\fr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, I will ask the Senator to
withhold the motion for a moment in order that I may make a
motion.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. SHEPPARD in the chair).
Does the Senator from Nebraska withhold his motion?
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I withhold the motion for a moment.
Mr. McKELLAR. I ask unanimous consent to take up Senate
bill4637, being Calendar No. 526. It is a bill for the retirement
of employees in the classified civil service, and I will say to the
Senate that there is no purpose at all to take it up this afternoon for consideration. I should like, however, to have it considered on Monday next, and I merely wanted to move to proceed to the consideration of the bill, and then, if that motion is
agreed to, have it laid aside until Monday.
Mr. THOMAS. 1\Ir. President, I wish to inquire if that is
the bill which is designed to pension the civil-service employees
of the United States?
1\Ir. McKELLAR. Yes, sir; it is, in a way. It is for the
retirement of the civil-service employees.
Mr. THOMAS._ Has the Senator any estimate of the added
expense to the Treasury?
Mr. McKELLAR. Yes, sir; I have all the figures, and I
should like to lay them before the Senate Monday and let the
Senate pass upon the measure, if the Senator has no objection.
Mr. THOMAS. Of course, I could not object to its consideration, but I have some views about the expediency of entering
upon a matter of that kind now when we are spending so many
billions in other directions.
1\Ir. McKELLAR. I think when the Senator hears a statement about the cost and finds that instead of being a burden
upon the Government, for the first lO years it will be a source
of income to the-Government, because of the -employees paying in
more than will be taken out, the Senator will not oppose the
bill.
Mr. THOMAS. The Senator knows the length to which the
Army pensions have gone.
1\Ir. McKELLAR. I understand that, and I may simply say
to the Senator that I think, upon hearing, perhaps he will be
willing to agree to the bill; but at any rate, all I want to do now
is to take up the bill, make it the unfinished business, and on
Monday proceed with it.
1\Ir. THOMAS. I will not make any objection to that.
Mr. McKELLAR. I thank the Senator very much.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the motion of
the Senator from Tennessee that the Senate proceed to the consideration of Senate bill 4637.
· The motion was agreed to; and the Senate, as in Committee
of the Whole, proceeded to consider the bill (S. 4637) for the
retirement of employees in the classified civil service.
ABAJ\~ONMENT

OF GERMAN LANGUAGE.

Mr. SHEPPARD. I ask to have printed iii the RECO.RD an
article issued by the Council of Defense of Victoria County,
Tex., suggesting the abandonment of the use of the German
language.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. l\IcKELLAn in the chair).
Without objection, it is so ordered.
The matter referred to is as follows:
[Issued by the council of defense, Victoria County, Tex.]
Sixty years of Germany in America-·A tale in fotw chapters-(( Where
is the Ger1n01~ fatherland! As tar as the Germ-afl tongue is spoken
(Gennan national hymn.)
1 • an<Z German pmyer is said."

CnAPTER I.
ADDRESS SUGGESTING TirE ABANDONMENT OF THE USE OF GER:U:AN, PUBLISHED BY THE YICTORIA COUNTY COUNCIL OF DEFE. ·sE JUNE 1 TO JULY

A~

!lO, 1918.

Tllc Natlon:il ·and State Councils of Defense reques.t that the use of
the German language be proscribed among us.
The highest evidence of patriotism is self-abnegation. The customs
and language of a lifetime are dear to the heart of every man. The
traditions of a fatherland, even though remote, are part of the life of an
amalgamated people suclt as ours.
But to-day all loyal American citizens must know no creed save that of
n firm belief in the cause for which we stand-freedom for humanity;
must feel no divided allegiance, and must follow only the guiding star
that leads to full and complete y1ctory for our arms.
There are loyal Americans among us to whom our country's cause
comes first, but who, by the circumstances of birth or parentage, haye
learnetl to speak the German tongue.
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This does them no discreUit. They may -look with pride upon true
greatness in their ancestry. No man need hang his head in shame
for German blood.
·
. The -crime of all the ages is the prostitution of that great people by
militaristic ma.stersi whose barbarities befoul the world.
Free Germany wi 1 follow fast upon free America.
In war we must break all fetters that bind us to those whose ideals
are human slavery.
.
The German tongue is a language of our enemies.
As a high evidence of patriotism and love for those tenets of freedom
for which our sons are dying we call upon all loyal Americans to abandon the use of the German language, in public and private, as an utmost
condemnation of the rule of the sword.
A few there are who know no other tongue and are too old to learn
another. To these only this demand is not addressed.
Your sons are in the trenches. Will you deny them this?
VICTORIA COUNTY COU.'CIL OB' DEFENSE.
CHAPTER II.
THE PETITION OF TRINITY EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHUBCH PRESE:s"TED
TO THE VICTORIA COUNTY COUNCIL OF DEFENSE AUGUST 10, 19181 AND
PROMPTLY REJECTED.
To the honorable COUNCIL OF DEFENSE
OF THE COUNTY OF VICTORIA, TEX.
After having taken due notice of the demand made by the local council
of defense to proscribe the use of the German language among us in
public and private, and as a congregation appreciate and further the
more intense use of the English, as the language of our countrv both
in public and in private, as the history of the past four years of 'i"rlnity
Evangelical Lutheran Churcl1 proves, and knowing that the National
Council of Defense and the State council of defense-and in like sense
we interpret also the demand of the honorable council of defense of
Victoria County-do not desire to work a hardship upon those who are
not able to speak the English language; and that the National Council of
Defense recommends not force but educational methods to bring about
the common use o: the English language.
We, the undersigned, appear before this honorable body in the name
and in behaU of Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church, not to complain but that there may be better cooperation toward a common aim
between Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church and the honorable council
of defense, and ask that tor the members of Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church who can not understand an English sermon and who, in
part, are the parents of boys serving in the Army and Navy of our
country now, and who can only worship and pray to God in the German
tongue, one service per 8unday in the German language be permitted.
Trinity EvangeUcal Lutheran Church belieyes that it is entitled to
this consideration on the following grounds :
1. That there is no Germanizing influence in Trinity Evangelical
Lutheran Church. The name ·· German " justly can claim no space
in its title, for during the past four years English has been making
rapid progress in her midst. So rapicl has this progress been that there
are not only regular services in the English language every Sunday but
that her organizations, such as the Luther League and the Lutheran
Brotherhood, are entirely English. All instruction in Sunday Rchool
is entirely in the English language; also the rt>gular catechetlcal classes
nre conducted in the English language. German is fast oassing into
obliv1on, and within a comparatively few years will cease to be used in
Trinity Evangelical Luth eran Church. Why, then, by sudden suspension
create sympathy for it now, even in the hearts of such who otherwise
would sneer at it?
2. That the patriotism and the loyalty of Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church can not be questioned. 'rhis is borne out by the existence
of a strong auxiliary to the Red Cross and a large surgical-dressings
class, the reputation of which can easily be inquirt>rl into at the local
chapter of the Red Cross or by a visit to Luther Hall. It is also bome
out by the purchase of liberty bonds, not only by the individual mP.mbers
but by the congregation as such, the Luther League, and the ladlE's' aid
organizations, and by her 51 sons who followt>d the call to the colors
and among whom are represented both the volunteers and the selectmen,
some of whom speak only the English language, while others speak both
equally well. All of ·whom, however, if they were here be~ore this honorable body to-night, would emphatically t>xpress the desue that their
fathers and mothers be permitted to pray for their boys and for their
country in the only language they know and themselves receive the
spiritual comfort and encouragement they need at the public worship in
their church. Dare we deny them this?
3. That the guilt of the neglect to learn and to use the English language can not be laid at tbe door of the citizens of German extraction
alone. Business men catered to them in the German language, and even
in th-e public schools German was taught. Why, then, should they ll'arn
another language when they could get along so well with the one they
knew. It is therefore both gratifying and surprising to notice that in
spite of such conditions the younger generation of the members of Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church possesses a good knowledge of English.
which is the best argument for their thorough Americanization.
4. That Trinity Evan~elical Lutheran Churcl1, through the undersigned, appears before this honorable body only after an actual test with
the exclusive use of the English language in the regulat· services had
been made and the hardships therefrcm become apparent, and then only
after voluntary and not solicited appeals came from 26 s uch members
who can not understand an English sermon, requesting it to intercede
for them with the honorable Council of,Defense.
Respectfully submitted .
,
(This petition was signetl by the present pastor and two trustees of the
church.)
CHAPTER III.
REASONS WHY THIS PETITION WAS REJECTED, AS SET OUT IN ARTICLlll BY
V. B. PROCTOR, CHAIRMAN OF PUBLICITY COMMITTEE, WHICH . ARTICLE
WAS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN THE VICTORIA ADVOCATE, AND WAS
DIRECTED TO BE PUBLISHED IN THIS PAMPHLET BY THE VICTORIA COUNTY
COUNCIL OF DEFENSE.
"Where is the German fatherland? - As far as the
German tongue is spoken and German prayer is said."
The above lines are an exact translation of the opening words of the
German national hymn. It may be a lie, llke many things put out by
Germany, but the Germans belleve it, and there is some foundation for
their faith.
I wish every citizen of Victoria County could read two recent publications. One of these is a pamphlet, issued under the auspices of the United
8tates Government. It is known as Number Twenty-one, and Is entltlE'd,
"The Tentacles of tile German Octppus in America." The second publlcatlon is one that appeared in the May number of the Forum, and is en·
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titled, "Our Danger: To-Morrow's German-Americans." The limits of a
newspaper article preclude any attempt to state the substance of either
of these publications. They stre s the one central idea of all recent German writers and philosophers, namely, that the German tongue must be
perpetuated in al countries, so that there may arise thereon the structure of pan-Germanism with its hideous gargoyles of .dual allegiance and
hyphenated citizenship. Of course, the object of pan-Germanism is the
undisguised one of merely subjugating the earth and making all the
peoples thereof serfs of Germany.
·
Do you know that several months after America had declared war on
-Germany there were hundreds of public schools in Nebraska, Iowa, Michigan, and Wisconsin and other States which were conducting their entire
exercises in German, and at which schools the morning exercises were
· usually begun by the singing of the infamous hymn above quoted from?
This was the poisoning of the minds of hundreds of thousands -of American children As an illustration nearer home:
As a witness myself, I can state that a numbe: of years ago I had
occasion to examine the municipal records of a town not 100 miles from
Victoria, and I then discovered that the entire records of that municipality, for its entire existence, had been kept in the German language,
and this was only one of quite a n;nnber of towns of the same character.
Indeed. there are dozens of them in Texas, where Gei'man is the rule
and English the exception.
There is a church in Victoria, known as the German Lutheran Church,
but the correct title of which is •· Trinity Evangelic::.l Lutheran Church."
This church bas been stabliRhed in Victoria probably 60 years. Its pastor for some 35 years, immediately pre~eding the incumbency of its pres.e nt pastor was a man who, however admirable otherwise he may have
been. could not carry on the mos t commonplace con>ersation in the
En~Ush language, and he was just as German in appearance, conversation, and tongue al'! any German in Germany to-day.
~everal Wf'eks ago the Council of Defense of Victoria County caused
to be published in the Victoria Advocate an address to thP people of
Victoria County Rtating the views of the council of defense as to the
use of the German torrgue. This address was in most courteous language, and, in substance, took the following position : That a state of
war always calls for self-sacri.tlce and, its attendant virtue, self-denial.
That many people in our community have the habit and custom of speaking German. That almost every American. family, in Victoria and elsewh.er!', has Rome of its own flesh and blood in the fighting line., facing
such things as poison gas, shrapnel, and other bric-a-brac of hell, " Made
in Germany." That the German language, of course, has a similar
trade-mark. That it would be a g acious act o{ self-denial, and practical demonstration of patriotism, for people who had formed this habit
of speaking GNman to cease such habit. The addr!'ss clo ed with the
following words : " Our sons are in the trenches. Will you deny them
this?"
.At the last meeting of the Council of Defense of Victoria County
th re was presented to this counc:• a petition of the Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church, which petition is printed in full in this is u.e
of the Advocate. A similar petition, with dl.fl'erent petitioners, was
presented to the councilS of defense of tho counties of De Witt. Colorado, Caldwell, and probably other countie in Texas . . De Witt CO'unty
had granted this petition, and the other counties had rejected the same.
·The Victoria Council, by a vote of 12 to 1, rejected this particular
petition.
The attention of ihe citizens of Victoria County is therefore invited ·
to these two tllings :
First. 'l'he address published by this council, which can be easily
found in the .Advocate of some two weeks ago .
• Pconrl. The language. purport, and objects of the particular' petition
-which this council saw fit to reject.
.
At the request of a number of members of this council, and as chair•man of its publicity committee, I am going to indicate some of the
l'Pasons that influenced us in rejecting this petition, and I a k that these
r-ca ons be considered by the citizenship of Victoria County, with the
language of this petition before thPm.
First. This is the only petition that has come before this council on
this ubject. Therefore, apparently, thf're is no complaint as regards
the spirit of this address anyw'lere save in one particular organization.
Second. If the previous address of the coun cil and the pt=>tition are
read together, no one can e~capt=> . the conclusion that this petition was
·framed and designed to ..answer the address of the council, and to protest against it.
Third. It is plainly st-ated In "GrO'u.nd 1" of this petition that if
the German language is suddenly suspended" a sympathy will be created
for it.'' Our council wants to know who are tl:ie peofJle that will concefve this sudden sympathy for the German language. Also, if such
·people do conc(>ive this sudden sympathy for anything German, will they
not immediately manifest a correspondin~ lack of sympathy for something American? If there are any people in Victoria County. to-day
that are going to conceive, suddenly or gradually, any sympathy for
anything German, languag~ or otherwis , the qui-cker they are smoked
out of their· boles the better It will be for the public welfare. Therefor P we do not think that "Ground 1" states any reason whats()('ver.
Fourth. " Ground 2 " is even more objectionable. It 1s camouflaged
with a great deal of language about patriotism and loyalty, but just take
the butter and the honey out of this "Ground 2" and see what we
have left. We find lf'ft only a stateJDent that the Trinity Evangelical
LutheFan Church has 51 'sons in the United States Army. and the council
of defen!'le "does not dare derry thPse 51 soldiers the privilege of having
their fathers and mothers preached to in German." This council thinks
this i a calumny on 51 of our Victoria boys. We know no diffPTence
between the 51 sonr. of the Lutheran Church and the hundreds of sons
of thP other churches, constituting the over 800 soldiers from Victoria
County. The council isn't going to deny anything that Is right to any
Am~Tkan soldier, whether he be a son of the Lutheran Church or not,
bo~ it likewist f.s not going to confer any special privilege upon or play
any tavorites among the boys of Victoria County and a coyert threat
does not sit well with this council that it does not "dare to deny " the
u sP of the GPrman language to the parents of 51 American soldiers.
This council is supposed to be a body, organized by the citizenship of
the county, for the purpose of conserving the resourcE's of Victoria
County and keeping alive the home fires of American patriotism. The
use of the German tongue is not necessary for the one and is calculated
more than anything we know to put out the other.
Did the reader ever consider what thought really was? It is nothing
but the framiDg of words by the brain though those worrls are llDspokPn. It is a doubtful psychological quef;tion in the writer's mind
wh..,ther any brain ran think good, honest ·uniteo States patriotism in
GPrman words, but ther" ran bP no quNrtlon that the best vehicle with
which to express good, honest United States thoughts is the language
oi the United States itself.
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" Ground 3 " of this petition actually claims that the ' reason why the
astounding condition prevails that there are 26 old people, members of
this church, who can not speak the· language of this country is due, in
gi-eat measure, to the fact "that bustness men catl.'red to them in the
German language, and even in public schools German was taught•'
"Ground 3" then asks, "Why. then, should they learn another language
when they could J!Pt along with the one they knew?" Is it not utter
nonsense to attempt to lay at the door of merchants of VIctoria· the
shameful neglect of these people in failing to learn thP la.nguagt> of their
own country, and is not thP very fact that thf' language was spoken in
the stores and taught in the schools an eloquent demonstration that
both of thel'le thin;rs should stop, and the suddenPr the better.
As to these 26 members who can not understand an Engllsh sermon,
the writer asks these questions:
.
Name each one of these members, and name when he came to Amertca,
and bow long he has lived here?
.
Did each such person come to this country to remain a German or to
beeome an AmPrican ?
.
.
Who kept these people from reading, speaking, or talking English,
and who kept them from attending a church where the English language
was preac'hed, prayed, and spoken?
· _
' How many of these 26 ha.ve been forced. under the law·s of the Ulllted
States to register as alien enemies and file their photographs and
thumb' prints with the United State authorities, and name each one o!
these so photographed and thumbed.
.
How long has e~ch one of these alleged Americans. who ca::ed so htt!e
for this country that he would not even learn its langu~~e, ltved in t!J.IS
country and enjoyed its freedom, bounteous opportun1ttes, and lav1~h
hospitality?
How many of them a.re poorer in worldly goods than when they c~me
to America and how many are now willing to quitclaim to the Umted
States wha't they have made in the United States, and go b~ck to the
German language and a German country?
·
Furthermore it is stated in this petition, that for the "past four years
this church has conducted most of its services in English ..'' What did it
do for the previous fifty-odd years of its existence?" Is It not as much
responsible for these 26 benighted persons as the merchants of Victoria " or the public-school teachers? It is a fact-and the present
pastor of this church has so admitted-that an American Roldier was
buried by this pastor at Victoria, Tex.., and the funeral ritPs were C<lnducted In German. and a German sermon was !?reached ove~ his body.
Do thP people of Victoria County approve of thts as a que bon of propriety?
· pl.' t"ti
h" h
There are also expressions in " Ground four , of this
1 on w tc
state that " the hardships of the exclusive use of the English language
are apparent." Again we ask tbnt the citizen bP named who is of the
opinion that it is a hardship that he or she be required to speak the language of their country, and not the language of their enemy's country,
in a time of a desperate and bloody war.
But the most conclusive answPr of all to this petition is the one now
stated. Just reverse conditions and geographical environments. L et us
imagine a petition of an American church. signl'd by its pastor and two
of its member~>, handed to any German organizati.on in GermanyJ.. asking
that that church be permitted to preach English sermons to : .: .6 aged
persons members of that church and citizens of German), who could not
speak or understand German, and actually stating in this petition that if
this request was not granted, a sympathy would be cr:eatP? fot· the ·English language-. and sonR of this American church. sol~h!'rR .m the German
Army, would be offended. etc. As soon as the hilarity died down there
would be a first-class hanging. and 29 would be the exact number hung,
the 3 askers and the 26 askees.
Our country does cot follow German methods. All of us over here
believe in Christ. who. on the cross, prayed : "Father, fo r give them, for
they know not what they do." Even Christ's wondrous prayer, howP.ver.
is not broad enough to embrace or forgive Germany and <i!'rmnn soldiE>rs,
becau e they know exactly what they do, and not only ~ow lt. but they
vaingloriously boast of it. If th~ German language 1s disgraced and
humiliated-and frankly
I think it is-its dt>plorablP :;:tatus can not be
laid at thP door 'ot the 1' 'merchants of Victoria" or public-school teachers but the corpse lies at the door of the German pPoplp th~>msPlVP~.
if we could spotlight this entire ·epiRoile and S<'e in the contra<'ted
lighted circle only 26 aged persons and thl.'ir prayer for rt=>lig;ious worship
in their native tongue and could exclude in the outer darkness all else,
even such things, as 'the tens of tb(lnsands of I_ikely pPtitionPrs with
similar plea. the great tidal wave of Pan Germamsm threatf'ning to engulf the world in a second deluge, this time of blooc'l and not mere wat:r,
the shameful lessons of Pan Germam.<:m
.
a" written and taught by Its
satanic "advocates and demonstrated bv German troopers, its devotees.
and. above all, could we so exclude and forget tb.e sa<:r!fice our own
soldiers are now oll'eTing. then we could grant this pf'tJ,tlon. We can
not so contract our vision. Pan GN·manism is a world forre, and in both
structure and shadow is present in our land. From turrt=>t to foutHlation
stone thP structure Is of GPrman elay c<>m<>nted with GPrman tongl.!e·
Diverse tongut>s destroyed the Tower of Babel, but onP ton~.rue has huilt
and preserves the tower of Pan Germanism. The bulliling permit, however for tbis un-rightPous structurt>, and its maintenance, repair, and
alt~ation, wnA filched from the careless generosity of th e merican people and w<' think the. time has eomEc> to can c~>l f'uch pPrmit. anrl for good
cause. It is true this particular Vlrtod,~'l incident is but onEc> brick in the
building. and one brick may apl)Par of littlP eonR"CJUPnce, ~ut ~oppose
every one of the tens of thou~ds of sue~ commu~iti_os as Vtctona each
presPrves tis onP particular brick. when will the bmld •ng fall?
·
Nations people with a multHofle of congues, are either de~>potisms or
no man's iand. Ther is no gPnu!ne. honost American housl.'hold v.-here
the English language stops at the front gate.
Also. we have bPfore our eyt>s th<' vi<::ion of some wound d American
soldier one of our own Vi(-toria bo:v-s. returnin~ from France and dropping tn at one of tbese German service<:: in his own town. AftPr what he
has seen with mll'lted eyes, after what he has hP3rd from palltd lips. after
what he has sutiPred with smiling face. after what he has lo t with unshaken nerve1 what will he think of a German sermon as- a. rest ct1re at
home? In nis bittPrnc>ss he may even think the bitterest of all
thou ~hts. "What's tbP use?,
We predict that councils of defense who approve by tht>ir action of the
German tongue anywhere or any time will have short shift "when our
bovs come home again."
This home-coming na.v is going to be the white-stone day of A~erica.
Why not put ou-r houSPs in ord r now? ~oml' of our 1oys will . not
return. Can we explain to the dl'arl that WP intenrtPd to stop PV('r.Vt!Jing
Gt=>rman after the war? Why not kPI.'p the faith now anu suddf'nly, and
then afterwards, and then forever :mrl a day.
· Our ceuncil is not gotng to bP mi~undl.'t·stood ::tbout thi mattel". We
know no racial lines. Distinctions of blood are absurd, since in only ~2
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generations each of us haye some .8,000 ancestors. We ·w m stake · our
lives on the utt~r faith and loyalty of conntless thousands of American
soldiers and citizens of immediate. German blood. The most useful
.American we have to-day, barring only the President, is of both German
blood and name, Charles Schwab. WP care nothing for pedigrees. · It is
the German mind, the German heart, and the German tongue, of which
we disapprove.
.
.
.
In last Saturday's ~e'w York Times there is an article by Lafayette
Yonng, president of the Iowa Council of Defense·. He claHns the fight in
Iowa Is not to make Germans Americans, but to keep Americans from
being made Germans. He says the foes of his council arc three-German
churches, German schools, and German newspapers. He says the plea of
these churches always is "that there are a few 'old people' who can
not understand English." He says -the German textbook is usually a
panegyric on the Hobenzollern family. He asks if "anyone ever saw a
real red-bot patriotic .AIIiei'ican sentiment in a newspaper published in
the German language?" The answer is easy. If anyone lives as old as
1\!ethusclah and travels farther than the Wandering Jew, he never will
see bona .fide Amerjcanism garbed in German words. Isn't the problem
about the same in Texas as in Iowa?
The council of defense stated in its orlgln9.1 articles of or.ganization
that "it knew no race and no creed, but that it would not permit Germanism on the part of any persons." It further declared that "Amei:-1canism was a matter of soul, not of racial lines." The council bas not
changed these articles o~ its faith, and it proposes to hew to these lines,
.regardless of who is Wt by the . c_Wps. It does not believe that any
American citizPn should ask of this council the privilege of holding services in the language· of the enemy's country, and such an enemy!
This councU further believes in the absolute loyalty and good faith
of the vast body of the cltizPnsbip of Victoria County, and thinks racial
lines ("Ut little figure in such loyalty. It is just as proud of "the ·
51 boys " from Victoria County in uniform as it is of any other 51
Victoria boys in similar uniform and no prouder. All these boys
mPrely did their duty, though it is conceded that duty is the sublimest
thing that can be done by any man.
This counciJ repeats, however, that there is a lesson that a few yet in
Victoria County must learn. and this lesson is a plain one if the heart
is right. The lesson is: That we are fighting GPrmany, German soldiers, German methods, German ideas, and everythlng conceivably German, and _there is no compromise in us, and we haye just begun to
fight; that America has already changed the goose steps of the German
soldiers to tb(> goose bumps, and we are going to continue the transformation process to all Germans at heart. whether they are in America
or Germany; that between the United States on one side and Germany on thP othPr there is an evPr widening gulf of blood in which now lie
some 20,000 dPad and maimed .American boys, and in which there may
lie hundreds of thousands of the sam£> kind. Before this war is over
there will be hardly an American household that is not saddened by
the loss of some near kinsman, if not one of their own very flesh and
blood. This gulf between America and Germany is too wide ever to
be bridged again, and no hands will eyer be clasped across it. .During
this war and after this war there will be no more talk of the "old
country."
Our State has seen the danger of the German language, and for many
years we have had a statute prohibiting the record of any instrument
save one in the English lan:nJage, and the last lPgislature took a muchbelated action in prohibiting the teaching of German in our primary
schools.
·
We can have no "bits of Germany" lu America. Inches- soon become Plls and bits bushels. The Stars and Stripes will show but faintly
upon a background of German prayers or German sermons. All of
the young m(>n and women in this country know this, and, regardless
of racial lines, each is zealously claiming the right to serve the United
;:H ates, and why not? Each son and daughter of our own motherland
is Pqually as dear in her sight. The trouble lies chiefly among those
of the aged, who have kept their bodies in AmP.rica and their hParts and
hopes in Germany, who have been poisoned with such treasonable publicatioru; as th(' Vaterland, who have spoken the German tongue in their
households, and cradled their American children with songs of triumphant Germany. Verily, trouble lies "where the German tongue is
spoken and GPrman prayer is said."
V. B. PROCTOR;.
Ohetirn~an Publicity Oommittee,
Victoria Oountv Ootmcil of Defense.

CHAPTER IV.
TllE E:o/GLISH LANGUAGE AXD TRINITY EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
VICTORIA, TEX., UNI'I·ED STATES OF AMERICA.

(nr

There is in existence a letter, written, of course in Geiman, by
this very church tg 1\lr. E. F. William Stellhorn, dated September 18,
1913. It is signed officially by the then pastor and sevPn trustees of
th£' church. 'l'wo of these very signers subsequently signed the original
pl'tition set out in chapter 2. This letter is most edifying. In th~
m::tln tt embodies complaint of an Ohio synod which was evidently properly trying to get even somP English into this particular Vlctorla church.
It contains many strictures upon Rev. (then student) Paul Ebert,
subsequently and until quite recently pastor of the English Lutheran
Church at Victoria. Mr. Ebert's character and reputation in Victoria
are amply able to take care of themselves. This council of defense Indorses Mr. Ebert as a proven loyal .Amerlran, a Christian gentleman,
and a most admirable citizen. With this comment we can dismiss the
Ohio and Mr. Ebert phases of this remarkable letter.
'J'here is one portion of this letter, as to any usc of English, which we
will quote tn correct translation:
"You furthPr remark you have waited for years for our parish to begin English. We needed no English and need none as yet to-day in our
parish. Alr of ·us can still understand German. Is it not wbolly absurd
to preach English to German people? What would Martin Luther say
to that, Mr. Professor?" Is it not true? What would you answer him'?
Now you wish to come s.nd act as om· guardian. That can never be.
Why did you not come 61 years ago? :•
Waite up! This letter was written when th1s church was 61 years
old. It was written ·not at Bingen ·on the Rhine in Germany · but in
Victoria, Tex .. on the Guadalupe, in the United States of Amerira, Septemher 18, 1913. Why, the utter supreme gall of this sort of thing!
The Victoria County Council of Defense is not going to give any
German privileges to American citizens.
·
· ,
And, "J.\lr. Professors." th-Is council has tts compass set on George
Washington and It will not shift it, even to Martin Luther.
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The motion was agreed· to, and the Senate proceeded ·to the
consideration of executive business. After 10 minutes· spent in
executi've session the doors were reopened .
RATIFICATION OF CONVENTIONS.

During executive session the following conventions were ratified, and; on motion of Mr. HrTcHcocx, the injunction of secrecy
was removed therefrom : .
EXTENSION OF AlmiTR.ATION WITH JAPAN,

To the Senate:

"·

I transmit herewith to receive the advice and consent of th~
Senate to its ratification, an Agreement between the Unit{'d
States and Japan, signed at Washington, August 23, 1918, ex·
tending for a further period of five years from August 24, 1918,
the Arbitration Convention concluded between the two Governments on May 5, 1908.
WOODROW Wrr.so:s-.

THE WHITE HousE, Auuttst 29, 1918. , . ·-· :-.

..

__

~- ·;~~}~ii7:I4~.a~:~·i: <;_~

The PRESIDENT:
The undersigned the Secretary of State has the honor to lay
before the PI·esident with a view to its transmis ion to the
Senate, if his judgment approve thereof, to receive the advice
and consent of that body to its ratification, an Agreement between the United States and Japan, signed at Washington on
Aup1st 23, 1918, extending for a further period of five years
from August 24, 1918, the Arbitration Convention concluded
between the two Governments on May 5, 1908.
Respectfully submitted.
ROBERT LANSING.
THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Au-g ust Z'i, 1918.

The Government of the United States of America and the
(}overnment of His Majesty the Emperor of Japan, desiring to
extend for another five years the period during which the
Arbitration Convention concluded between them on May 5, 1908,
and extended by the Agreement concluded between the two
Governments on June 28, 1913, shall remain · in force, have
authorized the undersigned, to wit: Robert Lansing, Sectetary
of State of the United States, and Viscount Kikujlro Ishii, His
Majest-y's Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary at ·
Washington, to ·conclude the following Agreement:
ARTICLE

l.

The Convention of Arbitration of May 5, 1908, between the
Goverriment of the United States of America and the Govei·nment of His Majesty the Emperor of Japan, the duration of
which by Article III thereof was fixed at a period of five years
from the date of the exchange of ratifications, which period, by
the Agreement of June 28, 1913, between the two Governments
was extended for five years fo~.·om August 24, 1913, is hereby
extended and continued in force for the further period of five
years froni Augtist 24, 1918.
.

ARTiCLE

II.

The present Agreement shall be ratified by the President of
the United States of America, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate thereof, and by His Majesty the Emperor of J apau,
and it shall become effeCtive upon the date of the exchange of
J.·atifications, which shall take place at Washington as soon as
possible.
'
Done irr· duplicate in the English language at Washington
this twenty-third day of August, one thousand nine hundred anLl
eighteen, corresponding to the twenty-third · day of' the .eight!l
month of the seventh year of Taisho.
,.::~ .y

ROBERT LANSX~<a.
K. ISHII.

!

·1..

.

~.:

DEVELOPMEXT OF COMMERCE W'ITII URUGUAY.

To tho Senate:

I transmit hei·e"'ith, to receive the auvice and consent of the
Senate to its ratification, a convention between the United States
and Uruguay, signed at Washington on August 27, 1918, to develop commerce between the two countries and to increase the
exchange of commodities by facilitating the work of traveling
salesmen.
·
WooDROW Wrr.soN.

THE WHITE HOUSE,
Washington, Attuust 31, 1918.

The PRESIDENT :
.
., The undersigned, tlie Secretary of State, has the honor to lay
EXECUTIVE SESSION.
.
before the President, with a view to its transmission to the
1\!r. mTGHCOCK. I move that the. Senate proceed to th_e - ~enate', if his judgment approve thereo~. t~ receive the advi~e
consideration of executive business. ·
·· - ·
and consent of t.hat body to its ratification, a convention betw~
TH!l VI~~IA ~OUNTY COUNCIL OF DEFE:-iSE.
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. ARTICLE X.
the United States and Uruguay, signed at Washington on August 27, 1918, to develop commerce between the two coup.tries
Tltis Convention shall be ratified; and the ratifications shall
and to increase the exchange of commodities by facilitating the be exchanged at Montevideo within two years, or sooner if
work of traveling salesmen.
possible.
The present Convention shall remain in force until the end
Respectfully submitted.
RoBERT L.J.NSL.~G.
of six months after either of the high contracting parties shall
DEPABTMEN'f, OF S~ATE,
haYe given notice to the other of its intention to terminate the
Washington, August 28, 1918.
same, each of them reserving to itself the right of giving sucll
The United States of America a,nd the Oriental Republic of notice to the other at any time. And it is hereby agreed beiween
Uruguay, being desirous to foster the development of commerce the parties that, on the expiration of six months after such
between them and to increase the exchange of commodities by notice shall have been received by either of them from the other
facilitating the work of traveling salesmen, have agreed to con- party as above mentioned, this Convention shall altogether cease
·
clude a convention for that purpose and have to that end ap- and terminate.
In testimony ·whereof the respective plenipotentiaries ba\e
pointed as their plenipotentiaries:
The President of the United States of America, Robert Lans- signed these articles and hR\e thereunder a·ffixed their seals.
Done in duplicate, at Washington, this twenty-seventh day of
ing, Secretary of State of the United States; and
The President of Uruguay, his minister, Dr. Don Baltasar August, 1918.
ROBERT LANSING.
Brum, Secretary of State in the Department of Foreign RelaBALTASAr. BRUM.
tionsADJOURNMENT,
Who having communicated to each other their full powers,
1\.lr. HITCHCOCK. I mo\e that the senate adjourn.
which were found to be in due form, have agreed upon the
The motion was agreed to; and (at 4 o'clock and ·50 minutes _
following articles :
ARTICLE I.
p. m.} the Senate adjourned until Monday, October 14, 1918, at
1\Ianufacturers, merchants, and traders domiciled within the 12 o'clock meridian.
jurisdiction of one of the high contracting parties may operate
as commercial travelers either persOnally or by means of agents
NOMINATIONS.
or employees within the juri diction of the other high contract- Executive nominations 1·eceived by the Senate October 10, 1918.
ing party on obtaining from the latter, upon payment of a single
Co~SUL GEI\"'ERAL.
fee, a license which shall be valid throughout its entire terriCLASS 4.
torial jurisdiction.
In case either of the high contracting parties shall be engaged
Evan E. Young, of South Dakota, now a consul general of class
in war, it reserves to itself the right to prevent from operating 5, to be a consill general of class 4 of the united States· of
Within its jurisdiction under the provisions of this treaty, or America.
otherwise, enemy nationals or other aliens whose presence it
CONSULS.
may consider prejudicial to public order and national safety.
CLASS 4.

ARTICLE II.
George A. Bucklin, of Oklahoma, now a consul of class 5, to be
In order to secure the license above mentioned the applicant a consul of class 4 of the Unaed States of America.
must obtain from the country of domicile of the manufacturers,
CLASS 5.
merchants, and traders represented a certificate attesting his
Albert
H.
Putney,
of
Illinois,
now Chief of the Division of
character as a commercial traveler. This certificate, which
shall be issued by the authority to be designated in each country Near Eastern Affail1?. Departm~nt of State, to be a consul of
for the purpose, shall be viseed by the consul of the country in class 5 of the United States of America.
CLASS 7.
which the applicant proposes to operate, and the authorities of
· William L. Jenkins, of Pennsylvania, now a consul of class 8,
the latter shall, upon the presentation of such certificate, issue
to the applicant the national license as provided in Article I. . to be a consul of class 7 of the United States of America.
John n. PutG.am, of Oregon, now a consul of class 8, to be a
. AnTI CLE II I.
A commercial h·aveler may sell his samples without obtaining consul of class 7 of the United States of America.
CLASS 8.
a special lice~se as an importer.
ARTICLE IV.
Frank Bohr, of Kansas, now a consular assistant; to be a conSamples without commercial value shall be admitted to entry sul of class 8 of tl1e United States of America.
Henry B. Hitchcock, of New York, now vice consul and interfree of duty.
Samples marked, stamped, or defaced, in su~h manner that preter at Yokohama, to be a consul of class 8 of the United States
they can not be put to other uses, shall be considered as objects of America.
COMMISSIONER OF IMMIGRATION.
without commercial value. .
ARTICLE V.
Willfam T. Christy, of Louisiana, to be commissioner of imSamples lun·ing commercial value shall be pro>isionally ad- migration at the port of New Orleans, La.
mitted upon giving bond for the payment of lawful duties if
REG:ttSTERS OF THE LAND OFFICE.
they shall not have been withdrawn. from the country within a
Benjamin 1\I. Tribb:e, of Camden, Ark., to be register of the
period of six (6) months.
land office at Camden, Ark., effective November 1, 1918, or as
Duties shall be paid on such portion of the samples as shall soon thereafter as he qualifies, Yice Robert D. Newton, term
not haYe been so withdrawn.
expired.
ARTICLE VI.
Benjamin F. Spires, of LittJe Rock, Ark., to be register of
·All customs formalities shall be simplified as much as po sible the land office at Little Rock, Ark., effective January 1, 1919, or
with a view to avoid delay in the dispatch of samples.
as soon thereafter as he qualifies. \ice John W. Allen, term
AnTICLE VII.
expired.
·
·
RECEIVERS OF PUBLIC MONEYS.
Peddlers and other salesmen who deal directly with the consumer but who have no established place of business in a given
Homer V. Sewell, of Russellville, Ark.; to be receiver of public
country shall not be considered as commercial travelers in that moneys at Little Rock, Ark., effective November 1, 1918, or as
country but shall be subject to the license fees levied on business soon thereafter as be qualifies, yice Augustus 1\I. Ward, . term
of the k~nd which they carry on.
.
expired.
.
ARTICLE VIII.
Oscar B. Gordon, of Arkansas, to be recei\er of public moneys
at
Camden, Ark., his term having expired. (Reappointment.) ·
No license shall be required of:
(a) Persons traveling only to study trade and its needs, even
though they initiate commercial relations, provided they do not
CONFIRMATIONS.
make saJes of merchandise..
Executive nominations conjit·mell by the ScJwtc October 10, 1918 . .
(b) Persons operating through local agencies which pay the
CoMMISSIONER OF ~~~MIGRATION.
license fee or other imposts to which their business is subject.
William ·T. Christy, of Louisiana, to be commissioner of im(c) Travelers who are exclusively buyers.
migration at the pprt of New Orleans, La.
·
ARTICLE IX.
CoAsT GuAno.
Any concessions affecting any of the provisions. of the present
Treaty that may hereafter be granted by either- high contract- . Charles A. 1\IcAllister, en~neer in chief of the Coast Guard,
ing party, either by law or by treaty or convention, shall imme- ·to have the rank of captain in the NRvy and colonel in the At·my,
· ··
·
·for temporary service.
din,tely be extended to the other party.
·
1',
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Ellsworth P. Bertholf, captain -commandant of the Coast
Guard, to hav-e the rank af. commodore in the Navy .and brigadier general in the Army, for temporary service.
The followin~-named constructors with the rank of first lieutenant to be con trnctors with the rank of captaiii in the Coast
Gt:.ard, for temporary service:
·
Jolm Q. Walton and
Frederick A. HunnewelL
· l '
N .A.VAL OFFICER OF CUSTOMS".

Lot W. llei..ff. of Reading, Pu., to be naval officer of customs in
customs collection district No. 11, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa.
PROMOTIONS IN THE ARMY.
INFANTRY.

To be lieuJenant colonels.
1\Iaj.
1\Iaj.
1\Iaj.
Maj.

Frederick G. Stritzinger, jr.
Charles C. Smith.
Frank L. Wells.
Briant H. Wells.
PROVISIONAL .UPOINTMENT IN THE AnMY.
CORPS OF ENGINEERS.

To be second lieutenant.
Second Lieut. John Elliott Wood.
APPOINTMENTS IN 'l'HE ARMY,

Brig. Gen. Peter C. Harris to be The Adjutnnt General withthe rank of major general.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

1\Iaj. Gen. 1\Ierritte W. Ireland to be Surgeon General with the
r ank of major general.
Brig. Gen. Robert E. Noble to be major general for the perio!l
of the emergency for service abroad.

To be brigadier general, Regular .Anny.
Brig. Gen. William S. Scott.
PROVISIONAL APPOINTMENTS, BY PROMOTION, IN THE AnMY.
Th"'FANTRY.

To be first lieutenants.
Second Lieut. Evan C. Williams.
Second Lieut. Joel A. Fite.
Second Lieut. George T. 1\Ietcalf.
APPOINTMENTS IN THE • RMY DURING THE ExiSTENCE OF THE
PRESENT EMERGENCY.

'I'o be major oenenils.

Brig.
Brig.
Brig.
Brig.
Brig.
Brig.
Brig.
Brig.
Brig.
Brig.
Brig.

Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.
Gen.

Guy Carleton.
De Ro ey C. Cabell.
Wil.l iam .ll. ·Hay.
Frank L. Winn. ·
Edmund Wittenmyer.
Mark L. Hersey.
Henry Jervey.
Clement A. F. Flagler.
Charles D. Rhodes.
Jo eph D. Leitch.
Hanson E. Ely.

To be brigadier general:J.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.

Tyree R. Rivers.
J olm W. Heard.
FaiTand Sayre.
George 0. Cr s.
William C. Rivers.
F1·ancis J. Koe ter.
John D. L. Hartman.
E<:h va.rd An!lerson.
\Villiam T. Littebrant.
'Villiam 0. Johnson.
James R. Lind~ay.
DnnieJ \V. Ketcham.
Vernon A. Caldwell.

Col. George D. 1\loore.

Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.

Harold P. Howard.
John B. Bennet.
Melville S. Jarvis.
Het·bert 0. Williams.
A..lbert C. Dalton.
Edward Sigerfoo .
HarriE:on J. Price.
Walter C. Short.
George C. Barnhardt.
Robei·t W. Mearn::..

Col.
Col.
Co1.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
CoL
Col.
Col.
CoL
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
CoL
Col.
Col.
Col.
CoL
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
CoL
CoL
Col.
Col.

Edward L. Munson.
George H. l\1cl\1anus.
WilHam R. Smedberg, jr~
Mathew C. Smith.
Paul B. Malone.
Frank S. Cocheu.
William E. Welsh.
John W. Barker.
Louis l\1. Nuttman.
Benjamin T. Simmons.
Frederick B. Shaw.
William B. Coehran.
Clarence H. McNeil.
Charles B. Drake.
Reynolds J. Burt.
Rufus E. Longa.:u.
William 1U. Fas ett.
Henry-W. Butner.
Marcellus G. Spinks.
William K. Naylor.
Charles E. · Kilbourne.
Campbell King
Percy P. "3ishop:
John W. Kilbreth, jr.
Hugh A Drum.
Daniel F. Craig.
Geox:ge S. Simonds.
Stuart Heintzelman.
Orval P. Town hend.
Daniel W. Hand.
Robert I. Ree .
Brice P. DL<:que.
Archibald H. Sund rland.
Laurin L. Lawson.
Dennis H. Currie.
James H . Bryson.
Lesley J. Mc~ai1·.
George R. Allin.
Velham D. Gl sford.
William Bryden.
Charles S. Blakely.
Sanford B. Stanberry.
Charles I. De Bevc.ise.
\Villiam H. Rose.

Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.

John M. Car on.
Harry E. Wilkins.
Albert D. Kniskern.
Charles R. Krauthoff.
John F. 1\fadden.
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QUAllTERMASTER CORPS.

MEDICAL CORPS.

Col. James D. Gierman.
CoL John 1\t:. T. Finney.
Col. William K Thayer.
CORPS OF ENGINEERS.

Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.
Col.

Herbert Deakyne.
James F. Mclmloe.
Sherwood A. Cheney.
A very D. Andrews.
Charles G. Dawes.
SIGNAL CORP.&.

Col. George S. Gibbs.
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.

Col. Charles C. Jamie on.
Col. Samuel McRoberts.
AIR SERVICE.

Gol. William 1\Iitchell.
PROMOTIONS IN THE NAVY.

The following-named captains to be rea1· admirals, for tem•
porary service:
Newton A. McCully,
Henry F. Bryan,
Andrew T. Lon~,
Thomas Washington,
Guy Hamilton Burrage,
Ashley H. Robertson,
Carlo B. Brittain, and
Samuel S. Robison.
The following-named commanders to be captains, for temporary serviee =
Julius F. Hellweg,
Sinclair Gannon,
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Robert Morris,
John D. Wainwright,
George ,V. Steele, jr.,
Stafford H. R. Doyle,
"William N. Jeffers,
John W. Timmons,
Charles S. Freeman,
Henry C. Mustin,
William P. Cronan,
William B. Wells,
Paul B. Dungan.
Hilary H. Royall,
William R. Sayles, jr.,
Kenneth G. Castleman,
Franck T. Evans,
'Vilbert Smith,
Harry K. Cage,
War<l K. 'Vortman,
Harne Ellis,
Frank D. Berrien,
Paul Foley,
Edwin H. Dodd,
Charles R. Train,
Hugo W. Osterhaus,
Charles P. Huff,
Louis J. Connelly,
Ernest J. King,
Byron A. Long,
Alfre<l G. Howe,
William R. White,
William K. Ri<l<lle,
John G. -ChuTch,
James H. Comfort,
George B. Landenberger,
William Norris,
Adolphus .:..ndrews,
Frederick L. Oliver, and
Thomas R. Kurtz.
The following-named lieutenant commanders to be commanders for temporary service:
Frunk N. Eklund,
David A. Scott,
'Villis W. Bradley, jr.,
Miles A. Libbey,
Raymond A. Spruance,
Earle F. Johnson,
Henry K. Hewitt,
Felix: X . Gygax:,
Guy E. Davis,
'Veyman P. Beehler,
Lemuel M. Stevens,
.Toseph S. Evans,
.Tohn ,V. W. Cummings,
Roy LeC. Stover,
Chester H .•T. Keppler,
Charles A. Dunn,
John W. Lewis,
James J. Manning,
Charles G. Davy,
Horace T. Dyer,
Chm·Jes C. Gill,
Rufus W. Mathewson,
Augustin T. Beauregard,
Damon E. Cummings,
Russell S. Crenshaw,
Warren G. Child,
\Villiam H. Lee,
Randall Jacobs,
Vaughn V. Woodward,
Rithard S. Edwards,
Robert T. S. Lowell,
Cl~de R. Robinson,
Richard T. Keiran,
Ralph C. Needham,
Charles C. Slayton,
Irving H. Mayfield,
John H. Hoover,
Louis H. 1\faxfteld,
Philip IL Hammond,
Clauu A . .Tone. ,
Harry Campbell,
George W. Kenyon,
Allan S. Farquhar,
Lucian F. Kimball,
Harvey W. McCormack,

Ernest D. McWhorter,
John M. Schelling,
Bert B. Taylor,
William 0. Wallace,
Frank R. King,
Bruce R Ware, jr.,
Carl T. Osburn,
William S. Farber,
£<\.lbert l\1. Cohen,
George M. Ravenscroft,
Arie A. Corwin,
HatTy J. Abbett,
George l\fcC. Courts,
Charles W. Crosse,
Frank D. Pryor,
Claudius R. Hyatt,
Roy P. Emrich,
Jacob H. Klein, jr.,
John S. Barleon,
William T. Smith,
Jacob L. Hydrick,
Stephen B. McKinney,
Louis F. Thibault,
George C. Logan,
Clarence l\IcC. l\IcGill,
George E. Lain!,
John B. Earle,
Harold V. McKittrick,
Henry G. Shonerd,
Charles T. Blackburn,
George T. Swasey, jr.,
Ellis Lando,
Thomas A. Symington,
Harlow T. Kays,
Robert C. Giffen,
Richard E. Cassidy,
Richard S. Galloway,
Clarence N. Hinkamp,
Riley F. l\IcConnell,
Ralph R. Stewart,
Leslie E. Bratton,
Ezra G. Allen,
Henry C . .Gearing, jr.,
Elmer W. Tocl,
Thaddeus A. Thomson, jr.,
William F. Amsden,
George ,V. Simpson,
Homer H. Norton, and
Charles S. Keller.
Pay Di,r ector Charles S. Williams to be a pay director, witli
rank of rear admiral, for temporary service.
The following-named pay inspectors to be pay directors with
the rank of captain, for temporary service :
John H. Merriam,
George Brown, jr.,
David Potter,
Charles Conard, and
George C. Schafer.
The following-named paymasters to be pay inspectors with
the rank of commander, for temporary service:
Cecil S. Baker,
Doriald W. Nesbit,
.Tohn S. Higgins,
Ignatius T. Hagner,
George P. Auld,
James S. Beecher,
Henry De F. Mel,
Emmett C. Gudger,
Stewart E. Barber,
Howard D. Lamar,
William C. Fite,
David C. Crowell,
Chester G. l\Iayo, anu
.Tohn R. Hornberger.
~ledical Director Albert M. D. McCormick to be a medic.al
dtrector with the rank of rear admiral, for temporary ·service.l\Iedical Director Robert l\f. Kennedy to be a medical director
with the rank of rear admiral, for temporary service.
The following-named medical inspectors to be medical directors with the rank of captain, for temporary service~
Washington B. Grove,
Raymond Spear,
John B. Dennis,
Eugene J. Grow,
Frank E. McCullough,
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Granville L. Angeny,
\Villl.am H . Bell,
Holton C. Curl, and
Edward G. Parker.
,
.
The following-named medical · inspectors t o be medical direc·
tors with the rank of captain, for tempor ary service :
Henry E. Odell, ·
James S. Taylor,
Jo eph A. Murphy,
Clwrles N. Fiske, and
/
George F . Freeman.
Medical Inspector Charles St. J. Butler to be a medical director with the rank of captain, for tempora1;y en-ice.
The following-named surgeons to be medical inspectors m th
the rank of commander, for temporary service:
Winfield S. Pugh, jr.,
.Jnmes E . Gill,
Isaac S. K . Reeves,
Robert E . Stoops,
Wi1limn J . Zalesky,
Henry A. :May,
William A. Angwin,
Frederick E. Porter,
Paul T. Dessez,
Korman T . l\lcLean,
\"Vmy G. Farwell,
DaYid C. Cather,
HarolU W . Smith,
A<1<1ison B . Clifford,
Richard A. \Varner,
Paul n. Stalnaker,
Curti B . Mnn~er,
John B. Mears,
Georg-e S. Hatha1Yay,
Frnnk E. Sellers.
E<l\Tard H . H. Old,
Eth...-ard 0. White,
'.rlrurlOYI' \V. Reed, and
E<hvar<l U . need .
Sm·g. Edwaru L. Woods to be a medical inspector, w ith the
rank of commander, for tempoL·ary service.
The following-namell surgeons to be medical. inspector , mth
the rank of commander, for temporary service :
Hobert C. Ran ~uell,
E(l\Yin L. Jone ,
'ondie K . Winn,
.John B. Kaufman,
James P. Hnyncs,
Thomns W. Uni on,
..Jmne. M . l\linter.
HonieJ' .J. Stnteten,
Reynold Hnyden,
Etlward Y. Valz.
Montgomery A. Stunrt,
Frank X. Koltes,
Herbert L. Kelley, and
Julian '1'. ~1iller .
Surg. George B. Trihle to he a mec1ical inspector, with the
·r ank of commander, foi.' temporary sen.-ice.
Civil Engineer Homer U. Stanford to be a civil engineer, with
the rank of captain, for temporary service.
The following-named civil engineers to be civil .engineer with
the rank of commander, for temporary ervice :
Walter H. Allen,
·
Frederick H. Cooke
Clinton D. Thurber, and
Norman 1\1. Smith.
Lieut. {Junior Grnde) John E . l\leredith {retired) to be a
lieutenant on the retire(1 list.
The follo\Ying-nametl lieutenants on the retired li t to be lieut enant commantler, on the retired list, for temporary ~er'\'"i~.e :
Homer B . Gilbert,
Thomas l\L Dick,
Fr:mk 0 . Brnncb,
Ea.rle W . .Jnk('..
Omenzo C. F. D uge,
John P . Hurt.
Renwick .T. Hnrhmg,
U bert ·w. SPQITord,
Clwrles A. Hnrris,
Horace C. Lair<l.
Tiicharcl E. Byrd, jr.,
Philip F . Hnmbsch,
Charles :McK. Lynch ,
Herbert J. French,
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Stanley P. T racht, and
Joh n H Conditt.
T he f ollowing-na med chief boatswains on the retired list to be
lieuten ant s on the retired list, for temporary service :
August Ohmsen,_
George B. Hendry,
P ercy Herbert, and
P atrick J. Kenney.
Chief Gunner Cornelius Dugan on . the retired list to be lieutenant on the retired list, for temporary service.
Ch ief Sailmaker Garrett Van Mater on the retired list t o be
lieutenant on the retired list, for temporary ervice.
:Machinist William J . Powell on the retired list to be lieutenant
on t h e retired list-: for t emporary service.
L ieut. Commander Alfred H . Miles to be a commander, for
t(:!mpor ury service.
POSTMASTERS •
TEN "ESSEE.

Robert G. Loyd, Lewisburg.
Valerious E . Williams, Millington.

H OUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
FRIDAY, Octobe1· 11, 1918.
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
Rev. ' William Couuen, of \Vashington, D. C., offered the following prayer :
Hea-\enly Father, there are eyes that are ·weary with "·atching
for tbe dawn of peace ; there are heart that are breaking at
the violence done to the 1a\\s of Jove; there are souls tllnt are
longing for tl1e permanent reign of justice and humanity. We
ask Thee to bless CYery ngency tllat is redeeming the worlli
from the ~urse of this terrible war. We pray Thee that Thou
wilt bless those who are fighting, those who are worldng, those
who are giving, nnd those who are prnying. Ble:-s our legal
machinery and our military and naval organizations. \Ve pray
Thee, 0 Lord, above aU, that even though the cost be great we
mav have a clear vision and retain it, and we may lun·e a
. trong faith and be true unto it. May our dear country endure
hardness-the har<lness that is demanded of a goou soldier of
Jesus Christ-so that when the victory comes we may Jun-e
humility in our triumph anu reverence in our u. e of power and
kindne s and opportunity for all men. And Thine be the glory
through Christ, whose way to triumph was the bloody path of
Calvary. This \\e ask in the name of Him. Amen.
Tlle Journal of the proceedings of Tuesday, Oc-tober 8, lDlS, .
\\as read anu approveu.
RESERVE OF THE PURT..IC HE.ll.TH SEnnCE.

l\Ir. FOSTEH.. Mr. Speaker, if I may be permitted, I want
to :::peak to the 1'1Iembers for a moment. I would not ask this
except on account of the di ·ease that is 110\V raging throughout
the country, \Yhich is carrying off a goo<1 many lnmdreds of our
people each tlay. In the city of Wa ·hington in the la t 2-1
hour more than 50 persons have died as the re ult of this uisea e -1\lr. PADGETT. Seventy-two.
1\.Ir. FOSTER Yes; 72 have died-! thank the gentleman::md more than 1.200 new cases llave be 11 reported.
1\[r. PADGETT. Se\enteen hundred new ea ·es ''ere repoi'teu
tbi morning.
l\lr. FOSTER. I am corrected again; 1,700 new cu. es this
morning, an<l ''e probably haYe not reached the cr~ t of tl1e
epidemic. As it is moYing on west there will be thousanus
more cases nnu bunclreds of deaths as the re ult of the oi en.·e.
The Public Health Sf'n-ice is battling ns best it cnn to stamp
out th! ·disease, tenching tlle people how to prevent it, m1d
how to 'care for themseln•s when they get it. As we 1.llow,
there are bet\YE:en 30,000 nn<l 35,000 doctor who b11.ve been
called into the sen·ice of the Go\ernment, anu in many localities, as is the case in the country in \Yhich I li•e, there nre
mnnv ·mall <.:ities alHl town .~ that are without the services of a
ph~:sicinn . I understnml frnm my colleague from Pennsyl\unia
[ lr. li:ELI.Y], .here on the Committee on H.ules, that there is a
town of 5.000 people in Pennsylvania where there is not a
single doctor left. In other communities there mny probably
be a surplus of pby. lcinns t11at migl1t be remo•ed from one
place to another. The I'nh!ic Health Sen·icc believes that if i t
were giyen the power to cornmL sion the!'>e men and send them
into the cowmnnitie ,,·here they are so ba<lly needeu from the
couimuniti<'s in which tllt->y can he spru·eu H would be of great
senice t o the peovle in tl1is crisis.
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The COmmittee on Rules this morningc ordered reported' out
The message also announced I that the- Senate bad~ passed biils
a rule to be presented' to tlie ffouse for tlie consideration of ' .of the following. titles, in which the concurrence of the House ·
Senate joint resolution 63; to establish a reserve· of the Public~ of RepresentatiYes was requested:
Health Ser,ice. The officials. in that se1·vice- say that they · do
S. 4982. An :tct to amend section 3 of an act entitled "An act
not want; uny money.; that the million dollars· appropriated here- to saYe ~ daylight and ·pro\lde standard time for the United'
tofore is sufficient for aU their purposes. That is the- situation• States," appro'Ved Mirch I9, 1918; and
a it is· now.
S. 4940. An act to amend an ac~ entitled· "An act to give ih-Now, we· know tliat we agreed lhst. w~li: not to pass- any legp demnity for· damages caused by Ame1·ican forces abroad;'' ap;.
islation until next 1\Iontlay, and1 I am, of course, Ioath: tb ask proved~Aprii 18, 1918:
that we· should take up this resolution at thiS' time. While I
The message also announced tliat the Senate had passed' with;.think that possibly conditions might change, so that no man out amendment joint resolution or the following title :
would offer nn objection to the consideration of" this legislation
R J:. R.es. 331 . .Toint resolution autho~·izing readmission to the:"
w6ich is belie\-ed to be so necessary for the health and to pre- ,United States of certain alieJ+S who had been conscripted oc·
vent the death of our people, I am willing to do anything. that have volunteered for service with the. military fo~ces of ' the
I can' at all times, and I know all gentlemen present at·e willing United States or cobelllgerent forces; ·
.
to <lo tlie same that we may· stamp out disease· among: our people·
K!\.TROLLE.O BILLs siGNED.
and that we may save human life.
That is the situation, genlemen. I know that no man will
The SPEAKER announced his signature to enrolled bills of the
following titles:
·
probably want to object to this legislation at this time. I bring
S. 3438. An. act to prevent corrupt practices in the election of
it up and make this statement to you this morning, und if u-is
d
·
b "
h
fi t th'
Senators, Representatives, or Delegates in Congress;
not consi ered this morning- it will e ..Jroug t up· the rs
mg.
S. 933. An act to authorize the Secretm·y of the rnterior to
on 1\fondny after the reading of the Journal.
Mr. HEFI;;IN. .Mr. Speaker, will the. gentleman yield 1
issue patent for certain land. to school disb.·ict No. 9, of Sandersl\fr. FOSTER. Certainly.
County, Mont..;
·1\lr. HEFLIN. 'Vould not this be in the nature of an emer-•
S. 3225. An act to reserve as a part of the Oregon National:
gency measure?
forest certain lands that were revested in the · United' States1\h•. FOSTER. It is thought so, and that is the only reason pursuant to the decision of the Supreme· Court of. the United"
I speak of it. If it is pa sed att all it ought to be· passed· at as· Sl:ates in the case of· the Oregon & California Railroad Co.
early a date as possible.
against the United States;
1\Ir: HEFLIN. The agreement, I . think, would not touch a •
S. 4871. An act. to authorize tlie Philadelphia, Harrisbm·g &
case of this character.
Pittsburgh Railroad· Co., its lessees, successors, and assigns, to.
The SPEAKER. Hns the gentleman any•request to make?
construct a b1;idge across the Susquehanna River from the city·
1\Ir. FOSrER. I will ask unanimous consent for the considera:- of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pa., to the borough of Lemoyne;
tion of this resolution only if there is a universal opinion. it Cumberland County, Pa.; and
oug-ht to be pas ed. I have only' stated the case.
S. 2493. An act to amend section 3 of an act entitled "An act.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois asl{S· uilani- to provide for stock-raising homesteads, and for other-purposes,'"
J'M us consent for the consideration of. the resolution to whieh approved December 29, 1916.
be Has referrNl. Is there objection?
1\fr. LAZARO, from· the Committee on Enrolled' Bills., ceported:
1\fl·. 'VALSH.. Well, 1\Ir. Speaker, that is not, I think, such· that they had e..~amined nnd found truly enrolled bills of the foL·
a rase as ought to be brought up here in the absence of a quorum lowing titles, when the Speaker signed the same:
and in the face of: a private a:greement. If we passed this resoH. R. 12982. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Navy to
Iution to-day, we would liave to wait until Monday anyway purchase from the Commonwealth of' l\I'assachusetts a large drY,'
before it could become a law, because the Senate is· not now in dock and appurtenant lands; and
session. It might just as· well be put through on 1\Ionday, when
H. R. .12402. An act to exclude and expel from the Unite!!'
a quorum will be here, and it will. become a law just as quickly States aliens who are members of the anarchistic. and similu·
as if we were to pass it to-day.
clas e .
lHr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. 1\f.r. Speaker, Will the· gentleman'
DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATIONS.
yield?
1\fr. SHERLEY. I ask unanimous consent to address the1\Ir. wALSH. Certainly.
House foi~ a minute o.r tWOJ
l 1\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. The Senate has already passed
The SPEAKER. The gentleman :frrom Kentucky asks unanithe resolution.
mous consent to address the House. Is t11ere objection?
~Jr. wALSH.
That may be so; but it would have to go back
There was no objection.
to d1e Vice President for signature· on 1\Ionday.
1\lr. SHERLEY. I know that the member hip of the House
1\lr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Is not the · Senate to sit again are interested in the state of progress of the work of the Com·
until 1\Ionday?
mittee on Appropriations in connection with the pending defi1\Ir. WALSH. That is what the· RECORD says. I want to ask ciency bill. The committee will finish its li~'l.rings to-night.,
the gentleman from Illinois if he thinks he will gain- anything- It will finish those hearin(J's by closing them. There are a.
by passing- it t.o-day?
number of minor matters that the departments have brought
~Ir. FOSTER I think it might; but if the Senate does· not to the attention of tile committee informally, that they wouU
haYe a session untill\Ionday, it would not be delayed very much, like to submit, and that are in process of reaching the stage of
an<l I do not insist.
estimate and submission ; but the matters that are before the
1\Ir. ESCH. 1\fr. Speaker, wiU tJ1e· gentleman yield?
committee ha:ve been heard as fully ' as the opportunities per1\Ir. FOSTER. Yes.
mitted. I have personally had hearings every morning from 10·
f l\1r. ESCH. I understood that the Committee on Interstate o'clock, and every afternoon and every nir;ht, sometimes as lata
and Foreign Commerce, through Judge Sn.rs, intended to ask as 12 and half past 12 o'clock at night. It will take some time
that the action brought out in recommending a substitute for to mark a bill of this magnitude. Of cour e, the hearings are
the Senate resolutioiL be rescinded, and that action be taken on for the purpose of enabling us to mark it intelligently. It will.
the Senate resolution with an amendment
then take a day or two for the mechanical preparation of the
1\It·. FOSTER. I am glad to have the gentleman state that.
bill in its final shape, and for the clerks to check up the items
Mr. ESCH. The gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. SIMS] is and see that t11e bill is in proper form.
·
ill with inftuenza. I feel myself that we should act as expediMr. 1\lADDEN.. Then it will be more than a week before the
tiously as possible; but in view of the fact that' the Senate will bill is reported? ·
not be in session until 1\fonday, if we could give a privifegeu
1\lr. SHERLEY. No; I hope that by continuing to work day
sta tus to the resolution on Monday, Judge Sn.rs will then be and night and Sun<'lay, we will be able to present the bill to tllE'!
pre ent and give assent to the actio-n.
House \Veclnesday morning, nnd to present it along with printed
1\Ir. FOSTER. In view of the statement by the gentleman copies, so that if t.he House is desirous it mny be taken up thnt
from 1\I_a ssachu etts [1\Ir. W ALSB:] that the Senate will not meet same day instead of going O\el' until the next day under the
again until Monuay, and not wanting to violate any agreement rule. ' That is a matter for the judgment of' thE" House; but tllc
made, I withdraw my request for consideration.
bill is one of trt>mE.>ndous importance, and ·practically its con~he SPEAKER. The gentleman withdraws the bill.
sideration has forced. a review of much of the entire Army program from its inception, because, as· I stated the other <lay, you.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
can not intelligently determine a deficiency without going into
A message from the Senat~ by· 1\11'. Waldorf; its enrolling the question of moneys that have been ha<l, and the total estlclerk, announced that the Senate had passed without amend~ mated expenditure for the fiscal year.
ment the' bill (H. .R. 10609) allowing the Secretat·y of tho
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Can the gentleman give an estl.
~reasury to exchange a post-office site in Eatonton, Ga.
mate as to how long it will take to consider the bill.'l
'
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Mr. SHERLEY. That is entirely with the Hous~. If the
various items in the bill are discussed at length, you might
spend a week or two weeks or a month in the consideratiGn of
it. Of necessity the committee · is required to act very largely
from the military viewpoint touching the major sums that are
involved. Whether the House will feel disposed to act on that
same basis or not is for the House to determine. The responsibility of the committee is tremendous. For my part I am always
glad to have any sort of action that the House may choose to
take, either affirmatively or negatively, touching any actidn that
the committee takes on matters of such enormous magnitude as
are involved. I <lo not think that even the membership of this
House, conversant as it is with war matters, can have a full
appreciation of the intricacy of the problem that is put up to
the Committee on Appropriations at this time, a problem that
involves matters that affect practically every activity known to
man.
Mr. l\IADDEN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
l\Ir. l\I.illDEN. A good many of us, like the gentleman himself, have been here during all the session since the war began.
It just so happens that in our. States those who wish to vote in
November must go home and register, and we can not vote
unless we do go home and register personally. _ The last regisn·ation day is next Tuesday. I want to go home and register. I
would like to be here also while this bill is under consideration,
aml it would please me--though, of course, I would not haYe
any right to ask other men to be inconvenienced-if the consideration of this bill should not begin until a week from Monday.
l\Ir. SHERLEY. It is for the House to determine. There is
perhaps no man in this House who is ignoring more completely
than I am his personal situation.
l\Ir. MADDEN. I am doing the same thing.
1\fr. SHERLEY. I represent a district that has always been
politically close, and there is a campaign on in my district.
'Vhat the re ult of it will be the election alone will disclose.
But I have a primary duty here on the ftoor. It is a duty of a
magnitude that I would not voluntarily assume, but with the
war coming on, all of us have had duties placed on us that tax
more than our capacity. For my part I am going to continue
at the work on that bill and bring it to the House at the earliest
moment that I properly can, and then whatever the House wants
to <lo touChing its consideration, or the convenience of its l\Iember , is for the House. I shall stay here until the bill is passed,
because as chairman of the Committee on Appropriations I owe
that to the House and I owe it to the country.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. The bill will carry about how
much money?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. I can not answer that. The estimates on
their face run close to $9,000,000,000.
l\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Will the bill be itemized, or is it
largely in lump sums?
l\1r. SHERLEY. It will follow the usual form of appropriation bills. The biggest items relate to the Ordnance and the
Quartermaster Corps. The items under considerll.tion as to t11e
needs of the Army in connection with the Field Artillery and
ammunition therefor will total something like $2,500,000,000.
Those are carried in four or five it£ms. Of course the committee
has undertaken to go into the details of that, an<l the hearings,
which will cover more than a thousand printed pages, undertake
as far ::~s po sible to give to the House the financial side of it.
It is physically impossible for the committee, except very incidentally, to touch upon the detail of expenditure and production
ami of all the matters that are engaging the attention of hundreds of thousands of men to-day.
Gentlemen, I am sure, realize that no committee working for
an indefinite time can pos ibly hope to follow out all the ramifications of the expenditure of the money. All we have tried to do
is to examine, as best we might with the facilities in hand, the
financial statements to see upon what they were predicated.
In doing that I think the committee has been able to clemom::trate
to the satisfaction of the- officials presenting the estimates that
in many instances the estimates submitted were not warranted
by the facts.
1\lr. CAl\IPBELL of Kimsas. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Is it planned by the Senate to
set aside the business they have in hand and take up the bill
for passnge immediately after its pas age by the House?
Mr. SHERLEY. I am not advised formally as to that. hut
it is my understanding that the Senate Committee on Appropriations will probably immediately consider the bill and, jmlging
from other bills that have gone over from the House, will report
it in a day or two to tile Senate and the action of the Senate will
only take a limited number of days.
.
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Mr. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, will the· House allow me to pro·
pound a question to the gentleman from Illinois, the · acting
leader? Under the agreement that there would be no business
done until next 1\fonday, and under the statement of the gentleman from Kentucky, will it be the purpose of the gentleman
from Illinois to continue his motion to adjourn until next
Wednesday, when the appropriation bill will be ready, or will
the gentleman see that there is a quorum here on next Monday?
Like the gentleman from Kentucky, I am here all the time,
and am going to stay here, but if there is an adjournment of
three days at a time until Wednesday there is the matter of
the liberty loan at two places I would like to attend to.
1\Ir. POD. Before the gentleman from Illinois answers the
question, I would like to remind him, an<l also the o-entleman
from California, that on Monday there will be an effort made
to present tl1e measure referred to by the gentleman from Illinois, Dr. FosTER, an<l if the House is going to art on it at all it
ought to act on it not later than 1\fonday or Tuesday of -next
week.
l\Ir. RAKER. Will that necessitate bringing a quorum here,
and if it should develop that there was no quorum will a quorum
be brought here? •
Mr. POU. I would not think that n quorum would be necessary, because I believe the matter will be considered of sufficient
urgency to go through on its own merits-practically by unani·
mons consent.
l\Ir. RAKER. The statement of the chairman of the Committee on Appropriations will undoubtedly be published widely
because it is so important, and Members being informed that
the bill will not be brought in until Wednesday many might
not think it necessary to be here until that time, although on
the statement of the gentleman from Illinois, Dr. FosTER, that
the measure he refers to is so very importa ut, 1\fembers might
deem it necessary to return to make a quorum.
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. I will say that in accordance with
the understanding and agreement -as announced on the floor
we expect a quorum to be here next Monday if a point of no·
quorum is made. That was the understanding over a week ago.
We expect a quorum to be here when tl:ese important war measures are considered.
.Mr. RAKER. And Members will not be notiiie<l that their
presence is not desired here on ·l\Ionday?
1\Ir. HENRY T. RAINEY. No.
THE PRICE OF

WHE~T

(H. DOC. 1\0. 1323).

The SPEAKER laid before the House the following communication from the Department of Agriculture, which was read,
ordered printed, and referred to the Committee-on Agriculture.
The communication is .as follows:
DEPARTME:><T OF AGRICULTURE,
Washingtot~,

October· 8, 1918.

Hon. CHAMP CLARK,Spealcer of the ·HO!JSC of Rep,·esentatives.
sm : I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of a copy of House
resolution No. 429, requesting me to furnish to t_he House of ~epre entatives with a copy of a report made by the Agncultural Advisory Committee touching the price of wheat en or about the 20th day of August,
1918 and a copy of a report made by me to the President touching the
prif'e' of wheat on or about the 24th day of August, 1918.
with respect to the report of the Agricultural Advisory Committee, I
will say that it was made on a matter which I did not pr('scnt to it,
which i was not handling, and on which no official communication was
received by me. In reference to the report referred to as having b('('fi
made by me to the President, I may say that it was submitted by me in
an advhmry capacity to the President for his in forma tfon In studying
anti dN•iding a matter in the discharge of an e..~ecutive duty.
I thcr<.'fore do not feel at liberty to comply with the request contained
in the resolution.
Respectfully,
D. F. HOUSTOY, Secretary.
LEA.VE OF ABSENCE.

1\Ir. 1\IADDEN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous con ent t11at
two weeks' leave of absence be granted to my colleague, Mr.
IRELAND who is making liberty-loan ~peeches.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. BooHER, by unanimous consent, was given leave of abo
sence for four days, on account of death in the family.
LEA.VE TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE-L FLUENZA.

1\Ir. SEARS. l\lr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to audress the House for t.hree minutes on the preYailing influenza.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Florida asks ununi·
mous consent to address the House for three minutes. Is there
objection?
There was no objection.
1\Ir. SEARS. l\Ir. Speaker, as we know, the number of cases
or" influenza are rapidly increasing and the death rate each <lay
is growing larger. The Washington papers have stated that
'Vashington is already crowded and that it is practically im·
possible for the boys and girls who come here to secu.re lodgings.
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The doctors are overworked and the nurses are practically
exhausted. In view of these facts, I am .to-day writing to the
young men and women of my district urging them not to come
to Washington. I feel that I should do this for their protection.
Many of them have waited for months and months to receive
favorable .action on th-eir applications, and fear if they do not
come they will not get another opportunity to do their bit.
I therefore hope and trust and believe the Civil Service Commission will at once send out statements to the effect that no one
should come here until the disease is thoroughly in hand anrl
that no further nppointments will be made, even though the
upplicant should come, until present conditions have been relieved. [Applause.] I do not belie\e the Members of the House
should be forced to write to their constituents not to come, nor
do I believe the Civil Service Commission will make same necessary, now that the matter has been, in a way, officially called
to their attention, for I know they have the welfare of the
young people thoroughly at heart. If I am mistaken, the House
should pass a resolution urging the departments not to bring
any more young men and women to Washington until the disease
is under thorough control.
Mr. NORTON. Will the gentleman yield?
l\lr. SEARS. Yes.
l\1r. NORTON. I want to say that this is what is occurring
in my section of the country : There are news items now being
sent out from Washington by the Associateu Pres anu othe1·
press agencies to the effect that the Government departrnt?nts
here in Washington are in great n-eed of me·n to enlist in the
Government service for work in departments of the Army .as
well as for work in departments of the civil government.
The ·e news items are daily and weekly being.publlsheu in local
new ~papers throughout the country. One particular department
in which I have been somewhat interested is the .Judge Advocate Gener.a.l's office. The motor-truck service of the Quartermaster's Department and the .Judge Advocate General's Department are two departments of the Army service which have
within the past week been called to my attention as having new
items published reciting that these dE.'part'rnent are in great
need of men to join the ·e services at once as commissioned officers for service abroad.
This morning in my mall I received five letters from .attorneys in my State, tating they had read in tht? papers notices
that the Government wa in dire need of attorneys to enlist aml
·accept commis ions in the Judge Advocate General's office for
over- ·ea duty. For the past 10 months I have b.een frequently
tolU by the officers in charge here of the Juuge Advocate General's Department that t11ey have several thousanu more applications than they have places to fill in the Ju.d~e Auvocat~. General's Department. Howe\er, these notices of the need for ad(litional men are going out from that department anu from almost
every other department of the Government I have had anythin~
to do with, and are being published in the newspapers of th~
country, and people in near and remote sections of the country
are being led to ~elieve that their services are bacUy needed hy
the Government in Wa.ghington, wh~a ·uch, of course, is not tile
ca e.
Mr. GARRETT of Tenne. ee. Does the gentleman ru:en.n to
say that the department i sending out the e notices?
·
Mr. NORTON. Department agents are. I be-lieve one of th~
notices to which I refer that is being published at the pre ent ·
time in the papers of my State emanates from agents or repre·
sentatives of the .Judge Advocate General's Office.
Mr. SEARS. I thank the gentleman from North Dakota.
· Tlle~·c notices are being sent out by some one, and ·it is the. P
notices that I hope to cor1·ect. If some one does not introduce
a resolution stopping it I . hall next week introduce the re. olution myself.
1\Ir. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, I do not think the tatement of
the "entleman ·from North Dakota ought to go unalls\\ereti. Is
not this the condition in regard to the Judge Advocate General's
Office? There are two or three tbousanu app11cants now, ail:ll
tile Judge Advocate General's Office has sent out notices to the
various upreme court judges, governors, .aml others in the
States that they are aslting to investigate the candidates, that
they have more applications now than they can handle, and,
further, that there is no nece ity for men to come to 'Va hington to be appointed in tl1e Judge Advocate General's Office.
The statement of the gentleman in reganl to that office is con·
trary to tlte information t.lley furnish at the office.
1\11·. SEARS. The statement of the gentleman from California
i absolutely true, but I take this position: The head of each
tl epnrtment where these notices are going out shouhl, over hi::;
own signature, state to tile country there are no vacancies. I nut
n ot <:l'iticizing any uepartment, but simply trying to get Telief
anu pt·event further cro\Ylling In an already OTercrowd.cd city. ·
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It is certainly not just to permit patriotic girls and. boys to
come here until this epidemic is checked, and to do so, to my
mind, will almost be criminal.
Mr. NORTON. I desire to say in reply to the gentleman from
California that I am not endea\oriug to, and do not mean tc,
make any criticism-Mr. RAKER. I do not take it as a criticism.
Mr. NORTON. I am just stating the fact that notices to-day
are appearing in the papers which mislead attorneys throughout the country to believe their services are greatly needed here
by the Judge Advocate General's Office for over-sea duty, and
practically very attorney in the count_ry is being mislead into
believing that be is needed at W.asbin~ton at once. Similar misleading information concerning the need of men anu women here
in Washington in other departments of the Government is Ukewise .appearing daily in the press of the country. The publica~
tion of these misleading notices is wrong and harmful and should
be stopped.
•

.ADJOUR

- ME~T

OYER UNTIL MO:SD.J..Y.

Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous conent that when the Honse adjourns to-day it adjourn to meet on
1\fondny next.
The SPEJAKER. The gentleman from Illi~ois asks unanimous
con ent that when the House adjourns to-day it adjourn to meet
on Monday next. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. 1\fr. Speaker, I move that the House
do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 32
minutes p. m.), the House acljourntXI until 1\lonclay, October 14,
191 , n t 12 o'clock noon.
·
EXECUTIVE COMl\1UNICATIONS, ETC.
Uuuer clan e 2 of Rule XXIV, executive communications were
taken from th,e Speaker's table and referred as follows:
1. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, trans:.
mitting copy of a communication from the Secretary of Com~
mer'Ce ubmitting a deficiency estimate of appropriation re.
quired by the Bureau of Fi heries for the fiscal year 191.9 (H.
Doc. No. 1321}; referred to the Committee on Appropriations.
2. A Jetter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting copy of a communication from the Acting Secretary ot
War submitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation required by the Engineer Department for the fi cal year 1919 (H.
Doc. No. 1322) ; referred to the Committee on Appropriations.
3. A letter from the Secretary of Agriculture in response to
House· resolution 429, requesting copy of report made by the
Agricultural Advisory Committee r~'lrding the price of wheat
on August 20, 1918 (H. Doc. No. 1323) ; referred to the Committee on Agriculture.
4 . .A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Tt·ea.sury, transmitting an urgent deficiency estimate of appropriation reqnirell
by the United States Public Health Service for the fiscal year
1919 (H. Doc. No. 1324); referred to the Committee on Appropria tious.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND l\IE:.)lORIA.LS.
Under clan ·e 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, anu memorials
were introduced .and severally referred as follows :
By Mr. DE~T: A b1ll (H. R. 13059) regulating the personnel
in the Coast Artillery bands; to the Committee on :Military
Affairs.
·
Also, a bill (H. R. 13060) relating to chaplains of the Army;
to the Committee on Military Affairs.
;
AI o, a bill (H. R. 13061) to anthori7..e the appointment of
additional field clerk , Quartermaster Corps, for service with
the American expeditionary forces; to the Committee on Military Aff.ah·s.
· Also, a bill (H. n. 13002) to amenu the one hundred and
-eighteenth article of war to authorize the calling into. servl~
of dismissed or discharged otlicers ; to the Committee on MilitaTY
Aff.airs.
·
Also, a !.Jill (IL n. 13063) to permit organizations, units, aml
detachments Jf the military forces to ~ell kitchen by-products,
waste, garbage from their messes, ann to permit the GovernJUent
to be the purchaser thereof; to the Committee on :Military
Affairs .

Also, a !Jill (H. R. 13064' to authorize the requisitioning of
l::nds, including buildings thereon, or the temporary u ·e t11ereof,
l'equircd for hospital purposes; to th e Committee on Military
Affairs.
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PRIVATE BI_L LS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. DENTON: A bill (H. R. 13065) granting an increase
of pension to Catharine Conn ; to the Committee on Invalid
Pensions.
By 1\ir. JAl\IES: A bill (H. R. 13066) granting a pension to
George W. Taylor; to the Committee on Penl'lions.
By Mr. OSBORNE: A bill (H. R. 13067) granting a pension to
Ida Helene Davis; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13068) granting a pension to Louisiana
Thompson; to the Committee on Jnvaliu Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13069) granting a pension to Alice H. Von
Pinnon ; to the Committee on Invalid P ensions.
_
Also, a bill (H. R. 13070) granting an increase of pension to
Jacob B. Mundorff; to the Committee on Pensions.
By M1. SNYDER: A bill (H. R. 13071) granting a pension to
Melissa Roche; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
·
PETITIONS, ETC.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows :
l\lr. :1\IAGEE laid 'on the Clerk's desk a petition of La Fayette
GraBge, No.1330, of New York, protesting against the postal zone
rate system, which was referred to the Committee on the Post
Office and Post Roads.

SENATE.
~foNDAY, October 14, 1918.
The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, offered the following prayer:
Almighty God, we thank Thee for Thy gracious favor, for
the blessings conferred upon us as a Nation, for the indication
that Thou art leading us forward to the accomJ?lishment of a
worthy ~nd, in the fulfillment of Thy designs for us as a people.
., ve thank Thee for Thy guiding victory. We pray that Thou
wilt complete the work. Lead on the lovers of liberty and those
who stand for the rights of humanity toward the completion
of their ·glorious task.. Make us fit for the battle. Make us fit
for the victory. May we be willing instruments in the hands
of God whether upon battle field or at peace table to accompllsh Thy righteous will. For Chtist's sake. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of Thursday last was read and
approved.
·
PRESIDENTIAL APPROVAL.

A message from the President of the United States, by Mr.
Sharkey, one of his secretaries, announced that the President
had on October 5, 1918, approved and signed the following acts :
S. 4194.. An act granting pensions and increase of pensions to
certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows
and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors;
S. 4543. An act granting pensions and increase of pensions to
certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows
and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors; and
S. 4722. An act granting pensions and increase of pensions to
certain soldiers and ailors of the Civil 'Var and certain widows
and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors.

t

PEACE PROPOSALS OF. CENTRAL POWERS.

'

1\Ir. NEW. 1\Ir. President, the newspapers of yesterday morning printed what purported to be the reply of the German Government to certain interrogatories propounded to it by the
President of the United States. What· I am about to say, consuming a very few minutes of the time of the Senate, is based
upon the assumption that that report is approximately correct.
Mr. President, speaking for myself, I am against a negotiated
peace now as I have been from the moment the United States
entered the war. I think I know the temper of the people of the
State I have the honor in part to represent sufficiently well to say
they share this objection. For four years Germany bas run
amuck among nations, during which she has wrought the greatest
havoc the world has ever witnessed. In that time she has desolated Belgium, devastated France, strangled Serbia, wrecked
Poland, and made a shambles of Russia. She bas violated the
most sacred rights of the United States by destroying women
and children on the high seas and finally forced us to take up
arms ln the defense of the most sacred of human rights. In all
that this Government has since done in prosecution of the war
the President has had the support of both the great political
parties and of the whole people to a degree never before accorded a President either in peace or in war. For four years
Germany drenched a continent in blood without conscience or
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compassion. It has been her policy to leave behind her nothing
but wreck, ruin, devastation, and woe. She bas spared neither
the property, the persons, nor the souls of men and women who
stood in her path, and wherever the German heel has trod the
ruin bas been made complete. As yet no blade of grass on
German sod has felt the pressure of a hostile foot. Not a
field or v~ey!lrd of the Fatherland bas been distt,rbed. EverY,
German City IS intact, every German home in order.
- At this stage they see the turning of the tide, and in order
to save themselves whole they say to the President, "Let us
cease fighting where we are and from this time forth carry on
the war by correspondence." They seek to be permitted to do
peacefully what the armies are already compelling them to do
at the end of the four most terrible years of all recorded history
at much greater speed than they would employ if left to move
without being hindered. Northeastern France is ablaze and the
whole of Belgium a smoldering waste at this very moment.
Fifty thousand American boys have died or suffered wounds in
driving the despoilers back beyond the Rhine. I do not believe
that the people of this country or our allies will be even -momentarily content to barter with the Hun. Nothing short of
absolute, complete, and unconditional surrender, carrying with
it full reparation for the damage wrought, will be accepted or
tolerated, and it is my belief that anything that has even the
appearance of willingness to 'ftccept anything less will be taken
as a failure to carry out the purposes for which we entered this
war and will be resented with a unanimity and an emphasis
that will permit of no misunderstanding. I think I have not
misjudged or misrepresented the attitude of mind of the American people in making this statement.
Mr. President, the United States did not enter this war from
any selfish motive. We desired no colonies, sought no commercial a~antages, but took up arms in the direct interest of human
rights and with no other purpose than that these might be forever guaranteed. ·But, Mr. President, in the 18 months during
which we have been cobelligerents we have made sacrifices that
can not be computed. The lives that have been loRt can not be
restored or compensated for. We have neither hope nor desire to
regain the fabulous sums of money we have spent and may yet
Rpend before the end is reached. But, sir, while an this is true,
1 do not believe that the American people will wittingly or complacently submit to seeing themselves placed at a permanent
and trremediahle commercial disadvantage through the medium
of the terms_of peace. · whenever or wherever thev may be submitteU. I therefore think t..be time not wholly inoppOrtune to
invite the attention of the Senate and the public to one of the
14 terms laid down by the President on the 8th of Xauuary last
nnd since repeated in some form on various occasions. I refer
to tlle third article, whlch rends as follows:
TbP removal. as far 0.11 posRlble, or all Pf'onomtc harriPrR. and the
e!ttabllf'hment or a nentrality or trade conditions amon~ aU tbe natlon11
c:on~;entlng to the peace and associating themRelves for Its maintenance.

Mr. President, as I read tt. if this article means anything lt
means the announcement on the part of the Pre!Sident of a purpo!Se to write free trade into the peace trer~ty. It is. of course.
possible that I may misconstrue the President's meaning. but I
find myself unable to place any other construction on it. Nor
have I been able to find one among the many with whom I have
talked concerning it who takes any other view of tts import.
If this be indeed .the purpose, and 1t is carriM into effec-t, it
would. in my belief. entail more serious fimmclal con!Seqnences
to U!=: than those tn:flicted by the war ltRelf. From the~ we shall
in time recover but from the consequences of that kind of a compr~ct we never should or could recover. I am nwarE.> that eminent RPnators on the opposite Rirle of the Ohnmher wlll rti!=:9.{ITOO
with this opinion; but. Mr. Presiflent, I belt{'ve it is ~ustntn{'d
by the juflt!lilent and experience alike of a great majority of the
peonle. Treati{'S with us are not m{'re scraps of paper. One
pnrticipatefl in by as many nations as mu!St he party to this one
can not he lil.rbtly abro~atro if its pffects nrove unwholesome..
A mP.re oonular election will not suffice. On<'e Pntererl unon tt:
wm1M htncl us hnnd nnd foot. almm::t. if not onite. heyonfl l1one
of relief. Therefore I rep~at that I do not hPliE:'VP the American
people will view the possibility of tt with approval or compln<'Pnce. It is not my purpo!=:e to di!Scn~~ the mRttPr at lPnl!tn
on tht!S oceagion. hut pnrticularly in tbP light of rPrPnt nncl pmsperti~e event~ I do believe it time to dtrect ::~ttPntion to it that
tt may ltave the serious consifleration wht<'h T fear hns not b{'en
ac-corded it up to this moment. It is well that we sl1ould ourselves understand fully just what the nature of this proposition is.
CALLING OF THE ROLL.

Mr. ASHURST. Mr. President, I suggest the ab ence of a
quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will call the roll.
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The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators answered to their names:
Ashurst
Bankhead
Benet
Brandegee
Chnmberlain
Culberson
Cummins
Curtis
Di!Jingham
Drew
Fernald
Fletcher
Gerry
Gore
Guion

Hale
Hardin"'
Hitcbco"ck
Jones, N.Mex.
Jones, Wash.
Kendrick
Kirby
Knox
La Follette
Lenroot
Lodge
McCumber
McKellar
McNary
Martin, Va.

. Myers
Nelson
New
Nugent
Overman
Phelan
Pittman
Poindexter
Pomerene
:. ;
Reed
!
Sheppard
Shields
Smith, Ariz.
Smith, Ga.
Smoot

Sutherland
Thomas
Townsend
Trammell
Underwood
Vardaman
Wadsworth
Walsh
Warren
Watson
Wiltley
lVilliruns.

Mr. CURTIS. I desire to announce the absence of the junior
Senator from Maryland [1\Ir. FRANCE] on account of illness.
~1r. SUTHERLAND. I wish to announce that my colleague
[1\lr. GoFF] is absent, owing to illness.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Fifty-seven Senators have answcrec1 to the roll call. There is a quorum present.
PEACE PROPOSAI.S OF CENTRAL POWERS.
Mr. THOMAS. 1\fr. President, I ask unanimous consent to
offer tile following resolution. I ask that it be read.
The Secretary read the resolution (S. Res. 314) us follows:
WhE·reas all treaties are made by and with the advice and consent of
.. he Senate; and
Whereas the German Government has indicated to the President its
desire for pea~e in accordance with his views as outlined on and
since the 8th day of January, last; and
,1 \hPrea.s any negotiati-on or formula for the establishment of peace between the United States and Germany must receive the constitutional
t
sanction of the Senate, thus making its views on the subject of great
i present importance: Therefore be it"
ReRolved by tile Senate of the United States, That the program for
n lasting and permanent peace among the nations, as declared by the
President of the United States on the 8th day of January and thereafter,· and those announced by the spokesmen for our several allies,
including the recognition of Polish and Slav peoples as communitie~
entitled to their ind(>pendence and to self-government, collectively represent the attitude of the entente allies regarding terms of peace with
Germany.
.
That the President's outline of a basis for peace, made with full
knowledge of, and wholly consistent with, allied demands for reparation, restitution, and guaranties, does not supersede those demands,
but supplements them.
Acceptance of all these conditions and requirements must, therefore,
be embraced in any offer of peace proceeding from the German or
.Austro-Hungarian Governn:ent.
·

Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, I shall not at this time interrupt the ordinary procedure of the Senate.· After the morning
hour is over, if I can get the floor, I shall address myself to the
subject of the resolution.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Meanwhile the resolution will lie
on the table.
MANUFACTUBE OF PRISON-MADE GOODS.
~· The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate a communication from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting an additional report from the consul at Dakar, Senegal, relative to the
extent to which pl'isoners, paupers, or detained persons are
utilized in the production or manufacture of the commerce of
tile -various countries, which was referred to the Committee on
Printing.
MESSAGE FR01.I THE HOUSE.
r
A message from the House of Representatives, by J. C. South,
its Chief Clerk, announced that the Speaker of the House had
signed the following enrolled bills, and they were thereupon
signed by the Vice President:
S. 933. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to
issue patent for certain land to school district No. 9, of Sanders
County, Mont.;
S. 2493. An act to amend section 3 of an act entitled "An act
to provide for stock-raising homesteads, and for other purposes,"
approved December 29, 1916;
S. 3225. An act to reserve as a part of the Oregon National
Forest certain lands that were revested in the United States
pursuant to the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States in the case of the Oregon & California Railroad Co.
against the United States;
S. 3438. An act to prevent corrupt practices in the election of
Senators, Representatives, or Delegates in Congress;
S. 4871. An act to authorize the Philadelphia, Harrisburg &
Pittsburgh Railroad Co., its lessees, successors, and assigns, to
construct a bridge across the Susquehanna River from the city
of Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pa., to the borough of Lemoyne,
Cumberland County, Pa. ;
•
H. R.12402. An act to exclude and expel from the United
States aliens who are members of the anarchistic and similar
classes ; and
LVI-709
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H. R.12982. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Navy to
purchase from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a large dry;
dock and appurtenant lands.
......~
PEACE PROPOSALS OF CENTRAL POWERS. -~ ~'<-,....>.'A._~
Mr. BRANDEGEE. Mr. President, I have here a communication, in the nature of a petition, from the Connecticut State
Council of Defense, accompanied by a letter to me, which I
should like to have the Secretary read.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read.
The Secretary read as follows :
" CoNNECTICUT STATE CoUNciL OF DEFENSE,
" STATE CAPITOL,
"HarttonJ, Conn., October 9, 1918.
~

" Hon. FnANK B. BRANDEGEE,

"United States Senate, Wa-shington, D. C.
'·
" 1\fy DEAR Sm: Inclosed is a copy of resolutions which were

unanimously adopted by the Connecticut State Council of Defense at its meeting on October 7, 1918. We know that you will
agree heartily with us in the belief that it expresses the profound conviction of the citizens of this State that the present
p~ace offensive of the central powers can not be regarded as
bona fide, but that it represents an effort on the part of midEurope to escape the penalties of its moral and political criminality.
"Yours, very truly,
"CONNECTICUT STATE CoUNCIL OF DEFENSE,
" R. M. BISSELL, Chairman.
" Sent to Prel?ident Wilson and members of Cabinet."
"RESOLUTIONS

ADOPTED

BY

THE CONNECTICUT
OCTOBER 7, 1918.

COUNCIL

OF

DEFEXSE,

"Resolved, That the Connecticut Council of Defense heartily
rejoices in the unparalleled achievements of the allies. Bulgaria has unconditionally sl)rrendered. Turkey is cut off from
the Central Powers. The right wing of the Austrian Army is
fleeing from Serbia. Its left wing is being steadily pressed out
of Albania and Montenegro. The Italian <lrive is on the way.
From the North Sea south all along the western front the allies
are steadily driving Germany and her vassals out of Belgium
and France. On September 9 in resolutions then passed by the
council we said:' We wait with confidence the day when American troops, under their own commanders, shall execute their
orders and carry on u battle upon their own sector. They will
emulate the valor and military skill of our allies, and we can
not ask for more.'
"Three days later Gen. Pershing struck at the St. Mihiel
salient and the American forces won in an incredibly short time
one of the most brilliant victories of the war. The valor of our
troops had been demonstrated at Seicheprey and in every conflict in which they have been engaged since.
" St. Mihiel told the world that tht~ American general could
conceive a plan of battle which is the admiration of military
experts, prepare it to its last detail, and carry it out ahead of
schedule time, successful at every point.
"All of this continued, triumphant progress is due in no small
measure to the unity of command under that master of strategy
and self-eontrol, Marshal Foch.
"Germany is resisting desperately. As she is forced bacl{
she leaves behind her a waste of desolation and woe. No single
thing that trained and ruthless cruelty could conceive of has
been omitted. Her cruelty continues on land and sea. Every
industry which could eompete with Germany is destroyed. All
that she can do to despoil Belgium nnd France that she continues to do.
"Germany is organizing her industry and her business ·so
that after the war she may flood the markets of the world
with her goods at a che-aper rate than any can sell for. Her
industry and her business have largely been under government
control. Her mercantile marine and her fleet are largely intact.
Her present purpose is to secure an economic dominion upon
which to build another world-dominion war. Neither the Gerrpan Government nor thP German people show the slightest ap-preciation of their crimes, nor the smallest desire to make reparation. They finally see that their doom is impending, and they
ask directly or through their vassals that we enter upon negotiations for peace--' for an honorable peace,' as 'Villiam proclaims, meaning a peace which will not strip the Fatherland
of all the land 'it has seized, or the plunder its troops have
taken, nor make her pay for the lo ses she has caused to the
innocent wherever her troops haYe gone.
" Resolved, That in the opinion of the council there should be
no peace considered until Germany and her vassals are thoroughly beaten and her far-reaching plan of world dominion de-
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stroyed. We are op.vosed to any peace by negotiation, cpncHiation, or bargaining.
.
'
" Germany must be stripped of all the territory slle bas won,
and her grip on .t erritory, nations, and people -adjoining her
must be looseU. The safety of the world depends upon this.
"..Justice demands from Germa:oy an<l the German J)eople and
her vassals-and Connecticut insists upon that !1emand-that
they make reparation for tl-re damage mld lo ses caused by them,
and that they be .compelled to gi~e adequate assurances for the
future and to practice lawful J1berty to all. lVe are oppose<}
to any peace treaty whlch does nat substantially include these
provisions.
·
"Re o'J:ved, That this council is opposed to every sugges tion
of . an armistice while a soldier of Germany is without the
bounds of Germany as they were .a.t the .outbreak of the war
and while a single .submarine ;ia opei:a.ting ~gn.lnst :the shlps of
the allies.
"Resolved, That tb.~ making .of a peace treaty w-ith Germany
and her vassals at tbis time, illlless prec.ede(l -bY an uncon<liticmnl surrender, is ·a.gaiust the interests of .Am(!l'ica and ber
allies and against .an ~dur.ing and a just pea.ce."'
1\lr. BR.A.NDEGEE. l\1r. Pr.esident, I want to read two very
b:r lef telegrams, which I think are typical of the feeling in the
Stnte of Co.nnec.ticut, :as I think tbe 1·esolutions of tlle Connecticut State Council of Defense, which the Secretary has just
read, are typical of that feeling. The first telegram comes to me
from tbe tow.n of Washington, which was the home of my predcces. or, the Bon. Orville ·n. Platt and which reads as follows:
WASHINGTO~, CON:-<.,

Ron.

Octobet· 1-f, 1918.

FRA_--;K "B. BRANDRGEE.
United States Senate, Waslzinu.tcm, D. 0.:
Ph•ase convey to the President the foTiowing: The people of this community view with distrust any temporizing with Germany. We bope

and believe that this Government -w.ill accept unco.nditlonal surre.nder
n:s the ur.st step of negotlatlo.ns.
'W AB:HINGTON 'WAR BG'.RE-4-U_,
SEEL]i::Y,.. {]hait·mat•.

S. F.

The :second telegram 1s fro-m New Haven, 1ll'ld 1·eads .as folJ<l\Vs:
Hon. F,.RANK B. BRA:. ·m:oEE.

N.Ecw navEN_,

CO~N~

·Octobc·l ' 13, 1918.

U.nitea 8tQ.tes Senate. WasJj,in:o:ton, D . .().:

Urge you j.~;~-sist .G~rmana unco.n.dition_ally surrender. ·No armistice-; no
oompro-mis.e.
:JAMES 'HILLHOUSE.

1t is my firm .conviction that nny armisti-ce at
tbls time means the losing of this war. I can nat picture to
Mr. Pr.esid~t.
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That, in my opinion, is the logic of the situation, .anu I will
state that my position is and has been and eYer. ball be in favor
of conducting ·t'his war as we instructed the President to do
when Congress .Ueclared war, to a successful conclu ·ion as n.
war, and pledged all the resources and every dollar und evet·y
man in this great Republic to that end.
I am 1n favor of conducting the war to u defeat of Germany in
the field, and I am satisfied in my inmost Moul that that is the
only thing which will bt•ing the change-the ncces ary changein the German soul, and whieh will put Germany, the mad dog
of the nations, where she belongs-behind the bars, manacled
and fettered-and wilL in tlilth, make the '"~Ol'ld safe for democracy or for any other laud of government :that each nation·
chooses to e tablish for itself.
The VICE PRESIDENT. In the absence ()f objection. per..
mission is granted to the Senator from Conn.e ctieut to ha•re
printed in the RECORD the matt.e r referred to by llim.
There being no objectjen, the articl-es referred to ~ere ordered
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows :
[From the Washington Star, Oct. 1:3, 1018.]

:

CAMPAIG:-< OF 1019 NECESSA:RY TO WIN WAn, 1\In. SIMO.NDS SAYS-NO
MrLI:rARY DJ?:CI&ro111 Tnrs YEAR LIIC£L:Y, AND UNOO:-<DI'l:IO~AL SunREXDER OF GER~ANY BEFORE Alt:\11: Is BEaTEN llARDLY TO BE
EXPECTED--GERMAN J>EOP..LE lliY PREFER 'TO Pn.OLO -G WAR IN TJI:f.l
HO'rtJ oF BEX:EJi'.ITI!\'G BY KEoo·ruTED P.EACJil.

[B_y F ..ra.nk H. Simo-.tld • .copyright, 1918~

·ew

~ork

Tribune, Inc.]

"For thr:ee mo-nths, ever since Foch launched l\:1angtn in the
decisive -counter thrust south ()f Soi.ssons, our armies, tbe armie~
of all the nations fighting Gerumny~ have been marching from
vi-ctory to victory. Since Napoleon was defeated at Leipsic. a
century ag-o, there has ,heen no such amazing :transformation in
military history as we have seen :in something less than .a llundred days.
u.A.s :a consequence -of mllltary e¥eots 'ftnt1 the resulting peace
·offeus.iYes. .both Austl'ian -and .G ernuw, there has developed
evel.'Y1"'her.e, ·b ut 1m.rticuiarly in :f::bls couatry, where there ha.s
been .no .s1_1eh series of dis.appo~ts .as have tempered European optimism in the past four years, a quickly mounting conviction that the wa-r is rapl<lly c.eming to an end .and tha:t the
pr.e en.t will prov.e the last eampaign.
"On the face of the military situation a.s it now .e:x.i ts this.
.belief seems ·to me unwarranted, .and I purpose in this article
to lay 'Stress upon the military reasons why it seems inevitable,
on the basis of things as they now appear, that there will be
one moTe cam_paign, ru1d a ·camp_aign likely to make .a upreme
demand lli:ike -n_pon the human, the mnterial, und tb~ rooral
resources of the nations at war.

myself the German Army standing in battle n:rra.Y~ facing the
armies of tbe allles, wbile a joint commissio-n, purt of wbicb
-CHAJS'O!lS 00 'J:O 1 .6-GA.INS:r D.ECISION.
eo-nsists of Germans, 1n whom the President 1:u:ts r-epeatedly
"It is well to recognize at the outset t11at there exists .a re·
stated that nobody can plaee an,y confid-ence ·an-d whose ,.agre_ements ·a re not worth the pup.er <>n which they are written, '\Yb.ile mote but still patent chance that the German armies may in tho
two or three weeks left for ·active .campaigning be decisively
such a commission negotiates.
If the allies stop fighti.llg, Mr. President, .ru1d tbe w.nt· is defeated, meet .a .co.l<lssn-1 Wat-erloo .or Sedan. Mru·shal Foch is
transferred from the battle -field to the counctl .chamber the unquestionably .strivi:ng fm· n :decisi:Ye victory, a 'Win·tbe-wox
allies will never r.esume .fighti:n-g. The ilni>erial ·German .Army, sucres , :exactly like :that .sought by Ludendorf in the opening
even -if it retires behind the R~ine, if peaee Shoutd then be ;months '()f the campaign. U:nde.r tho terrific p1~e sur.e whicb 1s
established. and Germany sm·:rendel--s all the t~rritory wh.1c-h being exerted -German .roilitai:y strength .may collap e :at a.ny
8he has invaded, th~ imperial :Ger·mao Army, tben standing in moment, but I ·d o not ·belieYe there is .one chance in fifty of such
Germany, would face upon 'ha· east a prostrate Russia, ()Ut of a collapse, given the practical ce1·tainty that within three weeks
whieh a great imperial Germany could be 'built. Bulgaria, as the weather conditic;ms will place ·a .f inal veto on further general
soon as the anny of tbe -nllies hnd wihdra~"ll and disbanded, offensive moveJTie.nts. If we had two months, or three, then the
would -again fall like a ripe plum into the la_p of German_y. ch1Ulces w.ould be eYen,· but ·we have, perhaps, no more than a
E:.;'ery hero who has died and ~\:ery man who has impoverished foTtnight.
~·In the same fashion political developments between Novem·
himself in ;attempti:ng to help h1s country raise the n1oney for
this war :vcmld have made bis s.ucrifice in >ain. It would be ,a ber and l\larch may make further fighting unnecessary. Gertragedy such as the worl<l ·has never looked upon, that on th~ maey ma_y sur-ren{ler; she may ·offer the arne proposal which
threshold of victory we bad dashed the cup of victm~ from have been accepted from Bulgaria, and she may be forced to
our o·wn iips and ha.u been :seduce-d by a nation whom ll"e have offer such terms becau. e of internal conditions, conc-erning
all lJeen say-ing -for the lust three months it w.as useless to hnve which we 1l.re at best only imperfectly- informed. Again, it
seems to me tbnt such a -surrender is ·almost out of the reckoning,
.any bargain or contract with.
Mr. President, tl1ere -are three .ur±icles-aoe in the W.a hington but not quite; and, of conr e, if Germany surrenders there will
Sunuay Star of Sunday. Octob€r 13, ·b y Frank H. Simonds, the be no more fighting.
SUR.R}}XDEll OF nc,·s 1S DIDIA "DED.
military ex:pert, \vho writes :for the New York Tribune .and other
new ·pa-pers about the ·war ; another ·by tlle military crlth! of
"But we ltaYe to face .tlle IS.ituation wl1ich we have UclibQL',
the New York Tjmes in the ·Times of the same ,date; and u utely created. As a Nation we have said, nnu we have me.ant.
third from the Outlook of October ·9. e-ntitled ''With whom and , tbat short of .u Ge.rmno surrender we will not make pence with.
for what are we .at war'! "-w.hieb I should like to :l.lave incor- Germany. '\\e have clea1·ly demonstrated tbat we mean to con..
porated in my remarks in tbe llECOZD, a.s t11ey show th~ situa- tinue the battle until the e.apacit_y o.f the GeJ.·man .Army for retion both from a military point of view and from a politi~;al sistance is ~:mste<l~ until the German people .are compelled
point of view. If I ma-y lla.ve that permi sion, I will eo-ntent . to recognlze that the Qoct:rlne .o f fo.rce invoked by them 1Lt th.e
myself with sjmply ·reading the 1as:t pnragraplt of the .article 1 outset ls .altogetbe.r false, that tb.clr .nrmy can not conquer tlJc
in the New York 'Times. It is .as ·follows:
world, that it is not even trong enougb to defend Germa1:1y
e strength of ::trou d civillzut1on.
Either we shall stop fighting and .make :t patc.hcd-up l\('UCC o.r tlw ' Ju~r elf against the collecti'f_
war will continue 1:or two m01·c years, if not longer. It ma:r, therefore, 1
" This mean , if 1t means anything, that . bort of fhe destrucbe . aid as the · Jo~ieal co-nclusion that -if we -g1·ant an armistice 'b€lloxe ~v e.
.o:rc I'ea..dy to make pea ce ·a military ·decision wiJJ !ba ve bC'e'n a ,·erted and ! tion of German military power ·by a Yictorious battle, or .serles
of battles, peace can on1y be attained by the unconditional su1··
we shaH have lost the war.
3
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render of the German people to the will of the nations which are
now at war with them, a complete resignation of all power toresist, an unqualified consent to accept, when their armies have
been demobilized and their conquered Provinces evacuated, the
uecisions of their enemies in the Ilia tter of the payments for
past crimes and the guaranties for the future safety of the
world.
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for half a century-dreams of world power-and accept conditions growing out of theh· conduct of the war which will for a
generation leave Germany crippled. I do not think there is a
single one of the conditions which I ha\e sketched above whicll
is not consonant with the conscience and the sense of justice
of civilization. I do not think any onP of them is nonessential
to the making of a safe peace and an honorable peace, a peace
WHAT SUllREXDER MEA..."'{S TO HUXS.
which shall guarantee the world against another tragedy. But
" In sum, Germany must resign not merely her grandiose granted all this, is the German military situation so bad that
dreams of Mitteleuropa, not merely her domination of Russia, Germany will accept such terms?
GERMAN A& : y STILL STRONG,
still continuing, but she must resign in the world, for the present, that position which has been created by a long series of
"I do ·not believe this is the case. On the contrary, the
aggressive wars and has enabled her from the treaty of Frank- German armies, despite great reverses, are still numerous,
fort to that of Brest-Litovsk to dominate European counsels. . powerful, capable of sustained resistance. They have before
She must see the econoffiic edifice which she created in Europe them a whole winter for recuperation after a few weeks more
and out of it, at the expense of her neighbors and by the use 'lf of fighting, and they have behind them admirable lines of
threats and blackmail, propaganda and corruption, demolished. resistance still far outside of German territory. If we conceive
She must consent to return to many of the conditions existing that the Germans will halt at the line of Antwerp-Tournaibefore the Franco-Prussian War politically, and in a sense 1\fezieres-l\fetz at the end of the present campaign we may see
economically, and she must consent to have her future, during them standing on the far shorter and stronger line of Antwerp,
the period of the new settlement, determined by the nations Brussels, Namur-l\fezieres-Metz in the spring, or even at the
whom she has attacked. This . is what surrender means: It line of the Meuse from Holland to the front north of Verdun,
means that the GeriLILn must submit his will to that of civiliza- and behind this line is the line of the Ardennes. Last of all
tion and take his chance.
there is the line of the Rhine, strong, as we all know, and cer"Now, does the military situation warrant the· expectation tain to be strengthened in the next months.
of such a surrender at the close of the present campaign? Let
"Is it not conceivable that the German general staff will calus analyze the facts. We have by our victories of July deprived culate that it can break the force of allied attack between the
the German of the initiative, not for the time being, but for the Scheidt and the German frontier by the end of one more cambalance of the war. We have by our August offensive turned paign and that an exhausted world will at last consent to peace
him out of the lines of 1916, on which he accepted battle. We by negotiation, which will save for Germany not her conquests
are at the present moment sweeping him out of the Hindenburg of 1914-1918 but her position of August, 1914, her position when
line. It is already clear that he will end the campaign at the she set forth on her great and tragic adventure? As it stands,
Meuse and the Belgian frontier, and he has in. two months and peace on such terms as are conceivable means the surrender of
a half lost more than a quarter of a rr.illion prisoners, nearly all Germany's aspirations, ambitions, and not a few of her actual
4,000 guns, and war material without measure.
assets.
"On the basis of what has happened since July 18, on the
"The military situation of Germany is bad, but it is not yet
west front, we are justified in demanding and expecting that sufficiently bad to lead German rulers and leaders to accept the
Germany will consent to evacuate the rest of France and all of only terms on which peace is to be had from the enemy. Napo~
Belgium, abandon all -claim· for indemnity or for the return of leon refused better terms than William II can now obtain in the
any of her lost colonies. Meantime, in the east, the victory of months between Leipzig and Fontainebleau ; the result was ruin~
the army of the Orient has eliminated Bulgaria and broken the but the alternative was the sacrifice of his dreams of European
German edifice of Mitteleuropa into fragments. Coincident with domination. For many months Napoleon believed that he could
this disaster has been the defeat of the Turk in Palestine and wear out his foes; that he could separate them by playing upon
the creation of a situation which must inexorably lead to the their mutual riva1ries; he believed that France would rise
surrender of Turkey on Bulgarian terms and the final liquida- against the invader in 1814 as it did in 1792. His calculations
tion of the estates of Germany's eastern allies on the terms of were wrong, but the German general staff is not likely to see
more accurately.
Germany's allies.
WHY HU!'<S WILL FIGHT 0~.
"At no distant date all of Serbia 'vill be free,. all of Bulgaria
will be in our hands, the Turk will have surrendered or be at
" It seems to me that the decision of the world-of the allied
our mercy; Mitteleuropa, which yesterday reached the Eu- world-with respect to Germany is so clear, so definite, and so
phrates and the Jordan, will end at the Carpathians and the fatal to German hopes, to German future, that those who rule
Danube. Germany has only her Russian conquests left, and Germany are bound to fight on, because between the terms which
upon these her hold is precarious, while she has now to guaran- are now obtainable and those which would be obtainable after
tee her Austrian ally against Roumanian as well as allied attacks military defeat--eomplete defeat-there is no great margin of
at the south. And unless she can do· this she must expect to see difference, and there is still, for them, the chance, remote, but Austria at no distant time make a separate peace or fall into real, that they may escape the decisive defeat, and endure until
war weariness and domestic unrest in allied countries make
anarchy and ruin.
·
peace by negotiation inevitable. And peace by negotiation means
·1 914 BASIS WILL NOT S'CFFICE.
"At the present moment~ then, · Germany and her Austrian the salvage for Germany of much-of very much-from the
:1.lly must and unquestionably will make peace, if they can, on wreck.
"As I see it, the situation is this: The German general staff .
the basis of 1914. But we are all of us in America and Em·ope
agreed that the basis of 1914 must not be restored. We mean expects to escape any decisive defeat this year and to stand
to erect a stronger Roumania, a greater Serbia, to bar forever with its main mass of armies still unbroken on some strong
Teutonic expansion toward the south; we have recognized the defensive system when bad weather closes the campaign of
Czecho-Slovaks in Bohemia, we have given unmistakable pled_ges 1918. Despite its losses of men, material, and territory, it will
then claim that it has defeated the allied effort to win a deciwith respect to Poland, we have in a very large measure com- sion
and that it has demonstrated that no decision is possible
mitted ourselves to a program which, in liberating the Slavs of
Austria and the Poles of Russia, insures the dissolution of the and that the war must go on indefinitely at a terrible cost
Hapsburg empire and the erection of a Polish ba~rier to Teu- unless it is ended by negotiation. Then will begin a period of
reorganization by the German armies for the next campaign
toni sm in the east~
the fortification of new lines on the basis of the lessons of
" In the present moo<l of the world it ;:;eems to me unmis- and
takable that any list of peace conditions would include a Poland the present campaign.
PEACE OFFENSIVE THIS WINTER,
which reached the Baltic at Danzig and comprehended Posen
"Meantime Berlin and Vienna will launch a tremendous peace
as well as western Galicia. In the snme fashion we have accepted the view that the Jugo-Slav~ shall occupy all of the offensive designed to separate the rulers of the various counAdriatic littOJ·aJ save for the portions which belong rightfully tries-that is, the leaders from their people. They will make
to Italy. \Ve have determined that Alsace-Lorraine shall return every conceivable verbal concession, put aside all claims for
to France and we have resolved that Germany shall pay dollaJ• profit themselves, and argue that only the imperialistic ambifor dollar and brick for brick for the terrible devastations of tions of their foes prevent the making of peace. Such an offensive will certainly have a great effect in Germany; 'Ye shall
her army in Belgium and in France.
"All of this means but one thing. It means that the Germany have to be on our guard to prevent its making progress in our
which emerges from this war will be w~akened as no other own country.
"We may assume that the peace offensive will fail; we may
nation at war will be weakened; it means that the Germans
will have to lay aside all the dreams which they have cherished assume that the allied nations wiJ! stand firm and insist upon
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a complete surrender as the only condition of peace. Then,
.when pting comes, Germany will have made her plan for
another campaign; she will retire to her selected positions,
leaving <leva tated districts behind her, an<l strive to break
our first offensive blows as she broke those of Nivelle and Haig
in 1917. All of her still considerable resources will go into
this first effort and the German Iea<lers may calculate· that
they will prolong the fighting for another whole summer and see
the campaign end with the Germans at last within their own
boundaries, out of -Alsace-Lorraine, and behind the Rhine. In
such a situation Germany may hope and will hope that peace
can be had without surrender, with her position with re pect
to Russia unshaken, and with the essential integrity of Austria
a ured. This would be a far better ending to the war than is
now obtainable. And there is always the possibility, certain to
be counted upon by Germany, that some allied nation would
weary; that, for example, the new election in Britain might
tnrn out a victory for pacifism.
CAMPAIGN OF 1919 LIKELY.

.

OcTOBER

14, ,
J

and the opening of the next campaign the German terms will
grow more and more reasonable. The German maneuver to
catch the weak, the blind, the weary of the enemy nation · to
break the home front as it was broken in 1917, will be repeated.
But the German is not likely to accept the only terms which he
can obtain, because he is almost certain to conclude that he
would do better to risk all the consequences of another cam·
paign rather than accept terms which will not have become rna.
terially har her if he iights and loses next summer, and may be
greatl~ modified if he fights and postpones a military decision.
"This much, at least, is to be said and must be aid: It would
be the height of folly to make any calculation of any sort baseu
upon the assumption that this year will see the end of the
struggle. Two evils would instantly flow from such a calculation. Insensibly, but inevitably, war effort would slacken and
equally inevitably disappointment would weaken our moral
strength next year. By each of these weaknesses the enemy
would profit; by both he might succeed in escaping from the
defeat which must come if the war is to be ended properly.
"Reading history one may see that bad as is the German's
present posture, nations have escaped from worse, as did Pru sia in the Seven Years' War. ~hat victory which now assured
is only assured if we increase rather than le sen ~ur effort ami
strengthen rather than weaken our determination. Two years
ago we were just as sure of immediate victory as now and
with almost as sound reason. Then the German peace oft:ensi ,-e
surprised and routed us. A new German peace offensive is in
preparation, and there is the same peril.
"Constant victory, the interminable reports of the forecasts
of captured Germans, the large scale map, the catalogue of captured positions, all these build up an optimism. natural within
limits useful, but dangerous when it gives rise to unbounuell
confidence in a. speedy and complete collapse of the enemy. It
took the Leipzig campaign of 1813, the 1.\Iarne campaign of 1814,
and the Waterloo campaign of 1815 to rid Ew·ope of the Napoleonic peril and to destroy the Napoleonic legend. If we have
won the Leipzig campaign this summer, we have done nothing
more. We have not advanced a foot in Germany· we are still
demanding that the German make peace on the basis of what
we expect to do, not what we have done and not what he believes
we can do. Our victory is still limited; our terms absolute.
" In sum, on the military side no allied success up to the
present hour supplies any conclusive or impressive evidence
that the German Army can be decisively beaten this year or
that it will surrender rather than bear the co t in blood of
another campaign. On the political side the peace conditions
which we are agreed must be imposed upon Germany are such
that the Ge1·mans may not improbably prefer to risk all the sacrifices and burdens of another year in the hope of e caping out•
present terms, satisfied that even if they lose that campaiO'n
they can hardly face much stiffer terms. On the moral side we
know little, but two years ago, when we were counting upon n
moral collapse of the German, our own morale broke down in
Russia and Italy and was severely shaken in France and in
Britain as a result of the German peace offensiYe.

" Short of a military victory this year, wholly improbable, I
believe that there will be a campaign of 1919, because the only
conditions on which we are willing to make peace with Germany
are conditions which the mass of the Germans will not accept
until their capacity for military resistance has been exhausted,
an<l that is far from the case at the present moment. Frederick
the Great and Louis XIV successfully defied Europe, after terrible defeats and even invasions. Germany hopes now to make
peace on the basis of things as they were in 1914, while keeping
alive the po sibility of profiting from the destruction of Russia.
But this means nothing more nor less than that Germany will
con ent to abandon now what she feels that she can not accomplish in the present war, and that she will begin on the morrow
of peace to prepare a new attack upon civilization, building on
the same foundations on which she built in the years before the
present struggle.
" There is no middle ground for compromise between the world
and the German; not to break his military power or compel him
to surrender is to consent to the continued existence of his military machine; is to leave open for the future all the old avenues
of attack upon democracy. Victory is not and will not be geographical Frederick the Great lost Berlin, but won his war
and retained Silesia. Victory 'is not comparative; it is in the
nature of things absolute. Tl1e destruction of German militarism is the destruction of the German Army, whether by defeat
on the battle jleld or by even more ignominious surrender in
advance of the final blow.
"Looked at calmly, our successes since July 18 are only a degree more impressive than those of Ludendorf before that date.
, Ve have not yet progressed as far north of the Hindenburg line
as the German got south of it in the spring. He took 200 000
prisoners and 2,500 guns ; we have taken 250,000 prisoners ~nd
3,500 guns. He has Belgium behind him and the lines of the
Meuse, Ardennes, and the Rhine. He arrived within 40 miles of
Paris ; we are not yet as near as that to Brussels. He has lost
a campaign, but we have lost the campaigns of 1915 1916 and
BOTll SIDES FAIL TO UNDERSTAND,
1917. Bulgaria has quit him, but Russia quit us. 'Tur~y is
"All through this war there has been nothing more stlikin.,.
falling, but Belgium, Serbiat and Roumania fell and still we enuured.
. than the l_ltter failure of the people of the two contending group~
MORAL PA.CTORS AT WORK.
to grasp m any degre~ the actual state of mind of the enemy.
"Now, the moral factor can not be estimated and can not be We haye been wrong JUSt as often as the German. ·we have
exaggerated in its importance. The German may be morally again and again been convinced that German mas es were eager
conquered, but there is yet no sign of it. He is fighting dog- for a surrender peace; we have been convinced that a starvinll"
gedly, determinedly, and his defense is not a shade weaker Germany was on the point of throwing off its rulers and en;':
than our defen e between March 21 and July 15. He is fight- bracing democracy and peace, and at the critical moment we
ing, not with the idea of victory in his head, but with a growing have found that we had calculated on our hopes rather than
con ciousness of what absolute defeat means. He sees about with regard to the facts.
To-day the G~rman people may be willing to surrender, they
him the ruins of Belgian and French cities and Provinces· he
may compel theu generals and their statesmen to abandon the
knows that the same ruin or the ptice of the ruin must be fo~nd struggle
and pay the price of surrender. They may, on the
1n Germany; His courage may depart or a wild and agonized
determination to avert impending national ruin may fire him other hand, be in the mood of France after Sedan, when the
people rose to the defen e of the nation. Until the German
to still more determined resistance.
is de'Cisively beaten we shall not be assured of peace, and
" I find about me a growing conviction that the war is over Army
the German Army is much further from decisive defeat than
and that we are seeing the last phase of the decisive battle- was
French
military power after the opening disasters of 1870.
that ' peace by Christmas ' is assured. It may be so· but it is at
lea t as likely that we are seeing the end of one mo~e campaim We have never yet failed to blunder when we based our miliand political calculations upon what we believed to be the
in which there has been no ultimate decision, no breaking of the tary
German state of mind and the German situation materially, and
armed resistance, and no taming of the will of the opponent. all
our
past mistakes have led to disastrous disappointments.
For myself, I expect to see a campaign of 1919 ; I believe the
NO COI\II'ROMISE IS POSSIBLE.
German will still be in arms and fighting desperately when next
spring comes, and that it will take all of our best strength to
"The issue between the German and ourselves is one that can
break his military power next year in a full :mel ten-ible cam- not be settled by compromise. Either he or we must surrender,
paign.
and for either surrender means the abandonment of national
h"EGOTIATED PEACE DANGERS.
'faith. Bernhardi said nearly a decade ago that the issue of the
"Negotiated peace is and will remain possible, if we are will- next war for Germany would be ' world power or downfall.'
ing to make it, at any moment now. Between the present hour Time has not changed the issues, nor can the Get·man now escape
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downfall by any other means than arms~ Therefore it seems
wisest to believe that he will fight on until he can fight no more,
conscious that his fate then will be but little worse than it would
be should be surrender now.
"As I close this article, on Monday, October 7, thB world is
discussing the latest German peace offensive. nut nothing
which has yet been disclosed with respect to this offensive modifies the views expressed above and in earlier articles. Germany
is seeking to acquire immunity for the past and preserve her
army .and the Prussian tradition for the futur.e. She proposes
not surrender., but compromise. She is willing to bargain, but
the very proposal to bargain indicates that she does not believe
that surrender is necessary.
·
"By the campaign of 1918 we have_brought Germany to the .
point of resigning her plan to impose her terms of victorious
peace upon a conquered world. I see nothing now to sugg~st
that short of the campaign of 1919 -we can bring the enemy to
accept those terms which we all agree must be the foundation of
the futur~ the basis of any just and enduring peace. We have
driven the wild beast back into the jungle, but he will return if
we <1-o not pursue him into his own fastnesses.n
[Frtlm the New York ·Times, Oct. 13, 1918.]
FOE'S DILEMMA IN FRANCE .ANAJ, YZED BY MILITARY CRITIC-FOCH 1.s
TRYIKG TO FORCE . DISASTER FOR KA.ISER1 S .ARMIES, 1VHILE THEY TRY
-~ DESPERATELY TO E TRICATE THEMSELVES WITHOUT LOSING HUGE
AC CUMULATION OB' S UPPLIES-GRAVE DANGER TO A LLIES' MILITARY
. T RIUMPH IF AN All liiiSTICE SHOULD BE GRANTED.

[By the military expert of the New York '.rimes.
the New York Times Co.]

Copyright, 1918, by

' " The past week has ·crowded the press with reports of .allied
\Tictories on a scale which the war has not seen befO"re from the
beginning. · At almost every point from the North Sea to Verdun
the German tide has been 1·eceding.
"In the north, where the pressure has not been constant, the
retrograde movements have been conducted without direct pressure on the part of the allies. The movement has pr-ogressed
quietly and the German troops have made good their escape
as far as they have gone. In the south, however,. they have been
in serious difficulties. But, in calculating upon a German retreat, we must bear in mind the purpose of Foch's strategy.
" His object is not primarily to force a retreat. In fact, he
does not want a retr eat at all unless he can force it to take
place along lines which he h imself is dictating. His object is~
fir t, to destroy the German reserves, to deplete the army sothat, whf:'n he is r eady to administer the final blo'l.v, the power of
r esistance will be reduced to a minimum. If, in the process, the
German Army is forced to retreat, it will be forced to abandon
the supplies which it has gathered together during four years of
occupancy of France and Belgium, together with much of its
artillery, and return to its new and., possibly; its final line, a
mu(.'h weakened and badly crippled army.
" The Germans, on the other hand, are determined not to retreat at all until they can do so under conditions favorable to
themselves. To fall back now would be to invite serious difficulties which would embarrass them for the remaining days of
the war. They are, therefore, playing a waiting game, trying
to hold on until winter comes.
"This situation forces them to take desperate chances. Even
though they may be driven into a military situation which is
almost impossible, they are compelled to hold on and trust that
they will be able to e~cape in time before the debttcle comes.
.,

'

FIGHTING NEAR CAMBRA.!.

"The principal actions of the week have occurred on the
front between St. Quentin and Cambrai. There are several
reasons why tru s section of the front is considered by the allied
commander as the most vital in the west. The strength of the
German -position has rested -primarily on the chain of bases
which extend from Rheims to the North .Sea, a chain admirably connected by railroads and having numerous seconwiry
means of communication. The foundation -of the chain in the
north is "Lille, while in the south it is Laon. The center of the
~na in was Ca.mbr ai.
" But Lnon is more than the southern pillar of the north-andsouth line. It is also the pivot of the line where it swings to
the eastward and supports the eastern line in the Champagne.
Tbi .chain might be broken in the north by an extension of the
attacks at Lens and in Flanders, which would envelop Lille
and squeeze the Germans out. But in this event the Cambrai
positions would still remain intact and the line in the south
could remain · steadfast in spite of the successes in the north.
Success south of Cambrai, however, would flank the latter city,
force the Germans out of it, but would at the same time throw
the allies well to the east of St. Quentin and force the Germans
back to . the Oise River. This would in turn half surround
Laon, and if pei.·sisted in would drive the Germans fr9m this
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important angle, r~sing the troops in the Champagne. This
is the principal reason why the allied attacks have centered between Cambrai and Laon. This would seem to negative the
idea that Foch is primarily concerned with the destruction of
the n.rmy and not wUh forcing a strategic r:etreat.
"But there is no real inconsistency. l i the chain of bases
eould be badly broken. not through the destruction of a single
link but thr-ough tOO disruption -of the entire system of transportation, the Germans might get out. They would, however,
lose many thousands of men in the process, and, most impurw
tant of all, they would· bave to abanoon much of their stores
and supplies, so tha~ the retreat would, after all, tend strongly
to the destruction -of the army as a well-armed and thoroughly
equipped fighting body.
FOCB'S STRATE.G IC G.AME.

~'A

few words will show how this general strategy has worked
out. The early part of the week was devoted to minor operations on this front. There was some very hard fighting by the
Bripsh, but nothing like a general .engagement was attempted.
Presumably these earlier operations of the British were for the
purpose of getting necessary military information.
-" Then eame a terrific attack, participated in by British,,
French, and Americans. The Germans were struck on the -entire froat between Cambrai and St. Quentin. Their entire
line gave way. Previous inroads into the German positions by
the British had brought the British lines dose to the end of the
Hindenburg defensive zone. The last attack carried them clean
through the defensive area .and out into the open.
"This was more than the Germans had 'bargained for. It was
no part of their game to meet a superim· army in the open.
And the allies .are superior in all that goes to make up a military terce. It was necessary to stage a retreat as quickly as
possible~ This was done, the allies using cavalry and small
tanks on a large scale to f.ollow closely. One line after the
other was crossed, Le Cateau was taken, and the British pushed
on and beyond the Selle River.
" In the south the Germans were also seriously affected.
The French, operating on the right flank of the attacking force,
swept east of St. Quentin and reached the line of the Oise
practically all the way from La Fere to the great bend near
Longchamps. This immediately drew the line in the north
tightly about Laon, leaving the area of the city guarded only
by the Oise River. The result in the north was to stretch the
British line all along the southern bank of the Sensee Canal,
the most eastern point of the line being 35 miles east of the most
western part near Arras. In other words, the German line is
outflanked by that distance.
·
"The conditions on the western front may most easily be
grasped by considering it in two sections. One is a huge semicircle, roughly, the horns of which are at Solesmes on the Selle
River in the south and at Nieuport in the north. The radius of
this curve is about 35 miles and contains, at distances varying
from 30 to 20 miles, the important bases of Lille and Douai.
" The northern part of the curved area is guarded by the Lys
River. The allies hold the northern bank entirely and the Ger·
mans the southern bank. No attempt has been made to force
a crossing, th1s part of the front having been relatively quiet
since the Belgian attack of 10 days ago, which first completed
the northern part of the circle.
.
"' The southern half of the circle is formed by the line from a
point east of Arras to Solesmes. This section is guarded by the
Cojeul River and the Sensee Canal, the Germans holding the
northern bank, the allies the southern. He1·e the British ba ve
made several attempts to force a crossing. On one occasion
they really got across and took the town of Arleux, but a heavy
counterattack drove them back across the canal. Thus the
Germans would appear to have their flanks in the north carefully
guarded.
·
" The southern semicircle, which is tbe second part of the line
we need consider, begins at Longchamps, on the Oise, follows the
river around as far as La Fere, and then, curving around to the
east, follows the Ailette and later the Aisne.
"Here we have a condition similar in many respects to the
northern curve. The northern flank of the Germans is guarded
by the Oise River, which is a most effective barrier. It has not,
so far as we know, been under attack, the French having just
reached it as this is being written. The southern flank is
guarded by the Ailette and then by the Aisne, the semicircle
being complete at Berry-au-Bac. The Ailette front is just as .
securely guarded as is the Oise front in the north. The Ailette
itself is not much of a barrier, but the s~p hills which rise
from the valley of the river make it an obstacle of great
defensive value.
"The danger point is found near where theAilette turns north..
This is the only unguarded section of the entire German line._
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If the Fren:-h can push their lines but a little farther eastward

nnd clear the line of the Aisne as far as Berry-au-Bac there is
every likelilwod of their being able to cut off Laon from the east
by an advante northward from Berry-au-Bac.
" It is possible that the Germans may yet disappoint the ames
and get arrny, but minus a large part of their military paraphernalia. Their method of retreat has always been the same;
it consists in holding tightly on the flanks and gradually drawing away the center, the sides gradually yielding as the center
pulls back. For this operation the Germans, as we have seen,
are admirably.located. They can not, of course, get away clean,
but they can escape disaster unless Foch is able to crush in the
sides of their defense before the center can get far enough
eastward.
" There can be no doubt of a German retreat. It is inevitable.
Germany may be able to delay it for a few days longer at great
risk to herself, but it is certain to come.
"Di tinctive features of the week's fighting are also seen in
the operation of the French and American forces .between the
1\Ieuse and Rheim . The Americans have completely cleaned
out the Argonne in one of the most tenacious bits of fighting we
have recently seen. It has been brilliant work, well carried out,
and of great importance. It practically clears out of the way
all obstacles of terrain between the Argonne and Sedan. .
This operation lias one great value--it pre\""ents the Germans
from occupying for any great length of time any line west of a
line through Grund Pre and l\Iozieres. This has been one of
the main objects of the American action and illustrates the
farsi ghtedness and calculating ability of the allied commander.
Fore eeing that his blows farther west were going to force a
German retreat, he planned the attack of the American forces
to prevent that retrent from stopping too soon. Any position
·which the Germnns might take west of the line mentioned
rroul<.l be in immediate danger of being taken in the rear by the
allied advance between the Aisne and the 1\Ieuse.
EAULY PEACE PROBABLE.

"With the Germans gi\""ing ground on all sides it is thought
in many quarters that the war is over, and that we shall have
peace before the new year. That "\Yill depend on just what kind
of a pence we mean.
"'Ve can have peace tomorrow if we wish-a German peace,
a peace made around the council table on a basis of compromise. But if we still hold that there can be no compromise
between right and wrong, that you can not arbitrate murder and
piracy and pilage--if, in short, we hold. that the only peace we
will accept will be a German surrender, there is no probability
of peace this year, certainly not before summer of next year.
"What Germany ·will do, what she is doing, is to fall back
to shorten her lines. She can take up a line back of the 1\Ieuse
Ri\er O\""er a hundred miles shorter than her present lines and
thereby add from three-quarters ·of a million to a million men
to her fighting sh·ength. Her position will be admirably suited
for defense and will in\olYe a great deal of fighting before it
can be taken.
" The end is in sight for the first time since the war began,
but it is still . ome distance ahead. It is useless to <leceive
ourselYes on fac-ts which are so patent. 'Ve are merely yielding to our sentiment and not to om· understanding.
"Tlle crying n€ed for the moment for Germany is time. Her
armies are for the most part in an impossible military situation,
the extrication from which can be· accomplished only with difficulty. It can not be accomplished at all except with grievous
loss unless Germany has time.
.
"She has accumulated in France and Belgium since 1914
mountains of supplies of all kinds. Shell has been sent to the
front for offensive and defensive purposes in enormous quantities. These represent millions of dollars of expenditure. Her
- organization of depots, of repair and replacement facilities, of
billets, has been without limit. For the four years. of· the war
this feature has gone on concurrently with the military operations and on an ever-increasing scale.
"Now, as a result of the allies'· incessant hammering, she finds
herself confronted with retreat or disastet·. For various
reasons the retreat can not be a small affair, but must involve
the entire front from llheim."l to the sea. There is not sufficient
transport in the world to remove Germany's accumulations from
the danger zone in a short space of time. And the allies, realizing their advantage, are pressing the situation with all possible speed.
THE GERMAN SCHEME.

"Germany, seeing the processes of ·destruction at work, begs
for time, her petition coming to us in the nature of a peace proposal. She want'S an m·mistic~. 'Vithout going further into
the matter, it may be stated that twp results will doubtless flow
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from a cessation of fighting: The first is that, no matter what
may happen. even should we discover at the last moment that
the German proposal was but another hoax:, another lie, anothet·
example of a plighted faith broken, once the fighting is stopped
for any appreciable time the war will" be over. It is hardly possible to conceive that, once arms are la id down, they can be
taken up again. The heart of the soldier, his morale, will be
gone. There will no longer be the spirit for fighting of which
victorious armies are made.
"The second point is that if Germany is granted the time she
wants and for which she will do anything, give anything, say
anything, promise anything, she will u tilize it in withdra"\Ying
her arms, her mountains of supplies, her artillery, her shell, and
her men to a much shorter and much more powerful line, a line
possibly behind the 1\Ieuse, through the French and Belgian Ardennes, before 1\fetz, and clown the Vosges l\1ountains, ancl there
she will stay. She will haYe shortened the battle front o\""er a
hundred miles and will be able to hold it with a million less men.
Ev~rything that we have done since July 18 will thus be
scrapped. Our losses "\Till have been for nothing.
"Either we shall stop fighting and make a patched-up peace
or the war will continue for two more years, if not longer. It
may, therefore, be said, as a logical conclusion, that if we grant
an armistice before we are ready to make peace, military decision
will ha\""e been aTerted and we shall have Io t the war."
[From the Outlook, Oct. 9, 1918. ]
WrTH WHOM AXD FOR WHAT

Ann WE AT WAn?

[By an expert in international law.]

"In discussing this rrar we often speak of it as a war between
nations, and speak of the German Empire as if it were a nation
subject to the rules and entitled to the benefit of international
law; but the Kaiser aml his a sociutes in the Prussian rnilitarv
autocracy ha\""e put themselves outside the pale of internatiomit
law. Long before the war. began the Kaiser declared, ' Nothing
must henceforth be settled in the world without the intervention
of Germany and the German Empire.' By international law,
however,' nations are equal in respect to each other and entitled
to claim equal consideration for their rights.'
"So far from being satisfied with the natural development of
her manufactures, her agriculture, and her commerce, the German leaders maintained the right and the duty to make war for
the acquisition of territory and the destruction of ri\""als. Bernhardi declared, 'France must be so completely crushed that shP.
can ne-rer again cross our path.'
"In reference to the condu~t of war they were even mor·~
audacious. Nietzsche describes the German "·arriors: 'These
men are, in reference to wllat is out~ ide their circle (where
the foreign country begins), not much better than beasts of
prey. * * * They feel that they can revert to the beast-ofprey conscience like jubilant monsters who, perhap , go with
bravado from the ghastly bout of murder, arson, rape, and
torture.' This description has been realized during the pre ent
war.
_
"It is true that before the war the Imperial Governments
went through the form of sending delegates to international
con\""entions. The most notable of these was at The Hague, in
1907. In one of the conventions adopted at The Hague, and
signed by the delegates o~ Germany and Austria, it was agreed :
'Arbitration is recognized by the contracting powers as the most
effective and at the same time the most equitable means of settling disputes which diplomacy has faHed to settle.' In orde•·
to facilitate immediate recourse to arbitration, an arbitral
tribunal had been established.
"Another convention, signed by the same delegates, regulated the laws of land warfare. Among other things, it wns
agreed that prisoners of war should not be employed in works
that had any connection with the war operations. 'All necessary measures should be taken to spare as far as possible buildings devoted_ to religious worships, arts, science, and charity,
historical monuments, and ,places of assembly of sick and
wounded.' 'The honor and the rights of family, the life of
individuals, and private property should be respected.' 'Private property shall not be confiscated.' Contributions in money;
in occupied territory shall be levied 'only for the needs of the
army or of the administration of said territory.' 'Looting is
positively forbidden.' Hospital ships shall be respected. 1'he
bombardment of undefended cities or villages is forbidden. ' It
is forbidden to lay submarine mines off the coa ts and ports of
the enemy with the sole object of interrupting commercial
navigation.'
"Long before these conventions were made it was a principle
of international law that a merchant ves. el sh uld not be capture<! without giving to the passengers and noncombatants on
board an opportup.lty to depart in safety.
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•~ From the beginning of the war every one of these sacred
rules has been persistently and brutally violated by the Germans and the Austrians. With the approval of Germany, gt
the outset Austria refused to arbitrate the matter in difference
between herself and Serbia. They have thus placed themselves
outside the pale of civilized communities and have become nothing more than organized bands of pirates, entitled to no more
consideration than were the buccaneers. These also had a cer, tain rude government. Their principles of action were similar
to those of the Germans and Austrians in this war. Tlley were
finally suppressed.
'-'·It is our business in this war to suppress the buccaneers of
the twentieth rentUTy. We shall win the war. 0\ertu.res fo1·
peace will be made, as they have been .made, the design of which
has been and will be to enable these pirates to retain as much
of their booty as possible. Such peace would simply give them
an opportunity to repair their losses and renew their attacks
upon peaceful nations. What, therefore, we ought to obtain
may be summed up in one famous phrase: ' Indemnity for the
past and security for the future.'
"To gain these results we ought to impose upon the conquered
Imperial Governments of Germany and Austria terms which
will execute themselves and will not be dependent on the good
faith of those who have shown by their actions that they haveno sense of honor, and love a lie more than the truth.
" Before considering the terms in detail, let u~ note the analogy between the situation of the allies in this war and that of
the United States in 1865. Then, as now, we were fighting fo~
fundamental principles. It was impossible for the United States
to permit for a moment the di olution of the Union or the CC}ntinuance of a government founded on slavery. As 1\fr. Lincoln
s:nid ·in 1858-and the words are equally true to-day:

•• The real issue in this country is the eternal struggle between those
two principles-right and wrong-throughout the world. They are
the two principles which. have stood face to face from. the beginning
of time, and will ever continue· to struggle. The one is the common
right of humanity, and the other the divine right of kings. It is the
same principle in whatever shape it develops itself. It is the s.-'lme
spirit that says, 'You work, and ton, and earn b-read, and I'll eat it.'

" To establish forever the principles of justice and freedom,
which are the foundation of the American Constitution, we
refused again and again to make any terms witli the Confederate Government which involved its continuance or the continuance of slavery. We did not count the cost. either in life
or in money, and we were deaf to every overture. We repeatedly offered protection to the rights of individuals in the South
and compensation for emancipation. But on the two main
points, the continuance of the Union and the abolition of slavery, we were inexorable. It is equally important now that we
refuse any propositions for peace which will not include the
destruction of the Prussian and -Austrian autocracy and compensation, as far as possible, for the countle s woes it has
brought upon the world.
" The details are far more complicated than they were at the
end of the Civil War, but the principles are the same. Let us
consider these details.
" Indemnity for the past.
"This indemnity should be based on the fact that it is the
Prussian military system that is responsible. Indemnity~ tllere·
fore, should be taken, not in the form of a Government payment
but by a seizure of tl1e property of the guilty. Indemnity frl)m
the Government could be rai ed only by a loan. The taxes
which would be levied to pay the interest on this loan would
come in part, at least, out of the plain people. These ha:ve been
deeeived by a persistent sy tern of falsehood, and thus have been
like sheep led to the slaughter.
·
"It is claimed by some that the-great commercial nnd manufacturing interests of Germany and Austria joineti from !he
first with the military caste, and that the war was the c1evelvPment of their joint greed and ambition. Whether this be so ·or
not. it is at least clear that the commercial and manufacturing
interests of Germany and Austria could .have prevented the wnr.
'Vhether or not, therefore. they actunUy promoted it at Lhe
outset is unimportant. They are jointly responsible. Some of
their property in the allied countries has already been seized.
Whenever their pt:operty can be found in these countries, that
should in like manner be seized. Their property in the central
Empires should equally be appropriated at the end of the war.
The vast fund which would thus be nvailable should be applied
to make good the actual losses whic-h ha ,.e been inflicted upon
the people of Belgium, France, Itn.ly, Serbia, and Roumania..
The German Government is responsible for the Turkish atrocities committed against the Christians. For these also repamtion should be made.
"When this i done. a suitable amount should be appropriated
toward paying the expenses of the war which has been forced
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upon the allies. There would be a remnant which should be
applied to the relief of the suffering of the plain people of
Germany. There will bP at the end of the war innumemhle
widows, orphans, and wounded men in the central empires who
can not justly be blamed for tlle crimes that have been committed. It is very important that som~ provision shoulu be
made for them, so that in the countries now under the sway of
the two Kaisers there should be hereafter an opportunity for
the plain people to develop a new and bettet' national Jife. lu
this way it will appear to the people of these countries that our
object is justice and not vengeance.
"A very important part of this sy tern of compensation is the
taking over of all the German and Austrian ships that have
been seized during the war. This will constituta a part ial und
appmpriate indemnity for the ships that have been piratically
sunk.
uAnother and very important pnrt of indemnity for the past
is the punishment of the great criminals. Here again we have
an American precedent. There was a German named Wirz who
held a commission under the Confederate Government and was
. put in charge of the prison at Andersonville. In violation of
the laws of war he caused to be killed many of these prisone-rs.
When the war was over be was arrested and triert before a
competent court for murder. The specification was that he bnd
put to death, in violation of the laws of war, certajn men who
were prisoners in his custody. He was found guilty. condelllll·Jd
to death, and executed. We thus established the principle that
killing men, even during war and under cover of a commi l<•n ,
is murder, if in doing it the perpetrator willfully violates the
laws of wal"'.
" It should be our business, when the two Kaisers are subdued,
to make inquiry for the men who are responsible for the shameful violations of the laws of war, far more cruel than Wirz committed, and bring them to trial before a court-martial. Let them
have the benefit of counsel, as Wirz had, but let u ·equally apply
to them the· words of the prophet: 'He shall have judgment
without mercy, that hath showed no mercy.'
" One of the mo t conspicuous of these men is the commander
of the submarine who sank the Lusitania. In his case the crime
is especially clear, for a.fter he had disabled the ship by bis firgt
torpedo he fired another, the only object of which could have
been· to hasten her sinking and destroy the liv-es of those on
board. This was as much murder as though he had taken a.
rifle, picked out one af the women on deck, aimed directly at
her, and killed her. There are those above llim who have
ap:(}rO\ed his nction n.nd rewarded him for it. They can be
ascertained, and no rank should save them from a like condemnation.
.. It is only by such an exercise of justice that we can hope to
preTent the commission ·of similar crimes in the future. We
hope, indeed, to establish a commonwealth of nations which
shall in the future make war imposs ible. Whether this will
succeed or not, we can not telL But if there ever should be
another war the men who go into it should now be made dls.tinctly to understand that they do so at their peril, and that
the leaders who involve thousands and perhaps millions of
innocent victims in bloody strife can not expect immunity when
the strife is over.
"Besides the punishment thus to be inflicted on the persons
of these murderers. there are robberies for which restitution
must be enforced. Nothing in modern warfnre compares with
the pillage of these Huns. There must, after the war, be a
search for all the stolen property, and, as far as possible, it
sh6uld be returned to the rightful owners.
" Indemnity for the future.
« The first thing will be to draw the teeth of the monsters
with whom we are fighting. All the monitions of war of ev<~ry
kind which tl1en shall be in t11e po sessiC}n of the two Kaisers
and their Governments mustoe taken away. Their manufactories of such munitions must be broken up. If there is u.ny
machinery in them which can be of use to the allies, .it should
be tm·ned in as part of the indemnity. Everything else should
be destroyed. If, for ex:a.mple, tlle Kl~upp factorie at ~en
can be used for peaceful purposes, care should be taken that
they are put to this U!:'e only. otherwise they should be razed
to the ground. It is far better that Bertha Krupp should lnbor
for an honest living and give up making guns to kill Christians
gathered in church on Good Friday!
"Complaint would doubtless b made that this would leave
the two allied Empires defenseless. In executing this decree
they should, however, be permitted to pro'\'i<.le for nn adequm~e
police force. In the league of nations which should be forme•! ,
as part of the readjustment of the ·world tliaf this \Yur comp~l s
there will be provision for the pl·otection of individual nations
against wanton aggression.
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"Another import!' nt element in this . reconstruction is a t~l"'C
laration by the allied powers that the two Kaisers, l1aving
deliberately organized a military system for the subjugation of
the world, and having persistently violated the laws of nations
in carrying out their plans, have forfeited all right to sovereignty, and that their thrones have become vacant. This would
be a slmilar principle to the action of the English Parliament
which in 1689 declared that King James II had 'abdicated the
Government, and that the throne is thereby become vacant.'
"It may be claimed that this action of the allies would be in
violation of the right to self-government that America is maintaining, but it is so only in appearance. Every right is inseparably connected with a corresponding duty. The principle of
the old maxim., ' Protection and allegiance are inseparable,' is
of universal application. The moment the two Kaisers and
their Governments joined with the Governments of other nations
in international conventions they therPhy declared themselves
to be part of an international system. 'l'hey admitted that each
nation owed certain duties to the rest. For example, in one of
the conventions adopted at The Hague in 1907 the Emperor of
Germany and the Emperor of Austria, as well as the rulers of
other powers, declared that they were"Animated by the sincere desire to work for the maintenance of
general peace.
" Resolved to promote by all the efforts in their power the settlement of international disputes.
" Recognizing the solidarity uniting the members of the society of
civilized nations.

" In the face of this convention, bow can the two Kaisers
contend that they and their 'Governments have not become a
part of an international society?' If, then, they commit crimes
against that society on the scale of this present war, they cease
to be rulers recognizing obedience to the law of God and to international law, and become pirates. This is manifestly an abdication of the throne, and should be treated as such by all the
nations.
"Taking this position does not give to the allied powers the
right to impose new sovereigns upon Germany or upon the
kingdoms composing the Empire of Austria-Hungary. It is for
the people of the~e countries, in constituent assembly, to choose
their new rulers; but for all international purposes the imperial
houses of Hohenzollern and Hapsburg must cease to exist. They
have too long tyrannized over their own people· and destroyed
the peace of the world.
"Under newly chosen rulers and forms of government based
upon the fundamental principle of freedom, guarded by and
subject to law, we may hope that these countries will become
loyal and peaceful and prosperous members of the great family
of nations. If they uo, they will half a century hence look witll
as much satisfaction upon their emancipation as the South
does upon the abolition of slavery and the restoration of the
:Union.
" There ·is one important element in this constructive program which remains to be mentioned. For that we have a precedent in the reconstruction of the American Union after the
Civil War. It is provided by the fourth section of the fourteenth amendment that 'neither the· United States nor any
State shall pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion against the United States, or any claim for
the loss or emancipation of any slave; but all such debts, obligation , and claims shall be held illegal and void.'
" In like manner, it should be provided at the end of the present war that no debt incurred either by the Empire of Germany
or that of Austria-Hungary in aid of the present war shall b~
paid, but it shall be held illegal and void. The continuance of
this debt would be an impossible burden for the people of these
central empires if the indemnity before mentioned is provided.
It is better to cancel it at once. It would be right to make
some provision for small holders, who would be impoverished
by the loss of all their savings. · But the debt was contracted
for purpos s of aggression and crime and is therefore illegal
and void.
" These propositions will seem radical. But the fundamental
principle upon which they are based is the sole justification for
the entrance of America into the war, namely, that the war is a
war of aggression begun by the central empites as part of a
plan to subjugate the world, and that in_ the course of the war
they have committed every possible crime. When this is remembered, it will appear that these terms are just and that the
enforcement of them is the only possible security against another
war. In reality, they are far more merciful and less likely to
promote continued rancor than would the boycott propesed by
many.
" The au thor of this article was one of the first to urge upon
the Government and people of the United States, ·immediately
after the sinking of the L1.tsitania, that America should inter-
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vene in defense of her own rights and the rights of all nation~;
that convoy should be provided for merchant shipping; and that
the German ships and terminals which were within our juris·
diction should be seized. Our Government, with the unanimous
approval of our people, has finally done all this. It has declared
war in a righteous cause; our peQple are incurring countless
sacrifices in the prosecution of that war, and we must never rest
until the objects for which \ve began it are accomplished.
"These were summed up by the President in his reply to the
communication of his Holiness Benedict XIV : ' Peace should '
rest upon the rights of peoples, not the rights of governmentsthe rights of peoples, great or small, weak or powerful-their
right to freedom and security and government.'
" One advantage of dealing with our treacherous foe in the
manner proposed is this : Our victorious armies will ere long be
in Germany. The indignation that has been roused in the
soldier's breast by the crimes committed wouln naturally lea.i
to retaliation. If the allies should announce their fixed purpose
to punish the real criminals and spare the civilian population
who h_ave not shared in the crimes, the latter would be more
mercifully treated.
"Another advantage would be this: The German leaders have
stimulated the population at home to renewed sacrifice by
assuring them that if the allies conquer and get a footing in
Germany the people there would suffer as the French and.
Belgians have suffered. This appeal has been effective. If we
make it known that the contrary will be the case and that O'Ur
aim will not be the desolation of the country, but the punish·
ment of the real criminals-in a word, 'retributive justice'the German leaders will find their people indifferent or ev('n
opposed to the continuance of the war.
1\Ir. LODG.E. 1\Ir. President, I ask to have printed in Ule
RECORD, without reading, resolutions adopted by the war com·
mittee of the Union League Club of Chicago, Ill.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The resolutions are as follows :
"THE

AUSTRIAN

PEACE

TRAP.

" Resolutions adopted by the war committee of the Union League Club
of Chicago at a meeting held the 16th of September, 1918.

"Whereas the, war committee of the Union League Club of
Chicago, assembled in special session this 16th day of September, 1918, sees the Austrian proposal to call an informal
conference to discuss terms of peace as a diplomatic trick
whereby the central powers ·hope to avert the consequences
of certain military defeat; and
"Whereas it is the belief of this committee that the central
powers, by putting out this peace feeler, hope and plan to
create a division of sentiment among the peoples of tlle
allied nations which will bring about a slackening of military preparations; and
·
" Whereas it is essential to the interests of permanent peace
that the military aristocracy of Germany be rendered incapable of further successful aggression: Therefore be it
"ResoZved, '.rhat the war committee of the Union League
Club of Chicago respectfully urges upon the President of the
United States of America and the l\Iembers of the House of
Representatives and Senate thereof that there be no peace negotiations, forli!al. or informal, until these two results have been
achieved:
·
"1. The territories of all the nations which have been overrun by Germany and her allies have been evacuated; and
" 2. The armies of Germany and her allies have been dispersed or captured : An1 be it further
"Resolved, That the war committee of the Union League
Club of Chicago, having in mind the principles enunciated by
the President of the United States, further respectfully urges
that when these objects have been attained and the time comes
for the consideration of a permanent peace dictated by the victorious entente allied nations, the terms which must be forced
upon the defeated central powers shall be such that, among
other things" L Belgium, Serbia, and the other invaded States shall be
fully compensated for the material dam~ge which has been
done in those lands by the brutal invaders from the central
powers.
"2. Alsace-Lorraine shall be restored to France and repara·
tion shall be made to France for the damage done during the
present war.
"3. Poland shall be recreated an independent State, free
from domination of Prussia, Austria, or any other power, and
compensated for injury during the present war.
. "4. Bohemia and the neighboring provinces of l\Ioravia and
Slovakia in Austria-Hungary shall be erected into a CzechoSlovak State absolutely independent of Teutonic or Magyar
control.
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·" 5. That effect be given to the declaration of Corfu, and that
the millions of Slavs held in bondage by Austria-Hungary in
the southern part of the dual monarchy shall be set free and
allowed to join \vi th their kinsmen in Serbia and Montenegro
in a great Jugo-Slav nation.
· " 6. That certain portions of Austria-Hungary, populated
mainly by people of Italian nationality and adjoining the
Italian borders, shall be restored to Italy.
"7. That the trf'aty · forced upon Roumania by the central
powers be abrogated, and that Roumanians living in the Provinces of Transylvania and Bukowina sliall be allowed to join
with their kinsmen in the formation of a free and independent
greater noumania.
"8. That the Brest-Litovsk treaty be abrogated and that Finland, Ukrainia, the Baltic Provinces, and other portions of
Russia be freed absolutely from German domination."
~fr. LODGE. Mr. President, I have received a great mass of
t elegrams, with which I shall not undertake to fill the RECORD,
but I ha-ve selected a few which I desire to read simply to illustrate the feeling as it comes to me from many quarters.
Senator HEXRY C. LODGm,

PITTSBURGH, PA., Octobet• 11, 1918.

Washington, D. 0.:

Unconditional surrender only.

lion. HENRY CABOT LODGE,

No temporizing with criminals.
GEO. 0. CALDER.
CHICAGO, ILL., October 13, 1918.

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:

The mere SUI!gestion of an armistice is an inSUlt to the braye armies
of the United States and our allies. A brutal, cruel, and inhuman foe,
totally devoid of truth and honor, is rapidly being defeated. and no
foundation for a real peace is possible until after the complete defeat
and un conditional surrender of the military forces. Humanity demands
the rejection of the German note.
C. II. DANBY.

all in the State of Michigan, praying for the passage of the so·
called McKellar retirement bill; which were ordered to lie on
the ·table.
.
Mr. NELSON presented the memorial of J. A. 0. Preus, State
auditor of Minnesota, transmitting a resolution adopted by the
Minnesota State Board of Investment, relative to the proposed
tax on State and municipal bonds in the pending revenue bill;
which was referred to the Committee on Finance.
He also presented the memorial of Miss Hattie Woell, of
Browerville, Minn., remonstrating against the proposed tax on
proprietary medicines in the pending revenue bill; which was
refen-ed to the Committee on Finance.
He also presented a memorial of the Minnesota Western Oil
Co., of Minneapolis, Minn., remonstrating against the proposed
tax on oil in the pending revenue bill ; which was referred to
the Committee on Finance.
Mr. WARREN. I present a telegram in the nature of a memorial, from the One Hundred Per Cent American Society, of
Hanna, Wyo., which I ask may be printed in the RECORD, and
referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
There being no objection, the telegram was referred to the
Committee on Foreign Relations and ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows :
[Telegram.]
HAN::-iA, Wro.
Senator FRANCIS E. WA.RRE •,

Washington, D. 0.:

The One Hundred Per Cent American Society, of Hanna, Wyo., representing 500 miners and 65 men in uniform, demand the unconditional
surrender __ of the central powers a.nd unlimited force to bring this
about. Such a peace only will compensate our outraged ideals, more
precious than the lives required to enforce it.
W. L. CowDREY, Presiae11t.

1\lr. ASHURST (for 1\.:lr. THOMPSON) presented a memorial
of Pomona Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, of Montgomery
0RLEAXS, MASS., October 13, 1918.
County, Kans., remonstrating against the enactment of legislanon . HE~RY CABOT LODGE,
tion granting pensions to civil-service employees of the GovUni ted States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:
As American citizens and constituents, we heartily approve your nt- ernment, which was ordered to lie on the table.
He also (for Mr. THOMPSON) presented a memorial of the
titude and object to any parley with Germany. We demand unconditional surrender from that nation as a preliminary to a dictation of Wyandotte County Democratic Club, of Kansas City, Kans.,
peace terms.
·
remonstrating against the unjust discriminations by the indusIIOLLTS FRENCII.
tries of the country against the blind in d~nying .them employFREDERICK S. CO:!>>ERSE.
DWIGHT BLANEY.
ment, which was referred to the Committee on Education and
Labor.
NEW YORK, Octobe-r 14, 1918.
He also (for Mr. TnoMPso~) presented a memorial of the
non. II. C. LODGE,
:\lissionary Circle, mothers and sisters of the boys in khaki,
Senate Ohambet·, Washi1zgton, D. 0.:
Ada, Kans., remonstrating against the execution of the order
No at·mistice; no negotiations; unconditional surrender .
.J. W. 1\I.A.YNARD.
prohibiting denominational camp pastors from Army camps,
which was referred to the Committee on Military Affairs.
NEW YORK, October 1~, 1918.
He also (for Mr. THOMPSON) presented a memorial of the
Hon. llEXRY CABOT LODGE,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:
Woman's Club, of Topeka, Kans., remonstrating against the
norse sense requires that burglars, thieves, and murderers must be enactment of legislation to provide for the fourteenth and sub·
disarmed before approaching the bar of justice. Public opinion demands sequent decennial censuses and also. against creating political
unconditional surrender first and justice afterwards for the Germans.
jobs during the present national crisis, which was referred to
.JOSEPH E. DALTON.
the Committee on the Census.
·
BOSTON, MASS., Octobe1· 1~, 1918.
He also (for 1\Ir. TnoMPso~) presented telegrams in the
Hon. HENRY CABOT LODGE,
nature of petitions from Federal Employees' Union No. 49, of
Un i t ed States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:
Why not require Germany bring out entire high-seas fleet and place it Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and from the Federal Employees'
Union, of Kansas City, Kans., and a petition from Local Branch,
under guard of British Navy as guaranty of good faith.
EDWARD STANWOOD.
National Association of Letter Carriers, of Washington, D. C.,
Those are mere samples, which I have read to go into the praying for the passage of the so-called McKellar retirement
bill, which were ordered to lie on the table.
RECORD.
Mr. CUMMINS. I present a telegram embodying a resolu·
l\fr. TOWNSEND. 1\Ir. President, .I send to the desk a telegram which I have this day received from the Chamber of Com- tion adopted by the Farm Improvement Association and the
farmers of Blaek Hawk County at Waterloo, Iow·a , remonstrat·
merce of Jackson, Mich., and I ask that it be read.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the Secret::\ry ing against the further extension of the daylight-saving . bil~
which I ask to have printed in the RECORD.
:Will read as requested.
The Secretary read the telegram, as follows :
There being no objection, the telegram was ordered to be
printed in the REcO~D, as follows :
.JACKSON, MICH., Octobet· 13, 1918.
Hon. C. E. TOWNSEND,

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:

At a special meeting of the Jackson Chamber of Commerce, .Jackson
Mich., representing 70.000 people, held this Sunday afternoon, a reso:
lution was unanimously adopted opposing a peace conference in advance of an unconditional surrender of Germany and her allies. We
fef'J that tb:s ~me sentiment prevails throughout the .country, and
assure the Prestdent and yourself that our undivided cooperation is
behind him and you in his and your support of such a proposition.
JACKSON (MICH.) CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
By C. F. HOLLAND,• Secretary.

CEDAR FALLS, IOW-1., October 12, 1918.
.A. B. CUl\tMINS,
Washington, D. C.:

I am instructed to send you the following resolution adopted at a
meeting of the Farm Improvement " Association and the farmers of
Black: Hawk County at Waterloo, Iowa, October 12, 1918. The day·
light-saying plan is operating to the detriment of rural institutions,
and on account of the critical labor situation it is seriously interfering
with our efforts in keeping up agricultural production, on account of
the dews in the morning during the haying, harvestin&", and thrashing
season. It causes the loss of an hour of the best working time of each
day. It enforces a further loss of time, feed, and profit through the
improper and unnatural times for the care and feeding of all classes
of li>e stock. It forces a serious hardship on country school children
by compelling many ·during the cold winter months to leave their
homes before d:lylight.
A. .A. BURGER.

PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS.
. l\fr. TOWNSEND presented telegrams in the nature of petitions of George Seal, of Detroit; of the Federal Employees'
Union of Soo; of Local Union No. 143, National Federal Postal
Employees, of Kalamazoo ·; of LOcal · Branch, Railway Mail Assodation, of Detroit; of the Michigan State Federation of Labor·
1\lr. THOl\I.A.S. I present a telegram in the nature of a .
of : Local Branch, National Federation of Federal' Employees: , memorial· from tlie Colorado Equal Suffrage .Association of my
of Detroit ; and of the Trades and Labor Council of Kalamazoo, State, protesting against the so-called campaign of certain
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women of this city against the Members of this body, which I
desire to have printed in the record.
There being no objection, the telegram was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows :
DENVER, COLO., October 9, 1918.

Hon. C. S.

THOMAS,

United States Ben<Ue. Washi11.gton, D. 0.:

The Colorado Equal Suffrage Association deeply regrets that the
United States Senate should be annoyed and insulted. as is being done
by any body of women, even by an organization so diametrically opposed to all the principles of th National Equal Suffrage Association
u.s is the Woman's Party, and we :ue dePply chagrined that a Colorado
woman should. be among the' number guilty of such acts, while we are
keenly disappointed at the failure to pass the Susan B. Anthony
amendment w are not discouraged and feel confident of success at a
later date- in spite of the conduct of these women.
Tl'IE CoLORADO EQuAL SUFFRA..Gl!l AssocUTION.

14,.

:Mr. OVERMAN. I move that the Senate concur in the amend·
menta of the HouSe.
·
The motion was agreed to.
PEACE TEll:MS.

Mr. LODGE. I desire to introduce a Senate resolution, to be
printed and lie on the table.
1\lf. BRANDEGEE. I ask to have the resolution read, Mr.
President.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The resolution will be read.
The Secretary read the resolution (S. Res. 315), and it was
ordered to lie on the table, as follows:
Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate that there should be no
further communication with the German Government upon the subject
of an armistice or conditions of peace, except a demand for uncondi·
tionn.l surrender.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES-

Yr. FLETCHER, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to
which were referred the following bills, reported them each
~th amendments:
A bill ( S. 829) to authorize the employment of Federal prisoners on public roads within the States; and
A bill ( S. 4931) to insure a supply of coal for munition works,
and for other purposes. .
Mr. BANKHEAD, from the Committee on Post Offices and
Post Roads, to which was referred the bill (H. R. 12976) providing for the protection of the users of the telephone and telegraph service and the properties and funds belonging thereto
during Government operation and control, reported it without
amendment.
1\Ir. McKELLAR, from tbe Committee on Milltary A1:Tairs, to
whjch was referred the bill ( S. 4990) to repeal a proviso of
paragraph 3, section 1, of an act entitled "An act to authorize
the President to increase temporarily the Military Establishment of the United States,'' approved May 18, 1917, and further amending said act, reported it without amendment and
submitted a report (No. 591) thereon.

OcTOBER

ADJOURNMENT TO THURSDAY.

Mr. Sil\11\.fONS. I move that when the Senate adjourns today it adjourn until 12 o'clock on Thursday next.
The motion was agreed to.
P~CE

PROPOSALS OF CENTRAL POWERS.

l'rfr. CIDil\!INS.

1\.fr. President, I have received many com·
munications upon the subject which is engrossing. the American
mind this morning, one of which I beg to read as follows :
CEDAR RAPIDS, low A, October 13, 1918.
Hon. A. B.

CUMMINS,

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:

At a public meeting held to-day the following resolutions were
adopted:
First, That we stand back of the Government and President in demanding an unconditional sun-ender and nothing less ;
Second, That we are oppo ed to any peace that is not wholly accept.
able to our 8ll.lest who have borne the greater burdens of this war and
who have sutrerea most and have most a t stak ;
Third, That we believe the treaty of peace should be written in Berlin
by the aW ed nations, and that allied armies should occupy portions of
Germany until the stipulated conditions have been complied with; and
Fourth, That there shall be no cessation of for ce to the utmost until
Germany turns over to the allied nations both her army and her navy
as parts of the unconditional surrender.

BILL INTRODUCED.
The telegram is signed by a committee of the citizens of that
Mr. FLETCHER introduced a bill (S. 4991) to establish load community.
lines for vessels in foreign trade, which was read twice by its
If the Senate will indulge me a moment, I desire to make an
litle and referred to the Committee on Commerce.
obseravtion with regard to the subject matter.
l\lr. Presidenty we are drifting into an exceedingly unfortu·
AMEND!.IENT OF CRIMINAL CODE.
nate and dangerous position with respect to peace terms with
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the amendments Germany. Consciously or unconsciously, we are permitting gen·
of the House of Representatives to the bill (S. 3470) to amend eral homilies upon the reorganiaztion and reformation of the
section 35 of the Criminal Code of the United States, which world, and everybody in it, to obscure the one specific object
:were, on page 1, line 6, after " Sec. 35," to insert:
we should hold constantly in view.
Whoever hull make or cause to be made or present or cause to be
It is praiseworthy, whether in war or peace, to forward the
presented for payment or approval to or by any person or officer in
the civil, military or naval ervice of the United States, or any cause of democracy and to stimulate as best we can the prindepartment ther of, or any corporation in which the United States of ciple that governments derive their just powers from the consent
America is a stockholder, n.ny cla.im upon or against the Government
of the United States, or any department or officer thereof, or any cor- of the governed; but if in lauding this fundamental doctrine we
poration in which the United States of America is a stockholder, allow Germany to escape her well-merited punishment, we will
knowing such claim to be false:, fictitious, or fraudulent; or whoever, have made little progress in universal regeneration.
for the purpose of obtaining or aiding to obtain the payment or apOur immediate-, imperative purpose should be to make the
proval of such claim, or for the purpose and with the intent of cheating and swindling or defrauding the Government of the United States, world, and especially the United States, safe against Germany.
or any department ther, f, or any corporation in which the United It is true that Austro-Hungary and Turkey must be dealt with
States of America is a stockholder, shall knowingly and willfully
falsify o:r conceal or cover up by any trick, scheme1 or device a material as our enemies, but they are not form idable, and we have nothing
:fact, or make or cause to be made any falJ e or rraudulent statements to fear from them ln the future. The Czecho-Slovaks and t he
or representations, or make or use or cause- to be marte or used any Jugo-Slav will see to it that Austro-Hungary is dismembered,
false bill, receipt, voucher, roll, account, claim1 certificate, affidavit,
or deposition, knowing the same to contain any rraudulent or fictitious and Turkey will be necessarily elimina tell in the na tw·al readstatement or entry; or whoever shall take and carry away, or take for justment which must ensue. Germany is the chief and powerful
his own u e or for the use of another with intent to steal or purloin, criminal, and unless this war ends in the right way her crimes
any personal property of the United States, or any branch or department thereof, or any corporation in which the United States of America will b repeated and she will again plunge all mankind into
·
is a stockholder; or whoPver hall enter into any agreement, combina- the indescribable horrors of another world war.
tion. or con piracy to defraud the Government of the United States, or
Let us forget, for a time at least, all about dividing eastern
any department or officer thereof. or any corporation in which the
United States of America ts a stockholder, by obtaining or aiding to Europe into a series of sovereignties which will owe their exist·
obtain the payment or allowance of any false or fraudulent claim ; ence, not to self-determination but to military force. Let us
and whoever, having charge, possession. custody, or control o! any forget, in this vital moment, the league of nations which is to
money or other public property used or to be used in the military or
naval service, with intent to defraud the United Sta~es, or any depart- rule the earth in accordance with the Sermon on the l\lount and
ment thereof, or any corporation in which the United States of America in which the United States is to become a mere municipality.
is a stockholder, or willtully to conceal such money or other property, Let us fa ten our attention upon Germany and answer the one
shall deliver or cause to he delivered to any person having authority
to receive the same any amount of such money or other property less burning question, What shall the allies do with her? And ::~bove
than that for which he received a certificate or took a receipt; or alllet 'thls answer be so concrete in its sub tan<~e and o clear in
whoever, being authorized to make or deliver any certitlcate, voucher. its form that plain people everywhere can understand it.
rec tpt, or other paper certilying the reeelpt of arms, ammunition, proThe overwhelqling majority of the people of this country are
visions, clothing, or other property so used or to be used. shall make
or dPliver the same to any other pP.rson without a full k.nor.:edge determined that the war sh~l go on with ever-increasing vigor
of the truth of the fact~; statefl thPrein. and with intent to defraud until the armies and navies of the Imperial German Government
the United State • or any department thereof, or any corporation in
which the Unltro States of America ts a stockholdf'r, shall be fined have unconditionally surrendered ; and until the allies are in
not more than 10,000 or imprisoned not more than 10 years, or both. full possession of that country with power to impo e just such
On page 2, line 1, after "law/' to insert "h:tving knowledge terms upon her future existence as may be thoug-ht necessary
or reason to believe that the property has been taken from the to repair the wrongs she has committed and to protect humanity
pos8e sion of the United States or furnished by the United against a recurrence of her criminal endeavor. · To the great
body of American citizens any cessation of the brave and bril·
S.tates under such allowance."
Hant efforts of our armies on the land and fleets on the sea is
On page 2, line 2, to trike out " and " and insert " or."
unthinkable. I intend to assume that nothing that has been
· Oii page 2, line 2, after "years," to insert .. or both."
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or can be said in any quarter will turn aside the allied nations
from this lmalterable purpose. My concern relates mainly . to
our attitude toward Germany after the victory has been won and
- after her surrender is complete, for it will be just as fatal to
impose inadequate terms upon Germany as it would be to
secure inadequate terms through negotiation. There seems to
be great reluctance upon the part of the Executive who must,
in the first instance, speak and act for us in this grave matter
and also upon the part of those who have discussed the question
in the Senate to approach the real problem and prescribe the
only remedy. It is as easy as it is indefinite to declare that
Germany must be so dealt witb that there can be no repetition
of the wrongs she has committed, but that declaration does not
satisfy the common mind and heart, and least of all does it
satisfy those who are bearing the burdens of this unpara1leled
struggle.
Aside from the suggestion that her path toward the East
should be barred by the new powers that are to be established
and the hope. that a partial disarmament may be brought about
among all nations, we are left to grope our way amidst the
depressing uncertainties of the broadest generalities.
It is not strange that 14 articles, or even more, are required
to cover the · revision of the political map of Europe and to
define the relation which all the . nations of the earth should
bear toward each other; but I venture the observation that a
le ser number will be found sufficient to state what the allies
should do with Germany. I take it for granted that when the
allies gather around the council table to determine what shall
be <lone with Germany certain things will already have been
accomplished.
Belgium and Serbia will be free, without a hostile foot within
their borders.
Alsace-Lorraine will be in possession of France, there to remain forever.
I <lismiss for the present the infinitely difficult problems of
Russia, of Poland, of Ukraine, of Austria, of Bulgaria, of
Turkey, of Roumania, of Greece, and Italy. I disregard for
this discussion the whole Czecho-Slovak and Jugo-Slav contro.versy. The Kaiser should have nothing to say about these readjustments. The question recurs with persistent force, What
shall be done with Germany?
There is but one answer that will meet the demands of justice
and satisfy the claims of an outraged world. There must be
reparation for the past and security for the future.
Fir t. Germany must pay, pay to the last farthing of her
capacity to pay, pay until the generations yet to come will remember and curse the insane ambition which well-nigh destroyed civilization itself, and so she will repair in some small
measure the destruction she has wrought.
Second. Germany is a menace to mankind because she has a
cruel, wicked, malicious intent toward the remainder of the
.w orld, and because she has a powerful army and navy to execute her murderous designs. We can not change her intent, for
it is the result of years and years of training and teaching in
a false and selfish philosophy ; but we can disarm her and
leave her helpless and harmless.
It is to be hoped that armaments everywhere may be reduced, but Germany should have none. Her army must be
disbanded, her navy must be distributed among the allies, her
fortifications dismantled, and her munitions factories destroyed.
Not only so, but there must be no resurrection of her military
system until the· allied nations are fully convinced that it is
safe to free her from these restrictions. Until that time comes
she must be a dependent nation, at liberty to engage in commerce but powerless to make war.
Viewed from the ordinary standpoint these terms are severe
beyond precedent; but the situation itself bas no parallel in history. I understand perfectly that these conditions mean the
degradation, possibly the disintegration of a once mighty nation; but if we are to be safe, if the world is to be secure, they
must be imposed.
We entered the war with our eyes open to the consequences
which would follow as inexorably as the passage of time, for
from the moment of our entrance into the struggle it was sure
that either Germany or the United States must die as a firstclass power. It must have been, must now be, obvious to every
thoughtful man that if all other powers are not to remain an
armed camp, nothing short of the absolute physical disability
of this war-drunken people will protect us from her revenge
and save the worl<l for tranquility and peace.
·
It will be gratifying to see Germany supplant her existing
government with a better and freer one, but that .will not suffice. for republics are us strong in their purposes as autocracies.
Oftentimes they are as ambitious as the most absolute of monarchies, and we are now witnessing the ease with which they
mobilize and the success with which th-ey' fight.
·
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1\fy proposal is capital punishment for a nation, and I am
keenly conscious tha~ many innocent German peQple will suffer ;
but why shrink from the inevitable! Either they must suffer
or the millions who have laid down their lives upon the battlefields of Belgium, France, Italy, and the Far East will have
died for a mere truce with brutality. Either some innocent
Germans must suffer in national pride, property, and progress
or the hellish atrocities which have shocked and benumbed al!
Christian lands will be perpetrated again upon an unoffending
world. Which alternative will you adopt!
:Mr. REED. l\Ir. President, I send to the desk and ask to
have read two telegrams, and, if ' the Senate will indulge me, I
desire to make some observations with reference to them.
The VICE PRESIDENT. 'Vithout objection, the SecretarY,
will read.
The Secretary read as follows:
KA~S..\.S CITY,

Ron.

Mo., Octobe1· 12, 1918.

JAMES A. REED,

U111itea States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:

This city demands unconditional surrender of Huns. All resent thought
of parley. We shall give back nothing; they give up every foot, including our .Alsace-Lorraine, immediately. Anger felt at any other thought,
Nobody thinks the Huns sincere.
BATELE MCCARDLE.
TCCUMCARI, N. MEX, Octobc1· 13, 1918.

Ron.

JAMES

A.

REED,

Unitea States Senate, TVashittgton, D. 0.

~

I

\;

!:

See Kansas City Post editorial last Friday, October 11, entitled "So
the people may know," which expresses practically unanimous sentiment of your constituents, regardless of politicial affiliations, that no
terms except unconditional surrender must be given Germany, and we
must not negotiate with a Government that has neither honor nor conscience. We beg of you do not allow the fruits of our great sacrifices
to be lost by sentimental or misguided considerations. The savage
lluns must be crushed.
D. J. HAFF.

Mr. REED. l\.Ir. President, to my mind, the Senate is at ·
this hour charged with a very grave responsibility. I have all .
along maintained, as Senators know, that the legislative branch
of our Government has not lost its vitality, forc.e, and importance. At a time like this, when we are dealing with foreign
relations, the Senate has a peculiar duty thrust upon it.
An unfortUIL:1.te . impression is, I fear, being made upon the
country. Nothing the Senate does ought to add thereto. It
seems to rr;e that the country is getting the notion that the President of the United States intends to enter upon a system of
parleying and negotiation with Germany, and that at the end of
the negotiations Germany is to come off unscathed.
Also, it appears to be a part of that impression that we are
to cease making war and sit down about the table at t;his time,
without any guarantees, and barter and dicker with an enemy
that we now appear not to have conquered, but to have at a very,
great disadvantage.
·
1\fr. President. it is inconceivable to me that these conclusions
are correct. Let us review the situation.
What has the President done 7 Some months ago he laid
down 14 propositions which he said rr.ust constitute the basic
ideas of peace. Last September he added four or five important
points. At various times he has freely expressed opinions
which have been in the nature of added demands.
As I said the other -day, I do not understand the President
to have attempted to lay down absolute, concrete conditions.
What he did undertake to do was to lay down certain principles.
If those principles are carried out as we understand they should
be and as I believe 'the President intends, then we will have a
peace that all of us can acclaim.
There seems to be an impression, however, that the President
intends ·to permit or to insist upon a cessation of hostilities
ai this time, when Germany is in full retreat and at a disad·
vantage, and thus give her time to recover herself while we
sit around the council table. I humbly and yet emphatically
submit and insist that there is nothing in what the President
of the 'United States has said to indicate that he has any such
purpose in his heart. What has he said?
Mr. BRANDEGEE. l\Ir. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from l\Iissourl
yield to 'the Senator from Connecticut?
Mr. REED. I will be glad to yield to the Senator.
1\fr. BRANDEGEE. I was about to ask the Senator this
question: If be does not think that some of the feeling in the
country to which the Senator has alluded and has stated was
not well founded, was produced by the phrase in the President's
response to Germany's request for an armistice that be did
not feel at liberty to suggest that to the nations with which
we were associated so long as Germany held any conquered
territory, or words to that effect! Does not the Senator think
that phrase responsible for some of the feeling in the country
that he is contemplating an armistice?
·
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Mr.- REED. 1\Ir. President, I will answer that by continuing
Mr. REED. I .accept that, but I am talking of the lateP
the r~mark I was just about to make, because I think it wjll preparation. If I go back to the first German atrocities, I
shall be forced to antedate the birth of Ch1ist.
constitute ·an , ariswer.
·
Behind the veil of Christianity they concealed the soul o1
What did the President say? The President said: "Here .a re
certain principles in accordance with whieh peace must ulti- barbarism. At the foot of the cross they summoned the gods
mately be made.'' Germany 1~plies: ~'We 11.c~ept those princJ... of cruelty and lust. Within the temples of religion theY!
ples as a basis of negotiation or talk.'' But Germany did not plotted the atrocities of Tamerlane and the brutalities of Nero..
expressly ·say -she agreed to the principles.
They invoked the spirits of Attila and Thor and pictured them
The President sent back word " that he wanted to know with .flaming -sword leading the armies of Germany to pillage,
whether the principles were to be accepted as a faet ·conceded murder, and victory.
or were ,to be merely a basis of negotiations. Unofficially we
Peaceful Europe was to be transformed into an inferno of
understand Germany has replied that she accepts the terms ns passion. Lust was to glut its appetite by the ravishment o1l
laid down ; that she .accepts them in fact, and not as the mere virgins; thieves plunder with the ·sanction of authority ; incen..
diaries burn cities by command of the Government; and assas..
basis :Of .negotiations.
.
One of the things the President said was : Before I will even sins thrive by order of the King.
communicate your proposition to the -allies of the United ·states
Murderers were to ply their bloody trade under the protec,J
you must get off all the conquered territory you have taken. tion of the imperial houses of Hapsburg and Hohenzollern"
Get off how? Has the President said that we will cease our Murder indiscriminate; murder by towns, by cities. by counfighting and allow them to peacefully withdraw? No. It may tries, by individuals, by millions. Murder coolly planned and
he that some will infer that that follows, but it seems to me deliberately done; murder unrelieved by passion, without pal·
the President is in a position to say to them, ... Get off the best liation of hatred or mitigation <Jf anger; murder in self-inte.rway you can. If yau want us to cease fighting you as you ,e st; murder of soldiers guilty of no crime save the defense of
reheat, then you must make a proposition to us which we can their native land, ruthles ly arul. criminally invaded; murder
accept, and that proposition might well be a surrender of all .o f unarmed and unofl'ending men ; murder of helpless women
the military supplies and all the strategic points; in other w.ho stood crying for mercy ; murder of innocent babes who
words, it might .be a complete military surrender, .as ~was the smiled into the ..faces of their assassins; murder of the national
case with Bulgaria.
spirit of a free people; murder of human liberty.
1\fr. President, the .solemn duty is upon us to construe the
Such was the crime contemplated. Such was the crime preP.resident'.s attitude as it is. What ·warrant ihave we to assume pared. Such is the crime consummated. Four million meu
that the President intends to submit a proposition for a {!essa- ·h ave been stretched dead upon the earth. Countless cripples
tion of hostilities and allow Germany to begin negotiations with endure the ceaseless torture of wounds. Innumerable women
her arms in her hand?
have suffered defilement and then death at the hands of their
·what reason is there to assume that the President contem- ravish-ers. Babes by the thousands bave been laughtered or
plates any such pusillanimous or foolish policy as that? He left to die of exposure or starvation. Myriads of children have
laid down his 14 principles months .ago, but at the same time .been carried into captivity. Soldiers, _prisoners of war, forced
he called tOn Congress for a mighty army and a great navy. by starvation, have been compelled io dig trenches for their
He laid down .additional principles last September, ·b ut he con- enemy, and At the point of the bayonet to bring forward guns
tinued to call for more and more of military supplies. He :an- to slaughter their comrades.
swered 1lle German note a few days ago, but almost the next -day
Belgium, that lay · roiling in the sun, has been destroyed.
in New York City .he appealed to the American people to over- Her proud people are enslaved. Her treaties have been
subscribe the greatest war loan ever proposed to any people by broken; her cities leveled to the earth.
any Government. Every member -of his Cabinet is before the
Se1·bta has .been transformed into a desert. Every rock of
people to-day asking for money and still more money to carry her mountains is splashed with the blood of her slaughtered
or: this war. .Every officer of the Government is engaged in people.
mobilizing the :r e ources 10f QUI great land. Every military
Russia, corrupted by loathsome bribery, has been turned oYer
chief is busy training soldiers -and filling the camps with new to the merciless dominion of anarchists and the even baser
recruits. E ·ery &hip is loaded to the guards carrying over. even scoundrels who sold ussian honor for German gold.
during this present moment, tens ·of thousands Qf men who go
Roumani.a ls prostrate. The iron heel of the brutal confor the ·purpose of enforcing an honorable peace upon our dis- querer is upon her breast, his knife at .her throat.
honorable enemy.
Italy's battle line was broken by corruption, not by valor;
Is it po sible Under these circumstances and conditions that thus were some of he.r rich Provinces .crushed beneath the Gerthe-President contemplates the throwing -away of the advantage man Juggernaut; her people have been slaughtered by the tens
we now possess? I do not think so . ..At such a time as this I of thousands, in every home candles of death burn before the
do not think the Senate DUght to -give a false note to the cru c:ifi:x.
.
country.
The northern h.."llf of France has been harried until its beautiI have not been a wor hiper .of the President, for ! ·worship no ful fields have been transformed into cemeteries. Its wonderful
man; but I honor the President, :and .I have always honored cities .are charnel houses filled with the bones of the dead ; its
him. I respect hlm as a man, and I highly honor him as the altars llave been desecrated; its churches destroyed; its homes·
Chief Executive of ·our great Nation. But I have never been violated; its families broken up. By the hundreds of thousands
a truckler and cringer or one who .at .command goes " to heeLu children wander in the streets or are turned o>er tp the care
However, at this hour 1 stand here to say that Congress can ·of ·s trnngers, or have been carried into slavery by their oppresmake no greater mistake, the Senate can make no mor-e tragic sors.
blunder than to give the country to understand that Woodrow
To-day the retreat of the ~rman Army is marked by a line
Wilson proposes to fritter away the fruits of this war. I do of smoke and flame. Four hundred miles it stretches from
not believe it. I can find nothing in my heart, I can find noth- the North Sea to the Swiss mountains. It is the fires of French
ing in his conduct, to warrant such an opinion.
homes set b-lazing by the torch of Germans infuriated by defeat.
Mr. WILLIAJUS. I do not think anyone believes it.
Villages 500 years old are given to the · flames. In the lurid
Mr, REED. I hope nobody really believes 1t. It is incon- light of their ruins stand women and children, their lips frozen
ceivable, sir, that uch a thing should be in his br~ast. These dumb by fear. The glare of the fiery furnace lights up the
telegrams that have been read voice a latent fear of the peo- fiendish faces of the retreating Huns. Above the con.fla..gration
ple; they also \-:oice America's hearts' desire.
hovers the spirit of Attilla, the curse of God.
At such a time as this, with torches blazing, with bayonets
by should the people not demand that there shall be stern
ju tice meted out? Fifty years Germany has contemplated .wet with tbe blood of women and of babes, they present their
this war. Fifty year of criminal preparedness. Fifty years hypocritical appeal for a e ation of arms, for peace by negoof premeditation. Fifty years of cold deliberation. Fifty years tiation. Why is this prayer now upon their Ups? It is because
of malice aforethought. Fifty years of secret planning and un- the sword is at their heal't . The invincible sword of freemen
lawful conSpiracy to conimit the greatest crime in the history battling for the right; the tubborn sword of England. that
never. yields ; the gallant word of France, that knows no
of the world.
sheath; the resistle s sword of Ameriea, that, having been
lllr. OWEN. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Missouri drawn in defense of humanity, will not be returned to its scabbard until the liberty of the world hu.s been attained.
yield?
In face of .such conditions I do not fear that our President will
M1.·. REED. I would rather not -yield at this moment.
Mr. OWEN. I me1·ely want to call the Senator's attention to meekly yield. 1 believe, sir , that when the peace council shall
the fact that ·96 -years ago these very powers entered into a lk'lve a embled it will be in the midst of a conquered Germany.
written agreement to destroy every .democracy on earth, -and . It may be amidst the flames and smoke of a ruined Germany.
I tell you, sirs, when the conditions of peace are written the
they never have departed from it a hair's breadth.
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name of Woodrow Wilson ~vill not be, it can not be, subscribed
to any treaty tl1at lloe not compel Germany to tread the wine
pre..,s of repentance, to pay back-to pay back to the world, as
far as she can, in her own suffering for the agonies that she has
wrought, for the de olatio_n she has brought upon the earth.
Peace now, a cessation of " ·ar now? 'Vho has proposed it?
Why, sir, if we were to stop at this moment, what would be
the conllition? Germany is to-day an oasis in a desert of fire
and blood, an oasis yet unscathed, yet untouched. What German village has been burned? How many of France's villages
lie black and bare, with charred 'Tnlls outlined against the sky?
What German fortress has yet been dismantled?
I s it po sible or conceh·able that Germany could make a.
peace now tl1at would be a peace without reparation? Do you
fear that the Pre ident will subscribe to any document that wm
allow German statesmen to say to tJu~ir people, "Behold, though
all the rest of the world is wrapp~ in :flames; though all about
us there is desolation; though everywhere the German sword
ha hacked its way through humM bone and :flesh; though all
their churches are destroyed, their crucifixes broken, and their
altars de ecratell, we have escaped unscathed and unpunished;
reparation is not to be exacted "? I tell you, sirs, it can not
be in hls great heart; it can not be in the heart of any American citizen. The peace that shall come must be a peace of
honor ; but there can not be honor without retribution. International higlnmymen must be taught that the business ot the
road does not pay. Titled rogues must learn that the thief will
be punished, regardless of the quarterings upon his escutcheon.
The murderers of the world must be made to know that a
crown, though incrusted by priceless jewels, will not protect the
bend of the monster who brings woe and desolation to the
earth.
o I say this much to-day: Let the word go out from this
Senate, so far as we can speak, that we have every confidence
in the future, and that we propose, and that this Government
propose , to make no peace lmless it be a peace that will vin<~i
cate the majesty of our arms and, be-tter than that; the majesty
of that great cause in which we fight-the cause of human
liberty; the cause of earth emancipati.on; the cause of justice
for all races and peoples; and the peace and security of the age-s
yet to come.
Mr. 'VILLIAl\fS. Mr. Pre ident, I listened not only with interest but I was at times thrilled with the magnificent outburst
from the heart of the Senator from Missouri [Mr. REED]. I
agree with him about e\-erything that he said; my mind and
heart are in the condition of his because of the cruelties and
atrocities perpetrated by the Germans, all of which he has so
graphically described; I agree with everything he has said,
except one thing. I llo not want to see "a ruined Germany."
God knows there is ruin enough on this earth now. I want to
see a broken German Army ; I want to see a ruined Prussian
and Austrian autocracy; I want to see the fiat of the civilized
world go forth to the effect that " the Hohenzollerns and the
Hap burgs have ceased to reign " ; I want to see the people of
'Au~ tria-Hungary and of Germany take the government of their
land into their own hanlls; but it would give my heart no
gratification to burn a · single German village or to retaliate for
the ravishment and death of Belgian women by killing German
women.
1\lr. REED. l\1r. President-. The VICE PRESIDE:r-..'T. Does the Senator from Mississippi
yielU to the Senator from Missouri 1
1\lr. WILLIAMS. The Senator from Missouri did not mean
that. of course.
Mt·. REED. I hope the Senator will not quote me as advocating that.
?.Ir. WILLIAMS. Of course the Senator did not mean that,
but I only mentioned it because such phrases as that used by
him-" a ruined Germany "-will produce in the hearts of those
who do not think a vindictiveness that is not in accord with the
character of the English-speaking race, either on this side of the
.w ater or on the other. The English-speaking race has been the
race which has made magnanimous and just and generous
peaces. Even when my own section went down in this country,
although you subjected us to 10 years' of humiliation later, the
terms of immediate peace, as granted by Gen. Grant and by
Sherman, were at least in themselves just and generous. When
the English-speaking race across tbe water made peace with the
Boers they llid it with a generosity and a magnanimity hitherto
unprecedented in the history of the world, a peace which was
followed by an equally unprecedented success in the p1·actical
administration of the country, which in its turn was due to the
fact that the hearts of the Boers beat with gratitude that all
the power of the great Empire of Great Britain had not been
extended to humiliate and to punish.
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So..much fo1· that, 1\lr. President. In all else that the Senator
from l\Ii sonri said, I ngree with him ab ol11tely. I agree that
we can not maJrE' peace; that we can not make an armistice
looking to pence merely upon German promi es; that we must
ha\e dictated conditions of armistice and dictate(] conditions
of peace, which must be accepted, and not negotiated. I say
that the very object of the President's inquiry was to get the
opportunity to tell. what we wanted. Senators seem to think
that the President of the United States can dictate the tern:l3
of peace. He can not do that. Great Britain and France and
Italy and Belgium and Serbia must have a voice in that. But
before he could answer the German note he made · an inquiry
to ascertain upon what basis he could begin to talk with the
allies about what we were jointly going to dictate or propose.
So much for that.
Now, Mr. President, upon this good day, and for several days
gone, whatever the physical weather may have been there has
been sunshiny weather in the heart and clear weather in the
brain wherever Frenchmen or Britons or Belgians or an
American heart or a Serbian's or an Italian's beat together in
connection with this war. From far-off Mesopotamia, from
Palestine, from the Italian front, from the Serbian desert,;
made so by the Bulgar and the ·Hun, from where the Amel'icans
are fighting in the Vosges, and cooperating with the Br.itish in
Flanders, along the British front, along the French front by the
Aisne, and through the pleasant valleys of the Champagne, there
. is sunshiny weather in the hearts of men, and there is clear
weather in their brains.
Mr. President, God reigns, Woodrow Wilson is President:
of the United States, and the sun is shining everywhere. Sen·
a tors need not bother themselves; they need not pester their
souls or even pretend that they are pestered with the idea that
Woodrow Wilson is going to make a German peace or a
peace negotiated in German interest. I do not believe that any·
body believes it or even fears it, no matter how some talk.
It was hard to get him into this war; he did not want to go
into it If he could honorably help it; but, being in, it will be
exceedingly hard to get him out of it, except upon those condi·
tions which shall lead to security for the peace and freedom
of the world in the future. He can be trusted to demand the
proper guaranties ; he can be trusted not to take the word of
those who have hitherto regarded their plighted faith, even
when written and signed, as a scrap of paper. Everybody
knows that.
There will be no armistice, even, Mr. President, until after
complete guaranties aFe given. And who \s to tell what the
guaranties are? Do you suppose the President of the Unitoo
States can fix the military guaranties of a military armistice
from the White House? Foch, Haig, and our own dear Gen.
P~shing, from the very necessities of the military situation,
will have something to say about what are sufficient guaranties
for an armistice before one is ever entered into; the allies,
France and Great Britain, will have as much to say as we will
about the conditions of an ultimate peace, and it will not be a
peace negotiated in the interest of Germany.
Mr. President, another thing : There has oeen much talk
about "the danger of parleying," the danger that parleying
might bring about and the danger of "peace talk." Woodrow,
Wilson; with a broader and longer vision than that of those who
entertain the fear, or say they do, was glad to have a parley-he
did not seek it; they sought it themselves. He doubtless was
glad of it. because he knew that, while peace talk would do no
harm right now in this country, even when it takes place in the
United States Senate, and could do no harm in England or
France or Italy nor on the army front, because the Tommies, the
poilus, and the American doughboys are upon the very flood of
victory, and because when peace is mentioned they scorn it except upon their own conditions, and because it will be harder to
hold them back when we want to stop than it will to urge them
forward as far as we want to go. He knew that it could not do
any harm amongst us, but he also knew that it was a deadly,
weapon, almost equal to the army itself, among the populations
in Germany and in Austria-Hungary, and in Turkey. Let him,
then, keep on parleying here, and let the boys keep on fighting
over there along the Aisne and the Suippes and the Oise and
clear to the Flanders coast and among the Serbian mountains
and in the rest of the Balkans. Let the armies go ahead~ So
far as I am concerned, if I were President, do you know what I
would do right now? I would delay answering that and other
notes awhile, in order that those enemy populations might
"wobble upon the gudgeon" and "sizzle in their own grease."
The utmost state of demoralization has already been created
among them by the very fact that the German chancellor has
proposed an armistice and has said that he wanted to comply
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with the President's conditions. This has been reinforced by
President Wilson's innocent-looking "queries" and still further by the ~hancellor's ~pparent:-to th~m-absolute surrender.
It has even infected their army m Serbia and on parts of the
west front.
That all of that apparent surrender was a camouflage, I have
no doubt. That Germany said it for the purpose of securing
an armistice so that the munitions works of .Germany could resupply her armies with shells and guns and that her army might
be reorganized behind the lines, I have no doubt; but I also have
no doubt as to the fact that Woodrow Wilson is not a fool;
that Clemeuceau is not a fool; that David Lloyd-George is not
a fool; and I have no doubt of the fact that they are just as
patriotic and just as intense about a ju t and full victory at the
end of this war as we are. I do know in my heart that neith~r
of them is going to make a peace that is not a right peace for
us, and I think I know in my heart that at least two of them
are never going to make a peace which is not only apt to secure
the peace of the world but which shall also be a just peace, and
just even to the German people.
Mr. President, of course, there is a good deal of loose tall~
ubout what peace terms Tom or Dick or Harry would make if
he had the power, and perhaps I might be justified in saying
a few words along that line for myself. I do not see what good
it would do particularly, but still I might say them, and I believe I will. If I had the outlining of it, in supplement and explanation to some of the President's points which have been
emphasized here this morning; when I came to the definition of
"invaded territory," for example, I would say it not only means
Belgium and northern France and Serbia but it means Italia
Irredenta and Alsace-Lorraine, because we regard them because
of their populations as French and Italian territory. I would
say, " It is true you invaded them some time ago and not during
this war, b~t get out of them before the armistice shall even
start." I would say another thing: "Before an armistice shall
even be considered, before we shall cease firing at your backs as
you retreat out of Serbia and Palestine and northern France
and Flanders; before we cease firing at you, you mu~t drop your
arms, d1·op them where you. are." I would say another thing to
them: "In addition to these conditions, before an armistice, before any peace negotiations are begun after the armistice, you
must give us guaranties that will free u~ of the fear that with
the treachery of your ruling military caste you ~ill use the
armistice period and the period of peace negotiation or acceptance for the purpose of reorganizing your army for a future
trouble. We therefore politely request-' a request for the present which will become a command if you do not comply with
it '-that you shall put us in possession of Essen, where the
Krupp armor and munitions works are; of Mannheim; and of
the steel and ir<;m works in Westphalia, and in possession of
such other strategic points as will prevent your organizing in
our rear and striking us while we are talking."
· I am not afraid of peace talk doing any harm amongst us,
and I believe that before it is over in Germany and Au tria and
has completed its awful work there it will not be necessary for
the allies to sa,y that " the Hohenzollerns and the Hapsburgs
have ceased to reign," but that the peoples there will say it.
I would say, moreover, "before even the armistice can begin
you must not only withdraw you~ a1'mies from Serbia, but you
must withdraw them from the territory of the Czecho-Slovaks,
because we haYe recognized them as a nation. And you shall
withdraw them from Bosnia and Herzegovina, because they are
Serbians in race, in language and religion, and you not only
'invaded • but stole them while Russia was busy with Japan."
I would say one thing more to the German· chancellor if I
were President. I would say," You have to satisfy me that you
speak for somebody else besides Wilhelm the Kaiser. I have
to have a guaranty that be can not put a new chancellor in your
place to-morrow who will reverse what you have done or unsay
what you bo.ve said, because I know that a German chancellor
Is appointed by the King of Prussia, and your talk about the
Reichstag's being behind you does not fool me at all, because,
having been a professor in a great American institution, I have
at least sufficient knowledge to know that the Reichstag bas no
authority f'r jurisdiction in Germany concerning foreign affairs.
I would like to have a little plebiscite of the German people, if ·
it please you, to indicate to me that they approve of these terms
of peace before our allies and we can consent to withdraw the
armies of occupation, although we will make the peace provo£.
si-onall11 with whatever Government you shall have, but before
we withdraw the armies of occupation, as a security that what
has been done shall not likely be undone, we want a plebi cite of
the German people upon the question, 'Shall these terms be accepted?' the voter to vote' Yes' or the voter to vote' No.' And
1f the German people vote for the treaty and make the peace
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with us, and the other guaranties be complied with then we will
not only withdraw our armies, but we wilJ in our' prayers pray
for you just as we pray for all the other sons and daughters of
men all over this world. There will be no vindictiveness in our
hearts at all. Brutes-yes; a lot of you, but under orders and
training of Hohenzollerns and Junkers. Help us pray God to
forgive you."
One of the things I would want to do is to organize a commission for the purpose of discovering all stolen property and send~
ing it back. We can not organize a commission of our own
except while we are in military occupancy, for that purpose be:
cause that would destroy the sovereignty of the Austrian p~oplc
and the German people, as well as of their Governments.
Then, my friends, I would take_a hint from what took place
at the close of our Civil War here and embodied in the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution. I would in the treaty
of peace have it declared that no indebtedness made by Germany or Austria in aid of the prosecution of this war should
ever be paid. These debts, however evidenced, should be canceled and declared invalid. Why? Because that would
"spread," as John Allen used to say, "a holy wave of caution ••
amongst moneyed men as regards hereafter financing a war
of aggression like this one. It would do more to keep the
peace of the world for 50 years than any one thing that you
can thi.nk of. A man would not buy a bond hereafter merely:
because a government issued it when war was to be prosecuted.'
He would exercise his judgment as to whether it was a war of
aggression or a war of defense, and if it were a war of aggres·
sion he would say, "No, no. The result of what happened in
America after the Civil War, the result of what happened as to
German debts after Armageddon, convince me that I want to
know beyond a reasonable doubt that this is the right sort of a
war or you do not get from me the right sort of a dollar, which
I made in the right sort of way." Then I would have Germany
pay in reparation a sum equal to the total of the indebtedne s
thus canceled. Thus the common people would be no more heav·
ily burdened with debt than now, and yet would pay a just
indemnity for su:f!ering and loss wrought by them.
Mr. President, I would include a few other little things as a
part of the peace treaty. I would take over and bold all of
the seized properties of German and Austrian citizens, and
sell them and all of the ships that have been seized; and I
would take the proceeds and devote them, first, so far as the
property in the United States and the ships seized here are
concerned, to the indemnity of the families of people who died
upon the !Atsitania, the Arabic, the Sussex, nnd upon the other
ships upon which men, women, and children were foully murdered. And after I was through with that, I would turn the
balance over to a fund for the restoration of Belgium, northern
France, and Serbia. And I would demand in the treaty of peace
that every interned German and Austrian ship on the earth
should have its title vested in us and our allies by the consent
of Germany and Austria, and I would also sell them and turn the
proceeds into a fund for the restoration of these brutally
blighted, devastated lands, and I would make the German Government engage to pay the owners of property destroyed or
stolen any ba7.ance still left due.
But what good does it do for me to be talking about what I
would do if I were making peace, or for half a dozen Senators
on this side of the Senate and half dozen on the other side to
so talk? We are not the constituted authorities. They exist
in France, Great Britain, Italy, and here, and they are trustwortJ:ly; and, my friends, God will have more trouble--I am
talking about our God now-in restraining them from going too
far than He will have in urging them on to severity of terms.
1\Ir. President, I never heard of one atrocity being cured bY.
another. That blessed old friend of my grandfather's, Jefferson
Davis, the President of the Confederacy, could never be persuaded to retaliate, upon the ground that he did not see how the
ptmis:Qment of the innocent could cure the crime of the wicl>.ed.
If you will show me the thief who looted the houses in Belgium
I would restore the property and punish him. I would deal
likewise with the individual who ordered the looting. If you
show me the man who fi.Ted upon the lAtsitania and fired the
second shot atier she was already helpless, · I would have him
tried by a court-marti~l and shot upon German soil.
Mr. REED. Mr. President-· Mr. WILLIAMS. But I am not willing to hurt the man who
did not do the deed. If you will show me the mnn who ordered
him to do it, if anybody did, even if it were the Kaiser, I 'vquld
be willing to have him court-martialed and shot upon German
soil. I yield to the Senator now.
Mr. REED. The Senator has almost answered the interrogatory I was going to make. I was going to ask him what he
would do with the responsible head of a government that,
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through its responsible agents, to wit, its minister to the United
States, served notice that it waf. going to sink the L-usitania,
and <lid. it se-veral days before the sinking occurred, thus showing, necessarily, that there must have been an order issued.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I read a very interesting story about that,
which I will not go into now, to the effect that the real thing
that Bernstorff thought would be done was that the Lusitania
would be destroyecl at another place by somebody else, and that
this particular man in this particular submarine had received
no pa rticular orders. However, that has nothing to do with it.
.But I say that if I could find a man who had issued an order
to commit such a murder upon the high seas, I would have him
court-martinled and shot on German soil.
Mr. REED. Will the SE>nator permit me, since he has allowed
me to interrupt him, to say that his remarks concerning what I
had to say I think were justified by the expression I used in
the heat of rpnning along. I used the words " a ruined Germany." I should have E:aid "a humbled Germany," which more
nearly expresses my thought.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Pre ident, this must happen to Germany, because this, like every other great thing, is in its ultimate analysis a psychological problem, , to wit: There must
be " a broken and contrite heart" in Germany, but that can be
trusted to come about within due time after total defeat. 'Vhenever you take out of the German mind the i<lea that they ~an
whip and override the world as a superior race of supermen
your psychological result has followed automatically. No people ever made more mistakes. Eve~: Bismarck-brute as he
was and liar· as he was. because he brought on the FrancoPrussian War by a lie and a forgery~said that the imponderabllia were very important things. The modern German for,got
the imponderabilia. He forgot that the strongest things in
this world are traditions, ideals, sentimentalities, love, hatred
of cruelty, a sense of justice, and aspirations for fraternity.
These modern Germans came to the conclusion finally that they
coul~ erect a material machine, with no imponderabilla about it,
a great organized indust!·ial and military mac!::..ine, dedicated
to the god Efficiency, and that just so they had a maChine
perfect enough it did not make any difference what . people
loved or what people hated, what people's past was, or to what
future people aspired. It was the same old philosophy, Mr.
President, that brought the first ., blonde beast," with his knife
in his teeth, around the shores of the Caspian to devastate the
Greek world and the Roman Empire.
Tbe Senator from Missouri said one good thing-which was
not the only good thing he said-that might be expressed in one
sentence. The best thing he said, though not in his exact
language, was that this has been a war with one side worshiping Christ, tl1e God of love and justice, bearing aloft his cross,
and the other side worshiping Thor, the brute god, and fiour~hing his hammer.
But do you think every modest merchant and every pea~ant
in Germany serving in these armies was carrying any hammer
of Thor? He probably never heard of Thor, or his hammer
either. But they had been disciplined and taught; they are-I
know them-at once one of the most docile people, while they
are one of the most emotional people on the face of the earth.
For forty or fifty years they had been indoctrinated with a religion new to the world since the Roman Empire died, the religion of State worship. :t existed in Rome.
The reason why the early Christians were persecuted and
burned and thrown to the lions was not on account of their
religion, but because they would not bow down to and worship
the image of the Emperor and the Roman banner as they were
carried through the ranks. They were, therefore, held guilty of
treason to the State.
So these false prophets taught the modern Germans State
worship. "Whatever is for the good of the State is right,"
and " the nght of the State is founded upon might," and "the
might of the State is founded upon implicit military obedience "
· to t'1e military autocracy. That became their religion, practically.
Suppose you had been educated that way, and your father
before you had been educated that way, too. Would not you
have been like them, brutalized by the philosophy of brutality? One of the reasons why I have always objected to Federal control of education consists in the fact that as long as
you have 48 different schemes, there is no danger of stereotyping men intellectually or morally. But thls autocracy did
stereotype these Germans.
Do you hate them for it? I do not. I pity them, with my
whole soul. I hate the fellows who organized the machine
nn<l made of them nothing but cogs and springs in it. But I
(to not hate them.
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1\lr. President, after all is said, you can trust the President
of the United States, I think, to do another thing, and that is
to organize one piece of machinery, if it might be so called,
consisting altogether, nearly, of imponderabilia, and that will
be an " Amphictyonic council of the civilized world," a league of
nations to secure and enforce the peace of the world, first by
commercial pressure, and if that fail then by force itself, just
as the municipal law is ultimately enforced by force itself.
although in nine hundred and ninety-nine cases out of a thou·
sand no resistance is made to its execution.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (1\lr. 'VALsH in the chair). The
hour of 2 o'clock haying mTived-l\1r. WILLIAI\1S. Mr. President, one sentence and I am
through.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair lays before the Senate the unfinished business, which will be stated.
The SECRETARY. A bill (S. 4647) for the retirement of employees in the classified civil service.
l\lr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, two men stand forth, to my
mind, to-day as the greatest men upon the international arena
at this time. There are greater men in the world of course,
"mute, inglorious Miltons," and all that, who· have never been
in position, but the two men with the opportunity to be seen and
known who stand forth greatest in civil rank t.>·day are Woodrow Wilson and David Lloyd-George, and I would rather trust
those two than to trust myself. Which is the greater of the two
it would be hard to say. David Lloyd-George has an ele~ent of
audacity and a promptitude of action that our man has not to
the same extent. Our man has some elements of nonpassionated,
cool, and cautious and even-handed judgment that David LloydGeorge, with his peppery Welsh temperament, is incapable of.
Mr. President, I do want the American people to be persuaded by anything that is said here or elsewhere that there is
the slightest fear that the hope of the world, the civilization of
the world, humanity itself, gentleness and love and mercy, or the
complete victory necessary to secure these, will be forgotten
by either of these men or by either of the great countries
which they represent. I want no man to fear that there can
possibly be an armistice without absolute guaranties that
render Germany harmless to violate the armistice; that there
can be any peace except a peace which shall secure the peace
of the world as fully as it can be done by mere human agency,
a peace which shall be a just peace, and one which shall tend
to the future development of democratic institutions all over the
world. Wllen I say " democratic institutions" I do not mean
democratic forms of government. I care not whether the form
be republican or monarchical or what not, but the spirit of the
government should be democratic, as it is in France and in England and here, and Canada and Australia, and wherever Englishspeaking white men breathe, brought up with the worship of
justice for which that race has always had an innate and a
trained sense, which led to the development of the common law
itself, which is the unwritten constitution of the great branch of
the white race which inhabits the continents and islands on
which the sun never sets.
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I send to the desk a resolution
which I desire to offer and to have read and lie on the table. I
merely wish to say one or two words on the subject.
The PHESIDING OFFICER. The resolution will b~ read.
The Secretary read the resolution (S. Res. 316), as follows:
Whereas the Constitution authorizes the President to make "treaties
by and with the advice and con&t>.nt of the Senate " ; and
Wh~>reas it is the constitutional funrtion nnd duty of the Senate to
advise with the President in the making of treaties; and
Whereas the victorious Germans in 1871 required the French people
to elect a national assembly for the purpose of negotiating peace;
therefore be it
Resolt,cd, That the Senate respectfully advise the President that it
is the sense of the Senate that the treaty con<'ludlng the present war
and requiring the consent of the SPnate should be made with the
peoples conc-2rnell through representatives dull elected for that pur~
pose and empowered to conduct such negotiations by them in the name
and by the auttority of the peoples of Germany and Austria-Hungary.
Resolved further, That the Senate favors the vigorous and unln·
terrupted prosecution of the "\"\"ar until a democratic, just. and acceptable peace is made certain upon the terms approved by the President
and faithful to the cobelligerents of tbe United States.

1\Ir. GORE. Mr. President, I have no doubt the treaty of
peace which will be agreed upon and submitted to the Senate
for its ratification will provide for a just pence, an acceptable
peace, an enduring peace. As to the negotiation of that treaty
I agree with others that we remit those problems and that
responsibility to those charged by the Constitution with that
high and solemn duty. The Pre ident will, of course, vindicate the honor and guarantee the security of the United States
and keep faith with our cobelligerents in any con-vention which
may be entered into.
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The resolution offered by the Senator from Colorado [Mr.
meets one phase of the situation. The resolution offered by the Senator from l\lassachusetts [l\Ir. LoDGE] meets
anothet· phase of the situation. Those resolutions relate to
terms. The resolution which I have offered relates to methods.
It does indeed imply the fate of the Hapsburgs and the Hohenzollerns. For my own part, I shall be disappointed if those
dynasties, survivals of the Middle Ages, shall survive this war.
I doubt if .the American people will be satisfied with anything less than the abdication or dethronement of the Hapsburgs and Hohenzollerns. I believe that if the American people could write the protocol it would consist of two words :
" Unconditional surrender." Their sovereign challenge to the
Imperial German Government would be "You surrender." Such
a result would commit, and such a resolution as I have introduced would commit the fate and the future of the German
people to the hands of a democratized people.
In 1871 the victorious Germans compelled the French people
to elect a national assembly for the purpose of negotiating peace.
May we not with even-handed justice commend this German precedent unto German observance? I know of no better way to
begin, or to permit them to begin their own democratization,
than to have them negotiate the treaty of peace in the name
and by the authority not of Har.:,:mrgs, not of Hohenzollerns,
not in the name of and by the authority of the Imperial German
Government, but in the name and in behalf of the people themselves.
·
There are three motives or purposes for which war may be
waged: For conquest or spoils, for revenge or retaliation, and
for justice and an as ured peace. I agree with the Senator
from lllississippi [Mr. WILLIAMS] that America is incapable of
waging war for conquest and for spoil·. It would be unworthy
of all our traditions, unworthy of the character alike of tbe
American people and the American Government. The moti n~
and purpo e of waging war for conquest and spoils have been
reserved in modern times to the Imperial German Government.
America is likewise incapable of waging war for sheer revenge
or retaliation. Our people are incapable of dealing destruction
merely for the sake of destruction; are incapable of inflicting
pain merely for the sake of inflicting pain. Such methods and
motives are reserved for Huns and 'Iartars and untutored savages. \-Ye are waging war against such -methods of \Yarfure.
We can not compete with them in cruelty. We uo not pretend
to be their rivals in ruthlessness. Our conduct should convince
our enemies of the superiority of our principles and our methods
and our civilization. We should seek a moral as well as a
military triumph.
I agree '\\ith the Senator from Mississippi that the allies
would not if they could burn one single German town for the
sake of witnessing the flames. They would not, if they could,
put to death one single German child or German woman, or
punish the innocent and the helples . That is not the motive;
that is not the purpo e of the present contest. Whatever reparation will be insisted upon I am sure will be insisted upon not
for the mere sake of the burden, the injury, or the suffering
that the reparation would visit upon the German people, but
in order to amend, as far as it can be amended, the injuries
and the devastation visited upon these invaded lands.
I would have the German people unuet·stand that America is
waging tllis war not for those purposes and that the United
States has no purpose · to wreak vengeance upon the German
people as mere vengeance. I would have the German people
understand that America i~ waging this war to establish a just
peace unu to insure as far as human foresight can insure a
permanent and enduring peace, a peace that no autocracy will
dare to violate in the future.
I hope that one of the results of this war will be to convince
autocracy everywhere, and to convince those who might by any
chance aspire to autocracy, that they can not with safety provoke this great <lemocracy to wrath and to arms. This democracy is slow to wrath. It should be slow to wrath. But when
it once unsheathes the sword it should not sheathe it again
until justice is establi hed, or until security is made doubly
secure. I would baYe this war teach this truth to the skeptical
everywhere that no government can e\er become strong enough
tCI adopt as a rule of conduct the a bhorrent doctrine that the
moral law is not binding upon states and nations. The acceptance and p_ractice of this doctrine is the fundamental fault, the
fatal fault, of the German policy, German culture, German
philo ophy, German thought, and German conduct. Tllis is the
cult of inter national anarchy, the creed of international immorn lit~'·
This shocking philosophy is the mother of evils. It
should perish utterly from the earth.
1\Ir. Pre .. i<lent, I would teach that lesson in such a way not
that the H a psburgs an<l llohenzollerns but that the German
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people themselves will celebrate the day that peace is concludefl.
as the day of their own deliverance from the twin evils of militarism and autocracy. I would have those people convinced
that the breaking of the tiger's teeth was as essential to their
own deliverance as it was to the peace and security of an endangered world.
RECONSTRUCTION COMl\USSIONS IN FOTIEIGN COUNTRIES.

_ :! '

l\Ir. l\1cCUMBER obtained the floor.
1\lr. OWEN. I ask permission to present a memorandum on
the reconstruction commission established by Great Britain,
France, and Italy, and several other nations. · I think it will be
of particular interest at this time, because there are several of
these measures pending. I should like to have it printed in the
RECORD without reading.
There being no objection, the matter was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
RECONSTRUCTION COMMISSIONS IN FOREIGN COVNTRIES.

[By Elisha M. l•'riedman, to appear in the New York Times Annalist.]
(The Weeks and Owen resolutions and the Overman bill providing
for the creation of a Federal commission on reconstr"Gction has aroused
interest in the general subject. There had been previously introduced
for a similar pur po e a bill by Representative EoMoxos on May 16, a
Senate resolution by Senator WEEKS on September 22, and a Ilouse
resolution by Representative LONDON on October 4.)
It is only by studying the steps taken by the various countries, belligerent or neutral, on all the coutinents that we in America can properly understand the meaning o! reconstruction.
1. FRANCE.

France was the first country to take any steps providing for the
after-war period. It was because her territories were devastated that
her statesmen were compelled to cope with the problems of rehabilitation. On May 181 1916, the President of the Republic created an interministerial comiDlttee to aid in the reconstruction of the invaded regions. On July 28, 1917, this commis ion was reorganized by presidential order. It included the ministers of the interior, of public works
and transportation, Qf agriculture, of labor and social prevention, of
war and munition s, and the undersecretar·ies of the general administrntion of the army and of commerce, industry, posts, and telegraphs.
During August, Hll7, a law was passed to open an a&rri cultural credit
of 300,000,000 francs for the purpose of purchasing lll!lterial, draft
animals, cattle, seed, grain, plants, and other material urgently neede<l
for the resumption of agricultural life in the devaRtated departments.
A sjmilar measure was enacted to aid the merchants in the invaded
regions in purchasing the raw materials and tools needed for the
re!>1.oration of industry.
On :5eptember 25, 1917, there was issued a presidential order constituting the mini try of public ..-orks and transportation as a special
committee charged with studying the means n Pedcd to reestablish
dwellings and to rehabilitate the real property damaged or destroyed
by the invaders. This committee includes representatives of the
various ca biLet departments and of their bureaus. Its duties are to
conduct investigations, to control building materials, to find manual
labor and means of transportation, and to prepare the plans necessary
to restore roads and structures.
In a letter to the President. dated October 1, 1917, the minister of
finance, L. L. Klotz, pointed out th2.t although there had been paid
out to the war suf!erers installments to apply on the reimbursement for
the war damage inflicted, this measure was inadequate to revive economic activity. He recommended, therefore, that thet·e be created a
commission to study the means of organizing credit. so as to facilitate
the restomtion of mdustry and agriculture. Shortly thereafter, October 17, the President created this commission under the presidency of the
minister of finance, and including repl·esentatives of the various ministries. economists, engineers, banker s, members of the chambers of rommerce, and of various agricultural and industrial societies. (Sources :
Bulletin de Stntistique et de Legislation Compars, for August, September, October, 1917.)
Reconstruction in its wider aspects was taken up ln Germany officially in August, 1916. On the 3d of that month the Bundesrat issued
its decree nominating an imperial commission for the period of economic
transition. (Relchscommissariat filr Ubergangswirtschaft.) Article 1
of this law specifically empowers the commissioner to control the
i.!lportation of merchanrlise and its distribution according to the instructions of the Imperial Chancellor, who will fix the date when the law
ceases to be in effect. The commission was to be aided by representatives of the Federal States, the officials of the Empire, and a number
of specialists. The duties of the commission aceording to an addt·ess
of the l!"'inance Minister llelfferich, at a meeting of the Reichstag committee on trade anrl commerce. October 14 . and lG, were to bring the
soldiers back to civil life, to care for the dif;abled and provide uitable
work for them, to eliminate women and children from the labor market.
and to re!>tore protective labor laws. Its additional tasks were to
create credit based on real and personal property, to revive traue, to
de1late the currencv, and to make liquid the capital tied up In war
loans. 1\Iost important of all, it would study the raw material and
shipping situation.
The commission consists of nine departments, covering (1) finance;
(2) transportaion; (3) iro::t ores, timber, paper, and stone; (4) the
nonferrous metals, graphite, and clay; (5) textilPs, with subdepartments for cotton, wool. ftax, and substitutes, etc.; (6) food, feeds, and.
meats· (7) over-:::eas imports, as rubber, tobacco. sausage skins. oils,
nnd f~ts skins, hides, and leathers; (8) overland imports; (9) the
general organization of tran. ltion economy, priority, rntioning, llemobiliz!'.tion, and general economic and legal questions. Tbere are al o two
special departments covering statistics and administration.
To aid :it in its w ork there wa ~; also created a •· tra n s ition economy
parliam ent," a cound l of over 250 membe1·s. l'mbcli v irl<'fl into 21 Rubcommittees, whieh include s ome of the lending financiers and manufacturers. On Odober 21, 1917, a 11ew mini try was createrl to deal .with
problems of reconstruction, who ~ e purpose was to unify the diVers
mea sures nlrea 1ly undertaken. 'The imperial ministry of economics
(RPichswirtschaftsarnt) took o'"er that put of the duti es of the min·
IRtry of the interior which dealt with social and economic problems
nntl absorbed the imperial commission for trans ition economy. The

new ministry has under Us jurisdiction policies -concerning industry,
taxation, statistics. bourses and bnnks, tariffs, tr~aties, foreign trade,
ns well as social legislation. · Its three main· tasks· are at present to
find a supply of raw material and foodstuffs, to supply • and distribute
ocean tonnage, to improve the rate of exchange, and, in general, to
facilitate the transitfon from a war regime to a peace b~sis.
'al
It is divided into two main sections, one dealing With commerc1
nnd economic questions and the other with domestic socla~ policy. Th.e
former is subdivided into three subsections, the first dealmg with ngnculture, manufacturing, and banking. which are· further classified . by
industries. '£his subsection will deal with compulsory amalgamatiOn
of industry, taxation, and related questions. The second deals with
navigation, water power, fisheriPs, etc. The third is concerned with
economic intelligence and information, exhibitions, publicationsil propag!lnda and chamb~rs of commerce abroad. (Sources : The Bu etln <le
StatistJque et de Legislation Compar~e. Oct. 1917, pp. 656-657 ; Board of
Trade Journal. Jan. 31. 1918: Deutsche Tageszeitung. Aug. 31. 1917;
Vorwaerts, Aug. 9, 1917; Vossiche Zeitung, Feb. 7, 1918; Norddeutsche
Allgemeine Zeitung, Feb. 1!), 1918.)
3. GREAT BRITAIN.

Late In 1916 the British Board of Trade appointed several committees in the various trades to consider their position after the war,
with special r~ference to international competition, and to report such
measures as might be necessary to safeguard those positions.

.
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After vigorous appeals by influential Englishmen like Sidney Webb
and Lord Parker. of Waddington, and lar.gely as a result of the study
of the progress of preparations for peace made in other countries, Great
l3ritain established a ministry of reconstruction on August 21, 1917,
to p1·omote organization and development aft~r tho termination of the
wni'. (New ministries act, 1917, 7 and 8 Geo. C, c. 44.) The act of
Parliament provided that "it shall be the duty of the minister of
reconstruction to consider and advise upon the problems which may
arise ont of the present war and may have to be dealt with upon its
termination. and for the purposes aforesaid to institute and conduct
such inquiries, prepare such schemes, and make such recommendations
as he thinks fit. '.rhe act also provided that "the minister present a
report to Parliament each year of such of the schemes prep~red an~
recllmmendations made by him as be shall deem suitable for pubhcntion.
Shortly after its organization the ministry published a list of its
committees and commissions, 87 in all and falling into 15 groups: (1)
Trade development: (2) finance; (3) raw materials; (4) coul and
pow{>r: (5) intelligence; (6) scientific · and industrial research; (7\
demobilization and disposal of stores; (8) labor and employment; (9)
agriculture and forestry; (10) public administ-ration; (11) housing;
(12) education; (13) aliens; (14) legal (prewar contracts and "period
of the war") : (15) miscellaneous (muntions, land settlement, and civil
aerial transport). The reports of many of these committees have been
submitted to Parliament and se>eral published.
4. CAXADA,

In Canada there was formed early in 1918 an unofficial committee
called the Canadian Industrial Organization Association, in order to
consid~r and prepare to meet the after-war problems in industt·y, to
maintain industrial stability, and to obtain wise consideration and
treatment of reconstruction problems. According to a statement issued
bv the executive committee of the association, it will Investigate the
conditions in the various industries, the markets which they must supply, the particulars of labor, rompetition, and the comparative cos! of
transportation. Among Its other aims are to promote better relations
IJP.tween capital and labor, to improve the social and industrial welfare
of women, to support technical and general education, to increase
coop~ration among rural producers, improve rural conditions, and provide for land settlement of the demobilized army. (New York Times,
June 9, 11H8.)
5. ITALY.

In the early part of 1918 the Italian Government created a commission to study and formulate measures needed to affect a transition from
n state of war to a state of peace. There had be~n various committees
working but a new ministry of economic reorganization was advocated
to consider the acquisition of raw materials for manufactures, the in'crease of the Italian merchant marine, the regulation of foreign exchange by the control of trade, and the treatment of problems in labor,
education, and social policy. The new commission has two auxiliary
commissions, the first of which deals with administrative, judicial,
and social questions, and the second with industrial, commercial, and
.agricultural problems. Each of the auxiliary commissions will be subdivided into sections to investigate the question apportioned to them
and submit their findings to the central committee, which will draft a
' rpport to Parliament.
(Weekly Bulletin, Canadian Department of
T1:adc and Commerce, May 27, 1918.)
6. JAPAN.

-With a view to inaugurating new policies so as to insure continuation
of its prosperity after the war, Japan appointed an economic commls&ion, consisting of r('presentatives of the departments of foreign
affairs finance, communications, and of agriculture and commerce, who
ought' to have the services of distinguished Japanese scientists. The
scope of work will include a study of the changed conditions of industries as a result_ of the war, the retention of its foreign trade,
especially in the Far East, and the fostering of the newly established
·industries and an investigation of the necessary tariff reforms and the
effect of tne war on national and international finance. (Japanese Otnclal Gazette, Americas, April, 1917.) · ·
•
· As part of the plan for fostering foreign trade the~e was established
Jn Yokohama a foreign-trade bureau, which will irivestlgate forelgntraue conditions, collect and exhibit samples of imports and exports
and catalogues and magazines. It i~ further intended to send technical
commissioners abroad to study industry so as to maintain the efficiency
of native Industries. Exhibits of samples of Japanese goods in various
countries are another feature of the after-war trade program. (Weekly
' Bulletin, Canadian De~artment of Trade and Co_mme~ce, Aug. 12, 1918.}
T, RUSSIA.

In 1916 Russia similarly had appointed a commission to study · the
· problems of transitions fiom war to peace. The program was to ·in: elude the development or - the resources of the Empire, to adapt industrial concerns now on a war basis to peace condit.Y.)ns, to secure
raw material, fuel, and machinery, and to secure employment fol" tbP.
demobilized army and navy. In addition, the problem of cur~ency and
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the public debt was to . be taken up. A brief summary of the scope or
the work of this economic and financial commission included the following questions of1. Foreign trade.
II. Attmction of foreign capital.
III. Development of ways of communication.
(1) Financial measures necessary for railway construction and waterwav improvement.
{2) Measures to coordinate rail and water transportation.
·
(3) Commercial navigation and the construction of ports.
(a) Creation of n commercial fleet, improvement of conditions or
commercial navigation and construction of ports.
·
(b) Development of navigation by sea, particularly the establishment of a northern water route.
IV. Development and improvement of agriculture.
V. Development of Industry ;

*

•

•

•

•

•

•

( 4) Establishment of credit for industrial concerns.

(6) Measures relating to individual branches of industry and the
promotion of new branches of industry to manufacture articles now
imported.
VI. Regulation of foreign and domestic trade:
(1) Measures for promoting the ~ale of goods exported from Russia;
the establishment of permanent official bureaus, both in Russia and
abroad, for supplying information and promoting foreign trade; development of Consular Service.
·
VII. Measures for utilizing natural resources and developing industrial life in the north of European Russia and various districts of Asiatic Russia.
VIII. Measures relating to State dominions:
(1) Extension and improvement of forestry.
(2) Exploitation of oil-bearing land, salt springs, gold-bearing areas,
and other State property.
(3) Considera-t ion of introducing system in some branches of industry and trade.
(Footnote.-Abstract of Journal of Russian-American Chamber of
C_ommerce, Moscow, October, 1916, Commerce Reports, Ii'eb. 8, 1917.)
8. BELGIUM.

1

Upon the recommendation of the minister of foreign affairs, King
Albert created a ministry of economic affairs on October 12, 1917. In
the words of the recommending rep01·t "the destruction and ravages
of the war and the illegal despoiling of our resources by the enemy had
previously led the Government to create a number of ot·ganizations to
prepare for the restoration of the economic life of the kingdom. However, it is advisable that the work of economic reconstruction be di·
rected after methodical plans in whlch all the great national interests
will be harmonized. There should be an intelUgen t Ul1ity of conception
in the economic field. A wisely coordinated plan will promote the best
inter£-sts of the nation. A consideration of the ends to be attained
and of the facts involved lead me to the conviction that only a new de_·
partment will be able to prepare adequate solutions to the grave questions which wlll crowd in upon us."
Article II of the law provides " that thtre will be attached to the
ministry of economic affairs (a) the bureau of economic studies; (b)
the committee of economic inquiry at London, Paris, and The Hague;
(c) the Italo-llelgian cominittee of economic stuclies; (d) the Belgian
delegation to the permanent international cominittee of economic policy; (e) the bureau of industry, created in order to study the measures
tn be taken and the policy- necessary for the lndush·ial reconstruction
of Belgium; (f) the national consulting commlttee of minerals and
metals; (g) the commission· for the industrial and agricultural revival
of Belgium; (h) the bureau of war devastation." Article III provides that " the minister of economic affairs shall take over from th()
other ministers the plans in preparation for economic reconstruction.~'
Immediately upon his appointment the new minister, Paul Hymans,
recommended that there be creatPd an economic council, consistin~; or
experts outside of Belgium, to whom the minister might look for advice
and coopera-tion. This body was created by royal decree on October 13, 1917. A reconstruction mission, consisting of a representa·
tive ot the Belgi.an Board of Trade, some scientists, some labor representatives, and technical experts, is to visit the United States for the
purpose of making a survey of American industrial methods, which
may be used in rebuilding Belgium.
An industrial company, whose aim is to assist in the purchase of
tools and raw materials of all kinds, metals, leather, textiles, chemicals,
farming and other machinery, electrical goods, cars, and trucks, was
organized under the name " Comptoi National pour le Reprise de l' Acthr·
ite Economique en Belgique."
The planning for i.ndustrial rehabllltation and for the rebuilding of
destroyed villages and cities, the repairing of ruined structures. and
the replacing of. public and private equipment has been provided for.
A committee on national reconstruction has been formed unrter the
leadPrship of the prim~ minister, 'Baron de· BroquPville. (Bulletin cle
Statistique et de Legislation · Comparee, Jan., 1918. Commerce Re·
-ports, June 6, 1918.- Christian Science Monitor, Apr. 24, 1918. New
York Times, Feb. 24, 1918.)
.
'

9. AUSTRIA.

I

Like Germany, Austria also has a minister for transition economy.
There was recently formed in Hungary an interminlsterial commission
for the distribution and utilization of . military goods which are no
longer needed on demobilization. The commission will be charged with
the distribution of these goods- among ~the various branches of produc
tlon and with the control -of the central organization which is to l>e
created to carry out the actual work. - The commission consists of the
minister for transition economy (as president), one representative from
each of the ministries of trade, agriculture, finance. the interior, national defense, transition economy and national welfare, and the na·
tionul food ministry. Pester Lloyd, Board of Trade Journal, Mar. 28.
4

1918.)
10. BULGARIA.

In anticipation of a revival of trade · after the war, Bulgaria deve14
oped water-power facilities, created a banlc for the promotion of trad£'0
and founded a great variety ·or banks for tile financing of industry with
a total capitalization of about $50,000,000. (Commerce Reports, Oct.
27, 1917; Jan. 22, 1918.)
11. SERBIA.,

In realization of the collapse of agricultural and commercial activity
in Serbia, th_e State has undertaken to asslst and -control private initia·
tlve ln _the attempt to revive the national industrial ll!e. The mlnls--
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of commerce commrrnjca ted with traders and banks and others concerned in the r eprovisioning of the country so as to regulate the quantity, price, and origin of imports, special preference being given to the
allies.
Assuming that the central powers would retain Serbia, the Hungaro:Cosnian and Oriental Ecdl:omic Central Association has. undertaken a
study of the reconstruction n eeds of Serbia In agricvlture, industry,
trade, as well as social and cultural. institution .
(Footnote: British Board of Trade Jonrnal, Feb. 1, 1917. .. Our Economic and cultural work in conquereu Serbia," by Dr. Constantine
Partos.)

'try

l2.

SP-:\1~.

In order to anticipate its future needs, Spain appointed, late in 1917,
a commission of the •lirectorate general of industry and commerce,
which, within four months, was to draw up a memorandum dealing with
the t]uestions of the forei gn trade of Spain. The subjects on which
the commission is to report covert. The state of the foreign trade of Spain in 1913 and 1914, classified by countries and articles and citing the competition encountered
and the rPasons Spanish manufacturers found it impo sible to retain
th ese markets.
'
~ - The disturbance iri the world market occasioned by the war;
lltl t ions that have suspended their exports; nations that have maJntain ed their export, showing the extent and the conuitions ; markets
los t and won by .lpatn; the p ermanent and u·ansitory character of new
exports from 15pain ; the trengthening of former branches of the ex-port trade; Spanish industrie that have increased their productive
capa city by entering such market.
3. The analysis of tne economic consequence of the war, including
1he possibtlity of economic wars and the formation of two irreconcllable groups, or the nee<> sity for living t~~etber economically with
o greater s eparation than that of dift'erenual tariffs among allies;
tbe consequences to Spain of either form of international trafle arrangements, and the foun dation on which Spain may base the continuation of its economic relations with the various groups ; an inquiry into
the system of commercial treaties, including a .consideration of the
"mo t-favor<>d nation " clause; a taril! for encouraging Spanish industries ; and a def.::nsive custom tariff to counteract export bounties.
4. Economic Independence of any country is not entirely desirable
a s it might isolate it from the re t of the world; the commission is
th refore to include a classification by countries-the market and produ cts of the goods whlch Spain can contribute toward the trade of the
'vorlrl in such a manner as to allow 13pain to obtain supplies from
foreign countries and build up home 1Thlustries by acquiring cutlets
nbroad. (Gacetta de Madrid, Oct. 15, 1917; Board of Trade Journal,
Nov. 22., 1917.)
Late in 1918 the minister of public works announced "the creation
of an organization
bleb will forthwith take care of the economic life
of Spa in both for the pe_riod of transition betw<>en war and peace and
for the lines of policy which will have to be followed after the war."
(British Board of Trade Journal, Aug. 1, 1918.)
13.

HOLLA~'l>.

On July 2, 1918, the Netherlands minister of foreign affairs installed
the "allvisory commission · for economic information abroad," with a
view to · coping with the increased impedimE>nts in the world's traffic
after the war. Among the plans provided for are an increase in the
number of consuls, greater facilities for trav
by consuls, and the
creation of an offiee of technical adviser at the important consular
posts. (Commerce Reports, Sept. 3, 1918. New York Times, Aug. 7,
1918.)
U-15. SCAXDINAVIAN COU .TRIES:

Representatives of the Scandinavian countries assembled at Stockh olm to consider means for the
rotection of Scandin vla n trade
aft er the war, in the direction of further commercial aooperation , the
a d opt ion of uniform commercial law, a revision of the maritime law,
and the f urther maintenance of the Scandinavian coin convention.
(London &onomist, Oct. 20. 1917.)
. In order to acquire greater economic independence and to import the
least possible amount of goods. the Norwegian Government e tablished
a d r partment of industrial supply, whose function will be to develop
the natural resources of the country and to build up the industrial
or jmlliza tion of the country. ( CoJIUIU!rce Reports, Feb. 7, 1918.)
In Sweden there was formed ln the summer of 1918 a new organization to ai.:! tbe export trade after the war. As a result of the close coo;>eration in Germa.'ly betweE"n the State and indu try, Swedish merchants felt the n ed of following an measurE's taken in foreign countries .which may be inimical to Swedish intere ts. By cooperation and
centralization Swedi h traders intf>nd to s ecure thP. most favorable
prices and condition . An expert commfttee capable or ne~otiating new
trade treaties is an outgrowth of the new organization. (Tidsskrift for
Inuustri, Commerce Reports, July 6, 1918.)
16. CHILE.

On September R, 1917, the President of Chfie appointed a committee
to investigate and r eport on the condition which the industries and
commerce of Chile will fa ce . upon tbe reestablisnmPnt of peace, the
<'ompe tition between domestic and imported commodities and to recomIDC' nd measures for the protection of the present condition and for the
encouragement of their further development. (Commerce Reports,
Dec. 15, 1917.)
17. BRAZIL.

Some rc<'<> nt economic measures, though not strictly relating to po tt, ellum conditions, indicate the foresight with wh ich all nations r egard
1b e future. At a recent meeting of thE' Commercial Association of Rio
de Janeiro it was proposed to extend the commercial r<>latiQDs of Brazil
h:v studying how to incr£'ase reciprocal comm£'rcial r elations between
Brazil an•l its allies. by -asking tor suggPstions from chambers of comm erce in foreign countries concerning Brazilian legislation, tariffs, exchange, £\nd m erchant marine, and by intensifying domestic production.
(Commerce Reports, May 14, 1918.)
·
18. COLOMBIA.

A financial conference of tbP. represPntatJves of various chambers of
comm rce hi C'olombla. convent-d to study the drop in foreigTt excbange,
its cause and rem~>dy, the deficiency of currency, and the fiscal crisis.
OPPOSITIO~

TO RECO:SSTRUCTION DISCt' SSlONS.

·
In England som(. of the leading publication have opposed the diS. cuAsion during war time ot afterwar conditions because of the · niany
un cPrtain factors. i.n. the situation. The Loncl(ln Economist (May 4,
1918) severely cnticized the report of the Balfour committee on com-
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mercial and financial policy after the war. A similar attitude is prevalent in Italy and Japan. (Corriere della Serra, July 16, 1918; Nichi
Nichi, Oct. 22, 1911.)
PEACE PROPOSALS OF CENTBAL POWERS.

Mr. TOWNSEND. · Mr. President, I thank the senior Senator
from North Dakota for his courtesy in yielding for a very brief
statement. During the morning hour I presented to the Senate
a petition in the form of a telegram sent to me by the chamber
of commerce at Jackson, :Mich., one of the strongest and mo t
patriotic business organizations in our State. It expres ed
the almQst unanimous sentiment of the people. It insisted, that
there should be no peace parley, no armistice, at this fateful
hour, but that the President and Congress should demand of
Germany unconditional surrender. I was glad to present that
petition to the Senate and to say to my constituents that I am
in hearty accord with their sentiments. I think it is unfortunate that this controversy should have arisen. There was no
adequate excuse for it. The President's reply to the ~xerman
chancellor has made equivocal what the people and its Army and
Navy felt was certain. It is the doubt that disheartens, when
hope and courage should predominate. The Pre ident, however
embarrassing it may be to himself, mu t save the diplomatic
situation. He should counsel with our allies before speaking to
Germany. I must assume that his often-expressed desire to
speak the will of the people still maintains and in some way
will find expression now. I haYe presented this petition in
order that he may understand what the peoples' will is. I trust
that it will reach his attention.
To ·lose the advantage which the allies now have and to lessen
our great influence with them would be a colossal blunder and
might re~mlt in a practica~ Qerman yictory. It must not be.
l\1r. McCUMBER. Mr. President, I know of nothing that can
be more valuable at this time than these discus ions as they have
been going on for the last two or three sessions of the Senate.
I know that the President keeps in close touch with the t:!nti·
ments of the people of the United States, but I believe that the
sentiments of the several States are emphasized by the declarations that are made by the several Senators on the floor upon
the great problem now before the American people.
I desire first, 1\!r. President, to have read a telegram, a single
one which I have selected from many from my own State, which
I believe very succinctly expresses the conviction of all the people
of the State upon any proposed armistice or any suggestion of
peace. I ask that it be read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. NUGENT in the chair)~
The telegram will be read, witllout objection.
The Secretary read as follows :
Hon. P. J.

M.A:iDAN,

N. DAK., October 13, 1918.

McCUMBER,

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:

Citizens of Mandan oppose armistice that will give Huns opportunity
to retire safely within their own border with army fully quipped to
defy the world. We should demand unconditional surrender as first
step.
E. D. TOSTEVIN, Mandan Daily Pioneer.

Mr. McCUMBER. I now present. as epitomizing my own
views upon this subject, the resolution which I irtroduced the
other day. I ask that the Secretary may read the resolution,
owitting the preamble.
.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will · read as
requested.
The Secretary read the resolution submitted by 1\Ir. Me·
cu·MBER on the 7th instant, omitting the preamble, as follows:
Senate concurrent resolution 24.
Resolt•ed by the SC'nate of th e Uni t ed States (the House ot Repre·
sentativcs concur-ring), That there shall be no cessation of ho tilltles

and no armistice until the I_mperlal German Government ohall disband
its armies and surrender its arms and munitions, together with its
Navy, to the United States and her allies in thls wat·;
That before any armistice or peace proposal shall be considered the
Imperial German Government shall unreservedly consent to the prindples of r eparation declared as terms of peace by our allies;
That 1t will pay in damages the cost of rebuilding and reconstructing
all the cities and villages destroyed by its armies and restore to fertility the lands devastatw by it;
That it will repay every dol.ar and the value of all property exacted
from the people ·of any territory invaded by it;
That it will make proper compensation and allowance for every crime
committed by tts armies contrary to the laws of warfare and humru;,~lty.
whether on land or sea ;
That it will r eturn to Fr~nce Alsace and Lorraine and the indemnity
exacted from her in 1870 ; and
That it, further, accepts aU tile additional conditions laid down by the
President in his said adilress of January 8, 1918.

Mr. M CUMBER. Mr. President, until the President replied
to the peace proposal of the German chancellor, Prince Maxi·
millian of Baden, I had rested secure in my conviction that
nothing would stay the progress of our war until we should
secure an unconditional · surrender on the part of the enemy,
arid that, after having secured th-a t · unconditional surrenuer,
we would then be in a position not to make u negotiated peace
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but a dictated peace with the enemy which would not only
assure restoration and reparation but also the future peace of
the world. I had felt assured after the President's speech of
September 27, in which he declared that~
·
We are all agreed that there can be no peace obtained by any kind
of bargain or compromise with the Governments of the central empires because we have dealt with them already and have seen them
deal 'with other Governments that were parties to this struggle at
Brest-Lttovsk and Bucharest. They have convinced us that they ara
without honor and do not intend justice. '£hey observe no covenants,
acceyt no principle but force and their own interest. We can not come
to terms with them. They have made it impossible. The German
people must by this time be fully aware that we can not accept the
word of those who forced this war upon us. We do not think the same
thoughts or speak the same language of agreement.

·
.
.

I say I bad felt assured that there would be no f.urther .di~
cussion until the Hobenzollern dynasty had been entirely eliminated by the German people themsel:es. I had also felt ~ degree of assurance and certainty that masmuch as the President
recognized that we and·-our allies were fighting a world war
·for world interest we would not even suggest terms that were
not entirely in accord with the declarations of our allies.
The President's reply to the German chancellor, I confess,
has made me a little less certain of our position. I have never
'made any criticism of that reply and shall not do _so, because
the reply did not speak the last word the President bad to say
on the subject, but rather presented certain queries the answer
'to which might de~rmine his position as to _whether he would
· give any answer whatever to the plea. It seemed to me, ho~v
ever that the President's reply as it then stood left certam
infe{·ences and was subject to such implication as might estop
this country from making the full demands which justice~ right,
and the sentiment of the American people and our allies demand. It seemed to me that when the President requested the
chancellor to state whether or not he represented the powers
which were responsible for this war or the German people, he
'would be more or less bound by the reply of the chancellor,
and especiallv if his reply asserted that he did represent the
German people, and also that when the President suggested to
this chancellor that he did not feel justified in presenting the
question of an armistice to our allies so long as the German
Government was in possession of any part of the allies' country and especially when he requested to know whether it was
the' intention of the German Government to immediately withdraw its armies from conquered territory, that the German
Government might well assume that if .they did declare their
purpose to withdraw from invaded territory and proceeded to do
.so-as they are now doing with some speed, accelerated by the
bayonets of American and allied soldiers-that an armistice
.would probably follow; and, further, that when the President
asked the German Gov~rnment whether or not they agreed to
accept not merely the principle but the terms laid down in his
'address of January 8 and subsequent addresses, that the ques'tion carried with it the suggestion that_ if they answered
;directly in the affirmative, no other or further terms would be
'imposed by this country or its allies as conditions of peace.
.And Mr. President, it was because I felt that the country
ought 'to know that the Senate of the United States does not
believe that the mere withdrawal of German troops from conquered territory, and even the surrender of claim to the French
Provinces seized in 1871, or the reconstruction of Baltic States,
set out in the President's several addresses, ought to be the
limit of our demands or the only conditions upon which we
will discuss terms of peace with that Empire, that I introduced
my resolution on the 7th day of October.
It will be remembered that nearly three-fourths of a year
of most desperate warfare has elapsed since the declaration
made by the President on the 8th of January, 1918. At that
time the German Government defied the United- States. Since
that time about a million brave men have died because of that
refusal. Does not that fact justify an additional demand if
the President's terms do not include all that justice requires?
Since that time the German armies have wantonly destroyed
hundreds of cities and villages. Doesn't that fact alone justify
and even demand additional penalties?
I now wish to present to the Senate and the country each
specific declaration in my resolution, upon which I ask a re.sponse from the Members of this body. · I know what the
response of the people of this country is as to each demand
contained in this resolution. The first is1

That before any armistice shall be considered the Imperial German
Government shall unreservedly consent to the principles of reparation
'declared as terms of peace by our allies.

The Senate will remember that again and again have Great
Britain, speaking through her _several premiers, and France,
speaking through Clemenceau, declared that inasmuch as Germany had made this unprovoked war. was wholly responsible
for it, had been the cause of all the deaths resulting from it,
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all the misery and suffering, she should not .and would not be
allowed to escape by a mere restoration of the territory she
had invaded. They insisted and demanded reparation as well
as restoration. And I ask the Senate and I ask the American·
people, Ought we to demand and insist upon that t·eparation?
Is not the insistence by us upon such a demand a solemn duty
whiCh we owe to our allies? We who have scarcely gotten into
this war little realize what our allies have been suffering
for more than four years, the crimes committed against them
in the name of war, the awful acts of brutality which they
have had inflicted upon them. And now, when the tide of
battle has just begun to turn in their favor, when they, with
our assistance, are in a position to punish those who have so
brutally maltreated them, can we and will we call a halt in
our onward march? Can we allow diplomacy to weaken the
avenging arm? No, Mr. President; I knew .the answer, the
heart response of the American people and of this Senate. and
that answer can be expressed in two words only-" unconditional surrende:r."
That resolution declares that before any armistice shall be
considered the German Empire and its allies pledge themselves
to pay in damages the cost of rebuilding and reconstructing
cities and villages destroyed by their armies and to restore to
fertility the fields devastated by them.
I am not in this declaration assuming that this country or
the allies will compel the criminal who committed this awful
act against humanity to pay ·the full cost of the war. Of
course that in justice should be done, but we can not afford to
enslave a people because of the crime _of their aristocratic
rulers. But most of this destruction was not the result of
ordinary warfare. There was no occasion demanding that
soldiers should set fire to the homes of the peasants; that they
should cut down their orchards; that they should murder their
people. As Germany refires from France and- Belgium there is
no military necessity demanding the destruction of every city
abandoned by them. Such destruction does not and can not
impede the march of our victorious armies. It is done not
through the necessities of war but through the sentiment of
malice and hate engendered, encouraged, and commanded by
this autocratic· militarism against which we are now battling.
And again I ask of the American people, of the Senate of the
United States-yes, and of the President himself-the heart response as to whether this wanton destruction of property at
least should be met and covered by indemnity?
Again, this resolution declares:
That. the central powers must agree to repay every dollar and the
value of all property exacted from the people of any territory invaded
by them.

l\1r. President, things have transpired so rapidly, new wrongs
and atrocities have followed one upon the heels of the other so
rapidly, that we are · wont to forget, and I fear possibly our
souls become so inured to these acts that we might fail to
demand that which was in our hearts at the time, full recompense for the injuries inflicted. The central powers deported
from conquered territory the entire able-bodied population of
both sexes from the age of 16 to 60, except women with young
children. While we were payhg enormous wages, as were
Great Britain and France, for labor the central powers en·
slaved and forced to work behind their lines from the population of Belgium 7,500,000, of France 3,000,000, of Serbia
4,500,000, of Roumania 5,000,000, of Poles and Lithuanians
22,000,000, or a total of 42,JOO,OOO slaves.
The plunder of human beings, sup_plies and property, laborers, war materials, provisions, minerals, raw products, manufactured products, personal property, art objects, and specie
during the four years has amounted to at least $10,000,000,000.
Andre Cheredame, in his book Pan Germany, published at tlle
close of the year 1917, gives the value of many items of property taken up to that time. I shall recite only a few of the
more important ones.
Germans have taken possession of vas: stores of raw materials in
their descent upon France, Belgium, Serbia, and Roumania. Cannon,
rifles munitions wagons, locomotives, cars, as well as thousands or
kilometers of raiiway of which they make full use, representing billions
of francs.

· The Belgian railways system is worth three billions. .
In France they stole all the horses, cattle, domestic animals,
grain, potatoes, food products, meats, sugar, alcohol, and so forth.
They seized all the coal and iron ore, copper, _petroleum, and
so forth.
From the cities of northern France alone the Germans took
550,000,000 francs worth of hay. The plunder has been worth
·a number of billions to them.
Everywhere in the occupied territories they took mot?rs,
steam hammers, rolling mills, lathes, press drills, elech·1cal
engines, lamps, and so forth, and. transported ·them to Germany..
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They took private property of all character of the \alue of
several billions and diviued it among German officers.
The works of art taken by them are of enormous value.
War imposts:
Our official report shows that requisitions have everywhere been
continuous. Towns that have had to "llleet the expense of troops quartet·ed within their jurisdiction have been overwhelmed by huge evles.
Belgium is staggering under an annual war asses ment of 480,000,000
francs. Bucharest, after its capture by the G~rmans, was forced to pay
a levy amounting to about 1,900 fran cs per capita of the population.
.At Cralova the levy was 950 franc:~ per capita. An edict forbids the
circulation of paper money unless it has been stamped b; the Germans who retaln BO per cent of its ·nominal value.
In April, 1917. the Frankfurter Zeltung announced that the ' leaders
of the Austro-Gcrman forces of occupation In Roumania would shortly
call for an obligatory internal loan of 100,000,000 francs. In Poland
the German Government has just issued a billion marks in paper money
for enforced circulation.
· As 1 have stated in another address, tribute upon the poor
Belgians alone amounted to $500 per capita. In the light of
all that afflicted country has suffered, the savage destruction of
everything within its borders, in most cases for no other purpose than to satisfy the lust of the invaders to tenorize the
' population, ought we not to demand and insist by every priniple of honor and justice that the sums extorted, the property
stolen, ·s hould be fu11y compensated for? And let it be remembered, l'tfr. President, that in the speech of January 8 there
is not one word concerning this retribution for these offenses
committed against these innocent, helpless people; there are
words of re titution, but not a word of reparation.
Again fuis resolution reads :
That it (the ·German Government) will make proper compensation
for every crime committed by its armies contrary to the laws of warfare .and hutnanlty whether on land or sea.
Mr. President, prior to our entering the war, the Pre ident of
the United States on many occasions declared to the German
Government that this Government would hold that Government
to a strict accountability for any infringement of the laws of
war affecting American ehips, property, or lives. Have we forgotten the liusitania
Was that ves el sunk contrary to the
laws of 'var? 'Vas the act of the demon who hid under the
waves, ent the shot without notice, without according the right
to surrender, which sent mothers with their babes to the bottom
of the ocean, an act of honorable warfare or the act of n murderer? Shall we maintain the word which we sent to the German Government at that time, that we should -hold her to a
strict accountability! What is the sentiment of the President?
'Vhat is the a.nSwer of this Senate? 'Vhat is the answer of the
American people? You and I know what it is.
And again let us recall that our allies who have, as the President has often declared, and as we all now recognize, been figbt'ing our battle for about four years before we really got into the
war, hnve suffered a hundred fold more than we have suffered.
Shall we de ert them or shall we stand with them in demanding
the reparation for the wrongs .committed against them? There
·t o thi's questl'on. The .American people
can be but One an~wL>r
-c
will stand with France and Great Britain, and Belgium and
' Serbia, until all of these wrongs have been righted.
Again this re olution declares that:
The central powers shall make proper compensation and allowance
for their crimes committed by their armies, contrary to the laws of
warfare and numanity, whether on land or sea.
But a few days ago an American liner was torpedoed. After
it S little guns were sh 0 t aw a Y so that it could not contliiue even
that feeble defense against a deadly submarine, the commander
of thi submarine proceeded to shoot into fragments its lifeboats thnt no one on board should escape. He seized the only
lifel>oat with its 20 occupants that had escaped the shrapnel,
that spirit of helllS'hlless which
tied ]· t to the subm'"~1·ne, "'nd
has seemed to actuate the heart of every submarine commander,
the submarine submerged. The breaking of the cable aJone
saved the li\"es of these doomed men who were thereby enabled
.
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erican people. And this is done at the very moment that the
central powers are e:\.i:ending their hand and crying for mercy.
Tt7'1,
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this country demand as a condition of an armistice, or as a condition of peace, that the German GovernlDE>nt surrender this
monster for court-martial trial? Can you, and will you, say
to the mothers of those brave boys who were sent down to death
without any opportunity of defense, who were not accorded
a ingle right accorded to the p1ost desperate enemy when he
ha~ surrendered-will you say to these mothers and to the
American people, that this matter is of such little concern,
such a small incident in this .great warfare, that we will not
take notice of it? I would a~k the heart response of the mem•
·
~
.
.
bers of this Senate and of the American people upon th1s declaration. ..And remember again, that while we have suffered an
rn·
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occasion of this kind but once or twice, our allies have suffered
it a hundred or a· thousand times.
_
Shall we de ert them in their just demands for retributive
justice! Do you think .that the captain of the· U boat who,
having destroyed a British merchant ship, proceeded to de troy
all the lifeboats, then compelled the few remaining persons who
were still alive to throw a way their life preservers, and then
submerged, sending all but one, I belie\e, to death-do you belie\"e that that commander should contimm to enjoy the sunshine and the blessings of life? Will you join the allies in the
demand that this captain shall be surrendered and ti1ed by a
military court? Gen. Pershing reported that orie of our American boys who had been captured was found with ·his bead almost evered from his body, under evidence which showed a
struggle, and that after his capture he had been most brutally
butchered. Will you say to the American father who gave that
son, There shall be no peace until these murderers pay the penalty of their crime against your boy? What is the response of
Sehators; what would be your response were it your own boy?
What is the response of the American heart to this declaration 1
1\Ir. President, there have been published in the New York
Tribune each day accounts of a series of atrocities that ha:ve
been established beyond any possible question, and which I
wish to insert in an epitomized form, without reading them, as
a part of this address.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. SHEPPARD in the chair).:
Without objection, it is so ordered.
The matter referred to is as follows: .
N0.1.

Near Mellen, Belgium. a woman was standing by the roadside with ·
a babe 1n her 11rn1s, watching the Germans of the Thirty-fifth nnd
Fifty-sixth Regiments marching some prisoners by. A German officer
halted and asked for watH. The woman brought thf' watet· and ob·
served tba t .be should be shot instead. The officer pulled his revolver
and killed ihe woman and babe.
!110. 2.

The Thirty-fifth Regiment of Germans were on bands and knees, mov~
1ng against Belgian trenches near AntwP.rp, behind a human screen of
Belgian women and children. One woman turned and faced -the Gf'r- ·
mans and refused to advance. The German creeping behind her gnve her
two bayonet thrusts, at tbc second one of which she fell. One of tbe
children ran to her, and the German placed his gun to its head and
blew it oil'. Then the Belgian , who had been unable to fire for fear
of killing their own women and children, left the trenches and attacked
with bayonet.
·
N'O. 3.

A German patrol-6 men and 1 officer-with 40 civilian prisoners
was marching near Malines, Belgium. The officer stopped and knocked
at a door. No one came. He ordered the men to break in. The peasant
appeared, and they shot him for not coming quickly. The w1.fe came
out with a child in her arms. She put the child down and . pmug at
the Germans. She clawed their faces. One soldier killed tbe woman
by a tremendous blow, another transfixed the child with his bayonet,
and held it up fot· the others to see. Then the house was fired.
NO. '·

For some reason the IIuns declared tlie village green in Taminesf Belglum, a sacred zone. One day on this green were 20 German so diers
and one officer. A little Belgian girl and her two brothers cnme trespassing. To those who witnessed the act it appeared the children were
onJy looking at the soldier . They may have been impudent OL' taunting.
Nobody will ever know. Suddenly the Germans slew the children~ all
three. The little girl was shot through the ear.
NO. 5 •

t d
One Septf'.mber evening four yeat·s ago a Belgian au scout renor e
to the defenderR of Malines that the Germans appeared to be advancin~ with children in iront of t hem. It w~s true. There we1·e a uotlt 10
children in front of them. They were from 7 to 9 years of age and
reached to about the Germans' chests. The Germans were firing above
their heads as they advanced.
NO. a.
At Monceau, Belgium, the Germans burned 312 houses and shot a lot
of the inhabitants. They entered a bou e. and seeing a younla ma n run
tnto the garden shot him in his tt·ack:s. Then they took the thet· and
a second sop into the garden. They shot the boy first and compelled
the father to stand close to his son, and shot the fathe1· in that
position.
NO.

7

•

Four years ago .at Mallnes, Germans suffered first temporary defeat.
Belgian soldiers saw one bouse not burned like the others and invest1gated. on the floor were the dead bo<lies of a man, a wom n, a boy,
and a girl, -all witl:t feet and bands cut oil'. One of the Belgian soldiers
who forced the door was surviving son and brother. He went mad at
the sight, seized a gun and a horse, and rushed off in the direction ot
the German Army. He was never seen again.
No. a.

Four years ago, on September 8, the English shelled Basseville, Bel•
glum IIuns temporarily repulsed visited their vengeance on the help- '
less. ·On entering the village the British found in one bouse an old man
by the fireside strangled, an old woman in a bedroom strangled, and
a young gid about 17 in the yard strangled.
.
NO. 9.
At campenhaut, three German cavalrymen entered the house of a
well-to-do mercl!ant who was known to have a good wine cellar. llaving
drunk 10 bottles of champagne they called in six more officers. Then
one officer called for the society of the me.r chant's wife. She camet and
I he put his revolver to bet· temple and shot her dead; then tola the
mereb.ant to dig~ grave and bury his wife.
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NO. 10.

In August, 1914, the Germans marched through Hen·e to Liege. A
German officer in a motor car with several soldiers called to two
young men, who, ·being frightened, started -to -run. They were shot in
their traeks. On August 8 the Germans were £topped at Fleron by
one of the Liege forts. Enraged at this, they returned to Herve for
reveng-e. TheY. burned 327 houses in two days and fired indiscriminately on civilians at the doors. Shot one woman at close rangE',
although she had a crucifix in her hands and was begging for mercy.
NO. 11.

Between Flemalle Grande and Jemepepe in Belgium is an inn called
Campagne de Flemalle. Fourteen Germans placed four men and one
woman against a wall and then shot the four men. They did not shoot
the woman. She cried and fell on her knees, begging for mercy. The
four men were not quite dead, so the Germans finished their work with
bayonets.
NO. 12.

Herod's massacre of. all .male children In Bethlehem 2 years old and
under was with a purpose that could be understood . The slaughter of
Belgian children by German • was worse. Civilian prisoners were compelled to march with the Huns out of MaUnes. Near Sempst they
passed a small farm homE'stead burning. Clo e by the road stood a
woman with two children. As the Germans passed they drove their
bayonets through the children.
(Bryce report, appendix, p. 110.) .
u The two children," ·s ays the testimony,
"were pitched mto the
flames by the soldiers who killed them ; they tossed them in with their
bayonets. It was a different soldier who killed each child."

1\fr. 1\IcCUl\IBER. Mr. President, we have read of the deportation of women and girls of France into Germany and of their
_abuse by the cruel military masters, and then when broken
down in health and no longer able to work that they are
retmned to be a charge on the French Government. Let me
cite here but one instance. There was returned only the other
day a woman who te tified that during the nearly four years
• she had been a prisoner she had been compelled to become the
mother of three children. Two were boys, and they were kept.
The third, a frail little girl, was sent back to France with the
health-broken mother.
Senators, this may seem to be far away, but it is right at
home in France ; anu this is but one case out" of tens of thousands. Will we insist for France that those who have committed this crime against the daughter of some French mother,
possibly 'vhose husband has died for his native land, shall pay
the penalty of that crime?
Now these, 1\Ir. President, are things which I say the central
}lowers may well say to be outside of, and not included within
the clear terms of the President's declaration of J'anuary 8 and
subsequent declarations. The question with us is, Should we
malw peace without those additional terms? Should we declare
an armistice until we are in a position to enforce those terms?
Is there any ma.n in the whole United States with a soul, with
a human heart, who does not feel that all of these are most
righteous demands, demands which if surrendered would be a
blot on our own sense of justice and humanity?
What I fear, 1\Ir. President, is that taking this speech of J'anuary 8, 1918, as the basis of negotiation. the central powers expect that, except as to matters clearly indicated by that speech,
to escape without further puni hment across their own borders
which have not been scarred anywhere by this awful war. I
first ask myself, Can we in honor say this will be the extent
of our terms? If I remember rightly the Pt.·esident in one of his
speeches, which I do not now recall by date, declared in substance that the same principles of right and wrong which govern individuals in their relations with each other must henceforth govern nations in their relation to each other. .With that
I am in most hearty accord. But how are we to inaugurate su<:h
a system if we impliedly say to the world in our peace proposals
that the nation which commits murder shall~ no way be held
in punitive damages for that murder? Let us present a parallel
case. Your neighbor for years luls been secretly preparing to
rob you of your property, to murder you and your family. He
has inculcated in the hearts of his own family the principle that
force alone should govern this world. He has inculcated in
their hearts hatred toward you. · He has been preparing and
waiting for an opportunity to carry his murderous purpose into
effe<:t. The opportune time comes. He knows you are not preprepared to defend yourselves. Without a word of warning he
fires your buildings. He forces himself into your home. You
and your unarmed children defend yourselves with the best improvised weapons you can command. Being prepared he' inflicts terrible punishment upon you. You see your children
brained by this monster of hate, your wife murdered before
your eyes. You see your innocent and helpless babe with a
bayonet thrust through its breast. You battle on in desperation
and resolve to avenge their deaths or die in the attempt. Your
enemy begins to show signs of exhaustion. ~n the trength of
your right, you find your elf at last able to meet him on something like equal terms. He feels his O'\VD waning strength. He
reads vengeance in your eyes, victory in your raining blows.
He must now depend upon his cunning to save his life. He prQ-
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poses an armistice. 'He says to you: Do not battle further, and
I will retreat and go back to my own home, and you and I will
sit down togeth'e r and we will enter into an agreement whereby
there shall be henceforth peace between us. Let me ask you as
a normal human being, what would b~ your response? 'Vould
you take his bloody hand, dripping with the life current of wife
and babe, in yours, or would you continue that battle until lte
was rna uled into submission? I know what your answer
would be.
Now, this is just exactly what has transpired in Europe,
except that nations and not individuals are engaged in that
drama. The .Central Powers were ready. They hall schemed
for 40 years the destruction of their neighbors. They had
robbed France of two of her Provinces in 1871, and made her
pay in damages for the privilege of being robbed. With the
memory of the seizure of Silesia from Austria, of Schleswig
from Denmark. of Alsace-Lorraine from F.rance, the time had
come for the conquest of Belgium, the domination of Serbia
and Rorunania, the great Mitteleuropan military power, the
destruction of Great Britain, and the defiance of the world, and
those powers struck the Wow on land and sea. They struck it
against nations wholly unprepared, at France first, and then
Great Britain who, as I have heretofore stated, fought for two
years with one hand while preparing for war witll the other
hand.
No act has been too atrocious to be eliminated from their
mode of operation. They expected to win by terrorism: But
a righteous and indignant people, though fewer in numbers,
held them' back until this great Nation, tardy of action, slow
in preparation, came into the conflict on their side. We know
what would have been the result had they succeeded-an
enslaved world, buffeted and. kicked and abu ed by the most
despotic militarism the world }\as ever known. Their arrogance did not leave the world in doubt as to their purpose.
They had even declared it long before the blow was struck.
A confiding world could not believe that such an atrocious pur...
pose could be pos ible. Let me read to you the terms the Cen·
tral Powers had decided upon w.hen their initial success in
the great onslaught of March 21, 1918, gar-e them a brief but
signal success. These were the terms :
Germany 1s entitled to the following terms because o1 lts strengtil,'
and until they are realized there should be no armistice :
Annexation of Belgium.
Annexation of the entire Flanders coast, including Calais.
Annexation of the Briey and Longwy basins and the Toul, Belford,
and Ve1·dun regions eastward.
Restitution to Germany of all her C<llonles, including Kiaochow.
Great Britain must cede to Germany such naval bases and coaling
stations as C'..ermany designates.
Great Britain must give Gibraltar to Spa~ cede its war fleet to
Germany, give Egypt and the Suez Canal to .'.1-urkey.
Greece must be r e('stabllshed under former King Constantine, with
frontiers as before the war.
•
Austria and Bulgaria will divide SPrbia and Montenegro.
Great Britain, :b'rance, and the United States must pay nll of
Germany's war costs, the indemnity being a minimum of $45,000,000,000.
They must also agree to deliver raw materials immedia telv.
France and Belgium must remain occupied at their expen c until
these conditions are carried out.

This is what Germany would have imposed upon the worlu had
she succeeded in her most accursed war.
In the face of these demands by those who had made
this criminal war against the peaceful nations of the world. in
the face of the condition in which we would be placed had this
great l\litteleuropa propaganda been succe sful, let me ask
Senators, let me a k the American people, yes, let me ask the
President himself, if we are not committing a gra\e injustice
to the American people and to our brave allies if we say to these
central powers that upon the surrender of A.l ace and Lorraine,
which do not belong to you; upon the retrocession of the territory invaded by you; and upon the agreement to cede certain
territories in the Balkans we will allow you to return to your
own home and will make no further demand upon you than that
you will agree with us that you will not again commit such an
offense? Are we not clasping the blood-guilty hand of the
worst criminal the world has ever known? Are we not dishonoring our own cause by failing to insist that before we will
speak one word of peace to these powers we must bind their
arms and insist that before they can expiate their crime they
must respond in damages at least to the extent of compensa ting
for ·those things which are outside the pale of recognized and
honorable warfare? I insist that the nations engaged in the
defense of the world against this ogre of militarism is committing a crime against its own people, an offense against its own
cause, if'it fails to exact this partial justice from our enemies.
Coming now to the present aspect of the case upon the ex·
change of notes between this country and the Berlin Government,
what will the German Government lose if this war is continued
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until her armies are defeated? Mr. President, she will, first,
lo e the Provinces of Alsace and Lorraine. They will be re·
turned to France, and returned unconditionally.
·
Second, she will lose her navy, because she can not be left
with arms to renew this war.
Third, she will be compelled to pay for the wanton de-struction
of cities and villages and for her devastation of lands and homes.
Fourth, she will be compelled to return every dollar exacted
as tribute and the value of every article which she took from people of municipalities in conquered territory and for every murder
or enslavement committed by her contrary to the laws of modern
:warfare.
Fifth, she will be compelled to pay for every merchant ship
and property therein sunk contrary to the recognized rules of
warfare, and make allowance for the families -of those whom
she has murdered contrary to such -laws.
Sixth, she will be compelled to surrender those military beasts
who have perpetrated these crimes against helpless men, women,
and babes.
Seveuth, she will be forced to ,-ntness the dethronement of her
Hohenzollern dynasty.
Eighth, she will be compelled to surrender important strategic
positions to the allies until all agreements have been fulfilled.
Ninth, she would probably see the collapse of the great structure built up by the Iron Chancellor Bismarck. Bavaria, at
least, would probably become an independent nation.
And right here I might ask if there is a single one of those
terms that ought not in justice to be imposed? Has not this
military autocracy earned, and more than earned, this mild
penalty, when viewed in the light of the awful crime it has
committed. against the world in making this war, the monstrous
purposes it had. in view, and what punishment it would have inflicted on its enemies had it been victorious?
Now, what does the Jerman Government expect to gain by the
acceptance of the principles laid down by the President in his
January 8 address and in his subsequent utterances? And. this
is a most important fact for the Senate to consider. Remember
tha~ these are all the German Government has agreed to accept,
either in principle or in detail. First, it expects to save the Hohenzollern dynasty and with
it the military aut0cracy of Germany, the root from which it
· may again grow the deadly Upas tree of German militarism.
I know many of those in this Chamber sHy we have nothing to
do with the question of who shall govern or how the German
people shall be governed. 1\!r. President, if that is none of our
business, then this war is none of our business. Whatever may
hm-e been the particular cause which forced us into this conflict,
once being in it, we accepted its full issue and full responsibility,
and tllat issue was a world issue. In the words of our Presid.ent it was a war "to make the world safe for d.emocracy,"
and the world will ..never be safe for democracy nor safe for any
unmilitary nation as long as the present governmental system
of Germany, with its stand.ard of force and brutality, is allowed
to continue.
·
Therefore, l\fr. President, we declare that it is our business
as to what kind of a government shall be continued in Germany,
whether it shall be a military government or a peacefully inclined government.
I was most gratified when the President, in his speech of September 27, declared :
We are all agreed that there can be no peace obtained by any kind of
bargain or compromise with the Governments of the central empires,
because ·e have dealt with them already and have seen them deal with
other Governments that we:re parties to this struggle at Brest-Litovsk,
nml Bucharest. They have convinced us that they are without honor
and do not intend justice. They observe no covenants, accept no principle but force and their own interest. We can not come to terms with
th<>m. They have made it impossible.

And, again, in his Baltimore speech, when he says:
There is, therefore, but one response from us-force, force to the
utmost, force without stint or limit, the righteous and triumphant force
which shall make right the law of the world and cast every selflsll
domination down in the dust.

I am still hoping that the President has not backed down one
inch from that position. Of course, he knows, as we a.ll know,
that the spokesman of the German Government is Kaiser made.
The meeting which accepted. the terms referred to in the last
I'eply of the German Government was a meeting of the petty
soYer~igns of the different States composing the Empire, not
one of them elected by the people and every one of them representing the military idea of force and plunder.
I have heard it rumored that pressure has been made upon
our President to recede from this position. It has even been
stated to .me that an American ambassador to one of our allies
hao written to the President suggesting that it -wou1d be necessary for him sooner or later to recede from that position; that
1n the end he would have to deal with the present German Gov-
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ernment which forced this war, as tl1e German pE>ople would not
repudiate their self-deified rulers, and even urged the President
to consider peace proposals by negotiation.
Second, the German Government, by accepting as a basis for
peace the President's said speech, hopes to retain Alsace and
Lorraine by according to those Provinces certain autonomous
rights. The President declared in his address of January 8 as
follows:
All French territory should be free and the invaded portions restored
and the wrong done to France by Prussia in 1871 in the matter or
Alsace-Lorraine, which has unsettled the peace of the world for nearly
50 years, should be righted in order that peace may once more be made
secure in the interest of all.

But the President does not say how this wrong shall be righted.
I have not the fear, as some have, that the President will ever
accept anything less than the absolute return to France of those
Provinces, torn from her by force, and the repayment (lt' the in·
demnity exacted at that time. How el e could these "\lL"Ong be
fully righted? But this return is not declared definitely, and,
of course, if we enter into any discussion with the central powers
they will claim that their proposed autonomy for these Province~
will meet the President's demand.
Third, the German Government expects by accepting. these proposals to avoid any and all other responsibility for its wrongs
and atrocities. And, Mr. President, this fear of retributive justice is by far the most important reason for accepting the Pre ident's suggestions at this time. The German Government in
the face of a sure defeat, sees its haven of refuge in the Pt:esident's mild proposals. It sees in those proposals not one word
of reparation for wrongs, not one word about indemnitie · fo r .
atrocities committed. You will note the rather cunning inquiry
or supposition contained in this last reply of the German Government, in which they say:
The German .G overnment believes that the Governments of the powers
associated with the Government of the United States also take the position taken by President Wilson in his address.

That means that they take no further position; that they make
no further demands.
Now, as a matter of fact, the German Government well knows
that these addresses of the President of the United States
do not comprehend the limit of · the demand by other powers.
Lloyd George and preceding British premiers, as well as
Clemenceau, have declared again and again that no peace will
be considered until the Central Powers are ready to make
reparation. And, Mr. President, if either the United States
or France or Great Britain concludes a peace without righting
these wrongs they will have wronged and deeply wronged the
brave sold iers who have died for world justice as well as those
who have been murdered through hate.
The moment the allies near German territory an awful fear
comes over the people. " Save us from invasion " is their wild
cry. And why? Because, Mr. President, they say, "The invaders will come with their hearts filled with the atrocities and
brutalities committed by our armies against them. They will
burn our cities as we have burned theirs. They will maltreat
and murder German prisoners as we have maltreated and murdered their prisoners. They will drive the bayonet through the
tender bodies of our babes as our soldiers have done in Belgium
and as our allies have done in Roumania und Serbia. Surrender
or do anything that will save us from this retributive justice."
1\Ir. President, tl1is is a battle to the death between the
doctrinaires of force and the advocates of right. Both can not
surviYe, one or the other must full. If the autocratic militarism
of the Central Powers is ever to be uefeate1t, now is the opportune moment. For it might never again be possible to so unite
the weak against the strong, the unprepared. against the prepared.
At this critical moment there can be but one safe reply to the
plea of this military autocracy for a respite-that reply is
Unconditional surrender. There can be but one 11Iace to <lis~
cuss and formulate terms of peace-that place i Berlln.
1\Ir. THO.MAS. Mr. President, when tlle Senate met this
morning I asked and obtained unanimous consent to introduce
a resolution (S. Res. 314). That resolution was read, and I
have no intention of asking that any disposition be made of it
until the Senate shall again convene. The resolution was prepared with some care, although I introduced it with a view that
it might not entirely represent the existing situation, and, therefore, might be aptly subject to amendment. The purpose which
I harl in mind was to clarify, if possible, what seems to be a
misunderstanding in some quarters, both in Congress and among
the people, of the character and extent of the President's frequently announced program of peace.
I have noted, Mr. President, with some regret, both in the discussions here and in the comments of the pre s, what seems to
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me to be a di tinct note of distrust either of the Pre ident's
courage or of his purposes; a feeling that unless the Senate
and perhaps the press generally, to say nothing of the vast body
of the people, shall announce theil· views regarding the pending
iliplomatic situation, the President will commit the Nation to a
policy ·which <loes not represent the public opinion of the country, and which will also prove to be a distinct disappointment to
our allies. I am sorry to observe the existence of such a feeling,
for I do not believe that there ls a_n y occasion for it, and because, unfortunately, it is too apt to justify the impre ion
that political considerations have much to do with the discussion.
I hnvc no right, l\Ir. President, to speak for the Pre ident of
the United States or for anyone except myself on this occasion,
and, therefore, by way of preliminary, I wish to emphasize the
fact that this resolution is an attempted embodiment of my
own view of the Pre id-ent's attitude on the terms of peace.
If I run correct nbout it, then there is nothing in any position
taken by the President, either in the formulation of a program
of peace or in his comments upon it, that need give anyone
but Germany and her allies any serious cause of apprehen!'lion.
The President of the United States, by the fortunes of war,
ha~ become the
·pokesman of all the world, except the
central empires. As one writer aptly expresses it, he has advanced to leadership through the anguish of the Nation, and
right well, l\1r. President, has he discharged the duties of that
lofty and most exalted position. He has spoken many times
since America entered this war, and -what he has said on all
occa ions has been apt, has expressed the sentiment not only of
America, but of the allies, and has recei:-red the almost unanlmou approval of the public sentiment of the people of all the
allied nations. He has never spoken impulsively nor without
due con i<].eration of the tremendous import which every word
uttered by such a man must convey. I, therefore, assume, Mr.
President, because I believe it to be a fact, that when he speaks,
he speaks not only for but with tl:te allies; that when he peaks,
he voices the conclusions to which all the allies have- previously
given their as ent; and that he has never committed himself
to any lin-e of policy since this war began, unless and until
that line of policy has been communicated to our as ociates in
this war and has recei Yed their. approbation.
Mr. Pre ident, I base that statement upon the unbroken tide
of applause and approval which has greeted every utterance of
the President since the 1st day of January, 1918. I refer to
that date because every utterance of his regarding a program
of peace has been made since then.
If I am correct, ~lr. President, in my a sumption, then it
must follow that the celebrated 14 items or bases of a permanent and lasting peace promulgated by him before the Congress on the 8th day of January last, and his subsequent reference to that subject, are the collective thought and expression
of every nation engaged in this war on the side of the entente
allies; that it is not only the American idea of peace but the
allied idea of peace; that it is American, because we are in
this war with other nations; that it is allied, because a common spokesman announces a common sentiment.
Mr. President, we should also remember in our consideration
of the- President's attitude and of his recent actions that he
k--nows world conditions and everything relating to this war
far better than we do. It is his duty to be informed, as it is
the duty of his a sociates to see that he is informed. He,
therefore, spe-aks from an abundance of information to which
we can not at present lay claim; and, while he may say some
things which do not at first meet with our entire a-pproval, we
may be sure that they are not impulsive or careless utterances,
for they are the utterances of a man at pre ent charged with
great responsibility. If this were not so, more than one note
of disapprobation would have reached us from Great Britain,
ftom France, from Italy, or perhaps from all these nations
combined ; yet I do not recall,_Mr. President, the utterance or
announcement of any such discordant view.
On the 6th day of October an incident occurred whjch placed
upon the shoulders of the President the most imposing duty
and the most far-reaching re~ponsibfiity which, in my judgment,
was ever borne by mortal man. I have reference to the note of
the German chancellor which, communicated by the representative of the Swiss Government, informed the President of a request by the German Government that he take in hand the restoration of peace, acquaint all the belligerent States of this
reque t, an<l invite them to send ple:aipotentiaries for the purPO~e- of opening negotiations.
The German Government also
infermed the President of its acceptance of the progrrnn set
forth by him in his message to the Congress on January 8 and
in his later pronouncements, especially his speech of September
27, a. a 1Jasi · for peace negotiations. There is a vast differ-
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ence, Mr. President, between the acceptance of pronouncements
as a basis for peace and the acceptance of those pronormcements as a basis for negotiations leading to peace.
But the German Government went further, and, " with a
view of avoiding further bloodshed," it requested " the immediate conclusion of an armistice on land and water and in the
air." Let me note here, l\1r. President, that it is Germany, and
Germany alone, which hns requested or suggested an armistice.
The President has suggested no armistice; and, of course,
neither he nor the allies have ever requested one.
This note addressed to the President of the United States by
the head of the German Government could not, in my judgment, be ignored. Some seem to· think that the President should
have treated it as he treated the Austrian request of a few
days previous, and that there is some incoilsistency between hia
teqe rejection of the Austrian note and the manner of his
inquiry regarding this one; but, Mr. President, there is no
parallel. Austria, in a most involved communication, seemed
to request a conference which would be · trubinding upon anyone and whose purpose would be to discuss terms of peace.
The President very properly pointed to the terms which had
been clearly announced more than once and declined all further
reference to the subject. This, however, asks for an armistice
pending negotiations of peace based upon the President' own
request.
Now, bearing in mind, 1\Ir. President, what I believe to be tho
fact, that this communication was sent to our associates in
this war, as Prince Maximilian requested. and bearing in mind
the nece~sity of mutual action, not only with regard to the de·
tails of the progress of the war but particularly with regard to
the immen ely more important subject of peace, it was communicated to the allies either through their ministers here or
throu~ our ministers at their respective capitals, and no reply
was made to it until a complete and satisfactory understanding
regarding the character of that reply had been arrived at.
The President on the 27th day of Scpt~mber, I think, in laying d<>wn what may be called supplemental te1·ms of ·peace also
took occasion to use this language. The Senator from Oklahoma [1\.Ir. OWEN] put it in the RECORD the other day, but it i~
appropriate that I should again read it:
We are nil agre.e.d that there ca.n be no peace obtained by any kind of
bargain or compromise witll the Go>ernments of the central empires,
because we have dealt with them already and have seen them deal with
other Governments t4at were p:trties to this struggle at Brest-Litovsk
and Bucharest.
.
They hav() convinced us that they arc without honor and do not in·
tend justice. TI.1.ey observe no covenants, accept no principle but force
and their own interJ:St. We can not come to terms with them. They
have made it impossible.

No weightier words ever fell from the lip of our Chief Executive. But he continues:
The. German peQple must by this time be fully aware that we can not
accept the word of those who forced this war upon us. We do not
think the same thoughts or speak the same language of agreement.

Having therefore a suggestion from the German Government,
a government which th<' President had a few days before declared to be wh<>lly untrustworthy an<l treacherous, what repJ...v
could the President make except it wcre au inquiry regarding
the character of the government malting the request and also
regarding the suggested armistice 1 It was the most natural
thing, therefore, and I think the most shrewdly diplomatic
course that could possibly have been taken that the Pre ident
answered as follmvs :
Before making reply to the request of the Imperh'tl German Government, and in order that that reply shall be as candid a.nd straigh-t·
forward as the momentous interests involved require, the President of
the United States deems it necessary to a.Fsure himself of the exa(,!t
meaning of the note of the imperial chancellor. Does the imperial
chancellor mean that the Imperial German Government accepts tha
terms laid down by the President in his address to the Congress of tha
United States on the 8th of January la:;t and in subsequent address
and that its object in entering into· discussions would be only to agreo
upon the practical details of their application 'l

This was made necessary in my opinion because the noto
itself, as I have already said, asked the President to request
and invite all the belligerent States to send plenipotentiaries
for the purpose of opening negotiation::; and for using the Presi·
dent's propositions ·as a basis for ~u<:h negotiations. But in
view of the fact that the German chancellor bad also snggestc<l
an armistice the President continues:

or

The President feels bound to say with regard to the suggestion
an armistice that he would not feel at Uberty to propose a cessation or
arms to the governments w:Lth which the Government of the United
States is associated against the centr:1l powers so long as the armies
of those powers are upon _,t heir soil.

This is unmistakable.
The good faith o{ any .discussion would manliestly depend J.tpon the
consent of the central powers immediately to withdraw thcll: forces
everywhere from _invaded territory.
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The President also feels that he Is justified in asldng whether the
imperial chancellor is speaking merely for the constituted authorities
of the empire who have so far conducted the war. He deems the
answers to these questions ' 7 ital from every point of view.

:Mr. Pre ident, I think there is but one historical instance
where the asking of que tions was so fraught with momentous
consequences as this. I refer, of course, to the celebrated
queries propounded by Mr. Lincoln to Mr. Douglas during their
celebrated debate two years before the Civil War. Mr. Lincoln
during that debate was questioned by Mr. Douglas and with
characteristic candor he ·answered every one of them plainly,
and then propounded four of his own. I will read the second
and most important of them:
Can · the people of a United States Territory, in any lawful way,
against the wish of any citizen of the United States. exclude slavery
f1·om its limits prior to the formation of a State constitution?

It is said that 1\fr. Lincoln's friends attempteu to dissuade
biro from a king that question as well as the others, fe:J.ring
that as a consequence he would be defeated in the senatorial
t·ace then pending. 1\lr. Lincoln's reply was that he was after
larger results than the senatorship, that his adversary might
answer tho e questions so as to succeed himself in the Senate,
but if he did so he would destroy forever his chances of being
President of the United States, and if he answered them for
the latter purpose then he was doomed in the existing race for
. Senator. So, l\lr. "President, it resulted. Mr. Douglas saved
l1imself in the senatorial race but wrecked himself and his
party in the far greater and more important presidential campaign of 1860.
:Mr. President, an answer has come to the queries to which I
have just referred. It will be noticed with what hot haste it
was announced that upon the receipt of the President's queries
a ...,.athering of kings was ordered in Berlin. They came from
the four quarters of Germany at the behest of the Kaiser himself to answer two simple questions propounded by a plain
Pre. ident of a democratic Republic, hitherto regarded with
supreme contempt by their majesties and who e armies were
declared to be of little power or consequence. But these kings
in their asembled capacity or other\'\-ise did not answer the
. Pre ident's query. That proceeded from the German Government, and attention has already been called to the fact that the
word " Imperial " no longer appears in official German com. munication . It did not appear in the note of Prince 1\fax. It
· uoes not appear in this. The German Government itself declares:
The German Government has accepted the terms laltl down by Presid ent Wilson In his address of January 8 and In his subsequent addresses on the foundation of a p ermanent peace of justice. Consequently its object in entering into discussions would be only to agree
· upon practical details of the application of these terms.

This, Mr. President, commits Germany, not the Kaiser. It
has committed Germany to the · President's peace program.
'Vhatever the immediate re ult of this note may be, it spells for
an time the defeat of a German peace; for there can be no
German peace wi tbout a repudiation of this note, and there
can be no repudiation of the note without dome tic disaster to
Germany herself.
But that is not the President's greatest triumph. It says:
The German Government believes that the governments of the powers
nssociated with the Government of the United States also take the
poi ition taken by President Wilson in his addre s. The German
Government, in accordance with the Austro-Hungarian Government, for
the purpose of bringing about an armistice, declares itself ready to
· comply with the propositions of the President in regard to evacuation.
The German Government sug~ests that the President may occasion
the meeting of a mixed commission for making the necessary arrangem ents concerning the evacuation. The present German GovernmP.ot,
which has undertaken the responsibility for this step toward peacet
ha.s been formed by conferences and in agreement with the grea.
majority of the · reichstag. The chancellor, supported in all of hi-3
actions by the will of this majority, speaks in the name of the German
Government and of the German people.
Berlin, October 12, 1918.
(Signed)
SoLF,
State Secretary of Fo1·e·ign Office.

In all the history of the Hohenzollerns, 1\fr. President, no_such
t!ocument as this was even sent from their capital to a foreign
country. Only during the dark days for them of 1848 was su~h
language tolerated anywhere. In answering this question, therefore, the President has driven his diplomatic dagger straight
into the heart of the Hohenzollern dynasty. It is the beginning
of the end for them, because he has forced that Government,
whatever it may be, out into the open, in so far as to make it
declare that it has consulted with the representatives of the
German people and speaks in its name, and no reference to the
Kaiser exists here in any particular.
Mr. WADSWORTH. l\lr. President-Mr. THOl\lAS. I yield to the Senator.
.
Mr. WADS WORTH. May I a k the Senator from Colorado
1f he has complete faith in the description of UlC German
Government of its own stu tus?
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1\fr. THOMAS. I think it might and probably Is open to
serious doubt; but, assuming the authenticity of this note, the
voice to the world is a voice which German people have also
heard. And in this age of democracy, at a time when the issue
is a deadly one between autocracy and democracy, the sincerity
of the German Government in making this declaration is in my
mind secondary to the vast importance of the declaration lt ·elf.
l\lr. 'VADSWORTH. I did not intend to pursue the interview, but mere1y tG remark that tlle Senator from Colorado is
more optimistic than I am.
Mr. THOMAS. I am seldom accused of optimism, on tlle
contrary I am sometimes the source of great depression to my
friends because of the somewhat darker and more somber view
that I take: In this instance, if I am optimistic. I am decidedly
glad to know that for once in the world I am taking a brighter
view of things than perhaps is the common one of my friends
on the other side.
l\fr. President, the weake t part of this note a regards its
last phrase lies in its coupling of the German Government with
the German people. The Pre ident has declared that he has no
confidence in and can have none and will not treat with the
German Government if that Government is still under the control in part of the junker forces of Prussia.- If H still represents,
as I am inclined to think it does represent, tbe reactionary
forces of the German Empire then the question of the President
has been answered, but not in such a way as to permit him to
accept the good faith of that Government and consider any_
question of negotiation at all.
l\loreover, Mr. Pre ident, the German Go>ernment, whatever
it may be, does not in this note comply with the unque tioned
and po itive suggestion of the President, which declares that no
armistice can be con idered until the evacuation is an accompli hed fact. On the contrary, for the purpo e of bringing about
an armistice it declares itself ready to comply with the proposition of the President in regard to evacuation, the German
Government suggesting that the President make known the
meeting of a mixed commission for making the necessary arrangements concerning the evacuation. That is no answer. The
President says virtually, " Get oft: the soil of the allies before
you can expect me to submit a que tion of an armistice to the
allied powers." That is a condition precedent which Germany
does not meet, and not having met it betrays the fact and is not
ready to accept any suggestion covering completely the position
and the attitude occupied by the Pre ident and by the allles
with regard to the fundamental conditions of a suspension of
hostilities.
Mr. President, here is a di~11atch of October 12, publi hed in
yesterday's papers:
LONDON, October 12.

The ministers of the allieu Government , says the ,Express, have discussed tbe German peace overtures and agreed upon a line of common
action. The British, French, and Italian ministers first conferred and
reached a decision, after which the British and French cabinets con·
firmed the conclusions.
Does anyone doubt, if that be so, but that the President is

fully informed as to what those conclusions are? Does anyone
question but that those conclusions and his own are identical ;
and can anyone therefore doubt that the action to be taken very
soon by the President of the United States with regard to this
note will be eminently 8atisfactory to all the allies and therefore to ourselves? Mr. President, I know in my inmost heart
that the man at the head of the affafrs of this great· Government is as much concerned in the making of such a peace as
will be permanent, such a peace as will accord with victory
and the supremacy of democratic institutions, as any man in the
country in or out of this Chamber. Nay, more, l\Ir. President,
the responsibility being . his, his concern in that regard 1 infinitely greater. He needs support, encouragement, confidence
to-day more than a President 9f the United States ever needed
these influences from every man, woman, and child in these
United States. I think that he has them. I believe that he 'de·
serves them. I am sure that when his reply comes he will
vinrlicate them.
I was asked this morning by an eminent Senator why, in the
resolution which I offered, no reference was made to Turkey.
I think •the answer is obvious. We are not at war with Turkey:
Turkey is not at war with us. Turkey is not included except
inferentially in the letter sent to the President and published
yesterday morning. The Austrian Government doubtless is,
although the name of that Government does not appear in the
note. The allies will deal with Turkey. The voice of the
United States when that time comes may be potential-it certainly will have it influence-but I do not conceive. it proper
to make any mention in a resolution like tl1is of nny country
with which we are not actually engaged in war. We have to
deal with the two central empires, and those only. Our allies
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have to deal with the central empires, Bulgaria, and Turkey.
A common peace, Mr. President, may an<l should include them
all, but the terms of peace between Turkey and the nations with
which she is at war must be dictated an<l determined by those
nations alone, our good offices being extended, of course, whenever they may be requested.
· I have no question, Mr. President, but that the many telegrams and the many addresses to which we have listened since
the 6th day of October correctly voice the sentiment of the
American people. This war, the greatest and most destructive
and most causeless of all the wars of history, has levied its
bloody toll upon every nation engaged in it. Ours, the greatest
Nation in the world, with unlimited resources, has, since its
entry into the great tragedy, given most freely of its men and
of its means. Its only purpose has been and is to vindicate its
own institutions, maintain its own honor, and do its part in the
salvation of the human race and the preservation of its.civiliza~a

r

To surrender now to Germany, even indirectly or partially,
would probably prove a tragedy, bec~use it might prove to be
nothing but a truce. We do not want any more wars that will
come to plague our posterity if we can avoid it. That they
will come in spite of all we can do I verily believe, because human nature is the same throughout the centuries, but that they
may be minimized and made as rare as possible will be worth
all the b\ood and all the treasm·e that we have poured out and
will continue to pour out in our own cause and that of our
allies.
Of this I feel sure that the President is as earnestly convinced as any man can be; I know that in his declaration as a
basis for peace he has kept in mind the terms of the allies,
which, tersely stated, consist of reparation, restitution, and indemnity. There is nothing in his own utterances upon the subject which do otherwise than supplement the utterances of our
allies. Peace must come with the complete subjugation of Germany, and that will come, l\fr. President, by refusing to treat
with any Government representing indirectly the influences which
made this war possible. To do less would be to do injustice to
ourselves and a graver injustice to posterity. The price which
bas been paid and which is being paid-, that free institutions may
prevail and individuals and individual nations live without oppression, must continue until that end is reached, whate-ver the
cost.
This sentiment, l\fr. President, ,was well expressed in a little
Terse written by a soldier who paid for his devotion to liberty
the penalty of his life upon the succeeding day:
In Flanders fields the poppies grow,
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; while in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fiy
Unheard amid the guns.
We are the dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunsets glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fields.
Take up our quarrel with the foe.
To you from falling hands we throw
The torch. Be yours to bear it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies blow
In Flanders fields.

'Ve shall break faith, :Mr. President, neither with our soldier
uead, with our allies, nor with the great principles for the vindication of which we entered this war.
. Mr. ASHURST. l\fr. President, I was unable to be present
during all the debate this morning. I have secured a copy of
some of the speeches that have been ma<le, and I wish to read
from the speech of the senior Senator from 1\.fissom·i [Mr. REEn].
He speaks with great emphasis and with great clearness. While
I do not always agree with him, I am very glad to find that I
fully indorse the entire speech which he made this morning. I
am going to comment upon that speech, and I wish to say now
that I deem myself fortunate to be considered as one of his
friends. He is Missouri's gifted and brilliant son. I repeat
while I have not always agreed with him-indeed, have ve1~
frequently disagreed with him-hi~ views command not oniy
the respect of the Senate but the respect of all other thinking
people. Reading from his speech of this morning, on page 153
of the manuscript, he says:
I have not been a worshiper of the Presjdent, for I worship no man·
but I honor the President; I have always honored him. I respect hini
as a man and I highly honor him as the Chief Executive of this great
Nation; but I have never been a truckler, a cringer, or one who goes at
his heels . . However, in this hour I stand here to say that Congress
can make no greater mistake, the Senate can make no more tragic
blunder, than to give the country to understand that Woodrow Wilson
proposes to fritter away the fruits of this war. I do not believe it;
I can find nothing in my heart and nothing in his conduct to warrant
such a thought.
·
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1\Ir. Pre ident, "apples of gold in pictures of silver." I would
that I had the power and the gift of expression to say as suc·
cinctly and as clearly what Missouri's eloquent son said this
morning.
·
If a stranger should have walked into the Senate galleries,
Mr. President, during the proceedings this morning, or during
our last session, and he should without any previous information on the subject have heard only the debate here, he would
imagine that 'Voodrow Wilson has <lone all those things which
the distinguished senior Senator from l\fassachusetts [Mr.
LODGE] some weeks ago said that l\Ir. Buchanan did.
If a
stranger, with no previous information upon these questions,
should sit in the Senate gallery that stranger would be led
to belie-ve that the President of the United States was now on
the very verge of committing the most colossal blunder of all
human history. That stranger, if he possessed no information
upon the subject and judged only from and by the debate,
would be led to believe that all the strategic advantages which
om· victorious and valorous Army has achieved and all the
advantages which the soldiers of the allies have achieved were
about to be frittered away by some thou·~htless, heedless, careless man who is now Chief Executive of the United States.
1\lr. President, the Senate has a great function to perform.
In speaking the other day I said I was glad to see the Senate
express opinions. I think the truth is that we ·do not express
opinions enough on these great questions. But how can we
assist the Chief Executive in the prosecution of this war by
these dolorous utterances, by these tones so like lamentations,
by these forebodings of disaster, by these anticipations of betrayal, as it almost were, charged up against· the Chief Executive? When did the Chief Executive of this Nation betray a
trust? Where do you get any information or any suggestion
that he is about to be weak-handed in this great hour of victory? One Senator this morning said that right now in the
hour of victory the fruits were about to be dashed from the
lips of the allies.
l\fr.· President, I am not venturing to assume the rather
dubious role of a prophet, but I know enough about the affairs
of men, and I belie-ve I know enough about the affairs of governments, to realize that when the answer of Woodrow Wilson
is made it will ring out like a silver bell when struck by a steel
hammer at midnight, and all of this rumor, and all of the lamentation , and all of the mournful things that we hear on the
other side of the Chamber will be dissolved and dispeHed, even
as the mist and fo..,. are dispelled by the· bright sunlight that
shines in the great southwest.
·
Mr. President, if Senators objected to the 14 terms laid down
in the speech of the President to both Houses of Congress on
January 8, why have they been so ominously silent until this
very grave hour? If there was a mistake made when the President laid down his 14 principles, why did not then the Senate
object? Why did it wait until this hour, the critical hour, I was
about to say the most critical hour, i.n the history of the world,
for I think I am not overstating the case when I say this i~ the
most critical hour in the history of the world? Since Von Kluck,
in 1914, began to drive his army, with irresistible force and
deadly precision, straight against the heart of France, the situation has been perilous. Fl'om that very hour until ·a couple of
months ago all civilization was in peril. Who was the steady
President at that time? The same Woodrow Wilson. What
was it that induced Congress to declare war? It was nothing
less than the message of the President of the United States.
Would the Sixty-fifth Congress have ever declared war had it
not been for the message of the President delivered to both
Houses of Congress on the 2d of April, 1917? Only the President could have shown Congress its duty.
HaYing induced this Congress to declare war, having led
the people correctly, having by his commanding ability placed
himself in the position where he is now not only the spokesman
of our country but the spokesman of all of the allies as 'vell,
what has come over the spirit of the dreams of people and
especially of Senators who now claim to see about to be playe<l
by the Chief Executive a betrayal of the world's civilization?
l\Ir. President, Senator after Senator has arisen and declared
that the 14 terms were not sufficiently specific. I have no quarrel with any man who misinterprets or misunderstands a ques~
tion. Some things ·seem plain to me that other Senators do not
understand, and I confess that events and circumstances and
deductions that other Senators make I do not see at all, but let
us recur for a moment to the eighth subdivision of the terms
laid down by the President in his speech of January 8 to both
Houses of · Congress :
8. All French territory should be freed and the invaded portions restored and the wrong done to F1·ance by Prussia in 1871 in tbe matter
of Alsace-Loraine, which has unsettled the peace of tbe world fol."
nearly 50 years, should be righted, in order that peace may once mor,)
be made secure in the interest of all.
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"The- wrong done France." What was the wrong done
France? The tearing away of Alsa~e and Lorraine, those two
gems, those two Provinces from France that belonged to. her.
Again, 1\!r. President what little reputation I have as a
prophet, if indeed I ha\e any, I am willing to stake here and
now that when finally peace comes Alsace and Lurraine will
belong not to Germany but will be restored to France, to which
nation they justly belong.
Senators have expres ed the fear that Belgium may not be
re tored. I wish to say that my view of the President's speech
of January 8 is that Belgium must be restored and that
compensation will be made to the Belgian people. How could
Belgium be restored if proper and adequate compensation were
not made to the Belgian people? Would the evacuation of Belgium be sufficient? Does anybody who indulges in the luxury
of reflection pretend to say that a mere evacuation would be
a restoration?
Not at all. Cities and towns destroyed should be r built;
and I believe-and I may l1ave faith larger than that of other
men-that under the leadership of Woodrow Wil on they will
be rel.milt and the devastated portions will be restored, so far
a human energy and German money can be made to restore
them.
A note of fear has been sounded that an armistice might be
granted. I am not a military man. The only place I ever drew
a sword was at a raffie [laughter], and I know nothing about
military affairs ; but I do know that armistices are not made
by presidents or kings. Here in this Chamber are men who
have served in the Army. They know that an armistice i made
by the generals in the field.
An nrmi tice, if the1·e be one, will be granted upon the sugge tion of Marshal Foch, that brilliant, that resilient, that wonderful genius who has driven the Germans back; if an armistice
Is granted to the German brute it will be upon the sugge tion
of 1\!arshal Haig, that sturdy Englishman who has stood as
Wellington stood with the immortal squares at Waterloo; if an
armistice i granted to the Germans it will be made after the
request of Gen. Pe1· •bing. -No President has ever taken the
field. It was suggested, indeed, when St. Clair met with disa ter in the Indian fighting in the ·west that if Washington had
left the Capital and gone into the field the disaster would not
haxe come; but I do not recall that any President-and the
hi torians of the Senate will correct me if I am wrong-ever
left his place to go into the field. I pre ume if Woodrow Wilson
would go into the field he might have the power to ask, and,
following precedent, might ask for or grant an armistice, if he
sa-w fit; but I wish again to assure the Senate-and I am speaking for my elf alone-that if an armistice is had it will be upon
th ·uggestion and request of the generals who are in the
fi Ill facing the shot and shell and who know whereof they
speak.
l\1r. WADSWORTH. l\1r. President. does the Senator not
mean that it will be with the consent of Marshal Foch and
not at the request of 1\!arsbal Foch? Surely the Senator does
not mean that the marshal of France is going to ask for an
armistice.
Mr. ASHURST. I thank the Senator for the interruption; he
has corrected me, and I am very glad he has clone so. What I
meant to say was that if an· armistice is granted, if an armistice
is had, if the President directly ·or indirectly consents to one.
it wiU, in my judgment, be because 1\!arshal Foch a.11d Marshal
Haig and Gen. Pershing have suggested to him that, in their
jud "'ment, it would be proper to grant one. I thank the Senator for his correction.
Mr. Prcsi<lent, it seems to me at this time that we ought not
to prejudge the President. The distinguished Senator from
Colorado [IU.r . THOMAS] in Tei'Y ornate and correct language
portrayed the great burden that is now upon the Chief Executive. I think that any man, whatever his ambitions may have
been and whatever his aspirations for the Presidency IllllY have
been, ought to be thankful to his star that he is not the President a.t this hour,. and ought to hope that if he ever becomes
Pre ident no such burden will be laid upon him as is laid unon
this man 'Voodrow Wilson. Like the Senator from l\Iissouri
[Mr. REED], I have not been the Pre~ident's spokesman or his
confidential fliend. I have differed from him when I thought
I wa right in differing from him, and I shall continue to do
so wl..tenever my_con cience and my judgment tell me I ought
to do so; but 1 do believe it is not the best service we can
1·euder. to our country by 'Venturing continually and with tiresome reiteration to repeat that we fear that the President is
about to weaken hi · gra p, and that sti·ategic advantages which
our 'Valorous armies ha,·c won are about to be frittered away'
by .·ome ill-con ·idercll com-.· 0f action on his part. I do not
.kno\Y wl.un ''ill be the next moye eitller in the military or the
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diplomatic world. but I believe that no thinking man. .no ju ·t
man, now believes that the President of the United States is
going to say, either by vritten or spoken word, anything that
will weaken the present happy and fortunate condition of our
troops-fortunate and happy in so far as victory is concerned
and in so far as their leadership is concerned. I do not belleve that any man to-day believes that the President con·
template taking any action that would in any way chill the
ardor or weaken the spirit of our Army in the field or our
perple at home whose sons are beino- sent to glorious sacrific
and wl::ose money is being g~neronsly poured out into our com·
mon Treasury to pay the expenses of this great war.
Mr. President, another note which ha been sounded anll
upon which the changes have been rung is that should an armistice be had some advantage will be taken of it. I wish to
say, further, that it is a \ery happy thing for the people of the
United States that I am not President, and I hope no such
unhappiness will ever come to them, but I recognize a wise
man when I ee him, and I think Pre ident Wilson is wiser
than I am. I would attempt, if I were President, unfortunately
for the country, to leave a trail of blood and fire from the Rhin
to Bm·Iin. That might not be the best thing for the world.
I do not think I am any more revengeful than any other-man,
but I might say a life for a life and a ship for a ship; I might
say things that would not contribute to success and victory,
to happiness, and to the peace of tlle world in the future. It
is a very happy thing that neither I nor any other Member of
the Senate to-day is Pre ident of the United States. It is a
very fol'tunate circumstance for the peace of the world and for
the success of om· arms that the man who has a chin like th
Plymouth Rock is President of the United States; it is a very
fortunate circumstance that a man is Pre ident whom neither
abu ·e, sarcasm, ridicule, speeches, oratory, nor anything else can
move, except the sense of what he believes to be right and ju t.
The President in his letter of inquiry to the German Government suggested that no armistice could be had while the armie ~
of the Teutonic power were on invaded territory. Therefor
some fearsome souls say that Germany might not be required
to abandon and evacuate Russia because by the treaty of
Bre t-Litovsk Russia is no longer one of the allies. The Pre. i·
dent ays, in paragraph G of his speech of January 8:
The evacuation of all Russian territory-

All Rus ian territory.
.
Senators seem to fear that the treaty of Buchare t might
have the effect of taking Roumania out of the category or
domain of an ally. Surely, if the President can not be trusted
to see to it that Germany must e'\"acuate all portions of all
countries she has stolen and pillaged and ravi hed he can not
be trusted to do anything.
As to Turkey, if I had my way, the Ottoman Turk, who l1n1"1
been a pest to civilization for more than a ·thousand years, woulu
be put to th& sword for hi long list of crimes. It will be borne
in mind, as has been stated, that we are not at war with Turkey.
The Turks are shooting our soldier , however~ and, although we
are not legally at war with Turkey, we may be technically at
war with her; but the President, in paragraph 12 of hi sp ech
of J anum·y 8, said :
12. The Turkish portions of the present Ottoman Empire should be
assured a secure so>ercignty. · nut the other nationalities \vhich are
now under Turkish rule hould be a ured an undoubted security ot
life and an absolutely unmolested opportunity of autonomous development. And the Dardanelles should be permanently opened as a frefl
passage to the ships and ctJmmerce of nil nation under international
guaranties.

So Senators may give their perturbed spirits rest. Turki h
.
power in Europe will be broken.
1\!r. President, if the stranger I mentioned a few moments ag ,
having no previous information upon the subject, sllould it in
the Senate gallery, he would think that he was looking on the
Senate of 1861 to 1865, which was in opposition to Abraham Lin·
coin. I wish to say-and I have the books here to prove it-that
during a part of the War of 1861 to 1865 there was a time when
there 'vas only one Senator of the United States who had the
slightest confidence in Abraha~ Lincoln. He wa wiser than
they were ; they were going to win the war with their mouth ,
and were always indulging in evil forebodings as to what baleful thing Lincoln was about. I am ure that if Qen. Grant had
failed to capture Vicksbm·g-and the only friend Gen. Grant
had in June, 1863, was Lincoln-not only would Grant have
been removed, but President Lincoln would have been impeached
and a dictator hip would have been set up to run the Government for the remainder of the war. Tllat is history.
. Why, if a stranger, without any previous information, ha(l
walked into the gallery this morning and li tened to the lamentations of the o modern Je1·emiahs, the stranger would think
that he was in the Continental Congre. , with the gallerie open,
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and Conway and his cabal and Gates and his adherents were
hamstringing, abusing, and making the pathway bard for George
Washington. Washington won in spite of the Continental Congress, Madison won in spite of the Blue Lighters, and Poll.: won
in spite of the Little Americans.
Mr. McCUMBER. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. KENDRICK in the chair).
Does the Senator from Arizon~ yield to the Senator from North
Dakota?
·
Mr. ASHURST. I yield to the Senator.
1\lr. McCUMBER. 'Vas there not this difference between
that time and this time in both Houses of Congress, namely,
that in the Civil War there were ut times Members of both
!louses who were in reality against the President, who did not
support him at all in the war, whereas at the present time there
is not a single Senator to-day who is not for the mo ·t earnest
and aggressive prosecution of this war?
1\Ir. ASHURST. Mr. President, as to whether or not Senators
have been supporting the PreNident, I leave that to fbe RECORD;
whether the Senators who voted for the war supported the
President or not I do not know; I leave that for other men to
decide; whether those 'vho voted against the draft supported
the President or not I leave for somebody else to decide. but
surely for some reason-! know not what-no candid man will
deny that this atmosphere in the Senate, especially on the Republican side, is supercharged with bo~tility toward the President at this hour.
Mr. McCUMBER. Well, what I was asking was, Is not every
Member of this body heart and soul for the prosecution of this
war?
Mr. ASHURST. I am very glad I do not have to nnswer for
the heart and soul of every Member of the Senate. It is fl.
pretty good-sized task to answer for the heart and soul of
myself. I hardly know how to answer the distinguished Senator. I am not going to be partisan enough to deny tliat a
large number of Republican Senators ba ve . earnestly and honestly and ably supported the President in this war. No one
who has a tinge of fairness would deny that statement, of
course.
.Mr. McCUMBER. Well, my point was tha~ while there may
have been some Democrats ·and some llepub1icans who were
slow about getting into the war, neverthele. s since we have
been in the war there is not one among us on either side who
is not most ardently in favor of prosecuting the war.
Mr. ASHURST. Well, now, it has just been suggested to me
that some of President Lincoln's critics took the same position
with reference to Pre ident Lincoln. Senator · say they are
willing to support the President in his conduct of the war, but
they employ captious criticism as to the method in which he
conducts the war. I hope that these speeche. this roomingthese dolorous speeches-were not made for the purpose of
securing any partisan advantage in the coming elections. I <lo
not believe that they were made for fuat ·purpo e; but I should
like to know for what purpo e they were made. Were they
made for the purpose of assisting· the President, whose burden
now is certainly very great? Were they made to assist him?
If not, for what purpose were they made?
1\Ir. 1\lcCUl\IBER. l\Ir. President-1\Ir. ASHURST. Fir t let me finish this sentence. In sucll
a stupendous hour, when the scales are trembling, when we
are all looking and seeking for the truth, and possibly the
President not seeking for it more than some Senators themselves, I hardly think it conh·ibutes to a correct solution to
charge the President with th~ crime of being about to become
weak-kneed and yielding up the advantages that our armies
.have achieved in the field.
Mr. 1\IcCUl\IBER. l\Ir. President, the Senator from Arizona
will undoubtedly know that the morning papers of to-day
throughout the whole counh·y are-every one of them--expressing the same sentiment that Senators have expressed here.
They are all good, strong supporters of the Government and of
t11e President in the prosecution of this war; but undoubtedly
they have feJt that their voice ought to be heard. They express
tile American heart and sentiment. Then, why should not
the American · representatiT"es express the same sentiment?
They are supposed to represent the American people. Can
there be any harm in Gaying to the President we do not want
any kind of a compromise, even though we may {eel that he will
not comprise ; that there may be no cessation of hostilities,
even though we do not believe that there is any great danger of
such a cessation: and that there shall be no talk of peace
unless there is first unconditional surrender? That means that
we are with him, the same as the press is with him.
I am one of those-if the Senator from Arizona will allow
me--\yho stand straight wi~h the President on his 14 propo-

sitions. I might possibly, in the first instance, have some doubt
as to what the third proposition meant, but I am certain the
President did not intend to convey the idea that he would be
in favor of free trade with this country. I know he did not
mean anything of that kind; and I do not agree with my colleagues who think that he meant just what they have said •
that third proposition does mean; but I think that we are entitled to a little something beyond that which is in the 14 articles; and, if I say that I want something more, that is not
·Saying that I do not agree with everything that is contained
within those 14 articles.
l\Ir. ASHURST. The Senator is right in the statement which
he has just made. '.rhe Senator is very calm and very clear
headed. Suppose he were President-and the Republican Party,
could do a vast deal worse than to nominate the distinguished
Senator from North Dakota for President-suppose that he were
President, and that he had 8 or 10 months previously laid down
certain terms to a nation with which we were at war, and
had supplemented that with other terms, saying "t11ese terms
must be met before we will think of a cessation of hostilities";
suppose then a message purporting to be regular, however irregularly it might come, as this wireless message has come-suppose such a message should come from the Government with
which we should be at war, saying "we are ready to meet all
of your terms." What would the Senator do? Will the Senator
answer that question?
l\Ir. McCUMBER. I stated that a short time ago; but if the
Senator from Arizona wants a direct answer to that question, I
will say that I would say to such a nation, "Nine months ago
you refused those terms, and because of your refusal you have
caused . the loss of the lives of millions of men ; you have destroyed hundreds of cities and villages; you have permitted a
vast number of atrocities; and while you are pleading for
peace you are committing atrocities upon American ships and
upon American seamen. So I now, in addition to my 14 articles,
will demand of you reparation for the wrongs that you have
subsequently committed.''
l\Ir. ASHURST. The · Senator from North Dakota justifies
my inference that he would not make a bad candidate for the
Presidency, and I think I would say .the same thing which he
has just suggested. But who is there here who will dare say
that the President of the United States will not say just that
same thing? Who is there here who dares say the President
is not as wise as the Senator from North Dakota and that the
President will not say that very thing?
l\fr. McCUMBER. I hope he will.
Mt:. ASHURST. 1\Iy complaint is that we. have anticipated
what the President is going to say; we have proceeded upon
the hypothesis that we can not trust him to. say the correct
thing.
I will now ask permission, as a part of my remarks, that the
Secretary read an article in the Sunday New York Times by
1\fr. Charles H. Grasty. It is not very long, and I should like
to have the Senate listen to the article, headlines and all.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. 'V1thout objection, the Secretary will read as requested.
The Secretary read as follows :
WISH WILSON'S NOTE H.\D REBUKED ENEllY-EUROPE I~ WHITE HEAT
OVER GERMAN ATROCITIES, BUT COOLER A.ll:Oa>S APPRO\'E REPLY.

(By Charles H. Grasty.)
(Copyright, 1918, by the New York Times Co. Special cable to the New
·
York Times.)
PARIS,

October 11. ·

It is remarked that while the President's reply to Berlin has commanded formal approval from the press and public of Europe there
seems to be a lack of enthusiasm in some quarters. It is true, pet·haps, that the ~resent European mood would have been better suited
if" the Presidents reply had contained a note of severe reprobation of
Germany's crimes.
Europe is worked up to a white -heat of indignation by the wanton
destruction of the Hun in northern France. This deviltry, added to all
that bas·bappened before, and coming at the moment of a prayer for an
armistice, caused a wave of disgust and indignation to sweep ove1·
France.
Those who are looking for practical results rather than the venting
of these very natural human emotions hold, however, that the President's reply is of precisely the right temper. They say all moral forces
still lie at the bottom of the matter. The President bas reserved them
and they will go into the scale later at maximum weight. Any expression of horror, any tone of vindictiveness would have dissipated
in some degree the moral advantage which the entente now has over
Germany.
~·The President's idea of cold justice saves the situation in its entirety," said a prominent American. "Every wrong Germany has do~e
since August, 1914, is on record, and will count in the final reckoning.
If Wilson's note had borne the eolor of vengeance or expressed the
slightest emotion it would have played Germany's game. The controversy once launched in these tones and terms might eventually lead
to what would be distorted into an appearance ·of crimination and recrimination, out of which the militarists could draw new material for
fooling the German people.
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" Nothing more fortunate for Germany could happen than to have
· the whole world alight with passion jnst n~w. It is reason and justice
she has to fear. In the President's reply one seemed to bear the click
~f handcuffs on the wrist of the German milltarist felons.".

lllr. ASHURST. 1\ir. President, I am going shortly to conclude. Other Senators are anxious to claim the floor, and I do
not want to weary the Senate. 1 wish merely, however, to ay
that one of the reasons why Woodrow Wilson, ·a nd not some
other man, is President is becau e Woodrow Wil on can read
and peak without color of \engennce. The fact that I am
un&ble at time to speak on the e matters without a tone of
vengeance is what has retarded rue and what -retards all of us.
That is the reason that some of us are not President, likely;
and it is happy for the cmmtry that at this llour of great peril
tllere i a man at the helm who can talk without color of vengeance an-d who can write -without color of vengeance, but who,
when he does write and doe: speak, you can hear, as this paper
says, the. " click of handcuffs on the wdsts of the German militari t felon ."
Now, 1\lr. Pre ident, I ha\e no fear; in fact, as a modest,
unpretenclin(7 Senator, I will nssuTe the Senate that when the
Pre ident does speak ·and does act on the latest German expression or pronouncem nt, it will be a speech or an action which
will not in any way relax the iron grasp which our soldiers and
the' soldiers of our allie have in Flanders and in France; when
he does speak or net it will be such speech or action as will not
in ~my way discourage the spirit of our people, our soldiers, or
our allies. On the contrary, it will be such speech or such action
as will tend, rather, to encourage and stimulate them to higher
and, if it were po ible, to more \alorous endeavor.
I will a(Tain read from the eloquent speech of Mi souri' brilliant Senator at page lGO of the manu cript:
I tell you, sirs, that when the conditions of peace are written, the
band of Wood1·ow Wilson will not be, it can not be, subscribed to any
treaty that does not compel Germany to tread the winE' pre s and to
pay back to the world, as far as she can in her own suffering, for the
agonie that she has wrought and for the desolation that she has
brought upon the- earth.
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not been fighting for the libel'ty of mankind, but have battled merely
for economic gain, for dirty dollaEs to be stuffed into the swollen pockets of steel nnd wool and cotton? How many of those patriotic Republican men and women would like to stand beside the gTaves that dot the
fields of France and be told that these dead did not die for justice and
civilization, but for Schedule K?
Yet is there the slightest reason to doubt that tlle Americ:m Economist speaks with authority as to the policy that a reactionary Republican Congress will pursue toward peace? is there the sliE\'htest reason
'to doubt that a Republic.a n majority under the present leadership of the
party means that if there is any possible way to bring it u.bout, the
blood of 6.000,000 dead soldiers is to be capitallzed for the profit of
protected industry?
If so, we trust that there is at least one Repubiican in the House or
Senate who will ba• the courage o stand up and protest in the name
.o! Abraham LincoJn against such a revolting prostitution of humanity's
tears and blood.

Mr. MYERS. 1\lr. President, in these momentous times .I
believe it is the privilege of every Senator to express his Yiews
and, if he may think he can con-ectly do so, to make known
as well the views of his constituents on the vital questions of
the time -which are burning in the heart of e\ery true American clf..~en. That 1 shall .....ndertake to do on the question
extensi-vely discussed here to-day. I lmow my views and think
I know those of my constituents. I have :tn A sociated Press
dispatch of a few days ago, clipped from a morning paper of
this city. I will read it.
IlELEN A, MONT., October 7.

The Montana Council o:l Defense to-day sent a telegram to President
Wilson declaring it to be the sense of the council that no negotiated
peace be made with Germany, anu that the only terms granted her be
unconditional surrender.

The body mentioned in that dispatch, the 1\Iontan~ Council of
Defense, is an official body, officially entrusted with the conduct of war activities in and for and on behalf of the State of
Montana, and it speaks with official authority. I am in hearty
accord with the sentiments set forth in the dispatch which I
ha \e just rend.
·
I have a telegram from two organizations of my home town,
Hamilton, Mont., which I rend:
HA:\IILTON~ MoNT.,

Octobet" 9, 1918.

In conclusion, 1\lr. Pr sident, I ask unanimous consent to inL. MYERS,
clude in the RECORD as a part of my remarks an editorial from Bon., HExnY
Washington, D. 0.:
the New York 1Vorld of yesterday, entitled "Is this what men
Local division of American Defense Society nnd Hamilton Chamber
of Commerce urge you use your infiuence against conoirleration of peace
are dying for?"
terms unless enemy first lay down arms unconditionally and withdraw
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it i so from
all territory of allles occupied by them.
ordered.
AMERICA."< DEFENSE SOCIETY,
The editorial referred to i as follows:
By 0. C. WAMSLEY, Chairman.
llAMILTO:N CHAMBER Ol!' COMMERCE,
MCGONAGLE, Presi.d.ent.

[From the New York Worid, Oct. 13, 191 .]
IS THIS WllAT MEN ARE DYING FOR 1

\\hat is back of some of the Republican criticism of President Wilson's diplomacy and orne of the Republican opposition to his peace
program is frankly and shamelessly revealed by the American Economist, the organ of the American Protective 'l'ariff League.
Replying to the World's questions-" In what way will the election
of a Republican· ongr ~ hast n the winnin~ of the war? In what way
will it assure a more sati factory peace?' -the American Economist
tells the American people that they are not fighting for liberty and
democracy and civilization, but for money and markets. We quote
its exact language:
' In the great issue of 191 far more is invol>ed than the release of
nations from the tyranny of Germany. '£rue, that is the rallying
~round-the reason why the allies and the boys from America arc
fighting so desperately.
.. But back of all the shouts for liberty :llld freedom is the bare cold
fact that this is an economic war, a war for national supremacy and
security."
.
ontiuuing. the Economlst ays:
"A conclusive and satisfactory peace in 1898 needed that undivided
support of the America11 people. A conclusive and satisfactory peace
in 1!)1 would like~ise need th_e undivided support of the people, pt:oyic1~ nothin"' but liberty and JUstice were involved.
" But the pre ent war is now an economic war."
Hence President \\il;;on must be beaten in the fall election because
he ha declared in favor of " the removal of all economic barriers be' tween nations "-meaning that there must be no special and secret
trade ag1·eements. " The proposed Democratic peace program also contemplate a 'lea~e of nation ,' and that must be blocked by "a protectioni t 'ongre ."
The American Economist may not eem important in itself but it
speaks for the American Protective Tariff League, nnd, unfortimately
the AmeTican Protective Tariff League is the Republican organization
1n all economic matters. E>ery Republican tarifl schedule has been
dictated by the protected manufacturers who constitute this league
and fill the campaign chests of the Republican treasury.
'£hus the Economist gives us the first authentic definition of an oldguard peace-the kind of peace for which the Re~ublican organization
1s battling in the congre · ional elections. Individual support of the
'President might be all right if "nothing but liberty nnd justice were
invol>cd," but reactionary Republicanism i. not concemed about liberty
anu ju tice. This is " an economic wtrr," and an economic war is one
which par dividends to big business.
Th e are hundreds of thousands of Republican voters in the American Army. There arc hundreds of thousands of Republican fathers
who e son are fighting in France. There are thousands of Republican
mothers whose heroic boy have already given the last full measure of
devotion.
We wonder what they think of this cold-blooded, sordid, mercenary
prorosition that the American Economist puts forth in pleading for a
Itepubllc::m protectionist :.Ongress? w·e wonder what they think of the
claim that their sons have not been fighting for human freedom, have

By J. S.

I am in hearty accord with the sentiments set forth in that
telegram.
There wa published a few days no-o in the Ravalli Republican, a weel.;:ly newspaper published in my home town, an item
which I will read. It relate to a meeting which was held in
the opera house in that town nnd which was a<ldre ed by n returned private soldier who had seen service with our armies in
Europe. It is as follows :
Although not a near-orator, Private llike O'Rourke attentively held
the large audience nt tbe Grand Theater with an account of his experiences in the front-line trenches. He was t'mpbatic in his denunciation
of the Huns, as he told of the almost unbelievable things he saw in
l!'rance.
"IJo you know what a llun is? I'll tell you what he Is; be is .a
dirty brute," said O'Rourke. Whenever he denounced the Germans the
applause was almost deafening, showing that the war spirit is growing
more intense at home.

I am in accord with the sentiment expres e<l in that article.
The sentiment bluntly expressed by that humble private, wllo
has bared his breast to the fire of our enemies and xpo ed l:U ·
life on the battle field in defense of his country, is identical with
my sentiment.
I have recei-ved a rc olution of t11e Mis ·oula County American Defense Society, of l\Ii ouln, 1\Iont., which I will rend:
Whereas the Austro-Hungarian Government has made a peace proposal
to the United States and her allies, and the Missoula County American Defense Society is desirous of expressing its views with refet'ence to the same: Therefore be it
Re olved, That it is tbe sense of the 1\li sonia. County American Defense Society that the war be pt·osecuted until GE>rmany and her allies
make a comolete and unconditional surrender on German soil, and that,
when this
acrompli bed, the Gnited Stat s and her allies dictate the
terms of peace which Germany and her allies mu t accept.

is

I am in lienrty accord with the principle expre sed in that
re olution. I at len t believe we should exact and hould have
an unconditional surrender by our enemie , no matte1· where
such surrender may take place. I believe, too, we an<l tbo e
as~ociatcd with us should name the terms of pence.
I clipped from a Montana paper the other day an item relating to an expres ion of sentiment by the ministers of the city
of Butte, in the State of_l\lontana. It is as follows:
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Mr. MYERS. I yield with pleasure.
Mr. McCUMBER. Do not the words of the President, in
which be says in substance, "I can not present to the allies any
suggestion of an armistice while ;\'Our armies are upon their
soil," indicate that he would present the question of an armistice when the German armies were not upon tlleir soU, even
I agree with the sentiment expressed in all the articles and though those armies bad not been disbanded? That seems to
communications which I have read. They are in thorough ac- be the fear that is in the hearts of a great many of our people.
cord with my sentiments. I do not want a nyone in my home
1\fr. 1\fYERS. I -do not h.-now whether they indicate or do
town or in my State or anywhere else to have any doubt about not indicate that the President would suggest an armistice to
my sentiments or my attitude on the question which . has en- the entente allies if the allied territory be evacu..'lted by the
grossed the attention of the Senate to-day. Neither do I want troops of our enemies. They do not necessarily imply that he
any doubt to exist about the sentiment of the people of my State; would. That is not a necessary inference. I do not know
about the attitude of 1\Ionta.na in regard to the question which whether be has such a thought in his mind or not I can not
has been under discussion in the Senate, to-day.
state. I can only speak for myself. I can or ly say .vhat I
The people of 1\fontana have "gone over the top" in all war have in mind. I am oppose<l to any thought of any armistice.
activities. They have gone beyond the limit in subscriptions to on or off of allied territory, on allied territory, or on German ter.liberty-loan bonds, war avings stamps, the Red Cross, the ritory or on any other territory. I am opposed to any thought
Y. l\f. C. A., the Young 1.\Ien's Hebrew Association, the Knights of any armistice anywhere.
of Columbu , and all ·manner of war activities; and, also, as
1\fr. McCU'l\IDER. The Senator exactly expresses :he feelwell in enlisted men in our Army and Navy. They have passed ing of the American people.
the Unlit in ·erything pertaining to the p1·osecution of the war.
Mr. 1\IYERS. I feel complimented to bear the Senator say
ln war matters I think I can safely speak for the sentiment of . so. Frankly, I believe, myself, I do. I voted for our declarathe people of Montana. I believe I know their sentiment on this tion of war. I voted for the entrance of this country into the
subject and I believe it my duty to express it as I understand it. European War. I have voted for every measure for a vigorous
I believe the people of the State of Montana are absolutely prosecution of the war. I have voted for every measure to
and unqualifiedly opposed to any arnlistice in the conduct of raise men or money for the prosecution of the war. I intend
the war under any condition, and that they are opposed to an to continue to favor and support a vigorous prosecution of the
ending of the war · under any circumstances other than by un- war by every means in my power until there be an uncondiconditional surrender of our enemies. At any rate, whether tional surrender of our enemies. That comprises my idea of
they ar·e or not, I am absolutely and unqualifiedly opposed to the proper ending of this war·, and I have no thought of anyany ar·mistice with our enemies under any circumstances. I am thing else being a proper ending.
opposed to any method of ending the war other than upon the
1\Iy belief is that we should have an unconditional surrender
one term of unconditional surrender by our enemies. 'I do not or that our enemies should submit to annihilation of their armed
know whether or not an armistice is in contemplation. I do forces. If unwilling . to surrender unconditionally,' annihilation
not know whether or not there is any probability or possibility of their armed forces would not be unjust. They should expect ·
of an armistice. That bas been much discussed on the floor nothing else. They deserve nothing else. The Germans not
of the Senate to-day. I have no knowledge on the subject but, only annihilated but exterminated the lives of about 200 innowhether or not an armi tice of any kind be in contemplation. I cent men, women, and children, American citizens, when they
am absolutely and unqualifiedly opposed to it. If no arnlistice sank the Lusitania, and the Germans celebrated that infamous
is in contemplation, if none is thought of, if there is no danger act by wine and song and speecbmaking and drunken orgies.
of any armistice, it does no harm for me or any other man to . They gloated o-ver it and boasted of it. If they were now comsay he is absolu~ely opposed to it. If it is in contemplation, if pelled to face unconditional surrender ·or annihilation of their
even thought of, if there is any possibility of it, then I for one armed forces, it would be nothing but just punishment and
want to register here and now my opposition to an axmistice retribution.
Unless they are willing to surrender unconditionally, I fnvor
under any cir cumstances.
a termination of the war such as Gen. Jackson put to the Semi1\Ir. OWEN. 1\Ir. President-1\lr. MYERS. · I yield with pleasure.
nole rebellion. When the Seminole Indians refused to surrenMr. OWEN. Does not the Senator think th at that is the der unconditionally be burned their towns and villages and
camps and pursued them into the swamps and surrounded them
opinion really of every Senator in t h is body!
l\.1r. 1\IYERS. That what is the opinion of every Senator?
and practically annihilated them. A mere handful of a remnant
l\.1r . .OWEN. Is there any dissenting voice about the opposi- survived. The ~eminole Indians were cultured gent!emen and
tion to an armistice 7 Is it not unanimous in the Senate that Christian philosophers beside the Germa ns and the punishment
we should have an unconditional surrender? Is not that the the Seminole illdians had administered to them by Gen. Jackson
would be, in my opinion, a hundredfold more fitting to the Gersentiment?
1\Ir. MYERS. I do not know. I do not think every Senator .man armies.
The audacity of our enemies adds to their culpability and
who bas -spoken to-day has stated in plain words that he is
opposed to any arnlistice, and t hat he is not in favor of ending criminality and the fate they richly deserve. In my opinion,
the war except by unconditional surrender of our enenlies. every proposition that any of our enemies bas made for the
However, rega1·dless of what others may thlnk or may have consideration of peace or of an · armistice has been charsaid or not said, I want to make it plain that I am absolutely acterized by falsehood, trickery, and deception. A short time
ago, a member of the parliamentary body of Austria made
opposed to the thqugbt of an armistice.
l\fr. OWEN. The purpose of the Senator's declaration is to a speech in connection with a resolution upon the subject
establish that sentiment which he is expressing. I have heard of peace terms, and be started his remarks by saying '.' whereas
no opposition to the view which the Senator is expressing as it is well known that AustTia from the beginning of the war
his own, and I merely wished to emphasize his view by pointing bas been fighting only a defensive warfare," and with that false
out that I had heard of no Senator reaching a contrary view. premise he went on with his lying remarks. That is a sample of
every move that has been made by our enemies to secure peace
I think it is practically the judgment of the Senate.
1\fr. 1\fYERS. I hope there is no Senator who would favor · or an armistice. The audacity of such a statement is amazing
an armistice under any circumstances. I am opposed to any to my mind.
We all know that Austria, under the instigation of Germany,
proposition of a'n armistice. My attitude in regard to the termination of the war comprises but one term. 1\fy attitude as to plunged the world into this maelstrom of blood and destru<'tion
the term or terms upon which hostilities should cease is not ex- by declaring war on an bumble and weak nation adjoining,
pressed in the plural number. My proposal for the termination Serbia, for the killing of an Austrian prince, and that after Serbia
of hostilities comprises only one requirement, one cond,;,tion, had made every effort to placate the Austrian QQvernment and
and that is unconditional surrender. I favor the unconditional to make rep3ration for the act of a lunatic. That iR the entlsurrender of our enemies and say : Let the terms of settlement ment of audacity and brazen effrontery that has characterized
be dictated by the United States and the entente allies after every move that our enemies have made since they have tired
the surrender, and let them be made such as the United States of fighting and feel that it Is better to seek coyer. Their
and the entente allies may see fit to impose. I am . for peace hearts are false, their motives are false, their words are false,
by dictation and not by negotiation. That expresses my atti- I put no faith in them.
Even the propaganda that was conducted \n this country betude in regard to the prosecution of the war and its termination.
fore our entry into the war, by von Bernstorft', von Rentelen,
Mr. McCUMBER. 1\Ir. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER (1.\Ir. SHEPP.A.RD in .the chair). von Papen, Dernburg and all the other nefarious agents of the
Does the Senator from Montana yield to the Senator from German Government, for thE> purpose of poisoning the minds of
our people, was characterized by falsehood, deception, trickery1
North Dakota?
The Butte Ministexial Association, comprlsin~ all Pr~testant churches
m the city, to-day wir'e d President Wilson urgmg against peace at this
time. Rev. Guy Talbot. ef Los Ao.geles, addressed the meeting on the
moral aims or the war.
The association took the position that peace now would not accomplish morally what the complete defeat of Germany would accomplish.
J
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and audacity, and they are continuing 'their tactics in an effort
'to seek cover from a just punishment for their infamous crimes
and outrages.
- Speaking of brazen audacity, I read in. the newspapers that
there is a good deal of talk in Germany, Austria, and Turkey
about seeking an honorable peace with their opponents. Those
countries would be incapable of making an honorable peace
because there is no honor in them. You might as well talk
about a man without learning making a learned argument. Germany has no honor, and is incapable of making an honorable
peace. In the last few days there has been talk in the German
Reichstag about a peace without humiliation for the fatherland.
It is, to my mind, the height of audacity, after the wholesale
destruction and the unspeakable infamies Germany has heaped
on the people of the world for her statesmen to talk about a
peace without humiliation to the fatherland. It shows the
t:lPirit with which they are approaching negotiations for peace.
- I am opposed to having any negotiations at all with the Germans. The only negotiations I would have with them are the
negotiations of shot and shell, grape and canister. I think that
the most fitting response to their overtures for peace would be
slaughtering more Huns and piling up the bodies of dead German on the battle field. The audacity of our enemies makes
my feelings strong for unconditional surrender. I have read
something in the newspapers about a peace which would be
"tantamount" to unconditional surrender. I do not want anything " tantamount " to unconditional surrender. I do not
.w ant the tantamount part of it at all. Nothing but unconditional
·s urrender, in my opinion, would be just. Germany willfully,
deliberately, maliciously, cruelly brought on this war for criminal purposes of the vilest kind, after 40 years of preJ,'aration,
,w ithout discussing terms with her victims. Armed to the teeth,
·s he leaped upon an innocent, unsuspecting, unprepared world
.without consultation about terms. Let her end it without consultation about terms, I say.
I believe tl1e people of the United States will be keenly disappointed and greatly clutgrined if the war ends in any other
·way than by unconditional surrender; at least, I believe a
tremendo-qs majority of the loyal people of this country would
so feel if this war should end in any other way. Of course,
the I. W. W.'s, the anarchists, the American Bolshiviki. want
peace right away. I suppose they all want an armistice. I
have no doubt that Eugene V. Debbs wants an armistice, that
Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman want an armistice,
·that the 100 I. ,V. W.'s who were sent to the penitentiary about
a month ago by a Federal court in Chicago want an armistice
right away; but what they want I am opposed to. Whatever
.t hey may favor I think it wise for loyal people to oppose.
There has been a good deal of talk about whether or not Germany is sincere in seeking an armistice. A great many people
express the opinion that she is not sincere. I think Germany
is absolutely sincere in seeking to escape just punishment for
her crimes and infamies. I think Prince Maximilian is absolutely sincere in seeking not only an armistice but peace right
away, a cessation of hostilities either temporary or permanent.
I think Germany is appealing to this country to save her from
the just punishment which she knows to be due her. I think
Prince Maximilian is ab olutely sincere. I think that his motive
in turning to us ln despair is to try to save the German people
from the just punishment that they richly merit. I think his motive the same no matter whom he may represent. I do not care
whom Prince l\1aximilian represents. It does not make any
· difference to me whether he represents the war lords of Germany or the people of Germany. I do not ·differentiate between
the war lords of Germany and the people of Germany. They are
all of one and the same kind. They all belong to the same
bloodthirsty race of people ~ho are dominated by worship of
force, lust for conquest, and thirst for world dominion. There
never was a government in the world that had its entire populace more solidly back of it than the Government of Germany
.when it entered this war.
In my judgment, the people of Germany were just as eager
for a war of conquest as was the German Kaiser. Th~y wanted
a war of conquest, spoliation, brutality. It is their way. I do
. not believe there has been a French or a Belgian woman who
has had her breasts cut out by a German brute; I do not believe
there bas been a young woman ou.traged by a German soldier in
France or in Belgium, . in the presence of her helpless father,
tied hand an<l foot; I do not believe there has been a mother
outJ.·aged in France or Belgium, in the presence of her helpless
husband, tied hand and foot; I do not believe there has been a
.well poisoned in France or Belgium, an orchard destroyed, a
church or cathedral destroyed, an art gallery ruined; I do not
believed there has been a city or towp bombed or. burned, a
home demolished, a house wrecked ; I do not believe there has

been an infant disemboweled in its mother's arms; I do not
believe an infant has been seized from its mother's arms and
its brains dashed out on the floor in her presence; I do not
believe there has been a priest carried oft' into captivity; I do
not believe there has been a woman carried off into worse than
slavery by those scoundrels but what it has the approval of the
German people. At least, I have beard of no disapproval bY.
them or any of them. Those things were not done by the German Kaiser. I suppose it will be admitted that they were done
by people. They were certainly not done by cattle, horses,
sheep, or mules. They were perpetrated by pet>ple. Were they
perpetrated by Italian people, Scotch people, or Greek people?
No; the;1 were perpetrated by Germans. The German soldier
is a part of the German people. Therefore, I say I do not care
whom Prince Maximilian may represent. It is the same to me
whether he represents the German Imperial Government or a
new Government-the present Government, as he calls it--or
the people of Germany. I am opposed, absolutely opposed, to
any armistice with the Germans under any circumstances.
.
- In my opinion, if an armistice were instituted it is Yery:
doubtful if fighting would ever be resumed.
'
If an armistice were had at whlcn there was a peace conference, a series of negotiations about the e11ding of the war, I
doubt exceedingly Jf the fighting would ever be resumed. War
is like a great body in motion. It moves largely of its own
momentum. It takes a great fervor, a spirit of enthusiasm, a
hearty sentim~nt of the people to keep a war going, and if we
had an armistice for several weeks or months I believe the war
fervor of the people on .both sides would cool and there would.
be a decrease of the war spirit, the will to win or die, and in
that event, I would fear very much that we would have a pear.e
by bargain, parley, negotiation; a compromise peace; a peace
in which our enemies would have a · voice. To that I am opposed. Whether we shall have negotiations over a peace table
for peace or not ; whether we shall settle terms through an
armistice or after unconditional surrender, I am absolutely
opposed to permitting the representatives of Germany, AustroHungary, or Turkey lo sit at a conference table. I believe when
it comes to considering the terms of peace Germany, Austria,
and Turkey should ·be bound hand and foot, bucked and gagged,
and left outside the conference room, and only representatives
of the United States and the entente allies should be permitted
to sit at the table; that they should decide what the terms of
peace are to be, and after they decide they should go outside
and tell the Germans, Austrians, and Turks what their fate is
to be, what the terms of peace are to be.
What those terms ought to be I am not wholly prepared to
say. It is not my place to say. It may be that as a part of
those terms the German Kaiser should be executed or ' imprisoned or exiled for life. It may be that as a part of them
the German Empire should be dismembe-red and partitioned. It
may be that the German Government ought to be required to
pay many billions of dollars for the damage, ruin, spoliation,
and infamy that the Germans have inflicted on France an<l
Belgium. It may be that they should be compelled to restore
Alsace and Lorraine to France. I think they should. It maY,
be that they should be required to pay ba~k with interest the
$1,000,000,000 which they extorted by robbery from France
nearly 50 years ago. It may be that they should, and I think
they should, be required to pay to the United States damages
for every merchant ship belonging to the United States which
they have sunk with its cargo and crew and· passengers.
It may be that they should be required to pay indemnity for
the loss of every American l_ife that went out of existence when
the Lusitania was sunk. I am convinced of that. I am not
prepared now to say that all those. terms should be imposed
upon the Germans, but I do think some of them should be iuiposed. I feel quite sure that they should be compelled to give
Alsnce-Lorraine back to France and that they should be required
to pay many billions of dollars of indemnity to France and Belgium for the ruin and spoliation and infamy that they have
inflicted upon those countries. I believe that Germany should
be required adequately to reimburse the United States for the
lives of our citizens which were destroyed on the high seas while
they were traveling on peaceful merchant ships, such as the
Lusitania, unarmed and not carrying munitions of war. I am
sure that some of those terms should be imposed; but whatever terms may be imposed I am absolutely opposed to letting
the Germans, Austrians, Hungarians, or Turks have anything
'whatever to say about it. If we should allow representatives
of those Governments at the peace table, to my mind it would
be a. good deal like allowing a hardened criminal, a murderer
or a burglar, to go into the jury room with the jury and deliberate with the jury, as a part of the jury, as to what his fate
-should be. If a man should ontrage the women of a familyt
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burn the bouse, wound the head of the bouse, steal everything
be could carry away, and destroy all else, I would as leave
think he should _with his blood-red hands sit down to dinner
and talk it over with the wounded husband and father as to
whether he should have an honorable peace and a settlement
without humiliation to him or not as to think of admitting
Germans, Austrians, and Turks to participate in a peace conference with representatives of this country and of the entfmtA
allies.
My opinion is that the way to avoid such a travesty on justice
is to insist on unconditional surrender, the United States and
the allies to fix the terms of peace, and let our enemies know
what they. are after they haye been fixed.
I clipped from the Washington Morning Post the other day
an excerpt from an editorial. I will read it. It says:
Let us consider bow the average German individual is compelled to
act in the terrible situation that surrounds him. He has given · his all
for four years and .i ~ .now an . emaciated, poverty-stricken, prematurely
aged person, mournmg the loss of the male members of his family. He
bas been fed full of promises which ba ve proved to be false from the
beginning. He can not now depend upon the worrl of any human being,
!rom the Kaiser down to his nearest neigubor. The world seems to him
to be full of Uars and enemies. IIe obtains the truth only by adopting
the opposite of anything that is told him by his Government. He ascertains that the allies are making sure progress to'ward German soil, their
power constantly a nd rapidly growing, and their pw·pose inflexibly fixed
upon the annihilation of the empire unless it surrenders.
This German from the depths of his soul cries for peace. Give us
pea~e!
Tbat ts the cry that goes up !rom all Germany to the Emperor.
' ' G1ve us peace ! "

If that is the condition of the German people they haYe wantonly brought it upon themselves, and if they want peace let
them demand of their rulers an unconditional surrender, just as
Gen. Lee surrendered to Gen. Grant, just as Lord Cornwallis
surrendered to George Washington. There is nothing unfair
about that. Cornwallis did not ask for any terms of peace when
he made his surrender; Gen. Lee did not ask for an.... terms of
peace when he made his surrender; and surely the men who
fought for the Confederacy were entitled to more consideration
than are the people who are fighting us; yes, a thousand times
more. The Confederates fought for a principle. They fought
oYer a question about which there was wide room for different
opinions, the question of the right of secession. There was
nothing in the Federal Constitution on the subject, nothing saying that a State could or could not secede; it was an open question; there were equally honest views on each side; and the
Confederates fought for their honest view of that question. It
is well, of cour e, that it wa settled forever, -and as it was
settled, by the arbitrament of the sword; but it was an honorable fight; yet Gen. Lee's veterans surrendered without any
armistice, without any terms, except unconditional surrender;
ancl I ay let our enemies do the same. If an honorable foe can
do that, an infamous one should be made to do so.
Only Saturday last, I received news of the death on the battle
field in France of John McConnell. a manly young man of my
home town. I knew him when he was a mere boy. I saw him
last spring when he reported here in the uniform of his country
and was on his way to France to fight under the flag of hi~
country and to die for our rights. His parents are respected
citizens of my home town. There have been other yount:: men
of my county ·who have given their lives to our cause; two
of them went down on the ill-fated Tuscania, sunk by a German submarine. There have been others from my county who
have given their lives in this war, as there have been from
other parts of the country. Young men from all sections have
died for . us and for liberty and right ia this cruel war. Of
course, they were just as dear to their parents as were the
young men of my community dear to their parents. When I
think of these young lives being sacrificed in this awful maelstrom of destruction whi ch the greatest band o_f criminals which
the world .has ever known has plunged upon the defem:eless and
umm pecting people of the world, I think that the criminals ought
be -mutle to pay well for it, and that unconditional surrender is
the on!y just condition of ending the war. I would have seared
into the heart of every German soldier the words "unconditional surrender." I would have every German who bas perpetrated an infamy and outrage against men, women. children,
and decency in France or Belgium constantly haunted by the
specter "unconditional surrender." I would have that before
them until they knew that that was the only po sible ending
of this war. Then. if they should not w::tnt to end it in that
way, let them prepare to fight until the last man in thPir ranks
should peri h .. I wish that everyone here and everyone in
our country might always remember the insolent words of rhe
GE>rman Kaiser when the United States prote ted against the
sinking of the liusitania. He used words somewhat to this
et'ff'ct in regn rd to one of our protests :
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W~en I think of those insolent words, I think there is nothing
befittmg them except unconditional surrender by the infamous
scoundrel who uttered them. I recall the statement made to
Ambassador Gerard on one occasion by the German KRiser
when, in effect, be said to him, so Mr. Gerard says:
•.

· If tbe United States does not watch out, after tbis war is over, she
shall hear from Germany, and have something to settle with Germany.

I believe now is the time for the United States to settle whatever she may have to settle with Germany; ami I believe the
settlement hould be nothing less than unconditional surrende r
by Germany. Let it all be settled now. Leave nothing to the
h2reafter.
•
I wish that everybody in this country would read Dr. Newell
~wight Hillis's book on German Atrocities. I have not read it
m full, but I have read some choice excerpts from it, und when
I read those excerpts and . think of those coundrels over there
~ow whining and begging for peace like whipped curs, and look:
mg to us for a possible escape from just punishment for the infamies which they have heaped upo_n ·the world. upon humanitY,
and upon d~cency, Jt seems to me there is only one fit t·eply.
to all of the1r appeals, and that is "unconditional surrender."
l\ly pr~c.tion is that if there be any ending of the war except
by uncondttwnal surrender and fitting terms imposed upon the
German people, in a very short time after the ending of the war
they will be boasting and bragging about the diplomatic vi.ctory
which they obtained over the entente allies and the United
States; that the German Go,ernment will be telling its people
that not an iota of fighting took place on German soil· that not
a particle of blood was shed on German soil; that n~t a German structure was destroyed by fire or shot or shell; that "we
kept them at ba!; :ve kept them off om· territory, and finally
~ve made the~ give 1~ and come to terms before they could get
mto our terntory or exact any reparation for the clamaJ;e we
had done to them." I believe that after such an end of ho:-;tilities, that after any termination other than by unconditio nal
surrender, the German Governme_nt and the German people,
too-yes, the people-would begin immediate prepar:ltlon for
the next war; which would be fought before many yea1·s. They
would proclaim a victory ; and the rulers would tel1 t heir people
that they would achieve a greater victory in the next war. I
want this war ended so tl1ere never can be another such. I
want it so enrled that there will not be another war for ('enturies
to come. I abhor war, but I want to see this one. awful as it is,
fought to such a close that Germany, the bandit of the world
at any rate will want no more war for all time.
'
1\Iy idea is that the only way to prevent another monstrous
outrage, such as Germany has inflicted upon the world and
humanity and decency, is ab olutely to crush the mom:ter; to
crush the beast of Berlin, and to render him ab olutely helpless;
to put the Germans under mortgage, paying indemnitie~ and
damages for the next hundred years. That is ruy hone ·t and
sincere feeling about the "·ar and its prosecution to a successful
end, t11e only kind of end that it ought to have.
I believe in using to the end " force, more force · force without
stint or limit."
.
'
Mr. l\loKELLAR. Mr. President, I rise primarily for the purpose of asking unanimous consent of the Senate to have printed
in the REcORD an editorial written by Mr. George Morris in the
Memphis News-Scimitar of October 10, 1918, on the subject of
" Do not be blinded to German outrages by the cry of ' kamerad.'"
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the article
will be printed in the RECORD.
The nrticle referred to is as follows:
DO NOT BE BLINDl!lD TO GERMAN OUTRAGES BY THE CRY OF u KAMEUAD."

" The excesses committed by the Hun during the intoxication
of success find a parallel in his vandalism that cernes of a
blinding rage induced by reverses and- disaster.
"There can be no extuse for the-wholesale destruction he is
leaving in the wake of retreating footsteps.
"Somehow the German mind has never anticipated the day
of retribution that must eventually overtake him, unless the
law of compensation shall cease to function.
" He has relied upon the very simple performance of throwing
down his gun, throwing up his hands and crying " kamerad "
as a refuge from the ·wrath of an outraged civilization.
" He lays great stress upon the mercy of those to whom he
was merciless in the days \'vhen they were defenseless.
"The day is coming shortly when the words of a German
must be measured by German deeds, and his prote~ta tions must
be weighed alongside his conduct.
" The German is going to exert himself to the utmost before
The Un ited Sta t e.:; Govf'I'Dm{'Dt m ul>t not go too far in this matter • he ic; willing to accept the decree of peace which the allies will
1t must not undertake to humiliate the fatherland. ·
- • iinpose. That- means that the campaign of 1919 will mark the
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titanic struggle, and the decisive phase if -not the end of the
war.
. " There are many issu~s that can be settled around the co~ncil table after the guns are silenced. But there are issues that
guns and bayonets alone can se"ttie.
."The diplomats will determine the distribution of territory
and the rights of colonies to decree their future national affilia-:
tion. They will figure with pencil and paper the intrinsic value
of propet·ty destroyed, cities that have been razed, and lands
that have been laid in waste.
·
"But there are issues that the soldiers of the allied armies
alone can determine, and scores that they alone can settle.
These are the things that are giving concern to the German
people, and they are the things that the Kaiser and ~e milltarists care least about.
·" The Kaiser and his chancellor are going to want to discuss
. the things that are of little moment to- the German soldier."
"The German is the author and the sole exponent of frightfulne s upon land and sea. He began it to win the war when
he was advancing over prostrate people, and he found it so congenial to· his nature that he does not withhold the torch and
the bomb when there is no demand from military necessity and
no strategy to be served.
"The places that escaped the application of his torch in his
advance are not spared in his retreat.
" Wher~ver the German boot has trod there is a path of wreck
and ruin and outrage.
·
"There is nothing comparable to the suffering he has inflicted
upon the ch·il population, and no torture known to the mind of
a demon that he has failed to visit upon the unfortunate
soldiers that fia\e fallen into his hands.
"The German people have encouraged the soldier for his
ex:ces es, and applauded him for his crimes. He has been stimurated in his outrages by the ringing approval of his people.
"The unfortunate women of Belgium tell pitiful tales of their
humiliation, and thousands of witnesses, th1:0ugh a merciful
Providence, were spared by death from a living hell.
· " It was the same in France, Serbia, Russia, Poland, Rouinania, and the submarine warfare added a climax to the "lust
for useless destruction of human life.
" The execution of Edith Cavell, the English nurse. the execution of Capt. Fryatt, who \YUS said to have destroyed a submarine, and the sinking of the L'!tSitania are not proper subjects
for diplomatic determination. ·
· " The air raids upon London and Paris, with the wholesale
killing of women and children, defenseless and unoffending, is
one of the darkest blot upon the pages of German history.
How the Germans must have reveled in the news that during
n raid on Palm Sunday his bomb went straight to ·the niark
and claimed as its victims the women and children who knelt
at the altar in prayer.
- " These are incidents that are bright in the minds of those
who have sworn to avenge them. There is no likelihood that
they_will be forgotten when the German begins to whimper like
a · whipped cur.
"Cowardice will gain contempt, but not sympathy. When a
dog runs amuck and bites women and children people do not
· accept the excuse that it had a right to act differently during
dog days, but they cut off its head and send it to a chemist to
find out what was the matter with the dog.
, "It is no defense for a burglar to say that he would not have
committe'd murder except for the necessity to get away with
the loot. · He forfeited the right to the plea of self-defense. He
had no right on another man's premises, and he had no right
to have another man's goods in his possession.
·
"There is a debt that Germany owes to civilization. It is a
debt concei"red in blood, and it must be pa.id in blood. For
more t!!an four years the German has lived by the sword, and it
is an ancient law that he that li\es by the sword must die by
the sword.
·
. · ... Germany has inflicted too much suffering upon humanity,
too much . sorrow. _and too many heartaches to be permitted to
escape the penalty by exclaiming ' kamarad.' "
.
~ Mr. McKELLAR. 1\lr. President, this editorial expresses the
views that I have upon the present situation and I indorse it
absolutely. I am absolutely opposed to any kind of an armistice with Germany, and 'I am opposed to the ending of this
war except upon conditions of absolute surrender by Germapy
and Austria to the allied armies. Mr. President, I wish to say
nlso that I do not think that the criticism which has been Vislted upon the President of the United States and upon the note
he wrote to Germany a few days ago is either just or fair:
Senators will remember that when we went into thls war it was·
practically Jost to the allies. It was the entrance of the United
States into the vmr that turned the tide and made victory pos-
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sible to the allied arms. If the United States had not gone
into the war at the critical time in April, 1917, tHere might
have been a very unhappy ending to this war for all the nations
that are now allied together against Germany. Under the .leadershlp of Woodrow Wilson war w:as declared by the United.
States an~ has been prosecuted step by step, approved not only
by the people of the United States but by the liberty-loving
peoples of all the world. Every step that the President bas
taken in this war has been approved by both sides of this
Chamber and by all political parties. If the President ha3 made
any mistakes in conducting this war, where is the man who
has said so or will say so? Inferentially it is argued that he .
made a mistake in writing this last note to Germany. Is there
a Senator here who will say that he bas made such a mistake'?
Indirectly they will suggest that; but is there one here who will
say it? The President has made no answer as yet ; he has
merely asked the German Government and the German people
a question or two that, to my mind, have brought about great
good.
·
,
Certainly we now know that the same military classes in Germany that ·have been conducting the war all the time for Germany are still conducting it. There can not be any doubt about
that. It is also made absolutely certain by this note that the
Holienzollerns are still in control of Germany. Then we have
the admission by this last declaration from Germany, the absolute admission, that she is willing to give up all of the stolen
territory and all of the stolen advantages and loot that she has
obtained up to this date out of the war; that she is willing -to
give them all back, thereby admitting that she is an outlaw and
a robber.
Wi_:th that kind of admission in the hands of the President, he
is now at liberty to answer the German ·request for an armistice,
or for his good offices in securing an armistice. Unless I am
greatly mistaken, when that answer comes-and may be it will
come within the hour-when it comes it will be 100 per cent
American. It will be American in its every detail and will
reflect the undoubted sentiments of the American people to-day
for a continuation of the war and no armistice. There will be
no mistaking its language and no mistaking its effect. It will
be in line with what he has done in every step in this war, making it a success from start to finish.
·
- He has been the great leader not only in this country but of
the allied- countries of the world fighting Germany. He is the
. one great central figure ·of this war. Surely it does not seem
to me that with this record of efficiency; this record of wise
leadership; this record of undiluted, red-blooded Americanism;
this record of war organization; this record which has spelled
success on every battle front; this record which has brought
us in the very arms of abundant success; this record which
has brought us the confidence of our allies and the admiration
of the world that anyone in this Chamber or outside of it ought
to criticize him directly or indirectly for any step thus far taken
in dealing with tl~e common enemy.
Mr. President, I for one have absolute confidence in him; I
for one believe that when he answers the note it will demand an
absolute and unconditional surrender upon the part of Germany
to the allied forces, and that no armistice will be given until
that absolute surrender comes.
1\lr. President, there is but one pos ible answer for German3·.
There never was a nation so deceptive as Germany. At the
very moment she was asking us to intervene for an armistice,
and stating to us that she would withdraw from subjugated territory-at the very moment she was sending that kind of message to us-the Kaiser was having his brother-in-law elected
King of Finland, a part of the subjugated territory from which
he was th~n promising to withdraw. Could any conduct be
more perfidious? It is impossible to conceiYe, under circumstances Jike that, that there could be but one answer, and that
answer ·will be, in the words of our President, "Fore~ t Force
to the uttermost," and a continuation of this war until there
shall be a peace dictated by America and""ber allies.
- I confidently await the note of our great President which
will embody and carry out the sentiments of the American people, sentiments that are entertained by more than 99 per cent of
the American people, sentirr;ents that will guarantee that there
will be no · cessation· of hostilities, that there will be no attempt
to fix peace terms until victory, and until a victory full and
complete and permanent, is secured for the allied . arms. · Th~
President will never stand for anything less than_such a _victory
by force of arms, a victory dictated by allied armies, a victory
· commensurate with the sacred cause for which we went into
. this war, a victory which will bring a just and enduring peace
and make all peoples subjugated by Gerrr.aily free _forever, an·d
I devoutly hope will destroy for aH time the iron milltarism ut
Germany herself.
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Sl!BSCRIPTION TO WAr. WORK.

_ 1Hr. OWEN. Mr. President, I think it is practically the
unanimous sentiment of the Senate that we can rely with cou:ij.dence upon the President sustaining the view of the American
people and the view of the Senate itself; that he represents that
view; that he stands for a peace which shall be permanent and
which can only be permanent with the destruction of the military autocracies which have brought this war on.
Mr. President, I wish to call the attention of the Senate to a
joint resolution authorizing the national banks to· subscribe to
the united war-work cru:r.paign. Some time ago we passed a
resolution permitting the national banks to subscribe to the Red
Cross. The joint resolution for which I desire consideration
provides that they may subscribe to the Young 1\Ien's Christian
Association, the Young Women's Christian Association, the
Knights of Columbus, the Salvation Army, the Hebrew Charities,
and certain others, all of which are associated as one organization for this purpose.
There is a great demand for it. The joint resolution embraces only a few lines; it was reported from the Committee
on Banking and Currency a day or two ago. It would take
only a minute to dispose of it; I do not suppose that'there is a
single Senator who would have the slightest objection to it, and
I should be happy if the Senator from Tennessee [1\Ir. McKELLAR] would permit it to be disposed of, because it is Ro
late now that we can hardly hope to get any action on the other
and more important bill of which he is in charge.
Mr. 1\IcKELLAR. If it will not displace the retirement bill,
I s hall be '"ery glad to yield.
l\lr. OWEN. I ask, without displacing the unfinished business, that the joint resolution to which I have referred may be
~onsidered.
"
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the unfini ·hed business is temporarily laid aside, subject only to the
consideration of the joint resolution for which consideration is
asked by the Senator from Oklahoma. Without objection, the
Secretary will read the joint resolution.
'The Secretary read the joint resolution ( S. .T. Res. 179)
authorizing national banks to subscribe to the united war-work
campaign, as follows :
·
Be it resolved, etc., That it shall be lawful for any national banking
2:1ssociation to contribute to the united war-work campaign in the same
manner and under the £arne conditions as they are authorized to contribute to the American National R&d Cross by se<:tion 1 of the act
entitled "An act authorizing national banks to subscribe to the American National Red Cross," approved May 22, 1918.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the present consideration of the joint resolution?
There being no objection, the Sen:Ue, as in Committee of the
:Whole, proceeded to consider the joint resolution.
~'he joint resolution was reported to the Senate without
amendment, ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read
the third time, and passed.
1

PE.\CE PROPOSALS OF CENTRAL POWERS.

' 1\Ir. FLETCHER. I desire to have two telegrams which Ireceived to-day placed in the RECORD as indicating the sentiment
:which I believe to obtain in Fiorida as well as elsewhere.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection. the telegrams wil~ be printed in the RECORD. ·
The telegrams referred to are as follows:
'Bon.

DUNCAN

,

U. FLETCHER,
Washington, D. 0.:

TAMPA FLA., October 13, 1918.

·

ou~ citizens · respect the great judgment of President, but opposed
to anything but unconditional surrender of Germany. Mayor wired
President to-day.

Lours A.

Hon.

,

D.

U.

BIZE.

TAMPA, FLA., October 1.f, 1918.
FLETCHER,

Se-nate Office Build·ing, Washington, D. 0.:

· S('ntiment here unanimous that to permit withdrawal of German
armies from conquered territory and then to talk about it afterwards
would be a German victory. Nothing but unconditional surrender and
dictated terms will satisfy the people of Florida or of the United States,
.so far as that is concerned. Trust you will stand for that.
.
PETER 0. KNIGHT.

1\Ir. FLETCHER. I will say, Mr. President, in this connection, that I have had these telegrams inserted in the RECORD,
not because I feel that there is the slightest foundation now,
or thn t there ever has been, for the apprehension which may be
inferred or implied from these telegrams. I can well understand ho~ the people of Tampa, whence they come-and they
are illustratr<;e of others coming from Florida-feel as they do
about this matter, because they have been called upon not only
to mnke · numerous sacrifices. in various "·ays, but they have
suffered other losses, for some 30 of the brave boys of tha:t
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city went down on the steamship of that name-the Tatnpawhicll was assisting in convoying troop ships on the other side.
I will say, further, Mr. President, that the discussion to-day,
especially from the other side of the aisle, seems to proceed
along the line of assuming that the President has made propo·
sitions to Germany, and that there is danger that some -of
those propositions may compromise this country in some way or
other. There is absolutely no foundation for that sort of as·
sumption in anything that has been said or done. I feel this
way: The roads from the battle lines to Berlin, according to last
accounts, were in very good order; Ludendorff and Hindenburg
and the Kaiser know the route, and about the best thing that
can be done is to start to travel.
1\Ir. KIRBY. Mr. President, I wish to add only a very little
to this discussion, which from the beginning has seemed inopportune to me. The President of the United States of America
is the foremost figure in the world to-day. The war-weary
world looks with hopeful eyes to the United States and to the
director, the Commander in Chief of our armies, and the .
American people look with absolute confidence to Washington
and to the President to · carry on these negotiations successfully and in the interest and honor of the American people. I
do not think the time has come yet when the Senate ought to
express any opinion· as to whether the President should do
this or should not do that, but he should be left a free hand, in
which event I think the matter will be settled as it ought to be
settled, as justice p.emands that · it shall be settled, and as the
American people expect it to be settled.
I move that all the resolutions that have been offered here
to-day be referred to the Foreign Relations Committee for such
action as it may be thought wise to take there.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the motion
of the Senator from Arkansas. •
The motion was agreed to.
. j
NOMINATION OF OFFICERS OF NATIONAL

AB~IY.

1\fr. McKELLAR. l\Ir. President, I am going to ask that ,t he
unfinished business be temporarily laid aside, solely for the pur·
pose of making a request for unanimous consent for the consideration of another bill. It is very short, and I trust Sena·
tors will listen to the reading of it. It is the bill (S. 4990) to
repeal a proviso of paragraph 3, section 1, of an act entitled
"An act to authorize the_President to increase temporarily the
:Military Establishment of the United States," approved May 18,
1917, and further amending said act, and reads as follows :
Be it enacted, etc., That the following proviso in the third paragraph
of the first section of an act entitled "An act to authorize the President
to increase temporarily the Military Establishment of the United
States," approved May 18, 1917 (Public, No. 12, 65th Cong.), namely
"And provided further, That officers with rank not above that of colonei
shall be appointed by the President alone, and officers above that grade
by the President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate," be,
and the same is hereby, in all thtngs repealed, and the following language, as an amendment to said section of said act, be substituted for
the language repealed: "A11d provided fu.rther, That all commissioned
officers shall be appointed by the President by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate."
-

I desire to say that the bill has the unanimous approval of
the Committee on Military Affairs, and I will say further, in
explanation of it, that when the war came on in 1917 it was
absolutely necessary to have a great number of officers, and they
had to be appointed very quickly. It may be that u mistake
may have been made in leaving it entirely to the heads of the
departments, as the act referred to did leave it. Since that
time there has been a splendid officers' personnel organization
created in the departments, and there can be no difficulty or
trouble about it. I believe that the Senate will agree with the
committee that the bill is one that should be passed, and I
therefore ask that the Senate proceed to its consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator, as the Chair un~
uerstands, asks that the unfinished business be temporarily laid
aside.
·
1\Ir. McKELLAR. That request was made, and I understood
it was granted.
The. PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the unfin·
ished business will be temporarily laid aside.
r
Mr. WADSWORTH. l\Ir. President, do I understand the
Senator from Tennessee to ask- unanimous consent to take up
the bill to which he has referred?
· Mr. McKELLAR. Yes. I supposed that there would be no
objection to it, and I thought it might as well be disposed of.
I want to go out of the city within the next day or two, and I
was in hopes that othere would be no objection to the bill. I
trust, unless the Senator has some vital objection, that _he will
not interpose to prevent its consideration.
Mr. 'VADSWORTH. Mr. President, I am ashamed to say
that I 'vas not present at the meeting of the Committee on l\fili·
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tary Affairs when this bill was reported, and I am therefore
compelled to ask the Senator if my understanding of it is
correct?
1\11"'. McKELLAR. I will be very glad indeed to answer any
question.
:Mr. WADSWORTH. Do I understand that this bill will result in laying before the Senate the nomination of every officer
to be named in the United States Army from now on and the
promotion of every officer?
Mr. .lUcKEJLLAR. It will be just exactly the same in the- National Army as it is now in the Regular Army. The Senator
understands that all appointments to- the- Regular Army and all
promotions in the Regular Army n.re now required to come
before the Senate, but those iii the National Army and the ap~
pointment of a great many officers in various departments have
not had to come before the Senate-because of the provision in
the act of 1917. The bill for which I ask consideration merely·
puts them all on the same footing and requires all such nominations to come to the Senate.
I wiu say to the Senator that I think there is no motive in
the world back of the bill except the· good of the service. Ger~
tain abu e have arisen in reference to the appointment o-f officer , and it is believed that nO> harm can come by requiring the
approval of the Senate. in the good old constitutional way, to
the nomination of officers.
1\lr. WADSWORTH. lUr. President, I would not offer an
objection at this time if the bni were confined to appointments
in the Staff Corps; but, as I understand, the bill will throw
before the Senate the name of every bey who graduates from
an officers' training school and ha.s been judged by a board of
examining officer to be fit to hold a commission in the line
of the Army, in the Infantry, Field Arti1lery, machine-gun or~
gn.nizations, and perhaps one <11· two other branches, like the
Engineers Quartermasters, and tne Tank Corps.
Mr. McKELLAR I will say to the Senator that that is
exactly the requirement the bill makes.
l\1r. WADSWORTH. That will result in the- caFrying out of
the program for expanding the Army in placing before the
Committee on 1\Iilitary Affairs e\entually an aggregate of
lGO,OOO names, which 1i think is absurd upon_ its face.
I recognize some of the criticisms and regard them seriously
that ha-ve been directed from time to time during the last 18
months. toward the appointment of officer in the Staff Corps
o the Army in tlie everal branches of the service from civil
life without going to officers' training schools, and I would
gladly join in erecting by legi lation some check upon that indh;criminate appointment of men from civil life to the Staff
Corps. But I submit that it is utterly impossible for the Mili~
tary Committee or the Senate as a body to pass judgment in~
t elligently and with any advantacre to the service upon the thou~
ands and thousands of names of men graduated from officers'
training schools after going through a severe course,. and who
have been pa ed upon by a board of officers at each of tho e
training schools. I submit that it is utterly impo sible for the
IUilitary Committee or tlie Senate to pass upon those names
' ith any degree of intelligent diserimination or -;vith any ad~
vantage t'o the service, and from time to time it will inevitably
delay ·the appointing and commissioning of tho e officer . Noth~
ing should be allowed to delay them after they once pass throuO'h
the officer ' training school .
b
Mr. THOMAS. 1\'Ir. Pre ident-. 1\lr.. W .illS WORTH. I yield to the Senator from Colorado.
Jl.fr. THOMAS. I wish to remind the Senator that even. now
we ha\e become accu tomed, and I may perhaps say it is nece~
ary, to con ider and confirm military nominees en bloc· instead
of going through the name carefully as they deserve' because
'we have not the time. I was not pre ent at the meetlng when
thi bill was considered, but I share the view of the Senator
from New York.
Mr. WADSWORTH. In view of the seriou nsess with which
this propo al is pre ente<.J, r feel constrained to object to the
present e nsideration of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection is made and the bill
:~es o>er. The unfinished business is before the Senate.
EXECUTIVE SESSION.

Mr. IDTCHCOCK. It may be that an important matter will
reach the Senate in a short time which I should like to intro~
duce into the RECORD and whi-ch pos ibly should be read to the
Senate. Meanwhile we ought to have a very brief executive
ses ·ion. after which we can open the doors for a legislative ses~
sion. I move that the Senate proceed to the consideration of
executive busine .
·
The motion \.Yas ag;reed to, and the Senate proceeded to the
consideration of executive business. After five minutes spent in
executive session the doors were reopened•.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER The unfinished business i be~
fore the Senate and will be proceeded with.
. The ~enate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the con4
stderation of the bill (S. 46&7) for the retirement of employees·
in the classified civil service.
·
l\1r. Mc.K.Jj}LLAR. Mr. President, this bill was laid uefore
the Senate as the unfini hed business at 2- o'clock, and I inte~ded to let it go over until Thursday, but it seems to me it
might very properly be discussed for a few moment .
The question of the retirement of civil-service employees of
the. Government bas been one that has been argued for a"out20 years. I think the first bill was introduced about 20
years ago. Up to this time there hav-e been two general plans.
One was a plan by which the Government would pay the entire cost of the retirement of uperannuated employees and the
other was that the employees should pay the entire cost. There
have been advocates of both plans, and the result has been that
there never has been_ any getting together on either one of those
plans.
I may say that when I became chairman of the committee I
called the advocates of both plans before our committee and
had them submit their several propositions. I then called on
the Government first from the Bureau of Efficiency to glve us
the exact figures as to how much it woulu cost to retire superannuated employees. After many delays and after a great deal
of work as to the cost of· retiring- superannuated employees who
ha~ reached the ages of 65 and 68 year , 65 years for railwaymail clerks, rural letter carriers, and city letter carrier , and
68 years for all other employees, at a rate of pay of $600 for
those who had been in the service 30 years or more, $540 for
those who had been in the service between 25 and 30 year~,
$480 fer those who had been in the service between 20 and 25
years, and $420 for those who had been in the ervice more
than 15 years and less than 20 years, it was found that the
retirement pay would cost 5 per cent of all the ..alaiies of the
employees.
Repre entatives of various organization of the employees
were brought before · the committee and that wa explained.
and they were asked if· they _\V{)Uld submit to paying- one-half
of the cost. After a full consideration they declined to pay
on~half, but came back with a proposition that they would
bear 2 per cent of it if the G{)vernrnent would bear the other
3 per cent. To thi-: proposition I answered that I would not
introduce a. bill unless they would each agree to pay one~half.
It '''1l.s then suggested by- some of the e:Arperts that by reducing
the age of retirement to 62 years and 65 years insteau of G5
years anrt 68 years, with another change about ca ualty retire~
ments-, the cost would be reduced to 5 per cent. The Govern~
ment experts went into it very fully and the figure are in the
report of the committee on file. They reported that it could be
done for 5 per cent.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. Five per cent of what?
1\lr. l\lcKELLAR Of all the salaries paid the employees.
1\Ir. P0l\1ERENE... Who was the expert?
l\lr. McKELLAR. Dr. 1\.faddrill, of the Bureau of Efficiency~
1\Ir. POl\lERE~'E.. l\fay I ask the Senator if 1\Ir. Brown was
before the committee?
1\lr. McKELLAR. Mr. Brown was before the committee;
and selected Dr. 1\laddrill for the purpose of making the calcu:
lation. The repre entatives of all the as ociations except the
post~office as ociations agreed and were ·willing to bear the onehalf of 5 per cent, or 2! per cent. I declined to introduce the
bill until there was an agreement of all the a ociations. I,ater
on the post-office employees came in, and by their representative
said they would agree to pay one-half.
1\fr. \VARREN. 1\Ir. President-1\fr. McKELLAR. Ju t a moment. It was at that point that
this bill was introduce<l proYiding for retirement at 65 years
of the rural letter carriers, the railway mail clerks, and city
letter· carrier and 68 years fol"' other employees. Those figures
were introduced and at the same time the rate of compensation.
was ai!I'eed on, and the bill was introduced which has been
reported by the committee. I yield to the Senator from Wyoming.
l\1r. WARREN.

I notice section 11 provides that any empl{)yee may leave the ervice and withdraw all the money ~e
put in and 4 p r cent thereof.
Mr. 1\!cKEL AR. That is correct.
Mr. WARREN. Doe the Senator believe that the 2} per
cent provided for, the Government to pay one-half, and so
forth, is going to establish finally any considerable amount
toward the amount that will have to be paid in the various
agencies, and that it will come anywhere near supporting the
net result, one-half?
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Mr. McKELLAR. If the Senator will examine the figures
on pages 6 and 7 of the report he will find that the Government·
experts of the Bureau of Efficiency state that it will. We find
nnotl::er thing. We find that 2! per cent will produce $9,000,000
a year. I will say to the Senator that this was urged against
the measure-that in war time we want to expend money for a
different purpose, and that is a very vital proposition.
The ans-wer to that proposition is this, and I hope Senators
will listen to it: The amount paid out during the first year to
the 7,500 superannuated employees will be a little less than
$2,000,000, while the amount collected the first year under this
system from the employees through 2! per cent will be
$9,000,000. The second year it will be a little less than two
and a half million dollars paid out and $9,000,000 collected.
So it mil go until finally it will equalize itself and cost the Govcrnment 2~ per cent and the employees 2! per cent. In other
words, they will haYe a fund there, and instead of being a cost
for the Go1ernment at first it will be a very large overplus-~
$6,900,000. The first year there will be collected from the employees more than is paid out, but when it finally reaches the
maximum it will equalize itself and cost 5 per cent of the
employees' salaries.
.
1\Ir. "\VARREN. I ''"ish the Senator to understand that I favor
and have for many years favored some legislation along the
lines proposed. I am not quite certain that the figures the Sena tor l~as just gi>en will bear the test of experience; but passing
that matter for the time, I will obsene than on page 8, lines
10, 11, 12, 13, and 14, the transfer of appropriations, I shall
offer an amendment to strike out those lines when we come to
t he consideration of amendments to the bill, not that I wish
to avoid in any way appropriating for it, but the idea of appropriating from the appropriated fund some indeterminate
amount, whateYer may be necessary for all time hereafter, is
entirely against good legislation. I think instead of that we
should appropriate what is necessary for the first year, and
then expect to haYe reports and estimates made based thereon
e very year, as we do for the other wants of the Government.
l\lr. McKELLAR. I am inclined to think that it is a most
excellent suggestion the Senator has made, and if the Senator
will prepare an amendment along that line I think it is most
likely that I witl accept it.
1\fr. WARREN. I will say to the Seruitor that it would require
striking out the fiye lines I indicated on page 8.
Mr. McKELLAR. I understand that perfectly.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. l\Ir. President, the Senator has
been discussing the financial requirements of the bill for ·the
next year or bYo, and I gathered from his statement that it was
in his mind that it would be no financial burden upon the Government at this time.
Mr. 1\IcKELLAR. Certainly; not for 10 years.
Mr. JONES -of New Mexico. I am a little unable to understand the foundation for that. If the Senator means that there
.will not be withdrawn from the purposes of the Government
any fund during the next 10 years, it is true that a fund may be
accumulated by contriButions of the employees in excess of the
amount required to pay the current portion of the amounts which
will be incurred by the Go>ernment, but will not the amount
contributed by the employees necessarily remain in the Treasury
in a separate fund?
Mt·. McKELLAR. That is true.
1\fr. JONES of New Mexico. And ·of course not available for
current expenses of the Government.
l\1r. McKELLAR. It will be available for any gover-n mental
purpose if paid out. It will be in the Treasury. For instance,
take the year 1920. The receipts in the form of Government employees' salaries will be $9,000,000; disbursements upon withdrawals prior to pension age, $400,000; pensions and guaranteed
·returns. to pensioners, $1,732,000; and there will be an excess of
$6,900,000 the first year. In other words, that much will not be
paid . out.
.
1\Ir. JONES of New Mexico. That may be perfectly true; but
I -will ask the Senator of what avail will that be to the Gov~rnment in this time of financial need!
1\lr. McKELLAR. It means that there will be paid into the
General Treasury by employees the sum of $9,000,000, and there
.will be paid out on account of ·annuities to those who have gone
out under the law $1,732,000.
·
1\lr. JONES of New Mexico. But does not the Senator understand that that $9,000,000, or whatever sum it may be, will have
to remain in the Treasury as a separate fund and can not be
actually useu by the Government?
.
1\Ir. McKELLAR The act specifically requires that it shall be
used by the Government and that the Government shall pay 4
· per cent upon it. Instead of not being required to be used it is
directed to be used by the very terms of the act. There can
be no question about the Government using the money, and there
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can be no question for at least the first 10 years that the amount
paid in will exceed the amount paid out.
1\Ir. JONES of New l\Iexico. I should not understand, then,
that this money is to be kept in a separate fund and kept out
of use?
Mr. l\IcKELLAR. Oh, no. It is kept in a separate fund on
the books of the Treasury, and in that sense it is separate. In·
other -words, it is a separate account of the Bureau of War Risk
Ins urance.
1\lr. JONES of New l\Ie:s:ico. Then, so far as the burden on
the Treasury is concerned at this time, the Trea ury would get
$9,000,000 from the employees, and out of the $0,000,000 would
pay 4-! per cent, or whatever rate of interest is mentioned, and
the liabilities under the act.
1\Ir. l\IcKELLAR. That is right.
1\fr. JONES of New Mexico. ~Which the Senator estim_ates as
probably about $2,000,000?
1\lr. McKELLAR. A-little. less than $2,000,000 the first year.
Then there will be an increase each year. The second year
it will be $1,972,000, the third year $2,154,000, the fourth year
$2,400,000, the fifth year $2,589,000, and the sixth year
$2,778,000, and so on.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. Then, for the present emergency
the Go>ernment would. really be borrowing from its employees
about $9,000,000 at 4! per cent.
Mr. 1\lcKELI,AR. '.rhat is about what it would be.
l\Ir. POl\1ERENE. and l\Ir. THO:\IAS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does tbe Senator from Ten~
nessee yield; and if so, to whom?
Mr. McKELLAR. The Senator from Ohio rose first. I will
yield to the Senator from CDlorado later.
Mr. POMERENE. I understand there will be about 7,500
of these employees retired now.
Mr. McKELLA.R. Yes, sir.
Mr. POMERENE. How many woulU become retirable under
the bill during the succeeding year?
Mr. McKELLAR. I have not those figures with me, but will
put them in the RECORD later.
Mr. POMERENE. At any rate the number who will be retired next year will be >ery much smaller than the number who
will be retired when the act goes into effect.
l\Ir. McKELLAR. Of course, not in proportion, becauseMr. POl\fEREl'\TE. Then, I understand your sole saying would
be from the fact that you do not pay out on the salary account
to the 7,500 employees who are now receiving a salary.
1\fr. McKELLAR. That brings me to another phase of this
bill which I should like very much to comment on.
Mr. POMERENE. May I ask another question in this connection, for I should like to hear what the Senator has to say
upon the point? I confess I do not like the plan very much. I
went into that pretty thoroughly some time ago. I think it
should be eventually made self-sustaining. Does the Senator
in his estimate classify the railway employees as Government
employees?
Mr. McKELLAR. No.
Mr. POl\IERENE. Or the telephone and telegraph employees?
Mr. McKELLAR No; they are not ·in the civil ser1ice. OulY.
civil-service employees are included.
Mr. POl\IERENE. I am very glad to know that.
.
1
Mr. McKELLAR. I want to explain to the Senate about that,
and what I am going -to say now is purely an estimate. It is
estimated that there are 7,500 of these superannuated employees ·
and that 4,000 are absolutely useless to the Government. Many, of those old people hobble to the buildings, but are absolutely.
incapable of doing any work whatever. The proof before eu.r
committee showed that those are men and women who have
been longest in service. They are absolutely incapable of doing
any work for the Government. Ordinarily, they are getting Ole
highest rate of pay, and virtually they are being pensioned now
at the highest rate of pay. It is estimated that 4,000 of them
are absolutely doing no service to the Government at all, nml
that probably the salary of each one would amount to ahout
$1,500. There is $6,000,000 that are being paid out toward these
4,000 superannuated employees for which the Government gets
no return at all, and there are 3,500 left from whom the Gov•
ernment gets only a partial return; and that will probably make
nearly as great a saving as the amolillt the Government will
ever have to pay out. In other words, the bill not only provides for the benefit of employees but it will benefit the Government by increased efficiency and in saving the large salaries nnw
paid to superannuated employees. I now yield to the Senator.
from Colorado.
Mr. THOMAS. The Senator referred to the fact that there
are some 4,000 of these employees who are doing no service for
the Government at all.
'
l\fr. McKELLAR. Yes, sir~
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Mr. THOMAS. I suppo~e the Senator is aware that there
are many thousands who are not superannuated who are also
doing n:o service at all?
•
· Mr. McKELLAR. I am afraid that is so, but I do not propose to grant them an annuity in this bill.
Mr. THOMAS. Not now; this is the first step.
Mr. McKELLAR. No, sir; I do not think so. I think this is
a very just measm·e for the benefit of both the Government
and the employees, and I do not think it will mean that.
Mr. THOMAS. I will make the prediction that before the
act is five years old we will be granting special pensions under
it, just as we are granting special pensions now to soldiers.
Mr. McKELLAR. I will call the Senator's attention to the
fact that the United States and Turkey are the only civilized
nations in the world, if you can call Turkey a. civilized
nation-1\fr. ASHURST. We will not do that.
Mr. MCKELLAR. The Senator from Arizona sa3·s we will
not do that. I say the United States and Turkey are th~ only
civilized nations in the world that do not have retirement pay
for superannuated employees.
Mr. THOMAS. I presume parallels could be drawn between
the United States and some other nations with regard to the
absence of some othe1; legislation, but my purpose in rising
was rather to make an inquiry regarding section 11, which
provides that if an employee becomes separated from the service before he becomes superannuated he will receive back from
this fund all that he paid in with 4 per cent compounded.
1\fr. McKELLAR. That is tTue.
Mr: THOMAS. I take it, therefore, that if the employee
-begins now to make his payments and continues them for 24
years-I believe 25 years is the minimum for a pension-Mr. McKELLAR. Fifteen years.
_
Mr. THOMAS. Fifteen years-well, for 14 years, or in the
other case for 24 years, he will get, as a return from his advances, interest compounded during that whole period, which
will be paid by the United States Government.
Mr. McKELLAR. Two and one-half per cent that he pays in
annually.
Mr. THOMAS. Does the Senator think that he should receive that with compound interest?
Mr. 1\fc.KELLA,R. I am rather inclined to think that he
should.
l\lr. THOMAS. Mr. President, I do not think so.
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. Pre ident, I believe that the measure
that has been worked out here is a fair one. I will say that it
is in exact line with the bill that was formerly introduced ·by
the senior Senator from New York [l\-fr. WADSWORTH], w11ich
was prepared largely by Dr. Beach, one of the most expert accountants and one of the best informed men concerning this
legislation that it has ever been my good fortune to know. He
is employed in one of the departments here and is really a gifted
man. This bill is not my work, except in pointing out its details; it is the same bill that has been prepared and introduced
time and time again by others, with the exception that the half·
and-half plan was put into it by me or forced into it by me.
The employees very toutly opposed it almost from the beginning, an<l they only agreed to it when they were informed that
nothing more than a half-and-lmlf plan would be introduced
and fathered by me.
l\l.r. HITCHCOCK. Mr. President, will, the Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Tenne ee yield to the Senator f r om Nebraska!
l\1r. McKELLAR. I yield to the Senator.
l\Ir. HITCHCOCK._ l\lr. President, in reply to what the Senator from Colorado [1\Ir. THoMAS] has said, it eems to me that a
sufficient aruswer is to say that if a man 'who is within the retirement age when he serves 15 years, retires when he has served
14 years, he will by that time have paid about 35 per cent, and
it he receives that 35 per cent back, it is as against 100 per cent
which he would receive if he remained in the service one more
year.
Mr. McKELLAR. That is true, and I thank the Senator for
the interruption. It does seem to me that the bill is fair and
ju t and equitable. I shall be glad to answer any question that
any Senator may wish to ask about it, so far as I am able.
I will say about this kind of legi lation, that a pen ion system
is now in existence in nearly every up-to-date corporation in this
country, but probably none of them have a half-and-half system
or a share-and-share system. Nearly every one of the great
railroads in the country-the Pennsylvania, the New York Central, the Southern, and various other railroads of the country-haYe retirement sy terns for their superannuated employees. N~arly all of the other great corporations of the
country have also retirement provisions by which .the corporat ions themselves pay the retirement annuities. 1\fassachusetts,
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I believe, is the only State that has adopted this system. Mas.sachusetts has such a system, and many of the cities of the
country have adopted similar systems. They all work wellr
and they have all been found to be fair and just.
As I have he1·etofore stated, the United States is the only
Nation, with the exception of Turkey, that has not yet adopted
some kind of a retirement system. Great Britain adopted
such a system away back before the reign of Queen Victoria
in the early part of the nineteenth century.
Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President, may I ask the Senator a
question?
Mr. McKELLAR. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. FLETCHE~. - Perhaps it has been answered; I may have
been out at fue time; but, though it may have been answered
I merely wish to inquire , about what would be the direct cost
to the Government, not the indirect cost and without regard
to the benefits accruing by reason of increased efficiency,. and all
that sort of th_ing, but the actual outlay to the Government?
Mr. McKELLAR. In the present status it would amount
1;-o about $9,000,000 a year, so far as it can be estimated, and it
would amount to about that much brought in from the employees.
I wish now to call attention to another thing. Both political
parties have adopted the enactment of this legislation in their
platforms. .
Mr. POMERENE. Mr. President, the Senator does not mean
by that to say that they have adopted this particular plan?
:Mr. McKELLAR. Oh, no; but they have adopte<l planks in
favor of retirement legislation.
Mr. POMERENE. Yes.
Mr. McKELLAR. I read from the Republican platform of
1912, as follows :
We favor l2gislation to make possible the equitable retirement of disabled and superannuated members o! the civil service in order that a
higher standard of efficiency may be maintained.

The Democratic platform adopted at St. Louis in 1916 contained a provision on this subject, as follows :
An equitable retirement law providing for the retirement of superannuated and disabled employee.;; of the civil service, to the end that a
higher standard of efficiency may be maintained.

Those are the two provisions in the platforms of the two
great political parties. It seems to me ·that this is an equitable,
fair, aud just system, and I can not imagine one that could be
any more equitable. It is a half-and-half proposition, and it is
safeguarded by careful preparation by Government experts. It
is certainly fair to the Government, because we had n Government expert to furnish us all the figures; and it is reasonably
fair to the employees, because all the employees' associations
are committed to it and are in favor of it.
I will say that Mr. KEATr..-G and I called on the President
and asked him about it. He did not commit himself absolutely
to this bill, but said he would give it consideration; that he was
in favor of a just and fair and equitable retirement measure.
The only objection that he raised to it was that it might constitute a burden on the Treasury during the war; but when
a sured that it will not constitute a burden on the Trea ury
during the war, as the figures show conclusively, then I am
sure that the President's only objection to it has been met. _
Mr. President, I think that is about all I care to say in regard
to the measure, and unless some Senator is dissatisfied with it,
I do not see any reason why we can not pass the measure at
this time, if the Senator from Utah [Mr. SMOOT] were here,
but he said that he had to go out of the Chamber and did not
know whether he would be back in time or not. so I am afTaid
I am committed to postponement until he returns.
l\Ir. WARREN. The bill has not yet been read, and I assume
the Senator desires to have it read.
Mr. McKELLAR. Of course.
:Mr. HITCHCOCK. I shoul<l like to inQuire of the Senator
whether the various civil-service associations to which he has
referred have finally and definitely assented to this · plan of
raising by assessment one-half of the necessary funds?
:1\lr. 1\IcKELLAR. Every one of them has done so; and there
is a provision in the bill directing all of the departments to
deduct the 2-! per cent from the salaries of the clerks. It is
in the bill and becomes a part of the law from the passage of the
11ill, that the deduction shall be made from the salaries. I do not
know what the purpose of the Senate is. If it is to continue in
session I should be glad to have the bill read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will read the
bill.
The Secretary read the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill is before the Senate,
as in Committee of the Whole, and open to amendment. It
there be no amendment the bill will be reported to the Senate.
The bill was reported to the Senate.
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1\Ir. POMERENE. l\1r. President, I certainly hope this bill
is uot ~oing to be pressed through at this time.
l\Ir. McKELLAR. I want to say that I have stated to the
Senator from Utah [l\1r. SMOOT] that the bill would not be
Yoted on this nfternoon; and I, of course, do not care to have
the bill pressed to its final passage; but I understand there is
a communication now about to be read to the Senate, and I
,W ill-l\1r. WILLIAMS. Before the Senator proceeds along that
line, I want to say, in connection with the pending matter, that
I \vish he would not press it except when there is a comparatively full Senate, for I should myself like to be hea·rd a little
bit upon the lines of not establishing a civil pension list for
Government employees until the Government is ready to establish a general superannuation pension for school-teachers and
misled preachers and carpenters and blacksmiths and othe'r
people, who recei.ve a great deal less pay, and deserve a great
deal more credit, than do Federal employees. So I hope the
matter will not be pressed at any time whe~ I am out of the
Chamber, for I have a few innocuous observations to submit
~nit, as John Allen used to say.
Tile PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair will announce the
pru·liamentary status of the bilL The bill is in the Senate and
is till open to amendment.
l\1r. W ARRE.N. I ask the Senator in charge of the bill if
be is going to proceed, for, if so, I should like to offer an amendment?
l\1r·. HITCHCOCK. l\fr. President, I desire to ask the Senator from Tennessee whether, at tllis stage of the proceedings, he
;\vould uot be willing to have the bill temporarily laid aside?
1
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It will not be necessary to
lay the bill aside. The Senator can take the floor in his own
right.
l\Ir. HITCHCOCK. I should like to have the bill laid aside,
so that we may have an adjournment immediately afterwards.
l\Ir. McKELLAR. Then I will yield with the understanding
that the bill will not be displaced by any other business and will
be restored as soon as this matter is disposed of.
1
1\lr. WARREN. I wish to have the motion of record, that I
offer to arr.-end the bill by striking out, on page 8, lines 10, 11, 12,
13. and 14, and the word" act," on the next line.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment of the Senator
from 'Vyoming is ~ding. The Senator from Nebraska is recognized.

marines are engaged in sinking passenger ships 11t sen, and not
the · ships alone, but the very boats in which their passengers
and crews seek to make their way to safety ; and in their present enforced withdrawal from Flanders and France the German
armies are pursuing a course of wanton destruction which has
always been regarded as in direct -""Violation of the rules and
practices of civilized warfare. Cities and villages, if not destroyed, are being stripped of all they contain not only, but often
of their very inhabitants. The nations associated against Germany can not be expected to agree to a cessation of arms while
acts of inhumanity, spoliation, and desolation are being continued, which they justly look upon with horror and with burn·
ing hearts.
"It is necessary alS"o, in order that there may be no pJssi·
bility of misunderstanding, that the President should very
solemnly call the attention of the Government of Germany to
the language and plain intent o:e one of the terms of peace w:::Uch
the German Go\ernment has now accepted. It is containeq in
the address of the President delivered at Mount Vernon on the
4th of July last. It is as follows:
" 'The destruction of every arbib.·ary power anywhere that
can separately, secretly, and pf its single choice disturb the
peace of the world or, if it can not presently be destroyed, at
least its reduction to virtual impotency.'
.
.
"The power which has hitherto controlled the German nation
is of the sort here described. It is within the choice of the
German people to alter it. The President's words just quoted
naturally constitute a condition precedent to peace if peace is
to come by the action of the German people themselves. The
President feels bound to say that the whole process of peace
will, in his judgment, depend upon the definiteness and the sat·
isfactory character of the guaranties ~hich caD. be given il.. this
fundamental manner. It is indispensable that th0 Governments
associated against Germa~y should know beyond a peradventure
wi,t;Jl who~ t~ey are. deahng.
1
T~e President will make a. separate reply to the Royal and
Imper!Ul Government of Austna-Hungary.
,
" LANSING.'' .
[Applause.]
l\Ir. 1\lcKELL.A.R. l\lr. President, I move that the Senate
adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; and (at 6 o'clock and 30 minutes
p. m.) the Senate adjourned until Thursday, October 17, 1918,
at 12 o'clock meridian.
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THE PRE IDENT'S ANSWER TO GERMANY.
NOl\IINATIO:NS.
1\Ir. HITC~COCK. :Mr. President, inasmuch as tile Senate,
when it adjourns to-day is to adjourn until Thursday next, it E.recuti1:c nominations 'receit·ca by tlle Sc11atc October 14, 1918.
CoNsUL.
bas seemed to a number of Senators appropriate that the an~wer which the President of the United States has directed the
CLASS 8.
Secretary of State to send to the German Government, and
Luther K. Zabriskie, of Norwich, Conn., now vice consul at
which has just reached the Senate, be read to the Senate, and Aguascalientes, Mexico, to be a consul of class 8 of the United
in that way enter the REcoRD. With the con ent of the Senate States of America.
I will now read tile answer which has been dispatched to GerPUBLIC HEALTH SEll\ICE.
many through neutral sources to-day.
Asst. Surg. Clarence H. Waring, to be passed assistant sur·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nebra ka is
geon in the Public Health Sen-ice, to rank as such from August
recognized to read the President's reply.
21,1918.
1
Mr. HITCHCOCK read as follows:
Asst. Surg. George A. Wheeler, to be passed as istant surgeon
"The unqualified acceptance by the present German Government and by a large majority of the German Reichstag of the in the Public Health Service, to rank as such from August 22,
terms laid down by the President of the United States of 1918.
'A merica in his address to the Congress of the United States
on the 8th of January, 1918, and in his subsequent addresses
CO:NFIRl\IATIO:NS.
~us1J?es t~e. Pre~dent in making a frank a;llil ~ect statement Executive nominations conji1·med by the Senate October 11. 1918
of h1s dec1s10n with regard to the commumcations of the Ger·
.q.,
•
man Government of the 8th and 12th of October, 1918.
AssiSTA.."'T SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE. ·
" It must be clearly understood that the process of eva(!uaG. I. Christie to be Assistant Secretary Of Agriculture.
lion and the conditions of an armistice are matters which must
UNITED STATES ATTOR:'\EY.
be left to the judgment ~d advice of the mi~tary advisers of
Edwin G. l\Ioon to be United States attorney for soulhern
the GovernmC?t of the Un:te.d S~ates and the allied Governments, district of Iow.a.
and the PreSldent feels 1t IS his duty to say that no arrangePosTMASTERS.
ments can be accepted by the Government of the United States 1
·
A.RI.ZoKA.
;which does not provide absolutely satisfactory safeguards and
guaranties of the maintenance of the present military supremacy
Bertha Koepke, Humboldt.
of the armies of the United States and of the allies in the field.
coLoRADO.
Be feels confident that he can safely assume }hat this will also
Clifford I. Parsons, Central City.
be tbe judgment and decision of the allied Governments.
C01\~ECTICUT.
1
"The President feels that it is also his duty to add that
Clarence H. Crandall, Sound Beach.
neither the Government of the United States nor, he i~ quite
Evelyn R. Hawes, Noroton Heights.
sure, the governments with which the Government of the United
Weeden F. Sheldon, 1\foosup.
States is associated as a belligerent will consent to consider an
FLORIDA.
nrmi tice so long as the armed forces of Germany continue
Edwin D. Lambright, Tampa..
the illegal and inhumane practices which they still persist in.
James R. Pomeroy, Stuart.
:.At the very time that the German Government approaches the
Nelson A. Stumpe, Palatka.
GoYernment of the United States with proposals of peace its sub-
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EXTENSION OF BEMilXS.

l\Ir. HELM. 1\Ir.· Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from
Kentucky rise?
1\Ir. HE.LM. :Mr. Speaker, I ask permission to extend my
remarks in the RECORD on the preparation for and the prosecu·
tion of the war.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request? [After a
pause.] The Chair hears none.

KANSAS.

Rndia S. Brumfielu, Belpre~
Alonzo Glass, Waverly.
{
l\Iary R. Hale, Dexter.
.
Jo eph ,V. Stivers, Stafford.
MISSOURI.

PERMISSION TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE.

William A. Kirkpatrick, Joplin. )
Obadiah C. l\Iitchel.L Springfield. ;
I aac .J. l!,. Sitzes, Lutesville.
Francis L . Stuftlebam, Bolivar.
MONTANA. '

\

r·

l'o'EW MEXICO.

James E. Pardue, Fort Sumner.
VIRGINIA.

Walter F. Horne, Coeburn.
George N. Reed, Reedville.
W ASHTNGTO~• .

A.rtlmr A. Barnes, Pasco.
Clifton A. Battles, Wenatchee.
Edgar Battle, Seattle.
George H. Bevan, Kettle Falls.
James G. Boughter, Mount Vernon.
Darilel I. Carpenter, Granite Falls.
John H. Chilberg, La Conner..
William P. Connors, Almira.
L. Abram Dale, Brewster.
George B. Day, Walla Walla.
James Doherty, Olympia.
Lutetia l\I. Fields, Woodland.
l\fae 0. Gray, Stevenson.
Ethel R. Hanks, Port Orchard.
Maud E. Hays, Starbuck.
.Andrew Hunter, Issaquah.
Charles 0. Jackson, Eatonville.
Charles C. King, Entiat.
Charles W. McClure, Washougal.
John W. Miller, Snohomish.
Robert Montgomery, Puyallup. ·
Samuel S. Moritz, Dayton.
James F. Payne, Auburn.
,
Charles A. Ramm, Davenport. \
'Villiam l\1. Relton, Richland.
·
Tolaver T. Richardson, Northport.
Charles H. Runkel, .Arlington.
James H. Schneckloth, Pomeroy.
John W. Shaw, Vancom·er.
LeRoy R. Sines, Chelan.
Bennett 0. Skewis, Du Pont.
Frank L. Stocking, Port Angeles.
Robert A. Turner, Ellensburg.
Fred L. Whitney, Ferndale.
Helen R. 'Vhitney, Wapato.
James 1.\1. G. Wilson, Waterville.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
1\ioND~Y,

14,

The .Journal of the proceedings of Friday was read anu appro\ed.

INDIAN~

Mangus P. Halgren, Oxford.
Reuben Hess, Kentland.
'Villiam B. Latshaw, Oaktown ..
Ca rl D. l\lcCarthy, Kempton. ·
David B. Purinton, Whiting.
·~

.W.ilf re<l J. Hazelton, Townsend.

OCTOBER

October 14, 1918.

The House· met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Heru·y N. Couden, D. D., offeroo the following prayer :
0 Thou Great Spirit, above all, through all, in all, our life,
our strength, our faith, our hope, our inspiration, a potent
factor therefore in the affairs of men, come now, we beseech
Thee, with all Thy holy influence to guide us in this most critical period of the world's history.
The crash of elements, pestilence, war and destruction is
abroad in the world.
The air is full o:( the whisperings of peace, the father of our
most sincere desires ; but peace can never come until the enemies of humanity shall be brought to unconditional surrender.
Then negotiations may be taken up by the entente powers
and a peace secured which shall adjust the affairs of men to
liberty, justice, trutb, righteousness; to the glory and honor of
Thy holy name, in Christ Jesus our Lord. Amen~

l\Ir. PADGETT. :Mr. Speaker, I ask permission to address
the House and also to extend my remarks in the REcoRD to set
forth what the Navy has accomplished and is accomplishing ·
and what legislation has been passed by· Congress in refer·
ence to it.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Tennessee? [After a pause.] The Chair hears
none.
l\Ir. PADGETT. 1\Ir. Speaker, the record made by the United
States Navy in this war has not only justified the pride of the·
American people, but has challenged the admiration of the
world. Called upon to perform tremendous tasks, some of them
seeming almost impossible, in not one instance bas it failed ..
Whenever any call has come and we asked, " When will you be
ready?" as did the British admiral · when the first destroyers
arrived in European waters, the answer has been, "'Ve are
ready now." Ready to face any emergency, ready to cope with
any problem with that suprerr.-e courage and unfailing eflicienc~
that is the tradition of the service.
The readiness of the Navy for action when the war call came
was no surprise to us who were familiar with its workings, the
plans that had been maCle and the measures that had been
taken .to prepare for any eventuality. We knew that the organization was sound from keel to topmast, that the men at the
helm were worthy of every trust. We knew they had been
bending their energies to prepare every branch of the Navy for
active service.
The broad basis of naval preparedness ,...-as laid in the epochmaking naval appropriation bill of August 29, 1916. That bill
n~t only made the largest appropriation on record up to that
time, more than $312,000,000, but it set forth the first consistent, continuing building program ever adopted by Congress,
providing for the building, within three years, of no less than
157 war vessels, including every type from battle .cruisers to
submarines. It furthermore provided for an increase in the
Navy to 87,000, whenever, in his judgment, the President should
deem such increase necessary ; and provided also for the creation of a great Naval Reserve Force and the mustering into
the Federal service of Naval Militia in case of war or national
emergency. It proved what it was designed to be--a preparedness measure of the highest importance.
Congress in that measure adopted the recommendations Secr-e tary Daniels had made and urged in his annual report of December, 1915, which embodied the best thought and conclusion
of the experts of the Navy. The department set to work at
once to put its provisions into effect. Contracts were let for bat·
tleships, cruisers, destroyers, and submarines. Navy yards increased their force and began enlargements. Munition plants
were set to work and stocks of shells and powder were accumulated. When the break with Germany came the machinery
of the Navy was in operation, and the plans made long before
were soon put into effect.
When the President directed that Arr.·e rican merchant vessels
be armed to protect them from attack by submarines, his orders
were carried into effect without a day's delay. Guns were
placed on the first vessel armed, the Campana, on March 12,
1917, and in a few weeks scores of ships were armed and furnished gun crews. This was a task no navy had contemplated
before the war, for they believed the days of piracy, of sinking
ships without warning had vanished long ago, never to return.
There were not enough free guns of the proper calibers in existence to arm all vessels. Every available gun was pres ed
into service, some were even taken from the secondary batteries
of battleships and cruisers, to be replaced ·Jater when they could
be manufactured, and soon every merchantman that applied
was giYen armed protection.
.
Expert gunners were required for this service and hundreds
of the crack marksmen of the warships were detailed for the
armed guards on merchantmen. Thousands of gunners had to
be trained to take their places and to provide for the hundreds
of new ships put into service. The rapid training of gun,uers
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anu the .record made by these armed guards are among the
notable achieYements Qf this war.. 'When war "iYaS declared the
.Navy was ready for action. It was so well prepared that when
the fleet was mobilized Aamiral Mayo is quoted as saying, " I
.scarcely had to give an order."
The -submarine being the immediate menace, the first duty
was to combat it by eYery means in our power. While it was
realized that the Germans might at any time send their U boats
across the Atlantic to threaten commerce .on our own coasts,
QUI' naval authorities did not hesitate in their decision not to
wait for the submarines, but to "go after " them. A 'flotilla
of destroyers was immediately organized and equipped for foreign service. Little more than a fortnight after war was qeclared the first contingent sailed, arriving at -Queenstown 1\iay
4, 1917. Since that time our forces .abroad hav.e been con-stantly increased, until there are now in sen·ice in European
waters more than 250 naval vessels, incll:lding e\ery type_, from
·battleships to -submarine .chasers, and .under Vice Admiral
Sim 's command is a force of nearly 50,000 officers and men.as many .as were :in the entire Navy a few years .ago.
'There are now i>OO,OOO officers and men in the naval service,
incluuing marines-more than were in all the navies in the
worlU when the European war began. .Before the break with
Germany, in January. 1911, the Navy bad a total .o f 56,000 officers and men, and the Marine Corps fewer than 12,000. In the
weeks following recruiting was active, and when the President,
in Mar.cb,, issued the order for ±be increase to the full author~
ized strength recruits pom:ed in, .Ro that when a state .of war
was declared April 6, 1917, there w-ere 64,680 enlisted men and
4,3G6 officers in the regular Navy:, totaling 69,04.6, and 13,266
.enlisted men ·and 426 officers in the Marine Corps, totaling
1.3,-692. Some 10,000 men had -been enrolled in the Naval Reserve force, which a few .months bef()re l1ad comprised only a
few hundreds. The Naval Reserves were called .into serv.ice;
the Naval Militia, 10,000 officers and men, were mustered in .as
National Naval Volunteers; and the Coast Guard, with its
5,000, came under the operation of the Navy for the period of
the war, as provided by law. Tl'lis gave us a total force -of
app1·oximately 100,000 .u pon our entrance into the \Var..
The growth of rthe N.avy bas .been rema.rk"'ably rapid_, the
strength of the various .branches -of the service now being .as
follows:
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New records have been made in construction. Formerly 20
· months to 2 years was the period required to complete a ·dedestroyer. Now some are being completed in half that time, and
less. At the Mare Island Navy Yard the lVara was launched
1.7! days after her keel was laid, and she was commissioned
Jn 70 days. Fourteen destroyers were launched on July 4
last. We are now building more destroyers than were in any
two navies when the European -war began; and when we
consider that .a. large part of the facilities for building them
had to .be created in the past year, the record in construction
reflects gr.eat credit upon .naval constructors and shipbuilders
alike*
Hundreds of submarine chasers bave been completed and put
into service and nnmerous auxfliary and patrol craft built.
Vessels of an types, from battleships to submarines, have been
completed and put into commission. HundredS of others of
eYery type are under construction or contract, and .our bulld.ing
lll'Ogram is -~e largest ever undertaken by any navy. The nav.al
appropriation act passed last .J'une directed the completion .at
;the earliest time practicable of all the vessels authorized in the
tbree-year building program embodied in the act of August 29,
1916, anu the Secretary of the Navy has assured us that these
will be .built "as soon .as is humanly possible."
The provision of .engines and machinery for the enormous
number of new vessels .b as been a tremendous undertakin~.
Especially has this been the case in providing engines for the
new destroyers, which have a speed .o f 35 knots and require
gr-eatly increased power and twice the number of bollers as the
older type. New .engine and forging plants had to be erected.
in addition to utilizing all the available producing capacity -o!
the plants which could build -engines and ma-chinery of this type•
.SQille idea of the amount of machinery rwuired for our naval
vessels .can be given by the fact that the average expenditures
of the Bureau of Steam Engineering have increased fo nearly
three-quarters of ·a million dollars a day.
The United States Navy now oper.ates the largest radio system in existen.ce. ·within the past year stations of the highest
power have been .completed at Pearl Harbor. Hawaii; Cavite,
P* I.; and Annapolis, Md. The eompletion of the new station
.at Annapolis recently was signalized by the se.nuing direct of messages to Rome, Paris, and London. Messages u,e ·f lashed from
th~ Atlantic coast to Pearl Harbor, and from there to Oa vite
or Japan. Previous to our .entrance into the war the number
ot naYal rodio installations afloat .and ashore number.ed abont
~~d Officers. Total.
SOO. It is now between 4,000 and .5,000, all the shore stations
being under contro1 of the Navy. which also furnishes equipment and operato-rs fQr cargo vessels and transports, a.s well
~~aii~a;'ie:Foroe::~::_::~::.:::_::::::::::::::::::: i~~:~ 1~;~~ ~:: a"f. naval -vessels.
Dpon the declaration <Of war the -control of all -radio was
~~~~:::::::~:::::::::.::::::::::::~:::::.::: ·~;~g:
2~
~;~~~ placed
un<ler the Navy. Commercial stati{)ns were ta.lren over.
----1---Total omcers and men .•.,. ..................... -.. 560,957
&1, 965
592, 923 Those that were ;unnecessary were closed, and those which :could
be utilized to rulvantage were made a part o.f the vast syst-em
which has been built up covering a large part of the globe.
Ther:e are to-day 1,800 ·vessels in full commission, ten times 11.8 Thousands o.f <>perators w.ere required for service at stations
many as were in service two years ago, nearly six times .as .and on Ships, ADd -s pecial schools for their ti:aining were estabmany as were on the naval lists. When wa:r was imminent, lish-ed, the largest, that at Harvard University, having provi·
ships that were in reserve were quickly -manned .aud placed in sion for some 4,000 students.
full commission. Hundreds of merchant vessels, -yachts, fiBbThe work of the Bureau of Ordnance has increased almost
ing vessels, motor boats, and other available craft -wer.e ac- 2,000 per cent in the past year .and a half. For the two or three
quired and converted into the various types of auxiliary and years previous to tlJ,e war its '1!verage expenditures were :about
patrol vessels required, work .was Tushed on shlps under con- · $30,000,000 a year. For the fiscal y.ear .1918 they amounted
struction, and contracts were given for practicaily .all the naval to practically $600,000,000, twenty times the ordinary expendi:vessels American yards could build. The interned German tures in time of peace. And this is a fair measure of the work
:ve.ssels, whose machinery had been badly damaged by .their done in providing gun . projectiles, powder, tm-pedoes, d-epth
cre,...-s in the hope of preventing their use, were repaired and .charges, mines. and .armor plate for naval vessels, arming
mtbin a few months all were in service, the larger -vessels being merchantmen for protection .against attack by submarines, and
converted into troop transports, office.red and manned by the the various other tasks imposed upon this branch of the .service.
Navy.
·
'
As early as .1915 the bm·eau had drafted its plans in preparation
De troye.rs ha v_ing proved the most eff.ecti ve type .of vessel for for war, if it should come. and before the declarati-on of \Yar
combat~g the submarine, .or.a.ers were ,giv.en early in the war had accumulated con~iderable reserves of munitions. The bufor the construction of all which the shipyards, with their then reau operates many ordnance plants and factories, some .of
existing facilities, could build. But there was a demand for which are owned by the Government. others have been reaui
many more, and .broad plans were made for the enlargement ,o f sitioned or are operated under contract. and in .addition vast
yards and the erection .of new .shipbuilding and engine plants. .quantities
material have been purchased un(}er contr.act.
The .act of October 6, 1917, authorized the expenditure .o f $350,- The Naval Gun Factory, a~ Washington, has almost doubled its
000,000 for . the building of ·~dditional destroyers and the in- output and now employs nearly 9,000 men. · Fifteen .a cres of
crease of facilities. Contracts were given .at once, new ship~ adjoining land have been purchased and six large buildings are
ways erected, and at Squantum, 1\fass., there was erected the nearing completion thereon, which will greatly increase the calargest plant in the world devoted exclusively to the .building pacity of the plant. Considerable enla.rgements are bein~ made
of destroyers. Little more than half a year after work was in the Navy powder factory at Indianhead, Md., which embegun on -t his plant the keels of five destroyers were laid there ploys UOO men ana covers a square mile. The facilities ru1d
in a single day. The 1irst was launched on Ju1y 18, and will 01-tput of the 1:orpedo statiou nt Newport, R. I., have been mabe uelivered completed within .a year from the time the eon- terially in.creused.
tract waf!! gi>en to convert the swampy land of Squantum Point
An automatic .mine-loading plant, with a capacity of more
into a shipb~ilding plant.
than 1000 mines a day, has been created. Numerous ammuni·
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tion depots have been established, which prepare powder charges,
load and fuse shells, handle high explosives, and ship ammunition to vessels. A large projectile factory has been erected at
Charleston, ,V. Va., and has been In operation for several
months. The designs for the armor-plate factory to be erected
at that point have been · entirely completed, and much of the
machinery is now on order. A large tract of land along the
Potomac River has been acquired and a new proving ground is
being established. Some of the most important accomplishments of the Ordnance Bureau can not be told at present, without disclosing important naval operations, nor can numerous inventions that have been developed and utilized be discussed in
detail. But we may mention the new Navy 16-inch gun, the
most powerful Navy gun under construction or designed for use
at sea, so far as is known, which was successfully completed
and tested last April. A new type of howitzer shooting a
heav.y depth charge fitted to detonate below the water or in
contact \Yith the submarine is one of the devices developed
which is aiding in exterminating the German U-boats. Depth
charges, which have proved so effecti•te against the submarine,
have been produced in quantities. A new type of mine, whi.ch is
considered one of the safest to handle and which, if it breaks
loose from its fastening and drifts, is rendered harmless, and
yet is one of the most effective weapons of the kind in existence,
has been invented and many thousands manufactured.
To house and train the immense increase in personnel, existing training stations were greatly enlarged and a number of new
ones erected. Two years ago the Navy had training facilities
for about 6,000 men. The camps already constru'c ted provide
winter accommodations for 145.000, and those being built or authorized will provide for 53,000 more. The total cost of these
training camps will be about $57,000,000. Great Lakes is now
the largest training station in the world, with accommodations
for some 50,000, and further enlru·~nments are under way. The
acquisition of the old Jamestown Exposition site and Pine
Beach properties has enabled the Navy to establish at Hampton
Roads, Va., a naval oper~ting base, which includes an extensive
training station, aviation base, and will comprise docks and
wharves for the accommodation of the largest vessels, warehouses and 'storage facilities for'fuel and all kinds of fleet supplies, and will provide what tlle Navy had long needed, an operating base for the fleet.
Our navy yards have been greatly enlarged, and have not
only carried on the immense amount of work required for the
upkeep of the fleet and the conversion of vessels taken over, but
are building naval vessels of practically every type. The number of employees at navy yards has been more than doubled.
Many new machine shops, foundries, and warehouses have been
erected, and new shipways built. Dry docks are being built
which will accommodate the largest ships afloat. The new dry
dock at Norfolk is nearing completion and i.s expected to be in
service, within the next few months, practically a year ahead
of contract. The dry dock at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, in the construction of which many difficulties were encountered, is expected to be completed early in the coming year. ~cores of
warehouses for the storage of supplies and munitions have been
erected, including the largest of the kind in existence, at the
Brooklyn Navy Yar<;l.
Every care has been taken to safeguard the health of the
men in the Navy, both ashore and aboard ship. Six thousand
additional beds have been provided to meet the immediate needs
of war conditions and about 6,000 more are being provided for
under· present construction or contracts. In addition extensive
l1ospital facilities have been acquired abroad to accommodata
the large force in foreign service. The Medical Corps, which
formerly numbered about 300 commissioned officers, now consist
of 3,000, an increase of ten times its former personnel. The
Dental Corps has grown from 30 officers to 500 members.
Ample medical supplies frave been accumulated and there has
been no lack of medical attendance or supplies either in this
country or abroad. Every possible precaution for the prevention, as well as the control, of diseases has been taken, and
early in the war a special division of sanitation was created, to
which experts of the Public Health Service were detailed to
insure the best sanitary conditions at every point where sailors
or marines were ,stationed.
When war was declared, April 6, 1917, the Navy passed from
a peace to a war basis without an hour's delay. The submarine
being the immediate menace and to combat it the first duty, it
was decided to send as many destroyers as possible across the
sea for service in the war zone. A flotilla of destroyers was
immediately organized and equipped for foreign service, and
the first contingent sailed a little more than a fortnight after
war was declared, arliving at Queenstown May 4. Since that
time our naval forces in European waters have been continually
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augmented until now we have more than 250 vessels, including
all types from battleships to submarine chasers, and a force of
more than 45,000 officers and men under command of Vice
Admiral Sims. British and French naval authorities have paid
the highest tributes to their energy, enterprise and effectiveness
in convoying troop and supply ships and merchant vessels, in·
patroling vast sea areas, and in destroying submarines. Just
how many U-boats ,they have destroyed can not now be announced, bu.t it is known that they have accounted for a very:
material number of them. Only a few days ago Arilerican submarine chasers took part in the destruction of the Austrian
naval base at Durazzo, screened larger ships under a bot enemy,
fire, sank one submarine and damaged and probably destroyed
another; and this was in the Adl·iatic, in an area in which few,
people realized that our Navy was operating.
From the far North, along the coasts of England and France
and Portugal, in the Mediterranean and Adriatic our forces
are constantly at work. They sometimes <'all it the " silent
Navy,'' for cloak of secrecy must necessarily cover many of its
operations, but whenever and wherever its services a1·e required
it is heard from, and always acquits itself with the credit that
courage and efficiency demand, upholding the traditions of the
service.
The greatest task intrusted to the Navy, and what has well
been called "the biggest transportation job in history,'' is the
transportation of our armies overseas, and the way in which
it has been accomplished is without a parallel. For a year and
a half a continuous stream of transports has poured across the
seas to France. Despite the constant menace of submru·ines
and the difficulties of navigation under war conditions, not a
single American troop ship under the convoy of our naval vessels has been sunk on the way to France, and not one soldier.
aboard them has been lost through enemy action. In this tremendous task the J3ritish Navy has given us the most va111able
assistance, placJng at our disposal a lru·ge amount of tonnage
and carrying hundreds of thousands of American troops. Without their assistance we could not have placed on the fighting
front anything like as many men as are there now, and they,
deserve our warmest gratitude. The French and Italians have
also given material ald. All the alll.ed navies have worked
together with the same purpose and aim, each aiding the other.
in every possible way. There are now nearly 2,000,000 American soldiers either in France or on the way, and the total loss of
life due to enemy submarine activity bas been less than 300 men.
The administration of the Navy Department has been characterized by signril efficiency in every bureau and division. Long
before we entered the war deadwood and red tape had been cut
out and the department put on a t;4orough working basis. The
machinery was so well organized that when the heavy demands
of the war emergency came all that was needed was to expand
the personnel and equipment. The Navy has promptly met
every demand made upon it, it has responded without delay to
every call, and no necessity has been found for any change in
its organization. It has successfully met the severe tests, and
this is the highest possible tribute to its efficiency and the
a bill ty of its officials.
.
Two years ago, just before the final passage of the naval act
~f August 29, 1916, the largest ever passed up to that time,
I had the pleasure of reviewing before this House the progress
of the Navy. I pointed out that during the 16 years from 1898
to 1913 the total tonnage authorized amounted to only 1,116,018
tons, while in the years 1914-1916, 1,014,666 tons had been authorized. During the McKinley-Roosevelt administration, from
March 4, 1901, to March 4, 1905, the total cost of yessels
authorized amounted to $107,006,642; during · the Roosevelt
administration, from March 4, 1905, to March 4, 1900, the total
amounted to $83,192,938; under the Taft administration, from
March 4, 1909, to March 4, 1913, $127,747,113. During the first
three years of the Wilson adminisb·ation the total cost of ves•
sels authorized amounted to $655,289,806. Though the authorized strength of the Navy was only 51,500, until the present
administration it had never been recruited up to its full
strength. In fact on March 4,1913, the Navy was 5,312 men short
of its authorized strength. The efforts of Secretary Daniels
and his aids to popularize the naval service, to provide greater
opportunities for the enlisted men, bore such good fruit that
over 6,000 men were added to the enlisted strength and th9
Navy was kept fully recruited.
The improvements in organization and administration, and
the liberal appropriations made by Congress laid the basis for
that preparedness which was so stt·ikingly apparent when the
Navy was called into action. The wisdom of Secretary Daniels's
policy of expanding our shipyards, of having the Navy not only
huild ships but manufacture in its own shops munitions and
many ot]ler things needed by the Navy was immediately vin-
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when war came. It is not
to picture the
instance is shown where the Navy secured tin at 64 cents a
m whi.ch we ';ould have found ourselves If the policy of clos~ng pound when the market was 80. The soundness of this policy is
and dlSma_ntling a number of our navy yards and dependmg found in a letter written to the Secretary of the Navy by the
almost entirely upon private firms and shipyards had prevailed. chairman of the Price Fixing Committee, in which .he statesOur navy yards have proved a very present help in time of need.
Manufacturers waste time 1n attemptln.,. to extort unfair rices from
\Veil manned and well equipped, they have, by increasing their the Navy, as it seell!-s to ke.ep itself exc'eptionally well informed and
working forces and buildings and machinery, been able to care uses the c?~mandeenng privileges to secure fair prices.
for the enormous amount of repair work to keep in shipshape
To facr!-f~a~e the ~hipment of supplies and materials for the
the vastly increased fleet, and their shipways and shops have Navy a diVIs.wn of mland transportation was formed with the
proved a very substantial adc;lition to the shipbuilding facilities result that -little trouble was experienced in the war-program
we sorely. needed.
traffic.
The retention of competent men by reenlistment, the careful
Of great interest to the dependents of our men are the allottraining of the persrnnel, gave us a body of trained seamen ments made by the personnel of the Navy. During the fiscal
that formed a valuable basis for the immense Navy of to-day. year there were paid 849,000 allotments amounting to over
Sir Eric Geddes, the first lord of the British Admiralty, on his $19,0~,000.
arrival a few days ago, remarked:
It lS worthy of prominent note that the Navy subscribed to a
The dauntless determination whlch the United States has displayed sum of ove~ $18,500,000 in the third liberty loan, and that every ·
in creating a huge trained body of seamen out of landsmen is one of navy yard m the country gave subscriptions from more than 80
the most striking accomplishments of .th~ war. Had it not been _effec- per cent of its employees, and reports are that its subscription
tlvely done one would have th?ught 1t rmpossible, and words. frul me to the fourth loan will exceed th th· d
to express our admiration of this feat, undertaken and accomplished by
. . .
.
.
e. ~r .
your Navy Department, of whlch Mr. Secretary Daniels is the civil
ActiVIties of the d1sbursmg divisiOn have resulted in the
chief.
actual saving to the Navy of $11,000.000. This control has been
This was made possible only by the excellent system of train- exercised without friction, ways being found to prevent the
ing that had been built up in previous years and the plan of G?vernment's money from being wasted without interfering
intensive instruction which was made to put into effect in the With the work.
emergency of war.
Recently, in company with 12 other members of the Committee
Recently when I was abroad in England, France, and Italy on Naval Affairs, I made a visit overseas, going into Scotland;
there was one unbroken and unanimous expression of wonder England, Ireland, France, and Italy, where we had opportunity
and appreciation of the magnitude ,and the rapidity of the to vi_sit and make inspection of some of the activities of the
achievements of the United States in the Army, the Navy, and Enghsh Navy and of many of the activities of the United States
the Marine Corps, and everyone was unstinted in his commenda- Navy abroad.
tion and praise.
I do not deem it appropriate or advisable because of war
Feeding and clothing the half million men in the Navy has conditions to speak in detail of these activities in the war zone
been a task of huge proportions well performed. Despite the in more specific detail than I have set out herein. However, I
many difficulties of securing supplies and materials, the high do dee~ it appropriate to say that we found the operations of
standard has been maintained, and we have sustained our repu- t~e Uruted States Navy overseas in a most satisfactory conditation of having "the best fed, best clad Navy in the world." tlon. We were especially pleased to learn from our own offiThe volume of ·purchases by the Bureau of Supplies and Ac- cers, as well as the officers of the English, French, and Italian
counts has grown from a prewar sum of $27,000,000 per annum Navies, that the co.operation between the several navies was
to over half a billion dollars a year. By the use of the widest mo~t complete~ cordml, an~ harmonious ; indeed, they all spoke
Information in regard to supplies and materials, keeping in of It as the one naval sery1ce of the three countries and not as
close touch with the sources of production, broadening competi- thr~ sep~rate naval se~v1ces. We were also well pleased with
tive bidding, and using war-time powers, profiteering has been the mtelhgent t;nd efficient management and with the zeal, enprevented and Navy purchasing put on a scientific basis.
ergy, and devotion of our officers.
The Navy ration has been maintained steadily at its usual
No statement can be made at this time in detail of the magnihlgh standard. Importunities to lower the Navy's specifications tude of ~he naval ?Perations overseas. This much, howeve1~. 1
for food provisions and to adopt substitutes have been resisted, feel justified in saymg: That the magnitude of naval operations
and there is no variation whatever in either quality or quantity overs~as, on the water and in the air, reflects credit upon the
and variety of ration. It is as it existed before the war.
Amencan people and commands the respect and the admiration
While the average cost of the rations increased about 13 per of ou~ allies. When the war is over and the full history of the
cent over the cost last year, it has been shown by the Department magn1t~de ~f our naval opera~ions abroad may be given in
of Labor that there was an 18 per cent rise in average whole- detail, It Will be a source of pr1de and honor to the American
sale prices, so that had the cost of the ration kept pace with the people; and the fidelity, intelligence, patriotism, and devotion
increase in the cost of provisions, the total cost to the Govern- of our naval o~cers and enlisted men, embracing as a part of the
ment would have been about a million and a half dollars more ~avy the Marme. Corps officers and men, will form a bright page
than it actually was-this means a daily saving of $4,500.
m the world's ~Istory and will receive throughout future ages
ll.eports received from commanding officers of our transports, ~he c?mmendatwn and pl!iu?its of all wJ;io admire courage and
bearing troops for France, .amply attest the fact that the men mtelhgenc~ and love pa_trwtism and fidelity.
}lave been well satisfied with the food furnished them. As an
The Marmes on land and the Navy men on sea and in the air
instance of ·this the following is quoted from a report made by in t~e various lines of work and duty to which they have been
the officer in charge of the transport Mercury:
detailed deserve, and I believe heartily receive, the unanimous
The food supplied the troops during the voyage has been well cooked, commendation of the American people. Well done, faithful offimost excellent ln quality, the variety has been well maintained, -and cers and men.
it has been ample in quantity. :r-io man has been turned away no
In order that the Congress and the country might have full
matter how many times h_e appeared for reissue of food at any meaL
and detailed information concerning the operations of the Navy
Recently on a transport 11,000 troops were served dinner in and the Marine Corps, I have had prepared by the chiefs of the
the remarkably short period of one hour and seven minutes.
several bureaus a statement showing the work and the operaAnticipation of the requirements of material resulted in great tions of the Navy in connection with this war, and I attach them
advanta~e to the Navy. Thus, in regard to cloth alone, the hereto as-a part of my remarks:
Navy Will not have to enter the market again until 1\Iay, 1919.
OFFICE OF NAVAL OPERATIONS.
This purchase, amounting to $17,000,000, resulted in yardage
sufficient to manufacture a million blouses, 800,000 pairs of
THE DEVELOPMENT OF NAVAL AVIATJO~.
trousers, and 350,000 overcoats.
. Previous to ~e declaration of war the Navy bad maintained but one
atr station. This was a small but complete and active station at Pen' Competitive bidding has prevailed and the widest publicity sacola, Fla., which was used for instruction and exper1mental work
is sought in connection with all purchasing. By maintaininaa The pers<:mnel of aviation at this timE! consisted of about 30 line officers
0
· ed 1· t f
l"fi d b"dd
t
of the :r\avy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard who were trained as
· idl
rig Y superVIS
lS 0 qua 1 e
1 ers grea progress has aviators, and 300 men. The aircraft in use consisted of a variety of
been made in eliminating the middle man while contingent-fee American anu foreign types which had been purchased by the departattorneys and brokers have been exposed.
ment. Owing to ~be limited fa cilities and ~mall appropriations the
A
f 1
f
d · t•
·
d
results of these activities were not very t>xtens1ve.
'
success u means o rea JUS mg pnces ownward has been
The Naval Reserve Flying Corps was establish ed b 1
·
effected by the Navy supplying raw material to the manufac- but it was not until February, 1917, that a definite int~rp~:k~on1916
was
turers who had the facilities for fabricating but who were not placed on this law and that enrollments in t_he l'iava} _Reserve Flying
able to obtain the raw article
Corps actually began. '.!;be officers ":ho rece1ved. trammg tn aviation
had been regar.ded as havmg been detatiP.d for special duty 1n con11 ection
The commandeenng power was most successfully used in the with aviation. The law passed by Congress in 191G authorizing the
fall of 1917 when the tin market was mountina- rapidly By Naval Reserve included not only a reserve to be attached to the fleet
taking 0 • c .17
d
·t· .
of
·
but the Naval Reserve Flying Corps. .Accordingly when war was dever ai ooes an appoi IOrung among a ew concerns clared steps were taken to enroll and train a large number of men for
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ultimate qualification as pilots. In addition, facilities were provided
The confidential nature of the work prevents any definite statement
for ·the tralnin9 !Jf a large number of men specialized in the various being made as to future operations. However, it may be said that the
functions pertaining to aviation, and at the present time schools arc Navy Department recently established ~everal air stations in Canada.
in operation for the training of .Pilots, mechanics, _gas-engine experts, These stations have been supplied with personnel and material from
communication offi.cPrs, etc.
the. Unltro States, and the Navy Department is at present engaged in
On Octobf'r 2, 1918, the totn1 sh·ength of naval aviation was approxi- traming personnel for the Canadian Government, which personnel will
mately 40.383 officers and men. Of this number, 16,621 are now eventually take over the c,peration of the stations. In addition the
abroad and actlvely engaged in operations against the enemy. This governments of our allies have reque,st~d the Navy Department to' take
increase in the :aviatio.n personnel of the Navy since the beginning of · over more stations abt'Oad, and not only are th-ey desired to continue
the war has called for an enormous expansion of training facilities. present operations, but als~ to increase the field of their activities.
When thP training program was first put lnto operation there .was but
one ground ~chool. This school ·provided at that time training faciliBUREAU OF NAVIGATION.
ties for about 300 men. .At the present time this number has been
increased to 1,200, and, in addition, schools have been established in the
before the entrance of the United States .in the war, or in Janu·
Central West and near the Pacific coast. For the training of dirigible aryJust
of last year, the Navy had a total o.f u6,000 offic-ers and men of
pilots a school was established in OhioJ. and the department is now con- nll kind
. To--day there are. 520,000 officers and men, which include
templating the establishment o! an adwtional school.
.Reserves
Coast Guard-all volunteers. This number does not 1n·
It was evident to na·yal authorities that one of the most important elude the and
personnel of the Marine Corps.
ways of assisting the allies was to engage immediately in the antlsubCommissioned
and enlisted personnel on January of last year were
.marine warfare. In order to ·bring the United States to tbe point assigned by this bureau
a total of 176 vessels in commission. There
where the most good could be accompllsh£'d with the facilities 1mmedi- fire to-day 1,800 vessels to
in full commissic-n, with complete complements
-att>ly available various methods of combating the submarine wPre 1'are(ully ·considered. .As a r esult. .it ·was decided to establish coas.tal patrol of officers and men and with -excess pen;onnel on ea.ch ship to provide
for .training. The vessels commissioned lnclude .b attleships, submarines,
stations, both in this country and abroad.
Construction on stations in the UD.i.ted States was started imme- errusers, .destroyers, transports, hospital ships. patrol vessels, mine
layers,
nune sweepers, -submarine chasers, converted yachts, gunboats,
diatelv, and to-day prac,.tically 1.he entire eastern .Atlantic coast is being
patrolled by naval aircraft, aDd the Navy Department i prepared to fuel a.nd supply ships, cargo carriers, -e tc.
Just
prior
to the beginning of the war the Bureau of Navigation, which
.extend these operations along 'the Gulf and Pacific coasts. In addition
"to seaplane-patrol stations, dirigible and kite-ballo()n stations have has charge of the recruiting, education, and training of all officers and
men
and
their
.assignment to the fighting vessels of the Navy, started a
'been ·put into operation, ·and, tn order to attain the greatest possible
efficiency and cruising radios for seaplanes, rest and supply stations carefully cons'idered system of intensive training to provide for the
great
need
for
efficient per onnel during the war. An estimate of war
are being located at the most advantageous points.
The increase in the number of stations .abroad has been fully as great. n£'eds was accurately drawn up and schools for special ratings were
immediately
started.
.At the same time the trainmg tations, which
'The month following the declaration of war 5 naval aviators and 100
.enliBted men were sent abroad, and these forces were the first forces could accommodate but 6,000 men, were enlarged and additional train·
jng
depots
erected,
until
now they can accommodate over 100,000 men
.cf the United States to land in ~'ranee for service against the enemy.
The bodies of three of these .men are now buried in France and two in training.
The
assi
tance
of
universities
and schools through-out the country
others were killed in seaplane accidents. Since the arriva.1 of this first
expeditlon abroad, h'ta.tlons have •been established not only in France was obtained in .order to train men for Epecial ratings along technical
lines
in
which
these
educati-onal
institutions
excelled, but the schools
but in England, Ireland. and Italy as well. In order to apprPcia.te more
fully the magnitude of this achievement, it may be said that it has established at the training stations covered the great majority of the
ratings
necessary
for
the
flghtlng
work
of
the
fieet. At the training
been necessary to hlp from the United States practically all the mateTial for these stations, w.hlch includes hangars, machinery, and, in a stations there are schools for practically all the trades, including
cow~ses
for
divers,
electricians,
radio
men.
carpenter
, machinists, black·
word, everything thnt will PYentully be used at these points.
During the month of September, 1918, aircraft engaged in patrol smiths, coppersmiths, bakers, cooks, stewards, Hospltal Corps men,
.fuel-oil
men,
winch
men,
camoutleurs,
musicians,
yeomen.
gunners. sig·
- 11lghts in the United ·States covered a total distance of 404.775 mnes.
Aircraft engaged in :training ::flights covered a total of 1,317.460 miles nalmen, steel and concrete construction men, water tenders. firemen,
during the same ·period. It is not considered advisable to give out quartermasters, h-elm men, gyro-compass men, lookouts, armed-guard
actual figures regarding the operations at foreign stations. The work crews, submarine crews, moto.r-boat men, bydt·oplane specialists, tor·
.;abroad has gone fot·ward steadily and t1le results obtained are becom- pedo men. aviators, a-viator mechanics of all classes, etc•
Training was al o started in the battle fleet, and, under the able
ing more B.Dd moxe importrurt., A recent .a nnouncement by tbe Navy
IX!partment to the ~!'feet that American naval aircraft successfuUy at- -dlrcetion of the commander in chief, Admiral Mayo, every ve sel of the
tacked and destroyed a German submarine is only one 11lustration of Na.''Y, at home .and abroad, is now an .active training unit for both o.tfi·
the work that is being done over there. The stations, in addl:ti~n to eel'S and me-n 1n addition to carrying out its main mission of immediate
carrying out active antisubmaTine patrols, have .been engaged in a sist- readiness fo1· battle. Trained destroyer, submarine, and patrol boat
officers and men from the war zone are being constantly brought back
lng vessels of the fleet in con"Voying troop and merchant ships.
On April 27. 1918, an American dirigible ·abroad made a continuous ns .nucleus crews to man many of the new vessels being put into comflight for 25 hours and 43 minutea, during the course of which three mission, and the battleship~ and .other vessels of the tleet are turning
convoys were escorted for 13 hours and '50 minutes in a zone which was out specially trained crews for new battleships and other vessels of
mined and patrolled. In recognition of this accomplishment the French the fleet and are providing the armed guards for every vessel that visits
mini ter of the ma.rine officially complimented the American force . aying the war zone.
that '·'such an nscension of 25 hours -:n.nd 43 minutes, which constiIt is be(:ause of the strict .adherence to th-e carefully prepared plan<J
tutes by its tlut·ation a remarkable performance, gives us proof o! the Df tile bureau in regard to providing trained personnel for the enormous
most excellent qualities of end.urance, of energy, of sang-froid, and of expanslo.n of the Navy from 56,000 to 520,000 that the Navy bas been
technical ability of the American forces."
.
able to .satisfactorily meet every caU f.or manning new vessels and tor
In addition to the activities mentioned a'bO'Ve the Navy Department providing the neeessary skilled officers and men for all the detailed
decided to organize an expedition to destroy enemy submarbJe and work of aviat;.lon, mining, bombing, and other operations abroad.
·naval bases. Tbe -personnel and material of this eKpedition wa-s orThe reports from the commander in chief of the .Atlantic Fleet and
ganized in the United States ana later sent abroad. On August 15, from all commanders of forces abroad show that the varloos Ulrlts
1918, it was announced that -ope.ra1:ions had been started by bombing eomposlng the Navy have reached a higher state of battle efficiency
.and destroying enemy ·bases in Belgium. 'l'he scope .of the ac.tt-rlties .of than ever before.. Further, the system of providing and training per·
·the e-xpedition have since been increased and the original forces aug- sonnel is now operating on the assun1ption that the war wUl last tor
mented from time to time.
several years, .and every detail of the needs fo.r 18 months to come has
When war was Heclared on April 6, 1917, 93 'heavier-than-air sen- been carefully considered and prepared for.
In the traru;po.rt service alone, which includes all the convoy and
planes bad 8reviously been delivet·ed to the Navy :and about 135 were
on order.
! the number tha.t .had previously been delivered. onl_y 21 escort system, and which, under Rea.r Admiral Gleaves, has produced
tWere in use, the .remaind.er having been worn out or lo.st. These sea- such remarkable results in safely delivering enormous numbers .of
planes were of the N-9 and R-6 types, Which are now considered as troops and quantities ·Of supplies on th-e other side, there are to-day
'training seaplanes.
more officers and men than there were ln the Pntire Navy just prior
After eliminating types which .had been tried and found unsuitable, to the beginning of the war. The same s1atement ap-plies eqnany to
the department fixed upon two sizes for war purposes which had been the forces actually operati:ng in the war zone on the .other side.
It is proper to state that the successful operation of all activities
perfected in the United States in anticipation of the <Ievelopment of a
higb-powerPd engine.
Th(' enf"'ine developed is the Liberty. . 'Tl1e ass!gned to the Navy .during the war is directly due to the .system of
:tlying boat which at i:he pre en time is -stro.ngly fa¥ored is an .Amer- tratDing of officers and men, in which this country has excelled for
ican conception and it has not been necessary to copy foreign patterns many years past.
The measure of the efficiency cf the Kavy is the efficiency of tts
-to insure our filers .being supplied :with the best. With tllis development of the heavier-than-air craft came the development of dir-igibles personnel.
.BURE.AU OF SUPPLTE.S AND ACCOUNTS.
and kite :balloons.
,
With the development o:t. suitable planes and engines tbe Nav:v was
At the beldnning of the war the enlisted strength of the Navy was
able to select the type of aircraft which was best suited for its s'crvice rrpproximately 60,000 men ; since that time the Navy 'has i.Dcreased by
and to frame a large and definite building program. As a result there leaps and bounds until to-day, a year and a hal! ince war was declared
are now over 500 seap1anes in use at naval air stations in the United on Germany, we have an enlisted strength of approximately half a
States and up to date over 400 seaplanes. bave been sent abroad. .mlll1Dn. The work of feeding and clothing the greatly increased Navy
Other aircraft at stations, both in this country and abroad. includes proceeded with orderly precision and all of the men have been satisdiri"'ibles a.nd klte balloons. There bas been no -undue delay in supplv- factorily outfitted with clothing adequate for their needs in -ev~>ry
ing seaplanes, .and the delivery of ervice seaplanes is app.rox:imateiy re pect. .All of the clothing provided for the men has been up to the
one month ah ad of the sclleduled time.
.usWll b..Lgb Navy standard, the inspecti-ons never having for a moment
The demand for all·craft nec-es.s ltated an enormous increase of p:ro- been relaxed in any degree.
auctlon facilities, and. as a part of this extension. the Navy DepartThe Navy ration since the war bas been maintained at its usual high
ment undertook to build and equip a naval aircraft factory at the Phila- standard and this factor has greatly contributed to the excellent
·delphia Navy Yard. Within 90 days fr-om the date the land bad been physical condition which characterizes the health of the Navy to-llay.
assigned, the factory was ere,·ted and tbP keel o! thP first flying boat Although constant importunities ha.v<! been made to lower the Navy's
was laid down. In August. 1918, this factory was producing 50 per spe-<:'ificatlons for pro"Vision and to adopt foou substitutes. all such
cent more SPaplnnes than H had been two months pcevlous. 1n addition, importunities were succ" sfully resisted aud there is no variation in
at least five plants are at present de.oted to Navy work and a large the quality, quantity. and Yarlety of the Navy ration as it e11.'isted
proportion of the -output of several other factories has been assigned before 'the war.
to the Navy.
Grt>at pres urc bas been brought to beur on the Navy to lower the
The delivery of seaplanes Tor trainin~ purposes ha.s been sufficient specifications for beef and to accept carcass beef of a minimum weight
to more than meet the requirements. The training of personnel and of 475 pounds, which is 100 pounds less than tlult required under the
providing of stations nnd equipment to carry out this troining bas ex- Navy specifications. The first request to lower tbe specttlcations was
paneled sufficit'ntly so tbat the present output of pilots. observers. accompanted by a statement to the eiiect that there was a threatened
mechanicians, and men traine-d in · ·pccial branches ls keeping u.breast shortago in the immediate future of beef of Navy specification weight
or ahead of requirements.
and as a result the Federal Trade Commisston.was requested to lnvesti·
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gate the entire beef sitnn.tion. Upon receipt of 1llc report of the Federal Trude Commission and after an exchange of views with the Food
Administration the following resolution with reference to beef for the
Navy was adopted by the Food Purchase Board :
"'i:t is requested that the Food Administration preempt for and allot
to the Army, Navy, and fighting forces of our allies a sufficient quantity
of beef weighing 575 pounds up to 850 pounds to fill their demands.
" It there be not enough beef of these weights procurable, then the
Food Administration is requested to allot, after giving notice to the
War Department and the Navy Departme?nt, lighter beef of proper
quality sufficient to meet such deficiency, keeping the weights of the
allotted beef as near as possible to the minimum mentioned above--thi_s
lighter-weight beef to be d.i stributed pro rata i>etween the Army, the
Navy, and the allied fighting forces on the basis of their total demands.
" During such time, how~'-vcr, as a shortage of heavyweight beef may
exist, the Food Administration is requested to take the necessary steps
to prevent any such heavyweight beef from being diverted to the
civilian populations either '\lithin the United Stutes or abroad.
"The quality of all allotted beef to be passed upon by the inspectors
for the Army nnd Navy in accordance with specifications and instructions issued to them by their respective departments."
While the average cost of the ration increased about 13 per cent over
the cost last yearb statistics from the official bulletin issued by the
Department of La or indicate that there was a rise in the average
wholesale prices of provisions of 18 per cent ; so t hat, had the cost oi
the ration kept pace with the increase in the cost of provisions the
total cost to the Government would have been about a million and n
half dollars more than it actually was-this meaning a saving of about
$4,500 a day.
As stated by the Secretary of the Navy, "the Rnccess of the transfer
of the Army troops wm depend to a large extent on the con(luct of the
commissary service on each vessel." Keeping this fact in mind, plans
were made well in advance of tbe initial trip of the transports bearing
t-roops for France and complete and satisfactory arrangements for the
subsistence of tbe troops en route were made. Tbe reports receivert
from the commanding officers of the troops on board tbe transports
amply attest the fact that the troops are well ~;atlsfied with the food
furnished them, tbe following having been receivell from the commanding officer of tbe troops en route on tbe transport Merc1~ry:
" Tbe food supplied thP. troops during the yoyage bas been well
cooked, most exceilent in quality, the variety has been well maintained,
and it bas been ample in quantity. No man bas been turned away, no
matter how many times he appeared for reissue of food at any meal."
On one transport recently 11,000 troops were served dinner in the
remarkably short period of one hour and seven minutes.
PURCHASE DIVISIO:'i.

The volume of purchasing done in Supplies and Accounts has grown
from a prewar sum of $27,000,000 per annum to over balf ·a billlon per
annum. Although tbe general fundamental principles of Navy peacetime purchasing, definite standards of quality, adequate inspection, etc.,
have been maintained, .it. bas been necessary by reason of changed conditions in industry to make use of a war-time power of fixing fair al!d
just prices on tbe basis of cost of production plus a reasonable profit in
connection with the purchase of many commodities.
Competition
which m time of peace assured reasonable prices became inadequate in
time of war. In addition, tbe changed conditions have made necessary
1be use of the war-time power to compel performance. The developments of the year in tbe observance of these fundamentals and the new
experience gathered in tbe usc of war-time powers have added greatly
to the store of purchasing knowledge. The records already were so
complete as to warrant the statement that "Navy purchasing has been
a science."
Personnel: Tbe purchasing staff of the Navy bas increased over 1,400
per cent during the year. From a prewar force of 28 officers, clerks,
stenographers, and civilian experts, the purchasing force of tbe Navy
has increased to a present total of 402. It is interesting to note in
this connection that practically the entire purchasing staff of to-day
was untrained, without previous purchasing experience in the Navy.
Major phases of purchasing: The story of the Navy purchasing
system may be briefly summarized under five beads :
(a) The building up of an organization for specJalizing in various
lines of commodities, thus forming a basis for coordinating all governmen tal purchasing.
(b) Developments in competitive bidding.
(c) War-time means of securing material.
(d) Determination of "fair and just" prices.
(e) Stock upkeep in war.
Studies in material : With purchases amounting to more than a
million and one-half dollars a day, tbe need for un organization of
specialists was early seen. For each important industry, the purchasing organization has bad its specialist wbo ·bas· been charged with a
thorough knowledge of the facts in each industry, labor supply, -raw
materials, fuel power, finances, together with the capacity of the
industry for production. Anticipation of the requirements of this
material by these specialists bas resulted to the advantage of tbe Navy.
The value of a specialized study of the Nation's capacity for production may be seen in tbe following typical case in connection with tex-
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In August last, 10,000,000 yards of duck and 6,500,000 yards o!
denim were purchased prior to the taking over by the Army of tbc
Nation's entire production until March, 1919. Five million yards of
11-ounce, 18-ounce, and 30-ounce cloth were bought, being the largest
purchases of uniform cloth ever contemplated by the Navy and requiring
an expenditure of $17,000,000. To make tbe cloth 15,000,000 pounus
of grease wool was used, which resulted in a yardage sufficient for tbe
manufacture of 1,000,000 blouses, 800,000 pairs of trousers, and 350,000
overcoats. By thus anticipating requirements, it will be unnecessary
for the Navy to enter the market again for cloth until May, 1919. By
adding 2,000.000 yards of 11-ounce, 400,000 yards of 18-ounce, and
600,000 yards of 30-ounce material, Navy contract..<~ were out of the
way of the Army before its expanded program was adopted.
Material sedions: Special groups (steel and iron, chemicals and explosives, nonferrous metals, textiles, lumber, provisions, etc.) are maintained in the purchasing organization. These groups have been built
around men expert in their particular specialty. Other groups are
added from time to time as the wa1· demands for any material assume
special importance in purchas ing operations. As a result of the extension of a policy of organization along material lines to other war
agencies of tbe Government, it bas been possible to make all Navy purcha ses through a Navy organization without confiict.
·
Developments in competitive bidding: The Navy system of obtaining
material by competitive bidding bad been thoroughly developed before
the war, and was well known to industry. There have been no im-

portftnt changes in Jilrinciple nor in practice other than those of gradual
and orderly expansiOn. Tbe pressure of war demand has in no way
modifiE!d the principle that Navy busine&S must not only be right but
must look right. The widest possible publicity is sought in connection
with all purchasing activities.
A campaign has been conducted with great success with a view to
ellmlnatin~ all middle men from bidding on Navy supplies by maintaining a rigidly supervised list of qualified bidders and by making it
attractive to manufacturers to bid direct. Contingent-fee attorneys
and brokers have ueen mercilessly exposed, and the facts in each case
have been presented to the Department of Justice for action. A year
ago the perccn tage of brokers bidding ·for Navy business was between
G and 7 per cent. To-day this percentage bas been cut d.own to between
1 and 2 per c('nt. On occasions when satisfactory bids have not been
rece~ved at the public opening by reason of sc.a rclty of material or
unwillingness of manufacturers to bid in the face of rising prices, special appeals have been made in the form of individual letters, pointing
out the urgent necessity for the material and the responsibi11ty of the
manufac.turer in contributing to the supply of war needs. Upon each
nppl~cabon of this J!lethod the necessary supply of tbe needed commodity J:Ias been obtamed a~ satisfactory prices.
War-time means of securmg material: Often by reason of an insufficient supply of raw material or an unwillingness on the part of manu!acturers to furnish material at prices which the Navy ought to pay, it
bas .been necessary to exercise the power vested by law to place mandatory orders at prices determined by the Navy after intensive Investigation of the cost of production. This procedure has been necessary
both to obtain the finished product and to control raw materials when
prices were ullduly inflated by reason of wide competition on the part
of manufacturers who sought to supply the finished product. Price
discussions have been held with the representatives of the leading
Industries an~ have resulted in securing many classes of supplies at
reasonable pnces, In addition to establishing close relations between
the Navy and industry. In addltion to the peace-time method of competition, it bas been possible for the Navy to further assure fair prices
by reason of its vigorous use when needed of the price-fixing powers.
In .order to protect the NavY: until such time as the competition order
of rndustry Is fully restored It would seem imperative that they should
be extended beyond the limits at which they are now fixed.
Fair prices to the Navy: In every exercise of the purchasing function the Navy has sought tirelessly to assure fair prices. To this end
every means open to it have been actively employed. A few concrete
examples of this policy will serve to show the practical results obtained
and to further justify the elaborate and detailed study of commodity
markets maintained by the Navy since the beginning of the war. In
certain instances, after a thorough request for bids bad resulted unsatisfactorily, it was found necessary to allocate Government needs
among the mdustry in order that actual production might be assured
and at the same time that fair and just prices should be obtained.
This practice bas been widely followed in tbe steel industry anrl bas
been most successfully applied by the Navy in connection with its
purchases of certain classes of foort products. Where allocation brut
failed it bas bet>n necessary to commandeer available supplies in order
to meet immediate needs. In June, for illustration, m cooperation
with the Army, a joint order to commandeet· white and kidney beans
became necessary. As a result or the order · 42,000,000 pounds of beans
were e:ecured in California. Many contracts were in force for the
sale of the beans which were commandeered, title to pass upon the
docking of the vessel at a United States port. In order to protect the
Navy's interests and to avoid the obvious increases in cost which would
result from the injection of intermediate owners, commandeering orders
were entered against the cargoes by wireless, and a fair price, based
upon tbc cost of the product to importers, was fixed. By this means a
large supply of the necessary staple was obtained at a great savtfig
to tbe Army and the Na:vy, and all parties with equitable rights in tbe
transaction were fully protected.
A successful means of readjusting prices downward has been effected
by supplying raw material to the manufacturers. In July, 1917,
3,000,000 pounds of wool were purchased, and the effect upon the
mal'ket of the price at which wool was oll'ered by the Navy to its cloth
contractors was surprising. Although there was no established price
control at that time, the action of the Navy helped to stabilize tbe whole
wool situation. Manufacturers state that this wool made it possib1e
for them to obtain satisfactory :r;>rices on raw materiall and as a result
reductions were made in the pnce to the Navy of fin shed wool products. In this lnstance the Navy's small holding of wool prevented the
price on contractor's options from exceeding the price set by the Navy
on its own supply. A further purchase of 25,000 bales of Australian
wool was made under favorable conditions by arrangement with tbe
British Government, and a complete set of samples was made available
for the inspection and selection by successful low bidders on manufactured cloth. · As a result a direct t>aving has been effected to the extent
of about $1,500,000 and has assured the production of material with
which to clothe the fleet. Another instance where the Navy bas successfully supplied raw material and so obtained finished products at
low ·prices is seen in tbe case of bigh explosives. In a period of unusua demand concerns wbo bad the facilities for fabricatmg but which
were not able to obtain tbe raw materials at reasonable PTices were
furnished the raw material by tbe Navy, wbicb made it possible to
secure reasonable Erlces upon the finished product.
In order to obta n low prices and to avoid a duplication of effort there
has been a recent tendency to have one dl:'partment obtain certaln
classes of material for tbe entire war program. At the request of the
War Department tbe Navy now handles the distribution of mercury
for the use of explosives, paints, and pharmaceuticals, and by reason
of similar request controls all arrangements for inspection, payment,
and distribution of imported Indian mica. This practice extends also
to the purchase of hemp and kapok by the Navy purchasing organization in the Philippine Islands.
In order to make tbe fullP.st use of stored material a permanE>nt
naval board of appraisal and condemnation has bePn established at
New York, with authority to take possession of articles needed by tbe
:Navy. Tbe board has made inventories of goods of Interest to the
Navy stored in warehouses and held by banks or forwarding agents
for export, in tbe case of 238 war!'bouses, 4!) banks, anc'l 553 forwarding agents and 223 exporters. By thus making use of finished products
Instead of placing new orders · and by taking material at a fixed price
a substantial saving to the Nation bas resulted.
The commandeering power was most succt>ssfully usf:'d in the fall or
1917, when tbe tin market was mounting rapidly. Upon advices from
the collector o! customs that a ship with a cargo of 250 tons of pig
tin consigned to three owners was atout to dock. the 13 tons required
by tbe Navy were commn.ndl'ered and apportionPd among the three concerns. The tin was paid for at 64 cents per pound. the approximate
value before the market began to rise. Further arrangements were
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made to restrain all tin of Navy specification warehoused tn New York,
and 2t000 tons were placed under seal. As a result of this action,
severru hundred additional tons were placed at the dlsposar of the
Navy by a dealer at 64 cents per pound, the market at that time being
80 cents. In connection with this operation, the following statement
was made a part of the report of the Senate Investigating Committee on
Operation of Government DeJ.>artments :
· "The action o1 the Navy 1n commandeering tin whtch was hoarded
in the po session of "'importers and dealers and thereby held from the
Jnarket when an acute shortage prevailed was commendable."
By reason of the use of mandatory and commandeering orders, the
determination of a just and reasonable price was of first importance.t he power to Jlx a price, implying the responsibility to fix It when
quoted prices were not fair. The Navy has earned a reputation for
insisting upon fair prices to apply to its purcllases, and this prinl'iple
has bE-come recog.ilized as the oni:V substantial foundation for the Government war-time purchasing. The concrete acknowledgment of the
soundness of thls policy is found ~ a letter from the chairman of the
price-fixing committee to the Secretary of the Navy, in which he
states:
• " Manufacturers waste their time to attempt to extort unfair prices
from the Navy, as it seems to keep itself exceptionally well informed,
and uses, as it should, its mandatory orders and commandeering privileges to secure fair prices."
INLAND TRAFFIC DIVISIOY.

The congestion on the railroads whtch was generally prevalent at the
time war was declared became more serious ; and effort-s and methods
, that had previonsly been used to secure necessary transportation and
l expeditious movement for Navy and Marine Corps trafllc were nnuvalling.
r
In the territory north of the Ohio and Potomac Rivers and east of
the Indiana-Illinois State lin~1 where were located at least 90 per cent
1
of the industries engaged in roe
manufacture of war material, the carriru·s were unable to furnish transportation required for all trafllc ; and
• the problem was, and still is, to distribute the transportation properly
and fairly and first to those interests directly involved ln the prosecution of the war.
I
For the purpose of protecting Navy interests, a section known as
•• rush delivery " was created in the Purchase Division of the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts, which accomplished results that were far-reach; ing, particularly at a time when the Navy was endeavoring to place. in
1commission for effective operation against the submarine the greatest
po sible number of destroyers and submarine chasers.
1
The shortage of freight equipment was very acute. Where, during
normal times, a few day~ were consumed in handling freight between
point of origin and destination weeks were now required. Contractors
found it impossible to secure cars in the required number and were
to move with reasonable promptness those that they did secure
1unable
except with the assistance of the Navy.
' Toward the end of 1917 the volume of traffic to be handled increased
· enormously; adverse ra11 conditions continued; congestion and delays
•increased; and, mainly due to the unusually severe winter, there re1sulted the most serious situation known in the history of the railroads.
I It was therefore deemed advisable, early in February, 1918, to establish a Division of Inland Transportation in the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts, consisting of a limited number of employees assisted and advised by a few executive representatives of the United States Railroad
''Administration. This division has so well accomplished the purpose
·for which it was created th.<J.t there has .been but little serious trouble
since in moving with reasonable promptness the war program trafllc in
whtch the Navy and Marine Corps were. or are, interested. While much
of thls improved situation is due to the ability of the rail carriers to
take care of all the trafllc involved to better advantage at this time,
, yet the direct action by this division and the assistance that it has
been able to render the various bureaus has enabled action to be taken
and to t·esnlt with greater dispatch.
I
Particular assistance was and is being given to subcontractors who
ba ve very little ability to obtain prompt results (if at all) except
through the efforts of the Navy and Marine Corps; and the very few
complaints that have been made for some months plainly indicate the
value of the assistance rendered in the speeding up of the war program.
1 The measures adopted by the Navy in connection with labor tra.nsportatlon to and from navy yards, shipbuilding plants, and other activities
in which the Navy was and is interested have been far·reaching in their
effect
upon a situation that was adverse in its operation against Navy
1activities.
Resulte were obtained by inducing in some instances the
i street railway companies to expand their transportation facilities, thus
; giving satisfactory transportation conditions and abating the conditions
that would in time have become intolerable to labor.
I All during the period of increased activity occasioned by the outbreak of hostilities, close attention has been given to the necessity of
nvoidlng unre3.;;onable or excessive transportation charges. The same
attention has been given to rate applications to and from contemplated
' storage sites.
I
ALLOTMENT AI\'1> WAR-RISK DIVISIO~.
1
Of great interest to thousands of dependents of our men, in the fleet
anu scattered through our stations at home and abroad, are the allotl ments made by the personnel of the Navy. In July, 1917 there were
paid about 29,000 allotments, amounting to a little over $S60,000. In
June, 1918, there were paid 128,000 allotments, amounting to about
$2,700,000. During the fiscal year there were paid a total of 849,000
allotments, amounting to over $19.000,000.
I The third liberty loan to the Navy was handled by Supplies and
'Accounts. the work bein~. in direct charge of Admiral Cowie, and the
1Navy officers and men, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard subscribed a
sum of over $18,500,000. It is interesting in this connection to note
_that eve:ry navy yard in the United States gave subscriptions .from
more than 80 per cent of its employees, all but one over 88 per cent
10f the employees, and all but two over 95 per cent of the employees.
One vard had 100 per cent of the entire number of employees therein
sub. cribing, and the average subscription in thts yard was '87.50.
t
Steps are being taken to put the fourth liberty loan "over the topt"
so far as the Navy is concerned, with an even greater total as rega.ras
the amount of money subscribed.
The war-risk insuran~o act approved Odober 6, 1917, threw a trelbendous volume of work upon the Navy, and this work was handled
by Supplies and Accounts, by a special division created for this purpose, working in close harmony with the Bureau of War-Risk Insurance in the Treasury Department.
Specially trained officers were sent abroad to visit every ship the:re,
and all stations, and to explain to every officer and man, atloat and
ashore, the provisos of this act. In addition, they conducted an active
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selling campaign and saw to it that all requests were sent ln in proper·
form, so that allotments ·wuuld be paid without delay and without
interminable correspondence.
In December, 1917, 11,000 applications were forwarded to the Treasury Department; in January, 41,000; increasing rapidly from month
to month, in January 20 300 checks being mailed, to the value of
nearly $1,500,000, and in June of this year 100,7::i6 checks, of a total
of over $4,150,000.
How great a success the war-risk insurance is ];2roving is shown by
an examination of the latest applications for insurance received in
comparison with the earlier ones, which show an increase of nearly
$1,500 on average applications, figures of which are as follows:
Average.
1,000 early applications ________ _: ________________________ $7,431
1,000 intermediate applications------------~--------- 7, 851
1,000 recent applications--------------------------------- 8, 972
Grand average------------------------------------- 8,085
The total of 276,341 insurance applications in the Navy July 31,
1918, at this average, makes a total am-ount of $2.234,2113,985 insurance in the Navy.
·
Of the 345,720 family-allotment applications in the Navy July 31,
1918, approximately 100,000 are "Uve " allotments. The average altotment per man of these is a few cents over $16, making a total of
$1,600,000 per month that the Bureau of War-Risk Insurance in the
Treasury Department is paying to Navy dependents on these family
allotments.
LOGISTICS AND FUEL

DIVISIO~.

The entry of the United States into war made the development and
handling of the fuel problem one of increasingly vital importance to
the country at large as well as to the Navy. The increased Navy demands for all classes of fuel and the often diminishing supply, due to
many surrounding conditions, such as labor, transportation, etc., have
made it necessary that the greatest care be exercised in the solution of
the sroblem. A few luminous examples showing the rise in the de-

ma~lt~~dus coal: For the fiscal year 1917 the Nav 's requirements
were approximately 1,200,000 gross tons, while in 1!f1s the requirements were in excess of 4,000,000 tons, 90 per cent of which was delivered at tidewater points.
Anthradte coal: Three times the Navy's prewar requirements were .
used in 1918.
Fuel oil: There has been a large increase in the consumption of this
fuel and, in 1918, 4,600,000 barrels were handled, over 90 per cent
being for delivery at the Atlantic seaboard, this being three times the
amount of oil stored in 1917.
Gasoline: Again the requirements treble, and 11,000,000 gallons were
delivered at the Atlantic seaboard and Gulf ports, with half a million
gallons more on the Pacific coast.
Distillate: 400,000 gallons have been used by the Navy during this

pa~\~~ndlin of the Navy's fuel requirements made 1t necessar to
resort to placfng allotment orders against various leading suppllers
throughout the country on a basis of an equitable share in the total
production, great care being exercised to have these allotments represent a proper pro rata of the total production of the companies involved based upon their percentage of output, proximity to the transportation required, convenience of facilities, etc. The question of the
price of coal was fixed in August under Executive announcement and
has been modified from time to time to correspond to the increased cost
of production of the various districts, the average price during the last
half of the fiscal year being approximately $3 per gross ton at mines
producing Navy coaL
The problem of Navy coal is further complicated by the fact that
high-grade coal only has to be used by the Navy to meet the military
requirements. q'his coal has to be furnished from mines accepted for
this purpose after careful inspection and tried experience. Great benefit has been secured to all concerned by the establishment of the Tidewater Coal Exchange, whtch, for example, permits loading assignments
to be handled at any pier in the harbor in question. The equalization of
coal credits in the exchange, under the rules laid down, takes care of
the distribution between the coal suppliers and mines at interest.
To meet the daily current problem of the storage of coal careful and
accurate surveys have been made of ail the principal ports, and large
Navy storage plants have been constructed at various ports along the
coast equipped with the latest and most economical handling and loading devices. These storages, when completed, will repr ent a capacity
of approximately 1,500,000 tons; and in a like manner the reserve
storage is being developed for oil and gasoline, in order that shlps may
be rapidly refueled alongside the pier or in stream.
SUPPLY DIVISION.

During the past year 143,000 requisitions from various sources were
handled by this division, covering all possible items of naval sto.res_
Among the special features developed by the war were the special
winter clothing, submarine clothing, and flash-proof clothing. There
had been no previous need in the Navy for cold-weather clothing as our
fleet has usually spent its winters in southern waters. At the outbreak
of the war, however, the need developed, and after consulting British
experience, specifications were drawn for winter clothing, which was
immediately obtained by Supplies and Accounts, and is now in use on all
vessels of the fieet1 with spare outfits located at all the supply stations
ashore. This clotning
consists of two heavy woolen undershirts· two
pairs heavy woolen socks; one bJanket overshirt; one wtnd-proot suit
with hood ; mittens; and heavy arctics; and with this outfit a man on
watch can stand the coldest winter blasts.
The submarine clothing is another special item which has rec ived
spPclal attention; and tbl" special garment now in use, although being
modified from time to time, as experience teaches, has been very satis-

fa<¥g~Ydevelopmeq,t

of the aviation clothing kept pace with the development of our air fleet, and by the fall of 1917, 1.,500 outfits were on
hand and many more have since been purchased. These outfits are
being changed from time to time as experience proves the necessity.
The radical development of special clothing was the adoption of flashproof clothing, which protects the men at guns from the uanger of
sparks and fire. A board specially appointed for the purpose 1nquirerl
extensively into the matter, and this clothing is now being obtained fol·
use aboard all ships needing it.
·
An important and little-heard-of function of Supplies and Accounts
is the salvage of scrap and condemned materiaL The sale of garbage,
for instance, previously discarded, will, it is estimated, result in ultimate returns this yea:r of at least $100.000. With the cooperation of
Yards and Docks utillzation is being made of former wood waste to pro-
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duce heat. The saving is .conservatively estimated this year at $300,000.
l\Iore careful attention is being paid to the reworking, repair, and salvaging of all other scrap materials, and the whole question of salvage
Js being placed on a modern scientlftc basis. It is not exaggerating to
state th~ ultimate gain this over last year will be at least $500,000.
Not only does this represent a direct collar-and-cent savmg, but it goes
further, as it saves the production elements all over the co~try.
The question of storage in the Navy has taken great strides. The
tremendous burden thrown upon 1t in order to take care of, the immense amount of stock needed to supply the fleet and shore establishments at the outbreak of the war meant that storage space must keep
pace with the increase in stock. Supplies and Accounts and Yards and
Docks, working in closest harmony, show results in the following buildings already completed or near completion :
New York Yard: 11-story building, area 712,900 square feet.
Philadelphia: 7-stocy building, area 307,900 square feet.
Boston : One 8-story storehouse and one 10-story storehouse adjoining,
area 900,000 square feet.
Mare Island: 4-story building, area 128,700 square feet.
Charleston : 4-story building, area 96,600 square .f eet.
Puget Sound: Nine-story building; area, 287,800 square feet.
New London : Four-story bullclln~; area. 57,000 square feet.
Hampton Roads : Six-story building ; area. 352,423 square feet.
Newport: li'onr-story building; area, 59,409 squart feet; cost,
$147,833.
Washington : Five-story building ; _ar~a, 137,500 squart feet ; cost,
$876,751.
In order to relieve the con~estlon in the navy yard at Brooklyn and
also at Norfolk and to perlDlt the industrial activities of those yards
to be properly expanded for repairs of the fleet the supply bases at
South Brooklyn and at Jamestown will be developed as the two prtma.ry
Issuing and equipping polnts for the augmented fleet. Inland storage
has b<>en located at Phllllpsburg, N. ;r., immediately across the river
trom Easton, Pa., from which pnint bulk supplies will be distributed to
the issuing yards nnd bases along the coast.
Under the explicit direction of the Secretary of the Navy, the development of Navy storage has bPen rapidly made along the following
lines : Permanent storage of sufficient amount to meet the needs of
the Regular Na.vy in peace times, together with sneh temporary storage
as may be necessary at this time to meet war conclltions, this being
1n strict compliance with the Secretary's firm stand not to spend a
dollar or use a bit of material or any man power unnecessarily during
the war.
OVERSEAS DIVlSlON.

It will be interesting to note that in all the shipments of Navy
stores abroad in naval supply ships or ships coxtsigned to the Navy
for thi.s purpose only two vessels bave suffered damage, one being
torpedoed and the other from fire within. The former vessel did not
carry a large cargo, and the greater portion of the cargo of the latter
vessel was salvaged. It will be seen that the steady ffow of naval
supplies abroad to our fieet operating there has been practically uninterrupted.
.
The shipment of seaplanes-more than 403 to date-has been without mishap.
DISBURSING DIVISION.

As of interest to show the rise in expenditures during the last fiscal
year, in ;July, 1917, Supplies and Accounts paid 5,498 vouchers, amount.
ing to $22,250,000 ; in ;June, 1918, 13,202 vouchers were paid, amounting to $62,160,000; and a total disbursement during the fiscal year
on 121,931 vouchers amounting to $593,251,526.45-in this one, but
ln.r~est, disbursing office of the Navy.
The largest part of the accounting efforts of the {>ast year ba.s been
required in connection with the pnrchaslng of matenals in cases where
the determination by the Navy itself of cost and proper compensation
has been necessary ; i e., 1n all cases where, for one rea.s on or another, a fixed-pr:ice contract could not be ('ntered into or could not be
entered into without investi.Jl:ation a.n d where the product contracted
for did not fall under general price agreements controlled by the War
Industries Board.
The' situation as regards wages, cost of materials, and financing of
additional plant capacity has, of course, been such as to make it necessnry for many manufactu.rers to ask for eost-plus contracts ; on the
other hand, the Navy, 1n order to avoid the necessity of allowing
manufacturers a wide mar~ for contingencies, has found 1n many
cases that its interests reqmred either a cost-plus contract, with a continuous and careful inspeC'tion of costs thereunder. or special investigations of bids and estimntes whereby a fair fixed-price contract could
be entered into or a fair final price awarded under Navy commandeerin~ orders for manufacture.
In order to meet these conditions a force bas been organized, which
at the end of the fiscal year included 15 officers and 225 junior accountants and clerks in Supplies and Accounts, and 130 officers and
.nbout 2,000 junior accountants and clerks in the field, located through<>nt the country at about 100 major plants and shipbuilding yards and
s.e veral score of small sWp-repair yards and machine shops.
The activities of this organization have resulted in actunl concrete
savings to the Navy of $11,000,000, without attempting to estimate
what further amounts would have been charged to the Navy had the
.control exe rcised by this organization been ab nt.
This c<>ntrol has been exercised, on the whole, with little friction.
The accounting organizution has been imbued with the idea that a
way must always be found to pr~vent the Gove1·nment's money from
being wasted without interfering with the expeditious prosecution of
the work.
The sphere In which the application of this cardinal principle has
been most n&essary is in the administration of the cost-plus contract . Supplles and Accounts has been concerned with the inspection
of costs under three general forms of these contracts, which, due to
the organization of the Navy Department, have been admini tered in
three separate ways : First, the manufacturing contracts, · including
guns, airplanes, forwngs, special devices, and supplies, aggregating
$124.000,000; second, hipbu:ilding contracts; and, third. the shipl'('pair contracts, under which have been expended $168,000.0{)0 and
$25,000,000, respectively. Paym~mts under public works cost-plus contracts have been made by the disbursing officers upon the certificates
of the enJrtneer_s of the Bureau of Yards and Docks.
Other financial matters of unusual complex:lty which have arisen
have included adjustments with the Shipping Board, the War Department, the allies, and private parties on account of charter rates, freight
.rates, and inventories on cargo vessels and troop transports seized,
pm·cha!'>ed, or built; adjustments of accounts receivable and payable
with the Britl h and FN'nch missions and other departments of the
Government; foreign exchange matters arisl.ng In .South America,
China, Turkey, and Europe; the shipment of money; the organization
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of accounting systems f.o r the new Navy plants; development of accounting systems for the naval districts IUld the naval overseas tt·ansportation service, and the meeting of the many new problems arising in
navy-yard accounting_ with respect to cost ke ping and the interpret&·
tion of legislation and decisions rurecting yard labor.
As to the manufacturing contracts, of which there are 71 in force
at 47 plants, Supplies and Accounts is able to speak with knowledge ot
all phases of the problems which have arisen, from the preliminary negotiations with the contractors to the final settlement. It can be said that
notwithstanding the obvious objections to cost plus the operations under
these contracts have been on the whole satisfactory.
The general weakness of the cost-plus contract from the standpoint
of the Government is, of course, the tendency toward lack of interest
or effectiveness on the part of the manufacturer tn keeping costs down.
As a partial offset to this, wherever practicable, the profit under the
contract has been made a lump sum instead of a percentage of cost"'
ln such cases there obviously exists a certain Incentive on the part o£
the manufacturer to turn over the work promptly. and thus cheaply,
and reaUze his profit, since dragging out the work or inflating the cost
will not increase his profit, but wlll merely tie up his plant and capital
tor a longer period.
Other and more uni'\"ersal methods of control over waste have been
exercised. The first is the careful drawing of the contract to exclude
expenses not properly chargeable to Government product. The chief
of these is a considerable group of charges such as advertising, ·bad
debts, discounts, commissions, etc...l. in general to be described as selling
expenses, which, in fact, as the uovernment takes up more and m'Ore
ot the capacity of the plant, gradually tend to disappear. A further
group of charges embraces those which, while some manufacturers
customarily include 1n overhead, are in reality a proper charge to
capital account, such as extraordinary repairs to bu~dings, etc., or
.a proper charge to profit and loss or surplus account, such as Interest.
income, and profits taxes, losses on contracts, excessive salaries, etc.
Further than this, a system of control over methods of purchase and
prices of material and plant procured by the contractor has been establlshed; tool rates and depreciation accounts have been exn.mined and
wage schedules compared with the rates prevailing 1n the vicinlty. All
wage schedules have been submitted to the Secretary of the Navy for
approval In conformity with the general labor policies of the Government. Though the high cost of labor is sometimes attributed to the
wide vogue of the cost-plus contract it is believed that on the whole it
can not fairly be so attributed. It is due rather to general conditions
and policies in which the form o:f contract under which labor is employed ls but a minor factor. Apart from the wage element in the
hlgh cost of labor there is of course to be considered the question as to
whether the day's pay represents a full day's work. Careful attention
has been given to this feature of cost in!';pection and each Navy cost
inspector lias a force of competent and trustworthy men to cover this
matter day and night.
In the light of actual experience much attention has been devoted 1n
the past year to perfecting the cost, profit, and compensation provisions
of the standard manufacturing cost-plus contract. Few contr!U!ts providing for a percentage profit have been executed; wherever practicable
the tlxed profit form being used. The lump-sum profit is based on a
percentage of the estimated cost of production, frequently wlth a provision that should the cost of pl'oduction fall below the estimated cost
named in the contract the saving wlll be divided between the contractor
and the department. The percentage of such savings allowed to the
contractor ranges from 10 to 50 per cent; according to the closeness
wlth which it was possible to figure the estimated cost. Before includ
ing the estimated cost in a contract of this kind examinations of the
cost estimates of the contractors were usually made by officers of
Supplies and Accounts to determine the .reasonableness of the estimate.
Examination of the accounting systems of several hundred commercial concerns has cllsclosed the unmistakea'Lle fact that nowhere
1n the country has as mueh care and study been given to the development of a proper cost-accounting system, with all that that means tn
control, economy, and efficiency; as has been devoted to the navy-yard
system.
During the fiscal year 1918 accounting departments were established
at the Naval Aircraft Factory, Philadelphia, and Naval Ordnance Plant,
South Charleston, W. Va. The industrial accounting system ln use a't
other industrial navy yards in general was installed in these plants.
A comparison, as indicated below, of the amount of the expenditures
and the number of employP<'S at the industrial navy yards in the
United States between the fiscal years 1917 and 1918 represents the
expansion of the activities of these yards due to the war, and Is an
. 1Ddex of the increased burden lJln.ced on ~ accounting organizations
o:f the yards :

Yard.

1917

Portsmouth.- ...
·-·····-·-~·· S3,923,415
Boston .... _.. -···-··.-···-·-···-.-····· ....... --·-·-- .... . 7,427,9H
Ne'v York .... -· ... _.. -·-·_ .. _·-._-----.--·.----·-.---- .. . 19,612,639

·=·--····-·--···-· .. ······-..

7,269,954
12,631,638
Norfolk.. •. ·-·- ........ -...•.. ·-· ...... _.-- .. -.·- .......•... 10,781,886
Charleston. .. _........... _.............. -.............. ·- .. 3,020,396
6;870, 180
3,629,096

~~=~-·-·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~&l~d.;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Yard.

Portsmouth .•... _.. __ .. _-··-- ... __ .·-··-· .... ·- .... -......... .
Boston._ .. _........ --··-·---··--··-·--··---·._ ..... ···- ...... .
New York-··-·· .. ···-···-···-·-···-·-··--···-··--·-·· .. ···-·--

:!~~~~~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::

Charleston. ••.••.•••••••.•• ·-· •• ·-·.----·_ •• ____ ·---·- ____ .·- ..
Mare Island .. --··-· .... ·-·----··--···--··--·-·--··--· .... --·-·

Puget Sound .• ··- ....•.•.. __ ·-- .... _.---·---· ...... -·- ..•.. - ..
Total. ___ ·- _. ···-~·- ... -·-- •• -·- •• -.-- ·- ·• ·- • • · · -·- · ·- •• · ·

1918
SlO, 369, 423
22,380,532
78,963,702

25,185,948
29,368,183
24,010,703
9,6ZJ,645
18,236,812
14,064,15!

Number Number
employed employed
June 30, June 30,
1917.
1918.
2,364
4,484
10,499
6,406
6,833
7,130
2,9S3
4,219
2,495

4, 79j
9,822
16,687
9,378
10,639
10,163
4,531

8, 0115
5,499

1- - - - 1 - - - -

79,253

CONGRESSION~kL RECOltD-HOUSE.
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The Increase lu statistical (lata In connection- ~itb naval expenditure~>
bas been extremely heavy. Tbts increase bas been due to the establlsbment of accounts for new stations and vessels; additional number of
supply and disbursing officers rendering returns; and the increased
numbt-r and value of expenditures for the naval service. During the
year approximately 400 additional accounts for stations ashore and
20 000 for vessels have been established.
From March until July 1, 1918, approximately 1,400 contracts were
examined and brh~fed, 1,393 cost schedules prepared, and at the end of
the fiscal year there were 913 open contracts on the books. During
this period the amount of material thus consigned and accounted for
was $42,500,000.
It bas been necessarv for the Navy to determine freight rates for the
transportation on naval vessels of cargo for the allies, other Government departments, and private parties~ made necessary by tp.e ocean
tonnage situation. The Shipping Boara bas cooperated in this matter
as well as ID the matter of making settlements with the owners of the
I'equlsitloncd vessels for the value of consumable and nonconsumable
store-s on vessels assigned to the Navy.
Early in the fiscal year the foreign exchange situation in South.
:America made It necessary to obtain authority from the Treasury Department to negotiate and account for bills of exchange at the commercial rate In order not to work a hardship on the officers and men of
the Navy by paying them at the mint value, which bad been the former

~r~~tid~eat

Britain and France the establi<>hment of depositories by the
Treasury Department in London and Paris has provided a satisfactory
method of taking care of disbursing requirements overseas.
In response to the suggestion of the military governor of Santo
Domingo that the fractional currency of the Republic wns very scarce
noel that he believ('d the prestige of the United States in the island
would be greatly ('nhanced by the use or fractional curren~y of the
United l::itatef', licenses for shipment of small coin were obtamed from
the Federal Reserve Board.
The number of requisitions drawn on the Treasury Department ~nd
the amount of money placed to the credit of the Navy dlsbursmg
cfiicers are as follows :
.Month.

Amount of
money with-

Number
ofrequi·
sitions

drawn from

Treasury.

drawn_

July_ .. ___ · -··-- __ . __ .. __ .·-.·-._ .... _._._._ .. __ ._ .. ___
·August.._. _____ ··-·-- ____ ... ___ ··-···-·_ ..... ··---·---

~~~tn;r~~r:.:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

November.-·- .. -- .. -.·-··-.·--.-··- .. ·----·- ....... ·-.
December __ ..... _... _--·.··---· .. ·-. __ .··-_._.·-·-·--·
Jan nary __ ._-·_.·-· _______ ·-- ___ .·-··--···---·-·-_.....

~~~~h~:~::::: :::::::::::-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~

$70,951,500.00
65,370,500.00

222
255
282
294

120,853,000.00
116,468,500.00
136,504,500.00
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1~:~:m:88

~

1~~:~~:Z88: gg

April..--·-- .. ··--.-· ... _-·-·.--- ... ·- .. ----·-·---_··-30 ~
136,109,000.00
30 v
Ma.y.·--·-- --------. __ . _.. ·- ---. ·-. ·--. -·. ---- ··-. __ •. •
160,064,899.05
June __ . ____ .. __ ·-_._ ... __ ......... __ .. __ . __ .. ·-_. ____ . ___333
__ ___I_55_-,_o_l4_,_2_27_._24
1

Total.·-. __ .. -··---·._ ... __ ...... __ .--·----·_.-·.

3,257

1,377, 742,826.29

The number of public bills paid bas been as follows:

b~l~b~~ ~;P~~~e~~er:::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
·i~~~a~~ j~~~~=~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::

82,957
115 180
137,970
169,892

Total-------------------------------------------- 505,999
BUREAU OF 0RD~ANCE.

The service of the Bureau of Ordnance of the Navy Department includes supplying guns and their control equipment, together with powder and projectiles, to all ships_ in the Navy. It also provides, among
other things, armor plates for battleships, torpedoes and their launchi.ng apparatus, all our naval mines, and the many new devices that
have b('en developed to combat the German submarine.
Because of the vast quantity and variety of material that must be
supplied the organization of the bureau is in the nature of a committee
of exoerts.
'l'be work of the past year has largely dealt with an enormous expansion along lines laid down prior to the declaration of war. As
early as 1915 plans were drafted in preparation for war, should 1t
come. When the President signed the declaration of war-April 6,1917-telegrams were dispatched setting in motion the machinery that
had previously been prepared, and during the past 17 months the work
of the bureau has increased almost 2,000 per cent.
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NAVY POWDER FACTORY.

The Navy powder factory at Indianbead, Md., manufactures powder
of the highest grade for use in the big guns, employs 1,100 men, and
covers a square mile. Additional buildings and machinery, together
with a new generating station, are being erected and installed, and
the capacity of this plant is Increasing rapidly ..
The torpedo station at Newport, R. L, a large plant, is engaged in
the manufacture of torpedoes. Its facilities have been increased during the past year.
Numerous ammunition depots located throughout the country prepare the powder charges load and fuse the shell, handle high explosives, and ship the ammunition to vessels in the naval service. Among
recent additions to facilities is an automatic-mine-loading plant of
great capacity and of new design.
Despite the huge Increase in number of guns supplied during the
past year and the restricted area and inadequate facilities of the pres·
ent naval proving grounds, the Bureau of Ordnance bas continued to
test every gun there, as well as to assign every powder charge, test
every lot of shell, fuses, cartridge cases, armor plate, and do all ammunition experiruental work.
Congress bas very recently authorized the Navy to acquire a large
tract of land along the Potomac River a number of miles below the
present -proving ground on which a new and longer gun range t being
laid out. The necessary preliminary worl{ is now going on at a rapid
rate, and it is hoped that the proof of our long-range guns at battle
ranges on this new proving ground will begin at a very early date.
On June 4, 1917, 180 acres of land were obtained at South Charleston,
W. Va., for a projectile plant. The construction of buildings was Imme·
diately begun, machinery of the most modern type ordered and installed
and the plant is now in operation. The designs for an armor-plate
~~c~~~r~ave been entirely completed and much of the machinery is now
In one plant taken over by the bureau manufacturing steel forgings,
the output was increased 300 per cent within two months after Government managers were installed. In another plant, manufacturing binoculars and optical instruments, the previous output was about 100 accepted
pairs per week. O>er 75 per cent of the binoculars made failed to pass
inspection tests. Under Navy control the output, without the installatjon of new equipment or improved machinery, is now nearing 1 000
pairs per week. Practically every pair made passes inspection.
'
. 'l'he naval warfare of the enemy bas brought many new developments •
One of the most important steps taken by the United States was the
arming of its merchant steamers as well as the naval auxiliaries. transports, mining vessels, subchasers, etc., following the severing of diplomatic relations with Germany.
The first merchant ship to be armed was the oil tanker Oampatla.Guns, manned by Navy men, were on board when she sailed on March
12, 1917. The blg Am('rican passenger liners New York and St. Pau'
were armed on March 16 the KroonZand and Mongolia on l\farcb 19.
And continuously, up to the present time, merchant ships, as they have
become available, have been armed and provided with Navy gun crews.
GUNS FOR SUBCHASERS.

Guns have likewise been furnished to more than 650 Ratrol boats,
to all our subchasers, to_ the Army, and many to foreign Governments.
These guns vary in cahber from the 14-incb naval guns on British
monitors to the 6-pounders on the French fishing fleet. Since the arming of the Oatnpana more than 1,600 vessels have been furnished with
batteries, ammunition, spare parts and auxiliaries-a procedure which
had never been contemplated by the department prior to the outbreak
of the war.
Constant work bas bE>en done in the matter of armor-plate development, and considerable progress made during the past year. The problem of correct amount and location of armor on battleships and battle
cruisers bas received special attention.
Behind the gun supply there must, of course, be an adequate reserve
of ammunition: In spite of the huge increase in the number of guns in
service, sufficient ammunition has been provided without delay. Contracts for projectiles were placed in time so that a sufficient reserve
was on hand. The call for explosives, however, not only for use in
guns but for the many other oft'e.nsive purposes bas far exceeded the
capacity of the naval powder factory, and the predetermined quantities
necessary to complete the war reserve have been obtained from private
factories under contract.
Owing to the great demand from both the Army and the Navy for
the standard high explosive, T. N. T., or trinitrotoluol, the bureau bas
decided to use a new substitute product which _promises to be satisfactory and of which an ample supply seems available to supplement the
output of T. N. T. and make greater quantities of the latter available
for Army use.
MANY INVENTIONS.

The task of combating the Germ n submarine bas brought the inventlo.n of many new devices. An efficient means of attack against the
submari.ne was found to lay in the use of depth charges, or explosive
charges, fitted with a mechanism desjgned to explode the charge at a
predetermined depth below the surface of the water. The force of explosion of a depth charge dropped close to a submarine is sufficient to
rREW AR EXPENDITURES .
disable or sink it. An American type of depth charge has been develFor the two or three years prior to the war the expenditures were oped and issued in quantity to our forces. A quantity of the British
in the neighborhood of $30,000,000 a year. For the fiscal year ending type is being manufactured for that navy.
In addition to the depth charge, smoke-producing apparatus has been
June 30, 1917 a period which included about three months of war,
provided to enable the ship to conceal herself In a cloud of smoke when
they jumpe-d tl) $108,450,000.
- Appropriations for the fiscal year 1918, which cover the period from attacked by a submarine and thus · escape. Several types have been
July 1, 1917, to June 30, 1918, reached the enormolls total of developed and the proper type Issued to ships according to the character
of the vessel. Vessels havmg the necess::trY gun power prefer usually to
$585.{)22,000.
For the current fiscal year-that is, the period from July 1, 1918, to engage in gun duels rathH than escape m a smoke screen.
After a study of the various types of mines in existence, the bureau
J" une 30, 1919-tbe appropriations already made total $304,210,000.
The bureau operates many ordnance plants and factories, some of bas developed an American mine operatl.ng on an entirely new principle
which · are owned by the Government while others have been requi- which also comprised the good points of all existing mines. This mine
sitioned or are operated under contract or on a " cost-plus percentage ts now being manufactured in quantity, and large numbers are being
of pt·ofit" basis. Vast quantities of material are also purchased on supplied for use in the war zone and elsewhere.
The ()rdinary pointed projectile, bitting the water almost horizoncontract.
Chief among the plants and stations operated is the naval gun fac- tally, is deflected and ricochets. Consequently the bull of a subma·
tory, located at Washington, D. C. Since the declaration of war this rlne below the surface of the water is protected from ordinary shell
factory bas almost doubled its output, and employs nearly 9,000 men. at short ranges. A special type of nonrichocbeting shell, which ha.s
Fifteen acres of adjoining land have been purchased and six large been issued to ships sailing in the war zone, was developed early in the
bulldrngs are nearing completion thereon. The naval gun factory year for use agai.nst submarines.
builds many of the guns and by far the greatest amount and variety of
SEAPLANE DEVELOPMENT.
the special ordnance equipment for them. It has orders for- over 50,000
As the seaplane is an important. means for attacking the submarine,
articles for tbe Navy on its books now, and it is doing work that pl'lvate co.ncerns bave confe-ssed themselves unwilling to attempt. In ~ectal attention has been given to the development of aircraft devices.
addition to the new construction mentioned many of the shifts have 'Ibe past year bas brought the perfection of the nonrecoU gun, and the
Lewis gun has been adapted to seaplane use.
been rearranged and enlarged to increase their output.
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Aircraft bombs designed to explode either on impact, if they hit a
submarine, or at at a predetermined depth, like the ordinary depth
charge, have been developed, and th~ required quantities arc being
made. Sights for their accurate aim and Improved seaplane cameras
have accompanied them.
The first year of war saw the completion of tlle latest type of naval
lG·lneh gun thr owing a projectile weighlng 2,.100 pounds. Our newest
battleships will mount them. At present our largest battleships mount
1 4-inch guns, which throw a projectile weighing 1,400 pounds.
In this connection Lt is interesting to note that broadside wt>ights
have tripled In the short space of 20 years. The total weight of
steel thrown by a single broadside from the P<mnBVlvania t()-day is
17,508 pounds, while the total weight thrown by the Oregon, the largest
Bhlp at the time of the Spanish-American Wapr~ was 5!660 pounds.
A 14-inch, 50-caliber gun is 700 inches, or o-o! feet ong. It weighs,
without the m{)unt in which It is supported in the turret of the battle8hlp, nearly 95 tons. · Its cost is $118,000~
'l'he program of the Ordnance Bureau of the Navy for 1918-19 ls
In the nature of fmther developments along the broad lines laid down
ln lts work during the past ear.
Tbe real major ace()mpllshments of the Na-vy BureaOt of Ordnance
can not be told, as to do so would disclose important naval operations.
Some of these operations are now under way; some only in the planning
stage, after acceptance by the allies.
The bureau has conceived and put into execution extensive offl'nslve
operations. As is natural it leans to the otrensive rather than to thedefensive side of warfare. Material of entirely new possibilities for
part of these expeditions has been not only originated but designed
and produced in the bure-au. The bureau can not relate what it Is
most proud of accompliRhing In the time since the war commenced.
'.rhe new and frightful methods of warfare practiced by the Huns
have not only caJled for an undreamed of quantity of our principal
W4"apons-guns, shells, and powder-but also for new offensive weapons
With which the new conditions of warfare ou the seas are being met.
America still lays stress on otrensive fighting, and bel! aim ts not
merely to equal the weapons of her enemy but to produce' new and
better ones with which be may be overcome
Tbe arming of more than 650 patrol boats, of hundreds of transports, merchant ships, and naval auxiliaries, as well as the supply
of ordnance materW to .. sub" chasers, the Army, and to foreign
governments, has taxed the manufacturing facilities of the bureau.
To meet these demands the Navy has converted l:trge manufacturing
plants Into gun and shell faetories, and where plants were not available
for conversion new ones have been built. Since the beginning of the
war over 1,600 vessels have been furnished with Navy guns.
•.ro properly provide the Navy with the ordnance material that it
need , the bureau now operates ma.ny p-lants and faeteries. Among
these are:
The Naval Gun Factory, located at Washington, D. C., which. since
the beginning of the war, has more than doubled its output and to-day
employs 9,000 men. ·
The Naval Gun Factory builds many of our guns, and an enoriD{)US
am ount of the equipment for them.
The naval powder factory, located at Indlanhead, Md., which manufa ctures powder of the highest grade for use in big guns and which
now covers a square mile and employs 1,000 m~
. The torpedo station at Newp()rt, R. I.
The output of all the e plants, the new sources of supply as wen as
the old. has been on the whole satisfactory. The majority b a\e madegood, and, In consequence, ordnance to supply the rapidly increasing
numbers of men and ships in the Navy and merchant marines is ke~p• ing pace with the deman•i and should soon forge ahead, permitting the
accumuation of a reserve of ordnance material that the Navy's war
policy rightly demands.
Only the salient facts in the field of new naval ordnance can be
mentioned. becau~e it is inadvisable to discuss them publicly. .
l\Iany of the achievements of which the Navy Bureau of Ordnanee
ls most proud must accordingly be omitted, yet among the new developments, we may mention the new Navy 16-lnch gun, the most powerful
Navy gun under construction or designed for u e at sea as far as it is
Jrnown, which was successfully tested last ApriL A hm.v itzer shooting
a heavy depth charge fitted to detonate below the water or in contact
with a submarine is one of the devices that is aiding in -exterminating
the U boat.
· Although many of the other devices used against the U boat had been
· developed abroad, partially, if not entirely, before our entry into the
war, for a number of rea ons it was found to be more advi able toproceed with the design of American types of tlle:;e weapons that
would prove to be more adaptable to Amed'can manufacturing methods.
In this way an American type of depth charge was designed and Is
Dow being produced In quantity.
A large supply of depth charges means that the destroyers may use
them without stint, and the chances of a sueces ful attack against a
U boat when it is sighted are enormously inerew .ed. The supply of
depth charges from this ~ountry has probably reduced the U boat's
sinkings more thnn any other one cause. Hun prisoners from U boats
have stated that German submarine commanilers are cautioned that
American depth charges explode with great and unusual violence.
~imilarly, an American type of mtne, operating on an entirely new
principle, which is believed to combine all the good point:;; of the foreign
mines and to be one of the safest mines In the world to handle, while
at thE:' same time a very effective weapon, was developed .
The work in developing this mine and the success attained has been
particularly pleasing to the bureau. Tbe output of mines in this
country for one single day is now equal to the total output for an
entire
before tbe war. In order to reach this production, manufacture o parts bas been undertaken in hundreds of factories throughout
the country and a large mine fillin~ and assemblins depot bas been
developed here. In addition, a large final assembling and testing depot
has been established abroad. The efficient manner In which this great
number of mines is assembled and tested is 11ery impressive.
The enormous de.IIUlllds for explosives for mines, depth chargeR. and
similar purposes showed tnat a shortage would soon result. Therefore, a new type of explosive. utlllzln,g products not previously used
but available. was sought and adopted by the Navy to help out the
situation. A large plant is being built in the West to produce it.
Many of the devices which can merely be briefly named have been
(Jeveloped and are being supplied. Among these are signal rockets and
recognltiou stars, a new and more e.fficieqt type of apparatus for
producing smoke screens, illuminating projectiles, etc.
Not only has armament for ships of the sea been carefully followed
and developed, but armament for airships, seaplanes. was given early
attention, and bombs of various types, together with necessary ma-
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chine guns, large caliber nonrecon guns, etc., were , plac-ed in manufac_-ture and haye met the d emands of the service. New and Improved
bomb sights have given much satisfaction. Various training devices
for bomb dropping and gunners have- been supplied.
It is the policy of the bureau to endeavor to anticipate the needs of
the service and to proceed In advance to meet them. In addition the
bureau endeavors to flug.gest to tbe Chief of Naval Operations 'snell
projects us can be effectively carried out with ordnance material that
can be made available.
Accordi~gly th~ bureau has conceived and put into operation extensive offen 1ve operations. As is natu-ral it leans to the offensive rather
th~. to the defensivE' side of warfare. Material ot entirely new posRibilities for part of these expeditions bas been not only originated but.
designed and produced by the bureau. The bureau can not relate what
it is most proud of accomplishing in the time since the war commenced.
BunEAU OF STEAM ExGINEERING,
Brief summary of work under cognizance of the bureau done since
th~> Uoited States entered the war:
Since the United Stat<>S entered this war the magnitude of th~ engineering work of the Navy, both mechanical anc.l electrical, bas been
not only in its actual amount but In the rapid developm<>nt of faeill~
ties for its execution, without a parallel !or the same period of time
In the history of the world's navies.
The reasons fo1· this are manife t in the swift growth of the huge
fleet which the Navy now operates for the protection of our coasts
from naval attack and of our coastwise shipping from submarines and
mines, for guarding the steamer lanes to Europe, for offE-nse against
the submarines In British and French waters and In the Mediterranean
and, in conjunction with our allies, for keeping watch and ward over
the German high-seas fleet in the North Sea_
It is. a truism to say that. bo-th on land and sea, this is very largely
an engmecring war. lienee, the construction, r epair, and supply of this
vast aggregation of vessels bas been, and is, the work of engineers of
all branches within and without the Navy.
SHIPS OPERATED BY TH.E NAVY.
In battleships, cruisers, gunboats, destroyers, mine ships, submarines
submarine chasers, torpedo boats, anc.l auxiliary hips the Navy is now
operating a total of about 570 regular naval vessels.
In addition. it is operating 93 vessels drawn from the Coast Guard
the Lighthouse Service, the Coast anil Geodetic Survey, and the Fish
Commis ion.
Further, the Navy is operating a fleet of 937 converted merchant
vessels, comQrising troop tTansports, min~ sweetwrs, repair ships,
t enders. h~sp1tal ships, yac-hts, tu-g , and fishing vessels for distant
patrol service, and yachts, tugs, and lannches in similar service in the
various naval districts on our coasts.
And, finally, it is now operating for the A.rmy and Navy 247 vessels
of the naval overseas transportation service, with 112 more to be commission-ed shortly.
These various items make a. grand total of 1 959 v ss4"ls on a ru1val
contribution to date to the allied forces waging' the world war.
SHIPS NOW BGILD-ING.

In navy yards and private plants there are now unde r actual construction a large number of combatant &nd auxiliary vessels and tugs
for the Navy.
The machinery for these vessels is being built either by the machi nery
~!vision at n~vy yards or at private plants under the supervision of
m spectors designated by the Bureau of Steam Enginee ring.
EXTE~SION

OF PLANTS AT NAVY YARDS.

Very extensive facilities are r equir d for handling the construction
and repair work for this vast fleet.
r.arge extensions of the plants under cognizance of this bureau have
been made at virtually all of our navy yards. These e:\."tensions are
especially notew~ at the New York, Mare Island, and PugE:>t Sound
yards, where provisiOn was made for work of the h eaviest character
and also at the Philadelphia and Norfolk yards where new machine
shops and foundries were built.
'
PRIVATE PLANTS-E~'"TENSfO , S FINANCED .BY THE NAVY.

The Navy DE-partment has also expended many millions of dollars
on private plants In financing the extension of their shops ot· in buildIng and equipping shops for wholly new plants.
(a) Thus a plant for constructing turbines was equipped for the
General Electric Co. at Erie, Pa.
·
Also. at Erie a new plant was built and equip-ped to be operated by
the Ene Forge & Steel Co., for the production of shafting and gun
forgings~

(b) A plant for building turbines was constructed and equipped at
Bufl'alo, N. ~·· for th~ Bethleh f' m Shipbuilrling Co1·poration.
•
And, for tts subsidiary, the Fore River Shipbuilding Co., a new boiler
shop was built at Providence, R. I., and an entirely new machine shop
300 feE:'t long, was built at thE:' F01·e River Yard. Also a new machine
shop was built for this company at Quincy. Mass.
(c) At the :Cath Iron Works the Government financed the enlarge.
ment of the shops to expedite the delivery of destroyer machinery.
(d) The shOJ?S of the Pollak :!\lachine Co., Cincinnati, were extended
for the production of destroyer shafting.
(e) The forge plant of the Allis-Chalmers Co., l\111waukee. bas been
extended for th£> .Production of d estroyer and gun forgings. and a heattreatment plant rnstalled there. Further. at Milwaukee, the plant of
the Falk Co. has been enlarged to cut the gears for thP reducing gears of
~~f:r~~~~~- There are only two firms in this country which can do
(f) In order to provide destroyer propellers, the brass foundry of the
Cramp Shipbuilding Co. was enlarged.
(g) For the Union Iron Works. San Francisco, a ne-;v shop was
erected at Alameda, in order to facilitate thE:> construction of destroyer
machinery.
The department has had to equip, :In this way. a number of smaller
establishments. The entire cost or financing these Industries will be
about $:30.00_0,000. The general type of contract under which these
plant extens!ons were made, is ·tbat the Government equips, and it
necessary bmlds, · the shops rPquired. And, aft~>r thf' work ordered by
the Government is completed, an appraisal will be held to determine
the value, ta the company C'Oncerned. pf this new f'qulpment, the company generally having the option of purchase at this figure.
DISTRICT BASES.
· About 18 bases have been established In the various naval districts
for the repair and maintenance of all distri-ct vessels, such as patrol
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ships, submarine chasers, destroyers, gunboats, and submarines. These . A.MEniCAN MERCHANT VESSELS.
bases have been ' equipped and supplied I.Jy this bureau with all necessary .
I
dd'fl
t th
d'
.
facilities for machinery repairs.
n a 1 on o
e ra I<? serVIce on all government-o~ned vessels,
including those of the Umted States Shippmg Board, this bureau is
MECHANICAL SCHOOLS.
responsible for the radio equipment on privately owned American merNumerous schools have been eRtablished throughout the country for chant vessels requisitioned by the United States Shipping Board.
training mechanics for all classes of vessels and for the Aviation Serv- Therefore the radio equipment on practically all vessels flying the
ice. These schools have a complete machinery and hand-tool equip- American flag is under the direction of this bureau for all matters other
than operation and personnel.
ment for this purpose installed by this oureau.
REPAIR OF EX-GEllM..L"' SHIPS DAMAGED BY THlll
CREWS.

VANDALISM OF THEIR

The swift repair of the German ships taken over by this Government
forms one of the most striking stories in the history of engineering in
our Navy. When war was declared, 103 of these ships of all types were
thus taken over, and, of these, practically all were found to have been
more or less damaged willfully by their German crews.
·
In general the vandalism wnsisted in breaking main engine cylinders,
valves, cylinder heads, steam and exhaust nozzles, and circulating pump
casings. One vessel bad the connecting and piston rods of the main
engines and the stay rods of the boilers sawed nearly through. Several
ve&sels had hollers f:ither rulned or very badly damaged by lighting fires
with no water in them.
In addition to remedying this vandalism, extensive repairs were necessary owing to thP long period of idleness of these ships and also to the
generally run-down condition of the machinery and boilers of many of
them.
The grave !mpcrtance to our Government of their speedy repair is
shown by the fact that 20 of the 103 converted to transports can carry
about 70,000 troops in one trip.
In about five months, oy working day and night, these 20 transports
were put in good condition and were in service carrying troops. The
repairs were expedited by the fact that the Navy Department put the
ships in commission when they were taken over and their crews did
much of the work.
,
Tl:.e damages were repaired by electric welding, oxyacetylene welding,
and by mechanical patching. While the damage was very serious in
some cases it was not necessary in any case to renew a cylinder-a
fact 'Which redounds greatly to the credit of the welding and the
welders.
After the completion of repairs the machinery was subjected to the
test required of new machinery, and in addition every vessel was given
a 48-hour speed trial to test its machinery throughout. No damaged
part which had been thus r epaired failed under test. After the speed
tria l all the vessels were at once placed in service.
Preliminary to the repairs every piece of machinery of the boilers
and piping was given a thorough examination in search of vandalism.
This work in reality took more time than that required for repairs.
INSPECTION OF ENGI ' EERING A ' D OTHER MATERIAL.

This is one of the most important branches of this bureau's work,
not only in its own field but for other bureaus.
For example, during the fiscal year 1918 there were inspected-for
the Bureau of Steam Engir.eering and fo1· the Bureaus of Yards and
Docks, Supplies and Accounts. Construction and Repair, Ordnance,
Navigation, and Medicine and Surgery-a total of 784,427,945 pounds
of engineering and other material, of which 97.4 per cent were
accepted.
T his material was inspected in 2,067 manufacturing e stablishments
by a total force of 306 naval officers and civilian assistants.
RADIO TELEGRAPHY.

All matters relating to radio equipment--design, purchase, installation, n1aintenance, repair, and replacement-on naval vessels and in
United States naval radio stations on sl:oore are--except the actual
operation by the radio personnel-directed by the Bureau of St~m
Engineering.·
Prior to the entrance of the United States into the war the existing
naval radio installations afloat and ashore numbered about 305. In the
18 montl.Js since then the number has grown enormously and is now
between 4,000 and 5,000.
VESSELS.

· Thus the radio installations for ships built and under contract are
now approximately 4,000. This number includes all vessels of the
Navy, combatant and au.Dliary , of the Army, and of all other branchee
of the Govemment, including the United States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation.
SHORE STATIO

·s.

Tile radio service on shore has i.n creased to such an extent that this
bureau now maintains approxima'tely 210 stations. These include
high-power stations to replace the cables, U necessary, for transAtlantic and trans-Pacific communication; section patrol radio stations, radio service at aircraft stations, radio compass stations,
listening-in stations, and the entire chain of commercial radio stations
form erly operated by the Marconi and other companies.
•
1

TRANS-ATLANTIC COMMUNICATION.

' A new United States naval high-power radio station, the most powerful in the world, is now being completed in France for transAtlantic communication, under the direction of the Bureau of Steam
En¢neering.
For similar service the Annapolis . high-power station, just completed, is not only· the most powerful in the United States but, for the
tlnw, in the world.
· Four high-power radio stations in the United States-namely, those
nt ~ayville, Tuckerton, New Brunswick, and Marion-have been remodeled and enlarged for trans-Atlantic service.
A high-power radio station is nearing completion at El Cayey, P. R.,
which can be used for trans-Atlantic service, and will as well insure
uninterrupted communication wi th our West India possessions.
The plans ot an additional high-power trans-Atlantic radio station,
to be located in the southern part of the United States, are practically
completed, and the station has been authorized. Also three radio
receiving stations, capable of copying radiograms from European stations, have been developed.
.
TRANS-PACIFIC COMMUNICATION'.

The chain of trans-Pacific radio stations, located on the Pacific
coast, in the Hawaiian Islands, and at Cavite, have been improved and
enlarged~ n.s have also the intermediate stations at Tutulla and Guam.
The Marconi Co.'s high-power trans-Pacific circuit, Bolinas-Marshalls
and Ka.huku-Koko Head circuits, is maintained in such condition that
1t can be immediate-ly openeu for service if the military situation should
require increased facilities for trans-Pacific communication.

RECENT ADVANCES IN RADIO SERVICE DEVELOPED BY TllE BUREAU Oli'
STEAM ENGINEERING,

The use of radio for fire control on ships and aircraft has been developed into a practical service.
.
The development of the radio c.ompass has progressed to such an
extent that this instrument is now of the utmost value, making it possible for ships to determine their position at sea by means of radio, and
also to ascertain the location of stations, either on shore or afloat,
sending out radio signals. Further, by this instrument enemy secret
wireless stations may be located, and as well the position of a submarine using radio.
A system of underground radio reception has been developed, which
obviates the use of masts to support overhead antennre. This is ot
great value economically and from a military viewpoint.
The distant control of all principal radio stations has been estab·
lished, thus permitting the sending and receiving of radio signals in
the immediate vicinity at the same time.
Cooperation has al so been given in the development of the radio trJephone tra.n smitter. These instruments are used in large numbers on
vessels of the Navy and elsewhere in the naval radio communication
system.
SUMMARY.

From this brief review it will be seen that many of the advances
in the science of radio communication, particularly for military purposes, are due primarily to the Bureau of Steam Engineering. This- is
true especially of the bureau's work in this line since the United States
entered the war.
AffiPLANE MOTORS.

The marked military advantage to be gained by having but one type
of airplane motor prompted the Navy Department to adopt the motor
used by the Army. All Liberty motors used by the Navy are, therefore, obtained through the Aircraft Production Board.
About 1,500 of these motors have been delivered and have been assigned to naval atr stations in this country and abroad. Since the
number of Liberty motors produced bas been too small for the needs of
the Army alone, It has been necessary for the Navy to purchase others,
t ... the number Jf about 700, which have been utilized while awaiting a
full supply of Liberty motors.
In addition to these. a large number of motors of less power have
been hought for u~e in training planes, all of which have been distributed to the flying schools, the most important of which is at Pensacola, Fla.
·
BALLOON GAS.

One of the very important duties devolving on the Bureau of Steam
Engineering is the equipment and maintenance of stations for the generation of hydrogen for use in dirigible balloons. A number of stations have been established and a full equipment of hydrogen cylinders
provided, so that any calls may be promptly met.
It has also been necessary to give suitable training to a number of
young officers for this work and to assign them to stations at home
and abroad for the proper conduct of these plants.
ELECTRICAL WORK Oii' THE BUREAU OF STEAM ENGIN1DJDRING.

Communication systems, which are so necessary in the efficient control of gunfire, have, in the ships of the dreadnaught class, been placed
in better condition than ever before, and all other vessels, including
transports and even merchant ships on which guns for r.rotective purposes have been installed, have been provided with simllarly satisfactory systems It wJ.s poss1ble to accomplish this because of careful
planning prior to the war.
A work of vital importance conducted by this bureau bas been that
of the development of submarine detection devices. This work is of
such a confidential <'llaracter that it can be only referred to here.
Despite the large number of merchant vessels taken over, all have
been provided with the electric signals for day and night use which are
so necessary for the efficient and safe handling of ships in company at
sea and in making recognition signals.
SOME OF THE DIFFICULTIES ATTENDING NAVAL WAR WORK UNDER PRESSURE,

The great difficulties which have been met in the sudden expansion
of our fleet can not be better illustrated than by the story of the
obstacles overcome in making provision for the machinery of the 150
destroyers ordered recently.
The act which authorized the construction of these destroyers was
dated October 6, 1917, at which time there were bull ding 115 otber
destroyers, 36 mine sweepers, and 360 submarine chasers. The deBt" yers under construction were given precedence over all other naval
work, and the building yards were fully occupied with them. In order
to build the mine sweepers other yards had to be enlisted, none of which
cared to take the work, because of the greater profit in building merchant ships. The submarine chasers, being of wood, were placed with
wooden-ship builders, while their machinery was allotted to one firm.
It will be seen then that to build the new destroyers new facilitiea
would have to be created, especially as tn addition to the absence ot
available pla.n ts there was a lack Qf enthusiasm among some of the
shipbuilders.
·
·
::;everal conferences were held at the NavY DE'partment between shipbuilders and representatives of firms manufacturing boilers, pumps,
blowers, forgings, etc. When these first conferences were beld the
speed contemplated was 28 knots. Subsequently, however, the spc>ed
was changed to 35 knots, which change presented a totally different
problem so far as the machinery of these vessels was concerned. For
example, it meant twice the number of hollers, and with the difficulty
then encountered in obtaining boiler tubes the problem as to tubes
alone was one of very considerable proportion. However. at a subsequent conference, such a.s surn.nces were received as to justify proceedIng with the 35-knot boats.
The most difficult situation to be met was the one of forgings. For
28 knots we could use solid forgings and utillze facllltics which were
not available If hollow forgings were required. But two firms could
handle the forgings of all sizes that were needed for the 35-knot
vessels, and neither of these firms was at all keen to do any of this
work.
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In fact great difficulty had been experienced 1n getting one of them
to furnish forgings for destroyers which were then under contract, and
1t was only after Q:tuch persuasion that they were finally prevailed upon
to proceed with this work. They preferred to make ordnance forgings1
as did the other firm, the former having been designated for work OI
that character for the Navy, the latter for the Army.
In view of all this it was clear that the new program demanded a
large Increase in the forging fac11lties of this countt•y if the destroyers
were to be bullt-as was contemplated-wi~ 18 months.
ALLOTMJDNT 011' DESTROYERS.

The shipyards were filled with work not only for the Navy but for
the Emergency Fleet Corooratlon, and questions of priority had to be
decided as to how far one class of work should be given preference.
After several conferences with shipbuilders it was decided to allot 20
destroyers to Newport News, 20 · to the New York Shipbuilding Co.,
25 to Cramp's, and 85 to the Bethlehem Corporation as represented by
Fore River and the Union Iron Works. ·
·
BUILDING A SHIPYARD .ON A u GOOD SWAMP.~,

To build the hulls it was necPssary for Fore River to create a new
shipyard. A plat of land-which the builder termed "a good
swamp "-was selected at Squantum Point, near Boston, and work
was begun on the new shipyard as soon as Congress authorized the
construction of the vessels. In order to provide for the transport of
men and material to the .. swamp .. a creek had to be bridged and a
branch trolley line built from Boston to the works.
BUILDING OR EXTENDING AND

EQUIPPING SHOPS li'OR
llACHII\"ERY.

TH.

PROPELLING
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TURBINES FOR THE CRAMP DESTROYERS.

In order to manufacture the turbines for the Cramp destroyers it
become necessary to buy outri~bt the works of the De La Vergne Machine Co., New York City. Th1s purchase was made by the Cramp Co.,
acting as agent for the Navy Department. Upon completion of their
contract the Cramp's will be given the option of purchasing t he plant
or vacating lt.
TURBINE REDUCTION GEARS.

There were only two firms in this country who could cut the gears
for the turbines bullding by the Cramp and Fore River companies.
These firms were the De La val Steam Turbine Co., of Trenton, and
the Falk Co., of Milwaukee. The De Laval Co. could take care of
Cramp's destroyers without difficulty, but the Falk Co. had already
so manv orders that it became necessary to enlarge their plant, which
was done.
EQUIPMENT

OF

OTHER

ESTABLi SHMENTS.

. The Navy Department was compelled to equip smaller est ablishments
m order to enable them to produce the matenal desired. Some of t hese
were: The Edwards Valve Co. for the manufacture of globe and a ngle
valves, the Chapman Valve Co. for gate valves, a nd the Consolidated
Safety Valve Co. for the manufacturP of safE-ty valves. This latter
company has the entire order for the 150 destroyers.
.
Another firm in tbe Middle West which it was necPssary for the Navy
to finan ce is the Wellman-Beaver-Morgan Co., which is manufacturing
many of the condensers and a great deal of sheet -metal work for the
Newport News, ~ramp, and New York ship destroyel's.
BO!LER A.m CONDENSER TUBES.

The question of the supply of boiler tubes was one which for a year or
more bad glvl'-n much uneasiness. since prior to tbe war there was only
The shop at Fore River could take the machinery for but a few of the one
firm on whom the Navy could rely for furnishing them.
45 destroyers at Squantum. So it became necessary to build a shop for
After war was der'lared, hpwever. other firms were brought into line,
the manufacture of turbines and another for building boilers. The and
a schedule established for tube deliveries, so that there was no delay
former was constructed at Buffalo, the latter at Providence. Both are in this
respect for the earlier destroyers.
now in operation. The Buffalo shop has no foundry and the work of
A
schedule was formulatE-d for the later destroyers, and the
making turbine castings has therefore been distributed among n number tubessimilar
have come-and doubtless will come-along a s required. To do
of large foundries having good shipping connect.l ons with Buffalo.
this
several
of the larger mllls havP. practically doubled their produc·
In the case of the Union Iron Works a new shop was erected at
Alameda In order to facilitate the construction cf destroyers already ~~n a~fiess~all tubes in _o~der to meet the demands of this country and
under contract, and it was hoped that this shop would also be able to
A similar situation obtains with regard to condenser tubes.
handle the machinery for the additional 40 ordered from the Union
FORGINGS.
Works.
But it early became apparent that the bureau could not depend on _ Because or the conditions referred to previously and the manufacthis source of supply. So a contract was entered Into with the. General ture of 14-inch gun forgings, it v;as clear that the new destroyers could
Electric Co., who were then building a new shop at Erie, Pa., to con- not be built unless an enormo·Js increase was made in the forging
vert this into a special shop for manufacturing turbines for the ' de· facilities of the country.
Accordingly the Navy Department entered into a contract with the
stroyers at the Union Iron Works.
The order for this conversion was given 10 days before C(lngress Erie Forge & Steel Co., Erie, Pa. , whereby that plant is to be increased
nuthorlzed the construction of the destroyers. Under the terms of the to a carcacity adequate to handle the largest forgings that will be re.
contract the Government equips the shops, and after the completion of ~':f::.:u ~~ &~g:~~~~yers and also to manufacture gun forgings for the
the contract an appraisal wlll be held to determine the value to the
Lesser extensions were also financed at the forge plant of the Allis·
General Electric Co. of the equipment ·that has been installed. (This
it may be said is a type of the contracts that have generally been Chalmers Co .. Milwaukee; at the Pollak Steel Co., Cincinnati; and at
·
entered into in such cases.) It was also found necessary to rent the the Camden Forge Co., Camden, N.J.
old Risdon Iron Works at San Francisco and incorporate it as a part
MACHINE-TOOL SITU A TIO~.
of the Union Iron Works, and, further, to launch submarines at Union
question of machine-tool suEply is one whfch has acted adversely,
In advance of the date contemplated in order to make room for the to The
some extent, as to competition n destroyer building. Certain classes
new destroyers.
of
machine
tools are very hard to get. and questions of priority ara
Fot· the destroyers buildlng at Newport News and the New York
arising between the War and ·a;y Departments regarding
Shipbuilding Co. contracts for the machinery have been let to the continually
the
production
such tools. It has happened in more than one case
Westinghouse Co., who have sublet the most important portion of the that where theofNavy
has secured priority, the War Dework to the Allis-Chalmers Co., of Milwaukee. The combined facilities partment came in and Department
issued a commandeer order for the same tools.
of. these two large companies should produce the machinery within In most cases the commandeer
order has been r escinded and tbe Navy
the time desired.
Department tools have retained their original priority.
. The case of Newport News was much more difficult. Even with the
l!'UEL SITUATION.
destroyers previously contracted for, it bad been nPcessary for them
to place contracts for the principal machinery with different establish.·
The fuel sih1ation put another obstacle In the path of rapid destroyer
ments, chiefly in the Middle Wes t, and it was only after many con- construction. For, while last winter exemption was granted to the
ferences and much discussion that satisfactory arrangements could be shipyards and to the principal manufacturers concerneil in destroyer
made to have castings from one place and their machining done 1n building, a lar11:e number of smaller establishments. whose product is
necessary for the completion of these vessels, were denied exemption.
three others.
As to the Bath I ron Works, while they could not take any of the
SU:P.fl\IARY.
new program, it was found necessary for the Government to finance
On the whole, however, the shipbuilders, with a most commendable
the enlargement of their shop tn order to expedite the delivery of
spirit,
arc
doing
all
they
can
to
meet the dates contemplated when tho
destroyers that had been already allotted to them. The same was true
of a number of the older building firms. In connection with this, a order for these destroyers was pla ced.
A
striking
evidence
of
this
is
that
the yard at Squantum wUl probably
notable piece of work wa.s performed at Fore River - by buUding an
entire new machine shop, about 300 feet long, and having It under deliver its first destroyer within a year of the date when Congress
authorized
its
construction-and
this
speedy delivery comes from a
roof in a little more than a month. It was also necessary for the Navy
to double-track the trolley road from Quincy to Fore River in order to yard which at that time was merely "a good swamp."
facilitate the transport of employees who had almost doubled in number.
COST 011' FINANCING.
The entire cost to the Navy of financing these industries was estiBOILERS.
mated at $30,000 000.
Whtle Fore River will build at Providence all of the boilers for the
Including its ahotment from the sums _appropriated for increase of
45 destroyers they have under contract, those for the Union Iron the Navy, the average expenditures of the Bureau of Steam EngineN·ing
Works will be built in San Francisco, and those for the other firms by are, at this time, nearly three-quarters of a million dollars per day.
the Babcock & Wilcox Co. To accomplish this and to deliver at the
In closing this brief review of the chief features of its work-of i tlt
rate of five boats a month, It was necessary for the Babcock & Wilcox vast responsibilltles and the huge e11.'ort required to meet them ad e·
Co. to greatly enlarge their facilities. This in turn brought many diffi- quately in war-the bureau feels that Its staff in the Navy Departmen t
culties which could not be foreseen and made necessary the manufac- and elsewhe.r e, the engineering forces at our navy yards and repa ir
ture, in their own works, of certain machine tools required for the bases, and on our naval vessels, and finally the man y sk1lled execu·
production of their boilers. It also necessitated doing a considerable tives and the thousands of highly t r ained mechanics wbo, in industrial
part of this work at Barberton, Ohio.
establishments have aided in this work1 have all done their full share In
writing in fadeless letters the epic or engineering on the dark pages
PUMPS.
of the history of this war.
As to pumps, it was found that all builders were so crowded with
:I
orders that it would be impossible to get the pumps requtred unless
BUREAU OF CONSTR UCTION AND REPAIR.
the Government enlarged existing plants. The Blake & Knowles
On April 1, 1917, there were building and authorized for the Navy
Pump Works seemed to offer the best source of supply, and accordingly
this establishment in East Cambridge, Mass., was almost entirely re- the following vessels :
modeled for the manufacture of pumps for all of the 150 destroyers.
Battleships ------------------------------------------------ 12
5
Battle cruisers --------------------------------------------BLOWERS, EVAPOR.ATOUS, AND DISTILLERS.
7
Scout cruisers ---------------------------------------------It was necessary to divide the orders for the blowers, giving the Destroyers ------------------------------------------------- 27
61
Terry Turbine Co. 45 sets and the Sturtevant Works the remaining Submarines -----------------------------------------------2
105 sets . . Evaporators and distillers are being built by the Grlscom- Fucl ships ----------------------------------~-------------
1
n.ussell Co.
Supply ship -----·------------------------------------------1
PROPJDLLERS.
Transport -------------------------------------------------1
The propel1ers fop the d~stroyers were allotted to the Cramp's Gunboat --------------------------------------------------1
foundry, whieh was enlarged to care for this work.
J[~£i~tf~Pship-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1
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'lnce the declaration of war the· following vessels have been contracted for or ordered built at navy yards:
_
Destroyers ------------------------~----------~----- 253
Submarines ------------------------------------- 58
!~line sweepers --·----:..::. ----------------------------- 54
Sea-going tugs --------------------·
------- 27
Harbor tugs ---~----------------------------------------- 46
Fabricated patrol vessels--------------------------------- 112
Submarine chasers --------------------------------~--- 447
Some of these may be turned over to our allies.
Since the declaration of war the following vessels have been added to
the Navy:
Battleships -----------------------------------------2
D~royers ---------------------------------------------- 30
So bmarines ------------------------------------------- 25
Mine sweepers --------------------------------------- 12
Supply ship -----------------------------------------1
§'::-~~~~t
tu-g8-:::::::::::==:::::::::=:==========:::::
~
Submarine chasers (including 100 for allies) ____ _:_ __________ 405
In addition to the above, 86 interned German ships have been repal.rt'd
and fitted for service b. about 1,000 privately owned vessels (including
88 Dutch ships) have e~ purcha~ed or chartered and have been or are
being fitted for naval use, and orders are out to commission 112 .more
when they have been completed 1 about 107 vessels have been turned
over to the Navy ·by other Government departments.· Of the abovementioned vessels about 740 have been put into naval service proper1
including oft'shore and inshore patrol work, troop-transport duty, fleet
fueling o.r provisioning, hospital, and other servJcei and about 300
have been put Into naval overseas transportation serv ce.
•
In addition to the preparation of designs for new destroyers, submarine chasel'Sr mine sweepers, designs have been prepared by the
Navy Department for various other type of vessels. One of the most
important of the new designs that have been produced ls that for the
200-foot fabricated patrol vessels, Eagle class, which are being built by
Mr. Henry Ford in Detroit, and as many of these will be rapidly buUt
as may be needed. In addition to the designs f-or naval vessels proper,
the Navy Department has, in cooperation with the Emergency Fleet
Corporation of the Shipping Boal'd, prepared a number of designs for
merchant ves els.
Owing to the restricted passages, th~ knapsack type of gas mask URed
by the Army can not be used on board ship. - The Navy Department bas
developed a gas mask of superior type and has I sued several thousand
masks to the service. At present work Is progressing rapidly on an
order of several hundred thousand gas masks for the naval personnel.
The Navy Department has a building program of approximately
1,000 small pullin.lt and power boats· for its own vessels. In addltton
to boats tor navaf u. e proper, there are now under way 6,000 boats
to be is ued to ves els building by the Emergency Fleet Corporation
and turned over to the Navy to oper11te. This small boat work Is
being proceeded wtth to ·the utmost practicable extent at the navy
yat·ds of th~ country, and most gratifying progress is being made. All
naval vessels operating ln the war zone are equipped with boat or liferaft capacity sufficient for evel"y person on board. The Navy has al:;o
obtained large numbers of life preservers of an improved type and Is
issuing them to ve sels in such numbers as to provide one for each
officer and man on board.
The Navy bas arranged for the Installation on all naval vessels of
mine-sweeping appliances. These · appliances. are being produced in
large quantities; and . vesels, both naval and commercial, are being
equipped most expeditiously. There is already at least one definitely
established instance of the saving of a large United States battleship
as a re ult of the Installation of this type of protective device. In
close cooperation with the Emergency Fleet Corporation vessels build·
ing for the .c01·porat1on are also being fitted with this device.
Numerous experiments- have been carried out by the Navy Department
in connection with protective camouflage painting of ves els, and a
de'finit system of camouflage has been ailopted. At present, ln active
cooperation. with the Emergency Fleet Corporation, all vessels entering
the war zone are eamoufia~e painted.
The department has designed, built, and equipped at the navy yard,
PWladelphla., a factory fo1· proilucing naval aircraft• . This factory bas
been delivering planes since April of the present year. In January last
it was decided to quadruple the capacity of the naval aircraft factory.
The expansion is now nearing completion, and the present capacity of
the aircraft factory is about 50 seaplant>s of the largest sl.ze l)('r month.
and will, it is expected, eventually reaeh a capacity of 95 seaplanes of
the largest size per month.
In connection with the destroyer-bulldjng program authorized by the
Navy act October 6, 1917, the utmost diRpatcb In construction was
directed. This act authorized an expenditure of -$350 ..000.000, not only
for the destroyers but for plants to bullrl them and for each and every
purpose connected therewith. Unusual commandeering authority was
also lnclurlf'd in the act In order to Pnable the work to be pushf'd to the
utmost. Preliminary work had already been done In this connection so
that the Navy DepartmPnt was rPady to act at once. On October 9,
three days after the passage of the act. orders were given to the Beth•
lebem Shipbuilding Corpoxatlon to erect at Squantum. 1\lass., a plant
specially designed for the rapid aonstruction of destroyers, a large number of dPstroyers being assigned to be built there. In addition, and
as virtually a part of the same undertaking, a large plant was directed
built at Bulfalo, N. Y., adapted to turn out dPstroyer machinery and
turbines. and a plant was undertaken at Providence, R.. L, for the special
purpose of bulldtng- boilers for destroyers. These projects were all
pushed as fast aR possible, being hampered somewhat by the exceptional winter of 1917-18.
The plant at Squantum consists of 10 building slips, 3 double wet
slip!J, as embly shop, plate and angle shop, angle-smith shop, and galvamzing shop under one roof the total area covered being app.ranmately 790.000 square feet, or is acres. In addition there are necessary
stor(:'houses and other incidental establlRhments. It was necessary to
bufld th.18 pL'lDt and fit 1t with machinery. Even before it was completed, it was possible to begin WO"k in part of it, the first work on
dt>stroyer material being doue on January 14, 1918, when the first k£'e1
plate was punched for rivet bole . On .AprU 20 a large amount of
destroyer material had bet>n fabricated.. and on this dnte keels were
laid for five destroyers, the first one being na ·'"led the Delphy. This
was the first vessel launchfld from the plant ou July 18, and she is
now nearly complPted, so that she will be turn .. t.l over to the Government probably within a yPar of the day when the order was giv(>n to
convert the swampy, low-lying exp3nse of bnd at Squantum Point into
a plant for destroyer building. There arc now over 6,000 men em·
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ployed at Squantum, and the force is being steadily increased until
there will be between 8.000 and 9 ,000 engaged in destroyer building
only. The tnrbine-buUdlng plant at Bu.ffalo and the boiler-building
plant at Provindence are also now in full operation.
BUREAU OB' YARDS AND

DOCKS.

lllMERGEN<'Y HOSPTTAL CONSTRUCTION.

Hospital accommodations have bad to- be greatly augmented with the
increase in personnel for war opPl'atlons. Emergency hospital units
have been constructed in the neighborhood of the cantonments and
temporary emergency wards on grounds adjacent to the permanent
Navy hogpitals.
The buildings have been in general of wood frame construction, one
story In height. In Norfolk, Va., and in New York, where two-story
buildings are built and where the 1lre hazards are unusually bad, terracotta w.llls have been used at an increase of about 15 per cent to 20
per cent over wood frame.
·
About 6,00() adc'iftl.onal bt>ds ha.ve bP-en provided to meet the immedlato
needs of tha war conditions, and, roughly speaking, 6,000 more bPds
are bein~ provided for untler present contracts or under contracts about
to be awarded. The beds are provlded for at 25 stations covering the
east coast, south coast, and west roa~t.
Fo:r overseas the bureau has provided' 190 portable buildings :fo-r hospital wo~k and has comp~eted hospital groups at several foreign stations,
SU~UIARY.

The bureau has received appropriations from Congress for hospital
construction amounting to $16~045,000, from which have been provided
at 25 stations approximately:
Patients' beds----------------------------------- 12, 085
Additional personnel ----------------------------- 4, 900
To~------------------------------------------ 16,985
AVIATION CONSTRUCTION,

. On the outbreak of the .w ar the only a1t station in operation in thiS'
eountr1 was the one at Pensacola, Fla. Immediately upon the de-elaratlon or bostilitle plans for new stations were drawn, and in May ot
1917 actual construction started. Since that time 11 large additional
stations have been put in operation, and also a number at strategic
points. to assist in efficient patrol work. TheRe . stations including
additional work recently authorized and now under way, 1nvolve the
expenditure of $15,000,000 and provide accommodations tor upward of
9,000 men and 400 officers. In: addition thereto work is just started
at the site of the new station on. the Gulf, the initial cost of which
will run to $1.200.000. providing for 600 men and .70 officers.
Kitl>-ballooq stations a:re being provided, one each in the first, third,
and sixth naval di!l"trlcts and two in the ftfth naval district, involving
an expenditure- of $500,000.
·
.
The bureau.. is as well supplying plans, bangal'8, and portable build·
ings for construction by the Canadian Goverrunent.
For the manufacture of aeroplanes thPre bas been provided in the
na-vy yard at Philadelphia thl' naval aircraft faetory, the original in~
stallation involving the expenditure of approximately $1ii000,000, the
contract for which was let on September 15. 1917, and t e work contPmplatfld therein completed by- November 28, 1917. In February of
this year a contract was let for the extension of this factory, Involving
an expenditure of• $2.850,000. providing not only for vastly increaRt>d
factory space but, as well, o. six-story concrete- storage building and
three-story office and laboratory structure. The office building is occu·
pled as well as a portion of the factory building, and the concrete
storehou e Is approa<'Wng complftiOn.
Additional storPbousPs for the reception of aircraft parts and mate·
rials have bel'n providf'd at South Brooklyn, N. Y., and Gloucester,
1\lass. The OThrinal contract for storPboulle at Nt>w York wa~ let on
December 5; 1917. and completed on March 10, 1918, the cost being
approximately $300,000. Since that time nee« fol" further space bas
devPlopf'di and an additional building, practlca.lly doubling the capacity
of the or gina! structure. has been started under contract dated Jnly
18, due for completion December 17, the cost involvPd being $362.000.
At Gloucester thecre bas been rented a tract of property with building~
already constructed, suitable in large ropasure for the Navy's use, and
they are at this time being prepared for the reception of aircraft
materiaL
A DESCRIPTION 010' NAVAL TR.UNING CAMPS.

Naval training camps, varying in capacity from 500 m en to ~5,000
men, have been completed and others are in progress of construction OJ:
have been antborirLed for construction.
Expansion bas recently become necessary because of the Large number
of ves els the Navy has been called upon to man, the increased number
of armed guard crews, a.n d the greatly expanded aviation activities.
The design of a complete naval training camp is complex and In·
volves first the special design of the individual buildings uch as
barrack , mess halls. latrines, instruction buildi.ngs, dispensaries, drill
halls. recreation buDdingg, iRolation butldings, laundrie , power plants~
storehouses, refrigeration buildings. bakeries, incinerators, guardhouses,
and fire houses ; and second, the grouping of these building in such a.
manner as to make a comprehensive plan of the military and naval or.
ganizatlon. In conjunction with the planning of camps, topography,
drainage, wat.er supply, sewerage, roaful, street lighting, and fire protec·
tion are important considerations.
Elach camp genemlly bas the following major dlvis:ions: Admlnls·
tration group, incoming isolation group, outgoing isolation group, maiu
regimental groups, commissary group, educational and recreation group,
and service group.
·
The administration group occupies generally a central situation,
Building or buildings for office administration are provided. wlth ub·
divisions for executive and 11:eneraJ offices. Thelia offices are equipped
with de ks, chairs, tables, fi.iing cabinets, typewriters. adding machines.
and stationery. In .a word. they are completely equipped offices. Build·
ings containing officers' quarters (which are complectely furnished and
provided with a Single bed or cot. mattress, chlll'onier, chair, and
mirror), officers' mes and kitchen. post office, canteen. petty officers'
quarters, armory, wireless and telephone _centra.!, make up the adminis·
tra tion group.
The incomJng and outgoing isolation groups are usually divided to provide for the incomtng anrt outgoin~ of. recruits who are held unflf'r
observation here for 21 rtays upon arriving and 21 days before depart•
ing, When n~>w men arrive at \!amp thPy enter the receiving bullntn~r,
where thfoir civilian .clothes a.re. disinfected and where they are bathPd.
given a shave and hair cut. examined. vaccinated, inoculaW. and fitted
out with their service uniforms. The exit of this building is the
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incoming probation camp. In both the incoming and outgoing probation camps m<>n sleep In barracks housing 24 men tn groups of
12 at each end. Each 12 men are provided with a separate dormitory, mess room, latrlnei and serving pantry, all under one roof. Each
serving pantry is prov ded with food by vacuum food carriers distributed from a central probation kitchen by special food trucks- The
diRhes never leave the building, but are sterilized in each serving pantry.
'l'here is a central laundry provided where soiled clothes for each man
are brought in -a laundry bag and sterlllzed before ·being laundered.
The isolation camp Is provided with a dispensary, officers' quarters, and
brig similar to those described hereinafter for the main regimental
group. The probation camp Is surrounded by a double row of high
barbed wire, electrically lighted fencing. Between the rows of fencing
is a zone about 10 feet wide to prevent passing anything into the camp
from the outside.
The main regimental group ls composed of barracks housing men In
groups from 54 to 144. The men sleep on mattresses or in hammocks
stlpported by iron pipes. Outsid~ a pipe raU is provided, and it is requirt>d that the hammocks be aired there dally in clear weather. Large
comfortable latrines are provided, with cement floors. Substantial
wate1·-closets; urinals, and ample showers are provided with both hot and
cold water. Buildings with scrub decks for washing clothes and hammocks in the 11ame manner as is required of seamen on shipboard are
provided. Clotheslines are provided Immediately outside the wash
houses arran"ed as similar as po~sible with racks and blocks as is
done on shipboard. There is a dispensary for each regimental unit
of 1,000 men. It Is provided with 22 beds, a record room, doctor's
room, examiulng room, d<:ntal room, pharmacist's room, room for
venereal diseases, and adequate toilets. There are in many camps
for every 5,000 drill halls approximately 600 feet long, with a span
of 100 feet In width and an armory for the stacking of guns and
repairs of same. The mess balls are large, airy rooms with cement
fioors and sanitary bases. The mess halls are equipped with tables and
benches and a full equipment of mess gear, such as knives, forks, spoons,
dl~hes, sugar bowls, water pitchers, drinking glasses, and s~rving
trays. The kitchens are large, well-ventilated rooms, the walls of
which are painted with washable paint. Kitchens are equipped with
double steam kettles and large urns for coffee and tea. There are coal
ranges with ovens for roasting or baking: There is also provided an
electric potato parer, electric meat chopper butcher's blocki and steam
tables and dish warmers. Each kitchen 1nas a refrtgerat ng storage
1·oom, a vegetable preparation room, and a storeroom. Large sculleries al'e provided · and equipped with dish-washing machines. A
dock is provided for small boats, equipped with float and gangway.
Davits for the lowering and raising of boats are also provided as well
as a boathouse for sultabl<> storage of boats.
The hospital group has a centrally located and completely furni-shed
adminlsHhtion building similar to that described hereinbefore, with
ample provision for the doctor, nurses, and hospital corps, as to
·sleeping quarters and messing facil1ties. The hospital has accommodatiOn for between 4 and 5 per cent of the main camp, and is thoroughly equipped with wards, operating pavilion, subsistence facilities,
quarters for officers, nurses, hospital corps, and civilians, laundry,
beating plant, garage, storehouse, brig, and mortuary and laboratory
facilities. The buildings are lighted by electricity, heated generally by
steam, completely supplied with hot and cold running water, and have
adequate sewerage systems. Complete kitchen and laundry equipments
are installed, including provisions for disinfection, sterilizing, and incineration. Operating facilities are available at all stations.
The commissary group contains ~>torehouses, refrigerator building,
bakery and general stores buildings for food supplies, clothlna, and
camp equipment of any kind. The bakery building is provided with
modern ovens, electric kneading and mixing machines, and in connection with it there is a storeroom for flour, a room that is warmed for
the proper raising of bread, and a room where it can be quickly cooled
and stored.
The educational and recreation group contains adequate buildings
properly equipped for their various purposes. In this group are an
electrical school, a general school, commissary school, rigging school,
carpentry school, yeomen school, muslc school, swimming schools, a
stewards' school, radio school{ and officers' school. There are also
recreation buildings for mov ng pictures or entertainments.
The
Young Men's Christian Association and the Knights of Columbus
usually provide reading and writing rooms as required.
The service group has buildings for fire house and garage, blacksmith
shop, carpenter shop, electrical shop, tailor shop, paint shop, and other
shops incidental to the upkeep of a large camp.
MISCELLANEOUS

BUILDINGS.

In this group are the central power house, coal-handling apparatus,
sewerage disposal, garbage incinerator, and other service buildings.
FIRE-ALARM SYSTEM.

Fire-fighting apparatus similar to that used in well organized communities is Installed In each camp upon completion. Adequate water
supply and hydrants will be lnstalled for this purpose. In addition to
this, buildings will be protected with hand grenades, pyreneR, chemical
hand engines, fire pai1'3, and other ready extinguishers. Well-drilled
tire-fighting squads will be organized into a fire department.
GENERAL TYPlll OF CONSTRUCTION.

Where concrete floors are used, such as in latrine buildings, kitchens,
and mess halls, the foundations- consist of concrete trench walls; generally, however, foundations consist of timber posts set on concrete
footings. The sills, floors, and beams are of wood, and the floors laid
double with waterproof paper between. The walls are sheathed inside
with matched boards or a thickness of tar paper to prevent the entrance
of vermin. The outside walls consist of seven-eighths-inch sheathing, a
layer of tar paper, and drop siding of vertical boards and battens. The
roofs are sheathed solid and covered in the main camps with green slate
surfaced ready to lay roofing. In all the living quarters steam radiators are set somewhat above the floor and the outside walls provided
with an opening fitted with shutters so as to regulate the amount o!
fresh air that can be Introduced and warmed as it passes around the
radiator. In the ceilings adjustable · openings are provided so as to
draw this air across the room, where it is exhausted from the top of
the building.
PAINTING.

All the hospital interior walls are painted with flat-wall washable
paint, and usually the sleeping quarters are painted or finished inside
with a coat of barium varnish. The exterior walls of all buildings
throughout the camp are painted with a standard olive-green beaver
paint.
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LIGHTING.

Buildings and grounds are lighted with electricity and so arranged
that the master at arms in making his rounds at the proper time can
regulate the lighting from the outside of each building. Roads and
walks are amply lighted from poles ; boundary line fencing is provided
with flood lighting.
OTHER SERVICE.S.

Adequate sewers and sewage disposal, water supply and filtration,
and garbage incinerators are provided.
ROADS.

Servi<'e roads of concrete are laid and each building is provided with
either cement or wooden walks, so that one can pass from any one buildIng to another in the camp without leaving the walks or roads.
NUMBER OJl' MEN ACCOMMODATED AND COST.

The camps already constructed ·provide winter accommodations for
145,000 men. Camps under construction or authorized for construction
will provide winter accommodations for 53,000 men. The total number
of men provided for when the work under construction and authorized
is completed will be 198,000 men.
Naval training c.a mps completed. under construction, and authorized
for construction will cost about $57,000,000.
. SEPTEUBER 21, 1918.
UNITED STATES NAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT, SOUTH CHARLESTON, W. VA.

The United States Naval Ordnance Plant, South Charleston, W. Va.,
is a combination of the two plants known as the Projectile Plant and
the Armor Plant. In August, 1917, contracts for the construction of
that portion of the plant originally known as the Projectile Plant were
let and construction work begun almost immediately. During construction plans were modified to · permit of the manufacture of light gun
forgings. Construction work for this portion of the plant is now complete and the manufacture of steel was begun in June, 1918. • Plans for that portion of the plant originally known as the Armor
Plant are practically complete and construction work has already begun.
This work is being pushed as rapidly as possible, and it is thought that
the manufacture of steel may be begun in August, 1919.
Five submarine bases have been authorized, at an expenditure involvin!1 over $5,000,000. In addition thereto there have been provided in
this country over 60 section bases or repair points, where scout patrol
and other vessels may resort for repairs and supplies. This work involves an ultimate expenditure of nearly $2,500,000.
MEMORANDUM ON NAVAL PROVING GROUND, INDIANHEAD, MD.

A vast amount of construction has been completed and is under way
at the naval proving ground Indianhead, to assure the proposed
doubling of the output of powder contemplated by the Bureau of Ordnance. Among the regular items may be cit.ed the Navy nitrate plant,
for which Congress has already provided in excess of $9,000,000. And
quite as important as any other feature is the railroad connection now
under way from White Plains, Md., to the proving ground reservation
which will give direct railroad connection and assure proper transportation facilities, from the lack of which the proving ground has suffered
in the past, it being wholly dependent on water transportation. For
this latter item, $850,000 is required.
ORDNANCE STORAGE.

For the storage of ordnance more than 250 buildings have been provided at a cost of approximately $7,500,000. This construction will provide ample space for the storage of the Navy's increased program in the
production of the ordnance supplies. All of this work, except about 60
buildings, contracts fer which have been let this spring and summer, is
completed. The remaining buildings will be completed in amP.le time
for the need.
IMPROVEMENTS AT NAVY YARDS.

Shipbuilding facilities and improvements for the construction of
ships at the different navy yards have been made or are being made as
follows:
Portsmouth : Improvements of this yard consist mainly of equipping
the yard for the construction of additional submarines, the projects
being construction of additional building ways and the rearrangement
and extension of shop buildings and equipment, such as foundry, machine shop, and cranes.
·
Boston : Yard is equipped for the construction of auxiliaries and improvements consist mainly o! rearrangement of equipment and extension
of shops and building ways.
New York: Improvements at this yard, which is already equipped for
the construction of battleships, consist principally of equipping the
yard for the construction of additional battleships. The principal improvements are a shipbuilding slip for the ronstruction of battleships ;
a new structural shop 200 by 576 feet, which will be completed by early
spring, extension to existing maclline shop. All necessary equipment
for these projects, including heating and lighting cranes, and mechanical equipment and other accessories, are included in the improvements.
Philadelphia : This yard, already equipped for the cot;~.struction of
auxiliaries, is being equipped for the construction of battleships and
battle cruisers. The principal features of the improvements are one
building slip 700 feet long for battleship construction, and one 900 feet
long for battle-cruiser construction; structural shop, 300 by 700 feet:
foundt·y, 180 by 648 feetJ with :naterial yard; machine-shop extension,
130 by 325 feet; central power plant, with distribufing system. etc. ;
galvanizing plant; oxygen, hydrogen, acetylene generatlug plant; fittingout pier, 100 by 1,000 feet, including foundations for a 350-gross-ton
cr:u,e. All of thEse above improvements, with the exception of the 350ton crane, will be completed, thts year.
Norfolk: The Norfolk yard, already equipped for the construction ot
destroyers~ is being equipped for the construction of battl~shlps.
The
principal Ieatures of the Improvements are a shipbuilding slip -700 feet
long for battleship construction; structural shop 300 by 700 feet;
foundry 180 by 408 feet, with material Jard; machine shop 130 by
600 feet; central power plant ; fitting-out pier 100 by 1,000 feet, including foundations for 350 gross-ton crane. The ya1d force is at work on
a railroad, street, and sewer connections, and the completion of all of
these projects "with the exception of the 350-ton crane is scheduled for
this year.
Charleston: This yard, already equippetl for the <'onstructlon of d~
stro~·ers or small auxiliaries, is being equipped for the constrnPtion of
additional destroyers. The most important 1mpronml'ots 11 re three
adrlitioual building slips for destroyers and three reioforcerl -cf'ncrete
buildings for pattern shop, public works building, an rl machiniF"fs' mate
school. The other improvements consist of min()r extcn Rions. The construction of destroyer ways are being carried out by yaru l~bor.
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Mare Island : Th.e Mare Island yard. already equipped for the construction of destroyel's and battleshipS', ht bein~ equipped far_ the construction ot additional destroyers and lar:rer- battleships. The princh>al
features, which have been or will be comp,eted· this year, are additional
double ways for desb:oyers, extension of battleship ways for 700-foot
sblps, machine shop extensJon and accessory shop. At the present time
bids have been reeeived for the construction of a structural shop group
to cost approximately $2.000,000.
.
Puget Sound :· This yard, formerly equipped for- the construction of
submarines only, is being equipped for the consh·uctlon of auxiUarles,
battle cruisers, or battleshtps~.llnd for mine sweepers or destroyers. The
main features are a shipbuilwng slip- of dry-dock type 130 by 950 feet,
ser:ved by tra vellng hammer-head cranes ; accessory shop an.d yard lm·
provements ; al o timbel!' ways fo.r: two mine-s:weeper ~s in tandem
or four single destroyers. All projects are due for completion by the
end of this year.
STORAGE II'ACILITIES AT' NAVY YARDS.

Allotments have been made for storage facilities at the following
yards:
Boston. $500.000: New York, $1.,200.000: Philadelphia, $500.000 •
No.rfolk, ssoo:ooo; Mare Island, $250.000; Charleston, $225'.000; Puget
Sound, $500,000; Pearl Harbor, $100,000 ; and tor miscellane.oll.IJ and
temporary storehouses, $100,000. In addition, funds have become
avaHable for the following items: .
.
General storehouse, New London, Conn_________________ $120,000
General storehouse, Newport, R.
148, 000
Gen eral storehouse, Washington Navy Yard------------ 400, 000
Medical supply depot. Brooklyn, N. Y------------------- 200, 000
Medical supply- dtpot, Mare Island, Cal------------.. --- 125, 000
These structures have been designed 1lD.iformly with previous structures and in accordance with the revised bureau code. All storehouses
are now under contract or have been completed. The storehouses at
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Mare Island are completed and
1n use and the others well under way. The New York building Is the
largest of its kind in the world. It is 11 stories ht,rh, 180 feet Wide
and 360 feet long, without courts, and contains 712,000 square feet of
floor area. It was constructed in record time by the Turner· Construction Co., of New York City. Contract was - awarded AprU ~1, 1911
work on the sitP was sta.r ted May 21, 1917, and the building completed
December 1:3. 1917. Three thou'3.a nd seven hundred and seventy-six Raymond concrete piles were lll!ed, averaging about 23 feet in length.
In addition to the above, Increased storehouse faclllties are being
provided at Boston; a new sto.rehouse at Philadelphia; a coal-storage
plant at Hampton Roads has been completed; storehouses are under way
at N-ewport, Philadelphia, and Norfolk. In addition, facilities for the
:¥>tl!;eb~e!f~ber, stool, and bo.ats are re£eivlng the speclftc attention
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PUEL-OIL STORAGE.

Contracts have been awarded to provide stora~e for approximately
60.000,000 gallons of fuel on, at the cost of $3,850,000. lnlormation
relative to these projects follows :
Melville. R. I. : Five million gallons' storage in concrete reservoirs;
cont:ract awarded August, 1917. Work now approximately completed.
Actual cost, approximately $365.000.
.
Guantanamo, Cuba: Six million gallons' storage; contract awarded
April, 1917~ Work now approximately completed. Approxim.a.te cost,
$530,000.
Pearl HaTbor: Sir million ~;mUons' storage; contract awarded November. 1917. Approximate cof;t. $530.000; work 30 per cent completed.
Puget Sound : Eight million gallons' storage; reinforced concrete ;
contract awarded November, 1917. Estimated cost, approximately
$475,000. Work approximately 30 per cent completed.
San Diego : Two million gallons' concrete storage ; contract uwarded
January, 1.917: Approximate cost, $350,000. Work approximately 30
per cent completed.
Chesapeake Bay : Twenty-one mlllion gallons' reinforced concrete
storage, with necessary equipment and wharf : estimated cost, $1,600.000. Contracts for whnrr, reservoirs, and equipment already awarded.
Wharf approximately 50 per cent completed ; reservoirs 2() "Qer cent;
equipment contract just recently awarded.
Overseas : . In April, 1918. the bureau purchased one 50 000-galloo
gasoline- tank and two 200,000-gallon gasoline tanks. all of ' steel construction, for tranSRhipment to and reerectlon. At the same time the
bnreau purchased nine 1,000.000-gallon fuel-oil tanks, three each to be
erected overseas. At the same time the bureau purchased; the necessary piping, pumps, valvCj'l, and - fittings for the fuel-oil installation.
Most of this material has already been shipped and is being installed
under tbe .supervision of the Navy. Recently a request was forwarded
from Admiral Sims for three 2,000,000-gallon tanks· for fuel oil, for
erection at an important point. The bureau entered into contract for
tlu?se three tanks. and they will be delivered at an early date.
RADIO STATIONS.

Several radio stations are now Under construction. The one just
recently completed at Annapolis, Md., is the la.atist Wgh-tower radio
~~~~ ~n the world. Detn.Ued information regar
g these installations
Philadelphia : Two steel towers, each 300 feet high, were completed
1917.
Operating building and operators' quat:ters were completed shortly thereafter~
Cuban Gover'nment: In June 1917, the bureau, at the request of the
Republic of Cuba. took bids and awarded contract for 18 towers for use
in connection with the radio work in the Republic of Cuba. Fourteen
of these towers were 200 feet high, the remaining 4- being 300 fl'et
blgh. In June, 1918, the bureau added, at the request of the Republic
of Cuba. six 200-foot towers, making a total of 24 radio towers. The
total tonnage of these towers were 1,120, lneludin.g the six additional
noted above. Ar.rangemants were made with the Cuban Government
to hav the .material sblpped from the United States to Cuba by means
of a Cuhan transport, which is being loaded now at a do<'k in Balt:Lmore. The orjglnal fourteen 200-foot towers and a large percentage ·Of
the four 300-foot towers are on the dock ready for shipment. It 1s
anticipated tbat the entire work will be completed within the next slx
weeks. Approximate cost $140,000.
VJ.J:gln Islands : Contract awarded December. 1917, for two 200-foot
steel towers; approximate cost, $20,000. Work now approximately 75
per cent completed.
El Cayey, P. R. : Contracts awarded October, 1917. for three 000-foot
radio towers and necessary buildings. Approximate cost, $250 000.
Work on buildings now approximately completed. Work on towers approximately 60 per cent complete~
Au~st,
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'Annapolis: Contract tot"' fo·ur 600-toot towers entered Into November
Approximate cost, $690,000. Contract for radio buUdinwc,
wharf; radlo-water system, electric systems, and other incldentnl.s
aw.a:rded October 15, 1917. Work now completed. Station actually
placed' in commission and first message sent to Fr.a.n ce first week f ~ this
month.
France: In January, 1918, entered into ~ contract for eight 821)-foot
towers, Francelaon the basis of erection ot the towers by enlisted personnel. Mater 1 wu actually purchased, fabricated , and shipped complete by August 30, 1918. Erection is now going- forward. The tot'\1
estimated cost ot Navy- work is $635,000.
·
On September- 19 t.b e bureau. was authorized to proceed with th~
construction of twenty 500-foot radio towers, which are to be· located
near Monroe N. C. The total estimated cost- ot this work, with the
necessary buildings anu service system, omitting the consideration of
tbe~ work to be done Dy Steam Engineering, will be approximatel1
$3,600,000. It is expected. that five of these towers and all buildings
and· service systems will be complete so that the station may be put
in operation on or before May 1. 1919.
Contracts were entered lnto tor various minor installations ot radio
bulldtngs at various stations, notably three 200-foot towers at Norfolk., with receiving building ; radJo building at Charleston, S. C.;
compass sta.tfons at various small radio stations all along the Atlantic
coast; radio. towers at Valdez, Alaska; radio buildings at North Truro,
. Sayville, Tuckerton. and other places. These are all installations,~
how.ever, ot minor cha.ractu.
1.; 1917.

OPERATING BASE AT HAMPTON ROADS, VA.

One of the outstanding accomplishments of the year has been the
partial development of the operating ba~e at Hampton Roads. It- h&.B
long been needed.
Congestion at the Norfolk Navy Ya-:d and Training Station made the
provision of some base, outside of. the navy yard, an nbsolute necessity, and Congress provided tor the purchase and initiation of the development ot the operatingc base at Hampton Road!!.
It was the origlna.l Intention that one of the activities at Hampton
Roads- wu to be a training> station for 8,000 men. This is now in operation, and has been for. some time, with an expanded capacity up to
15,000 men.
.
A second activity is aviation operating base. originally intended for
a double coastal unit, and for tbe operation of two coastal patrol balloons. Aviation activities now include training as well as operation,
nnd there is ·a t least twenty· times the activities in the air_ contem·
plated originally.
·
The submarine basin for the accommodation of 20 submarines Is
now under construction and will soon be available- for the use of submarines, destroyers, and the small district patrol eraft.
A very important activity contemplated at Hampton DDads ron~
sisted of 'storehouses for fleet stores, so· thatr these might ,e stored
where accessible to the. fleet and removed from the navy yard, thus
leaving the yard storehouses for the storage of ya,rd material exelusiveJy. There have bP~n completed a number of temporary storehousee
for the storage of mines and mining gear. There is a storehouse tor
general fleet s.tores now a-pproaching completion also a cold-storage
plant to take care of the supplies tor the training station, aviation
station, submarine base, ana the fleet.
The necessity for the fuel·oll storage and coal storage originally
planned at tbls station bas been eliminated by the estnblishment of
fuel-on tank capacity in the lmmedL'lte vicinity of the station and con·
necting up by piping, and the development ot Iar~ coal-storage capacity
at N<>wport N~ws, Lamberts Point. and Sewells Point.
One permanent pier 1,300 feet long· is approaching completion. One
temporary pier has been in use for some time in the handling of materials for the construction of the remainder of the station.
Retaining walls and dredgin~. to permit the deep~water vessels nl)·
proaching the piers, and the tilling in behind the retaining walls, is
lar,rely increasing the or4dnal area purchased.
The value of this developml'nt and the necessity of its continuance
ls becoming more apparent daily to the yard, the department, ancl the
fteet.
GREAT LAKES.

The naval training camp located at Great Lakes, Ill., is the largest
of all the naval training establishments, providing accommodations
for about 50,000 men. The first trainin"' camp buHdlngs constructed at
Great Lakes were begun immediately after the outbreak of the war.
As it became apparent that the Great Lakes camps would have to be
greatly expanded in order to provide for the greatly increasing requlremPnts for naval trainin:r, a compr('hPnsive scheme of camp location was
attempted. The original naval training station which existed before the
war formed a nucleus for-a later development. The station is located on
a high blutf overlooking the west shore of Lake MichJgan. The camps
have expanded in northerly, southPrly, and westerly directions on land
lent to or purchased by the Government.
The present tra ining camp. at Great Lakes comprise a modern city
In wood. every essential facility being provided. The buildings are
heated by steam from central power plants. lightPd by electricity, and
furnished with water by underground systems of ptplog. The water
Is taken from Lake 1\fichlgan and purified for pumpin"' through the
mains. A complete sewer system is provided. and Rewage disposal is
required before turning the effluent into Lake Michigan.
The camps at Great Lakes together bave cost more than $14,000.000,
and all construction conducted since .July, 1917, has been the result
of advertising for competitive bids from plans and speci.flcations provided in the Bur~'JtU ot Yards and Docks to cover all types of building
constrnction, utlllties, and services. Great Lakes hns every facillty in
incoming deten tion and in outgoing detention to isolate the Incoming
and outgoing recrwts from the main camp as a protection against dis·
ease.
The bulldlng number several hundred in a 11 and Include barracks
buildings, mes halls, latrines, detPntion buil.diui!S. dispensaries, storehouses, garages, fire Rtations, administration buildings, power plantS',
water supplY, sewage-diRposal pl ants. dr111 halls, swimming schools, bakeries, lamidries. machinists• mates and aviation schools. yeomRD
schools, shop building-s. and various other shop and school buildings for
~~~~~\~tt~~ 0ia~ 1 n'fs~:r~~e~rag~rnin::ubdivided into regimental camps
NAVAL TRAINING CAMP AT PELHAM, N. Y.

The naval. training_. camp at P~lham is located at City Island. on
Rodmans Neck. P elham Par~. in the borough o~ The Bronx, New York.
Permission to build this site in the park was obtained from the city
officials in June, 1917, and the construction of tbe camp, to accommodate 5,000 men, was begun in July, 1917. - The camp was divided into
three parts-the main training camp, the detention camp, and the
camp hospital. The cost of the origtnal work for the 5,000 men was
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appro-ximately $2~ 000,000. The barracks buildingft were ·one-story strne;.
tures arranged ab.out a: centrally located parade grourul. · The- mesa
halls . were large, airy structures with. a centrally. located · kitchen: a:rI:a.Ilged to feed in each wtng of tho building· 500• men· o-n the cafetel"iaJ
system: Latrines wer~ also large structm:es fitted : to · accommodate.: 500-·
mPn. The- camp is loca-ted . amongst trees, ana only; snch trees_as were:
necessary to · locate the. buildings' in a. symmetrical; wan we~e removed!
In the spring or- 1918 ail extension . was~ authorized to provide-- for. am
additional 10~000 men, 8,000 of which were. to~ be in the extension· too
the main_camp and 1,000 to he in the incoming· isolatiom and 1 000 in .
the· outgoing isolation. The-· extension·· to tbe main.. camp wa:s- locat~
on an oval-shaped piece oL property and~ connected to the old eamv- by.·
a wooden higlrway bridge. With the extension to · thiS • camp. waft au-thorized swimming schools built with. reinforced: ooncrete_ tanks abo-ut•
75 feet long and 25 feet· wide; also a large drill ball, . approximately,
200 f eet- wide and 450 feet long; the tloo:r of which ha a • wearing sur.faC,) of asphalt· to softf>.n the floor- for marching· and · to prevent flying ·
dust, whleh w-O'tlld nave bee'.IL very unhealthful to • men when drll1ing:indoors. This- camp was constructed entirelY. by the BureRU ot Yards
and. Docks. The. bureau; through• its yublic-wor.ks-· officer~ hired· alll of
the mechanics and. labor. em.Qloyed on this- work and purehaaed all of.
the materials l'eq11irPd tor thP entir.e camp. The cost of: this · camp was: ~
approiimately· $6,500,000. '.nhis- camp is- now. occupied to Us fnll ca- ·
pacity, a. total of 15,000 meru Complete se~vices, such as· concrete·
roads, sewer~ wnter· supplv, electric S"'.....nce, and steam- heat, was· nrc.
vided for the' entire develo'pment.
...._. •
"'
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jp:Itai1 buildings, and ' stornge

buUdings, a pier.· and sea w.niL Tfiis camp ,
llk.e-. Quantico,,· itr· provided with- roads and walks, water· supply · if.iUt.t
secwer· systems; firei.ff.ghtlng- facilities" and s1!w~ge dispeeali
1
Theo work. of· c.anstruct1ng- tha extension to the marine barracks at·
JP'.arts:; l81and will; cost: .$1~882,297. under the- contract.
_CODDIKGTON POINT.

l ...,..A.stha result of the acceptance by the Navy Department of. the. training
tru.L . e merchant marine it· was · n ecessary to establish· a new naval
.uning ca-mp· at Coddington Point,. Newport, R. I. This establishment
1 provides facilities for 15,000. men._ Plans and specitlcations were prei pare~ ln.- the B~u of: Ya.r.ds·· and Doc:Jrs to cover aU- points of the
11:ntri.Cantrte construction· of thiS' camp, , wh'rch . is. the. liU'gest· single camp
co
~t· ever- prepared liy tbe· Navy. The- work' was awarded to tlle
lowest. bidder for: approximately $3,500.000: Coddington Point t.s located·
tr· short distance·_ from -the naval sta.tion. Newport a:nd ' is. connected!
I bfy bridge · with
CoasterS' Ha-rbor- lslilnd, wliere a · naval training ca-mp
ox· 7;000 men ls ,provided.
' The_layout of: the camy at. Coddington Point is typical' of the latest
naval training; camp co;nsttnction: It includes- the" following features::•
Beuimentaz: traitJfn.tr unit.
·. ~aegiimneens_w_; baua.cks, 104' men ea:clL-------------------- 1~7
.uatr
35
Mess• halls to• aceommodate-tll-000-:men=-------------------5: Jr~en~ q~R'l"termasters' buildings __
1'1'
' B e'tta.Jn
0 ce bulldin!1:S--------------------------..___ 11:
; B\
don hcommanders• offices--------------------------- -- 35
ga e rt eadquarters ----------------------------------· 2
;
pensa. es----------------~------------------ ·
4
·I:.arge.. drill, ~, . 1'00 • by 350 feet' each______________________ 4 .
~c~for.· chtef·
ofilcers- accommodatin~r 100 men each____
2.
. G . e.e~t~efu?ll;Ses. ~O · Y.! 350 feet- ea:ch ___,____ _:_____________
4'
, a.rag
I5. ca:rs
2Ba
k f
k
d:
for ~c - ~r cf~ ~an ·mB?Y other .features. such as would •be -necessary
1, buildi
serv 1a~ ~tr of. l5,000 inhabita:n.ts~ The total number · ot
A ~ pro ·
- 1
.
t
rr nter.es~ point in ?'nneebo-n· with; tbe. cam~ at: Coddington. is ·.
·the installation: of fo~r swunming puols, completll. w1th pumping; beatlng, and tlltratlon facilities-. . These. swimming. pools are · nnder_ root and·
built. of. conerete. with showers- an<Llocke-r roo.IDS,
.
DETENTI.ON UNll'
· This di i 8i
._, ..., ic .
·
·
.
v on. 0 .., a• ...., R a 1 ca~p; su~ as- the Coddmgtol? project, will
a~co~udate.. 4;;000 ~en, 2,000 . m~g a_.nd 2,000 outgomg: In a~di~
to. ~e ba.r.ra.~s- wouJd be found tw?. la:u.ndrres, four - cllspensarles,
J.~~so tion wa.cds: two- executlv& bulldll:rgs, two · office buildings, two .
0
ous~, tw,o · gnr!lgegt and a la1-ge recefving bup.~ing. Where · s~ch
· building~occu~ in n:urs; , lt is· to be no-te? t;hat-.on-e- is. m . C?nnectio-n w1tb:
ln.coming.recrwts and.O'DO'·in connection w1th thos~ outgoJng.
ofThhe ce~l~ted. camiL at C()ddingtorr P~int wil~ include development.
t 0 w~tex . SUPIJ!Y.· .uom· a dist~t pomt, purification of the wa~en~upply, a_ sy~tem.. of; :fresh-water marns and_a salt--water· s:ystem o.f. roams•
ror flushing and tlre-pr<?tection_ purpo.ses. 'lllie camp-. will be provided.
with l~ge · Pl?-mping umte for fire protedlon, . adequate· power. plants, .
and for · heating a:nd lighting the camp. A complete sanitary sewe~
system is. nJ . 0' provided ~d a system of rosds-· and walks. The sHe
ifF surrounded on three SJ.des. by· wa~r and. is. most picturesque. The
camp when complete. includtng heatmg, lightmg, and other- services, .
will cost about $6,000,000.
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NavaL Training· Camp, Hampton Roads-1 is· located on the IJt:OI!&ty.
of, the old . Jamestown Ex:QOSltiOn grounds at Hampton. Roads, Va._
This- property was purcliased by tlie Government. ton the pur{lose: at.
9eveloping a naval . opera.ting_ base and combining; with it a.t.naval tr~ rng station. T)le training camp. construction was . llegun_lh·. the earlY.·
part of JuJy, 1917.
With the acquisition of thi&- prope?ty the Government became v.osses ed of; the old- exposition trulldings1 wliich were inco~por:ated. in. the.
general dCSlgn. for_ the camps..
.
The. work originally authoriZed provided for hahitatlorr to~ ).:01000··
men. The buildings wer.e. grouped. about the. old exhibition aannnfs..
tratlon builillngs, which . were. incorporated in the design of:' the camp
for: use a:s such. The camp was divided ab.out a . centrally.- located.
parade gronnd and provision was made at the easterly end' of the camp
for · appro:rimately; 5,000 men in a detention 11nit• The original cost · of.
this~ camp was approximately $4,500,000: 'rhis camp provides for_
s<.liools of instruction. s.uch as rigging schoolS'; music schoolS; oommis~
sary schools, electrical schools-~ general s-chools, and steward schoolS. .
Later; a · one-thousand-man isolation detention. group . was added tll'
the naval training carny. T-h1s work was constmcted.: by the King
Lumber C.o.,, after taking: competitive bids..
At· various times authorizations have been gran-ted: fo-r the constru-e'tion of additional buildings, such as swimming : schools, drill halls;
gyro.scoDic schools. The complete ser-vice, such as roads, walks, s-ewers,
water supply, fencing, central beating ylant, etc., were installed for.:
the entire camp.
In September, 1914, the bureau was' directed to construct an extension
to the naval training station on p_roperty bouruled on the eru;tward
by Bouch Creek, . Willa by Bay on the northeast; and the Virginia Railroad on the southeast.. This new camp frovides for 14,000 additional
men+- to be administered from the origina camp on the · Jamestown site.
Two. thousand of these men will be in. tbe incoming- isolation. group and
2;000 men in the outgoing isolation groue. and· 10,000 men in the main
r:uctfo~O~~~~~S~as been made for SWlmming Schools and additional.
INFORM:ATION AilOU'l.' THE TilAI.'lNG CAllP; GULFI!ORT, MISS.
All of these new barracks buildings will be two. stories in belgtit and.J
Tha naval training camp is located 011. the Mississippi' Centennial
the men arrang.e d In- groups to be messed in four large mess halls, each Expo ition Grounds on· the shore of the. Gulf of' Mexico, near Gulfport
feeding 25,000 men on the cafeteria system.
.
· Miss The regimental and isolation. group. of buiJdings, the. alterations ·
Complete plans and specifications for. this work were comQll.ed· by the to existing exposition buildings, and complete · outs.lde ser.v.ices~ such as
bureau. Work was begun about the middle of September, ancl the time · roadsj sew l'.l5; gas, electricity, and1hospital group, are being> constructed.
of· completion for the entire camp builflings- fixed at 125 calendar days.. · Camp · n?W' accommodates-· 2,100 men. . Plans provide for extension. for.
It is estimated that this camp will cost when completed; including an • : total\ of. 2,500• 01' IllD't:e if: pecessm:y:
s-ervice, such as storehouse, {>Ower plants. roadS, water SUQPly, sewerS; ' Complete plans . an~· spec:i.ficationsl covering- every- item entering into
and electric Uo-htfng approXImately 6,000,000.
the: 'York, wer_e prepared· by the Bur.enu of Yards and' Docks- and adver"'
'
1tlsed for. bids. The award in each case was made · to tlie · low bidder
)\lARINE BARRACKS, QUANTlCO, VA,
1as- tbe result of competitive bidding.
•
One of the two principal! establlshments for training 1\farines. for the.
The· qos.t of the. malru rt>gimental group~ isolation• group~ . ou-tside serv-·
Navy is located at Quantico, Va., about 40 miles fr()m Washington· on ' ices-, dr11l .~;round1 pi~1 and' O'thec accessories, when completed, will. be
the west bank of the Potomac River.
. about fiOO.OOU; and me hospital group $100.000, making a total cos-t
The Marine-s r-eceive a training similar to tbat given the Army re· ofi the completed naval trainmg camp, $600,000·.
cruits so that their barracks are modeled more Ol' less after the Army
A comprehensive plan or the camp was made with: a ' turf·. appreciation:.
organh:aticn. Tlie camp is subdividefll Into · an infantry camp, artillerj '! ot the esthetic vallle o-t the · o-riginll.l. exposition Jayout of grounds and'
~cbbol, and officers' ~>chool. and includes ·hospital facilities, storage; and' l:luildlngs, and. only such modifications to· tb e-se original grounds and
commissary facilities.
tiuildings· were made n.s was necessary. to adapt tham for.- crunp· pur- The camp ts fully equipped with modern roads and l walks, water poses aud provide a suitable mess ha}J, storehouse, armory, receiving"
.supply, mains, sewer sY.stem, garbage incineration. The first construe~ . building, offi~t:tne-day- bnlldiug, and: headquarters building. Temtlon at QJiantlco pro-vided for 5,000 men. An extension to tlr<' Quantico ; por.aey buildings·, comprising the regimental. iSolation. groups; anill
camp to provide for 2,800 additional recruits wa s started during- the. hospital groups-, were · arranged in.: such :r manner a-s to · interfere as·
spring of this year. Complete plans- and specitlentions for the work :1 little as possible with the • palm1 cour-t; vistas., trees; and: otber lanscapewere prepared in the Bureau of Yards~ and Docks, and include 27.0 gardening features · in• the original layout. These_ groups. are comp-osed:
hulldlngs of different descriptions. The. contract price for- the King· . of ' officers! quarters, Bn.rrack-IJ, mess; halls, latrines, wash houses, store-·
number Co, contract was ·$'1,085,562. . •
' · houses, brig- and guardbouse, dispensary, and garages~
i Shell roads' were Iald out ancl b_u ilt as originally;- planned for. the
P.AiliS ISLAND, s. c.
exposition with sncli additional roads- as wet:e necessary to serve the
The second important establishment for training. rearuils' for tfie ! needs - of the camp; A garbage incinerator, rr: landing· p-ler; grading ot
Marine Corps is- located' at- PariS Island, P.ort Roy:~.l, S. c: :Paris I the ground· tt> provide tol' a d'r:l.U tl.eld, and a sewerage-disposal plant
Island is located otr the- coast of South Carolina, is located' on tHe 1are · also provided: in> this· contract. The training camp generall;p- bas-Beaufort River southeasterfy from Charleston.
1 ttle following;. majol' diYisions-: Admitrlstration, isolation:; . main regiThe first camp at Paris rsland was- constructed In 1917 and was ~ mental; hospital; commissary, ami· service.
rnodele.d like Quantico · after the Army- pfans. It provided for about: 1
,
2,500 men. As a result of congressional.- action mcreaslng the · Plll"" !
·
M-ARINE . COUPS.
sonnel of the Marin!! Corps It was found necessary to- increase· the st~e: J Barracks of modern const~ction fo~ the Mntine Corps- are- under wayof the camp at- Pans Island as well as at Quantico-. Plans- and sped- 1at s.eve.rat points. I:nfo.rma tiorr relative to these operation& follow:
fications were prepared during· the spring of 1918 in the Bureau- otl 1 Philadelphia: l u 1 September, . 1911~ contract was. awarded for an ex-!'Yards· and. Docks coverln~ all points· of the c~nstr.nctton ot and; ex- · tension to quarterma...,.~er's stor:ebouse, at' an: estimated coHt of approxi.tenslo, to . the Paris Island. camps, and pro-vided. for quarters for 1. mately. $300,000. 'llhls work was · Jater- increased by another contract
1 for mecliantcal: equipment. and: stlll' a. further contract for anothe
5,000 ' additional recruits..
Construction: was provided. atl six· different points· on the islan~ liB' 1 building, the tot:ill. increase am011nting·· to· approx:imn.tely $400,000~
!ollows : . Extension to the training· camp, increasing the' fltc11tti~- at. ~ Work is now. approXImately· 75· per-cent comp-leted.
.
the ·mainstatlo.D.: quarantine station, and e-xisting title rann, and; estatJ,., , P.hiladMphiiD Mnr-in" Barracks.: Contract awarded November 26', 1917.
llshing- a new. r.ifie range, and a:· group of' buildings at the ma:neuv.e:rt These barracks·: to accommodate- 400. men, appr.oximate cost. $200,000.
gr~unu~,.
The· buildings ln;clude: barracks buildings~ mPSS hall!f, latrines.. Wor~: now. practically 90·. !.ler· cent completed;
·
officers, quarter.s, outlrnlldmgs, adminis-tratiol:l buildin~. post exchange._ : Pp.iladelpbia advance-base· storehouse: Contract awarded June,_1917;
Ubra.cy and recreation building; lecture hall,. post office, clPtlc. seh'ool;. · Est1mated1coRt';. $76'.000: Wm:.k. completed· Decem tier, :1917autO'-repair shop, bakeshop, raa.to school; pump· house, bowling alleys- 1 Pe-king; China: . Contract entered· into· July, _ 1918. Estlina:ted: cost;,
lee- plant', meat-cutting,. roomi r..elrthouse, guardhouse; a:; group. at:. lio.,.. , *-130.0.0 0. Wol:k now· going forward~
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CONGRESSIONAL R,E CORD-HOUSE.

San Diego: Contract for dredging at San Diego, Marine Corps. Base
was awarded .January, 1918, and work is satisfactorily progressing
with the dredging and tilllng. Plans and specifications for the Marine
Corps base are l>eing prepared and it is anticipated that they will be
issued for bids within the next month. This total project will cover
about $5,000,000.
·
NAVAL ACADEMY.

Work of extending the Naval Academy is well under way a very
satisiactory plan having been worked out for the extension of Bancroft
Hall, the midshipmen's dormitory.
One of the wings accommodating about 550 midshipmen will be completed and ready for occupancy by October, 1918, and the remaining
wing in February 1919. The extension of the mess hall and its ac·
companying utilitles will be completed by the same time, allowing for
the messing of the maximum number of midshipmen, for which accommodatlom, are to · be provided. The extension of Isherwood Hall is
under contract and will be completed early in October, 1918, including
the enlargement of the forge shop. Temporary quarters have been
completed which will accommodate about 450 reserve officers stationed
at the academy for training. These quarters include a recreation and
lecture hall la1·ge enough to seat the whole number of men.
Work on the high-power radio station at Annapolis is complete.
Extensive additions to the power-plant equipment and outside distributing systems are required to take care of the additional buildings.
'!'his work is well under way and will be finished by the time the new
l:.ulldings ,ilre ready for occupancy.
DRY DOCKS.

Three naval dry docks arc !n course of construction at the present
time and two other dry docks for which under congressional authority
the Secretary of the Navy was authorized ·to enter into contract for
naval purposes at a guarsnteed minimum annual rental, all five docks
being of such dimensions as to permit of docldng the largest vessels
capable of passin~ through the locks of the Panama Canal. In addition
to these, appropriationd have been made by Congress for the construction of a 1,000-foot dock at the navy yard, Charleston, S. C.
The two dry docks authorized at the first session of the Sixty-fourth
Congress were placed under contract under favorable terms after public
competition, the Norfolk Navy Yard dock in November, 1916, and the
Philadelphia Navy Yard dock ln April, 1917.
Work has progressed very satisfactorily on the Norfolk dock and
at present it 1s expected that the dock will be completed ready for use
by December of this year, approximately a year in advance of the contract date, due for completion. Satisfactory progress has been made
on the Pearl Harbor Dry Dock, which it ls expected w111 be completed
early in 1919. Considering the unusual difficulties under which this
dock is being constructed and the fact that no dock has ever been built
by any such radical method as is being employed on this contract, the
statu-s of the work is considered as very satisfactory. The progress of
construction of the dry dock being -built by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts at Boston has been more satisfactory than during the
preceding year. Shortage of labor and difficulty in securing materials
have had their influences, however, upon the progress of the work upon
this dry dock during the past year. ' Ii'rom present Indications this dock
will probably be completed in 1919. Congress has authorized the use
of this dock by the Navy Dc·partment under practically the same conditions as those applying to the dry dock of the Union Iron Works in
San Francisco, CaL The Union Iron Works dock is approximately 90
per cent complete.
BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

When war began the Medical Corps of the Navy numbered about
300 commissione<l officers. To-day we have that many Navy m~dical
officers on duty in European waters or ashore in foreign countries.
To-day the Medical Corps consists of 3,000 officers, all of whom are
actually required for the present needs of the service and would not
suffice in the event of further expansion. All these accessions to the
Medical Corps were taken in after physical and professional examinations and they have received special training for milltary service and
sp2clal professional training at the Naval Medical School, Washington,
D. C., at naval hospitals, on board cruising ships of the Navy, and at
great medical centers like New York, Boston and Philadelphia where
intensive courses, both didactic and practical, were conducted for
their benefit by the best professional talent in the country. The Dental
Corp ~ at the beginning of the war numbered 30 officers, it now has 500
membe1·s and the demand for their services has not even been fully
met. As in the case of the doctors the dentists now serving abroad
are numeric.a lly equal to the corps of two years ago. At the front,
serving in the field with the marines in France, we have medical officers
and dental officers. Their record is known from the newspapers. The
'first commissioned officer of the Navy proper to die in battle on the
soil of France was Dental Surg. W. E. Osborne, fatally wounded while
carrying a wounded comrade from the field. He was posthumously
awarded the distinguished-service cross by Gen. Pershing.
Equal courage and fortitude has been shown by members of the
Hospital Corps, the male nurses of the Navy, who serve on our battleships and go into action with the marines, sharing every danger with
their comrades of ·other branches of the service. The Hospital Corps
in .July, 1916, numbered 1,585 men. To-day the corps consists of
14,000 men, for whom we have four large, thoroughly organized trainIng schools and many smaller centers of instruction.
The female nurse corps comprises 1,128 women, of whom 260 are
serving at our naval hospitals and dispensaries in England and France.
We have more than doubled, nearly trebled, our enrollment of female
nurses for active service since last year. The Navy nurses are without exception women of unusual ability and the highest character.
They continue to show in every emergency the fidelity and devotion
which has always characterized them.
The most carefully planned arrangements have been carried out during the past year a.nd are now being increased and elaborated in every
direction for the care of our sick and wounded. During the first year
of the war we completed sufficient emergency hospital construction to
increase the previously existing hospital faclllties in 18 regular naval
hospitals with their 1,600 beds by 114 new buildings, constructed
and equipped-wards, contagious pavilions, operating rooms, quarters for female nurses and Hospita Corps men, storerooms, kitchens,
mess halls, and barracks for civilian employees. By .July, 1917, 2,700
additional ·beds had been provided for the sick. The buildings since
completed, now nearing completion or contracted for and under way1
will give the medical department of the Navy a patient capacity or
between eleven and twelve thousand beds. For example, the hospital
at Norfolk, Va., which had been increased last year to one thousand four
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hundred-odd beds will soon have 900. more beds. The hospital at
Hampton Roads is belrig increased from 750 to 900. Brooklyn is being
prepared tor 500 additional patients, and Pelham Bay Park for an
increase of 500 over last year, making 750. When I say beds I mean
to include all the necessities for that many sick-heating, lighting, food,
ambulance service, skilled nursing and skilled professional. attendance,
medical, surgical, and dental. At the Great Lakes Training Station
the hospital capacity is about 1,300. An additional 200 beds are being
provided. The three hundred and fifty-odd beds at Charleston, S. C.,
are to be doubled. League Island, Pa., which last year had 200 beds
in 17 buildings, will shortly accommodate GOO additional patients in
30 additional buildings. The old Philadelphia Hospital is being increased this year by 300 additional beds, and a contract has been
awarded for an addition to the hospital at League Island of 500 beds.
In addition to this a hospital of 175 beds is going up at New London,
Conn. At Wards Island, N. Y., 15 barrack buildings are under construction, which will accommodate 800 beds. In all these buildings
attention has been given to adequate heating and ventilation. A full
allowance of floor space and cubic air space is assured for each bed.
The list of beds here given represents the accommodation for patients
only, and-it must not be forgotten that the necessary attendant personnel for these patients is large and requires housing too. Thus, with the
money expended in this hospital construction, there have been obtained
also quarters for doctors, dentists, male and female nurses, and civilian
employees, which may be estimated in terms of beds as from 40 to 50
per cent more than the number cited.
·
It remains to be said in this connection that whlle buildings were
going up and equipment was being assembled arrangements with the
best civilian hospitals of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia provided
immediate accommodation and skilled treatment for any excess of sick
over and above the naval fac1llties of the moment. Such sick as were
sent to civilian institutions continued under the medical surveillance of
the Navy, whose doctors were responsible for their welfare and their
behavior.
In spite of the interference with business, caused by the war, the
medical department of the Navy has not at any time lacked and does
not now lack ample supplies of instruments, drugs, and dressings. Substitutes have been found for certain articles needed for . the sick; others
have been modified, where the cost was prohibitive or it was impossible
to obtain them from abroad. All the thousands of recruits who have
joined the colors have been vaccinated against smallpox and have received antityphoid prophylaxis. Not only were the candidates for enrollment examined by medical officers at recruiting stations, but trained
psychiatrists have been at work In our training camps to weed out from
the beginning those who were mentally and temperamentally unfit for
the strain of war, aiming not only· to remove this element of weakness
from the fighting forces, but to prevent the shipwreck in individual
cases, due to infringements of discipline and their consequent punishment, which invariably mark the career of these unfortunates when they
are encompassed by the iron restraints of military discipline.
A most vital part of the work of the medical department of the Navy
has been in the field of hygiene and sanitation. Important as it is to
treat the sick it is more important still to ward off the dangers incident
to large assemblages of men -i n camps, barracks, and ships by preventive
measures.
The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery had a voice in the planning of
our new training stations and in the modlfication of the existing ones
when the expansion of the Navy began. Certain fundamental principles
of housing, berthin~, ventilation, isolation, and observation were laid
down for the handlmg of recruits, and while epidemics of meningitis,
measles, and mumps llave occurred, they have been limited and controlled. While recognizing the need for rapidity of enrollment and
training, the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery has stood out for systematic, concerted effort against overcrowding and bas insisted that
preparations for the adequate handling of men must keep pace with the
recruiting of them. Two features stand out prominently in the Navy
training-camp arrangements. They were accepted experimentally at
first. To-day their enormous value has been fully recognized by naval
military authorities. They are _the detention system and the small-unlt
barracks. By detention system is meant that all recruits reporting at a
training c.amp or station are housed, fed, and drilled apart for a period
of 14 to 21 days. During this period contagious cases or men capable
of carrying infection are sent to hospital or subjected to special ob·
servation. The detenticn period permits of careful vaccination and
inoculation against smallpox and typhoid fever, whtle the new arrivals
are gradually growing accustomed to their new environment $\nd duties.
Homesickness and discouragement are prone to attack the yoUllg recr1,1it
and he Is peculiarly susceptible to .fatigue and physical deterioration:
and thHefore to epidemic diseases in the first days after enrollment.
When the period of training at camp and barrack is over and the recruit
has reached the point where he is ready to go aboard sWps, a further
detention is instituted to protect the pe1·sonnel of battleship and cruiser
from the introduction of contagion from abroad. During the early
weeks of the war this so-c.alled outgoing detention was not in full
op~ration and epidemic diseases d~veloped in the personnel afloat, but
th1s no longer happens. The other important point in the Navy training-camp system is the small-unit barrack. The Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery has urged that men be housed together in small groups, preferably 9 to 12, never more than 35 or 50 to a building ench man to have
a minimum of 50 square feet of floor space. The tendency to overcrowding is inevitable, but abundant cubic air space is the most essential
prerequisite of healthy camps.
Besides making these basal demands, the medical officers have exerted themselves to the limit of their strength to keep the men well
by sanitary measures. They have had a gratifying success, if we mnv
judge from the general admission rate for the entire Navy for ail
causes, including accidents and injuries as well as sicknE-ss, for the
six months from .January 1 to June 30, 1918. This admission rate
means that when a man is put on the sick list for a boil it counts 1.
It the so.me man later has measles, it counts 2. Later if he sprains
his ankl!; It means three admissions. The admission rate, as so interpreted has been 716.5 per thousand men per annum. Compare thls
With the average admission rate for the eight years of peace from
1909 to 1916, which was 624.23. Consider that the period referred to
Included the months of .January, Februnry, March, and April, the wet.
snowy, cold, inclement months, when sickness is most prevalent. when
men want to shut windows and doors and ventilators and enjoy being
crowded together for the sake of warmth and temporary comfort.
Remember that the history of all military operations teaches the disproportionate increase of morbidity that accompanies concentration ot
men in large numbers. Remember that susceptibil1ty is greatest in
youth and that the average age of the Navy enlistments is well below
that of land forces. Y-ou will then realize that, in spite of the coun-
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try's unpreparednes-s, the need for dispatch and the work accomplished.
the Navy's chowing as to health has been reassuring, gratifying,
spl:t>ndld4
.
The factor ot youth in cn11Sing siclmess under stress is so great
that I must give you one other figure to impress you with the value
of our Navy medical service. It l.s a very striking 1lgure. · The
admission rate for recruits in training for the half year nlluded to
was 1.086.04, as against the average admission rate for apprentice
sea m£>n during the preceding eight-year period of peace, which . was
1,272.99.
.
.
For the sick and injured abroad we have a total hospital bed
capacity, divided b£>twet>o England, Scotla nd, Ireland. and France, of
over 3,000, of which 1,475 art' l.n France and the bslance in the
British I sles. There ru·e, in addition. less elaborate and temporary
aecommodations in Frnnce for 400 P.atients at smaller stations.
· The medi cal dPpa.rtment of the Navy has made special effort to prevent sickness among the troops going abroad i:l Navy transports.
Ca reful thought was givE>n to the subject, and a very simple scheme
has been pu t in operation. Tb e _Army embarks and disembarks the
troops, and is expected to en;~bark them free from -disease., clean, properly vacclnatcrl, -etc. Army medical officers hold sick call for their
respective units, and the men requiring to be turned in, that correspond in shore parlance to hospital cases, are berthed in the ship'<J
sick bay und£>r the · care of the ship's Navy medical officers. Aiinor
aliments n re prescribed for by the Army doctors, and their prescrlp..
tlons are filled in the sick bay from the ship's- storPs, so that the Army
m edical unlts may not have to break into their out1lt and deplet~ them
in transit. (The sPnlor medical oillc.e r ot the Navy aboard has charge
of all sanitary measures.)
Tbe Navy bas three hospital ships-the old Solace, 20 years In the
service and still having a limited usefulness. and two 10,000-ton vess els, originally Ward Un~rs, which have bees converted to ambulance
ships and fully equipped for 300 patients each. Th-ese ships do not
more than cover thP Il{'eds of tbe Navy. H E'nce when the Army call-ed
tor a !stance in ratnrnlng its sick and wounded from abroad it was
dE>ddE>d ill eonfer<>nce between the two l"ervices to utili£e the sick bays
or hospiW tacUitles of returning transports. Of course these ships
can not bring home in comfort as ronny sick and wounded as the well
men they carry on the eastwa rd voyage. T b e troop.s on the way to
the front can put up with bunks on lower decks and can go up and
down laddE>rs to mes , to the toilet, to get into the air and sunlight, as
the sick could not.
' tfll this arrangPment meets the n-eed, provided
the Army sick are evacuaterl am) distributed to different ports so tllnt
no transport shall ever return without b('ing filled to its legitimate
stck-earrying capacity. Tbe transports vary not only in size but in
type of constru-ction, which counts almost as m'nch as size- where proper
b:andllng of the sick is cone rnPd.
To give e:ome idf'a of the t,g,tal patient capacity at present, as distinguished from tro:>p cnpaclty,'W'bf thf'Se ships, I may say that if they all
sailed at once from Europe they would bring home in a single voyage:
Bedridden patients requiring a maximum of care and nttentlon,
all occupying hospital bunks-------------------- 1,400
Pat~nts rt-quJrlng surgical dressings and treatment but able to
ltve in troop quarters------------------------------ 7,800
600
Insane----------------------------------..:-·- ------------Tuberculosis caRes, either isolated or housed on open decks___ _
975
Patie nts requiring no surgical attention quartered in officers'
4,900
rooms--------------------------------------~--------Com-alescents having the status of well men so far as berthing is
C'Olleerned ----------..:------------------------------ 76,000
Total---------------------------------------- 91, 675
At the headquarters, In New York, of Admiral Gleaves, commanding
Transport and Cruiser Force, we have a medi cal officer <>f special
ablllty who 2'cts in A.n advisory capacity on all matters sanitary. He
inspects every tranRport coming in or going outJ and, as opportunity
permit , without dc.>laying the expeditions transrer of men, institutes
the change and improvements whi ch experience proves to be reqnirE>d.
This (loctor has ni11de four tran -Atlantic voyages in transports for the
sole purpose of acquiring full knowledge of cond1tions and problems
connected with this service. Another medical officer is Rtationed at
Nc.>wport News with Identical functions. In each of two F rench ports
e have a Navy merlical officer who has bad experien ce of transport
s ervice to facilitate the prompt di~>1:rlbntion of Army patients to returnIng transports.
A brief reference should be made t.o the many enterprise , connected
wit b war service, engage<] In by thE' Merl1cal Corps. The subject of gas
arfarc, the use of masks, the neutralization of poisonous gasf'S and
tlle treatment of the ga sed has been fully master ed. The ventilation
of submari nes, the food appropriate to mPn serving in them. has been
investigated and. improved. Aotitla!':h clothing has been devised to
minimize the clanA'erS from Uquid fire, burning gunpowder, and explo-sives. Traveling laboratories ha ve been organized at the medical school,
and, on telegraphic reque ~ their units, fu.!.ly equipped, can proceed to
the scene of an epidemic where personnel is overworked or facilities for
bacte riological work are limitE'd . The medical d Ppartments of the
v essels of the tl('et are fully p repared for the hazards or hattie. The
battle dresstno- sta tions, located belitnd armor anu equipped with hot
and cold water, with electric sterilizers, opPrattng tabll:'s, and ample
supplies of surgical dressings, mannw by skillful an{) d{'votPd d(lctors
anu attendants, are ready. A painstaking ·tudy has been made of
all problems connected with the food and clothing of the m en. Epidemic
1 dl ·ease ha-ve bl.'en Investigated , both as regards pre-vention and treatment. and elaborate stati tics have bE'en tabulated. Instruction on all
these topics has b en given, as required, to doctors and nur. es, and the
personnel of the medical df'partment has been kept fully abrPast of all
sctentlfie advancement through ~uarterly and wePkly publications,
which embodied our own findings and all that coulfl be observed by our
representative abroad or learned from current foreign llteratu:re.
:Sanitary lm;pectors from the United StatP PUblic Health ~rvice
have worked with the Navy doctors to improve local condition in the
vicinity of our camps and stations, so that. instead of the presence
or these camps being a menace to cl-vUtao communities tbey have
proved a blessing, tbrou_gb d estruction of mosqu;toes and tlles and improvement of water supplies sewage an rl garbage disposal. ~octal
conditions have ai!;O Improved, and the fight against prostitut1on and
venereal disease, begun by the Navy 15 years ago, has taken on ~stand
comprehensive proportions. Lectures and perRonal talks, moving-pLcture shows, distributed booklets and posters, have furthered the cause
of clean living. · Not only the physical man but his spiritual side has
been considered and much has b ~>e n accomplishPd to promote happiness
and contentment as well ali health among the men.
th ~
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As· the volume of work of this office is 'VE'ry largely dependent on the
Dnmber o1 pel"Sonnel tn the S{'.rvice, it is evident bow the pressure upon
this office has Increased by this sudden and extraor-dinary expansion.
But 1n another respect also the change from a state of peace to that of
war has placed heavy burdens on this department, because of the lm
portant war legislation a1fecting the personnel that suddenly became
necessary, and because of the many new and varied questions of law
that have been constantly arising out of the new conditions, as a1fect
ing both the Regular Establishment and more particularly the auxiliary
arms of the service.
·
During the past year 4.,831 men under naval jurisdlction were tried
by general court-martial, at~ compared with 1.816 during 1917. This
large Increase was due to the increase in the naval personnel. During
1917 tllere were 95.548 men under naval jurisdiction, as compared with
412,415 during 1918. The percentage tried by gen eral courts-martial
during 1918 was 1.185, as compared with 2.23 during 1917. Men who
have been convicted of pu:rely military offenses are offered every opportunity to rehabilitate themselv-es tn the service.
D uring the past year 4,505 men under naval jurisdiction were confined in naval prisons, as compared with 2,018 during the previous year.
Additional buildings were constructed at Portsmouth to take ca1·e of
this increase. Contracts have also been let for additional prison buildings at the naval prison, Paris Island. S. C.
Every eft'ort is being made to reduce the number of men confined.
All prisoners who are pbysjcally or mentally unfit are lmmt>dlately discharged. That efforts have been successful is shown by the reduction
in the percentage of imprisonments from 2 .97 per cent in 1914 to 1.22
per cent in 1917, a result obtained while maintaining and improving the
discipline of our armed forces. With the m ethods now employed it is
hoped to still further reduce the percentage of imprisonments and make
progress in the general lines indicated.
4

4

MARINE

CORPS.

When war came to th-e United States In April, 1917, it foun-d the

Marine Corps with authorized enlisted strength of 17.500 om.cers and
men. It was readily seen that this limit would be too small for the
new activities of the corps, with the result that in May the authorized
strength ot tlle corps was increased by act of Congress to 30.000 men.
Wlthln less than six months voluntary enlistments to the corps were
up to full strength, while the call was for " more marines." This accounts for the fact that the authorized strength of the corps now is
75,500, and after the 1st of October, when voluntary Induction-s will be
allowed, the 20,000 men who are needed to bring the corps to its full
strength will be readily obtained at a rate of 5,000 men a month.
War found the marines ready. In fact, three days before the break
lng otr of diplomatic relations between tlle United States and Germa ny,
an order went forth for 50.000 pair of shoes for the corps and other
matter s of housing, equipment, and cantonment necessities were han
dled in the same efficient manner. There have been no troubles from
overcrowding or from lack of food, clothing, or equipment in the Marine Co1·ps.
Marines landed in France early in the summer of 1917. Owing to
the n eed for experienced rear troops to gua rd the lines of communica
tion, it was n ecessary for Gen. Pershing to s-catter a nu mhc r of the
s ea soldiers and use them for provost guards at base posts and tn
Paris. However, as soon as the n ecessary men to take their places arrived the marines were r Plieved from this duty and as ~igned to a
"quiet ector" in the Verdun district, there to receive t heir initiation
into war. They stood the tests so w ell that whe n Gen. Focb called for
troops to help stem the German rush on Paris, the Fourth Brigade of
Marines was rushed forward in company with the famous Twenty-third
Infantry Regiment. and a crack French unit to achieve what then
seem£>d an impossibility-the stemming of the Germa n advance, with
the Germans numberin~ four to one a gainst the defenders of P a ris.
This came in the VICin1ty ot Chateau-Thierry with tlle battle that
began May 27. From then on through the fie rce encounters of Torey,
Bonresches, Lucy, and Belleau Wood, the marines, who had been rushed
to the conflicts· in motors, fought night and day, enduring t errible hardships and t errific losses. But they achieved t heir aim-they not only
stopped the German rush, but drove back the Huns and recaptured lost
t erritory.
Their bravery caused the French Nation to change the name of
Belleau Wood to "Bois de Ia B-ri g-a d~ des Mnr1nes ," and to give the
marines the credit of having saved Pans. To show th e, fightjJ\g spirit
of the marines, it is only necessa ry to cit e th£> fact that one battall(}n
that went into the fight with 1,350 men, .emerged with only 350. Another bad only 450. Others with 600 and 800 wert> common. And the
surprising part of It all was .t b at the replacement troops who took tlle
places of fallen men fought just as ha I'd and as bravely as the more
seasoned men. Some of the replacement troovs were unde r fire for tlle
first time when they hurried forward to reinforce the marines fighting
nen r Be lleau Woof! and Bourescbes.
Following these bnttl('S, -thHe was the necessary rest. TbPn '\'\"hen
the great attack bl'gai> on the :Marne at Viller Cottent on J'uly 17,
the marines were again present, and again gave a good account of
themselves.
Tbe fighting in France does Dot encompass aU the activities of the
marines. Of course, th-e fort'~-oing ia in addition to the well-known
duty of marin('S as a pnrt of the Navy. Marine detachments as. usual
are maintained on board capital ships. Detachment at navy yn rds,
ammunition depots, radio litations, and other naval activities have
been largely increnserl since thf' bE'ginning of the war, and th~ advance
base force, ·comprising about 6.000 speclaUy-trainPd marines, is standing by, ready for service at JtD instant's notice with the Navy.
Tbe policing of various -countries in cooperation with local authorities still continues-especially · in Santo Domingo, where occasional
brushes between the ma.r ines and band!ts occur. There, too. the marlnes
arc living up to their reputation. Recently 10 men and a colooPl,
ambushed by bri~ands, kiiiPd 20 of the bandits, while the marine detachment sutl'ered a casualty list of 1 mule.
- The careful trid.n ing of marin~ recruits bas bet'n beil{htened by the
rush of war, rather than · weakened. RE>ceutly it \lias brought to t~
attention of the N'l.vv DepartmPnt that tlle Thlrtc.>enth Rl'giment of
marines had achieved almost perfection ln marksmanship,- with 95
per cent of its persc.nnel quaUfytng on the range, and the irleal percentage of that personnel qualifying to scale. The idt>al unit should
posses~ one-seventh of its number in expert riflemen, two-sPvenths in
·sharpshooters, and four-sevenths in marksmen.- This rlfvision is to be
found almost to the man in iht! 95 per cent of the Thirteenth which
qualified.
4
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Another roint which illustrates the caretu( train
. lng of the United
The SPEAKER. What about the request of the gentleman
States marine:
.
·
Since the fighting began in France, up to September 21, 1918, 37 · from Texas? ·
office::s and 942 men a.re reported dead, 64 officers and 1.927 men are
Mr. FOSTER. If it does not interfere with other mattersreported wounded, but only 11 are known to be in the hands of
Mr. BLANTON. That is for to-morrow.
the enemy. The marines don't surrender. They fight.
Mi·. 'FOSTER. I should not object.
In addition to the foregoing reported casualties unofficial advlces
indicate a great many more casualties not included in the cablegra-ms
Mr: WALSH. It will interfere with the rule, according to the
from Gen. Pershing.
request.

liESSAGE FRO:?.I THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
A message from the President of the United States, by Mr.
Sharkey, ·one of his sec·retaries, annOlmced that the President
had approved and signed bills and joint resolutions of the following titles:
·
On September 24, 1918 :
H. R. 12923. An act to supplement the second liberty-bond
net, as amended, and for other purposes.
· ·On September 26, 1918 :
H. R. 11283. An act to amend and reenact sections 4, 11, 16,
19, and 22 of the act approved December 23, 1913, and known
as the Federal reserve act, and sections 5208 and 5209, Revised
Statutes.
On October 1, 1918 :
H. J. Res. 333. Joint resolution to aid in combating "Spanish
influenza " and other communicable diseases;
H. R. 12714. An act making appropriations for the .Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919;
and
H. J. Res. 334. Joint resolution making appropriations for
certain necessary operations of the CTOvernment for the month
of October, 1918, and for other purposes.
On October 5, 1918 :
H. R. 11259. An act to provide further for the national
security and defense by encouraging the production, conserving
the supply, and controlling the distribution of those ores. metals,
and minerals which have formerly been largely imported, or
of which there is or may be an inadequate supply ;
S. 4194. An a<!t granting pensions and increase of pensions to
certain soldiers and salloc;; of the .Civil 'Var and certain widows
and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors;.
·. S. 4543. An act gr~ting pensions and increase of pensions to
certain soldiers and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows
and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors ; and
S. 4722. An act granting pensions and increase of pensions to
rcrtain soldiers and sailors of the Civil \Var and certain widows
Stld dependent relatives of such soldi&rs and sailors.
On October 10, 1918 :
H. R. 12429. An act to authorize the health officer of the
District of Columbia to permit the disinterment of the bodies of
Eliza Hill Bowles, Bernice Worthem Bowles, and Bessie Vivian
Bowles.
LEAVE OF ABSEl~WE.
By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted as follows:
To Mr. MEEKER (on request of 1\Ir. IooE), indefiQ.itely; on account of illness;
ITo I.lr. WELLING (on request of Mr. MAYS), indefinitely, on
n~count of sickness in his family; and
To ],\Ir. 1\IcFADDEN, indefinitely, on account of illness.
1\Ir. RRAUS. Mr. Speaker, I ask indefinite leave of absence
for my colleague, l\Ir. FAIRFIELD, on account of the serious illness of his son at Camp Ta~lor.
· '.rhe SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There 'vas no objection.
The SPEAKER. The correct way to make these requests is
to come to the Clerk, fill out the blanks, and put them in, which
would ave time.
·PERMISSION TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE.
1\Ir. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
to-morrow after disposition of matters on the Speaker's table
that I be permitted to address the House for 40 minutes in reply
to the charges made by the gentleman from Minnesota against
the efficiency of the Post Office Departtnent.
· The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Texas [Mr. BLANTON]
makes the request that to-morrow, after the reading of the
Journal and disposition of business on the Speaker's table, that
b~ be permitted to address the House for 40 minutes about the
Post Office Department and strictures thereon. Is there objectinn?
.
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, I
understand to-day we have a little business here.-! do not know
whether tlie gentleman from South Carolina wants to get in
With his conference report or not?
1
Ml'. LEVER. I would like to call up the conference · report
Ln the bill H; R. 11945. ·
·
•• l

.....,

.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection. [After a pause.] -The
Chair hears none.
·
Mr. FOSTER. That is, we understand it is not to interfere
with these other matters.
·
Mr. .WALSH. The request has been granted in the manner
in which the Speaker phrased it.
·
Mr. FOSTER. Well, the Rules Committee can set it nsi<le
as far as tliat is concerned.
'
Mr. GARRETT ·of Tennessee. Will the gentleman withhol<l
his request for a moment?
.
Mr. BLANTON. It has already been granted.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Pennsylvania. Mr. Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the aentleman from
Pennsylvania rise?
o
:l\1r. CAMPBELL of Pennsylvania. I ask permission to addres~ the House for .a few moments, with the privilege of extendrng my remarks m the Record, on the achievements of the
Department of Labor.
Th~ SPEAKER. T.Qe gentleman from Pennsylvania asks
~anunous .consent to. a.ddress the House for not exceeqing five
mrnutes, with the pnvllege of extending his remarks, on the
achievements of the Department of Labor. Is there objection?
[After a pause. J The Chair hears none.
Mr. CA.M:PBELL of Pennsylvania. 1\Ir. Speaker and gentlemen of the House, 2,000,000 of our best and strongest men
have gone into ~h~ fighting forc_es on the battle fields of Europe,
while over n milhon more are m training in the various camps
of the country. Their lives and their country's salvation a'r e
at stake. ~e m~st produce for those at home and we must produce for our soldiers at the front and 6>r our men in the various
cantonments in this country. For the battle line is not only in
France. The battle line runs through our mills and factories
here at home. The workers-and that includes the manaO'ers
the superintendents, and the men who make and carry thlna~
and the men employed in all our industries-they are all in the
second line of defense; they are all comrades in the battle line
for humanity and democracy.
. That second line cons~s~ of -an industrial army five to seven
times as great as the military forces. We wlw are back in the
second line are not privileged to go to France so we will do
our duty to the utmost her~, with 0;11e goal in vi~w-production.
T~at means work, for only work can produce food, can produce
ships and guns, can produce the equipment necessary for the
boys in France.
·
.
Upo~ the United States ~epartment of Labor rests, in a large
measme, the duty of handlmg all. of th.o e questions which are
so closely related to the mighty problems of production. This
J?eans that that depa~tment is ~barged with the d~ty of the adJUstment of tra~e dlSp:ntes, w1th securing the necessary em,
ployees for our mdustnal plants·, with the conditions of labor
~s they. affect ~he employees, with the training of labor, with
rndust~Ial. h?usrng and t~a~portation, and with the necessity
of marntammg a fine spirit of cooperation and peaceful relations between employer and employees. And well has the Department of Labor met the very difficult industrial questions
1~cident to the great war. Under the wise and capable direction of Secretary of Labor Wilson this department has been able
to cope with and solve these problems as they presented themselves.
The Department of Labor is .the department of the Government that deals with the intimate human relations the ii:mer
American life. It represents no one element. It deals with
the relations of all elements of our internal industry for after
all, American life is, to a large degree, American industry. ' None
of us is outside of it. So this department stands for all of us.
This department is the youngest in the Cabinet, and notwithstanding that it is the youngest in the Cabinet its every activity
has been . a vital part of the great war program. To-day the
department has eight divisions, showing the scope of its work.
They are:
Adjustment Service (including Division of Conciliation).

Jl~~~~ ~r~:b:;n~~~~~fk!. Service.

Bureau of Immigration.
Children's Bureau. ·
. Bureau of Naturalization.
.
- Information and Education Service.
• .
Bur.eau..of Industrial Housing and Transportation.
The War Labor Policies Boar_d , ·
·
. - . :.

.
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CONGRESSJONAL R.E QQllD-}JOUSE. ADJUSTMENT OF hlBOil. DISPUTES.

[Hugh L. Kerwin,· Director.]

The first problems which faced the department were in connection with the adjustment of labor disputes.
The Mediation Service is under the immediate supervision of
Hugh L. Kerwin and seeks to bring about an adjustment of
labor disputes on terms mutually acceptable to employers and
employees. -A large force of trained and experienced conciliators keep constantly at work and in this way hundreds of industrial disputes are quietly adjusted. If they are unsuccessful,
the good offices ·o f the National War Labor Board are invoked.
Tllis board is under the joint chairmanship of Bon. William
H. Taft and Bon.. Frank P. Walsh: The board is composed of
an equal number of representatives of employers and employees,
the employers llaving been nominated by the president of the
National Industrial Conference Board, and the employees nominated by the president of the American Federation of Labor.
Its functions are to decide questions at issue between employers
and employees where adjustments have not been reached through
the machinery of existing agreements or law.
Both of these services work in complete cooperation with the
War Department, NaVY Department, Shipping Board, Railroad
Administration, and War Industries Board.
The Secretary of Labor himself has · been responsible for· the
peaceable settling of many strikes. When you pick up your
paper in the morning and read about a large number of men
who have" walked out," you know instantly that .t he Secretary
of Labor himself is working to bring the men and their employers together peaceably.
.
During the fiscal year of 1917, 378 cases were brought to the
department for mediation. Of this 'ilumber 248 cases were adjusted by commissioners of conciliation, 41 were settled before
department took jurisdiction, 42 were pending at close of fiscal
year, and in only 47 cases was the department unable to bring
nbout nn adjustment. The number of employees directly and
indirectly concerned aggregated 807,959.
The department is now called upon to use its good offices in
upward of 100 industriai controversies each month. A gratifying feature in connection therewith is that the machinery of conciliation is now utilized to adjust grievances while the men
remain at their work. An interesting example of this is that I
observed recently that in one week 77 cases were received, only
7 of which had reached the strike stage.
At this point I desire to pay a just tribute to the fine work
of the National War Labor Board, which I mentioned a few
minutes ago. This board, under the joint leadership of former
President William H. Taft and Bon. Frank P. Walsh, has been
of inestimable service to the country as a " supreme court of
adjustment" when the existing machinery of conciliation has
been unable to get a settlement. The marked absence in our
daily newspapers of strike news in recent months is a tribute
to the efficiency of the adjustment service, the Taft-Walsh
Board and the other departmental services all working in fine
cooperation for industrial peace. [Applause.]
I also desire to speak briefly of some of the other services of
the Department of Labor which are ably meeting the strenuous
conditions imposed by added burdens due to the war. There is
theTilE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE.

[John B. Densmore, Director General.]
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Washington office of the local demand for and supply of labor.
These are compiled into weekly reports for the preparation of
maps which show -at a glance the surplus or shortage of every
class of labor in the various localities by which the service can
be guided in gathering and transporting needed labor for war
activities. It has the active- assistance of many civic bodies,
not organized for profit, which have interested themselves in
the matter. It is in cooperation with the War, Navy, and Agricultural Departments, the Emergency Fleet Corporation, the
Railroad Administration, and the Civil Service Commission.
The women and girls' division not only provides employment
for women and girls but investigates thoroughly the character
of every one who applies for female help, ascertains how the
employees will be trained, how they will live, and how this work
will fit them for the greater work of home building, which is
every woman's heritage.
And, by protectiug these women, •the next generation is pro·
tected by the Department of Labor. 'rhese women and girls
are to be the mothers of the Nation that will carry on the work
of to-morrow. The ideals which these working girls set up to·
day will be the ideals of the men of to-morrow. Thus this service is daily laying the foundation for a greater America every
day.
The department is working upon a plan for the development of
ways and means to find employment for aged people. How fre·
quently have we heard it said that in modern times when men
and women pass a certain defined line they are subjects for " the
human scrap pile." .
But the Department of Labor, furthermore, has taken upon
itself the work of actually creating new places for employment
that will bring health, happiness, and prosperity to workers who
have not found employment through the regular channels.
The Secretary of Labor made definite recommendations that
Government land be utilized in order to provide new places for
employment. Congress has this unper consideration.
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS.

[Dr. Royal Meeker, Commissioner.]

The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics has been gathering and compiling for Federal and State departments and individuals a great deal of material on wage rates and retail prices
in communities affected by the expansion of industry, types of
collective bargaining, industrial hazards from accident and disease, and the employment of women in men's occupations. The
demand for information on labor conditions in the belligerent
countries of Europe has been met by the reproduction, in the
form of a special group of bulletins and articles, of British,
French, and other foreign official reports on hours, fatigue,
health, welfare work, the employment of women and juveniles,
labor unrest, and other matters concerning conditions of labor
in these counh·ies.
Very thorough studies have been made in regard to industrial
poisons used or produced in the manufacture of high explosives
and reports have been published on dope poisoning in the manufacture of aeroplane wings, also further studies of iildustrial
poisons used in the manufacture of high explosives.
To assist in the restoration work that must be undertaken at
the close of this war, special investigation of the land policies
pursued by foreign countries and the land available in this
country for settlement by men discharged from the military
service has been made. A special phase of this restoration work
is the rehabilitation, reeducation, and reemployment of men flis·
abled in the service of the country. In the _study of these problems the Commissioner of Labor Statistics is cooperating with
the Federal Board for Vocational Education and Surgeon General's Office.
At the request of the shipbuilding, an investigation into the
cost of living in shipbuilders' families is being conducted in ilifferent parts of the country. The results of this investigation are
being used in making of awards in the settlement of 'yage disputes in shipbuilding.
The work of classifying and standardizing occupations in Government service and in industries doing war work is being carried on under the direction of the United States Commissioner
of Labor and Statistics for the United States Employment Serv·
ice, in cooperation with the War Department, the Navy Depart·
nient, the Emergency Fleet Corporation, the Civil Sen-icc Com·
mission, and the Bureau of the Census.

This service is the Government's "helping hand" for the
people. Last 1\Iay it placed niore than 200,000 wage earners. On
account of the war its functions have been greatly extended.
Its purpose to-day is to locate surplus labor and distribute it
·to supply the needs of the NaVY Department, War Department,
Railroad Administration, I?Ieet Corporation, War Industries
Board, and contractors doing war work. The general work is
handled through a diVision of information, administration, and
clearance. A public service reserve registers and ·card indexes
people of all kinds of professional and technical attainments
who e services may be needed by way of the departments or
boards for war purposes, and also registers and card indexes a
reserve of volunteer workmen for war industries; a boys' working reserre, organized principally for the purpose of training
and utilizing the services of boys between the ages of 16 and 21
for seasonal occupations, such as farming·; a division of farm
service which works in cooperation ·with ' the Department of
Agriculture, the agreement with that department being that it
will recruit farm labor in the rural communities, and when the
BUREAU Oli' lMMIGRATIO,_,
need arises for using workmen from the · towns and cities for
[.Anthony Camlnetti, ComiD.issloner General.]
farm labor, they will be handled by the Department of Labor;
The war activities of this bureau may be summarized as
and a woman's division, which, in conjunction with the general
administration and clearance, handles the problem of the place- follows:
Supen·ision of tl).e importation of skilled J:nen·for· the manufacment of women in industrial employment.
· The Employment Service has 400 organized offices in the ture of munitions find "other war materials, in cooperation with
United States from wl!icb daily: re11orts are received at the the Canadian Departme-nt of Immigration and Coloui;w.tion, .a
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far as such importations from Canada are concerned, to prevent
harmful interference with such work in both countries.
Strict examination of all aliens entering' the United States
with a view to the detection of aljen enemies endeavoring to pass
a friendly neutrals; as immigration officers are expert in
handling aliens of all classes, ·they are peculiarly well fitted to
deal with such per ons in a killoo way. It is the Department of
Labor that tands bem·ee.n us mid the undesirable immi.g rant.
Interchange of information and cooperation with the investigative agencies of the Departments of Justice, 'Var, Navy, and
~rreasury fn dealing with aliens who are amenable to action
tmder the immigration laws. These relationships are highly
confidential and can not be more fully described without prejudice to the work being done.
Cooperation (particularly at Kew York) ·with the Post Office
Department in checking up the foreign-language newspapers.
The facilities of the Immigration Service in the way of n·ansL'l.tors have been placed at the disposal of the po tal authorities.
Supervi ion of the importation of agricultural and other labor
for temporary periods, incident to keeping up prouuctlon on
furm products, particularly in the West and Southwe t.
"'upervi ion of alien seamen coming ashore for purposes of
reshipment.
Deportation of n.liens found advocating or teaching anarchy,
sabotage, or other methods of destroying life or property.
German and Alistrian seamen tal\:en from merchant vessels
at the time of the declaration of a state of war with those countries have been interned under the control of this bureau. At
the reque t of the Swiss Legation, through the State Depart~
ment, they are about to be transferred to the jurisdicUon of the
' Var Department There will still remain under the control of
tlle bureau aliens arrested in the United States under departmental warrant who have been found advocating anarchy, the
de truction of life and property, or who are in this country in
Yiolation of any other portion of the immigration law and who
must be interned until opportunities of deportation occur.
There has also be<:n organized an alien enemy observation
divi ion, which keeps in touch with the officials of upwards of
30,000 labor organizations and conveys to the Department of
Justice such information as may be gathered relative to enemy
activities.
C'HILDRE .·'s

UGREAU.

[Julia C. Lathrop, Chief.]

In April, 1917, the Children's Bureau began a tudy of material available in thi country about the effect of war conditions
upon children in certain European countries. The studies were
not concerned with the children immediately within the war
zones, but with children ir city and country " behind the lines "
wl!ose experiences should be of value for the protection of
American children in war time. The following reports have
been publi .iled :
.
are .)f Dependents of Enli ted Men in Canada.
Governmental Provisions in the United States and Foreign
Countries for :Members of the Military Forces and their Dependents.
hilu Labor in Warring Countries.
The following papers based on the bureau's study have been
publi herl lJy members of the taff in technical reviews and have
been reprinted for distribution by the bw·eau:
Infant Welfare Work in War Time.
Dlegitimacy in Europe a Affected by the 'Var.
Child Labor in 'Varring Countries.
The bureau directed the preparation of the report on soldiers'
dependent in Canada by Mr. S. Herbert Wolfe, of New York.
Ca pt. (now Maj.) Wolfe was detailed to cooperate with the
bureau and supervi e the preparation of the bureau's second
1·eport, which gi\es in detail the provisions made in the United
St:l.tes and 12 foreign counn·ie for soldiers' dependents.
Througl10ut the study for the second report the bureau's renders
had the cordial cooperation of the War Department, of the
Navy Department, of the Pension Bu.reau, and of the Library
of Cong~·e s. The material assembled by the Children's Bureau
was used by the special committees appointed by the Se retary
of the Trea ury and by the committee on labor of the Council
of National Defense to draft the measure (enacted on Oct. 6,
1917) for the compensation of American oldiers and the care
of their families. The chief of the Children's Bureau was a
member of the e committees.
Special tudi of the decreased use of milk in families wit.lr
small children because of its risina cost have been made in
three cities by local agencies, under the supervision of the
bureau. In cooperation with the Food Administration and the
Department of Agl'iculture a buUetin on " 1\Iilk, the Indispensable Food for Children," bas been issued.
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A brief war-time program for the protection of children was
outlined in the bureau's last annual report. '
In January, 1!)18, the Children's Bureau, in consultation with
the child welfare department of the woman's committee of the
Council of· National I)efense, expanded this program and outlined special ·activities to prevent unnece ary deaths of bnbies
and to protect children from the hazards of war time. The
Children's Bureau has published a popular statement of the
importance and the pm·pose ·o f "ChH<lren's Year" leaflets in
suggestions for the ~ork «:>f the local committees.
llGllE..l.U OF NATUR.ALIZATIO~.

[Riehard K. Campbcll, Commissioner General.]

The war activities of the BuTeau of Naturalization consiRt of
administering the law by which all of the uidiers of foreign
birth who are not citizens may be naturalized, whether in the
United States or in a foreign country under military juri uiction of the United States. This work is now being carried on,
and in all of the cantonments · throuO'hout the United States
thousand~ of American soldier have had citizenship conferred
upon them -under this activity of thls bureau. It is also actively cooperating ·with the 'Var Depru'tment and the military
:t:orces, including the local Army exemption boards throug 1nut ·
the United States, in locating aliens declared subject to the
Army draf:t law.
In cooperation ' ith the public schools throughout the United
States, it is 'fostering and developing with increa sing force a
spirit of ·loyalty and devotion to the Nation among U1e entire
foreign body ln all parts of the country. Through these foreigners who have taken a· solemn oath to become citizens of
the United States the influence and effect of the Bureau of
Naturalization is being felt throughout the entire foreign body.
While the bureau does not induce foreigners to take the oath
of citizenship or to take any tep in that dir ection, it does
direct its enercries to arousing in the minds and souls of the
foreign residents a sense of their loyalty and obligation to this
country. This force which the Bw·eau of Naturalization has
created in this one-third of the population of the Nation has
already reacted and is shown in the lru·~e number of reports
of loyal aliens to the Bureau of Naturalization throt:_tgh its
natw·alization examiners in the field, both directly and inclirectl-y, of alien-enemy activity. The bw·eau h ::ts been authorized by Congress to place in the bands of each candidate for
citizenship who attends the citizenship clas es which the public
schools all over th-e United States are forming at the instunce
of this bureau a standard course in citizenship instruction.
This book is to be presented without co t and will be as on
as it i delivered from the Government Printing Office.
The only bureaus of the Federal Government with which this
bureau is coordinating its work at the present time are the
bureau of the War Department having cllarge of the work
referred to and the Council of National Defense.
I 'FORMATION A "D ED1JCAT10N' SER\ICIIl.

[Roger W. Babson, Director General.]

War needs demand expansion to include ectional c1ivi~ions <;>f
publicity, information, industrial plants, and labor reports.
The important aim of all these divisions is the development
of sound public sentiment among both employer and wa~e
earners concernjng the real issues of the war. The publicity
section, which already cooperate with the Committee on Pnblic
Information, includes all newspaper, magazine, and educational.
work of any kind, bringing before the public material that will
be of practical value in improving conditions from every angle
to give more efficient war production.
An inquiry office is already acting as a medium between industrial information and the. public, who need help to work intelligently, but are not acquainted with the. source. At present a
force of 12 to 15 speakers is continuously on the road all ov r
the country telling the story of the issues of the • ar and the
senice this and other divisions offer for the public's use in fur·
thering war production. This is done before existing organizations or by general public meetings.
To the industrial-plant section belong the re ponsibility of
helping the labc;>r situation by offering advanced err.ploymentmanagement methods; issuing posters for factory di tribution ;
stimulating interest in Government work among employees; aml
starting a competitive campaign to reduce turno,er.
Daily labor reports froru the 400 United State Employment
Service offices are handled by the other ection. These are condensed ·i nto weekly surr..maries showing labor shortage and sur·
plus in different industries. The compilations are us d not only
by the Department of Labor but by all Government departments
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functioning on labor to secure and distribute labor according to
the supply and demand.
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WOMEN IN INDUSTRY SERVICE.

[Mary Van Kleeck, Director.]

The purpose of this service is to consider all general policies
with respect to women in industry and to advise the Secretary
[Otto M. Eidlltz, Director Gene~al.]
of Labor as to the policies which should be pursued; to keep
The function of this Bureau of Industrial Housing and Trans- informed of the work of the several divisions of the department
portation is to arrange for housing labor employed on Army and in so far as they relate to women in industry and ·to advise
with the divisions on all such work; to secure information on
Navy contracts byall matters .relating to women in industry and to collate such
1. Discovering vacant dwellings and rooms.
information into useful form; to establish connections with all
2. Organizing and maintaining room registries.
3. Opening up the suburbs through improved transportation governmental departments and divisions on this subject and
with voluntary agencies and societies.
facilities.
4. Comrr;andeering available living quarters not otherwise in
use.
TRAI TJNG AND DILUTION SERVICE.
5. Construction of new, temporary, or permanent dwellings,
[Charles T. Clayton, Director.]
and by building communities of houses where large ope_rations
The purpose of this service is to ascertain the best methods
are needed.
used in various plants and industrial establishments for trainTile bureau cooperates in its activities with other Government ing workers to do specific work ; to ascertain the needs for such
departments or bureaus as follows :
training of workers ; to provide information on this subject to
1. War Department, Ordnance Department, and Quartermas- the various plants, industrial establishment, and employees, and
ter and Signal Corps, by investigating housing needs in the to promote such training wherever it is necessary or desirable;
vicinity of arsenals and industrial establishments producing for to inspect the operation of such training and to report thereon,
the above departments and bureaus and by recolLDlending and and to cooperate with the United States Employment Service in
carrying out relief for the needs which its investigations reveal. all of this work.
2. Navy Department, Bureau of Yards and Docks, and the
For the foregoing statements as to the activities of the new
Burenu of Ordnance by making investigations and plans for the " services " of the Department of Labor I am indebted to the
relief of housing needs in- the vicinity of navy yards,. proving "Committee on Public Information." My object in calling
grounds, and war industries filling Navy contracts.
teem to the attention of the House and the countrsr at this time
3. Shipping Board and Emergency Fleet Corporation. Some is to emphasize the fact that here within the jurisdiction of
of tile projects of the bureau are in cities in which the Ship- the youngest department of Government is found machinery
ping Board and Emergency Fleet Corporation have projects. created by law and directed by an able and conscientious
Under these circumstances there is an interchange of reports of official-Secretary Wilson-which has proved its efficaciousness
investigators and a joint agreement as to the selection of sites in coping with the tremendous industrial problems of war and
and making allotments.
which will also prove of inestimable value in the reconstruction period which must follow the proclamation of peaceWAn . LABOR POLICIES BOARD.
when our people take up their former pursuits and our victorious armies return from the battle fields of Europe.
[Felix Frankfurter, Chairman.]
Could an administration do more toward caring for the great
The War Labor Policies Board is under the direction of Felix army of toilers in the greatest industrial nation on the gloqe?
Frankfurter, assistant to the Secretary. This service is endeavMr. MADDEN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
oring to coordinate the war-labor policies of the different de- address the House for five minutes.
partments and boards of the Government, from which may be · The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois [Mr. 1\lADnEN]
formulated a common Government war-labor policy. The War asks unanimous consent to address the House for not exceeding
Labor Policies Board as organized is composed of representa- five minutes. Is there objection?
tiy-es of the War, Navy, and Agricultural Departments; the
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right
Fleet Corporation ; the Railroad, Food, and Fuel Administra- to object, will my colleague state the subject?
tions; the War Industries Board, and the chief of each of the
Mr. MADDEN. Yes; on the war.
bureaus and administrative divisions of the Department of
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. On the pending peace propoLabor.
sition?
Through a series of committees \representing the various inMr. MADDEN. Yes.
terested departments of the Government, the board is now conMr. HENRY T. RAINEY. Reserving the right to object,
sidering the ways and means for centralizing labor recruiting Mr. Speaker, the situation is so tense and fraught with such
through the United States Emplo~ ment Service, the standardiza- possibilities-tion of wages of skille(l and unskilled labor, the centralization
Mr. MADDEN. I am not going to say anything that will
of data in regard to industrial relations, and the standardiza- make it any more tense, I think.
tion in Government contracts of clauses pertaining to industrial
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEY. In view of the situation, I do not
relations. These and other matters are being considered with a
to object. I should prefer the gentleman not to make the
:view to reaching in a just, deliberate manner conditions making like
request.
for stability and the large t productivity of the labor of the
Mr. MADDEN. I can not withdraw the request.
country.
Mr. HENRY T. RAINEJY. Then I shall have to object.
Through this service the question of rent profiteering in indusThe SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois objects.
trial centers has been taken up. An experiment at New London,
Mr. MADDEN. All right.
Conn., a method of regulating rentals through a large committee
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE RESERVE CORPS (H. REPT. 820).
divided into a subcommittee of three-one professional, one busiMr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, I present a privileged resoluness, and one working man-which will pass upon any complaints of rent profiteering, has been given publicity by the board. tion from the Committee on Rules.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report it.
The hope is that the public sentiment created by any violations
The Clerk read as follows :
of the award of such committees will have a restraining influence
upon rent profiteering. The plan was suggested by Mr. Richard
House resolution 440:
Washburn Child, who was sent in here by the department
Resolved, That immediately upon the adoption of this resolution the
House shall resolve itself into Committee of the Whole House on the
to look into complaints that had been made about excessive state
of the Union for the consideration of Senate joint resolution 63,
profiteering.
entitled "Joint resolution to establish a reserve · of the Public Health
BUREAU OF I TDU!?TRIAL HOUSING AND TRANSPORTATIO~.

NEW DIVISIONS.

CONDITIONS OF LABOR SERVICE.

- [Grant Hamilton, Director.]

Tile purpose of this service is to examine into the matter of
working conditions
the war industries, to determine the
standards as to conditions which should be maintained in the
war industries, to adopt rules embodying such standards and
explaining them, to determine the best means for securing the
adoption and maintenance of such standards, and to cooperate
with State authorities for the above purposes.

in

Service " • that there shall be not to exceed one hour of general debate.
At the conclusion of such general debate the resolution shall be considered for amendment under the five-minute rule. After the resolution shall have been perfected in the Committee of the Whole House on
the state of the Union the same shall be reported to the House with
such recommendation as the committee may make, whereupon the previous question shall be considered as ordered upon the resolutl,on and
all amendments ·thereto to final passage without intervening motion,
except one motion to recommit.

Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question on
the resolution.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from illinois has 20 minutes
and the gentleman from Kansas has 20 minutes.

-
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Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, the resoiution which has just Interior submitting· additional estimates of appropriatiorr re.
been read at the Clerk's desk provides :for the consideration of . quired by the Reclamation Service for the fiscal Iear 1919
. (H. Doc. No. 1325) ; to the Committee on Appropriations and
S nate joint resolution No. 6:)-1\Iv. MADDEN. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of order that ordered to be printed.
2. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transthere is no quorom pre alt.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from illinois [Mr: MADD'EN] mitting copy of a communication from the Secretary- of the
make the· point of order- there- is no querum pre ent. The Navy submitting supplemental estimates of appropriation re.
Clw.ir will count. [After counting.] Ninety-one gentlemen are quired by the Navy Department for the fiscal year 1919 (H. Doc.
pr ent, not a quorum.
·
No. 1326) ; to the Committee on Appropriations and ordereti to
1\Ir. FO~.rEI~ Mr. S:pea.ker, I move a. cull of tlie House~ be printed.
3. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transThe motion wa agreed to.
Tile SPEAKER. The Doorkeeper will close the doors; ·the· mitting copy of a communication from the Acting Secretacy ot
Ser,.eant at Arms will notify the absentees, and the Clerk will War submitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation required by the Ordnance Department of the Army for armament
call tlle roll.
The roll "·as called, and· the following Members failed to of fortifications ·for the • fiscal year 1919 (H. Doc:. No. 1327) ;
to the Committee on Appropriations and1ordered to be printed~
au:·:wer to their names :
4. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, trans.:Alinon
Ell worth
Kearn"f
ROberts
Anthonv
Elston
Kelley, Mich.
Robjnoon
mitting· a supplemental estimate of appropriation required by
Ashbrook
Emerson
K-ennedy, R. L
Rowe
the Bureau of War-Risk Insurance for the fiscal year 1919
Au tin
Estopinal
KettnerRowland
(R. Doc. No. 1328); to the Committee on Appropriations and
Ayres
Fairchilc.l, G; W. Key., Ohio
Russell
I~a.chara:th
Fnirfielu
Kin~ .
...,abath
o.rdered to be printed.
Baer
Bell
mand, Ind.
Borland
Bowel"
B1;tten
Broul.leck

Farr
Fe s
Fisher
Flood
Flynn
Focht
Fordney

Kre.tuer
La Follette
LaGuardia;
Langley
Lea.., Cal.
Lee, Ga.
Lesher

Burroughs
Butler
Byrne . ~. C.
Caldwell
Cantller, Mis:-.
e:: llllnon
arew
C~rter Mass.
handier, N.Y.
handler, Okla.
Chureh
ln.rlr. Pa.

Freeman
French
l•'uller, Ill.
Ful1er, Mass.
Gallivan
Oarne.tl
Gillett
Glass
Glynn
Godwin, N.C.
Good
f':tOotla.ll
Gould
Graham, ill.
:d·a.ham, Pa.
Gray, ·.- . J.
Greene, Muss.
Gregl"
Gl'iest
Griffin
Hamill
Hamilton, Mich.
Il:llllilton, N.Y.
lla.ruy
Ilarrison, Mis .
lla sl<ell
Hayden
Hayes
Heaton
Heintz
Hl'lvt- ring
Hensley
Hicks
Hollingsworth
Hood.
1Iouston
Howard
Hurh ll'Bton
Hull, fowa
Run, Tenn.
Hnmphl'cys
Uustecl
Hutchin on
Ireland'
.Tames
Johnson, S. Dnk.
.John son, Wash.

Longworth
:5ells
Lufkin
hackleforcl
Lundeen
Shallenberger
Lunn,
Sherwood
Mc.Andrews
Shouse
McC11nt1c
"ims
McCormick
Slemp•
McCulloch
Smith, C:-B.
McF:u1den
Smith, 'r. If'.
l\f.cKinley
Snyder
McLaughlin, Mich.Stedman
McLaughlin, Pa. Steele
Maher
Steenerson
Mann
Stephens, Miss-.Martin
tephens Nebr.
Mason
... terUng, iii.
Meeker
tiness
l\ferritt
Strong
Miller, Minn.
~llivan
Montague
Switzer
Moore, Pa.
Tague
1\lbores, Ind.
Taylor, Colo.
Mudu
Te.tnpleton
.Ieely
Thomas
Nelson
Thompson
NichollS, S. fi~
Tillman.
Nichola, Mich.
Tilson
Nolan
'l'inkham
Oliver, Ala.
Treadway
Oliver, N.Y.
Van Dyke·
Olney
Vennble
O'Shaunessy
Vestal
Overmyer
Walker
Paig-e
Walton
Parker, N.Y.
Ward
Peters
"ascn
Phelan
Weave.t·
Platt
Webb
Porter
WellingPowers
Whaley
Price
Wheeler
Purn ll
Wrute, Ohio
Ra~<lale
William
Rain y, J. W.
Wil on, ill.
lt:mkln
Win low
R eavis
Woodyard'
Reed
Zihlman

~~~~if~

Cla~son

Claypool
Cicary
Colli~ r

~onnn:lly. Tex.
Cooper, Ohjo
f'ooper, W.Va.
Coopor, Wis.
Copley
o, tel'l.o
Cr:1::;-o
Cramton .
Cri p
Currie, l\lich.
Curry, Cal.
DulP. N. Y.
nallinger
Davis
Ded(er
Delanoy
Den1p. ey
Dewalt
Di ckinson
Dles
Dill
Dillon
Dixon
Donovan
Dooling
Doolltf1e
Doughton
Dra ne
Drukk&
Dyer
Edmonds

E~~cis

t~~~~:an_

Sanders,.Ind.
l:ilinders, La.
oou.nder , N.Y.
aniord
Saunders; Va•.
. chall
Scott, Iowa.

~~~~Pa.

REPORTS· OF COMMITTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND
RESOLUTIOKS.
Under clause 2 of Rule XIII, bills and resolutions were sev, erally reported from cog-Imittees. delLvered to the Clerk, an<l referred to the several calendars thereill· nmned. as follows :
l\fr. JOHNSON of Kentucky, from the· Committee on the District of Columbia, to which was referred the bill (H. .R. 13072)
to incorporate the· War Mothers of America, re11ortet1 the same
without amendment, accompanied by a report (No. 827), which'
said bill and report were referred to the House Calendar.
Mr. FERRIS, from the Committee on the Public Lands. to
~ which was referred the bill ( S. 4 86) providing for the sale of
certain lands in the original town site of Port Angeles, ' ' ash.,
· reported the same wi h amendment, accompanied by a report
(No. 828), which said bill and report were referred to the
. Committee of the Whole Hou e on the state of the Union.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS. AND MEMORIALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, re olutions, and memorials
were introduced and severally x:ei'erred as follows:
By 1\f'r. DElvrON: A bill (B. R. 13072) to incorporate the
War M.otfiers of America; to the Committee on the Di trict of
Columbia.
By lli: GA.RD: A bill (H, R. 13073) to amend an act entitled "An act relating to the liability of common carriers by
railroads t<> their employees in certain cases," anproved .April
22, 1908, and amended April 5~ 1910 ; to the Committee on the
.rudici !U'Y"
By Mr. LITTLE: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 336) expre. sing
the new of the Cong1:es · of the United. tntes on ju tice to the
Armenian people; to ihe Committee on Foreign Affairs.

PUI.V.A!J;E BILLS AND RESOLUTIO~S.
Under clause- 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and re olutions
were· introduced and severally refen;ed as follows:
By Mr. VAN DYKID: A bill (H. R. 13074) granting a pension
to Patrick H. B'rown; to the Committee on Invalid Fensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13075 )· granting an increa e of pensi ·n to
Elliott
.Tuul
Riom':ln
W. J. ·wilson; to the- Committee on Invalid· Pe-n ions.
l\IJ·. l\1ADDE4r. l\Ir. Speaker, it is evid~nt that there is· not
By Mr. WELTY: A bill (H. R 13076) grantino- a pen ion to
goin~ to be a quorum pee ent.
L do not want to stop the- consid~ Presley F. Black;· to the Committee on Invalid Pension .
eration of this bill, o I will wHhura w the point of no quorum.
'l'he SPEAh""ER. The gentleman can not do that One· hunPETITIONS', ETC.
dred and seventy-eight l\lemf>ers-llaxe answered to their names,
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII. petitions- ancl paper were Iuid
not a quorum.
on tb·a- Clerk's. desk and· refer ·ed as follow :
AO.TOUlU ME~T.
By Mr. McARTHUR: Petition from the Oregon Pul'e B.ce<l
:Mr. KITCIDN. M1·. Speaker,. r move tlla:t the House do· now Live Stock .Association, pledging the support of the as ·ociaad.i ourn.
tion to the President of the United States during the war, and
The mo.tion wa ap;reed to ; accuruingly (at 12· o 1elock and 41 asldng Congress to enact such laws as shall forever banish
minutes- p. m. ) t:fi.e Hou e adjourned until to-morrow, Tuesday, from our shores all person. · who shall in any way be inimical to
October 15; :W18, a.t 12 o clock noon·
our great country; to the Committee on Immigration and
Naturalization.
By Mr. SCULLY: Petition of Perth Amboy Council of DeEXECUTIVE CO'lli\IUNIC.A'ITONS, ETC:
fense,. protesting again t: re onstruction of the T. A. Gillespie
Under clpu e 2 of Rule X..~IV. executive communications: were plaDt at Morgan, N. J'.; to the CollllDJttee on Military, Affairs
: Br. l\fr. CLASSON: Petition of Mru;;quito Hill Local' Union:,
taken from the Speaker's table ami. referr. d as follows-:
1 . .A letter from' the Acting Secretal'y o' til 'JJJ.:en.sury, truns- No. 6841, A~ s·. of E., on the ubject of taxation of war pm.tits·;
mi tting copy of a eommunicatiolll fot tho Secretary of: tlu! . to the Oommittee .on Ways· an<L 1\lean .
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:absence and nutritions food, ·.and tllat rus room be kept clean.
In other words, the sooner he gets f)roper :attention the quicker
he will get well and the quicker the danger of infection will
be removed froin your house."
·
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
will understand fr-om that case exactly what· I mean.
The Chaplain, Rev. Rem-y N. Couden, D. D., -offered the fol- If You
the people will only keep cool and avoid hysteria and assist
lowing prayer :
medical authorities in giving attention t-o these clerks who
0 Lord Goo, our Heavenly Father, whose loving heart is ever the
have eome ·here nnd need attention, I think it will be a question
in sympathy with Thy children, let Thy mercy be upon a sufferof a -v-ery short .time when this epidemic will be at an end. l\!y
in~ nnd sorrowing world and send us l'eUef from the ravages of
intention in addressing the House this morning is to appeal
pestilence, fire, and the sword.
to the Members to look into the condition of these thousands
· 'Ve thank Thee for the clear and decisive answer of our of clerks who ha\e come here suddenly and see that they get
President to the people of Germany in their overtures for peace. needed attention.
Let it come, our Heavenly F.ath.er, but with all the assurances
Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to print in the REC01ID
laid down in the :President's reply, that justice and rfghteous- an editorial from the .Journal of the American Uedical Associanes may be a ·sured to u , our :aiDes, an-d .all humanity. In · tion on influenza, dated October 5, 1918. It is -one of the latest
Christ's name. Amen.
in the Journal, and the Journal is the official organ
The Journal of the proceedings of yesterday was read and ap.. editorials
of the American Medical Association.
proved.
~Ir. CARTER of Oklahoma. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleINFLUE.:~zA.
man yield?
Mr. LAZARO ro ·e.
~1r. LAZARO. Yes.
The SPEAKER. For what purpo ·e does me gentleman from
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. The gentleman ls a practitioner
Louisiana rise?
·
of medicine, and of course underStands hygiene. Does he not
1\Ir. LAZARO. I ask unanimous consent to address the House think a mistake was made in not undertaking to combat this ·
for five minutes on influenza in the District of Columbia.
disease by the District authorities when it-first broke out?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Louisiana asks1.maniMr. LAZARO. Well, I will answer the · gentleman .from
mous consent to address the House for five ·minute.s on the ~ub- Oklahoma in this way: It makes n-o difference where and when
ject of the influenza plague. Is there objection?
nn epidemic starts; we are always a little slow in adopting the
There was no objection.
m~sures that we should adopt in order to stamp it out.'
1\Ir. LAZARO. Mr. Speaker, I wish to say a few words aOOut
Mr. CARTER of Oklahom. The gentleman knows. I asthe influenza situation in th-e District of Columbia. It is evident, sume, that after the epidemic had broken out and had infected
from the reports, that influenza is spreading and the death rate practically the entire city, the schools were still open, and that
increasing. If ever there was -a time when the people should in a few days they had to be closed, whereas if they had not
keep cool, avoid hysteria, and cooperate with the authorities opened the schools the District might not haye been infected as
in their fight against this :disea.,e it is now. The health authori- it is now.
ties understand the situation thoroughly and are undoubtedly
1\lr. LAZARO. No. I think nll these epidemics follow in the
doing all they can, but it is neces a.x:Y that the people cooperate .same channeL When they begin we are always in hope that
- with them in order to succeed.
·
with ordillary measures they will be stamped out, but we find
The situation in the District of Columbia is an unusual one. out in the course of time that we have to resort to measures
On account of the war it was necessary to enlarge the .govern- thttt are more radical in order to stamp out the epidemic.
mental activities suddenly. The result was that thousands of
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Louisiana
clerks from all over the country came to Washington to work. has expired. The gentleman asks unanimous consent to -extend
One of the most difficult prQbl-ems they met was in securing his remarks. Is there <>bjection?
rooms. I know, from personal observation as a physician, that
There was no -objection.
they are crowded, often three and four in small rooms, often
FoJlowing is the editorial referred to :
not well ventilated nnd without the necessary heat. I say I
THERAPEUTics.
know that this condition exists from personal observation, be- .
EPIDEMic INFLUENZA.
cause several times recently I have been asked by parents and
Under various llames epidemics corresponding to epidemic influenza
friends of these people to visit them when it was difficult to get have occurred at irregular intervals since accurate descriptions have
1
phy icians here. Another thing, with the high cost of living been made of disease. ·It is likely that at still earlier times this
-disease was combined and confused with other t>pidemic di orders and
and the small salaries paid these clerks, many of fh em are .so did not stand out as an entity until a relatively modern peri<?d· In
compelled to room in one place and eat outside. There is no -early English literature this disease t.s f>POken of under a vanety of
·doubt at all in my mind but that their vitality is reduced as a terms. Creighton (Creighton: Hi tory of Epidemics in Britain, 1894~
it under the name "ague, .. used by the British seventeent
resu lt of it and renders them niore liable to -develop complica- .recognizes
century authors. In 1658 Cromwell died from this disease, when Mortions, such as broncho-pneumonia, which is responsible for the ton says the country was "one vast hospital." The Italian term .. inhigh death rate. Then, too, this sudden increase in the popu- fluenza" first came to En~land in a~ocia.tion with the eJ!ideii?-ic of 1743,
lation, with the epidemic on, has pla~d an extra strain on the ~S~7~t ::~ ~~C:~Wcf.loyed m connection With the great epidemics of 1833,
ho pital facilities, the medical professiOn, and the nurses.
About 1712 the French term "Ja grippe" came into use and has been
However if the people here will keep calm avoid hvsteria, · .pcriodica.lly revived ever sinee. The great pandemic usually originated
'
·
. · . f h h lth
th ' 'ti
d.
·
in the Far East and gradually extende-d westward. The rate of human
!1-nd follo;v the }DS~ruct~ons? ~ e . e~ .
au 01"1 es, an as 1st travel and the degree of intercourse between various parts of the world
m stampmg out thiS ep1dennc, 1t Wlll not be very long before the determined the rapidlty of the extension. Besides the great pandemics
situation will be well in hand. Accordin"' to my way of think- scarcely u year has passed without local outbreaks, which have · been
.
·
,
f ·""" c:r
.
cla sed under the term "influenza." Whether these are identical with
IDg, the most vttal prob1ems we af'e acm,., and must so1ve as the more widesprP.ad epidemics it is impossible to say.
soon as pos ible are overcro\V'ding, furnishing necessary heat,
The severity of the disease bas varied greatly ; some epidemics are
nutritious food at a reasonable price and as istinO' in nursin... very mild, others ~ave been. severe. Influenza has em.brace-d A;merka.
·
W h 1- h • ·
.
""" •t I f ·li""' ln several pandemics. In hiS remarkable work on epidemic diseases,
the patients properly.
e s ou a ave mcreased 110sp1 a ac1 - published in Hartford in 1799 Noah Webster loeates the first American
ties at once, more physicians, and more nurses. The permanent epidemic of which he could find an acc:ount in 1647. It passed through
popula tion especially those who have means and the time should the whole country and extended to the West Indies. There were _be' ·
th
th •t•
d h 1
li
thi' 1
tween 5,000 and G,OOO deaths in Barbardos and St. Kitts. In 165n a.
cooperate With the heal au on Ies an
e P re eve
s s tua- 'Secon{l severe epidemic occurred in America. B~njamin Rush described
tion, and e pecially gi'ie all the relief they can to the.J e thousands a.n epidemic f? 1789 in Philadt:lphla, which was b!ou~ht there by m~
of boys and ::drls who have left their homes and parents to orne bers of tbe First <;ongre. s, wh.wb J;ta~ a~ embled ~ n .. Pw York. Darnel
"'
G
t
ak ·
n'b
Drake record a Wldespread epidenuc m tb e West m 1 07.
l1ere and work for the O\ernmen so as to m e It POSSI. lc to
The history of epidemics of intluenza does not differ so much from
pro::;ecute this \YRr with peed and success.
that of other diseases spread by human intercourse that are usually
Kow Mr. Speaker when I say that the people here should called conb!-giou. . ~widespread epidemic follows the ~trodu ction of a
'
·
'.
·
d
·
specially virulent V ll'US, and there follows a general nnnnrnity among
be calm and avo1d h~ terl3. an cooperate Wlth the health au- those of the population who have been infected. As the epidemic dies
thorities in or<ler to stamp out thi epidemic I mean this: For out the infection decreasPs in -virulence and only sporadic eases occur.
instance on ye terday I was asked by a friend of mine to go From such cas~ and probably chronic carriers .1oca! outhrea.ks occ_ur.
' •
'cl? I f
:h
but the generalliD.IDunity pri!vents any general epidelDlc. After a penod
nn'l see h H!l secretary, who was Sl '-·
ouncl t at young man of years a new susceptible population has replacecl the immune one, and
in a room on t he third floor. I did the best I could for him with the introduction of a fresh virulent viru · a general epidemic is
under the circum ·tance . Upon comino- down I found the Iadv again brought about. This. would accou~t for the ~reat ~u sce p tibil~ty of
A~
50
::.
f cr
•
•
'I
young persons, and as it IS 28 yt'ar smce the last great epidemtc wa
of the hous e, a lady a bo u t ":tV or
years o a.,e, a veiy mtelli- should not expect many individuals above 30 years of age to be now
gent lady, on the first floor scared to death. She asked me affected.
CAUSATION.
thLc; question : " Doctor, what shall I do to protect myself and
The causative agent of epidemic influenza has not been certainlY
m:r children? " I said, " l\Iadam, the only protection you have
recognized.
The
attachment
of
the name " ·influenza bacillus " to a.
in this house is to see that this boy on the third floor gets good small bacillus described by Pfeiffer
in 1892 has been followed by its
medical attention and proper nursing during the physician's fre!luent :reception ns th~ actual specific agent. There is, however,,
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much uncertainty as to its etiologic role. It is to be hoped that the
study of the present epidemic may lead to some certain knowledge regarding the e sential cause of the disease. This should enable us to
determine wbetb cr the endemic cases and those of limited mild epidemics
are really identical with the ones observed in the great periodic outbreaks.
COURSE OF THE DISEASE.

The cases in the present epidemic begin usually quite suddenly with
pain in tbe bead, back. eyes, limbs. and joints. Witb the pains there
is great prostration, chilliness, and a fever of from 101 o to 104° F.
The pulse does not become very rapid, and the patient often is drowsy.
Vomiting may occur. Sometimes there may be diarrhea, but usually
tbere is constipation. After the disease bas become establlsbed the
mucous membranes of the nose and throat become reddened, and there
is sneezing and redness of the conjunctiva. Involvement of the larynx,
causing hoarseness, and of tbe bronchi, causing cough, is commori.
There is an as ociated leukopenia or a normal leukocyte count. . A
leukocytosis points to orne complication. The fever gradually falls to
normal after a few days and more or less prostration is present during
convalescence. A transient albuminuria is frequent. Many of the
ca es have hemorrhages of the mucous membrances of the nose, some
of the urethra or bowel.
SECONDARY PNE !\IONIA.

Not infrequently a lobular pneumonia develops after a few days, and
this is responsible for most of the fatalities. The pneumonia differs
from the u ual picture of pneumonia, in that the temperature may be
very slight, and tbe pulse rate may give little indication of the gravity
of tbe condition. These cases, instead of subsiding, may come down
to practically normal temperature for 12 hours ; then there may be a
sharp rise in temperature, not followed by a chill, backache, boneache,
headache, or nausea.
•
About this time there may also be expectoration containing bright red
blood. As a rule, 12 or 24 hours after the second rise of temperature
on physical examination in the lower lung, in a preponderance of cases
on the left side, as seen at Great Lakes, small areas about the size of a
silver dollar of typical pneumonic consolidation are found by auscultation. These areas may become marked so that by the second day of
th e f'econd rise scattered through the lung, probably both lung&, 10 or 15
of these small areas may bnve appeared. In the epidemic · at Great
Lakes, if the patient dld well these would gradually disappear. They
did not resolve as a pneumonia would resolve. The clearing up of the
lung after this in the recovered patients was remarkable as to its
rapidity. Other cases went on to a typical lobar, massive consolidation, as far as the physical signs were concerned, with dullness increase in fremitus, typical tubular voice and breathing, and an' the
signs, except that there was not a very marked increase in the pulse
1·ate, and the respirations were not up to this time markedly increased
Cases with almost complete consolidation of the lung, as to the lowe;
lobes, with a temperature of 105°, would have a pulse around 100 with
respirations 24 or 26. There may be rapidly developing toxemia and
vasomotor depression, with death of the patient resulting in many
cases.
INCUBATION PERIOD.

The incubation period in these influenzas is probably very short, but
The disea e is
probably spread entirely by contact infection, the virus of the disease
being disselnlnated for hort distances through droplets driven into the
air in coughing and sneezing. Circumstances which favor this means of
spread, such as crowding in cars, favor the spread of the disease.

it is difficult to obtain accurate figures on this point.

TREATME~T.

The treatment of the disease is largely symptomatic. Acetylsalicylic
acid or similar remedies may be required to relieve the pain. The acetylsalicylic acid may be given in a dosage of 1 gram (15 I?Tains) everY
three hours, as advised by Hewlett, or a smaller dose combmed with 0.1
gram (2 grains) of acetphenetidin, until symptomatic relief is secured.
Wa-rm baths may ~ve relief, although in numerous cases seen at the
Cook County Hospital hydrotherapeutic methods failed and were discarded. The mouth should be kept clean, and elimination stimulated by
the free ingestion of water and bot drinks. The patient should be kept
in bed in a well-ventilated room until the fever has disappeared. Chilling
should be avoided. The latter precautions will do much in avoiding the
occurrence of complications.
When pneumonia develops, as indicated by moist rilles in the base of
the lungs, with or without dullness on percussion, the patient demands
particular care. Every effort must be made to provide for an adequate
rntake of fluids, and for nouri.sbment which must be given in fluid form
to a large extent. Warm packs are often useful, combined with the
application of cold to the bead. With any indication of failing heart,
stimulants are indicated.
In the cases of secondary pneumonia, many of which result fatally, the
chief conditions to be combated are the severe toxemia and the vasomotor depression. The toxemia may be combated by the usual methods,
getting fluids into the body by mouth or proctoclysis or even by bypodermocly is. Small doses of epinephrin may be given at the same time. The
· removal of the toxemia may be aided by securing elimination, giving large
closes of salts, such as magnesium citrate, or by the giving of calomel.
In severe cases, venesection may prove extremely valuable. If a marked
cyanosis occurs, as is frequently the case, this may be combated by the
use of oxygen by inhalation, perhaps according to the method devised by
:Meltzer, or even as bas been suggested by Dr. F. Tice, by injection of
oxygen under the skin. The prostration 1S to be combated by the use
of the usual stimulants, such as catrein and sodium benzoate, digitalis,
strophanthus or camphorated oil, usually hypodermically. The final
stages in this pneumonia are frequently a massive exudation into the
lungs and bronchi. At the Great Lakes Naval Training Station efforts
have been made to combat this by the use of morphin and large doses of
atropin, in some cases as much as 0.0025 gram, or one twenty-fifth grain,
being used.
Specific measures are not avaUable In the treatment of influenza.
With certain identification of the causal agent we may hope for some
specific protectiye measures, and perhaps for some specific therapeutic
serum.
In the absence of a specific virus to be used in immunizing animals,
1
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quJte probable that the blood of convalescent patients contains antibodies for the specific agent of the disease. It would be desirable to
inject citrated convalescent blood into the muscles of patients with pneumonia at least. Naturally, such blood should be known to give a negative Wasser;mann reaction. In view of the strikingly beneficial results
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from convalescent serum in scarlet fever secured by a number of observers, it seems reasonable to try this in infiuenzal pneumonia, especially as
it is devoid of any harmful effects.
PROPHYLAXIS ..

· The measures to be takE'n to prevent the spread of the disE.'ase comprise all those which interfere with the transfer of the infectious materials from the sick to the unlnfected. This includes isolation of the
patient, and the intelligE'nt use of proper gauze ma;;ks by the attendant.
In the time of an epidemic, prompt and efficient isolation of the first
cases in a community could accomplish much. If this has been neglected
and the infection has spread among the population, measures which
prevent the coming together of numbers of persons in close quarters are
to be employed. The desirabllity of closing schools in a large city in the
presence of an epidemic is a measure of doubtful value. In smaller
places this is more reasonable, and the danger of infE'ction when children are outdoors should be less than when they are brought togetber in
a schoolroom.

:MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
A message from the Senate, by. Mr. 'Valdorf, its enrolling
clerk, announced that the Senate had agreed to the amendments of the House to the bill (S. 3470) to amend section 35 of
the Criminal Code of the United States.
The message also announced that the Senate had passed joint
resolution of the following title, in which tbe concurrence of the
House of Representatives was requested :
S. J. Res.179. Joint resolution authorizing national banks to
subscribe to the united war-work campaign.
ENROLLED BILL AND JOINT RESOLUTION SIGNED.
Mr. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported
that they bad examined and found truly enrolled bill and joint
resolution of the following titles, when the Speaker signed the
same :
H. R. 10609. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury
to exchange the present Federal building site at Eatonton, Ga.,
for another site on the public square in said city; and
H. J. Res. 331. Joint resolution authorizing the readmission to
the United States of certain aliens who have been conscripted
or have volunteered for service with the military forces of the
United States or cobelligerenf forces.
ENROLLED BILLS PRESENTED TO THE PRESIDENT FOR HIS APPROVATJ.
1\fr: LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported
that this day they had presented to the President of the United
States, for his approval, tl1e following bills:
H. R. 12402. An act to exclude and expel from the United
States aliens who are members oJ the anarchistic and similar
·classes ; and
H. R.l2982. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Navy
to purchase from the Commonwealth of . Massachusetts a large
dry dock and appurtenant lands.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS.
1\lr. GORDON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD by inserting an address by
the late James A. Garfield.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Ohio asks unanimous
consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD by inserting an
address by Gen. James A. Garfield, late President of the Uniteu
States. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. KEATING rose.
The SPEAKER. . For what purpose does the gentleman from
Colorado rise?
Mr. KEATING. To ask unanimous consent to extend my_
remarks in the RECORD on the state of the Union.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Colorado asks unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD on the state of
the Union. Is there objection?
There was· no objection.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
By unanimous consent, le{I.Ye of absence was granted as follows:
To Mr. W .ALDOW, for an indefinite period, on account of illness
in his family ; and
·
To 1\Ir. HUTCHINSON (at the request of Mr. BROWNING), for an
indefinite period, on account of serious illness in his family.
. DISPENSING WITH CALENDAR WED rnsDAY TO-MORROW.
•,
1\fr. KITCIDN rose.
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from
North Carolina rise?
Mr. KITCHIN. I ask unanimous consent to dispense witb
the business in order to-morrow on Calendar Wednesday.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman froin North Carolina asks·
unanimous consent to dispense with Calendar Wednesday bustness to-morrow.. Is there objection?
There was no objection.

r
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1\Ir. FOSTER rose.
.
The SPEAKER. For what purpo e does tbe gentleman from
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l\Ir. DOWELL. The gentleman is not making my objection.
I will make it at the proper time.
1.\:Ir. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, if I may be permitted to follow
the consideration of tl1is bill, I am willing to waive the time.
The SPEA.B..'"ER. Does the gentleman from Iowa [Mr.
DowELL] withdraw his point of order?
Mr. DOWEI..L. If the business of the House is to be proceeded with, I will withdraw my point of order.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Iowa withdraws his
point of order as to a quorum, and the gentleman from Texas
will follow the matter presented by the gentleman from Illinois
[l\1r. FOSTE:B].
Mr. WALSH. Under what arrangement will he follow the
gentleman from Illinois?
The SPEAKER. Under the aiTangement that he said he
would waive 11i right if he could have his 40 minutes after
the consideration of the gentleman's blll.
Mr. WALSH. If he wa.ives his right, then he loses his right
to addre s the Honse. Let him ask perm.i sion to address the
House.
The SPEAKER. Yes ; but this is an effort to arrange a
modus vivendi by which we can go on witll the business.
1\fr. BLANTON. :rt-lr~ Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
I may be permitted to proceed for the time allotted me after
this business is completed.
.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Texas [1\Ir. BLANTON]
asks unanimous con ent to proceed for 40 minutes after the
matter which the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. FosTEB] has· in
charge is disposed of. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
1\lr. WALSH. 1.\Ir. Speaker, I Illllke the point of order that
there is no quorum present.
Mr. FOSTER. I hope the gentleman will not do that.
.
Mr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Speaker, I withdraw the point of no
quorum.
.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from MaSsachusetts with~
draws the point of no quorum, and the gentleman from lliinoi~
{l\Ir. FosTER] is recognized for 20 minutes.

Dlinois rise?
Mr. FOSTER. I want to take up the rule for consideration
that we bad up yesterday morning.
The Sf'EA.KER. The Speaker knows; but under a special
order of the House the gentleman from Texas {Mr. BLA.KTON]
has 40 minutes.
Mr. FOSTER. Does not that rule have priority and precedenc , the previous question having been ordered?
The SPEAKER. Yes.
1\lr. WALSH. But. Mr. Speaker, this consent was given after
the previous question was ordered, and the arrangement was
that it was to follow the reading of the JournaL
1\.Ir. STAFFORD. The gentleman is in error. It was granted ·
before tbe previous question was ordered.
l\lr. WALSH. Well, that makes the arrangement all the
stronger.
Mr. VARE rose.
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentlem..'l.n from
Penn. ylvania rise?
1\lr. V ARE. I disagTee with my colleague from 1\fassaclmsett ·. I was under th~ impres ion that it was granted with
the understanding that the special busines that the gentleman
from Illinois [Mr. FosTEB] had before the H.ouse was to be considered first.
Mr. WALSH. The gentleman knows that you can not grant
permission conditionally.
1\11·. VA..RE. Oh, ye · ; we frequently do.
1\lr. BLANTON. I do not care to take up the time of the
House if I can get unanimous consent to extend my remarks in
tile llECO:BD.
..
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Texas asks leave to
extend his remarks in the RECORD. I there objection?
Mr. 'VALSH. I object to that.
.~.rr. BLANTON.
Then I insist on my time.
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, :r make the point of order that
under the rules of the House anything which is mado in order
:RESERVE IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.
under a rnJe would ::;et aside other business.
Mr.
FOSTER.
Mr. Speaker, I call up the resolution which
The SPEAKER. The Chair will hear the gentleman.
were considering yesterday.
l\1r. FOSTER. Of course, the unanimous con ent was given, we'rhe
SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the resolution.
but a special order of the House came in after that. Now, that
The Olerk read as follows:
special order has not been completed up to this time, and being
House resolution 440.
a privileged resolution it seems to me that under those circumR esolv ed., That immediately upon the adoption of this resolution tho
stances the business made the special order under that resolu- Hou
c shall resolve ltsel! into Committee of the Whole IJouse on the
tion would rome fir t.
state of the Union for the consideration of S. J. Re . 63, entitled
"Joint resolution to establish a. reserve of the Public HPalth Service";
1.\lr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. If the gentleman will permit, that
there shall be not to exceed one hour of gPneral debate. At the
the House had proceeded with that business until it found itself conclusion
.of such general debate the resolution shall be considered for
without a qubl'Um. It is really the unfinished business of yes- amendment under the five-minute rule. After the resolution shall
have
been
perfected
in the Committee of the Whole House on the state
terday that was proceeding when the gentleman from Texas of the Union the same
shall be reported to the House with such recom[Mr. BLANTON] obtained his unanimous consent to address mendation as the committee
may make, whereupon the previous ques.
the House to-day. I think a fair construction of the situation tlon shall be considered as ordered upon the resolution and all amendments
thereto
to
final
passage
without intervening motion, except oniJ
would be that the business that was started on yesterday that
/
wa ' suspended for the want of a quorum should now proCPed to motion to rE>commit.
1.\Ir. FOSTER. 1\lr. Speaker, the resolution presented is · for
its conclusion before the gentleman from Texas obtains the floor.
the consideration of Senate joint resolution 63, providing for a
1\lr. TOWNER. Will the gentleman from Illinois yield?
1.\Ir. FOSTER. In just~ moment. I want to suggest to the medical reserve for the Public Health Service. As some Memgentleman from Texas [Mr. BLANTON] that to-day is probably bers know, I have not been in favor of the House bill, as it is
the last day we will have ·before the Army deficiency bill comes written as an amendment to the Senate joint resolution, but I
in. If this bill is to be passed at all to do any good in this want to do all that I can to relieve the distress that exL<::ts
e11idemic which i · going through the country now, we ought to throughout the count1•y to-day.
The public health officials beUeYe that if they are enabled
pa · it to-day, and I believe the gentleman ought to find an
opportunity to addres · the House upon the subject in which he to commission men for the time being-which is not a perm a·
i interested at some other time and let us pass this little bill, nent matter-that they can send them from one part of the
wl1ich it is believed will be of great service fu assisting the country to another where the doctors are bactly needed. For
Surgeon General, and will help to stamp out this disease that is instance, the Public Health Service has been able so far to get
some physicians to go from one part of the country to the other.
taking away so many of our people.
\ - 1\Ir. BLAl\TTON. 1.\Ir. Speaker, I renew my request for unanl- They found the other day two physicians in the State of In-·
diana that they were able to send to the State of North Carolina;
mou · consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD.
1\lr. FOSTER I hope under the circumstances the gentleman where the conditions were so urgent from this disease that they
found it absolutely necessary to do so. In the State of Ohio,
from Texas will withdraw his request.
1\Ir. DO\VELL. 1.\ir. peaker, I desire to make tho point of at East Palestine, the conditions were such, as reported ~o the
Public
Health Service, that people were dying without being
n o quorum p1·esent.
1\fr. FOSTER. I hope the gentleman will not do that. This able to obtain the services of a nurse or a physician. The con·
ditions .reported from some parts of the country are critical;
i an important bill-:
1\Jr. DOWELL. If the uill is to be presented, and we are to and they exist throughout the country everywhere.
This attack or epidemic of influenza is the wor"t our country
proceed with the busines of the House, I am perfectly willing
to withdraw my point of order; but I shall raise it again if ever suffered from. We have had numerous epidemics of influwe are to sit here and listen to something that is of no im- enza in the past, but never before in the history of the country
port ance fol' half the afternoon.
have they been so severe as this one is. If you read the daily
Mr. FOSTER. Of cour ·e we ca.n not confine om·selves .as to papers you see that in the city of 'Vashington the number of
deaths is large.
tll a t.
There is a peculiarity about this disease.· It first appeare(l
~I1·. WALSH . . The g ntlema.n should have ma.de his objecalong the Atlantic coast, where more thnn a thousand died in
tion yesterdny.
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the city of Boston alone. It then broke out in the State ot
Arizona, and the State of Montana, way across the country,
ucross ;the Roch--y Mountains. Then it appeared later in the
!\fiddle \Vest. It appeared fn Indiana, Illinoi.", Ohio, and Iowa.
which were free from it while it existeu in Arizona and
Montana.
The Public Health Service has had some reports throughout
the country as to the fatality · of this disease. In the Army,
where the previous death rate was 4 per thousand, it increased
to 80_per thousand, an enormous increase. Every Member, I am
sure, is aware of the great number of boys in these camps from
all parts of the country that have lost their lives as a result
of this disease.
This joint resolution has the indorsement of the Secretary of
the Trea u_ry, Mr. 1\!c....<\.doo, in a letter to 1\!r. Pou, of the
Rules ·committee, which I shall ask to insert in the RECORD.
The Public Health Service has been very insistent that thh;
legislation be passed, and that they might call these men,
not tho e going into the Arruy but those above the age that
usually go into the Army, and commission them for a time. ThL-;
bill provides that it shall expire by limitation in five year~.
However, the committee may change that provision, making it
a less or longer time. The bill carries an appropriation of
$300,000 for the Public Health Service, and they ask that that
appropriation be stricken from the bill. They say that the
money that Congress has already appropriated can be used
fo~· this purpose, and that it will be unnecessary to make
further appropriation.
Mr. DENISON. Will the gentleman yield?
1\!r. FOSTER. Yes.
:Ur. DENISON. I notice from the pre s reports that boys in
the camps die from pneumonia. Is pneumonia the result of the
influenza or is the pneumonia the influenza itself?
Mr: FOSTER. Pneumonia is there ult of the influenza. The
influenza attacks the mucous membrane of the throat and nose
and then extends down to the bronchial tubes and the lungs and
results in pneumonia.
· · ·
Mr. DENISON. Will the gentleman state whether it is different from the ordinary form of pneumonia?
Mr. FOSTER. It is not, except that pos ibly it is of a more
evere type. ·
Mr. _WOOD of Indiana. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
l\~r. \VOOD of Indiana. _If this _bill becomes a law, is it not
the purpose to send these physicians to communities- throughout
the country where the doctors have been called into the Army in
such numbers that it has left tho e communities without the
necessary medical attendants? Is it not the purpose to sen<l
these men to those communities to x:elieve the situation?
Mr. FOSTER. That is exactly it; that is the reason why
physicians were a ke<l to go from Indiana and sent to North
Carolina.
Mr. \VOOD of Indiana. I have had letter"' in the last three
days showing that those conditions exist in Indiana where they
are in want of necessary medical attendance.
Mr. V ARE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. _FOSTER. Yes.
Mr. VARE. Has the Health Department secure<l data as to
the services of physicians in different parts of the country that
they can avail themselves of'?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes; tltey sent out fir t a thousand telegrams
to different parts of the country trying to secure physicians. Out
of those they have had about 150 or 200 favorable replies.
Mr. VARE. And the gentleman is of the opinion that if this
bill is pas edit will give immediate relief?
1\Ir. FOSTER. Yes; I believe it will aid materially, because
they can commission these men an<l send them to different parts
of the country.
Mr. GORDON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FOSTER. Ye.
·
Mr. GORDON. What are the salaries of these commissioned
officers?
Mr. FOSTER. They wlll correspond to those in the Army of
first lieutenant, captain, major, and lieutenant colonel.
Mr. GORDON. Can not the gentleman give it in dollars and
cents?
·
Mr. FOSTER. The gentleman from Ohio knows as much
about that as I do; he is a member of the Committee on Military
Affairs.
Mr. GORDON. Do they get allowances?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes ; they get allo,-vances.
1\fr. GREEN of Iowa. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. FOSTER. I yield.
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. 1\~r.. GREEN of Iowa. As I understand, there will be no age
hnnt m cnse they find surgeons who are in good health.
l\1r. FOSTER. There is no age limit.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I mention that because I know ot
some. cases '_Vhere men in excellent health h,a ve applied for
appomtment m the Army and have been rejected. on account of
age.
1\Ir. FOSTER. That is what this is for-to take men who are
not eligible for service in the Army. There are about 140 000
physicians in the United States. Probably 20 000 of those' are
not in acti~e practice. There are some 30,oo0 to 35,000 who
have gone mto . the .Army, so that you can figure out what n
shortage there IS. If there are some communities where there
may be. a surplus of doctors and others that ~ave none, it niay
be possible to send those physicians where there is a surplus to
places where tlley are badly needed. They have taken nur es
from the city of Milwaukee a long distance over the country
where they have not been able to secure nurses to take charO'e
of thi~ disease. The Public. Health Service is bending eve~y
effort It possibly can to relieve this awful situation that exists
in the country.
1\Ir. HAMLIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
1\Ir. HAMLIN. . What is the nece ity for commissioning these
men? You can not compel them to enlist. It must be voluntary. If they are willing to enter the service in the Interest of
humanity anu the department has already got the money to pay
the e~pe~ses and salaries, what is the necessity of giving them a
commi. swn to extend over a period of five years. It seems to
m~ !hat all they have got to do is to get every physician who is
Willing to volunteer and pay him and let him go into the service
now.
Mr. FOSTER. I said to the Surgeon General, or his assistant,
that if there was any doctor in the United States who was so
derelict in his duty that he would not serve in a crisis like this
he would not be fit to be commissioned in the Public Healtl~
Service. He replied that that was not the idea at all. Many of
these men who may be commissioned will be sent throughout the
country. Many of them will go without commissions so far as
that is concerned, but they would meet up with medlcai men who
would supersede them. I mean by that, medical men in the
Army, working as they would be with the Surgeon General's
office. The commissioned men would supersepe these others
and they woul<l have no authority. The doctors of the country
have always responded to crises like this. I cite the gentleman
from Missouri [Mr. HAMLIN] and the House to the heroic work
that medical men have done in the past. The other .day I mentioned the Walter Reed commission, the yellow fever commission, which had thi·ee men appointed upon it, each one of whom
died as a result of the disease that they were investigating. It
was said of one that he could secure no volunteers. but they had
men who did volunteer. There is one man in Indiana, in the
district of the gentleman who stands at my left [l\1r. BARNHART],
who did volunteer and did his part to help find out what this
di ease was. One of the e men put his hand into the jar where
the mosquitoes were, in order that they might bite him, so
that they could determine how long after the mosquito infested
with yellow fever bit the patient before the patient took the
di ea e. He lost his life as a result of that, but he was willing
to make the sacrifice.
I say that any medical man who is not willing to go into danger under circumstances that may come is no better than a
deserter who would fly in the face of the enemy [applause],
and I know that the doctors of the country have always been
patriotic, and they will be patriotic and true to their profession,
whether they be commissioned or not.
1\Ir. HAMLIN. 1\!r. Speaker, I agree entirely with the gentleman, and I believe all that he says in regard to the medi<'al
profession is true. That is exactly why I ask, What is the
necessity fer commissioning them? Here is a man who is just .
as patriotic, just as brave, just as competent as any other who.
will get his fil'st lieutenant's commis ion, which carries a salary
of ~2,000, while some other man no braver, no better equipped
to perform the service, no more loyal, will get a major's commission, perhaps, drawing $3,600 a year; If these men will
volunteer, and I believe they will, to combat this danger in the
interest of _humanity, why commission them? Why not take
every one who will go and pay him a salary and let him serve
during this epidemic?
Mr. STAFFORD. \Vhy, the very purpose of this bill is to
grant them commissions.
Mr. HAMLIN. That is the point I make.

.
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Mr. STAFFORD. That is what the Public Health Service
has been straining for for months past.
1\Ir. HAl\fLIN. There will be half a dozen discriminations in
salary for the same work performed.
1\[r. FOSTER. Oh, we have that in many other things.
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
1\fr. DUPRE. lli. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FOSTER. I yield to the gentleman from Louisiana.
Mr. DUPRE. Will not the fact that these men bear a commission from the United States obviate a great mimy difficulties
in the way of regulations as they go from one State to another?
1\Ir. FOSTER. There is no doubt about that.
Mr. SLAYDEN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
1\Jr. FOSTER. In a moment.
Mr. DOREMUS. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
1\fr. FOSTER. Yes.
Mr. DOREMUS. I call the attention of my friend from Missouri [Mr. HAMLIN] to the fact that the pending resolution
rests the discretion in the President to terminate these commissions at any time, so that they will not necessarily continue
for the full period of five years. In connection with the question he propounded to the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. FosTER]
I would like . to quote briefly from a memorandum prepared by
the Public Health Service.
The Public Health Service wishes it clearly understood that it does
not .believe that the doctors of the country are refusing to accept epidemJc service because they are not offered a commission but it does
believe that when these doctors leave their homes and en'ter a serious
epidemic, such as the inflneuza has proven to be, such service should be
recognized and rewarded with a commission.

Mr. BARNHART. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FOSTER. I do.
Mr. BARNHART. I want to ask the gentleman from 1\Iichio-an
a question. I am heartily in favor of the measure, but I wo~ld
like to know more about it. We have a situation in the city of
Washington now in which a terrible epidemic is prevailing.
Every physician in this city is w9rking day and night.
UndE-r the provisions of this bill some physician, to be called
possibly, from ,Baltimore, wlll be given an Army commission t~
come over here and do exactly the same work and take the same
t"isk that these local physicians do. If you are going to commission a man called from one city where they have no epitlemic to another where tbey have an epidemic, why not also
commission the doctors who are in the midst of the trouble and
risking their lives every day? I can not understand the line of
distinction.
Mr. DOREMUS. I will say to my friend from Indiana we
have already commissioned about 30,000 physicians and surgeons in the Army.
Mr. BARNHART. Commissioning them does not add to
their qualifications and self-sacrifice a particle.
Mr. FOSTER. · Does the gentleman think there is no distinction b.etWeen a doctor who goes from his State, in Indiana,
and leaves .his home and goes to the State of North Carolina or
some other State and a man who is attending his patients in
the town in which he lives? I think there is a great difference.
Mr. BARNHART. I say the man who goes from a community where there is no epidemic to assist in a community
:where an epidemic does prevail is entitled to no more credit
than the local man who is doing his best in his unfortunate
community.
Mr. FOSTER. I agree; but I am saying this, that the gentleman from Indiana would have a physician go without authority, as said by the gentleman from Louisiana, without any
authority from the United States Government when be goes
into that community, in a State of which he is not a resident.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. JFOSTER. I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks m the RECORD, Mr. Speaker, by printing the matter to
:which I have referred.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
The letter is as follows :
THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

non. Eow ARD

w.

Washington, October 10: 1918.

Pou,

House of Representatives.

. MY DEAR Mn. Pou: Permit me to invite your attention to the necessity f~r the iiJ?-mediate passage of Senate joint resolution No. 63 to
establish a ~amtary reserve corps in the Public Health Service. . '
This resolution passed tbe Senate June 18, 1917, was favorably reported by the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
August 30. 1917, and is now pending on the Union Calendar of the
House. The object of this bill is to create a medical and sanitary reserve corps in the United States Public Health Service dnrinO' the
present national emergency.
o
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The necessity for this legislation becomes especially ur..,.ent at this
time because of .the epidemic of influenza which has now "invadeu the
whole of the Umted States and has become so serious as to cause the
Provost Marshal General to cancel orders sending drafted men to camp.
The passage of the resolution (S. J. Res. 63) ls greatly needed in
order that the medical and sanitary personnel employed by the Public ·
Health Servl~e may be commissioned. Under this resolution doctors
who are reqmred for service in the Army or Navy will not be selected
bu~ it necessarily follows that doctors who are patriotic enough to joi.Ji
this sanitary reserve corps, at a great saerifice, aeserve the honor of
a com~ssion. Furthe~mo~e, u~der the provisions of E.x ecutive order
of ~pnJ 3, 1917, constitutmg the Public H e~lth Service a part of the
military forces of the United States, it would necessarily follow that
tht: medical. and sanitary personnel of the Public HN:tltb Service could
be utilized, m so far as practicable, for duty in the Army or Navy.
I therefore urge upon yon the necessity for reporting the resolution
(H. Res. 440) now pengiJ?g before ?'our committee providing for the
consideration of Senate JOlDt resolution under a special rule. This is
urgently needed at this time in order that the Public Health Service
may meet the present situation, which constitutes a - grave national
danger.
Cordially, yours,
W. G. McA,ooo.

Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. l\Ir Speaker, I think there is a
misapprehension with respect to some of the provisions of this
bill. Statements which have been made and questions which
have been asked leave the impression that the bill is probably
a part of the Army or in some way connected with the Army.
As a n;tatter of fact the Public Health Service is under the
Treasury Department and these men are not commissioned as
officers of the Army but they are commissioned by the Surgeon
General of the Public Health Service. They have no title
beyond colonels or majors. They are commissioned in certain
grades with similar rank to the Army ami Navy, but theY.
are not a part of either.
Mr. SLAYDEN. 'Vill the gentleman permit a question?
1\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Yes; I will yield for a question.
Mr. SLAYDEN. What particular class of people are these
doctors to be appointed to treat, citizens?
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Yes; citizens.
Mr. SLAYDEN. It is not to trea t the military?
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Not the military at al1.
1\Ir. SLAYDEN. Does the gentleman know of any reputable
physician in this or any other previous epidem1c who has ever
refused to do his full duty as a physician in giving medical
attention to sick people?
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Certainly not.
Mr. SLAYDEN. What is the occasion of opening her~ a military rank for possibly permanent retention in the service with
salary?
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. That is what I was just attempting to answer. It does not open up an opportunity for
military rank.
1\Ir. SLAYDEN. The ·g entleman must admit it is an ~nter
ing wedge.
Mr. STAFFORD. If the gentleman will permit, I wish to say,
in reply to the query propounded by the gentleman from Tc:-xas
that representatives of the Public Health· Service, knowing i
was opposed to the health bill, have called upon me on several
occasions to have me withdraw my objection-Mr. SLAYDEN. To this bill?
Mr. STAFFORD. To this bill, a.nd they stated that the purpose of this bill was to confer rank above that of second lieutenant upon the physicians of the country.so that the physicians
could go around with a uniform above the grarle of second lieutenant. They informed me at the present time under existing
regulations and law they are privileged to confer rank upon those
physicians · of second lieutenant and they wanted to confer a
higher grade upon them a.s they go about the country.
Mr. SLAYDEN. That is what I thought.
,
1\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Now, Mr. Speaker, I agree with
the gentleman here that this bill has had opposition for years
and it could not now pass if it were not for the epidemic that
prevails throughout the country.
Mr. HAMLIN. If the gentleman will permit. it seems to me
the whole thing could be narro,ved down-this bill does not propose to carry a dollar of appropriation?
1\Ir. CAl\iPRELL of Kansas. No; the Public Health Service·
already has the money with which to curry out the provisions
of the act.
.
1.\!r. HAl\ILIN. Now, the passage of the bill would not add
to-day a single additional physician. They have got to depend
upon the physician to volunteer his services. Now, the only
thing it can do on earth is to put a uniform on these fellows,
and that does not ad<l to their qualifi<'ations.
Mr. CAl\1PBELL of Kansas. . That is true.
Mr. MONDELL. Is not this also true: It does not a.d<l. but
it is more than that; they can now be unifor~~<l, but only with
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the uniform of a econd lieutenant. The desire is to give higher
Is -not that the situation?
1\Ir. STAFFORD. That 1 what is repre ented to me by tbose
who are most insistent on this legislation.
:Mr. KNUTSON. Will the gentleman from Kansas yield?
Mt:. CAl\fPBELL of Kan as. I would like to go on and make
the tatement I had in mind. .As a m·r rtter of fact, everything
that is . contemplated under the provisions of this bill sho.uld,
as suggested by the gentleman from .Miss~uri, be carried out
without the _bill, but the contention is that this bill creates an
organization that can coordinate throughout the ·States and
.aero State line and accomplish better :results· than the unorganized physictuns of the country could accomplish. For instanee, the States are not working in harmony to-day with the
view of suppre ing this epidemic. .Kansas, my own State-,
through the health officer, has forbidden all assemblages of
every character. That was done as soon as the epidemic began
to show it elf within the borders of the State. It w:1s done
with the view of preventing the spread of the disease in the
State. It wUl be interesting to the future and interesting .to
oth£r States to note the etieet that forbidding the people to
assemble or to gnthel" in their nsu~l places of meeting will have
~pon JH.·e-venting the .spread and growth of this epidemic that is
prevailing throughout the country.
Mr. MONDELL. Will the gentleman yield?
1\ir. OA....'\IPBELL of Kansas. For a questiou.
Mr. 1\fONDELL. Doe: the gentleman unde-rstand that all the
. officers commission.ed nn{ler this act would draw their sai.aries
so long as they held their commissions?
Mr. CAMPBELL o-f Kan as. I .hoped the gentleman wus g-oing
to ask me some question germane to the matter that~ was discus ing.
l\Ir. MONDELL. I am not o-ae o.f th-ose who- have any doubt
about the patriotism of the Eloeto-rs of the country or of the people of the country generally. The gent.leman does not have to
prove that to me, hut what I would like to know is something
about the- .bill. That is the important mattel" now before- the
House.
Mr. CAl\!PBELL &f Kansas. Tlle gentlemen in charge o-f tbe
bill will have their tnni:ng in n sh-ort time .and --wiB undoubtedly
explain to the gentleman from Wyoming and others tlu~ pul'·port and intent of the measure.
1\lr. MONDELL. The gentleman means that he "passes the
buck"?
Mr. OAl\fPBELL of Kan as. If the gentleman from \Vyoming is di.spo ed to put that consh·uc-tion upoo. my answer.
Mr. HAMLIN . . The gentleman from Kansas does not know
what that means.
·
· Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. The reason I have c&nsent.ed,
so far as I have bad any part in bringing this urn up for consideration at this time, is because I .believe that it will coordinate the activities of tbe physicians of the country and aid in n
measure in suppressing the irrftnen~a where i.t exists ana preventing it from spreading to where it d-oes not exist. The arganization, the uniform, the title, the. button~ the ribbon, the
card, or whatever it is, that signifies a memberShip in the
organization~ with a head that ·e an give orders, orders that are
respected, will undoubtedly ha-ve a beneficial effect npun the
activities of the physicians ot the country in bringing about the
results that the country so much desires.
Now, another thing. This will call into the serviCe physician
ho are practically now retired. T.he country bas been literally
combed for physicians, and they have been taken into the military and naval service. It is doubtful if there has been a time
when tbe seryices of physicians have been n.s universally iD demand as they are to-day. This \vill give older men an opportunity to work in connection with other physician in their
profession.
l\fr. MONDELL. Will the gentleman yie:ld again?
l\1r. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I am ·just ·c oncluding now n.n<l
I would rather not yield. I have p-.romised some time to the
gentleman from Wiscon ln [:Mr. STAFFORD].
And for the reasons:;: have stated I tllrnk th{) bill shoul-d ha\C
'Con::;iderafun. I yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from Wis>COnsin [~Ir. STAFFORD].
1\fr. STAFFORD. 1\ir. Speaker, this resolution C1illH~ to the
Hou e of Representatives n·om the enate as long ago a June
26, .of a year ago, and has received lDQTe tlmn speccial con i-deratio-n on my part in connection \.\' ith the work of the Pnbtie
Health Serviee.
hortly after the begi:nning of the wa.r· th ~
Public Health Service conceived it should be its policy to branch
out extensively and cr ate a re erve corp of the physicians of
the country that shEmld be permanent This resolution came
o;eT to the Bon e carrying nn tlpproprintio~, of $300,000. It
xank.
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was oppo ed by many Members because they fen.red it would
create a permanent force. The Committee on Appropriations
had no objection to voting as mueh money as was neces ary for
temporary purposes, and in one of the appropriation bills a year
ago the amount carried in this resolution. of $300,0 , wns voted
to the Public Health Service to carry on the work of in pecting
the zones tributary to our camps and cantonments.
On a casual visit to the War Department I inqllired of Surg.
Gen. Gorgas ·w hether it wa neces ary to have the Public Health
.Service perform the work of anitation and supervision around
the camps nnd cantonments. He informed me that his office was
willing and ready to perform the wm·k of sarutation in territory
tributary to the cantonments and camps, but that the Public
Health Service requested tbat they should be permitted to perform that work, and he acquiesced. And accordingly $300,000
was ap-propriated by tbe Committee on Appropriation to allow
the Public Health Service to. perform work that was directly conneeted with the welfar-e of our soldiers at the camp and cantonments, and which conld lla-ve been performed as well, if not better, by the accredited doctors connected with the .Surgeon General's o.ffice and of the Anny.
1\Ir. ESCH. As I unde.rstand it, there is no wnrrn.nt of law
that authorizes the Surgeon Generars office to exercise any
jurisdiction beyond the conftnes of a camp or cantonment?
1\fr. STAFFORD. '!'here is no warrant of law, but the Surgeon General's 'office wus willing to perform that work. HoweVc:er, the Public llealtb Serviee stepped in been. use we know that
the respective burea1Ls Df fue G<>"vernmeut want to ma:gnify
themselves in war time :md ba'"'e some work to do.
Then there came into the House this resolution, :amended,
from the Committee on Interstate nnd Fm·eign Commerce, granting colllDlissions to members of the reserve -corps and confelTing
certain rn:nks on -c.iviiian officers connected witn some of the
dhi:sion..~ of the bureau. .I strenuo11sly opposed it, and raised
the question ()'f no quorum .o-ne day when the ehairmllll of tho
C()mmittee presented this resolution 011 Calendru~ Wednesday for
consideration. The resolution was withdrawn. There cnme
do-wn here the health officer of the State of Wisconsin, who asked
me to withdraw my abjection. I .askea him his reason for
f:rvoring this resolution. He said that young .men of draft n~;e
who ""e-re doctors URd were c.onneeted with the bealth activities
af the respectiTe ·states and mtmicipalities were resigning, beea'RSe they did not wish to _b e known as slacker , and desired to
go into the Army erviee; but by this bill they \.vould be given
some kind of a status in the Government emp1oy that woultl
retain them in the sanitation work of the States. I aid to the
health commi. it~mer of the State, "'I -suspected that was one of
the purposes of the l>lJl when I read it, and I am more strenuously opposed to it now than ever, because the Army needs, aru.l
pre· ingly needs, <1ll the young men it can get for the Army ·ervice, and ·we should .not throw. th-e mantle of protectio:n a1·ouu.t1
any yuung men connected with munidpnl EH' State health boards
in order to prevent them from going into the Teal ervice of tbe
Army.,,
Mr. SLAYDEN. Mr. Speakef, will the gentl<'..man :rield?
.Mr. DOREMUS ro e.
The SPEAKER. D9e th-e g-entleman yield; and tf so, ta
trhomJ,
MI·- ST.A.FFORD. I think the gentleman from 1\liclugan wns
on his feet first. I will yield to him .first. Then I will yield tu
the gentleman from Texas.
1\lr. DOREMU . Does n()t the gentleman from Wisconsin
realiz~ that this bill provides that the young men liable to
rnilitillry service shaH not be exempted?
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes; but it \Till pre\ent young m~ cnn~
nectecl wtih the activities of States and municipalities from
volunteering in the Army, because if tl1ey were not taken into
tllis serviee ~Y would be lrnown as slackers. This resolution
has the support of the health authGrities o-f the States, aml the .·
health commi sioner of my own city on three different occa ion
on tbat same qay came a-nd begged me to withdraw my -opp{)Sition, an<l when he went lwme he gave out an. interview to the
papers of my city to the effect that I was opposed to establishing
a reserve of the Public Health Service, not stating nny reasons,
but with the purpo e to r>rejudice the minds of niy constituent
toward me by stating that I was opposed to the prop r surveillance of the health activities of the Go'Vernment, when that
was not my purpo e at .::tll.
Mr. MO~l)ELL ro c.
The SPEAKER. Doe the rrentleman 3-;cld?
Mr. STAFFORD. I promised to yield to tlle gentleman fr01a
Tex:n . Mr. Speaker:, how much time have I consm~dr
The SPEAKER. Five minutes.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I will yield_for a sl1ort que ti·on.
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Mr. SLAYDEN. I would like to ask the gentleman whether
be thinks that under this bill there is a sufficient increase in the
number or scale of physicians to meet the present emergency?
Mr. ST~FORD. That is not its purpose. Only yesterday a
representative of the Public Health Service called upon m.e-and
they have been calling upon me every week-and stated to me
that in his opinion this bill would in no way have checked the
present epidemic or increased the efficiency in any way of the
Public Health Service in administering the million-dollar appropriation that was voted them a few weeks ago, when the epidemic
became so critical in this country, and it was represented at other
times by other representatives of the Public Health Service that
the main purpose of this bill was to give a desired commissioned
rank to the doctors who are performing service at present.
l\lr. SLAYDEN. And to build up a bigger bureau?
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes. The main purpose, as suggested by
the gentleman from Texas, and quite correctly, is to build up a
big bureau, to give them commissioned rank of higher grade than
that of second lieutenant, because there were instances where
doctors have refused to wear the uniform of a second lieutenant,
but who wanted a proper grade commensurate with their station.
1\fr. MOORE of Pennsylvania and Mr. 1\fONDELL rose.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STAFFORD. I will yield first to the gentleman from
Wyoming [Mr. MoNDELL], and then I will yield to the gentleman
from Minnesota.
Mr. 1\!0NDELL. Perhaps the gentleman can answer the
question which I asked of another gentleman, and which he
could not answer. Under this bill the officers are to be commissioned to draw the salaries of their rank during the entire
' period of their commission?
Mr. STAFFORD: Yes; but I llave an amendment which I
intend to offer which will restrict the payment of the salaries
they would receive to the time while they were on active duty
under the Public Health Service.
l\lr. DOREMUS. w·e have an amendment to cover that.
Mr. STAFFORD. I am very glad to hear that the committee
has such an amendment. It was not called to my attention by
the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. FosTER], who reported this
rule. I was informed that they intended to abandon the substitute as reported by the committee and accept virtually the
bill as it came over from the Senate.
·
l\1r. DOREMUS. That · rule also applies to men already in
the service, that they shall get pay only while on active duty.
Mr. STAFFORD. Yes; but under this bill there is no· such
limitation, and they would receive the· pay as suggested by the
question of the gentleman from Wyoming.
Mr. MONDELL. One more question. Unless such an amendment is adopted as suggested, this would create only an active
corps and there would be no re erve, -because there would be
no young men to be called on when needed.
Mr. STAFFORD. There is·no difficulty in corralling the doctors to meet nn epidemic. There is no doubt but that the Public
Health Service has been endeavoring to magnify itself and
spread its activities for many years.
Everybody knows what the real purpose of the Public Health
Service is in trying to have this bill pas ed. They do not dare
to say that the epidemic which is now confronting the country
is the occasion of their desire for the passage of this legislation,
and they do not dare to say that they have been limited in their
activities by reason of the want of any such bill as this. This
_bill merely authorizes a commissioned rank to these men ·who
occupy to-dny the various civilian grades and receive the pay
of civilian grades while on duty. Now, the question for the
House is whether we wish to grant them the epaulets while
they are going about doing this civilian work, with the rank and
the pay which belong to their present civilian status.
l\fr. TEMPLE. l\1r. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STAFFORD. I" yield to the gentleman from Pennsylvania.
l\fr. TEMPLE. Is there anything in the bill that limits the
payments to be made to the men practicing medicine or that
prevents men who are not doctors from receiving commissions
under this bill?
Mr. STAFFORD. The gentleman is quite correct. There are
no such limitations as would prevent the President, on the
recommendation of the Surgeon General of the Public Health
Service, from recommending private citizens. The bill "is very
crudely drawn, without proper restrictions; but, as ·suggested
by the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. DoREMus], amendments
will be offered that will safeguard the interests of the Government and safeguard the interests of the Treasury.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman has expired.
All time has expired. The question is on the rule.
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The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by l\Ir.
FosTER) there were-ayes 29, noes 19.
Mr. SLAYDE.N. Tellers, 1\fr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Texas demands tellers.
The Chair will count. All in favor of ordering tellers will rise.
[After counting.] Thirteen Members, not a sufficient number.
Tellers are refused. The ayes have it, and the House automatically resoh·es itself into the Committee of the Whole House
on the state of the Union, and the gentleman from Colorado
[l\1r. Hrr.Lll.Rn] will take the chair.
The CHAIRMAN. The House is in Committee of the Whole
"House on the state of the Union f<>r the 'c onsideration of Senate
joint resolution 63, to establish a reserve of the Public Heaith
Service, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows:
Resolved, etc., That for the purpose of securing a reserve for duty
in the Public Health Service in time of national emergency there shall
be organized, under the direction of the Secretary of the . Treasury,
under such rules and regulations as the Pt·esident shall prescribe, a
reserve of the Public Health Service. The President alone shall be
authorized to appoint and commission as officers in the said reserve
such citizens as, upon examination prescribed by the President, shall
be found physically, mentally, and morally qualifird to hold such commissions, and said commissions shall be in force for a period of five years,
unless sooner terminated in the discretion of the President, but commission in said reserve shall not exempt the holUPr from military or
naval service. Said officers shall consist of sanitarians, senior assistant
sanitarians, and assistant sanitarians. and when ordered to active duty
in the service of the United States shall receive the rank, pay, allowances, and leaves of absence of surgeons, passed assistant surgeons, and
assistant _surgeons, respectively.
•
SEC. 2. That for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act
the sum of $300,000 be appropriated out of any money in the United
States Treasury not otherwise appropriated.

With the following committee amendment: ·
That there is hereby established a Reserve Corps of the United States
Public Health Service to be composed of officers of State, county, and
municipal health organizations and other persons skilled in sanitary
science.

Mr. DOREMUS. 1\Ir. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that the further reading of the committee amendment be dispensed with.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I object.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. Will not the gentleman from Michigan ask
unanimous consent that · the committee consld.er the Senate
resolution, and not the resolution reported by· the House committee?
Mr. DOREMUS. I ask unanimous consent that the committee
consider the original Senate resolution in lieu of the resolution
as amended by the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the House.
- The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Michigan asks unanimous consent that the Senate resolution be considered in lieu
of the one reported by the committee. Is there objection?
Mr. M01\TDELL. I think the matter should be presented to
the House in full; therefore I object.
· The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Wyo.ming objects.
The Clerk will continue the reading of the House committee
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
SEc. 2. That appointments to the Reserve Corps of the United Stat~s
Public Health Service shall be made by the President upon the recommendation of the Surgeon General of the United States Public Health
Service with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury ancl commissioned with grade of assistant surgeons, past assistant surgeons,
surgeons, or senior surgeons in the Reserve Corps of the Public Health
Service for four years or during the war in which the United States
is now engaged in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by
the President: Provided, That no person shall be appointed as a member
of the Reserve Corps as aforesaid until his voluntary application for
appointment has been filed with the Surgeon · General of the United
States Public Health Service.

1\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. l\Ir. Chairman, I offer the
amendment· which I send to the Clerk's desk.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, a question of order.
\
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will state it.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. The amendment in the nature of a substitute reported by the committee is one entire substitute and
must be· considered as an entirety and not by sections, and the
substitute has not been read in its entirety.
The CHAIRMAN. Tbe Chair thinks the point of order' of the
gentleman from Wisconsin is well taken.
.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Is that provided in. the rule? '
Mr. STAFFORD. It is not provided in the special rule. but
under the rules of the House and of general parliamentary law.
l\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. What was the ruling ·o f the
Chair?
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair sustained the point of or<ler.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Does the Chair hold that the
amendment is not offered at the proper tim_e?
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1\.Ir. JESCH. Js it understooct that we .are to .consider tho
The CHAIRMAN. Thls is not the ,Proper ,time for the gentle:Senate Ye elution?
'm an to offer his amendment.
:1\I.r. DOREMUS. Yes.
l\lr. SEARS. After the reading of the whole :bill, .then we
·1\I.r.!ESCH. 10utslde of.nny::arnenrl.ment?
.
will retm·n to each edlon. and "(rffer .amendments?
J.\Ir. :DOREMUS. Thabis:IDy ·under-struulina•of it; yes.
The CHA.illl\IA.l~. Under .the rule ·there will be one hour of
.1\Ir. WALSH. ·;you ca:n.not·ma1..""B that agre-ement.
rgeneral deb te, und then the bill will be opened for amendment.
1r. ..E.SOH. -:I •yield ·five minutes•to :tile gentleman from :Penn'The . Clerk l'e umed and completed the reading of the comsylYania ·[JUr. ·V AnE].
·mittee .amendment, as follows:
·SEc..·3. That said <>fficers when ordered to .active duty as members -of
Ir. V'ARE. Mr. Chairman, '"I do not · hope to be .able to · Nay
'the lleserve Corps of the United ·States .Public Hea;lth S.e~vice shall be -all 'that :I ·intendell to ItY a.bout thi · joint re olution :in five
subject to the orders of the Surgeon General of md service and -while
•so serving shall receive ·.from the ~ United ·States ·the same salaries and 'IIlinutes. li am mot ·very much -eoncernetl as ·to the qu tion of
. allowances of officers of the corresponding grade .in the .Pn~Uc -Health eommi sioning ·the physicians •attache l :to the Public
ealth
~erviee : Pmvidcd, .That officers of St::Lte, county, and .mu:n.iCI.Pal health -serv.ice. I Lam -very lll.UCh concerned about the ·problem -.;vhiCh
organizations -shall not be commissioned in said Reserve .Corps without
the assent of the proper executive .. officers of .:their . e pective State., confronts us in all tthe 'large ·Center •Of population llroughout
counties~ or municipalities. Officers in the :Reserve ··Corps ·of the Public the country. ~ .am -especiaUy .interested in subsection •( a) of
Health Service may be promoted successively ·to the higlier grades of the the report :on !>the third :page, --.;Yhich states ·that ·the ·pnrpe e of
Reserve Corp of tlle Public Health Service under -rules .ruul.a-egulatious
.the _proposed •le ..,.hsla.tion is ..to ·create machinery .'\\*.her by the
prescribro by the President.
t-;Ec. 4 . .That when any per on other than a commissioned :medical
Gov.e rnment can .instantly : attack civilian ,epidemics which
o.fficer of the Public Health ·Service shall · be .appointed · chicl of either
.the Divjsion of Chemish·y, ·zoolo;zy, ·or Pharmacology of the Hygienic threaten·to pr.ead .to militru·y'forces .
11 recently onsnltetl Dr. ·:wnmer Kru en, the-director-ofj)ublic
.:Laboratory he shall be commi ione<l by the President a:s zoologist.
chemi t, -ph.annacologist~ or_assistant pbumacologist, us the c:rse ..may ~be, .health of .Philadelphia, and .he writ
me .a : ollow :
in th~ Public Ilealth :Service. &nrta.ry en"'ineers, assistant anitaTY
We ne d · to'O mare .physicians in .Philadelphia i.o--day in order to
engineers, epidernlologl ts, _and assi tant .epidemiologists may, on •the
recommendntion of the Surgeon · General, with •the :approval •of the Ree- properly :man ·.om hospitals and take ·care ·Of the poor -people who are
retary -o.f the 'Treasury,' be commis~ioned as •such by :the resident. The n.ot 1lbletto;get:pllyslcia.ns bec::rn e.:they ·are overworkeu.
respective .grndes ·and order .of , promotion .of ··such .officer-s shall • be -pr.c·--scribed by regulations of the .:Public \Hea1t:h ervi~.
·
;:He :furfller advises ·that ·the acting eonmii ioner of the State
·,'Ec . . 5. That the duties ·'Of the Re er.ve 1Corps ·of the Jlnitetl States of Pennsylvania, Dr. Royer, says that the -situation in ·the
:Public :Health -service shall be performed unller .instructions J sued tby 3llltlrractte . coal ·r,...,.ions .is ·:tles;perate, nnd that unles ·this ei)i-the Surgeon General of such se1·vice, with :the -approval .of-the··SeC'reta:ry
· '-b
-of the Treasury, anrl hall be direct d :towatil the .pt'ope:r -sanitation of -denlic is ·speedily nbated •the · Qoal .supply, which :i o 11ecessary
_ports and plac within the Tfnited States or within ·the .jur:tsdiction or -tor jj}e .completion of :the ·" ·ar ~program, will be jeopar(lizeU.
the United States Government, includtng especially ·places in "tlnd :n<mr
' n7]
·.-r
t b Ak t Phil d ·1 1 · la t
1 ·
ill t 1
which industrial forces are or are to be mobilized and placea in which
t n , H~ll :,~. 1wen
a'-'
0 ·
a e P ua
S
wee i:, ·lmme a. e Y
mill tary .forces are to be mobilized and .places nca1· •whlcli 'militat:y forces upon reaching my office I \Yas called upon .by the Ch:t il'man of
are mobilized.
.. one-af .the dL.."lft boards.in the southeastern part of the.city. Hu
.:.SEc. ·6 . .That it shall ·be-the duty of the ·Unltetl States:Public .He.altll
1
~ ~1 R fo
.,.,
· t'
f
f 1 ·
15eJ:vice to cooperate with :Stat~. county, and :muniCipal .bealth .- m:ganizaat :appi;1<.Ueu
r ule •ot-gamz:a !On o n corp •0 P lYSlCiuns
tions and with officials ' in charge of 'jridn trial establishments, ~th n. -ana ·fue re were 10 physicians ·as i(Yned to one ·Small ·locality -in
view to coordinating the activitie and making effective the work of the the southea tern part of the cit:r. •taking in a part of my conhealth m::ganizatlons of the United tates.
gres ion:al ,tlistrict Land ·part -of that of my ilistingui ~lJed ·colThe CHAIRMAN. ·Under the·rule there is .to be not to ex:ceet1 tleague =r.Mr . .5.\looRE ·of ennnyJv.ania}. A little Inter on ·these
one hour of general debate.
·'[ih.yslcitlllil, ~hn..vlng . wod-ed .night and day, weJ:e :physic:tlly 1Un·
Mr. ESCH. Can we .arra.nge.for ·a division ·of tbe 1time?
able 1to Jmd.w·e the "'ttuin. I -per onnlly provided automobiles
l\lr. DOREl\IUS. .Ha-s ·the "entleman ·anything to ·&tgge t?
in -m:der ·thai rthey might ;be !taken without nny lo
of time
l\fr. ·~sOH. .I suggest that the .gentlemnn eontrol half the tfrom 1place to place. After 48 .hour night ann dny :of con t:.lnt
· time ana ·that I control l1alf -the time.
work there wus still a. waiting li t -of ·100 people who 'hail re. 1\fr. D0"!1~1US. I af:1: unanimou. con ent that the i:ime be ceived .n..o .medicrH a.iu. I Olily give th~ as ·an illustration of
~~ua~ly divided between tl1e .tw? 11.le • the ~gentleman from one _part of the problem \"fhic.:h ·the .health authoritio ha.ve con1Ichigan to control one half the tlme and to .control the other ;fronting .them. I might ·go .into the llifferont districts :mil -tell
_h alf.
.
. .
..
. .
, •the :great number ·of death . ~·I .might call the attention of the
. ·Mr. SLA"YDEl~. ;1voum 1t not be more eqwtab!e.to dtvide ·!he Hou e to the fact tha.t tlistinguished clergymen of ::Philadelphia
tLme half and llalf :let. ~een . tho wbo .fuvor the JOillt re olutlon l have been wm:lting •side .by .-sme-with the day lUb01:er. in cemeand those who oppo ~ .1t?
.
.
~eries Ili.g"'ing grnve.s in order ' tllitt ~tho e :who die ::may receive
1\fr. DOREMUS. 1 ha.Ye no obJe~on to t?-at. .The .gentleman 'Ill'Ompt :burinl.
from ';l'e..'\:as -suggests .that -' :e dtvH.l e :the trme ·equall.Y ·between
We haYe a total number •of · physician 'in ~ Philadelphia of
'tho e m faYor of the -res.oluti~n aml those opposed to _1t. .
3,400; .n umber ab ent in -mili~y service of the 'United ·States,
. Mr. ESCH. I ,shall yleld time to gentlemen · on •tlus ·St~e who "900; :number of physicians ·remaini.ng in city, 2;500.
favo~· -t:J:le n:easure, as well a tot~?·~ ~o-are opposed to 1 ~·
-:Iri normal times one physician can~s for GOO-per ons. At-pre ~I. SL.A:.Y?~N. All I. am askmo . 1s ~hat t?er_e J;all be an ent time one ph_ysician cares for 00· per ons. :In ·.normal times
eqmtn.ble diVISIOn of the ~~n:e. .The.a~sle IS no mdtcation of now ·-papulation -sick .at on-e-time, :4: .per cent. At pre ent time populagentlemen st~nd on~ que twn hk~ this.
,..,
.
-tion afHieted,1.0-per cent to 15:J)er eent.
1\Ir. DOREMUS.
How much time does the oent lem:m from
'Phil
"' cen t er f or t ra1mng
· ·
d oc to rs ant1
Texas
want?
•
a delPh'1a 1. a me tli'Ci:U
- 1\Ir .. SLA'Y:DE...l\J. :Not O\er five ur six ntinutes.
:nurse , ~d has · conh·ibuted ·.for ' Gov~nme~t se.rvic~. a:J)ercent,age
1\lr. ;DORE..l\.IUS. 'I will ee that the ~gentlemrul gets that time. eqnal to, if ndt greater than, •RI}Y ·City of Its ·type 111 the Umte<l
Mr. ·.SLAYDEN. :1 am .not speaking for .m y self :alone, but :in ·S~a~~·
.
~ .
th~ interest of·all .gentlemen who may ·be.opposed to the measure.
:It 'lS -at present affected by ._the wor t ep~em~c in history.
fr. STAFFORD. Mi!Y 'I suggest that one:llal:f _the time be .at .The death ra ~e .for the·week ending October ll 1s 9a.7;4 Pffi.' thoutlle-dispos.al of Members who are in OJWOSition ·to the joint r _0 _ . ~nd J>Op~latwn per year. Normal .death .rate .fo1· .~tis time of
lution, if they claim it?
:tn..e_y:ear 1s l.5 ,per tllousand populatwn .per year, an ~mcrease ot
.Mr. DOREMUS. 0h, .y es.
o1er ·600 p.er cent.
The CHAIRMAN. .The .-gentleman fro.m 1\iiehigun [Mr. DoREOur .city has also aiven ·five of its -hospital buildings at :Byl.£US] asks unanimous consent .that the :time · be equally •.divided, berry :for Government .use, ..and in muny of its laTger . ho~pitals
one half to be conb:·olled by him elf ..and the ;other .half .by :the has turned over it wards ·for the trP.a.tment of Army and NavY
O'entleman fi·om Wjsconsin · [1\fr. "EsaH].
.men, tlm decreasing .the .facilities of the ,civilian population. A
t:> .1\Ir. ~SLAYDEN. 'The gentleman :from 1\liehigan .[.Mr. ,DonE- .gr.e.n.t demantl .for ho tl)ita1 faeiliti~s in ~hila~elphia has b~en
'M:us] has just tated.to the .gentleman :from 'V.isconsin:[:lUT. ·STAF- ereatell :by .reason of .the pt:e\~nilLng ep1de.nuc. :Doctors anU
FORD] that that division of ·1ime .would ..be made \tith -tlue:regarcl nur es wllo have remained faithftilly behind to tJ.:e.at .the civilian
.to the attitude of geiltlemen .towa.rd the bilJ.
,p pulation have not -only been overburdened, hut maQy of them
1\rr. DOREMUS. I will .say rto tke :rentleman.fi::om !Texas that are ill and unaDle to perform services. :It has been ;.necessary to
1 · hall be v.e.ry .glad .to yield live minutes to him.
!Plnc.e meilical students in thectield to take the places of doctor .
Mr. SLAYDEN. I woul1Lrather ;take :the time a ·little later.
"Phila<lejphia has .contributeil to the Army and Navy nm1 ~e<l
The CHA..IR1\IAN. :Jt is .nnde1: toed -that :the rtime is Lto be 1ilio s u3 .nur e.s; .numbet· of-men in military .service rom ~.hila·
·y.iell.led .with due ~regaru :to the views _aLgentlem.en Jn :faun· of _<lelphia;51.,000; nun1ber of:men .employec;i.n:Sliipy.arils -a nd other
the bill or in opposition to it. ·
-~r .industries, ·250,000.
1\lr. SLAYDEN. The gentleman from Michigan :made .that
Tlle city of ..P.hiladelphia lras careil for ·7;000 sdldiers ,passing
su~estion.
through the city-en ronte:to other,points since tFebrnary, .l918. It
The CHAIRl\IAN. Is ·there oJ:?jection?
has also cared I or .1$00.families of ol<.liers in ,the ser.vice, .paying
There was no objection.
$22.50 to $40 per month for ·the relief of each "family. "Medical
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attention an<isupplies are given to the families of those absent in
Mr. GREEN- of ·Iowa. The gentleman iS: in error, fo1·, if I
military service. Free burial is also granted to their relatlves. understand . the bill properly, these surgeons assembled under
Surely, Philadelphia is giving her altas a patriotic duty to the this can be sent. anywhe~e; but even admitting that is the case,
Government The· city, however,.is now in· neece of aid and calls· this camp·is.spreading influenza over- my State and other States,
upon the Government to assist it by sending to the city as many; becauae soldiers come there from · all States.
physicians- as is consistent with the situation.
:Mr.. MONDELli. There is no limit to the funds of the War
We in Philadelphia need this help,. We need itnow;·not-next- · Depat'tment to handle cases of. that kind.
Mr: GREEN O"f Iowa. There is no limit to the funds, but
week, not a month from now, but we need it now. I am>eat taJ
the Members of this House to pass this. bill with proper amend- there is a nmlt to the physicians that can be· obtained where
ments and pass it at the earliest possible date. in order that relief. they are needed most. I think this bill ought to pass•
.may be given to the peoiJle who are in such.great distress.
Mr. Chait'man; I have been surprised to-day to hear gentleMr. ROSE. Will the gentleman yield?
men contend that the only purJ;>ose of this bill was to give a
Mr. VAREJ. I will.
number. of doctors· uniforms, and that those whose services
Mr. ROSE. Is not the bilL badly needed through many sec- .could' be obtained under the bill were not men of high standing.
tions of the State of Pennsylvania, in the coal regions where. This attack. on the physicians_ and intimations that the profesphysicians have le{t and they are now unable to get physici.anJtJ · sion is back o:f the bill, and_that some members of it are anito cope with. the disease?
mated b~ a desire to get into a uniform, is entirely unwarMr. VARID. Yes; and I will recall the statement of Dr.._ ranted. The bill will give a uniform to no one, although it does
Royer, the acti,ng health commissioner, in which, he says that prO'Vi.de for the granting-of uniform_s;
the situation in· the anthracite coal regions is desperate, an<i ~
It is not unlikely that a doctor who gives up his business to·
less the epidemic ·is abated the coal supply so· necessary for the_ take up the Government service at a long distance from his
completion of the war program will be jeopardized.
home· and with small pay would at least desire that he possess
1\Ir. GORDON. Will the gentleman yield?
some· evidence of" the character of his service. Fo:r: this reason
lHr. VARE. Yes.
the commissions· ought to be granted to many standing to those
Mr. GORDON. Is this limited to the present emergency?
who receive them and the hunor of- serving- their country in
Mr. vARE. My understanding is--this time of war and disease will be the main reward which
Mr. GORDON. It says in a national. emergency. IS it pro- the doctors will receive.
posed to commission a lot of people with high salaries for the
Let me say also, in this_ connection, since these uncomplipurpose 9f going out and performing_ medical service that usually mentary intimations have been made, that I know of no profession which gives so much to . the world in general, without war,
devolves upon the local at1thorities ot the State?
Mr: VARE. My information is that the gentleman in. charge as that of the physician and surgeon. In my State at least
of the bill [l\Ir. DoREMUS] will offer amendments in order to per- there is no one so poor that he can not obtain a doctor in case
feet the bill.
of sickness, and nearly every physician has treated -hundreds
Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman from: of cases for which he never could expect to receive any pay.
Iowa [Mr. GREEN] three minutes.
The doctor also often runs great risk, especially in treating
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, ordinarily I would not contagious diseases like the one which causes the present epibe in favor of this bill, but with fhe emergency that is up~m demic and others even more infectious. The gentleman from
us at this time I see no other way to control it.
Illinois [Mr. FosTER] has referred to the case of the doctors
The epidemic that is spreading over the counb·y: threatens who- volunteered· for experiments in order to discover the cause
now not only to paralyze business in certain communities but of infectious yellow fever and met their death thereby. These
to strangle military preparations. In cei:tain quarters it is on me-n were as truly heroic· as any who lose their lives on the
the increase. I know of no method which has been advanced field of battle, and the pension which was subsequently awarded
and no proposal which has been made which will get control of to . their families was small indeed· for the great service · renthis epidemic better than the one offered in this bill. If I knew. dered manh.'ind' by their sacrifice.
of a better one, I would be in favor of it.
This bill is a somewhat inadequate acknowledgment of the
Mr. GORDON. Will the· gentleman yield?
value-of a profession· which stands, to say the least, as high as
i ·Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Yes.
any:
Mr. GORDON. Does not the gentleman think that it ought
I trust the bill will pass and soon become a law.
to be limited to the· present emergency?
Mr. DOREMl:JS. Mr. Chairman, I yield' five minutes to the
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I agree with the gentleman that there gentleman fr.om Mississippi [Mr. SissoN].
9ught to be certain limitations put on. it.
1\fr. SISSON. Mr. Chairman, I do not care to discuss the
Mr. MONDELL. Will' the· gentleman yield?
terms of the bill itself. This House has twice passed, by
l 1\fr. GREEN of Iowa. Yes.
.
. .
unanimous consent, a bill on rural sanitation. Sanitation of
1\Ir. MONDELL. Do we get any more servme from physiCians the cities has been looked after and rural sanitation has been
by passing this bill and giving rank to medical men?
:
neglected. The rural sanitation done now by the Federal Govl\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. I think I can explain that by alluding· ernment is in cooperation with the State and county health
to a situation of which I have personal knowledge. I know of authorities. The Federal Government is committed to this
physi.cians of hi~h rank ~~ would ?ot by t.:eason of ~e be work by virtue of the fact that we are approQriatihg $150,000
permttted ~o go mto the nnhtary service.. They are _amn.ous to a year for the "QUrpose of cooperating with the States, but the
do somethmg, to feel that they are domg something m the trouble is that there is no fixed or definite policy by reason of
cris~s of the co~~try,_ SOJ?ething dire-ctly affecting ~he whole the fact that the appropriation has been made without being
Natwn, and partimpating m the war work. I am satisfied that: ·authorized by law. The bill to which I refer has been discussed
they are ready to go forward and offer their services, and will repeatedly upon the floor of the House and has passed by unanioffer their services, in case the bill is pas ed, although they mous consent. It was killed in the Senate by virtue of one Senamay know nothing of the bill at this time and perhaps have tor who happened to be upon the committee who bad no objection
not even heard of it. I know physicians. to. whom. I believe the · to the terms of the·bill but who by reason of the f-act that he uid
provisions of the bill will appeal ; it will appeal to their patriot- not believe in the practice of medicine objected to the bill beism; it will appeal to their desire to serve their country. to coming a law. I want to say that this bill I have introduced
their desire to be of use at this time. I believe they will come and it is now pending before the committee, is the sam~
forward, and that the Government cnn marshal them together bill that has been several• times reported from the Committee
and put them where they are needed to carry on the work which on Interstate· and Foreign Commerce, except that the principal
.w ill be effective.. That, as I understand, is the great object ancl objection to the bill was a tuberculosis department, creating
purpose of the bill.
two btueaus. I want the RECORD to show that at the proper
The epidemic is serious in parts of my State, and in other time I shall offer this bill as an amendment to the pending
parts it is hardly felt at all. At Camp Dodge, according to the resolution. I would have no objection if I could get recognilette~: I received the other day, there were 1,300 cases in a tion to move to discharge the committee from further considerasingle day, 900 cases the day before, and 600 cases the day after. tion of the bill and to tuke it up without putting it as an amendDeaths in that camp are now somewhere from 70 to 80 each ment upon this resolution, but the same cormnittee and the same
day -as a result of this epidemic, and yet there is nothing like ,members of the committee who have been upon that committee
the number of soldiers in that camp which it is able to accom- ' before have repeatedly reported the bill. The chairman of the
modate, and not the number that there ought to be there and committee has not given the bill a place as yet, and I have asked·
.would be there were it not for this epidemic keeping them away. him· once or twice to let me take it up, but in view of the fact
1\Ir. MONDELL. Of course, this resolution would not furnish that it has unanimously passed the House on two occasions I
any additional physicians for that kind of work.
want to offer it as an amendment to this resolution at the proper
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time. I hop,3 it may be in order. Omitting the formal part of
the bill~it is short-it is as follows:
That hereafter there shall be jn the Bureau of United States Public
Health :5ervicc an additional division known and designated as the
division of rural f'anitation, and said division shall be under the charge
of a commissioned medical officer of the United States Public Health
8ervice detailed by the Surgeon General, which officer, while thus serving, shall be an assistant surgeon general within the meaning of section
3 of the act approved July 1, 1902, entitled "An act to increase the
etfictency and change the name of the United States Marine Hospital
Service."

I\Iy reason for asking the committee to adopt this amendment
is this: There are five diseases that constitute about 85 per cent

of the death rate in the United States, according to the statistics.
All of these diseases are preventable <liseases. This rural sanitation has nothing to do with the practice of medicine but simply
teaches the people the sanitary laws. For example, typhoid
fever is now known to be due to infection.
·
The sources of infection can be discovered and eradicated,
and homes that are properly looked after in a sanitary way
are never visited with ·typhoid fever liDless the infection comes
from ~orne other source. One of the chief sources of infection
is milk and another is water. It does not make any difference
how sanitary you may make the great cities. Take, for instnnce, the city of· my friend from Pennsylvania [Mr. MooRE],
the city of Philadelphia. If you have the vegetables and milk
coming from the country and they are infected because of
careless sanitary arrangements in the country, you will have
typhoid in Philadelphia. Therefore, as a protection to the city
as well as to the country we should increase the knowledge
in respect to sanitary laws. Malaria, which kills so many people
in the United States, is absolutely preveptable solely by obserYance of proper srrnitary measures.
The. CHAilll\1AN. The time of the gentleman from I\Iississippi has expired.
·
i\1r. SISSON. l\lr. Chairman, I will ask the gentleman to
grant me two or three minutes more.
Mr. DOREMUS. I yield three minutes more to the gentlemnn.
I\rr. SISSON. ~Iy rea on for insisting upon this measure
pas:-;ing at this time is that if this becomes a part of this bill, by
cooperation with every county in the United States we can
get in touch with the twoper authorities and with the expenditure of very little money on the pnrt of the Federal Government, because the States ~nd counties will have to contribute
50 per cent either in service or money of the amount spent by
the Health Dep:wtment of the Government that makes us
capable of preventing these diseases. I know of notUng more
costly to the human family than ignorance. If you will give
this information and convince every fai·mer in the country
that by the u e of proper sanitary methods he can eliminate
these five communicable diseases in the United States it will
save millions of dollars in doctors' bills and a great <leal of
suffering; but if it is not done by somebody hrrving charge of the
work, somebody with authority, strange as it may seem, the
county and State health authorities are not capable of impressing the peo11le at home as they are if they haye cooperation with the Federal Government.
I\fr. 1\IONDELL. Will the gentleman yield?
I\1r. SISSON. I do.
l\lr. l\IONDELL. The gentleman is very much in favor of his
bill. V\hich is a Yery different measure than the measure before us?
Mr. SISSON. Yes.
l\Ir. l\IONDELL. Is the gentleman in fayor of issuing these
commi ~ sions at this time, as provided for in this bill?
:Mr. SISSON. I must sny to my friend that in the past I
have not looked with much favor upon this proposition that is
now before the House. I haYe not given the bill the study,
perhaps, I ought to have given to it; but if the bill becomes the
law, since this House has by unanimous consent twice passed
this bill before, I see no reason why it should not become the
law with this bill at this time. [Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
l\lr. ESCH. I\fr. Chairman, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from Wyoming [l\Ir. I\loNDELL].
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Chairman, the country is passing
through a fearful epidemic and there is not a Member of Congress who would withholJ the moneys and the authority necessary to deal with that epidemic. As a matter of fact the Congress has appropriated $1,000,000 and placed it in the hands of
the Public Health Service for the purpose of meeting thjs emergency. Those moneys are now being expended. Congre s would
gladJy appropriate more if necessary, but that more is not considere£1 necessary is evidenced by the fact t])at those wll,o are
pre enting thl' resolution propose to strike out the appropriation
which it carries. No,Y, the question is, in view of the situation,
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\Vhat is the necessity for this legislation? What we need is
more doctors. What we need is doctors wllere they are needed.
Will we secure them through this resolution? We will not secure one more than we now have or can get- unle s there be
somewhere a physician who refuses to render the aid an<l
services which he can render unles he receive a commis ion
and epaulets. That is the proposition. This bill does not furnish any money to the Public Health Service ; it does not ghe
any authority they do not now have. This bill can n ot increHse
the number of doctors. This bill will not ncce saril y bring any
more physicians into the Public Health Service unless there are
physicians so dead to the ethics of their profess ion that they
refuse to do what they can to relieve the situation. I <lo not
believe there are many physicians who can be <lragoone<l into
the Public Health Service by putting a major's shouluer strul)
on them; if there be such they will be of very little use when they
do get them. I am not certain we should not create a resen·e
in the Public Health Service of men commissioneu in yarious
parts of the counti·y who would respond wheneYer called upon,
but this bill does not as it is now presented make such provi ion.
The caption of the bill refers to a reserve, but as a matter of fa ct
the measure as the committee is prepared to present it creates
a permanent force of men who are to be commissione<l and paid
for five years unless their commissions are sooner taken from
them.
Mr. DOREMUS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. 1\lONDELL. So it doe;; not create a reserYe corps w hich
can be useful in case of emergency. I yield to the gentlema n.
I\lr. DOREMUS. I know my friend from \Vyoming does not
want to make any mi statement.
Mr. MONDELL. No.
I\fr. DOREMUS There is nothing in the resolution \thich requires or provides that these men shall be paid for the period
of five years. They will only be paid-1\lr. I\fONDELL. Oh, there is nothing in the resolution as
your committee now proposes to present and support it that
authorizes anyone to commission a man without paying him,
and in the absence of any provision in the resolution to the
effect that the reserve corps may be called upon when needed
and be paid only when in active service, those men would
be commissioned, would draw their pay, and would not be ·a
temporary f.orce but a permanent force.
I\fr. DOREMUS. Let me call the attention of the gentleman
to the fact that under existing law none of the men in the
Public Health Service get any pay at all except while on active
duty, so the gentleman is clearly in error.
·
Mr. I\IONDELL. The gentleman is not speaking accurately.
If the gentleman will stop to think for a moment he will
realize how inaccurate he is when he makes the statement that
no one in the Public Health Service receives any pay unle ·s
on so-called active service. They are all on active service the
moment they are commissioned, and they continue on active
service while they bold their commission. This bill purports to
create a reserve but it creates an additional active ervice. If
it ~vould give or add a single additional man, or woulu in
any way help in getting physicians we do not now have, we
would all of us be favorable to it, but I can see nothing in it
but an attempt to create a permanent body pf commissione<l
men under the pretense of being of some as istance in the
present emergency. Not a man can be secured, employed, or
paid under it who can not now be employed and paid unle s.
as I said, there are men who refuse to do their duty unless
commissioned. [Applause.]
The CHAIRI\1AN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. DOREMUS. Mr. Chairman, I yield five minutes to the
gentleman from Arkansas [l\Ir. WINGO].
l\1r. WINGO. Mr. Chairman, \Vhen I came into the Hall a
few moments ago I heard the gentleman from Iowa [l\1r. GREE J
()iscus ing this bill, and I sought to get information in 'refer·
ence to it, and I find in talking to the gentlemen who have charge
of the bill- that the object of the bill is not to <lo what I feareu
and what the gentleman from 'Vyoming seem to fear; that i.·,
put a major's shoulder straps on a lot of doctors. That is not
tbe object of the bill at all. If it were the purpose of the bill!.
to offer an incentive to the doctors of thi country to do thei::"
duty by giving them a commi sion in the United States Army,
of course I would not be for it. I do not believe you have to
offer an incentive to l)hysicians. I do not believe tl1e phyKicians are moved by the spirit which the gentleman from
Wyoming seems to think they are m·o>ed by. _fy observation
has been that the doctors of this country give more of tlleit·
time and attention to real public senice thnn possibly any
other class of professional men that we have. They are thG
only professional men who are constantly givin~; their time anJ.
their attention to bring about conditions which will be a detrl·
ment to them financially.
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Ilvery time the physicians of this country-and there are a
lot of them anxious to do it-give their- time and attention to
improve the public health, we all know they reduce their income . And yet that is the condition that we know exists with
reference to the medical profession of this country. We know
what they have done since this war started. We know
that the most of the physicians who have gone into the Army,
and are to-day in France, have given up practices that in a
great many instances amount to a great deal more than they
receive in pay as officers. They have felt the call of patriotic
duty and have responded to it. And I believe that in this
epidemic the physicians of this country are working night and
day doing everything they can.
Now, you ask what is the benefit of this. From what I
gatl1er, the benefit of this will be that it will give an organization that will make it possible· for the Public Health Service to
more fully utilize the services of people who can be used by
creating a public health reserve in this country, just like you
have other reserves connected with other branches of the Government. And now, if it does that, why not do it? The gentl~
man from Wyoming [Mr. MoNDELL] is mistaken as to pay, because the bill provides that they are x>aid only when on active
duty. And I do not think you want to ask a doctor to give
services to the public unless you give him pay for that service
in keeping with the pay given for other services of the same
b'l"ade.
1\Ir. REED. Will the gentleman yield?
1\!r. WINGO. I will.
1\Ir. REED. Am I to understand that this bill is a permanent bi1l or an emergency war measure?
1\Ir. WINGO. As I understand, the committee proposes to
offer an amendment which will restore the language on page 1,
does it not?
Mr. DOREMUS. Yes.
Mr. WINGO. Then, if it does, commissions will be for a term
f>f five years unless sooner terminated.
Mr. REED. It says " during the war in which the United
Stutes is now engaged." That is why I asked the question.
liy colleague was talking as if he thought this should be a
permanent institution of our Government.
·l\Ir. WINGO. I will pay very little attention as to whether
or not it will be a permanent institution. l\Iy idea is this : That
if we provided for tliis during this epidemic and it proved of
great value, the Public Health Service would show us it was a
good thing and therefore it ought to be a permanent institution.
Frankly, I can not see any reason why, if it is good in emergency, we should not have an organization that will be ready
whenever another emergency arises and one which we can immediately use, instead of having to constitute new machinery
each time.
~Ir. GREEN of Iowa.
Especially when they are only paid
while on active duty.
1\Ir. WINGO. Only paid while on active duty. And even if
I did not have that notion, I will close with this suggestion:
There is not any more efficient organization in this Government
than the medical organizations, the health organizations. We
are proud of the record that the Public Health Service has made
in this country, the splendid service that it has been to the
country both in times of epidemic and in their customary
routine ser-vice. We are all proud of the showing that the
medical divisions of our Army and our Navy have made. The
reports from the camp of this country are something that we
ought to be proud of, and I know we are. And I am willing to
give what the Public Health Service and the medical divisions
of our Army and Navy say is necessar~y to ser-ve the public at
this time. [Applause.]
The CHAIR.l\1AN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. ESCH. 1\ir. Chairman, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from Pennsylvania [l\1.r. MooRE].
.
1\Ir. 1\IOORE of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, this measure
would not come in at this time except for the accident of the
epidemic which now afflicts the countr·y. It seems to me it
is rather unfair for the proponents of the bill, which contemplates the or-ganization of a permanent institution, to take
ndvantage of the existing crisis and, because of that crisis, use
this opportunity to pass this measure which they have long had
in mind and which hitherto has been subject to many objections.
·
I have read the bill, that portion which was stricken out,
~tnd I have read the amendment, or substitute therefor, and
baYe failed · to find in either the bill or the amendment any reference to the existing emergency, that emergency which my
colleague, the gentleman from Pennsylvania [l\Ir. VABE], referred to, and referred to very appropriately, because he comes
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from a distr-ict where the people have been dying during the
past week by the hundreds and where they are still dying, due
to an epidemic that has been passed down to us from New
England. I happened to be in Boston two weeks ago when this
epidemic was at its height there, and have observed its progress
and ha.ve felt its effects in my own family. It is a terrible
scourge. It has come on to Washington. It is now passing
west. But will this bill relieve the situation? Is this bill
intended to relieve the situation? Gentlemen have· sa.id that
an emergency exists and that this bill, of long standing in the
House, should be passed because of that emergency. Our crying need in the section from which I come i.s for doctors,
nurses, and undertakers. We need the doctors now. Those
that we have are overworked. 'Ve want the doctors to come
into our homes and take care of our families, our children, our
men, and women, who are dying for the want of medical care.
Why? Because we do not have enough physicians. As they
did not have enough of them in Boston, we did not have enough
of them in Philadelphia, and you do not have enough of them
in Washington; and if this scourge passes west or south you
will not have enough of them left to tak-e care of the wants of
your families. A gentleman told me, coming down in the
train yesterday, that outside of one of the munition plants
there was- one undertaker who had in his establishment now
168 bodies that he could not move for 10 days because it was
impossible to get coffins and grave diggers to decently put those
bodies away.
Mr. LAZARO. 1t1r. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I will yield in a moment.
Where were many of our physicians? They were in the Army,
or they had•been engaged in other war activities. What do you
propose to do by this bill? You propose to create a permanent
organization to do what? To take physicians who may be in
attendance upon my child now :mrl who may he in attendance on
your child to-morrow to put on shoulder straps and go into the
Government service.
That is what this bi11 does. There is not one thing in it to
relieve the present cri::;i ; it creates a permanent organization
to run four years in one instance and five years in another. It
relieves the man who is doing a needed domestic service and puts
him in the official service.
Mr. DOREl\IUS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Yes.
1\Ir. DOREl\IUS. Does not the gentleman know that the men
in this serviee·do not wear shoulder straps?
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. That is what 1s proposed to be
done when you commission them. You propose to grade them
and take them from private sen-ice and put them into the
public service. You propose to take them from the homes and
put them into political places. You are not meeeting the present
emergency ; you are looking forward to a five-year~ tenure of
office, and you are taking the physicians a way frpm the homes
where they are so badly needed at the present time.
It is unfortun!lte; it is not fair for the committee to bring in
a bill of this kind under the guise of the present emergency.
No one appreciates the Public Health Service more than I do.
No one values more than I do the trials and sacrifices and services of the heroic men, pa t and present, ip that organization
who have studied science and medicine and devoted their attention to the public good and the . general welfare. But you do
not intend to help the individual family by this change. Under
this bill you do not propose to send our dome~tic physicians to
war; you propose to send them to the ports and put them around
industrial ·establishments and take them away from the points
where they are useful and absolutely necessary to protect 1ife.
The CllAIRl\1AN. The time of the gentleman from Pennsylvania has e.-"q)ired.
Mr. MOORE of Pensylvania. The bill has been brought in
as an emergency bill, but it covers no immediate ' emergency.
It provides for a five-year tenure of office for physicians who are
sadly needed now in tl1e afflicted districts.
l\lr. ESCH. 1\Ir. Chairman, has the gentleman from Michigan
any other speaker?
l\lr. DOREMUS. Yes. l yjeld five minutes to the gentleman
from Texas [Mr. SLAYDEN].
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman :from Texas is recognized
for five minutes.
1\fr. SL...<\..YDEN. Mr. Chairman, this resolution was introduced on June 26, 1917; apparently, if one would give full credit
to the argument that has been made here, to provide for the
emergency of the epideinic which came to us in the autumn ot
1918. It seems to haYe been a wonderful forecast of events.
But it is like a good many of the so-called "war measures."
I am coming to believe that the phrase " war measures " covers
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R multitude of sins-anything that anyone wants, from the
establishment of an organization to conduct a series of pink
teas to this resolution, which masquerades as " a war measure."
1\!r. Chairman, I have not yet been able to become convinced
of the necessity of this legislation, although I have . listened
carefully to the arguments of gentlemen while I have been in
the House, and I have great respect for them, and usually for
the soundness of theii· arguments and their logic, but I have
not yet been convinced that by simply giving men commissions
in the Federal service you are thereby adding to the number of
doctors in the country and thus relieve the community distress
that my friend from Pennsylvania [Mr. MooRE] speaks about, or
that it will increase their skill. It is notorious, Mr. Chairman,
that the great doctors, the men whose skill has brought them
to the top of their profession, the men who have done wonderful
things in the way of healing, in discoveries in the field of medical
science, are not the men who go into the military or naval service or other public organizations. The reward for such a man
in primte life far surpasses anything that can be given him
officially. This resolution proposes to im-ade the States and
municipalities and, out of hand, take them all, all of their officials, and convert them into a part of a Federal machine.
L ask my friends who represent States and parts of States
and municipalities to consider for a moment the effect of such
legislation. It is a further centralization of power at Washington. As a Democrat, as an American citizen who believes
in the institutions of his country as they were founded and in
tho e divisions of power that were made in its beginning, I am
opposed to such a measure as this.
No doubt the framers of this measure considered carefully
and ma de an accurate estimate of the temptation which was
to be offered, which is a title and rank and uniform. I suppose
that the certain pay of a commissioned officer of the United
States Army, plus allowances that are provided for, which,
perhaps, some physicians do not earn at home, .are relied on to
p~·oduce plenty of applications and thus build up the bureau.
Again, my friend from Pennsyl"mnia [l\lr. MooRE] said very
pertinently and strongly that already the demands of the military
and naval organizations of this country have drained the communities of their medical men.
Within the last year I personally have known communities in
the district in which I reside to be left absolutely without doctors.
They were mostly country doctors, but country people get sick.
Country people have the same "hands, organs, dimensions,
Stnses, and affections" &.s other people. They ha"\""e the same
weaknesses. If you prick them they bleed. They suffer as
other men suffer, and they require the treatment of physicians
when they are ill. But those communities have been drained,
and they will be further m·ained by this measure. Rank and
certain pay and the distinction of holding a Federal office will
take them from the hardships and meager pay of country practice.
Mr. LAZARO. Will the gentleman yield?
1\lr. SLAYDEN. I had only fi"\""e minute , ami I dare say I
ha'e only a minute left.
·
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman has one minute remaining.
Mr. SLAYDEN. I would like "\""ery much to yield to my distinguished friend, but I had it in mind-! certainly wm not
now have the time-to go o"\""er this bill by paragra,phs and indicate my opposition to it.
Mr. LAZARO. I would like to ask a "\""ery brief question.
Mr. SLAYDEN. I am afraid I will not have time to answer
it; but I will yield to the gentleman.
Mr. LAZARO. Merely for information. For instance, in a
community where as the result of the war there is now no
doctor, and in a town a few miles away there are too many
doctors, would it not be possible to get a doctor from the town
where there are too many and send him to the place where
tl.ere are none?
·
l\Ir. SLAYDEN. When the doctors where there are too many
find out that there is a locality in which there are too few you
can not keep them away.
The CRAIRM lli. The time of the gentlem3n has expired.
Mr. DOREMUS. I yield to the gentleman another minute.
Mr. SLAYDEN. Answering the question of my esteemed
friend, whom I love and admire, the gentleman from Louisiana
[Mr. LAZARO], I will say tl1at the law of supply and demand
that ordinarily governs business, except when there is a war
measure on. wUI apply in the case to which he refers, and that
young physicians and old physicians who have an unremunerative practice will eagerly hasten to the community in which
t11ere are too few physicians.
Mr. BLACK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SLAYDEN. I can not better finish m:.r . peech than
by yielding to my colleague.
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1\Ir. BLACK. EYen if that. situation arose it would not be corrected by this legislation, becat.1se the Public Health Service
would not have any right to station a practicing physician
b such a community unless possibly temporarily.
Mr. SLAYDEN. I hope the reply of my colleague [Mr.
BLAcK] is satisfactory to my friend from Louisiana · [Mr.
LAZARO].

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. DOREMUS. I yield fi"\""e minutes to the gentleman from
Illinois [Mr. FosTER].
.
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen seem to get an idea
that under this joint resolution the Government is going to commission a lot of doctors, put uniforms on them, and send them
out through the country. Gentlemen were never more mistaken
in their lives. Public Health officials do not wear uniforms, never
have, and I hope they never will. They belong to the civilian
population and to that portion of our ·people who are not expected
to wear uniforms any more than anybody else.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will my colleague yield?
1\Ir. FOSTER. I have only five minutes.
Mr. STAFFORD. I have been informed by a representati"\""e
of the Public Health Service that under the present regulations
these men are privileged to wear the uniform with the one bar of
a first lieutenant on the epaulets, and that the purpose of this
bill is to allow them to wear uniforms indicating higher rank.
l\Ir. FOSTER. Anybody who knows anything about" the Public
Health Service knows that they do not wear uniforms. I do not
know whether they can or not.
Mr. GOODWIN of Arkansas. Even Dr. Blue, the Surgeon
General of the Public Health Service, does not wear a uniform,
does he?
l\Ir. FOSTER. No; or any of the others. When we look back
upon the history of the country, and· of disease, and of the epidemics that the country has gone through, I am sorry anyone
from the former yellow-fever section or any other part of the
country, where epidemics occur, should stand on the floor opposing such a bill for the Public Health Service in time of need.
Why, every man who lives in this country ought to call to mind
what these men have done for the health of the people. When
epidemics of yellow fever swept over the South and when whole
communities and cities were driven from their homes through
fear, hundreds and thousands of people lost their lives. To-day
it is possible to prevent it. Typhoid, typhus, and many other
diseases ate pre"\""(;!ntable.
Mr. GORDON. They did it without commissions, too.
1\fr. FOSTER. No; most of them were commissioned. Yet
to-day we have men standing upon the floor of this House opposing this bill.
1\Ir. LAZARO. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. FOSTER. I yield to my colleague.
Mr. LAZAUO. Is it not a fact that in the histories which tl1e
children study iu school credit is given to Gen. Goethals for the
building of the Panama Canal, but not a word is said in those
histories about the great scientists, Heed, Lazarre, and Car-r oll,
who went to Cuba, the home of yellow fever, and submitted to
inoculation to establish the fact that yellow fever and malaria
were transmitted in a certain way, and blazed tbe way for Dr.
Gorgas to go to Panama and make a sanitary zone, and make it
possible for this country of ours to build the Panama Canal?
1\Ir. FOSTER. Certainly. There is no question about that.
My colleague states it correctly.
·
1\fr. LAZARO. And they did it without uniforms and without
commissions.
Mr. FOSTER. They did it without uniforms. Now comes the
Public Health Service that desires to commission these men,
believing, as they do, that they may help them, that they may
send them out to other parts of the country, giving them some
reward for goit;lg .from their homes, and they ought to have the
right to do it. I do not know whether it will help this epidemic ·
or not, but I am not one of those who will stand upon the floor
of this House and oppose any bill that looks to the saving of
human life and the mitigation of the distress and suffering of our
people.
1\Iy friends, we paid the widows of the .yellow-fever commission
each $125 a month. I remember that 1\irs. Lazarre came to my
office before the law was passed and told me of the distress and
the difficulty she had to live. She had no money, and we finally
got through the House a bill paying these widows $125 a month,
and one of the men who permitted himself to be experimented ·
upon came from the district of my friend, the gentlemen from
Indiana [l\Ir. B.A.BNHABT], and we gave him $85 a month. When
we think of what they did and what those who led the armies
through the field of battle, when we think of these in the civilian
service of the country who have done so much to save human
llfe-wheu we think of that, and then the Public Health Service
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asking us to give them this additional legislation; it seems to me
that men ought not to stand on the floor of this House and talk
about these men trying to get iri here ·because they want a commission, when it is only a temporary measure at best and expires
by limitation. Ah, my friends, I hope I may never be one of
those who will stand in the way of a measure to save the health
of the people of my country. by men who will do what they can
to save human•life and prevent disease.
Mr. MONDELL. Will the gentleman yield?
.M:r. FOSTER. No; I can not; my time is so short. I have no
more interest in this than you have. Your people suffer as
much as mine, but I am willing, if it costs a few thousand dollars,
to vote for it when we expend hundreds of thousands of dollars
for other purposes of possibly less importance-for hog cholera,
cattle tick, and those things. I would not stand here and endeavor to quibble about a little matter that affects the public
health of the people of this country. [Applause.]
Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, this bill was introduced long before the present epidemic came to this country.
It was not introduced in an"ticipation that this country would be
afflicted by such a scourge. It had been in contemplation even
before it was introduced in June of last year. It seeks the
creation of a reserve to serve in a national emergency whenever
that national emergency might arise, and therefore not necessarily during a period of war.
·Mr. MONDELL. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ESCH. Yes ; if the gentleman will make it brief.
· Mr. MONDELL. The gentleman does not agree with the gentleman from Illinois that this is only a temporary matter. The
gentleman's view is the correct view-that it is a permanent
reserve.
Mr. FOSTER. There are limitations in the bill.
Mr. MONDELL. I do not desire any limitations. If we are
going to create a reserve corps make it permanent.
Mr. ESCH. It says" in a time of national emergency." This
emergency inay recur; we can not tell but that five years hence
the country may again be scourged by some such affliction as
we are going through now. But the men who are appointed
under these provisions tO serve as a part of this reserve corps
will serve but· a temporary period under a commission which
will terminate by its own terms. Therefore I do not fear that
there will be created under this resolution a great permanent
force.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman yield?
1\I.r. ESCH. Yes.
Mr. STAFFORD. In the administration of the million and
three hundred thousand dollar fund, how does the Public Health
Service employ physicians and control the sanitary conditions
about the country?
Mr. ESCH. I suppose they use the money to the best advantage.
Mr. STAFFORD. In the employment of physicians?
Mr. ESCH. I suppose they do employ sanitarians. This is
largely for the purpose of employing sanitarians, because their
duty really precedes the duty of the physician. If the sanitarian does his work -well, there may be but little need of a
physician. But gentlemen seem to think that the purpose of
the bill is to create a lot of positions to satisfy the ambition
of men who wish to wear shoulder straps. I suppose every one
of you has gone down to the Quartermaster General's Depart~
ment, The Adjutant General's Department, the Surgeon General's Department of both the Army and the Nayy, and pleaded
for the appointment and commissioning of some good constituent, because, forsooth, he was specially equipped in a certain
line. Of course you did, and I do not blame you for doing it,
but these men who want to get into this Public Health Service
have the ·same right to aspire to a position as these constituents
of yours have to aspire to a position in the Quartermaster General Reserve Corps, in the Ordnance Reserve Corps, in the Medical Reserve Corps of the Navy, and the Medical Reserve Corps
of the Army.
Mr. LAZARO. 1\fr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. ESUH. Yes; for n question.
Mr. LAZARO. Members speak of medical men wishing to
wear aniforms and straps. Is it not a fact that all of the great
scientists and medical men who have worked in laboratories
where there was danger, who exposed their lives in order to
establish certain facts, have done so in the calm of the night
and the day without uniforms and without noise?
1\fr. ESCH. The gentleman is right about that.
Mr. GORDON. And without commissions, too.
' Mr. LAZARO_ Aud without commissions.
Mr. ESCH. They haw, and they have done noble work.
There is heroism iu the laboratory of a physician t11at deserves
recognition fully us much us does the heroism of the battle
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field, and these men, physicians and sanitarians; who will get
these temporary commissions in this Public Health reserve can
be just as brave, and doubtless will be just as brave, as men
who have·to-fight the physical battles, because they will be subject to orders and they will be compelled to go where there is
need, and that will be, in m·a ny cases, a place of danger, because
these diseases which they will have to combat are dangerous
and contagious diseases.
The records of the Public Health Service are filled with instances where men have given up their lives for the public good .
Let me recount that up to 1912 there were 8 officers in the
Public Health Service who contracted tuberculosis-8 commissioned officers out of a total force at that time of only 133.
Eight of them co:.1tracted tuberculosis and three of them died.
Fourteen contracted yellow fever, and six of them died. Four
contracted typhoid, and two of them died, and one of them had
the cholera. That is the record of the Public Health Service,
with 133 commissioned officers. The Surgeon General is going ·
to place these men in the Public Health reserve created by this
resolution in places of like danger, and if they are so placed
I am not one to deny them the simple requital of a commission. [Applause.] It is too small an argument to combat this
bill because, forsooth, these men desire some recognition of
their ability and of their patriotism. The least that we can do
is to give these men in the Public Health reserve a commission
commensurate with their ability and their service. Under the
law as it is now, under the act of 1902, no man can enter the
Public Health Service with a rank higher than that of ..an
assistant surgeon. This bill would give the health authorities
the right to grant rank higher than that-of past assistant surgeon, of surgeon, and Assistant Surgeon General. That is the
line of promotion in the servi-ce, being assimilated with the
service of the Medical Corps of_ the Navy, with which it has
been related more or less since 1798. These men ask nothing unreasonable. The gentleman from Peimsylvnnia [Mr. MooRE]
said this bill would simply draw away physicians from places
where they are now needed. The purpose of the bill is to send
men to places where they will be needed, and if it passes, by
creating a personnel of two or three hundred of these men who ,
pass examinations, who are skilled, and who have aptitude for
these positions, will save many sections of the country from
many a death, and the fears of the gentleman I know will not .
be realized. ·
It is unfortunate that just at this time, with this great dis- ease spreading over this country, we are also at war. We are .
Rhort of physicians and 50 per cent of our trained nurses axe in
the Army service, many of them across the sea. It is unfortunate that this disease should be coincident with the war, but
these national emergencies are not always going to occur when .
we are at war. We want this reserve created to meet these
national emergencies.
.
1\!r. LAZARO. Is it not a well-known fact that Japan's success in fighting Russia was due to the fact that Japan recognized the importance of efficient me~cal service and of giving
the medical men rank in order to cope with that situation?
Mr. ESCH. I think the gentleman states 'that correctly.
Mr. LAZARO. Did they not blaze the way?
Mr. ESCH. It was due to that wonderful system established
by the Japanese that the Japanese mortality rate was the least
of any army in recent years.
Mr. LAZARO. She made the greatest progress ever known
to mankind.'
Mr. ESCH. Yes; and it was due to the sanitarians connected
with the Japanese Army that there were so few cases of typhoid, whereas typhoid has been the army plague from the
beginning. I think we ought to vote for this resolution, and I
shall move to amend to make the limi'~ation of time one year. .
I believe we can well afford also to put in a limitation that the
pay shall be confined to the period of the active duty of the
man.
.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. ESCH. Yes.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Would the gentleman agree to
a limitation as to the number of men to be appointed?
Mr. ESCH. I doubt whether that would be wise. The thing
to do is to have it flexible.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Suppose there should be a
heavy draft on overworked physicians in my district for this
sen·ice and we should be left without physicians, as we are at
present, does not the gentleman think there should be soq1e
restraint upon the appointing power, that there should be a
distribution of these appQintments? _ .
.
. l\1r. LAZARO. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield
to me?
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Atlantic seaboard and has spread to practically every State in
the Union. It has. reached very serious proportions in many
places, so that to meet the situation the Public. Health Service;
through the Volunteer Medical Service Corps of the Medical
SP-ction of the Council of National Defense. sent out a call to
more than 1,000 doctors, and has succeeded in enrolling
. in epidemic service something more than 200 doctors. The
reason why the proportion of a"Cceptance in this service was so
low is due to the fact thut a large number of the doctors were
seriously needed in their home to:wns and could not be spa red,
and a large number were already stricken with influenzn.~
tion-Mr. MOORE of Penn ylvania. Let us have a fair supply of The Public Health Service wishes it clearly understood that it
daes not believe that the doctors of the country are refusing
physician for domestic purpo es.
to accept epidemic service because they are not offered a com1\fr. LAZARO. Ob, they will see to that.
The CHAIRMAN. Tlle time of the gentleman from Wisconsin mission. but it does believe that when these doctors leave their
Ilomes and enter a serious epidemic, such as influenza has proven
has expired~
Mr. BENJAl\IIN L. FAIRCHILD. Mr. Chairman, I ask to be, such service should be recognized and rewarded with a
unanimous con ent that the time of debate ba extended for five commi sion. The epidemic- of influenza which has now spread
thrOl:l<>'h the country is without a parallel in the history of the
minutes.
United States. The most widespread epidemics of yellow fever
The CHAIRMAN. The time for debate is: fixed by the rule.
1\ir. DOREl\fUS. Mr. Chairman, how much time have I re- whieb have swept over the Southern States have on no
occasion equaled the number of deaths which have already
maining upon this side?
occurred from influenza in this country. In 1878 the epidemic
The CHAIRMAN. Five minutes.
Ur. DOREMUS. 1\ir. Chairman, I will try to get through in of yellow fever caused about 4,000 deaths in the city of New
less than five minutes. I think every member of the committee Orleans. Up to the present time there have been more than
must have been impressed by .the stdking want of harmony of 2,000 deaths from influenza in Boston; New York reports about
the arguments of those who have opposed this resolution. One· 400 deaths a day from influenza and pneumonia; \Va •hin()'ton
Member vociferously proclaimed that this is a scheme to create City, 74 deaths per day. In the Army the death rate has jumped
political jobs~ Another opponent of the resolution made the from. 4 per thousand per year to more than 81 per thousand per
declaration that if this should become the law there w011ld be no year on account of infi.uenza; this means about 2,000 death..<; in
addition to the Public Health Service. Of course, the question. the Army from influenza for the week ended October 1. 1918.
" When the number of deaths from influenza are summed up
that naturally presents itself to the ordinary individual is, How,.
if the ~~esolution will not increase the number: of men in the serv- they will undoubte<lly be many thousand more than that of
any other epidemic in the history of the country. The crying
ice, can it add to the number of political jobs?
neces ity of the hour is a mobile corps of physicians, nur es,
1\fr. MONDELL._ Will the gentleman yield"l
Mr. DOREMUS. I can not yield just now. I have only five and sanitarians whQ can be shifted from place to place to cope
with this and similar national emergencies a they ari e. There
minutes.
'
Mr. MONDELL. I have not heard anyone here opposed to can be no doubt that by the time that winter comes the impress
thi re olution say that it would not 1ead to appomtments. The of this present epidemic upon national vitality will have bestatement was made that it would not give us any more doctors. come so deep that we may confidently expect its aftermath in
Mr. DOREMUS. I will say to my friend from Wyoming that the form of epidemics of cerebrospinal meningitis, pneumonia,
the statement has been repeatedly made on this floor that this and the like. For this reason it is all the more urgent to pr~
resolution will be entirely inefficient to add to the present organi- pare for this situation while there is still time, and that in the
zation of the Public Health Service, and yet other gentlemen future similar national disasters may not find us unprepared to
opposing the measure have said it is a scheme to create political meet them as fully as our re ources will permit"
In that I heartily concur. Now, in answer to the question,
job , and it reminds one of the statement that is often heard that
if one is determined not to do a thing, why one excuse is just as bow you are going to increase the number of men in the Public.
good as another. Now, l\lr. Chairman, I de ire to quote very Health Service by this re olution, I say we propose to increa e
briefly from a memorandum prepared by the Public Health them in the same way we increase the surgeon and phy ieians
in the Army and Navy to-day and in no other way. This i not
Service:
" Senate joint resolution No. 63 was pas ed by the Senate a war measure. It is not put forth here as a war measure.
June 18, 1917, and favorably reported with amendments by the There i no que tion that the nece ity for its enactment has been
Committee on Interstate .and Foreign Commerce in the House emphasized by the prevailing epidemic, but, as pointed out hy my
friend from Wiscon in [Mr.' E CH], we not only desire this legisof Rep1·esentatives.August 30, 1917. ·
" The purpose of this resolution is to establish a reserve corps lation to cope with the present epidemic but we want to create
in the United States Public Health Service. At pre ·ent the a permanent force that will be prepared to meet the ne:"...'t
ser\'ice is operating under the act of 1889, which authorized a epidemic, and no man in the world know when that will come.
commissioned personnel but limited the appointments in this 1\.fr. Chairman, on behalf of the committee I will a k at the
corps to the lowest grade, and further provided that medical proper time to strike out all of the resolution as reported by tile
officers should serve four years in this lowest graue prior to (jommittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce after section 1,
promotion: In view of the fact that the Army and Navy have it having been agreed by practically all who are intereste<J. in
practically taken into service all of the younger medical men the subject that by reason of legislation already enacted the e
it has been impossible f or the Public Health Service to secure additional sections will be nnnecessm·y, and then I wi11 a. k to
phy icians for its regular commissioned corps.- The resolution amend section 1 by inserting n provi o which will preserYe the
as propo ~ed '\·vill authorize the commi sioning of medical and same proportion of rank. as now exists and will limit the pay nu
sanitary personnel in the higher grades with commensurate allowances of these men to the time they are on active duty.
The CHAIRl\lAN ~ The time of the gentleman has expired;
rankr
all time has expired, and the Clerk will read.
"At the outbreak of the war there were about 140,000 doctors
The Clerk read as follows :.
in the United States. Of this number somewhat less than
Res(}lved etc., That for the purpose of ecuring a reserv for duty
130,000 are in active practice. Up to the present time the 1n the Publlc Health Service in time of national emergency there shall
.Army has enrolled about 30,000 doctors for military duty, be organized, under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, under
rules and regulations as the President shall pre eribe, a reserve
and the Navy several thousand. Further, the draft boards' · such
of the Public Health Service. The President alone hall b authorized
examination requires practicully all of the time of 15,000 to to appoint and commission as officers in the said reserve such citizens as.
20.000 physicians. In order to meet the needs of an army of upon examination prescribed by the President, shall be found physically.
and morally qualified to bold sncb commissions, and satd
5,000,000 men it will be necessary for the Army to enroll 20,000 mentally,
commis ions shall be in force for a perlo1 of five years, unles soonPrmore physicians, provided the proportion of 10 doctors per termlnated in the discretion of the Pre ident, but commis ion in ~>aid
thousand is maintained~ At present, then, the available sup- reserve shall not exempt the holder from military or naval service.
senior ass!. tant sanitarians,.
ply of doctor for the civil population is estimated at about Said officers shall consist of sanitarians,
0
0
75,000 to 80,000. This number is being rapidly reduced by the ~~~::s~~ft~~ ~r;:::i~~ii ~~'lvhe~h er~:_~~ ~ a;~~il~~~~~::. ~~ r::v~:
daily enrollments of medical men in the Army 1\ledical Corp . of absence of surgeons, pas ed assistant surgeons, and assistant surgeons,
" It will be seen that wben the present epidemic of influenza respectively.
Mr. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry. Would
began in the United States there was a serious shortage of
doctors for the ordinary needs of the civil population. There it not be proper at this time now to move to sh·ike out all-Mr; DOREMUS. I would be very glad to offer that amendwas also a proportionate shortage in the nurSing personnel of
the counh·y. Epidemic influenza was first reported along the ment if it is in order at this time.
Mr. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania. I have not the floor.
Mr. ESCH. I yield.
Mr. LAZARO. Does not tl1e gentleman think that the department here realizes the importanee of taking care of thecivil popul~tion, so that the civil population will produce what
iS' neeessary for- the men on the firing line?
.
~Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I will say that not.. one of
these physicians in the Public Health Service will be available
to go in:'J the homes to relieve the distress there.
Mr. LAZARO. How can they take care of the civil popuia-
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Mr. 1\IONDELL. 1\Ir. Chairman, there is a committee amendment pending which has not been disposed of.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will not the gentleman from Michigan ask
unanimous consent that the House consider only section 1 of the
Senate resolution and not consider section 2 of the Senate resotution, or tl1e substitute reported by the committee?
Mr. DOREMUS. If it is in order I will be very glad to move
to strike out 'all of the resolution after section 2 providing it
does not foreclose my right to offer an nmendment to section 1.
Mr. STAFFORD. The regular procedure would be for the
committee first to consider the substitute recommended by the
commit tee and to consider amendments to the substitute, and
then afte r it has been amended either to reject or accept it,
and tile House is not dispo ed to act upon the committee substitute.
l\Ir. DOREMUS. I shall move to· strike out of tile resolution
all after section 2.
l\1r. STAFFORD. Ask unanimous con~ent.
The CHAIRMAN. Section 2 has not been read yet.
Mr. DOREMUS. I ask unanimous consent to strike out of the
resolution all after section 2.
Tile CHAIRMAN. Is there objection? [After- a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
I\It·. DOREMUS. 1\ir. Chairman, I mo-ve to strike out, on
page 2 - .l\Ir. STAFFORD. The gentleman should now ask unanimous
consent to consider section 1 of the Senate resolution, because the
commit tee has recommended to strike it out.
i 1\Jk. DOREMUS.
To strike out everything after section 1.
1 Mr. STAFFORD.
The committee has recommended the striking out of section 1 of the Senate resolution.
1\Ir. DOREMUS. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out of section 1, on page 2, everything after and including line 3, page 2,
and insert the following.
The CHAIRl\IAJ.~. The Clerk will report the amendment.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, there is a committee amendment pending to the Senate joint resolution which is to strike out
section 1. Action has to be taken upon that first, and we can
readily take action by voting it dom1 and then amendments will
be in order.
1\fr. DOREMUS. I ask for a vote on the motion.
Mr. ROBBINS. State what the committee amendment is.
1\Ir. DOREMUS. To strike out section 1 of the Senate bill.
1\Jr. ROBBINS. Section 1 and part of section 2?
Mr. DOREMUS. Strike out the italicized matter of section l.
Mr. ROBBINS. Section 1 and part of section 2?
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Chairman, by unanimous consent, we ha\e
already stricken out all after section 2. Now, the question is
to vote on the committee amendment striking out section 1 of
th~ Senate amendment.
So the question would be on that
amendment.
1\lr. MONDELL. The recommendation of the committee must
be disposed of, and the recommendation of the committee is to
strike out all after the enacting clause and insert certain other
matter.
Mr. DOREMUS. We want to \Ote down the committee
amendment.
1\lr. SLAYDEN. 1\lr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. SLAYDEN. I confess I am a little confused about this,
there being so many counselors. I do not yet understand, I
will say to the chairman, precisely what we are to vote on.
l\1r. DOREMUS. We are to vote on, as I understand it, I
will say to the gentleman from Texas, to strike out the committee amendment to section 1. We want that amendment sricken
out so that it will leave the Senate resolutiou as it passed that
body.
Mr. STAFFORD. You want the recommendation of the
amendment of the committee disagreed to.
l\1r. SLAYDEN. The language in the italics is the amendment?
Mr. FOSTER. That is the House amendment.
Mr. SLAYDEN. That has-been stricken out?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes; by unanimous consent. Now, the question is on voting on the committee amendment striking out section 1, and that we will \Ote down.
1\lr. SLAYDEN. The only thing you ha\e lc~ t in this whole
resolution is section 2?
1\fr. FOSTER. Section 1.
Mr. SLAYDEN. You might strike that out, too.
Mr. FOSTER. We may. We will try it, however.
Mr. NORTON. Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman. will state it.
1\lr. NORTON. I note from the report that the committee
amendment · here proposes that all after the enacting clause be
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sh"icken out and that the substitute be adopted. Is not that
the committee amendment? Is not that tile amendment that
should be voted down, and then the Senate resolution will be
before the House?
Mr. DOREMUS. I will say to my friend that the committee
bas already by unanimous consent stricken out everything that
is in the resolution after section 1.
Mr. 1\IONDELL. Which was immaterial, I vi'ill suggest to my
friend, because there \Yas nothing in the resolution after section
2 until the House adopted it. There was simply a recommendation of the committee. But that does not matter. The motion
now before the House is the recommendation of the committee.
If that is voted down, then the Senate bill will remain as it
passed the Senate.
Mr. DOREMUS. That is the proposition exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The question \\as taken, and the amendment was rejected.
1\fr. DOREl\fUS. I have an amendment pending, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk \\ill report it.
The Clerk read as follows :
Amendment offered by Mr. DORE!II US : Page 2, after line 2, strike out
the remainder of the paragra ph, which reads as follows :
" Said officers shall consist of sanitarians, senior assistant sanitarians,
and assis tant sanitarians, and when ordered to active duty in the service of ihe United States shall receive the rank, pay, allowances, and
leaves of absence of surgeons, passed assistant surgeons, and a ssistant
surgeon , respectively."
And insert in lieu thereof the following:
u Prov ided, That the officers commissioned under this act, none of
whom shall have rank above that of Assistant Surgeon General, shall
be distributed in the several grades in the same proportion as now
obtain ~> among the commissioned medical officers of the United States
Public Health Service, and shall receive the same pay and allowanc€s
while on active duty as are now provided by law and regulation for the
commi sioned medical officers in the said regular commissioned Medical
Corps."

1\lr. 1\IONDELL. 1\Ir. Chairman, I offer an amendment to the
amendment.
The CHAffiMAN. The gentleman from Wyoming offers an
amendment to the amendment, which the Clerk will report.
1\fr. :MONDELL. I move to strike out the words in the amendment "while on active duty," and to insert in lieu thereof after
the word" and" and before the word "shall," on page 2, line 5,
the following.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows :
Mr. MONDELL moves to amend the amendment by inserting in line 5
of the amendment, after the word "and " and before the word " shall,"
the words " shall at all times be subject to call t()-active duty by the
Surgeon General, and when on such active duty," and strike out tlle
words "while on active duty," on line 6, so that as amended the amendment shall read :
"Prov ided, That the officers commissioned under this act, none of
whom shall have rank above that of Assistant Surgeon General, shall
·be distributed in the several grades in the same proportion as now
obtains among the commissioned medical officers of the United States
Public Health Service, and shall at all times be subject to call to active
duty by the Surgeon General, and when on such active duty shall receive
the same pay and allowances as are now provided by law and regulation
for the commis-sioned medical officers of the said regular commissioned
Medical Corps."
-

1\lr. DOREMUS. l\lr. Chairman, I do not tilink \\e have any
objection to that amendment.
·
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the nmendment to the
amendment, offered by the gentleman from Wyoming,
The amendment to the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
\\Or d.
I notice that the amendment proposed by the committee is
broader than the original Senate resolution in that it permits the
Surgeon General to create two additional grades above the grade
of surgeon, namely, Senior Surgeon and Assistant Surgeons GeneraL I wish to inquire of the gentleman having the bill in
charge what is the need of creating these two additional senior.
ranks? As originally passed by the Senate, the limit of grade
that could be conferred on these temporary officers was that of
surgeon, and now you provide that the highest rank shall be
that of Assistant Surgeon General. I am informed that the
Assistant Surgeon General receives $4,000, and the senior surgeon $3,500 per annum, and the surgeon $3,000. What is the
necessity of going above the grade of surgeon? Why not provide in the gentleman's amendment that they shall not have
any rank above that of surgeon?
:Mr. DOREMUS. The gentleman from Wisconsin will observe
that the amendment provides for preserving the same proportion
in all these ranks that now exists in the present organization.
Mr. STAFFORD. Oh, yes; and if you are going to extencl
the Public Health Service and multiply them by the needs of
the occasion to the extent of the appropriation that has beea
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voted of a million dollars, instead of to-day having - four
Assistant Surgeons General receiving a salary of $4,000 each
and slx- assi tnnt senior sur<Teons at $3,500 you are going to
have many more than that number. It was originally understood, as I take it, that this bill was for the sole purpose of
meeting conditions that might arise in t:his war, and now my
colleague, the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. EscH], says that
it is to be a permanent forc-e to meet future emergencies~ The
original resolution provided for a reserve " in time of national
emergency.n That has a well-accepted meaning. The War
Department and the Committee on Military Affairs use the
words " existing national emergency " as being that of the war.
Now, what is the need of creating these additional grades of
Assistant Surgeon General and senior surgeon? We are going
pretty far when we are establishing the high rank of surgeon.
I ask unanimous consent to withdraw the pro forma amenument and amend the amendment of the gentleman from 1\-Hchigan [1\lr. DoREMUS], in line 2 of the amendment, by striking out
"Assistant Surgeon General" and inserting the word" surgeon."
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection; the gentleman withdraws his pro forlllll amendment ana offers an amendment,
which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows :
Mr. STAFFORD moves to amend the Doremus "amendment by strikingout, in line 2, the words ..Assistant Surgeon General" and inserting in
lieu thereof the word " surgeon!'

Mr. STAFFORD. Mr . Chairman. just a word. That amendment conforms to the original resolution as passed by the Senate,
and I believe as requested by the Public Health Service. What
is the use in creating these very high ranks, entailing additional
expense on the National Go-vernment?
1\I.r. ESCH. Mr. Chairman, just a moment. I doubt whether
the amendment of my colleague is really of sufficient importance
to justify us in adopting it. In view of the fact that under the
amendment.as suggested by the gentleman from Michigan these
officers are to be appointed in the certain proportion that now
obtains in the Public Health Service, that proportion having
h~etofore been four assistant surgeons to the hundred appointees, and six senior surgeuns ta the hundred, the amendment of the gentleman from Michigan is for the purpose of preserving that proportion. Now, if you drop down to surgeon,
as suggested by my coUe~>.gue [Mr. STAFFOm>], you would have
to have a vastly greater number of surgeons to maintain the
proportion that exists under the existing law, so that there would
really be no saving in expenditure. In fact there would be
a greater charge on the Treasury.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will my colleague yield?
! Mr. ESOH. Yes; I yield.
· Mr. STAFFORD. The letter prepared by the Bureau of Pubiic
Health and read by the gentleman from Michigan stated that
the purpose of this bill was to create c.ommJ:ssions. Now. we
have an organized force here in the- Bureau of Public Health
rated according to the gentleman's statement.
These physicians that are going to be employed for temporary
service are in the field. There is no nec-essity of having that
same force organized according to the same proportion. The
only idea is what grade shall be given in commissioning these
doctors to perform this temporary emergency service? I say it
is high enough to go to the grade of surgeon, instead of the
grade of Assistant Surgeon General and Senior Surgeon. We are
not going to create divisions throughout the country with the
same number in each respective grade.
Mr. ESCH. I simply wish to say in reply, 1\Ir. Chairman,
that to place a surgeon in charge of the field work, which may
cover the whole Pacific slope, the man being paid $3,000, is not
in my judgment the proper thing to do, and therefore an Assi tant Surgeon General should b.e in charge of a whole region,
having surgeons under him and passed assistant surgeons under
him and assistant surgeons.
The CHAIRMAN. Th e question is on agreeing to the amendment offered by the gentleman from Wisconsin [1\-Ir. STAFFORD]
to the amendment offered by the gentleman from 1\lichigan
[Mr. Domrnus].
The question was taken, and the amendment to the amendment
:w-as reject ed.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the gentleman from Michigan as amended.
The amendment as amended was agreed to.
.
Mr. SISSON. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following amendment to section 2.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Mississippi offers an
amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows:

Amendment offered by 1\{r. SissoN : Page 2, following the Doremus
amendment, insert as a new section the following:
' "SEc. 2. That hereafter there shall be in the Bureau of United States
Public Health Service an additional division known and designated as
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the Division of Rural Sanitation, P.nd said division !'ball be under the
charge of a commissioned medical officer of the U nited States Public.
Health Service detailed by the Surgeon General, which officer while
thus serving shall be an assistant surgeon general within the meaning
ot secti~n 3 of the act approved July 1, l902, entitled 'An act to
increase the efficiency and chang~ the name ot the United States MarineHospital Service.•· "

Mr._STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I reserve or make a point
of order, according to the wish of the gentleman from Mississippi.
Mr. SISSON. I hope the gentleman will reserve it.
Mr. STAFFORD. I will be glad to accommodate the gentleman from Mississippi by a reservation of the point of
order.
Mr. SISSON. Mr. Chairman, when I took the floor a little
while ago I called the attention of the gentlemen then present to
the purpose of this amendment. I will state to my friend who
reserved the P<>int of order that this proposition has twice passed
the House by unanimous consent. It has twice been disc.ussed
fully, and there has been no objection to it in the House. Now,
if there is any emergency that justifies the pas age of this bill
at this time, there is just as mueh emergency that tbls amendment shall pass. The health of this eountry can not be segregated into the health of the city and the- health of the rural districts. · The health of the people of the country as a whole
should be looked after. This amendment which I offer will not
cost the Government a penny, unless an appropriation shall be
made in some future bill. It simply gives to rural sanitation a
position in the Government, where from time to time such appropriation as Congress may see fit and proper to make can be made
to proviue correct sanitation in the country~
All of the medical profession, whatever may be the school of
medicine to which they belong, agree that there are certain communicable diseases which can be absolutely eradicated by sanitation. If there e-ver was a time in the history of the country
when we might commit ourselves to this proposition it is now,
because under the pressure of the epidemic of influenza the
medical authorities of the Government are insisting upon the
immediate passage of this bill. Why should we not make a complete bill of it? Why should we not carry into effect the work
which the Government is attempting to do, and to give the Surgeon General the right to cooperate with all the State authorities and the county authorities and assist those gentlemen in
carrying into effect proper sanitation throughout the rural districts? It is utterly impossible to make the cities healthy
and to keep the country healthy throughout unless you have
wholesome food and pure milk. The sanitation must not simply be confined to the cities,_ but it must go into the rural
districts.
It is known that typhoid fever may become epidemic through
milk. Some years ago in a town in Pennsylvania nearly everybody died of typhoid. The physicians of the city and the
health authorities were utterly amazed and at a loss to account
for it; but a bacteriologist made a search and found a little
mountain stream which he followed up to its source. He found
that a family several miles up the stream had had some deaths
from typhoid fever. From the open privy of the home the infection got into the water, and so was carried into the city, and
it was agreed that that was the source of the infection. So I
might continue to enumerate hundreds of instances where such
thiilgs have happened.
Now, since the House I1as twice passed this bill by unanimous
consent after discussion, I see no reru;on why the point of ordershould be interposed by my friend to prevent this very muchneeded legislation. I hope that my friend will withdraw the
point of order and permit this to become a law: I do not concede th.:'lt the point of order is good, because the amendment
which I offer is germ::me to this bill, in my judgment. The
purpose of this bill is to establish a reserve of the Public Health
Service. If you take the whole scope of the bill, it deals with
the health of the country generally. This is a proposition to
enlarge the Public Health Service. I am offering an amendment to enlarge the .Public Health Service so that a department
that is now being operated without authority of lf3:W, solely because it is -carried in appropriation bills. and has been so carried
for three years, may become a part of this law. This creates a
reserve corps of the United States Pubic Health Service, to be
cGmposed of officers of State, county, and municipal health or..
ganizations and other persons skilled in sanitary science. The
amendment which I offer simply proposes that a department of
r ural sanitation shall be added as one of the var ious health
a gencies in addition to tho e herein enumerated. Therefore, in
my judgment, it is not subject to a point of order because it is
germane to this bill.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I make the point of order
that the amendment offered by the gentleman from Mississippi
is not germane to the subject matter of the bill under consid...

.
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eration. If the Clrair has any doubt about it, I should like to · ·M r. STAFFOR'D. It is an important question, I grant the
be l1ea.rd.
: gentleman, but the~ommittee b.y unanimous -consent ~iminated
The CHAIRAL.U"'ll~ "The Chair will be glad -to hear the gentle- EIT"erythin;g ·after section 1 to 1he origina1 Senate joint re. olutton
man.
from the consideration of the committee and mad~ it the ru1e
1\Ir. STAFFORD. l\Ir. Chairman, the bill that we ar.e_now con- of the committee only to ·c onsider section 1.
sWering l>y unanimous consent .is section 1:
1\.Ir. GARRE'l"'T of Tenne see. "I beg the gentleman's pa-r<1on;
Mr. SISSON. We are not considering it by unanimous <!Oll· I do not agree to that parliamentary ,construction. The "bill is
sent. We are considering it nndeT the rule~
being -con ideved under :a special nlle whlch ·made it in Ol'der:Mr. STAFFORD. The bill -that is noiW being .coru.iderecl in ·e very part and phase of it was in ~rder~and any :amendment
the committee is section 1. Everything else in the bill has beeu that would be germane to .any part of the original bill -could
elimi.natecl. Under the motion agreed to by unanimous ·eonsent, not now be ·Out ·of order simply because by unanimous consent
eliminating an of the resolution save section 1 the gentleman .a pai:t has been eliminated.
would have no .right to !Offer -amendmeats to fix the amo.tmt of
Mr. -STAFFORD. Will the gentleman yield?
an appropriation, because tha.:t .has been elimillated nom '('Onsid1\I:r. GARRETT of Tennes ee. Yes.
eration. Vvhat, then, 'is before the committee for considerati-on?
Mr. STAFFORD. :Suppose we had C(}nsidered the bill origiOn!y section 1. What does secti.O'n a relate to'/ It provides for .a nally under the rule of the House whereby the amendmernt o'fI'eserve corps in the Public Health ·service~ an emergency cre.a~ fered by the committee had been -considered and it had .b een retion. It is of .a. general eha:racteT. Now, the .amendment offered jected, then we would return to the original Senate :resolution.
·b y tbe gentleman from Mississippi 1s not ,a matt-er strange to me, I wish to ask if after t.be committee amendment had been rebecuuse we have had it up in the ·Committee ron A._ppr,oprlations ' jected by vote to which the gentleman's amendment might have
for many years past. I know how earnest and insistent th:e ·b een in O-rder, whether it would then ·b e in order -to offer the
gentleman .has been on this matter. There have been some who amendment that would have only been germane ·befor-e the
have oppo ed lt in the committee who have not 'insisted Qn .amendment was rejected ·Or the matter ~tricken out.
their opposition when the matter has come ;ap in the Honse. So
·Mr. GARRETT -of Tennessee. The gentleman is offering his
I am acquainted with ih~ purpose Gf the amendment. His amendment as ·a new .section.
amendment proV"ides for "Something Telati.ng to an 'O'rganization · Mr. STAFFORD. He is trying 'to make it ln order to tlmt
in the Public Health Service, a .p ermanent matt~r for an 'time, ' part which by action of the ·c.ommittee _has already been striCken
namely, a division of rural sanitation. This bill does not out.
·
provide for ::uty organization .o f a 13ermanent character. It
1.11·. GARRETT 'Of Tennes ee. I do not think that would :n.fprovides for a reserve corps during an ,emergen-cy:. Yon can , feet the parllitmentary -situation.
not amend n bi:ll pro'\iding fox .an OI";ga.n1zation >Only when -an · Mr. MONDELL. ·wm the :gentleman _yiel(r? It is not neces-.e.mergency exists by an .amoodment that provides for ;an organ- sary to 'SUStain the contention of the gentlemrrn from Wisconsin
ization always to be in existen~e. You caD not .amend a general iB order to sustain :the point of order which he :makes t,o th-e
bill -of a ternpora:ry character by nn 1l.IIlendment unless it is . mnendment. The question is ~hether it is g~rmane to 1he bill
kindred and germane. Such is not the provision of the gentle- . at this parti0Ular point. It is neither germane to tl1e bill ·as it
man from l\lississippi. Supposing .a bill had been introduee•1 · passed the Senate or as ·reported in the House, nor to any _pai't
-creatin..,. one bnr.eau. You ccmld not offer .an ronend.ment creating · 10f it.
anotber bureau, -because the precedents axe many that where a ~ ~1r. GARRETT -of 'Tennessee. 1f it is :not germane t-o ;the
bill relates to -one ·sabjeet matter you <!an not amend it by a!l- ; bill, the original aet .before the House "'for consideration under
:Oth•~ r S"ubject matter.
the .rule, then, of com·se, tt will not be in order. But I ;underThe prime purpose of the bill under consideration is to create 'Stoed it tO :be conceded by fl:le .g entleman from WiscQnsin.
an emergener. tempor.ary, pnblie-health :reserve eorps. This pro- 1\fr. STAFFORD. I made no admis ions at all.
vides for a .permanent division :relating to the or.ganization for all , Mr. SISSON. Dh, -y es; 'the gentleman did.
time of the Public .Health Service. If :the amendment is in oroe1· · Mr. 1\.IONDELL. The ,O'entlema.n from Wisconsin ·did make
you .c ould offer amendments :reorganizing the entire Public I a nggestion that 1night modify the situation; 'b ut, as a ma-t ter ..Qf
Health Service. I could offer .an amendment for a dl:vision relat- fact, !it -does not modey the situation ·at nil. Now, lf be -Chair
ing to city sanitation, an amendment for -a division for sanitation will allow me-relating to the Army or to Army camps, or to the I thmm of ·
Mr. GARRETT of ·Tenne ·ee. ~ will yield the floor to -the
Panama. T.he fundamental purpose of the rnle of ger.ma.neness · gentleman.
is to permit the offering .o f only those amendments :which hav-e _ 1\lr. MON'DELL. :I thought the gentleman had .conclndecl
Mr. GARBETT of Tenne see. -I will yield the ;floor.
-been eonside:re<l by the committee or naturally 'R.I'ise from the
Mr. 1\fONDELL. The ru:n.endment offered by the gentleman
-consideration -of the subject matter, so that l\.Iembers can not
'Offer amendments that have ·never been considered ey the 'com- ·from Mississippi is not germane to the bill, nor germane to th~
mittee, so that only those amendments will :be considered that sectton of the bill where it was :offered. Both points ar-e good.
are the result o-f matters that have recei:ved ·attention. This This bill proposes the establishment of a reserve corps in tbe
·amendment has :never receiYed eon ideratlon -of this body, cer- Public Health Service. ·That is lts .object ana purpose. I ·do not
tainly not in connection with this bill, and I insist'that the point agree with the :gentleman from WJseonsin 'that .ft .is tempor~r,
,of order :should be-sustained.
·&ecause at loost :as amended by th~ House it becomes a 'Perma1\fr. .SISSON. l\Ir. Chairman, I do rtot think ~that the gentle- ·nent Teserve corp . Bnt that <Ioes not alter the situation at aU.
.man's :statement in stating that this amendment is not germane T.o a bill pr.o:posing to create a 1~eserve corps ·i n -the P:tiblicEealtll
in that it only d~g}s with temporary matter.s is walid. Look at Service it is Bot germane to ·offer -an ·amendment proposing .an
the very language of this billaltogether different servi-ce, proposing to make provision whereby
That there is her-eby ·established a reserx·e C6rps ·of the United States appropriation can be made for pur_po e for which 1rpp1·opriation
Public. Health ~ervice to ~ composed of officers o! . tate, ~ounty,_ 8:Ild could not 'be made under this 'bilL
~~~~~al health organizations -and .other persons skilled m .samtary
1\Ir. ·GARRETT of Tennessee. Will the gentleman yield"'?
'Mr. STAFFORD. But, if the gentleman wiU ·permit, that has
,1\I~. l\~OND~LL: Yes.
.
been eliminated by unanimous 'COnsent of the HmLSe. I grant
M;. GARRET'.r of. Tenne-ssee. I am mainly interested in otha
'that if we were considering the original bill it might be different, Pe_;-~1.a:ml\;n ~fJT<"t1estiThaon. t .
nl . t
t.
but that has been eliminated.
.1-ur. 1. 0
~
•
'lS my o Y In eres
Mr. SISSON. I -was not in the Chamber when that _portion
Mr. GAR~ETT of T~nessee. I am no~ wild~y entlmsiastic
:was eliminated from the 'bill..
about th~ bill,_but 'I wou.l~ like _to 'call _the a-ttention of the ;genMr. GARRETT .o f Tennessee. Will the gentlema.n yield for a tleman to cseet10n .U. Sectwn ·6 ts 1tl.S follows:
1noment! ·
SEc. 6. That it ·shall .be tbe iiuty of the :United States Pub'lic Health
1\Ir. SISSON. 1: vield.
SE>rvice "te ·cooperate with 'State, couniy, ana -municipal :health organiza..,
tions and with officials in charge of industrial establishments, iW1-tb a
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I .do not know thatl amln -sy:m- view to ce-or<linating the activities Md making etfective -th~ wurk "Df tho
pathy with the amendment offered by the gentleman from Mis is- health organizations of ihe United States.
~ippi, but I am not prepared to subscribe to th-e "Parliamentary
Does the gentleman mean to say that does not ·go uey..ond · he
doctrine that has been J.aid down by the ,gentleman from Wis- .me:re matter -of creating -axe erve -c(}rps 'in the Health Depart~nsin, tl1at because a eertain ·paTt of the bill w.hich 'is being ment?
-considered under a special rule has been eliminated that thereMr. ·MO~TDELL. 'That portion of the :bill., if we were .ever rto
fore an amendment that \Vould ha:ve been ln-o.rder ha-d it.not been .reach that :for eonsideration, wb.i'C:h we -can net -do imder :the
~liminated is not now in 'Order.
action of the House, for it has been eliminated from lthe ..bill, i=s
Mr. ,S TAFFORD. Wi11 the gentlema.n permit?
,t he ~ portio.n of the bill to -w hich Jbe a-mendment .-off:ar.ed ;b-y tlle
..Mr. GARRETT ro f Tennessee. Yes.
gentleman from Miss1ssiDI.li IMl:. l&ss.oN] would he 'lllDSt.:neatly
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germane, but his amendment would not be germane to that sec•
·
tion, and that section is not in the bill.
As a mutter of fact, it never was in the bill. That section
was proposed by the committee, but by action of the House the
committee's proposition was not agreed to, so that the provision is not in the bill and can not now be considered by the
committee. The gentleman's amendment is not offered to that
provision. because it is not now in the bill. He offered it as
an amendment to section 1.
1Ur. SISSON. I offered it as a new section.
Mr. UONDELL. As a new section following section 1 ; but
had section 6 become a part of the bill and were it now before
the committee that would not justify the offering of an amendment providing for an entirely new class of work, activities not
now authorized by law. Section 6 is a section relating only to
cooperation.
Mr. SISSON. Ur. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
l\fr. MONDELL. Yes.
Mr . . SISSON. The committee does not fix the rule. The
House fixed the rule.
.
.
1\fr. MONDELL. I do not quite understand what the gentleman means.
1\lr. SISSON. This committee by its action can not change
the rule made by the House. The House made the rule for the
consideration of this bill in Committee of the Whole and you
can not change it in the committee.
Mr. -MONDELL. My contention is that if the bill had been
amended as proposed by the Committee on Interst ate and Foreign Commerce and section 6 were in the bill, and .the gentleman's amendment had been offered to section 6 or following section 6, it would not have been germane, because section 6 is
simply a direction relative to cooperation. It is a suggestion
and direction of cooperation between the Public Health Service
and the local authorities in matters now within the jurisdiction
of the Public IIealth Service, whereas the gentleman's amendment provides for a new type of activity under the Public Health
Service and would lead to an organization to carry on those
actiyities, something not contemplated by this bill, or any part
of it, except as .those activities might be undertaken if authorized by law by the reserve corps which. the bill cr~tes.
Mr. .FOSTER. JUr. Chairman, may I say just a word, unless
the Chair is ready . to rule? The Chair must remember this, it
seems to me, that all after section 1 is out of the bill. The rule
provided for the consideration of this bill as amended by the
Coin.mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, but the committee has removed all from the bill except the first section, and we
are now considering the first section, and that is all we are considering. 'Vhatever may folJow the section can not be taken into
conSideration as to whether this is germane. This is being considered under. the. rules of the House governing the Committ~e
of the Whole, and the special rule providing for the· consideration
of this.bill does not give it any more privilege than it would have
under the rules of the House governing the committee if there
was no 'rule. It seems to me plain that the Chair should take
into consideration just section 1. What does section 1 do--ancl
I am not arguing this because I am opposed to rural sanitation,
because I am for it-but section 1, which we are considering, and
theronly thing we are--considering, creates a reser e in the Public
Health Service; having that in view-the creation of a medical
reserve in the Public Health Service-is an amendment creating
a division of rural sanitation in order? It is a well-known fact,
laid down by decision a·f ter decision, that if you report a bill for
one public building ·you can not add another public building to
that ·for it is not germane, it is not within the rules of the House.
Thi~ provides for the ~rea~ion ~f _a .medical reserve corps, and
now it is proposed to add an amendment creating a division on
sanitation. That is not germane to the matter of creating a
medical reserve corps, and it occurred . to me that that is not
oe1~mane to the first section of the till. All after the first section is out of the bill and not to be taken into consideration by
the Chair in making a ruling on this proposition.
Mr. SISSON. l\1r. Chairman, I do not think these gentlemen
are going to be serious in contendmg that the action of this committee can possibly change the rule under which this bill was
made in order.
Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SISSON: Yes.
Mr. FOSTER. Will the gentleman point out the one thing in
the rule which said more than this should be considered-that
immediately after the adoption of the resolution the Houst:
should resolve itself into the Committee of the Whole House oit
the state of the Union for the consideration of Senate joint resolution 63?
Mr. SISSON. I am not going to contend anything except what
this rule says. Here is what the rule provides:
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That immediately upon the adoption of this r esolution the House shall
r esolve itself Into Committee of th e Whole House on the state of the
Union for the consideration of Senate joint resolution 63, entitled "Joint
resolution to establish a reserve of the Public Health Service."

The gentleman brings into the House this whole resolution,
Senate joint resolution 63.
Mr. FOSTER. But the gentleman did not read all of the
resolution.
Mr. SISSON. That is all I want to read.
1\lr. FOSTER. I know; but the gentleman ought to read the
balance of it.
l\lr. SISSON. I will read it all, then, 1\lr. Chairman, and I
hope the gentleman will not interrupt me, for I do not think
the gentleman can be serious in the contention he is now making.
Mr. FOSTER. I never was more serious in my life.
1\Ir. SISSON. Let me read the rest of -the rule, and tllen I
shall not yield any more at this timethat there shall be not to exceed one hour of general debate. At the
conclusion of such general ·debate the resolution shall be consl dered for
amendment under the five-minute rule. After the resolution shall have
been perfected in the Committee of the Whole HouRe on the state of the
Union the same shall be reported to the House with such recommentlatlon as the committee may make, whereupon the previous question shall
be l·onsidered as ordered upon the resolution and all amendments thereto
to final passage without intervening motion, except one motion to recommit.
·

It is here for amendment under the five-minute rule.

l\.Ir. FOSTER. · Have we not adopted an amendment?
Mr. SISSON. It does not make any difference.
Mr. FOSTER. That is one of the amendments that the com-

mittee has made.
1\fr. SISSON. I decline to yield any more, anu the gentleman
himself is not at all serious.
1\lr. FOSTER. I was never more serious in my life.
Mr. SISSON. The gentleman is not serious, and he knows
he is out of order, although he is on the Rules Committee. I
want to call attention, if the gentleman will be in order, to this
bill.
It is Senate joint resolution No. 63. Now, all of that was
made in order by this special rule of the House. Now, it is
admitted and contended by those gentlemen that if all of this
bill is before this House this amendment which I offer is in
order. I offe~ed it under the special rule of the House which
gave this committee the right to consider this bill at all and
under that rule it made Sena te joint resolution No. 63 in order,
and no action of this commitee by striking out a clause or
putting in a clause can change a rule of the House. There is
one way by which you could hive dispo ed of this bill, and
that is by striking out the enacting clause, and then there would
have been nothing left of it.
.
1\lr. 'VALSH. You can not do that under this rule.
1\Ir. SISSON. But that not being done, going into the Committee of the Whole Hou~e on the state of the Union under this
special rule, then if the bill would liave been in order to auy
portion of this joint resolution, then the amendment which I
offer now is in order and these gentlemen will not seriously consi<1er that the action of the committee in adopting section 1
thereby prevented tllis ·being in order. If _so, then the committee becomes superior to the Hou e and can change and amend
the rule of the House whereby you are now considering this bill,
and I do not believe the Chair will hold that. And if there is
a section of this Senate joint resolution 63 that makes this
resolution in order then it. is in order as a new section, although
they may have stricken out the balance of it in the committee,
because if we should take it into the House the Ohair can not
presume that the House will not re tore every section of this
bilL You · can not say the House is going to adopt your recommendation. The House being the master and tile committee
being the servant, it obeys the rule of th.e Hou e. If you take
line 13, page 2, which broadens the Senate resolution beyond
that of section 1That there is hereby established a reserve corps of the United States
Public Health Service, to be composed of officers of State, county, and
municipal health organizations and other persons skilled in sanitary
science.

Why, it puts within the jurisdiction of this committee by the
rule of the House all of your health organizations throughout
the United States as may cooperate in the health of the country.
Then · as suggested by the gentleman from Tennes ee [Mr. GAR·
RETT]', section 6-and I invite your attention to it in this billspecifically says :
'
SEc. 6. That it shall be the duty of the United ~hates Public H t>altb
Service to cooperate with State, county, and municipal health org~niza
tions and with officials in charge of industrial establishments, Wlth a
view to coordinating the a ctivities and making effective the work ot:
the health organizations of the United States._

Now this amendment which I offer is solely for the purpose
of enabling the Federill Government to do that very thing. It
enables them to cooperate with the health authorities, and
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whateTer may be the action of the committee ·this bill did not
contemplate simply an emergency measure.
This bill contemplated that which should become permanent
law creating a reserve corps which whenever an emergency in
the future might arise might be called into service. It is
always in exi tence. This idea of saying that :solely because
they strike out all of this bill except section 1 that is the action
{)f t he committee, but in view of the fact that the whole matter
is before the committee I have the r _ight to say this particular
amendment to this bill comes under the rule, because I am offering it as an amendment to Senate joint resolution No. 63 and
not to that matter which the committee has specifically retained
in the bi11. Now, if the Chair should hold tbat solely because
the committee adopts one amendment that everything that is
offered shall be germane to that one amendment, then, indeed,
you ha >e repealed the rule under which we are considering this
bill, and I do not believe the Chair wlll hold that.
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman's argument is
predicated on the alleged fact that it has been admitted that if
the entire subject matter of the b1ll as it passed the Senate and
was reported to the House were before the House his amendment
:would be germane. That is not true. The gentleman from Wiscon in did suggest that it would qualify the situation, but I
tnke the position that it matters not whether we hold that the
Senate bill alone is before the Bouse -or tbe Senate bill with
the committee amendment. In either case the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Mississippi is not ger~e to
the bill or any part or section and is not in order, and I call
the Chair's attention to some cases under Rule XVI relative to
amendments, pru.·ticularly to those cited under paragraph 778,
page 344;
One individual proposition may not be amended by another i.ndividual
proposition even thougll the two belong to tho same .c lass.

That is exactly what we have before us here. We have two
• propositions. They Are scarcely in the same class. but admitting they were in the ..same class a new proposition 'CIID not be
added to a proposition even though it may be {)f the ·s ame class.
'l'hus the following are not germane: To a bill proposing the admission of one Territory into the Union, .an Amendment for admission of
another Territory.

- Tenitories are in the same class. A bill for the admission of
a Territory under. the argument made by the gentleman from
Mississippi might be indefinitely amended by adding Territories
thereto. Tbe Chair bas held otherwise.
rro a bill for the rellef of oD1l individual, ·a n amendment proposing
similar relief -for another; to a resolution provlding a SP.t'cial ordeT for
one bill, an amen~ment to include another bill; to a provision for extermination of the cotton boll weevil, an amendment incluCUng the gypsy
moth.

'!'here are two separate propositions. They are .:closely related but·not in order under tbe ru1e as bas been 1aid down.
l\1r. GARRETT of Tennessee. Will the gentleman permit me
to suggest a thought to Wm?
Mr. l\10NDELL. Yes.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Does the gentleman think that
. · the House substitute would have been subject to the point of
order bad it reached that point where ·it had been offered?
Mr. MONDELL. I have not evidently made myself ~lear. I
,am insisting that, admitting for the sake of argument, there
was now before the House the original Senate bill and the
amendment proposed by the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, the amendm€nt 1vould not be germane, :and not
in order because not germane.
1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. Well, I understood that to be
the gentleman's insistence, but what I was anxious to get at was
the gentleman's viewpoint as to whether the committee runendment bad it reucbed that point .and been offered .would have
t>een germane to the Senate bill. I speak now of tbe matter in
ftalic:s.
Mr. MONDELL. Wen, as that matter is not before us, I would
not want to offer an opinion.
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. I should say if~Mr. MONDELL. The gentleman is a much better parliamentarian than I have ever claimed or assumed to be--l\1r. GARRETT of Tennessee. Not at all.
1\ir. l\10NDELL. And I would be inclined to accept l1is judgment on that point. But as uming everything that is fa>orable
to the contention of the gentleman from Mississippi [Mr. SrsSON], so far as the bill ·and amendments to H are concerned,
assuming that the proposal of the committee were germane, and
part of. it had been accepted-which is not the fact; it has all
been stricli:en out-but assuming all that, still the amendment
of the gentleman fl'Om Mississippi wou1d not be in order, because it is not germane. It propo es a new, novel, and separate
line of action. It is scarcely in the same dass with the pro:visions in the bill. · And under all the rulings, even if it were in

the same elass-it is in fact a separate proposition not el{)sely
related or essential to the o!'iginal_provisions of the bill-it goes

oot.

.

There is not. so very rr:uch difference between the cotton boll
weevil and the gypsy moth. They are both insects that destroy
agricultural crops, and .ret in providing for the destruction of
tbe boll weevil you can not give the very s3.01e bureau of the
Government that is handling the boll weevil authority by
amendment to experiment on the gypsy moth. The rule of the
House in these cases has been close, and for a most excellent
~eason.

I do not know that I object to the gentleman's provision in _the
proper ~e and proper place. As a member of the Committee
.on Appropriations I voted, with some mental reservation-con·
siderable mental reseTTation-an ·appropriation for t~e work
hi£ amendment contemplates in an experimental way. But
what I am interested in, and what the House is interested in, is
to preserve tbe logical procedure of the House, so that a decision
now made may not rise to pla$Ue us later. It is necessary if we
legislate that we hold these bills to the proposition proposea by
the committees that reported them. Otherwise we go far afield
in every direction. and we nev~r get anywhere, because there ~
no end to the amendments that may .b e offered and discussed and
·v oted upon.
The Chair bas those ruUngs in paragraph 718 before biro,
and I do not care to take up his time and the time of the 'COm·
· mittee further in regard ta them. except to say that a number of
tbe cases cited were related to amendments much more nearly
related to the original subject matter than the amendment of the
gentleman ftom Mississippi is to tbo subject matter contained in
this bill at any time.
·
l\fr. SISSON. Mr. Chah·man, if you will just bear me a
moment I wish to .say that the authorities cited by my ·friend
were, as I recall them, authorities where amendments were
offered to appropriation bills upon·wbicb you could not legislate.
If an appropriation carried in the bill by authority of law makes
.a provision or appropriation in reference to the cotton boll
weevil. you could not amend that item of -appropriation :and
make an appropriation for tbe gypsy moth unless it was nuthorized by law. But that is not the case here. This is a legislative bill itself. Thls bill is being considered under the rules ot
the House for the purpose of making legislation. Therefore
the items he cites to the Chair are nat on all fours with -the
question here, becau~ this is itself an original blll. Now, if a
legislative bill were up, reported from tbe proper commlttee, in
reference to -destroying insects that might destroy crops, and
you bad enumerated the cotton boll weevil and {)tber Insects,
and some gentle-man should offer an amendment to also indude
in another ~ection the gypsy moth, that legislation would be
ln order on a legislative bill; whereas if the legislation had been
made and the Appropriations Committee shoilld report a bill
without legislation authorizing an appropriation ior the gypsy
moth, and the gentleman should offer an amendment to appropriate money on an appropriation bill for that purpose, the Ohail•
would .-ery properly sustain the point Qf order against it. But
this is a legislative bill, considered under this rnle, and the
gentleman says that nobody has contended the amendment I
offered would not have been in order to this whole bill. But the
gentleman from Illinois-1.\Ir. l\IONDELL. The ~.=ntleman is mistaken about that.
l\fr. STAFFORD. I make that argument, and sincerely, that
it is not ge~:mane to the House amendment.
Mr. SISSON. I understood tbe gentleman ·from Wyoming
[l\fr. l\IoNDELL] to say- Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman yield?
l\fr. SISSON. I do; because 1 -i'_o not want to mi quote tlle
gentleman.
Mr. STAFFORD. I publicly stated I made no such admission. There is nothing in the committ-ee amendment which can
be used .as a nandle to create a division by permanent law as
the gentleman is attempting.
·
Mr. SISSON. The gentleman from Illinois and .all the other
gentlemen prided themselves~ when they first commenced th;e
argument, on the reason that it was not in order because atl of
the bill had been stricken out except section 1. Now, they come
back here asking for a rehearing, because they find they wete
in error about that matter.
Mr. FOSTER. Oh, no.
Mr. STAFFORD. \Vill the gentleman yield?
lUr. SISSON. Mr. Chairman. I .ask for order. If these gentlemen here want to interrupt me. I will always yield.
Mr. FOSTER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SISSON. I yield to the gentleman.
.
· l\fr. STAFFORD. I did not make any such -concession by any
means. I maintain the gentleman's amendment is not germane
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to the committee amendment that is stricken out, and I make
the further argumen t, which I sincerely believe in, that the
amendment can not be considered, even if it were germane,
because the committee has taken action upon those very sections a nd have eliminated them from further consideration.
Mr. SISSON. Now, if the gentleman wants to have a new
h earing on this bill, I will be glad to hear from him.
1\Ir. STAFF ORD. I do not want any new hearing, and I aril
willing for the gentleman to have several hearings.
:Mr. SISSON. I am endeavoring to present the argument to
the committee that presented itself to me at the very beginning,
that here was a rule making in order this reorganization, as
it were, of the Public Health Service of the United States, to
cooperate with the county an<l State authorities, and being
made in order by special rule of this House, and I have a right
to offer this as an amendment to this bill.
When I was first arguing the question I was called down upon
the idea that all of this bill was stricken out except the first
section, and upon that theory I understood they were proceeding. Now, Mr. Chairman, my coRtention is that it is in order,
under this rule, because it presented for the consideration of
this committ ee everything in Senate resolution 63. That being
true, my amendment is in order, because here they specifically
deal with State <,fficers, county anJ municipal health organizations in the caption of the amendment of the House.
Mr. FOSTEH. Mr. Chai rman, will the gentleman yield now?
1\fr. SISSON. In one moment. And section 6 specifically
provides for a cooperation between all the officers created here
and the health authorities throughout the United States. That
being true, th is amendment becomes in oTder under the language
of the resolution from line 13, on page 2, down to line 16, inclusive,
and under section 6 of this bill.
Now I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. FOSTER. Does the gentleman contend that the committee is now considering a·n ything but section 1?
Mr. SISSON. I am contending that you are now considering
section 2, which I have offered. The fact that the committee
:;~truck out all the balance of the Senate resolution does not
change the rule of the House. You can not change what it is
provided the -committee shall consider.
Mr. FOSTER. Does the gentleman claim that we are con·
sidering anything except this bill under the rules of the House 1
Mr. SISSON. We are considering it unde.r a special rule.
Mr. FOSTER. I will take back all I have said. if you will
say that.
M1·. SISSON. I call your attention to the House Rule 140.
What did you bring that in for?
Mr. FOSTER For the consi<leration of the bill.
1\lr. · SISSON. When you do that you take into consideration
every clause in the bi1l, and you take in all these matters in
section 3 which are before the House. Simply because the committee strikes out a section is no reason why you can not amend
this bill except where it suits the committee itself.
Mr. FOSTER Why do you not offer it where it is germane?
Mr. SISSON. I run offering it where it is germane.
1\Ir. FOSTER. All the e other sections are out.
Mr. SISSON. I can give the gentleman my reasons, but I can
not give him the power to see them.
Mr. FOSTER. Anybody can see them but the gentleman from
Mississippi.
_
Mr. SISSON. The gentlem~ is now becoming rather _personn.l.
Mr. FOSTER. · No; I will take back anything that is unpleasant to my friend.
l\11·. SISSON. The gentleman argues that solely because the
committee has seen fit to strike out all of section 1 this amendment can not be offered. The House might at the very moment
of its meeting put all back into the bill. Therefore the gentleman's contention i bound to be unsound.
1\1r. DUPRE. l\Ir. Chairman, ·will the gentleman yiel<l?
1\lr. SISSON. Yes.
Mr DUPRE. If I were oppose<l to a bill, could the gentleman
see any better way to enable me to defeat it than to huve a
gentleman from the Committee on Rules come in and propose to
emasculate the bill?
Mr. SISSON. I do not know any better way by which that
can be done. But, l\1r. Chairman, I insist that in view of the.
fact that all of Senate joint re olution 63 was presented under
this rule by the H ou. e for consideration under the rule, and the
House by its direction directed the committee to consider that
whole joint re olution, we make all t hat joint resolution in order,
make every ection in order, and it does not lie in the mouth of
a ny man in this committee to say that because the committee
sees fit to strike out one section and two sections that thereby
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you channoe the rule. I offered this as a new section because it
would have been in order and is in order, under the rule, if all
these sections remain in the bill, even in the House, as provided
by the rule.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, 'vill the gentleman yield?
Mr. SISSON. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. Does the gentleman contend that if the committee struck out all after the enacting clause and then moved
to rise and report its recommendations to the House, that before
that motion was carried the gentleman's amendment would be in
order? Would your motion then be in order?
·
Mr. SISSON. If you were to strike out the enacting clause
and make a motion to rise, my amendment certainly would
not be in order then, because the committee deci<les to rise.
Mr. WALSH. The gentleman is dodging again.
Mr. SISSON. I am not dodging at all.
·
.Mr. WALSH. Then why not answer my question?
Mr. SISSON. I am answering it.
1\lr. WALSH. You did not answer the question that I asked.
Mr. SISSON. I did the best I could to answer your question.
Let me ask the wise gentleman· from l\Ia sacbusetts once more,
then: Was not your question this, That if the committee should
strike out the enacting clause and move to risel\1r. WALSH. No. Leave out the motion to rise. I knew
the gentleman either did not understand the question or was
attempting to evade answering.
Mr. SISSON. I do not attempt to evade anything. I never
did that in my life.
.
'
1\fr. WALSH. Will the gentleman aUow me to state tlte
que tion?
Mr. SISSON. I will.
Mr. WALSH. Would the gentleman contend that if the committee struck out all after the enacting clause his motion would
then be in order in the committee?
Mr. SISSON. Is that the gentleman's question?
Mr. WALSH. That was the question I asked.
•
Mr. SISSON. I thought the gentleman before said " and
made a motion to rise."
Mr. WALSH. Yes; but I eliminated that.
1\ir. SISSON. I did not catch the elimination. I do not
think if you struck out the enacting clause-Mr. WALSH. I did not say "strike out the enacting clause,"
and the gentleman knows it.
1\lr. DUPRE. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yiel<l?
Mr. SISSON. Yes; I yield to t11e gentleman from Louisiana.
I had yielded to tbe gentleman from Massachusetts-Mr. WALSH. Without answering my question.
1\Ir. DUPRE. I call the gentlema·n•s attention to the fact that
a substantive provision has been left in this bill. No enacting
cla\lse has been stricken out, no motion to rise has been made.
Therefore, can not the gentleman from Mississippi seek to perfect tbe bill, following what is contained in the committee's
proposition us embodied in section 1? ·
Mr. SISSON. Yes. That is my contention.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I will answer the question of the gentleman from Massachusetts. If you make a motion to strike out
the enacting clause-1\lr. WALSH. That is not my question. It has nothing to do
with it.
1\Ir. SISSON. Well, all after the enacting clause. If you do
that and stop there, under tl1is special rule if I offered this
amendment it would certainly be in order.
'
Mr. WALSH. The gentleman has answered my question., and ·.
I thank him exceedingly.
1\lr. SISSON. It was my intention to answer it all the while,
notwithstanding the fact that the gentleman mildly insinuate<.!
that I was trying to dodge.
•
Now, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the Chair for his indl]lgence. I am sincere and earnest in my belief that thP. matter
is in order.
Mr. MONDELL. One word more, Mr. Chairman. I have
not al'gued the angles of this question that the gentleman from
1\Ii sissippi [1\Ir. SissoN] has emphasized o much, because I
have not felt it neces ary to do so. I think it is true that
the Chair rntist consider the question of germnneness from
the standpoint of what is in the bill. The amendment proposed by the committee, having been adversely acted on by
the Honse, it is not a part of t11e bill. If the gentleman had
offered hi~ amendment at the point at which he is now offering
it, with the committee amendment standing unact<:!d upon,
he could not have clairne<l the provision was germane because
it ivould be gerii!ane to some committee recommendation that
had not been acted upon. The amendment must be germane
to the bill. What is the bill? Why, the Senate bill. Every-
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thing else is a recommendation, and assuming that the House
had not acted upon the committee recommendation one way or
the other, the gentleman could not contend that this amendment was germane because, forsooth an amendment had been
·proposed which if adopted might have made his amendment
germane.
· Now, just one word more. The gentleman from Mi ~sissippi
laid great emphasis upon the statement that one of the cases
I referred to was an amendment to an appropriation bilL I
do not In1ow whethei· it was an amendment to an appr~priation
bill or not. But practically all the other cases cited were
amendments to legislative bills. For instance:
To a bill prohibiting importation of goods "made in whole
or in part by convict, pauper, or detained labor, or made in
whole or in part f1·om materials which have _ been made in
whole or· iri part or in any manner manipulated by convict or
pri~on labor," an amendment prohibiting importation of goods
maue by child labor was held not germane on the ground that
labor described in bill constituted a distinct class of labor.
Either way the Chair holds, whether that it is a question of
germaneness to the · amendments to the Senate bill proposed
by the committee or to the first section of the Senate bill,
or to both the · Senate bill and committee amendments, the
nmenument is not germane.
1\Ir. WALSH. If the Chair is ready to rule, I do not care to
say anything.
'l'he CHAIRMA....~. The Chair will ask pardon for hastening
the decision. · [Laughter.r The Chair perhaps erred in hearing
both siues and has become somewhat confused. [Laughter.]
In whatever decision the Chair shall make he will not err more,
he confidently believes, than some gentlemen" must have erred
in argument. [Laughter.] The Chair is of the opinion that
the special rule was operative only for the purpose of_bringing
the resolution before the House and putting the House into
Committee · of the Whole for its consideration. The ordinary
rules of the House, as applied to proceedings in the Committee
of the Whole, must still be regarded as controlling. The ·s pecial
rule did not, and could not, limit what the committee would do
with the resolution. The ·committee early in · the consideration
of the proposed resolution eliminated by unanimous consent
everything after section 1. The Chair is of opinion that the
committee could do that, and having done so all the portions of
the resolution 'vltich were eliminated became inoperative fot·
nny purpose. Clearly the eliminated portion of the resolution
r.ould not be referred to, as the Chair believes, to make proposed
'tmendments germane when otherwise such amendments would
uot be in order. The ·Chair, without citing the authorities,
nltbough many are at band, is of the opinion that the amendment
offered by the gentleman from l\fississippi is uot germane to the
1·esolution as it now stands before the Committee of the Whole,
·nnd sustains the point of order.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. 1\Ir. Chairman, I offer the
umendment which I send to the Clerk's desk.
The Clerk read as follows:
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1\fr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Yes; literally, as to so much

Of it.

Mr. STAFFORD. 1\Ir. Chail·man, I think the gentleman's
amendment is in order.
Mr. WALSH. It has been eliminated from the bill once.
· Mr. STAFFORD. If. the point advanced or the argument
advanced that matters that were contained in the original com-mittee amendment have been acted upon and therefore that
amendments germane at that time were eliminated from con·sideration, then the logic of tll.e Chair's ruling would compel
_the Chair to hold that the amendment was- out of order, but
otherwise it is certainly germane if it had not been for the
action of the committee.
.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I understand the -gentleman
from Pennsylvania to concede that this is precisely the same
language that was in the committee amendment.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. It is a part of that language.
. Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. In the same words.
Mr. 1\!00RE of Pennsylvania. In so far as it goes it is literally the same.
. Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I submit -to the Chair that that
has been voted on-that is, it went out by unanimous consentand that this, in the very same language, is merely a repetition.
1\!r. MOORE . of Pennsylvania. It is not the whole matter
whiclt went out of the bilL
1\!r. GARRETT of Tennessee. No; but then it is incluued in
it and is a substantive part of it.
1\fr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. It is included in that which
was stricken out, but it is not the whole of that which was
stricken out. However, the language I hav.e used is literally
the same so far as it goes.
· .. The CHAIRMAN. But for the fact that the language han
been stricken out, the Chair would be of the opinion that this
amendment would be germane. It is simply a limitation on th9
first section. But since it is the exact language which has been
str_icken out by the committee, the Chair sustains the point of
order.
Mr. l\100REl of Pennsylvania. 1\Ir. Chairman, I offer the
amendment which I send to the Clerk's desk.
1\Ir. GORDON. I renew my parliamentary inquiry. This
amcnument relates to the creation of a new section. I hava
an amendment which I wish to offer to perfect section 1 before
that section is left.
, The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Ohio will be recognized to submit his amendment.
Mr. GORDON. I move--:--1\fr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I ltave offered an amendment,
which has not yet been read .
. The CHAIRMAN. Perhaps it had better be read. It may
be an amendment to perfect the section.
·
The Clerk read as follows :
Amendment offered by Mr. MoonE of Pennsylvania: Insert at the
end of the bill a new section--.

The CHAIRMAN. The· Chair will hear the gentleman from
Ohio first .
Mr. GORDON. I move to amend the bill in line 4 by striking
out the words " in time of national emergency " and inserting
in lieu thereof "during the present emergency."
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Ohio offers an amend1\ir. DOREMUS. To that I reserve a point of order.
Mr. GORDON. -1\Ir. Chairman, I want to offer an amendment ment, which the Clerk will rep01:t.
The Clerk read as follows :
to section 1, and this is to section 2.
Amendment offered . by Mr; GoRDON : Page 1, lint! 4, strike out the
.Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. There is no section 2.
words "in time of . national emergency" and insert in lieu thereot
1\it·. GORDON. My amendment is to perfect the section.
"during the present emergency."
1\lt·. STAFFORD. 1\lr. Chairman, the gentleman from Michi· - 1\fr. GORDON. Aiid at the bottom o.f page 1, in lines 12 and
gan makes or reser\es the point of order against the amend- 13, strjke out "for the period of five years" and insert in lieu
ment.
·
thereof "during the present emergency."
Mr. DOREMUS. I make the point of oruer.
The CHAIRMAN._ The Clerk will report the amendment.
1\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, I suppose the
The Clerk read as follows:
.l'uling of the Cltair has some bearing on this proposed amendAmendment offered by Mr. GORDO~ : Page 1, line 12, after the word
ment. If the Chair will examine the bill, he will find that the "force,'' strike out the words " for a period of five years" and insert in
n.mendment embodies the language in the amendment in sec- lieu thereof "during the present ·emergency."
t.ion 3, -page 3, and is entirely germane to the subje_c t matter of
Mr. GORDON.
Chairman, we have heard a great deal
the bill as it now stands. It contemplates a limitation upon the about this bill that did not really go· to the merits of it. In
pQwer Qf appointment and is intended to preserve the· rights of fact, we have heard very_little in excuse or justification or ex~
the States, counties, and municipalities where epidemics may planation ·of the really vital thing in the bill. What does it pro-·
prevail and where it may be necessary to hold a certain number pose to do? It starts in to create a civil list of commissioned'
of physicians to meet the distressing needs of the people.
officers. That is what it does. Yon may camouflage it all you
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Michigan desire plEiase, but that is what it means. It proposes a law issuing comto be heard on the point of order?
·
D:lissions all ov~r the co~ntry to a lot _of men in civil ~ife; it may_
Mr. WALSH. Will the gentlellliln from Pennsylvania yield? be to n lot of young squirts just out of medical _college, or a lot
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. · Yes.
_
of old, superani:niated physicians who want to get on the pay r.{)ll
Mr. \V ALSH. Does the gentleman's amendment simply · con- Will try to come down here and get commissions in the Ptlblio
tain the language found on page 3, lines 12 to _16?
·
Health Service. Of ·course; the issuance of the commissions
.At the end of the bill insert a new section as section 2 :
"Ofiicers of State, county, and municipal health organizations shall
not be commissioned in said reserve ..:orps without the assent of the
proper executive officers of their respective States, counties, or municipalities"
-

1\fr.
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·creates the national emergency. There y(m have it. Oll. but
they say, this will ne"Ver be done except in times of national
·emergency. Well, who determines the national emergency?
'Vllenever the President passes out these commissions that is
a determination ·by him that there is a national emergency.
There h as been a protest against the idea that they were going
·to wear unif orms. If they are going to be commissioned and put
on the pay r oll, with salaries up to $4,000 a year, they ought to
·wea r uniforms. They ought to be identified in the community.
[Laughter.] I do not believe you ought to commi sion people
i n private life without letting everyone know that they are on
.the pay rolls draw ing these salari~s even when· doing nothing.
Now, of course, Dr. Foster made a speech here that almost made
us weep when he told about the great sacrifices that have been
.made by men in the medical profes Ion in the past, but that
had absolutely nothing to do with this bill, because those sacrifices were made by men who were not commissioned, by men
who were in private life. It had absolutely nothing to do with
this emergency. He did not approach the terms of the bill
it elf. I do not know whether the Hou e will adopt this amendment or not. They have called this a war measure, and the
minds and ears and eyes of everybody are clo ed to any discussion of the real merit or demerits of a measure so designated.
Xow, •w hy not limit it to the pre ent emergency? Of course, we
lmve an emergency existing at this time; an epidemic of Spanish
influenza is raging; and if in the judgment of the Public Health
Service and of the Pre ident, in the ab ence of a great number
of physicians who are in the military s rvice, there is a consequent shortage of physicians, all of those reasons apply on1y
to this emergency and -probably would not apply again in the
history of the country. If that is the purpose of this bill why
not limit it to the present emergency. That is all I have to say
upon the subject. It seems to me if the Members of this House
would use just a little common sense and reason they would
appreciate the fact that they are authorizing the President of
the United State to is ue commissions ad libitum aU over the
United States either now or at any other time that they may
be able to convince him that an emergency has arisen or is about
to al'i e. It seems to me the amendment ought to be agreed to
by the committee.
· l\lr. 1\IONDELL. I rise in opposition to the amendment of the
gentleman from Ohio. Mr. Chairman, this is not wholly an
emergenc_y measure-that is, it is not a mea ure applying only
to the particular pre ent emergency. It has been urged on the
claim that it is going to be very helpful in this present emergency, but I doubt if anyone really be lieves that the legislation
will _b e especially and particularly helpful in the emergency now
upon us. On the other hand, since I spoke earlier in the day,
the bill has been amended, and is now in the form in which it
should be if it is wise to est ablish a permanent reserve in ~e
Puhlic ·n caltll Service to meet emergencies as they come along.
l\lr. BLACK. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. l\IONDELL. Yes.
~lr. BLACK. If I understand this bil1, the President will not
conrmi sion the~e officials except in time of national emergency.
1\Ir. 1\IOl-.~ELL. If tha t is the view the Pre ident takes of
it, the President will make a great mistake, and the President
will not be accomplishing the good which could be accomplished
under the bill.
1\.lr. BLACK. \\hat does the bill mean if that is not what it
says?
l\Ir. 1\IONDELL. This is what it means: It means that we
to establish a permanent Public Health Service r~sen·e of
men scattered about the country . who are willing to accept commi ions in this reserve, holrting themselves in readiness to
ser"Ve when an emergency arises, to be paid when called into
active service by the Surgeon General, in such an .emergency.
In my opinion th ere is much merit in such a proposition. I did
not see much merit in the bilJ as pre ented, on the theory that
it was intended to meet this emergency of influenza, because
t11is emer"'ency is well under way and in band, and I take it
that e\ery s urgeon in the country is doing his duty, and he is
doing his duty as well as hE> could under this "bill. It may, of
course, be pos ible to do 'Some good in the present influenza
emergency under the bill. Under the amendments that have
been adopted we · m~e proposing a permanent Public Health Service re ene. Tht> men commissioned are not, it is true, commi sioned permanently. They are commi...-.c:;loned for five years,
but they could be recommissioned immediately if it was deE"roed
wi e to do so. 'Vhat ought to be done is to make these appointment withnut r gnrd to emergency, to fill up this reserve in
time when there is no emergency, and to ha>e these men commissioned in variou sections of the country, subject to call
when emergency arises.

are
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That was the original theory of the legi$lation. That was
modified some by the recommendation of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce in its report. It was still further mvdifi.ed by the amendment which the committee first
proposed to the la t part of section 2, but as section 2 has now
been adopted the e commissions will in normal times he granted
from time to time without regard to an emergency at the time
the commission is issued, a:wl men wm receive no pay until
they are ordered into active service at the call of the Surgeon
General when an emergency arises.
l\Ir. GORDON. That is true; but the bill recites in section 1
that these men are to be employed in the pre ent emergency or
in some other atlonal emergency.
1\fr. l\fONDELL. I thin k the gentleman is not quoting the
provisions with his usual accuracy, be<:ause what the bill provides is, .. That for the purpose of securing a reserve for duty in
the Public Health Service in time of national emergency," and
so forth.
1\Ir. GORDON. Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the genqeman from Wyoming
has expired.
l\1r. MONDELL. In other words, to buHd up a reserve in
normal times that may be nsed in time of emergency. Of course,
any commissions issued during this present emergency would
be for services for the emergency, but when the emergency
was over the officers commissioned woq1d go on the inactive
list ready to- be called when the next emergency arose.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment s offered
by the gentleman from Ohio. The Chair understands that without objection both amendments will be voted upon at once.
Mr. GORDON. Yes.
'fhe question was taken ; and on a division (demanded by 1\Ir.
DoREMUS) there were-ayes 23, noes 9.
Mr. l\IO~DELL. Mr. Chairman, I c.lemand tellers.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman ·from Wyoming demands
tellers. Those in ·favor of orc.lering tellers wilJ ri e and stand
until counted. [After counting.] Six Members; not a sutficU.mt number, and tellers are refused.
So the am~ndments were a~eed to.
1\fr. MOORE of Penn-sylvania. l\1r. Chairman, I now o1Ier
the amendment \Vhich is at the Clerk•s desk.
'.rhe CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment offered by the gentleman from Pennsylvania.
The Clerk read as follows ·:
At the end of the bill lnsPrt tbe following as a new section:
" SEc. 2. During the prevalence of an epidemic no practic>ing phy 1cian shall be appointed to the r eserve corp,a witllout the consent of the
State, county, or municipal authorities in which he reside ."

1\fr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. ~Ir. Chairman. this amendment
is offered with the expectation that the committee will sympathize with it because of the present emergency. The amendments offered by the gentleman froru Ohio [l\1r. GoRDON 1 ha e
been adopted, limitin"' the operation of thi bill to the pre~·ent
epidemic. I voted for those amendment , because I be ieved
that w~ need relief, and we need relief now, not after our people
have died and after we find that we ha"Ve no physician to trea t
them and no nurses to are for them and no unlL rtakers to bury
them. The emergency is here, and if this bill is to be effective
it should be effective while the emergeney is on.
1\Ir. l\10NDELL. Mr. Chairman,. will the gentle:m.a.n yield?
1\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Yes.
1\Ir. 1\.'IONDELL. Is it logical to comrni sion men for five
years only to serve in the present emergency, which may laRt
three weeks?
l\1r. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I oppo ed the five years'
tenure, because I believe that matter shoulc.l be left to other
times.
This bill would not have been brou.,.ht in had it not been for
the present emergency . . It came in unuer cover of the public
excitement and distr s which now prevails. Otherwise it
would not have been here at alL
Mr. DUPH.E. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
.Mr. .MOORE of Pennsylvania. Yes.
l\lr. DUPRE. Doe the gentleman think if it had come i!l
under the au.<>pices of its friends he \vould have favored it?
1.\I:r. MOORE of Pennsyl ·ania. I ques tion whether I would
if it came under the auspices of any party.
l\lr. DUPRE. I ask if the supposeu champions of this bill a.re
really in favor of i t - Mr. l\lOORE of Penu.<;ylvania. I think the <·hampio-ns-1\Ir. D UPRE. I said supposed chnmpions.
1\fr. l\IOORE of Penn. ylvnnia. Oh. the g ntleman is pntting
an interpretation upon the motiYes of the gentlemen who brought
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in the bill that I shall not indorse, but the distinguished gentleman from Indiana, the one great physician in this House,
although there are others-1\fr. DUPRE. Indiana?
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Illinois-laid considerable
stress upon the fact that in times gone by some physicians had
risen to heroic proportions and had had monuments erected in
their memory, and, therefore, that this bill creating a lot of new
offices should be passed. I was not in favor of that kind of a
program at this time because men and women are now dying
in my city for want of physicians' care, and this bill proposes to
draw upon these physicians, take them away from the homes,
and put them in this special service, where they may not be so
much needed as they are·in their districts at the present time.
1\fr. DUPRE. If the gentleman will yield further, can the
gentleman conceive under the terms of this bill how anyone can
be commissioned without his consent to serve?
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. He would first have to apply
for a commission.
Mr. DUPRE. Therefore how can this physician be taken
away from the gentleman's city, where the gentleman says he is
so much needed?
Mr. MOORE of Penn ylvania. The gentleman does not want
a discussion of politics, but there are ways of picking particular
. men when you have the power to pick them. If the gentleman
wants any further information on that, since this bill has come
in under cover of an epidemic, I will refer him to the mfillner
in which appointments are made in several of the war services just now, where it appears " the general ru~e " is applied
to everybody, but somebody's particular friend gets in notwithstanding, and it Ipay happen again.
Mr. DUPRE. If the ge.:1tleman wants to smear the medical profession in that way-Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. The medical profession should
have all the honor which either the gentleman or any other
Member of the House would bestow upon it. I will carry to the
monuments erected oYer the graves of thes-e heroic physicians
as many wreath . as will the gentleman from Illinois, but I will
not carry them into this House every time I want to get a bill
through creating a lot of new offices and requiring an in~reased
taxation of the people to bear the burden, and I will not do it
particularly at a time when a, crisis exists in my community
and in other communities, because we do not have physicians
to attend to the sick.
Mr. DUPRE. Will the gentleman yield for another question?
1
1\fr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. No; I can not because my five
minutes are nearly up. If the gentleman will give me fi:re more
I will be glad-Mr. DUPRE. I would be glad to ask it.
1\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. If the gentleman will ask for
it--

Mr. DUPRE. I want to suggest to the gentleman he might
not be able to carry any wreaths to the graves of these heroic
physicians unle s he allows the physician to attend him and
others who are ill.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. If I am sick in my city or in
Washington, as many people are in my city now, and I send for
my family physician and he is gone, or I send for a physician
around the corner or· down the road and he is in the Government service, and I send for .the last man I know who is capable
of ministering to me and I find be has just got a commission in
the Public Health Service to wear a uniform, then I am not in
favor-1\fr. DUPRE. Then I would repeat what I suggested, that
the gentleman is smearing the medical profession and instead
of serving humanity-_
l\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I am trying to serve humanity
by keeping the physician where persons are ill and need care.
I would not have physicians leave sick-bed sides to go put on a
uniform at the port of New York, for instance, in a crisis like
this.
. .
Mr. DUPRE. I do not think the gentleman from Pennsyl~ania will stop a physician from doing that who is a reputable
physicia~.

l\lr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. He is registered under the
laws of the State, and I imagine the home authorities can tell
:whether they have enough physicians to attend the sick-1\ir. LAZARO. If the gentleman will permit, the gentleman
does not mean to create the impression by this that the Public
Health Service will bring about a condition that will deprive
the civilian population of medical attention in this crisis?
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I will take the gentleman's own
district. The gentleman is a physician and an eminent one.
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Suppose what .ha.s happened in my district is happening in the
gentleman's district, that hundreds and. thousands of people are
lying sick and helpless, as some of them are to-day, and they are
sending for nurses and can not find any nurses, because they are
o~erworked in the hospitals or· in the service of the Army, and
they send for physicians and can find none, because the physicians are overworked or in the Army. In such a crisis would not
the gentleman, as the representative of his district, say, "Stop
these physicians we have from going away to wear shoulder
straps; we have particular need of their medical services; or,
at least, let them remain here until the epidemic is over "?
l\!r. LAZARO. I hope the gentleman will understand that
physicians are not looking for shoulder straps. They want to
render efficient service.
l\!r. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Oh, they want some authority;
they want a little more recognition than they are getting now.
They want to be known when they go into the community on
Government business as being Government officials. That is what
they want. They do not want to wear shoulder straps when
they enter my house when my child is sick, and they are not
likely to come into my house when they have got shoulder straps
on-l\!r. LAZARO. That is not the ·point.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsyl~ania. I think that is the point. You
take my physician and put him in the Army service.
Mr. LAZARO. It makes no difference what law we enact
to-day to relieve the situation, we can not increase the number of
doctors.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsyl~ania. But you can reduce the number
available for an epidemic, and that is what I am complaining of.
l\!r. LAZARO. You can not increase or reduce the number of
doctors. It is a question of where the doctor can render the
most efficient service. That is all there is to it.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Then would the gentleman
say-1\fr. LAZARO. The gentleman must understand that the doctors are not looking for uniforms or shoulder straps. They
merely want to render efficient service.
1\Ir. 1\fOORE of Pennsylvania. Yes; and I want them to render efficient service. I agree with the gentleman as to that.
But I will state the case on this proposition: Would the gentleman think as a physician that he was rendering the most efficient service at the bedside of a dying friend who had no one
in the world to call on but him, or by taking a Government
commission to inspect certain institutions out in the State of
Indiana, for instance? Which· would be the most efficient ·service in the name of humanity?
l\fr. LAZ4ill0. I take it that this Government is big enough,
and that the medical service is big enough, to look into this situa. tion thoroughly and to see that every physician, whether be is
relieving the situation among the civilian population or anywhere else, can render the best service where he is needed.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. The gentlema n is too good a
friend for me to insist on a categorical answer as to the ethics
but I will ask the gentleman, when we take a man out of privat~
practice in an emergency like that which prevails and put him
into public life, if we do not take him a way from the bedside
where he is needed and really give him a political job?
Mr. LAZARO. I take it that the Government nnd the medical
service is too big a proposition to consider th i ~ fr om a· political
standpoint, and that the Government understands-l\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Will the gentleman accept my
statement as to the fact that we do not have enough physicians
in Philadelphia to meet the demand, and the poor people are going about crying, as they did in the days of . old, for some one
to come and relieve them in their distress?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. LAZARO. Mr. Chairman, I ask for one minute in order
to ask the gentleman a question.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Louisiana asks unanimous consent for one minute. Is there objection?
Mr. FOSTER. That does not interfere with my recognition?
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair hears no objection.
1\Ir. LAZARO. Does not the gentleman think that the Government understands the importance of conserving the health of the
civil population engaged in the industries necessary to furnish
the things essential for the men on the firing line? And does not
the gentleman think the Government understands the seriousness and importance of conserving their health and will look into
that7
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I hope so ; but I am saying to
the gentleman that the Government has not met the situation
in my city, did not meet it in Boston, did not meet the situatlon
in New York, and is riot meeting the situation in Washington. It
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depends upon the local authorities, who find themselves very
short-hanueu in the emergency.
Mr. WAL H. 1\fr. Chairman-The CHAIRMAN. For what purpo e does the gentleman from Mas achusetts rise?
1\lr. WALSH. I am seeking _recognition.
Mr. FOSTER. I already have it.
Mr. Chairman, I do not belieTe there are physicinns anywhere
· who would leave their homes when they are badly needed to
accept a commission in the Public Health Service. He would
consider his first duty to his community ; but if he could be
spared with safety, he would go to some other community where
.- they could .not get medical help. - That be should do1 I ·do not
believe every man in the medical profession is a saint, by any
means, but I believe there are many honest and conscientious
physicians.
A man that is not conscientious ought not to be a phy ician.
He i:s dealing wlth human life. He is dealing with flesh and
· blood. He is not dealing with a ·few thousand (lellar-s that may
be made or lost to-day or to-morrow. The .medical profession
, is a great professiDn, and any man who goes into that profession with any other idea than that he is to do noble service to
eYerybody is unfit to remain· ·irt it. He does net enter it only
r because he is to get $100 or $1,000 as a fee, but he goes into it
because he can dD some good to the people with whom he comes
.in contact in their distress.
Now, these physicians who are in the Public Health Service
are expected to go where there is an epidemic. They are expected to go wherever there is suffering. A. doctor as such only
goes where there is suffering.
People do not cali a doctor when the-y are well. They have
no use fer him then as a doctor. They need him only when they
are in dish·es , .and the man w..bo is practicing medicine in any
, place in this Union that is not conscientious enough to realize
that the life of the person he is attending is in his hands is unfit
to be a d"Oetor.
1\fr. VEST..A.L. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\Jr. FOSTER. I do.
1\fr. VESTAL. Is it _not the purpo .e of this bill, if it becomes
a law, not to take d ctors away from such a district as that
repre en ted by the gentleman from Pennsylvania [1\fr. MoonE],
bnt if there happens to be a district that i affected with orne
di. ease to send doctors into th::Lt district instead of taking doctors a\vay?
1\Ir. FOSTER. Certainly.
l\1r. VESTAL. A.nd wnuld it ·not operate in this case, in the
district represented by the gentleman from Pennsylvania, that
there would be more phy icians there than there are at this time?
Mr. FOSTER. Certainly. The gentleman is entirely right
about it.
The gentleman from Pennsylvania spoke of the city of Boston.
I happen to know a little about that. They have had an awful
epidemic there, and hundreds of people have lost their lives ..
The Public Health ervice did send men to Boston and help in
that epidemic. Take the city of Oswego, N. Y. The Public
Health Service sent doctors tl1at they could spare to that city
· in order that they might help. I do no-t know to what city it
will come next, or where they will next be needed; bnt we do
know thi , tlmt if the epidemic has pas ed Boston and it becomes practieally normal again, if there are p-laces in the State
of Illinois affected by it I hope that we may avail our elves of
- the physicians of Boston who might come out there and help
our people. That is what I hope may be done.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. If this epidemic .sho:uld~ unfortunately, trike Tilinois-Mr. FOSTER. It is there ·now-Mr. 1\fOORE of Pen.nsylvan.ia. I hope the physicians of Tilinois will l.abor as industriously., fa.ithfu.lly, and devotedly as.have
the physicians who have remained in the city of Phlladelpllia..
1\ir. FOSTER~ I have no doubt they will.
1\lr. 1\fOORE of l>amsylv.ania. No more devoted 'b ody of men
.exist in the conntr·y than those that remain in the city of
Philadelphia. 'l'h~y are among the noblest .men on earth, and
in this emergency are cloing heroic work.
1\Ir. FOSTER. I have no doubt there- are many good, conscientious doctors in that city.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I still adhere to the contention that to take them a-way at this particular time would be
very unfortunate.
1\Jr. FOSTER. The gentleman spoke of tak-ing away -from
Phi1adelphia physicians to another part of the country and
leavina that -city withDut sufficient help. This bill does net
contemplate such a thing and it woul-d not be done.
Mr. LAZARO. 1\:Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman -yield?
Mr. FOSr:rER. Yes.
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. Mr. LAZARO. Suppose the epidemic is over in the city ot
the gentleman from Pennsylvania before it is over in the city
repre ented by the· .gentleman from Illinois. I will ask the
gentleman from Pennsylvania whether it would not be reasonable as a war measure to ask physicians in the city repre.
sented by the gentleman from Pennsylvania to relieve the situation in other cities1
Mr. MOORE of PennsylmnUt. It would be a splendid thing
to do, and it ought to be done. But my point was that the
gentlemen who go· into this Medical Reserve Corps now will
not be the men who will go into the homes to relieve that particular situation. They will rather investigate and advi ·e together to see that the epidemic does not spread.
Mr. FOSTER. They have dene it and they are doing it now
in some citi-es when the doctors .are gone.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Illinois
bas expired.
Mr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Chairman, I wish to say a word about tbe
amendment offered by the gentleman from Pennsylvania [l\Ir.
MooRE]. I tbinl4 Mr~ Chairman, that the effect of the gentlemen's amendment wonld simply be to take the power of commis- siouing these physicians out of the hands of the President and
invest it in the hands of the ,S tate, county, or municipal authorities, because if we say to the President, "You may commi sion
the e _physicians in the Public Health Service provided the governor gives his consent," it puts it into the hands of the governor
to say what pbysician shall receive this commission, and it is
rather an unusual power, or rather an unusual condition, to
attach to this executive function which we are about to impose
upon the President.
I noticed that it was contained in the House substitute for the
Senate resolution, but I do not think, in view of the actien of the
committee which reported the measure and the action of the committee this afternoon which has treated that substitute by kicking it downsta.irs-I do not think that the fact that that language
is in there would be considered persuasive.
l\fr. LONDON. l\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WALSH. Yes.
1\fr. LONDON. I believe the House substitute provided that
no officer of a State should be used without State authority.
Mr. WALSH. I beli-eve that was the limitation there. nut
for tis to say to the President of the United States, "You can
commission this physician in the city of Philadelphia provided
the mayor gives his permission," seems to me to be verging upon
the border of unconstitutionality, and certainly is unwise. And
I do not think, while I ha:ve not been overenthusiastic for this
legislation, that we ought to encumber it with any such amendment as that.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the gentleman from Pennsylvania [l\lr. MooRE].
The question was taken, and the amendment was rejected.
• Mr. DOREMUS. l\lr. Chairman, I move that the committee
do now rise and report the joint re olution to the House with
the recommendation that the amendments be agreed to and
that the joint resolution as amended do pass.
The CHA.IRl\fA.N. The gentleman from l\lidliga.n moY that
the committee rise and repo1·t the joint resolution to the House
with the amendments, with the recommendatton that the amend·
ments be agreed to and that the joint resolution do pass.
T,he motion was agreed to.
Accordingly th-e commlttee 1-o·se; and Mr. GA.RnETT of Tennessee
hr. ving taken the chair :- s Speaker pro tempore, l\lr. Hrr.r.rARD,
Chairman of the G>mmittee of the Whole House on the state of
the Union, reported that that committee had had under consideration the joint resolution ( S. .T. Res. 63) to establi. h a
reserve of the Public Health Service, and had directed him to
report the same back to the House with sundry amendments, with
the recommendation that the amendments be agreed to and that
the joint resolution as amended do pass.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is a separate vote demanded on
any amendment'] If not the Ohair :will put them in gross.
The amendments were agreed to .
The joint 1·esolution as amended was ordered to third read·
ina and was accordingly read the third time and pa. ·sed.
On motion of Mr. DoREMUS, a motion to reconsider the vote
b-y which the joint resolution was passed was laid o.n the table.
The SPEAKER pre tempore. The gentleman from Texas
[Mr. BLANTON] is recognized for 40 minutes unde-r a prior order
-of the House.
.
.Mr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Speaker, I make the point of order that
there is no quorum !)resent.
The SPEAKER pro tempere. The gentleman from l\fa sacl'usetts makes the point of order that there is no quorum
present. The ,Chair will count. [After counting.] Forty-six:
l\fembers present, not a quorum.

a
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1\lr. DOUEl\IUS. l\fr. Speaker, if the point of order ·is in istcd
on I move that the House do now adjourn.
Mr. SEARS. 1\Ir. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair has announced th~t
t1lere is no quorum pre ent.
·
1\Ir. SEARS. May I propound an inquiry?
Tlle SPEAKER pro tempore. The point of no quorum having
been made and sustained, the Chair does not thJnk it is in order.
The gentleman from l\fichigan moves that the House do now
adjourn.
The mcmon '\as agreed to; accordingly (at 4 o'clock and 30
minute p. m.) the Hou e adjourned until to-morrow, Wednesdl_ly, October 16, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
EXECUTIVE COMMUNIQA.TIOr:rs. ETC.
'Under clause 2 of Rule XXIV, a letter- from the Secretary of
the Treasury, tTansmitting estimates of appropriations for improvement of marine hos;Jitals at Baltimore~ Md.; Boston,
Mn. . ; Nevr Orlean~ La.; New York (Stapleton), N . Y.; San
Jrrancisco, Cal.; and Savannah, Ga. {H. Doe. No. 1329), was
taken from the Speaker's table, referred to the Committee on
Appropriations, and ordered to be printed.
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The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. C.ouden, D. D., offered the following p1·ayer : .
We thank Thee, our Father in heaven, for the- sublime faith
in Thee, which manifests itself in a thousand deeds of heroism
on the field of carnage and in the sacrifices exhibited by all
classes, especially the physicians and nurses who are devoting
themselves to the preservation of life, the alleviation at suffering, in the terrible scourge which has come upon the people.
. Give wisdom to those in authority, courage to those who are
battling for the right, that the Christ spirit may be victorious
over the foes of liberty and over the terrible scourge which is
robbing homes of their dear ones and making desolate the henrts
o:f thousands. Comfort them in the blessed hope of . the immortality of the soul . and the eternal goodn-ess of God ; through
Christ our Lord. Amen.
Tile Journal of tlie proceedings of yesterday was read and aPproved.
ODDEn OF BUSINESS..

JUr. BLANTON. 1\Ir. Speaker, the House was- kind enough
yesterday to give me 40 minutes in which to address the House.
If I may get unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the
REcORD, I do not care to take up that time, and I make that
request.
The SPE..U{ER. The gentleman from Texas a ks unanimous
consent to extend his remarks in· the RECORD on the subject of
the Postmaster General and strictures made upon him. Is
there objection?
Mr. MONDELL. .Reserving the right to object, in view of the
character of the address I do not feel that consent should be
given-l\Ir. BLA..l\fTON. I will state that there is nothing personal
in my address.
Mr. MONDE.L L. And therefore I object.

PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXIIf bills, resolutions, and memorials
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By 1\lr. BLANTON: A bill (H. R. 13077) providing for the
completion of tlle construction of a bridge aero s the San Juan
RiYer at Shiproc~ N . Mex., on the Navajo Indian Reservation;
to the Committee on Appropriations.
By 1\fr. MORIN: A bill (H. R. 13078) providing a working
:fund for the treasurer of the United States l\lilitary Academy;
to the Committee on Mjlltary Affairs.
By Mr. VARE: A bill (H. R. 13079) to provide for the con~truction of a bridge over the Delaware River between the
States of Pennsylya.nia and New Jersey~ tq the Committtee on
LEAVE OF AB~~CE.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted as
By Mr. SCULLY: Resolution (H. Res. 444) for the appointment of a committee to investigate the_causes and ascertain the follows:
To Mr. TAGUE, indefinitely. as he is contesting- his nomination
losse ~ sru.'i:ained by the recent explosion at Morgan, N. J.; to the
before the Ballot Law Commission of Massachusetts; and
9ommittee on Rules.
To Mr. LUNN, indefinitely, on· account of illness.
FIRST DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATION BII.L.
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
1\lr.
SHERLEY,
chairman of the Committee on AppropriaUnuer clan e 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
tions, reported the bill (H. R. 13086; H. Rept. 830) making apwere introduce(} and severally referred as follows:
By l\Ir. CROSSER: A bill (H. R. 13080) to remove the charge propriations to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal
of de ertlon from the military record of Charles V. Wells; to year ending June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal years, on account of
war expenses, and for other purposes, which was ordered printed
the C mmittee on Military Affairs.
By Mr. FIELDS: A bill (H. R. 13081) granting an increase and referred to tlle Committee of the Whole House on the state
of pension to William l\1. Nourse; to the Committee on Invalid of tile Union.
Mr. STAFFORD resen-ed all points of order.
Pensions.
Mr. SHERLEY. -Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask unnni- ·
By l\Ir. FOSTER: A bill (H. R. 13082) granting an increase
of pension to WillL'Ull Oakley; to the Committ.e e on Invalid mous consent of the House to take up the bill just reported,
notwithstanding the rule.
Pensions. Mr. STAFFORD. Is the "entleman certuin that there rs any
AI o~ a bill (H. R. 13083) to remove the chru·ge of desertion
from the record of Hiram C..Hall; to the Committee on Military rule that prohibits the gentleman from taking it up immeAffairs.
diately?
B~· :.Mr. KIESS of Pennsylvania~ A bill (H. R. 13084) granting
.1\Ir. SHERLEY. I am not; but it has been a rule of cusa pension to l\lary Marley ; to the Committee on Invalid Pen- tom, and I would not want to do it o-ver the protest of th:}
sion .
membership of the House. But if the House desires, :r am preBy Mr. MOORES of Indiana : A bill (H. R. 13085) granting a pared to present the bill to the House to-day for considerntion.
Mr. NORTON. Has the bill been printed, and is it available
pemion to Emily F. Washburn; to the Committee on Invalid
for l't!embers?Pen ions.
l\Ir. SHERLEY. The bill has been printed, and I understand ·copies will be available for the Members of the House.
PETITIONS, ETC.
The hearings are also available.
Unuer clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid
The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman from Kentucky serving_
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows:
no-tice or n_sking unanimous consent?
·
By l\Ir. DALE of New York: Petition of Springport Grange,
l\fr. SHEULEY. I Irulke that request, but the gentleman fL·om
No. 1184, of Cayuga County, N. Y., protesting against tlie zone ' Florida desires to present a matter, nnd I am willing to wait
po t al rate on second-class mail matter; to th-e Committee on a minute or two for that purpose.
:Wars and Means.
INFLUENZA IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUYBI.A.
Also, petition of the board of directors of the Albany Chru:nber
of 1ommerce,. favoring widening a.nd deepening the channel
Mr. SEARS. l\1r. Speaker, ·I ask unanimo.u con~ent to proof the upper Hudson River in the interest of tlle development of ceed for not exceeding five minutes, and I ask to hm·e two
inland waterways; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign letters read, which I send to the desk in further support of
Commerce.
.
the remarks I made the other day.
Also, petition of Chamber of ·Commerce of the State of New
The SPE..<\.KER. Tlle gentleman from Florida asks una.niYork, urging Congress to evolve a well-balanced and financially . mous consent to proceed for not exceeding five minutes. Is
sound revenue bill; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
there objection?
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1\!r. CAJ\TNON. Pending that, l\lr. Speaker, I .ask unanimous con ent for a minute about a matter of health.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois asks to proceed for one minute. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. CANNON. 1\fr. Speaker, tl.le fresh air abounds in the
Hall of the House. In the street cars, the passenger cars, the
hotels generally, the windows are open to admit the fresh air.
My obsen-ation has been, and my experience is, that with an
epidemic of this kind raging, after you get the fresh air you
are more subject to the epidemic by the cold draft coming into
your face or striking you in the back than you would be without the fresh air. I want to draw the attention of the l\Iembers of the House to it in the hope that if the House agrees to ·
it the windows may be closed except when it is necessary to
have additional fresh air.
The SPEAKER. The Chair wishes to make ri statement.
The other morning the gentleman from Illinois [1\fr. RAINEY]
asked unanimous consent .that the galleries be closed and that
the Speaker be directed to have them close~l. Unanimous ~on
sent was granted, and the Speaker had them closed. Yesterday
several Members came to the Speaker, protesting that by having the windows and doors shut up it made an intolerable ~on
dition in the House. So the Speaker, with the Doorkeeper, devised a scheme to obviate that condition. That was to put
guards at the foot of the stairs" so that persons could not get
up to the galleries, and open the doors to admit the fre~h
air. Where doctors disagree, the Chair does not know what
to do.
l\Ir. LAZARO. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to address the House for two minutes.
'£he SPEAKER. The gentleman from Louisiana asks unaniconsent to address the House for two minutes. Is there
objection?
There \vas no objection.
Mr. LAZARO. Mr. Speaker, yesterday I spoke of the importance of keeping calm and avoiding hysteria and cooperating
with the health authorities in order· to control this epidemic.
In this epidemic, as in everything else, the middle ground is
the safe course. To give you an idea of mistakes that can be
made when we are h-ying to do the right thing, let me say that
on a street car the other day it began to rain. It was raining
hard and the wind was blowing. They said they could not put
the windows down because they had been ordered up. I said:·
" Well, choose beh,·een the two evils. The people were getting
wet. Close some windows. Do not let these women and
children get wet to the skin, for it may be an hom; or two
before they get home." It shows that in an epidemic of this
kind people are Jiable to lose their heads and do the wrong
thing. The safe thing is to keep the middle ground and avoid
extremes.
l\fr. EUETISON. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LAZARO. Yes.
Mr. EMERSON. What is the gentleman's advice'? He is a
physician.
Mr. LAZARO. I would advise tlUlt 'i\e have air in here all
of the time.
'rhe SPEAKER. The gentleman from Florida [Mr. SEAns]
is recognized.
Mr. SEARS rose.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
I do not want to be placed in the attitude. of waiving the time
which has been allotted me by not objecting. I presume that
time is not waived by not objecting.
The SPEAKER. This has nothing to do with the gentleman's
tim~.
Is there objection to the gentleman from .Florida procee<ling for not to exceed five minutes? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none.
·
1\Ir. SEARS. Mr. Speaker, a few days ago, as the Members
will recall~ I took up the question of additional help being
brought to Wa hington. I did this because, as I stated then, I
felt I would be guilty of criminal negligence unless I did all in
my power to prevent further congestion. I believe the Members
of the House agree with my statement that conditions demand
prompt action. I want to commend the newspapers of the city
of Washington for the stand they, have taken in urging the departments not to bring additional help here. At the time I made
the statement before the House I said unless some relief was
given I would introduce a resolution, but desiring to be absolutely fair I first wrote the Ch·il Service Commission and will
read the two letters which they sent me, one of them being a
copy. of a letter which was sent to the heads of the several departments:

mous

UXITED

Bon. WM. J. SEARS,

OcTOBER

16 ·

'·

STATES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,
Washingtot~,

Hou se of R eprestmtatives,

Wash·ington, D .

D.

a.,

Oct ober 14, 1918.

a.

MY DEAR JUn. SEARS : In reply to your suggestion of October 12
that the commission issue an. order r estricting appointments of employees for service in Wa shington on account of the prevailing epidemic, your attention is invited to the inclo ed identical letter addressed to beads ol' departments and appointing officers generally.
Very truly, yours,
.
J. A. MciLHENNY, Presidetlt.

•'

14 1918
The honorable the SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE.
OCTOBER
•
·
SIR : Upon the request of the Commlssion£ors of the District of
Columbia, the Public Health Service, and the District Health Sei-vlce
that appointments of Government employees be restricted in view of
the prevailing epidemic of influenza, the commission has the honor to
suggest that the department make requisition upon the commission
only for those clerks and other employees absolutely necessary at this
time for the maintenance of the wat· p~ogram.
By direction of the commission.
Very respectfully,
J. A. MciLHENNY, Prcsidet~t.

Mr. Speaker, this does not reach the end that I had in view.
If it is left to the heads of the departments to make requests

for additional employees, I fear employees 'i\ill continue to be
brought to the District. Not naming tl1e department. while
visiting some of the departments yesterday I heard the chief
of one of them talking about the additional help they expected
to bring in at once or in the near future. Certainly they do
not understand conditions preyailing here nnd the already overcrowded condition which exists. I absolutely agree with the
distinguished gentleman from Louisiana [l\Ir. LAzARo] that we
should not let hysteria carry us off our feet. and that the best
way to fight disease is not to become frightened. Perhaps
fright causes more deaths than anything else. Since making
my remarks on the floor of this House I had occasion to go out
and look up a young lady from my home town, having been
informed that she was suffering from the disease. I went to
the house at whicl1 she was stopping and was informed that
they had four cases there, Government workers, one of them
very low and not expected to live until night. Everywhere
we turned on the streets we met funeral processions. I really
believe it will be criminal for the l\lembers of Congress to permit additional help to come to Washington until the epidemic
is over and adequate accommodations can be secured. Some
weeks ago my wife spent the entire afternoon going o\er the
city in our automobile in an effort to secure comfortable rooms
for some young ladies from my district but was not succe ful.
Since then, howe'i"er, they have secured nice ·rooms.
In view of the above, to permit.other girls to come here, with
no home to go to, with no heat in the homes which they finally
secure rooms in, with no medical attention if they should get
sick, is certainly not fair to them. I sincerely trust the heads
of the departments will take into consideration thf' almost impossible task of securing rooms, the appalling death rate, the
overcrowded conditions now existing, and that they will not
ask for :my additional help. If they persist in it, which I am
positive they will not do, I shall introduce a resolution. In
fact, I shall take the question· up with the President to-day and
urge him to issue a proclamation stopping further importation
of clerical help to the city until the epidemic is passed and the
crowded condition is relieved.
I was told yesterday by a reliable citizen that one day this
week a father had to build the coffin for his own child; that
two brothers had to dig tlle graYe and bury their brother. If
that does not show conditions in the District deserve and should
receive at our hands some radical action I am greatly mistaken.
I do not care to take up more of the time of the House. I sincerely trust the papers will continue their present fight and that
the 1\lembers, as I shall do, wiU urge upon the boys and girls
in their districts not to be persuaded entirely through patriotism to come here until they can at least be assured they will
be properly cared for. I desire al o to commend t11e Civil Ser\ice Commission ·f or the stand taken by them, and also their
prompt action.
. ORDER OF BUSINESS.

l\1r. RAKER rose.
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from
California rise?
Mr. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to proceed for two minutes on the aircraft production and in regard.
to producing spruce timber which is absolutely needed by the ·
Government at the pre ent time.
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, there will probably be an opportunity when we reach some item in the urgent deficiency appropriation bill to speak on anything that is germane · to the
aircraft production;
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\Vill the gentleman yield for a moment?
I shall not yield right now. I believe that
the House desires to take up this nrgent deficiency appropriation
~lll right now.
[Applause.} I have-, as the ervant of the
Honse, in order to bring it forward, worked every night for the
past two weeks until midnight, Sunday included. I am prepared to go forward with ' the bill if the House is [applause],
and now move that the House resolre itself into the Committee
of the Whole Hou...'"e on the state of the Union for the consideration of the urgent deficiency appropriation bill.
'1\Ir. BLANTON rose.
The SPEAKER. FoT what purpose does the gentleman rise?
[Cries of "Regular order!"]
·1\Ir. BLANTON. To either insist upon my time or, first, to
prefer a request for unanimous consent to extend my remarks
in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Texas asks nnanimous
con ent to extend his remarks in the RECORD. Is there objection?
Mr. MOORES of Indin.na. Mr. Speaker-, I object.
Mr. BL_I\NTON. Then I ask for my time.
Mr. RAKER rose.
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
Mr. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, I desire to cooperate with the
wishes of the House. but this i what the Aircraft Board
desires-The SPEAKER. There i a motion p~nding.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary iuqniry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker. the day before yesterday I
was granted time by the House-. Yesterday it was agreed by
the House that immediately after the termination of the bill
then under consideration I shouJd be granted 40 minutes-.. I
ask if it is not in order at this time that the 40 minutes allotted
me be granted under the order of the House?
Mr. STAFFORD. Mrr Speaker, was not that order pTedicated
upon the idea that it was the order of the day?
:Mr. BLANTON. Not at. all.
1\lr. STAFFORD. And not the order of a. subsequent daythe order for Monday, the calendar day?
Mr. BLAJ\"TO:N. No~ the REcoRD will show that it was to follow immediately at the conc1usion of the bill then under consideration.
Th~ SPEAKEP. Yesterday the House made a special order
ino<lifying the old order that when the bili that was nnder
con i<lei'ation. yesterday was concluded the gentleman from
Texn.s stould have 40 minutes in which to addre s the House.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what purpo c does the gentleman from
:Ma sachus€tts rise?
Mr. WALSH. ·wm the Chair permit an. ob~ervation?
Tbe SPEAKER. Yes.
l\fr. \V ALSH. Yesterday the gentleiruln from Texas had t11e
I rivilege of addressing the House for 40 minutes after the reading of the Journal. A questioL arose after the Journal was
read as to whether or not the gentleman from Texas should
immediately proceed, the previous question having been ordered
on the Public Health Service rescr\e measure. and then the
gentleman from Texas asked that instead of proceeding, in the
ab ence of any decision by the Chair upon the question which
aro e. that he might proceed following the disposition of the
Public Health Service bill. 'l'he original order was for yesterday, and the transfer of his time simply from after the approval
of the JouTDal to after the disposition of the Public Health
Service bill, 1 submit, would not car.ry the time over. to a subsequent day.
1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mi'. Speaker, whatever the
thought may have been tha order is this:
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T.he SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tennessee [l\Ir. G.Allasks unanimous co - sent that the gentleman_ from Texas
[1'1fr. BLANToN] be permitted to extend his remarks in the REcORD· on the subject of the Po tmaster General and the strictures
which have been made upon him. Is there objection?
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, in
spite of the statement of the distinguished gentleman from
Tennessee I still have doubt as to whether the gentleman is
entitled to time at this time. The gentleman from Texas has
had permission before upon twa occasions to extend his remarks
in the RECORD. Upon one of those occasions it gave rise to
serious controversy with his own colleague. Upon the other
occasion t.e peculiarly used the privilege by inserting matters
which had nothiilg to do with the subject for which permission
was granted to extend his remarks, and I do not think, in view
of that and upon this particular partisan matter which has
arisen and which has subsided as far as the House is con~
cerned, that the House ought to permit him to extend his re·
marks. The House is responsible for this situation, and the
House lmew when it gave him permission yesterday to transfer
· the time that this peculiar complication might arise.
1\lr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Will the gentleman yielcl?
Mr. WALSH. I will.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. The gentleman stated just
now, as I understood. that the matter had subsided-1\Ir. \VALSH. A5 far as he knew, as far :t.s the House was
concerned.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee, Bas the gentleman any in·
formation as to whether the assault upon t11e Postmaster General made by the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. MILLER] i ·
being officially circulated 'l
Mr. WALSH. In reply to the gentleman, I would say I
· have no information whether the speech of the gentleman from
Minnesota attacking certain happenings in which the Post· .
master General seemed to have been implicated has been circulated, nor do I know whether either the reply made by the
gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. l\1ooN], the gentleman's col~
league, or the gentleman from Texas . [Mrr BUCHANAN], has
been circulated. I have no i.Iiformation upon the subject, but
I do submit that the incident, as far as the Bouse is concerned,
is closed. We had that dispute the other day~ The chaTges
were made, and they were replied to, and it seems to me that
this attempt now for an insertion in tbe RECORD of a. supple·
mental defense by the gentleman from Te:xas ought not to be
approved by the House, and therefore I object.
The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman object?
1\fr. WALSH. I object.
'l'he SPEAKER. The gentleman from Texas is rccognizCll
for 40 minutes.
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, 1 would like to be l1eard on
the question of order.
The SPEAKER. The Chair will hear the gentleman.
Mr. SBEltLEY. Mr. Speaker, it seems to me that the plain
language of the order that was read indicates that it shoulu
follow the business that day then before "the House. It does
not make it a continuing order of the House~ There is not a
word said that makes it a continuing order of the House.
I have no desire to interfere with the gentleman from Texas,
but I think it is rlut> the House that we proceed with ·a mutter
of such great importance as this deficiency bill as early as
possible.
·
The SPEAKER. Now, the Chair thoroughly sympathizes
with the gentleman from Kentucky in his position and in lill
statement. but the Bouse is entirely too loose about making
these special orders and unanimous consents. Now. when the
gentleman from Texas asked the last time yesterday the Chair
was very slow in putting the request. becau e he wanted to
~ive everybody plenty of chance to object, but nobody objected.
It is a ununimous-consent order that when we got through
The SPEAKER-with the bill which the gentleman from TIUnois had in chal'ge
The SPEAKER. Where is the genUem:m reading'2
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee-. Page 11267 of the RECORD of that the gentleman from Texas should have 40 minutes. Now,
there were a hundred men here. and any one of them could have
yesterday, October 15:
.
objected, but they all held their peace. The gentleman from
The SPEAKEn. 'rbe gentleman from Te::ms [Mr. BLANTON} asks unani· Texas
mous consent to proceed for 40 minutes after- the matter wbich the '
•
1\lr. SHERLEY.

gentleman' from Illinois [Mr. FOSTER] bas in charge is di posed o!.
there objection?
There was no {lbjection.

I&

The last item '>f business yesterday afternoon was the passage
of the· bill which the gentleman from lllinois [Mr. FosTER} bad'
charge of. and I submit that that having been the last business
conducted the gentleman is entitl ~d to his 40 minutes, ·and be
was recognized on yesterday and only pre-vented from proceeding_
by the absence of a quorum. I ask. Mr. Speaker, again that the.
gentleman from Texas may be permitted to exten-d his remarks
in the REOOKD upon the swject he ha.s indicatea

RETT]

THE ATTACK, AGAI?\ST T;HE
_. POST~.L<o\.STEn GE:-.-ruf.AL.

Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, on September 12 the gentleman
from Minnesota [1\Ir. 1\lrr.r..EB], in a prepared typewritten s~ech
read on the floor of this House, made against the Postmaster
General very grave chm·ges, which. if true, convicted the Postmaster General of being u heartless, cruel. selfish, inefficient,
dishonest WTetch. and · warranted his expulsion from public
office for all time to come. By reason of his being an important
member of our war Cabinet, and a personal friend and cl{)sc
confidential adviser of the President of the United States. I do
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not believe that such charges should remain ·unanswered in
every detail.
Notwithstanding his speech "\Yas carefully prepared, typewritten, and by him read from manuscript, and he refused all
r equests to yield to questions seeking at the time to correct his
. statements, the gentleman before beginning his speech asked
for and dbtained consent to revise his remarks, which privilege
he exercise(], by revi ing his speech before publishing arne in
the 00SORESSIONAL RECORD two <lays later.
The gentleman began by saying:
To win thl war completely and speedily should be the sole purpose
and the sole endeavor of every American citizen-

Leading us to expect at least that the words he was about to
utter would give some inspiration to our armies abroad. But
continuing, he said :
At thls time--at any time--criticism of a public official is justified
only when tbe public welfare reqwres it. Especially is this true respecting one who has attained great heights of power The condition
·to which our Postal Service has been brought-forced there by the unrelenting and oppressive hand of Albert ~. Burleson, the Pol'tmaster
. General (changed in the revision to read: As it appears by an unrelenting and oppressive ystem inaugurated by the present Postmaster General)-ha · become a menace to the Nation's business, to the wt>ll-being
of our people, and to the welfare of the several hundred thousand emp loyees in his charge.

The occa~ ion of his speech and real purpose of Us criticispl
·were gradually unfolded nn<l made manifest as be proceeded,
but not until he reacheu the final paragraph did it appear eonclusiYely that he was mereiy indulging in cheap politics. I
. quote it from his original mnnuscript as read by him, procured
from the Public Printer, as follows:
·
·
~uch is the Burleson attitude toward those who are so unfortunat~
us to ba ve to work. There has now been placed in his hands the fortunes of 400,000 workers of the telephone and telegraph systems of the
country .. What is to be their fate? I for one am ready to resolve
that the backs of these workers shall never. be bared to receive the lash
of this modl'rn Simon Legree. There is but one way to stay the hand
of this tyrant. Elect this fall a Rt>publlcan Congress and that Congress will change the Burleson system. or at least check its further
extension. I .know of no other way that efficiency may be restored to
· the great Post Office Department, the well-being of our people served,
nnd thrt>e-quartet·s of a million worktrs saved from industrial bondage.

Let rue read you the followirig additional excerpts of his
speech, from his original manuscript :
From almost the beginning of the Burleson adminl tration we have
known something was wrong in the Post Office Department. Recent
evidt>nce disclo es that conditions there have become critical. The mall
sy tern that serves every business. every humble fireside, every brave
soldier boy at the front has staadlly declined in efficiency, and further
demoralization is in pr.ogress. Letters sent either fail to arri.ve or
arrive after exasperating delay. It is an everldayl a common occurrence, for letters once postt>u never to be heard o aga n. • • • And
yet on every hand I finu business men complaining of the mail service;
families have tried in vain to communicate with absent members; and
many a soldier boy in the land " over there" has gone to battle, into
that hell of bursting shell, exploding bomb1 and deadly machine gun ;
into that Inferno of when• the earth beneatn
him ht>aves and crumbles,
• death falls in the track of a thousand volcanoes, and the very. air ho
breathes ls poison; gone into battle and died "somewhere in France,"
and never rect>ived the message of love from a praying mother way back
home, a message that her old hand penned and tremblingly placed in
the mail with a prayt>r-c•ne Mr. Burleson's system failed to deliver.
• • • Investigation discloses that the mail service is demoralized,
a demoralization that results from a tyrannical, even brutal, treatment
of 300,000 po tal employees by the Postmaster General, and from
certain policies auopted that set'm to ignore all consideration of efficiency, 'Ve who knew Mr. Burleson before be became Postmaster
General expected that be would administer the office along the narrowt>st
and most bitterly parti an lines. We were in no sense disappointed.
He is the arch politician of the time. He can see no proposition except
in a bitterly partisan way.
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(5) That the Civil Service Commi-ssion has been made an agency of
the Postmaster General, its freedom destroyed, and its capacity to act
justly and fairly taken away.
(6) That the greatest cause of inefficiency in the Postal Service is
Burleson's treatment of his employees. The Burleson mind is the
tyrant's mind; the Burleson system the tyrant's ~'Y tem. Almost O:t
once Burleson attacked the workers under him with the fury of a
tyrant. Apparently to see workers well paid, contented, and In high
spirit, doing their best, drives him to frenzy. There is no length h"'
will not go to prevent it, no height he wlll not climb, no depth he will
not descend.
(7) That Burleson contemptuously ignores acts of Congress; that
a few years ago he robbed the rural malt carriers out of the $100
increase given them by Congress, amounting to $3,000,000.
(8) That Burleson arbitrarily reduced the salaries of collectors in
.the City Delivery Service from $1,200 to $1,000, and continued the
practice even after ordered by Congress to restore it.
(9) That Burleson took from the boys delivering special-delivery
letters the 8 cents remuneration they had been :n tht> habit of receiving and put the boys on a miserly salary, or one of bls favorite
contract systems, as he couldn't endure seeing a boy earn the whole
8 cents the patron had placed on the letter for that purpose.
(10) That substitutes for carriers, who had been hanging between
life and starvation, getting 30 cents an hour when they worked were
shoved a little nearer starvation by Burleson, who cut their scanty
wages to 271 cents per hour .
. (11) That a cheap labor contract system, without regard to effiCiency, always looks good ·to Burleson, and he has tried his best to have •
established such a system in the place of the present rural cal'l'ler
system.
(12) That repressive_ measures of all k_Jnds have been put into
effect; privileges enjoyeo by employee , makmg their work more agreeable and life more pleasant, have all been taken away, and now men
are chained to their work, cowed and browbeaten.
(13) That when the National Guard were sent to the border in
1916, Burleson 1·equired the ma.n y members in the Postal Service to
resign their places, depriving their families of means of subsistence •
fat<;e4J,s 1~~~r:l~rleson refused to permit a letter carrier to attend his
!15) 'rhat Burle on has made it almost a capital offense for a postmaster to be on good terms with the employees of hi office, and showers
~>miling favor upon them for harsh and exacting treatment of employees.
(16) That Burleson hates labor unions, and during five years has
not permitted much to remain of the organizations of his employees·
that he refus{'d to permit Mr. E. J'. Gainor, presidt>nt of an organiza:
tion, to attend a conventicm, and his attitude is important because he
is the political dictator of this admini. tration, directing the admlnis~;:f_~~~s Eo~~~e{i~3. this regard, and thus likely to affect millions ot
1
(17) That Mr. Burleson is a man of great wealth-perhaps the
T~!.~~iest man in this Cabinet-inheriting a large quantity of land in

(18) That Burleson, with his brother-in-law, opemtcd a farm of
several thousand acres in Texas with convict labor hired from t he
State, and conditions became so unspeakable and, in a legislative investigation, were found to be so monstrous ou the Burleson anti other
farms that all Texas was horrified and the legislature forever prohibited such practice in the futut·e; that the poor wretches who were
to toll and sull'e.r to enrich the great Burleson were the young lade
whose feet had strayed for the first time and the old men whose faltering steps would soon lead them to th~ grave, and to these were added
thosP suil'ering from sickness or bodily infirmity, nnd the treatmf'nt
of whom [for which 1\Ir. Burleson was held responsible by the gentleman from Minnesota] was the following: Convicts worked in the
morning as early as the guard could see, and returned to buildings b~
tween sundown and dark; excessive work and general bad treatment,
making wrecks of many strong men ; rPquiring men to run to· and from
their work from 1 to 3 m11es, and while worked pushed· excessively ;
convicts often whipped, using a short handle of wood to which were
fastened several straps 5 feet long, each above an inch wide, undet•
which cruel lash th(> naked tiesh was cut and torn, and in many instances the poor sufferer died ; B. F. Luce punished 18 licks for laziness. and J' oe Oliver 17 licks. Picture, if you rani these tende1· youths
in their teens, these tottering old men, these s ck and infirm, with
bared backs, rE)cei'l?ing the lash for laziness. Little wonder they sank
and died. J'. C. Zachery forced to wad~ the river in cold weather of aU
kinus; P. Hubbard afraid to tell of bad treatment because the puni h·
ment would be more s~vere than he could stand . J'. B. Maurice heard
the inspector tell the men. "I have turned you all over to Capt. Brooks,
and if 20 licks won't do I'll give orders fot· 120; and if that don't do,
Thus ignoring the fact that ,;e are in war, with our 2,000,000 by the eternal gods, I will give 1,020. J'. S. Lowery knew of guards ·
brave soldiers fighting over scattered battle fronts 3,000 miles wWpping Fost'er four or five Urnes a day, and they beat him up until
they saw he was going to die, and placed him in a tree infested with
away, many of whom scarcely wrote or received letters before ants,
which got on him. llehold that picture, if you can. This man,
the war began but all of whom now write, and have written to with naked body, torn by lash and bleeding from a score of wounds,
them, many letters from relatives and friends, thus increasing compelled to stand on an old stump while ants swarmed over him,
crawled into nls wounds, and stung his quivering flesh tnto · a frenzy
the volume of our mails to E>normous and unprecedented propor- of
pain. '.rhree other men murdered there, one that couldn't keet> up
tions, and after saddling upon the Postmaster General the re- with the squad, and the guard tied a rope around his neck a.ntl tied it
sponsibilitiy for all delays, without crediting him with any ex- to the horn of his saddle. He lived three days. Another, named Dunn,
was beaten to death. A Mexican, whipped with Dunn, died tbts sam~)
tenuating circumstances whatever, the gentleman from 1\finne- night.
The guard whip{>ed them till they ~ave out and then tied
sota [1\Ir. MILLER] presented against the Postrn~ster General them down in the field w1th their faces up to the sun. Mr. Chairman,
hell can have no terrors for convicts that tolled and ull'ered on the
the following 18 additional indictments:
Burleson farm. Such is the Burleson attitude towat·d those who are
(1) That M:r. Burleson immediately after assuming office falsely
so unfortunate as to have to work. The1·e has now been placed in his
asserted through the press that there was a deficit of $732,301.90 left hands the fortu.n es of 400,000 workers of the telPphone and telegraph
by Mr. Hitchcock, when in fact there was a surplus of $219,118.12, systems of the country. What is . to be their fate"! I, for one, am
being the first time in the history of the country that the Postal Service ready to resQive that the backs of these workers shall never be bared
was self-supporting.
to receive the lash of this modern Simon Legree.
(2) 'rbat .M:r. Burleson removed all Republican postmasters from
office, and then falsely asserted that the department would be conducted
1\lr. Speaker and gentlemen of the House, I have quoted the
on a purely business and nonpartisan basis.
·
foregoing excerpts from the gentleman's speech as ac~ually made
(3) That the Presluent's order which went into effect on April
1, 1917, taking all postmasters out of politics and placing them upon here on the floor, copying same from his manm;cnpt, because
the merit syRtem bas~d upon competitive civil-service examinations, was his revision published two days later was materially changed.
a mere pretense and make-believe.
Who is this Postmaster General whom the gentleman has
(4) That Burleson's system required the Civil Service Commission
to place a representative of Burleson on the examining board of three so viciously condemned? A member of a family in Texas honto dominate the board, anti that Burleson prescribed the method of orable for generations. He was the assistant city attorney of
maJ·king the percentage to be given for this, that, and the other,
enabling the Postmaster General to keep the appointments well in Austin, the capital of Texas, from 1885 to 1890; was attorney
of the twenty-sixth judicial district of Texas from 1891 to
hand.
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1896; each time without any opposition in his own party he
was elected to the Fifty-sixth, Fifty-seventh, Fifty-eighth.
Fifty-ninth, Sixtieth, Sixty-first, Sixty-second, and Sixty-third
Congres es, and while serving in such honored capacity he became the Postmaster General of the United States.
CO 'VJCT LABOR ON BURLESON FARM.

In what manner was Mr. Burleson connected with or responsible for the unpardonable cruelties alleged against him?
In what manner did he sin? To utilize its convicts, the State
of Texas leased from· owners a number of farms, among which
was one owned partly by Mr. Burleson. While reciting his
condemnation, the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. MILLER]
ha<l in his pocket a copy of this lease conh·act-now printed on
pages 10256, 10257, and 11120, Of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORDWhich, by its specific recitations, proves conclusively that the
States of Texas bad absolute ·custody, control, and management
of its co:Qvicts, worked them under its own guards, fed them,
clothed them, disciplined them, and had exclusive operation and
care of them, and that neither Mr. Burleson nor any other owner
of the land had anything whatever to do with such convicts. No
matter how deservedly certain State officials may have merited
censure, why should Mr. Burleson be condemned, when he had
no knowledge of or connection· with the matter, and was wholly
innocent of any wrongdoing? He, with ·another, merely leased
their farm to the State of Texas. Mr. Burleson in Washington
attending to his official duties had nothing whatever to do with ·
the method _the State of Texas used in working its leased land
with its convicts.
During his speech, when the gentleman refused to yield to a
question seeking to correct his unwarranted accusations against
.the Postmaster General, I caused a quorum of the House ordered to hear his assertions, because I knew the facts would
not support them. Since then I have gone to the trouble to
procure from the chief clerk of the Post Office Department the
following facts connected with each criticism in ietail, and in
presenting same, furnish¢ me upon request by· the chief clerk
of the Post Office Department, I can assure Y9U that said chief
clerk vouches for the correctness of each statement made.
TRANSMISSION 011' DOMESTIC MAILS.

Reports of the dally operations of the Postal Service show
that the mail, though _presented in greater. volume than ever
before in the history of . the country, is being handled much
more expeditiously than in previous years.
That there has been delay, sometimes quite · serious, in the
transmission of the mails is a matter of public knowledge,
-an<l while it is regretted that there are such delays the public
generally thoroughly understands that they are for the most
part unavoidable because of conditions growing out of the war
,and are not due to inefficiency, as some would have the public
belieye. All of us have experienced some inconvenience. Letters have been delayed and have even miscarried altogether.
Who has not expected it, with 2,000,000 soldiers scattered abroad
nnd millions of men and women in 4-merica away from their
homes laboring in strange places, daily striving to help win
the war. With an ordinary laborer earning several times as
much as congress pays to postal employees, almost every
department of the Postal Service has had its working force
depleted. Many experienced employees have been sent abroad.
.We should all be patriotic enough to adapt ourselves to wartime conditions and be able to comprehend the difficulties
under which every branch of the Government service and
every Jine of business is working, giving all the strength that
is in them toward the successful prosecution of the war. The
great majority of you patriotic Republicans will not contend
that tlie Postal Service is "inefficient." In order to gain political office and win back the conh·ol of this House is it necessary
for rou Republicans to publicly proclaim to our deadly enemies
in Germany and Austria, to our battling allies, and to our
brave soldiers in France that a leading Member of the Cabinet
of the United States, selected by the great President of this
Nation, the confidential adviser of the Commander in Chief of
our Army and Navy, is a heartless, cruel, selfish, inefficient,
unreliable,. deceitful, dishonest, oppressive, murderous tyrant?
Will the loyal, patriotic Republicans of this Nation who are
standing behind the President to win this war, approve of such
actioa in this critical emergency by rewarding you with tbeir
vote? It can not be expected that the Postal Service will be as
-perfect or as highly efficient during war times, with all the
obstacles and handicaps growing out of the war, · as it is under
normal conditions.
In spite of the efficient administration of the Government
service at this time, or how much money may be expended, it is
utterly impracticable to entirely eliminate such dela.'ys, whether
they may affect the Postal Establishment or some other branch
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of the Government se.rvice, and it is the part of all loyal Americans to adapt themselves to war conditions and cooperate with
the Government and to frown upon the faultfinders.
The people have the right to criticize any branch of the
Government, but in war time especially such criticisms to be
justified should not only be required by the public welfare,
as the gentleman stated, but should be made in good faith,
and should be · intelligent, honest, reasonable, antl just.
S OLDIERS' MAIL.

No responsibility rests, or has rested, with the Post Office
Department for delays in soldiers' mail. The Post Office Department established a postal service in France to facilitate
the delivery of mail for our Expeditionary Forces. On account
of objection on the part of military authorities information
as to the location of troops and facilities for the transmission
of mail were _withheld from the civil postal officials to such an
extent as to cause delays in the mail. To overcome this all
responsibility for the delive1·y of mail to the Expeditionary
Force in France afier leaving the American port was transferred ·to the Army. 'l'he delays that occurred in delivering
soldiers' mail when the Post Office Department had charge of it
in France was due to the fact that the military authorities felt
that the civ'ilian postal employees should not be given military
information as to the loc~tion of troops, and so forth. In justice to the Post Office Department it must be stated that the
War Department, when it did take over the delivery of soldiers'
mail in France, had to give to the people who handled the mail
identically the same information that they had theretofore declined to give to the Post Office Department. This fact is not
to be taken as any criticism of the War Department or the
Post Office Department, but simply to explain a condition,
namely, that it was finally determined that it was absolutely necessary for the people haQdling the mail to have this information
before it could be delivered promptly. All of this is explained
fully lu the statement of Cupt. Frank E. Frazier. United States
Army, which following my remarks I would like to insert in the
RECORD as Exhibit A.
-_
POSTAL REVE!'<UES.

Under the administration of Postmaster General HitchcockRepublican-there was an audited postal deficit of $1,785,523.10
for the year ending June 30, 1912, the year next preceding that
in which lli. Burleson assumed charge of the Post Office Department.
.
The audited postal surplus June 30, 1913, during the first year
of Mr. Burleson's administration, was $4,510,650.91; in 1914 the
surplus was $4,376,463.05.
For the fiscal year 1915 postal receipts rem::lined practically
stationary, due largely ta war conditions, whereas normally
the increase of receipts each year is about 7.21 per cent. The
normal increase woult ha >e added about $21,000.000 to the receipts of the department. In the absence of any increase in the
receipts normally to · be counted upon naturally there was a
deficit that year of $1,133,308.97.
For the fiscal year 1916 there was an audited surplus of
$5,829,236.07. Fo1· the year 1917 Postmaster General Burleson
showed there was an audited surplUs of $9.836.211.90.
· From 1883, when Postmaster General Gresham-a Democrat
under Cleveland's administra tion-reported an audited !'>urplus
of $2,181,352.57, until 1911 there was a deficit every yeat· during Republican a dministrations, the smallest deficit being
$2,961,169.91, and ranging from that to a deficit of $16.910.278.99
in 1908 and a deficit of $17,479,770.47 in 1909.
F or the year 1911 Postma!'lter General Hitchcoek-Uepublican-reported an apparent-not real-surplus of $219,118.12.
This '"as a small saving compa11ed with the surpluses of 1882
and 1883, when Postmaster General Gresham-Democrat-reported surplu8es of $1,253.923.57 and $2,181.352.57. respectively.
Since thes e surpluses, accompli8hed under a Democratic administration in the years 1882 and 1883, there has been a deficit
every year since 186.::> until the advent of the Democratic administration of Woodrow Wilson and Postmaster General Burleson,
when the seYeral large surpluses hereinbefore specified have
been brought about, and at the same time when the Postal Service of the United States is recognized perhaps as the finest of
any counh·y in the world.
OXE RE.A SO~ FOR BURLESON'S U?\POPULARITY-POSTAGE R.!TES ON SECONDCLASS MATTER.

The estimated loss to the Government in the difference between the revenue and the cost for ti-ansportation for carrying
second-class matter was, in round numbers, $77,000,000 in 1913,
$79,000,000 in 1914, $81,000.000 in 1915, and $88.000,000 in 1916,
which large sums of money .rP.presented a virtual ~ubsidy to
pub1ishers. Under the law advocated by Mr. Burleson which
became effective July 1, 1918, known as the postal-zone law,
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the rate of postage on second-class matter was increased, thereby
reducing to a con ider.able e:rtent the tremendous loss of revenue which had bee-n sustained by the Government. to the benefit
of rich publishers, so many years through the handling of this
heary mail matter. If publishers \Vere required to pay the
whole cost of handling their publications through the mail, it
.woahl easily permit us to adopt a 1-cent basis for letter postage.

out satisfactorily. A few days after hearing the gentleman .
fTom Minnesota [1\lr. .1\frLLER] assert "that the Postmaster
General could not endure seeing a boy earn the whole 8 cents,
hence took from the boys delivering special delivery letters the
8 cents and put them on a miserly salary," a messenger came in
my office to deliver a letter, and upon request. he gave me the
following statement of facts as they exist. to wit:

REAPPOINTED REPUBLICAN POSTMASTER.

W ASHtNGTON, D. C., Scpte11wer 11, 1918.
I, Harry Perskln, state that I am 16 years of age, and reside at 50S
Vtrginia Avenue SE., Washln.gton, D. C., where I bnve lived during the
p~ three years, having Uved in Washington practically all of my
life. I am employed by the Post Office Department to deliver special
delivery letters in Washington, D~ C. Durmg the whole time I have
been so employed I have received as remuneration !i cent for each
and every letter I deliver. I work eight hours a. day, and am allowed
to work overtime if 1 want to do so to earn extra compensation. but
that is left optional with me. I make on an avera"e of $5 per day. I
have always been treated courteously by department officials. and am
perfectly satisfied with my job.

It so happens that in my old home town of Albany, Tex.• four

years agO' Postmaster General Burleson reappointed as po tma ter Frank K. Sterrett, a lifelong Republican, who within
the last 60 days has been reappointed the second time.
CIV1L S.ERVICE.

Neither the Po tmaster General nor what tlle gentleman from
Minnesota [Mr. :1\lrLLEitT, in his- revised: speech. bas termed the
Po t Office Department " system •• intrudes upon nor seeks to
de troy the freedom of action of the Civil Service Commission.
The Civil Service Commission for its own convenience and to
facilitate the determination ot efficiency selects from branches.o.t
the Government service for which examinations are to be held
one examiner from that branch: of the service having- special
knowledge of the requirements ot the service. This selection
is by the- Civil Service Commission and is entirely a matff?'r of
their system of efficiency and is their usual custom and rule.
From a full explanation of the matter, which following my remarks I would like- to insert in the REcORD as "Exh.I1Jit B,.u I
quote the following:

BARRY PlilRSKIN.

SC.BSTITUTE CARRlE"RS' PAY.

The law in. e(feet- prior to July 1, 1918, fixed the compe.nsati on
of substitute carriers at 35 cents and 40 cents :>er hour. The
35-cent rate was paid to f'1rri~rs performing auxiliary service-that is, service- in addition to that performed by regular· ca..crierg.
The 40-cent rat} was paid for subs-titute service where the car·
rier for whom substitution was made was ab ent \vithout pay.
The department at no time during the years that law was in
effect paid a rate less than 35 and 40 cent an hour fm~ the
respective service. Tbel"efore, any statement that the pay of
'.rhe post-ofiice in peetor is an examiner de ignated by-the CivU Service substitute carriers was cut down from 30 cents to 27* cents
Commi ·slon. and in that- capacity he acts solely under the commission's per liou:r is in·c orrect and wltLout foundation in fact.

direction and control. He does not take part in any way in marking.
The iru!p ctor makes no report to the Post Ofiice Department. The
only report mad~ is_ a joint report by the representative of the commls ion and the inspector to the commissionr This r-eport is a mere
report of facts and contains no recommendations.
The marking ts made by the comm1ssian at Washin~ton, just as is
done In other nonas embled examinations, and is based upon the facts
set forth bv the appUcants in statements of their carPer • and the supplementaJ report of facts set forth in the report by the representative
of tho commi ··sion and the inspector.

There are nearly 3,000 of these boards of examiners required
by law; composed of person already in the service of the United
Stntes.
P..AY OF RUIUL CARRiERS.

Po tmaster General Burle~n did not ignore or disregill~d n
la\v with reference to an increase of rural carrier ' pay from
$1.100 to $1.,200. On the contrary he has always insiste1l that
GoYernment employees should be. justly compensated and
the Government should be a monel employer. This applies to
rural carriers a it does to all other postal einployees. The act
of March 9, 1914, provided "that on and after July 1.- 1914.
letter carriers of Rural Delivery S€rvice shall receive a salary
net to exceed $1,200 per annum." The Post Office Department
made an -adjustment of salaries under this law on the ba~is of
service rendered, which included no reductions in compensation
and which made increases based on service rendered as measured
by distance of the route. the number of pieces of mail handled,
and the number of pounds of matter carried. The increases
on this basis. which is believed to be a fau and equitable bn is
of pay, ranged from $100 to $452, as measured by ervice. Following my remarks I would like to insert in the RECORD as
" Exhibit C " nn illustration of how this worked out.
\Vhile the Po tmaster General felt that arbitrary hor-izontal
incr·ea ·es of pay to rural canier.s based on mileage alone,
\Vithout tah.'ing into account the nature and amount of servicll
rendered by ·uch rural carriers. was not equitable or- fair to
the. Government, he did not op_po e temporary war-time in·
crea ·e .

WORKING CONDITIONS FOB: EMPLOYEES.

No special privileges for enjoying and making agrreable tlie
work of employees were taken from them, nor has there been
any browbeating; chaining; or cowing of employee·. Any statement that the department h~s permitted or cor~doned such prac·
tices is without foundation.
MILITARY LEAVE.

N"o rec01~d was kept of. the number of employees who resigned iu
1916 ta do service in the National Guard on the Mexican border,
but all who did so were reinstated upon request after their return:
These men were dropped from the rolls temp01·arily in order
ftat the· department might be able to appoint some per on to
take their places during their absence. thereby preventing the
Postal Service from suffering due to the lack of men .
No person has suffered any injustice or unfair treatment by
reason of the action taken in this matter. It i not only tlle de·
sirt: but the firm purpose of the depar'tment to recognize in the
most sub tantial and practical way po&.'"'ible the loyalty and lm·
selfishnes of everyone of its employees who {)fferecJ hi ~ervices
t<.. his country in active military duty as ome of thoR men did.
on the Mexican border, and as other of our braYe son arc doing
at the front in France.
LEAVE FOR ElfPLOYRES.

The department has no record of refusing to grant a lettf'.r
carrier leave of a.b ence to rttend his father's funeral , and the
statement to that: effect is unwarranted. The ortler of the Post·
:rr.aster General mentioned in No. 13, while uenying ab ence
without pay to employees, the practice of the department has
been to grant such leave in exceptionally meritorious ca , such
as si~kness or death in the immediate family. This pra<>tice
has been followed by the departri:Ient in every instance. and the
department's records show many cases where leave has heen
granted not only to allow employees to attend- a relative's
funeral but in instances where it was nece ary fol' a carrier
to take his wife or relative to a sanatorium or to a State
PAY Oil' COLLECTO~CITY DELIVERY SERVICE.
!Emote. The department is following thi practice at the pre ent
~l'lle Post Offic Department at no time reduced letter cnniers time.
TRE.l.TMENT Oli' E~PLOYEES.
from $1,200 to "'1,000 for the reason that they were performPostma ters have never been influ.enced to mi trent th ir
ing collection ·ervice only. Letter carriers were reduced from
• 1.200 to $1.100 on account of their inability to perform a employeeR. On the contrary, as stated in No. 15, every po •
rea onable day's work as delivery carriers. In nearly every sible effort has been made, and will continue to be made by the
case in which reduction was made the carrie1· voluntarily con- depnrtmentr to accord to the employees the fairest and mo t
sented to thi reduction. In n,e arly all cases of reduction, it considerate treatment that is possible. Any statement to tlle
wa a question of either reducillg and paying a salary commen- contrary is unwarranted.
surate to the work performed or removing the carrier from the
POSTAL OR<lANIZ..l.TIOXS.
service on account of inefficiency. Following· my remarks I
The department has never at any time opposed oro-anizatious
would like to insert into the RECORD as Exhibits u D,u "E," of po tal employee~ where their aims have been unselfiRh an(l
nml "F" documents verifying the above.
for the improvemPnt and betterment of the Po tal SerVice, but
SPECIAL- DELIVEllY M.ESSE~GERS.
in a few instances where certain organizations, and e pecially
pecial deli~ery messengers receive 8 cents for each piece of their leaders, misguided, or actunted' by elfish moti'v . llave
m:.til so deliYered. Experiments were made at several post sought to interfere with the proper discipline and administraQffices to. determine whether or not 11etter service could ·be· tion in the- Government seJ·vice, the department ha cxpre ~cd
given and at the same time easier and better working condi- its disapproval of their conduct. H Tl1ey should,.. the Po-·ttion obtained for the messenger by placing them on a per master General has said, u be pernitted to form organizations
<liem bnsls rather than on a piece basis, but this did not ·work for their social and moral welfare, appear f>efore committees
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in Congress, when requested, and give any information concerning the Postal Service of which they may have knowledge."
Following my remarks, I would like to insert in the RECORD as
" Exhibit G " such recommendations on pages 31 to 35 of the
Annual Report of the Postmaster General for 1917. In a few
minutes I hope to revert to this subject and show that the Postmaster General's prophecy was well founded.
LEAVJ: CASE OF ll. J. GAINOR.

No discrimination was made against Mr. E. J. Gainor in refusing bi.nl leave of absence. His case came within the general
order previously isst;Ied which was essential to the efficiency
of the Postal Service and which order, in fairness and justice,
had to be applied alike without fear or favoritism to all employees. The order of the Postmaster General dated April 6,
.
1917, reads:
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employees for a day in excess of 8 in 10 hours, and where it is
necessary to work a carrier a greater number of hours, the employee is paid for such overtime at a rate proportioned to his
salary.
Emergencies have always arisen wherein it was necessary to
employ carriers and clerks more than eight hom·s a day, and
such emergencies will continue so loog as the service continues.
In most cases clerks and carriers have asked for the privilege
of making overtime, but unless it can be shown that this overtime is absolutely necessary and can not be perr"vrmed by substitutes th~ requests have been denied:
RAILWAY MAII, SERVICE.

Number of employees and salaries.

Division· superintendent ($3,250, plus 5 per cent), $3,412.50____
Assistant division superintendents ($2,250, pius 5 per cent),
$2,362.50----------------------------------------------Assistant superintendents ($2,350, plus 5 per cent), $2,467 .50___

15

Owing to the many unusual duties which of necessity will be imposed on the Postal Service because of the existence of a state of war
with Germany, it is imperative that the department utilize to the
fullest extent the services of its experienced employees. It has heretofore been the practice not only to grant employees leave of absence
with pay, as authorized by law, but leave of absence without pay when
the service would not be seriously impaired. However, owing to the
emergency which now confronts us it becomes necessary to cancel all
leaves of absence except those granted to employees with pay, those to
employees on military duty. and those to employees absent on account
of sickness. All other employees on leave without pay are hereby
directed to report to their respective posts of duty immediately.
Hereafter leaves of absence will not be granted except for the purposes mentioned above, and all regulations in conflict with this order
are hereby rescinded until further notice.

IIIli lg:l1 .1 1·~· _-l- l-~ ~ =1~1 1- -l- l~- !l l _l~-i- ~:!li

BETTER WORKI:-i'G CO;:.(DITIO:SS A!'i"D SALARIES.

HOURS OF DUTY.

As a matter of fact, postal employees get just whatever
salaries Congress provides for them, and the Post Office Department is compelled, under the law, to pay the salaries
appropriated by Congress.
In this connection it is proper to emphasize the fact that
postal employees are receiving much larger salaries and are
enjoying much better working conditions than was ever true
under any Republican administration. In addition to the
regular anu automatic increa es in salaries that have come to
employees in the Government service under the Democratic administration, Congress bas generously appropriated money for
horizontal increases. l\Iany instances could be cited where the
· Democratic administration has provided material benefits for
Government employees, among which may be mentioned the
employees' compensation act. This does not take into account
the very general policy throughout every brnnch of the service,
including the Post Office Department,' to imtn·ove and make
easier the conditions undei.· which the employees work ; lookiug
to cleaner and better sanitnry conditions, the safeguarding of
their health, the protection of their lives, and to making their
hours of work easier, mOTe equitable, and just. Never in the
history of the department has there been such generous nn :l
sympathetic consideration of the employees in the Postal
Service as has been brought about uuder the n<lministration of
.W oodrow Wilson an<l Po tmaster General Burleson.

15
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Laborers {$780, plus 20 per cent), $936______________________
Joint employees, $300 or less-------------------------------

10~
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The terminal railway post offices and transfer offices in railroad stations are organized on the basis o.f eight hours a day six
days a week.
The ·railway post-office trains are classified iuto three c:las es
with reference to the work performed, responsibility, nncl so
forth, viz, class 1, light; class 2, me<lium; class 3, heavy. In
many cases, owing to the varying conditions of train service
the needs of the service require that clerks on the trains shall
work more than eight hours on th~ days when they are on <luty,
and they are therefore given compensatory time off duty. In
organizing the clerical force iu the railway post-office trains
the department endeavors to approximate a daily avet·nge of
hours of work on the basis of figures six <lays a week of seven
and one-half hours for class A, 1ight ; seven hours for clnss B
medium ; six and one-half hours for class C, heavy.
'
RURAL DELIVERY AND STAR ROUTE SERVICE.

There were 43,33:> rural carriers in the service ou .July 1,
1918, re~eiving the following snlaries:
Number of

empl~yecs.

HO"GllS GF WOI!l\:, SALARIES, ETC.

32_________________________________________________
•------------------------------------------·------126.-----------------------------------------------l()(j_________________________________________________
~U1------------------------------------------------90--------------------------------------------·-----

633.60
$576.00
G91.10
ROG.
40
748.80
818. 40

The employees of the Postal Service divided into groups,
showing the number in ~ach group and the salaries and the
number of hours. they work, are as follows :

203------------------------~----------------------49_________________________________________________

8R4.00

CITY LETTER CARRIERS .H;D rOST-OFFICE CLERKS.

City letter carriers and collectors. Not subdivided : 34,543.
[NOTE.-.Ail salaries of post-offi1·c employees. during the fiscal year,
of $2,200 and less are increased $200, and above that 5 per cent.]
Post-office cle1·ks and supcn;iso1·y officers.

Number of
New grades :
employees.
$1,000 --------------------------------------------- 8,112
51,100 --------------------------------------------- 2,398

-

~J======~==================~~~~~~~~~~~~:===========
~g:!8
25------------------------------------------------- 954.40
56_________________________________________________
77------------------------------------------------49----------------------------------------~--------

!11~.00

92~00

9R6. 00
04&00

!:;i!i i i-= i = i ~i i i i i i! i i i= i_i i i- -i=~- iilllill

~i;~88 =====~==================~==================== B:~~g
~~:~gg
Sl,GOO =============================================
--------------------------------------------- 1g:i~6
1,692 g:~~8================================~================ ~::~~:88
$1,700 --------------------------------------------87G 4,665------------------------------------------------- 1,512.00
$1, 00 --------------------------------------------287
2,677 _________________________________________________ l,fl84.00
$1,900 --------------------------------------------17G ~:~~~=================================================
$2,000 -------------------·-------------------- -----15G
831 _________________________________________________ i:~~8:88
1,60~00

$2,200
$2,400
$2,400
$2,500
$2,600
$2,700
$3, 000
$3,200

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------ --------------------- ----------------~-

----------------------------------------·-------------------------------------------------

173
33
55
33
27
21
14 .
10

In regard to the hours worked by city carriers, postmasters
in all cases have been uirecte<l to schedule these employees on
an 8 in 10 hour schedule. That schedule applies to delivery.
carriers, collectors, :m<l clerks. Iu some in tances postmasters
have exercised their right under the law and with the sanction
of this bureau to work clerks and carriers overtime in cases of
emergency. That law did not permit, however, to schedule these

379 _________________________________________________ 1,632.00

149------------------------ ------------------------- 1,G56.00
109------------------------------------------------G80.UO
74 _________________________________________________ 1,
1,704.00
46 _________________________________________________ 1,728.00
971-------------------------------~----------------_________________________________________________ 1,7uz.oo
2,044. 80
730------------------------------------------------- 2,160.00
It is impo-ssible to determine exactly the time each one of

these carriers is employed, a"' a schedule is fixed for each ro"J.te
,
val"ying from 3 to 9 hours.
On the same date there were 10,910 star-route contractor.s
being paid in accordance with contracts and schedule fixed for
.each route.

·-
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but the story of BoRLAND'S rebuke and defeat by organized labor slmpl~
on this ground Is a lesson that every member of the civil service sboulu.
on. for in it is contained the secret of any future defense that
On Jtme 29, 1918, the President of the .United States vetoed ponder
they will make and of any future gains for their cause. • • •
An appeal was made to organized labor and every legislative agent
the rost Office bill because it contained the retention of the
tn Washington responded. President Gompers sent a scathing telegrani
pneumatic-tube system, stating in his vet.o message:
to the Central Labor Union of Kansas Clty (BonL..um's home), and the
I am convinced that there is no moral o~ legal obligation resting on legislative agents of the railroad brotherhoods went ou record in the
the Govunment to continue the use ot these tubes by rental. • • • plainest language. The writer of this article bad the honor, as a m~:>m
There are· many reru;o.ns why the present pneumatic-tube systems are ber of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen. of bearnot efficient devices tor the transmission of mall. Among these reasons ing thE>ir personal message to the railroad men of Kausas City. As a
is their limited capacity, whieh ma.kes it impos lble to use them to meet result the Kansas City central body pas ed a resolution without a disconditions of emergepcy, Furthermore, experience . bas demonstrated senting word or vote at a crowded meeting condemning BonLAli'D and
that the tubes are unreliable, because of breakdowns and stoppages. instructing their legislative committee to organize the campaign fot·
During such breakdowns they cease operation for hours, and even for his defeat. A joint committee of railroad men was formed to do a likP.
days together, and it is often neces ary to dig up the streets to o~tain service for their members, and the outcome wa.s the overwhelming
the mall clogged in the tubes. When these breakdowns occur It is defeat now passed into history. • • •
necessary immediately to substitute vehicular service, which results
It should be fully appreciated by the civil-service employees that these
in a confusion of schedules and disorganization o! the transportation men had not one iota of personal interest In the point at Issue, and that
and delivery service and the delay in the forwuding of large numbers they bad no personal contact with the class of workers attacked. • • •
of letters.. Not only are letters delayed in this way but because of de- Mr. BoRLAND had done many favors of a personal nature for members
fects in tub , carelessness on the part of the 011erators, and accidents of organized labor in Ws district. and many o.f the men who worked
of variou orts the tubes soil or damage many thousand letters and in for his defeat expressed friendship for him, but factional allgnmentJ,
some instances destroy them.
craft divisions, and personal friendshjps were thrown aside to fight for
Against the big lobby maintained and pneumatic-tube propa- a basic standard of their doctrine.

THJl Glh"'l'.LEHA.

JiR{)Y lllNNZSOTA NOT WITH TIIllr PRESIDZ'!'IT OF THJ!J
U "ITEJ) .wrATBS,

ganda circulatec. here the Postmaster General had dared to
recommend the discontinuance of tubes, which immediately
made him unpopular with all parties interested in same. On
final vote the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. l\lrLLEBJ, together
with many other prominent Republicans, voted to override the
Pre ident's veto and to continue to expend millions of dollars of
the people's money for these inefficient and expensive tubes.
Thu in tllis instance we find the gentleman lined up against the
Pre i<.lent.
Again, when the President vetoed the Agricultural appropriation bill, because in same the price of wheat had been increased
above the sum the President had fixed, on July 13, 1918. we find
the gentleman from l\linnesota, together with other prominent
Republicans, lining up against . the President and .voting to
overri<le him by passing the wheat raise over his veto.
Again, when the President sent his me.s age to Cong.r ess on
July 1, 1918, stating that he had felt constrained to veto the
legi lative approp1·iation biU because it increased the hours of
work for Government employees from seven to eight hours, we
find the gentleman from Minnesota [~r. MILLER], who has expr ·ed so much apprehension about this administration not
giving the laboring man a square deal, lining up against the
President and against organized labor by voting to override the
President and to pass the increase of hours' provision over
'the President's veto. Yet he condemns Mr. Burleson simply
because he recommended a policy that would prevent Government employees fro_m striking against the Government. When
CounTess pas. ed this Borland amendment, requit~ing the 240,000
Government employees to work eight instead of seven hours,
Mr. Gompers and other labor leaders demanded its repeal, and
demand was made upon the President to veto the provision,
and through the press the employees in war time threatened to
walk out and resign their jobs. leaving their Government helples , just what 1\lr. Burleson h_ad prophe~ed agai.L.st. Though
he him elf was lined up agamst orgftlllzed labor when the
cru lal test vote came on thih .vroposition, the gentleiHan from
Minnesota [Mr. 1\lrLLER] found the Democratic President of the
United State standing firmly behind the luboring man.
· In the Federal Employee, the official J.Dagazin(. of the National Federation of Federal Employees, for June, 1918, the vote
cast by each. ~ngressman on the Borland amendment, requiring the 240,000 Government employees to work eight instead of
onlv seven hours per day, is given, with the following comment:

· rf a

Congressman's votes and policies have been against th~ interests
of. employf'es this <'act should be made known tbrough<?ut b1s district,
and if he has shown nn attitude offensive toward orgamzed labor every
voter in hi· district should know it.

Ancl thi red-flag admonit.io1- to all organized labor voters was
sent broadcast into the districts o.:: the various Congressmen
who had dared to vote to require employees to work eight hours
a day during war time .
.
Again, from the September is ue of the Federal Employee
I quote:
·
THE DEFEAT OF REPI!ESE~TATH'"E BOllLA.ID, AR TOLD BY ONE 011' OUR
BUETHI:E~ WUO WAS IN 'XIlll FRAY-A REMAUK.BLE DEllONSTU.:\TION OF
THE VALUE OF U 'ION SOLIDARTTY AND AFIHL1.ATI01'1'.

[By Gilbert E. Ilyatt .president of National Federation of Postal
Employees.]
Tho,(} ultra.conservativ.c members of the ci.vil ~vice. _who. have not
zealizf'd the >aloe of organization, particularly m Its mev1table and
mo~t beneficial aspect. that of. a.ffilia±ion. with the other great organized
agencies under the banner of the Amer1can Federation of Labor, have
been .,.iven a demonstration so '()lain that hE! who runs may read of
what these thing~ mean and of the r eal spirit of unionism.
.
.
No Federal employee is ignorant of the constant ,Persecution ?f h1s
brothers in the District of Columbia under the gutse of establi~hing
what ~fr. BonLA.-n was pleased to name au eight-hour day. The smgleminded persi tence of the advocate of this measure, culminating in the
veto I.Jy Presiden t Wilson of the appropriation bill carrying the am~nd
ment in question, is too well known iu all detail~ to need repetitwn,

I quote. the concluding paragraph of the said telegram sent
by Samuel Gompers, presidrnt of the American Federation of
Labor, also pnb~hed in this magazine, which is as follow~:
Le the inspiring word go forth, " We stand by our friends," anti
administer a stinging rebuke to men of any party who are either indifferent or hostile.

What was Congre sman BonLAl\TJ>'s crime committed for which
his office was taken away from him as a punishment? He
merely asked that Government employees in war times work
eight instead of seven hours per day. He conscientiously believeu that when we required our soldier boys to work sometimes 24 hours out of the 24/ sometimes in trenches drenchecl
and knee deep in mud, on $33 per month, who, if he momentarily
slept from exhaustion or should demand a single dollar more
pay, would be stood up against a wall and ~hot in eternal dishonor, thut it was not unreasonable to demand of Government
employee , many of whom were filling the jobs vacated by the e
soldier boys, and who were working under pleasant surroundings and safe environments, that in war times especially they
should work eight instead of seven hours. By a roll-call vote
the Honse of Representatives twice went on record supporting
1\Ir. BoRLAND in hi contention.
Mr. W ALSR. 1\Ir. Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise?
1\lr. WALSH. I rise to a point of order.
The SPEAKER.. The gentleman will state it.
· 1\Ir.
ALSH. The gentleman is discussing a matter wholly
irrelevant to the subject for which he got permission to addre... s
the Hou e. He is talking about the defeat of one of his Democratic colleagues from the great State of Missouri, anrl is not
discn sing tlle attack made by the gentleman from Minnesota
[1\lr. Mn.LER] upon the :Po t Office Department and the Po tmaster Gene1·a].
The SPEAKER. Has what the gentleman is saying anytbinti
to do with the Po tmaster General?
Mr. BLANTON. In tllis way, that tlle gentleman who wrote
this article is the . president of the National Federation dE
Postal Emplo~rees, and the gentleman from Minne ota [Mr.
MILLER] stated in his denunciation of the Po tmaste1: General
that the Postmaster General was the enemy of all such organization ·, and I am s.howing that the gentleman from Minna.
sota himself voted 'this very same vote against these postal
employees which was denounced by the president of this
organization.
The. SPEAKER. I 1.~ow; but wllat the gentleman from
lllinne otu [Mr. 1\fn:.LEB] quoted h.acl nothing to do with the
subject matter-·
Mr. BLA.J.~TON. But it has this connection, Mr. Speaker :
The gentleman from lllinn.esota stated that the Po tmaster
General was an enemy to all organizations of lubor for several
reasons, and mentioned them. One of those reasons-The SPEAKER. But what ha 1\lr. BoRLA n's defeat to do
'\Vith the Postmaster General or with the gentleman from Min·
nesota [l\1r. Mn.r.ER]?
Mr. BLANTON. One of the rea ons giyen by the Postmaster G~neral in his annual report-! do not presume this
is being taken out ormy time, Mr. Speaker?
The SPEAKER. No.
Mr. BLANTON. One of the reasons intimate<] by tlle Postmaster General in his annual report, and as condemned by
the gentleman from 1\linnesota, why a postal clerk should not
be permitted to join labor unions or federated unions in any
way, was that . they would attack Members of Congress for
their \Ute on the floor of the House ; that they were engagecl
in political activities here and in the districts of the Congress-

'V
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men; that they would attempt to defeat .1\fembers of Congress
and Senators who were against their demands.
The SPEAKER. Granting all that, what has the r:ace that
1\lr. Boar..A.ND made, ending in his defeat, to do with the Postmuster General ?
.. J . BLANTON. It shows that the Postmaster General was
correct, because the president of the Federation of Postal Employees states that be went into the district of Mr. Bmrr.AND
hhnself; that he gloated over the fact that not only he did it.
but the president of tbe American Federation of Labor sent a
denunciatozy telegram into t.hat district that caused the defeat
of the Mem,ber of Congre ~
Mx. WALSH. The gentleman is getting farther into the
forest, Mr. Speaker-; and I s11bmit that the gentleman ougbt
not, when he gets permission. to address the House and reply
to the attack made by the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr.
!fu:tER}, to then take opportunity to gloat or to comment upon
the fe ·eitocy articles and telegrams upon the defeat of one at
his Democratic colleagues.
llr. BLANTON. I approve of the action of lr. Bo:BLAND. I
am not gloating over his defeat. I do not ink he should have
been defeated on that ground.
The SPE.Ah.'E.R I know; but what happen-ed to Mr~ Bo:BLAND
or- <lid not happen to him had nothing to do witb the controvel·sy that was precipitate<] by the gentleman from Minnesota
[1\Ir. l'rln.u'R] touching the Postmaster General.
1\lr. BLANTON. The point I was trying to make, 1\h·. Speakei\
was that the prediction and prophec-y of the Postmaster General
came true, in that the heads of these organizations did violate
the law concertiing political activity by civil-senice employees
and did go into congressional districts.
.
The SPEAKER. I know; but that leads up to an entirely
different subject, and one that has no limits to it.
1\Ir. BL~11t(TON. That was a subject matter that was discus ed on the floor of the House by the gentleman from Minnesota [l\Ir. 1\III..LER]-the action of the Postmaster General. specifieally-an<l it was claimed. in his speech that he was an
enemy to organized Jabor.
.
. The SPEAKER. The Chair does not think that tbe campaign
in the Jackson County district in 1\l.issouri has anything ro
do on earth with this controversy.
1\lr. BLANTON. I w-as through with that snbject. anyway.
The SPEAKER. Well, leave that out and proceed.
Mr. BLANTON. Doe.s the Speaker hold that as far as I have
..,.one is-.
The SPEAKER. ·whatever you read goes into the REco:cn,
un1es somebody moves to trike it out to-morrow.
l\.Ir. K.l.WTSON. Mr. Speaker, I move to strike it out in so
far as the gentleman's remarks pertain to my colleague from
Minnesota [l\1r. 1\liLLER] ~
The SPEAKER The very thing he is doing is ans·w ering the
gentleman from l\Iinnesota [Mr. MILLER]. That is what he. got
permis ion for. .
Mr. BLANTON. The gentleman from M.innesota [Mr. Mrrr
LEit], with other leading Members on the Republican side, supported this amendment. Coupled with it in the same bill was
a provision granting an increase in salary of $120 to eaeh and
every one of the 240,000 Government employees, and of course
organized labor made no objection to the in~ease in salary, and
it remained in the bilL Yet, notwithstanding that the law
prohibits civil-service employees from engaging in political
activity, we find Mr. Hyatt, the president of the National Federation of Postal Employees, in the official magazine of the
National Federation of Federal Employees, gloating over his
successful political campaign.
Has it been this warning given Congre men by organized
labor which has so suddenly caused the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. Mrr.r.ER] to repent of having voted ngainst organized
labor. even to the extent of attempting to override the President's veto, and to attempt to make proper atonement to their
wrath by heaping infamy upon tbe Postmaster General of the
United States? Are they n:fter tbe gentleman in his Minnesota district? If they are, this appeal for an armistice will not
avail him; he will have to- make an unconditional surrender to
organized labor.
Was the Postmaster General's warning against political and
legislative activity untimely?
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Speaker, Will the gentleman yield for
a question?
The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman from: Texas yield to the
gentleman from Minnesota?
Mr. BLANTON. \Vhen I get through I will, gladly. I have
"baq a hard time getting this time.
Since war was declared on April 6; 1917, there have been
2,700 strikes in the United States. by organized labor.
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' On April ~ 1917, the President's order taking postmasters
out of polities and placing them upon the merit systE>m, giving
to the applicant making the highest grade on competitive civilservice examination the appointment, was put into effect, whi.ch
was a recQmmendation made by the Postmaster General. ThiS
order has taken 011r political patronage away from us, and some
of us feel chagr-ined. 'Vbile such a merit plan was a plank in
my platform,. still it is a little inconvenient when tnade an
ironclad rule. Since commg here- I ha>e asked of the Post•
master General only two favors, both of which were denied. I
requested that my particular frien-d, lUr. W. E. Olive. be appointed "Postmaster at Slaton, and that my particular frie~:
Mr. W. B. Martin, be appointed postmaster at Wort Stoch-ton.
Both requ~sts were turned down, because tbe Postmaster Gell-'
eral said he must adhere to. the rule of giving tbe appointment
to the first eligible certified to by the civil service. [Applause.]
During this war I am for the Postmaster General and every,
other United States ofticial in whom our President has suffi....
cient confidence to retain in his war Cabinet, whether he does.
exactly like I want him to do or not, and I am going to try to
be patriotic en-ough myself, and to ask my constituents to be
patriotic enough, patiently and uncomplainingly to stand de.
lays and to bear inconveniences, and not to find fault, until
we have everlastingly whipped the •ery " stuffin " out of Ger·
many and her allied military autocracies. [Applause.]
DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATION BILL.
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole House on the state of the
Union for tbe consideration of the bill H. R. 13086.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Kentucky moves that
the House resolve itself into Committee of the Whole House
on the state of the Unio-n to C()nsider the deficiency bill. The
que tion is on agreeing to that motion.
The- m-otion was agreed to.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. GA.BRETT] will take the chair.
Thereupon the House resolved itself into the Committ .e of
the Whole House on the state of the Union for the constdera.
tion of the bill H. R. 13086, the war deficiency appropriation
bill, with Mr. GARBETT of Tennessee in the chair.
The CHAIRMAN. The House is in Committee of the 'Vhole
House on the state of the Union for the consideration of the
deficiency appropriation bill, which the Clerk will report .
The Clerk read the title of tbe bill, as follows:
A bill (H. R.. 13086) making appropriations to upply deficiendes in
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal
year , on account of war expenses, and fo-r other purposes.

:Mr. SHERLEY. 1\lr. Chairman, I ask that the first reading
of the bill be dispensed with.
·The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Kentucky asks
unanimous consent that the first reading of the bill be dispensed
with. Is there objection?
Tbere was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Kentucky is reeognize<l for an hour.
l\Ir. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, this bill is a war bill. It is presented to the House in
order that the Government of the United States may continue
to prosecute with tbe utmost vigor and dL<:patch the pre~nt war
in whieh it is now engaged. In its consideration the committee
has· taken no thought of recent events, important and momentous though they be. We have prepared the bill with the idea
of furnishing the G()vernment the funds for the continu-ous
pro ee:ution of this war with its utmost vigor. and while I shall
undertake to explain to the committee cuts that have been made
that are large in magnitude, I desire to emphasize the fact that
ther~ has not been a denial o.f moneys anywhere that it was
belien~d were necessary for the prosecution of the war. The committee will be prepared to present reasons justifying every cut
that has been made in connection with the estimates that have
been submitted to the Bouse. If we have erred at al~ we have
er-red on the side of safety of approp1·iatlon, because where
there has been a question as to the advisability of voting moneys
we have vo-ted them rather than in uny way interfere with the
continued prosecution of the war.
The estimates that were sub-mitted to the committee total
$8.886.131.651.49. The amounts recommended in the bill total
$6,345,755,66.6.04, or a total reduction in estimates of $2,540.375,·
985.45. These red~tions are distributed as follo.vs:
In the Military Establishment and War Department, $2.447,.,.
826,894.86.
In the Naval Establishment and Navy Department, $.17,84.6,823.
In the civil ser-vices, inc1uding $64~000,000 for payment o-t
military and naval family aUo-wan.eeSt $74,702,267.50.
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Before undertaking to explain just the nature of these- various reductions, it may be well to give to the House a brief summary as to the bn is that was used by the departments in submitting these estimates. As the committee is aware, estimates
were submitted to the Committee on Military Affairs and to the
Committee on Appropriations, looking to the supplying of three
armies, roughly spoken of as armies of a million men each ;
more accurately, perhaps, armies of 1,200,000 men each. The
present deficiency estimates were to provide for a fourth army,
and contemplate in the service of the United States a total force
of 4,850,000 men by June 30, 1919.
It is the present known program of the War Department to
have in France by July 1 .of next year 80 divisions, and· to have
in the United States 18 divi ions, and there will be called also
from time to time such additional men as may be neces ary to
maintain at their full strength those .80 divisions abroad and
the 18 divisions at home, and the estimates are predicated upon
that general program.
· In order properly to consider these estimates it was necessary
to review in large measure some of the appropriations made by
the Congress heretofore for the fiscal year 1919, because many
of those appropriations were granted after a very brief-necessarily brief-bearing touching the estimates that were submitted. As I shall have occasion later to call attention to a
number of overestimates and overappropriations carried in the
Army net for 1919, I desire to say now that in making reference
to those cases I do not mean in any way to reflect upon the
judgment or the industry with which the Committee on Military Affairs performed its work in making the appropriations for
the Army. I have had too much experience with the difficulty
of the task involved in connection with estimates to be prone
to criticize any other committee, and the House will recall that
just about the time the Committee on Military Affairs were
prepared to report the Army bill there came to them new estimates for the very greatly enlarged program of the War Depart, ment, and it was therefore ne~essary for that committee, within
a very few day~, to report a bill very much in excess of the detailed estimates that had been presented in the first instance
and con idered by it; and as a result of that, of nece sity they
had to accept at their face value many estimates that were
submitted and that upon more time for examination it has been
determined w·ere in excess of the requirements of the Arrny.
The quarterma ter's estimates as submitted totaled $2,825,000,000. There has been a reduction made in the quartermaster's estimates of $1,189,674,774. That reduction is so very large
that I feel that the House is entitled to know the reasons why
it was made.
Unuer the head of " Pay of the Army and Commutation of
Quarters" there was a reduction of $18,879,446.80, part of which
was made voluntarily by the Quartermaster Department and
part as a result of the hearings. Under the law the departme:nt
has the right to incur deficiencies to any extent necessary to meet
the pay of the Army in accordance with its authorized strength
and rates of pay. That also applies to subsistence, clothing, and
transportation for the Army. The estimates which they submitted for pay of the Army, in connection with what they had
heretofore received, have now been revised, with a reduction of
nearly $19,000,000. That :reduction results from the following
facts: One million five hundred thousand dollars of it is represented by the discontinuance after December 31, 1918, of all
e:s::tra pay for qualification in marksmanship; $12,890,760 is a
reduction in the item for the pay of nurses, due to the fact that
they will not have in the schools for the training of nurses during the entire year the total number that they estimated would
be there and for which they computed the· pay. Provision was
made in the estimates as submitted for one year's pay for 43,000
nurses, the maximum number required, instead of making it for
the average number throughout the year. The House will readily understand-and it is worth bearing in mind, because it has
a marked relationship to other items that I will speak of laterthat in estimating maintenance-whether in pay or in subsistence or in other things-in order to be accurate a weighted
average of the number of people that ru·e to be in the service for
the time for which you are providing should be taken, rather
than tlle maximum that may be in the service at any one time in
the year. Take, for instance, the case which is at hand. Fortythree thousand nurse might be in the service at the end of
July, but manifestly it does not follow that you need to ask and
receive pay for 43,000 nurses for 12 months, because at the
beginning of July, 1918, the Nurses' Corps consisted of only
12,384, and it will only grow up to the maximum during the
course of the y~ar. So that a weighted average of the number
of nurses that will probably be in the service has been estimated
at· 27,692, and it is that number of nurses for whicl1 you need to
figure pay for 12 months rather than the 43,000 that will repre-
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sent the maximum number that will be in the service. It results
from this that there has been a reduction, as I have stated, of
very nearly $13,000,000 in this item.
. . . .
There were various other small miscellaneous items in connectiQn with the pay of the Army that upon an agreement with
the Quartermaster Corps resulted in bringing the total reduc~
tion up to the amount I have stated of $18,879,446.80.
Now, in subsistence of the Army there bas been a cut of
$108,107,935.50, and the explanation of that cut is found in the
following facts: There is a reduction of $15,870,496.50 largely
due to the fact that the Navy now has in its charge .the vessels
used in the transpol'tation of the Army overseas. The estimate was predicated up~n the assumption that the Army would
have to subsist the masters, officers, crews, and other employees of transports. Inasmuch as that will be paid for out
of the Navy funds, it ought to be and is subtracted from the
estimates for subsistence of the Army. Then it was estimated
by Gen. Lord that $91,987,439 would not be drawn from the
Treasury during the fiscal year 1919 ; and inasmuch as this bill
is, touching the Quartermaster's estimates, predicated upon furnishing only the moneys that are necessary to meet bills payable during the fiscal year, that agreed reduction could be had.
In addition to that there is a small cut of $250,000 made from
an estimate of $500,000 mbmitted for the purpose of using the
available ·land at camps and cantonments for the raising of
forage and other crops. There is considerable land that the
Government now leases or owns in connection with the various
camps and cantonments that it is believed can be used in the
production of hay and other crops to the great benefit of the
cvuntry. The labor for this will come, in a large measure, from
conscientious objectors who are in the service and can be put
at su~h work, from German prisoners that may be here, from
men m the service who have violated some military order or
rule and are subject to punishment for a brief period of time
and from men who are at various camps pending the period
when it is determined whether they will or will not be made
into soldiers and used as men in the service, who can be employed in ·such work.
The committee felt, however, as this was more or less a matter that could be abused, that instead of voting $500,000 for that
purpose we would vote $250,000. We carry a provision in the
bill suspending during the fiscal year the law passed by Congress July 16, 1892, prohibiting gardens at Army posts. In years
past abuses grew up in connection with gardens that were at
posts, and largely _in connection with officers' quarters. Congress
saw fit to prohibit such gardens. Iu view of the changell situation and that we now have acres of land running up into the
hundreds of thousands that can be cultivated, it was felt t11at
we could afford to suspend the law for the present fiscal year
and see what results will follow from the use of the land some
of which is of high character and capable of extensive c~ltivn
tion.
In the item "Regular supplies, Quartermaster Corp ," the
department asked for $69,914,105.34. The hearings have developed the fact that the.y not only do not need that $69,000,000,
but that they have obtamed from the Army act $108,376,182.81
more than then they need for regular supplies. We therefore
eliminate from the estimates that $6Q,OOO,OOO, and we take· as a
credit the $108,000,000 and apply it to the item of clothing that
I will reach later.
'
That means that the estimates a~ they \Yere submitted to
the Committee on Appropriations, in connection with the estimates that were submitted to the Military Committee and the
moneys voted, were in excess of the actual needs in regard to
the regular supplies by $178,290,288.
·
It may be interesting to the House if I point out some of the
items that go to make up this huge difference between what the
Army estimated it needed and what it now admits it needs. In
the matter of field ranges there was an overestimate of about
$2,000,000. In the matter of repair of heating stoves, $945,000.
In regard to matches, there was an estimate of $9,000,000.
They got from the Army act $6,691,384. They now revise it 'to a
need of $2,000,000. So that there is a total saving on that item
of $7,000,000. Of that $7,000,000 a credit of $4,691,384 comes
from the fund carried in the Army act. The estimate of $9,000,000 was based on four-fifths of a box for each man a day at
three-quarters of a cent a box, which would have made 1,200,..
000,000 boxes of matches.
There is a revision in fuel t11at effects a saving of $33,008.000.
In forage, they estimate a need of $214,806,648. They actually
receive from the Army act $224,820,760. Their revi ed estimate
on forage is $103,405,428. So there is thus obtained a credit ou
the estimates of $121,415,347.
This was brought about by this fact, which bears upon what
I said a while ago touching the weighted averages : The esti..
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mate was predicated upon there being in the service some 1,200,000 anilllals, including horses, for the entire fiscal year. The
testimony shows that, due to changes in connection with the
number of animal required, the motori~ation of ·a good ·many
vehicles formerly e timated to be horse drawn, and the added
needs of conserving supplies aboard transports that there will
be in the service 827,500 animals. That will be the peak, and
the average number of 8-ucb animals will be 62u,OOO. So instead of providing forage for 1,200,000 animals for the year,
what should be provided is forage for 626,000 animals for the
year.
This same erroneous calculation runs not only through the
mutter of forage, but it runs through items of bedding, horseshoes, transportation of animals, purcha e of animals, harness
and its parts, Ul)d the care of the animals.
A rough calculation indicates that this erroneous basis of
computa tion made $220.000,000 of excess with reference to animals, their ubsistence, transportation, and so forth.
In bediling, the difference is shown in the fact that they estimated a need of 14.516,832, and their revised estimates show
that they need $3,663,936. They obtained from the Army act
$3.122,424. So that they have now need o.f a deficiency of
$341,512, in place of $11,394.408 that they submitted.
In straw for soldiers' bedding they estimated a total requirement for the year of 13,511.998. Their revised est;imates show
that they now consider they need $7,431,589. They obtained
from the Army act $9.139,600, so that instead of there being a
<leficiency of $4,382.389, there is an actual credit of 1,698.0ll.
In stationery they estimated they needed $16,687,878, and they
obtained that sum from the Army act. They now estimate tbat
they will need about $10,000,000 for stationery, so tbat there is
a credit of $6,687,878.
In typewriters they obtained from the Army act $6,556,651,
and they now say they need $1,280,6!>4, so that there is a credit
on typewriters of $5.275,957.
1\Ir. DENISON. 1\!r. Chairman, does the ·gentleman care to
be interrupted now or would he prefer to proceed until he is
through?
Mr. SHERLEY. I yield to the gentleman.
- Mr. DENISON. I would like to have the gentleman explain
to the House why they make a difference of over $5,000,0.00 in
typewriters in their estimates, if he knows ;:tnd can give it
briefly.
l\1r. SHERLEY. I do not know that I can explain that particular item now, but most of these errors have come about
through taking an arbitrary table of organization and figuring
so many of valious kinds of materials for a certain organization
and then using a multiple and arriving at the total number,
which, multiplied by the cost, reaches the total amount asked.
Revision of tho e figures frequently shows the original basis
was a basis that bad no real facts to stand upon, and reorganizations and rearrangements of the Army result in changes. In
t(hese instances about the only answer I can give is that somebody made the estimate who did not have all the facts necessary
to make an accurate estimate.
Mr. DENISON. The gentleman speaks of revisions. Have
thCise revisions been made by the Committee on Appropriations?
Mr. SHERLEY. Some of them have and some of them have
been done by the Quartermaster Department. I am glad the
gentleman has asked that que tion, because it enables me to say
two things that ought to be said in view of the facts that I am
developing. One is that fortunately purchases are not being
made on the basis of estimates made. In other words, purchases
nre bearing very much closer relationship to the actual requirements from week to week and month to month than the estimates
do. Second, the Quartermaster Department now has at the head
of the divi ion of finance, appropriations, and of estimates Gen.
Lord. Gen. Lord years ago was the clerk of the Committee on
Ways and Means of the House. He was clerk of that committee at the time, as I recall, that the Dingley bill was reported.
He was cornmi5 ioned an officer in the Army by Presi<lent
McKinley and has brought order out of a good deal of chaos in.
connection with the quartermaster estimates~ It is due to his
work and the organization that he has instituted that the comUlittee was able to obtain the information that enable<l the cuts
to be made. Many of them he brought to the attention of the
committee himself, saying that the estimates submitted would
not stand analysis, and that upon examination he had determined
that redu~tions ought to be made. Some of them were developed
by bringing to the attention of himself and his as octates changed
factors in connection with the Army program that very largely
affected the basis for calculation, and that only illustrates the
proposition which I have. urged a number of times upon this
floor, that it is of the highest importance that. there be.one central
agency in the War Department that shall have the supervision
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and preparation of all estimates for all branches of the War Department. At the table of the Committee on Appropriations only
comes information touching every angle of the war program,
and only there is brought .t ogether every angle of the war that
enables men somewhat loosely of necessity to see the bearing
that one particnlar estimate or activity of one department may
have upon another and how a change in on~ regaru affect very
materially changes somewhere else. The illustration I used in
regard to animals is a .pertinent one. The change there came
about for very good reasons. It came about be<:a use of the need
t() conserve tonnage space in transportation. It came about
further by the fact that we were going to purchase certain animals abroad, und it came about further by -the motorization of
many vehicles that were formerly known as horse-drawn vehicles.
Those things necessarily affect many, many items and I have
mentioned a number here, such as bed<ling, fora..,.e, hor~eshoes,
and things of that kind, and unless there is this broad survey
and a constant daily matching up of changes in program in one
partJcular to see how it affects another, there will inevitably
follow an inaccurate estimate following such change. But I
desire to emphasize again that the purchasing that is beinoo done
is not being done upon the basis of estimates submitted, but there
is an effort to match the purchases with the weekly and monthly
requirements that come from overseas, together with the program for the building up of reserves abroad.
l\Ir. GREENE of Vermont. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman
~i.eld?

Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. GREENE of Vermont. The gentleman from Kentuck-y has
given us very interesting information as to how some of the e
items came to be scaled down into practical figure for appropriations. : think his always characteristic modesty, however, has prevented his suggesting to till . . . committee what
some of us know, that a very large, a very serion ·, and a very
important part of the scrutiny of this bill which lias resulted
in those savings for the Government was performed by the
chairman of the committee, Mr. SHERLEY, personnlly, through
long and wearisome labor and application. [Applause.]
Mr. SHERLEY. 1\Ir. Chairman, I am very much obliged to
the gentleman.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman
yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
1\Ir. SMITH of Michigan. As the gentleman has reviewed the
items, it occurred to me that in nearly every item the cut that
has been made in the estimate is from 50 to 75 per cent. I
was impressed with the idea that a large estimate might be
submitted to the committee, with the expectation that it would
be reduced to a certain amount. I was wondering if that impression was in any way made upon the chairman of the committee.
Mr. SHERLEY. In regar<l to the War and the Navy Departments I think that is not true. Every now and then we find
some small civil service which undertakes to pad an estimate
upon the supposition that they are going to get a certain cut,
and that thereby they will get what they want. After we find
that happens once it ra1·ely happens again in the Committee on
Appropriations.
.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. There has been some pretty good
cutting made in the estim ates I should say.
Mr. SHERLEY. In regard to incklental expenses, Quartermaster Corps, there is a cut of $6.498,570.92. Some of that is
represented by a reduction of $102,200 in postage. They admit •
that the estimate they made for postage and which they bad
obtained money for was probably exce sive to the ertent I have
indicated. In regard to office furniture, they receh-ed from the
Army act $2,883,978, and they estimate now they will need but
a million dollars, so there is a credit of $1,883,978. In the recruiting service they received from the Army act $280,620. and
tbeir needs for the year as figured indicate $46,770, a saving of
$233,850. In the apprehension of deserters they estimated the
requirements for the year of $2,400,000. They received in the
Army act $1,253,903, and they asked a deficiency of $1,146,000,
which they now abandon as unnecessary, so there is a saving of
that sum. In · horseshoes the estimated requirement for the
year was $8,129.425. They received in the Army act $4.73G.790,
and they asked for the difference between this amount as a
deficiency of $3.292.635, which they now abandon, stating that
the amount they received in the Army act would be sufficient.
In transportation of the Army there is a cut of 83;>.007.988,
and that resulted from the following facts: First, they had an
estimate for $53,430,000 for boats to be built as transports for
the Army and as harbor craft of vnriou kinds. We have voted
nearly three billion dollars to the Emergency Fleet Corporation
for the construction of a great ~any boats, both transport,
cargo carriers, and various subsidiary craft. 'Ve appropriated
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that money in the past "'ith the unuerstood supposition that it
was to take care of Army needs, but whether it be sufficient to
take care of Army needs or not it represents a . sum of money
that practically uses the entire facilities of the country in
shipbuihling. Now, if this additional money were to be now
voted for construction it would either have to displace to that
extent the program now under way by the Shipping Board for
the construction of ships, or it would have to await the comple- tion of the program or part of it before it can be spent, and
inasmuch as the Shipping Board advises us that they are using
the facilities of the country in their program and are building
these ships and turning them o-ver for the use of the Army and
Navy as fast as it .is possible to provide them, we felt there
was no necessity for -voting $53,430,000 for a shipbuilding program for the Army Transport Service in order that they might
have as a part of their service, with the title in the Army Transport Service, that number of ships. When this war is over we
will have one of the great merchant marines of the world, and
we will have been using during the prosecution of the war these
various ships for the very purposes for which this money was
aske<l. For that reason the committee felt that it would be
unjustified in undertaking to vote that amount of money.
Now, in connection ·w ith charter hire this situation exists.
The Emergency Fleet Corporation charters boats from many
sources. It has chartered all of the vessels, sea-going vessels,
which were obtainable. Some of them. as the House is aware,
have come from our a,lly, the British Government. Some have
been boats owned by citizens of Holland; some have be<:n boats
owned by citizens of other countries, and some of them have been
boats owned by citizens of America. Some of them are the boats
that we took and now own which were interned vessels originally
belonging to Germany and Austria. Some are boats ·we have
construrted. As to the vessels we do not own the Emergency
li'leet Corporation pays the charter hire necessary for their
use. They are then put to the use of the Army, and the
Army is charged by the Shipping Board with the charter hire
that they have to pay out plus the necessary cost of administration which the Army pays for out of funds nppropri.a ted under.
the item of transportation for the Army. But, in making their
e timate for trapsportation of the Army, they estimate not only
tor tile .charter hire of such boats but they estimate for the
charter hire of the boats that the Government already owns on
the basis of paying to the United States Shipping Corporation
for those v-e sels.
The United States Shipping Board was anxious that that
might be done as well as the Army, in order that they might
keep their fund as big as their original appropriation and not
have it reduced by virtue of the use of these ships, but it occm·red to the committee that there was no reason why the Government of the United States should be appropriating moneys
to one department to be paid to another department, and there
were a great many reasons why it should not, as these things,
while they make no difference in actual expenditure, make it
-very great in the total of appropriations and of moneys that are
spent by different departments and makes considerable additional to be paid in connection with bookkeeping and adjustment
of accounts. We also· believed that inasmuch as the Shipping
Board furnished · these chartered ships that they had to pay
money for that they were in a better position to estimate just
what the charter hire for the next fiscal year would amount to
than the Ar~y, and we therefore asked them to get in consultation ,yith the Army Transport Service and estima~e exactly how
much money was necessary for charter hire for vessels, excluding any money for Government-owned ships. They accordingly
did so, and as a result of that they revised the estimate from
$342,432,000 to $153,174,840, or a reduction of $189,257,160. Similarly, we asked the Shipping Board to figure on the Army esti. mate for maintenance of the vessels that they would use in the
transportation of troops and supplies. The result of revising
these figures for maintenance and operation of ships which the
Government owns is to reduce the estimate from $400,890,400 to
$357,588,000, or a reduction of $43.302,400.
l\.lr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. I will.
·
1\lr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Has the gentleman concluded
ns to the Shipping Board? I wanted to inquire about section K,
on page 4, before the gentleman leaves that subject. That subpara (J'raph, which in giving the additional power to the Shipping
Board-M.r. SIUJRLEY. I will be glad to discuss that later, but it
bear no relationship to this. The items I am speaking of now
are not ·. Shipj)ing. Board items at all. They are items for the·
transportation of tl;le Army-for moneys paid to the Shipping
Board for expenditures made by it ··
! '
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Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I only called it up because I
thought the gentleman was leaving tl1e subject.
.
Mr. SHERLEY. Now. in addition to what Lhav-e enumerated,
there were some cuts made in transportation of signal stores.
They received out of the Army act $12.800,400 for the transportation of signal stores. They estimate now for only $~.000,000, ·
which makes a saving of $3,800,400. In _Engineering store , simi- ·
larly, they reduce the money for that by $849,500. In packing
and crating supplies of packages there is a saving on the revision of estimates of $858,000. The estimate was $1_,980,000, ·
and the amount received in the former act was $1,122,000. which
is now estimated to be sufficient. So there are a number of
smaller items in connection with this. For travel allowance to··
enlisted men on discharge they estimated and received in the
Army act $9,000,000. They say they now need only $3,000,000,
which makes a saving of $6,000,000. I have already alluded to
the fact that in regard to the transportation of animals, due to
an estimate upon the number of animals that will not be the
property of the Government, and that makes a saving of
$11,400,000. For miscellaneous Quarterma ter store they esti-mated for the year, $180,040,000. They now estimate $115,787,417, which makes the need of a deficiency of $79,807,417
as against a submitted estimate of deficiency of $144,060,000, or
a saving of $64,252,583.
Mr. DENISON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
1\fr. DENISON. Do the estimates the committee considered
include the increased use of cm·alry in France?
.Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; and as a result of that the estimates
in regard to horses, as originally made, on an examination ot
the program are found to be $5,948,742 short, and so we in- ·
creased it by that amount. The estimate on pack animals was .
about $46,000,000 too big, so that there is a net saving of
$40,000,000 on animals of all kinds.
For the purchase of harness and parts of harness the. needs ·
for the entire year were stated as $42,859,796. There was given
in the Army act $33,084,770, and a deficiency was requested
therefor of $9,775,026. The revised estimate for the year is
$18.709,057. This results in an abandonment of the deficiency
of $9,775,026 and n saving on the amount heretofore appropriated of $14,375,713, or a total of $24,150,739.
·
For supplies for the care of animals the requirements for the
year were fixed at $15,105,406 and that sum was granted in the
Army act. The recent revision reduces that need to $5,035,150
and a consequent reduction in the amount previously given o:r·
$10,070,256.
:
Now, in the estimates for the purchase of motor trucks there is
a reduction of $381,597,504, and that is due to the fact that the
Quartermaster submitted an estimate for motor trucks for the
Engineer Corps, the Signal Corps, the Medical Department. anll
the Division of 1\Iilitary Aeronautics, and each of these corps·
bad also submitted their estimates. The result was that there
was a duplication, which the Quartermaster's Department called
to the attention of the committee, and it resulted in the reduction that I have noted.
1\fr. HICKS. Will the gentleman permit a question?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. HICKS. I understood when abroad that we had some·
thing like 60,000 motor trucks over there. Is the gentleman at
liberty to state if that number is anywhere near t11e correct one'! .
~fr. SHERLEY.
I will give in a moment the number of trucks
we have provided and have over there. And in that connection
I want to say this to the House: It was physically impossible to
go into the question of production, except to a limited degree,
and I have available here tables touching the Quartermaster's
Department as to most of the thin~s they have on hancl or, at
least, that they have receiv-ed money for, an<l which, from a
legislative standpoint, presumably exist or the money to get them
is available. But the committee did not undertake to go into
all the details of production. It would have been physically
impossible to have done it, and t_o have gotten information of
value short of two or three months of additional work, and the
need of reporting this bill preventing our doing more t~n under- ·
taking to dig into the finimchil phase of it. except as incidentally
there came out matters touching production. And the bearings·
will throw a good deal of light on that. I want to say this in
connection with the estimates not only for motors but the esti-·
mates for motorcycles and bicycles: They are very large. not
so large in money, though the money is considerable, but large
in numbers. They are so large in numbers that figu.ring the
motorcycles that they have as an initial issue, and for maintenance, and the . bicycles, and so "forth, it . would seem ns if 1
mnn in- every 40 could ·be either mounted on ·a · inotoreycle or
in -a side ~car in the entire Army of the United ·states. And
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if you include bicycles the number would be considerably less

than that. , I have state<l it very liberally.
The American Army will hilve overseas, counting those oYerseas as of July 1, those in factories, depots, and ports, and
ordered with 1918 appropriations, 7,216 ambulances, 10,542
bicycles, 12.065 motorcycles, 5,255 motor cars, and 72,379 trud~s.
The Quartermaster's Department called our attention to a
very great overestimate in connection with gasoline, oils, and
lubricants for aeroplanes. They received in the Army act $70,785,000. Their revised estimate of requirements is $20,532,973,
a sav.ing of $50,252,027.
·
Mr. DENISON. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\:Ir. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. DENISON. The gentleman has already shown t11nt he
bas cut the estimates on horse-drawn vehicles, and so forth,
by motorization. I can not understand why the estimate for
gasoline should be so decreased also.
Mr. SHERLEY. Gasoline was for aeroplanes.
Mr. SLOAN. 1\lr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield right
there?
1\lr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. SLOAN. How does tp.e gentleman account for such a
discrepancy between that which the committee found was actually needed and the enormous .estimate made by the department?
Mr. SHERLEY. I <lo not know. The Quartermaster, Gen.
Lor<l, very frankly ~aid that he did not know how they came to
submit such an estimate as $70,000,000 for the need of gaSllline;
that that figure had been furnished, as I recall the testimony,
to the Quartermaster Department by the Aircraft Division;
that their estimate now of what they would need, after an ex·
amination into t11e matter, was $20,500,000, or a ·difference of
fifty-odd millions that I have spoken of.
Mr. SLOAN. The reduction was 250 per cent of the base.
Mr. SHERLEY. The r~duction is what the figures indicate.
In clothing and camp equipment there is an apparent reduction of $119,564,398, but there is an actual reduction in their
estimate of $11,188,216.35, the difference being accounted for
by the $108,376,182.81 which we picked up from regular supplies, that being an excess that they had under that total and
carried over to clothing, as I explained a while ago.
Mr. 'VALSH. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\lr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. I noticed in the hearings that the committee
considered an estimate of $9,000,000 for matches.
Mr. SHERLEY. We hear<l it; we did not consider it. ·
Mr. WALSH. · You heard an estimate, and the statement
was made that the subsi5tence could get along with the amount
alre-ady appropriated. 'Vould t11e gentleman state what that
amount 1s?
Mr. SHERLEY. I did state it a while ago.
Mr. WALSH. I regret I did not hear it. I was probably at
lunch ut that time.
Mr. SHERLEY. Two million dollars they now think they
nee<l.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Kentucky
has expired.
Mr. STAFFORD. l\Ir. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that the gentleman may have such further time as he desires to
complete his remarks.
·
The CHAIRl\lAN. The gentleman from Wisconsin asks unanimous consent that the gentleman from Kentucky may have such
further time as he desires to complete his remarks. Is there
objection'?
There was no objection.
Mt·. WALSH. Will the gentleman state whether there are
shown it;~ the hearings somewhere. the amounts appropriated as
.c ontrasted with the amounts estimated? Is there such a table?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. It is shown generally. In the hearings in
most instances are tables of revised estimates, and against
those are the amounts of money that were appropriated in the
Army act, and the differences represent either the deficiencie~
asked or a surplus which is available for other purposes. In
other words, the first column of the table would show the amount
of the' estimated total requirements for the year. As a credit
to that is the amount appropriated. But I am sorry to say
there is not .in the hearings the -original detail of the estimates
submitted. although the differences_appear as you read and as
I have undertaken to explain. But I will say to the gentleman
in passtng that he will find that it would take quite a bit of
time if he undert~kes to check up what I h!l\e tried to give
to the House in a summary which is the resul~ of a great many
days' wm;k on ·tlre part of myself and the ~e.rk of the ·committee.
I think these figures are all accurate, , ~hey have been checked
back, and we at·e prepared to defend . the -accuracy· of them;
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When we come to the individual items I shall be gla<l, if anybody <lesires, to turn to the basis of calculation ami explain why
the change was made if the hearings have developed the reasons.
I have already spoken of the fact that ·in the estimates for
horses for caYalry it was fonn<l neces ary to revise that up by
$5,948,742 over the estimate that they submitted, due to the
fact that there were a number of cavalry ol·ganizations and
other nee<ls for horses that had not been figured in the original
estimate.
Mr. DENISQN. 1\lr. Chairman, if the gentleman will yielll,
I understood at one time that they used hardly any cavalry
over there, and that later they changed their policy.
Mr. SHEULEY. I think that in a measure is true. Reverting for a moment to the item for Incjdental Expenses. The sum:
of $54,000,000 is carried there for the expense and tuition of
students who, under the new draft law, are to be educated and
trained at the various colleges of the country. That includes
their expenses other than subsistence, which is carried under
the · head of subsistence, and as I recall the figures, they esti~
mate ttat there will be a cost of about $1.52 a <lay for these
students at the various colleges. Of that sum $1 per dny for
200,000 men fo1· nine months makes the $54,000,000, and the
52 cents per day is for rations and comes from subsistence.
There is a statement, as full as '"e were able to get it, touching the enti!e· program, which the Members will find "in the
hearings.
\Ve come now to the item for Hospital Construction. The bed
capacity for taking· care of troops returning from overseas is
figured on 3! per cent of the total strength that is overseas for
a year, or as they usually speak of it, 7 per cent, on the theory
that the in<livi<lual soldier who comes to the hospital will not
average over six month ·' use of a bed, and therefore for the
E:ntire year it makes a 32 per cent provision. Thi is entirely
apart from the hospital and be<l capacity that is to _be proyided
and has been provided in America in connection with our troops
here, and relates only
what is now spoken of as general hospitals, and is also in addition to such field hospitals as may be
abroad. They figure that for an Army of 80 divisions that are to
be abroad there should be provision made for 135.000 beds.
They have already obtained the money for 20,000 beds, leaving
115,000 beds to be provided for. They estimate that 15,000 of
these 115,000 beds will not be established and not be paid for
until after the 1st day of July, so that we have carried in this
act moneys to furnish 100,000 beds an<l contract authorization
for 15,000 additional becls, which, with the 20,000 already provided for will make their complete total of 135,000 beds. 'fhe ·
committee haye not wanted in nny way to deny any moneys that
were needed by the Medical Department in any regard. There
have been estimates submitted that if they related to matters
other than the care of the sick and wounded might not ha YC met
with the acquiescence of the committee, but inasmuch as they
did relate to the sick an<l wounded, we have given in each in.:.
f.tance eYery dollar that they haYe said they wanted and needed.
There ha,·e been some reductions in hospital construction estimates, because they themselves figured a reduction in cost for
procurement of some of these beds, and because it deYeloped iu
the hearing that the-y had not charged themselves with the
$12,970,000 carried in the Army act and with $4,460,000 available
for hospitals at various Army posts, and at camps that ·were
intended for the use of over-seas troops returning from abroad.
1\Ir. SMITH of Michigan. Did not your appropriations provide-for the building of the hospitals as well as for their equipment?
Mr. SHERLEY. I assumcll that gentlemen were familiar
with the fact that in speaking of hospital construction 've speak
in terms of bed capacity, an<l when I speak of the money which
we are carrying to supply a given number of beds, I mean the
hospitals with that bed capacity.
,
- Mr. Sl\fl'£H of Michigan. There is a bill now pending before
the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds asking for a
large appropriation to construct hospitals.
Mr. SHERLEY. I suspect that that bill bears relationship
to a program looking to the care of soldiers after their discharga
from the service, or that it bears relationship to some civilian
J:!eeds, because the proYisions for the hospitals for the Army are
not mude by the Cqmmittee on Public Buil~ings and Grounds,
but are carried as a regular estimate submitted by the Quartermaster General touching hospital construction, and by ttn
Medical Department touching medical ami other tllings needeol.
. In hospital constructi_on we fin<l an estimate of $5,500.000 for
yeterinary hospitals. -It ~s estimated that 15 per cent of the
pnimaJs that are bought by the Army are not avai1able for service, duet<:> sickue~s nn~ defects tllat den~lop~ and that tbere is a·
loss- of 15 per cent. That does not necessarily mean a ~oss of.
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the entire cost of the animal, but it does mean·that that animal
is not fit for the purpo e for which it was obtained. I made a
rough estimate that, figuring the number of animals we will
have in the service this year and their value, of the number we
would buy there would be somewhere about $17,000,000 worth
that would be declared unfit for service. The committee did
not feel warranted in spending $5,500,000 for hospital construction for undertaking to cure $17,000,()00 worth of animals, 1n
view of the fact that there are SO!fie facilities existing now and
that others could be supplied to the extent needed for less sums
of money. The committee therefore reduced that estimate of
$5,500,000 to $1,000,000, which makes a reduction in hospital
construction of $4,500,000. Then there was an error in estimate
of $3,633,612, a mathematical error, and a reduction that I spoke
of in cost of beds of $2,030,000, which together with the credit
from the Army appropriation expl~ins the cut of $27,613,612.
I have been dealing with the Quartermaster estimates and
trying in n very rough way to explain to you the reasons for a
cut of "$1,189,674, 774.66 made in them. I belieYe that no cut
was made that was not justifiable with the light that was before us, and I repeat that touching pay, subsistence, transportation, there exists under law power in the War Department
to incur deficiencies to the extent of the needs so that there
can be no harm resulting from that cut. Most of the other
cuts are cuts which are acquiesced in by the Quartermaster Department as a result of their own revision and hearings that were
<leveloped at the table of the Committee on Appropriations.
The form in which these estimates were finally brought to us
was one that is very commendable. It should be followed by a
great many other departments, because there was an effort in
aeh instance to show the total requirement for the year, the
total stock on hand, the unit cost of the article, the basis on
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which the estimate had been made, and then explanatory notes,
and it is desirable that similar information be brought here from
the other departments.
In the estimates of the l\Iedical Department it elf, they submitted a deficiency estimate of $95,000,000, and we have allowed
it all; but I think I should call the attention of the committee
to the basis on which the estimate was originally made, and
the basis on which it is now revised and made. In subm·itting
their estimates they figured that there would be a total need for
the fiscal rear in the way of medical supplies and equipment, under the head of medical and hospital department, of
$363,037,531. They obtained through the Army bill 267,408,948,
leaving the deficiency which they estimated, and which as I have
stated we allowed. But in making that deficiency it develops
that they had obtained from the Army act for 1919 for veterinary
supplies $42,068,000. They now estimate that they wm need
for veterinary supplies $4,225,000; so that they overestimated
at the time they went before the 1\lilitary Affair Committee,
and have obtained for the items of veterinnry equipment and
supplies, an overappropriation of nearly $38,000,000. They e timated in the Army act that they needed for surgical dres ings
26,416,000, and that amount they .got. They now come in and
say that they need $92,988,621 for surgical dres ings. In other
words, when it develops that their allotment of the moneys
that they got from the military appropriation act produced such
glaring Inconsistencies as $42,000,000 for veterinary suppJies and
$26,000,000 for sur!dcal dressings, they revised their allotments,
but without changing the total, and in revising their allotments
they figured as I stated for surgical dressings $92,988.6-1. I
want to read to the committee some of the details of lhe e timate that goes to make up that $92,000,000 for surgical dressings.
This is the total requirement for 1919 :

Surgical drasings.

Amount.
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The committee will find in the hearings the tables I have
read from, setting it out in detail. The Medical Department
stated that they wanted this amount of money, and they stated
that some of the estimates might seem excessh-e, but the committee gave them the amount of money they asked for.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. Will the gentleman yield?
l\lr. SHERLEY. Yes.
1\Ir. CAMPBELL of Kan as. Was ·any statement made by
tho e who appeared before the committee from the 'Var Department as to what had been done with the bandages and other
materials prepared by the women workers all over the country
· for the Red Cro s?
Mr. SHERLEY. Largely they have gone foT use in our own
hospitals. The amount while it is large and speaks splendidly
for the work and activity of the women of America, is relatively
small in comparison with the figures I have read.
Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. It struck me that the amount
called for would supply the needs of the Army without using
any of the matet•ial prepared by the women of the Re.d Cross. I
do not · understand that their work is for naught, because it has
been done in strict coBformity with the military requirements.
· Mr. SHERLEY. I am sure their work has been of value and
has gone to ll€'d Cross hospitals and been used there. Of course,
this is true, that there are certain character of wounds, particularly where there is not an immediate healing, where the
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quantity of bandages mounts into tremendou figures. The
Medical Department seems to think that this amount is large,
but they do not feel that they bad the right to redu~e it. Of
course, the committee will understand that the miJneys which
are voted do not have to be spent in the quantity that is imlicated for various substance·. They are for medical supplies,
and if there is less needed for surgical dre ings and more
needed for some of the other supplie , they will correspondingly
buy more of one and less of the other. I want to repeat again
that purchases are not b ing made simply on the basis of e ·timates, but I thought it was of intere t to the Hou ·e to see
the estimates that were submitted and which as I say, in connection w1th the 1\.fedical Department, have been allowed in
their entirety.
For textiles, under ho pital supplies, the table shows that they
now figure for the entire year an expenditure of 70,682.673.73.
They figure for 6,000,000 blankets, 1,062,899 mattre ses. 2,810,840
pillows, 14,319,140 pillowcases, 17,584.200 sheet , 5,808,620 pajama suits, bath and hand towels, 2.534,904, and so on.
Mr. DENISON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. DENISON. Wlll the gentleman kindly give the figures 1n
relation· to the supply of catgut for the surgeon's office? I was
wondering whether I misunderstooo the gentleman, or-whether
he gave the correct figures.
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· 1\Ir. SHERLEY. I read. that a moment ago. Catgut tubes
24,518,375 of one kind, and plain,- 39,229,400. _Then there are
silk in three sizes of packages, 13,492,920.
1\Ir. DENISON. Was the committee furnished any information a to how that amount of money, $29,000,000 and. $24,000,000,
couJu be expended-1\Ir. SHERLEY. That is not money, that is quantity-the
number of them.
l\1r. DENISON. I thought it was the amount of money the
gentleman was giving.
.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. No; the money is carried out in a table on
the side. The amount of money is \ery much le s. I started
out by a statement that I would give the quantity. All the
figures I ha'\"e read of surgical dressings have been figures of
quantity, and the total is $92,000,000.
l\Ir. Ml\fERSON. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. SHERLEY. I wilL
.1\Ir. EMERSON. Has any money been appropriated for the
purpose of marking the graves of soldiers over the seas, and the
transportation of their bodies home?
. 1\Ir. SHERLEY. The gra'\"es are marked where'\"er the circumstances make it possible.
Mr. El\IERSON. Is anything being done so that bodies can
be returned to the United States, supposing the war continues
for two or three years?
l\fr. SHERLEY. I do not kno''" as I can answer Ute gep.tleman whether anything is being done. The facts submitted show
that when the soldier dies abroad, if circumstances permit, his
grave is marked. Neces arily and unfortunately many boys
give their lives under circumstances which make it impossible
to give them a burial in a separately marked grave.
Mr. HICKS. If the gentleman will permit, the gentleman
has seen himself on the other side graves marked by a cross
and a little label consisting of an American flag and a wreath
around a tinfoil tablet.
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; I saw many of them; that is done
whenever the surrounding circumstances of the death make
it po sible.
l\fr. SLOAN. As I understand, up to this time there has been
no appropriation for the transportation of bodies across the seas.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. Not for those who die and are buried
abroad. 1.'here is a provision carried in the sundry civil bill
and a provision here for the transportation of the remains of
officers and enlisted men.
l\1r. El\fERSON. I take it that the soldiers are not buried in
coffins or caskets.
Mr. SHERLEY. I think in most of the instances where the
oeath occurs it is with such circumstances surrounding it as
make it impossible for a burial such as would take place if the
soldier died here or back of the line.
In connection with the engineer operations in the field, there
was a cut made of $8,750,000, due to an estimate of 25 seagoing
tugs made by the Engineer Department which can and will be
furnished by the Emergency Fleet Corporation out of the tugs
that it is building. The rest of the estimate was gi'\"en. Gen.
Black, in his testimony, and M:l'. Felton very frankly stated that
it was impossible to give figures in any true sense of the word
for much of · what they were estiniating for. Touching the
amount of railroad equipment, locomotives, cars, rails, ties, ::tnd
building and appliances in connection with the movement of
men and supplies, the estimate was worked out upon the basis
of railroad facilities neces ary to move a given ton of freight,
~nd as far as one not versed technically in the matter could
3udge, had been well worked out. I think Mr. Felton, who is
a distinguished railroad man, has performed very valuabl~
work, in that he knows pretty accurately what he needs and -why
he needs it. Touching a great deal of the rest of the estimate
of the engineers, it is impossible to come to a conclusion. So
much of what happens abroad determines the matter from day·
to day as to make any e tirnate more or less a gues , and particularly is it likely as we continue to drive the German Army
back and our lines of communication and support are lengthened, that there will be heavier and heavier demands in ·connection with the Engineer Department.
·
·
I might mention a little instance that happened at the front
some time ago, which shows the drain which may come at any
time upon the supplies of a department like this. There was a
certain area in a forest that -was very swampy, where it was
practically impossible for troops to march through "ithout
great delay and struggle, because of the character of the ground.
It was necessary, however, that they go through. One of the
engineer ollicers had the initiative, the wisdom practically to
p1ake a wire netti~ spliced with sapplings and sticks, which
~vas placed upon the underbrush and the dirt and mire of the
swamp, which made a roadway over which an Arnericall division
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marched to one of their '\"ery recent victories. [Applause.] He
used up a great deal of material, but it was material well
spent, and it is because of those things that it is not fnir for us
to always be a bit sensitive and disturbed over the inability of
the department to make accurate ~tirnates. War· is it elf an
agency of destruction, and the prosecution of it means a constant wastage and destruction of property of high value antl
cost, and we have to have a leeway and haV'e amounts of material
and supplies on hand that would not be necessary or tolerated in
the prosecution of any peaceful pursuit. So, as I say, we have
given the engineers the amount they ha'\"e asked less the amount
for these 25 tugs.
In connection with the Signal Corp ·we had an exceedingly
difficult problem. They have estimated upon the basis of 105
divisions, with an initial equipm_e nt of 400 per cent for wastage,
and 200 per cent of the 400 per cent for a three months' supplY.
over in France, and a three months' supply in America, or, including the initial equipment, a 700 per cent basis for each division. They estimated on a basis of 105 divisions. They -very
frankly stated on the record, and informally off it, that it was
difficult to say whether that estimate was all required, but that
six m<,mths had to elap e between the date of an order and tl;le
procurement of much of the material; that when it was needed
it was very badly needed; that they were buying only as requisitions abroad made it necessary, plus the re erve they must
build up, and the committee, considering the whole of it, believed that as the program called for 98 divi. ions the sevenclivi 'ion equipment was not necessary to appropriate for at this
time, in view of the fact that•the wholei 98 divisions would not
have the wastage upon which the tables were predicated, and
that there could easily be a safe reduction. \Ve felt warranted
in doing that, knowing that the Congress would at any time, as
the need might develop, vote additional moneys for this purpose,
and we submit what we ha'\"e done touching the Signal Service
as being sound judgment in view of the light gi'\"en us. In
speaking of the Signal Ser'\"ice, the committee will tmderstand
that it is now entirely separate and apart from the Aeronautic
Service and that this material is material the Signal Corps
use in the field in keeping up communications between the bases
in the rear and the army at the front, and it is for that "cia s of
material.
In connection with the Chemical Warfare Service, the committee also had considerable difficulty in corning to a clear
determination. That .s ervice has been conducted until very recently from funds that were carried with the Medical Corps
funds and with the ordnance ftmds, and there were allotments
made out of the medical fund -and the" ordnance funds for the
maintenance of this Chemical Warfare Ser'\"ice. By Executive
order of the President made recently, there was created a separate corps to be known as the Chemical Warfare Service, and
Gen. Sibert, who was one of the men to as ·ist Gen~ Goethals in
building the Panama Canal, was put at the head of that corps.
We thought tlmt in view of the fact that this corps had been created as a separate department, it was desirable, instead of having
allotments of funds to be made from the Medical and Ordnance
Departments, that the fund should be made directly to them.
We have accordingly carried in the bill a pro'\"ision appropriating
directly to them the funds they estimate they need. They asked
for $294,484,301. That included the moneys that they thought
were necessary for botl1 the defensive and offensive side of this
Chemlcal ·warfare Service. Of course, the defensive side, as
you all knOlY, is in the way of providing masks and other clothing-protective things-again t the gas of the enemy.
The offensive side is in the preparation of shells and other
material for firing gas and sending gas over into the enemy's
ranks. Their estimates contained u number of items both on
the offensive and defensive side looking to experimentation
and to the development of new methods of -warfare. They were
frank in saying that much of this was so new they could not
e timate the cost of it, and that a good deal of it represented
what they hoped they might be able to do in development. The
committee, all things considered, having in mind what theY.
had already gotten out of the previous appropriation, what
they were asking represented a sum considerably in excess ·of
what it cost to build the Panama Canal and that the sum
was to be e~-pended during this fiscal year, thought that a reduction could be made, and accordingly it was reduced from the
estimates by ·$44,484,301. I believe that this is not an extreme
cut. Considerably more than that is represented under moneys
that- they may need in the eveRt they make various developments
both on the offensive and defensive sides, and we believe that
certainly, witlt four months of the fiscal year gone, that -there
was not much leeway required in their estimate and that · if
upon a plain showing moneys were - needed they - would · be
promptly \Oted in the future. In their estimate there are cer-
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tain increases in connection with the purchase of the American that they take their ·e timate
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and rearrange them both as to
guns and as to ammunition. They did rearrange them• .and
University property out here. Mr. SLOAN. Before leaving· the matter of gas, will the gen- they brought back a table based upon an equipment for 112
tleman state how many gas masks were a ked for; that is, !f it divisions of the new strength of the artillery per division. That
is a matter of r ecord? I ask this on account of my attentlon new strength is -so mueh greater than the old program called for
havjng been called to that particular thing, and I was interested that, although the Congress voted moneys that it was be1ie:ved
to know in reference to the number of men we had in our Army. were necessary for the equipment of 90 divisions of three armies
:Mr. SHERLEY. I have not available the exact number just in the previous fortification bills, under the new table of or~ani
now, but the te timony shows it. In money they nsk for $175,- zation that would be sufficient .for the equipment o.t roughly
000,000 for respirators and $20,000,000 for more extra -canisters. speaking, about 69 divisions, and so instead of having need for
Two and a half millions mi cellaneous extra parts for respira- 22 divisions additional on the old program over what thev had
tor . I think, if the gentleman will turn to page ll60., 'Or .a received they ~ctually had a need on the new program of the
little ahead of that, in the hearings that he will find the state- difference between £9 divisions and 112, or 43 divisions, roughly
ment-! can not just for the moment put my hand on it-as to speaking.
The result was that they increased their estimates and ent
the initial equipment nnd maintenance.
:Mr. SLOAN. 1 do not desire the gentleman to spend any time in new estimates for .field artille1~ and the ammunition there..
for to the extent of over $1,155,000,000. Their old estimates
on it. I will look the matter up myself.
·
Mr. SHERLEY. Of eon ·se provision is made for every .man we1·e totally inadequate in view of the new requirements as to
who goes over eas having a ga-s mask and a certain amount for artillery strength and the .ammnnition for the guns.
maintenance of those who are overseas, and then there js 'fm·Now, we have in connection with tile field artillery proper
nishe.d to the men here ior tr.aining purposes a gas mask each. allowed in .contract authorization a1l that they have asked for
Mr. CAl\~ON. There is 17 per cent wastage per month.
except $114,375,000. We have allowed it becau e ·the need of
Mr. SHERLEY. The granting of a separate appropriation continuing the supply of guns -and ammunition is ·so gr-eat that
ta this service has ·brought· reductions in the estimates of the we did not feel warranted in curtailing the amount, though
e·'dnance Department, which had been submitted in the belief personally I believe that u ·wlll require the utmost effort of this
that they were to continue to furnish iunds for the procurement <Country to produce within the time figured the amount that we
of materials nnd the labor for filling Shells :for the Chemical are providing for here. I question whether ·it is pos ible to <lo
Warfare Service during the remainder 'Of the year. Such it: but Jn view of the fact that -certain parts of it can and will
reductions were as follows: ".Ordnance stores, ammunition," be obtained in even larger measure than was originally proG,.903 750; " Ordnance stores ·a nd supplies," .$3,000,000; and vided for, by the help of England and France it is possible that
u
eld-artillery ammunition," $161.,890,589; a total reduction the country may be able to produce the quantities estimated for.
We cut, though, as I said, $1.14;375,000 out of the field artillery,
of $171.794,339.
Mr. DENISON. Is the GoTernment buying this American and we cut that amo t out because of the Neville I and
p.r.oject. The Neville Islilnd project was undertaken some time
University property?
Mr. SHERLEY. I was about to speak of that. There is an ago, and was originally figured to be an expenditure in ·p lant of
estimate h2re looking to the purchase of the .American Univer- about $40,000,000; and they obtained $40,000,000 for that pursity, and to tile expenditure of .a considerable amount of money pose in the .fortifications act, they having already undertaken
cmt there. They were to fm·nish some information for the it prior to the passage of that act or the submission of the
record touching the exact terms under which they have been estimate; and they also obtained for similar ·enlargement at ..1\Iidoccupying the property. At the time they were before the -,com- vale $15,000,000. They have transferred $5,000,000 of the $15,mittee nobody seemed to be fully advised as to just what the 000,000 that was intended for Midvalt! to Neville Island, so iliat
conditions were. They seemed t'O have had maybe a written they have now for that purpose $45,000.000. In point of fact,
agreement or probably a verba1 agreement with the bishop of they have given commitments and undertaken wor k that reprethe Methodist ChurchJ I think it is, who is resident at the sents about $46,000,000. They are asking an additional amount
American University, ·touching the use of the property free, of $93r000,000 ·in order to very greatly enlarge this plant and
and then the right of the university to -certain improvements give it a capacity to manufacture 14, 16, and 18 inch guns.
The testimony went to sbow that deliveries of these 14-inch
that we were to make tltere. That was at ;a time when the activities there were not anything like they a1·e now. They have guns, which they nave planned to make th re, the capacity of
now in here an estimate touching the purchase of the land, . the plant for the 16 .and 18 inch guns being intended to take
erection of various buildings in connection with the university care of future fortifications and Navy needs, was, for ·the first
there. Now, gentlemen, in connection with field :artill-ery-- guns, probably the spring of 1920. Certain .shell capacity would
Mr. SLOAN. If the gentleman will yield right there, in the be produced in the winter of 19.1:9. If this plant upon its now
. matter ef the purchase -of this university, is that ptn'Chase 'Or enlarged cale is to be undertak-en, it will probably mean an
lease or looking toward the continued ownership and control by expenditure of $29,000,000 for housing of employees in connection
this Government of tha.t university and all the buildings, wlth the .Plant. So that there will be a total expenditure in connection with the :plant of probably $167,000,000.
grounds. and so forth?
Mr. SHERLEY. TheJ:e are not many buildings there, nt least
Mr. DENISON. Does the gentl-eman think or understand
that the Government is going ahead with this program regardtl:at the university ever had, but there is some ground there.
Mr. DEJ.~ISON. There are three or four stone buildings there. less of the outcome of the war?
M:r. SHERLEY. There are two large buildings as I recall
Mr. SHERLEY. The Government has urged this p1·ogr:un
upon the committee · s desirable in connection with some of its
the testimony, stone buildings.
'l'ouching the ordnance the estimates which were. submitted big-gun program relative to the war, and, as an ad itional rea·
to Congress by the Ordnance Department contemplated the so:n, the creation of a plant there with such capacity as woukl
providing of money necessary, in .addition to what h.ad previ- enable the Government to supply 16 and 18 inch guns, there being
ously been voted, for 120 divisions. The testimony of the Chief no -capacity in America now equal to that purpose.
Mr. Dlill~HSON. Now, in that connection, the general talk is;
of Stuff bowed that the program called for 80 divisions abroad
and 18 at home and of necessity the o1·dnance in estimating if the ,gentleman will permit an inteiTuption, that one of the
has to. estimate beyond j ust the fisc 1 year due to the very great conditions -of this peace when it is secured will be the reduction
length .of time in procurement, and they have figured that with of all military armament to a point where it is simply necessnry
the replac-ement of troops which would go to maintain· the for preserving peace at home.
.Mr. SHERLEY. My ·a nswer to that is simply this: This bill
strength of the 80 abroad and 18 here, there should be provision
for 120 divisions. In cro s-examinati..on it developed that they. is not predicated on what may happen at a peace table. It is
were only warranted in estimating for 112 divi ions, .and when predicated on what the w.ar needs from now on may be, and the
it ;was sugge ted that a l.'e -ision should be made in thee timates Subcommittee "On Appropriations did ·not recommend to the full
to the extent of the difference represented between the additional committee an additional expenditure of $93,000,000 simply. bemoneys needed for the total of 112 divisions and the total of 120 cause, in its judgment, it did not bear that relationship to the
ivislons, they stated that they had just learned that there had prosecution of this war that would justify the expenditure unde.r
eome over from F rance a new requirement as to artillery and all circumstances. And the ·r eason for that was this, that we
mmunition for each division that would probably more than have now undertaken a program thnt, in my judgment, -is going
absorb the leeway which was represented by those additional to test the capacity of the eonnb·y in teel and otht:>.r materials,
8 divisions, it b ing :perfectly evi-dent that the old estimates and in labor, in or-der to tm·n out the field guns and the ammuni..
had been submitted simply on the basis that had been submitted tion that are necessary.
To superimpose upon that prog1~m this additional program
tn the first in tan.ce for an Army of a million men, and that they
had only e timated for their fourth army with orne additions. of the enlargement of tlris :plant for the _purpose of gcttin~ guns
. So the· committee suggested to the Ordnance Department as far in the future ns I ha e indicated, meant, in my jndgment,
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necessarily a slowing down of some of the other program to an
cxteut that more than offset the gain of having a plant at that
time capable of producing the guns that this would be able to
produce in the spring of 1920, and for that reason we elimi·
nated. iL
Now, so far as tile "after the war·~ end of it, whlcb was
urged by them, is concerned~ I think it is true that .we will have
neeu to make big guns for our coast fortifications and we will
have need to make guns for the Navy. It may be possible that
the world in its wisdom will come to the point wher-e armament
by nations will either be d<>ne a.wa.y with or greatly curtailed,
but we have not reached thftt point yet, and n<> man that I know
is wise enough to prophesy whether we ever will reach it. The
probability in my jtt.cJgment is that if we: come to a league of
nations there will be, as an incident of that league of nations
to keep the peace of the world, a necessary armed force that will
belong to the league and will be flll'nished in propocrtionate partq
by the variou · nations, somewhat dependent upon their strength
nnd imp<>rtance in the world. If that should come tO' pass
America ·will have her part to furnish,. an-d I would not refuse
thi appropriation, because I th<>ught we were going to do away
with guns and ammunition and wru-s m the future. But the
subcommittee has refused to reeommend it to the full committee
becau ·e it did not believe that. taken in connection with · the
exi ting program, it represented a. wi. e expenditure at this time,
and because we believed it migJlt result more in slowing up
than in enhancing the mmtary program~
·
L'l that particular we haYe taken issue with the Chief of Staff
an.d t11e-c War Department; the only instance in this bill in
which we have taken issue with them. I personally would be
very glad if some Member of the House~ 'When we reached that
paragraph, if he desires to te t the opinion of the House. would
¢fer an amendment to i.ncrease by $114,375,000 the amount that
we carry in connection with guns. Then the House· can go on
record. Tb.e committee has no dogmatic view about the matter.
It has tried to come to a judgment involving a. very difficult
thing and involving a very large expenditure o-f money. If. the
~ommittee has erred the House can correct that error, and if the
House errs the Sennte ca.n correct the action oi the Hol:lse.
That is the situation. In cutting out this $93,000.000 we also
. cut out certain e timates for guns predicated upon this large
pla..nt which amounted to 21,375,000, making a total of $114,375, 0, and consequently there would g~ with it the elimi.naUon
of a Jn.rge sum of money which the Department of Labot· will
probably ask in connection with the housing of employees.
With respect to :fleW-artillery ammunition, we insisted that
the Ondnanee Department ~hould exa.mi:ne it estimates on a
basis that wo.uld more clearly rep1·esent the needs tlum the
rough estimate-s which they had originally submitted~ and that
me-thou of estimate wa to figure exactly the number of guns
that were to be abi·oad at a gi en time and to divide the amount
of ammunition that would be needeu by tho e guns according to
the active and inactive mo.nths; and on that calculation. which
they agreed \Yas a more scientific anu bette1· method of doing
it, and on the calculation a to the movement of troops and
guns abroad, t11ey have presented their estim.ate not only fo:r
their- requirement· up to July but after-· that, and the committee
ha allowed them in the foL'm o:{ contract authorizations, whi~h
are atisfactory to the Ordnance Department. they not desiring
cash except in one instance, in which we have given them
$280 000,000 to· meet. contracts authorized in the last fortificatiQ.ll. act which will become payable proor to March 31 in con·
nection with :field-artillery ammunition..
Tl!ere was also an estimate for a nitrate plant, or a series of
nitrate plants, amounting to $103,500,000, but the Ordnance De-partment' did not pres it, and stated that they had no. desire to
undertake the building of those nitrate plants at this time-. The
condition in regard to nitrates is better than it was some months
ago. The supplies on hand of nitrates are greater than they
were, and the ammonia nitrate plant at Muscle Shoals is just
~oruing into production, and it is hoped and believed that in a
few weeks the production from that source will be .very greatly
enlarged. There jg also a reduction ef $161,890,.589 under' fieldartillery ammunition, due~ as I have stated. to giving a separate
func:J to the Chemical Warfare Service.
.
'V e cut out by the Yoluntu.ry statement of the Ordnance people
considerable sums that were carried for the purpose of maint~
nance of ammunition for this fourth army and for practice ammunition~ not that we wanted to slow down-and we do- not
slow clown at all on practice ammunition-but because there will
not be this fourth army in the field using this material during
the whole fiscal year on the basis on which the original estimate was made. Whe:n these ite~s are- reached I shall be glad
to go further into detail in connectio.n with any of them that
the committee may wish.

The committee hearings CO\"eL" 1,.380 pages, a.nd we hope they
give to the House a much info:~;mati.on as was practicabi.e . to
obtain and permissible to prin.t Of neee slty there was certain
. information touching the movement of troops and touching
organization that it was not desi:J:ed should be made a matter
of public record. But what could be printed has been, and the
, estimates- in connection with the- ordnance, I believe, represent
a sum very mnch in excess. .of what ca.n possibly be expended~
But we felt th.a t we were not warranted in slowing down their•
movement~ They have practically autho1·ized expenditw·es that
wipe out an of the moneys and all of the- contract authoriza·
tiDns that ha.ve been made heretofore, and it was necessary to
give them this additi<>nal leeway if we were not to . slow down.
this vastly complicated machinery for the production of these
guns and ammunition. We were not willing· to take the re·
sponsibility of slowing down.. This is R{)t a time for the Congre . of the United States to sl<>w clown in eonnection with the
preparation or the contiJJ.uation of tbls war. [Applause.]
There is no.: man in A.meica wh<> wants the Government of the
United States ta slow down its ·actual operations in the field
or its operations here and elsewhere in supplying that .Army
in the field.. Every man who has a. heart wants peace to come
again to the worl-d, but every man who bas a head wants that
peace SQ to come that it will be a real and a- lasting peace~
: [Appian e.] Every sacrifice that has been made has been made
in vain unless this war is so pro ecnted as to bring about a real
pe.ace, a peace that shall come only as a result of a real whip·
ping of our enemies, a peace that comes as a sincere realizatioD..
Jon the part of Geu-many and the nations that Ilave been allied
t with her that militarism does not pay and tha.t her dream Gf
world rule can nOt, will not,. and shall not come tru.e. [Ap. piau e.] It is fot· that reason that this G<>vernment has appropriated in the past sw:ns. without parallel. It. is for that reason
that we ha.Ye sent the best of OWl" blood abroad to- be shed upon
the battle fields of France~ It is for that reason that we passed
the ·new draft law. ·u is for that reason that this bill is now
pending before this. House. It is for that reason that. we. go
forward with the enlargement of plants . with the enlargement o~
programs ; and for my part 1 am not willing,. and I do not be·
lieve the Congress is going to be willing by it action to stow
by one hour the continuation of this war.
When peaee doe come, ur>on terms that make for real,. final,
lasting peace, a peace of ju. ·ticc and of Tighteousness, we as apeace-loving Nation will welcome it and rejoice in it; but we
will not endanger it by halting in the ways half won. We
will not endanger it by slowing our activitfe now. 'Ve will not
endanger it by any deceptive pleas that may be made by too
enemy because they are beginning tO; feel the force of the- righteous indignation and might of the world. [Applause.]
Gentlemen, there is much in connecti<>n with this bill that
ought to be stated.,. and yet I have now talked fot· some two
hours, aad I am feeling the fatigue of· the work so much that I
believe I can not perhaps with profit to the committee deal
further with the matter in -a general statement. The responsi·
bility of preparing a bill of this kind is very great.. In order
that we may pro ecute the war as. I have expressed tne belief
that we snould pro ecute it, we must carefully husband our resources. 'Ve must see to it that expenditures are not made
unnece arily. Every, dollar expended by the Government or
by the citizens of America for purposes not necessary is just
that much slowing down. of the war program ; and th.e1·efore the.
man best helps that program who tries to vote moneys intelli·
gently for needs. that are real and prevents money being wa ted,.
and-what is even more important-material and labor being
wasted in the creati-on. of thin.,os that are not nece ary. 1.'here.
fore it ha.s been that the committee has worked day and. night
to try and sift much of these estiniates, so as to- eliminate some
of the things that were not necessary and th.a,t the zeal or the
ignorance of i,ndhridual men had occasioned to be brought
before the Congres ~
The estimates ~mbmitted by the Navy Department for main_.
tenance- and aperation of that department anu for the Naval
Establishment agg~-egated $1-25,064,601.26. The amount canied
in the bill f€1r the naval service. is $107,217.778.26, a redurtion
under the estimates of $17,846,823- ·The largest single reduction is the sum of $-14,891,000 in the item of ammunition for
vessels, and represents practice ammunition which, in the judgment oi' Admiral Earle, safe-ly could be eliminated. The sum&
of $1,793,000 for improv-ements at ordnance stations and
$1~000 foli fuel storage at Pearl HarbOF were omitted on the
statement that theu eonsiderati<>n might be postponed until the:
regular naval bill for 1920.
The amount given tile Navy is composed chiefly of four items
in addition to. the item o.f ammunition just mentioned Fifteen million €loll.a.rS' is- reeomm.ended .fOT e-utfits on fit-st enlist·
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ment, $11,185,301 for ordnance and ordnance stores, $26,529,464
for new batteries for ships of the Navy, and $2,856,080.61 for
con truction and equipment of training camps. The latter sum
is a deficiency actually incurred and obligated without previous authorization of Congress, and there remains only the function of paying the bill.
There were submitted also in connection with this bill estimates from the various -departments here in Washington for
oYer $3,000,000 in salaries and increases in pay for clerks, and
not a dollar of it has been recommended by the committee.
[Appian e.] It has not been recommended because we did not
believe it was de irable in the interest of the prosecution of this
war to add to the clerks that are here in Washington.· The
remedy for a shortage of clerks in any department is a readjustment of the allotment of clerks to the various departments.
[Applause.] There are some departments that are short. There.
are a great many departments that have clerks who are in the
way of one another, and, I repeat, the remedy is a r~arrange
ment of tliose clerks. We have carried moneys here to take
care of existing pay rolls. In some instances those pay rolls
represent perhaps more · than what they should; but we have
denied requests for increases of clerks here, and particularly at
this time we think that action is wise and justifiable.
We have also eliminated a great deal in the way of odds and
ends that would be de irable in peace time , but are not desir- ·
able now. The Government of the United States is asking every
day, and it is going to continue if this war goes on to ask more
and more of the citizenship of America that they .forego the
doing of things that \VOuld be desirable in peace times, but that
are not permissible now. \Ve have stopped much of the building of the country by private interests. We ought to see to it
that we do not do any building of our own that is unnecessary;
and civil departments of the Government, instead of using the
war as an excuse for asking additional moneys, ought to realize
that they cim best show their patriotism by curtailing their
activities during these times. [Applause.] For my part I have
reached the point where it is going to require a good deal of
showing to warrant the ·undertaking of civil activities in the
future, and I think it would be well if before an estimate is permitted to come to Congress there should be received from the
·war Industries Board a clearance for the material and the
labor necessary to carry out the project that is a ked. Unless
these things are to.be done we are going to have confusion worse
confounded as the strain goes on and on.
This bill carries an affirmative proposal which I drafted and
the committee were good enough to accept. It is a proposal for
the creation of a salvage commission to study the problem of the
disposition of war material after the war. A good many bills
have been introduced in this body and in the Senate dealing
with this subject. 1.\Iy friend, the gentleman from . Iowa [Mr.
Goon], a member of the committee, i.lltroduced one bill which
looked to the creation of a commission with power to dispose of
governmental property.
The proposal that I have carried in this bill . is built on a
different line. It is a proposal for the creation of a commission that shall have no power except that of recommendation
at this time. Personally I believe that Congress would not and
should not give to any commission the power to dispose of Governmental property at this time or after the war unti! we have
had .some opportunity for an inventory of such property and a
consideration of its uses. So the provision is written in simple
language, with broad power of inquiry and of report, but with
no power of final action. The President is . authorized to appoint seven Members whose duty it shall be to make a su.rvey
of the property of the United States and particularly that
acquired since the beginning of the war, and in order th!lt they
may better perform their functions it is made the duty of the
various departments to make an inquiry and study of the property under their control, and what use can be ma,de of that
property or other Government property, and the departments or
agents of the Government are required to furn,ish to the commis ion such information as the commission may fro~ time
to time require. The commission is to report to Congress at
the first and each sub equent session of the next Congress, and
is required to furni h to the President or to the Congress any
other information that may be asked from time to time.
The idea is simply this, that we may get a body of men put
to the task of surveying this vast accumulation of property.
No matter wbether the war ends in the immediate future or
·next year or two years from now there is bound to be a tremendous amount of property of great value if it is put to a rfght use,
but which will be w~rthless _ beyond its value as junk unless
there -is a prevision, study, and understanding of uses._to which
it can be put. England has for a number of years had a number
of commissions ' engaged in -this study and so have the other
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nations at war. It is time we were . taking some thought of
those days that are to follow after the war; take thought of it,
not with the idea of slowing the war activities but coincident
with them, giving study to it, and; indeed, much of the study
ought to have been at the time the investments .were made in
connection with the war in order that there might be provision
made looking to the subsequent phase of the peace use of this
property. Some departments have done that. I think the engineer department· of the Army for one, in regard to · terminal
facilities, railways, and equip~ents had in mind the subsequent
possible need, and in orne instances have had contracts incident
to the creation of facilities looking to their taking over by private interests.
. But, anyway, we need this study. This is presented not as a
final word on the subject, but as a method to an end. I believe ·
that no one of us is wise enough now to write into rigid law
just what pow~r and duties shall pertain to any agency of the
Governme~t toucJ;ling this p1~operty. ~ qo not want to see any
rigid law passed now tou~ng the disposition of this property.
I want a survey first as the basis of action afterwards. If me~
of the right cal~ber-a~d t~ey ought to be big men, very big
men; not necessarily men of great wealth, but big men in the
true sense of bigness, whose vision reaches beyond the horizon
and who would not permit things immediately in front of them
to blot out that vision-are chosen, if we get a commission of
that kind, ·we will get from them information that will be of
value to the c~untry, and I trust : that this provision may p'i·e-!
vail in the Committee of the Whole.
·
·
As I stated, when we come to the details of the bill I will l>e
glad to call the attention to· many items contained in it:
Mr. SLOA..."N". Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. I will.
.
1\Ir. SLOAN. As the gentleman kJ?.OWS, we have had no opportunity to read the bi_ll, as it bas . just bee.n _reported, and · it.
prompts Members to ask more questions than perhaps they
otherwise would. I am pleased _w ith the admil~able statement
made by the chairman of the committee and impressed with itg
force, and impressed with the work that has been done "in con..:
nection with the prominent features of the bill just mentioned.
I would like to a k if the committee in the bill bus done anything toward organizing or providing for a committee with ·
power to look over or look after the economies in the expenditures of these vast sums through the various departments dur.:
ing the period of the war?
·
·
Ur. SHERLEY. The committee has made no recommendation.
As the gentleman knows, I have been one of the men who have
believed for many years past that the Congress and the Government in its internal organization represented what in many
ways was an archaic system. I still think it. I believe that"'w e
ought to have an independent audit that should be respon iblE~
to the Congress of the United· States and not · to the 'adminis~
trative body. We ought· to have that irrespective of war or
peace. · I believe that the organization of committees in this
House ought fundamentally and radically to b~ changed. This
House will never have that voice in matters of first moment
that it should have unless it ceases to waste its time in 'the
consideration of little details. [Applause.] If we undertake
always to curtail departmental activities simply by division and
subdivision of items, we will simply spend in the future, as we
so frequently have in the past; our time in · debating matte1~s
that are relatively trivH.tl. We frequently accomplish only the
result of tying the hands of the conscientious and efficient administrator and give to the efficient one a new reason fo'r
exercising his ingenuity to avoid complying with the will ·o..e
Congress.
·
We must have a system of bookkeeping that will give to an
auditing organization knowledge _of expenditures, and then '~e
can hold rigidly accountable those· who are responsible for e:x:trav·a gant expenditmes.
·
Why do I not propose something of that kind now? First,
because I have not the time-:-and those who know something
of tl1e labors of the committee can appreciate that that is a
true statement-to work out a p"t:ogram that would be efficient,
even if I had the ability; second, because you can not do it
now ·in ·w ar times. I know that does not meet the concurrence
of a great many men, but believe me when I say to you that
the situation touching all the Governments at war is more or ·
less the same.
·
·
·
The great contribution that Gladstone made to the parliamentary procedure when he brought about the reformation in
the English Parliament was in the creation of an independent
audit. But if anybody t~inks tha_t over in Epgland to-da~
Parliament is undertaking to know and pru s upon the expenditures that are being inade by -the Bi-itish Government they are
mistaken. Pai"liamerit can not do it in a time · of war. The
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Admiralty comes to the m inistry and says, "We want so ma:n-y there at that crucial hour the men who were there wearing the
minion -pounds." The mini try says , "We think you ought uniform of the United Stat es prepared to gi\e their splendid
not to .have it The condition i such that we do not feel like youth ·in order that civilization mirrht not die. [Applaus e.] No
-making that ex-penditure." ·"All right," · sa-ys the Admiralty, one need apo1ogize for the achie\ements of .America in this w.ar.
" '\Ye say it i necessary in order that the fleet shall continue N.o one need .go out to the people anywhere and say to them that
to do certain things. You take the responsibility, ifjou want to. 1:hings ha\'"e gone --wrang and are awry. They are not. They are
·of denying to the ileet 'the necessary money." And no ministry ~oing "forward, . and ev-ery dey is an advance, .every day is illl
EVer -<ioes that or ever 'Yill do 'lt. "The same is neces arily true Improvement. If I :point out to you the things that .are wrong
of other -countrie . "«'ar is a game in wllich time is .of ·the :lt shows not that we are ::aili.::~.g, but to the thoughtful, thinkin_g
•mo t importance, and yon can not -undertake to determine ex- :mn.n it shows ihe magnitude of the task that \Ye have underipenditures in the same w-uy that you can in ·time 'Of -peace. taken, and the v.:onoer is not that mistakes hav-e been made,
That ·does _not mean that there are _not plenty of improvements bnt the wonder IS that .a p eople should suddenly turn from
-that can be made in connection with "the JJrosecution of the \\..ax. _peaceful ::pul'S1lit overnight a nd becume the ..most formidable,
It does not mean that there are not ·plenty tlm.t luvve been -powerful, :milita137 nation in the wmld, 11.Ilcl that ·we are. to-day...
made. I have -stood here for some time talh"ing about the esti- l1\.pp1au e.]
mates that came from the Quartermaster's Department. 1 woulil
1Hr. 'CAJ\TNO... T . Mr. ·chairman, ..:after the lengthy and exceed~
give a totaJly fa1 e picture if I did not again emphas:zl' the ingly ahle -e:xpJn:nll:tion of this ln.r.ge .deficiency appropriation hill
fact that 'I believ-e 'G-en. LOJ.'d has brought irrto that ot:ganiza- :b_y the ch:tirma.n of the ommittee o-n Approp-riations {Mr.
tion now ·a methoD. :01' ~timate .a.nd ·p.rocrrr..eme.nt fhat will elimi- 'SHERLEY] ·I ·uo not deSire to take up much of the .time of.:th.e co-mnate most of these --erroneous, and 1n some instan·c es absurd, mittee. Ail that -he has sni.d about .the labor connected ·w1th .the
oestimutes ,of 'the past. and it ""·as because be 11as i:he matter preparaticm u.f the bill ifl true, and the 'balf 1las .not been told.
in hand that my ·colleagues ·and :I were able .to ·.dig out this While he sits on one siue of the ai le and I .sit on the other I feel
.information :and present it to the House. .If :there 11na ,been that 1 W(}uld not perform ·my duty to the House and to the
nothing but eonfu ian up there, ·e ,eonld hrrve "found .some ot jt, country i f 1 ilid not 'Sa:y :th.at under his 1eatlers.h.ip and the coo-obut no committee operating sim:ply through the proce ·" of .ex- eration of all b1s ~olleagues ;in -the preparation of the 'b ill th-er.e
n.mination of witnesses could have ·dug out tli1s informntion -to has 'been cbut ·one motive in the committee, .com:p.osed ..as it 1s ·of
present to this Committee ·of 't he 'W hole 'if it 'hail not -been that Members 'from 'different -:party ·.organizations, and that is to :Prethere had ah·eady cmne into the conduct of estimate .rrnd lll'O- ·sent a 'bill nnder the operation of "~1ch, supplementing app.ro-curement of the Quai'termaster.,s "Department order out ·of .a. :prlations ·that ha:ve "been matle, -peace :will :be brongnt to this
·great deal of '-disorder. The same · thing is ·happarrin_g in a ntun- -country ·.and ±o ·OUl" 111Ues. f Applause.] There has been -no
ber of other departments.
·question o-f ·partisans1lip 1n he -consideration of the bill. There ·
1 do not hold fl brief 'for .Army or Navy officers, -a-nd I do not -has been 'DO desire npon ·the pa;rt of ·any .member of the comholu a brief for aomilli trative •dfficers generally. ""'Dle very niitte.e uther than to recommend .ail that is neces ary to be
position I hold makes me more .or less the critic ·of aOministra- · g1:ren ·at t.hh:; ·LiJne .TIJr i:he successful prosecution of the war.
tive officers. A man ··fit .to be ctunrma:n of tl1e :COmmittee ..QTI . "There -were ·.ma.n_y -tn.ings to <consider ln ihe pr®ara.tion of the
A-ppropriations IDUst occupy ·fire :attitude .of :fh-e critic more ·OA.' 1>ill. Gentlemen shoula ·stop to- ;t1link .a minute of what ,co.nless o.f the administrative depm:tments, and :yet thm~e is a .great f:ronte<l us--the money -that "has been gathered by taxation -up
·denl ·of critict m of indludua'l.men fhtl.t .is born of the ignorance ·to -this tim~. ·the money that is ·to be gathered ·by taxation under
of the pl'o'blem those men .are ·confranteil ""·ith. ..It is ·usually the 'Pending revenue 'bUl, -tl1e large amount-used 1n :financing .onr
:the man who knows least ..about the ·difficulty ·u f 'tlle -problem ;allies, .the-calling jnto ·exist.ence and training of our Arn1Y an<l the
who is mo:st .apt to be rdogmatie abnut it, and to :be dead .sure .as furni hing it with ar:rn.s, ·t:he bUilding ·Of ships to transport our
Ito how the thing oahonlil ,be remedied and just "What :he would · products and Arm.)', :the building :of destroyer • the construction
be able to ,do if he bail charge of the work. Take a )Ilatter like of a larger -and i might say a new Navy, and it is because rof
the estimate I spoke of for the Signal Corps, and .s.uppose -.that these things-that we have:been ealledm>on:to make the·e cxtraor~
upon you rests the. responsibility -now for hming ·egllipmen:t iu d.imiry ~];!prop.riations anu -mwenditul'e..
hand from time to time to go .o verseas, ·m order-that the irrtelli.And "1 take :pleasure "here .an-d11mv in ,saying that ·fluting .InN
gence may be :mainta.ine<.l between the men at -the :front and the ,-gervi-ce .of m--er 40 ears in t he Nationtil House of Representa'1D..e • ehind -at e-ither ·advance ·heatlquarters .or general .head- ti'ves, so "far .as the Committee on ApprOpriations is -conceTDe.d.,
.quarters. ·The war -shifts from ·da-y to day. There is a battle :Iil:ttJ J t llas never ·had a chairm.an 'to Jea.d -it and to inf-Grm the ·no use
!that :runs for -a lmndrea ·or mare .:miles, wtfu ev.ery .mollern -superior -.to the ~me it ha to-day. [AJ!plause.]
method of communication in vogue, ·and •y ou have 'to :plan 'far
M.r. Chairman, we am .not "become a participant in tws
six weeks, six months, -or a year ahead. You will ,not "be 11pon worlil ow.ar until. -Germany, -while we -were exer.ci&in,g our rights
'that work many (lays .bemr.e _you will lose y.our dogmatism :aml :n:s .:a neutral, uestroyed ·our ships on the lbi_gh seas-.th.e ·.:worltl';s
· .gre:rt 'hj..ghwaJS.
.get hnmb ~e in the face of i:he ·d-Ifficulties of -the :problem.
. 'Mi ·•takes have been made, and they will continue -to be mad-e,
Then -we declared wru:. "Since thal time ·our people o.f ·both
but it has..been a very wonderfUl achier-ement 'that his .country .great })arties haTe ·been a unit, cooperating with our .ftllies ·to
has produced in the pro ·ec.uflon of fbi war. .[A-pJ)lau e.] ·The win -the -war und secure a \ictory that \v.ill .p revent Germany
time will come when we who ar.e now ..actors upon the :s.eene 'have from dominating the woi'ld.
:va ~ ed away, when ·men will look from n sufficient distanee to
Until victory 1 had qu-estion· of .,peace :policies ·to be de.tcr·get some view of the whole scene, "When it 'Yill be called ·the ..mined by:majoritie ·-can ·no~ arise for the United ..States. in ,our
-marvel of the world 'that a Nation Should :hav.e ::put across ·the country we are an 'for a uc~esSful -winning of th.e ·Wllr,
water in the time .fh.a:t we nave .Uone it :the troops we llave, whether we call oursel.Ye Itejrobliec'UlS, 'Democrats, or Indeequipped as ·they have ·been, fed .as ·they ha-ve een, trained ·as _pendents. !Applause.]
"they have been, ·and \vith the ·glorl-eu courage :and bravery antl
·Mr. ,Chah·.man, 'I yield =30 minute. of my ·time to my colleague
he-roism that they nave ex'hil>ited, \Yhenever call.ecl hrto action. mi ·the Committee on Appropriation , ~epresentative :MON.D.EiiL.
:[ApplauseJ
Mr. 1\IO?\'DELL. .l\lr. Gluli:rman, I feel like -apologizing to
I ~ tand 1lere lJefore ·the committee :to 'bring .out "tile things that :the committee for taking .even a brief time in the discussion ,o"f
:I tl1iiik are wrong, because that .is my duty.., and :I owe :a ·d uty j]tis .bill ·after "the v:ery clea1·, 'lucid, informing, .eminently fair~
·to the Bouse anu 'to the "<!Ountr~y ,that is beyrmd ·nny duty -thnt "RRD1 -nccurate statement that lla.s been made by tbe ·geutleman
may belong to a party, but I do not lrring .the e ·thingtl uut, ·bad .:from Kentucky I .Mr. SHERLEY].
oue member of .the mino.ti.zy..
llS some -.of them may ·he, and corrected .as they should ..an.c;l will ..and ..ex:p:re sing, .I belim-e, the vjew of :the -entire minority ~of
be, wlth -the idea of ·belittling -the .achievements ·that .ha-ve ::the committee, I can ·ay i.hat we approye the >iew and the n.tfita'ken place ·upon "the ])art of 'the -people of .AmeTica ti:Q..dcr i:he 1tude :-expressed by th-e gentlema:u from 'Kentucky touching this
leade1·shlp of -the ~resident of the U:nited ·States. 'It has ;been ·Dill :and .indorse his fdutement ·of the views and .policies ·that
.a !glorious ·achievement. Its fruits ar.e being seen ~very c~our. were adopted and cm:r.i.ed out ·by th.e -committee in the .fonnnlaNews can :not travdl "fast .enough tto ·carry the 'happenings of ·tion of the bill. Personally 1 -came into the preparation of .this
.each moment ·that serve to add additional g1ory ltlld luster 'to l>ffi rather late 1n the ;game. ::r run not a member of the subAmerica rand .American soldiers and sailors. There :were il.a:ik commlttee having it .or~Oin.n.lly in Charge, but .owing to illness
(J.ays in March, ill April, in 1\fa.y, .an<l in J"une even. Nobody in"i:he families of ·othernrember , after hearings were well .along
'Can -knew ~"ho has--not talked with ·some who were there ;how I ;rn.s ;.aSked to assist somewhat in the hearings and in the
dal'rr the da-ys were 1n the -spring .anu early summer in F~·nnce. finrll preparation of th-e ·bilL So .I speak, therefore, from the
:n wa: · .America thnt -:sa:ved the civilization of ·.tne worla, and standpoint of one ';Yh.o ·has not as .full and complete information
sbe ·uved .it ,..,i.thin .ahnost .an llour of .time. · She . sa-v~tl it he-~ ·w.tth ·regard "to ±he items of fhe bill as tlle gentleman from
cau. e ·there had "been enough organization ·,anti :enongh wo.rk .:Illinois [Mr. 'CA.l\-r"NON] .and the .gentleman :from Pennsy1vania ·
nnd enough pt·eparrrtio!ll>ack here to malre ·u -possible to hnve :[Mr. VARll:], who gave Yery much time and attention to the bill
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from the ~ery beginning. I want at the outset to express my
'appreciation of the work of the gentleman from Kentucky [1\lr.
SHERLF.Y] in connection 'vith this bill. He is an exceedingly
modest man, and he gave in his statement much credit to others
for the work of the committee which resulted in the very great
reduction in the appropriations below the estimates, with the
complete acqu iescence of the representatives of-the departments;
but the fact is that ali of this was very largely due to the work
of the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. SHERLEY], who brought
his keen, analytical mind, his wide knowledge, and his mature
judgment to bear in the in-vestigation of all the questions that
came before the· committee in the preparation of the bill. [Applause.] He was very ably aided and assisted by the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. CANNON], who has had knowledge of
these ma tters time out of mind, and to whom the problems that
are presented in connection with the consideration of an appropriation or a deficiency bill are very familiar.
The gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. VARE], with his wide
business experience and his keen mind, was exceedingly useful
an<l helpful in the preparation of the bill, as were the majority
members, .l\fes T • BYRNS of Tennessee, SrssoN, and EAGAN, all of
whom gave a great deal of time and very close attention to the
hearings and rendered ~aluable aid in the final make-up of the
legisla tion. I de ire in the few moments I shall consume to emphasize a few points touched on by the gentleman from Kentucky. In these days of war and when our victorious troops and
those of our allies are constantly pressing the enemy backward
all along that shifting, bloody battle line in France it is tremendously important that nowhere, either at home or abroad, shall
there be anything said or done to create the impression that we
are letting up in the least in the force, volume, or efficiency of our
milita ry preparations. One viewing the very great reductions
made in the bill below the estimates, reductions amounting to
$2,540,375,985, might receive the impression that the mind of
the committee bad to a degree been affected in arriving at its decisions by recent suggestions of a possible early peace. I want to
emphasize the declaration of the gentleman from Kentucky
that the committee passed upon these items as though there
had been no talk of peace, and with the view that there could
be no peace except the peace of absolute and conclusive victory.
All the· reductions in the estimates, save possibly the reduction
in the Nenlle Island estimate and a very few others of a minor
character, were made with the full acquiescence of the heads
of the departments making the estimates. The members of the
committee did not feel that they would be justified in asserting
that it would be fair to the House for them to assert their own
judgment again t the final and conclusive judgment, after full
considerati'on and discussion. of the men who are responsible for
the estimates and for the expenditure of- the moneys that are appropriated. The gentleman from Kentucky has called attention
to the ~ery marked and extraordinary reductions that were
made below the estimates in a very considerable number of
items, particularly those of certain branches of the War Department,. and the gentleman has been good enough to absol~e
from the responsibility that one might reasonably insist rested
upon tbe men making those estimates, ·a portion at least of that
responsibility, by giving reasons or excuses for estimates made
largely in excess of the sum finally determined to be necessary.
I grant you it is true that in making up ·estima~es hurriedly,
making up estimates having to do with troops in the field engaged in war operations on an unprecedented scale, those who
are responsible for making up those estimates should not be
expected to trim them too closely.
It is -theil· duty to estimate liberally. And yet, after all is
said in excuse and extenuation, it does seem a little extraordinary that after several gues~es the 'Var Department ~hould
conclude it needed not $11,000,000 for mat~hes, but $2,000,000.
It does seem extraordinary that, after having twice estimated
in the matter of ~eterinary supplies, the department should
not have . kno,vn that it needed only about $4,000,000 for these
pi.1rposes and not $40,000,000. It -does seem extraordinary and
difficult to explain that the officials of the department shoul~
have overestima ted, not once, but twice, their n~ds for forage
·for animals to the extent of $121,000,000. And it does seem
extraordinary and almost beyond comprehension that men
whose duty it was to know the needs of the service should have
had so little information with regard to the necessities of the
air service as to have estimated $70.000.000 for gasoline for
airplan~s and ~en ha~e concluded that t)ley only needed $20,000,000. I mention a few out of many glaring and very extraordinary evidences of either gross carelessness and indifference or very loose methods of calculation.
I hope it is true that we now have an organization in the
War Denartment umler whiC'b we shall not in the future have
these eXtraordinary and grotesque estimates. I think, how-

ever, it is well to recall and remember the fact that if it were
not for the labors of a committee of this Hou ·e in the careful
consideration of estimates this bill would have carried two and
a half billion dollars. more than it does carry, a SUPl sufficient
to conduct the entire Government for two years prior to the
war. It may be said thoughtl~sly that even though the additional sums were appropriated no particular harm wonld be
done, because they would not be expended. That is not a true
or accurate statement of the situation; for while it is probably
true that the War Department has not been contracting as
wildly as it has estimated, it is true that the War Department
or any other department, or any other aggregation of men anywhere, are to a certain extent governed in their expenditures
by the money at their command and disposal.
Mr. SMI'l'H of Michigan. Will the gentleman yield there for
a question?
1\fr. MONDELL. In just a moment.
And in these times it is not only the question of the useless
expenditure of the public money; it is the que tion of the expenditure of the public money for purposes an<l uses that are
unnecessary, resulting in the checking of enterpri es that are
essential to the winning of the war. The Nation is strained to
the utmost to carry out the enormous military program provided for in this and former bill , and not a dollar and not a
unit of man power should be diverted from the carrying out of
the necessary and essential program.
Now I yield to the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. This bill is purely a military bill
and providing for war necessities. I see there is an appropriation of over $16,000,000 here for civil services. Would not that
more properly come under a civil deficiency bill?
Mr. MONDELL. This is a general deficiency bill that includes
deficiencies from all of the departments. The major part of the
bill, the bulk of it, relates clearly and definitely to the Military
Establishment. Of course there ·are some deficiencies in the
other establishments of the Government, most of \Yhich, however, ha-ve some relation to the war.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. How does the Ci~il Senice department connect this activity with the War Department?
1\Ir. MONDELL. The Civil Service Commission, if that
Is one of the items the gentleman has in mind, requires additional help above what was appropriated for, necessary for the
holding of civil-service examinations of war workers throughout
the country.
1\fr. SLOAN. 'Vill the gentleman yiel<l?
Mr. MONDELL. Yes.
Mr. SLOAN. I note the o-entleman's sugge tion that there
might be about the same flexibility and elasticity of expenditures in the War Department as there was in estimate . If
that is true, or measurably true, would it not be wise policy to
have a supervising or auditing committee to look after that
expenditure?
Mr. 1\lONDELL. ·wen, I think it might be very well to do
that, but up to this time the administration has not been in
favor of such an audit, and the Congress has followed the view
of the administration in that matter.
1\Ir. Chairman, how much of my time has expired?
The CHAIRMAN. Twenty minutes.
Mr. 1\IONDELL. Mr. Chairman, for ju t a moment I want
to discuss the Neville Island project, and before I go to it I
want to say this, that being called in rather late in the bear·
ings on the bill I had considerable difficulty in making up my
mind with regard to a number of items. Eventually there was
complete agreement among the members of the committee, so
that t11e bill as reported represents a unanimous decision. One
of the very considerable items that we had to pass upon was
that of a $93,000,000 increase in the plant at Neville IE~-Iand,
upon the top of which would be another item of $29,000,000 for
housing. As I said a moment ago, that was the only item not
appropriated for in favor of which there was insistence upon
the part of the War Department. But let it be understood that
that insistence upon the part of the War Department relative
to Neville Island was not an insistence basecl wholly or principally upon war needs.· It was an insistence upon the plant as a
great gun-making concern, as Gen. 1\larch said, for all time,
and without regard to the present emergency. The funds available, amounting to $45,000,000, will build a plant capable of
manufacturing guns up to 18-inch, although the capacity was
predicated on 14-inch guns. But a part of its productive
capacity will be for 16 and 18 inch guns, even though we do
not increase the capacity of the plant. So that, with the 45,~
000,000 now available we will have facilities for large guns of
all classes and c~libers up to the largest gun now made or
proposed by anyone. To at this time add to that plant .$93,000,000 of expenditure, .and later on top of that $29,000,000 of
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expenditure for housing, was to strain to the breaking point
the productive capacity of the country in steel, - and in other
materials of ..,arious h.~nds, and in man power.
At this time, when the War Industries Board is refusing authority to erect buildings and plants all over the country, when
we are curtailing construction everywhere, it did not appear
· to the committee we were justified in going on with this great
work, which under no circumstances can produce guns until
well into the year 1920, and which can produce guns just as
quickly but not as many of them with the smaller as under the
larger program. Furthermore the Congress has never affirmatively given its assent to this great gun enterprise. We did
appropriate in the fortification bill $40,000,000 for the original
scheme, because the work was under way; but other than that
the Congress has never authorized this great construction. The
committee was therefore not only called upon to determine as to
whether we should recommend $93,000,000 more for this plant,
but whether the committee should take the responsibility on
. behalf of the House of now accepting as settled and determined
upon the construction of the greatest gun plant in the world.
If that were done the $29,000,000 housing plan would, of course,
' follow. If it seems wise to enlarge this plant later on, that can
be done then at a very much less expeQ.se than at this time.
:Mr. DENISON. :Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman permit an
interruption there?
1\Ir. MONDELL. Yes, briefly.
Mr. DENISO~. I was going to a~k the gentleman if one of
the peace terms propoRed by the President, which he said was
essential, was not the reduction by international agreement
of all military armament to the point necessary for domestic
peace only?
Mr. MONDELL. That is true.
Mr. DENISON. Now, then, if \Ye are going to insist upon
that as a peace term, and Germany has agreed to it, are we not
a little bit inconsistent in going ahead and making preparation
here at home at the· same time for a plant of that kind which
will be of no benefit to us in this war? ·
:Mr. :MONDELL. I believe \Ve would be very inconsistent if
we adopted · at this time the larger program. As to whether
we are inconsistent in going on with the present program I am
not prepared to say. Contracts are made and the work is under
way, and that plant will produce some ammunition early in 1920,
and some gun a little later in 1920, and it will be a great plant
at that.
·
'
Mr. DENISON. I would not, of course, question anything
that may be nece sary to aid us to complete this war, but I
am talking about the construction of this great plant for the
future when we are at the same time saying to Germany, and
presumably our allies agree with us in that, that one of the points
· we are going to insist on in the final peace arrangement is the
disarmament of all nations by international agreement down to
the point where it is necessary only to _preserve domestic peace.
Mr. MONDELL. 'Vell, we all hope that much of that may
be accomplished, although as one of the individuals who has
dreamed dreams of world-\-vide peace more or less for n long
time I am not so certain in regard to it now, I regret to say,
as I once was. I am afraid we will always have to make some
guns and probably some very big ones [applause], and we ought
to have some preparation for making such guns. The committee
declined to approve this larger program, as was clearly indicated by the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. SHERLEY], purely
on the ground that it would not, in our opinion, furnish material for thi war unless the war should last longer than anyone
· estimates, and
the meantime the carrying on of the enlarged
program would shorten and interfere with the necessary and
essential present program in the manufacture and production
pf those things that we must have.
·
·
·
Mr. McLAUGHLIN of l\lichigan. Mr: Chairman, will the
gentleman yield for a moment?
~fr. MONDELL.
Yes.
Mr. McLAUGHLIN of Michigan. It seems to me, in view of
the statement that the gentleman has maae in regard to this
large appropriation, which was not approved, or this large estimate,' that it is .not a deficiency matter at all.' The gentleman
· seemed to think that they might properly have put it in their
bill if they had thought best. Does that mean that this bill,
called a deficiency bill, provides for a large number of new projects and propositions and therefore is not really a deficiency bill?
1\fr. 1\IONDELL. This bill provides only for war necessities,
and the statement the gentleman has made in a way empha: sizes the wisdom of the committee in not approving the estimate for this ~nlargement at Neville Island.
1\Ir. l\1cLAUGHLIN of 1\lichigan. If it is sb.·ictly a deficiency
· bill, i it not to make up some shortage, something that should
-:. have been appropriated in larger amounts before?

Mr. 1\fONDELL. The argument. might be made tl1at this plant
having been started without any definite limit of cost, there
was a deficiency, because they did not have money enough available to build it as large as· the War Department thought best.
At any rate, the item is out of the bill for the present, and I
hope it will not be placed in the bill by the House.
Now, Mr. Chairman·, in conclusion, the presentation of this
bill by a committee united as to · all of its items again emphasizes the unity of the American people and the Congress of the
United States behind the President of the United States and his
administration in the prosecution of this war to ri. final and
conclusiye victory. [Applause.]
This bill is brought in on the theory that we do not propose
in the slightest degree to let up in our preparation for the
continuation of the conflict until we ·have been victorious all
along the line; that it is the will and judgment of tile American people, as represented in this House, that there shall be
no parley, that there shall be no armistice, that will give the
enemy an opportunity to withdraw in force behind strouger
lines in order that in a future day he may confront us with all
of his forces augm_e nted nnd defiant. It is presented on the
theory that the western battle front, that. fateful battle line
on which hangs tbe hope of freedom and ordered liberty, shall
continue to be a fighting line provided with every needed facility
in abundance until we have driven the enemy back to his own
territory, captured or destroyed his armies, and brought him
to unconditional surrender. [Applause.]
Mr. LONDON. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD by incorpoi·ating a · resolution
dealing with the reconstruction problem.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from New York asks u~ani
mous consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD by incorporating a resolution dealing with reconstruction work. Is there
objection?
Mr. WALSH. Reserving the right to object, is this a resolution that is pending before the House?
·
Mr. LO£\TDON. A ' yery brief resolution thnt I introduced
some two weeks ago.
Mr. WALSH. There is 11.0 need of printing· in the RECORD resolutions that are introduced. That is not customary . .The resolution is printed in resolution form. I shall object to printing
it in the ·RECORD.
.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Massachusetts objects.
·Mr. SHERLEY. 1\.J:r. Chairma~ I move that the committee do
now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the committee rose; and the Speaker having resumed the chair, Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee, Chairman of the
Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union, reported that that committee having had under comdderation the .
bill (H. R. 13086) making appropriations to supply deficiencies
in appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30. 1919, and
prior fiscal years, on account of war expenses, and for other
purposes, had come to no resolution thereon.
DEATH OF REPRESENTATIVE J.IEEKER.
Mr: IGOE. 1\Ir. Speaker, it is with great regret that I rise
to announce the de!lth of our colleague, Ron. JACOB EDWIN'
1\!EEJ->:ER, of Missouri, who died early this morning at St. Louis.
At some future time I shall ask the House to set aside a day
U}:on which his colleagues may ndclreRs t.he Hon~E:' upon his life
and character. I now offer the following resolution.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report it.
The Clerk read as follows:
House resolution 445.
That the House has heard with profound sorrow of the
death of Hon. JACOB EDWIN l\IEEKEn, a Representative from the State
of Missouri.
Resol11ed, That a committee of 20 Members of the House, with such
Members of the Senate as may be joined, be appointed to attend the
funeral.
·
Resolved, That the Sergeant at Arms of the House be authorizl'd
and directed to take such Rteps as may be necessary for carrying out
the provisions of these resolutions, and that the neci'S"Rry expenses in
connection therewith be paid out of the contingent fund of the House.
Resolved

The resolution was agreed to ; and the Speaker announced
as the committee on the part of the House ~lr. RucKER, Mr.
SHACKLEFORD, Mr. RussELL, 1\fr. BoRLAND, Mr. BooHER, :Mr.
ALEXANDER, 1\l.r. HAMLIN, 1\fr. DICKINSON, l\fr. RUBEY, l\Ir.
HENSLEY, Mr. IooE, 1\Ir. DEcKER, l\lr. RoMJ"CE. .l\1r. CLARK of
1\Iissouri, Mr. DYER, Mr. RoDENBERG, Mr. KNUTSON, Mr. WALSH,
Mr. PuRl\""ELL, and 1\Ir. l\IILLER of Washington.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. IGOE. l\fr. Speaker, I offer the following resolution. .
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report it.
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The Clerk rend as follow
Rcso1ved, That as a furthc.r mark of -respect fhis Honse do now
ndjour:n.
The motion wa ·-agreed to; accordingly (at 4 o'clock and 35
minutes p. m.) the House .adjourned until to-morrow, Thurst1a;r, October 17, 1018, at 12 o'clock noon.
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A PRESIDING OFFICER.

The Secretary (Jame .l\1. J3aker) read the following communi·
cation:
UNI'l'ED ' STATES SENATE,

To the Senate:

Wa87tington, D. 0., October 17, 1918.

·.Heing temporarily ab .. ent from the Senate, I appoint Ron. Jo:n~
Holili'IS B.U.'XHEAD, a Senator from :the State of Alabama, to perform
t-he duties of tlle Chair durmg m.Y absence.

PUBLIC .BILLS, .RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
'WILLARD S.AUL'SBURY,
President pro tempm•e.
Under clause ·3 <if "Rule XXII, 'bills, resolutions, and memolli_ BAllKBEAD ;thereupon took the chair as ·Presiding
nals were introduced and seY"e.mlly referred aS' follows .:·
By Mr. SHERLEY: A bill (H. R. '1.3086) making appropria- Officer.
'T he Secretary proceeded to read fue...'f<JU.rnal of the-proceedings
tions -to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the :fiscnl "YE>ar
ending June 30, .1919, and -prior ·:fiscru ,years, on account <Jf war .of 1\fonday last, when, on 1·eguest of 1\fr. KENY<rn and 'by unani-expenses, and for other purposes.; to the Committee Df 'the ·mous consent, the :further reading wn Clispensed ·with -and the
J om·nal -was approved.
'Whole Bouse on the stnte o'f ;the ·union.
By Mr. GARD: A 'bill (H. :R. 13087) providing for the taxaDISASTER .AT MO.RGAN Y:UNITIO:<i PLArT.
tion of articles of commerce in the -production of which child
l\Ir. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. P.t:esident, out -of .m·der [
labor is employed ; to the Committee on Ways and 1\Ieans.
o'l!er a resolution -and ask thrrt it be rend.
By 1\lr. LONDON.: Concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. '55)
·!J_'he .resolution :( S. Res. 317) as Tead, as follows :
,ae:fining ·the meaning of victory ; to the •Committee on Foreign Whereas the recent disaster nt the Morgan nmnltions plant, near ..Perth
.i:\:ft'airs.'
A"lllboy, N. J., ·October 4 and 5e... resulted in the loss .of scores ·.o.f Jives,
the Ue truction of millions of oollars' worth of property .belonging t()
the United 'States ·and :to .prJ:vate owners, and the rendering 'homeless
of thousands of citizens : Therefore be it
PRIVATE BILLS .AND RESOLUTIONS.
Resolved, That the Committee on Military AJialrs .o.f .the Senate be,
Under clause 1 uf Jlnle XXII, private bills and .resolutions and it is ..hereby, instructed to make an Inquiry into the causes wJllch
.were introduced and severally -referred :as follows:
"brought about said cata.stroplle, whether hy ac-cident or work of allen
. By 'Ir. 0 Any .. A 'bill (H. R. ·13088) grantln!! an increase enemies ur agents 'thereof; ·what precautions had •been taken t.o prevent
.a
JiL\.
~
such an ·accident; what plans have been adopted, .u any, with a iew
of pension to Augustus G. Weissert; to the Committee -on to the Tebuilding of ·the plant upon a safer basis; what measures have
Invalid Pensions.
been determined upon, if any, toward the ·prutection of -similar "IDunl"13089) gran tin g .an ·1nCI·ease ·of tion
plants elsewhere.
.
By Mr. ESCH: A .bill (H. ~
.1.\. • ..L
Resol-verl further, That saia Committee -on 'MiUtary Affairs be author.:pen ion to William McFarlin; to the Committee on :Invalid ized and directed to subpcena witnesses .and .compel their :attendance, to
Pensions.
send for ]>ersons and papers, and tu do wch further act as may be
necessary to secure -any :and ·an information -desired in the ·J:urtht>ranee
By 1\fr. GARD .. A bill (H. R. 13090) granting a -nension to -of
this :tnquir.Y, and that a -report or ·the finding ot 'SUch committee ·llliall,
'Julia .M. ·.L ittle; to -the Committee on Pensions.
upon tts conclusion, 'be made t.o the Senate not later ihan 'December .6,
Also, a bill (H. R. 13091) granting ·an increase of .pension to 1918.
:r.."'car· Jones·, to the •Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Resol~:ea fttrtller • .That the sum of 5,000 be .appropriated :from the
'l..r.>
.c·ontlngent fund of ·.t he Senate to eover ·the e.xpen es inclde:nt to thl.s
By Mr. IGOE: A bill (H. R. 13092) granting a pension to inquiry.
.
M::u·garet E. Leona1·d ; to ·the :COmmittee on Invalid Pensions.
l\1r. F.RELINGHUYSEN. 1\Ir. PJ.·esident, I .simply wi 11 to
By 'Mr. OSBORNE: A bill {H. R. 13093) granting .a -pension state that while under the rules the resolution will 'ha-ve to ..g6
-to amuel R. Ran ; ·to the .COmmittee on Pensions.
. . 'to the ·Committee to Audit and Control the ·Oontingent ExBy Mr. WALSH: A bill (H. R. 13094) granting a Dension ·to jjenses of the S-enate. but such a very serious situation €Xists
Annie Gasey; to the •Committee on ;Jnvaliq Pensions.
in the area around the e munitions plants at the present ;time
· ,that no delay ·should exist .in pa ing this resolution. ~he explosion k1lled over 150 people :and damaged .property within
PETITIONS, .ETC.
.an area of 50 .or 60 ·miles. It rendered home1e s about 10.000
· Undm· ·clause ·1 of Rttle xxn, _petitions and ,papers were laid people, who for several days were refugees . along the .road. The
·on the .Clerk' desk and referred as follows .:
·
explosion .continued for .about ·two <lays. :Seventy-five lumd.ned
By Mr. .CARY: Petition of:tne;(Ja.tholic Young Mens .Literary J>OliDds of trinitrolithuol were blown up. .Befor:e fbe ·-explosion
·. Society., ·protesting against ;th~ :zone system .as applied to :p.erio.d- the mayor ·Of New York City .urdered the subways clos.ed, fear·ical:postage rates; to 1:he :Committee ;on Ways and Means
,f ul of .the .result. The ·effect -of the .explosion was :Seen in .New.
·By .Mr. ·:CURRY -of Califo-rnia: Petition of George W. Ashley York .Qity, nearly 40.mile awa.y.
·
.n.nd certain other farmers of Lodi., Sun .Joaquin .county, ·' Cal.,
At the ;present tinie there nr:e several other magazines :nt
against extending the time for -setting the clock a1tead ·one honr .this .p lant containing 1.50,000 pounds un.d -one .contu.ining 600;000
beyond October 27, and stating reasons therefor ; to the Com- -pounds <>f .ttinitrolithuol. ;Should .11n accident occur :with ·the
mittee on InterstHte and Foreign Commerce.
exi. tin_g amount of .e:xplo ive , it would not only mean the de.iBy Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee: :P.etition of citizens of ·Ten- struction of property within an ru·en of 50 :miles but within nn
•nes ee .urging better ·care of ·our .soldiers ; 1to rthe Committee .on .area -of 100 miles. and :undoubtedly w.ould seriously ..affect New.
l\Iili tru-y Affairs.
York .Oity :as welL
By 1\lr. 1\:IOORE·of ..P.enru;ylvanin.: Re olllti.on :of :the Philadela'he people there are in .a s.tate of terror. .T hey are living outlphia Bourse, protesfin.g against any clumge in tbe present day- side of their .homes. Two or three day ago 'there were .t)()
light-saving law; to fhe Committee on ·Interstate .and .F.oreign bodies jn the morgue nnbunied because they .had :not ·coffins and
Commerce.
the facilitie for .bm-ying them. The .situation ·at the pTesent
time should be inv-estigated, and if This :J arge amount of explosives is not]Jrope:rly ·safeguarded, if it is not properly .distributoo,
· ENATE.
and should another explosion occur, it ·would mean more d:estruction of life .and· property.
THuRSDAY, October 17, 1918.
The object of the re olution :is simply to have the ·st!bcomThe Chaplain, Rev. Formst J. Prettyman, n. D., offer.e u the mitte-e of the Committee on l\Iilitary :Alfair.s make .an inquiry
following prayer :
to a"'certain -what the War Department is ·going to do. IT:'he
Almighty God, w.c pray Thee to wxite Thy law upon our.hearts Gillespie Co., who .ure running this lJlant,. eem to ignore the
and in .our .minds. :Do Thou place m us Thine own thought, fear and the ·protest of the people in 1:hat locality.
Thine 'own ·will, that we may l'eDder Thee lo>ing obedience,
I hope the Collllll.ittee -on •Contingent Expens
will make .a
that we may be .glad to do Thy 'WilL Let Thy loving .fa>or rest prompt report in ord r that the 1·e olution IDa'y go 'to the Comupon us .this .day. ·Grant we ·prayt that we may .see and feel .:mittee on 1\-Iil i tary .Affair .
The !)RESIDING ·OFFICER. The resolution :will be so
the onward spirit of the .mighty God of Tigh:teousne s and of
ttruth, and that we may feel the inspiration of having a part with referred.
Mr. FllELINGHUI:' EL~. Und r the circum tanc ·1 think
·God in the e tabli hment of the 'lligb ideals of a Christian civlli;zation in the earth. We .pray Thee .to stay the ravage of this .!-will a..c;;k ·unnnimou onsent for its immediate consideration.
The :PRESIDING OFFICER. Unaer .the rule the 1·n~olntion
dread. tilsease th;:tt has spread ·itself over all our land. Hasten
the day, we pray 'T hee, for deliverance by the care and confi- mu t be referred. T.hnt is required by .statute.
dence of those who put .thelr trust in Thee, that there may be
1\Ir. FREL.INGHUYSEN. Very well. a:'he -PRESiniNG OFFICER. The r.e olution will go to tthe
an end of the disease, -and out of it we ·Illll..Y have learned that .
obedience and that ;tru t which make nB :perfect. For Christ's Committee to Audit and .Control the Contingent Expenses of ithe
Senate.
·
sake. Amen.
,J,I
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MESSAGE FROM 'IHE HOUSE.
A message from the House of Representatives, by J. C. South,
its Chief Clerk, announced tluit the House had passed the joint
resolution ( S. J. Res. 63) to establish a re erve of the Public
Health Service, with amendments, in which it reque te<l the
concurrence of the Senate.
~'he message also announced that the Speaker of the House
had signed the following enrolled, bill and joint resolution, ancl
they were thereupon signed by the Presiding Officer :
H. R. 10609. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury
to exchange the present Federal building site at Eatonton, Ga.,
for another site on t11e public square in said city; and
H. J. Res. 331. Joint resolution authorizing the readmission
to the United States of certain aliens who have been conscripted
or have volunteered for service with the military forces of the
United States or cobelligerent forces.
·
PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS.
l\lr. WARREN. I present a communication from Hon. John
W. Lacey, of Cheyenne, 'Vyo.; expressing views relative to Germany's peace proposals, which I ask to have printed in the
RECORD and referred to ·the Committee on Foreign Relations. ·
There being no objection, tl).e communication was referred
to the Committee on Foreign Relations and ordered to be printed
in the REcoRD, as follows :
Hon. F. E. WARREN,

CHE¥EXNE, W¥o., October 10, 1918.

a.

United States Senate, Washington, D.
MY DEAR SENATOR: It has occurred to me that the increasing vic-

tories of the allied armies may cause Germany to offer to retire within
her own barders if permitted to do so peacefully, with a view to ·asking
f"or an armistice under the President's answer to Germany's recent
proposition.
Under the President's statement,· coupled with what was said in his
former -statement as to Alsace-Lorraine, I think it within the suggestions of his recent answer that Alsace-Lorraine shall be considered a
part of the invaded territory, and that the condition upon which the
President
discuss an armistice requires retirement from AlsaceLorraine the same as all other invaded territory. Any other construction tha11 this would enable Germany to put us in an embarrassing
position by the offer -to retire within her own territories.
Yours, very truly,
JOHN W. LACEY.

will

1\fr. WARREN. I present a telegram from Hon. N.H. Loomis,
general council, Union Pacific Railroad Co., of Omaha, Nebr.,
expressing views regarding Germany's peace proposals, which I
ask may be printed in the RECORD and referred to the Committe(!
on Foreign Relations.
There being no obj~ction, the telegram was referred to th~
Committee on Foreign Relations and ordered to be printed in
the RECOliD, as follows :
lion. FRANCIS E. WARREN,

OMAHA,

United States Senate, lVashington, D.

NEBR., October 14, 1918.

a.:

Nothing less than unconditional surrender will satisfy loyal people of
this part of the country.
N. II. LOOMIS.

1\Ir. TOWNSEl\""D presented a petition of Locai Grange No.
280, Patrons of Husbandry, of 1\lorenci, l\Iicll., praying for the

repeal· of the present zone system of postage rates, which was
referred to the Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads. l\1r. l\lYERS presented a petition of the Vigilance Corps of
the American Defense Society (Inc.), of Hamil ton, l\Iont.,
praying for the suppression of newspapers printed in the German language, which was referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
·
l\lr. ASHURST (for l\Ir. THOMPSON) presented a telegram in
the nature of a petition from the president of the Kansas· City
Branch of the Railway Mail Association of Kansas, prnying
for the passage of the McKella_r retirement bill for aged Government employees, which was ordered to lie on the table.
He also (for Mr. THOMPSON) presented a memorial from the
Woman's Club of Seneca, Kans., praying for the adoption of an
amendment to the census bill for the protection of civil-serviCe
appointments, which was referred to the Committee on the
Census.
l\1r. NELSON presented the memorial of William Danforth,
of St. Paul, Minn., remonstrating against the proposed tax on
municipal, State, and county bonds, which wris referred to the
Committee on Finance.
He also presented the memorial of William A. Anderson, of
. Minneapolis, Minn., remonstrating against the proposed tax on
oil, which was referred to the Committee on Finance.
He also presented a memorial of the Moline Plow Co., of
St. Louis Park, Minn., remonstrating against the proposed
increased tax on automobiles, which was referred to the Committee on Finance.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
l\Ir. CHAMBERLAIN, from the Committee on l\lilitary .Atfair , to which was referred the bill (S. 4857) authorizing ,an
Army account of advances for Army appropriations, and other
'purposes, reported it with amendments and submitted a report
(No. 592) thereon.
·
He also, from the same committee, to which· was referred ·
the bill (H. R. 13037) to amend the fiftieth article of war,
reported it without amendment and submitted a report (No.
593) thereon.
.
~
Mr. WALSH, from the Committee on the Judiciary to which
was refeiTed the bill (H. R. 12998) to amend secti~n 3528 of
the Revised Statutes, asked to be discharged from the further
consideration of the bill, and that it be referred to the Committee
on Banking and Currency, which was agreed to.
CORINNE LOWE.
1\Ir. JONES of New Mexico, from the Committee to Audit and
Control the Contingent Expenses ·of tl1e Senate, to which was
referred Senate . resolution 313, submitted by himself on the
lOth instant, reported it without amendment, and it was considered by unanimous consent and agreed to, as follows:

Mr. WARREN presented a inemoriat of the Johnson County
Chapter of the American Defense Society, of Buffalo, Wyo.,
Resolved, That . the Secretary of the Senate be, and he hereby is,
and a telegram in the nature of a memorial from sundry citi- authorized and directed to pay, from the miscellaneous items of the
contingent
of the .Senate, to Corinne Lowe, sister of James W.
zens of Riverton, Wyo., remonstrating againl3t the negotiation Lowe, Jate afund
carpenter in the employ of the United States Senate under
of peace with the ,German GoverUJL·e nt, which were referred to the Sergeant at Arms, a sum equal to six months' compensation at the
the Committee on Foreign Relations and ordered to be printed rate .he was receiving by law at the time of his death, said sum to be
considered as including funeral expenses and all other allowance!!.
in the REcoRD, as follows :
··
BILLS INTRODUCED.
'
JOHNSO~ COUNTY CHAPTER OF THE
AMERICAN DEFENSE SOCIETY (I C.),
Dills were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimousBttf(aZo, lVyo., October 9, 1918.
consent, .the second time, and referred as follows :
lion. FRANCIS E. W AllBE~,
Washington, D. a.
By Mr. CHAMBERLA:::N·:
DEAn Srn: The following resolution has been adopted by the JohnA biU (S. 4992) granting rations to Army field clerks and
son County Chapter, American Defense Society, and I have been in- field clerks, Quartermaster Corps ; and
structed to forward a copy to you. that you may know the sentiment
A bill (S: 4993) to provide for the taking over, impro•ement,
of the members of our chapter :
.
Whereas Germany and her allies have recently made peace proposals; relocation, construction, and maintenance of a system of National
at.d
highways and State highways, designed to facilitate the move·
.Whereas it is the unanimous opinion of the members of the Johnson ment of troops, equipment, munitions, and supplies, and to
County Chapter, American Defense Society, that said peace proposals
are not sincere, but for the purpose of slowing up the military effort p10mote the general welfare of the people of the United States;
at the front and at home, and for the further purpose of hindering tc the Committee on Military Affairs.
the fourth liberty loan and decreasing subscriptions: Therefoze.
By Mr. LEWIS :
be 'it
·
A bill (S. 4994) granting an increase of pension to John J.
Resolved, That we are unalterably opposed to considering . GermanY:s
Cassin ; to the Committee on Pensions.
present peace proposals or any 6ther except unconditional surrender.
Very respectfully,
WILSON MCBRIDE, President.
By Mr. SMOOT: - .
R. 0. WATKINS, Sec-retary.
A bill (S. 4995) to amend section 2 of an act entitled "An act'
to pension the survivors of certain. Indian wars from January
RIVEitTO:'o(, WYO., October 13, 1918.
Hon. FRAXCIS E. WA11BE.N,
1, 1859, to January, 1891, inclusive, · and for other purpose ,"
Washington, D. 0.:
·approved l\1arch 4, 1917; ta the Committee ·on Pensions.
·
In behalf of our entire community, which is 100 per cent patriotic,
By l\fr. JONES of Washington :
·
we extend congratulations upon wa r successes to date. We respectA bill ( S. 4996) granting an increase of pension to Joseph L.
fully urge that no peace negotiations be considered until absolutely
unconditional surrender of the enemy armies is accomplished and our Williiuns (with acco:p:1panying papers) ; to the Committee on
victorious troops enter Berlin.
Pensions.
J. S. Delfelder, mayor; W. Nicholson, vice chair-man Coun·AMENDMENTS TO DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATION ' BILL.
cil of Defense; George F. Dobler·, president American
Red Cross; Mrs. Ray 1\IcLaughlln, president Women's
l\f~. CHAMBERLAIN submitted an am~ndment intended to
Patriotic League; C. Wimpenny, president One Hundred Per Cent American Club; John T. Botsford, sec- be proposed by hiin to the bill (H. R. 13086) making appropr~a
retacy Commercial Club.
tions to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year
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e)ld~ng June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal yeru·s, on accmmt of war
ex:r>enses, and for- other purnoses, which was ordeFed. to b~
p1inte<l and, with the accompanying paper, referFed to the Committee on .Appreprl.ations.
·
lUr. JOr-Es· of 'V.ashington submitted an amendment intended
to be. proposed by him to the bill (H. R. 13086) making appropriations to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 19!9, and· prior fiscal yearst- on account of
wa·r expenses and for other purpose , which was t:~ferred to
tbe Committee on Appropriations ana ordered to be printeu.
M.r. LEWIS submitted: an amendment i'ntended te be protJosed
by him; to the bill (H. R-..13086) making_ anpropriations to supply
deficien.~ies in appropriations for the fiscai year ending June 3D,
1919, and prior· fiscal years, on account of war expenses, and
fot· other- purposes, which was referred: to the Committee on
APJ?ropr.i:ations and· ordered to be pnnted.
1\Ir. FLETCHER submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by- him to· the bill (H. R. 13086) making a-ppropriations
to .. supply deficien.cies tn appropriations for the_ fiscal year e;ndlng June 30, 1919, and priX>r- fiscal. years, on account of war
expenses, and for other purposes, which ·was referred to the
Committee on Appropriations and ordered to· be: printed.
AME.lYD'ME.NTS To REVE WE B-II:.L.

· Bureau of Mines, ha mn.de a thorough investigation of it. I
do not know whethe11 that report has been prepared or n0t. · It
seems to me it is entirels· outside of the functions e-f the Tariff
Commission to find out where potasll. is locateu in the United
States.
Mr. W A.LSH. I can not see how the Senator can take· that
view of it. The Tariff Commission is obliged to inquj.l·e into all
- these matters nrul collect info ·mation concerning them. At· some
time or other we are going ·to deal with this matter, and possibly consider the question. of a- duty upon. the importations of
potash or the remov.al of the duty upon the importations of
potash, and unquestionably the Tariff Commission: is investigating the' subject. - I understand it bas been doing so. . L do
not see why we- shouldJ not have the information. from any souree
·from which the information is available.
Mr. SMOOT. The Tariff Commi~sion eertainl'y. have no appropriation made to investigate where petash is located, and
whatever information they will give I take it for granted will
come from the Geological Survey.
Mr. S:l\ITTH of Georgia. Or the Agricultural Department.
We made an appropriation some- 12 Ill-Onths ago to enable tlre
Agricultural Department to put up a plant and test out the
practicability of bringing to. a commercial basis the potash.
contained in certain plants on the Pacific coa.st. We also- att1\Ir. PO~IERENE. r submit three several amendments in- thorized the testing out of potash in quite a large body of water
tended to be pr-oposed by: me· to the pending revenue bill (E. R. not far from the Pacific Ocean.
12863.), whfcru r ask may De puinted fn tlie RECORD and referred
Mr. SMOOT. That report has been presented to- the Senate
to. the· <ITommittee on Finance.
· and states exaetly what, in the opinion of the Agricultural De- The· PRESI:DING OFFICER. Without objeetion, it is so or- ·partment, can be the production o:f potash in this country~
derecl.
Mr. President, it seems, to· me that this is v.irtuall.y a duplicmThe amendments are as foll-ows :
tion, and I can not see why this information should be asked of
On· page -, line -,_insert th~ following:
the Tarlf'r Commission. The only repont that they could giYe
((Provided., That fo:r. income-tax purpo es, in so . far as the assess- w.ould be figur
· es f. urnished b:v the Geolo~ical' Survey o,. tl..e Agr'ments ot- normal tax and surtax are concerned~ a. husband anrl wifeoz
~
.. u
...
shall' be regardedJ as ''one person·,' and their "-combined' income shall' be:: cultural Department or the Bureau of Mines. They certainly
repol"tedl olLon.e income-taJC return~ and: that. the sur-tax shall be collected have no pewer to make the investigation themselves~
onOn
thepage
combined
income
of both."
l\f · WALSH M Pr ·
-, line
-, insert
the- following:
.
·
r:
·.
r. ·emdent, I can. not see why the Senator
"Pro·ddett further, That the foregoing· provision relating to the com- should object to the- resolution, or even offer any opposition
pensation. of officials- and in.dlvidnals: employed by a corporation. shall it. r do not think that all the information asked for by the
be retroactive fo11 the cuienda.n year ot· 1917 iDt every , case where tlle t·esolution is available either in the- Agr-icultural Denartment or
Secretary of the Treasury finds· that the official or- individual has been
..,..
paid an unreasonably high compensation. during the satd· year- for the - the Geological Survey. I am asking particularly in the res-ohifaurpose of evad:ing the· payment of the revenue tax provided for by tion for the commercial aspect of potash. I want to know li(nv
'()~ page· -, nne - , fusert the following.:.
. much of this commodity is utilized by this· country, what the
"Provided further, That f()r the purpuse- of determining the· ta:mble consumption is, what the demand is, and wl'lat are the- sources
tncome of a. corpora.tion the Sec:teta.ry o:f the Treasury is hereby author- of supply.
ized to fix a reasonable compensation for officials- and individuals em1\.r · SMITH f G
•
ployed by said corporation, which in no event shall be more than 50
o.~.r;
0
eorgta rose.
per cent in excess of the avP.rage compensation paid to each of them
Mr. \V ALSH. 1 yield to tl}e Senator from Georgia.
se>erally during; the years 1914, 1H5, and 191.6.'
. Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I do not want the Senator to underABPROVA..U oF THE PRESIDENT's WAR POLICIEs.
stand that I am objecting to the resolution or to any information
Mr. LEWIS. Mr. P~esident. I tender a resolution, which I which may. be' ootainea. I was just- wondering whether he. knew
ask to have read. and, for reasons) I ask that it may lie on the· that the Tariff Commission has any information, and I meant
table at. this particular time rnther timn go to any committee.
to call attention to a certa'in line of work we had done in the
The resolution (S. Res-. 318) was read andi ordered to lie on Committee of- Agriculture of the Senate, together with ·the
tl'l.e ta:ble-, as follows:·
Agricultural Department. I feel a deep interest in the subject,
Resolv-e~ That the United States Senate app:roves: whatever course and I would be delighted to get information from any source.
may be taken- by th-e PI:esident or the Uniti!d states in the matter of Can the Senator indicate to us that be has rea on to believe the
his replies and in his dealings: with the German Imperial Government Tariff Commission have some information._ on the subject? I
and: the. Au.stdan· Impetia1 Government and· the allies of. either,. or both, take it that he bas or he would not have introduced the re olu~~r~l~~onse to the demand of either for peace or armistice : And be it tion.
R.esol.vea, That the Senate, having complete and full confiden_
ce. in the'
Mr. WALSH. I have information. As a matter of com·se,
discretion, ju::lgment, and patriotism of the President, indorses and they bav.e been interested in this subJeCt in its every aspect, and
approves whatever. methods lle m&'Y' eml)l.oy to achieve th1! Pesult of
victorious peace aDo the e.;;tablishment of tne· principles for whic.Ji, the· particularly in reference to the commercial feature. The AgrilJnited. States: of Aml'.rica.. ~ntered the. war,. and indorses such determi- cultural Department, as a ma.t ter of course, bas in mind the
nation
as he·ofshall
to the manner best calculated to preserve
f
1 b....+ in ll
·
· -"· th
the
dignity
the reach
Nationa:sand
its complete vindiea.tion in the contest sources 0 supp Y; <u
a pro b a bilitY 1't· ha s no t m
mlnu
e
between the- United Sta.tes and. its associates in, the WllJ: be..tween th1!se - prospective: sources of supply. . The Geological Survey has; but
a.nd the Imperial German Empire and its allies~
_the Geological Survey has no particular information obtainable
PRODUCTION AND I.:M!PO&'U.A.TION OF POTASH.
· fro-m its own sources con-ce·rntng importations, concerning the
1\Ir. WAESH. 1 offer· the follewing resolution and ask fur its . p.ossibilities of sources of supplies abroad other than the- Gerpre ent consideration.
, man sourceso of supply.
The resolution ( s. Res. 319-"1 was read, as follows:
Mr: SMITH of: Georgia. I shall Yote for tile resolution.
Mr. SMOOT~ I ask that the resolution may: go over for a
Resolved, That the United States Tar:i.tf Commission be, and it hereby
I
t
1 t 'nf
t'
th
1
th
· t
Is; directed. to: transmit to the· United States Senate any .information if day.
want o ...see w lU · l orma 10n
ere s .on
e subJeC
may have concerning the ~resent ana the prospective production ot already available~
potash within the United States or any place· subject tn its jurisdiction,
. The :PRESIDING OFFICER. The resolution will go· ev.er
the present sources of supply, and the importa.tio.ns thereof; ais~ the
present consumptf.on of pota.sh in the: United Sta:tes; itemiz:ing_ the. com- under the_ role.
modities into which it enters and the ~J:ospeetive_· demand for it upon:
.t he conclusion of the war. ' .
PROPOSAl;.. OF PEA..CE_ WJTH THE GERMAN PEOPLE.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.. Is there objection to the. presMr. GORE. I submit a resoluti-on and ask that it be read
ent consideration of the resolution?+
.
a:nd lie on. the- table. ·
- :Mr. Sl\~OOT.. I ' ish t? ~k tlie Se~ator fr~m 1\.font~ w~ · The resolution (S. Res. 320) wa.s read, as follows:..
be asks the Tariff Co~nusslon ~e- furms~ t~e mfo:r~a~.on~ .
Whereas the President In his latest note to the German Government
1\Ir. . 'VALSH. I ask the Tariff Commisswn to furmsh 1t bestated that it is within the choice of th~ German natio.n to place
cause my infm·mation. is that it has made a special investigation
ttself' fn. ar situation tO' negotlatC' peace- " ii p~acc is to. come by the
ot the particular subject.
. action ot the German people _themselves" : ~·aerefoFe be it
Mr. S'l\fO([)T. The. Bureatt of: MineSJ haS' made a. thorough. in- . Resolved'~ Tliat tbe Senat~ advise the President as to its readlness
· t• - f 4-T-.
b- ct· d: I tm~... -...~ tr
'·
;rn.
. ~~
to consent to tt treaty co.neludlng- a just and acceptable peace made
.uu.s-.a eau.JJ ma~ a. report · with- u. tlre German peopi~ themselves" ia accol'dance with the method:J
.v estiga lOD· 0: . (.lie sn ~e ,.an .
UPOJ?- ft. I believe the Interior- Department,_ outside ot the proposed by the President.
.

to

t·

.f.J.A._
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Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I will not discuss . the resolution
at this time, but will merely have printed in the RECORD certain
statements which I haye pre\iously made on the subj ect. I may
explain that I offer the resolution to follow up the one which
I offered on Monday last, on account of the change in the situation which has occurred in the meantime. That resolution
was designed to auvise the President that it was the sense of
the Senate that the treaty concluding the pre. ent war should be
made with the peoples of Germany and Austria-Hungary through
representatives chosen !Jy the people for that purpose and not
through representatiYes of the present autocracy. It was in~
tended. to apply to Germany the precedent which - Germany
establi bed in 1871, when the conquering German Army required
the French people to elect a national assembly for the purpose
of negotiating peace. The President. however, in his note to the
German Goyernment on Monday last stated that it was" within
the choice of the German m~ tion " to render possible "a peace
made by the action of the German people themselves.'"'
'l'he resolution I now offer is designed to advise the President
of the Senate's readiness to ratify a treaty made with the German people themseh-es in accordance with the terms arid methods which he propo ed. In this instance the method is vital, is
fundamental. I ask that the resolution lie on the table- for the
present, and that the statements referred to by me be printed
in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection,· it is so
ordered.
The rna tter referred to is as follows :
[From Washington Herald, Wednesday, Oct. 16, 1918.]
GORE RESOLUTION AID TO WILSON-PROVIDES WAYS AND MEANS TO
PEACE ASKED BY HIM.
The National Capital awoke to-day to a realization of the certainty
and nearness of the end of the Ilohenzollern and Hapsburg dynasties,
as a result of the masterly moves of the United States in concert with
the allies.
The impression has deepened amon~ observers both in and out of
Congress that the German and Austnan people are on the verge of
seizing the opportunity of ~xtricating themselves . from the position to ,
which their imperial rulers have brought them by utterly destroying the
powe-rs responsible for their plight.
In harmony with the President's attitude of helping the German people to realize their aspirations of democracy, Senator GoRE, of Oklahoma. has introduced a r esolution definitely pointing the way.
Senator GoRE's t·esolution provides the method and the machinery for
carrying out the plain and unmistakable intimation of the President
conveyed in his message intended for the ears o.f the German people.
The resolution in part, provides:
•
"Resolv ed, That the o;;enate rf.'Spectfully advise the President that it
is the sense of the Senate that the treaty concluding the present war,
and requlring the consent of the Senate, should be made with the peoples concerned, through representatives duly elected for that purpose
and empowered to conduct such negotiations by them in the name and
by the authority of the peoples of Germany and Austria-Hungary.'~
It further advoca t es t he vigorous and uninterrupted prosecution of
the war until such a democr tic neace is made certain. The Oklahoma
enator intends to press his r esOlution and suggests that it should be
G~~~~n~:'h:£:i lJ~i~~ in democracy.
.
" In 1871, the conquering Germans required the French people to
elect a national as embly for the purpose of negotiating peace.. This
German prl'cedent could be commended to-day br ev~n-handed justice to
German observance. I introduced my resolution in accordance with
this precedent.
"It provides the method and machinery for carrying out the President's intimation. I am glad the President laid the ax at the root of
the tree that l>ear s such evil fruit. I am glad he touched with the spear
of Arthurial, the head of the squatting toad that was whispering foul
suggestions in the ear of democracy."
VIEWS OF SENATOR GORE O::>l THE PRESIDENT' S ANSWER TO THE GERMAN
PE..A.CE NOTE--FULL TEXT O.F INTERVIEW.
Tht> President cleft the heart of autocracy when he said, "This it is
within the choice of the German nation to do."' This means the substitution of democracy fot autocracy. This means the passing of the
Hohenzollerns. I concluded long ago that the coming of peace should
be marked by the passing of the Hapsburgs n.nd the Hohenzollerns.
The e houses are the survivals of a dead past. Like slavery. autocracy
has outlived its time and its expectancy. It has survived the environment that made it possible, that made it inevitable. Shall we now
let autocracy fellow tha t t>nvironment to the ·grave or shall we recreate
that environme>n t in order to perpetuate autocracy? The world ls now
, casting the wrinkled skln of despollim. These dynasties should take
their place in the ma usoleum of tyrannies alongside the Bourbons, the
Stewarts, and the Rornanotrs. 'rh.L:I should happen not as a mer-e
matter of revenge; not as a -mere matter of retribution, but it should
happen as a pledge of the world's peace and to rid men's minds of the
hideous nightmare of war. Germany has been Ull:e one possessed· of a
demqn. The casting of this evil pirit will be of service to all peoples
everywhere, and not ll'ast to the people of Germany themselv s.
'l'he Hobenzollerns have deified force and might well become the
victim of their infuriate deity. The extinction of these ' houses would
mark the passing of the despot's dogma that kings . rule by a right
divine, would mark the pass.ing of the deadly doctrine that might makes
right, wonld mark the paE"sing of that pervers~. that frightful philosophy that the moral law is not binding upon states and nations. In
creed this is moral nihilism ; in deed this is international anarchism.
· The Kalser once inscribed in the Visitors' Book of the Town HaD at
Mw1ich that "the will of the emperor is the supreme law." We should
help the German people to learn the truth that will make them fr~.
that the will of a f1-ee, ju t, and enlightened people ought to be the
supreme law of the land. In 1871 the con@ering Ge.rmans required
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the Fre:ncb people to elect a national assembly for the purpose of negotiating peace.. The German precedent could be commended by even·
handed justice to German observance. I introduced a resolution on
Monday in accordance with this precedent, declaring it to be tbe sense
of the Senate that the treaty of peace concluding the present war
should be made with the peoples of Germany and Austria-Hungary
through representatives chosen by the people for the purpose of negotiating such a treaty. This should be the German's first lesson in
democracy. It points out the method for carrying out the President's
intimation. The President laid the ax at the root of the tree of eviL
I am glad that the President touched with the spear of Arthurial the
head of the squatting toad that was whispering foul suggestions in
th!:l ear of democracy.
[Extract from interview by Senator GORE in Daily Oklahoman, Sept.
24, 1918.]

In these times of tragedy personalities are 'nothing, princil)les are
everything.
While our brave boys are carrying democracy and its blessings to the
rest o.f the world we m ust -conserve democracy and its blessings for
them. The right of free thought. free speech, nnd free conscience ia
what they are carrying to the oppressed millions of the earth.
There is no room in · the Democratic Party £or one who is disloyal
and who is opposed to winning the war. No man can be a friend of.
mine W'ho is not loyal and who is not in favor of winning the war.
The happiest day in history will be the one that announces that German has gone democratic, and that our American heroes have carried
the Potsdam precinct.
[Extract from interview by Senator GonE in the New York American,
Oct. 14, 1918.]
Is it a .new face that Germany is turning toward the American peoPle,
or is it the same old face bt'hind a mask:
·
I £:n not certain that the American p('ople under present circum~
stances would be satisfied with anything less tha.n the passing of the
Hohenzollerns. We want a. peace, not n truce. If Germany by the
manner she pursued of gaining publicity for her peace maneuver sought
to weaken the morale o.f t he country, it is merely an added instance
of misreading the minds of our peol)le. I think the reaction will be
distinctly injurious to Germa. ny. We do not seek the rude justice
known us revenge, but we do ant to insure the peace of the future.
Senate resolution 316.
Whereas the Constitution authorizes the President to make " treaties
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate" ; and
Whereas it is the constitutional function and duty of the Senate to
advise with the President ·in the making of treaties; and
Whereas the victorious GermllllS in 1871 required the French people
to elect a national assembly for the purpose of negotiating peace:
Therefore be it
Resolved, That the Senate respectfully advise the President that it is
the sense of the Senate that the treaty concluding the present wa.r
and requiring the consent of the Senate should be made with the
peoples concerned throngh representatives duly elected by them for
that purpose and eml)owerl'd to conduct such negotiations in the name
and by the authority of the peoples of Germany and Austria-Hungary.
Resolved further, That the Senate favors the vigorous and u ninterrupted prosecution of the war until a democratic, just, ann acceptable peace 1s made certain, upon t he terms approved by the President
and faithful to the eobelligerents of the United States.
ADDRESS OF SENATOR THOMAS P. GOIUll AT THE LIBERTY LOAN MA.ss
MmlTING AT THE BROOKLYN ACADEMY OF MUS1C, SUNDAY EVENING,
OCTOBER 6, 1918.
Ladies and gentlemen, I trust that you will not permit me to disturb the train of your thoughts. [Laughter.] But for the warning
just given this audience would be a splendid victim. President Jonas
has already shown that he c n work miracles in respect of raising
money. He is now ambitious to work even a greater miracle and show
that he can prevent a United States Senator from mah.'""ing a speech.
[Laughter.] I am on the short shift. I wish to thank Chairman
Jonas especially for the plea ure with which I listened to the song
by Sergt. Berlin. This is an omen, I trust, that Berlin in Germany will
soon be in the hands of the Americans. [Applause.]
I rise this evening not in the rOle of either an interesting or uninteresting spt'aker but merely as a.n intereste«l spectator. I appear. to
testify that I am with you hl'art and soul. Ladies and gentlf'..mon,
before obeying orders I wish to congratulate you upon the mighty
change which has come upon the world since I last had the plea ure
of addressing you. When I addressed you in April last ~loom hung
like a mighty pall over the allied armies and over the allll'd peoples.
Anxiety filled the minds of free men everywhere. The German drive
was then at the height of its fury. The German hordes were advancing. The German advance seemed all but irresistible. Paris was
in peril. Civilization was in danger . The destiny of the human race
was then trembling in the balances. My countrymen, how changed is the
situation to-day. Gloom has given place to sunshine. Anxiety has
given place to high and confident Llopes. The German advance ha.s
been turned into a German retreat, into a proposal for peace. The
tide, the bloody tide, of battle has turned. Let us hope that this is the
tide which taken at the fiood, will lead on, not to fortune but tQ
victory and to peace. The future is now secure. Destiny is beckoning free men and free nations everywhere into the rich light of an
ampler day. The American Army turned the tide. [Applause.] The
American Army converted a retreat into a charge. An American general, ordered to retreat, sent baf'k _the heroic message that "The Stars
and Stripes never retreat." [Applause.] Eight thousand .American
Marines saved the day at the Marne. (ApJ.>lause.] Saved the day?
Aye, and saved civilization itself. [Applause.] They saved civilization
against a disaster how unspeakable no one can tell. The Athenian
Army at Marathon, the Spartan l>and at Thermopyl:e, did not r ender
a greater service to civilization "than did these ~ ericans at the
Marne.
Men that were girt for the combat,
:Men that were grit to the core,
Swift as a panther in t riumph, ·
Fierce as a bf'ar in defeat;
Sired by a bulldog parent ·
Steeled in the furnace heat-
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and •et the Kai er said that the American boys coulc.l not or would not
figh(! [Applause.]
That remrnds me of an Engli h soldier who fell in with a crowd of
American soldiE:'rs. He beard them using a phrase, not so elegant but a
very common phrase-you will pardon me for repeating it-" Woulrtn't
that get your goat?" [Laughter.] Wouldn't that get your goat! This
struck the English soldier as a very fashionable phrase, and he imagined that in order to show himself abreast of the times be must use
this phrase on the first occasion. The next time he fell in with a
number of American soldier one of them, after an American victory,
took occasion to r emark, " So Kaiser Bill said that the American boys
couldn't fight!" The Englishman seized the opportunity. "Ah," be
says, "wouldn't that grab your nanny?" [Laughter.]
Ladies and gentlemen, let me say again the happiest day in all
human history will be the clay which announces that Germany bas
gone democratic [laughter and applause], and I hope that it may be the
proud privilege of the American boys to carry the Potsdam precinct.
[Laughter and applause.] But much remains to be conquered stlll.
M:v friends, we do not want a truce that will break but a peace that
will not break, a peace that will last, that will last as long as the
gras grows, that will la t as long as the water fiows, and not a
patched-up peace that will prove an incubator of future wars and
future woes. Much remains to be conquered still. The winning of the
war is still ahead of us; much hard fighting may lie ahead of us; many
heavy sacl'ifices may still be ahead of us. This liberty loan mu t be a
ucce ; it will be a succE:' s. [Applause.} Remember, my friends,
that when you buy a bond you serve your country, you serve your
family, you serve yourself, and you serve the brave boys in the
trenches. Remember that you may buy the bond that buys the bomb
that beats the enemy. We may have to become more economic and
thrifty. The truth is, we may be obliged to emulate the thrift of some
of our soldiers in Europe. A colored corporal was standing on a platform one day and saw 40 carloads of watermelons go steaming by to
an American camp. Somebody said, "Corporal, ;what you suppose
they are going to do with all those watermelons?" He said. "Well,
I guess they gwinc to feed the darkies on the meat and they gwine to
feed the Germans on the rind." [Lau~hter.]
A quad of colored soliliers were sitting in a dugout one day and a
hurtling bomb came screaming along and crashed into the dugout, killing a number of them and mangling others. One of them crept out to
the top to see if the world was still standing. One of his comrades bad
beaten him to the daylight and was moving around in the most excited
state of mind. One who bad just crept out said, "Nigger, what arc
:vou doing out there?" "Well," he said, "I'm looking for my arm."
"Well," be says, "you fool nig-ger, if fOU was to find your arm you
couldn't put it back again." He said, ' I know I couldn't put it back
again, but I want to o-et my wrist watch off of it." My friends, you
can tru t to men like that to stop the Kaiser's " Watch on the Rhine."
[Applause.]
Il you a.sk me when this war is to end I answer, I hope that it will
end when America bas paid her debt in full to prostrate, bleeding
France. (Applau e.] I answer, I hope that it will end when the
Kaiser has been· taught that his place in the sun is a spot in the sun,
and when the world })as been taught that this sun spot has been a
plague spot, breeding wars and pestilence and famine. I answer, I hope
this war will end when we have taught Prussian militarism once and
for all that be that liveth by the sword shall also perish by the sword.
[Applause.] I answer, when we have taught and convinced autocracy,
have taught all that might aspire hereafter to autocracy that they can
llOt with impunity provoke the greatest democracy or1 the earth to
wr·ath and to arms. Let me repeat: This war will end, I hope, when
it has been made manifest that the "earth and everything that's in it"
shall be the patrimony of those who exalt right above might and shall
not be the prey of those who place their trust In iron shard and reeking
tube, shall not become the prey of those who rely upon the mailed fists
and upon embattled hrutality, when it has been made manifest to all
the sons and daughters of men that Christian civilization has been
builded upon the eternal rock of justice, and that the gates of hell
and the gates of Germany shall n(;ver prevail against it.
Ladies and gentlemen, I thank you. [Great applause.]
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. laid .before the Senate the
amendments of the Hou e of Representatives to the joint resolution (S. J. Res. 63) to establish a reserve of the Public Health
Service.
Mr. FLETCHER. I move that the Senate disagree to the
amendments of the 1\ouse and request a conference with the
Hou e on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses thereon,
the conferees on the part of the Senate to be appointed by the
Chair.
The motion was agreed to ; and the Presiding Officer appointed Mr. FLETCHER, Mr. OWEN, and Mr. TOWNSEJ\i> conferees
on the part of the Senate.
PRESIDENTIAL A.PPROVALS.

A message from the President of the United States, by Mr.
Sharkey, one of his secretaries, announced that the President
had, on October 16, approved and signed the act (S. 3438)
to prevent corrupt practices in the election of Senators, Representatives, or Delegates in Congress.
EDWARD STEW ART.
Mr. JONES of Washington. I ask unanimous consent for the
present consideration of the .bill (S. 1104) for the relief of Edward Stewart. It is a bill of about half a dozen lines. The beneficiary is 84 or 85 years old. There is a very strong report of
the committee in favor of the passage of the bill, and if any relief is to be given he ought to get it soon.
1\Ir. SMOOT. From what committee was the bill reported?
1\fr. JONES of Wa hington. From the Committee on l\1ilitary
Affairs.
The PH.ESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will read the
bill.
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The bill was reacl as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That in the administration of the pension laws and
the laws governing the National Home for Disabled Volunteer oldiers,
or any branch thereof., Edward Stewart shall hereafter be held anll
considered to have been honorably di!>charged from the military service
of the United States as a private of Company C, Second -Regiment J.\ficbl1-!an Volunteer Infantry, on the 31st day of March, 1863 : Prot·ided~
That no pension sh_a ll accrue prior to the passage of this act.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the pres·
ent consideration of the bill?
There being no ·objection, the bill was considered as in Com·
mittee of the Whole.
The .b ill was reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read the thirll time,
and passed.
HEIRS OF W. H. SNEED, DECEASED.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. l\Iorning business is closecl.
l\fr. WlLLIAl\1S. l\1r. Pre ident, I ask for the present consideration of the bill ( s. 469) for the relief of the heirs of
W. H. Sneed, decea ed.
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, proceeded · to consider the bill. It proposes to pay to
the heirs of W. H. Sneed, deceased, the sum of $1,366.67, being
for the use or rent of a building in Knoxville, Tenn., during the
War of the Rebellion, and for which vpuchers were glyeu in
lieu of payment by the United States quartermaster .
The bill was reported to the Senate without amenllment, ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read the third time,
:md passed.
HA 'GES

WROUGHT BY THE GREAT WAR.

l\fr. ASHURST. l\Ir. President, it is plain that ''e are now
living in a world different from that in which we lived. before
the European war began. True, indeed, the arne ocean break
upon the same coasts, we tread the same soil, and. the arne unquenchable stars she~ their blended 'r adiance upon our patbway. Under the genial rays of the same sun, the warm seasons
come, . and summer is, as usual, supplanted by the le s pleasing
dress of winter; but the world is, nevertheless, altered; its
problems are different; they are more complex, more difficult.
Economic and social .questions that we once deemed settled,
and things we once believed to be permanent, have either been
burned away by the flash of gunfire or have suffered a severe
shifting in the glacial grinding of the mightj forces unloo ed
four years ago. Gigantic events of world-wide importance now
tread upon one another's heels, so fast do they follow.
When the eruptions of the great war poured their scorching
scoria upon the United States, we beheld a sudden transformation of values here; we saw people who were traveling unobstructed roads suddenly halted; we saw others who were engrossed in safe ambitions and comfortable succe ses interrupted;
and, in the very midst of their laughter and pleasure, ,,.e saw
the mysterious finger of duty here and there touch the young
men of our land and mark them for stern and mi ahty ta ks.
These young men uncomplainingly laid aside their gainful occupations, their comforts of home, their diversions and amusements, and with a heroism and an energy worthy of the best
days of the Republic they bounded forward to defend liberty
and civilization. We saw these same young men on land, on
sea, and in the sky visualize and conceive so complete a realization of the justice and grandeur of the American cause that
their patriotic enthusiasm is the admiration of all civilized men.
I do not hesitate to assert that never before was there a war
where the patriotism, valor, idealism, and sacrifice of the . ol<Uer mounted higher or shone with a purer and "\Vhiter flame than
that which beams from America's heroic sons now on the red line
of battle, fighting not only that we of to-day but that our
remote posterity as well may live the lives of .free people.
For a considerable period of time before the shuttle of flying
shells wove that metal fabric now suspended between the contending armies in Europe, there was a widespread belief that
the American, as a rule, had become soft and flabby. Reflecting for a moment upon prewar condWons, we recall that in
material resow·ces we were the richest of all the nations; we
enjoyed guaranteed personal liberties and rights not possessed
by any other people; we held traditions of state building,
romance of origin, wealth of fields, forests, and mine unknown
elsewhere; we possessed unexcelled opportunities and a population unsurpassed in versatility and optimism.
During the three decades immediatley preceding the war we
had enjoyed the greatest era of prosperity ever vouch afed to
any people. Life was made ea y for multitude of :v~r ons.
Automobiles whirred across the land, and the joyrider, with
senile grin, looked out upon the workman delving in the earth.
Places of amusement, always open, entertair..ed millions of
young men and women whose forbears usually spent evenings
in cottage industry or in burning the m1dnight oil exploring
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histories and philosophies for truths that make peoples just and
nations steon g.
The past four year. have been years of storm, of "climbing
fire and quarterin g steel," and only the unpretending simpleton .
now fail s to perceive that the American people will not and
can not return to prewm· c.:>nclitions when our task on the fielrl
of honor shall lun·e been fnlly performed; for it i a sacred
· duty we . owe not only t o our honored dead now sleeping on
foreign battle fiel (ls but to the entire Nation as well to see to
it that the ideals of justice, patriotism, sacrifice, humanity, and
liberty, to which this great war remanded us, shall remain as
monuments to those who ~acrificed themselves in the war and
as heralds of eternity for the life of the Republic.
When the European war flamed forth we were fast reaching
a posture where self-denial was no longer one of our national
virtues, and we lived in a foors paradise, smug and conceited.
There was in the blood but little of the spirit of the great
days of the past-the great days when Washington surveyed a
wilderness; Decatur tlwashed the Barbary States; Perry sent
his famous" ·we-have-met-the-enemy" message; Lincoln mauled
rails; and Crockett, Travis, and Bo"\\rie went their way of duty,
death, and glory. What we dreaded most was poverty. As u
people, we had grown soft banded and refu ed to seize ~e nettlt:!s
of life and boldly crush them. Instead of acknowledging with
gratitude the immense obligations we Americans owed to our
ance tors for the blessings of the beneficent laws, political polity,
and institutions they bequeathed to us, we stridently called for
more help and sustenance from the Government, and we believed
the Government should earn a Uving for us. Those persons
whose lives were cast in easy and comfortable places, who
spread tables to Lucullus and spent in a single evening, for
highly seasoned foods and wines, sums of money sufficient to
ransom a king, were utterly unable to comprehend why the hungry ones should be so unreasonable as to complain when the
gormandized ones bad just put a square meal into well-groomefl
paunches. In prewar times we did not know, or had forgotten
rather, that preparedness for peace and preparedness for war
meant, amongst other things, an equitable distribution of that
upon which people must subsist; meant a fair field to all and
no favors to any. As we drifted along, now and then premonitory ignals and warnings were. flashed upon us, but we were
too busy erecting shrines in Mammon's temple and having a
good time to give more than intermittent and casual attention to
the red-lantern da nger signals.
In 1912 a lead,er appeared in America, and he so clearly demonstrated his ability to recognize and interpret facts and symptomatic events that he was elected President of the United
States; and on 1\Iarch 4, 1913, t.Qere commenced under his leadership a stupendous effort to remand us to the forum of duty and
of sacrifices that make a nation great. How well this leader,
Woodrow Wilson, bas succeeded, let the world testify!
. He has taught our youth fine scruples, noble impulses, and the
stern virtues of obedience. He has taught the individual citizeu
that the United States is a Nation, and he has endowed us with
a reservoir of faith in the future of our country, which thu:3
enables us to look hopefully toward the days to come. He bas
npt sought applause, but has searched diligently for the truths
that lea d a nation to eternal life. This great American leader
has been able to perceive this war not only with the remote
view of a historian, but has been able also to discover what
anterior facts earned a particular event, and able to foresee
what events, in turn, it will bring forth. He possesses, like the
eye of the airplane, the power visually to assemble detached
unit. in our national life into a complemented and interrelated
whole; he then deploys the units where they must serve the
common good. His is the great intellect and courage that has
been able to puncture the fortified sophistries of special pri vileges to a favored few. He sees a duty and performs it. He
will not be swerved nor turned aside by oratory, threats, sarcasm, or dread of failure.
Under Wilson's leadership our country has resumed her blstoric position as the beautiful exemplar and noble pioneer in
the vanguard of human liberty, for we are now living over agai.n
tl1e sublime days of John Hancock, ~en Franklin, Hamilton,
nnd Jefferson; the days of "Hickory" Jackson, of Lincoln,
Grant, and Lee. Wilson has shown the world that it is better to
pour forth one's long-enduring strength for the vindication of
human justice than to keep a full pocketbook; and he convinced
the Sixty-fifth Congress of the necessity of extirpating, root and
branch, the German military autocracy which gambled away its
plighted faith with other nations; and ·then sprang with tigerlike ferocity upon an unsuspecting and unoffending world, from
motives of fancied revenge and for the lust of gain. And shall
the American people now in this crisis be found shackling,
burdening, and harassing this leader ·with a · divided Congress,
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or a Congress dominated by bitter partisans? No; the people
will sustain him by choosing a Congress that will assist him in
his vast labors. When the stupendous drama of war shall have
passed-aye, even before it passes-there will be bef ore us ta sks
of reconstruction-! have already pointed out we can not return
to the prewar days-tas ks of settling, and correctly settling, the
imminent questions of armament, land distribution, taxntion,
tran~portation, reclamation of lands, improvement of highways,
foreign trade, manufacturing, and the complex ~nd ever-present
problem of seeing to it that those who toil shall have an O}Jportunity for the enjoyment of the fruits of their labor. For
example, 1\Ir. President, to show the complexity and character
of the problems that will follow the war, there are to-day in the
Army and Navy 3,000,000 men, with the prospect of twice
that nu~ber within six months. They are the best of the Nation's man power. . 'Vill positions and employ ment be found for
them when they come back? If so, how and where? These
are vital questions that can not be hurdled by an epigram.
They must be met.
Consider that at the end of the war tlle United States will have
.the largest merchant marine of all the nations. Shall these
ships be sold or kept'? Shall the Government continue to own
and operate them? Are they to compete for the markets of the
world? For whose benefit shall this vast merchant fleet cleave
the tumbling billows?
·
Again, for example, for years the railway commis ioners of the
various States and the Interstate Commerce Commission tried
to fix rates in the interest of the shipper and consumer, giving
consideration to the rights of the inve tor by a " fair return on
replacement value." Under Government control, higher rates
have been fixed. A return on investment has been guaranteed.
If the railroads are to be returned to. private management. will
these higher rates be carried over? Will the original O\vners
get the benefit of money saved through the elimination of cornpetition under Government management'? Will the money revert
to the Government or to tb~ shippers? On the other hand, is a
reversion to prewar conditions desirable? Were the present
centralization to be continued, should the Gm·ernment buy, lease,
or merely manage the pToperties? It would be impossible to
magnify the importance of these question . They are problems
running .to the very roots of our national life.
Wisdom, experience, and teste<l ability must be called to Con·
gress to rea ch a correct solution.
A dozen or more equally as important problems could ensily
be mentioned, but these I bave mentioned will serve as illustrations of the magnitude of the task of reconstruction that will
be faced by the next Congress. Shall . we assist or shall we
obstruct President Wilson in these duties of setting matters
aright? No; we will not obstruct, for the Am rica n people well
remember that President Wilson is tue wisest statesman of
his day; the American people well remember that where Presi·
dent Wilson, with clear lenses, horoscoped and interpreted
events, his partisan critics confusedly recognized the event only
long after it happened, and even then the partisan critics of the
President saw the event, not clearly but through blurred and indistinct lenses. 'Vbere President Wilson acted with precision
and correctly pointed the way his partisan critics stood like
large locomotives on a sidetrack, without driving rods, and
wasted their steam in vociferous and futile sibilation.
With our ships we have sent food and clothes for our soldi ers'
bodies, weapons for tQ.eir bands; and medicines and bandages
for their wounds ; but we must continue to do that which is
equally as important-we must sustain their nigh spirits by constant assurances of our solidarity here at home. The election
of a Congress out of harmony with the President would be
serving notice upon Germany that we were divided at borne. .
American soldiers are valorously driving back the German
dragon. Let us. therefore, not be found refusing to give these
soldiers the full strength of our support ; let us not be found
, givin·g aid and comfort to the enemy by shackling their Arneri. can Commander in Chief with a Congre s upon which he can
not depend or which is not in harmony with his efforU::.
Upon this question we may all rest ·content. The Nation is
aroused as to the necessity of supporting the President, and
the people will see to it that Wilson shall not be handicapped,
as was Washington by the Tories and by Gates and Conway, as
was Madison by the "BJue Lighters," as was Polk by the Little Americans, and as was Lincoln by the Copperheads.
NATIONAL BUDGET SYSTEM.

Mr. KENYON. Mr. President, I intend at the conclusion of
the consideration of the present unfinisl:).ed business tQ ask to
call up the Senate joint resolution (S. J. Res. 121) now on the
calendar with reference to the establishment of a commission to
report to Congress on a budget system. I wish to take this op-
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portunity to present a few remarks on that question ; and preliminm·y thereto, I a k to huYe an editorial from the Saturday
Evening Po tread at the de k.
The PRESIDING OFFICER ·w ithout objection, the Secretary '""ill read as reque ted.
The Secretary read as follows:
[From the Saturday E\·ening Post.]
THE NEXT COXGRESS.

This war will end but these war taxes will not. They will be reduced,
but will never get back to within hailing distance of the prewar figure.
Besides the war d<>bt. a heavy increase in F<>deral taxation will be a
permanent legacy. That is certain. No A.me_rican Congress will ever
again d<>al with an annual budget und<>r a billion.
. .
This Congress in two years h!ls appropriated more than forty b1llions
on an archaic scheme. It bas shown no interest In .supplanting that
scheme by a rational and comprehensive plan for deahng with natio.nal

fl.n~~~~dates for the next Congress will tatk about a good many issues.

They can be made to talk and think about that issue by demonstrations
of public concern over it-but not otherwise.
A few energetic men in everl congressional district can get a pledge
that the subject of a nationa budget system-with what _that term
rationally implies--shall be given honest. serious consideration by the
next Congress. A demonstration of pu~Uc concern would force the.
pres<>nt Confr<>ss to treat the subject senously.
.
· At presen , in view of the wasteful methods at the Cap1tol, Congress
is 1n the position of a crossroads grocer who stands in his d?orway
exhorting a crowd to practice economy while the vineg~r barrel ~s leaking all over the floor and mice are eating the cheese m plain sight of
the audience.

.1\Ir. POINDEXTER. 1\.lr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Iowa
yield to the Senator from 'Vashington?
Mr. KENYON. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. President, I merely want to ask a
question of the Senator from Iowa. I have heard the Senator
from Iowa discuss this budget question a number of times, but
I am not certain whether or ·not he has ever mnde a statement
to the Senate of his idea of the exact executive and legislative
procedure that would ·be necessary under that system. ,If the
Senator has done so, of cour e I would not want him to repeat;
but if not, I think it would be very enlightening to the Senate
if he would describe in plain terms exactly what legislative
changes in the matter of appropriations would be produced and
the method of operation of the system.
Mr. KENYON. I will say to the Senator that -I .had intended
to do that yery thing at this moment. That is why I secured
the floor.
Mr. President, there is a demand practically everywhere but
in Congress for a change in the present method of appropriations.
The lack of any plan in Congress in the making of appropriations has led to inefficiency, e:xtraYagance, and waste.
Now of all times, should we take steps to formulate some
method whereby there may be economy in appropriations and
expend~ture thereof without le sening efficiency. It is time to
conserve the money of the Nation; to make every dollar do a
dollar's worth of work.
Bu ines organizations, economists, thoughtful men throughout the United States, have been insisting for many years that
there should be a change in our system and that we should adopt
·orne form of a budget.
For this fiscal yea.r the appropriations of the Government will
be the most enormous of any nation in the world.
No one in this country is objecting to the expenditure of every
dollm· necessary to win the war.
.
The people willingly and cheerfully back every effort of the
GoYernment and will continue to do so. They have a right to
demand that this money ·be appropriated, be spent, and be
accounted for in orne sy tematic, intelligent business waythat a public dollar shall do as much work a a private dollar.
Chairman· SHERLEY in the House on July 15 placed the total
of appropriations made by the second session of the Si:xty-fif~h.
Congress at $29,791,241,773.67. To this must be added the fol_lowing:
Urgent ·deficiencY------------------~-----------~--- $100,200,000
Agricultural stimulation __________ .:__________________
11, 212, 283"
~neral bill--------------------------------------10,500,000
New deficiency Army bill estimated at_ _______________ 7, 000,
000, 000
Total--------------------------------------- 7, 121,912,283

This would bring the to.t al up to about $36,000,000,QOO.
No one . doubts that tllere will likely be a deficie"Q.CY during
the yem·, and it is altogether probable that .t he appropriations,
including contract a:uth-orizations a·nd loans to the allies, -will be
around $40.000,000,000 for the fiscal year endi~g June 30, 1919. ·
The results of this war will be worth all that it will cost. But
it is folly in .na tioru:il life, as in prh·ate life, to waste; . and no
one can deny that thei·e is tremendous waste iri the way GoYernment finances are handled.
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I speak: in · no spirit of criticism of the administration. It is
not to blame becau e orne different sy tern ha not been estal>lished. The blame is squarely on Congress. It can not shift or
deny re ponsibility.
ATTEMPTS FOR BUDGET REFORM: .

The Democratic· platform of 1916, with reference to economy
and the budget, is as follows :
We d<>mand careful economy in . all expenditures for the support of
the Government, and to that end favor a return by the House of Repre:.
sentatives to its former practice of initiating and preparing all appropriation bills through a single committee chosen from its membership
in order that responsibility may be centered, expenditures standardized
and made uniform, and waste and duplication in the public service as
much as possible avoid.!d. 'Ye favor this as a practica!Jlc first step
toward a budget system.
1

The Republican platform condemned the wasteful appropriations of the Democratic administration and the Democratic opposition to and rejection of President Taft's offer to secure a businesslike budget system for the.Government," to which," sa.ys the
Republican platform," "\Ye pledge·our support and which we hold
to be necessary to affect any real reform in the administration
of national finance."
1\.lr. Hughes in his speech of acceptance declared for the same
thing.
The Progressive platform of 1916 also declared for it.
President Taft made an earne t effort to secure a change in
the manner of carrying on Government finances. An inquiry
was made under an appropriation from Congress into the operation of the various departments for the purpose of affecting
.
changes.
A commission on economy and efficiency was organized. This
commission performed splendid service.
.
President Taft on January 17, 1912, ·sent a D;lessage to Congress with relation to this subject, part of which is as follows:·
The United States is the only great Nation whose Government is
operated without a budget. This fact seems to be more striking when

it is considered that budgets and budget procedures are the outgrowth

of democratic doctrines and have had an important part in the development of modern constitutional rights. The American Common-·
wealtn has sutr-ered much from in·esponsibillty on the pat·t of its
governing agencies. The constitutional purpose of a budget is to ·
make Government responsive to public opinion and responsible for its
acts. A budget should be the means of getting before the legislative
branch, before the press, and before the people a definite annual . program of business to be financed; it should be in the natm·e of a prospectus, both of revenues and expenditures ; it should comprehend every
relation of the Government to the people, whether with reference to'
the raising of revenues or the rendering of service.
.

In February, 1913, President Taft's plan for a national budget
was sent to Congress and has rested in the embalming vaults o.f
Congress ever since. I have It here, but will not take time to
read from it.
The President tried to proceed according to a plan providing
for cooperation between the executive and legislative branches
with reference to finance. No action was ever taken. Both
Houses were hostile to the President. lie went out of office a
few days later and there was no chance for any action.
With the advent of President Wilson's administration it was
hoped that there might be some reform along this line. World
problems, however, came so quickly to the administration, and
it bas been so absorbed in these matters that probably no blame
can be attached to it. President Wilson is known from his
writings and from a letter, which I will refer to later, to favor
some form of budget reform.
Mr. Fitzgerald; for many years chairman of the Committee
on Appropriations, made a speech on June 24, 1913, on the floor
of the House relative to the need for fiscal reform. I place in
the RECORD extracts from his speech: .

";

It the principle enunciated by Mr. Gladstone be acc<>ptetl as sound,
tpat the constitutional duty of a legislative chamber is not to augment
but to decrease expenditur~, the solution of all problems confrontin~
us may be readily solved. A few simple chang<>s in our system will
completely establish the system of responsible ex<>cutive control of our
Q.udget, while . retaining complete control of the 'l.'reasury in the representatives of the people.
,
·

Again on February 6, 1915, when this question was being discussed in the House, Mr. Fitzgerald said:
One thing that is essential to accomplish in this body-and it will be
done some day-Is to deprive the individual Membet· of Congress of
the t;ight to initiate. expenditures. • • • . 'l.'akc away from Members of this House the nght to initlate expenditures. and they will examine and scrutinize and take care that no unsound or impropet: estimate originating in a department is rewarde(] by an appropriation. '

' Pi·e~ident ..Wilson wrote to Senator Tillman on this subject
January 30, 1913, as follows :.
·

Ever since I was a youngster I have been deeply interested in .o-qr
methods of financial legislatio!1. .Ever since then I have insis ed upon
the absolute necessity of. a caref~lly considered and wisely planned·
bud~et, and one of the obje<;ts I shall have ~ost in mind- wh~n ·I get
to Washington will be conferences with my legislative colleagu~s there !:.
with ·a view ·to bringing orne budget system Into existenee. This ·~·.
bnsi.lless of building up the expense of the Nation piece by piece wlll
certainly lead us to error and perhaps embarrass~ent.
•
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The Presiuent, in hi'3 annual message, delivered before a
joint ses ·ion of the House and Senate December 4, 1917, referred to this subject, and without reading it I ask tllat it may
be printed in the RECORD.
The PRESIDTKG OFFICER. 'Vitbout objection, it is so
ordered.
The matter referreu to is as follows:
(Quote(} from the Presltlent's annual address deliveretl at a joint ses~ion of the House and Senate, Dec. 4, 1917. In the Official Bulletin,
Dec. 4, l917, p. 3.]
And I beg that the Members of the Ilouse of Representatives will
permit me to e.X"press the opinion that it will be impos. ible to deal
in any but a very wasteful nnd extravagant fashion with the enormous
appropriations of the public moneys which must continue to be made,
if the war is to be properly sustained, unless the House will consent to
1·eturn to its former practice of initiating and preparing all appropriation biJls through a single committee, in order that responsibility may
be centered, expenditures standardized and made uniform, and waste
and duplication as much as possible avoided.
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Mr. KENYON. Senator Aldrich some years ago startletl the
counh·y by an announcement that the Government could be conducted for three hundred million a year less than it was being
conducted. That was at a time when our appropriations ran at
about one and one-half billions. In other words, there "\Vas onefifth of "\\aste, a loss due to inefficiency. No one doubte<l that
statement.
If our expenditures for this fiscal year, outside of loans to the
allies, should amount to twenty billion, at the same ratio as suggested by Senator AldTich there could be a saving ·of some four
billion dollru·s this yea1,·. That figure seems rather large, but
certainly no .one will doubt that there could be a saving of at
least two billions of dollars. That means a per capita saving in
the United States of at least $20. In other "\\Ords, it is unuoubt·
edly costing the people of the country to maintain the Government this year with the slipshod methods and lack of any financial policy at least $20 per capita more than it would under some
businesslike method of affairs. Does anyone doubt this to be
true? That is based upon present rate of expenditure. Of
cour e after the war the figures of necessity would be different,
the waste and extra\agance being in proportion to amount spent..

Mr. KEl'IT"O:N. Mr. President, I have here statements along
this line from business men, leaders in industry, in fin:mce, in
our economic life, writers, presidents of chambers of commerce,
presidents of railroads, and former Cabinet officers, insisting
that Congress should adopt some form of budget. I will not
II.
take time to read them, but I will ask that I may in ·ert certain
OUR SYSTEM.
brief ones in the RECORD.
There are 29 different committees in Copgress which report
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, tlley may bills
affecting the finances of the Go\ernment. I ask to be per·
be inserted in the RECORD.
mitted to insert the list at this point, without reading.
The mntter referred to is as follo·ws:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so
(From The West at Work. Paul W. Brown, etlitor. St. Louis, June ordered.
21, 1917.]
The list referred to is as follows:
SHALL WE COXSERVE llEVEXUE?

· The Government is very properly conserving man power, food, ships, C01.DliTTEES IX COXGRESS WHICH REPORT BILLS AE.FECTIXG THE FIXAXCES
OF 'IHE GOYERXl\lEKT,
Iron, and steel. Why not conserve revenue as well'? The uecd of thehour is for a national budget system. Every successful private busi- In the House :
ness cuts it~ coat according to its cloth and proportions its expen<111. Ways and Means.
2. Appropriations.
"'h ues to each other, ln full view of both its means and its needs. For
50 years our ~vernment bas had no machinery to do this. Now is
3. Agriculture.
4. Foreign Mairs.
the time to supply it. It Ig easier ~ban foo<l conservation, and just as
·ueedful.
5. Military Affairs.
G. Naval Affairs.
·7. Post Office.
. NEVER NEEDED AS SORELY AS XOW.
8. Indian All'airs .
~. Rivers ano HarbOrs.
[By John F. Shepley, president St. Louis Union Trust Co.]
10. Invalid Pensions-Civil War.
• • • I consider this an opportune time for the atlopti.:m by the
11. Pensions-other wars.
Federal Government of the budget system; I have no hesitation in say12. District of Columbia.
.
ing that I do. • • • Our Government 1s making an!l contemplat1 3. Public Buildings and Grounds.
ing the expenditm·e of sums of enormous size for purposes cxtraordi14.
Claims-=-Prlvate.
narUy diverse and ha.s never needed as sorely ns now the aid of this
15. Claims-War.
system, without which the economical and judicious use of these funds In the
SPnate:
is practically impossible. It is curious that a people so progressive
16. Finance.
and enlightened ns our own shoulu suffer- its alfairs to be a(.lministered
17. Appropria tious.
in so bnpbaza.rcl and unscientific a manner.
18. Commerce.
19. Agliculture and Forestry.
20. Military Affairs.
IIAl'II.l.ZARD METHODS IXTOLERABLE.
21. Pensions.
[By J. F. Downing, preshlent New England National llank, Kansas
22. Indian Atrair,s.
City.]
23. Naval Affairs.
24. Post OJHce.
I think it is high time that the people of the United "'Stutes were
25. District of Columl>ia.
demanding a budget s:rstem for the .business of our Governm~nt. The
26. Public Buildings and Grounds.
haphazard methods now employed in ·making appropriations would not
27. Coast Defenses.
be tolerated in any well-organized business house in the United
28. <..'.laims.
States. • • *
·
29. Private Land Claims.
This plan will never be adopted unless the people demand it insistently, nnd I am sure every business man in the country feels that
Mr. KENYON. The Secretary of the Treasury now is a mere
the time has arrived w)len there should be economy in the expenditures clerk sending o\er from the Yarious departments their estiof the GoYemment. and business methods employed the same as for
individual9 and corporation .
mates.
TIIE MINI!IlUM OF IXEFFICIFJXCY.

[By C. E. Schaff, receiver M., K. & T. Ry.]
.Aside ·from the business considerations which have always suggested
a budget system for the Federal Government, special conditions urge
the adoption of such a system now that we are engaged in n. war which
imposes heavy burdens. Government expenditures are certain to be
tremendous during the wnr, and the load of tn...'<atlon will be correspondingly heavy. The public ls prepared to bear whatever burdens
naticna1 necessities impose, but there ts a special reason now that
every department of Government be so organized as to disebarge its
functions with a minimum waste and inefficiency. A heavy burden of
taxation speedily becomes irksome if public funds are not expended with
practical economy. It therefore seems to me that the time 1s opportune
for the establishment of a Federal budget system.
TilE MOST EXTRaVAGA.'T GOVERX!IlEKT.

[By S. E. Ragland, president Central-State National Bank, Memphis,
Tenn.]
·
• • • This Government is in no way responsible for the holocaust
that is bleeding Europe white, but since 1t has been forced to take n
hand it has pledged its entire resources to an enterprise the proportions of which are stagg·ering to contemplate. The ultimate end of this
enterprise is a democracy in which men, women, and little children
may be free in the pursw t of happiness ; but let no man deceive himself
about the burdens of taxation that he will have to shoulder in the
future. It, therefore, is imperative that every citizen demand that hls
Representative in Congress immediately start the machinery for retrenchment In the expenses of the Government. Congress should at
once provide for a Gove1nment budget.
We arc ready and willing to be taxe<l to attain our great aims, but
there must from now on be no lost motion in the application of these
funds. Let us immediately adopt the budget system.
·

The Cabinet has nothing to do with the proceeding; no power
to pass on the ·estimates.
Ther·e is no executi\e responsibility upon the President; the
legislati\e braricll prepares in detail the financial measures.
What do they know as to the intricacies of the various depart·
ments? Bills are amended on the floor nnd changed in conference.
None of the committees consult with other committees as W.
the expen<litm·es.
It is true auditors are appointed; but what reports does Congress ever have and what CO?Sideration does it ever give to the
spending of the ·money? The whole thing is a financial farce.
There is absolutely no finandal policy. Our financial methods
are no better thnn the methods used in running a peanut stand
on the corner. We appropriate money ns if there were no end
to national resources. In time the steady pressure of the people who must pay the cost of goyernment will force the American Congress to a change in its present system.
There is no coordination or cooperation. The auuiting is
done by the same department that spends the money.
III.
ADVA"TAGES OF A BUDGET SYSTEM.

I shall refer in a moment or two to the budget system of
England, which seems to be the best in the nature of a model
for the rest of the "\\Orld; tnt I want briefly to set forth some
of the general advantages of a butlget system.
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(a) The finances of the Nation are considered as a unit.
There is a constant picture showing the expenditures and revenues. There is a financial program. It produces equilibrium
in that the expenditures of all the departments are considered
with relation to each other and with :he national income. It
places responsibility upon the executive branch of the Govern.:nent for initiating the budget. It places responsibility upon
the Iegi lative branch for the carrying out of the budget.
(b) It nationalizes public finance. That is the main advantage in it. The appropriations will be made for national
purpo es and not for local. The approprmtions for creeks
with practically no water and public buildings i:l little towns
can not be made without the sanction of the respective departments.
An attempt to appropriate for a public building at Podllnk
must have the. sanction of the Post Office Department. After
that there would have to be the assent of the Treasury before
the item would be put in the estimate. And it would be consid-,
ered fl·om the standpoint of the NatiDn and not how the appropriation might affect some votes. Members c:m not offer amendment increasing appropriations. We would be spared the ridiculous spectacle at the close of most appropriation bills of Members on their feet offering every kind' of an amendment that may
aid in local matters.
(c) It is a business program for the year. Everyone then can
know the condition of the Nation's finances. Everything is in
th~ open. There is no mystery about it. The public will take
more interest in the finances of the Nation. The budget system
makes for economy. Experts will have passed upon the itPms.
Oratot·lcal efforts in Congress can not raise them. The sums
can not be increased. ,
In short, the budget system enables the Go"retnment to have a
definite financial policy.
(d) Cabinet officials under the system must have a place upon
the floor so they may be questioned as to the estimates for their
respective departments.
We have seen within the last few weeks a bill before. the Senate where questions regarding items were asked in vain .. There
was no one to reply. The Secretaty of Agriculture should have
been here, and would be under a budget system, to answer the
questions.
Cabinet officers would not need to be Members of Congress, but
it is essential that some provisions be made for the questioning
of them upon the floor. Why should it not be? They already
have the right to be upon thE> floor.
(e) Every budget system provides for a method of acccounting. This should be done by officers not connected with the departments spending the mone.,v-by officers appointed, as in
England, at high salaries and absolutely free of politics al1d removable only by impeachment. The fact that Congre s will
criticize the estimates has a healthy effect upon their pi·eparation. Departments have a wholesome respect for congressional
criticism and investigation.
IV.
BlliTISH. SYSTE:U.
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tion of the executive department before appropriations could
be made?
Mr. KENYON. I am going to refer to that under the next
heading.
Mr. POINDEXTER I shall be pleased to hear the Senatot~
discuss it. ·
1\:lr. KENYON. When the budget is up for <liscussion the opposition can select the ftems they desil·e to discuss.
Heads of departments are on the floor to answer que tlons.
A certain number of days are 'allowed for debate.
The vote is taken on the whole item for the particular service
under consideration.
In 1909 two budgets were refused and Parliament was dis·
solved twice in rapid succession. The budget were not satif;.•
factory to the House of Lords. In 1911 the House of Lords
were absolutely stripped of their power as to the budget, and all
they can do now is to ,give their formal as ent. If that is not
forthcoming, the budget becomes a law in any event, and there
is no power to veto.
When the estimates of the budget are appro'Ved the nppropria·
tion bill is introduced covering the expenditures.
The next step is the execution of the budget and the auditing
and controlling.
The auditing and controlling is perhaps the most important
part of the budget system.
Questions of waste, inefficiency, and economy enter at this
stage of the budget.
Accounting officers account' to Parliament for the proper expenditw·e of the budget.
The comptroller and auditor general is an independent officer
eontrolUng the exchequer and audit department.
The public accounts committee is formed by statute as it.
standing commUtee of 15 members, the chairman of which comeS'
from the opposition.
The comptroller and auditor general reports to this committee
the result of his audit.
This committee is perhaps the most important instrumentality
of the budget. It may investigate any que tion. The committee meets frequently. It in\estigates any irregularities. It
may call wi tne ses.
Its reports are submitted to Parliament. Everything relating
to the audit must be explained to the satisfaction of the committee.
The existence of this public accounts committee keeps the
officials of the Government in a state of mind where they are
very careful as to expenditures, as they are very de •irous of
not bringing about criticism.
The report of this committee goes not only to Parliament
but to the treasury, and these reports are printed.
Perhaps-the strongest feature of parliamentary control is tho
audit of the comptroller and auditor general hereinbefore ro•
ferred to. He Ls an officer independent of the treasury and
independent of the executive branch of the Government. He rc·
ceives a very high salary and is appointed for life. He is supposedly beyond the reach of every in.tluence.
Under the French budget system the estimates aro submitte<l
to the Chamber or· Deputies, who in torn refer the same to the
budget committee. This committee may write a new bill or
refer it back to the min.i,ster of finance.
The French system is· much more comp1icafed than the
British. The budget can be changed under ' the French system
on the floor of the assembly in either bouse, but in England it
is considered only by the Commons sitting as a committee of
tbe whole bouse, and it is necessary that there be executive
consent in order· to make changes.
Under the Japanese system the Diet can not incrca. e any ito.m
of expenditure.
In Switzerland the National Assembly can change the budget,
but it is seldom done. In case of disagreement with the execu-.
tive the attempt is made to smooth out the differences.
I do not care to discus~ the workin~ of the budget system in
Germany. Nothing done by Germany is pleasant to discuss.
Suffice it to say that a "budget" bas been successful in the
most autocratic form of government--Germany-and in the
most democrauc:-switzerland.
The control of the treasury in Britain over the budget does
not injure the- public service. It makes it essential for a dc1·
partment desiring increased expenditures to show the reason
why. In that way the treasury stands between the spending
department and the taxpayer; between waste and economy.
The House of Commons holding the purse strings has really
given over the initiative to the executive branch of the Go\ern•
ment. But the house has given up no right of critici m anu it
is not compelled to accept the policy of the ministry in power.
It can force resignation of the ministry or dissolution of Parlia-

Tlle workings of the budget system in England are generally
pointed to as the most successful method of handling national
finances. Britain has a responsible mini try, which makes easier
the working out of the budget. That is one of the difficulties
of our sy. tern, in that we have no responsible ministry.
The cabinet there settles the· financial policy covering both
expenditures, and the method of raising the money. The cabinet receives estimates from the chancellor of the exchef!uer for
tlie civil departments, aml from the first lord of the admiralty for
the navy, and from the secretary of state for war for the army.
'rbe responsibilit;J for the preparation of the estimates. except
for the · army and navy, re. ts upon the treasu~y. The treasury
consists of tbe chancellor of the ercbequer, fir. t· lord of the trea!Y
ury, and a, number nf minor lords. The chancellor of the exchequer, chief official of the trensury, pr~sent the bud:ret at the
demand of the Crown. This is done as soon after the close of the
fiscal yenr as possible.
Over 200 years ago tbe Honse of Commons adopted a rule that
it would consider no motion putting a charge upon public revenue· unless recommended by the executive. Items in the
budget can not be increased. They may be diminished, but if a
substantial item were diminish~ it would be a challenge to the
Government and might result in the resignation of the cabinet
or a going to the country for a vote of confidence.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. President-T'h e PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Iowa
yield to the Senator from Washington?
1\lr. KENYON. Cer~<tinly.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. 'Would it not require an amendment to
ihe Constitution of the United States to require a recommenda- ~-~n~
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Under the British system the cabinet has complete control as ing the money, will be a constant restraint, and the criticism
to initiating the budget.
of Congress will likewise be a restraining influence.
In our Kation there is no control of expenditures; no system;
l\Ir. VARD.Al\IAN. May I ask the Senator if his plan provides
absolutely_nothing but chaos.
for giving the Cabinet and the board which makes up the budget
I now refer to the question asked by the Senator from Wash- the authority to fix the amount to be appropriated and deny
ington [l\Ir. POI -nExTEn]. I realize that it is an important con- to Congress the right to increase or reduce it?
stitutiO!Jal question.
. Mr. KENYON. I wish to say, l\Ir. President, that I have not
v.
suggested any plan. My resolution is for the appointment of
Woulu the adoption of the budget system require a consti- a commission consisting of three Members of the Senate, three
Members of the House, and three economists to be appointed by
tutional amendment?
the President to consider the general subject of a budget and
'Vhat provisions of the Constitution will be violated?
Nothing is found in the Constitution with reference to the report to Congress. There is nothing in it that binds Congress.
President's duty as to public finance, unless it be the general My own idea, which the Senator asks me about is that the
statement that the President "shall from time to time give- to estimates should come with the approval of the Cabinet in the
the Congress information of the state of the Union and recom- form of a budget to Congress. They are then before Con "Tess
mend to their consideration such measures as he shall judge f~r d~SCl_lSSion, and Congress to have no right to raise any apnece ary and expedient; * * * he shall take care that the piopriatlon without the approval of the executive branch of the
Government.
laws be faithfully executed."
Mr. VARDAMAN. Does not the Senator think that is a Jon"
Further, Article I, section 9, provides:
No money shall be drawn from the Treasury but in consequence of step toward the concentration of all power in the Executive? o
Mr. KENYON. Not at all. I am not in favor of the concenappropriations made by law; and a regular statement and account of
1he receipts and expenditures of all public moneys shall be published tration of power in the Executive any more than is the Senator.
from time to time.
bu.t. <;ougress would have, of course, the absolute power of
This makes it essential that C.ongress appropriate for the CritiCISJD and the power to reduce appropriations. Congress
expenditures. As to the raising of revenue, the Constitution could go to the departments. For instance, if the Senator
provides, Article I, section 7:
desired an appropriation for a public building he wou1d take
All bills for 1·aising revenue sh:~.ll originate in the House of Repre- it up with . the Post Office Department and show the ' necessity
sentatives; but the Senate may propose or concur with amendments of the building. After the Post Office Department had. passed
as on other bills.
on it 1t would go to the Treasury Department. The condition
The inquiry may well arise, as suggested by the Senator from of the Treasury would be taken into consideration. The ques'Va hington, whether a budget prepared by the Treasury and tion would be, Is this a national proposition, or is it ju t a
ratified by the Cabinet, which covered the raising of revenue little local proposition somewhere? It would then puss to the
as well as the appropriation of money, could originate in that Cabinet for ratification in t11e general budget estimates to be subway or must originate in the House of Representatives. If the mitted to Congress.
revenue measure were introduced in the House that would cover
Mr. VARDAl\!AN. But the power of the Executive to appoint
the purpose of the constitutional provision. The bill then would the commission is absolute, and Congress is only advisory. The
have originated there in the constitutional sense. That would Representatives of the people who pay the tax-es would act only
.
not be very different from many of the bills now that are pre- in an advi ory capacity under that plan.
. pared and sent here and introduced.
Mr. KENYON. Congress could defeat the entire ·budget, of
Now, the Senate may substitute an entire revenue bill for the course. I will state to the Senator very frankly that it does
House bill, and in that way violate the spirit, though not the shift the responsibility for initiating expenditures from Congress to the executive brunch of the Government.
letter, of the Constitution.
Mr. WADSWORTH. Will the Senator allow me?
The Constitution provides, Article I, section 5: "Each House
Mr. KENYON. Certainly.
may determine the rules of its proceedings." This provision would
be ample to sustain the buuget, as the budget can be made almost
Mr. WADSWORTH. I have always been intensely interestetl
entirely a matter of procedure. There is no constitutional pro-. in this subject; it was discussed in the New York constitutional
vision for committees or for the privileges of the floor. These convention ; and I wish to observe, connected with the remark of
are mutters of rules, anti a budget system could be put into· force the Senator from Mississippi, that I belieYe it would result in
and effect _by changing some rules of both Houses and adopting increasing the power of Congress.
new ones.
_
Mr. KEJ\TYON. I should think that to be true.
If all financial matters, all appropriations, were taken away
Mr. WADS WORTH. Particularly the enforcement of the
from the large number of committees now dealing with these mandate of Congress that the bead of the department must
subjects and placed in one committee, it would go a long way app_e ar before it and answer questions could never do any harm.
toward solving the difficulties. So there could be a rule perMr. KENYON. I thank the Senator for that suggestion. The
mitting the Executive, through a l\Iember, to introduce the budget head of the department, k.no"\\ing he might come before Congress
into the House; a rule giving ·Seats to members of the Cabinet, to be interrogated about his estimate·, would be very careful.
1\Ir. LEWIS. l\Ir. President-and the right to question them concerning items in the budget.
That question might raise serio-us debate. They now hav-e the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Iowa
privileges of the floor. Of course, no one would expect them yield to the Senator from Illinois?
Mr. KENYON. I yield.
to hu ve a vote or be in any sense considered Members of Congress. That would require a constitutional amendment, but
Mr. LEWIS. If the Senator will allow me to interject an
it is entirely unnecessary to have such procedure.
interrogation, in view of the expres ion of the Senator as to
There could be another rule adopted preventing any motion or what he feels should be the duty of the Cabinet members, if
amendment to change the bm;lget except with the approval of the Cabinet members are to continue to initiate measures and exercise the authority we have seen in later years they have exerexecutive department.
cise(], d.oes not the Senator think the Cabinet members before
Mr. POINDEXTER rose.
they are vested with the power to which the Senator alludes
Mr. KENYON. I yield to the Senator.
1\fr. POINDEXTER. What hope would the Senator from should be elected by the people and be made responsible to the
Iowa have that a transfer of the power of making appropriations people ruther than to be constituted us they now are if they
to the executive department would reduce expenditures, in are to exercise authority such us the eminent Senator feels
view of the fact that it is the almost universal experience of should be given them on the floor of the Senate?
the Government that under our present system the estimates,
l\fr. KENYON. Mr. President, I will very frankly say to the
which are carefully made every year by the executive depart- Senator from Illinois that it does not seem to nie a feasible
ment, always exceed the appropriations made by Congress?
proposition at all to elect members of the Cabinet. I think the
l\Ir. KENYON. I think that is one of the faults that has Senator will observe that in many States now there is a very,
g1·own up under our system. The executive department real- considerable agitation for a short ballot. I know there is a
izes that the committees will cut down its estimates, and movement in many of the States that the governors shall apso it makes its estimates too high. If they felt that the commit- point treasurers and auditors, and for myself I favor it very
tees would not simply cut down without knowing anything about much. I should dislike, howeYer, to see the Cabinet elected by
it they would, I believe, give more careful attention to it. the people. I do not think it would be possible.
Besides that, the Senator will bear in mind that under the
l\Jr. LEWIS. 1\Ir. President, I fear I may not haYe made
buuget system there will have to be a ratification, so to speak, myself clear to the Senator. Does the Senator feer that a
or a concurrence by the Cabinet. The auditing must come in Cabinet member should be allowed to be on the floor of either
there. in :mswer to the Senator's question, too. A separate House; that he should be held responsible and be given authoritY,
and distinct board of auditing, sepa~·ate from the power spent!- to initiate these question:~ without having come from the people?
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Mr. KENYON. . Cabinet members would be on the :floor of
t-ither Hou e only for the purpose of inquiry, to answer as to
their estimates. Wa the Senator from Illinois present when
we had the Agricultru·al bill under consideration? Senator
after Senator arose and asked questions about the Agricultural
bill, but there was no information forthcoming. If we had had
the responsible head of the department here and had asked those
questions, we could have known what we were doing.
1\Ir. LEWIS. I was getting at this point: I am sensitive, I
confess, to either Chamber being occupied by anyone who is not
elected to it or having a right to participate in debate; and since
one begius inquil·y, the other person would have a right to re·
spond, and if i ue was taken with Cabinet members they would
h:n·e a right to argue. Therefore they would be practically de·
hating on the floor and presenting viewpoints when-they represent no constituency and come from no authority. I had assumed that the information which the eminent Senator desired
is furnished by the heads of these different departments before
committee . Am I wrong?
1\Ir. KENYON. I de ire to know what is the Senator's ques·
tion? I did not understand it.
Mr. LEWIS. I had assumed that the heads of the nrious
departments did have the information to which the Senator referred aml conveyed it to committees.
1\Ir. KE~"'YON. They convey their estimates to the Secretary
of the Treasury, and he, in turn, sends to Congress this large
Book of Estimates. The Senator from Illinois has seen estimates for the year. Tho heads of departments, it is true, or
any other witnesses may appear before the committees in reference to bills if the committee request it.
1\fr. LEWIS. Does not the Senator assume that these different committees when informed by heads of departments are able,
then, to furnish the Senate the information such as he states
was ought in vain t;o be had on the Agricultural bill?
Air. KENYON. But the Senator knows they do not keep the
enate very well informed.
Mr. LEWIS. No; I will admit they do not keep it well informed, but I thought the Senator might assume that in the way
I have sugge ted it could be done. I must, however, close. I
will not interrupt the Senator further.
Mr. KE1-.TYON. I am very glad to yield to the Senator.
Mr. LEWIS. I only have this point in my mind: How far
uoes the Senator feel we could adopt the plan of allowing a member of the Cabinet, appointed by the Executive, to come before
ns and participate in the cliscussions-1\Ir. KENYON. I uo not go that far-1\fr. LEWIS. And in the deliberation by their replies and responses in the position they would assume on financial questions?
1\lr. KEl~ON. I do not go to the extent the Senator does at
all, but that they should come before Congress merely for the
purpose of answering inquiries concerning the estimates which
they have pre ented; that is all; not for discussion.
1\Ir. JONES of Washington. Would the Senator from Iowa
permit an intern1ption?
1\Ir. KENYON. Yes.
l\1r. JONES of 'Vashington. I want to ask the Senator
whether he contemplates that a Cabinet officer might bring'
to the Senate floor any of Ws subordinates whom he might
de ire?
1\Ir. KENYON. No; unless the Senatt should especially ask
for the presence of the head of some buren u. I do not think,
for instance, we should assemble the whcle Agricultural Department in the Chamber to answer questions.
1\lr. JONES of Washington. Well, doe& not the Senator know,
as a matter of fact, with the duties that we have imposed upon
various Cabinet officers, that they know practically nothing
about the details of, for instance, an Agricultru·al bill?
Mr. KENYON. No; I do not. 'Ve have had the Secretary
of Agriculture before our committee, and he seemed to know
very thoroughly about all of the details of his department. I
think it i the duty of the Cabinet officer to know about the
details.
Mr. Jo.r·Es of Washington. I think a Cabinet officer ought
to know them, if be can ; but I think, for instance, as to the
Secretary of the Interior, with the duties of various kinds which
we have imposed on him-not against his will, either, for that
matter-it would be impossible for him to be acquainted with
the details of the various administrative features that he must
handle. He has the Geological Survey; he has the Bureau of
Mines ; he has public lands ; he has pensions ; he has the Census Bureau, and all tho e variou activities, and it would be
impossible for him to know the details of the bills concerning
those various matters without consulting the heads of his different bureaus. ·
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Mr. KENYON. I notice-and I say it in no disrespectful
way at all-that members of the Cabinet seem to have plenty
of time to travel around the country and to make peeches, and
I think they have time to come prepared on any subject that
Congress desires to question them about. They could be in·
formed as to the particular matter, if necessary, and be able to
come in and inform the Senate as to it.
As I was proceeding to say, Mr. President, the foundation of
th-e British budget has been a standing order of the House of
Commons, before referred to, adopted oYer 200 years ago, providing that the House would proceed to no measure where there
was any demand made upon the treasury unless the executive
branch of the Government hould recommend it.
It has been said by many authorities that this order may be
considered a fundamental part of the British constitution and
the corner stone ot the budget system in England.
Article 1, section 8, of the Constitution provides: Congre •s
sh,all have powerTo make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying
into execution the foregoing powers, and all the powers ve ted by this Constitution in the Go.-ernment of the United States or any department or officer thereof.

This would seem to give complete power to pa s any legislation needed -for the budget system.
I have not proposed any plan for a budget but have called·
attention to the necessity for some change. Congress is not
informed-and this whole discussion we hnYe here this morn·
ing shows- it-and very few Members haxe given any study to
the question.
My joint re olution does not provide for any plan, but simply
provides for a commission which shall consist of three Members
of the Senate, three Members of the House, and three economists
to be appointed by the President.
What opposition can there be to an investigation of thls subject and the presenting of a plan to Congress? Congress is not
compelled to adopt it. It may change or t•eject it. It "ill at
least be the basi on which to build a better structure of financial
policy for the Government.
In 1915 the committee on State finance of tbe New York State
constitutional convention held hearings on the budget provisions' of the new constitution. Many eminent men discussed
this question. Among them President Lowell, of Harvard University; President Goodnowt of Johns Hopkin~; ex-President
Taft; Chairman Fitzgerald, of the House committee, and others.
This commission should have upon it men of this cl1aracter. No
better selection could be made than ex-President r.raft or l\1r.
Fitzgerald, formerly of the House committee. I am not concerned "ith who is on the commi ion, and it may be wl e to
have more economists and fewer 1\lembers of Congre . I apprehend, however, that 1\:lembers of Congress will desire to have
considerable to say about any change in plans. Per onally I
had rather have the information come from a commission that
had upon it no l\Iember of Congre , but I realize that such a
thing is impo~ ible.
1\Iany of the State ~ hn e abandoned the obsolete method of
finance and have adopted budgets. . Maryland has adopted a constitutional amendment on tl'ie subject. Wisconsin has what is
known as the" Tanner System." The States are awake to the
situation. The busine men of the Nation are awake. The
only Rip Van Winkle on the subject is Congre ·s. It is time for
Congress to wake up and give to the Nation a sound method of
finance instead of the pre ent farcical method of dealing with
governmental expenditure.
I do not pretend, 1\Ir. President, to sugge t ju ·t wllat plan
should be adopted. A budget system, ns I have sugg ted to
the Senator from 1\Iissis ippi, nece rily shift responibility
for initiating appropriation from the legi lative to the executive
branch. I do not know that Congress will ever be willing to
do that; I do not know that Congres will be willing to take
any action Jimiting 'its power to increase items in approprintlou bills. If it '"ill not, it can not adopt a sy tem that will
amount to anything as a budget plan. I am merely urging this
proposition out of an earnestness that I feel. The e tremendous
expenditures of public money are now reaching beyond what
our most nvid imagination could ever conceive of, - and the •
people of the country, paying these taxe , are going to scan
very clo ely oppropriations made by Congre , and Congre s is
going to -be forced by tl1e exigencies of the sihtation, if this
war goes on for many years, to do its level best to ti:y to see
that public money is spent and accounted for with the same
fidelity that the private money of a ward would be spent and
accounted for by a guardian.
1\Ir. FLETCHER. 1\Ir. President, may I a k the Senntor a
question?
The .PRESIDING OFFIQER. Do the Senator from Iowa
yield to the Senator from Florida?
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Mr. KENYON. Certainly.
.ADJOURNMENT TO MONDAY.
Mr. FLETCHER. It would seem that some improvement
1\fr. MARTIN of Virginia. I move that when the Senate admight be made in the present system, but I am ~ot clear that
we could derive very much advantage by authorizmg the heads journs to-day it adjourn to meet on Monday next at 12 o'clock
meridian.
of tbe departments to appear before the Houses of Congress.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the motion
Th v now appear before the various committees in regard to
various subjects in connection with which appropriations are ot the Senator from Virginia.
Mr. .JONES of Washington. Just a moment. Before tha
asked. I am afraid that if we authorized the heads of the departments to appear here in the Senate we would not have more question is. put, I will ask the Senator if he does not hope that
than a committee meeting to ask questions. However, l ask before Monday the Senate will have the deficiency appropriathe Senator if he does not think that perhaps his plan or the tion bill now being considered in the House?
Mr. l\fARTll~ of Virginia. If so, the Comliiittee on Approadoption of some wise budget system would ?elp to so~e- extent
to do away with duplication of work? I thmk many, 1f I may priations can proceed with its consideration. I do not 'believe
sa. so, of our unnecessary expenditures arise by reason of ove.r- we will have the bill before that time-; but if we should, it will
lapping and duplication of work of employees and endeavor m not interfere with the- work on the bill, for the committee can
the various departments and in divisions of departments. If consider it; in faet, the committee will go to work to-morrow
the bucl,.et system or plan which the Senator has in mind could morning at 10 o'clock, and the absence of a technical reference
help ac~omplish the- abolition of that duplication, I ha-ve no. of the bill by the Senate to the COilllLittee will not interfere
with the progress of our work. I will say that I am induced
doubt there wo_u ld be a great deal saved in that way.
Mr. KENYON. Mr. President, I suggest to the Senatoy that to make this motion because members of the Finance Comthe very inquiry shows the necessity of some commissiOn _to mittee tell me the work of that committee can not go along unstudy the question as provided in the resolution. The commiS- interruptedly and efficiently with the Senate in session, and they
sion would take up subjects of that kind. The Senator prob- are very anxious for the short adjournment in order that the
ably knows vastly more about that than I do, but I know that work on the revenue bill may be facilitated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question i on the motion
there is a waste in the dUI>lication refen·ed to; and every Memthe Senator- from Virginia.
ber of Congress knows that there is duplication of w?r~{. Those of The
motion was agreed to.
are questions to be considered by the proposed c_omiDisswn.
Mr: FLETCHER. And perhaps, in adjusting the budget plan,
CIVIL-SERVICE RETIREMENT.
that would all be gone over and considered, and a system finally
Mr. McKELLAR. I move that the Senate proceed to the
reached that would abolish that duplication to some extent.
consideration of the bill (S. 4637) for the retirement of emMr. KEl'lYON. Yes.
ployees in the classified civil service.
- 1\fr. FLETCHER. It seems to me that might be a very imporMr. VARDAMAN. I move that the Senate adjourn.
tant feature.
Mr. 1\fcKELLAR. I thought I had the floor, .I!Jl'. President
l\Ir. KENYON. Even if this commission did not report in
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair doubts whether the
favor of any budget plan, they could report on matters of that Senator from Mississippi can take the Senator off his feet to
kind, I assume,
make a motion to adjourn.
l\1r . .JONES of Washington. l\fr. President-lli. VARDAl\IAN. What was the observation of the Chair?
Mr. KENYON. I yield to the Senator.
_
I did not catch it.
l\fr. JONES of 'Vashington. l\1r. President, while I can see
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair is in doubt whether
Oifficulties in the way, yet 1 do think that the proposal of ~e the Senator can move to a djourn when the Senator from TenSenator for a commis ion to study and investigate the matter IS- nessee has the floor- and is addressing the Chair.
a Yery good thing and I can not see any very valid objection to
l\fr. "YARD~. ~ thought the Senator from Tennessee
it. What I rose,' however, to suggeJ t was th1s: The Senator made his moti n and Yielded the fio<?r.
suggested that the Senate might hesitate about adopting a propo- , 1\fr. 1\IcKELLAR. _I made the mot~on to be put to the SP.nate.
sition that would permit them to refuse to consider any proposed , . Mr. VARDAMAN. When the motwn was made the Senator
expenditure that was not recommended by a department. I do did yield the floor.
.
.
n~t think a proposition like that ought to shock the Senate very
lllr. LODGE. ~1r. President, e-ye~ though a motwn was made
much, because we have gone to a certain extent along that very b~ t~e .s~ator fiom Te~essee, It .Is open to the Senator from
line. We ha\e a rule that in the consideration of appropriation . :MissiSSIPPI to make a motion to adJourn.
The PRE.SIDING OFFIC~R. Th~ Sen~tor from ~enne see
bills amendments of a certain character providing appropriations are not in order unle s estimated for by a department or mad~ a motion to proceed to the considera?on of the bill named
unles they ~onform to certain other conditions that allow them by him. The Chm~_had. not put that question.to the Se?a~e. ~n~,
to be considered ,vi-thout such an estimate. we have in that therefore! t~e Chan thinks that the Senat?r f rom ~liSSISstppl,
~
ul
· 1
eco,.nized the importance of having the perhaps, lS m order, and can make the motion to adJourn. The
very r e ou~se ves r
~: ~
Senator from Mississippi will withhold his motion so tha t the
recomme?dation
otf·
a
de~tahr~ent.
Senate may receive a message from the House of RepresentaThen, m connec wn wi nver and b ar bor appropriation bills ' tives
the Commerce Committee, as the Senator knows, bas a sort
1\1. VARD.A~1AN Certainly
of r ule that no item shall be put on a bill unless recommended
r.
·
·
by the department; and while that rule has not always been
DEATH oF REPRESE..."'iTATIVE MEEKER.
followed-A message from the House of Representatives, by .J. C. South,
Mr. KENYON. They never observed that rule while I was a its Chief Clerk, communicated to the Senate the intelligence
member of the committee, but usually everything was put on of the death of Hon. JAcon EDwiN MEEKER, late a Representative
the bill that was recommended by a particular member of the from the State- of Missouri, and transmitted resolutions of the
committee who lived in the State where the improvement was House thereon.
contemplated. .
Mr. WILFLEY. I ask that the resolutions of the House be
Mr . .TONES of Washington. I think the Senator is hardly laid before the Senate.
correct in that. I know of some instances where items were put
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair lays before the Sen.
on that did not have the recommendation of the department, but ate resolutions of the House of Representatives, which witl be
there were very few of them.
read.
Mr. KE~TYON. Yes; that is true; but I know that during the
The Secretary read the resolutions, as follows:
ShOrt time I served On that COmmittee SOme items were put On
I~ THE HOUSE- OF REPRESENTATIVES <Hi THE UNITED STATES,
that had no recommendation.
october 16, 1918.
lllr. JONES of Washington. I know there were one or two,
Resolv ed That the House bas heard with profound sorrow of the
but not very many, and I know that there was quite a contest death of H:'on. JACOB EDWIN MEEKEn, a Representative from the State
at the time in the Senate upon the proposition that the depart- of Missouri.
ment had not recOIIilllended items. I do not believe, however-,
EesoZvea, That a committee of 20 Members of the House, with such
o.f the Senate as may be joiruld, be appointed to attend the
that there would be very substantial opposition in th{' Senate Members
fu
1
to a general proposition along the line I have indicated.
~C::Oived, That the Sergeant at Arms of the House be aut!1oriz('(} and
.. p rem·dent, provisions
directed tooftake
such
steps as and
may that
be necessary
for earrymg
the
1\lr. KENYON. All I have to say, in closing, ,.,..
.~.u.~..
these
resolutions,
the necessary
expenses out
1n conIs that I have submitted these remarks in order that the Senate nection therewith be paid out of the contingent fund of the House.
may if they will, think about the proposition. I shall move to
RcsoZved, That, as a further mark of respect, this House do now
take~ up the resolution to which I have ref..:lrred at the conclu- adjourn.
sion of the consideration of the bill which is now the unfinished
Mr. 'VILFLEY. 1\Ir. President, I send to the desk resolutions,
which I ask to have read.
business.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will read the
The SPEA.KER. Pending the motion of the gentleman from
resolutions.
Tennessee, the gentleman fl"Om Kentucky asks unanimous conThe Secretary read the resolutions (S. Res. 321), as follows:
sent that general debate be limited to 45 minutes.
Mr. SHERLEY. Thirty minutes to be controlled by the genResolt; ed, That the Senate has heard with profound sorrow the announcement of the death of lion. JACOB EDWIN MEEKER, late a Repre- tleman from Illinois [Mr. CANNON] and 15 minutes by myse)f.
sentative from the State of Missouri.
Mr. HEFLIN. Reserving the right to object, I may want
Resolv ed, That a committee of 10 Senators be appointed by the Vice
·
President, to join the commlttee appointed on the part of the House of 10 minutes' time myself.
Representatives, to attend the funeral of the deceased.
Mr. WALSH. The gentleman knows how to get it, does he
Resolved~ That the Secretary communicate a copy of these res()lutions
not?
to the House of Representatives.
Mr. HEFLIN. I understand the five-minute rule.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the adopThe SPEAKER. That general debate be limited to 45 mintion of the resolutions.
utes, 30 minutes to be controlled by the gentleman from Illinois
The resolutions were unanimously agreed to.
[Mr. CANNON] and 15 minutes by the gentleman from Kentucky.
Under the second resolution the Presiding Officer appointed as Is there objection?
the committee on the part of the Senate Mr. REED, Mr. WILFLEY,
Mr. HEFLIN. Reserving the right to object, I will ask the
Mr. 'VATSON, Mr. SUTHERLAND, Mr. NEw, Mr. KENYON, Mr. gentleman from Kentucky if there will be any chance for my
HAnDING, Mr. BECKHAM; Mr. KnmY, and Mr. CURTIS.
getting 10 minutes? I do not know that I want to speak, but
1\fr. WILFLEY. Mr. President, as a further mark of respect I would like to haye it reserved if necessary.
to the memory of the deceased Representative, I move that the
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, I am simply following the eviSenate adjourn.
dent wish of the House in trying to expedite the consideration
The motion was unanimously agreed to; and (at 1 o'clock and of the bill. I yesterday took considerable . time myself, but I
45 minutes p. m.) the Senate adjourned until Monday, October took it for the purpose of the explanation of the bill, and only
21, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
that, without in any sense diverging from that purpose. I had
hoped that we might go on with the reading of the bill this
morning, and that such debate as might be necessary might deHOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
velop under the five-minute rule. I think I may be able to
give the gentleman from Alabama 5 or 10 minutes out of the
THURSDAY, Octobe1• 1'l, 1918.
15 I have re erved if he thinks that he needs it. But unless he
now knows that he wants it, I suggest that we go along under
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
the request that I have made.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the folMr. HEFLIN. M:r. Speaker, I will not object, and leave it to
lowing prayer :
the gentleman from Kentucky to .give me the time if I want it.
Eternal God, whom we have been taught to worship .as
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the genFather, we bless Thee for the rich and varied endowments of tleman from Kentucky?
mind and soul which constitute us progressive beings, lifting
There was no objection.
us to clearer visions of Thee and the laws which environ us and
The motion of l\Ir. BYRNS of Tennessee was then agreed to.
hast made character the supreme test.
Accordlng1y the House resolved itself into Committee of the
1\Iake us strong in our convictions, pure in our desires, and Whole Hom;e on the state of the Union for the further considerathus lead us onward and upward to a closer relationship with tion of the bill H. R. 13086, with Mr. GARRETT of Tennesse in the
chair.
Thee.
Again, 0 God, our IIea'\"enly Father, are we reminded of the
1\:lr. CA1\TNON. Mr. Chait·man, I yield 1u minutes to the genbrief tenure of this life by the sudden and unexpected death tleman from New York [Mr. MAGEE].
of a Member of this legislati'\"e body. Strengthen our faith and
Mr. MAGEE. Mr. Clulirman, I a k unanimous consent to
that of his friends and admirers, especially those to whom he extend and revise my remark ·.
·
was nearest and dearest, in the I:u·ge1~ life to which he has been
The CHAIRl\lAN. Is there objection to the reque t of the
called and to which we arc all rapidly tending and fit us for gentleman from New York?
There was no o.bjection.
the ine'\"itable change.
Mr. l\IAGEE. l\lr. Chairman and gentlemen, I appreciate that
" It lies aroun<l us like a cloud,
the chairman is anxious to get along with this bill, and I will
A world we do not see ;
not take up any more time of the House than I absolutely have to.
Yet the sweet closing of an ere
Mr. Chairman, the pending bill authorizes appropriations
May bring us there to be.
aggregating $6,345,755,666.04. When we consider that th\3
"Sweet hearts around us throb and beat,
bonded indebtedness of the United States on October 31, 1865,
Sweet helping hands are stirred,
was only $1,163,769,611.89 (Spaulding's Financial History of
And palpitates the '\"eil between
the War, p. 201), and that our governmental expenditures
With brcatllings almost lteard."
from January 1, 1791, to January 1, 1914, only totaled approxiAmen.
mately $28,000,000,000 (Dewey's Financial History of the
The Jotu'llal of the proceedings of ye ·terday was rend and ap- United States), and that this bill is merely a deficiency measure,
proved.
it is apparent that our present rate of public expenditures is
- EXTENSIO~ OF REMARKS 1.:-i TITE RECORD.
quite beyond human conception. The aggregate expenditures
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, under existing estimates.
will probably exceed $35,000,000,000, of which amount the 'Vn.r
consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD.
Department will undoubtedly get at least $25,000,000,000. An
The SPEAKER. Upon what subject?
Mr. MOORE of Pennsyl'\"ania. To include an address made annual expenditure of $35,000,000,000 means in round figures
$96,000,000 per day, $4,000,000 per hour, $66,000 per minute,
by me on waterways.
.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Pennsyl'\"ania asks and $1,100 every second.
I do not speak in any spirit of criticism, but from a sense of
unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD on
duty and responsibility as a Member of the House. I speak as
waterways. Is there objection?
a Member who has supported every 'var measure demanded bY.
There was no objection.
the Executive for the vigorous and successful prosecution of the
FIRST DEFICIENCY APPROPni.A.TION BILL.
war. The President says that we must win the war. I stancl
1\lr. BYRNS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I move that the upon that platform with all my heart and soul. It is our duty,
House resolve itself into Committee of the 'Vhole House on the in time of war in the prosecution thereof, to sustain and hol<l
state of the Union for the further consideration of the bill H. R. up the hand of the President of the United States, as Commander in Chief of the Army and the Navy, whoeve1· he may be.
13086, the first deficiency bill.
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, pending that motion I ask It is the imperative duty of all loyal American citizens in this
unanimous consent that general debate be limited to 10 minutes. great crisis to concentrate all t11eir thoughts, all their energies,
1\fr. CANNON. Let me say to the gentleman that I have ap- and all their resources into an irresistible unit for the sole purplications for time by the gentleman from Kansas [Mr. CAMP- pose of bringing the war to a speedy conclusion by victory.
We must not forget, however, that in the minds of the
DELI.] for 10 minutes and the gentleman from New York [Mr.
MAGEE] for 15 minutes, and for safety I think the gentleman had American people exists this question: "Are public funds being
better make the request for 30 minutes, and the last 5 perhaps wisely, economically, and lawfully expended?" You on the
other side of the aisle will soon find out that you are making a
will not be used.
~fr. SHERLEY.
Then, Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous eon- great mistake in getting so absorbed in your greed for a consent that general debate be limited to 45 minutes, reserving tinuance in power that you will not see what even the blind
can feeL PuWic sentiment is rapidly crystallizing upon this
15 minutes for myself.
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question, arid demands not only that the Congress adopt the
budget sy tern, but that the Oongres exercise careful supervision over the- expenditur of public moneys, ami take reasonable
precnutions against waste, el..rtravagarrce, and unlawfulness.
The Ssracuse Po t-Standard on September 24, ~9~8, contained the following editorial :
A COMMITTEE CN EXPENDITURES.

The committee of the House of Representatives which ranks first in
importan<'e is Ways and Means; it determines how tbe money necessary for the support of government shall be raised. Next in lmporta.nce
is the Committee on Appropriations; it determines generally where t.be
money shall go. There is no committee on expenditures to see that
the money ts honestly and wiFely spent
The propo: ition that the House shall have a co"!tlmittee on expenditures with the broadest powers ot' audit, completing with the Ways
and Means anu Appropriations Committees the circle of legislative
control of the Nation's purse, has come befo11e the present Congress as
usuaL Our own Congre sman, Mr. MAGEE, we are glad to say, made a
convincing plea for it. The House rej"ected the propo al as usual. That'
tbe United State Government should have the e.s entlals ot a: budget
system necessary for the conduct of all corporate l)usiness is npparently:
not to be considered.
There are committees on expenditures to be sure. Their number is
their condemnation. one for each of the 10 departments who. e heads'a.re in the Cabinet, one- for public buildings_ none fpr any of .the multitude oi other agencies for the spending of money. The chairmen of
the 11 committees, working: independently, do not take their duties very
seriously, but they all have fine comm.ittee rooms.
To do away with all these committeea and substitute a committee on
expl'nditures, with power to hold every department of Government
to strict accountability for its expenditures-, would be statesmanship.

TI1e New York. Tribune. on. September 23, 1918, contained the
following editorial :
DODGING THE INEVITABLE.

Tile House of Representatives luls once more refused to create a committee on war expenditures. The House usually shrinks from modernizing its procedure and conforming its methods of doing business to n~w
requirements. A committee on expenditures would be a radical innovation. Therefore the majority in the preRent House will have nont> of
it. This fear is un:r.easonin"". It obst:ru~ts a recasting of the rela..tlons of the le~slative branch to appropriations and expt>nditur<>s whlch
our war expenence has made tnevitable. We could blunder along without a budget system and without a rational apportionment of l""esponsibUity for our national outlay while· we were spending only $1,000,006 000
to $1,500,000.000 a year. But it is preposterou ·to go ahead ·sp-ending
$20,000,000 1000 o.r $25,000,QOO,OOO a year without the safeguards of
admini trative accountability and legislative audit and controL
We have been proceeding on the mistaken theory tfiat Congress iS:
competent to originate and determine down to the last. deta11 the
expenditures of the executive branch, and that it is a normal function
of the executive to audit its own expense accounts. Chaos na:turally
results from such a confusion of duties. It is only a form of words
to ay that the House and Senate appropriation committee~ any longer
decide what the executive departments are to spend. 'More than ever
bf'tore the legisfa:tive committees merely register the decisions of executive officials. It could not be otherwise. Secretary Mc-Adoo has even.
intervened to control the details of taxation and of other revenue:
legislation. And he has a logical right to do so. Under any wellconsidered fi cal sclleme the executive ought to accept full .responsibility f1lr the outlay neces ary to carry out its plans:. Congress reallytakes over a routine administrative function: when it decide& of its
own motion what ought to be spent by each department, bureau, commission, and so on down to the pettiest agency of government.
· Under- an intelligent budget system Congress- would merely voteappropriations in the mass. That would end forever the · dangerouS'
fiction which permits the administration to wash its hands of all
accountability for the sum total of appropriations-. But having fixed
thet rP.sponsibillty where it belongs, €ongres would be entitled to
as ume the broadest po"sible powers of audit. Having voted the money,
it would see to it that that money was wisely and profitably S1Jent.
Congress can not function: efficiently until it creates a real committee
on expenditures, supplanting the various make-believe committees on
expenditures in the various departments carried for window-dressing
purposes, in it present organization.
The House and the Senate should actually "hold the purse" through
a strict auditin.~r of accounts. C'ongress is the natural forum in which
to discuss and settle all questions as to the wisdom and usefulness of
national outlay.
Think of the enormous ~in in economy and in publlc morale whicfi·
would reRUit if Congres mt>n were limited to the r<He of critics o:f
expenditure and were E-fi'ectually barred from acting as promoter of
puJ11ic building, r1ver and harbor, and other "p-ork-barrel" extra-vagances for the bf'nefit of local interests. This Con~ress is too deep in
the ruts of the past to feel the need o.f new methods and a new outlook.
If the Republicans carry the nert House they can do nothing more·
timely and con tructlve than to create that vital auditing committee
at which the. torpor and timidity of the pTesent Congress balk.

Under date of September 14, 1918, the committee on State
and municipal taxation of the Chamber of Commerce of the
State of' New York, in its report on the pending- revenue bill,
said, in part :
. Any ta:r system, especially in times of stress, wbfch has a recognized
tendency to produce profligacy and corruption, should be supplemented
l:ly measures to cherk these evils. Your committee believes tlurt the
House of Representatives should establish a vigorous auditing committee, amply provided with assistance and authority and under the
chairmanship of a member ot tbe minority party.
1\Ir. HASTINGS. 1\lr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

1\ir. 1\L\.GEE. I have oniy a little time, a:nd wiH be glad to
yield if the gentleman can get me more time.
.l \tr. HASTINGS. I was- just going to a k why you did not
adopt the budget system when the Republlcan Party was in
power~ [Applause· and tuugbter on the Denrocratic side.}
:Mr. MAGEE. Under the RepubUcan Party there was· a com;...
e:issioll: on Economy and Efficiency appointed,. and President
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Taft sent a message to the Coniress approving the report of
that commission_
Mr. HASTINGS. You were in power for 40 years and you
never attempted it.
Mr. MAGEE. When public sentiment began to crystallize a
Republican administtation created a Commission on Economy
and Efficiency on "the need for a national budget." On June
27,. 1912, President Taft sent a message to the Congress appr:ov1 ing the recommendations of the commission and recommended
to the Congres~ tile enactment of the legislation necessary to·
put into effect such recommendations. A Democratic admini tration starved to death the commis ion..
1\:Iy contention is that it is as necessm:y to conser\e our financial re ources as our food products. Our people give without
stint, but we can retain their absolute confidence only by showing them that the funds given .have been wisely and- lawfully
expended. They are at least entitled to that, and we shirk
our responsibility w~en we persistently refuse to render any
accounting of public expenditures.
The administration hits obtained the services of a former
justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, one of the
great lawyers of the country, to determine where a few
financial drop have gone. I am unwilling to concede that we
have not s~cient ability and intelligence in the membership
of the House tO' investigate and make an efficient report upon
public expenditure . 1\Iy observation is that the membershlp
of the House contains its fair share of the best business ability
and nest legal· taient irr the country.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Does not the gentleman think also.
that the House would know best where to go to get that information?
Mr. UAGEE~ Yes: I appreciate that the Committee on
Appropriations in the preparation of this bill ha been painstaking, conscientious, and performed excellent ernce. But that
does not meet the situation. We have no authodt::Ltive body
to investigate public expenditures and furnish any information
to the House. We simply have to shut our eyes and vote.
We mttst susta-in and back up our incomparable soldiers O\erseas to the utmost limit of tlie Nation's resource . I feel that
it was at Chaterrrr-Thiercy, the gateway to Paris~ where
throuiJ"h the heroism of American soldiers the German offensive
ende<f and the Foch offensive began. We all must feel that the·
soldiers of America fighting under the Stars and Stripes alongside of the union jack" of sturdy England and the tricolor of
glorious France will prove- the determining factor in this war ;
and an mu t rejoice to see that the spirit of '76 still exists· in
the youth of America.
This is what a young Frerich woman, lliss · Vromet now
taking spedal com· e~ at Syracuse University, says of om·' boys:
At the Battle of Chatea-u-Tbierry my broth& fought be<lide Amerl•
ffi~ ~f~~~~rs for- the first time, and he told us that the Ameri<'ans fight

[Applause. J
Our soldiers :rnd" sailors overseas and at home must be supplied with the· best of ev:erything. Conseq,uently .it behooves
us to economize in the expenditure of public funus and to make
it om· particular busfness to stop profiteering everywhere. We
can not do this unless we adopt efficient means therefor. In a
speech in t:he House on April 6, 1918, I pointed out how the great
committee on public accounts in the House of Common!'f had
been an ab (}lute check on ,'\·aste, extravagance, and unlawful
expenditures. We imperatively need such a committee here.
Your refusal, gentlemen aero s the aisle, to take some means to
supervise public expenditures will prove yow· undoin~. You
have seen the li~htning flash in the recent elections in l\laipe,
and you will hear the thunder roar in Kew York in November
rlert If- we vote throughout the State by ballot, it may take
until near Christmas to count the Republican vote. [Applause.
on the Republican side.]
As was stated by the distinguished gentleman from illinois
[lUr. CANNON], the American people are amazingly unified .in
tl1eir· determination to push the war to a speedy and successful
conclusion. This is due fn a large part, I think, to the fact that
war was made upon us. When the Congress on April 6, 1917,.
declared that a state of wal" existed between the United States·
and the Impe1iaJ German Government, we an had vividly in
mind the- ruthless attacks without warning by Germany upon
our unarmed merchant ships, flying the Stars and Stripes and
peacefully sailing upon the high seas where they had the .Jawfur
right to be. That was the great mistake of Germany that
doomed her to· defeat. She ought to have· known that every loyal
American citizen would spend the last dollar and sncriiice the
last man, if need be, to protect Old Glory wherever it might
float upon any land or upon a·ny sea. [Applaus~]
1\ir. C&""'"XO'N. l\ir. Chairman, I yiefd 10 miuutes to the gen~
tleman. from Kansas [Mr. CAMPBELL] .
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Mr. Chairman, it is doubtful if

~t any time in the experience of people with. self-government

their representatives h_ave so united for a single purpose as
have the representatives of the American people for the suc·
cessful conduct of this _war. To accomplish that purpose partisanship and personal ambitions have been set aside. ·Marvelous things have been done since this Congress convened on
the 2d of April, 1917. It is almost inconceivable that the
amount of work that has been done could have been accomplished. We have raised and authorized appropriations or appropriated well onto $50,000,000,000. We have proylded for
the raising of the greatest Army ever marshaled m so short a
time. We have increased our Navy and perfected our fighting
organizations on land and sea. Our armies are in action. Our
Navy has accomplished what Germany thought was impossible.
We have taken an army overseas in safety. All these great
things have been authorized and provided for by work done on
this floor. And there has been no party distinction. Unlike
any other war, in the history of this or perhaps any other
country, there has been no minority party. The party in
power has had the cooperation of the minority party in
the enactment of every measure essential in the conduct of
the war. The President has been ungrudgingly granted every
war power he has asked that was essential. I am sure every
other Member of the House has felt as I have felt and worked
and voted as I have voted for every war measure as a solemn
duty to meet a grave responsibility. One seated in the galleries
would not know the leader of the majority from the leader of
the minority or the members of the majority from ' the members
of the minonty by what has been said and done. On war matters amendments offered or voted for, all votes cast have been
without party distinction. And yet, while Members are here
aiding in this way in the conduct of the war, some persons are
campaigning against them upon the ground that their defeat
is necessary to aid in the conduct of the war. Votes cast for
or against amendments in the great mass of legislation that
has been enacted, amendments inconsequential in their general
effect as war measures, are cited as reasons why this should be
done. Votes to recommit bills for amendment are falsely
stated to be votes against the bills. To illustrate: A short time
ago we passed what is known as the man-power bill. Many
Members had serious doubts as to the wisdom of including the
18-year old boys among those first to be sent to the trenches.
The Secretary of War and the President had said it was not
the intention of the administration to send the 18-year-old boys
until the others in the call had been exhausted. In order to
make assurances doubly sure that this intent of the administration should be carried out, an amendment was provided for in
a motion to recommit calling the 18-year-old boys last. Many
of us voted for this motion. The amendment was not carried,
but the President within 24 hours after the man-power bill was
passed, did what he had said had been the purpose of the War
Department and what Members voted for-gave the 18-year-old
boys deferred classification. And yet there are men going
about in congressional districts to-day saying that this or that
Member voted against the man-power bill, voted against raising
the nece sary men to carry on the war. Of course, the men or
set of men, or the newspapers that state or publish such things
know they are making a bold attempt to deceive the people by
gro sly misrepresenting the facts.
l\lr. Chairman, whatever the result of this election may be,
ns to the control of this House, whether the majority shall move
from one side of this aisle to the other, the conduct of the
war, if it has not been concluded, will go on. I am confident,
however, that a Republican House and a Republican Senate- will
give confidence to the country and impetus to the conduct of the
war. 'Ve will look into the expenditures of the money that
has ah·eady been appropriated and that shall be appropriated in
the future. I have believed from the beginning that committees
of Congress should have made the closest inquiry into the manner in which money has been expended. The Committee on Expenditures in the War Department should have kept the _closest
watch on the expenditure of money by the War Department.
We should have stricken with terror those who contemplated
graft or were misapplying funds. It is doubtful if there would
have been the waste or worse than waste of $640,000,000 for
airplanes if those who had the responsibility for expending the
money knew that every step they were taking was being followed
up by committees of Congress, the body that appropriated the
· money. I believe that in the next Congress, with the majority
upon this side and such expenditures being carefully watched,
not to embarrass, not to hinder, but to insure economy and
honesty in the expe-nditure of public funds we shall save money
and expose graft wherever it exists.
Great things are to be done in the future. The greatest problems that have eve1.· confronted mankind will follow upon peace,
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the dawn of which is reddening in the East. I confidently belie"'fe that the constructi"'fe forces of this Nation, those with a
legislative vision and purpose to maintain a high plane of living
and wages and prosperous conditions for the laborers and industrieS of the country when the counh·y is on a peace basis, are
on this side of the House.
For this reason alone, if for no other, th~ American people
will act wisely if they change the leadership from o~e side of
this aisle to the other-from you to us. I do not say this to
you in a bitter partisan way. I believe the constructive legislation of the Republican Party in the past half century amply
justifies the statement I have made. Nothing has demonstrated
itself more forcefully than this: This Nation and the world are
getting the benefit of the results of the constructive legislation
of the last half century, Civilization has been benefited by the
billions of money that have been created by the inspiration of
that legislation under the leadership of the Republican Party.
The great wealth that has been accumulated, the great resources
that have been developed as the result of wise laws have made it
possible for our Government to expend billions on om· own account,
to lerid other billions to our allies, and to send materials and food
to all the world, and in this way to make possible the triumphant victory the allied armies are now approaching. [Applause.]
'£he CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. SHERLEY. lli. Chairman, I yield seven minutes to the
gentleman from Alabama [l\Ir. HEFLII"{].
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, the first speaker on the Republican side this morning
[Mr. MAGEE] has the best record of any Republican in the
House for loyal and whole-hearted support of the administration. If his Republican colleagues had his record, they could
go with better grace to their constituents and ask for reelection. But the gentleman from New York allowed his partisan
zeal to lead him, even in the face of his party's record in this
Holise, to urge that the next House should ·be Republican.
Although he has voted with the Democrats nearly all the time,
he now invites the country to return to " the good old days of
Republican control."
. The gentleman from Kansas [Mr. CA:l'l!PBELL] makes a like
appeal. . He reminds us that constructive statesmanship is on
the Republican side, and that the country should return to
those glorious old days of Republican rule. These suggestions
brought vividly back to me the recollections of the days of
"Aldrichism" and "Cannonism," when Aldrich, the king of the
Rubber Trust, the leader of the Republican Party in the Senate, laid a tariff tax on rubber goods and taxed the American people to put money in his own pockets. I recalled the
time when BruJ.inger, a member of the Republican Cabinet,
was bartering the public domain of the West to Guggenheim
and his kind. I recalled the time in those glorious old days
when Lorimer had bought a seat in the Senate from. the State
of Illinois and was impeached by the Senate of the United
States. These happy recollections of Republican misrule came
trooping in upon my mind as these Republican gentlemen invited us to return to those old days.
In those old days waste and extravagance were rampant in
Republican circles. The Republican President, 1\lr. Taft, said
that you were wasting or squandering ammally at least $100,000,000. But Mr. Aldrich said that it was $300,000,000-and you
gentlemen have the gall to invite us to swap off this Democratic
administration for that old Republican machine. Why, the
power-hungry bosses of the Republican Party are doing everything in their power to get control of the Government. They
are absolutely trying to buy seats in the House and Senate. Go
to Michigan, Illinois, and Colorado, whew your millionaire
candidates are relying for election not upon the patriotism of
the people but upon their [}f)wer to buy the elections. In the
State of Michigan the patriots who believe in clean elections
were unable to get Republican official · to investigate the coiTupt
use of money in the recent Republican senatorial primary and
the Federal court in New York summoned witne ses there.
They have brought them into court, and when the constituted
authority of the country said, "Gentleman, where did you get
this money and how was it used?" they said, "\Ve decline to
tell you." "Take them to jail," said the judge. "All right,
we will go to jail, but we will not tell who furnished the money.,
Three of them were sent to jail by the judge in New York yesterday. Buying and selling seats in the United States Senate
and then defying the constituted autl10rities of the country.
When our boys are fighting and dying in France for om· country, for God's sake let us refuse to sell or surrender the country
to these profiteers and corruptionists here at home! [Applause.]
Do you know what you would do if you got control of this
House and the Senate? I will tell you what would happen.
You would begin at once your presidential campaign and for
two years you would hamper and ham tring the great President
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and defeat his great measures while you played your game of
1920 politics. .
.
.
. Is the coul!try ready for such a miserable performance? It IS
suggested that if you $et control of the House and Senate that
one of your candidates for President will come to Washington
and dictate your policies--one of which will be to tie the hands
of the President of the United States.
. President Wilson has not had the loyal support of the Repub·
lican side. There is no use of trying to deceive yourselves or
the country. ·why, one of yom· ·nUlllber [1\fr. MASON of Illinois]
offered a bill o tie the President's hands and stop the Army
at the ocean's side, and no Republican in either branch of Con·
gre~s ever condemned that act. One of you Republicans [1\Ir.
BRITTEN of Illinois] offered a bill to exempt American boys of
German and Austrian blood from service to that fiag on a for·
eign field, and no one of you on that side, or ln the other branch,
ever condemned thnt act. One hundred and eighty-six of you
vote<l to exempt excessive profits from the provisions of the
war-tax bill. Many of you supported the Cooper resolution.
Many of you supported the McLemore resolution, and many of
you voted against measures that the President wanted passed
to aid him in the conduct of the war.
Gentlemen, let us be fair with onrselYes and with the country.
It would be nothing short of a national calamity, and an international disaster, for the Republican Party to get control of
this House and the Senate at this critical time. Let Pre5i<lent
Wilson have both branches of Congress until tltis war is over.
Lincoln had them, McKinley had them. and Wilson has them,
and he is going to have them after the next election. [Applause
on the Democratic side.] There is no doubt about that. I
make you the prediction here to-day that we will have this
House by over 50 majority. A good many ot yuu will not, and.
should not, come back. You place partisan success above the
welfare of your country. Gentlemen, the country is aroused
from one end to the other. The patriotism of the people is
stirred as never before, and they do not propose that this House
shaH be turned over now to the money-grabbing, profiteering
element of this country.
Why is it that these men arc putting up millions back of you?
Because they have been required to pay large sums of war
taxes. They want to get control of the taxing power. They
want to exempt themselves and put the burden upon the other
fellow. The voter who sits in the audiences in this fall campaign and listens to the talk of turning this Government over to
the constructive statesmen referred to by the gentleman from
Kansas [Mr. CAMPBELL] will say, "God of our fathers, deliver me
from such a fate! " No; gentlemen : let us stand by this great
Commander in Chlef of our Army and Navy. Let us give him
whole-hearted support. Let us keep the party in power that was
in power when the wa.r commenced, that was in power when
we entered the war, and that is now conducting the war suecessfully. Let us stand by that party until the war is won.
[Applause on the Democratic side.]
'
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Chairman, under leave just granted to
extend my remarks in the RECORD, I desire to submit the follow·
ing:
·
" The issue in 1918 is, Are we going to stand by the Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy? His party was in power
when the war came on; his partl' was in power when our country
entered the war; and his party should remain in power until
the war is won.
"The Republican Party leaders, 1n their efforts to defeat and
turn out the party now in control, are responsible for the injection of partisan politics into this campaign.
"Suppose the Republicans had been in power when the war
commenced and were in power now, asd the Democratl3 should.
now be ·engaged in a campaign to drive them from power, what
do you suppose these Republican leaders would say? Why,
they would accuse us of being disloyal and they would stoutly
contend that to elect a Democratic House and Senate under the
circumstances would be doing precisely what Germany wanted
done. I want to say, as an American to Americans, that to defeat the ·President's party in the coming election would be
nothing short of a public calamity, and it would be seized upon
and exploited by . Germany as a repudiation of the President
~nd his war program, and the country would be injured by
such a course. I submit to the intelligent and patriotic people
of the United States that it is right and proper that the party
in power charged directly with the responsibility for the con·
duct of the war, and especially when the war is being success·
fully carried on, should be kept in power by the American people.
One thing is certain, and that is, that every half-hearted American an<l every German sympathizer in the United States is
going to vote th<'! Republican ticket in the coming election.
German spies nml agents are hoping to be able to tell the
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allies of Germnny that President Wilson and his party, the
pal·ty in power, have been repudiated by the American p.P.Ople.
"Democrats can truthfully say that under our control the war
is being carried on in a \ronderfully successful manner and
therefore with perfect propriety we can ask the America~ peo·
pie to indorse the work and leadersbin that have brought suc·
cess to our arms, but when the Republicans under the circum·
stances ask to have the party in power repudiated they are
guilty of injecting partisan politics into the very issues of the
life and death of the Republic. Democrats simply ask for an
indorsement of service, which has been indorsed and warmly
praised by the allies and which has resulted in victory for our
fiag, but Republican politicians, when they ask for a repudiation
of the party in power, show a disposition to place partisan suc·
cess above the welfare of the country, and if Republicans were •
in power at this time and Democrats sought to do such a thing
they would be guilty oi the same great evil. I want to say again
that President McKinley, Col. Roosevelt, and ex-President Harri.
son, during the Spanish-American War, appealed to the Amerl·
can people to give President McKinley a Republican House and
Senate and the people did so by an O\erwhelming vote. Then
we were at war with Spain, a small power. If it were neces.
sary then to support and keep in power the Republican Party,
the party in power when the war came on, how much more im·
portant now when the very life of our Nation is at stake and the
civilization of the world is threatened to stand by Woodrow
Wilson and retain his party in power. In many important in·
stances Republican leaders and Members have opposed the
President's program just as far as they dared to go, and after
trying to defeat many of his measures as we considered the
bills section by section and ·seeing that they had failed, in order
to save themselves at home they have voted for some of them
on the final roll call. From another viewpoint it would be noth·
ing short of a national calamity to turn over the taxing power
to the men who want to get rich and enormously rich out of
this war, and the fact that they are supporting the Republican
bosses now is proof enough that they have been assured that
the war-tax burden will be shifted from the shoulders of those
most able to pay to the shoulders of those least able to pay and
that instead of being required to pay a considerable portion ot
their immense profits they will be' relieved of that burden
almost entirely while Republicans unload it upon the backs of
the American.masses.
" This is a question-a very importunt question-that should ,
and will be seriously consi!lered by the voter in the coming
election. Surely the men who are making tremeadous profits
and stupendous fortunes because of the war should be willingand if not willing, Should be required-to contribute a fair and
just portion to the Government and its soldiers who are carry.
ing on the war. This tlle Democratic Party has insisted should
be done( and this the Democratic Party has succeeded in doing,
and that is why some of these big greedy fellows, making
millions in war profits, and who are required to pay to the
Government a fair portion of what they get, are now secretly
contributing thousands and hundreds of thousands of dollars to
the campaign funds of the Republican Party. They had rather
give to the Republican campaign fund a hundred thousand dol·
lars for sordid purposes than to pay to the Government a
million dollars in taxes to support the cause involving the very
life of the· Nation. It is whispered around in many quarters
that the Republicans have the largest campaign fund that they
have ever had. No one who has been about the Capitol in
recent months doubts that. The pompous profiteer, sore be.
cause the law requires him to turn over to the Government a
considerable portion of his profit in taxes. is now seeking relief
at the hands of the hungry bosses of the Republican Party, and
they, without a moment's hesitation, these power-hungry bosses.
are ready to agree to use the taxing power of the Republic to
enable a favored few to escape their fair share of the Nation's
war burden, and this is to be done, we are told, at the expense
and great injury of the American masses whose boys are fight·
ing and dying for our country. While our boys on a foreign
field are fighting and dying for our country God forbid that we
shall sell it or surrender it to plutocracy and predatory interests at home. The ghouls and vultures and \amplres that
always appear at a time like this are not only taking adrantage
of a condition produced by war while they fatten upon the clis·
tress and misfortune of their country, but they are now seeking
to get control of the Government itself, so that they f'fill suck
and drain its lifeblood to feed their putrid \Cins."
Mr. CANNON. Mr. Chairman, I have five minutes, anL1 I
will ask the Chair to call me down at the expiration of one. I
desire to yield four minutes to the gentleman . from l\la ssachusetts [l\1r. GILLETT].
·
In that one minute I wish to say thi'3: I think llic Presiue-nt
of the United States can surYi\·e, notwith.tnncling llis ·elf-con·
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stituted <'hief defender, in seasan and out of season; rushes In
and •performs and appeals to" th~ God of our fathers.'' And we
on this side c:rn survive, notwithstanding his attack. IApplause
on the Republican ide.]
I yield four minutes to the gentleman from MassachusE:tts
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Washington. If the gentleman from Wiscon in will give me
his attention-Mr. STAFFORD. I am giving the gentleman my attention.
I heard the gentleman-•
1\Ir. SHERLEY. The reason for these deficiency appropria~ons is simJ?lY to maintain existing organizations, and this parU'Ir. GILLETT].
Mr. GILLETT. Mr. Chairman, I do not suppose that what I ticular one 1s not for the purpo e of increasing the number of
am going to say will do any good, any more than what I have clerks that the Civil Service Commis ion may have. A number
already said on the same subject has accomplished anything, of departments asked for such increase . They totaled somebut inasmuch as I once started out to give the details of thiS thing o"Ver $3,000,000, and the committee refused. ..to grant them.
l\1r. STAFFORD. Can the gentleman advi e the committee
little transaction, I want to conclude it. I described some time
ago on the floor of the House a case where a soldier had inade a whether there was an exception in the pre ent legislative bill
certain allotment to his wife. The wile, not knowing it, after about allowing four persons to be employed at a rate of comhe had gone also applied for the allotment, giving her first name pensation in exees of $1,400? If my l'ecollection serve me
a little different in spelling, though not in sound, and a little right, two salaries in excess of $1,400 were allowed, not four.
1\fr. SHERLEY. The committee permitted four as eeming
different address from the one that her soldier husband had
givE'-ll., though in the sam~ town. 1\Ionth after month she has to be 'Yarranted in view of the enlargement of their force and
been receiving two checks, one check to her under the first name, their work.
which Rhe had given, and the other check v;·ith the first name . 1\Ir. STAFFORD. The reason why I made this inquiry, parwhich her husband had destined for her, but botl.1 on the face a.s ticularly as to the Civil Sernce Commis ion, is that in the bill
wife of the same oldier. Being an hone t woman, she wrote reported from the legislative subcommittee we ..,.ranted the
back monthly, telling the circumstances and returning one of Civil Service Commi sion a lump-sum .amount, if I remember
the checks. But it made no 'd ifference. Both monthly checks correctly, for additional clerical services, recognizing that there
continued to come to her. Finally she wrote to her Congress- wer£' additional burdens placed upon the Civil Service Commisman, and I thought it well to bring before the House the cir- _s ion in providing examinntions for the large corps of clerks
cumstances and also in that way to mn.ke it public, .and I thought that would be employed in the department service here.
.'Mr. GORDON. Is it the understanding of the Committee on
it might call the attention of the Treasury Department to the
matter. And I thought also, perhap , returning the check by Appropriations that under the Overman Act the executive deher Congressmn.n might have a little more effect than returning partments of the Government are authorized. or, rather the
it by herself. But apparently there is no means of stopping this President is authorized, to transfer employees from one departgenero ity of the United States Government, becau e I have just ment in which they ha \e nothing to do to another department
of the Government? Is that comprehended in the Overman Act
heard that again has come to her the two cllecks. [Laughter.]
I do not remember· the exact a.rr.uunt, and I will not .at- in the judgment of the Committee on Appropriations?
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Well, I may say that tha t is a new u(l'tempt to give it, but they were two sizeable checks; and .again,
this honest, self-sacrificing woman sends back the duplicate, gestion to me, but prior to the promulgation of the Executi;e
which slle thinks does not belong to her, because she thinks the proclamation forbidding the transfers of clerks from one deGo,ernment might make use of it otherwise. I call attention partment to another, without the express sanction of the heads
to the matter a(l'ain, hoping that it will reach the Treasury De- of the departments concerned, they were privileged on their
partment and be remedied. I appreciate their difficultie , but I own initiati'\e to make such a ,transfer upon the reque t of ando hope that it may reach them and that this particular case other department, but an abuse aro e that required the Executive proclamation, because departments were vying with each
rr.ny be remedied.
other and bidding ror the services of superior clerks, and the
l\fr. SHERLEY. 1\lr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
President, I belieYe, last December, issued a proclamation that
l\1r. GILLETT. Certainly.
l\lr. SHERLEY. It is just possible that the rrentleman's con- forbade that practice.
But under the Overman law, as I recall it, the President
stituent herself may be mistaken. · I know nothing about the
facts; but as the gentleman knows, there are certain allot- ':ould have authority to transfer clerks. Certainly for a long
ments that are known as compulsory allotments, in the case of time the department heads have been authorized to detail
dependents, which are paid through the medium of the War- clerks from one bureau to another. We have had instances of
Risk Bureau, and then there are c~rtain volunteer allotments · that called to our attention from time to time, where clerks in
which are paid through the rr..editun of the War Department, the PeJtsion Bureau have been detailed to the office of the Secand it is possible that the lady may be entitled under the Taw retary. In the consideration of the legislative bill many instances have been called to our attention where clerks were deto both checks.
1\ir. GILLETT. I do n{)t think it is possible in this case, but tailed from one bureau to another, permanently, for a year or
more, to perform work in bureaus where their services were
I will look into that particular phase of it, and if I find it so, urgently
needed.
I will be very glad to report so. But I fear very much that
I think under the scope of the 0'\erman Act the President
this is not the only case of that kind. The lady is certainly enwould ha\e that authority. If he has authority to rearrange
titled to great eommendation for her persistent industry in the
bureaus and consolidate them-trying to put back into the Treasury the money she thinks beMr. GORDON. And transfer functions.
longs there. I can not help having an unpleasant misgiving as
1!1r. STAFFORD. And transfer functions, as suggested by
to how many other checks are going out to people who are not
the gentleman from Ohio, be would certainly have the power
as honest as she is.
to transfer an incident of th<?se functions, namely, the clerks
The CHAIR~IAN. The Clerk will read.
to perform the work.
The Clerk read as follows:
1\Ir. BYRNS of Tennessee. Referring to the suggestion of.
crviL sERVICE COMMISSION.
the gentleman with reference to this particular appropriation
For temporary employees for the Civll Service Commission, $150,000: for the Civil Service Commission, the gentleman will doubtless
Fro ·fde<Z, That not more than four persons shall be employed hereunder recall that when the Civil Service Commi ion appeared before
at a rate of compensation exceeding $ 1 •400 per annum.
the legislative subcommittee asking a lump- urn appropriation
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the for additional clerks tlteir estimate, if I mistake not, was for
last word.
$300,000. The le~slative subcommittee denied that estimate
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from 'Visconsin moves to and ga"Ve them $150,000, for the reason that it was impos Ible
strike out the last word.
at that time to determine just how many clerks they might
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, this item and other items possibly need to take care of this additional work, and w1th
relating to the increase of clerical force in the departments in the idea nt the time that if the Civil Service Commission found
Washington are worthy of some consideration, and I rise to it nece sary to have n larger appropriation they could come
make an inquiry, because the matter was not referred to in back and ask for a deficiency. Now. as the gentleman from
the Committee on Appropriations inasmuch as it was regarded Kentucky [1\Ir. RHEBLEY] has stated, this particular appropriaas a matt r of incitlental importance. And yet, I think the tion, as I understand it, does not involve the employment of a
members of the legislatiY"e subcommittee will be interested in single clerk in addition to those now employed in the Civil
knowing what was the policy of the subcommittee on defici- Service Commission. As I understand it. the Civil Service
encies in granting this large amount of $150,000 for the Civil Commission will have exhausted the ·$ 150,000 · by January 1~
Service Commission. I believe there is another instance where and this appropriation is simply made to enable that commisthe -committee Y"oted to the Department of State $136,000 as sion to carry on its work for the balance of the fi cal year.
aclrlitionnl deficiency nppropriations for clerical services.
·
The gentleman kno\7S that the Civil Service Conuni~~ion has
1\Ir. SHERLEY. There is. no appropriation -carried in this had an enormous amount of work thrust upon it by reason of
bi11 looking to the employment of additional employees in the thousands and thousands of employee· who have been
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made necessary on account of the war, ·which has increased
the examinations l.Jy many, many thousands.
1\lr. STAFFORD. I quite agree with the statement of the
chairman of tlle legislative subcommittee [1\Ir. BYRNS of Tennes ee], but I can not agree with the logic or appro\e of the
position as stated by him when he approved of the action of
tlle Civil Service Commission in allotting for the period of six:
months the $150,000 which we allowed them for the entire year,
and tllat that should be a "-arrant for them to come to Congress
for a deficiency appropriation. I certainly must object to that
course because there is a lcgislati're mandate, a statutory law
that forbids any department or bureau from allotting for any
period less than a year the total appropriation that has been
authorized for the entire year.
1\lr. BYRNS of Tennessee. The gentleman will . recall that
prior to July 1, the Civil Service Commission had employed a
large force out of an allotment of funds made t~ the commission bv the Pre i<.lent. Now, I do not understand that the Civil
Service Commission have employed any additional clerks, but
they have been carrying on the force that they had prior to
July 1 in oruer to take care of this enormously increased work,
and this appropriation is merely to enable them to continue
that work. Otherwise I suggest to the gentleman that the
Civil Service Commission, in which he so earnestly believes and
for which he stands, would become inoperative, because it will
be necessary to fill these various places outside of tlle
civil service if we uo not furnish the machinery for the Civil
Service Commission.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. l\Iay I ask the gentleman a question? Our
committee wa ·, as I considered, quite liberal in voting clerks
to the Civil Service Commission. The president of the com. mission came before our subcommittee and stated that tJ1ey
had r eceived an allotment from the President's emergency
fund. Ou.:.· subcommittee declined to reimburse them for the
money so used. Now, when our subcommittee voted the Civil
Service Commission $150,000 for clerical service, was it not
with the intention of providing for the clerical force over the
12-months' period.
1\Ir. BYRNS of Tennessee. Of course, the legislative bill undertook to provide an appropriation for the entire fiscal year ;
but, I repeat, the gentleman fill recall that they asked double
the amount that the committee allowed them. The committee,
in other words, reduced their estimate to $150,000, hoping that
they would be able to get along with that sum, and for the
reason that no one could tell at that time as to whether or not
the present conditions would continue to prevail throughout the
year. Now, the committee, as I say, reduced the estimates
which the commission then thought they would need for this
fiscal year, and they find now that they do need the full sum
that was asked, and this appropriation is simply made to enable
them to carr~ on their present work and not to increase their
force.
l\lr. STAFFORD. I certainly do not wish to deprive the
Civil Service Commission of any clerical force that is necessary to carry on their work. Our subcommittee was .reminded
of the necessity of increasing their force temporarily to meet
the exigent conditions occasioned by the war, in examining the
papers of the thousands upon tho.usands of clerks who are
needed during the war period. I merely rose to obtain some
information from the chairman of the committee, so that I could
have that information when preparing the next legislative bill.
.
I withdraw the proforma amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The pro forma amendment is withdrawn.
The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
The increases in statutory salaries, contained in the District of Columbia appropriation act for the fiscal year 1919, shall be allowed and
paid from .July 1, 1918, if the employees otherwise are entitled to receive them : Provided, That this paragraph shall not be applicable to any
employee who l eft the service prior to September 1, 1918.

1\lr. STAFFOHD. Mr. Chairman, I reserve a point of order
on this paragraph. I do not recall any prior bill, where an appropriation bill carrying salaries has failed to be enacted before
the close of the fiscal year, which has contained subsequent
authorization carrying back the increased salaries to the be·
ginning of the fiscal year. I may be in error in my recollection,
- but I would like to have some explanation of this exceptional
practice of granting increased salaries for a period of three
months when they were not voted by Congress.
1\lr. SISSON. l\1r. Clmirman, if the gentleman wJ.ll permit
an interruption, this matter was not at issue between the two
Houses. The gentleman will recall that the .District of Columbia appropriation bill was held up on three items. Both Houses
agre('tl to these increases, notably in the police force. They were
losing the policemen \Vith great rapidity, and we granted them
an increase-not a radical increase, but one which would bold
members of the board. Under a promise or agreement, both
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Houses having agreed that the salaries should be the figures
named in the bill, they were able to keep the employees. Now,
we are carrying out in good faith the promise which was really_
made to the employees who were thereby held. But for . that
increase at that time we would' have lost a great number of
the best employees in the District of Columbia. I gave assurance
to the District Commissioners that in my opinion both Houses
of Congress would be very glad to put into effect what was
their will expressed in the bill, which ought to have become a
law before the 1st of July. The difference between the two
Houses on the matter, to wit, the half-and-half plan, the McKellar ltem, and another small item, were the only items in
difference. Therefore, feeling that the Honse had committed
itself to that, I told the commissioners that they were warranted in _saying that the very day the bill became a law they
would get their salaries fixed in the bill and Congress would
without hesitation give them up from the first of the fiscal
year.
·
•
Mr. STAFFORD. The gentleman was assuming quite a responsibility.
Mr. SISSON. I know I did.
Mr. STAFFORD. The House llas great confidence in the
ability of the gentleman, and knows his acquaintance with
the needs of the District, especially since he has been charged
witli the responsibility of reporting the appropriations necessary for the District of Columbia.
1\.fr. SISSON. Let me say to the gentleman that I did not do
it without the absolute sanction of both Houses of Congress, in
that they had agreed to the bill in all the other items except tlle
three items I have mentioned.
Mr. STAFFORD. I do not recall that the Congress had ever
sanctioned any private understanding of the gentleman.
l\ir. SISSON. Oli, no.
l\ir. STAFFORD. I do not know that any such statement
was ever made on the floor of the !louse.
Mr. SHERLEY. There was no private understanding, there
was an actual concrete situation that confronted the District
of Columbia. They had to hold their forces, and that was one
of the reasons why Congress passed .the increased salary in
order to hold many employees. That particularly pertained to
some employees-! think the police and other employees. The
Congress agreed to the increase, and the bill, as the gentleman
recalls, was held up by a fight over the balf-and-hRlf principle.
In the meanwhile the Commissioners of the District of Columbia were confronted with the fact that their employees would.
not remain at the old salary and they were held under the
statement that the bill carried an increase and as soon as it
passed they would receive the increase as of the 1st of July.
There was a general acquiescence on the part of everybody as
to that situation.
Mr. STAFFORD. The gentleman means by "everybody"whom? Does the gentleman include others than the subcommittee that bad charge of the bill?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. The situation was h""Down in the House generally, and for my part I am perfectly willing to assume my
part of the responsibility.
Mr. STAFFORD. I will accept the statement of the gentleman from :Mississippi tllat there was such an understanding
had with the District Commissioners, but I think it would have
been better forni to have provided in the resolution continuing
the appropriations of the last appropriation bill an item that
the salaries carried in tile pending bill should be continued
during the next fiscal year, as we did some years ago in continuing the appropriations of the Post Office appropriation bill,
by providing an increase of salary for the rural mail carriers
when tllat bill failed of passage. I called attention to this
matter because I think it is exceptional practice to go back
and 'VOte salaries as of the first of the year. I was not acquainted witll the fact that there was any private understanding-l\fr. SHERLEY. It was not a private understanding; there
is no private understanding ever made by me as chairman of
tlle Appropriations Committee with any department of tlle
Government.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. Has there been any statement on the floor
of the House in relation to this understanding? If so, I do
not recall it.
· Mr. SHERLEY. I am not positive of that fact, but it was
understood as a matter of general knowledge.
1\lr. STAFFORD. I am pretty well versed in tlle affairs
which go on, and if it had been stated on the floor of the House
I would not have arisen and called attention to the matter.
Mr. SHERLEY. I am willing to exempt the gentleman from
any understanding of it-he may not have understood so~ut
I repeat that it was a matter of general understanding. I am
quite sure that there was some ne'Yspaper co~ent in connec-
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tion with it. It was simply ·the ·practical way of dealing with
a concrete situation that had arisen ; and if there had been no
understanding, I still think it ought to be done.
Mr. STAFFORD. I am rising to make an inquiry as to the
situation in good faith.
·
Mr. SHERLEY. And I am not objecting to the gentleman's
inquiTy.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. I had no knowledge of any understanding,
priYate or otherwi e, never heard of it in the Committee on
Appropriations or on the floor, in connection with the various
resolutions whl.;h have been presented by the gentleman from
Missi sippi extending the effect of the last District api;Jropriation bill by reason of the snarl that the committee got into with
reference to three items. If there had been any mention of it
on the floor of the House, there would have been no necessity
for my taking the floor.
l\Ir. SHERLEY. I am ·not objecting to the gentleman's inquiry.
1\fr. STAFFORD. 1 want to say that, if there was any such
understa nding, I thlnk it would have been better to h-l.ve had
some reference made to it on the floor of the Housi
1\fr. SHERLEY. Perhaps that is true; but if there was none
made it was because of the belief that the situation was well
understood.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. The District bill was under consideration
several times, and no mention was made that the increase of
salaries was going to be carried into effect as of the first of
the year.
Mr. SISSON. Let me say to the gentleman that the gentleman from 1\linne ota [1\fr. DAVIS], the ranking Republican
member of the committee, the gentleman from Illinois [Mr.
Mc~DREW S], the gentleman f rom Massachusetts [Mr. GALLIVAN], and the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. WooD], all understood that we were going to ask that salaries should take
effect from the 1st of July.
.Mr. STAFFORD. Does not the gentleman think that when
he presented the various re olutions, extending the appropriations of · the prior fiscal year, he should have made some reference in the House to the fact that that was to be the policy?
Mr. SISSON. I want to state to the gentleman that there
was a very good reason in our minds why we did not do
that. We thought we would get a better opportunity to get
an agreeme11.t out of the Senate on the disagreeing items by
not agreeing to this and letting pres~ure be brought upon the
Senate.
1\lr. STAFFORD. The gentleman's expectation failed upon
that.
Mr. SISSON. It did not fail altogether.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. Upon the main item of the half-and-half
principle, in which I was in entire sympathy with the gentle.
ma n, I withdraw the pro forma amendment.
1\lr. TREAD\VAY. 1\fr. Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word for the purpose of asking that the telegram which I
send to the desk be read in my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows :
HOLYOKE,

Hon.

AI.Lil~ T. TREADWAY,
Washington~

MAss., October 16.

D. 0.:

. Please in form President Wilson that Deane w ·o rks, of Worthington
Pump & 1lli chlnery Cor poration, after going the limit and subscribing
100 per c~ nt stron~ for l$175,000, an average of $135 per employee, have
enrolled an unconaitional-surrender club of 71 members, each subscribing for one mot:e bond. Above figures show how we feel about backing
the boys to a victorious finish.
CHARLES L. NEWCOMB
Manager Deane Works, Holyoke, Mass.

The Clerk read as follows :
1. The emergency shipping fund provis1on of tbe urgent deficiency
appropriation act of June 15, 1917, as amended by tbe act of April 22,
1918 (Public Act, No. 138 of tbe 65th Cong.), is hereby amended, as
J:ollows.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I desire to submit a par-

liamentary inquiry, with the reservation of a point of order.
The inquiry goes to the paragraphs, the first one of which has
been read. 'Vill we consider the item by paragraphs or by
Titles I and II? We have just read lines 13 to 16 on page
S. W'ill that be con idered a paragraph under the rule applyIng to appropriation bills? If so, I rise to make inquiries as to
the purpose of this change in the law.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, I suggest to the gentleman
that as a matter of convenience each of the divisions can be considered separately. I shall undertake to explain the purpose of
them, if the gentleman will permit the reading down to line 22,
which will embrace the first paragraph.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I should be very glad to do that, subject,
~f course, to the reservation of the point of order.
1\Ir. SHER~~!- ~h, Y~·-J
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The CHAIRMAN. The Chair thinks that each ubdivi ion
considered as a separate par agraph, and the Clerk

s~ould be
Will read.

The Clerk read as follows:
(I) In subdivision (d) of paragraph 1, to begin said subdivision and
to p~ecede the words "to requisition," are now inserted th e words: "To
acquire, construct, establish, or extend ·any plant and in pursuance
tbereo~ to purchase, requisition, or otherwise acqui~e title to or use of
land, Improved or unimproved, or interests therein; and".

Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I reserve the point of order
on the two paragraphs which have just been read.
l\fr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. l\Ir. Chairman will the gentlemen withhold that for a moment so that I may be permitted
to obtain some information in respect to this particular subdivision?
Mr. STAFFORD. Certainly.
. Mr. l\IOOR:Ip of Pennsylvanja. I want to inquire wherein this
mcreases the power of the Shlpping Board?
Mr. SHERLEY. The language of the act creating the President's ~~gency shipping fund, in the opinion of the lawyers of
the Shippmg !3oard, seemed perhaps to be deficient in the power
for the establishment of a plant and to be deficient in the power
" to acquire title to the u e of land improved or unimproved or
interest th~ein,n and inasmuch as we have been establishing
plants, and masmuch as we have been and it was desirable to
acquire land, both improved and unimproved, it . was felt that
any legal question as to the power of the agents de ignated by
the President under the act should be removed by this extension
of language.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. There has been some doubt,
then, as to the legality of their acquiring certain ground?
~r. SHERLEY. ~h.ere is a question as to whether any power
ensted for the acqmrmg of unimproYed land o:· improved land
that was not taken over directly as a shlpbuilding plant. Personally, I have felt that the language whlch is in the existing
law was broader than the doubt touching it seemed to imply
but it is a matter about which there ought not to be any doubt:
For that reason, upon the representation of Mr. Whipple and
Mr. Wehle, attorneys for the Shlpping Boru.·d, this amendment is
submitted to the House.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. My recollection is that the
powers heretofore conferred were very comprehensive.
l\fr. SHERLEY. They were. As to paragraph (d) the act
now reads as follows :
To requisition and take over for use or operation by the United
States any plant or any part thereof without taking posse ston of the
entire plant, whether the United States bas or has not any contract
or agreement with the owner or occupier of such plant.

Subsequently there was legislation increasing the appropria- .
tion to the President, and in making that appropria tion languaue
was used that clearly indicates to my mind the intention of C~
gress that the President, through such agencies as he might
employ, should have the power to establish plants· so that I
think that the only question that Ls really involved 'in the way
of the extension of power is the question of making clear the
power to ·acquire title or use of la nd improved or unimproved.
Then there was some question whlch the lawyers raised as to
whether taking over for use or occupation by the United Stntes
meant taking over simply for use and occupation or taking over
the title. In some instances they have needed to do one, and
in some instances they have needed to do the other. They
simply wanted to make clear the power beyond peradventure
of acquiring these plants and establishing plants and extending
them and acquiring land in connection with them.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Is the gentleman satisfied in
view of these increased or stronger powers, a tightening up of
the situation, that owners of property and property rights ru.·e
adequately protected in the matter of com pen ation?
.:Mr. SHERLEY. There is provision in the law as originally
drawn, and it was afterwards unnecessarily reput in as an
amendment to· the law that was reported by the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee, whlch cru.·ries the well-known
provision about the fixing of a price, and if it be not agreeable
to the owner of the property, the payment of 75 per cent of the
price, leaving the owner to sue in the court for what additional
sum he thought necessa ry.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. All those safeguards are
maintained?
Jltfr. SHERLEY. Unquestionably. There is no intention in
any way, -of course, to take property withput making provision
for compensation.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Certainly.
Mr. STAFFORD. I do not know whether the gentleman's
especial attention has been called to the form of amendment
adopted here, which follows in subsequent sections, but it is
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rather new in amendatory language.
r ad as follows :

Lines

17 ~ to

19, page 3,

.(I) In subdivision (d) of paragraph 1, to begin said subdivision aml
to precede the words "to requi ition," are now inserted the words-
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Mr. MOORE of PennsylYania. Relating to transportation?
lfr. SHERLEY. I am going to read it:
(f) To take possession of, lease, or assume control of any street rail·
way, interurban railroad, or part thereof whet·ever {)perated, and all
cars, appurtenance , and franchises or parts thereof commonly used in
.c onnection ·with the operation ther-eof necessary for the transfer and
transportation ol employees of shlpyards or plants engaged or that may .
hereafter be engaged in the construction of ships or equipment therefor
for the United States.
·

And so forth.
That is rather noYel. May I inquire who prepared this?
1\lr. SHERLEY. It was -prepared by the attoTneys of the
Shipping Board. I undertook to rephrase it, and to set out just
the way the whole paragraph would read, but it meant to -carry
Now, that is the existing law. That as amended would read
into the bill a page or two of language, and I felt that it woulcJ as follows:
be dearer to the House if they understood just what language
To take possession of, lease, or assume contiX>l of.
;wa being inserted, and then ha"i'e such explanation mude as
Now comes the new language;
might ·b e desirable." I had printed jnst for my own information a
Or to extend, improTe, or increase or cause to be extended, impr_oved,
sheet here that undertook to show the way this law will read as
amended, and I "ill be glad if the gentleman is not clear about or increased.
And then follows the language of the existing law.
any paragraph to explain it. For instance, I will state now for
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylyania. That would mean if it was
the RECORD tbat this paragraph which is now pToposed to be
found necessary 1n order to move these workmen expeditiously,
amended if amended in this form would read as follows :
To aeqolrc, construct, ~stablisb, or extend any plant and any appurte- to extend a road or put in a siding or make certain additions
nances thereof. to purchase, requisition, or otherwise acquire title to or increase of the service, the board would have power to do it'?
QJ: use of land improved or unimproved or interest therein, and to requiMr. SHE~Y. It means that, and, further, they have
sition and take over for use or operation by the Unlted States any
plant or any part thereof without taking possessi-on of the entire plant, been doing just that thing. In order that there might be no ques·
whether the United States has or bas not .any contract o:r agreement tion whether the language, " to take possession of, lease, or
.m tb the owner or occupier of .sueh plant.
assume control .of," permitted the right of extension of, theY.
Mr. STAFFORD. I quite agree with the construction placNl have .asked this amendment
by the learned a.ttorney and chairman of the committee that it
MJ.·. MOORE of Pennsylvanill. Tllis is another case of hav·
wa bardly neees ary to amplify th~ existing language, but of ing the law made :pla1n?
C{)u.r e -we wish to make certain the powers to be conferred i>ll
Mr. SHERLEY. Made perfectly clear that the powers they
this board, and if the attorneys for the board have any question, have been -exercising and that are necessary to be exercised shall
of course, perhaps, it would be better to amplify it in plainer be wan·i:tnted by the letter of the law.
lan""uage.
1\Ir. ANDERSON. The literal interpretation of this language
~ Ir. SHERLEY. The gentleman will appreci.ate that we have
woult.l seem to give the Shipping Board the power to extend the
appropriated SO.Illf'tbing like $4;000,000,000 to the Pre ident to franchise. Of eo-m· e, that is not intended?
be expended in the creation of a merchant marine. Now, with
Mr. SHERLEY. The language as it fits into the existing law
:;;uch huge sums inv.olved and "With v-ery large .expenditures run- would not make that possible. I will read the whole lan·
ning into the million of dollars, I did not feel like I ought to guagelea Ye any question as to these necessary powers, even though my
Mr. ANDERSON. I have it here.
own judgment might be tha.t the language heretofore used wa1'
Mr. SHERLEY. The way it will read now is this:
sufficient. "'e uo not want unnecessary lawsuits. We .are goiltg
(f) To take possession of, lease, or assume control of or extend, imto haye enough .as a result of the war without unnecessarily prove,
or increase, or cause to be extended, improved, or inc1·eased, .anv
having them if we can clarify and make plain what is intended street railroad, interurban railroad, or part thereof wherever operated,
and all cars. appurtenances, nnd frnnchises or parts thereof commonlY
by eyerybody.
Mr. STAFFORD. I withdraw the reservation of the point of used in connectwn with th.e operation thereofAnd so forth.
order.
Now, the word -" franchise " there applies to the case of takMESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
The committee informally rose; .and :Mr. LINTHICIDI having ing po session of a.nd using PO"V\ers under existing franchises.
taken the chair .as Speaker pro tempore, a message from the Manifestly, Congress could not confer upon this or any other
Senate, by Mr. Waldorf, its enrolling clerk, announced that the · body the right to extend franchises of street railways within
Senate had disagreed to the amendments of the House of Repre'- the States, and, in point of fact, there is no intention so to do.
sentatives to the joint resolution .( S. J. Res. 63) to establish a And this lanoo-uage could not -be used to confer such a power.
l'eserve of the Publie Health Service, had asked a conference I am glad the gentleman speaks of the matter, in order that
with the House on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses there may be this expression on the floor of the House.
Mr. ANDERSON. I think it ought to be perfectly -clear.
thereon, and had appointed l\lr. FLETcHER, Mr. OwEN, and Mr.
Mr. SHERLEY. No such practice is being urulertnken. In
Tow_-SEND conferees on the part of the Senate.
point of fact, they are not taking oYer the street railways at all.
FIRST DETICIE~CY APPROPIUATI:ON BILL.
What they are doing is to help finance extensions and improve' The committee resumed its session.
ments in order to get the _a dditional transportation.
The Clerk reud as follows:
Mr. STAFFORD. Is this amendment which the committee
(II) In subdivision (f) of said paragraph 1. nfter the worus "or seeks to report mainly intended to authorize the Shipping-Boal'd
~ume control of," are now inserted the woros "or to .extend, imprQVC,
to equip the existing street railways with additional facilities,
or increase, or cause to be extended, improved, or increased."
l\lr. SHERLEY. The purpose of that is this: It is to make rolling stock, and the like. so as to make them more serviceable
Yalid beyond any question what has been the practice of the in the transportation of men from the plants to their homes and
Sllipping Board for some time past in connection with the from their homes to the plants?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; and sometimes the ituation is brought
problem of housing jncident to these shipping plants. It has
been found that relief could be had frequently by improving the about by the building of a switch and additional truckage, so as
tr:msportation to the plant from homes where the workmen not to have cars delayed in passing.
Mr. STAFFORD. I do not believe that there is any .author.w ere, and that by increasing street railway and steam railway
facilities tbe necessity for building additional houses was elimi- ity in the Shipping Board at present to further increase their
nated. Now, that lmproYement can take place, and it has facilities in the _purchase .of curs, unless it was granted under
u ually taken place, by extensions of existing faciliti-es-where the authority for the .Shipping Board to finance these inter·
th€ track L..;; a single tr.ack frequently the doubling of it, putting urban corporations.
l\Ir. SHERLEY. Well, the gentleman will find there is a sub·
in S"\Yitcbes and increasing the number of cars and tne schedules by which many men can be accommodated at po1nts some sequent amendment looking to taking care of advances and loans
distance from the plant who otherwise could not be aceommo- in order to accomplish these purposes. In other words, instead of
dated-and if it were not done the Government would be called compelling the Government .to build them or take them over and
upon either to get along with less labor or else greatly increase requisition them, what they bave done-which is much more
economical and satisfactory-is to loan the money or to finance
the houses for the workers at these plants.
J.fr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. There is nothing in the report things that they approve as necessary in order to increase their
about this subdivision, and that is the reason I a ked the gen- facilities.
tleman whether this subdivision (f) pertained only to trans1\Ir. STAFFORD. I haye thought that in ·tauces would arise
portation.
where they would be compelled to increase the rolling stock to
Mr. SHERLEY. Subdivision (f) reads as foll.ows without such .an extent to meet the exigent conditions of war time, and
th~ amendm~nt.
(f) was an amendment that was placed on which would not be existent during peace times. I ha•e in
the original act by a special bill reported from the Committee Illlrid conditions in the great industrial territory ·sonth of Philn.·
on the Mercha,nt Marine and Fisheries.
delphia. There is no question but what ~dditlonal rolling
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sto_k, more than necessary in peace times, is required in these
The Clerk read as follows :
abnormal war times, and I think this provision is partly for
(IV) In paragraph 8 of said provisions, after the word "shipyard"
the purpose of authorizing the Shipping Board to provide addi- are now inserted the words "dry-dock, marine railway, pier"." In said
paragraph the words "or other facilities connected therewith" arc
tional rolling stock.
stricken out and there are now inserted, after the word " terminal "
Mr. SHERLEY. That is true, except the way they have the
following words: "and any facilities or impt·ovements connecte(]
.
been providing, it has been to make loans to these corporations with any of the foregoing descriptions of property."
with the idea 01 enabling them ~hereby to improve their trans:rt.l.r. MADDEN. Mr. Chairman, I reserve a point of order on
portation systell!s.
that for the purpose of getting information.
The Clerk .read as follows :
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from lllinois reser\"es a
(III) .After said subdivision (f) in said paragraph 1, a new subdivi- point of order.
sion is now inserted as follows :
l\1r. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, the reason for this "'T'as
"(g) In pursuance of the foregoing powers, or any of them, to make
advance payments or loans of such amounts and upon such terms as the again an opinion of the lawyers, which I did not share but
which they urged with a good deal of insistence. The laniuage
President may deem necessary and proper."
Mr. ANDERSON. l\Ir. Chairman, I reserYe a point of order on now reads, in connection with the word" plant," as foliows:
~he word "plant" shall include any factory, workshop, warehouse,
the paragraph. ·
engme works, buildings used for manufacture, assembling, construcMr. SHEH.LEY. That is what I alluded to a moment ago.
tion, or any p1:ocess in shipyard, dry dock. marine railway, pier, or
and discharging terminal, or other facilities connected thereMr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Pardon me a moment, if the dockyard
with.
gentleman pleases, but does this pertain to the same matter as
Now, the laWyers made two criticisms of that. One was that
the last subdivision?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; it not only pertains to that, but it per- they had a question as to whether the word " shipyard " or
tains to all the powers that have been given to the President " dockyard " embraced such things as dry dock, marine railin connection with the expenditure of the shipping fund. And it way, or pier. To my mind they clearly do. The act, I think,
provides they can obtain extensions to plants or in the way of was . wisely drawn in generic terms, but they wanted to be
railway systems or other facilities, by making loans as against sure, inasmuch as they are building dry docks and marine
the Government making the actual expenditures. Now, the re- railways and piers, so that they made the insertion of the words
sult of that is -yery greatly to reduce the amount of moneys that after the word" shipyard."
Then, they had some question as to whether the words " other
the Government has to spend, and these loans are made upon
. ecurities sufficient to guarantee their repayment. They already facilities connected therewith" qualified f::imply the language
" discharging terminal " or whether they related to the sl1ip-·
have~ under express provision, authority in regard to housing.
l\Ir. ANDERSON. Does this provision legalize the right to yards or dockyards, and, not wanting to have any question
concur in many of these contracts in which loans are made or about that, they suggested the striking out of tl.le words "ot•
other facilities connected therewith " an1l inserting in Jieu
advances are made?
Mr. SHERLEY. It would legalize this: If the President saw thereof the words " or other facilities or improYements confit to permit moneys to be loaned with provision for only their nected with any of the foregoing descriptions of property."
11artial payment, this would authorize it. But it is not my under- The purpose of the amendment was to clarify the existing
standing that any such practice is being indulged in by the statute. I again say that in my judgment the amendment was
Shippin_g Board in connection with these extensions. But that not necessary.
1\Ir. MADDEN. Does t11e gentleman think it does clarify it?
is simply my impression, and I would not like to state it as a
1\ir. SHERLEY. Well, I worked oYer it with these distinfact.
guished lawyers, and tbey seemed to think it made more clear
Mr. ANDERSON. It is being done by several other bureaus the
situation.
of the Government.
Mr. 1\IADDEN. 1\ly thought was that it made it more co~
Mr. SHERLEY. Not only is, but ought to be, and must be
if you get things done. It is perfectly patent you can not plex, because it seems to me you eliminate the facilities that
get men to-day to undertake extensions of any plants at their are connected with the dry dock or the railway or the pier or
own expense, with the superwar cost and with the risk of no the terminal; and, eliminating th.at, of course you do not in my
continuing need after the war, unless the Government under- judgment include the facilities to which the term applied.
Mr. SHERLEY. Perhaps if I read the language as amended
takes to bear part of the burden.
it would help to clarify it. The language would read as
Mr. ANDERSON. I quite agree with the gentleman; but it follows:
does seem to me that .a provision of this kind ought to be safe~he word " plant " shall include a.ny factory, workshop, warehouse,
guarded a good deal more than I think this will be. lt ought engme
)VOrks, buildings us~d for manufacture, assembling or constructo come from the committee to whom legislation of this char- tion or any process i.J?. sh!pyard, dry dock, marine railway, pier, or
dockyard and dischargmg terminaJ, . or any facUlties or improvements
acter ought to be referred.
·
Mr. SHERLEY. I will say to the gentleman that I "'T'ill be connected 'Yfth any of the foregoing descriptions of property.
Mr. MADDEN. ' I tl1ink that co"Yers the thing, and I suppose
delighted beyond expression if all the various legislative committees of the House wm take care of all the matters that are it would be considered that " other :facilities connected there·
brought to the Committee on Appropriations. I send them with)' would be surplusage.
there repeatedly, and that is the end of them. Now, when mat1\fr. SHERLEY. They thought thut the words "other faciliters of real emergency for the prosecution of the war are neces- ties connected therewith " now qualified simply a discharging
sary the committee must act, and, in point of fact, this power terminal. 'Vhat they wanted to do was to embrace facilities
that pertn.in to shipyards or dry docks or dockyards or piers,
originated in the Committee on Appropriations. The power under which they are spending this money was or any of these other matters-Mr. MADDEN. Or railroads-power which was carried in a deficiency act passed in June,
1917, and it had nothing to do with the shipping act. which came
Mr. SHERLEY. Or railroads; nnd for that reason they
from the Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries. asked :for the enlargement of power.
Personally I have no interest in the matter except to serve the
Mr. 1\-.IADDEN. It ought to be. I thought at first it was
Go\"ernment, and if the gentleman thinks it ought to be delayed rather restricti"Ye, but after the reading of the language by the
by going tlu·ough the Committee on the Merchant Marine and gentleman I think that covers it.
Fisheries, I shall not object.
Mr. MOORE of .Pennsylv.ania. 1\Ir. Chairman, I have rea<l
' Mr. ANDERSON. I do not think the gentleman should take that the Shipping Board proposes to build certain dry docks.
that attitude. He ought to be here to gi-ye information, and be There is no doubt that they have started work on some piers.
willing to give it.
They have built piers. They have built marine railways. Does
1\lr. SHERLEY. I have given it.
the gentleman know whether dry-dock work has actually been
Mr. ANDERSON. I do not think he ought to criticize peo- started in any instance?
ple who are asking for information.
Mr. SHERLEY. I think it has. The gentleman will note
1\Ir. SHERLEY. I am not. I am simply saying we are car- that immediately following this in the next section is a provirying it in this bill because of the circumstances. I tried to sion authorizing the acquisition or establishment of plants such
explain just what is involved. Now, the gentleman thinks it as marine railways, dry docks, and so forth, to the extent of
is not sufficiently circumscribed, and that it ought to be sent $34,002,500, and the hearings state very fully the places, the
to another committee. If the House sees fit to do that, all amounts, and what is contemplated to be done. On page 1335
1·Ight. I am not seeking to take power to the Committee on of the hearings the gentleman will find a statement.
'Appropriations in legislative matters.
Mr. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania. What is the page, please?
Mr. SHERLEY. Page 1335.
1\Ir. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, I will withdraw the reservation ot the point of order·.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Well, as a matter of fact, the
The CHAIRMAN. The point of order is withdrawn. The board has been going ahead, doing . work on dry docks, mal'ine
Clerk will read.
railways, and piers.
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::\Ir. SHERLEY. Unquestionably.
1\fr. MOORE of Pennsyl>ania. Which -will now ee included in
the law, so that there will be no question as to their authority
to ao· this work?
l\lr. SHERLEY. That is true. The gentleman wlll find lists
set out as to executed dry-dock contracts, covering three pages.
1\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. The purpose, then, is not only
to facilitate the work but to lea\e no question about the authority of the board to do it?
1\lr. SHERLEY. It is to make it perfectly plain that the
powet:s they are exercising were po-wers that were conferred.
1\Ir. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania. A.nd warranted by law?
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
l\.fr. 'VALSH. I think po sibly. this matter has been brought
to the gentleman's attention, but I wanted to ask him with
reference to the unusual phra eology of these amendments. It
seemed to me that it would be better if these amendments might
be made in the manner in which it has been the custom to amend
existing legislation. It says the words are stricken out and
they are now inserted, and so forth.
Mr. SHERLEY. I explained a few moments agoMr. WALSH. I am sorry I was not here.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. · I undertook to present it so that the law
would appear as it is proposed to be amended ; but in order to
do that it would have been necessary to print a couple of pages
of the old law as reVised, and I thought that the changes were
sufficiently plain so that I could indicate, as I have endeavored
to, ju t what the meaning was. In each instance I have rmdertaken to set out in the RECORD exactly the way the law would
read as amended. I have here a print giving the law as it
would be as amended.
1\Ir. WALSH. I came in just as the gentleman was reading
that, and I . did not know what question brought out his response. But may I dil·ect the gentleman's attention to this?
In line 10, page 4, if you strike out the words " are now in~Sertcd" and insert in place thereof the word '~insert," so that
it will read-
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;;mph. For instance, following that you will come to the language:
In said paragraph the words " or other facilities connected therewith " are stricl~:en out and there are now inserted, after the word
" terminal," fhe following words : " and any facilities or improvem ent s
connected with any of the foregoing descriptions of property."

You would have to rearrange it so that it would read:
In said paragraph strike out the words "or other facilities con·
nected therewith " and insert, after the word " terminal," the words
"and any facilities or improvements '.!onnected with any of the fore·
going descriptions of property."

Mr. WALSH. I know the gentleman has gi en careful consideration to the matter, and I just wanted to be sure that it
would not lead to any doubt as to the meaning of the language.
Mr. SHERLEY. I think not ; and in order to safeguard it I
have read into the RECORD the way the provision that is being
amended will read as amended.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Illinois [l\1r.
lliDDEN] withdraw his point of order?
Mr. MADDEN. I withdraw it.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylva~ia. I move to strike out the last
word.
The CHAIRl\IAl~. The point of order is withdrawn, and the
gentleman from Pennsylvania moves to strike out the la t \Yord.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. l\1r. Chairman, the gentleman
from Kentucky [l\Ir. SHERLEY], chairman of the Committee on
Appropriations, answering a question a few minutes ago, called
attention to a list of dry-dock co-ntracts to be found on page
1337 of the hearings. As it is not likely that these hearings will
be read outside of Congres , I think it is rather important to
put in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD a brief summary of the contracts as they are set forth in this statement. 1\Ir. Piez, of the
Emergency Fleet Corporation, was on the stand, and in response
to the chairman· of the committee, the gentleman from Kentucky
fl\lr. SHERLEY], he put in the following data as to executed
dry-dock contracts. I shall read only the names of the companies, the loeation of the dock, and the estimated cost of the
dock. That will be sufficient information for the pregent.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. I suggest that the gentleman simply put into
the RECORD the entire table not only as to dry docks but tl1e one
In paragraph 8 of said provisions, after the word "shipyards," in- that follows, as to marine railway contracts.
sert the words "dry-dock, mal'ine railway, pier " Mr. 1\f{JOREl ~Pennsylvania. I shall be glad to do that. I
That would make it perfectly clear. The point I make is that ask permission tt! have that done, Mr. Chah·man.
I am afraid to use the phraseology " are now inserted " might
Tl1e CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Pennsylvania ;:tsks
lead to some doubt in ease of interpretation of the legi$lation unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the REcor.D by
by the courts. I just wanted to get the gentleman's idea.
in erting the table referred to. Is there objection?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. I do not think there would be any question
There was n<> objection.
about it. If you do that, you have got to rearrange the paraThe table referred to is as follows :
Data as to executed dt·y-docl;, contracts. ·

Security.
Name oi company
and location of Work to be done.
dock.

1 Alabama
Dry
Dock & Shipbuilding
Co.,
Mobile, Ala.

2
3

4

(Superseded by
contrart No.6.)
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation (Ltd.),
~g_rrows Point,
1leaumont Snip·
bnildir..g & Dry
DockCo.,Beaumont, '.rex.

Estimated
cost.

Investment of
contractor.

~560, 000

Contractor furnishes site.

Actual cost... . . . 4 years alter rnaturity date.

Completion o! 2, 300,000
20,000-ton floating dock steel
wings, wooden
pontoons.

Site and cost in
excess of sums
loaned.

Cost Op
to Note.-Thisloan
$1,250,000.
repayable in
five equal annual installments, commencing Dec.

Woodenfloatiag
dockcapacity,
8,000 tons.

Contractor furnishessite and
cost in excess

75 per cent of
cost up to but
not exceeding
$350,000.

Wooden floating
dock of 10,000
tons.

450,000

or a m oun t

loaned.
5

Galveston Dry
Dock & Constmction Co.,
GalYeston, Tex.

Amount oi loan.

Final pa:nnent
when due.

Wood and steel
floating dock,
10,000 tons.

761,319

Site furnished
by contractor
nnd cost m
ex c .e s s of
amonnt
loaned.

31, 1918.
4 years after ma-

turity date.

770,000

RcP.air phnt.
s1tc, and cost
in excess of
loan.

Other security.

Bond of company and first
mortgag.e on
dry dock and
on substantial
portion or adJaCent site.

Docking charges
against vessels
owned by the
United State:t
credited upon
payment ofloan.

Absolute write off of
from 33} to 3Rl per
cent, according to
when
maturity
date occurs.

Bond of com·
pany and first
mortgago .on
floating dry
dock and site.

Docking charges
ag'linst vessels
O\vned by the
United States
cred1red upon
payment ofloan .

Absolute write oft
of 251' to 3.'i' pel\
cent , dPpendin.'?i
upon date of final
payment.

80 p!.'r cent of .... . do . .'.......•. Bond of comcost not to c"<pany and first
mortgage on
ceed ~675,000.
lease bold in·

..... dO--··········

Absolute write off
or 40 per cent.

~~e~t~ ~n~ co~

buifdmg and
improYements.

'·

6 (Supors<'drd · by
contracts Nos. 8
and!l.)
7 J!l.hnckc Shio- Wood :md steel
builciing Co.
fto!\ting dock,
(Inc.), New Or-~ 10,000 tons.
leans, La.

Writeotl'.

Bond and mortgage.

Cos t up t o
$700,000.

5 years after m!l.·
turity date.

Bond of borrow·
er end fir~t
mortgage on
site. on dry
dock, and on
repair plant.

75 per cent net Contingent aDolV'•
earnings oi dry
:mCI' not to ox·
dock and repa ir
cced 30 per cent
plant applied
cost floatinJ:t portion dry dor k nor
a~ailli' t paymr nt
of loan.
in any cvont

s:.ao,ooo.
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Data as to executed cll'!J-doc1;, contracts-Continued.
~

Security.

0

~,;

-~

oe
0...,

N arne of company
and location of Work to be done.
dock.

Estimated
cost.

Investment of
contractor.

Amount or loan.

Final payment
when due.

z

WriteofJ..
Other security.

10 years after Bond executed
maturity date.
by both Terry
& Brittain
first mor~age
upon
ry
dock, r epair

50 per cent or net

Contingent allowance not to exceed
30 per ce ut cost
floating portion
dry dock not exceeding $123,000.

Cost not exceed- ..... do .......... Bond executed
ing $517,000.
by both Terry
& B-rittain
morts_age on
dry ock, repair plant,
and site.

50 per cent of net

Absolute allowance
of 40 pPr cent of
cost of floating
portion of dock
not exceeding
1209,000.

8

TErry & Brittain,
Jackson ville,
Fla.

Construction or 5775,000
dry dock 6,000
tons, marine
raHway 2,500
tons, and rapair plant.

Site and cost in Cost not exceedexcess of
ing ~612,000.
amount loaned.

9

Terry & Brittain,
Savannah, Ga.

Wooden float~
drydock8,
tons and rapair pla~t.

Contractor furnished site
and cost in excess of amount
loaned.

589,000

Bond and mortgage.

earnings of dry
dock,
marine
raHway, and rapair plant.

f~~~id.and

earnings of dry
dock and refair
plant app led
to repayment of
loan.
·

Data as-to txccuted ma.rine railU'ay contract.!.
No.
of • 'ameofcompanyand
conloc:1tion of railway.
tract.

Work to be done.

ln>e3tm£nt of contra.~ tor.

Henderson Shipbuilding Co. (Inc.), Mobile, Ala.

2,500-ton wooden
marine railway.

Contractor furnishes site Cost up to
and steam power and
1100,000.
defrays cost in excess of
amount loaned.

2

Amount of
lo:m.

2,500-ton marine Contractor defrays cost in ... _.do ......
excess of amount loaned,
railway.
and furnishes all necessary lumber and piling.
Crowninshield Ship- ... _.do .. ~ ........ . Contractor furnishes ate .... . do ......
and defrays cost of exbuilding Co., Somercavating and dredging
set, Mass.
and cost in excess of
amount loaned.

Newcomb Lileboat
Co., Hampton, Va.

Security.
Final payment when l----------~-------
due.
Bond and mortag~.
Other security.
3 years after maturity

date.

·

2 years after maturity

date.

Bond of company and fir9t Docking charges
mortgage on railway and
against vessels owned
site.
by United States
may be cre<lited on
re¥>a:.mont ofloan.
Bond of contractor ' and
first mortgage upon railway and site.

3 years after maturity

Note of contractor and first
Do.
mortgage upon railway
is to
and substantial part of
be paid 6 months
contractor~s plant.
after completion .of
dock.)
4 Beaumont Shipbuild- ..... do ......................... : ....................... .. .. . No money loaned ............... _................ .
ing & Dry Dock Co.,
Beaumont, Tex.
Do •
Cumberland
Ship- .... . do .......... .. Contrac~ furnWI~site .... . do ...: .. 5 years aiter maturity Bond of contractor and
d!lte.
and d'efi-ays co5t in 6.."'{first mortgage on railway
building Co., Portcess of amount loaned
!iite and substantial porland, Me.
and cost of dredging and
tion of contractor1s plant.
grading.
.....
do
..
..
_.
3
years
after
maturity
Bond of contractor and
6 Tamp:\ Dock Co., ..... do ........... . Contractor furnishes site
date.
first mortgage upon rall·
and agrees to build a maTampa, Fla.
chine shop at its own exway, machine shop, and
pense and bears at its
site.
own expense cost of
dredging and pilfug and
any other cost in excess
of amount loaned.
7 Federal Marine Ry. .. ... do .......... .. Contractor fnl'llishes ~ite, .. . . . do ........ _.. do ............... _ Bond or company secured Guarantee of R. s.
by first mortgage on railSalas; also docking
complete siding, and deCo., SaYannah, Ga.
fra>s cost in exc ~s of
charges again!it veswar, l'itP, and SUbstanseL<; owned by United
1ia portions of adjacent
amount loaned.
land.
States may be credited upon r<.'payment
of loan.
8 Terry&Brit.lain,Jack- ..... do ..... : .. .. . . (Set> dry-dock contract
No.8.)
sonvilll', Fla.
0 Barnes & Tibbetts Complete one .(.<JOO. Contractor furnishes site Cost up t.o 3 years after mat-::uity Bond of contractor and fJO per cent or net earn110,000.
date.
mortgage on shipyard
ings or railway and
and
defrays cost in exton railway: con{1, 1
Rhipbuildin~ •"' Dry
and railway subject only
repair plant.
cess of the moneys loaned
struct one 2,500Dock Co., Alaml'da,
to
prior
mortga.~e
of
by
tbe
Fll'et
Corporatou
railway.
Cal.
35,000; equity of contion; amotmt innsted
tractor, not including
by contractor exclusive
of site to be not less than
$25,000.

1
12
1

!

(~ote.-~10,000

~;tfr:~li~1~c~~~t"i~~~
~500,000.

None ................ ....... ... .... ... .... -----··········-·········---------------··--------------------------·····················-·-··
American Dredging 2,()()()-ton · marinQ .......................................... No money loaned .......... .... .................. .
railway.
Co., Camden, N.J.

Mr. MOOnE of Pennsylvania. Meanwhile, and not necesbeeause the gentleman from Alabama [1\lr. HEFLIN] made
a political speech a while ago in which he referred to " the millions und millions" that " somebody " was pouring into certain political campaigns but because I think it would be interesting information to him as a stmlent of these financial questions, I shall read o-:ff hurrieuly this li t of Government contracts
that have been going into certain sections of the country. While
they arc not in the nature of slush funds, of course, and
are only for patriotic purposes, they are highly important
locally.
Mr. HEFLIN. Doe the gentleman propo e to read a lesson
of instruction to t11e gentleman from Alabama? Is it omething
that the gentleman i going to give out himself?
1\fr. MOOR}J of Penn~ :rlvania. No; I was going to put it into
the Coxm.mssro~AL RECORD, becau c I thought it might be highly .
sa~·ily

date.

beneficial to the gentleman in his study of the e political and
financial questions.
Contract No. 1, Alabama Dry Dock & Shipbuilding Co., Mobile,
Ala., estimated cost $560,000.
Contract No. 2 ( uperseded by contract No. 6).
Contract No. 3, Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation (Ltd.),
Sparrows Point, Mu., estimated cost $2,300,000.
Contract No. 4, Beaumont Shipbullding & Dry Dock Co., Beaumont, Tex., estimated cost $450,000.
Contract No. 5, Galveston Dry Dock & Construction Co., Galveston, Tex., estimated cost $761,319.
..
Contract No. 6 (superseded by contracts Nos. 8 and!>).
Contract No.7, Jahncke Shipbuilding Co. (Inc.), New Orleans,
La., e timated cost $770,000. .
.
Contract :Ko. , Terry & Brittain, Jacksonvitle, Fla., estimateu
cost .,.i75,000.
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Contract No. 9, Terry & Brittain, Savannah, Ga., estimated
cost $589,000.
Now, as to the marine railway contracts, perhaps I ought to
put them in just here.
1\lr. HEFLIN. Will the gentleman from Pennsylvania yield?
l\Ir. 1\100RE of Pennsylvania. I yield to the gentleman.
,
M ,.~. HEFLIN · I will ask the gentleman t'f he does not know
that more money is expended in his district for war purposes
than all the items that he has read for these southern States? ·
·
N o ; I d o no t kn ow tha t • an d I
1'l\1r. l\100RE
. of P ennsy1vama.
question very much if that is the fact.
Mr. HEFLIN. I will furnish the information to the gentleman.
l\1r. MOORE of Pennsylvania. If the gentleman, in his study
of financial subjects, will put these figures in the RECORD, I will
circulate tllem in my district, because it would be very interest·
in~ to the people there to know it.
· Mr. HEFLIN. I will give the gentleman the statistics for all
the States in a few days, which \vill show that ten, fifteen, and
twenty times more money is being spent in each northern State
than in any southern State, and more in the gentleman's own
State than in all the southern States.
1\lr. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania. That would be very con::.pli·
mentary to "the gentleman from Pennsylvania," but I question
whether the compliment the gentleman from Alabaina pays to
"the gentleman from Pennsylvania" is well bestowed.
The CHaiRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Pennsylvania has expired.
l\lr. MOORE of llennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous con ent for five minutes more.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Pennsylv:rnia?
There was no objection.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsyl-rania. But it is complimentary to
the gentleman from Alabama to have it known that while he
makes beautiful speeches here reflecting on tb,e Republican
Party and charging enormous slush funds, and things of that
kind, from the days of Ballinger down, the gentleman himself
has had his hands in the trough and yanked a few contracts
down to Alabama. It. is one of those peculiar political phe·
nomena worth considering when the gentleman gets on his feet
and makes speeches in defense of the administration. I hope
the gentleman will listen, because this is interesting to him, and
it ought to be interesting to his people. It is sort of an ans"\\:er
to the charges the gentleman has made:
Henderson Shipbuilding Co., Mobile, Ala., cost $100,000.
Newcomb Lifeboat Co., Hampton, Va., estimated cost $100,000.
Crowninshield Shipbuilding Co., Somerset, Mass., estimatell
cost $100,000.
_
Beaumont Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co., Beaumont, Tex.
Cumberland Shjpbuilding Co., Portland, Me., a similar estimate.
Tampa Dock Co., Tampa, Fla., a similar estimate.
Federal 1\Iarine Railway Co., Savannah, Ga., a similar esti·
Dlate.
•
Terry & B rittatn, Jackson, Fla., a similar estimate.
Barnes & Tibbetts Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co., Alameda,
Cal., estimated cost $110,000.
_
American Dredging Co., Camden, N. J., which is opposite the
district of " the gentleman from Pennsylvania," no money
loaned.
So, for the purpose of the record, it is well to have people
understand that while we are all intensely patriotic, the gentleman from Alabama simply topping the climax when it comes
to intensive and vociferous patriotism, the gentleman is stm
reaching down into the trough for the benefit of his own. State
and getting something out of it. Perhaps it is not well for
gentlemen who live in glass houses to throw stones, but whether
this advice will be followed by the gentleman from Aln ham a I
do not know. Let him have the credit and glory of getting
something for his district, now that he is in power and Rtands
pat at the White House gate. [Laughter on the Republican
side.]
· Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. l\lr. Chairman, I ask unanimous
consent to revise and extend my remarks in the RECORD.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Kansas asks un:mi·
·Dlous conRent to re-rise and extend his remarks in the RECORD.
Is there objection?
There ·was no objection. .
Mr. SHERLEY. l\1r. Chairman, I do not care eHhet• to in.
voke or take part in the controversy between Members of the
House, but I think we ought to keep the record straight as we
go along. Now, the trouble with my genial frien<l from Pennsylvania is that he looked at only one table in connection with
T
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the contracts that are executed. If he will turn to pages 133~
and 1332 of the hearings he will find a statement of the pro.
posed contracts which totals $34,662,500, and they are divided
as follows:
Provosea construction.
One 10.000-ton dry dock at Portland, Me ________________ $2, 100, 000
One dry dock at Portsmouth, N. H______________________
900, 000
(Boston, Mass.), bonus foi' the completion of the Common·
wealth dock_______________________________________
250, ooo
Three 10.000-ton floating dry docks_____________________ 6, 500,000
Three 3,200-ton marine railways to be locatC'd at Providence, R. L ; Seattle, Wash. ; and Astoria. Oreg _______ _
760,000
One 10.000-ton dry dock at Fall River. New London, or
Providence ----------------------------------- - ---- 2, 100, ooo
Ten dry docks-New York Harbor, 10,000 to 20.000 ton
capacities----------------------------------------- 25.000,000
Three 10,000-ton floating dry docks at Philadelphia ______ 10, 000, 000

[Applause and laughter on the Democratic side.]
One 10 000-ton dry dock at B:tltimore, Md______________
One 10,000-ton floating dry dock, Norfolk Harbor________
Financial assistance for completion of 7,500 -ton dock,
Charleston, S. C----------------------------------One 5,000-ton floating dry clock, Pensacola, Fla__________

2, 100, 000
2, 100, 000
300,000
350, 000

That makes a total of $52,460.000, and less the availahle bal·
ance of $17,797,500 leaYes $34,66~,500 - that is being carried in
this bill.
Then as to the actual or estimated commitments for marine
railways the gentleman will find a list totaling $878,500, and
they are at various places along the coast.
I want to say this seriously, aside from the pleasantries ex·
changed which take place from time to time on the floor, that
the dry docks are being located at th~se places where the ship·
ping warrants their being placed. They are not b <'; ~ placed
either North or South because it is North ·or South, and no ap·
propriation has ever been made by the Committee on Appropria·
tions while I lmve been a member of the committee that have
been predicated upon geographical considerations from a politi·
cal sense. The committee does not consider these matters, and
the departments, in spending these huge sums of money, do not
consider it. It so happens that a very large proportion of the
money is spent north of Mason and Dixon's line, and that follows simply because of the fact that a great portion of the com·
mercia! industrial development of the country is now north of
Mason and Dixon's line, and it has not been to play politics
one way or the other. I think the country ought to understand
and appreciate that while we occasionally have a little fun with
each othel", the Congress of the United States and the depart·
ments have forgotten geographical positions in the political
sen!';e of the tet·m. [Applause.]
The Clerk read as follows:
3. The United States Shipping Board shall not require payment from
the War Department for the chart<'r hire of vessels furnished or to be
furni shed from July 1, 1918, to June 30, 1919. inclusive. for the use
{k;::~mde~t~rtment when such vessels arc owned by the United States

1\Ir. MADDEN. l\lr. Chairman, I reserve the point of order
on that. I would like very much to have the chairman of the
committee explain wl'y it was thought wise to forego the charge
by the Shipping Board to the War Department. Of course, I
realize that it all comes out of the Treasury of '::he United
States.
Mr. SHERLEY. That was the major reason. There were
submitted as estimates in connection with the transportation
of the Army an estimate for the pay of charter hire for all the
vessels that would be used by the Army in connection with the
transportation of troops and supplies. As to those vessels which
the Government does not own, of course, we must repay the
United States Shipping Board for the charter hire that it has
to pay, but it did not seem to the committee wise in ~his day of
tremendous appropriations to have to appropriate for the Army
to pay to the Shipping Board, and it simply involved unnecessary
bookkeeping and unnecessary appropriations, and as a result
of that and a revision of the whole cost of charter hire there
has been a reduction of about 189 million and odd dollars
made in the estimates under the head of transportation of the
Army.
Mr. MADDEN. I was not here yesterday when the gentle·
man explained the bill, and I see that his remarks are not yet
printed.
Mr. SHERLEY. The gentleman will appreciate that I have
not had a chance to revise my figures, and I wanted to be abso·
lutely accurate.
l\Ir. MADDEN. If it is not inconsistent with the public
policy to answer this, if the gentleman can tell, I would like
to know what the cost per capita of this transport is where
our men sail on forei~n-owned ships.
Mr. SHERLEY. The charter hire, where we charter a ship.
n:verages about $9.20 a dead-weight ton. That includes the ship
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with its crew and officers. The ·allleu steamers chartered a\er~
age about •$11 o. ton, and the American steamships, which were
requisitioned and which includes the naked ship without a crew
and officers, is $5.64 a dead-weight ton.
Mr. l\IADDEN. What does that make the individual passenger cost?
1\lr. SHERLEY. I ·have no computation on that. I doubt
if it could be obtained without a pretty elaborate calculation,
because many ships have a dead-weight ton capacity and a
passenger-carrying capa.clty \ery much different from what
another ship of the same dead-weight ton capacity would ' ha\e,
due somewhat to construction.
1\lr. 1\IADDEN. I think it would be interesting if these figures could be compileu, becau e I know there is a feeling in
many quarters throughont tite country ·that we are paying a
good deal more for the tran portation of our troops to the allied
nations who -are furni hing ship than they are justified in
charging. I would not undertake to say -that that is true, but
there i a general ·feeling that it is true.
l\fr. ,'HEnLEY. This i. true. Th:e impre sion which existed
in som~ _quarters that we were getting ships -J:urnished free .bY
some of our allies for the movement of our troops or supplies
is not warranted. I think there w&s one ship from a ·South
American nation that v;-u furni:s hed to the United States Government for one or mo1·e trips ·free of charge, but with that
cxccpti.on we are pn.ying for all of.the tonnage that we use.
1\tr. :\!AD DEN. Of cour. we could .not expe-ct to get it free,
and oup;h t not ·to.
·1 \Jr. SHERLEY. I \muer~tanu we could not; but I simply
wanted to urake that ·tatement in view of -the impression that
wa: in the mind! of s me that our allies were bearing .the
burden of tran •porting our troops. They ha\e been. very _,generous iu tll.e gi"\"ing ov:er to us ships for that use, and of course
fuat h.a · ·meant. 11eces. arily, the- curtailment of -s hips used in
their c mm€'l'dal tract on routes that have been long establL<:~h <l. It ·'"'a only what was to 'be ·expected, however, from
allies who were cooperating with ·us in using the united forces
of all nations in the -pro e ution .of the war.
':\Ir. :MADDE" ~. 1 ll('nn1 it aid-\>hether there i-s .any -truth
in i or J·H lt, and whether ·it is ·proper for -me to make the
.·tuieru nt f~n· the .Jb:cmm I would not undertake to say; and if
it L not true •I '\\Oul<l not want · it to go into the RECOB~that
the rlun ge mode by GTen.t Hritain for the transportation of our
sohlit-r · rwerap; s ~150 I er man for carrying them across. I
<1o not know a thing ahont the truth of that, but those who told
me C'laimel1 t1t0y have kno'\\ledge .of the facts. If any such
ch:rrge is Leing made, I thinli: it i-s excesSive an<l our Governm(•n1 onghl uot to permit it.
11L'. '-' HEH.LEY. If the gentleman will permit, I llave no
knuwl ellK' whatever about that; but I question whether -anyone is in a po ·ition to mul{e a statement of that kind upon
anytllin~ other Uutn wild ~ peculation, because the ships are
not w~C'tl on Uw JJn. is of .per capita cost of transportation.
:\Jr. Jl.:l.DDI~ . . . No; but it would figure up.
.::\fr. SHERL1<1Y. But there are so many varying factors in
n·g-1.11'(1 to each hip that I que. tion very much whether anybody
has 1igure(l it out.
:Ur. MADDEN. I think it would be an interesting tabulation
nn<l ought to be fi~ured up.
.Mr. , 'HERLEY. I .have no information about it. It did not
· occur to me to make that particular inquiry .nt the time .the
mutter wn under consideration.
l\lr. 1\LillDEN. l\Ir. Oha.i-rma.n, -I withdraw the point of order.
The Clerk r ad .ns .follows:
WAn DU>USTRIES . BOARD.

For expenses of tho War Industrit'S Board, including ·pl>rs.onal ancl
other sen-lees in the District of Columbia and E'lsewhf>rc, rent of
offices und w;ounds, traveling expenses, per diem in lieu of subsistence
not exeE'eiling 4. supplies and equipment, law ·.books. bookR of referenee1 periodicals. newspRper.·. rc.>pair and upkeep of buildings, and
printing und binding, $2,000,000.

.l\lr. l\IOORE of PennsylYania and Mr. WALSH rose.

The CRAIRMA:.N. The gentleman from Pennsyl\"ania is
recognized.
l\lr. l\IOOllE of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, 1 move to strike
out the last wnrd. ·wm the gentleman from Kentucky make
a stateruent as to the per. onal services provided for in this
• item, which includes traveling expenses, rent, etc., running up
to $2,000,000. Thls is the board of which Mr. Baruch is
chairman?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes:
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. It is wll: t has resulted from
the old Council of National Defense!
Mr. SHERLEY. ·No; it is simply wllat was a part of the
Council of National Defense. It v;·as carved out of it.
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·l\Ir. MOORE of Penn..:'Jl\auia. It grows out of the Council of
National Defense?
'1\!r. SHERLEY. 'Yes.
Mr. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania. The head of it i: l\Ir. Baruch?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
1\Ir. MOORE of .Pennsylv::mia. It is the real · center of tllc
entire ·system with regnrd to dl tribution of supplies, labor, and
so :forth. 1\fay I ask whether the members of tlle 'Var Industries Boa~d are paid a .salary.?
~lr. SHERLEY. Yes; I think n few of them m·e, lJut I -can
not give the gentleman that exact tact. They asked for a
total sum of $3,765,825, nnd they -had dhided it under Yarious
heads in connection with the salaries of the employees attend~
ant upon the members of the board, on ·the priee-fuing committee, on the administration, and the variou · committees tllat
aro operating 1mder this War Industries Board.
There is no possible way by which we could determine ab · •
luteJy jm;t what moneys were uecfied. All of this money L practically for the payment of salaries of employees, with U1e cxc~p·
tlon of that which goes to a limited extent for printing, stationery, furniture, and other equipment.
Mr. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania. The board is divided up into
departments according to the busines , uccupations, or indu ~
trie , and very many men who are prominent in those industries
nre here in Washington a .great deal of their time in conjunction
with the boa1·d. They are given credit for pu.triotic and self·
sacrificing work.
·
.
Mr. SHERLEY. There are 243 of those men wllo draw 1 n:
year.
:Mr. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania. This has ~ome now to be a permanent institution. They stal'ted out as $1 a -year men on patriotic lines and they were enthusiastic in offering then· servic
to the Government. I want to know whether·we continue to pny
them only $1 a year or whether now, by reason of the War In·
dustries Board having come to be a permanent institution. tho ·e
men are still devoting theil.· services to the Government and the
·war Industries ·B oard substantially without compen. ation?
1\Ir. ··SHERLEY. Two hundred and forty-tl1ree of them are.
If the gentleman wlll turn to page 1.097 of the hearings, he wUl
find the number of employees and the salaries that are being
pal d. ·On page 1098 he will find the a !aries according to the
character of occupation of the employees.
·
'1\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Let me ask the gentleman a
plain question. Does ·M r. Baruch derive .any compen ation from
the Government?
Mr. SHERLEY. I ·think not. 1 hav-e no doubt 1\Ir. Baruch
actually spends considerable money out of l1is own pocket nnd
he himself gets no salary or compen ation of any ltind.
1\fr. MOORE of Pennsyl\ania. He is here necessarily -most of
his time, and probably bas _given up all otho:r business.
[r.
Baruch is a very wealthy man, because it was reported only
recently that he very patriotically sub cribed for $1.000.000
worth of the fourth liberty loan, n. \ery c.reditable thing for Wm
to do. I would like to know whetber sucb men arc expectell
to stay here in Washington throughout the year, as Mr. Barueh
is doing, without receivJng any compensation' whatever?
Mr. SHERLEY. I doubt if Mr. Baruch would acce}lt auy
compensation, and I suspect that is true as to a considerable
number uf the e other 243 men. There are a number of ex·
perts who are being {>aid salaries omewhat commensurate ·with
their \aloe, not what they would get commercially but a living
value, and the gentlemen will find that set out. I want to say
this touching ·the rreneral work of the . War Industries Board.
The wisdom or lack of wi dom with whlch that board performs
its functions -will ha>e more to do with the real _production o.t
· tlHs country in the way of war matedal than any other in~le
ageney in the Government. Its work is of the very first mag·
nitude and can not be exaggerated in its importance. Jt is a
great work. To-day they are being required to say to privnte
industry, "You -shall curtail your industry to a certain extent."
They are also saying to private industry, "You shull ·sta:billze
your prices and ask only n certain maximum price." They ha1:e
done that recently in regard to _shoes by the elimination of many
unnecessary styles and 'the standardizing of the different prices
of shoes and fuing the price, and they have made it possible
for the shoe industry to continue ta manufacture at a reasonable
profit and yet supply to the country shoes at very Juuch less
retail than under the old competitive condition in which ea~h
manufacturer had to make many more different sb.,:lcs than tllc>re
was nny real need for and which if he did not make he 'voul<l
suffer by virtue of the competition of other rnanufacturee " who
diu. Now, that is a fair sample of much of the work that llas
come more and more within th domain of the \Yar Indu h·ieM
Board. Then, as the gentleman w 11 knowR, all prioritie;. in on-·
nt;ction with Government work must be c:learetl through the
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'Vnr Inrlustries Board, both as to raw material and many finifhed articles whicll go to make the raw material of some other
article.
ltlr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Mr Chairman, I appreciate
the force of -what the gentleman says. I think he has made a
correct analysis of the work of this board and of its usefulness,
but my inqu1ry was directed with a view of ascertaining how
many men still devote their services to the Government for
nothing, ancl he has answered by giving the figures-~
1\lr. SHERLEY. Two hundred and forty-three.
·
.Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. These men are more or less
1ntereste<l, many of them, in the particular lines of industry
they are called to sit in judgment upon as representatives of
the War Industries Board. Complaints have come to me from
many people who are interested in one line of business or
another with respect to the manner in which they are obliged
to go to their competitors to obtain a judgment from the War
Industries Board. That is to say, a man who may be an importer in a certain line of business-The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I ask unanimous consent to
proceed for three minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Pennsyl\ania? [After a pause.] The Chair
hears none.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsyl\ania. A man who may be nn importer and who desires certain information with regard to his
particular line of business finds upon inquiry of the War Industries Board that the whole matter, which is vital to him and
may also be vital to the Nation, is intrusted to his chief competitor, and that if he has any business secrets he must reveal
them to his competitor who holds this position with the Government at a nominal consideration. It has occurred to me that
it might be well for this Nation to pay its officers, even on the
'Vur Industries Board, so that it could ha"Ve a check upon them
and might at least know that the industry was getting a fair
deal. I assume we do not want to cru h business competition.
1\fr. SHERLEY. In answer to that, I will say to the gentleman this, expressing simply my own thoughts, that I do
not believe that the paying of any salaries to these men of
high place is going to insure in any degree their honor. Unless a man is a man of honesty in the first instance, the paying to him of $15,000 salary or $25,000 salary is not going to
have any effect. The only other remedy to prevent the situation that he complains of-and I am not admitting it is not
the usual situation, but I think it will be found the exception
rather than the rule-would be to obtain men who had the
1·equisite information and were not engaged in any way in
commercial life, and that is very much easier proposed than
done. You are more or less bound to take men who are leaders
in the trades that they are dealing with if you are to get that
information which is a necessary predicate for action and judgment.
1\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Inasmuch as I think there is
still time, let me ask the gentleman this : The last provision
in this bill contemplates the appointment of a " war salvage
commission " of seYen men, to be appointed by the President,
whose salaries are not to exceed $10,000 per annum. If we
can get 234 patriotic men who are willing to serve in the War
Industries Board for nothing-although many people suggest
that their interest In their particular lines of business may be
of some concern to them-why can not we get seven men to
serve on this war salvage commission who are equally patriotic with the men in the 'Var Insdustries Board?
Mr. SHERLEY. 'Ve could, and for that reason, when I
read that, I avoided the payment of $10,000 salary.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I would not want them to
serve for a dollar a year.
·
Mr. SHERLEY. I am not going to admit, myself, that I
can make a man honest, whom I entrust with responsibilitie.s
that run into the millfons and maybe the billions, by paying
him $10,000 a year. He is going to be honest because he is
honest, or he is going to be dishonest because he is dishonest,
and not because of the $10,000. It is too small to count as a
factor, but the reason that I provided for a compensation of
$10,000, if necessary, is this: There are men in the country who
are men of high intelligence and ability and who have the
means to serve for nothing, and I did not want to exclude
such men.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word.
I think I might perform some services to my Go"Vernment
tl1at are of Talue. I trust I am doing it now, but It so hap-
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pens that I would not be able to do it unless I received some
compensation.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Will the gentleman yield at
that point?
Mr. SHERLEY. And that is true of a good many of us.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsyl\ania. Will the gentleman yield?
lli. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I will place the gentleman's
ability, his integrity, and his patriotism against that of any
man in the War Industries Board who is serving for a dollar a
year. For that reason I would not prejudice the right of such
gentlemen as he to serve on that board. We would do so if
we permitted to serve only those who are willing to ser\e for
nothing.
Mr. SHERLEY. Nobody is prohibited from paying salaries
to members on the War Industries Board, and, in point of fact,
they are paying 5alaries to some men whose circumstances
make it necessary.
Mr. KREIDER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. KREIDER. Will the gentleman explain how these dollar-a-year men came to serve on this board?
.
Mr. STAFFORD. Before the gentleman answers that question, will he permit me to ask-The CHAIRMAN. Will the gentleman from Kentucky yield?
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman permit me to ask the
chairman of the committee a question?
Mr. SHERLEY. I will yield to the gentleman from Wisconsin in a moment.
I will answer the gentleman from Pennsylvania [l\fr.
KBEIDER] by saying they are appointed by the President. Mr.
Baruch was appointed by the President under the act, as I .
recall it. I have not gone into the matter for some months, but
at the time the Council for National Defense was formed it was
provided it should consist of certain Cabinet officers, and that
then under them there might be such subsidiary committees
and commissions as were thought desirable. I say " appointed
by the President." I do not think that he undertakes in each
instance to pick out the individual man, but men in whom he
has confidence in working out the constantly changing and
growing problems suggest men for that particular work. The
committee did not go into the matter at this time because we
could not go into lt.
Mr. KREIDER. I am not criticiz.ing-Mr. SHERLEY. I understand.
Mr. KREIDER. I am simply asking for information.
Mr. SHERLEY. I am explaining why I can not give the gentleman quite the information I would like to give. My impression is that the men who are engaged in this work are men who
have all met with the approval of the President or those gentlemen in his counsel whom he trusts.
· Mr. KREIDER. I wish to say that I ha\e been approached
by at least one man, and he ·asked me tllis question that I !lave
propounded to the gentleman from Kentucky, and I was unable
to answer him. That is the reason why I wanted to know.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman from Kentucky yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Certainly.
Mr. STAFFORD. Before the question· was propounded by
the gentleman from Pennsylvania, the chairman of the committee was discussing the question of the salary of the members
of the salvage commission. I wish to direct an inquiry to the
gentelman as to whether he has considered fixing the salaries
of the members of this commission on a per diem basis for the
days they serve in doing this work?
Mr. SHERLEY. I did not; and for this reason: I belie\e that
· any man who is put on that commission ought to be prepared to
give all his time to tt. It is a big enough jo~ to engage the entire
attention of the ablest men that exist to-day anywhere.
Mr. STAFFORD. If the gentleman will permit, the thought
occurred to me that the character of men we should have should
be men of great business ability, heads of great manufacturing
establishments, who are to-day receiving, maybe, $100,000 a
year as salary, and who would be only too glad, like these
dollar-a-year men are, to give sufficient time to the great problems connected with the salvage of Government establishments,
and yet would not be willing to and could not gi"Ve their entire
time to that work; and to award them a compensation as \Ye do
in other instances of $25 a day would tend to make them perfectly willing to do this service.
For instance, Mr. John Dodge, of Dodg-e Bros., is recognized everywhere as one of the great industrinl learlers of the
country. He might be only too glad to serve nn1l give hi~ best
thought and study to the great problems that will come hefore
the salvage commission, and yet, if he wete vai<l. a year's
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. alary, it might pr~lml him from seming; as an annual salary
pre uppose thnt he ''a to give all of his time t<r. tlte work;.
and be. coultl not give: all of hi tiiUe. to. it by rea.<:;on. oL his
present respon!"ible bu iness engagements.
1\Ir. HEnLEY. The· provision: dDes not r.equil: the p~m®t
of $10,00R
I doe ·. not even. requh·e· th-e: pa~eJlt or- the same
amount to uifl'erent individual . It simply- proTi:des that they
sball not be paid moue tlian $c10,000 a· year .
Mr. ST.AFFORD; Th gentleman realize . that under· tlie·
form of th phraseelog-y all these civillian comm· sioner · will
get the am · salary?·
·
Mr. SHERLEY. I hoD not., because I think . orne o:1!· them
(rllght not to' receive th 13ame alary as. other .
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired:.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman.,. I move to trike out the
la. 't two words.
The- CHAIRM:A.....~. The gentleman fr.om Wisconsin move · to
strike out the last two words.
Mr. STAFFORD. Wllile- the· subj_eet is uncle:c. consideration
f. merely wish to advance this thought: I know· the: gentleman
from Kentucky has given it mucl1 more thoug]lt t:harl r ha.Ye,
altbough since H was propo ed before tlle. general committee
[ have been reYolving it in my mind. r think this wonk will
require the wry highe t order of- busines ability, and: the men.
·you wish, to obtain are melt who· are now engaged. in. tli:e management of lm·~ industrial enterprises-; not the cast-oft':s ru1d. tile
busine s scraps of industrv,. but big- men receiving $50,000 and.
salaru
They ar.e {)erfecH" willing to ser.ve
$100• 000 a~ "ear
J
•
o1. •
•
•
w,.r
•
•
and Study at mght, and make exrurunatiOn Of th
Sites, Ullfl
make hncried trip, , at whatever compensation the Government
ee fit to p11;y ~ If :.vou make the maximum salary $10,000 yo11.
ate not going to get, in my OQinion, that character-- of men, and
that is the ~haracter of men we should obtain. By paying them
a. per diem salary you do . net foreclose them from a'Ccepting.
but fix: a yearly salary and. they are preeluded because. the e
other enaagements ro:: nmt them from giving all their time to
this work.
The CHAIRMAN. Tlle time of: the gentleman. from Wis~
cGn.Jn has expired. The. Clerk will read.
Tlu~ Cleric read. as. follows :
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Mr. BYRNS of'Tenne · ee. N.o. 'l'hi pronsion here -i., simply
intended to cm.-r · along the six persons who wer employert: em
the original appropriation at salaries exceeding $1, 00, and it i3
not. c.<Ontemplated by tl1e State Department to-pn,y anyone out of
this· sum, or fhe original s~ more than $1,800 with the exception of tlie· siX.- persons.
M:r. ST'.aFFORD. I . notice, in just glancing over the hearing~.
that the gentleman was pr; sent when this-item wa uruler con
sideration- before the · subcommittee, and· I wi ~h to inquil·e fol'
what purposes are these large sums to· be used? I base g.lance<l
over it; not reading. it a carefully as . I should, but it gives tbe
impi:e ston that the State Department want! this a{!illtlonul
amormtr io£ tlle emploJm.e:nt of aeonomists and other expert em~
pioyee to study conditions leading up to tlle preparation of
peace terms.
.
.
Mr. BYRFS of Tenne s e. N.o ; I will . a y to.. the gen eman·
that this- particular ap_propi:iation., as explained by the tate D~pa.rtmJ nt, is not t be used. for the employment of· expert<J suc!t
us economists.
JIJ.r. 'l?.&FFORD. On. page 832 I find thi colloquy :
l\!1:. BYR.NI.:l of. Tenne e . Ju t what-will you ne t1 m~n of th sc qua:llil-

: cations forReferring to th questi:oiL answered. pr vlou. ly as to the1:e
being, economists aud men. of that type.
Mr. Carr says:

Because in tlie work of preparing. for the pence c onf~>rcn N', po t•wnr
commerce, treaty revision, and exam_lnation of claim<; .t her mus~ ue
mru:~e a numller of. studies, ot econom1.c conditi.ons, pol1t1cal condltJOns.
an legn.L questions that can. not be made by t he or dlnm clerk. We
. ha:vc to llavc men. of' more ability for that . kin<] of· work; also men w l1o·
CllJl ~ke charge oil the handling_ of f!orresgondcnce, a.m:l the <lir ctlou
of. action upon. it, and so on.
. lU~·· MONDELL. Has th gentleman- n~ted on pa:ge 36, he-

· g1mnng neru· tlle top of the page, the QUe t10ru that I asketl l\1r.
C:ur? I think rn' flU stions and Mi:; Carr 1S atrwers make it
veJ:y clear· tha:t the a.mount which WoC ha,- grn:nted to tlle de
partm nt ~imply pr vides for t11e force they now ha v ; but it
will give th m authority to grant larger . ·alarie. t
me six:
· clel!ks.
M'.r . STAFFORD. Then the gentlernan from
.yornin"' tal~esa <li:ffe-rent J2t:lSitiorr, i.Jr .con ' truing- this-puragranh, to tha.t ot· the
For employee in. the DeJmrtment of State, $136,000 : Pro'Cide£4 That ge-ntleman fl'om Tenn s e.
J.Jot more. than six persons sbftll be employed hereunder at a rate of comMr. BYrtN ot Tenne s . I de not
unuerstarrd.
pen ~ation exceeding 1, 0.0 per annum.
1\Ir. MONDELL. l\Iy under tanding i tllat w·c proYi<l for
1\Ir. STAFFORD. lU.r. Chairman. I moYe to st.rik out the the. force that is now in the- <lepar.ttnent.
last word.
Xlr. BYRNS of Tenn see. That is exactlY what I l=lai<l.
The CHAIRMAN. The !rentlema.n from Wisconsin move . to
:Yr. MQNDELL. But that we eo proncle for six new salaxies
sh·ike out the lust word.
in e.:xce. · of $1,800.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. In the legislati-ve-appropriation l.>ilL for-the
1\Ir. BYRNS @f Tenne e. They are not new . alaries. They
pre ent fiscal year we granted to the: Seer tar of- State a con.•. are sim.oly to carry sL'{ employees who ar now employed in the
siderably increased amount f01~ clerical services which. he J.md State Depat~onent at salaries exceeding 1, 00. I am quite
not been previously authorized to have, namely, 200,000. N'ow,.. ure- that it is not the purpose of the State D pnrtment to eiu-we have here- an. additional app1:·opriation. That $.200,000 was ptoy aut of this um more than six people at sa•laries eX'Ceeding
in. addition to the appropriations to llis regular statutory force $1,800. Now, I will say to the gentleman from \Visconsin [1\1r ..
and temporary· employees, the lattei: carr:ying, £e. ped.isely STl\FJ!'OllD] that the o-riginal estimate submitted by the State
$54,000 and 73,000, which have been carried the la t . ev-eral Department ca11P for $250,000. Iravvear din tho hearing that·
yeru:s.
it was the- nurvo of the State Departme-nt to u..,e . '50,000 of
I wi h to inquire what is the special need of givfug llim an thH!t sum for th emplo:rment of e~--perts--econorr;i.. b a.n1l others
additional ar>propriu.tiou of $-136.000 so shortly after th Secre- of exP,ert ability and! qualifications. It further appeared. in the
tarj' of. State came- before the committee in. the preparation of· beatings tha:t they are employing. quite a.. number of men of exthe Iegi lative appropriati n bill? When we prepared the I.eo<>is- peJ.'t ability and flaying them out of the 10 1000 apvnop:t:iatetl
la:tive· appropriation l.>ill the war wu at its peuk. We granted in the Diplomatic a..nd Consulal· appropriation bill. with whicll
to him all, or nearly all, I believe, that be. asked fol:' aduitionaL the gentleman i familial'.
clerical services. We have been voting to t.bi · department , Mr. STAFFORD. Quite familiar.
thousands and thousands of dollars tight. aloncr for adtlitiona1
1\Ir. BYRNS of. Tenness c. The conlln.ittee f lt thnt since th :y
cle:t·ical services. ·what i · the oeea.sion now of Yoting $136,000 were using. tlw $700,000 fund, 01~ a portion of it, for t11 employmore foe the remainder of the fiscal year?
mont of exper who ar
onomists, aml o forth. it would
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. I will Ray to the gentleman that harcUy be wise to make an appropriation here of ~50.000 arul
this appropriation does not contemplate increasing the force gi\e them two funds for the same purpose. And hence the comnew enlploycd in the Department of &tate. In othe1~ words, it mittee cut out the $50,000, and al o reduced the estimate t
do not proYide for any additional clerks, but it simply is to $136,000, so as not to provide for the employment of a cl rica!
enable- the State Department to take care of the force that it force in a<ldition to the force now employed.
now has employed. The gentleman will notice tlmt it does not
:M r. STAFFORD. I. do not under. tand th viewpoint of the
proYi<lc fo1~ an, increase of pay of any clerk , and the same limi- State Department. '.L'll~ came before tho lea· lativ snbc mta.tion is put upon thi upproprjation as wa carried on the mittee in January of this year aml asked for an approprlation of
orio-inal awropriation.
$2u4,000. The original armropuiation thnt they a ·ked for was
1\lr. STAFFORD. If the g-entleman 'till permit, in that par- $120,000. After- careful con.sic.leration we voted tllem . _oo,ooo,
ticulur I ma.ke a· different construction of the pre ent provision and that is in. the existing law. Now, ilie ..,.entleman from Tenfrom that \Yhich the gentleman ha.s just made: Under the exist- n c. · ce states that this $136,000 is oot for the employment of
ing IegislntiYe bill there is a limitation. that out of the. $200.000 any additional employees, but merely for those employees now
not more than six persons shall b employed at a rate of com- in the department. There must be a conflict there, h cu.u e the
pen ation exceed ing $1, eo n year. Now, you make an appro- State Department is subject to tlle same law as other depnrtpriution of $136,000 and ennct the snme provision. I take it that ments that does not permit them to employ nny a<lditionnl
under this appropriation of $136,000 he could employ 'is: alldl~ emplo~ees except tho e for which appr011rintion arc carried in
tional persons at alarie.· nbO'i"C' .,1,800 ner annum.
the appropriation bill. Thet·e is an incou ist0ncy in the o-entle-
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men's position. He says it is not for the employment of any
more employees, and yet the department has no authority to employ any greater number of employees than those covered in the
$200,000 that the Oongress voted them in the legislative bill. · I
think som2 explanation should be made of that position on 1)le
part of the State Department.
l\lr. M:ONDELL. The State Department estimated that the
sum of $250,000 was needed for additional employees, and they
stated very clearly the purposes for which these people were
to be employed. They asked that out ef that additional appropriation for employees they might pay 25 -a sum in excess of
$1,800. They clearly indicated the character of the employment
proposed. It developed. in the hearings that, under the appropriation of $200,000 which was granted in the legislative bill,
the State Department had employed a sufficient number of
people to amount to a pay roll of $336,000 for the year. In
other words, their present pay roll is $136,000 for the year in
excess of the appropriation.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MONDELL. Yes.
Mr. STAFFORD. How is the State Department authorized
to employ a clerical force that requires the payment of $336,000
when the legislative appropriation bill, which was the basis for
their employment of their clerical force, only authorized them
to employ at the annual rate of $200,000?
·
Mr. 1\!0NDELL. I do not recall at this moment just the
exact language of the provision in the legislative bill. The
gentleman from · Wisconsin [Mr. STAFFORD] may have it before
him, but I ha\e assumed, from the statement of the State Department, that that appropriation of $200,000 was so worded
that the State Department could use their discretion to a certain extent in the employment of people under it.
Mr. STAFFORD. Tlie language is very general. It snys:
For additional employees in the Department o! State. $200,000.
That does not mean $200,000 for one month. It means $200-

000 for the entire year.
'
Mr. MONDELL. Not necessarily. Under general language
of that sort the State Department would be fully justi.fie4
in increa ing its employees above a force that could be maintained for $200,000 for the entire year.
Tl1ey might need all the services in 30 or 60 days, and then
the work would be completed. The Congress very clearly did
not intend to give them the sum ol $200,000 to be distributed
through 12 months, divided into 12 sums. The department,
acting within its di cretion, has increased its pay roll so that
it will amount to $336,000 for the year.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman permit?
Mr. MONDELL. Yes.
Mr. STAFFORD. Do I understand that it is the gentleman's
construction . of -the law that the heads of department , when
we have voted a lump sum for employees during the entire year,
can utilize the lump sum in any one month, and then come to
Congress for additional appropriation? Is not the gentleman
aware of the provision of the law carried in the sundry civil
act which requires the heads of department to allot appropriations to the respective quarters throughout the year and not
exceed them?
Mr. MONDELL. The gentleman from Wyoming does not pretend to know so much about the fine points of legislative limitation in regard to employments as the gentleman from Wisconsin, who is an expert in that particular line. My opinion is
that ·the appropriation granted in the form in which this was
need not be allotted by months.
The CHAIRl\lAN (Mr. DEWALT). The time of the gentleman
from Wyoming has expired.
l\fr. MONDELL. I ask for one minute more.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
1\Ir. 1\.IONDELL. The department must necessarily exercise
its good judgment and discretion in making up its force under
that kind of an appropriation. Congress may decide when the
sum is u ed up to make no further appropriation for that purpose. The State Department made so good a showjng that the
committee was of the o-pinion that we should grant them a sum
sufficient to keep a force of the' present size, not necessarily the
same force, but a fo.rce of the present size continually employed. As one member of the committee, my further understanding is that they can increase the salaries of six of these
additional employees above $1,800, bnt in tha~ event it might be
necessary for them to somewhat limit their present force. At
any rate, "We do not grant them any new employees.
Mr. 'l \100RE of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike
out the last word, and ask the indulgence of the gentleman from
Kentucky a moment. I had marked an inquiry on the ·war f
Trade Board paragraph, and while it is going back the gentleman
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can explain the matter in a moment or two. The transfer to
its own use of the amounts collected by a bureau is rather an
unusual proceeding, and I want to ask the gentleman why it was
permitted in this case.
Mr. SHERLEY. Some time ago, when the sundry civil bill
was up, the War Trade Board called the attention of the committee to the fact that they were required to expend a considerable amount of money in cable charges at the instance of the ·
exporters; that it was subsequently repaid, and that if they were
required to cover it into the Treasury they would have to ask
in the appropriations for a larger sum of money in order to take
care of this expense. We therefore carried. a provision that the
sums collected from the exporters for telegraph tolls should be
usable by the department, they having paid the money out in the
first instance. At that time they neglected to call attention
to the fact that the same thing occurred as to importers and
others who did not come within the technical term of exporters.
As the gentleman knows, the War Trade Board has absolute
control over imports and exports, and necessarily matters affecting exporters and importers, frequently urgent, are brough.t to
their attention, and at the instance of these people they expend
large sums in cables to find out facts upon which action may be
predicated.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I should think it a dangerous
practice to allow moneys to remain in the hands of a bureau
in this way.
Mr. SHERLEY. But the only money they get is the money
to reimburse them for money paid out of an appropriation that
Congress has made, and Congress has the control of it because
it only gives certain moneys for the War Trade Board during
the year.
'l\1r. MOORE of Pennsylvarua. Money collected by a department ought to go into the Treasury.
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes, ordinarily; but you could not estimate
how mll.ch money would be needed for c.ables and telegraph tolls;
it would require $300,000 or $400,000 more appropriation for the
·war Trade Board.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Did it appear that the cable
charges amounted to a considerable sum in 1918?
Mr. SHERLEY. In three months it amounted to $115,506.
Mr. :f..!IOORE of Pennsylvania. That money actually remains
in tile custody of the War Trade Board.
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; it was in the custody of the War
Trade Board in the first instance, and they paid the bills amounting to that much and then collected them.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. But did not turn them into the
Treasury when collected?
Mr. SHERLEY. No.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. And in that they deviated
from the ordinary rule.
Mr. SHERLEY. We gave them that permission in regard to
exporters.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. And the idea is to sanction
that practice hereafter?
Mr. SHERLEY. We carried a provision in the sundry civil
bill in regard to the exporters. We now add "importers and
all other sources." · It is for cable charges that the War Trade
Board has paid out. I sympathize 'vith what I know is in the
gentleman's mind-that we ought not to have a department
get funds from outside sources and have them reexpended, but
here is a matter that is limited to the cable charges, and it did
not seem that there could be any abuse of it. They pay out the
cable co. ts ·in the first instance, and they have to because t11e
private people are not permitted to use the cable.
The CHAIRl\lAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
1\lr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word. These private parties could not use tile cable except
through the Government, practically, because the Government
absorbs the use of the cable. Now, the individual exporter or
importer needs to ascertain certain data in connection with his
license that the War Trade Board issues to him. They come, and
the War Trade Board incurs the expense of the cable, and after
they ascertain what the expense is it is paid by the importer
or exporter when it is a charge that properly belongs to him.
Then that money simply goes to reimburse the fund they have
had.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. But it is not entered up in
any way to appear to be a part of the Treasury of the United
States. That is the point I am maldng. I think that is rather
a: dangerous proposition. I know how careful the gentleman is,
but I want to make this brief statement in his time. Some
years ago a situation just like this existed in the Treasury
Department with regard to passports, affidavits, and small fees
collected, with the result that there was a defalcation. It happened that the defaulter was bonded to the Government, and
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the Government in course of tim~ was protected, but it was a
condition that ought not to ha~e existed. That money should
have been accounted for as it came in. This may be such a
condition as would make it difficult to make these returns to
the Trea~ury, but it seems to me that the Treasury ou2ht to
receiYe such moneys as come into a bureau of this kind.
Mr. SHERLEY. Speaking by and large, that is very true;
but the committee only made this exception because of the circumstances surrounding it, and would not think of doing it in
normal times.
Mr. MOORE of Penrrsylvania. I am not picking out this particular board, but can the gentleman state whether the particular officials who haYe charge of this fund, rising in three months
to as much as $115,000, as indicated by the gentlemen, are
bonded?
Mr. SHERLEY. I do not know about that. All of the disbursing officers in all of the departments are bonded. The head of
the War Trade Board is Mr. Vance McCormick, a man of very
high standing.
M1-. MOORE of Pennsylvania. It is money that comes in in
relatiYely small amounts?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; five and ten and fifteen dollars at a
time.
l\lr. MOORE of Pennsylyania. The danger is in having that
money around, and it is just a questiou whether it ought not to be
reported ta the Treasury. My .judgment is that it should be.
Mr. SHERLEY. Of course it is reported to the Treasury, and
is simply credited to their appropriation. The money is not
paid out without its going into the Treasury. When they get
it they turn it oYer to the Treasury, but they turn· it over to their
account instead of turning it over as miscellaneous receipts,
so that there is a Treasury auditing.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. This relieves them to a certain extent from going to the gentleman's Committee on Appropriations and asking for money ; and my opinion, as a Member
of Congress, is that we ought to permit no department, no bureau
that is regularly in business now as this one is, to escape that
responsibility. They should go before the gentleman's committee.
1\fr. SHERLEY. Tiley do.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. And tell ilis committee what
tl!ey want.
· Mr. SHERLEY. Tiley do come every year. .
Mr. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania. So that tile gentleman ilas
some check upon them.
Mr. SHERLEY. They do come every year.
1
· The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the pro forma amendment is withdrawn, and the Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows :
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1\Ir. SHERLEY. That is just the usual language; but, of
course, some of thi money goes into the Dl trict, but it goes
for the rest of the months of this fiscal year and for existing
pay rolls. It is just the same lan~age that was u . ed before.
'.{'he CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the pro forma amendment will be withdrawn and the Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows :
American citizens and prisoners of war in Germ ~ n;v: For relief or
American citizens in Germany or in German-occupietl t erritory. and
American prisoners of war who may be taken by German forces, $200,000.

Mr. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike out the last word. Referring to this item of $200,000
for American citizen and prisoners of W3 !.. in Germany, may I
ask why that is in this bill?
l\1r. SHERLEY. B~cause they arc short of money. Tiley
had about $80,000 and they figured 'that there are some 2,000
people they need to make provisions for, and they need this
additional money. They can not tell just \Yhat the e"Xl)enses
are. Those expenses are incurred by the Spanish Go~ernment
through the Spanish ambassador and, of course, the Federal
Government reimburses any expenditure the Spanish Government may make.
1\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Is this deficiency appropria·
tion to make up for the pay of such Americans as may be
prisoners in Germany?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. To make up the expense of looking after
those prisoners.
1\fr. MOORE of Pennsyl-rania. It is not for salaries or compensation?
Mr. SHERLEY. No.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. For relief of American citizens in Germany-just what kind of relief i~ that?
Mr. SHERLEY. I -will quote from the testimony of l\lr.
Carr:

Transportation of diplomatic and consular officers: For the transportation of diplomatic and consular officers in going to and returning
from their posts, including the same objects specified under this bead
in the Diplomatic and Consular appropriation act for the fiscal year
1919, $20,000.

Under a provlsioual reciprocal arrangement with the German Government, pendmg a definite determination of the questions at the conference now in ses.s ion at Berne. American officers who are prisoners ot
war in <krmany are paid salaries by the German Government to be
eventually rein1bursed by the nited States at approximately the rate
of S80 per month up to alHl including the graJe of captain and $90
per month for hlgher grades. Privates are, however, paid no salaries.
'.fhe lattl'r class in particular are depl'ndent upon the clothing anu food
furnished by the German Government. anti that has been found to be
so inadequate that the soldiers loolc lar~:tely to the packa~es of food
they receive through the Red Cross.
l t · is practically imperative.
therefore, that our soldiers be given small amounts of money immediately after capture to meet immediate needs, this amount to be returned by them if reciprocal arrangements can be made on the part ot
Germany as to the payment of salaries to prisoners of war. At present
officers are paid an initial sum of $50 and noncommissioned officers
and privates $15 to meet their -first expenses after capture, such as
extra clothing, etc. It is obvious that tbelr welfare ·uemands these
payments as well as others with which they may procure from time
to time through tbe American prisoners' central committee in Berne
certain articles necessary to their comfort and welfare, such as surgical
appliances. artificial limbs, books, musical instruments. etc. It is for
this kind of relief of prisoners that tbls appropriation is requested. and
as has been explained the initial payments specifil'd are to be reimbursed
to the Government eventually.

Mr. WALSH. 1\lr. Chairman, I move
strike out the last
·word for the purpose of asking the gentleman a question. Is
it the purpose ta make a number of new appointments of clerks
in embassies and legations?
1\lr. SHERLEY. Yes. The department asked for additional
moneys on account of the incr_e asing burden that exists in the
legations and embassies abroad. The committee did not give
the amount they asked. I did not personally conduct this hearing, so that I am not familiar with the details of the figures; but
my impression is tllat they asked for $200,000, and we allowed
them $125,000.
1\Ir. WALSH. Will the gentleman permit me to make an inquiry with reference to the $2,000,000 appropriation for the
War Industries Board?
,· Mr. SHERLEY. Certainly.
· Mr.
A.LSH. The gentleman yesterday stated that the committee did not favor increasing the number of employees here
in 'Vashington-that is, clerks and stenographers. Will the
$2,000,000 enable the War Industries Board to employ a large
number of additional clerks?
:!\Jr. SHERLEY. I think not. Some part of their expense
wa · for expense away from Washington and part of it was to
take cure of an existing force . . They asked actually for $.~,750,000. We gave them $2,000,000; and we gave them that not with
the idea of increasing the existing force, but maintaining it
throuO'h the year, with perhaps some expense outside of Washington that is not now being incurred.
·
l\Ir. W ALSII. My question was prompted by the language
"including per onal and other services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere."

Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Did I understand in the earlier part of the reading that American prisoners are paid something by Germany?
~r. SHERLEY. Tiley are being paid something now provi·
sionally, just as we are paying to German officers who are prisoners of the United States certain money, and there is at the
present time a conference at Berne, of which Mr. John Da>is,
the present Solicitor General and who has been de ignated as the
coming ambassador to England, is a member, for the purpose o!
adjusting with the German Government this whole matter of
care and treatment of prisoners of war. ·
Mr. MOORE of Penll.!:)ylvania. Apparently the main question
is largely a diplomatic one. I have some inquiry concerning one
particular prisoner of war. His pay allotment is not coming
along. The question has arisen whether by reason of his being
a prisoner of war his pay stops. If, being a prisoper of war, he is
made some allowance by Germany, this appropriation apparently
is to make good ultimately the difference between bis salary
and that whicil Germany allows him. It is a matter I should
like to have more fully explained if the gentleman is familiar
with it.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. What the gentleman is confusing is that this
particular provision is a question whether men who have been
captured as prisoners of war shall be continued to be paid by
this Government and draw salaries, and the comptroller held
that the payment ceases. There has just been passed through
the House, at the instance of the Committee on Military Affairs,
a bill to take care of that situation, and I have no doubt it will
speedily be enacted in the Senate, to permit the payment of men
who are reported lost or missing or who are prisoners of war.
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Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I am obliged to the gentleman
for the information.
1\lr. PARKER of New Jersey. Will the gentleman from
Kentucky permit a question?
Mr. SHERLEY. I will.
l\ir. PARKER of New Jersey. Considerh~g the very great
losses which are taking place in the present battles, does not
the g~ntleman think that the situation bas changed since the
hearings and that this sum might very well be made considerably larger to provide for all contingencies?
l\ir. SHERLEY. I think it is larger than any need to make
it, but the State D~partment very recently, within a week or
10 days, made this e timate. They do not know what funds
they need. and the amount that is appropriated here will not
be the determining factor. 1.\Ioneys will be paid to the extent
that is necessary, and whatever difference there may be the
Congress will willingly appropriate.
l\ir. PARKER of New Jersey. I have no doubt of that.
l\Ir. TILSON. ·Will the gentleman yield?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. I will.
l\Ir. TILSON. There is no part of this that goes to the
pay of the enlisted man?
1.\Ir. SHERLEY. No.
l\Ir. TILSON. This is entirely to take care of their interests
while they are there?
Mr. SHERLEY. Ye.s. This money is to pay advances made
to the soldiers to supply them with funds that they may need
when captured and during their captivity, and then subsequently they may or may not be reimbursed.
1\lr. TILSON. It appeared there was considerable hardship
upon the families of certain soldiers who were captured in
Germany that came before the committee of which I am a
member.
l\Ir. SHERLEY. That came before the Committee on Appropriations, and they asked legislation be carried in the
bill. I suggested to them that we would do it if necessary, but
I was ure the Committee ori Military Affairs would gladly
con ider nnd ·report a bill, and I thought that was the better
procedure, and accordingly the matter came before the gentleman's committee, and they did report it immediately.
Mr. TILSON. That is correct.
· The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the pro forma amendment will be withdrawn.
There· was no objection.
The Clerk read as follows:
International Trade-Mark Registration Bureau: For the annual .share
of the United States for the expenses of the maintenance of the International Trade-1\lark Registration Bureau at Habana, including salaries of the director, and counselor, as istant director and counselor,
clerks, translators, secretary to the director, stenographers, and typewriter , messenger, watchmenl. and laborers, rent of quarters, stationery. and supplies, incJuding tne purchase of . books, postage, traveling
expenses, and the cost of printing the bulletin, $56,450.
.

1\!r. WALSH.

l\Ir. Chairman, reserving the point of order,

I desire to ask the chairman if this is not anticipating a pend-

ing bill now before the Committee on Patents or the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce?
1\lr. SHERLEY. I do not understand so. This is under an
existing agreement as to our part of the expenditures of this
bureau. The gentleman from Tenne ee [lli. BYRNS] can perhaps gh·e the gentleman even more detailed information.
1\lr. 'V ALSH. I am under the impression that there is a
sort of tentative agreement in reference to this International
Trade-Mark Bureau and that it is legislation to put an a·g reement into binding force and effect and that the legislation is
now pending before one or two committees of the House, and I
think this appropriation is practically the legislation that is
desired.
·
1\!r. BYRNS of Tennessee. I will say to the gentleman this
ls to carry out an agreement made by this Nation with the Central and South American Republics and also with the island
of Cuba~ which was made August 20, 1910, at Buen{)S Aires.
Undei· that convention and agreement there were · to be two
bureaus e tablished, one at Habana, and in that org-anization
to be the United States, Cuba, and the Central American ReJ)nblics.
Mr. WALSH. ·What year did the gentleman state?
1\Ir. BYRNS of Tennessee. August 20, 1910.
l\Ir. WALSH. Why was it not carried in the diplomatic and
consular appropriation bill?
1\lr. BYRNS of Tennessee. Because it is only just recently
that the agreement has been signed and entered into by all the
count11es involved.
:Mr. WALSH. That is· just the point I am making, that the
legislation to permit the agreement did not permit the appropriation of this sum and the authorization of the employment of
an these officials.
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:Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. I will say to the gentleman that
1\fr. Carr. of the State Department, stated thaton August 20, 1910, the Fourth National Conference of the American

Smtes of Buenos Aires formally adopted a convention for the protection of trade-marks. The convention was ratified by the United States
on the 21st of March, 1911, and proclalmf'd by the President on September 16, 1916. It has also been ratified by Cuba. the Dominican
Republic, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama. and Costa Rica.
The convention providE:'s for two registration bureaus, one at Habana
and one at Rio de Janeiro, and that at Rio de Janeiro was intended to
deal with applications for the 10 Republics of South America, while
that at Habana was intended to serve North and Central AmPrlca
and the West Indian Republics. Each bureau was to be established
as soon as two-thirds .:>f the countries comprising the group whlch It
was to serve should have ratified the convention. The requirements
as to the ratification having been met in the northern group, the
Cuban Government, charged with the adminlstrative execution of the
convention, was able in the winter of 1917 to initiate the bureau at
Habana. On July 16, 1918, tht" President of Cuba promulgated a law
for the initial expenses of the bureau .....and in August of the prest"nt
year a director of the bureau visited washington and conferred with
the appropriate officlals of this Government concerning the regulations
to carry the convention into effect. The convention provides that
the expenses shaH be defrayed by the signatory States in the same
proportion~ ns that established for the International Bureau of
American Republics, namely, all contributions being in proportion to
population.
·
That places upon us the obligation to pay our quota of thH expenses
in accoruance with the treaty or con•ention. That quota is determined in exactly the same way as that of the International Bureau of
American Republics is determined and amounts to this amount that
we have here, $56,450.

This sum is simply appropriated to carry into effect the
treaty and agreement made by this country with the othE-r conntries named.
Mr. WALSH. This convention provides that the expenses
shall be defrayed. Now, this paragraph provides not for defraying the expenses but for paying salaries of a director, a
counselor, a sistants, stenographers, secretaries, rent of quarters, and in fact the establishment of a new bureau.
It is legislation in the nature of an authorization. If this
item read ·for the payment of expenses incurred under a convention entered into between - these Governments there could be
no exception taken to the item. I think clearly this establishes
a bureau.
l\Ir. BYRNS O"f Tennessee. Undoubtedly it establishe a
bureau, and that is exactly what was established by the convention and treaty to which I referred, and that neces arily
carries with it a director and the employment of the necessary
force in order to conduct the business of the bureau. The
gentleman will notice that this provision simply provides ·for
the annual share of the United State for the expenses of the
maintenance of the International Trade-mark Registration
Bureau at Hahana., and so forth.
Mr. l\iONDELL. Let me suggest to the gentleman f om Ten- ·
nessee [l\Ir. BYRNS]· that if the item stopped right there aftet•
the word "Habana," on line 18,_ and then carried the appropriation, it would do all we seek to do.
1\lr. BYRNS of Tennessee. Absolutely.
Mr. 1\IONDELL. The balance is simply detail with regard to
the character of the expense.
l\Ir. WALSH. Well, Mr. Chairman, I ~an not quite agree
with the interpretatian that has been placed upon this, and I
think the paragraph is subject to a point of order. This conTention was ratified on the 21st of 1\Iarch, 1911.
Mr. 1\!0NDELL. If the gentleman will yield, it was ratifiecl
by the Unitect States-1\fr. WALSH. On the 21st of March, 1911.
Mr. 1\!01\"T})ELL. That is l'igbt. And proclaimed on September
16, 1916.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Massachusetts
make the point of order?
1\fr. WALSH. If the Chair will permit me just a moment
further to get orne additional information, I wish to sAy that
it was proclaimed by the President on September 16, 1916.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. The gentleman is correct, so far
as the proclamation of the President of the United Stat~s is
concerned, but if the gentleman will look further in the hearings-.
Mr. WALSH. That is the President of Cuba.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. The President of Cuba promulgated the .law for the initial expense of the bureau on July 16,
1918.
.
.
-.
1\fr. WALSH. That is the point I make, the initial expenses of
the bureau; but this is the annual share of the United States.
And we have not enacted any legislation as the re ult of that convention, which was agreed to and proclaimed, and authorized
the establishment of this bureau.
·
·
1\fr. BYRNS of Tennessee. The treaty in itself, I will. sny to
the gentleman, has all the authority of law in the matter.
:Mr. WALSH. We have not the treaty before us. We havf~
tbe statement of Mr. Carr that this convention wns ratified an-I
provides for two registration bureaus. We do not know whether
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it provides for directors or assistant directors, watchmen or

laborers: It is clearly legislation.
·
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. If the gentleman desires it, so far
as I am concerned I am perfectly willing to see that .language
stricken out, and stop at the word " Habana," and simply provide for the annual share of the expenses of the United States.
But I really believe it is best to leave the language in there, for
the simple reason that Congress will know exactly for what
purpose this money is being appropriated and used from time
to time. But if tho gentleman wishes the language stricken
out, for one I have no objection.
·
Mr. WALSH. We do not know. We know we have a lot of
directors and stenographers and typewriters, and that they are
buying a lot of books and postage. We do not know ·what the
director gets, or what they are spending for stenographers and
typewriters. And this is clearly legislation. And I should be
inclined to make a point of order _a gainst the paragraph,. although, if the gentleman-Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. I will say to the gentleman I do
not think it is subject to a point of order, because it is provided for under a treaty made by this country with Cuba and
c~rtain Central American Republics, which is the supreme law
of the land.
Mr. WALSH. I <lo not think the Appropriations Committee-.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. It is authorized under the law.
1\Ir. WALSH (continuing). Has acquired jurisdiction to
bring in legislation ·on an appropriation · bill simply because
some treaty has been entered into providing for us to pay a portion of the expenses of an international trade-mark bureau.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. It is not legislation. It is merely
an appropriation.
Mr. WALSH. l\fy contention is that it certainly is legislation when it provides for salaries- of directors, counselors;
and so forth, that have never heretofore been provided for.
There is no law on the statute book~s authorizing their appointment, and I doubt very much if this treaty goes into such details as that. And I make the point of order that the paragraph is not in order.
·
1\Ir. BYRNS of Tennessee. As I understand, the language to
which the gentleman objects is contained on line 18 after the
word "Habana " down to and including line 22.
Mr. WALSH. No ; I object to the paragraph.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Massachusetts makes
the point, and it seems to be somewhat of an important question. The Chair will ask the gentleman from Massachusetts -if
he is willing to permit the point of order to go over so as to give
· the Chair opportunity to look into the matter?
. 1\I.r. 'V ALSH. Certainly.
~
. The HAIRMAN. Is the gentleman from Kentuck-y [Mr.
SHERLEY] willing to let the paragraph go over?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. I have no objection. I am satisfied, however, it is not subject to a point of order.
ThC' CHAIRMAN. Did the Chair understand the gentleman
from Kentucky to say that it is subject to a point of order?
1\Ir. 'HERLEY. That it is not subject to a point of order.
nut if the Chair desires to obtain further information I am perfectly willing to let it go over. As a matter of fact, the question i · immaterial as compared to other sections in the bill,-and
I am nnxious to expedite the passage of the bill.
~rlt e 'HAIRl\IAN. The Chair will state that there seems to
JJe this question involved, namely, as to whether a treaty, without previous legislation having been had, gives authority to
make an appropriation. That is the thing that is in the Chair's
miud at this time. That is the thing that is in the mind of the
Chair at the time.
Mr. SHERLEY. I think a treaty the moment it becomes
approved by the ratification of the Senate becomes the. law of
the land just as much as any act of Congress, and I think there
are any number of precedents to that effect; and it ·being the
lm-r,' this is simply an appropriation to carry out the terms of it.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the impression that the Chair has.
· Mr. WALSH. Will the Chair permit me to make an inquiry
of the gentleman from Kentucky?
· The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. W.ALSH. Does it appear anywhere in the hearing that
the treaty provides that this bureau shall have a director,
counselor, translators, and · these various other officials?
Mr. SHERLEY. No; but the treaty provides for the expenses
of this registration bureau, and that would include legitimate
expenses, such as the salary of director, counselor, and so forth.
· Mr. WALSH. It would include the expenses that the . Congress authorized in the way of providing for officials.
1\!r-. SHERLEY. Well, I differ with the gentleman, JJut_ I
would rather not take the time of the committee now. The
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Chair ha · sugg~sted that be wo:uld like to look into the matter
further~ and I suggest that it go over and we continue with the
read_lng of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair does not desire to delay. If
a conclusion is reached· before the adjournment this afternoon,
the Chair will have passed upon the matter. The Clerk will
read.
The Clerk read as follows :
For salaries of officers and employees in the District of Columbia nnd
elsewhere, $6,000,000; stationery and minor office supplies, :ji300,000 ;
furniture, equipment, and supplies, including existing deficiency of
$313,874 for addressograph equipment. file cabinets, typewriters, etc.,
for immediate needs, ~750,000 ; field investigation and branch offices,
$500,000 ; miscellaneous expenses, including telephones, telegrams,
freight, express, car tickets in the District of Columbia, law books,
boo:~:s of reference, and periodicals, $30,000; in all, $7,580,000.

1\lr. MOORE of Penn5ylvania. 1\Ir. Chairman, I mo'\"C to
strike out the last word.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Pennsylvania moves
to strike out the last word.
•
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, this is a \cry
large appropriation, and so far as the salaries of officers and
employees in the District of Columbia and elsewhere are concerned they amount to $6,000,000. I do not know just what
check the committee has on the distribution of that large sum
for salaries. Appru.·ently no effort has been made to itemize
them, although I presume the committee has a report on that
subject.
•
1\fr. SHERLEY. The salaries they pay are the usual statutory salaries, and the estimate that was submitted to the committee showed the salaries that were being paid. There are
1 or 2 people who will draw $5,000 each, 1 who draws $4,832,
1 who draws $4,09(), 6 who draw $3,500 each, 23 who draw $3,000
each, 26 who draw $2,500 each, 50 who draw $2,000 each, 1
who draws $1,890, 158 who draw $1,800 each, 7 who draw $1,700
each, 9 who draw $1,680 each, 55 at $1,600 each, and so on down
to the lowest salaries of $240.
1\fr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. What is the salary of the
chief of the bureau now?
Mr. SHERLEY. Five thousand dollar.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. An effort was made some time
ago to increase that, and if my recollection is not awry it failed.
There has been a change in the head of the bureau recently, has
there not?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes. 1\Ir. De Lanoy has resigned; I under·
stand.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. It is a very important bureau
of the Government, and its importance is increasing every day,
as every Member of Congress can very readily attest. But this
being a deficiency appropriation, and a very large one at that,
I would like to know whether by virtue of this appropriation
we may expect that the work of the bureau may be accelerated?
Mr. SHERLEY. I would not say by virtue of this appropriation. I hope that as the bureau becomes better and better organized we will get better service. I have at times been somewhat critical of the bureau, and yet it is only fair to say that
it has probably had the bigge ·t task of any single bureau of
the Government, outside of a department like the War Department. The amount of insurance, for instance, that this bureau
is carrying exceeds manyfold all of the insurance of all of the
private insurance companies in America and elsewhere. There
is something like $34,000,000,000 worth of insurance that this
bureau is now supervising and carrying for the Government,
and the task is really a hurculean one.
I know that Members of Congress have and continue to have
cause for complaint, due to mistakes in allotments or failure
to make allotments, and_so forth, and there have been in the
past a good many things that have been the proper subject of
complaint. But alongside of that there mu t be borne in rnlnd
the tremendous magnitude of the ta ·k that has been impo ed
on this bureau.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I concede the magtl'itude of
the work, and I would like to help those in charge to advance
it. It seems to me the pay of the chief of the bureau is not
what it ought to be, considering the responsibility he has.
1\ir. SHERLEY. I nm inclined to agree with the gentleman.
but the committee did not feel warranted, particularly at the
time this hearing was had, to increase the pay of the head of
the bureau.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. But this mucl1 I wanted to
say .in the presence of the gentleman and his committee, that
for a long time, having due regard to the difficulties confronting ibis bureau, the correspondence 'villi my office was generally
very _satisfactory. I had no fault to find with it. But I have
observed recently that it has fallen back considera!lly, ·and that
sorr.'O letters are m.}lch delayed, whi~h, I assume, may be due
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to the fact that they have not sufficient force, or they have not
got their machinery together, as they ·would like to have it;
for that reason I inquired if this appropriation meant that the
work may be hastened so that complaints may be lessened.
Mr. SHERLEY. It does not represent
they asked, but it
does represent what the committee thought was sufficient, in
view of the fact that considerable machinery has been purchased and is being installed for expediting work in addressing
letters and in making out checks, and so forth, and the bureau
will this winter get installed in the Arlington Building, instead
of being scattered
some 13' bUildings
over the town, and
that aga.in ought to expedite the work. I really think that this
is one of those problems that are not solved simply by pi_ling in
money for additional clerks. It is solved by the gradual settling down of an organization along lines of efficiency.
It was.to be expected that with work of this magnitude there
would be much of confusion and of trouble.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. If they could get this work
all under one roof, probably it would be much better all around.
1.\I.r. SHERLEY. Yes.
1\lr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. The gentleman thinks that is
likely to eventuate this winter?
l\I.r. SHERLEY. They are to have six or seven floors of the
Arlington, and while they will still have certain work outside
it will be work that is not of a permanent nature. My own
judgment of this bureau is this, and I think the House ought
to have it in mind: I believe that the time is rapidly coming
when we ought to consolidate payments, both the voluntary and
the compulsory one, in one bureau instead of having them
divided as they now are. I think further that there will
come a consolidation of the Pension Bureau with this bureau.
There ought not to be two bureaus dealing with that subject
1\1y own judgment is that the proper committee ought to consider very carefully and prepare a bill undertaking to determine all of these factors and to provide for one organization,
and that then we will have need· to erect a building somewhat
similar, I hope, to the new buildings for the Army and Navy
in Potomac Park in which this bureau can be housed. It is
destined to be the largest bureau in the Government for many
years to come.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Are we using the Arlington
Building now?
1\1r. SHERLEY. No; but within a few weeks they hope to
move into some floors.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I assume the appropriation
just passed contemplates that?
Mt:. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. DENISON. Will the gentleman from Kentucky yield?
.
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. DENISON. Does the gentleman know positively that
the Bureau of 'Var-Risk Insurance is going into the Arlington
Building?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; I know it from the statements made
before the committee, and I know it from the personal statement of the Secretary of the Treasury to me.
Mr. DENISON. Does the gentleman know what else is going
into that building?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; the Railway Administration is going
into that building.
Mr. DENISON. Will there be room for both bureaus in that
building?
Mr. SHERLEY, There will not be all the room that the
W.ar-Risk Insurance Bureau ought to have at this time, but
there will be six or seven floors given to them, as I recall it.
1\-ir. DENISON. The gentleman stated awhile ago that he
thought at some time the Bureau of Pensions would be r.onso1illuted with this bureau. Was it the gentleman's thought that
the Bureau of Pensions would be absorbed by . this bureau, or
that this bureau would be absorbed by the Bureau of Pensions?
Mr. SHERLEY. I hope the Bureau of Pensions will be absorbed by this. In magnitude the Bureau of Pensions does not
represent one-twentieth of what the Bureau of War-Risk Insurance represents.
Mr. DENISON. I Jmow; but in efficiency it represents a
good deal more.
1\lr. SHERLEY. I question even that.
Mr. DENISON. I do not.
Mr. SHERLEY. And I am not vrepared to rate this bureau
too high.
l\:lr. SISSON. Mr. Chairman, I want to detain the committee
only just a minute forth~ purpose of enforcing what the chairman of the committee [Mr. SHERLEY] said about the consolidation of tllis bureau. The work now done in the Quartermaster
General's office and the work done in the War-Risk Insurance
Bureau have caused quite a good deal of confusion. For ex-·
ample. wherever an allotment is made by la'_V it goes to the
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Quartcrmaste~ General, and where there is an allotment and
an allowance · it goes ' to the War-Risk Insurance Burea-u: So
the War-Risk Insurance Bureau handling one class of cases
anu the Quartermaster General handling another class ·of cases,
it has caused quite a good deal of confusion throughout the
country. 'Vhen this bureau was first established the allowances were made in eYery case through the Bureau of WarRisk Insurance ; but a provision was put into one of the bills,
and the War Department contended that they had all the records
and that they ought to handle . it. They themselves did not
seem to anticipate the enormous amount of trouble that would
be entailed on that .account. It ought all to be in one bureau,
and in m·y judgment it ought to be put in the Bureau of WarRisk Insurance, because the Navy has allowances, the Marine
Corps bas allowances, and the Lighthouse Service has allowances, as well as the Army. Therefore, it all ought to be at one
place. Now, the President bas the right under the Overman
Act to consolidate all of this activity in one bureau, and, in my
judgment, it ought to be done immediately, because they have
about cleaned up the back work on the original first draft, aml
the next lot of soldiers who come in under this new law-ages
from 18 to 45-will put in quite as many cases and quite as
much labor as the original draft. Therefore, it ought aU to be
consolidated at this time, in my judgment.
And, in saying this, I agree very heartily with the chairman
[Mr. SHERLEY] that something ought to be done at once. If
it is not done in the department, the proper committees in the
House and Senate ought to take up this matter and work out
a very careful plan and consolidate all of this work at one
place. It would save every Congressman, every Senator, every
soldier, every man who has correspondence a great deal of
trouble, and then you would know exactly where to fix the
responsibility in the event of carelessness or delay. I believe
it is necessary to be done and ought to be done.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. How long does the gentleman
think the War-Risk Bureau is going to last?
· Mr. SISSON. Of course, nobody can tell exactly. It depends on how many of our boys are injured and how much administration will have to be had to work out the legislation
whereby Congress h~s committed itself to the soldiers in certain lines of help .
.Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. The insurance feature will
necessarily tend to prolong it.
Mr. SISSON. I think, perhaps, quite a number of years; but
I will say that ought to be worked out as soon as the war is
over, so that the force could be gotten down to a minimum
within a year or two after everything settles down. Then it
becomes largely a question simply of paying what is due to the
soldiers. Some of them may take it in lump sums, and some
may decide to take it monthly or annually, under the other plan.
Mr. ROBBINS. There is one question I would like to ask
the gentleman; this item of $70,000,000 appropriated for the
payment of the military and naval family allowances. That, I
presume, is to make up the allowances made by the soldier to
the family, either compulsory or voluntary, under the act. Is
that the purpose of it?
Mr. SISSON. It could be used for all the purposes for which
allowances are made under that act. In other words, if a man
was injured and discharged from the service and wanted to
settle, the money could be paid out of that sum.
Mr. ROBBINS. How does it come that it takes such an
enormous amount in so short a time after the act went into
fu~?

.

Mr. SISSON. I doubt very much if anybody knows to any
certainty whether $70,000,000 will be enough until the next bill
becomes· a law.
Mr. ROBBINS. That is the very point I wanted to ask
about. The gentleman has gone into this as a member of the
subcommittee and taken voluminous testimony, which I have
read hastily. Does not the gentleman think the war risk is a
problem as to whether we will be able to meet the terrible drain
on the Treasury of the United States?
.
Mr. SISSON. I do not think so; in my judgment it will all
be worked out without much trouble. I will state to the gentleman frankly that I am not an insurance expert. We have
relied on gentlemen called into the service who are experts aml
who do have a knowledge of what this present arrangement
will finally put upon the Government of the United States.
Mr. ROBBINS. What gives me cause for alarm is that ~-ou
come in with this deficiency bill and ask for $70,000,000 iu so
short a time after the act goes into fcrce. It is becoming alarming as to the extent of the burden upcn the Treasury of the
United States.
.
- Mr. SHERLEY. Let me suggest to the gentleman that tile
Committee on Appropriations, even if it desired to exercise the
option, had none. The Congress of the United States pu.ssc<l a
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law maldng certain fixed allowances for the fimllies of the
soldiers and sailors in the service. The department has to
carry out that law, and comes to us with an estimate as to the
money necessary. We appropriated it; but, aside from that~ is
the- gentleman prepared to say that he does not think we ought
to give the allowances that we are giving?
Mr. ROBBINS. Oh, no; not .at all; exactly the reverse. I
want to give them, but I wanted to know whether we are going
to be able to keep faith witt the soldiers and sailors.
Mr. SHERLEY. I think we are gQing to be able to do it;
and in order to be able to do it we give them this sum.
Mr. LONDON. If the gentleman will permit, I think the
gentleman from Pennsylvania wants to know if we can give this
money to the soldiers and let the Government keep the IL.oney
at the same time. [Laughter.]
Mr. ROBBINS. Oh, no; I do not; the gentleman did not
hear my question or did not understand it.
Mr. LONDON. I did not understand it
Mr. ROBBINS. I think it is a great and beneficent plan; but
wnat cau ed. me some concern is the amount carried here.
1\Ir. SISSON. I want to say that the committee, in giving
$70,000,000, was actuated by the testimony of gentlemen who
came before the committee and these gentlemen who made the
e timates and who have been paying out. to the soldiers this
fund for this purpose. Their opinion i that under present
conilitions and the present number of soldiers thi sum ought
to carry us up until Congress meets again, and then if they
need any more money they can get it.
1\Ir. ESCH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SISSON. Yes.
l\lr. ESCH. There was a suggestion-! do not remember who
made it-that there could be a consolidation of the War-Risk
Bureau and the bureau in the Quartermaster Department.
1\.Ir. SISSON. That was made by the gentleman from Kentucky [1\Ir. SHEr.LEY].
Mr. ESCH. And that the proper committee& of the House
should have t11e matter in charge. \'' ould not the President
under the Overman Act have the power to do that?
1\Ir. SISSON. I stated at the outset that the President had
that power under the Overman Act, and that if he did not take
the matter up and make the consolidation I was in hearty accord
with the chairman of the committee that the proper committees
should take the matter up and work out a plan where these
activitie could be consolidated. I think it would be good ad-,
ministration economically and be much more conYenient to the
country at large.
Mr. D&~ISON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SISSON. Ye .
Mr. DEl~ISON. I was going to ask the gentleman from 1\Iissi ippi if he was not afraid that if we con olidated the two
departments it would be only a short time until the policy that
hn~ been pursu~d in regard to giving pension will be pursued
in regard to soldiers in the pre ent war.
1\Ir. SISSON. I do not think' that the consolidation o£ the
departments would haYe a tendency to do that.
1\lr. DE.."N"ISON. M_y own judgment is that we ouo-ht to keep
the bYo tlepartments as far apart as we can in operation and
in law.
1\Ir. SISSON. I think it would be good admini tration to consolidate them; we are incurring a great deal of u ele s expense
in usele: correspondenCE' on the part of Members of Congre s
and men who have bu ines with these bureaus.
Mr. DA.LLINGER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SISSON. Yes.
l\Ir. DALLINGER. Is it not possible for the Committee on
Appropriations to gire the War-Risk Insurance nm·eau enough
money o that in some way we could find out how they are spending the money, and so that dependent families could get the
allotment provided under that act? I get a dozen letters a day
from people in my di trict, objects of charity, who have not got
anything for five or six months, and they can not get any satisfaction from the War-Ri kIn urance Bureau.
1\Ir. SISSON. I think, a a matter of fact, a few isolated cases
might be found in all the districts. When the change was made
from tn.e Bureau of 'Var Ri k to the War Department in reference to tbe soldiers to whom the Government made no allotmeut out of the Treasury a great deal of confusion arose. Many
soldiers were in France when the WarD partment undertook a
reallotment by the oldier and bave a filing of new papers by
tbe soldier , and that caused a great deal of delay. Bnt we
have the assurance of a Yery aceomplisbed Army officer, Gen.
Lord 'vbo seems to be in sympathy with .all the purposes of the
bill, anxious that the oldier ' familie should get all the allowances intended under th law that they now have, and he says
that they have about cleaned all that matter up. Some time
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you will find that the fault has not -altogether been with the
Government, but the fault has been with the soldier w o neg~
lectetl to make the allowance to his family.
There are certain allowances under the law which the soldier
himself must make. The Government can not compel him to
make them. They can not compel a solilier to make an allowance to his father, his mother, his brother, or his sister.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from 1\Iissis·
sippi has expired.
1\Ir. DA.LLINGER. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that his time be extended· for three minutes.
1\lr. SISSON. I want only one minute.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
1\!r. DALLINGER. I de ire to ask the gentleman from l\Iis is~
sippi [1\.Ir. SrssroN] 1f he will tell us whether th e dependents
are going to get the money for the months between the time the
soldier made his original allotment and the time he starts to
make his new allotment?
l\Ir. SISSON. Yes; if be is entitled to it under the law.
This bill will carry an amount ~f money for the purpose of
having the e cases inve ligated. In many instances, un1e s
there are actual dependents, they are not entitl d to an allowance out of the Treasury. Therefore to prevent fraud it is
nece a.ry that many of the ca es be inYestigated. Those allowances which are allowed by law, except in rare ca e are being
paid now. In tho e cases where the allowance is mude to a
brother, father, sister, or some one where the soldier him elf
must make the allotment, frequently delay is cuu ed by the
soldier and not by the d partment.
1\lr. DALLINGER. A lar,.,.e number of cases have come to
my attention where the soldier made his original allotment on
the blan}{s furnished and then later a rulin 17 wa made by
which tho e allotments were canceled and after u great deal
of delay the soldier was located and told that be must make
another allotment.
·
1\!r. SISSON. That is true.
Mr. :PALLINGER. What i'3 going to become of the money
allotted by the soldier between that time and the time of the
second allotment? The dependents are not gettin 17 that money,
and they need the money for their supp01·t. They are ab. olutely
dependent and they can not get any satisfaction in r gard to it.
They have had to borrow money in ord~r to live.
uch a condition of affairs is ine:x:cu able and a . disgrace to tbis GoYernment.
Mr. SISSON. If the solilier desired an allotment to be made
and signs the allotment blank sent him by the War Department.
that allotment will be made in accordance with th soldier's
wi he , because in tho e cases you can not compel an allotment,
except one to the wife, or to the children of the oldier in the
eYent that the wife is dead.
Mr. TEMPLE. l\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\lr. SISSON. Yes.
Mr. TEl\!PLE. There are 5,000 prisoners in Germany. I
have pre ented to the bureau ca es of men who have made an
allotment through the Bureau of War-Risk In urnnce where
the allotment has been canceled under thi order and the man
required to make a new allotment through the quartermaster.
The men are in pri on in Germn.ny and can not be reached.
What has been done in respect to those men?
Mr. SISSON. As a matter of ·fact, those soldiers do not get
paid.
Mr. TEMPLE. Oh, yes; they do.
1\fr. SISSON. They uo not get it sent to them in Germany.
l\Ir. TEMPLE. It is credited to tl1em.
Mr. SISSON. That is true and so will this be credited to
the fa.mils.
l\Ir. TEMPLE. But to have the money credited to them does
not support the family.
l\lr. SIS·SON. The gentleman i complaining about a matter
in re pect to which the Appropriation Committee can give him
no help. ·we can not make the law, becau e, if we did, we
would have a great many criticizing us :ior going out ide of our
jurisdiction.
l\lr. MADDEN. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\!r. SISSON. Yes.
Mr. MADDEN. One would naturally tl1ink that with 11,000
or more people in the 'Var-Risk Bureau. who are supposed to
be there for the pm·pose of facilitating these payment . the
work could be kept current. I undertake to sny that I can
organize a watt--risk bureau, s;ystematize it. and get the work
current with 3.500 people. The · have 11.000 til re.
1\Ir. SISSON. That will not help the- (·a"e the ge t man
speaks of here; that
not relieve the ituation· becausewhere those cases hU\' e been left with the \\"u1·-IUsk Bureau the
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payments have been continued. No changes were maue, but
where it was transferred to the War Department is where the
trouble is arising. That is a case that this committee has nothing to do with except to appropriate ·the money.
1\fr. TEMPLE. I nm very well acquainted with the fa ct, but
the gentleman was discussing the situation, and I thought that
point ought to be brought out.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from 1\Iississippi has again expir.ed.
1\lr. DALLINGER. 1\fr. Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word. I do this for the purpose of tr·ying to clear this
matter up. What I want to know from the Committee on Appropriations is whether there is money enough appropriated so
that where the soldier made his original allotment, where he
had a dependent family, and then went off on ·the western
front, supposing his family to be looked after, the Government
having under the law promised to make an allowance in addition t o the allotment, and where the War Department canceled
the original allot ment and after several months located the
soldier and got him to make a ·new a.llotment-whethet under
these circumsta nces there is money enough appropriated to
take care of the lapse in payment <luring the period between
the first allotment and the second allotment, where the dependent f amily under the law was supposed to be entitled to a
pa r t of the soldier's pay plus the Government allowance. In
other words, is there money enough appropriated so that even
after inexcusable delay these dependents can get that money in
a luwp sum?
Mr. SI SSON. That will be left entirely with the soldier. If
the soldier wa nts to make a reaffirmation of the allotment,
which he made in the War-Risk Bureau, it will be paid. If not,
it will all be pail1 to the soldier himself. Nothing will be taken
from the soldier.
·
Mr. DALLIXGER. What about the allowance, the payment
of \>h ich by the Gover nment depends upon the allotment made
by the soldier?
lHr. f' I SSOX There is no allowance handled in the War
Dep:u·tment. All those allowances are handled in the War-Risk
- Insur ;mce Burenu. The gentleman is not discussing that which
is uffeeted by that order, because the order in the \Var Department re:'lpected only th~ allowance made by himself. No allowance by tbe Government, because in every case where the money
is paid out of the Treasury it is through the War Department.
There hns been uo change in the \Var-Risk Insurance Bureau;
it is in the \Var Department. Do I make wyself plain'/
l\Ir. DALLINGER 1\lr. Chairman, vpparently I can not make
myself uutlerstood by the committee. I took the case of a
soll1ier who ori ginally made his allotment before leaving this
cotmtry. I have hundreds of those cases in my district ·where
sol d i er~ went to the western·front thinking their families were
provhied for. They had been furnished with a summary of the
act which showed tha t if a soldier made an allotment of his
pay d irect to his wife or to his father or mother that the Govern nwn t wouitl add so much more. These men go away thinking that everything is taken care of. Now, ·there is an order
i snecl which provides ilmt the soldim· must make a new allotment. I do not know \Vhat the reason was-it may have been
a ·very good r eason-but what I am trying to get at is this:
After the sol<lier has made his new allotment, then, as I
u nderstand, the War-Risk Insurance Bureau will honor that
a nd the dependent family will get the allotment and the allow:.mce that goes with it; but what is going to happen in regard
t o the four or five months' pay that the soldier supposed had
been given . to his dependent family, plus the Government's
allowance, and which the family never received?
Mr. SHERLEY. If the gentleman will permit I think I can
set him straight. The gentleman is confusing two different
classes of payment. There are certain allotments made to dependents which the Government matches with ·funds of its own.
They have always been and are now paid by the War-Risk Insurance Bureau and there has been no requirement for a new
allotment on such payments. There are also certain voluntary
allotments which the soldier can make and which for a while
were paid through the War-Risk Insurance Bureau. Under the
law it was found that the War Department should make these
payments and it does now make them and it is insisting upon
a new allotment, a new designation made by the soldier for
the continuation of such allotment. Now, the gentleman asks
what happened in the period between the "time of the old determination of the soldier and the new. Touching those which are
compulsory nnd which the Government supplements nothing
happened. The family is entitled all through to receive that
through the War-Risk Insurance Bureau. Touching the volun. tary one in reference to the pay of the soldier when he makes his
new voluntary allotment, he may make it revert back or' rriake
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it continue from the date of the new pay, because this allotment comes out ·of his pay and comes out of his pay only to the
extent "that be is willing it should come out, and so the matter
is entirely in his bands, and it is not a question of the appropriation of moneys in order to take care of that sort of a situation, though it is true there has been, unfortunately, a good deal
of delay and confusion in acquainting the soldier with the
need of making a new allotment, and the result was that the
'Var Department shut off payments until a new allotment was
made and there were a lot of families of soldiers who were
denied this allotment that the soldier thought he had made and
which he was desirous of making.
Mr. SLAYDEN. Will t11e gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. SHERLEY. I will.
Mr. SLAYDEN. I have a case which the gentleman has described very accurately. The allowance was cut off, was not
paid. Is it now required of that soldier, who claims to have
made the request that it be paid to his family, in the event
the papers are lost or anything of the kind, to make a new one 1
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; as I understand it, he bas to make a
new allotment under the decision that was reached some time
ago by the department.
Mr. SLAYDEN . . This soldier is in France, and some papers
that he wrete rue he had sent perhaps were lost, for I have never
received them.
M1:. SHERLEY. The ·order was sent out, as I understand it,
to all the commanders everywhere to acquaint the soldiers with
the need of their making new allotments if they desired ·to make
them to their families. I am talking about the voluntary allotments.
Mr. SLAYDEN. Or renewing the old? ·
Mr. SHERLEY. Or a renewal of the old and-:Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. In a moment. I understand that the War
Department states they have in large measure, they believe,
brought that information to all the soldiers over the country.
1\lr. CARTER of Oklahoma. Will the gentleman yield now?
Mr. SHERLEY. I will yield first to the gentleman from Massachusetts [1\Ir. GREENE] and then I will yield.
Mr. GREENE of Massachusetts. I have a case of a sailor
in the United States Navy who was in my home office last
Tuesday. He made an allotment in January, 1918, of $15 a
month to !lis wife. The money has been deducted from his pay
each month. His wife has never received a single dollar of that
money.
Mr. SHERLEY. Well, of course, there are such cases which
are inexcusable.
Mr. GREENE of Massachusetts. There was an allowance of
$10 a month made to the wife by the Government and she never
received a dollar from the allowance. Unfortunately . the wife
died last week. The husband happened to have a little money
in the bank and he has used up all of these savings to provide
the comforts and maintenance of his wife, and now he must pay
the funeral expenses of his wife. His wife never received that
$10 per month which was the allowance granted by the Government.
SEVERAL MEMBERS. Fifteen dollars.
Mr. GREENE of Massachusetts. No; it was $10 allowance
made by the Government that she failed to receive, as well as
the $15 per· month which was deducted monthly from his pa3•,
but never paid to his wife. The husband will undoubtedly receive the amount of the allotment which was deducted from his
pay. I think he should be entitled to the money allowed by
the Government, as he was compelled to use all tlle money he
had saved before his marriage to maintain his family while in
the service of his country. This failure to pay caused a great
anxiety to both the sailor and his lamented wife.
Mr. SHERLEY. Well, of course, there is no excuse for a
situation of that kind.- .
Mr. GREENE of Massachusetts. I want to say further, with
regard to the change in the system of allotments and allowances, many of the soldiers are on foreign soil. They are required to make new allotments and ask for allowances and their
commanding officers have the blanks the soldiers are required
to fill out in the form of a questionnaire. Many of these defenders of the Nation are puzzled with the questions. The
questionnaires sent to the families are equally puzzling to them.
The soldier's family are required t~ make a statement, and
then the bureau compares the soldier's statement and the
family 's statement. If the statements <lo not agree, .the al10\vance is cut off and the family, who depended upon the
allowance because of the breadwinner being drafted into the
service, is made to suffer. Besides, the family find that the
assured allotment at the time of drafting is denied them .
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Massachusetts [l\Ir. DALLINGER] I1as expired.
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l\1r. GREiili.""fE of MasSachusetts: 1\fr. Chairman, I would like
about a minute more.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Massachusetts
desire recognition?
·
Mr. GREENE of 1\fassaclmsetts. Yes; for about two minutes
more.
The CHAIRMfu.~. The gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
GUEENE] is recognized.
Mr. GREENE of Massachusetts. I have employed in my
office at home, since this war began, an extra clerk and an
extra stenographer to take care of . all this worlc. I was at
home from the 21ct of Septembel' until I came back h-ere yesterday, and I worked all the time I was at home, and my office
wns full of people who do not know anything about the law
and can not understand why they have so mueh trouble to
obtain the money due them. I realize that the business carried
on in the Bureau of War Risk Insurance· is a very great undertaking-greater than its promoters ever imagined it could be,
I presume. It is a serious situation. And I am afraid the
$70,000,000 provided in this bill will be· insufficient to meet
the necessities of the situation. Soldiers and sailors are dying
rapidly from influenza and on the field of battle, and we shall
ha'\e a great demand for money to meet the expenses of this
bureau. We must not do any injustice to the soldiers and sailors
who are fighting the enemy across the seas, and we mnst pro..
vide for their families in their absence-not in a parsimonious
way but with liberality. Let us econo:miz.e by cutting off useless expenditures elsewhere. Under no circumstances have so
many obstacles put in the pathway of the soldiers and sailors
and their families.
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask for a
minute or two.
.
The CHAIRl\fAJ.~. Doe the gentleman from Massachusetts
[Mr. GREENE] yield the floor?
Mr. GREEl~E of Mas achusetts. Yes.
Tl1e CHA.IIU1AN. The gentleman from Kentucky is recognized.

:Thf.r. DEl\TISON. Will the gentleman from Kentucky yield 'l
Mr. SHERLEY. I yield to the gentleman from illinois.
1\fr: DENISON. I wa wondering if the gentleman from
Kentucky did not make a slight error a moment ago. I understand now that the War Department has begun the payment,
since the 1st of July, where there was simply an allotment but
no allowance from the Government. Is that what the gentleman stated?
1\fr. SHERLEY. The W ar Department pays the voluntary
nllotment that a soldier may choose to make~ and that is altogether irTCspec.tive of the compulsory allotment for dependents.
The Government undertakes to supplement by payments of its
own in accordance with the number of such deT>endents.
:Mr. DENISON. Now, there has been another class of cases,
wllere the soldier has had to sign a.. new allotment, according
to in tructions given me. There is where .the soldier made an
allobnent of more than $1a a month. I would like the gentleman to explain that. I ha'\e never understood it.
Mr. SHERLEY. I do not know that I clearly lillderstand
just the case te which the · gentleman refers. We first fixed the
compulsory allotment that should be made, dependent upon the
amount of tnoney that the soldier recelved, and as that changed
accordingly us he might receive promotion, there came from
change in pay endles confusion as to the amount of compulsory allotm~nt and tlie amount the Government supplemented
it by. We undertook to standardize that by fixing a definite
sum, and it is quite po ible that it was necessary in a number
of ca es for additional statements to be made by soldiers touching both characters of payment.
Mr. DENISON. I think that is true.
Mr. SHERLEY. I want to say this further: I am not here
to defend in the s~ightest degree the War-Risk Insurance
Bureau for its. failure to attend to some
these cases. I
thoroughly agree with the statement made by the gentleman
from Massachusetts [1\Ir. GBEENEJ that a situation such as he
speaks of ought not to occur. I have _personally undertakennot once. but a great many times; not only in connection with
people who are constituents of mine, but in connection with
the , ystem itself-to bring to the attention of the War-Risk
Insurance Bureau the need of simplifying and arranging this
matter so that there would not be delay. r have a good deal
of sympathy with the feelillg that Members have about this matter. At the same time I try to be fair about it. It must be
said in justice to these people that their task is a tremendous
one, very much bigger than an ordinary sur'\ey of the field
would indicate. Now, the remedies- r do not know. After all,
the remedy is in the efficiency of the men at the head of the·
bureau. That efficiency can not be determined offhand:. The
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men who are put at the head of the bureau are suwosed to be
men who have had experience in insurance life that would
enable them to accomplish this task. Of cour e, different
men will have different opinion . There· has been to my knowl~
edge considerable effort made for a betterment and improvement of conditions, and I think a considerable improvement is
taking place. They are still behind in a good many cases.
And this is also to be borne in mind : There are a great many
cases that really present all the problems of lawsuits. Here
is a woman who claims that she is the wife of 'a man, and
entitled to certain compulsory allotment and allowance. The
soldier disputes it, and there comes a question of fact. There
is, of course, in some cases fraud practiced. There are some
cases where actual facts can not immediately be ascertained,
But in spite of that I still say there are many cases such as
t11e gentleman has related where there seems to be no possible
excuse for the failure of action on the na.rt of the bureau.
Now, the Committee on ApproT>riations could not deal with
the matter. We. have no jurisdiction to make law, or to say
who shall be at the head of the bureau or who hall not be at
its head. AJl we can do is to vote the money, and we have voted
the money, all that they can properly use, and we are prepared
to vote It.
1\Ir.. DENISON rose.
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. 1\fr. Chairman, will the gent!~
man yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. I yield to. the gentleman.
Mr. DENISON. I was going to say that I think if the Com~
mittee on Appro.p riations did have charge of the matter there
would be probably considerable improvement over the present
condition.
Mr. SHERLEY. I a.m obliged to the gentleman for the com~
pliment; but I am not quite sure of that, because the task is
really a '\ery difficult one.
· Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. The question I wanted to refer
to was this: The gentleman stated that there was a difference
between compulsory and voluntary allotments, and he referred
to the law requiring the filing of a new application. The ques4
tion was, Does that apply to the voluntary allotment?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; I think by and large that is true, but
not always true.
Mr. EMERSON. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\-Ir. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. EMERSON. On who e initiative is the allotment made?
Mr. SHERLEY. The voluntary allotment must be made on
the initiative of the soldier himself. Nobody else could do it.
Mr. EMERSON. And the compulsory allotment can be made
on application by the dependent?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes. There was a straightening up required
at one time, incident to the fact I have spoken of, where under
the law the amount of the allotment was dependent upon the
amount of pay that the soldier was getting, and we passed an
act through here, I think in Jm;te. undertaking to standardize it.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
1\fr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. BARKLEY. You referred a while ago to the voluntary
allotment. Did you intend to include in your statement such
voluntary allotments as required the Government to make an
allowance to supplement them? There are two kinds of volun~
ta.ry allotments, as the gentleman knows.
Mr. SHERLEY. I meant the allotment altogether aside from
. that which the Government supplements, and which is now paid
through the War DepartmentMr. BARKLEY. Under the law there may be '\Oluntary allot..
ments also?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. EMERSON. Does the allowance come automatically?
1\Ir. SHERLEY. It comes automatically when there is proof
of dependency.
Mr. EMERSON. Bu.t it must follow application?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes. An application must be made in e\ery
case.
MI:. SISSON. I also think it is fair to say this in defense of
the Bureau of War Risk, that all this trouble about corre~
spondence and allotments being stopped was not due to any
fault of the Bm·eau of War Risk. The greater part of it has
been due to the change of the law regarding the method, and the
fact that a great deal of this work was turned over to t11e War
Department as to the. -voluntary allotments. For that reason
all of the complaint Is not against the War-Risk Bureau.
Mr. TREADWAY. 1\!r. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SISSON. Yes.
Mr. TREADWAY~ Does not the gentleman think that an
error was made originally in having any part of the solUier's
, pay transferred into the hands of" the War-Risk Bureau 'l Is not
that: the basis of a good deal of t.he present trouble?
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Mr. SISSON. No; I think myself that it all ought to have
been handled in the Bureau of War Risk, to start with. If n<>t,
it ought to have been put into the War Department and all put
in one place.
1\ir. TREADWAY. And allowed to stay there?
Mr. SISSON. Yes. flince you haTe put it under the War·
Wsk Bureau I think everything that deals with insurance ought
to be put with the War-Risk Bureau, and everything that deals
with the boy as a soldier should be turned over to the Army.
l\1r. TRFJAD,VAY. If the gentleman will yield-1\Ir. SISSON. I have no further desire to hold the floor. I
simply wanted to make the statement that a great deal of the
criticism that 1s being urged against the War-Risk Bureau was
not just, because a great deal of it might be lodged against the
War Department.
l\1r. TREADWAY. l\Ir. Chairman, I move to striko out the
last hYo words.
The CHAIDMAN. Th gentleman from Massachusett · moves
to strike out the last two words.
l\Ir. TREADWAY. During the past two weeks I ha-ve had
opportunity of meeting the families, especially the mothers, of
many boys in the service. I have continually been a strong
r.dvocate of the war-risk insurance and the munnev in which
the business of the d-epartment has been handled. I think it is
a remarkable credit to the department that within a yea1·'s
time such an enormous amount of work could be taken in
charge and handleu as well us it has been lland.led. I want to
give it all due credit. but, ne\erthele s, whoever is responsible
for this change that has receutly been made, whether by law
or regulation or by agreement between the two departments-:the War-Risk Bureau.. and the Qllllrtermaster Departmentwherever that change comes from, it has been a source of the
g1·eatest discomfort to parents.
Mr. SHERLEY. If the gentleman will yield, I agree with
him, and where it comes from is the law that tbe Cong:res. of
the United States enacted.
l\lr. TREAD'V AY. I understand that to be the case, and
thnt is the statem~nt made when the War-Risk Bureau sent out
the notices of the cancellation of the allotments. It so states on
thesa cards. I thinlt. however, that the statute to which the
gentl man refers was not mandatory. But I want to say -this
in addition, that the method of notification to parents, and to
others who have had the allotments sent them, has been very
vague' indeeu. The notice has not been a plain statement. Per·
haps we could understand it, knowing the law, but the average
parent can not understand that notice, and out of more than
150 cases that have come to my attention ·within the past two
weeks, I should say nearly half of them have contained that
element of complaint, " 'V11y has our allotment stopped!"
In connection with tlw.t same matter is the fact that fue
thousands of men overseas were obliged to receive their notifications from their commanding officer that their original allotment was stopped and t11at they must sign up a new form.
No,Y, I maintniJ.1, Mr. Chairman, that during the period of that
change ·orne arrangement should have been made whereby the
allotment slwuld not have been stopped. They have been
stopped in thou ands and thousands of cases, undoubtedly, and
it is abROlutely impos ible for t11e average person to understand
the rea on, particularly in view of the fact that it has required
a new allotment to be signed by the men in the field, _thousands and thousands of them overseas, and those allotments
must get back here to the two departments before the change
can be made and the new method of procedure put into effect.
I think it is gross mismanagement somewhere, to the detriment
of the service and to the uetriment of the mental feeling, both
of the men in the field and the parents or dependents here at
llome. I feel that it is as aggravating to the men and the
families as the gross mi management in handling their mail.
Coupled with the complaints about stopping allotments was
almost an invariable complaint that the letter. from home were
not reaching the soldiers overse::tR.
I realize most fully the task of ca-rrying on these departments,
but I do think that when that change was required in the law
a better system could have been found of putting the law into
effect, and I think, as I stated, the men ought to have been
nllowed a continuance of the allotments in some way or other
during the period of the change f-rom the War-Risk Bureau to
the quartermaster. I withdraw the pro forma amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, tile pro forma amendment will be withdrawn, and the Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
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funds to pay the insurance occasioned by the mortality of our
soldiers llbr.oad, and, if so, how much money has been expended .
by reason of the insurance taken out by the enli ted men un<l
officers?
Mr. SHERLEY. They ha'\"'e an appropriation now that was
made in the war risk act of last full, I think, and they <llu
not ask for nny additional money, and the committee did not
inquire as to what moneys had b-een paid under the insurance
in effect.
Mr. STAFFORD. Of cour e they have the premiums that
have been paid by the insure!l, which_ they can utilize for pay.
ment:- of the principal amount. The committee made no
quiry as to the total amount that has been imposed upon the
Go,rernment in tile payment of death losse ?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. No; there being no deficiency asked, we
did not ha-ve occasion to go into that.
1\ft'. TRE.ADW AY. l\I.ay I ask the clu:tirman [Mr. SHERLEY}
whether any statistics have reached his committee as to the
number of allotments that have been reas igned under this
change in form from the War-Risk Bureau to the Quartermas.
ter's Department?
1\11·. SHERLEY. I think that Gen. Lord, the Quartermaster
General, made a statement about it. I do not recall it at the
rr.:oment, but I will try and ascertain.
Mr. TREADWAY. I was woruiering what perce.n tage of the
soldiers had failed to reassign, probably some thr.o11gh lack of
desire to reassign, but a great many through failure to reach ·
the men in the fiel<l.
l\1r. SHERLEY. There have been a number of cases where .
there has been no rea signment, and some of them, as the gentleman suggests, ha\e been the fault of the soldiers themselves.
Mr. TREADWAY. Undoubtedly, but-1\Ir. SHERLEY. And some of them probably as the result of
their not getting the notice, or not understanding it. I agree
with what the gentleman has said, that a good deal of the inforiLation sent out ha been of a character that was not dear
to the ordinary layman. In fact, I have had some difficulty in
understanding some of it myself, and I haTe always gone back
to law to find, out the rights of people rather- than to the data
that tl1e bureau has sent out.
l\lr. TREADWAY. I understand that the order making the
change went by telegraph June 26 to all commanding offic~t'S,
both in this country and abroad.
Mr: MADDEN. June 24.
1\Ir. TREADWAY. June 24, both in thi · country and abroad.
l\fr. SHJ1JRLEY. Gen. Lord states:

in·

Since these letters were written 247,000 new nllotments. ha>e been
received, and they n.re being paid as ther arc n>ceived, and I think
tiler<' will be a cessation of these complamts; but back of it all, the
condition of the Bureau of War-Risk Ir:&urauce. with the extraordinai·.r burden it was currying and the great problem it faced. was the
thought that anything we could take away from it to lighten the load
we should do.

That was in c:xplanation of why tlle;r took ov<?r this part of
the work.
1\Ir. TREADWAY. F think there is some justice in that.
1\fr. EAGAN. ·wm the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. SHERLEY. I yield to the gentleman from ~ew Jer~ey.
:Mr. EAGAN. Why was it nece · ·ury to top payment of the
allotments between the original a signments anti tho reas~ ign
ments?
l\lr. SHERLEY. The change in the law prevented the War·
llisk Insurance people from continuing the payments, anu the
War Department had to have allotments in accordance with
the law in ot'<ler to enable them to begin the payments.
1\Ir. EAGAN. So that the vVnr-lli k Insurance Bureau had
no choice except to stop the payments of the allotments?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. I think not, after the law was changell
1\Ir. TILSON. l was callep out of the hall for just a moment.
and the gentleman may have made the explanation in my absence. Has he explained what takes place in regnrtl to prisoners
of war?
1\fr. SHERLEY. There was a discussion earlier in the day-1\Ir. TILSON. No; I mean thls reallotment, where the soldi-ers
are in German prisons and are therefore unable to be reached
to sign the reallotm-ents?
Mr. SHERLEY. No; I have not toucheu on that. In point
of fact that particular situation had not occurred to my mind.
l\Ir. TILSON. It has occurrecl in my own experience in trying to straighten out a uifficulty of that sort. A. number of
our first men thnf: "We sent over there have been capttu·ed and
are in German prisons, and they are called npon to make reallot~
For· the payment of military and na>al frunily allowances, as author- ments, and, of course, it is impossible for them to make reallot~
i2ell by law, $70.000,000-.
·
ments. I wondered if that had been brougllt to the attention
Mt·. STAFFORD. I movo to strike out the last ·word, for of the gentleman and if there :}lad been any provision to tnke
the purpose of inquiring of the committee whether the Bureau care of such cases?
1\Ir. SHERLEY. It has not been brought to iny attention.
of ·war-Risk Insm·ance has called upon the committee for any
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Mr. TREADWAY. 1\Iay I ask the gentleman further in reference to Gen. Lord's testimony as to the 247,000 reallotment
c::tses, what proportion of tl:em are from oYerseas? Is there
any record of that?
Mr. SHERLEY. The testimony does not show.
Mr. TREADWAY. Of course that is the great difficulty.
Undoubtedly of the 247,000 a very large percentage are from
men in this country at various cantonments. The men to
whose families we ought to endeaYor to furnish the allotments
with the least po sible delay are those o>erseas, who can not
understand why their families are depri>ed of the allotment,
and who~e families can not understand it, and v.-e can not explain it to them.
Mr. SHERLEY. I agree with the gentleman, but all I can
say is that the testimony was that the "\Var Department was
doing C"\"erything it could by repeated reminders to bring to
the atten-tion of all officers the need of notifying all the soldiers
of the necessity of making this reallotment.
l\1r. TREADWAY. I think I may state that in my experience, in endea>oring to follow up the soldiers' allotments and
allowances, I found but one instance where the allotment continued consecutively in its transfer from the War-Risk Bureau
to the Quartermaster. I have but one case where during the
change the allotment has not been stop:ped and more or less details necessary to get it started.
Mr. SHERLEY. Of course, gentlemen realize that 've only
hear about cases where something is wrong, but where the
payments are regular we do not bear of it.
Mr. LAZARO. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. LAZARO. Has anything been done to help out the
illiterates across the stm?
Mr. SHERLEY. I can not answer the gentleman. I want
to say this for the benefit of the House. Of course, it was perfectly impracticable for the committee to undertake a thorough
in>estigation of the War-Risk Insurance or the War Department in connection with allotments. If we bad done that, we
would not have been able to report the bill. All that was
before the committee was the question of moneys for the payment of salaries, and so forth. \Ve did gather, however, knowing the interest of the House, as incident to the examination of
witnesses, some information, but we did not cover the case the
gentleman a11udes to.
Mr. LAZARO. This question of illiterates merely adus to
the difficulties we haYe to contend with.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Will the gentleman yielu?
1\Ir. SHERLEY. Yes.
1\Ir. GREEN of Iowa. While this may not be within the
pro>ince of the committee, does not the gentleman think that
it is a mistake to s:plit up the duties of these allotments and
uivide them between two different bureaus?
.
Mr. SHERLEY. I announced when this discussion started,
an hour or more ago, that I thought there ought to be some
consolidation and that Congress ought to undertake legislation
looking to clarifying the whole situation, but It is a matter
that ought not to be done hastily, because it is a difficult problem, and the legislative committee dealing with it ought immediately to go into the whole matter, with a >iew of clarifying and consolidating the bureaus.
Mr. DENISON. 'Vill the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. DENISON. Wh,at does the gentleman think of thisproposition, that an e:\.rpert from the Bureau of War-Risk Insurance be detailed to the House Office Building to take up
the complaint that come into the offices of Members of Congres ·, and so help take them off our hands and at the same
time help the bureau handl~ the cases?
:Mr. SHERLEY. I am fearful that such n person detailed
would not be able really to help, without bringing the files of
the office, and that you would not get the relief that tlH~ gentleman hopes for.
Mr. DENISON. I thought it might hasten it.
Mr. MADDEN. He would be a good additional clerk for
Members of Congress.
1\lr. DENISON. They will hase to do that or the Committee
on Appropriations will haye to give us more for clerk hire,
becau e the work is getting to be burdensome, although we are
all anxious and willing to do it.
Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Chairman, I want to correct a statement I made to the effect that the War-Risk Bureau has 11,000
clerk~. I have since ascertained that they have 14,000; that
they ha>e increased the number 4,000 in the last few weeks.
Mr. BUTLER Does the gentleman mean to say that they
have 14,000 clerks in that one bureau?
Mr. 1\iADDEN. Fourteen thousand.
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Mr. BUTLER. Whew! [Laughter.]
Mr. MADDEN. Fourteen thousand. I have letters in my
possession to the effect that there is not a clerk down there who
does more than one day's work in a week. I have further information that some clerks supposed to be working at night
report for duty at 6 o'clock, immediatel-y after making the report for duty go out to supper, and when the theater is open _
they go to the theater and never come back. If this kind of it
situation exists, it is not to be won.dered at that you can not
get matters adjusted about which Members are complaining.
Mr. BUTLER. Will the gentleman yield 't
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Mr. BUTLE~. Does the ~entleman know what these 14,000
clerks are costmg the Government?
Mr. MADDEN. No: but here is an additional appropriation
of $7,580,000 in this blll, with $3,591,000 in the regular bill six
months ago.
ltlr. BUTLER. Does the gentleman know how much the
original appropriation was?
·
Mr. 1tLillDEN. Oh, they did not have 14 000 clerks at first·
they keep adding a thousand or two evecy week, and now i
see that somebody has been able to persuade the health officer
of the District of Columbia, the District Commissioners the
chairman of the Civil Service Commission, and the Secr~tary
of the Treasury to plead with the bureau not to bring any more
clerks into the District until the epidemic is over. But there
was no need of waiting until the epidemic is over; they are so
crowded with :clerks that that is what helps make the epidemic.
Some sleepmg rooms are occupied by as many as 12 girls.
I know of a case where the whole 12 have been sick with the
influenza and not one able to help the other. Some people have
asked why the 11, free from influenza., insisted on going into the
room and sleeping where 1 girl was sick. The answer to that
is that they had no other place to go; they could not sleep on the
treet, and they could not find a place in the hall of the house
In which they had the room to sleep. Aside from all the
iniquity of having these girls here under these circumstances
there is still greater iniquity in the determination of the head~
of these bureaus to employ people regardless of whether thev
need them or not .. The time has come when somebody, somewhere, must .exerctse the power that exists in the Go>ernment
to prevent the extravagant waste of public funds and this criminal employment of unnecessary people. [Applause.]
Mr. BUTLER. Will the gentleman answer a question?
Mr. MADDEN. I will yield to the gentleman.
1\.lr. BUTLER. I find that this appropriation of $7,580,000 is
for officers and employees. Do they have officers in the WarHisk Bureau?
Mr. MADDEN. Not military officers. I suppose it means
l1eads of bureaus.
Mr. BUTLER. Do they have any of these moving figures in
uniform?
Mr. :MADDEN. I understand not. But I want to relate
another little experience that I had. One of the division
heads of the War-Risk Insurance, whose name I am not permitted to use, came to see me the other day. He told me that
the people in the office over ·Which he presides are so thick so
crowded, that there is not standing space for them to 'say
nothing about desk space; that they have not any work for them
to do; that there is no need for their services; and that there
ought to be something done, regardless of the influenza to stop
the situation that exists.
'
1\!r. LAZARO. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Mr. BUTLER. How many would we have here if we did not
have the influenza?
Mr MADDEN. As many as they coulu get.
Mr. LAZARO. Does not the gentleman think this situation
has been a little magnified? For instance, everyone agrees
that all of the clerks who are brought here ought to work. ought
to do their share.
1\!r. MADDEN. But they all admit themselves that they are
not doing it.
Mr. LAZARO. And the gentleman would not be in favor of
issuing a blanket order to stop the Government from bringing
clerks here, if elerks are needed to prosecute this war?
:Mr. MADDEN. If clerks are needed?
1\fr. LAZARO. Yes.
Mr. MADDEN. Yes; I admit if clerks are needeu or if anyone else is needed, I will go as far as any man in America
will go to supply the needs; but when we know they are not
needed, and when those in authority know they are not neecled,
and when they continue to in ist. upon the employment of those
who are not needed and who themselves say they are doing no
work, and who laugh on the streets at the ease with which they
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cnn get money out of the Tr a m·y of the United States, then it one year's time a bureau could be organized capable of writing
t ime for some one somewhere to say something about it.
nearly $35,000,000 of insurance is something perfectly mar·
l)lr. LAZARO. If there is a single clerk in fhe city of ~Vash- T"elous and almost beyond our com'P!'ehension .
.ington who is not doing .h is or l1er duty, that clerk ought not to
1\Ir. MADDEN. Will the gentleman :yield for a question?
be employed.
Mr. TREAD,VAY. J: am sorry, but my time is very short.
Mr. MADDEN. Of course not.
Mr. MADDEN. 1: would like to ask the gentleman one ·ques·
:1\lr. LAZARO. But the .gentleman understands that in a tion-Ci'isis like this sometimes we are liable to magnifY things. The
Mr. TREADWAY. I say this further, 1\Ir. ·Chairman, that in
gentleman does not think tll.ey ilre systematically bringing peo- new of the very large amount of insurance carried and the
ple here who arc not neederl?
very quick time in which it has been put into operation, and
J\1r. MADDEN. Absolutely, I do.
the fact that no"policy can be issued for more than $10,000, the
Mr . LAZARO. There is room for improvement, I admit; but expense of conducting that burean and the fact that they are
the O'entleman would not issue a blanket order to keep ·the Gov- · asking $7,580,000 all told is not an unreasonable expenditure.
€rnment from bringing clerks here who ru·e needed ·to prose- I agree with ·the .gentleman "from 'Illinois perfectly that the
en to this war, ·because· we hn-ve gt'ippe here?
•
clerks here ought 'to ' be .expected .to do a full dayts work, men
Mr. MADDEN. I will tell you what I would do, if 1 :mny and women alike, but I do wish to uphold ·the manner in whichbe allowed to hnve one minute. 1 would issue a blanket ..order the Bureau of WaT.:Risk Insurance is performing its duty, the
.to . · nd a ·committee ·of experts from either the •Honse .and the 'Service it is Tendering to the men in uniform, and the great
enate or from orne .place in the ex~cutive branch of the ·aov- benefit it is to ·the families of those men. We are ·a ked to
rnm nt to simplify, ~ystematize, ana regulate the ·Conduct of uppropriate $7,580,000 to handle that work, and it is none too
the:'e bureaus, so that no person would be there in any one .ot· much. It is can-ying nearly twice, Mr. Chairman, the amount
them who did not do a day's work.
of life insurance in effect in this country at the breaking out of
T he CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman ·from Illinois the war, and no life insurance companies could .eYer ·have
I 1n expired.
written any such aggregate amount of insurance for the amount
1\Ir. SLOAN a nd Mr. TREADWAY .rose.
that bas been expended, or is asked 'for by the Government in
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, can we not reach some · this appropriation bill. Naturally, mistakes occur, but 1 th:nk,
agreement touching this debate? 'I have not wanted to in any considering the enormous task it :has, the work is as well done
·w ay curtail it, but we .turve been talking for nearly an hour and as we eonld expeet
n hnlf altogether aside :from what is really .pending, ·Which is
The ·CHAffil\IAN. The .time of .the gentleman ha c~ired.
the money to be appr()printf'd. I ho_pe 1the committee lll11Y be
The Clerk read as 'follows:
willing to make orne progress on the bill now.
PtmLrc wx.r;nrnos.
1\!r. TREADWAY. Let me have three minutes.
Chicago, IlL, po-st office, courthouse, etc.: For rcpairlng druna.go done
Mr. HERLEY. Mr. Chairman, I ·ask that all debate upoo to the Adams Street ·entrance, 22,000.
t he pending paragraph end in three minutes.
Mr. MADDEN. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Kentucky nsks unani- word. M:r. Chairman, I want to say a word or two in reply to
mons consent that all debate upon -the pending -paragraph and the gentleman from Massachusetts [1\Ir. TncinwAY}. In the
all · of the amendments 'thereto be concluded in three ,minutes. first place, the War-Risk Jrum];ance Bureau is not being run
Is there objection? .(After a pause.) The chair hear.s .none ·efficiently. I make that charge on :my responsibHity as a Memnd it is so ordered, and t he gentleman from Nebraska is ber of the Honse. I can prove it by 9 out of 10 of the -people
who are employed in it. I can _prove it, further, by the failure
r eco(Tnized.
:Mr. SHERLEY. I understood the gentleman ftom .Massa- ' of -the bureau to accompli h the work for wbicb it was organized
chn etts [l\lr. TnEADW Y] was to have the time. The gentleman within the time in which it -should be accompliRhed. I make the
from Nebraska [lli. SI:OAN] does not desire time 'll.OW, as I charge that the bureau had $3;591,000 appropriated for its
understand.
maintenance just six months ago, and that to-day it comes in
Mr. SLOAl,. I will be satisfied wifh two minutes.
here for an additional appropriation as a deficiency of ~7,580,000.
Ir. SHERLEY. Then, I make the request -·f or five minutes, , :Mr. W A.LSH. They asked for $10,000,000.
and I hope the committee will "hereafter expedite the :progress
1\fr. 1\!ADDEN. They asked for $10.000.000. and the approof the bilL At the present rat e, we will not be through "for a pliation is for $7,.580,000. That makes a total appropriation
week.
within the last six months of $11,171,000 to administer an insti·
The CHAIRMAN. Xhe.-gentlcman from Kentucky asks unani- 1 tution that ought to be capable of functioning with 3,500 people•
.lllOlls consent to vacate -the order by which the debate was They have 14,000 people employed there now, and if this is an
limited for thr.ec .minutes and now asks that ·debate :be con- 1 example of the understanding of the gentleman from Massa·
eluded at ·.the end of five min11tes, two minutes to 'be .· con- .chn.setts ·of efficient administration of public affairs, I hnTo
tro1led by the -gentleman :from Nebraska [Mr. SLoAN] :and :three not much respect 'for his knowledge of efficiency. It is the most
minutes by the gentleman from M.assachnsetts [Mr. TREADWAY]. : inefficient. outrageously extravagant institution that was ever
Is there objection?
organized under the Government. It is true we are handling
There was no objection.
big things. We had a large number of cases. 1Tealize -the im·
1.\lr. SLOAN. Mr. Cllftirm.an, I desire "to usc these .two min- : ·portance of •the work, but when eve~ody in the service wUl
ute for the purpose of emphasizing the necessity .and the ' unhesitatingly tell ron they are not ·called upon to work;
propriety of the organization of a joint committee of the House ' that ·the .average number of hoU1'3 they put in a week
and Senate to look after the ·expenditures of these ·enormouii is ·one good day's work; that there are thousands of
sum. of money that we are appropriating. The statement -of men and women who are supposed to be employed here mak·
the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. MAnnEN] concerning the lru·ge ing no kind of <!.:Xcnse for not performing the duty -at all,
number of clerks ·here at high salaries, standing in each othe1·'R or if they report, as I said a few moments -ago, they leave im·
way, interfering with the management and control of thi-s mediately after t•eporting and make no pretense of working,prevailing epidemic, ought to be at this time of such 'force and now, if that is efficiency, tf that is system, if that is com·
effect that it would impress itself upon those who .are in charge 1 mendable, why the gentlcmcrn from Massachusetts [1\Ir. TREAD·
of the legislation of this Honse so that they -:would organize WAY] can have it so. But 'I do not believe it is efficiency. 'I
. ·uch a committee of the best men of each side of this Honse : do not believe it 1s ssste!Jl. I do not believe it is commendable.
and en.ate to see to it that the money of the people of the .It is unjusn"fiable. The American people are entitled to a
country npp1·opriated-not in thousands or millions but in bil- proper administration of their n.ffairs. This function of ad•lion · of dollars as we arc now-is not unwarrnnta.bty, latishly, ministering the War-Risk Bureau is important The best
and extravagantly expended any lo~ger as it is being .done now ! reason in the world why it should be efficient is tl1e importance
in the manner stated by the gentlemllJl from Illinois [Mr. MAD- , of the case, the ·urgency of the need .of the widows of the men
DE~. [Applause.]
: who die upon the battle fields, oLthe mothers, of the wives who
l\II·. TREADWAY. 1\!r. Chairman, I have 'favored l!onstantly are at home and whose soldier busba:nds are at the front.
the removal of :numerous clerks from the city of Washington. Can there be any worse failure to realize that pntriotic need .of
There are very many departments that have no bearing what- _public service than .the employment of 10 :people to do 1.
ever in being loc~ here, nnd no Teason therefor. I :run on person's work and throw the money of the rPUblic into the
record some months ngo of favoring the removal of .a number gutter and at the same time fail to accomplish the need of
of dlfferent bureaus to the centers where they should be for these deserving people by the payment of their allotments in
their proper work, but the nureau of War-Risk Insurance, a systematic, regulm;, and prompt way?
.:Mr. Chairman, belongs here, and in pite of the criti(lisms of the
Efficiency! Oh, it would mal.:e a dog lnugh t o talk about
gentleman from Illinois [Mr. MADDEN] I think that hurenu is efficiency under such circumstances. :It is criminal. A..nd
deserving of the very highest commendation. To ~hink that in those who are responsible for the criminality inYolYecl in snell
i
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management ought in a time like this, when everybody is callell
upon to pay nnd bleeu. to be prosecuted for their failure to
observe the obligations "·hich they took when they swore to
protect and preser\e the Constitution and the laws of the
Uniterl Rtntes, a~ they must have done when they entered upon
the discharge of the duties which devol\e upon them by reason
of their appointment to this office. Away with defense of the
character made by the gentleman from Massachusetts of such
an in~titution. [Applau e on the Republican side.]
~'he Clerk rend as follows :
East St. Louls, Ill., $4,000.

Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word.
Mr. SHERLEY. 1\lr. Chairman, just a moment. I hope the
gentlemen will not continue a discussion that leads nowher~
and is altogether aside from the bill. I have been generous with
the member hip of the House, but we can not hope to pass this
bill for <lays if this sort of d~bate is to continue. Individual
1\lembers corue to me and urge me to expedite the passage of the
bill, and then delay the consideration of it. I hope the gentleman from 1\fa suchusetts will not ask for further time.
Mr. TREADWAY. 1\fr. Chairman, I withdraw my motion.
The Cl~rk read as follows:
X.\.TIONAL CEMETERIES.

Disposition of remnins, etc.: For the disposition of remains of officerR, soldiern, civilian employees, etc., including the same objects spedfled under this bead in the sundry civil appropriation act for the fiscal
ye:,tr 1919. fiscal years 1918 and 1919, $710,274.52.

OCTOBER
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a gen(>rnl repair fund for the arsenal, and there is an amount
carried here for the repair of arsenal . I nspect th!lt the <lepartment ougl1t to takp cru·e of the need as the gentleman seems
to indicate.
l\lr. DALLINGER. I woul<l "like to ask the chairman of the
committee if he thinks an appropriation for repairs coul<l be
used for such a purpose?
1\fr. SHERLEY. Not for the construction of a new buil<ling
but it is frequently used for enlargements.
'
1\lr. ROBBINS. This says "impro\ements" also in the same
item.
l\1r. SHERLEY. But the maintenance item is rarely used for
new projects of any magnitude. Usually the commandants of
these Yarious arsenals are very much more in istent on what
they consider the needs of the arsenals than are the men who
are at the b'ead of this branch of the Government. Gen.
Compton has just recently made a vi it to the arsenals, and I
think tllat included the one that the gentleman from Ma sachusetts referred to. He was present at the hearings and testified within 10 days, and he did not speak of such a need as that
at the Watertown Arsenal. He \Oluntarily \Tithd.rew some
items.
l\1r. DALLINGER. Do I understand that t11e officers who
appeared before the committee did not ask for it?
Mr. SHERLEY. They did not.
The CHAIRMAN. · The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
P1·orided, That purcluu!e and exchange of typewriting machines, to

Mr. BUTLER l\lr. Clluirman, let me ask the gentleman a be paid for from this appropriation, may be made at the speeial price
question. I am very sorry indee<l that I did not hear tile gen- allowed to schools teaching stenography and typewriting without oblitypewriter companies to supply these machines to all departtleman's statement the other day. I know it was lucidly made. gating
ments of the Government at the same price.
.
I could not be here at the time. Will the gentleman tell me
1\Ir. STAFFORD. l\lr. Chairman, I reserYe a point of order
what is the occasion for this expendihu·e, which seems to be a
on the paragraph just read. I wish to inquire of the chairlat·ge appropriation of money in a deficiency bill?
man of the committee the reason for this special exemption. I
Mr. SHERLEY. Does the gentleman mean the total bill?
l\1r. BUTLER. No; this one item of $710,274.52 for disposi- recall that when the representatives of the typewriting companies came before the legislative subcommittee . they requested
tion of remains. ·
Mr. SHERLEY. That is for the purpose indicated, and, of that the law prescribing the low price at which the GQ\erncourse, the gentleman realizes that unfortunately there haye ment now secures its typewriters shoul<l be changed because
of the increased cost. What is the purpose of this exempting
been a number of deaths of men in the service.
provision?
1\Ir. BUTLER. But these are not abroad?
1\fr. SHERLEY. Just to carry the exact language that has
Mr. SHERLEY. This is for men who die while returning
from abroad, and for the <leaths of men who are in the ser\ice been carried in the Army act for a number of years. It is a
special price, lower than the Government price made to schools.
here in America.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. What kind of schools, may I inquire of the
1\Ir. BUTLER. I \Yill confess I di<l not know that the Governchairman of the committee?
ment paid for the burial of civil employees until I read this.
Mr. SHERLEY. Various schools-Indian schootg, District of
Mr. SHERLEY. It only pays for civil employees of the War
Department, and that provision has existed for 20 or 30 years. Columbia schools, and other Government schools.
l\lr. STAFFORD. Then I assume that this is for the pur1\lr. BUTLER. I pre ume it has ; but it does not extend
pose of qualifying the general law which gi\es the GoYernbeyond that, does it?
ment a fixed low price for its typewriters.
1\fr. SHERLEY. No.
1\fr. SHERLEY. This was supposed to get them for a fixed
The Clerk read as follows:
Provided, That purchase and exchange of typewriting machines, to be price lowei' than that price. That is the purpose of it.
paid for from this appropriation, may be made at the ~>pecial price
Mr. STAFFORD. Is not that the . purpose of this, that the
allowed to schools teaching stenography and typewriting without obli- Government is not to get the price at which they are furnished
gating typewrirer companies to supply these machines to all departments
to the schools?
of the Government at the same price.
1\fr. SHERLEY. No. It sars " at the special price allowed
1\.Ir. DALLINGER. 1\fr. Chairman, I move to sb·ike out the
last word. I want to ask the chairman of the Committee on to schools teaching stenography and typewriting."
Mr. STAFFORD. Without obligating the typewriter comAppropriations if there was anything said to his committee in
panies to supply these machines to all the departments of the
regard to a new storehouse for the Watertown Arsenal?
Mr. SHERLEY. There were a number of items that were Government at the same· price?
1\.Ir. SHERLEY. Yes; not having to supply all the other
sent in as estimates which the Ordnance Department voluntarily
departments. This relates to schools.
withdrew. There was none submitted for a storehouse.
l\lr. STAFFORD. I inquire of the gentleman what schoolsl\.Ir. DALLINGER. 1\Ir. Chairman, I desire to state that last
week J . was at the Watertown Arsenal, where more than 12 whether Government schools or otherwise? I sbould think it relarge new buildings have recently been constructed and an lates to private schools. I would assume from the reading ot
enormous amount of work is being carried on, and the com- this provision that the purpose was that the· Government was
mandant told me that he had repeatedly reported to the au- not to get the benefit of the low price at which typewriters were
thorities here in Washington the imperative need of a new store- furnished to private commercial colleges.
:Mr. SHERLEY. It is my understanding that they get the
house for the arsenal. There is a lot of nickel and other valuable material used in the foundry in casting guns and in the lowest possible price. This exact language was carrierl in the
manufacture of projectiles and there is no place to store it Army act touching this purcba e.
Mr. STAFFORD. As I read it it excepts the GoYernment
except out of doors. Moreover, there is a lot of machinery
and a lot of metal and other material at the arsenal that from getting that low price.
1\fr. TILSON. Will the gentleman yield?
deteriorates by being left out of doors. and there is also the
l\1r. SHERLEY. Yes.
continual chance of having valuable material, such as nickel,
1\lr. TILSON. Does not it apply to the coast-artillery school
brass, and copper, stolen. It is perfectly evident that material of this kind ought to be kept under lock and key in a at Fort Monroe entirely, and made so that the school may be
storehouse. I felt it my duty to call this matter to the atten- ahle to get these typewriters ut n lowet· rate than the typetion of the committee, even if the Bureau of Ordnance did not writer company furnishes them to all depattments?
l\lr. SHEHLI~Y. Yes.
consider it of suftkient importance to present it to the Com1\Ir. STAFFORD. That was the understanding I had.
mittee on Appropriations.
1\Jr. SHElll,EY. It gives the artillery school this special
1\Ir. SHEHLEY. If the gentleman will permit, no estimate
was submitte(l for that object, and the committee therefore price which L~ a lower price than the special go\ernmental
could not anticipate that need. In addition to that, there is price.
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1\lr. WALSH. While the point of order is reserved I w·o uld
like to ask why the artillery school should be favored in this
way.
Mr. SHERLEY. Because it is a school, because the type. writer company makes a special price of typewriters for schools;
that is the only reason.
Mr. WALSH. It seems to me that if the typewTiter companies can afford to furnish a special rate for schools, in view
of the enormous quantities the Government. uses in · their departments, they mtght make a similar rate for all of them.
1\lr. SHERLEY. The typewriter companies have been complaining for two ~r ears past that they are losing money on
typewTiters furnished the Government. I do not know the
ancesh·y of this provision, but what probably happened years
ago was that the typewriter compa:Q.ies, in order to get the
use of typewriters more prevalent with the public, gave special
prices to schools, and somebody learning of it insisted that the
Government school should come in on the same basis. I do
not kuow, but I only know that this is the language carried,
and the purpose was to get typewriters at the cheapest possible
price.
Mr. S'rAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I withdraw the resen·ation
of the point of order.
The Clerk read as follows:
For commutation of quarters and of heat nnd light to commissioned
officers, members of the Nurse Corps, and enlisted men on duty nt
places where no public quarters are available, including enlisted men
of the Regular Army Reserves and retired enlisted men when ordered
to active duty, and for every commissioned officer of the Army of the
United States on duty in the field or on active duty without the territorial jurisdiction of the Unit('d States who maintams a place of abode
for a wife. child. or dependent parent, for whom no public quarters
are available. $75,8G1,520.

Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I reserve a point of order.
Does this enlarge the law we passed some time this spring
granting commutation of quarters, light, and heat only to those
officers who are married?
Mr. SHERLEY. It is the exact language of the present Army
act.
Mr. STAFFORD. I vi"ish to make a further inquiry. The
gentleman from Alabama will recall that there was a discussion
on the floor of the House as to whether we should extend commutation of quarters to officers who are unmarried, and I wish
to inquire whether under this phraseology it would be practicable to extend the commutation to such officers?
Mr. DENT. I think the gentleman from Kentucky has answered the gentleman from Wisconsin. I have not read the
language critically. If the gentleman will notice, it says in the
latter part officers who maintain a place of abode for a wife.
child, or dependent parent ·for whom no public quarters are
available.
Mr. STAFFORD. I wish to inquire- further whether this
large amount was not occasioned largely by the passage of that
l'aw.
Mr. DENT. Unquestionably; that · was new legislation, and
up to that time officers in the field had no right to commutation
of quarters.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I withdraw the reservation
of the point of order.
The Clerk read as follows:
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the provision that the m1mmum or entrance pay, exclush·e of
said allowances of said Army clerks. hall be $1,200 per annum.
When that was agreed to it necessarily made imperative a
change in language that I haYe previously read so that we make
this apply to existing law.
1\lr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I withdraw the reservation
of the point of order.
The Clerk read as follows :
Clothing and camp and garrison equipage : For clothing and camp
and garrison equipage, including the same objects specified under this
head in the Army appropriation act for the fiscal year 1919, $59,138.433,
and in addition thereto the sum of $108,376;182 of the amount appro·
priated for ·• Regular supplies, Quartermaster Corps" in the Army
appropriation act for the fiscal year 1919, is made available for . the
foregoing purposes.
.
Mr. TILSON. 1\lr. Chairman, I moTe to strike out the last

word. I see in line 20, page 16, the language " members of the
Officers' Reserve Corps." Has not the distinction between
members of the Officers' Reserve Corps and the other officers
been wiped out?
Mr. SHERLEY. That is possible. We simply followed the
exact language that is used, and it is possible that there may
be some of these old accounts still to be paid to individuals who
at the time the mileage was incurred were members of the
Officers' Reserve Corps.
1\lr. TILSON. And it woulil require that language to cover
them?
Mr. SHERLEY. So it is highly desirable to continue the
language.
Mr. _l\IONDELL. l\1r. Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word.
Mr. CANNON. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman withhold
his motion for a moment?
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Wyoming yield?
Mr. 1\IONDEI:.L. Certainly.
Mr. CANNON. I would be glad if the gentleman would mo-ve
now that the committee rise. _
Mr. SHERLEY. All. right.
Mr. MONDELL. I rose for the purpose of making the same
inquiry.
Mr. SHERLEY. Before making that motion may I say ta
the committee, I hope in perfect good humor, that if we are to
pass this bill to-morrow it is necessary that we all try to confine
oursel•es to the discussion of things directly involved in the
bill. I hope the committee will cooperate ln that conl'lider~tion
of the measure. iUr. Chairman, I move that the committee do
now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the committee rose; and the Speaker having re·
sumed the chair. Mr. G..lBBETT of Tennessee. Chairman of the
Committee of the Whole on the state of the Union, reported
that that committee having had under consideration the bill
(H. R. 13086) making appropriations to supply deficiencies in
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and
prior fiscal years, on account of war expenses, and for other
purposes, had come to no resolution thereon.
El\"""ROLLED BILLS PRESENTED TO THE PRESIDENT FOR HIS APPROVAL.

Mr. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, r.eported that this day they had presented to the President of
the United States, for his approval, the following bills:
H. R. 10609. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury
to exchange the present Federal building site at Eatonton, Ga.,
for another site on the public square in said city.
_
H. J. Res. 331. Joint resolution authorizing the readmission
to the paragraph. What is the reason for raising the pay from to the United States of certain aliens who have been conscripted
$1,000 to $1,200?
or have volunteered for service with the military forces of the
Mr. SHERLEY. It does not raise the pay. The Army act of United States or cobelligerent forces.
July 8, 1918, provided that hereafter the minimum pay should
RESERVE OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.
be $1,200, but the appropriation was made for clerks at $1,000 as
a minimum, and it was simply an error in failing to take up one
Mr. ESCH. 1\lr. Speaker, in the absence of the chairman of
line that had been changed by a subsequent one, and so in order the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce I . ask
to carry out the law, which says that they shall come in at unanimous consent to take from the Speaker's table Senute
$1,200, we provide that they shall be paid $1,200 instead of joint resolution 63, providing for a reserve of the_Public Health
$1,000, which they were appropriated for.
Service, anC! that the House insist on its amendment and agree
Mr. DENT. The increase of pay from $1,000 to $1,200 was to the conference asked by the Senate.
put on in the Senate and was agreed to in conference, and in
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the joint resolution.
writing the amount in the bill the conferees did not carry the
The Clerk read the title of the joint resolution.
full amount.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Wisconsin asks unani1\.lr. STAFFORD. Then this is largely to correct the clerical mous consent to take from the Speaker's table Senate joint resoerror-hition 63, insist on the House amendment, and agree to the con1\fr. DENT. It is to carry out the legislation that was put on ference asked by the Senate. Is there objection?
the bill increasing the minimum pay from $1,000 to $1,200.
There was no objection; and the Rpeake1· announced as the
1\lr. SHERLEY. The paragraph which allowed 1,287 clerks at conferees on the part of the House Mr. DoREMUs, Mr. BARKLEY,
·
·
$1 ,000-each was not in conference. What was in conference was · and l\lr. EscH.
The appropriation for "Pay of the Army" for the fiscal year 1019
shall be available to pay 1.289 field clet·ks at the rate of $1,200 per
annum, the minimum or entrance rate fixed by the A1·my appropriation
act approved July 9, 1918, instead of at $1,000 per annum, the rate appropriated in the said act.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I make the point of order
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LEA\E OF ABSEXCE.

By unanimous consent, Iea\e of ab ence was granted as
follows:
To Mr. GALLIVAN, for six days, on acco1mt of illness;
To Mr. ZIHLMAN, indefinitely, on account of illness; and
To l\fr. McYu:owN, for 15 days, on account of important business.
The SPEAKER. The Chair has a telegram from the gentleman from Connecticut, Mr. LoNEBGAN, asking that his lea\e of
absence be extended indefinitely. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
·
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act' entitled "An act making appropriations for the support of
the Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919," approved July
9, 1918, as provided for " longevity pay for men other than the
Regular Army," reported the same without amendment, accompanied by a report (No. 831), which said bill and report
were referred to the C<>mmittee of the Whole Hou eon the tnto
of the Union.

PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLu"'l'IO. , Al'ID 1\.IE)IORI.ALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII~
Mr. SCULLY introuuced a joint resolution (H. J. Res. 337).
LEAVE TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE.
to enable prompt liquidation of claims for damages to per. on ·
1\Jr. LITTLE. I ask leave to audre s the House for two u.nd property occasioned by an explosion or explosions at the
plant of the T. A. Gillispie Loading Co., at Morgan, N. J., which
minutes.
l\fr. CANNON. Will the gentleman kindly withhold that ·W'Il referred to the Committee on Appropriation .
until to-morrow?
Mr. LITTLE. Certainly, if the gentleman wishes it.
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTION
DEATH OF REPRE E1\""TATIVE STERLING OF ILLINOIS.
Under elause 1 of Rule .XX'li, private bills and r oluUons
1\I:r. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, it is with profound regret were introduced and ·everally referTed as follows:
By Mr. BELL: A bil1 (H. R. 13095) granting an increase of
that I rise to :}nnounce the ueath, at Pontiac, lll., to-day, in
an automobile 11ceident, of our colleague, Ron. JoR'!'ir A. pension to Capt. John T. 1\Iorgan; to the C<>mmittce on Invali<l
Pensions.
STERLING, of Illinois.
By 1\Ir. ELLIOTT: A bill (H. R. 13096) granting a. pension to
At some future time I will ..ask the Hottse to pan..~ in its
ordinary bn iness, in order to pay appropriate tribute to the Jo eph F. 1\Iangold; to the Committee on Pen ions.
By Mr. JOHNSON of Washington: A bill (H. R. 13097)'
life, character, and public services of our distinguished friend.
.g ranting an increase of pension to Jo iah T. McMillan; to the
I offer the follow11lg resolution.
Committee on Invalid P n ion.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the resolution.
By Mr. O'SHAffi.."ES Y: A bill (H. R. 13098) granting nn
The Clerk rend as follows~
increase of pen ion to Lewis Holley ; to the Committee on
House resolution 446.
Re1rolved. Thnt the House has heard with profound sorrow of the Invalid Pensjons.
ueath of Bon. JOHN A. STEnLING, a Representative ft•om the State
By Mr. WHITE of 1\Iaine: A bill (H. R. 13099) granting an
of Illinois.
increase of pension to Thomas F. Green; to the Committee on
Resol1·ed, Tbnt a committee GI '20 Members of the House, with
such Members of the Senate as may be joined, be appointed to attend Invalid P~nsions.
the funeraL
Also a bill (H. R. 13100) granting a pension to Rhodo. A. Hnn·
R'csoZl; cd, Tbut the Serwant at Arms of the House .be authorized
and directt>d to take such steps ns may be necessary for carrying out newell; to the Colllllltitee on Invalill Pension
the provisions of these resolutions, and
in connection therewith be paid out of
House.
Resolved, That the Clerk communicate
ate and transmit n copy thereof to the

that the necessary expenses
the contingent fund of. the

PETITIONS, ETC.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII,
Mr. MAGEE laid on the ·Clerk's de ·k a petition of members
The .resolution was agreed to.
of Skaneateles Grange, No. 458, Onondaga County,
. Y ..
The SPEAKER. The Chair will announce the committee in again t the postal zone rftte system, which wa · referred to tho
the morning.
Commi ~ tee on the Pot Office and Post Road.-.
these resolutions to the Senfamily of the deceast!d.

ADJOURNMENT.

Mr. CANNON. 1\fr. Speaker, I offer the following resolution.
The Clerk rend as follows:
Resolved, That us a further murk of re pect, this House do now

adjourn.

The .motion was agreed to; accordingly (at .5 o'clock and 11
minutes p. m.) the House 11djourned until to-morrow, Frlday,
October 18, 191 , at 12 o'clock .noon.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
FRIDAY, Octobe1• 18, 1918.
The Honse met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, lle\. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the following prayer :
0 Lord God, our heavenly Father, who e war ru·e pa t linlling out, we come to Thee with bowed heads and sorrowing hearts
because of the wiuespread desolation throughout the land. 'l'hou- •
sands are passing to the un: een, leaving l1omes and hearts deso·
late.
Again we as a body have been· touched with sorrow aml
grief because of the death of another Member of this House-a
real representative of the people, a patriot, a statesman, wi c
in his counsels, a strong advocate of what he believed to be right.
He is gone. We mourn his going, and by the ble. sed angel
of faith llelp us, his widow, and all who knew and loTecl him to
look forward to the life eternal, for there is no death.

EXECUTIVE CO)Il\!UNICATIONS, ETC.
Under clause 2 of Rule XXIV, executive communications were
taken from the Speaker's table 11nd r-eferred ns follows:
1. A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting
a supplemental estimate of appropriation requiretl by the War
Industries Board for the remainder of the fiscal year 1919 (H.
Doc. No. 1330); to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
2. A letter from the Secretary .of the Treasury, transmitting
n supplemental estimate of appropriation required by the Cbem·
ical Warfare Service of the )Var Department for the fiscal year
1919, in lieu of the estimate heretofore submitted (H. Doc. No.
I long for household voices gone,
For vanished smiles I long ;
1331) ; to the Committee on Appropriation and ordered to be
But
God bath le.l my dear ones on,
printed.
And H£- can do no wrong.
•
3. A letter from the Secretary 'Of the Treasury, transmitting
I
know
not
what
the
future
hath
n. list of judgments rendm·ed by the C<>urt of Claims which have
Of marvel or urpr1se,
been presentcu to this department and require an appropriation
.Assured alone that life nnd dentb
IUs mercy underlies.
for their payment (ll. Doc. No. 1332) ; to the Committee on
Amen.
Appropriations nnd ordered to be printed.
Tbe
.Journal
of
the
proceeding of yesterday wn read and n[l·
4. A letter from the Secretary <>f the Treasury, transmitting
schedules of claims allowed by the several accounting officers of lJl'OVed.
PERSO~..\..L EXPid'NATIO~.
the Treasury Department under approptiations the balances of
which haYe been exhausted or carried to the snTplus fund (H.
1\Ir. BESHLIN. 1\Ir. Rpcaker, I ask unanimo con nt to }11.' •
Doc. _Jo. 1333); to the Committee on Appropriations and or- ceed for five minutes.
dered to be prlnted.
Tbe SPEAKER. The gentleman from Penn ylvnnia n ks
unanimous consent to proceed for fiyc minutes. Is there objec•
REPORTS OF CO::\aliTTEES ON PUBLid BIL:LS A.1.~D
tion?
UESOLUTIONS.
There was no objection.
1\fr. BESHLIN. 1\ir. Speaker and gentlemen of the Hous ,
Under clause 2 of Rule XIII.
l\Ir. DENT, from the Comm1ttee on Military Affairs, to which on the 23d uay of last month, when the Hou e had under con·
was referred the bill (H. R. 13015) to amend so much of an sideration the Senate amendment to House bill 11945, to stimu·

1918.

CtQNGR.ESSIONAL. RECORDL-HOUSE.

late foou production, I offereu an amendment as follows:· P.age'
5, lines 18 and 19, after the word " after " in line 18, sh·ike out
"June 30, 1919," and inseTt "December 31, 1918."
My amendment appears in the RECORD on page 10691. If it

bad been adopted it w<>uld have prohibited the sale for beverage
purpo es of any distilled spirits or their removal from bond after
December 31, 1918. Notwithstanding the fact that the RECORD
contains a correct statement of the language of my amendment,
certain newspaper correspondents, probably unintentionally, incorrectly reported that I endeavored to have the date for the
manufacture ::..nd sale of wine and beer extended from June 30,
1919, to December 1, 1919, whereas my amendment, if adopted,
would have brought about war-time prohibition after December
31, 1918, or six months earlier than provided by the Senate
amendment adopted by the House, and 11 months enTlier than
the newspaper correspondents in reporting my amendment incorrectly stated.
On the fron't page of a prominent newspaper of my _State, in
its issue of September 24 last, under the beading, "War-time
prohibition approved by House," the following language appeared:
"All efforts otherwise to amend the legislation were defeated.
The proposal by .Representative KAHN of California, Republican,
to extend the effective date for prohibiting the sale of wine and
beer to December 31, 1919, was defeated 112 to 52, as was one
by Representative BESHLIN of Pennsylvania, Democrat, to
change date from next Uay 1 to December 1, 1919."
When this grossly false and unfair statement was called to
my attention, I immediately sent the following telegram to the
newspaper in question:

SEPTEMBER 25, 1918.
Yesterday's paper, first page, under "War-time prohibition npprove<l
by House," incorrectly states defeat of amendment offered by ·me to
Senate prohibition rider to change date for stopping manufacture or
beer and wine from next May 1 to December 1, 1919. My amendment
(see COXGRESillOSAL RECORD, p. 10691) provided that sale for beverage purposes of any distilled spirits or removal from bond should
cease December 31, 1918, not December 1, 1919, as incorrectly published. Request the same publicity of this message as was given the
article referred to.

I also called the Washington corre,spondent of this same paper
on the telephone and inquired why an incorrect report was sent
out. He said that his assistant wrote the article, and be promised that a full correction would appear in the issue of the
following day.
Although the original item was widely published, and my
position on a very important piece of legislation was grossly
misrepresented, and I was thereby done a great injustice, the
paper in question neYer had the courtesy to acknowledge the
receipt of my message, and never took the pains to undo the
wrong it did me other than to print on the last page of its issue
of September 25, 1918, under title, "Put foreign and home
wine tra9-e on same basis," at the end thereof, the following:
Representative RESHLIN of Pennsylvania today called attention to
the fa('t that an amendment which he offered to the prohibition provision of the food-production bill was for the purpose of prohibiting the
sale of liquors after December 31 of this year. Misprints in some
accounts of the debate, he said, made the impression that he asked for
an extension of time to December 31, 1919, which was not so.

Ur. Speake1·, not only did the RECORD contain the exact language of my amendment, but the amendment itself was in typewritten form and was in the posses ion of the Clerk, so any correspondent, had be wished to undo the wrong done me, could
easily have done so by referring to the RECORD or the amendment.
The misprint was due entirely to the correspondent's act in
reporting the item, not to the language of my amendment or to
any misprints of the debate. .A spirit of justice and fair play
should have prompted those who committed the error to frankly
admit it and make earnest effort to undo the injury unjustly
done me.
Because of the correspondent's failure to make a proper correction and give it the same publicity as was given in the article
referred to, I have asked the indulgence of the House for the
purpose of attempting in some measure to counteract the effect
of an unjust, untruthful, and grossly unfair statement and misrepresentation of my position on a matter of great importance
to the American people.
Since I became a Member of this House I voted for the submission to the several States of the national prohibition amendment to the Federal Constitution. and I have labored earnestly
and consistently for war-time prohibition by statute.
Believing that national war-time prohibition would increase
our supply of food and co~. improve transportation, increase
labor efficiency and prosperity, add to our man power, reduce
cost of building, and hasten the winning of the war, and that
the only way to obtain it was by an act of Congress, I sought
to rna ke the act in question effective December 31, 1918, not
December 1, 1919.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
A message from the Senate, by l\.Ir. Waldorf, its enrolling
clerk, announceu that the Senate had passed bills of the following titles, in which the concurrence of the House of Representatives was requested:
S. 1104. An act for the relief of Edward Stewart; and
S. 469. An act for the relief of the heirs of W. H. Sneed,
deceased.
The message also announced that the Senate had passed the
following res.olutions:
Resolved, That the Senate has beard with profound sorrow the ·announcement of the death of Ron. JACOB EDWIN MEEKER, late a Representative from the State of Missouri.
Resolved, That a committee of 10 Senators be appointed by the Vice
President, to join the committee appointed on the part of the Bouse o!
Representatives, to attend the funeral of the deceased.
Resolved, That the Secretary communicate a ·copy of these resolutions to the Jious(' of Representatives. ·
Resolved, That as a further mark of respect to the memory of the
deceased the Senate do new adjourn.

Anu that under the second resolution the Presiding Officer
had appointed as the committee on the part of the Senate Mr.
REED, 1\lr. WILFLEY, 1\Ir. WATSON, 1\Ir. SuTHERLAND, Mr. NEw,
Mr. KENYON, 1\lr. HABDING, Mr. BECKHAM, l\.Ir. KmBY, anu 1\ir.
CURTIS.
ENROLLED BILI-S SIGNED.
The SPEAKER announced his sig1.1ature to enrolled bill of the
following title:
S. 3470. An act to amend section 33 of the Criminal .Co---1e of
the United States.
SE~ATE BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTION UEFERRED.
Under dause 2 of Rule XXIV, Senate bills and joint resolu·
tion of the following titles were tali:en from tlw Speaker's table
and referred to their appropriate committees, as indicated below:
S. 4787. A.n act for the relief of Amherst ,V, Barber; to the
Committee on Claims.
S. J. Res. 179. Joint resolution authorizing national banks to
subscribe to the united war-work campaign; to the Committee
on Banking and Currency.
S. 1104. An act for the relief of Edward Stewart ; to the
Committee on Military Affairs.
S. 469. An act for the relief of the heirs of W. H. Sneed, deceased; to the Committee on War Claims:
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
By unanimous consent, leave of absence "·as granted to Mr.
_LONDON for 10 days.
URGENT DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATIO~ BILL.
1\lr. SHERLEY. 1\Ir. Speaker, I move that the House resolve
itself into the Committee of the Whole House on the state of
the Union for the further consideration of the bill (H. R.
13086) making appropriations to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and priur
fiscal years, on account of war expenses, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the House resolved itself into the Committee of
the Whole House on the state of the Union for the further consideration of the urge·nt deficiency appropriation bill, with Mr.
GARBETT of Tennessee in the chair.
· The Clerk reported the title of the bill.
l\lr. 'VALSH. 1\lr. Chairman, I withdraw the point of order
which I made against the paragraph at the bottom of page 7.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Massachusetts withdraws the point of order made to the last paragraph on page 7.
The Clerk will read.
l\.Ir. SHERLEY. 1\ir. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
Is it necessary to revert to that paragraph in order to have it
considered and adopted in Committee of the 'Vbole?
The CHAIRMAN. The paragraph was read, and the Chair
does_ not think it is necessaTy to revert to it now, the point ot
order having been witbdl:awn. The paragraph will be considei•ed as having been adopted. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
Construction and repair of hospitals: For construction and repair
ot hopsitals, including the same objects Rpecified under this head in the
Army appropriation act for the fiscal year 1919, $86.469.930: Prodded,
That authority is granted to enter into contracts or otherwise to incu!:
obligations for the purposes above mentioned for not to exceed $15,750,000 in addition to the appropriations herein and heretofore made.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following amendment.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follQws :
Amendment offer('d by 1\!r. DEXT: Page 19, after line 21, insert as a
new paragraph the following :
"That the act entitled 'An act to authorize condemnation proceedings of land for military purposes,' approved July 2. 1917, as aml>ndt>d.
by an act approved April 11, 1918, and by an act approvetl July 9, 1918,

·-
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18,

eondemnation law the Government can condemn land for ho .
pital purposes in connection with camp ..,ites, but tbi is ill·
tended to cover separate hospital , hospitals that are proposed
to be erected to take care of the wounded soldier as he returns
fro Fr
t
d di t• t .~>•t
· m
ance, separa e .an
s me .u;Om camp Sl es.
Mr. GILLETT. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DENT. I will.
Mr. GILLETT. Is the whole of this amendment limited to
the dui~tion -of the -war1
Mr. DENT. Y~. It is an amendment to the original net
01 Ju1y 2, 1917.
1\rr. GILLETT. Will the gentleman kindly tell us how many
members were present at the committee hearjng?
Mr. DENT. Well, I have no obJ'ection to
statin~ ta the gen·
.
~
tleman there were six members present.
Mr. TO,VNER. Will th~ gentleman yiel<l?
11.1I DENT I '11
.~., ••
•
Wl •
·
Mr. TOWNER. As I understood, the g-entleman ·aid he uiu
not care to insist upon the part which authorized the condemna·
tion of office space?
Mr. DENT. .No, if there is any question. I uo not con·
:Sider that as important as the hospital feature.
Mr. TOWNER. It occurs to J;ne that 1f that were eliminated
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, I reser\e a point of order it might _prevent the point of order being made. A provision
on the amendment.
·
for the .condemnation for hosplta1 purposes is · almost selfMr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, this measure is recommended by evidently necessary.
the War Department and is intended primarily to extend the . 1\lr. DENT. If there is any objection to that I am willing
acts providing for the condemnation for 1Var purpo es so as to -to strike it out.
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, the War Department came
inclucle hospitals and office space in the different cities of the
United States where the Government has to establish offices. · befol'e the Committee on Appropriations concerning this and
The main purpose, however, of the amendment is to extend the considerable other legislation. The committee .has been taken
.p rovi ion so as to provide for condemnation for ho pital pur- . somewhat to task at different times by some Members of the
poses. The .M ilitary Committee of the House had a hearing on House because we <!arried legislation upon appropriation bills
Wednesday at which there were present a number of repre- that seemed to be imperatively needed, so · that in order to
sentatives of the \Var Depaxtment urging this legiSlation. I am :avoid as far as possible such criticisms, and .having no ·d esire
bound to .confess, in order to be fair to the House, that we to invade jurisdiction causing very much more work than we
did not have a quorum of the committee, although both parties could hope to fully collilider, the committee declined to con ider
were represented, and the -committee was unanimous that some these various proposals, but suggested that they be referre1l
sort of legislation of this kind should be -enacted as speedily as to the Committee on Military Affairs, and I, as the chairman
possible. The only question was what form it should take. The of the comnlittee, so communicated to the gentleman from Ala·
War Department recommended the President be authorized to bama [l\Ir. DENT], the chairman of the Committee on 1\filitary
requisition property anywhere and everywhere as he saw fit, Affairs. Now, the amendment which has been offer:ed .by the
but the committee thought that it ought to take the form of a gentleman, I think, -involves two or three problems that it
condemnation proceeding in court.
perhaps will be well not to ha.ve determined. at this time. But
Mr. :MADDEN. Will the gentleman yield for a question?
the War Department urged the "ery great need of some power
Mr. DENT. Yes.
being given to take for immediate use buildings for l1ospital
1\Ir. MADDEN. Does the gentleman find upon investigation purposes. -There is no question whatever of that need, and it
that the departments .have had any difficulty in getting office is highly desirable that where buildings can be obtained fuat
space without the condemnation of property?
are capable of being com·erted into hospitals at reasonable cost
Mr. DENT. It was so stated ~ore the committee last it be dane, without the expens~ of additional construction that
W.ednesclay that in some cities they have had conside:r:able would follow if \ve had to build hospitals from the ground up.
trouble in getting office space. I confess to the gentleman So that I think the House, in view of the emergency, is warthere was no specific in tance given to the committee, just gen- ranted in carrying on this bill legislation that will deal "\Vitll
erally that they had had some difficulty in securing office space the :hospital situation, and in a few moments I will read a
in the large cities. I am not wedded to that part of this amend· paragraph that was submitted by the W.ar Department that
ment so far as this is concerned, but 1 do think the hospital I think fully meets that emergency. It was also urged, as the
part is a very important matter.
.
gentleman from Alabama [Mr. DENT] has stated, that there
Mr. MADDEN. But the provision is so com].lrehensive that was considerable need in connection with the office buildings,
even with respect to the right to condemn property for a hos- particu1ar1y 1n New York, where this situation arises: Some
pital that it authorizes the condemnation of all equipment department of the Government has office SI)ace in one of these
witlun the building, of all the paraphernalia, everything in the buildings. The need of -expansion becomes great, and in .order
to ·e xpand they have to take additional space in the buildings
building.
Mr. DENT. Does not the gentleman think that ought to be then ·occupied or move out, with the cost incident to moving;
done during war times? This is an emergency measure.
that there was difficulty in getting tenants .in these office build·
l\1r. l\1ADDEN. Th~y would have no need .f or it in most ings, who happen to be occupying space adjoining the Govel'n·
en es.
ment, to give up their space in order that the Government might
l\:1r. DENT. In most cases they would have no need. The expand, and they urged the need of having the right to take
~ery object of the law is to keep one individual who may try posse ion of office buildings to the extent that might be necesto hold up the Government fro.m doing so, .and the chances are sary. I have no doubt there are such cases, and I have n~
if this bill is pas ed condemnation proceedings ·w ill rarely be doubt they present embarrassments to the Government, but such
re orted to.
embarrassment is nothing like as acute as the emb::tt-rassment
Mr. MADDEN. There is a bill pending on the calendar now, that arises in connection with hospital facilities.
reported from the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds,
Every Member of this House is desirous -of facilitating in
that goes somewhat into detail mth .respect to ·t he question in- every way the _procurement of proper hospital .facilities for our
volved in the amendment offered by the gentleman, and l thinl.: wounded men, and therefore I thinl: we ought to legislate as to
deals with the question more comprehensin~ly than does the that.
gentleman's amendment.
·There is still another provision in the matter offered by the
i\lr. DENT. I am not familiar with that bill, but this amend- gentleman from .A labama that rai es a question of very serious
ment simply extends the act of July 2, 1.917, as amended April · moment, and that is the attempt to put a statute of limitations
18, and in those two acts Congress provided for the cond-emna- upon the presentation of claims by private individuals against
tion of lanJ fo1· cam.P sites, for fortifications, fo1· coast defenses, the Government. There is a provision that undertakes to limit
aA-.d for powder purposes. Those are the four pur~es that to six months after requisition proceedings are instituted, and
have been provided for during wat· times, but it does not include .after the sum determined as reasonable is offered and refused,
baspital purposes. Now, it was :Stated to the committee ·bY in which a claim may be in tituted for additional compensation.
representatives of the ·war Department that under the present I urn not sure that that is quite fair to the citizen. l think one

be, and the same is hereby, amended, and its provisions in all respects,
· together :vith all it privile~es a.nd benefits, are hereby extended to the
1·ight -of condemnation of land, with the buildings thereon, and the
fu:tnr , quipment, materials, .and supp:lies thereon and therein, re· quired for hospital fAcilities or quarters 1or the personnel thereo~. for
office buildings and space therem required for war purposes by the
Military Establishment, all supplies, equipment material1 mn.chinery.
and tools utilized :1n and on any lands authorized to be mken by the
act approv d July 2, 1917. above referred to, and its amendments
thereto. -The jurisdiction of such condemnation proceedings is hereby
vested in the district courts of the United States where the property
which is cs<roght to be condemned, or any part thereof, is located or
situated, regardless of the value of the same.
·• Compensathm for any property tn.ken under authority of section
120· of the act ol June 3, 1916, commonly known as the .; oationalclefense act, shall be determined and pa.id 1:n accordance with the
,provision o! section 10 oi the net -of August 10, 1917, -commonly known
as the food-control act: Prov-ided That any right ot action .or suit
against the United States granted by section 10 of the act of August
10, 1017. hereinbefore mentioned, -or any other act, by reaso.n of any
property or interest therein· being taken by the United States other
than by condemnation proceedings, or .f or the recovery -ef any sums _or
money awarded for such taking by i:he United States and .not satisfa.c tory to the person or persons entitled to receive the same, shall be
·· brought, within six months after payment of the per centum required by
the e acts or within m month-s ·of the passage ·of this act in those
cases wllere takings and payments of per centum has already been madde
· under the e acts, and upon failure to brtng such snit within sal
. peri<>d of time, all -claims against the United States for any amount in
excess of such payment shall be forever barred."

1918.
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of· the yet unsolved probl~ confronting the, Government. is- the I. offer that as- au amendment .to the · amendment which r hnve
creation of. some machinery for. the • adjustment-. ot· claims~on. the , offered: .After• theJ word. " the~:eon!' insert the words "nndJ
part of citizens · against the Goyernment. If we follo , the old.. their equipment;''
procedure of trial in the ordina1-:y United States_cour.ts~ OJ.• the:
The ·CH;AlllMAN.- The. Clerk will reportrthe modification of
consideration of matters _by the Court-. ot Claims, and the . fur- tlle amendment.
ther consideration by the Congress through. a Committee.? on
The Clerk r.ead- aa·follows:
Claimsr OUr" great-grandchildren aml probably our gre.at~greatModification of the amendment: After the word "thereon," in, the •
grandchildren will be: interested. in• the adjustmeJlt of claims , third Una of the-alllenmnent;- insert th~ words "and ~ their,.. equ\pme.nt.'~
growing• out of. this:· wac. Tbe Anglo-Saxon has always-. clung:
Mt. DENT. A PDintororder•wa;s. reserved.on.it, !"believe;
very tenaciously · to· what isl called: " ·his day in court," and
1\Ir. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania .. I reserved a point of order:.
wliether.. we desired. to or· not_we could• not take. from: a citizen.
Mi-. DENT. Mr-: Gliairman, I . ask leave to proceed for five
that: day in court, and yet I am convinced tbat one_of the-con.. minutes.
·
str:uctive ·acts ·that must be undertakell! by the Cong.r ess is- the.
The CHAffiMAN.. The gentleman from Alabama. asks unani· ·
creation of: some machinery for· quick and prompt adjustment. mou -consent ·to p:rnceed for five minutes. Is there ·objection ?;
of: claims. \Ve·probably could not compel the citizen to submitThere was no objection.
his claim: to such a tribunal, but if· it was . properly· arranged~
Mr. DEl)fT. Mr-~ Chairman, I did not· know exactly what. the ,
I . tbink be would gladly. a vail himself ·of. such a tribunal in order· amendment of- the, gentleman from Kentucky was until. I he~ud .
to shorten time. T.o-day there are hundreds- of<thousands : of- it read from the desk. The very proposition that-the Committee'
dollars• wodh of claims· settled within: an hour or a dny by on Military Affairs· considered· on \V:ednesday, . when we had
the various boards of trade. The produce exchange in New, Tepresentatives of· th_e War · Department before- us; was as to the
York has an arbitration . method by whicli they settle.. claims form of this legislation. Everybody agreed that for · hospitall
running into the· hundreds of thousands of: dollars- weekly. _purposes.- some legiSlation ought to be enacted. Whether it ,
The same is-true-· of stock exchanges. And I have no doubt .the· should· ta;ke the form ~ o.fl giving the..President the right; tbrough ·
ingenuity· of tha Congress will be· sufficient to c1·eate s.oroe ma~ - some subordinate, to take charge of the property, or · that thechinery for the rapid adjustment of such claims. I~ doubt the rjgbt shauld. be by, fu.rmat proceeding in court· were · the . two
wisdom at tliis time o:t fixing a hal.·d-and"fa.s t siX:.7montlls! litni- methods considered; The- committee agreed that it ought· to,
tationi e ven assuming thnt the courts would uphold such a take the form of a court proceeding.
limitation, against ilie presentation of: a claim for · compensation
l\Ir. SHERI.IEY. Uhder the very act that the gentleman profor property taken.
I>Oses to amend is it· not in tl::ie· power of the \Var. Department'
Reverting ta the - pr~nt need, I desi ·e to read to the House immediately upon:. the~fiUng of condemnation proceedings ta take
what was suggested before the committee, and· which· seems to the property.?
my mind deals with the situation;
Mr: DENT. Unquestionably;
Mr. STAFFORD. Will the gentlema n direct the attention of
1\lr. SHERDIDY. Then what difference is there in point of"'
tl1e committee to the page in the hearings-where testimony was fact benye.e~ taking: the property that way and taking it unde1~ ·
"iven on this question? I can not find it in the index.
the reqms1t1on power ·here: grantedfl
o Mi·. SHERLEY. It-is on.page 5'83 of the hearings, but this.sugMl'. DENT.. The-· difference is simply this, which I think iS·•
gestion · appear.s- in House Document No. 1312. It is as follows ·: a very marked difference: One authorizes the Military Estab"
That the President is hereby authorized, -through_the. Secretary of: lishment by authority. of r.:.ilitnry law to take . the· property and
War, during t-he existing emergency,~. from time to time, to-requisition. or· then let the individual go· into court and assert his rigllts.
otherwise take. ovel' for. the •United .titates any lAnds. including:the build- Under condemnatiorr~proceedings the Government must institute
ings thereon, or-any temporary use thereof, requirOO for hospitaLfacill- th.J suit-against the · defendan~ and; be then has had his day in.
tles. Ile shall ascertain and pay, from the proper appropriation, a just
compensation therefor: If the compensation• so ascertained be not sat- court.
isfactory to the person entitled to . receive· the sam~. such; person: shall
Mr. SHERI!.EY. But if the . gentleman will permit, the man
be paid 75 per cent: of· the amount so determined. and shall be entitled
to sue the United States in the United States <llstrict court. for the has his day in court when the Government has taken the propjudicial dl&trict where the property is situated to recover such. further erty;- Unless tba t.. is . trne· you would have months , of delay in
sum as, added to the 75 per cent, will make up such amount as- will be trying condemnation pmceedings; so that in order to avoid it
just compensation.
the act provides that. on the institution of condemnation proThat follows the language that we employed in · a number. of ceedings the Govermnent·muy take possession . .
instances; for instance, in connection with the requisition pow- .
Mt'. DENT. Let ·us see what has happened. On the 2cl daY:
ers that were given to the President touclling the ·shipbuilding of July, 1917; we · pas ed the original amendment. to the conprogram, and also in regard to requisition powers given to . the demnation· law, so as: to give the Government the right to .take
Na\y Department, and I · think fully coyers. the present- need of-- immediate possession. upon the filing of· a petition· by. the- <listhe situation. I suggest, therefore, to the gentleman from. Ala-:- trict attorney · in the. district where the" pr1)pm·ty is situated~
bama that he withdraw his amendment and that he offer this That prevented the Government being delayed . in acquidng pos•.
in lieu thereof.
session· of the property: We also amended, during the present
emergency, that por.tipn· of tlle act which requires the Attorney
Mr. DENT. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman ftom Alabama insist General's office to give a certificate as to , the title to the prop~
erty beforec the Government could take possession. or pay any.
on the point or order?
·
·
Mr. SHERLEY: I understand that the gentleman withdraws money for any property acquired for military purposes.
Under tbat:actwe·have built camp sites, we have erected forti·
the point of order. I offer the following amendment.
'l'hc CHAIRl\1AN. The gentleman from Kentucky offers. the .trcations, we ' have constructed coast defenses~ w e , ha e e tablisbed power plants for: the purpose of acquiring: nitrates, and
following amendment, which the Clerk will :r:eport.
recently by the act of July 9, the Army appropriation bill, we
The Clerk read .as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. SHERLEY: Page 19, after line 21, io~ert extended the right of condemnation of property, so , that the
Government might acquire timber anywhere in the. country for
the following as a new paragraph ;
•
"The President Is authorized, through the Secretary of· War; during. shipbuilding or for aircraft purposes.
the existing emergency, from time to time, to requisition. 01: . otherwise
I asked the question, when the representatives of the War Detake over for the United , States any lands, including the buildings
thereon, or any temporary use thereof, required for hospital facillties. partment were before~ the committee on Wednesday, if tbey had
He shall asc1n·tain and pay, from the proper- appropriAtion, a just com- been· embatrassed .in anyTespect. in acquiring camp sites. in acpensation therefor~ If the compensation. so ascertained be not satisfactory to the person entitled to receive the same, such yerson shall be paid qui.ring lands for fortifications or coast· defen es in acquiring
75 per cent of the amount so determined, and shal be entitled to sue property for nitrate purposes. or. in acquiring. property for tim-the United States in the United States district court for the judicial dls- ber in order to .car.ry on the--shipbuilding industry and tl1e airti·ict where the property is situated to recover such further sum as craft program, and they said l not; because- this law; this con·.
added ~o the 75 per cent, will make up such amount as will be just com:
demnation law, gave the- Government the right- to take imma.pensa hon."
posse"sion whenever the district attorney in any parMr. MOORE of Pennsylyania. Mr_ Chairman, I . reserve a diate
ticulru• ·district where the property was situated filed a petition
point of order on the amendment.
for condemnation~ The proceeding w as heard immediatelv in
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Pennsylvania. reserves the court, and the court had the power to assess the damages.
a point of order on the amendment.
·
Now, umler· the Sherley amendment the burden is- pu t upan
l\1r. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, it the gentleman will permit the defendant to institute his proceeding in cuurr himself after
I think perhaps the provision ought to be amended by addind, the property has been requisitioned. ·
a:Cter · the word "thereon," the words "and. their equipment"
Mr. SHERLEY. If the gentleman will yield; r do not care
so that it. will read " including. the buildings· thereon and. their. whether-it. is -done one-way or the other.
eqnipm.ent" lt .is possible. tlmt there might be; equipment that:
1\fr. DENT: I thought . the gentleman· and I had agreed on
would be desirable to take as well as the land and the- buildin~~ . that.
!
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· Mr. SHEHLEY. It is tremendously important that it be'<lone.
If the gentl eman does not like this provision, if he will reoffer
his amendment, eliminating all of the language about limitation
of suits, and eliminating all relating to public office buildings,
and confine it strictly to the matter of hospitals, I, for my part,
shall not object to it, and I believe the House ought to acquiesce
in it.
Mr. DENT. I am perfectly willing to eliminate the provision
in regard to office buildings, but I would like to make this statement-.
1\:Ir. STAFFORD. What is the real objection to the pending
amendment recommended by the Secretary of War? r have
been following the discussion quite closely. I have not heard
any very potent reasons, In my opinion, advanced why the present amendment should not be adopted. It has the recommendation of the Secretary of War. May I inquire of the
chairman of the committee, who is sponsor for the amendment·
that was first offered by the gentleman?
Mr. DENT. I thought I had stated my position as clearly as
I knew how. One of the amendments authorized the Military
Establishment just bodily to take possession of a man's property and then leave the man to his remedy in court, and the
other, providing for condemnation proceedings, is a regular
court process. That is the difference.
. Mr. STAFFORD. Has the gentleman his amendment framed
in accordance with thP suggestion just made by the gentleman
from Kentucky?
Mr. DENT. The only diff~rence between the amendment of
the gentleman from Kentucky and my amendment is this, that
the President, through the military authorities, can take possession of your property or my property or the property of anybody else without any court proceeding whatever whenever he
sees fit, and then the remedy of the individual whose property
is taken is left to the courts thereafter. whereas under my
amendment the Government must proceed in an orderly way, by
condemnation proceedings in the district court where the property is situate<1.
Mr. STAFFORD. If the gentleman will permit, as was suggested by the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. SHERLEY], if we
proceed in the customary civil-process way by condemnation,
it may be months or years before the Government would acquire
the possession of these needed buildings for hospital purposes.
· Mr. DEN'l'. The gentleman evidently paid no attentiun to my
statement.
Mr. STAFFORD. I was paying as much attention as I could,
but the gentleman was speaking in such a low voice that I
could not hear him on this side of the aisle.
Mr. DENT. I stated emphatically that the act of July 2,
1917, which was amended in April, 1918, amended the condemnation law so that immediately upon the filing of a petition in the
district where the property was situated by a United States
district attorney the Government was authorized to take possession of the property, and then the rights of the individual
would be determined in that condemnation proceeding.
1\fr. HARRISON of Virginia. If the gentleman will allow me,
in this court proceedings the title to the property is protected.
It was brought out in the hearings before the Military Committee that the title to property in condemnation proceedings,
where the Government acquires it, can be investigated, the
money .can be paid into court, and then the persons who . are
entitled to the money can litigate their various rights; whereas
under this commandeering proceeding the Government has to
take possession of the property and then they pay the wrong
party the money.
Mr. \V ALSH. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. DENT. Yes.
Mr. \V ALSH. · Why embark upon a new method of procedure
in the case of hospitals and seek to amend the existing law in
the manner in which the gentleman proposes? If the existing
law is good enough for acquiring other property, why can we
not just make it apply to hospital sites?
M:r. DENT. If I really understand the gentleman's question,
he and I are in agreement. I am trying to make the existing
law fit hospitals. That is all I am doing. I am extending the
existing condemnation law so as to cover the case of hospitals.
In other words, I think the existing law is sufficient but for the
fac t that hospitals were not named in the condemnation act
that was passed last July.
·
1\fr. 'VALSH. Does the gentleman state that in order for the
Government to acquire a tract of land on which to erect a
fortifi cation or artillery range the Government would have to
follow the procedure which the gentleman has outlined by
proceeding again st the individual, not entering into immediate
possession, and leaving the owner to his remedy in court?
Mr. DENT. I certainly do say that under the present law
the Go"Vernment has to institute condemnation proceedings;
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but immediately upon institution of the proceedings possessloil ·,
of the property is delivered to the Government. If the gentleman will read the act of July 2, 1917, as amended April 18,
1918, he will see that that is the law.
M.r. CANNON. Will the gentleman yield?
M.r. DENT. Yes.
M.r. CANNON. I have just for the first time glanced at the
amendment offered by the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr.
SHERLEY]. Now, I want to ask the gentleman: The property
is seized ; the President ascertains a reasonable price therefor
.and pays it, provided the owner of the property accepts it. If he
does not accept it then be gets three-quarters of it and can go
into court and try to recover what he claims is coming to him.
ow, the gentleman's position, as I understand it, is that the
property can be seized, and by his amendment the United States
must file condemnation proc~edings, and the owner or owners
of the property can not get anything until those condemnatlon
proceedings are concluded.
1\Ir. DENT. Unless he agrees to accept what the Government
offers.
Mr. CANNON. 'Vho makes the offer?
1\Ir. DENT. The offer is made .by the agents of the Government. There are only one or two instances in the country
where they have had to resort to any proceedings, because they
have agreed.
Mr. CANNON. The gentleman's amendment does not inter·
fere with the law as it now stands-that the President shall ascertain the value of the property, and if the owner thereof receives it that ends the transaction. If not, can the owner
thereof, if the gentleman's proposition is adopted, take threequarters of the amount and go to the court for the balance?
Mr. DENT. He can not, except by agreement.
Mr. CANNON. Who makes the agreement?
Mr. DENT. The representatives of the Government and th~
owner.
.
Mr. CANNON. The law does not provide for it? The reason I ask the question is this: Say you take a hospital, wlth its
furnishings, and it is ascertained by the President through the
proper authorities.
Mr. DENT. The committee appointed for the purpose-. Mr. CANNON. M.ay ascertain the value, and then the owner
thereof can take three-quarters of the value and sue for the
balance. '.rhat is the present law.
Mr. DENT. There is no law at all on the subject of hospitals.
The present law authorizes the taking of possession of property
under the food act. But the law so far as the acquisition of
land for camp sites, fortifications, coast defenses, and timberland for shipbuilding and aircraft purposes provides for condemnation proceedings.
1\lr. CANNON. It ought to be the law for everything taken,
because if you have to go through the process of condemnation,
the owner of the property will wait, and wait, and wait, under
these conditions, and the war may be over and the owner may
not get his money until broken up financially.
Mr. DENT. The case, as I understand, is given precedence
over all others. ·I do not see why there should be any delay.
In other words, the gentleman from Illinois thinks the po\ver
gi"Ven to the President to- requisition property without going
into the courts protects the individual better than condemnation
proceedings.
Mr. CANNON. Yes; because the owner can take threequarters and sue for the balance. I want to say that I have
no doubt that be will take the amount offered in ninety-nine
cases out of a hundred, but if he has to go through condemnation proceedings there will be interminable delay when you come
to consider that you can go into the higher courts and the present conditions of the country.
Mr. DENT. What would be the situation if the suit is
brought by the individual to recover the 25 per cent balance?
Mr. CANNON. He has probably got what it was worth when
be took the 75 per cent, and it would not be a confiscation of
his entire property. [Laughter.]
Mr. DENT. 'Veil, I have no pride of opinion about this.
Mr. CANNON. I ha"Ve not, but I would -apply the present
law where it does not apply to the taking of property.
Mr. DENT. We are applying the present law.
Mr. CANNON. Then what is the use of the a mendment?
Mr. DENT. Because it does. not apply to hospitals.
Mr. CANNON. I think it should apply to hospitals as to
everything else. There are two hospitals in my little city
crowded to overflowir;tg.
Mr. SHERLEY. If the gentleman from Illinois will permit,
both methods are in use, and that is where the conf-usion has
taken place on the part of the committee. There is a law for
requisitioning property and n law for condemning property by
the method suggested by the gentleman from Alabama, and
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both methods are employed frequently. There is -s0-mething to
be said· on behalf of either method. Personally I am not ·concei·ned about which metllod is adopted ·so tlmt we ·succeed in
getting the hospitals.
1\Ir. CA..."lli'ON. If they come to my t{)wn and seize the hospitals built by charity, I hope that the owners will get immediate
payment.
l\lr. VARE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHil}RLEY. I will.
l\Ir. V ARE. Have we not already extended the power to the
Shipping Board to take over property in a line similar to that
whicll the War Department asked in the gentleman's .amendment
on this same bill?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; and the Navy Department undthe War
Department both have the power to requisition.
Mr. VARE. And 11nless we adopt the amendment that the
gentleman has suggested \\e will have legislati{)n in two different
procedures in {)De bill.
.
Mr. SHERLEY. That is probably true, but we do that so
frequently that it does not worry me. We have legislated in a
number of cases for requisitions and also for condemnation proceedings. Some day I hope Congress will follow the suggestion
I made a while ago, to provi-de · some method more expeditious
than the courts for the final adjustment of these matters.
l\Ir. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania. Will the gentleman yield?
1\:lr. SHERLEY. Yes.
1\lr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Where does the gentleman
get the language in his ·a mendment?
.
l\Ir. SHERLEY. From House Document 1312 as presented
in a letter from the Secretary of War relating. to the subject.
l\lr. l\100RE of Pennsylvania. That pertains to what?
l\1r. SHERLEY. To hospitals. .
1\Jr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. This pertains to hospitals.
Mr. SHERLEY. So u·o es it.
Mr. :MOORE of Pennsylvania. Is there not this dlffer€'nee
between the condemnation of land for shipyards, and so forth,
and the condemnation of land for hospitals, that the1·-e sbtrold be
some stipulation in regard to hospitals that need not apply to
other property? Far instance, the departments h:rve been insisting upon fireproof buildings for such hospitals as they use. That
is not provided for in the amendment.
l\1r. SHERLEY. Oh, no; this amendment does n{)t t-ouch that.
I do not want to insert a provision to condemn buildings of a
certain type because I do not think we rrre qualified · accurately
to define what buildrngs they should take.
1\Ir. l\100RE of Pennsylvania. I am stating as a fact that the
dep~rtment bas insist-ed upon the use of fireproof · buildings.
1\lr. SHERLEY. I think they are wise in that. Does not the
gentleman?
Mr. l\100RE of Pennsyl"\'"ania. I do ; but this amendment
would not cover that.
Mr. SHERLEY. It does not ·affect it one way or the other.
l\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania.. They could buy -any olrl
ramshackle structm·e under this amendment, in any section of
the country.
·
Mr. SHERLEY. They can buy it now, if they have the money,
and if the owner will sell. There is no law prohibiting that.
l\ir. MOORE {)f Pennsylvania. Does the gentleman think it
would be wise to put every hospital that might be needed for
the use of soldiers and sailors in one section or in <>-ne State?
Mr. SHERLEY. Of course not. Does the gentleman?
1\fr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. No, I do not; but would not
that be permissible under this amendment?
1\fr. SHERLEY. Bot this amendment does not t{)UCh that
phase of the question. If the gentleman will permit, what we
do is to vote moneys for hospital construction and hospital purpo~s. The department at the present time has the power to
spend that money in any locality and for any type of buildings
it sees fit. There have been no restrictions placed by Congress,
but what has happened is that frequently they find a place
that is quite desirable for hospital purposes and the owner asks
an exorbitant price or he may refuse to give it up at all. In
order to get it other than by negotiation and being frequently
sandbagged, you have got to give the power to the Government
to take it, but in giving that power "\ye in no wise pass upon
the question of whether the hospitals shall be in one locality.
or in another, of one type or of another. That is altogether
foreign to this amendment.
Mr. 1\IOORE of Pennsylvania. It is possible to insert some
limitation.
:Mr. SHERLEY. Oh, yes; it is possible; but I Sllbmit this
to the gentleman: If you undertake to write into the law now
restrictions that hospitals of a certain type only shall be taken,
and only to a certain extent in certain -localities, you undertake in a legislati>e body to pass upon a matter about which we
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have not the detailed information t{) qualify us wisely t-o pass
. upon. ·T he gentleman seems to be in fear that the hospitals
will be concentrated in certain localities. Personally I hope
they will not; bot the gentleman should be the last one to complain -of putting of many things in ·o ne lacality, in view of the
fact that his -locality probabiy has bad put into it mare different
gmrernmental activities than any other locality in the country.
l\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. It.may be that we have more
industry there, and ID()re population.
Mr. SHERLEY. That may be.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. And it may be that we have
more wealth and some natural advantages.
Jlli·. SHERLEY. I am not complaining.
l\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I do not see why that sll{)uld
~always be brought into a discussion {)f ·this kind.
Mr. SHERLEY. I a~ not complaining. The reasons the
·gentleman stated may have been the reasons to justify it, but
the gentleman would have been the first one to complain if we
had undertaken to put restricti-ons around the activities of the
GQvemment which would have prevented the doing of some of
those things in the Philadelf}hia district.
Mr. MOORE {)f Pennsylvania. I want to say this about the
Philadelphia district, which seems t{) crop up here so often,
that if anything ts wrong, unjust, or exorbitant there, I would
'COndemn it as quickly as if it were in any other district.
, Mr. SHERLEY. I am sure of that.
Mr. MOOR.EJ of·Pennsylvania. I would not defend that situation.
Mr. SHERLEY. •·The .gentleman ·an-d I are not quarreling
about that; I am quite su.re of it. I have as high regard for
the gentleman -and his independence of judgment as any man
in the House, and I know that he never would permit a local
·situation t{) contrel his judgment.· The reason I call attention
.to the Philadelphia district is for the purpose of sb~wing the
impra-cticability of men determining upon the floor wh-ere things
should be placed. There are many things that have been placed
in Philadelphia that ought to have been placed there, and
yet gentlemen not informed of all the reasons-for pladng them
there might have thought otherwise, and . if we undertake here
to state just where and how and what kind of a building should
be used for h<>SI>itals we are not doing equity, but simply em'barrassing the obtaining {)f h.ospitals for· the use of sick soldiers.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. The gentleman has been very
careful as chairman of a -very important committee of this
House ·and has done splendid work. I delight in complimenting
him, and. I am not d{)iog it to flatter him, or in an effusive way
at all, but I feel that it is proper for a Representative who observes irregularities of expenditures in any instance to call
attention to it. It is rather surprising that in the erection
of a ho pital as much as $3,000 should. be spent far each hed
provided for the soldier. Such transactions make one feel that
Congress should put a limitati{)n upon that kind of expenditure.
I am not :going to point out .:my case or any particular locality.
Let us grant that the climate of one section at a certrun time
of the year may be more favorable to the recovery of patients
than the climate of another sect1on, and that we ought to take
advantage of it to the full, but if we learn that we have mnde
.a lump-sum appropriation for the construction of a hospital,
and that the department is paying as much as $3,000 per bed
therein, we should call attention to it, whether it be in my
section. or in the gentleman's section, or wherever it may be.
·It does not seem to be a reasonable proposition. We have some
responsibility as legislators. The gentleman as chairman of
the Committee on Appropriations has a tremendous responsibility. I know he would not want to see the money of the
Government wasted nor would he want to see it used for fa"\"oritism or sectionalism. That is the reason I raised this question,
in order that we might have some light on the subject.
1\!r. SHERLEY. I a:m not quarreling with the gentleman; I
just repeat that it does not seem to me practicable that any
limitations be put upon this undertaking to determine that
question. The remedy is this. that wherever a case occurs tlmt
is an abuse of power publtcity be given to it, .and the real
remedy is by the ftdministrati•e officers se ing to it that they
do expend intelligently both as to locality .a nd as to p1ice the
moneys that we appropriate for ho~p.itals.
Mr. 1\IOORE of Pennsylvftllia. Well, I can say to the gentleman that these questions oome· up not only because CE>nstituents
draw them to our attenti-on but because of general correspondence indicating tlln.t favorltism bas been played or that wn te
has resulted. I :am not bringing this UJ> for political reasons.
I believe when we are -appropriating money and granting these
\vide powers we should do what we can to prevent an ahus<' {)f
them. The administrative officers sometimes arc intensely human and inclined to serve their friends.
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. Mr. SHERLEY. I agree thoroughly with the gentlemnn, and
Mr. 1\lADDEN. The idea I had in view is not to embarrass
I have taken occasion on every bill brought in here to call _ihe 'Var Department or the Government in any way, but as
attention t(\ the very solemn responsibilities that rest upon nearly as possible to have men 1-reatet"i. a_s near their homes as is
the administrative officers at this time, a responsibility that is
beyond that which normally exists. Normally Congress can
keep its hands ou matters and can supervise and prevent wrongful or extravagant expenditures, IJut when ynu get into the
expenditure of millions of ilollars-for instance, for hospitals
we are going to expend nearly $180,000,00o-can this House
undertake in any reasonable time to make such investigations
as to localities and sites as wisely to write a law which shall
~ay that the money shall be only spent in certain stuns in certain localities for certain types of buildings. It is not practicable.
:Mr. 1\IOORE of Pennsylvania. Has the gentleman any information as to the necessity for hospital accommodations at
this time?
1\1r. SHERLEY. Wl1y, I made in my opening statement to
the committee a statement touching the hospital situation.
The plan is for hospitals representing in bed capacity 3! per
cent of the troops that are overseas on the theory that 7 per
cent of those troops will need hospital accommodations in the
United States, but they will need them on an average for six
months or less and therefore for the year they figure a percentage of 3! per cent. _Now, that made a total requirement of
135,000 beds. Twenty thousand beds have already been provided for by previous appropriations and the additional money
was to supply the 100,000 1Je<1s with contract authorization for
the 15,000 additional that it was not thought would have to be
paid for prior to the 1st of July, the total making 115,000,
which, with tl1e 20,000 already provided, makes 135,000 beds,
which they estimate as needed.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. If it is not improper to state
it, haYe we 20,000 patients in the United States at this time?
1\Ir. SHERLEY. Oh, no. I do not know exactly how many
patients from overseas are here, but moneys have been provided for 20,000 beds. Now, in speaking of that, in order that
I may not mlslead-Mr. 1\!00RE of Pennsylvania. I wanted to get the number
anticipated by these provisions.
l\fr. SHERLEY. In order that I may not mislead the gentleman, when I have been talking about 135,000 beds I am speaking of ''hat they now designate as general hospitals, which are
intended for use for troops overseas who are returned slck or
wounded, and it is exclusive of the large number of hospitals
we lla"\'e already provided in connection with the various camps
and cantonments for troops here in America.
1\Ir. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania. Does this estimate of 120,000
inclu<le tubercular patients?
1\Ir. SHERLEY. It is to take care of all kinds of patients.
Now, in addition to that, of course, what the gentleman may
have had in mind in connection with his question, there is a plan
on foot by the Public Health Service looking to the creation of
certain hospital facilities in America to take care of men who
have been discharged from the military service and yet need
hospital facilities.
Mr. 1\:lADDEN. 'Vill the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. SHERLEY. Certainly.
.
1\!r. MADDEN. I have the amendment offered IJy the gentleman and I will just read it.
That the President Is hereby authorized, throu~h the Secretary of
War, during the ·existing emergency, from time to t1me to requisition or
otherwise take over for the United States any land, inCludlng the
buildings thereon, or any temporary use thereof, required for hospital
fac~ities.

I would like to ask the gentleman if he would accept this
amendment after the word " facilities " :
Provided, That hospital facilities shall be so situated as to provide
for the care of patients a!J near the place from which they entet·ed the
Army or Navy as possible, and that such facilities shall be in every cat.e
in keeping with the number of mell in the service from the different
States.
·

Mr. SHERLEY. Well, I have only this suggestion to make to
the gentleman. It is quite possible that in view of troops returning from overseas you will need near the coast some proportionately larger number of beds than the number of men from
that particular area would indicate, because men, when they
come off the ships, may not be jn condition for transportation
to distances. For the gentleman's information I will say to him
that the hearings developed the fact that they contemplate quite
n number of hospitals in what are called large meaical and su.vply centers, 'vh~re they could get not only medical supplies but
also centers of medical learning, ·and there have been .suggesteu
cities like Detroit, Chicngo, Indianapolis, Philadelphia, an<l
others.

.

consistent under the circumstances.
1\fr. SHERLEY. I am thoroughly in sympathy with the gentleman's purpose. The only question I had in rniml was
whether the putting in of a provision might not bring about :1
maladjustment of beds O"\'er the country, due to some of the
circumstances I have mentioned. For instance, when troops
come into places like Norfolk, New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
or Charleston, there is going to be need in those vicinities for
hospital accommodations that are greater than the relative
number of troops that happen to come from those centers v;·ould
require, because of the fact that these men may not really be
in shape to be transported. But I am in sympathy with the general idea the gentleman has in mind, that as far as possible we
ought to return the boys to theil' localities and their homes for
treatment rather than have them in other parts of America.
Mr. 1\ll.ADDEN. Of course, I have no idea that we should
take a mau who is not able to tra"\'el and send him to Ws home
section for treatment until he is able to travel.
-Mr. SHERLEY. I am sure of that.
l\1r. 1\1ADDEN. But after he is able to travel I thlnk we
ought to ha "\'e the facilities as near his home as we are able
to get them.
·
Mr. SHERLEY. I think, in a large measure, that will be
the policy of the department. It certainly ought to be.
~fr. 1\lADDEN. This amendment that I suggest would not
embarrass the department in any way, it seems to me.
Mr. SHERLEY. I only caught the reading htU'riedly.
Mr. MADDEN. 1\fay I read it again?
1\fr. SHERLEY. Yes.
1\Ir. MADDEN. This is only roughly written. It says:
P1·ovidcd, Hospital facilities shall be M situated as to provide for
the care of patients as near the place where they entered the Army or
Navy as possible.

Mr. SHERLEY. I would suggest the worO. "practicable"
instead of "possible."
1\Ir. MADDEN. That is all right. I will be yery glad to
put that in.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. If the gentleman desires to offer lliat
amendment, I shalL not object to it.
· . 1\ir. MADDEN. I will offer it.
1\lr. CANNON. Before ·the gentleman offers the amendment
will he allow me a suggestion? The gentleman has had the
experience that many citizens ha"\'e had, where medical knowledge, as best developed, can be had. The gentleman knows
that down, for instance, at most Tilinois towns and Indiana
towns they go to Chicago or they go to Indianapolis .because
there they can receive treatment, whereas if the expert has his
business, which is a great one on account of his being an expert.
in Chicago or New York or Indianapolis or St. Louis, it would
be impossible to get him to come down to the hospital, for instance, at Danville or l\Iattoon. It would be impos ibl ~ to get
him.
1\Ir. 1\f.ADDEN. I do not mean to di"\'ide it in the towns. I
mean the location, and as far as practicable that would leaYc
it entirely in the bands of the executive authorities.
Mr. CANNON. I do not know. I will not vote against the
amendment, although I think it might be well left to the administration.
Mr. MADD&~. There is this to be said, that the administration has been giYen a pretty wide latitude.
Mr. CANNON. I menu the administration of the military
department.
Mr. :MADDE.....~. The administration in everything since the
war began has been given wide latitude. We have refrained
from expressing our opinions in law because we did not want
to in anywise embarra~ · it. And I would not introduce this
amendment if I thought it would embarrass the administration,
but I really think it would be a suggestion that they can carry
out without any embarrassment
Mr. CANNON. If the gentleman -will allow me, it is not a
question of benefiting localities.
Mr. MADDEN. Oh, no.
Mr. CANNON. It is for the benefit of the patient.
1\Ir. MADDEN. That is the point.
1\Ir. CANNON. And therefore it seems to me that we can
trust the medical authorities to properly locate the hospitals.
Mr. 1\IADDEN. There ought to be a little humanitarianism.
Mr. CANNON. It is humanitarian that you get the best
possible service for the patient, where one of his sisters or
cousins or aunts could run in with a doctor that could trent
all diseases efficiently, but perhaps would not haye the instru-
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ments, perchance, or the expert kno\Yledge t)lat could be found
in the great centers of the country.
l\Ir. MADDEN. We are nssuming now that the Go\ernment
is taking jurisdiction O\er this treatment, and that they will
supply the talent necessary to properly care-for tl:le patients.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman yicld?
Mr. 1\IADDEN. Yes.
Mr. STAFFORD. Is th2 gentleman acquainted with the pol·
bl' h'
th ·
icy followed by the allied governments m esta lS mg
etr
hospital facilities for the care of the wounded which our Governmefit has been called upon to utilize to provide hospital
facilities for those wounded on the western front?
Mr. l\fADDEN. I regret I have not.
.
Mr. STAFFORD. I have been informed upon casual inquiry
at the Surgeon General's office that our soldier boys are being
sent to certain main hospitals in England, in France, on the
Riviera, I belie\e, in Italy, when they receive treatment. I
wish to ask the gentleman this question, because he is a practical business man, whether the adoption of his amendment
would not lead to the establishment of many, many more hospitals than the exigent conditions might require?
Mr. MADDEN. I do not think so, becf:use there is not anyt:...ing mandatory about :::.
M1·. STAFFORD. It is a legislative suggestion to the Surgeon General's office that the policy should be to establish hospitals all over the country if it is practic::.'Jle for the welfare of
the soldiers.
Our soldiers are going to arrive on -:. h e Atlantic coast and the
Gulf coast in large numbers. They ure not going to be confined
there for a long time. It may be the jt. :gment of the medical
authorities that they should be given the benefit of the sea
breezes along the Jersey coast or the New England coast, or
down at Newport News. 'Vhy should we by legislative enactment direct the places where the hospitals should be established? I think it would result in establishing more hospitals
than are really necessary.
Mr. MADDEN. Let me read from the hearing for the information of the gentleman. Dr. W. G. Stimpson, assistant surgeon general of the Bureau of Public Health, happened to be
before the Senate committee, and Senator PHELAN asked this
question:
Should not this fact be taken into consideration relative to the numher of ~uildings you have--proximity of the families of inmates or
patients·
Mr. STAFFORD. Right there, may I inquire of the gentleman what the Public Health Service has to do in administering
the health activities connected with the .Army?
Mr. MADDEN. They will have.
Mr. STAFFORD. By no means. That is an entirely different proposal to what is under consideration now.
Mr. MADDEN. Of course the one thing would relate in large
measure to the other, and what is given in Qne case would be
given in the other.
Mr. STAFFORD. If the gentleman will permit, what the
gentleman is referring to is permanent disability, the treatment of soldiers after they have been discharged from the
service. What we are now considering is providing quarters
for the Army boys immediately on their ~eturn. The proposal
referred to in the discussion the gentleman cites was a proposal
for the establishment of a tubercular hospital in Kentucky.
That is for civilians, not for the Army.
Mr. MADDEN. In my conversation~ out among the people
I haY~ been re?ea~y asked the question why .w.e did not pay
attenbon to duectmg the Government a';lth?rthes as · to the
facilities which the Government was furmshmg for the treatment of our wounded soldiers, and it is in keeping with the
opinion of almost everybody I met that I have offered this
suggestion. I believe that if the views of the people of the
United States were ascertained by Members of the House you
would find a unanimity of sentiment throughout the country
for the very suggestion I have offered.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. Does the gentleman offer an amendment?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
Has the point of order reserved by the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. :r..!:ooRE] been with:lrawn as yet?
l\1r. MOORE of Pennsylv1nit.. I ma1e the reservation of the
point of order for the purpose of getting information. We hn>e
had a helpful discussion, and unless some one wants to say
something more I shall withdraw the point of order, because I
do not want to embarrass the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. The point of order is withdrawn. The
Clerk will repot·t the amendment offered by the gentleman from
Illinoi · [l\Ir. MADut:~ ].

l\Ir. SHERLEY. :Mr. Chairman, I suggest to the gentleman
from Illinois that he offer his amendment to come at tlre end
of the paragraph.
Mr. 1\!ADDEN. Yery well. Let it come at the end.
i
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment. ;
The Clerk read as follows:
After the word "compensation," line 10 of the amendment, insert:
cc Provided, That hospital facilities shall be so situated as to provide
for the care of patients as near the place from which they entered the
Army or Navy as pt·acticable, and that the facilities shall be tn every
case in keeping with the number of men in the service from the different
States."
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendment to the amendment.
The question was taken, and the Chairman announced that the
"noes" appeared to have it.
Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Chairman, I ask for a division.
The CHAIR1\1AN. The gentleman from Illinois asks for a
division.
The committee divided; and there were-ayes 13, noes 6.
So the amendment to the amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. The question now is on agreeing to the
amendment as amended.
The amendment as amended was agreed to.
Mr. WATSON of Pennsyl\ania. Mr. Chairman, I mo\e to
strike out the last word. I would like to ask the chairman of
the committee a question.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Pennsylvania mo\es
to strike out the last word.
Mr. WATSON of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, this question
of the location of hospitals has ,been very widely discussed. I
presume any part of this appropriation can be used for the
building of hospitals in France?
Mr. SHERLEY. These particular moneys are not asked for
hospitals in France, but moneys have been voted under another
head for construction in France, and hospitals are built there.
I am reminded that they are paid out of the item in regard to
engineer operations in the field. They do not come out of
this item.
Mr. WATSON of Pennsylvania. Then none of this appropriation will be applied to hospitals in France?
Mr. SHERLEY. No. This is for hospitals at home. Under
the head of " Engineer operations in the field " moneys heretofore appropriated have been applied to hospitals abroad, both
base and advance hospitals abroad.
1
Mr. WATSON of Pennsylvania. Would a part of this money
· be rightfuly used in building or enlarging the proposed hospital
in Maryland?
_
Mr. SHERLEY. I do not recall ha\ing spoken of a hospital
in Maryland.
Mr. WATSON of Pennsylvania. I think the gentleman spoke
of one in KentuckY..
Mr. SHERLEY. • No; I referred to three cities. Some one
else may have alluded to the hospital in Maryland. Doubtless
there will be some in Maryland. This money could be expended
there as well as at other places.
_ ·
Mr. WATSON of Pennsylvania. But this would not be spent
for the hospital in Kentucky?
Mr. SHERLEY. The only hospital other than those with
existing cantonments that I know of in Kentucky is that one
proposed in connection with the bill that is pending in the House
in regard to a hospital to be managed by the Public Health Service. I have no knowledge even as to that except what I gained
from the reading of the l>ill. It is .in a part of the State quite a
distance from my home, aild I know nothing about it except
what may be disclosed in the hearings and what has been said
in the House.
The CHAIRMAN. The pro forma amendment is withdrawn.
The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
For new permanent buildings and for additions at the United States
Disciplinary Barracks, Fort Leavenworth, Kans., including heating,
lighting, plumbing, and other necessary facilities, $300,000.
1\Ir. ·wALSH. 1\Ir. Chairman, I reserve a ·point of order on
the paragraph.
·
·
The CHAffiMAN. The gentleman · from Massachusetts reserves a point of order.
Mr. WALSH. I want to ask 1f this is made necessary by the
installation of some new Government activity at Fort Leavenworth?
Mr. SHERLEY. That is an existing institution which has
been there for some time, and where there are confined men
w.h o have been in the military service and who have been sent
there as punishment for crimes and offenses that they have
committed. The1;e came before the committee a construction
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l\Ir. STAFFORD. I wish to ta1r~ exception to the position
of the gentleman just stated, unless the gentleman· wislles ·to
make his statement, and then I will reply.
1\fr. SHERLEY. No; go ahead.
Mr. STAFFORD. I wish to controvert the position that the
·g~ntleman has just taken-that because this bill is reported
1it forecloses a point of order being made ·against the authority
'of the committee to report -it. The chairman will notice that
this is not a bHl that bas been referred to the Committee on
Appropriations. It was reported originafly day before yester·C'Ily. Ail points of order were reserved, and ·being reserved,
that gave any Member tbe authority to IIUlke a point of order
to any legislation that was not within the jurisdiction of the
committee, but was properly before another committee. 1 believe ::r ·understand .tl1e chairman of the committee to contend
that t1lis was a matter tlmt should ha'Ve 1been reported from the
Committee on Milita.t,-y Affairs. There are many precedents to
support tlmt positian. When, for instance, the Committee ·o:a
Rivers and Harbors reports a bill as ·privileged, and U contains
For the acquisition of the Ohio State rifle range .and prop.erty ·ad- matters which are not-privileged in their character. even though
within the jurisdiction of the '0ommittee on Ri-vers and Harbors,
jacent thereto, $183,186.
Mr . .STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I l·esel'\e a point of order they are rnevertheless subject to the p6int of order, ·because they
on the paragraph just read, if no gentleman from the 1\Iilitm·y are not privileged. That has been decided several times in :the
consideration of rive1· ·and harbor bills during recent sessions.
Committee desires to res~e it.
· ·
There 'is no .question but what -this subject matter was within
Mr. SHEULEY. Tl1e fact in regard to the Ohio State ri~e . the auth6rity of the Committee on Military Affn-irs ana not of
range is this: That rifle ·range was bliil~ by ~he State .:of 0~o the Committee on Appropriations. For that reason certainly
and with contributions by the United States, and it is proposed: it is subject to the point of order.
now to acquire the interest of the State of Ohio. at a price which · Next, it is not auUtorized by law. It ls a new project, nnd
is considerably less than the · value the State has in it In_ is not, under the rille, entitled to be considered on an appropriaddition to that,. there is a hmls'e there 'Which was .used for.merly ation bill, and especially on an appropriation bin reported from
as a hotel by visiting officers wl10 came there in connection the .Committee on Appropriations.
with th€ rifle contests that .were held at that place. It· was belvlr. SHERLEY. Tlle situation that confronts tbe committee,
lieved that it' ought to be acquire(r as a place for accommoda-· of w-h ich the gentleman himself is a member, is this: Here is .an
tion Of .officers stationed there and WhO otherwise -1YOUld :not. im-portant 'rifle range that is needed now, and will co.ntinue to be
I1ave accommodations. The 11eople wlio own this property· needed through this war. I am not willing to con ider thi' "bill
wanted '$25,000 for it, but the .real estate officer of ;the Army on th€ theory t11at the gentfema·n seems to :be willing to, that :the
testified that in his judgment it couta be bought for .$1.8,000,. war· may end to-morrow. I am legislating to aid the Govern:;tnd we theref9re.cut the estimate' by $7,000 in order to ac(,luire ment in prosecuting thbs war as long as it may con:tinue, whether
the property at what seemed to he its true :value.
. .
. it is one year or five.
. .1\Ir. STAFFORD. l\1r. Chairman, as I .u nderstand from read1\lr. STAFFORD. I stated that same position a few minutes
log the hearings on this item the Government .to-day has tbis ago.
property under a lease and is in full occupation of it for aJl the
'Mr. SHERLEY. I submit to the gentleman that his statement
purposes for which it can be used. Th~y hav.e ereeted no per- that the war may close ought not to have any relationship to
: ;~;nanept , builo.ings on the property. It is occupied Iqere\y -w ith
this item. The War Department presented this item. I never
.tents: and other -temporary structures. There are some 1\Yho beard of it until they ·presented it. The War Department repre. fielieve that the war is coming to a close. We all bope -thnt it sented it to be an important matter. We are acquiring property
is near .an end and that a desirable anti conclusive peace can ·be of considerably more value than we are asked to pay for it,
,arrived at. I question whether at such .a time as this .we ,should property t11at has been created by the State of Obio. The State
purchase land which we have to-day under a lease, that can be to-day is putting tbrough the 'l egislature an en::tbling act so that.
used to as serviceable an ad\antage for the purposes of the :war- the Go\ernment may have it, an action on the part of that State
as though we had ti.tle to it, when we may'not have any need of a pa-triotic character to help forward what they and tbe 'Var
whatsoever for it after the war is brought to a close. J say. Department considered an important matter in connection with
this even though I agree with the policy of the committee in the prosecution of the wri:r. I ·think it is ·exceedingly important
reporting this bill, :md I voted for it that ·We should prepare i.Q that we should own this rifle runge for the continued instruction
every way as if t11e war was going to ·continue.
of officers. I believe that it means a saving of money to the
I have read the bearings, and I can not ·see where the Gov- United :States ·by ·p rocuring it an the terms here offered. If the
ernment would be put in · any better position whatsoe\er by the gentleman from Wisconsin, in 'View of these facts, deems that the
purchase of this property. It would be put out ·considerably committee was wrong in recommending it, and that we ought not
by the expenditure of funds which may be needed rfor other to carry it, I can only differ with 'h is judgment.
purposes in carrying on the war so long as the ·w ar lasts. Under
l\1r. STAFFORD. Mr. CbaiTman, if I am not violating any
the facts as disclosed in the committee. and as I gleaned them committee confidence, tlus bill was reported from the subcomfrom the bearings I think I am not undertaking any great ·re- mittee day before yesterday, presented to ·the fu1J committee for
sponsibility in making the point of order.
consideration shortly after 10 o'clock. Beeause tbere was urgent
Mr. SHERLEY. What is the point of vrder?
need, in my opinion and of all members of the committee, that
Mr. STAFFORD. The point of order is that there is no au- the bill should be reported that ·day, this item and the two
thorization of law for the purchase of this rifle range, and tbe following ·items were pre ented to the attention of the full comfurther point of Qrder is that it is not a deficiency appropriation. mittee within 10 minutes of 12 ·o'clock, when the bill was to be
This is a deficiency appropriation bill.
reported to the House.
- Mr. SHERLEY. The latter point, of course, would not apply
I then stated that I reserved the I'igbt to make a -point of
in the slightest degree. The Committee on Appropriations order on these items. Since that time I haYe gone over the
might not have the righ,t to have the particular matter ·referred hearings. 'l'he gentleman has not controverted the statement
to it, 'but it has jurisdiction as to ·simple deficiencies, and in re- I made originally, and if there is anything in the hearings I
porting a deficiency bill it is not limited by the :rules of the wish to be informed of it, because I make the point that the
Rouse to what are mere deficiencies. It has nev~r been so Government to-day is in occupation of the rifle range, and that
there is nothing in the testimony to show that the ·Government
held.
Mr. STAFFORD. The third point is that the 'Committee would be in any better condition if it owned it. There are no
on Appropriations has ·n ot jurisdiction of tbis question. but permanent improvements on it. The hearings on pages 602 to
that it is a matter that pertains entirely to the Committee on 004 do not ·give any information or reason which should prompt
the committee, especially the Committee on Appropriations,
Milita-ry .Affairs.
~fr. SHERLEY.
Of course, that is too la:te, because lwving which bas not the authority to determine the policy of military
been reported out, and the matter baving been submitted in affairs, to report this item.
the form of an estimate, the ouly point 'that would apply, if any.,
Mr. SHERLEY. The gentleman is mistaken as to the JUris·would be that it is ·not a wOI'k authorized by law.
diction of the Appropriations Committee. It has jurisdiction
officer from Fort Leavenworth wifh an estimate that was considerably in excess of this $300,000. He rnade quite a -statement as to the number of prisoners that were there ·and the
amount of accommodations that existed for them. The committee did ·not feel \Yarranted in undertaking all -the program
that he outlined, which was not only the enlargement of the
existing 'facilities in ·the way of cell houses, •and so forth, but
also involved the building of considerable sbops for the ·manufacture of various goods and articles. .I ·have no doubt t1l.Rt the
Congress ·w ill e:veutually feel disposed to undertake some plan
for the employment of these people, lmt we confined the money
to a sum that would deal .,vith the immediate necessities of
housing tiles(• people, and such incidental work as flowed from
that, because we did ·not feel we had the time -to get at .au the
facts in connection with it.
··
1\lr. 'VALSH. I withdraw the reservation.
. The CHAIR1\1Al"'f. The gentlemEm from Massachusetts withdraws the point of order. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk Tead as follows:
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and conclusiYe jurisdiction of a great many ·military matters
and nl::t tters of far-reaching policy.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I am willing to admit that the Committee
on Appropriations have jurisdiction of some of those matters
referred to by the chairman, but it has not jurisdicti-on over
these rifle ranges. That belongs to the Committee on Military
Affairs. I am not advised whether the Committee on Military
Affairs has considered this question or not, but it is a question
of policy for the Committee on Military Affairs and not for
the Committee on Appropriations, and I make the point of
order.
The CHAIRl\1Ai.~ (Mr. REYBURN). The point of order is
sustained.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, I offer the following amendment. ·
·
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 20, following line 12, insert as a new paragraph the following :
"For the acquisit ion of property for ranges, $183,186."

Mr. STAFFORD. To that I make a point of order; first,
that it is legislation on an appropriation bill; second, that the
phraseology is of that import which shows the character of the
legislation as one that should be reported from the Committee
on Military Affairs and not from the Committee on Appropriations. The phraseology of the amendment shows on its face
that it is subject to the point of order, and the Chair is obliged
to rnle that it is out of order. If any part of an amendment is
nonprinleged, it destroys the privileged character of the whole
amendment. Under the phraseology as presented it shows that
this amendment contains matter within the purview alone of
the Committee on Military Affairs.
Mr. l\!ONDELL. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Yes.
.l\Ir. MONDELL. Does the gentleman claim that the Committee on Appropriations has not authority to report a defi.
ciency for land necessary for ranges?
Mr. STAFFORD. It has; but this is not a deficiency appropriation. This is an original proposition. It is not framed
\vlth that idea. It is an original proposition; and being an
original proposition, it should originate from the Committee on
Military Affairs.
All points of order were reserved against thiS bill. It was
not a bill introduced in the basket, but was an original privileged bill reported subject to points of order, and the mere
changing of phraseology does not make it privileged and not
subject to a point of order.
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chait·man, there is nothlng in the language submitted that shows that it is for a purpose other than
that stated, the acquisition of ranges. The bill carried hundreds of items in connection with deficiencies that were originally appropriated for by the Committee on Military Affairs.
If the gentleman's narrow construction w.as to prevail, you
would strike out four-fifths of what has been carried in this bill,
because it relates to matters that heretofore have been appropriated for by the Committee on 1\IHitary Affairs. The Committee on Military Affairs has appropriated for ranges, and may
do so again ; but if the House sees fit to increase the moneys
for that purpose, it is within the power of the House, in connection with a deficiency bill from the Committee on Appropriations, to do so.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. Will the gentleman inform the House
wherein the deficiency bill has reported appropriations for
ranges?
•
·
1\ir. SHERLEY. The last Army bill carried money that was
expended for ranges. The fortifications bill carried money for
ranges. The Aberdeen Proving Ground, which is a rifle range,
was initiated in a deficiency bill. There were. numerous instances in whlch bills have carried money for ranges. Every
· annual appropriation bill carries money for ranges.
Mr. STAFFORD. But never for the ,range now under consideration.
·
1\fr. SHERLEY. The proposition presented to the Chair is
not limited to any pa rticular range or any particular place.
Mr. STAFFORD. The proposition may apply to ranges
within the sole jurisdiction of the Committee on Military Affairs; and is subject to the point of order.
Mr. SHERLEY. That is true of money th --; t we voted for
llospitals and of a thousand other items in the bill.
Mr. STAFFORD. But points of order were not made to
those i terns.
·
Mr. SHERLEY. No point of order could be made. We
passed an item in regard to waters and sewers at military
posts, for military-post exchanges, subsistence of the Army,
transportation of the Army, and so forth. All of those things
are within the original jurisdiction .of the Committee on Mill-

tary Affairs, but come within the jurisdiction of the Committee
on Appropriations in connection with deficiencies. .
The CHAIRMAN. It would seem to the Chair that the question of the original jurisdiction of committees would not be the
real test point in this case. The rule with reference to the
jurisdiction of committees is entirely different from that which
applies to an appropriation bill. The only question in the mind
of the Chair is whether there is authority of law. Does the
gentleman from Kentucky think there is authority of law existing for the purchase of ranges?
Mr. SHERLEY. We have been purchasing them right along.
So far as I kno\v, the question of authority has never been
raised.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Is it not a fact that whe!l we have purchased them we have specifically provided for the purchase and
made the appropriation for that specific purpose?
Mr. SHERLEY. No. There have been any number of pieces
of ground that have been purchased by the Government in connection with the prosecution of the present war under such
items as shooting galleries and ranges and other items in connection with the maintenance of the Army. We have bought
some grotmd in connection with cantonments.
Mr. STAFFORD. Because there has been special authority
for the condemnation and purchase of property for cantonments. For the acquisition of property for ranges there has
been always a special appropriation, which has come from the
Committee on Mllltary Affairs.
Mr. SHERLEY. The gentleman is mistaken about that. The
range that was purchased at Aberdeen came in the fortifications
bill . •

1\lr. STAFFORD. And specific mention was made for that
purpose.
Mr. SHERLEY. I understand, but even if it had not been, if
we had simply carried the language proposed here, it would not
have changed the question of power. I was willing to de·s ignate
this, but the gentleman took exception to that designation, and
so I made it just to apply to ranges.
The CHAIRMAN. The only question in the mind of the
Chair is whether there is authority of law, whether there is anY.
existing law authorizing the purchase of ranges. Of course,
with the mutter of policy the Chair has nothing to do. It is the
duty of the Chair to pass upon the matter of the rules of the
House and the law.
1\fr. 1\IONDELL. 1\Ir. Chairman, in time of peace it has been
the practice at least to provide specifically for the purchase of
ranges. Since the beginning of the war we have legislated very; .
generally upon the subject of the power of the War Department to purchase land for military purposes. That that is true
is evidenced by the fact that in addition to the authority to
purchase there is a rather elaborate statute with regard to the
condemnation of property where purchase can not be made.
That statute was 'discussed this morning, with a view of its
extension to include hospitals. It was admitted that it included everything practically-all lands needed for military
purposes, except possibly hospitals, and it was sought to extend
the authority to hospitals. 'Ve extended the authority in the
way of authority to requisition rather than authority to condemn. There can be no question about the authority of the
War Department to take oYer land for military purposes.
Therefore, there can be no question about the authority to pay
for this land as Congress may appropriate. Here is a proposition to appropriate.
Mr. SHERLEY. If the gentleman will permit, in section 113
of the national-defense act Is found the following language:
The Secretary of War shall annually submit to Congress recommendations and estimates for the establishment and maintenance of indoor
and outdoor ri.fle ranges under t>nch n comprehensive plan as will ulti·
mately result in providing adequate facilities for rille practice in all
sections of the country.

Mr. STAFFORD. 1\.fr. Chairman, that does not add to the
strength of the position of the gentleman. The Chair wiil
notice that this provides for the acquisition of land for rifle
ranges. It comes within that character of decision which has
been made from time to time in the consideration of the naval
appropriation bill, as to whether the addition of a new adjunct
in a navy yard such as a dry dock, which had not theretofore
been author~ed by law, would be warranted in the naval appropriation bill. The uniform ruling of the Chair has been that
on the naval appropriation bill, though that · committee has
jurisdiction of the general subject matter, nevertheless it could
not report the specific item for the creation of a new dry dock
or even the enlargement of an existing dry dock. In this very
place on the floor 10 years ago I made the point of order
against an increase of the limit of cost of a dry dock at Puget
Sound, and the eminent parliamentarian, 1\lr. JAMES R. MANN,
in the chair, sustained that point of order. It is fundamental in
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this House that a. new propositiou can not be. authorized on ao.
appropriation bill. That is the wording of this ame.ndmentfor the acquisition of sites. It is a new proposition. The- citation ma-de by the gentleman from Kentucky that. the Secretary
of War shall submit estimates does not. obviate that rule of the.
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Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I did oot make the point of
ordet without having given careful consideration to the subject
under consld.e:cation. I realiZe the responsibility that rests
upon a 1\fem.ber in making a ·point of order to any matter that
relates to- the military affairs oi the Government while the
House that requires that no legislation shall be carried on an: country is at wur, and yet the . page and a half of hearings.
appropriation bUT.
before the Committee on .Appt•opriations show how unwise it
Mr. \VALSH~ lHr. Chairman, will the ·Chail· permit an is fot. the Committee on .Appropriations to take jurisdiction over
ob e-r vr..tion?
· matters of policy that' belong to the Committee on 1\Iili tary
The CHAIRJIA.:N. Certainly.
Affairs. There was no full consideration given to this matter by
l\lr. WALSH. That tlle am~ndment as now offered does nQt the full committee of the Committee on Appropriations. Time
contemplate the. payment for property ah·eady acquir~ but it was of the essence to report this bill to the House, and we had
seeks to authorize further acquisition. There is existing law no time to consider this or the two succeeding items, not even
aQtbori.zing them to acquire land for: rifle ranges, and the amend~ time to present argument in opposition or make full inquiries
ment as submitted seeks to authorize :ftlrther acquisition of prop- as to tbe merits, but we had to go to the hearings to obtain the.
erty for ranges and appropriates a sum. of money. In that re- :t:'eason for its being included at nil.
spect it would seem to be legislation_ If' it read "For the payThe hearings show that this land to-day is in the occupation
ment for property acquired as rille ranges, $183,186;' that would or the> Government under a :.:ental proposal. There is no addiseem to make it a deficiency, but the wording o:f the amendment tional advantage whatsoever that will come to the Government
would seem to confer power to acquire further property for from the abselute purcha e of it. The War officials make no
rifle ranges in that amount and it seems tO- be legislation.
sueh argument. '.rhey cla:im there is a clubhouse there-the
1\fr~. SHERLEY. 1\-!r. Chairman, if the Chair· will permit. land has been in the control of the· State of Ohio for these- many
there was carried in the Army act. under the head of" Shooting years nnd they are willing to sen it; perhaps they ar.e only too
galleries and ranges:' this language:
willing to load it upon the National Government in these war
For shelter, ground~ shoo-ting galleries, ranges for small-arm tal'ge.t time . If there- had been such a showing made in the bearings
practice, machine-gun pra_c tice, fieJd,a-rtillery pra(;.tice, repairs and ex- that it wus necessary for the- Government to purchase it I
pen es incident thereto, including flour for making paste- for mal'kingtargets, hiring employees, such ra uges and gallerles to be open,. as far woulcT not I1ave thQught of ma.lting the point of order or thought
as practical, to the National Guard and organized rifle. clubs under of rt~:;ing in opposition to the amendment, but we know, even
regulations to be p.x:escl'ibed._ by the Secretary of. Wa.r, $343,110.
in these war times, how prone military officers ot the QQvern·
There is lunr,ouage in the Army act expressly for the pur12osa m.ent are- to establish agencies and activities in order to estabof expending money for shelter and fo1: ground .
lish perhaps a militaristic policy in this Government. I am
Mr. MONDELL. Ml'". Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
opposed to that. I think we should conserve our money where
lli SHERLEY. ~es.
it is necessary. ·we need money, if the. war is to continue, for
Mx. MONDELL. Did the gentleman notice: the item on page. oilier activities. I indorse the policy announced by the chair.
35' of: the current Army approp1·iation act also-rifle ranges for man of the committee, that we should not expend money except
civ.ilinn instruction?
where it is absolutely necessary. The hearings show that it is
'Mr. SHERLEY. I had not; but that simply emp.hasiz.es it. It not necessary to pm·chase this land because the Government
reads:
to-day has the use of the land under a rental proposal. WeTo es-tablish and maintain ind.oor and. outdoor riil t.-ange to.x: th~ USQ could go ahead with much more consistency and pm·ehase land
of all able-bodied nw.les capable ot bearing. arms, etc,, 10,000.
wh~re- we hn:v·e inve tecl hundreds of millions of dollars in our
crunps and cantonments, where we expend d millions upon
The CH.A.IRl\f.AN. Tho e u.ra matters o:t a'Ql)'ropxiation.
millions of doU.ar.s in hospitals and in other impro'l'-ements.
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; o is this.
Tl1e CIIAIRl\1AN. Of com·se, the point of order w:as noc made, Here there L~ only tent equipage in the use of it. I am not
surprised the State of Ohio even ~nvening its legislatm·e in
the Chair assumes-1\lt:. SHERLEY. It could Il(}t lul.¥e been made. That is. an special !'lession in order to pass an enabling act so as to
permit them to get rid of this property and to get a large sum
item carried eT'er year, and has beerr~
The. CRAlltMAN. The gentleman from Kentucky' ill under- of money frem the-National Government If there is no better
stand the position. of the. Ohak Th..e: rule of the House provides showing made· from thE:' hearings than thi , then I respectfully
it shall not be in ordec to legislate on. an appropriation bill, ex- contend th..'lt the amendment should be rejected even though it is
cept under what is known as th~ Holman rule. In other words" being eonsidered through the circmnlocution of the distinguished
no- appropriation bill, it does not matte1~ what committre it comes: chairman Of the committee.
M.r. SHERLEY. 1\lr. Chairman, the. te timony shows tllat a
from, can earry legislation_
1\.Ir. SHERLEY. lli. Chairman, in order to- relieve the Chail: nun1ber of years ago the Government put some money into this
of ans embarrassment, I withdraw the am.eruln1ent anti offer the" rifle range. It originally cost $2::>2,000. There is a valuation
placed on the interest of the State of Ohio at $165,000. They
following amendment
The CHA.IBJUA.N. Without objection, the amendment is. are- willing to sell it at what if cost them and Gov. Cox is en~
withdrawn. No objection is heard, and the gentleman from deavoriug to put an enabling act through the Ohio Legislature
for that purpose. Then follows considerable testimony. ThereKentucky offers an amendment, which the Clerk will report.
is also a statement in an inventory, page 604 of the hearings,
The Cle:rk read as follows:
S-hooting galleries and ranges : For- shooting gaHeries and ranges. in- which shows that there was 1an<l to the amount of 504 acres
cluding similar objects specifi.Pd under this head in tb.e Army appropria- which cost $63,000; buildings, $70,073~05; sewerage dispo al,
tion bill for the fiscal year 1919, $183,186.
latrines~ and sewerage system, 25,495.08.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chaionan, I make the point of order
Target butts, targets, and firing line, $25,254.49; water purifion the amendment.
cation and distribution, $10,339.88 ; telephone and light systems,
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, I submit it is not subject to
9,081.79; powa--station equipment, $5,868.61; garbage cremathe point of order. This is the exact language of the Army tory. $2,760; standpipe , 2.,000; roads, walks, concrete retaining
act relating to matters which the Al·my act appropriated for and' wall, and so forth, $40,874.08; or a total of $252,74tt98. Theis to supply additional moneys as a deficiency for this purpose.
United States Government has already invested $103.086.01 in.
Mr. STAFFORD. The gentleman may by circumlocution that property; the State of Ohio has invested $149,666.97 . . I ub- ,
attain indirectly what is not authorized by the rules of the mit, in view of those cil·cumstance , that t4is Hou e is warranted
House, and yet the C{)mrn.ittee on Appropri.a.tions-in .making this purchase~ The Federal Government has already
1\Ir. MONDELL. Does the gentleman fi·om WISconsin clarm an investment in there. It will acquire p-roperty that is fully
in legislation you can not do indirectly what you might not be worth the aro.ount,. and it will make it independent in putting
able to do directly in some cases?
additional moneys in the future in the establishment of a rifle
Mr. STAFFORD. Oh, I do not make that claim; but yet, Mr. runge. The- statement of Col. Mumma. is to this effect:
Chairman, the purpose is obvious, that while that legislation
Col. MUMMA. The la.nd has appreciated in value. This pla.ces a valu'
might have been authorized by the Committee on Military Af- ation (}f $125 per acre on tbe land, but land next to it was purcha ed at
average price of a little more than ~200 per acre. Then there are
fairs even then when authorized by the Committee on 1\filitaxy an
range structures, consisting of retaming walls for target \}utts1 a
.A:ffajrs it might have been subject to the poi.Jlt of order in. the
very la.rge concrete mess hall, a concrete storehon. e, track facilities
crenting new objects. There is no estimate from the committee sewers, electric light, water, sewage disposal, and filtration plants, and
before the Committee on Appropriations along the-lines submitted they w<'re constructed 11 years ago at a price which would mean about
in the amendment now proposed, and yet I realize that is not a onc-bulf of the present cost of construction.
Now, the Committee on Appropriations considered this item
matter thht- can be taken cognizance of by the chairman.
Th~ CHAIRl\IAN.
This amendm-ent seems to conform to the as it did all the other items. It came to it because it was
express language of the law, and the Chair overrules the point brought to it by tl1e War Department, and strongly urged. In
view-of the tes~imony shown here, I submit the committee would
of order. The question is upon the amendment.
.
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have l>een uerelict in it duties if it had not undertaken to carry
out ,,·hat appears to be an economical nnu wise investment for an
unquestioned proper military purpose. On that statement I am
willing to ubmit the matter to the Honse for its consideration.
1\lr. TILSON. Will tbe gentleman yield for a question?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. Certainly.
1\lr. TILSON. Does the gentleman know why these matter
were not submitted to the Committee on l\lllitary Affairs when
we were con idering the reguLar Army appropriation bill?
1\lr. SHERLEY. I do nDt. And personally l should have
been very glau if thes<:> items had gone to that committee.
l\1r. TILSON. I did not know whether any emergency had
arisen, or why it was not presented to us during the time we
were consiuering the Army appropriation bill.
1\lr. SHERLEY. I think it might have depended somewhat
on the action of the State of Ohio being willing to sell, or negotiations had not been completed. But that is a surmise.
1\lr. SE~illS. Will tbe gentleman from Kentucky yield?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. I will.
1\lr. SEARS. There are other State rille ranges that are being
used by the Government, for which I understand no charge is
being made. If those States hould decide to sell to the Government, will it be the policy of the Committee on Appropriations
to al o reimbur e the States for the amounts of money they
hnve expended on those rifle ranges? ,
Mr. SHERLEY. Answering the gentleman's question, I would
ay it would depend a good deal upon two facts: One is, whether
the property it was sought to buy was w<;>rth the money that was
a ked for it or worth more or less. And another, whether, having in mind all the ranges we own, we would need addnional
range or not. I can only say to the gentleman that if a matter
of that kind came from the State of Florida, I would try to
approach it a I have this matter that bas come up now, with the
idea of doing that which the facts seem to make wise under all
the circumstance .
1\Ir. SEARS. ·I do not think the State of Florida would want
to sell the rifle ranges, because we will want to use them after
the war. But I wanted to know what the policy would be.
1\Ir. SHETILEY. I have tried to tell the gentleman.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The question was taken, and the Chair reported that tbe ayes
seemed to haye it.
1\lr. STAFFORD. Division, 1\Ir. Chairmnn.
The committee divided; and there were-ayes 18, noc 2.
So the amendment was agreed to.
Tl)e Clerk read as follows:
Fo1· the acquisition of land at FayettcviUe, K C., fo;r an artillery
range, 1,500,000.

l\1r. ROBBINS. Mr.- Chairman, I offer an amendment there
to strike that out.
The CHAIR~lAN. The gentteman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
RonniNs] offers an amendment, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows :
Mr. ROBBINS offers the following amendment : Page 20, strike ont
lines 15 and 16.

l\1r. ROBBINS. 1\lr. Chairman, I would have made a point
of order against that item, but it . eems that the skill of the
chairman of the Committee on appropriations is such that be
woultl steer around any points of order. This little item carries with it, as we learn by referring to the hearings on page
794, $20,000,000 for the improvements and probably some additional eA-penditures for the hospital. Now, I think it is remarkable, and I think this item is indefensible, that 18 months
after we are in the war, after we have the enemy on the retreat-! do not say the war is won, but after, at least, the
Presiuent ,has considered that we are far enough along to consider propositions looking to peace settlements-we should take
up and expend 20,000,000 to establish another cantonment
when we already ha.ve established and now have in active operation, I believe, 86 cantonments of various kinds. Now, l\Ir.
Chairman, we have come to a time when I think we ought" to
see how we can economize in the expenditures for the fm·ther
prosecution of this war. 'Ve are now in the last two days of
the sale of this great $6,000,000,000 war loan, and I see, according to the statement maqe by the Secretary of the Treasury
this morning, that we have two days to run and $2,000,000,000
of bonds yet to sell. I think that ought to indicate to this
Hou e pretty clearly that the people of the United States are
beginning to want to know how their money is being expended.
They are not buying these bonds like hot cakes. And it is time
for us here in Con~ress to inquire how we are going to expend
this money econoruically. Here is $20,000,000 of nn appropriation for a new camp, and the next item carries $17,000,000 for
anot~er c<..tmp. How arc we going to justify that before the

people? Is it berau e thi is a military camp for the purpose
of testing cannon? 'Te ha>e at Aberdeen, Md.. 50 miles from
Washington Oity, a camp for that purpose. We have Fort D. A.
Itussell, with a range of 20 miles, as I uuuerstand, in 1\lontana-1\fr. 1\IONDELL. In "\Vyoming.
1\fr. ROBBIN . Yes; in Wyoming. I am glad the gentleman
corrected me. w·hy should we not, gentlemen, u ·e these esta.blishments at these places instead of establishing new ones, ! do
not know. We have in Kansas, at Fort Riley, some 10,000 acres
for the purpose of testing cannon. Here is a new expenditure
for this same purpose, and if I have read the testimony aright
this land if: valued at from $1 ta $100 per acre. I now read a
statement from l\1.aj. James E:. Holden, on page 578 of the bear~
iLgs, and if you take the $1,500,000 that he asks for the acqui•
sition of the ground alone, and divide it by 135,000 acres, which
he is seeking to get here, you have about $11 per acre to be pald
for this ground all around. Now, how are we to ju tify such
an expenditure as that?
Mr. SHERLEY. If the gentleman will permit, does he mean
to divide 135,000 by a million and a bal.:: and say it makes $110 an
acre? I think the gentleman should do the sum over again.
Mr. ROBBINS. It is over $11 an acre.
'
Mr. SHERLEY. It is $11 an acre.
l\Ir. ROBBINS. Well, take $11 an acre. How are we to
justify paying $11 an acre?
:Mr. SHERLEY. It is because1\Ir. ROBBINS. I ask the gentleman not to interrupt me.
He has had opportunity to make his statement. Let me make
my statement. Here is a proposition which is presented to Congress. I submit that it si ould be considered on its merits, and
I want the gentlemen of the committee, and especially the distinguished chall·man of the committee, to reflect whether these
departments are doing wron~ or not when they go ahead and
contract for an expenditure of one and a half millions without
consulting Congress at all an commit us to an expeniliture here,
as this does ultimately, of 20,000,000. What is Congress permitted to say about that? llave we had any opportunity to consider it?
1\:Ir. SHERLEY. Does tl1e gentleman want an answer?
1\Ir. ROBBINS. The g ntleman can an wer when I am
through, if he plea e.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. I will be glad to.
Air. ROBBINS. I say the proposition ought to ue coru idered
by Congress in this light: When we come to an e-~penditure o:t
$20,000,000 for any such purpo e--becau e this war has been
going ou now, so far as we are concel"ned, for 18 months, and so
far as the other belligerents are concerned it has been going on
four years-and we are now past the point in this war where
we need to acquire any more encampments for the training of
troops, and if the department wants a n~w encampment like this
at a stated cost of $20,000,000 it ought to consult the Committee
on Military Affairs, which in this case would be the appropriate
committee, and haYe that comroitt.ee consider it and report it
for consideration on the floor of this House on its merits.
What has been done here? When I turn to the hearing and
inquire about this item, I find that the chairman of the committee asked this question:
Has this matter of land purchase as against rental been det:ermin{ld
by the Staff, or who functioned on it?

And, by the

~ay,

I understand they could rent it at $120,000

a year.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman froiP- Penn-·yl·
vania has exp,i red.
.
1\Ir. ROBBINS. Mr. Chairman, I ask leave to proceed fot•
five minutes more.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Pennsylvania a ·ks
unanimous consent to proe cd fol· fiye minutes more. Is there
objection?
There was no objection.
1\Ir. ROBBINS. Here is the answer :
Gen. s~ow. I discussed it personally with Mr. Crowell, the Assl ·tant
Secretary of War, who makes the decision.
The CHAIIUtA..~. Do you l,rnow whetber it )lad tho consideration of
the Staff?
Gen. SNOW. We also put the proposition to the General Sta1I for
their consideration through the Operations Division.
.

There we have this whole proposition, invoiving an outlay of
20,000,000, taken up in the ·w ar Department and con idered
there before it is brought here.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. The gentleman will pardon
me, -but where does he get the $20,000,000?
Mr. ROBBINS. From the hearings. There is nothing alarming in this apparently innocent item of $1,500,000; but if the
gentleman will turn to the hearings, on page 581 he will see
that $17,000,000 is asked, exclusiYe o-f tbe land, and the rand is
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to cost $1,500,000 additional, and then t~a t is followed by this
question by the chairman:
The

CHAIRMAN.

Presumably, if they are to be the same, that woultl

~~~t.~cd~~l of $20,000,000 you e~-pect to spend at Fayetteville in

Gen. SNow. Yes, sir.

I accept that statement. That is all that any Member of this
House can get in regard to this from the testimony taken by
the committee on this item.
lllr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. That would seem to lead to the
impression that this $1,500,000 was simply an entering wedge
for the $20,000,000.1
1\Ir. ROBBINS. Yes. I cited that at the beginnjng of my
remru·ks, that this item of $1,500,000 seemed to be merely the
beginning for the expenditure of $20,000,000; and if the hospital is to be included, the cost will be still more because something is said about $9,000,000 for hospitals at Camp Bragg,
Camp Knox, and Camp Jackson.
Now, I contend most seriously that Congress ought to preserve its rights as against these departments that are so insidiou ly encroaching on us, and that are spending money here
by large lump sums. The Congress should consider, in the first
place, whether these expenditures are proper and necessary.
The e departments should be required to send their representath·es before the appropriate committees and ask for what they
claim they need and give the reasons, and if they desire to
acquil·e a rifle Tange at Fayetteville, N. C., or at \Vest Point
Ky., adjoining the district of my friend from Kentucky, they
should introduce in the hearing the proper facts and let the
committee consider them, and then report the matter to the
Hou e in due process of legislation.
l\1r. MONDELL. The gentleman has referred several time!'!
to this as a range. for testing cannon. It is -not a range for
testing cannon but for the training of troops in the use of
cannon. In that respect it differs · widely from the Aberdeen
Proving Ground, which is a range for the proving of cannon.
1\fr. ROBBINS. The chairman says it is a sufficient range for
l.Jeavy artillery.
Mr. MONDELL. But it is in no sense a range which is to be
considered as a proving ground.
Mr. ROBBINS. If it is a testing range merely, why do we
not use tl.Je vast ranges ~c ha\e at Fort Riley and Fort D. A.
Russell?
_
Mr. 1\IO:NDELL. It is a training range, not a testing range.
-1\lr. ROBBINS. There you want distance in which to prove
the long-range guns. At lndianhead we test guns by .firing up
against a hill.- We are amply provided with both ranges and
te ting grounds now.
I uo_not see any merit in this proposition at all. I do not
want . to say that, because these ranges are both located in t11c
South, it shows favoritism toward the South. I do not want
to say to my learned friend, the chairman of the committee,
that becau e this item following here is near his home city of
Louisville he had something to do with locating it there. But:
I do want to say this, that we have passed the time in this wnr
when we have any reason to locate any new cant<;mments any
where.
We ought to be conserving the money of tl.Je people. The
people are not buying liberty bonds as freely as they were expected to, and they ru·e not going to pay these taxes with the
hurrah and enthusiasm which they manifested heretofore and
the reason is that they believe there must be unreasonabie extravagance somewhere in the expenditure of the public money.
I will \Ote every dollar that is necessary for the prosecution of
this war, and that has been my record from the beginning. I
will vote for every bill that is necessary to carry the war forward to a quick and victorious conclusion. But I will not vote
for any bill that I think is appropriating money recklessly anu
uselessly. I think this item and the item following it are both
subject to that criticism and should be stricken out, as my
amendment ·proposes.
It was stated by the chairman of the committee in his opening remarks on this bill that the original request of the department was for approximately $2,500,000 more than is appropriated. This ~ill carries $6,345,755,666.04. The reduction made
by the committee on the estimate submitted by the \Var Department amounted to $2,540,375,985.45. This shows conclusively
either that the uepartments are not \ery accurate in their requests on Congress for money or that the committee has pruned
this bill without clue regard to the needs of the War Depru·tment. If the. department is so far wrong as to the amount
required, it is fair to assume they are wrong as to these two
items also.
Listening to the discussion, however, I am assured that the
committee has .11lowed the War Department all the money that
is required to cr.rry the Military Establishment through until
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the next Congress meets in December and enable our Nation to
wage the war against Germany without stint an<l without abating a~y, in our present vigor, energy and determination. The
Amencan people will_ indorse liber..al and proper appropriations,
but they are demandmg that care and scrutiny must be used in
the expenditure of public money. The cost of this war is so
treme~dous, an~ our burden to carry on our military operations
and md our allles has become so great, that it is only reason·
~ble that watchfulness and care must now be used in every
Item contained in any appropriation bill.
·
The committee has used -this care, but they have not gone far
enough. The Fayettenlle, N. C., item, carrying one ·and onehalf million for the acquisition of the land and the West Point
~y., item, carrying $1,600,000 for the same 'purpose, and commit:
tmg the Government to the further expenditure in the construction of the cantonment of twenty million in the Fayetteville item
and seve11:teen million in the West Point item, or an aggregate
of approximately $37,000,000, are well worth while saving espec~ally when it ~viii not interfere in any way with the pr~para.
tion of our Artillery for usefulness in the present war.
.
The plain fact about both of these appropriations is that
they c_an not be utilized in the present war to any great extent.
That 1s all the more reason that this money should be saved.
Our Artillery is doing most effective work and has been trained
in the camps that we now ·ha\e either in tl.Jis country or in
France. Saving this large sum of money would lessen to that
extent the burden ~e are imposing on the taxpayers of the country.
I do not believe the war is over, but I do believe that it is
past its crest; that the Hun is retiring permanently and rapidly toward Berlin; that he will soon cross the Rhine anu
that our victorious armies and those of our allies will soon
compel an " unconditional surrender " not only of all the German troops but of the entire military autocracy against which
we battle. This is what the American people demand. This is
what I favor, and that is why I believe in aiding to accomplish
this in every possible way.
Mr. SHERLEY. 1\ir. Chairman, the gentleman's speecll is
predicated upon certain statements that are very foreign to the
actual situation. The gentleman denies any imputation, but
makes an imputation with his denial, and he assumes that these
two items ru·e the entering wedges to the expenditure of . 20,000,000 in each instance at these particular points. The fact is
just the reverse. He voted for the .A.rmy bill, which largely carried tl.Je money, some $40,000,000 of which is being spent at these
two particular places., which are cantonments similar to the
others that he has voted for and similar to those that are scattered all over the country, except in this regard, that these can·
tonments are intended for Artillery troops. The military officials
came to the conclusion that they could not get satisfactory results in the training of Artillery troops by having them in small
units at the various cantonments, and they determined, as a
matter of military policy, that it was desirable to establish certain cantonments for the training of artillerymen. Accordingly,
they established these. They have established four--one at Fort
Sill, in the West; one at Fayetteville, N. C.; one at West Point,
Ky., and another at Fort Jackson, at Columbia, S. C. Now,
there are already being built at these various points cantonments and hospitals for the men and accommodn tions for the
horses nnd draft animals. The proposition which was brought
to the Committee on Appropriations was this: In \iew of the
fact that $20,000,000 was to be expended at each of these places,
and in view of the fact that they insisted that the Army would
want, as all Members who have been here in Congress know
they have wanted for many years past, some ranges for Artillery practice, was it not desirable as a matter of business to
expend at Fayetteville $1,500,000 for the acquisition of 135,000
acres of land at an average cost of $11 an acre, instead of paying
for the rental of the land and then having to pay damages incident to the destruction of buildings and property and crops, and
at the end of a year or two probably have an expenditure that
they testified would amount to $500,000, and then have $20,000,000 worth of investment upon property they did not own?
They insisted that as a business proposition it was desirable to
own this land; that e\en if it came to a question of salvage the
ownership of this land upon which $20.000,000 of investment
had been made would enable the GoYernment to obtain more in
the way of salvage than if they simply had this land leased nnd
bad to pay the incidental damages. The Committee on Appropriations had nothing on earth to do, any more than the dis·
tinguished gentleman, llr. RoBBINS, had, with the selection of
these sites. We had nothing to do with it either as a committee
or as individuals.
I never knew of the selection of either s ite until it had tnken .
place, and that applies to the site at West Point, Ky., ''hich is
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1\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Let me ask another question,
I made no .recommendation to any
individual at any .time in regard to it., It happens to be a site -and this will be an answer t.o the whole question. Is there any• that was use<l some 15 years ago by the Army in connection thing in these two items for Artillery ranges not contemplated
with Army maneuvers. It was arranged by the officers of the in the appropriations hitherto made?
Mr. SHERLEY. Not as far as I know.
Army stationed at the camp that is in my district because they
Mr. l\100RE of Pennsylvania. · The Artillery ranges herein rebelieved that it was desirable property. When it came to the
con ideration of the matter in connection with West Point, I ferred to, except as to the acquisition of land, ha\e all been
.
asked the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. CANNON], the 'gentleman provided for by prior app:·opriations.
l\1r. SHERLEY. The actual building is going on this minute
from Massachusetts [1\Ir. Gn..LETT], and the other Republican
members to please go into it and in\estigate t)le matter thor- at West Point. There are stationed there a number of thousands
-Oughly, because as chairman of this committee I did not want of troops, and other troops are being brought in as fast as barto be even seemingly put in the position of undertaking to favor racks can be completed to house them. The same work is going
some project that happened to be near my district. The gentle- on at Fayetteville and Columbia, S. C.
Mr. 1\IOORE of Pennsylvania. The prior appropriation did
man in making a reference to that, even with the denial, does
himself an injustice, because he knows that the locality had not provide for the purchase of land as herein contemplated?
M.r. SHERLEY. It did not; and therefore the War Departnothing to do 'vith this committee recommendation upon either
of these sites, and . I did not, even in the subcommittee, vote ment. being in the process of a'J)ending large sums of money,
upon the matter, in order that I might not in any way under- felt it was a mistaken policy to put money into ranges that
take to influence the judgment of the members of that com- would probably be used after the war-becam,-e gentlemen will
mittee. That statement will be .borne witnes!J to by the gentle- recall that for 15 years past the War DepartiQent has insisted
man from Illinois [Mr. C.aN~o~] who sits here now. I say that on having Artillery ranges for training Artillery, and time after
simply in defense of myself. It is entirely immaterial to me time there have been proposals looking to that end. They felt
what action is taken by the Committee of the Whole upon these that inasmuch as the range would be permament, and inasmuch
two items. They can put them out or put them in as they see as $20,000,000 was being inYested in it, it was the part of wi dom
fit. These camps are .g oing on. The money is being expended for Congress to authorize the purchase of the land rather than
tber~~ At the West Point camp site there are already two brito lease the land.
1\Ir. l\IOORE of Pennsylyania. I think that is the correct
gades of Artillery, and there are to be six all told, as there are to
be at the other place. I submit to the gentleman himself, who policy. Was enough money l€ft out of the $20.000,000 approtalks about economy, whetb€r be thinks it is wise to make an priated to provide for the purchase .of the land?
Mr. SHERLEY. I have no doubt they bate money" sufficient
expenditure of $20,000,000 upon leased land that can be bought
for the price which this can be bought for? I believe the Gov- . to have bought the land and said nothing to Congress about it.
ernment would have been better off if it had bought all of the If they had done that, some gentlemen would have complained
land upon which it made these tremendous outlays of money ; that they were acquiring land in great quantities without Conthat it would be in a better position to get back a return and to gress being consulted. Evidently the War Department thought
protect the Treasu1·y of the United States. Now, if Congress that Congress ought t.o have an -opportunity to express its views
thinks it desirable that we continue to rent, that we continue touching the acquisition of the land. They came with the proto be liable fm· damages, why, then, that is the wisdom 6f the posal, and there was testimony by the head of the Artillery
Congress and I have no exception to take to it; but the proposi- Corps and· by an officer from the real estate division as to the
tion that is presented here is not a proposition involving the value -of the land. The e:x:~mination was as full as we felt it
expenditure of $20,0001000. It is a question whether, having could be made to develop the facts.
made an expenditure of $20,000,000, you believe it is wise to
1\Ir. 1\IONDELL. Mr. Chairman, I am not a member of the
.spend $1,500,000 in one place and $1,600,000 in the other in subcommittee on deficiencies, but I was called in, as I stated to
order to own the land upon which this large investment bas the House, in connection with the latter part of the hearings
been made, rather than to lease it and pay the damages done to and in the writing up of this bill, and I feel some responsibility
property. That is the real question tha: is brought here by in the matter of this item. It is one of the T"ery few items in
these two items. That was the question that the committee the bill in regard to which I had some question and some misconsidered. It w.as explained fully in connection with the giving. It is an item I considered Yery carefully, and the subbearings before the subcommittee ; it was explained by me fully committee at my suggestion held it up for some 24 hours until
to the full committee.
I could make up my mind in regard to it.
I spoke for over two hours to the whole Committee on ApproLet me say at th-e outset that the subcommittee in formulating
pria tions. I then came to this fioor and spoke nearly three this bill did not take into consideration any suggestion that had
hours. That was five hours altogether, which was no easy · been made anywhere by anybody with regard to an early pence.
task for me. I did it because of the obligation I owe to this As one .member of the subcommittee I felt it was my duty _to
House. I have never in any way trioo to have any matter put pass on this appropriation bill as though it would be necCl sary
in without the full judgment of the -committee. I have begged to pursue this enterprise -of war that we are in to a final military
individual members to help me, as chairman of the committee, determination. {Applause.] And if there is any one thing we
in the consideration of matters, and have welcomed considera- ought to- emphasize in the passage of these bills it is that the
tion on the floor. If we had wanted to put through something American people are prepared to fight the war out to a victorious
here that involved a large expenditure it could have been done, and successful finish. {Applause.] So much• for that.
and the gentleman with 'his dlllgence would never have known
The question as to whether or not we should buy these lands
of it. He voted, when he voted for the Army aet, for most of was to me simply and solely a business question. Personally
the money that was expended at these cantonments. It did I have had some doubt about the ,advisability of establishing
not come from the Committee on Appropriations. What is here -enormous Artillery ranges and practice grounds at Fayette·
presented is presented because the War Department did not ville. I do not know what influences were .brought to bear on
want to buy the land unless Congress wanted it to buy it, and the War Department to bring them to the conclusion that that
they believe, in view of the fact that it was wise, that it should was a good thing to do. But they had the authority to do it,
be bought.
and they have under that authority provided for the con•
Mr. MOORE of PennsylTnnia. Will the gentleman yield?
struction -of a great camp there. It is under way. They ex·
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
pect to finish it 1n January or February. Nothing that we
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I am glad to have heard the could do now short of absolutely prohibiting further work
gentleman, and having interrogated the gentleman from Penn- there would have had any effect on the expenditure of $17,sylvania while on his feet, would like to ask the gentleman from 000,000 to $20,000,000 that the department estimates L-:; necesKentucky this question, Was the $20,000,000 or thereabouts to sary for buildings and other improvements on these gruunds.
which reference has been made provided for in a previous ap- That money will be spent. The camp is established. We lmd
propriation bill?
to accept that fact as settled so far as we were concerned.
Then the questiO"n was what was the best business jn this
1\lr. SHERLEY. In the Army act in connection with the
money for cantonments; and the determination of localities situation. We were told that it would cost approximately
was made by the War Department, as they have made determi- $500,000 per annum to rent the land at Fayetteville and to pay
. nation of localities touching the cantonments.
the damages that would arise from the use of approximately
Mr. MOORE of PennsylT"ania. That money was to be used 135,000 acres. On the other hand, it was estimated that wo
could buy approximately 135,000 acres for a million and a half
for Artillery ranges!
1\Ir. SHERLEY. In general terms for cantonments, but these dollars. In other words, the question was, a camp having be~n
nrc cantonm€nts in -conne~tion with Artillery practice in places -established, a large part of $20.000,000 having been allotted for
where they could be trained as artillerymen in the actual its construction, the work being under way, was it good busimaneuvering of guns and firing them.
ness to pay for the rental of the ground per annum one-third
20 miles from LouisviUe.
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of the sum for which it was estimated the land could be ·pu~·
chased? It did not strike me as being good business. If it
were a question of establishing or not establishing this trainic.g
ground, I for one should. have doubted the advisability of doing
it. That was not the question. The question was, Which is
the be t policy to pursue under the circumstances? And it
seemed to me t1Jere was no question about it. It is much better
to pay a million and a half and own the land than to pay
$500,000 a year and have no title to it. Following this is the
West Point, Ky., item. Personally, I am of opinion, without
claiming to have overmuch information with regard to either
of them, that the West Point training ground is much the
better of the two for the purposes for which it is to be used,
and there is in my mind less doubt as to the propriety of establishin-g a camp at West Point than there is at Fayetteville.
The chairman of the committee chances to live not so very far
from the West Point training camp, though it is not in his
district. The chairman of the committee, as he has all·eauy
told you, declined to -vote on these items or to attempt to influence others.
The CHAIUl\I.A.N. The time of the gentleman from Wyoming
has expired.
1\lr. MONDELL. 1\Jr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to
proceed foe five minutes more.
The CHAIRl\I.A.N. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. l\IONDELL. Or to attempt to influence the members of
the committee touching either of these two items. He did not
vote; I do not belie-ve be attempted to influence anyone in regard
to them. He certainly made no attempt to influence me, and
was very careful to say that we should settle these matters .on
our judgment and knowledge of facts.
At West Point the land will cost much more per acre than at
F-ayette-ville, but we need only about one-third as much of it,
becau e the land is of a character better adapted to these uses
than at Fayetteville. It does not require so much territory for
an adequate Artillery range and maneu-ver groun<t. At West
Point it would cost about 25 per cent per annum of the estimated co t for rent and for damages. So in the West Point case
it was again simply a question of good business; and in view
of the fact that in both cases the camps had been established
under general authority heretofore granted by Congress, that
they are under way, that they will be established and completed
in any e-vent unless the Congress is prepared to now prohibit
any further con truction, it seemed to be much better to acquire
the land than to rent it at the lowest rate at which we could
secure it.
1\Ir. TILSON. 1\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MONDELL. Yes.
Mr. TILSON. Is the ground smaller in acreage at West
Poi.ot?
Mr. l\IO:NDELL. There are 40,000 acres at West Point and
135,000 acres at Fayette-ville. A smaller acreage is said to be
neces ary at West Point and probably a smaller acreage available, but a smaller acreage is said to be necessary because the
land is more rolling and affords effecti-ve backstops for Artillery
fire.
1\Ir. TILSON. Why is it so much higher in price? Is it near
any large city?
·
1\Ir. MONDELL. The West Point land is, I should judge,
with what little knowledge I have of it, better worth $40 an
acre on an average t11an i> the Fayetteville land worth $10 an
acre. The Fayetteville land is ·c ut-over pine land largely, as
I understand it, and the West Point land, while quite rough in
the main, is, some of it, it is claimed, very good farming land
anu worth as high as $100 an acre. Some of it is -very rough
and not worth much.
l\le. TILSON. As ta its fitness for the purpose for which it is
being purchased, did the gentleman go into the nature of the
uil at all?
Mr. MONDELL. The gentleman will understand that I did
not atten<l the hearings, and therefore I had to depend upon
.what I found in the printed hearings and what I got from my
colleagues.
l\Ir. TILSON. I ha-ve read the hearings.
1\.lr. 1\IONDELL. l\fy opinion is that the West Point lands
are better, because I am under the impression they are neither
sv sandy as the other lands nor likely to become so muddy as
the other lands, and therefore they are better lands for Artillery
practice. .
l\Ir. TILSON. The trouble with most of the land in that part
of North Carolina, as I recall it, is that it is susceptible of being
very ·easily worked up into a mud that is almost impassable, and
that does not lend itself to the handling of-Artillery.
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l\1r. MO~DELL. I assume that in much of the work that Artillery organizations find to do during war they will encounter
muddy and sandy land to traverse. Perhaps the idea in selecting Fayetteville is to give them practice ground that will be
as tough as anything they may encounter in war.
1\fl·. TILSON. I think they do in Flanders.
1\.lr. l\IONDELL. Under all of the circumstances I belie-ve the
committee did the wise thing, the best and most businesslike
thing, in recommending to the House the purchase of these lands.
1\lr. GILLETT. Mr. Chairman, I dislike to delay the House
even for a minute, because we ha-ve been making ....-ery slow
progress. I hope that we can get through with this bill to-day.
But I wish to say a word upon this subject. I am not a member of this subcommittee, but on account of the magnitude of
the bill the chairman courteously asked me to be present when
I could. I have been present at a good many of the hearings,
when my other work allowed, and it so happened that this was
one of the times when I was present and heard the te tin1oriy.
I do not remember the details -very accurately, but I know that
I came to the conclusion then, which I hold now, that it is wise
for the Government to buy this land, and I concur heartily with
the s ~atement about it made by the chairman of the committee.
Mr. CANNON. l\Ir. Chairman, I am a member of the subcommittee on deficiencies. I listened to the statement of the
gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. SHERLEY], to the statement of
the gentleman from Wyoming [Mr. 1\IoNDELL], and also to the
statement of the gentleman from Massachusett [1\Ir. GILLETT].
Any independent opinion that I might have about almost any
military affair would not be very -valuable. I am not in any
respect an expert. You have got to trust some one, and in
these cases we have had to vest some power in the Executive.
It goes through the various corps of the Army-the Ordnance
Department, for instance. Then they divide it up among experts in almost all of these organizations, Then there are the
engineers. Bless my soul, these people give their whole lives,
first ta an exhaustive education before they are intrusted with
the e::\..'"J)enditure of large sums of money. All this is under
stress. I apprehend that it is true that at Fort D. A. Russell,
away out in Wyoming, they have got -very good land almost
without limit for this kind of practice. I neTer stopped 1Jff
there and I can not tell with certainty. I have been at Fort
Sill, but it is away out in western Oklahoma, allnost out to
Texas. f never have been at Fort. Riley, but that is pretty
well out.
I got the impression from the hearings that in the location
of those two camps that the railroad facilities ,...-ere taken into
consideration in their location near the seaport; much of transportation in the future. I think the gentleman from Kentuck-y and the other gentleman- have very fairly stated as to
the facts. I was particularly convinced that as those camps
had been located under authority of law and largely constructed it was much better to buy than it would be to lease,
especially as there was the question of damages where there
were farms and little villages, and so forth, which woulu arise
in the future.
Mr. ROBBINS. 'Yill the gentleman yield to me for a question?
1\Ir. CA..'l'NON. I will do so.
Mr. ROBBINS. The gentleman has stated there was authority of law for the locating of these camps. "That authority of" linv is there? Tbat is not clear to me.
Mr. CANNON. The same authority of law under which all
the camps were established, as I understand it.
Mr. ROBBINS: You mean the general authority of the war
power of the President and through his official agents to elect
these camps?
1\It·. C.Al'i~ON. Oh, no; the action of Congress in voting the
appropriation. I think I am correct in that. Some gentleman
of the Committee on 1\Iilitary Affairs will correct me if I am
not correct.
Mr. ROBBINS. Then it is the general authority. There is
no specific act of Congress for locating any encampments?
Mr. CANNON. Covering this at West Point?
Mr. ROBBINS. Yes. ·
Mr. CANNON. I think not. That is all I desire to say
about the matter. I think it bas been said better by gentlemen
who have preceded me who are me.mbers of the Committee on
Appropriations ·than I am competent of saying. I am only
telling you what caused me to approve the recommendation
of these items to the full committee and to the House.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the pending amendment offered by the gentleman from Pennsylvania.
The question was taken, and the amendment was rejected.
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1918.
The Clerk read as follows:

For the acquisition of land at West Point, Ky., for an Artillery
range, $1,GOO.OOO.

Mr. ROBBINS. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word. I seem to have rather stirred up a hornet's nest when
I alluded to these encampments. I wish to say to the gentleman
from Kentucky I did not intend nor do I ·make any reflection
on him, but when it comes to looking for a reason why the:;e
expendHures should be made, when I look at the testimonyand that is the only source of information I have to guide mel know nothing about what occurred in the Committee on Appropriations or who took part in this discussion there or who did
not-! see it is stated here in a letter dated the 8th of August,
1918, printed in the bearings an<l signed by Gen. Henry, that
this land is under cultivation-at least it says here, "allowing
for the buildings and the lands that are under cultivation."
I understand from that testimony that this lan<l is still in the
occupancy of the owners and has not been acquired by the
War Department. I also read with reference to this item that
we are now considering-that is, the West Point, Ky., item-on
page 592 of the testimony, where it says:
The LouL<>ville people are helping us out, and we sent people there
familiar with the land to ruake an appraisal for us.

Further down on page 592 of the hearings it says: ·
At West Point, Ky., a Louisville company has agreed to go and make
certificates of title _on this property-

And so forth.
And also at another place that agents are there acquiring
title to this land. There is no evidence here that this land is
now clear and occupied by the War Department, as I und~r
stand this testimony. Of course, I have no other information
about it. Therefore this proposition seems to be to acquire by
purchase lands that are now in possession of .private owners
and being cultivated by them and not in the possession of the
Government.
l\Ir. MONDELL. 'Vill the gentleman yield?
Mr. ROBBINS. In a moment. l\_1oreover, the gentleman
from 'Vyoming [1\Ir. MoNDELL], who now interrupts me. has
stated all along that it would cost $120,000 to rent this land.
l\Ir. 1\IONDELL. No; $500,000.
Mr. ROBBINS. It cost $120,000 rental, and with the damages
it would be $500,000. Now, that is the estimate that occurs
in the testimony, but when you come to inquire into it-Mr. MONDELL. Rent and damages I put at $500,000.
Mr. ROBBINS. Let me read from testimony, page 579:
The cost of leasing, according to my report to the General StaJf, was
about $120,000, and we thought there would probably be about two or
three hundred thousand dollars more at least in damages.

Then at another place in the testimony he says that he estimates the damage would be $500,000. Of course the damage
would be for the first year only and the cost thereafter would be
rental only. Now, Mr. Chairman, the question of where these
cantonments have been located bas been explained in reports
printed broadcast, and from these newspaper reports we are
informed that this camp down at Fayetteville bas been located
there simply for political reasons. Some gentleman bas asserted
during this argument that no influence was used with the War
Department to put the cantonments where they are. If they
di<l the War Department has gotten credit for their action. I
will read from a published statement circulated through the
country in reference to the Fayetteville encampment:
Senator SIMMO .• s is given a large share of credit for the camp. His
talk with Mr. Baker probably decided the matter. Resolutions from
F a yetteville thanking the Senator were presented. Secretary King, of
the Fayetteville Chamber of Commerce, brought to Washington to-day
resolutions adopted at a recent meeting of that or-ganization, thanking
Senator SIMMONS for the part he played in landing an .Army camp at
Fayetteville.
-

That was published last August, when that location was made.
There is the reason they put this camp down there. That is
one of the reasons that puts me against it. If Army camps are
being located in districts where Senators and Congressmen are
running for reelection for political purposes and not located for
the purpose for which the gentleman contends this camp. was
designated, for the benefit of the war and the training of tbe
Ar~ry, but put there for other purposes, then my motion to strike
out this item should prevail. I do not know the purpose about
the other cantonment at West Point, Ky., but the Louisville
Board of Trade has looked it up, and a title company in that
city iR seeing that the titles are correct. I make no protest
against anybody. I am not inclined to do that, but I ~o say
that if this Fayettevi1le cantonment, located 18 months after war
bas been declared, 18 months after all the other cantonments
have been selected and in due process of construction are com-
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pleted, was placed there for the reason given in the statement
above quoted, it should be prohibited here. Here is oue put
down there this year; put down there by the influence of a
Senator, for political purposes evidently.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ROBBINS. Now, if that is true-and that is published
broadcast, an<l I am giving it from the papers for what is accepted as published, and I bave never seen it dehied-then I
say this item is not for the purpose of the Army and in good
faith, but it is for other and ulterior purposes.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. Will the _gentleman yield?'
Mr. ROBBINS. Yes.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. The gentleman has referred to a
newspaper article giving some one credit for the Fayetteville
location. I want to read to the gentleman what Gen. Snow has
stated to the committee.
Mr. ROBBINS. I have read all that. I object to your using
my time for that.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. Gen. Snow suggests that neither
one of these propositions was suggested to him by a civilian.
Mr. ROBBINS. We will not argue it out between you and me.
I am reading what the Fayetteville Board of Trade did.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. From a newspaper article?
Mr. ROBBINS. Reading a copy of the resolutions._ I said if
that is the situation, we ought to know it, and it should be aired
on the floor of the House, -and the American people ought to
know that their money, $20,000,000 of it, is being expended for
that purpose, and not to establish an Army camp in good faith.
I admit if it is established and Artillery practice is installed
there, it will be for the benefit of the Army, but I am contending
against the location of these camps in that way. I say it is not
right.
Mr. CARAWAY. I understand the gentleman makes the assertion that this was not put there for the benefit of the country, but for the benefit of one of the Senators?
Mr. ·ROBBINS. I say what this resolution says.
Mr. CARAWAY. Is that the gentleman's statement?
Mr. ROBBINS. I have read the resolution.
l\Ir. CARAWAY. Is that the gentleman's statement?
Mr. ROBBINS. I just read this resolution, and that is what
l said about it.
1\Ir. CARAWAY. Does not the gentleman think he ought to
make a charge directly and not make it by insinuation?
Mr. ROBBINS. I do not want to make an insinuation. I
say this resolution makes a statement. I read it for just what
it is worth.
Mr. CARAWAY. What is it worth? Do you believe it is
true? ·
1\fl'. ROBBINS. I believe it or I would not have read it.
l\Ir. CARAWAY. You make the assertion that it is true that
it was put there for the benefit of Senator Snr:MoNs and not
for the Army at all?
Mr. ROBBINS. I did not say that.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, I make the
point of order. The gentleman is violating the rule.
The CHAIRMAN. Which gentleman?
1\!r. MOORE of Pennsylvania. The gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. CARAwAY], in mentioning the name of a Senator.
1\Ir. CARAWAY. I presume the gentleman overlooked the
fact that the gentleman from Pennsylvania [1\fr. RonniNs] was
using the name?
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I make the point of order
against the gentleman, too, if not too late.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair . overrules the point of order.
There seems to be some confusion about the rule of the
House-Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Will the Chair pardon me just
a moment? On several occasions I have noted that the present
occupant of the chair, without suggestion from the Honse, has
called attention to this rule. The rule to which he bas called
attention is rather pointed. There is to be no discussion in the
House of the proceedings of the Senate and no naming of a Senator. That is my reason for making the point. The Chairman
himself has voluntarily called attention to it on one or two
occ 'ons.
The CHAIRMAN. The rule of the House is that there shall
be no discussion of proceedings in the Senate. The Senate h«S
a similar rule as to the proceedings in the House. The purpose
of the rule is obvious. It is a good rule. It ought to be observed. It is made the duty, apparently, of the presiding officer,
whether the Speaker or Chairman of the Committee of theWhole, to direct attention to any violation of the rule upon
his own initiative. But the rule does not mean that you can
not refer to a Senato1· in his unofficial capacity. Certainly the
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rule was never intended to do that, nor is there anything in
the rule that says that.. The Chair overrules the point of order.
Mr. FOCHT. l\fr. Chairman-The CHAIRMAN. · For what purpose does the gentleman
rise?
.
Mr. FOCHT. I was about to ask for the information of the
Hou e that, inasmuch as I was called to order on an occasion for
~orne allusion far remov-ed from directnes~, would it not be
well for us to know just what the rule is?
_
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will endeavor to obtain the rule
and read it to tlle committee, and in the meantime. will recognize the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. SHERLEY].
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, I do not desire to unduly
detain the committee. The chairman of· the Committee on Appropriations, by virtue of being chairman, has· to deal with
matters that relate to the entire country. He can not prevent
some matters coming up in localities that may be within his
district or near his district, and he would be negligent of his
duty if he refused to consider matters sirp.ply because they were
in his district- or near his district. I have already stated that
the selection of West Point was made at the instance of the
Army officers who were at Camp Taylor, which hanpens to be
in my district. AU of the communities over the country have
been more or less active when they could, touching the establishment of camps and plants and various other things connected with Government activities.
I believe I can say conscientiously to - this House that if I
have erred at all, it has been in leaning bach.-ward in refusing
in any way to represent my con~tituency touching claims that
tht>.y thought were well founded in regard to such matters.
When the Camp Zachary Taylor site was selected I did, on
bel1ulf of the board of trade, present the brief that they filed,
and stated the reasons which in ~Y judgment made that a
de irable camp Site. I think the history of the camp warrants
the statements that were then InRde.
Touching 'Vest Point, I did not know of its being taken as a
camp tmtil it was taken. There are _now stationed there two
brigades of Artillery. There Js being built there this large
cantonment. Part of the land was leased. The land i in the
district of my colleague, 1\fr. BEN JoHNsON, in the fourth
congressional district. I represent the fiftb congressional district of Kentuch--y. The people there have, at the request of the
Army officers, moved out of their homes. In some instances
they moved twice, having moved first out of their houses ·that
the~' had into other houses near that they could obtl,liu. Most
of that land is of a very rugged character. It is broken country.
Some of it is lund of vecy little value. . Some of it is . land of
considerable value and is llighly cultivated. But the testimony
of the officer of the Real Estate Division of the War Department was that he believed it could be bought for an average
of $40 an aCI·e. I know nothing about its value. I have no more
intmrc t in it than any other man in this House has.
The real question that is involved here is a . question altogether aside from the proposition tlmt one .of these camps happened to be near my home city. It is whether ~t is desirable
to buy or to contim1e to lease this land. Now, the statement of
the War Department is to the effect that they found it unsatisfactory to endeavor to train artillerymen in small units . at the
various cantonments; that in order to get the . n·aining-and
there is nothing more important, because in no war has Artillery
played so great and determining a part as in this wru•:-that
in order to get the proper training it was necessary to have
these men gathered together in la~:ge units in areas-where they
could actually fire the guns and maneuver them, and in pursuance of that policy they had established four Artillery ranges.
One is already owned-that at Fort Sill. Three- have ~een
leased-one at Columbia, S. C., one at Fayetteville, N. C., and
one at West Point Ky. Raving established them, they believed
it was wise policy to hav-e the Government buy the land rather
than continue to lease them.
·
Personally, just because a man in these. days iS' subje.ci to
criticism whenever anything happens to be located near him, I
should ha.ve been glad if it had not fallen to the lot of the Committee on Appropriations to deal with this matter at .all. But
these estimates came in the usual form. I did not know they
were in the estimates until the estimates were printed an we
began the consideration of the bill. I wanted to be fair to
myself and to be fair to the House. I particularly asked the
Republican members of the committee-- to thoroughly go into
this mattei". They have borne witness here to-day touching their
judgment about it.
I' simply make this statement in justic b myself. The clmir·
man of the Committee on A:pp·ropriation< bas to take great
responsibilities. He is unworthy of the on!ldence of this House
if· in taking tho e responsibilities he permits personal con-
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siderations to his locality or to himself to sway his judgment.
Against any thought of that I put my record here in the Congress
for 16 years, and am willing to let the membership of the Hou e
who know me deter:mine the facts. [Applause.]
_
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the pro forma amendment is withdrawn, and the Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows :
ORDNA~CD DEPAUTME~T.

1\Ir. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I desire to offer an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the amendment:
offer-ed by the gentleman from Massachusetts.
The Clerk read as follows :
Amendment by Mr. WALSH : Page 21, llne 13, after the word " denartment," insert: " The Chief ot Ordnance, United States Ann)'1 ls
hereby authorized to enter into agreements with the duly authon.zed
officials of any State or an:r political subdivision thereof for the payment of such proportion as may mutually be determined t-o be equitable,
not to exceed 50 per cent of the cost of the reconstruction or repair
of any public highway. where said reconstruction or rt'palr Is mado
necessary principally by reason of the increased use thereof resulting
from the location, construction, o1· extension of any Government armory,
arsenal, fortifica.tlo.n, proving ground, or other governmental facllUy
undet• the super.vlslon of the said Chief of Ordnance, in the locality
adjacent to or setved by said public highway.
.
·" Appropriatiom heretofore or hereafter made for repairs or miscellaneous expenses of the Ordnance Department are hereby made available for payment of obligations incurred hereunder."

Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, I re. erve a point of order
on the amendment.
.
The CHAIRMAN. ~he gentleman from Kentucky reserves n
point pf order.
Mr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Chairman, I assume that the paragraph i.
subject to a point of order, it being clearly legislation conferring
additional authority on the Chief of Ordnance, but I desire, -willi
the permission of the chairman of the committee and the in·
dulgence of the committee, to submit briefly the reasons which
prompt the offering of this amendment.
The 'Var Department in various sections of the country has
established man:;- governmental activities and agencies as a
part of the war machinery. Necessarily it has re ulted in increased use of highway that were never built or constructed
fo ·· the character ·of traffic that had to be utilized in connection
with the establishment of the e different war activities. I have
in mind an instance where a proving ground has been located,
and in connection with its establishment and construction a.
h'ghway in a small community has practically been utterly destroyed and rendered useles , and a parallel way which mlg.ht
have been used by tbe action of the War Department has been
entirely clo ed on either end, so that it is not open for traffic
at all, and the traffic in the community is now compelled to go
over a rpad which can not bear the burden of the h~avy truck·,
tractors, and the guns which are constantly being carted over
them.
I think in connection with the construction of cantonments in
· the different sections of the country the department has built
public highways leading to the cantonment , and I am unofficially; advised that in certain instances the department, under
the authority given to it to establish the e cantonments, ha
contributed a. part of the cost of tho construction of these roa~ .
Upon some of the e highways they use large tractors, which simply ruin the roadbed and reduce it to a condition of impassability. Of course, a small community, having heretofore been
able to maintain a highway with a moderate expenditul'e o~
money each year, is suddenly confronted witb a condition requiring an enormous expenditure of money and practically the
rebuilding of the highway with a concrete foundation. It may
be said that if this damage to the highway were done .by a
private enterprise the community or the State would be obliged
to repair it, which is po sibly true ; but we must remember that
in locating these proving grounds or other ·activities in these
localities they take out of the taxable property a large amount
of land, and the community is unable to levy any part of the
cost upon the owner or occupant of the.se grounds which are
used by the Government The Government builds houses in
which the employees ll'\"e, They also are free fl·om taxation,
and practically the only gain derived by the comm~nity is 1:1te
increased trade which may result to the local tradesmen. It
would seem fair to· authorize and leave with the Chief of Ordnance the discretion to say that in certain cases he might enter
into an agreement to pay 50 per cent of building a concrete road
in the immediate vicinity of governmental stt·uctures or activities, and that the State or other political subd~tision might
construct the rest. Conditions result whereby if any injury
occurs upon the highway as the result of defective roadbed a
suit for damages will Ue against the local community, and tbo
highway will soon get into a condition ·w here the Gov-e:rnment
itself will not be able to use it.
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Of course, the Government can call upon the community to
repair it, but if a community is heavily burdened with taxes,
and if it 1s obeying the request, official and otherwise, to con·
serve its resources and not undertake construction work except
where absolutely necessary, the Government will find itself seriously hindered in the utilization of the agencies which it has established because of poor roads resulting from governmental
traffic. So this amendment of mine seeks to clothe the Chief
of Ordnance with the authority and discretion to enter into an
agreement with the State officials, so that in cases where in the
immediate vicinity of a proving ground or arsenal or other Government facility a highway has become seriously impaired, prin·
cipally by reason of the increased traffic and use by the Government vehicles, such as tractors, guns, and trucks, he may enter
into an agreement with the State authorities or with the county
or municipal authorities whereby the road shall be put into a
state of good repair, and that the Government shall pay its pro·
portionate part of the cost, which in any event shall not ex~
50 per cent of the cost of construction. As I stated, I am advised
that in one or two sections the Government has already done this
in connection· with cantonment work, but that in connection
with proving grounds, arsenals, armories, or rifle and artillery
1·anges, no such arrangement has as yet been entered into, and it
would seem to me that in view of the heavy burden which is
cast upon the local communities, counties, and towns by this tremendously destructive use that is being made of the highways,
we might confer this authority· and discretion upon the Chief of
Ordnance. He has funds, of course, appropriated for repair and
for contingent expenses, and the share which the Q-overnment
would bear would come out of that fund, according to the wording of this amendment, and I feel quite sure that these communities have some equitable claim upon the Government. I
appreciate the fact that the committee, of course, have not given
consideration to this proposition, and that the chairman may not
feel at liberty to waive the point of order, ruthough I trust that
upon reflection he may consent to have the amendment considered by the committee.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, what the gentleman has said
is quite true as to the equity involved in his proposition. I
think it is true that there have been instances where the unusual demand placed upon highways by the Government bas
resulted in a wear and tear that has placed upon localities a
burden heavier than they ought to bear. But the committee had
· before it only one item for the repair of a road that the Government did not own, and it has been the practice of the House for
a great many years past to refuse to authorize the expenditure
of money for the improvement of roads that are not Government
own~.
·
. Mr. DALLINGER. Is the gentleman aware that in some
case Government work is being seriously retarded by the fact
that local authorities can not issue bonds in the present state
of the money market to repair roaas leading to arsenals? ·some
time ago the town of Watertown, Mass., was asked by the Government authorities repeatedly to reconstruct Arsenal Street,
which is a long street leading to the Watertown Arsenal and
u sed principally by traffic going to the arsenal. The town authorities were willing to do it as a patriotic duty, but in order
to get the money they had to make a Joan and in the state of
the money market, with the liberty-loan issues, it was impossible
for them to find a market for their notes in order to raise the
money to do the work. The highway is in very bad shape, and
it seriously retards the work of the arsenal.
·
1\fr. SHERLEY. I do not challenge at all the gentleman's
statement; I have no doubt it is true; and if this arose as a
proposition by itself in connection with legislation I would vote
for it, but I do not feel that I have a right to make an exception and waive the point of order which it is the duty of the
chairman to make in connection with legislative matters of this
kind.
Mr. BUTLER. Will the g€-ntleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. BUTLER. I appreciate what the gentleman has said,
but will the gentleman consider the desirability of making an
appropriation to :t:epair some of these roads and relieve the
community in the next appropriation bill?
1\lr. SHERLEY. I suggest that the real remedy is this:
There ought to be brought out by the Military Committee, which
would have jurisdiction, authority, properly safeguarded, for the
expenditure of money in connection with these roads. Then if
that was done the Committee on Appropriations, in connection
with arsenals, would be glad to consider any request for money
that the department presented and vote the necessary money.
Mr. BUTLER. Let me call the gentleman's attention · to one
case t hat I know very well, and that is the road between here
and Baltimore. I am perfectly unselfish in what I say because
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1t is not in any part of the State in which I Jive, all!.l theref.we
the burden of improving it would Qot fall on my constituent. ·.
But the Government has ruined the r oad, made it praetically
lmpassible. Maryland is probably one of the best road-building
States in the United States; the roads are good and kept in
good condition. I know this road ls ruined because I go over
it. It does seem a pity. I remember of t alking with our old
and esteemed colleague, Mr. TALnOTT about it. He tried very
hard to Induce the autho'r ities to give Marylancl some money to
assist in the repair of the road. He thought it would ·cost half
a million dollars to repair the road injured by the trucks between here and Baltimore, and the Government ought to help
Maryland out.
Mr. CANNON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BUTLER. I wil1.
Mr. CANNON. What road does the gentleman travel feom
here to his place?
Mr. BUTLER. Over this one, between Washington and Balti-=
more. How would I know about the condition of the road if I
did not travel over it?
Mr. CA.l""lNON. And that is the road over which when automobiles pass they lie awake nights and are out in the daytime
seeking to arrest people? [Laughter.]
Mr. BUTLER. Nobody ever arrested me. I never travel fast
enough.
Mr. SHERLEY. :Mr. Chairman, I apreciate the circumstances,
and in view of what I have said I feel -compelled to insist on the
point of order.
Mr. MONDELL. Will the gentleman withhold the point of
order for a ·brief period?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. MONDELL. I would like to be recognized, Mr. Chairman. I do not want to delay the committee, but I would not
care to have this subject passed and leave the impression that
there has been a love feast on this subject and that the Hous·e
wa-s entirely in accord with the suggestions made by certain
gentlemen that the Federal Government, having spent millions
In certain localities, should proceed, therefore, to repair the
roads of these cominunities. The gentleman from Massachusetts
[Mr~ WALSH] has called attention to the fact that some locali·
ties are very greatly embarrassed and inconvenienced from con·ditions arising out of the use of roads by the Federal Govern·
· ment.
In case there is a township. organization, and that township
organization is not sufficient to handle the situation, there
should be some arran~ement whereby a iarger local community
may help bear the burden. The State should help. If we embark on a plan under which the Government is to build antl
repair the roads that have been injured during this war by
Government use, we shall have opened a very Pandora's box of
expenditures. My opinion is that the States that have benefited by the enormous expenditure of Federal money can very
well afford to keep their roads In repair. The State of Maryland has done wonderful work in building roads, and it would
have been good business if the State had kept the road in repair
between Baltimore and 'Vashington while the Government was
using it. A concrete road of the best character goes to pieces
in a very short time if the surface is not kept in good r~pai!.
The Gov-ernment placed a great camp on this road, which has
been of very great value in a business way to Baltimore and
Maryland, and the road should have been kept in repair.
Mr. BUTLER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MONDELL. Yes.
Mr. BUTLER. Did the gentleman ever build a road?
Mr. MONDELL. I have helped build them.
Mr. BUTLER. Did they last long after the gentleman built
them'! [Laughter.] Does the gentleman know how much j.c;
necessai·y to repair a road after these big trucks have traveled
over it and torn it all to pieces?
·
l\fr. MONDELL. 'Ve have not the time to discuss the matter
of road building, but if the gentleman is familiar with the matt~r
he knows that even more important than the building of a road
is to keep it in repair, and no matter how much money is spent
on a road, it will wear out and go to pieces very rapidly under
heavy traffic if it is not constantly attended to. The difficulty
witli most communities is that they build a good road and then
forget about it until the road is in a condition where it practically has to be rebuilt.
.
The gentleman from Massachusetts [1\Ir. W ALSH] calls attention to the fact that the Government occupies orne land which
is not taxable. We in the West have been calling attention to
the fact that in parts of the western country ha lf or two-thirds
of the land is not taxable, and we are called upon to maintain
our roads and do maintain them. 'Ve have had military posts m
the West, and in the past some people have thotigbfthat we had
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·more posts than we ·ought to have ·hail; but ·we :have never asked ~ 'Rmendment -of .the ~gentlelllltn :from Massachusetts is absolutely
the Government to 'build roads =to :any ·o f them. In 1iliis <war 'it ~Cor.l!ect. ~mills :Govemment ·ought to :help people when the TDads
happens fuat tremendous expenditure ·of 'billions :of the ·Cffivern- 1 have :been 'brdken up and destroyed ·by Government trucks.
ment money has mostly been ..here ·-i n the East; a few fa-vored 1 'Mr. .SHERL"EY. Mr. ~Chair.ma.nl J: ·make. lthe :polnt ·of :order.
·sections1laYe grown .almost sctmdalaus1y :rich out of ·the :expendl- [ :~rh.e :OHA'IRMAN. 'The -chair ·sustains .the ·p oint -of order.
·tnre of Fedeml ·money. Now :gent1emen ::are proposing :.to usk ~ ~:the comniittee "Will indulge {he 'Ohair ;fur ·just ·a ·moment, :in
~tne:peo_ple o~ the U~ted ·states to pay .f?r ~e :wear :and tear:~'f l ·! esponse 'to ·the reque~t .of the ~gentleman ·from ·Pennsylvania
·their roads by the .Federal . Government. 'When a :commumty : :[Mr. FocHT], .made -a ·f ew moments .ago, that ithe Chair irefer
·secures a -great industr-y and the 'benstit ·of .great .expenditure :·o f tto !the rnle :touching 'the matter of reference ·in :debate ,to proA
1
~money ·in .connection ~v.ith it, the comnmnlty expects .to keep 'liP 1 ·ceedings :J:n the Senate, .the .Chair desires 'to say that ·:in the
-the roads in use by 'that 'industry. That .ru1e ought to .npPJ.y ·in ~ ~genera] ·r.nles of ·the :House, Rtile .XLIII is :as follows:
:the matter-of Government iilflustry the same;as :ttnpplies.:tn·th-e l Buies of :parliamentary :practice -comprlse·a ·tn Jefferson's Manna!
matter of private· industry. I think the section .of :the Co1mtl'ly l "iihall l;'overn the .House ·tn aJ.! ·case · !to which 'they are applicable, and
1
1
where thes7 vast SlJ!DS 1utV:e been ~expended .can ·very weU ~~rd r ~ ··ih~ ~~~:S«;.n~3 .fo~t~= ~\~h-e"'-~n~i -=~~s~~~s ~::r,~~~~~
to keep their roads m repa1r, and .if there ·are small commumbes l1 ·t ives.
·m New ~ngla:nd ·,.vbere, ·by reason ·"<?f ftownshiJ? org~z~tion, the
..In ,J'eff.erson~s ·M anual, :and ·gentlemen ' Will :find :thls in :paraburden IS too heavy, then some ac.~wn should be taken ·~hereby · ,.grUJ)n -.364 af. ~he House constitution Mltllual and Digest, 1t is
.a larger area .of coUii_try .may .contr-Ibute to ;put the ·roadsa.n good. wid·:
·'
condition.
·
!It is a 'breach :o'f order 'in debate ·to notice -what ·has been ·said ··on the
To start in on Government expenditures .for ·ron.ds .hither .and ·same subje~t .in tfhe •other Bouse, or the particular 'Votes or maJorlties
. on over 'the country, 1:oa.ds 'that :u -may be clalmed ·have been an it ·t here; .because the opinion ·of each Bouse ·should be lett to its
-worn out by the ·use of the Gov.ermnelit, is to :start -upon 1l!l ·ex- ··ow..n rindependen1'_i, not to be lntlueneed .by :the proceedings of the ·other.;
,penditure that would know no 1end. ·I hrrve ·:m D1ind the 'fact t:: ;~~iw~~t~~ ~~ ~~~~get-refle:cttons. Ieading"to . a m1Bondersta:nd-that ·oWing to lack ·af transportation -facilities many .:lleavy
.Neither ·Honse ·can ·exercise ·nny -authority 1over a Member •or -officer
.trucks were brought under their own power over the roads "from ' .of lthe ·other, out :-should complaln .to :the House o! ..w:hlch he .'is,.and leave
wn.hi"o,
Inrtiana,
:and
1\fi·cru·
·gan
·to
"the
:se•
No
do·~'"'t , hose :the .:prmislrme:nt :to ·them. 'WJlere .the complaint :is of :words disrespec.t1board.
·u
u
....
uu
fully spoken ·by ·a Member of -another Bouse, It 'is alfficult to obtain .:n
·trucks .did great damage to at 1east ·some ol the Toads they ;puniShment because of ·the .rules sll_Pposed necessary rto be observed
came over. The people of the communities alon6 :these :!r.nadB ·(as ..t.o the Immediate noting .down or -words) for the security of .Mem' bers. Therefore it .· is the duty oi the Bouse, ,and more :particularly of
•obtained little, 'if :any, benefit fram .this :traffic. If we were to .th·e "Speaker, to interfere immediately and .n ot to •permit expressions cto
embark on the plan gentlemen suggest, _these «:!ommunities tW-Ould .go -unno-ticed -which !Jllay give ·a grounCI ·of ·complaint to i:he other Hou,c,
be justified in presenting their claims, ·and 'there ·w euld .be no Jtnd introduce "Proceedings and .mutual .a ccusntions ·between the two
end .to The 'Claims ·.and ·demands. il:n all p.r.obability ·the ·.com- '!d.~':s, which -..can 'hardly be :terminated "Without ·difficulty ana ·dis~munities ·tl:uit woUld profit the mo t ·would ·be those 'that h:nre
Mr. JFOCHT. Mr. 'Chairman. I see nothinRoin that that-would
:benefited :the ·mo t from ·Government expenditures.
._,...
1\lr. LINTHICUl\1. ::1\Ir. Chairman; I do .nOt :b."llow \how 1the :w~rra:nt the ·Spealrer .1n calling me to or<Jer. Inasmuch as 'the
-reference
·I
was
making
to
the
Senate
and
the S.enntors ·was
·state 'Of -M aryland ·happened to 1be -drawn jnto ":this tcontroversy legislation that had ·been passed, and inasmuch ns I was endeav·
1
flf good -roads, but I ·do want to -say 'that, l ag :u ·use{] to 1le :rid oring to correct an .historical reference made bry 'the Senatot'
-of roads, that an roads lead 'to Rome, ·so in tliis ,conntry it ·ma:v
b.e snld :fb.a:t .all roads !Jerul 'to Washington, ranft -you can mot ;get · <from :Pennsylvania, and :having ·been ·called .to order by the
'Speaker :under .the rulings ·to -which the Chairman '. bas just
~to "Washington, e:N:cept ·.when :coming -from the ~south, -other th an made -reference, the Speaker, .the-refore, was dearly out of order.
\by ·going through 'l'tla:r~and. 1\1MYland !has ·constrrrcted the 'best
'The CHAIRMAN. The .C hair 'has :n. recollection of tha:t inct~-system ·of :roads 1n :this ·country, ·outside ··of [the :State uf :Call- (lent. The 'Chair thinks the ·speaker .was in order. The 'Clerk
fornia. We have expended $25,000,000, but we did not ·build
~tho e roads ·expecting a world wa:r, and that thousands of .trucks will -ren.d.
·-would pass owrthem. We.have offered ·trrem to thetpublic ~a:nd
'The Clerk read .as ·followK:
~.:~
of ~h
Automatic mrrcliine rifles: The 'Chief of ·Uranance, Unite(} 'States
tto 1the N ational G overnmen:t • -and th ey h:nve rmu.ue -use ' '" em. ~my, lirauthorized to enter into contracts or ot'.rerwise ·to incur oblltContrary to ·what the gentleman ·rrom Wyoming :[l\Ir. '1\I'ONDELL] .gations for the purchase, manufacture, ·test, repair, and -maintenance
·says nbout ::keeping them in ..repair, ·we do :keep :them in rep:air. ?f automatic machine rifles_. or other auto~atic or semiautomatic :guns,
"We 'have a patrol system on ·every mile •Of 'State -road jn Mary- . rncluding their mounts, stghts, and eqlllPments, ...and the machinery
'
.
.
_ ·
.
·necessary ·:tor their ·ma:nufR.Cture, toT ·not to exceed $104,062,000 in
1and, ·which !patrols the 1•oad da:y rafter day to make _epairs, atldltlo.n ·to the appropriations and ·a uthorizations :h.e.re.tofore granted
lit wben you lhave a w111ter like last mdnter, with 'these 'hun- -:tor this :purpose.
<dreds ·ana Jlundreds ,ef trucks pasSing over 'the :roads, ·carrying
.Mr. ~LITTLE. 1\fr. ~Ohairirum, I .move to strike ·out -the la t
!'5 tons at .a :ttme .over roads built for not ·more -:than 2 :to .8 1tons, word ·for ihe ·pm:p.ose of aSking the ·cbn1rman of the ·Committee
lit i natural ;that in :some ·places •where ;the d:rainage was ~DDt ~n..Appropria.tions ·a qnestion 1n Tespect to the language "for not
ju t what :it .niiglit lla:ve 1>een <Or ·where the ground ·was :some- tto exceed $104,062,000 in ;addition to the appropriations nncl
··what soft, as in several _places along the ·washington road, :that :authorizations heretofore granted for ·this purpose." •Can the
1t - woUld -break through. 'That has been the result. "You ~ ~clUiir.man give 'US an idea of 'how nmch thad heretofore ;been
·not 'build a roau and 'ha"'c the 'Government -truclts, .I am -;told ·b y rgrnnted?
'the ·department, •go nver ·them "for less 'than '$25,000 a mile.
;1\Ir. SHERLEY~ :In ~the :A:rmy act the1·e ·was ·carried $237,"Take the 1·oad 40 •n'iiles ·lo-ng, ~from ·here io Baltimore, and 1:hat 'tt.44,000 in cash :and ·contract authorizations of $337,726,000.
means a ·million :uollar.s, and when -you realize !that our 'State is · 1\Ir. ·L1.TTI1E. In ·the next .paragraph there is a similar ref.
small in population, ·though ·great in might, ·and 'has •but -1,300,000 .erence to not to exceed $1.34~000,000 in ..addition :to apprqprinpeople, you can realize what a million dollru;s means to that tions already granted.
many people. A great many ·Go.vernment works .:.hav.e been conMr. SHERLEY. In armored .motor cars, which is 1.h.e parastructed in Maryland.' ' ~b.ere is n. tproving ground at Aberdeen. ·graph ·the gentleman now Teters •to, there was appropriated in
The roads 1eading to that ·were ::rbso1utely destroyed last winter, the Army act $75,550,000 .in cash, with contract authorizations
·and ·our ·people are expending ·vast sums of money trying 1o put for 272,422,500.
them in order. 'I absolutely ··d~er from the ·gentleman from
Mr. TILSON. il\Ir. Chairman, I mo:vc to strike out the last
Wyoming. I think what this co"ttl.try needs is ·more good :roads two words for the purpose of asking the gentleman in regard . to
and more good roatls. 1\ly c expeti~ce upon the •other .side of the the e automatic rifles. Can the gentleman .state whether it was
:water is that if France ·bad not :a.ad ·the good system of roads intended to buy more of the Chaucat rifles or is this entirely
•that she 'h as in the northern pu.Tt: of that :country, ·.she never for the new Browning ,gun?
·
MT. SHERLEY. That wn.s not develo_ped, but my impre sion
·could ~ave fought this ·w ar as she nas -fought 1t. Every -section
of tha't country that you go through they 'have these magnificent :from 'the hearing was that it was for ·the ·purchase of the Brown·
roads, 30 to 40 feet ·wide, •curved on the ·sides, and consequently ing rifle.
.fhe e trucks 'by the thousands ca:n ·pass over them, and hey are
'Mr. TILSON. Is it the gentleman's impression from the
mow 'in fine shape. In tFrance ·t ney move two divisions between latest evidence before .his committee that -this light llrowning
darlmess and daylight over those roads. [ f it had 'not ·been for Jillle is performing well?
· those roads in ·the ·last battle df 'the 1\-Iarne, :they never could
.M.r. SHERLEY. Well, we did not go 'into the question of the
have gotten the troops around in time to 'hn.ve ·driven the · Ger- character ·of the mrn · and its work. I had ·not heard one way
·mans back. The gentleman from w ,y oming [Mr. .1\IoNDELL] •is or the other. ., ve went ·simply into the question of amounts
·absolutely wrong. This country ought to enter upon .a system without taking ·up the question of the character of guns.
:of llighways not only for times Of .peace, lmt ·for times of war.
There was ·some -question asked as to prices, I think, but I do
'1\Iaryland is willing and noxious rrna ·win always· do ·her -part, .not recall -that anything ·was asked .as to whether the gun was
mul she 'keeps 1her roads 'in repair as best she can, but ltlle satisfactory. ..The ;testimony seems to :Show that the money,
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was to be spent for Vickers and the Browning gun.

Gen. Horney

testified~

.All that we are asking for in this appropriation have been figured
a~ the P.rice of the Browning gun. Some of them that we are still getting ·will be Vickers, of course, in order to ·g et the number, and the
cost of them will be probably higher ; but I can not tell bow much
becnuse the-y are being produced .in small numbers and at a less efficient
factory.
·

· Mr. TILSON. My question was directed as to whether the
money was intended to be spent largely for the light Browning ·
gun because of the fact that there has been some apprehension
as to whether such a very light gun would perform up to standal'd. Of course, if it will, a gun weighing only 15 pounds and
8 ounces would be a very valuable addition to our armament,
but there was some question among military men as to whether
it would be possible to have a rifle as light as that perform
entirely successfully. We have been using a number of the
Chaucat rifles in France, and I have not had any direct lnformation as to whether the light Browning has been substituted in
actual ser~ice for the Chaucat.
M.r. SHERLEY. Well, the details of the estimates showed
that for heavy machine guns $20,861,930 was asked, and for
light machine guns $58,608,210. Then the balance of the item
is made up of antiaircraft machine guns, semiautomatic rille,
and in fire control and equipment, all of which totals $83,125,484,
and the maintenance 50 per cent, or half of that, $41-,562,742, or
a total of $124,685,226. Th
there are some motor equipment .
for motorized machine guns and maintenanc~ figured on that,
and some repair trucks and some maintenance figured on that.
We (!ut out, with the acquiescence of the Ordnance Department, .
all maintenance items and so reduced this item from $156 093 004
to the amount which is carried in the bill of $104,062,000:
'
Mr. TILSON. The fact that there is $58,000,000 appropriated
here for the light gun, if it is the Browning for which this money
is to be expended, would indicate that they are confident it is
going to perform satisfactorily?
·
Mr. SHERLEY. Well, I should hope so. I think this is
possibly true, that they would ask the money for the light rnachine gun even if it was not to be the Browning, but probably
if it proved unsatisfactory they would undertake to obtain a
different type, and in the absence of any testimony except the
statement we have I assume they expect to buy the light Browning machine gun and therefore that those guns are satisfactory.
At least, I should hope the Ordnance Department would not
expend this vast sum of money Qn guns which were not satisf
actory.
The CHAIRl\fAN. Without objection, the pro forma amendment will be withdrawn.
"There WaS DO ObjeCtiOn.
The Clerk read as follows :
For the purchase, manufacture, and test of chemical warfare gases
· or other toxic substance3. gas masks, or other offensive and defensive
materials or applianc~s required for gas warfare purposes, including all
necessary investigation, experimentation 1• and operations connected
tbere~th, not to e-xceed ~2 ooo,ooo for we acquisition of land, construction and repair of bul 1 ding and equipment and the machinery
therefor ; expenses incidental to the organization, training, and eqrupment of gas troops not otherwise r;rovided for, $100,000,000: Provided
'l'hat authority is granted to enter into contracts or otherwise to inco~
obligations for the above purposes for not to exceed $150,000 000 in
addition to the appropriations herein and heretofore made : Provillecl
further, That the appropriation~ and authorizations above made shall
be in addition to all allotments received for these purposes from the
Medical Department of the Army and the Ordnance Department of the
Army for the fiscal year 1919.

1\Ir. SHERLEY. I\Ir. Chairman, I desire to offer an amendment to the paragraph.
The CHAIRM~.<\N. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
· Page 23, lines
$2,000,000 for the
line 4, insert the
$2,000,000 of all
.tor the fiscal year

17 and 18, strike out the words "not to exceed

acquisition of land ; " and on page 24, at the <>nd of
following: "Provided, ftwther, That not to e.xceed
amonnts available for the chemical-warfare service
1919 shall be available for the acquisition oj land."

1\lr. SHERLEY. 1\lr. Chairman, the purpose 'Of that amendment is not to increase the amount of money that can be spent
f-or land, but to make it plain that the limitation of $2,000,000
for the purchase of land appli-es to all moneys heretofore appropriated and those that ru·e now carried in the bilL HeTeto.fore
the chemical warfare service obtained its moneys from funds
which were paid to the Medical Department and -Ordnance Department, and, as I stated when presenting the bill to the committee, un-der preSidential order there was created this new
corps in the military service, and it was thought desirable in
view of that fact that the money should 'b e paid diTect to the
service rather than to follow the circumlocution o-f going to the
oth-er two services and then be credited over to the chemical
warfare service.
Mr. TILSON. Will the gentleman yield?
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Mr. SHERLEY. I will.
Mr. TILSON. Has the gentleman any estimate as to what
portion of this sum is to be expended for gas masks?
Mr. SHERLEY. I have a table as to the amount of money
th a t they esti ma t ed f or gas mask s, Whi Cu.,
h
as I recall, included
the moneys they had received heretofore from the Medical
Corps, amounting to $175;000,000 for respirators, .and then a
-sum of $20,000,000 for extra canisters in connection with the
t·esplrators.
Mr. TILSON. Does the gentleman know whether there have
been any considerable number of the so-caned Kops-Tissot
masks manu'factured -or used? It is the latest gas mask, which
eliminates the nose clamps so that a man can sleep in it. There
has been a mask of that sort developed, which seems to be very
satlsfactot·y, and I wish to ask the gentleman if there are going
to be a srrfficient number of them made to supply the troops?
Mr. SHERLEY. My understanding is that all of the new
masks are going to be of that type. I do not know the type by
J1ame, but the testimony indicated that they expected to make
this modern and improved mask, which I assumed was a mask
that slips over the head, and without the requirement of a nose
and mouthpiece?
Mr. TILSON. The new :mask is called the Kops-Tissot mask,
:from Waldemar Kops, of New York, and Tissot, the Frenchman.
It eliminates the nose clamps, which are largely to blame for
making it impossible for a man to sleep in the service mask. ·
Where the gas shells are falling ~11 night it is necessary, if a
mm: sleeps at all, that be sleep With the mask on. I was wondenng h.ow ex~enslvely 't hose new ones are bei.ng made. . The
masks With which most of our troops are now eqmpped, I believe,
are the ordinary respiratory masks with t~e nose clamps.
l\1r. SHERLEY. I do not think there is any large amount ot
gas masks on ~and. I think the deman~ for them has been
heavy. In making the masks now they will make them of the
most improved type and masks that will be issued from now
•On will be of a type ·which will in a large measure r-e present this
new type of mask.
The CHAIR1\1AN. The question is on the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. SHERLEY].
The amendment was agreed· to.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
The Chief of Ordnance, United States Army, is nuthorized to enter
into contracts or otherwise to incur obligations tor the purchase manufac~e. an~ test o! mountain, n~ld, and siege cannon, including their
carnages, s1ghts, implements, eqmpments, and the machinery necessary
for their manufacture, for not to e:xceed $1,093.937,897 in addition to
the app-ropriations and autho-rizations heretofore granted for this
:PlirJlOSe.

Mr. SHERLEY. 1\Ir. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman fr-om Kentuch..~ offers an
amendment, which the Clerk will report.
-The Clerk read as follows:
Committee ·amendment: On page 24, line 11, strike out the sum
" $1,093,937,897 " and insert in lieu thereof the sum " $1,086,782,897 ."

l\1r. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman. the purpose of that amendment is to make a further reduction in the amount carried, be- •
cause of the climination fr.om the bill of the · Neville Island
project. At the time the committee marked up the bill, as I
stated in my opening remarks, there was included under this ·
head all that was asked for by the Ordnance people, except that
which pertains to the enlargement of the Neville Island project,
which amounted to $93,000,000 in regard to plant, and $21,375,000, which was contingent upon the enlargement of the plant in
the way of making guns. Now, the Ordnance people, by a letter
of October 14, advise me that in the event the Neville Island
plant on its enlarged plan was not earned through there ought
to be a reduction, instead of $21,375,000, incident to guns to be
made there, of $28,530,000, and it was for the purpose of making
that revision that I have just offered the amendment.
Mr. LITTLE. Will the gentleman yield for a question?
1\.fr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. LITTLE. Where is this artillery to be used?
~1r. SHERLEY. Presumably this artillery is to be used in
France.
Mr. LITTLE. Why is it headed " Fot·tifications " then?
Mr. SHERLEY. Well, thttt is an old matter. Formerly the
armament of fortifications 1·eiated not only to seacoast artillery
but to :field artillery. And when th~ separation came years
ago the jurisdiction whereby the Committee on Military Affairs was given jurisdictimt of certain matters relating to the
Army and other jurisdictions was left with the Appropriations
Committee, and there remained as a part of the appropriation
on tbe fortifications bill fuose provisions that related to field
artillery :for the Regular Army, so that they are carried under
the ,g eneral languag~ of fortifications, and so fortb.
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Mr. LITTLE. That explains it. There is an·o ther question
I would like to ask. Here I notice there is about $2,500,000,000
appropriated in this clause and the next one for this artillery
and ammunition. Has there been some preceding appropriation
to which this is to be added?
l\fr. SHERLEY. Oh, yes.
Mr. LITTLE. That is still ready to be used?
Mr. SHERLEY. Ye . But there is no money or contract
authorization that has not been obligated, with perhaps the exception of a few million dollars. They have had appropriated
in the fortifications bill heretofore for field artillery and ammunition therefor, in cash and contracts, something over
$5,000,000,000. Now, the rea on for this additional sum is due
to the enlarged military program. As I explained when these
matters were up before, we had appropriated in the last fortifications bill for the artillery-for 90 divisions-presumably for
three armies of 30 divisions each.
Upon the revision of the quantity of ammunition needed per
division, that appropriation, instead of providing for 90 divisions, would really provide for about 69 divisions. The present program contemplates 80 divisions abroad and 18 divisions
in America, or a total of 98 divisions, and this appropriation
contemplates the equipment, with what has been voted heretofore, of those 98 divisions, and some additional divisions.
l\1r. LITTLE. And the additional divisions have not yet
been raised?
Mr. SHERLEY. Have not been raised. Now, the reason
for that is in order to carry the work along up to January, 1920,
becau e it was testified to the committee that if they did not
continue these contract authorizations there would be a slowing
up in production that would result in a serious delay in the
program.
Speaking my own personal conclusions, I have never felt
that it was very likely or possible or probable that the moneys
that ''e have appropriated for field artillery and for the ammunition therefor could be spent within the time. I question
very much whether, with the large quantities that we will get
from our allies, and that would be paid for out of these funds,
as well as what we can build here, we can produce this huge
quantity.
But the committee did not feel that it had the right to take
the re.. ponsibility of lessening the amount recommended to the
full committee.
Mr. LITTLE. This is recommended by the General Staff?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. Yes; it is recommended not only by the
General Staff, but by the Ordnance Department.
It ought to be said in connection with both this appropriation
and many others in this bill that the contracts that are made by
the Government all contain cancellation clauses, so as to permit
of the cancellation of contracts. Now, of course, whenever peace
. comes there will be certain work under way that perhaps will
have advanced to such a stage that it will pay better to complete
it than to stop it midway. But there ought to be a very great
quantity of contract authorizations in the event that the war
should stop in the near future that could be canceled without
material loss to the Government.
l\fr. LITTLE. That would include this expenditure?
Mr. SHERLEY. That would include particularly expenditures of this kind.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment '-vas agreed to.
Tile CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.
l\lr.
ATSON of Pennsylvania.. l\fr. Chairman, I mo\·e to
strike out the lnst word.
The CHAilll\fAN. The gentleman from Pennsylvania moves
to trike out the la t word.
l\:Ir. WATSON of Pennsylvania . . Would the gentleman from
Kentucky inform me whether, when the Government enters into
a contract for the manufacture of cannon, it also supplies the
machinery, or is this for machinery to manufacture its own
cannon?
Mr. SHERLEY. The language as carried in the old fortification bills was to supply machinery for our own arsenals; but,
us the gentleman is doubtless aware, the Government has, in connection with the creation of field artillery and ammunition,
financed and built a very large number of the plants that make
this material, and it is under this language that they do it. It
is under the next item, in regard to ammunition, that a. number of
nitrate plants have been built in the past and the money here
would be available for that purpose.
But it is only proper that I should say to the House that the
ordnance people te tified that they did not contemplate the building of any additional nitrate plants. They had an estimate in
here for $103,500,000 fo1· nitrate plants, which they were not pre-
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pa:..·ed to defend. They also said that there had been under consideration a project looking to the building in Jefferson County,
Ky., just outside of I... ouisville, of a nitrate plant out of moneys
that had been previously voted, but that they did not think that
v.-ould be built, and they questioned somewhat whether plants
already under way would be carried to full completion. We have
now built or building four nitrate plants-one at 1\Iuscle Shoals,
the second I forget for the moment the location of, one· near
Cbcinnati, and one near Toledo. But some time back the situation was very acute touching the obtaining of nitrate. Since
then we have been able, by obtaining ships for the nitrate trade,
to obtain quantities of nitrate that make the situation verY,
much better now.
l\fr. 1VATSON of Pennsylv·ania. Is there any nitrate on the
market now that has been manufactured by the Government,
from Government plants?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. There is none on the market, because we
are using all the nitrate we can get.
l\fr. WATSON of Pennsylvania. Are we making nitrate?
Mr. SHERLEY. We are beginning to make ammonia nitrates
down at the Muscle Shoals plant, and the testim ny was that
in a few weeks they expected to begin to get quantity production. The plants out in Ohio that are just in process of erection have developed but a little way. The second nitrate plant
is further along but not yet producing.
The CHAilll\fAN. Without objection, the pro forma amendment is withdrawn, and the Clerk will reat:l.
The Clerk read as follows :
The Chief of Ordnance, United States Army, is authorized to enter
into contracts or otherwise to incur obligations for the purchase, manu·
facture, and test of ammunition for mountain, field. and siege cannon, including the necessary experiments in connection therewith, the machinery necessary for its manufacture, and necessary storage facilities, for
not to exceed $1,332,460,445 in addition to the appropriatiDns and authori2atlons heretofore granted for this purpose.

l\Ir. SHERLEY. l\fr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The CHAIRl\fAl~. The gentleman from Kentucky offers an
amendment, which the Clerk ~·ill report.
The Clerk read as follows :
Committee amendment: Page 24, line 20, strike out the sum "$1,332,460,445" and insert in lfeu thereof the sum "$1,3~5,77G,68i:i."

l\fr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, the purpose of that amendment is to reduce the amount carried by $6,683,760, which is the
cost of the ammunition which it was expected 'vould be manufactured at the Neville Island plant if the enlarged program
was carried through, and which will not be manufactured there
if the enlarged program is not carried through. Inasmuch as
the House has not carried the $93,300,000 for the enlargement
of that plant, it is proper that this item should be reduced by
the amount I have indicated.
The CHAIRl\.IAl~. The Clerk will read .
The Clerk read as follows :
PANAMA CANAL.

For the purchase, manufacture, and test of ammunition for s~acoast
and land defense cannon. including the necessary experiments in connection therewith, and the machinery necessary for its manufacture,
$350,000.

Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The gentleman from Wisconsin moves to
strike out the last word.
l\fr. STAFFORD. . I do so to acquire information of a general
character, to ascertain why the committee segregates the item
for the purchase and testing of ammunition for the coast-defense
cannon from that of the Panama Canal, and why it is not
grouped with the general authorization?
l\1r. SHERLEY. The reason for that was the desire to keep
track of the Panama Canal fortifications. This is to pay a
contract obligation carried in last year's bill.
l\fr. ST.Ali.,FORD. l\fr. Chairman, I withdraw the pro forma
amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows :
For the completion of the two temporary office buildings authorizf:'d
by the deficiency appropriation act, approved 1\Iarcb 28, 1918. to be
erected in Potomac Park for the use of the War Department and Navy
Department, $1,490,000.

l\Ir: ROBBINS. 1\lr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word.
. The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Pennsylvania moves
to strike out the last word.
Mr. ROBBINS. l\1r. Chairman, I would like to ask the gen·
tleman from Kentucky a question. Does this contemplate the
completion of the tempornry buildqtgs that we are having built
all over the city? There seem to be so many of them that every
time I go through them there is a new one, and it is dlfficult
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Is that the end of that program, or

w l1at i~ the rea l object of it?
Mr. SHERLEY. This relates only to the two buildi.noo-s, the

buildings that are at Seventeenth and B Streets, right opposite
the Pan-American Building, which run back from Seventeenth
Street to about Twenty-first Street. This represents a deficiency
in regard to tho e buildings, with the exception of $375,000,
which is carried for linoleum on the floors of the buildings.
These are two of the largest buildings of their kind in the world.
, l\1r. ROBBINS. Are those the two buildings that the War
Department has recently gone into?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. One of them is a War Department building,
and the other is for the Navy Department. The total cost, with
this deficiency, will· be $3.95 per square foot, approximately.
Mr. STAFFORD. How does that ·compare with construction
of buildings of silnilar character under private contract?
Mr. SHERLEY. I know of no buildings of similar character
that have been built anywhere. They represent a very low
cost for the character of building, considering the present labor
cost. In other words, the frame buildings that are being built
.llere are costing about $2.50 or better, and these buildings were
estimated to cost $3 a square foot at the time that the Co~ittee
on Appropriations presented the matter to the House last spring.
There is a very full statement submitted by Commander Parsons, who has the supervision of the construction of these buildings, as to the items that went to make the additional cost.
Those items relate to several things, speaking largely~ First, the
necessity for sinking some piling in order to get a stable
foundation.
It was found that this land had enough soft material underneath it so that it would not stand the weight of the building,
owing to the spreading of the foundation, so there was a piling :
cost. In addition to that there has been an increased cost in
labor and an increased cost in material. I hope that any gentleman who has not done so will take occasion to go into these
buTidings. 1 believe that they represent perhaps the best type
-of modern office building to be found anywhere in the world.
If gentlemen will walk through these buildings they will find
an absolute ab ence. of any ornamentation. The plain concrete
walls as theF came from the form are left there, except in the
rooms that are intended for the Secretary of the Navy.
Mr. STAFFORD. Why then is the cost greater than the cost
of buildings with ornamentation?
Mr. SHERLEY. I do not think that the cost is anything like
as much as that of any other buildings that are fireproof that are
being built now.
Mr. STAFFORD. If the gentleman will permit, I would not
ha.,e made that statement were it not that when I mentioned to
a prominent manufacturer in my home city that we were constructing these concrete buildings in Potomac Park at ari average
cost of $3 per square foot he stated that that was a very large
price indeed for buildings of that character, and he ha~ had
experience.
Mr. SHERLEY. I think the gentleman's manufacturer would
find if he undertook to build in the present market that he
would not be able to come anywhere near as low a ftgw·e as $3
per square foot. I do not say that from my personal k.nowlroge.
I never built a building in my life. But the testimony of men
who have come before the committee, wl1o, I believe, are qualified
to testify, is the warrant for my statement. This is much less
per square foot than the Arlington Building is costing, and a
lot of the material for the Arlington Building was purchased
under contract prices before the market got anything like as
bigh as it is now.
.
·
Mr. STAFFORD. Of course there 1s no comparison between
the At'lington Building, which is a structural-steel building, and
these buildings, which are nothing more than three-story reinforced concrete.
Mr. SHERLEY. I agree with the gentleman that there is no
comparison. These buildings are so much superior to the Arlington Building fo1· their purposes that they are not in the
same class at all. I repeat that I wish gentlemen of the House
would go through these buildings. I think they would come
away satisfied that as buildings for utilitarian purposes they
·are very admirable.
Mr. STAFFORD. When I say that tber.e is no comparison
I mean that obviously a str'\}ctural-steel building of the Arlington type is much more expensive that mere reinforced concrete.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. In some particulars that is true; but there
is a good part of .the Arlington Building that is :1.0t structural
steel. It has quite a lot of brick walls, just as this building has
some.
Mr. STAFFORD. From the sub-basement to the top floor the
Arlington Building is all structural steel.
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Mr. SHERLEY. That is true; but these building will supply
a Tery great need, and notwithstanding the cost is greater
than I had hoped it would be I believe a reading of the testimony
will show that a very remarkable achievement has been accomplished in the building of these buildings . within the time they
have been built for the prices they have .been built. The size
of these buildin~s is simply amazing. You could take the
Arlington Building and put it into the Navy Building and not
know it was there at all. so far as space goes. And when you
consider that these are two of the largest office buildings in
the world, and consider the time wUhln which they were erected,
I think it is quite an achievement. The committee tmdertook
to have very full hearings about it, and I hope Members will
read the statements that were made by Commander Parsons in
connection with them.
Answering the inquiry a little further, there are a number
of bui1dings that are going up here that Congress has not
authorized at all. There is a new building going up to house
the War Industries Board that is being put up out of money
that the President advanced out of the funds given him. Then
there are a number of buildings that are going up here in connection with housing employees which are being paid for from
the moneys that were voted in connection with the housing
program, which for Washington were limited to $10,000.000.
Mr. STAFFORD. l\1ay I inquire whether these buildings
have been erected on the cost-plus basis or by direct contract
awarded to a private contractor?
1\lr. SHERLEY. They were erected on the basis of cost
plus a fixed fee. There was a fixed fee for the contractor, and
the costs were paid by the Government. The full data of that
is given on page 720 of the hearings.
_
Mr. STAFFORD. I withdraw the pro forma amendment.
The Clerk read as follows;
Navy yard, Norfolk. Va. :
sories, $856,508.69.

F~r

completion of dry dock and for acees·

Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the
last word. A week ago, while the gentleman from Kentucky
was busy in the hearings on this bill, there pas ed the House an
appropriation for the purehase of ·a dry dock from the Commonwealth of Massachn etts, which the Government of the
United States had the privilege of leasing at $50,000 a year.
The argument was made that there was no dry dock of sufficient capacity north of League Island to accommodate the
larger ships. I wish to inquire of the gentleman as to the dry
dock at Norfolk, which has been before Congre s in measw·es
for the last 10 years in nearly every naval appropriation bill,
what is this app1·opri.ation for, and whether it is for a large dJ.·y
dock?
l\1r. SHERLEY. This particular appropriation is to pay an
actual incurred deficiency. There is a large dry dock being
built in Xorfolk, and this is to complete it. Its total cost is to
be $4,356,518.69.
Mr. STAFFORD. Will tba.t be one of the largest dry docks
on the Atlantic coast?
1\tr. SHERLEY. I do not know about that.
1\Ir. HOLLAND. It will be one of the largest docks; it is
1,000 feet long.
Mr. STAFFORD. When was it authorized first-some years
ago?
Mr. HOLLAND. I do not recollect; but it was at the same
time that the one at the Philadelphia Navy Yard was authorized ; two years ago, I think.
·
Mr. SHERLEY. Thls is simply to meet an .ascertained de- ·
ficiency and the committee had nothing to do except to make
the appropriation.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I withdraw the pro forma
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows :
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

To pay th~ Brennnn Construction Co. in full settlement of its claim
for balance due for furnishing labor and appliances for executing
brickwork in the construction of the United States Senate Offi.ce BuUding, under contract dated December 2, 1005, which pa~nt is authorized and dit·ected, $12,990.09.

Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I reserve a point of o-rder
for the purpose of asking the gentleman from Kentucky as to
the necessity of approving a dalm in this deficiency bill whlch
dates back 13 years. Has the matter been adjusted recently,
or been in litigation?
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. As the · gentleman will observe,
this is to settle a claim growin~ Ollt of the construction of the
Senate Office 'Building. It is 'a claim that has been pending for
possibly 10 years. There was a dispute between the Government
an-d the Brennan Construction Co. as to the amount of the claim.

.
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The Government contended that there was "due to the company
something over $10,000, and the construction company claimed
that there was something over $16,000 due it. A suit was instituted and has been pending during these years. It was over
a question of fact as to the manner in which the bricks were to
be measured. This represents a compromise - entered into by
~e attorneys representing the Government and the attorneys
representing the Brennan Construction Co. Its payment is
recommended by Mr. Woods, the Superintendent of the Capitol
and of Buildings and Grounds, as being a proper on~. and also
recommended by the attorneys for the Government. The compromi e was entered into on condition thf!t Congress should at
this se sion appropriate the money.
Mr. STAFFORD. The claimant needs the money.
-Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. Whether he needs it or not, he
wants the money ; it is an old claim.
l\Ir. STAFFORD. And the Government originally admitted
that $10,000 was aue?
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. The attorney for the Government
stated that the company was. entitled to soll)etbing over $10,000
anyway. The whole ·question arose as to the manner in which
the bricks used in the construction of the building should be
estimated.
1\fr. STAFFORD. When did the claim first become due?
1\Ir. BYRNS of Tennessee. About 10 yea~ ago.
Mr. STAFFORD. Then the interest -charge alone would
amount
considerable?
1\Ir. BYRNS of Tennessee. It would amotmt to much more
than the amount given in compromise.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I withdraw the reservation
of the point of order.
Th'e Clerk read as follows :

to

UNITED STATES COUnTS.

The appropriation for "fees of clerks, United States courts," contained in the sundry civil appropriation act for the fiscal year 1919,
shall be available for the payment of fees to the clerk of the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia in United States cases from July 1,
1918, notwithstanding the prohibition on the payment of such fees from
that fund by the said act.
·

1.\fr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I reserve a point of order
on the paragraph. I wish to inquire of some member of the committee as to the reason for making this exception at this time;
Mr. MONDELL. The prohibitive was contained in the sundry ci'"'il act and was placed in the act under a misapprehension,
The statement was made to the committee that out of this fund
the clerk had drawn large sums, which were used to pay the
expenses of moving and fitting up the office, and in view of that
fact the committee felt that they ought to restrict the use of the
fund in that way. But it developed that the statement was
erroneous, and as this fund is drawn on by the clerk from time
to time, although not reduced a dollar eventually, the clerk could
not carry on his office without repealing the prohibitive.
Mr. STAFFORD. This is for office fees?
; Mr. 1\fONDELL. It is a fee office and the fund is drawn on
until the end of the year, at which time the fund is reimbursed,
so that really it is not reduced at all by reason of the expenditures in this office.
·
1.\fr. STAE'FORD. 1\Ir. Chairman, I withdraw the reservation
:of the point of order.
The Clerk read as follows :
Atlanta, Ga.: For enlarging the dining room and chapel, $37,000;
purchase of machinery -and other equipment, $650,000; working capital,
$150 000 ; purchase, equi8ment, improvement, and operation of additional farm land, $200,00 ; in all, $1,037,000: Pro1Jidea, Thnt the said
working capitnl fund and the receipts credited thereto may bl! used as
·a revolving fund during the fiscal year 1919.

. l\lr. STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I reserve a point of order
on the paragraph. If I . remember, a bill passed the House for
the establishment of a private manufacturing plant at the Atlanta Penitentiary. Was it enacted into law?
.
:Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. Yes; it ·became n law, nnd this
appropriation is in exact accord with the terms of the law
which was passed July 10, 1918.
Mr. STAFFORD. I rose to inquire whether it has become
law.
'
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. It has.
Mr. ROBBINS. Was that in connection with the establishment of a convict-labor plant in this penitentiary?
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. It is in connection with the establishment of a cotton-duck factory.
, 1\lr. ROBBINS. For the manufacture of cotton duck?
Mr. BYRNS of Tei:messee. Yes.
Mr. ROBBINS. And it is pursuant to that act that this
,appropriation is made?
1\!r. BYRNS of Tennessee. Yes. This carries the exact
amount of money authorized by the act.
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The Clerk read as follows :
STiilAl.IBOAT-IXSPECTIOS SERTICE.

For amount nece~;sary to increase the compensation of officers and
employees of the Steamboat-Inspection Service from November 1, 1918,
to June 30, 1919, inclusive, in accordance with the provisions of the
act entitled "An act to amend sections 4402, 4404, and 4414 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States," approved July 2. 1918, as follows: Supervising inspector general from $4,000 to $5,000, deputy
supervising inspector general from $2,000 to $3,000, 11 supervising
inspectors from $3,000 to $3,450 each, ~ local inspectors from $2,500
to $2,950 each, 14 local inspectors from $2,260 to $2,700 each, 28 local
inspectors from $2,000 to $2,500 each, 12 local inspectors from $1,800
to $2,350 each, 40 local inspectors from $1,500 to $2,100 each. 36
assistant fnspectors from $2,000 to $2,500 each, 48 assistant inspPctors
from $1,800 to $2,350 each, 59 assistant inspectors from $1,600 to
-$2,100 each, 2 travelln~ inspectors from $2,500 to $3,000 eacli; in nil,
$88,766.67.

1\fr. ROWE. Mr. Chairman, I o:trer the following amendment,
which I send to the desk and ask to have read.
The Clerk read as follows :
Page 33, line 22, strike out

"No~ember"

and insert "July.'.'

Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, on that I reserve the point of order.
Mr. ROWE. 1\Ir. Chairman, the bill increasing the pay of
inspectors of steam vessels was passed in the month of June
last and was approved July 2. The bill itself was amended on
the floor and contained a clause stating that those receiving
the increase of pay under this act should not receive the $120
increase of pay which we gave to all other Federal employees
of their grade. Since that time the inspectors and assistant
inspectors have not received the $120. I submit that the intention of the act which we passed in June last was that immediately the men should receive the Increase of pay carried by
that bill; that the increase should begin the 1st of July last.
This act came from the Committee on the Merchant Marine and
Fisheries by unanimous report, because we were losing so
many men from that service that the Secretary of Commerce
said he could not carry on the service, and the House passed
the bill and it was duly approved by the President, and it seems
to me that it was the full intention that the men should receive
their pay immediately. I can not understand why we should
put off these men for four months and begin · their increase of
pay when all of the other increases made at that time were
immediately received.
.
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, I am not sure that the matter
is subject to a point of order, but I want to state to the House
the reason why the committee took the position that it did. It
has always been customary in cases where the Congress passes
a law changing the rates of compensation for estimates to be
submitted subsequently for the increase, and then the Congress
carries the increases from the date that the bill carrying the
payment became a law, which we figure in this instance would
be approximately the 1st of November. The only exception
that I know to that is the exception that was called attention to
yesterday in connection with the increase of salaries of District
of Columbia employees, and the reason for that was that the
bill that carried those increases had been passed by both Houses
and would have become a law as of the 1st of July, the beginning of the fiscal year, but for the controversy that came up
over the half-and-half principle, and in order to hold the force
of the District employees there was practically a general acquiescence in the..statement made to them that they would get the
increased amount as of the 1st of July.
In nearly e\ei-y other instance that I can recall the increases
have gone into effect when the next appropriation bill came in,
and frequently that meant the year following. It so happens
that in this instance there followed this deficiency appropriation
bill and the department submitted the estimate for the full year,
but the committee felt that they ought to bring it in, as has been
the practice in the past, from the date that the bill would probably become a law.
Mr. ROWE. Did the gentleman realize that these inspectors
were not ·paid the $120 as other employees of the Government
were paid?
1\fr. SHERLEY. I realize that by Yirtue of these increases
they would not be paid that. .
,
1\Ir. STAFFORD. Do I understand that the e officers were
deprived of the increase of a yea.r ago?
Mr. ROWE. No; they got it up to June 30.
Mr. STAFFORD. 'rhey are getting a great deal more than
$120 under the bill which we passed increasing their salaries.
1\!r. ROWE. They are not getting it at all.
Mr. SHERLEY. If the gentleman will permit, if he will look
at the increases he will find that they amount to considerably
more than $120. The fi1·st increase is $4,000 to $5.000, the next
from $2,000 to $3,000, and then from $3,000 to $3,450, from $2.500
to $2,950, from $2,250 to· $2,700, from $2,000 to $21500, from $1,800
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to $2,350, from $1',500 to $2,100, from $2,000 to $2,500, from $1,800
to $2,350, from $1,600 to $2,100, and from $2,500 to $3,000.
Mr. ROWE. Does the gentleman remember the testimony that
was, presented on this matter, that for 16 years they had not had
a .raise?
· Mr. SHERLEY. I did not hear that testimony which was
given before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. I am not meaning in any way to imply that these employees were not · entitled to an increase in pay. The Congress
q~ded that they were, and in pursuance of the order of the Congress we bring in this amount ; but it has been the custom of the
House and of the committee always to bring it in as of the date
that the act that carries the money is to become the law. If the
Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union thinks
it wants to make this provision retroactive and vote this money
as of the 1st of July, that is for the committee to do, having in
mind the precedent that will be established in similar cases
hereafter.
The CHAIRMA.l"'i. Does the gentleman from Kentucky lnsist
on his point of order?
Mr. SHERLEY. Well, I do not think, literally, that it is
subject to the point of order.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would state that he would overrule the point of order. The question would be upon the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York.
1\Ir. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman, may we have the amendment
again reported?
.
The CHAIRMA...'N'. Without objection, the amendment will be
again reported.
· ·
There was no objection.
The amendment was again reported.
· The question was taken, and the Chair announced the ares
seemed to have it.
Upon a division (demanded by Mr. BLANTON and others)
there were-ayes 18, noes 21.
So the amendment was rejected.
The Clerk read as follows:
COAST Al-.l> GEODETIC S U RVEY,

Th e appropria t ion of $50,000 "for one new vessel, Including equipmE-nt, to eost not exceeding $354,000," contained in the sundry civil
a pproprla ti.on act for the fiscal year 1919, shall be covered into the
surplus fund, and the authorization for the .said vessel is repealed.

Mr. HICKS. l\fr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word.. I J ,) so for the purpose of asking the· chairman of the
committee the reason why this vessel was not continued; why
the building of that vessel was canceled?
ilr. SHERLEY. The reason was this: We have not been
able to obtain this ,·essel for the moneys that were authorized,
and we are building nearly $3,000,000,000 worth of vessels in
connection Yrith the Emer~ency Fleet Corporation, so it seemed
to the committee that as this vessel could not be built probably
for six: months or a year without interfering with some other
work now underway, and. we would have so many vessels as a
result of this new building program, it was not wise now to have
this vessel built and that they could get a vessel from those
vessels which are being built. That is the sole reason.
Mr. HICKS. Do I understand from the chairman that one
vessel to be built by the Emergency Fleet Corporation will be
used for this purpose?
1\Ir. SHERLEY. I think it ought to be whenever they can
giYe it for that purpose without interfering with the more important purpose of carrying our troops and supplies overseas.
Here is the idea. I tried to state it to the House in my opening
statement. \Ve cut out a number of items in regard to ships,
some $53,000,000 for Army transports, on this theory, that we
were engaged now in shipbuilding to the practical capacity of the
country and that as $4,000,000,000 has been voted for shipbuilding, with that large number of ships coming out, there would be
at the termination of this war ships available for these various
service:a, and inasmuch as we could not build a ship now at the
figures that have been appropriated, iil.stead of appropriating
additiohal moneys to make good a deficiency, we let the matter
wait in abeyance. That is the reason.
Mr. DOWELL. \Vill the gentleman yield?
l\fr. SHERLEY. I will.
Mr. DOWELL. Under this legislation will it not compel the
taking of this vessel from the emergency-fleet work for the work
to be done under this provision?
Mr. SHERLEY. It would if the repeal of this provision
meant you lessened by a ship all you were going to get, but
inasmuch as we are getting all we · can produce the matter of
money to be available did not seem to bear any relationship to
·the number of ships because it was testified to us by the ship
·experts that they are using all of the yards that they could use in
regard. to producing ships 1tnd, as the gentleman knows, we are
straining day and night to get them out.
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1\Ir. DO,YELL. My inquiry was merely to ascertain if this
would not lessen the emergency-ship prov-ision by taking one
yessel for this purpose.
.
Mr. SHERLEY. . Why, res. After the needs of the Army are
over, why then, instead of having a given number of ships for
mercantile purposes, there would be one of those ships that
would be·needed to go into this service.
l\fr. DOWELL. That would be perfectly proper. But the
inquiry I was making was, would not they really require the
turning over of one· ship to comply with the pro\"isions of this
act? 'l'hat is the information I wanted.
1\Ir. SHERLEY. I think not. There is nothing here that requil~es them to turn over a ship, and, in point of fact, if we
did not repeal this it would not mean that the Coast and Geodetic Survey are going to get a ship, because we can not spenu
the money. And in point of fact, some of their vessels now have
been turned over to the use of the Army and Navy for the prosecution of the war, just as the Bureau of Fisheries has turned
some of their ships over, and it is just a question of whether
we would increase by this amount of money the amount of
money we are putting in shipbuilding.
I
Mr. DOWELL. That is satisfactory.
1\Ir. EMERSON. Just a word. Have they started on this? ·
Mr. SHERLEY. They have not. They were unable to get a
contract under the pric'e- authorized.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Under this item I have in mind
they are erecting a very large building across from Congress
Hall Hotel. I would like to inquire where the appropriation
is made for the construction of that building?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. I do not recall. I will try to get the information for the gentleman.
l\1r. Sl\IITH of Michigan. I did not know but he had it in
mind.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Will the gentleman from
Michigan yield?
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Yes.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. · Did the gentleman say they
were proceeding very rapidly on that building?
.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Well, not so fast but that you can
keep track of the construction of the building that is going up.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Does the gentleman ha\"e an
office that fronts on that building?
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. No; but my room at the hotel
faces it.
:Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Has he noticed the coming
and going of the workmen as they take the material out and
bring it in?
Mr. . SMITH of Michigan. I haY"e observed them building.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Did he observe the lumber
and the way it was unloaded?
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Occasionally, as I ha\"e been going
over to dinner, but not in the morning.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Did the gentleman observe
them taking 1t from the wagon and putting it on the street, and
then piling it up on the lot? Did he observe that? Did he ob-serve how the stone came in and was hauled back and forth?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I ask that the gentleman have
two minutes more. We are just getting to the gravamen of this
thing. ·
The CHAIRMAN. I s there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none. ·
'
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. I saw them starting a building
there.
•
Mr. SHERLEY. If the gentleman will permit, I ha\"e just
made an iQ.quiry, and I find there were some moneys earried
by the Public Health Senice, but I know of no moneys that hav-e
been voted for buildings for the Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Whether the building he refers to is a building in connection
with the Public Health Service or some enlargements of their
building here· or not, I do not know.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. It is almost adjoining the Capitol here.
Mr. SHERLEY. Right across here is the Public Health
Service. They have been very much crowded, and they obtained a limited amount of money iri the sundry . civil bill for
enlargements and improvement of their building, but I recall
nothing for the Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. I notice they ha>e a sign oYer the
tool shop, which they have there, r~ading "Coast and G~odetic
Surv-ey," and that indicates that the building is to be used foJ.'
that. I do not think it is a public-health building. I am a
stanch friend of the Public Health Service.
.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. I understand tlie gentleman
is not complaining a,bout the rapidity with which this \York is
being done? [Laughter.]
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1\Ir. SISSON. I wlsh to inquire what is the pamphlet the
gentleman refers to?
Mr. MADDEN. " Shipping F.acts," by the Sllipping Board:
Mr. SISSON. Does not -t he gentleman know that that is one
GOVEntaiENT PRTh~G OFFICE.
of the very few pamphlets that they get out where it is inLeaves of absence : To enable the Public Printer to comply with the ,
provisions of law granting leave to employees of the Governmen1: tended to publish the .contents in newspapers, and the rule is
to print onJy on -<>ne side for the convenience of the newspapers
Printing Office, fiscal year 1.918. $2.694.50.
Mr. 1\!ADDEN. Mr. Chail·man, while we are on the Govern- in setting it up?
Mr. MADD:b;N. I ·do not know what the rea on was but I
ment Printing Office, I move to strike out the la t word.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The gentleman from lllinois moves to 'RS ume the blank pages were left for reflections, whicb' wOuld
not perhaps have been forthcoming if the page had all been
strike out the last word.
Mr. l\1A.DDEN. There has been a ·good deal of talk about printed.
1\Ir. SISSON. Of course only a limited number of those is
economy, and I am anxious to help it along. A day ()r two ago I
recei >ed a pamphlet which I bold in my hand, the caption of printed, and copies of that pampblet 'vere sent only to tile newswhich is "Shipping Facts." To illustrate how they economize papers who handle that information.
1\Ir. MADDEN. I am glad the gentleman has given a scienin the preparation of pamphlets ·of this sort-and I may say this
1s from the Shipping Board-! wish to show to th~ Hou e that tific e}.."}J1anation of the blank pages. fLau!2;htP.r.]
1\:lr. SISSON. There is nothing scientific about i·t. It is
notwithstanding the shortage of paper and the difficulty of getting it for the CoNGRE SIONAL RECORD and for other ptirposes, "<>nJy a matter of knowing that the new paper do not like to
this pamphlet is printed on onJy every other page, showing that handle matter covering both sides of the paper.
l\Ir. ~IADDE.t~. Tbe fact still remains that this invol\es a
they have an utter disregard for the economy which they advise
great waste of paper.
eyerybody to practice.
It seems to me that in the face of the urgent need of print · Mr. GILLETT. How many pages are there?
Mr. MADDEN. "The total number of pages is 16. That is,
pap·e r, and the difficulty of getting it, it ought to be conserved
with greater care than bas been exercised in this instance, and there are 16 printed pages and 16 blank pages. That would make
that at least every page of the pamphlet should be used instead 32 pages in all.
. 1\Ir. GILLETT. How many newspapers will print anytl1ing
of onJy half the pages.
hke 16 pages? They would not print a page.
1\1r. CA....~NON. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
l\Ir. MADDEN. Not being in the newspaper busine s. I do
Mr. l\IADDEN. Yes.
•
1\Ir. CAJI>.'NON. I want to call the gentleman's attention to the not know. It depends on the value of the facts. However, I
fact that in the multiplicity of public documents touching the ha.'e said all I care to say about it. I want to impress upon the
· public service. printed, some of them, on poor paper and some mmds of Members of the House present that tl1e practice of send()f them on both sides of the sheet, I am not sure but that it ing trains over to New York with insignificant junketeer , withwould be a saving of ink and of time and of temper if some of out any reason, at public expense, when there are not seats
the e documents that are published, if you could not dispense enough or berths enough for those who want to travel and pay
wit h them otherwise, would jump every -other pn:ge and thus ought to be called to the attention of the public and I do it i~
this very modest way.
'
sa\e ink. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Without obJection. the pro forma amend1r. :MADDEN. Of C(}Ul' e, there may be something in that. I
ment will b£> withdrawn, and the Clerk will read.
had not thought about the ink.
Mr. LO:NDON. 1\Ir. Chairman, I intend to offer a substitute
1\lr. LONDON. 1\:Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
for ection 3. Is this the time to offer it?
Mr. MADDEN. Ye.
The CHAIRMAN. That will be in order after section 3 is
l\fr. LONDON. Is it not becau e the pamphlet is so full of 1
thought that they left room in it for the insertion of notes? read. The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows :
[Laughter.]
SEc. 3. (a) That the Presld('nt is authorized to create a commission
~fr. MADDEN. Well, they left room for reflections and posof sevf' n members. to be known as thl' "war salvaae <'Omsibly notes. They did not contain enough facts to cover all the conslstin~
missio~" whose duty it shall be to make a survey and stud; of all
page , .and so they gave u s the information in blank in some of properti belonging to the united States, and particularly tho e acquired during thE' present war, and to recommentl to CongreRs what use
the pages. Shipping facts are very interesting now.
or disposition should be made of same in the interest of the Govern1\Ir. MOORE of Pennsylvania. l\Ir. Chairman, will the gentle- ment
and people of the United States.
man yield?
Mr. 1\IADDEN. 1\.fr. Chairman, I make a point of order
1\lr. 1\IADDEN. Yes.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. What are those blunk pages ~Lt,.-rainst that paragraph.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Dlinois makes a
put in there for? To present an argument?
Mr. l\IADDE r. I presume they are to give you room for re- point of order against the paragraph. The Chair sustain the
p(}int of (}rder.
·
flection.
.
1\fr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary
1\lr. SLO·AN. l\Ir. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
inquiry. Will points of order have to be made against e\ery
Mr. MADDEN. Yes.
l\lr SLOAN. Why could not the gentleman present that sug- paragraph of this ection ~
The CHAIRMAN. This is an appropriation bill, and under
gestion in a form that would carry information to the public?
1\ir. MADDEN. If we had .a _photographic instrument here I the practice of the House appropriation bills are considered by
would try to do it, but inasnmch as none of the gentlemen p1·esent 'paragraphs.
Mr. MADDEN. So a point of order will have to be made
seem to understand the importance of blank pages on a public
document, I would leave that to the gentlemen who have the against every paragraph.
Mr. MOORE of Penn ylvania. So, then, it will be neces ary to
management of the office from which t-his comes.
In this connection I wish to say that somebody in the Shipping make a point -of order at the conclusion ()f the reading of each
Board gave another illustration recently of its desire to conserve paragrapll!
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; each paragraph must be considered
the public funds. It was onJy last Sunday when they sent a
special train with 26 people on board, containing full crews by it elf.
and two diners and, I think, four sleeping cars, from this city . Mr. SHERLEY. There is no use to take the time of the
to New York at the expense of the G<lvernment, to carry a lot committee unnece arily.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. That is the rea on why I asked
of people-25 or 26 people-over to see a couple of ships
launched. That seems to be another species of extravagance if it would be necessary to make a point of order against each
paragraph.
that it is just as well to call the attention of the public to. .
1\fr. SHERLEY. The Committee on Appropriations agreed
l\1r. SISSON. 1\lr. Chairman, will the. gentleman yield?
Mr. MADDEN. In just a moment. Oards were sent to those to this proposal for a commission. I trie<l to explain to the
who were fortunate enough to be invited as guests ()n that trip, House the pm·~se of it. I till think it is exCeedingly imporsaying that meals would be furnished on the train and enter- tant that we have a commission to adYi e us touching the distaillment given them in New York-everything free. Now, if position of property, and not a comrni ion now clothed with
we are going to control the railroads, and trilvel is so dense as power which would simply result probably in our hastily doing
it is now, and it is almo t impossible 'for a man to ricte on a something unwise that we W<>uld not want to do if we got the
train when he buys a ticket, it would seem that there would information in the first instance. But a provision of this kind
be no necessity for senillng four sleepers and two diners from is necessarily subject to a point of order. That means that it
here to New York at the expense of the G<lvernment to carry must meet with the approval of everybody, ot· nt least it must
26 people who want to go on a junket. Now I will yield 1o the . meet with enough of approval so that oo on \Yill make a point
of ()l'der against it. The gentleman froru Illinois [l\lr. 1\!ADDEN]
gentleman from Mississippi.
Mr. Sl\IITH of Michigan. Not at .all.
.l\1r . .1\fOORE of Pennsylvania. That is all
The Clerk read as follows:
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feels that he should make a point,. and he has made a point of
order to the first paragraph. That having gone out, the rest
of it ought to go out. I therefore ask unanimOJLS consent that
the remainder of section 3 be stricken out.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Kentucky asks unanimous consent that the several paragraphs, beginning with
paragraph (b) to the end of section 3, may be strick-en from the
bill. Is t~ere objection?
Mr. SISSON. l\lr. Chairman, reserving the right to object, I
do so for the purpose of submitting some remarks that I wanted
to make before the conclusion of this bill.
I want to state tllat I believe a provision of this kind should
be carried, either in this bill, or there should be some other
provision of like character, because the property in\olved is
so enormous that an inventory of it should be made, so that
when the war closes the Federal Government may know where
its property is, and what it is, because it will run up into many
hundred::; of millions, if not into billions, of dollars.
But, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I can
not permit this bill to pass without tald.ng this opportunity to
say something of the labors of the gentleman from Kentucky,_
the chairman of this committee. In making up this bill he desenes, at the hands of the subcommittee who labored with
him, to be publicly commended. Every item in this bill, some
covering only a few lines, involved many days of very patient
toil in knowing just exactly how much might be cut out of the
item, and how much should be put into it. In other words,
these items balance--for example, a certain number of soldiers
to be provided for means that there must be a certain amount of
clothing, a certain amount of food, a certain amount of ordnance, a certain amount of ammunition-and the gentleman
from Kentucky, cl1airman of the committee, has given it his
best effort; and those who have been associated ''"ith him on
the committee have seen him at work on this bill and !mow not
only the amount of patient toil he has given to the bill, but also
the great accomplishments which his great talents are capable
of performing when the occasion demands it. They were displayed in a marked way in the preparation of this bill. [Applause.]
When we commenced work on this bill the departments asked,.
in round numbers, for $8,000,000,000, and while the bill waf:l
being considered they sent in additional demands for $1,000,000,000, so that, in round numbers, they asked for about
$9,000,000,000. Under the patient, watchful· care of our chairman the bill carries now a little over $6,000,000,000, making a total saving of $2,500,000,000, and not a single branch,
either of the War or the Navy, will say that they have been
injured in the least, because the cuts in this bill have been cuts
made with the skill of the surgeon that uses the surgeon's knife
on the patient when the operation is a very delicate one. I
feel that not only the committee, the Members of this House,
but the country, owe to the chairman of this committee their
thanks for his patient work nnd his efficient and magnificent
management of the bill from its inception down to the present
moment. [Applause.]
.
Mr. Speaker, it is gratifying to me that the services of OUl'
distinguished chairman [Mr. SHERLEY] are so marked that
not only all the Democrats recognize and acknowledge his worth
and value to the House and to the country, but all the Republican Members, including their great leaders, openly testify
that his services are so valuable at this time that it would be
little Jess than a calamity for the House and country to lose him.
[Applause.]
l\.Ir. BYRNS of Tennessee. 1\lr. Chairman, as a member of
the Committee on Appropriations, I desire to say a word before
the consideration of the bill is completed with reference to the
splendid service rendered to the House and to the country by
the ~entleman from Kentucky [Mr. SHERLEY] as chairman of
the Committee on Appropriations in the preparation of this bill
and in the conduct of the hearings which were held preliminary
to its preparation. I would not detract in the slightest from
the credit due each member of the committee who had to do
with the preparation of this bill; but, as we all know, the responsibility rested upon him, and upon him was imposed by
far the greatest burden in its preparation.
After a service of nearly eight years on the Appropriations
Committee, I feel that I can say that this bill, notwithstanding
its magnitude, is one of th~ best-considered bills that have been
brought into t11e House of Representatives by the Committee
on Appropriations during that time. For more than a month
the gentleman from KeBtucky has tirelessly and unceasingly
worl~ed during the hours of each day and far into the night
In an exhaustive examination of those who appeared in behalf
of the estimates submitted. I happen to know that he has remained here at his post of duty performing this great public
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service without a thought of his own personal and private interests. This volume of testimony of more than 1,300 pages
attests tl1e extent and value of his work.
This bill, 1.\Ir. Chairman, carrying more than $6,000,000,000
in cash and authorizations, is over two and a half billion Jess
than the estimates submitted. This - is indeed a remarkable
showing, and shows the infinite care which was given in its
preparation. As has been stated, not a dollar has been denied
to either the military or the naval service that is essential to an
earnest and vigorous prosecution of the war to a successful and
speedy conclusion.
Notwithstanding the talk of an early peace, notwithstanding
the talk of an early ending of the war, neither the Congress nor
the country intend that there shall be any slowing up or slackening of our efforts until this result is achieved. Even though by
reason of the splendid fighting qualities and the glorious courage of OUl' soldiers and the soldiers of our allies the Germans
are being rapidly thrust back to their own borders and are
now facing a certain and early disastrous defeat, there must
not be, and should not be, any let-up in this country. [Applause.]
Tliere will be none on the part of our brave soldiers who are
fighting our battles on the fields of France, and there must be
none on the part of those in this country who are charged with
the duty and the responsibility of providing all of the supplies
and all of the support necessary to enable them to give the
finishjng blow to Germany and insure tl1e permanent and
righteous peace for which our country is fighting. [Applause. 1
The gentleman from Kentucky has told you that notwithstanding the fact that this bill makes a reduction of over two.
and one-half billions of dollars from the estimates submitted,
that nevertheless it carries no reduction either for the military,
or naval service which was not approved and acquiesced in by
those who appeared before the committee. But his modesty
prevented his telling you that they reached this conclusion
around the committee table, and only after their estimates had
been subjected to his close scrutiny and keen and intelligent
analysis. Though, be it said to their credit, they were ready,
and anxious to yield to the reduction after discussion.
The gentleman from Kentucky during the years of his ser\·
ice in the House has rendered distinguished and faithful service to the country, but in my judgment he has rendered no
more valuable service to the country than that which he bas
rendered in the preparation of this hill, which not only makes
a great saving, without the least injury to any arm of the Government service, but which, I repeat, in my opinion, is one of
the best considered bil1s ever presented to the House by the
Appropriations Committee.
I know of no higher tribute, I know of no tribute more truly,
deserved than that which was paid to the gentleman from Ken·
tucky the other day by the distinguished gentleman from Illinois [Mr. CAl\"TJS"ON], himself a former chairman of this great
committee, who, speaking with the authority of more than 40
years of faithful and most distinguished service to the people
of the country in the Halls of Congress, said that during all
of that time the Committee on Appropriations had never had u.
superior leadership to that which it now enjoys. I am sure
that the ability and services of the gentleman from Kentucky.
are appreciated and will be commended by all of his colleagu<>s
on both sides of this Chamber, and he is entitled to the approval
and support of his constituents and to the thanks of the entire
ccmntry. [Applause.]
Mr. EAGAN. Mr. Chairman, further reserving the right to
object, I want to supplement the splendid and well-deserved
compliments which were paid on Wednesday by the gentleman
from illinois [Mr. CANNON], the ranking minority member on
the Subcommittee on Deficiencies, the gentleman from Wyoming
[Mr. Mol'."'DELL], the gentleman ft·om Mississippi [Mr. SissoN],
and the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. BYRNS], to-day, to the
distinguished chairman of ~e Appropriations Committee, who
is also the chairman of the subcommittee in charge of this bill,
the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. SHERLEY].
It has been my good fortune to serve with the gentleman from
Kentucky on the Fortifications Subcommittee in the last Congress, as weir" as to serve with him in this Congress in the preparation of this bill.
His great service to this House an(\ the country in connection with the fortifications bill needs no commendation from me,
but I feel I would be remiss in my duty if I did not indorse the
statement of the distinguished gentleman from Illinois [1.\.fr.
CANNON] when be said on Wednesday that in a service of up.:
ward of 40 years as a Member of this House the Appropria·
tions Committee has never had a chairman who was the superior
of the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. SHERLEY]. He has proved
a worthy successor to the gentleman from New York [Mr. FITZGERALD], who resigned in December last, to the gentleman from
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illinois [Mr. CANNON], and to their predecessors in llie chair- through its officials had ma.de requests, ·backed up by statements, that they could e}..-pend e'},_--peditiously and wi eiy a
manship of that great committee.
To reduce the original e timat~s by upward ·of two and one- greater sum. I am in full accord with Gen. 1\farch, Chief of
half billions -of dollars, .aggregating thousands of items, many of Staff, when he says that the .pa age of thi bill is an important
them tecllnical in the highest degree, and to ecure the acquies- step townrd impres ing upon Germany the fact that this councence of the :heads -of the various departments in these reduc- try ts united in the pro ecution of this war to a finish, and
tions-to do all thi without slowlng up in the slightest degree when I leave :here to-night .I go to Phlladelphia with the hope in
the Yigorous and successful pros-ecution of the great war in which mind that that great district will be able to put the fourth libwe are now engaged-was .a Herculean task. That the gentle- , erty loan over the top~ .as it were, as :another exam;ple of tl.le
man from KentuckY measured up to the :full requmements -ef fact that our country is -united in standing behind the Pre ithis ta k even a casual perusal of the hearings and his masterly dent of the United States, in or der th.::tt this war may be
addre s in presenting the bill to the .House on Wednesday will brought to a s-uccessful conclu ion; not only a uccessful conelusion, but a -conclusion by victory ·through military forces and
demonstrate.
·
Day after day, ight after night, n:nd Sunday after ·sunday · a.n · unconditional surrender on the t)art of Germany. [Apfor many week , without the slightest Tegard rto lhls health r0r to plause.]
any other consideration than patriotic -and 1U1Selfish :de&otion -to
Mr. SISSOR Mr. Chairman, I withdraw the reservation.
his country in its tbne of greatest emergency, his keen lntelMr. SHERLEY. .l.'ir. Cha.'irman, it is, of course, a matter of
lect and great experience extending over a period of i8 years of gratification to me that those who have worked with me through
service in this House and of upward of 10 year on the .Appro- the past· few weeh."S of very hwd toil snould have seen .fit to
priations Committee, have been giv.en to the :eonsideration of the sa:y the very generous and .complimentary things that they have
ma of estimates that make up this bilL His untiring ·energy said touching my work. I ,can only say in respon e that I 'have
and !his great ability are recognized by lthe membership of this endenvered to perform my duty. The e .a.re days when other
Hou e, but by none are they more fully appreciated than by .men ru·e :performing theirs by risking and giving their lives.
his collea-gues ()n the Appropriations Committee.
.All of us are more than anxious and willing that we should not
H:e is entitled to the commendation of ·the entire membership spare ourselves in making successful their AAcrifices ·a nd their
of this House and to the approv-al ood :support of the people of 'heroism, and I am sure the House of Rep . uta.tives generally
tlle fifth district of Kentucky, whieh be has so ably und consci- have l'':.e alized that while thei:r task was n0t of the heroic charentiously represented in this House for 1.6 years. :[Applause.]
"ttcter of the men who bear .nloft the col or of America on the
fr. VARE. Mr. Chairmap, recently-within -a day or two--I fields of France, that it was of an imp rtance that demanded
o .;:erred in one of the Philndelphia newspapers a statement -ef -each of us the best that was in us. 'T hat I have tried to give
that it was with -r.egret they noticed that the estimates of tile to the Bouse and to the country. [App-lause.]
War Depa-rtment had been Tedueed by this committee to the
The CHAIRMAN. Is there .objecti . n to the request of the
extent of approximately two and a half billions of dollars. I gentleman from Kentucky? '[After a pause.] The Chair hears
desire to emphasize the fact that ·this committee grunted every nonedollar that the War Department claimed was necessary fro.·
.ltfr. LONDON. l\Ir. Chairman, I do not intend to object, but
the conduct of the .;var, with one exception, and that was the I ·want to offer a substitute for the section stricken out.
enlargement of the Ne~ille Island p1·oject, amounting to approxiThe CHA.Ill.MAN. The section is stricken out.
mately $93,000,000. In connection with the Neville Island 1Jroj1\ir. LONDON. I desire to offer . an amendment as a new
ect I asked the Army .officer who was a witness before the section, section 3, which I send to the Clerk's desk.
committee :whether it would be possible to turn ·out .u gun there • The CH..UR!IAN. One moment, before the amendment is
within a period of 12 months. He said that .it w.as not possible presented. Does tile gentleman from Wyoming, a member of
to tnrn ou.t a gun within that period. Basing this -actio.u upon the Committee on Appropriations, desire I'ecognition?
that, and -other admissions, the committee deemed it wise :by a
1\lr. MONDELL. I de ire to make a motion to strike out the
majority -:vote to rednc:e the appropriation. I was one .o f the last word, l\Ir. Chairman.
subcommittee who voted to keep it in, ·b ut in the general com'The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from
mittee I agl'eed with all of the members of the committee that
it was not wise to e:A-pend $93,000,000 for this .additional en- W_yoming.
111r. MO)U)ELL. Mr. Chairman, we are a.bout to pnss, unanilat·gement -of this project at the expense possibly of some other
mously, a deficiency bill -of staggering proportions. There is not
important war activity.
I ha-ve listened "itll much interest to the Yatieus members another nation engaged in this war whlch in addition to its
of the eommittee in their commendati.ons of the distinguished e..~en<li.tures heretofore made .and its present obligations could
chairman of thi committee, the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. become obligated as we are proposing to oblio-ate the American
SHERLEY]. Virtually eYery member of that subcommittee lu:Ls people for the -enormous sum of six and one-quarter billion dolrisen in his place and paid his personal tribute of 1·espeet .not lars without serious rrilsgivings as to the ability -of the nation
only to his !industry, bnt to his sagacity, ltis ;patience, his energy to bear the added burden. So great is our wealth, so limitless
in the conduct of these hearing . I first had an intimate ae- our resources, so completely are the wealth and the resouTces of
quaintn.nce with the gentleman as a member of this committee the Nation dedicated to the I>Ull>OSe of the Nati-on to win this
in NoYemlJer, ~912. At that time we :visited ilie Panama Canal, war, that there is no sort of question either as to the ability
and he then showed a marked familiarity with all of the details or the willingness of the American people to assume and to meet
in connection with the £ortifi.cations there at that time. During these additional tremendous responsibilities. The House of
the last month or nearly six weeks I have llad opportunity to Representatives pas es this bill unanimously as another evidence
observe him at clo e range, working with him almo t every day o.f the fact that as the representatives of the people of this Naand on many occasions until late into the night, mrtil the tholll' tion, we know and realize the determination of the American
people to continue this war with every necessary force and
()f midnight.
Mr. SHERLEY has given of his time 'and .his valuable experi- facility to .a final and victorious conclusion. It strikes me that
ence ~thout stint. He has been exceedingly -painstaking in hi.s jus.t at this time when it seems very evident that the military
exa.mip_ations and cross-examinations. He has been quite severe autocracy of the central powers is endeavoring to create a
in his criticisms and his suggestions that thro.·e be additional .situation under which they may escape a part at least of the
information given the ·c ommittee.•I listened to the eulogy paid pllllishment due them for their crimes again t humanity and
by the distinguished gentleman from 'Illinois [Mr. CANNON] the civilization that we should emphasize, as we :pro;po e to do by
day before yesterday, w.hen he spoke of his 40 years of experi- the passage ()f this act, tlle determination of the liberty-loving
ence ns a l\Iember of :this House and his -close observation of ·peoples of this earth th.a.t the military autocracies of Germany
men who have held the cha.h·manship of this important com- and Austria., who haYe violated every international ln.w and
tr.a.mpled ruthlessly .on the rights of humanity, shall be crushed
mittee.
·
I, during my 25 years of experience of public .::m.d private and crushed utterly. To the accompli hment o.f that end we
life, have -come in contact with many men ·of :industry :and abil- their representatives here and now again decli.cate the wealth
ity, and I do not hesitate :to say to the Members of this House a.nu 1·esources of the American l)eople. IA.ppl.ause.]
'The CHA.IRl\iA.N. Without objection, the pro forma amendthat never in my life have I seen at close :range .a public official
wllo has been more conscientious in the per:fo:rmance .of .his duty ment is withdrawn.
.l\Ir. ROBBINS. Mr. Chairman, I ask leave to revj se and
1tlld so devoted to his task in rder that the interests of the
country might be pre erred. I .am gratified to know that as u extend m....v .remm·lrs in tbe REcoRD.
The CHA.lRl\!Al.~. The gentleman from P:ennsylvan1a nsks
result of these few days' deliberations this bill is :a:bout to he
pn sed alm~ tin the identical form. in which lt -c ame from the unanimous consent to revise and ·extend his remark in the
-committee, m so far as the amennt 'Of money is appropriated. nxoonn. Is there objection~ .[.,liter a pause.] The Chair hears
I "·ould gladly vote a greater amount if the War De~artnumt none.
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Mr. LOl\TDON. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move to ·strike 'OUt ~the last
'WOril in order to explain tbe amendment which ·1 intended ·t o
offer, as it may be subject to a point of order. l would ·not 'Ji.lre
·to waste the time of the House.
1\Ir. ·Chairman ami gentlemen, I 'intended to offer as an umend•.ment n provision for ·tire creation of a commission of .reconstruction. We nre on •the threshold ·of peace.- "There is not the
-slightest doubt of·that. We are on ·the ·.threshold of a victorious
-peace, victorious in the sense that -great moral forces that move
the hearts and minds of men, forces heretofore suppressed and
derided, are about to J)revaiL Strange ·as ·it may -seem, •tbe
country is n.ot ready for peace. Its statesmen a.re not ready.
We have made no provi ion ·for the ·great disturbance in busine s, ·for the dislocation in industry, which will come :with thee
return of millions of .men from the camps and trenches, for the
contingency which will arise by reason of the dismantling of
munition factories, of which there -.nxe 'about ~0 ..000. . We have
taken no care of the day when the returning -soldier will find
himself competing with his l)WD sister and wife in industry.
On more than one occasion during this s·ession of .C ongress
have I pleaded that w.e .begin preparing for the ~-econstruction
period. My pleas have been in vain. On the 4th of this month
.I introduced a resolution which .calls for ·: the creation ·of a joint
·Congre sianal committee on reconstruction.
In view of the .fact that ·the provision for a "'War :Salvage
-Gommission," 'Vhich ·was to make a ·survey .and study ,of the
·properties of the United Statea.-has just been Tuled out of order, .
and as .it is more than 1ikely that ·my proposed amendment will
be held to be out of order, I will •therefore content .myself .now
'With asking leave to revise una extend my remarks and include '
the amendment which I intendea to offer.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from N'ew Yo1·k asks unanimon consent to revise and extend his remarks in the RECORD
upon the amendment that he proposes to offer. Is there objection?
1\lr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, -reserving the right to object, it
se('ms to me it is rather unusual.
Mr. LONDON. 1\ly time has not expired, and I eould read it,
·-but I simply want to save time.
Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Chairman, I ..:make the point of _o rder on
the :unendment.
Mr. STAFFORD. He has not offered it yet.
_Mr. LONDO~. 1 ..have not offered it. I ..withdraw it. Is
t11ere objection to my request?
The CHAIRl\fAN. Is there objection to the .reque t of the Q'entlemnn from New York i:hat he may -be permitted to .revise .and
extend hjs remarks in the REcoRD on the amendment that he
_proposes to offer?
~Ir. LONDON. That 'I have proposed to offer.
The CHA.Inl\L~. Tlre Chair ·bears no objection. Without
objection, the 11ro fm·ma amendment offe1·ed by the .gentleman
'from New Tork is withdrawn.
There was no objection.
Mr. LONDON. I extend my remarks by incorporating .my
concurrent resolution on reconstruction. The intentled .amendment was tooegin with the -words: ,.. That there is hereby created a committee." Here is the resolution:
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It shall be..:the :-duty af the. c<m1mittee .to make -a special study of the
extent to which the powers exercised by the Feder.al·Government to pro..mote the national defense may be utilized f.or the promotion of ·the
·national welfare, and to J.'el)Ort to · Congress its eunclusions and recommendations for the promotion by legislation of .the, Nation's welfare and
security.
·
The committee .is authorized -to -employ 'Such clerical and expert assist:a.nce .:n..s .may be :necessary, and .may .by subcommittee or otherwise -send
fur :per~s .or papers -and :administer oaths. The committee may sit dur;J:ng the sessions or recesses of-the Senate .anu House ·of 'Representatives;
~nses contracted bereunder--slmll be pald one-half fro:m the contingent
ftmd 'of the ·Senate-and o.ne-half from the contingent fund of the House
npon presentation of vouchers approved b:y the chairman of said com.mlttee 'tllltll otherwise providea by law.
The committee shall report to Congress not later than January "1,
1919, -and from time to ·ti.me thereafter. ·

Mr. SHERLEY. 1\Ir. Chairman, I move that the committee
do now rise and Teport the bill to the House with various
amendments, With the recommendation that the runendmen:ts· be
:agr-eed to and that the ·bill as amended do -p:rss.
The motion was agreed to ; and the Speaker having resumed
-the chair, ·J\Ir: 'GARRETT of Tennessee, Chairman of the Committee of the .Whole House on the state of the Union, reported
that that committee had had under consideration the bill (H. R.
13086) m-aking appropriations to supply deficiencies in approJll'ia.tions..:for the fiscal year ending Jun.e .30, .1919, and prior·fiscal
years, on account of war expenses, and for other purposes, and
had directed him to report the same to the House with sundry
amendments, with the recommendation that the amendments .b e
agreed to nnd that the bill as amended do· pass.
The SPEAKER. Is a separate vote demanded on nny amendment? TI not, the Chair will put them en .gross.
The amendments were agreed to.
The SPEAKER. The que tion is on the Emt,arossmen.t and
third reading of the bill.
·
The bill was <Ordered to be engrossed _and read a third time,
and was read the third time.
The SPEAKER. The question is· on the passat;e of the bill.
The questio:p. was taken, and the bill was pas ed.
·The SPEAKER. The bin ha -pa ed unanimously.
On ·motion of 1\Ir. SHERLEY, a ..mation to reconsider the \ote
by which the bill was -passed '\'\--as laid on the table.
COMMITTEE .TO ATTEND THE FUNERAL OF LATE ltEPRESENTA.TIVE
STERLI "G OF lLLINOIS.
The SPEAKER announced the following committee to attend
the .funeral of the late Representati>e STERLI~G of Illinois:
Mr. l\1ANN, 1\Ir. OAN"'ON, l\1r. HE~-ny T. RAINEY, Mr. FosTER,
Mr. l\fcConMrcrr, "Mr. 1\lAsoN, 'Mr. 'Vrr:soN of Illinois, Mr.
SABATH, l\Ir. McANDREWs, .Mr. Juur., Mr. GALLAGHER, 1\Ir. BRIT'TEN, Mr. Foss, Mr. Oo'PLEY, "l\Ir. FULLER of Illinois, Mr. 1\IcKENZIE, Mr. KING, Mr. IRELAND, Mr. WHEELER, Mr. RoDENBERG, Mr.
w·n.LiiliS, l\lr. DENISON, l\1r. JOHN w. RAINEY, 1\lr. GREEN of
·Iowa. 1\fr. OLDFIELD, Mr. DALLI GER, Mr. CAMPBF..LL of Kansas,
and ~1r. 'RA.KER.
EA.R'THQUAKE L.~ PORTO RICO.
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. 'Mr. Speaker, I have recei>ed
at legram from the.Resident Commi ioner ofPorto Rico, which
I ask to have.r~ad.
The SPEAKER. Without objection; the Clet·k· will read it.
'l'he Cl~rk ·Tea<l as follows :

NEW YonK, N. Y., Octobm· 11, 1!JJB •
.House concurrent resoluUo.n 54.
Repre cntative FINIS G. GAnnETT,
"'Wherea-s the aemoblliza.tion of the Army :and the disloca'tion
industry
C.o-mmtttee ·on Insular Affai1·s, Washington, D. C.:
' -which will .follow the termination of the war will ·cause u -nprecella>e received· the following cable from pre ident of the senate o.t
d ented distress unless adequate prepa.xation is maue for the ron- Porto Tiico:
tingency ; and
" Just returned from Region Island! mainly stricken by earthqu:ik:e.
Whereas the experience of this war has conclusively 'demonstrated the Mayaguiz, Anasco, and A.guadllla near y de~troyed. .A.guada and l'orrce
· fact that it is unsafe to leave to private and selfi h ·i ntere ts the con- seriously damaged. Lo es, 100 dead and $4,000,000. Probable ::Spetrol of the things essential to the life of the Nation; and
·cial ession -of 1egisla.ture t o meet conditions."
ID ercas it is of ptimary impoctance that the inevitab-le transition from
Please submit this matter to Hom;e, and any action taken to assist the
' pri\·atP. to public control of the Nation's needs shonld be accompli-shed people .of Porto .Rico in this great distress will be dee8~~~u~·g,~~·eg!~~.
with the least possible friction and shall be accompanle(l by the introduction of :the democratic-principle in inaustry: Therefore be it
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr.' Speaker, the relations
Resolved by the H-ouse of Representatives (the Senate concur1'inQ),
That there is h-ereby created a committee, to be .known .as the jomt that exist between the Government of the United States and
congre sional committee on reconstruction, to be compo ed of stx ·!:lena- Porto Rico are very well .understood by Members of the Rouse.
tors and seven Representatives in Congress. Of the seven ..Representative in Congress three :shall be .Republicans, · three n moc:rats, .a nd one If that hacf been a personal telegram 'I should not have subSocialist, all to be appointed by the Speaker .of the House of Rept'esenta- mitted it to the House. But it was an .official telegram from the
;tives. Of the six Senators three shall be Republicans and three Demo- representative of that Territory, or whatever its legal characcrats to be nominated by the party Ol'ganlzations of the Senate, service teTization may properly be, and I did not feel; therefore, that I
'tlpon 'such committee ·to terminate if a member •-ceases to be a Member
-of Congress. Vacancies shall be filled in the same .manner -as the orig- would be justified in withholding the telegram from submission
inal appointments or selections were made Tespectively.
to the House.
It ball be the duty of the committee to prepare and recommend legisIt seems to me that perhaps that ought to be referred to the
dation for the securing of employment to :all immediately after the termiCommittee on Appropriations, and I ask for its reference to that
nation of the war.
It shall be the duty -o f the committee to prepa:re and recommend legis- committee, if there be no objection.
lation for the tak.ing over by the Nation .of i:he basic industries; for the
The SPEAKER. The Chair refers it to the Committee
democratic control of •Credit and finance; for the .natio-nalization of the
railways, telegraph and telephone lines, waterways and canals, steam- Appro-priations. ships and steamship lines. and :tll other means of tTan&portation which
LEA.VE OF ABSE CE.
are public in their character; for the acquisition .and etention .Qf .agriBy unanimous consent leave of absence -was granted as fol·
cultural lands which may : be needed by 'the .returned soldiers ; for the
reclamation of arid and swamp lands ; for the acquisition, .retention, lows:
.and exploitation of the natural resources; for i:he encuu:ragemeut of
To ..Mr. OsBoRNE, indefinitely, on account of 'illness in ..his
agricultural ·cooperation -and for collective -aid to the farmer; .for the
family;
~stablishment of a national system of obligatory education.

or

on·
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-T o Mr; s-~nTH of Uichigan, for two weeks, on account of important business; and
To Mr. HARDY (at the request of 1\lr. EAGLE), on account of
sic~ess in his family.
PRODUCTION oF SPRUCE.
Mr. RAKER. Mr. Speaker, by direction of the Committee on
Public Lands I a k that Senate bill 4886, a bill providing for
the sale of certain lands in the original town site of Pot·t
Angeles, Wash., which is clearly a war me~sure on the production of spruce and which the departments are earnestly urging,
may be considered at this time. The bill was reported by the
committee by a unanimous vote as a war measure and should be
considered without delay.
1\fr. fu.ADDEN. I object.
Mr. RAKER. Will not the gentleman allow the gentleman
from Washington [Mr. HADLEY] an opportunity· to make a
statement?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from lllinois objects, and
that is the end of it.
RESERVE OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.
1\Id. DOREl\fUS, by direCtion of the Committee on Conference,
submitted for printing, under the rule, the conference report and
accompanying statement on Senate joint resolution 63.
ADJO'CRNMEJ\"T.
::Ur. HENRY T. RAINEY. Mr. Speaker, I move that the
House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 5 o'clock and 45
minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until to-morrow, Saturday,
October 19, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.

OcTOBER
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tional surrender nnd immediate evacuation of ·invaded territories, and that Germany be ·made to pay damages; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
AJso, resolution adopted by the Berkeley Defense Corps, September 23, 1918, relative to permitting the killing of ducks to
prevent the destruction of rice in the counties of Glenn, Colusa,
and Butte, Cal.; to the Committee on Agriculture.
Also, resolution of the Common Council of San Diego, Cal.,
offering to the United States a portion of Balboa Park in that
city for the establishment of a naval-base hospital; to the Committee on Naval Affairs.
By Mr. STINESS: Petition of Musicians' Protective A.ssociation, Local 198, favoring the passage of the bill to increase the
efficiency of Navy bands; to the Committee on Naval Affairs.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
SATURDAY,

October 19, 1918.

The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain; Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the following prayer: ·
0 Lord God of Hosts, lest we forget, and relax our vigils, our
patriotism, our sacrifices of means and men, remind us of the
so-c1,1lled Kultur and barbarous methods of warfare introduced
by the enemies of human rights and human liberty long since
enunciated by the Holy One of Israel, until a peace shall come
and Thy will be done in earth as In heaven; for Thine is the
kingdom, and the power, and the glory forever. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of yesterday was read and approved.

I-EAVE TO EXTE~D RE1oiABKS.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND
RESOLUTIO:NS.
1\fr. GORDON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous con ent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD.
Under clause 2 of Rule XIII,
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Ohio asks unanimous
1\.Ir. HAYDEN, from the Committee on Public Lands, to which
was referreu the bill (S. 390) to establish the Grand Canyon consent to extend his remarks in the REcoRD. Is there objection?
Mr. WALSH. Well, Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
National Park in the State of Arizona, reported the same with
amendment, accompanied by a report (No. 832), which said I should like to know what the remarks consist of.
Mr. GORDON. The title of my remarks will be " Military
bill and report were referred to the Committee of the Whole
necessity and the duty of the American Congress in time of
House on the state of the Union.
war."
Mr. WALSH. The gentleman's own remarks?
;PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, Ai'ID 1\lEl\.IORIA.LS.
· ~Ir. GORDON. Yes; my own remarks. I expect to insert
Under dause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials some quotations.
·
were introducell and severally referred as follows:
The SPE.A:Kh"R. Is there objection?
By Mr. LOBECK: A bill (H. R. 13101) providing for the proThere was no objection.
·
motion of certain officers in the United States Army; to the
ANONYMOUS PROPAGANDA.
Committee on Military Affairs.
1\fr. CARTER of Oklahoma. 1\fr. Speaker, at his request I
By Mr. El\IERSON: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 338) re~
questing the Tariff Commission to report to Congress informa- ask to have read 'an anonymous post card just' received by Rev.
tion concerning potash; to the Committee on Ways and Means. Henry N. Couden, Chaplain of the HouRe of Representatives,
which was evidently sent out for the purpose of creating dissatisfaction and disorganizing om· war forces at this perilous
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
time and which shows tl1at the agents and propagandi ts of
Under clause 1 of Rule L'X:II, private bills and resolutions the Kaiser still abide with us. I ask that the Clerk read it
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will read it, without objection.
By 1\Ir. KRAUS: A bill (H. R. 13102) granting a pension to
The Clerk read as follows:
Julia I. Zedaker; to the Committee on Pensions.
WASHINGTON AND CORNWALLIS.
By 1\fr. LANGLEY: A bill (H. R. 13103) for the payment of
One of them went "over the top" October 19, 1781, and one didn't.
certain soldiers' claims for back pay growing out of service in But to-day Confederate riders and drivers have put the British ring in
noses " to beat the band." We shriek ancl scream for liberty and
the Army of the United States, as reported by the Court of our
haven't liberty ourselves to even eat unmolested by an allen adventurer.
Claims; to the Committee on War Claims.
Pray all you want to, as Elisha urged the prophets of Baal. You will
By Mr. WELTY: A - bill (H. R. 13104) for the relief of the get the same answer they got!
OCTOBER 19, 1918.
Central Buililing & Loan Co., of Lima, Ohio ; to the Committee
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. This card, while unsigned, bears
on Claims.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13105) granting a pension to Ella William- a Washington, D. C., postmark.
son ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
I call attention to this matter in order that the head of our
Secret Service may take notice and that the public may know
that Germany still works her propaganda right in the shadow
PETITIONS, ETC.
of our Nation's Capitol. Every man with a thimbleful of sense
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers w~re ·laid knows that things must be done in time of war that should not
be done in time of ·peace, and that the success of our forces at
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows:
By 1\!r. BROWNING : Memorial of Haddon Grange, Patro.ns the front depends primarily on the support given them at home.
of Husbandry, No. 38, Haddonfield, N. J., favoring the repeal Therefore the circulation through the mails of such insidious
of the postal-zone law; to the Committee on the Post Office matter as this emphasizes the necessity · for the very policy
which the card attempts to criticize. I hope the Department of
and Po. t RoadR.
By Mr. ESCH: Papers in support of House bill 13089, granting Justice will be able to locate the guilty and deal with him or them
an increase of pension to William McFarlin; to the Committee on summarily. [Applause.]
l\1r. W A.LSH. Will the gentleman yield?
Invalid Pensions.
·
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. In just a moment. At this time
By l\lr. LUFKIN: Resolutions from the city government of
Gloucester, 1\lass., relative to the recent proposals of the German of peril, when we are all doing our · best to establish liberty
Government relative to an armistice; to the Committee on throughout the world, when we are striving our utmost to save
civilization for the universe, when our brave boys are baring
Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. RAKER: Resolution by the Toulume County Council their breasts to the bullets of a · common enemy in the cause ot
of Defense, demanding that we accept nothing except uncondi- freedom, civilization, and Christian justice, no pains should be
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sp11red to sup:l}ress this character of p1·opagandn.. This insid- np the revenue bill with the hope of passing it by the 25th of
iou. '" back firing " on our boy in the trenches must be stopped, November. There would be no use in House Members returning
e\-en if it takes a firing squad to do it. [Applause.] Now, I here while the Senate was discussing the bill.
yield to the gentleman from Massachusetts.
· 1\fr. TOWNER. So far as I am concerned, I have no objection.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentlellirul has expired.
Mr. KITCffiN. The agreement provides that if there should
arise in the meantime any emergency requiring legislation, then
RECESS AGREEMEl\"'T.
Mr. 1\fADDEh'\. 1\Ir. Speaker, · I n.sk unanimous consent to the majority and minority leaders would give notice to the
members of their respective parties, and of course in answer to
proceed for 10 mirrntes.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from illinois asks uimni- that call they would eome in, and this agreement would be null
and void. I rather think the gentleman's objeeti~n to "min'Or
mon · consent to proceed for 10 minutes. Is· there objection?
Mr. LI'l'TLE. Reserving the right to object, I ask unanimous matters on the Speaker's table" is a p1:oper oneF and that It
con ent to proceed for fi\e minutes after the gentleman from should go out, but with the understanding, as suggested by the
gentleman from Indiana [1\fr. BARNHART], that should a Member
lJlinois concludes.
·
Mr. KITCHIN. I will nsk the gentleman from Kansas and die the House on one of the meeting days could inake prope-r
the gentleman from Illinois to withhold their requests for a .arrangements and consider proper motions in sptte of this
agreement.
·
moment.
Mr. STAFFORD. :in the form in which the agreem€mt now is
l\1r. Speaker, the legislative situation is this: With the excepbills'
tion of the deficiency bill which passed the House yesterday it would involve ma,ny unanimqus-consent agreements as
.
'
:md the .agricultural stimulation blll, and Senate joint resolu- and so forth, which I think ought not robe indnded.
Mr. KITCHIN. Well, I will strike the" minor matters on the
tion 63 to form a reser\e of the Public Health Service, which
we passed the other day, all the administration measures have Speaker'S' table, out. I believe this agreement covers exactly
been passed, and the only thing for the House to do is io wait what the membership of the House desires. Of course we have
until thE' Senate _pusses the revenue 'bill.. This does not include in here the provision that " unless the House is sooner' convene{i
some tmantmous-consent requests for the· consideration of bills by operation of law," and it is barely possible, although I do
which we will nave all day "to-day to consider. The Senate not think probable, that the Senate might not vote on th-e
Finance Committee will probably finish the ravenue bill and revenue bill until the reconvening of Congress.
Mr. WALSH. Will the- gentleman yield?
report it out by the 29th. It is then proposed by tlle Senate to
Mr. KITCHIN. I will yield to the gent]enian.
have a concurrent resolution for adjournment of the two
Mr. WALSH. I want to ask the gentleman if under. this
Houses from October 29 "to November 1.2; the Senate hopes to
pass the revenue bill by the 20~ or not later than the 25th of agreement, with these exceptions noted. it would not be in
oYember. It is then hoped we can have an adjournment slne order when the matters are under consideration for discussi{)n
d ie, which would be until tbe regular session meets on the first to be had and attempts to recommit or to amend.
Mr. KITCHIN. What matters does the gentleman refer to?
1\!onday in Deeember. I am going to ask unanimous cunsent for
Mr. WALSH. The three ' matters excepted to in the agreea gentlemen's agreement, which I ha"'e put in writing nnd which m~t.
.
I n k the Clerli: to read.
.
Mr. KITCHIN. That would have to be disposed of; take, forThe SPEAKER. The Clerk will report it
instance, the deficiency bill, if it should come back, no man
The Clerk read as follows :
It i .agreed, by unanimous consent~ that when tho Honse .a<ljourns would make the point ·of no quorum.
Mr. WALSH. Bnt we do not kn~w in what shape it will come
t o-day it shall stand adjourned to meet on Monday and 'l'hursuay only
of each week until the Senate £ball have voted _on the pending revenue back:,. nor how many items will be added to it, and to haYe it
bill. rmless soonflr reconvened by operation oi law, or necessity, of which unanimously agreed that when the deficiency bill comes back :i:t
notice shall be g:h::en by the majority and minority leaders. That durIng this perioo no business shall be transacted, by unanimous consent shall be immediately sent ta- conference and the conference
or otherwise, except the final disposition of the pending deflciency _report agreed -upon I do not think is wise.
appropriation bill, the agricultural stimulation bill, Senate joint resolu1\.f:r.. KITCHIN. Oh,, no ; wllatever Members are here will con·
tion No. 63, anll minor matters on the Speaker's table: PTo11ided,. 'That
·
the llouse may .consider and act upon any concurrent resolution pro- eider· it.
-posing a reeess fo~ a fixed period.
Mr~ GILLETT. Nothing is foreclosed~
The SPEAKER. Is that offered as a resolution, ar just simMr. KITCHIN. I want to say that it is to be expected that
ply for consideration?
two of these matters that are mentioned in the agreement will
_IT. KITCHIN. I do not believe we could offer it as a reso- be disposed of to-day.
lution; but that is tl1e form of the gentleman's agreement that
1\fr•. GILLETT. Will tile gentleman yield?
Mr. KITCHIN. Certainly.
I would suggest to be entered of reeor<l if we come to an agreement.
.
·
Mr. GILLETT. It seems to me that the agreement ·is a :fail.•
Mr. STAFFORD. Wfil the-gentleman inform the H(}use what one, because some Members will stay here, of <'ourse. r expect
he means by " minor matters on th-e Speaker' table/' and when the Committee on Appropriations, which is most interested in
they are t9 be considered.
·
the deficiency bill-or at least they ha;ve studied it the mostl\Ir. KITCHIN. I do not know that there are any matters on will largely remain here, and .if the gentleman from Massachnt11e Speaker's table.
setts, or anybody . else, thinks that something will be in which
l'tlr. STAFFORD. Does that 1Il2a.D. to-day, or at any tla:y in he does not approve of, alJ he has to dQ is to stay here. Thero
the future?
will be some Members remain here on both sides nf the House,
Mr. WALSH. During that period.
and the only effect of this agref!ment, as I understand it. is to
Mr. KITCHIN. During this period_.
prevent anything else coming up. Thes~ matters will come up
Mr. STAFFORD. There will be objection to that.
anyway if we did not hav.e the agreement.
Mr. BARNHART. We could not have an agreement unless it
Mr. WALSH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KITCHIN. I yield. · ·
embodied something like that. There may be deaths of Member~·, or something of that kind.
Mr. WALSH. I desire to state, in reply to the suggestion of
.:. Ir. WALSH. Those are not matters on the Speaker's tabl~.
my ·colleague from Massachusetts, that I am not afraid of an.y·
:i\Ir. KITCHIN. There might be some minor bills to lay be- thing being put -rn the bill thai; I do not apprave of; but we do
fore t he House.
know that that bill when it comes back from the other body will
Mr. STAFFORD. " l\Iinor matters on the Speaker's table,,. probably contain items that are not in it now, and may contain
r efe1· · to bills coming over from the other oody. Thai: shotlld not other amendments. We spent two days considering the original
be 1ncluded in the agreement.
bill, and if this agreement is entered into,. unless some one makes
Jr. TOWNER. As I underst-ood the resolution, it was that the point of order that there is no quorum pl!esent, the considera·
·
·
this agreement was to last tmti1 the Sen:ate had \Oted on the tion of it is pJ;actically foreclosed.
revenue bill.
Mr. KITCHIN. That, as the gentleman from Mas achusetts
1\lr. KITCHIN. Yes . . ·
[Mr. GII.LE'IT] says, Is specially taken care of in this agreement.
Mr. TO\VNER. Did the gentleman mean tha.t?
1\Ir. WALSH. I do not think it otight to be considered until
1\fr. KITCHIN. Yes.
after the agreement expiFes.
Mr. G:ILLETT. There will probably be as many here as .thel·e
1\Ir. TOWNER. I understood from the statement that he
mennt anly that it should be extended until the time when the were present dming the last two days of its consideration.
bill was reported to the Senate.
Mr. KITCHIN. I think that is true.
.
Mr. ANDER.S pN. . Will the gentleman y~?
l\lr. KI'.PCHIN. No. The Senate Finance Committee will reMr. KITCHIN. Yes.
.
port the bill to the Senate on -o1· before the 29th of October,
:mel then hopes that a conrun·ent resolution for a.djomnment
Mr. ANDERSON. In regard to. the measures specifically men·
from Oetnber 29 to N~vember 12 can be passed~ both Houses. tioned in the agreement, does the ag1'eement contemplate that
The Senate on the 12th would reconvene and immediately take they shall be: considered withaut a quorum and that the Member
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who makes a point of no quorum would be violating the gentle- papers, and when he sees that the Senate has voted on the
men's agreement?
r evenue bill that wm be notice to him to come to Washington?
Mr. GILLETT. Oh, no.
Mr. KITCIDN. Oh, he will have notice sent to him before
Mr. KITCHIN. No.
that.
1\fr. STAFFORD. Can we have the amendment again read?
l\Ir. GARRETT of Texas. I mean in the event that he should
Mr. KITCHIN. I will read it as modified:
not get the notice that is sent. That would be his notice?
It is agreed, by nnammous consent, that when the House adjourns
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes; but he will receive notice before that.
to-day it shall stand adjourned to meet on Monday and Thursday only
Mr. HASTINGS. Suppose the Senate does not vote on that
of each week until the Senate shall have voted on the pending revenue
bill, unless sooner reconvened by o~eration of Jaw or necessity, of before the first Monday in December, does this agreement keep
which notice shall be given by the ma ority and minority leaders. That us in recess until after the regular session begins?
during this period no business shall e transacted, by unanimous conl\Ir. KITCHIN. Oh, no; the agreement provides except we be
sent or otherwise1 except the final disposition of the pending deficiency
appropriation bll1,
the Agricultural stimulation bill, and ·senate joint sooner convened by operation of law.
r esolution No. 63 : Provided, That the House may consider and act upon
1\.Ir. HASTINGS. Then we do have a clear understanding
any concurrent resolution proposing a recess for a fixed period.
that if the Senate does not vote on the revenue bill by the first
1\fr. ANDERSON. Let me call attention to this situation: Monday in December, this agreement is off on that date?
Suppose the agricultural stimulation bill does not become a law
l\Ir. KITCHIN. Of course.
before the 1st of November. My recollection is that the joint
.Mr. HASTINGS. But the ·agreement does not state that.
resolution expires at that time and you would have to have a
Mr. KITCHIN. Oh, yes; it does. It says "unless sooner rejoint resolution continuing it.
convened by operation of law.t'
Mr. STAFFORD. Let me ask if there is a joint resolution
Mr. HASTINGS. We have a clear understanding about that,
~xtending the appropriations for the food conservation bill of
as to what that means?
lust year?
Mr. ·KITCHIN. Yes.
l\Ir. LEVEll. Yes; we have that now.
l\.Ir. BARKLEY. If this ·time is carried out, the effect of
Mr. STAFFORD. I thought it only applied to the agricul- it will be, if the Senate voted on the revenue bill on the 25th
tural appropriation act.
of November, or at any other .time, that· all that Members will
1\fr. LEVER No.
be called back for would be to vote to adjom·n sine die?
Mr. KITCHIN. I will say that under the circumstance sug1\.Ir. KITCHIN. No; they would be called back to send the
gested by the gentleman from Minnesota that the majority and blll to conference, and then if we adjourned sine die on the
minority leaders would give notice to a sufficient number of 25th or 26th of November the conferees would still remain in
Members to come here and make a quorum if that had to be session and hope to be ready to report by the time the regular
done and a quorum was demanded. If such a condition as that session meets. As far as · the revenue bill is concerned, it
Bhould arise, we would have to have an extension of that kind.
would cause absolutely no delay in that at all. ·
1\Ir. ANDERSON. I am not willing by my silence to give conMr. BARKLEY. Really if that plan is carried out, all that
sent that the deficiency bill. or any other bill mentioned in this we would be called on to do when we came back would be to
agreement, shall be considered without a quorum.
vote to send the bill to conference and to adjom·n?
1\fr. GILLETT. .Mr. Speaker, I do not understand that there
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes; if the plan suggested by tl)e Senate
is any such agreement in this.
leaders on both sides is carried out, and I see no objection to
that plan.
Mr. KITCHIN. Not a bit.
1\Ir. GILLETT. This does not state that anything could be
.Mr. KINCHELOE. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
considered without a quorum. I do not believe any such agree.Mr. KITCHIN. Yes.
·
ment could be made.
Mr. KINCHELOE. I would like to ask the gentleman a
:Mr. KITCHIN. If such a situation arises such as the gentle-: question for information. There is a bill pending here known
man from Minnesota [Mr. ANDERSON] suggests, there would be as the sanatorium bill.
no trouble to get a quorum if one was necessary or demanded
Mr. KITCHIN. That is the Dawson Springs bill?
by the gentleman or anyone. The majority and the minority
!tlr. KINCHELOE. Yes.
leaders would send notice to the membership of the House.
Mr. KITCHIN. Which in the gentleman's opinion is the best
Mr. CARAWAY assumed the chair as Speaker pro temp01·e.
place in the United States to locate the sanatorium.
Mr. CLARK of Missouri. Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask
Mr. KINCHELOE. Yes. The informatign I am seeking is
a question for information. Does this agreement say that we this: This bill has been reported unanimously by the Committee
are not going to take this recess until the Senate passes the on Public Buildings and Grounds and by the Committee on
Rules. Consideration of it has been .denied by reason of the
revenue bill or reports it?
Mr. KITCHIN. We would have this gentleman's agreement fact that there is no quorum present. The Bureau of Public
Health and the Bureau of War-Risk lnsurance are anxious to
until then.
have it passed because of the fact that there are 14,000 tuberMr. CLARK of Mis ouri. Until when?
Mr. KITCHIN. Until the Senate votes on the bill, but in th~ cular soldiers that they have no place to send; but by reason
meantime it ·is provided here that the House may consider a of tile fact that there is no quorum, consideration of it has been
denied. Will that bill have the same status when we convene
re olntion of adjournment for a fixed period.
1\lr. CLARK of :Missouri. Has it not been generally reported here in December, with a quorum, as it has now?
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes; the same status. The Ru1es Committ.hat the Senate committee is not going to report this bill until
tee can call up the rule for its consideration at any time. The
the 25th or 26th of October?
Mr. KITCHIN. They hope to report it by the 29th of October. gentleman from Kentucky and those interested will lose nothing. Question, .Mr. Speaker.
Mr. CLARK of .Missom·i. That is, report it to the Senate?
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. CABAWAY). Is there obl\Ir. KITCHIN. Report it to the Senate.
.Mr. CLARK of .Missouri. When are they going to vote on it? jection to the unanimous-consent agreement presented by the
Mr KITCHIN. The Senate's plan is, after it is reported f>n gentleman from North Carolina? [After a pause.] The Chair
or before the 29th, to consider a concurrent resolution far ad- hears none, and it is so ordered. [Applause.]
The SPEAKER resumed the chair.
journment from the 29th of October until the 12th of November.
That is to gi>e the Members of the Senate and the House an
LEAVE TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE.
opportunity to go home to vote and the far western Members
l\Ir. MADDEN. .Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
time enough in which to get back after they do vote.
l\lr. CLARK of 1\.Ii souri. Are they going to vote on it in proceed for 10 minutes.
Mr. MAYS. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to take
the Senate on the 29th?
Mr. KITCHIN. No; they will report it out of the Finance from the Speaker's table and immediately consider Senate bill
4886.
Committee on or before that date if possible.
Tile SPEAKER. The Chair has recognized the gentlemnn
Mr. CLARK of Mis ouri. And they are not going to vote on
from Illinois to make a reque t to proceed for 10 minutes.
it until after t he elections?
1\lr. MADDEN. Mr. Speaker, I r enew my request for U!laniMr. KITCHIN. Not until after the 12th of November. They
hope and believe that by returning on the 12th they can consider mous consent to proceed for 10 minute .
the bill in the Senate and vote on it by the 20th or 25th of NoThe SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois a~ks unanivember, and then it is the hope t o have a sine die adjournment.
mous consent to proceed for 10 minutes. Is there objection?
l\Ir. LITTLE. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to obj ect,
Mr. GARRETT of Texas. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman
as I want to address the House for fi ve minutes.
yield?
Mr. MAYS. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, tl1ere
1\fr. KITCHIN. Yes.
,
Mr. GARRETT of Texas. In other words, when a Member are one or nvo little emergency matters that ought to be
leaves here under this agreement, he shall observe the news- passed..
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The SPEAKER. The Chair will recognize the gentlemnn in
oruer.
l\lr. 1\IAYS. I am reserving the right to object to these
speeches. It seems to me. w·hile I uo not want to object, that
we ought to attend to this business fir:::t and haYe the speeches
nft.erwards.
The SPEAh.'"ER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Illinois. [After a pause.] The Chair hears
none. The gentleman from Kansas [Mr. LITTLE] asks unanimous consent to proceed for five minutes when the gentleman
from Illinois concludes. Is there objection?
1\lr. WOOD of Indiana. 1\lr. Speaker, I would like to ask 10
minutes '"hen the gentleman from Kansas conclmles.
Mr. LEVER. 1\lr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, I
' tle ·ire to call up the conference report on one of these food bills.
I would be very glad to yield the gentleman 10 mlnutes out of
my hour if he will take it.
1\lr. WOOD of Indiana. That is all right.
1\lr. Ll'rTLE. And I will take my five minutes if the gentleman will grant it.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Kansas for five minutes?
Mt·. LITTLE. l\lr. Speaker, Mr. LEVER has kindly agreed to
yield me five minutes out of his hour.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman withdraws his request. The
gentleman from Illinois [Mr. 1\fADDE~] is recognized for 10
minutes.
Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Speaker, I desire to call the attention of
the House to a letter written by 1\lr. W. D. Jamieson, representing the Democratic committee, asking for campaign contributions and also call attention to the uses to_which funds proposed
to ue collected are to be put. This letter is dated September
18, i918, and is addres ed to 1\Ir. White:
·

Mr.

J'oH~

SEPTEMBER 18, 1918.

WHITE,

Le:tLngto11, Ky.

DE.!R MR. WHITE: Didn't the donation you gave the Democratic National Committee two years ago to help reelect President Wilson prove
the best poll tical investmPnt you ever made?
All investments, including political ones, have to be protected.
'l'he national committee now needs another donation from you to
belp safeguard that which we won, thanks to your help and that of
others like you, two years ago.
The Republicans are out to win Congress in this fall's elections.
What would Berlin think if the administration's party met with national defeat? You and all the balance of us must not permit this to
occur.
Won't you at least duplicate your contribution of two .rears ago?
Our records show that you aided to the amount of $25.
Sit right down, Mr. White, and send us your check making the contribution at least as much as you gave before, and as much more as you
can afford.
I know there are lots of demands on you, but I also know y.ou want
our records here to show you as one of the party's and the administration's exceptional and continuous supporters.
· Chairman McCormick and party leaders here in Washington are
exceedingly anxious about the situation. I want you to be Included
!lmorig those I can call to their attention as having shown, in a substantial way, that you stlll have the interest of our party and the
ndministration at heart.
llere is an addressed envelope:' We are looking confidently for an
immediate reply, for our campaign needs are very urgent and very hard
to meet. We must depend on men like you who will make a little extra
sact·ifice to aid in a difficult situation.
Vm·y sincerely, yours,
W. D. J'AMIESON.
J'. S.-Did you notice the returns from the Maine election? They indicate the hard fight we arc up against.

I understand that the plan of expenditure 1.mder the contribn tion requested to b e -

McARTHUR rose.
l\Ir. MADDEN. I do not want to yield.
:Mr. McARTHUR I wanted to know who wrote tlle letter.
l\lr. MADDEN. l\Ir. Jamieson wrote the letter. The plan to
be followed is to send posters and paste them on billboards all
over the United States with statements of this sort: "Germany
will say you repudiated Wilson if you elect a Congress not in
Rympathy with his policies." I want to ask whether that means
that Republicans are not to have any · consideration in the
election? I want to ask further, Have the Republicans been in
sympathy with the policies of the administration? I further
want to ask, I this a Democratic war; are none but Democrats
on the battle field ; are none but Democrats contributing to the
sncce s of the war?
Is patri(}tism to be capitalized by statements of that sort?
4\J.·e Republicans to be permitted only to pay and bleed? Every
nation in _the _world except America engaged in the war has
formed coalition cabinet.. They have requested every party to
join in tho· succe ·s of the war. Republicans in America ·have
been qui~ as loyal as Democrats. We recognize no politics in
· the war. This is an Amei·ican war; this is a ·war in which the
American people are interested. We are for the ·war; _we pro"
po ·e that it shaH ue fongttt to a · succe~srul conclusion. We are
1\Ir.
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for the Commander in Chief of the Army and we have sustained him in eveQ- way within our power, and we resent the
statement· that are being sent out jndicating that the Republicans have not been loyal. "Help 'Vilson win the war" and
other placards containing a picture of Wilson 'vill be found on
the ·treet cars of the United States. Why, ·we all want to win
the war, Republicans equally with Democrats. There should
be no politic· in the war, and we, as Americans, repudiate the
insinuation that Republicans are not patriotic, which t11ese
placards would indicate. Another placard says, "Washington
:md Lincoln were hampered by critics. Do not hamper Wilson."
Have we hampered Wilson? I deny it.
l\Ir. HEFLIN. Will the gentleman yield?
l\Ir. l\IADDEN. We have supported Wilson more loyally than
members of his own party. Yes; I yield.
Mr. HEFLIN. I challenge that statement.
l\Ir. MADDEN. Well, the gentl~man is entitled to challenge it, but it is true.
l\Ir. HEFLIN. The gentleman's colleagues, two of them, have
fiampered the President in every way they could, and many Members on the gentleman's side-l\Ir. :MADDEN. I do not yield for a speech, but how many
Deruocra ts could he name?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman declines to yield any further.
1\lr. MAI>DEN. "Elect men who will aid him win the war,"
another placard. Who has aided thus fru·? Has there been
any lack of support on the Republican side? None whatever.
Has the administration asked for anything that it has not received? Have the Republicans been disloyal? I deny it; theY.
have been loyal to the core. This is an American war; not a
Democratic war; not a Republican war. We are for America
and for the Commander in Chief of America's Army and Navy
and will sustain him in the most vigorous prosecution of the war
to a successful conclu~ion. [Applause.]
EXTENSION OF ':cEMARKS,

l\Ir. ,SMALL. Mr. Speaker-The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from
North Carolina rise?
.
1\Ir. SMALL. To ask unanimous consent to extend my re.
marks in the RECORD and to proceed for one mlnute.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Carolina asks
unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD and to
proceed for one minute. Is there objection?
Mr. GILLETT. On what subject?
· Mr. Sl\fALL. After my minute, if the gentleman objects, I am
perfectly willing-Mr. GILLETT. I do not expect to object, but I would not
like to give unanimous consent until I know what· the subject is.
Mr. Sl\IALL. It is an editorial that appeared in the Public
Ledger by ex-President Taft on yesterday on the right of Congress to tax salaries of State and city officials and securities of
county and State subdivisions.
Mr. GILLETT. If that is the subject, I shall not object.
li'he SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. WALSH. l\Ir. Speaker, I object. I do not object to his
proceeding for a minute, but I object to the extension by including the editorial.
TOWN SITE OF PORT ANGELES, WASH.

Mr. MAYS. 1\lr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent under authority of the Public Lands Committee to call up from tlle
Speaker's table the bill S. 4886, for immediate consideration.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman asks unanimous consent for
the present consideration of the bill, which the Clerk will report by title.
The Clerk read as follows:
An act (S. 488G) providing for the sale of certain lands in the
origlnal town site of Port Angeles, Wash.

l\Ir. STAFFORD. 1\fr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
I notice that the House committee has offered several amendments, and I wisll to suggest for the consideration ,of the gentleman having the bill in charge a further amendment. The l>ill
provides that tllis land now owned by the Government and used
by the Public Health Service shall be sold at a price to be agreed
upon by the railroad company and the Secretary of the Treasury. To me that seems to be rather unusual in legislative enactment. Why should it not be at such a reasonable price as
may be fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury? If we pass it
in ·the present form it ·would suggest to the Secretary of the
Treasury that -it was to be some compromise agreement for any
price he could obtain from this company. Of course, it is not
the intendment of the committee that that should be the policy.
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I assume this land is to be purchas~d by this railroad compuny
from the Government at a reasonable price.
.
1\Ir. MAYS. I would have no objection at all to that amendment if the gentlema.n would offer it.
:Mr. STAFFORD. I have no objection to . the bill being considered, and would · not even object if the gentleman would say
that the amendment suggested by me was not worthy.
· The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the consideration o.f
the bill? [After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
1\Ir. MAYS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that tho
bill may be considered in .the House as in the Committee of the
Whole.
.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Utah asks unanimous
consent that the bill may be considered in the House as in the
Committee of the Whole. Is there objection? [After a. pause.]
The Chair h ears none. The Clerk ·w ill report the bill.
The Clerk read as follows :
An act (S. 4886) providing for the sale of certain lands in the original
.
town sHe of Port Angeles, Wash.
· Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary or the Treasury is hereby authorized to sell to the Siems, Carey & H. S. Kerbaugh Corporation, a corporation organized under the Jaws of the State of Washington, that part
of United 'tates hospital reserve in the original. town site of Port
Angeles lying north of the Northern Pacific RAilroad tract, as now
located 'thereon at such a price as may be agreed upop between said
company and the Secretary of the Treasury, and that the Secretary of
tbe Interior Is authoJ:ized n.nd directed to issue patent therefor upon
payment of the sum agreed upon.
•

. The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the committee nmendments.
The Clerk read as follows :

on

pag~

1, line 4, after the word " Carey," strlke out the :word

"and."

The SPEAKER Without objection, the amendment is
agreed to.
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk ·will report the next amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
On page 1, lines 5 .and G, strike out the word "Washington " and
insPrt the word " Mmne."

·· The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Clerk r epor ted tbe next committee amendment, as follows:
Page 1, line 6, after the word " States," insert the word " marine."

The amendment was agreed to.
The Clerk also reported the following committee amendment:
, Page 1 , 11ne 7, after the word "reserve," insert the words "suburban
lot or block No. 33."

The amendment was agreed to.
·. The Clerk also repor ted the following committee amendment=
Page 1, line 8, after the word ".Angeles," insert the words "State of
" 'asbington ."
.

· The amendment wa agreed ta.
The Clerk also reported the following committee amendment:
Page 1, line 9, strike out the words "Nort hern Pacific Railroad tract"
and in sert the words "Seattle, Port .Angeles & Lake Crescent Railway
tra ck."

l\Ir. HADLEY. l\Ir. Speaker, I desire, with the permission of
the gentleman from Utah-1\!r. MAYS. I yield to the gentleman from Washington.
1\!r. HADLEY. I move to .amend . that particular ,amendment
by striking out the words " Lake Crescent" in the committee
·a mendmC'nt and inserting the wo1·d "Western" in lieu t11ereof,
for the rea son that since the amendment was made there has
been foun<l to be a slight discrepancy in the title of the road.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk mil report the amendment to the
amen<lment.
The Clerk read as follows :
U r . HADLEY moves to amend the committee amendment, page 1,
lin e 10 by striking out the words "Lake Crescent" and insf'.rting in
lieu thereof the word "Western," EO that the line as amended will
r ead "Seattle, Port Angeles & Western Railway track."
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The SPEAKER. Without objection, the amendment is agreed to1
There was no objection.
Mr. HADLEY. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. HADLEY. Was the amendment which I offered to the
committee amendment adopted? There was no expressed passage of the committee amendment. Did that carry with it the
adoption of the committee amendment as amended? I offered
an amendment to the last committee amendment which was
adopted. The other was not put.
The SPEAKER. Tbe question is on the amendment as
amended by t.he amendment of the gentleman from Washing..
ton.
The question was taken, and the amendment to the amend·
ment was agreed to.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the third reading of the
Senate bill.
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and pa sed.
On motion of l\1r. MAYS, a motion to reconsider the vote by
which the bill was pass~d was laid Qn the table.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA NATIONAL GUARD.

1\!r. DENT. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous con ent for the
present consideration of the bill ( S. 3735) providing for the
organization of the National Guard of the District· of Oolu.inbia.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present consi<le.J.·ation of the bill?
·
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report it.
The Clerk read the title of the bill, as followS:
A bi11 (S. 3"735) to 'provide for enlistments in . the National G_uard
of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes.

'l'hP. RPEAKER. -Is there objection?

1\lr. STAFFORD. 1.\fr. Speaker, this bill is on the Union
Calendar. I think we ought to consider it in the Hot:se as in
Committee of the Whole.
·
Mr. DENT. I ask that it be considered in the House as in
Committee of the Whole.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Alabama asks unanimous consent that this bill be considered in the House as in
Committee of the Whole. Is the.1·e objection?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the bill.
The Clerk read as follows : . ·
Be it enacted, eto., That during the present war enlistments in the

National Guard of the District of Columbia and appointment of offic(>rS
in said National Guard shall be matle from men who. upon examination,
are fou:ad to be physically and mentally fit for military SPr.vice. and
within such age limits as may be prescribed by the commanding general
of the District of Columbia Militia, with the approval of the Presidf'Ilt
of the United States: Provided, howev er, That the joining of the
National Guard of the District of Columbia, under the provisions of this
act by a.nyone either as an officer or an enlisted man. shall not relieve
him from . liability tor any ervlce in the United States military or
naval forces to which he would otherwise be subject : And p 1·ov ided
furth er, ·.That enlistment under the provisions of this net sh all not
prevent the continuance of -enlistments, during the f eriod of the ar, of
such men in the National Guard for the District o Columbia who may
so elect, under the requirements of six-year contract of enlistment as
heretofore prescribed : A n d prov ided ftwth er-; That nlistments in the
National Guard of the District of Columbia of the special clas ·. and
appointments of officers as herein specially prov ldPd, shall be for the
period of the war and for a period not exceeding three months ther·eafter, if such additional term of ser vice be r quirf'd by the Presid ent
of the United States, and, further, for service within the District of
Columbia. or in cases of emergency• in the adjoining States of Marylanu
and Virginia, and such officers ana enlisted men when in service, . hall
receive the same pay and allowances as are now provided by law for
the National Guard or the Dis trict of Columbia : And pro'V iderl'furll~er.
That all officers appointed under the provisions of this act shaU be
commissioned by the President of the United States, on the recommendation of the commanding general of the District of Columbia Militia,
and no officer shall be commi sioned without first being subject to an
examination to determine his fitness to hold commission: And prov id ed
further, That during the period of the war retired officers of the National Guard of the District of Columbia may, if they so request, be
assigned to duty as officer of the District of Columbia 'National Guard,
in such grades as the Presidf'nt may direct, subject to examination:
And provided further, That officers who have served in the National
Guard and have resigned th e.from and officers and enlisted men who
have been honorably discharged shall, during the v.erlod of the war, be
eligible to reappointment and commission in the National Guarit of the
District of Columbia in such grades as they may be found quall.fietl by
examination to fill.
·

The RPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment to the 9-mendment. .
The amendment to the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, I move the following amendment, namely, to insert the word "rea onable," in line 11, after
With a committee amendment as follows:
the article " a," and strike out in line 11, first page, and on line 1,
Page 3, line 1.2, after the word •• fill," insert the following proviso:
page 2, the clan e "agreed upon between said company" and u Prov ided, That nt 1be expiration of the existing emergency the proviinsert in lieu thereof the words "fixed py," so that it will read sions of this act shall be and become null and void."
" as now located thereon at such a reasonable price as may be
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\lr. Speaker, I move to strike out the last
fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury."
·
word.
•
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the amendment.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Wisconsin moves to
The Olerk read as follows:
strike out the lnst word.
Mr. _STAFFORJl moves to runend, page 1, line 11. alter the word " a "
Mr. STAFFORD. 1\lr. Speaker, does not the gentleman beand before th<' word "price," by inserting the word "reasonable," and lieve that the amendment proposed by the committee shnultl be
after the word " mayb<> " stJ.·Ike out the words " agreed upon between
made a little more definite as to the termination of the autholity
said company " and insert in lieu thereof "fixed by."
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under this net? It merely provides for termination at the ex~
The SPE~llrER. The gentleman from North Ca.rolina .~ asks
piration of the existing emergency.
unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the REcoRD. Is
Mr. DENT. That is the language that has been ordinarily there objection?
.
used.
Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Reserving the right to object, is the
1\Ir. STAFFORD. It is language s~Jmetimes used. When it gentleman sure that that is not already in the RECORD, pl'inted
is necessary to prescribe a fixed time it has bt>en the termina~ in the Senate part of the RECORD?
tion of the war at a date to be fixed by proclamation of the
Mr. SMALL. I did not examine the Senate proceedings, but
President. I am only suggesting that, because this bill, which the Senate was not in session yesterday, and this article waa.
is temporary in character, should terminate at a fixed tiipa. published only yesterday morning.
\Vhen you say "at the termination of the present emergency,"
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
that is vague and indefinite.
Mr. WALSH. Reserving the right to object, I assume, of
Mr. DENT. What would the gentleman suggest? I have no course, that if the gentleman finds upon inspection of the REC~
·
objection to making an am~ndment.
ORD that it has been inserted .he will not have it inserted again?
Mr. STAFFORD. I would suggest, "Provided, That at the
~ Mr. SMALL. I will make an examination, and it it has
termination of the existing war, as determined by proclamation already appeared I will not insert it.
of the President, the provisions of this act shall be and become
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
null and void."
Mr. DENT. I accept that amendment.
DATID E. GRAY.
1\Ir. STAFFORD. I offer the following substitute in lieu of
Mr. TllffiERLAKE. l\Ir. Speaker, the gentleman n·om Texas
the commHtee amendment.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Wisconsin withdraws [Mr. BLANTON] has withdrawn his objection to the cvnsldera·
the pro forma amendment, and offers an amentlment as a sub~ tlon of the bill H. R. 1607.
The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman from Texas withdraw
stitute.
his objection?
Mr. STAFFORD. "That at the termination of the existing
1\Ir. BLANTON. I withdraw the objection.
war~ as determined by proclamation of the President, the provi~
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object
sions of this act shall be and become null and void."
this bill is on the PriYate Calendar. There are many bill~
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the amendment.
equally as meritorious as this bill is. I will have no objection
· · The Clerk read as follows:
to the con~iderntion of this bill when it is brought up in Its
Amendment offered by Mr. ST.HI'FORD : On page 3, line 12, in lieu o!
regular order, but to single out this bill out of its order is I
the committee amendment insert the following:
'
"Provided, 'rhat at the termination of the existing war as determined think, a bad practice, and I therefore object.
by the proclamation of the President, the provisions of thls act shall be
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Wisconsin objects.
and become null and void."
·
STIMULATION OF AGRICULTURE.
The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the substiMr. LEVEJl. 1\It•. Speaker, I call up the conference report on
tute.
the bill (H. R. 11945) to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to
The substitute was agreed to.
.
The SPEAKER. The q uestiou is on the third reading of the carry out during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the pur·
poses of the act entitled "An act to provide further for the na·
Senn te bill as amended.
The Senate bill as amended was ordered to be read a third tlonal security and defen~e by stimulating agriculture and
facilitating the distribution of agricultural products, and for
time, was read the third time, and passed.
·
On motion of Mr. DENT~ a motion to reconsider the vote other purposes."
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
whereby the bill was passed was laid on the table.
Mr.
SHERLEY.
lli.
Speaker, before the gentleman calls up
DAVID E. GRAY.
his conference report, I would like to submit to the House the
Mr. TIMBERLAKE. Mr. Speaker, I rise to ask unanimous situation in which the House is left under this order, adopted
consent for the present consideration of a small bill, H. R. 1607. this morning. It reads:
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Colorado asks unaniIt Is a_greed, by unanimous consent. that whE.>n the House adj~urns
mous consent for the present consideration of the bill, of which to-day it shall stand adjourned to meet on Monday and Thursday only
of
each week until the Senate shall have voted on the pending revenue
the Clerk will report the title.
bill, unless sooner reconvened by operation of law or necessity, of which
The Clerk read as follows :
notice shall be given by the majority ap-\ minority leaders. That dur~
A blll (H. R. 1607) for the relief of David E. Gray.
Be it enacted, etc., That the Postmaster General be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to credit the accounts of David E. Gray, post~
master at Grealey, Colo., in the sum of $10,088.09, due to the United
:States on actount of postage stamps and other stamped paper on
account of losses resulting from burglary of sa.ld post office on July
1, 1911.

Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I object.
: The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Texas objects.
· Mr. TIMBERLAKE. 1\lr. Speaker, I hope the gentleman will
reserve his objection.
Mr. BLANTON. Has this bill come from the Committee on
Claims? ·
l\Ir. TIMBERLAKE. Yes, sir; it has.
Mr. BLANTON. Is there not an adyerse report, a minority
report, against it?
Mr. TIMBERLAKE. There is not. There is a full and com~
plete report of everything, from the Postmaster General down,
and a historical investigation of the robbery at the time, which
occurred in 1911. The bill has been on the calendar for a year.
l\ft'. BLANTON. 'Veil, l\fr. Speaker, I object for the present.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Texas objects.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS.
l\Ir. SMALL. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to proC<'ed for half a minute.
1.'he SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Carolina asks
unanimous consent to proceed for _h alf a minute.. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
l\Ir. Sl\IALIJ. Mr. Speaker, I again renew my request for
unanimous consent to extend my remarks by incorporating an
article by ex~President Taft. in which he makes a very valu~
able contribution on the subject of the right of Congress to tax
State and municipal securities and the salaries of State and
municipal officials.

ing this period no business shall be transacted, by unanimous coll$ent
or otherwise, except the final disposition of the pending deficlenc:v appropriation bill, the agricultural stimulation blll, Senate joint resolution No. 63, and minor matters on the Speaker's table: Provided That
the House may consider and act upon any concurrent resolution pr~
posing a recess for a fixed period.

Now, there are two suggestions I want to make to the House.
One is that, as nearly as I can learn, it is probable that the
Senate will consider and perhaps be able to act upon the deficiency appropriation bill Thursday or Friday of next week,
in which event, in case there are amendments made, it ought
to be thrown into conference immediately, without waiting until
Monday, because the program coRtemplates a recess of both
Houses beginning on the following Tuesday-the next day-and
that might not give sufficient time to appoint conferees and
agree to a conference report if Monday only were allowed for
that purpose. Then, the gentleman from South Carolina [Mr.
LEVER] has. up this pending matter. If that should fail, it
might be necessary for a concurrent resolution to be put through
the House for another month in order to deal with that situation.
Mr. LEVER. I think that was understood, I will say to the
gentleman, though it was not in the order.
Mr. SHERLEY. I simply feel obligated to call these. situa~
tions to the attention of the House as they may not have beea
considered at the time this consent order was entered.
Mr. GILLETT. As I understand, , the only inconvenience
which could occur to the deficiency bill would be a three days'
delay. That might happen or might not.
l\Ir. SHERLEY. If you did not get that deficiency bill into
conference until l\Ionday week, and the rece s is to begin Tues~
day, it might or might not ·be possible to bring the Houses into
agreement by that time.
l\fr. GILLETT. Of course, they would not recess while that
was pending. It might delay the recess.
•
· l\Ir. SHERLEY. I understand; but if the House could meet
Friday or Saturday, so as to be able to throw the bill into con·
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ference, it would help to shorten the period that Members would to Jay the ground for a discussion later if I can g'e t the time. It
is a resolution intended to express the views ·of the Congress
be kept here.
of the United States on justice to the Armenian people, !!.nd
Mr. LEVER. Will the gentleman yield for n suggestion?
reads as follows :
1\!r. SHERLEY. Certainly.
I\lr. LEVEll. What the gentleman states is true as to the
Resolved, etc., That the Armenian people are entitled to be a free
situation developing, but let me suggest to the gentleman that and independent nation, with access to the sea and with oppo-rtunity to
develop
all the resources .of the region they inhabit and secure all the
if it shouhl happen as he suggests, the conferees might hold advantages
of that Christian civilization for which they have endured
informal conferences during that period ·without having the bill martyrdom fo1· a thousand years. and Republic of Ararat should be given
a~tuftlJy in conference. Of course, it would be irregular, but it universal recognition as on~ of the governments ot the earth.
would probably save the situation.
Gentlemen of the House, the speech I made last February was
1\lr. SHERLEY. I sim-ply suggest this for the con~enience with a view to secm·ing some rights for the Armenian people, the
of tl1e House and not necessarily for my own convenience. I only people on earth who have not had any -rights for 500
sh!lH have to be here for the rest of next week and beyond that yeaTs. For months after that speech was made every mail
time, with perhaps the -exeeption of two or three d.ay~. Then it brought to me some commendation of the plan, and -even now
occurrecl 'to me that there might be need of a resolution to con- every week the United States mail brings me, from some part
tinue the activities of the Agricultural D partment in case the of thls countrsr, similar commendations. The sentiment is widegentleman's bill failed.
spread ·through our country that the time has come to do for
l\lr. HAUGEN. I trust we may have an agreement, so tb.ai: Armenia what we shall do for Belgium, Servia, Croatia, Bothere will be no more continuing .resolutions. They are unbusi- hemia, and the Slovaks. Erivan, ·their capital, has 30,000 innesslike, and we ought not to ask for any more of them for ~e habitants. If they had accepted Turkish terms and joined them
Agricultural Department. Of com·se, we ought to pass the bill in 1915 they could have had excellent treatment. But they have
or dispo e of it in orne -way.
fought for our allies for four years.
Mr. SHERLEY. Of course, the gentleman will appreciate
About 10,000 people in California have signed petitions to this
tllat as chairman of the -committee on Appropriations I lw.ve House commending the plan suggested by me, and asking the
no control whatever of that. When the House and Senate fail consideration of Congress for that plan. In view of these facts,
to pass a upply bill, the Co~ttee on Appropriati~ms ~imply I think it is fair to say that I was able to reflect the opinion
becomes the medium througll ·which funds are -voted m o-rder to held somewhere in America quite extensively. At that time I
carry on the activities of a department.
was talking for a supplicating people. I am now talking for a
:Ur. HAUGEN. But _the gentl-eman knows that bill ought 'to people sword in hand, asking for what they have for themselves
11ave been passed before the 1st of July, and it is now nearly the partially won by wnr. Out of the wreck and ruin of the last
1st of November.
four years the only nation that has emerged triumphant is the
Mr. SHERLEY. That may be -so; but that is a matter over :Armenian people. They have lost one-fourth of the 4,000,000
which the chairman of the Committee on Appropriations has they had in Armenia, but they have fought the Turks to a .standno control whatever. But it still remains my duty to call the still until the little Republic of Ararat is admitted by the Turks
• nttenti(}n -Of the House to the need for making provision for the and the Germans and the Russians to be a free and independent
<l~partment if the bill should fail.
republic, with a million inhabitants. Th-ey have an army of
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, if the gentl-eman will yield, let 30,000 people, and I think the time ha.s come when we must
me say that the conferees have reached a complete agree- concede that a nation which can fight its own way to partial
ment on this bill that I am _p1·oposing to call up now, with the fi'eedom in such a world cyclone is one worthy of serious conexception of the rent-p1·ofiteering act. Of course I can not sideration from any standpoint.
say what the Senate conferees are going to do with that, or
The territo-ry they occupy is about 100 miles by 150, about
what the House may do with it. My own judgment is that if one-tenth or one-twelfth of the territory they ought to have.
the House properly insists, the Senate will recede on that and \Vhat they seek is independence for all the country they inhabit,
do it vecy promptly; and the unanimous-consent agreement so that they may have access to the sea, with the capital whereentered into there would take care of the conference report on · ever it should be.
this bill.
Long ago they tell us that the ark perched on Ararat. When
Mr.• SHERLEY. It would not take care of a continuing reso- the first dove :flew out with the olive branch the first land visited
lution. It is for the House to determine. I simply bring it to wa.s the land of Armenia. I hope that when the dove of peace
the attention of the House because we may be tying ourselves shall light on the earth after all this great stt·uggle, Armenia
to a situation that later will prove embarrassing.
will not be tl1e only nation entirely forgotten.
Mr. GILLETT. Of course the fact that the House was pl·eThe Armenian soldiers from Russia found their way .home in
vented from passing a joint 1·esolution would be an extra pres- large numbers, and have become involved in war under the
sm·e to eome to an agreement on this.
leaderShip of Gen. Bagradouni, who was the chief of staff of
1\Ir. LEVER. That is true. I had that in mind.
Kerensky. F-Or months the Armenians held the great oil fields
Mr. SHERLEY. That may be so~ but also the House may at Baku, on the Caspian. They fought the Tartars and whipped
find itself in a situation wl1ere it can not, without disregarding them at Baku. Three thousand English marched from Bagdad
this order, pass such a resolution.
across to the Caspian, and the Armenian soldiers beat the Tar1\Ir. LEVER. I appreciate the gentleman's position. .
tars until the Turkish r~rrula.r army 'finally got through to them.
l\Ir. SHERLEY. I -felt that it was proper that I shauld bling The e men are now in camp at Englesi. in northern Persia,
it to the attention of the House. If the House wants to stand . ready again to march into the fight, 10,000 .Al:menians and 2,500
by the agreement that it bas made, the responsibility is ·with "British.
.
the Hou-se.
There are 10,000 of these Armenians in the mountains fighting
AGIUCULTURAL STIMUL..-\TION.
the Turks; 7,000 from Van fought the Turks for months, and
1\Ir. LEVER. l\Ir. Speaker, I call up the conference report on with 40,000 Tefugees made their way into Persia. .All these
H. n. 11945, to enable t.he Secretary of Agricu1ture to carry "fighting men will soon be back at the Turks and will surely
out during the fiscn.l year ending June 30, 1919, the ·purposes drive them into Anotolia and unite with the Brlti h. Their
of llie act entitled "An net to provide further for the national country ha-s had no government but riot for centuries. The
security and defense by stimulating agriculture rrnd facilitating Armenians have won the right to self-government on the battle
the distribution of agricultural products, a11d for other pur- field, a nd the sons of Bunker Hill and the Cowpens should say
po e ," ancl I ask that the Clerk read the report instead of the so to a waiting world. Anybody who has been able to fight the
Turks to a standstill in that country and to secure independence
tatement, uecause the report is shorter.
ought to have the hearty sympathy, commendation, and recogThe SPEAKER. The Clerk will read the report.
·nition of a Christian people. The only thing against them is
The Olerk read the conference report.
(For conference report and statement, sec Hou e proceedings that th-ey are Christians.
I leave this thought to the House, but I will defer extended
of October 1, 1918, pp. 1..1011-11013.)
The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to tile confer- argument until later. I want the resolution to appear in the
RECORD, so that you might see what it is we seek. [Applause.]
ence report.
Mr. HAUGE..N". Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
l\Ir. LEVER. 1\Ir. Speaker, I yield fiTe minutes to the gentleThe SPEi\KER. The gentleman will tate it.
man from Kansas [lli. LliTLE].
Mr. HAUGEN. Under the gentleman's agreement will it be
l\lr. LITTLE. 1\Ir. Speaker, when in the course of parlia- ,
mentary events it becomes possible, I want to ask consideration in order to bring in a resolution continuing the appropriations
b-y the House of a resolution which I have offered and ·which I for t he Department of Agriculture under the emergency bill?
The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks not.
oe. ire to read to-day, merely to mak-e an elementary statement
Mr. HAUGEN. I think that sh-ould be understood.
of what it is we -are reaching for. I shall not attempt to m·gue
The SPEAKER. The Chair is only stating his opinion.
t.he question to-dn-y nor enter into -any discnssion of it, but merely
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Mr. LEVER. l\Ir. Chairman, ·I yield two minutes to the gentleman from Texas [Mr. WILsoN}.
1\lr. WILSON of Texas. 1\fi. Chairman, I desire to read
brietly from an article appearing in tl1is morning's Washington
Post concerning the conduct <Jf two American divi ions during
, the la t two days on the western front It i , in part, us follows :
N.E.W TltOOPS- ROUTE FOE-FnE:XCK PlUISE AMEBICANS' WoRK u _-DER
FIRE: FOR. FmsT TrME-XOT YET Ft:LLY 0RGA..""WZED.

FRENCH GE:\-mAL'S TRIBUTE.

The work of the. Am&icans was thus . highly praised by the French
Army c-ommand&: "' On O-ctober 4 the Second Ameriean Division, having
m'rtved at night in the sector of - - - Army Corps~ att:Lc.ked the !or:tified aest of Blane Mont and captured li in a few hours, despite- the
desperate resistance of the enemy, and in the following days marle an
extended advance on the slopes to the north for the purpose of consoildating this victory. The - - - .A.J:nerican division,. a recent formation, as yet ine.ompletely o.rganized, was ordered on the night of October - to .relieve under conditions which were particularly delicate and
tU~lodge the enemy frum the crests nurth of St. Etienne-a-Arnes, throw
IUm baclt on the Aisne. Although under fire for the first time. these
young soldiers of Gen. - - - , rivaling in combative spirits the old
valiant regiment of Oen. - - - , accomplished their mission in its
entirety. All may bt" proud of the task a-ccomplished. To all the general commanding the Army corps. is .beypy to address a most cordial
exprl'sston of his recognition and best wishes for future sernce. The
pa t is proof ·of th.e fu.true.
'·
DTVISI.()NS THAT WON" PnAJ:Sfl..

[Univ.ersal Service.]
.Alan:, NORTHWEST Oli' \ERDUN.
OctOcber 18..
Two A.mc-riean divisions ha-re been publicly commended bf, Gen. Alanlin, commander of the Twenty~fil'st French Army Corps. They are the
Second, which distingui hed i 1! at tire 1\I.arne, and the Thirty-sixth,
made up of Teians. The latter bad it baptism of 1l.re· in the battle a
few days ago. The Second American Division drove a deep salient into
t:he German Une east of the mountainous region of the Ch.ampagne. ani!
forced a general German retreat.
The 'rexan clivi Ion followed up, winning a n-umber of vllla.gei!. and
driving bade the Germans near Attlgny. The French are d-eeply 1mpre sed, especiJilly by th.e brllliant show:i.ng of the Texan division.
I wish to say in that connection that the credit is. given to
WITH. TIIE." A.!i!EniCA.."l"

the Texas division, but it is equally made up of. . men from
Oklahoma. I wi.sh farther to suggest that in the fighting of that
di '1i ion is the first time, so far as I am informed, that any
full-blood-ed Indians have been placed again t the Boehe.
There are many full-blooded Indians, some of them Coma.nehe~
in that divisi<>n. Texans are ahvays glad to be a ociated with
Oklahomans, and e pecially when it comes to fighting across
the seas. I wish to call attention to th~ Sreend Division, which
we all know from its number is one of the Regulars, and in
the fighting at Chateau-Thiert·y was partly composed of the
marin-es. I presume that the marines are still with the Second. I
also wish to call attention, which will appear to all from the num-:ber, tha.t the Thirty-sixth is a National Guard division~ There
has been some criticism, some complaint in ome parts of the
Army :re peeling the National Guard. Of course we have many
Texans in the Rainbow and other divisions that llave been in
the thick of the :fightina, but I was particularly interested in the
:rreat reputation made by this Thirty-sixth Division, since tlwy
.were trained at my home, Fort Worth, Tex., -at Camp Bowie.
I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the REco~n
by in erting therein within :five days two statements, very brief,
whicl1 I made and which were published in two Texa papersthe Fort Worth Star:Telegram and Dallas News--concerning
my ob ervation while recently in France.
·
The SPEAKER. The gentleman fr-om Texas ask unanimous
consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD. Is there objection?
Mr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Speaker. reserving the right to object, he
(:1oe not intend to extend in extenso the newspaper article
,w hich he has read, of cour e?
Mr. WILSON of Texas. No.
The SPE.UrER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
1\Ir. LEVEll. Mr. Speaker, I yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from Iowa [1\fr. GREEN].
:Mr. GREEN of Iowa. ,Mr. Speaker, the vile influence of German propaganda which was so manifest in our own land before
;we entered the war has also been v-ery mnnife ·t among neutral
counh·ies. Among all the neutral nations Germany not only
has its spies, as it had with us, and probably still has, but it ,
ha.s subsidized newspapers~ it has maintained its agents at work
circulating fulsehoods with referenc!! to tlrls country, upholding the cause of Germany, and, above all, endeavoring to persuade than that Gerlllllily must in the long run win, and therefore it would b:e well to cultiTate her friendship. BesideS this,
nearly all the nentral countries have found great profit in the
trade with Germany during the wa:r. A considerable portion o:f
this trade,. and in many instances the greater portion of it, eansisted in selling to Germany provisions or goods that ha.d first
been bought from tills country. Wben the imports· pf thts

country to neutral countries were restricted in order to prevent
this trade, the result was tfiat large numbers of the traders in
neutral countries found their profits cut off, which caused ill

feeling against this country on their part. Besides this. in
nearly all of the countrieS the restriction of our eArports, whiclt
became necessary by reason of the necessitie. of our allies and
to prevent neutral countries- reexporting pro-vi ions and good;3
to Germany, brought about a serious shortage and scarcity in
the neutral countries, whose traders ha.d sold supplies to Germany until there wa.s not enough left to supply the needs ot
their own co1.mtries.
All these things ha\e contributed to a state of public feeling
in most of the neutral countries which is favorable to Germany,
at least on the part of the majority. It is so in. Spain, it is so in
Sweden~ and probably so in Holland, holding the Dutch ships
having been much resented in that country.
There is also a further reason for ihe attitude of many ~rr
the neutral powers. They dread the power of Germany in case
the allies should be defeated, and know that Germany would
not, if such an event should happen, hesitate to take vengeance
upon them for any unfriendly act, and that they would be absolutely within its power. They know that they can expect
n~the1· justice nor mercy from Germany, whereas they will
receive both from the allies in event of victory. They are
therefore trying to play tl~ diplomatic game safe by preserving
the friendship of Germany, forgetting that if Germany should
conquer it would only be a question of time until they would
share the fate of Belgium and Russia.
In one neutral power, however-, and tbat one of the smalle t,
weakest, and most exposed to attaek from Germany, this feeling
does not prevail. The sympathies of the "People of Denmark,
while not openly expressed, are well klwwn to be with the
allies. There are two reasons for this. One is tbat, althotJgh
Denmark is nominally a monarchy, it is actually one of the
freest cormtiics in the world and controlled by its peasant or
farmer class. The spirit of liberty runs through their veins,
and every instinct tells them what their fate will be in ease
that Germany triumphs. Besides this, tll.ey have not forgotten
and can ·not forget the days when Austria and Prussia made an
unprovoked attack on Denmark and took away the Duchies of
Schleswig, Holstein, and Lauenberg. They know from bitter
experience that Germany is the pirate of the nations, that it
has no scruples and no con cienee, and that it only bides its time
to add to its conquests the remaining two-third of the littl~
kingdom. Tl1ey not only sympathize with this country in thls
war for the world's liberty, but they feel deep}y the wrongs
infiicted upon their countrymen~ who now, under Germany's
despotic rule, have been forced into the front ranks of the
fighting in a cause which they abhor and for a Government
which they hate and despise. They ha. ve seen their forme~·
citizens forced against their will to come under the yoke of
Prussia, subjected to every pos ible regulation to stamp out their
feeling for the country to which they of t•ight belong; but in
spite of Prussian laws. and regulations thonsands of tile resi~
dents of the conquered territory still use only the Danish Ian~
guage, whicll, having never given allegiance to Germany, they
are entitled to preserve.
Some of the people of this conquered and annexed territory
came to America. Still larger numbers from Denmark it elf ha:re
emigrated to the United States llltil the Danish hav-e become one
of the most prominent groups of what are often spoken of as
... foreign-born citizens " ·or "citizens of foreign descent." As a
matter of faet, they are 100 per cent Americans. By temperament, by disposition, by their natiTe ideals they are in accord
with the spirit of this country. Denm.a.rk is not only free,' but
highly progressive in every way. There are no illitet~ates in Den-mark, and the ability, energy, and enterprise of its citizens are
well known. ln{leed, it is a mo t remarkable country. Its .
smallness has cau ed its history to be obscured by that of the
great powers of Europe, but tile little nation has had many g1·eat
statesmen, great writers, gl'eat poets, and great orators. Sur~
rounded as it is by water, it has developed hardy sailors and had
its great admirals, like Peder Tordenskj.ald and Niels Juel, for
th~ Dnni::;h people have always been a nation of courage and
spirit, and at one time held Sweden within their dominion. Their
courage, spirit, and determination, however, was never better
shown tl1an in their fight against the advet·se conditions of their
soil, climate, and location. Denmark has .no supplies of coal or
iron and no mineral resources of note. The soil of the country
is nowhere rich~ a large portion of it very poor. Yet, through
the energy, uetermination, and skill of the Danish people it h'US
become a great .agricultural country and is especially noted in
the production of butter. A great export demand sprang up for
butter made in Denmark by reason of its excellence and the 'Tellknown neatness and cleanliness of th~ Dani h people, ~.nd Dan-
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isll butter makers llave ser\ed as our instructors in the art of
butte·· makers in this country. Th~ organization and success
of the cooperative creameries in my own district are largely owing
to tllew. A considerable portion of the land of Denmark was at
one time barren heath. Through the persistence and scientific
skill of Enrico Dalgas, sometimes called the " Master of the
Heath," and certainly a past master in conservation, a large portion of this waste land has been redeemed and made both producth~e and profitable. 1\lany of the Danish people who came to my
own dish·ict settled in a locality where the land had been thought
by tl:!e Americans to be too hilly for successful farming. Now
some of tile best farms in the country are found in this same locality and all of it llas been made highly productive. Where
once was seen only the rolling hills with prairie grass, are now to
be fqunu splendid farms, large houses, great barns, and every
impro\ernent known to modern residences and mouern farms.
The same progressive spirit, the same determination, and energy
" 'hich had been used in redeeming their own country had h·ansformed this region.
We llave no better and no more loyal citizens than those of
Danish ue cent. Their whole soul is with us in this war. Inuecd, all of them consider it their war and have acted accordingly. - They have been foremost not only in subscriptions to
liberty bonds but in the support of all war activities, such as the
Red Cro · , Y. l\1. C. A., and others. • They have n right to be
proud of the · history of Denmark and its achievements, which
natmally they will never forget. Nor will they ever forget that
they are now American citizens, and the welfare of this country
is uppermost in their min'ds. Its traditions, its hopes, its future
are theirs, and to it they have pledged a whole-hearted and faithful allegiance superior to that of all other ties. [Applause.]
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from California [1\!r. OsBORNE].
1\11·. OSBORNE. l\lr. Speaker, the subject of the readju tment of industrial and business conditions after tl1e war is one
that has attracted the attention of every th'o ughtful citizen, particularly the employment of our returning soldiers after they
shall be finally discharged from military duty, has been giv.e n
much thought, and it desenes the most sincere and intelligent
consideration.
COMlliTTEES OR COMMISSIONS.

Bills ha\e been introduced in another branch of Congre pro· riding for the·creation of committees or commissions to . tudy
the problems involved and to report plans for meeting them.
One of the e bills provides for a joint committee of the Senate
and House, with a very extended list of subjects to be studied,
nnd anotller propose a commission to be appointed by the
President for the same purpose, the membership presumably to
be outsille the Senate and House.
It is not my purpo e to discuss the relatiYe merits of these
two plans further than to express the opinion that the investigations of a joint committee of Congre s are more likely to
result in beneficial legal enactments than those of an outsid~
commission. The r ason is obvious. It is the duty of Congress
to make the ·enactments after it shall ha\e derided upon their
nece ~ity, their practicability, and their wisdom. · That condition can not be reached without considerable investigation
through its own committee, even though a commission should
have made a report of its own researches with recommendations to Congress. Why not make one job of it and have Congress do its own work? It would undoubtedly he done more expeditiously, and would be more likely tq result in legislation
for the employment of our returned oldiers and sailors, and
for the indu trial readjustment of the Nation.
H is difficult to recall any substantial result in legislation of
any of our inve tigating commissions. How many read the
voluminous reports of the Tariff Commission, the Industrial
Relations Commission, of tlle other Government commission;;
which largely occupy the bookshelves of Congress, and how
often have they ever been the basis for the construction of laws?
The members of the e commissions may be and often arc
alJle men, and if t11ey hacl the power it is possible and even
probable tllat they would occasionally enact wise laws; but
the law-making power rests somewhere else; that is, with
Congres . After convincing themselves as to what ought to be
(lone, tlle commission must convince Congre s ; and as they are
not in intercourse with the member hip of Congress, whose
minds are engrossed with important subjects as to which they
have informed themsel\es through their own committees, the
matter drop and the net result is a rna s of printed volumes very
rarely read.
It would eem, t11erefore, that a joint committee of the two
Houses, or separate committees of each House would be more
likely to obtain definite and beneficial res~
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FOR DISCHARGED SOLDIERS.

I am inclined to the opinion that a too-e.:\.i:encled program
of investigation is planned. The main thing, or at least the
most pressing thing, is that om· returning soldiers should be·
employed in addition to our present working population. At
first glance this seems an enormous undertaking, but it must
be done. We can not allow any of our brave Army or Navy to
suffer for lack of employment. Again, we can not permit those
who are at present employed to be thrown out of work. With
a proper understanding of the situation, and such a broad
preparation as has distinguished our country in its participation
in the present war, the United States can take care of its gallant returning veterans and of its loyal working population as
well.
'Ve can not do it by buttoning up our pockets as soon as the
war is over and saying," Now that the war is over we are going
to shut down on everything and spend no more money." We
must treat tills reconstructive period as one of the features of
the war; as one of the great features that must be handled in
the same broad way that we have handled the war itself.
GOVER~MENT

AGENCIES SHOULD BE CENTRALIZED.

-The probabilities are that the assimilation of our citizen armY.
into civil life will not prove so difficult as many believe.
There is likely to be _after the war several years of great industrial and manufacturing activity. If private enterprise is
permitted freedom of movement and opportunity to expand,
there should be an unprecedented demand for skilled and unskilled labor. Stocks of manufactured goods of all kinds, and of
raw materials as well, must be very low in all countries of the
world. The rehabilitation of the war-devastated countries of
Europe, notably of France and Belgium, will make large rtemands upon the manufactured materials of the United States.
The resumption of building operations in the United States,
which have been suspended :(or most of the time ·since we entered upon the war, and which are now far behind, will ab orb
a great number of men.
.
Still, four or five millions ·of men are a good many to provi<lc
employment for, and the Government should make a virtue of
the necessities of the occasion and do some pretty big jobs of
work that will employ a great number of men, the completion
of which will be of lasting and incalculable advantage to the
en tire country.
EXAMPLE OF THE Cl\IL WAR.

Should there develop such an era o:f industrial activity in
America and throughout the world after the war as I anticipate, the demand for the personal services of men discharged
from our Army, unsk-illed as well as skilled, would be very
great, and the dangers of unemployment would not prove as
serious as many have anticipated. Fortunately, our country has
had some valuable experience along this line. During the great
Civil War there was the same anxiety as to the result of the
final discharging of soldiers on the field. The most dismal and
pessimistic forecasts were indulged in by some, to the effect
that the country would not absorb the services of such vast
numbers of men; that the men themselves, as a result of years
of military life, would have lost their steady habits of industry;
that without employment they would form bands of marauuers
and plunder local communities; and much more of the same
extravagant character.
It is to be remembered that the armies of that day comprised
as large or even a larger percentage of the entire population as
do om· armies of the present day. Following the surrender of
Gen. Lee at Appomattox, in April, 1865, t11ere were discharged
from the Union and Confederate Armies before the close of
that year a little less than 2,000,000 men. The entire population
of the United States, according to the census of 1860, was about
31,000,000. · The United States has now a population of .about
110,000,000. To-day it would take an army of 7,000,000 men to
equal in percentage of the whole population the army of
2,000,000 in 1865. As a matter of fact, we now have not more
tl1an 3,500,000, or about one-half the number in proportion t11at
we had in 1865. At most it is not contemplated to have more
than 5,000,000. The difficulty of absorption should be relatively
Jess.
' Vere the pessimistic anticipations of the sL~ties realized?
To the gratification and even surprise of the pah·iots of that
day they were not in the least. The Government mustered out
their regiments with the greatest rapidity possible. The Confederates returned to their homes without much formality.
Gens. Grant and Sherman arrange_d that tl1e cavalrymen and
artillerymen should be permitted to take tbeir horses home with
them to plant the lands for the season crops. Congress was
determined to discharge the Union soldiers witll the least possible delay in order to cut down the Army and Navy pay rolls
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anu expenses of the Gm:ernment.. Not the slightest attempt
wa • made to provide ellll1lo:rment foF the disc-harged men. It
took ne·a rly all the r mainder of the year 1865 to fully muster
out the Army; although the greater share of the discharges
were effected by the end of September. No soldier thought of
such a thing a the Qo.vernment doing anything for ~ beyond giving him. an honorable discharge, and paying- him the
3 per month due him.
'lihe Army melted into chil fife without the slightest jar to
industrial conditious. The Southern men went to their longnerrtected and often battle-torn homes, bravely to enter upon
th;ir long sh-uggle for their rehabilitation, under. new and
trying condition . The Northern men, on returmng home,
stepped into their old places which they had left months
er years before to off~r their lives to their country. ~here
was great expansion and stimulation of busine . J?reSld~nt
Lincoln had, during the war, signed the homestead Inn which
was open to all American citizens and all who should have
formally declaretl their intention to become sncbT a · well as
· Wiers and they thoroughly availed them elve~ of that great
act and splendid instrument for the building up of the great
Wet.
The era. of construction of the tr!in continental rallwa.rs commenced. The venture orne and enterprising characte~ of the
former soldiers--Northern and Southern-asserted itself by
engaging enthusiastically in these pioneer nn-<1-erta.kings, and
with the re ult of the: creation within the nati.Qnal boundaries of a new and powerful empire. They cOIITerted the
prairie into cultivated pl:lins; they watered the- desert, and
planted orchards and vineyards to repla.ce the sage brush and
chapparal; the bands of wild buffalo gave place to. herds- of
hor es and cnttle hlch ranged upon a thousand hills ; they_
disco.-ered and opened up mines of iion and eopper,.. of zinc
nn<l lead, of silver and o-r gold; they built cities of. such beal!t;y
und convenience as made them the wonder of the- age, With
churches, schools, coll<'ges. and aniversities of high excellence.
These discharged soldiers been.me the leaders, both North and
Southy in all the e ential lines of national progres ;. in indu try, education, and religion; in tile learned profeSSlons as
phy icians, as attorney , as judges upon the bench; as governor of the State a legi lators in the House of Representative and the Senate; and eY"ernl attained ~e exalted distinction of becoming President of the United States.
'o far, indeed, from becoming a menace to the welfare of the
Nation the discharge from military service of the so-ldiers of
the Oi;il ·war-Union and Corueaerate-marked the beginning
of an era or progre ~ material and spiritual~ to whiei: they were
largely, i! not tfie principal, contributors that comp:r1.
one of
the b-rightest pages. of American history.
LET THFf l!i..1TIO- DO I'l'B DUTY.

Let us not,_ then, look forward with misgivings to the return
to civil life· of the soldiers of the great European war. The soldiers of 186~-1865, the: Grand. Army ot the Republic, for a half
century kept altve the fil'es o:L patriotism in a Nation where
great growth of pro petity and wealth threatened tile existEmce
of all the noble virtue . T.he returning veterans of the great
European war of 1917 will oo the- Nation n similar invaluable
ervice during the coming centulj~. u Tile blood of. the martyrs
is the seed of the church.''
But the Nation should not fail to d~ its duty to these b1·ave
men in no grudging fashion. I do not belieye in the Go.vernment
attempting to provide employment for every man who comes- out
of the Army. By so doing we would destroy initiative-one of
he best and noblest characteristics or our citizenship.-a quality
that has specially distinmshed our Army on the battle fields.
It would: transform a body of braY"e and self-reliant soldiers into
n mass of weak dependents upon the state. Hea-ven forbid
such a tran formation !
TWO

~'lw

KI~DS

OF MEX TO BE PllOVIDED FOR.

able and far-seeing Secretary of the Interior, and my fellow California.ll, Hon. Franklin K. Lane, ha& devised an aumirable plan for providing returning soldi~r and sailors who- may
desire to enter upon agr1culttn-al I>Ursuits with arr opportunity
for o doing. This plan would contemplate the use of millions
of ncr of land in th~ great We tern and Pacific Codst States,
now valueless. but capable of considerable agricultural va.Irre by
irriooation. Along the Colorado River alon~ by the construction
of powerful restraining dams above the Grand Canyon of the
Colorado, it is estimated that 3,000,000 acres could be brought
under intense cultivation. Mr. Lane's plan niso include cutover lands in tha Northwest, the Lake States, and the South.
Al o swamp lands iu the Middle West and South. I shall ap·pend to my remarks n letter which I have received from Secretru·.r Lane explaining hi interesting and valuable plan more in
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detail and howing how it can be w.orked out successfrill,r.
Something of this kind should oe done so that oldiers who desire to enter agriculture could do so in a way that would enable
an industrious man to em·n a living and ev-entually obtain the
success of owning his own little farm.
There are many men, however, who have no taste for agricultural work, and they would not make a success of it. They
had rather work for wages and use their wages when ~arned in
whatever way may seem best t(} them. Even though it might
be better for tllem to follow agriculture, if they are indisposed
to become farmers or ranchers, there is no help for it, ancl that
is the end of it.
Then we must look out for those who would prefer to work
f"or wages. Can we do that on a sufficiently extensive scale to
provide for those who nre unable to secure employment in individual or corporate indu...~ies and with sufficient return to the
public so that the outl.ay may not be a wa&te of public _fundS?
I believe that it can be done.
There is nothfng tfia.t mill'e intimately affects every citizen than
transportation and the means of transportation-that embraces
transportation of all kinds: whether by railways, steamships,
rivers, canals, or by motor trnch-s on good roads. Our domestic
production, industries, and commerce have developed so rapidly
that the railways are no longer- able to accommodate them. Our
mercantile marine, which is now undergoing such a vast expansion, will assist in building up an unprecedented fareign trnde
after the great war. AU this will c:an for a vast increase in our
interior facilities of transportation after the warr By this I
mean e-verything that tends to improve facilities of transporta·
tion--deepened rivers, enlarged and improved canals, terminal
facilities on rivers, deepened and improved harbors, and last but
not least, good roads1n all parts of the country. Not all these are
:proper charges upon the National Government. But I pelieYe
that the Government might well enter upon the consb:uction of
a very extensive system of good roads throughout the countryconfined to trunk lines or those leading to extensive harbors, and
exacting from States and ·local communities the duty of constructing lateral lines.
The improvement of rivers and harbors and the extension of
canals should also be prosecuted in an extensive way, and par~
ticularly at the time- when we are likely to have a plethora of
labor largely from the returned armies,. combined with a moral
obligation to keep that labor employed.
Let us pla-~e the e two things together and have the one meet
the o-ther, viz :
·
1. The patriotic · moral obligation to give employment to all
our- returned soldiers and sailors who may not find employment
with private firms and corporations,_ and so fortb.
2~ The- necessity of vastly improving and increasing our trans~rtation facilities of all kinds, especially the creation ot a
national system of good roads.
In addition, let us provide faeilities to all who desire to- enter
agrlcnlture upon such plan as suggested by Secretary Lane. I believe that these plan are entirely possible and J.)racticablc,
and that in adopting them the .Nation will at once meet its obligation to provide employment to its discharged soldiers a.nd
sailors, and at the same time add enormously to the national
re ources, and particularly to the facilities of transportation.
SECRET-illY t;A~FlS PL.A..."' FOR RETURNING SOLDIE:RS.

The following letter explains the plan of Bon. Franklin K.
Lane for providing farms for returning soldiers and sa.ilors:
THE SECRE'l'ARY OF THE INTERIOR.

W CJ8hi11!]ton.
MY DEAD Mit. OSBDRNE : I believe the time· has come when we- should
give thought to the preparation of plans for providing o-pportunitr for
our soldiers returning trom the war. Beeause this department has
handled s1mlla.r problems, I consider it my duty to !}ring this matter
to the attention of yourself and Congress.
Every country ha& found itself face to faee with this situation at
tile: close of a great war. From Rome unrler Cretlar to France under
Napoleon down to our own Civil War ~ problem arose as- to w:hat
could be done with the soldiers to be mustered out of military service.
At the close of the Cfvfi War America faced a somewhat similar
situation. But fortunately at that time the public domain otrered
opportunity to the home-returning soldiers . .. The great part the veterans of that war played in developing the West is one of our epics.
The homestead law had been signed by Lincoln in the second year of
the- war, so that out of orrr wealth in lands we bad farms to offey the
million of veterans. It was also the era of transcontinental railway
construction. It was likewise the- period of rapid. yet broad and tnll.
development of towns and communities and States.
To the great number of return.in.g soldiers land will offer the great
and fundamental op-p~F:rtunity: The experience of wars points out the
less-on that our service men. because of army life, with its openness and
activity. will largely seek out-of-doors vocations and occupations. This
fact is accepted by the allied European nations. That is why their
programs and policies- of relocating and readjustment emphasize the
eppm-tunities on. the laud for the returning soldier. The question.
then, is, u What land can be made available for farm homes for our
soldiers? ·~
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We do not have the bountiful public domain of the sixties and
seventie . In a literal sense. for the use of it on a generous scale for
soldier farm homes as in the sixties, "the public domain is gone."
The official figures at the end of the fiscal year June SO, 1917, show
this: We have unappropriated land in the continental United States to
the amount of 230,057,755 acres. It is safe to say that not one-halt
of this land wlll ever prove to be cultivable in any sense. So we have
no land in any way comparable to that in the public domain when
Appomattox came, and ruen turned westward with army rifle and
"r~'n blanket" to begin life anew.
While . we do not have this matchless public domain of '65, we do
have millions of acres of undeveloped lands that can be made availnbl(! for our home-coming soldiers. We have arid lands in the West:
cut-over lands in the Northwest, Lake States. and South; and also
swamp lands in the :Middle West and South, which can be made available throu~h the proper development. Much of this land can be made
suitable for farm homes if properly handled. But lt wlll require that
each type of land lle dealt with in its own particular ffi;Shion. The
arid land will r equire water, the cut-over land will reqmre clearing,
. and the swamp land mu t be drained. Without any of these aids they
remain largely "No man's land." ThE> solution of these problems is
no new thing. In the admirable achievement of the Reclamation
Service in reclamation and drainage we have abundant proof of what
can be done.
Looking toward the construction of ndditional projects, I am glad to
say that plans and investigations have been under way for some time.
A survey and study has been in the course of consummation by the
Reclamation Service on the Great Colorado Basin. That great project.
I belleve. will appPal to the new spirit of America. It woulll seem
the conque t of an empire in the Southwest. It is believed that more
than 3,000.000 of acres of arid land could be reclaimed by the completion
of the upper and lower Colorarto Basin projects.
It has bPen officially estimated that. more than 15,000,000 acres of
irrigable land now remain in the Government's bands. This is ·the great
remaining storehouse of Government land for reclamation. Under what
policy and program millions of these acres could be reclaimed for
future farms and homes remains for legislation to determine. The
amount of swamp and cut-over lnnds in the United State. that can
be made available for farming is extensive. Just how much there is
has never been determined with any degree of accuracy. Practically
all of it has pas ed into private owne1·ship. .For that reason in consi<lering its use it would be necessary to work out a policy between
the private owners and the Government unless the land was purchased.
It ha been esti.matf'd that ·the total area of swamp nnrl overflowed
lands in the Gnited States is between 70,000,000 and 80,000,000
acres. Of this amount, it is stated that about "GO,OOO,OOO acres can
be reclaimed and made profitable for agriculture." The undcvelop~d
swamp lands lie chiefly in Florida, In the. States along the Atlantic
and Gulf coasts, in thP Mississippi ·Delta, and in l\lls onri, Indiana,
Michigan, Mmnesota, Wisconsin, and California.
What amount of lanu in its natural state unfit for farm homes can
be made . suitable for cultivation by drainage only thorough surveys
and tudies can develop. We know that authentic figures show that
more than 15,000,000 acres have beE>n reclaimed for profitable farming,
most of which lies in the l\iisslssippi River VaHey.
The amount of cut-over lanos in the United States, of course, it is
impossible even in approximation to estimate. These lands, however, lie largely in the South Atlantic and Gulf States, the Lake States,
and the Nol"thwestern States. A rough estimate of their number is
about 200,000.000 acres-that is, of land suitable for agricultural development. Sul>. tantiaiJy all this cut-over or logged-off land is in
private ownership. The failure of this land to be developed i largely
due to inaedquate method of approach. Unless a new policy of development is worked out in cooperation between the Federal Government.
the States, and the individual owners, a greater part of it will rE>main
un f'ttled and uncultivated. The i.mdevelop<>d cut-over lands lie chiefly
in thP Pacific Northwest (particularly in Washington and Oregon), in
the Lake States (Minnesota. Michigan, anrt Wisconsin), and in the
South Atlantic and Gulf coastal States (Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and
Texas).
Any plan for the development of land for the returning soldier will
come face to face with the fact that a new policy will have to meet
the new conditions. The era of frE>e or chPap land in the United States
ha pas. ed. We must meet the new conditwns of developing lands in
advance. Security must to a degrE>e displace speculation. Some of
the defects in our old system have been described by Dr. Elwood Mead
in these words :
"Science [should] have gone hand in hand with the settlement of
the arid and semiarid country, aml all that science could give would
have been utilized, first, in the creation of the conditions of settlement
and then in aiding the settler in difficult tasks. Because nothing was
done, these heroic but uninformed souls were bedeviled by the winds,
cold drought, and insect pests. They wasted their efforts, lost their
hopes and ambitions, and a tragic percentage left, impoverishE>d and
emllittered. The tragic part of this history is that nPnrly all this
suffering and loss could have been avoided under a carefully thoughtout plan of development."
There arc certain tendencies which we ought to face frankly in our
consideration of a policy for land to the home-coming soldier : First,
·the drift to farm tennncy. The experience of the world bows without
qu~ . tion that the happiest people, the best farms, and the soundest
political conditions are found where the farmer o'vus the home and
the farm lands. The growth of tenancy in America shows an increase
of 32 pex: cent for the 20 yPars between 1890 and 1910. Second, the
drift to urban life. In 1880, of the total population of t he United
Statt>s 29.5 per cent of our people r esided in cities and 70.5 per cent
in the country. At the census of 1910, 46.3 per cent resided in cities
and u3.7 per cent remained in the country. It is evident that since
the war in Europe there has been a decided increase in the trend toward the city because of industrial conditions. The adoption by the
United States of new policies in its land development plans for · returning veterans will al o contribute to the amelioration of these two
danger. to American life.
A plr~n of land devPlopmE'nt whereby land is developed in large areas,
subdivided into individual farms, then sold to actual, bona fide farmers
on a small-payment basi . has been in force not onlt in the United
States und r the reclamat1on act but also in many other countries for
seveTal years. It has proved a distinct success. In Denmark, Ireland,
New Zealand. and the Australian Commonwealth it has completely
changed the land situation. One of the new features of this plan -is
that holders are aided in improving and cultivating the farm. In a
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word, there is organized community development. It beneficial re nits'
have been well describP.d by the Canadian commls ·ion which was appointed to investigate its results in New Zealand in these words:
" • • • The farmers have built better houses or remodeled their
old ones, brought a larger acreage of land under cultivation that would
otherwi e be lying idle; have bought and kept better lh·e stock; have
bought nnd used more labor-saving machinery on the farms and in
the houses. • • • They keep more sheep and pigs and have so
largely increased the revenue from their farms that they are able to
meet the payments on the mortgages and to adopt a higher standard
of living and a better one. Throughout the country a higher and better
civilization is gradually being evolved; the young men and women who
are growing up are happy and contented to remain at home on the
farm and find ample time and opportunity for recreation and entertain·
ment of a. kind more wholesome and elevating than can be obtained in
the cities."
It may l>e said that this country, outside of Alaska, has no frontier
to-day. Of course, Alaska will stlll offer opportunity for a pioneer life;
and of course Alaska likewise has yet unknown remarkable agricultural
possibilities ; but unless we make possible the development of this
land by the men who desii·c their life in that field we will lose a great
national opportunity.
This is an immediate duty. It will be too late to plan for these
things when the war is over. Our thought now should be given to the
problem. And I therefore desire to bring to your mind the wisdom of
immediately supplying the Interior Department with a sufficient fund
with which to make the necessa,ry surveys and studies. We should know
by the time the war ends not merely how much arid land can be irrigated, nor how much swamp land reclaimed, nor where the grazing land
is and how many cattle it will support, nor how much cut-over land
can be cleared, but we should know with definiteness where it is prartlcable to begin new irrigation projects, what the character of the land
is, what the nature of the· improvements needed will be, and what the
cost will bE>. We should know also, not in a general way but with par·
ticularity, what definite areas of swamp land may be reclaimed, bow
thE>y can be drained, what the cost of the drainage will be, what crops
they will raise. We should have in mind specific areas of grazing
lands, with a knowledge of the cattle which are best adapted to them,
and the practical>ility of supporting a family upon them. We should
know what it would cost to pull or " blow out" stumps and to put the
lands into condition for a farm home.
And all this should be done upon a definite planning basi . We
should think as carefully of each one of the e projects as Ueorge Washington thought of the planning of the city of Washington. We should
know what it will cost to buy these lands if they are in private hands.
In short, at the conclusion of the war the United States should be able
to say to its returned soldiers : "If you wish to go upon a farm, here
are a variety of farms of which you may take your pick which the
Government bas prepared against the time of your returning." I do
not mean by this to carry the implication that we should do no other
work now than the work of planning. A very small sum of money put
into the hands of men of thought, experience, and vision will give us a
program which wUI make us feel entirely confident that we are not to
be submerged industrially or otherwise by labor which we will not be
able to absorb, or that we would be in a condition where we would show
a lack of respect for those who return as heroes, but who will be without
means of immediately self-support.
·
A million or two dollars, it appropriated now, will put this work well
under way.
This plan does not contemplate anything like charity to the soldier.
He is not to be given a bounty. He Is not to be made to feel that he ls
a dependent. On the contrary, he is to continue inn sen. e in the service
of the Government. Instead of destroying our enemies he is to develop
our rE>sources.
The work that Is to be done other than the planning should be done
by the soldiet· himself. '.fhe dam or the irrigation project should be
built by him; the canals, the ditches, the breaking of the land, and the
building of the houses should, under proper direction, be his occupation.
He should be allowed to make his own home, cared for while he is
doing It, and given an interest in the land for which he can pay
through a long period of years, perhaps SO or 40 years. Th.i s same
policy can be carried out as to the other classes of land. So that the
soldier on his return would have an opportunity to make a home for
himself, to build a home with money which we would advance and
which he would repay, and for the repayment we would have an abundant security. The farms should not be turned over as the prairies
were-unbroken, unfenced, without accommodations for men or animals. There should be prepared homes, all of which can be constructed
by the men themselves and paid for by them under a system of imple
dlvision by which modern. methods of finance will be applied to their
needs.
As I have indicated, this Is not · a mere Utopian vlsiun. It is, with
slight variations, a policy which other countries at·e pursuing successfully. The plan is simple. I will undertake to present to the Congress
definite projects for the development of this country through the use
of the returned soldier by which the United States, lending its credit,
may lnct·ease its resources and its population and the happine s of its
people with a cost to itself of no mot·e than the few hundred thousand
dollars that it will take to study this problem through competent men.
This work should not be postponed.
Cordially, yours,
FRAXKLI~ K. LA.)<E.
Hon. HENRY Z. 0SBORXE,
House of Representatives.

l\Ir. LEVER. 1\Ir. Speaker, I yielU five minutes to the gentle·
man from Alabama [1\Ir. IIEFLIN].
·l\Ir.-HEFLIN. Mr. Speaker, in order that the record may he
kept straight, I want to call attention to some of ~he votes cast
by Republican Members upon important war measures. I am
willing that every Republican who e record entitles him to it
shall receive the credit and benefit of loyal support given to
the administration in the time of this teri·ible war, but I am
not willing to have the speech of the RepubUcan gentleman
from Illinois [Mr. MADD,EN] go unchallenged-Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of order that
the conference report is befor~ the House and discussion of
extraneous subjects is not in order. The gentleman from llli·
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nois [l\fr. MADDE- ] was granted permission through unanimous
consent to make the remarks he did. The p:entlema.n froCI
Alabama, of cour e, could get unanirqous con ent to reply. I do
not think this qiscus ion ought to be throwu in during the
consideration of the conference report, which will be disposed
of in a few minutes.
1\Ir. HEFLIN . . The gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
WALSH], a Republican, has permitted Republicans to discuss
other subjects, and I submit that he ought to be willing now
that one Democrat should. reply to the speeches made by them.
The chairman of the committee in charge of the bill [1\Ir.
LEVER] has yielded me time for the purpose of making a reply
to the speech of the gentleman from Illinois [l\Ir. MADDEN], and
I want to call the attention of the country to the record vote
of Republicans upon war measures, and if the gentleman doubts
the correctness of my statement he can consult the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD.
The SPEAKER. Tile Chair knows, but the trouble about
thnt is if the gentleman from Massachusetts makes the point
of order it must be held as good.
1\lr. HEFLIN. I trust that the gentleman from Massachusetts
will permit me to proceed.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, pending the disposition of the
point of order, is the gentleman averse to getting 5 or 10 minutes after the dispo ition of the conference report, or is it of
such importance that he feels he must reply to it at this particular time?
l\Ir. HEFLIN. I wish to reply now. I am sure that from
what I have seen that I could not get unanimous consent to
reply.
.l\1r. WALSH. I withdraw the point of order.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman withdraws the point of order.
Mr. HEFLIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, I am not willing that the speech
of the gentleman from Illinois [l\Ir. 1\.LwDEN] shall go unchallenged. The gentleman says that the Republican side has supported and upheld the administration in every way. I challenged
that statement while the gentleman was speaking an_d I challenge it now. I deny the trut11fulness of that statement, and I
call attention to the facts disclosed ·by the RECORD. Thirtytwo Republican Congressmen voted against the war resolution.
A hundred and eleven Republican Co-ngressmen. voted against
tabling the McLemore resolution. Seventy-six Republican Congressmen voted for the Cooper amendment to the armed neutrality bill, an amendment designed to nullify the measure's entire
effectiveness. One hundred and sixty Republican Congressmen
voted against the Shipping Board bill, which has given America
its great and growing merchant marii~e-.
Mr. W.ALSH. 'Veil, the gentleman is not reading from the
RECORD. He is re~ding from the Democratic campaign document, and I make the point of order that the gentleman ·should
not be permitted to read without the consent of the House from
rin extraneous document.
l\Ir. HEFLIN. I am stating the facts disclosed by the CoNGBEssroNAL RECORD.
TJ1e SPEAKER. The point of order is sustained.
Mr. HEFLIN. Then, Mr. Speaker, I will not be permitted to
give the truth to the country-. The SPEAKER. The rule is not always invoked, but when-.
ever it is invoked it has to be enforced. It does not permit miscellaneous general debate on a confe~:ence report.
1\fr. HEFLIN. Mr. Speaker, in all fairness I ask the gentleman from Massachusetts to be fair and just and let me give to
the country the whole truth about Republican votes on these
war measures.
· 1\lr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Speaker, if the gentleman wiU permit me,
I have seen the document from which the genthiman is reading,
and if the facts which he is now reading-~
1\lr. HASTINGS. :Mr.. Speaker, I call for the regular order.
The SPEAKER. The regular order is to vote on this conference report.
Mr. HEFLIN. Well, the gentleman from Ma sachusetts declines to permit me to proceed-.-.
The question was taken, and the conference report was
agreed to.
1\Ir. LEVER. 1\lr. Speaker, I move that the House further
insist on its disagreement to Senate amendment No. 28 and ask
for a further conference.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from South Carolina asks

1\.lr. LEVER. 1\lr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. LEVER. How much time would be allowed under the
rule on this amendment? Do I have an hour in my own right
which I can control?
The SPEAKER. Yes.
Mr. ANDERSON. l\1r. Speaker, is it possible the gentleman
from South Carolina has an hour which he controls on an amendment which was offered, a pre'f erential amendment?
'l'he SPEAKER. Anybody who gets the floor has an hour.
1\lr. LEVER. Let me ask the gentleman from Minnesota how
much time he desires, to see if we can agree as to time.
1\lr. ANDERSON. I imagine I will not want more than 15

unanimous consent that the House insist on its disagreement

or 20 minutes-say 20 minutes.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Soutli Carolina moves
that the Rouse further insist on its disagreement to Senate
amendment 28 and ask for a further conference.
l\!r. ANJ?ERSON. 1\fr. Speaker, I desire to make a preferential motwn, to concur in the Senate amendment with an
amendment.
The SPEJ~KER The Clerk will report the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows :
Mr. ANDERSON. moves to concur in Senate amendment No 28 with
the following amendments:
·
'
". (1) On p~ge 14, strike out the proviso beginninu with line 24 and
en d mg with lme 3 on page 15
o
.
".(2) Strike out all of section 7 and insert in lieu thereof the followmg:
"'.SEc. 7. That t.he rent for real estate within the District of Co-

lu~~~a shall not be m excess of the following rates herein provided for:

(a) The rent, whether by the day, week, month, or year, at which
sue h real estate was let on the 30th day of September 1916 plus 15
per cent of such r ent· or
'
'
"' (b) If not rented on that date the rent whether by the day week
month, or lear, at which 1t was thus last let before that date plus 15
per cent o such rent· or
'
"' (c) If such real' estate was not rented on or prior to September
30, 19.16, or it it bas been converted from dwellina
apartment
hotel
0
o~_resJdence uses to business uses since that date, 0r if it was! rented
PIIC!r to !hat date., upon a term lease of not less than 10 years which
exx.nred smce the .::~Otb day of September, 1916, then it may be rented
fpr an amount which will allow 7 per cent net ·on a valuation equal
to the assessed ~aluatlon of such property for taxation plus 50 per
CPnt thereof. Srud rents above pres cribed shall be the standard rents
for sald several classes of property and prima facie shall be reasonable
reJ?tS therefor. In any case where elevator or other service furnished
PtirlOr to Sept!"mber 30, 1916, is omitted subsequent to that date reduc~!1~ prop~rtw~ate to the value of such service shall be made.
In fixmg tents of real estate under subsection (c) of this section
there shall be taken into account the taxes and assessments thereon the
~ost of reasonable repairs and maintenance actually incurred an'd of
msurance, and of light, heat, water, and elevator and other service
w~~}·e furnished, as well as a proper nllowance for depreciation.
I~ the case of hotels or apartment houses or of rooms or apart·
ments m hotels or apartment houses which were not rented to tenants
or to guests on or before September 30, 1916, the rents shall be fixed
by the rent administrator at the same prices, as nearly as may be as
were charged In. bote,Is or apartment houses of similar character iwd
location and havmg Similar accommodations on the 30th day of SPptembcr, 1916, plus 15 per cent of such rent. .Apartment houses which have
been or may be converted into single rooms or suits. furnish by or for
the owner or lessee, and rel!ted for transient occupation, shall be classed
as hotels, and shall be subJect to all the ordinances rules regulations
and laws of the District of Columbia relating to hotels
'
.,
·• '~ben real estate is rented furnished, the rent a.d.ministrator shall
authorize a fair nnd rensonable rental for the furniture in addition to
the rental for the real estate, which rental shall not exceed a rate of
30 p er -cent of the value of the furniture ·per annum and shall be sub-·
Ject to the approval of the rent administrator.
"'Rents in excess of the rates herein authorized are hereby declared·
to be against. public policy and void, and If accrued or paid after the
passage of this act such excess may be recovered . by the lessee, his assigns. or legal representatives 1f action shall be begun therefor within
six month!'! after the expirat1on of his tenure.'
"(3) 0~ page 17, strike out paragraph beginning with line 3 and endIn/f. with llne 13.
.
.
·
'(4) On pages 19 and 20. strikP out all of sPction 11
. " ( 5) On page 20, strike out the tint paragt·aph in section 12, beginnin"'
wtth line 11 and ending with line 16.
o
"(G) On page 21, line 12, strike out the words 'a resident of the
District o( Columbia and.'
"(7) On page 21, line 21, strike out the words 'including mortgagees •
"(8) On page 22, strike out the proviso beginning with line 5 dowi.
to and including the word ' final ' In line 20.
"(9) On page 22, line 22, strike out the words ··board of rent ap·
peals' anrt insert in lieu thereof 'rent administrator.'
"(10) Strike out section 17 and insert in lieu thPreof the following:
"'SEc. 17. That any person subject to the provisions of this act, or
whenever such person is a corporation, any director or officer thereof'
or any receiver, trustee, lessee, agRnt, or ·person acting for or employed
by Ruch corporation, who shall wlllfully receive rPnts on real estate In
excess of those permitted by the terms of this ad, or who shall willfully, by any sale or transfer or by any act or subterfuge, ·evade or attempt to evade or aid nnd abet in evading. the provisions of this act
shall be punished by a tine not exceeding $5,000 or Imprisonment not
excE:eding one year; or both.' "

to Senate amendment No. 28 and ask for a further conference.
l\1r. LEVER. And the gentleman from Kentucky is interested.
l\Ir. ANDERSON. I object, l\lr. Speaker.
How much time would he desire?
1\lr. LEVER 1\lr. Speaker, I move that the House further · 1\11·. JOHNSON of Kentucky. I can not say, until after I
insist on its disagreement to Senate amendment 28 and ask for j have heard the gentleman from 1\Iinnesota, but I suppose I
would, in order to be perfectly safe about the matter, like to
a further conference.
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have 20 minutes, although I may not use any of it. It depends
Mr. .JOHNSON of KeLtucky. Should not the gentleman from
upon the gentleman's explanation altogether of his amendment.
Minnesota explain his amendment and then let it be eli cus eel
1\fr. LEVER. I thi.n k we can save time if we can come to a afterwards?
unanimous-consent agreement. I ask tmanimous consent that
The SPEAKER. It does not shift from the chairman unless
debate on this amendment be limited to 50 minutes, the gentle- he is upset on the motion for the pl·evious question.
man from Minnesota to have 20 and I to have 30.
lli·. LEVER. I yield to the gentleman from Minnesota 30
1\fr. RANDALL. Will the gentleman yield me fi\e minutes? minutes, to be disposed of as he sees fit, and will reserve tho
1\Ir. LEVER. Yes; I wilL I Will not have any left myself-- balance of my timer
~Jr. BI..ANTON. For a preferential matter that may be
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Speaker-offered I want five minutes.
The SPEAKER. The Chair wants to finish that deci ion. I!
1\fr. LEVER. I
try to give it to the gentleman.
the gentleman from South Carolina [Mr. LEVER], who is en~
1\lr. RANDALL. Does the gentleman's request involve only titled to make a motiol! for the previous question, should be
time on this amendment or does it involve the time on another defeated on it, the control of the matter swings to the gentleman
amendment which' may be o:ffered__:a preferential motion?
from Minne ota [Mr. ANllERSO!'i].
Mr. LEVER. It involves this amendment~
Mr. LEVER. Certainly. That is the established practice
here.
_
1\fr. RANDALL. Lt merely involves this?
Mr. LEVER. Yes.
The SPEAKER. I remember _the fu·st time that was brought
The SPEAKER. Is anybody making any request?
to my attention. The Committee on Naval Affairs in the Fifty1\11·. LEVER. I have already submitted a request, Mr. third Congre s brought irr a repo1~ relating to something about
Speaker, for 50 minutes.
land at the Naval Obserratory, and' Mr. CANNor~, the chairMr. A1\TDERSON. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
man of the Committee on Appropriation , and l\1r. SHAFROTH,
of Colorado, and somebody else, made a vicious fight on it and
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. ANDERSON. I assumed that, having offered this amend- a successful fight, and u--pset the Naval Affairs Committee com·
ment, I was entitled to recognition to argne it. If the gentle- pletely and took the charge- of the· matter away from them.
man from South Carolina [Mr. LEVER] is going, after the de- And between two days Amos Cummings, who was a very popubate1 to permit amendments to be offered, and this thing to go lar and persuasive kind of a man, went around among his
friends and made per onal olicitations that they help overon i~definitely, ram going to insist on what rights I haYe.
Mr. LEVER. I would say to the gentleman from Minnesota throw 1\fr. CAN -oN and 1\!r. SHAFBOTK,. and whoever the third
that he hns offered a preferential motion, the only motion that man was-. And, lo and behold, what happened was that the
can be offered at this time. Unless his motion is voted down Committee on Naval Affairs got it back again. Now, once 1nce
there would be no other motion in order. Of course, if the I have been Speaker the matter has swung backward and f rmotion is voted down, then there would be other preferential ward three times, but the ruling of the Chair ha hecn from ttine
motion , which I could not keep out except by- unanimous con- immemorial that the chairman has control.
l\Ir. LEVER. I yield to the gentleman from Minne ota [l\Ir.
sent or by moving the previous question. And even thut would
not keep out the motion. It would only cut off the debata I ANDERSoN] 30 mfnutes out of my- time.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from 1\Iinne ·ota
a k the Chair to submit the unanimous-con ent request that
the debate be limited to 50 minutes on this amendment- and all is recognized for 30 minutes.
Mr. ANDERSON. 1\Ir. Speaker, the housing and rental' con·
amendments thereto, 30 minutes to be controlled by myself and
20 minutes by the gentleman from 1\finne ota [1\fr. ANDERSON}. ditions in the District of Columbia are- appalling~ I think it
JUr. ANDERSON. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right lo object, would- not be too much to characterize them, in some cases at
I want to say this about that:. Having offered this amendment, least, as being horrible. One has only to take a little intere t
it strikes me I am entitled to clo e the. debate and consequently in the sitnation in this District to become info1·med of fact
which discredit the District as the Capital of tht:> Nation.
] think I shall object to that sort of an arrangement.
Now, I have here a fist of mo1ye- than a: hundred places vi ited
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Minnesota objects.
Mr. MONDELL. '.l'he gentleman realizes that the gentleman by one- young lady war worker in the Drstrict in search of u .
room; and at none o:f them was she- able to find a roam of any,
from l\Unne ota has an hour in his own right?
Mr. LEVER. I submitted that inquiry to the Chair a moment kind at less than $45 a month. Sfie is now living- in a little
ago, and the Chau· held that I controlled one hour on this amend- back' bedroom off a. kitchen, :for which she pays $45 a month.
ment, rather than the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. ANDER- Most of these war workers come from very good hO-mes all ove1.·
SON].
the eountry. They havec a desire to perform a r al service.
The SPEAKER. The Chair held that anybody that got the Most of them are making a sacrifice, and yet they are asked to
live in Washington under conditions that almo t equal the con·
floor on a motion like f1l.is had an hour.
•
1\Ir. LEVER. I have the right to move the previous question ditions in the trenches of Europe. This situation ought not to
at any time, being in: charge of the bill, but I do not desire to exist, and these conditions ought not to be permitted to exist.
1\fy attention this m.oming was called t(} another ca e, the- cnso
do tl1at.
The SPEAKER. Tlie Chair is not pas ing on that because it of three houses not very :far from the Capitol. in which there
are housed 100 war workers, an<t these t11ree little houses yield
1llis not been asked.
l\'fr. MONDEL.L. The gentleman can not move the previous ·a monthly rent of more than $2,000. . Before the war the three
honses could be- rented for $225. These are just illustrations,
que tion while the gentleman from Minnesota has the fioor.
and yet they are more or·less typical of conditions that exist
1\11·. LEVER. The gentleman has not the fioor.
1\Ir. A.Nl)ERSON. I was on my feet. and asking for recogni- all over the District.
Now, the parliamentary situation fn which thi bill stan i
tion and am entitled to the floor.
Mr. JOHNSON of Kentucky. I ask for a ruling as to who has this: The Senate has placed upon the emergency agr1cnltural
the floor; whether it is the gentleman from South Carolina [Mr. bill an amendment known as the Pomerene amendment.
Ml"'. WALSH. Mr. · Chairman, will the gentleman yield for a
LEVER], or whether the gentleman from Minne ota did not get it
when he got the fioor to offer his amendment?
question?
Mr. LEVER. The Chair sub~equently recognized me.
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. \V ALSH. In regard to the conditions which the gentle·
1\Ir. .JOHNSON of Kentucky. There was a demand for the
regular order, and therefore the Speaker will have to decide. who man has described and with which he is familiar thraughout
has the fioor.
the District, I would like to ask how closely that verges on givThe SPEAKER. The chairman of the committee ha the first ing aid and comfort to the enemy arid hindrance and discomfort
hour.
·
and destruction to our own war machinery?
1\lr. ANDERSON. It probably is not pos IDle to say just how
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Speaker, does not the gentleman :from
Minnesota [:Mr. ANDERSON], who was recognized to offer a close that goes to giving aid and comfort to the enemy; but thi
preferential motion, in offering that motion have the floor for is true, that thou ands of people who have come to- the District
desiring to do war work have found it impo sible to stay in
the di cnssion of that motion 1
Washington under the conditions under wlnch they were re·
The SPEAKER. Not to the exclusion of the chairman.
Mr. LEVER. 1\fr. Speaker, I will say to the gentleman from quired to live.
1\Iinne ota that I am perfectly willing to give him 30 minutes,
I started to re-late what the parliamentary situation was.
if that will help, out of my hour.
The Senate ha placed on the Agricultural emergency bUT an
Mr. .Al\TDERSON. I do not know wlmt the gentlemen are amendment de igned to deal with the rental situation in tho
going to say on this proposition. I do not want to make a pre- Di trict, known as the Pomere-ne amendment. Prior to that the
liminru·y statement and then have no opportunity at all to meet Hou e had p Ned a bill introduced and sponsored by the gentleany <1ebate that will be made. Why can not the gentleman - man from Kentucky [l\fr. JoHNso~], and to that bill tlle enate
control one-half the time and I the other half?
al o adopted an amendment, the so-called Pomerene bill. As I
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understand it, on that bill the House and Senate conferees·
are now in a deadlock, with very little likelihood of an agreement. The orily chan~e, the only practical way,· of getting
legislation upon this question is through the Senate amendment to the pending bill.
Now, the gentleman from Kentucky [MF. JoHNSON], in a
speech which he made some time ago, made a number of objections to the Pomerene amendment which in my judgment are
valid. It seemed to me that some one ought to try to so amend
the Pomerene bill as to put some tee~ into it and make · it
a real antiprofiteering bilL I have tried to do that in the
amendment which I have offered.
The first objection to the Pomerene bill is that it fixes the
. date upon 'vbich the basis of the standard rent is determined
as the first day of Octvber, 1917. The effect of fixing that date,
of course, is this, that all of those who bad taken advantage of
the war conditions and the great congestion in the District of
Columbia to make a new contract at exorbitant rates, effective
October 1, 1917, would be confirmed in that contract by the Pomerene bill if it were passed. In order to correct that defect I
ha\e fixed as the date for the basis of the Pomerene bill the
30th day of September, 191G, which is the same date fixed by
the gentleman from Kentucky in the bill which he offered anti
which the House passed some time ago.
Anotller objection to the Pomerene bill was that it exempted
entirely from its operations all of those buildings which had
been con\erted from dwell4lg and residential purposes to business uses. Now, as the gentleman from Kentucky very well
suggests, there is no more reason why the people of the District of Columbia should be permitted to profiteer in business
property than that they should be permitted to profiteer in
residential or dwelling property, and I have offered an amendment which strikes out that proviso and fixes the rent of such
property at a rate not in excess of a sum sufficient to yield
7 per cent on the assessed valuation plus 50 per cent.
.Another objection to the Pomerene bill urged by the gentleman from Kentucky was directed toward the penalty clause.
He urged, and rightly urged, that if the property was rented by
a corporation, that corporation could not be sent to jail, and
therefore the only penalty which could be visited upon the corporation was the thousand-dollar fine provided in the Pomerene
bill. I have undertaken by a new section, 17, to put some teeth
into the penalty clau e, and I have made the officers and directors
and agents of every corporation in the District of Columbia
renting real estate and subject to the provisions of this act subject to both fine and imprisonment for its violation.
The rent which was· charged under the contract on the 30th
day of September, 1916, plus 15 per cent, is the stan~ard rent for
all property which was rented on that date and as to property
which was not rented on that date, but which was rented previously at an agreed price, the last agreed price plus 15 per
cent is the standard rate. The only cases in which that standard rent, as fixed by September 30, 1916, does not apply are, first,
those in which the property has been converted from dwelling
to business uses since that date; second, those cases where the
property has been rented upon a long-term lease wliich expired
subsequent to the 30th day of September, 1916, a class of cases
which obviously, it seems to me, ought to constitute an exception,
and as to these the 7 per cent provision applies.
~r. JOHNSO~ of Kentucky.
Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Does the gentleman yield?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes.
_
l\lr. JOHNSON of Kentucky. I would like to ask the gentleman there if his amendment in regard to the lease expiring on
the 16th day of September is not an error? Should not that be
the 30th?
·
Mr. JU.."TIERSOX Yes; it should be the 30th of September
and I ask now that the word "siXteenth" which appears in subdivision (c) of my amendment, may be changed to the "30th
of September," and wherever it appears.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the change
indicated will be made.
There was no objection.
.
Mr. ANDERSON. Now, the rents which are prescribed in this
bW are made the standard rents of the District of Columbia,
and any rent in excess or contract which provides for rents in
excess of those herein authorized are declared to be void and
against public policy.
I reserve the balance of my time.
l\lr. LEVER. I yield to the gentleman from Kentucky [l\Ir. .
JoHNso~] 20 minutes, and reser'"e the balance of my time.
1\fr. JOHNSON of Kentucky. ·In the beginning, Mr. Speaker,
I 'may ask to avail myself of the same privilege . that the gentleman' from Minnesota (l\.Ir. ANDERSON] has asked-that is, that 1
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be not compelled to use all my time at once, for the very good
reason that the gentleman from Minnesota did not take up his
amendments one by one and explain them. He made very appropriate comments on the outrageous and distressing conditions
that exist in the District of Columbia, which are even far worse ·
than he bas put them. I agree with him that there is a crying
need for legislation on this subject, but that is not of such recent
date. Outrageous profiteering was going on in the District of
Columbia in the way of house rents back in December and January. On the 24th of January I introduced a bill to curb it. That
bill has gone along until the Members of a body at the other end of
the Capitol, in seeking to delay really beneficial legislation upon
the subject, now have two sets of conferees upon the same subject.
That body, in humoring its conferees in their inaction, are saying
to them, in substance, " Stand idly by and do nothing while we
try it with another set of conferees." • Nobody knows but what
they will have another set, or half a dozen sets, of conferees before
the matter is disposed of, and I am quite sure it would be to the
liking of two or three gentlemen on the committee having jurisdiction of the matter at the other end of the Capitol, who really
desire no beneficial legislation. Those men are intelligent, and
in their intelligence they know that the measure which they have
proposed will not remedy the evil. Knowing that, they persist
upon the passage of the Pomerene bill, when, as men of intelligence, they know t11at it will not bring relief to a single sufferer
in the District of Columbia. They know-and I state that deliberately, for they are men of sufficient ability to know what they
do-that their measure will not bring relief. They know that
when they adopt the plan set out in the Pomerene bill, providing
that the landlords shall have "7 per cent net," they thereby
limit legalized profiteering only by the blue sky without restricting or hampering in every way the right of the profiteer to impose upon the tenant in the way of overhead charges that which
he can not take more directly. The proposition in the Pomerene
bill is that the landlord shall have 7 per cent "net," when these
gentlemen Qf ability know that within an hour each and every
landlord who desires to profiteer can go down town to th~
proper official in the District Building and convert his individual
ownership of property into corporate ownership. Then he can
elect himself president of that corporation, his wife secretary
of it, another member of his family manager, and then out of
what they have extortionately taken from the tenant they can
pay each and every member of that family a big salary. There
is no restriction whatever \lpon overhead charges, and they may
take for themselves 7 per cent "net" in addition to the salaries
they may allow themselves; so that they can extort God knows
what.
The gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. ANDERSON] in his amendment also adopts that plan. There are other errors in the
amendment submitted by the gentleman from Minnesota to
which I will refer later, and I wish to compliment him by expressing the opinion that he bas not been sufficiently familiar
with the situation here, else he would not have offered his amendment. Some gentlemen on the Agricultural Committee who have
charge _of this bill state frankly that the thousands of complaints
which have been made by letter, and thousands more which have
been made verbally, ·ha\e gone to the committee of the House
which has jurisdiction of this matter and not to them; that they
have not been made acquainted with the tricks of the profiteers in the · District of Columbia; and that, therefore, they
can not write a bill which will meet those tricks. They also
admit that not being sufficiently advised as to the tricks of the
profiteers they are not prepared to sit across the table with men
who may be prepared upon that subject and work out a bill
that will save a war worker from being profiteered upon here in
the District of Columbia.
It has appeared in the testimony of two members of the Real
Estate Brokers' Association before the Renate committee--and
it is in print-that they themselves wrote the bills which were
attempted to be made substitutes for the bill that the House
adopted. The bill known as the Pomerene amendment is nothing more nor less than a shiftin~ of paragraphs, a change ·of
phraseology of those bills which the Real Estate Brokers' Associotion say they prepared, except that the Pomerene bill goes
further and gives to the landlord more than the representatives
of the landlords came to the House and asked. Now, the gentleman from Minnesota in one of his amendments proposes to strike
out the provision that the rent administrator provided for in the
Pomerene bill shall be a resident of the District of Columbia.
1\.Ir. ANDERSON. I did not bear the gentleman.
l\Ir. JOHNSON of Kentucky. One of your amendments proposes to strike out of the Pomerene bill the provision that the
rent administrator shall be a resident of the District of Columbia. But the gentleman leaves in the Pomerene amen.d ment the
clause that the Senate shall ~onfirm the nomination made by
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the Pre ldent. I believe that I know sufficiently well the atti- · resolution; and, next, she could sue him for damages.' But slle
tude of two or three gentlemen who are really behind what is said that when she came to im·e tigate she found that she WOl'l'ld
)mown ns the l)omerene bill to make the statement that when have to lose so much time away from tbe department where she
the President iiends the nomination to the Senate of the rent wru at work to get criminal charges against him an<l to prose·
administrator a.nd that nomination is referred to the District cute the charge aftervmrds that it would be cheaper for her to
~f Col11mbia Committee having jurisdiction of it at the oth"E!r
leave and go back home.
~nd of the Capitol, that unless the man nom.i.rulted be a profiteer
If that man should get complete po
· ·ion of that one piece
lllmself, or in sympathy with the profiteers, the nomination will of property under the opportunity nf.Eorded by this amendment.
never see the light of d.ny. That nomination, in my hone t what is he· going to do with it? I will say tl tfootedly, he is
o-pinion, wollld stay with that committee foreve1· and for ete,.r- going to profiteer with it; and the newspapers tell u the extent
,nty, and we would have no rent adminiostrator at all, while the to "·llich he is going to profiteer. The newspapers tell us that
profiteering would go on.
only two or three days ago thi same landlord brought suit
· I am not mincing any words, I am justified in !lying what I again t the gentleman from Texas [Mr. GREGG] for 5,000 be·
am saying~ because the e t\vo or three men are men of intetli- c:au e Mr. GREGG, under the Saul bury resolution, has been holu•
gence, and they know what to do; and, if it had not occurred to ing on, since the 1st day of October, to premis which were
them, their attention bas been ealled to the defects of the legil.lly his tmder the Saul bury resolution. If this man is to
Pomerene bill over and over~ again-that a man owning a piece 1·ecover what he think i right, if he i to recov-er the amount
of property here ani! renting it can extort and profiteer to the that h"E! has alleged in his. petition to be equitable ancl rightfull extent of hi desire if he only goes down town and incorpo~ fhe amount of 5,00()-for the short time for which the gentlel'ate, and that he can do in an hour.
man from Texas ha hel-d the premi , how Irumy thou nnds of
The bill which the House passed imposed an ineorne t.ax, and dollar.· will the fellow be able to get with these other eight o1·
the profiteers could not incorporate against that. . They could . ten hundred rooms from people who have G held them?
not depend on a fellow profiteer on a jury to return a verdict
1\!r. ·wiNGO. 1\Ir.. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
of not guilty if one shouJd be indicted, nor to hang a jury, as
:Mr. JOHl~SO:N of Kentucky. Ye .
-the case no doubt would be.
1\Ir. WINGO. I notice in the o-called Pomer ne am ndment,
' The gentleman from Mlnne ota refel'l'ed to his amendment as section 7, the following provision:
putting teeth in this bill. I can not e cape the conclusion that
Elevator and other errtce as furnished on said d~te sh 11 continue.
whate~er teeth are in his amendment are terribly afllicted witll
I notice in the so-called A.n{lerson amendment the following
pyorrhoea and would come out the first time they were called · l!lnguage :
liPOn for serviceable use. [Laughter.]
In any case where elevator or other service furnished prior to epThe gentleman from 1\Iinnesota spoke about having struck out tember 16, 1916, is omitted subsequent to that date. reduction p1·opor·
of the Pomerene bill that clause which permits a piece of prop- tionate to the value of uch servj e ball be made.
erty winch formerly bad been used us n residence to afterward
1 would like to get t11 gentleman' opinion of this. Under the
be converted to bu ine uses and then become the instrument of present law and unu6' the d cision. of th"E! co11rt of the District
profiteering. He strikes that out of the Pomerene bill, and then of Columbia a temmt rna. not withhold rent e1en though the
in l1i amendment. sub. ection "c" to section 7, he rewrite'"' it. I · lan-dlord may cut off the heat and cut off janitor er\ic
In
read from his amendment:
other word , eTen though he may cut off ev rythin~ exC(:'pt the
(c) If such real estate wus not rented on or prior to September bare room the tenant
n not w'itbhold the rent, becnu there i.
80, 1916, or if it bas been converted from dwellin"'. apaPtment, hotel, or not any fixed measure of damage which l)a been determined, and
residence-uses to busine u es since tbat date, or if it wa rented prior
to that date upon a term lease of not less than 10 years which expired , ·an on arth that he can do i to brin.,. uit to eom l the landsince the 30th day of September, 1916, then it may be rented for an lord to furnj. h him with thing' which the law impli he .,hall be
amount wQ.lch will allow 7 per cent net on a valuation equal to the furnished. If the language in the Pomer ne amendment i • aeas e d valuation of ucll property for taxati-on plus 50 per eent cepted that does not add to the tenant pr ent ri"hts at. all. It
:thereof.
Further down in the third paragraph, subsection "c " of sectill lenT him with a law ·uit on hi" hands. 'Vill the Ander ou
tion 7, the gentleman from 1\Iinne ot..1. has thi language in his a:mendm nt hell) lurn any?
·
1\lr. JOHN ON of Kentucky. I do not thh1k tile A.nder. on
proposed amenument
amendm nt help at all. The Pom rene bill seeks to eompel the
Ap:utm nt houses which have been or may be conver.ted into single t
t t
ort t 1
•ts
rooms or suites, furnlshed by or for the owner and rented for transient
enan 0 re
0 awsm ·
occupation shall be classed as hotels and hall be subject to all the
The SPEAKER pro tempoi·e. Th · time of the gentlcm::m from
ordinances, rule , regulation , and laws of the District of Columbia K<>.ntuch'"Y has expired.
relating to hotel ·
l\.Ir. LEVEn. l\.Ir_ Speak r, I yield to the gentleman three
That takes hotels, a-partment house , and rooms out of thio:; minute more.
bill entirely, and puts them under existing hotel laws of the
1\Ir. J Ill\ o... of Kentuck'J. 1\ir. Sp ak~r I wi 11 I could O'O
Di trict of Columbia. They no lDnger woultl be controlled by more into the feature of th bill than I have time to do. AI·
thi bill if that amend.ment should be adopted. But that i onl
though it i not a pleasant thin<>' to <lo, yet I do not want to
one lgnifl.cant part of that lano-uage. If .the proprietor of the do. e my remark· "\\"ithout repeating that it is a conclu ·hm from
Cairo Apartment House him elf had written that paragraph he which nobody ean escape, that 1:\vo or three in anoUwr body,
would~ no doubt, have written it just as it is.
men having jurisdiction of the rent bUl know jru t a plainly
I can say wit11out fear of contradiction that the wor t profitee.!.' as they can see the sun at noon, that they are purpoEely and
in the District of Columbia is the proprietot· of the Cairo Apart- deliberately op-erating in behalf of the profiteer.
,
ment House. His name is Schneider. He has been endeavoring,
1\Ir. RANDALL. Mr. Speal\:er, I offer a preferential motion
according to many reports that have come to me, to get every- at this time, which I end to the desk and as1~ to have rrocl.
bodv out of his apartment house who had apartments there and
l\lr. ANDERSON. 1\Ir. Speaker, there is an amendment pendconvert the whole building-about 1,000 room , although I wiu ing, and I uppose it i not in order to offe1· another amendment.
not be a~curate about that-into single room , or communiThe SPEAKER. It depends upon what the amendment i .
eating rooms, and then rent them by the day and by the day
1\Ir. LEVER. The gentleman ays that it is a pref rential.
only. If this language should be adopted he would be permitted motion. I do not see how that could be.
to do that very thing.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk "'ill read the amendment of tho
This week a woman who i working in the War-Risk InSuranca gentleman from California.
Bureau told me that for everal years she had had an apartment
The Clerk read as follow·:
at the Cairo; tlul.t just a day or two befor:e, she had gone to her
Motion by Mr. RAJ."DAJ..L: That th IIou e r.cccuP from it. fli agree·
work in the morning, had locked her room, and that when she ment to the Senate amendment No. 28, and that tbc House concur in
returne<l the door had been cut open with an axe or hatchet, said ameBdment.
and she found the owner of the apartment house had chucked
The SPEAKER. It i a preferential motion ov r the oth r at
her furniture out, and had put in furniture of his own, and lla.d this stage 'Of the proceeding .
a man in her room.
1\Ir. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, I yield fi\e minutes to the gentle·
· The lan!mage ju t referred to- would prowct that profiteer, man :from Texas [Mr. BLANTON].
and wonld convert that apartment hQUSe into the bigge~t
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I am heartily in favor of the
profiteering inst1·ument that one could imagine. I -asked her rent measure of the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. .JoHN ON],
why she did not con u1t a lawyer. She said, "I have consulted and I favor his position entirely which I1e take on that que a lawyer," and she gave me hi name--one 'Of the best lawyers tion, but I do not think th1 bill with war-time prohibition aml
in the District of Columbia. She said the lawyer told her that other impm·tant emero-ency measures in it should be held uo
her landlord was subject to pt·osecution beeause of the trespass; any longer on nc.count of the rent proposition alone. This bill
that. she could institute proceeding against him, oust him from passed the House of Repre entatives May 28 of this year. It
her apartment which she had bee,u. holding, undet• the Saulsbury passed the Senate on September 6 of tllis year. It contains
L
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several emergency provisions-war-time emergency provisions.
It contains a provision for furnishing seed wheat and beans
to the country for planting. Wheat planting time is here and
fast approaching f<>r all parts of the United States. n contains,
as I said, war~time prohibition, which I deem the most important feature in the bill. If we are going to put it off .any
longer nnd let it die here because of this controversy over the
rent proposition, J: think it wm be hurtful to the country. I nm
heartily in favor of the amendment offered by the gentleman
from California [Mr. .RA:r>.~ALL]. I think we could well afforu
to accept the rent provision contained in this bill as embraced
in the Senate amendment, •as it ,ivill afford some protection n.t
least, and we have none at present. It protides that the rent
which shall be permitted to be cha.rged in this District from now
on shall be upon the basis Qf rent charged on October 1, 1917.
~1r~ JOHNSON of Kentuck"7.
Does the gentleman really
believe that?
Mr. BLANTON. That is a plain statement in the !.>ilL It
says:
'That the Tent for r4?31 estate within the District of Co,umbia shaU

b~ :l:n exces of the j;oliowing ratelb herein provldeil for:
(a) The rent, whether by the day, week, mo.nth, ~r year, at 'Whkh
real estate was let on October 1, ~917, or (b) if not rented on that
date, the rent, whether by the day, week, month, or year, ~t which 1t
was thus last let before that date; o;r (c) If re:al estat-e -was not !rented
on or prior to October 1, 1917, then it mny be Nnted for an amount
equal to 7 ~r cent net on a valuation equal to the assesJred valuation of
said property for taxation plus 50 p"r cent th-ereof. Said rents above
prescribed shall be the sta:nda.rd rents for said sev.eral dasses of pl'OJIcrty, and prima facie shall be reasonable rents therefor.

not

Mr. JOHNSON of Kentucky. I call the gentleman's attention to the word "net," leaving the overhead charges, .a.s I said
a moment ago, limited only by the size which the landlord wishes
to make them.
Mr. BLANTO~ . But if there were o. rent val:ue on October
1. 1917, if a piece of p1'operty was rented in the District of
Columbia on October 1, "1917, then that is the present ebarg.e
which it shall be rented a.t during the rontiuuntion of this war.
You -can not get around that propo-sition, and with such a -rent
proposition as that in this bill I fer one am willing t{) accept
it 1n order to let this war-time prohibition go into effect. I
think there is a disposition-not on the part -of my friend from
Kentuck-y [Mr . ..JoHNSON] but I am afraid 'that there is a <lisposition on the part of others in this House who are not so
favorable ta the war-ttme pruhil>ition-to let this bill die a
natural death, with this rent proposition as an excuse.
Mr. JOHNSON of Kentucky. Does not the gentleman think
that there is plenty of time between now and the 4th {)f March
next, which long a.ntedates the 1st of July, when the -prohibition
amendment goes into .effect, to get the ptohibiti{)n amendment'?
1\Ir. BLANTON. Does the gentleman from Kentucky believe
lhat thel'e is plenty of time betw~en now and the 1st of next
March to plant wheat, to :r aise food for oar oountry and our
allies if this war is to -continue?
1\lr. JOHNSON of Kentucky. What has that got to do with
the prohibition question 7
l\lr. "BLAWroN. W.hy, that is one of the emergency features
<>f this bill which we are letting die becaus~ {)f the :rent proposition.
1\Ir. WALSH. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent, without
the time being taken out of the time on this measure, that the
I'eply of the President to Austria-Hungary in the hands of the
Cpeaker may be read. I understand that the bulletin which
the Speaker has has been ve1·ified and c<rntains the reply of
this Government to the Austro-Hungary Government.
The SPEAKER. The :gentleman from Massachusetts asks
unanimous consent, the time not to be taken out of thiS debate)
that the bulletin of the United Press, stating the President's
rep)y to the Au tro-Hungary proposition for pea,ce, be read.
Is theTe objection? '[After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
The matter is as foll~nvs :
[Bulletin.]
WASHINGTON, October 19, 19l8.
President WH on to-day answered Austria-Hungar-y's plea for peace
with the reply that conditions are so altered since January 8 thnt he can
not accept now theiJ: autonomy plan as a ba is of peax:e.
In sub tanee it was a refusal to do any p-eae~ business with Austria..
The note, as transmitted from Secretary of State Lansing to the
Swedish minister, said :
'' I have the honor to ack-nowledge the receipt of your note of "the
7th instant. in which you transmit a .communication from the Imperin.l and Royal Government of Austria-Hungary to the President. I
am now instructed by the Pr-esident to request you to be good enough
through your Government to eonvey to t he Imperial and ~ya1 Government the following reply:
"• The President deems it his duty to say to the Austro-Hnngarian
Government that he can not entertain the present suggestions of that
Government because of certain events of utmost importance which, occurring since the delivery of his address ~f th~ 8th o.f Jam.1ary last,
~:;~~ic::St£~trn~~~~r~tai~i. attitude and r~sp~nsibUity of ~e &>v-
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" 'Among the 14 terms of peace which tlw President formulated at
that time occurl'ed the following :
" ' " 10. The peoples of Austria-Hungary whose place .among the
nntlons we wish to see safeguarded and assured should be accorded the
freest opportunity of autonomous devclopment!'
"'Since that sentence was written and uttered to the Congress of
the United States the Government ol the United States has recognized
that n state of belli~~cy exists betwee.n the Czecho-Slovaks and the
Ge.l."'D.a"Il and Austro-ttungaria.n Empires, and that the Cze"Cho-Slov.a:ks'.
national council is a :le facto belligerent government, clothed with
pToper authority to direct the milltary and political affatrs of the
Czecho-Slovaks.
" ' It has a.lso recognized 1n the fullest manner the justice of the
nationalistic aspirati-ons of the Jugo-Slavs for freedom.
•• 'Th'C Presldent is, therefore, 110 longer at liberty to accept a mere
"autonomy" of these peoples as a basis of peace, but is obliged to
Insist that they, and not he 1 ·shall be the judges of what action on the
part of the .Austr-o-Hunganan G?vernm.ent will satisfy their aspirations and thru Nlilc€ptlon of thell' rights and destiny as members of
the .faJnily of .nations.'"

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Minnesota has 20
minutes.
.Mr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, may I ask how much time I have?
The SPEAKER. F<>b:r minutes.
lUr. LEV-ER. I yield to the gentleman from Alabama [Mr.
BANKHEAD] to make a unanimous-consent request.
J.Ir. BANKHEAD. .M.r. Speaker, it seems to me that it is
essentially proper in connection with the .message of the President just read to have incorporated in the RECORD at -this point
the declaration of independence announced from Paris on the
1.8th of October of the Republic of the Czecho-Slovak nation,
and I ask unanimous consent that that declaration of independence be printed in the RECORD to follow the reply of the President.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Alabama asks unani·
mons consentihnt the declaration of independence of the CzechoSlovaks be incorporated in the RECORD immediately to follow
the statement by the President Is there objection? The Chair
hears none.
The matter is as follows :
DllCL.ARATION OF INDEPENDENCE OF THlil CZECHO-SLOVAK NATION BY
PROvrsro~AL BoTERNMEl\'T.

I'I'S

At this grave moment, when the Hobenzollerns are offering peace in
order to stop the victorious advance of the allied armies, and to prevent
the dismemberment of Austria-Hungary and Turkey, and when the
HnJ>sburgs are promisln:g the federaUzation of thP Empire nnd autonomy
to the dissatisti«< nationalities committed to their rule we the Czecho-·
Slo-vak National Douncil, recognized by the allied and Amer'i~an Governments Rs the provisional government of the Czeeho- lovak StSJt(> and
nation, in complete accord with the declaration of the Czech deputies
made in Prague on "January 0, 1918, and realizing that federalization,
and, -still more, n.utonomy, mean nothing under a Hapsburg dynasty, do
hereby make and declare this our declaration of independence.
FREEDOM OF THE PEOPLE.

We do this because of our belief that no people should be forced t()
liv'C under a sovereignty they do not recognize, and because of our
knowledge and firm conviction that our nation can not freely develop tn
u Hapsbnrg 'll!ock federation, which is only a new form of the dena·
tionali;dng oppression under which we have suffered for the past 3QO
years.
We ~onsid.er fr~dom to be the tlrf't prerequisite for federalization and
believe "t.b.at fhe free nations of central and eastern Europe may easily
fedPrate should ~Y find it necessary.
We make this declaration on the basis of our historic and natural
right. We have been an independent State since the seventh century·
and, in 1526, .as an independent State, {!Onsisting· of Bohemia Moravia'
and Silesia, we joined witl'l Austria and Hungary in .a defensive union
against the Turkish danger.
We have never voluntarily surrendered our rights as an independent
.State in this confederation. The Hapsburgs broke their compact with
our nation by illegally transgressing our rights and violating the con~
stitution of ou r State, which they had pledged them elv('S to uphol~
and we tht?refoi·c refuse longer to remain a part of Austria-Hungary in
JlllY form.
OPPB.ESSED .BY THE MAGYARS.

We claim the right of Bohemia to be reunited with her Slovak
brethren ot Slovakia, once part of our national State, later torn from
our national body, and 50 years ago incorporated in the Hungarian
State of the illngyars, who, by their unspeakabl<> violencP. anrl ruthlf'SS
oppression of their subject races, have lost all moral and human 1·ight
to rule anybody but themselves.
The wo rld knows the history of our struo-gle .a gainst the Hapsburg
oppression . intensi1ied and systematized by the Austro-Hungaria:n du.alistice compromise of 1.867.
This dualism is only a -shameless organization of brute force and
exploitation o:f the maJority by the minority; it is a political con piracy of the Germans and Magyars against our own, as well as the other
Slav and the Latin nations of the monarchy.
The world knows the ju tice of our claims, which the Hapsburgs
themselves dared not deny. Francis Joseph, in the most solemn manner,
repeatedly recognized the sovereign rights of our nation. The Germans
and Magyars opposed this recognition, and Austria-Hungary, bowing
before the Pan-Germans, became a colony of Germany, 11nd, as her van·
guard to the East, provoked the last Balkan conflict as wdl as the :present worW war, whi-ch was begun by the Hapsburgs alone without the
consent of the representatives of the p eople. .
UNSPE.A.KA.BLE CRIMES RECALLED.

We can not and will not continue to live under the direct or indir ect
rule .of the violators of 'B-elgium, France, and Serbia, the wuu1d-be mnrdei'ers of Russia an-d Romnania, the murderers of tens of thousancls of
civilians and soldiers of our blood, and the accomplices in numbe rless
unsp-eakable crimes committed in this war against humanity by tbe two

deWe~~if ~t f:~~'!si~!i.t~~~~1~te which has no justification for
existence and which, refusing to accept the fundamental pl'inctples of
modern world organization, remains on1y an artificial and immm.·al polit-
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ical .structure. hlnrledng every movement toward democratic and sociaf
progress. The Hapsburg dynasty, weighed down by a huge inheritance
of error and crime, is a perpetual menace to the peace of the world, and
we deem 1t our duty toward humanay and clvUJzation to aid in bringing
about its downfall and destruction.
.
REJECT DIVINE

ORIGI~

CLAIMS.

We reject the sacrellgious assertion that the power of the Hapsburg
and Hohenzollern dynasties is of divine origin; we refuse to recognize
the divine rights of kings.
Our nation elected the Hapsburgs to the throne of Bohemia of its own
free will and by the same right deposes them.
We hereby declare the Hapsburg dynasty unworthy of leading our na·
tiont and deny all of their claims to rule in the Czecho.Slovak land, which
we nere and now declare shall henceforth be a free and independent
people and nation.
.
We accept and shall adhere to the ideals of modern democracy, as
they have been the ideals of our nation for centuries. We accept the
American principles as laid down by President Wilson ; the principles
of liberated mankind--of the actual equality of nations-and of governments deriving all their just power from the consent of the governed.
"'·e, the _nation of Comt.>nius, can not but accept these principles expressed in the American Declaration of Independence, the frinciples of
Lincoln, and of the declaration of the rights of man and o the citizen.
For these principles our nation shed its blood in the memorable Husslte
wars GOO years ago ; for these same principles, beside her allies, our
nation is shedding its blood to-day in Russia, Italy, and France.
SHALL nE A UEPUBLIC.

We shall outline only the main principles of the constitution of the
Czecho-Slovak nation; the final tleclslon as to the constitution itself
falls to the legally chosen representatives. of the liberated and united
people.
'l'he Czecho-Slovak State shall be a republic. In constant endeavor
for progress it will guarantee complete freedom of conscience, religion
D.nd science, literature and art, speech, -the press, and the rlgbt of assembly. and petition.
The church shall be separatell from the State. Our democracy shall
rest on universal suffrage ~ women shall be placed on an equal footing
with men, politically, socially, and culturally. The rights of the minority shall be safeguarded by proportional rept·esentatlon; national minorities shall enjoy equal rights.
The government shall be parliamentary In fOl'm and shall recognize
the principles of initiative and referendum. The standing army will be
replaced by militia.
The Czecho-Slovak nation wlll carry out far-reaching social and
economic reforms; the large estates will be redeemed for home colonization, -patents of nobtuty will be abolished. Our nation will assume its
part of the Austro-Hungarian prewar public debt ; the debts for this
war we leave t() those who incurred them.
DO~IC

WITH SECRET DIPI.O'liiACY.

In its foreign policy the Czecho-Slovak nation will accept its full share
of responsibiltty in the reor~nlzation of eastern Europe. It accepts
fully the democratic and soc1al principle of nationality and subscribes
to the doctrine that all covenants and treaties shall be' entered into
opt>Jlly and frankly without secret diplomacy.
_
Our constitution shall provide an efficient, rational, and just government, which will exclude all special privileges and prohibit class legislation.
Democracy has defeated tht>ocratic autocracy. M:illtarism Is overcome ; democracy is victorious ; on the basis of democracy mankind will
be rt.>ot·ganized.
The forces of darkness have served the victory of light; the longedfor age of humanity is dawning.
We believe in democracy; we belleve in liberty, and liberty evermore.
Given In Paris on the 18th of October, 1918.
.
PROF. THOMAS G. MASARYK,
P1i11te Minister and Minister of Finance.
GEX. J)R. MILAN

R.

STEFANIK

1
Minister of National De,ense.

Dn. EDWARD BENES,
Ministe1· of F01·eign AfTairs and of Inter·im·. ·
l\lr. Speaker, I yield three minutes to the gen-

:air. LEV'ER.
tleman from California [1\Ir. RANDALL].
Mr. RANDALL. Mr. Speaker, I do not agree with the state.
ments made by my friend from Texas [l\Ir. BLANTO~] that this
motion which I ha\e offeroo ought to be adopted because there is
delay to some other provision in the bill by reason of nonaction
on profiteering. I offered the. motion in order to stop the cut·
throat tactics of the landlords in 'Vashington, 'vho for two
years have been robbing the people. The gentleman from Ken·
tuck:y and the gentlemnn from Minnesota propose in their mo·
tions to continue that sort of oppre sion indefinitely by again
sending the bill to conference. Now, I have examined the Johnson bill and the so-called Pomerene bill, and while I am not a
Iaw3·er, I should say it would require a microscope to tell the
difference between them. The so-called Pomerene bill has twice
passed the Senate practically without opposition, and I do not
belie\e the Unitecl States Senate is composed entirely of profiteers
and rent profiteers. I am in fa\or of closing this question now
by concurring with the Senate for the benefit of the people who
are being robbed by the landlords of Washington.
l\Ir. Speaker, I yield back the remainder of my time.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman yields back one minute.
1\Ir. ANDERSON. 1\Ir. Speaker, I yield five minutes to the
gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. JoHNSON].
l\Ir. JOHNSON of Kentuck3·. l\Ir. Speaker, the prohibition
amendment, a the gentleman from California has just saitl,
is in this same bill. That has been approved by both the House
and the Senate, and is no longer an issue anywhere. That prohibition feature is not to become effective until the first day of
next July. Its adoption-1\Ir. BL.Al-.TTON. Will the gentleman yield for a correction?
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. 1\Ir. JOHNSON of Kentucky. I '\ill.
Mr. BLANTON. There is a provision in the blll which becomes effective May 1 in regard to malt liquor.
Mr. JOHNSON of Kentucky. The prohibition amendment, as
I was about to say, becomes effective the 1st of next July. It
does not make any difference whether the bill which makes it
e:ffective the 1st of July passes to.day, to·morrow, next week,
or next month, just so it passes before the 1st of July; and
everybody in the whole Nation knows that it will become law
and be e:ffective the 1st of next July; but everybody does not
know that two or three men at the other end of this Capitol have
started out to fasten profiteering upon the war workers in the
District of Columbia, and haYe persisted in it; and I do insist
to-day that no man has the equitable right, no man has the
merciful right to come into this body and say that this bill
ought to be passed to-day, imposing wrongs upon the tenant
class, in order that somebody may say ta the country that the
prohibition bill will certainly become effective ne:rt July, when
everybody between heaven and earth knows it will become
effective then. The gentleman from Cali!ornla has just stated
that he does not believe a lawyer with a microscope could tell
the di:fference between the bill which the House passed and the
Pomerene bill. They are as far apart as the Antipodes. One
provides that profiteering shall be stopped by taxing to the extent
of 100 per cent of the value of all tl1ey take in extortion; and
the other provides that it shall be stopped, if at all, by fineiil
which everybody knows \Vill never be imposed ; and the fine in
a great many instances will not be as much as the extortion
taken.
Why not let the responsibility rest where it is, upon the
shoulders of those few men at yonder end of the Capitol who
are standing between the tenant class and the landlord class?
The country knows where this burden is. These two or three
men haYe assumed that grave responsibility, now let them keep
it. Everybody knows that this House is on record as having
passed a bill which would take from the extortioner all of his
extortion ; and everybody knows that the other body has come
with a substitute which strikes out everything in the House bill
after the enacting clause which, on its face, shows that it does
not intend to take it all, but only a part; and several times I
have cited specific instances. I referred to one piece of prop·
erty containing 10,500 square feet which was rented to the
Government at $10,000 a year, and at the time I first spoke of
it I said they were then giving notice to the Government that
after the 1st day of July they would charge $3 a square foot,
making $31,500 instead of $10,000. If the penalty in the Pomerene bill should become the law, the status of the prohibition
bill to the contrary notwithstanding, they would only be com·
pelled to pay $1,000 out of that $21,500 extortion, while if the
amendment offered by the gentleman from 1\Iinnesota [Mr.
ANDERSON] were to become 'the law then they would be com.
pelled to take only $5,000 out of the $21,500 extortion. Yet
we are told that one must use a microscope, anu e\en then can
not see the difference between the two.
Mr. BLAJ\TTON. Will the gentleman yield right there?
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Kentuck-y
has expired.
Mr. BLANTON. l\Iay I ask him a question for one minute?
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. ANDERSON. 1\Ir. Speaker, I am interested in this mat·
ter entirely as a practical legislati\e problem. Everybody
knows that if we are to get any legislation against profiteers of
the Distt·ict of Columbia in time to do any good we have got to
get it on tllis agricultural appropriation bilL Now, if I thought
that the gentleman from Texas [1\Ir. BLANTON] was correct in
his assertion that the Pomerene bill fixes the rates absolutely on
the basis of the 30th of October, 1917, and that no more than that
could be charged, I would be willing to \Ote for the Pomerene
amendment, although I know that the fixing of that date would
legalize some profiteering, and Yery considerable profiteering,
that has already occurred.
Mr. BLANTON. Will the gentleman yield right there?
1\Ir. ANDERSON" Not right there. But this is the situation:
The Pomerene amendment does not fix the rates which were
in effect on the 30th of October, 1917, absolutely as the standard
rate. There is another proYision in the Pomerene amendment
the effect of which would permit a reYiew of those rents in
every case where the rent on the 30th clay of October, 1917, was
not sufficient to yield 7 per cent on the assessed \aluation plus
50 per cent. Because it would permit that review in e\ery in·
stance, the operation of the law and its effecti\e purpose would
be delayed, and the Pomerene amendment have no result what·
ever.
1\Ir. BLANTON. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. ANDERSON. I yield now.
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1\Ir. BLAJ.~TON. The provision on page 7, beginning at line
10, provides that immediately after the passage of this bill the
President is given authority to make zones around coal mines,
muuition plants, and so forth.
l\Ir. ANDE RSO:N". What has that to do with this?
l\Ir. BL~"'1..~0N. That is in reply to the gentleman from Ken.tucb.--y [lllr.•ToHNSON], who said the pronsion did not come into
effect until the 1st of next July.
1\lr. .A.t'\TDERSON. All right.
Now, then, the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. JoHNSON] says
that my .amendment ls subject to the same vice.· ·As -a-matter of
fact, it is not. Tile 7 per cent provision would only apply under
my amendment to two cases, those cases in which the property
has been con>erted from apartment, hotel, or residence uses to
business uses, and those cases where the property has been
leased under a long-term lease which expired subsequent to
September 30, 1916. So that the -gentleman from Kentucky is in
error in that particular.
. .
.
.
Now, as I said, I am intere ted in this p-roposition from n
IegislatiYe point of view. The c-oncurring in the Senate ·amendment ·with my amenument would not be conclusiYe at all. The
·n-bole matter would hnse to go into conference. The House.
conferees could adopt any suggestion made by the gentleman '
from Kentucky. And the strange thing about all this is that
the gentleman from Kentucky comes into the House finding fault
with every proposition that has been offered by .anybody nnd
making no suggestion at all except one which he· knows -can not
po sible be adopted. The result of that is that nobody has contributed more to the profiteers in 'Vashington than the gentle- .
man from Kentucky, because he more than anybody else has
helped to delay the pa sage of _legislation against profiteers byhis insistence that nothing shall be adopted except tlle ·proposi·tions which he has advanced.
1\lr. JOHNSON of Kentucky. . 'Vill the gentleman yield?
· 1\Ir. ANDERSON. Y-es~ ·
1\Ir. JOHl'iSON of Kentucky. The gentleman ·from 1\linne.. ·ota undertakes to lay the blame f<>r inaction at my door, ·while
it properly belon:rs to a few men at the other end -of the Capitol,
who say that they will not go into conference with me upon
so important a measure a-s this. I ·would like to ask the gentleman, with that premise laid down, if he would ·b e willing. to go
Jwrne aml be a candidate for reelection to Congress and say to
llis people that if an importa nt piece of legislation came nlon~,
and he was compelled to cooperate or to be thrown in eontact
"·ith somebody whom he disliked, he would not perform a. public
duty?
1\[r. ANDERSON. I have always followed the practice of
refraining from advising other people or suggesting to other
'People what they should do with reference t-o their 'OWn problems,
·and 1 must adhere to that rule now. So I cnn not answer tbe
g-entleman's question. But I do want to say that the fact still
·remains that if we are to have the legi lation which is in the
emergency agricultural appronriation bill at all. some ugreemen.t must be reached upon this Pomeren-e amendment, and if
orne agreement is reached on the Pomerene amendment lt
ought to be .an agreement which reflects as clearly as possible
the -news of the House with respect to this profiteering proposition. Now, I believe that the amendment which I have offered
com-es nearer to meeting .the objections of the gentleman from
Kentuck--y and the objections .of other gentlemen of the House
than anything that has been offered. I run sure that the
Pomerene amendment is better· with my amendments than it is
without them. I think I could draw .a bill which would meet
the situation better than the Pomerene runend:ment does, but
we are dealiag with tile Pomerene amendment as a basis, and
we have no other basis on which to deal. And therefore if this
.f lou. e really wants to meet the situnti-on that exists 1n the District of Columbia it ought to agree to the amendment which I
.haYe offered.
I have nothing further to say on the · subject.
1\Ir. LEVER. Mr. Sp&>ker-The SPEAKER. The gentleman has .one minute.
1\Ir. LEVER. I desire to say that this bill has been 'OUtrageously loaded by the ether body, and I am hoping that the
Committee on Agriculture ball not be forced to take :the jurisdiction of the Committee on the District of Columbia. I hope,
tberefvre. the House will vote oown these various motions and
1et the conferees ...,.o back into conference on this rent propo·sition. I move the previous ques tion.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman moves the previous question.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPE..-U{ER. The situation pt-esents a rather unusual
ease, \Yith three motion · <lumped on top of each other. The
gentleman from South Curolina fl\1r. LEYEn] moves to .further
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insist on amendment 28 and asks for a further conference. The
gentleman from l\linnesota [Mr. A~ERsoN] moves tO ~ con~url
with an amendment, and the g-entleman from California [Mr.
R.armALL] makes a flat motion to recede and concur. The ques·
tion is first 'On the motion of the gentleman from California,
to recede and ·concur.
Mr. ANDEHSON. l\fr Speaker, I think the Speaker is in
error upon that proposition.
The SPEAKER. How could he be in error wh:en it is a
preferential motion?
,
.
Mr. ANDERSON. It could not be a nreferential · motion.
. . The SPEAKER. Of cour-se it is, at this stage of the proceedmg.
Mr. ANDERSON. l\1ay I ask the Speaker whether the -situation is -any different in this respect novv- from what it would be
if the question were originally presented?
The SPEAKER. Yes. That is· 'One of the curious kinks in
:the parliamentary law of this House thn.t I · could · never, find
anybody who could explain. When the matter .originaHy· was
in here the motion of the gentleman from Minnesota would have
been preferential over the motion of the gentleman from CaU..
forma; but when it gets back into this stage, with a partial conference report agreed to, then the situation · ~anges; and it
makes the motion of the gentlenian fi~om California preferen·tial. Now, if anybody wants to work out a puzzle, let him try
to find out bow that differentiates the g.ame. _.I have never .been
able to find out why, but_I .know it does. The question is on'the
motion of the gentleman from California [Mr. RAND.A.t.L], to
receqe and concur.
· ·
.
The question was taken, and the Speaker announced that tile
noes seemed to have it.
Mr. .BLANTON. A -division, J\!r. Speakei·~
.
~he SPEAKER. The gentleman from -Texas asks for a atctsion.

· · The Bouse -divided; a,n.d there were--a:res 2, n~e .25.
So the motion was rejected.
The· SPEAKER The --rote recurs <>n the motio:n of the · ge-ntlem.an from 1\finn.esota [Mr. A rn.ERsoN] to on eur wi tll -an
amendment.
- The q:ueStion was t~• .and tbe Speaker u.nnounrod that.the
noes seemed to b.ave it.
1\lr. ANDERSON. Mr. 'Speaker, I ask for a. div-ision.
The SPEAKER. Tbe gimtleman from l\finne ta. asks f or a
divisi-on.
The House divided; and there were-ayes 1:0, noe 23.
So the motion was rejected.
Mr. LEVEll. Ju t-one moment, 1\!r. Speaker. I clesire to call
the attention of the House to the fact that the S-ellil.te amen<letl
·the title of this bill by adding the words "and tor ·o ther purposes." For som-e reason or <>ther the conferees overlook-ed that
fact, and that· amendment i.s s till in disagreement. But I mov-e
now, Mr. .Spea1..tu·, i:o conClii' in the Senate .amendment ameniling
the title of the bilL··
l\h·. J"OHNSON of Kentucky. Reserving the r ight i:o object,
I can not refrain from suggesting that it might be because the
title of the original bill was to prevent extortion.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from South Ca:rolina [1\fr.
LEvER] moves ·to recede and concur in the Senate amendment
runencling the title of the bill
The motion was agreed to.
Tl1e SPEAKER. The que tion is on the motion of the gen·
tle~an from South Carolina to further in ist on the disagreement of the House to .Senate amendment 28, and ask for a further conference.
The que tion "\Yas taken, and the motion was agreed to; and
the Speaker announced as the conferees on the part of the House·
Mr. LEVER, 1\Ir. LEE of Georgia, .Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi, Mr.
HAUGEN, and I\lr. McLAuGHLIN of J\lichigan .
RESERVE OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

1\fr. DORE1\1US. 1\fr. Speaker, I call up the conference· report on S~te joint resolution G3.
LltlVE TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE.
l\lr. WOOD· of Indiana. Mr. Speaker, before this conference
report is called up I wauld like to ask unanimous consent to ad·
dress the House for 10 minutes.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Indiana asks unani·
mous consent to addr-ess th.e House for 10 minute . Is there objection?
Mr. HEFLIN~ On what subject?
The SPEAKER. On '\Yhat subject?
1\fr. WOOD of Indiana. ~want to address the House on what
I consider to be an insult to the oldiers of the Civil War, both
those who wore the blue and tho e who wore the gray.
Mr. HEFLIN. Who is the insult offered by?
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1\Ir. WOOD of Indiana. It i~ offered in a publication that has
had con.siderable circulation throughout this country. I do not
think the gentleman will object to it.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. HEFLIN. 1Vho is the author of this article?
1\Ir. WOOD of Indiana. The author purports to be Dr. Frank
Crane.
Mr. HEFLIN. Does the gentleman propose to make a partisan
speech of any character?
Mr. ·wooD of Indiana. I do not think it is a partisan speech.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection? ·
Mr. HEFLIN. I shall have to object.
EXTENSION OF REMABKS.

l\Ir. ANDERSON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
e::\..'i:end my remarks by inserting in the RECORD a letter written
by the Minnesota Safety Commission to the Chief of the Bureau
of Markets touching the application of United States standards
for wheat.
·
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Minnesota asks unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD :n the manner
in<lica ted. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Following is the letter referred to :
Copy of a letter to . Hon. Charles J. Brand, Chief of Bureau of Markets,
United States Department of Agriculture, Wa'Shington, D. C., answering his memoranda to his excellency, Gov. Burnquist, of Minnesota.
ST. PAUL~ MINN., August f!O, 1918.

lion.

CHARLES

J.

Bn~rm,

Chief of Bttreau of Ma1·kets,
Unitea States Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. 0.

Sm: Our attention has been called to certain memoranda ad<lre s~ ed by you to his excellency, Gov. Burnqulst, purporting to show
inaceuracies and misstatements in our letter to you of July 12. We feel
constrained to say that many of your statements are inconsistent with
the actual facts and figures. and many of your comments upon our letter
unwarranted ; therefore, with all due respect, we make reply thereto.
You first state that we were not warranted in our statement that
the changes in the official grade standards of 1918 from those of 1917
were slight and would not afford substantial relief from the injustices
of the 1917 standards. You then submit some figures which are claimed
to show that the changes are substantial, and you state: First, that
with r espect to the single item of the allowance of rye and barley in
wheat, 21 per cent of the 1917 crop that was graded No. 2 on arrival
would have graded No.1 under the new standards. You next state that
with respect to the single item of the amount of vetch and kinghead
allowed, 61 per cent of the 1917 crop containing these seeds which was
grad ed No. 2 on arrival would have graded No. 1 under th~ new
standards. You next state that during the first week of application of
the n ew standards to winter wheat received at Chic.ago, 66.7 per cent
~rad ed No. 1, whereas less than 20 per cent of the 1917 crop graded
No. 1 under the 1917 standards. It, of course, follows that, following
out the changes in other respects, we would find under each qualification in wbich change has been made similarly large percentages of
wheat grading No. 2 in 1917 that would have graded No. 1 had the
standards been the same as 1918. It would appear that you have
been generous enough to prove for us our statement that the 1917
standards were unjust and deprived the producer of the difference in
price between the grades that he ought to have had and those that he
received. You admit that, with respect to the allowance of rye and
barley alone, 21 per cent of the 1917 crop that was graded No. 2 and
sold for No. 2 price would under 1918 standards have graded No. 1
and sold for 3 cents a bushel more, and that more than 46 per cent of
the winter wheat crop received during the first week of application of
the 1918 standards at Chicago would have graded No. 2 or less under
the 1917 standards. You state that you have not heretofore adrrLitted
tha t the 1917 standards were unjust to the producer. We think you
should certainly admit it now.
You ne::~.:t state that the 1918 standards compare very favorably with
th~> oltl Minnesota standards and that even the 1917 standards worked
no inju tlce over those formerly in use. At the time the Federal standards went into effect, August 1, 1917, the old Minnesota standards were
th e ones in use; and since you have linked up the old Minnesota
standards, the 1917 standards, and the 1918 standards it is fitting
that we submit a table showing exactly what these were and comment can then be made more intelUgently upon the results of their
eppllcatton. Since we are concerned largely with northern !;!pring
wheat we will mal{e the c<imparison of standards for that class.
DE.!n

OcTOBER

·19,

Kortli crn 8prinn fclwa t -Con tinued.
l'ERCEXT.\GI: Duitt:: .ll,

CO .\I.M O:'< W H IT E. WIIITE
COllBIX.l.TIOX.

C Ll."ll,

OR IX

Old Min·

Federal

grades.

grades,

Federal
grades,

1917.

191 .

nesota

No.1 ...•..•...................... . ... . . : ... . ...... .
No.2 ..•••••.•................................... . ..
No.3 ..•.•....•..•..................... : ........... .
No.4 ......................•....... . ................
No.5 .............................................. .

SiXGLY

(1) .

4
4
4
4

1
2
3
5
5

2
5
10
10
10

PERC!!:XTAGE Rl.'"E A~'D BARLEY, SINGLY On IX COl\liHXATIO::s' (l'ERCEXT.l.GK OF
INSEPAR.!BLE C ERE.!L GRAINS).

:! or 1

No.1 ....................................... . ...... .
No.2 ...••.................................... . .....
No.3 ..••......•....................................
No.4 ............................ . .......... . ...... .
No.5 .............................................. .

II
32
34

i6

PERCEXTAGE OF IXSEPAR.\BLE E'OREIGN MATERIAL OTHER TH AX CEREAL
GRAIN.

No. I ........•...•............ ~ .................... .
No.2 .............................................. .
No.3 ...•...••......................................
No.4 ...............•...............................
No.5 .......................... . ............. . ..... .

- 1
2
4

l ofl
~of I

1
2

3

~ on

1
2
3
5

TOTAL PERCEXT.\.GE D.Bl.AGED KERXELS.

No.I ................. . ...................... •......
No.2 ........................................... . .. .
No.3 .............................. . ............... .
No.4 .............................................. .
No.5 .............. . ............... . ............... .

I
4
7

10
15

2

4
7
10
15

PERCENTAGE HEAT-D:\..MAGED KEUXE LS ALLOWED IN LAST SPE CIETCATIOXS

No.I ...... : ....................................... .
No.2 .............................................. .
No.3 .............................................. .
No.4 .............................................. .
No.5 ............................... . .... . ......... .

! oll

I
2
3

None.
nofl

! or 1
1
3

fa of1
t ofl
9 ofl
I
3

1 No such grade.
.
2 Higher percentage If warranted by quality; did not include other foreign ma tcrial
a Included other foreign material.
: ~~?::u,_other foreign material.
& Higher if quality warranted.
Under the Federal standards of both 1917 and 1918 all wheat in
grade No. 1 must be bright; there was no such requirement in the old
Minnesota grades. Wheat of excellent milling value and possessing all
the qualifications of No. 1 should be allowed that grade even if It is
not all bright. The importance of this point, when we take into con
sideration the great amount of rainfall this year during the time wh(>at
remained in shock, will be readily cen. Then, too, farmers through
out the spring-wheat belt have been compelled to leave their wheat in
shock much longer than ordinarily on account of the extreme difficulty
of getting farm help this f.ear. The requirement that all wheat must
be bright in order to get No. 1 grade is unnecessary at this time when
the world is asking for bread with little regard to its color or texture
From the foregoing table it will be seen that it is an indisputable
fact that not only all wheat that graded No. 1 northern under the Fed
eral grades of 1917 would have graded No. 1 northern under the Minnesota grades, but that all wheat that graded No.2 northern in 1917 would
have graded No. 1 northern under the Minnesota grades, and that n
very large percentage of wheat that. graded No. 3 and No. 4 on accou!lt
of moisture and admixture of durum wheat (the important factor m
the spring-wheat belt) would have graded No. 1 northern. It is also
apparent that all other wheat which in 1917 graded No. 3, No. 4, and
No. 5 under the }'ederal grades would have graded No. 2, 3, and 4
northern under the Minnesota grades; in other words, all wheat that
graded lower than No. 1 northern would have taken at least one grade
higher · and in some cases. on account of moisture or other wheats
1.·ortll ern spring toheat.
would
have graded two or three grades higher under Minnesota grades
TEST WEIGH"!' PE R BUSIIEL (POUNDS).
In view of the foregoing comparisons and your own statement, it is
clear that our former statement that the farmers of the Northwest lost
several million dollars in 1917 on account of Federal grades is abso
Old Min· Federal Federal
lutely justified. Further, a careful comparison of the old M.innesotn
grades,
nesota
grades,
grades with the present Federal grades, and particularly taking ln.to
grades.
l!Ll7.
1918.
consideration admixture of durum wheat, moisture, and brightness, will
- - - demonstrate that the producers in the spring-wheat belt will lose mU
.
lions
of dollars this year on account of the stringency of the Federal
No.I... . .. . ..................... .. ...... . ... . ......
57
59
58
.
57
No.2.. .. .... . ......................................
56
57 standu~.
You
point out that the amount of foreign matenal permitted to be
No.3............................. . .................
M
55
55 present before dockage is assessed has been increased from one-half of
No.4...............................................
49
53
53 1 per cent in 1917 to 1 per cent in 1918: that this is an increase of
No.5 .......... . ......... : ....... .. ... . ...... . ......
(')
51
50 100 per cent, and therefore substantial. When figures so low as onehalf of 1 per cent are resorted to, we submit 1:hat the change is still
l'ER CE:-;T .\CE OF 1\IOISTl."llE ALLOWED. ·
slin-ht, though there may be an increase of 100 per cent. We speak of
a rainfalr of a sixteenth of an inch as a slight rainfalL We might com
--~----~------~-----pare it with another rainfall of an ·eighth of an inch; it would be an
15
13}
14 Increase of 100 per cent, but we would still call the latter a slight
No. I ................. . ...... . ...................... ~
15
No.2 ........... . .......... . ....................... .
14 uinfall. It depends on where you start.
1H
·
15
14!
15 .· The same Is true with respect to the allowance of foreign materla
15
15~
16 other than cereal grain. In grade No. 1 It has been increased from
(1)
15}
16 one-fourth of 1 per cent to one-half of 1 per cent; it is true that this is
an increase of 100 per cent, but it is still slight and relatively unlmpor,
tant. The same observations are true as to the allowance of percent
1 No such grade.
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age of other wheats, which has been increase(] from 1 per cent to 2 per
Making a gent>ral comparison between the old 'Minnesota grades and
cent, this applying to durum, common white. and white club, the only the 1017 Federal, let u;; take a car of the best Northern spring wheat,
classes which are of substantial importance here. The increase of the havin~ all the qualities mentioned in column 2 of the table, except
allowance to r. jJer cent of whea ts otb'er than durum is of practically no that It had 14.6 per cent of moisture, it went into No. 4 Northern,
consequence in this market. In the matter of moisture content to which thereby reducing the price 13 cents fer bushel. Another car of greatly
we referred In our former letter, there has been a change in No. 1 from inferior wheat with a test weight o 53 pounds, containing 3~ per cent
131 per cent to 14 per cent, but there bas been no change in grade No. more of foreign matter, 9 per cent more of damaged kernels, 1 per cent
2, and lt will be observed that 15 per cent is not allowed until grade 3 more of -heat damaged kernels, 8 per cent more of other wheats (which
is readied. Under the old Minnesota grades 15 per cent of moisture might include 4 per cent more durum), and containing 15 ~ per cent
was permitted in all gradt's. You make the point that if so high a per- moisture, would grade exactly the same and bring the same price. We
centage of moisture as 15 per cent is allowed in 1 and 2 the purchaser have seen this shown very graphically by making an actual comparison
has to pay for the moisture if this point is tenable, then why does of the wheat under these two illustrations. It seems almost unbelievnot the farmer who bas wheat with as low a percentage as 9 per cent able, looking at the two samples, that they could be in the same grade
or 10 per cent get a prem!um? The rule should work both ways. As and bring the same price.
a matter of fact, wheat containin~ 15 per cent of moisture has Pxactly
We want now to call attention again to what changes were proposed
ns good millng and bread-producmg qualities as wheat with 13! per in the tentative grades sent out as S. and R. A. No. 32 on March 5 ; the
cent. Wheat to be prop erly milled must have 16 per cent of moisture; changes that were asked for by the producers in the Helena resolutions,if it is not there the mlllers put it there. The allowance of 16 pt'r cent and what they got in the 1918 official standards :
in gradf's 4 and 5 amounts to practically nothing, as you show by your
Northern spring wheat.
own fi~res that the great bulk of spring wheat goes into grades 1 and
TEST WEIG!!T PER BUSHEL (POUNDS).
2; ~:,rrade 2 is perhaps the most important, and in that no change has
been made. We submit your own comparison as to percentages of the
1917 crop falling into grades 1 and 2 and the lower grades.
Proposed. Asked.
Got.
Then, too, it Is but fair to the producer that if hls grain contains an
exC'ess of moisture 1t should nevertheless be graded on all other points,
and if the grade is reduced on account of excess moisture the producer
58
58
57
as well as the purchaser ought to be advised of it; for this reason it No. 1. ....... ~ ..... _.......... _............ -.. _.. --..
5756
55
was asked in the resolutions adopted at Helena by representatives of No.2·-···-··-··-··················--···-·····-···-·52
55
53
all the great wheat-growing States that the following section be added No.3 .... -··-····--····-········-·-···········-···-··
53
50
to the standards :
No. •··-·········-··---······················--······
(1)
50
" WherP wheat contains more than 15 per cent of moisture, the in- "lo. 5 .•.••.•• ·-·············-············-···········
spector shall determine and state the grade which it should receive if
It werE' in condition, following such specification with the words 'excess
PERCENTAGE Oli' MOISTURE.
moisture' and a statement of the percentage of moisture."
This r equest was ignored, as well as the request that all grades be
14
15
15
No.I. ............................. ·-········-·······
allowed 15 per cent moisture content.
·
15
15
14$
Adverting again to the injustice of the 1917 grades as , compared No.2 ..... ·-······-·························-··--····
15
15
15
with the old Miunesotn grades, let It be noted that the latter permitted No.3 ....................... ·-····················-·(1)
16
15
.. ·-·········---···········-·-··-········-····
1 per cent inseparable weed seed,. and in addition thereto 3 pE'r cent ·No.4.(1)
(1)
16
No.5
...............................................
.
of other cereal ~rains. The Federal grades make no such distinction,
and In the 1917 grades the onE'-half of 1 per cent inseparable foreign
material included other cereal grains. This has not been remedied in PERCENTAGE DUituM, COMMON WHITE, AND WHITE CLUB SINGLY OR 1:::-l
the 1918 grades. It was rE'medied in the tentative grades sent out as
COMBINATION.
8. and ""R • .A. No. 32, by maklng the specification as "inseparable foreign material, exc£-pt rye, 1 per cent.' The Helena resolutions asked
4
10
2
that to this be added the words " and barley." The request was not No.1..- ..... . ......... : ......... ·-···············-··
10
10
5
only ignored but in the official grades even the qualification "except No.2 .. ·--··-···-·····-···········--·············-···
10
10
10
rye" was omitted, nod the total percentage of inseparable foreign mate- No.3 ........ ·······················-········-·····-·
(1)
10
10
nal fixed at 1 per cent, of which not more than one-half of 1 per cent No.4 .. ·-···········-···········-··-···········-·····
(1)
10
(1)
can be other than cereal grains.
.
No.5 .. ·-·············--··········-···: ............. .
In the matter of test weight per bushel, It is true that in the northern
spring class grade No. 1 is fixed at 58 pounds, which is 1 pound lower
PERCEXTAG!I RYJil AND BARLEY, SINGLY OR IN COMBINATION.
than the 1917 grades; but it is still 1 pound higher than the old
Minnesota grades. To show further the injustice of the 1917 grades
2
3
1
No.1
.......................
-......... ...... ....... . .
over the old l\finnesota grades, let us say that a car of wheat contained
2
3
5
84 per cent of dark, hard vitreous kernels, had a test weight of 58.9 No.2.·-·······--·················-····-··-·····-····
5
7
3
pounds, and pos essed all the other qualities In the second column of No.3-···--··········-···-···················-······(1)
7
5
above table, it would grade neither No. 1 dark northern spring nor No. 1 No.4 ........... ......... .............• -............•
(1)
(1)
7
northern spring on account of falling below in test weight; what is No.5.·--·········-···············-··················
worse, it could not grade even No. 2 dark northern spring because of
the failure to have 85 per cent of dark, hard vitreous kernels. ConseP:t;RCENTAGE OF FOREIGN MATERIAL OTHER THAN CEREAL GRAIN.
quently, however choice its milling valuf':.r it went into No. 2 northern
spring and sold for $2.14 Instead of $2.2~. and the farmer lost 7 cents
per bushel. Under the old Minnesota grades tt would have graded No.1. ....... ... .... ·-···-······-····················
1
1
!ofl
No. 1 hard and sold at $2.21. It will be noted, too, that under the
2
2
1
................ ·-······-·····-·················
old Minnesota grades th~>re was no such class as red spring. The No.2
3
3
2
No.3 ..... ·--··-···-·····-·········-·-······· , ···-·-Federal grades made red spring a subclass and it sold at a discount No.
5
3
4
........
·--········-·-····-······-···-··-·······
of 2 cents per bushel below the northern whatever its grade. Had No.5.···-······-···································(1)
5
the old Minnesota grades been in force all the red spring would have
gone into the northern class and the producers would have received 2
TOTAL PERCENTAGE DAMAGED KERNELS.
cents more per bushel. At the present time this discount is 5 cents
per bushel. You make the point that the changes were not made as
[>roposcd in the t£>ntat1ve standards sent out as S. and R. A. No. 32
2
4
2
for the r<mson that the alfmintstrn.tion now fixes the minimum price No. I. ......... ·-········-······ ··-··· ······-··--····
5
4
8
instead ol the ma.x imum, which allows a competitive market. This ts No.2.·-·-···-·······-······-···········-············
10
15
7
the vc:>ry reason why the standards should have been more lenient. It No.3·-···········-················-·················
15
10
No.4
..
·-·······-·····-··············-···············
is even morP imfortant to the producer that his grain gets into the
(1)
15
higher grades l it b'i!longs there, under- a competitive market than No.5.·-·················-··········-········-··-····
under fixt'd prices ; competition is more active in the higher grades.
You reiterate your former statement that the Minnesota grades carPERCE!'i"TAGE HE.\T DAMAGED KERNELS IN FOREGOING ALLOWANCE .
ried only one prem ium grade over the subclass northern spring. The
fact is that all classes of wheat which you claim received a premium
i of 1
-,;\Of 1
under Federal grades would havt> received a greater premium under the No: 1.--···········-···········-············· : ...... . -.hOfl
1
!oil
-iOfl
Minnesota grades. For illustration, wheat containing 75 per cent of No.2.·-·············-··············-···············2
1
~ oll
No.3.--··············-·················-············
dark, hard, and vitreous kernels, with test weight of 55 pounds will
(1)
3
1
now grade No. 3 dark northern~. the administration price of whicll is No.4 ............. ·-·················~-············-(1)
(1)
No.5
....................
-..•............
·
...........
.
3
$2.16~.
The same wheat under Minnesota grades would be No. 2 northern and the administration price of which is $2.18h, an increase of 2
1 Cut out.
cents per bushel. Again, we feel justified in saying that under Federal
grades the premium appears to be going to the miller instead of the
It will be observed from this comparison that it was requested that
producer. The Minnesota standards took care of the premium feature
the number of grade3 be restricted to three, as it was found that five
by the following provision not found in the FPderal standards :
" Hard, flinty wheat of geod milllng quality and containing no ap- grades made the system too complicated and unwieldy. This seems to
preciable admixture of soft wheat may be admitted into the grades of have been recognized in the proposed standards which cut out grade
No.. 2 Northem spring wheat, No. 3 Northern spring and No. 4 Northern No. 5 entirely. In the official standards, however, not only was the
sprmg, provided same is not more than 1 pound less than the minimum request for three grades ignored, but grade No. 5 was retained notwithtest weight required by the existing rules of said grades, and provided standing the apparent intention in the proposed grades to cut It out.
further that such wheat is in all other respects qualified for admission Let us see what some of the e1fects would have been had the proposed
standards beE>n adopted instead of a return to substantially the 1917
into such grades.''
As the test weight of No. 2 Northern spring was 56, it will be ob- grades. We confine thls to the Northern class, as that is the important
·
served thls provision would let into that grade wheat of a test weight of one here, taking up the specifications in order.
55, if otherwise qualified. You state that the Food . Admlnlstration
TEST WEIGHT.
Grain Corporation took into account the specific quality represented by
official standards now
No. 1 Northern of the Federal standards and last year based their Under proposed standards would Under
grade:
grade:
price of $2.17 on same. You say that this year the standards have
No. 3 northern.
No. 2 northern.
beel:l lowered so that during the tli-st week of their application 46.7 per
No. 4 northern.
No. 3 northern.
cent more wheat graded No. 1 at Chicago markets than dld so in 1917
No. 5 northern.
No. 4 northern.
If the specltlc quality has the direct and important etrect on the pric~
MOISTURE.
that you claim it has. tt would seem that the administration should
have lowered the price in 1918. Instead, the administration raised the Under proposed standards would Under official standards now
price from $2.17 maximum to $2.21A minimum. The real troubl9 is
grade :
grade :
·
that the Federal grades are entirely too technical, unwieldy, and ImNo. 1 northern.
No. 2 northern.
practicable.
No. 2 northern,
No. 3 northern.

s~

s~
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Mr. WALSH. As I underst:md this report from bearing it
read, the House has receded from the amendment which it
Unller proposed standards would Under official standards now adopted the other day, off~red by the gentleman from Ohio [1\!r.
grade :
grade :·
GoRDoN], confi,ping this measure to the pre ent emergency.
No. 1 northern.
No. 2 northern.
Mr. DOREMUS. That is correct.
No. 2 northern.
No. 3 northern.
Mr. WALSH. And if this conference report i agreoo to it
MAXI~ U LIMITS Oli' RY».
Under proposed standards would Under officln.l standards now will permit the commissioning of the e physicians to act during
a national emergency for a period not exceeding fi.\e yf'...a.r ·•
grade;
grade:
No. 1 northern.
No. 2 northern.
.Mr. DOREMUS. Ye . Their -comml . ions will expire at the
No. 2 northern.
No. 3 northern.
end of five years.
'
No. 3 northern.
No. 4 northern.
1'.-.lr. WALSH. Or such leS3 time-in other words, we nee pt
FORJ:IOX MATERIAL.
·Under propo cd standards would Under official standards now the original Senate resolution.
1\Ir. DOREMUS. With House amendment No. 3.
grnde:
grade:
No. 1 northern.
No. 2 northern.
Mr. l\101\TDELL. Will the gentleman yield to me two minutes?
No. 2 northern.
No. 3 northern.
Mr. DOREMUS. I will be glad to.
No. 3 northern.
No. 4 northern.
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Speaker, I am very glad that the House
PERCEXT..\.OE DAl\lAGED KERNELS.
conferees a.greed with the Senate conferees to strike out the
Under proposed standards would Under official standards now House amendment · which has been referred to. I think thero
grade :
grade :
has been quite a considerable amount of misapprehen ion .about
No. 2 northern.
No. 3 ·northern.
No. 3 northern.
No. 4 northern.
this legislation from the time it was taken up the othe1· day.
From this It ls seen that under practically every qualification the The bill proposes a public health service re erve. It was not,
grade will be one less than under the proposed standards. Why the
_producers have been thus cut down from what they bad a right to exp«;ct when introduced, intended to apply to this pre ent emergency
when they put in their wheat does not appear to bav.e been satisfactorily of influenza or of war, or to any other particular emergency.
explained.
The intent was to create this reserve that would be a vaUable at
Very respectfully, yours,
any time in case of an emergency, a reserve of officers commis·
C. H. :MARCH.
THOS. El. CASHMAN.
sioned throughout the country, ready to be called at nDJ' time to
nE rn\E oF THE PUBLIC IIE.ALTH sERVIcE-coNFERENCE REPORT . (NO. give their services to the country when needed, but receiving no
pay except when called in case of emergency to active duty.
833).
As the conferees have now agreed to the bill, it is .restored to its
:Mr. DOREMUS. Mr. Speake1·, I wish to call up the confer- origirial intent, I think a very wise and propel' provision Qf
ence report Qn Senate joint resolution 63.
law, under which there will be a reserve of those .who are willThe SPEAKER The Clerk will read it.
ing to respond at any time to their country's call in case of an
The Clerk rend the conference teport, ns follows :
epidemic or other emergency, thus forming a nucleus t.Jlroughout the country around which can gather volunteer force that
CO~NGE REPORT.
will be useful and necessary in case of such emergency.
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
Mr. SISSON. Will the gentleman yield?
two Hou es on the amendments of the House to the joint resoMr. MONDELL. Yes; if I have the time.
lution {S. J. Res. G3) to establish a reserve of the Public Health
Mr. SISSON. I will see that the gent.eman has sufficient
Service bavino- met after full and free conference have ngreed time. Has the gentleman considered what authority the e
to recom.menl and do recommend to their respective Houses as -officers so appointed would have under the existing law in referfollows:
ence to epidemics within the States, outside of the limits wbero
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amend- they endeavor to fix the jurisdiction of the Federal Government
ment of the House numbered 3. and agreed to the same with an in reference to quarantine in case of epidemic ?
amendment as follows: On page 2. strike out lines 7 to 10, inMr. 1\IONDELL. Without claiming to have very full and
clusi\e; and the House agree to the same.
complete knowledge Qf the authority of the Public Health
That the House recede from its amendments numbered 1 Service, because I am not an expert on that mutter, I a ume
that when called into active duty they would have the surui}
nnd 2.
FRANK E. DoREMus,
authority that any other officer of the Public Health .Servico
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
would have, whatever it may be..
JOHN J. EacH,
Mr. SISSON. Of course, the authority was not grunted in
Ma.ruzueJ·s on the part of the House.
this bill.
DUNCAN U. FLETCHER,
Mr. MONDELL. Not at all.
Mr. SISSON. This simply .authorize ' the commissioning of
ROBT. L. OWEN,
OH.AB. E. TOWNSE.L~D,
these officers.
Mr. WALSH. It just enlarges their forces for emergencies.
Mana.gers on tl!c part of the Senate.
Mr. SISSON. Now, under~ general authority of the Public
Health Service of the Federal Government, if one of these .offi·
STA.TEMENT.
cers should go into a State. I pre ume it is distinctly under tood
TllC Senate has receded from its di agreement to th<,1 amend- that be would go into the State only to cooperate with the Stn.te
ment of the House No. 3, which amendment provides the propor- health authoritie
tion of officers in the various grades of the service existing at the
Mr. MONDELL. Tllese officers would perform whateTer
present time shaD be maintained. The.amendme~t also provides duties were assigned to them by the public-health authorities.
that officers provided for shall be subJect to active duty at all And let me suggest this to my friend, that the e officlals in the
times, and when on such active duty shall receive the sal?e pay main, I assume, will be men comml ioned throughout the
and allowances us are now provided by law and regulation for country, not here in Washington.
the commls loned medical -officers in the reoo-ula.r commissioned
Mr. SISSON. I know that.
lli. MONDELL. Men will no doubt be commissionoo in the
Medicul Corps.
In concurring in this amendment the Senate concurs with an gentleman's mvn community, following their usual vocat ions in
amendment to strike out lines 7 to 10, inclusive, page 2. These ordinary times without any reference to the Public Health Servlines were ordered stricken out in the House, but when the joint ice but when called upon, becoming active officer of ~ Public
resolution was enrolled, · through error, these lines were per- He~ Service, who would be \ery useful and \ery helpfn.l in
mitted to remain. The lines stricken Qut carry ·a n appropriation gath-ering around them the volunteer forces of the community.
of 300,000, which is not now needed on account of former _action
Mr. SISSON. I realize that, but what I fear about the matter
is that by the mere appointment of these gentlemen. unle s it is
of the Congress.
The House recedes from its amendments 1 and 2, and the origi- thoroughly understood that they shall have no authority in
nal language of the resolution as pas ed by the Senate ls rest01·ed. addition to what the present health bm·eau has, there may. bo
some possible misunderstanding as to what their autllorit"y may
FRANK E. DOREMUS,
ALBEN ,v. BARKLEY,
be within the State .
Mr. 1\fONDELL. It seems to me there can be no Question as
JoHN J. EscH,
to that because the bill does not in any way extend the authority
Managers on the pa1·t of the House.
of the 'Public Health Ser-vice or n.ny of its officials. It simply
The SPEl~ER. The question is on o ;.:~ree.ing to the confer- creates an additional force of the Public Health Serticc, to bo
~'l.lled into service only in case of emergency.
ence report.
Mr. SISSON. I think that is absolutely the proper -construe·
Mr. WALSH. lUr. Speaker, will the g('ntleman from Michlgan
tion to be placed upon the law, for the creation of tbes~ officer ot
yield to me to ask n question?
the \Urious grades to be appointed in the event of an emergency.
Mr. DOREMUS. Certainly.
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Mr. 1\!0NDELL. No; they are to be appointed at proper and
convenient times to serve in an emergency.
1\lr. SISSON. But not called into service except in case of
an emergency.
.
Mr. MONDELL. The practice, I assume, to be followed will
be to make these appointments from time to time in order to
establish this reserve, and of course those appointments would
frequently be made in other times than those of emergency, in
order to have the force organized.
Mr. SISSON. I understand that. Perhaps the language of
my question was unfortunate. What I meant to say was that
these men when actually called into service could only perform,
in my judgment, the duties that an officer of the health service
could perform now-an officer now in existence.
Mr. MONDELL. I assume that the gentleman is eminently
right.
1\Ir. SISSON. Now, there is no limit in this bill, of course, to
the number that may be appointed.
Mr. DOREMUS. Yes; there Is.
Mr. SISSON. What is the limit?
Mr. DOREMUS. That is taken care of by the amendment.
1\lr. ESCH. The proportion is fixed in this pending resolu·
tion. It is the same as the existing proportion.
Mr. l\IONDELL. There is no limit to the number.
1\lr. ESCH. The number would be fixed by the Approprla·
tions Committee, I take it.
l\lr. SISSON. That is the very thing I am afraid of. Of
course, I am not afraid, with the gentleman from Wyoming and
myself, as well as the gent~eman from Wiscon..qin, on the committee, that we might be able to hold it down; but it will take
very courageous men like we are to hold this thing down.
[Laughter.l
1\lr. MONDELL. May I suggest to my friend that I know of
no reason why there should be any considerable appropriation, if any appropriation at all, ordinarily for this reserve?
Because, except in the time of emergency, they will not be
called upon, and ordinarily Congress is in session most of the
time these days, and the Congress could provide for the emergency by an appropriation. I agree with the gentleman fully
that this bill should not be made the excuse or justification for a
large appropriation to be used in the event these gentlemen are
called into the service.
Mr. SISSON. Will the gentleman yield further?
Mr. MONDELL. Yes.
1\Ir. SISSON. I will say-that some years ago in my own State, ·
when I was a member of the legislature, we had an appropriation
for one of these funds for the purpose of taking care of the
yellow-fever epidemic if it should arise. Unfortunately, as long
as that appropriation was in existence we bad an annual yellowfever scare. As soon as that appropriation was withdrawn ~d
no $50,000 or $75,000 was placed at the disposal of the health
authorities, we had no more yellow-fever epidemics except where
they were real and genuine.
That little experience has led me to believe that if you turn
our good physicians-and· we all have great respect for them-if
you tmn them loose, frequently they will find reasons sufficient,
in their own mind, for calling into existence appropriations ;
whereas, if there was a limit placed upon it, a limit placed on the
number of men that might be appointed, their activities would
be very much lessened.
.
1\Ir. MONDELL. I doubt if a limitation on the number that
might be appointed would have the effect the gentleman has in
mind, because a very limited number of men can become very
busy in an effort to spend public money, while a larger number
of men will not necessarily make any greater demand. But I
think we all admit the wisdom of having such a corps as has
been suggested, and is now provided for, available in case of an
emergency, and, as one member of the Committee on Appropriations, if I should continue in the House and on that committee,
I would be glad to join with my friend from Mississippi in the
stand that as far as appropriations go there would be very little
money appropriated for this seserve. Because, in the first place,
the general appropriations of the Health Service could be temporarily drawn upon for the pay of additional officers, and, in
addition to that, if Congress continues in session most of the
time; as it has in the last few years, Cong1;ess is likely to be here
when the emergency arises, and can make the necessary appropriation.
l\lr. SISSON. Let me say that if you take into consideration
the fact that in every county in the United States there is at
least one health officer, and in every city and town of any consequence there is a corps of health officers, if you add to that number one in each county commissioned by the Federal Government, in addition to the present Federal appointments, you will .
llave a great number of doctors, not always health officers of
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the county, perhaps not on the pay roll of the present staff, but
ready at any time to be placed on the pay roll. If there should
be appointments without pay commissioned all over the United
States, one in each county, it would make an enormous number
of gentlemen who would have quite a great deal of political
infiuence throughout the country.
Mr. MONDELL. I share the views of the gentleman from
Mississippi very largely as to the possibilities of considerable
expenditure, but I want to remind the gentleman that he has a
health scheme in mind that if carried out would call for appropriations compared with · which the largest that this reserve
corps might demand would be small. If we were to start out on
the plan he proposes of making sanitary surveys of all the rural
districts in the country on the basis of about $12.000 to a township, which, I think, has been about the cost up to this time, we
would have an annual appropriation bill that would be stagger·
ing if we did much along that line.
The SPEAKER. The three minutes of the gentleman from
Wyoming have expired. [Laughter.]
Mr. DOREMUS. I yield five minutes to the gentleman. from
1\Iississippi [Mr. SISSON].
1\Ir. SISSON. Mr. Speaker, the plan I have in mind would not
cause any such expenditure of public money because the plan
that I ha\'e would be an absolute cooperation with the State
authorities. All of the expense would not fall on the Federai.
Government, and in no event could more than 50 per cent fall
on .the Federal Government. And then we would need only a
very limited number of gentlemen who would organize the
county, and as soon as organized and proper health regulations
adopted that would end the matter as far as that particular
county was concerned.
The question of rural sanitation has been gone into quite extensively and would not entail any large pay roll or any large
number of gentlemen in the Health Department. It would only
require that a man to cooperate with the health authoiities,
and, by the way, in the bill that passed. the Appropriations Committee, the committee provided that only in any event one-half
the actual expense should be paid by the Federal Government.
Mr. WALSH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SISSON. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. Of course, the gentleman is aware that during
the present epidemic Congress bas made an appropriation of a
million dollars. Of course, that does not represent the total
expenditure that is being made in order to curb and cure and
wipe out this disease. The States are appropriating, and, as
I understand it, this reserve will work in connection with the
States. '
l\fr. SISSON. The States are appropriating in this present
epidemic. _ I do not suppose anyone in Congress would have
any objection to this corps if we were absolutely sure that
they would be called into service when the necessity was gt·eat
and overshadowing, but I look with some degree of concern
upon commissioning men as officers with salaries as high as
$5,000 dming the time that the epidemic is on. I have great
concern about the gro·w th of this department, fixing upon the
population in time of no epidemic salaries of these men, the
number of which depends absolutely upon the political infiuence they can wield over Congt:ess. I think it is rather
dangerous.
If the bill had in it a cooperatin~ with the State or county
authorities, the brake would always be there, because no county
would subject itself to any very large taxation, which is a direct
taxation, unless there was n~essity for its being there, and
they then, tnrough their county officials, whether they are called
the board of supervisors or the county commissio::l.Prs, would be
tbemsel\es subjected to scrutiny in the county itself in which
the work is being done. Therefore, there is a safeguard in the
rural sanitation that is not in this bill a.t all.
Mr. DENISON. Mr. clpeaker, did I understand the gentleman
to say that somebody might have some political in1hience over
Members of Congress? Did I misunderstand the gentleman?
l\Ir. SISSON. The gentleman did not misunderstand me, because I take it this is a representative GoYernment, and that if
the district that the gentleman represents should be overwhelmingly in favor of some proposition the gentleman would either
make up his mind to courageously retire from Congress or he
would yield to the demands of his district. He is an entirely
different human being from what I am and from what most
human beings that I know are if that political influence does not
have some effect on his votes het·e, and that is real representative
government. But I .do not want people to be able to have their
selfish interests involved in a political campaign so that when
·they are campaigning for the gentleman to get his $7,500 he s11all
be campaigning to g~t every man of influence in his county also
a $7,500 job.
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1\Ir. DE_:NISOK Spe.nking for the Members of Congress from apprehensions of .an epidemie, it seems to me is very objectionthe State of llliru>is, I think I can say that there is not a great able legislation.
deal of politi<!lli influence wielded over them. Of course, I can·
Mr. DOREMUS. M-r. Speaker, may we have a vote on the
conference report?
not speak for Mississippi.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from 1\D:ssi.ssippl
The question was taken, and the conference report was
agreed to.
has expired.
Mr. DOU.El\1US. Mr. Speake·r, I yield the gentlem::m two
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of order
that there is no quorum present. ·
minutes more.
·
Mr. SISSOX I w.ant to say that I l:u:rve.made a few speeches
ADJOURNMENT.
up in Illinois. I ha-ve talked to a good many people there, and I
ha"Ve found many men who were utterly opposed to woman sufMr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now
f-rage who, as oon as th"C women commenced to vote in Illinois, adjourn.
cllanged their views, and I never saw .such enormous changes of
The SPEJAKER. The gentlemen from Wisconsin makes the
views in my life. I do not believe the gentleman can arrogate to point of order that there is no quorum present, and evidently
himself and his colleagues a vir:tue that is not possessed by all there is not. The gentleman from South Carolina moves that
of the other people. I think the people of lllinois are like the the House adjourn.
people in Mississippi. If the gentleman puts his thu:mb in his
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 3 o'clock and 20
vest holes and says that he is not going to be infiuenced by the minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until :Monday, October 21,
wishes of his people back home, then the gentleman puts blmself 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
in an attitude where he is willing to say to people here, « I want
to tell yon that so strong are my convictions that before I yield
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
to political influence from back bome I shall go back hom~ and
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials
live in private life the rest of my days.'J
~fr. DENISON. '!'he ditficnlty is that the gentleman happened were introduced and severally referred as follows :
By Mr. GANDY: A bill (H. R. 13106) to establish a national
to be talking 'With Democrats while be was in Illinois. If my
friend had been talking with Republicans, he would have found land-settlement commission to provide labor and homes for returning soldiers, sailors, and marines, and for other purposes;
them unanimously in fav.or of woman suffrage.
l\!r. SIS.SON. Well, the Republicans were beginning to be to the Committee on the Public Laruls.
By Mr. FULLER of Massachusetts: A bill (H. n. 13107) relas.carce, and I think it would be difficult to get an audience there
now that was not an audience of Democrats. I was tal1.."'ing, tive to the pay of regimentuisergeant1 major, battalion sergeants
to be particular, to a reunion of Union veterans up there. all major, and first sergeants, and for other purposes; to the Comdressed in blue, "Ubout two or three thousand of them, and I mittee on Military Affairs.
found a great many of those ol"(! Union veterans were voting the
Democratic ticket, -and na d-oubt more of them are voting it
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
to-day than did then.
.
'
1\Ir. DE~TJSON. That must have been some time ago.
Under .clause 1 o:t Itule XXII, private bills and resolutions
Mr. DOREMUS. Mr. Speaker, I yield five minutes to the were introduced and severally referred as fc llows:
gentleman from Ohio [l\1r. GoRDON].
By Mr. DENISON: A bill (H. R. 13108) granting a pension to
1\fr. GORDON. Mr. Speaker, it was upon my motion that the Mary J. Smith ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
amendment was adopted by the House to limit the provisions of
By Mr. GANDY: A bill (H. R. 13109) for the relief of Clyde
this bill to the present emergency. I have heard and read all M. Giddings; to the Committee on the Public Lands.
of the arguments available upon this subject, and aU of the inBy Mr. KELLY of Pennsylvania: A bin (H. R. 1~110) grant·
formation I have been able to get confirms the objections which ing a pension to Joseph H. Klopp; to the Committee on Pen·
I had to the measure. It is true, as -has been pointed out, that sions.
this legislation has no reference to the present emergency. It
was introduced long before this arose, and~ of course, this emerSENATE.
gency is being used to rush it through Congress just like much
other questionable legislation is being passed under the pres1\foNnAY,
Octobe1· £1, 1918.
sure of war or as an incident of war. The idea of commisThe Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the.
sioning men with the rank, pay, and allowance as high as colonel
throughout the United States, to be called into action :and placed follewing prayer :
Almighty God, by Thy grace we move forward iu the path
upon the pay roll, as the gentleman from Wyoming [Mr. MoN·
DELL] :says, upon the -occasion of an epidemic " or ·o ther emer- of duty. We face the toil, the danger, the hardships, the sacrigency " is exceedingly questi<mable to say the least. It is DDt fice in Thy name, the name of the humanity that Thou dost love.
necessary to impute bad faith to anyone in connection with this We pray Thee to equip us for the work that is before us. Give
legislation, and I do not intend to do so. I say the whole us the spirit of sacrifice and devotion to the great ideals that
tem,iency -of the legislation is bad, because of the possibilities Thou hast .given to us as a Nation. Bring us speedily to victory
contained in it. Of .com·se it is said that if an epidemic or in Thy name. We ask it in J esns' name. Amen.
other emergency should arise and these fellows were called out ·
NAMING A .PRESIDING OFiiiCER.
and proceeded to mobilize UL-d stirred around for some months,
The Secretary ( Ja:~p.es M. Baker) read the following commuand enormous bills were presented to the Committee Qn Appropriations for their services no one would be in a position to nication:
Ul\'ITED STA'l'ES SEXATE,
l'ai e the question of the necessity or the propriety of calling
PRESIDENT PRO TPU!PORE,
Waslt-ington, D. 0., October U, 1918.
them out, because that has already been vested in the Public
Health Service, and the Public Health S-ervice would necessarily To tluJ Sen-ate:
Being temporarily absent from the Senate, I appoint Hon. JonN Hor..
be controlled, in its judgment, by the reports which it reLIS BANKHEAD. a Senator from the State of Alabama, to perform the
ceh-ed f-rom these gentlemen who were waiting to be called duties
of the Chair in my absence.
out. Let us suppose a local epidemic should break out in some
WILLARD SAULSBURY,
President pro tempore.
community. There would be· a call to arms, I suppose, at least
in that State, .and there might be in many States. Take the
Mr. BANKHEAD thereupon took the chair -a.s Presiding Officer.
case of a yellow fever epidemic in one of the Southern States.
The J"ournal Qf the proceedings of Thursday last was read and
Im~e<li.3:tely the news woulc be flashed all over the country, approvecl
•
and it seems to me that you are vesting an exceedingly broad
:Mr. HITCHCOCK. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a
power in an association as irresponsible as the Public Health quorum.
·.
Service when yon authorize them to call out ad libitum phyThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will call the
sicians in different parts of the United States to cope with that roll.
epidemic, without limitation, except the judgment of this Public
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators anHealth Service.
swered to their names :
Personally, I would rather vest this dis.e retion ln the Secretary Ashurst
McCUmber
Jones, Wash.
Fletcher
Kellogg
McKellar
Beckham
Frelinghuysen
of War or the Secretary of tbe Navy, because they are Cabinet Benet
1\fcNary
Kendrick
Gerry
officers responsible to the President of the United States, and my Brandegee
King
Martin, Va.
Gore
Kirby
Myers
apprehensi~ns may be considered extreme, but to start in the Chamberlain
Guion
Knox
_
Nelson
Hale
business here with commissioning men in civil life and leaving Culberson
New
La Follette
Curtis
Harding
the qu-estion of when they are going on t4e pay roll and how Dllllngha.m
Overman
Len root
Hitchcock
Page
Lodge
long they are to stay there, to a great extent to their own DrP.w
J one.s, N. Uex.
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19_18.
Penrose
Phelan
Pittman
Poindexter
Pom~ene

Sheppard
Smith, Ariz.
Smith. Ga.
Smith, Md.
Smoot

Sutherland
Thomas
Townsend
Trammt>Jl
Underwood

Walsh

Warren

Watson
Williams

Mr. McKELLAR. The senior Senator from Tennessee [Mr.
SHIELDS] is ill in bed to-day and ca"n not be pr~sent. I should
like to have this announcement stand for the day.
1\'lr. CURTIS. I wish to announee the absence of the junior
Senato-r from Maryland [1\Ir. FRaNCE] on account of illness.
1\Ir. SUTHERLAND. l\Iy colleague, the senior Senator from
West Virginia [Mr. GoFF] is absent owing to illness.
Mr. GERRY. I desire to announce that the Senator from
:Mississippi [Mr. V Al'J>.!MAN] is detained on official business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Fifty-five Senators have answered to their ruu:nes. There is a quorum present,
ESTIMATES OF APPP.OPRIATION.

The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate a communication from the Secretary o.f the Treasury, transmitting
a letter from the Secretary of Labor submitting supplemental
estimates of appropriation required by the War Eme1·gency
Service und Bureau of Labor Statistics, Depat·tment of Labor,
for the fiscal year 1919, in the sum of $1,116,215, etc. (S. Doe
No. 288), which, with the accompanying papers, was referred
tu the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
He also laid before the Senate a communication from the
Secretary of the Treasury transmitting a letter from the Acting Postmaster General, submitting deficiency estimates of
appropriation fo-r the Postal Service payable from postal revenues in the sum of $200,957.35 (S. Doc. No. 290), which, with the
accompanying paper, was referred to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
He also laid before the Senate a communication from the
Secretary of the Treasury, transmitti ng a letter from the Acting Chairman of the United States Shipping Board submitting
an additional estimate of appropriation for the construction
of ships ( S. Doc. No. ~1) which, with the accompanying paper,
was referred to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to.
be printed.
He also laid before the Senate a communication from the
Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting a letter from the Secretary of War sub-mitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation in the sum of , $1,650,021.44 required by the War Department for contingent expenses of the war for the fiscal year
1919 (S. DDc. No. 289), which, with the accompanying papers,
was r efer red to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered
to be printed.
He also laid before the Senate a communication from the
Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting a letter from the Secretary of War submitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation in tbe sum of $2,500,000 required by the Ordnance Department of the Army to enable prompt liquidation of claims
for damages occasioned by the explosion at the plant of the
T. A. Gillespie L<Jading Co., Morgan, N. J. (S. Doc. No. 292).,
which, with the accompanying papers, was referred to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
j

MESSAGE FBOM THE HOUSE.

A message from the House of Representatives, by D. K.
Hempstead, its enrolling clerk, announced that the House insists upon its amendments to the joint resolution ( S. J. Res.
63) to establish a reserve of the Public Health Service; agrees
to the conference asked for by the Senate on the disagreeing
votes of the two Houses thereon, and had appointed Mr.
DonEuus, l\lr. BABKLEY, and Mr. EscH managers at the conference on the part of the Honse.
The message also announeoo that the House agrees to the
,report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes
of the ~wo Houses on the joint resolution (S. J. Res. 63) to
establish a reserve of the Public Health Service.
The message further announced that the House agrees to the
report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes
of the two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill
(H. n. 11945) to enable the Secretary of Agricnltnre to carry
out, during the fiscal year ending .Tune 30, 1919, the purposes
of the act entitled uAn act to provide further for the national
defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribu. tion of agricultural products."
The message also announced that the House recedes from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate amending the
title of the bill (H. R. 11945) to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the
purposes of the act entitled uAn act to provide further for the
national security and defense by stimulating agriculture and
facilitating the distribution of agricultural products," and
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agrees to the same; fUrther insists upon its disagreement to
the amendment of the Senate numbered 28 ; requests: a1further
conference with the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the tw<>
Houses thereon, and had appointed Mr. LEVER. 1\Ir. LEE of
Georgia, Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi, 1\Ir. HAUGEN, and 1\Ir. 1\IcLA.uaHLIN of Michigan managers at the conference on the part
of the House.
The message further announced that the House had passed
the bill ( S. 3735) to provide fqr enlistments in the National
Guard of the District of Columhia, and for other purposes, with
an amendment, in which it requested the concurrence of tlie
Senate.
The message also announced that the Honse had passed the
bill ( S. 4886) providing for the sale of certain lands in the
original town site of Port Angeies, Wash., with amendments, in
whieh it requested tile <:oncurrence of the Senate.
The- message further announced that the House had passed a
bill (H. R. 13086) making appropriations to supply deficiencies
in appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and
prior fiscal years, on account of war expenses, and for other purposes, in which it requested the concurrence of th~ Senate.
ENltOLLED BILL SIGNED.

The- message also announced that the Speaker of -the House
had signed the enrolled bill (S. 3470) to amend section 35 of
the Criminal Co-de of the United States, and it was thereupon
signed by the Presiding Officer.
INOOME-TAX EXEMPTION.

l\1r ~ NELSON presented the memorial of A. C. Andrews,

o.t

Minneapolis, Minn., relative to the exemption of charitable contributions from income taxes, which was referred to the Committee on Finance.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

Mr. CHAMBE-RLAIN, from the Committee on Military .Affairs, to which were referred the following bills, reported them
each without amendment and submitted reports thereon:
S. 4523. A bill to transfer tbe tract of land known as the
Lighthouse Reservation, at North Point, Md., from the jm.isdiction of the Department of Commerce to the jurisdiction of
the War Department (Rept. No. 594); and
S. 4970. A bill to amend the fi1·st paragraph of section 302 of
the act entitled "An act to extend protection to the civil rights
of members of the Military and Naval Establishment.s of the
United States engaged in the present war, .. approved March 8,
1918 (Rept. No. 595).
Mr. BECKHAM:, from the Committee on Military Affairs, to
which were referred the following bills, reported adverselY.
thereon, and they were postponed indefinitely:
S. 90. A bill fOI" the relief of John H. Kidd ;
S. 1925. A bill for the relief of Anna Falls ; and
S. 3673. A bill for the relief of Francis J. 1\Iattler.
Mr. FLETCHER, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to
·which was referred the bill ( S. 4605) to protect the insignia of
the Young Men's Christian Association, and for other purposes,
reported it with amendments.
BILLS AND JQINT RESOLUTION INTRODUCED.

Bills and a joint resolution were introduced, read the first
time, and, by unanimous consent, the second time, and referred
as follows:
By 1.\Ir. CHAMBERLAIN:
A bill ( S. 4997) providing for extra pay for cadet a via tors ;
' to the Committee on Military .Affairs.
By Mr. SHEPPARD:
A bill ( . 4998) to amend an act "entitled "An act to pension
the survivors of certain Indian wars from January 1, 1859, to
January, 1891, inclusive, and for other purposes," approved
March 4, 1917 ; to the Committee on Pensions.
A bill ( S. 49.99) for the relief of Jesse L. Clay ; to the Committee on Claims.
By 1\Ir. TOWNSEND (for Mr. SMITH of Michigan):
A bill ( S. 5000) to remove the charge of desertion from the
military record of Capt. Daniel H. Powers; to the Committee
on Military Affairs.
By Mr. KING:
A bill ( S. 5001) to establish in the Department of Labor a
Bureau of Citizenship and Americanization, for the Americanization of naturalized citizens, amend section 4 of the act app1·oved
J'nne 29, 1906, entitled "An act to establish a Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization and to provide a uniform rule for the
naturalization of aliens throughout the United States, and for
other purposes " ; to the Committee on Immigration.
By l\.lr. POINDEXTER:
A bill ( S. 5002) fixing the retired pay of enlisted men ; to the
Committee on Military Affairs.
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A bill (S. 5003) authorizing the e...~tension of the Sunnyside
Canal of the Yakima basin reclamation system, in the State of
'Vashington, to Kennewick, and making appropriation therefor; to the Committee on Appropriations.
PROHIBITION OF NEGOTIATIONS WITH GERMANY.
l1r. POINDEXTER. I introduce a joint resolution ami ask
that it be read and referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
The joint resolution (S. J. Res. 180) prohibiting peace negotiations with Germany was read the first time by its title, the
second time at length, and referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations, as follows :
Joint rE>solution (S. J. nes. 180) prohibiting peace negotiations with
Germany.
Whereas Congress has the sole and exclusive power to declare war, to
make ruJes concerning captures on land and water, to raise and support armies, to provide and maintain a navy, to make rules for the
government and regulation of the land and naval forces, to levy all
taxes, to authorize bonds, to make all appropriations for the conduct
of the war, and to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper
for carrying Into execution the foregoing powers and all other powers
vested by the Constitubon in the Government of the United States,
or in nny department or officer thereof; and
Whereas no treaty of peace can be made without the consent and advice of the Senate, with the concurrence of two-thirds of the Senators present: Be it
Resoh:ed, etc., That no officer of the United States shall enter into
any discussion with the Government o! Germany as to terms of peace ;
and it is hereby made unlawful for any official of this Government to
answer in any way any note, message! or representation from the German Government, or the German peop e, or from any official representing or purporting to represent them or either of them, on the subject
of peace or an armistice between tlie German Government or the German nation or people and the Governments with which they are now at
war, until and before such time as the German armed forces shall have
surrende1·ed to the allied nations in the war in which they arc now
engaged;
That the war against Germany shall be prosecuted by the United
States with the utmost vigor and dispatch possible continuously until
the armed forces of Germany shall have laid down their arms and surrendered to the commanding general in the field of the allied forces
without condition or stipulation;
·
That German territory shall then be occupied and taken under control by tbe armed forces of the United States in cooperation with its
allies, and that such occupation and control shall be continued until
such time as the cho en representatives of the United States and the
nation allied with the United Sta-::es, in a conference appointed for
that purpo e, shall haye formally agreed among themselves upon the
specific terms of pNtce to be imposed by said allies upon Germany, and
tile omctlcal and conct·ete application of the same in detail;
~'hat no official of the United States shall ag1·ee that any representative of the German Govemment shall participate in said conference or
ha>e a vote thNcin or be pre ent thereat, except for the purpose of conveying data or information to said conference when called on by the
conference tbet·efor.
TH:: REYE!\lJE.

1\lr. SHEPPARD submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by him to the bill (H. R. 12863) to provide revenue, and
for other purposes, which ·was referred to the Committee on
Finance and ordered to be printed.
Fll~ST DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATIONS.
:1\ir. i\~W submitteL1 an amendment intended to be proposed
by hi m to the bill (H. R. 13086) mn.king appropriations to supply
deficiencies in aplU'Opriations for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1!:>19, and prior fiscal Y<'ars, on account of war expenses, and
for othet· purposes, which was referred to the Committee on Appropriatior.s ·:m<l ordered to be printed.
Mr. UNDERWOOD submitted an amendment intended to be
r:roposed by him to the bill (H. R. 13086) making uppropria!:ions to supp1.v deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1919, an<l prior fiscal years, op account of war
ex:pen~<> , and for other purposes, which was referred to the
Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
NOTE OF AUSTRIA·HUXGARY AI\'TI THE PRESIDEI\""T'S REPLY.
Ir. BRANDEGEE. Mr. President, I wish to ask the Senator
from ::'\ebr::tska [1\lr. HrrcHcocK], the chairman of the Committee on I•'oreign Relations, whether the Austrian peace note of
October 8 has been printed in the RECORD.
Mr. IIITCHCOOK. Not to my knowledge.
1\Ir. BRANDEGEE. I notice that the President's reply to
it is in tlle REconD of the House proceedings.
Mr. FLETCHER. It appears in the RECORD of Saturday.
l\Il'. RRA.NDEGEE. On page 11393; and I thought if the note
o~ .\ustria-Hungary had not been printed it would be well to
have that printed in the RECORD also.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I have been inforfned since the Senator
nude the interrogatory that the Austrian note was printed in the
REconD upon the request of some Member of the House of Repre.1entatives.
l\1r. BRANDEGEE. In Saturday's proceedings.
1\Ir. FLE'I·CRER. In the RECORD of Saturday's proceedings
October 19.
1\Ir. POMEREXE. At page 11393.
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:Mr. BRANDEGEE. I obse::ve that thl; President's reply to the
note is printed, but I did not see the Austro-Hungarian note. I
thought inasmuch as the President's reply appeared in the
BP-co~ it would be well to have the note to which it is a reply
also m the RECORD. I ask if it has not been done that there
may be printed both the Au~trian note and the President's reply
thereto in to-day's proceedings of the Senate.
Mr. TOWNSEND. Printed together.
Mr. BR.A.NDEGEE. Yes; that they may he printed together.
The PRESIDING OFFIOFJE. Is there objection? The Chair
hears none.
The Austro-Hungarian note and the President's reply are as
follows:
[Translation.]
.

LEGATION

OF

SWEDEN,

Washington, D. 0., October "1, 1918.

By order of my Government, I have the honor confidentially to transmit herewith to you the following communication of
the Imperial and Royal Government of Austria-Hungary to the Presi·
de~t of the United States of America:
The Austr(}-Hungarlan Monarchy, which has waged war always and
solely as a defensive war and repeatedly given documentary evidence
ot its readiness to stop the shedding of blood and to arrive at a just and
honorable peace, hereby addresses itself to His Lordship the President at
the United States of America and offers to conclude with him and his
allies an armistice on every front-on land, at sea, and in the air-and
to enter immediately upon negotiations for a peace for which the
14 points in the messa~e of President Wilson to Congress of January 8.
1918, and the four pomts contained in President Wilson's address of
February 12, 1918, should serve as a foundation and in which the viewpoints declared by Presic;.lent Wilson in his address of September 27
1918, wm also be taken into account."
'
Be pleased to accept, etc.,
W. A. F. EKENGRE:S.
His Excellency M:r. ROBERT LANSING,
ExcELLENCY:

Becretat'y of State of the U11itea Btqtes, Washington.
FRO::U TllE SECRETARY OL' ST.\TF.l

TO

THE MINISTER OF SWEDEN.
DF.lPA.UTMENT 01!' STATE,

Octobtw 18, 1918.

Sm: I ha>~ the honor to ackno~ledge the receipt of your note of the
7th insta.n~ lll which you transiDlt a communication of the Imperial
and Royal \:iO>ernment of Austria-Hungary to the President. I am now
instructed by the President to request you to be good enough, through
your Government, to convey to the Imperial and Royal Go>ernment thiJ
following t•eply :
·• The President deems lt his duty to say to the Austro-llungarian
Government that be can not entertain the present suggestions of that
Government because of certain e>ents of utmost importnnce which occm-ring ~lnce the d.elivery ~ his address of the 8th of January last, have
necessa.ril~ altered the attitude and responsibility of the Government
of the Umted States. Among the 14 term'S of peace which the President formulated at that time occurred the following·
"'X. The peoples of Austria-llungary, whose place among the nations
we wish to see safeguarded and assured, should be accorded the freest
opportunity of autonomous development.'
" Since that sentence was written and uttered to the Congress of the
United States the Government of the United States has recognized that
a state of belllgerency exists between the Czecho-Slovaks antl the German and Austro-Hungarlan Empires and that the Czecho-Slovak National
Co~cil is a de facto belligerent government clothed with proper authonty to dlreet the mi_litary and political affairs of the Czecho-Slovaks.
It has also I'ecognized lll the fuJlest manner the justice of the national·
istic aspirations of the Jugo-Slavs for freedom.
"The President is, therefore, no longer at liberty to accept the mere
'autonomy' of these peoples as a basis of peace, but is obliged to insist
that they, and not he, shall be the judges of what action on the part
of the Austro-Hungarian Government will satisfy thf'ir aspirations ancl
~e!~ti~~~~ption of their rights and destiny as members of the family
Accept, sir, tl1e renewed assurances or my highest consldera.tiou.
ROBERT LANS£XO.
L.d.:\Jl AT PORT ANGELES, WASil.
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate the amend·
ments of the House of Representatives to the bill (S. 4886)
providing for the sale of certain lands in the original town site
of Port Angeles, Wash., which were, on page 1, line 4, to strike
out " and " and insert a hyphen ; on page 1, lines G and 6, to
strike out "Washington" and insert "Maine"; on page 1, Hue
6, after "States," to insert "marine"; on page 1, line G, after
"reserve," to inserf" suburban lot or block No. 33"; on page 1
line 7, after "Port Angeles," to insert "State of 'Vashington ";
on page 1, lines 7 anc:l 8, to strike out "Northern Pacific Railroad tract" anc:l insert "Seattle, Port Angeles & Western Railway track"; on page 1, line 9, after "a," to insert "reasonab1e ";
on page 1, line 9, to strike out " agreed upon between said com·
pany and " and insert " fixed by."
Mr. JO~TES of Washington. Th€se amendments are of a
minor character. They make more certain the description of the
land, and so "forth. I move that the Senate concur in the amendments made by the House.
The motion was agreed to.
DISTRICT NATIO~AL GUARD.
The PRESIDl.L"'\G OFFICER laid before the Senate the amend.
ment of the House of Representatives to the bill (S. 3735) to
provide for enlistments in the National Guard of the District
of Columbia, anc:l for other purposes, which was, on page 3
Jfne 8, after "fill,'' to insert: "That at the termination of th~
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existing war, as determined hy th-e proclamation of the President, the provisions of this act shall become null and void.'~
1\Ir. CHA...'\:IBERLAIN. I move that the Senate concur in the
amendment of the House.
The motion was agreed to.
.
HOUSE BILL REFERRED.

H. R. 13086. An act making appropriati-ons to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year ending .June 30,
1919, and priDr fiscal years, on account of war expenses, and for
other purposes, was read twlce by its title and referred to the
Committee on Appropriations.
PRESIDENTIAL A.PPROV.ALB.

A message from the President of the Unit-ed States, by 1\Ir.
Sharkey, one. of his secretaries, announced that the President

had approved and s4,oned the following acts :
. On October 191 1918 :
S. 4871. An act to authorize the Philadelphia, Harrisburg &
Pittsburgh Railroad Co., its lessees, successors, and assigns, to
construct a bridge aero s the Susquehanna River from the city of
Harrisburg, Dauphin County, Pa., to the borough of Lemoyne,
Cumberland County, Pa.
On October 21, 1918 :
S. 933. An act to authorize the Secretary -of the Interior to
i ue patent for certain land to school district No. 9, of S-anders
County, l\lont.; and
S. 32?-5. An act to reserve as a pru·t of the Oregon National
Forest certain lands that were revested in the United States
pursuant to the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States in the case of the Oregon & Califm'hia Railroad Co.
against the United States.
.PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE-cONFERENCE REPORT.

Mr. FLETCHER submitted the following report:

The committee of -conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments -of the House to the joint resolution ( S. .J. Res. 63) to establish a reserve of the Public Health
Service having met, after full and free conference have agreed
to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as
follows:
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 3, and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows: On -page 2, strike out lines 7 to 10, !inclnsil"e; and tbe Hou e agree to the same.
That the House recede from its amendments numbel"ed 1
and 2.
DuNCAN U. FLETCHER,
ROBT. L. OWEN,
CHAS. E. T-oWNSE ID,

Managers on the part of the Senate.
FRANK E. DOREMUS,

,V.

ALBEl."'i
JOHN J.

BARKLEY,

EsCH,

Managers on the part of the House.

The report was agreed to.
STIMULATION OF AGRICULTURE.

The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate the action
of the House· of Representatives agreeing to the report of the
committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R. 11945)
to enable the Sec-retary of Agriculture to carry out, during the
:fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled
u An act to provide further for the national defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agricultural products," and receding from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate to the title of the bill, and agreeing
to the same; and further insisting upon its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate numbered 28 and requesting a further
conference with the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses thereon.
Mr. GORE. I move that the Senate recede from amendment
No. 28, being the so-called rent amendment. I wish to say in
regard to the request of the House for another conference that
I think another conference would be entirely vain and unavailing. I feel certain that the confet·ees ·could not agree, and I
am not willing to take tl1e responsibllity of further delaying
:final action on the bill. I therefore move this recession in
order that the Senate Illily determine the question itself, and
may as ume, as it ought to assume, the responsibility of dispo ing of the question.
The PRESIDING OFFICEll. The Senator from Oklahoma
moves that the Senate rece<le from its amendment numbered 28.
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Mr. POMERENE. 1.1r. President, I beg the indulgence of
the Senate for just a very few minutes. This is the amendment
relating to rent profiteering. The bill .first had tits 'Origin in the
House. It came to the Senate. The Senate passed a .substitute
measm·e by an almost unanimous vote. Tbe matter was thrown
into conference, and because of certain statements which had
-been made in the H-ouse by a member of the committee, the
Senate ronferees were excused from further work upon t)le
conference report. Later when the pending biD was before the
Senate, by I think an almost unanimous vote the rent bill was
added as a sepru·ate question to the Agricultural deficiency ap- ,
propriation bill.
1\Ir. PJ.·esident, I think that any .one who is familiar with
conditions b&e in the District must realize the \-ery great
necessity for some legislation. .and some drastic legislation, upon
the snbj~t of rentals here. The District Committee presented
what, in its JUdgment. was the best plan for meeting the situation. There is no such radical difference between the measure
as it paSsed the other House and the measure which passed the
Sen3Jte as can not be reconciled, if the conferees can get together
in the proper .spirit .and deal with this subject as legislators
ought to deal with it.
So far as I am personally coneerned, I say to the Senate, and
I .say to everyone, that it is not a question of pride of opinion
with me. What I wnnt is legislation upon this .subject whieh
will meet the situation, and my belief was that the conferees
upon this bill could take up the tw.o measures as a basis for a
conferen-ce and, without serious difficulty, come to some .agreement. I hope that can yet be done. I do not belwve that there
has been -such :an expressi·on of the House as would indicate that
the two Houses could not get together.
The action which was taken by the House ori Saturd~y was
taken, of course, in harmony with their ~\]les, but by a v~ry
small representation of the membership of the H-ouse. The
REooRD shows that there '\\"ere three votes taken-one on a motion to concur in the Senate amendment, another on a motion
to concur in the Senate amendment with .an amendment, and a
third to recede. On the first motion the House diTided, and the
vote was on the motion to concur in the Senate amendment ;
ayes 2, noes 25. On the second motion, which '""as a motion to
concur. if I recall it properly~ in the Senat_e amendment with
an amendment, the ayes were 10 and the _noes were 23. On the
third, I believe-that is, the m.otion to recede-the REconn simply recites the fact that the motion to recede was agreed to,
and we are given no light .as to the number of Members in the
House who participated in the vote.
I want to repeat myself by simplY saying to th-e conferees
that I shall be content personally with any report they will
agree upon whieh will meet the situation; I do not care whether
it is the Senate amendment or what it is.
I wish that Senators wonld take the time to read the discussion of this bill on the fioor of the oth-er House ; I am not going
to refer to it myself, for l dislik~ above everything, to get into
a controversy with some man. I, of cour ~ ca n not anticipate
what action the Senate may take, but I have felt that, if the
Senate were to insist upon its amendment, perhaps the conferees' could get together and agree upon some report upon this
subject.
I realize the very great interest that Senators and Members
of the .other House have in the remainder of the bill; I have
n'O desire to hold up that legi~ation for one minute unnecessarily; but, in view of the action taken by the Senate, I ha\e
been hoping that th-e conferees could agree upon some report
which would help solve the rent question here in the District.
Mr. KING. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to me f-or
a minute·?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ohio
yield to the Senator from Utah?
l\lr. POMERENE. I do.
1\Ir. KING. Does n<Jt the Senator from Ohio think that, if
we accept the motion of the Senator from Oklahoma [1\Ir. GoRE],
it means no legislation during this session upon a subject
which is vitally important to the thousand of war workers as
well as to other persons who are in the city?
Mr. PO.l\IER~"E. Mr. President, I am afraid that the Senator from Utah is right.
Mr. KING. And is it not a fact that to-day the pr-ofiteering,
particularly on the part of those who will not be Teached by
the Saulsbury resolution~ is becoming greater and more of a
scandal than ever before?
Mr. POl\IERENE. Mr. President, I think the Senator is correct in that ~;uggestion also.
M.r. KING. Then, is not the situation such as to call fo-r
some legislation, even legislation broader and more comp-rehen-
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sive and more drastic than the legislation suggested by the
Senator from Ohio?
Mr. GORE. Mr. President-: The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ohio
yield to the Senator from Oklahoma?
Mr. POMERENE. · Mr. ·President, I will do so if I may first
answer the question of the Senator from Utah [Mr. KING]. Thi.,
situation does need drastic legislation, and if the bill as passed
by the Senate has not the necessary teeth in it, they ought to be
put in. The conditions here in the District are simply intolerable. and some of the landlords are going from bad to worse all
the ·while.
Now I yield to the Senator .from Oklahoma.
Mr. GORE: Mr. President, I think the Senate ought to act in
the full light of the facts, and I desire to say that I agree with
the interpretation placed on the proposed action of the Senate
under my motion by the Senator from Utah [Mr. KING] and the
Senator from Ohio [Mr. PoMERENE]. I think that if the Senate
recedes from this amendment it means that there will be no
legislation upon this subject at this session of Congress; it prob·
ably means that there will be no action upon this subject during
the present Congress even at the succeeding session. I think
the Senate ought to act in the light of that expectation.
I should like to say, however, that in the confidence heretofore
held the House conferees took the position that they were not in
a situation to consider this amendment or to deal with this subject; that it properly belonged to another committee of the
House; and that it ought to go to another committee of the Senate.
The Senate conferees answered that argument by saying that
the Senate had acted and bad committed thls question to a conference appointed on behalf of the Senate; that, while there was
a District Committee of the Senate, the Senate itself bad withdrawn this legislation from that committee and bad sent it to
the confe·rees. We were not able, however, to dissuade the House
conferees from their persistence in their opposition. The Senate
conferees did not feel justified, however, in receding from this
amendment; that we refused to do. As the RECORD shows, we
brought the amendment back and further insisted upon it in
order to give the House itself an opportunity to say whether or
not it would justify the position taken by the' House conferees.
In the present parliamentary situation I do not feel justified in
asking another conference. I think I know in advance that it
would be entirely unavailing. I want the Senate, however, to
act in full light of what will follow the adoption of the motion
I have just made.
Mr. McKELLAR. Will the Senator yield to me?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Oklahoma yield to the Senator from Tennessee?
Mr. GORE. I yield.
Mr. McKELLAR. Does the Senator from Oklahoma believe
that it would stop all legislation upon this subject at this session of Congress if his motion should p·revail?
Mr. GORE. Well, I think that it will probably stop legislation
at this session; yes, sir; because this session will probably adjourn at an early date.
Mr. McKELLAR. If that is true, then ought we not to \Ote
down the Senator's motion?
Mr. GORE. The Senator from Tennessee will appreciate my
motive in making the motion. There is other very important
legislation involved in this measure--the prohibition amendment.
I :1m not willing to take the responsibility of delaying the final
enactment of that particular amendment. I want the Senate to
take the responsibility of deciding what shall be done with this
legislation. Acting as a servant of the Senate, I do not feel
justified in doing that myself.
I might add that, if the Senate refuses to recede, I shall then
not ask for a conference ; I shall not move to concur in the
House request for a conference, but I shall move to adhere to
this amendment. If that motion be adopted, it will put it up
to the House, where they will have to take the responsibility
of either accepting this rent amendment or of entirely defeating
this legislation ..
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma
moves that the Senate recede from amendment numbered 28.
Mr. JONES of Washington. Mr. President, I agree with all
that the Se~ator from Ohio [Mr. PoMERENE] has said and with
all of the suggestions implied in the question of the Senator from
Utah [Mr. KINo] with reference to the rent situation in this
District. I expressed myself rather emphatically with reference
to· that condition a few days ago, and I am not going to repeat
what I then said. I should like to say that we ought to haYe
some legislation to take care of the situation, but we must
£ecognize what we are confronted with. I heard the debate the
other day in the other body in reference to this matter, and. I
have talked to Members of the House, and I a~ convinced that
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· it ls absolutely useless to send this bill back to conference. I
am satisfied that the House conferees will not accept the amendment of the Senate or any modification of it. I am satisfied
that they will not consider the rent amendment; and, as has
been suggested by the Senator from Ohio [Mr. PoMERENE],
they gi'\'"e reasons which are appealing upon general legislati'\'"e
matters.
It is true that this is a matter that has been considered by
the District Committees of the House and Senate and that :he
Agricultural Committees have had nothing to do with it; and
so there is very much justification for the attitude that the
House conferees take regarding it. I think that they ought,
howe'\'"er, try to work out some proposition that will take care
of the situation here; but I am satisfied that they will not do so,
and that it is really useless to send the bill back to conference.
While it may be .t hat we will not have legislation coYering
the rent situation, it is also very likely that this entire bill will
fail if action is not taken by the Senate. I can not see any
justification on my part to kill the entire bill, because I can
not get the provision that I' think ought to be in the bill with
reference to this other matter. Because of this situation, Mr.
President, and on account of the importance of getting the other
provisions in the bill passed, I feel that I am wholly justified
in voting to recede from this amendment, and that I woultl
really not be justified in taking any other action.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. Mr. President, I can not agree witll
the view of the chairman of the Committee on Agriculture that
we should recede as to this amendment. Certainly legislation
of this character ought to be passed. We are told that, unless
we recede, we can. expect no legislation. We can at least faith·
full;· try to obtain it; we can at least once more make an effort
to induce legislation. We are candidly told that, unless it passes
upon this bill, we will have none, and that a· condition disreputable in the treatment of those especially needing protection
shall continue in this District.
I had brought to my attention a few days ago the case of n
landlord who leased au apartment for a reasonable sum. The
lessee placed some cheap furniture in the apartment and added
about 250 per cent to the rent. Twice the value of the furniture
in 12 months' time would be paid for in the rental charge. Thi ·
condition is outrageous, and it is within the power of Congress to
control it. We bring people here to do Government work. and
I think it is our duty to .;;ee thnt they have a chance without mistreatment to get places in which they can room.
If the House is not willing to cooperate with us, we can not
help it; but at least we can once more ask for a conference and
see if some reasonable agreement can not be reached. If it is
not, then we shall have done our part. I would be glad to do
more than our part if we could obtain results ; but we are told
frankly that this is the only road to obtain results. We understand perfectly that, unless we obtain legislation in this way, it
is almost certain that there will be no legislation. Let us, there·
fore, once more ask the House for a conference, and let us try to
reach a just conclusion. I am not in favor of defeating the
remainder of this bill if we can not get through the Pomerene
amendment or something along that line. Before the time
comes for the remainder of this bill to become operative I mn
in favor, if necessary, of yielding.
Mr. SHEPPARD. 1\ir. President, if the Senator will allow
me, there will be no quorum in the House for the consideration
of this bill, and the appropriations it contains may therefore
fail, although they are necessary to carry out the war emergency
agricultural legislation. The House has practically closed the
door to any fu.rther action on this subject. Therefore, if we do
not vote to recede, we may defeat the remainder of the bill.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. Well, I do not think so. The remainder of the bill, if necessary, can be taken up the first thing
in December and passed. I would rather pass it then than to
abandon the provision that is intended to guard, at least to some
extent, the right of the people we bring here to work for the
Government to ha\e a place in which to sleep . .
1\Ir. SHEPPARD. l\fay I ask the Senator another question?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. Yes .
Mr. SHEPPARD. Is it not a fact that the House passed a
bill on this subject of rent profiteering?
1\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. The Senator understands the situation with reference to that as well as I do.
Mr. SHEPPARD. Why can not the Senate pass that bill?
Mr. SMITII of Georgia. That bill the Senate will not pass.
The Senator understands what took place with reference to
that matter. I do not desire to go into a di cussion of it now,
because it carries unpleasant and most offensive features. I
would not vote for that bill O\er the action of the Committee
on the District of Columbia of the Senate, and I could not ask
them to go into conference on it. I would not do so if r, were in
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their place, unless the House changed the committee. I hope,
1\fr. President, that we will try once more to see if somethin~
can not be done upon this measure.
·
l\lr. THOMAS. Mr. President, I wish to call the attention of
the Senate to a. statement made by a Member of the House
upon this subject on Saturday. I read from pages 11391 and
11392 of the REconn. 1\Ir. JoHNso~ of Kentucky, speaking to
Mr. Al\l>ERSON, said:
One of your amendments proposes to strike out of the Pomerene bill
the provision that the rent administrator shall be a resident of the
District of Columbia. But the gentleman leaves in the Pomerene
amendment the clause that the Senate shall confirm the nomination
made by the President. I believe that I know sufficiently well the
attitude of two or three gentlemen who are really behind what is
known as the Pomerene bill to make the statement that when the
President sends the nomination to the Senate of the rent administrator and that nomination is referred to the District of Columbia
Committ~e having jurisdiction of it at the other end of the Capitol,
that unless the man nominated be a profiteer himself, or in sympathy
with the profiteers, the nomination will never see the light of day.
. That nomination, in my honest opinion, would stay with that committee forever and for eternity, and we would have no rent administrator at all. while the profiteering would go on.
I am not mincing any words, I am justified in saying what I am
saying, because these two or three men are men of intelligence, ami
they know what to do; and, if it had not occurred to them, the!r
attention has been called to the defects of the Pomerene bill over and
over again-that a man owning a piece of property here and renting it
can extort and profiteer to the full extent of his desire if be only goes
down town and incorporate, and that he can do in an hour.

I interpret that statement, 1\Ir. President, as casting a direct
reflection upon the integrity of the Senate Committee on the
District of Columbia. It is a ~barge, virtually, that . unless a
profiteer, or some one in the control of the profiteers, should be
nominated by the President for the office of rent administrator,
he would not be confirmed by this body, because that committee
would not make a report upon him.
Mr. President, independently of the merits of this controversy, I do not believe that the Senate can afford, in the face
of a statement like that, to recede from its insistence upon this
amendment. If it were not for that statement, so made, I
might be inclined personally to vote for the motion of the
Senator from Oklahoma. But when a Member of the House
deliberately charges that the District of Columbia Committee
of the Senate is composed of men who are without honor, who
are in league with the profiteers of this District, for the Senate
to recede from its amendment immediately following such a
statement might be construed as an admission to some extent
of the opinion expressed by this Member of the House of Repre·
sentatives.
I for one do not want to do it. I think we should resent that
statement. I run pretty well acquainted with every Member of
the Senate Committee on the District of Columbia, and I believe that they are as honorable gentlemen and as conscientiously and thoroughly devoted to the public interest and welfare and as much opposed to the profiteering which the bill
proposes to meet as any Member of either House ; and, as a
consequence, I hope this motion will not at this time be
agreed to.
·
1\Ir. PHELAN. 1\fr. President, the importance of passing the
measure regulating the rents of buildings in this District has
been greatly enhanced by the epidemic which is now prevailing, and which I believe is aggravated very largely by the
fact that on account of excessive rents the people are obliged
to live and sleep in large numbers in one room, hence facilitating, as it were, the contagion. I therefore am opposed to receding from the amendment. I think it is the duty of the Senate
to force action on the subject of profiteering. I can not, howeve,r, refrain from observing that the opposition to the profiteering measure is due very largely to the fact that the Sheppard
amendment was violently engrafted upon the Agricultural bill,
almost in defiance of the rules of the -senate; and if the · wartime prohibition measure stood by itself it could have been
passed, as I obser\ed at the time, in an orderly manner, if passed
at all.
What is the situation with respect to prohibition? The President has power now granted by Congress to act. He has practically prohibited the manufacture of beer. He has thrown
zones about th~ camps. The prohibition measure merely provides for the prevention of the manufacture of wine, beer, and
spirits after June 30 next, and at the same time these gentlemen concede that the Federal prohibition amendment will be in
force and operation in February of 1920. So by the passage of
the war-time prohibition amendment they gain seven months,
anticipating the Federal amendment; but during that period of
seven months the President has the power so to regulate the
traffic, if he sees fit.
- It is not an important matter for one or the other side of this
question. I ·submit that the President has the po\ver to .regulate these things, antl that we should not allow the District of
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Columbia to suffer from profiteering and from disease and death
because certain gentlemen wish to· anticipate the Federal uinendment by seven months.
Mr. SHEPPARD. 1\Ir. President, the Senator from California
[1\Ir. PHELAN] has uncovered the· real issue presented by the
motion of the Senator from Oklahoma, so far as he is concerned. He realizes that if the motion is defeated the war-time
prohibition measure may be defeated for this session. I earnestly hope, therefore, that the motion to recede will be agreed to.
1\Ir. SMOOT. Mr. President, I recognize that there must be
some kind of legislation against profiteering in the District of
Columbia. I can not say what is the best way to arrive at it,
but it ought to be reached at the earliest date possible, and when
we are reaching that subject I think there are some amendments to the existing law that ought to be attended to at the
same time.
A lady called to see me the other day and cited a case under
the existing law that seems to me to be almost an outrage.
Last spring she and her family desired to lease her home here
in the District for a period of six months. The lease expired
-on the 1st day of September of this year. She leased it to an
employee of the Government for that time. She has two sons
in the service of the Government. Her only daughter is here in
the District working in one of the departments; but because the
title is in her name, and because she is not directly employed by
the Government of the United States, notwithstanding the fact
that every child she has is so employed, this employee of the
Government refuses to give up her home, and to-day she and her
daughter are sleeping in the hallway of one of the apartment
houses of the District of Columbia-not in a room, but they are
gi\en cots in the hallway!
I referred her to an attorney in the District. She went to the
attorney, presented her case to him, and he said that nothing
·could be done for her. She has lived in the District here I suppose for more than 20 years. Her home has been in her narue
ever since it was a home, and last night she told me she would
be compelled to leave the District of Columbia and go somewhere
else and get a home, and in doing so she would be compelled
to take her daughter out of one of the departments here, though
they in turn want her services. Why? Because she gave a
lease to an employee of the Government six months ago, and
when the lease ran out the lessee _positively refused to turn over
the house to her.
Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Utah
yield to the Senator from Florida?
Mr. SMOOT. I do.
Mr. FLETCHER. That is an instance of the beautiful operation of the Saulsbury resolution.
1\fr. .SMOOT. That is exactly the operation of the Saulsbury
resolution as it is being put in force in the District of Columbia
to-day.
Mr. OVERl\:lAN. Mr. President, will the Senator let me cite
here the case_ of an old lady 90 years old, the daughter of
Admiral Wilkes, who rented her home, where she had been
living for years, to an Army officer, a colonel, to the 1st of
September, and he will not let the old lady have possession
so she can die in her own home. Under the Saulsbury resolution she can not put him out.
1\fr. WILLIA.l\IS. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Utuh
yield to the Senator from Mississippi?
Mr. SMOOT. Certainly.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I wish to say, in . connecti~n with this
matter, that I received not long ago a most touching statement
of a case somewhat like the one which the Senator from Utull
has just so graphically described, where an employee of the
Navy Department had kept possession of premises that were
rented for a certain time, when the woman who owned the
premises and her daughter did not want them to rerent but
wanted them to reoccupy. I took the liberty of sending a statement of the case to the Secretary of the Navy and requested
that that man be court-martialed for conduct unbecoming ;~n
officer and a gentleman. Now, whether he could have done what
he did under the law I do not know, but I do know that if lie
did what they said he did, in which he had acted very rudely
toward these ladies in addition to keeping their house, he ought
to be court-martialed.
Mr. SMOOT. I have not any doubt but that there are hundreds of such cases; and let me tell you, further, what this poor
woman offered to do with this Government employee. She saiu,
"I have only my daughter here. I have no particular use for the
whole of this house. Let me take the other part of the house, nnd
I \Vill liv-e in it and let you occupy all the balance of .t he house."
The answer was, " I d,o not want you anywhere around here.
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Now, get out. You can not have your house, because I .am n.n
employee of the. Government."
1\fr. 1HLLINGH.AM. Mr. Presidentt will the Senator from
Utah allow me to interrupt him?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Utah
yield to the Senator from Vermont?
Mr. SMOOT. I do.
Mr. DILLINGHAM. I am \ery much surprised at the statement of the case that the Senator is making. I hold in my hand
a copy of the Pomerene re olution, which suspends the right of
action against tenants in certain cases. It reads:
No judicial order, decree, or judgment for the recovery of possession
of any real estate 1n the District of Columbia, now or hereafter held or
acquil'ed by oral or written agreement ot lease for one month or any
longer period. or for the ejectment or dispossession of a tenant therefrom, shall be made, and all leases thereof shall continue so long as the
tennnt continues to pay rent at tbe agreed rate and performs the other
conditions of th€ tenancy whlcb are not inconsl tent herewith 1 unless the
tenant has committed waste, or has ·been guilty on the prem1ses of con•
duct which constitutes a nul ance or a breacb of the peace, or other misdemeanor or crime, or that the premise are necessarily required by a
landlord or bona fide purchaoer for occupation elth~r by himself o.r h.is
wife, children, or dependP.nts.

That seems to answer that case.
1\Ir. WILLIAMS. That is the propo ed Pomerene law. We
are acting under the Saul bury law.
1\.fr. DILLINGHA.l\1. That is the joint resolution that was
pa sed both by the House and by the Senate. It was taken out
of the Pomerene bill and introduced here by the PresW.ent pro
tempore of the Senate and passed; and that is what controls
the action of the courts to-day.
l\1r. WILLIAMS. l\fr. Presidentt if the Senator from Utah
will pardon me, I have my doubts a to whether the lawyer
who advised the lady advised her correctly, because under the
Saulsbury law-the Seillltor from Vermont was reading the
proposed Pomerene Iaw-1\Ir. DILLINGHAl\1. I inad'\'"ertently called it the Pomerene
re olution. It was a section taken from the Pomerene bill-·Mr. WILLIAMS. That has not yet become a law.
1\:lr. DILLINGHAM. But was introduced by the Senator from
Delaware [1\Ir. SAULSBURY].
l\Ir. WILLIAMS. Oh, was the Senator referring to the Saulsbury law?
Mr. DILLINGHili. Yes; I was referring to the Saulsbury
law.
1\Ir. WILLIAMS. I was about to say that my recol1ection was
that the Saulsbury law provided for ca es where the landlord
wanted the premises for his own occupancy.
1\Ir. DILLINGHA.l\1. For his own use, or for hi wife or his
children, or if he wanted them · for a bona fide purchaser.
l\lr. WILLIAMS. I have my doubts of the accuracy of the
legal advice given to this lacly; but I took up this matter with
the Secretary of the Navy independently of that.
·
1\Ir. SlVIOOT. 1\lr. Pre ident, in the case that I recited the
title of the property is in the woman, not in her hu band. She
holds the title to the property. I want to say, however, that she
had been to two or three other attorneys in the District of Columbia, and she told me that they told her that under the law
·he could not compel the tenant to leave, so I suggested that
she go to former Senator George Sutherland. She did go to
him, and Senator Sutherland told her that under the law she
I1ad no redre s, and the tenant had power under the law to keep
the premi e.
1\fr. WILLIAMS. Sutherland is a mighty good lawyer.
Mr. DILLINGHAM. But there is the plain joint resolution.
Mr. SMOOT. Under this joint resolution if the husband had
own c1 the property, or the title of it was in his name, of course
be could have gotten it; but the title was in her name.
1\lr. DILLINGHAM. What difference does that maket under
the language of the joint resolution?
lUr. SMOOT. I think it makes all the difference in the world,
and I think the attorneys ay so, too.
1\Ir. FLETCHER. l\ir. President,, the language of the joint
resolutio~ sbo.w s that, because it uses the words:
Or that tbe premises are necessarily required by a landlord or bona
fide purchaser for occupation either by himself or his wife, children, or
depen d ents.

So that in this case the landlord, the owner of the property,
does not want it for himself or ·for his wife, because the owner
of the property is the wife.
"!\fr. SMOOT. 1\Ir. Pre ident, I have heard several Senators
say that they know of exactly similar cases, and I do know
that the law is interpreted in the way I have stated, and I do
know that these women can not get their home. I think that
whatever law there is that will impose a hardship upon any
v:oman as thi , joint resolution does it ought to be changed, and
changed at the very earliest opportunity.
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1\Ir. WILLiilfS. Mr. President, if the Senator from Utah
will pardon me a moment, I have just been reading the Saulsbury
joint resolution, and I want to call the attention of the Senator
from Vermont to a curious slip and oversight in it. It says:
Or that tbe premises are necessat'ily required by a landlord or bona
fide purchaser for occu:>atlon either by himself or bis wife, children. or
dependents-

And then there follows this language :
while he-

That is, the landlord or bona fide purchaser- ·
is in the employ of or officially connected with any brancb of the Government.

So it would seem that Senator SUTHERLAND's a dvice to this
woman was perfectly good law, that unless this woman were an
employee of the Government he could not give a home to her
own children who were employees of the Government, even
t!:lough she owned the property and had rente(! it for a fi.xoo
term and the term had expired.
Mr. SMOOT. That is just what I said.
1\Ir. WILLiiliS. I am informed that the author of this
joint resolution has told another Senator that that was an
oversight that was called to his attention later; but whatever
it is it is -in that law. I thought it rather curious that a man
like SuTHERLAND, who is about the best lawyer I have known
b this body since Jim Clarke, of Arkansas, died, should have
made a mistake of that kind. so I looked at it thoroughly to see
what it contained.
Mr. SMITH of Geo-rgia. 1\fr. President, it seem that both on
account of some modification in the present resolution as well
as the nece sity for Ieo-islation we ought to act upon this subject
and act at once. I wi h to call attention to the fact that only
33· vote were ca 't in the House when the Hou e decli ned to
accept the Ander. on amendment, and then the Hou e proceeded
to reappoint conferees and ask for a continuance of the conference. The House rejected the Anderson amendment, 10 for and
23 against, only 33 out of the entire body voting. It then proceeded to again n sk for a conference and named the conff'rees.
So instead of declining finally the House invited us to consider
the problem of try ing to a gree upon omething along the line of
intelligent legislation with reference to rent profite~ring m l he
Di trict of Columbia. It ems to me for u at this time to
recede from the P omerene amendment is to ay \Ye decline to ~o
on with the conference with the House. The House offers u s a
continuation of the conference.
·
1\Ir. POl\lERENE. If I may make a suggestion, I do not think
any Member of this body has at any time sug~e~tert that this
legislation should be finally in the form that it pa sed the nate,
but every one is willing that there hall he any atisfa ctory legislation which will meet the situation.
Mr. S!\HTH of Georgia. Evidently if we recede at this sta~e
from the Pomerene amendment we will abandon the legislntion.
The House has not abandoned it, for the House a sks another
conference.
Mr. WILLIAMS. We not only abandon the le~islation but
abandon all opportunity to bring about an agreement.
1\lr. SMITH of Georgia. rro modify the legi la tion, a the
Senator from l\Hssi sippi say , we are leaving un c han~ecl t he
. Saulsbury resolution, which was hurriedly pa. ed, and inten<1ed
only as a temporary measure, for permanent and perfected legislation it was hoped . would soon be passed. If we recede we
decline the invitation of the House to appoint conferees on thi::;
subject.
Now, Mr. President, I move as a substitute that the Sena te
further insi t upon its amendment, and that the Chair appoint
the conferees.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The motion of the Senator from
Oklahoma has precedence over the motion of the Senator from
Georgia.
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. Pre ident, ft seem. to me that we on~ht
not to abandon this legislation. I agree with wha t the Senator
from Ohio [Mr. PmrERENE] 8ald about hi amendment just a
'few moments ago. Being inten ely interested in Jeo-islation of
this kind and desiring to hnve it pa sed now,. he very generom~ly
made the statement that it made no matter with him whf'ther
it was his parti<'ulnr amendment, tllat he iR mor e intere!':tecl in
having the legislation than he is in any particular form of the
legi lation. Surely if our conferee will meet the Bouse conferees in a spirit of that kind we ought to have legi lation. We
all lmow that the conditions are exceedingly had here in the
District, and that they nero attention ariu need it at on<'e.
l\1r. SHEPPARD. l\1r. Presiuent-Mr. McKELLAR. In just one moment. The only way we can
get that is to vote down the motion of tbf' Senator from Oklahoma, it seems to me, becnu.·e it is a matter of vital importance,
and the Senator from Oklahoma· states hiw"-elf that if his motion
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prevails we will have no legislation of this kind for the District
this year. I think that would be a great calamity and a
calamity we ought not to be responsible for. I yield to the
Sen a tor from Texas.
Mr. SHEPPARD. We have been put upon notice that if the
motion of the Senator from Oklahoma is yoted down nothing
further may be accomplished. The chairman of the House Committee on Agriculture-has informed me that in all probability
the House will not permit its conferees to consider any proposal
relating to rent profiteering in connection with an agricultural
appropriation bill.
Mr. THOMAS. l\Ir. President-1\lr. McKELLAR. I yield to the Senator from Colorado.
:Mr. THOl\IAS. If the House has taken that position, then
n fortiori we should stand by our guns. It is a threat to this
body.
1\Ir. McKELLAR. Of course, and I want to say as to the
House and the House committee that has it in charge I will be
more surprised than I ever was in my life at anything if the
members of the House committee arbitrarily decline further to
confer with the Senate conferees over this matter. I do not
believe they are men of that kind.
1\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. This is the only question involved
between the Senate and the House. Instead of declining to
confer further, the House invites another conference and appoints conferees on this Yery subject. 'Ve can not say that they
decline a conference; they invite it.
Mr. McKELLAR. Of course, as I understand the matter, it
is purely a question between the House bill and the bill as
passed by the Senate. '.rhe Senator from Ohio [l\Ir. PoMERE!-.'"E]
who had to do with the drafting of the Senate provision, advises
the Senate conferees to accept any kind of a measure that wiU
effect the purpose. Surely with an understanding of that kind,
with an agreement of that kind, there is no reason in the world
why we should not keep the bill in conference and get a measure
that will be of real service.
The truth of the business is, l\Ir. President, it seems to me
that we would be derelict in our duty if we declined a further
conference. There is no reason for these conditions about rent
profiteering to exist in the District of Columbia. All we have
to do is to act with a reasonable amount of sagacity and the
matter will be remedied. The · conditions are getting worse
instead of getting better. They are getting worse every time a
train comes in with more Government employees. There is no
reason why the conferees should not get together. It does seem
to me that we ought to insist upon the conference committee
dealing with the matter until an agreement is reached. I am
quite sure that by using only a reasonable amount of diplo~acy,
since the Senate is willing to yield, if necessary, the whole
provision and let the House Members bring in their provision,
if necessary, we will agree to it. I for one will agree to the
House bill just as it was passed, if the conferees report it.
l\Ir. LENROOT. Mr. President-~1r. McKELLAR. I yield to the Senator from Wisconsin.
Mr. LENROOT. I wish to suggest to the Senator that if
another conference reports at a later time and the House passes
upon this question when there is a quorum present, the action
may be very different from that which was taken on Saturday.
· Mr. McKELLAR. The Senator is entirely - conect. Of
course, that is an additional reason why we should vote down
the motion of the Senator from Oklahoma.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the motion
of the Senator from Oklahoma to recede from amendment numbered 28.
Mr. McKELLAR. On that motion I ask for the yeas and
nays.
The yeas and nays were not ordered.
On a division, the motion was rejected.
Mr. GORE. Now, I move that the Senate adhere to amendment numnered 28.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. And appoint conferees?
Mr. GORE. No.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma
moves that the Senate further insist on its amendment.
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry:
What is the immediate effect of the motion?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I move that the Senate further insist on its amendment, and that the Chair appoint the conferees.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma
bas been recognized.
·
-Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I should like to explain why I
make the motion. I apprehended that my motion to recede
would be defeated, but I felt constrained to present that question to the Senate, because it is a responsibility the Senate
ought to take and that ought not to be shifted ; and no one
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would have any disposition to shift it to the conferees. I have
moved to adhere. If that motion prevails, 1 believe this measure will become a law, because I do not believe that the House
will take the responsibility of defeating the bill and defeating
the prohibition amendment rather than accept the Pomerene
amendment. If the motion to adhere prevails that will be the
issue.
The House can do one of two things. It can accept the
Pomerene rent amendment and pass this legislation into law, or
it can· defeat both the Pomerene rent amendment and prohibition. By putting this issue up to them I think they will pass
this measure without much delay, but if it is sent to conference
I believe I know what will happen. We will sit, like graven
images, around the table and again report a disagreement.
Mr. KIRBY. Mr. President, I should like to ask the Senator
a question.
Mr. GORE. I am afraid that that will be the result, and
I infer that from a good deal of experience with this conference.
I yield to the Senator from Arkansas.
Mr. KIRBY. This is the question I desire to ask. If we adhere to this amendment and do not ask for a. conference, and
the House refuse to recede from its position and adopt the
amendment, it never can be enacted.
Mr. GORE. They can pass it at any time they see fit.
Mr. KIRBY. 'Ve will have lost all control of it. We will not
confer with them, nor will we recede.
l\Ir. GORE. The Senator is right about it.
Mr. KIRBY. It seems to me it would be much better to
agree to a conference on the disagreement.
Mr. GORE. The Senate can agree to another conference and
we will disagree and come back and go around and around this
interminable meeting again.
Mr. KIRBY. Having defeated the motion to recede from our
amendment, as the House desires another conference, let us
have another conference, and then report it here. If that can
not be done, let us pass the bill and not put ourselves in a
position where we can not pass it.
Mr. GORE. I am l)laking the motion which I think is best
calculated in the long run to carry out the will of the Senate
and to get this legislation. I am fully persuaded that if this
measure goes back to conference it will result in another disagreement. The House conferees take the position that they
will not even consider it. They do not consider it as an opea
question, and in such_ a case you can not make any progress at
all. If the Senate takes the other position, of course, I have
no objection to its going back to conference ; I merely apprehend
it will be a miscarriage and that nothing will happen.
Mr. KIRBY. Could not the fact that they refused to do anything further be reported back here and then would we not be
in as good a position as we now are?
·
Mr. GORE. Certainly.
Mr. KIRBY. It seems to me that that would be the better
course.
1\Ir. GORE. It may be.
l\Ir. KIRBY. I hope the Senator will withdraw his motion.
1\lr. GORE. I do not want to be dogmatic about my position,
but I apprehend the Senate will see a little later on that we are
going through exactly the same discussion. We will report
back a disagreement. I think if this measure ever becomes a
law with the rent amendment included the Senate has got to
adhere to its amendment. I do not believe the House will .take
the responsibility of defeating the bill and defeating prohibition in order to defeat the amendment. To send it back we go
around in a circle; we will then come back. I do not object
to it. I think what I propose is the best way out. It is the
way out in my judgment. I think sooner or later it will come
to this. Of course, if it is the sense of the Senate that there
shall be another conference it is entirely agreeable to me.
Mr. FLETCHER. Let me ask the Senator if it would not be
entirely in the power of the conferees to agree to this amendment?
Mr. GORE. Entirely ; but the House conferees will not go
that fa.r. They will not consider it.
Mr. FLETCHER. Could they not agree to an amendment
to it?
Mr. Sl\IITH of Georgia. There is nothing left in the bill for
us to confer about except this one amendment, the House having agreed to everything in the bill as passed by the Senate
except this one amendment. With this one amendment alone
standing between us they ask for another conference. It must
mean that they are ready to agree to our amendment or agree
to something on that line. The appointment of conferees by tl.te
Houst> is a request to the Senate for further consideration of
the Pomerene amendment and invites an effort to get . together
on the details. We can not reject such an invitation.
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1\Ir. GORE. I have great deference to the judgment of the
1\fr. GORE. I am glad the Ohair has asked that question. beSenator from Georgia.
cause I think the Senate should look it squarely in the face. ~1\.s
:.Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I am not expressing a matter of I understand the parliamentary effect of the adoption of the
judgment.
motion it will be thls: When the papers go bacl{ to the House
Mr. ·GORE. The Senator sat in the conference.
the House can do two things. It can concur in amendment No.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I am expressing a justifiable con- 28 and let the measure go to the President. It can refUl:e to
clusion from what the House has done, and I hope the conferees concur in amendment No. 28 and that is the end of it.
may meet free from all prejudice, seek:ing to serve the best interThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without a further conference?
est of the war workers we have been forced to crowd into Wash- - :J\.1r. GORE. Yes, sir.
ingtou.
The PRESIDING OE'FICER. Then, the idea of the Senator
Mr. GORE. An inference from their action might, of course, from Oklahoma is that there shoul<l be no further conference
be drawn in accordance with the Senator's conclusion, but I on this bill?
ha\e conferred with one of them since that action was taken.
Mr. GORE. If a simple motion to adhere were adopted, there
I know what they expect. They expect us to meet in con- would be no further conference.
ference and the Senate conferees to recede.
The PRESIDil~G OFFICER. That is the point the Chair
Mr. President, perhaps I am not qualified to sit in conference wanted to understand.
because I do not intend to recede from this amendment until I
.Mr. SMITH of Georgia. 1\Ir. President, we just can not afford
am ordered to <lo so by the Senate, and I do not want to take the to put ourselves in the attitude of turning down a11 invitation
responsibility of delaying the amendment. That is the dilemma not only to consider this amendment, but it gives the enemies
I am in.
of the amendment in the House a whip handle to resist all ef1r. S~IITH of Georgia. Let me ask the Senator a question. forts at a concession. We must meet them under their invitaYou are, however, prepared to meet in con!erence and take up tion and expect them to meet us in good faith and let this prothe terms of the amendment and modify it and help perfect it posed legislation be perfected.
and agree to any reasonable amendment the House asks with
1\fr. SMITH of Arizona. 1\Ir. President, it stril{es me that we ·
reference to it?
are changing the responsibility of the defeat of the great tem1\fr. GORE. Yes; I think the Pomerene amendment ought to perance measure by simply adhering to our amendment and
be amended. I think it ought to be amended in conference, be- sending it back to the House, saying that the Senate, us far as
cause it could be much improved. If the Senator from Georgia it ts concerned, does not want any further conference-take the
has any hope of making any progress in conference it will have medicine we offer whether you like it or not. In that attitude
a great deal of weight with me.
before the public, the House of RepresentatiYes being much
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. Will the Senator allow me? My larger than the Senate;there will be very little difficulty in the
hope is from what the House has done. I can not see why the country believing that the responsibility has rested entirely upon
House should have done what it bas done unless it meant in good the Senate for the defeat of this legislation.
faith to meet us in conference upon the Pomerene amend1\fr. SMITH of Georgia. I move a substitute for the motion
ment. If they meant absolutely to reject it, they could D-Jt of the Senator from Oklahoma. I move that the Senate ful'ther.
logically have appointed conferees.
insist upon its amendment and agree to the request for a conMr. GORE. I have had a conference with one of the House ference, and that the Chair appoint the conferees.
conferees, and they e::\.-pect that the Senate conferees will reThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The motion of the Sen a tor
cede. They do not belie\e tlre Senate conferees will take the from Georgia is that the Senate further insist upon its amendrespon ibility of defeating this legislation or of long delaying ment and agree to the conference asked by the House.
the legislation in order to put through the Pomerene amendment.
Mr. GORE. 1\Ir. President, I have no objection to the adopAs far as I am concerned, they hav~ misjudge(! me, because if I tion of that motion, but I wish to say one word with respect to
sit on the next conference I never intend to have the conferees the remarks of the Senator from Arizona [1\lr. SMITH]. In my
recede from this amendment. I will bring it back and receive judgment, the House will not defeat the prohibition amendment.
instructions. Of course, the Senate will instruct the conferees, I think the rejection of the rent amendment was not due to the
and I will comply with that instruction, but voluntarily I do fact that a majority of the membership of the House was opnot mean to do it.
posed to legislation upon the subject of rent profiteering. I
Mr. KING. Mr . .President-thi~ a majority of the House is in fa\or of such legislation.
Mr. GORE. I yield to the Senator fro,m Utah.
There happens to be in\olveu a sort of point of pride, or the
1\lr. KING. Does the Senator think that a majority of the personal factor has gotten into the equation ; but when it comes
l\Ieml.Jers of the House are oppo ed to any rent legislation?
to a collision between principles, the House would accept the
Mr. GORE. I think if the Senate adheres to its amendment rent amendment, which they realJy fa,·or in some form . toin accordance· with my motion a majority of the membership gether with the prohibition amendment, rather than reject the
of the House will compel the House to accept the rent amend- prohibition runendment, which they favor from principle, and
ment before they will take the responsibility of defeating the reject the rent amendment, which they favor from principle,
prol1jbition legislation. I think sooner 01· later it will come to merely from personal considerations. That is the situation that
that. That is my hope.
influenced me.
·
1\lr. Kil"G. I understand the Senator has conferred with
I have no disposition to defeat the prohibition amendmE:>nt.
Members of the House, and he thinks they appreciate the gravity• 1\iy object was to secure both the rent amendment and the proof the situation presented as to the necessity of some immediate hibition amendment. since that is the ev-ident sen e of the Senlegislation in the rent problem for the District of Columbia. It ate, and I thought the motion I made was the best path leading
seems to me obvious in \iew of the concession made by tbe S.en- to that result. I may be in error about it, but I have no objection
ate, and it would be the logical one, that we can get no legisla- whatever to a further conference if the Senate shall think that
tion unless we get it on this bill, and that the Hoose conferees that is tbe method that promises the greatest results.
will recede from their po ·ition, and will join the conferees on
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the motion
the part of the Senate in formulating some measure that is of the Senator from Georgia [1\lr. SMITH] that the Senate furproper and adequate to meet the situation. The Senator can ther insist upon its amendment and agree to the conference
not believe that Members of the House are so lost to all the pro- requested by the House.
prieties of the occasion that they are going to defeat any legis1\ir. LODGE. Mr. President, merely as a matter of order I
lation upon a question of such importance.
·
suggest that the motion of the Senator from Georgia docs not
Mr. GORE. I do not; but I think the issue will have to be l'equire to be offered as a substitute, but that it takes precedence. .
presented in the House, where they will have to defeat the rent
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question i on tbe motion
amendment and defeat the bill, on the one hand; or, on the otber of the Senator from Georgia.
hand, accept the rent amendment in order to get the prohibition
The motion was agreed to ; and the Pre iding Officer appointed
amendment enacted. When they are confronted with that i sue :1\fr. GoRE, Mr. SMITH of South Carolina, Mr. SMITH of Georhin,
I ha\e no doubt as to what action they will take. Until that l\Ir. KENYON, and 1\lr. FRANCE conferees on the part of the Senate.
issue is presented I think the matter will ride at anchor in
ADJOURNMENT TO THURSDAY.
conference and the Senate conferees will come back here in a
few days as1.-ing for insb.·uctions whether or not we shall recede
1\fr. MARTIN of Virginia. I move that when the Senate ador further insist. That is what is going to happen. I have no journs to-day it stands adjourned until 12 o'clock meridian on
objection to a iurther conference. We will do the best we ran, Thursday ne:s:t.
.
but I do not think it will produce legislation.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair woul<l like to have
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE SIXTY-FIFTH CONGRESS.
the opinion of the Senator from Oklahoma on what the parlia1\lr. .1\IARTIN of Virginia. Mr. President, toward the close
mentary status would be if his motion to adhere is adopted
of the last session of this Congress I made a statement to the
without a request for a further conference~
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G. Public act 11, appropriating $273,04{;,322.50 f{)r th~ upp~rt of the
.Army for the fiscal year 191 .
.
7. Public a ct 12, authorizing the Pregi{lent to incl'ease temporar11y
the Military Establishment of the United State . 'l'hi act authorized
a selecUve draft of 1,000,000 men and contains uther important legislative features pertaining to the Army.
.
8. Public resolution 2, authorizing the President to take over fur the
United States any vessel own d in whole or in part by any corpurntlon.
, citizen, or subject of any nation with which tbe United States may be
at war.
9. Public resolution 3, authorizing the American Red Cross to erect
certain temporru-y buildings in Washington. D. C.
10. Public act 17, to temporarily increase the commissioned and warrant and enlisted strength of the Navy and Marine Corps from 87,000
to 150,000 men in the first instance and from 17,400 to 30,000 in the
sec{)nd.
11. Public . act 18, appropriating 1,344, 96.18 for the support of tho
Mllltary Academy for the fiscal year 19181 and for other purposes.
12. Public act 19, amending an act (.ntitled .. An act to 1·egulate commerce," as amended, in respect of car service, and for other purposes.
13. Public act 20, amending the war-risk msurance act and appropri$45,150,000 to insure vessels and their c:1rgoes and expenses con·
· ating
nected therewith.
14. Public act 21, appropriating $147;363,928.77 for the undry clvil
expenses of the Government for the fiscal :rear -1918.
15. Public act 22, authorizing the issue to States and Territories and
the District of C1lumbia of rifles and other property for the equipment
of organizations of home guards.
16. Public act 23, appropriates $3,281,094,54L60 for the Military :md
Naval Establishments on account of war expenses. Up to this time this
is the largest approp~iation act known to this or any other country.
Among other things it appropriates $405,000,000 for an emergency
shipping fund, with ·which to begin con tructlon of th{) greatest merchant fleet the world bas ever known .
17. Public act 24, to punish acts of interferen-ce wit~ foreign relations, the neutrality, and the foreign commerce of the United States, to
punish espionage, and better enforce the criminal laws of the Uni"tcd
[S. Doc. No. 287, 65th Cong., 2d sess.]
States, and for other purposes.
ACBII:VEMENTS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND SESSIOXS OF THE SIXTY·FlFTH
18. Public act 2;), amending the Federal reservt! act.
CONGnmss.
19. Public act 20, authorizes condemn~tion proceedings of lands for
' military purposes.
STATEMEXT OF APPROPRIATIOXS AND COXTRACT OBLIGATlONS FOR FISCAL
20 . Public act 29 appropriates $640,000.000 to illcrease templ?rarily
YEAU 1918--ll'lllST SEssxox.
the Signal Corps of the Army and to purchase, manufacture, m.ru.ntain,
1\Ir. 1\lARTI:s". 1\Ir. President, I present two statements, which I think repair, and operate airchips.
will l>c o.f intere t to the enate :md to the country. The fir ·t I a
21. Pui.Jlic act 31 authorizes the United States to take possession of
statement of the achievements of the most important ses ion of the a site for permanent aviation stations of the Army and Navy for school
American Congress, and the second is a statement of appropriations purposes
and contract authorizatior:.s for the fiscal yea~ 191 . I ask that the
22. P~blic act 37 appropriates $27,826,150 for the construction, restatements be printed in the RECORD.
pair. and preservation of e rtain public works on riv.ers and harbors.
There being no objection, the statements were ordered tQ. be printed
23. Public acts 38 and 39 enlarges the membership of the Inter tat:
in the RECORD, as follows :
Commerce Commission and amends the act to regulate commerce b)'
authorizing
priority shipments by any commo;n carrier etc.
Achicvemen,ts of the mollt unportant sess-ion of the .American C-on24 . Public act 40 appropriates 11,346 400 to provide further. for the
· gress-St:rt1}-{ifth Conuress, first session.
national security and defense by stimulati.Dg agricultn.re and facilitating
The present extraordinary session of Congress has been marked by a the distribution of agriculturnl products.
greatN· volume of legislatiC<n and the enactment of measure of more
25. Public act 41 appropriates $162,500,000. to provide fur.ther for
momrmtous import than ha>e ever been considered in :l.DY similar periorl the national security and defense by encouragmg the production, conin th e parliament.uy history of the country.
serving the supply, and controlling the distribution of food pl"oducts

Senate in relation to the achievements of the first session of the
Sixt:r-fifth Congres . I "·as prompted then to make the statement by ·what I con idered to be the enormous responsibility
resting on the shoulders of the legislators oJ: this country, incident to the great conflict through which we are passing. I
beg now, for the same rea on, to call attention, in a very brief
way, to some of the most important measures enacted into law
at this the second session of the Sixty-fifth Congress. I shall
not take the time to read the synopsis of this legislation, but I
send it to the Secretary's desk and ask ihat it may be in erted
in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Such will be the order, without
objection.
l\Ir. LODGE. 1\Ir. Pre ident, the statement which the Senator
from Virginia has just presented is a very important' and useful
one, and I for one should be very glad if it could be printed a.s
a Senate document, and I ask that it be so printed. I ask that
there be included .with it the statement of a year ago, and that
they be printed together a a Senate document.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Such will be the order, without
pbjection.
l\lt·. JONES .of 'va ·hlngton. I understood the Senator from
.Virginia asked that the statements be printed in the RECORD.
l\fr. MARTIN of Virginia. Yes.
Mr. :TONES of Washington. And that ·w ill be done?
.Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. That will be done.
The statements referred to are as follows :

H~~ g~;;1~:· o~~e~~fot~e \~~aft!~c~~~ bel~~~dthaet :::n~na~~o:n~ an~6:u~~blic

war basis at the earliest possible moment, in my judgment, is unfair,
and indicates a lack of appreciation or knowledge of the enormom;
amount of work which the two Houses of Congress have performed.
Responsibilities of long duration and momentous in character have
been knowingly, carefully, and, I honestly believe, intelligently assumed by the membership of this Congress. Tbe searchlight of industry and wisdom has characterized their work on each measure. be
1t large or small.
Congress was convened in special session by proclamation of the
President April 2, and has been in ession, including to-morrow, 188
days, whlch includes Sundayg and holidays.
Its membership has scarcely taken time to eat or sleep becau e of
the responsibilities whic"n the war has imposed upon them.
· It must be remembered that it was a new Congre s that met in
response to the call of the President, and that at the very outset it
was confronted with the necess1ty of organization, a proce s ordinarily requiring time ~nd involving many contests. In the present
instance, however, the committees of both House were named on
April 3, the work of selecting them having been done during the
vacation period.
'
At the spedal session of the Senate, immediatPly preceding the
extra session of Congress, there was passed a modified cloture l"Ule
under which public busines mi~rht be expedited. The adoption of
such a rule was accomplished within a few days after its lntroductlon, a result that could not have been attained in any -other ~riod
of our history short of months of debate, if at all.
I beg to call attention briefly to the most important measure enacted
into law at this se ion of Congress, as follows:
1. Public resolution 1, declaring a state of war exl8ts between the
Imperial Uerman Government and the Government and the people of the
United States and making provision to prosecute the same. On April
2 the German war resolution was introduced in the Hou ~e, and on
April 6, or four days aftH the assembling of Congress, the President
attached his signature to that_ measure. No delay -was invol>ed 1n the
passage of this resolution, perhaps the most important e>cr · offered,
either in this or any other Congress.
2. Public act 1, appropriatins-. $68,020 for certain expenses incident
to the first se ·ion of the Sixty-ruth Congress.
.
.
'
3. Public act 1, general deficiency appropriation act, appropriating
!$16:1,841,400.52. of which $100,000,000 was for the national security
and defense and for- each and every purpose connected with the war.
4. Public act 3, authorizes an issue of bonds to meet expenditures for
the national security and defense and for the purpose of assisting in
the prosecution of the war, to extend credit to _foreign ~overnments, and
for other purposes. This act appropriateS $3,007,063,945.46 for establlsbing credits in the United States for foreign governments by purcha!';C of bonds of our allies and expenses incident to preparation and issue
of bonds and certificates; authorizes the issue of bonds amounting to
5,0G3,945,460, of which 3,poo,ooo 000 is for meeting the loans authorizecl to foreign Governments, 2,000,000,000 to meet domestic expenc'litures, and $63,945,400 to redeem the 3 per cent loan of 1908 to
1!:118, maturing August 1, 1918; and also autp.orizes $2,900,000,000 of
one-yt'ar certificates of indebtedness temporarily to provide revenue.
5. Public act 7, authorizing one additional midshipman for each Senator, Representative, and Delegate in Congress.

act 43 authorizes an additional issue of bonds til meet
expenditures for the national security and defense and for the purpo~c
of assisting in the pro ecution of the war, to extend additional credit
to foreign governments, and for other purposes. This act makes an
pdditional appropriation of $4,021,377, 90.92 to extend credit in th.e
United States for foreign governments by purchase of bond. of our allies
and expenses incident to prep~ration of an issue of bonds and certificates; authorizes an additiooal issue of. $4,000,000,9<!0 of b_onds to meet
loans to foreign governments; authorizes an additwnal I;" ~ ue of oneyE>ar certificates of indebtedne s amounting to. 2,0"00.000.000 :md an
issue of five-year war-saving certificates amounting to 2,000,000,000.
27. Public act 45, authorizing the con t:ruction of a building for the
use of the Treasury Department in Wa..;hington, D. C., at a total -cost
not exceeding $1,250,000.
28. Public act 50, to provide rm·en~e to defray. war expenses, :md for
other purposes. This measure provides approxunately 2,500,000,000
of revenue with which to pay the expenses of the Government.
29. Public act 64, appropriating $5,356,666,016.9~ to upply deficicncies in appropriations for the fiscal year 1918 and prwr years on account
of war expenses, and for other purpo es, and authorizes contract obltgations to be met by future Congresses amounting to $2,401,458,393.50.
This is the large t appropriation act passed by this or any i>tber country.
This act makes further appropriations for the emergency shipping fund
of $635,000,000 anti raises the limit of cost to carry out the purposes of
the shipping act to $1,734,000,000.
·
so. Public act 90, to provide a military and naru family allowance,
compen ation, and insurance fund for th~ b~efit of soldiers and sailors
and their families, and makes an appropnatwn therefor of ~176,250,000.
31. Public act 91, to define, regulate, and punish tradmg with the
enemy, and for other purposes, and appropriates $450,000 to enforce the
provisions tbereof.
.APPRO.?RIATJOXS A.'\D
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Statement showing by acts the appropriations to1· the fiscaZ year 1!J18
made- d"ri~tg the Hi.rty-fourth Congres~~. second session (including
appropriatwns ma<le by the Ar1ny, Mwr,tary Academy, nvers and
harb·Jrs sundry civil, a11d g eneral deficiency acts passed during tho
Sirxty-fitth OongrcsA, first session).

Agriculture________________
Army _____________ .:.________
Diplomatic and Consular_____
District of ColumWa_________
Fortification-----------Indian ____________ _:________
Legislative, executive, and judicial-------------------Military Academy----------NavaL--------------------Pension ------------------Post Office ______________ _.__
River and harbor ___________ _
Sundry civil _______________ _

$2u, 929,
273, 046,
5, 082.
14, 172,
51, 396,
11, 589,

113.
322.
746.
997.
593.
736.

~0

oO

66
85
00
67

39,894.592.42
1,344,890.18
517,273,802.08
160,060,000.00
331,851,170.00
27,826,150. 00
147,363,928.77

Total---------------- 1,606,832,049.13

11410
GPnera~ df'ficiency ----------Urgf'nt deficiency-----------Miscellaneous (this sum includes an appropriation of
$10,000,000 for the WarRi!llc
Insurance
Bureau,
which has been repealed by
subsequent legislation)----Permanent annual and indefinite appropriations _______ _

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE.
$163,841,400.52
4,578,250.00

145.~64,830.32

Total regular appropriations, Sixty-fourth
Congress, second session-------------Appropriations for the fiscal year 1918, made
during the Sixty-fifth Congress, first session (exclusive of Army, Military Academy, river and harbor, sundry civil, and general deficiency acts) :
ExpPn es incident to the Sixtyfifth Congress, first sess~n__
$68, 020. 00
Loans to the allies under act
of A8r. 24, 1917 (the $3.000,000, 00 and $4.000,000,000,
making in all $7,000,000,000,
to meet loans to the alliE's1 is
reimbursable by the foreign
governments to whom the advances are made)---------- 3, 000, 000, 000. 00
ExpE'nses of preparation and issue of bonds and certificates
of indebtedness under act ot
Apr. 24, 1917------------7, 063, 945. 46
Bureau of War~Risk Insurance,
cost of insuring vessels and
their cargoes, etc__________
45, 150, 000. 00
Urgent deficiency act for . the
Mllltary and Naval Establishments _________________ 3, 281, 094, 541. 60
Increase of Signal Corps of the
Army, including purchase, operatiOn, etc., of a.irships____
640, 000, 000. 00
Expenses under act to encourage production, conserve the
supply, and control distribution of food products and
fuel--------------------162,500,000.00
Expenses under the act to stimulate agriculture .a nd faC'llltate the distribution of agriAd~~~~l1 ~~~~~c\~-t"h_e__il!ies
11, 346, 4oo. oo
under act of Sept. 24, 1917
(the $3,000,000,000 and $4,000,000.000, making in all
$7,000,000,000, to meet loans
to the allies 1 is reimbursable
by the foreign governments
to whom the advances are
Inade) ------------------- 4,000, 000,000.00
Expenses of preparation and issue of bonds, certificates of
indebtedness, and war-saving
cet·tificates -------------- 21, 377, 890. 92
Expenses under the act to define, regulate, and punish
trading with the enemy----450, 000. 00
Ex;.>enses under the act establishing a military and naval
family allowance, compE'nsation, and insurance fund for
the benefit of soldiers and
sailors and their familie --1713, 250, 000. 00
Ur~ent deficiency act for the
nscal year 1918 and prior
years on account of war expenses------------------- 5,3u6,666,016.93
Interest on bonds and certificates (estimated)---------200, 000, 000. 00

21,

RECAPITULATIOX.

41,093,670.08

Total--------------------------------Increased compensation of 5 an.l 10 per cent to
certain employees ( es~imated) ---------------

OCTOBER

$1, 962, 210, 200. 05'
15, 000, 000. 00
1,977,210,200.05

Total appropriations, Sixty-fourth Congress, second
session ----------------------------------Total . appropriations, Sixty-fifth Congress, first
seSSIOn
----------------------------------Total
contract
authorizations, fiscal year 1918 __ _

16,901,966,814.91
2,511,553,925.50

Total appropriations and contract authorizations, fiscal year 1918 ___________ :_ __ _

21,390,730,940.46

Total appropriations, fiscal year 1918, exclusive of
$7,000,000,000 for loans to the allies _____ ::_____
Total appropriations and contract authorizations, exclusive of $7,000,000,000 for loans to
the allies----------------------------------

$1,077,210,200.0~

11,879, 177,014.96
14,300,730,940.46

SECOND SESSION.

Toward the close of the last session of this Congress I made a statement to the Senate in relation to the achievements of the first session of
the Sixty-fifth Congress.
I was prompted then to make that statement by what I considered to
be the enormous res~onsibilitles resting on the shoulders of the legislators of this country incident to the great conflict through which we
are passing.
I beg now, for the-same reasons, to call attention in a very brief way
to some of the most important measures enacted into law at this, the
second, session of the Sixty-fifth Congress, as follows :
32. Public resolution 17 declares that a state of war exists between
the Imperial and Royal Austro-Hun.,.arian Government and the Government and the people of the United States, and pledges the resources of
our country to bring the conflict to a successful termination.
33. Public act 95, nuthorlzing the purchase of farm-loan bonds to the
extent of $200,000,000 during tne fiscal years 1918 and 1919. This
measure can only result in incalculable good to the great farming class
of this country by assur.ing to them upon their own collateral an adequate supply of money at a fair rate of interest and on reasonable
terms.
34. Public act 102 authorizes the United Stntes Shipp.ing Board
Emergency Fleet Corporation to acqu.ire accommodations for housing
shipyard employees and their families and authorizes an appropriation
of ~50,000,000 with whlch to carry out the provisions of the net. This
amount is appropriated in the sundry civil a~t for the fiscal year 1919,
together with $25,000,000 additional.
35. Public act 103 extends protection to the civil rights of members
of the Military and Naval Establishments of the United States engaged
in the r.resent war.
36. Public act 107 provides for the ope:ro.tion of the trnnsportation
systems while under Federal control, for the just compensntion of theh·
owners, and for other purposes. This gigantic task was undertaken
with a view to relieving the menacing congestion in transportation.
Under Government operation labor has been better paid and many
economies etl'ected. To carry out the purposes of this act the sum
of $500,000,000 ls appropriated, together with funds available froin the
operating income, to be used as a revolving fund.
37. Public act 109 Inakes appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies
for the fiscal year 1918 on account of war expenses. This act appropriates $731,901,789.46 outright and authorizes contt·act oblj.gations,
to be Inet by future appropriations, runounting to $1,250.000,000. It
also carries legislation . of far-reaching iinportance by giving authority
to the Alien Property Custodian to acquire the title of thP. Germanowned property of the North German Lloyd Dock Co. and the HamburgAmerican Line Terininal & Navigation Co., on the Hudson River. Authority iR also given to sell all property of this kind so taken and to
tnvest the proceeds in Government bonds. Thls act also appropriates $100,000,000 for storage and shipping facilities and authorize~
contracts for $50,000,000 additional, and the work accomplished under this appropriation, under the supervision of Gen. Goethals, has
worked wonders in handling the enorinous runount of supplies for our
armies.
38. Public acts 120 and 192 are the third and fourth liberty loan acts.
No financial legislation of any country ever approached the magnitude of
th!:l liberty loan acts . The third and fourth Uberty loan acts increase
the amount of bonds authorized to be issued froin 7,588 945,460, as
heretofore fixed, to $20,000,000,000; increase the appropriations to
meet loans to our allles from $4,000,000,0001 heretofore fixed. to
$7.000.000,000; and increase the amount of certificates of Indebtedness
that·can be outstandin~ at any one time from $4,000,000,000, as hereto·
fore fixed, to $8,000,0u0,000.
.
39. Public act 121 provides for the national security and defense
and,
for
the
purpose
of
assisting
in
the
prosecution of the war, to proTot a 1 appropriations,
vide credits for industries and enterprises in the United States ner.esSixty - fifth Congress,
sary
or
contributory
to
the
prosecution
of the war and to supervise
16,001,966,814.91
first session ------------------------the issuance of securities, and for other purposes. This act creates
the War Finance Corporation and the Capital Issues Comm.ittee and
Total appropriations for the fiscal year
appropriates $500,200,000 to carry out its purposes. This act author1918_----------- -------------------- 18,879,177,014.96 izes the Will' Finance Corporation to issue and have outstanding, at
Contract authorizations, by acts in addition to
any one tiine, its bonds (to be secured by the assets of the corporaappropriations heretofore made to be met by future
tion) in an amount aggregating not Inore than s.ix times its pa.id-in
appropriations by Congress, authorized during the.
capital.
fiscal year 1918 :
40. Public act 139 is to conserve the gold supply of the Un.ited States
$5,250,000.00
Fortification -------------to permit the settlement in silver of trade balances adverse to the United
86,145,532.00
Naval -------------------:5tates ; provides silver for subsidiary coinage and for commercial use ;
900, 000.00
Sundry civiL-------------assists foreign governments at war with the enemies of the United 8tates,
Urgent defici.~ncy appropriaand for the above purposes to stabilize the price and encourages the
16,550,000.00
tion act of Jun<> 24, 1917production of silvE'r.
Urgent deficiency appro!)ria41. Public act 140 authorizes the Secretary of the Navy to Increase
tion act of Oct. - , 1917-- 2, 401, 458, S!l3. 50
the
facUlties for the proof and test of ordnance Inaterial, and for other
Act to authorize the construcpurposes. There is appropriated by this act the sum of $1,000,000 to
tion of n. bu.ilding for tpe
carry
out its purposes.
u><e of the Trea::;ury Depart42. Public act 140 authorizes the Pre~ident to provide housing for
1,250,000.00
Incnt ------------------war needs and autborlzes appropriations therefor In the sum of 60,000,000~ of which suin $10,000,000 shall be available for use in the DisTotal contract authorizations ___________ _
2,511,553,925.50 trict of Columbia.
·
43. Public act 152 authorizes the President to coorllinate or consolidate executive bureaus, agencies, and offices, and for other purposes,
Total appmprlations and ' contract authorlzatiQnS, fiscal year 1918--------------- 21,3!)0,730,840.4~ in the interest of economy and the more efficient concentration of the
= = = = = = = = Government.
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44. Public act 164 makes appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies
for tbe fiscal :rear UH8, on account of war expenses, amounting to
• 90,700,022.62. This sum includes ~60,000,000 to provide housing for
war needs heretofore authorized.
4ti. Public act 178 provitles for vocational rehabilitation nnd r.eturn
to clyiJ employment of disabled pE:'l"SOllS discharf;ed from the military or
narnl forces of the United States and appropriates $2,000,000 for the
enforc~>ment thereof.
Thi ' net extends a helping hand to the di abled
def nders of our country.
46. Public act 181 makes appropriations for the sundry civil expenses
of the Government for the fiscal year 1919 amounting to $2,019,654,470.07, and authorizes contract ohligatlons, to be met by future appropriations, amounting to 945.549,000. This act appropriates· $1,807,543,500 for the United States Shipping Board and the emergency
~> hipping fund and increases the amount which is authorized to be expended for the construction of shlps from $1.234,000,000 to $2,884,t)OO,OOO. This act al o appropriates $50.000,000, to be expended at
the discretion of the I'resldent, for the national security and defens~.
and large sum for the ;arion arsenals and armories. An appropriation of $75,000,000 is also made for the United States Shipping Board
EmergeiM!y Fleet Corporation for housing its employees and their
families.
47. Public act 182 makes appropriations for the naval service for
the fiscal year 1919 amounting to 1,573,468,415.81 nnd authorizes
contract obligations to be met by future appropriations amounting to
~34,000,000.
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Recapitulation, of appropr-iations.
[Sixty-fifth Congress, Second Session.)

Title oi act.

. Amount.

Contracts to be
met by future
appropriations.

Total.

Agriculture ..... _..............
$27,875,353.00 ... : .... __ . __ ....
S27, 875,353.00
Army ......... .. ........... -•.. 10, 22:i, 478,312.91 $1, 858,332, 801.00 12,083,811, 113.91
D!pl~matic and Co:nsuiar... •••.
7, 937,376.66 ·- ..... .. ..... ...
7, 937,376. 66
Dl.S~lCt o! Columbm... ........
15,04.6, 7U8.66 __ ••• ---· •••••• ••
15,04U, 76S.66
Fo~illcations ............. ---·· 2, 814,34B,267.85 2, 623,465,845.00 5,437,8H, 112.85

Indian.........................
~lllti~~---······---···
ry

Y • •-•••oo•••••

NaW:l. .........................

PBilSlon. ___ . __ .••.• ·-··-·--·-..
Post Office ......... ........ . _..
River and Harbor..............

Sundry CiviL ......... - .. -·-··-

11,021,910.00 ·---·-······-····
11,021,910.00
69,937,~. 1-'i ··-·····----·---·
69,937,863.25
2,511i,Q05.01 .................
2,511i,Q05.01
1,573,~S,415.84
34,000,000.00 1, 607,468,415.8i
220, o:;o, 000.00 ___ ----·. _____ . __
220,050,000. 00
377,573,342.00 . --·--··-- .......
377,573,3i2.00
23,771,900.00
82,700.00
23,854,600.00
2, 019,.654,470.07tl,<H5,549,000.00 3,065,203, 470.07

Total regular aets .... -•. - 17, 38S, 678,985.25 5, 561,430,346.00 22,950,109,331. 25.
Urgent deficiency, 1918.........
Additional urgent deficiency,

731,901,789.46

1,250,000.00

733,151,789.46

4 . Public net 189 makes appropriations for fortifications and other
1918._ ................. ··-····
00, 7o.J,022. 62 .... -· ....••.. ·-00, 700,0'22. 62
works of def~:-nse, for the arm::un~:-nt thereof, for the procurement of
heavy ordnance for trlal and service, amounting to $2,814.348,267.85, Deficiency, 1918........ •• .. . • .. 1, 015,406,732.34 .... ______ ....... 1, 015,406,732.34
and authorizes contract obligations, to be met by future appropriations, First defictency, 1919.. •• • • • • • . • 2, 487,655,890.04 3, 858,349,776.00 6, 346,005,666. Oi
amounting to $2,623,4G5,845. Comment on the imp6rtance of this measTotal deficiency acts..... 4, 325, 664, 434. 46 3, 859,599,776.00 8, 185,264, 210. 46
ure at this time is not necessary.
49. Public act 191 makes appropriations to supply deflciencles for the Loans to our allies bv the third
ilsca1 yPar 1918 and prior fiscal years on account of war expenses amountand fourth liberty-bond acts .. 3, 000, 000, 000. 00 .•• -••••••••••• -. 3, 000, 000, 000. 00
ing to $1,015.486.390.74. Thls act increases the amount authorized to War
Finanoo Corporation and
be C};.-pended for housing for war needs to $100,000,000 and· appropriates
Capital Issues Committee ..••
500,200, 000. ~ .. -..............
500, 200,000. 0()
therefor $40,000,000, said sum bringing the appropriations up to amount Federal
of railroads ..
500,000,000. uu •••• -· -· •• ·-. ·--500,000,000.00
of the total authorization . An additional apprQprlatlon of $50,000,000 Purchasepperation
of Federal land-bank
is made in this act for storage and shipping facilities.
bonds .•.. ·---· ..... _.. __ •.•..
200,000,000.
00
••
-.............
200,000,000.00
50. Public act 193 makes appropl'iations for the support of the Army Vocational rehabilitation of
for the fisc.Rl year 1919 amounting to $10,225,478,312.91 and authorizes
disabled soldiers and sailors_.
--··
-·-·
••
•.
.....
. 2,000,000.00
2,000,
000.00
contract obli~ations, to be me[ by future appropriations, amounting to Combating Spanish influenza
• 1, 5 ,332,801, anothPr evidence o.f the desire of Congress to furDISh
and
other
COIDDlunicable
disamplP funds with which to push the war to a SUCl'f'R!'fUI conrlmrlon.
1,000,000.00 .................
1,000,000.00
eases .. -- • . - . -- .. -· -- - -• -- . --.
This act extends the authority conferred upon the Pre ldent in the act Encou~
production and
to increase t t>mpora1·Uy the Military Establishment of the United :States
regulation
of
ores,
met.als,
by authorizing him during each fiscal year to raise by draft as proand minerals . _..... _..... __ .
50,;;()(),000.00 ...... ...........
50,500,000.00
vided in sa1d act and acts amendatory thereof the maximum number Encouraging production etc.,
of men which may be organized, equipped, trained, and used during
and distribution of c;;;;d prodsuch year until the war shall ha•e been brought to a successful eonucts ............___ .... ...... . ~11,212,283.00 ................. 211,212,283.00
elusion.
Other miscellaneous appropri51. Public act !!01, provides for the appointment of n- commission to
ations ....•.••....... ·--·-- __ _
1' 666, 000. 00 ••• - .. .. • • • • •• • ..
1, 666, 000. 00
standardize screw threads. This act is provin"' to be of the greatest
importance to the industries engaged in war work.
Total miscellaneous appropriations .....• _...•. 4,266,57",283.00 ................. 4,200,573,283..00
52. Public resolution 38, authorizes the President, in time of war, to
supervise or take posseRsion and assume control of any telegraph, tele- Permanent annual and indefinite appropriations, includphone, marine cable, or radio system or ·systems or nny part thereof,
ing $588,049,168 interest on
and to operate the same during the war, and to provide just compensatho public debt; $153,814,000
tion therefor.
for the sinking fund; $30,904,53.. Public act 202, confers on the President power to prescribe char255.36 for the preparation and
lr
ter rates and freight rates and to requisition vessels. This act has a
issuance of loans; and 151,·
fnr-reachln!j elfect touching our OV('r-seas transportation and merchant
946,030, the necessary apmarine durmg the period of the war and for a reasonable time thereproximated amount to pay
after.
· the increased compensation
134. Public act 210, amends the act entitled "An act to authorize the
to
Government employees ....
896,453,398.36 . ·................
800,4.)3,398.36
Pt·esident to increase temporarily the Military Establishment of the
United States." This act provides that all male persons between the
ages oi 18 and 45, both inclusive, shall be subject to registration and
draft for military service.
1 lncl~des all authorizations for emergency shipping fund not discharged by ap55. Public act 215, protects the lives, health, and morals of women
nnd minor workers in the District of Columbia and establishes a mini- propriations.
2 Amount as passed the House.
mum-wage board, defines its powers and duties and fixes the minimum
wages of such workers.
·
NOMINATION OF OFFICERS OF NATIO~..U. ARMY.
G6. Public act 217 supplements the second and third liberty loan acts
as amended. Thifl measure increases the amount of war savings certifiMr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, I ask' nnanimous consent
cates authorized to be i sued from $2,000,000,000, as heretofore fixed. to
4,000.000,000 and includes legislation of great importance respecting for the present consideration of Senate bill 4990. I will say in
the various Uberty loans.
this connection that it is a bill which I asked unanimous consent
I feel that in all fairness and justice attention should be directed to a few days ago to call up, but the Senator from New York [Mr.
four great measures now In the various legislative stages, and which,
it is entirely safe to assume, will reach the statute books at an early day. WAnswonTHJ then objected. Since that time we have reached
The measures above referred to are as follows :
an agreement about the matter. It is a bill reported from the
1. The bill to provide revenue, and for other purposes. This bill f~ Military Affairs Committee, which, under the suggestion offered
ira med with the object in view of ra.lsing, during a period of 12 months
the urn of $8,000,000,000.
' by the Senator from New York, is intended to require the con.
2. The first deficiency appropriation bill for the fiscal year 1019, on sent of the Senate for the appointment of certain officers in the
account of war expenses, and for otber purposes. This bill as reported Staff Corps. I ask unanimous consent for the present consid·
to the House appropriates $2,487,655,890.04 and authorizes contract eration of the bill.
obligations, to be met by future appropriations, amounting to ~3 858349,776.
.
.,., '
.
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, I must ol>ject to the present
3. The blll to encourage and promote the mining of coal, phosphate
cons1deratlon of that bill I am a member of the 1\Iilitary Affair;.,;
oll, gas, and sodium on the public domain. In this great struggle we Committee, but I was not present when the bill was reported out
ure threatened with n shortage of coa1 a.nd oil, both vitally necessary
in furnishing the material necessary with which to win the war. Thls of the committee. I think the suggestion made by the Senato1·
measure pt·oposes to open up for use 44,000,000 acres of Govru:nment- from New York as adverse to the bill presents a situation that
ownt>d coal and oil lands 1n 14 diil'erent States.
. is almost unanswerable. If we arc to be required to confirm
4. The biJJ to regulatP the construction of dams across navigable
waters, known us the water-power bill. This blll provides for the im- 160.000 officers of all grades, and are to gi~e the subject any
prOTement of navigation in rivers and for the development of water attention whatever, tbe members of tbe Military Affairs Compower a n result of da.m construction under said imp.rovement. mittee will certainly have time to do nothing else dming the
This bill, in il.s contemplated improvement, invites the investment of
private capital, and without which it would not be invested. It also remainder of this war.
aims to develop by feasible storage projects, over 61,000,000 horseMr. McKELLAR. If the Senntor from Colorado mil pardon
power of water-power energy in the United States alone, of which only me-a very small amount is now being utilized. The importance of the
1\Ir. THOMAS. Just a moment. As it is now, .Mr. President.
application of this \ast nmount of energy to our industrial uses can
not be que ttoned.
we are confirming officers appointed in the naYal and military

·.
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departments of the Government en bloc. I know that, while I
a m no busier than any other Senator, I have no time to devote
to the proper consideration of so many names. I want to look
into this subject very carefully before I consent to haYe it placed
upori tlie statute books.
TI1e PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection is made to the present consideration of the bill.
STATEMENT OF SWIFT & CO.

Mr. PAGE. :Mr. President, I have received a letter from L. F.
Swift, president of Swift & Co., which I desire to bring to the
attention of the Senate.
.
I hold no brief for Swift & Co., and they do not ask me to
stand sponsor for any statements of L. F. Swift, but it seems to
me that no wrong can be done in placing on record the unqualified denial of certain statements to which he refers in his communication, which I send to the desk and which tn the absence
of any objection I ask may be printed in the REcoBD. It is very
short, containing but a single page.
•
I do not ask that the letter be read, though it is only a matter
of a page, but I do ask consent that it be printed in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Such will be the order, without
9bjection.
The letter referl'ed to is as follows:
SWIFT & Co.,
UNION STOCK YARDS,

Hon.

Chicago, October 11, 1918.
CARROLL S. PAGE,

The United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
DEAR Sm: On September 6, Senator BoRAH claimed on the floor of the

Senate that there had not been a single refutation of the accusations
made with regard to the packing industry, and that the records prove
that they hold regular meetings to agree among themselves as to the
prices of products whlch they sell.
On Oct ober 3 Senator GnoN~A, speaking of the Federal Trade Commission report, said "that at no time have the pac.k ers denied the correctness of the report."
Neither of these statements has been answered on the floor of the
Senate, and lest other SeLators harbor the same impression as to the
packers' attitude with respect to the Federal Trade Commission, I wish
to make the following brief statement:
l::lwift & Co. absoluteiy denies that the packers meet ln any way or
agree among themselves as to the prices of the products they sell, and
has denied from the very first the valldity of the conclusions of the
lt'ederal Trade Commission that the packers exercise a monopoly In restraint of trade and that they stoop to unfair business practices.
Swift & Co. formally denied the charges of the commission, showed
that the investigation was an ex parte one, and showed that the commission bad not established Its case In the printed statement which was
sent to you with a persona.! letter on August 22, 1918, two weeks before
~enator BoRAH made the statement referred to above.
An additional copy of our printed statement I am now sending you.
The matter under discussion is of such general importance that I am
sure you will wish to be fully informed and to understand our position,
which the inclosed statement will make clear. I shall gladly give you
any additional information that yon may desire.
Respectfully, yours,
L. F. SmFT.
LOANS TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.

OcTOBER

21,

by S!Jpplbing them with what they needed before we entered the war.

foh~~e i~~· ts should be forgiven, and they can be if all our people want

Loans to t11e allies to Sept. 16, 1918.

l~}~!~~t~}~}~H}~}~Jil!!~~!

$3,745,000,000
2,065,000.000
760,000. 000
825,000,000
154,250.000
15, 790,000
15,000,000
12,000,000
5,000.000

Total------------------------------------~- 7,097,040,000
One of the leading New York papers has drawn attention to the fact
that, whereas England is borrowing immense amounts of money in the
Unlted States, their money mat·ket is easy as compared with money
conditions in this countr;v. In this way England is able to build up
its industries in preparation for the severe competition which is bound
to follow after the war.
,
.An example of this is that the English Parliament recently voted
£2,000,000 to advance to dyestuff makers in England, while England is
borrowing money here. Another is the fact that the London Water
Co. notes, whic.h sold here on about a 7 per cent basis, and are now
maturing, have been replaced in London on a 3U per cent basis, due to
the easy money market in Engla.n d, as compared with the high rates
which Unlted States industries must pay in this country.
This is an injustice to United States merchants and is an anomaly in
finance, since it i"' customary for a loaning nation to have the whlp
band, whereas now, in spite of the fact that the United States is a
creditor nation to the extent of almost $6,000.000,000~ where before
the war we were a debtor nation to the extent of $6,0u0.000,000, and
that at thiB time om loans to England amount to $3,'145,000.000, money
conditions are far tighter here than in Britain, a debtor nation.
A leading New York banker and financier, in a recent interview, said :
"At present, owing to our favorable trade balance .during the las t
three years or more, we ere tn absolute control of the international
exchange situation Our excess of exports over imports during that
period bas added immensely to our gold holdings. After the war exports ma.y and probably wUJ fall off considerably, and lt Is not unlikely
that our Imports wiU Increase heavily. This might result in huge gold
shlpments from here. If the amounts due from other governments to
the Government of the United States for advances made to the allies are
In the form of long-term obligations on which only interest and £inking
fund would have to be paid, it might be that such interest and sinkl ng
fund would not be sufficient to offset the amount of gold which foreign
countries could draw from us should the balance of trade then be very
much against us. Naturally, the longer the war lasts the largeL' 'vill be
the amount due this Government annually for interest and sinking fund.
It Is assumed that prE>sent arrangements with the allies provide at least
for annual payments of interest and sinking fund. If such provision
does not exist, tt certainly ought to be arranged for.
" If, on the othex hand the amounts due from alUPd countries to
our Government were, instead of being in the form of long-time bonds,
to take the form of shor':-ttme obllgations, perhaps maturing serially,
then there could be no question about our being abl.:- to tender, In li eu
of gold that might be demanded, obligations of any country desiring
to withdraw gold from us. In other words, there could theu be no
question that the control of gold movements would be in our hands.
The control of gold naturally carries with it. so long as the gold stnndarll
Is maintained the world over, very largely th.:- control of commerce.
Of course1 it may be said that out of gratitude none of the alli es would
press the1r adva.n tage; but can it not with equal truth be said that
similarly the United States would not press it!'! advantage, and is it
not better that if the advantage must rest with some one it should
rest with us?
"The rE>lation of exports to imports will unquestionably be affect ed
by the relative rates of wages that Will be_ paid after the war In the
various countries now at war. It is reasonable to assume tha t the
laboring man In .AmPrica will, as heretofore, fare better than the laborIng man in European countries. This may mean for some time a very
large decrease in exports of merchandise and a very large increas~ in
the importation of merchandise. If, in order to avoid trade rivalries
that have heretofore been believed to be a causP of war, protective
tarliis should largely be done away with, the United StatPs would
probably find it more difficult than other countries to readjust the
scale of money wages in this country. We ought at such a time to
ha'l'e the power to protect ourselves against the inconvenient export of
gold."

1\lr. PHELAN. Mr. President, I have here matter in the nature of a memorial from Publication No. 12, "Business Conditions," of September, 1918, a monthly publication being a resume of the world war, published by Henry Evans, president of
the association, at 18 Maiden Lane, N. Y. I desire the consent
of the Senate to have it printed in the RECORD, to be preceded by
an interview recently given in New York by Hon. George W.
Wickersham, Attorney General of the Taft administration. The
article seems to answer the interview; and I desire simply_ to
introduce it now, because I believe the suggestion of the former
Attoruey General will be resented by our allies, in view of the
Mr. PHELAN. I hereby submit the most recent Treasury
fact that the United States is waging war for altruistic reasons
and is imposing a great burden of bonded debt and taxation statement o-f loans to foreign governments under the acts of
April 24, 1917; September 24, 1917; April 4, 1918; and July 9,
upon its own people.
The Wickersham interview should not be allowed to go out 1918, for the information of the Senate:
to the country without the information which I submit and
Other charges Balances
without a protest which I now make.
Credits
.;:
against
under estabestablished. Cash advances.
It is a false sentimentality that humillates our allies and
credits.
lished credits.
further embarrasses our financing of the war. The resources
of the United States are not inexhaustible, and I would like to
$156, 980, 000 -·········· ···
Belgium ... . ....... .. .
U71, 020, 000
S14, 0.W, OOJ
hear from the '.freasury on this subject in good season.
5,000,000
15, OIXl, 000
Cuba .................
10,000, ()(}~
The matter referred to is as follows:
France ............... 2, 165, 000, ()()() 1,865,000,000 .S2i>Q; ooo:000. 100, 000, 000
DROP DEBTS ALLIES OwE Us, HE UnoES-WICK ERSHAM DECLARES W11
OWE THEM FOil HOLDING TUE HUN.

[Special to the Washingt on Post.]
NEW YORK, October 20.

George W. Wickersham, Attorney General in the Taft administration
l\roused his audience to high enthusiasm in the Twenty-thiru Street
Y. l\1. C. .A. this afternoon when be said :
·• I would like to see .America forgive our allies the debts they owe
us. I would like to have our country send a receipted bill to Great
Britain, France, and Italy.
"We can afford to do so, for we must remember all they have borne,
what they have suffered during the years before we entered this war
to hold ihe line against the Hun and to keep autocracy from crushing
democracy.
"When I say _we can afford it, I not onl! refer to what we owe our
allies for holdln;,; back the Germans, but alsa to the vast sums we mad&

Great Britain ....••...
Greece ........ _._ .....

Italy .................

Liberia._ ... _. . ... . ...
Rouma.nia ...... _..• _.
Russia .•.••.....•••...
Serbia .............•..
Total.. .... . ..•.

3, 652, 000, 000
3, 745, 000, 000
15, 790, 003
.. .............. . . ....
1, 060, 000, 000
5, 000,000 . ............................ . ... 5; 006,' 000.
6,666,666

93, 00::>, OOJ

····s.to: roo: ooo · ···is;79o; ooo · ·· ·m:ooo: ooa
. . . ..... . . ........ ...

5,000, 000
1, 666. 666
137, 'Z70, 250
1, 795, 000

220,790. 000

582,771, !116

a25, ooo, ooo . .. -i87: 729; 750' .... .... .................
12,000,000

10,205, 000

7,520,476,666

6, 716, 914, 75D

ABSENT KENTUCKY YOTEHS AT NAVAL STATION.

1\Ir. NEW. :Mr. President, I present as a memorial from the
State of Kentucky the telegram which I send to the desk, with
the request tha,t it be read.
·

00_NGR.ESSION1\-:{J

1918.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection "l The Chair
hears none, and the Secretary will read as requested.
_ The Secretary read the telegram, as follows :
Ilon. HARRY S. NEW,
·

LOUISVILLE, KY., October 20, 1918.
'
.

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:

We desire to bring to you attention the following matter: Duly accredited representatives of the Kentucky Republican State campaign
committee have been denied by the authorities in charge of United
States naval training station at Great Lakes, Ill., facilities for getting
into touch with and rendering to Kentucky Republican voters in the
s:!rvicc there who may wish it assistance in preparing necessary papers
entitling them to cast their ballots at the approaching November election in Kentucky agreeably to the "absent-voters" law of Kentucky,
giving as a reason that a nonpartisan representative of Gov. Stanley,
of Kentucky, had already been there. and had secured the promulgation
of a gent>ral order in said station directing all Kentucky vott>rs there
who desired to vote at the approaching election in Kentucky to appear
at a designated place in said station on October 11 for that purpose,
and stating that no other opportunity would be accorded them to vote,
a::J.d that said representative of Gov. Stanley bad on said date, in
pursua11ce of said order, met Kentucky voters there and bad secured
the execu_tion of the necessary papers enabling them 'to vote. It has
been pomted out to said authorities that the person who had gone to
said station carrying a letter of introduction and credit from Gov.
Stanley was .not a nonpartisan official or agent, but was the representative of the Democratic organization in Kentucky and of the candidacy of Gov. Stanley, the Democratic nominee for United States Senator f1·om Kentucky, and was in no sense the representative of the
Kentucky Revublican organization ; that he went there as a ~artisan,
- whatever his :representations may have been to said authorities; and
that investigation in the offices of the county clerks in Kentucky, where
applications from absent voters for ballots must be filed showed so
small a number of applications for ballots from Kentucky Republicai,ls
at said naval station that the Republican candidates and organization
in Kentucky can not accept as a fair or nonpartisan result the action of
said Democratic representative Ll assuming or undertaking to poll the
Republican vote there; that said representative went there without
the knowledge or consent of any Republican organization or candld:.te, but only at the instance and direction of Democratic organizations and candidates, including Gov. Stanley; that there is no provision of the Kentucky law authorizing the appointment of any commission, partisan Ol' otherwise, to take the poll of absent voters or to
assist such voters in the preparation of the necessary papers for voting;
and that the afore:;;aid representative, acting for the partisan purposes aforesaid, sought Democratic votes rather than Republican votes,
beca usJ be .was and is working earnestly for the success of Democratic
candidates and for the defeat of Republican candidates. Notwithstanding which, said authorities yet decline to permit the representatives
,of this committee to have any facilities for securing the applications of
Kentucky Republican voters there who may not have taken any steps
to secure their ballots for voting and who might desire to do so. It is
but natural that absent voters should desire to receive assistance in the
preparation of papers for voting under Kentucky's new and rather
complicated law permitting absent voters to vote by mail at the hands
of representatives of their own party bearing proper evidence of authority . and good faith from their party organization; and we have
every rP..ason to believe that many Kentucky Republicans at said station
who desire to vote will altogether fail of the opportunity of doing so
unless duly accredited representatives of their party are permitted to
meet, instruct, and help them. We do not question the good faith
of the authorities at said- station in their action taken at the instance
of said Democratic representative, but we fail to understand why now,
with facts explained to them, they decline to give to Republican repr'esenta tives the same opportunity they accorded said Democratic rPpresentative. 'l'hat any of these voters should be precluded from exercising the highest privilege of citizenship when at their country's call
they have placed themselves in - position whereby they may have to
make the supreme sacrifice of citizenship is so grave a wrong against
thPm and is so antagonistic to the very things for which we ar<' waging
this great war that we are sure that if the higher governmental authorities are advised thert>of they will immediately give the ne<'essary
direction granting the courtesy we are asking_ This committee appPals
to you to exNcise your good offices and influence to secure permission for
its reprPsentatives to immediately reach in an adequate way the KE'ntucky Republican voters in said station and to give all of them who may
desire it the information and assistance necessary to enable them to
vo~e at the approaching election in Kentucky.
The time is short and
quick action is necessary. The order. promulgated at said naval station
at the instance or the aforesaid representative of the Kentucky Democratic organization and the candidacy of Gov. Stanley follows:
[Copy.]
OFFICE OF THE COMMANDANT,
U:\'ITED STATES NAVAL TRAINING STATION,
GREAT LAKES, ILL.
NOTICE. ~

1. All men on this station qualified voters of the State of Kentucky
who desire to vote in the coming fall election In the State of Kentucky
are directed to report Friday Octo.b er 11, betwe~ the boors of 9.30
a. m. and 12 noon. and 1 p. m. and 4.30 P- m .. in the pool and bowling
alley room in the basement of the Instruction Building, main station.
· 2. Special arrangements have been made by the governor of Kentucky to give the Kt>ntucky boys of this station this opportunity to vote-;
this is the only opportunity that will be given to voters in the fall
election.
·
3. Heads of departments and regimental commanders arc directed
to issue the necessary pass to all Kentucky boys desiring to take advantage of this opportunity.

·
.
W. E. CLow, Jr.,
- Enszgn, U. 8. N. R. F., by dit·ection.
The above notice was published in the Friday, October 11, 1918, issue
of the Great Lakes Bulletin.
·
W. E. CLow, Jr., ·
Ensign, U. S. N R. F., Aid to Commandant.

Kindly wire- me at my expense of what you may be able to do.
.
M. H. THATCHER,

Vice 01winnan Republican State Campaign Committee

of Kentucky, 810 ,Republic Bldld_iny.
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Mr. l'l'EW. Mr. President, the memorial which I have sent
to the d~sk, and which has just been read by the Secretary,
spea~s for itself. It requires very little in the way of explanation or expatiation on my part. The facts are pretty plainly
set -forth. It appears from this memorial that without furthet;
notice to the men at the Great Lakes station than was published
in a little local paper on -the same day on which the election
under the absent voters' law was to be held, they were called
upon to cast their votes; that is, such of them as were meant to
be notified were voted, while the others were not.
l\1r. President, I have sent this to the desk because I ·think
we are all iiiterested ln knowing if the Army and Navy of the
United States are to be used for carrying on that kind of political outrage. I think that if the boys who are there at that station, and who have staked their lives in defense of the honor of
their country, are to be made the victims of that kind of political machination and outrage, not only the Senate, but the public
is interested in knowing it.
GERMAN ATROCITIES.

-

Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. President, I send to the desk and
ask to have read a short letter from Dr. P. H. Howard, of St.
Louis, Mo.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the Secretary will read the letter.
The Secretary read as follows :
Bon. 1\IILEs POINDEXTER.

ST. Loms, Mo., September 19, 1918.

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
DEAR Sm: Your Jetter of September 11 at hand.

In regard to atrocities reported by me, I reported to the headquarters of New York of
having rpet A. C. Cole, 49 Prospej:!t Street, East Liverpool, Ohio, at the
Hotel D S~rassberg, and he told me of finding his brother, Sergt. A. B.
Cole, cructfied by the Uhlans July 21, 1915, at the Battle of Ypres.
A. C. Cole is a Jl?.ember of the First Canadian Tunneling Company and _
was on furlough m Paris at thP time. I have his signed statement of
the a~ove ~ct as well as that of Fred A. Robinson, Cayuga, Ind., of
the Ftfty-etghth Infantry, Canada, who was a personal witness to the
above. I also interviewed five difl'erent members of the First Canadian
Tunneling Company in Paris, who tesUfied to the above atrocity.
A personal feeling that any well-authenticated atrocity should be
known by the American people was my re..'l.son for mentioning them on
my return to America.
Yours, very truly,
P. B. HOWARD.

1\Ir. POINDEXTER. 1\fr. President, the street number and
address of this writer are given. My purpose in presentmg the letter was because of the fact that a short time auo
the Committee on Public Information, which states that it dispenses all news items that are given out from the War Department, gave out to the press and had printed in certain papers a
cab~gorical denial of this statement which has been made by
Dr. Howard, that Sergt. Cole had been found by his brother
crucified. He states in this letter that he has the written state-'
ment of A. C. Cole and of Freel A. Robinson, of the Fifty-eighth
Canadian Infantry, corroborated by interviews with a number
of other soldiers who personally observed the crucified corpse
of Sergt. Cole.
I have in my hand, 1\Ir. President, a sheet of printed matter
gi~-en out by the Committee on Public Information, sent to me
w1th a letter, I suppose because I had called up the Committee
on Public Information and inquired of them whether or not
they were responsible for the denial of this German ah·ocity.
I find in this sheet of printed matter, which is evidently prepared for the press, a lengthy propaganda attacking various
reports as to acts of German cruelty and German atrocity. The
Committee- on Public Information make the very peculiar argument in this propaganda which tiley are giving out to the newspapers and paying for out of the ~ublic Treasury, the appropriations that Congress has made for them, that while it is to the
advantage of the United States that the Germans should understand that the American Army does not torture its prisoners,
but treats them well, in order ·to encourage German soldiers to
surrender, at the same time, for some different reason not explained by the committee, the German Army authorities give
out false reports of German atrocities, whether for the purpose
of inducing American soldiers to surrender or not is not mado
plain, but that they are given out for tne purpose of hnvin ....
them contradicted and their falsity exposed, in order to dis~
credit thf:' reports of atrocities that had adually been committed. So the committee proceeds to aid the Germanr to accomplish thi5 object by attacking reports of atrocities, even where
proved by incontrovertible evidence.
- I am not able ~o follow this peculiarly meticulous argument
of the Committee on Public Information, whereby they apply
one rule to the German authorities and -another to the American auth~rities as to the policy -which would affect the mm·ale
of the soldiers of their respective armies; but I am concerned
with the I?ersistent and continued effort on ...he part of the
post~office
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Committee on Public Information to create the impression that
the Germans have abandoned the practice of cruelty to prisoners a~d to civilians 'in the occupied territory, and :am at a loss
to understand the purpose of the Committee on Public Infonn:ation in adopting this attitude. "It is .a matter which I think
should be called to public attention, .and -some _inquiry should
be made us to the motive whieh ls back of this propaganda, so
seduously cultivated by the Committee on Public Information
at the expense of the United States and 1n favor of the Germans.
The inst:;mce to which I have just called attention is only one
of a number; and in that connection "I will state that even after
the attention of the Committee on Public Information ·had been
ca lled to the proof which Dr. Howard bad of the assertion
-which he makes, on the 17th day of this month they sent ma
this curious statement In regard to 'it, a part of the matter which
they are issuing for publication:
In this connection, it is well to note that there 'has been an enor
made 1n the publlshed story of the crucifixion by Germans of an American soldier named Sergt. A. B. Cole, of East Liverpool, Ohio. A circumF.tantinl account of the atrocity has -~l.'n printed by the Salvation Army,
as -r~lated t>y Dr, P. H,. HQward, a member of the St. Loui~ Chamber of
Commerce, who VJSitPd France to gather first-hand information about the
w a r. Dr Howard was quoted as giving the story on the authority of
Pvt. A. C. Cole, a brother .of the victim, who found i:he crucified soldier
pinned with bayonets to a door.
They still persist, notwithstanding their attention has been

cnlled to the proof which Dr. Howard bad of this atrocity, in
nttempting to cast di credit upon the authenticity of the report,
unci refer to · Sergt. Cole as an .American oldier, whereas Dr.
Howard stated in his original statement and in the letter which
the Secretary has rend that be was a Canadian soldier, and the
Committee on Public Information gave out a denial of this
atrocity froru the War Dep::utment under the ·name of Gen.
March. 1 notice that on a previous occasion 'Gen. :March felt
called upon •to issue a statement repudiating 11ews items which
had been given out by this committee in bis name, and the present instance may be equally unauthorized so far as Gen. March
i s concerned; but there was gjven out in his name by this committee a denial that Sergt. Cole had been crucified.
Now, 1 fail to under tand how Gen. March could tell whether
or not a serge.a nt in the Canadian Army had been crucified. He
did not purport, in his statement which this Committee on Public Information gave out, to .have any special means of information on the subject.
_
The Senator from Colorado [l\1r. THoMAs] has ju:;;t handed
me, in the New York Times of to-day, a report of what he designates as a horrible atrocity, newly reported, which has been
committed by the Germans, which I ask to have printed as a part
of my remarks.
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. In the absence of objection, it
'\Yill be o onlnred.
The rna tter referred to is as follows :
BUTCHERED BY RETREATING FOE. ·

One of tlle Jart;e t successes bas been darkened by a tragedy almost
unique even in the l'E'Cords of German cruelty. When the order was gi-ven
to all the inhabitants to move away to the tnt~>rtor beforP the advancir:.g
nnies the farmer with his wife ilnd three children stayed instead of
obeying. Tile Gennans f.:>und them lllld shot them tbPre ln thPlr own
furmyard as nn xaffiple to the rest of the population. The French
('avrury advance guard was horrified by the sight of tbelr bodies not
yet cold.

1\-lr. POTh-r>EXTER. It ts not my purpose, however, to collect
here the innumerable instances of unspeakable cruelties and
inhumane practices of which the Germans are guilcy. The
world is a ware of their conduct in this regard. It has already
been pro\ed. l\Iy purpose ln presenting tbts letter ls to show
that a committee that are expending millions of dollars annually,
appropriated out of the Publi-c Treasury for the purpose of
issuing propaganda favorable to the United States, for some
reason, on the basis of the argument wWch I have referred to.
which no sane person can nnoerstand, are devoting these funds
to a defell e of Germany against the charges ol atrocity; and
they use the expression in the report which they have just
L~sued, and which they sent to me under the signature of the
Director of the Service Bureau of this committee, as he fs
officially called, that the discrediting of these reports tends to
cast discredit upon th~ reports of "atrocities committed on
Belgian girls during the early days of the war."
There is a \ery clear disclosure of the attitude of this committee. Their attitude is that while there were atrocities committed in the eru~y days of the war, they take the position and
clearly imply by this statement which they have is ued that the
practice of atrocities has been abandoned by the Germans.• notwithstanding the instance to which the Senator from Colorado
has just called attention and the instance which is contained
in a report from Montreal of Au~ust 19 of Germans turning
liquid fire upon helpless prisoners in their possession in groups,
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and which I ask to have printed as a part of my remarks. and
innumerable other instances which ar proved by the testimony
of eyewitnesses. These practices are certified to by the President of the United States in the official communication which be
bas issued in the last few days to the German Government, tn
which he ~efers to the practice of the Germans of carrying off
into .slavery the civll1Iihubitants of occupied territory, in -wllich
the .President refers to the inhuman, unlawful, barbarous practice of the Germans of sinking lifeboats in which the pas, engE'.l'S
U_pon vessels torpedoed in the first place, a-gainst the rule of
international law, were seeking to save their lives, the practices
of ~he Germans in .firing ·upon the lifeboats and upon the helpless
people occupying them. .In the 'face of that, and persistently
after their attention .had been called to the peculiarity of their
course, this Committee on Public Information are attempting
to create the impression in the world, for some pnlJ)o e which
seems to me rather sinister, that the Germans have abandoned
these practice .
I ask, 1\lr. .Presiclent, that the Montreal item to which 1 have
just referred .may be -printed .as a part of my remark .
The TRESIDING OFF.ICER. .In the absence ·of objectio~
it -will be so ordered.
The matter referred to is -as follows!
[By the Associated Press.]
GERMANS 7'DRN LIQUID FIRE ON CAPTURED AND WOUNDED.
LONDetN, August 18, 1Jia Mo-ntreal.

Details 'have been officially published for the tlrst time of gross outrages on British -prisoners and wounded men committed by the GPrmans
last March. Affidavits of £cotch soldiers testify to the authenticity of
the charges.
A private of the Royal IDghlanders tl.'1ls bow he nnd a ·number of comrades, consisting of 1 officer anfl lu men, 10 of whom were woun(led
were compelled to tmrrender near Moncby, March 28, They wt1re lined
up in ·the ·Orlglnal front lin~ trench, and after some time a German officer
and two men appeared. One ot tbe men under orders of the officer
turned a stream o! Uquld fire straight down the trench In which the
Britt hers were standing and, notwithstanding the fact that tlley were
tJDarmed, continued to spray them for six or even minutes. The private testified that ne and a few of his "companion. who were able to
move scrambled down to a communication trench and got over the top
and back into the Britl h lines.
Another private testlfled that lle and other prisoners were marched
down a trench to an emplacement about 6 ft>et d r~p, 9 feet wide, and
1rom 9 -to 12 feet tong, and while tightly paek~>d In the inclosure two
Germans, one of whom carried _a revolver and eemE'd to ~ an officer,
appeart>d. The other man had a cylinder on his back anil attached to
lt :was a flexible pi-pe.
'· Just as 1M! reached ·tho entrance to ·the inclmmre," srud the soldier,
referring to i:he man wltb i:he cylinder on his back, "a flame spurted
out in u strPam from the pipe and caught the men who were n eare. t
to the entrance. The other men lay In heapR around ancl ~partly on me.
1 heard n lli sing sound for .a short while. Then lt stoppet"l but startPd
again. During this time the ID~>n were shrieking and writhing. The
11ame reached right back to where 1 was. My overcoat and tunic
cau,mt fire. By this timf" all the -men w ere on the ground."
, ~·be soldier ad<led i:bat he ·managed to crawl up tbe slope and get away.
Another soldier related how an o.Jficer. wounded In the head ant] foot,
and four other wound d and three unwounded men, 1nclm1ing him ell,
were ln an ol<l trench when two Germans appParro und uFed liquid
fire. One of the Germans. revo1ver in band, ordered the .Britt. hers
to get back to i:be GeTman line. The llill'rator said his hands and right
ear wl.'re burned. Three of the tJarty .managed to el'lcape and rea(·h tbe
.British line, but the Germans either must have sutrocated or burned
all tlle five wotJDded men, as nothing further had been heard from
them.
The J3rltlsh Government nas protested to the German Government
against those outrages.

Mr. LODGE. Mr. President, before the Senator sit down, let
me ask him if it is not true that within two or three days it has
been stated in all the dispatches that before leaving Lille the
Germans took away a large number of young women and girl ?
. Mr. POINDEX'l'ER. Why, lt is stated from so many sources
that it is beyond question that witnesses of indubitable veracity,
officials of the city of Lille, stated to the French and Briti h
Army authorities when they entered the city that the Germans
had carried away 15,000 civilians.; and they ~ave an account in
the most specific ·way of an order issued by the German general
in command of the city of Lille for the inhabitant of that city
to assemble in tl:reir re pective hom
at a certain hour on a
certain night, and that they remained so aRSembled until 10
o~clock: on the following morning, when .r pre! entatives of the
Germar. Army uppearea at each door, examined the family, and,
after scrutinizing them and determining which ones of the
family -would be u eful to them for such purpose .us they
chose to make of them, sorted out the several members of the
family. and carried them off with them.
1\lr. LODGE. 1\Ir. President-1\Ir. POINDEXTER. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. LODGE. Just to make a further point: Of course, the
Bureau of Public Information are so renowned for accurHcy
that I suppose they ielt that the statement of Sergt. Cole's
brother was not good evidence of the irle.qtity of the body-that
one brother could not recognize the other.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Very likely. Tha t i. not sufficient evidence for the punctilious Committee on Public Information.
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ADJOURNliENT.
In this connection I refer again to something that I called
nttention to some time ago, in a report from the Committee
1\Ir. KITCHIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, according to the agreement
on Public Information citing Gen. Pershing as authority for the we had the other day, I move that the House adjourn to meet
denial of a report that a sergeant had made. I can very well on next Thursday.
imagine that a sergeant might see certain things that occurred
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 6
to au American soldier at the battle front that Gen. Pershing minutes p. m.) the House, under its previous agreement, addid not see and n-ould not 1."1lOW anything about and would have journed until Thursday, October ..24, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
no means of knon-ing. I called attention to it at that time, and
the doubt that existed in my mind whether Gen. Pershing had
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
ever made any such statement. I am rather confirmed in that
suspicion by subsequent deYelo_pments, as Gen. 1\farch, Chief of
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, !Jills, resolutions, and memorials
Staff of the United States Army, has been compelled over his were introduced and severally referred as follows :
own name to issue a denial to certain statements made by the
By Mr. PADGETT: A bill (H. R. 13111) to authorize the
committee in his name.
Secretary of the Navy to acquire additional lands for the naval
training station, naval operating base, Hampton Roads, Va.; to
CIVIL-SERVICE RETIREMENT.
the Committee on Naval Affairs.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The hour of 2 o'clock having
Also, a bill (H. R. 13112) to authorize the Secretary of the
arrived, the Chair lays before the Senate the unfinished busi- Navy to acquire additional lands for the Naval Academy, Anness, which is Senate' bill 4637.
napolis, Md., and for other purposes; to the Committee on Naval
The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the con- Affairs.
sideration of the bill (S. 4637) for the retirement of employees
By l\Ir. 'VALSH: A bill (H. R. 13113) to authorize the Chief
in the classified civil service.
of-Ordnance to enter into agreements relative to repairs to public highways and the cost thereof; to the Committee on Military
DEATH OF REPRESENTATIVE .STERLING.
Affairs. ·
A message from the House of Representatives, by D. K. Hempstead, its enrolling clerk, communicated to the Senate the inPRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
telligence of the death of Hon. JoHN A. STERLING, bte a RepreUnder · clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
sentative from the State of Illinois, and transmitted resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
of the House thereon.
By Mr. CARY: A bill (H. R. 13114) granting a pension to
1\Ir. LODGE. I ask that the resolutions of the House be laid
Paulina Zabel; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
before the Senate.
By Mr. LINTHICUM: Resolu.t ion (H. Res. 447) to pay BenThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair lays before the Senjamin C. Green for one month's services ; to the Committee on
ate resolutions from the House, which will be read.
Accounts.
The Secretary read the resolutions, as follows:

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
October 11, 1918.
Resolved, That the House has heard with profound sorrow of the
death of Bon. JOHN A. STERLING, a Representative froin the State of
Illinois.
Resolved, That a committee of 20 members of the House, with such
Members of the Senate as may be joined, be appointed to attend the
funeral.
Resolved, That the S.:!rgeant at Arms of the House be authorized and
directed to take such steps as may be necessary for carrying out the
provisions of these r esolutions, and that the necessary expenses in connection therewith be paid out of the contingent-fund of the House.
Resolved, That the Clerk communicate these resolutions to the Senate
and transmit a copy thereof to the family of the deceased.
l\lr. LODGE. l\lr. President, I send to the desk the following

resolutions and ask for tbeir adoption.
The resolutions (S. Res. 322) were read, considered by unanimous consent, and unanimously agreed to, as follows:
Resolved That the Senate has heard with profound sorrow the announc~me nt of the death of Hon. JOHN A. STERLING, late a Representa-

tive from the State of Illinois.
Resolt•ed, That a committee of six Senators be appointed by the Presiding Officer to join th~ committee appointed on the part of the House
of Representatives to attend the funeral of the deceased.
Resolved, That the Secretary communicate a copy of these resolutions
to the Ilouse of Representatives.

Under the second resolution the Presiding Officer appointed as
the committee on the part of the Senate Mr. SHERMAN, Mr.
LEwrs, Mr. JoHNSON of South Dakota, Mr. FERNALD, Mr. WATsoN, and Mr. VARDAMAN.
l\Ir. LODGE. 1\Ir. President, as a further mark of respect
to the memory of tbe deceasecl, I move that the Senate adjourn.
· The motion was unanimously agreed to; and (at 2 o'clock and
5 minutes p. m.) the Senate adjourned until Thursday, October
24, 1918, at 12 o'clock ·meridian.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
MoNDAY,

October 131 ~ 1918.

The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the following prayer :
Our Father in heaven, we thank Thee that Thy brooding
wings are over us, Thy loving arms about us, Thy spirit within
us, to guide us through the voyage of life; that our physicians
ha•e in band the terrible scourge which has been visited upon
our people. May they continue their skill until it shall be removed from the world. We thank Thee that Field Marshal
Foch, ·by his skill, energy, and courage, has in hand the destruc-.
tion of militarism and autocracy; that all the world may rejoice in peace and happiness ; through Christ our Lord. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of Saturday, October 19, was
1·ead and approyed.
·

PETITIONS, ETC.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII,
Mi·. WALSH laid on the Clerk's desk a petition of the City
Council of Worcester, l\fass., protesting against proposed tax: o~
income from municipal bonds, which was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means.

SENATE.
THURSDAY,

October 24, 1918.

Rev. A. T. Guttery, of Liverpool, England, president elect ot
the National Free Church Council of England and Wales, offered
the following prayer :
0 Lo1·d, our God, we thank Thee for the mercies of this day.
Its tidings of valor and victory assure us of Thy constant governance in the affairs of men. Save us from pride in the hour
of triumph as Thou did save us from despair in the day of
trial. Thy call to us is great beyond our merits; we pray Thee
to give us grace and power that Thy will may be done on earth
as it is in hea. ven.
Bless, we pray Thee, the President of this Nation and llis
counselors, and also the allied rulers, statesmen, commanders,
and peoples who share our task irl. these days of war. Let Thy
favor abide with our sons, who contend for us on Jand and sea
and abo\e the clouds, and give mercy to our daughters, who
must serye and suffer at home.
Remove, 0 Lord, the illness that afflicts the homes of this
land and giYe wisdom to those who battle with the pestilence
that threatens us.
We pray Thee to gi\e victory to our arms, not that we may
boast in might, but that through triumph there may come to
our troubled world an abiding peace, in which Christ, Thine
Eternal Son, shall reign forever.
These blessings we pray in the name of the beloved Lord.
Amen.
NA:l'.IING A PRESIDING OFFICER.

The Secretary (James M. Baker) read the following communication:
UKITED STATES SENATE,
PRESIDEXT PRO TEMPORE,

Washington, D. 0., Octobe1· 24, 1.918.
To the Senate:

Being temporarily absent from the Senate, I appoint Hon. JoE T.
ROBINSON, a Senator from the State ol Arkansas, to perform the duties
of the Chair during my absence.
WILLARD SAULSBURY,
Presi-dent pro tetnpo1·c.

Mr. ROBINSO:K thereupon took the chair as Presiding
Officer.
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[Copy of ·telegram.]
The Secretary proceeded to read the Journal of the -proceedGREAT LAKEs; 'ILL., October 22, 1918-IJ-45 a. nl.
on request of Mr. CHMrnE:f\LAIN and
JOSEPHUS DANIELS,
further reading was dispensed with Hon.Secretary
of the Nat:V, Washington~ D. 0.:
and the Journal was approved.
'
With .refe.rence my telegram in regard to S~ator NEW, ·the following

in:gB of lond:ry last, when,
by urumimons .consent, the

ESTIMATES OF APPROPRIATIONS.

.telegram ~ust -received from 1\lr. Thatcher, vice chair.llllln Kentucky
Repub1ican state committee:
''Your wire to-day. Will -send rf'Jlresentatives to Gre:rt Lakes in accordance therewith. As there is .no provision of law in .Kentucky for
any 'commission to he a_p~ointed to arrange for absent votes, and as
:party who wc.s there on the 11th instant cume as the partlsi;Ul representative of hls 'Party and of Gov. Stanley, 'Who is himself a candidate
for office, this committee v.ery naturally was unwilling to :accept the
resutt o-f that party in the matter, especially so as the applications
·tor ballots received through sam partyts effort ·were so much larger for
the Democrats than :for the .Republicans, we felt, and feel, that tho
Republican organization should have the same facilities exactly as accorded to the Democratic organization, and we appreciate the fact that
the like courtesy has been accorded ns."
As stated before, both pa~:ties have b~en treatea exactly :llike in all
election activities at G.reat Lakes, and -eve:.ry effort has been .made -to
keep these activities strictly nonpartisan.
W. A. MOFFETT.
[Copy of telegram.]
GREAT .LKKES, ILL., ·October 21~ 1918--"'1.$0 v. m.
'Ron. J'O.SEPHITS DA-NIELS,

The PRESIDING OF.F.IOER laid before the .Senate a communication from the Secretary _of the Treasury, transmitting a
letter from the Board of Commis ioners of the District of Columbia submitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation in the
smn ,of $1.2,800 -reqUired ·by the .District of ·Columbia for purchases of fire apparatus urgently ·needed, ,etc. '(S. Doc. No. 293),
which, with the .accompanying :papers, was .referred to the Committee on .Appropriations and ordered .to ·l>e printed.
He also laid before the -Senate
communication ·from the
Secretary of the Treasill"y, transmitting a letter -from ·the Acting
Secretary of Labor submitting a supplemental estimate -of appropriation in ·the sum ·of -$195,000,000 rreqnired -:for the Bureau
of fudustrial Housing and Transporta.tion, •etc. ( S. Doc. No. 294),
which, with the accompanying papers, was referred to the Committee on Appropriations ana ordered to "be printed.
Secretary of the Na1;y,
He also l:iHl. ·before the Senate a communication ·from the
Navy Department, Washington:
Associated Press .reports thu;t Senato.r NEW, of In<liana, read in the
Secretary of the Treasm·y, transmitting a letter ·from the SecSenate a telegram from the chairman of the Kentucky Republican
retary of War submitting a supplemental estimate of appropria- State
Central .COmmittee tlurt his committee 'had been denied privilege
tion in the sum of $12,000 re·q ulreil by the Medical Department granted the Kentucky .Democratic State Cenb:al Committee to get in
of the Army for the .Army Medical ·Museum, fiscal year 1919 touch with the Kentucky voters 1n this station. Our understanding
the law and of Navy -regulations is !hat in the 'ma:tter of affording
(S. Doe. No. 295), whlch, with the accompanying _paper; was re- of
opportunity to voters in the service to vote by mall no ·political party
ferred to the Committee .on Appropriations ·and ordered to be is to be permitted to canvass the voters or i:o electioneer on this
.station. Certain gentlemen .from Kentucky, with a letter from the
printed.

a

"MESSAGE "FROM THE HOUSE.

~A.. message from tl1e Hou-se of Reyn:esentatives, by :r. C. South,
its Chief ·C lerk, nnnotmced that the Speaker of the House had
signed the following enrolled bill and joint resolution, and they
were thereupon signed by the PreSiding Officer :
S. 3735. An act to provide for enlistments in the National
Guard of the District of Columbia, and for other :purposes; RDd
S. J. Res. 63. Joint resolution to establish a reserve of the
Public Health Service.
PETITIONS .AND MEMORllJ,S.

Mr. NELSON presented a petition of the Drake Bullard Co.,
of Minneapolis, 1\finn., -relative to fhe tax on farm-loan bonds,
which was referred to the Committee on Finance.
He also presented a telegram in the nature of a memorial
from the Minnesota Pharmaceutical Association, of Minneapolis,
Minn., and a telegram in the nature of a memorial from the
Koch Vegetable Tea Co., of"Winona, Minn., remonstrating against
tne ·pt•oposed :t;ax on nonbeverage alcohol, which were referred to
tbe Committee on Finance.
-He al£o presented r,etitions ·Of Hm·ace Lowry, of 1\Iinneapolis;
J"obn R. Mitchell, of St. Paul; Charles W. Gordon, of St. Paul;
George H. :Prince, of St. .Paul; nnd Eli :S. Warner, of ·St. Paul,
all in rthe ·state of ..Minnesota, praying 'for the classification of
public utility co~orations for taxation -by themselves in the
pending reYenue ·bill, Which were referred -to the Committee on
Finance.
ABSEJ.~'I'

KENTUCKY VOTERS AT :NAVAL STATION.

-governor, arrived here requesting that arrangements be mad-e so ·that
the voters of Kentucky mi.ght be permitted to vote by mall. A notice
was -therefore lnserted .in the .Bulletin, the station daily .paper, directing all Kentucky voters desiring .to vote to present themselves at the
Athletic Building on the morning of October 1.1, -where the facilities
would be afforded ·them. 1 o mention of party was made in this notice.
In fact the same nonpartisan procedn.re was followed with Kentucky
as with all other States, the "'Dlen simply being advised of time and
place to assemble.
Later -two gen.tlemen claiming to .represent the Kentucky .Repui.Jlican
state Central Committee aiTived b ere and said the committP.e had been
tolJ that members of the Kentucky Democratic State C(lntral Committee had b:een afforded opportunity to canvass the Kentucky -voters
on this otation and asked for sim.llar privileges. When I::Uormed ot
·what had been done, and after being shown the printed notice and
their attention called to the fact that. it was addressed to all Kentucky voters, ·without .reference to pa.rty 1 they n.pparently were satisfied and left here taking a copy of the notice wltb them.
This morning a. telegra:m was received from Mr. Thatcher, vice ch.al:r-.
man Kentucky Republican State Committee, claiming the authorities
:here had been deceived .as to the character of the first delegation, and
that in truth and in fact it had been a delegation of Kentucky Democrats who had eanvassed tbe Kentucky Democrat voters, un·d that as
a result Kentucky Republican .boys .had .been denieu the right ot
franchise.
"Early this morning a te1e,.."I"am was sent to Mr. Thatcher informing
biw that while we would "l'efuse to mention political parties, a notiee
would be published a.r.ranging for another meeting of all Kentucky
voters at Great Lakes, and th.a.t his committee would be welcome at
that meeting. No discrimination whatever nas been shown in this
case, and the procedure .has been identical in everr. respect with all
other ·elections condnctef! here. J: consider Senator s NEw's criticism
of me in the Semrte, while doubtless based on misinformation, entirely
unjust, .and req.uest1 if you approve, that you take ste_ps to have the
facts stated where t:his injustice can be corrected.
w. A. MOil'B'ETT.

Mr. .BEOKHA..ill. 1 have a letter here from Mr. L. D. Greene,
who --was the representative sent to the Great Lakes Naval
Training Station, giving an account of his visit there and what
he did. This lett~r. together with those that have been rend, I
think ·Show absolutely the lnjustiee done by the telegram which
was read in the Senate last 1\Ionuay. I sen.d this letter to the
desk and ask i:hat it be read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection r Tbe Chair
hears no objection, and the Secretary will read as requested.
The Secretary read as follows :

Mr . .BECKHAM. 'Mr. President, on last Monday the Senator
from Indiana [lli. 'NEwJ had read a ·telegram from the "Vtce
cllairman of the Republican State campaign committee of .Kentucky complaining about orne action of the commandant at ·the
Great Lakes Training Station, near Chieago. In that >telegram
the vice chairman complains that a .political ·preference was
shown. I have here a letter from the Secretary -of the Na-vy, inclosing one from the commandant of the -station ·in :refer-euc.e to
FRANKFOWJ:, KY.~ October 20, 1918.
this matter, and I ask that they may be ·r ead.
Hon. J. C. W. B'ECKHA'M,
United States Senate, Washington, D. a.
The PRESIDING -OFFICER. Is there ·o bjection r The Ohair
My DEAR ENATOU: Un'ler a law as enacted by the 1918 session ot
hears no objection, and the Secretary will Tead a:s Teqnested.
the Kentucky Legislature J)roviding in substance that voters who are
The Secretary read as follows-:
absent from the State of Kentucky, either in the military ar ..D!lVal
THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY,

Washington, October 24, 1918.

lion. J. C. W.

BECKHAM,

United States Bena'te, Wa.shi1&gton, D. a.
MY DE.\1:. SENATOR BECKHAM : I am sending you herewith a copy of.

a telegram .from Capt. 'W. A. 'Mo~tt. commandant of the Great Lakes
Naval Training Station, gtvtng 'the facts with reference to the statement contained in a telegram -whicb ·Senator NEw put in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
I explained the matter to Senator NEW that Capt.
1\lotrett did ext~-ctly right, and has given permission alike to Democrats
nnd Republicans who wish to :give -qpportunity to men to ·-vote who 8.1'e
in -the naval service on duty at Great Lakes.
Sincel'e}y, yours,
JOSEPHUS DANIELS.
(Inclosure.)
Dictated by the Secretary .and signed in his .absenc-e..

service, · under certain provision~ be given the right to register
and vote, 1 was asked •by the -state committee to proceed to the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station to procure affidavits under this law
from all Kentucky boys "Dow stationed at the Great Lukes. J reque~ted
a:nd .recei-ved from Gov. Stanley a letter of introduction, which Iettflr in
substance sta1:ed tlurt I was to a.trord the Kentucky boys an opportunity to -vote, 'and 'I p:cesented .this letter to ·the commandant at the
Qlteat Lakes Station .and received most courteous trertment and .can·
sidaration. The commandant at the Great Lakes directed or had pub11sheo :tn -the Official Bulletin a ""1lotlee directing the attention of the
Kentucky boys to the tfact that I "Was i:here and in the interest of the
absent voter, and that tlley would be given an oppo-rtunity at a certain time and .place to register fo.r the purpose of voting, and n certain
building was set apart fo.r this purpose. .As 1 have jW!t indicated
above, all Kentucky boys who :requested were ,given cpasse.s for the purpose of -votin~. I took ·the affi.uavits of all Kentucky boys who pre-
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s~nted themselves in this building at the time set apart, both Demo-

cratic and Republican, and neve1· ut any time made any distinction between the two.
The Republican ballots, which numbered more than 50, upon my
return were delivered personally to the local Republican leaders who
as ured me that these ballots would be mailed to the county court
clet·ks of their respective counties and that ballots would be sent forthwith to th(>.se boys at the Great Lakes Training Station. I never, at
any time during the three or four days I was in the naval training
station, made mention of the fact that I was a member of any nonpartisan commission as our Kentucky law does not provide for a. nonpartisan commission. I was the only man sent to the Great Lake~S
and registered all voters who presented themselves for registration,
and delivered their ballots to the proper authorities irrespective of
whether they were Republicans or Democrats.
Very respectfully,
L. D. GnEENB.

1\Ir. NEW. 1\Ir. President, I first desire to say that in lookIng over the RECORD of last Monday I discover that through
pure inadvertence I referred to this incident at Great Lakes in
the sense that the men had voted, when I meant, of course, that
they were registered, not voted. I knew very well, of course,
that they had not reached the v·o ting stage and that they were
called upon to register and not to vote. With that explanation
I will proceed.
1\Ir. President, it was not my purpose or desire, and I do not
think what I said warranted the inference, that I meant what
I said on Monday as a criticism of the officers in command of
the Great Lakes station or of the Navy Department here. It
was a perfectly natural and a perfectly proper thing for the
commandant of the Great Lakes Naval Station to accept the
representations of a man who presented himself there bearing
credentials from the Governor of the State of Kentuch.-ry and to
permit him as that representative to see the Kentucky voters
and to register them, all of which he did.
But, 1\lr. President, the facts are exactly as I stated them,
and the criticism that I made of the Governor of Kentucky I
repeat, renew, and emphasize. The fact is, Mr. President, that
what was done was to appoint a representative of one party to
act in the registering of these votes, whereas I think the spirit
of the election laws of this country, if not the strict letter of
them, requires that both parties shall be represented in all matters of that kind. For instance, in ' the State of Indiana a
Republican governor appointed representatives of the Republican and Democratic Parties, and those representatives went
together to the various cantonments, to the Great Lakes station,
and to all places where there are soldiers and sailors voting.
They took Republican and Democratic clerks to register them.
and the whole matter was done exactly as it would have been
done at a regularly constituted election booth at the time of an
election. That is the manner in which I think it should have
been conducted in this instance, and it is because it was not so
conducted that the Republicans of the State of Kentur.ky entered
what I think was a perfectly proper protest; and that is what
I put in to the RECORD.
I ha\e a further telegram from them since that time, in which
ther say:
LOUISVILLE, KY., October 23, 1.918.

Hon.

HARRY

S. NEw,

Utti ted States Senate, Washi11gton, D.

a.:

Fa cts are exactly as stated in my former wire. One L. D. Greene,
per onally a clever gentleman but an actiVl!, sldllful, prominent Democratic politician of Louisville, was the r epresentative of Kentucky
Democratic organization and of (kj,, Stanley, candidate for United
States Senator; and he went to Great Lakes, as detailed heretoforet to
get Democratic and not Republican votes. He went without knowleage,
advi ce, or consent of any Republican organization or candidate. As his
cred entials from Gov. Stanley were apparently couched in official and
nonpartisan terms, and as doubtless the authorities at Great Lakes did
not know of Gov. Stanley's candidacy and apparently were not advised
thereof, it seems that they were lead to believe that Greene came thel'e
pm·ely as the legally authorized nonpartisan representa.tive from Kentucky to arrange for and supervise the preparation and mailing of applications for ballots of ali Kentucky voters there, and in consequences
accorded to Greene nmple opportunity to reach voters there_ However,
appli cations for s uch ballots filed in Kentucky county clerks' offices show
twi ce as many Democratic as Republican applicants for ballots from
Great Lakes , although we have every reason to believe that there are
as many or more Kentucky Republican voters there as there are Kentuckv Democratic >oters there. We believe that Kentucky Republican
voter there mny have better understood the fact that Greene was at
the station as the partisan representative of his party than did the station authorities, and doubtless a majority of Kentucky Republican >oters
there were unwilling to turn tn to him or through o1m applications for
ballots. We submit that Greene should have frankly avowed that he
visited Great Lakes as the representative of his party and of Gov. Stanley's candidacy, so that authorities there might have provided that
representatives of the Kentucky Republican organization might have
been present at the time the polling of applications of Kentucky voters
was had under Greene's supervision. As stated in my former wire, where
n nonparti an commission is provided by law, as is th-e case in Kentucky,
camp a.othorlties should admit representatives to their ca.mps to assist
absent voter~ in voting exactly on the same terms, and the best plan
is to fix the same day or days for this purpose, just as is now being
done at C:unp Zachary Taylor. The authorities at Great Lakes have
wired me that representatives of this committee could now come to
Great Lakes and meet voters there as we had asked, and our representatives have gone there for that purpose. Thus our position in this mat-
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ter has been recognized and justified. Many Kentucky voter!i there
whose legal residences are in towns and cities requiring registx·ati.on of
voters can not be reached now in time to permit them to take necessary
steps enabling them to register and -vote, and the Republicans will doubtless lose many votes there on this account ; but we hope to yet reach
voters there whose residences are in rural districts where no registration is required and to render them necessary information and assistance
enabling them to vote. . Many thanks for your efforts and courtesy in
this matter. All we nsk is a square ·deal, lind no fair-minded Democrat
wcruld wish to deny this.
M. H. THATCHER,
Vice ahail-mm~ Republican State Ca·m paiun Committee.

Hon.

HARRY

S.

LOUISVILLE, KY., October ~. 1918,
NEW,

United State& Senate, Wa&hington, D.

a.:.

Our contention has been upheld, and we have received advice from
Great Lakes authorities that our representati>es may now come there
and reach Kentucky voters, as desired by us, and our representatives
have gone there, although it is now too late to enable Kentucky voters
there living in cities requiring registration of voters to complete in
tlme their papers enabling them to vote. L. D. Greene, the representative of Kentucky Democratic organization and of Gov. Stanley's candidacy for United States Senate, according to hls own statement, turned
in to county clerks in Kentucky twice as many Democratic as Republl·
can applications for ballots from Great Lakes, whereas there are certainly as many Kentucky Republican voters there as there are Democratic voters there, and as we have every reason to believe there should
be more Kentucky Republicans there than Kentucky Democrats. Greene
was in no wise the repres(>ntative of any Republican OTganization or
candidate. No Republican organization or candidate would select a
Democratic worker to poll Republican votes, and no Democratic organization or candidate would select a Republican worker to poll Democratic votes. No doubt majority of Kentucky Republican voters at
Great Lakes sensed the situation and declined to give their applications
for ballots to Greene, the Democratic representative.
M. H. THATCH.ER.
Vice a~tairnta1l Kentucky State Republican 001nmi ttcc.

Mr. WILLIAl\IS. 1\lr. President-.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Indiana
yield to the Senator from Mis issippi?
·
1\Ir. NEW. I do, for a question.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I wish to ask . the Senator a question. I
understood the Senator to say that the Democratic applications
to vote were about double the Republican applications to -.otc?
Mr. NEW. The telegram so states.
1\lr. WILLIAMS. I understood the Senator to be reading
from a telegram. Does he dispute that as a fact?
Mr. NEW. No. I am simply reading a telegram that has
been sent to me.
Mr. WILLIAMS. And the telegram states that there were
twice as many Democrats as Republicans applying to vote?
Mr. NEW. The telegram states, as I read, "that out of the
applicants for such ballots filed .in the Kentucky county clerk's
office there were twice as many Democratic as Republican applicants for ballots. But the telegram also says there are as many
as or more Republican voters there than there arc Kentucky
Democratic voters there.
Mr. WILLIAMS. That involves one assertion of fact and
another assertion of opinion. The a sertion of fact is that
there w~re twice as many Democrats; the assertion of opinion
is that this particular gentleman thinks that there might have
been as many Republicans as Democrats.
Now, has the Senato.r any information that this man Greene! understand his name to be Greene-committed any fraud
or did anything dishonest or was crooked at all in any respect
about either receiving votes or applications? And has that
man Greene had any control over the e original applications
of voters in Kentucky to vote? Could he have controlled it in
any way in the world? Did not these applications come eyen
before he went to camp?
1\fr. NEW. 1\lr. President, as to what 1\Ir. Greene might,
could, or should have done I do not 1..--now. .
1\Ir. WILLIAMS. I did not ask that question of the Senator
from Indiana. I asked the question what he had done, not what
he might, could, should, or would have done.
l\1r. l\TEW. Mr. President, in answer to the Senator from
Mississippi, I desire to say that I am not making any personal
attack on Mr. Greene. I am simply saying that to have sent the
representative of one party there without consultation with or
the knowledge of the other party was contrary to the spirit, at
least, if not to the letter of the election laws of this country,
and if not contrary to the letter of them, it should be contrary
to it.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I understood that. Now, I understand that
the Senator makes no charge of a11y description, becau e he
dares not, in his regard-Mr. NEW. It is not necessary for me to make any charge.
Mr. WrLLIAl\IS. I mean, in your regard for truthfulness
you dare not-otherwise, of course, you dare anything, and o
do I; but I mean that you dare not, in your regard for truthfulness, make any charge against Mr. Greene having been in any
way corrupt or wrong-headed--
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1\Ir. NEW. Oh, Mr. President, that is not the issue here at
all, and I decline to enter into any argument on that question.
I imply say that the facts here show-1\Ir. WILLIAMS. Well, now, I want to ask the Senator one
more question, and-1\ir. NEW. Mr. President, have I the floor?
The PRESIDIXG OFFICER. The Senator from Indiana has
the floor . .
l\Ir. WILLIAMS. I desire· to ask the Senator one more question.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Indiana
yield to the Senator from Mississippi?
Mr. NEW. No, Mr. President; I decline to yie1d.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Indiana declines to yield.
1\Ir. WILLIAMS. Very well.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Indiana bas
the floor.
1\!r. WILLIAMS. I understand.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. And the Senator declines to
yield.
J.\.lr. NEW. I decline to yield for an argument; yes, sir.
1\lr. WILLIAMS. I wfi.llted to ask a question, if the Senator
would permit me.
The PRESIDL.""\T"G OFFICER. Does the Senator from Indiana yie1d to the Senator from Mississippi?
l\lr. NE\V. I prefer, l\Ir. President, to complete my remarks;
and the Senator can answer in his own time.
1\lr. WILLIAMS. Very well. Of course I shall not intrude
upon the Senator. I merely wanted to ask if there was anything
about the return of the vote1\lr. NEW. Since the Senator mere1y wants to ask a question,
I shall not deprive him of the privilege. The Senator may ask
it. I will yield for a question.
!\Ir. \VILLIAMS. 1\fy question is, Does the Senator contend
that there was anything incorrect about the return of the votes
from those camps?
l\Ir. :N EW. 1\fr. President, in answer to that question I will
say "No." I have no contention to make upon that.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I thought not.
1\Ir. NEW. But I do contend, and I renew my contention, that
it was wrong in spirit to send there the partisan representative
of a candidate for Senator from the State of Kentucky, e-ven
though that candidate be the present governor of Kentucky and
bad authority- to send the man there. I do say that in the
spirit of fairne s, and in the spirit of justice also, to the men
who are there at the Great Lakes Station as soldiers or sailors,
wearing the uniform of the United States, that they should have
been treated with strict impartiality, and that they were not so
treated.
I have no criticism to make, as I said before, on the officers
of the Great Lakes Station; I have no criticism to make on the
Navy Department. 1\:Iy criticis.q1 goes strictly and solely to the
one point, that the Republican voters of the State of Kentucky-the Republican State organization there-were not
represented, were not consulted, and had no opportunity whatever to do what the spirit of the law, at least, contemplates
they "hould have had a perfect right to do.
:Mr. BECKHAM. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to me?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Indiana yield to the Senator from Kentucky?
l\Ir. WILLIAMS. I want to say a few words here.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Cbair calls the attention
of tlle Senator from Mississippi to the fact that the Senator from
Kentucky had previously addressed the Chair.
:Mr. WILLIAMS. Will the Senator from Kentucky yield to
me for just a moment?
l\lr. BECKHAM. I wish to ask the Senator from Indiana a
que Ntion before be takes his seat.
l\Ir. WILLIAMS. Will the Senator from Kentucky yield to
n:c just a moment before he asks the question?
l\Ir. BECKHAM. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. 1\Ir. Pre ident, I want to say that I twice
served with Owsley Stanley in the House ·of Repres_e ntatives
for 8 or 10 years-I do not remember how long ; possibly only 6
years. I know him to be. the soul of honor. I know him to be
absolutely uncorrupt and inconuptible, and I do not believe that
any in inuation or intimation coming from any source whatsoever, eyen though it come from a United States Senator, can
render impeachable a chaxacter which I know to be unimpeachable; a gentleman of gentlemen; standing upon his own shoe
soles at all time , with the courage of a gentleman and the
truthfulness and integrity of a gentleman.
Now, all tllat is charged here is that he sent a man, who, as
he thought, was nonpartisan, although he was a Democrat, to
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receive ana collect the votes at a camp ; and the Senator from
Indiana dares not charge that the man did not receive and
collect the votes properly and rightly and truthfully. I have
already challenged him to say that, and he has declined to say it.
The citizens of Kentucky in those camps voted, and voted their
sentiments, and their votes were counted.
Mr. ·w ATSO:N. But, Mr. Presiqent, if the Senator will allow
me--

Mr. WILLIA.l\fS. I challenge the Senator to say tbnt ihey
were not rightfully and truthfully and correctly counte<l.
Mr. ~TEW. Mr. President-·
Mr. WATSON. 1\Ir. President, will the Senator allow me to
interrupt him i
Mr. WILLIAMS. 'Valt a moment; one at a time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from 1\Iississippi yield, and, if S(), to whom?
1\fr. WILLIAMS. Yes; I yield to the junior Senator frcm
Indiana.
..
Mr. NE\V. 1\Ir. President, in the first place I have not
charged Mr. Greene with having registered some of the Kentuckians at the Great Lakes Naval Station and denied others
the right to register. I have made no such charge as that; but
the point is that Mr. Greene went there as the representative
of one pnrty and one candidate without due notice to the other
party and without the other party having opportunity to be
represented with him. So we are in the position here of having
to take Mr. Greene's word as to whether the voters were an
given opportunity or not. With due respect to Mr. Greene,
whose integrity I do not for a moment challenge, I do think that
he himself would have been in much better position, us eYerybody else concerJ!ed would have been, if a spirit of fairne s and
justice had been shown in the first instance and both political
parties given a right to be represented. That is all there is to
it, l\Ir. President.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Again, 1\.Ir. President-1\Ir. BECKHAM. 1\Ir. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from l\Iis issippi yield to the Senator from Kentucky?
Mr. WILLIA.l\IS. Wait just one moment; will rou giye me
a little bl t more time?
Mr. President, I now understand tllat the Senator from Indiana, who is notorious as a partisan Republican, does not dare
make the statement that anything was wrong about the receipt
or the collection of the ballots or the returns of that election"?
Mr. NEW. 1\fr.. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from l\Iis issippi yieid to the Senator from Indiana?
Mr. WILLIAl\IS. Yes.
Mr. NE"\V. I do dare to make the statement, not that there
was fraud, perhaps, in the manner in wllicll the matter was
conducted-.
1\fr. WILLIAMS. Wel1, that is all I haYe a ked.
Mr. NEW. But I do dare to say that the proceeding was
wrong-absolutely so.
1\Ir. WILLIAMS. Then, the Senator from Indiana throws
himself back upon the original idea that there ought to have
been ~t least two men appointed, or thr~. and tlley ought to.
have represented both parties; but he does not make the statement, and he dare not make the statement, because his regard
for truthfulness, notwithstanding his parti anship, is too great
for him to make it, that there was anything incorrect or wrong
in the vote or returns. He does not deny thnt every Kentuckian's yote cast in that camp was counted in the election in:
Kentucky. That is all I want to know; that is all you want to
know; that is all the country wants to know. The sum total
of an election is this: Were the ballots fairly delivered and
fairly counted? Even in the absence of a charge that they
were not, I want to say that Owsley Stanley represented the
State of Kentucky in this Union, and repre ented it honestly
and fairly, and that if there had been anything wrong in collecting those ballots or reporting them Owsley Stanley would
have been the first man in the State of Kentucky to denounce it
The PRESIDIN~ OFFICER. The presentation of petitions
and memorials is in order.
TWO THOUSAND Qu"ESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Mr. LODGE. Mr. President, I desire to present a letter
which I have received from the Review of Reviews. There was
considerable discussion, Mr. President, as the Senate "\\ill remember, in regard to their book "Two Thou and Questions
and Answers About the \Var." They ask me to have printed
their explanation. I think it leaves the fact unchanged as to
the first edition, at all eYents, but I a k, in fairness to them,
that the letter be printed in the RECORD.
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The PRESIDING OFFICETI. Without objection,
be granted.
The letter referred to is as follows·

Iea·n~
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THE DL.ACK SL..:\.IES OF P:BUS l l (S. DOC. 296).
l\Ir. LODGE. I ask to hm-e printed as a public document n .
very brief pamphlet entitled "The Black Slaves of Prussia,"
TIIE AllEniC.L" REliEW OF REVIE)VS,
by the ~ishop of. Zanzibar, Rev. Frank Weston, D. D., addressed
K e to Yot"lt', October 14, 1918.
to Gen. Smuts, of the Transvaal, giving an account of German
Senator HENRY CanoT LoDGE,
Washington, D. 0.
treatment of the nati>e tiibe . The article i very short, ana
DE.m SE~A.Ton LoDGE: I am obliged to you for your letter Qf October I think it will be read with the ucepest intere ·t by all the
9, relative to the book Two Thousand Questions and Answers About Senate as it was read by me.
the War, which eame \'<'bile I was out of town.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the reWe are naturally anxious that you should have the full and real
facts of the episode before you rather than partial evidence that quest of the Senator from 1\!assa.chnsctts? The Chair hear"·
seems puzzling or contradictory to you, and perhaps you will be patient none, and it is so ordered.

enough to read this explanation :
In June, 1918, we were first apprtsed of the presence of certain paragraphs tn the book which should be changed, and immediately set about
n revision, which continued through the summer.
In late August it seemed fairly certain that the revised edition
would be ready at or about the time that unsealed circulars, with their
slow handli~ and delivery, could get back orders. Circulars were
sent out soliciting subscriptions which could only be filled from the new
and revised lldition, since we had had no copies of the original book
for sale sin~e June.
It was after the mailing of those circulars, from mailing agencies
detached from our otnce, had been under way for about two weeks that
the public attack on the book appeared. This was so widely notiC<'d
that it seemed best to arrange for additional reading nnd approval of
the book (for instance, l>y our department of war and our department of justice), to make sure the second edition was beyond criticism,
before it was finally printed. This is making the revised edition a
month or more late1· in reaching the public than bad been anticipated
when the circulars were sent out in late August and early September.
In these circulars there was not, as you note, any reference to the
revision of the edition. But you wtll appreciate from the facts given
above, that, the circulars having been written and printed long before
the book was publicly criticized, our book department had no criticism
to answer and felt the new edition would speak fm: itsel!.
It is obviously true that the sample question as to the Lusitani.a
warning should not have gone on the circular envelope.
Perhaps It may serve to make you understand how it came about,
even while disapproving it-as we do--it we CXlllain that the peopl_e tn
our book department are such fire-bot proallles that they were totally
unconscious that these word::; could be taken as from any but patriotic
Americans, for whom the question, " Did the Germans warn about the
Lttsitania1" must absolutely be equivalent to asking, "Did the bar
barons Germans insult us by warning~" etc.-the curious historical
incident being the thing tn mind at the time-wtth such certainty of
our horror and detestation of the crime that followed as to assume
them.
Such " legendsl" n.s you doubtless know, arc sometimes prtnted on
ndvertising circu ars with the idea that a striking topic wlll arouse
curiosity in the person receiving the mis ive sufficient to insure its
being opened and examined. Other legends, not open to criticism, were
used on the envelopes of other blocks of circulars sent out to distribute
this same b0ok.
In your letter of October 9 you otl'er to have our formal statement
printed in the RECORD. We should appreciate your doing so and a
fuller and m<'l"e exact statement is inclosed for that purpose, if you
nre still inclined to do this.
'l'hanking you for your yery e>iclent intention to be fair to us,
Sincerely, yours,
CHARL:E:S D. LANnm.
TnE AcTuAL FACTs-" Two THOUSAND QuEsTroxs AND ANSWERS AEOUT
THE WA.R."

Erroneous statements having been printed concerning the publishin?"
of the volum-e " Two Thousand Questions and Answers About the WarP
the actual facts are here set down :
In February, 1918, the book was finished by editors employed by us
for this special work. Some portions of the compllntion were made up
of matter written and published in Australia and in free circulation
there under the British censor. Of the paragraph.<~ which were found
later to be out of harmony with the policy and attitude of America,
practicn.lly all were from this Australian matter. That these paragraphs did not challenge the attention of the editors before publication
wa due to their British oribrin and to their free circulation in countries
of our allies.
In April the >olume was published.
One hundred copies were sent by ns for review to some ol the most
prominently patriotic Americans and to a few dl~tinguished persons
among our allies. Only commendations came in return, inpuding one
from a well-known c.ollege president, saying that he was usfug the book
as a te..'ttbook for his lectures on patriotism and another from King
Albert, of Belgium, characterizing the volume as "another example of
the earnest way our great ally is proceeding to further the cause of
right and justice."
Between four and five thousand copies of the first edition were sent
to subscribers. Not one adverse criticism came from them to ns, all thf,;
showing how easy it was to overlook 20 or 30 paragraphs out of 2,000.
I n June a friendly critic brought to our attention these paragraphs.
Immediately and on our own · initiative we canceled the orders for a
-seconil prtnting and set about a thorough revision.
The first edition had before this been exhausted; no more copies of It
w ere ever printed. Circulars sent out two months later were therefore
obviously and of necessity to distribute the revised edition.
T o make sure that the revised edition should be beyond criticism we
a ked the French Hlgh Commission to America, our own War Department, and our Department of Justice to read, revise, and approve evPry
word of the book as rewritten. The details of the revision were under
the direction of a uni>ersity professor of history obtained through the
suggestion of the authorities at Washington, trc having asked for the
sngge tion.
In September a Yiolent public attack was made on this book, which
the publishers had withdrawn from print more than two months before
this being fully known.
'
Accompanying the attack were pretended extracts from tbe book
which, by omitting sentences and context and changing the wording'
gave an erroneous impression of the spirit and intent of the volume. '
rmse~i~~~rse intended that the original edition should be 100 per
The revised edition speaks for itself.
THE REVIEW OF REVIEws co.
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SHALL THE HUN PiY NO PEX.AI.TY FOil. .ALL HIS CRI:llES?

l\Ir. McCUMBER. Mr. President, I have in my hand an article printed in the Detroit Saturday Night, of date October 19,
1918, under the heading of "Shall the Hun pay no penalty for
all his crimes?" This article purports to give, I think, in
chronological order a number of the more important crimes
against humanity which have been clearly established. I ask
that it may be printed in thP. RECORD as an answer to the following statement made by Prince Maximilian, the German chancellor. in his address before the Reichstag of two days ago, in
which he said:
·
Our first and last thought is for the bra>e men who arc defendin~
themselves against superior forces, and whom we must defend agains t
unjust charges. No one must think be can attack our nrmy without
also attacking the honor of our people.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. . Is there objection? The Chair
hears none, and it is so ordered.
The matter referred to is as follows:
[From the Detroit Saturday Night .]
SHALL TBD HuN PAY No PElNALTY lron ALL Hrs CnrMEs ?-IIznE AnH
SoMD SAMPLES OF Hrs OFFI!l~SES, FRO::Il WHOSE JusT CONSEQUEXCEH
HE IS NOW B.RAZESLY ATTEMPTISG TO ESCAPE-IS THE WORLD '1"

llELP HIM Do IT?
[By N. H. Bowen.]
During the past few months there has been a marked increase in th.P.
number of people in America who believe that there should be proper
stPps taken, when the end of the war is reached, to punish those wbh
arc guilty of having caused it in the first place and those who have
inspired or comm1tted the awful crimes and excesses that ha>e marketl
its course.
There is also in Great Britain, France, Belgium, and other allied
countrlPs a very powerful demand for legal action against the criminals, and this demand has been expressed with especial force since the
~~e~~li:~~- flurry and the renewal of Hunnish " frightfulness " ol1
The following is a very much abbreviated list of crimes committed by
the Germans and their allies during the war. -It is not intended to be
complete-the specific cases cited are merely samples. Many beinow
misdeeds, such as diplomatic lies, plots against neutrals, murders of
neutral citizens, destruction of neutral property, are purposely omitted,
as the liHt is already long enough. The purpose is to present to tho
reader som~> material on which to base a conclusion as to whether tho
modern Huns ought to be allowed to go their way after the war, unpunished and unmarked, like men with clean hands and souls.
DEEDS Oll' THE U-BO.\T PIRATES.
They sank the steamer Lusitania., with 1,906 souls on board, of whom
1,.134 perished, including hundreds of women and children, ancl then
struck a medal to commemorate the heroic event.
They sank British and Swedish merchant ships in the North Sea in
the fall of 1917 and shelled the lifeooats, killing many ci\"illans. The
details w~>re reportPd by the Norwegian newspapPrs.
They sank tlie B.ritiRb ship Belgian Pritzce, made the survivors lea.ve
the lifeboats, which they wrecked, and then submerged with their victims belpiPss on the deck of the submarin~. The story wa.s told by the
chief engineer of the Belgian Prince_, who was 1·escued, 38 of his comradPS being drowned.
Tbey she11ed the United States transport Ticonderoga:. killing ma.ny,
after the steamer was helpless, and submerged while a lifeboat with 17
survivors was tied to the submarine. This occurred after the Germans
had opened the prPsent' peace negotiations.
They sank the Japanese ship Hi1·ano Ma.n4-, drowning about 300, a.nd
firPd two torpedoes at the American destroyer Sterrett, which wa
picking up the survivors.
They sank the Irish ChannPl mail steamer Leinste1·, with about 750
aboard, of whom only about 150 were sand. Tbls boat is described as
a coasting passenger steamer about like the boats plying from New
York to Fall River. The victims were of course mostly Irish, for
whose wel!nre the Germans have been so solicitous.
ThPy torpedoPd the stPamer Admiral Ga.ntcartme, with 2,500 refugees
on board . Luc·kilr,, only 50 lives were lost. This was the firs t notable
attack on a nonmilitary craft b:y a submarine. and was e p ecially criminnl because it was committf>d in b.road daylight. when it mu t have
been evident that th<> boat was crowded with civiliAns.
ThPY torpPdot>d the stPamer Falaba, ami the crew of the U boat
laughed and jeered nt the victims strug!!ling in the water~. Among
the 111 victims was an American, L. C. Thrasher, perhaps the first to
perish from this ca usc.
liUUDEr. OF CIVILI.lKS.

They murdered 32 civilians in the Place d l'Uni>ersile at Licg . This
was establi bed to the satj!<faction of tbe Bryce Commi sion of Inquiry.
TbPy massacr d nbout 400 civilians at Andenne, Belgium. The authority for this is the Bryce reP<>rt.
They kUIPd many scores of civilians (perhap 200) at Dinant, ma ny
of these being ~·executed " in the pdson courtyard.
They ma.c::sacred about 50 civilians at Gerbe>iller, France. (Report of
French commission.)
At Haut-de-VormQnt. France, tlrey murdered a widow, Go.ill.arrme uy
name, 78 years old. This ol'd woman's body was mutilated. (French
official repox:t.)
·
They put to death 50 innocent priests and thousands of innocent
Catholics. (Statement of Cardinal Mercier.)
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They killed 26 priests in the diocese of Malines alone. (Belgian official report.)
.
They tortured and shot the priest of Duechen, Belgium, an invalid,
aged 87. (Belgian official report.)
·
They killed, near Beaumetz, France, two old men and an old woman,
whose bodies were found by the British in a garden, with the brains
hanging from their cloven skulls. The only excuse discovered was that
they had refused to bake bread for the Germans. (Reported by the
Bryce commission on the testimony of a British sergeant.)
ThRY murdered 4,500 noncombatants in Serbia in August, 1914. Some
were buried alive, many tortured, etc. This is the testimony of Prof.
H. A. Reiss, of the University of Lausanne, Switzerland, who made an
1n~uiry for the Swiss section of the Geneva convention.
They killed by murder, starvation, or hardships, with all the accompaniments of cruelty imaginable, thousands upon thousands of Armenians, the number having been estimated as high as half the Armenian
population. totaling perhaps 4,500,000. While the Turks were immediately responsible, the Germans are morally so, having refused to interfere to save the Christian victims of their allies.
They executed a little French Boy Scout because he would not reveal
information about the French troops. This was revealed by a letter
found on a dead German officer, who described the boy's proud courage
before the firing squad, and added the bochian comment: "Infatuated
wretch! It was a pity to see such wasted courage."
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_ ~hey blew up the Cathedral of :Koyon by set bombs on evacuating it
aurrng the past summer.
They destroyed many buildings at Cambrai by set bombs.
At St. Quentin the French captured a German officer with a wagonload
of explosives which he said he had been told he had two days to distribute
through the city.
TREATMENT OF PlllSONERS.

Sixty-three British prisoners died of the "tree punishment," being
roped to . the trunk of a tree on a fiat board, and left 24 to 48 hours,
even a week, without water or food. (Reported by the Chicago Daily
.News correspondent, EdwP.rd Price Bell, on the authority of statements
secured by the ladles' emergency committee of the British Navy League.)
The Germans in one prison camp trained sheep dogs to bite the prisoners. (Reported by Ambassador Gerard.)
The Austro-Hungarians punished Russian prisoners at DunaserdagelU
by screwing them up in coffins. (Sworn to by many prisoners and a
Russi.an Sister of Mercy to a Ruseian commission of inquiry.)
In the earlier days of the war especially British prisoners were mistreated and insulted by 1he civilian population, who spit upon them and
perpetrated worse outrage.s .
The German military and medical statrs deserted the prison camp at
Wittenberg during a typhus epidemic In 1915, when 60 British and
l!'rench and a still larger number of Russians died of this disease.

MAKING WAR ON CIVIL POPULATION.

THE HUNS' FOUL FIGHTING.

They dropped bombs on Antwerp, the first atrocity of this kind, kill~
lng many civilians.
.
Their warships bombarded the British summer resort towns of Scarborough and Whit~y. killing many civilians.
They tnade repeated air t•aids on Paris and London dropping bombs
In purely residential sectiops and killing in all hundreds of civilians.
They bombed Bucharest from airplanes, killing hundreds of people, including many women and children.
They repeatedly shelled and bombed the open · city of Na.n cy, killing
many civilians.
They bombed the city of Padua, killing many civilians.
They repeatedly shelled Paris with long-range artillery, under conditions making anythin~ but .Indiscriminate destruction impossible. One
shell struck the churcn of St. Gervais during a service and killed nearly
100 people, mostly women and children.

They have poisoned wells in many localities. Proof of intent is furnished by a document captured recently, issued to the One hundred and
eighth Battalion of German Infantry, and dated September 5, 1918. It
says : "All wells should be poisoned."
·
They have been using explosive bullets against American troops. (Reported with details, by Edwin L. James, the New York Times correspondent.)
They have k.llled opponents who have _surrendered. Proof is furnished by letters of German soldiers sent to Ambassador Gerard, protesting against this violation of the laws of war.
They have violated the use of the white flag, firing on opponents
after pretending to surrender. The Bryce commission says : " There is
in our opinion, sufficient evidence that these olfenses have been frequent.' 1
They have abused the Red Cross. The Bryce commission received
much testimony of this nature, and there have been several r eports ot
similar treachery against American troops. Lieut. W. J. Harcourt,
One hundred and twentieth Machine-Gun Hattallon, Thirty-second Division, when in Detroit some weeks ago, described the kUling of Michigan
troops from a church tower at Cierges from which the Red Cross Hag
was flying.
They rune used c;Ivlllans as a screen against allied fire. (Authority
of Minister Whitlock and Cardinal Mercier.)

CRIMES AGAINST

WOl\IE~

A:SD CHILDRE:S.

A Bavarian soldier wrote to a girl in Germany that at " Eatonville"
(Badonviller) be bayonetted seven women and four young girls in five
minutes. (French official report.)
Near Ypres they shot two girls, about 6 and 8 years old, whose dead
bodies were found in the upper room of a house by British soldiers.
(Belgian official report and Bryce official report, evidence being given by
n t least two witnesses.)
They violated Belgian nuns. This is on the authority of Cardinal
Mercter1 who states in his letter to the cardinals and bishops of Germany, rhat to his knowledge there had been several outrages of this
kind. - He d escribes the evidence as "very precise," but quite naturally
refu ed to subject the victims to a public inquiry.
·
At M.alin~s1 near Antwerp, a German soldier, one of a squad of eight,
impaled a cmld
of 2 years on his bayonet and carried it orr down the
street. This incident was sworn to before the Bryce Commission by a
Belgian citizen and his wife, testifying separately, and giving the same
details.
At and near Louvain the Belgian commission of inquiry reports a
number of girls and women were raped, some of them by many soldiers.
Corroboration of this Is furnished by Gen. von Boehn, commanding
the Ninth German Army, who told the well-known American correspondent, E. Alexander Powell, that he had sentenced two of his soldiers
to 12 years' penal servitude t:>ach for this crime. Twelve years!
At Dinant they " executed " 12 children under the age of 6, half of
them as they lay in their mother's arms. The younger children were
the child Fievet, 3 weeks old; Maurice Betamps, 11 months old; Nelly
Pollet, 13 months old; Gilda Genon, 18 months old ; Gilda Marchot,
2 yeo.rs old; Clara Gruvay, 2 years and 6 months. (Recounted by
Minister Brand Whitlock, on the authority of the Bishop of Namur.)
At Bailleul, near the Franco-Belgian frontier, at least 30 women and
girls were violated during eight days of German occupation in 1914.
Sworn evidence of this was presented to the Bryce Commission, and
Prof. J. II. Morgan, of the University of London, states that the testimony sbows at least five officers were guilty.
At Bailleul " in onP case, the facts of which are proved by evidence
that would satisfy a_n y court of law, a young girl of 19 was violated by
one officer while the other held her mother by the throat and pointed
a revolver,__after which the two officers exchanged their respective roles."
(Prof. J. tl. Morgan in German Atrocities; An Official Investigation.)
KILLING NURSES AND THEIR PATIENTS.

They torpedoed the British hospital ship Llandovery Ca-stle, with 258
people, only 24 being saved. Fourteen Canadian nursing sisters were
drowned. The testimony of the survivors shows that the submarine
tried to sink their lifeboats.
They sank the British hospital ship Glenm"t Castle, about 150 lives
being lost.
They bombed the American Red Cross hospital at Jouy, France,
)dlling two and wounding nine of the hospital personnel. This hospital
was plainly marked, there being a cross· 100 feet along on the lawn,
visible from several thousand feet in the air.
They bombed a Canadian hospital, with lighted Red Cross signs, and
killed many doctors, wounded, and nurses.
·
They torpedoed the Russian hospital ship Portugal in broad daylight
in the Black Sea, causing the death of 21 nurses, 24 other Red Cross
workers, and 40 sailors. The vessel was plainly marked, and the
.t orpedo was fired from a distance of some 30 or 40 feet only.
WANTON PROPERTY DESTRUCTION.

They shelled the famous Rhelms Cathedral until it was a ruin.
They blew up the ancient castle of Couey, one of France's inost
famous medieval monuments, without military reason.
In their retreats in France they have burned whole villages by the
score without possible military advantage.
They destroyed a large part of the city of Louvain in an orgy of
ruthlessness.
~'hey deliberately destroyed the trees and vines of the French farmers
1n territory they were evacuating.
They have destroyed the farming implements of the French rural
poRulatlon.
•
'!'hey severely damaged the cathedral at Padua and destroyed priceless objects of art in that and other buildings.
·

.

ROBBERY A."\D LOOTING.

They systematically robbed all enemy countries by the Rathenau
plan of exploitation, the total value of this governmental loot being, as
estimated by Andt·e Cheradamc, several tens of billions of francs.
They confiscated in Belgium alone machinery and new materials
worth $400,000,000 in the first four months of the war. (Belgian official statistics.)
They destroyed sources of economic wealth in Belgium (not including
destruction of private property) to the amount of $1,000,000,000.
(Belgian official statistics.) ·
. They have removed machinery from Belgian, Fren ch, and Polish factories and taken it to Germany, this being part of the avowed plan to
ruin the industries of countries which would compete with Germany
after the war. (Corroboration of intent given by Deputy Beumer in
the Prussian Diet, February, 1917.)
They made requisitions of goods totaling over 83,000,000 francs at Antw ~ rp before March 18 1 1915, for which only 20,000,000 had then been paid.
The Frankfurter Zeirung stated1 December 21, 1914, that the German
policy was to make payment "m such a manner that no money shall
be sent to Belgium during the period of the war."
·
They have organized regular loot detachments in the armyl the members bearing white arm bandages and special identlficat on cards.
Special attention is paid to private residences.
In violation of The Hague conventions, which Germany signed, they
fined Belgium, in December, 1914, nearly $100,000,000. In November,
1915, they decreed that this fine of 40,000,000 fran cs a month should be
paid indefinitely. A year later they increased it to 50,000,000 francs a
month, and in 1917 to 60,000,000. Besides, heavy fines were imposed on
towns and villages. Total fines imposed on Belgium to August 10, 1917,
were $328,000 000 (Official Belgian statistics.)
They fined Lillet a city of about 200,000 before the war, ~12,000,000,
with an addltionru threatened fine o( $200,000 a day for detay in complying with their demands. (In proportion Detroit would in like
circumstances have been fined about $50,000.000 and 800.000 a day.)
Levies of this kind were commonly accompanied by the threat to burn
the town· in case of noncompliance.
They stole machinery and raw material worth about $15,000,000 from
the Polish city of Lodz.
The German soldiers have individually robbed and looted like the
Huns and Vandals of old throughout the war, both by the testimony
of the allles and of themselves.
"A thousand thanks for the beautiful things you sent me; the fur~
are magnificent, the rosewood furniture is exquisite, but don't forget
that Elsa is always waiting for her piano." (Letter from a German
officer's wife, left behind in a French chateau.)
ENSLAVEMENT AriD DEPORTATIO •

They have deported many thousands (100,000 as long ago as November, 1916, according to Minister Whitlock) of Belgians and forced them
to work in Germany. Vernon Kellogg, formerly of the Belgian r elief
commission, says: " 'fhe deportations • • • were the most vivid,
shocking, convincing single happening in all our enfor.ced observation
and experience of German disregard of human suffermg and human
rights in Belgium."
They imprisoned the directorse, foremen, and 81 workmen of Mr.
Lenoir's factory at Mons for refusing to work in the service of the
German Army. (Cardinal Mercier.)
They fined the city of Tournai 200,000 marks for refusing to submit
deportation lists to the German commander.
They forced Belgians to work at shell making in Berlin. (Ambassador Gerard.)
They dPported thousands of men~ women, boys, and girls from L111e,
giving them in the firf"t instance 9u minutes to prepare for departure.
(German official document.)
They deported from Lille and viclmty and from Alsace-Lorraine, to
work behind the German lines, many girls from 15 years upward, separating them from their mothers and families.
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They forced Belgian women to dig trenches back of the Flanders
front. (Authority of Belgian ll'gation at Washington.)
They gravely mistreated and exposed deported Belgian civilians to
make them work, us;ing torture by extremes of heat -and cold. Many
died or were ruined in bealtb. (Information gathered by Belgian Government.)
They emdaved 250,000 Polish workmen who were in Germany in
.August, 1914, forcing them to remain and labor, and they later lured
or forced 250,000 more to come. (Deputy Trompczynskl, of the Prossian Diet.)
JUST KULTUB.

"September 3 (1914). Still at Rethel. • • • The houses are
charming inside. The middle class in France has ma:&"!lificent furniture.
Wl' found stylish pieces everywhere and beautiful s:il.K, but in what a
state. ... • • Good God! • • • Every bit of furniture broken,
mirrors smashed. The Vandals themselves could not have done more
da mage. This place is a disgrace to our army. • • • I couldn't
r esist taking a little memento myself here and there. • • • One
b ou se was particularly elegant. • • • I found a splenllid raincoat under the staircase and a camera for Felix." (Captured diary of
an offi cer of the One hundred and seventy-eighth Regiment, Twelfth
Saxon Corps.)
The Germans "observed" the provisions of international law concerning making payment for requisitioned articles by givin~ fake
"bons " - i. e., if a paiL· of horses were taken, the bon, written m German , unintelligible to the French or Belgian peasant, might be for a
chicken. Later the form itself was omitted. (Vernon Kellogg.)
They drcuJated in Spain propaganda telling of the quantities of loot
they have taken in France and Belgium, including these specifications:
High-grade watches, 417; average watches, 5,016; underwear, 18,073;
embroidet·ies and women's handkerchiefs, 15,132; umbrellas and parasols, 3,705; silver spoons, 1,876; bottles of champagne, 523,000. The
document also bo~tsted that Alsatian children had been fined for refusing to study the "beautiful German language," and explained that while
the Germans bad fewer British prisoners than the latter have Germans,
the severe treatment accorded the Englishmen had " secured a superior
mor al efrpct." (Authority of United States State Department, which
investigated the document and found it of German origin.)
They broke into French tombs and committed acts of terrible vandalism. Henry Wood United Press correspondent with the French
armies, is authority for th e statement that at Bray St. Christophe,
Champion, Amy, Beauraignes, and Crapeaumesnll all the more promising
tombs in the cemeteries had been dynamited and the coffins stripped not
only of the metal lining but of any objects of silver that adorned them.
Not in a sin<>le instance were the remains placed t>ack ln the tombs,
and it can on~y be supposed that they were scattered to the four winds.
They committed ln many French residences acts of bestial nature,
leaving a record such ns no truly civilized people would be willin~ to
have registered against it. There is plenty of evidence of this, lnctud·
ing that of Baroness Huard, in the American Magazine for August.
Leaving her chateau in France before the German advance ln 1914, she
locked ber personal letter... in n desk, left a card testifying to their
nature, and locked into one of the drawers, so that it was plainly visible, a small silk American flag. She says she now laughs at her trusting confidence that the bocbes would tender honorable treatment to a
woman or a flag, for after she returned to the chateau the flag was
f ound in one of the bathroom pipes, wblch had to be cleaned for sanitary reasons.
This was in September, 1914, two years and a half before America
was in t he war, and the chateau was occupied by his excellency Gen.
von Kluck, commander of the western German armies, and this heinous
act, which would have been unworthy of an ape, must have been committed by a member ot his military family.
FIRST DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATIONS.

1\Ir. 1\IARTIN of Virginia. From the Committee on Appropriations, I report back favorably, with amendments, the bill
(H. R. 13086) making appropriations to supply deficiencies in
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June SO, 1919, and
prior fiscal years, on account of war expe~s. and _for othel·
purposes, and I submit a report (No. 596) thereon. I ask unani- mous consent for the present consideration of the bill; but before the request is put I desire to say that it is somewhat unusual to make such· a request pending the conclusion of morning business. The bill, however, will have to go to conference,
and if this session of Congress is to adjourn or recess on the
29th of October, it is absolutely necessary for great speed to be
made with this bill. I hope to have a conference this afternoon.
1\Ir. LODGE. Mr. President, will the Senator allow reports
of committees to be made? A number of Senators are waiting
to transact morning business.
l\lr. MARTIN of Virginia. I will yield for that purpose as
soon as this ma tter is disposed of.
Mr. LODGE. It is out of the regular order, is it not?
l\1r. l\IARTIN of Virginia. If the Senator makes a point of
order, that is the end of it. I have said that I would yield to
him in a few minutes, and I do not think that will interfere with
· the matters which he bas in mind.
l\Ir. LODGE. The Senator from New Mexico and other Senators wish to make reports.
1\fr. MARTIN of Virginia. I yield for any formal matter.
l\lr. LODGE. What I have in mind is merely formal matter.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. I withdraw the request, Mr. President.
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HAMPTON, VA., BRA-cH NATIONAJ, SOLDIERS' HOME.

1\Ir. CHA1\1BERLAIN. From the Committee on Military Affairs, I report back favorably, without amendment, the bill
(H. R. 13036) transferring jurisdiction and control for the
period of the war over the Southern Branch of the National
Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers from the Board of Managers of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers to
the Secretary of War for use for Army hospital purposes, and
I submit a report (No. 597) thereon.
I am going to ask unanimous consent for the immediate consideration of the bill, and in that connectio.n I want to say
that the reason I make the request ls that the wouncted soldiers
are coming over from Europe faster than the authorities are able
to find hospital facilities for them. There is an old branch home
at Hampton, Va., that can be utilized for thls purpose, and this
bill is designed to effectuate that end.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator !rom Oregon submits a report from the Committee on Military Affairs and asks
for its immediate consideration. Is there objection?
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, proceeded to consider the bilL
The bUl was reported to the · Senate without amendment,
ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and ·p_assed.
DISTRICT PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

Mr. REED. From the Committee on Pubiic Buildings and
Grounds I report back favorably the bill (H. R. 12404) authorizing the construction of a building for the Public Health Service
in the city of Washington, D. C., and I submit a report (No.
599) thereon. It is a very short bill, and I ask to have it read,
after which I desire to make a request for unanimous consent for
its present consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will read the
bill as requested.
The Secretary read the bill, as follows :
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is
hereby, authorized and directed to contract for the construction of an
additional building for laboratory purposes and research work and for
enlarging and remodeling the present animal bouse connected with the
Hygienic Laboratory, Public Health Service, Washington, District of
Columbia, at a limit ot cost of $250,000.
In carrying the foregoing authorization for additional buildings to
the Hygiene Laboratory into effect, the Secretary of the Treasury may
enter into contracts or purchase materials in the open market, or otherwise a1rd employ laborers and mechanics for executing the work as in
his judgment may best meet the public exigencies, within the limits of
the authorization herein made.

:Mr. REED. Mr. President, I want to advise the Senate that
the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds is at the present time without a' chairman ; but, as the ranking member of
that committee, I called a meet~ng. A quorum did not respond,
and thereupon the bill was carried to the members of the committee, and the committee polled, it being the opinion of those
who were present at the meeting that the bill was un emergency
measure and ought to receive immediate consideration; so that
I owe it to the Senate to say that the report is of this nature.
I want to say to the Senate- that the representations which
have led to this action are very well set forth in a report which
I have prepared, and I will read a portion of it to the Senate:
The following memorandum, prepared by the Director of the Hygienic
Laboratory, will adequately explain the necessity for the proposed
building:
When the request was originally made for an additional building at
the laboratory it was with the view to a reasonable and proper expansion of the work of the institution . . Within the past year, however,
circumstances have changed so that it is no longer a question of providing space for the inauguration of additional researches, but of finding room in which to carry on the work already underway, which war
conditions have made It necessary to expand in . a way that was not
foreseen _even a year ago. The control of serums. viruses, toxins, and
analogous products imposed on the service by law is exercised through
this laboratory. The expansion of the work and the increase in the
amount of testing required by war conditions bas been such that the
faclllties are not adequate for carrying the work on in a proper manner.
It has been found necessary to require all manufacturers to submit
samples of every lot of serums required for the treatment of pneumonia
and meningitis for testing J?rlor to furnishing the same to the military
forces or for sale to the c1vil population. Further expansion of this
work in the near future will become imperative, and, unlE'Ss additional
space is provided, can be performed only in a most inadequate manner.

The report follows along that line. In a word, the medical
authorities at the head of this work state that the war has so
increased the work that it is absolutely necessary to have this
building at once, and hence the bill has been reporteu, and I ask
DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY.
unanimous consent for its present consideration.
Mr. CHAl\IBERLAIN, from the Committee on Military Affairs,_ The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Missouri
to which was referred the bill (H. R. 12549) authorh.ing and asks unanimous consent for the present consideration of the bill.
directing the Secretary of War to appoint a commission to in- Is there objection?
vestigate and report upon the available sources of water supply
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
for the District of Columbia, asked to be discharged from its Whole, proceeded to consider the bill.
further consideration, and that it be referred to the Committee
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment,
on the District of Columbia, which was agreed to.
J>rdered to a third reading, read the third time, and passed.
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1\lr. l\IcKELLAlt. l\Ir. Pre luent, the Senator from New
Mexico is making a report to the Senate. It is a \erba1 report
antl I submit that it is entirely in order.
1\Ir. OVERMAN. I did not intend to pre\ent the Senator
from speaking, but I hope thi.· matter is not going to be di cus ed, because I am going to object, if nobody else doe to the
. present consideration of the resolution, for the reason' that I
HUY 'EN].
The resolution provides for an investigation of the recent ex- lrnow the matter is now being investigated by the War Departplo ion in the State of New · Jersey and asks an appropriation ment.
Mr. JONES of New l\lexico. Very well. I \Yanted to make
not exceeding $5.000. When the resolution was referred to the
Committee to Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the this tatement, howe>er. I have di ·en · ed these matters with
Senate; L of course, wondered what the functions of the com- the two other members of the committee who are here, and who
mittee would be \vith respect to such a re olution. I recall the with myself, con titute a majority of the committee. 'l.'hey b~
incident of some months ago, when the late Senator from New lievc that the resolution should be favorably reported to the
Jersey, 1\Ir. Hughes, submitted a resolution authorizing nn in- Senate. I am simply ,the n.cting chairman of the committee.
vestigation of the strike upon the street railways in the city of Under the circumstances I deem it my duty to report it to the
'Va hington. At that time I expressed it as my belief that some Senate favorably, and I o do, with the explanation which I
committee of the Senate should inquire into the advisability of have made.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I am going to ask unanimous conmaking such an investigation. The Committee to Audit nnu
Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate at that time sent for the immediate consideration of thi resolution. and I
recommended to the Senate that the resolution should be re- hope the Senator from North Carolina will not object until he
·
ferred to the Committee on the District of Columbia for the pur- hears what I have to say.
Mr. OVERl\IAN. 1\Ir. Pre. ident, I certainly do not wish to
po e of having that committee inquire into the necessity for the
in>cstigation. It involved an expenditure of public money, and pren~nt the Senator from saying whatever he desire to ay nor
'
I as ume that there should be no expenditure of public money do I desire to be discoUI'teou · to him in any way.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I shall be very brief.
.
unle s there is a necessity for it. The Senate at that time,
1\Ir. OVERMAN. But I shall object, for the reason that I
however, declined tO' refer the · resolution to the Committee on
the District of Columbia, agreed to the resolution, and authorized know from Gen. Churchill that this matter is being thoroughly
inY"estigated by a splendid force of men in the Intelligence
the investigation.
When this resolution was referred to the committee I was Bureau of the War Department.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?
still of the opinion that somebody should make an inquiry as to
Mr. OVERl\IAN. I shall object to the present con ideratlon of
whether or not that in>estigation should be made. I conferred
with ~he Senator from New Jersey [Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN], who th resolution, but I do not want to prevent the Senator from
submitted the resolution. I suggested to him that I thought it making his statement.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pre entation of r<.'port · i <·
was my duty to make an inquiry of the War Department to find
out whether or not the 'Var Department was already investi- in order.
Mr. MYERS. 1\Ir. President-gating the accident in New Jersey, and whether or not the faciliThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator !rom Montana.
tie of the War Department were, in the opinion of the depart1\Ir. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. Pre itlent, do I under ·tautl
ment. adequate to meet the ituation. Tbe Senator from New
Jersey requested that that be not done, and stated that he did not that the Senator from North Carolina objects?
1\Ir. OVERMAN. I object to the pre ent consideration of the
belie\e that the committee should obtain any information from
the War Department·as to whn.t was being done. Upon his re- resolution.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Montana bas
queNt I have made no inquiry of the War Department in reo-ard
.
to this matter, and I do not know what the War Departme~t is the floor.
l\Ir. CHA1\IBERLAIN. Mr. Pre ldent, a point of ortler. I
doing with reference to it. I have reason to presume, however,
that where a catastrophe such a that has occurred the \Var did not undel~tand that the enator from North Carolina obDepartment, which is to receive the product of the factory is jected to a statemC'nt being made by U1e Senator from :Xcw
making an investigation, and that the truth will be known, ~nd Jersey.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North aroproper safeguards will be taken in the future. Personally I
do not believe there is a bowing here which makes it apparent Una orne minutes ago demanded the regular on1er, which is the
presentation of committee reports; and in the absence of a withthat this investigation is nere •nary.
Mr. OVERl\lAN. lli. President, mll the Senator yield to me? drawal of that demand, the Chair felt it his duty to proceed
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. I yield to the Senator from North with thl? bu ine s of the Senate in order.
1.\Ir. OVER~fAN. I do not want to prevent the Senator from
Carolina.
New Jersey from making a statement.
·
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. :Mr. President-1\lr. FRELINGHUYSEN. 1\fr. President-1\lr. OVERM...I\.N. I know tllat the Secretary of War L investiThe PRESIDING OFFICER Does the Senator from New
gating. I happened to be in the Intelligence Bureau of the War
Department in connection with another matter, and I know that Jersey submit a rcque t for unanimous consent?
1\Ir. FRELINGHUYS~. I ·ubmit a rcque~ t for urumimous
the War Department i. now in>estigating this question.
Mr. JONES of New Mexico. I ~ glad, of cours~ to get the con ent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER The Senator will state his
information which the Senator n·om North Carolina presents.
I hud every reason to belie\e that such an investigation was request.
1\Ir. FRELINGHUYSE~. Mr. President, I do not under •tand
beina made.
Mr. OVEIUIAN. I belie-.e, therefore, that I "ill a.,k for what the parliamentary situation is.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The morning busine · ha · not
the rerolar order. ·
yet been concluded, and until it is concluded it is williin the
l\1r. S1\IOOT. This is the regular order.
l\fr. OVERMAN. Unanimous consent bas never been gi-ven power of any Senator to demantl the regular order, which has
been done. The regular order is the presentation of committee
for the consideration of the resolution.
reports.
lYir. FRELINGHUYSEN. 1.\lr. President-1\Ir. OVERMAN. .1\Ir. President, I have no objection to the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The regular order is demanded.
Senator receiving unanimous consent to proceed with his re·
Does the Senator from New Jersey present a report?
1\Ir. JONES of New 1\fexico. I should like to know who de- marks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER Without objection, the Senator
manded the regular order?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator !"rom North Caro- from New Jersey will proceed.
1\Ir. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. P1·esident, the reason why I
lina demanded the regular order, which is entirely within his
requested the immediate consideration of this resolution is the
rights.
1\fr. OVERMAN. I shall object to the consideration of the fact that at the present time there is a very tU'gent need of a
resolution. \Vhat is the use of discussing it now? ' I know that proper investigation of the storage of explosives at this plant and
other plants in New Jersey by industries that are manufacturing
the 'Var Department has a force investigating it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The regular order being de-· munitions.
After ·t he. explosion at Morgans, where 7,500 pounds of trinimanded, the presentation of committee reports is in order. If
trotoluol exploded and destroyed buildings within a zone of 30
there be no committee reports to be presented-1\Ir. JONES of New Mexico. l\Ir. Pre "ident, I run sure that the miles and rendered homeless practically 10,000 people, it was
recognized that the storage of these e::qllosi\cs was a menace
. Senator from ·orth '<1rolina ''"ill permit meDISASTER AT

:MORG~~

M~ITIO~S

PLANT.

Mr. JO~ES of New Mexico. From the Committee to .Audit
and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate I uesire to
submit a report, and to make a statement to the "Senate regarding
it. The report is upon Senate resolution No. 317, submitted a
few days ago bl- the Senator from New Jersey [Mr. FirEL~G

1918.
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to the lives and property not only of the towns and cities adjacent to that plant, but within 30 or 40 miles of it. At the
present time there is a reign of ten·or in that section of New
Jersey, because it is known that in five ma~azines there is
150,000 pounds of trinitrotoluol, and in another magazine 600,000
pounds ; and if those magazines were struck by lightning, or an
explosion were created by fire, it would mean practically the
destruction of half of New York City. At the present time the
people in those a<ljacent towns are terrorized, and they are asking for an investigation in order to force the proper distribution
of that explosive so that their homes and their lives may be
safeguarded.
The War Department may be making an investigation; but
the object of my resolution is to ask the 1\Iilitary Affairs Committee to inform themselves as to what the War Depaortment is
doing, and also to make an investigation in that section of the
country to ascertain what is being done by the other manufacturers there to safeguard the lives of citizens, and as a basis
for legislation, as the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. LA FoLLETTE]
very properly suggests, in order that we may know what to do to
pass the proper regulations to safeguard the people in that
district.
1\Ir. OVERl\IAl~. What is to binder the Committee on Military Affairs from now making an investigation?
1\fr. FRELINGHUYSEN. This is a resolution simply authorizing them to do so.
1\Ir. OVERMAN. It is not necessary for them to have any
such authority.
:J\.fr. FRELINGHUYSEN. They need the money to do it with.
Mr. OVERMAN. They do not nee<l $5,000 to make the in\estigation.
Mr. FRELTI\GHUYSEN. Possibly not. They will not use it
if they do not need it. I hope the Senator will recognize the
fact that this would alleviate the conditions in my State at once
by assuring the people there that a committee of the Senate is
going to investigate the conditions. I hope the Senator from
North Carolina 'Will withdraw his objection.
Mr. 1\IYERS. 'Vill the Senator yield for a statement?
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Certainly.
Mr. MYERS. I wish to state to the Senator, ~s the Senator
from North Carolina seems disposed to object, that the committee need not necessarily use all of the $5.000, but only so much
as may be necessary to make the investigation.
Mr. OVERMAl~. The Senate has a<lopted a resolution now
authorizing the Committee on Military Affairs to summon every
man in New Jersey before it. The committee has full authority
to s~mmon everyone down here an<l to go into an investigation
without passing a resolution to send· a committee up there to
New Jersey and spend the money of the people. When it is
already being investigate(} by the War Department, and tlle
Military Affairs Committee now acting under a resolution passe<l
through the Senate can inYestigate it thoroughly, what is the
use of passing another resolution?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The presentation of the reports
of committees is in order.
Mr. OVERMAl~ subsequently saiu : I am informed that the
Military Affairs Committee wants to have the resolution offered
by the Senator from New Jersey passed. Therefore, as the committee is willing to have it passed, I withdraw my objection.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New Jersey
asks unanimous consent for the present consideration of a resolution, which will be stated.
The SECRETABY. Senate resolution 317, instructing the Committee on Military Affairs to make an inquiry into the causes
which brought about the recent disaster at the Morgan Munitions
Plant, New Jersey.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the present consideration of the resolution?
The resolution was considered by unanimous consent and
agreed to.
The preamble was agreed to.
!\fr. FHELINGHUYSFJN subsequently said: Mr. President, in
the resolution which ,...-as passed this morning the last clause is
incorrectly drawn. It provided that the sum of $-5,000 should
be appropriated. I ask unanimous consent to change tl:e verbiage of the last section so as to provide that the appropriation from the contingent fw1d shall not ·exceed $5,000.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the vote by
which the resolution was agreed to will be reconsidered and the
amendment will be stated.
The SECRETARY. On page 2, after lipe 6, it is proposed to
strike out:
Resolved turthe1·, That the sum of $5,000 be appropriated from the
contingent fund of the Senate to cover the expenses incident to this
inquii·y.
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.-\nd inset·t :
ResoZ1:cd further, That the expenses incident to this inquiry be paid

from the contingent fund of the Senate, the same n9t to exceed $5,000.
~'he amendment was agreed to.
The resolution as amended was agreed to, as follows:

Whereas the recent disaster at the Morgan :Uunitions Plant, near Perth
Amooy, N. J., October 4 and 5, r esulted in the loss of scores of lives,
the destruction of m1Ilions of dollars' worth of property belonging to
the United States and to private owners, and the rendering homeless
of thousands of citizens: Therefore be it
Resolved, 'l'hat the Committee on MiUtary Affairs of the Senate be,
and it is hereby. instructed to make an inquiry into the causes which
brought about said catastrophe, whether by accident or work of alien
enemies or agent~ thereof; what precautions had be:en taken to prevent
such an accident; what plans have been adopted, if any, with a view
to the rebuilding of the plant upon a safer basis; what measures have
been :determined upon, if a.n y, toward the protection of similar munition
plants elsewhere.
Resolved further. That said Committee on Military Affairs be authorized and directed to supbrena witnesses and compel their attendance,
to send for persons and papers, and to do such further acts as may be
necessary to secure any and all information desired in the furtherance
of this inquiry; n.nd that a report of the finding of such committee shall,
upon its conclusion, be made to the Senate not later than December 6,
1918.

[lesolvecl further, That the expenses incident to this inquiry be paid
from the contingent fund of the Senate, the same not to exceed $5,000.
JAIL AT GUTHRIE, OKLA.

1\lr. 1\IYERS. . From the Committee on Public Lands. I report
(No. 598) back favorably without amendment the bill (H. R.
12438) authorizing the conveyance of the United States jail and
land on which the same is locate"d at Guthrie, Okla., to Loaan
County, Okla. I call the attention of the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. GoRE] to the bill.
1\ll·. GORE. I ask unanimous consent for the present consideration of the bill. It is a local bill and is in conformity
with the custom in respect to such jails.
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma
asks unanimous consent for the present consideration of the
bill. Is there objection?
There being no objection, the bill was considered as in Committee of the Whole, and it was read, as follows:
Be it (jnactecl, etc., That the Attorney General of the United States
be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to convey, by prope;_· quit<:laim deed, to the county of Logan, in the State of Oklahoma, the
United ~tates jail, at Guthrie, Okla., and all the lands set apart therewith.

The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment,
ordereu to a third reading, read the third time, and passed.
BILLS

I~TRODUCED.

Bills were introduced, read the first time, and; by unanimous
consent, the second time, and referred as follows:
By 1\Ir. CHAJ\IBERLAIN:
.
A bill ( S. 5004) to fix the mileage to be paid to officers of the
Army, active and retired, · including members of the Officers'
Reserve Corps, contract surgeons, expert accountant of the
Inspector General's Deparbnent, and others connected with the
Army, and also providing for reimbursement for actual expenses
of travel and a flat per diem in lieu thereof; to the Committee
on 1\Iilitary Affairs.
By 1\fr. McNARY:
,
A bill (S. 5005) to assist in the demobilization of the armed
forces of the United States at the close of the present wai', and
for other purposes; to the Committee on Public Lands.
FIRST DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATIONS.

1\Ir. PENROSE_submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by him to the bill (H. R. 13086) making appropriations
to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal years, on account of war expenses,
and for other purposes, which was ordered to lie on the table
and be printed.
MARY B. RICHARDS.

1\lr. LODGE submitted the following resolution (S. Res. 323),
which was read and referred to the Committee to Aud!t and
Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate:
Resolved, That the Secretary of Q!e Senate be, and he herPby is,
authorized anll directed to pay from the miscellaneous items of the
contingent fund of the ~enate to Mary B. Richards, widow of Charles N.
Richards, late keeper of stationery of the United States Senate under
th~ Secretary of the Senate, a sum equal to one year's compem;atlon
at the rate he was receiving by law at the time of his death, said sum
to be considered as including funeral expenses and all other al!owances.

1\lr. JONES of New Mexico, subsequently, from the Committee
to Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate, to
which was refe•·red the foregoing resolution, reported it favorably without amendment, and it was considered by unanimous
consent and agreed to.
·
ROY WniGHT.

1\fr. JONES of New J\Iexico (for l\Ir. SIMMONS) submitted the
following resolution (S. Res. 324), which was read and referred
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this year, many farmers ·in Oklahoma are, no doubt, selUng cotton at
to the Committee to Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses less
than the cost of production. Last year the a-verage price was 25 -

vf the Senate :
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senate be, and he hereby is,

cents a llOUDd. This year tbe average price range around 32 or 33
cents. 'Ibe agitation in regard to fixing the price of cotton drove the
price down about $30 or $40 a bale. Thls co t the South some $450,·
000,000. It cost Oklahoma alone many ·millions.
This loss to the producers has been attended by no ~:>rrespondlng ad~
vantage to the consumers of cotton good . It is estimated by bigh
authority tbat cotton manutactur rs arc still elling tbe finished product
on the basis of 40-cent cotton. Some estimate tha-t at the pr ent price
cotton fabric the manufacturers coold afford to pay 50 cents a
Mr. J ONES of New Mexico, subsequentlyt from the Committee of
p-ound. I do not profess to have expert knowledge upon this point.
The fund!Ullental objection to fixing an arbitrary price upon farm
t o Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate, to
products is the fact tbat the cost of production can not be a certained
which was referred the foregoing resolution, reported it favo r- or
estimated in advance. The weather risk is alway an impor~
nbly without amendment, and it was considered by unanimous tanteven
factor :md is sometimes the principal factor in determining tlle
cost of production. This weather rbk can not be separated from the
con ent and agreed to.
bill!iness of farming. It can not be a certained in advance. l'riecs
THE COMMITTEE O::s" THE Jl:DICIARY.
can not be fixed without taking this unknown factor into considera~
rr too much is allowed for weather risk, it is unjust to the
Mr. OVERMAN submitted the following resolution ( S. Res. tlon.
~onsumer.
If too little is allowed, it is onjust to the producer. Noth•
325), which was read and teferred to the Committee to Audit mg
but divine foresight eonld a scertain it in advance. This risk does
not chu·acterize the ordinat•y commercial and industrial enterprise.
and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate :
The Government has fixed-not an arbitrary but au agreed price on
Resolved, That the Committee on the Judiciary, or any subcom:ullttee iron,
steel, copper, coal, etc. These price are fixed on the basis of
thereof, be. and hereby is, authorized during the Sixty-fifth Congress, to cost
a profit. It prices are to be fixed at all, they ought to be
send for per ons, books, and pap&s ; to administer oaths, to employ a fixed plus
on
that basis. No producer should be r equired to sell his product
stenographer, at a co t not exceeding $1 per printed page, t o report at less than
cost of production. He can not continue to do so n.nd
such hearings as may be had in connection with the investigation s ur.v ive. If the
the Government, however, should determine that it is
ordt>red by the Senate on September 19, 1918, u nder resolution (No. nece&sary to t!le
of the war for producers to sell :n less than
307) authorizing and directing the Committee on the Judiciary of the cost, the fanners winning
Will. it the rule be made univer al, be the first to yield
Senate~ or any subcommittee thereof, to call for certain evidence and
and
the
last
to
complain.
Tlley only d l:'mnnd that equal justice which
d ocumenta relating t o charges made against t h e United States Brewers'
has called "tbe heart of democracy."
.Association and allied interests, and to report to the Senate thereon, theI President
need
not
say
that
the
arc willing to bear any burden , t o
and to employ an assistant cier k at It salary not t o exceed $5 per diemy make any sacrifice necessaryfarmers
for our success. They only wish, as they
tor a period not to exceed four JVOnths; and to incnr traveling expenses have a right to wish, that such
sacrifices
be fairly apportioned
in connection therewith, the expenses thereof to be paid out of the con- among all classes of their fellow citizens. should
Certainly public policy for~
tlngl:'nt fund of the Senate, and that the committee, or any subcommittee bid that we shoUld cripple or embarrass a.ny
class
of producers, par~
thl:'reof, may sit during the sessions or recess of the Senate or of Con- tlcularly the farmers. This would hinder the great work
of reconstruc~
gress.
tion which must follow the war. In this splendid service others may
Mt·. JONES of New 1\Ie::rico, subsequently, from the Committee play a more conspicuous but none will play a more important part than
American farmer.
to Auuit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate, to theT1lere
is no law authorizing any officer or department of the Govern ·
which was referred the foregoing resolution, reported it favor~ ment to fix a price on cotton. Cotton was at one time voted into the
ably without amendment, ·and it was considered Ly unanimous food-control act. but we succeeded in voting it out. Up · to tbe middle
of July the crop promised to be 15,000,000. Certain southern bankers
con eut and agreed to.
took fri,..ht. They held a meeti1lg in Washington on July 17, urging
the Government to fix: the price on cotton. On July 16 a meeting
APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSIONED OFFICERS.
was held on the part of the southern Senators and Representatives
1\fr. NEW ubmltted the following resolution (S. Res. 327), and the commissioners of agriculture and the presidents of the leading
which was read and referred to the Committee on Military far m organizations of the cotton States to protest against fixing a price
on cotton. The farmers have been constant in their opposition to such
Affairs :
policy. They remembered that when cotton was selling at G cents a.
Resoh; edJ Tllat the Acting Judge Advocate General, Brig. Gen. Ansell, pound in 1914 nothing was done by the Government to uphold the price
be, a nd hf' is h ereby, directecl. if not incompatible witll pnbllc interest, .or to help the farmer. 'They do not think that anything should be done
to end to the enatc all correspondt>nce in that dep~rtment with the now by the Government to put the price down or to burt the farmer.
St>cretary ot War, or any As istant Secretary of War, or with ThP. The cotton farm ers also saw that· whP-n the Government interfered in
Adjutant General, on the question of the appointment or the commis- the one single instance of wheat, with tne price of an agricultural prodsioning of officers in the office of the J uuge Advocate General.
uct it reduced the price from 3 to 2.40 a. bushel. However much this
helped the con umer, it did not help the producer. All the tracks led
, PROPOSAL OF PEACE WITH THE GERMAN PEOPLE.
into the caYe, none of them led out so far as farm products were con~
On the otli er hand, the packers, the millers, steel mills, the
1\lr. GORE. I submit a resolution and a k that it be read cerned.
copper mines are realizing exceptional profits under agreed prices. As
and lie on the table.
you know. I have always maintained a steadfast opposition to any policy
The resolution ( S. Res. 326) was read an<l ordered to lie on of fixing the price on agricultural products. For the reasons, first. that
it can not be done scientifically on account of the weather risk and
the table, as follows :
other uncertain factors, and, second, because a mere guess at the prico
Whereas the President, in his note of October 14 to the German Gov- is too likely to hurt if it does not ruin the producer.
ernme'nt, stated that it is within the choice of the German Nation to
When the agitation was later commenced by l\Ir. Baruch and others
place itsel! in a situation to negotiate peace, "if peace is to come in regard to the fixing a price on cotton, a series of meetings was held
by tfie action of the German people themst>lve. ·• ;
on the part of the southern Senators and Congressmen. Repeated pro\Vh •·ens the President, In his oote to the German Government, under test were made and a committee appointed to wait on the President
uate of October 23, declares that "concluding peace and attempting and to give emphatic expression to this protest. After the Presid e nt ~ s
to undo the infinite injur·ies and injustices of this war the Govern~ note of September 13, intimating that action might be taken, a final
ment of thP. United States can not deal with any but veritable repre- meeting was held and a mor£' vigorous protest was made. This protest
s~ ntatives of tbe German people " : Therefore, be it
brought forth the assurance that nothing would be done for the pre ent
Rcsolr:ed-, That tlle Senate advise tbe President as to its readiness to and that nothing at ali would be done m the absence o1' extreme nnd
yiolent
fluctuation of pri ce. It is our hop that this a surance will be
con ent to a treaty concluding a just and acceptable peace made "with
the German people tbemselve " through representatives elected for adhered to and that the farm rs may b allowed to receive that price
which
the
law o1' supply and demano will award even under the present
that purpose in accordance with the methods proposed by the Presi~
restricted operaticn of that law. The farmers could not 1f they would,
dent.
and
should
not if tlley could, become profiteers. '!'bey arc unorganized.
PRICE OF COTTO- AND WHEAT.
The men that would fa tten and batten upon the misfortune of his
1\Ir. GORE. Mr. President, I ask to have printed in the countrymen or the exigMlcies of war is a public enemy. Prosperity is
not incompatible with patriotism. Our policy ought to be so fashioned
llEcoRD a letter which I have addressed to a constituent in re- as
to bring all our producers out ot this war prepared for the tremendous
~aru to fixing the price of cotton, and also an article which I
economic struggle which is to follow, and able to p erform their full duty
prepared for the Fo1'um, and which has been published in that in the unprecedented task of rehabilitatin g the world.
With best wishes for an early and complete victory and a permanen t
ma gazine, in regard to fixing the price of wheat, together with peace,
I renui.ln,
another letter or two which I send to the desk.
Your fl'iend, truly,
T. P . GOnE.

authorized and directed to pay f r om the miscellaneous items of the con~
tingent fund of the Senate to Roy Wright. brother of Cortez L. Wright,
late assistant clerk to the Committee on Finance of the United States
Senate, a sum equal to six months' compensation at the rate he was
receiving by law at the time of his death. said sum to be considered as
including funeral expenses and all other allowances.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it i
ordered. .
The matter referred to i as follows:
0CTOBE!l

IIon. VICTOR HAnLOW,

so

17, 1018.

Oklaho-ma Oity, Okla.

I am pleased to aeknowledge your letter of late
elate, requesting me to report as to the recent agitation jn regard to
fixing a price ou raw cotton. l appreciate the opportunity which your
request all:ords.
'fhe price of cotton vttally concerns tbe people of our State. Okla ~
homa is one of the leading cotton States. Cotton is our leading agricultural product. Last year we produced 959,000 bales. Its aggregate
value, including seed, was about $140,000,000. The farmers of Oklahoma planted this year tor a million bales or more. Tbey have already
incurred the expense of planting and cultivating a crop wbich would,
under favorable circumstances, have yielded a million bales. Owing
to the drouth they will gather in the neighborhood of only about
400,000 bales. It has therefore cost the farmer, on the avet·age, more
than two and a hal! times as much to produce a bale of cotton this
.reru· as it cost last year. Notwithstanding the seemingly hlgll price
lUY DEAR HARLOW :

[From the Forum for S ptember, 1918.]
TllE WHEAT FARMEilS' DILEMMA-WE l\1 0 T HA'fE WUEAT--AT
BUSHEL WlLL IT GO 0:-J TUE TABLE OR IN THE TROUGH?

2.20

A.

(By Ron. THOMAS P. GORE, United States Senator for Okl:lhoma.)
(The vital food question of wheat backs up to the farmer. I he
treated with jo tice, in view of a restricted market prtc , forced to
buy in an unrestricted market? The able enator from the wheat belt
of the West takeS' up the question for the Forum.)
The price of the wheat should bear some just and reasonable relation
to the price of those things which he must boy with the proceeds of
his whea.t. This is the farmer's point of view. The President bas
stated the farmer's side with characteristic clearness. In his annual
mes!>age last December be declared that the farmers complain with
justice that they are obliged to sell in a restricted and to buy in an
unrestricted market. What is the way out of the dilemma. de cribed
by the President?
First. To remove all restrictions whatever upon the price of wheat.
Second. To advance the fixed price of wheat to eorre pond 'vith tho
gencrul level of adva.n ccd prices.
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Third. To reduce the prices of all other articles to correspond with
the reduced price of wheat.
I shall merely mention a fourth, which woultl be a compromise between the second and the third, by advancing the price of wheat and
reducing the prices of other articles until they meet upon a common
level.
The application of the first remedy would require a reversal of our
policy and a retracing of our steps. I am not certain that we have
the power even if we had the disj)osition to do this. Tlle wheat
market has been dismantled by the Government and if it were a legis-lative possibility I am not sure that lt would be a commercial possibility to restore it overnight. If tbls could be done, it would be tlle
simplest and best solution.
There are those who insist that the general level of prices, particularly upon articles purchased by the furmers, should be so reduced a~
to correspond with thE' fixed price upon wheat. If this were a legal
and economic possibility it might, indeed, restore the ratio between
the price of wheat and the general range of prices. Should we disturb
all prices and all economic relations merely in order to attempt with
or without success to readjust them? Wheat was selling at $3 a
bushel in Minneapolis the day the Government broke the price. That
was the ratio between supply and demand. The Government reduced
the price to $2.17 at Minneapolis.
It is obvious that a horizontal or a universal reduction of all prices
to meet this reduction of wheat would be unavailing so far as domestic
commerce is concerneu. We would merely have our pains for our labor
in operating this treadmill and would be fortunate, indeed, if we
escaped with so light a retribution . We could make a general reduction in the prices of all domestic articles and could apply these prices
to exports. We could not apply this general or horizontal reduction to
the prices of imports. We could sell our own products to the allies
and to neutrals at the reduced prices, but we would be obliged to continue purchases from them at market prices or rather at war p-rices.
We are now obliging our farmers to take less for their wheat than it
is worth, and are supplying wheat to the allies and perhaps in limited
quantities to neutrals B;t the reduced figure.
FOREIGN MARKETS TAKE ADV.L~TAGE OF OUR REDUCTIONS.
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retailed for $150: in 1917 the same binder retailed for $185; and rn
1918 for $250. The ordinary farm wagon in 1914 cost $75. In 1917
it cost $95, and in 1018 it cost $150. These are retail prices.
The farmer has been obliged to pay a higher price for the articles
necessary in producing the crop of 1918. as compared with the crop of
1917, yet he is obliged to accept exactly the same price fo.r wheat 1n
1918 that he received in 1917. If the farmer complained with justice
in December last, he has much greater cause to complain to-day. Something has, indeed, been attempted, but nothing has been done to remedy
this injustice.
·
·
WHY

SI~GLE

OUT THE FARJU:ER TO TAIUl THE BURDEN OF LOSS?

The President once said, with equal truth and felicity, that equal
justice is the heart of democracy. In 1917 the millers received a net
return upon their investment 300 per cent in excess of their return
in 1914.
The farmer has to pay the increasing prices of meat, transportation;
labor, and utensils, clothing, etc., out of the diminished proceeds of his
wheat, diminished from $3 to $2 per bushel by a proclamation of the
President. The farmer can not see in these dMerent attitudes of the
Government toward different classes of industry that equal justice
which constitutes the heart of democracy. The wheat farmer is not
quite satisfied with the honeyed assurances that bread will win the war
and that wheat is the one farm product which is indispensable to the
triumph of American arms. Is the wheat farmer to be punished rather
than rewarded in accordance with the indispensable character of his
service?
The wheat farmer who insists that the injustice admitted by the
President should be rectified does not thereby brand himself either as
unpatriotic {)r as a profiteer. His patriotism should not be the occasion
of his sacrifice or enslavement nor the excuse of denying him that equal
justice which is at once the lieart and the crowning glory of democracy.
In his veto message the President avowed that personally he did not
believe that the farmers of the country depend upon the stimulation or
prices to do their utmost to serve the Nation and the world. · The
President then with less implied praise averred that if the farmer should
be given an advance of price, the laborer would require an advance
in wages. If the advanced price bad registered itself in the advance of
flour-which it would not-it would have ~st each wage earner in the
country $2 a year for himself and for each member of his family. The
object of the existing law, under which the President fixes the price of
wheat, was not to hammer down the price of wheat in the farmers'
hands, nor to afford any other class the benefit of such enforced and
arbitrary reduction. It was not intended that the Government should:
take from three to six hundred million dollars a year from the wheat
producer and bestow that amount as a gratuity upon the consumers of
this or any other country.
Fortunately the law itself leaves us in no doubt upon this point.
Section 14 of the present act, the price-fixing section, empowers the
Pre~;ident, whenever he finds "that an emergency exists requiring
stimulation of the production of wheat," to fix a reasonable guaranteed
price in order that the producers of wheat might have the benefit of
such price and "in order to assure such producers a reasonable profit."
The object of the law and the lawmakers was not to deprive thE.> farmers
of a reasonable profit and to oblige them and the Government to rely
solely upon their spirit of patriotism. The lawmakers placed their
reliance upon constant economic forces and proposed to guarantee the
wheat producers a reasonable profit. The lawmakers did not believe
that they could stimulate the production of wheat by reducing its price.

I am informed that neutrals purchase wheat from us upon this lower
level and sell it to their own people at famine figures. We are supplyin~ millions' worth of wheat to foreign countries at an artificially low
pnce and are purchasing millions' worth of goods from them at wu
prices. And to make it wor-se, some of the neutral countries are manipulating foreign exchanges so as to double their advantage and double
our disadvantage. · This is transfusion with a vengeance.
The Pt·esident made till> point, however, in his veto message that if
we advanced the p:tice of wheat here it would oblige the alUes to purchase wheat at the advanced price. T!:lis is undoubtedly true unless
some other or better method could be found for obviating the loss. Let
me say onee for all that if it be necessary to the winning of the war
for us to supply the allies with wheat at $2.20 per bushel, then that
should be done and wlll be done by the unanimous voice and vote o1
the An•erican peopl~. The Government of the United States, however,
should assume and should absorb the loss. The people of the United
States in their public capacity should assume that loss and should not
visit it upon the wheat producers in their capacity as private citizens.
The United States {)Ught to levy taxes and sell bonds enough to defray
the necessary expenses of thi war. A good deal of vainglory has been
indul~ed in in this country on the action of the Food Administration in
reducmg the price of flour to $10.50 per barrel. Flonr made in Enfntand
HOW THE LOW-FIXED PRICE OF WHEAT WORKS.
!rom AmP.rican wheat sells at the mill door for $7.50 per barre . It
may be somewhat inferior to American flour, but that is not the point.
The wheat farmer is now asking nothing more than that the purpose
The Government of Gr·eat Bt·itain appropriated $200.000,000 to compen- and object of the legislatur-e be realized and that the injustice be
sate the millers against loss in selling flour at $7.50 per barrel. The corrected, which is inseparable from a system which obliges him to
loss is, as it should be, assumed and absorbed by the people of Great sell in a restricted and to· buy in an unrestricted market. This injusBritain in their sovereign capacity. It is not visited upon the millers tice should be corrected as a matter of practical wisdom and a matter
in their private capacity. The difference should be charged up against of sound public policy. Whatever is unjust is unwisl'. But we are not
the Government as an item of war expense and Should not be levied as obliged to rely upon this necessary implication. There is particular
a special tribute or forced contribution upon the wheat farmers. In proof of it in this special instance not only in our own country out in
order to supply the allies with a relatively small quantity of wheat at other belligerent countries. During the summer of 1917 the Departa reduced price it is neither neces ary uor just to subject the farmers ment of Agriculture carried on a nation-wide patriotic campaign to
to a loss of from $300,000,000 to $600.000,000 on their entire crop.
secure the planting o·f 47,000,000 acres of winter wheat. They failetl.
That the farmer is taking a heavy loss on wheat is not open to con- The acreage secured was only 42,000,000, the same acreage that the
troversy. There is a pretty detinite historic ratio between wheat on farmers voluntarily planted in 1914, when there was no other enthe one hand and co:-n, rye, barley, and oats on the other. Based ou couragement than the prospect of a reasonable return. Rye presents
tb..is ratio an expert recently computed that the price of wheat should an interesting contrast and should teach a valuable lesson. The
be approximately $2.77 at Chica~o. The measure recently passed by farme-rs inc1·eased the acreage of rye of 4,400,000 to more than
Congress and vetced by the President proposed to make the price at · 6,000,000, an incrPase of nearly 50 per cent. The price of wheat ls
Chicago $2.60. Congress undertook to apply in a limited measure the fixed; the price of rye is not fixed. Wheat brings only $2.20 1 50 or GO
remedy of advancing the price of wheat to correspond with the general cents less than it is worth. Rye, which is worth less intrinsically, has
level of other prices. We must adopt one of two remedies, either to sold as hip;h as $3. The farmer can produce more rye to the acre than
advance the price of wheat or to reduce the general range of prices. wheat. The farmer can produce more pounds of corn to the acre than
Congress preferred the former method. Nothing has been done to apply wheat, and can, under e-'dsting market· conditions, receive more per
the other method in the eight months that have come and gone since bushel, notwithstanding wheat is worth more intrinsically both as feed
the President declared that the larmers complained with justice of the and as food. This possibility tends to make the farmer plant corn,
existing situation. When the President made that declaration in rye, barley, oats, and other products the price of which is unrestricted,
December last, he, of course, had in mind th..e price of wheat which the rather than wheat the price of which is r~tricted. The farmers in
farmer was then obliged to take and the price of othf;r articles which my Stat~Oklaboma-have sold wheat at $1.90, and with the proceeds
have purchased corn as high as $2.20. One farmer put it in an epigram,
he was then obliged to buy.
saying that price reduction bas put wheat ln the trough and corn on
WHF..\.T THE O~LY ARTICLE THAT llAS NOT ADVA.-'"'CED.
the table. Millions oi bushels of wheat have been fed to live stock
Wheat is perhaps the only article in the United States the price of which ought to have been conserved as a precious resource for ourselves
which has not advanced during this interval. The farmer pays a higher and for our allies. Thus price regulation, like vaulting ambition, someprice for everything now than he paid in December. He receives the times overleaps itself.
same price for wheat. The Government fixed the price upon whea~
A farmer who bas fertile lands and favorable seasons and who can
harvested during the season of 1917 at 2.20 per bushel. 'I'he Govern- rely upon from 20 to 35 bushels per acre can realize a profit on wheat
ment ruso fixed the price upon wheat bat-vested during the season of at $2..20. The average yield per acre sown .in the United States last
1918 at $2.20 per bushel.
year was 11 bushels. This means that millwns of acres yielded only
If the price fixed by the Government upon wheat for 1917 was not 4, 5, and 6 bushels. As a rule our available ·surplus for ex.port is
too high, then the price fixed by the Government on wheat for 1918 is woduced in the Semiarid C01l.Dtry, Where the yield per acre IS lOW.
not high enough; or il the price of wheat fixed by the Government for These men can not produce under existing high costs at 2.20 per bushel.
1918 is high enough, then the price fixed for 1917 was too high. I say If they disappear from the equation our average production per acre
this because the cost of producing wheat in 1918 was much greater than would indeed increase, but there would be a dangerous diminution ln
in 1917. Seed wheat advanced, farm labor advanced farm implements the total output. In times of crisis it is tbe total output that counts.
advanced. Every item of cost save only soil depletion has advanced.
0
of
outi~~ ~l~'t:~ ~t?o~s:xpgie:r9cf6 8U~ w:;;~tf~~~!er':~e~rnrr:~g
Let us state a few comparative figures.
In 1915 denim overalls sold for $9 a dozen wholesale; in 1918 the the price of wheat too low. The French peasant shook bls bead.
same overalls are quoted at $29.50. In parts of the great wheat belt The results were disappointing to the State. In the effect the keen,
farm wages in 1917 were $35 per month plus board; in 1918 they were logical French mind read the cause. They did not repeat it; they
$65 a month plus board, and the demand could not be supplied even at profited by the blunder. The Government price of wbeat i:n France
this fhmre. Binding twine has gone up from 9 cents In 1914 to 20 to·da.y is $3.95 per busheL The average yield per acr~> In France excents In 1917 and 26 cents in 1918. A 14-inch gang plow was $65 in ceeds by 5 or G bushels the average yield in this country. Switzer1914, $85 in 1917, and $200 in 1918. In 1914 a 7-!oot self-binder land is paying for wheat a guaranteed price of $2.70 per bushel.
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WHAT WILL BE TH::l PRICE OF THE 1919 CnOP7

What is to be done with respect to the crop of 1919? At this time
no guaranty whatever bas been offered. Mr. Hoover has indicateu a
purpose to buy an d hold several hundred million bushels of wheat
grown this year against a possible shortage nE:.Xt year.
Can the farmers be e1..-pe..::ted to produce a normal crop against a carryover of such proportions? It will be remembered tba t 1\!r. Iloo-ver
and Secretary Hous ton appo!nted an agricultural ad>iso1·y committE'e of
24 members, and is of a quasi-public character. It meets from time to
time in Washington. Its traveling <:'Xpenses are J?aid by the Government. The member s are paid $10 per day for their expenses while in
the Capital. During the early days of the present month it met and
deliberated upon the price of wheat. Seventeen members were present
and voting. They unanimously recommended that the price of wheat
for the 1919 barves~ should be fixed. at $2.46 basis, Chicago. There was,
mdeed, one dlssentmg votE', but th1s member changed his vote to make
the result unanimous. This is the official authoritati>e advice of th<>
agricultural advi sory committee selected by Mr. Hoover and Secretary
Houston. Will this advi£e be heeded? It was ~ven after Mr. Hoover
had sent a cablegram from London to the committee auvising them not
to advise an advance. It was given after Mr. Hoover's assistant and
after Mr. Hoover' s attorney had both appeared in person and advised
the advisory commlttee not to advise an advance.
In his veto message the President committed himself to the administrative method of agreeing upon a price rather than the establishment
of a fixed price by legislation. I have no doubt that the American
wheat farmer will be reasonably content if the Presi<lent should act
upon the advice of this advi ory committee and fix the price for next
year's. crop at $2.4G basis, Chicago. Th!s will not, indeed, amend the
injustice for the current yf:>ar, but it Will secure a larger measure of
justice, a more near apl?roach to equal justice for the season of 1919.
May I be permltted to cite c,nce again Mr. Lincoln's dechmtion that no
question is ever settled until it is settled right. r£his wheat 9uestion
has not been settled right. It has not been settled at alL It mvolves
an injury which is ndmitted by the President, an injury which is felt
and snfferecl by thE- f~rm ·~ rs.
I do not know whet her cvf:'ry net of injustlre disturbs the h:1rmony of
the moral univ..?rs<>. I do net know whether every act of injus tice calls
for ultimate retribution. I clo not know whether we couid hope foi·
greatE?r success in susp<:nding th e great law of retribution that James II
experienced. in su f:.p e ndm~ th e penal laws of England. I llo know that
a great nation eiD IJ~ul• ed upon H WfJr for liberty, humanity and democracy can not afford to violate the great fundamental prin'ciples which
un.derlie and wh!ch g_ive vitality and value to these high and mighty
obJects. The Umt<'ll ::,tat(·S c~1n not afford to be unjust to the humblest
citizen who has a right t:> invoke the proteetion of its tlag.
W ALL.A.CES' FARMER,
Des .Moines, Iotoa, October 9, 1918.
Senator GonE,
Washi11gto11, D. 0.

DEAn SENATOR: I inelosc hNewith an editorial which appears in Wallaces' Farmer of this week. It deals with a matter which seems to m e
to be of very great importan ce to the Nation, and I hopa you may be
able to find time to read it through.
With best wishes, I am,
Yery truly,
IIEXnY C. WALLA CE.
[An editorial from Wallaces' Farmer of Oct. 11, 1!)18.]
TilE FOOD ADMIXISTRATIOX AND THE PRICE OF HOGS.

On November 3, 1917, Joseph P. Cotton, Chief of the Meat Divisien
of the United States Food Administration, issued a statement relative
to the price .of hogs. Thic; statement concluded "\"tith the foilowing:
"As to the hogs farrowed n ext spring, we ·Will try to stabilize the
price so that the farmers can count on getting for each 100 pounds of
hog ready for market thirteen times the average cost p er bu shel of
the corn fed into the hogs. Let the re be no misunders tand ing of this
statement. It is not a guaranty backed by money. It i. not a promise
of the packers. It is a statement of the intention and policy of the
Food Auministration, which means to do justice to the farmer."
This announcement of policy by the Food Administration followed a
series of conferences between Food Administration offi cials and representatives of the live-sto ck intPrests. These conferences were instituted
by Mr. Hoover. The stockmen were told that thet·e was a pronounced
shortage of hogs and a great necessity for increase in the amount of
pork produced; and the announcement of the F'ood Administration which
we have just quoted was made to assure the farmers that they could
increase the number ot hogs and be sure of getting n fair price for them.
The investigations made by Wallaces' Farmer during the preceding
three years had shown conclusively that when the price of hogs dropped
below the value of 11.67 bushels of No. 2 corn on the Chicago market
production decr<'ased, and that when the price was maintained for a
reasonable lengtll; of time above . this figure hog production increased.
This law govermng the productiOn of hogs has maintained our hog
supply in the United States for 60 years past. It was recognized by
our Food Administration when adopting the policy indicated in the
stu tern en t we · have quoted.
The Food .Adminis tration wanted more than normal production.
Therefore it stated its policy to be to see that hogs marketed this fall
and winter should bring more than the 60-year average price, measured
by the value of the corn fed to them. In other words, it agreed to try
to see that hogs would sell for a premium amounting to the value of
about one bushel of corn per hundred pounds of hog.
This announcement of the policy of the Food Administration was
given the widest publicity. It was printed in bulletins. It was printed
in the agricultural papers throughout the United States. It was used
by speakers for the Food Administration and by professors of ngricultural colleges and by county agents everywhere. It was used to convince the farmer that he would be fully justified in increasing the number of hogs grown this year. He was told that be could depend upon it
that they would sell for a price above the cost of production, a price
\'l'hich would give him a profit.
The hog producers of the country were reassured by the implied guaranty of the Food Administration. They had been producing hogs at a
loss; that Is, they could have sold the corn and hogs separately and
have received considerably more money than by feeding the corn to the
hogs. But the policy announced by the Food Administration promised
to put an end to this unprofitable business. If carried out in good faith
the farmers could pay whatever price might be necessary for corn and
feed it to the hogs with the assurance that they would not lose by the
operation. Consequently the farmers increased the number of sows bred
last fall, and this yea:.- they raised about 8 per cent more hogs than the
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ye~r before. It is interesting to note that this Is the exact increaso
whi.cb Wallaces' Farmer predicted might be counted upon in case a price
ratwn of 13 bushel_s of corn to 100 pounds of hog should be fixed.
If The Food Administration proposed a business deal with the farmers·
· the latter would increase the number of hogs the Food Administration
Proposed to see to it that the hogs should sell for a price which would
gire the farmers a slight profit. The farmers accepted this in "'Ood
faith and !D~de the increase ~sked for. Now the time has come for"" tho
Food Ad~m1stration to. carry out Its part of the bargain. Last spring's
crop of p1gs is now begmning to go to market and it is these pigs which
the Food Administration said it would try to make sell 'per hundred
pound'S for the value of 13 bushels of the corn fed in to them
It would appear now, however, that the Food Administrati~n does
not want to cnrry out its share of this bargain. Recent announcements
~re m~de to the effect that the average pac)\er's drove of hogs "\"till sell
lR _Chicago ~uring the month of October for about $18 per hundredweight. .This is a_bout $2.50 per hundred-wei~ht less than the Food Admlnistra~JOn prOiruf!ed to try to make them sell for. It is also announced
that a rnmlmum price of $15.50 will be maintained on ho:!S During the
n ext ~ve l!lonths hog!'£ must sell at from $1!> to $22 per hUndred pounds
to m:u~tam the impll~d guaranty of the Food Administration ; and the
suggestiOn that the mmimurn be maintained at $15.50 is a most astonis hing ~ne to come from anyone conversant with the principles of hog
production.
Apparently the Food Administration is going to try to justify this cut
of t:wo or three dollai'I:l pet: hundred pounds on hogs. It is going to try to
make people believe that. 1t is an approach to its guaranty. Whe.n the
pl~ was adopted t!te pnce of No. 2 corn at Chicago was taken and the
pnce of hogs at Chi~ago. Now, it is proposed that instead of taking the
price of con~ at Ch1cago, the price will be taken on the farm. This is
Jew bargP.imng with a , ·engeance. If the price of corn ts to be taken
on the far!D, wl~y should W?t the price of hogs be taken on the farm?
Such juggling will m.nke a difference of GO ~nts to $1 a hundred less on
t"!Ie price tb:e farme.· gets for his hogs. Also it is proposed to consider the pnce of corn cnly during the five months juse precedln"' the
date tJ;le hogs are mar-keteu, instead of the price -during the 12 m~nths
precedmg, as was understood when the guaranty was maue In short
the r;:oo.d Adminis~ation proposes to change the t erms of t"he contract
r~ ~~~~ ~~~~n notiOn after the farmer has carried out hi s engagement

'l'he Food _Administl·ation can not justify a repudiation of its agrecrn;._nt by saymg _that to carry it <?Ut would make the price of pork too
hi,;h fo.r our allies to pay. If it IS necessary for u s tq furnish pork to
our allies for less than the cost of production, then the lo. s s hould be
tal•en out of the Public Treasury and not out of the pocket ~ of t he hog
producers.
Last Wl'ek the Food Administration b ehl a conference with t.hc packers. In the ne~spaper report .ot this conference it i s stated that the
new scale of priCes was su.hrn1tted to the packe rs, and that ·• all the
pack.er.s opp_osed the plan ngorously, but finally agreed to support the
admmtstration by domg theh· beRt to maintain the minimum of $15.50
per hundred tor the average dro>e for the h eavy packing season." This
is as entertaining as a _plar: . In the future, how can anyone accus e the
packers of lack or pubhc spu·1t when, after vigorous protes t they finally
agree not to buy ~o~s for less than $4.50 below what they arc worth?
The Food Admm1stration has not allllounced what it proposes to pay
for November hogs .. On the basis of $18.50 for the a>erage packer's
dron, the farmer will get for the hogs marketed durin" the month of
October fron1 fi>e to ten million dollars less than they ~ould have received if the price had been fixed on the basis which the Food Administration on Novemt-er 3, 1917. announced that it would try to follow
From the talk of .a $15.50 minimum, it would appear that an effort wili
be made to buy hogs still cheaper in Kovember, especially as the corn
price is being beaten down.
There are two angled from which to approach this whole question
First, is it necessary to maintain or increase om· hog protluction it~
order to furnish food for our Army and Na>y anu for our ulliN!"! If it
is necessary, then the policy which the ll'ood Administration is following is suicid:ll. Pr?ductlov can not be maintained on any such policy,
to say nothmg of mcreasing it. The farm er s are the most patriotic
class of people in the Nation, but they can not continue to feed corn to
hogs at a loss of from one to three dollars per hunlired pounds. In addition, if the Food Administration uoes not make a sin cere effort to
make good on its promi e of November 3, 1017, there is uange1· that
the farmers of the country will refuse to take seriously any further
suj!gestions of the Food Administration. Bow can they?
If, Instead of trying to maintain production, it is the plan of the
Food Administration to restrict consumption, and thus make the hogs
we do produce go around, and especially meet the needs of the boys in
the armies and navies of our allies, that is another matter. We ilon't
know whether it can be done or not. 1\Ir. Hoover bas been ver:v s killful
in such m:ttters, and by the institution of meatless weeks or wholly restricting horne- consumption of pork products it is quite possible that he
may be able to get as .much pork across the seas as is n eetled. The danger of this meatless program is that it tends to still further r educe production. The farmer sees t<le demand for his product bein g curtailed,
and he tries to trim hi s sails accordingly. by producing le ·s anu less or
it, just as is true in any other line of production. As we look at it, this
who1e policy which is being followed by the Food Adminis tration is
fraught with >ery great danger to the Nation and to our allies as wPll.
The second angle from which the matter may be approached is the
question of doing justice to the faimeL' and hog producer. In his address deli;ered in July, Hl17, President Wilson said:
"A just price must, of course, be paid for everything the GovernmE-nt
buys. By a just price I m ean a price which will sustain the industries
concerned in a high state of efficiency, proville a. living for those who
conduct them, er..able them to pay good wages. and make possible tho
extension of their enterprise, which will from time to time become necessary m:1 the stupendouR undertaking of this war develops. We could not
wisely or reasonably do less than pay such prices. They are necessary
for the maintaining and developing of industry, and the maintainil)g
and developing of indush·y are necessary for the great task we ha>e on
hand."
President Wilson, in this definition of a just price, did not RpecificaUy
mention agriculture, but it is fait· to assume that he believes the Nation
shoul<l be as just to the farmer as to the manufacturer, and that it
shoulu pay the farmer as weil as the manufacturer a just price for his
products.
·
On this basis the price of hogs is not just, nor has it been just for
more than a year past. Ever since August of 1917 hogs have sold for
from one to six dollars per hundredweight less than the a>erage price
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o'f the past 10 years, measured by cost of production. Until the United
States entered the war the price of hogs was above the average of 10
yenrs past 'Shortly after the Food ·Administration began its work . of
" stabilization·~ the price of bogs dropped below the cost of production,
and has Temruned there ever since. Not :until ilast month did bogs sell
for the average price of the past 10 years as measured in cost of prGduction, and no sooner did they Teach this point than this hammering
p1-oce
begaL, and now they are again below this cost.
Is ther e any good reason why the farmer should be denied that just
prlce for his product which th~ President stated should be paid by the
Government and ~hich has been granted with such a lavish hand to
all other classes of producers but the farmeT? ls not the 'farmer doing
his share to win the warY Has he not furnished more than 25 per cent
of our fighting men? Is he not working longer 'hours than any other
cla.ss in the entire Nation? Has he not •r esponded unsel1Whl.Y to every
appeal which ba.a ·b een made to hlm? Who, then, can ltLStlfy a policy
which dentes to the farmer President Wilson's just 1Jiiae for his prQducts? And who can justify the repudiation o1 a fair a:nd 'Square bustness deal made with the farmer?
UNITED

STATES

SENATE,

Wasllingtvn, October !9, 1918.

lion. JESSE DUNN,
Oakland, (JaJ.
:MY DEAR DUNN : I am pleased to acknowledge the r.ecelpt Or your
favor of late date. Your letter was characteristic. It was .of the beart
of oak. It was a mirror 1n which was reflected the principles and teelings of a real Democrat. It proves that real democracy still has real
champions on this side ol the sea. It proves that the sacred rights of
trt'edom of thought, freedom of conscience, and freedom. of speech still
have defenders worthy .of the undaunted heroes who wrested these
rights from embattled tyranny and who sought to transmit the blessing.s
of liberty to their children's chihlren.
.
1 appreciate the indignation wWcb ~ou express toward the action of
certain Oklahoma City and Mnscogee politic:ians on the occasion of the
recent State convention. The action of those politicians pro-ves that
real .democracy bas real ~nemies on this side of the ea. 1t ;proves that
freedom of thought, fi'eedom -of conscience, and freedom of speech may
still be assassinated by those who make lofty protestations of friendship. They kiss but to betray and crucify. These men are unworthy
trustees of the great legacy of liberty handed down to n.s by the great
revolutionary fathers. There will soon be in France some fonT and a
half mlllion brave American boys, who are 'fighting the battles of democracy. They are sheddin~S their blood, they are sacrificing their lives to
make freedom of thougnt, freedom of conscience, freedom o! speech
sacred and respected everywhere. There are . those on the Muscogee
and Oklahoma Ctty delegations who would take advantage of the absence of these defenders to stab de mocracy in the back, and who would,
if they eo1 ld, murder in the bou e of tltclr friends freedom of thought,
fr e dom of conscienceb and freedom of speech. When these champions
of human rig hts and oman liberty re<turn, victory crowned, they will.
I doubt not. r ebuke those who have in their absence profaned the sanctuary of freedom and de ecrated the temple of democracy. When it
becomes n ecessary, if it becomes necessary, for these returning soldiPrs
to reestablish alld reconsecrate the inalienable rights of American treemen, "what so poor a man as Hamlet can do, I shall do to assist
them!' I have stood by the e rights-freedom of tbought, freedom of
conscience, and freedom of the press-without variableness or shadow
of turning. Indeed, I voted against the censorship of tbe press, notwithstanding it was asked by . the administration and notwithstanding
the freedom of the press has sometimes been a~sed to abuse me.
I was impressed with your remark that the Oklahoma -City incident,
intended by the politicians to injuTe me, would probably in the long
run inure to my advantage. Arbitrary power like ambWen often overleaps itself. Tyranny does not always succeed in cutting the tongue
out of its victims. The people are just and react against injustice. I
received from different parts of the State numerous protests which tend
to veritY your prediction. They show that the great heart of the people
still beats in con onance with liberty and justice. You will be interested to h ear two or three of them. I received the following telegram
from southwest Oklahoma the evening .of the incident to which you
· refer:
"Your enemies are all there. The population absent a-re your frlends.
~'heir blgh-handed schemes will wteck them.
Don't worry."'
"l'he following ia from an attorney in Delaware County:
" 1 wish to state to you that, politically I -am tor you regardless of
what a half handful of politicians do, or fail to do, and 1 assure you that
the • boys up at the forks of the creek ' who live close to nature and
recognize rugged honesty, will again cover your opposition with a load
of ballots they will never get from under."
The following is from a !arm~r in Payne County :
•• 1 have been requested to wnte you because we recognize 1n ;ou a
friend of us farmers. We'll stand back of and vote for {on, an cond emn the actions of the bone-bead delegates i they do no represent us .
1n such sentiment. We are for you ; they oruy represent the little twG- ·
bit bon<'-hcaded town-corne1· politicians ; they have raised a storm
nmang your friends which augurs," etc.
I will not name the Oklahoma city politlclans who were the chieftains 1n this little episode. They are well known to you. They hold
lllgh counsel and direct the destines of the State, the world, and the
universe in the lobby of the Lee Huckins HoteL No one knows better
than you that theP.e politicians have always 'bt>en against me, and that
l bave always been against them. The tssue bas always been squarely
jo1ned. They seem determined to keep me under perpetual obligation
to them. I am sometimes puzzled to determine whether my fnends
or my enemies reuder me the grea1:er service. The best way for Democracy to win is to be Democratic. The Daily Oklahoman bas given afd '
and com!o1 t to the e pollticians. Indeed, the Oklahoman bas charged
me with three separate and distinct acts, an-y one of which, had I been
guilty, ougbt to ha~e subjected me to the unmeasured condemnation of
llll 9atr1otic American citizens. The Oklahoman afterwards felt conStl'alned to withdraw and correct these charges. Unfortunately an
9.Sf\a sin can not bE~.al a wound merely by drawing the dagger out ot the
wound. 'l'nltb sometimes pursues at the snail's pace error which .1iies
on the eagle'-s pinions.
These c.ha-rges were o fantastl~ that they would 'be laughable if they
wer.- not o serious, and if good men were not somGtlmes misled for
the moment b_Y. such misrepresentations.. Since _you were once chief
ju~tice you will be interested and amused -at the character of these
flUlciful rindictments returned by no other ·grand illl"Y "than malice or the
imag-ination. -No truth-loving man would malte such charges without
evidence. No justice-loving man would credit them without proof.
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The first count. The Oklahoman cbaTged in flaming headlines that
Senator GonE was giving aid and encouragement to draft resisters. This
charge was ·b ased on the following telegram, which I sent to an unknown
constituent. 1 quote his telegram 'first.
!Western Union telegram.]
Ron. T. P. GORE,

D-AUGHERTI, OKLA., Septem,'ber 17, JJJ17.

Senate, WaBhington., D. 0.:

Read your letter State chairman. i travel over Oklahoma. I am
confident farmers .are with you 20 to L Please wire if there is a law
that exempts men from any Army servlce who belong to a religions
organization whose tenets .a re against golng to war. Please quote authorities. Answer.
•
.
(Si.gned)
H. CAPIRS,
[Western Union Telegram.]
W-ASHINGTON., D. C., September 18, ~11.
H: CAPIItS, Dottghertv~ Okla.:
Your telegram received and greatly appreciated. Am quoting the following from section 4 ot the draft act: "Nothing in this act contained
shall be construed to require or compel any person to serve in any of
the forces herein provided fer who is found to be a member of any well·
recognized religious sect or organization at present organized and existing anil whose ~xisting creed or principles forbid its members to participate in war in any form, and whose religious convictions are a gainst
war or participation therein in accordance with th~ creed or principles
or said religious organizations."
.
(Signed)
T. P. GORE.
This is the only correspondence or communication which ever took
place between us. -At his request I quoted without comment the letter
of the law. He asked a eivil question and I returned a dvU answer.
· Oount 2. The Oklaboma:n charged that I was circularizing the State
with literature to the -e1fect that -the · <lraft · law was unconstitutional
ana that those held under it were being subjected to unlawful imprison·
ment, and that notwithstanding the Federal court had ·snstained 'its
constitutiolUllity citizens were not obliged to obey lt. This was. not
only .not the truth ; it was the reverse of the truth. I not ·only did not
circulate such literature; I did not think that the draft law was unconstitutionaL On the contrAry, I thought that it was constitutional.
The power of Congress to Taise armles is plenary.
Count :3. The Oklahoman charged that in an address which I deliv·
ered before the Southern Commercial Congress in New York on October
l7 of last yeaT, while the liberty loan driv-e was in progress, I opposed
the liberty loan drive and discouraged its success. The contrary was
the truth. In that address I urged the success ot the liberty loan in
the strongest possible terms. I declared that it was as mn.ch a public
duty to buy bonds as to pay taxes. and that the failure of the drive
would be almost as great a calamity as the loss of a battle. I am ot
course powerless to .prevent the Oklahoman or any other publication
'from imputing acts and motives to me which are the reverse of the
truth. Innocent men have sometimes been put to death under the
belief tbat they were guilty. Their innocence has afterwards been discovered, but even that was not quite competent to raise the dead.
You wonder wby these charges are repeatedly -made by what ougbt to
be a responsible publication. The motive I shall one day more :fully
discuss. The campaign furioso on the part of the Oklahoman was
launched against me during the latter part of August last year. It
continued with increasing fury for eight or ten weeks. It is still revived intermittently. I was one of the three members of the Finance
Committee who IDgn.ed the minority report filed on August 13 of last
yeaT. We urged higher rates of taxation upon war profits than those
recommended by the committee. The committee itself afterwa.x:ds
revised its rates and raised the revenue some half billion dollars or
more. I expected the profiteers to resent my action in signing this
report. I expected the publications which were under their influence
and control to launch against me such a campaign. I was not di£appointed. There has been method in their madness. This was th~ real
motive back of a good deal that was said and done. Other excuses, o1
course, have been assigned. They could not afford to assign the real

mo_r~:ed

hardly say that 'the general cllarge was made that I was · not
backing the adm1nlstration in the prosecution of the war. People had a
right to differ before the war was declared. They had no right to differ
after war was declar~d as to the vigorous prosecution of the war to a
satisfactory conclusion. Our whole future and our whole -destiny are
embarked in this ~nterprise. We must succeed. We can not afford to
fall. I have said before that no man can be a friend of mine who does
not favor the winn1ng of the will'. No man can be a friend of mine who
ls not wllling to make whatever sacrlfices ·are necessary to the winning
of the war. As to that supreme end there must be no difference. As
to the best means of winning the war dift'erences of opinion are not
only inevitable they ar~ desirable. · They are desirable in order to test
out-in order to <k>tect whate-ver flaws there might be in any proposed
plan, a plan on which might depend the fate of clvtlization 1tself.
Lloyd George once said that be wanted a variety of counsel. Let me
quote a very impressive and afpropriate passage fr8m a speech which
he delivered when a. member o the Asqnlth cabinet, while speaking ot
Premier Asquith :
"But we have had our dUferen'="CS. Good heaven I Wliat use would I
have been tf I had not differed? I should have been no use at all.
" Freedom oi .speech Is essential everywhere. The councilor who professes to agree with everything that falls from his leader has betrayed
him.
" Yon want a tvariety ot opinions expressed, and the height of wisdom
is in knowing not what eouusel to give, but which counsel to take.
What I want to know is this : Wl'tther the Nation in a great war
wants counselors or mere penny-in-the-slot machines?,_,
I voted tor· some 18 o:r 20 big WaJ: measures. I shall not 'tax yon
with details, nut wtll merely say that I voted for every dollar which
bas been asked ; I voted for every bond issue which bas been requested ;
I voted for the loans to the allies: I have voted to lay a b.-avy tax on
war profits: I have voted tor every m~>asme to make our boys efficient
-tighting men. But this essential fact is,. of course, obscured by the circumstance that I happened to vote for or agalust three or four other
:particular measures or amendments. Let me instance one or two.
I voted for Senator OWEN's amendment to th~ food-control bill to
create an auditing committee on expenditures. Taxes were so high,
expPnses wPre so heavy. tbat I felt in duty hound to provldP evPry
possible safeguard to prevent waste and to insure economy. Has not
time vindicated Senator OWEN's foresight in offering this amendment
and the prudence and patriotism of those who supported this amendment?
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TllE FARMERS' NATIO "AL COMMJTTEE ON
PACKI~G PLANTS AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES,
Washington, D. C., October 16, 1918.
lion. THOMAS P. GonE,
Chairman Senate Committee

MY DEAn

011.

Agriculture ana F'orest1·y,
Washington, D. C.

SE~ATOn

GonE : For the sake of fair play and in order that
aii the interests affected by the packers nnd those interested In the
recommendations of thP ll'edernl Trade Commission regarding the meatpacking industry may have their side of the case presented, the Farm·
ers' National Committee on Pn.cking Plants and Allied Industries instructs me to request that you would have the inclosed statement regarding the hearing of-the Senate Subt:ommittee on Agriculture and ForE'Stry printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. We trust that you Will
have this done.
·
Yours, yery truly,
BE~JAMIN c. MARSH,

Ea:ecuti't'e Secretarv.

OcTOBER

24,

STATEMENT m: THE FA.RMERS' NATIONAL COMMITTEE o,· P.ACKI!\G PLANTS
AND ALLIED IKDUSTRJES.
The bearings held by the Senate Subcommittee on Agriculture and
Forestry on Senate resolution 221 with regard to the packing houses
brought out a most extraordinary condition of affairs nnd llemonstrated
the very close connection between the packers, tbn financial Interests,
and the ch:unber of commerce. The evidence brought out indicated tho
great influence of the financial interests and t.he packers in the Chamber
of Commerce of the United ~tates and, even more important, the close
comradeship eristing between the large aggregations of business centering in the chamber or- commerce.
Officials of the chamber of commerce claim that the membership represents the major portion of the business interests of the country. '.fho
secretary of the chamber of commerc2 submitted the most recent list of
its associate and individual members, confined to firms, corporation!",
and individuals who are members of affiliated· organizations anll have
no vote. Associate members pay $100 or multiples thereof annually ;
individual members, $25 annually. At present there are approximately
7,000 individual and 2,000 associate members. About 1,050 commet·ctal
organizations, with an underlying membership of over 500,000 corporations, firms, and individuals, constitute the voting membership of the
chamber. The financial statement of the chamber of commerce shows
that they expended last year about $420,000. It was brought out that
the chamber of commerce was started in 1912, and a budget of $100,000
a year was underwritten shortly after by the organizers. Special interest attaches to the chamber of commerce in connection with the
investigation being held by the Senate Subcommittee on Agriculture and
Forestry because of the willespread publicity given to the report of the
Federal trade committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States on the l!'~::deral Trade Commission, with direct reference to the
report of the Trade Commission on the meat-packing industry.
Mr. Rush C.· Butler, chairman of this Federal trade committee,
stated, "I have stated broadly that the business interests of the
country, as represented in and by the -chamber of commerce, took
exception to the spirit in which the commands of Congress arc admin· '
lstered by the Federal Trade Commission." Mr. Butler admitted that
most questions of importance are submitted to the referendum of
the membership of the chamber: that being the policy, that It take
no action without a referendum, but that this report was not submitted to referendum, and that it ls at present nothing more than a
report of the Federal trade committee to the board of directors of the
chamber, though probably with the authority of the chamber, it bas
been widely circulated. The Federal trade committee was organized
In February, 1915, and Mr. Han-y A. Wheeler, who had previously
been president of the chamber, was appointed chairman of this committee, which office he held until his reelection to the presidency of
the chamber. Another member of the original Federal trade commlttee
was Mr. Joseph P. Cotton, of New York, who now represents the
Food Administration on the meat end of the packing industry. Mr.
Cotton r esigned in 1916. Mr. Butler admitted that be originated the
idea of making a report of the Federal Trade Commission while Mr.
Heney was conducting his investlgation. Mr. nutter, who has been
attorney for Cuuahy & Co., severely criticized the l~'ederal Trade Com·
mission for an alleged change lu their method of ll£>aling with the
business interests of the country, and particularly for their action
in turning over facts which they had found by searching the correspondence of men engaged in the packing industry to the Department
of Justice. He admitted that from what he had gathered from the
newspapers be thought that the conduct of Mr. Heney in the investigation of the packing plants was not right, and took steps to secure
a report on the Federal Trade Cowmission on this ncc·ount. while the
Federal trade committee had conferences with the Federal Trade Commission to trr, to get them to change their methods of investigation
and their attitude toward business. Mr. Allen Wallret·, of New York,
local manager for the chamber of commerce, had charge in 1915 of
raising a guarantee fund, and sent out a letter appealing for subscription·s to business men. Probatly this letter was sent to many,
including the big list of 100 who were asked to pal at least $1,000
a year each for three years. In this lettet· be said : • The point I wish
to make-and I did not mean to dwell on it at such length-is that
some of our corporation interests do not seem to grasp that this is
their game-It Is their pie." On the list of large contributors were
the following: Thomas F. Ryan, Harry A. Wheeler, Great Northern
Railroad, Armour & Co .. Swift & Co., International Harvester Co.,
Kuhn, Loeb & Co., Southern Pacific Railroad, New Jersey Zinc Co.,
John D. Rockefeller, jr.. and the International Paper Co. Mr. Walker
explained that the policy of the cltamber was to make known that
the contribution of any corporation was to be considered In the light
of "business patriotism," and that it could not in any sense sPrve
any Individual or group interests. Following Mr. Walker's testimony,
Mr. Butler · expressed his opinion that he •· didn't know whether the
packers wanted the investigation of themselves or not." Mr. Butler
stated, "I have no interest in ascertaining the facts about the packers."
He admitted that the packers had been doing a great deal of adverti~>lng recently, but cla1med that if they spend $25,000.000 a year In
advertising they could not counteract the effect of the methods of
Investigation and the activities of the Fedeml Trade Commission.
He said, "I think this kind of publicity given out by an administral ive
agency of the Government of the United States does such irreparable
damage that the expenditure of $25,000,000 by the packers in a single
year in any manner that they see fit to spend it would not hegin to
repair the injury." Mr. Butler, when asked whether the widespread
editorial policy of opposition to the Trade Commission's report on
the meat-packing industry might not have been affected by the extensive
advertising of the packers, replied, "Well, 1f so, that would indic-ate
a degraded press. I do not believe it is quite as bad as that." Mr.
Butler asserted that the chamber of commerce wi hes the commission
to stay right where. it is, but stated that the President has the power
of removal of commissioners and the power of appointment, and that
there are two vacancies on the commission now, and if be appoints
men ot the right viewpoint that the commission will be one of the
greatest instrumentalities for usefulness In the country.
Mr. Ed. C. Lasater, a large live-stock grower of Texas,. submitted
sworn affidavits to the committee showing many Instances of the salo
of putrid nnd unfit meat by the five big packers: the indictments found
against thPm1 and the fines levied upon them. An item having appeared
in the Washrngton Star to the effect that the farmers were oisturbe<l
by tho Fe.deral Trade Commission's report, Mr. George P. Hampton.
managing director of the Farmers' National Headquarters and legtsla·
tlve representative tn Washington of several farm organizations, testl·
tlt>d that his knowledge of the farmers and their attitude convinced hlm
that the farmers of ·the country were overwhelmingly behind the recommendations of the Federal Trade Commis~>ton. Mr. Hampton referred

·' '
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to the organization of the Farmers' National Committee on Packing
Plants and Allied Industries, including representatives of most of the
leading farm organizations of the country, whose specific purpose Is
to secure the canying out of the recommendations of the Federal Trade
Commission os to the packing plants:
· MoRt extraordinary testimony was given by Mr. Harry A. Wheeler,
pre ident of the Chamber of Commerce of the Unitl'd States and vice
president of thE> Union Tt-ust Co., of Chicago. Mr. Wheeler was asked
whether there was any basis for the mention in the report of the FedPral
Trade Committee Of the Union Trust Co. as one of the banks in which
close business associates ~f the packers were directors, and specifically
whether the Union Trust Co. was in any way connected with the Armour
interests. He denied categorically that it is so connected, and stated
that the commission was not at all justified in including the Union
Trust Co. In thls list and referring to It .as an Armour institution, saying: " It is an assumption su~h as they have made in ·many instances,
not proven by fact." Chairman Colver, of the Federal Trade Commis·
sion, presented proof that the Union Trust Co., with which Mr. Wheeler
has been connected for l 0 years, was directly tied up with the Armour
interests. 1\fr. George E. Marcy, president of the Armour Grain Co., and
for many years the active man of the company, Chairman Colver showed,
· 1s a director of the Union Trust Co. .J. Ogden Armour owns 64 per cent
of the stock of th(' Armour Grain Co., and other members of the Armour
family own 22.9 per cent.
Naturally 1\fr. Wheeler objected to having the Union Trust Co.
brought into the discussion, p('rbaps anticipating that the facts would
be brought out, though he admitted that he was acquainted with tlte
board of directors and the principal stockholders on the Union •.rrust
Co., and said, "None of the Armours a.r e in any way connected with the
banlc." ·Before the Senate Subcommittee on Agriculture and Forestry
Mr. Wheeler, p1·esident of the Chamber of Commerce of the Un1ted
States, criticized the pro<'edure of the Federal Trade Commission on
the ground that it was un-Amerlcan and improper, t~ough there was
no question of veracity or accuracy involved In its report on the mea,t·
packing industry. Mr. Wheeler, on the stand, as also the report of
the Federal Trade Committee of the Chamber of Commerce, criticizing
the Trade Commission, did not attempt to deny any of the facts or
charges of the Federal '.rrade CommissiOn, and _the chamber's charge of
ex parte proceedings by the commission was completely dtsproven by
the testimony brought out before the committee, that the packers
sought to secure immunity if they gave testimony and declined to waive
immunity, under which conditions it would have been manifestly improper for the commission to have permitted them to ,;tve any testimony. Mr. Wheeler refu. ed to answer the questions of Senators as to
w. hether the Cbamuer of Commerce denies the specific charges against
the packers made by the Federal Trade Commission. Chairman Colver
submitted dPtailed figures on the loans made to the packers by the
banks in which the packers have a controlling interest, even if not
omcla.lly represented on the directorate. The total loans outstanding
a'bout June 30, 1917, was $37,527,351.15 in one series of banks. Much
of these loam; were made without any security. The Union Trust Co.
on June 30, 1917, bad h>ans outstanding to packers of $674.531.27.
The action of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States in publishing a report criticizing the Federal Trade Commission, a governmental
agency creatPd by act of Congress. and' the methods adopted by this
powerful association of business men through a small committee to attempt to br1•ak down the elfect of the commission's findings in in\"estiga·
tlons ordered .b y the Congress and by the Ptesident, is, so far as our
knowlt'dge goes, without a parallel in the history of the United' States.
The testimony adduced before the Subcommittee on Agriculture and For·
estry showed the charges of the Federal trade committee of the Chamber
of Commerce that the Federal T.rade Commission has exceeded Its jurisdiction, has acted without judgment, bas skipped from one Investigation
to another, hns play('(f politics, has been too fast and too slow to be
utterly without foundation in tact.
.
··
'l'he testimony shows the sinister, Insidious effort on the part of the
trade committee of the Chamber of Commerce to attribute to the Trade
Commission the rt!commendatlon that the Government should takf: over
.n.nd operate the packtng plants,. t)lrough a maliciously cunning re!~rence
to the trade committee's report on the findings and recommendation
or a committee appointed to report on the policies to be pursued by the
Uovernment with regard to the meat and packing industries. · The
animus of the otlidals of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States
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view which Mr. Wheeler had with Mr. Rockefeller with reference to
enlarging the scope of th~ publlcation of the chamber of coml!lerce called
"The ~a lion's Busint>ss."
Mr. Ivy Lee, press agent, testified that the money for this was to come
from Mr. Rockefeller's fund. A letter from Mr. Wheeler of the National
Chamber of Commerce to Mr. Rockefeller was considered "privileged"and was not produced. The close connection, almost complete Identity,
between the financial Interests and the packers was completely established at these bearings. It is trot> that the packers, as such, have
contributed· a relatively small amount of the total budget or to the
guarantee fund of the Chamber of Commerce of the United 8tates. But
It Is true in finance as in geometry that things that are equal to the
same thing are equal to each other. This Identity of Interests is determlnE'd to prevent, 1! possible, at least by all means within its power, to
postpone the carrying into effect of the recommendations of the Federal Trade Commission with reference to the meat-packing industry,
whtch would ~trip the five big packers of those privileges they now
enjoy, which have enabled them to build up an overwhelming monopoly
not only in the production and supply of meat but to reach out for control over the major part of the food supply of thl' country. Mr. Heney
rE-marked, ''Armour advertises that there isn't any food supply that he
does not handle," while Cc.mmissioner Murdock, after his lnvestl~atlon,
came to the conclusion, " So now there is not practically any actlv1tly ln
the way of dlstrlbutton of food and care of the public, as represented
In the average town by stores, that the packer Is not invading." Not
only that the packers, intrenched and fortified by carefully built-up
undoubted privilege In this country now seek world domination in food·
stutis so that the Federal Trade Commission was constrained to say
of thf.s aspect of international activity: "This urgently ar~;ues for a.
solution which will incrPnse and not diminish the high regard In which
this people is held in international comity.'' Such a solution the Federal Trade Commission has found and recommended, and the plan of
the big five packers and tbc Chamber of Commerce of the United States
to prevent the salutlon Is a challenge to the American people. Pro·
ductlon must be made free and unmonopoUzed.
PRESIDENTIAL APPROVA.L.

A message froi:n the President of the United States, by Mr.
Sharkey, one of his secretaries, rmnounced that the President
had on the 23d instant approved and signed the act (S. 3470) to
amend section 35 of the Criminal Code of the United States.
FffiST

DEFICIE.i~CY

APPROPRIATIONS.

Mr. 1\fARTIN of Virginia. I call up the bill (H. R. 13086)'
making appropriations to supply deficiencies in appropriations
for tile fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal years,
on account of war expenses, and for other purposes.
There being no objection, the Senate, as ln the Committee
of the Whole, proceeded to consider the bi~ which had been
reported from the Committee on Appropriations with amendments.
Air. MARTIN of Virglnla. I ask that the formal rending of
the bill be dispensed with and that the Senate consider the committee amendments when reached.
The PRESIDING Oli,FICER. The Senator from Yirginia
asks unanimous consent that the formal reading of the bill be
dispensed with ancl that the committee amendments be first
considered. Is there objection? The Chalr bears no objection,
and it is so ordered.
Mr. BANKHEAD. I ask the Senator from Virginia, who
has charge of the Appropriation bill, to yield to me for a
moment in order that I may ask unanimous consent for the
passage of a very short bill, which came over from the House,
having been unanimously reported there, and which has been
unanimously reported by the Senate committee.
.
Mr~ MARTIN of Vlr'ginia. ·I will yield to the Senator, with
the understanding tliat the matter is not debated and that the
Appropriation bill will not be displaced.

Commission: "I would conceal evidence from Mr. Heney, and lf the com·
mission should come alo.1~ and say it was behind Mr. Heney 1 might_
take some other view of it," as also in his statement with reference to
a charge made by the Trade· Commission: " Well, I would not believe
1t 1t lt was in the report if that report was prepared by . Mr. Heney."
.Mr. HutJer gave a very strange twist to the ordinary conception of justice
when he said : ' If a small part of what the commission says about the
packers be true, the Department or Justice ought to be impeached, from
the Attorney Ueneral down." This expressed opinion of the spokesman
of the Chamber of Comme.t ce of the United 8tates about the Depa1 tment
or Justice is pecultarly repugnant to the patriotic citizens of our country
engaged In this world struggle in view of the fact that none ot the
otticers of the chamber of commerct>_appearing before the Senate committee r)uestlooed In :lDy way the accuracy of the findings of the Federal '.frade Commission, but bitterly criticized the commission for turning over evidence the commission tound in its inquiries to · the Dt>partment or Justice. 8tripped of 1ts verbiage, the report of the chamber
or commerce constitutes a desperate etrort to break · down the etrect of
the <·areful, painstaking, and rellable Investigations of the Federal ~l.'rade
Commission, especially the Investigation of the packers.
Among the striking fads brought out before the Subcommittee on
Agriculture were the complicated methods. by whlc.h all the common
stock or l::iulzberger & Co. was turned ov<:!r to the following trustees:
A. Harton Hepburn, chairman of the Board of Directors of the Chase
.Nattonal llanl>; Charles F. 8abln, president of the Guaranty Trust Co.
of New York; Harry Bronner, of Hallgarten & Co.; Max Sulzberger and
Hermon .1•'. 8ulzberger, represeotln~ the Sulzberger interests, througb
a syst<'m or modified coercion whtch establishes a record 'tor shady
financial trnof'actlons. The keen interest of the packers in the organl-

Be ft et~acted, etc., That whoever during tbe period of governmental
operation -of the telephone and telegraph systems of the United States
by the Postmaster General, under the act of Congress approved .July
16, 1918, and the proclamation of the President dated July 22, 1918,
shall, without authority and without the knowledge and consent of the
other users thereof, except as may be necessary for operation of the
service, tap any telegraph or telephone line or wlllfully interfere with
the operation of such telephone and telegraph systems or with the trans-

Swift to 1\:It·. L. A. Carton t·egardlng a luncheon he attended. at .the requ e~ t of Mr. De F't·ees, attended also by Mr. John Fahey, then president
of the National Chambel' of Commerce, Mr. Forgan, Mr. Thomas Wllson,
anrl quite a f<>w others. In this letter Mr. Swift said: "Was considerably
Impressed with tb~ program which they have laid out, and it they make
any r quest for fiuanclal n~slstance would like to know about it. . They
IDl1.intain n bureau in Washington an<l evidently get a good hearing on
nll Jegis1atlou." The story was brought out at the hearing of thl! Inter-

telegraph service shall divul~e the contents of any such telephone or
telegraph message to any person not duly authorized or entitled to re·
celve the same, shall be fined not exceeding $1,000 or imprisoned for
not more tban one year. or both.
SEC. 2. That whoever shall steal, purloin, embrczzle, or without au·
thortty destroy any money, property, record, voucher, or valuable thing.
whatever of the moneys, goods, chatt~ls, records, or property of any
telephone or telegraph syst-em· operated by the Postmaster General under

TEJ.EPHONE AND TELEGRAPH SERVICE.

Mr. BANKHEAD. I ask the Senate to proceed to the consideration of the bill (H. R. 12976) providing for the protection
of the users of the telephone and telegraph service and the
properties and funds belonging thereto during Government
operation and control. I will state that lt is very necessary
that this bill shalf pass. The Government can not properly;
operate the telegraph and telephone until it is passed.
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
\Vhole, proceeded to consider the bill, which was read, as
follows:

f;t~~rn ~~~tt~~ ~~:mbbee;t.?n~~~~nr;~e g! lf:n~nJ~~dt~i~~et;"~r~ht:~tt!"F~· ~;;s~~~h0 ~~~~i:!eE~~;;o~~e~el~~:n:rg;!~eln°~n'; ~c~ete~!~;~~~ ~~
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the act of Congress approved July 16, 1918, and the· proclamation of the
President dated July :::!2. 1.91 , shall be fined not more than 5,000 or
imprisoned not more than five years, or both.
~Ec. 3. That whoever shall ' recei>e, conceal, or aid in concealing, or
shall have or retain in his pos es ion with intent to con'\"ert to hi own
use or gain any money, property, record, voucher, or valuable thing
whatever of. 1.he moneY13, good , chattels, records, or property of any
telephone ar telegraph system operated by the Postmaster Ueneral under
the net of Congress approved July 16, 191.8, and the proclamation of
the Pr ident dated J'uly 22, 1!)18, whlch .:ha'!> been embezzled, ·stolen, or
purloined by any other •per on, knowing ·the same to be embezzled,
atolen, or purloined, :Shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned
not more ·tlum five years, or both1 and such person may be tried either
before o:r·after the conviction ()f tne principal defendant. ·
SEc. 4. That --whoeve.I' shall forcibly break into, or attempt to break
into, any telephone or telegraph office, or any building used in whole
or in part as such talephone or t('legrapli office, of any telephone or telegrnph r.ystem operated by the Postmaster General under the . act of Congress approved July 16, 1918, and the proclamation of the President
dated July 2.2, .1918, with intent to commit in such tel('phone or telegraph o~ce . or b~lding, or part thereof so used, any larceny or other
depredation. shah be fined not more than $1,000 o.r imprisoned not
more tha:n fivc ·years, or both.
·SEC. 5. Tbnt whoever shall assault any person having lawful charge
eontrol, or r.ustody of any money or property of any telephone -or tela~
graph system operated by •the ·Postmaster General under t.he ·act of Congress dated . July _16, 1918, and the proclamation of the President dated
July 22, '1918, w1tb intent ·to · rob, steal, or purloin such money or propex:t.v, or any ·part thereof, or shall rob any such per.son of -such ·money
or ·propt'!rty, or any pa.rt- thereof, shall be imprisoned not more ·than five
years.; and if ·in the -effecting or -attempting to effect such robbery he
shall wound such per. o.n ·having eustody.. of the money ·or ~~B('rty or
put .his life in danger '.by rthe •use of a dangerous weapon, .
be 'imprisoned not more than 10 ·years.

(including the pt·oper office for filing, registerlng, or recording conveyance '· transfers,. or assignment o~ patents, copJ:rtghts, trade-marks., or
any r~.ghts therern o.r any other nghts) ; and if so tlled registered, or
recorded shall impart the same notice :md have the arne force and
efl'~ct as a duly exec~ted conveyance, ·transfer, ·or a signment to the
A.l:!rn Property Custodian so filed, registered, ar recorded.
W_benevC! U!J.Y such property shall. consist o.t shar
of stock o.r·
other benefiClal rntere5t in any col'poratw~ a.ssoc.ia.tio.n, .or company or
trust, it shall be the d~ty .of the ·corporabon, ·n ociation, ar company
or- trustee or trustees ISsnrng such shares or · any certificates or ·other
instruments .repr~senti~~ the same or any other. benefu:ial interest .to
cancel upon 1~, h1s, or tneir · books all ·shares·of stock or ·otber b neflcial
interest standing upon its, his, ·or their books ·in the namo •of .any person •Or pe.rsons., or held for, on account of, o-r o.n behalf o.f, .or for the
benefit O;f any person or persons who shall rune be n ·determinw by
th~. Presiuen.t. nfter · in>estig~tion, to be an enemy ar ·ally of enemy, :.mel
wliich shall have been reqmred to be conveyed transferr d assigned
or delivered to the Alien .Property Custodian
set.z d . by him, and ui
lie.u there.o.f to ~ssue certificates . o.r other instruments for &lch share ·
or other benefigial tnterest to the AI ien Property Custodian or · o1herwl~et., as the Ali~n P.roperty Custodian shall require.
·..t:he sole relief and remedy of any ·person having .any claim to any
mo~ey or ot~er property ' J:leretofore o-r hereafter ·conv('yed. trn.nstenetl,
assigned, deli•ered, or patd over to the Alien Property Custodian ·or
req~ed ·so to be! or seized bY: him, shall be ttmt :Ill'Oviiletl by the terms
ot ·this act, and m · the event of sale or other dispositlon · of such proper~ by the Alien Property Cu~todian : shall be limired to and enfo.rcetl
agamst the net. pro<'Peds re.c.eived therefrom and held by -the Alien
Property Custodtan or by the ~easurer of the ·U.nited ·Stutes."

or·

Mr. FRELINGHDYSEN. .Mr. .President, T shouiil ·like to ask
the ·ClUiirman of the committee .whether this ·amendment will
permit the .Alien .P roperty •Custodian to ,take the·'asset of the
German insurance .companies which have been placed in his
The bill was reported to the Semite without amendment custody and reincorporate them into another corporation for
ordered to a third reading, ·read the third time, and passed.
' the -transaction of' business 'by and ·tlrrough.·his authority?
HIRST ·DE:J:ICIENCY APPBOPRIATio~s.
1\Ir. UNDERWOOD. If the Senator .from Virginia will .allow
The Senate, as in Committee of the · whole, resumed the con- .me to answer, this amendment does no.t touch that .question.
sideration of the bill (;H. R. 13086) making appropriations to There are only 1two features embra-<!ed in -the amendment It
supply deficiencies in avpropriations for ·the fiscal year ending does not b.roaden the PDWer of the act, but·makes -the act workJune 30, 1919, andptior.ftscal years, on ac~ount of war expenses, able on two questions -that were not eoveFed by the original
and for other purposes.
legislation.
Mr. MARTIN of ·v irginia. 1\Ir. President, before proceeding
·one is the question of shares of -stock. The _present law L
with the_rendi.ng o! the·biU, I desire to call attention to the·fact amply sufficient to :allow the Alien :Property•Custodian· to -selL the
which every -senator Tealizes as well as I do, that the appro~ shm:es of sto.ck. owned ·by an alien enemy -in his actmll pos espriat~ons .. ru.:e reaching enormous- proportions. The ·Committee sion. Of course, they can be obtaiimd ..from. the alien ·enemy m
on Appropriations .has felt ·deeply the .responsiblllty resting on this country who owns the stock, and it. has been . done, but
·them. They 'have made an eru.:nest ·effort to _prevent any use- where the ·allen. enemy llves in Germany and has stock. which
less appropriation~ but at the same time ·they have 'felt in duty would be kept in Germany, the original law " Was -DDt ·broad
bound to report .favorably every dollar necessary for the ·snc- enough to ·allow 'him to .sell the stock certificate without·having
cessful prosecution ·of ·the war.
actual possession of it. This .allows ·mm to -sell ·the stock cerIn carrying· out this ·purpose the Committee on Appropria- tlficate, notwithstanding the fact that they have not the actual
tions of the Senate had.its labors·greatly lessened by 'the extraor- possession. That is as :far ·as- it .goes on· that feature.
dinary labors of the £House committee. I desir.e to ·take advanThe other propo.sition of the amendment relates ·to patents-.
tage of tliis <mportunity· to say that during- my service ·in this _An. act has already been :passed m:rthotlzing·the leasing ·and conbody I have never seen abler, more energetic, more intelllgent, tro~ of these patents by ·the President, .and he has assigned U to
more faitnful· work th-an has 'been performed on this :bill by 1\lr. .another department of the .Government; ·but .the Allen .. Property
SHERLEY, the· chairman of the Cmnmlttee on Appropriations of Custodian has rfound· that there are a furge number of plants
the Honse. He · has made our· duties much lighter than they that :he has taken over and .has a 'Tight to sell unquestionably
would ·have otherwise been, and he has given u.s information .under the act, b.ut their ability to CRrfY ·on. 'the business is ·, dewhich it wou1d have tn.ken .us a long time to acquire. As 'I p-endent on the ·Germnn patents. 'He finds he can not sell
ai<1 our duties .have been ·m-aae much lighter ·by the burden the prope~:ty for w.hnt it is worth unless .he sells the patent
·which he has carried and ·cn.rried with wonderful suc!!ess.
right along with it and ·di.s poses of the 'patent at 'the··same time·,
Now, Mr. President, .l:lia:ve only this suggestion t.o make: we ·for after the war is over there would .be no value to this par~
are all anxious to .get· the ·business ot the ·senate in· such a shape ticular property. ·That ier largely·true·in cases•of chemicals and
thnt we can'. atljoJirn or recess Gongress· on the 29th to the 12th.· in eases of nullo plants. The radio plant at Sayville; -Long 'Isday of November. We hope to.. have a conference this evening land, is-involved 1 in~this question. I u.nderst:md it is to be sold,
on this bill. ItJ has to go through conference and to final pas- . and ·in nll .probabillty the Navy Department itself will buy .the
sage before the 29th of thi.s month. I will not ask and will not :Jl}ant at the sale, to 'be taken: aver by ·the ·Government. Thnt
suggest .that any -Senator forego any criticism or ·any investiga- 'Plant ·is controlled by a certain ipatent ·right on aerial se1~vice,
tion, but I am anxious that ·the blll should be facilitated and and Jf:. .they -proceed to sell the· plant without conveying title to
speeded up as ·much as possible, consi tent with a proper ·gtiard- the patent 'right ·to the instruments they -might involve the ·Go\'ing of the pubUc welfure.
ThE'.Y seek -to
1 ·ernment in man-y lawsuits after the war is over.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (1\Ir. OVEllliAN in the cJin.ir). · awid ·tlult now and to sell along with the•plant the ·patent:right
~he Secreta:ry ·will"read the ·bilL
In this .countr.-y. The sale has not been made, but it is supposed
The Se.cr.etn.ry ,proceeded to read the ·bill.
· th~the · Government itself wllL buy .it. S.ec:retary ·Daniels haa
The first amendment of·the -Committee on Appropriations wast , .written Sena.tor~MARTIN tliis letter in reference to that matter:
fit the top Of page 2, to insert:
i
NAVY DEPAUTME.i..,.T,
wa~JJi-ngton, Qotob·G-r !:!, 1.91.8.
ALlEY PROPERTY CUSTODIAN.
lion. TH.oMA.s s. MARTIN, ·u. s. s.,

07Jairman Oommittee •on. Approp1·iations,
Subsection (c) of S('Ction 7 oi· the u trading wlth the · enemy act," ap- 1
United ta.tes Benatc, Washington, D. 0.
pro-.ed October 6, 1917, is amended to read as follows:
« (c) If the President shall so require any money or other property
MY DEAR _SENATOR: The department indorses the proposed amcntlIncluding (but •.not thereby ·limiting the gene:rallty o.f. ·the above) pat- ment to the trading with tho enemy act· now ,pending- with your
cnts, copyrights, applicatiOns therefor, an~ rights to apply for the committee. ~be department is engaged in tbe operation of a large
8am , trade-marks, choses ln action, anti rights and c.Ia.lms of ev.ery i number of wireless stations, both ship and shore, and the purpo. e ot the
character and description owing or belonging to or held ..for, by, on , department contemplates a large increase in the number of stations
aceount of, or on behalf of, or for the benefit · of, .an . en~my o.r ally of operated' by it. It Is eR". entlnl that ·the department be allowed to
·enem;v not holding a lice-nse granted by the President'·hereunder, which opemte thl'se stations without interference by any patent litigation,
the l:'resldent ·after investigation shall dete.r mlne is so ow.ing or so · and :partl.cula.rly without such inter.ference at the bands of allcms.
belongs •or ·is so ·held, shall oo ·con>eycd, 1ransferred, .assigned, delivered, The proposed amendment to the act will effectively dispose of patent
or paid over to the Alli!D Proper!:y Custodian, or the _same may oe litigation after the war by German patent ownm·&, at least to a lal'gc
seized by the Alien Property :custodian ; ·and all prop-erty thus .acquired . extent. ·
shall be .held, administered, and disposed ·of ·as elsewhere provitled in
J'OSEPrrus D.L'IKJ:S.
Siircercly, yours,
thi act.
·
In order to accomplish tile renl purpo of the original t:I:au"Any requirement made pur-suant to .this act, ·or a .duly certified copy
thcn'of, may be filed, registered, or recorded in any omce for thtll fillng ·ing-mth-the-enemy act it is essential, in order that these ·plapt:·
l'egi~ tering,, or recording of cont"eyances, transfers., o:r assignments. of'
any such property or rights as may be co\'ered by such requirement may be soltl_and a Clear title not only to the machinery· but to
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MILITIA.
the patent rights be obtained, that the President be given this
'.rbe unexpendetl balances of appropriations made in the District ot
additional power. That is aU there is in the amendment. There
Columbia
appropriation
act
for
the
fiscal year 1918 for the Militia of the
are only two things involved: One is the right to sell th~ shares District of Columbia are made available
for the same purposes for the
of stock that happen to be in the possession of an alien · enemy fiscal year 1919.
·
in Germany where the Government does not get actual possesThe amendment was agreed to.
sion of them, and to sell them on the books ; and the other is to
The next amendment was, under the hea<l of "Shipping
give to the Alien Property Custodian, or whomsoever the Presi- Board," subhead " Emergency shipping fund," on page 7, line 11,
dent may designate, the right to s~ll the patent rights along with after the word "appropriated," to strike out:
the machinery. It has been represented to the committee that,
Provided, That obligations incurred hereunder may be met from ap·
as a war necessity, this is of very vital importance, especially at proprlations made or to be made for the construction of ships.
this immediate time. I think one of the most sever~ blows that
So as to make· the clause read:
this Government has delivered against the German Empire is
2. For the acquisition or establishment of plants suitable for shipthat we have taken over alien-enemy property; that we are building- or ship maintenance or repair, or of materials essential thereto,
proceeding to dispose of it, and that we do not propose to allow and for the enlargement or extension of such plants as are now or may
be hereafter acquired or established, authority is granted to enter into
aliens to continue to do business.
contracts or otherwise to incur obllgatlons for not to exceed $34,662,500
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. President, I quite agree with in addition to the amounts heretofore appropriated.
the Senator from Alabama, so far as the control of the alienThe amendment was agreed to.
enemy property by the Alien Property Custodian .is concerned,
The next amendment was, under the head of " Department of
but what I am interested in is this: It has been stated-and I State," subhead " Salaries," on page 8, line 11., after the words
understand that iri the other House an amendment was intro- ·~Department of State," to strike out "$136,000" and insert
duced containing such a provision-that the Alien Property ·~ $200,000," so as to make the clause read :
Custodian could take insurance corporations and trust corporaFor employees in the Department of State, $200,000 : Prov ided, That
tions and operate them as Government corporations; in other not more than six persons shall·be employed hereunc.ler at a rate of compensation
exceeding $1,800 per annum.
lvords· as Government trust or Government insurance companies.
·The amendment was agreed to.
Unde~ this amendment providing for· the transfer of the shares
The next amendment was, under tlle subhead "Foreign interof these companies where the majority ·of the stock has been
owned by German citizen..c:; if a majority of stock can be trans- course," on page 9, line 1, after the woTds "United States,'' , to
ferred to the Alien Property Cu~todian or otherwise, does not strike out "$125,000" and insert " $200,000," so as to make the
·
that mean that the International Trust Co. and several in- clause read:
surance companies can be taken over by the Al:ien Property - Clerks at embassies and legations: For the employment of necessary
clerks at the embassies and legations, who, whenever hereafter apCustod ian and run by him, and would not they be Government . pointed,
shall be citizens of the United States, $200,000. .
companies?
Tire amendment wa-s agreed to.
Mr. UNDERWOOD. No. I think the Senator from New
The next amendment was, under the head of "Treasury DeJersey is entirely mistaken about that. I think he is correct, partment," subhead ~·Bureau of War-Risk Insurance," on page
however, about a bill pending in the other House. There was a _·12, after line 4, to insert:
bill pending in the House before the Interstate Commerce ComFor the purpose of the payment of allotments made by the enlisted
mittee that contained vastly larger powers tllan anything in- m~n or the payment of family allowances under Article II of the act
volved in this amendment. That bill may have gone-I am Iiot of October 6 1917, as amended, an enlisted man reported as missing
sure about it-to · the point which the · SenatoJ' indicates. Thl.'i · in action shah be considered as occupying a pay status until his actual
uh t th'
status has been determined by proper official authority of the departamendment, however, does not go to that point. '" a
1~ ment in which the man served or is set·ving: Pro v ided, That payments
amendment does ts to authorize the President-be is acting authorized hereunder shall not continue for more than one yeat·.
through the Alien Property Custodian-to sell the shares of
The amendment was agreed to.
stock. It does not authorize the Alien Property Custodian to
The next amendment was, at the top of page 13, to insert:
take these companies over or to run them, but it merely authorPUBLTC HEALTH SERVICE.
.
izes him to sell the stock; in fact, be bas that authority now as
Interstate quarantine service: For cooperation with State and muto any stock that he can get hold of in this country.
nicipal health authorities in the prevention of the spread of contagious
1\fr. FRELINGHUYSEN. If he can make a delivery.
and infectious diseases in interstate traffic, including tbe snn1tatlon
1\Ir. UNDERW'OOD. If be can make a delivery; but of course of areas adjoining military and naval reservations and Government industrial
plants, in order properly to safeguard tbe health of the milia large amount of that stock is owned by alien enemies in Ger- tary forces
and Government employees, including necessat·y clerical
many, and the c ·tificates -are there.
help in the District of Columbia and other personal services, $u00,000.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Yes; I ~nderstand that.
The amendment was agreed to.
· 1\Ir. UNDERWOOD. There is no reason in the world why we
The uext amendment was, under the subhead "Quarantine
should pass a bill that affects the rights of alien enemies living stations," on page 14, line 14, after the wor<ls "direction of
in the United States and not be just as drastic in our methods the," to strike out "Construction DIYision of the ·war Departas to alien enemies living in Germany. That is all there is in ment" and insert "Supervising Architect of the Treasury,"
this proposition. We have already passed a law that affects the · so as to_make .t he clause read:
alien enem~· who lives here, whom we can put our hands on, but
The foregoing construction work under " Quarantine stations" shall
the man who has got a gun in his hands on the other side is be performed under the supervision and direction of the Supervising
A..rchitect of the Treasury.
getting off.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. But you can provide that the stock
The next amendment was, on page 14, after line 15, to insert:
shaH be sold to American citizens.
CREDIT IN ACCOUNTS.
Mr. UNDERWOOD. This is only an amendment to that act.
All of these provisions are already in the other act. It does
Relief of Maj. (now Lieut. Col.) Charles J. Nelson: The accounting
not change the terms. The Senator remembers the amendment officers of the Treasury are hereby authorized and directed to allow and
In the accounts of Mnj. (now Lieut. Col.) Charles .r. Nelson,
that he was largely responsible for having placed in the original credit
Quartermaster Corps. United States Army, the sum of $327.04, being n
act. That applies to this amendment just as well as it does tQ shortage in his accounts caused by embezzlement of Quartermaster
funds by Mack A. Steel, civilian clerk (temporary), who was acting as
that act.
l\Ir. FRELINGHUYSEN. The only thing that I am trying cbief clerk in the finance office at Fort Logan II. Roots.
The amendment was agreed to.
to ascertain is whether the Alien Property Custodian antic-ipates.
The next amendment ".-as, under the head of "War Departor has anticipated at some future time, t..'lking the assets of
these German insurance companies and starting a Government ment," on page 15, after line 1, to insert:
insurance company. All I want to be assured of is that there is
coNTINGE:sT EXPE~sEs.
no hidden language in this amendment which will permit him
For purchase of professional and scientific books, law books, includ:
th t f
I
p
,, t r<~ ernment 'nsu
ing their exchanp-e. etc., inclurling the same objects specified under this
t o ,,
uo a • or am op oseu o uvv
L
ranee.
head in the leg1slatlve; executive, and judicial appropriation act for
1\lr. UNDERWOOD. I can say to the Senator that I do not the fiscal year 1019, $800,000.
·
·
know what the purposes of the Alien Property Custodian may
The amendment was agreed to.
be; I know nothing about that; but I can assure the Senator
The next amendment was under the subhead " Misc~llaneous ..
that there is no language in this amendment that will authorize at the top of page 16, to insert:
'
tha,t to be carried Tout. That is as f~r as I can go..
.
Claims occasioned by €.'Xplosions and fire at plant of the T. A. Gillespie
'Ihe PRESIDING OFFICER (l\lr. l\ICKELLAB lll the chair) .. co., Morgan, N. J.: The Secretary of War 1s authorized to consider,
'Vithout objection, the amendment is agreed to.
·
ascertain, and uesermtne the amounts due on au claims for !famages
1 to and loss of private property . occa~lon ed by the recent exploswns and
The reading of the bill ,vas resume<]
tire at the plant of the T. A. Gillespie Co., at Morgan, N. J., and report
The next amendment of the Committee on Appropriations was, the amounts so ascertained ·and determined to be uue the claimants to
under the head of " District of Columbia," on page 5, after Congress-within six months from the date of the approval of this act. · ·
line 21, to insert:
The amendment was agreed to.

·
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The next amendment was, under the head of " :Military Establishment" subhead "Contingencies of the Army." on· page 17,
lille·12, a'fter the date" 1919," 'to strike-out" $100,000" and insert
"$200,000," so as to make the clause read:
For all contingent e."'\:penses of the. Army not otherwise. provided . for
and embracing .alL branches of the...mlll.ta:ry service, including . the same
objects sp:eclfied under-this head in · the Army appropriation act ior tho
ti~l :year ·19.19; $200,000.
The amendment ,=vas · agreed to.
The next-amendment ·was under the·liead· of ;" Quartermaster
Corps," subhead "Pay of the ,Army," on page 24, .after line
5, to strike out:
'.fhe -President is· auth.orlzed, thi'.Ough the Secretary . of. War, .during
the.· existing emergency, !rom time to· time, t~ - !-"equisidon or otherwise ·
take over fo~· : the ·. United States any lands,. mcludlng ~ the · buildings.
thereon . and ·their equipment, or any· tempp.rary use- · thereof, .required '
ror hospital facilities-. . Hl! shllll ascel'tain ·and · pay,. from the · properappropriation a just compensation therefol'. If the compensation: so
ascertained be not satisfactory to the person entitled to receive the same.~
such person shall be paid 75 per cent of the ·amount -so :determined.- ana
shall be entitled to sue the United ..States in. the United Sta~es district
court for ·the judicial. district-where the pr.operty Is situated to recover.
such further sum· as . added ·to ·. the 75 per cent~ will make . up such
amount as wil:l be just compensation·.: Pf'OfJi.derl, That hospital facilities·
shall be so slhlated. as to provide for the care of patients S;S near the
place from : which. they · entered the Al'my or Navy· as practicable, and
that the facilities shall ·be In every case ln keeping .. with the number of
men in the service from the different States.·
The amen<lment was ugTeed to.
The next amendment ·was, oa page 25, afte:c:line 16, · to strike
out:
Shooting galleries and ranges : For shooting galleries and ranges,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Army appropriation act for the fiscal year 1919, $183;186;
The amendment was agreed· to.
·
The next amendment was, on ..page. 25, after ·l.i.ne 20, to strike
out:
For. the acquisition · of land. at · Fayettevllle.- N; C., for·· an :al'tlllery
l'angc, $1,500,000.
The amendment . w.a.s . ag1·eed .to..
~-44•
t
t 'k
The next ·amendment was, on page 25, · u.J:t.el' llne 22 r o s n e
out:
For the acquisition of land at West Point. Ky., fell' an artillery mnge,
$1,.600,000.'
The amendment was agreed to.
l\1r. LODGE. 1\Ir. President, on page 29, nt ·line 22, .I desire
to offer an amendment, and I ask: permission of 'the Senator
from Virginia that I ,may offe1;. it at ' this time, bee!! use I am
obliged· to·.attend n meeting of the Finnnce·Committee. ·
Mr. 1\IA.RTIN of Virginia. I am very glad to agree that that
course- shaH .hc· followed in this "instance, because Lknow. that
the. Senator. is needed ' in· the Finance Committee. I . therefore
~~
hi
d
a k that the rule be vactetl Fo :· th
- at h P- · may o.I.J..,l;;;r .
S : amen ment now.
1\Ir. LODGE. Ia offering the amendment I merely wish to
sav that it arises from the great destruction caused .to State
roads by .Army traffic in .. the neighborhood of .Army posts. At
seYeral places.. in my State where· ther,e · are Army or military
po ts roads, which· were fihe · roads, the57 have been destroyed. by
motor b·ucks. and this amendment is to give author.ity to the
Government to pay a portion of the expense of repai:r.
The PRESIDING OFFI. C ER. Th e amen d men t 0 ffered b Y the
Senator fTom Massachusetts will be stated;
The SECBE."l'.ARY~ On1page 29, line· 22, . after the. word "purpoe," it is proposed to insert.the following:
That the Chief of Ordnance, United States .Army, ls hereby authorized
to enter -into agreements with. the du1y authorized officials of. any State
or any .political subdivision thereof, for the P.ayments of. 'SUch proportion
as may be mutually determ.ined to be equitable, not to exceed 50 per
cent, of the cost of the.reeonstruction ·or repair of··any pub!fc highway,
where said reconstruction · or -repair is · made •necessary -prmcipally by
reason • of the increased use thereof : resulting from .. the location, construction, or extension of any GoTermnent armory, arsenal, forti:llefitiOn,
proving ground, or other governmental facility under the supervislOll Of
the Chief of~ Ordnance, in. the immediate locality adjacent to or scr>ed
by ·aid public highway;
l\Ir. :MARTIN of Vir~inia. I' make the point of order 'that that
~
item is not estimated for, and that it is clearly out of order.
The PRESIDING. OFFICER. The point of order ·is sustained.
Mr. OVERMAN; Mt·. President, while my attention:. was d.F
yerted, two items included in lines 21 .to·24,., inclusive; on page .25,
were stric;ken out in accordance: with the amendment proposed
by the- committee. I wi:sh to say · that when: .this question.: wa.<;;
before the committee, of which: Lam a: member, I protested
against strih.'ing .out . those lines.·. L was told· f.n the: committee
that the purpose of.striki.ng them {)Ut ·was -to get more -lnforma..
·
~1d '
to
nfe e c
I think prob
tion, an d ·th a t ' the ·I'tem
WOw. · go ·
co · r n &. · ·
· • ·~
ablY. that.' when the bill goes to .conference information-. will be
furnished . demonstrating that these; appropriations are necessary; and with the understanding that the ; items will be con~
sldered in conference and, if necessa1-y1 wilrbe· put bilck· ill! the

bilL L.shall make no further protest. I should like, however, to
have inserted 'in the REcmm:a Ietter ·from Gen. Jervey, Assistant
Chief of Staff, who hnd this matter in hand;: and. I ask permis~
sion to incorporate that -letter in connection with. my · remarks;
The:PRESIDING OFFICER.. The Senator from North Carolina.:asks unanimous consent to incorporate in·· J1i remarks the
letter :to which· he ha referred. : Is there objection? The Chalv
hears none.
' Tlie letter :referred to is as .f ollows 1W !.R• D»PARTMllNT1

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF · STAb' F,
.
auguat 8, · 191 •
Memorandum for the ..lssistant Secretary of War.Subject: Land for Field. Artillery training .cent~r>,· Fayette.ille, N. C.
L ' The. attached paperlt relate to the. acquisition ·ot approximately
120,000 acres of land at Fayetteville, N.. C., fot use .jn .conneetion. with·
the. Field Artillery training center wh!cb · is . to be· e<>ta.bli.shell at that
pla.Ce. Tb:e · real.e tate braneh bas ·ascet:tained that the lttnd can b()
acquixeu as soon: as. this· season's ·crops are out of ·the way ·. for approxi.mately $1,500,000--eithel" by · purchase or . condemnation-or the . land.
can· be rented at a cost of appro:Jtimately 120,000 per yeal'. In the
latter case, however', there would· have - to . be an• additional amount
allowed for damage to buildings and cultivated· lands. Only ·7 per cent
of. the land is :-now under cultiv.ation~ From options secured last · year .
by ·the·local chamber of commerce, the purchase .price fixed by the owners
aggregates about ;$2,000;000. • If the iand :Is leased; · it is estimatfld •that
damages -fmaddition - to the rental- for thedir t yeav would be $500.000.
Therefore the .. total. cost . for the first . year wou1d b~ approximately
$620,000 11 the land · is- leased. Consequently · it. would seem more ad-.
visable to -acquire tltle · to· this · tract of land; which embraces about
120,000 acres.. by purchase; · or in those instance& ·where .the owners will·
not sell' it at a reasonable price; title sbould be ·acquired by. condemnation proceedings wlth_' vtew ·to -purchase.
.
2. The. estlmate<L:cost of this project is $1,500;000... Funds are available from .the .· Army approp,P.ation . bill, fiscal year 1919.. It · is :-recom ..
mended that $1,500,000 be authorized to acquire title to this U'act ot
approximately 120,000 acres -of land and that for those portions ·of· tho
land which can ·. not.· be purchased at .a reasonable price it i recom~
mended that condemnation proceedings be instituted to acquir title· by ·.
purchase.
- 3: Approval is recommended.
1

.

HENRY JERVEY,

Brigadier Genemr• .National Ar.my,
Assistant' Ol~ief of Statr ~ Df?·.ectm· of Operations.

Approved ·:
B. CROWELL,

The Assistant. Secretary , of War.

1\It·. MARTIN of Virginia Mr. Preshlent, !.will sa,y . to tile·
Senator from North Oarolina. that the. committee· was not ·sati •
fied with the items to which he has referred; but when. the b.ill
goes, to conference we wiU: give· them further · investigation· and
hear all that can be said in respect to· them.
The reading of the bill was re umed. ·
The next · amendment of the Colll.ll1ittee on Appl'OPJ'iatioll3
was, on page 31, after line-12, to insert:
MI-LITARY ' ACADE.MY.; .
Tho Uuited .States ·Military -Academy Cadets · of ·the · clas es .of 1920
and ·1921 . who hav.e · been: ordered .. by. military authoritY .· to. gmduato
November 1; ).918, and to provide themselves with the full personal
equipment required for immediate active service overseas; shall' be-credited with so much. of their · respective full course personal equipment
allowances as may remain unpaid at .the said date. of the-ir graduation.
The amendment wa · agreed, to.
The· next amendment wa ·, under the heruL of "Po ·t Office ·
Department;'' orr pp.ge 37, after ·Iine·22, .to insertc
•
oF.FICE: o THE :POST:U:A-STER o.E!fERAL.
For the !ollowing- emDlol·ees from November 1, 191 , to ::fun 30,
1919; inclus:iTe, at .annual· rates o·f . compensation, as follows: Su: .clerks
of class 4, at $1.800 each; 20 clerks of chtss 3, at 1,600 each; 21
clerks of clasg 2, at $1,400 each; 24 clerks of class 1, at $1,200 each·;
10 .clerks, at.$1,000 each; and 1 messenger, $840; 1n-an, 74,560.
The amendment was agreed,: to •.
The· next amendment was, on page ·38, after ~line G, to·insert:
For personal service in connection with· eX:trao1·dinnry work of tho
rost Office • Department in the Dist&ict o! : Columbia. .to be expended
under the direction of the , Postmaster General, $20,000.
The nmendinent was .agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 38, after line 16, to insert:
PosT~L SERVICE.
OUT. OF ·. TUE ~ rOSTAL REYE.8UE--OFFICE , OF THE FIRST ASSIST~NT rOST•
MASTER GENEnAL.
For compensa.tlon cto po ·tmaster , fiscal year :1917, ~4.;912.31..
For special-delivery fees for the ·fi. cal years that folio'"\\ :
Nineteen: hundred and se-venteen, $22.72;
Nineteen hundred and. eighteen, $196,022.82r
The amendment was agreed, .to.
The next amendment was, under the subhead "Con ·t and
Geodetic Survey," on page 42. after line 21, to· strike out:
The. appropriation of. $50,000 " for one new vessel, including equip-•
ment, to cost not· exceeding . $354,000," contained in : the sundry. dvll
appropriation act for the fiscal year 1919,· shall· be covered 1.n to ·the surplus fund, and the. authorization for tt<lli) .said vcss.cl is repealed.
And insert:
The appropriation "for one- new ves el. including equipment, to co t not
exceeding $354,000,J50,000.;~ contained in the sundry civil approprla:
tion .act for .the fisc .year ....w19; is hereby. amended to _read as follows.
For..ono new:·vessel, lncludlng ·equipment, to cost .n ot ·exceeding $354,000,
under contract ,which·Js ·hereby authorized, · $50,000.
Xhe amendment was agreed to~
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The next amendment was, on page 43, after line 13, to insert:
DEPARTMEXT oF LABOR.
NATURALIZATION sEnvrcn.

The temporary appointments of members of the Naturalization Bur an
and Service are hereby made permanent and the appointees given a full
classified status.

Mr. Sl\lOOT. 1\,fr. President, I hope th.a t the Senate will not
adopt this amendment; or, if it does adopt the amendment, that
it will do away witb the Civil Service Commission entirely.
This is only a beginning. The Naturalization Bureau, I presume,
now has more employees than it ever has had and many of
them have been employed, I am sure, without a~y civil~service
examination whatever. I am not finding fault with the bureau
for employing men and women without examination under the
conditions existing to-day, but I do find fault that as soon as
they nre in the service without examination and at a time when
it is impossible f.or the bureau to secure ~ greater number of
employees than n"Wded, such employees are covered' into· the
civil service without examination of any sort whatever. I can
not see any reason or justification for this piece of legislation,
unless it is going to be followed by other legislation covering
all of the hundreds of thousands of temporary clerks into the
civil service. The President now has authority to take this
action if he sees fit; it has been done in the past, and there is no
necessity for the legislation whatever. I can not for the life of
me see why it is proposed. There has never been a time, Mr.
President, I presume, in the history of our country when it has
been so hard to secure the number of employees the various
bureaus, divisions, and departments want.
Mr. THOMAS. They get all they need, but not all they want.
Mr. SMOOT. I was very careful to use the word "want.~'
The head of a bureau told me only last week that if he were
allowed to pick out 40 per cent of the employees in his bureau
he could secure as great an amount 'and better work than he can
now with the whole number employed. ·They· are in each others'
way.
Mr. REED. Mr. President-Mr. SMOOT. I yield to the Senator.
!fr. REED. I ask the Senator for information. Why does
not the head of the bureau referred to proceed to discharge the
60 per cent of incompetents?
Mr. SMOOT. I will say, Mr. President, that if he should
attempt to make the discharges, he would immediately meet
with objections higher up.
1\Ir. REED. Oh, well, I think nqt. I think there are supernumeraries, but I do not see how a man can be head of a department and not have the authority to regulate his employees.
Mr. SMOOT. What I referred to was not a department, but
a bureau.
·
Mr. REED. Well, the hea.d of a bureau.
.
Mr. FLETCHER. The head of the bureau must have asked
for the employees.
Mr. SMOOT. The Senator from Florida suggests that the
head of the bureau must have asked for the employees. I do
not wish to go into personalities and remind the Senator why
many have been employed. The Senator from Florida knows
the reason_. Senator s and Representatives have asked that
many be employed and have asked the head of the bureau to
employ them. I know it is very hard sometimes for heads of
bureaus to refuse to make appointments under such circumstances.
1\Ir. FLETCHER. The point I . was making was that the
bureau chief, whoever he is, who makes a statement like that is,
in my judgment, in the first instance, responsible, because he
must have asked for the employes; and he should not have asked
for them if he was going to get an organization that he ·did not
need.
.
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, there is no use of going into a
discussion <>f this question. I think every Senator knows that
so far as the number of employees is concerned in the departments in Washington, they are out of all reason. I know that
they have employees who can not do the required work, and I
am quite sure that if they had such employees as they could
secure in ordinary times there would not be half of the employees in the District of Columbia who are now here, and yet
they would perform all of the work that is being done at the
pr esent time.
Mr. REED. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Utah
yield to the Senator from Missouri?
Mr. SMOOT. Yes; I yield.
Mr. REED. I have not the slightest doubt .of the fact that
there are a large number of employees in the city of \Va.shington who could be dispensed with _if the bureaus and places in
which they are employed were ~horoughly organized and had
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time to develop a trained corps of assistants. The trouble to-·
day is that somebody is called upon suddenly to create a department to perform important work. He has to do· it out of
raw material, to use an expression that I think will cover it.
He calls in a lot of men who are ignorant to a large extent o.t
' the work, and they get a ·lot of young ladies who are i'gllorant
of the work, and. they proceed to oTganize the be8t way they
can. The result IS that they have a great number of incompe- ·
tents and for !1 while the machinery does not work. After a
while they begm to get some system out of it, and some work;
and yet, making allowance for all that, I have not a bit of doubt
there are a great number of supernumeraries employed in the
departments who ought to be gotten rid of. There has been a
great deal of waste, but I still do not understand how the head
o~ a department can ~o around grumbling that he could get
, nd of 60 per cent of his employees if he were permitted to, because I think he could get rid of them if he tried.
. Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, what I wanted to bring particula;ly to the attention of the Senate was this: Cases such as
that Jnst spoken of by the Senator and the one to which I re-f~rred, and intended to proceed to refer to a little more e..'rten·
~1vely, no doubt exist; but this amendment covers the people
mto the civil service when we know that they are not qualified
· or fitted for the positions that they occupy to-day.
Mr. O~ffiERLAIN. Mr. President, may I interrupt the
Senator right there?
Mr. SMOOT. Yes.
Mr. C~ERLAIN. .As a matter of fact, when this bureau
· was orgaruzed as it is now they could not get civil-service em.
ployees. The Civil Service Commission could not furnish them, and could not furnish them to-day. Now, the question is in regard to these people who have been in the employ of the bureau
there for six months, ~orne of them for a year, can they not do.
better service after having been trained in the work, as the
Senator from :Missouri says, than new ones who might be covered
in from the civil-service register?
Mr. SMOOT. In some cases perhaps they might; in other
cases they might not. I want to say now that it is my opinion
that half of them can not, or even more ; and why bother now to
provide that all of the employees of that department should be
covered in under the civil service, when I have no doubt but that
every Senator will agree that there are many of them that could
not ~ass the required examination? That is the objection.
1\Ir. CHA.l\1BERLAIN. Yes; but, Mr. President, would you
not get very many on the civil-service register that would not be
, competent to fill the places, and yet you would have to take them 'l
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, they are. supposed to be competent if they have passed the examination prescribed by the
commission. If the commission has broken down, and if they
allow employees to pass the examinations who are not capable
of doing the work for which they took the examination, that is
against the system.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. If the Senator will allow me to intern1pt him furthE-r, I know of one or two employees there who
failed to pass the civil-service examination. possibly on mathematics, or possibly on using a typewriter, or something else that
they are not called upon to use in the service. Now, why should
not people like that, who are not required to perform that particular service, be competent to do something else?
Mr. Sl\IOOT. That same argument applies to every bureau
and every department of the Government. If we are going to
have a civil service, we ought to have it. If we do not want it,
we ought to abolish it. We should not allow the Naturalization
Bureau and Service to employ people who have not taken the
civil-service examination, and then at a time when there are
more employees than were ever known before cover them all into
the civil service. That is the wrong of this amendment, and
that is the reason why I ask that the Senate disagree to the
amendment.
lHr. OVERMAN. Mr. President, this affects only a very few
men-no great number of men. All of the employees in this
District are taken under the civil service, except a few men.
An act passed at the last Congress providing f-or the naturalization of certain soldiers in the camps required the employment
of lawyers to look after that naturalization. They -had to be
good lawyers, and the civil-service register could not furnish
them. Therefore they authorized the bureau temporarily to
appoint these men to do this work that has to be done by a
good lawyer. So they appointed those men and are now using
· them, and the Civil Service Commission now insists on theiv
standing an examination. One man stood the examination when
he 'does not have to typewrite at all and failed on typewriting,
and they knocked him out.
This amendment takes care of and puts in the civil service
about 30 or 40 men who already have the experience, who are
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already le-arneu in tlle law. It is not necessary ·for them to
stand an examination. Wll~- sllould we require these men now
to stand a ci"vil-service examination? They are few in numbernot a great number, like there are in some bureaus here: The
Senator from Missouri [l\Ir. REED]. was right when he said that
the cllief of the bureau he referred to could get rid of them,
and he ought to get rid of them. What is he going around here
. for, talking under cover to the Senator from Utah, and saying
that 50 per cent of his men ought to go out? Why does he not
put them out if he ought to put them out? He is not the right
sort of man himself, or he would put them out if he were looking after the interests of the Government.
This amendment, however, affects only a few men, as I say,
called in under those circumstances, because they had to have
lawyers and had to have them quickly, and there were not any
on the register. Now, the Civil Service Commission wants to
turn out all of these men, who are doing splendid work, and
make them stand a civil-service examination. That is all there
is in this amendment.
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, the Senator speaks of turning
them all out. There is no neeessity for turning them out. The
Senator knows that under the civil-service n1les they can be
temporarily' employed. He knows that at the end of three months
they can be employed again, and so on, as many times as the
bead of the bur(-aU ,\·ants to employ them. That is not the object
of this amendment. The President of the United States has u
perfect right and power to cover eyery one of them under the
dvil senice if he wants to, ot· he can take any one man and
issue un order waiving the examination for his employment ill
this bureau or in the other bureau of the Government. Thi&
amendment is to place every man in this bureau under the civil
service without examination.
1\lr. CHAl\ffiEllLAIN. 1\Ir. President, if the Senator will pm·mit me to interrupt him, I think he states the matter a little
more broadly than the facts warrant. It is not intended to place
every man in the bm·eau under civil service. There are many of
them in the bureau who are already under the civil service.
Mr. S:!.\100T. Then thf:'y are under the civil service. I think
t11e statement that I made is ab olutely correct. The amendment
reads:
The temporary appointments of members of the Naturalization Bureau
and Service are hereby made permanent, and the appointees given a full
classified status. -

1\lr. CHAl\IDERLAIN. i\Ir. President, if the Senator will let
me interrupt him further, I think I can give him a succinct statement of onditlons. I went over the matter with a man in the
bureau who knows the conditions from the ground up. The statement I now make is based upon information he ga\e me, and
was put in writing by me in order to bring the matter before
the Senate as it actually is:
The fact is that a third of the office force in the bureau in Washington have left for the military sen·ice. '.remporary appointees were
secured to take theiL· places. '!'hey have been in the continuous employ
of the bureau since July, 1918, in large numbers. Others have come at
later periods, and all are now trained clerks who arc serving under
temporat·y appointments awaiting the fumishlng of eligibles by the
Civil Service Commission upon examination. The Civil Service .Commission has for over a year endeavored to furnish eligibles and bas bad
three separate examinations for this purpose. A fourth examination
has now been called.

Now, why turn out the."'e people who have been in there for
six or eight months, or pos ibly a year in some cases, and walt
for the Civil Service Commission to furnish unqualified people?
Mr. SMOOT. You do not have to turn them out. They have
not been turned out up to this time. If they have been in the
service a year, they can be in the service another year.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. But under the civil-serv-ice rules, as
the Senator knows. here is A. B., for instance, who is a com. petent clerk, working in this department, and who has been
working there for a year. That clerk, as soon as an eligible is
furnished by the Civil Service Commission, must step aside,
because he has not passed the civil-service examination.
Mr. SMOOT. Not necessarily.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. That is the rule.
Mr. SMOOT. I know what the practice is. I know what
the rule is. I know what the law provides.
1\Ir. CHAMBERLAIN. Continuing this statement, if the
Senator will permit me a moment, I want to get the facts in the
RECORD as they are :
During this period under the act of Congress approved May 9, 1918,

t~l'itis:id~hft:'tt1t1~~i~~~lig~dwt~.!' d~fl~sa~jhtoi';z~~re~~.0 nl.t0 i~~r tf~~P~~!~

these duties were added there were no eligibles on the civil-service
register having the qualifications requisite to the proper performance
of the duties of naturalization exammer. It was necessary to secure
immediately an adeqnate personnel both in numbers and qualifications.
A larg-e number, approximately 100 examiners and clerks, were appointed temporarily. All of these who are now serving are. performing
excellent service. They have been in continuous sel'Vice, some of them
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for nearly six months. The examiners are lawyers with qualifications
as practical typewriters.
orne of them have failed to pass the typewriter examination before the Civil Service Commission.
If the Senator will pardon me for ju t one moment, I will

finish this statement which I desire to make.
1\lr. Sl\IOOT. Certainly.
1\Ir. CHAMBERLAIN {reading)Because of the heavy demand on the man power of the country it
has been found impossible b s 2cure through the usual means provided by the Civil Service Commission a sufficient number of eligibles
to enable the bureau to transact its business. It is not kno~n when
there will be ellgibles obtainable. These men have abandoned their
practices and devoted the past four or five months to their duties in
the Naturalization Service, and if they are not continued permanently
in the service will suffer unnecessary hardship. The Naturalization
Service needs their services, or others equally as good. They have all
passed through the preliminary course of training necessary to be
given to nll who enter the servi:!e. If these temporary appointees in
the bureau and field service, approximating 130, are obliged to be
discontitmed and Other appointees secured, it will result in the constitution of the Naturali2ation Service of approximately 30 per cent
experiencetl nnd 70 per cent inexperienced members.

In view of that it seems to me no reason can be given why
the appointment of these people should not be made permanent
and why they should not be given an opportunity to serve
there, rather than to have new men and women come in ·to
take their places.
1\Ir. SMOOT. l\fr. President, I wish to say to the Senator
that every bureau, every division, every board, every commission, every department in the Go\ernment could make the same
kind of appeal. .
l\lr. CHAMBERLAIN. I believe it would be a wise one.
Mr. Sl\100T. Then, if it is a wise one, let us repeal the
civil-service Jaw.
1\Ir. CHAl\ffiERLAIN. I should like to see that done in
some respects.
Mr. SMOOT. Of course, that is an opinion that the Senator
has a perfect right to express, and there are others who believe
as he does, but the civil-service law is in force to-day.
l\lr. OVERl\L.o\.N. l\fr. President, let me r.sk the Senator a
question. There is one instance where there is a lawyer doing
this work who is very efficient. When the Civil Service Commission can get a man on the registet· to fill the place, they
send him up, and the bureau has to turn out this lawyer and put
in this othet· fellow?
l\Ir. SMOOT. Not neeessarily.
Mr. OVERMAN. Oh, yes; that is what they are doing. I am
putting a concrete case now, where they have taken out a
lawyer who did not pass the civil-service examination because
he could not typewrite, and they sent some fellow up there who
was a typewriter, who was not as good a man as the one they
turned out. Now, that is a concrete case.
Mr. SMOOT. I know that these temporary appointments are
held over for three months, and then for another period of three
months, and sometimes for years. All they have to do is to
make a request to the commission that they are wanted there
for the positions they are filling, and there is no question but
that the request is granted. Now, I very much prefer to vote at
this time to abolish the civil-service law entirely, rather than
to undertake now to pick out certain bureaus and divisions and
departments of the Government to which the civil-service law
shall not apply, and have it apply to all others.
l\lr. THOMAS. 1\Ir. President, I am not particularly concerned about the Civil Service Commission. I share the view
expressed by the Senator from Oregon [Mr. CHAMBERLAIN], in
that I think in some respects it ought to be abolished; but I
fear that this amendment is the beginning of what I am told
is a concerted purpose upon the part of the new employees of
the Government to make their tenures here permanent after
the war .
We have here at least 40 per cent of employees who, I repeat,
are not needed at all. They are supernumeraries, even in this
time of great activity; and if one may judge from the work
which some of them seem to be doing, I have understated rather
than oYer&tated the percentage. I have been informed from
credible sources that a movement began some time ago-an
organized movement, having, of course, political power behind
it-by which the employees everywhere now in Government
service, and _who have been brought in owing to the exigencies
of the war, nre beginning-they are not only beginning, but
they began some time ago, and they are continuing-their activities for that purpose.
l\1r. SMOOT. They are writing letters now.
l\1r. THOMAS. I therefore e::<...lJeCt, if I live to see the war
ended, to be confronted \Vith a concerted movement to keep the
civil service in its present state of numbers and inefficiency,
mid consequently I clo not want to vote for this amendment.
To be perfectly frank about it, I have not much regatd for the
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legal abilities of any lawyer who has left a practice to serve
the G<>vernmcnt in its emergency who cares to remain at the
present rate of compensation as a permanent employee of the
Government.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Mr. President, may I interrupt ~e
Sen a tor there?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes.
Mr. OHAl\1BERLAIN. :I think "'that is ·a very -unjust criticism to make of these people -who havE· 'left lucrative practices,
whether as lawyers or in any other profession, .and have C{)me
here to serve the Government at this time.
Mr. THOMAS. I think if a man has left a lucrative practice his lucrative J)ractice will come back to him just .as soon as
the emergency is over which ·required him to leave it.
l\11.·. CHAMBERLAIN. That may'be true, too.; ·but 'the ·general
charge is made that they ·w·ould not leave lucrative practices 'to
come here and serve the Governtnent at these salaries. Some of
them come here and serve for nothing.
Mr. THOMAS. No; I did not say that. "The Senator misunderstood me. What I said was that I can .not conceive wby,
h a ving left a large pracU ce, they want to stay here ·per.m anently.
·Of cour e I cast no imputation whatever upon them. . On the
contrary, it is a matter to the credit of any man who leaves ·ws
business, where he was prosperous, and comes .here and serves
the Government. That is creditable; but to want to stay and
spend the rest of his life here, at the meager salary which is
paid by the Governnient, does not give me a very high opinion
of the extent of the lucrative practice which he claim to .ha..ve
had. But, in my judgment, it is the beginning of a policy certain
to .develop a:; time goes on, with the political .Power which goes
'vith organization behind it, to continue this vast borde of
employees llere in Washington e\en after the war is over and
when the need for them shall have ceased.
.
Mr. KING. Mr. Pre ident, will the Senator yield? ! ·should
like to ask the Senator, if he will pardon me, if it is wise to
offer this amendment, why would it not be wise .to extend it to
other departments?
· Mr. TifOMAS. Th·e Senator's coneague [lli. SuooT.] asked
- tl:w t question before the Senator came in.
l\1r. KING. I apologize for repeating it, then.
Mr. THO~IAS. It will serve as a precedent when it is enacted,
and naturally and properly will encourage the employees of
other departments to do likewise.
Mr. KING. Then it is apparent, if this is wise and just, there
are employee in other departments who have the same right to
a k for legislation of this character.
l\lr. OVERMAN. And for tl1e same .reason· exactly.
Mr. KING. It seems to .me this is very unfair and very unwise
legi.·lation.
·
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Mr. President, this Naturalization Bureau has had its business increased very l.argely by the act of
~fay 9, 1918. It is possible that there are other departments
ituated as is this particular department, and I will say very
frankly that if there are other departments-and I know of rione
that are so situated-they ought to be granted the same -relief.
I have been unable to ee why a man who has been serving the
Government for six months or a year by appointment without
ha\ing passed a civil-service examination should be turned out
after having gained experience in his place and ·that place filled
by some ·man or woman less capable simply because they passed
such examination. That does not count for a:nything. It is
simply in compliance with the law that the heads of departments
go to the ·Civil Service Commission to get employees, but that
does not mean in any sense of the word that persons so obtainell
aTe capable anrl competent. .A.s a matter of 'fact, l think I
would re· ign my seat in the Se.nate if 1 had to depend for my
clerical assistance upon clerks certified to me by the .Civil Service
Commission whether such clerks suited me or not.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. SHEPPARD in the chair).
The hour of 2 o'clock having ruTiVed1 the Chair lays before the
Senate the unfinished business, which will be stated.
The SECRETARY. A bill ( S. 4637) for the retirement -of emp1oyees ·in the classified civil ·service.
1\Ir. MARTIN of Virginia. Mr. Pre ident-Mr. THOMAS. Allow me to ask a question of the -Senator
from Oregon. 'Vhy does the Senator state that these men are
about to be turned out from their present employment?
1\Ir. CHAMBERLAiN. I do not know of any other reason
fnr it except that they are simply holding by appointment without having passed the civil-service examination. . Whenever
eligibles are certified up by the Civil Service Commission to the
Natuxalization Bureau they have to discharge employees who
have not had the examination and take those certified, whether
they ha v.e had practical exper~ence or not.

Mr. ·THOMA-S. '.rheir places are ·being taken so fast that
some of the departments have been obliged to call a halt here
in the city. 'lJhe movement ls inward.
1\'fr. CHAMBERLAIN_ They ha\e stopped people coming
here ·because of the infiuenza.
Mr. THOl\.IAS. I wish they wonld make it permanent.
Mr. CRMIDERLAIN. The Senator does not wish that-'The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Oregon
yield to
Senator from V.irginia?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. In just a moment. The Senator does
not wish that any more than I do, but the (lepartments are
being crippled in their work :because they have not sufficient
employees.
Mr. THO:l\IAS. Let me say it is not because they have not
sufficient employees. There may be other reasons.
Mr. McKELLAR. I ask unanimous consent that the unfinished business ·be temporarily laid aside for the consideration
of the appropriation bill the Senator from Virginia has ln
charge, with ·the understanding that as soon as that bill is disposed qf it will be taken up for consideration.
The PRESIDING 'OFFICER. Without objection, it is so
ordered.
Mr. ·OVERMAN. We need these employees in the department,
and why turn men out who are competent and experienced and
go 'to the civil service and have them certify somebody who is
not. Here is a case that is sui .g eneris. It does not set a precedent at all. I do not like to .go over the reasons again. I have
shown that there are a few lawyers from the country here willing to help the Government, ana they aTe DOW doing it. One
of them 1;ook an examination as a ty,pewriter and they turned
him down. The Civil Service Commission have not got him on
the register, and the man has to get out. This takes care of
40 .or 50 experienced, able men, men willing and capable to do
this work, and they have done it. The Civil Service Commission say those men must stand a civil-service examimrtion, and
they ·can not· keep them any longer. They were app6inted for
three months, temporarily.
Mr. Sl\fOOT. I will ask the Senator fi·om North Carolina how
many employees there ·a re in this ·bureau~
:
Mr. OVERMAN. I have no idea. We put only a few in the
bill we passed last year.
Mr. SMOOT. There .are ~SO empioyees involved.
1\fr. OVERMAN. I said there were not very many.
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, there is not -any question but
that every man who is at work in that bureau to~day, whether
he be upon the temporary ·r oll or w:Qether he be sent by the Civil
Service Commission, is not going to lose his job because of the
passage or the nonpassage of this act. If he has been on the
temporary roll for six months or nine monThs, he is continued
on the temporary roll for one year longer.
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment.
On a division the amendment was agreed to.
. The next amendment was, -under the head of "Legislative,"
on page 43, after line .19, to insert :
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To pay Katharine C. Norton and Aiice Gallinger Espe, daughter and
granddaughter, respectively, of Hon. Jacob H. Gallinge:r, late a Senator
from the State of New Hampshire, $7;500.

The amendment was agreed to.
.
The next amendment was, ·at ·the top ·Of page 44, to insert :
To pay Sallie Tillman. widow of Hon Benjamin R. "Tillman, late a
Senator fl.-om the State of South Carolina, $7,500.
-

The amendment was agreed to.
Th'e next amendment was, {)n page 44, after line 3, to insert :
To pay Ruth James, widow of Hon. Ollie M. James, late a Sena'tor
from -tlu! State of Kentucky, $.7,500.

The amendment was agreed 'to.
The next amendment was, en page 44, after line 5, to insert:
For folding speeches and pamphlets, at a .rate not exceeding $1 per
thousand, $5,000.
.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on p-_age 45, after line 8, to insert!
JUDGMENTS, COURT OF CLAIMS.

For the payment of tne judgments rendered by the Court of Claims,
reported tQ Congress .during 'the present session in House Document .No.
1332, namely :
•
Under the War Department, $68 .003.50;
UndP.r ·the Navy :DeJ>artment. $72,619.45 ;
Under the Interior 'Department, $343,440.34;
Under the Department of Justice, $4.544.80;
Under the Post ·Office Department, $12,954.47;
In all, $501,562.56.
None of the judgments contained in this act shall be pa1d until the
right of appeal shall h:rve ex_pired.

The .amendment was agreed to4
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TllC next amendment was, on page 45, after line 23, to insert:
AUDITED CLAIM.S.

S.ec. 3. That for the payment of the following claims, certified to be
due by the several accounting officers of the Treasury DeP,artment
under appropriations the balances of which hnve been exhausted or
carried to the surplus fund under the provisions of section 5 of the
net of June 20, 1874, and under appropriations heretofore treated as
permanent, being for the service of the fiscal year 1916 and prior years,
unle~s otherwise stated, and which have been certified to Congress
under section 2 of the act of July 7, 1884, as fully set forth in House
Document No. 1333, reported to Congress at its present session, there
is npp!opria ted as follows : .
·
CLAIMS ALLOWED BY THE AUDITOR FOR THE TREAS'GRY DEPARTMENT,

For collecting the revenue from customs, $2.07.
·For paper-money laundering machines 1917, $109.96.
For freight, transportation, etc., Public Health Sen-ice, $284.52.
]'or miscellaneous expenses, Internal-Revenue Service, · $12.
.
For reftmdlng internal-revenue collections, $20.
For t>efunding taxes illegally collected, $451,496.72.
For redemption of stamps, $5,997.97.
For payment of judgments against internal-rennue officers, $80,803.30.
For allowance or drawback, $516.50.
For Coast Guard, $429.77.
•
For pay of crews, miscellaneous expenses, etc., Life-Saving Service,
$375.50.
.
For operating supplies for public buildings, $9.37.
For furniture and repairs of same tor public buildings, $436.40.
For general expenses of public buildings, $22.05.
CLAlllS ALLOWED BY THE AUDITOR FOR THE WAR DEPARTMEXT.

For pay, etc., of the Army, $1,984.72.
For extra-duty pay to enlisted men as clerks at Army division and
department headquarters, $860.
.
For mllea"'e to officers and contract ~urgeons, $1,607.67.
For suppiies, services, and transportation, Quartermaster Corps,
$5,022.23.
•
.
'
For Jncidental expenses, Quartermaster's Department, $26.60.
For barracks and quarters, $4,108.69.
For transportation of the Army and its supplies, $1,079.32.
For roncls, walks, wharves, and drainage, $39.58.
For Medical and Hospital Department, $11.65.
For headstones for graves of soldiers, $7.79.
For National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, Pacific Branch,
$336.73.
For National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers. clothing, $828.62.
CLAIMS ALLOWED BY THE AUDITOR FOR THE NA'\''Y DEPARTMENT,

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

contingent and miscellaneous expenses, Naval Observatory, $13.75.
pay, mi~cellaneous, _ $159.68.
.
pay, Marine Corps, $313.97.
transportation, Bureau cf Navigation, $57.88.
outfits on first enlistment, Bureau of Navigation, $26.87.
contingent, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, $7.
pay of the Navy, $882.01.
('ngineering, Bureau of Steam Engineering, $40.
fr('ight;, Bur~au of Supplies and Accounts, $2,261.30.

CLAillS ALLOWED BY THil AlJDITOR FOR THE INTEniOR DEPARTMEXT.

OcTOBER

24;

For detection and pros('cution of crimes, 1918. $1,486.01.
· For inspection of prisons and prisoners, 1918 $534.45.
For salaries, fees, and expenses of marshals, United States courts,
$154.98.
For salaries and exp:mses of district attorneys, United States courts
$1.25.
,
For pay of special assistant attorneys, United Stat('s courts, $542.55.
For fees of clerks, United States courts, 1918, $17.183.85.
For fees of clerks, Unitf'd States courts, 1917, $68.50.
For fees of clerks United States courts, $1,605.05.
For fees of commissioners, United States courts,~. 1917, $119.60.
For fees of witnesses, United States courts, 1911:1, $44.95.
For fees of witnesses, United States courts, 1917, $16.20.
For fees of witnesses, United States courts, $140.50.
For pay of bailiffs, United States courts, $15.
For miscellaneous expenses, United States courts, $114.50.
For supplies for United States courts, 1918, $895.31.
For supplies for UnJted States courts, 1917, $79.02.
For support of prisoners, United States courts, $1.50.
li'or United States penitentiary, Leavenworth, Kans., 191R, ~!.19.
For United States penitentiary, McNeil Island, Wash., l!Jl8, 35 cents.
For United States penitentiary, Atlanta, Ga., 1918, $20.91.
CLAIMS ALLOWED BY THE AUDITOR FOR THE POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

For indemnities, international registered mail, $256.63.
For indemnitiesJ lost insured mall, $10.
For shipment or supplies, $28.72.
For star route service. special mall carriers, $40.47.
For railroad transportation, $502.32.
For Railway Mail Service, miscellaneous eA--penses, $3.1u.
For Railway Mall Service, injured, $2,000.
For foreign mall transportation, $352.89.
For. compensation of postmasters, $103.99.
For rent, light, nntl fuel, $43.33.
For City Delivery Service, horse hire, $161.99.
For Rural Delivery Service, $116.27.

Tile amendment was ag1;eed to.
'l'he Secretary concluded the reading of the bill.
1\ir. CHAMBERLAIN. The bill is now open to amendment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill is as in Committee
of the Whole and open to amendment.
1\Ir. CHAl\lBERLAIN. I propose the following amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will read it.
The SECRETARY. Add the following to the bill :
The appropriation of $100,000 provided by section 7, Chapter XV,
of the act approved July 9, 1918, " Making appropriation· for the
support of the Army for the fiscal year ending June 13, 1919" to be
used under the direction of the Interdepartmental Social llygiene
Board, is hereby made available for the pm·pose of paying the salaries
of officers, investigators, and all other necessary employees in the
District - of Columbia and elsewhere, as well as rentals, office equipment! supp!J.cs, and expenses, travel expenses of officei'S and employees;
printing, bmding, books and periodicals, law books and books of ref·
erence, and miscellaneous expenditures which the board msy deem
necessary for carrying out the pUl·poses of the act.

1\~r. 1\IARTIN of Virginia. Mr. President, I make the point
of order that this amendment is plainly in violation of the rule
against legislation on an appropriation bill.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. 1\lay I make a statement in reference
to the matter before the Senator insists on his point o.f order?
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. Certainly; I withhold the point of
order until the Senator can be heard.
·
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Mr. Presiqent, thls is a matter of such
great importance that I do not think the Senator from Virginia
ought to make a point of order against it. Yet I am frank to
say I think a point of order, if insisted upon, would lie against
the amendment.
I say again that the amendment and the bill to which it
refers greatly affects our people, and not only affects the pres·
ent generation but generations yet unborn. 'Vhile the Army
appropriation bill of this year was under consideration the Military Affairs Committee took up the subject of venereal diseases
as affecting those who were coming into the Army from civil
life, and not only was the committee astounded at t11e condiCLAIMS ALLOWED BY THII: AUDITOR FOR THE STATI!I AXD OTHER
DEPARTMENTS.
tions which developed in the hearings before the committee, but
For relief, protection, n.nd transportation of American citizens in the country at large was amazed at the showing which was made
Europe,J52,537.32. by those who understood the situation and had made a particuFor s aries of secretaries, Diplomatic Service, $166.67.
For transportation of diplomatic and consular officers, 191 ~ $430.85. lar examination into and study of the subject.
For transportation of diplomatic and consular officers, $13t.75.
At my request, and at the request of other members of the comFor salaries, Consular Service., $636.86.
.
For contingent ('Xpenses, United States consulates, 191~ $37,480.23. mittee, some of the newspapers and magazines took up the
subject whlch had never before been publicly discussed nor very
Fot· contingent eA--penses, United States. consulates, $6t6._
For representation of interests of foreign governments growing out generally discussed in the home circle for reasons of false modof hostilities in Europe, $34.28.
.
esty. The public_prints ~id not discuss it because it seemed
For preservation of collPctions, National Museum, $24.
to shock the moral sense, although the subject was one which
For books, National Museum, $8.44.
For Interstate Commerce Commission, f2.07.
came very near to and affected the homes of hundreds of the
For general expenses, Bureau of Anima Industry, $754.20.
people of the country. After that hearing and after experts
For general expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $372.60.
had testified before the committee and the reports affecting the
For general _e xpenses1 Forest Service, $31.59.
For marketing and distributing farm products. 54 cents.
Army bad been examined by the committee, they adopted what
For ~eneral expenses, Bm·eau of Standards, $1.21.
For mvestigation of optical glass, Bureau of Standards, 1918, $121. is known as chapter 15 of the Army appropriation act. The.
title of the chapter is "Interdepartmental .Social Hygienic
For testing railroad scales, etc., Bureau of Standards, $6.
Fot· military .research, Bureau or Standards, 1917 and 1918, $1,916.70. Board."
For general eA--penses, Lighthouse Service, $2,549.25.
It provided for the creation of a board to take up the subject
For contingent expenses, Dep!l.rtment of LaboT, $11.61.
.
for intelligent investigation and discussion, and appropriated
For contingent expenses, Department of Commerce and Labor, $1.80.
For <'xpenses of regulating immigration, $41.25.
.
·
iarge sums of money for that purpose, because the necessity for
l'or g-Pneral expenses, Children's Bureau, $101.
·
For contingent expenses, Department of Justice, transportation;- 1918,· (!ut·atiYe an-d preveptive measures was so great, much of it to be
spent
in cooperation with the States anu the sevet·al universities
$f\8.30.
.
.

For contingent expenses, Department of the Interior, $6.35.
For Capitol Building and repairs, 1917, $1.
·
For Rurveying the public lands, $37-5.
For inspecting mines In Alaska, $6.40.
For investigating mine accidents, $4.90.
For testing fuel, Bureau of Mines, 36 cents.
For suppressing liquor traffic among Indians, 1917, $72.75.
For suppressing liquor traffic among Indians, 20 cents.
F'or relieving distress aud prevention, etc., of diseases among Indians,
For ndian schools, support, $195.95.
For Indian school and agency buildings $220.38.
For purchase and transportation of Indian supplies, 1917, $1,466.59.
For purchase and transportation of Indian supplies, $153.67.
·
For telegraphing and telephoning, Indian Service, 55 cents.
For pay of Indian police, 67 cents.
For Ganado irrigation project, Navajo Reaervation, Ariz. (reimbursable), 95 cenbl.
For support of Indians in California, $30.
For Indian school1 Greenville,_,Cal., 1917, $4.19.
For oil and gas mspectors, .l''h·e Civilized Tribes, Oklahoma, 1917,
$116.57.
For Indian school, Tomah, Wis., $1.8-l.
For Army pensions, $18.
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and places of learning in tlie United States in an effort, if possible, to check and finally to eradicate these destructive diseases.
Mr. WARREN. Will the Senator place in the RECORD before
he concludes the amount appropriated'?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I will do so by inserting the law sought
to be amended. On account of the relation · that this proposed
amendment to the pending bill bears to the act itself I am going
to ask to have printed in the RECORD chapter 15 of the Army
appropriation act:
Chapter 15 of that act, approved July 9, 1918, is as follows:
CHAPTER XV.
Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board: That there is hereby c1·eated
a board to be known as the Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board,
to consist of the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, and the
Secretary of the Treasu1·y. as ex officio members, and of · the Surgeon
General of the Army, the Surgeon General of the Navy, and the S~r
geon General of the Public Health Service, or of representatives designated by the Secretary of War. the Secretary of the Navy, and the
Secretary of the Treasury, respectively. The duties of the board shall
be: (1) To recommend rules and regulations for the expenditure of
moneys allotted to the States under section 5 of this chapter; (2) to
select the institutions and organizations and fix the allotments to each
institution under said section 5; (3) to recommend to the Secretary of
the Treasury, the Secretary of War, and the Secretary of -the Navy such
genera I measures as will promote correlation and efficiency in carrying
out the purposes of this chapter by their respective departments.; and
(4) to direct the expenditure of the sum of $100,000 referred to m the
last paragraph of section 7 of this chapter. The board shall meet at
least quarterly, and shall elect annually one of its members as chairman,
and shall adopt rules and regulations for the conduct of its business.
SEc. 2. That the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy are
hereby authorized and directed to adopt measures for the purpose of
assisting the various States in caring for civilian persons whose detention, isolation, quarantine, or commitment to institutions may be found
necessary for the protection of the military and naval forces of the
United States against venereal diseases.
SEc. 3. That there is hereby established in the Bureau of the Public
Health Service a Division of Venereal Diseases, to be under the charge
of a commissioned medical officer of the United States Public Health
Service detailed by the Surgeon General of the Public Health Service,
which officer while thus serving shall be an Assistant Surgeon General
of the Public Health Service, subject to the provisions of law applicable to assistant surgeons general in charge of administrative. divisions
in the District of Columbia of the Bureau of the Public Health Service.
There shall be in such division such assistants, clerks, investigators,
and other employees as may be necessary for the performance of its
duties and as may be provided for by law.
. SEc. 4. That the duties of the division of >enercal diseases shall be
in accordance with rules . and regulations prescribed by the Secretary
of the Treasury (1) to study and investigate the cause, treatm~nt,
and prevention of venereal diseases; (2) to cooperate with State boards
of departments of health for the prevention and control of such diseases
within the State; and (3) to control and prevent the spread of tbPse
diseases in interstate traffic: Provided, That nothing in this chapt r
shall be construed as limiting the functions and activities of ot11-·1·
departments or bureaus in the prevention, control, and treatment of
venereal diseases and in the expenditure of moneys therefor.
SECI. 5. That there is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $1,000.000, to be
expended under the joint direction of the Secretary of War aml the
Secretat·y of the Navy to carry out the provisions of section 2 of this
chapter: Provided That the anpropriation herein made shall not be
deemed exclusive, but shall be fn addition to other appropriations of a
more general character which arc applicable to the same or similar
purpo ·es.
.
SEC. 6. That there is hereby appropriated, otU; of any moneys in
the 'J.'reasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $1,400,000 annua1ly for two fiscal years, beginning with the fiscal year commencing
July 1, 1918, to be apportioned as follows: The sum of $1,000,000,
which shall be paid to .the States for the use of their respective J:.!oards
or departments of health in the prevention, control, and treatment of
venereal diseases; this sum to be allotted to each State, in accordance
with the rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, in the proportion which its population bears to the population of
the continental United States, exclusive of Alaska and the Canal Zone,
according to the last preceding United States census, and such allotment to be so conditioned that for each dollar paid to any State the
State shall speci!icaJly appropriate or otherwise set aside an equal
amount for tht: preventlon, control, and treatment of venereal diseases,
except for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, for which the allotment of money is Lot conditioned upon the appropriation or setting aside
of money by the State, provided that any State may obtain any part of
its allotment for any fiscal year subsequent to June 30, 1919, by specifically appropriating or otherwise setting aside an amount equal to such
part of its allotment for the J>reventlon, control, and treatment of
venereal diseases; the sum of ~100,000, which shall be paid to such
universities, colleges, or other s uitahle institutions, as in the jud~ent
of the Interdepartmental Soclal Hygiene Board are qualified for scientific research, for the purpose of discovering, in accordance with rules
and regulations prescribed by the Interdepartmental Social Hygiene
:Board, more efl'ectlve medical measures in the prevention and treatment
of venerPal diseases : the sum of $300,000, which shall be paid to such
llniversities, colleges, cr other Ruitable institutions or organizations, as
In the judgment of the Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board are
qualified for scientific research, for the purpose of discovering and developing more effecti>e educa tlonnl measures in the prevention of
venereal diseases. and for the purpose of sociological and psychological
research related thet·eto.
_
.
SEc. 7. That there is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $300,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30. 1919, to be apportioned as follows: . '!'he sum of
$200.000 to defray the expenses of the establishment and maintenance
of the division of venereal diseases in the Bureau of the Public Health
Service ; and the sum of $100.000 to be usefl under the direction of the
Interdepartmental l:)ocial Hygiene Board for any purpose for which any
of' the nppropriations made by this chapter a.r e avaUable.

:
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SEc. 8. That the terms " State" and " States," as used in this chap_ter, shall be held to included the District of Columbia.
That the act entitled "An act to authorize condemnation proceedings
of lands for military purposes," approved July 2, 1917, as amended by
an · act approved Aprll 11, 1918, be, and the same is hereby, amended,
and its provisions in all respects, together with all its privileges and
benefits, are hereby extended to tne right of condemnation of standing
or fallen timber, sawmills, camps, machinery, logging roads, rights ot
way, equipment, materials, supplles, a .n d any works, property, or appliances suitable for the effectual production of such lumber and timber
projucts for the Army, Navy, United States Shipping Board. or the
United States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation. That the
right to institute such condemnation proceedings is hereby conferred
upon the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, and the Chairman
.of the United States Shipping Board and the United States Shipping
Board Emergency Fleet Corporation, individually or collectively. Such
right of condemnation shall be exercbed by such officials only for the
purpose of obtaining such property when needed for the production
manufacture, or building aircraft, dry docks, or ve.s sels, their apparei
or furniture, for housing of Government employees in connection with
.the Army, Navy, or the United States Shipping Board and the United
States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation, and for the procurement of materials and equipment for ajrcraft, dry docks, and vessels. The jurisdiction of such condemnation proceedings is hereby
vested in the district courts of the United States where the property
which is sought to be condemned or any part thereof is located or situated, regardless of the value of the same.
And the President is hereby authorized. through any department or
th(; United States Shipping Board or said Fleet Corporation, to sell
and dispose of any lands or interests in real estate acquired for the
production of lumber and timber products, and to sell any logs, manufactured or partly manufactured or otherwise procured for the Army,
Navy, or United States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation,
or resulting from such manufacture or procurement, either to indi·viduals, corporations, or foreign states or governments, at such price
as he shall determine, acting through his above representatives selling
or disposing of the same, and the proceeds of such sale shall be returned.
to the appropriations which bore the expense of su_ch procurement.

I want Senators who oppose this amendment to the pending
bill to stand responsible before the country for their course,
because I think that German bullets have done less damage to
our boys over there than these destructive diseases have been
doing in our country at large and to generations yet unborn.
In order to show that I want to call the attention of Senators
to the hearings before the Committee on Military Affairs, held
on June 10, 15, 17, and 18, 1918. I am not going to discuss the
subject at any length. I am merely calling attention to it, antl
I know it will touch the consciences of Senators here if they
have not read this testimony.
Maj. Snow, of the Surgeon General's staff, who is an expert
on this subject, was asked to give his reasons for favoring such
legislation as the committee was considering, and he answered,
in part, as follows :
Maj. SNow. I might say this, that I was first interested in this problem some years ago as a State health officer. We have been mther
backward in applying the scientific information that we have about
these dangerous communicable diseases. I think the reason has been
that until perhaps 10 years ago we did not have certain important information about ready and accurate scientific diagnosis, particularly of
syphilis. Another difficulty has been that it is so closely interwoven
with· questions of moral standarqs. - Because these diseases are spr~ad
especially through sexual promiscuity, health officers have hesitated to
take np the problem until the oublic was ready to take up that phase of
the question simultaneously. The public has known nothing about the
dangers of these diseases. The advent of war has changed all this.
An active public interest has been aroused and health and medical or. ganizations are taking hold. The Surgeon General has assigned me to
' the problem of control of venereal diseases as they relate to the Army.
~ That has brought me particularly into touch with the seriousness of
venereal diseases not only as they affect the military forces, but the
civilians who are of value in prosecuting the war successfully.
I would like to present the picture as I see it, because ! · think that
such a picture is perhpps more efl'ective in convincing me that something needs to be done than any statistical argument.
·
We draw our men, by the decisions of Congress, from every State in
the Union, according to a proportionate quota distribution. It was
decided that it was wise, so far as venereal diseases are concerned, to
accept as a part of the quota from each State all those persons infected
with vrnereal disease who reasonably can be treated in the Army and
made useful for military service. That changed the policy as compared
with post practices of the Army, and it is a vitally important chan.ge,
I think, in relation to our combating these diseases. Approximately
five-sixths of the eases tbe Army has had to treat since mobilization
were thus brought in from- civil life.

He later gave way to Sel'gt. Harkness, who was his aid. and
wlto prepared maps an~l charts wh~ch ·were based upon the records which came to the department from the several l'antonments.
On page 62 of this testimony Sergt. Harkness commenred to
testify from the chart which was before the committee. He
sai<l: . ·
Sergt. HARKNESS. This chart has been made up from the weekly
reports received from fiv.e camps, a~l National Army camps or cantonments. and they · spread ·over a period of nine weeks, from March 29 to
May 24, 1018-

Practirally nvo monthsNot even• cantonment reported regularly. We are now getting these
reports t'n regularly, and ·we will shortly be able to give something
that will be a little more representative and from more than five cantonments. But from these 37 reports, after separating them. we found
these things. This represents the annual rate per thousand [indicating
on chart].
'
·
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. I interrupted him by stating that hB should give the figures,
because the chart would not go into the Tecord. Mr. Harkness
replied:
All these figures are ba;:ed on an annual 1·ate per thousand to make
them comparable with ot he r st atistics, and taking the cases that were
brought into the Army the rate was 2.31.3 per 1.,000.

Senators, T want you to note that the cases were coming into
the Army from civil life from every community in America.
1\Ir. POMERENE. Whnt was the rate?
l\Ir. CHAl\iBERLAIN. •rwo hundred and thirty-one and threetentl!s per thousa nd.
Now, note. 1\Iaj. Snow aid, "For gonorrhea."
Sergt. RAnKNESS. That is for gonorrhea
1,000 contracted after enlistment.

as

compared with 11 per

In other words, jn this one disease there were 23~3 per
thousand coming in from civil life as compared with 11 per
thousand contracted after enlisbnent. The civil life of this
Republic, which ought to be the purest, was the most defiled,
and with the men who were serving in the Army it was reduced
to the minimum.
.
Mr. POMERENE. Do those figures relate to the- entire service or only to certrun cantonments?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. He is making an estimate from a certain number of cantonments whlch rutd reported, and the e ·were
fairly re})resentative of the whole number of cantonments.
1\lind you, that refers to only one disease.
The CHAinMAN. 1n other words, the great majority of cases of gonorrhea during the period covered in those five cantonment-s came in all'eady infected from civil life?
~ergt. HARK ,' ESS. Ye , sir.
The percentage of syphilis-

! am glad there are no occupants of the gallery to hear this,
because it will not sound so bnd in cold type; and yet thls subject ought to be discussed as one would discuss tUberculosis or
any other dLease which is so destructive to the human race.
The. percentage of syphilis was 53. 5 per 1,000 men oi those men
brought in as compared to about 2 per 1,000.

Remember that these infected young men came in from clvil
life and go to make up the armed forces of the United States!
I may say here, incidentally, that under the old military regulations, if a man pre ·ented himself for enlistment and had any
of these disenses, he would probably have been turned down, but
the policy of the Government under the selective-service law
and tl1e new regulations is to take them and undertake to restore
t)lem to healthful lives, which has been done very Iru·gely. The1·e
are \ery few of these young men affected by these terrible diseases who are not cured, or cured as far as.it i possible-to do so,
and restored in the open camps to healthy and vigorous life.
The CHAinM.AN. C<lntracted after they came in?
Sergt. H.AnK!\ESS. Yes; after they came in. And of chancroids we
bad 30 pe1· 1,000 brought in as compared with 4 per 1,000 contractea
after they came in.

In other words, 30 per thousand cases came from civil life,
while tho e which were contra cted after the young men got into
the Army and were subjected to discipline were only 4 per 1,000.
For all vener eal di eases we have 320 per 1,000 ns brought lnto the
.Army, contracted before entrance, compared to 1.6.8 per 1,000 contracted
after enlistment.

Further jn his testimony, Maj. Snow was asked:
T he CHAm:uAN. Do you not find that there is a very great lack. of
infor mation among t he general public as to the amount of infection
and as to t he effect of these diseases upon t he clvU community"/
Maj. SNow. Yes, sir; that is one of the greatest difiicultles, or bas
been in the past, in makin"' any .re.a l progress ugn.inst these diseases.
I e;t arted to say. before I dfgressed, in counection with these statistics
that foT the fi ,re-sixths of the 80,000 men Sergt. Harkness has ment ioned being called in. the draft is the best thing that could have
hapf)en ed to them. Many of them never had been near a physician.
T hey had received tbe misinformation which medieal charlatans give,
· and the kinll of information that all of us, as we have grown up
have had about the harmlessness, relatively, of gonorrhea, and abou£
the ease with which it can be cured by a druggist or by ourselves,
when we go and buy some patent medicine which is supposed to be
a sure cure, and similar misinformation about syphilis and how it
can be cured. In. the Army these men are brought to understand, from
the .education they receive and the treatment, the importance to themsclVPS and to the community later of their being under treatment.
A"'ain the takin~ of these men into the Army bas removed immediately
fr~m the community a very considerable number of persons who were
carriers of venereal disease. But perhaps the most valuable influence
of a ll has been t he awaken in~ of health authorities, and simultaneously
of business men and 1nfluentml men and women generally, to the fact
that t his is a communicable-disease problem ; that it can be met if we
apply the same scientific m~thods tbat we have applied to the control
of yellow fPver and otht'.r diSeases.
'l' IJe Med1cal Dt'partment of the .Army has done everything it could
to aid in stimulating this interest of the public in this problem, because
you can see, from an administrative point of view, the Surgeon Genera l can do very little about the control of venereal diseases, other
than treating those cases that develop, unless he has the cooperation
of the public. Th.e infections in the Army after the men are drafted
do not occur inside of thE.' cantonments, because the infections primarily come from sexual promiscuity, and there is no ready opportunity for sexua l relations to occur between the infected civilian
women and susceptible noninfected Sbldicrs in the camp itself; but
when the men go out on 11berty and furlough we have the danger.
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The CHAIRMAN. Those cases yon can measurably control?
:Maj. Ssow. We can measurably control them to the extent that
Congress has provided authorization in sect}!ms 12 and 13 of the draft
law, and facilities tbrougb the Commission on Training Camp Activities for applying those sections. Recreation which keeps a man so
busy that he doe'3 not expose himself; enforcement of the law which
makes intected women inacces ible; education which encourages selfcontrol are all vitally important eontrol measures. Many times just
a man's better judgment leads him to realize that he owes it to the
Government, if not to h1s -personal career, to keep sober .and to avoid
pro titution and possible lnf~ction.
~'he CHAIRli1AN. l hr'Ul the pleasure of attending a meeting over iu the
Committee on Banking and Cur r ency room one evening when you exhibited charts and a motion-picture film and displayed the mpthods
that were being adopted by the commanders of the troops for in structing the young men.
Maj. ~Now. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. The Meillcal Corps is proceeding with that instruc·
tion_, and is delivering lectures .on that subject?
!\-1aj. ::;!\ow. Yes.
'l.'he ClLunMAN. Do yon find that is being attended with b ndit?
!-iaj. 'Now. It Js; very hard t:> find out just bow succes ful sueh
measures are, but I think it is significant that the commanding gen(>rals
and our division sur.geons and other officers who are immedlately in touch
with the men are increasingly ~ressing their favorabl e opinion of those
methods. They feel that it does have a veTy distinct deterrent effect on
reducing the amount of drunkenness and sexual promiscuity, which th y..
ordinarily would otherwise have expected from the men.
There is anotlli!r thing that is important, I think. That is, that in
the .past the Army has felt that it could not do anything ouslt:le of
Its own .Army reservations; that when a man went out he was to all
intents and pmposes for the time of his li~rty a citizen. .At the same
time the citizens oi the community generally were not very much interested in the soldier; they diu not know him per onaiJy; he had -enlisted
from <SOme distant place; they did not know what kind of a ma·n he
was; be came into th.e community, and if he got into the hands of the
underworld nobody oothered Nery much about it; and the Army could
not do anything except r .:!primand him ancl treat nim when he 1·eturned.
At the present time practically every family has some direct interest in
somebody in the Army, and there 1s added stimulus of being at war.
'.l'he attitude of the public in favor of clean living; the feeling that
we must make for national efficiency ; the order against civilian <Ue s for
t.he oldie.r, resulting, as it does, in every military officer and man belDg
conspicuously 1dent11ied to the public; all these things are to have their
deterrent int1uence on irumoraUty and consequently on the amount of
exposure to venereal dis~e. Then as the community takes an active
interest in thi~, it becomes harder for the commercialized vice inter ·ts
to get holll of th~ men without the b.e.tter element in the community
etl'ectively protesting.
The CHAinMAN. Do yon not find that the dj semination of information
such as you are giving now and whiCh was withheld from the public in
tim es past, has had the effect of stimulating lo cal interest in the ~tates
and in the larger communities"/
·
Maj. 8Now. Oh, undoubtedly.
Inquiries are co nstantly arising.
Doubtless they come to each of you here every day, and they come also
in very large numbers to tbe Surgeon General and to every officer, I
suppolii.e, of the Army. These eome from communities, saying," We have
just learned ·· ~>omething about the work of the Government against
venereal diseases and prostltution, and we want to know what we <·an d()
tn our communities to help." Generally there is the yaguest kind of
information about what this problem is, and how the diseases are spread
and how they can be controllPd, and why we need dispensaries. If
we ask the .q uestion in return, ·• What have you done with tuberculosis,"
for instance. they answer promptly with a pro!mlm because they are
f.amiliar with that disease because of the campi1gn of education whkh
has been carried on tor the past 10 years. Such a campaign should be
promoted now by Congress. Dr. McLau~hlin h ere, of the Public Uea lth
l:lervtce, will doubUess tell you about the excellent work that is being
don e by his service in establishing dl.spensar'ies for the treatment of
civilians; some 24 of them, I think you have, doctor, or 28?
Dr. McLAUGHLIN. Twenty-four
Maj. SNOW. These tations are open, and the public understand that
they are open for advice and treatment. Some of them already ~ave had
500 patients a week, women and men. That bows that the public ~ants
advice and assistance from a reliable source. A definite educatiOnal
campaign is being carried on in connection with th e clinics, anti as
more and more people find out that they can get treatment mor'e are
coming. We are interestetl for the .Army in this civilian work, ~ca use
anyth.i ng that operat-es to reduce the total amount of venereal d iseases
in the community operates to lessen the chances of a soldier on liberty
being exposed, and therefc.re it les ens the number of infections that
are brought back to us for treatment.
'.rhe CRA.mliiAN. Why has there been sueh a woeful ignorance on the
part of the public as to these particular disea es?
Maj. SNOW. I thlnk Senator, that it is because we have never quite
sensed the fact that it is a communicable disease problem. And physicians have been, perhaps, more backward than any other group'ln analyzlng the poJ>s1billtles of talking to the public about th ese diseases ju t
as frankly as they have tall;:ed about malaria and yellow fever ~d
tuberculosis. There bas been a feeling th~t sexual relations wb1ch
society calls immoral are the source of spreadmg these diseases, and that
we can not do anything until we can control people's morals. Now
we have found that with the stimulus of the war and the leader!':hlp of
con:rress and the Federal officers, through the declaration that these
diseases were going to be fought, and that measures would be provided
to control prostitution and alcohol in relation to them, as well as
measures for diagnosis and treatment, everyone bas taken courage.
The efforts which have already been made. by State boards of hca_lth
or local health departments and by cooperatmg ag{>tlcles that are dealmg
more directly with the moral phases of the problem, b uve convinced one
person after another that there is a practical progr:tm that can be put
through. This education of the men and women m each community
must go on.
.

I invite the attention of Senators to the whole of this testimony. I simply .refer to enough of it to show the necessity for
undertaking to enforce properly chapter 15 of the appropriati?n
act of 1918. The reading of the act will show that the adrnmistration of it is placed in responsible hands. The Surgeon General of the Army, the Surgeon General of the Navy, the Sn~·~eon
General of the Public Health Service, the Secretary of War, the
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Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary of the Treasury are
on the board and attached to and under them are distinguished
members of the l\Iedical Corps.
l\1r. President, when the board undertake to administer this
law they find that obstacles to its proper execution, as in the
ca e of nearly all such laws, are placed in the way by decisions
of an acting controller. If we should undertake to walk through
the labyrinth of decisions of the various auditors and controllers
of these several departments one absolutely gets lost, and the
acts Congress intended to put into effect have been delayed,
po:::;tponect, and nullified by the action of these men.
I do not wish to criticize this particular controller, but in any
event he practically held that the appropriations which Congress
made in the Army ~ppropriation act could not be used as Congress, I am sure. intended it should be.
· ·
It is the purpose of this amendment simply to enable the board
to so organize that the purpose of the act may be put into practical effect. I know what the criticism of the distinguished
chairman of this committee will be. His criticism will be that
they are going to spend a large part of this appropriation in
organization.
1\fr. President, I do not care if every cent of it is expended
in the organization of this work so long as it relieves a serious
situation in the life of the American people.
If it is once organized, as it should be and as Congress intended, the money will be judiciously spent by the Federal Government in cooperation with the States, and these States w~ll
have a voice in the administration and enforcement of the law.
'Vhen once established, I venture to say there will be no one
who will ever rise on the floor of Congress and suggest the ·repeal
of a law that has for its purpose the purification of the morals
of the people of this country and the curing of the diseases that
affect not only those of the present but of futu_re generations.
I do hope, in order to assist in carrying out the great work
which bas been begun, the Senator from Virginia will not insist
upon his point of order, because I think if be will examine the
record he will find that these diseases are destroying more men
annually in one way and another than the influenza and German
bullets combined.
·
Mr. l\fARTIN of Virginia. l\Ir. President, I am so ·anxious to
get the bill through that I shall not spend any time in going
into the merits of this question. The .service is going on. I
want to say that this is simply a question of a greater margin
and paying more salaries. I insist on the point of order. The
amendment ' is plainly out of order. I ask the Chair to rule
upon it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. McKELLAR in the chair).
The point of order is sustained.
Mr. MYERS. I offer an amendment, which I desire to have
read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will read the
amendment.
The SECBETABY. Amend by adding a new section, as follows:
SEc. - . For furnishing seed for spring planting in food crops in
the year of 1919 by farmers in the drought-stricken regions of the
United States who. owing to crop failure in the year of 1918, are unable
to purchase seed th.erefor, and for fqrnish!ng to such f~rmers feed for
their live stock dur1ns- the next ensumg wmter and sprmg, the sum of
$5,000,000, to be disbursed and paid out, upo~ application therefor, by
the Scct·etary of Agt·iculture, upon such showmg and proof as he may
require and under such rules and regulations as he may promulgate and
npon such terms as to security and repayment as he may require.

1\Ir. :MYERS. :Mr. President-1\lr. :MARTIN of Virginia. Before the Senator proceeds, I
will say, so that I may not be mistmderstood, that of course I
shall not make a point of order if the Senator wishes to address
the Senate, but when he gets through I shall make a point of
order against the amendment.
:Mr. :MYERS. l\Ir. President, it may be this amendment is
subject to a point of order, but the necessity for the appropriation is so great, it is so vital to the interests of the country to
have the proposed appropriation made, that I do not think the
point of order should be made, and wish it might not be sustained.
A few weeks ago my colleague [1\Ir. WALSH] offered a similar
amendment to another appropriation bill, then pending before
the Senate, about the only difference being that the sum then
sought to be appropriated was $20,000,000. There was no point
of order made against that amendment. It came to a vote in
the Senate and was defeated. I think it was defeated largely
because the Senate thought the sum sought to be appropriated
wns larger than should be appropriated and larger . than the
Senate was willing to vote. Therefore I have offered an amendment, aimed at the same purposes, to appropriate only $5,000,000,
a much less sum.
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I am sure the Secretary of Agriculture favors this amendment. I have bad extended conversation and much consultation
with him on this subject, and I know he thinks the sum here
sought to be appropriated would do a great amount of good
and that it is needed · and would be highly beneficial to the
country.
There was a very severe drought in some of the Western
States this year, and a total failure of crops in some sections of
the country. It was a failure to such an extent that it was
a great calamity to whole sections of the country; so much so.
that thousands of farmers were not able to raise enough to
furnish themselves with seed for next year, to say nothing about
not realizing enough to live on during the fall and winter. In
consequence, the President was interested and he agreed to set
aside, out of an emergency fund at his disposq.l, and did set
aside the sum of $5,000,000 for the benefit of such farmers, for
the fall sowing of wheat and other food crops this fall. I am
told, however, by the Secretary of Agriculture and other officials, who have investigated the subject, that all of that sum of
$5,000,000 will be required for fall sowing by impoverished farmers, and that none of it can be spared for farmers who sow their
wheat in the spring.
A great many farmers in the Western States sow all their
wheat in the spring, grow spring wheat exclusively, owing to
£Oil and climatic conditions, and I understand that the $5,000,000
generously set aside by the President will be entirely exhausted
by the fall sowing of wheat and that none of it will be left for
those impoverished farmers who of necessity must sow their
wheat in the spring. There are thousands of farmers in Montana who, owing to soil and climatic conditions, can grow only,
spring wheat. They are dependent upon that crop alone for a
living. There are thousands like situated in other Western States.
I have been told by the Secretary of Agriculture that if anything is to be done for such farmers, if any aid is to be extended
to such· of them as are not able to buy their seed wheat, of ~·hom
there are thousands, it must come from an act of Congress;
that the money must be appropriated by legislation. Therefore
I have offered this amendment for that purpose, as well as to
enable such impoverished farmers to live and feed their live
stock through the ·CGming winter. It is of very vital importance. There is a great, crying, actual need for it, and I
should like very much for my amendment to be adopted. The
farmers who can only grow spring wheat and who were abso- ·
lutely bankTupted- and reduced to dire poverty and distress by
the terrible drought and crop failure of this year, of whom there
are thousands in Montana and thousands more in other Western
States, are patriotic and highly de.sirous oi raising big wheat
crops next year and helping to win the war by helping to feed
our workers, our civilians and soldiers, and those of our allies,
but they can not do it unless they may have help. This amendment does not propose a gift to them, but only a loan. The sum
of $5,000,000 is not more than is needed. ·I am assured by the
Secretary of Agriculture it is not. Let us adopt my amendment
and give this needed aid.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. I make a point of order against
the amendment. There bas heen no estimate and nothing whatever before the Congress of the United States except the speech
of the Senator from 1\fontana.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The point of order is sustained.
1\Ir. MYERS. I appeal from the ruling of the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Montana
appeals from the ruling of the Chair. The question is, Shall
the decision of the Chair stand as the judgment of the Senate?
[Putting the question.] The ayes seem to have it. The ares
have it, and the Chair is sustained.
Mr. POJ\.IERENE. I move the following amendment: On
page 40, line 9, strike out "November 1 "; page 41, line 2, strike
out "November 1 "; page 41, line 4, strike out "November 1 ";
and on page 41, line 18, strike out "November 1," and in lieu
of the words stricken out insert "July 1" in all these cases.
The reason for the amendment in brief is this: Some time
in the earlier part of the summer a bill passed Congress pro,
viding for an increase in the salary of those who were engaged
in the Steamboat-Inspection Service. That is the law now; but
as the pending bill is framed it only allows this increased
salary which has heretofore been authorized as from November
1, 1918. If Congress was right in providing for the increase,
as of July 1, 1918, it seems to me we ought to provide the fund
to comply with the act of Congress as from the date it went into
effect and not from November 1, 1918.
It is for that reason that I move the amendment be adopted.
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The PRESIDL.~G- OFFICER. The question is on the amendThe law therein referred to, which was_passed, .provided for
ment of the 'Senator from Ohio IMr. P{)MERENE].
a .readjustment of the service ·and 'for some .increases, not very
The amendment was .rejected.
la:rge, and it ·was approved on July .2, 1918.
Mr. WARREN. I wish to offer an ·amemndent. ·The cause
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. I suppose the Senator from
for -offering the amendment is a -change 'in ·the time of gradua- Florida was not on the 'fioor, and J: ·desire :to inform him that
tion of certain of the cadets at West Point. ·T here is a large an amendment lit that ,point by the Senator from ·Ohio [Mr.
number of them who will graduate on the 1st of next month POMERENE] has jnst been voted on and rejected.
who will require equipment. That equipment comes .from the .
Mr. FLETCHER. I ·beg pa--rdon. I was called out of the
commercial store of the .academy. They have not up to the · Chamber for a time, and I bad a memorandum in reference to
present time sufficient funds to provide for it. It costs no more the matter.
money ·in the long run :by a-pprqpriating 'this nnimmt now than ,
Mr. POMERENE. I can ·assure the Senato1· from Florida
it would to appropriate it later. 'It merely makes available on , that, judging from the vote, -there was ·no chance for the
the 1st of November that which becomes necessary, ·under the -amendment.
·
.
law, to equip these cadets.
.
Mr. FLETCHER. I presume the amendment was offered to
I send t he -amendment .to the ·se.cretary~s desk and a·sk that it : · -strike ont "November 1 " and ·insert " July 2 "1
be 1·ead, in order that Senators --:n:u~y understand it.
ltlr. POMERENE. Yes.
"The PRESIDI:N'G OFF-ICER. The amendl:nent will be stated. ·
Mr. FLETCHER. 'That is the date when the act was
The SECRETARY. On JYnge 31, after 'line 21, under the subhead approved.
"..Military Academy," it is -proposed to insert the following:
.Mr. POMERENE. Yes .
.That l150,000 are hereby appropriated tor use of the treasure'!:. .
Mr. FLETCHER. I .am sorry I was not in the Chamber
United ·states Military Academy, as a working .fund to enable him to wnen the matter was considered, but I was necessarily called
1
keep stock in cadet store, cadet mess, and cadet laundry during the .out.
,
continuance of the present system of cadet instruction at tbe United .
The bill was -reported to the Senate as amended.
States Military Academy: Provided f-urther, That 1n caae .a four-year
course is reestablished that this amount shall remain available tor use
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on concm·ring
of treasurer of the United States Mll1tary Academy until such time as in the . amendments made as in Committee of the Whole.
the equipment fund of cadets .sha:ll .ha>.e reached the same 'amount.
. Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, it is a matter of some r.egret to
The PRESIDING ·OFFICER. 'The question is upon .agreeing -me, and doubtless my view is shared :by a great many others in
to the amendment.
. -the country, that tn ·a -period like this it has become necessary to
The amendment was agreed to.
. :hold a general election. In some countries, -particularly in Gren:t
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. ·Mr. "President, before the :matter · 13ritain, it is constitutionally possible to postpone general elecpa.sses from the consideration of ·t he Senate, 1 desire to say r tions until emergencies making the postponement necessary shall
that -the amendment has not been presented to the committee, . have disappe-ared. Under a written Constitution 1ilre ours the
and I have not ·even beard it read. I am willing for .it to go requirements of general .eJections are ii:rtlexible, and consequently
to conference ; but I do not want the Senator from Wyoming · they must be held regardless of their effect upon general condior anybody else to feel that I am committed to it m conference, tions.
except to give it fair consideration. I desire, 1n justice to my- ; It is difficult to carry on _a campaign and to evoke any public
self, to :make that statement.
· lnterest 'in a campaign so conducted in the absence of questions
The "PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senato-r from Vir- : and issU€s upon which the two great parties ·of the country are
ginla desire the :vote to be again taken.?
arrayed against each ·o ther. Tbellifference-s ··between ·the RepubMr. MARTIN of Virginia. No. r am wiiiing for 1t to stand, lican and the Democratic Parties, how.ever, .are much more ap·
a1though, as I bave said, I do net know what is in the runend- parent than real, and the contest therefore .must necessarily reme.nt. ·However, it may go to conference, -and I will see that It -solve Itself into one .for securing the control of the American
is given fair consideration.
Congress in an off _yem·. Each party, very properly and very
Mr.
A.RREN. That is entirely ·satisfactory to me. I want naturally, in appealing to the electorate, utilizes every advanto give the amendment more consideration myself, :b ut I fee1 that tage which occurs to 'it as available ur desirable, and each may
it i important to let it remain in the bill -and go to conference.. · be -pardoned, therefore., "from my viewpoint, for taklng positions
lir. PresiClent, in order that the amendment may .be under- which are not entirely logical and not entirely fair. That is one
stood by the Senf,lte und also by the members of the committee of · of the .imPm:f~tions ~f hu~a~ na~re, which is quite as upconference, I submit 'the following -reasons for its adQption which . parent m P?litteal parties as m mdiv1duals.
haYe been furnished by the treasurer of the Military Academy: ·
:Mr. President, I have been somewhat interested in determin1.. Fourteen dollars is taken from the l?ay of each cadet per month ~g for my o":n satisfacti?n ~hat differences exist bet~een_-the
and belli until graduation when it is delivered to him for purpose or · ·two great political orgamzat10ns of -the country at this time,
equipping himself as an ~mcer. ·This equipment fund is the capital · and I -h ave been unable to satisfy myself that there a-re any of
wWcb ·enables the treasurer to ·keep stoc.k on band in the cadet store, any substantial character or importance. My own view of the
cadet mess, and cadet laundry to meet the wants of cadets. When .
. .
.
·
·
th
.
· di id d 1 t *""
h
four classes are at the academy, this equipment fund is in the nei~h- : polltlcnl SituatiOn is that e country IS V • e n o ~.HOSe W o
borllood of $200,000. The graduation of the top class aeaves the eqmp-.. · ·are for .the Government and for the prosecUtion 6f the war, and
ment fund of the three lower classes to carry on the business.
;t;ho.se who :are not. That is a illvlsio.n which cleaves party lines,
'J.'he recent order to graduate all but -the plebe .class means that all , .; .... ct a~ of -running ·parallel to ·them ·There is no lack of loyalty
equipment -must be paid out November 1-that ·of 'the ·plebe class ·.u= e u .
·
•
•
amounting to very little, as they have been here ·but four months, and . ;in the Republican .Party, !bnt there ·are many Republicans -whose
is far exceeded by their i~debted.ne~s. The order being unecxpec:ted, the : loyalty is the 1egitimate :subject of criticism and challenge..
treasurer finds all funds mvested m stock. and further orders cruning There is ·no question ·of 1oyalt-·n in the Democratic Pnrty ·but a
along to trrke care of stock, and further orders coming alo-ng to 'take
"J
•
care of what would have been probable future wants of cadets.
· large number of those who call themselves Democrats are
The present ~tosJr ~ store is $117,330.64; in .mess, $17,148.76; and equally subject to criticism ·as to ·r.1eir views and positions in
in laundry, $2,69o.31, total, $137;1.74.71. A loan. of. about $100,000 :the great contest now wa.ging between the allies and Germany
will be necessary to meet the emergency of graduation.
:
. .
. ·
.
•
.2. Under ,the proposed system of training ·here, a class conslsting of I WlS~ 1t were :POSSible that the ·commg election could have been
all cadets will be graduated once per year. "T!lls will mean that once . gauged 11pon such a standard and so conducted as to divide the
per ·year all eq?jpment fund will have to be pru.d out and the treasurer 'loyal on the one side and the disloyal on the oth&. That of
will be left without funds to keep .stock in his three departments to
.
.
.
.
'
meet wants of cadets prior and subsequent to graduation. A .per- course. IS humanly 1.mpo sible, since parties can not be ormanent working fund. is .necessary. ,In case_ot reversion to -old system gnnized to meet temporary conditions, nor can they avoid,
of ~our-year instruction, this workmg fond should remain available if they are true to themselves assertions of superiority to
until the equipment :fund has grown to be equal in a:mount.
.
r
•
•
•
•
3. It should be ·note.d that this proposed scheme calls only for a loan, rfue:rr opponents, which mclude as well the question of paas the amount wm ultimately .revert to the Government.
lt riotism.
Oap-tain u. s. A. ·Treas~re~· B.~~Ni.t. A.
I trust, Mr. ~resident, in what I shall have to say ~at~ shall
:
'
. ~
.
.
not say anything that can be construed as a reflectiOn m the
1\lr. _FLETCHER. 1\Ir. President, when we we.re collSldermg slightest degree upon the loyalty and patriotism of any man.
conuruttee amendments I .thought the Senfl:te ;rtoP,~d -on •page The criticisms that I wish to offer are based entirely upon dif45. Were al~ of ,~he other amendments begmnmg Judgments, ferent considerations.
Court of OlaiiDS, agreed to?
..
.
.
.
·
The President said in his ·message last 1\Iay that "politics is
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. SHEPPABD :lil the charr). ·adjourned." .It was one of ..tbe statements of that illustrious
AU_of the other amendments were_agreed to. .
. .
.
statesman which I was unable to accept. PoUtics is never
Mr.. FLETCHER. On,page 40,_line 9, the~re 1s a ~ro':!s10n. m ~adjourned in a republic, D.lld never ougb.t to be. Politics is
the b1ll under i:he head Steamboat-Inspection SerVIce, which as essential to the life and the vigor and the pm·ity of a
reads:
.
.
republic conducted as -politics is conducteJ in a country like
.For amount necessary to increase tbe compensatiOn of officers and · this or a country Tike Great Britain as is oxygen to animal
employees of the Steamboat-Inspection Servke trom .November 1, 1918,
. 't
.
to June 30, 1919, inclusive.
exlS ence.
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ucts u made in America:• by American manufacturers, without the
The oppo ition party in England is called the King's opposi- slightest
tarilr restrictions f.or the protection of American. labor; busition-. It i. .rc og-nizeu as quite.· as useful to the · Government nes. , and farming.
No
one
doubts that in an open and . unrestrietetl American field ·G . ras--is ·· the· pnrty- in power. The same may be said, Mr: ~resi
with her cheaper -labor, wiU : be·· able to dominate marketi'! for
dent; of political di'Msions iu the United States. Inasmucl1, many,
many manufactured products- ln. the United .States and. wll1 drlve similar
ltowN·er as• we are to have-· arr election, and. inasmuch as the American products out of· thD e markets, with the ruin of. American
electorate i. being instructed, or the. attempt is · being made to manufacturers and harm · to American labor swiftly followh'lg.
labor · will never agree, and quite properly, to wag-e scales
· instruct it, I · think J ! may be ·pardoned ior directing· attention .on·American
a par with the comparative pittances· paid.. to German ·labor before
to tlie manne ·· in whieh the so·called is ·ue· of loyalty· and the· war, which. undoubtedly will be paid after the wa1·.
patri()tiSm seems· to be·· handled.
_ 'l'he A_m eri·can manufacturer, w:ith the higher wages that he must 1>ay,
A•l\fembel' of ·the-·other . Hause on the 19th instant; upon the can . not, compe:te with· the German ·manufacturer in many lines ·If the
.
.
"" t·
. d ' .United :States IS orr a: free+trade .basis.
floor; complmned of the.. DemocratiC ·plan t& senu- pos ers an : .'l'te greatest periods of . prosperity tha~ the UnUed·· States has . ever
to post them· on· ·bil:lboa·rds all over ·the -Uilited States with ~tate- · known. have been Republican · admlnlstratlons, with a protecti•e tariir
'Vilson,
as the. chlet corner st-one.
t 01.-4! -th"IS so-r t·· "Germany
~enS
. · will say. you. -renndiated
J:'': ·
• . ,
..
'l'he Republican Party has never been:. defeated on- a: p-rotective~tarilf
if· you eJect a Congress not m· sympathy With h1s poliCies; or issue when it presented ·such an :issue to : the· electol'ate~
"'W.(lshington· and Llncoln were- ha:mpered by, critics: Do not_1
ll'ree trader absolute and _complete, wi~h. all its tremendous ills, looms
·who will not aid him win the war'' in the near future, under a continuation of I?emocratio rule.
hampe r ilson or elect men
. .
.
.
. .
~
A Republican House and Senate, elected in November;- would be a
and other placards of smular 1mport: The obJeC~IOn · of thiS · guaranty to ·t he people that a free ta.ri.re dlsasternvould .be prevented.
Representative was that : these placards contained an imputa- · A Republican :Senate would never agree to a treaty of .peace giVing
,1' l
'"'1" ans and assuminO' that his · free-trade privileges to Germany.
t .l~n. ?f ulS
oya ltY t o~ai·d R epuo.
Ic~
• . . •·
o.
:
Reconstruction problems aftel' the war will tax the · experience· and
cnbc1sm was true, It was emmently· JUSt, because any an- · the genius oL the ablest men in the United States. It· is weU known
nouncement that would arraign, as r: have said, either of the that most of these men are Republicans.
great political parties a:s· untrue and unfaithful to this great:
Mt. THOMAS. 1\Ir:.President, the conclusion.. drawn in this
country would be cruelly and criminally untrue.
bulletin may_or·.may not be.acorrect·one; ldo· not ;think it is;
But · L have noticed; 1\fr. President, and especially from ex- 'but rha.ve not taken .the flool"i for the' purp.o se of arguing,_ for
pressions said to have fallen from the lips of 'the chairman of! 'or against it. ·what I . want to emphasize-is that it is a. renudiathe llepubHean national committee, as weir as from gentlemen tion of one of. the.. 14 .- bases· for· peace- upon which- the recent
who stand high in the councils of the party, statements of r diplomatic correspondence, has. taken.place between the German
similar import and carrying . a· similar·· imputation, iLthere· be Government and our own and-that it must, therefore, be a .<lisimputation in such ·statements· at· all. Hence the evil, if it· be sent from the inclusion- rof.·such.a trade-relation :p,rovisiOir in· any
an evil~· ·seem to be shaTed ·in common, and doubtless will · con-- ultimate peace establishment whi-eh may be ·a greed--upon between
tlnue to· be . sha:rpd in commoll',.. possibly upon the· theory that. the allies and the central Empires.
the mari who· talks the loudest will be· the last man heard.
TO' that extend . it is therefore. an attitude which is not' in
Competitions in loyalty . are delightful. Nothing. of the sort : 'accord w1tn the administration:, and 1 think I may say not in
could be . or should. be·· discourn.ged, except in so far . as they a:cco1~d with the allies~ of . the ·· administration, all of whom'· have
may carry with them ·the sting of an inference which. is unjust! apP.'l'oved more.· than . once, on.. many occasions· and in different
towa1·d other ·.
.
·ways, the sum total of the President's announced policy, whi-ch
1\Ir. President, one thing is absolutely certain, and I ' think mu. t therefore be consid~red .,as an international understanding.
I' may refer· to it in this: connection. It is that one of·the"'great .
I' am free to confess, Mr. President,. that, in my judgment,
political pa-rtie , as a party, sustains the President o-f the ina much. as aU wars have.;been trade·wars; since and. including
United States and the adininlstration, and that another of the. the Napoleonic wars at least, we will not have· permanent . peace
great political parties does not sustain the administration; on earth if, a,fter the war shall have beenrclosed, .. we· engage in
except· in·· so far· as a common interest is concerned.
a war of commerce based upon · discriminative : high:·· ta:riff·· and
'Vith regard to domestic-affairs, the conflict is constant, .and ! other, discriminations, which necessarily beget . that : friction
r :may· say p~rpetual. It is inevitable a.nd could not and ought = and disagreement that· culminate in very serious differences· and
not to be·· avoided if it were- possible to do so. It must· follow, . .afterwards in war.
therefore, from an outside- standpoint·that ·an. election that does.; · 1\fr. .REED. l\1r; President, woulu it interrupt the Senator· j.f
not seem to support but on the contrary ·seems to be a· disavowal : ! :should ask-him a question 1
of an: existing administration must be regarded as in con:ftlct ' 1\rt:; THOl\IAS: No i .although I do not want ta take \ery-much
with it, if not in. enmity-to it. We may know better at home, but, . time.
viewed from abroad,. one may easily conclude what that· view
1\fr. REED. The Senator has- said .that many wars; if · not
would be by imagining in a country like Germany an electian t alL wars. .have occurred beca,.use of trade differences; but does
which operated in times of war to change the complexion: of the .the· Senator know of any .war that ·has-been occasioned by-mere
legi lative body from one in.general accord with: the administra- (lif[erences in tariffs 1
Uon to one out of· touch with it.. Hence, 1\fr. President, that is
Mr: THO:L\!AS: Yes; I · think the present war is ,largely· due
an · iSJ ue, disguise it as we may, or; if y·o u please, a conclusion : to discrimination, whi·c h Germany sought m wipe out. by. tim
nece sarily resulting from . this election and one which of course sword.
ls the objectiYe sought by: the contending p.arties.
; Mi·~ REED. Di ·criminations in .tariffs?
llla.Ye; 1\ft: President, three bulletins released, respectiv-ely; on:·
l\Ir; .THO~L<\8:: Yes; Of . course, I do not mean to. be und-ecvthe 21st, 22d, and 23d of: October from ·the Republican. national stood · that that is the sole cause oLthe· war, but· that it is and
congre sioual committee, .and I'suppo·se, therefore, they may be was substantially: involved in th91 war. The. freedom of •' the
considered, must be considered·,- as official and authentic. The · seas-first reads:
Mr. REED. I do not desire to take the Senator's time:: I
The .Democratlc Party is committed to a b·ee-trade- policy.
,q~.ite agree that many wars have occurred cover a· d~sire to
That is the old, old statement which appeai·s in every' cam- _ ·secure trade dOminance. or trade monopoly or trade advantage;
paign, just as does the:corresponding stMement!fr.om Democrats b'ut I am not aware of any war that has occurred. between; highly
that the Republican Party is committed to a high-protection ! civilized countries over. the mere matter of a tariff;
·
Mr. THOMAS. Na such:. wrur has·· occurred; ~1r. President,
policy.. Hence, it is not .new; but the. bulletin contains · a quota.tion ftom the President's peace p;rogra.m and. includes ·one_of o:ve.r. a mere differena.e ·in..tariff rates or a conflict- over tariff
tli'e 14 terms. laid down: by him in~ his mes age to .cong.r ess ·: on . duties. Wlien I say that most. wars ha.ve been. trade wars; I
the 8th of January last. 1 read it;
,i.nclude. a. mnch.Ja.rger~ runge of, causes; nearly all of them :comThe· removal, as far as possible, of all .economic barrtors and "the estab- . mercial and ind~stri.al•. th~n those-- which.,., arc· involved in: the
Ushment ·of an· equality of trade ·conditions among aU nations consenting .mere matter of dlSc:cu:nnating duties ..
to· the peace and associating. themselves for its. maintenance. .
1\fr. SMITH of Mfch1gan .. Mr. .President..
Tliat is the end. of the quotation. The bulletin then .proceeds·: .
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does·: the Senat01~ from Colo'fhis is a..positi>e declaration . that the treaty of peace·must·.guarantec :rado yield .to .the Senator.from Michigan?
to Oerma.uy free trade with" the united• States without -any tarift' safe- · Mr: THOMAS. I . dD.
·
·
guards whateverl~ ' J>ro~ct .tlle Americ~n lab.orer; manufacturer, farmer, , MT. Sl\fiTK of.l\1ichiga.n. I should like to cn:ll the Senator's
nnd business man·:rom fore~gu competition m ~ . home. ma_rkets..
attention to a public statement by Von Bernstorff, former -Ger1. a k to-htrre·mserte<lm.. th~ REcoRD;. wtthout. reading~ the re- :man .ambassad.o-:c to the.United .States, of the terms of peace-that
ma~nuer ot the ·bull~tin., .
.
.
.
.
.Germany would have imposed on Fiance· a ,.yeaT ·and :a hali:'agp.
The~R~SIDING.O~FI~En :.(l\!r. BE).'"Errmthe· ch:~ur). Wttll- · Mr; THOl\!AS. YesJ .I'am familiar with it. It was- p).a.ced
ont obJection,. periDIS mn .ts · granted.
ii1 the REcoRD the. other day QY the. Senator from North Dakota
The. m·ntter · I~efe_rrecl to 1s as f_ollows:
.
.
.
. [~Ir. McCUMBER].
.
Under such· a policy Germany· will buy raw: mater1als · m tlie United" · Mi· SMITH '.'of. MiChigan.. r lin.d not noticed that· bnt. the
S:tates, manufacture these rmaterlals ln. Germany, and· sell .the manufac-- f
•
·
•
ld
'"'
d
tlu-ro products In American..mark.ets in. competition with~· slmllln' prod-:· statement of Von Bernstor1Ithat Germany wou . exact.1.~ee an
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unrestricted trade privileges · of France and would impose her
duties upon French products entering Germany gives the only
color that I have ever seen to in<licate that the Senator from
·colorado is justified in the statement he has ma<le.
Mr. THOMAS. 1\Ir. Presi<lent, that is precisely one of the
things for which Germany waged this war. The Senator is also
doubtless familiar with the tentative announcement of the terms
of peace made by the German Government very shortly after·
their big drive seemed to be so successful last spring. But. as
I have said, that is one of the things which bas been laid down
by the President, which itself Is far broader than any question
of tariff or of free trade, and which has reference to the general
commercial and industrial intercour e between the countries. ·
l\fr. 'VATSON. l\1r. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colorado yield to the Sen a tor from Indiana?
1\Ir. T-HOl\fAS. I yield.
1\Ir. 'VATSON. Will it interrupt the Senator if I ask him
a questio~?
·
:Mr. THOMAS. No, sir. .
1\fr. WATSON. I should like to ask the Senator whether or
not he construes the third basis of peace as laid down by the
Presi<lent to mean universal world-wide free trade?
1\fr. THOMAS. I do not as a matter of course. I stated a
few moments ago that I was not to be drawn, if I could help it, .
into a discussion of the old tariff and free-trade controversy.
Mr. WATSON. No, Mr. President, I beg the Senator's pardon; I was not seeking to engage in any controversy with the
Senator.
:Mr. THOMAS. I am satisfied of that, of course.
Mr. 'V ATSON. I merely wanted the Senator's view as to
what that does mean.
· l\lr. THOMAS. l\fy view of what it means is exactly what it
say -" the removal, as far as possible, of all economic barriers
:and the establishment of an equality of traoe ·conditions among
all nations consenting to the peace and associating themselves
for its maintenance."
1\lr. WATSON. Is one of the economic barriers a protective
tariff, in the view of the Senator?
Mr. THOMAS. It may or may not be. All the countries of
the world have them.
Mr. WATSON. Except one.
1\Ir. THOMAS. Which one?
Mr. 'VATSON. I do not think the policy of Great Britain
could be called a protective policy. She has a very high revenue
tariff, but not a protective tariff. Of course a protective tariff
is an economic barrier; but I wanted to get the Senator's view,
if I do not interrupt him-and the Senator is always very kind
in yielding-as to whether a protective.tariff is an economic barrier that the President proposes to remove by inserting in the
forthcoming peace treaty a clause to that effect. .
Mr. THO~fAS. The Senator's question deserves an answer,
although entirely outside of what I intended to say. I think
that the President designs a tariff that shall not be protective
in the sense that it is prohibitive and irritating-at least, I
hope he does-and I am satisfied that that sort of an arrangement will be perfectly satisfactory to the nations "consenting
to the peace and associating themselves for its maintenance,"
which will be the nations now enforcing peace upon the world.
Mr. McCUMBER. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colorado yield to the Senator from North Dakota?
1\I.r . THOMAS. I do.
Mr. McCUMBER. I want to ask the Senator if he feels
quite certain that the President referred, or intended to' refer,
to tariffs at all iJl. that address?
·
l\lr. THOMAS. I do not know whether he did or not. The
Senator from Indiana [Mr. WATSO~] - asked me my view of it.
I am unable to state what was in the President's mind, except
in so far as I may be able to define the language which he used.
1\lr. SMITH of Michigan. 1\Ir. President, will the Senator
allow another interruption?
.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colorado yield to the Senator from Michigan?
Mr~ THOl\IAS. Certainly.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. The President has always regarded
the que tion of tariff duties as somewhat irritating, has he not?
Mr. THOl\IAS. He certainly has, and I would not have voted
for him if he had not.
Mr. Sl\IITH of l\lichigan. If the statement that is contained
in the third article of his peace suggestions had been penned by
Cobden or any other free trader in t11e interest of a world-wide
free trade, it could not have been stated stronger.
Mr. THOMAS. And if it had been penned by William McKinley it could not hnve been made any stronger; there is no
question about that.
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l\Ir. Sl\liTH of Michigan. But, 1\Ir. President, the Senator, of
course, is unfortunate in his parallel.
uch a statement never
could have emanated from any protectionist who believed that
trade barriers were absolutely vital to our civilization, to our
employments, to our citizenship, and to the preservation of the
American market place.
Mr. THOl\lAS. Mr. President, I recollect very distinctlY.
what the sentiment was which was expressed by President McKinley in the last public utterance that he ever made; and I am
satisfied that it had a tendency in the right direction; but my
purpose in referring to this is simply to emphasize the fact
that in one particular, at least, the Republican Party is at present
officially opposeu to one of the conditions of a universal peace,
announced by the President of the United States some time ago,
and which must be considered as one of the bases of whatever
result mayflow from existing conditions.
Mr. WATSON. 1\lr. Presi<lent-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colorado yield to the Senator from Indiana?
Mr. THOMAS. I yield.
Air. W A.TSON. I understand the Senator from Colorado to
say that be does not know whether thnt means free trade or not.
Mr. THOl\lAS. No; I did not say that.
Mr. WATSON. If he does not know, how can the Republicans
know?
Mr. THOl\IA.S. I do not think the Senator intends to put in
my mouth words that I never uttered.
l\Ir. WATSON. I beg the Senator's pardon.
1\Ir. THOMAS. I said I did not think it meant free trade.
l\lr. WATSON. Precisely. Now, if the Senator does not
know what it means, how can he impute to us a knowledge that
he himself does not have, and hence charge us with hostility to
a proposition when we do not know ourselv.e s what it means?
Mr. THO~IAS. Mr. President, again I say-and I give my
view of what it means-that I am satisfied that it does not
mean high protection. But, answering the Senator's complaint,
I may say, having read the entire bulletin from which I make
this quotation, that there is no question but that the Republican
Party has put upon it a definition satisfactory to it, at least,
and .wb.ich is the basis of its opposition, nece sarily, to the adminlstra ti_on.
.
Mr. WATSON. Mr. President, if the Senator will permit me,
I think the opposition of the Republican Party to that particular
clause is much broader than the Senator states, because I believe it to be the position of the Republican Pru.ty to object to
incorporating in any treaty that may be made growing out of
this war a provision by which the economic policy of the United
States shall be fixed by a foreign nation. Personally I should
just ns strenuously object to placing in a treaty a clau e providing for a protective tariff as I should object to placing in a
treaty a clause providing for free trade, becau e it is my contention-and I think it is the position of the Republican Party,
although I have no authority to speak for it-that we of ourselves shoulu be permitted to determine our own economic
policy, free from the domination or even the dictation of any
or all the other nations on earth combined.
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, of course it is impos ible even
to alluue indirectly to the tariff or free trade without getting
up a discussion. Perhaps thnt is one of the beauties of the issue,
because it always is an i sue, and when we have not anything
else to talk about we can ahvays fall back upon that. But I
will procee<l.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. l\fr. Pre ident, I do not like to
interrupt my f-riend from Colorado, ·but he is very generous
about It.
l\!r. THOMAS. I want to get through 'vith what I have to
say. ·
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. I want to ee whether the Senator
from Colorado seriously thinks he is doing the memory of the
late President McKinley 'full credit when he challenges his lifelong devotion to the principles of a protective tariff by citing a
speech delivered in the last year of his life providing for
amicable trade arrangements so effectively reciprocal as to open
new and certain markets for our labor and enable us to buy
the. necessaries we can not produce. .This is protection, not free
trade. Protection protects our labor, stimulates new enterprises
at home, and yields revenue to run our Government.
I enjoyed the personal acquaintance of President McKinley
for many years. I heard him upon a hundred different occasions, probably more, enunciate this great cardinal principle of
his political faith; and he never wavered even in defeat in Ius
belief that these barriers were vital to the security of the wage
earner, and to the development of our domestic industries in
such w;1y as would give to us the largest possible supply of
the necessities of life .from our own soil. I never heard challenged-and I do not think the Senator from Colorado intention-
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ally challenges-the constancy and fidelity ot McKinley to -·the
principle of protection to American industry and labor. The
. Senator from Mlssissil!Pi [Mr. WILLIAMS] says he hopes he
does. I know that the Senatm· from Mississippi has been a free
tracler all of his life, and believes in free trade now, and he
has the courage to say it, although his party is far from united
on that question.
l\lr. WILLIAMS. 1\Ir. President, I never have ·been a free
trader, for the simple reason that I never had an opportunity
.to be.
l\lr. SMITH of Michigan. I have heard the Senator say that
o-ver and over again,
l\Ir. WILDIAl\!S. ·I never lived · under n government where
sufficient re~enue - co1ll.d be furnished with fr-ee trade; If I had
lived under -one, I wn.uld ha.ve been. a free trader long, long, long
ago. I do think that one of' the ..r.eal mean things .in the .wotld is
the commercial warfare that one nation carries on against another through tarlff~ and protectionism, and other . things of
that description ; and I hope that my friend from Michigan under tands me well enough to know that I hereby apologize for
not being a free trader, bec.ause I never had the opportunity
to be.
lUr. SlUITH of Michigan. The Senator does not ha.ve ·to apologize for not being a fr-ee trader. The CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
for nearly 25 years is full of his utterances in :favor of free
b·ade. I have served wrth him in both Houses of -.Congress. I
ha:r-e admired his .career; I -respect his judgment;. but on this
subject ·we are irrevucably divided. I am a . protectionist, and
that principle wilLbe a living necessity ·here :after this war shall
have been won.
1\Ir. WILLIA1\fS. · i .repeat, 1\Ii.·. P,r esldent, that the only
reason why I have not. be.e n u free trader is because 1 have
never had the opportunity not: a fair and square chance to be.
I have alw~rs been .a citizen of u go.vernment which needed
a whole lot of revenue, some of which had to be arrlved. at by
indirect taxation. I .wish to God that l were a citizen of a
country that could invite the whole world's commercial peace,
as well as tNery other sort of peace.
.
Mr. - THOMAS. Mr. President, I do not think anything I
said in my referenc.e to P.resident McKinley could be the slightest
possible Teflection upon ltls memory or upon his recordr If so,
!"·hasten to'· correct it. My own ·view'is that hfsJast speech was·
the ·grerrtest speech that he ever uttered, and I .am satlsfled..that
frum it and from the doct'rine there enunciated' .has come much
of. the remedtal legiSlation of a tariff character that has blessed
thi. country sinue that time.
I can readily understandJthat'the President may ha.Ye meantthough I am nut his spokesma'Il with regard to this particular
feature at.. his re"Cent proposal-that ta.dff duties of a nondiscriminatory character by each of the allied nations-that is
ta say, common and equal.:rs to all the other nations-may have
been, and probahly-were, in his mind at the time. I am satisfied that the interpre.tntion given by the national Republican
congressional committee is not the correct interpretation of
that proposed article of peace, but, of course, it must be giveB
that interpretation either to create an issue in the campaign
or to justify dissent from the President's program.
·
On the 22d of October ·there was another political .release,
which I will not read in its entirety. It pays a tribute to J'ohn
Sherman, the great Ohio Republican statesman, and to William
McKinley, another great Republican statesman, and to William
Howard Taft, still anothe1· Republican stateE.man, ·as n few
illustrations of constructiT"c Republican sta.tesm3.n..ship. The
selections were well made.
The bulletin declares, also, that; The Rep11bllcans ·consider winning th.e war the first great d'uty. ·

There is no issue in .that. Any .American.. with red ,blood in his
veins, unless he has become terribly un-American in his surroundings . and in his views, also considers winning the war as
t11e first great duty.
'£hey worked all along toward that end, and have -given greater support to war measures in Congress than the Democrats. They have supported every war activity. Befol'e the war they asked for prepared·ness, which was denied th.e m by a .Democratic Gongress.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, from whom is the Senator
quoting?
Mr. THOMAS. I am quoting from the Republican congr·e .
sional committee's bulletin of tla:y before yesterday.
· ~'hey are now pointing QUt the necessity of preparedness for pooce
apparently with avall, but their patriotism, wisdom, and busines abllitY
have been called ·upnn ·to ·help win the war. The Democrats boast-as a
take display of nonpartisanshig-'-that they have utilized ·the brains and
dlrectlng force of the Republicans in this. war. They head the list with
Taft, Hughes, and Schwab, and a long· Ust of financiers, diplomats soldiers, statesmen. bnslness and profe sional men. The RepubUcrui.s ot
the ~ructlve :type m:e doing bjg things at per.sonal sacdftce, not
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mer~ly .holding jobs or .commissions but building great fleets of ·ships,
rals~g billions in_ taxes and Uberty bonds, raising and equipping great
ariDies, and speedrng the war program.

And so they are.. So also, 1\Ir. President, arc Democrats.
Hence, there can be no issue there,· except a vain ot· a forced one.
When peace comes-and reconstruction-these constructive Republicans will be called on to solve the problems growing out of the war,
and at the same time protect interests of the laborer, the manufacturer,
the farmer, and the bnsiness man. This can. not be done · by the Demo~~~~~. Party, a Democratic Party now absolutely controlled by the
.Northern. mid-western, and western Democrats have no voice in
their party's policies. These policies are contrnlled by the Democratic
Congressmen from nine Southern States. Democratlc Congressmen representing northern, mid•western, and western citizens are bound hand
~~~t~~ot by the party caucus, which is controlled absolutely by the
Vemoarats as well as Republlcans outside of the South can not hope
to have their great and varied interestS' looked a:fter properly by Democratic representatives controlled .by a southern caucus.
They should vote to send Republicans to Congress who could con
structively represent their districts, State, and the Nation without the
~sf~~Ng:~e South, whose interests are vastly di!Ierent from tho e
4

Peace and reconstruction wlU bring tremendous duties-Republican
statesmen would be able to properly handle the great problems.
1\Ir.. President, I crrn_ understand how a dispute might be

made by the contention that the Democratic .Party is unfit to
handle these great problems which are bound.to arise after the
war, and that enly Republican statesmanship and ability will
be ani~ to deal with them. I can understand that;· but to con."tend as .an issue that one party has been more loyal and mure
active in its support of the administration tha:n. the other is
simply -to get up. a· childish contention,, to appeal to-views and to
prejudices which I do no.t·belleve to be wonthy of the Republican
Party on a great occasion like this.
On the 23d of October we have another bulletin that was
issued, begin.n.in.g"Wtth-the conclusinn ,oi the liberty-loan drit"e political -activity again
occupies us, and then, a& now, ever1 single act of the Republican Party
in State and Nation shall be determrned solely by how we can contrlbute
most to the sum total of war good," declared Will H. Hays, chairman
of the. Rep:ublicarr :national committee, in a.. statement .to-day.

Then there fs a reference to New Hampshire and Wisconsfn
and Maine and the elections that were held there, which aresaid to mean that thisIs the people's war. and that the war must be kept out of partisan
politics, and partisanship must be kept out of the war.

That is to say, the State Republican victories which have
occurred since we entered this war served notice upon all that
the war ·must be kept out of partisan politics, and partisanship
must be..kept out of the war, notwithstanding the bulletin of the
previous day declared that 'the Republican Party had done more
than the .Democratic Party toward the prosecution of the war
and the support of the administration, and therefore its candidates should be elected. If that does not intrude· partisanship
into the struggle, I am at a loss to know wh.at does. I am uot
complaining .because I am here to say that you can not keep
partisanship out of an election. ·You can not do it until yon
change human nature; and therefore I am merely stating the
facts, not making. any complaint.
Notwithstanding these defeats, the Democratic high ·command •furth.,r pursues this policy.
They arc clrcuiarlzing the eount:r.y with a pamphlet entitled " Why
you should give earnest att-ention dgllt now to electing, a Democ.t·atic
Congress." It is signed by an officer of •that committee. ·One I · haV&
before me was sent out -in a letter dated September 18, :1918, whicli:
letter is signed by an officer of the organization. Irr this pamphlet they
say the election of a Republican Congress would be " a source of_ comfort and elation to the Kaiser and his cohorts:"
H~·e is some moi·e .partisanship on the other side.
Against this reprehensible conduct by a responsible political organization I protest, not as •a _Republlcan but as._an American.
Again, I say, such statements do no harm politically to ·the party
against which they are directed. But for national reasons most im~
por-tant L deplore them.

And then the reasons ru·e given why they should be deplored.
So we have this situation:: \Vith the tariff as a sort of a ,sitle
issue, partially submerged~ partly Sllbmarine . and ()artiy upon
the surface, the Republican contention that they have done
more for the prosecution of the· war, and tlrerefore the· support
of the administration, than the Democrats, and the· Democratic
contention that a Republican victory would rejoice -the heart of
the Kaiser. Now, we may be mistaken in our view of the manner in which a Republican triumph this fall would 'be received
abroad. It ought not to make any difference in so far as the
''~'ar is <Wncerned. I am satisfied that a Republican Congress
would see the vrar out, just us a. Democratic Congress would
see tile war out. The statement that hn.s been made here that
the Republicans of this Cong1tess have done their -duty is absolutely true, .with. two -or three exceptions, perhups, as there are
two or three exceptions on the other side.
1
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God forbid that I should say anything that could be even
indirectly construed as a criticism o_f the good work Q:J.at has
been done here conjointly by American citizens on both sides
of this Chamber and on both sides of the House. The claiming
of too much credit on the one hand and the effect of the election upon the other is, therefore, about the only thing between
them.
The action of this responsible Democratic organization, Mr.
Hays says, is reprehensible. Mr. MADDEN in the Honse made
the same remark the other day, and made it in a very heated
manner. Both regard it as a reflection upon -the Americanism
of the Republican Party. If we have made that mistake, however, it is because we haYe followed what may turn out to be
a bad ~umple, although we thought it was a good one. There
are some great statesmen in the Republican Party. They ar- ·
rogate to themselves superiority of wisdom and of experience,
as perhaps they have a right to do; and sometimes we may be
pardoned if we accept the views which they expressed on other
occasions and the attitude which they occupied at other times~
especially when the people have taken them -at their word and .
acted accordingly.
·
·
' Now I want to refer to the campaign of 1898. It had a great
many points in common with the 1-;resent campaign. The coun-·
try was engaged in a war-not ·so great a war as the war now
wagmg but in a very important war-with a foreign country.
The country was behind the administration, witho'!t regard to
politics.
Mr. McCUMBER. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colorado yield to the Senator from North Dakota?
1\Ir. THOMAS. I do.
.
· Mr. McCUMBER. Before the Senator reaches the part of
his remarks under that heading, I want to ask him candidly if
he believes that the last senatorial election in Wisconsin had
the slightest influence on earth, one way or the other, with the
German people or the German Kaiser?
.
1\ir. THOMAS. No; I do not believe they eYer heard of it.
Mr. McCUMBER. And does not the 8enator really think
tbat no other election, no matter whether the successful candidate were n Republican or a Democrat, would bave any influence upon the Kaiser?
Mr. THOMAS. I have not yet come to what I think about
It, but I will do so. I will say here that there is a vast difference between n solitary election of a solitary Senator and a
general election affecting the whole country :ind the political
complexion of the entire Congress.
Mr. WILLIAMS. ~Ir. President, what senatorial election is
the Senator talking about?
Mr. THOMAS. The election of the Senator from Wisconsin
(Mr. 14:-.~ROOT].
.
1\Ir. 'VILLIAMS. Oh !
Mr. THOMAS. In 1898, during the Spanish-American War,
Col. Roosevelt was a candidate for go,·ernor of New York; and
this is what the colonel llad to si:ty upon that subject:
Remember that, whether you will it or not, your votes this year will be
viewed by the nations of Europe from oM standpoint only. They wlll
draw no fine distinctions. A refusal to sustain the President this year
will, In their eyes, be read as a refusal to sustain the war and to susta.l n the eft'orts of our peace commission to -secure the fruits of war.
Such a refusal may not inconceivably bring about a rupture of the
peace negotiations. It will give heart to our defeated antagonists ; it
will make possible the Interference of those doubtful neutral nations
who In this struggle have wished us ill.

Again CoL Roosevelt said :
You could j!et the benefits of the victories of Grant and Sherman
only by reelecting Lincoln, and we will gain less than we ought from the
war if the administration is not sustained at these elections.

Col. Roosevelt at that time had excellent company. Former
President Harrison, pleading for tlle election of a Republican
Congress on that occasion, was quoted by the Philadelphia North
American of November 1, 1898, as saying: ·
If the word goes forth that the people of the United States are standing solidly behind the President, the task of the :r;eace commissioners
wlll be easy, but if there is a break In the ranks-if the Democrats score
a telling victory, If Democratic Senators, Congressmen, and governors
are elected-St:ain wm see in it a gleam of hope ; she will take fresh
hope, and a renewal of bostllltfes, more war, mny be necessary to secure
to us what we have already won.

He also said :
. Our election results should not give or even seem to give encouragement to those who would find in our discords and divided counsels their
advantages.

· I now wisb to quote from the distinguished leader of tile
minority in this Chamber, the senior Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. LoDGE]. The Senator delivered a speech on the 6th
day of October, 1898, before the Republican State convention;
nnd he is thus reported in· the Springfield Dally R~ublican of
the next morning: .
.
.
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But there Is one question on which I do desire to say a few words,
and that seems to me to override all others. It Is whether we ball
stand by the administration and the President at this juncture. It we
give a victory to his political opponents, we say not only to the United
States but we say to the world, we say to the Spanish commissioners in
Paris, that the people of the United States repudiated Its result anll
r epudiated the man who has led victoriously the war and is now leading
us back to peace-William McKinley.
If that was true in 1898, it is true in 1918. It is more emi-

nently true now because the war here is not over an!} because
the comparison between the two wars makes the other too insignificant for ordinary human vision . .
He said further:
1-'hat is the great and overshauowlng question to my mind. • • •
Hostilities have ceased, but this war is not over. • · • • But
there are only two parties in the country whPn there is a great question like this to settl~ : (IDe is the party that sustains the American
President, ·who will _do his work well. and those who do not.

. Mr. '\VIJ~LIAl\IS; :Mr. President, will the Senator pardon my.
ignorance? Who said all that?
1\Ir. THOMAS. The senior Senator from Massachusetts· [l\Ir.
LoDGE].

1\Ir. WILLIAMS. 'Vho is now in this body?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir; and I hope he will remain here for
many years.
1\Ir. WILLIAMS. Still a Member of this body?
Mr. THOMAS. Still a Member of this body.
1\fr. WILLIAMS. I am glad to hear it. ·
Mr. THOMAS. And, as I say, I hope he will long continue to
be a Member of this body~
·
1\Ir. SMITH of Michigan. Mr. President, if it will not interrupt the Se.n ator, the historical aspect of the Spanish-American
'Vnr has two definite and distinct angles in my mind. One was
the persistent endeavor of the House . of Representatives to get
President Cleveland to act upon the serious questions at i sue,
about which be refused to interest himself, notwithstan(ling all
the crimes that were committed against the people' of ·cuba by
their offenders. Resolution after resolution was_sll~ntly passed
and quietly tabled ; an<llf 1t got to the President, 1\Ir. Cleveland,
at all, nothing more was heard of it.
·
Now, the administration which succeeded Mr. Cleveland ·succeeded to the responsibilities of the Cuban situation, and met
them fearlessly and courageously. I do not say that our party
met them without the cordial cooperation of many Dem-o crats,
because there were many Democrats who sustained us; but Mr.
McKinley's predecessor in the White House would do nothing
in that situation. I speak of him not to criticize him but in
the interest of historical accuracy, because I was one of the men
here at that time who greatly .admired ~lr. Cleveland, and I think
in history be will stand out for all time as a sterling Amel1can.
I have nothing but words of the highest praise for him, much
as I differed with him politically; but that was the situation at
tllat time. President McKinley's predecessor had failed to act
when our island neighbor was being crucified; und to go back to
the people who tabled and pigeonholed relief resolutions sought
to accomplish relief for Cuba in the preliminaries of the Spani hAmerican 'Var would have been inexcusable. .
Mr. THOMAS. 'Veil, Mr. President, I have noticed that CleYcland is always popular with Republicans.
··
Mr. WILLIAMS. As a Dem.o cr_a tic disorgnnizer he _was a
success.
Mr. THOMAS. He was a very good man, perhaps; but to my
mind he will go uown to hi tory as the arch destroyer of the
Democratic Party.
1\Ir. SMITH of Michigan. 'Vell, that was no crime. I liked
him for that, too.
Mr. THOMAS. Certainly. That is what made him popular
with Republicans; certainly.
.
Now, whatever Mr.·Cleveland's fault may have been upon this
·question, it was rectified by McKinley. He went to war with
Spain, and had, of course, occasion to do so. He was j~stified, _
and the whole country stood behind him, with here and there an
exception, as is now the case. The situation is parallel to the
present, although not so imposing.
'
Mr. KING. Mr. President, will the Senator yield for just a
moment? .
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colorado yield to the Senator from Utah
Mr. THOMAS. I do. I hope, however, this will not pro~~oke_
a controversy. I want to get through.
.
Mr. KING. If the Senator will pardon me for just a moment,
let me say to the distinguished Senator from Michigan that at
the time of the Spanish-American War the Senator ·ww remf,!!lber because he was then in the House, that when the Republican's came into power Mr. McKinley refused, as did the RepulJlicans in the Hosue, to take any steps against' Spain or -to at-
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tempt to correct the evils existing in Cuba, and the Senator ''ill
remember that 87 Republicans in the House organized-Mr. SMITH of Michigan. I was one of them.
Mr. KING. The Senator was one of them-organized under
the name of " Republican Reconcentradoes "-and they served
notice upon 1\Ir. McKinley that unless a declara~ion of war
was made against Spain-and tba t was after the Maute bad been
blown up-they \Yould join with the Democrats, who were insisting upon a declaration of war, and would force some action upon
the part of the Republican administration.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senatar from Colorado yield to the Senator from 1\Iiehigan?
Mr. THOMAS. Oh, I must yield to the Senator now, ·tbough
I am very anxious to conclude.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. The Senator from Utah is partly
right and partly wrong. I spoke of the attitude of the Republican House of Representatives in the Fifty-fourth Congress,
and the attituue of the President of the United States at that
time. 'Ve had the House of Representatives-! think the
~~ e::mtor from Utah was a Member of it, and I am very sure
the Senator from Mississippi was.
1\Ir. KING. The Fifty-fifth Congress and the Fifty-sixth.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I wish to say that upon that particular
subject you did not have the House of Representatives. The
Democrats, plus a lot of Republicans, had it.
:1\fr. SMITH of Michigan. The Senator from Mississippi was
the leader of the Democrats in the House and never knew what
their attitude would be. But be that as it may, the Senator
from Utah is partly right and partly wrong. There was never
any question about going to war from the day the Maine was
blown up. I was the first caller on President McKinley the
morning the news came over the wire, and Mr. McKinley said
to me as he said to other callers, " It is impossible to put this off
Ionge;, much as I dread war. I have been a soldier and know
the horrors of war ; and although we are not as fully prepared.
as we ought to be, this means war." From that time ther~ was
no question about his attitude. We did urge him, as we prodded
Cleveland in the early days. President Cleveland may have
been wiser than we thought, but President McKinley was wiser
alwavs than we were, and when be finally went to war he did
it in~ a manner to command the united support of his countrymen, and he did it in a way to reflect ·credit upon future &'enerations of his countrymen. There was no attempt to mako It a
party war. He appointed Democrats and Republicans alike
to responsible commands in the Army, and even old Confederate
soldiers and prominent Democrats were appointed to every
branch of the public service.
Mr. THOMAS. Again, Mr. President, I want to protest
that I care nothing about the policy which led. to the war with
Spain. I am concerned only with the attitude of ~e Republican Party because of that war toward the election of 1898 • .
Senator LoDGE again, at a dinner given by the Massachusetts
Repub1icau Club on October 26, 1898, is reported in the Springfield Daily Republican the next morning as having said:
The policy of the United States, like the policy of all great nations,
has been an advancing and an extending policy, and the question ~at
confronts us to-day is not whether we shall enter upon a new pohcy,
but how far we shall go under the ch:cumstances and conditions crea~ed
by the war. There is nothing new m the que~tion. It is a question
of degree. How far do we want to go? There 1s one man who bas got
to deal with that question who can not meet it with empty negatives,
and that is the President of the United States. I have faith in him.
I believe in his Americanism, and as the Constitution bas charged Wm
with this great duty~ I, as one American citizen, am prepared to stand
back and allow the constitutional representative to deal with it in the
face of Europe and of the world, and to settle it, and it is my desire,
and I think 1t sh.ould be the duty of every patriot, to stand beWnd him
and to hold up his hands and not to cross him.

Mr. WATSON. . What was the date of that'!
THOMAS. The 26th of October.
Mr. WATSON. Eighteen ninety-eight?
Mr. THOMAS. Eighteen ninety-eight.
Mr. 'VATSON. '£he War with Spain was tllen over.
Mr. THOMAS. The \Var with Spain was over, so far as
hostilities were concerned, but the Senator has forgotten that
the Senafor from Massachusetts on the 6th of October said it
was not over. He said "hostilities have ceased, but this war is
not over."
Mr. \VATSON. Precisely; and did not the question then turn
upon U1e ratification of a treaty of pence?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes; it did.
Mr. WATSON. And was not Col. Bryan then on his way
from Jacksonville, Fla., where he had resigned as colonel to
comeMr. THOl\1AS. That was later.
1\ir. 'YATSON. Was it not about that time?
Mr.
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?tlr. THOl\IAS. No; it was in December.
Mr. WATSON. And at the time Senator LoDGE made his
speech was not the question of the ratification of a treaty of
peace as to what should be done with the Philippines?
'
1\Ir. THOMAS. The Senator said-Mr. 'VATSON. Was -not Col. Bryan opposed to dealing with
the Philippines as President McKinley proposed to deal with
them, and was not my friend-Mr. SMITH of Michigan. And the payment of money.
Mr. WATSON. And the payment of the money that we
agreed to pay Spain for the Philippines. My friend from Mis..:
sissippi, at that time leader of the House, made the most ringing speech he ever made against the adoption of that peace
treaty and the paying of that money. The Senate, of course,
had to deal with the ratification of the treaty. The Senator
from Mississippi, then the gentleman from Mississippi, used the
words "world powering." He coined a new word and used it
over and over again. He described the attitude of the Republi~
can Party. The whole question at that time to which Senator
LoDGE's speech referred was the question of a peace treaty and
as to what should be done with the Philippines:
Mr. WILLIA..l\IS. Mr. President, I hope the Senator from
Colorado will pardon me just this far. If I am charged with
the guilt or offense, whichever it may be, of having opposed
paying $20,000,000 to buy the Filipinos, as Tom Reed said, at
$5 a head per Filipino, I voted against it; I have always
opposed it; and in this age of self-determination if I bad my way
ut the end of this war I would let the Filipinos determine for
themselves whether they would be independent or nt•t. But
this has nothing to do with the question which tlle Senator froin
Colorado is discussing. He is merely showing, from George
'Vashington's day down to now, including George Washington's
day, that it always was argued by every party that when a given
party was in control during a war, to use the language of .
President Lincoln, it was very inadvisable to "swap horses
while crossing the stream."
·
Now, yon took every advantage during the Spanish-American
'Var-and the Senator from Michigan knows it-of the situation
and the fact that 'Villiam McKinley was Pre~ident of the
United Stutes and was a Republican. You mnde eve1·y point
you could out of that fact, and you argued all the time that the
American people owed it to themselves to elect Republicans to
the Senate and House because a Republican 'vas President
during the war. Now you come up here with a hypocrisy that
is absolutely superb and argue that if any Democt·at dares say
that at this time a Democrat is the President of the United
States he is guilty of partisanship.
I remember the Senator, tht=>.n. Representative SMITH of Michl~
gan, in the House. I remember how- every day he came up with
that old slogan, "McKinley President, Americanism, Republicanism. Let us see the President through. Let us stand be:
hind him all the time, and if we do not, we are not quite loyal.'~
Do you not remember that? Of course you do. You know it as
well as I. You are not going to stand here and tell me that
you deny it.
Mr. WATSON. I will tell the Senator when he gives me
thetim~
·
Mr. WILLIAMS. I will give the Senator the time now, if
the Senator from Colorado will permit it.
Mr. THOMAS. I want a little tim~
1\fr. WILLIAMS . . I am speaking in the time of the Senator
from Colorado. If he will permit meMr. WATSON. The Senator from Colorado insists on making
his own speech.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I know. I am not making llis speech, I
am making mine, and I am challenging you to make yours.
Mr. WATSON. Thls is the situation-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Colo-'
rado yield further?
Mr. WILLIAMS. The Senator from Colorado would never
forgive either one of us for making his speech. He is so much
abler than either of us.
Mr. THOMAS. I am quite willing to yield, but I assured tho
Senator having charge of the bill thnt I would only detain the
Senate for three-quarters of an bout·.
1\fr. WILLI.AM:S. I should like to hear from the Senator
from Indiana on that particular question, if the Senator will
permit.
Mr. 'VATSON. I shall be very glad to state in a few words
what I have to say about it.
As far as the Spanish-American War is concerned, there was
no party division. The South and North alike, Republicans and
Democrats alike, were exceedingly loyal and behind th"e adtilil:l:.
istration. That _war was soon ove~. Then the question came
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as to a treaty of peace. The question came as to what disposition should be made of the Philippines. The question came as
to whether or not $20,000,000 should be paid, and on that
question there was a strict party division. On that question
Col. Bryan left his regiment and came here to ln1luence the
Senate On that question the gentleman from Mississippi, now
the Senator who stands here in our front, opposed the retention of the Philippines and the payment of $20,000,000, so he
says now, and all the leaders of the Democratic Party stood
squarely against the proposition. The whole of the campaign
to stand by the Pre ident turned on the question of the ratification of the treaty and as to what should be done with the
Philippines. That is the history of the situation.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Now~ the Senator from Indiana is mf.s.
taken. The Senator from :Mississippi, at that time a Member of
the House and at that time the floor leader of the Democratic
Party, took the position, and the Senator will find it in the
RECORD, that the United States Government, having made the
pledge to pay the $20,000,000, we ought to - pay it, and that
although the House had the constitutional right to object to
the treaty upon that ground the moral situation was such that
I \vould not oppose.it. I made a very' short and a very vehement
speech In favor of the payment of the money. Now, the Senator
is mistaken about that.
Mr. WATSON. Just a moment right there.
Mr. WILLIAl\IS. I did oppose the retention of the Philippine Islands, and I oppose it now. I say now that the United
States never had any moral right under God's sun to deal with
$20,000,000 in the liberties of the Philippine people any more
than Prussia had to deal ln the liberties of Belgium to-day. I
have no apology to make for that, but I did stand on the floor
of the House as the Democratic floor leader and speak in behalf
of the payment of the money, because we had promised it. I
believe I said-! am not certain now whether I did or not, at
any rate it is an old conviction of mine, and maybe I quoted it
and maybe I did not-that gentlemen never quarrel about
money.
·
Mr. THOMAS. 1\lr. President, I am very sorry that we are
getting away from the subject matter of my remarks. I am not
at al1 concerned at present with the causes of the SpanishAmerican War nor with the status of that war at the time ol
the election of 1898. I want to say, however, in reply to the Senator from Indiana that if it were true, politically true, morally
true, In 1898 that the President should receive the support of his
pa1·ty for its reelection to power where only a treaty was involved,
then a fortiori must that argument apply in a crisis like this,
"here not only treaties are involved, but the fate of nations.
This war is not over; lt perhaps has not yet reached its supreme
crisis, and upon the assumption that the arguments which I
have read are correct the reason for their application now is
a hundredfold greater than it was at that time.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. 1\Ir. President, I do not want to be
misunder tood by the Senator from Colorado. If Woodrow Wilson was a candidate for reelection as President of the United
States on the 5th day of November in the present international
situation I would want him to win. I would not lift my finger
or say one word to influence the electorate against him. I think
in this world crisis he has earned the gratitude and the confidence of the American people. But It ls not for bim to enter
my State and say who shall represent that Commonwealth in
the Senate of the United States. That ls our business, and may
safely be left to the people of Michigan.
.
1\lr. THOMAS. That is an entirely different question. I have
not touched upon it.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Upon that question. while I differ
with some of my associates and some on the other side, I
feel that wherever a ·state," through its representation, has been
loyal to the Government in this crisis the State should be permitted to pick its representatives in its own way, without
Executi•e interference, and I hope it will do so.
Mr. THOMAS. Now, Mr. President, I am not going to yield
any more, not because I want to be discow·teous to my fellow
Senator, but because I must get through.
The statement made by the Senator regarding his attitude if
this were a presidential election does credit to his heart and to
his bead. I shall not enter into the local politics of any State,
neither shall I excuse or defend anything that may have been
done by the Executive with regard to subjects of that sort. I am
concerned with the main proposition.
I now, Mr. President, cttll attention to an extract from the
speech of another very distinguished Member of this body, himself a great Republican leader and statesman, and entitled. and
has been entitled for many years~ to speak for his · party. I
refer to tbe senior Senator n"om Pennsylvania [Mr. PENROSE.}
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The Philadelphia Inquirer of October 8, 1898, has the following
headings:
Sloan continues triumphal tour.
Reed's earnest appeal.

Meaning the Speaker, I presume.
~3s.nrges every man who loves his country to strengthen McKinley's

Senator PENRosE said on the 21st of October, 1898, as reported
ln the Philadelphia Inquirer, October- 22, 1898 :
In a few boors President McKinley will be your guest to witness the
greatest pageant the country has ever kn own. In his recent speeches
the President has appealed not to a partiRan but to a natloru.tl spirit
He asks the aid o! the Nation. He se ks the support of every man who
believes in the result of his administration. I appf>al not to the martial
spirit of tbe Nation. great as ltave been our victori es on sf>a and land.
I appeal to the quio>t, sober thought of the American people, wbo do not go
to wa,r unless for honor and humanity. J make this appeal to you that
you give loyal support to President McKinley and the Republican party
ln the -spit<it he has asked for it.
He wants Pennsylvania to remain the Keystone State tor the Republican party. I do not hesitate to say that no one would mourn more
than he disaster to the Republican party in this State and 1 say advisedly that tbe loyal Republicans of Pennsylvania will be found on the
8th day of November holding up the hand and assisting in guiding this
Nation, through the leadt-rshlp of the Republican party, to our manifest
and glorious destiny.

The Senator also said:
The conditions surrounding the present congressional election are
unprecedented. Before the war with Spain Repuollcans were willing
to concede that the next House of Repre ntati ves wouid probnblv he
Democratic. • • • The successful proseeution of tbe war raised
the hope that the Republican Party might carry Congrf'ss even in n.n
· " olf" year; but . the war speedily ended and tbe reaction even aga inst
that exlsts in many forms. Criticism of the conduct of any war ls
inevitable, and crttlcism of the conduct of the late war is no exception. • • • It is dlfftcult to overestimate the supTeme importance--

That is pretty strong language-of sustaining the Pres1df'nt of the United States and the Republican
Party at the present critical crisis in our foreign relatiom'l. • • •
While it can not be said that there have yet been forLTlt'ti any Issues ns
to the details of our policies, yet there seems to be one thing upon
which W f' are united, and that is upon the question of our national
aggrandizement.

Mr. President, the Republican Members during that campaign
were practically unanimous lo, urging the same duty upon the
voter and for the same reason.
Let me quote from the New York Tribune of the lOth of Octo"ber, 1898:
Everyon~ knows that there are wide dl1rerences between Spain and
the United States respecting t erms of peace, and that pain w i!l be
immeasurably less likely to yield if lf>d to believe that tlle American
people havP no longer th<' disposHion to uphold their Governmf' nt; uor
can any doubt that the election of a Democratic Congre·s o.r even rbe
defeat of tbe President's supporters in thi State would go far to ae'lte
that impression in Spanish minds. Hence it is that a renewal of the
war with indPtlnite possibilities of interference by some RuropPun pr wers may be among thP consequences dependent ur.on the acbou of the
people at tbe baDot box.

The New York Sun said:
We are at war with Spain, peace commissions and peace jubilees to
the contrary notwithstanding. Upon President McKinley and his administration are yet the burdens and re ponsfbiUtif' of a '3tnte of war
not yet terminated. And upon all patriotic citizens of every polltical
party rests the duty of supporting the adminb:tration and sustain the
Nation's cause against all foreign enemies, both by voice and by Yote.

The Philadelphia North Americun, November 8, 1898 :
The voters will decjd to-day whether the admlnlstrarton of President McKinley is to be condemned and the conduct of the war vetoccl.

After the election and victory had been scored the same paper
said:
.
It is a great triumph and must be a source of deep satisfaction and
profound relief to our much-tried, much-enduring Prf'sldent. His policies and the policies of the party wbtcb he represents huve hEWn
approved. He can now proceed. encouraged and unhindE>.red, with thel.r
execution.

The Topeka Daily Capital, a paper whieh I think is now published and owned by the Repuhlica.n nominee for the> United
States Senate and to whom I shall refer before I take my seat,
in an editorial on November 3.,. 1898, took this view:
· The Republican Party puts 1t to the goo.d sense of the country
whether or not the election of a Congress in sympathy with a Pre!ddent who has sbown blmRelf equal to every test would be for the best
interests of the country at this time. • • • In sucb a campaign
no American worthy of the franchise should neglect his prlvllegf' to
vote. and every man who bet1eves- in stalwart, aggressive Americanism
should bold up tbe bands of the stalwn.rt American in the White House
and see that bls friends and nelghbors do. the same.

This sounds very much like the announcement which was so
severely criticized by the RepubUcan cong1·essiona1 committee.
[From the Chicago Tribune, Sunday, Nov. 6, 1898.1
.No less lmportant ls it to the future prosperity of tbe country that
the results of tbe- War shall be taithfully preserved. Ju tice to ourselv-es as a Nation and justice to the m<>mor·ies of those whose lives
have bef'n sacrificed In maintaining American bonor and Amer1c·an
rights demand lt. The attitude of Presid ent McKinley on this subject has been unanimously approved by the thinking and vatriotic
men of the Nation atul he is entitled to the election of a Conlj!'~ess on
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Tuesday next that will sustain his policy. Any other result will give
encouragement to th~ enemies of the American RepubHc, not only .i n
Spain but in every country in Europe, and will delay infinitely the
settlement of the qu estion now under consideration by the Peace Com·
mission in Paris. The effect would be the same that the election of a
copperhead Congress would have had upon the rebel cause during the
Civil War.
What intelligent, patriotic, sagacious voter-whatever his party, name,
or creed-is wUllng to assume the responsibility of offering encouragement to the enemies of his country. Let all such-not only in every
one of the 22 districts of lllinols but in E.very congresli'ional district
in the country-make it their duty to support candidates in harmony
with the administration.

The Kansas City Star's editorial of November 3, 1898, said:
The people have stood together, regardless of politics, in supporting
the Government in prosecuting the war, and there is sound logic in the
contention of the Republicans that there should be no change in the
control of Congress until the issues arising out of the war are settled.

We now cross the continent and take a paper on the Pacific
coast, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer:
.
The people believe in and trust the President; they are proud of the
achievements of the Army and Navy; they have confidence in the wisdom of the administration's policy and expressed their confidence by
electing Memb3rs of Congress who will work in ha·r mony with and aid
the President in his plans.

The St. Louis Globe-Democrat observed:
A Congress hostile to the Executive would multiply the difficulties
needlessly and dangerously.

Mr. President, I have read enough and quoted from a sufficient
number of source ·, I think, to justify the conclusion that if it
,w as orthodoxy in 1898 to preach politically the Republican doctrine of standing by the President, it is not heterodoxy in 1918
for the Democratic Party to do the same thing.
It may · be, Mr. President, that the arguments used in 1898
were specious and un5ound. They proved conclusive. It may
be that they' are now specious and unsound, but I hope they
will also prove conclusive, for every reason exists to-day in
multiplied form which existed then for the recognition above
et"erytbing else of the administration engaged in the supreme
task of waging war against a public enemy.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President-: 1\Ir. THOMAS. J yield to the Senator.
· Mr. 'VILLIAl\lS. Mr. President, I wish to say simply this,
and I want to say it as an American, not as a Democrat. I
think that the arguments made by the Republican politicians
during the Spaui h-American War were unfair, were mora11y
and politically 'Yrong, and that the arguments made by us now in
imitation of them arc also unfair and politically wrong. When
the A~erican people go to war with a foreign nation it _is the
'A merican people who are at war and not one party or the other.
I always resented the efforts of the Senator from Indiana
'[Mr. WATSON] and the Senator from Michigan [Mr. SMITH],
and tiler were both guilty during the Spanish-American War of
trying to make it appear to the American people that it was a
Republican war. It was not. It was an American war, and
they knew it as well as I did, although you made the opposite
impression to the best of your ability.
· :r.1r. SMITH of Michigan. That may be true, but-' Mr. WILLIAl\lS. Now, I am not going to imitate you. I am
not going to imitate your bad example. This war is the war
of the American people, and you Republicans over there have
been loyal by as large a majority as the Democrats over here.
When you attempt to read the riot act and say that the President
interferes here and there because he demanded loyalty to
America and to the Republic and to the administration, unless
you tell the whole truth you are guilty of partial falsehood.
The President has demanded it in Georgia and in Mississippi,
and other Democratic States, and he bas seen that the Democrats went by the board when they were not loyal to the American Republic. He bas not confined his efforts to Republican
politicians or officeholders in the Republican States, and you
know that as well as I do. Now, let us be fair to one another.
1\fr. THOMAS. Mr. President-'Mr. WILLIAMS. Let us be fair to the President. I beg the
Senator's pardon.
Mr. THOMAS. I thought the Senator had concluded his interruption.
,
Mr. WILLIAMS. I beg the Senator's pardon, I thought the
Senator bad concluded.
Mr. THOMAS. No.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Then, as soon as the Senator does conclude,
I will ask for recognition. I thought the Senator had concluded.
I have a few more words to say.
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, I shall occupy the time of the
Senate for only a Yery few moments longer. I have seen it
charged in this campaign that Democrats were supporting men
of questionable loyalty, and that as a consequence they should
not receive the sanction of public approval. That may be true;
that is to say, tllere may be some men here and there against
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whom that charge· may be made; I do not know; and for the
purposes of my reference to the subject, I do not care.
But surely, Mr. President, he who complains of the beam in
his neighbor's eye should not overlook the mote in his owR.
There are three candidates for the United State8 Senate running
on a Republican ticket in their respective States, and the charge
can be made as fully and as amply against each and every one of
them ns it can be made against any Democratic candidate of
whom I have any knowledge, and there can be no question about
the loyalty, the patriotism, and the Americanism of their
opponents.
In Nebraska the ~epublican nominee is our colleague, Senator NoRms, a most excellent man, a most useful Senator, an
honest, upright public servant; but the Senator's record for
pacifism is notorious. If I remember correctly, he placed a
dollar mark upon the American flag in a speech which he made
in this Chamber about the time of our declaration of war. I am
satisfied that he regrets having said so. He did say so, however,
and the man who is running against him has no such blemish
upon his record at this time. Yet for the purpose of preventing
an inconclusive peace, for the purpose of upholding the hands
of the Democratic President, Nebraska Republicans are asked
to support the sitting Member in this body against such a man.
The Republican nominee for Senator in the State of Kansas
is the present governor, a most excellent man, a man against
whom no man can say n word with respect to his integrity, his
honesty, or his purity of purpose. But he is, or has been at
least, notorious in his pacifism. It may be that his great
majority in 1916 over his opponent had something to do with
the fact that he was opposed to the war. I have never heard
of any charge on our part of Gov. Capper. There can be no
question about the loyalty of his opponent, the sitting Member,
Senator THOMPSON, but Senator THoMPsoN is to be defeated
a·ccording to this program in order that his opponent, Gov.
Capper, may come here and uphold the arms of the administration and see to it that a victorious peace, n peace with honor,
that a satisfactory solution of all the great problems involved
now and after the war shall be realized.
Take the candidate in Nevada, Mr. RoBERTS, the sitting Member in the House. He voted against the declaration of war.
His record is of similar import to those of the gentlemen to
whom I have referred. His opponent is Senator HENDERSON,
upright, loyal, patriotic, a typical western American. In God's
name, if because of an implication upon l:;Ome candidate supported by the Democratic Party there should be a change of
conditions, our opponents surely should be free from such con<litions afterwar<ls.
,
In my own State a campaign is being made against my colleague to the effect that he could probably not be trusted to make
a conclusive and satisfactory peace, and hence his opponent
should be elected. There is a man, 1\ir. President, who has been
as faithful, as consistent, and as continued a supporter of this
administration from the time of its commencement down to its
present hour as can be found; a man of whose three sons-all
the children he has-two are in France and one in command of
a torpedo boat aiding in the convoy of our boys across the sea.
There can be no question about his loyalty, no question whatever about his attitude with regard to every problem of the war,
but it is serlously-Mr. Sl\IITH of Michigan rose.
l\Ir. THOMAS. Just one moment. But is is seriously declared
in the political circles of my State that perhaps such a man
would weaken, that he would not be true to the interests of his
own country · and of the administration should he come back
here with credentials entitling him to be his own successor.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. ·Does the Senator from Colorado yield to the Senator from Michigan?
Mr. THOMAS. I yield.
.
Mr. SMITH of -1\Iichigan. I am glad to hear what the Senator
from Colorado says about his colleague, who is an upright and
honorable man, but, if pacifism is not the test of presidential
favor, why undertake to interfere with a senat01·ial election in
the State of Michigan?
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, I am not interfering, and I
expressly declare that if, because of such a charge, the party to
which I belong is unworthy to remain in c~ntrol of CQngress,
then certainly the party which is supporting three such men
in different parts of the country at least is open to the same
suspicion.
Now, Mr. President, I have said all that I care to say. I
.aesired to put into the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the extrae:ts which
I have read and to make some remarks in connection with them.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Mr. President, I may . refer, of
cout·se, to the situation in my own State without any selfish-
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nessj becau e it is .well-known fact that I was not a cnndidat~
for reelection and that I have sustained the President at every
tm~n since war w·as declared, and shall continue to do so until
it is over; at least, so long as I stay here; but, nevertheless, I
wn.nt to reassert that the tendencies of the Democratic Party
E:eem to be pacific in one pat·t of the country and foil of virility
an<l :fight ln ::mother-rather a geographical test, made necessary
by political expediency.
Mt. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I had already begun what
I tl10oght would be a few uninterrupted remarks ; I tnought
that the Senator from Colorado [Mr. THOMAS] was through,
11.nd I owe him an apology for not having better sized up the
ituation. I have already said that I would not imitate at this
titne the conduct of the Republican Members of the House and
of the Senate dul'ing the Spanish-American 'Var, when they
made capital out of the war in b~half of themselves and McKinley at evety step, as all of you h.""D.ow they did.
Mr. President, I remember the most disgraceful scene that
ever occurred upon this flool". I remember a. scene when a.
United States Senator stood in his place on this floor and announced that, in his opinion, " the American flag was marked
ru1 over with the dollar mark," and yet the Senator from Mlchignn and the Senator from Indiana are supporting that Senator
right now.
.
Mr. SMITH of-Michigan. Well, what is the party of the Senator from Mi slssippi doing in Michigan? They are supporting a
pacifist, trying to defeat them in some and trying to elect them
in others.
Mr. "WILLIAMS. Henry Ford, at least, never said the American flag was marked all over with the dollar mark.
1\Ir. SMITH of Michigan. No; of com·se not. He is a patriot
nnd a most useful and honorable citizen, who e indu trial
achievements have astonished the world.
Mr. WILLIAMS~ I have no vote in Michigan. The only fault
that Henry Ford ever committed was that he did hope for peace
il long time after tho e of us who had better sense had depaired of it. Tha; is all.
nut he never announced, as a Senator did here on the floor,
that the Americnn flag in that controversy was covered all over
~"ith the dollar mark.
He never announced, as did another
Senator upon tllis floor. that the United State was stabbing
Germany in the back while France and Great Britain were holdIng her down. There are a great many things that Henry Ford
never did, amongst them those two things.
l\lr. President, the other day I read a little Republican prommciamento to the effect that the State of Pennsylvania was
paying more income tax than all the "11 former rebel Statei."
That is a part of the Republican propaganda to-day which
has been sent abroad through the country-that Pennsylvania
i paying more income tax than a,ll the former 11 rebel States,
putting in the word "rebel," you know, so as to catch the popular intonation at the North. I do not know whether it is true
or not; I have never examined the statistics to see; but suppose
it is true, it really proves that Pennsylvania has enjoyed a de~
gree of prosperity, happine,_ , and financial enrichment that the
11 former "rebel States" have not enjoyed. If anybody from
Pennsylvania thinks there is not a Mississippian who would
not agree to pay his Penn ylvania taxes provided he could
swap incomes, the Pennsylvanian is very much mistaken.
"\\Te are perfectly willing to swap taxes and incomes, both, right
now.
Now, what is all this baby act? Nonsense. It reminds me of
n Kentuckian who once told me in the other Hou e that Kentucky paid an undue hare of the revenue on whisky and tobacco. Finally, when I got through with him on the floot of
the House, he felt ashamed of it himself, and came to me and
told me so. I saiu, "You may distill most of the liquor and
you may raise most of the tobacco, but the people who really
pay the taxes after all are the fellows who drink the whi ky
and who use the tobacco, and I want you to give Mississippi a
little bit of the credit or disCl"edit for n part of all that/"
[Laughter.] Finally be confessed that he believed he would.
l\Ir. President, the Senator has talked about Michlgnn. While
I do not want to quarrel with the Senator about his colleagu~
and I am not going to say anything against his colleague, either,
becau e I rather like him personally-but surely, if the Senatot goes back to McKinley's time and the time of the SJ?anlshAmeri.can War, and will count himself as n Republican at that
time and his colleague as a Democrat, I think W1LLIAM ALDEN
SMITH, the Senator from Michigan, would have a perfect contempt for me if I did not say something about his colleague;
but I am not going to do it.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. The Senator can not say anything
except good about tny colleague, whose public record is creditable
alike to himself and his country.
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Mr. WIL~'\4:S. Well, I may say that 1\Ir. LENRooT ca t a
great many votes in the other body that were not in .accord
with yours or mine.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Oh, Mr. President, the Senator is
aiming at the Senator from Wisconsin, not my colleague, Senator
TowNSEND.
· Mr. WILLIAMS. Votes that were not in accord with this
war, and which were not in keeping with the spirit of this
war; and the Senator from Michigan knows it as well as I do.
l\Ir. SMITH of Michigan. No, Mr. P.resident, I do not know
it. I deny that statement; it is .not true. In the fir t plare, he
did not come to the House until the War· with Spain was practically over. The Senator from Mississippi is mistaken and does
my colleague an injustice.
Mr. WILLIAl\lS. I am not talking about the Spani h-.Amel"ican War; I am talking about this war.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Well, 1\lr. President, he was in the
Senate then.
Mr. WILLIAMS.. He was not. He was in the other House
during the first part of it.
j.\lr. SMITH of 1\Iichigan. I beg the Senator's pardon. The
Senator's memory is badly at fault.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Can I be that much mistaken?
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Mr. President, I wil! tell you what
is the matter with the Senator. Time has outrun bim. .
l\Ir. WILLIAMS. I think I remember that your colleague
voted ag.a:nst conscription and against the selective draft and
against the ship-purchase bill.
l\fr. Sl\IITH of Michigan. In the Ilouse of Representatives?
1\ir. WILLIAMS. Yes. Am I miStaken? If I am, I 'vnnt to
apoloQ'ize.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. The Senator is mistaken; he is
dreaming.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I really did not know it. I thought I was
right about it.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. The Senator is mistaken. and I
know he will be glad to make the correction.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am very glad to make any correction.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. TRe Europen.n war has been going
on nbout four year.s.
Mr. WILLIAMS. . I mean our part of the war. I am not
talking about the war from its commencement.
lli. SMITH of l\lichigan. Our own part of the war has been
going on about a year and a half, and my colleague ha been here
for seyen years, so that t:le Senator is greatly mi taken about
that.
l\Ir. WILLIAMS. I dlcl not 1.-now the - Senator's colleague
had been here for ix years.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Yes, l\lr. President, and his record
in this war is as st.Iyaight as a gun barrel and as clear as a bell.
The Senator from 1\Ii sissippi is greatly in error.
1\-Ir. WILLLUIS. I have myself been here ever since. The
Senator is simply mistaken about it.
Mr. SMITH of .Michigan. If the Senator will pardon me for
one word about Michigan, I am not going to say anything in
criticism of the candidate for Senator in Michigan-neither Mr.
Ford nor Mr. Newberry. They are both honorable men.
Mr. 'VILLIAl\fS. I have not referred to them.
Mr. SMITH of Michi fJ'an. I would not say anything against
either of them, but the Democratic Party were guilty of a form
of political kleptomania when they took their candidate for
Senator out of the neutral zone of national affairs and made
him the unwilling and exclusive candidate of the Democratic
Party.
Mr. WILLIAMS. l\I.r. Pt;esident, the opening remarks of the
Senator from Michigan led to a very "lame and impotent conclo ion." He first said he did not want to say anything, and
.then he said a good deal about Mr. Ford. I shall not reply to it,
for I do not care anything about the fight in Michigan.
1\fr. Sl\IITH of Michigan. The Senator from Mississippi is
scheduled for that fray. I hope he will talk free trade there a.s
he does here.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Never mind about that, I am tal1."1ng for
myself now, not for somebody in Michigan. I do not know who
they are and do not know what they said.
If I had to say anything about it, if I were to open my front
door with an innocuous observation, as the Senator did, and
then close the front door with a slam in the face of everybody,
I would say that the Republican candidate in Michigan had
spent n whole lot of money; but I do not want to say that; I
want to keet> it in reserve.
Mr. S~IITH of Michigan. Thei4 do not say it, because the
Senator is again wrong.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I will not tuke lt back, because it is true.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. No; the Senator is wrong again.
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• Mr. 'VILLIAMS. Am I?
· Mr. SMITH of Michigan. The Republican candidate for Senator in Michigan says he has not spent a dollar, and says so in
his affidavit
Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, the other fellows have spent it for
1l1im, then.
Mr. SUITH of Michigan. A candidate can not always control his friends.
. Mr. ·wiLLIAMS. Now, Mr. President-1\lr. SMITH of Michigan. One word more; I am going to say
this, that Mr. Newberry is an honorable, upright, high-minded
man, served his country in the War with Spain, and was Secretary of tile Navy in the Cabinet of President Roosevelt. ae
is now a prominent officer in the Navy and has two sons in the
Army.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I do not know a thing about him; I never
even beard of him nntil he became a candidate.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. Oh, the Senator from Missi sippi
1s facetious.
Mr. WILLIAMS. But I never heard of him, although that
may have been my fault. There are a whole lot of people down
here in the departments that I never heard of. I met one this
morning when I went to the War Department who I did not
know was in existence, but he was Assistant Secretary of War.
Now, however, tile Senator tells me that Mr. Newberry did not
spend all this money ; that his friends spent it for him.
Mr. President, I want to say that when a fellow spends his
own money for office I have some respect for him, because·it is
his; it is his slave; it is hls pocketbook; and he has a right to
do what he pleases with it, provided· he does not do anything
unlawful; but when he becomes a cozener upon his friends and
sponges upon them to the tune of n couple of hundred thousand
dollars, or something mighty near like it, then I want to know
who is going to be elected to the offi<>e when he is nominally
electell-he or the men who contributed the money?
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. How much. did Col. House contribute to the compaigns in 1912 and 1916?
: 1\Ir. WILLIAl\fS. ·o h, I do not know.
· Mr. Sl\llTH .of Michigan. How much was contributed by
Jones, of Illinois, who was put on the Federal Trade Commission
and rejected by the Senate? But why should I pursue a theme
so inexhaustible and a custom so well recognized by all parties?
I deplore the use of money in politics. but the habit is quite
general, as we all know.
1\lr. 'VILLIA.MS. The voice is the voice of the Senator from
Michigan, but thP. ·feel is the feel of the Senator from New
Jersey [l\1r. FnELINGHUYSEN].
1\fr. President, I do not know anything about thn.t; I do not
care anything about it; I am making no attack upon this man
Amsberry, whom the Senator has mentioned. I know nothing
about him and never heard of him until about two ·weeks ago
when his name was mentioned in connection with n couple of
hun<lred thousand dollars of campaign expenditures. I <lo not
even know whether the charge is true, but the Senator tells me
now that the man did not put up his own money, but that other
people put it up for him.
Mr. Sl\flTH of Michigan. No; .Mr. President, I diU not even
say that the Senator was drawing on his imagination.
Mr. WILLIAl\1S. I thought the Senator said his friends hau
aone it.
1\fr. SMITH of Michigan. I know nothing about money in
politic personaliy and have never used it.
·
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am not talking about your using money
in politics ; you never had it to use.
I Mr. SMITH of :Uichigan. The Senator is at last right.
Mr. 'VILLIAl\lS. I did not at any rate. I thought you were
1n the same class that I was--each equally "poor and honest."
Mr. Sl\ITTH of Michigan. Possibly; although the Senator
from l\llssissippi takes a great deal of pride in parading his
poverty, and I find some difficulty in concealing mine. That is
the difference between us. [Laughter.]
M.r. WILLIA.l\fS. Now, Mr. President, I am not attacking
this man Fullberry at all; I do not know anything about him.
I am just saying that if a man ~pends his . own money 1:o get
elected to office, it is at least his own money, and when he is
elected to office he himself is elected, but that when a man spends
the money of some one else to be elected to office I should like
to know who is elected, he or the fellow . who contributes the
money? Nominally, of course, he is elected; but really, behind
everything, the fellow who contributes the cash holds the office.
Mr. SMITH of Michigan. The Senator· can find innumerable
insta nces in this administration where contributors have. been
rewarded.
Mr. WILL~IS. I do not dou~t it. I am not contending for
one moment that Democrats are saints .or Sunday-school teach-

ers. They are about as wicked as you are, and mighty nearly
as wicked as I am, and a whole lot of them are mighty near as
wicked as this man Comeberry; but all the time, at least, they
step out into the front and stand the punishment for their sins.
A gentleman ·Democrat, you know, has this much about him,
that whatever else be· may be, he is not a hypocrite; he just
stands out and takes his punishment.
·
Now, what I was calling attention to was that this man Mossberry had not even spent his own money, but he had spent the
money of a lot of other people who had contributed; and just
about the tim~ that the Senator from New Jersey stepped up to
give you those few pieces of information· about people from other
States who had also spent money.
I was thinking aoout that, and I nlso want to apolagize to
you personally now. I really' thought that you and ·I were both
"poor, but honest," but now you tell me that you are not poor
at all. Did you not? VerY'well, then.
Mr. Sl\IITH of Michigan. Poor, but proud.
Mr. WILLIMIS. At any rate, I thought that we were both
in that old, ilonored class. You know I never read an old
novel without noticing two sweet ·things, une of them begins
with the hero telling that he is poor but honest, .and I thought
that that applied to both of us~
1\Ir. SMITH of l\!ichigan. The hero was right.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Not only the honest ·part, but tile poor
part; and then, at the end of the novel it is always said that
they remained " happily married forever afterwards," which is
also n very large invention of the a,rtist's imagination. I .
thought we were both in that class.
·
No,v, 1\Ir. President, I move that the Senate prctceed to the
consideration of executive business.
1\ir. HITCHCOCK. We are not ready for that yet.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. We have got to pass the appropriation bill.
·
Mr. 'VILLIAMS. Very well; I withdraw the motion. .
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill has been· reported . to
the Senate as amended. The question is on concurring in the
amendments made as in Committee of the Whole.
The amendments were concurred in.
The amendments were ordered to be engrossed and the bill
to be read a third tim~.
The bill 'vas rea<l the third time and passed.
Mt·. MARTIN of Virginia. Mr. President, I move that the
Senate request a conference with the House of Representatives
on the bill and amendments .and that the Chair appoint the con·
ferees on the part of the Senate.
· The motion was agreed to ; and the Presiding Officer appointed
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia, Mr. UNDERWOOD, and 1\fr. W A.RBEN the
conferee~ on the part of ·the Senate.
ADJOURNMENT TO

MO~DA.Y.

Mr. ::a.IAilTIN of Virginia. i move that when the Senate adjourns to-day it stand adjourned until 12 o'clock meridian on

Monday next.
.
The motion was agreed to.
CIVIL-SERVICE RETmEMENT.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the consideration of the bill (S. 4637) for the retirement of employees
in the classified civil service.
Mr. McKELLAR. l\fl•; President, I des.i.re to say concerning
the retirement bill that, as Senators know, it has been before
the Senate for a number of days and has come to the point of a
vote. I believe there is one amendmen~ still pending, but none
others have been offered, and I wish to appeal to the Senate for
the early passage of the measure. 1 desire very much to go
home; I made my arrangements a number of days ago to go
home, and feel that I should do so ; yet I can not do so as long as
this vote is not taken. I ask the Senate, therefore, to let this
bill come to a vote this afternoon.
Mr. POMERE~TE. Mr. President, I very much regret that I
can not consent to have a vote upon this bill at this time and,
vet~ briefly, for this reason: There will be another amendment
o:ffercn. My present intention, at least, is to offer as a sub·
stitute for the pending bill the bill reported out by the same
committee two years ago or thereabouts. I am having px:epared now a comparative statement bearing upon the cost. of
these two bills to the Government. This statement, in part,
was promised me to-day, but I know that the actuary who has
the matter in charge has -been very busy and has not been able
to complete it.
I run just as much in favor of a retirement bill as is the
Senator from Tennessee, but I prefer the plan which was reported by the committee two years ago. This is a ve1-y serious
move on the part of the Congress ; it ought not to be passed
until there has been a full consideration of it; and I trust that
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the Senator from Tennessee will not unduly insist on the passage of the bill.
~
1\lr. McKELLAR. As I understand, the Senator desires to
secure some figures and to discuss the matter after be receives
those figures. May I ask if the Senator feels that be will have
those figm·es on Monday, and can we have a vote at that time?
Mr. POMERENE. I can not say as to that. There bas been
rather an understanding that the Senate would adjoorn 01
recess. I have a number of engagements which will take me
all of next week. I do not know whether or not I can be here
on -Monday, but I do not think that this legislation is going to
suffer if there shall be a few days' delay. This matter can be
taken up after the recess and can be disposed of in a very
short time. I shall not ask for any undue delay ; but I do
think it is a serious proposition, and it ought to be very seriously considered by the Senate before we go to the extent of
adopting a system one-half the cost of which is to be paid by
the Government. It would be a most serious drain upon. the
finances of the country.
Mr. McKELLAR. I desire to say that the bill has been before
the Senate now for about 10 days or 2 weeks and bas been
the unfinished .business for some time.· It has been read; it has
been gone over; and the report on lt has been available for quite
a while. The question has been discussed for the last 20 years,
as a matter of fact, and I presume every Senator has determined
it for himself and has fixed views as to how he is going to vote.
The bill is up to the very point of voting now. The only amend. ment of which I have qeard is the pending amendment, to which
I shall not make any ser.k>us objection ; and there is no reason
:why the bill should not be voted upon in five minutes.
Mr. SMITH of· Georgia. Except for the fact. lf the Senator
will allow me, that there are a number of Senators who are not
1·eady to vote ; and lf the effort were made to vote now they
would wish to debate it long enough to give time to enable others
to come in. There are a number of us who have no idea of
voting on this bill now, and will not vote for it as it stands. We
have been busy with other matters. I know three members of
the Finance Committee who have been so occupied with the
revenue bill that they have not bad a chance to study the bill
:which the Senator from Tennessee has in charge.
1\fr. McKELLAR. I have no desire whatever to cut on: any
Senator.
Mr. s:anTH of Georgia. We want to know what it is going to
cost; we want to study it. I do not mean the Senator has not
presented the bill, but we have been so absorbed in other work
that we have had no chance to digest it.
1\-Ir. McKELLAR. If the Senator, then, thinks It is of enough
·importance, it is a matter for him to examine into, I think, and
not ask the Senate to wait day after day and week after week.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. There are some of us who do not
think the Senate is really in any hurry about passing the bill;
certainly not until they have bad an opportunity to examine
and study it.
Mr. McKELLAR. I am quite sure of that. I think there bas
been a filibuster for the past several days, and perhaps for the
last week or two.
Mr. POMERENE. I do not think the Senator means that
exactly ; there has not been any filibuster about it at all.
Mr. McKELLAR. Well, there seems to be an understandfng
not t~ vote, if it can be avoided.
Mr. POMERENE. This report was not presented while I
was present in the Senate, and, in fact, I knew nothing about it
until after I bad gone \o Ohio in connection with the liberty
loan campaign. I came back here nnd found that it was the
unfinished business. There has been a very limited discussion
of this bill, and I am satisfied that 1t bas not been given by
many Senators the attention that it ought to have and that they
wm give it if they have an opportunity to do so.
Mr. McKELLAR. I will say to the Senator from Ohio and to
the Senator from Georgia that I am perfectly willing to give
~my reasonable time if they will fix: a time when we can vote.
I do not think, however, that the bill ought to be kept before
the Senate day after day, week after week, and perhaps month
after month, as the unfinished business without action.
1\lr. SMITH of Georgia. I am not ready myself to give consent as to a time to vote. I do not know enough about the matter, and other Senators do not. How much is it going to cost?
Mr. McKELLAR. I have explained that very fully. It is
going to cost about $18,000,000 a year, of which the employees
are going to put up half and the Government is going to put up
the other half. I will say to the Senator, however, that the
$9,000,000 that the Government pays will come back in increased
efficiency in this way, nnd I can show it to the Senator.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I understand that.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. Mr. President, will the Senator permit
me to interrupt him? It is important that we should have an
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executive session, and it is impossible to reach an agreement
to-night upon this matter;
Mr. McKELLAR. I understnnd that, and I am going to yield
for that purpose; but, if possible, I think we ought to come to
some agreement. I want to ask for a unanimous-consent agree-ment.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. It is impossible te-night. We can not do
anything along that line to-night.
Mr. McKELLAR. What I want to do is to fix: some future
date when we can vote.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. We can not do it to-night without a roll
call.
·
_Mr. SMITH of Georgia. There are half a dozen of us who
would object to fixing a time to vote. We just have not had a
chance to study the measure.
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, the only thing I can say is
that I hope to keep the bill before the Senate until we do get a
vote on it, and I shall do everything in my power to keep it before the Senate until we get a vote on it. I think we are entitled to a vote, and I do not think Senators ought to ask for
continual postponements simply because they have not examined into it. I think they ought to examine into it. It is an
important matter, and I hope they will examine into it. I want
them to examine into it.
Mr. Sl\IITH of Georgia. We have been doing something more
important.
EXECUTIVE SESSION.
1\Ir. HITCHCOCK. I move that the Senate proceed to the
consideration of executive business.
·
.
The motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to the
consideration of executive business. After 15 minutes spent in
executive session, the doors were reopened.
RECIPROCAL MILITARY SERVICE WITH ITALY.
.
During executive session the following convention was ratified, and, on motion of Mr. HITcHcocK, the injunction of secrecy
was removed :
·

To the Senate:
I transmit herewith, to receive the advice and consent of the
Senate to its ratification, a convention between the United
States and Italy, signed on August 24, 1918, stipulating for the
reciprocal military service of citizens of the United States in
Italy and Italian subjects in the United States.
WooDRow WILsoN.
THE WHITE HOUSE,
Washington, Octobet· 1-f, 1918.

The PRESIDENT :
The undersigned, the Secretary. of State, has the honor to lay
before the President with a view to its transmission to the
Senate, if his judgment approved thereof, to receive the advice
and consent of that body to its ratification a convention between the United States and Italy, signed ~t Washington on
August 24, 1918, stipulating for the reciprocal military service
of citizens of the United States in .Italy and Italian subjects
in the United States.
This convention bas been negotiated in conjunction with the
War Department and has its approval.
Respectfully submitted.
ROBERT LANSING.
DEPART11f:ENT OF STATE,
Washington, August 28, 1918.
The President of the United States of America and His
Majesty the King of Italy being convinced that for the better
prosecution of the present war it is desirable that citizens of the
United States in Italy and Italian citizens in the United States
shall either return to .their own country to perform military
service in its army or shall serve in the army of the coUJltry in
which they remain, have resolved to enter into u convention to
that end, and have accordingly appointed as their plenipotentiaries:
The President of the United States of America, Robert Lansing, Secretary of State of the United States, and His l\Iaje. ty
the King of Italy, Count Vincenzo Macchi de Cellere, ambassador
extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the United States, who.
after having communicated to each other their respective full
powers, found to be in proper form, have agreed upon and concluded the following articles:
AnTICLII

I.

All male citizens of the United States in Italy and all male
citizens of Italy in the United States shall, unless before the
time limited by this convention they enlist or enroll In the forces.
of their own country or return to the United States or Italy,
respectively, for the purpose of military service. be subject to.
.. military service and entitled to exemption to discharge therefrom
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under the laws and regulations from time 't o time in force of the
NOMINATIONS.
country in which they are: Provided, That in respect to citizens
of the United States in Italy the ages for military service shall Ercectttivc nontinations ·r eceived by tlze Senate October 21, 1918.
CoLLECTOR OF INTERNAL REVENUE.
be the ages specified in the laws of the United States prescribing
compulsory military senice, and in respect to Italian citlzen.S in
Alfred Franklin, of Phoenix, Ariz., to be collector of internal
the United States the ages for military service shall be for the revenue for the district of New Mexico, in place of L·e wis, T •.
Carpenter, resigned.
time being 20 to 44 years, both inclusive.
ARTICLE

II.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE.

Citizens of the United States and Italian citizens within the
age limits aforesaid, who desire to enter the military service of
their own country, must enlist or enroll, or must leave Italy or
the United States, as the case may be, for the purpose of military service In their own country, before the expiration of 60
days after the date of the exchange of ratifications of this convention, if liable to military service in the country in which they
are at said date; or if n0t so liable, then, before the .expiration of 30 days after the time when liability shall accrue; or,
as to those holding certificates of exemption under Article III
of this convention, before the expiration of 30 days after the
date on which any such certificate becomes inoperative unless
sooner renewed ; or, as to those who apply for certificates of
exemption under Article III, and whose applications are refused, then before the expiration of 30 days after the date
· of such refusal, unless the application be sooner granted.
AnTICLEI

III.

The. Governmenf of the United States and the Government of
Italy may, through their respective diplomatic representatives or
by other authorities appointed for. that purpose by the respective
Go\er:nments, issue certificates of exemption from military service to citizens of the United States in Italy and Italian citizens
in the United States, respectively, upon application or otherwise,
within 60 days from the date of the exchange of ratifications
of this convention or within 30 days from the date when such
citizens become liable to military service in accordance with
Article I, provided that the applications be made or the certificates be granted prior to their entry into the military service of
either country. Such certificates may be special or general,
temporary or conditional and may be modified, renewed, or revoked, in the discretion of the Government granting them. Persons holding such certificates shall, so long as the certificates
are in force, not to be liable to .military service in the country
in which they are.
ARTICLE

IV.

The Government of the United States and the Italia.Ii Government will, respectively, so far as possible, facilitate the
return of citizens of Italy and of the United States who may
desire to return to their own country for military service, but
shall not be responsible for pronding transport or the cost of
transport for such persons.
ARTICLE

V.

Edwin R. Holmes, of ·yazoo City, Miss., to be United States
district judge for the northern and southern districts of Mississippi, vice Henry C. Niles, deceased.
UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEYS.

Harvey A. Baker, of Providence, R. I., to be United States
attorney. district of Rhode Isla:nd. A reappointment, his ·term
having eXJ)ired.
.
Edward C. Day, of Helena, Mont., to be United States attorney, district of Montana, vice B. K. Wheeler, resigned.
·
John E. Laskey, of the District of Columbia, to be Unitec1
States attorney, District of Columbia: A reappointment 'his
term having expired October 22, 1918. ·
'
Myron H. Walker, of Grand Rapids, Mich., to be United States
attorney, · western district of Michigan. A reappointment bi.s
term having expired.
'
UNITED STA"TES MARsHAL.
James A. Baggett, of Big . Spring, Tex., to be United States
marshal, northern district of Texas, vice John L. Terrell, de<;eased.
CLERK oF THE UNI'l'ED STATEs CoURT FOR CliiNA.
.Tames P. Connolly, of Omaha, Nebr., to be clerk of the United
States Court for China. ·
.
CoAST GUARD.

First Lieut. Philip H. Scott to be a captain in the Coast Gu.ar<l
from September 27, 1918.
.
·
The following-named second lieutenants to be first lieutenants
in the Coast Guard from September 27, 1918 :
Wales A. Benham and
. ·.
Raymond L. Jack.
·
The following-named cadet engineers to be third lieuteruints
of engineers in the Coast Guard from the 1st tlay of October,
W18:
·
··
Louis B. Olsen,
Joseph H. s~ymour,
Roger C. Heimer,
Laurence G. Bean,
William J. Kassler,
Joseph S. Walker,
Lester E. Wells,
Ulysses V. Henderson, and
Henry G. Kunz.

No citizen of either country who under the provisions of this
convention enters the military service of the other shall by
PuBLIC IlEALTH SERVICE.
reason of such service be considered, after this convention shall
Dr. Bertrand Earle Roberts to be assistant surgeon in the
have expired or after his discharge, to have lost his nationality Public Health Service, to take effect from date of oath.
or to be under any allegiance to the United States or to His
APPOINTMENTS L.~ THE ARMY FOR THE PERIOD OF TIIE ExisTING
Majesty the King of Italy, as the ease may be.
ARTICLE

VI.

EMERGENCY,

.

This agreement while in force holds in abeyance any provision inconsistent therewith in the treaty of February 26, 1871,
or in any other treaty between the United States and Italy.
ARTICLE

VIr.

PROMOTIONS IN THE ARMY.

The present convention shall be ratified by the President of
the United States of America by and with the advice and consent of the Senate of the United States and by His M~jesty the
King of Italy, and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Washington or at Rome as soon as possible. It shall come into operation on the date on which the ratifications are exchanged and
shall remain in force until the expiration of 60 days after
either of the contracting parties shall have given notice of termination to the other, whereupon any citizen of either country
incorporated into the military service of the other under this
convention shall be, as soon as. possible, discharged therefrom.
In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have
signed the present conYention and have affixed thereto their
seals.
·
Done in duplicate at Washington the 24th day of August, in
the year of our Lord 1918.
RoBERT LANSING.

MACCHI DI

CELLECE.

[SEAL.)
[SEAL,]

ADJOUBNM»NT.

Mr. MAnTIN of Virginia.

.

To be l·i cutenant generals 'With mnTv from October 16, 19l8.
Maj. Gen. Hunter Liggett, United States Army.
Maj. Gen. Robert L. Bullard, United States Army.

I move that the, Senate adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; and (at 4 o'clock and 50 minutes
p. m.) the Senate adjourned until Monday, October 28, 1918, at
12 o'clock meridian!
: ·
·-

MEDICAL CORPS.

To uc niajm·s with mnk from, A.ttgust
Capt. Herbert L. Quickel.
Capt. Chester D. Allen.
Capt. David E. Smith.
Capt. Leon A. Fox.
Capt. Charles M. Hunter.
Capt. Rossner E. Graham.
Capt. Joseph H. Francis.
Capt. Charles K. Berle.
Capt. George C. H. Franklin.
Capt. William T. Weissinger.
Capt. Samuel M. Browne.
Capt. Frank L. Cole.
Capt. Gerald D. France.
Capt. 1\.finer F. Felch.
Capt. Rowland ·n. Wolfe.
Capt. Bascom F. Morris.
Capt. Clarke Blance.
Capt. \Villiam A. Foertmeycr.
Capt. Cornelius 0. Bailey.
Capt. Max R. Stockton.
Oapt. Frank C. Griffis.
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Frederick H. Mills.
Henry C. Bierbower.
Val E. Miltenberger.
Edgar F. Rain~,

· To be majors 'With 1'f1Jtk t1·om Septembe1· 18, 1918.
Cayt. John P. Kelly.
·
·
Capt. Edgar J. Farrow.
Capt. Herbert L. Freeland.
To be captains with 1·ank from, A1lU'Ust 3, 1918.
First Lieut. Herbert L. Quickel~
First Lieut. Chester D. Allen.. '
First Lieut. David E. Smith.
First Lieut. Leon A. Fox.
First Lieut. Charles l\1. Hunter.
First Lieut. Rossner E. Graham.
First Lieut. Joseph H. Francis.
First Lieut. Charles K. Berle.
First Lieut. George C. H. Franklin.
Fir t Lieut. 'Villiam T. Weissinger.
First Lieut. Samuel M. Browne.
First Lieut. Frank L. Cole.
First Lieut. Gerald D. France.
First Lieut. Miner F. Felch.
First Lieut. Rowland D. Wolfe.
First Lieut. Bascom F. Morris.
First Lieut. Clarke Blance.
First Lieut· William A Foertmeyer.
First Lieut. Cornelius 0. Bailey.
Fir t Lieut. Max R. Stockton.
First Lieut. Frank C. Griffis.
Fir t Lieut. Frederick H. Mills.
lf'irst Lieut. Henry C. Bierbower.
First Lieut. Val E. 1\Iiltenberger.
First Lieut. E<lgar F. Haines.
To be captains with rank j1·o1n September 18, 1918.
First Lieut. John P. Kelly.
First Lieut. Etlg{lr J. Farrow.
First Lieut. Herbert L. Freeland.

J
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PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS IN THE NAVY.

Acting Pay Clerk Robert G. Robeson to be an assistant paymaster in the Navy with the rank of ensign, for temporary service, from the 15th day of August, 1918, to correct the date from
which he takes rank as previously confirmed . .
The following-named acting pay clerks to be assistant paymasters in the Navy with the rank of ensign, for temporary
service, from the 15th day of September, 1918:
Clifford W. Waters and
1\lichael A. Sprengel.
The following-named acting pay clerks to be assistant payrna ter in the Navy with the rank of ensign, for temporary service, from the 1st uay of October, 1918:
William Elliott,
Joseph E. Ford,
Frank 1\I. Sherrill,
James E. Hunt,
William R. Diehl,
Hugh J. 1\Icl\lanus,
Aner Erickson,
William E. Woods,
Je seW. Hilts,
Roe L. Flowers,
Olaf Olsen,
Alexander W. Urquhart,
Leo A. Ketterer,
John J. Carroll,
Erwin A. 1\lcKee,
Edward H. Hulit,
Nicholas A. Brown,
Tate May hall
George L. Aulmann,
John W. Overand,
Evans D. Steger,
Howard N. Hill,
Charles H. Converse,
Alonzo A. Munsell,
William R. Davidson,
Leo V. Flavell,
William M. Rogers,
Samuel R. Ullman,
Archie J. Lourie,
Isidore R. Meyer,
Cornelius A. Brinkmann,
Gilbert A. Jones,
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Albert W. Alderd,
Charles H. Cameron,
Paul J. Weiss,
David A. Cain,
Thayer B. Thomas,
Jacob H. Kyger,
Joseph T. Lareau,
l\Iarion McCray,
William J. Martin,
Paul K. Coons,
Roy L. Koester, and
James A. Harris.
The following-named warrant officers to be ensigns in the
Navy, for temporary servjce, frQm the 1st day of September, 1918:
Clyde D. Dahlman,
· --·- ·
Carl Axelsou,
Le\i C. Howton,
Albert A. Elliott,
William S. Johnson,
Peter P. Zeller,
John R. J. Le Roy,
Cornelius J. O'Connor.
Frederick A. Olsen,
'Villiam G. Sullivan,
John J. Dallier,
Ernest 0. F iedler,
John Francis Shea,
Frank E . Powers,
JohnS. Bessent,
Clyde \V. Jordan,
John F. 'Velch,
Charles E. Carlson,
Thomas J. Costello,
Edward B. Peterson,
Charles R. Jeffs,
Thomas J. Quinn,
Frank P. Moore,
Albert J. Wheaton;
Glenn C. Provost,
Arthur Brown,
Charley F. Martin,
Arthur S. Fenton,
Merion E. Hair,
Julius J. Lorzing,
Clinton \V. Gray,
Edward L. Gench,
George L. Morin,
William R. Simpson, jr.;
Luttie E. Tappen, and
Clarence E. Young.
The following-named ensigns of the United States Naval Re- ·
serve Force to be ensigns ln the Navy, for temporary service,
from the 1st day of September, 1918:
Robert A. McCloud,
Philip L. Emerson,
Rowland G. Evans, and
William E. Clow, jr.
The following-named warrant officers to be ensigns in the
Navy, for temporary service, ft•om the 1st day of October, 1918:
Freu A. Luenser,
Clyde W. Haskins,
Charles E. Chamberlain,
Calvin A. Cole,
Guy R. Bostain,
Leo L. Waite,
Roy k. Jones,
Lawrence S. Tichenor,
Wallace Cooper,
Walter A. Irwin,
Christian W. Manegold,
Wilfred G. Lebeque,
Frank L. Burgess, and
George R. 1\lilbourn.
The following-named enlisted men to be ensigns in t11e Navy1
for temporary service, from the 1st day of October, 1918:
Elmer D. Lundberg,
Charles C. Gillis,
Carl B. FieiOs, and
Philip H. Taft.
The following-named ensigns of the United States Naval Reserve Force to be ensigns in the Navy, for temporary service,
from the 1st day of October, 1918:
Henry R. Wnarton, jr.,
Donald D. Leonard,
Ford K. Lucas,
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Julian P. Van Vorst,
Joseph R. 'l'obin,
Abraham S. Lewis,
Charles G. Lade,
Carletin H. Cra TI"ford,
Roy 0. Hill,
Thomas F. Kilkenny,
Gordon J. 1\forrow,
Thomas R. Wells,
Thomas A. \Vest,
Travis F. Beale,
Edgar R. Hill,
Clinton E. Shepard,
Ralph Hicks,
Lloyd M. Thornton,
Ned L. Chapin,
Harold C. Nye,
Hermann P. Knickerbocker, and
Arthur G. Latimer.
The following-named lieutenants to be lieutenant commanders
fn the Navy, for temporary ser\ice, from the 15th day of August,
1918:
Philip R. Baker,
Harvey S. Haislip,
Harrison R. Glennon,
Ralph E. Dennett,
George F. Parrot, jt·.,
Charles G. McCord,
Alfred S. \ Volfe,
Ralph C. La \Yder,
Eugene T. Oates,
Roy W. Lewis,
Marion C. Cheek,
Richard S. Field,
Robert P. Molton, jr.,
\Villiam J. Butler, ·
Robert H. English,
Jay K. Esler,
George D. l\lurray,
Carroll Q. Wright, jr.,
Oliver 1\f. Head, jr.,
Joseph McE. B. Smith,
George J. 1\lcl\lillin,
William H. O'Brien, jr.,
Howard F. Kingmau,
Howard S. Keep,
James G. B. Gromer,
Bushrod B. Howard, and
Ri>ers J. Carstarphen.
The following-named lieutenants to be lieutenant commanders
fn the Navy, for temporary serYice, from the 21st day of September, 1918:
Calvin H. Cobb,
Robert B. Simons,
Lee C. Care,y,
Norman Scott,
Glenn A. Smith,
Donald C. GodTI"in,
Richard P. 1\Iyers,
Webb C. Hayes,
Howard D. Bode,
Jay L. Kerley,
Harold E. Snow,
Robert l\1. Doyle, jr.,
Richard H. Booth,
Morton L. Deyo,
Harold T. Bartlett,
Rohcrt l\1. Hinckley,
Ralph S. Parr,
Shirley A. Wil ·on,
Charles H. 1\fcM:orris,
J' ohn A. Byers,
Virgil C. Griffin, jr.,
.John H. Holt, jr.,
Henry 1\1. Kieffer,
\VHiiam A. Corley,
Benjamin Perlman,
Howard H. Good,
Ernest G. Small,
Carleton H. Wright,
Donald Boyden,
Robertson J. \Veeks,
Herman E. Fischer,
Mark \V. Larimer,
·' Villard E. Cheadle,

Edward P. Nic.kinson,
Thomas L. Gatcll,
Harry G. Patrick,
Alfred E. Montgomery,
Andrew C. Bennett,
Frederick Bal tzly,
Allen H. Guthrie,
Eugene P. A. Simpson,
Oliver \V. Bagby,
Lawrence P. Bischoff,
James C. Clark,
.James C. Monfort,
Robert D. Moore,
Carl G. Gilliland,
Harold Dodd,
Whitley Perkins,
.Warren A. Shaw,
Robert A. Hall,
Gny C. Hitchcock,
Anton B. Anderson,
Ralph S. Wentworth,
George L. Woodruff,
1\fahlon S. Tisdale,
Schuyler Mills,
Edmund A. Crenshaw, jr.,
J'ames L. King,
William D. Taylor,
Davis De Treville,
Homer C. \Vick,
.John P. Dalton,
- Louis P. Wenz~ll,
Robert S. Haggart,
Raymond E. Kerr
Philip Van Horn Weems,
George H. Fort,
Lunsford L. Hunter, .
Earnest W. Broadbent,
Forrest U. Lake,
Robert R. Thompson,
Elliott Buckm-aster,
Nelson W. Hibbs,
Emory P. Eldredge,
Albert B. Sanborn,
Elli.s 1\f. Zacharias.
Clarence Gulbranson,
Wentworth H. Osgood,
Donald F. Patterson,
Harold B. Grow,
Donald \V. Hamilton,
Herbert G. Gates, jr.,
Heister Hoegewerff,
.John H. Falge, ,
Louis E. Denfeld,
Ralph \Y. Holt,
George ,V. D. Dashiell,
Emory W. Coil,
Nathan B. Chase,
George \V. La Mountain,
Alexander W. Loder,
Harold W. Scofield,
Carroll l\1. Hall,
\ Villiam S. Hogg, jr.,
Beriah l\1. Thompson,
John L. Fox,
Earl R. Morrissey,
Stephan B. Uobinson,
William G. Greenman,
Harold H. Little,
Horatio .J. Peirce,
Hamilton Harlow,
Hugh C. Frazer,
Thales S. Boyd,
.James A. Crutchfield,
Daniel E. Barbey,
Charles P. Mason,
John J. Brown,
Grady B. Whitehead,
Carl K. l\Iartin,
Campbell D. Edgar,
Harry P. Curley,
John P. Bowden,
De 'Vitt C. Ramsey,
Baylis F. Poe,
Roscoe E. Schuirman,
Charles K. Osborne,
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Abraham C. Ten Eyck,
Ingram C. Sowell,
Francis E. 1\1. Whiting,
Charles A. Lockwood, jr.,
John K. Richards, jr.,
William H. Burtis,
Stanley G. Womble,
Paul S. Theiss,
John Wilbur,
Charles S. Alden,
Robert E. P. Elmer,
Charles F. Greene,
George S. Gillespie,
Garnet Hulings,
Charles W. McNair,
Otto .M. Forster,
Louis n.. Ford,
Leonard N. Linsley,
William H. P. Blandy,
Hem·y L. Abbott,
James C. Jones, jr.,
Elmer L. Woodside,
Herman E. Keisker,
Glenn B. Davis,
Bruce G. Leighton,
Palmer H. Dunbar, jr.,
Roy J. Wilson,
Ray H. Wakeman,
Carl E. Hoard,
Harold C. Van Valzah,
Charles N. Ingraham,
Adolph V. S. Pickhardt,
Stewart F. Bryant,
Paul A. Stevens.
Kenneth R. R. Wallace,
George W. Wolf,
William B. Jupp,
Robin B. Daughtry,
William I. Causey, jr.,
;.•
Walter Seibert,
,
Frank L. Johnston,
Richard H. Knight,
'3:eorge L. Greene, jr.,
Hugh L. Whit-a,
Reginald S. H. Venable,
Norman C. Gillette,
John A. Brownell,
Thoma~ Shine,
Roy Dudley,
Laurence Wild,
Lloyd R. Gray,
Herbert K. Fenn,
Solomon H. Geer,
Paul Hendren,
Chapman C. Tod<!, jr.,
Hem·y M. Briggs,
Paul Cassard,
.Ioseph Y. Dreisom:tok,
Walter 0. Henry,
John M. Kates,
Carl T. Hull,
Eric F. Zemke, and
George M. Tisda~e.
Lieut. Edward J. O'Keefe to be a lieutenant comina.nder
in tlie Navy, for temporary service, from the 27th day of September, 1918.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieutenants in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 15th day of
August, 1918 :
William E. O'Connor,
William Twigg, jr.,
Frederick R. Kalde,
Burton W. Lambert,
Allen I. Seaman,
William D. Dadd,
Charles Swanberg,
l\1alcolm C. Davis,
William H. Muehlhnuse,
Leroy Neil,
f
Oscar D. Parker,
John A. Ward, .
John C. Hines,
John Gallagher,
George .W. Robbi-ns,
Cyrus S. Hansel,
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Ernest A. Healy,
Frederick G. Keyes,
William Eberlin,
Frederick Petry,
John 1\Ieyer,
Frederick Evans,
Godfrey P. Schurz,
Clarence L. Tibbals,
Thomas J. Bristol,
William Taylor,
Michael J. Breshaha.n·,
Lafayette P. Guy,
Edmond Delavy,
Frank J. Mayer,
Horace DeB. Dougherty,
James J. Joyce,
Joseph A. Rasmussen,
Warner K. Bigger,
Frank Schultz,
Jo eph Sperl,
David F. Mead,
Henry A. Lowell,
Charles Antrobus,
Oliver .T. ~ller,
August Logan,
John J. Coyle,
George F. Blass,
Walter S. Belknap,
George C. Lacock,
Anton Hengst,
John W. Boldt,
Fred San Soucie,
Howard H. Chambers,
Percy R. Abrams,
Vincent F. Le Verne,
Charles E. Briggs.
George B. LJewe11yn,
William C. l\ii1ligan,
Frederick J. Legere,
James Reilly,
John H. MacDonald,
William A. James,
William A. Fulkerson,
Jerry C. Holmes,
ConradT. Goertz,
Edwin R. Wroughton,
Nathan E. Cooke,
Lewis H. Cutting, and
Ernest L. Jones.
· Lieut. (junior grade) William 0. Carpenter to be a lieutenant in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 18th day ot
August, 1918.
The fo11owlng-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieutenants in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 21st day;
of September, 1918:
Murry Wolffe,
Charles L. Greene,
Arthur T. Brill,
Ward T. Hall,
Michael Garland,
Erich Richter,
John C. Heck,
James L. McKenna,
George W. Waldo,
Anthony E. Bentfeld,
Arthur Boquett,
John Harder,
Sigvart Thompson,
Stephen A. Farrell,
William A. Vick,
John J. Welch,
Arthur S. Rollins,
Charles C. Stotz,
John C. Maxon,
Bailey E. Rigg,
Walter A. Buckley,
Frank E. Nelso~
Norman MeL. McDonald,
Philip S. Flint,
Charles W. Wagner,
Henry A. Reynolds,
George F. Veth,
James~. Kemmer,
James A. Newell,
William W. Holton,
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Fred C. Wolf,
Charles J. Naprstek,
Max Ba~·er,
Paxton Hotchkiss,
Leon W. Knight,
Barry l\.1. Peaco,
Henry H. Beck,
Frank F. \Veb"ter,
John Reber,
Charles N. Koch,
Fred T. Rider.
William S. Evans,
Sofus K. Sorensen,
George J. Romulus,
Arthur L. Hecykell,
Charles King,
Quintus R Thomson, jr.,
Ora A. Martin,
John A. Pierce,
Stephen Ingham,
William R. Spear,
William T. Shaw,
Roy K. Madill,
William R. McFarlane,
Nils Anderson,
Melvin C. Kent.
John E. Armstrong,
Albert C. Fraenzel,
Willlam A. Martin,
Ralph B. 'Vallace,
James Roberts,
Joseph D. Glick,
Anthony Pragtka,
Joseph 71. lli t•k,
Edmu..1d DuV. Duck.ett,
Raymond A. " Talker,Hermann Jorgensen,
Charleg F. Dame,
Arthur J. Holton,
Vincent llene<!ict,
Ola D. Butler,
Edgar C. '"-ortm ...n,
Joseph O'N. Johnson,
David Duffy,
Clyde H. l\1cLellon,
Noel Chatillon,
William F. Schlegel,
Lee \V. Drisco.
James J. Delany.
William H. Rtephenson,
Arthur E. Rice,
John P. Millon,
Frank L. Elkins,
Sol Shaw,
Ernest J. Leonard,
Thomas J. Sullivan,
John P. Sasse, ·
Will l\1ue1ler,
John H. Chase,
Will S. Holloway,
George J. Blessing,
Jnmes D. Brown,
Patrick H. Cassidy,
Franklin A . l\1unuel,
Frank Flaherty,
Frank G. ·Waugb,
·Arthur A. F. Aim,
Bennett McC. Proctor,
James Donaldson,
John A. Si1va,
James Hauger,
John E. Sullivan,
Charles A. Armstrong,
Chauncey R. Doll,
James S. Trayer,
Gregoire F. J. Labelle,
Theodore Anderson,
Henry Hartley,
Eugene J. Frieh,
Philip J. Kelly.
Andrew G. C. Dafgard,
Alfred Doucet,
William E. Benson,
Fred C. A. Plagemann,
Peter J. Gundlach,
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Albert :M. Hinman,
Leon W. Becker,
William Cox,
Stephen A. Loftus,
He··man C. Schrader,
Asa Van R. Watson,
William A. Eaton,
James M. MacDonnell,
Herbert R. Mytinger,
Harol l A. Turner,
Charles B. Bradley,
Curry· E. Ea~on,
Samuel C. Washington,
Brice H. Mack,
James A. Featherston,
Walter N. Fanning,
Herbert J. Meneratti,
Niels Drustrup,
Abraham De Somer,
George Bradley,
Donald McDonald,
\Varren E. Magee,
Robert J 4 Kingsmill,
Charles F. Merrill,
Charles B. Shackelton,
Benjamin F. Ranger,
Robert C. :MeClure,
Carl S. Chapman,
George C. Martin,
Wilmer \V. " 7 eber,
Mark Strosk,
William W. \Vilkins,
Helge Ohlsson,
Elroy G. True,
James W. O'Leary,
\Varren H. Lnngdon,
Andrew C. Skinner,
Emery Smith,
Benjamin F. Maddox,
George Keeser,
John A. Rogers,
Alfred -E. Raue,
John C. Richar<.ls,
Frank W. Yura ko,
Albert H. l\Iellien,
Philip A. Astoria,
Thomas A. Graham,
'Villiam A. :Mason,
;Everest A. \Vhited,
John F. Murphy,
Charles A. Kohls,
Clarence R. Rockwell,
Paul E. Kuter,
William E. Sny<.ler,
David McWhorter, jr.,
George H. Kellogg,
~
Elery A. Zehner,
~--Samuel E. Lee,
Frank Stinchcomb,
Simon L. Shade,
Ludwig
Gumz,
Wildon A. Ott,
Hugh W. Nimmo,
Junius G. San<.lers,
Frederick B. ·webber,
George T. Campbell,
Charles A. Dannenmann,
Harold G. Billings,
Albert E. Free<.l,
Frank Kinne,
AncJ.rew N. Anderson,
Frank Kerr,
Arthur H. Cummings,
Harry J. Hansen,
Rony Snyder,
Newcomb L. Damon,
Jack K. Campbell,
George Kleinsmith,
Albert G. Martin,
Daniel McCallum.
John 1\1. Buckley,
John J. 1\Ia<.lden,
Robert Semple,
Henry H. Fowler,
Stanley H. Sacker,
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Elmer~.
~ohn M.

McCluen,
Kirkpatrick,
Clyde Lovelace,
Claude B. Arney,
Martin Dickinson,
Jesse J. Alexander,
John ~. Enders,
Jesse J. Oettinger,
William H. Farrel,
Thomas M. Buck,
John Shottroff,
· John 'Vhalen,
Raymond C. McDuffie,
0 car Benson,
William Martin,
John S. Conover,
Fayette :Myers,
~ohn G. M. Johnson,
Frederick Clifford,
Alexander Anderson,
Frederick T. Walling1
Charles V. Kane,
~oseph 1\f. Gately,
Joseph H. Gerrior, George S. Dean,
Ralph A. Laird,
Charles F. Fielding,
Collins R. Buchner,
Warwick M. Tinsley,
Archie R. Wolfe,
Francis P. Brewer,
Henry A. Stuart,
Aaron Eldridge,
Judson E. Scott,
Cl;rde H. Dougherty,
Edward L. Newell,
Robert B. England,
Howard S. Raber,
George 0. Farnsworth,
Lars o: Peterson,
Omar B. Earle,
Alfred R. Eubanks,
Thomas Flynn,
John F. Piotrowski,
Alexander B. Holman,
Rn.lph A. Scott,
Michael Burke,
Irwin V. Herin,
·william F. Schlesinger,
Herman A. Bauchot,
Earle G. Gardner,
William W. Eagers,
"\Villiam K. Johnstone,
John F. Craig,
Frank T. Green,
Augustus K. Goffe,
Robert S. Savin,
William J. Graham,
Emmette F. Gumm,
George B. Evans,
Edwin Fisher.
Charles 0. Bain,
Clarence H. Fogg,
~ o eph A. Flynn,
James J. Lucas,
Thomas Southall,
Bernard S. Riley,
George C. Neilsen,
Sidney C. Seale,
J o cph C. Herman,
Thomas G. Shanahan,
George R. Blauvelt,
Eric P. Teschner,
- Erich 0. Tauer,
Jens Nelson,
Harry A. Bryan,
Edwin H. Briggs,
Georo-e Schneider,
Frank V. Shepard,
Warren L. Graeff,
Hector L. Ro <::,
Emmet L. Bourke,
~ohn H. Chinnis,
Earl V. Hand,
Alonzo W. Esworthy,
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Abram L. Broughton,
Robert I. Hart,
Albert F. Blake,
Charles Waters,
William F. Morris,
~esse S. Hooper,
Edward I. Dailey,
John Heep,
~ames H. Cain,
Hugh J. Finn,
Carl J. Hanson,
William H. Wright,
Thomas T. Emerton,
Charles F. Ware,
John R. McMeekin,
Edgar T. Hammond,
John R. 1\.IcKean,
John D. Thompson,
.Raymond R. Smith,
Clarence E. Williams,
George E. Tarbell,
Albert Wing, ·
John L. Scheidemen,
Harold A. Clough,
Earl Swisher,
Albert C. Buck,
':Vaiter L. Hnwk,
Jesse L. Harmer,
Fretl H. Stewart,
J"ohn W. Ross,
Francis H. McAdoo,
Almy C. Maynard,
Jnmes A. Burbank,
Ralph L. Dodge,
Cha:·les K. Cobb, jr.,
Joseph L. Day,
Raymond L. Watrous,
Bulkeley L. Wells,
·winn D. Faris,
Walter R. O'Sullivan,
Che ter L. Nichols,
Jay H. Keller,
~ ohn S. Brayton, jr.,.
Thomas l\f. Leovy,
Conant Wait,
J obn Hemphill,
CharJen n.. Westbrook,
Richard S. Maynard,
Robert l\f. Curti ,
Ernest GreO'ory,
George T. Jani.s,
Thomas Robins, jr.,
Arthur C. Saxe,
George G. Jones,
Samuel E. Raymond,
Lyman S. King,
Evans R. Dick, jr.,
Miles Wambaugh,
Herbert M. Corse,
George E. l\fcQuestion,
Arthur W. Ford,
DeLancy Nicoll, jr.,
Lewis G. Smith,
Schuyler Dillon,
Paul A. Scherer,
Frederick .A. Merrill,
Douglas G. Lovell,
William F. Kurfess,
Willia,m W. Slaymaker,
Harold F. Fultz, .
Alfred G. Gennert,
Edwin Cowles,
Sydney P. Clark,
John A. Burgwin,
Frank T. Hogg,
Walter H. Wheeler, jr.,
Junius S. :Morgan,
Folke E. Sellman,
Walter P. Shiel,
Arthur M. Tschirgi,
Wayne F. Palmer,
George D. Howell, jr.,
Donald 1\IcClencb,
Charles Higginson,
Clifford D. Smith,
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Hamilton Vose, jr.,
Robert F. Herrick, jr.,
Joseph C. Storey,
Horton Brown,
William C. Bok,
John H. Wilcox,
Edward Lloyd, jr.,
Donald M. Ryerson,
Elmer J. Stoffel,
Horace Butler,
Selim E. Woodworth,
Benjamin W. Cloud, 2d,
John S. Lionberger,
Philip C. Kauffman,
Roy D. Keyes, ,
Richard H. Cobb,
Frank W. Morrell,
Franklin King,
Francis T. Hunter,
Conrad Chapman,
Harold S. Simmons,
George Taylor,
Robert W. Emmons, 3d,
William T. Kirk, 3d,
Arthur T. Leonard,
William H. May,
John L. Merrill,
John E. P. Morgan,
William V. Couchman, jr.,
Thomas N. Page,
William W. Grace,
George R. Hann,
Winslow H. French,
Andrew C. Little,
Irving R. Gale,
Hallowell V. Morgan,
Howard G. Cann,
Robert B. Noyes,
Thomas I. H . Powell,
Eugene R. Sturtevant,
Bryan Frere,
Henry Hale, jr.,
Thornton Emmons,
Chester J. La Roche;
Mallery K. Aiken,
1\Iilton H. Bird,
Paul A. Hourigan,
John R. Litchfield,
St:::.nford Harmon,
John D. Schuler,
Carter B. Burnet,
Clarence W. Schmidt,
John T. Scully,
Arthur C. Smith.
Wi-lliam J. Curtis, jr.,
Howard P. Hart,
Hayden Crocker,
Frederick S. Connor,
Matthew P. Waller,
James L. Sprunt,
Robert R. Theobald,
Arthur C. Hoyt,
Marion W. Lee,
Ralph W. Preston,
Gould T. Miner,
James H. R. Cromwell,
\Villiam E. D. Stokes, jr., ·
Robert D. Bartlett,
John S. Upton,
Charles H. Bowman,
George F. Talbot,
Herbert D. Glass,
Percival V. Harris,
Allan C. Brown,
Fleet W. Corwin,
Howard W. Kitchin,
Leland D. Webb, and
William Knox.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Clyde C. Laws to be
the Navy, for temporary service, from the 22d
ber, 1918.
Lieut, (Junior Grade) Henry E. Rung to be
the Navy, for temporary ~rvice, from the 27th
ber, 1918.

a lieutenant In
day of Septem-

a lieutenant in
day of Septem-
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Lieut. (Junior Grade) Edward J. Carr to be a lieutenant in
the Navy, for temporary service, from the 28th day of September, 1918.
The following-named lieutenants (juriior grade) to be lieutenants in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 1st day of
October, 1918:
Benjamin F. Strawbridge and
Roy M. Cottrell.
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junior grade)·
in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 21st day of September, 1918:
Brady J. Dayton,
Philip J. Drake,
Putnam 1\I. Morrison,
John A. Sweetser,
Frederick R. Bowes,
Raymond E. Baldwin,
Leice ter S. Pettit,
John F. English,
Wilbert A. Smith,
Nelson B. Wolfe,
Thomas R. Parkhurst,
Herbert N. French,
Ed\Yard 1\f. Shingler,
Paul R. Webb,
Jesse B. Perlman,
William H. Parsons, jr.,
John V. K. Richards,
Edgar R. Payson, jr.,
Harry L. 1\1. Capron,
Louis S. Davidson,
Howell Evans,
Bainbridge D. Folwell,
Eben H. Ellison, jr.,
Francis D. Harrower,
Edwin B. Dunphy,
Ernest C. Haaren.
Alexander L. 1\lcKaig,
John H. Magee,
L a urence Schwab,
Douglas S. 1\foore,
John H. Russell,
Weyman S. Crocker,
Charles K. Wallace,
John I. ·wylde,
Sumner F. Fuller,
Edward N. Crosman, jr.,
Lewis P. Scott,
Franklin Pettit, jr.,
'Valter W. Burnham,
Henry 1\f. Lamberton,
Lind ay Bradford,
Arthur E. Bartlett,
John G. Quinby, jr.,
William L. Kimball,
John B. Clapp,
Eliot L. Ward,
Francis S. Wilson,
'Valter E. Chase, jr.,
Albert W. Findeisen,
Bradford Norman, jr.,
L. Selden Taylor,
Charles E. A. Speigel,
Morris Phinney,
!lennet F. Schaufller,
Gilman 1\1. Gay,
George F. Newton, jr.,
Alden Lee,
Martin J. Quinn, jr., ·
William L. G. Gibson,
Jacob S. Disston, jr.,
Henry C. Taylor,
Richard S. Walker, ,
Joseph Winlock,
James E. Kelly,
Arthur H. Ham·en,
Harold J. 'Vright,
Campbell Higgins,
John S. Bauman,
Samuel M. Haslett, jr.,
Ol.arence H. Cull,
John B. Burnham,
Charles M. Boswell, jr.,
Johnston L. Redmond,
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Francis Brooks,
Thomas L. Entwisle,
John L. Graham,
Marquis Pope,
Carl 0. W. Sparkman,
John deK. Bowen,
Robert J. Orr,
William W. Baier,
Marcus A. Sutcliffe,
Anthony D. Bullock,
Franklin ,V. Hobbs, jr.,
Addison Stillwell,
Oliver B. Jennings,
Arthur D. Murray,
James M. Owens,
Foster M. Hampton,
Caspar S. Chisolm,
Leroy K. Howe,
Theodore C. l\Iarcea u, jr.,
Lester S. Moll,
Charles C. Savage, jr.,
Oli"Ver P. Shattuck,
Louis M. Pratt, jr.,
John U. Lemmon, jr.,
Arleigh D. Richardson,
Harry L. Butler,
John G. Rayley,
William Durfee, jr.,
Chester J. Mattson,
Cornelius Shields,
Olin MeN. Richardson,
Richard V. Dolan,
John H. Minnis,
Frederick W. Johns,
George W. Burden,
w·nuam K. B. Urquhart,
Harold J. Kline,
Thaddeus 0. Jones,
Richard Williams,
J. Otto Holcomb,
John G. Gross,
Philip L. Coddington,
Wilfred I. Stiles,
George E. Finlay.
Edward M. Mcilvain,
Alden Kimball,
Edgar l\1. Jaeger,
Francis M. Smitll,
Harold M. Wright,
Edwin E. Sheridan,
Kavanaugh C. Downey,
Carl J. Koehler,
J. Willis Gale,
Gordon W. Ayer,
Nelson L. Fortin,
John P. Holland,
Carroll E. Miller,
Brothwell H. Baker,
Frank H. Storms,
Cornelius A. Wood,
Kenneth C. Woodruff,
George W. Palmer, 3d,
Burmain A. Grimball,
Fred L. McNally,
Thomas D. Shepherd,
Clarence J. O'Neill,
Albert J. Porter,
Charles A. Winter,
Thomas T. Has ell,
Elbert l\1. Burnett,
Stanley H. Freihofer,
Talbert N. Daughtrey,
Russell A. Beck,
John W. Chapman,
Matthew F. Tracey,
Oliver A. Bowers,
Otis E. Bennett,
John J. Gaskin,
Chester N. White,
Thomas H. 1\Im·phy,
Leo E. Schlimme,
Bernard S. Rodey, jr.,
Thomas P. Kane,
Alfred J. Byrbol<1t,
.O liver H. B~iggs,

'

Frederick G. Trummer,
Francis A. Knauss,
Carl J. HaUbert,
Albert T. Lang,
Christian Christensen,
Henry L. Bixbee,
Alexander C. Cornell,
William G. Gillis,
Fred G. Peterman,
Frank E. Norlin,
Leslie R. Heselton,
Lawrence J. Murphy,
George R. Woods,
Robert J. Vierthaler,
George H. Frederick,
Carl Hupp,
John L. Blomquist~
Edwin P. Lacey,
Charles A. Goebel,
John McKean,
Heinrich C. A. Deglau,
John 0. Strickland,
Raymond J. Comstock,
Virgil F. Wright, .
George F. Evanson,
Clarence C. McDow,
Ralph M. Gerth,
William S. Burns,
Charles A. Strumsky,
Joseph F. Caveney,
William H. Tracy,
John D. Mo.rris,
Charles R. Kehler,
Elliott Kauth,
James E. Finn,
Arthur 0. Kolstad,
Stonewall B. Stadtler,
Homer F. 1\icGee,
Sydney W. Ford,
John Harrison, jr.,
Washington E. Bogardus,
William T. Brown,
Philip McK. Zenner,
Stephen E. Haddon,
Clarence E. Jackson,
Arthur V. Holmes,
Frederick Ellison,
James K. Smallwood,
Thomas J. Malarkey,
Frederick T. Mayes,
Edward J. Murnane,
Harold H. Ralph,
Matthew Woessner,
Albert Wood;
Kenneth H. Stetson,
Joseph Murtagh,
John E. Pedersen,
Lansford F. Kengle,
Stanley A. Jones,
Frank A. Brandecker,
Arthur Wrightson,
Joseph A. Clark,
Arthur A. Hewitt,
William A. Lynch,
Edward H. Smith,
Martin F. Comeau,
Robert B. McEwan, jr.•
Forest W. Allen,
· Dwight W. Jennings,
Robert A. Haynie,
Watson K. Blair,
Francis H. Cabot,
Ralph Forween,
Harold K. Smoot,
Adolph Bloom;
Charles C. Roberts,
Charles L. Allen,
Guy A. Walker,
Nicholas Kedinger,
Percy C. Becker,
Stockard R. Hickey,
Alfred E. Stulb,
Walter Hinton,
George B. Kessack,
Oscar .Erickson,
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John J. Bayer,
Oscar F. Bandura,
Guy McLaughlin,
Russell G. McNaughton,
Eduard G. Jahnke,
Otto Beran,
David J. Spahr,
William E. McClendon,
Fred S. Wade,
John W. Collier,
Enos Dahuff,
Delos A. Humphrey, ;
'Villiam J. Sharkey, .
George H. Charter,
Edward Reavely,
Niels Andersen,
Howard C. Heald,
Robert S. Dunn,
Lawrence E. Myers,
Hobert S. Smith, jr.,
John E. Hatch,
Frederick Shea,
Clarence J. Gale,
Albert Nashman,
Charles E. Olson,
Robert Martin,
William S. Quesinberry,
James C. White,
Edward Reynolds, jr.,
Henry 0. Rea,
Frederick W. Boldt,
Horace L. Ham,
George Berton,
Alexander B. Provost,
Harry A. Mewshaw,
Chris Halverson,
William G. Scott,
Harry Bennett,
Elmer J. Tugend,
Morey H. Downs,
John C. Mayhew,
Tom H. Williamson,
Hubert K. Stubbs,
Harold V. Andrews,
Clarence V. \Vaggonner,
Henry C. Flanagan,
Orner L. Brewington,
Cecil A. McKay,
Duncan W. Frick,
Nathan Young,
Stuart Parker,
Caleb Loring,
Ralph J. A. Stern,
William L. Hickey,
B. Thatcher Feustma~
Barnes Newberry,
Bruce Burns,
Charles H. Duell, jr.,
John R. Haire,
Donald l\1. Lovejoy,
Edgar M. Queeny,
Charles H. Sterrett,
Allen L. Welch,
Leroy H. Ripley,
Frank A. Saunders,
Warren P. Boardman,
Benjamin J. Shinn,
William J. Clarke,
Merton R. Hinkle,
Caspar Yeager,
Lon H. Robb,
William Y. Rorer,
Cedric· 0. Eaton,
Charles A. Oliver,
Fred C. Forster,
George E. Ernest,
Albert J. Fern,
Frank Leghorn,
Edward F. Manning,
William G. Spurlock,
Theodore A. Kelly,
William H. Fiddler, jr.;
Frederick J. Leonard,
A1an .l\1. Gray,
Hale G. Knight,
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George L. Heyer,
Charles A. Williams,
Harold B. Collins,
William C. Eberle, ,
Heru-y John Behrends,
William Renry Meyer,
Will Frank Roseman,
Joseph Alphonse Oellet,
Howard E. Haynes,
Gustav Adolf Curt Leutritz,
Thomas Noland,
Walter Adam Krueck,
Leo John Sutton,
John Benedict Manghan,
'Alexander Otto Schory,
Jesse Gilbert McFarland,
Simon Peter Swynenburg,
Joie Carwin Wilkins,
John Reid,
Charles Reading Shaw,
James Charles Humphreys,
John Joseph Coogan,
Herbert Augustus Anderson,
William G. Burgess,
Arthur E. LeGros,
William E. Bringhurst,
Robert E. Dwyer,
Leland C. Poole,
Chester C. Rounds,
Herbert J. Wiker,
George W. Brown,
John Cusick,
Clarence E. Beach,
01audius G. Pendill,
John 1\I. O'Neil,
John S. Danner,
John P. Dix,
Glenn F. Hulse, ·
Robert E. Davenport,
Ralph B. Raymond,
Louis Verbrugge,
Raymond Leo Morrissey,
Walter Hansen,
George W. Adams,
Rudolf Winzer,
Charles J. Ingersoll,
Albert J. Courtney,
Edward J. Bermingham,
Frank A. Saar,
Wiley B. Jones,
Charles H. Phillips,
Claude Farmer,
Abraham 1\1. Rosenberg,
Harry B. Luessen,
Eldridge L. Lineberry,
Harry A. Wentworth,
William F. Verleger,
Walter E. Hewitt,
Robert L. Bryan,
Gottlieb Grosch,
Walter 1\I. McCarthy,
Ralph J. Pyatt,
Alfred E. Green,
Rodney B. Starr,
William Wakefield,
Thomas H. Escott,
Timothy Brown,
John C. Bauman, jr.,
Harley E. Barrows,
Francis S. Page,
Irving N. Eustis,
Jay P. Clymer.
Benjamin W. Taylor,
Sidney B. Baisden,
Harry L. Dodson,
Ray W. Bruner,
Adolphe H. Wenzel,
Oliver C. Field,
Harry R. Pendarvis,
Russel H. Lindsay,
Duane L. Taylor,
Joseph P. Maguire,
Roger F. McCall,
Oscar E. Finlay,
Clarence E. Kraehn,
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Richard C. Bartlett,
Henry W; Piquet,
William L. Phillips,
Nathaniel Krasnoff,
Louis Dreller,
George S. Harris,
Frederick J". Silvernail,
Edwin J". J"ohannessent
Harry J". Carey,
James H. Alvis,
Murray T. Wilkinson,
Joel R. Conrad,
Charles F. Hudson,
Edwin V. Annatoyn,
James D. Barner,
Arthur L. Mundo,
Walter L. Hunley,
Leon W. · Mills,
Edward W. Neville,
Fred E. Patrick,
Philip D. Butler,
John A. Westrom,
Edward Danielson,
Harry F. Breckel, .
Clyde L. Lewis,
i
Joseph L. Norvell,
Joseph A. \Vetzel,
Andrew Simmons,
Arthur F. Dietrich,
William J". Charles,
John \V. White,
Duncan P. Houser,
Edward A. Wardell,
Francis H. Stone,
Bartholomew J". Patterson, ,
Malcolm F. Schoeffel,
Thomas G. W. Settle,
Lucien 1\1. Grant,
James E. J. Kiernan,
Richard 1\1. Rush,
James R. Allen,
Daniel W. Hand, jr.,
Charles A. Nicholson, 2d,
Paul W. Hains,
Ralph A. Of~tie,
Rex LeG. Hicks,
Herbert 1\1. Scull,
Matthias B. Gardner,
Leslie C. Stevens,
Charles H. Cushman,
Howard W. Fitch,
Creighton C. Carmine,
Robert F. Nelson,
Antonio S. Pitre,
Winfield A. Brooks,
Thomas P. Wynkoop, Jr.,
Ernest E. Herrmann,
James 1\f. Johnston,
Arthur S. Adams,
William E. Hilbert,
Hugh W. Olds,
Albert T. Sprague, 3d,
Maurice H. Stein,
Hobart A. Sailor,
William McC. Callaghan,
Rodman D. de Kay,
Harold L. Challenger,
John J. Orr,
Hubert H. Anderson,
Joseph Buchalter,
Thomas P. Jeter,
Robert G. Waldron,
Adolph 0. Gieselmn.nn,
David H. Clark,
Jeffrey C. Metze!,
Festus F. Foster,
Russell l\1. Ihrig,
James J. Graham,
Ralph B. Netting,
Ralph H. Roberts,
Valentine H. Schaeffer,
Floyd S. Crosley,·
Eugene L. Kell,
Allen D. Brown,
J olm ·w. Roper,
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William C . .vose,
Harry B. Slocum,
Charles E. Olsen,
Robert P. Briscoe,
Harry R. Thurber,
James B. Sykes,
Lyle N. Morgan,
Clarence H. Schildhauer,
Cuthbert A. Griffiths,
Franz 0. Willenbucher,
· Harry McC. Jones,
Thomas J. Griffin,
William H. Ferguson,
Ernest H. Von Heimburg.
Morton T. Seligman,
Douglas A. Powell,
William N. UpdegraJr..
Stuart S. Murray,
John 0. Huse,
Charles J. Palmer,
'
William D. Sample, ,
Arthur P. Thurston, \
. Logan C. Ramsey,
Scott G. Lamb,
Alfred P. Moran, jr.,
William E. Clayton, j
Richard B. Tuggle,. .
Harry Goodstein,
John H. Cassady, .
Julian B. Noble,
! . Gerald L. Schetky,
Donald C. King,
Henry R. Herbst,
Charles E. Coney,
Dean D. Francis,
Wade E. Griswold,
William H. Mays,
Clayton Demarest, jr.• 1
· Elmer R. Hill,
Henry D. Baggett,
William L. Marsh,
Bayard H. Colyeart
Charles L. Andrews, jr.,
Ralph. W. Hungerford,
Charles B. Hunt,
George 1\lcF. O'Rear,
Herschel P. Cook, .
John W. Cullens,
James D. Lowry, jr.,
Albert P. Burleigh,
Eric 1\1. Grimsley,
Charles K. Post,
John B. Griggs, jr.,
Eliot H. Bryant,
George C. Dyer,
Alonzo B. Alexander,
I
Walter D. Whitehead,
David S. Crawford,
Charles J. Rend,
Everett D. Kern,
TenEyck DeW. Veeder, Jr~,
Robert L. Boller,
Albert R. Staudt,
Henry C. Fengar,
Chauncey Camp,
John Neal,
Gordon H. Mason,
Dorrance K. Day,
Paul F. Lee,
Marshal} R. Greet•,
Philip P. Welch,
George J. Downey,
Walter S. Barlow,
J osepb R. Lannon,
Louis B. Pelzman,
Harry A: Rochester
Edwin Friedman,
George Kirkland,
James J. Hughes,
Carl K. Fink,
John J". Patterson, 3d,
Walter Ansel,
·
Wilfred C. Wilcock,
Adrian 0. Rule, jr.,
Miles P. Duval, jr~; ·

.
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Walther G. Maser,
Arthur B. Homer,
Elmer R. Rungquist,
John C. Hurd,
Walton R. Read,
Clifton B. Herd,
Paniel l\I. McGurl,
Innis O'Rourke,
Willitm E. Tarbuttoll,
Rufus D. W. E\<ving,
Bomer I. Sherritt,
Ayre · Boal,
.. '·
Philip V. Sullivan,
Donald S. Sexton,
Stephen K. Hall,
Heroy l\L Dyckman,
Robert MeL. Smith, jr.,
Clement .M. Gile,
Robert B. Crichton,
Harold W. Brooks,
Paul H. Talbot,
James B. Bergs,
Russell S. Barrett,
Elli '"· Taylor,
James L. Holloway, jr.,
Martin L. Dunn,
Gustave H. Bowman,
James ,V. Ryan,
James L. Wisenbaker,
George Gregory, jr.,
Ralph E. Jennings,
Earle S. Barker,
Frank N. Sayre,
Edwin K. Hoover,
Peyton S. Cochran,
Walter Antrim,
Paul B. Thompson,
LamTence C. Murdoch,
Fred W. Beltz,
- John N. Leonanl,
John B. McDonnald, jr.,
Henry G. Anderson,
Kenneth D. Muir,
Edwin Nelson,
Tracy M. Kegley,
Arthur E. Childs,
John G. Crawford,
Dietrich G. Schmitz,
Paul D. Dingwell,
Thoma · C. Parsons,
James G. Atkins,
James 1\I. Connally,
Frank V. Aler, jr.,
Edmund Ocumpaugb, &1 1 •
Leonard C. Parker,
Lawrence Oliphant,
Cyril K. Wildman, ·
Arthur 1\IcL. Bartley,
Francis H. Gilmer,
'William 0. Kenney,
Earle H. Kincaid,
· Thomas Buel,
Carleton McG-auly;
John .F. A. Davis, ..
George W. Brashears, jr.,
Elliott De Be'\"oise,
Charles R. Smith,
·
John E. Sayler,
Giles E. Short,
John R. Marsh,
Van Rensseleai· l\foor'e,
Traver Briscoe,
Thomas B. Fitzpatrick,
Gorham Hubbard, jr.,
Dixie Kiefer,
Harold E. Barden,
Horace R. Whittaker, ·
Edgar Den.ton, jr.,
Willis ,V. Pace,
Whitley P . .McCoy,
Harold M. Martin,
Ransom Hensha,T-,
Joseph S. I ves,
Donald Scott,
Edgar R. Winckler,
James H. Waller,
John L. Reynolds,
Percival W. Buzby,
William J. Strachan, .
Thomas C. Nicholls, jr., .
John R. Redman,
Roderick T. Smith,
Ross A. Dierdorff,
Philler Lee,
George F. Mentz,
Hobart l\1. Birmingham,
Herbert S. 'Voodman#
Richard E. 'Vheeler,
George H. Mills,
Robert N~ Hoeflich,
.
Charles Allen,
Frederick H. Bosbyshell,
Jack C. Richard on,
-Theodore C. Briggs1
Robert M. Dorsey,
Arthur T. Lyman,
Desmond J. Sinnott,
·. ·Earle· H. Parkins,
John C. Williams,
·Alfred V. Ja.notta,
Spencer H. Warner,
·Edwin D. King,
John S. Spaven,
Edward G. Shmidheiser, ·
Grayson B. Carter,
Leroy H. Davidson,
Riffel G. Rhoton,
Henry E. Coe, jr.,
Willment P. Martin,
. ,Norman D. "Weir,
Franklin P. Wn.ller,
Vernon C. Bixby,
Charles H. Rockey, and
Howard \V. Kitchell;
Gordon M. Jackson.
Vallette S. Church.
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junior grade) ·
Joseph l\f. Sl10emaker,
.'
in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 15th day of August;
Chandler Bennitt,
1918:
Robert R. Gleason,
·.t.
Irving A. Chapman,
William M. Akin,
Edward P. Street, .
Julian P. ·Burlingham, .
David D. Smead, jr.,
Thomas W. Allen,
Raymond H. Finlay,
Henry Hilton-Green,
Amory Coolidge,
David H. Frantz,
Cortland F. Ames, jr.,
.John Gnre3·, ·
Wayland H. Sanf-ord,
:Leonard Jacob,
Albet't V. Hall,
Frank l\1. Orton,
Henry R. Guild,
Alexander Loewy,
Louis 0. Seavernes,.
Newton C. Elkin, and
. . ...
Edward Kneass, .
Kenrieth C. Kennedy.
..
Francis B. Thorne,
The · following-named : warrant officers t,() _ be enslgns in lhe
:Senjamin F. McGuckin,
Navy, for temporary service, from the 15th day of October, 19:1,8:
George 0. Cutler, jr.,.
·Arthur F. Peterson,
Richard T. Guilbert,
· Lewis F. Kepple,
Leslie A. Wiggins, .
· .John A. Manfrin, .
Harry A. Thornton,
· George Q . . Augusti.Q.e, .
Atherton K. Dunbar,.
. . Samuel .l\.1;. Tnompson,.
Warren D. Arnold,
· Edward L., Garnett,.
-,.
~
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Philip L. Reid,
Arthur E. :Maginniss,
Joseph Mather,
Otto Gmelich,
William R. Schimmeyer,
Mar hall Anderson,
Denis J. Kiely,
Mortimer Laurence,
Elmer T. MatT,
Charles E. Reynolds,
John H. Kevers,
James N. McTwiggan,
Herman A. Berch,
·
Wade Lash,
Frederick W. Ickes, and
Ira D. Spoonmoore.
The following-named lieutenant commanders to be commanders
ln the Navy from the 1s t day of July, 1918:
William K. Riddl~ and
John G. Church.
The following-named lieutenants (junior · grade) to be lieutenants in the Navy from the 7th day of 1\Iarch, 1918:
Eric L. Barr and
William 1\I. Quigley.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be 'lieutenants in the Navy from the 8th da; of June, 1918: .
Alfred E. Montgomery, .
Allen H. Guthrie,
Ralph S. Wentworth,
Edmund A. Crenshaw,
Robert S. Haggart,
Forrest U. Lake,
Nathan B. Chase,
Earl R. l\Iorri sey,
Harold ·H. Little,
Horatio J. Pierce, and
Abraham C. TenEyck.
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (j:unlor grade)
in the Navy from the 5th day of June, 1918:
Archie E. Glann,
Myron J. ""alker,
Stephen II. Matteson,
Burton W. Chippendale,
Cornelius W. Flynn,
Robert W. Clark,
'Vinthrop 'Vinslow,
De 'Vitt C. ·watson,
Ralph W. Christie, and
William D. Thomas.
Gunner Clarence L. 'Tibbals to be a chief gunner in the Navy
from the 15th day of February, 1918.
Machinist Ernest A. Healy to be a chief machinist in the Navy
from the 17th day of January, 1918.
Brig. Gen. (temporary) Charles G. Long to be a brigadier
general in the Marine Corp from the 7th day of October, 1918.
Col. Smedley D. Butler to be a brigadier general in the Marine
Corps, for temporary ervice, from the 7th day of October, 1918.
Col. (temporary) Newt H. Hall to be a .colonel in the Marine
Corps from the 7th day of October, 1918. ·
Lieut. Col. (temporary) Harold C. Snyder to be lieutenan
colonel in the Marine Corps from the 7th day of October, 1918.
The following-named captains to be majors in the 1\lnrine
Corps, f or temporary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918:
Ethelbert Talbot,
·
; Louis R. de Roode, and
John A. Minnis.
The following-named first lieutenants to be captains in the
1\Iarine Corps, for temporary service, from the 1st day of July,
1918:
Hobert P. Jeter,
Lawrence B. Smith,
Richard 0. Sanderson,
Louis S. Davis,
Jonathan Lucas, jr.,
Archie W. French,
William L. York,
Harry D. Gibbons,
John F. Williams,
Howard B. Freeman, and
Bruce J. 1\lansfield.
The following-named second lieutenants to be first lieutenants
In the Marine Corps, for temporary service, from the 16th day
of August, 19J 8 :
Melvin J. S f~ nchfield, jr.,
Pier on M. Tuttle,
Herman L. McLeod,

OOTOBER
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Clarence H. Hartley,
John T. Selden,
Frank C. Myers,
Joseph D. }}roderick,
Louis A. Perraud,
Grant L. Hill,
Arthur F. Sennholtz,
Carl R. Dietrich,
Edward B. Irving,
Wells ,V. Miller,
Keesler B. Low,
George Ehrhart, jr.,
Elmer E. Hall, and
Charles F. 'Vorthen.
CONFIRMATIONS.

Executi·re nominations confirmed by the Senate October f-1, 1918.
CONSUL GENERAL.
CLASS 4.

Evan E. Young to be a consul general of class 4.
Co ~SULS.
CLASS 5.

Albert H. Putney to be a consul of class 5.
CLASS 7.

John R. Putnam to be a consul of Class 7.
William L. Jenkins to be a consul of cla.·s 7.
c~ss

s.

Frank Bohr to be a consul of class 8.
Henry B. Hitchcock t0 be a. consul of class 8.
Luther K. Zabri kle t0 be a. consul of class 8.
1\!EMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESER\"E BOAB.D:

Albert Strauss to be a. member of the Federal Reserve Board.
UNITED STATES CIRCUIT JUDGE.

George W. Anderson to be United States circuit judge, fi.rst
circuit.
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE.

Edwin R. Holmes to be United Stutes district judge for the
northern and southern districts of l\fi ·sissippi.
UNITED STATES MARSHALS.

James A. Baggett to be United States mar hal northern district of Texas.
Cooper Stout to be United States marshal eastern district o!
lllincis.
Emmet R. Jordan to be United States marshal District of
Alaska, division No. 2.
·
·
RECEIVERS OF PUBLIC l\fo~EYS.

Oscar B. Gordon to be receiver of public moneys at .Camden,
Ark.

Homer V. Sewell to be receiver of public moneys at Little
Rock, A..rk.
REGISTERS OF THE

LAND OFFICE.

Benjamin F'. Spires to be register of the land office at Little
Rock, Ark.
Benjamin l\1. Tribble to be register of the land office at Camden, Ark.
CoLLECTOR oF I -TERNAL REVENUE.

.Alfred Ft·anklin to be collector of -internal revenue for the
district of New Mexico.
PROMOTIO

S AND APPOINTMENTS IN THE NA~.

Acting Pay Clerk Robert G. Robeson to be an assistant pay.
rna ter with the rank of ensign, for temporary service.
The followin("l'-named acting pay clerks to be a istant pay..
masters with the rank of ensign, for temporary service :
Clifford W. Waters,
l\Iichael A. Sprengel,
William Elliott,
Joseph E. Ford,
Frank l\1. Sherrill,
James E. Hunt,
William R. Diehl,
Hugh J. 1\:Icl\lanus,
A..ner Erickson,
William E. Woods,
Jesse W. Hilts,
Roe L. Flowers,
Olaf Olsen,
A..l~xander .W. Urquhart,
Leo-A. Ketterer,
John J. Carroll,

::
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Wallace Cooper,
Erwin A. McKee,
Edward H. Hulit,
.Walter A. Irwin,
Nicholas A. Brown,
Christian W. Manegold,
Tate :Mayhall,
Wilfred G. Lebeque,
Frank L. Burgess, and
George L. Aulmann,
·l
John W. Overand,
George R. Milbourn.
Evans D. Stegar,
The following-named enlisted men, to be ensigns, for temHoward N. Hill,
porary service :
Charles H. Converse,
Elmer D. Lundberg,
Alonzo A. Munsell,
Charles C. Gillis,
William R. Davidson,
Carl B. Fields, and
Leo V. Flavell,
Philip H. Taft.
'Villiam l\1. Rogers,
The following-named ensigns of the United States Naval neSamuel R. Ullman,
serve Force to be ensigns, for temporary service :
Archie J. Lourie,
Henry R. Wharton, jr.,
Isl<lore R. Meyer,
Donald D. Leonard,
Cornelius A. Brinkmann,
Ford K. Lucas,
Gilbert A. Jones,
Julian P. Van Vorst,
Albert W. Alderd,
Joseph R. Tobin,
Charles H. Cameron,
Abraham S. Lewis,
Paul J. Wei8S;
Charles G. Lade,
David A. Cain,
Carle tin H. Crawford,
Thayer B. Thomas,
Roy 0. Hill,
Jacob H. Kyger,
Thomas F. Kilkenny,
Joseph T. Lareau,
- Gordon J. 1\forrow,
Marion McCray,
Thomas R. Wells,
William J. Martin,
Thomas A. West,
PaulK. Coons,
Travis F. Beale,
Roy L. Koester, and
Edgar n. Hill,
_
James A. Harris.
Clinton E. Shepard,
Ralph Hicks,
The following-named warrant officers to be ensJgns, for temLloyd M. Thornton,
porary service :
Ned L. Chapin,
Clyde D. Dahlman,
Harold C. Nye,
Carl Axelson,
}Iermann P. Knickerbocker, and
Levi C. Houston,
Arthur G. Latimer.
Albert A. Elliott,
The following-named lieutenants to be lieutenant commandWilliamS. Johnson,
ers, for temporary service :
Peter P. Zeller,
Philip R. Baker,
John It. J. Le Roy,
Harvey S. Haislip,
Cornelius J. O'Connor,
Harrison R. Glennon,
Frederick A. Olsen,
Ralph E. Dennett,
William G. Sullivan,
George F. Parrot, jr.,
John J. Dallier,
Charles G. McCord,
Ernest C. FiecUer,
Alfred S. \Volfe,
John Francis Shea,
Ralph C. Lawder,
Frank E. Powers,
;Eugene T. Oates,
John S. Bessent,
Roy
Lewis,
Clyde W. Jordan,
Marion C. Cheek,
John F. Welch,
Richard S. Field,
Charles E. Carlson,
Robert P.. Molton, jr.,
Thomas J. Costello, ·
William .J. Butler,
Edward B. Peterson,
Robert H. English,
Charles R. Jeffs,
Jay K. Esler,
Thomas J. Quinn,
George D. Murray,
Frank P. Moore,
Carroll Q. Wright, jr.,
Albert J. Wheaton,
Oliver 1\f. llead, jr.,
Glenn C. Provo ·t,
Joseph McE. B. Smith,
Arthur Brown,
George .J. McMillin,
Charley F. Martin,
William H. O'Brien, jr.,
Arthur S. Fenton,
Howard F. Kingman,
.1\ierion E. Hair,
Howard S. Keep,
Julius J. Lorzing,
James G. B. Gromer,
Clinton W. Gray,
Bushrod B. Howard,
Edward L. Gench,
Rivers J. Carstarphen,
George L. Morin,
Calvin H. Cobb,
William R. Simpson, jr.f
Robert B. Simons,
Luttie E. Tappen, and
Lee C. Carey,
Clarence E. Young.
Norman Scott,
The following-named ensigns of the United States Naval ReGlenn A. Smith,
serve Force to be ensigns, for temporary service :
Donald C. Godwin,
Robert A. McCloud,
Richard P. Myers,
Philip L. Emerson,
Webb C. Hayes,
Rowland G. Evaus, and
Howard D. Bode,
William E. Clow, jr.
Jay L. Kerley,
The following-named warrant officers to be ensigns, for temHarold E. Snow,
porary service:
Robert M. Do~· le, jr.,
Fred A. Luenser,
Richard H. Booth,
Clyde W. Haskins,
Morton L. Deyo,
Harold T. Bartlett,
Charles E. Chamberlain,
Robert l\1. Hinckley,
Oalvin A, Cole,
Ralph S. Parr,
Guy R. Bostain,
Shirley A. 'Vilson,
Leo L. Waite,
Charles H. McMorris,
Roy A. Jones,
Lawrence S. Tichenor,
John A. Byel's,
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Virgil C. Griffin, jr.,
John H. Holt, jr.,
Henry M. Kieffer,
'Villiam A. Corley,
Benjamin Perlman,
Howard H. Good,
Ernest G. Small;
C'lrleton H. Wright,
Donald Boyden,
RobertNon J. Weeks,
Herman E. Fischer,
Mark ,V, Larimer,
Willard E. Cheadle,
Edward P. Nickinson,
Thomas L. Gatch,
Harry G. Patrick,
Alfred E. Montgomery,
Andrew C. Bennett,
Fre.derick Baltzly,
Allen H. Guthrie,
Eugene P. A. Simpson,
Oliver W. Bagby,
Lawrence P. Bisrhoff,
James C. Clark,
J am~s C. :l\fonfort,
Robert D. Moore,
Carl G. Gilliland,
Harold Dodd,
Whitley Perkins,
Warren A. Shaw,
Robert A. Hall,
Guy C. Hitchcock,
Anton B. Anderson,
RalphS. Wentworth, ·
George L. Woodruff,
Mahlon S. Tisdale,
Schuyler Mills,
Edmund A. Crenshaw, jr.,James L. King,
William D. Taylor;
Davis De Treville,
Homer C. Wick,
John P. Dalton,
Louis P. Wenzell,
Robert S. Haggart,
Raymond E. Kerr,
Philip Van Horn Weems,
George H. Fort,
Lunsford L. Hunter,
Earnest W. Broadbent,
Forrest U. Lake,
Robert R. Thompson,
E11iott Buckmaster,
Nelson W. Hibbs,
Emory P. Eldredge,
Albert B. Sanborn,
Ellis l\I. Zacharias,
Clarence Gulbranson,
Wentworth H. Osgood,
Donald F. Patterson,
Harold B. Grow,
Donald W. Hamilton,
Herbert G. Gates, jr.,
Heister Hoogewerff,
John H. Falge,
Louis E. Denfeld,
Ralph W. Holt,
George W. D. Dashiell,
Emory W. Coil,
Nathan B. Chase,
George W. La Mountain,
Alexander. '\V. Loder,
Harold W. Scofield,
Carroll M. Hall,
William S. Hogg, jr.,
Beriah 1\1. Thompson,
John L. Fox,
Earl R. Morrissey,
Stephan B. Robinson,
William G. Greenman,
Harold H. Little,
Horatio J. Peirce,
Hamilton Harlow.
Hugh C. Frazer,
Thales S. Boyd,
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James A. Crutchfield,
Daniel E. Barbey,
Charles P. Mason,
John J. Brown,
Grady B. Whitehead,
Carl K. Martin,
Campbell D. Edgar,
Harry P. Curley,
John P. Bowden,
De Witt C. Ramsey,
Baylis F. Poe,
Roscoe E. Schuirman,
Charles K. Osborne,
Abraham C. Ten Eyck,
Ingram C. Sowell,
Francis E. M. Whiting,
Charles A. Lockwood, jr.;
John K. Richards, jr.,
William H. Burtis,
Stanley G. Womble,
Paul S. Theiss,
John Wilbur,
Charles S. Alden,
Robert E. P. Elmer,
Charles F. Greene,
George S. Gillespie,
Garnet Hulings,
Charles W. McNair,
Otto M. Forster,
Louis R. Ford,
Leonard N. Linsley,
William H. P. Blandy,
Henry L. Abbott,
James C. Jones, jr.,
Elmer L. Woodside,
Herman E. Keisker,
Glenn B. Davis,
Bruce G. Leighton,
Palmer H. Dunbar, jr.,
Roy J. Wilson,
Ray H. Wakeman,
Carl E. Hoard,
Harold C. Van Valzah,
Charles N. Ingraham,
Adolph V. S. Pickhardt,
Stewart F. Bryant, ·
Paul A. Stevens,
Kenneth R. R. Wallace,
George W. Wolf,
William B. Jupp,
Robin B. Daughtry,
William I. Causey, jr.,
Walter Seibert,
Frank L. Johnston,
Richard H. Knight,
George L. Greene, jr.,
Hugh L. White,
Reginald S. H. Venable,
Norman C. Gillette,
John A. Brownell,
Thomas Shine,
Roy Dudley,
Laurence Wild,
Lloyd R. Gray,
Herbert K. Fenn,
Solomon H. Geer,
Paul Hendren,
Chapman 0. Todd, jr.,
Henry M. Briggs,
Paul Cassard,
Joseph Y. Dreisonstok,
Walter 0. Henry,
John lU. Kates,
Carl T. Hull,
Eric F. Zemke, and
George M. Tisdale.
Lieut Edward J. O'Keefe to 'be lieutenant commander, for
temporary service.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) t<1 be lieu..
tenants, for temporary service:
William E. O'Connor,
William Twigg, jr., ·
Frederick R. Kalde,
Burton W. Lambert,
Allen I. Seaman,

'Villiam D. Dadd,
Charles Swanberg,
Malcolm C. Davis,
William H. Muehlhause,
Leroy Neil,
Oscar D. Pai·ker,
John A. Ward,
John C. Hines,
John Gallagher,
George W. Robbins,
Cyrus S. Hansel,
Ernest A. Healy,
Frederick G. Keyes,
William Eberlin,
Frederick Petry,
John Meyer,
Frederick Evans,
I
Godfrey P. Schurz,
:
Clarence L. Tibbals,
i
Thomas J. Bristol,
William Taylor,
Michael J. Breshahan,
Lafayette P. Guy,
Edmond Dela vy,
Frank J. Mayer,
Homce DeB. Dougherty,
James J. Joyce,
Joseph A. Rasmussen,
Warner K. Bigger,
Frank Schultz,
Joseph Sperl,
David F. Mead,
Henry A.. Lowell,
Charles Antrobus,
Oliver T. Miller,
Augu t Logan,
John J. Coyle,
George F. Blass,
Walter S. Belknap,
George C. Lacock,
Anton Hengst,
John W. Boldt,
Fred San Soucie.
Howard H. Chambers,
Per~y R. Abrams,
Vincent F. Le Verne,
Charles E. Briggs,
George B. Llewellyn,
W"illiam C. Milligan,
Frederick J. Legere,
James Reilly,
John H. MacDonald,
'Villiam A. James,
William A. Fulkerson,
Jerry C. Holmes,
Conrad T. Goertz,
Edwin R. Wroughton,
Nathan E. Cooke,
Lewis H. Cutting, and
Ernest L. Jones.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) William C. Carpenter to be a lieutenant,
for temporary service.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieutenants, for temporary service:
Murry Wolffe,
Charles L. Greene,
Arthur T. Brill,
'Vard T. Hall,
Michael Garland,
Erich Richter,
John C. Heck,
James L. McKenna,
George W. 'Valdo,
Anthony E. Bentfeld,
Arthur Boquett,
John Harder,
Sigvart Thompson,
Stephen A. Farrell,
William A. Vick,
John J. \Velcl1,
Arthur S. Rollins,
Charles C. Stotz,
John C. Maxon,
Bailey E. Rigg,
:walter A. Buckley,

,

Frank E. Nelson,
Norman MeL. McDonald,
Philip S. Flint,
Charles W. Wagner,
Henry A. Reynolds,
George F. Veth,
James E. Kemmer,
James A. Newell,
William W. Holton,
Fred C. Wolf,
Charles J. Naprstek,
Max Bayer,
Paxton Hotchkiss,
Leon W. Knight,
Harry M. Penco,
Henry H. Beck,
Frank F. Webster,
John Reber,
Charles N. Korh,
Fred T. Rider,
William S. Evans,
Sofus K. Sorensen,
George J. R{)mulus,
Arthur L. Hecykell,
Charles King,
Quintus R. 'l'homson, jr.,
Ora A. Martin,
John A. Pierce,
Stephen Ingham,
William R. Spear,
'Villiam T. Shaw,
Roy K. Madill,
William R. McFarlane,
Nils Anderson,
Melvin C. Kent,
John E. Armsh·ong,
Albert C. Fraenzel,
William A. 1\fartin,
Ralph B. \Vallace,
James Roberts,
Joseph D. Glick,
Anthony Prastka,
Joseph W. Birk,
Edmund DuV. Duckett,
Raymond A. Walker,
Hermann Jorgensen,
Charles F. Dame,
Arthur J. Holton,
Vincent Benedic~,
Ola D. Butler,
Edgar C. \Vortman,
Joseph O'N. Johnson,
David Duffy,
Clyde H. 1\fcLellon,
Noel Chatillon,
William F. Schlegel,
Lee W. Drlsco,
.Tames J. Delany,
William H. Stephenson,
Arthur E. Rice,
John P. 1\Iillon,
Frank L. Elkins,
Sol Shaw,
Ernest J. Leonard,
Thomas J. Sulliyan,
John P. Sasse,
Will 1\Iueller,
John H. Chase,
Will S. Holloway,
George J. Blessing,
James D. Brown,
Partick H. Cassidy,
Franklin A. 1\fanuel,
Frank Flaherty,
Frank G. Waugh,
Arthur A. F. Aim,
Bennett McC. Proctor,
James Donaldson,
John A. Silva,
James Hauser,
John E. SulliYan,
Charles A. Armstrong,
Chauncey R. Doll,
James S. Trayer,
Gregoire F. J. Labelle,
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Theodore Anderson,
Henry Hartley,
Eugene J. Frieh,
Pbilip J. Kelly,
Andrew G. C. Dafgard,
Alfred Doucet,
William E. Benson,
Fred C. A. Plagemann,
Peter J. Gundlach,
Albert M. Hinman,
Leon W. Be~ker,
William Cox,
Stephen A. Loftus,
Herman C. Schrader,
Asa Van n. Watson,
William A. Eaton,
James l\1. MacDonn~
Herbert R. l\Iytinger,
Harolu A. Turner,
Charles B. Bradley,
Curry E. Eason,
Samuel C. Washington,
Brice H. Mack,
James A. Featherston,
Walter N. Fanning,
Herbert J. Meneratti,
Niels Drustrup,
Abraham De Somer,
George Bradley; .
Donald McDonald,
Warren E. 1\Iagee,
Robert J. Kingsmill,
Charles F. Menill,
Charles B. Shackelton,
Benjamin F. Ranger,
Robert C. McClure,
Carl S. Chapman,
George C. Martin,
"Wilmer W. Weber,
Mark Strosk.
William ,V, Wilkins,
Beige Ohlsson,
Elroy G. True,
James W. O'Leary,
Warren H. Langdon,
Andrew C. Skinner,
Emery Smith,
Benjamin F. Maddox,
George Keeser,
John A. Rogers,
Alfred E. Raue,
John C. Richards,
Frank W. Yurasko,
Albert H. Mellien,
Philip A. Astoria,
Thomas ·A. Grallam,
William A. Mason,
Everest A. Wbited,
John F. Murphy,
Charles A. Kohls,
Clarence R. Rockwell,
Paul E. Kuter,
William E. Snyder,
David McWhorter, jr.,
George H. Kellogg,
Elery A. Zehner,
Samuel E. Lee,
Frank Stinchcomb,
Simon L. Shade,
Ludwig W. Gumz,
Wildon A. Ott,
Hugh ,V. Nimmo,
Junius G. Sanders,
Frederick B. Webber,
George T. Campbell,
Charles A. Dannenmann,
Harold G. Billings,
Albert E. Freed,
Frank Kinne,
Andrew N. Anderson,
Frank Kerr,
Arthur H. Cummings,
Harry J. Hansen,
Rony Snyder,
Newcomb L. Damon,
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Jack K. Campbell,
George Kleinsmith,
Albert G. Martin,
Daniel McCallum,
- John l\f. Buckley,
John J. Madden,
Robert Semple,
Henry H. Fowler,
Stanley H. Sacker,
Elmer J. McCluen,
John M. Kirkpatrick,
Clyde Lovelace,
Claude B. Arney,
Martin Dickinson,
Jesse J. Alexander,
John J. Enders,
Jesse J. Oettinger,
William H. Farrel,
Thomas M. Buck,
John Shottroff,
John Whalen,
Raymond C. McDuffie,
Oscar Benson,
William Martin,
John S. Conover,
Fayette Myers,
John G. M. Johnson,
Frederick Clifford,
Alexander Anderson,
Frederick T. Walling,
Charles V. Kane,
Joseph M. Gately,
Joseph H. Gerrior,
George S. Dean,
Ralph A. Laird,
Charles ·F. Fielding,
Collins R. Buchner,
Warwick M. Tinsley,
Archie R. Wolfe,
Francis P. Brewer,
Henry A. Stuart,
Aaron Eldridge,
.Judson E. Scott,
Clyde H. Dougherty,
Edward L. Newell,
Robert B. England,
Howard S. Raber,
George 0. Farnswort~
Lars 0. Peterson,
Omar B. Earle,
Alfred R. Eubanks,
Thomas Flynn,
John F. Piotrowski,
Alexander B. Holman,
Ralph A. Scott,
Michael Burke,
Irwin V. Herin,
' William F. Schlesinger,
Herman A. Bauchot,
Earle G. Gardner,
William W. Eagers,
William K. Johnstone,
John F. Craig,
Frank T. Green,
Augustus K. Goffe,
RobertS. Savin,
William J. Graham,
Emmette F. Gumm,
George B. Evans,
Edwin Fisher,
Charles 0. Bain,
Clarence H. Fogg,
Joseph A. Flynn,
James J. Lucas,
. Thomas Southa.ll,
Bernard S. Riley,
George C. Neilsen,
Sidney C. Seale,
Joseph C. Herman,
Thomas G. Shanahan,
George R. Blauvelt,
Eric P. Teschner,
Ericb 0. Tauer,
Jens Nelson,
Harry A. Bryan,
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Edwin H. Briggs,
Junius S. l\Iorgan,
George Schneider,
Foll\:e E. Sellman,
Frank V. Shepard,
Walter P. Shiel,
Warren L. Graeff,
Arthur M. Tschirgl,
Hector L. Ross,
Wayne F. Palmer,
Emmet L. Bourke,
George D. Howell, jr.,
John H. Chinnis,
Donald McClench,
Earl V. Hand,
Charles Higginson,
Alonzo W. Esworthy,
Clifford D. Smith,
Abram L. Broughton,
Hamilton Vose, jr.,
Robert I. Hart,
Robert F. Herrick, jr.,
Albert F. Blake,
Joseph C. Storey,
Charles Wnters,
Horton Brown,
William F. ]\lorris,
William 0. Bok,
JesseS. Hooper,
John H. Wilcox,
Edward I. Dailey,
Edward Lloyd, j1;.,
.John Heep,
Donald M. Ryerson,
James H. Cain,
Elmer J. Stoffel,
Hugh J. Filln,
Horace Butler,
Carl J. Hanson,
Selim E. Woodworth,
William H. Wright,
Benjamin W. Cloud, 2d,
Thomas T. Emerton,
John S. Lionberger,
Charles F. Ware,
Philip C. Kauffman,
John R. McMeekin,
Roy D. Keyes,
Edgar T. Hammond,
Richard H. Cobb,
John R. McKean,
Frank \V. Morrell,
John D. Thompson,
Franklin Killg,
Raymond R. Smith,
Francis T. Hunter,
Clarence E. Williams,
Conrad Chapman,
George E. Tarbell,
Harold S. Simmons,
Albert Willg,
George Taylor,
John L: Scheidemen,
Robert W. Emmons. 3d,
Harold A. Clough,
William T. Kirk, 3d,
Earl Swisher,
Arthur T. Leonard,
Albert C. Buck,
William H. May,
Walter L. Hawk,
John L. Merrill,
Je e L. Harmer,
John E. P. Morgan,
Fred H. Stewart,
William V. Cou'.!hman, jr.,
John W. Ross,
Thomas N. Page,
Francis H. McAdoo,
William W. Grace,
Almy 0. Maynard,
George n.. Hann,
James A. Burbank,
\Vinslow H. French1
Ralph L. Dodge,
Andrew C. Little,
Charles K. Cobb, jr.,
Irving R. Gale,
Joseph L. Day,
Hallowell V. Morgan,
Raymond L. Watrous,
Howard G. Cann,
Bulkeley L. Wells,
Robert B. Noyes,
Winn D. Faris,
Thomas I. H. Powen,
Walter R. O'Sulllvan,
Eugene R. Sturtevant,
Che ter L. Nichols,
Bryan Frere,
Jay H. Keller,
Henry Hale, jr.,
JohnS. Brayton, jr.,
Thornton Emmons,
Thomas M. Leovy,
Chester J. La Roche,
Conant Wait,
MaUery K. Aiken,
John Hemphill,
Milton H. Bird,
Charles R. Westbrook,
Paul A. Hourigan,
Richard S. Maynard,
John R. Litchfield,
:{tobert M. Curtis,
Stanford Harmon,
!:rnest Gregory,
John D. Schuler,
George T. Jarvis,
Carter B. Burnet,
Thomas Robins, jr.,
Clarence W. Schmidt,
Arthur C. Saxe,
John T. Scully,
George G. Jones,
Arthur C. Smith,
Samuel E. Raymond,
William J. Curtis, jr.,
Lyman S. King,
Howard P. Hart,
Evans R. Dick, jr., ·
Hayden Crocker,
Miles Wambaugh,
Frederick S. Connor,
Herbert l\1. Corse,
Matthew P. Waller,
'
'·
George E. l\IcQuestion,
James L. Sprunt,
Arthur W. Ford,
Robert R. Theobald,
DeLancy Nicoll, jr.,
Arthur C. Hoyt,
Lewis G. Smith,
Marion W. Lee,
Schuyler Dillon,
Ralph W. Preston,
Paul A. Scherer,
Gould T. Miner,
Frederick A. 'Merrill,
James H. R. Cromwell,
Douglas G. Lovell,
William E. D. Stokes, jr.,
William F. Kurfess,
Robert D. Bartlett,
William W. Slaymaker,
John S. Upton,
Harold F. Fultz,
Charles H. Bowman,
Alfred G. Gennert,
George F. Talbot,
Edwin Cowles,
Herbert D. G1ass,
Sydney P. Clark,
Percival V. Harris,
.Tolin A. Burgwin,
Allan C. Brown,
Frank T. Hogg,
Fleet W. Corwin,
Walter H. Wheeler, jr.,
- Howard W. Kitchin,
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Leland D. Webb, and
William Knox.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Clyde C. Laws to be a lieutenant; for
temporary service.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Henry E. Rung to be a lieutenant, for
temporary service.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Edward J. Carr to be a lieutenant, for
temporary service.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to b_e lieutenants, for temporary service :
Benjamin F. Strawbridge and
Roy 1\1. Cottrell.
_
.
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junior grade),
for temporary service :
Brady J. Dayton,
Philip J. Drake,
Putnam 1\I. Morrison,
John A. Sweetser,
Frederick R. Bowes,
Raymond E. Baldwin,
Leicester S. Pettit,
John F. English,
Wilbert A. Smith,
Nelson B. Wolfe,
Thomas R. Parkhurst,
Herbert N. French,
Edward M. Shingler,
Paul R. Webb,
Jesse B. Perlman,
William H. Parsons, jr.,
John V. K. Richards,
Edgar R. Payson, jr.,
Harry L. M. Capron,
Louis S. Davidson,
Howell Evans,
Bainbridge D. Folwell,
Eben II. Ellison, jr.,
' Francis D. Harrower,
Edwin B. Dunphy,
Ernest C. Hanren,
Alexander J.,. McKaig,
John H. Magee,
Laurence Schwab.
Douglas S. Moore,
John H. Russell,
Weyman S. Crocker,
Charles K. Wallace,
John J. Wylde,
Sumner F. 1!-..uller,
Edward -r-:. Crosman, jr.,
Lewis P. Scott,
Franklin Pettit, jr.,
\Valter W. Burnham,
Henry 1\I. Lamberton,
Lindsay Bradfvrd,
Arthur E. Bartlett,
John G. Quinby, jr.,
William L. Kimball,
John B. Clapp,
Eliot L. Ward,
Francis S. Wilson,
\Valter E. Chase, jr.,
Albert W. Findei~n.
Bradford Norman, jr.,
L. Selden Taylor,
Charles E. A. Speige1,
Monis Phinney,
Bennet F. Schauffler,
Gilman 1\I. Gay,
George F. Newton, jr.,
Alden Lee,
Martin J. Quirni, jr.,
William L. G. Gibson,

Jacob S. "Disston, jr.,
Henry C Taylor,
RichardS. Walker,
J"oseph Winlock,
James E. Kelly,
Arthur H. Haaren,
Harold J. Wright,
Campbell Higgins,
John S. Bauman,
Samuel M. Haslett, jr.,
Clarence H. Cull,
John B. Burnham,

Charles M. Boswell, jr.,
Johnston L. Redmond,
Francis Brooks,
Thomas L. Entwisle,
Jolm L. Graham,
Marquis Pope,
Carl 0. W. Sparkman,
John deK. Bowen,
Robert J. Orr, ·
William W. Baier,
Marcus A. Sutcliffe,
Anthony D. Bullock,
Franklin W. Hobbs, jr., ·
Addison Stillwell,
·
Oliver B. Jennings,
Arthur D. Murray,
James l\1. Owens,
Foster l\1. Hampton,
Caspar S. Chisolm,
Leroy K. Howe,
Theodore C. Marceau, jr.,
Lester S. 1\Ioll,
Charles C. Savage, jr.,
Oliver P. Shattuck,
Louis 1\1. Pratt, jr.,
John U. Lemmon, jr.
Arleigh D. Richardson,
Harry L. Butler,
John G. Rayley,
William Durfee, jr.,
Chester J. ~Iattson,
Cornelius Shields,
Olin MeN. Richardson,
Richard V. Dolan,
John H. Minnis,
Frederick W. Johns,
George W. Burden,
\Vill!nm K. B. Urquhart,
Harold J. Kline,
Thaddeus C. Jones,
Richard \Villiams,
J. Otto Holcomb,
John G. Gross,
Philip L. Coddington,
·wilfred I. Stiles,
George E. Finlay,
Edward l\I. Mcilvain,
Alden Kimball,
Edgar 1\I. Jaeger,
Francis M. Smith,
Harold M. Wright,
Edwin E. Sheridan,
Kavanaugh C. Downey,
Carl J. Koehler,
J. Willis Gale,
Gordon W. Ayer,
Nelson L. Fortin,
J·o hn P. Holland,
Carroll E. Miller,
Brotbwell H. Baker,
Frank H. Storms,
Cornelius A. Wood,
Kenneth C. Woodru1l',
George W. Palmer, 3d,
Burmaln· A. ·Grimball,
Fred L. McNally,
Thomas D. Shepherd,
Clarence J". O'Neill,
Albert J. Porter,
Charles A. ·winter,
Thomas T. Hassell,
Elbert 1\I. Burnett,
Stanley H. Freibofer,
Talbert N. Daughtrey,
Russell A. Beck,
John W. Chapman,
Matthew F. Tracey,
Oliver A. Bowers,
Otis E. Bennett,
John J. Gaskin,
Chester N. White,
Thomas H. Murphy,
Leo E. Schl imme,
Bernard S. Rodey, jr.,
Thomas P. Kane,
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Alfred J. Byrholdt,
Oliver H. Driggs,
Frederick G. Trummer,
Francis A. Knauss,
Carl J. HaUbert,
Albert T. Lang,
Christian Christensen,
Henry L. Bixbee,
Alexander C. Cornell,
William G. Gillis,
Fred G. Peterman,
Frank E. Norlin,
Leslie R. Heselton,
Lawrence J . ..Murphy,
George R. \Voods,
Robert J. Viertbaler,
George H. Frederick,
Cal"! Hupp,
John L. Blomquist,
Edwin P. Lacey,
Charles A. Goebel,
John McKean,
Heinrich C. A. Deglau,
John 0. Strickland,
Raymond J. Comstock,
Virgil F. Wright,
George F. Evanson,
Clarence C. McDow,
Ralph M. Gerth,
William S. Burns,
Charles A. Strumsky,
Joseph F. Cuveney,
William H. Tracy,
John D. Morris,
Charles R. Kehler,
Elliott Kauth,
James E. Finn,
Arthur 0. Kolstad,
Stonewall B. Stadtler,
Homer F. McGee.
Sydney W. Ford,
John Harrison, jr.,
Washington E. Bogardus,
William T. Brown,
Philip McK. Zenner,
Stephen E. Haddon,
Ctarence E. Jackson,
Arthur V. Holmes,
Frederick Ellison,
James K. Small wood,
Thomas J. Malarkey,
Frederick T. Mayes,
Edward J. Murnane,
Harold H. Ralph,
Matthew 'Voessner,
Albert Wood,
Kenneth H. Stetscn,
Joseph Murtagh,
John E. Pedersen,
Lansford F. Kengle,
Stanley A. Jones,
Frank A. Brandecker,
Arthur Wrightson,
Joseph A. Clark,
Arthur A. Hewitt,
"\V illiam A. Lynch,
Edward H. Smith,
Martin F. Comeau,
Robert B. McEwan, jr.,
Forest W. Allen,
Dwight W. Jennings,
Robert A. Haynie,
Watson K. Blair,
Francis H. Cabot,
Ralph Forween,
Harold K. Smoot,·
Adolph Bloom,
Charles C. Roberts,
Charles L. Allen,
Guy A. Walker,
Nicholas Kedinger,
Pe:·cy d. Becker,
Stockard R. Hickey,
Alfi·ed E. Stulb,
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Walter Hinton,
George B. Kessack,
Oscar Erickson,
John J. Bayer,
Oscar F. Bandura,
Guy McLaughlin,
Russell G. McNaughton·,
Eduard G. Jahnke,
Otto Beran,
David J. Spahr,
William E. McClendon,
Fred S. Wade,
John W. Collier,
Enos Dahuft',
Delos A. Humphl·ey,
'Villiam J. Sharkey,
George H. Carter,
Edward Reavely,
Niels Andersen,
Howard C. Heald,
Robert S. Dunn,
Lawrence E. Myers,
Robert S. Smith, jr.,
John E. Hatch,
Frederick Sl1ea,
Clarence J. Gale,
Albert Nashman,
Charles E. Olson,
Robert Martin,
'Villiam S. Quesinberry,
James C. White,
Edward Reynolds, jr.,
Henry 0. Rea,
Frederick ,V. Boldt,
Horace L. Ham,
George Berton,
Alexander B. Provost,
Harry A. Mewshaw,
Chris Halverson,
William G. Scott,
Harry Bennett,
Elmer J. Tugend,
Morey H. Downs,
John C. Mayhew,
Tom H. Williamson,
Hubert K. Stubbs,
Harold V. Andrews,
Clarence V. Waggonner,
Henry C. Flanagan,
Omer L. Brewington,
Cecil A. 1\IcKay,
Duncan ,V. I!'rirk,
Nathan Young,
Stuart Parker,
Caleb Loring,
Ralph J. A. Stern,
William L. IDckey,
B. Thatcher Feustman,
Barnes Newberry,
Bruce Burns,
Charles H. Duell, jr.,
John R. Haire,
Donald M. Lovejoy,
Edgar M. Queeny,
Charles H. Sterrett,
Allen L. 'Velch,
Leroy H. Ripley,
Frank A. Sa undcrs,
Warren P. Boardman,
Benjamin J. Shinn,
Williarri J. Clarke,
Merton R. Hinlde,
Caspar Yeager,
Lon H. Robb,
William Y. Rorer,
Cedric 0. Eaton,
Charles A. Oliver,
Fred C. Forster,
George E. Ernest,
Albert J". Fern.
Frank Leghorn,
Edward F. Manning,
William G. Spurlock,
Theodore A. Kelly,
..
William H. Fiddler, jro~ 11
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Frederick J. Leonard,
Alan 1\1. Gray,
Hale G. Knio-ht,
George L. Heyer,
Charles A. Williams,
Harol<l B.. Collins,
William C. Eberle,
Henr.y John Behrends,
William Henry Meyer,
Will Frank Roseman,
Jo eph Alphonse Oellet,
Howard E. Haynes,
Gustav Adolf CuTt Leutritz,
Thomas Noland,
\V alter Adam Krucck,
Leo John Sutton,
John Benedict l\langhan,
Alexander Otto Schory,
Jes e Gilbert McFarland,
Simon Peter Swynenburg,
J oie Carwin Wilkins,
John ;Reid,
Charles Reading Shaw,
James Charles Humphreys,
John Joseph Coogan,
Herbert Augustus Anderson,
William G. Burgess,
ATthur E. LeGros,
William E. Bringhurst,
Robert E. Dwyer,
Leland C. Poole,
Chester C. Rounds,
Herbert J. Wili:er,
George W. Brown,
John Cusick,
Clarence E. Beach,
Clauclius G. Pendill,
John l\1. O'Neil,
Johp S. Danner,
John P. Dix,
Glenn F. Hulse,
Robert E. Davenport,
Ralph B. Raymond,
Louis Verbrugge,
Raymond Leo Morrissey,
Walter Hansen,
George W. Adams,
Rudolf Winzer,
Charles J. Ingersoll,
Albert J. Courtney,
Edward J. Beimingharn,
Frank A. Saar,
Wiley B. Jones,
Charles H. Phillips,
Claude Farmer,
Abraham l\1. nosenberg,
Harry B. Luessen,
Eldridge L. Lineberry,
Harry A. Wentworth,
William F. Verleger,
'Valter E. Hewitt,
Robert L. Bryan,
Gottlieb Grosch,
Walter 1\1. McCarthy,
Ralph J. Pyatt,
Alfred E. Green,
1
Rodney B. Starr,
William Wakefield,
Thomas H. Escott,
Timothy Brown,
John C. Bauman, jr.,
Harley E. Ban·ows,
Francis S. Page,
Irving N. Eu tis,
Jay P. Clymer,
Benjamin W. Taylor,
Sidney B. Baisdell,
Harry L. Dod ~ on,
Ray W. Bruner,
Adolphe H. Wenzel,
.Oliver C. Field.
Harry R. Pendarvis,
Russet H. Lind ay,
Duane L. Taylor,
J o eph P. l\Iaguire,

•

Roger F. 1\IcCall,
Osca r• E. Finlay,
Clarence E. Kraehn,
Richard C. Bartlett,
Henry W. Piquet,
William L. Phillips,
Nathaniel Krasnoff,
Louis Dreller,
George S. Harris,
Frederick J. l:::lilvcrnail,
Edward J. Johannessen,
Harry J. Carey,
James H. Alvis,
1.\Iurray T. Wilkinson,
Joel R. Com·ad,
Charles F. Hudson,
Edwin V. Annatoyn,
James D. Barner,
ATthur L. 1.\Iundo,
Walter L. Hunley,
Leon W. l\lills,
Edward W. Neville,
Fred E. Patrick,
Philip D. Butler,
John A. Westrom,
Edward Danielso!l,
Harry F. Breckel,
Clyde L. Lewis,
Joseph L. Norvell,
Joseph A. Wetzel,
Andrew Simmons,
Arthur F. Dietrich,
William J. Charles,
John W. White,
Duncan P. Houser,
Edward A. Wardell,
Francis H. Stone,
Bartholomew J. Patterson,
Malcolm F. Schoetrel,
Thomas G. W. Settle,
Lucien l\1. Grant,
James E. J. Kiernan,
Richard 1.\f. Rush,
James R. Allen,
Daniel \V. Hand, jr.,
Charles A. Nicholson, 2d,
Paul W. Hains,
Ralph A. Ofstie,
Rex LeG. Hicks,
Herbert 1.\I. Scull,
1.\fa tthias B. Gardner,
Leslie C. Stevens,
Charles H. Cushman,
Howard \V. Fitch,
Creighton C. Carmine,
Robert F. Nel on,
Antonio S. Pitr ,
Winfield A. Brooks,
Thomas P. Wynkoop, jr.,
Ernest E. Herrmann,
James l\1. Johnston,
Arthur S. Ar1ams,
\VilJiam E. Hilbert,
Hugh W. Old,
Albert T. Sprague, 3d,
Maurice H. Stein,
Hobart A. Sailor,
William 1.\IcC. Callaghan,
Rodman D. de Kay,
Harold L. Challenger,
John J. Orr,
Hubert H. Anderson.
Joseph Buchalter,
Thomas P. Jeter,
Robert G. Waldron,
Adolph 0. Gie.~elmann,
David H. Clark,
Jeffrey C. Metzel,
Festus F.· Foster,
Russell 1.\I. Ihri~.
James J. Graham,
Ralph B. Netting,
Ralph H. Robert ·,
Valentine H. Schaeffer,
Floyd S. Crosley,

•

!' (

Eugene L. Kell,
Allen D. Brown,
John W. Roper,
William C. Vose,
Harry B. Slocum,
Charles E. Olsen, ·
Robert P. Briscoe,
Harry R. Thurber,
James B. Sykes,
Lyle N. Morgan,
Clarence H. Schildhauer.
Cuthbert A. Griffiths,
Franz 0. Willenbucher.
Harry McC. Jones,
Thomas J. Griffin,
William H. Ferguson,
Ernest H. Von Heimburg1
Morton T. Se1igman,
Douglas A. Powell,
William N. Updegraff,
Stuart S . .Murray,
John 0. Huse,
Charles J. Palmer,
'William D. Sample,
Arthur P. Thurston,
Logan C. Ramsey,
Scott G. Lamb,
Alfred P. ·Moran, jr.,
William E. Clayton,
Richard B. Tuggle,
Harry Goodstein,
John H. Cassady,
Julian B. Noble,
Gerald L. Schetky,
Donald C. . King,
Henry R. Herbst,
Charles E. Coney,
Dean D. Francis,
Wade E. Griswold,
William H. Mays,
Clayton Demarest, jr.;
Elmer R. Hill,
Henry D. Baggett,
William L. Marsh,
Bayard H. Colyear,
Charles L. Andrews, jr.,
Ralph W. Hungerford,
Charles B. Hunt,
George McF. O'Rear,
Herschel P. Cook,
John-W. Cullens,
James D. Lowry, jr.,
Albert P. Burleigh,
Eric l\1. Grimsley,
Charles K. Post,
John B. Griggs, jr.,
Eliot H. Bryant,
George C. Dyer,
Alonzo B. Alexander,
Walter D. Whitehead,
DavidS. Crawford,
Charles J. Rend,
Everett D. Kern,
Ten Eyck DeW. Veeder, jr.,
Robert L. Boller,
Albert R. Staudt,
Henry C. Fengar,
Chauncey Camp,
John Neal,
Gordon H. Mason,
Dorrance K. Day,
Paul F. Lee,
Marshall R. Geer,
Philip P. Welch,
George J. Downey,
Walter S. Barlow,
Joseph R. Lannon,
Louis B. Pelzman,
Harry A. Rochester,
Edwin Friedman,
George Kirkland,
James J. Hughes,
Carl K. Fink,
John .T. Patterson, 3d,
Walter Ansel,

Wilfred C. "\Vilcock,
Adrian 0. Rule, jr.,
Miles P. Duval, jr.,
Walther G. Maser,
Elmer R. Rungquist,
Walton R. Read,
Daniel l\1. McGurl,
William E. Tarbutton,
Homer I. Sherritt,
Philip V. Sullivan,
Stephen K. Hall,
Robert- MeL. Smith, jr.,
Robert B. Crichton,
Paul H. Talbot,
Russell S. Barrett,
James L. Holloway, jr.,
Gustave H. Bowman,
James L. Wisenbaker,
Ralph E. J ennlngs,
Frank N. Sayre,
Peyton S. Cochran,
Paul B. Thompson,
Fred W. Beltz,
John B. McDonnald, jr.,
Kenneth D. Muir,
'l'racy M. Kegley,
John G. Cruwford,
Paul D. Dingwell,
James G. Atkins,
Frank V. Aler, jr.,
Leonard C. Parker,
Cyril K. Wildman,
Francis H. Gilmer,
Earle H. Kincaid,
.
Carleton McGauly,
George W. Brashears, jr.,
Charles R. Smith,
Giles E. Short,
Van Rensselear Moore,
Thomas B. .Fitzpatrick,
Dixie Kiefel\
Horace R. Whittaker, ·
Willis W. Pace,
Harold M. Martin,
Joseph S. Ives,
Edgar R. Winckler,
John L. Reynolds,
William J. Strachan,
John R. Redman,
Ross A. Dierdorff,
George F. Mentz,
Herbert S. Woodman,
George H. Mills,
Charles Allen,
Jack C. Richardson,
Robert M. Dorsey,
Desmond J. Sinnott,
John C. Williams,
Spencer H. Warne1·,
JohnS. Spnven,
Grayson B. Carter,
Riffel G. Rhoton,
Willment P. Martin,
Franklin P. Waller,
Charles H. Rockey, and
Gordon M. Jackson.
The following-named ensigns t0 be lieutenants (junior grade},
for temporary service :
Irving A. Chapman,
Edward P. Street,
David D. Smead, jr.,
Raymond H. Finlay,
Amory Coolidge,
Cortland F. Ames, jr.,
Way1ana H. Sanford,
Albert V. Hall,
Henry R. Guild,
Louis C. Seavernes,
Edward Kneass,
Francis B. Thorne,
Benjamin F. McGuckin,
George C. Cutler, jr.,
Richard T. Guilbert,
, Leslie A. Wiggins,
Harry A. Thornton,
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Samuel 1\1. Thompson,
Ed\Vard L. Garnett,
Philip L. Reid,
Arthur E. Maginniss,
Joseph Mather,
Otto Gmellch,
William R. Schimmeyer,
Marshall Anderson,
Denis J. Ki~ly,
Mortimer Laurence,
Elmer T. 1\Iarr,
Charles E. Reynolds,
John H. Kevers,
James N. McTwiggan,
Herman .A. Berch,
Wade Lash,
.
Frederick ,V. Ickes, and
Ira D. Spoonmoore.
The following-named lieutenant commanuer · to be commanders
from the 1st day of July, 1918 :
William K . Riddle and
John G. Church.
The following-narped lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieu·
tenants:
Eric L. Barr,
\Villiam M. Quigley,
Alfreu E. Montgomery,
Allen H. Guthrie,
Ralph S. Wentworth,
Edmund A. Crenshaw,
Robert S. Haggart,
Forrest U. Lake,
Nathan B. Chase,
Earl R. Morrissey,
Harold H. Little,
Bora tio J. Pierce, and
Abraham C. TenEyck.
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (juni01.· grade):
Archie E. Gl ann,
Myron J. Walker,
Stephen H. 1\Ia.tteson,
Bm·ton W. Chippendale,
Cornelius W. Flynn,
• Robert W. Clark,
Winthrop Winslow,
De \Vitt C. Watso!l,
Ralph W. Christie, and
William D. Thomas.
Gmmer Clarence L. Tibbals to be a chief gunner.
Machinist Ernest A. Healy to be a chief machinist.
PosTMASTERS.

Atherton K. Dunbar,
Warren D. Arnold,
Arthur B. Homer,
John C. Hurd,
Clifton B. Herd,
Innis O'Rourke,
Rufus D. W. Ewing,
Ayres Boal,
Donald S. Sexton,
Heroy M. Dyckman,
Clement 1\1. Gile,
Harold W. Brooks,
James B. Bergs,
Ellis W. Taylor,
Martin L. Dunn,
James W. Ryan,
George Gregory, jr.,
Earle S. Barker,
Edwin K. Hoover,
Walter Antrim,
Laurence C. Murdoch,.
John N. Leonard,
Henry G. Anderson,
Edwin Nelson,
Arthur E. Childs,
Dietrich G. Schmitz,
Thomas C. Parsons,
James M. Connally,
Edmund Ocumpaugh, 3d,
Lawrence Oliphant,
Arthur MeL. Bartley,
\Villiam 0. Kenney,
Thomas Buel,
John F. A. Davis,
Elliott De Bevoi c,
John E. Sayler,
John R. Marsh,
Tm ver Bri coe,
Gorham Hubbard, jr.,
Ha1·old E. Barden,
Edgar Denton, jr.,
Whitley P. McCoy,
Ransom Henshaw,
Donald Scott,
Jame H. \Valler,
Percival W. Buzby,
Thomas C. Nicholls, jr.*
Roderick T. Smith,
Philler Lee,
Hobai·t M. Birming:Q.am,
Ricbru·d E. 'Vbeeler,
Robert N. Hoefiicb,
Frederick H. Bosbysbell.
Theodore C. Briggs,
Arthur T. Lyman.
Earle H. Parkins,
Alfred V. J anotta,
Edwin D. King,
Ed\Vard G. Shmidheiser.
Leroy H. Davidson,
Henry E. Coe, jr.,
Norman D. Weir,
Vernon C. Bixby,
Howru·d W. Kitchell,
.V allette s. Church,
Joseph M. Shoemaker,
Chandler Bennitt,
Robert R. Gleason,
William M. Akin,
Julian P. Burlingham,
Thomas ,V. Allen,
Hem·y Hilton-Green,
~~RF~~
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.ALABAMA.

Sam T. Moss, Warrior.
William H. \Velch, Wadley.
Hubert H. Hughston, Tuscumbia.
Clement T. Fitzpatrick, Montgomery.
ARKANSAS.

Everett A. 1\Iatthews, Ola.
John F. Hunt, Mammoth Springs.
WilHam E. Floyd, Little Rock.
Charles B. Gregg, Jonesboro.
John A. Bridgford. Eureka Springs ..
William L. Newton, Camden.
CALIFOB!'I""IA,

Anne M. Benrhope, Oceanside.
John L. Steward, Monterey.
Henry R. Gewe, Los Alamos.
Charles Brainerd, Loomis.
Charles W. Collins, El Centro.
GEORGIA;
I

John Garey,
Leonard Jacob,
Frank 1\I. Orton,
Alexander Loewy,
Newton C. Elkin, and
Kenneth C. Kennedy.
_ __ ___,
The following-named warrant officers {o be ensigns, for tem..
porary service :
Arthur F. Peterson,
Lewis F. Kepple,
John A. 1\Ianfrin,
George 0. Augustine,

Pleasant N. Little, Madison.
ILLINOIS,

Matthew N. Price, Zion.
Perley B. Colwell, Wyoming.
Glenn P. Wyatt, Wyanet.
Grover C. Gregory, Willisville.
William V. Lambe, Wheaton.
Mumford L. Briscoe, Westfield.
Robin Etter, Waverly.
George W. Cress, Washington.
Fred A. Ehringer, Washburn.
Charles S. Murphy, Warren.
Charles M. Webber, Urbana.

.
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Charles B. Taylor, Tuscola.
Otto Bacmesiter, Toulon.
Herbert I. Baldwin, Tonica.
Randall A. Thompson, Thompsonville.
Herman Richarz. Techny.
Thomas J. Rollin, Sycamore.
James 0. McDowell, Sumner.
Joseph P. Lawrence, Steger.
George H. Luker, Staunton.
Robert C. Probasco, Sparta.
Jennie McNulty, South Wilmington.
Clement L. Butler, Sheldon.
Charles E. Wescott, Sheffield.
George Hanlon, Shawneetown.
Edwin R. Smith, Saunemin.
Adam A. Funk. St. Joseph.
Lucian D. Lyons, St. David.
Asa B. Fagan, St. Charles.
Howard F. Dyson, Rushville.
Joseph R. Hudelson, Royalton.
Leo J. Byrne, Rossville.
Harry P. Simpson, Rock Island.
William P. Ste-vens, Richmond.
William P. Purviance, Pleasant Plains.
Henry Stabile, Plano.
Henry J. Richardson, Pecatonica.
Robert T. Ross, Palmyra.
James J. Dougherty, Ottawa.
Charles S. Barker, Oswego.
Torrence B. McGovern, Oneida.
Ba.rney ·A. Iaun, Olney.
William H. Evans, O'Fallon.
Franklin S. Lyman, Oak Forest.
Solomon E. Avey, Mount Morris.
William H . Ryan, Minonk.
David McFadden, Milford~
Charles A. Brandenburg, Milan.
Carl Montag, Mascoutah.
Robert D. Bolen, Maroa.
Joseph 0. Smith, Manteno.
Ferdinand A. McGowan, Manhattan.
James El Conlin, Lostant.
Charles W. Shade, Lexington.
John B. Henry, Lewistown.
William B. Hogan, Lanark.
John W. Payne, Lamoille.
Fred H. Stevens, La Grange.
William C. Stewart, Kirkland.
Fred 0. Grissom, Kinmundy.
Otis E. Boyer, Kansas.
Sylvester J". Jackson, Kankakee.
Joel E. Cory, J erseyvllle.
Ralph I. Dunlap, ;Jacksonville.
Fred C. Smith, Ipava.
Dani-el W. 'Touhey, Burne.
William Finley, Hoopeston.
John L. Schmidt, Hinckley.
Mary B. Boyd, Heyworth.
Milton M. Sharp, Greenville.
Fred B. Bock, Girard.
Bernard J. Reilly, Gilman.
David M. Flynn, Geneva.
William H. J. Hoeft, Geneseo.
Ernest L. Benson, Galva.
William Whalen, Franklin.
Benjamin F. Wineland, Flora.
Charles D. Rock, Farmer City.
Gustav L. Burmeister, Elmhurst.
Lewis T. Rash, Elizabethtown.
Charles G. McClary, Edinburg.
Edgar H. Little, East St. Louis.
Foy 0. Lovins, EaElt Moline.
Leonard P. Cooper, East Alton.
Anson I. Graves, Dwight.
Martin. B. Dolan, Durand.
Marion C. Cook, Duquoin.
Louis J. Dyroff, Dupo.
1\fyrtle E. Smith, Depue.
James N. Hall, Delavan.
Arthur F. Hiland, De Kalb.
Fred H. Henckler, Columbia.
John Jakie, Cissna Park~
Charles C. Wescott, Chillicothe,
\Villiam H. Stolte, Chicago Heights.
John A. O'Neil, Chatsworth..

Charles J. Mullikin, Champaign.
Elby Ozment, Carriers Mills.
Walter C. Shoupe, Carlyle.
]?ernard McManus, jr., Cairo.
John A. Lentz, Blue Island.
Michael l\I. Morrissey, Bloomington.
Edmond P. Hectorne, Avon.
Frank W. Meisenheimer, Ava.
Louis A. Stoll, Aurora.
Alphus 0. Haines, Atlanta.
John F. Atkinson, Astoria.
Joseph A. Roesler, Ashton.
John McCann, Arcola.
Frank B. Huber, Antioch.
John P. Harvey, Amboy.
Henrietta A. Rehwald, Altamont.
Charles E. Duvall, Aledo.
Frank Howey, Albion.
KENTUCiq".

John J. Hagan, Corbin.
Stephen A. D. Thompson, Owingsv1lle.
John R. Paxton, Lawrenceburg.
Goalder Johnson, Hickman.
MAINE.

David N. Cheney, South Berwick.
Fred E. Grant, Cherryfield.
Alphonso F. Russell, jr., Canton.
MISSISSIPPI.

Essie F. McCormick, Yazoo City.
NEVADA.

Florence S. Doherty, Goodsprings.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Adelbert 0. Jones, Dixville Notch.
NEW JERSEY.

•.

Karl A. Anderson, Yardville.
Isaiah C. Shinn, Woodstown.
Leo M. Danerhirsh, Woodbine.
Howard J. ·Tombleson, ·w illiamstown.
George N. Smith, Wildwood.
John P. Walsh, Whippany.
James Walters, Wharton.
William F. Bodecker, Tenafly.
Robert J. Quince, Sussex.
Charles ,V. Simonson, Spring Lake Beacli.
John J. O'Hanlon, South Orange.
Edward J. Tidaback, Short Hil.ls.
Frank -C. Tomlin, Sewell.
Thomas F. Dolan, Sayreville.
James H. Mahaney, Roebling.
Henry Walter, Riverside.
Frank Pittenger, Red Bank.
William Slattery, Raritan.
Henry Bell, Ramsey.
George L. Kirchgasner, Rahway.
T. Harry Obert, Pleasantville.
Clarence D. Garis, Phillipsburg.
James J. Cowley, Passaic.
\Villiam H. Cook, Palmyra.
John J. Roche, Palisades Park.
Edward W. Sharps, Oxford.
George F. Moore, Oradell.
Benjamin F. Smith, Ocean City.
Eugene S. Burke, Morristown.
Martin A. Madden, Morris Plains.
Carlton J. Garwood, Medford.
Anton J. l\Hkotajczak, Maurer.
Patrick J. Devlin, Matawan.
Walter D. Finch, Mahwah.
Thomas L. Slocum, Long Branch.
Albert C. Derby, Litt le Falls.
Sadie M. Wood, Linden.
Andrew F. Stout, Lawrenceville.
James A. Cleary, Lambertville.
Arthur J. Halladay, Kenilworth.
Benjamin F. Apgar, Hampton.
George H. Abel, Haddon Heights.
Lewis E. Matteson; Grantwood.
Thomas J. Foley, Gloucester City.
Watson Rinehart, Glen Gardner.
Daniel J. Murphy, Fort Hancock.
Charles H. Hi'tchner, Elmer.
Emery Benoit, Edgewater.
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John A. Rick, Girard.
Bernard Doheri"}·, Clifton Heights.
William V. Wirtz, Albion.

William Griffin, Cresskill.
John F. Peniston. Cranford.
Reuben Coyte, Coytesville.
Arthur M. Cowie, Cedargrove.
Valentine Gleckner, Carteret.
Edward C. Wheaton, Cape May Courthouse.
Joseph P. Cullen, Boonton.
Cyrus B. Honce, Belmar.
William B. Loudenslager, Atlantic City.
Robert Bright, Angle ea.
John W. Winter, Allendale.

SOUTH CAB OLIN A,

Virginia Gantt, \Vagener.
Theron L. Gregory, Kershaw.
Thomas M. Douglas, Chester.
TENNESSEE.

Lewis N. Lumpkin, , Lawrenceburg.
TEXAS.

NEW YORK.

William T. l\IcDonald, jr., Wylie.
William B. Smith, Shamrock.
\Villiam A. Garner, Runge.
Herman P. Talley, Rockdale.
Walter L. Crofford, Quitman.
Edwm·d H. Daniel, Port Neches.
Grace R. Rubert, Port Lavaca.
Walter L. Francis, Kosse.
Joe F. Coffey, Eddy.
William G. Hardin, Brownfield.

Joseph J. O'Reilly, Willsboro.
Albert C. Salisbury, Waterville.
C. Gordon Simmons, Vernon.
Edward J. Madden, Upper Saranac.
Edward F. Dougherty, Tonawanda.
,W illiam A. Coclu-an, Southold.
Anna E. Joyce, Roslyn Heights.
Albert R. Kes inger, Rome.
Horatio S. Ransom, Ransomville.
Bes e R. Griffin, Quogue.
Matthew T. Hutchinson, Port Washington.
Andrew G. Senecal, Plattsburgh.
Carroll F. Simpson, .Phoenicia.
George H. Steele, Oriskany.
W. Cooke Oille, North Tonawanda.
Thomas F. Connolly, Norfolk.
Stephen Van Tassel, Mount Vernon.
James A. McDonald, Mamaroneck.
George D. Hughes, Madrid.
Be ie Sullivan, Lisbon. ·
.Wilbur C. Box, Linbrook.
Joseph E. Downs, Islip.
John D. Crosby, Inwood.
Joseph L. Durney, Huntington Station.
Mark L. Mount, Hewlett.
Francis J. Mulgannon, Hempstead.
Herbert W. Hackett, Greenport.
George H. Martens, Fort Totten.
Charles E. Dempsey, Fort Covington.
Abram Lang, E<len.
Arthur E. Hammond, East Aurora.
Owen J. Burns, Clinton.
Frank T. Kelly, Central Islip.
Nicholas Reilly, Brenrn"ood.
Patrick A. Hallahan, Brasher Falls.
Irving Barrett, Bedford Hills.
Edward J. \Voods, Bayport.
Robert E. L. Reynolds, Amsterdam.

UTAH.

Stephen W. Stoker, Milford.
WASHINGTON.

Alberta Gilson, Valley.
l\Iary A. Illy, Uniontown.
Jessie Knight, Shelton.
Albert 1\!eade, Pe Ell.
Arthur Bailey, 1\Io~roe.
WISCONSIN •

Kathryn Meisner, \Vittenberg.
Paul C. Dierschke. North Freedom.
Louie B. Halsey, Brandon.
Carroll R. Eaton, Adams.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
THURSDAY,

October 934, 1918.

The Honse met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the following prayer:
0 Thou who canst right all wrongs, soothe all sorrows, ancl
bring Thy children in harmony with Thy will, exercise, we
beseech Thee, Thy holy influence upon us and guide us to clear
conceptions of right, justice, and liberty, that we may protect
the weak, uplift the downfallen, and further Thy purposes ;
that hunger, starvation, disease, and all the evils which doth
beset us shall be removed. Strengthen our armies on land, sea,
and sky, ·that a righteous peace may be established and bring all
hearts under Thy sway ; and we will praise and magnify ThY.
holy name, through Christ our Lord. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of 1\fonday, October 21, 1918,
was read and approved.

NORTH CAROLINA.
~arab

OcTOBER

A. Lunceford, Smithfie1d.

Robert N. Cook, Graham.
Benjamin B. Arrington, Beaufort.
Samuel A. Branch, Apex.
NORTH DAKOTA.

Anna Carmody, Hillsboro.
Mary A. Leavy, Granville.
Reuben H. Leavitt, Carson.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT.

omo.

-.

Della Boone, Spencer.
OKLAHOMA.

Daniel R. Wright, Taloga.
George H. Blackwood, Hominy.
Thomas P. Stone, Custer.
George w. Barefoot, Chickasha.

~

OREGON,

Charles W. Holloman, Haines.
Henry D. Reed, Gold Hill.
Mamie E. Gould, Burns.
PENNSYLVANIA,

George S. Dickson, Valencia.
Glenmar G. Gaston, Tionesta.
John H. Rifeuberick, Spartansburg.
Edwa1·d W. Workley, Smethport.
Thomas 0. Humphrey, Sharon Hill.
Harvey Ziegler, Red Lion.
Frederick P. D. Hazell, Norwood Station.

A m~ssagc from the President, by :Mr. Sharkey, one of his secretaries, announced that the President had appro'\'ed bills and
a joint resolution, as follows:
·
On October 16, 1918 :
H. R. 12402. An act to exclude and expel from the United
States aliens who are members of the anarchistic and similar
classes.
On October 17, 1918 :
H. R. 12982. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Navy to
purchase from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a large drY.
dock and appurtenant lands.
On October 19, 1918 :
H. J. Res. 331. Joint resolution authorizing the readmission
to the United Stutes of certain aliens who have been conscripted
or have volunteered for service with the military forces of the
United States or cobelllgerent forces.
On Octobex 22, 1918 :
H. R. 10G09. An act authorizing the Secretary of the TreasurY,
to exchange the present Federal building site at Eatonton, Ga.,
for another site on the public square in said city.
On October 23, 1918 :
S. 3470. An act to amend section 35 of the Criminal Code of
the United Stut~s.

\
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MESSAGE FROM THE SEN ATE.

A messa~e from the Senate, by Mr. Waldor:t, its enrolling
clerk, announced that the Senate had agreed to the amendment
of the Hou e of Representatives to the bill ( S. 3735) to provide
for enlistments in .the National Guard of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes.
The message also announced that the Senate had agreed to the
amenments of the House of Representatives to the bill ( S. 4886)
providing for the sale of certain lands in the original town site
of Port Angeles, Wash.
The mes age also announced that the Senate further insisted
upon its amendment numbered 28 to the bill (H. R. 11945) to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out, 'during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled "An
act to provide further for the national security and defense by
stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agri- .
cultural products," disagreed to by the House of Representatives, and agreed to the further conference asked by the House
on the clisagreamg votes of the two Houses thereon, and had
appointed Mr. GoRE, Mr. SMITH of South Carolina, Mr: SMITH .
of Georgia, 1\fr. KENYoN, and Mr. FRANCE as the conferees on the
part of the Senate.
·
The message also announced that the Senate had agreed to the
conference report on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses
on the amendments of the House to the joint resolution (S. J.
Res. 63) to establish a reserve of the Public Health Service.
The message also announced that the Senate had passed the
following re olution (S. Res. 322) :

ll1m'5

as I have asked. Otherwise we would have to wait until
Monday.
Mr. CANNON. The legislative day may continue, so far as
the calendar days are concerned, up to and including Sunday?
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes.
1\fr. 1\fONDELL. "Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. KITCHIN. I will.
·,
Mr. MONDELL. The gentleman's suggestion does not modify
the agreement that was made.
Mr. KITCHIN. I do not think it modifies the spirit of the
agreement at all. These bills were excepted, and all that will
be done to-morrow will be the appointment of a conference committee. In other words, we could meet, legislatively and parliamentarily and technically, from now until ·to-morrow at 12
o'clock, and all through to-day and to-night and to-morr.ow
morning, we could remain in session and wait for that. But
instead of that we can have -a unanimous-consent agreement to
recess until to-morrow, as we could have a recess until 3 o'clock
this afternoon or until any other hour.The SPEAKER. The gentleman' from North Carolina asks
unanimous consent that the House stand in recess until12 o'elock
noon to-morrow. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 8 minutes p. m.) the House
stood in recess until to-morrow, Fridn.y, October 25, 1918, at 12
o'clock noon.

REPORTS OF COMl\IITTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND
RESOLUTIONR
Under cia use 2 of Rule XIII,
Mr. PADGETT, from the Committee on Naval Affairs, to
which was referred the bill {H. R. 131;1.2) to autl;lorize .the Secretary of the Navy to acquire additional hinds · for tbe Naval
Academy, Annapolis, 1\Id., and for other purposes, reported the
El\"'"ROLLED BILL AND JOINT RESOLUTION· SIGNED.
same without amendment 1 accompanied by a: report (No. 834)~
:Mr. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, an- which said bill and report were referred to the Conl.mittee of the
nounced that they had found truly enrolled a bill and joint reso- · Whole House on the state of the Union. .
lution of the following titles, when the Speaker signed the
same:
·
.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND ?..IEl\IORIALS.
S. 3735. To provide for enlistments in the National Guard of
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials
the District of Columbia, and for other purposes ; and
S. J. Res. 63. To establish a reserve of the Publ,ic Health were introduced and severally referred as follows:
Service.
By Mr. PADGETT: A bill (H. R. 13115) to authorize the
Secretary of the Navy to acquire additional lands for the naval
RECESS UNTIL NOON TQ-MOBROW.
training staUon, naval operating base, Hampton Roads, Va.; to
1\Ir. KITCHIN. :Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the Committee on Naval Affafrs.
we take a recess until 12 o'clock to-morrow, for the purpose of
By Mr. KNUTSON: A bill (H. R. 13116) authorizing pay..
considering the deficiency bill. The gentleman from Kentucky ment to certain Red Lake Indians, out of Chippewa Indian
[Mr. SHERLEY] will be back to-morrow. That was one o:f the funds, for garden plots surrendered for school-farm use; to the
excepted rna tters.
Committee on Indian Affairs.
Mr. GILLETT. I cUd not know but that you would take a ·
By 1\lr. SLOAN: A bill (H. R. 13117) authorizing the con·
recess until late this afternoon; but to-morrow will do just as ferring upon civilian appointees of the Government who · have
well.
served the Government during at least six months ot the present
· Mr. CANNON. Ordinarily the Senate does not order the war without substantial compensation a suitably inscribed
bronze badge; to the Committee on the Library.
printing of its amendments, but I suppose it could do so.
Mr., KITCHIN. The clerks will have that attended to.
1\fr. BYRKS of Tennes ee. I understand the clerk of the
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
House committee is looking after that in order to have it here
to-morrow.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
1\ir. CANNON. All right.
were introduced and severally referred. as follows:
1\lr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, at any rate, the conferees on the
By 1\Ir. KNUTSON : A bill (H. R. 13118) granting a pension:
food-production bill have agreed this morning to report a dis- to Charles Fortier; to the Committee on Pensions.
agreement, and the Senate; I presume, will· act upon that toBy Mr. TIMBERLAKE : A bill (H. R. 13119) granting a pen·
day, so that we can take that up to-morrow, too.
sion to William Gibson; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions•.
1\fr. KITCHIN. We could take that up to-morrow. That
also is one of the excepted matters.
Mr. CANNON. The Senate can adjourn from day to day?
PETITIONS, ETC.
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes.
, Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were 1aid
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes.
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows:
Mr. 'VALSH. Is it intended if these excepted matters should
By ?.fr. CARY: Petition of George D. Bartlett, secretary ot
come up, that the House will meet on days other than those the Wisconsin Bankers' Association, protesting against stamp
contemplated in the agre~ment?
tax on bank checks; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
· 1\1r. K...TTCHIN. We could not meet except by unanimous
Also. petition of Genevieve Oium, protesting against the Sur•
consent.
geon General prohibiting the osteopathic physicians from serv·
Mr. W ALS~. The agreement contemplated that any busi- ing in any capacity in the Medical Department of the United
ness that was to be transacted was to be transacted on the days States Army and Navy; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
when the House met.
By Mr. OSBORNE: Petition of Earle M. Phillips and others,
Mr. KITCHIN. Technically it might not be within the lan- of Los Angeles, Cal., in favor of the Edmonds bill, to establish
guage of our agreement, but I think the spirit of our agreement a pharmaceutical corps in the United States Army; also a petiwas that we could take up these three matters which We' ex- tion of the same import by Louis Freedman and . others, of Los
cepted, if we could gei unanimous consent to stand in recess, Angeles, Cal:; to the Committee on Military Atfairs.
Resolved, That the Senate has heard with profound sorrow the announcement of the death of Ron. JOHN A. STERLING, late a Representative from the State of Tilinols.
Resolved, That a committee of six Senators be appointed by the Presiding Officer to join the committee appointed on the part of the House
of Representatives to attend the funeral of the deceased.
ReBolved~ That the Secretary communicate a copy of these resolutions
to the llouse of Representatives.

it
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
FRIDAY, Octobe1' ~5, 1918. ·
'(Oontinuation of legislat-i'l:e day of Th'll'rsday, October 24., 1918.)
The recess ha>ing expired, the House (at 12 o'clock noon,
Friday, 6ctober 25, 1918) resumed its session.
·
MESSAGE FRO:ll THE SENATE.

Am . sage from the Senate by Mr. Waldorf, one of its clerks,
announced that the Senate had passed with amendments the
bill (H. R. 13086) making appropriations to supply deficiencies
in appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and
prior fi ·cal years, on account of war expenses, and for other
purpo s, in which amendments the concurrence of the House
was requested, and had asked for a conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses, and had appointed as conferees on
the part of the Senate Mr. MARTIN of Virginia, Mr. UNDERWOOD,
and 1\lr. WARREN.
·
.
FIRST DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATIO~ DILL,
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent that the urgent deficiency appropriation bill, which is
on the Speaker's table with Senate amendments, be taken from
the table, and that the House disagree to the Senate amendments
and agree to the conference asked by the Senate.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tennessee asks unanimous consent to take from the Speaker's table the bill (H. R.
13086) making appropriations to supply deficiencies 'in appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and prior
fiscal years, on account of war expenses, and for other purposes,
and that the House disagree to all the Senate amendments and
agree to the conference asked by the Senate. Is there objection?
There was no objection; and the Speaker announced as the
conferees on the part of the House Mr. SHERLEY, Mr. EAGAN,
and Mr. CANNON.
Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee. 1\lr. Speaker, I understand that
a meeting of the conferees has been called for this afternoon,
and there is a possibility that a report may be agreed upon
before midnight to-night. I therefore ask unanimous consent
that if the report is agreed upon it be printed in the RECORD
of to-day's proceedings.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tennessee asks unanimous consent that if the conferees on the urgent deficiency bill
make n report to-day it be printed in the RECORD to-day. Without objection it will be so ordered.
There was no objection.
The conference report and statement ·are as follows:
C0:8FEHE~CE REPORT (NO. '835}.
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
13086) making appropriations to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and prior
fiscal rears, on account of war expenses, and for other purposes, having met, after full and free conference have agreed to
1~ecommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as follows:
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 3, 8,
20, and 25.
.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17,'
18, 19, ~1, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32, and agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 7: That the House recede from its
Uisagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 7, and
agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In lines .7
nnd 8 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike out the
following: "including necessary clerical help in the· District of
Columbia and other personal services,'! and insert in lieu thereof
the following: " including not exceeding $25,000 for personal
services in the District of Columbia .. ; and the Senate ~gree to
the snme.
·
Amendment numbered 10: That the House recede from its
disrrgreement to the amendment of the Senate numb.ered 10, aJ;J.d
agree to the same with ·an amendment as follows: In lieu of the
sum mimed in said" amendment insert ," $500,000 " ; and the Senate agree to the same.
·
.
Amendment numbered 11: That the House recede ;from its
disagreement to · the 1i"mendment of the Senate numbered 1l,
and agreed to the same with an amendment as follows: In line
3.of the matter inserted by said amendment strike out UJ.e word
"authorized~· and ·nsert in lieu .thereof the word · ~' directed"·
and in line 8 of tlle matter inserted by said amendme~t s'trik~·
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25,

out the word "six" and insert in lieu thereof the word "two";
and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 13 : That the House recede fTom its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 13, and
agree to the same with an amendment as follows: Restore the
matter stricken out by said amendment amended as follows:
At the end of the matter stricken out by said amendment insert
the following: ": Provided further, That property shall not be
taken over under the foregoing power at an aggregate cost in
excess of $15,000,000 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 24: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 24,
and agree to tha same with an amendment as follows: Omit the
matter stricken out and inserted by said amendment, and on
page 37 of the bjll strike out line 5 ; and the Senate agree to the
same.
SWAGAR SHERLEY,

JOHN J. EAGAN,
J. G. CANNON,

.Mm1agers on, the pa.1·t of the House.
THO:MAS s. 1\WTIN'
0. W. UNDERWOOD,
F. E. WARREN,
1JIanagers on tlic part of the Senate.
STATEMENT.

The managers on the part of the House at the conference on
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of
the Senate to the bill (H. R. 13086) making appropriations to
supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal years, on account of war expenses,
and for other purposes, submit the following written statement
in explanation of the effect of the action agreed upon by the conference committee and submitted in the accompanying conference report as to each of said amendments, namely :
On No. 1: Inserts the amendment, proposed by the Senate,
increasing the powers of the President under the trading-withthe enemy act in connection with alien property.
On No. 2: Inserts the paragraph, proposed by the Senate, re
appropriating for the District of Columbia militia the unexpended balances of appropriations for the fiscal year 1918.
On No. 3 : Provides, as proposed by the House, that the ex·
penditures. for th~ establishment of plants for shipbuilding or
maintenance or repair may be paid from appropriations forth~
construction of ships.
.
On Nos. 4 and 5: Appropriates $200,000, as proposed by the
Senate, instead of_$136,000, as proposed by the House, for employees in the Department of State; and appropriates $200,000,
as proposed by the Senate, instead of $125,000, as proposed bY.
the House, for clerks' at embassies and legations.
On No. 6: Inserts the paragraph, proposed by the Senate, authorizing the payment of allotments and family allowances for
enlisted men reported as missing in action until their actual
.status has been determined by the proper official authority.
On No. 7: Appropriates $500,000, as proposed .by the Senate,
for use of the Public Health Service in, enforcing interstate
quarantine.
On No. 8: Provides, a.s proposed by the House, that construction work at the quarantine stations carried in the bill
shall be under the Construction Division of the War Department instead of under the Supervising Architect of the Treas- •
ury, as proposed by the Senate.
On No. 9: Inserts the paragraph, .proposed by the Senate,
authorizing the crediting of $327.04 in the accounts of Maj.
Charles J. Nelson.
On No. 10: Appropriates $500,000, instearl of $800,000, as
proposed by the Senate, for contingent expenses of the War
Department.
On No. 11: Inserts the paragraph, proposed by the · Senate,
relative to the disposition of claims caused by explosion an<l
fire at the plant ofT. A. Gillespie Loading Co.. Morgan, N. J.,
modified sons to direct the Secretary of War to ascertain, considei·, and determine the amounts due and report to Congress
witllin two months from the approval of the act.
· On No. 12: Appropriates $200,000, as proposed by the Senate,
instead of $100,000, as proposed by the House, for contingencies
of the Army.
On K o. 13 : Restores the paragraph stricken out by the Senate,
authorizing the Secretary of War to requisition or tn.ke over
lands and buildings for hospital purposes, modified so as to
limit the authority to a sum not exceeding $15,000,000.
~ On Nos. 14, . 15, and 16: Strikes out the .a ppropriation ot
$183,186 for shooting galleries and ranges; strikes out the
appropriation of $1,500,000 for the acquisition of lands at
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Fayetteville, N. C.; and stril.:es out the appropriation of
$1,GOO,OOO for the acquisition of lands at West Point, Ky., as
proposed by the Senate.
On Nos. 17 and 18, relating to the 1\Iilitary Academy: Inserts tbe paragraph, proposed by the Senate, crediting cadets of
the classes of 1920 and 1921 with so much of their frlll-conrse
personal-equipment allowances as may remain unpaid at the
date of their graduation, and appropriates $150,000 to be used
by the treasurer of the academy to keep stock in cadet store,
cadet mess, and cadet laundry.
On Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23, relating to the Post Office
Department: Appropriates $74,560, as proposed by the Senate,
for clerical services; strikes out the appropriation of $20,000,
proposed by the Senate, for personal services in connection with
extraordinary work; appropriates $4,912.31 for compensation of
postmasters and $196,045.04 for special-delivery fees, as proposed by the Senate.
On No. 24: Strikes out all reference in the bill to a new vessel for the Coast and Geodetic Survey, instead of the paragraph
proposed by the Honse, repealing the authorization for such a
vessel, and the one proposed by the Senate granting authority
to construct up to the full limit of cost of such vessel.
·
On No. 25: Strikes out the paragraph, proposed by the Senate, granting permanence and full classified status to temporary
appointees in the Naturalization Bureau and Service.
On Nos. 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30, relating to the Senate: Inserts
the paragraphs proposed by the Senate for payments to the
widows or legal representatives of deceased Senators and appropriates $5,000 for folding speeches and pamphlets.
On No. 31: Appropriates $501,662.50, as proposed by the Senate, for the payment of judgments of the Court of Claims certified to Congress after the bill had passed the House.
On No. 32: Appropriates for the payment of claims allowed
by the accounting officers of the Treasury Dep&rtment certified
to Congress after the bill had passed the House.
·
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PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIO~S. AND MEMORIALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII,
1\lr. SABATH introduced a joint resolution (H. J. Res. 339)
to designate November 8, 1918, as Czecho-Slovak day, which \\'US
referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
PETITIONS, ETC.
Under clause 1 of llule XXII,
Mr. ESCH laid on the Clerk's desk the petition of the Clanna-Gael, urging the intervention of America in behalf of Irish
independence, which was referred to the Committee on Foreign
Affairs.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
SATURDAY,

October 26, 1918.

24, 1918.)
The recess having expired, the House (at 12 o'clock noon,
Saturday, October 26, 1918), resumed its session.
CORRECTION OF THE RECORD.
1\lr. GILLETT. l\1r. Speaker, I rise to correct the llECORD.
I notice that in the RECORD of yesterday the gentleman from
Alabama [1\Ir. HEFLIN] printed some remarks as an extension
under date of Friday; October 25. The gentleman from Alabama
did not receive any permission on Friday, October 25. and did
not recei-\-e any permission this whole week, to my knowledge.
I do not charge him with printing an extension of remarks
without any permission; I presume some time he has had permission, but certainly when remarks ·are printed under an extension they should carry the date of the day when the leaYc
was gran ted.
The gentleman from Alabama in his remarks, which be puts
SWAGAR SHERLEY, .
ill as of yesterday, prints an order by the Director General of
JOHN .J. EAOAN,
R11ilroads which. was issued October 19, which was certainly since
J. G. CANNON,
he received permission. He introduces a letter of the Pre.. ident
ManageTs on the part of the House.
of yesterday and some comments on that letter by the gentleman
from Oklahoma [1\fr. FERRis].
REPRINT OF AN ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT GARFIELD.
Now, I am sure, however partisan the House may be, tl1e
Mr. LEVER. l\lr. Speaker, I have been requested to make House intends to be fair, and I am sure the House will recognize that the gentleman had no right under the leave which was
the following statement-granted some time ago to put his extension in as of yesterday.
The SPEAKER. 'Vbat is it about?
1\Ir. LEVER. It is about an extension of remarks by the It must be put in as of the day when the leave was granted,
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. GoRDO ] . He requests a correc- and therefore he could not put in anything after that date. So
I ask that the RE<;:onD be corrected by striking out everything
tion.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from South Carolina asks that occurred after the date the gentleman received permission.
1\lr. HEFLIN~ 1\Ir. Speaker, I am not surprised that the
for one minute. Is there objection?
gentleman from Massachusetts-the Republican ieader-wants
There was no ohjection.
1\Ir. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, on October 16 the gentleman from to strike my speech from the REcoRD. I printed the facts and
Ohio [1\Ir. GoRDON] obtained leave to print in the RECORD an figures· from the War and Navy Departments showing that the
address of the late President Garfield. It was printed in the Republican claims as to expenditures in Southern States for
back part of the RECORD, but the words crediting it to Gen. war purposes were untrue.
1\lr. GILLETT. I do not ask that that be stricken out.
Garfield were omitted. Mr. GoRDON asks that this correction be
1\1r. HEFLIN. 1\1r. Speaker, a few days ago when certain
made and that the address be reprinted, with the proper credit.
Republicans obtained leave to extend remarks in the RECORD I
It is short.
1\Ir. GILLETT. Did it appear in the RECORD as though tt was rose and said, "I make the same request."
1\1r. GILLETT. What date was that?
an address by the gentleman from Ohio [1\Ir. GoRDON]?
Mr. HEFLIN. I do not remember the day.
1\lr. LEVER. I am informed that it did.
1\lr. GILLETT. It was not during this week?
The SPEAKER. That was one of· the most famous speeches
1\1r. HEFLIN. Not many days ago.
ever made by the lute Gen. Garfield. The gentleman from North
l\1r. GILLETT. I know it was not this week.
Carolina, in the absence of the gentleman from Ohio [1\Ir.
1\1r. 1\10NDELL. Will the gentleman from Alabama give us
GoRDON], and at his request, asks unanimous consent that the
address be reprinted in th·3 RECORD, with the proper credit to the day and place in the RECORD where the permission was
granted?
.
Gen. Garfield. Is there objection?
Mr. HEFLIN. I have not looked it up. The RECORD will show
There was no objection.
the date.
ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED.
1\Ir. GILLETT. What date was that?
1\1r. HEFLIN. I do not remember; but I will say to the
1\Ir. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, announced that they had examined and found truly enrolled a bill gentleman that I always get permission to extend my remarks
when Republicans are obtaining ·leave. I do so in order to
. of the following title, when the Speaker signed the same:
S. 4886. An act providing for the sale of certain lands in the correct Republican misstatements that are made to the country.
original town· site of Port Angeles, \Vash.
[Laughter on the Democratic side.] l\Ir. Speaker, when several Republicans the other day obtained permission to extend
RECESS UNTIL TO-MORROW.
their remarks I thought that I might want to extend remarks,
1\lr. KITCHIN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that and maybe reply to something they were sending out, so I
obtained permission. They have been appealing to sectional
the House take a recess until 12 o'clock to-morrow.
The SPEAKER. 'rhe gentleman from North Carolina asks prejudice and stating that the North was being discriminated
unanimous consent that the House stnnd in recess until 12 agninst by the administration, and that war funds were being
lavishly spent in the South to the neglect and injury of the
o'clock noon to-morrow. Is there objection?
There was no objection; accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 5 North, all of which is untrue. I reserved the right in order
minute p. m.) the House took a recess until to-morrow, Satur- that I might print remarks in the RECORD. I have done that
before, Mr. Speaker. Every 1\lember has had this right, and
day, October 2B, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
( Oontimtation of legislatire day of 'l'lwrsday, Octobe1·
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sometimes permissions ha\e ·been granted for weeks, to my
knowledge, and the remarks '\\.ere not printed until about the
time that Congress .adjom·ned. w ·h en Congress r.ecessed or ad-:
journed in October la ·t .;rear, l'eiDID:ks were 'Printed from lea\es ·
that had been granted two or three weeks prior.
1\fr. GILLETT. Will the g(!]ltlemnn allow a question?
lUr. HEFLIN. Yes.
1\Ir. GILLETT. In ~ll of these cases, when the remarks were
printed were they not printed as rot ttb.e date 1T'hen the leaTe was .

1\fr. GILLETT.
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I it not always the practice when a 1\Iem.ber get~ permis ion to extend his remat·ks in the REoo:Rn that
the extension appears in the RECOBD .as of the .date when ho
:Obtained permis ion'l
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I say Tery frankly to the gffi•
tleman tbat ..l baTe not notieed ju t ·wbat the print carries in
:respect to that.
l\1r~ GILLETT. The gentleman is logical, and if he will think
f.or ·a moment he will rjaalize the truth of what I sa:r. A Member
~anted?
rises and makes a speech, and :then a ks permi sion to extend
JJI·. HEFLIN. ti do not know :abont that. 1t ·:vr.as not my his rem:arks in the REC<mD. Of course, .t hat mean that he ex.p urpose to Bilow that :th-ese remarks should appear :ns if leave trods them as · of that date. It DllLSt mean :that; and if tho
was obtained on yesterday. The RECOBD will show that l~a-re -gentl.eman will ®serv-e the REco"E.n be wlll find that it is ai'\\ays
was granted. Let the gentl-eman 1ook the REcoBi> up and see printed in the REOOlm as .of that <late. If that is .so, uo man
whether I had leaT'fil to print, and if I ·did ·have leave to print who bas nny sense 'Of self-:respect ·co-uld put in something \Yhich
and extend wy remarks in the 'RECOBD, I have a rlgbt to print .occurred after he .obtained pel·mission when be prints his speech;
anything under that leave llnless somebody sh~uld ask me. for instance, as of the date upon which he obtained permission.
wlmt subject, and then I should ·state a specific subject. I
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Spealrer, I object to the language of tho
kno\Y what the gentlemn:n objects to.
The President <:>f the -g~-eman from Mn sa-c'hu etts, and be can not .a pply any uch
United StQ.tes, ·because -of the Republican conspiracy to slip ta.nguage to me.
np -on bim and get this 'House and ·s-en.ate and tle his bands in
.' The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Alabama wlll please
the conduct of the wat·, was f~rced ;to appeti! to 'the American suspend. The :gentleman fr.om Massachusetts was making a
people to give him a Demoan.tlc House -and Senate, and his ..general statement -whicn did not apply to the gentleman from
letter to the ~-oantl."Y ,is what the gentleman is ·objecting to. ·He Alabama any more than it applied to the Cl:lair or .any other
does not want it -printoo .nn.a .sent mrt :in the ·ODNGRESSIONAL Member of :the House. It may have been an e:rtr~mc statement,.
. . .
·
:Rroo.nn. ·w ~ might ..as well tell tbe trutb and the whole truth and the Chair. thinks it was.
abo:nt tllis ·situation. ;r had _par.mlssion ·to mend .roy remarks,
Mr. GILLETT. Mr, :Speaker, 1f the Chau· ill -observe, I
und I did so. [Appla'tl.Se.!J
.
.said th.at w~ .n 1\lember prints a speech as :Of ..a eertain date
'The SPEAKER. ·The illle ·about .extensions l plain -enough. he '\\auld not, with .setf.-t•espect--.and this does not apply to the
lf a g~tleman :rises and ·simply ·g ets l~aw to .extend reiiU11"k8, ·gentleflla.n., becatJSe ·th.e gentleman violated the rule by not
.be can extend them .n:ny tlm.e before the -4th Df March, :bnt printing :his speedl as fOf the Un.te when he ·:o.vas granted per.he e.an not put into tbe extended remarks ~ything that hap- mission to ·p rln.t !it, but as of yesterday-he can not with elf.
pened after the ·day :that he ·got :his leaYe. 'That ihas been the respect i.nelnde within bis remarks when printed as of a ceitain
11ractice of the House. Of course, the rule has not been irL.voked fC'.late matters wbieh oceurre.d thereafter. If the gentleman had
ver:r :f:requtmtly.
· · printed his remarks n.s of the <late ·when he ob~ined ,permisMr.. HEFLIN. 1\II:. .:Sp;eak.e1·. I hav.e been in the Honse 14 sion, he will recognize. as every .Member will recognize, how.
:rear~ illld r ner-er heard it inmlred b-efore.
· · absurd it would have been to print a speech as of October 17,
1\.Ir. GILLETT. I llaxe been 14 _years lin t.h.e H()llse, :md 1 say, and then inclu.de in it some statements '\\hich were not
never haYe known a man to try to abuse that ·c.ustomA
issued until n waek after. So that I think the gentleman from
1 Tennessee, who is a logical man and who is fair, will at once
l\.Ir. HEFLIN. I have ·not tried ;to abuse 'it.
·
The .SPEAKER. The gentleman from Massachusetts moves recognize that that Js lnevitably so, that th"C lea-ve to print
that the REccmn .be Ci>rrected iby striking .o ut from ttbe remarks : means that the leave is to print as of that date, nnd although it
-of the gentleman from Alabama those pad:s that tlpply to ft , is not printed for many days, yet if it bears the date of tho
date subsequent to hi getting ithe leave.
time when permission was granted or wben the speech was
· Mr. EAGLE ro e.
·
originally delh:ered,_ it would, therefore, be preposterous for
The SPEAKE-R. F-En· what 11urpose does .tlle .gentlemnn from · anyone to include within Lt something wllich Dccurred afterTexa · ris.e7
· .
; wards, as, for instance, to include within a speech deliv 1·ed
1\Ir. EAGLE. 'l'.o make this ob ei"\.ation·: The Speak.er ha:ving 1 as ,of the date of October 17, some fact() '\\hicll did not oceur
stated what the 1.·nle i ~. why is a motion t•equisite in order to : until a week afterwards.
enforce the rule?
·
- : Mr. GARRETT of Tennes ee. Mr. Speaker., I do not agree
The .SPEAKER. The CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD 1s a matte1· e-n- · with the gentleman's premise, that where a Member ri es, for
tircly in the hands of the House and not in the hands of the lnstance, ;and obtains unanimous consent to extend his I'em.arks
Speaker. The Speaker stated what ·t he :rule 1s in a proper way. in tbe RECOJID, that that means the remarks must be printed
1\fr. HEFLIN. 1\fr. Speaker, in order-to ,prev~nt this injustice · as of th&.t date in the ItEoonn. It llas been quite n while ·inco
bc.:.Ug done me an.d the administration :which has the -conduct I 'l·ecnll wh-en ,general leaT'e to prlnt was given, but, of course.
,o~ this wm· in :hand, and in ·order to pr.event the Republican ·in the ~-perlence of aU of us here. it b.as occurred that general
minority leader from k-eeping this truth which ts in my· ,speech : leave to print has been given for 10 iegi lative dnys, en~n nfte1·
from going to the country, I J.nll.ke th-e poillt .of ;Order that ·ther~ · the a-d'journment of Congress ill some instances.
i · no quoTum present.
·
Mr. GILLEJ.'T. Bnt that ~eave always specified.
The SPEAKER. - ·The :ge.utleman fl'Olll .Alabama .makes the
1\ir. GARRETT of T.ennessee. I do not agree with th g.enpoint of order th.at :ther.e is no qu(}rnm pr.esent.
-tleman's premise. If we admit the gentleman•s premise, wo
1\Ir. KITCHIN. 1\ir. Speaker, I wllLask the gentleman :Croni · will have to admit his conclusion; :but I do not ngr.ce with the
·Alabama to witlallold :it for n moment.
gentleiil.l:l:ll'S premise that where -general permissi® is ·given to
- Mr. HEFLIN. 1\11·. ·speaker, I withhold it for a .moment l>ut p1·int U neces arily follows that the Member obtainln"' it must
I shall make it .again.
·
'
print as of the <late upon wbicb permission is granted.
- 1\ir. FESS. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular order:.
Mr. "\VOOD of Indiana. Mr~ Speaker, will the gentleman
Mr. GARRETT of Tenn.asse.e. l\1r. Speaker, if the gentleman . yield?
1
will withhold temporarily the point of no quoTum; I desrre reeog- ·
1\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. For that reason I am not pr~
nition upon this point.
pared to vote to strike .out the gentleman's remarks. I am
Mr. FESS. J\.Ir. Speaker, I .demand th.e .regular order.
:anxious to prot-ect the lll'lcon.n. I yield to the gentleman imm
: .Mr.· SLOAN. Mr. Speaker, :the regular .order.
.
1 lruliuna.
The SPEAKER. The ;g-entleman from Alabama witllhol<ls :
Mr. WOOD of l.ndlana. Mr . . Speaker, when .a gent.J.enlmt
bis point .of m'der thnt there is no quor-um p-resent.
rises ·to .obtain Jea•e to print, does he not lla e 1n mind to -p1·int
Mr. .GARRETT of '11ennessee. Mr. Speaker, I do not f.ecl tbat remarks concerning something that has ttlready ha,ppened cr
th'C point made by the gentleman from Massaehusetts [1\lr. concerning something which be th~n has in his mind, and not t~
GILLETT] is iWell taken. At .least, l 1am aaot prepared to coneede ' anticipate something that may 'h appen in the future?
.t hat it is at this ti-me. Of -course, the :gentleman fr.om MaSS3.Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee.
rot nee.es ariiy. I --am . 1re
:elrn8etts knows that I wish to be .perfectly fair .about ~ .mat- that I can, :with n little time, tind an(] point out to the ntle-o
ter, but I haxe never .heard the rule :tnvokro that where .one · man cases in which Members a~o .obtained permission -to ex•
.bad ftuth-orlty .to .-extenn .his iremarks in the RECORD 1t meant 1 tend . theil· 1-.emarks m the REcoRD nad ihave tnserted in 1be
that he :could tosert -enly whatever data he <lesi.r.ed to msert · ltECOBD things that .oceu:rred sub El}uent to bed te upon whlcl.l
whleb bad \OC.curred pr.i er to th{; time or a ~ tile time 'Of the sc· permission was granted.
.(!ID"lng of pex~mj sion to extend.
. Mr. WOOD of Indiana.. If tbat be tr e,~ it a. JJ.o 3ustifi ntlvu,
for the reason that if the B u is to ha'le :u;zy · an ·ru ,o,·.el.·
1\Ir. GILLETT~ 1\lr. Speaker, will 1he g ntleman yield?
Mr. GARRETT of Teanessee. Certaiu·ly.
its REconn, nncl there is to be any sy tem at nll with reference
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to the conduct of the rule of extension of remarks, it must
be in respect to omething th:lt a man has in mind at the time.
~lr. GAHRETT of Tennessee. · The time for the House to
protect itself, if it :lllticip~ites any protection is necessary, is
at the time the request is made. Of course, if matter is inserted in "Violation of the rules of the House it does not matter
as of w·hat date it may be inserted. The right of the House to
strike out is unquestioned, but I do not understand that it is
contended that the matter here is objectionable to any rule of
the House.
·
1\fr. GILLETT. Not in the slightest. I am perfectly willing
that the matter should be inserted in a proper way.
1.\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. It is wholly predicated upon
the proposition that matters are inserted which occurred subsequent to the date at which the gentleman obtained permission
to extend hi remarks in the RECORD.
1\fr. GREEN of Iowa. 'Vill the gentleman yield?
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I will.
:Mr. GREEN of Iowa. Does the gentleman mean to say that
,,,.hen the House agree that a Member may extend his remarks
in the RECORD that they are agreeing to something in the future
that they do not know anything about? I think it is directly
to the contrary, that they are agreeing he may extend his
remarks upon what has already occurred.
·
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Of course, no gentleman will
insert in the RECORD any remarks which are offensive to the
rules of the House. That is the only limitation. I do not think
it is understood-Mr. GREEN of Iowa. I am talking about fairness and understanding between each Member, between man and man.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I do not think it is understood where consent is given to a gentleman to insert-:!Hr. llA....~KHEAD. 'Vill the gentleman from Massachusetts
,rielu?
l\Ir. QILLETT. I will yield.
l\11·. BANKHEAD. Did I understand the gentleman from
Massachusetts to say that he had no objection to the matter
-going into the RECORD?
l\Ir. GILLETT. I have not the slightest objection personall~·. but I do not like to see the rules violated.
Mr. BA.NrUIEAD. The main objection I understand the
gentleman from Massachusetts has to the insertion of the matter is of the date of Friday, October 25, that appears at the
bead of the extension of remarks?
l\1r. GILLETT. They had no right to go in at all. The gentleman from Alabama had no right to put it in, and I am surprised the gentleman from Tennessee does not recognize that
when a gentleman gets up and asks leave to extend his remarks
in the RECORD, when it goes in the RECORD it ought to go in as of
the date be asked it.
l\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I do not understand there is
nny rule. If the right is granted in that form-I do not remember the form in which leave was granted the gentleman; I
do not recall I was on the floor when it occurred-but if that
leave was granted, if he arose and said, "1\!r. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD," and
the question was put and that was gl'anted without limitation,
he would have the right to extend at any time during the remainder of this session-1\It·. GILLETT. Certainly.
Mr. G~-\.H.RETT of Tennessee. Any time during the remainder
of the session.
l\lr. GILLETT. And it should have been printed as of that
date.
, 1\fr. CARTER of Oklahoma. Will the gentleman yield?
l\lr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I will.
l\lr. CARTER of Oklahoma. As a matter of fact, bas not the
gentleman himself and almost every other 1\Iember of the House
done that very thing?
l\fr. GARRETT of Tennesse. I do not recall that I have ever
extended remarks in the RECORD, except--·
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. I ha\e extended mine.
Mr. GILLETT. But did not the gentleman put the date?
Mr. CARTER of Oklahoma. I put the rematks in as of the
date printed.
l\1r. GILLETT. I have ne\er seen that, except as of the elate
of the permission to print.
· 1\!r. HARRISON of Mississippi. 'Vill the gentleman yield?
I\lr. GILLETT. I will . .
1\Ir. HARRISON of Mississippi. Is there anything in the exten ion of remarks that is objectionable, if it was printed within
the five days?
~Ir . GILLETT.
Except that it was not in existence within
the fi\-e days.
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l\Ir. HATIRISO~ of Mississippi. Th E'n I um1e1·stand tl1ere is
nothing in it that is objectionable-Ur. GILLETT. It is obviously a political speech printed contrary to the rules of the House in order to circulate without
paying postage the President's letter, the order of the Director
General of Railroads, and Mr. ·ScoTT Frnnrs's remarks. That is
obviously the purpose of it, a political partisan speech, which I
think-1\fr. HARRISON of Mississippi. But I understood personally the gentleman had no objection?
l\1r. GILLET'!'. I have no objection personally. I do not think
it would do any good. Of course, the President's letter has been
in all the papers anyway, and I do not think the remarks of
:J\lr. FEBRis-well, I will not say that.
Mr. HARRISON of Mississippi. Would the gent1emnn object
to its being reincorporated in to-day's RECORD?
l\lr. GILLETT. I would not have the slightest objection if
the gentleman would strike it out from yesterday's HI<:eORD, OJ:
the gentleman from Mississippi himself would ask leave - l\Ir. HA.RRISON of Mississippi. But I understood the gentleman to say be would have no objection-Mr. HEFLIN. It will not rest on any such contingency as
that. What I have printed is properly in the REcoRD.
Mr. GILLETT. Mr. Speaker, suppose I make this suggestion:
Suppose this remains in the RECORD and with it there is ah;o
permitted to go into the RECORD the statement just issuetl by
Mr. LoDGE and others.
1\Ir. HEFLIN. No, sir; under the circum~tances, I woultl
not permit that. Leave must be .granted in the regular way.
l\Ir. GILLETT. I thought probably not. I would like to leave
it to that side of tl1e House if my suggestion is not a fait· proposition.
Mr. KITCHIN. Will the gentleman yield? I will su~gest
that tlie gentleman from Massachusetts postpone his motion.
and, of course, the gentleman from Alabama will withtlraw for
the present his point of no quorum, nnd let us take up un1l
consider and dispose of, if we cun, the first deficiency bill, and
then the gentleman from Massachusetts cnn renew it.
Mr. GOOD. No; then we will adjourn.
Mr. KY.rCHIN. We do not want the point of no quorum m:1de.
Mr. NORTON. l\lr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
l\It·. NORTON. 1\fr. Speaker, when n Member receiYes permission to extend his remarks and then maken an extension
in the ltECORD, should his remarks be dated as of the date he
secured the right to extend or as of some other date?
The SPEAKER. 'l'hat is har<1ly H parliamentary question,
but the Chair · will answer it, anyhow. Yes; it ought to be
dated when he gets leave. That is the common sense of the
thing; and the Chair rec.ollects-Mr. NORTON. It has been my obserYation that that has
always been done heretofore.
The SPEAKER. The Chair does not know whether it has
or not. He will not undertake to say.
1\fr. MONDELL. The propriety of the gentleman's remarks
having been challenged, it seems to me the gentleman should
inform the House as to the date on which and circumstances
under which l1e secured permission to extend remarks. I <ln
not recall any general permission to extend remarks having
been granted for smne time in the House to anyone.
The SPEAKER Of course, the Chair does not undertake to
speak by the llECORD ; but I remember one evening there were
half n dozen, and possibly more, gentlemen who hopped up nn!.l
asked unanimous consent to extend their remarks in the RECORD,
and the House. being in good humor, gave them all leave to do
so, and among otl1ers was the gentleman from Alabama [Mr.
HEFLIN]. Now, . what the date was I do not remember.
Mr. GILLETT. Should he not show by the RECORD his leave
to print?
The SPEAKER. Tile Chair thinks the burden is on him.
Mr. GILLETT. The gentleman asserts that he has the right
to print. I would like to have him show it in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER. The first time my attention was called to
this question~and I have forgotten what year it was, but I
think it was 1904, when President Roosevelt was a candidate
for reelection-a very eminent Member of the Ho11se, not a
1\Iember of it now, got leave to extend his remarks in the RECORD,
and about 30 days after tl1e House adjourned for goofl he
printed a speech that must have taken 20 or 30 pages of the
CONGRESSIO:-tA.T. RECORD. and he loade!l it np with eYery
politicnl thing he could get hold of, oown to the day l!e put
it in the RERonn. But Congress was not in ~e . ion. And
while there was a . good deal of criticism of it aml mouthing
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about it, by the time the election was over and we all got back
here in Decem!Jer everybody was in a good humor and nobody
ever moved t o strike the speech out of the RECORD. It was the
grossest ca e I ever saw.
Mr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
address the House for three minutes.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from lllinois asks unanimous
consent to address the House for three minutes. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
1\fr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, the point of no quorum is pending. The gentlemen's agreement, with which we are all
familiar, is that when the House adjourns it adjourn to meet
every three days. Our colleagues from both sides of the House
are scattered all over the country in their campaign. Now,
what 1s the situation? Here is an appropriation bill of between
six and seven billions of dollars that looks to the prosecution
of this war. It is important that it should be passed here and
now by the House agreeing to a conference report, but it can
not be passed in the event the point of order of no quorum is
insisted upon.
Now, the bill is of real substance; it means shot and shell
and provisions and ships. It is almost impossible to get a quorum here. It is not just to our absent colleagues that we
should be called upon to get a quorum.
Now, I want to make one further remark about this matter.
If the gentleman from Alabama and myself were both dead, we
would be buried and the funeral expenses would be paid, and
that would be the end of it. The point i:.. made that the gentleman from Alabama has violated the customs of the House by
printing something under leave to print obtained some days
ago, and that he has printed the President's partisan appeal to
the country, the object being that it should be frankable. Well,
it is pretty well distributed in the newspapers, and, God knows,
I have no objection, and I do not believe this side of th~ House
has any objection. If that side of the House thinks it well to
make it frankable, then it should be made frankable. And in
view of what has taken place, and in view of the emergency
that is upon us, the 1·eal emergency for the prosecution of this
war and the support of the President of the United States, the
Commander in Chief of the Arm~ and Navy, in the prosecution
of the war, where both sides of the House will vote between six
and seven billions of dollars, I am going to ask unanimous consent that this whole thing may be stopped for the present, in
order that the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. SHERLEY] may
call up his conference report. And after it is adopteq I hope
the gentlemnn from Alabama [Mr. HEFLIN] may ask unanimous
consent to print the matter that is objected to, and if he does
not feel like that, inasmuch as he may think it might reflect
against him, I will ask that it be printed. Good God, I have
no objection to its being printed and sent broadcast! [Applause.] But my object is to pass this bill. [Applause.]
Mr. GILLETT. 1\fr. Speaker, inasmuch as the gentleman
from Alamaba is not willing that the House should pass on
whether he has violated the rules or not, but makes the point
of no quorum-which, of course, would be of great inconvenience
to many Members on both that side and this and delay this
great appropriation bill, I for the present withdraw my motion.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Ma sachusetts [1\fr.
GILLETT] withdraws his motion.
FIRST DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATI0:-1.

Mr. SHERLEY. l'.Ir. Speaker, I present a conference report
upon the first urgent deficiency bill, and under the permission
of the House given last night this report was printed in to-day's
R ECORD. I desire to call it up.
'.:rhe SPEAKER. The gentleman from Kentucky calls up the
conference report on the deficiency bill, which the Clerk will
read.
STIMULATIO:N OF AGRICULTURE.

l\Ir. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, temporarily I yield, that the
gentleman from South Carolina [1\Ir. LEvER] may present for
printing another conference report.
•
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, I present for printing under the
rule the conference report and accompanying statement on the
bill (H. R. 11945) making appropriations to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled "An act to provide further for the national security and defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agricultm·al products, and for other purposes.
The SPEAKER. The conference report is ordered printed
under the rule.
Following are the conference r eport and accompanying state-
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The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
11945) m.aklng appropriations to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919,
the purposes of the act entitled "An act to _provide further for
the national security and defense by stimulating agriculture
and facilitating the distribution of agricultural products, and
for other purposes," having met, after full and free conference
have agreed to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as follows:
Amendment No. 28: The committee on conference have been
unable to agree on the amendment of the Senate numbered 28.
A. F. LEvER,
E. s. CANDLER,
G. M. HAUGEN,
J. C. McLAuGHLIN,
Ma1wgers on the part of the House.

T. P. GoRE,
,V. S. KENYON,
HoKE SMITH,
Manage·rs on the pa·r t of tlw Senate.
STATEMENT.

The managers on the part of the Hause at the conference on
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendment of
the Senate numbered 28 to the bill (H. R. 11945) making aJ2propriations to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out,
ouring the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the
act entitled "An act to provide further for the national security
and defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the
distribution of agricultural products, and for other purposes,"
submit the following statement in explanation of the effect of the
action agreed upon by the conference committee and submitted
in the accompanying conference report as to said Senate amendment numbered 28, namely:
On amendment No. 28: This amendment adds new language
and constitutes what is commonly kuown as the Pomerene antirent profiteering bill, and, among other things, provides for the
appointment of a rent administrator for the District of Columbia. The conferees have been unable to agree as to this amendment.
A. F. LETI:R,
E. S. CANDLER,
G. N. HAUGEN,
J. C. McLAUGH.LD\,
Managers on th e pa1't of the House.
FIRST DEFICIE "'CY A.PPTIOPRIATIOK-CONFERE...'\CE KEPORT (::\"0. 83G).

The SPEAKER. The Clerk will read the conference report
on the bill H. R. 13086, the deficiency bill.
The conference report w.as read, as follows :
The committee of conference on the di agreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
13086) making appropriations to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and prior
fiscal years, on account of war expenses, and for other purposes, having met, after full and free conference have agreed to
recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses a.s
follows:
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 3, 8,
20, and 25.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendments of the Senate numbered 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32, and agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 7: That the House recede from it disagreement to the ·amendment of the Senate numbered 7, and
agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In lines ·7
and 8 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike out tho
following : " including necessary clerical help in the District
of Columbia and other personal services," and insert in lieu
thereof the following: '' including not exceeding $25,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia " ; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 10: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 10, and
agree to the same with an amendment as follows : In lieu of the
sum named in said amendment insert "$500,000 " ; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 11 : That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 11,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In line
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3 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike out the word
On Nos. 14, 15, and 16: Strikes out the appropriations ol
"authorized" and insert in lieu thereof the word "directed"; $183,186 for shooting galleries and ranges ; strikes out the
and ip. line 8 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike appropriation of $1,500,000 for the aequisition of lands at
out the word " six" and insert in lieu thereof the word " two"; Fayetteville, N. C.; and strikes out the appropriation of
and the Senate agree to the same.
$1,600,000 for the acquisition of lands at West Point, Ky., as
Amendment numbered. 13: That the House recede from its proposed by the Senate.
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 13, and
On Nos. 17 and 18, relating to. the Military Academy: Inagree to the same with an amendment as follows: Restore the serts the- paragraph, proposed by the Senate, crediting cadets of
matter stricken out by said amendment amended as follows: the classes of 1920 and 1921 with so much of their full-course
At the end of the matter stricken out by said amendment insert personal-equipment allowances as may remain unpaid at the
the following: " : Provided /7.trther, That property shall not be dAte of their graduation, and appropriates $150,000 to be u sed
taken over under the foregoing power at an aggregate cost ln by the treasurer of the academy to keep stock in cadet store,
excess of $15,000.000 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
cadet mess, and cadet laundry.
Amendment numbered 24: That the House recede from its
On Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23, relating to the Post Office
disagreement to the amendment of the- Senate numbered 24, Department: Appropriates $74,560, as proposed by the Senate,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows : Omit the for clerical services; strikes out tlle appropriation of $20,000,
matter stricken out and inserted by said amendment, and on proposed by the Senate, for personal services in connection with
page 37 of the bill strike out line 5; and the Senate agree to the .extraordinary work; appropriates $4,912.31 for compensation of
postmasters and $196,045.04 for special-deUvery fees, as prosame.
posed by the Senate.
SWAOAB SHERLEY,
On No. 24: Strikes out all reference in the bill to a new vesJoHN J. EAGAN,
sel for the Coast and Geodetic Survey, instead of the paragraph
J. G. CANNON,
proposed by the House, repealing the authorization for such a
Managers 011- the pa·r t of the House.
vessel, and the one proposed by the Senate granting ,a uthority
THOMAS S. MARTIN,
to construct up to the full limit of cost of such vessel.
0. W. UNDERWOOD,
On No. 25 : Strikes out the paragraph, pvoposed by the SenF. E. WARREN,
ate, granting· permanence and full classified status to temporary
Managers on the part of the Senate.
appointees in the Naturalization Bureau. and Service.
On Nos. 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30, relating to the Senate: Inserts
STATEMENT,
the paragraphs proposed by the Senate fm• payments to the
The managers on the part of the 'House .at the conference on widows or legal representatives of deceased Senators and approthe disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of priates $5,000 for folding speeches. and pamphlets.
the Senate to the bill (H. R. 13086) making appropriations to
On No. 31: Appropriates $501,662.50, as proposed by the Sensupply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year ending ate. for the payment of judgments of the Court of Claims cerJune 30, 1919, and prior fiscal yeais, on account of war expenses, tified to Congre s after the bill had passed the House.
and for other purpoRes, submit the following written statement
On No. 32 : Appropriates for the payment of claims allowed
in explanation of the effect of the action agreed upon by the con- by the accounting officers of the Treasury Department certified
ference committee and submitted in the accompanying confer- to Congress after the bill had passed the House.
ence report as to each of said amendments, namely: ·
SWAGAB SHERLEY,
On No. 1 : Inserts the amendment, proposed by the Senate,
JOHN J. EAGAN,
increasing the powers of the President under the trading-withJ. G. CANNON,
the enemy act in connection with alien property.
Man.agm·s on the pa'r t of the House.
On No. 2: In ert the paragraph, propo ed by the Senate, reappropriating for the Dist rict of Columbia militia the unexMr. SHERLEY. 1\Ir. Speaker and gentlemen of the Bouse,
pended balances of appropriations for the fiscal year 1918.
the first deficJency bill for 1919, as it passed the House, carried
On No. 3: Provides, as proposed by the House, t11at .the ex- $2.487,405,890.04 in cash and a contract authorization of $3,844,penditures fQr the establishment of plants for shipbuilding or 511,016. The Senate made no change in reference to thP conmaintenance or repair may be paid from appropriations for the t.Tact authorization, but they amended the cash provisions in the
construction of ships.
bill by striking out certain ones that had been ca rried in it by
On Nos. 4 and 5: Avpropriates $200,000, as proposed by the the House, and the result of that was to make a net reduction
Senate, instead of $136,000, a propo ed by the Hou e, for em- in the bill of $81,977.63.
ployees in the Department of State; and appropriates $200,000,
The bill as it has been finally agreed to carries $2,487.003,as proposed by the Senate, instead of $125,000, a proposed by 912.41 in cash and the contract authorization that I have herethe House, for clerks at embassies and legations.
tofore referred to, making a total of $6,331.514,928.41. This
On No. 6: Insert the paragraph, proposed by the Senate, au- sum is $401,977.63 less than the bill as it passed the House.
thorizing the payment of 'allotments and family allowances for
The chief matter of importance at issue between the two
enlisted men reported as mi sing in action until their actual Houses related to some legislation that was put in by the Senate
status has been determined by the proper official authority.
in connection with the powers of the Alien Property Custodian.
On No. 7: Appropriate $500,000, as proposed by the Senate, That compri es three matters. It is to make clear, first, that
for use of the Public Health Service in enforcing interstate the power given to the Alien Property Custodian over the propquarantine.
. erty of alien enemies embraced, as property, patents, trade-marks,
On No.8: Provides, as proposed by the House, that construc- choses in action, and so forth. There seemed to be orne doubt
tion work at the quarantine stations carried in the bill shall as to whether the generic term "property " included property
be under tbe Construction Division of the War Department of those kinds, and, in order that there might be no que~tion
instead of under the Supervising Architect of the Treasury, as about that we amend the act prescribing the powers of the
proposed by the Senate.
Alien Proper ty Custodian so as to carry the language " including
On No. 9: Inserts the paragmph, proposed by the Senate, patents, copyrights, applications therefor, and rights to apply
authorizing the crediting of . 327.04 in the accounts of Maj. for the same, trade-marks, choses in action, and rights and
Oharles J. Nelson.
claims of every character and description," this, being simply
On No. 1.0: Appropriates $5QO,OOO, instead of $800,000, as a statement showing that the word " property " included such
proposed by the Senate, for contingent expenses of the War character of property.
Department.
Further, there is given to the Klien Property CUstodian the
On No. 11: Inserts the ·paragraph, proposed by the Senate, right to issue stock certificates in lieu of stock certificates that
relative to the disposition of claims caused by explosion and were owned by' the alien enemies, whether such stock certificates
fire at the plant of T. A. Gillespie Loading Co., 1\lorgan,. N. J., were now in the bands of the Allen Property Custodian or not.
modified so as to direct the Secretary of \Var to ascertain, con- In some cases the Alien Property Custodian would obtain posses-.
sider, and determine the amounts due and repart to Congress sion of shares of stock belonging to an alien enemy, because such
within two months from the approval of the act.
shares were here in America and under the act were delivered
On No. 12: Appropriate $200,000, as proposed by the Senate, to him. In otl1er Instances the books of the corporation would
instead of $100,000, as proposed by the House, for contingencies show such stock ownership by an alien enemy, but the actual
of the Army.
shares of stock were in the possession of such alien enemy nnd
On No. 13: Restores the paragraph stricken out by. the Senate, not within the United States. This amendment enables the
authorizing the Secretary of 'Var to requisition or take over Allen Property Custodian to get the evidences of title. He
lands and buildings for hospital purposes, modified so as to• already, under existing law, gets the title to such property,
limit the authority to a sum not exceeding $1.5,000,000.
but he would get the evidence of such title by the issuance of
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new certificates of stock by the corporation in lieu of those held
by the alien enemy.
It was also pro\ided that " The sole relief and remedy of any
person having any claim to any money or other property heretofore or hereafter conveyeu, transferred, assigned, delivered, or
paid over to the Alien Property Custodian, or required so to
be, or seized by him shall be that provided by the terms of this
act, and in the event of sale -or other disposition of such property by the Alien Property Custodian, shall be limited to and
enforced against the net proceeds received therefrom and held
by the Alien Property Custodian or by the Treasurer of the
United States."
In other words, it confines a suit or claim for property taken
over under this act to the proceeds resulting from the S!lle of
such property where such property has been sold, and is, I
belieYe, a proper limitation and a limitation that would be
placed in any e\ent upon the rights of such alien enemy, even if
this provision were not carried in the law.
·
- The House concurred in these amendments, believing that
they were simply carrying out the plain intent and spirit of the
trading-with-the-enemy ·act, azd that it does not change in any
true sense the purpose and intent of such law, but clarifies and
makes it plain. It would have been impossible, if the House
should b.ave held that the word "property " did not embrace
trade-marks and patents, to have disposed of a great deal of
property which is in the possession of the Alien Property Custodian and which liad belonged to alien enemies, and which
property for its value depended upon patent rights and trademarks, and so forth.
In addition to that matter the Senate had a provision giving
for the use of the militia to be formed under the act recently
passed by Congress the unexpended balances of appropriations
for the fiscal year 1918. The House will recall that within the
past few days there has been passed a District of Columbia
Militia act, making provision temporarily for a new militia
body here, and this is simply to make available for their use
the funds that existed for the District of Columbia Militia for
tbe year 1918 and which had not been expended.
The Senate, in connection with the shipping provisions carried in the bi:ll providing for the building of various dry docks,
marine railways, and other facilities, struck out that part
which made the amount to be expended for such purposes payable ;!rom appropriations for ship construction, and as it passed
the Senate :t would simply have resulted in increasing by some
$33,000,000 the authorization in regard to the shipbuilding program. The Senate receded from that provision and let the matter remain as it passed the House.
It may be possible that later on the Shipping Board will
desire to come to Congress for additional grants of po)Ver in
connection with the shipbuilding program ; but the House conferees believed that at this time the amount of contract authorizations and cash that they had been given was sufficient to
deal with the situation as present needs require, and that later
the Congress could consider, if it so desired, the question of
increasing the shipping program.
There was also put into the bill by the Senate a paragraph
dealing with the situation that grew up at Morgan, N. J., ·in
connection with tb.e explosion there of the plant of the T. A.
Gillespie Loading Co. By the Senate provision the 'Var De-p artment _was authorized to inquire into and determine the
amount of damage that had been done to private property and
to report to Congress within six months. As modified by the
conference the War Department is directed to make such inquiry and to report within two months. In this connection I
desire to say that in my judgme:D.t the War Department ought
immediately to make such an investigation and detailed report
as will enable the Congress very speedily to vote the moneys
that are needed to relie\e these people, who have suffered in
many instances very great loss as the result of this explosion
there. It bad been very strongly urged by our colleague [.1\Ir.
ScULLY] who represents that district that Congress should at
this time appropriate money directly for the relief of these
people, and be bas been very active in presenting the need. If
it had been practicable Congress would have been very glad to
ha\e acquiesced in his suggestion, but it did not seem wise
simply to vote a large lump sum to the War Department for the
payment of these claims without a more accurate determination
of the amount of the claims due to the various people and the
character of the damage wrought. The Senate provision simply
authorized this investigation and put a six months' limit upon
it. We believed from the statements Illll.de by Mr. ScULLY that
the War Department ought to be directed to make this inquiry,
and we fixed the_limit of two months, not because we thought
it ought to take two months, but in order not unduly to hurry
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the consideration of these claims, so that they woul<l not be
properly considered from the standpoint of the Government as
well as of H1e claimants. But I again repeat that it seems to
me it is a matter that requires early dispatch on the part of the
War Department, and that this Congress should be prepared
when it meets after the recess to vote what moneys may be
properly due to these unfortunate people who have suffered
this very great loss.
The Senate struck out the provision thll.t had been in the bill
in connection with the right to condemn property for hospital
purposes. 'l'he House conferees insisted that this ought to be
in the bill, because of the need to have such power to prevent
extortionate charges being made by owners of property that
it was desirable to ta~e over for hospital purpose . The conferees finally agreed upon the restoration of the House provision, with a limitation that not exceeding $15,000,000 of the
fund that bad been appropriated for hospital purposes should
be used in the acquiring of property for such purposes undeJ:
the condemnation powers herein conferred. That I believe to
be an ample sum to safeguard the power, instead of giving them
a blanket power for such purposes, and it limits it to the amount
I have indicated. The Senate also struck out of the bill the
provisions that were carried in it in regard to the acquisition
of some land in the way of shooting galleries and ranges in
Ohio and two provisions in regard to the acquisition of land at
Fayetteville, N. C., and West Point, Ky., and the House conferees have agreed to the Senate amendments.
The Senate took the position that in view of the fact that
at this time there has been no definite determination as to the
military policl' touching the number of camps that might be
retained hereafter or the character of the needs for them, they
did not think it was desirable to undertake the purchase of this
land. Personally I felt, as I stated on the floor the other day,
that the maiier of purchase was an economic matter, irrespective
of whether the camps should be permanently retained or not;
but in view of the fact that the question of policy bad not been
determined by Congress or by the department touching the retention of camps subsequently to the war, the matter could well
wait for such determination, and therefore the Hou. e conferees concurred.
There were certain increases of salary allowances to the
State Department made by the Senate and concurred in by the
House conferees on the very strong representation made by the
State Department that at this time in particular there was
need of added clerical service here and abroad in connection
with the very great increase of work that has fallen on that
department. I think it is apparent to e\erybouy that this increase has been very great, and will continue to be for some
time to come, and therefore the House conferees agreed to the
Senate amendment.
They also carried a pro\ision for an increase of clerical force
in the Post Office Department. When the bill passed the House
I stated that we had denied an increase of any sort in the way
of clerical force here in Washington. But it ought to be said
in fairness that the Post Office Department bas been the one
department of this Government that bas shown practically no
increase in its clerical force for months past.
It bas been the one department in the Government that has
held down the expenditures for clerical force, and wbate,er
may be said about the management of the Post Office Department it must be admitted by all who are .acquainted with the
facts that there bas been a continued effort in the interest of
economy, and as a result of that the department has denied
itself the need of clerks at times when other departments were
asking great increases. In view of all the circumstances and
the strong representations II}ade by the department the House
conferees concurred in the Senate amendment as to such increases.
There was also put in the bill a provision for $500,000 for
additional moneys for tbe Public Health Service in connE:'Ction
with their work in con erving public health and sanitation.
They had asked and sent in an estimate, which came too late
to be considered by the House, for $1,950,000, but the Senate,
after considering the matter, concluded that for the present
$500,000 was sufficient, and the House conferees concurred in
that amendment with an amendment limiting to $25,000 the
amount of money that could be spent in the District of Columbia
so as to insure that it would not be a fund for the building up of
an unnecessarily large clerical force, and that it would go for
the purpose for which it was intended.
Mr. ESOH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHERLEY. Yes.
Mr. ESCH. That is the item in reference to the interstate
quarantine service?
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conferees were very glad to concur in the Senate amendment,
so as to relieve the situation.
If there is any other matter in connection with the conference report which Members desire to ask, I should be very glad
to explain it to the House.
1\fr. McLAUGHLIN of Michigan. I presume those words
" enlisted men " will be used in their larger sense and will include officers. The gentleman knows that sometimes an enlisted
man means a noncommissioned officer only, and would riot
include those holding commissions. It would seem to me that
unless the broad construction is given it there might be .some
trouble.
Mr. SHERLEY. As I understand the matter, enlisted men
and officers are not in the same position in the matter of allotments. The question did not come up in conference. If the
gentleman is correct and there be any narrpw construction
given this act, I think the House ought to correct it, of course,
though at this time it is not practical to do it.
])fi·. Speaker, I move the adoption of the conference report.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (l\Ir. SLAYDEN). The question is
on agreeing to the conference report.
The conference report was agreed to.
On motion of Mr. SHERI.EY, a motion to reconsider the vote
by which the conference report was agreed to was laid on the
table.
1\fr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD. I do this for the purpose, if
I shall have the opportunity, if I am able to gather the data, of
placing in the RECOBD a statement as to the total amount of
appropriations that wiil have been made for the fiscal year 1919
up to the pre ent time.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman asks unanimous consent to
extend his remarks in the RECORD in the manner indicated. Is
there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. 1\fONDELL. Mr. Speaker, on behalf of the gentleman
from Massachusetts (lli. GILLETT], who is not in the Chamber
at this time, I make a similar request.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Wyoming asks unanimous consent that the gentleman from l\Iassachusetts may be
permitted to extend his remai·ks in the RECORD.
Mr. MONDELL. In the matter of a statement Qf appropriations and expenditures only.
The SPEAKER. In the matter of a statement of appropriations and expenditures on the same line as the gentleman from
Kentucky. Is there objection?
Mr. HEFLIN. l\.lr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, did
the gentleman say pertaining to appropriations only?
The SPEAKER. Appropriations and expenditures.
Mr. MONDELL. Mr. Speaker, I think the character of the
gentleman from Massachusetts [1\.lr. GILLETT] is sufficiently
well known so that no one need fear he will abuse the privilege
of making the usual statement with respect to appropriations
made by the ranking member of the Committee on Appropriations.
Mr. HEFLIN. I have no objection to that.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. RAKER. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to ex·
tend my remarks in the REcOIID in regard to a military highway
bill which I have introduced, which is pending before the committees of the House.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I will ask the
gentleman to withdraw that request, as there is an agreement
that no other ,b usiness would be- transacted.
1\Ir. RAKER. I had forgotten that. I withdraw the request,,
For the purpose of the payment of allotments made by the enlisted

Mr. SHERLEY. Yes; the gentleman is right.
l\lr. ESCH. The item being in a deficiency bill is a deficiency,
and no part of the million dollars recently appropriated could be
utilized in this appropriation?
1\fr. SIIERLEY. The million dollars recently appropriated
was in regard to dealing with epidemics and particularly had
relation to the needs in connection with the influenza epidemic,
nnd by its language was made applicable for that parti<'Ular
disease and others. This is in connection with other work,
largely around the camps and cantonments, and is incident to the
war needs.
l\Ir. ESCH. Will the gentleman permit another inquiry?
l\Ir. SHERLEY. Certainly.
1\fr. ESCH. During the consideration of joint resolution
63, providing for a reserve in the Public Health Service, it
was stated on the floor of the House that the Surgeon General's Office of both the Army and the Navy had no jurisdiction
beyond the immediate limits of the camps and cantonments.
That being true, the burden of sanitating the zones outside now would fall on the Public Health Service, would
it not?
l\1r. SHERLEY. Yes; and it was to deal with that situation
that the Senate committee felt that they needed an additional
amount of money, and the House conferees concurred in the
Senate legislation. . ·
The other amendments are minor in their character, and the
report which bas been read states the action of the conferees
in each instance.
There is one other matter that ought to be touched on. The
House provided that some mon..eys appropriated for building a
ship for the Coast and Geodetic Survey should be covered into
the Treasury. The Senate in lieu of that put in a provision that
they should be authorized to construct for the full amount that
had been authorized. The House and Senate could not agree
touching the matter. It was believed by the House conferees
that the matter could be taken care of properly out of the funds
available for the Shipping Board. It was also believed if that
was not done that the existing law under which this ship was
p.utborized did permit a contract to be entered into. They were
unwilling to agree to the Senate amendment. The result of
it was that both the House and Senate provisions went out of
the bill and the matter, if it needs adjustment, can be taken up
subsequently. As I stated previously, there could be no buildIng for months to come without displacing some work now being
done by the Emergency Fleet Corporation.
Mr. 1\fONDELL. Will the gentleman yield?
l\1r. -SHERLEY. Yes.
1\fr. MONDELL. And the matter remains as provided for in
the sundry civil bill, and nothing is likely to be done:
1\Ir. SHERLEY. The matter is just as it rested prior to this
bill
Mr. l\10NDELL. It means that there is an appropriation of
$50.000 which can not be utilized.
l\1r. SHERLEY. I think it can be utilized under the act that
was passed, but I think it ought not to be utilized. because I
still think they can get from the Emergency Fleet Corporation
what ship they need.
1\fr. MONDELL. What I meant was it practically could not
be utilized and probably would not be. That is the situation.
Mr. SHERLEY. That is probably so. There is another matter which is important and which met
with the acquiescence of the House. The Senate put into the
bil~ a provision for the payment of allotments made by enli ted
men, or the payment of war allowances under Article II of the
al't of October 5, 1917, in cases where men are reported as missing in action. 'rhe provif'ion reads :
men or the payment of family allowances under Article II of the act

of October 6, 1917, as amended, an p_nllsted man reported as missing
ln action shall be considered as ocrupyin~ a pay status until his actual
status has ~een dete;mtned by proper official antbority of the departID('nt tn wh1ch the ma.n served or is serving: Provided, That payments
authorized hereunder shall not continue for more than one year.

ADJOURNMENT.

?tlr. KITCHIN.

Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now.

adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 1 o'clock p. m.)
The effect of this is to continue the payment of allotments in the House adjourned until Monday, October 28, 1918, at 12
cases where a soldier is reported missing until the actual facts o'clock noon.
touching his being either captured or alive or dead can be
determined. There would have been considerable hardship, as
PETITIONS, ETC.
there has been in some cases, due to the fact of men being reported missir...; and the allotment and allowances to their families
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII,
stopping forthwith. It was to correct this situation that the
Mr. LUFKIN laid on the Clerk's desk resolutions from West
matter was put in by the Sennte.
Newbury, l\.lass., Grange No. 146, protesting against the pre E>nt
It had not been brought to the attention of the committee of zone system of postage on magazines, periodicals. etc., and petithe House prior to the reporting of the bill, or it would have tioning Congress for its immediate repeal, which . was referred
been curried, I am qu1te sure, in the first instance. The Bouse to the Committee on Ways and l\1eans.
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PRESIDENTIAL .APPROVAL.

1\foxnAY, October BS, 1918.

. i

A message from the President of the Unib~u States, by 1\Ir.
Sharkey, one of his secretaries, announced that the President
had approved and signed the following act and joint resolution:
On October 25: ·
· ·
S. 2493. An act to amend section 3 of an act entitled "An act
to provide for stock-raising homesteads, and for other purpo es,"
approved December 29, 1916.
On October 27 : ·
·
S. J. Res. 63. Joint resolution to establish a reserve of the Public Health Sen·ice.

The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offeretl the
following prayer:
_
Almighty God, we have met togethel· in the Senate this morning to give directions to the civil order of this great Nation.
.Our duties increase with the days. Our responsibilities come upon
us heavier with every hour. We turn to Thee, the God of our
fathers, the God of infinite providence, for Thy hand l!as led
ns in all ·the past and Thou. hast revealed in nil our history
ZEXG TZE WONG (H. DOC. NO. 1334).
great and glorious plans. We seek Thy guidance and blessing
as we address ourselves to the tasks of this day. Recognizing
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate the fol·
our infinite debt of gratitude to Thee and renewing our ancient lowing message from the President of the United States, which
covenant with the God of all nations, committing ourselves was read and, with the accompanying papers, was referred to
this morning to the Divine guidance, we would face the tasks the Committee on Foreign Relations and ordered to be printed:
and pray for Thy blessing upon us. Guide us this _day, 0 God To the Senate and House of Representatives:
of our fathers, in wisdom, in courage, in hope, and may we at
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State
the close of the day have the comfortable assurance that our
\YOrk has been pleasing in Thy sight. For Christ's sake. Amen. inclosing a draft of a joint resolution authorizing the Secretary
of War to permit Mr. Zeng Tze Wong, a citizen of Chinn, to
NAMING A PRESIDING OFFICER.
receive tnstruction at the United States Military Academy at
The Secretary (James M. Baker) read the following com- West Point at the expense of the Government of China.
munication:
The Secretary of State points out that the passage of the
UNITES STATES SENATE,
resolution would be regarded as an act of courtesy by .t he GovPRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE,
ernment of China and that it would follow established preceWasl~inyton, D. 0., October 28, 1918.
To tllc Senate:
dents.
Being temporarily absent from the Senate, I appoint Hon. JOE T.
a SE.>nator from the State of Arkansas, to perform the duties
of the Chair during my absence.

RonrNso~.

WILLARD SAULSBURY,

President pro tempo1·e.

THE WHITE HouSE, 28 October,

1918.

TRANSFER OF GOVERNMENT BUREAUS FROM .WA.SmNGTON.

The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before . the Senate the folthereupon took the chair as Presiding Officer.
The Journal of the proceedings of Thursday last was read and lowing message from the President of the United States, which
was read and, with the accompanying papers, ordered to lie on
approved.
the table and be printed :
NONCOMBATANT OFFICERS.
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate a com- To the Senate:
I transmit herewith, for the information of the Senate, in
munication from the Secretary of Wa1·, transmitting, in response to a resolution of April 18, 1918, a list of the men to response to the resolution adopted by the Senate on September
whom commissions in the Army have been issued and who are 6, 1918, numbered S. ~es. 296, reports made by the heads of the
not now and who have not heretofore been placed in command several executive departments and independent Government
or bad charge of any troops in the service of the United States, establishments in reference to the matter of transferring from
-either here or abroad, etc., which, on motion of 1\Ir. NELsoN, Washington to other cities in the country, for the duration of
was, with the accompanying papers, referred to the Committee the war, such bureaus, or parts of bureaus, commissions, and
subdivisions of the several departments as could discharge
{)n Military Affairs and ordered to be printed.
their functions and perform their duties as well outside of said
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.
District as within its boundaries. From these reports Jt will
. A message from the House of Representatives, by J. C. South, be noted that the heads of the executive departments and indeits Chief Clerk, announced that the House disagrees to the pendent Government establishments do not deem it advisable
amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R. 13086) making ap- to remove any branch of the Government service now located
propriations to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal within the District of Columbia to any other location.
year ending June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal years, on account of
WooDRow WILsoN.
war expenses, and for other purposes, agrees to the conference
THE WHITE HousE, 28 Octobc1·, 1918.
asked for by the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two
PETITIOXS AND :MEMORIALS.
Houses thereon, and had appointed 1\Ir. SHERLEY, Mr. EAGAN,
'a nd l\Ir. C.iXNON managers at the conference on the part of the
1\Ir. NELSON pr~sented the petition of A. l\1. Sheldon, of
House.
Minneapolis, l\Iinn., and a petition of the First National Bank,
The message also announced that the House agrees to the of Bemidji, l\Iinn., praying for the repeal of the tax-exemption
report of ·the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes clause of the Federal farm-loan act, which were referred to the
of the two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill Committee on Finance.
(H. R. 13086) making appropriations to supply deficiencies in
He also ptesented the petition of Horace Lowry, president of
nppropriations for _the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and the Twin City Rapid Transit Co., of Minneapolis, Minn., praying
))l'ior fiscal years, on account of war expenses, and for other that utility corporations be placed in a separate clas. ification
pnrpo .. es.
in the pending revenue bill, which ·w as referred to the ComENROLLED BILLS . SIG:ro."ED.
mittee on Finance.
The message further announced that the Speaker of the House · He also presented the memorial of John W. Thomas & Co., ot
had signed th~ following enrolled bills, and they were thereupon Minneapolis, Minn., remonstrating against the propo ed tax on
tapestries and textiles in the pending revenue bill, which was
signed by the Presiding Officer :
•
S. 4886. An act providing for the sale of certain lands in the referred to the Committee on Finance.
original town site of Port Angeles, Wash.;
·
He also presented a telegram, in the nature of a memorial,
H. R. 12404. An act authorizing the construction of a build- from the J. R. '\Vatkins Co., of Winona, Minn., remon~trating
Ing for the Public Health Service, in tile city of Washing- against the proposed tax on nonbeverage alcohol in the pending
revenue bill, which was referred to the Committee on Finance.
ton, D. C.;
a. R.12438. An act authorizing the conveyance of the United He also presented memorials of the Security State Bank, of
States jail and land on which the same is located at Guthrie, Lake City; the Citizens' State Bank, of Pine Island; of Lane,
Jaffray & Piper (Inc.), of Minneapolis; the Security State Bank,
. Okla., to Logan County, Okla.;
H. R. 12976. An act providing foi· the protection of the users of Owatonna; the Nobles County Bankers' Association, of Rushof the telephone and telegraph service and the properties and more; the National Bank of Commerce, of St. Paul; the Farmers'
funds belonging thereto during Government operation and con- and Merchants' State Bank, of Zimmerman; the Farmers' Natrol i and
tional Bank, of Hutchinson ; the Fairmont Creamery Co.. of
H. R. 13036. An act transferring jurisdiction and control for Fairmont; the l\ferchants' State Bank, of North Branch; the
the period of the war over the Southern Branch of the National Security State-Bank, of Princeton; and the First State Bank, of
Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers from the board of man- Rochester, all in the State of Minnesota, remonstrating against
agers of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers to the proposed tax on checks in the pending revenue bill, which
tho Secretary of \Var for use for Army hospital purposes.
·
were referred to the Committee on Finance.
Mr.
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1\lr. KIRBY (for 1\lr. THOMPSON) presented a petition of
sundry citizens of lola, Carlyle, Manhattan, Kansas ·city, and
Humboldt, all in the State of Kansas, praying that osteopathic
pJi..vsieian;:; be admitted to the medical branch of the Army,
which was referr.ed to the Committee on Military Affairs.
REPORTS OF COMA!ITTEES.
1\lr. Sl\IITH of Georgia, from the -Committee on the Judiciary,
to which was referred the bill (S. 3219) to incorporate the
Recreation Association of America, reported it with amendment.
1\Ir. FLETCHER, from the Committee on Commerce, to which
was referred the bill (S. 4991) to establish load lines for vessels in foreign trade, reported it With an amendment and submitted a report (No. 606) thereon.
RILLS INTRODUCED.
Bills were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimoJJ.S
con ent, the second time, and referred as follows:
By l\Ir. NELSON:
A bill ( S. 5006) granting a pension to Charles M. Woodworth;
and
A bill (S. 5007) granting an increase of pension to John J.
Duke; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. FERNALD:
A bill ( S. 5008) granting an increase of pension to Patrick A.
Galvin (with accompanying papers); to the Committee on Pen·
sions.
By l\Ir. PAGE:
A bill (S. 5009) granting a pension to Emeline A. Spaulding
(with accompanying papers) ; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. McNARY:
.
A bill (S. 5010) granting an increase of pension to Robert A.
Carlton; and
A bill ( S. 5011) granting an increase of pension to lmliau
war veterans and their widows; to the Committee on Pensions.
By 1\Ir. PENROSE:
A bill (S. 5012) granting an increase of pension to Isabell
Cunningham ; to the Committee on Pensions.
· By Mr. CllAMBJ<.JRLAIN:
A bill (S. 5013) to amend so much of an act entitled "An act
making appropriations for the support of the Army for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1919," approved July 9, 1918, as provides
for " longevity pay for men other than the Regular Army " ;
to the Committee on Military Affairs.
By Mr. SUTHERLAND:
A bill (S. 5014) granting an increase of pension to Fannie R.
Wells; to the Committee on Pensions.
THE REVENUE.
1\!r. SHEPPARD submitted an amendment intended to be
proposed by him to the bill (H. R. 12863) to provide re\enue,
and for other purposes, which '\Yas referred to the Committee on
Finance and ordered to be printed.
FmST DEFICIENCY APPROPRIA.TION-fJO:r..'"FERENCE REPORT.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia submitted the following report:
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes -of. the
two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
13086) making appropriations to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, and prior
fiscal years, on account of war expenses, and for other purposes, having met, after full and free conference have agreed
to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses as
follows:
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 3, 8,
20, and 25.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendments of the Senate numbered 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, .19, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, ~8. 29, 30, 31, and 32, and agree to the
same.
That t11e House recede from its disagreement ta the amendn ent of the Senate numbered 7, · and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows: In lines 7 and 8 of the matter inserted
by said amendment strike out the following: " including necessary clerical help in the District of Columbia and other personal
services," and insert in lieu thereof the following: "including
not exceeding $25.000 for personal services in the District of
Columbia"; and the Senate agree to the same.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 10, and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows : In lieu of the sum named in said amendment insert "$500,000 " ; and the Senate agree to the sai:ne.
That the House recede from its disagreement to tite amendment of the Senate numbered 11, and agree to the same -with .an
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amendment as follows: In line 3 of the matter inserted by said
amendment strike out the word " -authorized " and insert in lieu
thereof the word "directed"; and in line 8 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike out the word "six:" and insert
in lieu thereof the word "two"; :;tnd the Senate agree to the
same.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 13, t,Uld agree to the same with an
amendment as follows: Restore the matter stricken out by said
amendment amended as follows: At the end of the matter
stricken out by said amendment insert the following: " : Provided /1.trther, That pr_o perty shaU not be taken O\er under the
foregoing power at an aggregate cost in excess of $1G,OOO,OOO ";
and the Senate agree to. the same.
·
_
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of t11e Senate numbered 24, and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows: Omit the matter stric!.cen out and inserted by said amendment, and on page 37 of the bill strike out
line 5; and the Senate agree to the same.
THOMuS S. · 1\I.ARTI"S,
0. W. UNDERWOOD,
F. E. WARREN,
Managers on the pa1·t of the Senate.

SWAGAR SHERLEY,
JOHN J. EAGAN,
J. G. CANNO~,
Managers· on the part of t11 e Houlte.
The report was agreed to.
PEACE POLICIES AND THE POLITIC.U CA.MP.llGN.
1\Ir. KNOX. Mr. President, I should like to request the privilege of the Senate to make a few obser'Vations upon a matter ·
which the imminence of peace makes important. I shall not
occupy a great deal of time. If I may proceed I will promise to
conclude in about 30 minutes.
The PRESIDING Ol!~FICIDR. The Senator from Pennsylvania asks unanimous consent to address the Senate. Is there
objection? The Chair hears no "objection, and the Senator from
Pennsylvania will proceed.
1\'lr. KNOX. l\lr. President, as the Senate is likely soon to
be brought to one of its most important functions in one of the
most important periods of the world's history, I feel that we
ought without delay to fix our attention most earnestly upon
the intricate problems that we already face and so to anticipat~
and prepare for the wise discha-rge of that function. The gravity of our responsibility could not be exceeded. The measure
of the wisdom with which we shall discharge it is the studious
and independent f~rethought we now bring to the formulation
of our vie·ws upon questionl;l that are already too clear to be
postponed or neglected. It is well, therefore, to examine into
the responsibility of the Senate in- the present critical situation
and to remark upon some of the most sa1ient and urgent phases
of that -situati-on.
·
When there _is a question of America's going to war, the
Congress alone can declare war. The act of declaring war includes necessarily the determination of the cause of war. The
determination of the cause of war includes necessarily the determination-of the aim of the war, which is the removal of the
cause. Therefore it is through the Congress alone that the
American people give their ·mandate to conduct war and their
mandate as to what is the aim of the war.
While this country is at war, the President, as Commander
in Chief of the Army and of the Navy, is charged with the conduct of hostilities. In addition to the powers incidental to that
function. the Congress bas bestowed upon him many other powers. Nevertheless, it is the Nation, not the President or the
"adminisb·ation," that is at war; it is the whole Go\ernment
of the United States, and each and all of its parts, not the
President or the "administration" alone, that carries on the
great business of war.
.
'Vhen there is question of America's ceasing to make war, war
can only be ended by treaty. Treaties can be made only ~Y and
with the advice and consent of the Senate. Advice and consent
to a treaty ending a war necess:irily includes determination of
the question whether the aim of the war has been achie\ed in
accordance with the mandate of the American people-whether
the treaty falls short of that mandate and also wl,lether it goes
beyond in a manner to violate that mandate. Therefore it is
through the Senate of the United States, quite as much as
through the President, that the people of the United States are
to say when, whether, and bow their mandate to conduct war
has been executed by the attainment of their. wat· aim.
To begin war has always been a comparatively quick transaction; to end wai has always been a mw~b _more Iong-~lrawn-
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out transition. This is because a nation generally enters war
with a clear-cut, simple aim; but the course of events, the
fermentation of political theories in the cauldron of war. and
the ambitions and pet theories of statesmen, cause to cluster
around the prime war aim a multitude of corollaries and .subsidiary objects, many of which may not be es ential at all to
the prime war aim for which the people have given their mandate. These are vastly multiplied when the number of nations
at war is great.
Now, the ending of a particular war and the firm founding of
the future general peace to follow it may well be regarded as
two separate functions, at least in theory. And in practice the
two tasks should at least he kept separate in our conceptions.
To the task of ending the war belong all things essential to
our prime war aim.
To the task of firmly founding a future general peace belongs
the careful examination of each and every thing that has been
proposed as a corollary to our prime war aim or as a subsidiary
war aim. This task is an especially heavy one, because, be it
remembered, upon none of these corollaries, upon none of these
proposed sub. idiary war aims, has the American people given its
mandate; and it will be through the Senate that such mandate
must come.
The separation of the two tasks of ascertaining when the
prime w~r aim of this Nation has been achieved and, secondly,
of acceptmg or rejecting one by one the multifarioUs corollaries
and subsidiary war aims that have been pr_oposed-and many of
them are adventitious and questionable-is heightened by the
facts, first, that it has been sought to make this mass of clustering ideas a part of the res gestre by linking them with tentative
dis~ussions with the enemy; and, seconrlly, because the array
of 1rleas referred to has not been tested by an attempt to implement them in the form of concise, practicable stipulations.
But upon all the e thing , as trustees of a large sharE> of the
people's authority to make treaties, the Senate bas the appalling
responsibility of being prepared any day to pass.
Everything possible has been done to lighten the task of the
Executive in the conduct of the war. An ephemeral proposal
was made at an early stage that there should be a congressional
committee to keep Congress informed on the conduct of the war
That proposal failed. No other committee was ever seriously
proposed except one of consultative advisory character, designeu
to secure common counsel and universal cooperation so indispensable alike to democratic government and to true efficiency
in statesmanship.
There have, indeed, been various attempts to create deliberative and consultative relations on matters of policy between the
_E xecutive and the Congress. Such opportunity for counsel would
have enormously lightened the task of the Nation's representatives. It would have informed them for the discharge of responsibilities from which they can not in any case escape.
~ven an entirely regular and proper resolution of Congress to
inform itself in relation to its function of appropriating money
to carry on the war was hotly branded by the Chief Executive
B.s showing "want of confidence in the administration" when it
was proposed to investigate the airplane expenditures. Now,
the mah.'ing of this inve tigation was the constitutional duty of
the legislative branch. The principles. upon which this is true
have been followed since the foundation of our Government and
in the light of these principles it was most unfortunate that this
proposal of the legislative branch to exercise its clear right and
perform its imperative and indispensable duty should have been
branded as a "want of confidence. in the administration." One
is compelled to say that heretofore Executives have rightly not so
considered it.
On the occasion to which I allude, and it is quite typical, the
President, in his letter to the Senator from Virginia, said:
I protest most earnestly against the adoption of any such action and
shall hope that every Senator who intends to support the present administration In the conduct of the war will vote against it. These are
serious times, and it is absolutely necessary that the lines should be
clearly drawn between friends and opponents.

Lincoln, speaking to a delegation ln· 1864, which was urging
him to separate the sheep from the goats-those for him, as were
the delegation, and those against him-at a time when it might
mean his own defeat for reelection, uttered these lofty sentiments:
You have spoken of the consideration which you think I should pay
to my friends as contradlstinguishPd from my enemies. I suppose. of
course, that you mean by that those who agree or disagree with me In
my viE'ws of public policy. I recogmze no such thing as a political
friend hlp personal to myself. • • • Now, wht'n you see a man loyally in favor of the Union, wUllng to vote men and money~ spendi.ng his
timE' and money and throwing his influence lnto the recrwtment of our
armies, I think It ungenerous, unjust, and impolitic to make his views
on abstract political questions a test of his loyalty. I wlll not be a party
to this application of a pocket inqulsitiou. • • • I have no right to
act the tyraut to mere political opponents. I! a man votes for supplies
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of men and money, encournges enlistments, discourages desertions, does
all in his power to carry the war on to a successful issue I have no
right. to question him for hit~ abstract political opinions. I must make a
d1vldmg line somewhere bctweeu those who are the opponents of the
Government and those who only oppose peculiar features of my administration while they sustain the Government.
.

And the Senator from Massachusetts [1\Ir. LooaE] has just
handed me a copy of the Providence Daily Journal in which is
printed an extract from a letter by President Lincoln.
Mr. LODGE. From a letter to Gov. Johnson, to be found on
page 359 of volume 9 of the Life of Lincoln by Nicolay and
Hay.
1\.fr. KNOX. In that letter this sentence occurs:
Except it be to give protPction against vlole.nce, I decline to inter·
tere in any way with any presidential eleetion.

1\Ir. LODGE. I ask the Senator if· he will read the previous
letter in regard not to the election but the nomination of Judge
Kelley, of Philadelphia-a letter of June 20, 1864, addressed to
the postmaster there.
1\fr. KNOX. I will send it to the desk and ask the Secretary
to read it as a part of my remarks.
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER The Secretary will read as requested.
The Secretary read as follows :
The postmaster of PhiLadelphia being accused of interference against
William D. Kelley, President Lincoln sent for him, and following his
<:ustom in grave n.atters, he rPad to him a Teprlmaud which he had
committed to paper in the following words :
"Complaint is made to me that you are using your official power
to defeat Judge Kelley's renomination to CongrPss. I am well satisfied
with Judge Kelley as a Member of Congres ·, and I do not know tnat
the man who might supplant him would be satisfactory ; but the correct principle, I tnlnk, is that all our frlemls shouhl have absolute
freedom of choice among our friends. My wish, therefore, Is that you
will do just as you think fit with your own suffrage In the case. and
not constrain any or your subordinates to do other than as he thinks
fit with his."

Mr. LODGE. That relates to a party nomination.
l\Ir. KNOX. Alas, l\Ir. President, what a difference bet'.veen
that spirit and the partisanship an<l secrecy of the present administration. Of its partisan hip Republicans are the peculiar
vi~tims.
Under its secrecy and its aversion to taking counsel
Dc:>mocrats and Republicans in Congress. in office, and, with one
conspicuou e:x:ception, in private life appear equally to su:fl'er.
But Executive methods so unique in American history, so aloof
in isolation from the people's representatives. so absolutely prohibitory of anything like counsel can neYer for one moment
abrogate the constitutional power and olemn duty of the Senate
to disentangle the me h of words that cling, some as healthy
growth and some as dangerous fungi, upon the turdy tree of
America's war aims, which are America's peace terms, and from
which will germinate America's after-war policies. A solemn
duty is before the Senate.
I will merely touch .some of the quite open questions upon
which the American people have never passed. but which we are
warned may quite possibly bE> treated by the Executive in contradistinction to the senatorial branch of our treaty-making
power as adjuncts to our war aims to be attained by altruistic
negotiations. To be sure, all the ideas in question are so ~x
presse<l a to make it (liffi.cult even to do so much, and it may
be that therein lies salvation here and in the practical good
sense of the American and allied nations. For example, are we,
a naval power with a proud history, and whose greatest ally
is the greatest sea power, to be comrrutted in advance to sweeping changes in the well-established international law of the sea,
which we did so much to fashion, while the land is conveniently
left as a battle field for the military nations? Are we to be
committed in advance to deny ourselves the right to make mutually beneficial understandings with the other English-speaking
peoples, or with France or Italy, or with South American countries, or with Japan, -or with any other power? Are we to be
committed in advance to forego the tariff protection of our
labor and our national prosperity and the vindication of our own
treatment by other nations by means of reciprocal arrangements
we may find it desirable to make?
It was always true and was early recognized by all that the
object of this war was and is the permanent removal of the Ger·
man menace. In the formula " restitution. reparation, and
guaranties," the word guaranty is not to mean written guaranties, such as we have seen treated as scraps of paper in the
cnses of Belgium's neutrality, of accepted international law, of.
Hague conventions, of the rules of civilized warfare on land and
seas. We shall have the guaranties we eek only when we
know as n fact, irrespective of the solemnities of diplomatic
promises, that the German menace is at an end once for all.
Even " restitution and reparation "; even the return of AlsaceLorrO:ine to France; even just frontiers for Italy and Roumania·
and the res('ue and restoration of Russia nn<l independence for
Jugo-Slavs, Czecho-Slovaks, and Poles, and for the nutiona.lities
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oppressed by Turkey; eYen the 1iberntion of .Africans and others the league, £he less of such encroachment it demands, the fewer
from German colonial oppression-all these matters-howeYer the s~bjects it attempts to touch, the more likely it is to prove
abgolute theit· intrinsic importance--for the prime purpose of practicable and permanent.
the "·ar, which is, I say again, for our guaranty against the
One must be 'iisionary indeed to suppose that the heterogeneous
German menace--are of chief interest because they subserve that 1 people::; of the earth could so completely overcome human naturo
guaranty. Viewed in any other light they are matters of post- us to combine now in the real internationalism of a world State
bellum reconstruction.
or eYen in a league involving a great catalogue of unnatural
We shall haw our guaranty against the German menace self-resh·aints: Such conceptions to-day touch rather the postuwhen we know that Germany, whether as autocratic monarchy, lutes of religion than the facts of statesmanship.
as republic, or a democratic monarchy, can not again menace
If internationalism can go far enough to minimize the pos~
us. On this we shall require the word of Foch, of Haig, of Diaz, sibility of wars and to enforce approximate equity and justice
and of Pershing, for wars are won by bullets and blood, not by amongst the peoples of the earth, it will have done much. In~
ink nml eloquence.
deed there is only one other general subject that seems to me
We shall require also evidence that the German grip upon already ripe perhaps for international action by a league of the ·
Russia. the Bnlkans, and Turkey has been loosed. We must kind I am discussing. The welfare of a people should be th9
never allow to be obscured the prime purpose of the war. From first concern of government. A league might take such action
that purpose flows as a corollary the purpose to strive to make as would prevent international competition from obstructing
the menace of unjust war from any quarter as improbable as that ftmction of government. It might do so by covenants as to
we can. From that, again, and from the chivalrous spirit of hours and conditions of labor, for example.
the entente allies flo\vs the demand for restitution and reparaLet me return for a moment to the two tasks that confront
tion and for all the complicated territorial and racial read~ us. The first is the task of ending the war by the sure achieve~
justrnents, to some of which I have referred. So flows, too, the ment of its prime aim-the permanent removal of the German
aspiration for some salutary league of nations.
menace. The second is the tasij: of weeding out from the mass
.As to the " league of nations " question, I will add a few of proposed corollary aims and subsidiary purposes those things
words. The phrase is heard much of late. Some envisage it as which are safe and wise, those things which the American people
a Eutopian world state. Others, less visionary, think of it as a and their allies will approve, anu which the Senate could ap·
league to enforce peace. In its most extreme form any league prove.
of nations will, I believe, have to be relegated to a future quite
Here, too, when one considers the number of nations conbeyond the purview of the ending of this war or of the recon- cerned and the multiplicity of the subjects presented and of the
strnction of peace immediately after this war. There will be interests involved, it requires no clairvoyance to foresee the
no room for a task of such problematical poSsibility in either of dangerous chaos that will arise if we and our allies are to drift
the phases of negotiation that now confront us.
into an ultimate peace conference with a nebulous program,
We can aspire, with hope of success, to somewhat higher with agTeement "in principle" where we 'should have precise
ideals than it would have been practicable to pursue to earth in understanding. Here, too, we can readily see, the simplification
the past. National traditions and institutions must yield some- of the program will be vital to the preservation of that indis-thing to the emancipating forceS' of progress. Instantaneous pensable solidarity which alone is bringing victory to America
world communication bas bound nations together in a single and her allies.
body for many purposes and has enabled them, sharing a com~
Simeon E. Baldwin, the learned jurist and one-time goYernor
mon knowledge, animated by a common conscience, to take com- of Connecticut, made last summer the following observations
mon and contemporaneous action while the need is yet fresh. upon methods of dealing with the two questions of ending the
It is this fact rather than broader and more enlightei\ed views war and of building for the future which now hang oyer us in
that furnishes the reason for the progress and effectiveness of mixed and complex form, surcharged with problems of vast
international cooperation in recent as comparecl with earlier variety:
times. One can readily ·understand the force and effect of a
It may be assumed that there will ultimately be either a feace conconcurrent expression of international opinion made while the gresl:' to close the present war, composed of representative-s o the leading
belligerents on each side, and probably of all the belllgerents, or two
.subject upon which it operates is a fresh and burning one as peace
for that purpose, one composed of all the nations
compared with the disconnected and ineffective expression of which congresses
arc at war with <kxmany and her allies and one representing
the same opinion when made at different times after the facts the latter. • • •
The office of a peace congress is to make peace. Whatever more it
upon which it rests. The peace that follows this war must rest mi,ght
in defining or improving the public law of the world, or
upon a recognition of this interdependence of nations. It must creatingeffect
new facilities for defining or improving it, could probably be
satisfy the international conscience and revivify the sanctions better effected by a congress called specially for that purpose, and
proceeding with the deliberation necessarily to be expected from such a
for the rules of international conduct.
The world is in no frame of mind to forget how perfidiously body.
It is also true that a peace congress, after bringing a war to a close,
Germany bas violated the great compacts of international co- can adjourn for a considerable period, to be reconvened as a t!Ongres3
for
settlement of general principles of international conduct. It
operation for the mitigation of human suffering which ex:· may the
be doubted, however, whether a congress of the latter kind, even
presseu the sen e of the interdependence of nations and the with large changes in its monbersbip, could ever approach the subject
sodality of human interest. But this sodality will not be best with the freedom from iuflm,nces occasioned by the war and the juristic
and power that might be expected from a body newly and specially
subseiTed if concurrence upon too many and too Utopian pro- sense
co!lstituted for its consideration.
posals ancl too great abnegation and too difficult obligations are
The excessive intermingling of the problem of a victorious
made the sine qua non of its preservation.
The league of nations that now challenges our solicitude is the ending of the war with a great variety of projects of world r~
league of nations of which we are now a member-the glorious construction renders our task, as I have said, most difficult. As
present alliance of the many powers with whom we are now a coordinate branch of this Government it is our duty, I befighting as a league to enforce and to maintain peace from dis~ lieYe, to make clear the Senate's sense of the immediate necesturbance by the German menace. If we should allow that sity of clarification and simplification of any program that
league to fall apart or to be pried apart by German machina~ enters into the ending of the war or the building of the future
tions, who can say when this world will ever again. be so near and the Senate's sense of the instant neces ity of full counsel
to having a general league to enforce peace as it is to-day? and accord upon all such programs between the GoYernment
Only a dire menace from without has given this league such of the United States and the Governments of our allies.
And there is a necessity that underlies these urgent needs.
solidaTity. The centripetal force of a common danger has
created the league- we have, the entente alliance. Remove the That is n clarification for the Senate itself of the policies to
common danger and the centrifugal forces of national indi~ which it may later be called upon to consider giving its sancyidualism, if unrestrained by a firm understanding, will at once tion. In this matter we are guardians of the Nation's mandate,
come into play. Out of the present alliance to-day, and quite and we can not default.
Some days ago there was made on this floor the preposterous
irrespectiYe of any discussions with the enemy, it would seem
possible to perpetuate the league we have, already embracing suggestion that the Senate ratify in advance whatever might be
the majority of the 'population of the globe, as a league for one the will of the Chief Executive. A few days ago the country
single purpose of enforcing peace. The function of such a was astounded and shocked to find that Chief ExecutiYe calling
league, I take it, would be to examine any contro>ersy that for the election of Democratic Senators and RepresentatiYes
threatened war and then to throw its weight to the side of such precisely in order that his individual authority should be uncontroversy where justice and equity lay, and also to suppress trammeled by counsel. I pass by the unjust, not to say outwith its overwhelming power any war that might break out and rageous, implications of that unique document of partisan polito indicate the just solution of the contention. Such a league, tics. That the two .proposals should associate themselves in
tike any league, will demand some encroachment upon the con- one's mind is, I regret to say, due to the proneness of some
ception of complete and independent ~vereignty. The simpler Senators and llepresentntiYes to make themselves mere regis~
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trn•·s of the will of the Chief Executive instead of independent not for leaders? Which is the true American? Which type is
the Senate to reflect in its a ction and thought 011 behalf of tlle
deliberators upon the country's problems.
Ex-P1·esident Taft has said this of the situation in which we Nation?
Mr. HITCHCOCK. l\1r. President, I am. glad that the Senafiml ourselves:
The unified leadership he (the Pres-ident) asks is autocratic power in tor from Pennsylvania [l\lr. KNox] has brought this matter befields in which the Constitution and principles of democracy require fore the Senate and before the country at this time as he has
that be should consult other representatives of the people than him- because it affords an opportunity to state the facts of the cas~
self. In pursuit of hls policies he ccnsults neither his own party nor
any other. He wishes a Democratic Senate not ·because- he would seek in such a way as it seems to me will go far to relieve the fears
tbc a sistance of Democratic ~nators in the foreign policy concerning ~d the. objections to which the Senator from Pennsyl\ania
which by the fundamental law they are to advise and consent, but because he can mold them absolutely to his will without consulting them
He has visited his displeasure on every Democratic Member of either
House who has ditl'ered with hlm and called upon that Member's constituency to r eject him.
Is it necessary for the country's welfare that be should be absolutely
ruler of tbls Nation for the two years ensuing from 1\larch 4 next?
That is the premise upon whlch the soundness of his appeal, in its
ultimate n.nalysis, must rPSt. Do we nl'ro during the life of the next
Congress a dictator? One who knows the facts of this war and our
part in it and who loves Uberty and popular government must answer
"no.'' The war is nea.rly won. It may take a year longer. We hope lt
will be less. The complex qo tlons of the terms of peace are to be
settled in the term of the Congress now to be elected.
The still more difficult questions of reconstruction after the war are
to be met by that Congress. Do the American people by their action
in the next election wish to make both the terms of peace and the
reconstruction after the war depend on the uncontrolled will of Woodr,ow Wilson? That is the issue which he puts to them in his appeal.
' Unless you give me uncontt·olled power you repudiate me and my
leadership before the world." Aut Cresar aut nullus.

Wben there is talk of the abdication of the Kaiser it is a
peculiar moment to propose that the American people should
ubtUcate their right to ha\e opinions or that the Senate and the
House should abdicate their sworn and independent duties.
I ask Senators whether it is the will of the American people
or the will of Woodrow Wilson that is to determine the policy
of the United States in the two matters of ending this war and
of founding a future peace? I ask them whether they propose
to subject the vital interests of the American people to their
own independent judgment or whether they are content, before
their conscience and their country, to be tl1e mere registrars of
the will of one man? This is the issue before us.
The abdication of their constitutional duty of independent
judgment by- the Senate or by the. House spells autocracy. No
more; no less. If Democratic Members are for such abdication, if they ru·e reluc~wt to join their Republican colleagues
in nonpartisan, independent scrutiny of proposed policies in
insistence upon information and upon rightful share, on behalf
of the people, in the determination of the courses of the American Government at this most grave and difficult time, then truly
the coming elections have for the American people a transcendent importance.
During the period from 1914 until to-day, Senators will
remember, the President has expressed, and always with the same
solemn emphasis, the greatest possible variety of ideas and attituues upon the nature of the war, upon America's relation to
the war, and, what is now most in point, upon the terms upon
which America is willing to live at peace with Germany and
the world. I need not weary you with recital of how the winds
of administration opinion have veered all around the compass
from exaggerated neutrality even of thought; through a pride
too great to be provoked to fight; through readiness, after the
Lusitania, to compromise the U-boat barbarity as a breach of
world law in return for a half-hearted promise to try to spare
our ships ; th~ough the idea of peace without victory, and so
forth and so forth, the long way around to " force without
stint." This strange .evolution, too, has not connoted the revealing of fundamental facts that need ever have been hidden ft·om
the clear eye of wise statesmanship.

I ask, then, this question:

With what reason can the Senate, can the American people,
be asked to assume for the latest ideas scattered through the
address of January 8, 1918, and all the later addresses, an
immutable wisdom evidently lacking in the earlier ones? Yet
these latest ~deas, still in indefinite form, have actually been
officially referred to, some ns terms, others as principles, of settlement. Be they wise and safe or be they foolish and dangerous, that ls not the question. The question is, Shall the
conditions upon which the Senate and the American people
believe they can safely live at peace with Germany and with the
world-shall these conditions be decided by the fiat of one
man, or shall they be tested by the unbiased, sober judgment
of the Nation's representatives whose duty it will be to accept
or reject, by a two-thirds vote, whatever terms may be finally
presented to end war and to establish lasting peace?
Are the American people a free people of high spirit and of
an intellectual ability ~d energy equal to the obligation of
democracy, the obllgation to form and to assert, through their
chosen repre entatives, their judgment upon the policies ot
their country? Or are we merely a complacent people, intellectually indolent, lazily acquiescent, looking for masters anu

giVes VOICe.

Condensed, the anxiety of the Senator from Pennsylvania
seems to be that the President of the United States will take
into his own hands the decision of the settlement of this war.
It seems to me the com ·e of recent history indicates that the
President has pursued the natural and the logical course which
he is called upon to pursue, and that he occupies at this time
an impregnable position.
As long ago as the 8th of January the President of the United
States asked the two Houses of Congress to meet him in joint
session. He came before that joint session at that time and
delivered a message in which he boiled down into 14 propositions what he deemed to be the minimum essentials of peace
terms which the United States should insist upon. Now certainly that act of laying his views before the Con (Tress did not
have any relation to an attempt, in secret and Per onally, to
settle the war alone. He took the Congress into his confidence
practically seeking its cooperation.
'
Mr. President, what was <lone with tha t message of the Presid~nt? Ordinarily.mes ~ges of the President recommending poliCies, or stating his attitude upon polities, are referred to the
committee or committees having jurLiliction of the matter· and
then is the time for anyone having opposition to those vie~s or
proposing to que tion that they embody the attitude of 'the
country, to come forward and state his case.
Was opposition raised? Was any effort made to refer this
great message to one or more committees? Did anyone stand
here upon the floor of the Senate to question the American
principles of peace laid <lov.rn in the President's message? No,
1\Ir. President. On the other hand, almost as with one voice
Senator and Representatives, Republicans and Democrats, her~
nnd throughout the country, newspapers of both parties and nil
parties, acclaimed that declaration of the American term or
peace as a correct statement of the attitude of the United
States.
I shall not refer to many of these statement , but I want to
refer to a few statement of Republican Senators and Representatives. Before I do that, howewr, I want to refer to the
present partisan effort on the part of the Republican Party and
its responsible leaders to make political campaign issue out of
article 3 of the President's dedaration of terms of peace. As
I said, no opposition wn.s rai ed at the time; but in the exi<Yency
of this political campaign, nn<l for the purpose of furtheri~g an
attempt to secure control of the Senate and the House of Representatives, the Republican organization has gone to work not
merely to exploit this article 3 of the terms of peace but to
misrepresent its purpose and its purport.
'
I want to read to the Senate now an extract from a document
sent out by the national Republican congressional committee
under date of October 21:
·
WASHIYGTON,

D. C., October 20.

The Democratic Party is committed to :1 free-trade policy.
In the 14 terms in President Wilson's peace program, s'tated to Congress January 8, the third cllltlse reads :
" The removal, as far as posRible, of all economic 1Jarricrs and the
establi~hment of an equality of trade conditions among all the nations
consenting to the peace an<l associating themselves for its maintenance."

Now I come again to what the national Republican congressional committee says:
This ls a positive declaration that the treaty of peace mu t guat·antee
to Germany tree trade with the United States, without any tariff safeguards whatever to protect the American laborer, manufacturer, farmer.
and business man from foreign competition in his borne markets.
Under such a policy Germany will buy raw materials in the United
States, manufacture these materials in Germany, and sell the manufactured products in American markets in competition with !fimilar products "made In America" by American manufacturers, without the
slightest tariff restrictions for the protection of American labor, business, and farming.

Mr. President, that was a misrepresentation of article 3.
That was an attempt to make political capital by the false tatement that the President was endeavoring to put into a treaty
a permanent commitment of the United States for free trade.
I have no doubt that it was a misrepresentation.
'
1\Ir. PENROSE. Mr. President, will the Senator permit an
inquiry on that point?
Mr. HITCHCOCK. Yes.

1!)18.
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1\lr. PE~"'TI SE. I want to say to the Senator that I have
made no public comment upon that paragraph of the President's
message; but my own conclusion, as I ·understand the English
language, wa · that the President did mean a free-trade propaganda. I may be unusually dumb in reading the presidential
mes. ages ; I <lo not know.
l\1r. HITCHCOCK. Well, thn.t may be the Senator's conclusion now, but he certainly did not come forward and say so
at the time. He did not stand upon th(-- floor of the Senate and
condemn this specification of peace terms on the ground that
it meant free trade; and, on the other hand, a number of his
associates publicly indorsed the President's message.
1\Ir. PENROSE. Mr. President, I want to state to the Senator on that point that I was restrained by some of my colleagues from criticizing that part of tbe message. I mentioned
it to some of them sitting in the vicinity here, . and they sug-.
gested that it would come with greater propriety at a later
date. We certainly can not be expected to criticize eyery day
the presidential utterances, or we would do nothing else. I do .
not want the Senator to think that silence means acquiescence
by any mean.
l\1r. HITCHCOCK. 1Ur. President, it was not altogether a
matter of Silence. In the Washington paper next day former
Speaker CANNON said;

Ottoman Turks. I do n~t think we went to war to make any
part of Turkish sovereignty secure.
l\.1r. HITCHCOCK. I trust the Senator will not diYert me
from the question at issue.
Mr. LODGE. No; I will not divert the Senator. I beg his
pardon.
1\Ir. IDTCHCOCK. We have here a very plain proposition.
I am willing to be interrupted for any question, but I want to
stick to the issue. The issue is the proposition I have made,
that the President of the United States, in fulfilling his highest
duty, nine months ago came to the Congress of the United States
and proposed terms of peace which should represent the minimum demands of the United States-not the demands of other
countries, but our demands. That proposition was accepte!J
with practical unanimity by House and Senate, by the country,
by newspapers, and by individuals; and now, at this late day,
in the midst of a campaign, an effort is made--for partisan
purposes, I believe--to misrepresent and distort article 3, which
relates to trade conditions.
Mr. President, I felt that this attempt to miSI·epresent that
ai·ticle should receive some attention from the President of the
United States; and about a week ago I addressed a letter to
htm, asking if I1e did not think it might be wise for him to pay ·
some attention to those misrepresentations.
'Vhile I had not originally intended to do so, I am now going
The President is always strong in his addresses. I wish this one
could be read to every man, woman, an«J cblld and thoroughly ex- to read into the REconn the reply which the President sent me at
r

plained in Germany a.nd Austria.

-

And Representative FEss, who has now come forward and
signed a bitter partisan appeal to the American people, based
largely upon this misrepresentation of article 3, in that same
paper used this language:
r nm wonderfully pleased with the message. It contains no cheap
diplomacy. It i very firmly stated, leaving no doubt that Germany
must be defeate<l as a condition of peace. It reassures the country
that the loss of life and treasure thus far will not be wasted by an
inconclusive peace which if made at this stage would be deferring the
time when this Nation would be called upon to make a te t with Germany. We are in a better position now to make that test than we
will be in the future.

An<l Representative GILLETT, leader of the Republican
minority on the floor of the House of Representatives, said:
I am in hearty accord with the President's address unless he meant
universal free trade by his allusion of eeonomic freedom, and I do not
believe that could have been his intention.

And yet Representative GrrA.ETT is also a signer of this
parti an appeal, which proposes to deprive the President of a
supporting majority in Congress.
The senior Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. LonGE] was
quoted thus briefly ancl effectively:
It is a very able message, presenting a concrete proposition.

So it was not altogether the negative action of Senators like
the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. PENROSE] who -restrained
them. elves for a more " propitious" occasion-when a campaign might be on, for instance--but it was the affirmative
statement of Republican leaders at tbat time which gave the
impression and justified the conclusion that the people of the
United States of all parties were behind the President in his
address of January 8; and not until this campaign comes on, in
an effort to secure control of the Congress, does it develop that
there is criticism.
But, 1\ir. President, I am not golng to leave thi matter of
the meaning of article 3 in any doubt.
lHr. I.JODGE. 1\lr. President, before the Senator leaves this
subject, may I ask him a que tion?
'l'lle PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nebraska yield to the Senator from Massachusetts?
Mr. HITCHCOCK. Certainly.
1\fr. LODGE. The other day the President wrote a note to
:Austria with which I "·as in v-ery full sympathy, in which he
said, referring to one of the 14 points, that times hn<l changed
since that was written; that we had recognized the CzechoSloyaks, and so forth; and be was quite right. Times have
changed. Is the President the only person to wh.om times have
changed? Is he alone to have the right to change his mind?
He exercises it freely.
·
l\lr. HITCHCOCK. I suppose the Senator from Massachusetts means that when this declaration of the position of the
United States was made, the Republicans indorsed it then, while
now for some reason they are raising a question about it.
l\lr. LODGE. I never indorsed it, 1\Ir. President. I said it
was an able message. It was. I took pains the other day,
when I was speaking, to say that with some of the 14 points
I agreed. I do agree with some of them. I agree with the one
a.bout Poland. It is definite. I disagreed from the beginning
utterly with the one about Tw·key, which proposes as the thing
that we should make secure the sovereignty of Turkey over the

that time:
THE WHITE! HOUSE,

Washington, !2 October, 1918.
MY DEAR SENATOR : In reply to your 1etter of October 21st, let mo
say that it seems to me really not worth while to answer the Republican
attacks on article 3 of the peace terms I suggested in my address of
January 8th. The words I used are perfectly clear to any honest mind.
They leave every nation free to determine its own economic policy,
except in the one particular that its policy must be the s:uno for all
other nations and not bo compounded of hostile discrimination& between
o.ue nation a.nd another, such weapons o1 discrimination being left to
the joint action of the nations for the purpose of disciplining those who
will not submit to the general program of justice and equality.
It would be impossible to follow up all the perrersions and misreprosentations that some of the &€publicans are now indulging in, and my
own judgment is that we can safely leave the matter to the good sense
of our fellow countrymen who can read English.
Sincerely, yours,
'WOODROW WILSON.

Hon.

G. l\1.

·

HITCHCOCK,

United States Senate.

Mr. KELLOGG. Mr. President-'r.he PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ne·
braska yield to the Senator from 1\fin:nesota?
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I yield.
1\Ir. KELLOGG. After having read the letter, will the Senator plen.se tell us what the economic baniers arc wblch should
be removed?
l\Ir. HITCHCOCK. I prefer not to go any further in placing
an interpretation on that language than the President has gone.
We are not here for a refinement of terms.
This is the fact, Mr. President, that the President laicl the
matter before the country nin~ months ago as to what he believed the terms of peace should be. The terms were accepted
by this country and the President has felt justified and has been
justified in assuming that they represented the will of the country. He has gone forward.
1\Ir. KELLOGG. I ask in perfect good faith. I want to
know what those economic barriers are, and if it is so perfectly plain from the letter I think the Senator might in,·
form us.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I am sure the Senator is as capable of
placing an interpretation on it as I am, and I only omit to do
so because I want to speak to the point and yield to my friend,
Senator PITTMAN, who kindly gave me the floor.
The President must have the initiative in any negotiations,
whether they are with our enemy, Germany, or with our allies
engaged in this war, Great Britain, France, Italy, and other
countries. He must have the initiative. It belongs to him.
Knowing that he has the initiative he told us nine months ago
what he proposed to stand for; and he has stood for it consi tently with such modification since that time u.s the events
of the war called for.
Senators need not assume that the President is going to
secretly negotiate a treaty and force it through the Senate.
Senators know very well that a treaty before it can go into
effect must have the approval of two-thirds of the Senate. It
must not only have the approval of all the Democrats who
might sympathize with the President, but it must also have the
approval of enough Republicans to make the two-thirds majority
required by the Constitution_ That is not all. The President
has got to have, must ha-ve, the full approval of our associates
·in this war. Then why assume and assert that he is attempting
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as an autocrat to dictate terms of peace? He is .merely carryJn.z out what he believes to be the will of the American people
and is standing for the ideas the country accepted with approvaf nine months ago.
l\Ir. Presiuent, before I sit down I may say that the Senator
from North Carolina [Mr. SIMMONS], not having any knowledge of my a ction, a week later addressed a letter to the President of the United States, calling hls attention to the same
political assault being made upon article 3. If the Senate
will permit, I will insert it in the RECORD without taking the
time to read it, or would the Senator prefer that I should
read it?
Mr. SJ:MMONS. Let the Senator read it.
l\Ir. HITCHCOCK. I will read it. The letter from Senator
Sn.nroNs can be inserted in the REconn without reading.
The letter referred to is as follows :
UNITED STATES SENATE,
CO!IIMITTEE ON FINANCE,
To the

October !6, 1918.

PRESIDE~T,

White House.
DEAR l\IR. PRESIDEN·r : Certain Republican leaders are attempting to

make a partisan use of pat·agraph 3 of your peace terms found in your
address to Congress January 8, 1918. No one has authority to reply
to a misconstruction of any part of your address excepting yourself ;
but I, as chairman of the Finance Committee of the Senate, wish you
would make a reply to these statements and insinuations wWch are being industr.lously circulated by the opposition to embarrass you in the
handling of these delicate matters.
Sincerely, yours,
F. M. SIM::UONS.
1\.!r. IDTCHCOCK. The reply of the President is as fol-

lows. It is dated the

~8th

of October:
THE WHITE HOUSE,

Hon. F. M. 8niMONS,

Washington., October 28, 1918.

Unit ed States Bc11ate.

DEAR 8ENATon: I am glad to respond to the question addressed to me
by your letter of October 26. The words I used in my address to the
t;onp;ress of January 8, 1918, were:
'' The removal, so tar as possible, of all economic barriers and the
establishment of an equauty of trade conditions among all the nations
consenting to the peace and associating themselves for its maintenance."
1, of course, meant to suggest no restriction upon tbe free determination by any nation of its own economic policy, but only that, whatever
tarltr any nation might deem nece sary for its own economic service,
be that tari.fr high or low. it should apply equally to all foreign nations;
tn other words, that there should be no discriminations against some
nations that did not apply to others. Tho.s leaves every nation free to
determine for Itself its own internal policies, and limits only its rlgbt
to compound those policies of hostile discriminations between one nation
and another. Weapons of economic discipline and punishment should
be left to the joint action of all nations for the purpose of punishing
those wbo will not submit to a general program of justice and equality.
'l'he experiences of the past among nations have taught us that the
attempt by one nation to punish anotber by exclusive and discriminatory
trade agreements has been a prolific breeder of that kind of anto~onlsm
which oftentimes results in war, and that If a permanent peace is to be
establlshed among nations every obstacle that has stood in the way ot
International friendship should be cast aside. It was with that fundamental purpose in mind that I announced this principle in my address
or January 8. To pervert this great princlple for partisan purposes
and to inject the bogey free trade, wWch is not involved at all, Is to
attempt to dlvett the mind of tbe Nation from the broad and humane
principle of a durable peace ·by introducing an internal question of quite
another kind. .American business has in the past been unatrected by a
policy of the kind suggested, and it bas notWng to fear now from a
policy of simple international justice. It is, indeed, lamentable that
the momentous 1 :ues of this solemn hour should be seized upon In an
elfort to bend them to partisan service. To the initiated and <liscernlng, the motive is transparent and the attempt fails.
8incerely, yours,
WOODROW WILSO:i,

Mr. BRA.NDEG.EE. l\fr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the Senator from Nebraska yield to tl;le Senator from Connecticut?
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I yield.
Afr. BRANDEGEE. As the Senator from Nebraskn. understands that letter, would it not prevent any discrimination by
the United States against goods produced in Germany?
1\lr. HITCHCOCK. It would; it has that effect. It lea\es
that to the league composed of nations with which we are asso·
ciated now in war and with which we will be associated in the
1eague of nations to maintain peace.
1\lr. BRANDEGEE. The Senator is saying these 14 points
constitute the conditions precedent upon which any peace may
be made and they are the minimum to be demanded by the
United States. If those 14 points, including this onE>, as explained by the President and agreed to by the other nations, prevent either us or the other nations from ever discriminating
by a tariff against any goods produced in Germany, I simply
want to get it in the RECORD that that is the Senator's understanding of the President's paragraph 3.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. The President maintains that such d.iscriinination is an international matter involving the peace of
the world and should be left to the league of nations.
Mr. BRANDEGEE. Of course it is an international matter,
and inasmuch as it is an international matter and the Senate.
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will be called upon to confirm the treaty by which the war is
settled, it becomes pertinent that the Senate shoulU. understand
what is meant by these ·v arious theories on these various points.
Mr. PENROSE. · Do I understand the Senator from Nebraska
to say that the determination of an American tariff is nn international matter?
lHr. HITCHCOCK. No, sir; not at all; quite the opposite.
An American tariff is a rna tter for the American Congres".
Mr. PENROSE. So, regardless of any other nation on the
face of the earth-Mr. HITCHCOCK. But the use of the tariff as a hostile
war measure is a matter for the league of nations.
l\Jr. PENROSE. Then I understand that the league of nations is to have some kind of a right to pass upon 'vhether an
American tariff is equitable to all nations or not.
Mr. IDTCHCOCK. Not at all.
1\:Ir. PENROSE. The Senator from Nebraska is just as obscure to my mind as the President of the United States as to
the meaning of article No. 3.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I am very glad to be in that company. If
I am no mo~e obscure I am very fortunate.
Mr. PENROSE. 'Vhat does the Senator mean?
1\fr. HITCHCOCK. I have stated my meaning, and I am
willing to leave it at that. I merely rose because I thought the
time had come when it should be frankly stated here definitely,
and the matter called to the attention of the country, that
Congress received from the President, as it recei\"ed nine months
ago, a definite statement of his idea of war terms and that Congress as well as the whole country practically accepted those
war terms. Not only that, but later when Austria asked of
t11e United States what terms of peace she could have, the President replied; "You know already what the terms of peace are";
and the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. LoDGE], and other
Republican Senators, acclaimed the response as happy and adequate to the situation. They evidently knew and approved the
American terms of peace.
l\lr. PE~'ROSE. I asked the question of the Senator in entire
good faith. Will the Senator enlighten me as to this final
point, and then I am done? Under the President's economic
theory when peace among the nations of the world is declared,
would the United States have a right to make a more favorable·
economic agreement with the allies than with Germany?
Mr. IDTCHCOCK. I am going to state it in my own words
and not in the language of the Senator from Pennsylvania.
The United State would have the right to make any tariff it
pleased against the whole world, but if the treaty is made and
includes the terms outlined January 8, and Great Britain
and France and Italy and our associates agree to it, it would
be then improper for the United States to adopt a tariff discriminating between nations. Such a tariff if hostile toward
any nation would be practically commercial war against that
nation. That the President opposes.
Mr. PENROSE. Including Germany?
Mr. HITCHCOCK. Any nation.
1\Ir. PENROSE. Then German goods must be left to come in
under the presidential theories on the same equality the allies
woulu have.
1\fr. HITCHCOCK. That does not follow.
Mr. PENROSE. It comes very near following. I am glad I
smoked the Senator out.
Air. HITCHCOCK. What follows is that if a league of na·
tions is formed, and if the United States agrees to its formation and Great Britain agrees to its formation and France agrees·
to its formation and the other nations agree to its formation,
the league of nations will take jurisdiction over the question
of hostile tariffs or trade barriers to discipline a nation where
it is engaged in something contrary to the peace of the world.
1\Ir. PITTMAN obtained the floor.
Mr. PENROSE. Mr. President, I just want to make a brief
statement. Then the Senator may want to speak at length.
It will take me only a minute.
Mr. PITTMAN. I will yield to the Senator.
Mr. PENROSE. The Senator from Nebraska has made reference to this solemn hour, and it is a correct statement of facts,
but partakes a little of cant in view of the following telegram
I have been asked to read to the Senate. I will ask the Secretary to read it.
The Secretary read as follows :
Bon. TIOIES PEKROSE,

REXO, NEV., Octobe1· 2.;, 1918.

United States Senate, Washington:

The Postmaster Gen eral's office is sending out to every postmaster in
Nevada the following personal letter :
" MY DEAR Mn. - - - , Postmaster: I know th e Postmaster General feels a deep interest in the senatorial race In your State. He has
come to .k now Senator HE~DERSON quite well since his service in the
Senate and esteems him highly. Will you drop me a line as to the out-

1918. ·
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look for the Senator at your T".oting box? As you may know, for 17 of lllino1"s I'"'
- tin tl
Progr·a:! 1·..-e n-1·nb"· 1\J.r·. Hnr~ J·s
-yem:. I was -the private secretary of the Postmaster, and am still mth ' ·
' ~presen g le
~ ~ '
"
u
... ., "
ohim jn the department. .Inclosed plea,se ·find stamped envelope for your quoted ru3 saying..:
reply. Thanking you in advance for your attention to this request,
The coun"try needs to-day, as 1t nc\cr :needed bcfol·c, a miiteu mlll1 am, " Yours, truly,
RUSKI:i McARDLE."
tant Republican .Pa:r:ty. }l.'\ory man who e•er voted the Republican
ticket, and most every other dlsintere.sted .indl\itlual, knows that this
I suggest tl4'l.t you gin this damnable ouh·age fullest 'J)Ublicity.
1~ true, and what this country needs it ts the duty of eYery man to
HARRY J. HuMPHREYS,
gtve, regardless 'Of per£onal influence, anger, pique, greed, or ambiBtatc Cllairman .Republican State OentraZ OommiPtce.
, tlon. ;~; "' • · I ill> not .cru;e how a man Yoted ln W12, 1914 and 191G
Mr. PENROSE. Now, l\1r. Pre ident, I am J:h1·ough. .rrhis nor llls reas:on for so doing. We are ru.I one to-day, far WP. 'have wo.rk
to do for the .good of the country, and it takes us a11. to do it.
young Demecrat who writes this letter was rovered jnte the
-civil service by :P residential order, a .favorite method, nnd :his
Again, yon ~ill find on ~ch 2 that a luncheon .was gi\en
l>io"'t:nphy 1 · to lJe found in an available publication issued ·by , at 120 Broad;w.ay, Ne~ York, m honor of M~·· William R. Willthe Government. I <I.e ir~ ·to haYe inserted ill the REc<:mD a.s · c~x, the Tetinng chmrm::m of the Republican natimml cmna 11art of ID.Y I'emarks-it J.s not -necessary to read it-the civil- · mittee.
Ser\ice rnres and regulations ·concerning the ·. activity of 'Persons · MJ;~ .LE.l'iROOT. Will the Senator yield tc me?
within .the .classified service in conneetion with elections.
Mr. PITT.i\~. I shall do -so when I .finish this sentence.
Tile PRESIDING ·OFFICER. Without objection, the matter · On ~hat O~<?-Slon .there was again a meeting :.Of Republicans and
will be 1nserted 1n the llECORD. The Ohair :hears no objection, a~ politi~al sp~ches were made. .Now I yield to the Senaana it is so ·ordered.
tor from w·l consm.
Tlle matter referr.ed to is as follows:
. · . Mr. LE~ROOT. [ merely wish to con·ect tile Senator in
Jus sta.tement that it was January 8 that the President made
rv.~PoLITICAL ~~cx.
_
this pro:position. It was 1\Iay 27, long after the occurrences
•
.sEcTio~ 162-Pos~A~ LAws AND JlEGULATIO); s.
· of 'v.hicu the Senator. no.w . speaks, that the President declared
~- o person m the cxecutiYe CIVIl serrl~e sh~~;TI use his o!ficiai .!l.uthol'ity that politics was adjourned.
or mfluenee :for the 1>Urpose of tnterf-ermg Wlth an election ·or affecting ·
",.,. . m'TTM A 'l'<T Th S
.
· ·
the results :thereof. Persons w.ho by the provisions .nf :these r.ules axe
_J.u..r. r .L ·
.n.1.~.
e enator
from WJsconSllllS correct; bnt
in the competitive classified s~rtce, whil.e re~lng the right to. vote .as the activities of l\Ir. Hays .and the Republican leaders ne"£"er
they please and to expre.ss pnvately the~. opmtons on all political. ~ub- . moderated. .Subsequent to that time ex-President .R oosevelt
jects, shall take .no
.+! th
.#
"Campaigns.
· a<:tlvc part in political
·
· 'management or pohtJcal 1:b.e
· self-announced ea nQi-"~·t
u.u. e o.~.
e n,~.;.epublican p ar t y ~or
.th,e
Officers and employees of the Po.s~ Office Dep~r.tment .n.!ld Postal .P,res.id.ency, ~ man who no lcn.ding Republican dare deny will
Seryice are not 'J)r~cluded. from e~erc1smg their politic~ pnvileges.. 'but : be thetr canilida.te--rrot particularly becam.-e they wnnt him ·but
~~;~\s~se the1r official po itwns to contro elections ~r }>olitlcal because .he is the only man who has the temerity to mak~ .an
l\1r. PITTMAN. Mr. Pre ident on October 10 i announced i ue ~ainst the Dempcratic Party when there is no issue-on this 1loor that the issue in the' present campaign .is between · ex-p.r . ulent .Reo evelt e-yel' ~ince .t~1e President proposed au
the policies :and principles pronounced by Woodrow Wilson for armiStice ha · beeu eng~mg m politics throughout the U~ted
a !lasting world' peace and for Teconstruction after the war s.tates at all time~. Wlll H. Hays has bee~ busy at all tunes
and the pDlicics and pl.inciples ..of the leaders of the Republican s~nce u;e declaratiOn was mad~ by th~ Pres1de~t for an armisParty as they appear f1~om t11eir statements in this body and ,tic~. Not -tm-ls. that, but .under :the gmse of ~ hberty.Joan .camin :the Jlllblic fornm. l:f there was rany doubt wjth .regard to the · prug~ the admitted .candidate of the ~~publican Party for the
political issue that was being made by the Republican lenders, Pre. 1~ency fer a tht~·d term spoke pohtlcs ·from one en~ of 'this
that danbt has disappeared to-da·Y~ The Republican ,l eaders are country to the other a.tHl apparently ~sought to speak m 'thosu
seeking an issue fo1· the sole purpose of attempting rto restablish State ".here there were clo e contests fa1: th~ United States
themselves in power in the Senate and in the House of .Reprc- Senat~.
.
.
sentatives, not for the pm·pose of aiding in carrying out thi wru·,
If flll.yone d~u~t · that the liberty-loan. speeches w.hicll he made
because th~y ·do not condemn the -conduct of the war. They wore of a Pf?.litieal character, .I ask him to r-ead them. They
dare not attempt to condemn the conduct of the war.
. have been :prin:te(L He ·tate(l m MontanaJ when Jle commenced
N ~er in .an histru·y have preparations been made so flXllCdi- lli.-· peech. making, that th~ liberty loan having already been
tiously and a war can·ied -<mt with such vigor, ability, · and oversubser1bed, he had nothing :to sny upon that -subject~ llild
gr::mdem· us the war of America. and its allies against ·Germany tllen l1e attacke? t:Jle 11ropo al for a league of nations; then. 'he.
has been carried out. And set, 11nless the Bepublican P.art;y : ·a ttnck.ed the pn~CI:ple ef a gradual :reduction ~:f the -armaments
· bas an issue it bas got .to stand ·by .and -s ee the ;people continue <:>f nation. · Agam, ~e lllttered hi milit&ristic ·principles through::
in ,p(}wer an admini-stration that has carried on this :war success- out Montrrna. Agam, by . every form of jnsinuation, of which
fully and llrrs laid down a .Peace .program that will be carried he i a ma ter, be nttempted to ·eon.-vlnee the people of 1\lon:tana
out if -the Democratic majority is maintained in ·the Senate ·and that . the G~vernm~nt was :no:v in wishy~washy 'han<;ts; and he
Bon e of Representatives.
attempted t<? couvmce . them lD. all of h1s .speech~ there that
~hey raise their hands in hoi~· horror boeause, ,they charge, ther~ was but one hop.e of this. G~ver~ment, · and that was in the
the Pl·esident was insincere on January
at the time he de- elec.bon of a Republican mRJO.rtty ur tlle Senate anrl in the
livered his message to Congress w.hen lle said politics was House ?f Repre entati:ves. Yet yon condemn the President of
adjourned. The President has given no evidence of insincerity, t11;e Umted States ·be~au e he addTesses. tbe American people
and they have not been able to place their Jlngm· on -a .spot save wJth regard to · the e 1 sues that he cons1der more vital than
and except his messa.ge to the ·American people delivered a few any that have ever affected our people since the ·1lnys Df th.e
days ago. They know that that .mes age was .not delivered to Revolution.
·
the American people ·until Republican ·leaders .and the RepubliWhat Demecrats have been s:peaking of politics throughout
can Party· .and the RepubUcan campaign managers .had .been in the .country? 'V.hen did that :occur7 What Democrats were
J.10litlcs for months in violation of the ill:.mistice ·thnt he tried t.o Sl}ea~ politic upon .the floor of this bedy· mttil the armistice
-establish on January 8.
·
·
:wns vwla.ted by Senators on the other side of the Clmmber'? I
The Republican Party charges the President with violatin~ suppose .t hat you on the other side :feel that you have the right,
n J)roposition he made that politics be ndjom:ned, and yet as far through interviews, through public speeches, through speeche!)
back ns February 14, 1918, a telegram of Will H. 'Hay , :who :had in this body, to .discredit the. President of the Unit-ed States .;
then ·been elected chairman .of the Republican national com- Y , to go further-to a.tterqpt to destrqy the great hnmane promittee, was quoted ns follows in the ·public pres ~
gram that he .has for a la ting wDI"ld peace; and you expect the
1 accept -the chuirmnnship wtth a :full kno.wledge of .the TeBponsi- .President to stand mute through fal e -.mode ty while you obtaln
b}Jity7'.responslbility multlpl!ed man~ times by reason of a. national tlle .control ofthe$enate and the Bouse of Repre entath·es. ¥ou
fll~~~~~::~~~;e~~~t;'hC::~n w1flla.t.:es ~~im~ii activity. The Demo- do ~ot ~ow· that the Pl~~sident c()f th~ ~nited States can rise
cra.tic .Eu.rty has been ·busy for m(}nths. This political activity .s.tiould abo~e .mlSerable, contempu.ble party polities; you :can not 'Und-erbe open und :accepted and ot n character nud ,on a. plane that needs no stalld that. Yc()U can not understand why any President in .th:e
llo.ur o:f need, when the great prize that we ·must receive cafter
subterfuge. .
:An~ aga.m Ja.t~r, on February 2£, .1918, the Republican con- this war is about to come to us is being .grasped out o:f .his hand;:
~Ie wn~ colDIDlttee %ave a reeeptw? at the Willard Hotel, for .Partis3Jl .purpo es, should appeal directly to tlle people ·of
1n Washington, at .whlc11 they , ent~tam~d MT. Hays. All .fac- the country to cast tho e who attempt that down into utter dark·
tlons, ~oth Republican and Pro~·essive Partie , attended the ness and support him ·as the_y have supported him in the past.
gathe.t:lllg. In the New York 'T.1mes of February 20 it was . ·There is no doubt that some of you -on the other side-there is
stat<:£! that Mr. ,Hays had called upon Mr. Boosevelt and ex- no doubt -t here rrre some of the Republican leaders throu:ghJ~.' be~ C1ll~.rles E. Hughes a~d had .talked over the political out the ·country-wbo sincerely differ fram the Pre ident ·Q..f
s~tuation ;w1.th them.
Ex-President Taft ·w.ired him congrntula- the United Stn_tes. There are some of them who can not :nndertimu! nnd Mr. ~ays .w11s to talk ·Dn F.e1;n·uary 27 with Senator stan_d .that .hu~a:nity has any place in law; there are some 1>f
Jorr:-;;so~ of Cnhforma nnd Representative l\IEDILL 1\IcCOJIMICK, them who can not dream of justice ever controlling and directing
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nations as it directs individuals within nations; there are soine
of them-and they are the leaders to-day of the Republican
Party-who believe that the only right, the only justice, is
force, force, force to the end. I am not a,ttacking the sincerity
of those men. I pity them; I pity them as I would pity a murderer who was guilty of murder by reason of a form of insanity . . I know some of the leaders on the other side whose
ice-bound souls could never understand what a world democracy
means. I know that there are Members on the other side to
whom the very name democracy is the cause of silent mirth.
Those men only differ from the Kaiser in that they are jealous
and resent the power of the Kaiser that they themselves would
exert with happiness and pleasure if it were in their power to
do so.
Oh, the President of the United States in his message has
stated that we must do justice not only to those to whom we want
to do jm;;tice, but to those to whom we do not desire to do justice. That is a principle of humanity ; that is a principle of Christianity; and yet that principle arouses the anger, arouses the contempt, 6f the leader of the Republican Party, arouses his ire to
such an extent that he publicly condemns it as silly, as foolish, as
mischievous. Yet the President of the United States under attacks of this character is supposed by these leaders to sit silently
by and see not only a Nation but the world cast back hundreds
of years because, forsooth, he might personally be charged by
some one with an ulterior political purpose. Listen to this charge
and tell me if there are any Republicans on the other side who
indorse it. I know there are few who indorse it in their hearts;
I know they permit it to go out as an argument throughout this
country, and that they will utilize it for the pure, simple, unjustifiable purpose of getting back here and nothing else. Listen to
this by the chairman of the Republican national committee, Mr.
Will H. Hays, speaking of the address of the President of the
United States to the people of the United States. What·does he
say?
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as made by the Republican leaders, do you not? That the President of the United State· is incompetent; t11at the Presi<lent of
the United States is dealing with mischievous, tTcacher(JUS principle ; that the President is about tn do something that will be
vjrtually a surrender of the United States to Germanv. Those
are the statements, practically and sub!itantially, of tlie Republican ex-President and candidate for a thirct time as President
of the United States, and the Republican Party have not the
nerve to deny them. I will take that back and will say that the
leaders of the Republican Party, the officeholders of tbe Republican Party, have not the nerve, have not the manhood, have not
the humanity and the patriotism to throw tho e words back in
the teeth of their perpetual candidate. If they would only find
out once and for all that whenever an office seeker becomes a
perpetual candidate, when be has an obsession for something for
himself, he ceases to be of value to the country or to an~·body eL~e.
Listen to this; listen to what your leader say ; li ten to the
platform of the Republican Party. On October 17, in a signed
article in a Kansas City paper, 1\fr. Theodore Roosevelt says
this:
As regards some of the points, either th<' mPaning is so muddy as
to be wholly incomprehensible or else the proposals ru· very treacherou •

There is a statement, not by an ignorant man, not by a man
unfamiliar with diplomatic language. There is a tatement
by a man who has served as President of the United States, and
he insinuates that the proposals of the President of the United
States are treacherous!
Mr. SMITH of Arizona. Mr. · President, will the Senator
submit to an interruption?
Mr. PITTMAN. I will.
Mr. SMITH of Arizona. I would su"'gest thnt that critici~m
of the ex-President and the ex-Progressive and the ex-Republican
and the ex-Colonel Roosevelt was not only. denied at the time of
it fulmination by everybody of prominence that we hennl from
in the United States, but the denial met with the ab. olute approA more ungracious, more unjust, more wanton, more mendacious ac- bation of every one of om· allies in this war-er-ery one of tht>m.'
cusation was never made by tbe most reckless stump oratqr, much less
Mr. PITTMAN. In the same article this maker of platforms
by a President of the United States, for partisan pul'poses.
for the Republican Party, this perpetual Republican candictate
The chairman of the Republican national committee charges for the Presidency, this man who has a right to make issues for
the President of the United States with making a mendacious the Republican Party, this man without aRking whose views
statement. I do not know whether Mr. Hays believes that; I on the matter no Republican leader will dare peak, goes further.
da not know whether l\lr. Hays made that as a serious expres- He says, in spealdng of the President's procrrnm for n reductien
s:on of his party's viewpoint of the President of the United of armaments and for n league of nation , this:
States or whether it is due to an immaturity of mind; I do not
I gravely doubt whether a more silly or more mischievous plan was
know whether that represents the character of the present ever seriously proposed by the ruler of a great m•tion.
Republican Party or whether it represents the ignorance of the
That is the issue. The Republican Party are opposed to the
present Republican Party ; yet the leaders of the Republican reduction of armaments. Th.e Republican Party are opposeti
Party issue a statement in answer ta the President's mes age to the utilization of a league of nations as an instrumentality
to the people, and ill that statement they insinuate that he has to hold down the increase in armaments and to rectify the
violated his agreement of an armistice between the parties by little wrongs which frequently cause wars between nBtions. I
t h9 issuing of this statement. The .leaders of the Republican am not here to argue now the question of a league of nations
Party know that he stood ta the utmost and to the last minute or a reduction of armaments. I stand for both. I am here to
th--l worst character of political attack that has eYer been made show the stand of the Republican Party as annouu te(l through
by any party before he found that it was his duty to come to their own leaders. The state men of the civilizell world to-clay,
the front.
with the exception of the few in the Republican Party who are
When was it that the leaders of the Republican Party were seeking office or following their candidate. stand for a reducopposed to doing justice to those they did not like as well as tion of armaments and u league of nationg.
to those they did like? When was it that the Republican Party
James Bryce, former ambassador to this country, and one
turned its back upon t11e effort of the world to reduce arma- of the greatest Englishmen alive to-day, stands for a league of
ments? When was it that the Republican Party was willing nations. Lloyd-George, next to the President of the United
to trample under foot the hope of all of the liberty-loving people States the most pronounced statesman of this era, stands for
of the world that they might get together and in one great com- a league of nations and for a reduction of armaments.
bine rectify the wrongs of nations and perpetuate peace?
Oh, the Republican Party have their is, ue . Gorl pity the
\Vhen was it that the attacks upon these great principles of the Republican Party! God pity the Republicans who have got to
Pre ident commenced? Not until it became necessa ry LO make haYe these men who now constitute them. elves the lender of
an issue with the President. They now shamelessly take that the Republicans Party write their platforms for them!
stand and attempt to defend it.
Ah, there are thousands of intelligent. high-clnRs Republicans
The Senator from Pennsylvania [l\Ir. PENROSE], long one of in my State who I know will never follow your candidate, will
the leaders of the Republican side and now a leader of the Re- never follow your leaders against a reduction of armament~ and
publican side, has answered. He bas answered that he did not a league of nations. It is pure delusion to think they will.
make objection to the President's principles at an earlier date They will not stay with you. Your chanc ~ are gone. Those
because he wanted to await a more opportune time. Are not were the statement of your candidate; thm:;e \vere the statethese principles· too sacred to the )eople of thi~ country, are ments of th e lender of your party; an<l yonr floor lender on that
they not too neces ary to the people of the world, to be held as sifle, the distinguished Senator from l\lassarbusetts fl\lr. LoooE],
a tool of petty politics? Would the Senator from Pennsylvania will not <leny, I belie\e, that he concurs Pntirely \vith the posiconceal a mischievous, treacherous provision in these 14 articles tion taken by Theodore Roo~ evelt. If he doeR not agree with
of the President for months and months, with· the danger that him, there is eYery opportunity for him to state that he does
they might be enforced to the detriment of his own people, in not agree with him.
or<ler that be might obtain a political advantage at the right
The Senator from ~ra~sachusetts, the leafier of the Republicans
time? I that politics or is that p:1triotism?
in this body, has tnted hi!'; oppo ition to a l ea~e of nations.
Let us see. I want to read you in a few minutes what the He has stated his opposition to the 14 point!'; of the PrP$ident.
leader of :rour p:u·ty says on this subject, but in the meantime Oh, yes; not only has he stated hi opposition to the P1·esident's
let me r ead the ~entimen t of the Republican Party; let me set pronoun('ed words and programs and pmmi~"S hut he ha~ gone
out the issue that the Republican Party are making through further; he bas ~hown his ln<"k of confidPn<·e in the Chief Executheir leader in this campaign. You know what that issue is tive of this country. He has shown his luck of respect for a
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man who is respected throughout the world to-day. He has
questioned the leadersllip of 'Voodrow Wilson when his leadership is admitted by Great Britain, by France, by Italy, by au ·
of our allies, and !)y all the neutral countries of the world.
That is your issue. You· have made it. You will stay with
it. You will· fight for militm·ism of the Czar's kind-not for
victory that there may be peace and justice throughout the
world, but victory that you may make something out of it, that
you may make a profit out of victory. Oh, yes; and in this
hour, when the principles that must control ·the world for years
and yeru·s to come are under consideration, instead of helping
th~ President, who has the constitutional authority to negotiate
those principles, you are doing everything in your power to discredit and obstruct him.
What do you suggest in lieu of a league of nations? What
do you suggest in lieu of the reduction of armaments? Nothing
except an alliance-an alliance such as Germany had with
Austria and Italy; an alliance such as Great Britain had with
France and with Russia; an alliance such as has existed from
the very beginning of history, and has been, if not the cause, at
least the opportunity of every war since the beginning of time;
Every Senator on that side who speaks for his party speaks
for the old theories of life, for the ~ld theories of nations, for
force, for war, for murder, f01~ death, for slaughters throughout all time, and not one word for justice or humanity or peace
in the future. Those thoughts are in their souls. They have
not lived the lives that lead men to think of justice, humanity,
and democracy; and yet they, by fortuitous circumstances, are
to-day the leaders of the great Republican Party in the United
States-a party that anyone must admit bas done wonderlul
good in its time. They are its leaders, and no matter who
the Republicans may elect to this body or to the House of
Representatives, those leaders will dominate and ·control and
molcl them to their way of thinking.
Oh, yes; suppose you should put five Progressive Republicans
on that side, as it is constituted to-day. They would have just
as much chance as a humanitarian would have to-day in the
palace of the Kaiser. In one week's time they would not know
whether they were on the other side of the Chamber or not.
They would not know where they were or what their duties
were; and yet the Republican leaders urge in one voice that
they want Republicans here so as to support the President of
the United States, and in the next voice they say that the Presitlent of the .United States is unworthy of support. In one voice
they say that they have supported the President better than the
Democrats have supported him, and in the next voice, through
their leader, through their perpetual candidate for the Presidency, they warn the people of the country to elect Republicans
to the Senate and the House, so that the President will not have
his own way and so that they can control the actions of the
PrPsident.
_
Is. that consistency? Which side do they intend to take?
They know that they can not pick out · any past events of this
administration as the grounds of attack; therefore they are
looking to the future for an issue. They not only at·~ moved
by their desire f~r militaristic p~nver in the world, but they are
moved by a greed which has been stimulated by an opportunity
that never before existed in this country.
The Government of the United States to-day is more powerful
th:m in all of its history. The Government of the United States .
to-day is rpore po\\'erful than any other democratic government
in the world. The Government of the United States to-day has
its hand more closely upon the industry and life of the people
than ever before iu its history. and that life and that industry
wou1d be in danger if the reins of t11e Government were not in
the hnnds of a man nnd supported by a Con,gress who believe
in the people, who believe in democracy, and who be1ieve in
humanity. Oh, yes; the issues in this campaign do amount to
~omethin~ to the people of this couutry, and it was the <luty of
the Pre~ident of the United States, in view of the character of
campaign that was being made, to submit those facts to the
pt>ople.
I have charged thnt the civilized world stood for the propositions of Prt>~ident Wi1son. Let me read what Lloyd-George had
to say with regat·d to the program of the President of the United
States. This speech was de1ivered on July 5, 1918 at the battle
front in France. In it he said:
'
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The n<lrlress is admirable in spirit and contents. Mr. Wilson rightly
points <- _ that an international combination to arrest the aggressions
of ambit1ou~ sovereigns and military castes and to secure the rights
of peace-lovmg peoples is essential to the future well-bei-n"' of mankind. In his enumeration of objects to be secured by peac'e the followi!Jg points seem specially important:
·
'
H1s _broad, clear assertion of the right of a nationality to selfdet~rmmatlon, re:noval of economic barriers to trade, adequate guaranties for reduction of armaments, absolute independence for Belgium
and Cull compensation for her wrongs, sympathetic comprehension
and consideration of the present situation of Russia and deliverance
of all subject nationalities from the brutal and sanguinary rule of the
Turks.
T~wse in Great Britain who know how abominable the rule of the
Turks bas been heartily welcome this declaration and that recently made
by the British prime minister that the allies and the United States
regard liberation of the Christian and .Arab peoples of Armenia Syria and Palestine as an essential condition of any just and durable peace. '

Let us see what bas been said in the past. There is one Republican on the other side who seems to appreciate the meaning of
democracy. There is one Semrtor on the other side who will
not utilize the power of misconstruction of language for political purposes. There is one Senator on the other side whose
pah·iotism bas always risen above his partisan politics. Yes;
there _is more than one; there are others. There are some, however, whose every action condemns them to the suspicions of the
public. As to those the public will form their own conclusions;
but I want to read what the Senator from Idaho [Mr. BOR.."-H],
a Republican, hnd to say about the President's 14 points. It
was published on January 9 in the New York Times:
Senator BORAH, of Idaho. I am particularly pleased with that part
of the message which relates to Russia. I believe it will have a good
effect in Russia. I have thought from the beginning of the Russian
revolution that we should give more consideration and greater encouragement and sympathy to the people of Russia.. I think in this
respect the message is admirable.
As to the other portion of the message, I want to say that I am in
favor of prosecuting the war to an honorable and permanent peace;
that is, as nearly permanent as the human mind can foresee now.
Whatever 1·eadjnstment of territory and other details are essential
to that will have to be auanged, but t~e !letails can not, in my opinion,
be known very far in advance of some mtlmation of Germany's breaking
<10'\'/D.

I Eay this, however, that I hope we will not get in the habit of discussing territorial readjustment too much. That is the European vice.
What we all want is a _permanent peace, and anything that is essential
to that as matters develop from time to time must be made to harmonize
with it.
I think the paragraph of the President's peace terms with reference
to trade cor;tditlon~ is also worthy of particular mention. The Paris
conferPnce, m my JUdgment, was a mistake. It was a start along tha
wrong line, and the President's message dealt with it in a proper manner.

There is the answer to the Senator from Pennsylvania by one
of his own Republican colleagues. There is the answer by u
Hepublican whose knowledge of international law and the language of international communication is not excelled in this
body. He says that that statement of the President requires
particular attention, and he tells why, in his opinion, the President puts it in that message. He refers to the conference at
Paris. He refers to that conference which intimated that it was
going to discriminate - against the enemy after this war was
over.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. B&'\'ET in the chair). T11e
hour of 2 o'clock having artived, it becomes the duty of the
Chair to lay hefore the Senate the unfinished_business, wllich
will be stated by the Secretary.
_
The SECRETARY. A bill ( S. 4637) for the retirement of en;Iployees in the classified civil servict>.
Mr. PITTMAN. ?rlr. President, two Republican leaders are
attempting to find fault with the principles and policies of tb,e
President of the United States. They particularize on three
points; that providing for a league of nations, that providing
for the reduction of armaments, and that providing for a limitation of trade restrictions as far as possible. I have discussed
the first two. Now, as to the last. I have read the interpretation placed upon it by the distinguished Senator from Idaho
[Mr. BoRAH]. The construction placed upon it by the President of the United States has been read into the RECORD. But
the astute politician, who occupies the Senate seat from Pennsylvania, is not satisfied with the assurance of the President of
the Uhlte<.\ States that the provision in no way shall affect the
rights of any nation to regulate its own tariff and other economic
laws. He is not satisfied with that. .He goes further and demands of the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. HITc~cocK] to know
how this provision will affect . Germany. The language itself
states how it will affect Germany. The language is so clear
that except for the misconsh·uction placed upon it, it would
President Wilson yc>stNday made it clear what WI' are fighting for. neYer have been the subject of argument. - It reads as follows:
If tht> Kalfler and his advisers wlll accept the conditions voic<'d by the

P~·p~fUPnt tbPy. ca_n hav<> peace with America, peace with France, peace
wttb _GreAt Bntam to-morrow. But he bas given no indication of an
1ntPnt1on to do so. Because .be will not do so is the very reason we all
are fi~bting.

Lloyd-George sustained it. Take the statement of Bryce, to
which I referred before. It is reported in a telegram from
London under date of January 10:

The removal so far as possible of all economic barrirrs and the estab~
lishment of an equality of trade conditions among all thf' nations consenting to the peace and associating tbc.mselves fot· its maintenance.

The provision, in the first place, only applies to those n:l tions
that associate themselves together under the provisions for a
league of nations. If Germany comes into thnt league of nations, then, of course, Germany will be treated by the U ui ted
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States as every other member of that league of nations. If
there is a league of nations, every nation which is worthy of confidence must be entitled to come into that league or it ceases to
be n league of nations, and is simply an alliance. The President
has stated under what terms and conditions Germany might
enter that league of nations. The distinguished Senator from
Pennsylvania [Mr. PENROSE] seems afraid of free trade or protection or something else. He knows the language there means
that as among those nations which shall constitute the league
of nations no tariff, no financial law shall be so constructed
·as to favor one or more of those nations to the prejudice of one
or more of the other nations.
· l\1r. WATSON. Will the Senator allow me?
. l\Ir. PITTl\1AN. He must know that it makes no difference
how high or how low the tariff in all those nations may be, it
applies equally or justly to all the other .nations.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Nevada
yield to the Senator from Indiana?
Mr. PITTl\1AN. I do.
Mr. WATSON. Did the United States ever have a tariff at
any time that did not embody these features aside from a reciprocal arrangement?
l\Ir. PITTMAN. I think not, and I do not think it ever should
have. The only reason why that ' statement was put forward
was not because the United States bas ever proposed such a
plan but because it has been suggested on behalf of some other
nations which will be members of this leagua of nations. The
prjnciple that we shall not utilize our tariff or other economic
laws for the purpose of discrimination is recognized in this
country, but it may not be recognized in all the other countries,
and Woodrow Wilson fonncl it necessary to make that pronouncement.
I ask at this time that I may print in the RECORD the statement of Representative GIT.LETT with regard to the President's
me sage of the 8th of January.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so
ordered.
The statement referred to is as follows:
I am in hearty accord with the President's address unless he meant
tree trade by his allusion of economic freedom, and I do not
believe that could have been hls intention.
uni~crsal

1\fr. PITTMAN. Mr. President, I have very little ,more to say
on this matter. I feel that the integrity and the sincerity of
the President of the United States having been attacked by the
chairman of the national committee of · the Republican Party,
the President's address, which was the foundation of that attack, should be included in the RECORD; and in justice, o·f course,
to Mr. Will H. Hays, l will ask that his whole statement be
·p ublished at this point, following· the statement of the President of the United States.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it i so ordered.
The matter referred to is as follows:
THE PRESIDENT'S APPEAL TO YOU.

:My fellow countrymen,

the congressional elections are at hand.
They occur in the most critical period our country has ever. faced or
If you have approved of my leadership
nnd wish me to continue to be your unembarrassed spokesman in affairs
at home and abroad, I earnestly oog that you will express yourselves ·
unmistakably to that effect by returning a Democratic majority to
both the Senate and the House of Representatives. I am your servant
nnd wlll accept your judgment without cavil, but my power to ad·
mini ter the great trust assJgned me by the Constitution would be
seriously impaired should your judgment be adverse, and I must
frankly tell you so because so many critical issues depend upon your
verdict. No scruple of tast~ must in grim times like these be ·a.llowed
to stand 1n the way of speakin::r the plain truth.
I have no thought of suggesting that any political party is paramount in mutters or patriotism. I feel too keenly the sacri1ices which
have been made in this war by all our citizens, irrespective of party
nfiiliations, to harbor such an lde.'l. I mean only that the difficulties
a,nd delicacies of our presl'nt task are of a sort that makes it imperatively necessary that the Nation should Jd.ve its undividf'.d support
to the Government under a unified leadership, and that a Republican
Conrn·ess woulcl divide the leadership.
.
'l'he leaders of the minority in the present Congress have unq\lestionnbly been prowar, but they have bePn antiadministration. At almost
every turn, sin<'e we enterl'd the war they have sought to take the eholce
of policy and the conduct of the war out of my hands and· put It under
the control of Instrumentalities of their own choosing. This is no time
.either for divided counsel or for divided leadership. Unity of command
1s as neceRsary now in civil action as it ts upon the field of battle. If
the control of the House nnd ~enate should be taken away from the
party now in power an opposing majority could assume control of legislation and oblige all action to be takE:>n amidst contf'st an1 obstrurtion.
The return of a Rl'publlcan major1ty to eJther House of the Congress
would, moreo'"er, eertninly be interpreted on the other 8ide of the water
as a repuclln tion of my leanershlp. l:>pokeRmen of the Republican Party
are urgin~ you tc elect a RPpubllcan Congress in order tD back up and
support tho President. but even 1f they should in this way impose upon
some credulou~ voters on thls side of the watPr~., they would impose on
no one on th ~ other sloe It Is well understooo there as well as here
tha t the Repnbllean IPaders df'slre not so much to support the President
n. to control blm. The peoples of the allied countriPs with whom we
:1rc nR~~'iat Pd a!!"al n!" t G~rn111n y are qultp familiar with the significance
of elections. Th r y would find it very diiflcult to believe that the voters
1s likely to face In our time.
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of the United States had chosen to support their President by ~lectlng
to the Congress a majority controlled by those who are not fn fact in
"Sympathy with the attitude and action of the administration.
I need not tell you, my fellow r.ountrymen, that I am asking you~
support not for my own sake or for the sake of a political part1, but
for the sake of the Nation Itself, in order that Its inward umty of
purpose may be evident to all the world. In · ordinary times I would
not feel at liberty to make such an appeal to you. In ordinary times
divided counsels can be endured without permanent burt to the country.
But these are not ordinary times. II' in these critical days it is your
wish to sustain me with undivided minds, I beg that you will say so
in a way which it will not be possible to misunderstand either here at
home or among our associates on the other side of the sea. I submit
my difficulties and my hopes to you.
· THE

Woonnow WILsoN.

WHrTn HotJsE,

TVasl~ingtoll,

D. 0., October 25, 1918.

" lDE.A OF AUTOCnAT,'' HAYS CALLS APPEA-L BY WILSON FOR DEMOCRATIC
CO~GBESS.

NEW YORK, October !1.

. Will H. Hays, chairman of tbe RepubUcnn national committee, made
public here to-night a statement in which be replied in behalf of his
party to President Wilson's appeal to the Nation to return a Democratic Congress. In his statement, Mr. Hays said :
"!'resident Wilson has questioned the motives and fidelity of your
representatives in Congress. lle has thereby impugned their loyalty
and denied their patriotism. His challenge is to ·you who elected
those representatives. You owe it to them, to the honor of your great
party and to your own self-respect to meet that challenge squarelyf
not only as Republicans but as Americans. I, as your chairman, ca.l
upon you to do it.
"~Ir. Wilson ac:eords thP. Republicans rio credit whatever for having
suppurted tbe ' war measures • p1·oposed by his administration, although they have done so with greater unanimity than the members
of his own party. Despite that tact, be n.ccmes them of having tried
to usurp his proper functions.
AN II!\SULT, HE DECLARES.

"At no time a.nd in no way have they tried to take control of the war
out of his hando. The President knows that. The country knows it.
You know it. A more ungracious, more unjust, more wanton, more
mendacious accusation was never made by the most reckless stump
orator, much less by a President of the United States, for partisan
purposes. It is an insult not only to every loyal Republican in Congress but to every loyal Republican in the land.
"It fully merits the resentment which rightfully and surely will find
ex~ression at· the polls.
• Mr. Wilson grudgingly admits that the Republicans have been
• prown.r.' Then why doPS he demand their defeat? Because they are
still prowar? Hardly that. No. It is because they are for peace,
though not without victory, because they do not believe lasting peace
can l>e obtained through negotiation; because they consider that • U. S.
stands for unconditional surrender as well as for the United States and
Uncle Sam.' The Democratic Congress does not. Mr. Wilson does not.
There · 1s the i sue as clear a.s the noonday sun. The country will
decide.
THJ: IDEA. OF AN AUTOCRAT.

"Mr. Wilson wants only rubber stamps-his rubber stamps-in Congress. He says so. No one knows it better thah DemocratJe Congressmen. He calls for the defeat of prowar RepubUcans and the election
of antiwar Democrats. He, as the Executive, is no longer satisfied to
be one branch of the Government, a.s p.rovided by the Constitution.
Republican Congressmen must be defeated and Democratic Congressmen must, as they would, yield in everything. That is evidently his
idea-the id ea of an autocrat calling himself the servant, but bidding
for · the mastery of this great, free people.
.
"Republicans in Congress have seemed to biro good enough when
they assented, as they did assent with highest patriotism and sometimes
against their best judgment, to his proposals. Republicans at home
havl' seemed to Wm good enough to send fully n million of their sons
into battle, to furnish at least half of tho Army and far more than halt
1lf the money for winning the war. But .they arc not considered good
enough to have a. voice in the settlement of the war.
SAYS PRESIDENT WANTS u TWO THINGS."

"1:\Pt Mr. Wilson's real purpose bas nothing to do with the conduct
of the war. He has had that from the beginning, bas it now, and nobOdy dreams of interfering with his control. He wants just two things:
One ts full power to settle the war precisely as be and his sole, unele<'ted.
unappointed, unconfirmed pers..,nal adviser ruay determine. The other
ls full power as the • unembarrassed spokesman in a.tl'alrs at home.' as
he actually demands in his statement. to reconstruct tn peace times the
great industrial a!Inirs of the Nation in the same way, In unimpeded
conformity with- whatever socialistic doctrines, whatever unlimited Government-ownership notions, whatever hazy whims may happen to possess
him at the time; but, first and above all, with absolute commitment to
tree trade with all the world, thus giving to Germany out of hand the
· fruits of a victory greater than she could win by fighting a hundred
yef!-.r:_· Republican Con~ress will never assent to that. Do you want a
Congress that will? Germany does.
•• Mr. Wilson forces the Republican Party to lie down or fight. I
say fight! Answer with your votes I
•1 Mr. Wilson is for unconditional surrender-yes; for the unconditional surrender to himself of the Republican Party, of the country, of
the allies-all to him, as the sole arbiter and master of the destinies o!
the world. Do you stand for that? Answer with your votes!"

Mr. PITTl\IAN. ~1r. President, one of our distinguished
Senators here to-day was taking the President to task for having
sent this message to the American people, and in that attempt
he compared the President to another one of our great Presi·
dents. There is no parallel between the two acts. One was the
prevention of the interference in politics by a politician and
the other was an open, free, frank message to tho e who elected
the President of the United States. Is the time ever coming in
a democracy when the President of the United States shall not
be recognized as having the right to aduress a statement directly
to the people of the United States? It was not concealed. It
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was not hid irom the Ticpul>licnns. No; it -was addressed to
the Republicans of this country just us much as it is addressed
to the Democrats of the country. It is not an appeal, however,
to the ~enders of the Republican Party, because the leaders of
the Republican Party have publicly demonstrated that they
are beyond the barrier of any appeal on the ground of humanity
or democracy. The President is appealing to Republicans
against Republican leaders. He is appealing to Democrats and
the men who elected him to office and who placed upon him the
responsibility of that office.
But this is not the first time that these things have been done.
Let me read just a few remarks here by President McKinley at
the time of the campaign of 1898. In a &'Peech delivered at
Boone, Iowa, October 11, 1898. he said :
This is no time for divided councils. If I would have you remember
anything I have said in these desultol'y remarks it would be to rememhel' at this critical hour in the Nation's blstory we must not be divided.
The triumphs of the war are yet to be written in the articles of peace,

Again in a speech deliYcred at Carroll, Iowa, October 11, 1898,
he said :
·
Just at this hour, although hostilities have been suspended, we are
confronted with the gravest national problems. It is a time for the
soberest judgment and the most conservative and considerate action.
As we have stood together in the war. so we must stand together until
t.he results of that war shall be written in peace.
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I haYe read you the speeches of President l\IcKinley nt that
time. I have uot attempted to interpret those speeches. I intend to let the distinguished Senator from Pennsylvnnin [Mr.
PE:'\ROSE] interpret President 1\):cKinley's speeches.
What did
the distinguished Senator from Pennsylvania have to s~y in
preparing to introduce President McKinley at the time he was
mnking those speeches? This is what he said :
In a few hours President McKinley will be your guest to witness the
greatest pagent the couutry has ever known. In his recent speet'hes
the President bas appealed not to a partisan but to a national spirit.
He asks the aid of the Nation. He seeks the support of every man who
believes in the result of his administration. I appeal not to the martial
spirit of the Nation 1 great as have been our victories on sea. and land.
I appeal to the quier, sober thought of the American people, who do not
go to war unless for honor and humanity. I make this app~>al to you
that you give loyal support to President McKinley and the Republican
Party in the spirit he has asked for it.

M.r. PO::\IERENE. 1\lr. President-1\Ir. PITTMAN. I yield to the Senator from Ohlo.
Mr. POl\fERE.N E. In view of the course the Senator's speech
has taken I think it not inopportune to read a similar stntement made by the Hon. Charles 'Vilhelm F.rederick Dick, whom
I had the honor to succeed in the Senate. This speech was
made in 1898. It reads as follows :
[ll'rom the Akron Evening Times, .Akron, Ohio, Friday, Oct. 25, 1918.]

In a speech delivered at Creston, Iowa, October 13, 1898, President McKinley said :

DICK'S PLEA AS MADE TO THE VOTERS IN 18!J$.

In that same campaign in 1898, when President l\IcKinley was
stumping the -country and was speaking throughout the United
States and delivering the very speeches that I have quoted, we
find Senator LoDGE, now the senior Senator on the Republican
side, now the 1eader of the Republican Party in this body, now
the Senator who in a signed statement condemns the President
of the United States for appealing to the people for a Democratic
Senate and" a Democratic Honse, appealing on behalf of l\lcKinley for a Republicnn Senate and a Republican House said:

l\Iy good friend, Senator Dick, is now a candidate for Congress in his district in Ohio, and if he is. to be sustained in his
Yiews then every Republican in that district will haYe to vot~
for his opponent.
l\Ir. PITT::\lAl~. I wish to read at the request of Senator
THoMAS, who sent it to me, as be was compelled to be absent, a
statement from the Indianapolis Journal of September 17, 1898,
which has the fol1owing headline to it:

we· bave bad a recent example of. what patriotism can do. We have
My fello,~• citizens, I want to leave one more thought with you and just concluded a successful war against a common foe. The last trace
of
Spanish sove!-eignty has been driven fTom the \Vestern Hemisphere.
that is, as we ba\e been united and therefore strong and invincible in
tbe war, we must continue united until the end of this struggle i we • • • The results of the war have thrust 11pon us mighty responsibllities
• • • and it belongs to the party of progress to Polve
must have no dill'erenccs among ourselves whUe we are settling differ·
ences with another government. When we have made that settlement them.
In
this
hour of ballots what message are you going to send to Washin t.he interest of justice and civilization and humanity, then we can
ington, to Paris, and to Spain? Are you going to cast a vote of confir(>Sume our uomestic differences.
dence In the Government or will you show a lack of confidence? :SupIn a speech delivered at Spri-ngfiefd, Ill., October 15, 1898, pose the situation. was reversed and Spain were to hold an election in
which support of the Government was the issue, with what t>agerness,
President McKinley said:
with what hope and fear, would you await the 1·esults?
Now, my friends, what we want is to ha\e no •Uspute or dilference
What effect would it have on other countries if it should be cabled
nmong ourselves to interfere with our united judgment in dealing with to Paris and Madrld that the Government at Washington is not upheld?
the foreign problems that are before us. As we stood together in war. That the people of the United States had elected a Congress not in
let us stand together until its settlements are made.
accord with the President. Is it not our duty as Americans to do
possible to prevent such a disaster?
Now, then, be it remembered that at that time President Mc- everything
This is a time to appeal to patriotic hearts. It is not a time to
Kinley was speaking in a campaign-the campaign of 1898. The staild
with yellow journals and yellow speakers, but a time to hoist
ountry was involved in a campaign at that time, and all the the Stars and Stripes higher than ever -before. Let us say on <>lection
campaign orators were on the stump and the politicians of both day that liberty and freedom yet live in the hearts of the AmHican
.
parties were in the field. The same Theodore Hoosevelt, who people.
This is not only an election of county, of State. o.nd the Nation-It
to-day is doing everything in his power to discredit the Presi- is international. Every nation in Europe, friendly or unfriendly. is
watching with jPalous eyl.'s the results of this election. They are watchdent of the United States and to make him powerless in the ing
to see whether we will take advantage of the opportunities that are
execution of lJ. peace program upon the settlement of this war. offl'red us, opportunities that would be f'agerly seized by them.
The administration should be supported by the whole peopl<'. It
was then active in politics. He stated in the campaign of 1898
is in the interest.;: of the whole people. When we are engaged in mighty
ns follmvs in one of his speeches :
contests with other nations there should be no doubt where the [leopie
Remember that, whether you will it or not, your votes this year will stand.
be viewed by the nations of Euro-pe from one standpoint only. They •
'l'o-day more than usual the administration represents the Governwill draw no finP distinctions. A refusal to sustain the President this ment. The course of William McKinley appeals to the patriotism· antl
year will, in their eye::~, be read as a refusal to sustain the war and to the support of the whole people. Give him a Congress that will stanu
:sustain the efforts of our peace commjssion to secure the fruits of war. at his ba<:k ; then if they fail it will be time to condemn and r<>j cct.
Such a refusal may not inconceivably bring abont a rupture of the
You know without my telling you that the affairs of the State are well
peace n<>gotiations. It will give heart to our defeated antagonists; it and wisely conducted. I want to say one word, however, on county
will make possible the interference of those doubtful neutral nations affairs.
who in this struggle have wished us ill.
Here Senator Dick disgressed in an appeal for the Republican
You could get t.he benefits of the victories of Grant and Sherman only
by r eelecting Lincoln, and we will gain less· than we ought from the county ticket, after which he continued:
war if the administration is not sustained at these elections.
'l'his ts no time to change the party at the helm. Men are but tho
Again, we find former President Harrison using this language representatives of principles, whether it be in county, State, or :Kation.
'l'he world is looking to the United States. We are now in th<' very
in the 1898 campaign:
van~ard of the procession, and our civilization will make the coming
If the word goes forth that the people of the United States are stand- century the greatest in th<> world's history
If as a people we measure
ing solidly behind the President, the ta k of the peace commissioners up to every responsibility we have no cause for alarm. There is no
will l.lc easy, but if there is a break in the ranks-if the Democrat!i score doubt that the Amerkan people will met>t and discharge every duty.
a telling victory, if Democratic Senators, Congressmen, and governors When God selected us to make the test of free government He <lid so
are elected-Spain will see in it a gleam of hope; she will take a fresh with a jealous eye. WP must neglect no opportunity. Patriotism
hop<', and a renewal of hostilities-more "~Tar-may be necessury to se- should dominate every man in his political creed, and on November 8
cure to us what we have already won.
Americans should do their full duty.

But there is one questit'Jn on which I wish to say a few words, and
that Reems to me to override all othet·s. It is whether we shall stand
by the administration and the Peesident at tbis juncture. If we giv-e a.
victory to his political opponents we suy not only to thE:T United States
but we say to the world. we say to the Spanish commissioners in Paris,
that the people of tbe Unitt>tl States repudiate its result and repudiate
the man who has led victoriously the war and is now leading us back
to peace-William McKinley.

Then, at tile same time, 've find another distinguished leader
on the other side wllo is doing- nil in his power to obstruct the
principles and policies nnnonnced )Jy the President of the United
States and to tie his hands with a Republican Senate and :1
Republican House taking this position in the 1898 campaign.

Albert J . Beveridge's keynote speech delivered at Tomlinson ilall at
the opening of the campaign of 1898. Mr. Beveridge was a candidate for
United States Senator to succeed Senator Turpie, a Democrat.
·

This is the speech :
In a sentence, shall the American people indorse at the polls. ~he
administration of William McKinley, which, under the guidance of D1v.me
Providence, has started the Republic on its noblest carPer of prospenty,
duty, .and glory, or shall the American people rebuke the administration,
reverse the wheels of history, halt the career of the Hag, and turn to
that purposeless borde of criticism and carping that is assailing the
Government at Washington? • • • In the only foreign war this
Nation bas bad in two ~<>nerations will you, the voters af this Republic
and the guardians of its good repute, give thf' other nations of the
world to understand that the American people <lo not approve and indorse the administration that conducted it"! Thesf' are the questions
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I listened to the argument of the Senator from Indiana the
other day when he tried to ch::mge the whQ}e tenor of the
speech of the Senator from Massachusett , and Roosevelt s
speech and Beveridge's speech by saying that they were worried for fear that there would be a Democratic Senate elected,
and that, if so, the Senate would not ratify the h·eaty with re..
gard to the Philippine Islands. If that were so, why were they
appeali na f or tl le H ouse 0 f R epresen t a t•Ives 7 Tlle H ons e 0 f
Representatives bas nothing to do with treaties. Oh, but the
Senat01· will say they have control of the appropriation of the
money neces ary to buy the jslands. Congress bas ne\"er vioIated ...." tr·eaty made I'n accor·danc:"'- WI'th the la'v
and th~- Constl·.
~
tution of the United States, and when a treaty has been rntified
by this body the money bas nlways been appropriated by the
House of Representatives, although they have nothing to ao
with the ratification of the treaty.
.
. An attempt will be made to answer this contention. Politi·
cians will be tempted to change the plain meaning of the
speech of the Senator !Tom Massachusetts in 1898; to reconstruct the speech of Theodore Roosevelt ; to befog the speech of
Albert J. Beveridge; and to explain the speech of Benjamin
Harrison to the people of the country. No matter how skillful
Mr. President, that was the keynote speech of the Republican may be the attempt to twist these speeches their truth lla"
Party in 1898, delivered by one of the most promin~nt Repub· reached the American people and they know if the words of
licans in this country, a man who stood high in those days in the Senator from Massachusetts and those of Roosevelt and
the councils of the Republican Party, a man who spoke for his Benjamin Harrison and Beveridge were worth anything in 1808',
party. Were there ever two conditions so identical as the con· they can not be repudiated now under the existing conditions,
ditions then and the conditions now, with the single exception and they are not going to permit those men who are simply
that at that time the war was over with Spain and the negotla- American citizens, no matter bow high their position may be,
tions were with but one little country? To-day; the war is not to change or to misconstrue their own open and avowed posi·
over. The negotiations will involve the great civilized countries tlon for the present purposes of partisan gain.
of the world.
l\h·. WATSON. l\h·. President-Mr. WADSWORTH. Will the Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (1\Ir. AsHURST in the chair).
Mr. PITTMAN. I yield.
.
Does the Senator from Nevada yield to the Senator from IuMr. W ADS"WORTH. Am I mistaken in saying that I read in diana?
the press of yesterday perhaps that the Senator from Nevada
Mr. PITTMAN. I yield.
bad said that the war is practically over?
Mr. WATSON. Does the ~nator from Nevada make no fli:-;1\Ir. PITTMAN. The Senator is correct. Thi~ war is prac· tinction between a private citizen making an appeal of that kind
tically over. It has been won while a Democratic President nnd the President of the United States making it? At the time
was the Chief Executive officer of this country and was Com- the Senator from l\Iassachusetts made that appeal or the Senamander in Chief of the armies, just as the little war against tor from Pennsylvania [Mr. PENBosE] made it or the then
Spain was ,,.on when President .McKinley occupied the same Senator Beveridge made it neither man was President of .the
posWon. The necessity for the support of President Wilson in United States; neither man was in the midst of the war a,
the formulation of the policies that will either mean an enduring Ohief Executive; neither man had had the united support of the
peace or early return of wars will come up to the President as opposition party. Does not the Senator from Nevada make any
after-war policies faced 1\IcKinley at the time of the campaign distinction at all between a private citizen making an appeal
of 1898. The situations are practically identical. The argu- of that kind and the President of the United States mah"ing it,
ments made by the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. LoDGE], and especially at a time when the President has had practicaHy
by Theodore Roosevelt, by Albert J . Beveridge, all apply to the the united support of the opposition party, and in his own letter
situation to·day. I do not desire to charge them with insin· admits that that party has been prowar quite as much as has
cerity, but I can not understand, and I do not believe the Amer· his own party?
ican people will understand, how those Republican statesmen
1\fr~ PITTMAN. Mr. President, there is no doubt that the Recould have made tlle speeches they made in 1898 and make the publican Party has been both prowar and loyal; I know of no
speeches and statements that they are making to-day.
one who attacks that proposition at all; but it is unnecessary for
Inconsistency in an ignorant man attracts little attention; me to argue as to whether or not the Republican Party has been
inconsistency in a statesman, who owes a duty to the people antiadministration. We do not have to go back of to-day to
who elect him, is worthy of the gravest consideration. If the prove it. The RECORD to-day is full of it. That is enough. If
distinguished Senator from Massachusetts felt in 1898 that it the question is as to whether or not there is a difference between
was necessary to elect a Republican Senate and a Republican a Senator of the United States appealing to the people for tile
House of Representatives in order that the world should not support of the Pre ident, or the President appealing for sup·
consider that President McKinley had been repudiated, tllen port, I say now that there is not any difference. It does not
it is equally as necessary to-day that the people elect a Demo- make any difference whether the one making snch an appenl is a
cratlc Senate and a Democratic House of Representatives so Senator of the United States, a Representative, a plain citizen,
that the world shall not think that President Wilson has been or President of the United States. If any man, no matter
repudiated. Is not that true? Is there any answer whateYer what position he holds, sees tbat a condition is arising that is
to it?
dangerous to the people of the United States and they are not
The Senator from New York [Mr. WADswoRTH] answers by being told of that danger from other sources, then it is his duty
n nod of his head that there is an answer, and the Senator to warn them.
from Indiana [Mr. WATSON] the other day gave a very cute
Do you think that the people of the United States resent the
little answer to it. He said the Philippine Islands were in· fact that their President has told them of the danger? Do you
volved; that the thing which made it so necessary to have a think that the people of the United States re ented the fact
Republican Senate \vas in order that the treaty with regard that McKinley appealed for unity. in 1898? Do you think that
to · the Philippine Islands might be ratified. There is nothing the people of the United States have e\er rese:n.ted a President
In t11e remarks of the Senator from Massachusetts which were appealing directly to them with regard to any matter?. '\Vl:l.y
made in 1898 referring to the Phillppine Islands. They re- should the President not do so? Does the President of the
fen·ed to su taining the President who won tlle war,. so that he United States stand apart from the people? Is there no rela·
would not appear to be repudiated in the eyes of the world. tion of confidence between the people and the President? Is
There is nothing in Theodore Roosevelt's speeches of that date the President too great a man to discuss matters with the peowhich I baYe quoted which deals wiili the Philippine Islands. pie? Is the President's position so high that be may not discuss
Theodore Roosevelt's speeches were tile same as those of the ;1 such matters with the common people? It might have been so
Senator from 1\ln.ssachusetts. They all placed the argument under a Republican administration, but it is not so under a
on the ground that the man who has won the war mnst be 1 Democratic administration, and that is what we have at the
supported not only in the Senate but in both branches of Con· I present time. There was possibly a little difference between the
gress, in order that the world shall know that the American methods pursued when "e had a Republican P1·esident and those
people first sustain the war, and, in the second place, that tlley that arc now pursued uncler a Democratic Pre ident. The Redo not repudiate the rnan who won the war.
l publican President wrote letters urging the support of whatever

YOU must answer at thn polls. and I well know bow you will answer them'.
The thund<>r of American guns at Santiago and Manila will find its
an wer in the approval of tbe Toters of tbe Republic. • • •
And the tlrst question you must answer by your vote is whether you
indorse that war. We a£e told thaJ: all citizens and every pl~tf'?rm indorse the war, nnd I admit, with the joy of patriotism, that this Is true.
But this is only among ourselves. and we are of and to ourselyes no
longer. This election takes place on the stage of the world, w1th all
earth's nations for our auditors.
.
.
Not a foreign office in Europe that is not studymg the Amencan
Republic and watching the American elections of 1898 as it never
watched an American election before. Are the American people the
chameleon of the nations? If so, we can easily handle them, says the
d!plomats of the world. Which result, say you, wil~ have the best
ciiect
for always
us uponinspires:
the great
watch
us wtth
the American
jealousy
stren!;tb
A powers
defeat that
at the
hands
of the
people of the administration which has conducted our foreign war
to a world-embracing success, and which has in hand the most important
foreign problems since the Revolution, or such an indorsement of the
administration by the American J>eople as will swell to · a national
acclaim? No matter what vour views on the Dingley or the Wilson
laws, no matter whether you fa>or Mexican money or the standard
of this Republic, we must deal this day with nations greedy for every
market we are to invade, nations with ships and guns and money and
men. Will they sift out the motive for your vote; t;>r will they consider
tbe result of the indorsement a rebuke of the adDlllllstratlon? I repeat,
it is more than a yarty question. It is an American qu(>stion. It is an
issue in which history sleeps. It is a situation which will Influence
the destiny of the Republic.

I
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be wnntcd, but the letters were not alw.ays p.11blic. The letters
of the President of tbe United States at the rwe ent time are
written to the -public nnd are not concealed. The letters of Republican PTcsidents were sometb11es wt·itten to politicians; tlte
letteTs of tlle Democratic Peesideut are written to the people.
As to the question of propriety, the Senator fmm Indiana can
lledde that for himself. But let me say something further. I
have here a letter that 'possibly the Senator from Indiana remembeTs. I will ~ea<l it and see if he recollects it. I think this
letter was writtev. by :Mr. Theodore Hooseveli when ll:e was
President to Ur. J AhlES E. \VATSON, 'vho \Yas tl:en n l\1eruber
of the House of Representatives. The letter is dated "Oyster
Bay, N. Y., August 18, l906," ancl is as follows:
lf there were only parti n.n tssues jnvolved in this contest, 1 sh_oul(]
hesitate to say anything publicly in reference thereto. But 1 do not
feel that such is tue '-ase. On the contrary, 1 feel that aU good citizens
who have the welfat·e of .America at h r art should appreciate the :immense amount that has been accomplish(><l by the present- Congress, organized as it is, and the urgent ne<'d of keeping this organi'ZRtion in
power. 'l'o chiiDgf.> the leadership and orgaulzation of the House at
this time mea:ns to bring confusion upon those w.bo 'h&ve been snccE.>ssfully engaged in the steady working out of a great and comprebt>nshe
sch<>me for the bettPrment of our social, industrial. and civic cond.itlons.
Su ch "· change would ubstitute a purposeless confusion, a violent a-nd
hurtful oscillation between the positions of the extreme ·radical . and
the extreme rE.>nctionary, for the present orderly progress along the
lines oi a carefully thought-out policy.

This letter was written for the purpo e of aiding in the election of Republicans to the Senate rrnd the House. It was pnblislled in the Republican campaign te:rtbook. Surely that can
not be a crime in Woodrow Wilson if <lone by the gr.e at Republican god Roosevelt.
Again, on September 9, 1908, from OysteT Bay, N. Y., Mr.
Roosevelt wrote, in part, as follows:
It is urgently necessary, from the st::mdp_oint of the public interest.
to elect Mr. Taft and a R<·publican Congrl' s whlch will support him :
and they seek election on a platform which specifically pledgPs the
party, aUke in ita ex~cutlve anct legislative hranches, to continue -an<J
clPvelop thP policies which haye been not merely professed but .a.cterl
upon during these seven years. These policies can be successfully car
ried through only by the ll earty cooperation of the President and the
Congress .in both its branches, and it is therefore p:nticnlarl-y Important tbat thPTe should obtain such harmony .between them. To fail
to el-ect Mr. Taft would be a calamity to the country; u_nd it would be
folly while electing him yet at the same time to elect a Congress hostil~
to him, a Congress which under t-he Jnfiuerree of putis:m leadership
would be certain to thwart and baffle him on e-very possible occasion.
To elect Mr. Taft and at the sam~ time to elect a Cnng£('..'>8 J,>ledge<l to
suppot·t bim is the only way in wh1ch to perpetuate the policy of the
Government as now carriPd on. I feel that all the aid that can be
given to this policy by every good citizen should be given, far thls Is
far more than a merely partisan matter.

This was at a time when President Roosevelt expected to have
Mr. Taft hol<l foT four year . and in trust for Roosevelt, the
presidential office. This letter was also written for political
purposes, awl was publicly used w:ith President Roosevelt's
knO\Yle<lge and consent.
1\lr. Taft, who kne·w of and accepted this aid ·of President
Roosevelt, now holds up bis hands in holy h~rror when \Voodrow
Wilson makes a similar plea.
.
I leave the question now as to whether or not the American
people are going to take the advice of tbe Republican leaders
giYen in l898 or the advice given by the Republican leaders oow.
I leave it to the people of the country whether the Republican
leader · to-day are sincere or whether they were sincere in
1 98. There was argument in favor of their sjncerity in 1898,
but the evidence to-day is all against theiT sincerity. They
argued in 1898 like patriots, and they quilJble and debate to-day
like politicians
The Republicans have maCle their issue. It is an is~ue -as to
whether or not the President · of the United State , who . has
successfully conducted this war and who has the confidence of
the world, shall continue it to the end unhampered, unobstrueted.
uninterfere<l with, or whether or nat it shall be taken out of hi~
hands and placed in the hands of Senator LoDGE .and Sena:tor
PE1'TROSE, o{Pennsylvania. That is the i sue, and the f)eople of
this cow1try are going to decide with the Presiclent. No matter
what subterfuges II13J' · be used, no matteT bow cunningly th~
arguments may be presented, they will see it. You yourselves
have expo e(l yoursel-ves. and further exposition is linneeessru:y.
1\fr. POINDEXTER obtained the floor.
Mr. W ADSWOitTH and 1\lr. SMOOT acldressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER Does the Senator from Washington yield; an<l if so, to whom?
1\lr. POINDEXTER I yield first to the Senator from New
York.
Mr. W A.DSWO:RTH. l\Ir. President, in order that the different
pronouncement which 1ind -their appearance in tlle press may
be contained jn the R E CORD, I ask permission thnt a letter written
by the President of the Unftecl States to Ml·. Hennessy, who is
a candidate for the Unitecl State.<:: S ~nate from the-State of New
~ersey, which wns printed in yesterday's papers, if I remember
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correctly, be re:- ~ by tile Secretary, and that I be permitted to
utter about two sentences upon il.
The .PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the request
of the Senator from New York? There being none, the Secretary
will read as requested.
The Secretary read as follows:
:M-y DEAR Mu. IIENNESSY: 'Mn.y I .not say bow deeply interested I -mn
in the contest you ar-e conducting? 1 can not but feel that in ignoring
my ea:rnest appeal with regard to the suffrage amendment, -made tn the
public interest anu because {)f my intima-te .knowledge -CJ! the issues
involved, both on the o.ther side of the wu_ter and here, Senator BAIRD
.bus certainly not represented the true feeling and spirit of the 'People of
New .Tersoy. I :rm sure that they must have .felt that such ..an a-ppo...aJ.
could not ·and sbould not be ignored. It would lx! ·a very great make
weight thrown 'into the international .scale ii hls course of action while
in the .'enrte could be reversed by the people of our great State.
Cordially and sincerely, yours,
Woonnow WI:Lsox.
l\lr. W A.DSWORTH. Mr. Presid-ent, with i:he perm:issien Qf

the Senator from Washington-Tlle PRESIDING OFFICER.. Does the Senator from \Vash·
iugton yield to the Senator from New York?
:r..1r. POINDEXTER. I ~ieHl to the Senato1~.
1\Ir. 'V ADS,VORTH. Senators 'vill note that the PI·esident
of the United States req_'Uests the people of the State of New
.Ierse-y to defen:t Senator BAIRD at the .polls solely because he
voted against 'the Federal su:fiTag-e amendment. No other reason
is given whatsoever. I shall n~t comment upon the merits or
demerits of t11e Federal -suffrage amendment or the accm·acy
of the President's definition of that measure as being vitally
nece sary to the winuing of the war. The Senator from Neva<:la
[M.r. PITTUAN] has usecl the tocm "sincerity "· more than once
in his addJ:ess. In ·view m: this effo1·t on the part of the President to defea-t a. Senator at the polls because he did not vote
for the -Fed~TI.ll snffrage amendment, I run wondering whet her
be will senu a similar letter to the people of the State of Delaware unu ask the defeat of Senator SA-ULSBURY, to the people
of Tennessee and urge the defeat of Senator SHIELDS, and to the
people of the State of Alabama and uTge the defeat of Senator
BANKHEAD, all three af whom have voted against the same
Federal suffrage amendment an.d are running ·for reelection.
, 1\lr. FLETCHER. 1\Ir. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Wa .hington yield to the Sen ....tor from Florida?
1\lr. POINDEXTE:R. I wiU nave to decline further intert·uptwns. I have been on my feet for some time; the remarks that
I .have to make are brief, and I would prefer if the Senator
\Yould allow me to proceed.
l\Ir. FLETCHER. Very well. I was simply going to- ask the
Senator if he would allow me to sublliit a re.Port. I could have
insisted on the regular order and had the report submitted a.t
the proper time.
:1\Ir. POINDEXTER. If the Senator merely wishes to present
a report from a committee, I will yield to him for that purpose.
Mr . ..FLETCHER. I will wait until the Senator concludes.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. President, ·it is extremely distasteful to me to discuss a political issue in the Senate. The Pre iaent, however, \villi his great influence h:as projected a partisan
discus& en into the affn:.irs of i:he Government by the letter ad- .
dressed to the .American people which he gave ·out for publica-'
tion on Friday, in which he declared that he waived the cruples
of good taste on account of the importance of the issues that were
involved.
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr. HITCHCOCK], in discussing
the recent negotiations of th-e President with the Ge.rm:.m Government, seemed to tnke the rather curious pesition that there
\vas a default on the part of the American people or of the Semite
for ·not having declared their objections to the various term of
peace which the President has r.;et forth jn his ad{}resses to Congress ahd in otller docwnents. The Senator 'failed to state wha:t
th-e tatute of Umitatiens is. l\.Iy own feeling in regard to that,
l\1r. President, was and is now that it was not desh·able at the
time the President made hi address of January 8, 1918, or thca.t
of December 4, 1917, or his ""arious other addresses and letters
witll1·egard to terms of ,pea.c e that they should be ,discussed, ami
I think that was the feeling of a great -many citizens. I think
t:hat .generally citizens in private life and men in tn1blic office felt
that it was a time to concentrate the energjes of the country upon
the conduct of the war 1·ather than upon eli c.us sing terms. of
peace. 'l'hey felt that the discussio'II of peace befure we lul'd
really gotten into the war wbiCb we had lleclared te e-xist r~ .
tarded th~,effort::; af the Amcrica:n people in the preparatjon for
the con1lict.
The thing which they resented .most -w not tlla.t the Presi-:dent had in ills minll c&tain policies in regard to the readj-1 ·tment of internatianal affairs nt the close of the war, bot that
11e discussed then:), that he dh-ertea 1mbli.c attention and public
effort from the preparation for winning the victory to what at
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that time appeared, to many of th rn at least, to be perfe~tly
futile <liscu, ~ions ns to pe::tce when there was no peace.
Now, for 1he Senator from Nebraska to say that because citizens of thi · country did not enter into a <liscu sion with the
President o,·er terms of peace eight months after we had entered the · war, before w·e ha<l struck a blow, before we had
landed a cannon or an aeroplane on the battle front, seems to
me to be rather unsound. I think that it is perfectly fair to
say to the Senator from Nebraska that, v;rith the views which I
have just state<l, the people who did not expreSs themsel\eS in
regar<l to the Pre ident's terms of peace occupied a very reasonable position frorri their standpoint and that they ought not
to be charged now with having accepted the various propositions set forth by the President.
The Senator from Nebraska introduced two letters that have
been written by the President in regard to one of the various
peace points which he had formulated in his address of January 8, 1918, and in a colloquy on the floor stated that it was the
view of Gle President that to the league of nations for economic.
freedom which the President declare<l himself in favor of Germany was to be admitted.
The same declaration was subsequently made by the Senator
from Ne\acla [Mr. PITTMAN]. Questions were asked of the
Senator from NEbraska as to whether or not, under this term of
peace of the Presi<lent, the United States would be prevented
from ler-ying discriminatory duties against German goods or
making di criminatory provisions as to trade with Germany.
As I understoo<l the Sen a tor from Nebraska, he interpreted the
Presi<lent's peech and the President's letters to mean that that
matter should l.Jt> left to the league of nations ·which he proposed.
I ha 'e before me the letters which the Senator read ; and
from th('m I think it can-not be a matter of doubt that although,
I suppo e a n matter of course, the question would have to be
left to the ultimate determination of the league of nations, yet,
so far as the views of the President of the United States are
conr~rneu, he in the ··e letters clearly declares himself opposed
to auy di criminatory provisions as to trade with Germany or
the importation of goods from that country. Taking this letter
of October 28, addressed to the Senator from North Carolinn
[l\Jr. Su.nroNs), the President states;
Whatever tariff any nation might de&m necessary for ·its own economic service, be that tariff high or low, it should apply equally to all
foreign nations. • • • This leaves every nation free to determine
for itself its own internal policies, and limits only its right to compound those policil's of hostile discriminations between one nation and
another.

So, in the letter of the President of October 22, 1918, addressed to the Senator from Nebraska [l\Ir. HITcHcocK], he
states:
They leave every nation free to determine its own economic policy,
except in the one particular that its policy must be the same for all
otheL' nations and not be compounded of hostile discriminations between
one nation and another.
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in the war; so I assume that what the Senator from Nevada
means, in speaking for the a<lministration on this mutter, is that
Germany must be treated humanely. Now, there is a great deal
of difference of opinion as to what humane treatment of Germany would consi t of, in view of her record of the last four
years.
We ha\e here, then, these several statements, which are to be
interpreted together, that the great central feature of the President's program, for which he demands unquestioning sup11ort,
is that there is to be a peace based on justice which will treat
Germany humanely; that in the league of nations, which is
another part of the }Jrogram of readjusting the affairs of the
world, Germany shall enter upon an equal footing with our
allies who have been fighting her and her crimes since August,
1914.
The Senator from Nevada [l\Ir. PITTMAN] seems to be very
much affronted because former President Roosevelt and other
Republicans have had the temerity to criticize the President.
That also illustrates one phase of the present political status of
the country. There is a cult abroad that has affected newspapers, that has affected the country generally, that it i an
offense of some kind-a great many people have gotten the idea
that it is a crililinal offense-to differ with the President of
the United States. The President himself, in the letter to which
I
refer in a moment, does not ask the country for the election of a Democratic Congress in support of any defined policy
or of any principle of Government, nor in npport of any party;
but he says that a Democratic Congress should be elected in
order to support him in whatever course he may choo e to
pursue, whatever it may be, in the conduct of tbe affairs of the
Government. l\Ir. President, the mere statement of sn('h n
proposition is all that is necessary to present it for the judgm('nt
of a liberty-loving people.
A great deal of emphasis has been Jaiu on the fact that
former Senator Dick, of Ohio ; former Seua tor Be\eri<lge, of
In<liana; and Mr. Roosevelt, at a time before he hau been
elected to the Presidency of the Unite<l States in 1 98, made
speeches at5uing that the administration shoulu he supported
because the country was engaged in war, and that foreign
nations would interpret the rejection of the administration as
a change in our attitude an<l policy towar<l the war. Now, it
is quite interesting in the first place to see the Senator f1-om
Ohio, the Senator from Nevada, and the Senator from Nebraska
on the Democratic side applau<ling an<l approying anu following the arguments and advice and sugge tions of Republicans
made in 1898, which at that time I have not the lighte t doubt,
if they took part in the campaign at r..ll, each one of them rtenounced in unmeasured terms.
Why, Mr. President, no party bas objected to public speakers,
whether they are Members of the Senate or whether they are
pri\ate citizens, urging the support of the admini trntion. Nobody, I take it, would object, if he cared to go that far, if the
President of the United States should issue an appeal to the
American people to indorse his record or to support some policy
which he announced to them. The criticism which the country
has _expressed, and which leads to thi multiplicity of defen es
of the President's action here this morning in the Senate, is not
that speakers have gone out O'Yer the country and m·ged the
support of the President. They have been doing that for
months, and nothing was said about it. It is not that the President submitted his record, which was known and which could
be seen of all men, or some policy which he defined and which
the people would ha\e an opportunity to judge when they h.'llew
what it was, and requested their support for it. The objection
and criticism which is made of the addre s of the President to
his fellow countrymen on Friday is that he demands the election of a Democratic Congress, not to support tile principles of
the Democratic Party, or to indorse his record, or to advocate
any particular policy, but to maintain him as the spokesman,
not of the Democratic Party, but of the American people. He
asked them to elect none but Democrats to the Senate and the
House of Representatives, not to enable him to conduct the war
to a succe sful conclusion. Why does be ask it, and why do the
people of this country resent it? He asks it because he says he
desires to keep in his hands the policy and the conduct of
the war.
Now, I want to say a few words' about that, 1\lr. President.
Here are the words that the President uses:

'"ill

I submit that there can not be any doubt as to the President's
attitude upon that subject, and the country is eutitled to thoroughly understand the issue. The President has been fair
enough to publish to the country his partisan plea for the election of none but Democrats to Congress, . anu the people will
ha\e an opportunity of passing ju<lgment upon the merits of his
reque t. Upon this other matter, which has been set up in the
speeches here to-day by the representatives of the administration as one· of the central planks in the President's policy which
he says Congress must support, the country is entitled to har-e
a fair understanding of what the propo ition is.
The letters which the President has written, and from which
I har-e read, leave no doubt that the object of the President is
that there shall be a league of nations foTmed in which Germany shall be an equal partner, and that there shall be no discrimination against her. Of course, he is entitled to ad\ocate
that. The country is entitled to understand his position, and
it is for it to decide.
l\1r. President, the Senator from Nevada [l\fr. Pm:r.rA.N]whose dec1arations are stated by the newspapers in which they
have recently been printed to have been made not without the
assent of the administration-says that the great issue between
the President and his opponents is as to whether or not there
is to be a humane peace. I expect in the course of my remarks
to refer briefly in detail to the issue which he describes as the
program for a humane peace. I comment on it now only to say
tl:a.t the Senator from Nevada utterly failed to inform either
If you have approved of my leadership and wish me to continue to be
the Senate or the country as to the meaning of this program your unembarrassed spokesman in atfairs at home and abroad, I
earne tly beg that you will express yourselves unmistakably to that
for a humane peace as so expressed.
In pa sing I will say that there can not be any question of effect.
That letter is addres ed, not to the Democratic Party, but to
the intention of this country to adopt humane conditions in
·
~ormulating the terms of peace so far as they affect our allies n My fellow countrymen."
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·Here is what the President further says:
The leaders of the minority in the present Congress have unquestionauly been prowar, but they have been antiadminl ·trntion. At
aln:!ost c'Very turn since we entered the war they have sought to take
the choic0 of policy and the conduct of the war out of my band and
pu • it under the control of instrumentalities of their own d1oosing.

I read no more from tt~ President's rnes age, because that is
ennugh, and the issue rest~ upon that ; and the scruph~ of good
taRte, which in another part of the letter the President says
h _• waves aside, is violated, if it is violated at all, by those exrrcssions.
Mr. President, the President of the United States is a historian ami a student. I do not think he has had a great deal
of experience in practical affairs until quite recently, when he
came into politics, but he is serving his second term as President. He has written a history of the United States and publi'shed a book on government which I have read with a great
deal of interest, and for a man of that experience, and who
has presented himself as an authority on government, be expres es in the letter frnm which I ha>e just quoted a strange
misconception of the naturt- of the Government of the United
States. In England the chief executive is the leader of the
le!!i lnture, and if the legislature fails to follow him, under the
Briti b constitution he appeals to the people for the election of
a majority in his support. The British executh-e administration is a commit+-ee of the Hou e of Commons, and, of course,
can not act except by the authority of the bouse. There the
Parliament is supreme. The highest court is the House of
Lords, which is ultimately also under control of the House of
Commons.
Parliament exercises supreme legislative, executive, and judicial power. It is subject to no veto and to no con titution, but
only to the people th mselves in referendum elections. The
premier, who is the chief executive of Great Britain, exercises
that consolidated power of the executhe, the legislature, and
in the last analysis can also control the courts, because he has
back of him the support of the House of Commons.
In Arperica, under our Constitution-which the President,
who is supposed to be an authority, eems utterly to misinterpret, from thP appeal which he has made for the election of
a Congress which will support him ·tn every- particular during
the remainder of his term of office-the conditions and limitations of power are · utterly different from those in· Great Britain.
1
In this country the Executive, the President, is not under the
eon trol of Congress. He is independent, within the limits of
his power as fixed by the Constitution, and neither Congress
nor the courts can interfere with those power . On the other
h'and, Congress and the courts are equally independent of the
Executi-ve within the limits of thetr constitutional power. The
Pre ident has no more au:hority to direct or control Congress
~an he has to control the Supreme Court. Perhaps the most
prominent feature of the American Constitution is the separation and the independence of the legislative, executive, and
judicial powers. It is the ancient and familiar bulwark of onr
institutions, and over all -and limiting all i the fixed and written Constitution, like the pillars of a cathedral, on which all
else mu t rest- or fall.
1\Ir. President, strange as it may seem, 1\Ir. Wilson misconceives-and I say this with all deliberation and with the utmost
re pect and sincerity-his functions in the Government. He assumes-and I nm speaking upon the utterances which I have just
read from him-that he is chosen as the spokesman of the people
"in affairs at home and abroad," and that the "choice of policy
and conduct of the war •· are "in his hands," to use his words.
In thi he is mistaken. Congress, and Congress alone, is the
" spokesman of the people in affairs at horne and abroad," and
not the President, as he a ume in his letter. Congress, anrl
Congress alone, has " in its hands " the " choice of the policy and
the conduct of the war." The President is an executive only.
With the specific exceptions of the power to make recommendations to Congress and to veto measures his authority is limited
to executing the laws. 'l'he President says that certain 1\I(>mbers
of Congress have undertaken to "take out of his· hands" the
fixing or choice of the policies of the country. Now, Congress
could not do that; Congress has not done it; nobody has attempted to -do it, because Congre could not do it. They have
never been in his hand ; they could not be in his hands, and so
they could not be taken out.
Mr. ·wnson as umes, apparently, to take under his control
the choice of the policy and the conduct of the war, but he can
not do so under the Constitution. In that in trument it is provided that Congress shall hrn-e the sole and exclush·e power
"to declare war and ITI[lke rule concerning captures on land
and \Yater, to raise and support armie . to provide and maintain a naYy, to mnke rules fo;· the government of the land and
naval forces, to ruake all laws which shall be necessary and
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proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers and
all other powers vested by the Constitution in the Government
of the United States or in any department or officer thereof, to
regulate commerce with foreign nations,.; and no treaty of
peace can be made except with the consent and advice of the
Senate, two-third of the Senators present concurring.
'Vhy, Mr. President, some reference was made in the speech
of the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. HITCHCOCK] to the initiative
of the President in readjusting the affairs of Europe at the end
of the war, and the propriety of ·his negotiating on that subject
and making a declaration to the world of his views in regard to
it. In a cel'tain way the initiative is with the President, but
by the acquie cence only of Congress, and no other way: The
initiative is not with the President except by permission, eitl1er
express or implied, of Congress. There can be no war with an
European power without a declaration of war by Congress.
There can be no peace with a European power until it is provided for or acquiesced in by Congress. The powers of pence
and of war are in Congre s and not in the President.
The President says that the Republicans have been antiadministration. I remember very well myself that the Republicans vigorously supported the President when he stood for
preferentinl American privileges in the Panama Canal. We
had built that canal at great expense; we were proud of having
accomplished a great ·achievement; and we felt that it was for
the benefit of the American people. The President had said so
in a most formal and energetic way, and the Republicans supported him in that position. It is true, however, that they opposed him when he took the .other side of the question; but that
was probably due merely to a lack of as quick adaptability as
the Democrats. On the other band, while the Republicans were
strongly against the President when he stood in opposition to
the Federal suffrage amendment, this ought not to be held
against them, · for they lined up strongly for bitn when he took
the other side of the question and supported it.
·
As a matter of fact it was the Democrats who opposed him
in this, and it seems rather unfair that the President should
ask the voters of New Jer ey to defeat Senator BAIRD because
he voted against the suffrage amendment, and at the same time
ask the country to elect all the Democratic candidates who
voted against it, even though he . urged their support of it as
a war measure. It is· true the Repubiicans vigorously opposed
the President when he stood for national unpreparedness, but
when he changed his attitude on that and stood for pteparedness the Republicans supported him much more vigorously than
t11e Democrats did. They were for him when he stood with ::\Ir.
Garrison for a National Army and against him when he stood
with Mr. Hay for dependence on a National Guard. When the
Presiqent occupied Vern Cruz the Republicans supported him,
though they opposed him in its evacuation without securing a
settlement o:f the MeX:fcan question. · So they supported him
in his punitive expedition after Villa, to protect our citizens
on the border. They 1'egretted, however, the retirem·e nt of the
eXpedition without acc9rnplishin"g any result wl1atever. The
loss of precious lives and the expenditure of vast funds were
thrown away. When the President made his second campaign
on a pacifist platform and attempted to keep us out of war by
writing notes about the lAtsitania and other outrages perpetrated again t us by Germany, it is undoubtedly true that
Republicans were against that policy, because Republicans be·
lieved that immediate vigorous action in protection of the rights
a.nd lives of Ameiican citizens-the immediate dismissal of the
German ambassador, the seizure of German ships in our portswo-uld · have prevented a repetition of those wrongs and would
have kept us out of war.
Tbe Republican platform declared in favor of the protection
of American citizens throughout the world. And when it was
proved that diplomatic notes would not keep us out of war, the
Republicans were first and foremost in support of the President
in every step that he has taken to vindicate the honor of the
Nation. They have granted extraordinary powers and wenlth
without stint or limit to carry on the wnr. The charge that
Republicans have not supported the President in carrying on
the war in the most vigorous fashion can not be established
by the record. With a general measure of devotion of the
whole people unsurpassed even in our annals, the Nation has
supported the ~vernment in this wnr. To them it was not a
war in which we as a Nation had no interest. It was not so
much "to make the world. safe for democracy" as it was to
maintain t11e honor and the ultimate independence of the United
States. They have given their sons. and "\Yhnt mot·e cnn be
said? They gave their all for their natiYe lnml. And whnt a
land it is! As the morning sun illumitH's th2 Atlantic Rhore
and hour by hour sends his beams towan1 the wes t nntil they
rest again upon the waters of the sea it is yet our country. Over
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coastal plain and mr. untain rangt-, o>er prairies- and the mighty
rivers:, freedom reign'. It '"as to keep it so that our country
went to war. It is lo>e of countr~· that has given and uemandeu
support of the Go>ernment in. the conduct of the war. To attempt to make political capital out of the patriotism of a people
is a sordid per>ersion of the holiest instinct of mankind. To
attempt to per>ert the people's sacrifice and devotion for a great
national cause to personal or party purposes is wor e than bad
taste. It is something like sacrilege. It is like the crime of
Alcibiaues in the profanation of. the mysterious, as though one
entered a holy temple to commit a vulgar indecency.
_
The President declares that politics are adjourned, but says
elect none but Democrats to office. The President not only insists that Congress should ha>e no policies and should leave all
to him; but in his statement of October 14 he requests the people
themselves not to discuss · the most "momentous" issues that
affect them but to leave such discussion h "the Governments
of the United States and of the allies,'' while the people occupy
themselves raising the revenue. Autocracy never went any
further than that.
.
Mr. Barney Baruch, one of the President's principal repre. sentatives, says that peace should be left to the Pre ident. He
states that "peace talk is affecting our output," but still insists
that the President should have a monopoly of it, and that while
the President is talking peace the people should " think war,
talk war, make war." Considering that the President claims
that the "policy and conduct of the war are exclu ively in his
hands,'' this is asking a great deal of the people. He evidently
has a hiah opinion of them to suppose that with Congress
suppressed and under complete control, and the President talking peace, the people will be able to " think war, talk war,
make war."
Furthermore the people are under other handicaps. Thev
were a dvised by 1\lr. 1\lcAdoo, in whom they have a gt·eat deal of
confidence-This-

Referring to the German replyif authentic-

No one e\er. questioned its authenticitymeans unconditional surrender.

That statement was made October 14, and the daily reports
of desperate fighting at the front may seem inconsistent. But
to reassure the people, Senator PITT:l'.IAN, in the New York Times
of October 27-he repeated it on the floor to-day in a statement
which, it is said, " was not issued without sanction from the
\Vhite House "-declared " the war has been practically won."
The peace negotiations and the peace talk, which we are told
must be left to the administration, it is reported in foreign dispatches, have strengthened Germany and alarmed our allies,
and, repeated in headlines throughout the land, have retarded
the efforts of the people to "think war, talk war, make war."
In the meantime, the truth is, that as desperate fighting as the
war has seen is now going on, and our men are dying by thousands at the front.
An intimation of the opinion of our allies of negotiations
and talk of peace is shown by the debate in the House of Commons on Thursday night by the ~tatement of the representative
of the British Government that talk of peace was silenced by
"common sense."
I have in my pocket a statement from Paris indicating the
views of the French people on this subject under date of October 27:
NO AGREEMENT

0~ WILSO~

NOTES, SAYS FREXCH PRESS.
PAniS, OctobCI'

rrr.

French press discussion of President Wilson's last note to Germany
reveals the following facts :
1. That the allies have not formulated a common peace program.
2. That President Wilson's discussion with Germany was conduc~ed
without consultin~ the governments associated with the United States in
the war, hence this discussion does not bind them.
3. President Wilson's speeches are not acceptable to the allies in e;ery
detail.
.
For example, the British take exception as regards the freedom of the
seas, while the French demand the unconditional restitution of AlsaceLorraine.
The Echo de Paris Rays : " :. he allied European cabinets must agree
upon a common attitude. They at·e bound by nothing President Wilson
has said ot· typewritten."
.
_
.
Le Gaulois says: · " Not having participated in the exchange of notes
between America and Germany, the allied Governments retain complete
freedom of decision and action."
L' Action Francais: •· We can not accept a distinction betwe<>n the
various forms of German Governm ent. We might conceive of privileges
accorded CE'rtain G<>I·man tates , provided they agree to break away
from Pl'i.tssia, but we will pa y n o p remium to a democratic Germany at
the <>Xpense of ou1· own int e re~ t s a n<l fnture security.
Not 18 months ngo, like the United Sta tes, but a thousand years ago
Frnnce opposrd tbe Ge rman a.!!gress!ons.''
Severa l pa pers re itN n1e tbat Ge rmnn y can not have an · armistice by,
diplomatic n egoti a t :ons, but mnst st'nd tbe white fiag.

OCTOBER 28, ~

That sounds more like state,·manship, it seems to me, 1\Ir.
President; bnt tlle humiliating thing to an A.mel'ican citizen is
that the United States, the la st in t he war and consequently
the freshe t of the allied na t ion ·, 1e s e:s:haustetl, inst~ad of being
an in piration and a leader, instead of hol<ling up the morale
of our allies, exhausted by a four-year struggle, we lie on our
backs, so to speak, and send these peace papers to France ami
Great Brita in and say, "You fix it,'' with a pretty strong intimation that we would be glad to end the war and grant :m
armistice. It is humiliating to the American people. I. have no doubt that France and Gre at Britain, as judged by these expres ions, which no doubt repre ent public opinion and also the
Gon~rnment views, V1'hicl1 are not free at all times to be openly.
expressed, will be equal to the emergency. I have not the
slightest doubt that the ·e great allies, nfter the sacrifices they
ha>e made, are not going to throw away the security of the
future an<l play false to the sacred dead in this great cause,
even though we have sent peace paper· to them and left tho
issue to their decision.
·
Now, it is important to know wha t are the poliCies of this
GoYernment about which the people are warned not to talk and
from which Congress is to be excluded. Senator LEwrs, another spokesman of the administration, has pending a resolution
by which Congress would pledge itself in ad>ance to support
the e policies "ithout knowing what they are, or any other
"course the President may take." Some light is beginning· to
be shed on them. 1\!r. Frank H. Simonds, a prominent writer in
the New York Tribune, states: ""·e are at the present time facing the greatest danger which we ha\e had to confront since
we entered the world war. It is the danger that we may become
the advocate of Germany in the peace discu sions which are to
come." The danger and the fear is that the President, in the
policy which lle says should be left in his hands, but which the
Constitution >ests in Congre ·s, will endeavor to form a lea.gue
of nations with Germany and save her fxom due punishment and
retribution for the wrongs she has done to mankind. The
President seeks to differentiate between t11e German !Jeople
and the German Army, when, a · a matter of fact, they are onP.
and the same.
I read with the utmost intere t a St1eecll made a few day · ngo
in the Senate by the Senator from Montana [1\Ir. l\lYER ], one
of the most complete and illuminating discu sion of this entire
question that I have seen. I thought o much of it lliat I mailed
a copy of it · to my son an<l asked. him to read it. Mr. MYERS
spoke in that speech Yer.r clearly and unanswerably . of the fact
that the German Army i ~ the German people. 'Vho el e i it?
The German Nation is at war. This war is conducted l>y the
German people and by nobody else. It could not ha>e been
otherwise conducted. There never was an hour ince Germany
sprang· like a tiger afflicted with hydrophobia. upon helple~ s
Belgium and unsuspecting France when the German people
have not been back of the Kaiser in waging this war and perpetrating their atrocities against mankind. Yet it is talked
about that if they wiil get up some . ort of a democratic-socialistic go>ernment there, we can do busines · with them and they
need not surrender.
I should like to know what difference it makes what is -saitl
by any purported representati-ve of any kind of a government
in Germany so long as a German Army with 3,000,000 men is
under military control with arms in theiL· hands. Grant t11e
government to-day and take it back to-morrow! The whole
proposition is simply a farce, a German peace offen_siye into
which the United States has fallen.
· Mr. Lawrence, who al o speaks for the admini ·tration, say.
quite ominously:
·
If the President's democratic aims are not shared bv the allies, it is
po sible that the prestige of our cobelligerents will ·not be as great
as it has been before, and the interest of the Amer·ican people in war
aims revealed in selfish terms would be considerably _altered.

That is quite a distinct threat to our allies, coming from the
spokesman of the administration, who knows '"bat lle is talking
about. Quoting further, he says:
•
$
•
Mr. Wilson said in his New York speech that every nation.
whether it be friend or foe, must come to the peace table ready to pay
the price.

There he i laying down the hard term · to our allie .
The llritish labor party and thP French · socialists have subscribed to
the President's views. • • • The President bas therefore to steer
a middle-of-the-road course.

There is the declaration from the 'V.hite House. The British
Labor Party, quoting again, nud the French socialists have accepted the President's >iews. Probably they know no more .
about his views than we do in this country, but they have accepted them. "\Ve know the views of the British Labor Party
leaders, not the mnss of British Jabot· but of the political leatlers·
of certuiu elements of it, mu.l of certain French sociali ts who
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are in accord -with the President's views, \Vhich he wishes to forth to begin to recoup herself for another attack upon the
ha Ye unrestricteu power to put into effect by a Congress .which world at some weak point when it is least suspecting.
will commit themselves in advance to support them without even
The . unknown policy that the President and his representahaving the respect of being told what they are.
tives say must be left to him alone is referred to by Senator
"' e reau the other day in the newspapers that l\1r. Henderson, PITTMAN as follows :
a lea(ler of the party which it is said. has accepted the President's
Unless the people give the President a Senate that will follow his
vie\YS, came down to a p_ort to take n ship to France to meet the leadership it will be impossible for him to accomplish the adoption of
his
program for a lasting world's peace.
French socialist and Mr. Gompers. Mr. Gompers's views are
utterly different. He is an uncompromising victory man on this
The idea here expressed is not that the Senate in this imporpropo Nition-but he was meeting with French socialists and Ben- tant matter should approve a policy presented by the President
der ·on \Yante<l to go to meet them. The British sailors said to after considetation, but that a Senate should be elected pledged
~Ir. Henderson, "You can not ride on our ship," and he did not.
in advance to follow the President's leadership blindly without
'.rhey woul<l not take him across the channel, an<l he ha<l to go knowing what his policies may be. This is the President's i<lea
back horne. I do not know how he got home. The press stated · also. It is a peculiar view of the Senate and the Constitution ;
that the taxicab drivers refused to allow him to ri<le in a taxi- but it has the merit of audacity and of being frankly presented
rub because of hls unpatriotic attituue towar<l the war. He is to the people so that they will have fair notice of the consethe man who, Mr. Lawrence says, has accepted the President's quences of the election of a Democratic Senate.
views in this great humane program toward Germany, which the
It is furthermore somewhat startling that the demand shoulu
Senator from Nevada [1\Ir. PITn£AN] says is the chief issue of be made for a blind following of the President as leader in a
tlw time.
matter with which the President, under the Constitution, has
The French socialists have accepted it. How many times has comparatively little at;.thority, the continuance or cessation of
I\11·. Clemenceau, the great premier of France, stood in the the war being exclusively under the control of Congress, anu the
tribune in the Chamber of Deputies and denounced the disloyalty final terms of peace being subject to the ultimate determination
and treason of the French socialists! When the victory an<l of the Senate. .There is a wide~pread feeling that if the Presievacuation of Lille were announced, and in recognition of the dent had devoted himself to executive duties an<l to the duties
escape of the citizens from enslavement the members of the of Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy rather than to
Chamber of Deputies stood to receive the deputy of Lille in the have immersed himself to such nn extent in matters that devolve
Chnruher of Deputies when he appeare<l after his release, upon Congress under the Constitution, we would have gotten into
two of these socialists refused to applaud the victory of their the actual fighting somewhat earlier and woul<lltave avoide<l the
countrymen and the freeing of their fellow citizen~. But l\fr. shipping, ordnance, and aeroplane fiascoes of last year.
.
Lawrence says the French socialists have accepte<l the Presi·
Shortly after we entered the war tile President began to talk
uent's program for the ending of this war on the basis of a peace and to declare what the terms of peace should be. He
"hnmane" treatment of Germany.
has continued that discussion from that time to this in a series
lHl'. President, to verify the dread that was expresse<l by Mr. of speeches, no~es, inquiries. messages, and declarations.
Simonds, one of the best-informed writers on the war, Senator
The Senator from Nebraska referred to that again and lays
PITT::\HX, \Yho has come fon\·ar<l lately as probably the most great store upon the fact that the country has not been joining
actiYe and most prominent representative of the administration the President in this discussion. I think the country lJy not
in this matter, says in his interview in the New York Times of joining the Presi<lent- in this discussion showed its intelligence
yesterday that "tliere will be an armistice." Those are very and good judgment. I rather regret myself, as a private citizen,
few words, but they arc yery significant. He says " there will and express it only as an individual, that while we were getting
be nn armistice." I do not think myself there will b.e an ready to fight the President was continually speaking and writarmistice. The reason 'Yhy I do not think so ,is that I feel iu ing about making peace.
mv heart certain that France and Great Britain are not going ' In a series of speeches, letters, parleys, notes, and inquiries
to' grant any armisticP. They ure not going to quit this war, during that period the President has set forth some 33 or 40
after what they have suffered, until Germany is conquered._ uiffel·ent points or terms of peace. Although Congress alone can
Then after that they will discuss the humanities, and "a p~::,~ e make war and peace, the conclusions reached by the Pt·esideut
based on justice," a "lasting peace," and all that sort of thi::g. were stated by him as though they were final and conclusive.
. I tllink. that Senator PrrTIIAN is wrong in stating that there Though sometime::: presented in messages to Congress, the only
is ~oing to be an armistice, but I believe be is right in speaking 1mrpose apparently was that the occasion should ser>e as a
fo1· the administration that the administration is trying to bring medium for advising the world what the President pad decided.
about an armistice. These are the issues before the American
Another peculiarity about the peace discussion which has been
people. The President has made it plain, and I do htm thP. keC'ping company with the war, and sometimes getting ahead of
justice to say that by making it plain he has given the people it, bas been that there is but little suggestion that our allies
un opportunity to decide for themselves.
would have any terms of peace to propose. The Presitlent has
Senator PITTMAN bas proclaimed day after day the _great di- covP.red the whole field; he bas laid down the terms for Bulgaria
vergence between the policies of Senator LoDGE and the policies and Turkey, although \Ve have never declared war on Bulgaria
of the President. I do not know a great deal about the policies and Turkey. In fact, the Presiuent began laying down terms of
of Senator· LoDGE. I know nothing except what I have beard peace before we were in the war. Many of those terms conflict,
him ay here in the Senate, and !.heard him say in the_Senate and Austria has found it difficult to accept them fast enough, as
what I have heard a great many people say, what many people she was informed t.he other day that No. 10 was no longer in
l1ave said to me orally, by telegraph, in writing, in this country effect. It must be somewhat discouraging to her.
anu in our allied. countries in Europe. He is in favor of proseOn January 22, 1917, before we were in the war, speaking to
cutiilg thls '' ar until peace among the nations is secured by the Senate, the President sai<l-and I am going to quote from
the unconditional surrender of Germany. -The Senator from what the President said on several occasions and reiterateu
Neva<la speaks for the administration and says that is not afterwards, and which he still defends, in order to <lefine and to.
the policy of the administration. I know he is speaking with illuminate the_ program of a "humane" peace which the Senauthority. So that is the issue before the American people. ator from Nevada [Mr. PITTMAN] is proclaiming and a league
The appeal . which was made by the Presiaent be bas a right to of nat~ons, with Germany on equal terms. I remember. dismake, even though, as be said, it Is in bad taste. It is fo~· the tinctly bearing_the address from yonder rostrum:
people to determine if we are to ~ompromise the war '\Vith a
Theyweak peace, a peace which the administration says will be lastll~ferring to the assurances of the belligerentsing, but which in fact would not endure beyond the generation imply,
first of all, that it must be a peace without victory. • • •
that is now coming on.
• Victory would mean peace forced upon the loser, a victor's terms im1\fr. Presi<lent, no greater service could be rendered Germany posed upon the vanquished. It would be accepted in humiliation, under
at an intolerable sac;ifice, and would leave a sting, a resentthan to grant her an armistice,on any terms at all . Some duress,
ment, a bitter memory upon whicll terms of peace would rest, not perpeople s~m to be confused as to the effect of an armistice. An manently, but only as upon a quicksand. Only a peace between equals
armistice by the very name and meaning of the word indicates can last. Only a peace the very principle of which is equality and a.
tllat war has not been concluded. What it means is that common participation in a common benefit.
although the war has not been concluded both nations will
That throws some light, 1\Ir. President, on the definiti9n of
hold the battle in abeyance, retaining their arms. I am against the Senator · from NevQda of a "lasting" peace, which he rethat in the ca e of Germany. I have stated my reasons here- Iterate's and emn 1asizes. There is the " !a,sting peace " <l~
tofore. . I- think whenever we reach that point we will. end the scribed by the President .himself. This was uttE::red nearly two
war in effect, because we shall not be able to renew it agqin. years after the Lusitania horror, after the guaranty of Bel\Ve will leaYe Germany with her military power from that day gium's neut;a:Uty had been torn up a!;; a scrap of paper, au~
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after two and a half year of the atrocities thai. have shocked
the world. That was ru ..> and a half years after the u e of
poison ga ; after the inking of ships without a trace; after
the cru ifixion of Canadian soldiers and the mutilation of Scots;
after the ravi hment of the women of Belgium, the enslavement
of their people, and the starvation of whole populations. The
President say that the nation that was guilty of those atrocities must sit at the peace table as an unconquered equal.
It i all very well to say, Mr. Pre ident, that we were not at
war at tha·t time; but the people of the world bad.formed their
judgment about the merits of this war long before that date.
By their con ciences and by their sense of right, by their love
of freedom and of decency, they had determined for themselves
the guilt of Germany; and yet the President said that Germany
was not to be condemned in the terms of peace, but was to be
protected as an equal.
Not only that, but the President reaffirmed this same declaration in terms eight months after we had gone into the war. On
December 4, 1917, when we had been at war with Germany for
eight months, before we had struck a single blow or had a cannon
or an aeroplane in France, the President appeared before a joint
session of Congress. For what purpose?' For the strange purpose of tellin(J' the country what we were at war for. After the
war had been going on for three years ; after we had been in
it for eight months; after a series of note writing about the
.Uusitania and other maritime outrages, on December 4, 1917,
the President, whose policies he says must be accepted without
question or consultation with Congress, appeared before Congre s to inform them what the war was for. The President said:
I belleye that it is necessary to say plainly what we here at the seat
of action consider the war to be for.
It has seemed to be my duty to speak these declarations of purpose,
to add these sX>ecific interpretntious to what I took the liberty of saying
to the Senate m J~uary.

On January 22, 1917, "peace without victory."
.
These, 1\Ir. President, are the addresses upon which Germany
is relying · the e are among the addresses to which the chairman
of the Foreign Relations Committee [Mr. HITCHCOCK] refers,
and upon which the Senator from Nevada [1\1.1". PITTMAN] bases
his "humane," "lasting" peace, founded upon "justice" and a
league with Germany. What are they? Says the President in
the same address :
We owe tt, however, to ourselves to say that we do not wish tu any
way to impair or to -rearrange the Austro-Hungarian Empire.

No wonder they ac-cept his terms of peace.
The President continues:
It ts no atralr of ours what they do with their own life, either industrially or politically. We do not purpose or desire to dictate to them
tn any way. We only d('sire to see that their affairs are left in their
own han<ls in matters great or small.

So as to Austro-Hungary.
How as to Germany? Here is what the President said as _to
Germany; and I think myself that it represents the state of
mind which is the impelling force back of this gradually, slowly
developing scheme of things ; this undefined program which
Mr. Simonds says is creating great dread throughout the world:
And our attitude and purpose w'uh regard to Germany herself are of
a like kind. We intend no wrong against the German Empire.

Oh, no; it would be too harsh and cruel to commit any
•• wrong " against the German Empire--such a righteous Empire; such a humane people. We must be generous toward
them. If their enemies should be har h when the war is over,
if France and England should attempt to look out for their intere ts-which I believe, so far as this war is concerned, are
the interest and security of the world-the great Republic of
the West must interpose and use its "high ideali m," its " generosity" in international affairs, to protect Germany against any
bar hness. We will see that no punishment is inflicted upon
those good hordes of the Kaiser who have left their trail in the
blood and misery of the world on land and sea.
" We intend no wrong against the German Empire, no interference with her internal affairs." In the light of her crimes
1t would be interesting to know what the President would consider " wrong" in dealing with ·the German Empire, and whether •
or not a just compensation for the injury she has inflicted on
mankind would be a" wrong against her."
Mr. President, it is essential to recall these declarations of
policy, in view of the President's appeal for the election of none
but Democrats who will leave the policies of the war in his
bands without question.
·
So the President states to the country that if we elect a Congress of Democrats he will hold in his hand the policies of the
country. So I suppose '"e Rha1l take him at .his word; but if
be is correct nbout that it is well not to forget the President's
views about this most important issue with which mankind has
ever dealt.
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Mr. President, while these terms of peace and this " humane"
and " la ting " arrangement for the protection of the good
German Empire are being promoted and propagated throughout
the world, it is well to recall the terms o:! peace propo ed by
Germany, and I a k leave to print in the RECORD, without reading, the terms as defined by German statesmen.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There being no objection, tbe
matter will be inserted in the REcoRD.
The matter referred to is as follows:
Our statesmen must in the peace negotiations be men of iron and not
resemble oft wood painted iron gray. The German people mean not
only to hold out but to conquer. (Count Von Reventlow.)
An indemnity which would be adequate simply to cover the cost of the
war would perhaps amount to thirty billions-two billions in gold, a further four or six billions in exchange, the rest in securities. (Dr. Johann
Plenge.)
Peace must assure permanently the military, economic, financial, and
political interests of Germany in their widest range, lnclu<ling extensions
of territory. (Dr. Sp:)hn leader of Reichsta5 Center.)
I! we win, we must utterly dl'Stroy the power of England; we mu t
take her colonies and her fleet. We might take the French fleet, too, and
make France bear tbe cost of the war. Belgium could be joined to Germany. (Dr. Oppenheimer.)
The security of the Empire tn a future war requires the ownership of
all mines of iron ore, and to defPnd them the fortresses of Longwy and
Verdun. (l\ianifesto to the chancellof.)
It is necessary to Impose a mercilessly high war indemnity on France,
and not forget her large colonial possessions. (Petition of GeTman intellectuals to the Governm~nt.)

Mr. POINDEXTER. In the Preus iche Jahrbiicher for July,
1918, Prof. Delbriick says :
The diplomatic offensive must go side by side with the llindenburg
otl'ensive.

It did go side by side with it, and it has gotten away ahead
of it now; the Hindenburg offensive has fallen behind, but the
diplomatic offensive that Prof. Delbriick proclaims has been
gaining strength day by day and is entering in as the chief
issue in the election just about to be held.
It must aim not to an agreement with the Engll h war party, but at
making the war party impossible. • • • The growth of .the peace
parties can be so far promoted that GPrmany's enemies will be greatly
hampered in the continuation of the war.

That is what all this is; that is the German peace offen. ive.
I remember that one day one of the pacifist in the Briti h
House of Commons asked Mr. Andrew Bonar Law what he meant
by a" peace offensive... I dq not remember what hi answer was,
but here is the best <lefinition I have ever seen of a peace off nsitre, by Prof. Delbriick, of the University of Berlin: A peace
offensive is an offensive which will win over to the upport of
German aims the peace parties in the enemy countries-and
that is what they are doing, and succeeding in a mea ure in
doing, at the present time.
Mr. President, as an antidote to this, and in order that we
may not forget, it would be well for everyone to look on page
31 of the Literary Digest of August 31, 1918, at the photogrnph
of a group of German soldiers looking on in be tial gratification
at the- death agonies on the noble countenance of a crucified
Canadian soldier.
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, I notice that the letter of President Wil on of October 25, 1918, addre ed to the American
people and asking them to stand by him by electing a D mocratic House and Senate, was printed in the RECORD. I now a k
unanimous consent that the answer to that letter, si(J'ned .by the
Senator from Massacbu etts [Mr. LoDGE], Congre sman GILLETT,
Congressman FEss, and myself, may be also printed in the
RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. AsH'Ur.sT in the chair). Is
there objection to the request of the Senator from Utah? There
being none, that order will be entered.
The matter referred to is as follows :
Some time ago the President said "politics is adjourned." Now, in
the closing days of the <'ampaign-delayed by the united ell'orts of all
parties for the liberty loan-now, when all publtc meetings have been
given up owing to the influenza epidemic, the Pre ident sends out a
direct party appeal calling upon his countryml'n to vote for Democrats
because thPy arl' Democrats, without any referPn<'e to whPther such
Democrats have been or are in favor of war measures and have a war
record which deserve upport.
The voters of Michigan, to take a single example, are called upon to
support Mr. Henry Ford-notorious for his advo cy of !}Pace at any
price, for his ..:ontc:>mptuous al1usians to the tlag. for the exemption ot
his son from military service-ol\ the sole ground that he will blinrtly
support the President. The Prel'ident is quite rpady to admit that
Republicans are loyal enough to fight and die, as thf'y are doing by the
thousands ; loyal ' enough to taM up great loans and pay enormous
taxes· loyal enough to ftlrnt h important men at no salary on some of
the g;eat war board in Washington. But thC?y are not loyal enough,
in the President's opinion, to be trusted with any share in the government of the couutry or legi latlon for it.
SUGOES'.rED CHA:s'GES.

If the RPpublican Party controls the Hoose, we can point out orne
of the things they wlll do. They will replace Mr. DE;\;T, of Alabama.
at the head of the Military Affnirs Cornmitt<'e. with l\11· .•JuLIUS KAHiN~
to whom the administration wa ohflo-pd to tur n for aRRistanC'e to t!lk&
charge of and carry the first draft bill again t Mr. DE:s-T's opposition.
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They will put a Republican at the head of the Ways and Means Committee, as leader of the House, instead of 1\Ir. KlTCRIN, of North Carolina, who voted against the war. They will give the country a Speaker
who did not oppose nnd would not oppose a draft bill and would never
say, as Speaker CLanK did, that "there is precious little difference between a conscript and a convict."
. Although the Republicans of the House are in the minority, they cast
more actual votes on seven grE>at war measures than the Democratic
majority was made to do. What is the record of the Senate? On 51
roll calls on war measures between April 6, 1917, and the 29th of May.
1918, the votes cast by Republicans in favor of such measures were 72
per cent, while only 67 per cent of the votes cast on the Democratic
side were in favor of such measures. Those were the President's own
measures. Does that record look as if we had hampered him? The
Republican Party in Congress has supported the administration policies
since the war with a unanimity and an absence of criticism unpreced~nted in the p arty history.
DOl\IESTIC QUESTIONS.

There are some domestic questions where we should undoubtedly differ
from the course pursued by the administration. We should not, for
example, fix a price on the farmer's wheat and leave the planter's cotton
untouched. Another domestic question in which.the Republican Party
believes thoroughly is economic preparation for the coming of peace,
and they are clearly of the opinion that the Congress of the United
l:)tates should not be excluded from that great task.
'.rhis is not the President's personal war. This is not the war of
Congress. It is not the war of the Democratic or the Republican Party.
It Is the war of the American people. It is more. It is the war of the
United States, of the allied powers, of the civilized world, against the
barbarism of Germany. In this great burden and responsibility the
Republican Party, representing more than half the citizenship of the
country, <lemands its rightful share.
If the Repu blican Party is intrusted with power in either or both
Houses, it will oo everything possible to drive forward the war and
ha~t e u the day of victory.
The President speaks of the necessity of
telli113 the plain truth. That the Republican Party in control of CongrE>ss would do, for they have no friends to shield. And they will do
more. They will give all the money to t he last dollar necessary to sustain our armies and our fleets, but they will check the waste now going
on of the money given by the most generous people on the face of the
earth.
EFFECT OF ELECTION ABllOA.D.

The President speaks of the effect of the election abroad. He says
that there they understand the meaning of elections. They do, and
they will know that if the Republicans ha\e a majority in Congress
the war will be pressed with greater vigor than ever before. They are
(}uite aware that the power of the Senate is equal to that of the President in the consummation of peace by tl'eaty. They well know that the
Republican Party stands for a victorious peace and the overthrow of
Pru sian militarism. That knowledge will not depress the spirit of
our allies or encourage the Go\ernment of Germany.
The Republican Party believes that the question of surrender should
be l£>ft to Marshal Foch, to the generals and to the armies in the field.
When they report that Germany has laid down her arms the United
States and the allies should ~hen impose their terms. Will that knowledge cause dejection to those who are fighting with us? All the world
knows that the RepulJlican Party is opposed to negotiations and discussion carried on in diplomatic notes addressed to the German Government. The Republican Part.r stand for unconditional surrender. There
's no Republican creed :;o short that there is not room in it for those
two words.
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had been reported from the Committee on Banking and Currency with amendments.
Mr. S~IOOT. Mr. President, I think the bill has already been
read. I ask that the th-e amendments reported by the committee
be disagreed to .
l\Ir. HITCHCOCK. What are the amendments?
l\lr. SMOOT. I will tell the Senator. They are mere verbal
changes. The first amendment is to insert the words " of the "
on page 1, in line 6. The next amendment is on page 2, line 4,
to strike out the word "paper" and insert "newspaper"; tha
next a111endment is on page 2, line 7, after the word " meeting "
to insert "and after posting such notice in at least three public
places in the town"; the next amendment is to strike out the
words "who has not voted for such consolidation"; and the
last amendment is on page 3, line 18, to strike out the word
"real." The rejection of the amendments will really make no
difference, and the only reason why I ask that the amendments
be disagreed to is, as I haYe stated, in order that the bill may
not ha\e to go back to the House, but may go direct to the
President for his signature.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will state the
amendments.
The SECRETARY. On page 1. line 6, after the word "either,"
it is proposed to insert the words " of the," so as to read : " consolidate into one association under the charter of either of the
existing banks."
The amendment was rejected.
The next amendm~nt was, on page 2, line 4, after the words
''in a," to strike out "paper" anu insert " newspaper."
The amendment was rejected.
The next amendment was, on page 2, line 7, after the word
"meeting," to insert •· and after posting such· notice in at least
three public places in the town," so as to read: " and after
sending such notice to each shareholder of record by registered
mail at least 10 days prior to said meeting and after posting
such notice in at least three public places in the town."
The amendment was rejected.
The next amendment was, on page 2, line 15, to strike out
"who has not voted for such consolidation."
The amendment was rejected.
The next amendment was, on page 3, line 18, after the word
"property," to strike out "real."
The amendment was rejected.
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment,
ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and pn seu.
BRIDGE lULLS.

HENRY CABOT LODGE,
REED SMOOT,

l\Ir. SHEPPARD. From the Committee on Commerce I re-port back fayorably with , amendments the bill ( S. 4966) to
Chairman Republican Senatorial Comm,ittee.
FREDERICK H. GILLETT.
authorize the Gulf Ports Terminal Railway Co., a corporation
SBIEO:\' D. FESS.
existing under the laws of the State of Florida, to constn1ct a
Chairman Republican Congressional Committee.
bridge over and across the headwaters of Mobile Bay anu such
ADJOURNMENT TO THURSDA.Y.
navigable channels as are bet\Yeen the east sille of the bay anj
1\Ir. 1\f.AllTIN of Virginia. I mo\e that when the Senate ad- Blakeley Island, in Baldwin and l\lobile Counties. Ala., and I
journs to-day it stand adjourned until 12 o'clock meridian on submit a report (No. 604) thereon. I ask unanimous consent
Thursday next.
for thE' present consideration of the bill.
The PHE~IDING OFli'ICEll. Is there obj~ction to the presThe motion was agreed to.
ent consideration of the bill?
MESSAGE FR01.I THE HOuSE.
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
A message from the Hou e of Representati\es by D. K. Hemp- 'Vhole, proceeded to consider the bill.
Rtead, its enrolling clerk, announced that the Speaker of the
The amendments were, on page 1, line 4, before the word
House had signed the enrolled bill (H. R. 13086) making appro. " bridge," to insert " construction of the" ; and, on page 2. afte1•
priations to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal line 13, to insert as a new section the following:
year ending June 30, 1919, and prior fiscal years, on account of
"SEc. 2. That the r~gllt to alter, amend, or repeal this act is
war expenses, anu for other purposes, and it was thereupon hereby expressly reser>ed," so a:; to make the bill read:
signed by the Presiding Officer.
Be it enacted, etc., That the time for the commencement and compleCONSOLID.ATION OF NATIONAL BAKRS.

l\Ir. SMOOT. Mr. President, it has been impos ible for the
Senator from Oklahoma [l\Ir. OwEN] to be in the Chamber today. There is a bill on the Calendar which the Comptroller of
the Currency is desirous of having pas~ed at a very early date.
I refer to calendar No. 344, being the bill (H. R. 10205) to provide for the consolidation of national banking associations. I
told the Senator from Oklahoma that I would call up the bill
to-day and ask unanimous consent for its consideration. I am
authorized by the Senator from OkHthoma to say that he hopes
that the Senate will disagree to the five slight amendments
which were reported by the committee, so that the bill will not
have to go back to the House, but may go to the President direct
and be signed. I ask unanimous consent, l\fr. President, for the
consideration of the bill to which I have referred.
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, proceeded to consiuer the bill (H. R. 10205) to provide
for the consolidation of national banking associations, which

tion of the construction of the bridge, or bridges, and trestles. authorized by the act entitled "An act to authorize the Gulf Ports Terminal
Railway Co., a corporation existing under the laws of the State of
Florida, to construct a bridge over anll across the headwaters of
Mobile Bay, and such navigable channels as are between the east side
of the lJay and Blakeley Island, in Baldwin and MolJile Counties, Ala.,"
approved October 5, 1917, is extended three y£>ars from and after the 5th
day of October, 1!:117.
SEc. 2. That the right to alter, amenc;l, or repeal this act is hereby
expressly reset-ved.

The amendments were agreed to.
The bill was reported to the Senate as amended, and the
amendments were concurred in.
The amendments were oruered ta be engrossed and the bill
to pe read a third time.
The bill wa read the third time and pas. ed.
The title of the bill was amended so as to read: "A bill to extend the time for the construction by the Gulf Ports Terminal
Railway Co., a corporation existing under the laws of the State
of Florida, of a bridge or bridges and trestles o>er and across
the headwaters of l\Iobile Bay, and such naYigable channels as
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are between the east side CJf the bay and Blakeley Island, in
Baldwin and Mobile Counties, Ala."
Mr. SHEPPARD. From the Committee on Commerce, I report back favorably, without amendment. the bill (H. R. 7637)
to authorize the construction and maintenance of a dike on
Depot Slough, Lincoln County, Oreg., and I submit a report
(No. 602) thereon. I ask unanimous consent for the present
consideration of the bilJ.
There being no obje:dion, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, proceeded to con ider the bill.
The bill was reponed to the Senate without amendment,
ordered to a third reading, read the third time and pa sed.
Mr. SHEPPAll D. From the Committee on Commerce I report
back f a-vorably, "itbout amendment, the bill (H. R. 11709)
granting the consent of Cougress to the village and township
of llul tad, Norman County, Minn., and the township of Herberg,
Tra.ill County, N. Dak., to construct a biidge across the Red
River of the North on the boundary line between said States,
and I submit a report (No. 608) thereon. I ask unanimous
consent for the present con.<>ideration of the bill. ~
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objec-tion to the present
consiueration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Wllole, proceeded to consider the bilJ.
The bill w11s reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and passed.
The title was amended so as to read : "A bill granting the consent of CongrP. s to Norman County, Minn., and Tram County,
N. Dak., to construct a bridge across the Red River of the North
on the boundary line between said States."
1\Ir. SHEPPARD. From the Committee on Commerce I report back favorably, without amendment, the bill (H. R. 11948)
~ranting the consent of Congress to the Great Southern Lumber
Co., a corporation of the State of Pennsylvania, doing busine s
ln the State of Mississippi, to construct a bridge across Pearl
River, at or near the north line of section 22, township 8 north,
range 21 west, west of the basis meridian, in the land district
east of Pearl River, ·n the State of :M:i sis ippi, and I &ubmit
u report (No. 605) thereon. I ask unanimous consent for tile
present consideration of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, proceeded to consider the bill.
The bill was reported to the Sen te without amendment, ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and pas ed.
Mr. SHEPPARD. From the Committee on Commerce I report back favorably, without amendment, the bill (H. R. 11949)
to extend the time for the construction of a bridge aero s PE:'arl
River between Pearl River County, Miss., and Washington
Pari h, La., and I submit a report (No. 600) thereon. I ask
unanimous consent for the present consideration of the .bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate, as h1. Committee of tlle
Whole, proceeded to consider the bill.
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and -passed.
1\lr. SHEPPARD. From the Committee on Commerce I report back favorably without amendment _the bill (H. R. 12631)
granting the con ent of Congress to the county of Winnebago,
in the State of Illinois, and the town of Rockford, in said county
and State, to construct a bridge across Rock River at or near
Camp Grant, and I submit a report (No. 607) thereon. I ask
unanimous t.:!onsent for the pre ent consideration of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
·There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, proceeded to consider the bill.
The bill was reported to the Senate, without amendment, ordered t o a third reading, read tile third time, and pa sed.
l\11·. SHEPPARD. From the Committee on Commerce I report back fuvoraWy without runend.i:nent the bill (H. R. 12773)
to aut horize t he construction of a bridge aero s the Little Calumet River, in Cook County, State of Illinois, at or n~ar the
village of Riverdale, in aid county, and I submit a report (No.
601 ) thereon. I a k unanimous con ent for the present consideration of the bill.
The PRE IDING OFFICER Is there objection to the pres~nt
consideration of the bill?
There beino- no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
WJwle proceeded to consider llie bill.
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to a third reading, ren.d the third time, and passed.
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S'rri.ruLA.TION OF AGRJ.CULTURE--DONFERENCE REPORT.

:Mr. SMITH of Georgia submitted the following report:
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
11945) to enable the Secretary of At.rrlculture to carry out during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act
entitled "An. act to provide further for the national security and
defense by stimulating agriculture and fn<'ilitating the distribution of agricultural product ," having met, after full and free
confe1·ence llave agreed to recommend and do recommend to their
respective Houses as follows:
The committee of conference have been unable to agree on the
amendment of the Senate numbered 28.
T. P. GoRE,
W . s. KENY'ON,
HoKE SMITH,

Managers on the part of tlte Se-nate.
A. F. LEVER,
E. s. CANDLER,
G. N. HAUGEN,
J. C. McLAUGHLIN,

Managers on the part ot the House.

Mr. SMITH of Georgia. Mr. President, perhaps I should
state that the conferees were not only unable to ao-ree, but the
conferee on the part of the House declined to consider any
kind of provision on this subject. We invited them to ·ay what
kind of legislation they wanted ; to · say in what 'vay, if any,
they objected to the Pomerene amendment; to give u some-·
thing that they did think would meet the situation. Their attitude, however, was that they would not consider an am('ndm-ent on this subject placed upon an Agricultural appropriation
bill, and that the only po ible way to obtain legislation would
be through the District Committee. For this reason it is useless to ask for a further conterence. While they asked for the
conference, they declined to confer.
~lr. LENROOT. 1\Ir. Pre ident. will the Senator yield?
Ur. SMITH of Georgia. Certainly.
Mr. LENROOT. Of course, there has not been a quorum of
the Hou e back since thrrt time, and the Hou e has had no opportunity to express itself on the conference report.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I am intensely anxious to do something to protect especia1ly those of smaller incomes in the city
of Washington, and I am willing to take any course with
reference to it that can possibly help us obtain legi lation. I
think the-re is a grievous wrong going on, especially in the
charges that are being put upon the workers here in 'Vashington
with limited resources.
~
Mr. LENROOT. 1\Ir. President, will the Senator yield again?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. Certainly.
Mr. LENROOT. Does not the Senator think that if tl'is
matter should lie upon the table until a quorum does returu to
the House, the House might then instruct its conferees to recede?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I do not ask that it be arted upon
to-day. I think at least it should go over until Thur day.
Mr. LENROOT. I understand ; but I am ·asking the Senator's
opinion as to whether that might not be the case.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I had hoped so.
Mr. SHEPPARD. Mr. President, I want to say here that
from what I understand, after talking with the chairman of
the House Committee on Agriculture, there is no possible chance
of the House instructing its conferees to recede.
Mr. LENROOT. l; have very strong llopes tha t that is not
the case.
.
.
Mr. SHEPPARD. I shall not make any motion regarding the
matter this afternoon, but I hope that the Senate will take
action on Thor day.
Mr. Sl\IITH of Geor~ia. While the subject is up, there is just
one ' ord more that I should like to surrge t. It occurs to me
that if the House would name di1l'erent conferees on the bills
pending before the District Committee the Senate certainly
would be 'Yilling to name different conferee·, .and we might
bring about o. conference in that 'vay. I do not know how tl1e
Senator from Ohio would feel about that. I know hls deep
interest in the legislation. ·
Mr. POMERENE. l\1r. Presid nt, I am very deeply inter·
ested in it, and I am very much disappointed to bear the opin·ion expressed that the confer
can not g t together. I have
shared the opinion of the Senator from Wisconsin [1\.lr. LE ~
nooT], to the effect that if th re had been a quorum in the
House they might have entertained a different vi w from that
wJl!ch is entertained by the present conferees on the Agricul-·
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turnl bill. I nrn willing to do anything within reason to get
eo-islation ~Yh i c h will be effecti\e. If that can be done by other
conferees I s hall say "Amen" to it.
l\Ir. Sl\liTH of Georgia. Mr. President, recognizing the Senator from Ohio us the Senator who has done such splendid work
upon this subject, I am willing to follow him now in any line
that he suggest . I am willing to vote for any action that he
supports with regard to the present amendment or any line of
conduct that he thinks is wise.
l\Ir. POMERENE. It is true, 1\Ir. President, that I gave a
groat deal of attention to this bill, and I am keenly interested in
it; but I do not believe I am any more interested in it than
every other Senator in this body, because I know that they feel
that a gro s out rage is being perpetrated upon the temporary residents of this city and of this District by some of these landlords.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. MYERs in the chair). The
conference report will lie on the table.
THE COAT. SITUATION.

Mr. POMERENE.

1\Ir. President, I have before me n statement issued by the United States Fuel Administrator bearing
upon the coal situation. It is desired that it be printed in the
RECORD, and without asking to have it read I ask unanimous
consent that it be inserted in the REcoRD for the information of
the public generally.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there any objection to this
que tion of the Senator from Ohio? The Chair hears none and
pennission is granted.
The statement referred to is as follows:
STATE~I l'!..~T
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BY UNITED

STATES FUEL ADMINISTilATOR
GARFIELD.

HARRY

A.

"As winter approaches the people of the United States desire
to know what they may expect from the Fuel Administration,
an(l they have a right to know. The experiences of last winter
naturally tend to make people apprehensive. While it is not
likely that the coming season will be as severe as last, the Fuel
Administration has proceeded on the assumption that it might be
atu.l has made its plans accordingly. The following are the facts
presented in briefest form:
"First, as to domestic fuel. Anthracite (hard) coal is the
domestic fuel of the East. Hard coal all comes from eastern
Pennsylvania. To prevent long hauls and unnecessary use of
railroad locomotives and cars for the transportation of coal, the
country has been zoned. The Raih·oad and Fuel Administrations have united in setting up the zones. In a general way coal
must be taken from the nearest fields, although certain kinds of
coal necessary for special manufacturing purposes can not be
thus limited. The result of this' arrangement is that people
neal'est (radius hard to define) the anthracite coal fields and
all of the distant New England points are to burn hard coal.
:r·his happens not to be regarded as a hardship. But even if 1t
were, this rule would have to be enforced~ Also, because of the
possibility of transporting coal by water to upper Lake ports.
a con iderable part of the Northwest is supplied with anthracite,
while the allotment to certain other States has been cut down to
a fraction only of the normal supply, the balance being made up
;vith bituminous (soft) coal.
·
·
" The program of distribution of domestic coal for the entire
year calls for 51,258,029 tons this includes coal for manufacturing and for gas-about 5,000,000 tons in all) of anthracite coal,
which is 2,062,323 tons more than were distributed during 1916.
(Nineteen hundred and sixteen was the last normal year for coal
~istributiob. It was, therefore, taken as the basis in making the
allotment for 1918.) Up to tbe 1st of October, 26,388,151 tons
had been delivered. (In the Northwest the coal has either been
delivered or is en route.) The following schedule tells the story
in brief :

"But some dealers have founu themselves without a s11pply
of anthracite and this has inconvenienced a great many people.
This was due to the fact that some dealers had moved, others
had started in business this year, while still others, orne because
of a break in trade relations and others beca.use their credit
was not good, had not received their usual supply. This difficulty has, however, largely been overcome, so far as communi·
ties, if not individual dealers, are concerned.
" Under the arrangement now in existence, if any domestic
consumer finds himself short of coal he should apply to his local
fuel administrator, giving him the name of a dealer to whom he
has applied and the circumstances of his case. The local administrator will present the matter to the State fuel administrator,
who will issue the necessary directions to the anthracite distribution committee.
" Second, as to bituminous coal:
" While anthracite is the domestic fuel of the East, the rest
of the country depends upon bituminous coal. About 75,000,000
tons of bituminous coal are used annually by domestic con- .
sumers, including apartment houses, but not including coal
used for making gas and electricity. The facts as to supply
are given below in connection "\vith the industrial use of bituminous coal. I need say here only in brief that the several
parts of the country are now well supplied with bituminous
coal for domestic use. It must not, however, be understood
that domestic users can afford to waste either hard or soft coal.
Rigid economy is necessary. If the instructions issued from
time to time by the Fuel Administration for the care of furnaces
and the heating and ventilation of houses are followed, we shall
come through the winter without hardship.
"Again, let me call attention to the fact that more domestic
coal is now in the hands of consumers and dealers than at the
corresponding period in normal years.
"Industry is chiefly dependent upon soft coal. Therefore
its consumption has been much more largely increased by the
war than the consumption of bard coal. The following schedule
tells the story of increased production of soft coal since 1913:
Pt·odttction of bituminous coal in the United States.
Increase

Short tons.

Year.

1913. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • . . • • . • • • • • . . • •
1914 • .•••• • ••••••••• •• •• •••• •• ••• • • • • •• • • . •• •• • ••••••• •••
1915.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •
1916. • • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •

478, 435, 297
422,703,970
442,624,425
502, 519, 682

over previous year,
tons.
(1)

1917- .••••••.•••••••••••••• ~·· •••••• •• • • ••• • •• • • •• •••• •• •

551,790,56-3

55,731,327
19,920,453
59.895,255
49,270, 881

1918 (estimated).........................................

600,000,000

48,000,0QJ

• Decrease.
Increase 1918 over 191G :. 122,000,000 (approximate).

"The enormous increase for the present year has been made
possible by co~dial cooperation between the three agencies involved, namely, the mine workers and operators, the Railroad
Administration, and the Fuel Administration. What is our
situation to-day? !.rhe coal year begin.~ April 1. During th~Cl
first six months, to October 1, we had produced 37,000,000 tons
bituminous more than we produced in the corresponding period
last year. By produced I mean placed in railroad cars and
delivered either ns coal or coke. Coal is not produced in any
commercial sense until it has been dug from the mine und delivered on board railroad cars.
" What the public wishes to know is whether this coal is being
distributed in a way to meet the needs of the country nnd
whether we have been farsighted enough to stock coal against
the ,..,-inter's need. '. rhe important item here is, How much coal
have we managed to store up? Briefly, the answer is, More than
ever before. Taking the country as a whole, we have in stock
Allotment
for the
Delivered
coal sufficient for eight weeks. Obviously stock piles rnust be
States.
year in
Oct. I.
greatest at points farthest from the mines.
tons.
"Never until the present year has an attempt been made to
ascertain the stocks on hand. The statistical bureau of the
New England ............................................ . 10,331,000
5,537, 779 :D.,uel Administration receives a weekly post-card report from
31,314,754
15,246,331
w~~a~~~-~~~i·c···::
102,400
73,640 each of the great and most of the small industrial plants and
Western . .........•.••••••••......•.•.......•••..•......•.. 3,481, 945
1,835,398 coal dealers of the country. Tens of thousands of small manuNorthweitern•...•......•...................•.•.•....••.•.. 2,374,000
Canada .... . ..... . ......... . ......................•.•...... 3,602,000 1~;~;~ facturing establishments are included in the weekly returns of
Ex).>ort (principally Newfoundland and Cuba) .•.••••••••..
51,930
29,742 public utilities supplying them with power and light. E."lch card
states the amount of coal on hand at the beginning of the
amount received and the amount used during the week, and
ADo~~Nor-b.aiiY'ear·:::
~k~:~~ 26,388,151 the
the balance on hand at the end of the week. Over an average
of
more
than 10,000 cards are received and tabulated daily.
1 The coal for the northwestern distrirt has either been distribut-ed or is en route.
Errors and emissions are diligently followed up. Final tabula" It will thn be seen tim t to October 1 the Fuel Administration tion of these reports are, at the outside, only s~x weeks behind.
had exceeded Its program of deln enes by 759,136 tons!
The fgllowing schedul~ tells the story of reqmrements for tho

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

week:

---'•
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:rear, the deliveries for the first six months, an(} the . tocks on
llnnd in the several States:
Net tons.
Total estimated requirements of bituminous coal, Apr. 1 to
'ept. 30, 1918, without allowance for conservation or
curtailment of inuustry ----------------------------- 361. 730, 000
Production of bituminous coal, Apr. 1 to Sept. 30, 1918 ___ 312, 282, 000

tons. The real shortage at present. due to certain number of
furnares being ' out of blast,' is about 75.000 tons per month.
" The \Yar program demanding that the maximum number of
furnaces ~e kept in operation, there has been but very slight
accumulatiOn of stocks. The distribution is being handled by
tel.epho~e and telegraph direct from Washington, shipments
liumbet· of weeks' stock of bituminous coal on hand Oct. 1 or industdal,
bemg diverted as necessary to put the coke where most impublic utiUties, ana coal clealet·s.
demanded. The failure to meet the maximum proStates.
Weeks. peratively
duction requirements is due not to any lack of ovens but to
Alabama--------------------------------------------------2
shortage of labor at ovens and in mines having ovens.
"The oil situation is briefly this:
•
!~~z~~~a=================~==================================
1~
California-----------------------------·--------------------6
" The oil and natural-gas situation for this winter will probColorado ------~-------------------------------------------- 4 ably be somewhat acute owing to the flecrease in production of
Connecticut ------------------------------------------------ 17
Delaware--------------------------------------------------- 10 natural gas as compared with last year and the expecte<l inFloriua ---------------------------------------------------- 10 crease in consumption, and in the case·of oil to the steadily in·
ldnho
______ _: ______________________________________________
56 creasing domestic and overseas demands.
Gco gia---------------------------------------------------111inols_________________________ ___________________________ _ 6
" The successful solution of the oil problem is largely one of
Indiana---------------------------------------------------5 transportation. Tank ships are very scarce and existing pipe
Iowa --------------··--------------------------------------6
lines are now running practically to capacity.
Kan~S----------------------------------------------------5
"Additional pipe-line capacity is being built into the new
~~f~i~i-================================================== ¥ field at Ranger, Tex., but the transporting of this oil from
~nine ----------------------------------------------------- 17 Gulf ports to North . Atlantic ports will involve additional tank
steamers not now easily available.
~~~~~~~~settR-==============================================
"It is essential to limit additional consumption wherever· posMichigan (upper peninsula)----------------------------------- 20
Michigan (lower peninsula)----------------------------------- 12 sible, pending construction of additional transportation facilities
2
either in the form of pipe lines, tank ships, or tank barges.
" Oil stocks on September 1, 1917, and September 1, 1918
Montana--------------------------------------------------5 were, for gasoline, kerosene, gas oil, and fuel oil, as follows : '
Nebraska--------------------------------------------------4
NeYada --------------------------------------------------- 15
Gasoline
Gas, oil,
Stocks.
and
Kerosene.
and
naphthas.
fuel oil.
New York ______________ _:_____ ______________________________
6
North Carolina-----------------------------·----------------5
North Dakota----------------------------------------------- ;t~ Sept 1 1917
6, 025,000 11 ,600, 000
11, ~i5, oro
8~1~iioiiia::==========:::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::: 9 sept: 1: 191s::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ·: 6,ooo,ooo 9, 400,ooo 1o,soo,oo:>

1g

~i~f~~!f~~================================================= i
~;~ ~:fJ~~~~=======================~===================== l~
1 ~s
f~;;:~~~ff!~====~=============~~~===========~=~~~~~~~======
carolina---------------------------------------------South

South Dakota----------------------------------------------Tennessee-------------------------------------------------~i~~s------------------------------------------------------

~lE~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

"As to labor. It is a remarkable fact that although 38,000,000
tons more of coal, anthracite and bituminou , have been produced
7 in the first six months ot the present coal year than in the corTe3 sponding period of 1917, there have been fewer laborers in the
~ field; 50,000 to 60,000 mine workers have gone into the military
1
0
11
1
tfn

~:~~~~r~~~v~ ,~k ~~~. ~~f£s. a;~~e:!s~~~s~~ft~~~e ~~~~

i

~f~~oJH'~!::::===============================~===========:
~ ~~i~~~~~~~ ; n~h:b~rr?:~~r~Ji~~n~~s£g:nr~~tngl~i i~: ~~~~
5 worker is vitally important to the soldier in the trenches, acWy<•ming___________________________________________________
0

.. NoTE.-The uppf'r penimmla of 1\f!rhlgan and the> States of Wisconsin
anu Minnesota nnd, in part, North Dakota and l::;outh Dakota have their
winter supply of coal as ur.ed through the movement of coal to the head
of the Lakes, which is moving forward on schedule.
"Stocks on han<l for each State are reported by industries
so classified as to enable me to know whether, for example, the
stocks of by-product coal are sufficiently l!lrge to meet beyond
peradn~nture the steel requirements of the ·war Industries
Board. In this connection, it is interesting to lmow that the
stocks of coal for by-product coke ovens a-vet•age 4 weeks,
ranging from J week at p~ints in the coal fields to 15 ''eeks
supply for by-product ovens at the most distant points, such as
at Duluth and Superior.
"Although accurate statistics have never been taken until
this year manufacturers agree that never before have we had
larger stock of coal on hand at the beginning of winter.
"The clean-coal campaign, inaugurated to relieve users of
bituminous coal frodl the handicap they suffered last winter
in the u e of improperly graded or entirely unprepared coal, is
being rigidly prosecute<l. During the week enuing October 26,
13 mines were ordered to cease shipping. Prior to that time
86 mines had been closed; 67 because the producers would not
properly prepare their coal for shipment, and 19 because the ·
coal produced \vas entirely unusable. In addition to these mines
closed, several hundred mines have been ordered to cease taking
coal from poor veins.
"Since the advent of the Fuel Administration, inspections
numbering 15,369 have been made. The inspection force now
comprises 79 United States Fuel Administration inspectors and
100 State in pectors working in cooperation with tllem. Mines
under inspection by other governmental departments, such as
the Pocahontas fields under supervision by the Tavy Department, do not receive a duplicate inspection by the Fuel Administration.
"The present supply of coke is slightly less than the maximum
demand of bJast furnaces and war industries.
"There are a~ present 405 blast furnaces in the United
States in shape to run; their monthly requirements being
4,250,000 tons. The blast furnaces take about 93 per cent of the
total production of coke, this percentage amounting to 4,100,000

I

counts, in large part, for the production results. The mine workers have merited the praise just received from Gen. Pershing by
cable, 'We soldiers know that we can depend upon rou to <lo
your part as we are doing ours.' The relation of coal nn<l steel
to war is new. A hundred and fifty years ago coal and steel
were relatively negligible items in war programs-that is, as
compare<l with the soldier in the field. To bring the new relation home to the hundreds of .thousands of mine workers of
many nationalities and of varying <legrees of familiarity with
political and industrial conditions has been no small ta. k. Tlle
Labor and Pro<luction Bureaus of the Fuel Administration deserve the greatest credit for their work in this direction.
"But labor alone can not produce coal. As stated above, coal
is produced in a commercial ense only when it is dug out of
the ground an<l loaded into cars. Coal in the mine or dumped on
the ground at the mouth of the mine is of as little value as Hobinson Crusoe's money. It must be transported to the bin of the
consumer and to the furnace if it is to meet the need. If the
Railroad Administration had not met the problem of tran portation, the results achieved would not have been pos ible. The•
elimination of competitive use of tracks, terminals, and equipment-in other w·ords, the taking oYer for the perio<l of the war
of the competing_ railroad systems and their operation nnuer a
single a<lmini ·trative head-has contributed more largely than
any other single factor to the result obtained.
'nut only of less importance was the elimination of long llnuls
and cross hauls, which constituted a waste of boUI motive poYrer
and of car tonnage. The importance of this is recognized \Vhen it
is understood that more tl1an one-third of the entire tonnage of
our railroads, even in ordinary times, is used for the transportation of coal.
"From the foregoing it may be inferl'ed that the fuel ituation is so well in hand that vexing economie a.re no longer nece sarr. But this is far from true. Had Ies e. !';ential indn tries
been permitted to operate witl10ut cnrtailment . of fuel supply
the stocks on hand would ha\e been seriously reduced~ 'Ve have
been able to stock up becau e we have save<l as well as because
we have produce<l more coal than at any other time. In cooperation with other war admini trations, especially with the 'Yar
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Inuustries Board anu the Food Administration, the Conservation Burea u of the F uel Administration has made an estimated
saving thus far of 12,700,000 tons of coal for the fiTst half of the
coni year, but as the sa\ing each month is constantly increasing, tllelie will be a much greater saving during the next six
months, which includes t he winter, so that it expects during the
entire year to be able to r eport a saving of 50,000,000 tons.
" The Fuel Admini stration approaches the winter season well
organized, mth stocks of coal on hand far in excess of the stocks
of other years, the report says. We are ready for an unusually
seYere \Tinter, but we are still anll shall continue to be dependent upon the cooperation of the people of the United States in
conserving fuel and upon the several agencies concerned in the
production and b.·ansportation of fuel to enable us to carry
through our prvgram to the end of the year.
"'Ihe people of the United States have demonstrateu their
wHlingn.ess to make any sacrifice necessary, but they ·must be
satisfied that what is asked is neeessary and reasonable. The
highest testimony to. democracy has been furnished by the way
in which the people of the United States have met the requests
of the Food and Fuel Administrations, even when those requests
ha\e imported upon them personal inconvenience and sac:rifice.,
WHEAT AND COTTON PIUCE F..I:XIN'G.

1\Ir. SMITH of Ge01Tgia:. Mr. Presiden4 it seems that the
'-lay is to be consumed in the discussion of the a:ddres of the
Pre ·ident and the reply of the Republican statesmen. I desire
to a k the attention of the Senate to a ~Ia.usc in the reply of the
Republican statesmen entirely seetional in its nature and not
sustained by the facts.
·
:Mr. \VA.TSON. lHr. President~ bef&e the Senator proceeds,
may I ask him a. question outside of the llliltter cone~ ni~g
which he ctesires to addr~rss the SCllate 1
Mr. S"MITH. of GeE>rgia. Certainly.
l\Ir. WATSON. I believe the Senator is a member of the
lllillta.ry Affairs Committee, and 1 ask for information. Has
the Senator heard anything about the Hughes report, whether
or not it has been made, or will be made, or is likely to be made,
or whatever has become of that report?·
1\Il·. SMITH of Georgia. I have no information upon the
subject exce.I?t what I have seen in the press.
1\!r. WATSON. No other information?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia.. No other information.
Mr. BRANDEGE:Et Mr. President, \\111 the Senator "be kind
enough to ~tate what was in the press? 1 Wl.ve not seen it.
l\1r. SMITH of. Georgia. '.rbe statement was made that the
report had been banded to the Attorney General Saturday afternoon, I believe.
JUr. President, I do not delight in partisan politics. I deplru·e
sectional strife.
·
On Friday the Republican congressional campaign com.mittee
gave out a. statement which contained the following language:
There are Mme domestic questions where we should undoubtedly
di:frer from the eourse pursued by the administx:ation. We should not.
for xample, fix a price on the fal'mers' wheat and leave the planters'
cotton untouehed.

I deplore. this appeal to sectional prejudice. I can not
believe it would have been made had the facts been understood
by those 1·esponsible for it.
Before giving the facts which completely answer this appeal
to. sectional prejudice let me protest against conceding to any
branch of our Government, legislative or administrative, the
right to fix tile price of wheat or any other commodity and
to require a producer to dispose of his property at the price
fixed.
'Vhen commodities are required by the Government for public
usc the legislative branch of the Government can authorize,
under the power of eminent domain, commodities to be taken
fo.r public use; but even then the price can not be arbitrarily
fixed by the Government. If the representatives of the Government and the owners of the commodities required for public
use can not agree upon the price, provision must .be made for
owners of the commodities to go into court and obtain an
adjudication fixing the true value of the commodities and the
Government must pay the amount so fixed by the court.
No power is vested in our Government, legislative and ndministrative combined. to fix a price at which one citizen must
dispose of his property to another citizen.
The necessities of war may justify regulation of agencies
engaged in handling essential commodities, but even then all
care should be exercised to a void preventing the producer from
receiving the fail• price which the cost of production. nnd the
law of supply n.nd demand would fix.
It may be that regulation has borne severely upon some commodities. Such regulation sl1ould be U\Oided, and if already
made be modified.
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Wheat .i s the material essential to feed our armies and the
armies of our allies. A large part of the crop wns e sential for
public use. Speculators took auYantage of the opportunity to
corner markets and advance greatly prices afi:er the wheat had
been sold by the farmer who produced it.
Legislation was passed to regulate grain exchanges, elevatol'
companies, and middle men. A large appropriation was made
to be used by the Food Administrator with which to make purchases, and authority was given him to sell. No claim was
made in this legislation of authority to fix: a maximum price f.or
wheat.
Lest this governmental control might injure the wheat
grower, the legislation provided Government guaranty to the
wheat grower of a price to be fixed by certain administrative
agencies~ but the legislation also provided that the guaranteed
price should not be less· than $2 a bushel. The purpose of this
guaranty was plain. Congress recognized the fact that no
power. existed in this Government justly to interfere with the
price which the grower•s wheat would bring under the law of
supply and deman(4 taking into account also the cost of produc-tion to the wheat grower, nud, as the regulations provided were
required to check the speculator, it was proposed to guarantee
the wheat grower from any loss as the result of these regulations.
Legislation was subsequently inb.·odnced increasing the minimum price which the Guvernment should guarantee for wheat
to two dollars and a half a bushel. Although the cotton-growing States produce but little wheat~ and are large buyers: of
wheat, practicallY every Senator from those States supported
the legislative :provision guaranteeing two dollars and a half per
bushel to · the wheat growers. The fact was recognized that
the wheat grower was entitled to au increased pt1ce for his
wheat, due to the mcreased cost of production and the normal
effect of the law of supply and demand upon his crop. The
price guaranteed by the administration was $2.20 per bushel,
approximately two and one-half times the IHicc at which wheat
~o.Jd prio-F to the war.
The Government did not fix a max£mum price for wheat; it
guaranteed a minimum price.
If the regulations applied to the conduct of grain exchanges
and middlemen have prevented the wheat growers from receivfng :full value for their wheat,. the regulation should be
modified.c or the Government guarantee should be increased.
Corn is our greatest agricultural product. Hay is one of the
greatest. If any effort has been. made to interfere with Ute
market price of corn or hay,. I do not know it.
Now,. I ask your attention to cotton.
No other crop requires so much human labor, anu no other
labor has so advanced in price. No other crop· requires the use
of. so much C{)mmcrcial fertilizers. Tlle crop this year was 25
per cent below the normal production for the acreage planted.
The increased cost of production, compared to the prewar cost,
exceed that of any other agricultural product. There have
been \ery short crops for four years. The demand exceeds the
supply.
Immediately prior to the war- middling lint cotton was selling at 13 cents a pound. Approximately 2,000.000 families were
engaged in planting and cultivating cotton. some as the owners
of land,. some as tenants. and some as croppers. The families
engaged in this work consisted on an average of a man, his
wife, and three children-a. family of five-the children, of
course, working part of the time. The average production per
family, after paying ren4 was about 5 bales. If the farmer
owned his land, the portion going to the landowner should be
credited to his land; the value of the labor of the family would
still be 5 bales. At 13 cents a pound this paid the family ~325
a ~rear.
.
It is true they raised other products and had the seed, but
the incidental e.."'rpenses of the farm consumed this surplus and
the. amount fairly to bo classed as compensation for the labor
was cotton of the value of $325 per year.
These wages were lower than those earned by any oth{'r class
of labor in the United States. Tbey were unreasonably low,
and cotton could only have bf'{ln produced and sold at the low
price which it brought before the war upon u ba!'iS of labor so
cheap that those engaged in it clid not earn a fair li\"'elihood.
Even before the war the uumers of the cotton-growing Stutes
had begun to realize that from other products they could ea.rn
a much better return, and they had begun to giYe their attention to beans, to pC'as, to potatoes, to com. to oats, to stock, to
cattle, and to hogs. At pi'el'ent prices their profits from the
production of these commodities are fully as great as can be
earned from cotton selling nt 40 Cl"nts a pound.
The demand for labor tlnring til<' p :1~ t . Yefll' has I.H'cn great.
Prices ha\e rapidly ndyancell. Cotton fa rm labor \\as so low
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that H has been especially affected by the advance. Where
labor was hired for wage those wages bad to compete with
wages in industries and Government plants. The tenants anu
croppers can not be expecteu to continue in cotton fields unless
to them is conceded compensation approximately equal to wages
earned elsewhere.
The man alone constituting a part of the family culti\·ating
cotton could leave the farm and make in a near-by industry as
much as the entire family could make at cotton selling for a figure three times as great us that at which it sold before the 'var.
During the present year an acreage was planted in cotton
which, with a normal crop, would have produced fifteen and onehalf millions of bales. All the labor was expended, up to picking time, to plant and cultivate this crop, which would have
produced the number of bales named. The hot winds of July
and Augm::t burned up 4,000,000 bales of cotton and reduced the
crop to 11,500,000 bales The cultivation of the increased acreage, which shoulU haYe produced 4,000,000 bales auditional cotton, added to the cost of the cotton actually produced, or, putting it in a different way, reduced the number of bales which
the average family gathered. The cost of picking cotton this
year was greater than at any time during the history of cotton
cultivation. It was from one aiHl one-half to two dollars per
. hundred pounds, but this means P ~· ~mds of cotton, seed and all,
and it requires 3 pounds of cotton in the seed to make 1 pound
of lint cotton, so that the lint cotton cost from 4~ cents to 6
cents per pound for picking alone.
. Tlle best information I gather from cotton culture in my own
State is that the crop of this year cost, wherever labor was employed for wages, from 30 to 37! cents per pound. Many wellinformed men in the cotton section insist that the average cost
of the present crop bas been between 35 and 40 cents a pound.
The labor to produce wheat was fairly well paid before the
war. The demand for labor at the higher prices did not affect
the wheat growei' as it affected the cotton grower, for the advance in price did not increase the co·st of labor on the wheat
farm nearly so much as it increased the cost of labor on the
cotton farm. 'Ihe wheat crop was a normal crop. The cotton
crop was 4,000,000 bales less than the planted acreage should
have produced.
·
Another element has entered into the increased cost of producing cotton. · It is the greatly increased cost of fertilizer and
the difficulty of obtaining potash at any price. Many acres of
the lands used for the production of cotton are a sandy loam,
which must have potash furnished by the use of commercial
fertilizers or the cotton will not properly fruit.
All these elements combined to increase the cost of producing
the cotton crop of 1918, and three times the prewar price is now
.
a fair price for cotton.
Goods mnnut'nchu·ed from cotton are selling on an average of
more than three times prewar prices. Indeed, the Government
has paid for supplies of goods manufactured of cotton three
times prewar prices.
One-half of our cotton is shipped abroad and handled by for- ·
eign manufacturers. That manufactured in the United States
is consumed about one-half bY the mills in the States where
·cotton is grown and one-half in the mills of the balance of the
country. To force down the price of lint cotton without forcing
down the price of the products manufactured from lint cotton.
would be simply to make a present of the amount taken from
the selling price, one-half to the manufacturers in foreign countries and one-half to the manufacturers in this country.
. Our Republican friends might have suggested that the price
of the products manufactured from cotton should be touched or
fixed by the administration. If price fi~ing were legal and re·
sorted to for the benefit of the people of this country, it is neces'sa.ry that the price fixing should attach to the products manufactured from cotton. Mere price .ixing on lint cotton would not
help the great consuming public.
The cotton crop for four successi\e years has now been a
short crop. There is every reason to belie\e that next year's
crop will be much less than the crop of the present reaL'. It
certainly will be much le s if farmers can not obtain a higher
price than the pre ent price for their cotton. The cost of production, the successive short crops, the reasonable application
of the law of supply and demand justify a price of 40 cents per
pound for middling lint cotton. This, of course, would mean
that the lo"·er grades of a spinable character would sell down
between 35 ~.nd 40 cents per pound. Three times prewar prices
for cotton would he 39 cents a pountl. An advance of three for
one of prewar prices on cotton, considering all the elements
attaching to the pre ent crop, would not relatively exceed the
11rices at whic-h otller agricultural products are selling. The
ship c:1 r11·ing cotton nero s the ocean are charging ten times
l>rewar u1·ices.
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Then, too, we should not forget tlutt dming the first year of
the war. in 1914, the cotton crop was \·err large, the markets of
tlle world Y:ere cut ofl by the war. Cotton "·as then left un upported by Government action. It sold ns low as 5 cents a pound,
and many cotton farmers were ftnaucinllv ruiued.
'The Government has gua ranteed the ,;heat grower about two
and one-half times prewar prices for \Vheat. It llas not undertaken to fix a price of corn, the greatest agricultural product of
this country. It has not under·taken to fix the price of hay, one
of the chief agricultural products of the country. The Republican manifesto should not have made a sectional attack upon
the cotton grower.
Kow, let us consider what the administration has done with
reference to tile selling price of cotton.
Unless prices improve abo ..-e pre ·ent selling figures, the administration has not only "touched " cotton but it has hammered
down the market, causing a loss of $450.000,000 to cotton growers.
During the first few days of September cotton " 'as selling
throughout the sections where it is grown at from 38 to 39 cents
a pound. It vvas apparent that under legitimate lmYs of supply
and demand, together with a proper recognition of the cost of
raising the crop and t11e probable cost and size of next year's
<:rop. cotton would easily have sold for 10 cents a pounu. It
has been forced dow·n from this price 8 cent a pound. What
has done 1t? This fall in price is clearly attributable, whether
intentional or not, to tlle action of the administration taken
through the War Industries Board.
On September 4 the War Industries Board, through the Committee on Public Information, issued a statement thatThe announcement of nr.other short crop of cotton ra!Sf'S in acuta
form the problem of satisfying 1he needs of the Nation as well as those
of the allies. • • • With the approval of the Preslden t the War
Industries Board will appoint a committee to study the prese.nt situation, the problems .o f distribution, the mnrketing of low-grade cottons,
and the desirability and fenslbllJty of effecting a stal.llllzatlon of the
prices.

This unnouncement followed a rise in the price of cotton to
practically 40 cents u pound. It admitted the very short crop
and'stabilization of prices could have meant nothing but an effort
to prevent the rise of prices.
Immediately upon this announcement the price of cotton declined In so startling a way that on September 5 the chairman
of the 'Var Indu.c::tries Board, through the Committee on Public
Information, announced that'l'he appointment of :1. committee to stUdy the co~clitions arisinf: from
a heavy shortage in the cotton crop must not be construc:>d as indlcatlng
that price fixing wlll be a certain outcome of their eft'orts.

This statement indicated a purpose to let normal conuitions
apply to cotton and the market substantially rallied.
On September 13, through the Committee on Public Information, another publication was issued by the War Inuustrics
Board containing this statement:
The demnncl for blgh·grade cotton, which fs out or proportion to the
available supply, and the fact that the GovernmPnt, through early
agreements with the allies, must net as a common buyer for nlllt>d purchases, mak(> it neressary to secure somP basis of rlistributloo of all
grades of ciJtton. • • • It is believed that by this course both the
producer and the consumer will be better p1·otectcd than by continuation
of the present chaotic conultions of the ma.rkPt. The plan Is to create,
subject to the approval of the President, a cotton committee to devise
methods fot· broadening the channels of distribution and use of the
great stock of low grades uow practically unmarkPt:a.ble, eltminating
speculation and hoarding, and apportioni~g the foreign orders.

There had been no chaotic conditions of the market, except
that caused by the first publication from the 'Var Industries
Board. Cotton bad simply been steadily increasing in market
price, as the farmer realized what the crop had cost and as
purchasers and farmers realized the short amount of the crop.
There had been no hoarding of any characte1·. Farmers had
just begun to gather their crop. They were just beginning to
sell it. l\lost of the cotton was still in the field.
The announcement proceeded us follow:
It may be part of this committee's duty to recommend basic prices
on cotton. If, after investigation, it is found neceflsary, a fah· prico
wm be fixed.

This was a threat to prevent t11e law of supply and demand
from applying to the price of cotton. It \Vas a threat to di~re
gard the high cost of producing the crop. It was undoubtedly
a threat to interfere with the market by undertaking to fix a
price 1ower than the price at which cotton was selling.
On September 27 the appointment of two committees was
announced by the War Industries Board through the Committee
on Public Information. The e committees wet·e to "control tlistribution, to buy cotton for the use of the United States Govern·
ment and the allies. and to consiuer prices."
On September 25 a statement was issued by Charles J.
Brand, chairmun of the . .-ommittee on cotton distribution, and
on September 27 a statement wa issue' I uy ThomaH Wnlke.r
P ·1ge, chairman of the committee on cottvu.
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I request, Mr. President, that all of these announcements mny
be printed at the close of my remarks.
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That may be done.
[See appendix.]
1\Ir. Sl\JITH of Georgia. It will be observed that one of these
committees had authority to buy cotton for the use of the United
States Government and the allies. This would seem in effect
to have consolidated the purch~..se for England, France, Italy,
Japan, and other countries uniting with us in war against
Germany in a single agency, thereby eliminating all competition
among the principal foreign purchasers, while nothing was done
to eliminate the competition among the unorganized 2,000,000
growers of cotton, who are the sellers.
As a result of this action by the administration, cotton has
been hammere<.l down 8 cents a pouna below the price at wWch
it. was selling the 1st of September. If the present price is
maintained the loss to the cotton growers, .as a result of the
" touching " of cotton by the administration, would be $450,000,000 on this year's crop. I submit in all kindness that this
procedure should not have taken place. Those ill charge should·
still seek to rectify the mistake they have made.
Of course, the cotton farmer is not obliged to sell ; but many
cotton farmers produce their crop under circumstances. where
they can not hvld it. They must take the price ofl'ered in September and October. Fortunately, I believe, a large number
of cotton farmers are not compelled to sell except at prices
which they feel bring to them fair compensation. I hope that
nearly all of what is called "distress cotton" has been disposed
of and that the produeers from this time on will have a voice
in fixing the price which they will receive for their labors.
I oppose a regulation \vhich would prevent the cotton farmer
from receiving the price which the cost of his crop and the law
of demand and supply would bring to him, just as I would have
any regulation producing such a result modified in the interests
of the wheat grower.
But who bas received the benefit of this action by the administration which rec..louced the market price of cotton? Not the
Go\ernment, for it bas bought no spinable lint cotton. It buys
goods manufactured from lint cotton and has been paying in
many instances three times prewar prices for these goods.
The public has not benefited, for no effort has been made to
control the prices which the public wearers of the manufactured
cotton goods pay.
·
Manufacturers could pay 40 cents per pound for cotton and
at present selling prices of manufactured goods make handsome profits. I am advised that foreign cotton manufacturers
are selling their products based upon an estimated price of
50 cents per pound for lint cotton.
If the War Industries Board and their comri:littees succeed in
maintaining the present depression in the price of -cotton they
will make a present of $225,000,000 to foreign cotton mannfacturers, but they will take the present from our own farmers.
I have said our Gowrnment has no use for lint cotton. This
is true, but it does use what is called linters, out oe which nitrocellulose powders and ocher munitions are made. -After the
cotton is ginned the -seed are carried to the oil mills, where a
fine substance not removed by the gin is scraped from the seed.
This substance is called linters. It is a cotton so short and so
fine that it can not be used for spinning. It is normally used
for bedding, quilts, mattresses, horse collars, and like purposes.
This is the material or cotton best suited for the production
of munitions and used for the manufacture of explosives and
nitrocellulose powders. Lint cotton is not as desirable for these
purposes as linters. Where linters can be obtained in sufficient
quant ity for the manufacture of munitions lint cotton is not used.
Last year our Government, together with the allies, used
875,000 bales of linters for munition purposes. This year the
cotton-oil mills are . scraping the seed closer than ever before
and will produce over a million bales of linters. _They will
produce all our Government and our allies will need for munitions. This is the only cotton product purchased by our Government.
Linters could have been condemned for public use, but it was
not necessary. The owners of the linters met with the representatives of the Government and agreed upon the price of 4.62
eents per pound for linters. This was not more than half the
price at which th~y would . have sold on an open market. But
our Government needed them, and, instead of profiteering, they
were furrushed to the Government at cheaper prices, relative
to their value, than any commodity which the Government is
buying.
·
.
The people of the cotton-growing States are contributing a
full part to destroying the Prussian menace. Their boys are in
France and at the front. They have bought bonds and subscribed to every activity. I think c\'ery cotton State oversubJ.VI-728
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scribed the last liberty loan. There is no sactiftce they would
not make to carry the flag to complete 7lctory. If hammering
dDwn the price of their cotton 8 cents a pound below a legitimate market price is necessary to whip the Germans, then let
it be hammered down; but it is difficult to see how taking 8
cents a pound from the selling price does help whip the Germans. If these were times of peace, a cry of protest would be
heard; but our country is engaged in a terrible war, and our
people, where they suffert sufl'er with commendable patience.
They are consoled l>y the reflection that the burden is simply a.u
incident of the war and the difficulty, during war, to provid"!
regulations intended with the best motives which do not bring
some unfortunate results.
Perhaps I would express -myself too strongly if 1 said they -nll
sufl'er in silence. Texas and Georgia are the two largest cottongrowing States. In each of these States there is a Republican
candidate for the United States Senate. The Texas cand.!date
makes the leading plank of his platform th'e failure of .the
Democratic administration to properly protect _the interests i)f
the cotton raiser. The Georgia candidate puts his race squarely
upon the manner in which the Democratic administration has
not only " touched" the price of cotton but hammered it down.
He charges the Democratic administration with having depressed the price of c.otto.!l to the loss of the cotton farmer
$450,000,000, and he urges the people to give .him their support
as a repudiation of this action by the Democratic administratioo.

_

I can not concede the wisdom of destroying competition in the
purchase of commodities produced by our own citizens. I can
not but hope that the War Industries Board will realize the injustice done to cotton owners and withdraw all methods calculated to depress the price.
. The board was shown, when price fixing for cotton was under
consideration, that no price below 40 cents a pound could be
fixed with justice to the farmer. They should withdraw at once
any action and all action which has caused the loss of 8 cents
in the market price of cotton.
Few farmers, except those holding distress cotton, ha\e sold·
their cotton at present prices. - I hope that cotton owners will
be able to hold their cotton until manufacturers and their representatives are willing to pay a price sufficient to compensate for
the labor of producing the crop, and sufficient to encourage the
production of a full crop in 1919.
·
In the meantime permit me to suggest to the. representati\es
of the Republican congressional organization that they withdraw
their recent statement with reference to the administration
leaving cotton "untouched." I am sm·e unless they will " ·ithdraw it they will embarrass their candidates for the Senate in
Texas and Georgia. They can not undertake to break into the
Senate from wheat-growing States upon the ground that cotton
has not been "touched"" and at the same time elect Seuators
.fro'ni the cotton-growing States upon the ground that "the nclministration has O\erburdened cotton."
I can not concede the wisdom of any system of regulation
whlch takes from a commodity in the-hands of its producer tlle
legitimate price it would bring under the law of supply and
demand; but I shall not discuss that branch of the subject
further. I only wish to commend to the attention of the c::!.ndidates for the Senate in Georgia and in Texas the recent state··
ment, made 1mder a misapprehension, that the Eto\ernment lta<l
not touched cotton; and I should be gratified to supply copies
of some of the sp~ches that are being made by these two cnndidates in criticism of what j;he Government has clone.
A.PPE~DIX.

[From the Committ('e on Public Information, Sept. 4, 1918.]
. Bernard M. Da:ruch, chairman of tho War Indus tries r.oa.rd, auth orizes
the following:
" The a.cnouncement of another short crop of cotton raises in a cute
form the problem of satisfying the needs of the Nation, as well as those
of the allies, and of securing an equitable dis tribution for the purpose
of winning the war.
·• Involved in the dis tribution Is the problem of bringing abont a reasonable stabilization of prices in the interest of both the producer and
the consumer. With th e approval of the Pre~id('~t. the War IndustriP.s
Board will appoint a committee to study the pt·esent situation, the
problems of distribution. the marketing of low-grade cottons, and the
d esimbility anll feasibility of effecting a sta.bilizatio_n of prices. This
committee will begin activities as soon as possible and will bold conferences at convenient points in tbe cotton-producing States an;} at such
other places as may be found necessary m· order to give parties inter·
ested an opportunity to present their views."
[From the Committee on Public Information, Sept: u, 1918.]
Bernard :M:. Baruch, chairman of the War Industries Board, anthorizc3
the following :
"The -statement i sued by the War Inuustries Board anrl printed in
the- newspapers of Thursday relative to the appointment of a committee
to study the condition arising from a heavy shortage in the cotto~
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crop must not be construed as inclicatlng that price fixing wlll be a
cert~tin out come of their efforts.
The committee, whose personnel is
now being selected, will investigate the question in all its phases and
will then decide as to the advisability of going into the matter of prices.
The <'Ommittee will report back to the War Industries Board t!:!eir findings and recommendatwns, upon which further action will be tnken.''
[From the Committee on Public Information, Sept. 13, 1918.]
To avoid misinterpretation of the statements made concerning the
stabilization of the cotton industry, the President authorizes the following:
•
" The demand for hlgh-grade cotton, which is out of proportion to the
flVallable supply, and the fact that the Gove~ent, through early agreements with the allies, must act as a common buyer for allied purchases,
make It necessary to secure some basis of dlstribution of all grades of
cotton. Based on the standard grade9 established by the Department
of Agriculture, an effort wm be made to provide a way by which the
low-grade cotton will be brought to 10ale and use along with the highgrade cotton at reasonable and just prices.
"It is believed that by this course both the producer and consumer
~~i~~~ !E'~erth~r~:;~~1 than by continuation of the present chaotic
0
. ·• The plan is to create, subject to the approval of the Pre.Qident, a
cotton committee to devise methods for (a) broadening the channels oi
distribution and use of the great stock of low grades now -practically
tmmarketable, (b) eliminating speculation and hoarding, and (c) apportioning the foreign orders.
. " It may be part of this committee's duty to recommend basic prices
~~~~t~~ed.lf, after investigation, 1t is found necessary, a fair price
_ "During this invt>atlgation nnd in order to avoid stagnation a sepaTate committee of three is bPing set up with authority to buy cotton
tor the use of the United States Government and the allies at prices to
lle npproved by the President."

OCTOBER
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[From the Offlcial Bulletin of "ept. 24 1 1918.]
NAME COTTON CO!IDIITTEES TO COr"TROL DISTRIBUTION, TO MAKE U:SITIID
'TATES PURCHASES, AND TO CONS IDE R PRICE S-~ITt:' ATION IS UUTLimtD-WAR INnusTnrEs BOARD Iss UE s STATE llENT I -DICATING SCOPE
POWERS, AND D UTIES-THOMAS W. P AG E, OF T HE T AR I FF COl\IMI SION;
CHAIRMAN-RESOLUTION IS ADOPTED FOR ALLOTME:'irTS TO ALL DOMESTIC AND FORE IO CONSUMERS AS TO Q U A...'fTITY AND GRADE.

The War Industries Board in behalf of the cotton and cotton distribution committees, selected by the War Industries Board and approved by the Presid ent, authorizes t h e followi ng:
On September 14 the President issuerl a statement in connection with
the pre ent cotton situation to the effect that a committee would be
appointed to devi e met hods for (a) hroat.lening the cha nnels of t.listrlbution and use of the great stock of low grades now practically unmarketable, (b) eliminating specula t ion a nfl hoardin g a n d (c) a pportioning the foreign orders ; !l.Dd that it might be a part of this committee's duty to recommend basi c p1·ices on cot ton , and t hat if after investigation it be found necessary a fair price would be fixed.
·
MEM BERS OF COMMITTEE.

With the approval of the President, the following bave been appointed
members of this committee, which has been df'signated the cotton com·
mittee: Thomas W. Page, -dee ch airman, UnitE'<! !::ltates Tariff Commission, Washington, D. C., chairman ; from 1906 to d a te, profe sor of
economics, University of VIrginia; member of the United Stutes Tariii
Board, 1911 nnd 1912; at pre ent memLer of the Tariff Comm) ssion.
W. R. Beatti~. Greenville, S. C., pre ident of the Piedmont Manufa cturing Co., a large cotton milling con cern , anu an executive officer in a
group of other cotton mills. R. L. Bennett, P ar is. Tex. , a cotton grower
and eed breedPr, formerly connected with the agricultural <'Ollet;es of
Texas and Arkansas. Ward -M. Burgess, Omaha, Nebr. a retail merchant connected with the Burges -Nash Department Stor~.> nnd E . M.
Smith & Co., of Omaha. Edward Farnum Gr eene, Boston, Mass., a
cotton spinner and former president of the National Association of Cotton Manufacturers; at present treasurer of t he Paci fic l\tills. J. c.
Redmon, St. Mathews, S. C., a cotton grower and member of the State
Le~slature of
outh Cnrollna. l\1. P. Stur divan t , Glendora. Miss. an
acfive cotton gro\ver on a large scale, and th e executive manager of a
cottonseed oil mill owned and operated by plant ers. S. W. Weis, New
Orleans, La.£ a cotton factor and member of t he firm of Julius Wei &
Co., one of he oldest in the New Orleans cotton trade. D. S. Murph,
J?epartment of Agriculture, secret. ry ; specialist in cotton marketin"
and warehousing in the Bureau of Markets.
"

[From the Committee on Public Information, Sept. 25, 19-1 8.]
The following statement is authorized by Charles J. Brand, chairman
of thE' Committee on Cotton Distribution selected by the War Industries
BoRril with the approval ot the President :
'' The Committee on Cotton Distribution wlll establish offices imme(llately.
.
·• The committee plans to exercise its supervision through existing
cu s tomary channels by controlling the quantity and quality of cotton
Sll.PAR.ATE COMMITTEE NAMED.
usec:l by domestic and foreign consumers. This they believe can be donE'
The President further stated that during inve ·ti<ratlon by the cotton
without disturbing to any s.ppreciable extent the existing faclllties and committee
and in order to avoid stagnation a epara te committ e would
org-.tnizations for marketing and ·distrlbuting the crop.
.
be set up with authority to buy cotton for the we of the United tates
" The committee will require both domestic and foreign consumers to Government
and the allies at prices to be approved by tht> President.
tnke a fair and equitable proportlon of the grades below middling.1'
With the approval of the President the followin~ have been appointed
members of this committee, which has been des1gnated the committee
on cotton distribution: Charles J. Brand, United States Department
[From the Committee on Public Information, Sept. 27, 1918.]
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., chairman. Mr. Brand has been Chic!
ANNOUNCEMENT BY TH11.: COTTON COMMITTEE!.
of the Bureau of Markets of the Department of Agrlculture since Its
· The public and in ' particular the cotton Interests are warned against establishment, and as such is in charge of all of the cotton handling
giving credence to unauthorized reports, rumors, and information pur- and marketing activities of the Government, including the enforcement
WilHam L. Clayton, Hou ston,
portio~ to come from the Cotton Committee or the Committee on Cotton of the United States cotton-futures act.
Distribution. All authentic information will be published over the sig- Tex., member of one of the large and well-known cotton firms of the
nature of Thomas Walk ~r Page1 chairman of the Cotton Committee, or Southwest-Anderson, Clayton & Co.-which operate extensively in
Oklahoma and Texas; J. Temple Gwathmey, New York City, member
Charles J. Brand, chairman of tne Committee on Cotton Distribution
of the firm of George H. McFadCien & Bro., cotton merchants, en~rag-ed
The Cotton Committee now makes the following announcement : •
1. The committee wm not recommend that a price be fixed on raw in the conduct of a large domesti<' anrl fore1~en buRines , with headcotton at thE' present Ume, nor will it so recommend in any event before quarters at Philadelphia and New York City and with branche at ronny
sufficient time has elapsed to test the effect as a stab1llzing influence of points in the United States anCI at numerous points in foreign countri es.
the work assigned to the CommittE-e on .Cotton Distribution, unless 1n Edward H. Inman, Atlavta Ga. Mr. Inman was formerly a member
the meantime unexpectP.d changes occur in the cotton market of such vio- of the well-known firm of cotton merchant , Inman. Howaril & Inma n . or
Atlanta, but since the declaration o! war he has severed his connection
lence as to threaten the wr lfnrc of legitimate interests.
2. The Committee on Cotton Distribution has been organized and ha.s with that firm and has been active as a purchasing agent for the
been directed to effect as qu ickly as poss1ble an equitable distribution United States Government.
Messrs. Clayton, Gwathmey, and Inmnn are dlsa sociatin"' them elves
of cotton as to quan tity and al so as to grade among both domestic and
foreign manufacturers! with a special view to providing for the proper from their business and will remain so di a . oda t ed a s long as th ey
contin-ue
in the service of the Government as members of this committee.
utHlzation of the surp us of grndes below middllng.
NOTE.~It is planned to accomplish this distribution by regulations apRESOLUTION ADvPTED.
plying to foreign and domestic manufacturers without interference with
After full discussion, the cotton committee unanimously passed the
the usual trading betwE-en farmers and buyers or mE-rchants.
following
:
.
3. All purchases both for foreig n and for domestic consumption will
"Resolved, That the committee on cotton distribution be authorized
continue to be made at market prices through the marketing and dis- Immediately
to
allot
cotton
as
to
quantity
ana
graCie
dome tic
tributing agencies commonly used, unless and until the Cotton Committee and foreign consumers, and that they also be authorizedtotoallboy
cotton
shall determine and announce that a necessity has arisen for making a
!;.bfe"dd
G~~~n~~e:s~ary
for
the
r
e<_luirements
of
the
United
States
and
change.
·
In view of this announcement the Cotton Committee hopes that agen"
Resolved
further
That
the
cotton
committee
feels
that
this
will
cies engaged in the cotton industry will proceed in the normal transac- have an important eri':ect in stabilizing prices, but in the meantime they
tion of business without uncertainty or h esitation.
will keep in close touch with the whole ltuation with a view of deTHOMAS WALKER PAGEl,
termining the effect of this action a.nd whether price fixing or any other
Ohairman.
measure will be necessary.''
[From the Committee on Public Informntion, Oct. 10, 1918.]
:ADDITIO)IAL REGULA.TIO~S CONCEltNING APPLICATIONS TO EXPORT RAW
COTTO )I.

The War Trade Board announce ln a new ruling (W. T. B. R. No.
265), after consultation wlth the Committee on Cotton Distribution of

the War Industries Board, certain important changes in the regulations concerning applications to CXJ)ort raw cotton to all countries.
Applica.tions to export raw cotton tiled with the War Trade Board
October 14, 1918, or prtor thereto, which cover so-called " blanket"
business and which do not relate to a specific export order will be
canceled.
On and alter October 14, 1918, the War Trade Board will not consider applications for licenses to export raw cotton unless the application discloses(a) The grade specified in terms of United States Government stand~
ards (thE' staple must also be stated) ;
(b) The existence of an actual .sale contract made subject to the
.grantiDg of an export license; or
.
.. (c) If no sale contract has been made, that there has been a freight
allotment or engagement.
.
Shippers' export declarations. dated October 14, 1918, and thereafter, must show the grade and staple of cotton which is being shipped
thereunder, the grades to be stated in accordance with the ofllcial
standards of the United States -Government.
.

Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President, I might add a few words
to wl).at the Senator from Georgia has said with reference to the
attitude of the cotton growers and tbe cotton situation.
According to the figures, as I gather them, it would seem that
the Governme:1t has taken about 2,000,000 bales of linters at $25
per bale less than the market price, the growers consenting
thereto, thereby contributing $50,000,000 to the Government. In
addition to that, my information is that the producers sold at
.the call of the Government 10,000,000 tons of cotton seed at $20
per ton less than the normal price, which would be a total contribution of $200,000,000. Consequently, it can not be successfully
charged anywhere that the cotton growers have not been patriotic
by reason of anything they have said or done in connection with
this movement which has so seriously a.fiected the market price
of their product.
.
In addition to that, there have been some other grounds of
complaint. The demand for the long-staple cotton, f01· instance,
known as the sea-island cotton, has beeu ornewhat reduced by
reason of orders limiting the manufacture of automobile tires.
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There is a large quantity of last year's crop of long-staple cotton

on hand, and the new crop is now coming in. Its chief competitor
is the Egyptian cotton. Notwithstanding the shortage of tonnage, the Government has imported this year 80,000 bales, of
750 pounds each, of Egyptian cotton to compete with an oversupply of long-staple cotton produced in our own country, in our
own markets, lea-ring on hand now a quantity of the long-staple
cotton for " 'hich there is practically no demand at alL I merely
mention this, not that I can see how the harm already done can
be cured but because I hope these conditions will be corrected
and this injustice to our producers avoided in future when the
matter is thoroughly understood, and by wny of showing that
the cotton grower should not be placed in the attitude of unreasonably or unpatriotically prot~sting against any Government
action in the direction of control or regulation of the price, or
steps of that sort, in respect to a product which is of great value
and importance to the whole country, the effect of which has
been to cause the price to go below the cost of production. I
.would rather have the price determined absolutely by the Government than to have it fixed by speculators and spinners, aided
in their purpose by threat or agitation of governmental interference.
Now, Mr. President, speaking further with reference to the
subject that has been so extensively discussed here to-day-a
large amount of the time taken perhaps being uselessly consumed, but the discussion being indulged in with considerable
liberality-! would say this:
·
The people of this country understand that the President was
right in the beginning; he has been right all the time; and he is
right to-day on these great questions. The national affairs of
supreme importance to this country, the most vital and momentous in all its history, have been successfully conducted up to
this time, and there is no question but that the President h~s the
unstinted, absolute confidence of the people of every portion of
the country. I am going to dismiss that subject by asking
to have inserted in the RECORD, without reading, a clipping from
the Florida Times-Union, an editorial of October 14, entitled
"Lea-re it to the President."
. The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. DREW in the chair). Without objection, it is so ordered.
The matter referred to is as follows ·:
[From the Florida Times-Union of Monday, Oct. 14, 1918.]
LEAVE IT TO THE PllESIDENT.

For a ye.ar we have been told to leave everything to the President,
and in obedience to popular demand he has been given powers that the
Constitution never contemplated as being intrusted to the Executive.
Even before we went into the war the majority of the newspapers
treated support of the President as loyalty to the Nation. Now is the
time of all others to repeat this injunction and insist on it. Now
the Constitutic"J commands- it, for we are now facing a situl!tion in
which under the Constitution the President must take the lead.
He has the treaty-making -power, though the Senate must confirm
his acts. This the ConstitutJOn says. He sees the whole situation
and has intelligent plans embracing the whole scope of the issues
fought out in the war. He alone has such plans. When he looks on
this war and the results that will accrue from it he looks not as a
man but as the embodiment of .American sane aspirations. His position has required him to give his whole mind to· the conftict and to the
problems to be settled by it, and no other man in the United States
has held a position that made any such requirements.
Different Senators and Representatives have given their attention to
different phases of the struggle. The Ways and Means Committee had
to provide money, but it had nothing to do with the military conduct of the war. The Committee on Military Mairs acted in an advisory capacity as to the conduct of the war, but lt had nothing to do
with financing it except as its members individually voted on measures
proposed by the Ways and Means Committee of the House or passed
on by the Finance Committee of the Senate.
The Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, and the members
of the various boards have been doing important work in their respective fields, but their fields were circumscribed, and even in them they
were working under the President, whose field was the whole war and
all the problems growing out of it.
The President occupies a position that prompts him to decide from
reason and divests him of passion. .A man so situated may reasonably
be expected to reach decisions that will be right for the present and
beneficent for the future. It is President Wilson's move. Don't interfere witfl the skill of his play.
WOODEN AND

cm~-CRETE

SHIPS.

Mr. FLETCHER. On another subject of very great puulic
interest there haYe been some comments in the newspapers
recently in regard to the program of the Shipping Board -and
the Emergency Fleet Corporation, and intimations that in some
1·espects they are about to abandon a· part of that program.
There have been some criticisms with reference particularly to
the ''ooden sbip. Claims have been made that it is not giving
satisfaction; that the cargo space, the construction of the ship,
and some details in connection with the wooden ship, are creating a situation that calls for some hesitation and halting on
the part of the Emergency Fleet Corporation with respect to
the further construction of wooden ships.
I am not going to tal~e the time of the Senate at this late
hour with a. discussion of the wooden ship. The building of
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that kind of ship has been going on for some 2,000 years. It is a'
perfectly: well-established standard of construction, the wooden
ship as well as the steel ship, and it is a 1ery 1ate day now to
find fault with that kind of vessel which has built countries and
built empires and built cities and carried the commerce of the
world for all of these years. I am going to ask, however, that
there may be inserted in the RECORD, without reading, an article
appearing in the Emergency Fleet News of October 17, under the
title of "Hurricane Tests Coyote's Mettle." The Coyote is one
of the Ferris type of wooden ships, and this article shows the
experience of that ship under most exact;ing conditions. I ask
to ha\e it inserted in the RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it will be
inserted in the RECORD.
The matter referred to is as follows :
Ht:URICANE TESTS
CARGO TRIP

" COYOTE'S "
HANDLED

Is

METTLE-FIRST FERRIS TYPE
ROUGHLY IN SEVERE STORM.

0~

Weathering a hurricane which was accompanied by the highest seas

known in certain North Atlantic islands since 1899 the wood steamship
Coyote, product of the Foundation Co. Kearny yard, came from her

first cargo-carrying voyage with highest honors and is given a report
ranking her as an excellent seagoing vessel by Thomas W. Clarke.
traveling engineer of the division of wood-ship construction, Emergency Fleet Corporation.
The Coyote bears several distinctions. She is the first of the fleet
corporation's design of wood ships-the Ferris type-to make li yoyage
with cargo; she is the first wood ship turned out in an Atlantic coast
shipyard; the first constructed at the Foundation Co.'s yard: she was
the first equipped wHh machinery at the Lord Construction Co.'s yard,

~ri~~e~~i·t!· lti::dch~~l;~a ~ift~sJ~~~ftf:::r 5ta~~~e~a~e ~~!r~~:i
the largest cargo that ever entered that port, 3,032 tons of Pocahontas
co!ll, which was sent from an .Atlantic port to a coaling station, where
it was needed badly.
HIT .BY ANOTHER SHIP.

The hurricane which broke while the Co11ote was in the harbor was
terrific in ..force and did considerable property damage ashore. In the
severe wind and the heavy seas, which at times rose 30 feet high oye r
the reefs encircling the islands, another vessel tied up near the Couote
broke its moorings Lnd crashed into the latter. The Couote stood the
storm well, according to the engineer's report, and the test was regarded as an excellent one to disclose the staunchness and seaworthiness of the vessel.
At times durin~ the storm the wind reached a force· of 10 Beaufort
scale and a veloc1ty of more than 90 miles an hour, according "!;O the
captain?s log book. .A stone sea wall, 200 feet astern of the CoyoteJ
which had withstood the tempests and hurricanes since the big storm
of unii:J, was washed away in places anrl large bowlders were carried as
far as 100 feet inland by the rush of the water. Houses were unroofed
windows blown in, and in several places the shore outlines were changed
by the heavy erosion of sand and sea. Several !'mall craft in the harb-or
were dashed to pieces in the fury of the hurricane. During the !Jeight
of the hurricane two vessels fouled the Coyo:te's anchors, which fortunately held fast, enabling these vessels to ride out the storm in comparative safety instead of being swept to destruction on the reefs.
.After being ashore 36 hours, the Coyote returned to this country under
her own steam. On the return she carried no cargo. In his report,
presented to James 0. Heyworth, manager of the Wood Ship Division. · •
.ronglneer Clarke says the Coyote put out to sea .August 21 with ~.032
tons and 7~9 pounds of coal as cargo and about 275 tons of bunker
coal. The crew numbered 40.
On the second day out reports were received of submarines operating
about 170 mHes north and the Coyote ran at night without lights, with
a change of watches in the crow's nest every two hours. Every precaution was taken by the captain and crew. However, nothing occurred to
cause uneasiness, and without any unusual experiences. excep+. slight
trouble with the pumps and steering gear, land was slghte<l sool.! after
breakfast hour on the morning of August 25. .At noon the Yessel
anchored.
Upon reporting to the signal station by wigwag, the Coyote was
ordered to proceed into the harbor. The pilot refused to take the >essel
in, saying that there was only 24 feet of water in the channel and
that the vessel then drew 23 feet and 5 inches. Capt. John J. Fitzgerald
refm;ed to take the responsibllity over the pilot's ~retest. Althoug-h
the authorities threatened to have the pilot broken for his refusal, be
~rsisted. and in the morning a new pilot was taken on and the Coyuto
entered the harbor successfully.
FIND SUFFICIEXT WATER.

It was found that, due to a high tide caused by a favorable wind,
the depth of the channel was more than 24 feet and no trouble was
e.,'{perienced.
For nine days the Coyote lay discharging her cargo ashore. On September 4 a heavy gale began to blow, which later turned iuto one of the
worst hurricanes that the island had seen in years. Capt. Fitzgerald
prepared for increasing bad weather by doubling his lines and running
others. Late in the afternoon a schooner parted moorings and bore
down on the Coyote. Her jib boom struck the Coyote, causing the
schooner to swing to port and drift down alongside another vessel also
ashore at this time.
In the collision with the schooner the Coyote's flagstaff taffrail
stanchions and rail on the gun platform were carried away, the aftergun lookout station demolished, the cradle of the afterport boom carried away, and a big hawser leading to the mooring buoy off the port
quarter was parted.
With support from the buoy severed the Coyote was driven by the
heavy wind and furious sea violently against tile coal jetties, which
were crushed into a mass of debris and the vessel washed ashore, where
at times sl:e listefl almost 40 ° . The other vessel had early in
the storm drifted ashore about a ship's length ahead of the Coyote and
was hard aground.
.At 8 p. m. the Coyote was laying against the bank, pounding .slightly.
By midnight the wind changed to southeast by east, accompaDied by a
violent rain. ThP storm was still in full force, and shortly befot·e daybrenk the scboonet· drifted a1ongside. Fenders were put out to prevent
chafing, but they were. unsuccessful, and the schooner chafed the bow
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of the Coyote, tearing some splinters fL·om the planking. During the
afternoon the storm began to aba t-.J and· the s.ky showed slgns of
clearlng.
By noon of September 6 the storm was well over and the Coyote continued to discharg~ its <'Rr" o. Ls.te the next run-ht the stern was clen.red
and pullE-d into deep water, but the bow still held, and the effort was
abandoned till the n ext tide. Early the next forenoon the vessel got
clear and hauled into deeper water.
On September 12, having di charged all her cargo, the Coyote took
her departm·e.
The first day out the ship encountered heavy swells, b-c.t she rolled
easily and made good weather, considering that she was light and had
no ballast.
The next day 5n the Gulf Stream, with strong b ead winds and rough
confused ea, a good opporttnity was given of judging the seaworthiness
of the vessel under adverse conditions during pitching and rolling.
STANCH CONSTRUCTIO:Y SHOWN.

"We hear absolutely no sound, demonstrating that the ship is of very
stanch construction," r eads a paragraph from Engin e.r Clarke's report.
"The ship seems to be a good sea boat, both loaded and light," says
tM captain's report.
On September 16 the Coyote anchored at an Atlantic port and later
went into dry dock, wh ere an examination disclos d that the damage
:sustained ln the hurrica.n<.' was superficial .
• ummarizin.g .his conclusions on the Coyote, Engineer parke says :
"From observations made on this ves 1 during a periOd of from August 20 until October 3 , I am of the opinion that the vessel is an excellent design, is stanch and seaworthy. 1 have ~n her in all kinds of
weather and find her a dry vessel, i. e., not taking much wate.r on deck.
Water sweeps across the well decks, forward and aft. but this comes
from the freeing ports, which are not fitted with doors. The sea did
not come over the bulwark rail.
"Considerable trouble was had freeing th vesS(>l'S bil~es from water,
but this was due to the imm nse amount of shavings, cnips, and other
refuse which was evidently left in the bilges, and can be overcome with
the proper arrangement of valves and piping. Bilge pumps are of ample
capacity if the bilge suctions are kept free and the water can reach the
pumps.
.
"The engine is excellent design, operates easily and well, and at no
time showed any sign of h Pating. The engine operated on the entire
voyate without apparent thumping or no~se, except when boilers were

pr~p:!T~~· sanitary sy~tem is fair. Refrigerator and electric-light plants
are f air.
'' The vessel '\vas very stanch, both load d and li::;ht, as measurements taken across the deck and fore and aft for alignment and ag
show.
... She is a good cargo carrier, and although she has a seemingly small
storage space abaft the engines when loaded she trims very well. H
her l'limsoll ma.rk is located, as the data in the poss~ sion of the technicnl d parbnent shows, this vessel can easily carry 3,500 tons of coal
1f her holds were trimmed full. This would probably bring her down
to the Primsoll mark.
"All the faults in this vessel are matters which can be easily corrected, and when this is done in this and other Ferris type ships I
feel sure we w1ll have as fine a cargo carrier of her type as has ever
been operated-a boat we can all feel proud of-and which, I am sure,
is ~oin"' to be a big factor in winning the wa1·."
The 1ollowing messag~ on the Coyote's trip was sent to Franklin Remington, president of the Foundation Co., by Mr. Schwab, upon receiving a report of the voyage from Mr. Remington:
" 'l.'he record of the Coyote in surviving a hurricane is certainly one
to be proud of, and he has prov ed her stanchness. I wish to congrn.tu• . late you on the good workmanship."

•
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neering News-Record of New York of September 26, bem:ing
also on the question of concrete ships, which I desire to insert
in the RECORD.
[From Engineering News -Record, New York, Sept. 26, 1918.]
GREAT BRITAIN IS BUILDING COXCRETI!I S H IPS.

The yards in which reinforced-concrete ships and barges are being
built are multiplying in the British Isles. A recent issu e of the 'l.'imes
Engineering ::5upplement states that in the west and south and on the
northeast and northwest coasts of England, on the Clyde and Aberdeen
in ~cotlaud, and near Beliast in Ireland, yards are under way where
some 220 vessels are in course of construction. These r epresent a total
of about 200,000 tons of -shipping and a capital outlay estimated at
nearly £4.000,000~ apart from the coEJt of the land and the shipyard
plants. On the design<~ adopted the aving of steel is about 70 000
tons, as compared with the amount whkh would be required for steel
ships of the same carrying <'apactty.
'l'he British Admiralty gave every enco-c.ra.gement to the private firms
which were u ndertaking this new industry. Following the announcement of Government aid, 70 or 80 ways "W'!le laid down immediately.
On man;v places wa te land and bt>re stretche of shore wer~ rapidly converted rnto busy centers. Matters have advanced so far that at the
present tin1e several 'res els of 1,000 tons dead-weight carrying capacity
are on the potnt of completion.
The v ssels at present m course of construction for the comptroller
general of merchant shlp.buildlng comprise bar~.s of 1,000 tons deadweight carryin~ capacity and steam tugs of 750 horsepower. In addi·
tion, six cargo steamships of 1,150 tons dead-wei:~ht a r e being built
for private ownership. and designs have been prepared for steamships
'Of much larger size, which, it is understood, will he constructed after
the pressing n el'ds of the Government for sma.ller craft have been sufficiently met. All the barges a.nd stc.> am tugs, 18H feet and 125 feet in
length, ~spectively, now under collStructlon in controlled shlpyard8
are being built in accordance with the specllications and general dra'W·
ings issued by the admiralty department of merchant sWpbulldlns.
The details of the hull and of the reinforced-concrete construction are,
however, in accordance with working drawings prepared by or for the
various shipbuilding firms.
Most -of the v sseJs are being molded on ttlt..' monolithic principle 'CID·
bodling systems o r reinforcement ·which hav, leP..n u sed extensively for
lanu structures. In some cases, however, the precast- lab method of
hull building has been adopted, and novel systems of reinforcement have
been designed. Again, in some instances, the bottom or the whole or
the hull is being built on the ellular principle, while in others the hull
consists of a single shell stiffened by tranSTerse frames at frequent
intervals.

Mr. Presi<lent, there has been some di ·cussion in the press
and among shipo·wners with re ~ ct to the machinery going into
these ships. \Ve are turning them out now Tery rapidly; we
are now building something like 300,000 tons a month, and there
has been some question about our ability to furni h tht> engines
and the boilers and the machinery forth ships as fn t a s needed.
Quite a few experts entitled to ery · ~erious on ideration and
respect have advocated the use of a differ ilt style of mn,.:hinery,
favorin .... the motor for ships, the Dies 1 engine. There is an
editorial in the publication called 1\Iotorship, of October 19,
1918, under the heading of" Post-war Marine Commerce," which
bears on this question of the motiye power. It presents a matter which ought to be investigated and considered, and which. as
the Motorship people believe, and a great many others b lieve,
will have an important bearil1g on problems we must meet in
w~f~h t~~~~~~~·Bo~~~r~r i~eu~~~~~e:;:dFl~;t ~~~~g~~ connection
wjth -our new merchant marine. I ask to ho.ve that
hu entered upon which may be regarded in some respects us editorinl inserted in the REconD without reading.
experimental. No doubt the building of concrete boats up to a
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so orthou and tons or such a matter has been an experience that is dered.
·quite atisfactory in many respects, highly indorsed, but when
The editorial referred to is as follow :
you get to the larger ship, 5,000 tons and above, I say you enter
POSTWAR MA.JliNE COMMERCE.
a field sommvbat experimental when it comes to building ships
In 8. recent admirable statement 1\Ir. Edward N. Hurley, chairman ot
the
Unjted
States
Shipping
Board, outlined with clearness the fu ture
of reinforced concrete.
shipping poli<'y or the Government in L·es pect to postwar trade and the
· I have a telegram, however, with regard to one of these ships rea
ons for building America's huge merchant fleet. :Mr. Hurley, who
built on the Pacific coast. Her first voyage was from San Fran- has a trend of thought somewhat above the average in plane, frankly
emphasized that these merchant ves els will not be used after ce
tion
cisco with cargo to Vancouver. She encountered rough weather of
for making a trade war against our gallant allies whom
on that trip, but with very few exceptions seems to have tood we hostilities
now are as isting with all our mi~ht, main, men, and money.
it quite succe sfully. I refer to the F'aitll,-5,000-ton concrete
Such sentimPnt, of cour e, is splendid, and no doubt we all wi b our
trailers, and shipowners will live up to it. In the same
ship. There were some matters of not much consequence which merchants,
way America would not have been in this real war had Germany lisneeded some correction and they were promptly attended to. tened and lived up to the standard of tbe noble ideals outlined by our
Then the ship sai1ed from San Francisco to Chile and has re- own President Wil on several years ago.
Fair competition--{!ven if strenuous-produces business that othercently returned from Chile with a cargo of nitrate, which she wise
would not exist, and without foreign business many nations would
discharged at New Orleans. Regarding the experience of that go bankrupt. Obviously, then, after the war all countries will trive
ship I have a telegram from the Portland Cement Association, for "supremacy" in international trade. Consequently, although It
will not be started by the United States (provided fine men like Wilson
under date of October 21, which I will ask to haYe inserted in and
Hurley are in authority) after peace has been declared and afl'airs
the RECORD without reading.
become settled, there is bound to be such a tremendous competition
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. l\IYERB in the chair). among all countries for the carrying of freight on the high seas that
the resultant friendly business rivalry virtually will form something
Without objection, it is so ordered.
app'roaching a trade war, once the amount of goods to be carried is
The telegram referred to is as follows:
less than the capacity of ships in ervice. Even among the American
CHICAGO,

lion.

DUNCA~

ILL., October !1, 191.8.

U. FLETCHEn,

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:
r. Denton our district engineer, Dallas, telegraphs : Im~pected
· Faith, New Orieans, yesterday.
She anived reeeutly.
Cargo of
nitrates from South Ame~-:ica. Most noticeable feature, almost totn1
ab nee of sweating. Caref ul examination revealed no cracks in beams
or girders due to shear or diagonal tension. Officers enthusiastic over
seaworth1Less, ease of handling.
A.

PonTL..L ' D CEMEXT AssociATIO)I.
Mr. FLETCHER. I haYe also an article entitle<! "Great
Dritain is building concrete ships," which appeared in tlle Engi-

coastwise trade alone the most economically operated nd best managed
ships. such as motor ships. will seriou ·ly bl' .felt by domestic shlpowners
Who own steamers and sailing vessels, especially if the termination of
war happens to leave u with more team hips than we. have products
to carry several years afterwards.
Also to endeavor to make America entirely self-contained and to export
only and not import would be co orting disaster, apart from making it

~ft~~!~ 1 ~~e~P;:g~~~~~ :;~s~~Yr~i~of~u~n lli:{e:ur ~a~J~idg;:;;

n.nd trader would be unable to do any busine.s . lnciuentally it will be
a hard task for America to make a postwar h·ade campaign with her new
coal-fired and oil-fired stean1 hips, because they will haYe to be us d on
the same roote as the economical and ch <'aply opera t d foreign mot or
ships now being built by _all othe~· nations, including Germany.

·1 918.
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The very future and prosperous existence of many countries "Will :rest • :priation of ~50 000 000 -in order that pcm·er plants may be
with ·their success in securing extensive international trade, and unless f
t d .
t ru1' ec1' h' • .th
r~ rt f
th
!f
:a nation's ships can carry produce as cheaply as -those ·Qf ·other co~tctes 1 erea: e ·Or ~x :e
~ ~ ere
ey .are _neeue~ · or
e pu~ose. o
She ean not be prospe-rous continually. That is why America prev1ously i manufacturing ~mumtwns -a:nd bulldmg :Ships. That Slhla.bon
nas be~n a thh-d-rat~ -maritime commercial_power. ~er laws made :it: can be ,taken care of under this joint resolution, and tllli; gen~posslble .for ner -shtt>B to operate sufficiently •econotn:lcally to compete eral nower bill 'Or the .emeruoncy bill we can reaeh at a later
IWlth the merchant vessels of other countries, nna she hua no motor·sbips.
.
~
·
.1::1'-'
Had America previously been ·a .great and successful ship-owning country, . time.
_some of i:he terrible finan.cial ·a~d bad businel!a _ywrs ;probably _:wo~ .not , 1 :w.onld ask .new for the .considera-tion of the joint ~·esolution
ha>e occurred. With sltips, shL.PS, liil.d shlps rests ·both :tbe mrmei:liate f
.• •
•
'
·and future well-being .of all nations particularly .A:merica ; but other 1 becaru;e 1.t ;IS an llllpOrtant -one and ought to be acted upon as
countries -can build nnd ·operate 'their' ships at lo,ver cost tban :America i speedily us possible; but in view of the agreement in the House
can. so it is -essential th!f!; America's ships 'be economical motor ships. . i I })resume n{) .fina] 11ction could be .reached there and therefore
Undoubtedly other .natioru;, when they ·are free to do ·so, w.1ll make· I · il
~ h
...~ · ·
so1n ·
h 1
'h
d
bitherto unknmvn strenuous efforts 'to -carry the products of the ma.r kets ; .SIID.P Y .ask i at W!J.e JO~nt ~e
tion s al .go to t e calen a:r.
of ·the ·world-particularly Germany, whose merchant shlpping .now isln : 'The P.BESID1TG OFFICER. The joint resolution will bo
a 1ita-te .of chaos. .A:lready the Reichstag has passed tlie bill for ilm placed .OD the calendar.
·1·estoration of the ·German merchant ·ma.Tine, and ·grants 'Will :Jle m1tdc
:after the war 'to Teuton t>hipping companies ·oi about $500,000,000 'ln
THE TARIEF.
the form of subsidies. 1t seems that this money will be \given, or loanea
'Without 'interest, and •the :grants will .continue for nine years after ·decla1\:Ir. ASHURST. 1\fr. President, the senl{)r Senator fr-oni
T:rtion of peac<1. 'During ;the first four years ·the subsidies may :be tro.~ ·colorado [Mr. THOMAS] ·is absent to-day and will proba}}ly be
60 to 70 per cent of the .total cost .o f the Ships. .No wonder GermaDy ·lS
:absent for the :remainder ·of the week. His .absence, I regret to
ibuilding a hugh motor-ship yard.
Sir Joseph Maclay, the 'B ritish comvtroller of shipping, a:ecently sa_y., has been occasioned ·by the vecy serious Ulness of his daugh-stated that the tran~port .service maintained by 'G:reat Britain only ter. Just b.efo-re leaving he received a letter .from Ron. Leslie
had been accomplished by the sacrifice af importan-t tt'llde J:ni:erests,
which would have to be .recovered as soon as the emergency has be-. 1\f, Shaw, sometime a member of President Roosevelt's Cabinet.
come less acute. Now if other nations• ships by that time are serving ! The letter the Senator :received from 1\Ir. Shaw made :Such a
·such routes, how can Great Britain secul'e bAck the traae without severe · severe stricture on Senator THOMAS and was in tone so offensive
competition and without using her merchant -ships for such purpo.ses?
..So it is .not surprising that GTeat Britain .also wlll build motor .Ships :that Senator Thomas was prompted to 1·eply, in view of the disand that, as detailed elsewhere 1.n this issue. one .great British Diesel tinguished SOllTCe from which the letter comes, namely, from a
motor-ship yard now being erect-etl -will nave 16 slipwa-ys.
man who has had a ;very long public career as has Mr. Shaw. I
On the o-ther hand, it appears to be Ita~y's intention to Increase the
.quality of her shlps rather than ·the quantity. And. as Signor Ugo have been requested, therefore, to read the letter to the Senate
Ancona recently pointea out, it is with fine ships ·fhat italy will '·be able , and also the reply of Senator THOMAs. The letter of Mr. Shaw
to enter 1nto competition even with :England and Amerlca.. Conse- . is dated Washington, ,Octeber 26, 1918, and is as follows:
quently we can understand why Italy is building standardized 'Diesel- .
W A.SHlNGTON, October f?6, 1918..
driven motor ships1 which vessels she -terms her " emergency fleet."
r
Obviously America must have "quality," too, and it becomes more Senatvr -C.HARI..Es S. THOMAS,
-'WaithingtonJ D. a.
and more apparent that lt is vitally important to order additional
motor ships as rapidly as slipways become vacant, for in the economical
~ TI.EAn S~ATOR: I read witb great interest your reply to Senator
Diesel-driven motor ships we have the nost strttable war-time merChant Nlllw~s lt8sertion that the President's third condition of peace, bein.g
vessel, also the only type of cargo carrier for postwar trade.
interpreted, means ini:ernational free trade and spells the industrial ruin
Although Diesel engines at present are a little more costly than or America, in which you evidenced recognition of the fatal character
steam engines and boilers, a big steel .motor ship can be :built -ch~per of the charge, if substantiated, and sought to e1.-plain that the President
than a steamer per ton of cargo capacity, because a motor ship of dill not, in 'fact, mean what .his words imply.
10,000 tons displacement will curry overseas about 1,000 tons more
You will certainly pardon me, my dear Mr. Senator\.if 1 suggest that
actual cargo in her holds than will a steamer of the same dimensions when one of a sherifr's posse assumes to .speak for au and conducts a
ancl with the same amount of structural steel in her hull.
megaphone conversation with a fleeing band of highwaymen, gloating
The same motor ship_ will require less men to run her (although car- over their crimes infinitely worse than any which barbaric savagery ever
rying 10 per cent more cargo) because of the absence of stokers. Her stood charged, and announces the terms on which these bandits may be
£uE'1 bill .at sea will be ·reduced to between •one-third and one-fifth and ndmitted to fEillowship with the members of the posse, and to social
her port stand-by charges will be reduced 90 per cent, also she will .not ·equality with those whom they have robbed and ravaged, he ought U> do
be dependent upon foreign fuel stations for her return bunkering. so in such clearness of tone and certainty of diction as to need no s~a.
Furthermore, when 'Diesel engines are built in larger quantities the .t orlal apologist.
-cost will be less than rteam machinery, becunse the frll motor lends fuelf
inasmuch .as you have volunteered to flpcak for the President and to
so excellently to standardization.
seek to explain away the fair import of his words in one instanee. I ask
Thus there is every reason why we should builll hundreds of -motor :that
you extend your labors, .and for these services I am willing to 'J)ay.
ships as quickly as is feasible-but no more steamships, .except big
In his speecb of September 27, thfl President says : " Spe<;ial allianc~
liners-and there is no sound reason why motor ships should not be .and
economic rrralrles and hostilities have been the prollfic curse m
built now. Only two arguments yet have been offered against motm
:modern world {)f the plans and passions that produce war. It would
ships, and the same are excuses rather ·than reasons. One is that the ~he
be lftD insincere us well as an ·insecure peace tha..t did not exclude them
marine Diesel engine is not reliable, and the second . is that there are in
.definite and b1niling terms." .
insufficient trained engineers to OJ?erate such 'Vessels. The first, of
r.eading the fore!!oing in co.njunctlon with his. third condition o~ peace
course, is totally incorrect, as tbe Dteael engine when ·p roperly ,ae~aneci, wherein
a~ys, "Th~ removal as far as poss1ble of all econom1.c ·ba:rconstructed, installed, and operated gives far less trouble than the rters andhethe
estnblishllli'"nt of a neutrality {)f trade condltions," I am
average marine boiler. Even supposing it was not re1iable, then its 'Willing
to
-pay
·you a lawyer's fee for a well-considered and comprehensive
merits and advantages are so remarkable that the Nutlon's best engi- ·draft o1 a txeaty
provision that will " exclude in definite and binding
neers should at once set to and make it reliable. As regards operating
engineers, these can be trained in the shops and on training ships while terms all economic I:ivalries " bt>twef'n the United States and Canada ·or
Japa·c for instance. short of allowing the Chinese and Japanese people
the engines are being built. What other countries can do America can :freedom
oi domicile in this country and the right to sell the products
do. So let us do.
of their labor in our markets without encountering a protective taritl'.
MUNITION PLANTS Al\"D SHIP COKSTRUCTION.
Second, how can " special allia,nces be excluded m definite and bin~
and still preserve to the United States the right to conclude
1\Ir. FLETCHER. I am directed by the -Committee -Dn Com- 1:erms"
<t·eciproclty arrangements inBUring to our people a.d>anta.ges in certain
merce to report the joint resolution whiclll send to tne desk:
.market that ar-e not to be enjoyed .by other peoples?
Unless within a reasonable time I shall .be favored with a reply con.Joint resolution (S. J. Ties. 181) to authorize and empower
taining actual drafts •of provisio:1s that will justify the PresiUMt's
the War Industries Board to aid in equipping and expanding language
an!] will not warrant Senator NEw's interpretations-in whlch
power plants to carry on the manufacture of war munitions and I most unreservedly jcoin-I sball continue to tea.cll that the President's
peace
purposes,
as distinguished from his war policies, are not only
the construction of ships during the'war, .advance moneys for
but ..absolutely ruinous.
that purpose to owners and operators of ·p rivate plants upon dangerous
N~d I remind you, my dear :Mr. SenRtor. that ~ Commander in
terms and conditions to be prescribed by the 'Var Finance Chief of i:he Armies and Navies of the United States is not ex officio
Corporation, and making appropriation therefor, was read twice dictator of the economic policies of the American .People?
Cordiall.Y, yours,
by its title.
.
LESLIE M. SR.\. W.
Mr. FLETCHER I will state in connection w.ith this joint
To
this
letter,
which
I
presume
was
an
attempt
to be funnyl'e3olution, Mr. President, that what is known as the emergency
power bill, which passed the House and came to the Senate, lmt like many .men tbe former Secretary of the Treasury, Mr.
was referred to the Commerce Committee, and we have been Shaw, is funny only when he is serious-Senator THoY.As made
holding hearings upon that bill. We have considered it as the following reply :
0CTOIJDl 21, 1918:
fully as we could in the circt:unstances, but the committee feels
M. SHAw,
that we ought to give that very important measure, containing Hon. LESLIEWashington,
D. 0.
far-reaching provisions, further consideration. ·we have hail
MY DEAR GOYER~on : I am in receipt of your letter of the 2Gth instant
some difficulties to labor under, such as the absence of some regarding a recent discussion of the President's third condition of peace,
.members of the committee, th-e illness of other·s, and the crowde<l which I have read with much interest. I think you have confounded
Senator NEW with his collt'3gue, who intruded the free-trade ques~ion
.condition of matters before Congress, and we felt that we ought in
the shape of .an -Interrogatory. Yon will pardon me also for say:rng,
to hold that bill for the present in order that we may go into with the greatest respect, that in addressing me yon assume the exisdence
of some conditions which I can not concede. I n-either spoke for
it more carefully and more fully be-fore making a report regardthe President on that occasion nor sought to make .any explanation at
ing it.
the President's words. l assumed to .answer questions of my colleagues ;
In the meantime, the committee felt that we ought to report not to have done so would have been discourteous anft uncalled for. 1t
to the Senate a measure which would meet the immecUate you will do me the honor to reread my remai:k:s, I tbtuk you will agree
me. I presume that if I, upon readin~ your letter, should assume
necessity of the situation, and therefore we have prepared wd with
that you spoke for the Republican Part;y 1t would amuse you and be
now submit this joint resolution, which provides for the appro- hotly resented by 'Col. Roosevelt.

I
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Not being the administrntion interpreter, as you imagine, I could
not lf I would accept your gratuitous offer of compensation for assuming to act in that role. Were the fact otherwise I could scarcely fe<>l
complimented by your offer, as I have not yet reached the point where
it is necessary to v.oice my convictions for pay.
I am not at all surprised that the Republican Party in their desperate
efforts to find an issue for the campaign are struggling so hard to lift
their old cry of protection from the oblivion to which the people consigned it in 1912 It must have something to distract public sentiment
from the administration's magnificent prosecution of the war, and the
good old tariff becomes a natural resort. However, the President's
announe<>ment of terms of peace on January 8 last, having before and
since then been accC'pted ty our allies as a basis for an enduring peace, I
am constrained to believe that it will not get very far in a crusade beginning nine montlls after its announcement and on the eve of a general
election. I expressed my own opinions and those alone to the Senate last
'l'hursuay, and I do not hesitate to say that an enduring anu permanent
peace between the nations is wholly irreconcilable with the Republican
doctrine of a high protective tariiT. If the announcement of such a view
has subjected me t.o a charge of being a free trader, I am content. The
war bus not ch:mg<>cl my con"t"ictions or a lifetime that all tariff's should
be for revenue purposes ouly and become robbery when they transcend
that point.
It is qu1tc true, my dear sir, thllt the Commander in Chief is not a
dictator of the economic! policies of the American people. It is a11!'o
true that those who woulu place a controverted economic question above
worlll iuter{'st in this great crisis are not the dictators of this administration.
I am, my dear sir, very cordially, yours,
C. S. THOMAS.

Mr. President, I have simply read the correspondence as I
would do for any other friend o.f mine in the Senate or else'iVbere. I have no comment to make, of course, upon the letters.
They speak for themselves.
THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS.
:Mr. POMERENE. Mr. President, apropos of the discussion
which has occupied most of the afternoon, I desire to say that I
have here an editorial from the New York Times under date of
October 26, and under the title "The President and Congress,"
which I ask unanimous consent to insert in the RECORD without
reading.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There being no objection, the
editorial will be inserted in the RECORD.
The editorial referred to is as follo\VS:
THE

I'RESlD:C~T

AND CONGRESS.

Mr. Roosevelt's ill-advised and most untimely attempt to stir up a
partisan strife against th<! President lenvs justification to .Mr. Wilson's
appeal to the country to express its confidence in the administration by
returning a Democratic majority in both Houses of the next Congress.
'l'he President's appeal is unusual. It has its obvious risks. To say
that the election of a Democratic Congrl'ss . would be a vote of confidence in the administration conn'Jtes the opposite theory that by electing a majority of Republican Senators an~ Re~resen~tl~es the country
would vote want of confidence. The Presidents action IS bold, for the
event is uncertain. But his boldness is the measure of the importance
he attaches tG securing in the next Congress a majority control in
sympathy with his policies nnd purposes. Should the House and Senate pass into Republican control as the result of the election, be feels,
A.nd the behavior of Republican leaders, like Mr. Roosevc>lt and Senator
LoDGE justifies him in that feeling, that thenceforth legislation and all
nction' would be "takeu amid contest and obstruction."
The President candidly gives credit to the Republicans in Congress
for support in the prosecution of the war : they " have unquestionably
bef'n prowar." We think he lays too much stress upon the, after all,
11ot ver:v feequent occasions when they have shown themselves to b~
"antiadministration." He feels that they have sought to take the
conduct of the war out of his hands and " put it under the control of
Instrumentalities of their own choosing." Their efforts to do that have
not been very determined; they have never had any chance of success
It must be remembered that the Republican Party is very well organized · that in its memb<>rship partisan feeling t·uns high. Was it not
to be e~pected that the Republicans would now and then bestir themselves to estop the Democr~ts from getting all the credit accruing from
the succes ful prosecution of the war?
'.fhat Is not the sole question; it may not be the mcst important. A
Rt>publican majority in hoth Houses might at times be obstructive; pe_rbaps unpleasantly <;o. But we doubt that they wo.uld let partisan~bip
bctmy them into failure of duty. Upon the great 1ssu~s, .the questions
upon which the vigorous carrying on of the war will vitally depend,
tht>ir patriotism and .American _spirit would guille them against the unpardonable blundP.I of carrying obstruction to the (loint of danger.
Both the great ·parties are made up of patriots.
.
It is the construction which our friends abroad, and par·hcularly our
£'nemies abroad woukl almost inevitably put upon a defeat of the allministration pa'rty in the coming congressional elections that is <;hiefiy
to be f~ared. Here in the Unitl.'d States we know that the elect!on of
a majority in the Senate and the House would not be an expresswn of
want of confidence in the atlministraUon in the parliamentary sense.
It would not have the implications which attach to a vote that causes
the fall of n ministry. The country is very evenly divided between tho
two leauln~ parties, and local interest .or local pride in a f~?-vorlte c~n
didate. might easily pt·evail in a suffiCJent number of <llstrtcts to g1ve
the majority to the Repui.Jlicans which there would be no warrant w~at
ever for vi<'wing as au expression of the country as a whole agamst
the administration. We could not hope that this opinion of such a
result would obtain abroad; certainly not in enemy countries, where
they would take great comfort from their belief that the war policies
of th.- present administration bad been repudiated by the country. We
mi<>'ht be put to great co~t and effort to overcome that imprcs~ion.
Of e;ome shortcomings in DemoCJ·atic congres~o;ional leadership! notably
Jn the House, the country is not unaware. There are. correctiOns an<l
compensations, for the good sense of the membership m t>otb branches
of t:ongress averts the more serious consequen~es of error. But ~bose
u.re mattet·s which concern ourselves, ; the electiOn of the congre!"swnal
majority in sympathy with the President's purposes is a matter of con-
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cern; not to ourselves alone, but to the brave people of. those nations
to whose aid we have sent ~.ooo,ooo soldiers and many billions of money
ror their ttnanclal support. That is a very grave matter, one on which
the l:'resldent lays much stress. It bull{S enormously larger than any
petty occasions for criticism of those responsible for war legislation in
the present Congress. This is the great issue of the election whkh the
people should keep steadily in view, that support shoulll be given to
the ¥resident, thut his appeal for 11. Bouse and Senate, sympathetic,
not obstructive, should have a loyal response.
'.fhe President haS' declared that "politics is aujourned." lf big
earnest request that the country give him needed support in Congress is
considered to be a reentry of politics, let the blame rest upon the RE-publicans who have forced him to take that course. In 1898, not the President, to be sure, but the responsible leaders of the Republican Party,
made such an appeal on the ground that, although the Spanish War
was ended before the elections the country must show an undivided
front against the enemy. Mr. Wilson has tenfold the justification for
his appeal that the Republicans had in that year. And Mr. Roosevelt's
(;Xhortatlon "to the representatives of the American people from one
ocean to the other " to be.stil· them!>elves a~ainst the acc4.>ptance of
principles of peace already approved by our people, by the nations united
with us in the war, which the enemy powers have already pledged
themselves to accept, the good faith of that pledge having been put to
the test by the President, Is reason enough in all conscience for Mr.
WHson's outspoken presentation of grounds for asking the country to
assure him of the support during the next two years of a Congress " in
sympathy with the attitude and action of the administration."

EXECUTIVE SESSION.
:Mr. FLETCHER. I move that the Senate proceed to the consideration of executive business.
The motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to the
consideration of executive business. After :fiye minutes spent in
executive session the doors were reopened; and (at 5 o'clock and
30 minutes p. m.) the Senate adjourned until Thursday, October
31, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
NOl\IINA.TIONS.

Executive n01ninations 1'eccived by .the Senate October 28, 1918.
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE.
John \V. Hanan, of LaGrange, Ind., to be United States di!3'trict
judge, district of the Canal Zone, vice William H. Jackson, 'Tllose
term bas expired.
UNITED STATES ATTOR ii'EY.
Charles F. Clyne, of Chicago, Ill.,. to be United States attorney,
northern district of Illinois. A. reappointment, his term having
expired.
COAST AND GEODETIC SURYEY.
Harry Leypoldt, of Pennsylvania, to be junior hydrographic
and geodetic engineer in the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey, Department of Commerce.. (Vice himself by reiu. tate-ment.)
CoAsT GUARD.
The following-named first lieutenants to be captains in the
Coast Guard, for temporary service, from the 21st day of September, 1918:
·wuliam P. Kain,
Floyd J. Sextou,
Clement J. Todd,
Gustavus U. Stewart,
Joseph F. Farley, jr.,
David P. 1\farvin,
Carl H. Abel, and
Edward M. Webster.
First lieutenants of Engineers to be captains of Engineers in
the Coast Guard, for temporary service, from the 21st day of September, 1918:
Benjamin C. Thorn,
Milton R. Daniels,
Ellis Reed-Hill,
Francis C. Allen,
Mayson W. Torbet, and
Gustavus R. O'Connor.
A.PPOINT)£E:-;;Ts IN THE ARMY.
MEDICAL CORPS.
To be ji1·st lic1lfenants.
First Lieut. Charles Augustus Short, 1\Iedicnl Corps, "Cniteu
States Army, from October 14, 1918.
First Lieut. William Calvel"t Chaney, 1\fedical Corps, United
States Army, from October 15, 1918.
First Lieut. Olaf Kittelson, Medical Corps, United States
Army, from October 16, J918.
First Lieut. Lawrence Frederick Fisher, Medical Corps, rnited
States Army, from October 17, 1918.
First Lieut. Young Cleveland Lott, 1\l~clicn~ Corps, United
States Army, from October J8, 1918.
.
First Lieut. Earl Edward Van Denverker, Medical Co111S,
United States Army, from October 19, 1918.
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First Lieut1 Albert Barnett Ferguson, Medical Corps, United
States Army, from October 20, -1918.
First Lieut. Julius Benjamin Boehm, Meclical Corps, United
States Army, from October 21. 1918. - ·
First Lieut. John Daniel Gillis, Medical Corps, United States
Army, from October 22, 1918.
First Lieut. Ralph Wafdo Turner, Medical Corps, United States
Army, from October 23, 1918.
First Lieut. Francis John Robinson, Medical Corp , United
States Army, from October 24, 1918.
First Lieut. Fowler Burdette Roberts, 1\Iedical Corps, United
States Army, from October 25, 1918.
rno:UOTIO.."iS r f THE NAVY.
The following-named lieutenants to be lieutenant commanders
in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 15th day of August,
1918:
Harry D. McHenry,
Harry R. Bogusch,
George C. Fuller, and
William M. Quigley.
.
Lieut. Albert R. Mack to be a lieutenant commander in the
Navy, for temporary service, from the 18th day of August, 1918.
· The following-named lieutenants to be lieutenant commanders
in the Navy, for temporary serrice, from the 21st day of September, 1918:
James A. Saunders and
John H. Culin.
The following-name<:l acting pay clerks to be assistant paymasters in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 15th day
of October, 1918:
Clarence E. Kastenbeln,
James H. Stevens,
Ellsworth F. Sparks,
Trigg M. Smith,
William G. Conrad,
Orville F. Byrd,
Ellocy F. Carr,
James D. G. \Vognum,
Edgar C. Hartup,
Robert Von Ritter,
David A. Bachm-an,
Daniel L. 1\fcCarthy,
•John E. Woocl,
Harry A. 1\1iller,
Harvey R. Dye,
Norris U. WhiteWU,
y· erney Carroll,
Louis A. Puckett,
George Scratcllle:;r,
Charle_s B. F01·rest,
Jolm P. Killeen,
Karl S. Farnum,
Lester B. Karelle,
Harold E. Walker,
Willard B. Hinckley,
I
•
Charles H. Gillilan.
Jacob K. Ziesel,
Hunter J. Norton,
Leon Dancer-,
Charles H. Ritt.
Joseph W. Cavan::1gll.
Harry E. Wickham, jr.,
William 0. Wood, and
Samuel E. Thompson.
The following-named acting pay clerks· to be assistant pay·masters in the Navy, for temporary service, from the J..5th day
t>f September, 1918:
James E. Brennan,
Joseph M. Devine,
George L. Thomas,
Theodore M. Stock, and
Chester B. Peake.
CONFIRMATIONS.
'1J):ccc-utive nominat,ions confinned by the
CLERX OF THE

UNITED

Senate Ootobet 28, 1918.

STATES COURT FOR CHINA.

J'ames P. Connolly to be clerk of the Unitect States Court for

rnun~

.

Ul\LTED ST.1TES ATTOR~EYS.

-

John E. Laskey to be United States attorney, Di ·trict of
CoTnmbia.
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__ Edward C. Day to be United States attorney, district of 1\Ion..
tana.
Myron H. Walker to be United States attorney, western dis..
trict of Michigan.
·
Harvey A. Baker to be United States attorney, district, of
Rhode Island.
Co~ST GUARD.

First Lieut. Phlllp H. Scott to be a captain in the Coast
Guard.
The following-named second lieutenants to be first lieutenants
in the Coast Guard :
Wales A. Benham and
Raymond L. Jack:
The following-named cadet engineers to be third lieutenants
of engineers in the Coast Guard:
Louis B. Olsen,
Joseph H. Sermom·,
Roger C. Heimer,
Laurence G. Bean,
vVilliam J. Kossle·r ,
JosephS. Walker,
Lester E. Wells,
Ulysses V. Henderson, nnll
Henry G. Kunz.
APPOINTMlli~TS I~ TilE An:UY'.

To be lieutenant

gene-rals.

1\Iaj. Gen. Hunter Liggett. United. States Army.

1\Iaj. Gen. Robert L. Bullard, United States Ariii1s
PROMOTIONS IN

THE

ABMY1

l\IEDICAL CORPS,

To be

m-ajor~

Capt. Herbert L. Quickel.
Capt. Chester D. Allen.
Capt. David E. Smith.
Capt. Leon A. Fox.
Capt. Charles M. Hunter.
Capt. Rossner E Graham.
Capt. Joseph H. Francis.
Capt. Charles K. Berle.
Capt. George C. H. Franklln.
Capt. William T. Weissinger•
Capt. Samuel l\1. Browne.
Capt. Frank L. Cole.
Capt. Gerald D. Frimee.
Capt. Miner F. Felch. ·
Capt. Rowland D. 'Volfe.
. Capt. Bascom F. ~orris.
Capt. Clarke Blance.
Capt. William A. Foertmeyer.
Capt. Cornelius 0. Bailey.
Capt. Max R. Stockton.
Capt. Frank C. · Griffis.
Capt. Frederick H. Mills.
Capt. Henry C. Bierbower.
Capt. Val E. Miltenberger.
Capt. Edgar F. Haines.
Capt. John P. Kelly.
Capt. Edgar J. Farrow.
Capt. Herbert L. Freeland.
· To ba

captains4

First Lieut. Herba·t L. Quicke4
First Lieut. Chester D. Allen.
First Lieut. David E. Smith.
· First Lieut. Leon A. Fox.
First Lieut. Charles :i\1. Hunter.
First Lieut~ Rossner E. Graham.
First Li~ut. Joseph n. Fr:).ncis.
F.irst Lieut. Charles K. Berle.
First Lie~t. George
H. Franklin~
rtrst L~eut~ W:illiam T. Weissinger~
First Lieut. Samuel M. Browne.
First Lieut. Frank L. Cole.
Fil·st Lieut. Gerald D. France.
First Lieut. Miner F. Felch.
First Lieut. Rowland D. Wolfe.
First Lieut. Bascom F. Morris.
First Lieut. Clarke Blance.
First Lieut. William A. Foertmeyer.
First Lieut. Cornelius 0. Bailey.
First Lieut. 1\!nx: It. Stockton. -

c..
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First
First
First
First
First
First

Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
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Frank C. Griffis.
Frederick H. Mills.
Henry C. Bierbower.
Val E. 1\IHtenberger.
Edgar F. Haines.
John P. Kelly.
Edgar J. Farrow.
Herbert L. Freeland.
POSTMASTERS.
SOUTH CAROLINA.

Jacob l\f. Bedenbaugh, Prosperity.

HOL:-SE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
::1\ioNDA.Y, October 28, 1918.
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the following prayer :
0 Thou, who art supreme in all Thine attributes, our God and
our Father, . a heavy hand has been laid upon us; thousands
have died and thousands are dying through the malady which
is sweeping the land and through the terrible toll on land and
sea in a world-wide war.
But where faith abounds, hope inspires confidence. Where
love abounds, the heart reflects Thy image; and Thy p.romises
shall not fail if we live to the highest conception of right, and
truJh, and duty.
·
·
Help us, therefore, to hold to Thee and press forward at the
command of tbe still, small voice and rest assured that Thy
will, which is good will, shall be at last fulfilled in right,
truth, justice, and every heart be satisfied, through Him who
taught us the way and the truth and the life. Amen.
The Journal of the proce.edings of Saturday, October 26, 1918,
was read and approved.
MESSAGE FRO:ll THE PRESIDENT.

A message in writing from the President of the United States
was communicated to the House by Mr. Sharkey, one of his
secretaries.
EXTENSION OF REll.ARKS.

1\Ir. RAKER. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that I
may extend my remarks in the RECORD on ·the recognition by
the present administration of women in public office in connection with the administration, and also the attitude of the
present administration on woman suffrage.
Mr. KITCHli'f. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, I
would like to say, while that is a perfectly legitimate matter
to go into the REcoRD, I will have to object on account of our
unanimous-consent agreement. I think it would be a violation
of that a;rrf'ement.
Mr. RAKER May I ask the gentleman from North CaroUna
if that includes all tmanimous consents?
··
Mr. KITCHIN. Of course it does. A ~eat many consents
could be asked, and personally I would not object, but under our agreement I will have to object, and I do object, 1\ir.
Speaker.
ZENG TZE WOXG (H. DOC. NO. 1334).

The SPEAKER laid before the -House the following message
from the President of the United States:

To the Senate and Ho-use ot Representat·ives:
. I transmit herewith a repcrt from the Secretary of State inclosing a draft of a joint resolution authorizing the Secretary
of War to permit Mr. Zeng Tze Wong, a citizen ·of China, to
receive instruction at the United States Military Academy at
'Vest Point at the expen e of the Government of China.
·
The Secretary of State points out that the passage of the resolution would be regarded as an act of courtesy by the Go,-ernment of China, and that it would follow established precedents.
'VOODRO'V WILSON.
THE WHITE Ho"VsE, 28 October, 1918.
The SPEAKER. Ordered printed and referred to the Committee on Military Affairs. .
RECESS OF CONGRESS.
l\1r. KITCHIN. Mr. Speaker, I send to the Clerk's desk a
re~olution. which I ask the House to consider at the present
time.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the resolution ..
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The Clerk read as follows :
House concurrent resolution 56.
Resolved by the House of Representn.U1:es (the Senate conct£rring)

That when the two Houses of Congress adjourn on Monday the> 28th
day of October, 1918,·they stand adjourned until 12 o'clock meridian on
Tuesday, the 12th day of November, 1918.

The SPEAKER. The question is on the resolution.
Mr .. GARRETT of Tennessee. ~1r. Speaker, will the gentleman yteld for a moment?
l\Ir. KITCHIN. I will.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Is it the thought of the gentleman that we shall remain in session until the Senate has acted
on this resolution to-day?
Mr. KITCHIN. No; we will remain in session until we try
to get through these matters which. are to come up after the
· passage of this resolution. T~e Senate expect to pass this
immediately, but if they are bung up at all thev will amend
it, and we could not pass this resolution as ament.led until
'l'hursday, n.s we shall not meet to-morrow. That is the renson
we had it to begin to-day. I had a talk with Senators MARTIN
of Virginia and Sn.n.roNs this morning, ant.l they- both said there
would be no difficulty in passing the resolution immediately this
morning. Then the discussion of other matters whi<;h the Senate mny take up to-day will go on after that, and they will stay in
session until those matters are concluded.
Mr. GA.RRETT -of Tennessee. Does not the gentleman think
it m!ght be a good idea for us to rece s for an hour or two in
order to give the Senate time to act" upon this, so we may k~ow
to-day what the fate of the resolution will be?
1\Ir. KITCHIN. That would be all right.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. After the conclusion of the
business of to-day?
Mr. KITCHIN. I shall ask unanimous consent then to recess
until such time as we think-1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. After the passage of the other
business.
Mr. CANNON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KITCHIN. I will.
Mr. CANNON. Have the Senate agreed to the conference report on the deficiency bill?
Mr. KITCHIN. They have agreed to it; yes.
Mr. CANNON. Has it been signed by the Speaker?
Mr. KITCHIN. No; Senator MA.RTIN of Virginia has taken
it up now, I understand. He said he would take it up in a few
minutes and dispose of it.
Mr. GANNON. This is that when we adjourn to-day we adjourn till November 12?
.
l\fr. KITCHIN. Yes. I said if necessary. as the gent1eman
from Tennessee suggests, we can take a recess to await the
action of the Senate. Does the gentleman from Massachusetts
desire to ask a question?
Mr. GILLETT. The gentlemnn has already answered the
question which I had in mind to ask.
Mr. McARTHUR. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KITCHIN. I do.
Mr. McARTHUR. I wish to ask the majority leader what
plan is in mind as to the legislative program when we reconvene
on the 12th of November, lf there is any?
Mr. KITCHIN. The Senate Finance Committee hope by that
time to report out the revenue bill, and the Senate hope to fini!':h
that bill by the 25th or 26th of November, and then that Congress
may take an adjournment !':ine die, and while Congress is away
the conferees on the revenue bill will 1·emaiu in Washington and
try to get together by the time we reconvene.
l\1r. McARTHUR. As a matter of fact, there is no legislative
program for the House. except to meet every three days.
Mr. KITCHIN. That is correct.
l\lr. McARTHUR. Members living at a distance will be at
perfect liberty to remain at home?
Mr. KITCHIN. Unless called here by some emergency.
1\Ir. QUIN. Will the gentleman yield?
l\lr. KITCHIN. I wilL
l\lr. QUIN. From the 12th day of November until the 26th
the Hou~e will not meet, and Members can go home?
1\Ir. KITCHIN. As I answered the gentleman from Oregon,
it will not be nece~sary for ~ fembers of the Hou ~ e. after l'l:'l'onvening on the 12th, to come back to Wa!':hington. There will he
enough l\1embers here to nttenrl to matters. and ~Ye will ntljonm
for three days nt a time. unless sorrie emergency occurs in the
meantime making it necessary to c..:all l\Iembers to 'Vashin~on.
:Mr. QUIN. And telegrams would be sent out. I thnuk the
gentleman.
l\lr. ANDERSON. If the gentlernan will permit, I wns wondering if the gentleman would not think it wise to delay the
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of this resolution until matters penulng to-day aro
di posed of?
M1·. KITCHIN. I should not think so, for the reason that
some gentleman might make a point of no quorum, and then it
would be impossible for us to pass this until Thursday, bE'cause
we do not meet to-morrow and we do not meet \Vednesday,
under our agreement.
1\fr. ANDERSON. I want to be entirely fair about the matter.
I under tand it is intended to offer a resolution continuing the
agricultural stimulation appropriations. I intend to object to
that resolution.
Mr. KITCHI.i~. Would the gentleman make the point of no
quomm on the stimulation bill?
l\Ir. ANDERSON. I do not care to pass on that proposition.
1\lr. KITCHIN. The gentleman may or may not, but some
other gentleman may. Therefore, unl~ss we want to come back
l1ere Thursday-1\Ir. ANDERSON. I do not intend to make a point of no
quorum on the passage of this recess resolution, because it is
contemplated by the agreement which we made the other day,
but I did. say to the gentleman the other day that I should
object to the pas age of a continuing resolution, and the gentleman from Iowa· [Mr. H AUGEN] ga>e the same notice. I do not
'·ant to mislead the gentleman now; that is alL
The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to tile recess
rtsolution offered by the gentleman from North Carolina [1\!r.
KITCHIN]:

Tlle question was taken; anu the resolution was agreed to.
AGRICULTURAL STI:\IULATION.

Mr. SHERLEY. Mr. Speaker-The SPEAKER For -v;bat purpose _d oes the gentleman rise?
l\lr. SHERLEY. I desire to asK unanimous consent for the
p!·esent consideration of the joint resolution (H. J. Res. 340),
which I ~end to the Clerk's desk.
The SPEAKER Tlle gentleman asks unanimous consent for
the present consideration of a joint resolution which the Clerk
will report.
The Clerk read as follows:
Resol~:ed, etc., That the provisions of the joint resolution entitled
,. Joint rf'solution making appropriations for certain necessary operations of the Government and of the District of Columbia for the months
of July and August, 1918, anll for other purposes," approved July 8,
1918, so far as they relate to the support of food-production operations
of the Department. of Ag~icultul'e heretofore provided for by law, are
extended and contmued m full force and effect for and during the
month of November, 1918.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
1\lr. ANDERSON. I feel disposed to object, l\lr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER The gentleman from Minnesota objects.
Mr. LEVER. l\1r. Speaker, has the gentleman from Minnesota objected?
l\1r. ANDERSON. I did object.
l\1r. LEVER I '"onder if the gentleman from Minnesota
might not be persuad~d to withdraw the objection temporarily
and allow me to make a brief statement?
l\Ir. ANDERSON. I withhold the objection, but I intend to
make it, at least for the present.
1\lr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, I de ire to say that tl1e situation
w1: h reference to the food-stimulation bill is this-The SPEAKER. The gentleman from South Carolina asks
unanimous consent to proceed for five minutes. Is there obj ection? [After n. pause.] The Chair hears none.
l\1r. LEVEH. The differences between the Senate and the
House have all been agreed to and arranged, except Senate
amendment No. 28. which is the so-called Pomerene antirent
profiteering bill. The newspapers of the city quote the Senator
who is in charge of this legislation at this time as saying that
it is not his intention to call it up in the Senate until after the
election. The Senate has the papers and of necessity must act
first. There is, therefore. no possible way of getting this matter before the House. The continuing resolution which the department is now a sking with reference to this bill expires on
the 31st of this month, I belie,e. If we shall adjourn over until
the 12th of November, the department will be absolutely estopped
from operating along the lines contained in this bill until it gets
authority to operate, else if it operates at all it will do so in violation of law.
I ma ke this furth er statement: The House has not been derelict about this bill. The bill passed the House on the 23<1 of
May under tb~ very skillful mana gement of the gentleman from
r.n~~ is ippi [l\lr. CA "'DLER].
It did not pass the Senate until
September 6. This is a ~mall approp t·intion bill, carrying about
$11,000,000. There is not a n item in the bill as it pa~sed the
House that was 110t absolutely germane to this bill, and yet
when it comes back fr om t he Senat e to this bouy it come3 back
absolutely loaded down with ungerrnn.ne and irrelevant amend-
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ments. There are at least fonr great, big, substantive· propositions put upon this bill by the other body. The House c·onferees have been able to agree to one or two of those amendments. The Senate has receded ,from the others. But they
insist on this rent-profiteering proposition, notwithstanding the
fact that the so-called Pomerene amendment has 1x1ssed the other
body and is in this House now, while on the other hand this
body has passed the so-called Johnson bill covering ihe same
subject and that bill is now in the other body, with the conferees
appointed by both bodies and ready to act.
It is contendE'd that- because of certain criticisms or statements made on this floor the other bod.y refuses to deal through
the regular channels with this proposition, and hence in ord.er
to get legislation at all I presume it was the intention to do it
in this indirect way. I feel that the controversy bet\'.-een the
Senate and the House now is much more fundamental anti goes
much deeper than the proposition involving a Member· of this
House. If the Senate has the right to say with respect to a
matter in controversy between the two Houses that they will
not serve with the House conferees, that they refuse to function
in their ordinary way because they dislike personally one of the
conferees, then the Senate has the right to go one step further
and say, "We refus~ to ser-ve with you because we dislike the
pronounced views of your conferees on the proposition in controversy." And. if the Senate has the right to do that, tile
Senate has the right to say, "We refuse to serve with your conferees because, forsooth, one of them lmppens to be red-haired,
freckle-faced, knock-kneed, and red-nosed, and that kind of a
proposition grates upon my esthetic sensibilities." [Applause.]
Now, the proposition is, Has the House been called upon to
abdicate its rights to appoint its own conferees? Is the House
to abdicate its own power of legislation? If we admit that the
oilier body has the right to control the appointment of House
conferees, then you bad as well abolish the House of Representatives and let the other body do the legislating for the
whole country. [Applause.]
I do not regard this so much a question involving a personal
controversy as a question of fundamental right on the part of
the House, and I have t11erefore. insisted upon the right of the
Hou e in the disagreement of the House conferees on this
proposition. It is bad enough, gentlemen of the House, that
legislation of this importance should be attempted to be put
through the House in the form of riders. True, much good
legislation has come to the country in the form of riders upon
appropriation bills. but I do not think there is an experienced man here who will not agree with the statement that
more vicious legislation has passed Congress in the shape of
riders than through any other method or means. You are
attempting here absolutely to transfer the jurisdiction of the
District of Columbia Committee of the House to the Committee
on Agriculture. I confess that I have no knowledge of District
affairs except in the most general way, but I do believe, and I
think in justice to the gentleman I ought to say, that there is
not a man in this House on either side of that aisle who is so
well informed about District affairs as the gentleman from
Kentuck-y [Mr. JoHNSON], the chairman of the Committee on
the District of Columbia. [Applause.] I am not willing either
to humiliate hi-m by a vote of censure in this House-and this
action here would be a vote of censure in the first place-nor
in the second place am I willing, without the instruction of
the House, absolutely through this 'method tc abdicate the functions of the House and let the other body run it. [Applause.]
Those are the facts, and with that statement and with the
further fact, which I reemphasize, that a 1\Iember in charge of
this bill in the other body is quoted as saying that he will not
even bring it up for discussion in the Senate, I ask what possible advantage can be had in objecting to this continuing resolution? I hope very much that my very capable friend from
l\1inneNota will withdraw the objection and. let this resolution
go through.
Mr. ANDERSON. l\1r. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
proceed for five minutes.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Minnesota asks unanimous consent to proceed for five minutes. Is there objection?
There wus no objection.
Mr. ANDERSON. l\1r. Speaker, I am not interested in the
controversy between the gentleman from Kentucky [l\Ir. JoHNsoN] and certain l\1embers of the Senate, but I do say this:
That if either the gentleman from Kentucky or some "Members
of the Senate or the war workers in the Di ~trict of Columbia
must suffer, so far as I am concerned it will be either the gentleman from Kentucky or the l'llembers of the Senate, a nd not
the war workers in the District of Colu mb ia.
Now, this hill has been in the han us of the conferees a hout
six weeks. There has been ample opportunity fo1· the con fcrPes
to get together. The gentleman from Sout h Ca rolilla Li\Jr.
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LEn:n] a:;· · that the Senate takes the attitude on the other
bill that they will not confer with the gentleman from Kentuch-y. I am informed that the gentleman from South Carolina
has practically taken the osame position with respect to this
amendment. I am satisfied that if the majority conferees on
the part of the House have any disposition at all to agree to
the Pomerene amendment, properly amended, there would be
no difficulty whatever in coming to some agreement upon it. I
think the House ought not to be in the position in which it is
to-day. I regret that the Department of Agriculture by any
action that I should take should be deprived of any necessary
funds, but I am unwilling that the controversy that exists here
should be permitted longer to prevent reasonable legislation
against rent profiteering in the District of Columbia, and, so
far as I can by my voice assist in bringing that matter to some
sort. ~ conclusion now, I intend to object to the consideration
of a continuing resolution, and I do object.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from l\1lnne ota objects.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee rose.
1\lr. GILLETT. l\1r. Speaker, will the gentleman allow me a
minute·?
1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Yes.
THE RECORD.
l\lr. GILLETT. I do not wish formally to bring up the privileged resolution about correcting the RECORD, but I would like
to ask the gentleman from Alabama [Mr. HEFLIN], who is here,
if he can kindly tell us where hi the RECoRD he ~·eceived his
leave to print? I am told oy others that they can not find it.
I think he ought to cite it.
Mr. HEFLIN. I have not looked for it. The Speake!· stated
to the gentleman and to the House that he remembered that
leave to print remarks in the REcoRi> was granted to me. It was
probably two weeks ago. The REcoRD will show the date; that
ls, if the Official Reporter dld his duty in taking down the reque ts that were made and the leaves that were granted on that
day.
·
l\1r. GILLETT. Can the gentleman tell where it is?
l\Ir. HEFLIN. Not without consulting the RECORD. I " rcque ted the REconn clerk a moment ago to look it up and let me
know the date.
Mr. GILLETT. I asked the gentleman about half an hour ago
if be would.
·
Mt·. HEFLIN. I have asked him to look it up.
Mr. GILLETT. And he has not been able to :filld it?
l\fr. HEFLIN. I have not heard from him. If the gentleman
is at all doubtful about leave having been granted to me, I have
several witnesses here now who are ready to testify t]+at they
were J)resent when I obtained leave under which my spe<>ch was
printed.
'
l\1r. GILLETT. Of com·se, the RECORD is what decides; but I
1\ill let the matter drop now.
l\Ie. HEFLIN. Again I say that I had leave to print my remarks in the RECORD; and that is not all, I have another leave
yet. I keep them for the purpose of answering Republican
babbling . [Laughter on the Democratic side.]
RECESS.

1\I.r. GARRETT of Tennessee.

Mr. Speaker, at the sugge tion
of the gentleman from North. Carolina [Mr. KrrcHINl, I ask
unanimous consent that the House stand in recess until 1 o'clock.
'l'he SPEAKER. The gentleman asks unanimous consent that
the II~mse stand 1n recess until1 o'clock. Is there objection?
There was no objection; accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 31
minutes p.m.) t.be House took a recess nntil1 p.m.
AFTER THE RECESS.

The recess having expired, at 1 o'cloc'k p. m. the IIou Ne retmmed its session.
· ·
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.

A message irom the Senate, by l\fr. Waldorf, its enrolling
clerk, announced that the Senate ·had agreed to the conference
report on the bill (H. n. 13Q86) making approin'iatlons to supply
deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1919, and prior fiscal years, on account of w-ar e.xpcru;es, and
for other purposes.
EXROLLED n:ILLS SIGNED.

1\lr. LAZARO, from the Commlttee on Enrolled Bills, announced that the committee lmd examined and found truly enrolled bills of the following titles, when the Speaker signed the
same:
H. R. 12404. An act n.utlwrizing the construction of a buHdlng
for t11e Public Health Service, in the city of Wa hlngton, D. C.;
H. It. 12D7G. An act providing for the protection of the users
of t.llC tcl{'f>lwne and telogl'flllh service and the properties and
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funds belonging thereto during Goycrnrnent operation and control;
H. R.13036. An net transferring jurisdiction and control for
the period of the war over the southern branch of the National
Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldlcrs from the board of managers of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldier"' to
the Secretary of War for use for Ar11,1y hospital purposes;
H. n. 12438. An act authorizing the conveyance of the United
States jail and land on which the same is located at Guthrie,
Okla., to Logan County, Okla.; and
H. R.13086. An act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 3 ,
1919, and prior fiscal y ar..;, on account of w-ar expense~ , and
for other purposes.
llEC:LSS OF CONG1lESS.

Mr. KITCIIIN. l\lr. Speaker, before we iook the recess I of~
fered a resolution (H. Con. Res. 56) for a rece of Congress
from to-day until November 12. I did not introduce the resolution until I had conferred with Senator MARTIN, who said it wn
all right, that the Senate would pass it immediately, as soon as
it reached the Senate. I asked him if he had conferred with the
leader of the minority, and he said he had~ and that it was
satLfactory. Since the House pas. eel the resolution I find that
there is a pretty large opposition to the passage of such a re olution in the Senate, especially to-day, and that it will be impossible for them to consider it to-day. There is some hope that
by Thursday next they can iron out the kinks nnd both sides
agree to an adjournment resolution. In view of those facts, I
ask unanimous consent to reconsider the vote whereby the re o~
lution was. passed and to vacate all proceedings under it.
.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Carolina asks
unanimous consent to reconsider the vote by which the concurrent res~lution for adjournment was pas ed and to vacate the
proceedings under it. Is there objection?
Mr. GILLETT. Re erving the right to object, may I a k tllc
gentleman, for the convenience of the Hou e, if this will make
any practical difference in the necessity of Members of the Hou e
attending?
1\Ir. KITCHll~. I was about to state that our agreement will
remain for three-day adjournments, whether we have a fixecl
time for adjournment or not. Gentlemen can go home w-itll
impunity, with the thought that nothing will talcc place in the
way of business under that agreement.
Mr. LEVER. Will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. KITCHIN. Yes.
1\fr. LEVER. Is it the gentleman's und rstaniling thnt tho
food- timulation bill now in conference w-ould fall within tho
unanimous-consent agreement made on the lOth of this month?
1\lr. KITCIDN. Under the unanimous-consent agreement as
written, in connection with the colloquy between the gentleman
from l\1innesota and myself, it was explicitly stated that in ca..,e
a demand for a quorum on the extension resolution was made
the gentleman from Massachusetts [l\fr. GILLETT] and my elf
would regard it as absolutely nec~ssary to send out notices.
Mr. LEVER. Is it the gentleman's construction that the demand for a quorum on the extension resolution w-oull1 be n.
breach of the unanimous-consent agreement?
Mr. KITCHIN. I ha1·dly think it would, in view of w-hat t ook
place between the gentleman from l\finnesota and myself.
1\Ir. GILLETT. I did not suppose that the agreement would
prevent anybody from making a point of no quorum.
·
Mr. LEVER. That is true; but what I was driving at is, w-as
it tacitly understood that the continuing resolution for the foodstimulation bill would fall within the unanimous-consent agreement?
Mr. GILLETT. Personally, I do not think it would fall w-iUtin
the agreement. I thought it did not.
·
:Mr. LEVER. l\fy consquction was that it did fall within it. _
1\Ir. GILLETT. There was some discussion on that very poinL
Mr. ANDERSON. If the gentleman wlll yield, I ·distinctly
called the attention of the gentleman from North Carolina to
the situation that would arise under the unanimous-consent
agreement if adopted in case the stimulation appropriation
bill did not pass and it should be necessary to have a continuing
resolution.
Mr. KITCHIN. The gentleman did; and I think, taking the
written agreement just as it is, without any further colloquy in
the House, that this would be excluded under the technical
terms of the agreement, because it reads that during this period
" no business shall be transacted by unanimous consent or other~
wise; except the final disposition of the pending approprintion
bill and the Agricultural stimulation bill." Of course. th extension resolution would not be a final di. position. HoweY 1·,
the gentleman from Minnesotn made the ob ermtion which . lu~
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has just repeated. Taking the agreement literally, it is · not
within the unanimous-consent agreemeut, because it is not a
finul disposition; but it was stated that if it became necessary,
and a quorum was demnnded, we ,,.-ould send out the notices.
l\Ir. LEVER. Under the interpretation of the gentleman from
North Carolina, and my interpretation of his interpretation,
whate..-er action was taken on this bill would have to be final
action. It would not be possible without violating the unanimous-consent agreement even to send the bill back to conference if anybody raised the point .
.Mr. KITCHIN. Yes; it would. That is a part of the procedure to final ' disposition. I submit the understanding of the
House was-and the que tion of the gentleman from Minnesota
nn<l my reply to him ~s to the ~timulation bill was a part of ittlwt we might con;;;ider that unless somebody demanded a
quorum.
1\Ir. LEVER. -The poi.nt I am h·ying to make is that if the
gentleman's interpretation is right it would not be possible
behveen now and the time of coming back to send the foodstimulation bill back to conference, although that is a process of
final determination.
Mr. GILLETT. Oh, the gentleman from North Carolina [Mr.
KITCHIN] said he thought we could, and I certainly think we
coul<l. That is one of the steps toward final disposition.
Mr. KITCHIN. That is a natural parliamentary process.
l\Ir. GII..IJETT. Yes.
1\Ir. LEVER: But is not the other a natural parliamentary
proce. s-a continuing resolution?
l\I1-. GILLETT. Oh, that is a substitute.
1\Ir. BUTLER 'Vould it be in order to consider that resolution continuing the appropriations, the one that was objected to!
Mr. KITCHIN. Under the agreement, which I had typewritten and from which I just read, I hardly think it would
be, unless the House would regard the statement I made to the
gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. ANDERSON] on his statement to
me as a part of the agreement.
Mr. BUTLER. Then why was it considered this morning?
Why was permission asked to consider it this morning?
1\lr. LEVER. Any objection to the consideration of the joint
resolution would place the responsibility for the defeat of it on
the objector.
1\lr. BUTLER That is wlJat I am after. This requires gentlemen to object.
1\lr. GILLETT. I disagree with the gentleman from South
Carolina. The responsibility for the defeat of the proposition
re ts with the (·onferees.
l\1r. LEVER. Oh, no: not nt all.
1\lr. ANDERSON. The conferees had notice of exactly the
situation with which they were confronted. I was Yery careful,
as the gentleman from North Carolina [1\fr. KITCHI~] will agree,
to give notice of my attitude, in order that the conferees might
know exactly the situation that they were running into.
1\lr. KITCHIN. The gentleman from 1\linne 'ota is correct
about that.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from North Carolina?
l\Ir. GILLE'.rT. 1\Ir. Speaker, re erving the right to object, I
was planning to go home on Wednesday, and I understa:rfd that
we can go home with the full assurance that no busine s at all
will be transacted until after the elections.
.
l\fr. KITCHIN. Yes; except under the agreement.
1\lr. GILLETT. Just as we had made the agreement.
1\Ir. KITCHIN. Yes. Gentlemen here are just as free to go
home as they would be if the Senate had passed this concurrent
re olution.
l\1r. WIKGO. Mr. Speuker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KITCHlN. Yes.
l\lr. WIKGO. 1\lr. Speaker, I should like to ask this question.
I am not sure whether or not the gentleman covered it this morning-at least, I was not clear as to his answer. When 've come
back on )\oycmher 12 is it contemplated then to take up auything or will this gentleman's a~reement continue until the
Senate has voted on the revenue bill?
1\lr. KITCHIN. Yes; but it is understood that we could send
it to conference; that on or after November 12, without the
neces. ·ity of having a quorum, without the necessity of Members coming back, we could send it to conference.
1\lr. WINGO. After No..-ember 12 will it be possible to get the
House to consider another bill or resolution?
M1·. KITCHIN. No; not under our agreement, excepting to
send the revenue bill to conference.
l\lr. 'VINGO. Then it is contemplated, unless some emergency grO\Yin.g out of the war should arise, that there will be
no further legislation at this session of Congress except to take
care of pending--
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·Mr. KITCHIN. Except to take care of the revenue bill, unless
some emergency shall occur that we do not now contemplate,
and in that event the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
GILLETT] and myself will give notice to 1\feJU.bers to come here.
Mr. WINGO. If gentlemen go home, there is no necessity for
their coming back here, unless they are given notire to come,
before the December ses ion?
Mr. KITCHIN. That is practically so.
Mr. McARTHUR. Mr. Speaker, does this contemplate a sine
die adjournment of this session?
Mr. KITCHIN. Mr. Speaker, in discussing the matter with
Senators SIMMONS and MARTIN of Virginia the other day and
this morning before the House met they did contemplate finishing the revenue bill by the 24th, the 25th, or 26th of Novembet•
and then taking a sine die adjournment. The election will be
over then, and I do not think there will be t:tnY trouble about
that. Pending the election, right now, and the state of mind that
some of the Senators find themsel..-es in, it seems impossible
to-day to pass this resolution for a recess until the 12th of
November, although it may be possible to do so next Thursday.
Mr. McARTHUR. · Under the gentleman's agreement <:'ntered
into, would it be possible for gentlemen living a long distance
from here to go away and remain away until the December
session?
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes; unless some emergency should occur.
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, if objection is going to be made
to the passage of a continuing resolution for this food-stimulation bill, or if the point of no quorum is to be made upon the
presentation of such a privileged resolution, what is to happen
to the operation of the Department of Agriculture under the
terms of the present continuing rer-;olution? They
either
have to stop oper·a ting or operate in violation of the law.
Mr. KITCHIN. l\Iy understanding i~ that it was said that
tl1e chairman of the Committee on .Appropriations, the gentleman from Kentucky [Mt·. SHERLEY], stated that the President
would have funds enough possibly to enable them to go until
the 12th of November.
1\Ir. LEVER. Out of his lump sum?
Mr. KITCHIN. Yes. I do not know that the gentleman said
that, but I understood that he said it; and that the President
would probably take care of the situation until then.
l\Ir. LEVER. He may have that :.Jower, but it makes a vei')'
confused . situation in the department.
The SPEAKER Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from North Carolina, to reconsider the vote by whic>h
tbe concurrent resolution "·as passed, and that all proce ~(lings
touching it be vacated?
1\ft-. KITCHIN. It has been sugg~sted to me that verhaps
the best procedure would be, after reconsideration, to ask unanimous consent thnt the resolution lie on the table. Then it goes
to the file room.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it will lie on the table,
and tbe gentleman can introduce another one if he de ires.
[After a pause.] The Chair hears no objection.
1\Tr. KITCHIN. That i!": what I propose to do on Thursday
if the Senate is then ready to accept it.
ADJOURNMENT.
l\Ir. KITCHIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, I mo\e tllat the House do now
adjourn until Thursday, under the l.manirr:ous-consent agreemen~
,
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 1 o'clock and 1n
minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until Thursday, Octobet·· 31,
1918. at 12 o'clock noon.

will

REPORTS OF COMl\fiTTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND
RESOLUTIONS.
u"nder clause 2 of Rule XIII.
1\Ir. PADGETT, from the Committee on Naval Affairs, to
which was referred the bill (H. R. 13115) to nuthorize the Secretary of the Navy to acquire additional lam1s for the naval
training station, naval opemting base, Hampton Roads, Va.,
reported tbe same without amendment, nccompanied by a report
(No. 837), 'vhich said bill nnd report were referred to the Committee of the Whole House on tbe state of the Union.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, A.l'l"D 1\IEl\lORIALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, nnd memorials
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
·
By 1\Ir. SHERLEY: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 340) making
appropriations for certain necessary operations of the Government for the month of November, 1918, and for other pu1:poses;
to the Committee on Appropriations.
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By 1\ir. KELLY of P~:>nnsylvania: Joint resolution (H. J. Res.
341) requesting the Presi<lent to recommend a day for prayer
that the pre\ailing epidemic may cease; to the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
PIUVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII,
::1ir. POU introduced a bill (H. R. 13120) for the relief o:t
the heirs of Frank W. Knight, which was referred to the Committee on Claims.

OcToBER 31,

The PRESIDL~G OFFICER. The Senatur from Georgia
suggests the absence of a quorum. The Secretary will eall the
roll.
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators an·
swered to their names:
Beckham
Benet
Bra.ndegee
Chamberlain
Culbe1·son
Dillingham
Fletcher
France

Hardwick
Hitcheock
Kendrick
Kirby
Knox
La Follette
Lenroot
:McCumber

l\IcNat·y
1\Iartin, Vu.
Myers
Nugent
Page
Phelan
Pittman
Poindexter

Roblns{)n
Sheppard
Simmons
Srnitb, Ua.
Smoot
Thomas
Underwood
, Warren

Mr. UNDERWOOD. I desire to announce the unnvoidablo
PETITIONS, ETC.
absence of my colleague [Mr. BANKHEAD T on account of sich.-ness.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid He is in the city but confined to his room.
on the Clerk's de k and referred as follows:
Mr. SHEPPARD. I desire to state that the senior Senator
By 1\Ir, GRAY of Alabama:. Memorial of the United Real from Maryland [Mr. SMITH] is absent on account of illness, and
Estate Owners' Association, calling attention to certain inequi- that the junior Senator from Mississippi [Mr. VARDAMAN] is
ties in the re.venue bill; to the Committee on Ways and Means. absent on public business.
Also, petitions of E. E. Richards. Bessie Richards, R. RunThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Thirty-two Senators have andolph, and S. G. Bessonall, of Mobile, Ala., urging the passage of swered to their names. A quorum is not present.
the osteopathic bill, H. R. 5407; to the Committee on Military
:Ur. SMITH of Georgia. I move that the Senate adjourn.
Affairs.
1\lr. BRANDEGEE. On that motion I demand the yeas and
nays.
The yeas and nn.ys were ordered, and the Secretary proceeded
SENATE.
to call the roll.
·
Mr. MYERS (when his name was called). I have a general
TrrunsnAY, October 31, 1918.
pair with the Senator from Connecticut [Mr. McLEAN]. In his
The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the absence I transfer my pair to the Senator from Louisiana [Mr.
GUioN] and vote "yea."
following prayer :
Mr. Sll\U!ONS (when Ws name was called). I have u pair
Almighty God, we thank Thee for the high sense of moral
obligation with which we as a Nation ha-ve always addressed with the junior Senator from Minnesota [Mr. KELr.ooo], which
ourselves to ' the tusks that have confronted -us. We have re- I transfer to the senior Senator from New Hampshire [Mr.
jected utterly the doctrine and philosophy that might makes HOLLIS] and VOte " yea."
Mr. SMITH of Georgia (when his name was called). I transright, because we belieYe that right is founded upon the Divine
will and that the measure of its authority and power is in the fer my general pair with the senior Senator from Mas achusetts
DiYine law. So we recognize Thy right to rule, and we seek Thy [Mr. LoDGE] to the junior Senator from Utah [Mr. KING J anu
guidance in all the affairs of our national life. 'Ve pray that the vote "yea."
l\Ir. W~RREN (when his name wns called). Transferring
God of our fathers may lead us on to larger victory in the
my general pair with the Senator from North Carolinn [1\ir.
future. For Christ's sakP. Amen.
The Secretary (James M. Baker) read the following communi- OVERMAN] to the Senator from Michigan [1\f.r. ToWNSEND], I
vote "nay."
cation:
UNITED :5TATES SKNATE,
The roll call was concluded.
PRESlDENT PRO TEMPORE,
Mr. FLETCHER. I have a general pair with the junior SenWashington, D. 0., October 31, 1918.
ator from l\Ias achusetts [Mr. WEEKS]. I trans:fer that pair to
To the Senate:
Being temporarlly absent from the Senate, 1 appoint Hon. JoE T. the Senutoi' from Louisiana [Mr. RANSDELL] and vote "yea."
HoBiro;sox, a :5enator from the State of Arkansas, to perform the
l\Ir. HARDWICK. I have a general pair with the junior Sen·
duties of the Chair during my absence.
ator from Kansas [1\f.r. CURTIS]. I transfer that pair to the
WIJ.LAnD l:iAULSBUilY,
Prcside11t pro tc1nporc.
junior Senator from Missouri [Mr. Wrr.FLEY] and vote "yea:"'
Mr. DILLINGHAM (after having voted in the negative). I
Mr. ROBINSON thereupon took the chalr as Presiding
Officer, and directed the Secretary to read the Journal of the have already voted, but I observe that the Senator from Maryland [Mr. SMITH], with whom I have a general pair is not
proceedings of the preceding session.
'l'he Secretary proceeded to read the Journal of the proceed- present. l therefore transfer my pair with him to the Senator
from Indiana [l\1r. ~Ew] and allow my vote to stand.
ings of Monday Ia. t, and was interrupted byMr. BECKIL.UI (after having voted in the affirmative). I
Mr. Sl\IITH of Georgia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence
have a general pair with the Senator from \Ve ·t Virginia [Mr.
of n quorum.
'l'he PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Georgia sug- SuTHERLAl\~]. He is not present. I transfer that pair to the
ge:ts the absence of a quorum. The Secretary will call the roll. Senator from Ohio [Mr. PoMEBEJ\""E] and allow my vote to
stand.
The Secretary called the roll.
1\Ir. KEl\TDRICK. I have a general pair with the senior Sen·
Mr. BRANDEGEE. Mr. President, I rise to a question of
ator from New 1\Iel...rfco [l\Ir. FALL]. I transfer that pair to tho
order.
The PRESIDING OFFICER The Senator from Connecticut junior Senator from New Mexico [Mr. JoNES] and vote "yea."
Mr. UNDERWOOD (after having voted in the aflirmntive)~
will state it.
l\Ir.,. BRANDEGEE. I make the point of order that the sug- I transfer my general pair with the junior Senator from Ohio
ge ·tion of U1e ab ence of a quorum can not be made until the LMr. IIA.RDING] to the junior Senator from Virginia [l\lr_.
reading of the Journal has been completed. I refer the Chair SwANSON] and allow my vote to stand.
l\Ir. SMOOT." I have been requested to announce the follow·
on that question to page 485 of Gilfry~s Precedents, where it is
ruled that "the reading of the Journal can not be interrupteu ing pairs:
The Senator from New York [l\Ir~ C..unER] with the Senator
by making the point of order that no quorum is present.."
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Ohair thinks the point of from Rhode Island [1\lr. GERRY] ;
The Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. CoLT] with the Senator
order is well taken. The point, however, comes late.
l\lr. BRANDEGEE. I realize that it comes late; but I do from Delaware [1\lr. SAULSBURY];
'l'be Senator from New Jersey [Mr. FnELINGllUYSEN] with the
not think it comes too late. inasmuch as no announcement has
been made upon the question of a quorum, and inasmuch as it Senator from l\Iontana [Mr. 'VALSH] ;
The Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. PE~-rtOSE] with the ~en
is the duty of the Chair to direct the Journal to be read and not
to entertain the question of the absence of a quorum during the ator fl·om l\Iissi sippi [1\Ir. WILLIAMS] ;
The SPnator from Illinois [Mr. SHERM~ N] with the Scnatot•
t·eading of the Journal.
The PRESIDil\G OFFICER. Without objection, the Secre- from Kansas [l\Ir. THOl\IPSON] ;
The Senator fr0m Michigan [Mr. s~rTII] with the Sf'IWtor
tary will conclude the reading of the Journal. '.rhe Chair bC'ars
from l\Iissouri [1\Ir. REED] ;
:QO objection.
The Senator from South Dakota [Mr. STERLING] with tlic Sen·
The Secretary resumed nnd concluued the reading of the Journtor from Soutb Carolina [1\!r. SMITHl; and
nal of 1\fontlay's proceedings. and it was approved.
The Senator from Indiana [Mr. WATSON] \Yith the Senator
Ilfr. SMITH of Georgia. Mr. President, I sugge t the absence
from Delaware [l\Ir. 'VoLCoTT].
of n quorum.
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The result was announced-yeas 21, nays 12, as follows:
YE.AS-21.

Phelan
Pittman
Robinson

Beckhrun
Benet
Chamberlain
Culberson
Fletcher
Hardwick

Hitchcock
Kendrick
Kirby
M.n.rtin, Va.
Myers
Nugent

Brandegee
Dillingham
France

Knox
McCumber
La Follette
MC'Nary
Lenroot
Page
NOT VOTING-63.
Guion
:M.artin, Ky.
llale
Nelson
Harding
New
llenderson
Norris
Hollis
0vffman
Johnson, Cal.
Owt>n
Johns()n. S.Dak. Penrose
Jones, N. Mex.
Pomerene
Jones, Wash.
Ransdell
Kellogg
Reed
Kenyon
Saulsbury
King
Shafroth
Lewis
Sherman
Lod~e
Shields
McKellar
Smith, Md.
McLean
Smith, Mich.

Smith, Ga.
Thomas
Underwood

Sh~ppard

Simmons
Smith, Ariz.
N.AYS--12.

Ashurst
Baird
Banl>head
Bol'ah
Calder
Colt
CUmmins
Curtis
Drew
Fall
Fernald
Frelinghuysen
Gerry
Golf
Gore
Gronna

Poindc:s:ter
SmQot
Warren
Smith, S.C.
Sterling
Sutherland
Swanson
Thompson
Townsend
Trammell

Vardaman

Wadsworth
Walsh
Watson
Weeks
Wiltley
Williams
Wolcott
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trestles over and across the headwaters of ::H o ile Bfly, and such
navigable channels as aTe between the east , ide of the bay und
Blakeley Island, in Baldwin and Mobile Counties, Ala.
ENROLLED HILLS

SIGNED.

Mr. LAZARO, from the Oominittee on Enrolled Bill!', an-

nounced that that committee had examined and found ti·uly
enrolled bills of the following titles, when the Speaker signed the
same :
.
H. R. 11949. An act to extend the time for the construction o.f
n bridge across Pearl River, between Pearl River County, 1\fiss.,
and Wa~hington Parish, La.;
H. R. 7637. An act to authorize the construction and maintenance of a dike on Depot Slough, Lincoln County, Oreg. ;
H. R. 12773. An act to authorize the construction of a bridge
across the Little Calumet River, in C-ook County, State of Illinois, at or· near the village of Riverdnle, in said county;
H. R.12631. An net granting the consent of Congress to the
county of \Vinnebago, in the State of Illinois, and the to,vn of
Rockford, in said county and State, to construct a bridge across
Rock River at or near Camp Grant; and
H. R. 10205. An act to provide for the consolidation of national banking associations.
APPROPRIATION FOR FOOD PRODUCTION.

1\Ir. BYRNS of Tennessee. I ask unanimous consent that the
So the motion was agreed to; and (at 12 o'clock and 20 min- Committee on Appropriations be discharged from further conutes p. m.) the Senate adjourned until to-morrow, Friday, No- sideration of House joint resolution 340, and that the resoluvember 1, ~918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
tion be now considered.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tenne see asks unanimous consent to discharge the Committee on Appropriations
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
from further consideration of the joint resolution, which the
Clerk will report by title, and to take it up for immediate conTHURSDA.Y, October 31, 1918.
sideration.
1
The Clerk read as follows:
I
~he House met at 12 o'clock noon.
House jotnt resolution 340, making appropriations for certain necesThe Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the fol~ sary
operntions of tbe UQvernment for t~e month of November, 1918,
lowing pra yer:
and for other purposes.
Our Father who art in heaven, pour out, we beseech Thee,
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
upon us abundantly of Thy spirit, and inspire us to blgh ideals,
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Speaker; reserving the right to object,
quicken us to worthy endeavors, and free us from the contamina- I take it that tl;lis is the continuing resolution for the Depart·
tion of sin and evil, that we may leave behind us day by day a ment of Agriculture?
record of which we may be justly proud, and thus hallow Thy
1\ir. BYRNS of Tennessee. This is the same resolution that
name; in the spirit of the Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
was introduced the other day by the chairman of the Committee
The Journal of the proceedings of Monday, October 28, 1918, on Appropriations.
,w as read anu approved.
Mr. ANDERSON. Reserving the right to object, I would like
to submit an observation or two, with the gentleman's permisMESSAGE FROM THE SE~ATE.
sion. 1\fr. Speaker, I have thought that the passage of the foodA message from the Senate, by Mr. Waldorf, one of its clerks, stimulation bill immediately was of paramount importance beannounced that the Senate had passed without amendment cause of the very important legislation which that bill carried.
House bills of the following titles:
I have thought that there ought to be no furtber delay in the
H. R. 7637. An act to authorize the construction and mainte- passaae of rent-profiteering legislation in the District of Colum·
nance of-a dike on Depot Slough, Lincoln County, Ot·eg.;
bia; ;nd so far as I could by my single action compel or help
H. n. 11949. An act to extend the time for the construction to compel the conferees to come to some agreement upon that
of a bridge across Pearl River between Pearl River County, bill I have taken that action. It is evident that there is not a
Miss., and Washington Parish, La.;
quo'rum of the House in town; and it is therefore evident that it
H. n. 10205. An act to provide for the consolidation of Na- is not now possible, because of the lack of a quorum, to compel
tional banking associations;
any action on the part of the conferees in connection with this
H. R. 12631. A.n act granting the consent of Congress to the bill one way or the other. I have felt that the conferees were
county of Winnebago, in the State of illinois. and the town of not' entirely fair in taking advantage of the situation which
Rockford, in said county and State, to construct a bridge across they and which we all knew existed in the House by reason of
Rock River at or near Camp Grant; and
the lack of a quorum. Bnt there is no advantage ·now to be
H. R. 12773. An act to authorize the construction of a bridge aained in this situation by depriving the Department of A:griacross the Little Calumet RiYer, in Cook County, State of Illi- ~ulture of the necessary funds to carry on its activities. There
nois, at or near the village of Riverdale, in said county.
would be no object in my objecting to this resolution further,
The message also announced that the Senate had pas ed the because it wouJd have no result in the direction I desire resUlts
following House bills with amendments, in which the concurrence to be achieved. Therefore, so far as I have objected heretofore,
of the Hou.<;e of Representatives was requested:
I withdraw the objection.
H. R. 11709. .A.n act granting the consent of Congress to
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Norman County, Minn., and Traill County, N. Dak., to construct _ 1\lr. MONDELL. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to objecta bridge across the Red River of the North on the boundary line and I shall not object, and I trust no one will object, to the ronbetween , aid States; and
sideration of this resolution-we find ourselves in the •·ather
H. R. 11948. An act granting the consent of Congress to the unfortunate and regrettable situation with regard to this legisGreat Southern Lumber Co.. a corporation of the State of Penn- lation. The Senate placed upon the bill as it was passed ~Y
sylvania, doing business in the State of Mississippi, to construct the House much new legislation. entirely unrelated to the b11l
a bridge across Pearl River at or near the north line of section and its subject matter as it passed the House. The House con22, township 8 north, range 21 west, west of the basis meridian, ferees are clearly within their rights, clearly following the rule,
in the land district east of Pearl River, in the State of 1\lissis- in insisting that this new legislation, entirely unrelated to the
siJ)pi.
bill, shall go off. At the same time it is regrettable that a con•
The message also announced that the Senate had passed the dition exists under which it seems impossible to get an un<'lerfollowing bill, in which the concurrence of the House of Repre- standing between the two bodies on this matter of rent profiteersentatjves wa~ requested :
ing in the Disb·ict. It is tremendously important that something
S. 4966. An act to extend the time for the consh·uction by the be done.
Gulf Ports Terminal Railways Co., a corporation existing under
Mr. LEVER. Will the gentleman yield for a question?
the laws of the State of Florida, of a bridge or btidges and
Mr. l'JONDELL. Yes.
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Mr. LEVER The gentleman has been for a long time a Member of this body and one of its most distinguished Members.
Does the gentleman feel that the House conferees on this rent
proposition could take any other course than that which they
have taken?
- 1\Ir. 1\IONDELL. I have no disposition to criticize the House
conferees, and I do not criticize them. Their attitude is the
correct attitude so far as it affects the general proposition of
legislation. And it is an attitude that the House must in th9
main maintain if legislation, passed by the House, is to be even
reasonably confined to the subject matter to which it relates.
Mr. LEVER. ·wm the gentleman yield again?
Mr. 1\fONDELL. Yes.
1\lr. LEVER. Is not the proposition invol\ed here more than
the gentleman states? Does it not go to the point of the House
allowing the Senate practically to name the House conferees
on a disputed proposition, and therefore making this a very
peculiar <'ase?
.
1\lr. MONDELL. The position which is taken by the other
body is one which is equi\alent to an attempt to force the hand
of the House in the matter of legislation, and the way in which
legislation shall be presented.
1\Ir. LEVER Exactly.
1\Ir. l\fONDELL. And I h aYe no criticism to make of the attitude of the conferees. However, I do suggest-1\fr. ANDERSON. 1\fr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
'- 1\lr. l\IONDELL. I will, if the gentleman will allow me, in one
moment. I do suggest that it is unfortunate that a condition
exists under which it seems to ha\e ·been impo. ible up to this
time to secure an agreement in Congress on this highly important
matter of rent profiteering. It is highly regrettable. A great
many people are suffering and suffering greatly.
, · Now, I yield to the gentleman.
· Mr. ANDERSON. I just wanted to suggest that some gentlemen of the House had contributed considerably to the attitude
of the Senate on this matter~
Mr. 1\IONDELL. That is unquestionably true, emphatically
true.
Mr. LEVER. But be that true or not, the House must maintain its right of legi~lating in its own way, and of appointing
its own conferees on disputed propositions. The gentleman
would not controvert that proposition, I am sure.
Mr. MONDELL. I should not put it in just the way the gentleman has put it, that the House must preserve its right to
legislate in its own way; but the House should preserve, as far
as possible, orderly procedure _in legislation, and that is the question involved here.
. Mr. TOWl'.TER. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
' Mr. 1\IONDELL. I yield.
· 1\Ir. TOWNER Does the gentleman belie\e that under any
circum tances the mere objection by the Senate to the personnel
and to the per onal actions and personal comments of a Member
of the House would be a justification for their refusing to have
anything to do with the conferees appointed by the House?
1\fr. MONDELL. If I may, without transgressing the rules,
express any opinion on that subject, I should say, "No"; no
justification for a refusal to act because of something that might
have been said by some Member of the House. There bas been
a way open, the orderly, usual way, to reach tllis matter of rent
profiteering in the District. Tl1e matter can be adjusted at any
time. · The House stands ready to adjust it in the usual way,
through legislation for tlmt purpose, unattached to other legislation having to do with other matters. The attitude of the House
according to accepted rules and practices, is correct, entirely
correct in tllis matter, although I regret the situation that
obtains.
• Mr. LEVER. I am sure we all do, if the gentleman will
permit me to interrupt him. But is not this other proposition
true, that when an ungermane proposition is put upon a bill by
either of the bodies, when the proposition has reached a deadlock, is it not the custom that the offending body putting on the
ungermane proposition should recede?
Mr. MONDELL. I think there is no question or doubt 1n the
mind of anyone as to that rule. That is the usual rule, insisted
upon by both Houses in a case of that kind.
Now, 1\Ir. Speaker, just one word more. I ha\e no disposition
to impugn anyone's moti\es in regard to this or any other legislation, but the legislation that is held up by reason of the failure
to secure agreement is of tremendous importance.
First, the agricultural stimulation provisions are very important at this time. 'Ve are trying to cure the failure to provide, as that bill does, for agricultural stimulation, so far as \Yc
can, by the passage of this resolution, but we do not meet the
situation wholly by the pnssage of this resolution, because the
appropriations that we continue in force are not as great and
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far-reaching as those carried in the bill, and they do not cover aU
agricultural fields as do the provisions in the bill that is now in
conference, so that we only partly meet tl1e situation by the
passage of this resolution, but we meet it as far as we can under
the circumstances.
·
Now, in addition to these provisions of the bill is the tremendously important provision of the bill which ,,-ould establish u
condition of war prohibition throughout the Union on the 1st of
July. We all know that there are folks who do not care to have
that legislation pass, to put it very mildly and mode ately:.
There are folks that are very insistent that it shall not be passed.
I do not say that the attitude of anyone elsewhere than in this
House--certainly the attitude of no one in this House-l will
not say the attitude of anyone elsewhere in regard to the matters
in question is affected by their desire to defeat the enactmeut
of prollibition legislation, but I may very properly say, I think,that the attitude of certain gentlemen who are responsible for
the present condition of things-gentlemen who do not sit in this
Chamber-has prevented the enactment of this very important
prohibition legislation desired and approved by the administration, and in harmony with the judgment of a great majority of
the American people. Surely the House is not responsible for tbe
fact that a reasonable District antirent-profiteering law is not
on the statute books. The House is not responsible, becau e thi~
agricultural stimulation bill, with its needed appropriations, is
not a law. The House is not responsible becam;e the prohibition
legislation is not upon the statute books. I think it is important
that that should be understood.
Mr. CANDLER of 1\fississippi. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
l\lr. l\10NDELL. Yes.
1\fr. CANDLER of Mississippi. The gentleman is entirely
correct in stating that the House is not responsible for this
situation, and is not responsible for the failure of the final
passage of this bill up to the present time. 1\Iy recollection is
that this bill passed the House on l\Iay 23 and went to flle Senate, where it . was held up until September 19 before it wns
passed by the Senate at all. Then, when it passed the Senate,
it came back to the House loaded down with riders wllich hau
absolutely no connection whateYer .of any kinll, llescription-, or
order with the subject matter of tllis bill. Among them \Tns
the rent proposition known as the Pomerene bill, which was
added to this bill bodily, when the Senate knew necessarily at
the time the conditions that existed in reference to that. Therefore the conferees on the part of the House, under the expressed
view of the House, ns had been llemonstrated by unanimous
action taken by the House, contended that in \iew of the fact
that this was not germane to the bill nnd bad no connection
whatever with tile bill, and was not related in any way to the
subject matter of the bill, it should go off the bill, and they ure
the ones that haYe stool! uncompromisingly all the time demandin" that this question shall be considered by the conferee under
th~se conditions. Being one of the conferee , I took the po i·
tion that legislation of that character having been put on by
tile other body, it was their duty to recede; but tlley stubbornly refused, and so we are not responsible, but the other body
is responsible.
.
1\Ir. 1\IONDELL. 1\fr. Speaker, the gentleman from 1\Ii si sippi is eminently correct.
'.rhc SPEAKER. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The
Chair hears none, and the Clerk will report the resolution.
The Clerk read as follows :
Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 340) making appropriations for certain
necessary operations of the Government for the month of November,
1918, and for other purposes.
Resolved by the Senate ana House of Rep~·esentatives of t11e United
States of .America in Conyt·ess assembled, Th~t the provisio~s of the joint
resolution rntltled "Joint resolution making appropriatiOns for certain necessary operations of the Government and or the Di trict of
Columbia for the months of July and August, 1918, and for other pur·poses," approved July 8, 1918, so far as they relate. to the support of
food-production operat!ons of the Department of Agriculture heretofot·c
provided for by law, are extended and continued in full force and effect
for and during the month of November, 1918.

The joint resolution was ordered to be engrossed and read a
third time was read the third time, and passed.
On moti~n of Mr. BYRNS of Tennessee a motlon to reconsidei'
the vote whereby the joint resolution was pas ed was laid on the
table.
LIEUT. ROY.AJ, C. JOHNSON.
1\lr. NORTON. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
ha\e printed in the RECORD a cable news item which appeared in
the Washington Evening Star of last e\ening, giving an ncc~:unt
of the wounding in bnttle of Lieut. RoYAL C. JoHNSON, the "\ery
able aull distinguished young RepresentatiYe in this House from
the second congressional district of South Dakota. 'l'he cable-
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gram briefly describes tlle bra>e and gallant manner in which
There was no objection; accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 26
Lieut. JoHNSON led the men of his company over tlle top on minutes p. m.) the House took a recess until to-morrow, Friday,
September 13 at l\fontfaucon, and although wounded by shrap- November 1, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
nel cont inued the offensive with his men until the strongly
fortified German position wa s taken from the enemy. His fear_
E~ECUTIVE COl\fMUNICATiqNS, ETC.
less conduct under fire confirms the opinion his friends have
always bad as to the genuine American fighting blood and spirit
Under clause 2 of Rule L'"I{IV, executive communications were
that he possesses.
taken from the Speaker's table and referred as follows:
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Dakota asks
1. A letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, u·ansunanimous consent to insert in the RECORD a cablegram printed mitting deficiency estimate of appropriation required by the
in the Evening Star, t•eferring to the wounding of Lieut. RoYAL Public Health Service (H. Doc. No. 1335); to the Committee on
C. JoHNSON. Is there objection?
Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
· There was no objection.
The article referred to is as follows:
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND 1\IEMORIALS.
SEEKING CONGRESS LEAT, ALSO FIGHTS-LIEUT. JOH~SON, SOUTH
U:nder clause 3 of Rule XXII,
D<\KOTA llF.PRESEN'.rATIVE, AROUSES SOLDIER ENTHUSIASM-LAUD
COURAGFJ IN FP.A.'lCE.
Mr. SLOAN introduced a bill (H. R. 13121) to transfer the
WITH THE AMERICA..~ ARYY AT THE FRONT, October :10.
administration of Article III, the compensation for death or dis" If we could only move Baltimore into South Dakota next week we ability division of the war-risk insurance act, te the Pension
would reelect the big fellow unanimously, for he went right tbrou~;h
with us and is a real guy," said Pvt. Tom O'Leary, of Company K, Thir- BuTeau, which was referred to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
·
teenth Infa ntry.

The subjPct of his praise was Lieut. ROYAL C. JOHNSON, Representative from the econd district in South Dakota, who returned to his regiment to-day after recovering from woundB received in the unit's latest
fi~~~
.
LED CO!\IPA.NY lN FIGHT.
Lieut. JOHNSON, after the other officers were wounded, led his company on September 13 whPn th e Seventy-ninth Division, of which his
regiment is u part, stormed and captured the historic German observation post Montfaucon. Though wounded ln the ball of shrapnel the
Germans sent over dvrtng the attack, be persisted in remaining with
the compa.n.v until tbt: objective was rPached, wuen be was relieved. by
anot her officer. A surgeon insisted that be be .sent to an evacuation
hospital.
It is the second time that Lieut. JOHNSON bas been in a hospital
service station. When be was rejected for entrance Into the Army be
went to a bos">ltal, had an operat:on performed, applied a S!'Cond time,
and was accepted. The mf' n tn his company, practically all balling from
llaltimore, gave him a hilati ous welcoml when be returned. His fellow
officers were surprised at the rapidity of his recov£>ry. An informal
dinnet· in his honor was arranged by Maj. Thomas Miller, of Wilmington, Del., one of the statr officers. It was as sumptuous as possible, considering that only Army fare was avallable.
KIN[ OF MEN ':'HEY WANT.
Lieut. JOHNSON, though fighting in France, is running for reelection
next week.
Maj. FIORELLO H. LAGUARDIA, of New York City, is said to be the
onl.v other Congre!>sman member of the overseas forces.
The men in khaki enthusiastically declare that these courageous
officers :.. re the kind of men they want as Representatives in Congress,
thus giving a hint as to the complexion of future American {:lective
bodies.

PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bill-s and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. GRIEST: A bill (H. R. 13122) granting a pension to
Alice G. Sturgis ; to the Committee on InvaLd Pensions.
By Mr. MANN: A bill (H. R. 13123) granting a pension to
Jane H. Zimmerman; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. SLOAN: A bill (H. R. 13124) granting special pension to George Baldwin; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
lly Mr. Sl\!ALL: A bill (H. n. 13125) granting a pension to
Joseph R. Owens; to the Gommittee on Pensions.
By Mr. Sl\fiTH of Idaho: A bill (H. R. 13126) granting patent
to next of kin of deceased soldiers, sailors, and marines who had
entered upon the public land; to the Committee on the Public
Lands.

PETITIONS. ETC.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows:
By Mr. CARY: Petitions of the George Zeigler Co. and the
Badger Candy ·Co., of Milwaukee, and of the G. R. & W. R.
Montague Co., of La Crosse, all of the State of Wisconsin, obSPEAKER PRO TEMPORE.
The SPEAKER. The Chair wishes to make a short ~tate jecting to the proposed tax on the manufacturers' sale of candy;
ment. Of course, as everybody knows, the Speaker is confined also the petition of the C. W. Fischer Furniture Co., of Milin the city of Wnshington more closely than any other man con- waukee, Wis., protesting against the proposed 10 per cent floor
nected with the Government. There t of the Member can pull tax on inventory; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. KING: Resolution of the Col. L. W. Shepherd Post,
out at most any time, but the Speaker has to tay here. The
Chair wishes to go home and vote. He does not think there Is No. 628, Department of Illinois, Grand Army of the Republi<;
the remotest possibility of his vote changing the result in that protesting against the placing of a statue of Gen. E. Kirby
district, but he has been here o long that he would like .to go Smith in the Hall of Fame at Washington, D. C.; to the Comhome long enough to vote. Therefore the Chair asks the House mittee on the Library.
to elect a Spenker pro tempore so that he may be able to sign
bills while the Speaker is away, which will be only for next week.
SENATE.
Mr. KITCHIN. Mr. Speaker, I move that the gentleman from
Tennessee, Mr. GARRETT, be elected by the House as Speaker pro
FRIDAY, November' 1,1918.
tempore in the absence of the Speaker until the 12th of November, or until the Speaker returns if he should soorier return,
The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
with the power to sign bills and resolutions.
prayer :
The SPEAKER. That ls the only reason for electing a following
Almighty God, we come before Thee seeking Thy continued
Speaker pro tempore-so that he may sign bills and resolutions. guidanre
and blessing upon us. When Thou didst call us out
The Chair could appoint him for one day, but he would not be of our security
and peace to face tremendous responsibilities
authorized to sign bills.
·
l\fr. MONDELL. We shall all regret the absence of the Speaker. and sacrifices we went forward under Thy guidance. To-day,
as we face yet greater responsibilities that seem to come upon
and hope he will have a pleasant journey and a delightful visit us,
we seek the Divine guidance and blessing. that we may
borne, and that he will receive a large majority, notwithstand- measure
up to tbe increasing. responsibilities of reconstruction.
ing the President's letter. [Laughter and applause.] I am
sure we will be delighted. to have the House presided over by the Guide us this day in the discharge of our duties. For Christ's
gentleman from Tennessee, Mr. GARRETT, during the Speaker's sake. Amen.
NAMING A PRESIDING OFFICE&.
absence.
.
·
The SPEAKER. The question is on the motion of the gentle-.
The Secretary (James M. Baker) read the following communiman from North Carolina.
cation:
UNITED STATES SENATE,
The question was taken, and the motion was agreed to.
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE,
RECESS.
Washington, D. 0., November 1, 1911!.
To
the
Senate:
Mr. KITCHIN. Mr. Speaker, I presume it will be better to
Being temporarily absent from the Senate, I appo1nt Ron. JoE T.
take a recess until to-morrow. While the Senate appear to be
a Senator from the State of Arkansas, to perform the duties
in a bact humor to-day they may conclude to agree upon the ROBINSON,
of the Chair during my absence.
continuing resolution, and if so it can be signed to-morrow. I
WILLARD SAULSBURY,
Presid1mt pro tempore.
ask unaniruou~ consent that the House stand in recess until tomorrow at lZ o'clock noon.
Mr. ROBINSON thereupon took the chair as ~;>residing Officer.
The SPEAKEU. I~ tht>re objection to the request of the genThe Journal of the proceedings of yesterday was read and aptleman from ~ m·th C:1roliua?
proved.
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EXTEXSION OF APPROPRllTIO~S.
l\Ir. :;\L\.RTH\ of Yirginia. 1\Ir. Presiuent, I ask; that the joint
stead, its enrolling clerk, announced that the House had passed · resolution just received from the House of Hepresentatives
a joint resolution (H. J. lles. 340) making appropriations for continulng the Agricultural emergency appropriations may be
certain neces ary operations of the Go>ernment for the · month laid before the Senate.
The joint resolution (H. J. Res. 340) making appropriations
of November, 1918, and for other purposes, in which it reC]_nested
for certain necessary operations of the GoYer;nment for the
the concurrence of the Senate.
mcnth of November, 1918, and for other purposes, was· read
ENROLLED BILLS SIGXED.
twice by its title.
~
Tile message also announced that the Speaker of the House ·. Mr. ~TIN of Virginia. I ask unanimous con ent for the
had signet1 the following enrolled bills, and they were thereupon present consideration of the joint resolution.
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
igned by the Presiding Officer :
H. R. 7637. An act to authorize the construction ano mainte- Whole, proceeded to consider the joint resolution.
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, has the joint re olution been
nance 'of a dike on Depot Slough, Lincoln County, Oreg.;
H. R. 10205. An act to provide for the consolidation of national read?
The PRESIDING OFFICER: The joint resolution i before
banking associations;
·
·
· II. n. 11949. An act to e..'\:tenu the time for the construction the Senate.
Mr. SMOOT. I asked whether the joint resolution had been
of a bridge across Pearl River, between Pearl RiYer County,
read.
·
1\Iis ., and Washington Parish, La.;
The PRESIDING OFFICER. . The Secretary will read tLe
H. n. 12631. An act gr·a nting the consent of Congress to the
County of Winnebago, in the State of Illinois,- and the town of joint resolution.
The Secretary read the joint resolution, as follows:
Rockford, in saiu county and State, to construct a bridge across
Rock River, at or near Camp Grant; and
Resolt·ed, etc.~ That the provision.; of the joint resolution entitled
H. R. 12773. An· act to authorize the construction of a bridge " ·J oint resolution making .appropriations for certain necessary operations of the Government and of the District of Columbia for the months
aero s the Little Calumet River, in Cook County, State of IJli- of
July and August, 1918, and for other purposes," approved July 8
noi:;:, at or near the village of Riverdale, in said county.
1918, so far as they relate to the support of food production operations
of the Department of Agriculture heretofore provided for by law arc
PETITIONS AND M.E:llORIALS.
extended and continued in full force and effect for and during the month
of November, 1918.
Mr. SIMMONS. I ask to have printed in the RECORD r.. tele1\Ir. S~!OOT. 1\lr. President, I am quite sure there i no
gram relating to war work.
There being no objection, the telegram was ordered to be objection to the passage of the joint resolution.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. Then let us pas it.
printed in the llECORD, as follows:
Mr. S:\IOOT. I will let the joint resolution pa s in ju t n
WASHIXG.TOX~ D. C., October 11, 1918.
moment
·
LLOYD E:-!GLA.ND,
Mr. President, the secretary of the Senator from MassachuChaitman Afkansas State Counc-il of Defense,
Boyle Building, Little Rock, .4.1"1.-.:
setts [1\.Ir. LoDGE] .ha~ handed me a tel-egram from AlbnquerC]_ue,
.Am mailing you to-day, special delivery, President's letter, which I N. 1\!e:x:. The begmmng of the telegram is as follows:
1\IESSAGE FllOM THE HOlJSE:

A message from the House of Hepresentati>e ·,by D.-K. Hemp-

quote, as follows:

" THE WHITE HOUSE,
u Washington, OctobcJ• 9, 1918.

." l\ln.

LLOYD EXOLA . ·D,

· 'O ltairmat~

Arkansas State OouncU of Defense,
''Boyle Building, Little Roclv, Ark.

"MY DEAn :Mn. EXGLAND: Allow me to acknowledge the receipt of
your letter of October 8 and to express my sincere interest in the farmer's
• gh·e-a-bushel war fund.' It is a most interesting and effective way to
help in this time of special need, anti I am very ghtd to express my
approval not only but my admiration of it.
"Cordially and sincerely, yours ,
WOODROW WILSON!'
JOE T. ROBINSOX,
.
United States Seuator.

1\lt·. PHELAN pre ented a petition of the Chamber of Com-

merce, of San Diego, Cal., praying for the further extension of
the motor-truck service of the United States Postal Department,
which was referred to the Committee on Post Offices and Post
lloads.
Mr. NELSON presented memorials of sundry candy manufacturers in the State of Minnesota, remonstrating against the
impo ition of a 10 per cent sales tax in the pending revenue bill,
:Which were referred to the Committee on Finance.
He also presented memorials of the Security State Bank, of
Isle; the State Bank of Mayer; the Lowry State Bank, of
Lova·y; the People's First National Bank, of Olivia; the First
National Bank of Eveleth; the Western State Bank, of Duluth;
the First National Bank of Frazee; the Pennington County
Bankers' Association ; the Scandia American Bank, of Crookston; the Security State Bank, of Delavan; the First National
Bank of Northfield; the Farmers' State Bank, of Rapidan; the
First National Bank of Winnebago; the Wolverton State Bank,
of ·w olverton; the People's State Bank, of Cannon Falls; the
Rock County Bank, of Luverne; .the State Bank of Spooner; the
Deposit Bank, of Winona; the First State Bank of South HaYen;
the Minnetonka Stnte llank, of Excelsior; and the First National
Bank of Brainerd, all in the State of Minnesota, remonstrating
against the proposed stamp tax on bank checks in the pending
revenue bill, which were referred to the Committee on Finance.
BILL A..J.'-1> JOIKT BESOLUTIO~ L'\TRODUCED.
A bill and joint resolution were introduced, read the fir·st
time, and, by unanimous consent, tlre second time, und referred
as follows:
lly Mr. McNARY:
A bill (S. 5015) for the relief of Pre ton B. C. Lucas; to the
Committee on Claims.
·
lly Mr. FLETCHER:
A joint resolution (S . .J.. Res. 182) proposing an· amendment
to the Constitution of the United State relating to amendments;
to th ~ Committ?c on the Jutlicinry.

Senator FALL, who is still completely occupied in fighting the epidemic of influenza among members of his family and his ran ch employees, requests me to wire you the following correspondence with the
request that you read it in the Senate.
'

I am not going to take the time, 1\fr. President, to read the
telegram, but I ask unanimous consent that it be printed in the
RECORD.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I did not catch ilic nature of the
telegram.
Mr. SMOOT. I will reau the telegram if the Senator desires
that I hall do so.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia . .That is not neces ary; the Senator
can state it.
l\Ir. Sl\:IOOT. The telegram is to Senator Lon-GE, and it begin~
by saying:
Senator FALL, who i.· still completely occupied in fighting the epidemic of influenza among members of his family and his ranch employees, requests me to wire you the following corre, pondence, with tne
reqne~t that you read it in the Senate.

The telegram refers to charges by the President against
Senator FALL and Senator FALL's statement in an wer to ame.
Mr. BRANDEGEE. Mr. President, will the Senator be kiml
enough to state the nature of the President's letter about Senator FALL?
Mr. SMOOT. I will state that the charges were puulishetl in
the press throngllout the country.
Mr. BRANDEGEE. Well, I did not see them.
Mr. SMOOT. The President's letter was in answer to n
telegram received from · one W. P. Metcalf, of New 1\Ie:x:ico,
asking whether Senator FALL's election would be satisfactory to
him, and the President's answer was, as has been the case in all
such instances, that Senator FALL's election would be very
objectionable to him, and he hoped that Senator FALL would not
be elected.
1\lr. BRANDEGEE. I trust Senator FALL has not withdrawn
from the campaign on that account.
Mr. SMOOT. I can assure the Senator that be has not.
The PHESIDING OFFICER. The Chair hears no objection
to the .request of the Senator from Utah, nnd· the telegram will
be printed in the RECORD.
The telegram is as fo!lows ·:
ALBUQUERQUE,

lion.

IIENRY CABOT LODG~,

N. MEx., October 31, 1918.

UnUecl States Senate, TVashi11gton, D. 0.:
Senator FALL, who is still completely occupied in fighting tbe epl·

demic of influenza among members of his family and bis ranch <'ill•
ployees requests me to wire you the following correspondence, witla
the request that you read it in the Senate.
GEORGE R. CRAIG.
Chairman Xc1o :ilc.rico Ecpublicalt Committee.
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[Fit·st. Copy of a telegram ft•om W. P. Metcalf, Socialist candidate for
the Senate from New Mexico and a Democratic supporter.]
ALnGQUERQUE, N. 1\l.Ex., October 20.
President WOODROW WILSO:\',
Trasllillgton, D. 0.:

Political friends of Senator FALL are claiming that he has earnestly
and sympathetically given your administ~ation his support dnrlng the
war. It i::t also claimed that his reelection would be satisfactory to
you and that you will be willing to depend upon his supP.ort in settling
om· forPign relations at the conclusion of the war. Wtll you be kind
enough to Indicate your yiew regat·ding these matters for the benefit
of those citizens of New :Mexico who want to give you their whole
support in this crisis.
(Signed)
'. W. r. METCALF,
[Second. Copy of a telegram from Woodrow Wilson, in reply to above.]
THE WHITE llOGSE,

w. r.

Washington, D. 0., October 28.

1\IETcAr.F,

Albuquerque, N. Mcx .:

Your question whether I would be willing to depend upon Senator
FALL's support in settling our . foreign relations is easily answered.
I would not. He bas given such repeated evidence of his entire hostility to this administration that I would be ignoring his whole course
of action if I did. No one who wishes to sustain me can intelligently
vote for him. If that is the issue the vot-ers of New Mexico wish to
vote upon, it is easily determined.
·
(Signed)
' WOODROW WILSO~.
The two above-qnoted telegrams were published by the Democratic
State ~ommittee of New Mexico in a full-page newspaper advertisement
decorated with the American fiag upheld by a soldier and a sailor, and
stating in adding to the two telegrams the following:
"Metcalf question and the President's answer. No one who wishes
to sustain Woodrow Wilson can intelligently vote for ALBERT BACON
FALL for the United States Senate. Straight from the White House,
where our great President is directing the destinies of our soldiers and
sailot·s on land and sea. Like a bolt of ,lighting from a cloudless New
Mexico sky, this telegram came yesterday to the voters of this State,
ciJarncteristic of Woodrow Wilson, frank, fearless, a blow from the
- shoulder. 1\Ien of New 1\Iex.ico, think deeply and well in this great
crisis.
Sink personal preference, abandon deeply rooted political
prejudice, awaken to the needs of the Nation. · Respond to the call of a
great leader. Send W. B. WALTO~ to the United States Senate and
Gt·anvillc A. Richardson to Congress. Do what the President asks you
to do."
[Third. Copy of a telegram from Se.nator Ar~BRT B. FALL to the chairman of the Republican State committee.]
Hon. GEORGE R. CRAIG,
Chairman, Albuquerque, N. Me:r.:

Your wire repeating the President's message to 1\Ir. Metcalf, saying,
among other things, in reference to my candidacy, " No one who wishes
to sustain me can intelligently vote for him," received. In the interests of democracy, decency, and the good name of our country, I am
glad this telegram is only signed "Woodrow Wilson," and not as President, although 1\fr. Wilson never has understood this distinction. I
always have. It is true that Roosevelt, LODGE, and others in 1898 appealed to the voters to stand by McKinley when the Democrats in Congress were not doing so. This attitude of that party, followed by their
platform in 1900, is the principal reason I quit that party. The martyred 1\fcKinley1 then President and Commander in Chief, had too high a
conception or h1s great office to appeal in a partisan way to the voters. I
have always stood by President Wilson, and despite his cruel and partisan appeal I will continue to do so until the 4th of March next, at
any rate so long as he stands by the country, and I will as heretofore
give him the benefit of the doubt. I will, however, support no Bolsheviki-German peace, nor will the great people of Britain, France, Italy,
and other allies, nor the people of this country allow such a peace to
be made. This is my only public utterance since my nomination and
must be the last during the campaign. I left my wife, one daughter,
and four grandchildren four days since in Alamogordo convalescing,
thanks to that Almighty Power to which all but Kaisers in Germany
and elsewhere eventually turn. I came here to give medicine and what
care Is possible to 10 of my people living on ranch who are yet alive
and convalescing. There have been several deaths among them. We
ha\e r.o physician. Am returning to Alamo Gordo to-day for a few
hours, for the purpose of bringing home my wife and the remaining
meml.lers of my fnmily.
ALBERT B. FALL,

The joint re olution was reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to u third reading, read the third time, and
passed.
RECESS.

1\lr. :MARTIN of Yirginia. 1\!r. President, in order that the
joint resolution containing the Agricultural appropriations may
be perfected, it will have to go back to the House. Therefore, I
suggest that the Senate take a recess until 2 o'clock p. m.
l\Ir. Sl\IOOT. l\Ir. President, I should like to ask the Senator
if it is really necessary for the Senate to recess?
l\lr. l\IARTIN of Virginia. In order to perfect the joint reso·
lution and make it effecti>e to-day, it is necessary for it to be
returned to the House for enrollment. The House will notify
ns that it has been signed by the Speaker, and then it wm
signed by the Presiding Officer of the Senate.
l\lt·. Sl\IOOT. Then I will ask the Senator if he will not
mal.:e the hour 3 o'clock instead of 2 o'clock?
~II·. l\IARTI~ of Virginia. I "ill be >ery glad to make it 3
o'clock.
·
Mr. SI1\I1\£0~S. 1\I.r. President, I hope the matter can be
arranged without interfering with t.be meeting of the Finance
Committee this afternoon.

be
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- l\Ir. Sl\IOOT. 1\Ir. President, the reason why I suggested 3
o'clock "as that the nppointments that we make ahead-and I
refer to members of the Finance Committee-are between the
hours when the committee adjourns ancl meets again in the
afternoon. That is the only time we ha >e to meet men that
come in from different parts of the country to consult with
members of that commi-ttee. There is no need of the committee
adjourning ann no neeti of our coming here at all if the pur~
pose of the session is simply to enable the Presiding Officer to
sign the joint resolution.
l\fr. Sil\11\fONS. Then I see no objection to making it half
past 2 o'clock, so as not to interfere in any way with the deliberations of the Finance Committee.
1\Ir. 1\fARTIN of Virginia. 1 will suggest that it be made
1.45. I am informed that the joint resolution can be completed
by that · time. I therefore will change my motion, and move
that the Senate taken recess until 1.45 p. m.
The motion was agreed to.
At the expiration of the recess the Senate reassembled.
STBH7L....o\TION OF AGRICULTURE.

1\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. l\Ir. President, :we are waiting for
the joint resolution from the House, which will be here in a
few minutes. It only requires the appro>al of the Presiding
Officer; and I hope at the end of that time we will be able. by
consent, to adjourn until Monday. We ba>e no quorum. It is
really impossible for us to transact business with reference to
any matter· where there is a division of opinion. For this reason we can not dispose of the Agricultural bill with the provi~
sion intended to protect war workers from profiteers.
I ask unanimous consent that when the Senate adjourns
to-day it adjourn to meet on Monday morning at 12 o'clock.
Mr. 1\fcCUl\lBER. 1\Ir. President, we can hardly consent to
that now. As long as we are going to wait until the joint resolution comes over, I think the Senator had better wait until
then and make the request at that time.
1\lr. SMITH of Georgia. Then, Mr. President, I do not press
the request at this time, as of course I .can not obtain unanimous
consent unless everybody consents.
The situation with reference to the Agricultural bill is tllis,
and I think it due the Senate that it should be brought to the
attention of the Senate:
There is an agTeement between the two Houses on all of the
features of the bill except the amendment placed upon the bill
with a view to checking profiteering in the Di"strict of Columbia.
The relation between the two Houses on this subject dates back
to last l\fay. The House passed a bill looking to the control of
profiteering, providing for the forfeiture in taxes of e:x:ce~s
charges. The Senate did not accept the view of the House, at
least in part, because the Senate d-id not desire the excess
charges collected from the tenants. The Senate substitute prepared for the House bill was along the line of checking the
original excess charges. I have not, however, studied the House
bill with sufficient care to discuss it.
It may be that the Senate substitute was not perfect. I would
change it without any hesitation myself in a number of respects if I could ; an effort was made through the conferres to
accomplish an adjustment and to bring about legislation, when,
on account of letters written and words spoken, our Senate
conferees were not wiUing to meet, in view of the criticism placed
upon them, with the House conferees.
1\fr. PAGE. 1\Ir. President, before we proceed to adjourn for
to-day, would it be proper for me to ask the Senator if he thinks
there is any probability of an agreement between the two
Houses?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I was just coming to that; and I
will try to answer the question.
.
The Senate agreed with the view that the references made by
the House conferees, or by the chairman of the ·House conferees~·
to the Senate conferees were so offensive-that we could not ask
them to confer longer with the House conferees. Certainly the
attitude of the chairman· of the House conferees did not· indicate
the possibility of the kind of conference each body would desire.
Now; there was a >ery simple remedy. 'Ve discharged our conferees. The remedy was for the House to discharge its conferees and give us new c-onferees, whom the Senate would ·have
promptly met, and the legislation might have been agreed on. I
will not crj.ticize the House confei·ees or criticize the House.
If I did I would be drifting in the direction of conduct which I
am myself disposed to criticize.
The original bill u.nd the Senate substitute can be brought
before both Houses at any time by action upon the part of the
Honse appointing new confereeR. If the House insists on refusing to legislate ·through the Post Office Committee, and will give·
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us a new set of conferees from the District Committee. the Sen-

ate will promptly name conferees.
Mr. LENH.OOT. Mr. President, will the Senator yiehl?
The PRESIDI .,.G OFFICER. Does the Senator from Georgia
yield to the Senator from Wisconsin?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I do.
Mr. LENTIOOT. I the Senator correct in saying that the
Senate conferees upon that bill have been discharged? That is
not my recollection, but simply that they haTe been instructed
not to meet the House conferees.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I think I have here a copy of the
resolution <lischnrging the conferee .
1\Ir. l\lcCUMBER I thought it was merely ex<;uSing them
from service. '
Mr. LEThTROOT. That is all.
l\Ir. SMITH of 'Georgia. I will read the resolution:

llesolved, 'l'hat the managers on the part of the Senate on said blll
be, and they are hereby, excu ed from further f'ervlce as such managers
until otberw1se ordere<l by the Senate, and that the Secretary o1 the
Senate ·be directed to transmit a copy of this resolution to the H:mse of
H epresenta ti>es.

1\fr. l\IcCUl\1BER. Does the Senator regard that as equivalent
to a di~f'harge of the conferees-merely excusing them on account of the tatements that were made by the chairman of the
House conferee ?
1\lr. SMITH of Georgia. They are excused from further
action.
·
1\ir. LENROOT. Until otherwise ordered by the Senate; but
it lea-ves the conferees till in existence.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. But the tran mi sion of that resolution to the House is an imitation from the Senate to the
House to name other conferees.
l.\1r. LENROOT. Mr. President, will the Senator yield further?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. Certainly.
Mr. LENROOT. The pa sage of the resolution by the Senate
dicl not change the parliamentary situation ; and there is no
way that I know of in which the matter can be brought before
the Hou. e unless the SeQate shall take affirmative action ellscharging its conferees, which has not yet been done.
Mr. Sl\1ITH of Georgia. l\ly own view was that that resolution was tantamount to the discharge of the Senate conferees.
It relieved tlwm from further duty. It sent the original and
·ub titute to the House with the information that the -Senate
conferees were relieved. It did not undertake in any way to
dictate to the Hou~e. but I feel sure Senators hoped the House,
in view of what had happened, would ask a continuation of
conferences with new conferees.
Mr. PAGE. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Georgia
yield to the Senator from Vermont?
-· Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I do.
1\Ir. PAGE. I am quite willing to remain here an indefinite
time if it will do any good in the matter of closing up this
long-continued dispute; but before we adjourn I should like to
have something as definite as the Senator can give us as to the
probabilities of closing the dispute.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. What I was going to say was simply
this: I see but two ways to bring it to -a close. Either new
conferees must be appointed from the Committee on the District
of Columbia, or the Hone must agree to take up with us the
amendment put upon the Agricultural bill Those two ways
only are open.
l\fr. PAGE. If it is proper for me to ask the question, Have
not the House conferees virtually said to us that under no circumstances would they consider a further meeting on this
matter?
l\Ir. Sl\1ITH cf Georgia. The conferee on the Agricultural
bill have, but that subject has not come before a full House; and,
as th ... Senator from Wisconsin [1\lr. LENROOT] suggested, when a
full House deals with that subject they may be so interested in
, topping profiteering in the Distrlct that they may take differ nt
action. So my own view is to let the whole matter go over until
next week, when, after the election, there probably will be more
Members of the House and the Senate present. I do not think
we should undertake to dispose of it until that time.
1\lr. PAGE. The Senator then has sincere hopes that something may be effected 1
'
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I always ha-ve a very hopeful disposition. I would not like anyone else to predicate action upon
my hopes; but let us try again in some way to obtain action.
Let us hope if the House will not accept legislation on. the Agricultural bill some other plan of action will come from the House.
The first bill rreparect in the Hou e by the District Committee
and the Senate substitute are now in the House with the action
caf the Senate. I <lo not believe a deliberative body exists which,
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under similar circumstances, would have acted with more consideration than the Senate. l\ly great respect for the Bouse
leads me to hope for some action which will make legislation possible.
l\Ir. LENROOT. l\fr. President, will the Senator yield further?
Mr. Sl\IITH of Georgia. Certainly.
l\lr. LEL'ffiOOT. If the Senator will examine the debate
on that resolution, I think he will find that the question was
raised as to whether a motion would be in order later to discharge the Senate conferees and ask for another conference,
and the Presiding Officer informally held that such a motion
would be in order. It was not the thought of the Senate that
these conferees should be discharged by that action.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. With the bill and substitute in the
House probably action must first take place there.
MESSAGE l!'ROM THE HOUSE.
A message from the House of Repre entatives, by J. C. South,
its Chief Clerk, informed the Senate that, in the ab ence of the
Speaker and by leave of the House, the House had appointed
Hon. FINIS J. GAJmETT, one of the Representatives from the
State of Tennessee, as Speaker pro tempore.
ENROLLED JOINT RESOLUTION SIGNED.
The message also announced that the Speaker pro tempore of
the House had signed the enrolled joint resolution (H. J. Res.
340) making appropriations for cert.:'lin necessary operations of
the Government for the month of November, 1918, and for other
purposes, and -it was thereupon signed by the Presiding Officer.
CALLING OF THE ROLL.

Mr. Sl\IITH of Georgia. l\fr. President, I move that the
Senate adjourn until Monday next at 12 o'clock meridian.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Georgia
moves that the Senate adjourn until Monday next at 12 o'clock
meridian.
Mr. McCUl\IBER. That is .a. motion to adjourn to a time
certain, is it not?
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It is.Mr. McCUMBER. Ancl that motion is open to debate?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It is.
Mr. Sl\llTH of Georgia. Then, Mr. President, I suggest the
absence of a quorum.
l\lr. 1\!cCUl\IBER. I was about to do the same thing my elf.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Georgia suggests the absence of a quorum. The Secretary will call the roll.
The Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators answered to their names :
Benet
Culberson
Fletcher
Hardwick
Hitchcock

La Follette
Lenroot
McCuml>er
McNary
Martin. Va.

Nelson

Pa~e

Poindexter
Robinson
Simmons

Sm ith, Ariz.
Smith, Ga.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Se-venteen Senators ha-ve answered to ·their names. A quorum is not present.
l\Ir. Sl\IITH of Georgia. I move that the Senate adjourn.
Mr. McCUMBER. On that I ask for the yeas and nays.
The yeas anu nays were ordere<l, and the Secretary proc~e<.led
to call the roll.
1\Ir. U:r-.l)ERWOOD (when l\Ir. BANKIIEAD's name was caJled).
I desire to announce the unavoidable absence from the Chamber
of my colleague 1\Ir. BAKKHEAD, on account of sickness.
Mr. FLETCHER (when his name was called). I have a general pair with the junior Senator from Massa chusetts [l\Ir.
WEEKs]. I tran'Sfer that pair to the senior Senator fr'om Louisiana [l\Ir. RANSDELL] and vote "yea."
l\lr. HARDWICK (when his name was called). I have a general pair with the junior Senator from Kansas [1\Ir. CuRTis].
In the absence of t11nt Senator I tran~fer my pair to the junior
Senator from Missouri [1\fr. 'VILFLEY] and vote "yea."
.Mr. McCUUBER (''"hen his name was called). I transfer
my general pair with the senior Senator from Colorado (Mr.
THO?.L\S] to the junior Senator from Indiana [1\Ir. NEw J and
vote "nay."
·
1\fr. Sil\UlONS (-when his name was called). I transfer my
pair with the junior Senator from Minnesota [l\Ir. KELLoaal to
the enior Senato1· from New Hampshire [1\Ir. HoLLis] and vote
"yea."
l\Ir. Sl\IITH of Georgia (when his name was called). I transfer my pair with the senior Senator from l\Iassnchusetts [l\Ir.
LoDGE] to the junior Senator from Utah [l\Ir. KING] and vote
"yea."
l\Ir. UNDERWOOD (when his n ame was calle<l). I tram:fer
my general pair with the junior ... euator from Ohio [Mr. HAnDING] to the junior Senator from Virginia [Mr. SwANSON] and
vote" yea."
The roll call was concluded.
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1\Ir. SMOOT. 'l 'he junior Senator from Maryland [1\Ir. it will hardly uo so in time for the H ouse to act by 1 o'clock,
FnANCE] is necessarily detane<l from the Senate to-day, and he and we could just as well come back a t 2, or even later. I think
we -ought to give the Senate time to a ct, and it is quite likely
requested me to make that a nnouncement.
1\-Ir. FLETCHER. I have been requested to announce that the that there will be some discussion over there.
1\fr. WINGO. 1\Ir. Speaker, let me suggest this to the gentle~
senior Senator from Maryland [1\Ir. SMITH] is absent on account
of illness, and t hat the junior Senator from Mississippi [Mr. man: I happen to know t hat there a re t wo or three Member s
VARDAMAN] is necessarily absent. I wish also to announce that here who have engagements at 2 o'clock. Why not make it 1.30
my colleague [1\fr. TRAMMELL] is necessarily absent.
o'clock? That will give us time to get some lunch, and we shall
l\Ir. SMOOT. I haye been requested to announce the follo"~ know at that time whether it is possible to do anything then or
ing pairs:
not.
The Senator from New York [l\Ir. C..uDER] with the Senator
1\Ir. LEVJ!JR. I think the situation in the Senate is such that
from Rhode I sland [Mr. GERRY] ;
we will know very promptly whether they will act upon the
The Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. CoLT] 'Yith the Senator resolution. Mr. Speaker, I modify the request by asking that
from Delmvare [Mr. SAULSBURY] ;
the House stand in recess until 1 o'clock and 30 minutes p. m.
The Senator from Vermont [Mr. DILLI~GHXM] with the Sen~'he SPEAKER pro tempore.
~'he gentleman from South
ator from Maryland [Mr. SMITH] ;
CaTolina asks unanimous consent that the House stand in recess
The Senator from New Mexico [Mr. FALL] with the Senator until1 o'clock and 30 minutes p. m. Is there objection?
from Wyoming [l\Ir. KENDRICK];
.
There was no objection.
The Senator from Maine [Mr. FERNALD] with the Senator
Accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 2 minutes p. m.) the House
from South Dakota [Mr. JoHNSO~];
stood in recess until 1 o'clock and 30 minutes p. m.
The Senator from New Jersey [Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN] with
The recess having expired, the House was called to order bY.
the Senator from Montana (1\Ir. ·wALSH] ;
the Speaker pro tempore.
The Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. KNox] with the Senator
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
from Oregon [l\Ir. CHAMBERLAIN];
A message from the Senate, by 1\Ir. Waldorf, one of its clerks,
The Senator from Connecticut [l\Ir. McLEAN] with the ~ Senannounced that the Senate had passed, without amendment,
ator ft·om Montana [Mr. MYERS] ;
The Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. PENROSE] with the House joint resolution 340, making appropriations for certain
necessary operations of the Gover_nment for the month of NovemSenator from Mississippi [Mr. :WILLIAMS];
The Senator from Illinois [Mr. SHERMAN] with the Senator ber, 1918, and for other purposes.
fi•om Kansas [Mr. THOMPSON] ;
ADMINISTERING OATH OF OFFICE TO SPEAKER PRO T~IPORE.
The Senator from l\1ichigan [Mr. SMITH] with the Senator
l\fr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, I desire to submit a parliamentary.
from Missouri [Mr. REED] ;
The Senator from South Dakota [Mr.. STERLING] with tho inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state it.
Senator from South Carolina [Mr. SMITH];
Mr. LEVER. The Speaker pro tempore has not been sworn
The Senator from West Virginia [l\1r. SUTHERLAND] with the
in by the House, and an examination of the precedents would
Senator from Kentucky [Mr. BECKHAM] ;
The Senator from Wyoming [Mr. 'VARREN] with the Senatot' give the impression that it might be well that that action be
taken as a precaution. I desire to inquire if the Chair has
from North Carolina [l\1r. OVERMAN]; and
The Senator from Indiana [Mr. WATSON] with the Senator made any inquiry himself on that point, and what conclusion
he has reached?
fTom Delaware [1\lr. WoLcOTT].
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair has examined the
The result was announced-yeas 14, nays 8, as follows :
precedents very hastily. It seems that Speakers pro tempore
YEAS-14.
designated or elected have not been sworn in as SpeakeTs pro
Pittman
Smith, Ga.
Benet
Hardwick
Robinson
Underwood
Culberson
Hitchcock
tempore during the time that they were merely presiding. The
Simmons
Kirby
Fletcher
question of the signing of bills or resolutions by a Speaker pro
Smith, Ariz,
1\Iartin, Va.
Gore
tempore without his being sworn does not seem to have been
NAY8-8.
definitely decided, although there is much in the books about it.
Poindexter
McCumber
Nelson
La Follette
If the present Speaker pro tempore is called upon to sign any;
McNary
Page
Smoot
Lenroot
written resolution or bill, it is his opinion that he should be
NOT VOTING-74.
Smith, S.C.
Ashurst
Gronna
Martin, Ky.
Rworn.
Sterling
Baird
Guion
Myers
Mr. LEVER. Ur. Speaker, then I suggest that the Chair
Sutherland
Bankhead
Hale
New
designate some one to administer the oath.
Swanson
Beckham
Harding
Norris
Thomas
Borah
Henderson
Nugent
The SPEAKER pro te::npore. The Chair will ask the gentleThompson
Brandegee
Hollis
Overman
man from Tennessee [Mr. BYRNS] to administer the oath of
Townsend
Calder
Johnson, CaL
Owen
office. The Chair understands that some matter is to come up
Trammell
Chamberlain
Johnson, S.Dak. Penrose
Vardaman
Colt
Jones, N.Mex.
Phelan
that the Speaker pro tempore will be ca~le<l upon to sign? .
Wadsworth
Cummins
.Tones, Wash.
Pomerene
l\Ir. LEVER. Yes.
Walsh
Curtis
Kellogg
Ransdell
l\Ir. BYRNS of Tennessee administered the oath of office to
Warren
Dillingham
Kendrick
Reed
Watson
Drew
Kenyon
Saulsbury
the Speaker pro tempore.
Weeks
Fall
King
Shafroth
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, there is another matter that I
Wil.fiey
Fernald
Knox
Sheppard
feel ought to be called to the attention of the Chair, and that is
Williams
France
Lewis
Sherman
Wolcott
Frellnghuysen
Lodge
Shields
the matter of informing the Senate of the action of the House
Gerry
McKellar
Smith, Md.
in the election of its Speaker pro tempore. The precedents upon
G<>ff
McLean
Smith, Mich.
the subject are confused, but to make the situation doubly secure
So the motion was agreed to; and (at 2 o'clock and 5 minutes I offer the following resolution, which I send to the desk, amt
p.m.) the Senate adjourned until to-morrow, Saturday, Novem- ask that it be read.
ber 2, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
The Clerk read as follows :
House Resolution 448.
R esoh:ed, That the Clerk inform the Senate t hat in the absence or
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The recess having expired, the House was called to order by
the Speaker pro tempore, 1\fr. GARRETT of Tennessee.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
Mr. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the
Hou e stand in recess until1 o'clock to-day, for the reason that
it is possible the Senate will act upon the continuing resolution
to-day for the food-stimulation work of the Agricultural Department.
Mr. GOOD. l\Ir. Speaker, I suggest that the gentleman make
that 2 o'clock, for this reason: If .the Senate does act upon it,

the Speaker by leave of the House, the House bas mad e choice of the
Hon. FI!IiiS J. GARRETT, one of the Repr esenta ti ves from the ::>tat e of
Tennessee, as Speaker pro tempore.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on a gr eeing to
the resolution.
Mr. WINGO. l\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman from South
Carolina rield?
1\Ir. LEVER. Yes.
1\Ir. 'VINGO. I desire to suggest whetller or not an amendment should be offered so tha t the P resident be also notified?
The precedents which the g~ntlem an says are confusing go only
to the question where a, Speaker pro tempore h as been elected
for less than 10 oars. · A note to the fin al citati on in Hinds' Preceuents, second ...-olume, seetion 1405, says tha t the present usage
is to send a message to the Presiuent a lso. I suggest to the gen tlem..-m f.rom South Carolina, if that be t rue, it mny be wise to

~
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nmE'nd the resolution so that the Clerk shall also notify the
President.
l\Ir. l\IO:NDELL. l\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yielcl'l
1\1r. LEVER. Yes.
l\Ir. MONDELL. While there seems to be some question under
the rulings that have been made, it seems to me that the logical
and proper thing to do would be to amend the resolution so as
to include notice to the President. The President, like the Vice
Pl'esident, must sign any bill or resolution signed by the Speaker
pro tempore. It seems to me ~hat he should be officially notified
of the action of the House.
Mr. LEVER. The gentleman from Arkansas has had opportunity to examine these later precedents and I have not. Let me
inquire of the gentleman if the me sage is <'Onveyed to Ole President by the Clerk of the House or by a committee?
Mr. WINGO. By the Clerk. I think the pending resolution
could be amended by ~imply adding, in proper language, that
the Clerk be directed also to notify the President of the United
States. After I had conferred with the gentleman just before
the House recon"\"'ened, I ran down these citations that we had
not run down, and I found :1 note which I have not had a chance
to pursue further, stating that the present usage is to send a
message to the President also. As a matter of safety. and for
U1e reason tated by the gentleman from 'Vyoming [Mr.
Mo..\'DELL), I think the gentleman from South Carolina should
mnend his resolution by adding the words "and the Pre~ident
of the United States."
l\fr. LEVER. I
be very glad to do that. The only point
I raise is that it has never come to my attention in my service
here thn t the Pre:::ident was informed of any action of the House
except by a committee, certainly of the election of a Speaker.
Mr. l\IONDELL. As a matter of making assurance doubly
sure, and as a courte y to the President, it seems to me well to
nmen<l the resolution as suggested.
1\Ir. LEVER. I have no objection. The only point I rai e is
whether we shall inform him through the Clerk of the House
or through a committee of the House. Mr. Speaker, I ask that
the Clerk again read the re olution.
rille SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair will state, if the
g ntleman wm indulge him for a moment, that the usual form
is to notify the President of the United States of the election of
a Speaker of the House through the Clerk of the House.
Mr. LEVER. Very good. Now, if the Clerk will read the
re olution we can amend it.
The PEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the Clerk
will ::rgain report the re lution.
There was no objection.
Tlle Clerk read as follows :

shall

Resoh;ctl, That the Clerk of the llouse inform the Sen te-~lr. LEVER. And then add the words, "and the President
of the United States..,
The Clerk read as follows :

Resolved, That the Clerk illform the Senate and the President of
the Unit d 'tates that in th absence of the Speaker by leave of the
House, the House has made choice of th-e Hon. FINIS J. GARRETT, one
ot the Representatives from the State of Tennessee, as Speaker pro
tempore.

r

1~

u·

NoVE~IBER

1,

340~

H. J. Res.
Joint resolution mald.ng appropriations for certain necessary operations of the Government for the month of
November, 1918, and for other purposes.
ADJOURNMENT.

Mr. LEVER. 1\fr. Speaker. at the request of the majority
leader, the gentleman from ~orth Carolina [l\lr. KITCHIN}, it
becomes my arduous duty to move that the House adjourn until
next 1\londay at noon.
1\lr. 1\IONDELL. Mr. Speaker, if the gentleman will with·
hold that for a second, I would like to ask the gentleman if he
or any other gentleman on that side has any information as to
the probability or possibility of a recess being had for a few
days until after the election? Does the gentleman know what
the statu" of that matter is?
:ur. LEVER. I confess I have no information about the
matter except what I ob. erved in the other body tllis mprning,
and from my observation and information over there, I would
not think there is very much hope of a rece s.
Mr. l\10NDELL. Tbc outlook is not hopeful?
Mr. LEVER. Not very hopeful; no. ·
Mr. 1\lONDELL. It would seem a very wise and proper thing
to do, so as to give gentleman an opportunity to go home to
vote.
Mr. LEVER. That is very true. The House is always wise
in its judgment. I now move that the House adjomn until
Monday at noon.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 1 o'clock and 43
minutes p.m.) the House adjourned untill\Ionday, November 4,
1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
EXECUTIVE COl\11\IUNICATIONS, ETC.
Under clause 2 of Ruic XXIV, executive communications ""ere
taken from the Speaker's table and referred as follows:
1. A letter· from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting copy of a communication from t e Secretary of 'Var
submitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation required
by the Panama Canal authorities for t11e fiscal yeal'S 1918 and
1919 (H. Doc. No. 1336) ; to the Committee on Appropriations
and ordered to be printed.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
Under clause 3 of R:1le X..~ll, bills, resolutions, and memorials
were· introduced and severally ·referred as follows:
By 1\.Ir. SLOAN: A bill (H. R. 13127) granting pensions to
widows of officers or enlistetl men who served in United States
Mexican border expeditionary forces; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. DE1'-I"T: A bill (H. R. 13128) to provide for the taking
over, improvement, relocation. construction, a.nd maintenance
of a system of national highways and State highways designed
to facilitate the movement of troops, equipment, munitions, and
supplies, and to promote the. general welfru;e of the people of
the United States; to the Committee on l\filita1·y Affru.rs.

Ur. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the
PRIVATE BILLS AJ\'D RESOLUTIONS.
resolution which I presented at first may be amended as read
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
by the Clerk just now.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from South were introduced and se,-erally referred as follows :
By 1\fr. CA.RY: A bill (H. R. 13129) granting a pension to
Carolina asks unanimous consent that the amendment proposed
may be agreed to. Is there objection? [After a pause.] The Paulina Zacher; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By :Mr. CHANDLER of Oklahoma: A bill (H. R. 13130)
Chair he1.u·s none. The question is upon the resolution as
granting a pen ~ion to Flora Middleton; to the Committee on
amended.
1\lr. FESS. Mr. Speaker, for the sake of the integrity of the Invalid Pensions.
By l\Ir. LEA of California: A bill (H. R. 13131) gTanting a
record. the pro tempore officer is elected in the absence of the
1·egular officer, and by the election will this .become a perma- pension to FloTa E. Tyler ; to the Committee on Pen ions.
nent office for the remaining part of this Sixty-fifth Congress,
or during this interim?
PETITIONS, ETC.
1\Ir. LEVER. The actlon of the House yesterday completely
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions and papers were laid
covereu ttiat situation.
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follo\ls :
~Ir. FESS. Very well.
By 1\fr. CARY: Petition of Weber Schlitz Candy Co., protestThe SPEAKER pro tempore. The life of the office of the
· Speaker pro tempore is limited by the action taken yesterday ing against the 10 per cent tax n candy manufacturers; to the
Committee on Ways and Means.
by the House.
Also, petition of the 1\fihmukee Auto En~e & Supply Co., in
Mr. FESS. I beg pardon, I had not noticed it.
The question was taken, and the resolution as amended was regard to House bill 12803; to the Committee on Ways and
Meansa~~;reed to.
Also, petition of the Redel Candy Corporation, in regard to
ENROLLED JOINT RESOLUTION SIGNED.
the contemplated 10 per <:ent tax on the gross sales of manufac1\Ir. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, announced turing confectioner ; to the Committee on 'Vays and Means.
By Mr. p ADGETT: Petition of sundry citizens of the State
that the committee had examined and found truly enrolled the
following joint resolution, when the Speaker pro tempore signed of Tenn ssec favoring the passage of House bill 5407, the osteopa,thic bill; to _the Committee on Military Affairs.
the same:
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The Cha11ln.in, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
following prayer :
Almighty Go<l, we pray Thee to lay Thy hand upon those men
.w hom Thou hast called into places of leadership and power,
that they may have the wisdom that cometh from on high;
that they may have hearts responsive to the highest ideals; that
they may have patience and courage to work out the problems
. that confront them; that they may have God's richest, highest
ble~sing as leaders of a great people in this great crisis of the
world's life. We pray Thy blessing upon the men who must
bear the weight of the terrible responsibility of this day. For
IOhrlst's sake. Amen.
NAMING A PRESIDING OFFICEB.

The Secretary (James lU. Baker) read the following communication:
UNITE.D STATES SENATE,
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE,·
Washington~ D. 0., November 2, 1918.

To tile Senate:
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l::leing temporarily absent from the Senate I appoint Hon; OscAR W.
UNDERWOOD, a :5enator from the State of Alabama, to perform the duties
or the Chair during my absence.
·
WILLARD SAULSBURY,

President pro tempore.

Mr. SHEPPARD introduced a bill (S. '5016) for the relief of
Frances Elizabeth Pool, which, with the accompanying paper,
was referred to the Committee on Claims.
~
THE RE\"'ENUE.

Mr. SHEPPARD submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by him to the bill (H. R. 12863) to provide revenue, and
for other purposes, which was l'eferred to the Committee OI\
Finance and ordered to be printed.
THE TARIFF-LETTER FRO-U LESLill M. SHAW •

1\lr. THOMAS. Mr. President, a week ago, in my abs~nce, n
letter was introduced into the RECORD, at my request by the
Senator from Arizona [Mr. AsHURST] from the Hon. Leslie 1\I.
Shaw. The Senator from Arizona inadyertently stated in introducing the letter that its contents bad been offensive to me.
Such was not the case. My relations with the former Secretary
of the Treasury are very cordial. There were some things inhis letter which I thought to be based upon wrong assumptlons,but the letter was in no sense offensive. This is the first opportunity which I have bad to make that correction.
Mr. Sl\fiTH of Georgia. I move that the Senate adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; and (at 12 o'clock and 3 minutes
p. m.) the Senate adjourned until to-morrow, Tuesday, November 5, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.

1\Ir. UNDERWOOD thereupon took the cbah· as Presiding
Officer.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. ·
The Jour nul of the proceedings of yesterday was read and appro\eu. _
Mol\TJJ.AY, November 4, 1918.
l\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. I suggest the absence of a quorum.
Tl1e PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Georgia sugThe House met a.t 12 o'clock noon, and was called to o1·der
gest the absence of a quorum. The Secretary will can the
by the Speak<:>..: pro tempore, Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee.
roll.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the folThe Secretary called the roll, and the following Senators an- lowing
prayer :
swered to theh· names :
We bless Thee, Infinite Spirit, our Hea\"'enly Father, thnt
Smoot
Drandcgce
La Follette
Page
cessation of hostilities seems imminent, and we pray that it
Thomas
CulhC'I"SOD
Lenroot
Pittman
l>illin(.';'hnm
McCumber
Sheppard
Underwood
may come right speedily in unconditional surrender of the
Fletcher
Martin, Va.
Simmons
enemies of civilization; that the entente powers may bring
Gore
Nelson
Smith, Ariz.
together the wisest statesmen, the bran•st soldiers, and purestKnox
Nugent
Smith, Ga.
I\fr. FLETCHER. I desire to announce that the senior Sena- hearted men, who shall sit in jud6ffient upon those who llaYe
tot· from :Maryland [l\lr. SMITH] is detained by illness; and that caused the world-wide war with its desolation in means aml
the ~enator from 1\Iis issippi [l\lr. VABDAMAN] is necessarily men, and who have filled the world with unprecedented sorrow
nbs('nt. I wish also to announce that my colleague (l\1r. 'l'RAM- ·ar.d misery; that a world-wide pence may be establishe<l in
justice and equity ta all and upon a basis which shall forever
1,n:r.l is neces arily ab ent.
The PHESIDING OFFICER. The Chair announces that a free the world from all the chances of war t11rough a permanent
quornm is not present, 21 Senators having answere<l to their court of justice, whose duty it shall be to adjust all differences
which shall arise in state and international conditions upon the
llfltnNl.
principles established in the life, character, and precepts of the
~lr. S)IITH of Georgia.
I move that the Senate adjourn.
The motion \Yas agreed to; ancl (at 12 o'clock and five minutes Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of Thursday, October 31,
p. m.) the Senate adjourned until Monday, November 4, 1918,
1918, was read a,nd approved.
at 12 o'clock meridlm
THE G..lLLERIES.

SENATE.
~IoNDAY,

N ovembe1'

4, 1918.

Mr. LEVER. l'tlr. Speaker, se\"'eral l\lembers have suggested
to me that the doors of the galleries of the House be reopened.
Some weeks ago, it will be remembered, by order of the Housethe do01·s were closed. I understand tbat the Senate is to-day
taking similar action. I therefore a. k unanimous consent that
the order closing ·the doors be vacated and that the Doorkeeper
be instructed to open the galleries.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from South
Carolina asks unanimous consent that the order heretofore
made closing the doors of the gaperies be rescinded am1 that
the doors be opened. Is there objection 1 [After a pause.]
The Chair hears none. The Doorkeeper will cause the doors
to be opened.

The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
following prayer :
Almighty Go<l, ,,.e come to Thee and lift our hearts in praise,
in grateful recognition of Thy lendership and of the bles~ings
that 'l'hou hast brought upon us as a people. We thank Thee for
the news that comes to us from across the sea, for the supremacy
of the ideals for which Thou hast called us into existence as a
Nation, for the ble~sings that rest upon our boys in the Army
and Navy and for their victories. We pray that Thou wilt
hasten the day of the final victory ; we pray that Thou wiit give
HE..lLTH RECORD AT GERSTXER FIELD, LA.
to tho e who deal '\\ith the final issues wisdom and courage and
1\fr. LAZARO. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for
strength that come alone from God, that they may so plan that
the ·world may be reestablished upon a permanent basis of :right- fi.\"'e minutes.
The SPEAICER pro tempore. The gentleman from Louisiana
cousne. s and pence. For Christ's sake. Amen.
asks
unanimous consent to proceed for five minutes. Is there·
NA::\IING A PRESIDING OFFICEB.
objection 1 [After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
The A~ L taut Secretary (Henry 1\I. Rose) read the foll0wing
l\Ir. LAZARO. l\lr. Speaker, I have a health report on
communication:
Gerstoe~· Fielcl, a\iation camp at Lake Charles, La., from the
U~ITED STATES SE:>IATE,
Lake Chade Press, and with the permission of the House I
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE,
would like to insert it in the REcoRD.
Washington, D. 0., November 4, 1918.
To the Senate:
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Louisiana
Helng temp?rarily nb cut from the Senate, .I appoint Hon. l\Ionnrs nsks unanimous consent to insert in the RECORD the matter which
SHEl'l',\.,llD, a ::3cnator from the State of Texas, to perform the duties of he has indicated.
the Chair during my absence.
Mr. LEVER. 1\Ir. Speaker, I suggest that the gentleman have
WILLARD SAULSBURY,
President pro tempore,
it read from the Clerk's desk.
1\Ir. SHEPPARD thl'reupon took the chair as Presiding Officer.
Mr. LAZARO. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to have
The Journal of the proceedings of Saturday last was read and it read1in my time.
!illl>l'O\"'ed.
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The SPEA.KER pro tempore. The gentleman from Louisiana
SENATE.
asks unanimous consent to have the matter read in his time.
Is th ere object ion? [After a pause.] The Chair hears none.
WED~ESDAY, N overnber 6, 1918.
The Cl erk will read.
The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
'l'he Clerk read as follows:
following prayer:
GE RSTXER HEALTH RECORD UNEQUALED-BA.R RING PLANE A.CCIDJil:-.ITS, BUT
Almighty God, we seek Thy guidance 3 nd ble sing as we
ll'I V:!l DE "~ TUS-INFLUE:-lZA MILD AXD VERY LITTLE! AT THAT-NOT A
SIXGLE DE AT H AT THE FIELD CAUSED BY ILLNESS CONTRACTED HEBE.
attempt to discharge the duties that have come upon us. 'Ve
Gerstner Field has been established about one year, and during that have found, even in the narrow sphere of life, that human wistime ha made a record that stands alone, no doubt, in the history of all dom and strength are not sufficient for human life. 'Ve dare
camps, fields, forts, cantonments or conce~tratton points where men in
not face the mighty issues that are now before us unless we
1h ~ serv ice are located, In Its health record.
Barring a ccidents, ther~ have been but five deaths at ~rstner Field have Thy guidance and Thy blessing.
since the boys began training there. Three of these death-s were acci'Ve pray Thy blessing upon all whom Thou hast called into
dental, though not resulting from aeroplane accidents. One boy was
hilled by lightning several months ago. He was out · ln a tent when places of !1-Uthority and power. · We praY. that these men who
a thunder and Ughtnlng storm came and was struck and killed by are to represent the people may represent hem in their highest
lightning. Two .boys di~d as a result of drinking bay rum. This was achievements of Christian civilization; that they may be men
acciden t al, of course, but had no connection with their duties and might who fear God and seek to do His will.
have happened anywhere. One boy died of heart trouble and one of
Guide us in the duties of this day. We ask it for Christ's
pneumonia, whi ch he contracted before coming to Gerstner Field.
This is really a very enviable record for any field, and especially so in , sake. Amen.
view of the present influenza epidemic which. has bit the camps so hard.
·The Journal of yesterday's proceedings was read and appro-ved.
Camps, ticlds, and cantonments in all sections of the country affected by
the influenza have suffered losses among their men from the disease, and
pneumonia has also been a problem almost over the entire country.
Since the advent of influenza several cases have developed at ~rstner
Field, ':.ut the medical corps has given statements from time to time
1·egar.ding th eir mildness. Patients have been ill only for a few days,
ancl none of them have been seriously 111. During the period o! time the
field maintains its quarantine the boys are going on wlth their work,
and no real interruption bas been occasioned by the Influenza.
During the pa-s t few weeks several hundred men have been added to
the car,.p roster, as many as 500 coming in one day. From time to time
draft men have been added in groups of from 25 to 35, nnd with all
these new . people coming in from every section of the country, the
disease has not spread and bas given little trouble.

PRESIDENTIAL .b.PPROVALS.

A message from the President of the United States, by Mr.

Sharkey, one of his secretaries, announced that the President
had, on the 4th instant, appro-ved and signed the following
acts:
S. 3735. An act to provide for enlistments in the National
Guard of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes; and
S. 4886. An act providing for the sale of certain lands in the
original town site of Port Angeles, Wash.
ADJOURNMENT.
ADJOURNMENT,
Mr. Sl\IITH of Georgia. I move that the Senate adjourn.
l\Ir. LEVER. Mr. Speaker, I move that tile House do now
The motion was agreed to; and (at 12 o'clock and 2 minutes
adjourn.
p.m.) the Senate adjourned until to-morrow, Thursday, NovemThe motion was agreed to; accordingly (nt 12 o'clock and 10 ber 7, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
minutes p. m.) the Hou e, under its previous order, adjourned
until Thmsday, November 7, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
-

.

PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, A.i'\D MEMORIALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII,
l\:lr. YOUNG of North Dakota introduced a concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 57) providing that the process of demobilization of the United States Army after the war shall be done
gradually and that the illiterates be the last to be demobilized,
and that elementary instruction be given to such illiterates
before they are discharged, which " ·as referred to tbe Committee
on l\Iili tary Affairs.

SENATE.
THURSDAY,

N ovembm• 7, 1918.

The Chaplain, llev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offe1·eu the
following' prayer :
Almighty God, we thank Thee that Thou hast so spoken to
the moral judgment of all men that our answering conscience
has brought us into alignment with all that is true and best in
human civilization and has recorded itself as well pleased with
the service and sacrlfice that we ha-ve made for the freedom of
the world.
\Ve thank Thee to-uay for Thy blessing and leadership, the
providence that has surrounded our men on the fighting line.
SENATE.
We thank Thee that t11ey are sweeping on to certain victory.
We pray that the day may soon dawn when wars shall be no
TuEsDAY, LVovembe1· 5, 1918.
more in all the earth, when righteousness and truth shall prevail
The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the everywhere. For Christ's sake. Amen.
following prayer :
The-Journal of yesterday's proceedings "';as read and approved.
Almighty God, we come before Thee on this critical day in .
ADJOURNME~T TO MONDAY.
the world's history, when the great electorate of this country
1\lr. Sl\IITH of Georgia. I move that the Senate adjourn until
registers its choice of leadership, and ,..,-e bless Thee that Thou
hast given to us unity and accord, and that in the higher levels Monday ne:rt at 12 o'clock noon.
The motion was agreed to ; and (at 12 o'clock and 2 minutes
of our life there is a blessed brotherhood among us. 'Ve pray
Thee to lay Th,y hand upon men for places of leadership, that the p. m.) the Senate adjourned until Monday, No-vember 11, 1918,
power vested in them may be justified by their wisdom aud at 12 o'clock meridian.
their grace in dealing with the great issues of the present time.
\Ve pray Thy ble sing upon our Army and Navy, and that Thou
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
wilt hasten t he day when final victory shall come to them. For
Christ's sake. Amen.
THURSDAY, 1.Vovembm· 7, 1918.
The VICE PRERIDENT resumed the chair.
The Journal of yesterday's proceedings '-ras read and apThe House met at 12 o'clock noon and was called to order bY.
proved.
1\Ir. G.A.RRET'l' of Tennessee as Speaker pro tempore.
AMENDUENT OF A...~TIN.A.RCOTIC LAW.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the fol· l\Ir. SHEPPARD presented the petition of Dr. 'Villiam Y. lowing prayer :
Thy grace, 0 Lord God, our Heavenly F a ther, lJe upon us, that
·ward, of Iranhoe, Tex., praying for the repeal of certain
clauses in the Harrison antinarcotic lmY, which was referred to .as rational and moral beings, fashioned after Thine own image,
we may quit ourselves like men under all the trying circumthe Committee on Finance.
stances of life and thus pro>e ourselves worthy of the precious
DILL INTRODUCED.
gifts bestowed upon us, until we all reach the ideals exemplified
· l\Ir. SHEPPARD introduced a bill (S. G017) to in-vestigate in the life and character of the Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
the cost and practicability of an aerial mail 1·oute to Texas and
The Journal of the proceedings of Monday, November 4, 1918,
the South we t; to the Committee on Post Offices and Post was read ·and a pprovcd.
noads.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
ADJOUR~ ME~T.
Mr. WINGO. l\l.J,'. Speaker, I would like to ask the gentleman
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I move th·at the Senate adjourn.
from North Carolina [l\Ir. KITCHIN] whether there has been any
The motion was agreed to; and (at 12 o'clock and 2 minutes change in the program? I have received messages from several
p. m.) t11e Senate adjourned until to-morrow, Wednesday, Members who want to know whether it is necessary for them
November 6, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
to return.
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1918.
1\Ir. KITCHIN. I see no reason for changing the program
und r whicll we have been operating.
1\lr. WINGO. In other words, they can rely upon tile stat~
ments heretofore made? No circumstances have arisen to chang-e
the condition ?
Mr. KITCHIX No.
LEAVE TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE.

1\Il'. YOUNG of North Dakota.

Mr. Speaker, will the genU~
mnn yield?
i\lr. WINGO. I yield the floor.
1\Ir. YOUNG of North Dakota. 1\Ir. Speaker, I a k leave to
proceed for 15 minutes.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from North Dakota asks unanimous consent to proceed for 15 minutes. Is
there objection?
1\lr. WINGO. Reserving the right to object, Mr. Speaker, of
course I would like to see my friend from North Dakota have
the opportunity of addressing this very full House, but under
the gentlemen's agreement I understand that we have all been
denied that privilege, even the privilege of extending remarks.
DoeM the gentleman feel that under the gentlemen's agreement
his request would be proper?
1\lr. YOUNG of North Dakota. May I call the gentleman's attention to the fact that the gentleman from Louisiana [Mr.
LAZABO] was given permission to proceed on the last day of
meeting? There is nothing political in what I am going to say.
I would like to proceed for 15 minutes.
1\Ir. WINGO. I should not object to the gentleman proceeding politically. I do not know of any more harm he could do
than has been done. [Laughter.] I was not present when the
gentleman from Louisiana secured permission to address the
House or I would. have called attention to it. I think these
gentlemen's agreements, when made, should be kept. The other
day I wanted to insert a telegram in the REconD, nonpolitical,
but my attention was called to the fact that it would be in contravention to the agreement, and then I had it put in the RECORD
indirectly in the Senate.
Mr. LEVER rose.
1\Ir. YOUNG of North Dakota. The gentleman from South
Carolina will recall that permission was given to the gentleman
from Louisiana the other day.
1\lr. LEVER. Yes.
Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. I will reduce my request to
five minutes.
1\lr. KITCHIN. Suppose the gentleman proceeds for one minute, which was the time granted to 1\Ir. LAzARo, and then we
will live up to the ru1e thereafter; or, say, two minutes.
l\1r. WINGO. What does the gentleman wish to discuss?
Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. The resolution that I intro<luced on November 4 providing for the gradual demobilization
of the · Army in order to prevent industrial disturbance, and
that the illiterate soldiers be discharged last and be gi'ren a
brief, intensive educational course in the three R's.
1\Ir. WINGO. I myself would like to address the House for
an hour on that subject, and under the circumstances I do not
think the gentleman ought to press his request. There are
other gentlemen on this side of the House who would like to
discuss tl1e same subject, but we have agreed to defer it until
we have resumed active sessions.
l\Ir. YOUNG of North Dakota. You are not going to object
to at least five minutes?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is tllere objection to the gentleman proceeding for five minutes?
Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota. I will withdraw the request.
as there seems to be objection to it. After the expiration of the
gentlemen's agreement referred to by the gentleman from Arkansas [Mr~ ·wrNGO], I shall renew my reque t for time to discu . this highly important subject.

Mr. KITCHIN. I think the plan of the Senate is to report
it out by the 12th, and try to finish it by the 25th.
Mr. H...t.\. WLEY. It will not be passed inside of 10 days or
two weeks, then?
•
Mr. KITCHIN. Ob, no; certainly not before the 25th of
November.
Mr. HAWLEY. And the gentleman intends to ask that the
House continue its present arrangement, and that no business
shall be transacted until that time?
1\fr. KITCHIN. Yes; no business will be transacted except
on the conference report, as to which there was an understanding when we had the gentlemen's agreement.
Mr. TOWNER. Will there be any effort made to obtain n
quorum on the 12th?
Mr. KITCIDN. No; there will not.
1\fr. Speaker, I move that the House adjourn until Monday
next.
ADJOURNMENT.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The ag1·eement covers ' that.
The gentleman from North Carolina moves that the House do
now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 9
minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until Monday, No-rember
11, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
EXECUTIVE COl\fMUNICATIONS, ETC.
Under clanse 2 of Rule XXIV, a letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting estimate of appropriation for
con..c:;truC'tion of additional building for Hygienic Laboratocy,
Washington, D. C. (H. Doc. No. 1337), was taken from the
Speaker's table, referred to the Committee on Appropriations,
and ordered to be printed.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII,
Mr. FUENCH introuuced a joint resolution (H. J. Res. 342)
to select a commission of seven members, to be known as the
United States Employment Commission, which was referred to
the Committee on. Appropriations.

SENATE.
MoxDAY, Novem1Je?·11, 1918.
The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
fcllowing prayer :
Almighty Ood, we come before Thee with inexpressible joy
anu gratitude because Thy power has gotten us the victory.
"'Ve thank The-e that t:!-_ei·e has come the end of hostilities in the
great ·world "ar. We bL>ss Gou that Thou hast set Thy throne
in the heavens and that Thy kingdom ruleth over all. Never
again shall brute force rise up to dethrone the spiritual ideals
of humanity. We thank Thee for the promise and prophecy
o:P the coming of the reiJn of the Prince of Peace. Give to us
in this great day "t;isdot.... io'r the problems that confront us,
that those whom Thou dost call to settle the affairs of nations
anu to reestablish the relationships between peoples may be
men who are wise with the wisdom that cometh from on Wgb,
strong anu brave and true. So do Thou guide us on that civilization may advance and thnt Thine own kingdom shall rule
eYerywhere. For Christ's sake. Amen.
The Jm~rnal of the proceedings of Thursda~-, No\ember 7.,
1918, was read and appro\ed.
NATIONAL FOREST

llESERV~TION

CO:UMISSION.

The VICE PRESIDENT. In accordance with section 4 of au
act to enable any State to cooperate with any other State or
ORDER OF BUSI~ESS.
States, or with the United States, fo1· the protection of the
1\fr. HAWLEY. I should like to inquire of the gentleman w~tersheds of navigable streams, and to appoint a commission
from North Carolina if he intends to continue the aiTangement fur the acquisition of lands for the purpose of conserving the
heretofore entered into for three-day adjournments?
navigability of the navigable ri>ers, commonly known as the
1\Ir. KITCHIN. Yes.
National Forest Reservation Commission, there being a vacancy
1\Ir. HAWLEY. And there Will be no business coming up until on the commission, the Chair appoints the Hon. PETER GoELET
what time?
GERRY, a Senator from the State of Rhoue Island, a member of
1\lr. KITCHIN. Well, as we understood, there will be no the commission. The Secretary will notify the Secretary of
business tranl"!acted until the Senate passes the revenue bill.
'Var of the appointment.
1\lr. HAWLEY. Has the gentleman any information as to
CO~TlliGEXT EXPEXSES OF THE DISTRICT OF COLlniBIA (S. DOC.
when that may be?
.KO. 200.)
1\lr. KITCHIN. ·when I left here, about November 1, I
'.rhe VICE PRESIDE1\TT laid befor·e the Senate a communicathought I knew about when it would be, but we can not tell
now when it will be. Some conditions have arisen since then tion from the Commissioners of the District of Columbia, transmitting, pursuant to law, u detniled statement of the expendithat may delay it a little more thau we first expected.
.
tures !rom the appropriation for contingent expenses of the goy1\Ir. HAWLEY. It wiJl not be passed within 10 days, th~n2
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ernment of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1918, which, with the accompanying paper, was referred
to the Committee on Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
PETITIONS

.AN~ME~IOPJALS.

Mr. NELSON presented memorials of sundry candy manufacturers in the State of l\linnesota, remonstrating· against the im..:
position of a 10 per cent sales tax on candy, which were referred
to the Committee on Finance.
He also presented memorials of the Stock Yards National
Bank, of South St. Paul, the State Bank of Claremont, the
Union National Bank of Rochester, the Austin National Bank
of Au tin, the First National Bank of Elmore, the People's
State Bank of Milan, the Drovers' State Bank of South St.
Paul, the First National Bank of St. Cloud, the State Bank of
Lafayette, and the Farmers' National Bank of Alexandria, all
in the State of l\linnesota, remonstrating against the imposition
of a 2-cent stamp tax on bank checks as proposed in the pending
1·evenue bill, which were referred to the Committee on Finance.
HE> al~o presented the memorial of Benjamin T. Goldman. of
St. Paul, l\linn., relative to the proposed excess-profits provision
in the pending revenue bill, which was referred to the Committee on Finance.
HENRY J. DAVIS.

lli. l\IYERS, from the Committee on l\Iilitru·y Affairs, to which

was referred the bill (S. 923) for the relief of Henry J. Davis,
reported it without amendment and submitted a rep01;t (No. 608)
thereon.
RILLS INTRODUCED.

· Bill were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous
consent, the second time, and referred, as follows:
By Mr. MYERS :
A bill ( S. 5018) authorizing the issuance of patent for certain
lands to Paul Kropp; to the Committee on Public Lands.
By l\Ir. CUMMINS :
~<\. bill ( S. 5019) for the construction of a memorial archway
at Vicksburg, 1\Iiss., and for other purposes; arid
A bill ( S. 5020) to amend section 10 of an act "to provide
f.o r the operation of transportation systems while under Federal control, for the just compensation of their owners, and for
other purposes," approved l\iarch 21, 1918; to the Committee on
Interstate Commerce.
By l\Ir. NELSON:
A bill (S. 5021) granting an increase of pension to James H.
Cornell; to the Committee on Pensions.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.

A message from the House of Representatives, by D. K.
Hempstead, 1ts enrol1ing clerk, announced that the House had
passed a concurrent resolution (No. 58) authorizing the two
Houses of Congress to assemble in the Hall of the House of
Representatives on l\londay, No•ember 11, 1918, at 1 o'clock in
the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving such communication
as the President of the United States shall be pleased to make
'to them, in which ·it requested the concurrence of the Senate.
JOINT MEETING OF THE TWO HOUSES.

1\Ir. MARTIN of Virginia. I ask the Chair to lay before the
Senate the concurrent resolution (No. 58) just received from
the House.
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the concurrent resolution of the House of Representatives, which was
read, as follows :
llouse concurrent resolution 58.
Resol~:ed by the House of Representatives (the Senate conczu"t·ing)
'"That the two llouses of Congress assemble in the Hall of the Honse or1
Representatives on Monday, the 11th day of November, 1918, at 1
<>'dock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving such communication as the President of the United States shall be pleased to make
to them.

. Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. I move that the Senate concur in
the resolution of the House of Representatives. The motion was agreed to.
PlJBLIC LA DS FOR SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The morning business is closed.
Yr. l\lYERS. I move that the Senate proceed to the consideration of the bill (S. 4947) to make an appropriation to provide
for a survey and classification by the Secretary of the Interior
of all unentered public lands of the United States, and all unused, cut-over, logged, and swamp Jands and other unused
lands of the United States, with a view to disposing thereof
to honorably discharged soldiers and sailors of the United States
imu others, and for other purposes.
It is a bill designed to initiate the well-known and admirable
· plan of Secretary -:>f the Interior Lane as a part of our after. the-war reconstruction and to furnish homes on the unused
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public lands and certain other unused lands of the country for
our returning soldiers and sailors. It is a measure of the highest importance. Nothing can surpass it now in importance. I
hope the Senate will take up the bill at this time. I do not
believe there will be any opposition to it. I can conceive of none.
I know of no ground for any. If we do not take it up now, it
will later be bard to get it up. The revenue bill will soon be
coming up and then nothing else can be done. The revenue bill
will consume all of our time until disposed of. The war is about
to end; in fact, has ended so much sooner than anyone supposed
that I think we ought right now to pay attention to this important measure and dispose of it without delay. It should
not take 15 minutes to explain this bill to the satisfaction of the
Senate, and a few minutes of discussion should be sufficient to
put it upon its passage, and it should undoubtedly be passed. It
has been favorably reported by the Senate Committee on Public
Lands and is ready for consideration and action by the Senate.
In fact, the reading by the Clerk of the bill and the committee's
report should be sufficient to cause it to pass the Senate. No
further explanation should be required. It should pass unanimously. I urge my motion to proceed with consideration of the
bill.
Mr. PE~ROSE. I should like to ask the Senator from Montana what amount the bill carries?
l\1r. MYERS. One million dollars, or so much thereof as may
be needed.
Mr. PENROSE. I thought we were going to begin a course
of economy now.
Mr. MYERS. So far as the war is concerned, I think we will,
and \~e ought to do so, and I am heartily in favor of it; but
we all realize that there must be some reconstruction legislation
for the peace to follow the war and to readjust economic conditions, and we can not do that without some expenditure of
money. In some instances I believe it would be a wi e expenditure. If the Senate thinks the amount sought by this bill
to be appropriated is too much, let the Senate cut down the
amount; but I think the bill ougllt to be considered now. If
it is not considered in the next few days, it may not be heard of
again during this session of Congress. This will be a yery
crowded ses:·ion.
Mr. PENROSE. I do not think the country would suffer
much if the bill never \Vas heard of.
. l\fr. l'IIYERS. The Senator is .entitled to his opiniQu, but a
great many think differently; in fact, nearly all who have heard
of it think differently, and I suggest that the Senator wait to
learn more of it before expressing such an opinion.
Mr. PENROSE. Here we assemble after rending with great
interest in this morning's paper a statement by the chairman
of the Committee on Appropriations to the effect that economy
is to be the order of the day, and the first proposition that comes
up is for the expenditure of $1,000,000.
.
Mr. l\IYERS. I agree that economy ought to be the motto of
the day, but that does not mean that we will never expend
another dollar for any purpose whatever. I think it should be
taken to mean that our expenditure of money should be judiciously made and carefully guarded, but some things are necessary and mu t be provided for. This would be a very wise and
most beneficial expenditure. I ask that Senators learn something of the bill before forming opinions.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the motion of the
Senator from Montana to proceed to the consideration of the bill.
Th~ motion was agreed to, and the Senate, as in Committee
of the 'Vhole, proceeded to consider the bill.
Mr. MYERS. · I ask that the bill and the report of the committee be read by the Clerk for the information of the Senate.
Mr. BORAH. I understand the Senator from Montana has
asked for the reading of tlle report.
1\lr. MYERS. For the reading of the bill and the report of
the committee.
Mr. BOILill. As we are to be here until 1 o'clock, I make no
objection.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read the bill.
The Secretary read the bill, as follo"·s:
Be it enact ed, etc., That, with a view to provi<ling legitimate avenues
of sustenance and maintenance for the soldiers and sailors of the United
States who shall return to the United States and to private life at the
end of the prese nt war in which thP United ~tate GovPrnment is engaged, and with a view to maintaining in a stable condition the economic
interests of the United States and encouraging food production, agriculture, industry, and comm erce and affording employment for the millions of returned soldier and sailors and no longer needed munitions
workers anti shipbuilders and others employed in war industries at the
conclusion of the aforesai<l war. and for the gPneral wPlfare and development of the country, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby author~zed
and clirecte<l forthwith to make or cause to be made a comprehensive
survey and classification of all unentcl'ed public lands of the United
States Government, and of all irrigable, as well as unirrigable, lands of
the public domain, and of ail privately owned, cut-over, and loggt!d
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lan1ls in the United States which are now idle, unoccupied, and unprorluctive, and of all privat£>ly owu ed swamp or overflowed lands in the
United Stater. now unused and unproductive, and of all other totally
unused and unpro<lu ctive lands of the United States, privately owned or
a part of the ;mblic uomain which, in the opinion of the Secretary of the
Interior, might be reclalm P.d and put to productive use, with a view to
ascertaining the area, location, nature, and possibilities· of all such
lands and any other waste lands susceptible of reclamation, settlement,
and cultivation, in order to determine what may be necessary to bring
them under cultivation and to put them to productive uses, and the
amount of money and what methods may be necessary therefor; and
he is further authorized and directed to make careful investigation of
possible plans and methods of bringing the different classes of all such
lands undet· settlement by returned soldiers and sailors of the United
States and industrial laborers out of employment at or before the <'Onclusion of the aforesaid war, and the best methods and terms of making
publi<' lands of the United States available therefor, and the best
methods and terms for a cquisition by the United States of all such privately ownP.d, cu t-over, loggE>d, or overflowed lands or other unused privatE.'ly owned lands, and what would be proper, appropriate, and generous tE.'rms of uisposition of any or all thereof to retm·ned anu honorably dischargeu soldiers and sailors of the United States and to
former munitions workE>rs and others employed during all or any part
of said war at war industries, and to citizens of the United States in
general. That the Secretary of the Interior shall investigate thoroughly
all of th<" aforesa id subjects and everything connected therewith and
the policy of encouraging all such persons to settle on some of such
lands and to engage in agriculture, horticulture, farming, aQd live-stock
:caising, and to ascertain what amount of capital it would ta.k e therefor and how it should be furnis hed and upon what terms. In doing so
the Secretary of the Interior shall use and have at his disposition and
under his contt·oi the General Land Office and all of its officials and employE.'es, the Reclamation Service and all of its officials and employees,
the Geological Survey and nll of its officials and employees, and any
othE>r ag<'U<'y of the United States Government which, upon his request,
the President of the United States may designate or direct to aid him
in any of the aforesaid work, and in add1tlon thereto the Secretary of
the Interior may employ for such length of time as he may see fit any
pE>r,;on or persons. agencies, or instrumentalities not connected with the
United States Government and such other employees as he may deem
Df'cess~ry; and upon thE' completion of all thereof, which is hereby
directed to be done as soon as reasonable and possible, the Secretary
of the Interior shall. as soon as feasible, make full report of all thereof
and of all of his work thereunder to the Congress of the United States,
which report shall be accompanied by such recommendations as may
be proper and as be may see fit to make, and by the submission of any
schPme or plan for the disposition, settlement, and cultivation of such
lanrls as aforesaid that he may devise and recommend, together with an
estimatE> by him of the probabie cost thereof.
_
SEC: 2. That for the. purpose ·of carrying out the provisions hereof
thPre 1s hereby appropnated, out of any moneys in the Treasury of the
United Rtntes otherwise unappropriated, the sum of $1,000 000 or so
much thereof as ma,y be necessary, to be expenued under th~ direction
and control of the Secretary of the Interior and under rules, regulations, and plans to ba by him made and promulgated. With the aforesaid rl:'port to the Congress the Secretary of the Interior shall make to
the Cougre<>s 1·eport of how much money herein appropriated was expended and how e:xpended.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read the report of the committe~?.
The Sec-retary read the report submitted ty Mr. MYERs, from
the Committee on Public Lands, October 7, 1918, as follows:
The Commi!tee on Public Lands, to ;which was referred the bill (S.
494 7) to provide for a survey and classification by the Secretary of the
Interior of all unentered public lands of the United States and all un-

used, cut-{)vcr, logged, and swamp lands and other unused lands of the
United States, with a view to disposing thereof to honorably discharged
soldiers and sallo.ts and others. and for other .purposes. having had the
same under consideration, begs leave to report it back to the Senate
with an amendment, and as amended recommend that the bill do pass.
The bill was referred to the Department of the Interior and the Secretary of the department furnished the committee with' the followinoo
report thereon:
"'
DEPARTlllE:-IT OF THE INTERIOR
Wa.'Jhillgton, September 23; 1918.

MY DEAn SENATOR: I am in receipt of a copy of Senate bill 4047, introduced by yourself, togPther with a request from the Committee on
Public Lands for a report thereon.
This blll in brief provideB for a survey and classification by the Secretary of the Interwr of all unentered public lands of the United States
and all unused cut-over, logged, and swamp lands and other unused
lands of the UnitPd States. with a view to disposing thereof to honorably
discharged soldiers and sailors and others, and for other purposes.
This measure has my hearty approval. I believe, however, that the
work necessary to do now to meet the needs of returning soldiers and
sailors can bP il o n t> for $1 000.000 or l ~> ss . ·
I am now having prE>pared under the Reclamation Service a rough
survey of the country wh h:h will show those largest bodies of land which
may be wisely placed under irrigation, those which have been cut over
and thos£> which can be reclaimed by draining. I also am gathering
facts as to the size and availability of the bodies of unused tillable lands
in the country, for it has seemed to me likely that each State might
to somt. degree, care to cooperate in the providing of farm homes for its
own returnPd soltiiprs, and that it was well to have some information in
hand for the Congress on this matter.
. The appropriation made by the Congress of $100,000 as to irrigable
lands and $100,000 for the other classes is, of cour,se, insufficient for
more than what I have termed a rough survey. It will enable us to
know where thos£> lands are whi ch may be available. But this is no
more than the beginning of the task if we are to be ready against the
rPturn of our troops from abroad to offer them an opportunity to build
farm homE.'s for themselves for which they shall repay the Government
throughout a long t<'rm of years.
·
We must know, first, what lands are available for such use. Then
wP must havr surveys and estimates made which will enable us to say
which bodiPs of land of the various classes are most available, and
that from many standpoints-soil. climate, markets, relative cost of
re<'lamation. And. thirdly. when these selections are made in the
different sections of the country plans in d ~> tail must be mndf' which
can be submitted to the Congress for the development of these proj-
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ects. To do this as to the drainable lands of the South, for instance,
or the irrigable lands of the West, will necessitate speed if we are to
meet the soldiers on their return with a positive proposition that they
may take new employment under the Government in constructive national work.
I beg to inclose a copy of a letter sent to the President and one to
the Hon. SwAGAR SHEnLEY, of the House of Representatives.
Cordially, yours,
FRANKLIN K. LA~E.
Hon. IIE~"TTY L. MYERS,
United States Senate.

DEPARTMENT OF THm I)i'TEUIOR,
Washi ngton, May 31, 1918.

MY DEAR 1\In. PnESIDEXT: I believe the time has come when we should
give thought to the preparation of plans for providing opportunity for
our soldiers returning from ~e war. Because this depa.r tment has
handled similar problems, I consider it my duty to bring tbls matter to
the attention of yourself and Congress.
Every country has found itself face to face with this situation at
the close of a great war. From Rome, under Cresar, to France, under
Napoleon, down even to our own Civil War, the problem arose as to
what could be done with the soldiers to be mustered out of military
service.
At the close of the Civil War America faced a somewhat similar
situation. But fortunately at that time the public domain offered opportunity to the home-returning soldiers. The great part the veterans
of that war played in developing the West is one of our epics. The
homestead law had been signed by Lincoln in the second year of the
war, so that out of our wealth in lands we had farms to otfe~ the
million of veterans. ·It was also the era of transcontinental railway
construction. It was likewise the period of rapid, yet broad and fu!l,
development of towns and communities anu States.
To the great number of returning soldiers land wlJl offer the great
and fundamental opportunity. The experience o.f war~ po~nts out the
lesson that our service men, because of army llfe, w1th 1ts openpess
and activity, will largely seek out-of-doors vocations and occu~ations.
This fact is accepted by the allied European nations. That Is w~y
their programs and policies of relocating and readjustment empha~1ze
the opportunities on the land for the returnin~ soldier. The question,
then, is, What land can be made available for farm homes for our
soldiers?
We do not have the bountiful public domain of the sixties and sev~n
ties. In a literal sense. for the use of it on a generous scale for sold~er
farm homes as in the sixties. "the public domain is gone." The officml
figures at the end of the fiscal year, June 30, 19.17, show this: We
have unappropriated land in the continental Umted States to the
amount of· 230,G57,755 acres. It ~s safe to say that not one-half of
this land will ever prove to be cultivable in any sense. So we have no
land in any way comparable to that in the public domain when Appomattox came and men turned westward with army rifle and " roll blanket "
to J~lf~ ~~e d~n~~t have that matchless public domain of 1865, we do
have-millions of acres of undeveloped lands that can ~e made available
for our home-coming soldiers. We have arid lands m the West, cutover lands in the Northwest Lake States, and South, and also swamp
lands in the Middle West ~nd South, which can be made avalla~le
through the proper development. Much of this Ian~ can ~e made smtable for farm homE.'s if properly handled. But it wtll reqmre th~t each
type of land be dealt with m its own particular fashion. The artd land
will require water the cut-over laud will require clE>arlng, and the
swamp land must be drained. Without any of these n.ids, they remain
largely "No man's land." The solution of these problP.ms is n? ne.w
thing. In the admirable achievement of the Reclamation Service m
reclamation and drninage we have abundnnt proof of what can be done.
Looking toward the construction of additional projects1 I am glad to
say that plans and investigations have been under way ror some time.
A survey and study has been in the course of consummation by. the
Reclamation Service on the great Colorado Basin. That great proJect,
I believe will appeal to the· new spirit of America. It would mean the
conquP.st' of an empire in the Southwest. It ~s believed that more than
3 000 000 <.f acres of arid land could be recla1med by the completion of
the upper and lower Colorado Basin projects.
It has been officially estimated that more than 15,000,000 acres of
lrrigable land now remain in the Government's hands. This Is the great
remaining storehouse of Government land for reclamation. Under what
policy ?.nd program millions of these acres could be reclaimed for future
farms and homes remains for legislation to determine. The amount ~f
swamp and cut-over lands in the United States that can be made avaJlable for farming is extensive. Just how much the~e is has J?ever been
determined with any degree of accuracy. Pra<:tically all . of tt has
passed into private ownership. For that reason m considermg its use
It would be necesM.ry to work out a policy between the private owner.s
and the Government unless the land was purchased. It has been estimated that the total area of swamp and overflowed lands In the United
States is behveen seventy and eighty million acres. Of this amount it
is stated that about" 60,000,000 acres can be reclaimed and. made profitable for agriculture." The undeveloped swamp lands he chiefly 1D
Florida in the States along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, in the Mississippi Delta, and in Missouri, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin,

an~~;fl~~~~~t

of land in its natural state unfit for farm homes can
be made suitable by cultivation b:v dra inage only thoro u ~ h surveys and
studies can develop. We know that authentic figures show that more
than 15 000 000 acres have been r eclaimed for profitable farming, most
of which lies in the Mississippi River Valley.
The Rmount of cut-over lands jn the United States, of course, it is
impossible even in approximation to estimate. These lands, however, lie
largely in the South Atlantic and Gul.f States. the ~.ake St ates •. anu the
Northwestern States. A rough es timate of their number Is a bout
200 000 000 acres--that is, of land suitable for agricultural developm ent.
Sub's tan'tially all this cut-over or logged-eli land is in private own er ship.
The failure of thi land to be developed is largely due to inad equate
method of approach. Unless a new policy of uevelopment is workE>cl out
in cooperation between the Federal Government, the States, nnd the
individual owners a greater part of it will remain unsettled and un cul tivated. The undeveloped cut-over lancls lie chiefly in the Pacific Northwest (particularly in Wn shington and Oregon) , in the Lake Sta tes (Minnesota. Michigan. aml Wiscon sin), and in the South Atlantic a nu Gulf
coastal States (Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas).
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Any plan for the development of lnnd for the returning soldier will
come face to face with the fact that a new policy wlll have to meet the
new conditions. The era of free or cheap land in the United States has
passed
We must meet the uew conditions of developing lands In
advance; t>ecurity must to a degree displace speculation. Some of the
defects in our old system have been described by Dr. Elwood Mead in
these 'vords :
"Science (should) have gone hand in hand with the settlement of the
arid and semiarid country, and all that science coulrl give would have
been utilized, first in the creation of the conditions of settlement and
then in aiding the settler in difficult tasks. Because nothing was done,
these heroic but uninformed t>otlls were bedeviled by the winds, cold,
drought, and insect pests. They wasted their efforts, lost their hopes
and ambitions, and a tragic percentage left, impoverished and embittered. The tragic part of this history is that nearly all this sutiering
and loss could have been avoided under a carafnlly thought-out plan of
development.,
There are certain tendencies which we ought to face frankly in our
consideration of a policy for land to the home-coming eoldler. Firstt
the drift to farm tenancy. The experience of the world shows without
question that the happiest people, the best farms, and the soundest
political conditions are found where the farmer owns the home and the
farm lands. The growth of tenancy in America shows an increase of
32 per cent for the 20 years between 1890 and 1910. Second, the drift
to urban life. In 1880 of the total population of the United States 29.5
per cent of our people resided in cities, and 70.5 per cent in the country.
At the cen us of 1910, 46.3 per cent resi.ded in cities and 53.7 per cent
remained in the country. It is evident that since the war in Europe
there has been a decided increase in the trend toward the city, because
of Industrial conditions. The adoption by the United States of new
policies in its land development plans for returning >eterans will also
contribute to the amelioration of these two dangers to American life.
A plan of land development, whereby land is developed in larg£> areas,
subdivided into individual farms, then t>old to actual bona-fide farmers
on a long-time payment basis, has been in force not only in the United
States under the reclamation act, but also in many other countries fol·
several years. It has proved a distinct success. In Denmark, Irelanrl,
New Zealand, and the Australian Commonwealth it bas completely
changed the land situation. One of the new features of thi-s plan is that
holders are aided in improving and cultivating the farm. In a word,
there is organized communitv development. Its beneficial results have
been well described by the Cnnadian commission which was appointed
to investigate its results in New Zealand in these words:
" • • • the farmers have built better houses or n:modeled their old
ones, brought a larger acreage of land under cultivation that would
otherwise be lying idle; have bought and kept better live stock; have
bought and urged more labor-saving machinery on the farms and in thu
houses. • • • 'l'bey keep more sheep and pigs and have so largely
increased the revenue from their farms that they arc able to meet the
payments on the mortgages and to adopt a higher standard of living
and a better one. Throughout the country a higher and better civilization is gradually being evol.cd ; the young men and women who are
growing up are happy and contented to remain at home on the farm and
find ample time and opportunity for recreation and entertainment of a
kind more wholesome and elevating than can be obtained in the cities."
It may be said that this country outside of Alaska has no frontier
to-day. Of course, Alaska will still olfer opportunity for a pioneer life.
And of course Alaska likewise bas yet unknown remarkable agricultural
possibilities, but unless we make po sible the development of this lancl
by the men who desire their life in that field, we will lose a great
national opportunity.
This is an immediate duty. It will be too late to plan for these things
when the war is over. Our thought now Elhould be given to the prol>lem.
And I therefore desire to bring to rour mind the wisdom of immediately
supplying the Interior Department with a sufficient fund with which to
make the nece sary sur~·eys and studies. We should know ~Y the time
the war ends, not merely how much nrid land can be irrigated, nor bow
much swamp land reclaimed, nor where the grazing land is and how
many c.a ttle it will support, nor how much cut-ovet· land can be cleared,
but we should know with definiteness where it is practi<'able to begin new
irrigation projects, what the character of the land is, what the nature of
the improvements needed will be, and what the cost will be. We should
know also, not in a general way, but with particularity, what definite
areas of swamp land may be reclaimed, how they can be drained, what
the cost of the drainage will be, what crops they wlll raise. We shouhl
have in mind specific areas of grazing lands, wlth a knowledge of the
cattle which are best adapted to them, and the practicability of supporting a family upon them. So, too, with our eut-ovf'r lands. We
should know what it would cost to pull or " blow-out " stumps and to
put the lands into condition for a farm home.
And all this should be done upon a definite planning basis. We shoultl
think as carefully of each c,ne of these projects as George Washington
thought of the planning of 'the city of Washington. We should know
what it will cost to buy these lands if they are in private bands. In
short, at the conclusion of the war the United States should be able to
say to its returned soldiers : " If you wish to go upc•n a farm, here are
n variety of farms of which you may take your pick, which the Government has prepared against the time of your returning." I do not mean
by this to carry the implication that we should do any other work now
than the work of planning. A very small sum of money put into the
hands of men of thought, experience, and vision will give us a program
which will make us feel entirely confident that we are not to be submerged Industrially or otherwise by labor which w,~ will not be able to
absorb, or that we would be in a condition where we would show a lack
of respect for those who return as heroes, but who wlll be without means
of immediate t>elf-support.
A milUon or two dollars, if appropriated now, will pot this work well
under way.
This plan does not contemplate anything like charity to the soldier.
He Is not to be given a bounty. He Is not to l>e mad<! to feel that b~ is
a dependent. On the contrary, he is to continue in a sense in the service
of the Government. Instead of destroying our enemies, he is to develop
our l"esources.
The work that is to be done, other than the planning, should be done
by the soldier himself. The dam or the irrigation project should be
built by him. the canals, the ditches, the breaking of the land, and the
building of the houses should, under proper direction, be his occupation.
He hould be allowed to make his own home, cared for while be is doing
it, and ~lven :m interest in the land for which he can pay through a
long period of years-, perhaps 30 or 40 years. This same policy can be
carri ed out as to the other clas~es of land. So that the soldier on his
return wonld have an opportunity to make a home for himself, to build a
home with money which we would advance and which he would repay,
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and for the repayment we would have an abundant security. The farms
should not be ttuned over as the prairies w ere-unbroken, unfenced.
without accommodations for men or animals. There should be prepared
homes, all of which can be constructed by the men themselves, nnd paid
for by them under a system of simple de>l in:; by which modern methods
of finance will be applied to their needs.
As I have indicated, this is not a mere Ut opian vision. It is, with
slight variations, a policy whieh other countries are pursui.ng successfully. Tbc plan is simple. I will undertake to present to the Congress
definite projects for the development of this country through the use ot
the returned soldier by which the United States, lending its credit, may
increase its resources and its population and the happiness of its people
with a cost to itself of no more thau the few hundred thousand dollar
that it will take to study this problem through competent men. This
work should not be postponed.
Cordially and faithfully, yours,
FIUXKLI~ K. L_\."E,
A~OUST

2, 1918.

MY Dt:.1.R Mn. SnEnLEY : I wish to express my appreciation of the

action of your committee in appropriating $200,000 for the prellminary
study of the unused lands of the country with the .purpose In view of
pro-viding homes for returned soldiers. Since your action the President
has approved a recommendation for an appropriation of $1,000,000 to
be used in the same work. I am proceeding to organize this wor·k in the
hope that the larger amount will be a>ailable soon after the new session
of Congress opens. In this connection I submit a brief outline of thd
e!Iorts made in other countries along somewhat similar line .
UNITED KINGDOM.

Legislation has been enacted by Parliament (6 and 7 Geo. V, c. 88)
enabling the board of agriculture and fisheries to acquire land for a
small number of experimental holdings for returning men in England
and Wales. The measure provi.des for small farms not exceeding 50
acres, to be of three different types, mixed farming, dairying, and market
gardening. 1\Ien without previous farming experience are to be given
preliminary training on a demonstration farm, under the supervision
of a director, receiving a fair living wage. When they are considered
capable of taking up a holding for themselves it will be allotted. Under
this small-holding scheme I under tand that land has been acquired in
York hire and Lincolnshlre. The board is likewise working out a large
program, to be later recommended to the ministry. In Hcotland" tho
board of agriculture under the net above mentioned bas also taken up
land.
CANADA.

· With reference to the Dominion lands, the reserved areas (known as
Crown lands) are placed in the hands of a settlement board, whlcb consists of three members. A free grant of 160 acres if! made to the re·
turning soldier, and the board is empowered to grant a loan or not exceeding $2,000 to eaeb man, to be spent in erecting a bouse, pu1·chasing
implements and stock, and generally in preparing the land. This loan
will be a first mortgage on the homestead. It will be advanced at a low
rate of interest (5 per cent), and ·will have to be repaid in 15 yea.r s.
Applicants for lands or loans must have had previous farming experience. Intending settlers among returning soldiers without previous
farming experience can go upon demonstration farms for training. If
they elect, however, they may go upon farms of selected and approved
farmers for n definite time. In either case employment at current wages
will be paid. "The classes entitled to participate," says the report of
Lord Tennyson's committee, " include honorably discharged ex-service
men from the forces of Canada, the United Kingdom, and nny of tha
self-governing British Dominions, and to the widows of soldiers and
sailors from other parts of the Empire whose husbands died while <>n
active service."
Ontario : Under the net No. 150, passed in 1!)16, the Go>ernment
grants free to ex-service men 160 acres of land. Loans of $500, bearing
interest at 6 per cent and repayable within 10 y ars, can be secured
from the provincial government. Training is provided for men with no
agricultural experience. A training depot bas been established at Mon·
teith which provides li>ing accommodations and board during instruc·
tlon. .A. reasonable wage, under the act. is to te paid. When a sufficient
number of men are trai.ned, a settlement is to be established farms of
80 acres, of which 10 acres will be cleared, will be granted free and a
loan up to $5.00 advanced for farm machinery and stock, repayable over
20 years. Pro>isions wUl be made for married men to have their fam·
ilies with them as soon -as practicable.
British Columbia: The British Columbian act (6 Geo. V, No. 59).
passed in 1916, provides for the settlement of ex- crvicc men, includi.ng
the widows of men who would have come under the act. The lands are
to be granted free. In addition ex-service men can obtain on payment <>f
about $10 a preemption claim to land, the area and residence requirements to be fixed by regulation. which is to be tree of all taxes except
for educational purposes. The act likewise provides that a fund shall bo
established from the sale of Crown lands. This fund is to be u~ed for
loans to returned soldiers, and will be administered by the Agrictiltural
Credit Commission of British .Columbia.
New Brunswick: An act wns passed ln 1!>16 (0 Geo. V, No. 9) authorizing the provincial government to de-velop a scheme for the settlement
of m en who have served in the present war. The work is to be done
by the farm settlement board, and an area of 20,000 acres has already
been et aside for beginning settlements. Settlements are to accommodate from 100 to 250 families, and a demonstration farm is to be establi hed to provide implements and information. The farms wi11 be
from 10 to 100 acres, and th<> cost will vary. Those on Crown lands
will be !J.Overned by the actual cost of improvements, the payment of
which will be on moderate term~, spread over 20 years. Ex-service men
can obtain employment in preparing the holdings until they desi.re to
take up a farm.
AUSTRALU.

The Commonwealth of Au s tralia held a conference of the Federal and
State autlwriti<'s in 1917 . .A board was appointed, which was to include
a ministel" from each State, and the Commonwealth authorized an appropriation of $100.000,000 for the work. The board is now worki.ng
on plans for advancing monl:'y to soldier settlers, with rates of interest,
method of repayYD'("nt, and policy ret unannounced. The various States
of the Commonwealtll have taken the followi.ng steps for preparing lanl!
for returni.ng se.rlice men :
New South Wales : In l!HO, umler the returned soldiers' settlement
act (No. 21), areas of Crown land and r e umed private lands have been
set aside for the ettlemt-nt of returned Australian !lOidiers. The State
gove1·nment will extend these advanta~es to soldl<'rs of tile Empire, and
bas already undertaken the preparation of 1,000 farms in the Yanco
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irriga tion a rea. .Th e average farm i s t o be 50 acres, with a pPrpetual
lea se, and t h e r ent 2~ per cent of the capital value, besides wat er rent.
Advances will be made by the Government for the purpose of (1) pa ying off debts due the Crown, (2) for paying off encumbrances on the
land, and (3) for .bullding houses and making other improvements. During the initial s tages, before the land has become productive, the Government may susp end payinent. The proposed suspension applies to
payments due (a) for rent, (b) water charges, (c) improvements, and
(d) installments of purchase money. The Government Saving Bank of
New South Wales will advance an amotmt op to three-fourths of the
bolder's interest in improvements. The legislation also provides for a
previous six months' agricultural experience for the returning soldier.
Otherwise, if he elects, he can go to the Government farm for the
necessary training.
Victoria: Legislation indicating the policy of the Go.vernment has
been introduced into the State parliament. It contains the following
provisions : Irrigation land is to be open in settlements to the returning
men. Settlers must pay deposits of 3 per cent on capital value, and
make subsequent payment at the rate of 6 per cent per annum for 31~
years to cover the interest and purchase money. In case of soldiers
from active service no payments for the first three years. In addition,
advances will be made by the State government up to 70 per cent of
the value of improvements, \vith a maximum of about $2,500. Previous
agricultm·al experience is required before taking up land.
.
Queensland: The discharged soldiers' settlement act (No. 32) was
passed in Hl17. It provides facilities not o:aly for the settlement of exservice men of the Commonwealth, but extends it also to men of the
United Kingdom and its allies. Crown lands and lands resumed by the
State government are offered for settlement in "perpetual lease." No
rent is required during the first three tears, but after that time survey
fees will be payable in 10 installments, and rent must be fald. On
Crown lands the rent will be H per cent of the capital value o the land.
At the end of 15 years the rent will be determined by the land court.
The lease will contain provisions for making improvements, for preparing the land for stocking the farm, and erecting buildings-up to a .
sum not exceeding about $1,000. Advances to that amount can be secured from the Government Saving Bank, repayable by installments extending over 40 years. It is my unders-tanding that an area of 60,000
acres has already been set aside by the Government in advance of this
proposed legislation.
South Australia : By the returned soldiers' settlement act of 1916
(7 Geo. V, No. 1264) the State government has set asidP. two large
blocks of lands, and liberal advances and conditions will be given
returning soldiers. The administration of the land is in the hands of
the land board.
Western Australia: A r eservation of land has been made by the
Gov ... rnment for the returning soldiers. Settlement on 160 acres, subject only to survey fees, is provided, and the repayment of these fees,
together with charges against preliminary improvements. with the
repayments of capital yalues . extends over ~0 years. Loans ca;n be
secured from the State Agricultural Bank. On each settlement a central farm where soldiers can obtain practical training in agriculture
will be cstabllshed ·under· State supervision.
·
'l'nsmania: Under the r eturned soldiers' settlement act of 1916 (5
Geo. V, 20) free grants of land are made to service men from Tasmania.
The act provides for the sale or lease to returning men of the Australian
forces and those from the United Kingdom up to 200 acres. A sum of
money up to $1,500 may be advanced for improvements, implements,
a nd stock, to be repaid in installments. No rates Ol' taxes for four years
will be payable by returning men. '.rhe legislation provides that some
previous agricultural experience is necessary, otherwise the State farm
at Deloraine will giyc adequate training necessary.

a like opportunity to thousands of workers in munitions factories and
other war industries who at the conclusion o! the war will be out o:f
employment. It is intended to promote as nothing else ever bas the
" back to the land" spirit. It is recognized that one of the great
evils of the times in our country is the overcrowding and congestion of
people in the cities, many of whom are utterly unfitted for city life
and not adapted to the vocations thPreof. AftPr tne war this undesirable condition will be greatly intensified. Further, there will be
hundreds of thousands of young men who will ha_v e returned from
service in our Army or Navy who will be out of employment and for
whom there will be no jobs or positions. In addition there will be
thousands and thousands of men and women, now employed in munitions factories and other war industries which will have to close at the
end of the war, who will be out of employment. Many of them will
have some means which they wlll have saved at their employment and
with which they could locate upon and improve land and engage in agriculture, horticulture, or live-stock raising. All of the above-described
classes of people will be needed on the land. The land will need them
and they will need the land. It should be the object of the Government,
and it is the object of this proposed legislation, to provide them with
thE> opportunity or getting on the land. Furthermore, the undertaking
which this proposed legislation contemplates, if embarked upon by the
Government, would afford employment to thousands of men who will be
out of employment at the termination of the war, when there will ·be n
scarcity of employment in this country and when the idle will be clamoring for employment.
·
·
This bill is in line with proposed legislation suggested by the Secretary of the Interior, and the committee believes it of great importance.
The committee further believes that it should be attended to in ample
time and tbat no time should be lost in doing so. The war may end
in another year, and I! this scheme is to be embarked upon at all no
time should be lost ln doing so. The committee bellevf's the proposPd
legislation and the undertaking contemplated thereby to be of great and
vital importance to the country :1nd a great and valuable economiC
program.
·
The committee recommends that, by amendment, the amount to be
appropriated be reduced to $1,000,000, which in the opinion of the committee, as well as in the opinion ot the Secretary of the Interior, will
be amply sufficient. Of course, according to the terms of the bUl, only
so much thereof as would t;e needed is to be appropriated. With that
amendment, the committee heartily recommends the bill for passage.

This outline of the plans of oth er nations for their returning soldiers
indicates that much thought and work have lleen given in these countries toward the solution of this problem. Of course I r ealize that thesE>
t>olicies are made to fit the conditions and conduct of each particular
part, whether it be nation Ol' ~t~te. And I do not mean to imply that
we can model our plans or polic1es along tho<se lines. But I do believe
that this knowledge points out one lesson that has much good in it.
That is this, that tbe preparation of plans for providing opportunity
for our l'etUI·ning soldiers can not be l eft to the day when the war is

The War Department yesterday a uthorized the Con.,tructlon Division
to procP.ed with 13 war projects, costing $18,000,000. The largest
appropriatiotl, one of $7,500,000, was made for enlargement of Camp
Grant, Ill.
Other appropriations . for extensions includPd Camp Custer, 1\Iich.,
$4 815.000; Camp Dodge, Iowa, $2.835.210; Delaware ordnance depot,
$1;203,185 ; and aerial gunnery s chool, Miami, Fla., $660,000.

Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, some days ago the Senator from
Virginia [l\Ir. MABTIN], the leader of the majority, gave out an
interview upon ·the question of expenditures and the curtailment
of expenditures by the Government for the future. I read a paragi·aph from that interview, as follows:
We have got to stop waste, extravagance, and reckJess expenditur<' or
the <:ountry is ruined. Unless there is an immediate cessation in lJlling
up enormous indebtedness the people of this Nation will be " hewers of
wood and drawers of water" for ""enerations. I want to begin curtailing appropriations at once. I want to get the country back into normal
conditiOn. Thls must not be done violently, but as rapidly as possible.

This announces a wise and statesmanlike policy, and, for what
it is worth, I want to commend the Senator from Virginia for
his statement and to assure him that .he will get a vast amount
of support if he will carry forward this program.
1\fr. President, outside of the immediate questions of the war,
the most vital question with which the country bas now to ueal
!'iEW ZEALA!'iD,
is that of the curtailment of expenditures, and that relates not
The discharged soldiers' settlement act was passed in 1015 (6 Geo.
V, 45) and amended in Hl16, with . a view to settling soldiers on the alone to war expenditures, which will necessarily and promptly
land. Provisions are made in the acts for the setting apart of areas be curtailed when ·the war shall have ended, but it relates to the
of land for selection by ~ discharged soldiers, and facilities are given expenditures which have been characteristic of om· Government
whereby holdings may be acquired on easy terms. Advances may be
made to selectors for clearing and improving the land, erecting build- in times of peace. I say this, l\fr. President, regardless of what
·
ings, and purchasing stock. Preference is likewise given to soldiers party is in power.
at the ordinary land sales. Following the example of the requirements
If the people really knew the method and the manner in which
for colcnization, men who have bad no previous farming experience can
arrange for training on the State farms. These acts apply only to men we expend money and the waste of which we are guilty. they
belonging to the New Zealand forces and residents of the Dominion who would mob us-. It is by reason of the fact that the details of
have served in active mllltary and naval forces.
these expenditures are kept from the people that public opinio·n ·
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA.
is not m·ou~ed to its height in regard to this matter. I was,
It is under s toou that the Union Government is working on a plan for therefore, exceedingly pleased when I saw that the able Senator
settlement for a limited number of ex-service men with special qualififrom Virginia, the leader of the majority, at once seized upon
cations for land development.
li'RA~CE.
the proposition of inUiating a program of retrenchment which,
On April D, 1!.>18, Presiuent Poincare si gned a law providing for the I trust, will not relate alone to expenditures which have been
acquisition of small rural properties by soldier and civilian victims of necessarily incuned by the war, . but to expenditures which
the war. It provides ln part for " individual mortgage loans to facilitate acquisition, parceHng out, transformation, and recon Rtitution of haYe been characteristic of the Government in times of peace.
small rural properties of which the value does not exceed .10,000 francs." 'Ve have for years been a wasteful, extravagant Government,
The loans are to be made from the agricultural l ending societies at a expending money as if it came like "manna" from heaven and
rate of 1 per cent, with a term of 25 years. Advances for improvements are providsd for, and a special commission is appointed to ad- not through and by the toil and energy of the people.
minister the law.
:Mr. President, there are some items which, it seems to me,
Since a large part of the soldiers of France are landowners, it is ought to receive the consideration of the depa'r tments and of
evid ent that the P.roblem of the demobilization of the armies at the
end of the war will be a simple one. The French soldiers wiU simply of Congress at once. J want to read a statement which appeared
return to their farm homes.
in a recent 'Vashington Post, as follows:
·

I am unable to say, without yet knowing the terms and conditions of the armistice, and therefore being unable to judge entirely of the future, how far these curtailments may . now be
FRANKLIN K. LA.'\Fl,
carried aml to what extent we may now initiate retrenchments;
lion. SWAGAR SHERL EY,
Olrainnan Committe e on AppropriatiOI&B, House of R ep ;·esenta- but it uoes seem to me that those items are well worthy of the
tives.
consi<leration of the Secretary_of Wnr, with the view of elimiThe proposed legi slation is for the purpose of providing an oppor- nating that further expenditure, if possible. I believe the terms
tunity to procure homes for those of our returning sailors and soldiers
wbo may wish them upon their return f1·om the wa1·, as well as giving of the armistice will be such as to make it impossible for Ger-
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many to renew hostilitie... We will know the terms in a few
minutes, ana I trust such expenditures as this may be greatly
curtailed.
Mr. President, the Se11ntor from Virginia will find, as he
undertakes to carry forward this very wise program, that there
.will be a thousand reasons given for the continuance and maintenance of every expend.iture which has been provided for. He
.will find that there will be a thousand reasons giv-en for the
maintenance and extension of every bureau that is now in
existence; and before another fortnight has passed a powerful
propaganda will ha\e begun in this country for the purpose of
satisfying tbe people that not only are these present organizations and institutions and bureaus and officers necessary, but
that it is even necessary to enlarge and to extend them.
There is one thing that Congress has never yet been able to do,
nnd that is to abolish a bureau or abolish an office. Congress
has great capacity to make 12 men do what 1 man did before,
but practically no capacity apparently to curtail or limit either
the employees or the expenditures. I say to the Senator from Virginia that he will find that he has announced a program which
it will be \ery difficult, indeed, for him to carry forward ; and
it i a program which, if carried out, will haye to be carried
torward regardless of pai·ty lines.
The reconstruction task which is soon ta begin in Europe is
ns stupendous and overwhelming as the winning of the war
itself. Millions upon millions of people will be out of employment anu without the means of sustenance, and the Uniteu
States must necessarily do its part in the feeding and taking
care of this class of people. The burden upon the American
people is already great-neces~arily great~because nobody
complained of a single dollar that was necessary to expend in
the winning of the war; but because the burden of the American
people i , and necessarily has to be, heavy, nnd, therefore, it
ought to be the policy of Congress to eliminate and cut out every
po sible unnece ary expenditure. We want to do our part to
the end, and let us waste nowhere and do unnecessary things.
National 'vaste, 1\IJ·. President, has become a disease. It is
not only characteristic of the National Government, and has
been for years and ·years, but it is .characteristic of township
governments and county governments and city gove1·nments and
State governments throughout this colmtry. A republican form
of government is necessarily a very expensive form of government at best, and especially under a Federal system such as we
ha•e, with its double layer and double tier of officers In the
State and in the Nation. It is necessarily an expensive form of
go•ernment; it is one of the prices which we pay for a republican
form of go•ernment; but it behooves us, as the nature of it is to
be ex:pensi•e, to utilize our best efforts to see that it is not
grenter than the form of goTernment absolutely requires.
'Ve have been for years here creating commissions, paying
stupendous salaries, and creating bureaus and enlarging them
long before the war began. I am very much afraid that we will
continue to do it after the war is over; but, as I said a few
moments ago, if the Senator from Virginia will carry to the
country the details of the expenditure of this money, we can
build up public opinion in this country so that we can get
re ults here in the Congress. You will find, however, as I have
said, that there will be a powerful propaganda justifying these
increased expenditure , justifying the amount which we are
now paying out in different ways and for different purposes,
and even insisting upon its enlargement.
What I han~ said has no reference to the particular bill
which is before the Senate. I do not kllow yet what that bill
provides for, or whether the expenditure under it is justified or
not. I simply arose to indorse most heartily the view of the
Senator frou1 Virginia and to say to him I will follow his lead
with zeal and enthusiasm even unto the full close of his program.
1\fr. SMOOT. Mr. President, I notice that but a few moments remain before the Senate will tak~ a recess and proceed
to the Hall of the House of Represeutati"res, so I merely wish
to say a few words at this time.
I fully indorse the statement ninde by the Senator from
Idaho [Mr. BORAH] in relation to the curtailment ot the expenditures of our Government. I think, Mr. President, it is
time now that Senators should take an interest in this subject;
that they should not only make declarations that it ought to be
done, but that they should point out how it can be done, then
present a plan to the Senate, and ascertain if there is not a
majolity of the Senators in favor of a policy of restriction of
expenditures. I have in mind, Mr. President, at some early
date making some such recommenuations ; I shall wish to present them to the Senate, and I desire to assure the majority
l\fembers of this body that there will be an interest taken upon
this side of the Chamber to stop every extravagant expenditure
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and every waste that is now taking place, so as to make eYery
dollar of the Goyernment's money go just a far a. it would n-o
if it were to be expended by an indiYi<lual. If that policy is
followed out, there is no que tion but that billions of uollarE;
that are appropriated for the present fiscal year ne d not bo
expended Qr used.
Mr. President, I was very much pleased to read the recent
statement made by the Senator from Virginia [Mr. MARTIN],
the chairman of the Appropriations Committee. I had already
made a statement that was published generally, I Sllppose, but
in the New York papers at least, that I thought extravagant
waste now ·should be eliminated in every department of our
Government. I will suggest one thing that I think ought to
be done, and done immediately, by every department of the
Government. I am told that in some of the recently created
bureaus there are to-day employed over 10,000 people, and I
know of one of them as to which I stated upon the floor of the
Senat~ the other day that the head of a division of the bureau
told me that if be were allowed to select 40 per cent of the
employees, and had the absolute right of directing their work,
he would accomplish more than is accomplished now by the
100 per cent.
.
1\Ir. THOMAS. 1\Ir. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Utah yiel<l
to the Senator from Colorado?
1\I.r. SMOOT. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. TH0l\1AS. The Senator made that statement a day or
two ago, and I was very much surprised to bear it. I should
like to ask the Senator why the head of this bureau has not
the power to do what he says he would like to do?
:Mr. SMOOT. l\fr. Pre ident, the bead of the division is not
the one who directs the employment of the persons under him.
1\fr. THOMAS. That is true of a great many of them.
1\lr. SMOOT. They are sent to him by officials over him
and he is told to put them to work; and the bead of this divi~
sion says there are so many of them that they are in each
other's way, and some of them that never ought to be employed
in any department of the Government, totally ignorant of the
work that they are called upon to do.
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, I think there is no doubt
about that; and yet I am s::ttisfied that there arc bureaus the
heads of which haYe ample powers both of employment and of
discharge. That is the reason why I am surprised at the statement of the Senator. I fully concur in the statement so frequently made here that there are in this District perhap . 50
per cent more employees, so called, than are necessary. I do
not think there is any qu,.stio~ about it. The chances areand I understand that they are organizing for the purpose, and
that means political power-that an effort will be made to
secure their permanent retention in office.
Mr. SMOOT. That, Mr. President, is the danger we baye to
meet to-day.
Mr. THOMAS. The chances also are that each of the great
political parties will enter to that situation, becau e it will be
a poll tical asset.
l\1r. SMOOT. In answer to that suggestion, I want to say
that, so far us I am concerned, I shall not in the future approve of an appropriation unle s it is shown to the members of
the Appropriations Committee, and by them to the Senate, that
it is absolutely necessary that the money- be expended; and
when o. request is made for a horizontal increase of employees,
as ha~ been done in the past, I want to say to you that the
first thing we ought to do is to go into an investigation of the
request and find out whether they are needed or not.
1\:lr. THOMAS. The Senator knows that a bill is now penuing in the Senate which does that very thing-the so-called
Nolan bill, which has passed the House. I am very glad to
hear the Senator take that positjon, because I am in full sympathy with it.
Mr. PEL'\TROSE. Mr. Presiuent, I should like to call the attention of the Senator from Utah to a characteristic phra eology. On page 4 of the report of the committee, in the letter
over the signature of Franklin K. Lane, he says :
A million or two dollars, if appropriated now, will put this work
well under way.

It is a case of throwing around millions. It does not mucll
matter whether they get one million or two mlllion, in 1\Ir.
Lane's opinion.
l\1r. THOMAS. l\1ay I ask the Senator wbat the work is?
1\Ir. SMOOT. Suney and clas ·ification of unentered public
lands.
·
1\Ir. PENROSE. It is an ingenious scheme to get money out
of the Treasury for a very great purpose.
Mr. THOMAS. Is not that purpose connected with the proposed homestead policy for soldiers?
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Mt~. ~ENROSE.
Yes; it is the bill that we are discussing,
but 1 t I:S so absurd fm· the Secretary of the Interior to say :.
"Give me a million or two million; one or two million will help
aiong."
.Mr. THOMAS. TJ1e Senator knows that in these days a million is not chicken feed when it comes to national appropriations.
1\lr. PE~ROSE. I am hopeful, now that the war is over
that it will not be chicken feed.
'
Mr. THOMAS. I hope so, too.
M.r. SMOOT. Mr. President, it took us a long time to learn
to use the "Yord '' billions." Members of the Appropriations
Committee "·ou1d be discussing n. question upon the floor and
it was next to impossible for any of them to use the ~vord
" billions " ; but we haYe got to using the word so flippantly
and so often that nothing short of a billion has been thought
worthy of consiueration. As the Senator from North Carolina
[1\lr. O~MAN] suggests, if any member of the Appropriations
Committee undertook to sa\e a hundred thousand dollars he
would be laughed at; and he m..lght just as well have gone further and said that a mere question of a million dolla.rs was not
worthy of a moment's passing thought~
Mr. Pre ident, we haYe got to return to normal conditions.
A reconstruction is to take place. As I have said in public
many times, I have not been afraid of the outcmne of the war.
Success to the arms of America and her allies was as sure as
that the sun would rise on the morrow. I have said that we
would have Do trouble raising money or enforcing laws and
regulations during the time our armies were fighting the enemy
of civilization; but I always had a fear as to our future after
peace was declared.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Utah yield
to the Senator from Montana?
Mr. SMOOT. I yield to the Senator.
1\fr. WALSH. I feel very certain that every Member of the
Senate will subscribe to the view of the Senator that economy
ought to be the watchword, but I am curious to know what
the attituue of the Senator is with reference to the pending
bill. Is he oppo ed to the scheme proposed, of providing heroes
for the returning soldiers upon the available lands of the
country?
Mr. SMOOT. If the Senator asks that ques ion with a view
of getting a direct answer, I will say that I certainly am not
opposed. to legislation along this line. I wanted to say to the
Senator, however, that it is impossible to pass this bill to-day.
There are Senators who are opposed to some provisions of it;
and we do not want to call for a quorum before 10 minutes to
~o'clock, as there is not a quorum in the city.
1\lr. \VALSH. The Senator v;ill understand that I was not
enueavoring to hurry his observations.
l\1r. SMOOT. As the time has arrived for the joint meeting
of the two Houses, I will say no more. In the near future I
ex{>ect to point out to the Senate some of the ways that I
believe will save the Treasury of the United States untold millions of dollars, and the quicker we get at it the better it
will be.
JOINT MEETING OF THE TWO HOUSES.
.The VICE PRESIDENT (at 12 o'clock and 50 minutes p.m.).
The h{)Ur having arrived at which, in accordance with the
concun·ent resolution of the two Houses, the Senate is to proceed to the Hall of the House of Representatives to receive a
communication from the President of the United States the
Sergeant at Arms will take charge.
'
Thereupon the Senate, preceded by its Sergeant at Arms and
headed by the Vlce President and the Secretary, proceed~d to
the Hall of the House of Representatives.
ADDRESS BY THE PllESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES (H. DeC.
NO. 1339).
The address of the President of the United States this <lay
delivered at a joint meeting of the two Houses of Congress is
as follows:

GENTLEMEN OF THE CONGRESS : In these anxiOUS times of rapid_
and stupendous change it will in some 'degree lighten my sense
of responsibility to perform in person the duty of communicating
t'- you some of the larger circumstances of the situation with
which it is necessary to deal.
The German authorities who have, at the invitation of the
Supreme War Council, been in communication with l\1arshal
Foch have accepted and signed the terms of armistice which he
was authorized and instructed to communicate to them. Those
terms are as follows:
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One. Cessation of operations. by land and in the air six houm
after the signature of the armistice.
Two. Immediate evacuation of invaded countries: Belgium,
France, Alsace, Lorraine, Luxemburg, so ordered as to be comp1.eted within fourteen days from the signature of the armistice.
German troops which have not left the above mentioned terd~
tories ~ithin the period fixed ·. will become prisoners of war.
Occupation by the Allied and United States forces jointly will
keep pace with evacuation in these areas. All movements of
evacuation and occupation will be regulated in accordance with
a note annexed to the stated terms.
.TI:ree. Repatriation beginning at once and to be compl-eted
Withm fourt een days of al1 inhabitants of the countries above
mentioned, including hostages an{} persons under trial or convicted.
Four. Surrender in good condition by the German armies of
the following equipment: five thousand guns (two thousand five
hundred h~avy, two thousand five hundred field), thirty thou~ .• nd machme guns. Three thousand minenwerfer. Two thousand aeroplanes (fighters, bombers-firstly D. Seventy three's
and night bombing machines). The above to 1>e delivered in
S~tu to the Allies and United States troops in accordance
With the detailed conditions laid down in the annexed note.
FiYe. Evacuation by the German armies of the countries on
the left bank of the Rhine. These countries on the left bank
of the Rhine shall be administered by the local authoritl~s under
the control of the Allied and United States armies of occupation.
The occ~pa tion of these territories will be-determined by Allied
and Un_1ted States garrisons holding the principal crossings ot
the Rlune, Mayence, Coblenz., Cologne, together with bridgeheads at these points ir. thirty kilometer radius on the right
bank and by garrisons Limilarly holding the strategel.ic points
of the regions. A neutral zone shall be reserved on the ri aht
of the Rh.ine between the stream and a line drawn paranet' to
it forty kilometers to the east froill the frontier of Holland to
the parallel of Gernsheim and as far as practicable a distance
oi thirty · kilometers from the east of stream from this parallel
upon Swiss frontier. Evacuation by the enemy of the Rhine ·
lan~s shall be so o:dered as to be completed within a further
penod of e~e':'en days, in all r.i:neteen days after the signature
of. the armistice.
.ll ~ovements of evacuation and occupation
Will be regulated accordmg to the note annexed.
Six. In all territory evacuated by the enemy there shall be
no evacuation of inhabitants; no uamage or harm shall be done
to the persons or property of the inhabitants. No destruction
o: any kind to be committed. Military establishments of all
kinfl~ ~hall be ~elivered intact as well as military stores of food,
muru.tw~s, eqUipment not removed during the perious fixed for
evacua.twn. Stores of food of all kind.s for the civil population
cattle, etc., shall be left in situ. Industrial establishments shali
not be impaired in any way and their personnel shall not be
moved. Roads and means of communication of every kind
railroad, waterways, main roads, bridges, telegraphs telephones'
shall be in na manner impaired.
'
'
Seven. All civil and milit:lry personnel at present employed on
them shall remain. Five t housand locomotives, fifty. thousand
w~gons and ten thousand motor lorries in good working order
With all necessary spare parts and fitting shall be delivered to
the Associated Powers within the period fixed for the evacuation
of Belgium and Luxemburg. Tl1e railways of .Alsace Lorraine
shall be handed over within the same period, together with au
pre-war personnel and materiaL Further material necessarY
for the working of. raihvays in the country on the left bank of
the Rhine shall be left in situ. All stores of coal and material
fr: the up-keep of permanent ways, signals and repair shops
left. entire in_situ an? kept in an efficient state by Germany
durrng the w.oole penod of armistice. All baro-es taken from
the Allie:; ~hat. be restor d to them. A note app:nded regulates
the details of these measures.
Eight. The German command shall be responsible for revealing all mines or delay acting fuses disposed on -territory evacuated by the German troops and shall assist in their discovery
and destruetio~ Th~ German command shall also reveal all
destructive measures that may have been taken (such as poisoning or polluting of springs, wells, etc.) under penalty of reprisals.
Nine. The right of requisition shall be exercised by the Allied
and the United States armies in all occupied territory_ Th.e upkeep of the troops of occupation in the Rhine land (excluding
.Alsace-Lorraine) shall be charged to the German Government.
Ten. An inunediate repatriation without reciprocity according to detailed conditions which shall be fixed, of all Allied and
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United States pri ·oners of war. The Allied Powers and the
United States hall be able to dispose of these p1isoners as they
wish.
Ele>en. Sick and wounded who cannot be remo-ved from
e>acuated territory will be cared for by German personnel who
will be left on the spot with the medical material required.
II.

DISrOSITIOX RELATIVE TO THE EASTER:'< FRO:'<TIERS OF GEUMAXY.

T\Yel>e. All German troops at present in any teriitory which
before the war belonged to Russia, Roumania or Turkey shall
withdraw within the frontiers of Germany as they existed on
August first, 1914.
Thirteen. EYacuation by German troops to begin at once and
all German instructors, prisoners, and civilian as well as military agents, now on the territory of Russia (as defined before
1914) to be recalled.
Fourteen. German troops to cease at once all requisitions and
seizure and any other undertaking with a view to obtaining
supplieN intended for Germany in Roumania and Russia (as
defined on August first, 1914).
Fifteen. Abandonment of the treaties of Bucharest and BrestLito>sk and of the supplementary treaties.
Sixteen. The Allies shall have free access to the territories
e>acuated by the Germans on their eastern frontier either
through Danzig or by the Vistula in order to convey supplies to
the populations of tho e territories or for any other purpose.
III. CLA"CSE COXCERXI.XG

EAST AFRICA.

SeYenteen. Unconditional capitulation of all German forces
operating in East Africa within one month.
IV. GEXERAL CLAGSES.

Eighteen. Repatriation, without reciprocity, within a maximum period of one month, in accordance "ith detailed conditions
hereafter to be fixed, of all civilians interned or deported who
may be citizeus of other Allied or As ociated States than those
mentioned in clause three, paragraph nineteen, with the reservation that any future claims and demands of the Allies and the
United States of America remain unaffected.
Nineteen. The following financial conditions are required:
Reparation for damage done. While such armistice lasts no
public securities shall be remo>ed by the enemy which .can serve
as a pledge to the Allies for the recovery or repatriation for
war los es. Immediate restitution of the cash deposit, in the
National Bank of Belgium, and in general immediate return of
all documents, specie, stocks, shares, paper money together with
plant for the issue thereof, touching public or private interests
in the in\aded countries. Restitution of the Russian and Roumanian gold yielded to Germany or taken by that power. This
gold to be delivered in trust to the Allies until the signature of
peace.
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Allies and the United States of America. All \es els of the
auxiliary fleet (trawlers, motor vessels, etc.) are to be disarmed.
Twenty four. The Allies and the United Stfites of America
shall have the right to sweep up all mine fields and obstructions
laid by Germany outside German territorial waters, and the
positions of these are to be indicated.
Twenty five. Freedom of access to and from the Baltic to ba
given to the naval and mercantile marines of the Allied and Associted Powers. To secure this the Allies and the United States of
America shall be empowered to occupy all German forts, fortifi· ·
cations, batteries and defense works of all kinds in all the en·
trances from the Categat into the Baltic, and to sweep up all
mines and obstructions within and without German territorial
waters without any question of neutrality being raised, and the
positions of all such mines and obstmctions are to be indicated.
Twenty si:s:. The existing blockade conditions set up by the
Allies and Associated Powers are to remain unchanged and a.ll
German merchant ships found · at sea m·e to remain liable to
capture.
Twenty seven. All naYal aircraft are to be concentrated and
immobilized in German bases to be specified by the Allie~ and
the United States of America.
Twenty eight. In evacuating the Belgium coasts and ports,
Germany shall abandon all merchant.ships, tugs, lighter , cranes
and all other harbor materials, all materials for inland na-vigation, all aircraft and all materials and storE:'S, all arms and
armaments, and all stores and apparatus of all. kinds.
. Twenty nine. All Black Sea ports are to be eyacuatec.l by Germany; all Russian war vessels of all descriptions seized by
Germany in the Black Sea are to be handed O\er to the Allies
and the United States of America; all neutral merchant vessels seized are to be released; all warlike and other materials
of all kinds seized in those ports are to be returned and German
materials as specified in clause twenty-eight are to be abandoned.
Thirty. All merchant Ye els in German hands belonging to
the Allied and Associated Powers are to be restored in ports to
be specified by the Allies and the United States of America without reciprocity.
"
Thirty one. No destruction of ships or of Illilterials to be permitted before evacuation, surrender or restoration.
Thirty two. The German Government shall formally notify the
neutral Governments of the world, and particularly the Governments of Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Holland, that all retrictions placed on the trailing of their \essels with the Allied
and Associated Colmtries, whether by the German Government
or by private German interests, and whether in return for specl.fl.c
concessions such as the export of shipbuilding rna teria or not,
are immediately canceJed.
Thirty three. No tran fers of German merchant shipping of
any description to any neutral flag me to take place after
signature of the armistice.
VI. D

R.A.TIOX OF THE _\RMISTICE.

Thirty four. The duration of the armistice is to be thirty days,
Twenty. Immediate cessation of all hostilities at sea and with option to extend. During this period, on failure of exe·
definite information to be given as to the location and movements cution of any of the above clauses, the armistice may be de·
of all German ships. Notification to be given to neutrals that nounced by one of the contracting parties, on forty-eight hours•
freedom of na>igation in all territorial waters is given to the previous notice.
na\al and mercantile marines of the Allies and Associated
YII. TIME LIMIT FOr! llEPLY.
Powers, all questions of neutrality being waived.
Thirty fiYe. This armi tice is to be accepted or refusetl by Ger·
Twenty one. All naval and mercantile marine prisoners of war many withln seventy-two hours of notification.
of the Allied and As ociated Powers in German hands to be reThe war thus comes to an end; for, having accepted these
turneu mthout reciprocity.
terms of armistice, it will be impossible for the German comTwenty 1'\'i·o. Surrender to the Allies and the United States of mand to renew it.
America of one hundred and sixty German submarines (includIt is not now pos ·ible to assess the consequences of tWs great
ing all submarine cruisers anL1 mine laying submarines) with consummation. We know only that this tragical war, whose
their complete armament and equipment in ports which will be consuming flames swept from one nation to another until all
specified by the Allies and the United States of America. All the world was on fire, is at an end and that it was the pri>ilege
other submarines to be paid off and completely disarmed and of our own people to enter it at its most critical juncture in
placed under the super>ision of the Allied Powers and the United such fashion and in such force as to contribute in a way of
States of America.
which we are all deeply proud to the great result. 'Ve know,
Twenty three. The following German surface warships which too, that the object of the war is attained; tile object upon
shall be desi.~fited by the Allies and the United States of which all free men had set their hearts; and attained with a
America shall forthwith be disarmed and thereafter interned in sweeping completeness which e>en now we do not realize.
neutral ports, or, for the want of them, in Allied ports, to be Armed imperialism such a the men conceived who were but
designated by the Allies and the United States of America and ye. terday the masters o'f Germany is at an end, its illicit amplaced under the surveillance of the Allies and the United States bitions engulfed in black di aster. Who will now seek to revive
of America, only caretakers being left on board, namely : Six it? The arbitrary power of the military ca te of Germany
battle crui ers, ten battleships, eight light cruisers, including which once could secretly and of its own single choice disturb
two mine la;yers, fifty de~troyers of the most modern type. All the peace of the world is di credited and destroyed. And moro
other surface warship (including river craft) are to be concen- than that,-much more tllan that,-has been accomplished. The
trated in German naYal bases to be designated by tlle Allie~ great nations which associated themselves to destroy it ha\e
and the Uniteu States of America, and are to be paid off and now definitely united in the common purpose to set up such a
completely di armed anu placed under the supervision of the peace as "\'iill satisfy the longing of the whole world for disln-
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1"2rested justice, embodied in ettlements which . are based upon
something mucll better und much more lasting tha:fl the selfish
competitive intere ts of powerful states. There 1s no longer
conjecture as to the objects the victors have in mind. They have
a mind in the matter~ not only, but a heart also. Their avowed
and concerted purpo f! is to o::atisfy and protect the weak as well
as to accord their just rights to the strong.
The humane temper and intention of the victorious governments has already b-een manifested in a very practical way.
Their rem·e. entati>es in the Supreme War Council at Versailles
• baTe by i:mnnimou resolution a sured the peoples of the Central
Empires that everything tllat is possible in the circumstances
will be done to supply them with food and relieve the distressing want that i in so many places threatening their very live ;
and st-eps are to be taken immediately to organize the e efforts
at relief in the s:ame systematic manner that they were organized
in the case of Belgium. By the use of the idle tonnage of the
Central Empires it ought presently to be possible to lift the fear
of utter misery from their oppressed populations and set their
minus and energies free f01· the great and hazardous tasks of
political reconstruction which now face them on every hand.
Hunger does not breed reform; it breeds madness and all the
ugly distempers that make an ordered life impossible.
F'or with the fall of the ancient governments which rest-ed like
an incubus upon the peoples of the Central Empir-es has come
political change not merely, but revolution; and revolution which
seems as vet to assume no final and ordered form but to run
from one· fluid change to another, until thoughtful men are
forced to ask themselves, With what governments, and -of what
sort, are we about to deal in the making of the covenants of
peace? With what authority will they meet us, and with what
assm·ance that their authority will abide and sustain securely
the inte111ational arrangements into which we are about to enter? There is here matter for no small anxiety and misgiving.
When peace is made, upon whose promises and engagements besides our own i it to rest?
Let us be perfectly.. frank with ourselves and admit that these
questions cannot be satisfactoriJy answered now or at once. But
the moral is not that there is little hope of an early answer that
will suffice. It i · only that we must be patient and helpful and
mindful above all of the great hope and confidence that lie at
the heart of what is taldng place. Excesses accomplish nothing.
Unhappy nussia has furnished abundant recent proof of that.
Disorder immediately defeats jtself. If excesses should occur,
if disorder should for a time raise its head, a sober second
thought will follow and a day of constructive action, if we help
and do not hinder.
·
The present and all that it· holds belongs to the nationR and
the peoples who preserYe their self-control and the orderly
processes of their governments; the future to those who prove
themselves the true friends of mankind. To conquer with arms
is to make only a temporary conquest; to conquer the world by
earning its esteem is to make permanent conquest. I am confident that the nations that have learned the discipline of freedom
and that have settled with self-possession to its ordered practice
are now about to make conquest of the world by the sheer power
of example and of friendly helpfulness.
The peoples who have but just come out from under the yoke
of arbitrary government and who are now coming at last into
their freedom will never find the treasures of liberty they are in
search of if they look for them by the Light of the to~ch. They
will find that every pathway that is stained with the blood of
their own brothers leads to the wilderness, not to the seat of
their hope. They are now face to face with their initial test.
We must hold the light steady until they find themselves. Ann
in the meantime, if it be possibl~ we must est.:'l.blish a peace that
will justly define their place among the nations, remove all fear
of their neighbours and of their former masters, and enable them
to live in security and contentment when they have set their
own affairs in order. I, for one, do not doubt their purpose or
their capacity. There are some happy signs that they know and
will choose the way of self-control and peaceful accommodation.
If they do, we shall put our aid at their disposal in every way
that we can. If they do not, we must await with patience and
sympathy the awakening and recovery that will assuredly come
last.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
1\foNDA.Y, f.Tovernber 11, 1918.
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D~ D., offered the follo,,'ing prayer :
Our Father in heasen, we approach Thee with gratitude
welling up in our hearts and praise upon our lips, that truth
has again vindicated itself, right is marching on, and Thy will
is in the ascendency.
Hostility has ceased. Democracy 1i>es, and is !o\preading its
wings over the earth. Autocracy, militarism, Kaiserism, and all
the evils conn-ected with them shall cease to be. Freedom,
liberty, truth, justice, righteousness li-v~, to the glory and honor
of Th.v holy name.
Let Thy wisdom descend upon those of the entente powers
whose business it shall be to readjust the affairs of the worl~
that they may make it a safer place for Thy children to dwell
in; that w.ars shall forever cease and peace reign. "The one
sin in the world is selfishness ; the one virtue is love. In these
two rest all th-e theology and philosophy of the ages." Grant
that out of this terrible war these truths may be thoroughly
established; in the spirit of the Lord Jesus Christ. Amen
The Journal of the proceedings of Thul'sday, November 8,
~918, was read and approved.
·
SWEAIITNG IN OF A ME:MBER.

:Mr. DYER. l\lr. Speaker, I desire to ask at this time unanimous consent that FREDERICK EssEN, elected a Representative
from the tenth district of Missouri, be sworn in. His credentials ha>e not an-ived, but there is no question about his election. His majority IS somewhere near 20,000.
The SPEAKER. Mr. EssEN's majority was OYer 19,000. Is
there objection?
There was no objection.
1\Ir. ESSEN, accompanied by Mr. Dn:n, appearecl at the bar
of the House and took the oath prescribed by law.
JOINT SESSION OF SENATE A1Q> HOUSE.

l\Ir. KITCHIN. 1\Ir. Speaker; I offer the following resolution
(No. 58) :
The Clerk l'ead as follows:
Resolved by the House of Representatit,es (the Senate C01lcurring),

That the two House<~ of Congress assemble in the Ilall of thl' Bousl' Qf
Representati-ves on Monday, the 11th of ~ rovember, 1918. at 1 o'clock in
the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving such communication as the
President of the United States shall be pleased to make to them.

The resolution was agreed to.
PORTO RICO.

Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent to proceed for five minutes.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tennessee asks unanimous consent to address the House for five minutes. Is there
objection?
l\1r. YOUNG of North Dakota. Reserving the right to object,
what does the gentleman propose to talk about? Last week similar requests were refusetl se>eral times. .
1\lr. TOWNER. I hope the g-entleman from North Dakota will
not object.
1\Ir. YOU:KG .of North Dakota. I withdraw the ·Objection.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. What I sllall ay refers to the
situation in Porto Rico.
'l."'he SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Tennessee?
There was no objection.
1\Ir. G.A.RRET'".r of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I desire to make
a statement to the Hou e relative to the- situation in Porto
Rico, and then to submit to the judgment of the House whether
any action shall be taken.
...
,
In the month of October a very severe earthquake occurred on
the westerly side of the island of Porto Rico. It wu followed
by a tidal wave and by minor quakes and caused damage, according to the statement contained in the official communication
sent to me by the Secretary of War, of $4,000,000 in property
and the loss of a number of liYes.
Considerable Government property has been destroyed. The
Governor of Porto Rico has made an appeal to Congress for
relief, and an appropriation of $300,000 is asked for the purThe Senate returned to its Chamber at 1 o'clock and 35 minutes pose of restoring what we may call the Federal building; also
p. m. and the Vice President resumed the chair.
the governor desires that there shall be such le;tishltion as will
l\1r. SMITH of Georgia. I move that the Senate adjourn.
enable the G-overnment of Porto Rico to make an appropriation
The motion was agreed to; and (at 1 o'clock and 37 minutes out of the treasury of Porto Rico to su plenwn t the Fe<leral
p.m.) the Senate adjourned until to-morrow, Tuesday, November. appropriation for the purpose of giving this relief, which un12, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
doubtedly is urgently required.

at
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If I may read this one section from the comri:mnication adores ed by the GoYernor of Porto Hico to the 'Var Department,
it will perhaps enable the gentlemen to understand better the
situation:
The property loss in the citi<'s and towns directly affecteu by the
ell.rthquake is so enormous and the cessation of commerce and industry
so complete and sudden that I do not think it possible for us to accomplish a restoration of anything like normal conditions in any t·easonable timt> without congressional aid, and I feel confident Congress w,m
help. I am sure it would if they could see matters as they now eXlst
\n the wrecked cities and towns.

On Friday evening last the Secretary o~ War sent to me by
special messenger a letter, in which he inclosed the report of
the Governor of Porto Rico, and made a recommenllation that
the rE>quest be granted, explaining its urgency; anll on the
strength of that a meeting of the Committee on Insular Affairs
was called, which was held this morning. That committee
unanimously adopted a resolution and directed that I, as chairman, submit the matter to the House and see whether or not
unanimous consent could be obtained, pronded, of course, I
could obtain the floor, for the consilleration of this joint resolution, which appropriates $300,000 and which confers on the
Legislature of Porto Rico the authority to appropriate out
of tile Porto Rican treasury, an authority they have not hall
undez.· the organic act. I will ask that the resolution be read.
. Mr. WALSH. ·wm the gentleman yield? .
Mr. GARRETT of Tennes ee. I -yield.
Mr. WALSH. Was there a majority of the Committee on
Insular Affairs present?
l\Ir. GARRETT of Tennessee. No; but the point of no quorum was not made. There was not a quorum· of the committee
present.
l\Ir. WALSH. Does the gentleman know whether concurrent
action will probably be hall during the day in the other branch
jf this resolution js passell by the House to-day?
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. All I can say is that I conferred with Senator SAULSBURY, who is chairman of the Committee on Pacific Islands and Porto Rico. He inquired, first,
if there was any pending appropriation bill upon which it
might be possible to secure this insertion by way of amendment.
I tolll him I llid not think there was. He seemed to think that,
as far us be was personally concerned, he would be able in the
Senate to secure the passage of the resolution. They have no
sort of agreement that "'ill interfere in any way with this
matter. He seemed to think that immediately after we recein•tl these communications. That is all the information that
I could give the gentlemen about it.
Mr. WALSH. Will tile gentleman state if the matter is of
such an urgent character that a day or two would probably
make a considerable difference in this work of reU.e f?
Mr. GARRETT of Tennes ee. The Red Cross has been contributing. Authority ·was given to draw upon the Red Cross
for :10,000, and out of that fund they have been taking care,
as much as possible, of those who have been rendered helple s
and are in want. In addition to the appropriation, this resolution al o carries authority to the Secretary of 'Var to loan
Army tents and advance supplies out of material on hand.
That part of it, I should say, in view of (he 'fact, as I understand it, that the Rell Cro s funds have been practically depleted, would be extremely urgent. The earlier they begin the
recon. truction of Government buildings, of course, the earlier
tlley are going to be able to. give employment to needy people.
Mr. 'V ALSH. My last inquiry was prompted by the condition resulting from the agreement which was entered into in
respect to the sessions of the House, and I wanted the gentleman· opinion whether he thought this was such an emergency
as could not wait the terz.nination of the time fixed by the
agreement, which, :f understand, will be to-morrow-whether
he thought a delay of a llay or so would be serious, and whether
he thought it might pass the other brancll to-day if prompt
action ·" :as had by the Hou e.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I am not able to state auy
more than I have said as to the possibility of its passing the
other branch of Congress.
Mr. KITCHIN. 1\Ir:. Speaker, if the gentleman from Tennessee will permit, I "·oulu say to the gentleman from 1\lassachusett that the agreement to which he refers does not terminate
to-morrow. It terminates only when the Senate dispose of
the revenue bill, unless in the meant ime some emergency should
happen, and then the agreement provided that the majority
anfl minority lender should giye notice of that fa ct.
l\lr. 'VALSH. As I recall, the agreement was that no busines should be transacted b2fore Nowmber 12 .
. l\1r. KITCHIX No. 'l'ho date No•embel· 12 "·as mentioned
in th e discus ' ion for tlle reason that it was then thought that

'
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we would make ftn agreement with the Senate whereby we
could pass a joint r e olut ion to adjourn until November 12, but
the Senate failed to pa s the adjournment resolution.
l\1r. WALSH. If that is a correct interpretation of the
agreement, then I will say to the eentleman from Tennessee
that personally I have no oiJjection, although it seems to me to
be hardly of such an emergency character tllat it ought to be
taken up now. I shall not object, however.
Mr. KITCHIN. I think it ought to be taken up. I do not
believe there would be any objection if the whole membersllip
of the House were present. It is one of those emergencies which
are provided for in the agreement, but we provided that the
majority and minority leaders should give notice to the membership; and the only question now is whether we should give
such notice before we take this up for consideration. For myself,
I believe the entire membership of the House, if present, would
agree to this, and also that not being present, they will have no
criticism to make of us if we here waive that portion of the
agreement and pass the resolution.
Mr. WALSH. I will say to the gentleman from North Carolina that the statement of the gentleman from Tennessee [l\Ir.
GARnETr] certainly shows that it is a very great emergency; and
I have no doubt if a quorum were here that there olution would
pass practically without opposition. The only point is whether
it is wise to attempt to project it into the proceedings in view
of the agreement; but, as I understand the interpretation of the .
agl,'eement made by the gentleman from North Carolina, it is
that the agreement does not terminate to-morrow.
l\1r. KITCHIN. According to the letter of the agreement, this
would be a violation of it, and it is only a question of whether
we who are pre ent shall take the responsibility upon ourselves
of technically violating the agreement to the extent of not requiring the majority and minority leaders to give notice to come in
and vote on this proposition.
l\Ir. TOWNER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
proceed for two or three minutes before the resolution i read.
l\fr. GARnETT of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, if the gentleman
will permit me to make this st..'ltemeut before that request is
put: Of course, I am quite familiar with the agreement, and I
have no personal desire whate...-er to do anything that vwuld
even appear to violate it; but it did seem that thi was of such
an urgent character that we would be justified at least in submitting the question to the judgment of the House.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Io·w a asks unanimous
consent to proceed for three mimrtes. Is there objection?
'rllere was no objection.
l\1r. TOW!I.'ER. l\1r. Speaker, this matter has really been .
pending for consideration since the occurrence of this calamity. ·
Soon thereafter an appeal was made by the Governor of Porto
Rico and it was submitted to the members of the Committee on
Appropriations and others, with the idea of seeing if something
could not be done to secure immediate action. It was thought
that perhaps under the agreement it was best not to make the
attempt at that time. Since then, however, repeated requisitions '
have come from the island, and the reports as to the extent of
the calamity and the amount of damage done have been 'constantly increasing. The amount of damage done .and suffel'ing
of the people is a matter that could hardly have been appreciated'
earlier. I think there is no possible question but that we woulf1
be justified, in view of the existence of these facts, in·taking this
action, notwithstanding our agreement, and, of course, it can be
done, as I understand it, by unanimous consent.
The matter has been quite carefully examined by the chairman of the Committee on Insular Affairs, and by mys~lf and
others of the committee, and we have become satisfied that we
'"ould be derelict in our duty if we did not present it for the
consideration of the House at this time. Gentlemen will understand that Porto Rico is not rich. They have very little taxable
property on which to levy to support the government of the
islanll. Their . sclioolhou e in half a llozen towns have been
completely destroyed, an<l they have no money to rebuild them.
Many of the public builllings belonging to the United States
Government in the island hrive been destroyed, and, of course,
it is our duty to rebuilll those. Hundreds of men have been
throwri out of employment. They have been lleprived of their
homes by the hundreds. Th"' situation js · very deplorable.
Gentlemen will understand that the Red Cross have extraorcHnary demands malle upon them. They have given to what they
consider the extent of their ability in ·appropriating $10,000
to meet the immediafe needs of the calamity. However, that
i · ...-a tly insufficient. It has been supplemented in part b~· pt·ivate contributions. Help has been given in variou ways, b'ut
with all of the e they are nnnble to meet the extent of the
calamity and the extent of injury and the necessity for some im-
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mediut action. I sincerely hope that -there will be no objection on the part of anyone to the consideration of this resolution.
~Jr. CAMPBELL of Kan us. 3Ir. Speaker-The SPE.li\:EIL For what purpose does the gentleman from
Kansas rise?
Mr. CA.r.1PBELL of Kansas. )Jr. Speaker, for the purpose of
saying-The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Kansas nsks unanimous consent to proceed for three minutes. Is there objection?
[After a pause.] Tile Chair hears none.
l\fr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. 1\Ir. Speaker, I sincerely hope
that no one \Vill inYoke the gentleman's agreement that was
made vdth · respect to bringing up matters of legislation during
the interim that was agreed upon. ' This resolution presents a
very serious situation among a helpless people. The only help
they can get is through our Government. Hours of delay ~eans
serious loss and inconvenience to tho!';e people. I hope rn the
interest of the Porto Rican people, for whom we are acting,
that no objection will be made, and I am sure tllat if the whole
membership of the Hou e were here not a single voice would. be
raiseE.l against this resolution. I hope, therefore, that no ObJection
be made, and that it "\\-ill be agreed to.
l\Jr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent for the present consideration of the resolution.
The SPEAKEH.. The gentleman from Tennessee asks unanimous consent for the present consideration of the resolution,
which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows:

''"ill

Joint resolution (II. J. Res. 345) to provide relief of sufferers from
earthquakes occurring in Porto Rico during the month of October,
1!)18.

Resolved, etc., That the Secretary of War be, and he is hereb_y,_ au-

thotized, in his discretion, to loan, i~sue, or use ..such tents, pr~VIsJons,
and supplies pertaining to the Quartermaster Corps and Medtcal Department of the Army from anv stores now ou hand as he may deem
necessary for the temporary reilef of destitute persons in need of ~be
same in the districts affected by earthquakes in Porto Rico durmg
the month of October 1918, under such regulations for the care r.nd
1·eturn of articles not' consumed In the use as be may deem necessary.
SEc. 2. That the Secretary of War, as in his judgment may _lle
necessar:v is authorizPd to purchase additional supplies for the relief
of said • earthquake sufferers and to pr?v.ide employment. 0~ p~blic
works, including the rebuilding and repatrmg of the public b.uildings
belonging to the United States Government \yhlch_ were parttally or
totally destroyed by said earthquakes, and for tb1s purpose t l1 ere. is
hereby nppropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otllerwtse
appropriated, the sum of $300,000, to be expend~d under the direction
:tnrl in the tllscretlon of the Secretary of War.
SEC. 3. That the Legislature of Porto Rico is hereby authorizerl to
extend relief and assistance in any form and in any manner to those
destitute persons who have been rendered bomelpss or are In needy
circumstances as a result of the said earthquakes, and to those
municipalities in the isln.nd which n~·e in l!rgent need of aid or _assistance as a direct rrsult of the saHl eartoquak(ls, nothwithstunrlmg
the provisions of paragraph 1!) of section 2 (being- the 'bill of rights)
ot an act to providf' a civil ~tovernment for Porto Rico, and !or other
purposes, approved March 2. 1917.
SEC. 4. That there is hereby appropriated, out o! any moneys in the
Trl'asury not otberwlRe appropriated, such an amount as may be necessary to reimburse the l'everal appropriations of the ·Army for such
moneys or property as have already been expended or furnished in
affording such temporary rrlief as Is provided for herein.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Tennessee? [After a pause.] The Chair hears
none.
:Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. l\ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent that the resolution be amended by striking out the words
"Be it further resolved" where they appear at the beginning of
sections 2, 3, nnd. 4. Those words are unnecessary and are
surplusage.
The SPEAKER Without objection, the amendment will be
agreed to.
There was no objection.
- The resolution as amended was ordered to be engrossed and
read the third time, was read the third time, and passed.
RECESS.
• Mr. KITCHIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the House stand in rece s until five minutes of 1 o'clock.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Carolina [Mr.
KITCHIN] Rsks unanimous consent that the ·House stand in recess until five minutes before 1. Is there objection? [After a
pause.] The Chair hears none.
Accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 30 minutes p. m.) the H(JUSe
stood in recess until 12 o'clock and 55 minutes p. m.
AFTER RECESS.
The recess 1wving e:.-..-plre<l, the House (at 12 o'clock and 55
roinutes p. m.) resumed its session.
LVI--730
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MESSAGE FROM THE SE!';'ATE.
A message from the Senate, by Mr. 'Valdorf, one of its clerks,·
llllnounce<l thnt the Senate had agreed to the concurrent resolution (H. Con. Rc~. 58) that the two Houses of Congress assemble
in the Hall of the House of Representatives on l\Ionday, the 11th
day of J\ovember, 1918, at 1 o'clock in the afternoon, for the
purpose of receiYing such communication as the President of the
United States shall be pleased to make to them.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
Lenw of absence was granted, as follows:
To l\lr. ScoTT of Michigan, indefinitely, on account of illness;
and
To Mr. L."-ZARO (at the request of Mr. DUPRE), indefinitely, on
account of illness in his family.
JOINT lfEETI~G OF THE SEN ATE AND HOUSE.
At 12 o'clock and 57 minutes p. m. the Doorkeeper, Mr.
J. J. Sinnott, announced the Vice President of the United States
and the Members of the United ~tntes Senate.
The Members of the House rose.
The Senate, preceded by the Vice President and by their
Secretary and Sergeant at .'ll'm!:l, entered the Chamber.
The Vice President took the chair at the right of the Speaker,
and tile Members of the Senate took the seats reserved for
them.
.
At 12 o'c·lock and 59 minutes p. m. the Doorkeeper, l\1r. J. J'.
Sinnott, announced the Chief Justice and Associate Justices of
the Supreme Court of the United States.
The Chief Justice and Associate Justices of the SupreJ.pe
C-ourt entere<l the Chamber and took the seats reserved for
them in front of the Speaker's rostrUJII.
The SPEAKER. On behalf of the House, the Chair appoints
the following committee to conduct the President into the
Chamber: l\ie ...srs. KITCHIN, GARBETT of Tenn!':'ssee, HABRiso~ of
Mississippi, CAMPnEr.r. of Kansas, and MADDEN.
The VICE PRESIDJ<JNT. On the part of the Senate, the
Chair appoints as a like committee Senators MARTIN of Virginia, SAULSB"L'RY, SIMMONS, :l\fcCUMBER, aud l'~UELINGHUYSE_N:
At 1 o'cloc!{ and 2 minutes p. rn. the President of the United
States, escorted by the committees of Senators and Representatives, entered the Hall of the House and stood at the Clerk's
de k, amid prolonged applau e.
Tlle SPEAKER Gentlemen of the SL"\:ty-fifth Congress, I
present the President of the United States.
ADDJ'.ESS OF THE PRESIDENT---TER~!S OF ARMISTICE SIG:t\F.D BY
GERMANY (H. DOC. :t\0, 13 39).
The PRESIDE~T. Gentlemen of the Congress, in these anxious
times of · rapid and stupendous change it will in some degree
lighten my sense of responsibility to l)erforrn in person the duty
of communicating to you some of the l~uger circumstances of
the situation with which it is now neces:o:ary to ueal.
The German authorities who have, at tlw invitation of the
Supreme War Council, been in communication with Marshal
Foch have accepted and signed the terms of armistice [applause] which he was authorized and instructetl to communicate to them. Those terms are as follows: I read them as
trunsmitte<l by cable:
I.

MILITARY CLAUSES ON WESTERN FRO~T.

One. Cessation of operr.tions by lanu and in the afr six hours
after tbe ·signature of the armistice.
T\TO. Immediate e\~acuation of inYuded countries: Belgium,
France, Alsace Lorraine, Luxemburg [applanseJ, so ordered as
to be completed within fourteen days from the signature of the
armistic('. German troops which haYe not left the above mentioned territories 'within the period fixed wfii become prisoners
of war. [Applause.] Occupation by the Allied and United
States forces jointly will keep pRce with eYacuntion in these
areas. All movement_s of evacuation and occupation will be
regulated in accordance with a note annexed to the stated
terms.
Three. Repatriation beginning at once an<l to be completed
within fourteen days of all inhabitants of the countries above
mentioned, including hostages and persons under trial or convicted.
Four. Surrender in good condition by the German armies of
llie following equipment: fh·e thousand f.'Uns (two thousand
fiye hundred heavy, two thousand fi\e hun<lretl field), thirty
thousand machine guns. Three thon~and ruinenwerfer. Two
thousand aeroplanes (fighters, ho mber~-tirstly D. Seventythree's an(l night bombing machitH'~). T lP :1 hove to he delivered in Sirnrnstu to the Allies Ulhl Uuitetl States troops in ac-
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coruance with the detailed conditions laid do"·n in the annexed
Sixteen. The Allies sball have free access to the territories
not .
evacuated by tbe Germans on their eastern frontier either
Fin'. Evneuation by 1he German armies of the countries on through Danzig or by th~ Vistula in order to convey suppties to
the left bmlk of the Rhine. "~".rhese countries on the left bank the populations of those territories or for any other purpose.
of the Rhine shall be .administered by the local authorities
under the control Of the Allied and United States -armies of
Ill. CLAUSE CONCERNING EAST AFRICA.
occupation. [Apl}lause.] . The occupation of these territories
Seventeen. Unconditional capitulation of all German force.·
will be determined by Allied and United Stat-es garrisons hold- ' operating in Ea t Africa within one month. [Applause.]
ing the 1nincipal cro. lng" of the Rhine, Mayence, Coblenz,
IV. Gru~.EnAL CLAusEs. ·
Eighteen. Repatriation_, without reciprocity, within .a mnxlCologne, together with the bridgeheafls at these points in thirty
kilometer radius on the right bank and by garrisons simi- mum period of one month, in accordance with detailed condllarly holding the strategetic points of the r-egions. {Applause.] tions hereafter to be fixed, of all civilians interned -or deported
.A. neutral zone will be reserved on the right of the Rhine be- who may be citizens of other Allied or Associated Btates than
tween the stream and ·a line 1lrawn parallel to it forty kilome- th-ose mentioned in .clause three, paragraph nineteen, with the
ters to the east from the fTontier of Holland to the parallel of reserv.ation that any future claims and demands of the Allies
Gern.·heim nn<l ns far ~s practicable a distance of thirty k:ilome- and the United States of America remain unaffected.
tei froUl the east of the stream from this parallel upon the
Nineteen. The following financial conditions are required:
Swiss frontier. Evacuation by the enemy of the Rhine lands Reparation for damage done. 'Vhile such armif;tice lasts no
shall be so ordered ·as to be completed within n further period public securities shall be removed by the enemy which can serve
of cl >en days, in all nineteen days after the signature of the as a pledge to th~ Allies for the recovery -or :repatriation of wo.r
armi, tice. [The arithmetic is not correct, but I do not feel at losses. Immedi:fte ~stitntion -of th~ cash del}OSit, in the Nalllwrty to correct the cablegram.] All movements of evacuation tional Bank -of Belgium, ·and in ·general immediate return of all
and -occupnHon will be regulated according to the note annexed. documents, specie, stocks, shares, paper money together with
Six. In all territory evacuated by the enemy there -shall be plant for the issue thereof, touching .p ublic or private interests
no en1cuution of inhabitants; n-o damage or hann shall be done in the invaded countries. Restitution of the llussian and
to. the per ons or property of the inhabitants. No destructi-on Roumanian gold yielded to Germany or taken -b y that power.
.of :tmy kind to be committed.
Iilitary establiShments of all [.Applause.] This gold to be dellver~d in trust to the Allies
kinti.· shall be deliv-ered intact as well as military ·s tores of until the signature of peace.
foou. munitions, equipment not removed during the periods '
V. NAVAL CoNDITIONs.
fu::etl for evacuation. Stores ·of fo-od of all kinds for the civil
Twenty. Immediate cessation of all hostilities at sea aud
po:rmlation, cattle. -etc., shall be left ..in situ. Industrial .e stab- definite information to be .given as to the location and movelishments shall not be impaired in nny way ~md thelT personnel ments of all German ships. Notification to be given to neutrals
slul.ll not be rnvYed. Roads nnd means of communication ~f that fr.eedom of navigation in all territorial waters is gi.ven ·t o
eTery kind railroad, waterways, main Toads, .bridges, tele- the naval and mercantUe marines of the Allied and Assoclate.a
graph , tcleplmnes, shall be in no manner Jmpalred.
Powers, all questions of neutrality being waived.
Seven. All civil nnd military personnel at present employed
Twenty one. All naval and mercantile marine :prisoncl's ~r
on thoro .s hllil 1·e-main. Five thousand locomotives, fifty tbou- war of the Allied -and Associated Powers in GermDll hands to be
and wuron-s nnd ten thousand .motor lorries in good working returned without reciprocity.
order with all necessary spare parts and fittings shall be deTwenty two. Surrender to the Allies and the United States
liver-ed to the Associated Po-wers witbin the period 'fixed ·f or of America of •One hundred :and sixty German submarines (in- ,
the evacuation of Belgium and Luxemburg. The railways lf eluding all submarine cruisers and mine laying submarines)
AI ace Lorraine shall be ·handed over within the same period~ with their complete armament and equipment in ports whiCh
together \"\ith all pre-war personnel .and material. Further will be specified by the Allies .and the United State of America.
material necessary for the working of railways in .the <eountry [.Applause.] All other submarines to be paid otr :md complete]
on . the left bank of tl1e Rhine hall be left in situ. A'll stores disarmed and placed under the supervision -of the Allied Powers
of e a1 ::md material for the up-keep of permanent w.ays, signals and the United States .of America. [.A-ppla"Use.]
ancl repair shops left entire ln situ and kept ln an efficient · Twenty three. ·The following German surface warships whlch .
· state by Germany during the whole period of armlstlc.e. All -shall be designated by the Allies 1Uld the Un1ted Stntes of Amerbtrrges taken from the Allies shall be restored to tbe.m. A note lea shall forthwith be disarmed nnd thereafter interned in
appended re!!1llates the detai1s of these measures.
.neutral ports, · or, for the want of them, in Allied 'J}Orts, to .be
Bight. Th-e ·German <COmmand shall be responsible for 1·e- designated by the Allies and the United States of Amedca llild
Tealiug an mines or delay acting fuses dispo ed on territory placed under the surveillance of the Allies and the United State
e>acuated by the German troops and shall assist in their d1s- . of America, only caretakers being left on -board, namely: Six
em-ery and ·de truction. The Germnn command shall also reveal battle cruisers, ten battleships, eight light cruisers, including
all ue tructive measure that may lla>e been taken (such as . two mine layers. fifty destroyers of the most modern type. .All
poi ·oning or polluting of .8prings, wells, etc.) under penalty o:f : other srn·face warships (mcluding ri'ver craft) are to be con·
reprjsals.
centrnted in -German nava1 bases to be designated by the Allies
' N1ne. The rigl1t of requisition shall be exercised by the Allied and the United States o-f Ameri-ca, and a.re to be paid off und
:mel the United States armies in all occupied territory. The up- completely disarmed and placed under the supervision ot the
keep of the troops of occupation in the Rhine land (excluding Allies and the United States ·of America. [A;pplause.l A.ll vesAlsacc-Lorraine) shall be ·charg-ed to the German Government. · sels of the uUYiLia.ry 1leet (trawlers, motor vessels, etc.) nrc to
Ten. An immediate repatriation without reciprocity accord- be disarmed.
ing to detailed c-onditions ~vhich shall be fixed, of all Allied and
Twenty four. The Alli-es and the United .States -of America.
Unit 1 "States prisoners of war. [Applause.] The Alli-ed Powers shall have the right to s-weep up all mine fields and obstructions
ancl the United .States shaH be able to dispose ·Of these prisoners . laid by Germany outside German territorial waters, and the
as they wish.
· po-sitions o:f these arc to be indicated.
Ele>en. Sick and. v.-ounded who can not be Temoved from
Twenty five. Freedom of access to and from the Baltic to be
c>a-cuated territory will be -cared for by German personnel. who given to the naval -and mercantile marines of the Allied aud
mll be left on the . pot \Yith the medical material ~·equired.
As ociated Powers. To secure this the Allies and the United
n. DrsJ>osrnoN RELATIVE TO THE EASTERN FnoK!riERs OF GERMA~Y. State· of America shall be empowered to occupy all German
fo1·ts, fortifications, batteries and -defense works of all ldnds
'l'wolve. AD German troops at present in any territory which in all the entrances from the Catcgat into the Baltic, and to
before the war belonged to Russia, Roumania, or Turkey .shall sweep up all mines and obstruction. within and without Gerwithdraw within the .frontiers of Germany as they existed on man territorial waters without any question of neub·ality being
!mgust first, 19M. [Applause.]
1·ai.sed. ·and the J>OSitions of all such mines and obstructions .are
Thirteen. E-vacuation by German troops to begin nt once and to l.>e indicated.
n1l Germon instructors. prisoner~, and civilian as well as mili~
Twenty six. The existing blockade condition set up 'b y ehe
tary ngents, now on the territory of Russia (as dciined bef--ore Allies and Associated Powers are to remain unchanged an(! nll
1!J14) to be recalled.
Germau merchant ships found at sea arc to remain liable to
F-ourteen. German troop~ to eease nt once all requisitions ana capture. [Applause.]
T\\enty seYen. All naval aircraft are to be concentrated an<l
seizures ancl nny other undertaking with a view to obtaining
suppliE-s intended for Germany in Ronmania and Russia (as immobilize<i in German bases to be pecified by the Allies und
the United States of America.
defined on An:mst first. 1914).
Twenty eight. In e>acuating the Belgian coa!";ts and ports,
FifteE-n. Ahan<lonm<>nt of tl1c b·eatie of Bucharest and BrestJ,itoy k_antl of the supplementary treaties. [Applause.]
Germany shall abandon all merchant ships, tugs, lighters, cranes
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and all other harbor materials, all materials for inland navigation, all aircraft and all materials and stores, all arms and
armaments, and an stores and apparatus of all kinds.
Twenty nine. All Black Sea ports are to be evacuated by Germany ; all Russian war Ye sels of all descriptions seized by
Germany in the Black Sea are to be handed over to the Allies
and the United States of America; all neutral merchant vessels seized are to be released; all warlike and other materials of
all kinus seized in those ports are to be returned and German materials as specified in clause twenty eight are to be abandoned.
Thirty. All merchant vessels in German hands belonging to
the Allied and Associated Powers are to be restored in ports to
be specified by the Allies and the United States of America
without reciprocity.
Thirty one. No destruction of ships or of materials to be pe£mitted before evacuation, surrenuer or restoration.
Thirty two. The German Government shall formally notify
the neutral Governments of the world, and particularly the
Governments of Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Holland, that
all restrictions placed on the trading of their vessels with the
Allied anu Associated Countries, whether by the German Government or by private German interests, and whether in return
for specific concessions such as the export of shipbuilding materials or not, are immediately canceled.
Thirty three. No transfers of German merchant shipping of
any description to any neutral flag are to take place after signature of the armistice.
·
VI.

DURATIO~ OF THE ARlUSTICE.

Thirty four. The duration of the armistice is to be thirty
uays, with option to extend. During this period, on failure of
execution of any of the abo"\"e clauses, the armistice may be
denounced by one of the contracting parties, on forty eight
hours' previous notice.
VII.

TillE LIMIT FOR REPLY.

11543

come political change not merely, but reYolution; and revolution
which seems as yet to assume no final and ordered form but to
nm from one fluid change to another, until thoughtful men are
forced to ask themselYes, 'Vith what governments, and of what
sort, are we about to deal in the making of the covenants of
peace? With what authority will they meet us, and with what
assurance that their authority will abide and sustain securely
the international arrangements into which we are about to
enter? There is here matter fQr no small anxiety and misgiving.
When peace is made, upon whose promises and engagements besides our O\Vn is it to rest?
Let us be perfectly frank with ourselves and admit that
these questions can not be satisfactorily · answered now or at
once. But the moral is not that there is little hope of an early
answer that will suffice. It is only that we must be patient
and helpful and mindful above all of the great hope and confidence that lie at the heart of what is taking place. [Applause.]
Excesses accomplish nothing. Unhappy Russia has furnished
abundant recent proof of that. Disorder immediately defeats
itself. If excesses should occur, if disorder should for a time
raise its head, a sober second thought will follow and a day of
constructive action, if we help and do not hinder.
The present and all that it holds belongs to the nations and
the peoples who preserve their self-control and the orderly
processes of their governments; the future to those who prove
themselves the true friends of mankind. To conquer with arms
is to make only a temporary couquest ; to conquer the worlcl
by earning its esteem is to make permanent conquest. [Applause.] I am confident that the nations that have learned the
discipline of freedom and that have settled with self-possession
to its ordered practice are now about to make conquest of the
world by the sheer power of e:1::ample and of friendly helpful·
ness. [Applause.]
The peoples who have but just come out from under the yoke of
arbitrary go"\"ermnent and who are now coming at last into their
freedom will never find the treasures of liberty they are in
search of if they look for them by the light of the torch. They
will find that eYery pathway that is stained with the blood of
their own brothers leads to the wilderness, not to the seat of
their hope. They are now face to face with their initial test.
'Ve must .hold the light steady until they find themselves. [Applause.] And in the meantime, if it be possible, we must establish a peace that will justly define their place among the nati,ons,
remove all fear of their neigl:).bours and of their former masters,
and enable them to live in security and contentment when they
ha"\"e set their own houses in order. I, for one, do not doubt
their: purpose or their capacity. There are some happy si~
that they know and will choose the way of self-control and peaceful accommouation. If they do, we shall put our aid nt their
disposal in every way that we can. If they do not, we must
await with patience and sympathy the awakening and recoYery
that will assuredly come at last. [Prolonged applause.]

Thirty five. This armistice to be accepted or refused by Germany within seventy two hours of notification.
The war thus comes to an end [prolonged applause]; for,
hn.vidk accepted these terms of armistice, it will be impossible
for the German command to renew it.
It is not now possible to assess the consequences of this great
consummation. We know only that this tragical war, whose
consuming flames swept from one nation to another until all the
world was on fire, is at an end and that it was the privilege of
our own people to enter it at its most critical juncture in such
fashion and in such force as to contribute in a way of which we
are all d~ply proud to the great result. [Applause.] \Ve know,
too, that the object of the war is attained; the object upon which
all free men had set their hearts; and attained with a sweeping
completeness which eYen now we do not realize. Armed imperialism such as the men . conceived who were but yesterday
the masters of Germany is at an end [applause], its illicit ambitions engulfed in black disaster. \Vho will now seek to re.vlve it?
The arbitrary power of the military caste of Germany which
At 1 o'clock and 31 minutes p. m. the President retired from
once could secretly and of its own single choice disturb the peace the Hall of the House.
of the world is discreuited and destroyed. · [Applause.] And
At 1 o'clock and 32 minutes p. m. the Speaker announced that
more than that,-much more than that,-has been accomplished. the· joint sessJ<m 'was <lissolved.
The great nations which associated themselves to destroy it
Thereuwl).j 1j).e·~Vice Presiuent and the Members of the Senate
haYe now definitely united in the common purpose to set up returned- tb:,:tt=t~~ Ch~mber.
such a peace as will satisfy the longing of the whole world for
ADJOURNMENT.
disinterested justice, embodied in settlements which are based
Mr. KITCHIN. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House uo now
upon something much better and much more lasting than tl1e
.
.
selfish c-ompetitive interests of powerful states. [Applause.] aujourn.
'rhe motion was agreed to.
There is no longer conjecture as to the objects the "\"ictors have
According1y (at 1 o'clock and 35 minutes p. m.) the House, in
in mind. They have a mind in the matter, not only, but a heart
also. Their avowed and concerted pur:pose is to satisfy and pro- accordance with previous agreement, adjourned until Thursday,
tect the 'veak as well as to accord their just rights to the strong. November 14, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
The humane temper and intention of the Yictorious governments has already been manifested in a very practical way.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, AND MEMORIALS.
Their representatives in the Supreme ·war Council at Versailles
have by unanimous resolution assured the peoples of the Central
Under clause 3 of Rule X...~II, bills, resolutions, and memorials
Empires that everything that is possible in the circumstances of the following titles 'vere introduced and severally referred
will be done to supply them with food and relieve the distressing us follows :
want that is in so many places threatening their very lives [apBy 1\fr. WINGO: Joint resolution (H. J. Ties. 343) to provide
pl:.mse]; and steps are to be taken immediately to organize these for the procdrement of a site in France and the erection thereon
efforts at relief in the same systematic manner that they were of a suitable monument or monuments or other memorials comorganized in the case of Belgium. By the use of the idle ton- memorating the "\"alor and services of the American military
nage of the Central Empires it ought presently to be possible forces; to the Committee on Appropriations.
to lift the fear of utter misery from their oppressed populations
By Mr. BARKLEY: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 344) declarand set their minds and energies free for the great and hazard- lng July 18 of -each year to be a national holiday; to the Comous tasks of political reconstruction which now face them on mittee on the Library.
.
every hand. Hunger does not breeu reform; it breeds madness
By Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee: .Joint resolution (H . .J. Res.
arid all the ugly distempers. that make an orderly life impossible. 345) to provide relief for sufferers from earthquake occurring
For with the fall of the ancient goyernments which rested in Porto Rico during the month of October, 1918 ; to the Comlike an incubus upon the peoples of the Central Empires has mittee on Military Affairs.
·
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PETITIONS, ETC.
Unucr clan, e 1 of Rule XXII, the following petition and
paper~ ·,,.-ere laid on the Clerk's desk and referred as follo\\s:
By 1\1r. DALE of New York: Memorial of the Allied Printing
Trade. Council of GreatH New York favoring the iminediate pas..:age of the mith-Bankhead bill, providing for the rehabilitation
of men and women di. ·abled in indust;ry ; to the Collliilittee on
:ErluC'Ution.
Al o a joint resolution of the Northern New York Federation of Women's Club a king for the passage of Rouse bill
5407; to the Committee on lllilitary Affairs.

SENATE.
TuESDAY, iVot·mnbe'J' 1e, 1918.
Tile Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
folloning prar r :
Almighty God, \\e eek Thy divine guidance. We pray that
\\e may addre s ourselTes to the nobler tasks of peace with the
ame enthusiasm and the same efficiency "·ith which we gave
om. lves to the conflict in which we have just been engaged.
We pray e pecially that Thy blessing may rest upon those
agencies that minister to the moral and spiritual welfare of the
boys who har-e responded so willingly to the call of the country
an!l v\ho haYe so gloriously won the victory. We pray that
there may be thrown about them to protect them Christian sympathy and helpfulness and service, and that they may retm·n
to u · nobler men, unsoiled by their experience abroad, to enter
once more with fre h \igor and life and high ideals upon all the
affair of our chi.l and commercial life. We pray that these
a_gencie which minister to the welfare of the boys may receive
the hearty and enthusiastic support of all the people of this
countr~~.
For Christ's sake. Amen.
The Journal of yesterduy's proceedino-s was read and approved.
COST OF PRODUCTION OF AGBICCLTI..'"RA.L PRODUCTS (S. DOC. NO. 300).

Tl1e 'VICE PRESIDE~T laid before the Senate n communication from the Secretary of Agriculture, trnn mitting, in response to a resolution of September 24, 191 , certain information
reL.'ltiYe to the co. t of producing wheat and other farm products,
which was referred to the 'ommittee on Agriculture and Forestry and ordered to be printed.
1\lr. NORRI
ubsequently said: I . hould like to inquire
~ether the report from the Secretary of Agriculture, which I
under tand lla.s been mnde in re pon e to a resolution submitted
by myself and ''hich the Senate passed several weeks ago, has
been laid before the Senate.
The '~CE PRE.SIDE..:..,T. It has been ordet·ed printeu and
referred to the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
1\lr. NOltRIS. That is the order I wanted to baYe made.
PRESIDENT WILSON'S DIPLOMACY.

1\lr. SufiTH of Georgia.

1\Ir. President, I ask consent of the
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less than the forces of Gen. Foch on the front to bring the war'
to a speedy and triumphant conclusion.
,
The "orld recognizes this to be true, and every American citi•
zen should realize the part played by our President and the
personal value of that part to each of us us well as to all the
world.
PETITIO~S

A:\1>

~OllllLS.

l\.Ir. !\'ELSON presented the memorial of Dr. E. 0. Thor on,
of Luverne, l\.Iinn., remonstrating against the propo ed sales tax·
on medicinal preparations in the pending revenue bill, "hich was
referred to the Committee on Finance.
He also pr sented a telegram in the nature of a petition from
L. S. Pomeroy, of 1\linnenpolis, Minn., praying for the enactment
of legislation allo"ing the deduction of a reasonable percentage
of the value of merchandise inventories before arrivin(J' at the
taxable profit , which wns referred to the Committee on Finance.
He also presented a resolution adopted by the Northw stern
Har~wpod Lumberman s As ociation, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
relative to the relaxation of pre ent restrictions on the shipment and u e of lumber, which was referred to the Committee
on Interstate Conunerce. •
He also pre ented the memorial of H. D. Thorp, of Redwood
Fall., Minn., remon"trating against the propo erl tax on photographic supplies in the pending rev-enue bill, which \Yas referred
to the Committee on Finance.
He also pre ented memorials from the Farmer~ :mel Merchants' State Bank of Oklee, the Glenwood tate Bank the
First State Bank of Stacy, the Peoples' State Bank of North
Mankato, and the Pelican Rapids State Bank, all in the State
of :Minnesota, remonstrating against the propo ed tamp tax on
bank checks in the pending reYenue bill, which were referTed
to tl1e Committee on Finance.
:\lr. McCUMBER presented r)etitions of sundry citizens of
Far~o, Bismarck, Buffalo, Plaza, Epworth, Carrington, Ray, antl
Mofht, all io. the State of North Dakota, praying for the enactment of legi Iation granting the same rights and privileges to
chiropractors that are granted to othet· branche of the medical
profe ~ ion in the Arm.r and Na,~y, which were referred t~ the
Committee on l\Iilitary Affairs.
BILL INTRODUCED. .

Mr. TRAM:UEI.L introduced a l>ill (S. u022) to authorize
and grant to all officer and enlisted per onnel of the Armv.
NaYy, and Marine Corp. one month's furlough on full pay prior
to being di ·charged from the senice, which was read twic by
its title and referred to the Committee on Military Affairs.
E~IPLOnn:~""r

OF ADDITIONAL CLERKS.

1\lr. CALDER. I submit a resolution and a k that it be referred to the Committee to Audit and Control Contingent Expen. es of the Senate.
The resolution ( S. Re · 32S) was read and referred to the
Committee to Audit and Control the Contingent Expen es of
the Senate, as follows:
Resolved, Tb:1t enate resolution numbereU 75, agreed to on April
3, 191 , being a resolution authorizing the em{>loyment of an additlollill

clerk by

~ach

Ser:ator having no more than one clerk. on

assistant

Senate to read a resolution pa sed by the chamber of commerce clerk, and one m" enger for hi.m! elf or for the committee of wbicb he
in the city of Atlantar w·here I lh·e. The telegunffi}to me state : is chairman, for the remainder of the second ses ion of the Sixty-fifth
The following resolution "'-as unanimo'llsly adopf~df· tliisHmorning by
the dil:ectors of tile .Atlanta Chamber of Commerce: ~'.Reea.lfeit ··by the
directors of the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce, That the following telegram be s~nt to Uon. W<•odrow Wilson, President of the United ~Hates:"

The telegram to President Wqson Tends:
In this hour of victory nnu universai thanksgiving for the deliverance of the woriJ from barbarism, we salute yon not only as the Commander in Chief of our Nation but as the leader in the world's struggle
for liberty wbos words have shaped the issu s of the contest and
guided the oppressed peoples of many lands to freedom. Your counsel
has been the healing of the nations and the inspiration of our soldier
and our people in the glorious service and sacrifice which have turned
the tide of war and rescued the world from slavery. For your enlightened leadership we are profoundly thankful, and we congratulate
you upon the happy and successful termination of the contest. As at
the outset tllis organization tendered you its services in carrying on
the war, we now pledge to you the best efforts a nd full cooperation of
our elves and our people in meeting the weighty r esponsibilities and
difficult problems of r econstruction.

Congre. , at the rate of $100 per month, said comp nstttlon to b paltl
out of the mi eellaneous it ms of the contingent fund of the enate,
be. and the same is hereby. continued and extended in full force and
etrect until the end of the Sixty-fifth Congre ·.
PE~CE

l\Ir. POil\"DEXTER.

illGOTI.d.TIONS.

I offer the following re ·oiution to go

over under the rule. I ask that it may lie on the table for the
pre ent.
The r olution (S. Re:::. 329) wa · read and ordered to lie on
the table, as foHow :
Wberea.s the cau e of the nited States in the pre ent war against the
G~~·man and .~u tro-Hungarian Empires is identical with that of our
allies, all havJDg :ts a common object complete and permanent victory
over the ~nemy and a l)eace ou such term as wll prevent a recurt•ence of the catastrophe; and
Whereas the Unlted .·tates and ber allies ha.>e establi hed unitY of
milltary command in the prosecution of the war, n.nd it is dPsirable
that there should likewi e anrl for the same rea on be unity of diplomatic actioo betwet>n the United States and her allies with reference
to theil' common enemy ; and
·when•as the German Govornme11t addressed peace propo:;:als to tho
United State GovPrnment separate and apart from the nllle of the
United States, anll bas attt-mpted to bring about a sepnrate agree··
ment with the Go•e.rnment of the United States upon the terms of

1\Ir. President, this resolution expresseR the view of a splcniliu
body of men, an<.l in this connection I will ndd that the terms of
the armistice could oot be more satisfactory. If unconditional
surrender had been 1·equired the Tesult would not haYe been more
complete. In this hour of joy at the cessation of bloodshed, the
~~~ci' :~din~!~m~~~~~/~~ ~~l~t~~e~~~!n °&~6o~~~cn~~}e~e~~
triumph of liberty, all fair-minde<.l men should be ready to conmany and the Government of the allies of the United Stat s iu
cede that the cliplomaey of President \ Vilson, criticized by some
securing for Germany an armistice of u.rms and a d1 cu slon of terms
during the past 60 day , has really saved the world from 12
of peac ; and
.
months more of war and sacrifice- He carried the battle for Whereas the purpo e of the German Government in such repre enta.
tions to the Unitf'u .'tate is to bring about a nivi ion of interests
democracy into the heart of Austria and into the heart of Gerthe United States and her allies and a ui agreement b tween
n:umy. He conducted the struggle there which contributed not . between
them as to the settlement of the ~r : Therefore, llc it
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Resolved-, Th:lt it is the sense of the Senate that for the purpose of
the existing war the United States should enter into full a.lllance with
the other belligerent nations at war with Gennany, and should conduct
no separate :Peace negotiations, lay down no separate terms of peace,
nor carry on any separate discussion with the German or Austro- ·
Hungarian Governments as to treaty of peace, nor make any separate
agr ement with the German or .Aus.tro-Hunga.rian Governments as to
peace or the terms of the same ; and be it .further
Resoked, That for the reason .and purposes stated above the United
Btrri:cf; Government should, through its proper representatives, become
a s.i.,"Datory to the agreement already made between our cobelligerents,
having for its object complete unity between them in the matter aforesaid, known as the pact of London..
.
ADDRESS BY JOSEPH J. SLECHTA.

l\Ir. STERLING. Mr. President, 1 nave llere the address
of Mr. Joseph J. Slechta, traffic manager Gaston, Williams &
Wigmore Steamship Corporation. The address was delivered
at the annual convention of the .American Manufacturers' Export Association, held in New York October 30 and 31, 1918. and
is entitled" How shall we .ha\e a Teal me.r chant marlne'l"
1 beg .to say that I know Mr. Slechta very well. He was in
the Consular Service in :Brazil fox several year , and later was
New York manager of the J3razil Steamship Co. .He has been
a frequent contributor to the leading journals in the country of
ar ·cte relating to shipping and the shipping interests.
I ask that this address may be referred to the Committee
on Printing with a view to having it printed as a public document.
The VICE PRESID~-rrr. That 1.1.ction will be taken.
STIMULATION OF AG:RICULTURE---CONFEBENCE :REPO:RT.

Mr. KENYON. Mr. President, I rose to ask the Senator
from Georgia [1\I.r. SMITH] concerning the conference report
on the agricultural extension bill. I understand that the Senator from Georgia has charge of the rna tter, and I wi.sh to know
what is the pre~ent status of the report.
1\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. I think we can get it up before the
end of the week.
Mr. KENYON. Why can i.t not co.me up now 1 Is there any
reason why it can not?
1\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. I think there may be some advantages
by way of adjustment between now and the la t of the we~k,
and we ·can determine upon the course we will be compelled to
pursue· with reference to the disagreement in conference. It
may be found that the only thing to be done will be simply to
introduce a resolution continuing the Saulsbury resolution for
six months after the declaration of peace. I feel sure that we
can call up the conference report and have action upon it before
the week pas es. I will state to the Senator that I will aid in
bringing it up before the end of the week.
1\Ir. KENYON. I will state that when I left a few days before
the election I gave the chairman of the committee the power to
use my vote in conference to recede from the rent amendment
rather than to imperil the prohibition feature in.the bilL
Mr. S~HTH of Georgia. It was the Senator's power to use
his vote in conference that brought the -conference report into
the Senate. His name wa signed to the conference report which
reached n disagreement.
Mr. KENYON. I do not want to see the prohibition feature
of the bill under the present circumstances absolutely lost by the
contest over the rent proposition.
1\fr. SMITH of Georgia. It can not possibly be lost by delay.
When we tak~ up the conference report -the Senate can recede
from the Pomerene amendment if the Senate so desires.
Mr. KENYON. The Senator will bring it up during the week?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. It is my purpose to bring it up during the week. 1 move that the Senate adjourn until Friday.
Mr. SAULSBURY. Befor:e the Senator from Georgia makes
that motion, I should like to call attention to a matter which is
one of emergency and I think possibly the Senate llad better
adjourn until to-morrow. An earthquake occurred in the westei·n part of Porto Rico on the lith of October. It resulted in
destroying probably $4,000,000 worth of property and some lives.
There is an emergency resolution wllicll has just passed the
House, the attention of the chairman of the House committee
having been called to the state of the case and to the need for
immediate relief in Porto Rico. That resolution proposes to
appropriate $300,000, which is subject to the disposal of the
War Department for emergency relief in Por to Rico. I should
like very much to get the attention of the Senate to it at as
early a day as possible. The Committee on the Pacific Islands
and Porto ·Rico has met and practically agreed upon the resolution. I would suggest to the Senator, if agreeable to him, that
the adjournment be taken until to-morrow. The resolution has
not yet come over from the House, but I hoped it would reach
the Senate to-day.
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1\.lr. SMITH o:f Gem-gia. It is generally conceded that a
quorum of Senators is not now 1n the city. As the result of
some conference among members of the steering committees on
both sides it was practically agreed that a motlon should be
made to adjourn until Friday. · It would seem that Friday
would be as early as we could have a report from the Senator's
committee. They could consider the :resolution informally
and be ready to report on Friday, could they not?
Mr. SAULSBURY. .I will say to the Senator that has already
been done by the Senate committee and I think it probably
would be better not to adjourn until Friday. The House has
.adjourned until Thursday. The committee has instructed me
.when the joint .resolution comes here to report it favorably
with an -amendm.e nt. So if the Senate would adjomn untn
Thursda~-. I eould get action on it and the House having adjourned until Thursday It could then take action on the Senate
amendment.
Mr. MYERS. 1\fr. President. I desire the RECORD to show
that at this time I am opposed to an adjournment to Friday or
until to-morrow or any other day. There is much important
business here to attend to, and if we keep on just meeting and
adjourning from day to day, without doing anything else, lllltil
the revenue bill is reported, with business waiting for attention,
it will ne-ver be attended to. The revenue bill will then displace
everything else. Nothing else will have any show.
I refer particularly to the bill ( S. 4.947) to vrovide for a survey and classification by the Secretary of the Interior of all llD·
entered public lands of the United States, and all unused cut-over,
logging, and swamp lands and certain other unused lands of the
United States, with a view to disposing thereof to honorably
discharged soldiers and sailors and others ror homes and for
other purposes.
I think that legislation ought to be attended to without further delay and that we should .not simply meet and adjourn from
day to day, wholly disregardful of such important legislation. 1
emphatically protest against such procedure. We are here to
attend to business and should do it and not be wasting time.
I shall vote against the motion to adjourn.
ADJOUR ".MENT TO FRIDAY.

Mr. SlvliTH of Georgia. . I move that the Senate adjourn
until F.riday n.ext.
The motion -w as agreed to; and (at 12 o'clock and 15 minutes
r. m.) the Senate ndjou:rned mrtil Friday, November 15, 1918, at
l2 o'clock meridian.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
THURSDAY,

ovember 14, 1918.

.v:

The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the following prayer :
Eternal God, our Heavenly Father, we bless Thee for that
silent yet potent-influence which is ever going out from Thee
to uphold, sustain, and guide Thy children in right thinking
and pure living. ~
Make us, we beseech Thee, more susceptible to the heavenly
influences, that we may be guided in this critical hour by ThY.
judgments, which are true and righteous altogether.
·
.Man proposes but God disposes. Never was the old adage
more clearly illustrated than in the terrible war through winch
the world has been passing.
Grant that the conclu ions which shall be finally reaChed
may guide to a peace which shall live forever and aye, ami
rjghteousness make glad the hearts of all mankind. In the
spirit of the Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of Monday, November 11,
· 1918, was read and approved.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

The SPEAK;ER. The Chair has telegrams from the gentle·
man from Ohio, ·Mr. BRUMBAUGH, and the gentleman from
Nebraska, l\1r. LOBECK, asking indefinite leave of absence on
account of sickness in the family. Without objection, the requests will be granted.
The1·e was no objection.
NATIONAL B.A KS.

Mr. EAGLE. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent as act·
ing chairman of the Banking and Currency Committee to ad·
dress the House for 10 minutes concerning the desirability of -
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the present ron ideration of Senate joint resolution 179, proposing to mnewl th banking and currency law in- such a way .as to
permit national bunks to contribute to the seven organizations
which are rn1sing a fund of $170,500,000 for the united warwork servicE'.
·
·
The SPE~U-\:ER. The gentleman from Texas asks unanimous
con ent to address the House not to exceed 10 minutes. Is
there objection?
Mr. MOORE of PennsylYania. Reser\ing the right to object,
I want to ask the gentleman whether the Committee on Banking
and Currency has acted on the bill to which he refers?
1\lr. EAGLE. The committee has not, because this has been
the fir t day since the recess of Congress when it was e\en possible that a majority of the committee were in the city. Nine
only were present and responded to the call, while others sent
telegrams expre sing their thought about the . measure; but
there wa not a majority present, whereupon the 'c ommittee of
necessity declined to take .action.
Mr. MOORE of Pennsylvania. Is it the purpose of the gentleman from Texas to ask unanimous consent for the passage of
the bill if hi request is granted?
Mr. EAGLE. I asked for the present consideration of the
bill.
l\Ir. MOORE of PennsylYania. I am frank to say that while
I have no objection to the gentleman speaking, I should object
to the passage of the bill under the circumstances.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
l\1r. GILLETT. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
this is a subject which I presume practically eyerybody in the
House would like to speak in favor of if it were in order. Why
should the gentleman from Texas alone be allowed 10 minutes
now :n breach of our agreement? Is he acting chairman of the
Committee on Banking and Currency?
Mr. EAGLE. I am, and it was in that capacity I made the request.
Mr. l\IOORE of Pennsylvania. Mr. Speaker1 under the circumstances, with all due respect to the gentleman from Texas,
I am obliged to object.
l\Ir. KITCHIN. 1\fr. Speaker, if I may make a short statement, I think I would have been compelled to object myself in
order to keep faith with the membership of the House in carrying out the agreement that we made. It is a matter, of course,
perfectly legitimate ta be discussed in the House, and personally I would like to have heard the gentleman's remarks.
But having entered into this agreement and having shaped the
agreement myself and asked the House to enter into it, I t:J;link
I should notify the membership of the House that I feel it to
be my dt1ty to object to any extension of remarks or discussion
on the floor of any subject unless it is some emergency, such as
happened the other day with respect to Porto Rico.
l\Ir. EAGLE. If the gentlemau will yield, I think the emergency to which he r~fers, that of Porto Rico, is no greater than
the emergency that induced me to ask for the present consideration of joint resolution 179.
Mr. KITCHIN. We have had ta object to other gentlemen
who de~ired to address the Hou e since this-agreement was entered into, and, as I say, I feel that I a.m compelled to carry
out the agreement to keep faith with the membership of the
House.
.
1\fr. DYER. 'Vill the gentleman state what the agreement is
to which he refers?
Mr. KITCHIN. It is an agreement to take up no business,
no extension of remarks, no unanimous-consent requests, until
after the Senate dispo es of the re\enue bill, unless some emergency should occur, and in that event the majority and minority
.leader would give notice to the membership so that it might
return to Washington.
Mr. DYER. The gentleman is satisfied that under the sit-uation, so far as the Senate is concerned, that agreement will
prevent the tal~ing up of any business by the House for the
rest of the session?
1\fr. KITCHIN. That was the agreement.
Mr. DYER. Then why can not the House adjourn?
Mr. KITCHIN. The House can not adjourn for more than
three <lays at a time without the consent of the Senate.
Mr. DYER. Does not the gentleman think that the Senate
would, under the circumstances, agree to it?
1\fr. KITCHIN. I do not think so.
l\Ir. DYER. Mr. Speaker, I hope the gentleman will try it
again.
Mr. WINGO. 1\Ir. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
1\Ir. KITCHIN. Yes.
1\lr. WINGO. The gentleman from Texas [l\Ir. EAGLE] made
request that he address the House--
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WALSH. Oh, that has-already been objected to.
WINGO. So :::s to show the House the itutl.tion, just as
the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. GARRETT] did th.e other
day. I trust the gentleman from Penn ylvania [1.\lr. · MooBEl
and tl1e gentleman from North Carolina [l\!r. KITCHIN] will
at least permit the gentleman from Texas, who does not care
to make a speech, but simply desires to lay the matter before the House as acting chairman of the committee, to addre s the Hou e, and then, after having received the facts if
the gentleman think. it does not present an emergency situation, he ean object.
Mr. KITCHIN. There is nO' question about thi . The gen·
tleman from Arkansas has been present here and has heard.
Members object to others address.ing the House upon the
ground that it is a violation of the agreement.
Mr. 'VINGO. Did the gentleman object to the gentleman from
Tennessee when he made the statement?
·
l\1r. KITCHIN. What gentleman from Tennessee?
Mr. WINGO. Mr. GABRETT made a statement the other day
and got a bill passed as an emergency measure. The gentleman from Texas seeks to make a similar emergency request.
Mr. KITCHIN. But we all considered that that was an emergency, a great emergency, and the gentleman was present Mt the
time.
Mr. WINGO. The gentleman from Texas [Mr. EAGLE] has
stated that he desires to call the attention of the House to an
emergency, and the gentleman refuses to permit the acting
chairman of one of its committees to address the House upon
an emergency s~ that he may lay the facts before the House
and have it determine whether it is an emergency and coming
within the spirit of the exceptions provided in the agreement
itself.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular order.
Mr. KITCHIN. The gentleman knows that it is a violation of
the agreement.
Mr. WINGO. No; I rlo not. I have not been able to find out
just what the agreement is. I thought it permitted consideration of emergency matters ; and consideration of emergency
matters has been permitted.
l\fr. KITCHIN. The gentleman ought to haYe been present
in the House or ought to read the REOOBD.
Mr. WINGO. I have been present.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular order.
This wrangle ought to stop sometime.
Mr. WINGO. I have been present in the Rouse more regularly than has the gentleman from North Carolina.
Mr. WALSH. That is not in order.
l\Ir. WINGO. It may not be in order, but I have stated it any~1r.
~Ir.

~~

.

Mr. WALSH. 1\Ir. Speaker, I make the point of order that
the gentleman is not in order.
The SPEAKER. This conver ation is out of order and has
been for the past 10 minutes.
Mr. WINGO. I have not the slightest doubt of that, and the
remarks of the gentleman from North Carolina were out of
order ; and no rule of this House is going to keep me silent when
those who are seldom here que tion my attendance.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, on November 11
the House pas. ed, by unanimous consent, House joint resolution 345Mr. 'VINGO. l\Ir. Speaker, I rise to a point of order.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
1\Ir. WINGO. Has the gentleman from Tennessee obtained
unanimous consent to make this explanation?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman doe not have to haYe una.ni:r:...ous consent to correct the RECOBD .
Mr. WINGO. But he has not stated that he desires to have
the RECORD corrected.
1\tr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I a k unanimous
consent that the Committee on Military Affairs be eli charged
from further con ideration of House joint resolution 345, which
has already been pass~d. nnd that the same be referred to the
Committee on In ular Affairs, to which it belongs.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tenne ee asks unanimou consent to change the reference of House joint resolution
345 from the 'ommittee on Military Affair to the Committee
on Insular Affairs. Is there objection?
Mr. WINGO. l\Jr. Speaker, re er ving the ri"'ht to object, I
should like to a k the gentleman 'vhether or not that i an
e:nergency?
l\1r. l\IADDEN. The resolution lms already been passed.
Mr. WINGO. Is there any emergency?
l\ll'. W.ALSH. 1\lr. Speaker, I <lemuml the regular order.
1\Ir. lVING'). We all know that often controversies arise
over change~ of reference, and if a membe1· of the Banking and
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PETITIONS, "ETC.
Under clause 1 of .Rule X:Xll, petitions and papers were laid
on the Cle.J.~k's desk and referred as follows :
By :Mr. DALE of New York: Petition of the aviation committee of the Special .Aid Society, asking for increase of pay for
cadet aviators; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
.Also, ~tltion of sundry citizens of Brooklyn, urging the passage of the Edmonds bill ; to the Committee on l\Iilitary Affairs·.
Also, petitions of John Pierson, the Joseph Fallert Brewing
Co., Sarah B. Van Brunt, and George T. Stockham, all of
Brooklyn, N. Y., asking for the passage of the osteopathic bill;
to the Committee on Military Affairs .
.Also, petition of the Fede.J.·al Employees' Union, No. 4, urging
the passage of the McKellar-Keating retirement bill; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
.ADJOURNMENT.
Also, memorial of the Unlted Spanish War Veterans, National
Mr. KITCHIN. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now Soldiers' Home, Danville, Ill., asking further relief for veterans
of the Spanish War ; to the Committee on Pensions.
adjourn.
.Also, resolution of the Chamber of Commerce of the State of
The motion was agreed tO'; accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 17
minutes p. m.), in accordance with the order previously Jrade, New York, favoring amendment to section 202 of the war-revenue
the House adjourced until Monday, November 18, 1918, at 12 bill ; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
.Also, memorial of the Chamber of Commerce of the State of
o'clock noon.
New York, favoring House concurrent resolution 53; to the
Committee on Rules.
·
.By 1\fr. ·wALSH: Petition of certain subscribers to the fourth
CHANGE OF REFERENCE.
liberty loan, residents of Mattapoi~ett, 1\Iass., urging absolute
Under clause 2 of Rule XXII, committee were discharged and unconditional surrender ot the enemy ; to the Committee on
from the consideration of the following bills, which were re- Mill tary Affairs.
ferred as follows :
A bill (H. R. 11640) granting a pension to Mary J. Hood;
Committee on Pensions discharged, and referred to the CommitSENATE.
tee on Invalid Pensions.
A bill (H. R. 6992) granting a pension to James P. Newton;
FRID.AY, November 15, 1918.
Committee on Pensicm discharged, and referred to the CommitThe
Chaplain,
Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
tee on Invalid Pensions.
following prayer!
Almighty God, we desire to address ourselves to the tasks of
this day with a sense of tne Divine pre ence and leadership.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, A..."'~D l\llThiOR1ALS.
We seek even-handed justice. ·w e remember that Thou bast
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, bills, resolutions, and memorials established Thy throne in the heavens and that Thy kingdom
were introduced and everally referred as follows:
ruleth over all. Thy hand alone can bold. the balance exact.
By Mr. CLARK of Florida: A bill (H. n. 13132) authorizing Thy inspiration alone can give to us t11e wisdom and J>atienee
the construction of additional vaults in the Trea ury Building, and .love necessary to do justice as well as to love mercy. So we
Wa hington, D. C.; to the Committee on Public ~uildings nnd pray Thee to guide us by Thine own Spirit 'vith re~n.rd to the
Ground .
difficult duties that now confront us. For Ghrist's sake• .Amen.
By l\1r. GOULD: A bill (H. R. 13133) to grant all officers
The Journal of the proceedings·of Tuesday, November 12, 1918,
n.nd men in the military services extra full-duty pay when hon- was read and approved. .
orably di ·charged or mustered out ; to the Committee on l\1ili- DEEP .WATERWAYS SYSTEM FROM DULUTH TO NEW YORK (S. DOC.
tary Affairs.
NO• •301.)
By 1\I.r. HICKS: Joint resolution (H. J. Res.. 346) declaring
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate a communicaNovember 11 in each year to be a national holiday; to the Comtion from the Secretary of Commerce transmitting, in Tesponse
mittee on the Library.
·
By Ur . .HARRISON of Mississippi: Joint resolution (H. J. to· a resolution of September .21, 1918, a report on tbe commerRe . 347) declaring November 11 of each year to be a legal pub- cial advantages of ship canal connecting Lake Erie and Lake
Ontario and Lake Ontario and the Hudson River, which, with
lic holiday ; to the Committee on the Library.
By Mr. VARE: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 348) declaring the ..accompanying paper, w.as ordered to lie on the .table alll.l
November 11 of each year a national holiday; to the Committee be printed.
MESSAGE :FROM THE "HOUSE.
on L1e Library.
.A mes. age from the- Hou e of Repre entatives, by D. K.
: By Mr. FESS: -Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 349) providing
for a world celebration in the city of Washington, D. C., July 4, Hempstead, its em·olling c1erk, announced that the House had
1.919, to commemorate the ending of the war; to the Committee pas eel a joint re olution (H. J. Res. 345) to provide relief for
on Foreign Affairs.
sufferers from earthquakes occurring in Porto Rico during the
By 1\Ir. V ARE: Concurrent re 0lution (H. Con. :Res. 59) re- month of October, 1918, in which it requested the concurrence
que tlng the President to negotiate with foreign governments of tl1e Senate.
to make November 11 of each year an international holiday; to
CONGI'..A.TUL.ATOBY C.A.BLEG.R.AMS.
the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
The VICE PRESIDENT. There is an orrler 6f the Senate
that no communications from foreign governments shall be
received save and except they are .transmitted by the President
of the United States. The Chair believes that was intended to
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIO~S.
apply to any business that might be desired to be transacted
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, priYate bills and resolutions with the .American Government. Certain communications have
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
been received of a congratulatory character from foreign govBy Mr. DENISON: .A bill (H. R. 13134) granting an increase ernments to the Senate of the United States, and, if there is
of pension to Homer H. Hanson; to the Committee on Invalid no objection, the Chair will have them read.
Pensions.
The Se<;retary read a..~;( follows :
By Mr. ffiCKS : A bill (H. R. 13135) for the relief of Lillian
LAPAZ, BoLIVIA.
D. Boone ; to the Committee on Claims.
PRESIDENT OF TliE SEN~TE,
Washington:
By Mr. McKINLEY : A bill (H. R. 1313G) granting a pension
1 have the honor of communicating to the honorable Chamber preto Sarintha A. Cashman; to the Committee on Invalid Pensided over by you the following resolutions ·approved by the Bolivian
sions.
Senate to-day :
.Also, a bill (H. R. 13137) granting an increase of pension to
"On receipt of confirmation of victory of the cause uphel!l by the
allies ln the European war, the national SPna t P of Bolivia rejoic-e<; over
John E. Saxton; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
victory of 1:he cause of justice a cl right an rl L pro ucl in the fact
By 1\lr. WARD: A bill (H. R. 13138) granting a pension to the
that Hollvia was the first South American NPt io11 to break r<>lations
Isabelle Mom·oe; tQ the Commi~ee on Invalid Pensions.
With Germany as a protest against the German methods of warfare, and

Cr rrency Committee--the acting chairman-can not be pern:.ittE:d to even submit a request for consideration of an emergency measure I shall object to consideration of all other
matter .
J.Ir. ·wALSH. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular order.
The SPEAKER. The regular order is the request of the gentleman from Tennes ee. Is there objection?
1\Ir. 'VIKGO. Not knowing that an emergency exists, I shall
ot jed, and I shnll also object to any business being transacted
tllat is not of a n emergency nature.
The SPEAKER The gentleman from .Arkansas objects.
1\fr. KITCHIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, I think the gentleman from
.Arkansas is right in objecting. I would myself.
The SPEAKER. ~he regular order is a motion to adjourn.
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to addres'> cah1Pgrttms -of congratulations to the corresponding
legi sLative chamber.· of t hP allied na tions, as also to those who li ke her
IJroke oil r elations formulating a >ot e in favor of a speetly· an·ir al of
such a peace as will gua rantee the tranquillity of the world.
resolve~

" lSMAEL V ASQtrEZ,
"ATILI.ANO APAnicio."

I o!Ier you my r espectful con sid erations.
IsMAEL VASQUEZ,

President of th e BoUm an

~Senate.

ATILIANO APARICIO

Secretary of State.
HAB.!.NA,

To the

PnES fDENT OJ!; TilE

CuBA, No t:embct 11, 1918.

SENATE,

W ashingtofl:

. The •'enate of Cuba being organized, on this day hears the nPws of
the signing of the armistice and unanimously passes the resolutionthe 8enators present standing-to suspend· its session in honor of so
auspicious an event and sends to Its brother body its highest and most
generous congratulations and makes wishes that a peace wlll be definitely secured which wlll guarantee Uberty, justice, and democracy
to the peoples.
RICARDO DOLZ,

President of the Senate.

The VICE PRESIDE.i.~T. The Chair also lays before the Senate a me sage from Montevideo to the American Senate, which
~ays:

MONTEVIDEO.

The

A1n ericm~

Senate, Washington, D. 0.:

'l'fie 8enate of Uruguay felicitates the American Senate upon the decisive victory of the grand people of Washington upon the trJumph of
democracy.
RICARDO AnECO, Pt·e~ident.
M. MAGARINOS SOLSONA,

Secretary. _

The Chair thinks that being addressed to the Senate of the
United States some response ought to be 111ade to these communications.
1\Ir. POMERENE. I suggest that they be referred to the
Committee on Foreign Relations.
Tbe VICE PRESIDENT. The communications will be so
referred.
RELIEF OF PORTO RICAN SUFFERERS.

H. J". Res. 345. J"oint resolution to provide relief for sufferers
from earthquakes occurring in Porto Rico during the month of
October, 1918, was read twice by its title and referred to the
Committee on Pacific Islands and Porto Rico.
Mr. SAULSBURY. I am instructed by the Committee on
Pacific Iolands and Porto Rico to report back favorably with
a-mendments the House joint resolution just referred to it. The
~mendments are as follows : Strike out all of section 4 of the
joint resolutlon-1\fr. SMOOT. Mr. President, there has been so much confusion in the Chamber that no one on this side could hear
what was the request of the Senat9r from Delaware. Will the
Senator please state 1t again?
Mr. SAULSBURY. I will state to the Senator that I have
made no request. I am making a report on the joint resolution
which has just been received from the House, and which was
referred tp the Committee on Pacific Islands and Porto Rico.
I am making a report from that committee favorably with certain amendments the committee has made. I was directed to
make a report on the joint resolution. It is an emergency
measure, and I propose to ask unanimous consent for its immediate consideration as soon as I state what the report is.
The report from the COD;lmittee is that _section 4 of the joint
resolution be stricken out, and that after the words "for this
purpo e," where they first appear in section 2, the following
words be inserted :
. And to reimburse the War Department for the several appropriations
of the Army already made or expended in affording the temporary relief
herein sanctioned.

In explanation of this report, I desire to say that the joint
resolution passed by the House contains an appropriation of
$300,000 to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of
War for the relief of sufferers by earthquakes in Porto Rico
and for the rebuilding and repairing of public buildings which
have been destroyed or injured by earthquake. There was a
very f".evere earthquake in the western portion of Porto Rico
on the 11th of October, followed by successive small ones, and
there has been within the last .few days another earthqualre in
Porto Rico, which has caused some destruction. The War
Department already, by allowing houseless Porto Ricans to use
tents, has afforded relief. It has also placed at the disposal of
the needy Porto Ricans certain portions of war supplies under
the control of the War Department in Porto Rico. The House
appropriated $300,000 as an additional amount to the · amount
already expended or used by the 'Var Departinerit. 'rhe effect
of the Senate committee amendment is- to make ·the .total ap-propriations fur this emergency, including the· money already
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eA"Pended, $300;000. The 'Yar Department as :ret has no data
showing how much bas been expended or exactly what was done.
:Mr. Sl\IOOT. Will th Senator repeat the amendment?
Mr. SA'!JLSBURY. The amendment is to strike out section
4, which validates all previous expenditures but which will be
covereu by the other amendment, which I shall now read. It
is to insert, after the words " and for this purpose," in section 2,
the foiiowing:
And to reimburs the Wa r Depa rtm ent for the several appropriations
~~;~~ !~~tl~~ed~dy ma tlc or expendetl in affording the t emporary relief

The effect of the amendment is to make the total amount
which has been and may be expended by the War Department
$300,000. I am informed by a lettE'.r from the Secretary of
War and by letters from the Governor of Porto Rico that it is
very necessary that some aid be afforded by the Federal Government. The temporary relief, so far as the suffering is concerned, will not be a great expenditure. The money will not be
chiefly applied to that, but will be applied to repairing and rebuilding public buildings in Porto Rico which have been damaged and destroyed and thereby give employment to persons
who have been deprived of employment by the destruction of
their property.
Mr. PENROSE. There was some confusion in the Chamber
while the Senator was bringing this matter up. I should like to
ask him what committee reports the joint resolution?
Mr. SAULSBURY. The Committee on Pacific Islands and
Porto Rico.
Mr. PENROSE. It ought to go to the Committee on Appropriations or the Committee on Military A1Iairs. Mr. President,
I do not say tha.t I am going to oppose in this case the expenditure of money, but I do intend to take the stand that the time
has come to call a halt. The Senate does not bold a meeting
any day that some Senator does not bring up a bill to expend
a million or half a million or some other considerable sum on some
specious pretext. If we are not going ·to stop I do not know
where we are going to end.
Mr. SAULSBURY. May I say to the Senator that I have
not the slightest objection, 1f the Senate desires to have the joint
resolution referred, to send it to any committee the Senate
wants to refer it to. This is a matter which has been delayed
for now nearly a week by reason of the adjournment of the
Senate from time to time and by reason of the joint resolution
not getting over here. It is an emergency which exists in
Porto Rico for. relief, which I think is entirely proper. If the
Senator desires to have the joint resolution reported ori by the
Committee on Appropriations or any other committee I have no
objection. I will have performed my duty by bringing this
measure to the attention of the Senate and asking that it be
acted upon.
.
Mr. PENROSE. Then I move to refer the joint resolution:
to the Committee on Appropriations, with the request that they
furnish a full report to the Senate of the character of the damage done, with an itemized statement of the expenditures already
made and some kind of information as to the expenses contemplated.
·
Mr. POINDEXTER. Mr. President-Mr. SAULSBURY. . If I may reply to the Senator's remark,
I only desire to say that I think the condition of affairs in Porto
Rico is such that Congress ~ ought to act immediately on this
Datter. I have taken the matter up with the Chief of the
Insular Division and endeavored to get the facts. - Probably, if
the Government of the United States waits until it gets detailed
reports of the expenditures and what has been done there, the
people of Porto Rico who are suffering will continue to suffer
for a very considerable time. I shall vote against the motion,
because the joint resolution has been reported from a committee.
I did not seek to have it referred to the Committee on Pacific
Islands and Porto Rico. It is simply to tide over an emergency
in Porto Rico and to relieve people there in distress.
It seems to me we ought to be very much more careful regarding the people of Porto Rico than we would be regaruing
any one of the States of the Union, becau e the status of the
Porto Ricans is one which is rather anomalous, as I conceive it,
under our American Government. I think we should seek ih
every way to benefit those people, and particui~rly to relie>e
them from the great.hardships which exist in their .island, which
we would not hesitate to do for one minute if there was a floo<l
in the Johnstown district again, or if there were floods in Ohio,
such as we have relieved. I think the emergency is the same.
I 'shall vote against the motion of the Senator from Pennsylvania, because I think it should be attended to at once.
·Mr. PENROSE. The .Senator may be convinced that this appropriation ought to be made. · -I do not think any other Senator·
has the slightest information about it.

r
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Mr. SAULSDUTIY. The committee, of course, has considcreu it.
Mr. PENROSE. I suppose the committee considered it. I do
not know how many members of the committee were present.
Mr. SAULSBURY. A majority of the committee met last
Monday and considered th<' joint resolution, anticipating that
it would be here from the House and be referred to it as the
proper committee.
Mr. PENROSE. The committee does not seem to have had
very much information submitted to it. If we are to continue
on every pretext of flood and famine and earthquake. to spend
public money on a large scale without any data, I do not know
bow we are to reduce the war taxes, which will be urged
on us by everybody, in office and out of it. We have dealt
rather generously with the people of Porto Rico. We freed them
from tyranny; w·e put them in a position to control their affairs;
and they are in receipt of a very liberal income as a result of
tl1e generosity of the United States.
I should like to have some little evidence that the Government of Porto Rico can not take care of the loss of $300,000
worth of property by an earthquake. Does the Senator from
Delaware have any evidence as to how many briidings have been
demolished by the earthquake and in what parts of the island?
Mr. SAULSBURY. I think if the Senator desires he might
be enlightened by hearing the letter from the Governor of
Porto Rico and the letter of the Secretary of War, which I
will .·end to the desk. They have been considered by the committee.
I want to say, if the Senator was as familiar with what is
known as the organic act of Porto RicoMr. PENROSE. I voted for it.
l\Jr. SAULSBURY. Yes; one frequently votes for a bill when
l1e is not thoroughly familiar with its provisions, especially if
not on the committee which considered it.
M1-. PENROSE. Especially during the last two years.
Mr. CUMMINS. Mr. President, I desire to make a parliamentary inquiry. Has unanimous consent been granted for the
consideration of the joint resolution.
The VICE PRESIDENT. No; there is a motion to refer it to
the Committee on Appropriations.
Mr. CUl\fl\liNS. I insist on the regular order.
l\Ir. PENROSE. If the Senator from Iowa objects to the consi<leration of the joint resolution, I will withdraw my motion
and let it go to the calendar.
The YICE PRESIDENT. It can be reached again in thr ~
minutes under the call for reports of committees. The regui:1r
order is the presentation of petitions nnd memorialst if the
Senator from Iowa insists on postponing it until later.
Mr. FLETCHER. It came from the House regularly and was
lai<l before the Senate.
l\1r. SMOOT. The joint resolution just came from the House
and has just been handed down?
The VICE PRESIDENT. It was referred to the Committee
on Pacific Islan<ls an<l Porto Rico, and, without objectiont the
Senator from De!aware was making a rei5ort upon it.
Mr. PENROSE. I should like to inquire when the joint resolution 'vas referred to the committee.
The VICE PRESIDENT. This morning.
Mr. PENROSE. The committee had about one minute's session upon it, if any session at all.
Mr. SAULSBUH.Y. I stated that the committee anticipated
that the joint resolution woul<l come from the Houset and last
Monday had a meeting, at which a majority of the committee
were present, and they instructed me when the joint resolution
did come from the Hou e to make the report upon it which I have
made.
I want further to say in reply to the Senator from Pennsylvania that there is a prohibition against appropriations being
ma<le by the Legislature of Porto Rico, possibly not in this case,
but in many other cases, and it is questionable whether they
could give relief in this case. This joint resolution authorizes
the Legislature of Porto Rico to make appropriations for this
particular purpose.
.
Mr. PENROSE. Then we have got to pay for every e:\.-penditure in Porto Rico that their local law does not permit?
Mr. SAULSBURY. The organic law, for which the Senator
has already stated that he vote<l, pa.ragmpb 19, section 2, provides:
That no public money or property shall ever be appropriated, applied,
donated, used, directly or indirectly, for the use, benefit, or support of
any sect, church, denomination, sectarian institution or association. or
!lystem of religion, or for the use, benefit, or support of any priest,
preacher, minister, or other religious teacher or dignitary as such, or for
charitable, industrial, educational, or benevolent purposes to any person,
corporation, or community not under the absolute control of Porto Rico.

Then it goes ou with other provisions.
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· Mr. · PE~ROSE. That does not include fl.oo<l or famine or
earthqunke, but it ex-pre sly says, "Not un<ler the absolute control of Porto Ric(}." Let them control this expenditure.
Mr. SAULSBURY. But the joint resolution includes the word
"charitable." Of course, the Senator did not hear that word.
Mr. PENROSE. I did hear the word "charitable," but that
is used in an entirely different sense from the relief of an emer-gency. This is sectarian charity, and there is a provision contained in the constitution of every State in the Union that appropriations ~all not be made for sectarian charity, and it is a very
proper poe. But the Legislature of Porto Rico could make an
appropriation for a nonsectarian charity under that provision.
Mr. SAULSBURY. I am quite hopeless of being able to convince the Senator from Pennsylvania that the phrases which I
have read, which seem to me to be perfectly clear, do not mean
what be has construed them to mean. I do not know that it is
'vorth while for me to try further in regard to that. The only
desire I have in regard to this matter having been to correct a
misapprehension under which I think the Senator is laboring
about the meeting of the committee, the action which they have
taken, and the very full consideration that they gave this subject
or tried to give it-as full consideration as I know of any measure of this character having ever received by any committee
of which I am a member-! think it would be perfectly proper
to vote on the motion of the Senator to refer the resolution to
the committee. I shall certainly vote against it, however.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I wish to suggest that I hope the Senator from Delaware will not impliedly agree that the joint resolution be referred to the Committee on Appropriations.
Mr. SAULSBURY. I am not agreeing to that.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I think that the Senator from Delawaret
as the chairman of the Committee on Pacific Islands and Port(}
Rico, ought to insist on the jurisdiction of that committee oYer
the joint re olution. I understand that the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. PE "ROSE] only desires to have a full consideration
of the matter and to have adequate data before the Sellilte votes
on the proposition. The best way to have further consideration
would be to have the matter referred back to the Committee on
Pacific Islands and Porto Rico. The matter is properly in the
jurisdiction of that committee; and it would be a reflection upon
the committee, an attack upon the committee's work and upon
the jurisdiction which has been allotted to it under the rules
of the Senate, to take it a,way from that committee.
Mr. SAULSBURY. I agree with the Senator from Washington. I think that the joint resolution was properly referred in
the first instance. I am oblige<l to the Senator, who is a member of that committee and who met with the other members of
the committee to consider the joint resolution, for his statemP.nt.
I am not consenting to the motion of the Senator from Pennsylvania, and I am going to vote against it; but it seems to me
that we are wasting a great deal of time in finding fault with
very small appropriations which are necessary, in the opinion
of the committee, which has, in my judgment, proper charge or
the matter, just because, I suppose, there is an idea that any
possible appropriation would be objected to. I regard it as a
petty objection to a very necessary appropriation, and it will
occasion a delay which will work great hardship to the people of
Porto Rico. It seems to me that we may certainly place $300,000
at the disposal of the War Department to repair buildings which
have been injured or destroyed by earthquakes and to assist the
suffering people of that island. · I shall vote for it.
Mr. OVERMAN. If the Senator from Delaware will yield
to me, I should like to ask him when this earthquake -occurred?
I confess I do not know anything about the earthquake or when
it occurred.
l\1r. SAULSBURY. The chief earthquake occurred on the
11th of October. There have been subsequent smaller ones, and
within the last two or three days another has occurred, knowledge of which has come to me from the Bureau of Insular
Affairs of the War Department.
·
l\fr. OVERl\IAN. Was there much destruction of human life?
l\fr. SAULSBURY. I presume there was destruction of life;
but I think the best way for me to inform the Senator as to
that is to have the letters in relation to the matter read.
l\:Ir. OVERMAN. I do not want the letters read. I merely
desired to know if there was any destruction of life.
l\fr. SAULSBURY. I can not say positively to the Senator
whether or not lives were destroyed ; but the destruction of property amounted to over $4,000,000. A great many people were
rendered homeless, public buildings _were injured, and many
people were thrown out of employment by the destruction of
buildings.
.
.
Mr. SMOOT. I desire to ask the Senator from Delaware to
atlow the joint resolution to go to the Committe~ _ on Appropriationst for the reason that I can not call to mind a single _appro-
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prtation of this character which has not been referred to the
App1·opriations Committee. This is a direct approvriation, if
ever, there was one ; I do not know anything about its details,
except what I have heard the Senator state; but I think that
where there i money appropriated directly out of the Trea ury,
a is propo ed to be done in this ca. e, no .matter whether it may
be for Cuba or Porto Rico or for sufferers in the South on account of flood or sufferers in Ohio or sufferers by earthquake
fn San Franci co, it make no difference; legi lation for that
fJ\lrPO e ought to go to the Appropriations Committee. Therefore I hope that the enator from Delaware will allow this
joint resolution to go to that committee.
l\1r. SAULSBURY. :Mr. President, I think the joint resolution was properly refel'l'ed to the committee of the Senate l_laving jurisdiction of matters of thi kind coming from Porto
Rie<>. They are suppo ed to ha\e some general knowledge 1n·
regard to subjects L.own there.
·
Mr. OVERMAN. I want to say to the Senator-Mr. SAULSBURY. If the Senator will permit me to continue
for a moment-Mr. OVERMAN. Certainly.
Mr. SAUL BUllY. The 'course pursued in tile Senate with
regard to this joint re olution was the arne as that pursued in
the other .Hou e. The joint resolution in the House of Uepresentatives was not referred to the Appropriations Committee,
but it was referred to the Committee on Insular Affairs, 'Yhich I
think is the name of the committee having jurisdiction of the
matter in that body. 'Vhen the joint resolution came over here
it was very properly referred to the Committee on Pacific Islands and Porto Rico. It is now reported from that committee. 1 have no personal des:iJ:e that the joint resolution sllall
be referred to any committee of which I happen to be the chair~
man or a member; but it seems to me that it hould be referred
to the pi'OPei' and appropriate e<>mmittee, and that that was done
in this case. The Senator from Wa hington is a member of
the committee; doubtless tl1ere are other members of the committee who are present, and I should be -very glad to have them
say anything they desire to ay about it; but I think the motion
to refer is an improper motion.
Mr. VARDA'lUA.."N". May I ask the Senator from Delaware
what committee considered the joint resolution?
-M.r. SAULSBURY. It was considered by the Committee on
Pacific Island-s and Porto Rico.
1\Ir. VAllD.Al\!A1~. On what day was the joint resolution
con idered?
Mr. SAULSBURY. On Monday.
Mr. VAllDAM.AN. On Monday last?
Mr. SAUL BURY. Yes. The · Senator from 1\Iis is ippi was
notified of tile meeting of the committee, but he was not present.
Mr. OVERMAN. If the Senator will yield to me, I desire to
ay that there is no reflection intended on his committee. All
legi lation appropriating money should be referred to the Appropriations Committee. That is. the eomm~ttee ~vhich conside~·s
appropriation. . The Porto R1can C-ommittee 1 conce~med m
recrard to Porto Rican domestic affair and th~ laws of Porto
Rico. Heretofore the appropriations in regard to Territories
and for Porto Rico have been before the Appropriations Committee. We ought to refer to that committee all legislation
making direct appropriations from the Treasury. If we do not
do so we are going U:- finO om·selve in inextricable confusion.
The Committee on Appropriations is formed to consider these
mntters, and I ";ish to say, in answer to the Senator from Wn hington [Mr. PoiNDEXTER], that I do not think it would be any
reflection on tile committee of which he is a member to have the
joint resolution referred to the Committee on Appropriations.
That ·committee ought to be in touch with the e matters. It is
their duty to consider every appropriation which is to come
dir ctly from the Treasury. That is why the committee was
establi hed. Th~ Committee on tile Pacific Islands and Porto
Rico wa formed for the purpose of reportinfJ' legislation in re"ard to Porto Rico. They have performed that duty, and they
have done it very wi ely. I am not proposing to reflect on the
committee, and I do not think anyone else is proposing to do
so who favors a reference of the j{)int resolution to the Appropriations Committee. Not only this joint resolution, but every
piece of legislation of a similar nature ought to go to that great
committee, which has ~uch matters in charge. They know the
condition of the Trea ury and they will get all the details in
regard to the matter when it is propo ed to pass a law making
appropriation . That i their duty, and that is the committee
to which, in my judgment, the joint resolution ought to be
referred.
·
Mr. POINDEXTER. I know that the proposition whicl1 the
Senator from Nort11 Carolina states has been agitated. It has
been agitated by the Senator from Iowa [Mr. KENYON], and I
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think it has been advocated to a certain extent by some prominent members of the Appropriations Committee in the House,
that all appropriations should be considered and reeommentled
by the Appropriations Committee; but that is a change in the
allotmen_t of busine s of the Senate which has not _yet been
made. The Senator's statement that all appropriations ought
to be considered and recommended by the Appropriations Committee is in the face of the fact that the Committee on Military
Affairs prepares and recommends appropriations-1\.lr. OVERMAN. Mr. President-,
1\lr. POINDEXTER. Just a second. That the Committee on
~aval .A ffairs prepares and recommends vast appropriations,
and that various other committees in connection with their
jurisdiction over particular matters, such as the Comm.ittee on
Po t Offices and Post Roads, the Committee on the District of Columbia, and any number of other committees, prepare and recommend appropriations. Matters that" relate peculiarly to Porto
Rico and to the Pacific i land , which means the Hawaiian
I lands, are within the jurisdiction of the committee on that
subject, including the appropriations which relate distinctly
and separately to those islands.
l\lr. OVERMAN. Mr. Pre ident, if the Senator· will yield to
me, I de ire to state that the rules of the Senate them elves
provide where appropriation bills shall go. Naval appropriation , under the rules of the Senate, go to the Committee on
Naval Affairs, and military appropriations, under the rules of
the Senate, go to the Committ~ on Military Affair . What the
Senator from Iowa has been contending for is that all appropriations shall go to the Appropriations Committee, and I am
rather inclined to agree with him; but under the rules of the
Senate the Committee on Military Affairs, the Committee on
Naval Affairs, the Committee on Agriculture, and certain otl1er
committees are designated by those rules to consider certain
appropriations. Therefore every other appropriation, according to the spirit and meaning of the rules, should go to the
Appropriations Committee. It is the duty of that committee to
consider such appropriations, and they ought to perform that
duty.
l\lr. FLETCHER. 1\ir. President, the situation with reference to the joint resolution seems to be that it came over from
·the House, was referred to the Committee on Pacific Islands
and Porto Rico, and that committee ha now made a report on
the joint resolution. It was reported with an amendment, and
now the Senator from Pennsylvania moves to refer the joint
resolution to the Committee on Appropriatiens. I have . never
heard of such a procedure as that being followed in the Senate.
It is a distinct reflection, it eems to me, on the Committee on
Pacific Islands and Porto Rico, which committee has con 1dered
this joint resolution, has gone in'to the details, has made inquiry and investigation regarding it, and is prepared to furni 11
information to the Senate to the same extent a any other
committee could furnish it.
· The Senator seems impatient and to want information. One
Senator even ·ugO'ested that he never heard of the earthqun..ke
in Porto Rico that occilrred about a month ago, by which more
than $4,000,000 worth of property '"as de troyed, people were
rendered homeless, thrown out of employment, and are in a
yery distressing condition. T.hey ought to be given relief.
The appropriate committee to con ider that matter i the
committee which considers all matters with relation to Pacific
islands and Porto Rico. That committee has con idered the
joint re olution; it ha acted on it, and has the information
here ready to lay before the Senate. Why can we not go on ·and
consider the re olution? If it appropriates too much, or if the
data furnished by the committee are not sufficient to warrant
their conclusion, we can alter it, change it, or amend it a we
see fit, but we -can get ju t as much information on that ubject
now as we can a week or a month from now, after the Appropriations Committee makes a similar report on the resolution.
The committee charged with this particular duty has considered the joint resolution. It did not originate ill the Senate ; it
originated in the House of Representatives; it bus passed the
House and was there con idered by a similar committee. It
came to the Senate and was referred to the committee having
particular jurisdiction- p cial juri diction with regard to
Porto Rico. That committee has inve tigated it, has reports
from the War Department and from other departments upon
the subject, giving all the data with reference to it. The new papers of Porto Rico have been full of it, and have furni hed
information. I have read se·veral issues of papers from that
island describing the awful destruction of property and the
tidal wave that swept over a large portion of the coast. The
committee has found that tllose people outl'ht to be given some
relief. If tilat is true, why should we not act on it now? There
is no use to give relief a month or two from now, when tl1e people
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will have died or lun·e suffered all the distre.' of this terrible

calamity to the limit. I think we ought to act on it now. The
reference to another committee is simply procrastination and
delay, nnd will accomplish no good result.
l\1r. BORAH. l\lr. President, I presume that if there is any
necessity for acting upon this resolution there is a . necessity
for ncting quickly; but it seems to me that if the facts are in
the possession of t.he committee which has reported the resolution tile facts might be laicl before the Senate, and the Senate
cnn determine now a well . as a week later whether or not it
desire to Yote thi appropriation at all. Certainly if we are to
act we ought to act in time to help the people -whom we are
assuming to help. I trust therefore that we may go ahead,
llave the facts laid before the Senate, and determine whether
or not it is necessary to appropriate at -all; and if it is necessary
to appropriate, to appropriate in time to ser...-e the people whom
we wish to llelp.
Mr. SA.ULSBUR1. 1\lr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Just a moment; let us get somewhere. · \Ve are in this parliamentary situation exactly: The
joint resolution came over from the Hou e of Rcpre ·entatives,
and the Chair referred it to the Committee on Pacific Islands
and Porto Rico, to which committee the Chair thought it properly belongs. The ommitt~e on Pacific Islands and Porto Rico,
without objection from the Senate, made a report with an amendment, and just at the point ·when the Senator from Dela\vare
was, so he says, about to ask unanimous consent for the consideration of the joint resolution, the Senator from Pennsylvania
[l\lr. PKxRosE] interpo!':ed with a motion to refer the resol_ution
to the Committee on Appropriations. The Chair thinks that
motion is in order and must be disposed of one way or another,
but there is as yet no right for the present consideration of this
joint resolution. On objection of a Senator, it will go over until
to-morrow at least.
l\lr. POINDEXTER. 1\Ir. President, a. parliamentary inquiry.
'Yould it not fir t be necessary to discharge the Committee on
Pacific Islands and Porto Rico from further consideration of the
joint resolution?
·
The VICE PRESIDENT. It has already been discharged ; it
has already made its report. The Chair's opinion may amount ·
to nothing, but he thinks it is no reflection upon the Committee
on Pacific I slands nnd Porto Rico at all to refer the matter to another committee. The Committee on Pacific Islands and Porto
Rico hnve made their report. It is here now. There is no occasion to refer it back to them that the Chair can ee. It went to
them. in the view of the Chair, properly, and they Yery properly
made a report, and it is here now. The only thing now to be
done is to vote on the motion of the Senator from Pennsylvania
to refer the resolution as reported to the Committee on Appropriations. If thnt i voted down and if there is objection to the
considemtion of the joint resolution, of course it can not be
now considered, and goes to the calendar.
l\fr. U~DERWOOD. Mr. President, I am not acquainted at
all with the facts of the case before the Senate. Therefore what
I shall say has no bearing on the real merit of this controyersy.
Neither do I intend to reflect upon the ·c ommittee that reported
the joint resolution, for I have no doubt they have given it us
careful consideration as any other committee of the Senate
woul<.l do if referred to them ; but I think there is a question
involYed in thi report that is very material to the orderly business of the Sen a tc.
We have gone through a period of war where the control of
legislation has been more or less lax and 'vhere, when the necessity presented it elf, we haYe not hesitated to draw technical
rule as to the jurisdiction of committees. But there is a reason
behind the rules of the Senate, or the rules ought to be abolished;
and, as I under>:tand, the reason of the rules is not only for the
conduct of orderly busine in the Senate, but to preserve the
rights of the Goyernroent; and one of those rights is to protect
the Treasury.
Mr. President, there can be no doubt that a vast amount of
monev has been appropriated in the pa t year that was unneces>ary becau,·e there was not an ab olute coordination of
effort on the part of one set of men with a view to protecting
the Treasury again t waste. When ~-ou scatter J·our appropriation bills among a number of committees there is not the check
and balance that you have when they go to one c::::1mittee.
To a certain extent that already has been done by the rules
of tlJC Senate. J.rhe very fact that the IIouse and the Senate
under their rule ha.Ye depri\e<.l the general Appropriations Committee of part of its jurisdiction and have scattered. the po"·er
to legislate in reference to appropriations is one of the reasons
why we hear continual talk through the country to the effect
that ,..,.e should have some system of control of the Treasury
e:q1e1H1itures, some budget committee, or some plan of that
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kind. It is because you have lost control where control ought to
be placed.
'rhe ruies of the Senate provide that all appropriation bills
shall go to the general Committee on Appropriations, unless the
rules specifically provide in specific cases that they shall go to
some other committee, and those are very clearly set out. In
matters of war expenditures, the bills carrying appropriations
o-o to the Committee on Military Affairs; bills in reference to
naval expenditures, to the Committee on Naval Affairs; bills in
reference to agricultural expenditures, to the Agrietlltural Committee: and a few other exceptions. But outside of those exceptions the Senate has given sole jurisdiction in matters .of
appropriation to the general Committee on Appropriations, for
the purpose of conducting orderly business and for the purpose
of conserving the Treasury of the United States.
_fr. LENROOT. l\fr. President-1.\Ir. UNDERWOOD. Just one moment. Now we have reached
an era in the hi tory of this country, with the \Tar over and
war expenditures still hanging on the Nation, when the battle
cry of the people of the United States of neces ity must be retrenchment and reform in these matters. There can be no other
course. It is idle to say that we will increase taxation when
we can accomplish the ·arne result by proper expenditures :ind
reach it by economy.
I yield to the Senator from Wi ·cousin.
Mr. LENROOT. l\Ir. President, merely for information, the
Senator has stated that the rules provide that all a,ppropriation
bills must go to the Committee on Appropriations, except as the
rules otherwise specifically provide. Can the Senator inform
me where there is any such rule of the Senate?
1\Ir. UNDERWOOD. I have not it at band. I can find it for
the Senator.
1\.Ir. PENROSE. 1\Ir. President, I can inform the Senator
where the rule is to be found. It is on page 17 of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, paragraph 1.
1\.Ir. LENROOT. That applies only to general appropriation
bills. Of course this is not a general appropriation bill, and it
has been held many times that specific appropriations do not
come within that rule.
1\.Ir. UNDERWOOD. It has been held sometimes in the Senate
in recent years, on points of order, that specific appropriation~
do not come within the language of the rules in reference to
general appropriations. That has never been the holding in the
House of RepresentatiYes, and has not been the holding in the
Senate until recent times. I think it is a very lax ruling and
a very improper one for the orderly conduct of bu ine ·s and
the conservation of the Treasury.
1\fr. POINDEXTER. 1\Ir. Pre ident-1\Ir. UNDER,VOOD. I yield.
1\fr. POINDEXTER. I should like to ask the Senator from
Alabama if he will state to the Senate that it is his judgment
that under a rule the general ·appropriation bills, except where
specifically otherwise provided, shall be referred to the Appropriatiofts Committee, a specific appropriation, one item for a particular ·case, should be referred to the .Appropriations Committee?
Mr. rTh'"DERWOOD. I do not think there is any doubt about
it. I am not talking about the technical language of the rule.
The rule has been here for years. In the House of Representatives there never has beim any question about it, and the ru1e
reads in practically the same way.
·
l\fr. POINDEXTER. As I understand it, then, that is a holding to the effect that the language "general appropriation hill"
also includes a specific item of appropriation. ·
1\!r. UNDERWOOD. It does where that is tlle gra•amen of
the bill. That is a general appropriation if it is the gra\amen
of the bill. I do not contend that a re...-enue bill might not be
brought into the Senate, "here the purpo e of the bill is to produce revenue, and carry certain appropriations within the terms
of the bill that are a minor matter, for the purpose of carrying
out that bill; or that a bill relating to railroads and the government of railroads might not be reported from the Interstate
Comme1·ee Committee, having jurisdiction of it, and, as an incident to that bill, carry n. certain amount of appropriations for
the purpose of enforcing the terms of the law. But when it
comes clown to the sole question of the expenditure of money,
and no other proyision i contemplated, then I say tllat all bi-lls
of that class shoulu go, anu properly go, to one committee.
Other\Yi~e you leaYe this loo e practice of allo·\\'ing bills for the
appropriation of money to go to practically any committee in
the Senate, through ome reason or other, pretext or excuse,
good or bad. My criticism is not directed to this particular
case. l>e<"ause if this joint resolution does not go to the Appropriations Committee I admit that it was properly referred to the
Committee on Pacific I lands and Porto Rico; but if sou allow
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mea nre · _of this kind to be scattered throughout the commit- . this war 1\ithout any knowled.,.e wltatevet· of what was neetled:
tee of the Senate you give an opporttmfty to those who are or what was necessary to curry on the war. The executive
anxious to ecu~·e appropriations to pick the committees where branch of tb~ Government, to a large extent, we~·e ju t as blind
they wm g.e t fnyornble reports and steer bills in that direction. ~ ih~ c_onumttees ?f C~n¥ress, and we had to appropriate money
The only way you are going to conserve the Trea my of the m millions--y , m billion&-without an absolute knO\-rledge
United. tates the only way we are going to meet this situation of what could be accomplished by it, because it wa.s wnr. Bu1;
that i going to confront the people of the United States in the when th Senator says that the Appropriations Committee
next decade, of economy in order to meet past WaJ!' expenditures, when you go beyond: the jurisdiction of war has been reckle '
is to have a committee that has the power and the jurisdiction in its expenditures, he i not informed Of the' facts.
and the ability to properly conserve the great appropriations
The bills that haYe ·been reported to the Senate from the n'enof the Government, and by that I mean the small as well as the era.l .Appropriations Committee in matters of government that
great appr'opria.tions that come before us purely as matters of did not ·<UI·ectly relate to the war issue have been cut to the.
appropriation.
bone. In every way they have economized. TM committee
If the Senate is going to continue--and there is precedent has sat there month after month and refused to increase exfor it-it past policy of a loo distribution of bills, why should pend.i:tures. It has been be ieged froni every source, in the
not this situation arise with regard to the Committee on Cuban Se-nate and .out of the Senate, to increase wages and" increase
. Relations, for example? I do not know thn.t that e.ommittee expenditures, but outside of war endeavor we ha,re .refused to
functions in any particular way at this time, or ever has; but do so continually and systematically.
it eem to me t at if some American battleship were wrecked
Just to illustrate, the Serrator refers to this housing proposi·
off the coa t of Cuba, or some other question arose that needed tion. Probably if the war had gone on for two or three years
money, an<l purely money, in Cuba, it would be absurd to say these buildings would have been necessary; but I concur ith
that that committee, which has no juri diction of the matter, what the Senator sars. The war having ceas~, peace having
and tloe not consider questions of appropriations should haYe come, the expenditure for these buildings is probably almost an:
the right to bring in a bill appropriating large sums of money.
entire loss.
1\fr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Pre ident-Mr. POINDEXTER. · Mr. President, will the Senator allow
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Alabama me' to a k him a question on that point?·
yield to the S~nator from ·washington?
1\Ir. Ul\TDERWOOD. Yes.
l\Ir. UNDERWOOD. I yield.
Mr. POINDEXTER. The Senator ays I am mi informed.
:Mr. POINDEXTER. I am very much gmtified to hear the
Senator from Alabama and other Senators express an ardent I do not believe I am. I do not think the country i ; but aside
desire to curtail expenditur and protect the Treasury, but I from that, let me ask the Sen.a tor this question: The Senator
am omewhat surprised at his tatement that the Appropriations says the Committee on .Appropriations acted carefully, and heCommittee is able and willing to do that. My impression of says that he wa.nts data in regard to the item that is now before
the Arvroprintions Committee--of co111·Ne it has had the excuse the Senate. Did the Committee on Appropriations make an
of the emergency of the war, which, however, is oow in part estimate or have an estimate or have any data whatever as to
ended-i that it has been appropriating mon'Ely here with about the reasonable cost of erecting these houses for temporary
as reckless disregard of economy and of the burdens imposed occupancy? I should like the Senator to advi e me as to that.
Mr. UNDERWOOD. I will call the Senator's attention to
upon the people a it was po~le for the imagination to con- . where
he is misinformed.
ceiw~
The impres ion that I have had, and my observation of
:Mr. POINDEXTER. What I should like to haYe the Senator
the action- of the committee, is that without questioD, without
adequate inve ligation, without data, without attaching wise or do is to answer my question.
prudent conditions as to the expenditure of the money appro- . 1\Ir. UNDERWOOD. I am going to answer it, but I am giving
priated, it has .granted out of the Treasury of the people the the facts, and I am sure what I shall say will be a complete
amount asked for by the departments and the various emer- answer to the Senator.
This appropriation did not originate with the general Approgency commi sions anq .committees which have been set up for
priations Committee of the Senate. The whole housing propo ithe expenditure of this money.
One of the most powerful proofs: of that that could possibly be tion came before the Senate Appropriations Committee origiintroduced would be, if a man cared to use evidence of that nally and was turned down and they r-efused to grant the approkind, to take a moving-picture camera, station it out here by the priation. Then it came over here, I think, as a House bill from
Senate door, and focus it on the group of men who are engaged in the Committee on Public Builqings and Grounds, carrying an
con tructing a vast number of temporary buildings here,. and authorization, T think, orig4lally of fifty millions for buildings
ob erve through it the actions of these men, who are being paid outside of the_District of Columbia and ten millions for buildings
large wages out of the appropriations made without condition in the District of Columbia. It did not go to the general Approor limitation by the Appropriations Committee. W.hy, . in a priations Committee, but it went to the Committee on Public
group of 20 you will see not more than 3 of them working or Buildings and Grounds and was pa ed as a legislative bill,
carrying an authorization. I suspect, although I do not know,
moving at one time, the rest of them being idle.
I might call the Senator's attention to the getting out of spruce that the Senator himself Yoted for it. I do not say he did, beby the Government, which I understand is still going on,' although cause I do not kn<nv, but I know of no serious objection on his
the armistice has been ngreed to, and the probability is that there part. Wben that authorization was made by law-=-was made
will be no further fightinu in the war. There have been in the by the Senate, ~ot by the Appropriations Committee, and had
spruce woods of the_Northwest a great army of men, at enormous been signed by the President and was the law-there was nothing in the world for your Appropriations Committee to do but
wages-.. tr. UNDERWOOD. If tbe Senator will allow me, I am very to appropriate the money. 'Ve originally, as a committee, reglad to yield to him in my time for a question in regard to the fused to pass amounts of this kind, and the rna tter was taken
matter under consideration. namely, appropriations t11at are out of our jurisdiction, and we were directed by the law itself.
within the control of the Senate; but I hope he will not take my So I say I think if the Senator would fully inform himself on
time to di -cuss the question of how the money lms been disposed these questions so far as they relate to the funetions of the
of after it ha left the control of the Appropriation Committee, general Appropriations Committee of the Senate, he would find
that where we had any reasonable opportunity we have con ervea
becau e that is fhe i8 ue involved.
1\lr. POINDEXTEit. I ju t wanted to eall attention to the the public funds. I admit that in war expenditures in many
fact that those appropiiations were made by the Appropriations places and to a large extent we had to make appropriations,
blin(lly, because the war drove us into that situation.
Committee.
That is the real condition of things. I am not criticizing the
·Mr. UNDERWOOD. I uppo e it is natural enough for th.::
Senator to take the po •ition that he has taken, because he is joint resolution_ I do not know the facts about it. I am not
not a member of the Appropriations Committee and he is not criticizing the report that is before the Senate. But I do say
inform d on the que tion. The rea on why the Senator has that if the Senate proceed to scatter it appropriation bills to
made the tatement he has just made is becau -e of lack of in- all the committees in the Senate you are going to llave numerformation on hi part, and I ball be glad to demonstrate that ous instances, just such a the Senator has him elf pointed
to the enator. Being a member of the Appropriations Com- out, of building $10,000,000 worth of houses in the District of
Columbia that probably will not be used in the future.
mittee, I haYe some knowledge on the question.
Mr. Cill.lMINS. 1\!r. President, inasmuch as this matter,
I do not hesitate to say that that portion of the Semitor's
speech which relates to war expenditures to n large extent is which I regard as. entirely out of order, is likely to proceed
·
true. I do not mean to ay that the commtttee has not given - interminably I ask unanimous consent to present a petition.
The VICE PRESIDE.l~T. If the Senator rai es a point of
car ful study and a careful understanding of the facts ' O far
as it was possible to ascertain the facts, but we plunged into orue.r, the presentati<?n of petitions and memorials is in order.

L

1918.

Mr. CU:\DIINS. I rai sed a point of order, and I insisted on
the regular order after I made a 11arliamentary inquiry.
Tite VICE PltESIDENT. The Chnir diEl not so under tan-d it.
The rcgnlnr order is the presentation of petition antl memorial .
MEASURES LIMITED TO THE 'V AP..

:\Ir, l\lARTIN of Virginia. l\lr. Pre iocut, I hm·e a memorandum of important measure. that were limited to til period
of the war on the face qf tJ1e statute pro\illin~ .for tllt!lll. I
think it woultl be u efu1 to Senator· and otlJer , anti I a sk
unanimou con ··ent that it be printeo in the HECORD.
T11 YICE PRESIDE ... ' T. Without objection, it is so orderet.L
The matter referred to is a follow · :
l M POUT.tXT :M.Jll .,Sl'RES LDIITED TO THll PETIIOD Oli' THE W.nt. OX TH!l F .\ CE
OF THE ' TA.TUTES l'Uv VIDI XO F OR TIIEhl.

Si.xty-fl{th C'ongres ·, first session.

Public act 23, making appropriation

to

upply tlefidencies

for ' 1917.
rHE S IDEXT'S PROCL.HIATIOX

TO

DE CL.lREJ

WHEX

W .lR H.\S

TER:\IlX.lTED.

SEc. 4. That thE? enice of all pe-rsons selected by draft anti
all enlistments unoer the provi ions of the act entitle(] "An act
to autlwrize the President to increasv temporarily til"- Militnry
Establishment of the Unit u States." approve(] l\Iny 18, 1917,
shaH be for the periotl o-f the war, unle · sooner- terminated by
di:charge or otherwi ·e. WheneYer ·ui(] war shall cease by the
concln ion of pence between the Unite<.l Stat and its enemi(>S
in the pre ent war the President hall o ll,eclare by n public
proclamation to that effect, and within four months after the
date of said proclamation or a · oon thereafter a;;f it may lJe
pmcticable to transp.ot-t the- force then seHing without the
Uni e<l State to their home t ation, the prod ion of aid act. in
s far as they autho-rize compul or-y senice by sel ~ teo umft ot·
otherwise, shall cease to be of force and effect.
Public act 23, maki.Iag app-roplintions to uppl:r n1·gent deficiencies in appropriations on account of ''ar expen-ses for the
fiscal year 1917, and for other purposes.
't'~ITED

STATES SHIPPIXG BO.lRD

A~D

EiUERGEXCY FLEET

COR.PORATIO~ .

The emergency s!1ipping fund proviNion of June 15-, 1917, at
paragraph 10, provide that "all authority granted to the Pre tdent therein, or by him oelegatetl. shall cea e six months ftfter
a final treaty of peace i proclaimed between this Government
and the German Empire."
Under section 11 of PubUc act No. 268 of the Sixty-fourth
Congress, known as the United State shippinrr aet, the Uniteti
State Shipping Board "\\US authorized, in order to carry out the
purpo es of the act, to form untler the laws of the Di ~trict of
Columbia one or more corporation. for the ptuchase, construction. equipment, lease, charter, maintenance, and operati
of
merchant vessels in the United States. Section 11 goe on in
the last paragraph to provide that ""at the expiration_-ot five
years from the conclusion of the pre, ent European ''nr the
operation of ves ·eis. on the part of any such corporation in
which the United State· is. then a stockholder ·hall cease. and
the said corporation snail stand tli Q.h~ed . The <late of tile conclusion of the "\\ar shall be dectitroo by p-roclamation of the
President. The Yes els and other 11roperti-es of any such corporation shall re\ert to the- board (Shipping Board}."
Public act 24. to punish acts of interfer nee with the. for~ign
relations, the ne11tral.ity and the foreign commerce of the
Unite(} States, to puni h espionage, and better to. enforce the
criminal laws of the Unite~ States and for other pmpose , known
as the " espionage act.'•
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as the President shnll pre cribe, until otherwise orclered by the
Pre ident or by Congre-· · : Pro'L'ided, · hotccrer, That no preference shall be given to the ports o-tone State over tho ·e of another.
The appropriations for the War TL'Ude Board are based ur)On
authori(v containecl ln thi:· an l the " trading-with-the-enemy
act."
Public act 2u, to authorize ond-erunation procceiling · for lands
for miNtary purpose .
Hereafter the Secretary of 'Yt t• mny cause proceeoings to be
in tituted in the name of the United State , in any court having
juri diction of uch proceeding·-. for the acquirement by condemnation of :my lru:1d. temporary TIEe thereof, or other intet·est
therein, or right p~rtaining thereto needeo for certain military
purposes. * ·~ ·~
( ... · o limitation.)
Public act 29. authorh:iu g t he Presidt!nt to iucrea ·c temporarily
the Signal Corps of the Army and to pm·cha.se, manufacture,
maintain, repair, ami overate air hip , and to make appr<'priations therefor, anti for othe r purposes, for and daring the pre ent
emer~encv.

Public act 40, to provide for the national . ecuritv and defense
by ~tirnulating agriculture ancl facilitating the d·istribution of

agricultural products.
SEc. 12:. That tbe provi ion · of thi · act shall cease to be iii
effect "\\hen the national emergency resulting from the existing
state of war !'<hall haYe pa sell. the date of which shall be ascertaine<l and proclaimed by the President; but the date when this
. act ·b.nll cea ·e to be in. effect shall not be later than the beginning of the next fiscal year after the termi-nation, as a certained
b. the PresiUent. of the pre ent wa.r.
Public net 41, to provide further for the national ecurity and
defense by encouraging the production, conserving the supply,
and controlling the di-sn·ibution of food products and fuel.
s;Ec. 24. That the ' P:l'O\isions of tl1is- act shall cease to be in
effect when the existing state of w·nr between the United States
aml Germn.n.y shall ha.\e terminated, arul the fact and date of
· such termirmtion shall be asc.:ertained and proclaimed by the
President * *- *.
Public act 48, to create- the Aircraft Board ancl proYid:e for its
mtlintenance.
Ec. 3. That said board and tenure of the members thereof
hall continue during the pi asuL·e of the President, but not
longer than six months after th-e present wur.
Public act 91, to oeftne, r; ~ulate. and -punish trading with the
enemy, and for other pnrpo , :·, known as tile ·~trading-with-the
enen:t)· act."
Nearly all activities authorizeu in this act cease upon the
termination of the '"ar, except certain duties of the Alien Prop-ertr Cu to<lian. in handling property in his possession.
Th~ app-ropri-ations for the Alien Property Custodian~ the War
TI"'ade Board, and for ceMorship are based wholly or in part
111wn authoritjr contained in tJ1i.s act.
Sizty-flfth Congress, secona session.

Public act 10:2, to authorize and empower the United States
Shipping BOtll'd Emergency Fleet Corporation to purchase, lease,
requ· ition, or otherwise acquire, and to sell or otheFWise dispose
of improYell or unimpro\ed land, houses buildings, and. for
other purpose , ancl pro\ide housing facilities for its employees.
(No limitations. )
Public act 1(}7, to provide for tile operation of transportation
y tems wllile- untler Fede-ral control, for the- just compensation
of their owners;. rrnd foY otber p1ll'poses.
EC. 14. That the Fede-ral eonh·ol of railroads and tran portaTl~LE I.
tion ·ystems herein and heretofore provided. for shall continue
St:e. 3. Whoe~ r, when. the Unitetl State· is at "\\ar, shall will- for and during the- :period of tlle war and for a reas-onable time
fully make or convey false reports or false stat~ents with in- thereafter, whieh shall not exceed one year and nine months
tent to interfere with the op mtion m· uccess of the military next following the date of tlH~ proclamation by the President of
or naval forces of the United State or to promote the success th exchange- of ratifications of the treaty of peace: Pmvicled,
of it enemies and whoever, 'Then the United States is at war, hott;e·r r, That the President mny prior to Jul:r 1. 1918, relinshall willfully cause or attempt to cause insuboruination, di - quish control o-f all or any part of any railroad or system of ·
loyalty, mutiny, or refusal of duty, in the military or naYa.l trallS}10rtation further Federal control of which the President
forces of the United States, or shall willfully obstruct the re- shall cleem not nee\l.ful or de imble; and the President may at
cruiting or enlistment service of the United States. to the injm·y any time during the period of Fetieral control agree with the
of the ser-vice or of the United State ·, shall be puui hed by a owners thereof to relinquish ull o~ any part of any railroad or
fine of not more than Sl(},OOO or imprisonment for not more- than
ystem of transport:xtion. The Preside-nt may I'elinqoish all
20 J. a rs~ or both.
railroad · at1d ·ysterns. of tran portatioa under Federal control
TITLE VII.
at any time he shall deem such action needful or desirable. No
SECTION 1. Whenev-er durin~ he present war the President
ri~t to compensation shall a-ccru-e to such owners from anti
shaH find that the public nfety shall w require and hall make after the date of t'elinquish-nwut fo-.r the property so relin·
proclamation thereof, it shall h.e unlawful to export from or ship qui. heel
f1·om or take out of the UnitetT StateR to ::my countty namtOd in
SEc. 16. Th-at this act i expressly declared to be emergency
such proclamation any article or articles mentioned in uctl legi lntion enacted to meet conditions gro·wing oot o.f the war;,
proelamation, excep-t at !'UC'h tim<' or tlmes, and under such regu- nnd n<>tbJng herein. is to- be construed as e:x.pres ing OLL prejmllclation and OI'tl~r • anu E>-'1.t!)ject to such limitations: antl ercevtions ing tlie fu~ure policy of the Federal GoYernment coneerning t he
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mYnership, control, or regulation of carriers or the method or
basis of the capitalization thereof.
Public act 121, to provide further for the national security
and defen se and, for the purpose of assisting in the prosecution
of the war, to provide ct·edits for industries and enterprises in
the United States nece ary or contributory to the prosecution
of the war, and to supernse t.he issuance of securities, and for
ot_h er purposes, known as the \Var Finance Corporation act.
T ITLE I. "\"\" AR F IXA...\CE

..

CORPORATIO~ .

That the Secretary of the Treasury and four additi onal persons (who shall be the directors first appointed, as llereinafter
pro·d ded) are hereby created a body corporate and politic in
deed and in law by the name, style, and title of the "War
Finance Corporation" (herein called the corporation), aml
shall have succession for a pericd of 10 years: Provided, That
in no e>ent shall the corporation exercise any of the powers
conferred by this act, except such as are incidental to the liquidation of its a. ets and the winding up of its affairs after six
months after the termination of the wru·, the date of such termination to be fixed by proclamation.- of the President of the
United States.
·
TITLE H.-CAPITAL ISSUES COMMITTEE.

SEc. 200. That there is hereby created a committee to be
known as the "Capital Issues Committee," hereinafter called
the committee, and to be compo ed of Re>en members to be appointed by the President of the United States, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate. At least three of the members shall be members of the Federal Reserve Board.
The terms during which the several members of the committee
shall respectively hold office shall be determined by the President of the United States.
SEc. 206. That this title shall continue in effect until, but not
after, the e~'J)iration of six months after the termination of the
war, the date of such termination to be determined by a proclamation of the President of the United States, but the President
may at any time by proclamation declare that this title is no
longer necessary and thereupon it shall cease to be in effect.
Public net 149, to authorize the President to provide housing
for war needs.
SEc. 5. That the power and authority granted therein shall
cease with the termination of the present war, except the power
and authority to care for, sell, or rent such property as rema.ins
undisposed of and to conclude and execute contracts for the sale
of property made during the war. Such property shall be sold
as soon after the conclusion of the war as it can be advantageously done : Provided, That before any -sale is consummated
t11e same must be authorized by Congress.
All moneys received by the United States in carrying out the
act entitled "An net to authorize the President to provide housing for war needs," appro>ed 1\fay 16, 1918, may be used as n
revolving fund until June 30, 1919, for further carrying out the
purposes of the said act. (Additional urgent deficiency net for
fisca I year 1918.)
Public act 152, authorizing the President to coordinate or consolidate executive bureau , agencies, and offices, anil for other
purposes, in the interest of economy and the more efficient concentration of the (i{)vernment.
For the national ecurity and defense, for the successful
prosecution of the war, for the support and maintenance of the
Army an<l Navy, for the better util'tzation of resources and industries, and for the more effective exercise :..nd more efficient
administration by the President'of his powers as Commander
in Chief of the land and naval forces the President is hereby
authorized to make such redistribution of functions among
executi>e ngencies as he may deem necessary, including any
fqnctions, duties, and powers hitherto by law conferred upon
·any executive department, commission, bureau, agency, office, or
officer, in such manner as in his judgment shall seem best fitted
to carry out the purpo es of this act, and to this end is authorized
to make such regulations and to issue such orders as he may
deem necessary, which regulations and orders shall be in writing and shall be filed with the head of the department affected
and constitute a public record : Pro'Gided, That this act shall r emain in force during the continuance of the present war and for
six ·months after the termination of the war by the proclamation
of the treaty of peace, or at such earlier time as the Presirlent
may designate: Prot 'icled [ 'tl1'the1·, That the termination of this
act shall not affect any act done or any right or obligation accruing or accrued pursuant to this act and during the time that
this act is in force: Provided further, Tbnt the authority by this
act granted . hall be exei·cised only in matters relating to the
conduct -of the present war.
Public act 181, making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1919, and for other purposes.
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NATIOXAL DEll'EXSE.

For the national security and <l efense, and for each antl e\ery
purpose connec_ted therewith, to be expended at the discretion
of the President, $50,000,000.
WAR EMEllGEN CY SERYICES.

To enable the Secretary of Labor during the pre, ent emergency to furnish such information and to render such assistance
in the employment of wage earners throughout the United States
as may be deemed necessary in the pro!iecution of the war and
to aid in the standru·dization of all wages paid by the Government of tbe United States and its agencies, including personal
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, per diem
in lieu of svbsistence at not exceeding $4, traveling e.--q>enses,
rental of quarters in the District of Columbia -and elsewhere,
heat and light, telegraph and telephone sen·ice, supplies and
equipment, and printing and binding, $5,500,000: Provided, That
no money now or hereafter appropriated for the payment of
wages not fixed by statute shall be a>ailable to pay wages in
excess of the standard determined upon by the \\~ ar Labor
Policies Board.
To enable the Secretary of Labor, during the present emergency, to carry on the work of war-labor administration, including mediation and conciliation in labor disputes, the working
conditions of \Vage earners in the most essential war industries,
the acquiring and diffusing of infoTmation on subjects connected
with labor, the employment of women in industry, and the
training and dilution of labor, including personal services and
rent in the District of Columbia. and in the field, per diem in lieu
of subsistence not to exceed $4, traveling expenses, law books,
books of reference, periodicals, newspapers, supplies and equipment, and contingent and miscellaneous expenses, in amounts not
exce : iing the following : Commissioners of conciliation. $300.000 ;
"\':orking conditions service, $45,000; information and education
service, $225,000; woman in industry service, $40,000; investigation and inspection service, $300,000 ; per onnel service, $15,000 ;
training and dilution service, $150,000; Secretary's office,
$110.000 ; printing and binding for all services, $150,000 ; in all,
$1,335,000.
'
Public act 193, making appropriations for the support of the
Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919.
CHAPTER

XXI.

Power of the President to increase the drafted Army : That
the authority conferred upon the President by the act approved
May 18, 1917, entitled "An act to authorize the President to increase temporarily the l\Iilitary Establishment of the United
States," is hereby extended so as to authorize him during each
fiscal year to raise by draft as provided in said act and acts
runendatory thereof the maximum number of .men which may
be organized, equipped, trained, and used during such year for
the prosecution of the present war until the same shall have
been brought to a successful conclusion.
Public act 2'>0, to provide further for the national security and
defense by encouraging the production, conserving the supply,
and controlling the distribution of those ores, metals, and minerals which have formerly been largely imported, or of which
there is or may be an inadequate supply.
SEc. 10. Upon the proclamation of peace the President shall
proceed as rapidly as possible to wind up aud tern:tinate all
transactions under this act, and .to dispose as fast as practicable
of all property acquired thereunder, and after saM proclamation
of pence no contracts shall be made. property acquired, or otl1er
transaction performed under this act except such as shall be
necessary for the purpose of this section and incidental thereto,
and two years after such proclamation of pence this act shall
cease to have effect and all powers conferred thereby shall end:
P1·ovidcd, Tlutt 1e termination of this act shall not prevent
the subsequent collection of any moneys due the United States,
nor shall it affect any act done or any right or obligation accrued
or accruing, or any snit or proceeding had or commenced before
such termination, but all such collections, rights, obligations,
suits, nnd proceedings shall continue ns if thi act had not
terminated, and any offense committed or liability incurred
prior. thereto shall be prosecuted in the arne manner and with
the same punishment and effect as if this act had not terminated.
Public resolution 38, to authorize the President, in time of
war, to supervise or take possession and assume control of any .
telegraph, telephone, marine cabl e, or radio system or systems,
or any part thereof, and to operate the same in such manner as
may be needful or desirable for the duration of the war, and to
provide just compensation therefor.
.
·
The President during the continuance of the present war is
authorized and empowered, whene>er he shall deem it neces·
sary for the national security or defense, to supervise or to take
possession and assume control of any telegraph, telephone, marine cable, or radio system or systems, or any part thereof, an<l
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to operate the same in such manner as may be needful or desirnble for the <lurntion of the war, which supervision, possession,
control, or operation shall not e::\:tend beyond the date of the
proclamation by the President of the exchange of ratifications
of the trenty of pence: Prm)icled, That just compensation shall
be nuHle for such supen·ision, ·posse ·sion, contTol, or operation,
to he determined by the President; anc1 if the amount thereof
. o determined by the Pr i<lent is un atisfactory to "the person
entitletl to receive the same, such person shall be l_)aid 75 per
cent Qf the amount o determined 1Jy the President and shall be
entitled to sue tbe United States to recover such ·further sum
af!, nuded ·to said 75 per cent, 'Will .make -up such amount ns will
be ju t compe!lEation tberefor in the manner provided "for by
. ection 24, paragraph 20, and section 145 of the Judicial Code:
I'ro1:idcd further, Tbat nothing in this act shall be ·construed
·to amencJ, repeal. impair, or affect existing laws or powers of
the States in relation to taxation or the lawful police regulations of the ·evet·al State·, except wherein such laws, powers,
or regulations frlay affe<:t the transmis ion of Government communications or the issue of stocks and bonds by such system or
~ystem .
.A~D)!ENT

OF THE RuLES.

Mr. _·oRRIS. I give notice of a propo ·ed amendment to t.he
I'Ule;·. I .ask tltut the Se<>retary may read the notice and the pro-

po cd amendment.
Tlle Secretary rend a·

follows~

I hereby give notice that on to-morrow, or as soon thereafter -as the
Senate shall be in session, I will propose the following amendment to the
~tanding RuJes of thl' Sena:te:
u Resolved, That Rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the Senate be
amended ·by adding thereto .n new J)aragraph, as follows :
"• 3 . .After the 4th day of March, 1919, any Senator who is chairman of the Committee on Appropriations1 Finance, Fol',i~~;Rclations,
Interstate Commerce, Judiciary, Military lll'fairs,
Naval
· s, Dr Post
Offices and Post "Roads, while holding such chairmanship shall not be
n member of any of the other of said committees.' "
G. w. NORRIS.
:ADJUQ.l~MF.:\~

TO :YOND.d.Y.
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Mr. PENROSE. ·Before I refrnin from objecting I should
like to have an answer to m~r inquiry.
'
l\1r. WALSH. 1 would be very glad to answer the question.
l\Ir. PE1..\ROSE. I do not nsk the Senator to argue it. I ask
for information.
The TlOE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Iowa calls for the
regular order, and a colloquy is out of order.
J\lr. CUMMIN '. We .llm·e a rigbt to finish the morning business so that tho e who de. ire to busy themselves elsewhere can
do so.
M.r. PENROSE. Uuless I can get information as to a. very important feature of thi-s declaration of a \ery noYel idea, which
we certainly ought to consider Yery carefully, I shall have to
object to the inse1·tion in the RECORD of the document. If the
Senator from Montana will tell me, I will withdraw the objection.
1\.ir. WALSH. If the Senator from Iowa will withdraw his -objection, I will be Yel.·y glad to answer the Senator's queRtion. If
not. I will take a later opportunity to do so, if the Senator will
honor me with hls.I>resence.
M.r. r~OSE. I shall try to .he present.
TRIAL OF WILLI.ll.I AI\'1> HIS COP ARTI\-:ERS .

Mr. McKELLAR. I pr ·ent a telegram :from F. L. Pittman.
mayor of Union City, 'Ienn., stating that at a -ma-ss meeting of
8,000 citizens of Union City ana Obion County 1·esolutions were
passed approving .an editorial in the Commercial Appeal of November 11 demanding -that the head officials of the Imiterial
German Empire be tried before a tribunal selected bv the allies
for the crimes committed against humanity -and civilization ,in
the recent war. I ask that the telegram ana editorial be printed
in the RECORD.
There being no objection, tbe .tel ·gram and editorial were
ordered to be printed in tbe ..llECOHD. as follows~
K.

McKELLAR,

·W ashingum, D.

UxiO~ CITY, 'TENN., .Korcmbc1· 11.

a.·

At a mass meeting of 8,000 citizens of Union City nad '0Llion Ccunty

here to-night re olutions were 1)a~Retl .approving ..an edltorial rn rtbe
,l\Ir . .MARTI'K of Virginia. I mo'e that when the Senate ad- lleld
Commercial .A:ppeal of Tovemh r 1·1 dem:rnd.ing dhat tile .bead officials
journs 'to-day it stand adjourned ·lmtil 12 o'clock meridian on ' of the lmpetial .German Empire be trieil before a t; bunal selected by
tl1e allies for the crimes commttocd u;minst humanity and . civilizai:ion
Monday next.
tn t.he recent war between th.e ·c.rt>rm::u1 :Empire ·a:nd tbe AI.Ue
It would
Clllle motion was a"T e<l to.
J>.e :m .outmge to permit the re: ponsible parties Ior ·this --cruel wa-r to
escape puni hment. ·w m you tran mit th1s telegram to the ·State 'Ile·
.LE.lG1i"l~ QF 'NA.TION ,
partment a , an ,(.'xpre ~ion from the eit.izem;bio l1f Obio11 County?
lT. WALSH. 1\Ir. Pre ·ident, ·the paper ye~terilay ..carried an
;F. -:L. P.IT'l:biAN,
Ma.[lor of Union atty.
all too l>rief report of a mo~t important address delivered by the
w. E . .lACl~SON,
Premier -of Great Britain the <lay ·before, and also a brief report
Prcsitlcnt of tile Commercial Cl!fb.
of the add:res.s made by th Ohancellor of Great Britain. A.s it
· [From the Memphis .Commercial Appeal, Monday, Nov. ~1, 1.918.]
touche a subject ~f very great importance, I ask that it be . WILLLUI AXD HIS . COI'ART::\Uffi.S . SllOt::LD GO ON TRIAL FOR TllEIR LIVES.
printetl in the REDDBD. I nsk it at this time, 1\Ir. ·President, .
Murder is mnrdel', whether eommitte.tl by scwe1· rat, aris tocrat, general,
b can ·e in .a eonver ation with an exceptionally we11-informed or king.
In all nations where muwler is ,(lone th-ere must ' be a r~pense to
gentleman only a few da.y. ago he expres ed to me ·the view that .
society .
..the itlea ef a league of Tmtions for insuring tlte future .peace of .human
Even barbat·ians and sa>nges have their criminal coucs and under
the world, to which the President of "the United .States stands thl'm murder done meets wit h puni 'llmPnt.
In the wild excitemPlrt of war there are occasional htp ·cs frum ..its
committed, does not meet with the. approval of the American
rules. Officers anu ml'n at times ilo thiu:;s whlch -are
people, and in his judgment would be opposed by the leading well-defilletl
unlawful, · according to wcll-t.leiiued military r~gulations. These inmen of -the nations allied witl1 us.
fractions when detected are -usually punished by the military authorities
In this speech PTcmier Llo)~d-George comes out squarely in of the army of which the otrendcr· are ·members.
In the 'ivll War oltlier · wM'e hot for doing unlawful thi..ngs, eTen
favor of a league of uutiou. o secur-e -peace, anil it occurs to agninst
the lletsons who g:tYe allegiance to ·the r-nemy.
me it would be wise to giYe the greatest pos ·ible publicity to .it.
The rights o.f noncombatn.nts in war regulations arc as well defin-ed
n are the rights of a Mtizt'n in civil codes .
.IT ad from the new ;paper report the following:

. 'orne. one is -responsible t.ur the sinking .of the LttsUm!ia. That ~ct
wru e.ommi.ttetl in Yiolatiou -oi all .the l~itimate ruws of wal'fare. Ttw
act w·.as committeil in violation of the civil law of all .nations. ·lt can
be justified by no •comment::! tor on ·the l'ules of war .nor upon the rnles
of international custom.
·
·The ~iola.tion of "the Mil of ll~ium was confessed to be illegal by tho
legitimate peaking authority in Germany. 1f the fit• ·t act was unlawful then all things done in Belgium were .unlawful.
A sea captain. commanuing an nnal'med sh.ip, was taken into ihe
German lines, court-murtialcd. and shot.
It was claimed that Etlith Cm-ell was shot I.Jecausc she ;iolated Ger!.
mnn law by giving irl and comfort to tb enemy .
"l'bore arc weU-authe.n.ticated ca,es of murder.ed women and ehildren
and rape done in Bel~ium.
When the German A1·my sent ileatlly gaf'I'S ng.aimrt .the E~li b, wHhMr. PENROSE. I f;houlil like to ask the ·Senator a .qnestion out warning, tho ·e German , oldiers and offie~ respon ·ible for their accommitted ruunler.
ou that subject. if this is .a suitable opportunity. I 1m,·e not , tio.B
Th('re a.re thou. ·anti ' of ca es of all gctl munle.r and other crimes com.read the speech .of Lloyd..:George. So I would
glad if the mitted
I.Jy Gel·many. The~e (':1 ·es were 1:>0 frequent, the crimes were S()
, cnator 'from l\Iontnua c.oulcl inform me whether this so-called . numerous that one is wo.uTaBled in the charge that they were done
league of nations, whlcli up .to the pre ent time has a Tery according to a ,.,. ll-defin tl policy.
The German policy of friglltfulne~s was a p rt of their war pre-Dis("tlssing the .question ·of n .lcagu.e o.f ·nations," the -premier said tbat .
uch a lea.gue would be more 11ecessary now than c>ver. He pointro ou.t ;,
that the conditio:ns whi 11 prevailed in the Balkans before the war ·were
now afl.'ePti:ng practically h\'O-thirds of Etrrope.
·
" A large numlx>r of small :nations haye IJeen reborn in .Eurnp-e," .ho
!:Ontinue<I "And these will require a league of nations to protect tllcm
.again t tlie coHtousnPss of ambitious and grasping neighbors. In .:my 1
;Judgment a league of nations is absolutely essential to permanent ,peace."
"\\•e hall go to th~ peace 'Conference to guarantee that a league of
nations is a reality. I am one of those who believe that without peace
·we can not have llrogre"s. .A league of nations guarantees peace and
.,uara.ntees also an all-al'ound reduction of armaments. anu that rcduc•tion of armaments i a guarantee that you can get rid of conscri.Ption
here.

ue

nebulous aspect to my mind, includes economic freedom nod a ·
1dnd of free-trade alliance between the nations who are memhers
of Buell a league.
l\1r. W ALSII. I expect.e<l the Senator woulcJ-1\Ir. CU1\IMlliS. 'Mr. l'rc ·Went, I catl for the regular ordee.
The VICE .PRESIDENT. The Tc.gulaT order i · the -})l'esentution of petitions and memorials.
l\1r. PENROSE. I hope I .lutYe not offended tlle feeling,; of •
t
::m,\·one by my ;nquiry.
'1'h~· VICE PRESIDEX'l'. The question before the Senate is ~
whether these articles shall appear in the RECORD.

~r·~~~

G('rmans uelieY('U that if it Wl'l'e lli'C<'Ssary. by tPI·rori.z.ing civilian and by destn;ctiou of civili:m p.roperty, to win a w:tr, these things
wer·e right.
·
.No man can be a law 1mto himself.
1"0 nation cau bt> a Jaw unto itsf'lf.
A monarch surl'ounded by millio1ls of armed men, having upon hi....q
forehead the chrism of coronation, holuing in his hand the scepter .of
rule, is just a:: responsible for acts be commits contrary to the common
law of human sodcty u i ' a lligbwr-yman who proceeds to kill und
murdet·, if be finds it nec_cssary, in order to cotue in posscs!-lion of the
money of the man making a journey on the public r·oacl. Indeed, the
monarch and his court are tile more culpable because. havin~ the greater
power and greater position, the greater is their accountability.
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Wllliam l"f Hohenzollern is now a private citizf'n. He bas given up
tlH' offic+> of 0Prm~m Em pl.'ror. He ha~ also reRi~ncd the officP of King
of l'ms.,ia. lie i no Ion ;e r commander in chief of the imperial army.
He followl'd the tra<Utions of his family until Saturday. East PL'ussia
.i s tbe original home of the Hohenzollerns.
Centuries ago in this
region they t·oobed, they pillaged the villages of their enemies. and they
took toll ft·om whomsoever they were able to master. In those days
.they were acting according to the customs of those times. Even then
they ""ere a defiant lot.
C('nturieb U!!.O, once a week, a trumpeter, richly dressed, mounted the
walls surrounding their castle and blew four blasts, one to the north,
one to the C'ast, one to the ooth, and one to the west. It was the defi·n nce of the llohenzollerns to all other knights, counts, and kings. They
sent thls challeng-e so far as the winds of heaven would cat·ry it. During all the ce:lturies since the foundation of the dynasty this ceremony
was gone tht·ough evPry we<.'k. For the first time in the history of the
boose the note of defiance is hu bed. The bugle blast no longer terrifies
the ears of the world.
Cut William, the last of the Hohenzollern rulers, takes orf the trappings of office. The scepter of power falls from his crippled hand. He
who 10 years ago said to the young officers. "Your souls and your
bodies are mine; it I command you to kill even your parents it is your
duty to obey,'' is now a wanderer upon the face of the earth, but he is
a wandet·er just as Cain was. The mark of Cain is on Ws brow. No
false pity mu t go after him. No soothing message of "g:o and sin no
more' ·mu t come within his hearing. Justice, impartial, stern but fair,
must be requited. William muf;t be dragged from his lair in the swam})S
of Holland and made to answer.
The allies should constitute a great International court. In that
court articles of indictmPnt should be drawn against William, against
his advisers, and against his responsib!<' generals. They should be cited
to app<'ar. Pl'Osecutors should be appv.nted. They should be given the
benefit o! counsel. They should be nlaced in the dock and tried, and
.every mun, whether be be king, field, marshal, or cabinet minister,
proven to be guHty beyond a reasonable doubt, should be punished.
The proceeding is not without precedl'nt.
Let there be an international grand-jury investigation, and let those
indicted, be they William, llindenburg, or Michael tbe Sergeant, be put
on trial for their li :es.
" Stand up, William of .d.:>henzollern, look on the jury. Jurors, look
on the defendant."
PETITIONS .A.ND MEMOP.IALS.
1\fr. CU?tiMINS presented a petition of the Vi~ilance Corps
of the American Defense Society (Inc.), of Grinnell, Iowa,
praying for the enactment of legislation for the suppression of
newspapers printed in the German language, which was referred
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
:Mr. NELSON presented a memorial of the Williams Hardware Co., of Minneapolis, Minn., and a memorial of G. Sommers & Co., of St Paul, Minn., remon trating against the imposition of a floor tax on inventories in the pending revenue
bill, w·hich were referred to the Committee on Finance.
Mr. KENYON presented a petition of sundry citizens of Iowa.
praying for the substitution of the oath 1·equired of enlisted
men for the oath required of officers, which was referred to
the Committee on l\1ilitary Affairs.
GERMAN ATROCITIES.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Reports of committees are in order.
1\.Ir. POINDEXTER. Before we pass from the otber order, I
nsk leave to submit a letter addressed to me from Mr. George
Creel. and an editorial-The VICE PRESIDE~"T. Is it a petition or a memorial?
1\lr. POINDEXTER. It is an editorial in the Christian Sci- ,
ence Monitor, one of the soundest and most excellent journals in
the world. What I am presenting is also somewhat in the nature
of a personal privilege, ~1r. President, because the letter is a
denial of certain statement which I made some time ago in the
Senate in regard to the Committee on Public Information. To
disprove the statemE-nts as to Gen. March in the letter from Mr.
Creel, and to show that the Christian Science l\fonitor is mistaken
ln its editorial, I submit an article from the Washington Star of
this city of August 26, 1918. In support of my former statement
that the Committee on Public Information had made a general
nttack upon reports of German atrocities · by American soldiers
I submit a fe'v paragraphs from a Bulletin of the Committee oc
Public Information.
Mr. 'V ALSH. l\lr. President, I do not desire to object to the
remarks of the Senator frcm 'Vashington, but I rise to call the
attention of the Senator from Iowa.
Mr. CUUMINS. I object. I call for the regular order.
l\1r. POINDEXTER l\Iy understanding was that the regular
orrter was the submission of documents for printing in the
RECOI:D.

The VICE PRESIDENT. That is not of what the Senator
from Io"·a complains.
'Mr. POIKDEXTER. I was accompanying it by a very few
words of explanation
The VICE PRBRIDEKT. The explanation is objected to.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Yery well. I submit a further statement
from the Bulletin of the Committee on Public Information. which
h1 s the official stamp of the committee, of October 11, 1918, in disproof of the statement in the letter from Mr. Creel that "the
Committ(' " (on P nh i<' Tnfnrm :1tion) ~tnted explicitly that "the
crudfixion (of Rel'gt. Cole) took place in · July, 1915."
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Mr. Cl.J~Thli~S. I hnYe no olJjection in the worltl to puttin~
all these thin~s in the HEC"onn, but there are some of us ,,·ho hn\e
routine morning business to transact, an<l there will be abundant
opportunity afterwards for these matters.
The YICE PHESIDE~T. The Ci1air has ruletl with the Senator from Iowa th::tt rern:U'ks are out of order .
Mr. CUlUMI~S. Precisely, ami I llove I ;nay be permittetl to
present routine businc s.
Mr. PO:U~DEXTER. In the samr~ connection I submit a
letter by myself nddr~sed to a correspondent, a letter from
Frederick F. Forbes, a ~tatement from the " 'a hington Post of
November 6, 1918, show:ng that others have not the same poor
opinion of . oltliers' 1etters us the Committee on Public Information. I submit u document, and suppose I may state the
title of it. I apprecint~ the \ery strict application o{ the rule.
The VICE PHESIDENT. 'rhe Clmir is not objecting; the
Senator from Iowa is objecting.
1\lr. POINDEXTER. I understand the Senutor from Iowa
objects.
l\lr. CUMMINS. I am quite willing to bear my share of the
respon ibility. I think we ought to be pe!.'mitted to tran act
routine morning business before these long interpolations occur.
:Mr. POINDEXTER. I present a document entitled "A
Searchlight on Germany," certain pages of ·which that I haYe
marked I ask be printed in the HEcor.n, and also two othet·
letters on the same subject.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, they will be
inserted in the RECORD.
The matter referred to is ns follo\\-s:
Co~rMITTEE O)< rusLIC IxFOR;\lA·.no~.
lion.

MILES

POI!'\'DEXTER,

Waahi1lgton, lJ. C .• Oc to ber 3, 1918.

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.

DEAn Sm : In your Epeccb of October 21 you charged tbe.t " on a
pre>ious occasion Gen. Ma.rch felt called upon to issue a statement
repudiating news items'' given out by the Committee on Public Information in his name. I trust that you will be glad to learn that
this charge is absolutely without base in fact. Never at any tlme did
Gen. March make any uch statement.
You said also that the Ccmmittee on Puollc Information. in the name
cf G('n. March. bad is ued a denial o! the crucifixion of Sergt. A. B.
Cole, of East Li>erpool, Ohio. Nenr at any time or in any way has
the name of Gen. March been connected ·with this incident. Nor has
tbe Committee on Public Information at any tim!:! or in any way issued
any such denial. The committee merely corrected the impression that
.'ergt. Cole was n member of the American Expeditionary Forces,
stating explicitly that as the crucifixion took place in July, 1915,
it was obviously the case that :5ergt. Cole was serving wltb the
Canadians.
You said. "I ;lm concerned with the persistent and continued effort
on the part of the Committee on Public Information to create the
impression that the Germans have abandoned the practice of cruelty to
pri!'loners ::wd civilians In the occupied tE'rrltory."
There has been no such "persistent and continued effort." Only
two releases out of thousands have had bearing on this subject. On
July 10, 1918, we issued the following cable from Gen. Pershing:
"A St. Louis, Mo., paper recently received bE>re states that a sergeant,
one of 50 men sent back in connection with the liberty-loan campaign,
is making speeches in which he states :
" ' Tbe Germans give poisoned candy to the children to eat and han<l
,;-renades !or them to play with. They show gll'<~ at the chilt1ren's
dying writhings and laugh aloud when the grenades explode. I sa.w
one American boy, about 17 years old, who bad b('('n captured by the
Germans, com!! back to our trenches. He had cotton in and about his
ears I askrd some one what the cotton was for.
" 'The Germans cut off his ears and sent him back to tell us they
:want to fight men was the anewer. They feed Americans tuberculo i~:~
germs.'
".As th<>re is no foundation whatevE>r in fact for such statements
based en any experience w~ have had, I re<'ommend that th1s sergeant,
1f the statemPnts quoted abo>e were made by him. be immediately
returned for duty here, und that the statement be contradicted.
"PRnSHING."
On October 15 the committee released a statement headed. "'.rhe
daily German lie." It was this statement that served as a bas for
your speech. You omitted to mention that the opening paragraphs
were concerned entirely with official refutations of German liPs to the
effect that American soldiers had killed 150 German prisoners as a
mPasnre of rPtaliation.
It is true, however, that the statement 11id comment specifically upon
cPrtain German atrocity stories utterly <H proved by official inv stigntion. But these corrections were accompar.ied l•y the following paragrnph 1hat you did not RN! fit to quote:
"This i~ not inspired by a. desire to suppress criticism of Ilun
crnPlty. That h<' has heE'n guilty of atrocities h11 s beE>n ciParlv proyen.
The reouest is deslgnetl t:o prevE>nt vitiation of the unimpeachable <'RSe
which has bi'E'n established a!!ainst him liy thP Rritlsh Bryce, r~>port
RDd the findings of other official •agenclPs which b:l.Ve in>e. ti,~::ate<l
instanc('s or his cruelty. Pul.Jllcation of dtargPs of atrocltt!'s that are
not susceptible of proof would enable. hlm to make a propaganda attack
upon the provl'n cas s."
I fe~>l t hat this paragraph is a. justificatio n M policy that "ill bE!
acceptPrl by thE' peopl(' o)f A m!'rica, even as it has been approved and
urged l>v the rcsponsible military authorities.
Very truly,
GEORGE CnEEL, Chairman.
LEditorial from Christian Science Monitor of Oct. ~8 . l!HS. ]
One in the position of G~rgP Creel, chairman of the Unitecl ~tatPR
CommitteP on Puhlic Information . must of n~>cE' sit_v, in thP }Jrt'f.l'nt
state of popular tbou~rht, incur di sple:umre and in vite l'rH:ici:>m. lie
would be more than human U' he succeeded in escapin~ eithE'J '. Doubt-

le s he has made mistakes, and some that should not be repeated, .but
the rc<'Ol"d shows clearly that Senator POINDJilXTER, in his recent charges
against this particular public official, was in error. It can not pos ibly
clo any harm to deal justly with a public agency toward the conduct of
wblch miUions of eyes are directed.
[Article from the Washington Star of Aug. 26, 1918.]
When Dr. Howard's story was related ·to Gen. March to-day, the
Chief of Staff said he had never received a report that Sergt. Cole was
crucified in the :M arne fi~hting. He added that Gen. Pershing woulcl
almost certainly have mane ~ special report of th~t sort of a case.
THE NORTII AMERICAN,

Philadelphi-a, Not•ember 1, 1918.

Sena t or MILES POINDEXTER,

United States Sen.ate, Washington, D. 0.

DEAR SE:-<ATOR PO.H\'DEXTER: Your letter of the 26th ultimo asking
for da t a on which we based our statement that Gen. March had denied
e:\--pressions attributed to him in news given out from the War Department has been referred to me by Mr. Van Valkenburg.
The case is a s follows : Afternoon editions of date of September G
carried a dispatch from Washington in these words:
" WASHINGTON, Septembet• G.
.. Confidential messages from Gen. Pershing and other reports from
Fran ce indicate that the American Army now is supplied with sufficient
airplanes of all klnds to protect its men and in battle. Gen. March.
Chief of Stafi', gave this information to members of the Ilouse Military
Committee to-day st their weekly conference of the War Department."
Tha t this was sent out under the authority of the Commitee on Public
Information is undoubtedly true. In a private letter from George Creel
to Mr. Van Valkenburg, under date of September 6, Mr. Creel says :
" There is not a single item of official news concerning our Army and
Navy that does not pass through the committee's hands.
Th a t Gen. March denied having made the statement is also undoubt<'dly 'true, for later in the afternoon tbe Associated Press sent out the
foll owing:
"'VASHINGTti'N, September G.
" EDITORS : In day story on the conference between Gen. March and the
House Military Committee. Kill all reference to airplane supply fol" the
American E.x peditlonary Forces. Requested by Gen. March on the ground
tha t h e made no such statement.
"THE ASSOCB.TED PRESS (ED.)."
La ter the Associated Press sent another bulletin on the same subject,
ns f ellows :
"WASHINGTON, September G.
" EmTORS : The-Committee on Public Information, at the request of
Gen. Ma rch, Chief of Staff. issues this confidential note to editors regarding stories sent from Washington to-day in which Members of Congress quoted Gen. larch as saying that there are sufficient airplanes for
the American Expeditionary Forces : 'A report anonymously quoting
m embers of the House Military Affairs Committee was sent out from
Washington to-day to the effect that Gen. March bad said that the
American Army 1n France bas airships in plenty.- Gen. March made no
such stat ement. The Chief of Stafi' does not wish to be put in the position of publicly denying such an anonymous statement, and therefore
r equests edito·r s to discountenance that reiWTt~E AssociATED PnEsB."
The North American has in its possession the original copy of tho
As ociated Press on these bulletins. We regard ·it of so great importance that we can not let it out of our possession except in the most
urgent cause. HowE>ver. should you need. it we would be very glad to
forward it to you. On 1he other band, y~u can get verification from the
offi ce of the Associated Press in Washington.
I want to congratulate you, Senator PIONDEXTER, on the very able
fight you have been leading for virile Americanism and for freedom of
thought and expres ion in our public Ufe. I am sure that Mr. Vau
Valkenburg joins me in these congratulations.
Very truly, yours,
FREDERICK F. FORBES.
Mana.g·img Editor, the Xo1·th American.

COl1lliTTEE 0:-< P UELI C IKFORMATION,
SERVICE BUREAU,

October 14, 1918.

As a res ult of the campa.ign to deceive and inflame and confuse the
American people with fake atrocity stories, the M!litary Intelligence
Branch of our War Department has sent the followmg letter to newspap,ers that have been imposed upon :
'Atrocity stories are daily bandled around Army camps abroad ; they
gain credence through circulation ; and trequently they are communicated to this country in news dif;patches or soldiers ' letters as fact.
Many of the e stories are extremely difficult, if not absolutely impossible to trace to the source of origin. Conseqm-ntly we are asking editors
to r efrain from publishing atrocity stories, whether charged against the
enemy or again,s t our allies, until facts embraced in them shall have
heen substantiated and officially made rmblic by our Government or
the Government of one of our allies."

•
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In this connection it is well to note that there has been an error
made in the published story of the crucifixion by Germans of an
American soldier named Sergt . .A. B.- Cole, oi East Li"\"erpool, Ohio. A
circumstantial account of the atrocity bas been printed by the Salva-·
tion .ilrmy, as related by Dr. P. H. Howard, a meml.ler of the St. Loui.a
Chamber of Commerce, who visited France to gather first-hand informa-·
tion abnut the war. Dr. Howard was quoted as giving the story on the
authoril.:y of Pvt. A. C. Cole, a brother of the victim, who found the
crucified soldier pinned with bayonets to a door. ·
To an inquiry from the War Department, Dr. Howard has replied
that he has Pvt. A. C. Cole's signed statement of how be "found his
brother crucified by Uhlans, battle of Ypres, July 21, 191u." But if
the atrocity was committed in July, 1915, Sergt. Cole was not a member
of the American Expeditionary ~·orces l.mt was enlisted probably in the
Canadian Army.
[Le1ter to a correspondent by Senator POINDEXTER.]
OCTOBER 25, 1918.
A.m just in receipt of yours of the 22ll in ·tant with inclo ~ m·es; which
latter I herewith return as requested.

LVI-731

I agree with you, of course~ that no .false statements relative to
German atrocities should be maue. However, in view of tlw fact which
has been proved, at least by a thousand witnesses, and embodied in
official fmdJngs of the Governments of France and Great Britain ancl
filed in their archives, showing the Germans to be guilty of practicing
every ilnaginable kind of indecency, brutality, and atrocity, and to have
made a general practice of the same and to have introduced unheard-of
and barbarous methods of warfare, barred by international law, some
of these recently being certified .by the President in his note to the
German Government, I fail to see why our people should labor to find
disproof of well-authenticated reports of particular instances of thlll
general practice.
Dr. P. H. Howard whose office is 709-714 Jaccard Building, St.
Louis, Mo., fortunately took the precaution before reporting the fact
of the crucifixion of Sergt. A. B . Cole, of the Canadian Army/. to secure
the written statement of A. C. Cole, at present a member o the First
Canadian Tunneling Company, and of Fred A. Robinson, of the Fortyeighth Canadian Infantry.
These men in their statements assert that
they found the body of A. B. Cole, the brother of A. C. Cole, crucified
by the Germans after the battle of Ypres1 July.t 1915. Dr. Howard also
testified to having bad the oral statements of nve other members of the
First Canadian Tunneling Company.t. corroborating the written state·
ments of Cole and Robinson. Dr. C . .tt. Wheeler is given by Mr. Elmore
Leffingwell, director of . publicity, national headquarters, Salvation
Army, 122 West Fourteenth Street, New York City, as a witness wh()
personally Informed Leffingwell that he, Dr. Wheeler, was with Dr.
P. H. Howard when the latter received the statements of the soldiers
referred to, and that he, Wheeler, also personally talked with these
soldiers and beard them make the statements reported by Dr. Howard.
There are in the possession of returned soldiers of the Canadian
Army, whose names and addresses I have, negatives and photographs
takE>n therefrom of the crucified remains of Canadian soldiers crucified
by Germans, showing witnesses present whose names and addresses and
authenticity ar9 given. All of this. however, is so revolting as to repel
its u e or reference to it except when required by solemn necessity or
occasion. There is no such occasion now, . as the denial of the crucifixion of Sergt. Cole, of the Canadian Army, is supported by no evidence whatever, but the atrocity itself is proved by the most conclusive
evidence of eyewitnesses.
The statement in the newspaper clipping which you forwarded to me
that "the subject came up in the United States Senate and there were
men t11ere who deliberately arguell that even If the story were not true
it was a good tbing to print it," is absolutely false. No such argument
or contention was ever made in tbe United States Senate. What was
stated in the Senate was in substance what I have stated in the beginning of this letter, which is quite a different thing from that quoted
from your newspaper clipping.
Tbls matter has been confused, whether purposely or not I do not
state, by controversies as to the date when the crucifixion occurred
and the locality of the previous r E>sldence of the Cole brothers. Neither
of these circumstances is in any degree material, and there has been no
confusion or uncertainty as to eltber one ot them in the proof submitted
by Dr. Howard. Changing the details and controversies about immaterial circumstances in newspaper reports dressed up to create a sensation do not in any way affect the material question involved.
With .kind regards, very truly, yours,
MILES POINDEXTER.
r. S.-Look on page 31 of the Literary Digest of August 31, 1918.
1\f, P.

JU.\Rl. ES

[From the Washington Post of Nov. G, 1918.]
TO WRITE IIISJ~~~>\~~S~~RO~E~~K~ FROM ?olEN IN F!UNCB

It will be the Marines themselves who arc now fighting for democracy who will write marine history later on, according to marine
headquarters here yesterday. The Marine Corps yesterday issued a
call for letters from Marines in France describing the flattening out
of the St. Mihiel sector, the fighting in the Champagne. and the capture of Mont Blanc, in which the Marines participated. - The letters
will be used as the basis of marine history.
NEW YORK, October 2:Z, 1918.
DEAU SENATOR : Isn't it ,possible to stop the writing of any more
notes'! I don't know where we are going to end; we have all theso
Germans licked, and why not let Gen. Focb finish the job?
If Senator POINDEXTER, of "'asbington, wants any more evidence or
instances of crucifixion, he can get a story that beats the one be told
all to pieces from Col. Hamilt.on Gault, formerly of Montreal, who
commanded the Princess Patricw.s, and Gault could get this corrobo·
rated by a Dutch major who was under his command when the Canadian soldiers were crucified. · Both of them have told me the story
and I think you . would have no trouble in getting their affidavit::.:
Gau1t is at present abroad. IIe bas recently been on a holiday in
Englan«l at his home in Somersetshire, but a letter or cable addressed
"Col. Hamilton Gault:... Princess Patricia's Light Infantry, Canadian
Expeditionary Forces, .1rrance," would certainly reach him.

*

0

Yours, sincerely,

*

Senator JOSEPII S. FRELINGIIUYSEN,
United

Stat~s

•

Senate, Washington, D.

•

•

H. W. MAnsu.

a.

GO!) WEST 0:-<E IIUNDRED AND TWE!'i'TY-FIRST STREET,
Ne1o l·ork Oity, October £3, 1918.
Sn:: If you u1·e seeking further verification of the crucifixion of a
Canadian soldier, a fact denied by the Committee · on Public Information. according to the Tribune of October 22, I think I can put you on
thE> track of confirmatory evidence.
In the third year of the war, when it was still hard to convince
many pC'ople of the truth of atrocities, the popular belief being in ~~
Hohenzollern devil leading astray a flock of innocent GE>rman sheep,
a natural irritation at having my: story of this incident met with
incredulous smiles lPd me into an investigation on my own account.
A letter to the Great War Veterans' Association, of Montreal, led to
their giving me the address of James William Smith, post-office box:
122, Edmonton. Alberta, Canada.
I quote from a letter re~eived from Sergt. Smith:
" In :mswer, will state that I have 11 negatives of the instance you
·speak o.f. As you are a total strang(.'r to me, I will not allow any of
t.hesc pictures to be used for show purposes by anyone or to get lnto
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the posses ion v... anyone I am not personally acquainted with, for
the reasons mentioned aboY"e, as I will not allow anyone to make profit
from the affiictions of my comrades.
" U this will meet with your rf'quirements, I will forward an enlarged pieture from the original negative, 24 by 36, and the original
nE>gative, to New York for you just to view, and then to be returned
to me-nc reprints to be taken-with full details and names of all
p rsons standing about tbe scene as they were taken down."
As his lC'tter was sufficient confirmation, and he spoke of the pictures
being revolttng, I did not ask to have them forwarded.
Yours, truly,
.
M. HAMTLTO~.
To Senator MILES Por:•mEXTEB.
A

SEARCHLIGHT

0

GERl\IANY-0EnMANY1 S

BLUNDERS,

CRIMES,

AND

PuNISHMENT.

[Dy Dr. William T. Hornaday, member board of trustees American

Defense Society, Preparation Pamphlet Series.}
But the German iD uniform is not the only agent of hate and brutality. "The people of Germany " are only one short step behind h!m.
Let every person who doubts this send 5 cents to the Saturday Evemng
Po t, Philadelphin, for its issue of July 14, 1917, and on page 16 read
"Englander Schwein " (" English Swine "), the diary of Corpl. Edwards,
of Canada's top regiment, the Princess Patricia's C. L. I., who was
captured by the Germans. Read it, i! you have in your heart even one
soft spot for "the people of GeriiUlny." It is a story o! revolting filth inflicted upon refined gentlemen, of
three days' utterly needless hunger torture inflicted on half-starved men
taken out of their cars t11ree times a day, lined up, and compelled to
watch German soldiers stuffed with food by German women, with
"Nein!" "Nein! " to them when they begged for food. It is a story
of llorrlbly neglected wounds, arms rotting o1l', slow starvation in the
prison camp on food consi ·ting of 200 gallons of water to one small bag
of potatoes, etc.
Of the murdE>rs and mutilations in the trenches there is not time to
speak. But read this account of the treatment the Canadians received
along the raihvay from the women of Germany--even " gentlewomen " :
·~ The mob urged around us, heaping on us insults and blows-particularly the women. They spat on us. with hate in t~eir eyes. We
had to take that or the bayonet. These were the acts not only of the
rabble but :1lso of the people of good appearance and address. One ver.:y
well dres ed woi14'1.D came rushing up. Under other circumstances I
would have jud~E>d her to be a gentlewoman. She was screaming invectives at us as she forced her way through the crowd. 'Schwein!' she
screamed, and struck at the man next to me. Thl'n, drawing deep from
the very ·bottom of her lungs, she spat the mass full iu his face."

N OVE~IBER 15,

In Brabant, 897 persons shot or bayoneted.
In Luxembourg Province, over 1,000 persons shot or bayoneted.
At Arion, 119 persons shot or bayoneted.
Dinant Arrondissement (F"rench), 606 killed, from 3 weeks to 77
years old.
Neufchatel, 18 snot.
Etalle, 30 shot.
Hondemont, 11 shot.
Tintiguy, 157 shot.
Izele, 10 shot.
Ros ignol, 106 shot.
Bertrix, 21 shot.
Ethe, about 300 sli'ot; " 530 in all missing."
Latour, only 17 men left.
MaissinJ.. 12 shot, 1 a young girl.
Aloy, 5~ men and women shot.
Claireuse, 2 men banged.
And E'O on, indefinitely. On the most trivial pretexts, or none at all..
the Germans slaughter d unresisting noncombatants who were ih their
power. Out of. a lot of 40 German soldier diaries, only 6 express disapproval or disgust, and at least 30 diaries b·eat IIIUrders either exultingly or as being merely a part of the day's work.
The slaughtered innocent of Belgium, France, Serbia, and Poland
would, in each of those countries, undoubtedly run far up into thousands if it were possible to count tnem.
Thanks to the <lllig nee of the Brttish and French Governments in
collecting evidence now while evidence is procurabl , there is already
enough printed testimony to damn Germany in the yes o! the worl<l for
at least two centuries.
2. KILLING OF

PRISO~'EllS

.A!\"D WOUNDED

lllE~

BY GEnlL\NS.

The crimes of Germany under this head have been literally innumerable. Judging by German, French, Belgian, and Engll h evidence, it
seems as if German soldiers have slaughtered probably 100,000 dE>fenseless prisoners and wounded men. Prof. J. H. Morgan states that von
der Goltz, the evil gepiu · o:f Turkey, "predicted ·orne years ago that
the next war would be one of inconceivable violence " ; and he declares
that "the Germa:na have no sense of honor in the field .". He was hideo\IS1y correct.
German prisoner murder began before Antwerp on Oetober 6, 1914.
when the captain of the Eighty-fifth Regiment, Ninth Corps, Fourth Company, said to his men, "I <lo not want to Eee any Englishmen pri. oners
in the hands of this company." To which the company criP.d "Bravo!"
And Richard Gerhold, Seventy-fir t Regiment Re erve, Fourth Army
Corps (kUled in September, 1914), wrote in his precious diary thus:
"Great atrocities are of course committed upon Engli hmen and Belgians. Every one of them is now knocked on the head without mercy."
'l'be famous Stenger order of August 26, 1914, brings us to a capital
WORK OF THE GER:.t..L--; TOY!IIAKERS 0~ THE CHILDREI~ OF FRANCE,
case. A ~man brt.,.adier general, Stenger by name, is ued this w::itten
In essaying to give in .one article even an outline sketch of the crimes order to his brigade :
of GPrm:1ny one is perplexed by the many dit'ret·ent kinds of atrocities
"To date from this day no prisoners will be made any longer. All
and the great ma s of imrtances and proof bearing upon them. Out of the prisoners will be executed. The wounded, ·whether armed or <leit all there thl'\lsts up the ugly fact, like a spear from a pile of corpsE>s, fenseless, will be executed.. Prisoner , ev~n in large and compa• t forthat many of these crimes were committed intentionally, with malice mations. will be executed. Not a man will be left alh·e behind o ."
aforethought, and often were deliberately ordered by German officers,
'l'he instances of the murdCi.' of helple s prisoners by Germnns are
botb hl~h and low. For example:
far too numerous to be cited in detail. Beyond reasonable doubt a.
Gen. StPnger issued a printed order to kill an the wounded.
hundred thousand soldiers were murderf'!d on the Stencrer
bas1s.
·
Bissing wa the refined torturer of all Belgium, in many orde1·s.
· And after the war i over, if we resume friendly 7• relations" with
Manieufl'el was the cbiE>f murderer at Louvain.
Germany we may see St<'n~er in Washington a military attache to his
Bulow and Scbonmann were the wild beasts of Ardenne.
excellency the German amoassador, shaking hands with the Pre ident
And it was · Bayer · at Dinant. Bohn at Sommerfeld and Termonde of the United States.
Nieber at Wnvre, Witten tein at C1ermont-en-Argonne, and so on until
S. THE BOMBING OF CIVILIA 'S D< LONDON A!\"'1) ELSEWHERE.
you are tired.
1. THE llfURDER OF CIVILIA~S.
The Kaiser and Zeppelin and the German people have spent many
· '.fhis flourishin; German industry began at Louvaln, at the very out- millions of dollars in deliberate attempts to laughter the unarmed
bre!lk of the · war, and bas continued rig-ht down to the present. It is inhabitants of London and strafe England. All tbe German t:l..lk about
astoundin::r to sE>e how quickly murdPrs began, with the most revolting attacldng "the fortress · of London " is beneath contempt. Rarely,
hrutality immediately aftf'l' the Germans entered Belgium. Som<'times indeed, has a oldier be n injured in Lonrton or any other English city
women,
the pxcu~~> was made that u nann bat ge~chossnn "-that "civilians by a Zeppelin or un airplane bomb. It has been the helple
school children, and other noncombatants who have been blown to
have firPd ''-and thPn thP infli~<criminate slau_~rhter began.
The thick volume of "ffiviaence" taken by the Bryce commission on piece.
·
These murders of civilian men, women, and children have serve<l only
thP GNman att·ocities is crowdPd full of tPstimony: and so are many
to end furiou . Englishmen rushing to the trenches in droves for vensuh. ~>quent pul.> licatlons of tbe Briti!"b and French Governments.
The stor: e written down in their diaries by German soldiers are both geance. Had the squareheads deliberately attempted to s timulate BritterriblE> and amazing. In an uncountahle numhPr of .villages old men . ish enli tments, the <lropping of bomb on London would have been the
old women. boy~. l{irls, women, and children were shot by dozens and ideal plan. At last the Britl h public demand reprisal on the basis
of an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, which would be absolutely
by hundreds; and bundrPds were stabbed to death by bayonets.
There are skkening accounts, from eyewitness testimony, of German right.
But thus far the state men of England firmly ~<ay:
soldier bayon tin~ chilrlrPn and girls, but the most spectacular crime
"No! We will not descend to the low level of the Huns of Germany."
of that kin·d was committPd at Malaines (d4, Bryce Evidence), when a
Nevertheless Zeppelin died of a broken heart. From a military point
German soldier, walking down the main strE>et singing, "drove his
bayonet with both hands through a llvin:; child's stomach; lifting the of vtew his campaign bas proven a complete fiasco-just as Americans
child into the air on his bayouE>t. and cnrryin~ it away on his bayonet. long ago predkted that it would-and his "frightfulne s " gas bags are
now on the scrap heap.
he and hi comTades :;;till singing." (Page 82.)
In the village of • E>mpst an Ublan cut otl' tbP breast of a woman with
4. TIRPJTZ .A.'D THE SUB.~lA.lliNE MUl'..DER&
his word. and a litt le boy was burnPd to death in an attic. (K. 33.)
For a submarine to sink a war ves ·el 'vith all on board is merely war,
At .AC'r cbot a girl of 18 or 20 was found "absolutely naked, with ber
abdomen cut open ," and "her body .covered wi.th bruisf's. showing .that no more and no les . No one whines about atrocities of that ort. AU
the world does object, however, and very strongly, too,_ to th': ink_ing
she bad mallE> a struggle." Ja~k the RippPr in a spiked helm~>t!
And our ovPrnment has just now admitted 4,000 cases of recently- of unarmed pas ~nger steamers, bo pltal ships, and Belgian rehef sh1ps.
made G<'rman toys for our children ! Will Congress stand for it?- All such acts of murder as these are the acts of mon ters, not of men.
Of course we know that Germany se s her doom, and h r people are wild
W. T. H ornaday.
. And ngain at .\crschot (C. 38) did the German. jack get in his w_ork over the certainty of defeat. But even a 90 per cent defeated prize
.
o u :~not Pr girl of 18. Shf' was fonild (dead) Wltb "bPr ·arms natled tjghter must not delivH a foul blow.
The ubma.rine murder· are o well known to American as to reqmre
to tbe door in extend d fashion, • * • her left breast cut away,
and numl'rou s h:-. yonet wounds in the cbest, some piercing through to no comment, but a few murder s'tatistics will be worth while, lest we
the back." (Told by a Belgian soldier, who helped to recapture the for~et:
March 28, 1915, stenmer Falaba, 111 lost.
~~c~)
.
.
1\fay 7, 1915. steamer Lu.qi.tania, 1,198 lost.
A Briti:;;h subiect saw ~n Septemher 15, 1914, in tbe Wette-ren HosJune 28, 1915, steamer Armenian, 30 lost.
pital. a gi"l of 11 from 1 lost with 17 bayonet thrusts in her hack,
August 19, 1915. teamer Arabic, 30 lost.
" nractically flayed, and at the point of dPath." (F. 13.) "Out of the
November 7 1915. steamer Ancona, 20 lost
1.:!00 inhahitants of Noumeny at ]Past 150 were killed (murdered) by
December 30. 1915, st amer Persia, 385 lost.
the G<'rmnns." (Fl:Cllch Police Report. Aug. 24, 1914.)
·
March 24, 1916, steamer Busse:D (channel boat), 52 lost.
· Tbi li"t coulO be extended b:v hundreds of other casE's, and a long
1
chapter could be tilled with such instances as the above. GeographiHOSI'lTAL SHIPS MALICIOuSLY DESTROYED RY THE GERli.AN tt NAYY.'
cally they reach nil the wny from Louvain to the beginning of the great
Portugal,
March
17,
1916.
45
Red
Cross
nurses
lost;
40
of
the
crew.
German clefeat before Paris.
Britannic, November, 1915, about 50 lost.
.
In order to form estimates of what the quiC't little country villages
Astt" ias, March 20. 1915, 43 lost.
of New Englund might expect if the armed wolves and mad dogs of
Glouoeste1· Oastlc, March 30, 1915, all wounded saved.
Germany ev-er gained a foothold here. lPt us consider a few figures comDonegal, 41 lost.
piled from official report and published by the I1lustrated London
Lanft·anc (152 wounded Germans saved by· British Navy), 19 Britlsla
NPws. · Tbev relntP solely to the murder of unarmed, inoffensive civilwounded
lost; 15 German wounded lost.
tans-old men, women, girls, boys, and children :
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On a very few occasions a few German suhmarine captains bave acted
humanelyt and some even gallantly; but all these acts have been besmirched oy the acts. of cowardly anrl brutal men who have deliberately
tired upon hospital ships and open lifeboats loaded with men attempting
to save themselves from drowning. In one celebrated instance a U-boat
captain and his crew came out upon their deck and at close range
jeered at drowning men and women who were struggling in icy water.
And here is the latest feat of the brave and gallant German "Navy":
On July 31, 1917. 200 miles from land a German submarine engaged
in combat and san k the unarmed British freighter Belgian, P ·r ince.
They assembletl the entire crew of 40 men on the submarine's deck,
stripped from them their life belts, and smashed all their lifeboats with
axes. Then the brave Germans went below, closed theit· batches, ran
on the surface for 2 mile , then sud1lenly submerged. Thirty-eight
were drowned, but two lin:d to be picked up and tell the story.
A new trick. Look for frequent rPpetitions.
5. rOISO:i G.1S, I.IQt:ID FIRE, A::\D rOISOXED WELLS.

Early in the war the much-vaunted German "men of science" invented poisonous gases (chiefly of chlor·ioe), liquifl-fire apparatus, and
other forms of tleviltry torbilltl!'n in civilized warfare. 'l'be '·flamm!'nwerfer" is now a favorite German institution, but occasionally it g!'t ·
into trouble I.Jy I.Jeing explotlet.l by shell tire in tlle hands of the men
using it. On~ r esult of poison gas and liqu:u fire is the everlasting
odium that it has fa tened upon the German Army. The British
soldiers say that "the Germans arc dirty fighters," and the name will
stick forever.
In German Southwest Africa, when the Boer general, Louis Rotha,
captured Swakop:nund, he fountl that all six of the wells bad been
poisoned with ars leal cattle dip. Bags of the poison bung in the
wells, and the crime was acknowledged and defended in writing by
Lieut. Col. Franke, commander of the .German forces. Previous to that
time the new German governor bad murdered in cold blood 208 of
the leading nath"es of the capital town to reach the surviving Hereros
the advantages of life under the black vulture of Germany.
6. BJ.CTERL\ Oit' GL-\XDERS t.ND AXTHIUX SENT

I~TO

RO"CMANIA.

" The world owes much to German science.'' This remark is not
original. We have beard it about 147,500 times, hut the world has
not heard quite so oft!'n how the worthy " Rclentlsts " of Germany sent
large collections of lh-ing and active bacilli of glanders for horses
and anthrax for cattle into Roumania undet" the German diplomatic seal
just before war was declared by Roumania. The precious cultures were
found buried in the j?:art.len of the German consulat!', and iii their usual
bludering way the dunl!erbeads <litl not know er.wugh to destroy the
evidl:'nce of their newest spE-cies of crimP. All this has b:>cn sl:'t forth
by the Roumdnbn Government in a neat little pamphlet very useful
to students of criminology and uegcneracy.
7

T£HJ l\I(;RDER OF EDITII CAVELL.

Not in 200 years will the world forget or forgive tbi t.lastartlly crime.
If Bissing is not now in hell for it, then there is no such placP. The..
cities of civilizctl countties s hould erect Cavell monument.ti and name
streets Cav!'ll, lPst we forget. Only Germans or Turks could have <lone
a deed so unn ecessary, so I.Jrntal and unchivalrous. But it seems that
the Germans stick at no atrocity.
8. TilE ::11URDER OF CAPT. FRYATT.

This crime was committl:'d in cold blood, unchecked by the et-iminal
Kaiser, because on :\1arch 2 • 1915, Capt. Fryatt escap!'d from a German
submarine by attPmptlng to ram it. On June 23, 1916, he was captured, taken to Zeebru~ge, and by a naval court-martial sent!'ncPd to
death. Great "spot·ts" were those German naval officers! They have
In their veins about as much sporting blood as so many hyenas, but no
more.
On several occasions the British have actually honored the fine seamanship and uaring and skill of German sea raiders, even after great
destruction while at sea. But the British Navy men are good sports,
while tb~ men of the GPrman Navy do not seem to recognize a bold anll
capable seaman when they sec one, and they have no sen e of sportsmansWp. ·when diu the Get·man Navy ever rescue a British or French
sailor from drowning? Rut Dritish sailors have saved many Germans.
The murder of Capt. Frratt brands the whole German Navy with a
mark that it will wear forever.

"She is my maid-stolen! This is her father. I have come to take
her home."
·• I am very sorry, but you are not allowed to take her. She belongs
to the soldiers."
"Don't you see, II!'t'r Offi.zier. the girl is dying?"
" Ill she is and shall have the best of care. We have a doctor to
attend to just such cases." And I had .to leave her!
10.

COLOSSAL

CRIME

IN

ARMENIA.

PROH~CETOW:N, ~LASS.

1\fr. WEEKS.
which I

Mr. President, I send to the ctesk a telegram

have received from the selectmen of Provincetown,

l\Inss., which relates to a very interesting event in our history.
h~we it rea(l.
There being no objection, the telegram was read, as follows :
rnoviXCETOWN, MAss., lfovcrnbe1· 11, 1918.
!lou . .TOH:i \V. WEEKS,

J should like to

O. THE GER)IAN Ot::'TRAGES UPON WO!IIEi\".

It 1s here that the p en falter , and the heart turns sick with horror
and loathing. Thus far the newspapers of the United States have
shr~nk from printing the awful details that have been available on this
su~~~
·
!<'or 50 years we have been reading of the wars of nations-wWte.
black, red, brown, and yellow-but never in modern times have we seen
such ghastly, such loathsome, such sbockin~, and sickening brutalities
of lust as German officers and soldiers innicted, wholesale. upon the
women of Belgium a.nd northern France. At present we will say little
of Poland for the subject is too vast.
I shall not give instances, -even though th!'l'e are hundreds at band,
well authenticated and undoubtedly true. But let all Americans r emember tWs: Never within the last 400 years or more have any women
ever been· so brutally abused, so extensively rapE>d by violence, often
accompanied by murder in Jack the Ripper fashion, or so disgustingly
maltreated before the eyes of fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers, and
groups of men as were the wretched women of Belgium and northern
France.
The rage of the German brutes whose great conquest of France was
balked seemetl to be visited with particular fury and cruelty upon the
women of the captured territory between 14 and 40 years of age. I
have before me one instance so awful and so revolting that the woman
upon whom it was inflicted immediately went mad. The details are
published only in lfrencb in order that only a few English-speaking persons may read them.
No wonder that when the armies of Gen. Joffre and Gen. Foch were
chasing the German ravishers back to the banks of the Marne that the
French women of the recaptured towns and villages drag~ed tbemselvf's
to their window . leaned out, and begged the French soldiers to " Take
no prisoners! Kill them-all ! "
The total uuml>er of women who have bern cruelly abuse<l by German
officers and pt·l•ate soluiers never will be known; but it must run up into
-hundreds of thousands. Only the devil himself knows bow many miserabies have br!'n "givf'n to the soldiers:: just as _was the folisb maid of
•1 n American l:uly, dadamc Turczynow1cs, now 1n New "Yo1·k, who tells
~1 hout it in h er uouk, •· Wh<'n the Prnssian Came to Poland" (p . 138).
This i.s the pa~sngt>.
.
•. • • * we pushrtl our way ~nto the room where Ma?ya was.
• • • what had been Manya. "' • • An officer cnme 1n to ask
our business with the girl.
·

GERliANY'S

A little pamphl!'t of 24 pages, obtainaule from "the G. H. Doran Co .•
~ew Yorlc, for 5 cents, is quite enough to damn Germany past all forgl.veness from now to the end of time. It is entitled "The Horrors or
Aleppo. Seen by a German F.yewitnes ," and it is " a word to Germany's accrf'dited representatives, bv l.Jr. 1\lartin Niepage, higher grade
teach er in the German Techni cal School at Aleppo."
The f'normous extent and the extreme savagery of the slaughter o!
Armeni:m Christians by the Turki~;b allies of Germany literally stagger
the imagination and sicken the hPart. The mind can scarcely grasp
th e idE>a of men, women, and children being massacred en masse in
l 91G literally by the thousand nut let me quote a few lines of strictly
German testunony :
Page 14: "It is utterly erroneous to think that the Turkish Government will refrain ()f its own accortl even from the destruction of the
wom!'n and children unless tbe strongest pressure is exerted by the German Government. Only just before I left Aleppo last May (1916) the
crowds oe exiles encamped at Ras-el-Ain, on the Bagdad Railway.
estimated at 20,000 women and children, were slaughtered to the last
one."
Page 11: "Many more appalling things were reported by the engi- 1
neer of the Bagdad Railway • • • or by German travelers who •
· met the convoys of exiles on their journeys. Many of these gentlemen
bad seen such appalling sights they could eat nothing for days. One
of them, Herr Grief, of Aleppo, reported corpses of violated women
lying about naked in heaps on the railway embankment at Tel-Abiad 1
and Ras-el-Ain. Another, IIerr Spiecker, of Aleppo, had seen Turks tie
Armenian men together, fir e several volleys of small shot with fowling ,
pieces into the human mass, and go off laughing wnile their victims
slo,vly perished in frightful convulsions.
"The German consul from Mosul r elated in my presence at the
German Club at Al!'ppo that in many places on the road from Mosul
to Aleppo be had seen children's bands hacked off in such numb!'rs
that one could have paved the road with them. • • • The Arabs
of the village declared that they had killed the Armenians by the
Governm E>nt's (Young Xurl,s) orders."
•
And so forth, and so on, until you are sick!
I
Thus do the "Young Turks" of Turkey (on whom may 1111 the curses
of Allah alight), who are determined to Turkify all Asia l\Iinor. Thus
have 1,500,000 Christians p<'rlshed at the hand of Germany's ally- ·
an ally absolutely under German control-and without one protest or
prohibition from the archcriminals of Potsdam and Berlin. And this
under "our dear, good, kind Emperor" William!
The crimes of Germany were not committed by the officers of the
army or the navy or of the St!lte alone. They were p!'l'petrated partly
by the common people of Germany as represented hy the fathers, sons1
and husbands making up the army and the navy. The officers are not:
alone to blame. Therefore the curses of mankinu nnd the punishment
of the ages should fall and will fall upon all the Germans of Germany
and their children unto the t enth generation. To thl:'m the Germans
of to-day will beqnN1th a va t legacy of world scorn ancl world aversion.
Americans should be the last people on earth to talk to outraged
En;;;-lantl, France, Russia, untl Serbia of " magnanimous " terms to
Germany antl peace "without n.nnexations or indemnities." Germany
must pay fot: her war and her crimes.

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.:

This day the town of Provincetown, l'!Ia.ss., commemorates the signing
at Provincetown of the Pilgrims' compact and the establishment or
democracy for America, Novemb!'r 11, 1620, old style. and celebrates
the s igning of the armistice and the establishment of democracy for
the world November 11, 1918, new style. ·
·

s.

A. P. HAN:iUM,
JAMES BIRAM,
CHAS. N. Rootms,

Selectmen. ·
EMPLOYME~T

OF ADDITION.\.L CLERKS.

1\Ir. JONES of New Mexico, from the Committee to Audit ancl
Control the Contingent Expen es of the Senate, to which was
referred Senate resolution 328, submitted by l\lr. CALDER on the
12th instant, rE>ported it favorably without amendment, nnd it
was considerecl by unanimous consent and agreed to as follows :
Resolved, That Senate resolution 75, agreed to on April 3, 1918, being
a resolution authorizing the employment of an additional clerk by each
Senator having no more than one clerk, one assistant clerk, and onu
messenger for himself or for the committee of which be is chairman.
for the remainder of the second session of the Sixty-fifth Congress, at
the rate of $100 per month, said compensation to be paid out of tha
miscellaneous items of the contingent fund of the Senate, be, and the
same is h ereby. continued and extended in full force and effect until
the end of Lhe Sixty-fifth Congress.
RILLS AND

JOI.~T

RESOLUTIONS INTRODL'CED.

Bills au<.l· joi.llt resolutions \Yere introduced, read tl_1e first
tim<', and, by uuanimous consent, the second time, and referretl

us follO\VS :
Py l\Ir ~AULSBURY.

!'

>
• • "'
• •
•
A b1ll ( S. 5023) gruntmg an mcreasc of pension to John F .
.!\fcLaugh1in; ::m<l
A bill (
50?-!) 0O'rantin,.,. an increase of pension to Oliver L.
·
.
~ ..
•
Bell ; to the Comm1ttee on Penswns.

s
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By 1\fr. FIJETCHBU:
A bill ( S. 5025) to amend an act entitled "An act for the establishment of marine schools, and for other purposes"; and
A bill (S. 5026) to amend an act entitled "An act to define,
regulate, and punish trading with the enemyy and for other purposes," approved October 6, 1917; to the Committee on Commerce.
·
By Mr. CIDil\llNS :
A bill ( S. 5027) to '\'Vithdrn:w certain authority heretofore
granted to the President and to other executive and administrative departments of the Goverpment relating to priorities in
b·a.nsportation and to restrictions upon the sale and distribution
of commodities; to the Committee on Interstate Commerce.
By 1\fr. SMITH of Maryland:
A bill (S. 5028) to amend an act entitled "An act to prevent
the spread of contagion diseases in the District of Columbia,"
approved March 3, 1897; to the Committee on the District of
Columbia.
By l\Ir. LENROOT ~
•
A bill (S. 5029) declaring the 11th of November ·of each year
a legal holiday in the District of Colu,mbia; to the Committee
on the Distt~ict of Columhia.
By Mr. KENYON:
A bill (S. 5030) granting a pension to William H. Johnson
'(with accompanying papers) ; and
A bill (S. 5031) granting an increase of pension to Lucina.
E. Smith (with accompanying papers); to the Committee on
Pensions.
By Ur. OWEN:A joint resolution (S. J. Res. 183) providing that November
11 shall be set apart and designated a national holiday to be
known as " Democracy Day " ; to the Committee on the JudiciH~

•

A joint re olution (S. J. Res. 184) extending a loan to the
R epublic of Colombia; to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
RE ~T AD:A.I:TI."TSTRATOR FOR THE DTSTRICT OF COLuMmA.

1\:Ir. SMITH of Georgia. I introduce a . joint resolution and
ask that it be read and referred to the Committee on the District
of Columbia.
The joint re ~ olution (S. J.· Res. 185) to extend the provisions
of a joint resolution to prevent rent profiteering in the District
of Columbia, approved May 31, 1918, -was read the first time
by it title, and the second time at length, and referred to the
Committee on the District of Columbia, as follows :
Resolved, etc., That the provisions contained in the joint resolution
to prevent r ent profiteering in the District of Columbia be extended
and continued so that th e same will be effective for six months after
n. t reaty of p ea ce sha ll have been definitely concluded between the
United States and the Imperial German Government.
·
PUBLIC LANDS FOR SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.

Mr. BORAH submitted an amendment intended to be propo ed
by him to the bill ( S. 4947) to provide for a. survey and cla sification by the Secretary of the Interior of all unentered public
lands of the United State and all unused, cut-over, logged, and
swamp lands and other unused lands of the United States, with
a view to disposing thereof to honorably discharged soldiers
and sailors and others, and for other purposes, which was
ordereu to lie on the table and be printed.
TAX ON CHILD·LABOR PRODUCTS.

l\!r. POMERE:NE. l\!r. President, I desire to present an
a::J.enclment to the revenue bill which provides for an excise
tax of 10 per cent on the net profits of persons employing child
labor within prohibited ages in addition to all other taxes. I
may say t11at dm·ing the past several months a bill was presented
on this subject by the Senator from Iowa [Mr. KENYON] and
one by the Senator from 'Visconsin [Mr. LE...~OOT] and two by
my elf. The amendment which I present is the result of the
collaboration of the junior Senator from Iowa. [1\lr. KENYON],
the junior Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. LE~OOT], and myself.
Of com·se there are certain con ·titutional questions which are
inYolved. I do not care to di cu s them now, but at some later
da.te I may ask that privilege.
I ask that the amendment be printed and referred to the
Committee on Finance.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It will be sa ordered.
The amendment proposes to insert the following :
That every person (other than a bona fide boys' or · girls'
canning club recognized by the Agricultur~ Department of a State and
of the Unite!l State ) u~rntlng (a) any mll!e or quarry sltuate<l in the
United States In which children und er the age of 16 years bavP been
employed or pe rmitted to wort{ during any ..portion of the taxable year ;
or (b) any m!ll. cann er y , workshop, factory, or manufacturing establishment situateain the United States in which chilclren under the age
of 14 years have been em ployed or p ermitted to ' or k, or children be·
tween th e ages of 14 and 16 ha ve been employed ot· p ermitted to work
mort- than ei:-tbt hours In any day, or more than s ix <lays in any week,
o1· after the hour of 7 o'dock,post meridian, or before. the hour of 6
:SEC. - .

NOVEMBER

15,

o'clock ante meridian, during any portion of the taxable year, shall pay
for each taxable year, in addition to all dther taxes imposed by law
a n excise tax equivalent to 10 per cent of the entire net profits received
or ae.crued for such year from the sale or· disposition of the product or
such mine, quarry, mill, cannery, workshop, factory, or manufacturing
establishment.
:SEC. - . That in computing net profits under the provisions of this
title, for the purpose of the tax there shall be allowed as deductions
frolli the gross amount received or ac-crued for the taxable year from the
sale or di position of such products manufactured within the United
15tates the following items :
(a) The cost of raw materials entering into the production;
(b) Running expen ses, including rentals, cost of repuirs, and main·
tenance, beat, power, insurance, management, and a reasonable allow·
ance for salaries or other compensations tor peJ.'SOllal services actually
rendered, and for depreciation;
(c ) Interest paid within the taxable year on debts or loans contracted
to meet the needs of the bu Iness, and the proceeds of which have been
actually used to meet such needs ;
(d) Taxes u.f all kinds paio during the taxable year wit·b respect t o
the business or property relating to the production; and
(e) Losses actlUI.lly sustained within the taxable year in connection
with the businesS" of ~roducing such products, including losses from fire,.
tlood, storm, or other casualties, and n ot compensated for by inSu.ra.Dceor otherwise.
SEc. - . That if any such person during any taxable year or part'
thereof, whether under any agreement, arrangement, or understanding
or otherwise sells or disposes of any product of su·ch mine, quarry, mill,
cannerr, workshop, factory, or manufacturing establishment at less thanthe fau~ market prtce obtainable therefor either ( ) in sueb manner
as directly or indirectly to benefit such p erson or any person directly or
indirectly interested in the business of such person; or (b) with intent
to <:-ause such benefit; the gross amount r eceived or accrued for such
year or part thereof from the sale or disposition of such product shalt
be taken to be the amount which would have been received or accrued'
from the sale or disposition of such p roduct if sold at the fair market
price.
SE.c. - . (a) That no person subject to the provisions of this title shall
be liable for the tax herein imposed 1f the only eml?loyment or permission- to work which, but for this section, would ~ubject him to the tax,
baa been of a child as to whom such person has in good faith procured
at the time of employing such cblld or permitting him to work, and has
since in good faith relied upon and kept on file a certificate issued in
lrucb form, under suc.h conditi<JilS, a.nd by such persons as may be _prescribed by a board co,nsisting of the Secretary of the Treasury, the Com·
missioner of Internal Revenue, and the Secretary of Labo¥, showing thechild to be of such age as not to subject such person to the tax imposed
by this title. Any person who lmowingly makes a false statement or
presents false evidence in or in relnt!on to any such certificate or application therefor shall be puni shed by a fine of not less than $100 nor
more than $1,000, or by im prisonment for not more than three moDths,
or by both such fine and imprisonme nt, in the discretion of the court.
In any State designated. by such board an employment certificate or
other similar paper as ·to the age of the child, issued under the law of
that State, and not incon. l. tent with the provisions of this title, shall
have the same force and effect a s a certificate herein provided for.
(b) The tax imposed by this title shall not be imposed in the case of
any person who proves to the ~;:atisfaction of the Secreta ry of the Treasury that the only
mployment or permission to work which but for this
·section would subject him to the tax... has been of a child employed or
peJ."lllitted to work under a mis take or facts as to the age of such child,
and without intention to evad e the tax.
•'Ec. - . That on or beEore the first day after the third month fol·
lowing the close of each t a xable year, a true and accura te return under
oath shall be made by ea ch p er son subject to the provisions of this
title to the collector for the di trict in which such p er on ha his
principal ofike or place of bu iness, in such form as the commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe, setting forth specifically the gross amount of in come received or accrued during such year
from the sale or disposition of the product of any mine, quarry, mill,
cannery, workshop, factory, or manufacturing e stablis hm ent, in which
children have been employed subjecting him to the t ax impos ed by this
title, and from the total thereof dedu cting the a ggrega te it ems of allowance authorized by this title, and such other particulars a s to the gross
receipts and items of allowance as the commissioner, with the approval
of the Secretary, may require.
SEC. - . That all such r eturns s hall be transmitted forthwith by the
collector to the commissioner, who shall, as soon as practicable, a sse s
the tax found due and notify the p er on m a king su ch r eturn of the
amount of tax for which su ch person is liable, and such person shall pa:y
the tax to the collector on or before 30 days from the date of Guch
notice.
SEC. - . That for the purposes of this act the commissioner, or any
other person duly authorized by him, shall have aut hority to enter
and inspect at any time any mine, quarry. mill, cannery, worksho19,
factory, or manufacturino establishment. The Secretary ot Labor, or
any person duly authorized by him, s hall, for the purpo e of complying
with a request of the commissioner to make such an inspection, have
like authority, and shall maim r eport to the commissioner of in .. pPctions made under such authority in such form as may be prescribt!d by
the commissioner with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Any person who refu ses or obstructs entry or inspection :mthorJzed
by this s:ectl~n shall be punished by a fine of not more than $1.000, or
by imprisonment for not more than one yen.r, or both such fine and
imprisonment.
SEc. - . That as used in this title the term "taxable year" shall
ha\e the same meaning as provided for the purpo. es of income tax in
section 200. The first taxable year for the purposes of this title shall
be the period between 60 days after the pas. age of this act and De- ·
cember 31, L191U, both inclusive, or such portion of such period as is
included within the fiscal year (as defined in .sec. 200) of the taxpayer.
EDNA F. EV.A.N·S.

1\Ir. FRANCE submitted the· following resolution ( S. Res.
330.), which was read and referred to the Committee to Audit
anti Control the Oonting nt Expenses of the Senate :
Reso ~ ·cd, That the Secretary of the Senate be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay from the miscellaneous it ems of the contingent fund ot the Senate to Edna ll' . Evans, widow of Clarence C.
Evans, late clerk to Hon. J O SEPH I. FI:.ANCE, Senator from the State or
l\Iaryland, a sum equal to six months' compensation at the rate he was
receiving by law at the time of his death, said sum to be considered a s
in cluding fun~al expensE'S an<l all other allowances.
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GESEIHL PEACE HOLIDA.Y.

llOLD FUTURE OB! WOilt.D.

1\Ir.• BEPPARD ubmitted the following resolution (S. Res.
331). which was read and referreti to the Committee on Foreign

Lord Robert Ceci4 ass-ls.tant secretru:y of: foreign trtrair~r, in rur addYe s yesterday on the subject of a league of nations, declared that the
allies had in their hands the political future of" the entire world. On
their declsiQllS, he: adued, mlght depend the peace and happines!!- of
many generations. The most glorious. victory, he continned. would
sca.rcely be distlnguisbable from defeat unless by it there were I::.tid tlle
foundations of a lasting pe~.
·
The suggested league of. nations, said Lord Robert~ could not be restricted to a certain groun of nations, but must be open to every nation
which could be trusted by its fellows. It would be incomplete and propo:rtionately inefl'ectivP unles every ci:vilized. nation joined it.
Lord R&bert said the- machinery to enforce the principles was th<J
real problem. He- thought, however, that all that would be necessary
would 00 a treaty ltinding the signatories never themselves to ~age war
Ul'' to. permit others. to wage war until a formal conference of nations
bad be<>n held to inquire intD and, If possjbJe. decide upon the dispute..

Rt>liltinn~ :

R

olrc(j, That it is the sense- of the · United States Senate thnt the
ot the wo.rld, or as many of them as practicabl , should w1hl a

nation~

y on the day of the beginning- ot p€ace among the present
IJ'·llj-g"l'r4'nt powf'rs; and
Bcsolcci: f urther; Tb1\t tne President be, and he is hereby, authorized
~wcl _rcquN>teti to cause n€'-gotlations to oo iJtstituted with_ this purpose
1n v1ew.
g W>ra l huli

lDd lf. SH.A W.
JO)."J~S.

of New 1\Iexic:o submitted the following resolution ( '. Ue . 332), which was read and referred to the Committ~ to Aml1t and Control the Contingent ~"'})enses of the. Senate:
1\Ir.

Mlt'. President, I desire to invite especial attention to these
words of: the a sistant secretary for foreign affairs, wl10 de·
clares that the league of nations wilT b~ ineffective and fail of
its purpo e unless it include all civiized nations.
\Ve find. 1\fr. President. that only a. short while ago an eminent
American citizen, whose words bnve no little inflnenre upon public opinion in this country. in the course of an address dellverell
WIT'HDRAWAL 0¥ PAPERS-HATTIE F. RICHA.JmSO:N.
in my State declared it. to be an unwise policy to admit Germany
On motion of 1\Ir. !Lu.Er it wa
particularly to the league of nation~. On that occasion he sni<l
Ordf"rrtJ. That the papers accompanying the bill' S. 3764. Sixty-fiftli
Coller(' , ~:oe"'oncl se. sion, granting a pension to Hattie F. Richardson, this:

R ( so.lred. Tf'at the Secretary of the Senate be, and. he hereby is, an.thoriz -cl and directed to pay !rom the miseelia.neous items of the cun~
tin:.:.t'nl f und of the Senate to Ida M. Sbaw, widow of Richard A. Shaw,
late
la.bon:'t' on the rolls of the United t. tes Sen:lte, a sum e9.usl to
si.x mouth~' cmnpen. 'ation at the r-.:tte he wa~ receiving at the tlme oJ!
hi df'atil., . aid sum to be considered as including funeral expense and
all other allowance .

b w irtnlmw1. fro m the files of the Senate, no ad>erse report having
been wall thereon.
LEA..OlJE OF KATIO.NS.

Mr. WALSH. 1\fr. President, I now ask unanimous consent
thnt lhe nrticle to which I referred a short time ago, and
wlli<:h I

hall send to the desk, be printed in the REcom>.

Ar. :::;1\H UT. Is morning bu.sines closed, 1\Ir. President?
Th'"'" VICE I!RESID&,T. Not yet. Is there ol:ijection to the
reque~ t of th"' Senator from Montana?
dr. PD~l!OSE. I object, Mr. President, until morning l'msiness i~ closed. Then I s)lull still have to· object unle I am
infor.ruru a~ to the nature of the document.
·

l\lr. W AL FI: I shall be very glatt to inform the Senator.
'l'lle VIUB PRESIDENT. Is there further morning business?
[A pause.] Morning business is closed. The Senator from
l\lontnna.
~lt·. "YAI~ H. Mr. Pre ident, the nature of the article is disclosed in it· headline, which is a. follows:
TEIDJH

Ir: s T

llE

FAIR- LLoYo-GEonom l\IAKEs .Jus'riCE Issuw IN

<.'O!ULNG El.E.CTlO.'-NO VENGEANCE. OR Gnrum--RIGHT PEACE WILL
t '0:-JSCIUI'TIO • AND RIVAL. A.lulA31E ..-:rs--BniTAIN" GOING' TO PEACE
C0SGUES
TO GUAR..L~TEE' LEAG"LAr OF NATIOXS I~ REALITY-NEJID&D
MOttE TtL\~ Enm TO PROTECT' LIT.'l:LE NATIOXS OF NJJW EUROPE FitOll
AVAJUCll A. D AMniTTO"N-SE!lS E~-u OF A~UIOSITIES.
E~;v

If its~ rulvisahle when the time corMS to ha>e a teague of natlun.,
all right, but let's be a Uttle careful whom we invite in. The allie at

this moment have a.. league of. nations that's a pretty go()(l g_o.in~ conet-rn.
As fo-r inviting Germany, Austria, Turk<>y, aiH:l' the pr€'sent Government
of Russia-any Lenine and Trotsky, or Bolsheviki. into a joint- leagueof p acc--I would just as lief ask so many :r.oad agents and gunmen to
join a sheri.tf's posse.
I would approve of going into any rational-plan peace affair--not
guarantee peace affair-to lessen the likelihood of war, but when all
is said and do!lfr I wouid aCC<'Pt su<'h a plan only as an a.dditi011 to but
never as a substitute for Uncle Sam preparing his own strength for his
own defense.
•

Ur. President, It might as well be recognized that when an
orderly government i estubli ·he<l in Germany, she must eith~r
be admitted to the lea"ue of nations, if one il to be organized,.
or we and our allie. must perpetualJy maintain a. military e ·t.n.Ir
lishmcnt sufficient for all time to O\erawe that country.
One of the most valuable contributions made to the literature
of this subject. is a rE'Cent book by that brillinnt a.rui versatile
Engli..·h writer, lli. H. G. Wells, entitled" rn the Fourth Yem·."
It exhibits such a wa.rm admiration of the American •ystem a: u
model for the league of nations that I venture to read a few
extr-acts. uom the nook. l\!r. Wells says :
I happens. very fortn.n t ly for tbe wo.r ld, that a century and a
quarter ago 13 various a.nd very jealous States· worked out the problem

of a Union, and he-crune-after an enormous, exhausting- wran_ple--the
United l:;tates or Amerk • Now, the way they soh~ their riad.le W3i9l
by delegating a:nu giving over jealousls spE'eitled sovereig)l. power a.ntl
doing all that wa.s po rsible to r <>ta in the r~.> iunum. They remained
LONDO...."'~ Novent.beJ' t:r.
cs utially sovereign State . N<>w York.. Virginia. 1\Iassachusett , fo~
• One of the- pt·incipat is ~ ues: at the fot:thcoming gene?al eiedion will e:..<tmple, remain{"d I~ally indt:!l)t!ndent. The practical fusion of these
b thf' nature of the ~ce settlement. It win m an the settlement of rreople into one peopli:! ou.tran the lPgal l.la.rgain. It was only nfte.long years of. discussion that tbe point was conceded; it was, indeed
tht> ~orld."
r'l'l'm lf' Lioyrl-Georg<' made this announcement in an addre
to- Ws only after the Civil War that the implicationR were fully establisbed•
that th rc resid.ea a SOTCreignty in the. American peopl as a whote:
Li~ral sopporter on No-rwnb~r 11.
·• What a.r(' tho principles on which that
ettlement br to be a.s distin.gu:i.Ued from t.h.e p poplPs of tb~ se¥eral 8tates. This is a.
c:Jr tl'd? "·he asked". "Are we to lapse back into the old national preec<lent tlut everyo11e who tailts about the Teague of nations should
l'Jv:llri
animositie , and competitive armaments, Ol' are we to initiate beat: in mind. These States set up a Comrress antf PrPsident in Washtb I'1'lgn on. <'arth of the Prince of Peace? It is the duty of liberal- ington wjth strictly del~ed powel'B. Tbat Congress and President"
tht·Y d legat<'d to Iool< after ct>rtain common interes ts, to deal with
ism to u C' its inftuencc to insure that it shall bo a reign of- peace.
interstate trade. to deal witfi forei,."'ll powers, to maintain a: supreme
JCSl:lCR AND. F.tiR PL.iY.
court of law. Eyerything else--('{)ueat1on, militia, powers of life and
"What arc conditions- of peace? They must lead to a settlement <leath-th~ ~tates I<!tained for them.sel-.es. To this day, for instance
which will be fundamentally just. No settlement that contraven s the the Federnl court's and the 11-.('rl<;>ral officials have no power to interfere
principles of e-tPrnal justice will be UJ permanent one~ The p1!aee of to protect tM 11Ye.s or propel'ty of aliens in any part of. tbe- Union out1811 imposed by Germany c;n Fru.nro outraged all the principles Of. side tll v District of Columbia. The :State governments still see to that.
The l!'ecleral. Governmt-nt has the legaJ right perba.ps to intervene,
ju tico nud fair play. Let us. be w:uned by that example.
ruu st not allow any sense ot re,enge, any spidt of greed. any but it is still chary of nch intE'r ventwn. And these States of the
gra ping desire, to overridu the fundtunental principles of righteonsnes . .A.mP.ric.un Union were at the out et so indep.t'ndent spirited that they
Vigorous attempts will be made to hector and bully the Government in wou.lll not even adopt a common name. To this day they have no coman emkavor to make them depru:t from the strict principles of right and mon name. We ha¥e to call tht-m Americans, which is a ridiculous
to sati ' fY som bas , sordid, squalid iUc:as of vengeance and of a>:.tricc. na.me wh.en we consider that Canada, Mexico, Peru, Brazil are all of
them also in America. Or el e we ha>e to call them Virgfnia:ns, Cali.
·
W e mu. t relentlessly set our face a:;ainst that.
fornian..:, New En!Wrnuers, etc. Thei r legal and nominal s~p!na.teness
LE_j.GUE OE' N.\TlO:s"S NEEDED.
weigh. nothing against the real fn ion that their grea.t leaS"Ue has now
"The mandate of the Governm<!nt at the forthcoming ele-ction will mnde po. sible.
mron that the British dele""ation to the peace conference will fie in
Now, that clearly is a precedent of the utmost >aluc in our scbemes for
Dlvor of a jttst peace."
thl ·· coUllcil of the Iea.,"1le or nations. We mu t begin by delPgating,
Discussing the question of a league of nations, the premier said that a the States bega.u. by delegatin~. It is a far- cry to th~ time when WI'
snell n leagu" would be more necessary now than ever. Ile pointed out sbnll talk and think of the ~>overcign peoples of the earth. That eouncil
that the ronditions which prevailed in the Balkans before the war wexc of t.lle- league of nation: will bf' a tie as stron,g, we hop<'. llut certainly '
now affecting p.ract.lcully two-thirds of Em·ope.
not so close and multilll e:x a. the early tie of the StatE"S at Waslrlngton.
"A l:uge number of &mall nations have been reborn in Europe," h e It will begin by ba>ing <'ertain delegate(} powers anu no others.
continued. "And these will r equire a league of nations to proteet them
I observe that the Senator from Pennsylv,mi.a is not giving
against the co;ctousn{!s of ambitious and grasping nei~,;hbors.. In my
judgm~nt, a lea{;ue of nations is absolutely essential to permanent peace.
me his attention ut Uti time. Perhaps the sentence I just reall

For the information of the Srna.tor from Pennsylvani~, Yr.
Pre ·ident, I shall now read the article. It is as follows:

· \ r"

NO PROGUESS

~ITIIO"CT

PEl•--CE.

"We shall go to the ~ace conference to guarantee that a league o!
natl ns is a r ality. I am one of those who belie>e that without peace
we ean not ban• progres... . A league of nations gruuanteE's peace an<l
gu:nantces also an all-round r eduction of armament . and that rerluctton of armamt>nts is a gu:1ranty that you can get riel ot conseription
b en•.
"or coun;c, we must have in this country rtn efficient army to p olice
th<> J•:mpire, but I am looking fo rwaru to a coutlltlon of thingsr with
the exist nee of a league of nntlons, un(ler whi<'h conscription will not
be necessary in any country.''
'

will in n measure be an an ·wer to the que tion propounded to
me by the Senator from Penn.-sylyanin.
!\11·. PENROSE. l\Ir. Pre i<l.ent, I beg the SeiL.<ttor's pardon..
I was interrupted for a. moment when he read the last sentence,
and I ~hould like to have him read it agnin.
Ir. 'VALSH. I shall be ve1·y gl::ul to read it again:
That counc il of the league of nations 'IVill be a tie as strong, we ho}W",
but ecrtninly not so close and multiplex as t he earl.v tie of the States
at Washington. It will begin by having certain delegated powers and
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no others. It will be nn " ad l1oc " body. Later its powers may grow
ns manldnd becomes accustomed to it. But at first 1t will have,
directly or mediately, all the powers that seem necessary to restrain the
world from war; and unless I know nothing of patriotic jealousiesh it
will have not a scrap of power more. The danger Is much more t at
its powers wlll be insufficient than that they wlll be excessive.

I read this, Mr. President, as an indication of the line of
thought of one of the leading thinkers of the world upon this
subject; and I now answer the Senator from Pennsylvania that
I _do not believe any man has yet undertaken to work out all
the details of the constitution, if you may so call it, under which
the league of nations will operate, if it ever comes into being.
I do not believe that it will be possible to allliounce in advance
by anyone just exactly what powers that league of nations shall
possess. So I say to the Senator that I am unable to answer
his question, and I am unable to direct him to an~1body who cun.
The league of nutions, if it ever comes into being, will be the
result of the activities of the statesmen of the world. Whether
they shall deem it wise to include in the constitution such
powers as suggested by the Senator from Pennsylvania, I am
unable to say, but I should rather think not.
Mr. PENROSE, Mr. President, the Senator has addressed
nn inquiry to me; and if he is ready for me to reply, I should
like to do so.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. SuTHERLAND in the chair).
Does the Senator from Montana yield to the Senator from
Pennsylvania 7
Mr. WALSH. I do not remember having addressed an inquiry to the Senator.
Mr. PENROSE. I thought the Senator asked me whether
that was a sufficient answer to my inquiry.
Mr. WALSH. No; I did not.
Mr. PEl\TROSE. Then the Senator does not care to be interl'Upted at this moment?
:Mr. 'V ALSH. I have not the slightest objection to the Senator interrupting me at this time.
Mr. PENROSE. Then I will ask the Senator this question:
He states that while this proposition of a league of nations is so
nebulous that no one in this generation can define its character,
it being a kind _of rainbow· vislon-Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, just a moment. If the Senator
undertakes to quote me, he must quote me accurately.
Mr. PENROSE. I was paraphrasing the Senator. Mr. WALSH. I did not make any such stutement.
1\Ir. PENROSE. I will not go on with the description i! it
does not suit the Senator; but he says that the first proposition
that is generally admitted ls that it shall be the duty of such
league of nations to enforce peace. I take it the Senator stated
that that was a general admission of the primary purpose of the
league-to police the world and preserve peace. President Wilson has stuted, and others of a free-trade tendency, that one of
the great causes of war is economic rivalry and economic boycotts; and in the discharge of these high duties of preserving
world peace, following out that theory, it would seem to me
from a practical, common-sense point of view that the league of
nations would be called upon to gi\e the same reciprocal advantages in trade to our late opponents as they would to our
1·ecent nllies. 'Vould that be the Senator's thought?
1\Ir. WALSH. I am not undertaking to lay down the constitution of the league of nations at this time.
:Mr. PENROSE. The Senator undertook to describe it.
Mr. \V ALSH. I do not undertake to reply to that question.
l\Ir. PENROSE. It is evident to my mind that the Senator-is
1mwilling to reply.
_
1\Ir. WALSH. I am not 1mdertaking at this time to lay down
the details of the constitution which is to govern the league of
Jw.tions. I did not have any such pw'J)ose at this time, and it
,loes not seem to me that it is appropriate to the discussion.
The Senator is endea\oring, it seems to me, simply to divert the
public mind from the question as to whether we should have a
1ea~c of nations to preserve the peace of the world.
~Ir. PE~ROSE. 1\Ir. President, I only want to say, in closing,
if the Senator will permit me, that the fanciful generalizations
t]note<l from the book of I\lr. \Veils ought to occupy close ranlr on
the shelf with the equally ridiculous novel of that great diplomatist, Col. House.
l\Ir. 'VALSH. l\I1·. President, I proceed.
I read from the book the following encomium upon the Constitution of the United States. He says, at page 22:
I turn from any European precedents to that political outcome or
the British mind, the Constitution of the Unitecl States. Because we
must always remember that wbile our political institutions in Britain
are a patch-up of feudalism, Tuilor, :iltuart, and Hanoverian monarchi t traditions and urgent merely as European necessities, a patch-up
that has bPen made qua!li uemocratic in a series of aftl'rthoughts, the
America n Con~titution is a real, deliberate creation of the EngllshtJpeaking intelligence.
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And, :Mr. President, to show how clearly the author appreciated
the pm·poses for which this great war has been ,-.;-aged, . ! rend
the following from page 69 :
We are asking Germany to become a dltrerent Germany. Either Germany has to be utterly smashed up and destroyed or else Germany has
to cease to be an aggressive military imperialism. Tbe former alternative is dismissed by most responsible statesmen. They declare that
they do n?~ wish to destroy the Ge1·man people or the German nationality
or the clv1llzed life or Germany. I will not enla.r ge here upon the tedium
nnd difficulties such an undertaking would present. I will dismiss it as
being not only impossible but also as an insanely wicked project. The
second alternative, therefore, remains as our war aim. I do not see
how the sloppiest reasoner can evade that. As we do not want to kill
Germany, we must want to change Germany. If we do not want to
wipe Germany orr the 1'ace of the earth, then we want Germnny to
become the prospective and trustworthy friend or her fellow nations.
And If words have any meaning at all that is saying that we are fightIng to bring about a revolution in Germany. We want Germany to
become a democratically controlled State, such as is the United States
to-day, with open methods and pacific intentions, instead of remaining
a clenched fist. If we can bring that about we have achieved our war
aim ; If we can not, then this .struggle has been for us only such loss
and failure as humanity has never known before.
But do we, as a Nation 1 stick closely to this clear and necessary, this
only possible, meaning or our declared war aim? That great, clearminded leader among the allies, that Englishman who more tban any
other single man speaks for the whole English-speaking and westernthinking community, President Wilson, bas said definltely that this is bis
meaning. America, with him as her spokesman, is under no delusion;
she Is fi.;hting consciously for n German revolution as the essential war
aim. We in Europe do not seem to be eo lucid. I think myselt we have
been, and are st1ll, fatally and disastrously not lucid. It is high time,
and over, that we cleared our minds and got down to the essentials of
the war. We have muddled about in blood nnd dirt and secondary issues
long enough,

His admiration for our political institutions, l\Ir. President, as
will be perceived from the extract just read, is not exceeded by
that which he entertains toward the Chief Executive of this
Nation. The book Is filled with remarks exvressive of the high
appreciation he holds of the cavabUitles and the purposes of the
President.
I read from page 2 :
The common talk is of n "league of nations" merely. I follow the
man who is, more than any other man, the leader of Engllsh 'POlitical
thought throu~hout the world to-day, Prel!lident Wilson, in inserting that
significant adJective "Free."

From page 26:
This peace congress is too big a job for party politicians and society
and county families. The bulk of British opinion can not go on being
represented forever by President Wilson.

From page 96:
Every day when I am in London I walk past Buckingham Palace to
lunch at my club, and I look at that not very expressive fa~ade and
wonder-and we all wonder-what thoughts nre going on behi.n d it and
what acts are being conceived there. Out of it there might yet come
some gesture of acceptance magnificent enough to set beside President
Wilson's magnificent declaration of war.

From page 129 :

-

The one man who has risen to the greatness of this great occasion, the
man who is, In default of any rival, rapidly becoming the leader of the
world toward peace, is neither a delegate politician nor the choice- of a.
monarch and his councilors. He Is the one authoritative figure in these
transactions whose mind has not been subdued either by long discipline
in the party machine or by court intrigue ; who has continued his educa.·
tion beyond those early twenties when the mind of the " budding poUtlclan " ceases to expand; who bas thought, and thought things out;
who is an educated man among dextrous undereducated specialists.
By something very like a belated ac<;ident in the framing of the American Constitution the President of the United States is more in the
nature of a selected man than any other conspicuous figure nt the present tim e. He is specially elected by a special electoral college after an
elaborate preliminary selection o1 candidates by the two great party
machines. And be 1t remembered that Mr. Wilson is not the first great
President the United States have had; he is one of a series of figures
who tower over their European contemporaries. The United ~tates
have had many advantageous circumstances to thant{ for their present
ascendancy In the world's atralrs-isolatlon from mllitarist pres ure
for a century and a quarter, a vast virgin continent. plenty of land.
freedom from centralization, freedom from titles and social vulgarities,
common schools, a real democratic spirit in its people, and a great
enthusiasm for universities ; but no single advantage bas been so great
as this happy accident which bas given it a specially selected man as its
voice and figurehead in the world'R uft'alrs.

Mr. President, there is just one more extract from the book
which I desire to rend because of the que. tions addressed to me
by the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. PEJ'\TIOSE], and more
because of the spirit in which they were asked than lJecau. e of
the questions them elves. He is discu sing here the objections
that will be urged to the league of nations to insure an<l enforce
peace ; and he says, on page 32 :
Disarmament ls, in fnct, a necessary factor of any league of free
11atlons, and you can not l1ave uisarmament unless you are preparPu
to see the powers of the council of the league ext<'nu thus far. The
very existence of the league presupposes that it and it alone is to bave
and to exerctae military force. Any other belligerency or prepa!'at!on
or incitement to bell:gerency becomes r('b Ilion, aucl any other arming
:1. threat of rebellion, in :1. wcrld }('ague of free nations.
nut here, again ,
baR tbe ·general mind yet thought out all that is involve(] in this proposition? In all the great belligerent countries the armam nt in<lustries
are now huge interests with enormous powers. Krupp's business alone
ts as powerful a thing in Germany as tlte Crown. In every country a
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hl'a>lly subsillized "patrio tic" pre s
fight desperately a~a.inst
giving power~ ~ o extensivt> and thorough as those hP.re suggested to an
lnteJ·natlona l ~. So long, of course, as the league of free nations
!'!!!= !~~ n proje<'t in the ail·, without body or parts, such a pres will
• sneer at It gently as "Utopian,'' and even patronize it kinuJ:y. nut so
• fiOOn as the league tukes on the shape its general proposition lllilkes
logicuHy nP<!e sary, the armament interest will take fright. Then it is
we . h a ll hear the drum patriotic loud in defense of the hUlllrul·blood
trad e.

1\ir. REED. 1\Ir. Pre luent--

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Docs tile Senator fl·om~Iontnna
yield to the Senator fi·om Missouri?
1\Ir. W .t'\.LSH. I will finish the quotation in just a mom<:'nt.
Are we to hand over these most intimate affairs of ours to "a Jot
of foreiJmers "'! Among the-se "forPiJmers " who will be appealed to to
terrify thP 'Patriotic souls of the British will be the "Americans." Arc
we men of English blood and tradition to se-e our a.frairs controlted by
:mcb "foreigner·" ns Wilson, Lincoln, Webster, and Washington'?
Perj_sb the thought! When they might be controlled by Dlsracll!l, Wet~
tins, '1 \Iount-Battens nnd what not! And so on .and so on. Krupp's
ai(E>nts and the agents of the kindred firms in Great B.ritain and France
will also be vPry busy with the national pride of France. Jn Germany
they have already crPated a colossal suspicion of England.
Hcrre is a giant in the path.

I yield to the Senator from Missouri.
Mr. REED. I wanted to ask the Senator if he indor · that
statement-if he believes tJu[t t11e munition maker. · of the
worlLl control the }Jress of the world?
Mr. WALSH. W.hy, Mr. President, there is not any ucll
statement be1e.
i\rr. REED. As I interpret the language, that is the pwport
of the quotation.
l\Ir. WALSH. I am ·m·e the Senator has mi"interprcted it.
Tlle expression is:
In e,·cry country a heavily subsidized "patriotic" pre s will fight
desperately.

1\lr. REED. Yes. Now, of cour ·e, that expres ion means
that the preRs is heavily sub i<lizell.
l\lr. WALSH. Not t1tc press; a pre ·s.
l\lr. REED. Well, a pre •, .
lU.r. 'V AI.SH. That is, some of Ute paper~.
1\Ir. REED. Ana that it is a pretense that it make Ulat it is
patriotic. Tlle word "patriotic" is used .in tlle ironical sense.
1r. WALSH. EvlllentJy.
1\il·. UEED.
Tow, 1 will ·ask the Senator if he belie'\'e · that
ju t11e limited sen e in which he now puts it there is n pr s in
every country, . ubsidiz d by the mtmition interests, powerful
enough to affect public opinion? Does the Senator indorse ihat
statement?
Nt·. \v ALSH. Why, I ltave not the slightest doubt in 'the
world about it. I ha\ not the slighte t doubt in the world
that money is put int o newspapers for the purpo e of controlling
the 11Ublic mind in favor of industries tbat are incidental to the
conduct of war, and I have not the slightest doubt in the world
that money is put into newspapers for the purpose of contJ:olling
Imhlic opinion with reference to many other subject of legisla~
tion; and the Senator from 1\Ii oru·i has abundant 1·en on for
concurring with me in that opinion.
l\lr. REED. The Senator is di ·cussing a question a 1ittle tliJ~
fereut from the one I put. I suppose there a:re some newFpaper
men and some newspaper enterpri es in every conn try that might
be conttolleu by money; but doe. the Senator think that the
munition makers of this country nrul of other countrie in the
worlil ha,-e subsidized the press, or a pre:st to such an extent
as to materially control or affe{Jt public opinion? I do not
think so.
·l\.Ir. \VALSH. Tltc Senator mny not think so; but l have no t
the ·light ·t doubt ~n the world that if n league of nations, such
as is contemplated, is in proce s of formation, the men who have
millions in\csted in bu •inE'SS that \\ill be destroyed if tlle league
of nations comes into 'being will as a matter of coure spend some
of their money to control public opinion, as they belie~e, possH>ly honestly, but with pr~judiced minds, in the public interest;
and I shall be much surprised if the Senator f-rom Missouri will
not agree with me that those gentlemen are not ~oing to ee tllcir
bU illE'SS destroyed if they Call help it.
Mr. REED. l\l.r. Presi<lent-The PRESIDING OFFlCEU (1\lr. 0I;BTIS ill tltc chnir). Do .
the Senatol' from l\lontnnn yleld to the ~enntor from :.Uh;souri?
Mr WALSH I yield to the Senator
·If th S
t . ill
··1
· t . . ti
I
l\1 r.: n'D'ED
~~ . ·
.
e ena OI Wl par~ on fill lll c rr~p ou.
ho-pe this Uiscuss10n of the league of nations is not gomg to be
put upon the soriliil. bnsis that there ar~ some men interested in
· a rr
d •
d
d ..,.~t th
d
·h
.
mn.klDo ounJ?o-w CI un can~on, an ~
ey an a 11 " o. are
opposed to tac league of .n~t10ns ~re nctmg from selfish motives.
I am sorry to find that InJected mto the debate. Speaking for
myself, I question whether there is n ma.n in the United State
engaged in the mnkiug of munit::~.tns who would po tpone ror
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one moment the {lay of uni\ersul ·pence, if that be possible, in
order to perpetuate Ws profit'.
1\Ir. WALSH. The tmuble about it is that he tWnks I1e is not
postponing the uny of universal peace. He argues to himself,
.
and quite sntisfactorily, that the way to preserve peace is to
build up a tremendous military organization, and he belie~es
it honestly; but, of com· e, his view is a ])rejudiced one. His
obserYation is obscurecl ·b y. the fact tlmt he is interested in tlle
llllltter.
l\lr. REED. I will Ull{lertake to n:ake this further state~
ment, and then <lismiss the subject: 'Vhen the question come ·
to be investigated it will not be shown thnt the munition makers
· of the United tate control a -single first-cln s newspaper in the
Unite{l States.
l\11:. WALSH. l\lr. Presi<lent, that is, of course, a very small
consideration in tile di ·cussion of the entire subject, and I
should hate to h:xve the Senator from 1\lissouri or anyone else
believe that that is the only line of argument that will be pursued. A.s a mutter of course there are many, many :people who
have no faitll whnteTcr in the maintenance of peace by any
such scheme or plan. 'l~e Senator from l\Ilssourl expressecl
him elf upon the subject some time ago. None of us could
imagine for a moment that the Senator is moved by any consid~
eratlon but t.llC' highest ·vatriotic motives, and there will ·be
many other people in this country who will feel exactly the
same way. The munition makers will be actuated by hlgh
motiYes and purposes, but their judgment will be wrong about
it, in my humble opinion. As a matter of course they will be
spending their money, not only to preserve their own individual
interests, rbut, as they believe, to _promote the interests of the
country.
Mr. REED. As a matter of course, they will be spending
their money. That is an as umption that has been nemon~
strated. i ·imply di'smi the matter, as far as !I am concerned.
with the statement that I have never seen the evidence produced
tilnt a single mnnltiou maker of the United States has ever
undertaken to . uborn the pre or that he has ever undertaken
to control public opinion in the interest of his 'business. It iB
within the :limits of po ·sibility that "Some ·one may have dono
.,o. I hoJu no ·brlcf for the ·e gentlemen, ·certainly not, but I,
at this time., solemnly prote t against the argument beln~ made
tbot men wlto nre oppo •etl to thi ~ .league of nations are oppo eel
t') it for selfish re·a.'3 ons.
I shall take o ·en ion to make . orne remarks on that ubject
N

later.

.

T110 :PR'ESIDTITG OFFICER. The liom· of 2 o'clock lJavingarri,eu the Chair luys before the Senate the unfinished bu •ine ·,
which the Secretary ''ill state by title.
The SECRETARY. A bill (S. 4u37) for the retirement of Cln·
p:oye in the eln 'tied service.
Mr. POI IDEXTER. l\fr. l>re. Went, the remarks of the 'euator from 1\Iornnllll-1\Ir. W .AL H. .Mr. rre.:ident, I have just a sentence to concluue.
1\Ir. POI.:. ~DEXTEn. I tllought tb.e Senator had couclu<leU.
He 1md .taken bis cat.
Mr. '\VA.L. ill. I imply <lesire to adu that I commend the
extracts tllat have been reaa to tlle very careful at..i:ention of the
l\Iembers of this bouy.
1\lr. PE~TtO.':Ei subsequently said: :i\!1:.. President, ns })art of
my colloquy thiH morning with the Senator from Montana [l\I'r.
\V ..U.SII], i ask permi ·sian to have in erted in the RECORD an
eclitorial Ir~m a Philn<lt~lphia ne.w paper entitled "..lll Aush·nlia u Prime Minlstcr'N rrotcst," in regard to the prate t of
Mr. Hughe ·, tl1e prime mini. ter of the Australian Commonw e alth, a g-ainst the 14 points enunciated by the Pre ·ident,
!lll(l distinctly ue<:larcs hi· oppo;·ition to economic union antl
r eci11rocity.
fJ:he PRE ' IDIYG OFFICER \Vithout objection, the e<lito!'ial
rC'feneli to ·w ill lJc inserted iu the ltECORD.
The editorial is as :follows:
A~l

A'CSTIULI.iX rRTME lif: 'lSTER'S rnOTEST.

dr. W. M. ITughes, the prime miniRt et· of the Australian CommonW('al tb , is none too well pleased with the "14 points enunciateu lJy thu

l'resiueut wbicb are to serve as tile lJash; of peac , and h(' is f ('{>ling sore
becau ·e the t1ominions were not consulted prior to their adoption. Juctging ft·om what he saiil in a recent interview, be is laborin~ uuuer tbr~
impression that the:v arc to be embodied without interpretation, nmpli1icaU on, or modification in th e compact e"\'"entually to l.Je ·formul::ttt>d. au cl
llc wisllel?
to be clearly under s tood th ut fllis ~s a prospect with which
b e anll his f t>llow countrymen are deer)ly d1ssati . fiPil.
H e especially objects to the third ]Joint pro>iding for " .the TClllO"\'"al,
so fa~· us possible, of nl_l .economic banicrs anti .t~ e establishl!tcnt uf :m
cquallt y of tratle ~ondttions among a~l the !latwns conse n~mg to tllu

it

,

r:~;e . 7t~dt:;~tc~~f:::l\~bi~~~·e:nrg~~o~~io~:1~,~~ur~t~~·~~a.b~c! ..fii('trou~
on _\cus tralin's :!:igh t a s a

self-gon~rning

(lominion.

•'.J.ustmliuns," be
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says, "would not permit Great Britain to curtail their economic freedom," and he want to know why they should allow anyone else to
do so.
So far as his criticism on this particular point is concerned, it may
be remark d that many Americans have shared the apprehensions which
be expresses, and that for their reassurance an explanation of the
!)bj ectionable third paragraph has been furnished from official sources
which minimizes its si~?nificance and eliminates its menace. It is not
directed toward the umversal institution of free trade, which, in view
of the President's well-known free-t rade proclivities, had been not
irrationally surmised. It is directed a~ainst the erection of tariff barriers designed to exclude the products of any particular country ; but to
J!r('mier Hughes, even as thus attenuated, it is unwelcome, and his position is that if Australia wishes to discriminate against German commoclities it must r f:serve the right to do so.
That position admits of a strong defense which need not at the
moment be discussed. Premier Hughes apparently assumes that the 14
p oints are identical with the terms of peace, and he complains of their
acceptance as constituting a "fait accompll" consummated without
the assent of the dominions, in which, however, they are bound to
acquiesce. His view of the matter is a mistaken one. The 14 points
have been acc0pt£d as the basis of peace, but they are far from comprising the conditions upon which the coming peace will eventually be
established. They are in large part abstract propositions, the details of
whose app licati·~n remain to be d('terminecl. and it is unima.,.inable
that at thP conl'E'rence. where the British self-governing dominions wlll
be reprf'sented, th e rights &.nd interests of those dominions will not be
unequi>ocally r ecognized and effectually conserved.

1\lr. POINDEXTER. Mr. Pre ident, I merely wi.~h to say a
f ew words in immediate connection with the deyelopment of
this i-dea of a league of nation , which has been brought out by
the Senator from l\Iontana as the most appropriate occasion
for calling the attention of the Senate and the counh·y to the
issue as it shapes itself.
A great many of the ob ervations of 1\Ir. Wells about our
institutions are accurate, and there are a good many of them
that are inaccurate. Mr. Wells's statement that we have in the
United States no titles of nobility is correct, but his statement
that we are free from social vulgarities is about as far from
being correct as any criticism of the country could be. We
have an element in this country, as there is in every country
in the worlU, who indulge in social vulgarities; and I think a
certain element, due to conditions-the rapid accumulation of
wealth-is probably more marked in that respect than in any
other country in the world.
.
I only call attention to it to show the unreliability of Mr.
Wells's observations in nll respects as to conditions and institutions in the United States.
Mr. Wells is one of the best-known socialists of Great Britain.
He is a pronounced radical socialist, a brilliant author and
novelist, a philosopher in a certain sense, a brilliant writer upon
social and economic questions. He has never, so far as I know,
had any part in the British Government. He is a pacifist, although after Great Britain entered the war he supported the
war.
Furthermore, l\Ir. Wells, whose uissertation upon the subject
of a league of nations has been read from at such length by the
Senator from Montana, and, I think, in a spirit of general approval and recommendation by the Senator from l\1ontana of the
ideas and the propositions and the arguments made by l\Ir.
Wells-Mr. Wells in addition to being a pacifist and a socialist
is an internationalist, and that term has come of recent months
to have quite a concrete and vital significance. l\Ir. Wells belongs to a very large and growing class of socialists and radicals
who minimize the value of nationality.
1\fr. WALSH. l\Ir. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Washington yield to the Senator from Montana?
Mr. POINDEXTER. In just a moment. I would prefer that
the Senator should interrupt me just a little later.
1\Ir. Wells belongs to that political element in England, in Germany particularly, in France, and of growing importance in the
United States, who believe that the great politiS!al issues of the
day are not national or to be determined by the sovereign
po\\ers which have been establi. hed through the natural evolution of things but that they are to be determined upon a horizontal cleavage of classes of people. He is more attached to
thP. gociali!';t class than he is to the nation to which be belongs.
This gentleman,. whose etting forth and elucidation of the
character of this proposed learue of nations is emphasized by
the Senator from 1\IonUma, believes in encouraging class warfare_ He does not believe, I as ume, in the possibility of the
elimination of classes so far as the adjustment of economic
and national political que tions are concerned.
l\lr. WALSH. 1\Ir. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does· the SeD.ator from ·washington yield to the Senator from l\lontana?
l\Ir. POINDEXTER. I yield.
Mr. WALSH. I think the Senator is not Yery accurately
informed about l\lr. 'Veils's yiews, which are quite aside from
the line of the argument. So I <l\d not read that portion of the
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book which argued for the abolition, for instance, of the monarchy and aristocracy.
· l\lr. POINDEXTER. As far as the abolition of monarchy and
aristocracy is concerned, it was not necessary for the Senator to read that, because it is not an issue in the United State .
l\1r. 'VALSH. Exactly; but the Senator stated as a fact that
the writer was adYocating a war of classes.
Mr. POINDEXTER. He is advocating an issue between
classes. I mean, of course, a political war, and, I assume,
carrying it to the extent of a military war if nece. sary. He is a
believer in the doctrine of the social class, and that the political
party to which he belongs should extend beyond the confines of
th·e country and should join hands with the same class and the
same party in all other countries in the world, and that there
should be set up over them by their amalgamation a world po-wer.
1\Ir. 'V ALSH. 1\Ir. President-l\1r. POINDEXTER. I decline to yield just at this moment.
I will ~·ield just a little later. I call the Senator's attention to
the fact that aside from the detail!'; of having a SO\ereign king
or emporor that that is the game doctrine that was advocated by
the late Kaiser of the German Empire. He was an internationalist. He believed in world power or do\\nfnll. It is in the s.tme
category. Although, of cour e . he advocated world peace under
his cenb·al control, there is little else to distin~uisb the Kai er's
dream from the doctrine that is now being advanced unrler the
mild term of a league of nations in favor of the e ta bli hment
of a cenb·al power with armie and with na\ies which -will impose its dictates upon e\ery people and upon e\ery nation as to
their relations with each other.
_ Mr. WALSH. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER Does the Senator from \Vn hlngton yield to the Senator from 1\Iontnna?
1\lr. POINDEXTER. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. WALSH. When I rose to interrupt the Senator a while
ago, I was going to remark that it was not very important to us
what 1\lr. Wells's views are except as they coincide wit11 tho~e
of the premier of Great Britain, Lloyd-George, and the As. 1stant Secretary of State. ·I dare say th:1t the Senator could hartlly
make that kind of a stricture against Robert Cecil.
· 1\Ir. POINDEXTER. 1\Ir. President, the Senator calls them
strictures. I did not regard them as stricture. . I was undertaking to give a definition. I assume that Mr. Wellg would consider it a eulogy anct a compliment, because he believes in the
doctrine. I am simply undertnldng to get at the real situation
and the actual facts. Whether or not Mr. Wells's views are important is a matter which the Senator from 1\lontana has settled
for us all, because he has thought them of importance enough
to bring his book here and read it at length and commend it to
the attention of Senators.
A few days ago in the debate in the Senate as to the relation
which the United States should occupy toward Germany in the
reestablishment of the world, I called attention to the f"tatement of the principal press spokesman of the administration,
in which he said that the vie"·s of Pres:ident Wilson had tlle
approval of the British Labor Party and of the French Sociali::;ts.
They belong to the same general internationali t party that
Mr. Wells belongs to. At that time attention \\as called to the
fact that when l\1r. Henderson, who is one of the leaders of the
labor party, whose support was set forth as evidence of the
esteem in which internationally the President of the United
States is held, undertook to go to Pari to meet there \\itb the
French Socialists, he was held up by the British sailor. . He
was not allowed to take passage upon a ship, ancl when he undertook to return 1o his home the taxicab drivers refused, accor<ling
to the dispatches, to allow him to ride in their taxic.thl';, and
they took that position because of what they considered his un~
patriotic attitude toward the war in which Great Britain was
engaged at that time for its honor and its independence. He
agreed with 1\:Ir. Wells in preaching the doctrine of internationalism upon which the doctrine of a league of nations is
founded. With whatever sophistry we may be engaged in defining the propo~ition, the fact is it is propo.·ed that the soverei:..,rn
power of the United States, which was won by the ~ages unc.l
patriots of tltc Re...-olution m bloou and effort antl sacrifice, is
to be surrem1ereJ in this year 1018.
One of the surprising features about this is that it is carried
here to the extent of having a member or that party which ha s
stood the strongest in time past for local self-government in all
respects. for di tribution of power rather than centralization,
present to us e:-...··tracts from a book which sets out, in shnl'l1er
outline than perhaps has been set out before, tile astoun ling
proposition of an interna tional government ruoldel.l on the prin_
ciple of the Fe<leml union of the States.
The Senator from l\Iontanu reu<1s it to us and comm nd~ it to
our attention, notwith tanding all of the heritage and traditions
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,.. -hh-h he has received, along with the rest of us, in the struggles
anti the conquests which our people have made for a national
imle]>endence. for individual liberty, for national freedom.
_Ir. President, they propose expressly, in some of the extracts
\Yhic·h have been read, that international commerce shall be con·
trolled by the league. That at once would take out of the bands
of the United States any power to regulate a tariff, to levy import
duties.
:\Ir. WALSH. Mr. President, I can not let that statement go
mwha II en~ed .
l\Ir. POINDEXTER. I will yield to the Senator to challenge
it. hut let me say, in order that he may answer it all at once,
that 1\Ir. 'Vells, whose statement he ju t now read, compares this
len~e and its ultimate ideal ~ and developments to the Federal
union of the United States anti eA-pressly said th.:'lt his idea, which
thl' Senator commends to us, was that the league should control
th international commerce of the various members of it.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, I desire to challenge that stutemPnt. There wa nothing of the kind in what I read.
, l\Ir. POINDEXTER. Of course, as far as that i concerned
the e::-..i:racts which the Senator read ""ill have to show whether
m;v understnnding or his is correct.
Now, I want to call attention to this, that once we have ent ered into a league of nation I assume that the Senator from
1\Iontana
admit that this league, its repre entative government, of whatever kind it may be, which leas not yet been defined. will hm·e power to curb one of its constituent members
from beg-inning a "·ar against another member. Otherwise
there will be no object whatevE>r in forming it, as it would be
no ndvanc'"' at all over The Hague convention which already
exists, the worthle~sness of which in the face of the perversities of human nature, as exemplified by the German nation, has
been shown to all the world.
Once we form this league, that league having thi power, the
league, and not any member of it. will determine what its
powers hall be, whether they shall b& curtailed or whtther
they shnl1 be extend eel. That. (n general, has t ~.:n the tendency
of the Fe<~eral Union in its relatio"ls with the States. The inventions of science, how·ever, antl the spread of intelligence
have made our happy domain as one community. Its independence, its sovereignty, i::; the chief jewel in its crown. It
can not be surrendered without a 3trug0"1e.
Only a few days :-tgo on the floor of the Senate the distinguished chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee said that,
in the question of internntional trade, as to whether or not
there should be any discrimination between the United States
and any other nation, that question would be determined by
the league. Now, there is the whole proposition admitted
away, for if this plan is adopted the power of determination has
gone from the United States. It is in the hands of an alien
power; it is in the hands of rival powers; it is in the hands of
Europe. Th-e United States will have surrendered its birthright; it will have given up the spirit as well as the fact of
sovereignty. Your Monroe doctrine will be ab orbed in your
league of nations. It will become ob olete, as some of the intern ntionalist!'; haYe already been preacl:ing, circulating pamphlet::; with the phrase. "The 'Monroe doctrine an obsolete shibboleth." That will become a realization if this league of nations that is propo~ed by the Senator from l\Iontnna, as near as
I can gather his idea, is carried out.
Mr. OWE~ Mr. Pre ident-l\1r. WALSH. I yield to the Senator from Oklahoma.
1\Ir. OWEN. I want to remind the Senator that the :Monroe
doctrine was in reality a declaration by the united States that
it would regard as an unfriendly act the establishment of a
system of autocracy by any of the European powers on our
shores; and that, of course, is impo ible now. because the autocracies of Europe ha\e been destroyed by this war. I take
it that any league that mig-ht be made would be in view of the
maintenance for all future time of the principles of democratic
govE-rnment throughout Europe and throughout the world.
l\Ir. POINDEXTER. That evidences, I think, the general
attitude that is taken by most of those who ad•ocate a lear~ue
of nations. They assume that the issues that had to be fought
for in the past, for which we have bad to fight in the past. are
not going to arise again. The Senator assumes that bemuse
autocracy f0r the time being, at lea t, is in a state of confusion
and abdication, temporarily anyhow, in Germany, the purposes for \Yhich the Monroe doctrine were set up ban' been
fulfilled; and according to that idea of course the necf'!<-sary
CPnclusion would be that tlw Monroe doctrine becomes obsolete,
ancl it verifies just what I said before.
1\Ir. OWEX ~Ir. President, the Senator's inference or conclusion from my ohser ·ation bas no justification, because I only
pointed out that the l\Ionroe doctrine was a declaration by the
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United States that it would not permit autocracy to be established on the Western Hemisphere.
Mr. POINDEXTER. I know what the Monroe doctrine is,
and I suppose all of us do. It goes further, howe•er, than the
Senator has stated, and is not limited to autocracies in its exclusion of further European colonization in U1e \\·estern ·Hemisphere.
:Mr. OWE~. I do not believe it is generally understood that
it arose out of the treaty of Verona and a war of the autocracy
of Europe on the democracies of the world. That was the cause
of the action of President Monroe.
Mr. WATSON. lUr. President-Mr. POI~"DEXTER. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. WATSON. I should like to ask the Senator from Oklahoma whether he believes · that the Monroe doctrine should be
abrogated or abandoned as the American policy?
l\Ir. OWEN. Not at all. Nobody believes that, and no one
has. uggested it as far as I know.
· The PRESIDlliG OFFICER. The Senator from Washington
will proceed.
!\lr. POINDEXTER. I am going to pursue the statement
jm~tifying my conclusion, not the conclusion of the Senator from
Oklahoma, based on his statement that the conctitions now being
so different from those existing at the time of the Holy Alliance
there is no danger of the occupation of American territory by
European powers. I draw the conclusion that if be feels that
the reason for the ~onroe doctrine no longer exist , the doctrine itself is obsolete. It seems to me to be a legitimate conclusion to draw from his remarks.
Now, let us see. In the first place, I think the Senator is too
optimi. tic, and I might say idealistic, to assume that as a re ult
of this war the same passions and ambitions that have actuated
the goyernments of nations in the past are not going to be 1n
full play in the evolution of the future. Your league of nations
is established. We all know that most of the European nations
ha\e never accepted, perhaps none of them in express terms,
the Yalidity of the position taken by the United States in setting
up the so-called ~lonroe doch·ine. They haYe never admitted its
•alidity. The populations of these powers are ~oing to increase,
the strugg1e for existence, for bread, is going to continue in the
future as it has in the past. The necessity for expansion and
for colonization are not matters that are determined by the
fori of government or by the terms of peace. They are ~o\
erned by fundamental influences, the primal insti ncts of man,
and they are going to be in as full play after the terms of peac:~
between Germany and the allies have been settled as they were
at the time the 1\Ionroe doctrine "·as set up by the American
statesmen of a previous generation. Trade is going to ba
carried on. Rivalry and controversy about trade, about property rights, about personal rights, are going to arise. Does tlle
Senator from Oklahoma suppose that Europeans nre not goin~
to seek business, to acquire property, to have rights in l\lexico,
in Brazil, in the Argentine Republic in the future as they have
in the past? If he does, then it seems to me he lea,-es out of
account the necessary continuity of the ambitions anct the acti•l·
ties of mankind. They are going to continue these activitie• .
Now, let us suppm~e that some question of that kind uri ·cs.
The league of nations is in control. We set up the 1\Ionroe
doch·ine in opposition to some proposition of a European member of this league, of a protectorate or direct governmental control in order to protect the property, or the trade, or the person
of its nation~:tls in Central or South America or in Mexico. What
is the resu1t? It inHltably goes before the league. The constituted authority of the league will pass on it, not the United
States. They will determine it. Do you ~uppose t11at they are
going to accept for their guidance the 1\lonroe doctrine, which
has newr been admitted by them and which the United f-itates
alone, for its protection and for the preservation of a democratic
form of government, has set up and maintaine<l by phy~ical
powf:l'? Of course not. They are going to determine it accordin~ to their own ideas.
The so•ereignty of the United States
in mnintaining its doctrine, its principles, its tradition, its Constitution will all be gone.
In the second place, Mr. President, a league of nations as
proposed by the Senator from Oklahoma and the Senator from
Montana and the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. WILLll)£8]
who is not here, but whom I have heard e:xpres himself on tllis
floor on that subject, would necessitate, if we are going to be
governed by law, a r evision of the Constitution of the United
States. I h.---now it has become quite unpopular nowa(lays to refer
a question to the Constitution. But this leaguE> of nations which
is proposed assumes, if it assumes anything at all. that the ulti· ·
mate control in regard to war or peace re~ts in the 1eagL1e.
Under the Constitution · of the United States it re~ts in the
Government of the United Stutes, ancl if you take it away fl(•m
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that Gov-ernment and submit it ta a league, then ~·on set aswe · <ll•emn ·of p ace which the Senfi.t<>r fmm Oklnnoma llas in mind.
y.otu· Constit-ution in effect, wbet.b.~r you do it express!y or not. As a member of fue league, instead :Of :following the advice of
'There is ·another Cil!cumstance te which I want to •ca1i atten- ·waMln.gton ·and k~eping aloof as fm- as -possible from the emtion that seems to me to be somewhat ·surprising. The chief broilments of -otlter ·n ations, we wanld be inextricably involved
support ,of this strange doctrine ·comes .ft6m the ·Soutlt, many of · in the .increasing complications of race and a party to every
who ·e greatest men uid not e\en want to surrenuer their inue- .quarrel which grewing populations nml the struggle for land
pendence to the ·ex:tent of joining -the Federal Union. Virginians and trade will ine\itably force upon the world.
brought Patrick Henry and George Mason from reth·ement to
1Ir. OWE..:..'-r~ 1\Ir. President, I remind the Senatar from Wasltthe convention of Virginia to -m ake the greatest :fight that ington that every war which has ever arisen has arisen out of the
they ever made in their lives ll.gainst surrendering .the inde- defects in the structure of go\crnment. The war between tho
_pendence of Vii·ginia, even in order to ·become a member of ·the States of -this Union was due to the .fact that the structure of
Federal Union. Now from the South ·comes tbe chief acl\ocacy goveL"'lment in our original Com;titution provided that the
of i:he proposition that -the Ii:etleral ·Union itself, :con:ttnental ·minority might veto the will of the majority; that one-fou.rtll
though it is in .its ,domain-and powerful ·enough to npho1(1 . oftlre States could :p-rm'ent n chal:lge-of the Constitution; and the
righteousness in the "''or1d, ·a Hmgue of nations in itself-shall Oon tltution was interpreted as havtng nationalized and .legal~
suntencler tts ·overelgnty, :its control over its ;international af- ized slaven' in this country. Tllat is whAt caused our war.
fair:::, and merge its nationality .in ·n centralized league .o f the If the league <Xf .nation· keeps that in mind, there will be no
wro•ld. The Federal -Union, in the 'Providence of God, has be- future wars.
come the apple of our eyes, and our very heart's desire; but beMr. POINDEXTER. 011, the -senator's idea that any 1mman
cau._e it is so should ·mnke u tmn cas from a sacrilege from the in 'tihltion is going to pre\ent future war .i llustrates the diffisurr nder of lts control ·to alien :hands and the merging and culty of thls entire socialistic internation.c'lli t program.
losing of our peculiar ideals in the cemmon stream .of man!\:Ir. ·OWEN 1·ose.
kind. it is a wonder thitt ::tlie mighty shades of Jefferson ancl
.1'1r. POTh'TIEXTER. Now, if the Senator 'Will a.Ilow me, I ·
·
Onlhoun, · of Washington .andltiru'Shall do not walk anu cry •out shall conclude in jljst a moment.
against such a betra,yal.
I wrrnt to call attention to this inconsistency in the situation,
llfr. OWEr 1 • Mr. President-tllnt the advocates of this league of nations ha.ve even de11Jhe ·P RESIDING ·OFFICER -(1\.Ir. 'WATSON in :the chair·) . cli:ned-at least the administration, which I put in the class of
Does the Senator from Washington yield to the Senator ft·om the advocates of the league of nations, has declined-to join
Oklahoma?
the league of nations whicl1 has been f01·med for the ;purpose
of .conducting this war against Germany. 1t seems to me tbat
.Mr. POINDEXTER I _yield.
J.\Ir. ·o-W&"l. IT.'hc •yery principle which the Senator from if the United States Government, or those at pTesent in contTol
Wa llington ·condemns of the Southern States that seceded. or · of it, advocate as a practical proposition a league of nations
of a outhern St!tte or ·any ·other State that did not wish to join • in this greatest emergency whi.ch the world ever saw, where
a Union .for ·purposes of common rprotection, and the Senator · suCh a· league ought to llave increased value, they would take
approving the Union, neTertheless. for purposes •of common r1ro- · .advantage of the opportunity to cru:ry out their theory, would
tectlon, is logically ·ddven 1o 1•ecognize the-value ·of international sign the pact of London, and become in truth and in fact an
cooperation for ~utusl 't1rotedion. That can 'be done without alty of Great Britain and France far enfo1·cing the -peace of the
sacrlficing in ·any degree the entire and complete control of the wor-ld a.gaifu,--t recalcitrant Germany.
internal ::t.ffairs of ·each nnd nil of the ;nations that might be con1\1r. OWE:N. 1\lr. President, it is a league of nations now
fed('L'ated for the common purpose o.f protecting the worltl that on the battle fields of Em·ope has contl·olled the autocracy
against a recurrence ef so ·gigantic .a ·{lisaster as that n.ow draw- of Europe, brought them to their lniees, and brought the a bill·
cation of every petty Teutonic emperor, .king, .grand duke, or
tng to a conclusion.
Mr. POTh"DEXTER. 1\lr. President, the Senator from Okln- · whatnot in that country.
homa .is correct in s{tying that the internal affair-s of the seYeral
~Ir. POINDEXTER.
Mr. Pre ident, tile united .St-ates has
constituent elements .of tile league of nations -would still be not joined that l-eague and has expres ·Iy and -very carefully
under their control. That ·w as the ·theory of .the .F ederal Union- stayed out of it, dedining to call the United States an ally,
that the internal affa1rs of the seYeral States shoulu be under but spea"king alwa:vs of " our associates " in tl1e war, nntl
U1eir control-and I .am Ye~·y .g lad indeed for ,the colloquy to undoubtedly has a deliberate 1mrpose in doing ·o.
have tal\:en 11Iace, :for more ,and more it brings clearly out the .
:ur. OWR~. ::.\lr. Pre ident, the Senator .from 'Vruohington
outline , at least, of .tliis league ·of nations us it :is ·concei:ve<l ·f!tands on ·a -barren -nnt1 empty technicality in talking about the
by its advocates. illl.lc statement just made by the .Senator United St..'ltes. not bein<? a party. In fu.ct, it is just as much u.u
from Oklahoma rputs the league of ·nations relati\ely ·i n the :posi- alliance as if the United States ilia not call itself an a sociate
tlon with the affairs -of the world -that the United States-Govern- Nation. That is a mere matter of diplomatic usage in the use
ment now has o:ve:r tlle United States. The Senator implies by of ;terms. Tlle truth is that here t:here are joined ·together tlle
his statement that the ·league, ·n.ot the United States, would military, ihe financial, t.he political powers of 22 nations, standcontrol the foreign affairs of the ·United States and its relations in"' like a soliu rocl- against autocracy and bringing a ttiumpll
of war and peace.
for ciyiUzation and liberty througllout tl1e world.
1.\'lr. Ow:EN. Not at all, Mr . .President. Tile Senator ·f rom
::.\Ir. POIXDEXTEit \\ell, they ought to be joined fot· the
Oklahoma ;did not oonce<le -anything of the kino. All that was I1tupo es of this \Yar in that 'Pact; but, as a matter of fact, th y
inYolved in what was saitl -by ·me was that the .international rc- nrc not. The Senator !rom Oklahoma says it makes no differlationship ·might be under the control ·Of an international .cncc \Yhethcr we hRYC . ·igned it or 11et. That is equivaJent ·to
league; 'but that would merely be the -control of the seas, the sayincr that the 11a t is n nleTe scrap of -pape1·; that it adds nothprotection ·of cacll nation in !it.H l'ight to a free sea, ana to tllosc ing to the ol•li·~ntions of the nations which have jeineu it. .I
principles •of international :right that -arc clearly recognizet1 by attac;:ll more importance to the deliherate actions of the admini ·en·~·s'body.
tration in control of the Government in deciding great quesMr. POINDEXTER. l\ly inferences of the Senator's concln- tlons of lli:rt kinll ihan to as ume that they regaru that P"' a -negsion were based ·Ul10ll l1is own Ten1ru·k:. I think that til~· vrerc ligible p-ro1)(}Sit.ion. To show that it is not inconseanential, not .n.
ju.stifted; but, of coliT e, the Senatm is entitled to pnt 11' · (lWn Jnere negligible in<:i<lent, as as,sum u by the Senator from Oklacoustruction upon ·wlla.t his intentions are.
homa, we e from day to day the -German Government, the AusThe idea illat is alwnss assumed, that such a league ns i~ trlan Government, even the Tru·kish Government, attempting to
now proposed ·is in the interest of peace, js in the face of .all ili\"lde the United States from its associates in ·this ;war, making
history. We diu not e\en prevent '\Yar in the ·United States by a(k]resses to the President of the United Stat s to intervene to
forming a · Fedei:nl Union. 'The most gigantic -wm· that the secure a modification of the armistire '\Vhich Gen. Foch recently
worltl hncl ·e\e.r ·seen up to tJtat time occurred between the con· impo ·e<l upon t:.hc G rman Arnly. 'l~bi mo1·ning we aw a new
stituent members of the league, ·or •of the Union, as it was called anpcnl -rnade to tile r.rcsillcut, to act us an intermeuiury between
in tl1at case. The Sena.tor, as I said ·before, can not stop the Germany und France, Italy, and Grent Britain. We have seen
rtmlries anti ·ambitions of ·ruen -by _joining them in .a Federal the United State .rt:anding on the outside of this .Pact and refnsleague. They are going to continue whether you hn\c a Federal ing C\en to gh·e its moral support to our ns:o iat s in the war
league or ~ot. The un(1ertnklng to interfere with the sovereign by declaring war against Bulgaria and Turkey.
right of -the United Stutes to (letermine 'its policy, to set up a
'Yltat has brought thi-· war to a conclusion has l>c .n a ·Reri -·
Mom·oe doctrine, if it -sees fit, to levy a tariff against other na- of eYents, beginning with the conque t of Bulgaria by Frnnec,
tlons, to make such shipping regulations as it proposes. antl Se:rbia, EnglanJ, auu Italy; follo\Yed, as an immediate cou:eto .give preferences to its own ships in pn.ssing through the quence, by the uownfall of Turkey, expo ing the borders or
Panamn Canal, if it "~ants to, as ·against the ships of ·other j Austrin to jnya:ion, leading to Austria's <lo\vnfall, ::mu so opeunutions will lead to trouble anu to warfare instead of to that ing uv the German Empire to the attacks of the allies, and leaLl-
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ing to the final surrender of Germany. In t11e two essential
steps which began thiR series of great e:vents, the United States
was not even n<.ominally a varty. w·e not only declined to give
them material aid, but we declined to give them moral aid. We
even declined to go in with them and to make a common cause
with them against the autocracy and the cruelties of Turkey
and against its alliance with Germany, and as a consequence
they are appealing to the President of the United States from
day to day to interpose, not as one of the allies but as an intermediary, to secure a humane peace, to mitigate the terms of the
armistice; and, strange to say, we find the Rresident of the
United States responding, putting himself in the position of
negotiating, entirely apart from France, which has suffered
most, even now with the German people, undertaking to differentiate the German people from the German Army, of which the
German people were the component parts, and which was supported in everything that it did by the German .people with a
unanimity that was never evidenced before in the case of any
people in the world. The President, standing outside of this
pact, declining to sign it, is negotiating with the present government of Germany for the interposition of his influence and
that of the American people for a modification of terms in behalf of Germany against France and Great Britain!
Mr. President, if Germany desires to obtain concessions in
regard to peace or to the armistice, the courteous thing, the
thing which in good faith would reflect credit and honor upon
the people of the United States, would be for the American Government, when they are approached in these matters, to refer
the German Government to her nearest neighbors, wllo have
been the principal belligerents in this war and have suffered
and are now suffering most from German crimes, and not undertake to intervene between them in a matter in which we
have borne the least part.
Mr. OWEN. 1\Ir. President, the Senator having concluded, I
should like to submit an observation in regard to this matter.
On August 15, 1917, I introduced a joint resolution proposing
an intcrnation::tl convention for the purpose of establishing an
international government in lieu of the international anarchy
which was then and is still prevalent. Without reading, I ask
to rmt in the REconn as an exhibit that joint resolution, together
with several other resolutions to the same effect, which I introduced at different times, to explain \Yhat I regard as essential
to t he proposed international league.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so
ordered.
The resolutions referre<.l to are as follows:
Joint r esolution (:-3. J. R.:>s. 94) proposing us a war measure an int('rnatlona1 conve ntion for the purpcsc of terminating international
anarchy, establishing international goovt>rnment in lie u tlu' reof, ami
coercing the Teutonic military conl'ipiru cy by the organized commercial, financial, mUltary, and naval powers of the world.

Reso11;ccl, etc., That it is the opinion of the repre~entntives
of the people of the United States assembled in Congress that
international government, supported by international force,
should be immediately organized to take the place of the existing
international anarchy; that competing armaments should be replaced by a noncompetitive international army and navy; that
the Teutonic military conspiracy to dominate the world should be
overthrown by the combined commercial, financial, military, and
naYal powers of the world.- .
That international goyernruent should be based upon the following principles:
First. Every ciYilized nation and informed people hould have
the unquestionable right of internal self-government, with exclusive control within its own territory over immigration, emigration, import.o;, e).'T>Orts, and all internal affairs, with the right
to make its own political and commercial affiliations.
Seconu. The oceans and high seas shoulu be free and open
under international rules. All international waterways, straits,
and canals should be open on equal terms to tlie citizens of all
nation . Equal terms . hould be arranged for fuel repairs, and
dockage in all ports for the ships belonging to the citizens of all
nations.
Thiru. All interior natjons having no seaports shoultl have the
right of shipment of their goods in bond on equal terms an<.l
conditions, without tax, through any intervening territory to
the seaports of any other nation with equal access to ship11ing
facilities.
Fourth. That there should be established by international
agreement an international organization of all civilized nations
with an international legislative council to draft rule: of international law tQ be submitted to the several nations for approval.
That when such rules of international law are approved by the
parliaments, or lawmaking branch of the goveroments of threefourths of the member nations, representing three-fourths of the
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total population of' all the member nations, such international
rules should be binding on all member nations. Such rules
shDuJd be limited to the powers expressly delegated .to such international legislative council and strictly confined to international
affairs.
Fifth. The international legislative council should elect and
define the duties of a representative international executive
cabinet to execute and enforce the rules established as international law.
.
Sixth. The international legislative council should have representatives from each member nation exercising a voting
power according to relative population, relative wealth, and
relative governmental development, to be determined by international agreement.
,
Seventh. The international legislative council should estab•
lish and define t11e duties of an international supreme CQnrt,
with power to pass upon all questions of international controversy incapable of diplomatic adjustment, but with no power to
pass on questions affecting the reserved rights of nations..
Eighth. The international legislative council should formu-.
late the method for raising an international army and navy and
for establishing an international blockade and other means for
enforcing the rights of member nations under international law,
such army and navy to be provided and sustained by the member nations pro rata according to relative population and
wealth.
Ninth. With the conclusion of the present war the nations of
the world should agree to reduce in progressive stages their
land and sen forces to a point preferably not to exceed internaL
or local police purposes and the quota required for the international army and navy.
'Yith progressive disarmament and international peace safe-.
guarded by world government dissatisfied nations now held captive by dominent nations for strategical purpo&es could be
safely given their liberty.
Tenth. That the international army and navy should not be
authorized to exercise militnry force further than to prevent or
suppress the invasion of the territorial iiitegrity of any of the
member nations nnd in tbe blockade and embargo to enforce
international law.
Eleventh. That it should be a violation of international law
and the highest international crime for. any nation on ·any
alleged ground to invade fue territorial limits of another nation. The penalty of such invasion should be immediate international blockade of the invading nation, embargo on all mail,
express, and frei~ht to or from such nation, and the suppr·,.:;sion
of such invasion by the international army and navy.
Tweifth. ·That nations backward in education, industrhll and
economic development, and in the knowledge of the principlesof government should hnYe their rights safeguarded on the principles of freedom, humanity, and justice by international agree·
ment, with a view to future self-government.
Thirteenth. It is clearly realized that the program of pr:ogres-.
sive disarmament or permanent world pence is imposs ible of
attainment until the military forces now ruling the T eutonic
people, first, either voluntarily acquiesce in progressive <lis·
armament and interna tiona! justice as the basis of world
peace; second, nre forced to do so by the Teutonic people; or,
third, are coerced to do so by the combined powers of the \VOrld.
Fourteenth. That in order to bring this war to an early termination, the belligerent nations opposing the Teutonic powers
should immediately cohere on a plan of international goYern.ment pledging jm•tice and peace to all member nations and the
coercion of the military autocracy of Prussia by the commercial,
financial, military, and naval forces of the world, giving assurance, nevertHeless, to the Governments of Germ:1 ny and Austria
of t11eir \Villingness to admit the Teutonic powers as members
of the propose(] international union on equal terms with other
nations 'IYhen they shall have met the conditions and given
satisfactory guaranties.
Fifteenth. In our opinion no reliance should be placed upon
t11e vague su~gestions of peace of the Teutonic military autocracy, but that their obscure proposals should be regarded merely,
as n military ruse. The peace resolution of the Reichstag,
\Yhile promising well foi· tbe attitude of the German people,
\Yhcn they achieve self-government, can - not at present be regarded as a proposal binding on or capable of enforcement by
the German people, because they do not control thetr o}vn Govermnent, but are mere subjects and puppets of a military autocracy whi<:h has long .conspired and still dreams of conqu ering
the world by military force and terrorism. The United States
and the nations opposing militarism should strenuously prose·
cute the war with eYery available resource, and no separate
peace . honld be made by any of them until the menace of the
military autocracy of Germany is removed.
·
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Sixteenth. It is our opinion that if a worl(l-wide agreement
can be establi hed on the above principles, and the men now
engaged in slaughter and destructive activities can be returned
to productive industry, the world could quickly recover the
gigantic shock of the present war and would be able without
serious difficulty to soon repair the material injuries and losses
already suffered.
Seventeenth. The United States does not enter this war for
material advantage, for any selfish purpose, or to gratify eitller
malice or ambition. The United States will not approve forcible
annexations or mere punitive indemnities, but it will approve a
free Poland, the restoration of territory wrongfully taken from
France and Italy, and restorative indemnity to Belgium and
Serbia, and the adjustment of other differences by international
conferences. It will favor extending international credits for
the restoration of all places made waste by war. The United
States enters this war in self-defense; to protect it own citizenB
and the nations of the world in their present and futut·e rights
to life and liberty on land and sea. It does not wi h the world
to remain an at·med camp.
Eighteenth. No peace is de irable until the world can be safeguarded agai11st a repetition of the pre ent war. Competitive
armaments must be ended and replaced by iutet'llational cooperative armaments in order to assure permanent world peace.
Nineteenth. That the President of the United States shall
imme<.liately submit the above resolution to the belligerent nation: now defending them elves against Prussian military autocracy and invite them and all neutral nations by wire to an
International convention for the purpose of considering the above
principles and taking affirmative action for the early suppression
of the Teutonic military autocratic conspiracy by the combined
commercial, financial, military, and naval powers of an nations.
T'ventieth. The sum of $400,000 is hereby appropriated to meet
the co t of promoting such convention.
Senate concurrent resolution 17.

Rcsoh·ed by the Senate (the H01tse ot Representati~:es conem-ring), The United States declared a state of war existing be-

tween the Imperial Government of Germany and the Imperial
and Royal Government of Austria and the United States because
of their repeated willful violations of the rights of the people
of the United States under the acknowledged principles of international Jaw; the sinking of unarmed merchant vessels and of
hospital and Red Cros ships; the destruction of the lives of nooffending American citizens on theit·.Iawful busine s on the high
sea on many occasions; filling the United States with spies nnd
secret agents ; conspiring the wholesale destruction of American
indu tries by ar~on, by explosions, and murder; ystematically
promoting sedition and veason among our citizens, and the
criminal violation of our laws by the German and Austrian aliens
residing in the United States; endeavoring to incite the hostility
and aversion of other nations against the United States, and to
persuade Mexico and Japan to make war upon the United States,
and many other wrongful acts contrary to the laws of nations
nnd in violation of justice and of l:lumanity; and for the further
ren..;on that it had finally become known to the United States
from indisputable evidence that the milita.ry ma.sters of Germany and Austria had deliberately and secretly conspired to
bring about an elaborately prepared offensive war by which and
through which they intended, first, to dominate Europe, nation
by nation, and then to Jominate the other unprepared nations of
the earth and e tablish n military world dominion.
For many years past the governing powers of Germany and
Austria have by world-wide intrigue carried on a systemati<:.
uttempt to diHorganizo public opinion in the United States and
in tho other nations of the world for the purpose of breaking
down the power of re ·istance of other nations a"ainst this conspiracy for world dominion by exciting nation against nation and
internal di orders among- the nations that might oppose this
sinister design.
Tile United States ha 110t forgotten that the military rulers
of Germ:mr ami Austria deliberately prevented international
agreements at the \arious Hague conventions for arbitration of
international difference , abatement of armaments, and world
p a c.

~fh United States recognizes this war as an offen i>e wa1· of
the ompletely prepared German and Austrian military autocrncie.· agaim;t the unsuspecting and inadequately prepared democraci<>s of the world in pursuance of the policy laid <lown in
the -fir ;t and second articles of the ecret treaty of Verona of
Noveml>er 22, 1822, in which the autocratic rulers of rru . ia
and Au tria solemnly pledged their powers to each other to
o>erihrow all "representati>e " go>ernments on earth, the consummation of which design the Prussian and Aush·inn autocratic group has steadUy and secretly kept in view, and that
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this war had for its objects the premeditated ·laughter and
robbe-ry of the innocent peoples of other nations for the 'sordid
and base purpose of annexation, indemnity, robbe-ry, and commercial profit by military force and terrorism and ultimate
world dominion.
The United State~ finally recognized the llllil\Oidaule necessity of meeting the forces of this military conspiracy on the
battle fields of Europe in order to :vreTent the mil'tary rulers
of Germany and Austria succeeding in the first step of rna t&·
ing Europe as a means to mastering and robbing America.
The United States can not be deceived by those military
leaders of Germany and Austria who now, before their own
people, pretend to be waging a war of defense and to desire
an honorable peace, but whose every net has clearly demonstrated to the whole ·world that they deliberately planned and
are st111 pet'Sisting in this unspeakably brutal war, with theil."
sinister purpo es tmchnnged, and which they are still attempting to carry out by terro-rism. intlign.e, and systematic
falsehood and deceit at home and ab1·oad.
The United States can not confide in any stntement or promise
emanating from such a perfidiou source until the German and
Austrian people in fact and in sober truth can control the conduct of their agents and compel them to obsery-e the rules of
morality and good faith.
The unbounded ambition and deceit of the Pru ·ian military
autocrats are ngal.n exposed in shame1e nakedne s before the
German and Austrian people, their allies, and the world n.t
large in their pre ent demand · of annexation of adjacent Russian territory and other demands contemplating the domination of .the Ru sian and Polish people, in flat violation of th ir
own Reichstag's recent pledges ag.ainst annexation and indemnit-y.
The United States feels for the Russian people the liveliest
sympathy in their great lo . cs in life and property at the hund
of the German n.nd Austrian autocrats, as well as their magnificent and gloriou · struggles in behalf- of freedom and democratic
world peace.
Ha vi.ng pa sed through many severe tests and trials l.n establishing popular government in America, the people of the
United States, through their own directly elected representati>es, desire to extend to the Russian people the cordial hand
of fellowship in their new-found freedom and to assure their
democratic brothers in Russia that we earnestly desire to
render them. so far as possible, every assistance they may need
and whicll they themselves desire.
The United States did not enter this war for mateTial ad,-antage or for any selfi h purpose or to gratify either malice
or ambition.
The United States will not a11prove of forcible annexations
or mere punitive indemnities even on the misguided people of
Austria or of Germany, but demands the complete evacuation
of all territory invaded during the present war by the German
and Austrian troops and the re toration and indemnity of
Belgium, Serbin, Roumania, and Montenegro.
The United States believes that righting the wrong done to
the French peopl€ by the Prussiun Government in 1871 . in the
matter of Alsace-Lol'l·aine will remove lon"-pendlng grievances
due to previous military aggre. ion and will promote futur<!
wo1·ld peace.
The United State believes that a readjustment of the fron~
tier of Italy should be effected along clearly recog-nized line
of nationality; that an independent Polish state should be
establi heel over territo1·y indisputably occupied by Polish people; that the peoples of Austria-Hungary, of tbe Balkans, and
of the Ottoman Empire should have the right of autonomous
deYelopment.
The United States will favor recognizing :mel protecting l>y
an international alliance the territorial integrity of all nations,
great and small; the maintenance of the right of uncmbarras ed
self-determination of all nation , and the right of such nations
to manage their own affair by internal elf-government; and
safeguarding the rights of llackwunl peoples by international
agreement.
The Unite<l States will favor extending international credits
for tile re toration of all places made waste l>y \vru·.
The United State will insist that the oceans and high sea
and international waterway and canals shall be open 011 equal
tenns to the citizens of all nations; that all nations shall have
the unta..-..;:e<l rigllt of access to the sea of tlleir goods in bond
through an.Y intenening territory to the seaports of othe1·
nations, \Vith equal acces to shipping facilities.
The United States will favor the removal, as far as possible..
of all economic baxriers and the establishment of equal trade
con eli tions among all the nations of th~ world consenting to
peace and associating themselves for its maintenance, without
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interfering with the right of any nation to govern its own
imports and exports.
The United States will in ist that adequate guaranties shall
be given and taken to the end that national armaments on land
and sea should be reduced to the lowest points consistent with
domestic safety.
The United States will favor an open-minded and absolutely
impartial adjustment of all colonial claims based upon a strict
observance of the principle that in determining all such questions of sovereignty the interests of the populations concerned
must have equal weight with the claim~ of the Governments
whose titles are to be determined.
The United States recognizes that a general a ~octation <Jf
civiUzed nations must be formed under specific co"enants for
the -purpose of affording mutual guaranties of political independence and territorial integrity to nations, great and small
alike, and of maintaining world pea.ce, and believes that under
such a system dissatisfied peoples now held under subjection
to dominating nations for strategical purposes could be safely
given their Uberty and autonomy as the rights of tlte_dominant
nation would be made safe by the general association of nations,
and the subject nation would cease to be a coveted asset against
future war.
The United States believes that under such general association of nations it should be a violation of international law
and the highest international crime for any nation, on any
alleO'e<l groun<l, to inva<le by military power the territorial limits
of another nation, an<l that ·the penalty for such invasions
should be the immediate international blockade of the invading
and offending nation, an embargo on all mail, express, and
freight to and from such nation, and the suppression of such
invasion by the combined forces of the general association of
nations organized for the prot~ction of world peace.
The United States believes that all future international
treaties should be made in the open, where all the world may
know of the proceedings in the framing of such treaties, and
that secret diplomacy and international intrigue should end.
The United States <lesires to be on friendly terms, political,
commercial and social, with the people of every nation, including those rl.ow under the control of the German and Austrian
military autocracies, and to restore as speedily. ~ pos ible these
friendly relations with the German and Austrian people as
soon a they organize a government responsible to the will of
the people of Germany and Austria, and whenever they shall
themselves demonstrate a willingness to deal with the other
nations of the world on a basi of equality, justice, and humanity, and are willing to abandon. the atrocious and detestable doctrine of making war for annexation, indemnity, and
profit.
The United States entered this war to protect the rights of
its own citizens to life and liberty, to protect its own future,
to make the world safe from the future menace of military
despoti m, dynastic ambjtions, or competing armaments, to
establish permanent world peace on a basis of international
justice, rio-hteousness, and humanity, and, in cooperation with
the self-governing belligerent nations, will maintain the e principle , whatever the co. t, w~th firmness and resolution until
these ends are fully accomplished.
Joint resolution (S. J. Res. 153) requesting the President to invite the
entente allies to declare the rules of international law and require
the German Government to accept such rules under penalty of progressive international boycott, etc.

Resolved, etc., That the President of the United States is
hereby requested to invite Great Britain, France, Italy, and
.Japan and their allies in the present war brought upon them
by the Hohenzollerns to enter into a treaty declaring the fundamental rules of international relationship and to bring to the
knowledge of the commercial and financial interests now backing the Hohenzollern war that in tead of profit out of this war
they shall be Yisited with assured commerdal and financial loss
so long as they refuse to conform to the reasonable rule of international law and so long as they maintain militmism and defend the immoral doctrine that "might makes right" and deny
to smaller nations the right to unembarrassed self-determination.
SEc. 2. That the fundamental principles of international relationship and of international law upon which the future peace
of the world must depend are as follows:
Every civilized nation ha the unquestionable right to exercise
full powers of internal self-government, 'With exclusi\e control
within its own territory over emigration, immigration, exports,
and imports, and to complete unembarrassed territorial integrity, but no right to menace other nations by militarism.

That the oceans and high seas and international waterways '
should be absolutely free and open under international rules to
the citizens of all nations recognizing international law.
That the right of acce s to the sea by "shipment in bond without tax through intervening territory should be conceded to all ·
nations recognizing international law.
That all international differences should be definitely and ·
finally settled by arbitTationf but no case questioning the
validity of the fundam~:mtal rules of international law is ·
justiciable.
.That the inYasion of the territorial integrity of one nation .
by another on any alleged ground is the highest of all international crimes, and any nation offending this law should be regarded by all civilized nations as an international outlaw.
That subordinate nations or colonies, backward in education .
and in industrial and economic deYelopment, should have their
human rights safeguarded on tlle basis of the principles of freedom and justice by international agreement.
That Alsace-Lorraine, Terra Irredenta, and Poland should be
assured unembarrassed self-determination under international
agreement.
That Germany and Austria must immediately, under the
rules of international law, evacuate all territory invaded by
them durip.g the prese~t war and make full reparation to ·
Belgium :md Serbia.
.
That progressive reciprocal disarmament of the nations shall
be agreed upon as an international rule of conduct to go into
effect immediately after. the termination of this war to an
agreed basis of actual requirements for domestic and international police.
That an international police army and navy shall be established by international agreement after the termination of this
war for the purpose of enforcing international law.
SEc. 3. That in order to remove the hope of profit and to
establish the certainty of loss upon the commercial and financial
forces now backing the German military machine in this war .
that the international agreement hereinbefore proposed shall .
further stipulate that if within 30 clays after such intet:national
agreement be signed the German GoYernment shall not by reso- .
lutlon of the Reichstag and by referendum ~f the German people agree to the above priQciples of international law, then and
in that event the nations of the world now at war with Germany
should solemnly pledge themselves by an irrevocable agreement
to enforce the following commercial and financial stipulations .
until the Reichstag of. Germany and the German people accept
the proposed principles of international law, to wit:
STIPULATIO~S

OF BOYCOTT.

First. To refuse clearance to any of their Yessels to any German port.
Second. To refuse entry to any of their ports of any vessel
under the flag of Germ.any or a vessel under any other flag engaged directly or indirectly in trade with Germany or owned
in whole or in part by any subject of Germany.
Third. To prohibit the exportation, direct or in<lirect, of any
merch~ndise, goods, wares. raw materials. or other natural
products, whether of domestic or foreign origin, to Germany.
Fourth. To refuse to permit the importation, direct or indi- _
rect, of any merchandise, goods, or wares, whether of dome tic
or foreign origin, from Germany.
Fifth. To prohibit the exportation, direct or indirect, to Germany of coin, bullion, or ·paper money, or securities, or any other .
-t:orm of indebtedness, or bills of exchange, or of other negotiable .
instruments, or of banking or commercial paper.
Sixth. To forbid any postal, telegraphic or telephonic, or expre s communication with Germany or with any person in Germany.
SeYenth. To prohibit the transfer to their own nationals,
either directly or indtrectly, of any stocks, shares, mortgages,
or other forms of indebtedness owned by a resident subject of
Germany, and to confiscate all prope~·ty . including pntents and
patent rights, owned in the entente allied countries by German
subjects residing in Germany and use the same or the proceeds
thereof as an inuemnity to their own nationals owning property
lost or confiscated in Germany.
1\Ir. OVTEN. Mr. President, the world has been brought t o
this unspeakably horrible war by reason of the fact that we
had no established international law. We had merely precedents; we had merely practice ; there was no actual existing
international law, because a rule of conduct which is not enforceable before any tribunnl or a rule of conduct which depends
merely upon ethics amounts to practically no law, amounts to
anarchy when you are face to face with an existing internn-
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tional armed military menace; uch as the Teutonic empires
presented, whlch defies and nullifies the so-called law.
The world has long felt the necessity for cooperation for
mutual protection, and at various times at The Hague international conyentions have been entered into looking to an end
of military autocracy in the world. Many years ago it was
proposed to have gradual disarmament and to have established
at The Hague conventions by which international relationships
should be clearly understood and made a matter of deliberate
. written agreement between the nations of the world. In every
instance it was Germany, with its influence over Austria, Turkey, and Bulgaria, that prevented The Hague conventions providing for gradual disarmament and providing, therefore, a means
by which the peoples of the various nations would govern themselves as progressive democracies. If military establishments
had been disarmed under The Hague convention agreements
Germany would not have been a menace to Europe, and the German people in that event would, in all human probability, have
been an established parliamentary government; but now we
are face to face with the question as to whether we shall organize
the world for the lawful protection of our future · peace or
whetQer we shall leave ourselves unprotected by world agreements or by a world league. If we fail to do so, sometime we
may perhaps be confronted with the organization of militarism
in the Orient. .A. good many people live- in the Orient; they are
fatalists ; they do not fear to die, and they might be organized
into a military machine that would make the whole worlcl
tremble. The time to establish the doctrines of peace, of
justice, of humanity, of mercy, is at h.a nd, and this great Republic of ours ought to take a leading part in safeguarding the future of mankind and join other free nations in e tablishing an
era of a thousand years of peace.
Such action does not involve giving up in any degree the
sovereignty of the United States. No man suggesting a league
of nations for the better protection of international relationships has ever suggested that any nation participating in s,u ch
a league should give up its territorial integrity or internal
sovereignty. On the contrary, the very purpose of the internn.tional league . would be to make it an international high
crime to invade the territorial integrity of any one of the member nations, great or small, and impose suitable penalties to
prevent it.
It does not involve giving up to some foreign power the right
to frame the tariff schedules of any one of the member nations
or to interfere in internal affairs relating to immigration or emigration of any one of the member nations; but the internal
affairs of every member nation would be, in any arrangement
looking to an international league of nations, carefully safeguarded by the repre entatives of every nation party to it.
Every citizen, Ml·. President, yields something of his right in
order that he may have an orderly, peaceful relationship with
other men. Counties do the same within the State; States do
the same in their relation to each other in the Union of the 48
States; and nations, in e tablishing a league of nations, would
give up something of their inuependence in order to be assured
of a future measure of right, justice, and peace.
We want the seas to be free. Shall we rely upon our own
Navy to make them free? Shall Great Britain rely upon its own.
navy to make them free? Shall one nation be competitive with
another nation in building up, at great expense to the taxpayers,
more and more gigantic armaments upon the sea, at a cost of
hunureds of millions of dollars, with long-range, powerful guns?
Shall we go on in competition with Great Britain as a builder of
giant warships?
.
l\lr. POINDEXTER. Mr. President, am I to assume that the
Senator from Oklahoma is opposed to our building any more
battleships?
Mr. OWEN. I will answer that in due time. Are we to go
on in a competitive system? If we have no international arrangement, we must go on in order to defend our rights. Is it
not better for us to say at the peace table that we will abate
our own shipbuilding program of these monsters of war by an
agreement between the nations to have an international fleet
a\ailable for the protection of the rules we lay down in common? We have now a three years' naval program, involving
hundreds of millions of dollars, for the purpose of enlarging the
great war fleet of the United States. Shall we stop building
without any understanding? Shall we say to the workers in the
shipyards, " Lay down your tools; make no more dreadnaughts
or superdreadnaughts or torpedo boats," while we know that
other nations could under those circumstances impose upon our
rights as Germany did impose upon us with her submarines?
Or shall we pursue the other alternative, of coming to an understanding at the peace table with the great free nations of the
world whereby we would abate the building of these engines of
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war made to de troy human life as ·well as to protect human:
rights?
Mr. President, I am in favor of a league of nations; I approv~
what the President of the United States has said with regard
to a league of nations; I approve of what Lloyd-George said
yesterday with regard to it; ancl I a11prove what he said with
regard tc the establishment of peace.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. 1\Ir. Pl·esident-1\Ir. OWEN. I yield to the Senator.
1\Ir. POINDEXTER. I can readily see how Lloyd-George •
being a member of t.fie Liberal Party of Great Britain-and I
presume now that the war is o\er that very likely the coalition
Go\ernment of Great Britain will not last \ery long, for there
is as sharp a division of opinion between the parties in Great
Britain as there is between parties in the United States-! can:
readily see why a Briti h free-trader, advocating a doctrine
which i~ perhaps the central one of British policy, should eagerly
grasp at the idea of a league of nations, one of whose I.Wincipal
aims is economic freedom between nations.
:Mr. OWEN. l\Ir. President, the Senator and many of his colleagues-Mr. POINDEXTER. l\lay I add that if Great Britain could
secure-! am not saying whether or not she can-but if Great
Britain could secure as a consideration for goillg into this league
of nations the power of such a league to regulate the United
States tariffs she would be a great gainer by it.
Mr. OWEN. :Mr. President, the Senator and some of his colleagues continually come back to that ancient and venerable
fetish with which they play so lovingly at all season , known
as the protective tariff. I say to the Senator flatly that I am
in accord with him on the protective tariff to the extent that it
shall not exceed the difference between the cost of production
at home and abroad. · All I ask is that that principle in framing our laws shall be carried out with intellectual integrity. I
will .say more to the Senator-and I ask him to listen to thisthat international debts arc paid by " commoditie ," using the
term to include services. Commodities pay for commodities.
To the extent that we ship goods to other people, they must pay
us in goods. They can not pay us in gold or credits except for the
briefe t possible space of time. They must retain their gold as a
means ·of protecting their paper currency and their credits at
home. They mu8t maintain their per capita circulation, unlc s
they want to have violent fluctuation of prices within thelr own
borders. So that in the long run and through the years nations
pay each other for commodities by commodities. Whatever we
ship abroad is paid for by the thing· that people ship here from
abroad, and in no other way.
We may give them temporary credit, but they will have to pay
that back with interest, anu they can not pay it back with interest in gold. They are obliged to pay it back with interest in
" commodities." Therefore it follows with inexorable logic,
from which no man with mental integrity dare to depart, that
just to the e~'ient to which we prevent imports into our country
we prevent exports from our country and prevent our people
from engaging in larger actl\ities and in greater industrial development.
Mr. President. I approved Lloyd-George's great declarationand I ask to insert it in the RECORD without reading-in 'WhiCh
he demands a peace of justice, of humanity.
I am opposed ~o a peace of mere hard-hearted vengeance. But
I agree also that those who have been guilty of the gigantic crime
against the world of bringing about this war should be held to a
strict personal account for high crime · against humanity,
\vhether it be done by their own tribtmals where justice may be
assured, or be done by international military court-martial.
But, Mr. President, we can not afford to deal with brutality
and with absolute indifference to life with the people within the
Teutonic Empires. We have all read the appeal which was
made to 1\frs. Woodrow Wilson this morning by the distressed
women of Germany, calling attention to the fact that at least
the poor women and the children of Germany were not responsible for the cataclysm of war which has deprived them of life
and of everything they held dear. I think we would do well to
listen to that call for food and for 5UCcor.
I ask, without reading, to put the letter of the German women
into my remarks.
Mr. POINDEXTER. l\lr. President-.
Tile PUESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Kr:NG in the chair). Does
the Senator from Oklahoma yield to the Senator from · Wash·
ington?
Mr.- OWEN. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. POINDEXTER. Before that is done, my recollection o!
that appeal is that it \vas that Mrs .. Wilson should use her influence to secure a modification of the terms of the armistice.
Does the Senator think that she should do that?
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lllr. OWEN. Mr. President, it is -no:t necessary to change •the
Mr. OWEN. 'lHr. Pr-esident, the people of Germa:rzy nre human
puTpose ·of the armistice in the least degree. The purpose of beings, ·after nll. They m'e ·fathers a:nd mothers, sisters and
the armistice was to disarm the military autocraey that has brot11ers. They 1o>e and la'Ugh and sing a-s well as ·bate, 'fight,
made war on the world, and that end ·has been accomplished. and die. Under happier circumstances, as a free ·people, the
But those same cars can be used under ·the authority of Marshal good ·qualities God hns J>lanted 'in all men will develop in the
Foch to transport food from 'the fields to those who must ·have German people. I believe justice and mercy should go hand in
foou or die v:tthout reenforcing the military machine of'GeriiUDly. hand in dealing with the ·Germans. They 'ha-ve greatly sinned
1\1r. POINDEXTER. 1\lr. President, France has been so ·against the world. 1 do not in the least condone 'their conduct.
much closer to this wa:r., and has played .a so much larger part They must make TepaTation, a-nd we should require and help
in it than the United States, and •is ·so much more important ·them to do it; 'but i ·can not help but Temember the frailty of
in the present situation than the United· States, that it would bmnan nature, and 'that they ruso have been greatly sinned
seem to me that she at least ought to ·be consulted about what against. 1 ·can not 'help but remember -what I know to be the
i to be done with GeTmany, and that the appeal for modi:.fica- histarrca1 'fact, that since the days of the Elector of Bra:ndenUons · of the -n.rrnistice, in all due respect to that great nation burg these people have not enjoyed free speeCh Qr liberty. They
which ·has done so much for the world, ought to be addressed , have not enjoyed a free press. The military powers in control
to France and to Great Britain, who fought the w.a:r .for :three of them as subject people--and you might as well call them slaves
years before· the United States was in it.
as subjects-the Eohenzollerns, have controlled ·the . printing
.Mr. OWE...~. Oh, .l\1r. President, the United States is not :PTess. the magazines, tlle newspapers, the kindergartens, and
going to take any action wftb{)ut the sympathetic cooperation the gymnasium schools and the universities. They have conof France and Great Britain. This appeal was made to the trolled the press, the .platform, and the pulpit.
President of the United States because he was in a better posiThey have taught "these J>eople the doctrine of militari m, tbe
tion to ha-ve his eyes free from blood and tears than the men u.:>ctrine of autocracy, the doctrine of divine right; that the
who have suffered the agonies of death in this great battle, and emperor is synonymous with ·patriotism, synonymous with the
a suggestion coming from him would l.Je entitled to 1·eceive con- ·fatherland, synonymous with 1ove of country, synonymous with
sideratlon, and will receive it. I ha-ve no 'belief that Marshal God and religion. Their minds have .been poisoned, and they
Foch desires the death of the women and children of Germany. ha•e b"een betrayed by the doctrine of militarism, schrecklicheit,
I know he does not. No great soldier would desire that, and "Deut. chland uber alles," and ·so forth, and they are now going
• Foch is unsurpassed in the annals of the world as a great mill- through a violent revulsion of 'feeling. Thetr kings and princes
tary commander.
'
and dukes are running like rats from the wrath of the decei-ved
I ask, Mr. President, that the declaration of Lloyd-George German people. Tb,e Kaiser and C~own P1·ince have fled into
and the letter of the German women to which I have referred Holland, where they are politely interned, awaiting ·t he action
may be printed in connection with my ;remaiks, without .reading. of an international council. The German peop1e--no longer
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without ·ubjection, that order subject-are trying to establish order; and they are in great
will be made.
danger now, during this violent intellectual and moral revolt,
The matter referred to 1s as foll(}WS:
of going into complete anarchy and bolshevism.
Premier L1oyd-George made this announcement in an- addres to his
We may think that it is none of our concern whether Germany
liberal supporters on -November 11:
goes into anarchy ar bolshevism. The ·same kind of argument
"What are the principles on which that settlement is "to be etrectea ~ would say that we were not concerned in the bubonic plague in
Are we 'to lap e back into the old -national rivalries, .animosities, :und Europe. or in Asiatic .,..bole'!.·<>, or in the Spanish influenza abroad .
competitive armamt>nts, or are -we to initiate the Teign on earth of tlle
'"
••
Prince of Peace? It is fhe duty of liberalism to use its influence to \Ve hu-ve had a dose of it r ecently which ought to be a gentle
insure that it shall be a ·reign of p<'ace.
reminder that we are ~ery much concerned. The meanest an.rosncE A:-.n FA.Jn .PLAY.
swer ever mad~ to a question in all literature was the answer
"What are conditions of peace? They .must lead to a settlement which which Cain gave in the Garden after murdering his brother Abel :
will be fundamentally jUl:>t. No ettlement that conu•avenes the 'Prln· "Am I my brother's keeper?"
ciples of et~Tnal justice will be .a permanent Jlne. The peace of 1871
imposed by Germany on France outraged all ·the principles of jus.tice
1\lr. President, America has the opportunity of all the cenand fair play. Let us 'be wat'lled by that example.
turie.o;; to take the lead in establishing on earth the doctrines of
"We must 'DOt allow any sense of revenge, any epirit of greed, any b
·t
f d
f tJ.
1 •
1
t
f
J!rasping desire, to override thP fundamental principles of righteousness.
umam Y o
en10cracy, o
Ie peop e ·s ru e sys em o go-vernVigorous attempts will be made to hector and bully the Government in ment. America 1HlS the opportunity of leaaing the \Yay for all
an endeavor to make them depart from the strict principles of right and the world along the lines of OTderly democratic government,
to satisfy some bu~;e, sordid. squaltd ideas of vengeance anll of avarice. where human industry ca:n supply every human want, where all
We must relentl~'3 ly -£et our faces against that.
men -.and all women and all children shall be abundantly fed,
LE.lOt::E OF NATIOKs · · EEDED.
abundantly clothed, wellnoused, and given a reasonable liberty to
"The mandate of the Goveruinent at the forthcoming election will
h fi ld
d1 k
th fl
f tb fi ld
mean that the British delegation to the peace conference will be in favor walk in t e e . s an oo- upon e owers o
e e s, aud look
of a just peace."
into the sky and realize 'the truth that -God reigns over all men,
Discussing the question of a league of nations, the premier said that that men are brother at last, and the children of" Our Jra.ther."
such a leaguP would be more n<'CNH"ary now than •'V<'l'. He polnted out
U d tl bl
·
f l'b ty tb G
1
'11 ·
1
thn t the conditions which pr~>vailed in the Balkans before the war
n er 1e essmgs o · 1 'er
e · erman peop e WI Ill t ue
were now affecting practically two-thirds of Europe.
time make amends for the pa t, as far as bum~n atonement is
''A large numher of small nations }lave been reborn in Europe,'' be possible, and "Will-vrove ihat under hap11ier conditions they will
continued . "And th('se will require a league of nations to protect them
b fr
· tituti
lib~
d h
•t
-'~
1'
against the covetousness of ambitions and grasping neighbors. In my cheris
ee JUS
ons.
:::uS, an
umanl Y anu mora lty
jt:.dgment a league of nations is absolutely essential to permanent peace. as loyally as othei's who have had more favorable surroundings.
l\Ir. POINDEXTER. 1\:lr. President, I ask leave to print as
NO PROGRESS WP.fHOUT PEACE.
"We shall go to the peace conference to guarantee that a league of part of my remarks a brief ·e<1itorial from the St. Paul DiRpatch.
'The PRESIDli~G OFFICER. Without objection, it. will be
nations is a reality. I am one of those who believe that without peace
we can not have progress. A }('ague of nations guarantees pct.ce anll so ordered.
guarantees. also an all-round reduction of .armaments, ami that .rPduction
The matter referred to is as follows:
of armamPnts is a guaranty that you can get .rid of conscriptior. here.
"Of course. we must have in this country an efficient army to police
UTTERLY BEYO:o/D BELIEF.
the em pire; but I am looking forwarcl to a condttion of Things, with the
From Washington is wired the incredible statement that "the central
existence of a league of nations, under which conscription will not be powerl>,"
the President is said to bold, " shoulfl be trPated as magn:minecessary in any country."
mously by their conquerors ns the South was treated by 'tlle North at
the
en<l
of
the Civil War." This is too monstrous for th u l>Pl!Pf that it
BEnLIX, November 12, 1918.
<'manated from the President. himself of eouthern antecedents. It
To Mrs. Woonnow WILso:-.r,
would
put
the men of the Soutl. on a par with the un!>J)eakAblc Hun.
White Ilouse, Wash·ington, D. C.
It would make Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson xank -with Loden1ll.ADA.ME : According to the terms of the armistice, Germany has to
dorff anc'l · Hindenl>urg. Wh<'n the Civil War was ended the North, .folsurrenller a very large part of the rolling stock of her railways. At the lowing the cours~ of the ;!'l'l~at-hearted Lincoln, received t'he South back
same time she has to fepd the troops of her former Pnf'.mil'S in the as erring and forgiven brothers, but as brothers.
fter an of the
o c<.~u pied provinces of Germany. The Ger.man women and 'children have
horrors indescribabl~>, the wanton brutality, the e}.'i:remity of barbarity
be-en atarving for years. They will die from hunger by the :millions if that charncterized German warfare for over four year , are we to
the- terms of tile armi. tice are not chnng<:>d.
grasp the bloody hand and kiss the foul clleeks of i:h~ nun? "As the
We need the rolling 'Stock of the railways to ·bring 'food 'from the South was treated ' " Did the men of tbe' South bayonet babies, crucify
farms to the cities. lt will be impossible to feed the soldiers of the children, sink hospital ships, and drop bombs upon Red Cross ·stations?
occupying armie. if W'<' can .not get large amounts of food "from over ens. It would be interPstlng to h<'ar what the chivalric people of the South
Tbe women ·and c'hildrcn all the wo1ld O\"er have been the innoc('.llt would say to a propol'ition that the conquered Hun is entitled to the
sn.ffE>rers <Jf ·this te-nihle war. but tJOWileTP n,orE> than i11 G!'rm{Jny. Let f:ame treatment that they received when the ·otmd died away fro~ ·the
it be tlu:ough you, madame, to lrnplore ·our ·sisters in tbe l.Jnltcd 't.'ltes last ~bot in the lost cause. It is incredible that such a view sh.mld :be
of America, who UTe mothers likP ours<'l ves, to ask th('Jr GovernmPnt and held by President Wilson.
the nllied Govermn('nts to cllange the terlDB of tht' armistice so that
CTVIL-SERVICE RETIREAIENT.
thP long suffe-ring -of the women a.nd children ot Germany may .not ~nd
m unspeakable .disaster_
.
IT'he Senate, n.s in .Committee of the \:Vhole, resumed the conFor the National Council of Women of Germany.
sideration of the bill (S. 4637) for the retirement of employees
GERTRUD llAECMEB.
in the classified civil service.
ALIClil SOLOM0:-1.
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1\Ir. McKELLAR. 1\Ir. President, I had hoped to get a \ote
on the civil-service retirement bill to-day, but the Senator from
Ohio [lUr. PoMERENE] has a8ked .that it go over until Monday,
with the assurance that after he has made a speech on the subject he will no longer oppose a vote, and I am assured by various
Senators that there will be no objection to a vote on Monday;
so I am not going to insist on a vote this afternoon.
I therefore move-l\1r. 'THOMAS. l\lr. President, I do not now have any intention of oppo ing a vote on this bill on Monday, but I do not want
to sit in silence in the face of a statement of that kind lest I
might be bound by it. I ha....-e not bad an opportunity to fully
examine this bill. I hope to do so betw.een now and l\londay,
and it may be that I shall have something to say upon it which
will prevent a vote on that day.
Mr: McKELLAR. I trust not.
1\Ir. THOMAS. I want the Senator to understand that I do
not now have any intention of doing so, but I want to reserve the
right-Mr. McKELLAR. Why, surely.
Mr. THOl\1AS. So that I can not be misunderstood by reason
of my silence.
E~'"ECUTI\E

SESSION.

l\lr. McKELLAR. I move that the Senate proceed to the conideration of executive business.
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate proceeded to the
consideration of executive business. After 10 minutes spent in
executive session the doors were reopened.
ADJOURNl'>rENT.
~Ir. l\IARTIN of Virginia.
I move that the Senate adjourn,
The motion was agreed to; and (at 3 o'clock and 18 minutes
p. m.) the Senate adjourned until Monday, November 18, 1918,
nt 12 o'clock meridian.

Bxceut~z,·e

NO::U:INATIONS.
nominations 1·eceived by the Senate November 15,1918.
SECP.ETARY OF EMBASSY.
CLASS 4.

Charles Henry Cl1apman, of San Francisco, Cal., to be a secretary of embas ·y or legation of class 4 of the United States of
.America.
As ocB.TE .JusTIC'E OF THE SUPREME CounT oF THE PHII.IPPINE
IsLANDS.

Percy M. l\Ioir, of Virginia, to be an associate justice of the
Snpreme Court of the Philippine Islands, vice Frederick C.
Fisher, resigned.
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF PORTO RICO.

Howaro L. Kern, of Iowa, · to be attorney general of Porto
Rico. (Reappointment.)
RECEIVERS OF PuBLIC l\IONEYS.

Owen .I1J. Thomas, of Montana, to be receiver of public moneys
at Kalispell, 1\Iont., his term of office having expired. (Reappointment.)
George G. -Beam., of Nebraska, to be receiver of public moneys
at l.incoln, Nebr., his term having expired. (Reappointment)
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The following-name(} thiru lieutenants to be second lieutenants
in the Coast Guard, for temporary service, from the 21st day of .
September, 1918:
·
George W. McKean anll
·
John Trebes, jr.
Third Lieut. of Engineers John ·A. Curran to be second lientenant of engineers, for temporary service, in the Coast. Guard
from the 21st day of September, 1918.
APPOINTMENTS IN THE AnMY.
MEDICAL CORPS.

To be first lieutenants.
First Lieut. Hugo Muench, jr., United States Army, frofn
October 26, 1918.
First Lieut. Jarrett 1\Iatthew Huddleston, United States Army,
from October 27, 1918.
First Lieut. George Eason Blue, United States Army, from
October 28, 1918.
First Lieut. Earl Calvin Padgett, United States Army, from
October 29, 1918.
First Lieut.. David Oscar Nathaniel Lindberg, Unltoo States
Army, from October 30, 1918.
·.'
First Lieut. Cecil Emerson Johnson, United States Army, from
October 31, 1918.
First Lieut. Harry LeRoy Smith, United States Army, from
November 1, 1918.
First Lieut. Carl Bearse, United States Army, from November .
1, 1918.
PBOVISION.AL APPOINTME~TS, DY PROMOTION, I~ TilE ARMY.
CAVALRY ARM.

Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second

To be first licu,tenants.
Lieut. Arthur W. Stanley, from Augu t 9, 1918.
Lieut. Harold E. Brailey, from August 21, 1918.
Lieut. Carleton Burge , from August 27, 1918.
Lieut. Frederick H. Vandegrift, from August 27, 1918.
Lieut. Harry E. Dodge, from August 27, 1918.
Lieut. Charles F. Palmer, from August 27, 1918.
Lieut. Jay D. D. Marcellus, from August 27, 1918,
Lieut. Lewis D. Cooper, jr., from August 27, 1918.
Lieut. Charles J. Davis, from August 27, 1918.
Lieut. George \V. Outland, from August 27, 1918.
Lieut. John M. Moose, jr., from Augu t 27, 1918.
Lieut. Nelson R. Perry, from August 27, 1918.
Lieut. Innes Randolph, from August 27, 1918.
Lieut. Carl B. Byrd, from August 28, 1918.
Lieut. Thomas Brady, jr., from August 30, 1918.
FIELD ARTILLEP.Y

AR~I.

To be first lieutenants.
Second Lieut. Frank C. Delaney, from Augu ·t 17, 1918.
Second Lieut. Pell W. Foster, j1·., from Anb'Llst 27, 1918.
Second Lieut. Kennedy Hassenzahl, from Augu t 27, 1918.
Second Lieut. Arthur P. Patterson, from Augu t 27, 1918.
Second Lieut. Robert P. Reynolds, from September 18, 1918.
Second Lieut. Philip G. llortge, from September ~G. 1918.
PRO~WTIO~S IN THE Ml\IY.

IXF-\NTRY.

To be lieutenant colonel .
l\laj. John W. Barker, from Augu t 27, 1918.
COAST GUARD.
1\faj. James P. Harbeson (subject to examination requirell uy
The following-named first lieutenants to be captains -in the law), from September 18, 1918.
·
Coast Guard, for temporary service, from the 21st day of SepAPPOINTMENTS AND Pl!mfOTIO_- g . IN 'IRE NAVY.
tember, 1918 :
Capt. John A. Hoogewerff to l.le a rear admiral in the Navy
William J. Keeter,
from the 1st <lay of July, 1918.
Eugene A. Coffin,
Capt. 1\Iarbury Johnston to Le a rear admiml in the Navy
John S. Baylis,
from the 28th day of November, 1918.
Charles G. Roemer,
Lieut. Commander Fletcher L. Sheffieltl to be a commander in
Wilfred N. Derby,
the Navy from the 18th day of Jaimnry, 191 .
Leo C. Mueller,
Lieut. Commander Louis Shane to be a commander in t11e Navy
Clarence H. Dench,
from the 20th day of l\1arc11, 19] 8.
William K. Scammell,
EI1sign l\!errill T. Kinne to be a lieutennnt (junior gra<lc) in
Roy A. BothwelL
the Navy from the Glh day of June, 191 .
1\'ilmer H. Eberly,
Capt. Charle · li'. Hughes to l> a rear atlmiml in t11e NaYy, fur
nus ell L. Lucas,
temporary service, from the lltll <lay of O<:tober, 191 .
Stephen S. Yeandle,
Commander Allen Bucll~man to l>e a captain in the Nazy, for
Frederick A. Zscheusch!er
temporary service, from the 11th day of Octol>er, 1918.
.
Thomas S. Klinger,
Lieut. William L. ·wright to be a lieutenant commander in tlio
Charles E. Anstett,
Navy, for temporary ·ervice, from the 1 t day of October, 191 ·.
Henry G. Hemingway,
Lieut. Hamilton V. Bryan to he a lieutenant commander in tho
Jeremiah A. Starr, and
NaYy, for temporary service, from the 10th day of October, 1918.
Joseph E. Stika.
Lieut. Elroy L. Vanderkloot to be a lieutenant commander iu
First Lieut. of Engineet· · Herl>ert N. Perl1am to be captain of
engineers in the Coast Guard, for temporary ·enice, from the the Na\y, for temporary service, from the 11th <lay of October,
1918.
2l!>t <lay of Septe1~ber, 1918.
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·Lieut. Wilbur J. Ruble to be a lieutenant commander in the
Navy, for temporary service, from the 14th day of October, 1918.
Lieut. John R. Palmer to be a lieutenant commander in the
Na·vy, for temporary service, from "the 15th day of October, 1918.
The following-named naval constructors, with the rank of commander, to be naval constructors in the Navy, with the rank of
captain, for temporary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918:
Henry Williams and
Henry T. Wright.
The following-named naval constructors, with the rank of lieutenant commander, to be naval constructors in the Navy, with
the rank of commander, for temporary service, from the 1st day
of ·July, 1918:
Alexander H. Van Keuren,
Roy ,V. Ryden,
Waldo P. Druley,
·Paul H. Fretz,
E'red G. Coburn, and
Herbert S. Howard.
The following-named assistant naval constructors, with the
rank of lieutenant (junior grade), to be assistant naval constructors in the Navy, with the rank of lieutenant, for temporary
service, from the 24th day of September, 1918 :
Henry R. Oster,
William H. Hopkins, jr.,
Lawrence B. Richardson,
Homer N. Wallin,
William J. Malone,
Ralph S. McDowell, and
'William C. Wade.
The following-named officers to be assistant naval constructors
in the Navy, with the rank of lieutenant (j~nior gr~de), for
temporary service, from the 15th day of October, 1918:
.Michael C. Faber, .
William A. Nightingale,
Frank A. Saar, and
Garrison R. Arey.
.
.
Commander Frank H. Clark to be a captain in the Navy from
the 1st day of July, 1918. .,
.
.
Lieut. Commander Allen Buchanan to be a commander in the
Navy from the 26th day of May, 1918.
'
The following-named lieutenant commanders to be commanders in the Navy from the 1st day of July, 1918:
·clarence L. Arnold and
Frederick L. Oliver. ·
Lieut. Commander .John M. Enochs to be a commander in the
Navy from the 23d day of July, 1918.
The following-named lieutenants to be lieutenant .commanders
in the Nary from the 1st day of July, 1918:
Clmide A. Bon.v illian,
Herndon R. Kelly,
Hamilton F. Glover, and
George H. Bowdey.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieut enants in the Navy from the 7th day of March, 1918:
Franklin S. St~inwachs,
. James A. Logan, ·and
Richard P. Myers.
The following-named lieutenants (juniot· grade) to be lieutenants in the Navy from the 8th day of June, 1918:
. Carleton H. Wright,
Schuyler Mills,
Carroll M. Hall,
John J. Brown,
James C. Monfort,
Lunsford L. Hunter,
. Daniel E. Barbey,
Walter S. Haas, and
.John P. Bowden.
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junior grade)
in .tbe .Navy from the 5th day of June, 1918:
Homer H. H. Harrison,
James n. Kyle,~ jr., and
Albert R. Stephan.
1\Iiushipmnn Herschel P. Cook to be an ensign in the Navy
from ·the 7th day of June, 1918.
:. Boatswain Eilinund Delavy to be a chief boatswain in the
Kavy from the 19tl1 day of February, 1918.
. Machinist John A.. Ward to be a chief machinist in the Navy
fr.om the _17th day of January, 1918.
: Lloyd C. l\IcDonald, a citizen of Kansas, to be an assistant
dental surge911 in the Navy, with the rank of lieutenant (junior
.grade), from the 1st day of July, 1918.
LVI--732
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The following-named lieutenants to be lieutenant commander~
in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 21st day of September, 1918:
Conrad Ridgely,
Edward 0. McDonnell,
Walter S. DeLany,
Hans Ertz,
Hubert V: La Bombard,
Thomas M. Shock,
Robert P. 1\Iohle,
Robert A. Lavender,
Walter S. Haas,
Aaron S. Merrill,
Charlie P. l\IcFeaters,
George D. Hull, and
.Tames E. Brenner.
.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieutenants in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 23d <lay of
July, 1908:
'Villiam Seyford,
George E. Maynard,
Gottlieb Sherer,
Arthur B. McCrary, and
Axel Lindblad.
.
.
Lieut. (Junior Grade) Seldon L. Almon to be a lieutenant in
the Navy, for temporary service, from the 26th day of July,
1918.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieutenants in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 21st day
of September, 1918:
·
Thomas W. l\Ia ther and ·
Charles L. Poor, jr.
Ensign Stuyvesant Wainwright, jr., to be a lieutena.nt (junior
grade) in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 21st day of
September, 1918.
The following-named warrant officers for temporary service
t(\ be ensigns in the Navy, for temporary service, from the 1st
day of November, 1918:
William Pfeffer,
Benjamin V. Goepfert,
Lester E. Auger,
Charles R. Hoffecker,
Samuel A. Katz,
Walter G. Neal,
Edward G. Nolan,
Walter F. A. Dixon,
Edward A. Stein,
William R. Ross,
Scott E. Peck, and
Angus V. Chisholm.
The follo,ving-named enlisted -men to be ensigns in the Navy,
for temporary service, from the 1st day of November, 1918:
George E. Hummer,
Arnold Hanchett,
Charles F. Grisham,
William Hartenstein,
Leonard Sicer,
Henry L. Burmann,
Edward .T. Tyrrell,
... ....
Virgil D. Duke,
.C harlie S. East,
William C. Betzer,
Ralph E. Thomas,
Richard W. Thompson,
John H. Thomas,
Jnmes M. Haynes,
Jesse F. Cordes,
Joe R. Robson,
John S. Hawkins,
Erastus E. McClaine,
Reuben F. Davis, and
Charles H. Trask.
'l'he followjng-named acting pay clerks to be assistant paymasters in the Navy, with the rank of ensign, for temporary
service, from the 15th day of September, 1918 :
1\Ia ·on E. 1\Ii tchell and
Albert T. C~eightney.
_
The following-named acting pay clerks to be assistant paymasters in the Navy, with the rank of ensign, for temporary
service, from the 1st day- of November, 1918:
Ervine R. Brown,
Charles Musil,
Forrest Ivanhoe,
Ray El. Snedaker,
~
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Samuel L. Bates,
Clifton I. DuFilho,
George W. Davis,
Guild Bruda,
Chauncey J. Buckley,
Don 1\1. Robinson,
Evans C. Sorenson,
Edwin E. Thlele,
Arthur C. Schroeder,
John T. Knox,
Robert R. Blaisdell,
Fred W. Lynch, jr.,
Charles Schaaf,
Edmund J. Flynn,
Louis F. Randall,
Ray W. Byrns,
Walter Wilson, jr.,
William W. Wise,
John T. Neighorn,
Guy E. Holme ,
Alvin S. Reid,
'Villiam D. Blaker,
Howard B. Stout,
Robert H. Lenson,
Arthm· C. Wallen,
.Edward F. Ney, and
Ernest C. Middleton.
-The following-named citizens to be acting chaplains in tbe
Navy, with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade), for temporary
service, from the 17th day of October, 1918:
Carl W. Becker, a citizen of Montana,
William F. Blackard, a citizen of Tennessee,
Ellward C- Boynton, a citizen of Massachusetts,
John A. McCarthy, a citizen of New Hampshire, and
Jolm R. Spann, a citizen of Texas.
Umphrey Lee, a citizen of Texas,. to be an acting chaplain in
the Navy, with the rank of lieutenant ' (junior grade), for temporary service, from the 23d day of October, 1918,
The following-named officers to be assistant naval constructors
in the Navy, with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade),. from
the '2Sd day of September, 1918 :
Henry R. Oster,
William H. Hopkins, jr.,
Lawrence B. Richardson,
Homer N. Wallin,
William J. Malone,
Ralph S. McDowell, and
William C. Wade.

NATE.

NOVEMBER

18,

The Vice Presjdent being absent the President pro tempore
assumed the chair.
The Journal of the proceedings of Friday last was read and
approved.
SENATOR FBOM N'EW HA.MPSHlllE;.

1\lr. LODGE. Mr. President, I present the credentials of Mr.
MosEs, of New Hampshire, which I ask may be read.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The credentials will be read.
The Secretary read as follo,vs:
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
EXECUTIVE DEPAR'rli1ENT.
'Io the PRESIDEXT OF THE SJiXATE OF TRl!l UNITED STATES :
This is to certify that on the 5th day of November, 1918, GEORGE H.
MosEs was duly chosen by the qualified electors of the State of New
Hampshire a Senator from said State to represent said State in the
Senate of the United States for the unexpired term of the late JACOB H.
GALLINGER, eniling on tJ:te 3d day of March, 1921.
Witness : His excellency our governor, Henry W. Keyes, and our
~~a~u~ei:~~da~11f.• at Concord, this 15th day of Novembel', in the year
fSEAL.]
IIE~RY W. KEYES, Go1:ern01·.
By the governor :
EDWI:j C~ BEAN, Secretary of State.

Mr. LODGE. 1\lr. MosEs is here, and I move that he be now
sworn in.
Mr. POMERENE. Mr. President, I have just conferred with
one of the Senators on the other side, and I understood this
· matter would be taken up to-morrow. I think in view of the
fact that this request is now made I ought to state to the Senate
that some days ago a telegram came charging that there had
been certain acts of corruption in connection with this election
and tl1at an application had been made for a recount. I have
since been informed that the application for a recount has been
granted, the application having been made tmder the New
Hampshire statute to the secretary of state, and that a recount
had been ordered to begin on the 9th of December.
.
Such correspondence as I have had on this subject I submitted
to the Committee on Privileges and Elections on last Friday.
I am not prepared now to say what the precedents require us
to do, but since the meeting on Friday some additional letters
have come containing certain affidavits charging corruption,. and
so forth~ in the purchase of votes~ It should be said that none
of these affidavits bring the information home to Mr. MosEs,
but under the circumstances I feel that probably his commission
ought to be referred to the committee for a brief conference and
let them determine what should be done in the matter. Personally I have no disposition to stand in the way of having l\Ir.
MosEs sworn in if the committee feel that tl1at should be done.
I may say that if the Senate approves my suggestion I feel it
of the greatest importance that the committee should be called
together at once, so that there may be quick action, to the end
that Mr. MosEs may not be deprived of any of the privileges
CO~'FIRMATIONS.
Executive nominations confirmed by the Senate Novemr>e1~ 15, which be should have under the law.
1\Ir. LODGE. l\Ir. President, the official count has been made
1918: .
by the State authorities. There is no provision for a recount in
PosTMASTERS.
New Hampshire; the provision is for an inspection of the ballot,
:MICHIGAN.
with a view to form the foundation of a contest. I take it that
the Senator does not question the authenticity or regularity of
Charles C. Jackson, Algonac.
the governor's certificate?
George H. Mitchell, Birmingham.
Mr. POl\iERENE. Ob, no; 1\lr. President, I assume that it is
George H. Anklam, Pigeon.
by authority.
Dorr A. Rosencrans, Reed City.
Mr. LODGE. I was sure the Senator would not. It is reguNoah C. Sutherland, Romeo.
lar in form and certifies that l\Ir. MosEs . was elected in the
Earl ,V. Eckfeld, Unionville.
form required by the Senate. Without question, he has thereFreeman Ware, 'Vhite Pigeon.
fore the prima facie right to a seat. In the House, as we know,
NEW YORK.
the Clerk there makes up the roll according to the prima facie
Silas Sprino-stead, Cobleskill.
title. If there fs a conte t, it follows. This is the well- attJed
\Villiam J. White, Livingston Manor.
practice of the Senate, I think. It was certainly decided very
La\'i-rence l\1. Kenney, Saugerties.
clearly in the Smoot case, when Mr. Hoar-

$ENATE.
MoNDA-Y,

N o1-·ember 18, 1918.

The Chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
followin; prayer :
Almighty God, as we face the unsolved problems of to-day
we ask for divine direction and blessing. We pray Thee to
lay Thy hand upon master spirits in all nations, bringing them
t ogether under the inspimtlon of Thy truth and the guidance
of Thy Spirit. Help them together to take counsel for the
reestablishment of the brotLcrhood of nations and for the reign
0~ the Prince of Peace. We pray that out of the concert of
nations, the prayers of the people, the achievements of Christian
civilization, t11cre may come n new day, with all prosperity and
blessing to tl:e people who fear Thy name and keep Tby commandments. We ask it for Chl:ist's sake. Amen.

made a statement to the effect tbat he (the chairman) understood the
orderly and constitutional method of procedure in regard to a<fminh:tering the oath to newly elected Senators to be that when any gentleman
brin~s with him or presents a credential consisting of the certificate
of h1s due election from the executive of his State he ls entitled to be
sworn in, and that all questions relating to hts quallilcation should be
postponed and acted upon by the Senate afterwards.
His reasons for this procedure are here set forth, as follows:
·• If there were any other procedure, the result would be that a third
of tbe Senate might be kept out of their seats for an indefinlt time on
the presenting of objection without responsibility and never established
before the Senate by any judicial inquiry. The result of that might
be tbat a cbange in the political power of this Government \Vhich the
people desired to accomplhh would be indefinitely postponed." (Senate
election cases from 1789 to 1913, p. 929.)
l\lr. SMoOT, with the approval o{ the Senate, on that state-

ment wns thereupon sworn in. I have not been able to lool>: at
all the cases, but I am informed that it is almost an unbroken
precedent. Of course if there is a contest, that is for· the Senate
to decide.
Mr. POMERENE. Mr. President--

.
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Mr. LODGE. I yield to the Senator.
1\Ir. POMERENE. In order to bring the matter before the
Senate, I mo'Ve that the commission be referred to the Committee on Privileges and Elections.
Mr. LODGE. I mo'Ved that the Senator elect be now sworn in,
which is a motion of the highest privilege-! have looked at the
authorities-and it must be disposed of.
Mr. POMERENE. Allow me to make a statement further in
the matter. I want to say very candidly to the Senate that I
know nothing "about the facts in this case, save and except
as they have come to me in the way I have indicated. I have
the affidavits here with me of a certain kind. I think that the
Committee on Privilege and Elections ought to have the opportunity to go through these affidavits, to the end that they may
determine what should be done.
I distingui h between the so-called Smoot case and the case ~.t
bar in this, that the question there was one as to the qualifications growing out of a certain political or religious belief, as I
lmder tand it. He:-e the question is as to whether or not the
Senator elect who presents his credentials is entitled to the
office, and the question is raised that there has been certain fraud
in connection with his election. If the State authorities had
taken no action with regard to it, then it seems to me the Senate
should take a somewhat different view of it, but because of the
fact that an application has been made for a recount and that
application has been granted, and it is ordered to begin on the
9th day of December, my belief is that before we take final
action the members of the Committee on Privileges and Elections
should have an opportunity to counsel together with respect to
this matter. I may state that if the matter should be referred
to the Committee on Privileges and Elections I shall call the
committee together at once and we can then determine what
should be done.
·
The PRESIDENT pi·o tempore. The Chair will ask the Senator if he can refer the Chair to any precedent for such a course?
Mr. POMERENE. Since this matter has come up I have not
had the opportunity to investigate the precedents. I may say
that I was 'vaited upon by one of the Senators on the other side
this morning and I was informed that the cre~e1;1tials were here,
and It was sugge ted at that time by him that the matter should
go over until to-morrow, so that 've could have an opportunity
to confer together. That is as far as I am cognizant of .the
matter.
l\Ir. UNDERWOOD. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Doe · the Senator from Ma sachu etts yield to the Senator from Alabama?
1\Ir. LODGE, I yield.
1\ir. UNDERWOOD. This matter may come to a vote without
n roll calf, and therefore I should like briefly .to state my view of
the question.
I think the important question. before the Senate in reference
to the seating of a Senator is that the State from which he
comes may h:n·e the representation of the people of that State;
that they may have a voice in the Senate according to their·
own selection.
_
Mr. President, it seem ' to me very clear that if a Senator
elect presents him elf at the bar of the Senate and his credentials are in proper form, indicating that l1e has been the selection of his State for a ·eat in the Senate, tbat makes out a prima
facie case that he i the man entitled to the seat, and nobody else
ls; and that it is the plain duty of the Senate at the earliest
moment to administer the oath of office to the Senator elect
and allow him to exerci e his functions in this body. Of course if
there is a contest of the election that is a matter that can come
up afterwards. Hi taking the oath of office does not preclude
a subsequent conte ton the _part of some one else.
If this rule was not followed and because a contest mny be
threatened a Senator is deprived of his right to take the oath
of office when he presents his credentials, you might face a contingency here wbere one-third of the Senate 'vould be prevented
from acting because oujection was made to their taking the oath
of office when their credentials were presented.
I think that is the only question involved in the case, and
so far as I know the universal precedent almo t heretofore bas
been in accord with this proposition. There may be one or two
exceptions, but they arc exceptions growing out of other matters.
I recall the exception of the Roberts case in the House, where
1\Ir. Roberts pre ented his credentials to the House sho"·ing
that be was duly elected, but on objection he was not allowed
to take his seat because of some question growing out of his
religion. Ho-wen~r, there -were a large number of men in the
House at that time who refused to sustain that preccuent because they conten<led then that the highest question inYolYed
was the right of the State to its representation in the bodies
of Congress, and no one has the right to challenge the certificate
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of that State except in the was provided by law, and that is by
a contest before the properly organized committees of the
House.
I ask the Senator from Massachusetts to pardon me for occupying his time, but feeling that this question goes to the· funda~
mental questions of government and the real and important
question is as to the tight of a people to representation on the
floor of the Senate according to their own will, and as I understand the Senator who desires to be sworn in has presented credent~als that are unquestioned, that are in due and proper form,
it seems to me clearly that he ought to be allowed to take the
oath of office at once, and then if anyone desires to contest bis
seat afterwards there will b~ full and ample opportunity to do so.
l\1r. LODGE. Mr. President, the Senator from Alabama [Mr.
UNDERWOOD] has stated my view of the general question, the
view I held in the House, and have always held since. The
precedents are overwhelmingly in favor of the procedure which
the Senator from Alabama has outlined. For instance, there
is the case of former Senator Morgan, a Senator from Alabama, and there are many others. A Senator comes to the
bar and presents a certificate of unquestioned authenticity,
regular in form. If there is a contest or a reason for his being
unseated, that follows his taking his seat and is in no way
impaired by his doing so.
The danger of this other system is very great, 1\fr. President.
I left it on the statement of Mr. Hoar, which I read; but if a
man comes here with his credentials in due form-the credentials of the State by the governor-and we undertake to hold
them up and discuss them on charges, charges may be brought,
founded or baseless, against every Senator who comes here with
a credential. _It would not be confined to one case. You open
the door for what would l>e a most dangerous and most obnoxious practice.
As I have said, I could go on and give other cases here-I have
a number-but I thought it was fully decided by the Smoot
case, where the statement was made which I have read;-and in
that case the investigation followed, which took a long time.
I hope we shall not open the door to such _a dangerous precedent
as it would be to refuse to swear in a Senator who comes hera
with the proper credentials, unquestioned, authentic, regulat•
in form, from the governor and duly constituted officials of the
State. It was in that view I made the motion that Mr. MosEs
be now sworn in.
1\Ir. FLETCHER. Mr. President, in the argument of the
Senator from Massachusetts it is assumed that this commission is in regular form and that all preliminary conditions
entitling a Senator to his seat exist. That is one of the very
questions, it seems to me, which the Committee on Privileges
and Elections ought to pass upon. I remember when I came to .
the SenateMr. LODGE. If the Senator will allow me, has the Senator
compared the credentials in this case with the required form?
Mr. FLETCHER. I have not.
l\Ir. LODGE. Well, I have, and they are in regular form.
l\Ir. FLETCHER. I do not doubt that in the judgment of the
Senator that is correct.
1\Ir. LODGE. I mean the credential is yerbatim the same as
the form furnished in the rule.
l\Ir. FLETCHER. 1\Ir. President, when I came to the Senate
there were 32 Members on this side of the Chamber, and the practice at that time was unbroken to· refer credentials to the Com:.
mittee on Privileges and Elections. I remember perfectly well
when my credentials were presented- that they were referred to
the Committee on Privileges and Elections. It was accepted as
a matter of course that that committee should pass upon the
question as to whether or not the credentials were in proper
form.
Now, the r-;nggestion is made by the chairman of the Committee
on PriYileges and Elections that there are reasons why this
commission should go to that committee. I am not advised as
to those rensons, nor am I advised as to the character of these
credentials, "·hcther or not they do comply with the requirements of the rules and the law. Those are matters which the
committee should pass upon. It may be that the Senator from
1'11assachusettf; is entirely correct and that the credentials are in
due form; that they are correctly certified, and all that sort of
thing; but ft may be that there is a question about that. At
any rate, the ornmittee on Privileges and Elections has for its
function the (1etermining of tllos;e yery questions, and it seems to
me tlle regu lnr practice heretofore pursued-pursued all the
time, so far ns I am n<lvised, when the other side had a majority
in this Chambel·, with unbroken and continued regularity, that
credentials pre~ented were referred to the Committee on Privileges and Elections-should be now pursued.
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1\lr. THOMAS . . 1\fr. President, I have no desire to do anything
at this time which is not warranted by the rules of the Senate
and by precedents which have been established.
There i a g1·eat deal in the argument of the Senator from Alabamn. [Mr. Ul\TDERwoon] which at first blush is unanswerable.
As a general propo ition there can be no question that the course
\Yhich the Senator suggests is the one which should be pursued.
It is too much, bo\Yev-er, 1\Ir. President, to say that the -precedents referred to by the Senator from Massachusetts are without exception or that the unbroken custom of the Senate has
been, whenever a certificnte in due form has been presented, to
at once swear in the Member presenting such credentials. There
is a historic precedent, doubtless growing out of the fevered
political condition of that time, which is furnished in the case
of William Pitt Kellogg, of Louisiana, whose credentials, if I
remember conectly, were entirely regular, but whose seat was
vigo1·ously contested for months, the Senator being finally sworn
in by a bare majority vote. In the Book of Precedents, on page
39 I find this statement of date February 17, 1865:
l\Ir. Willey presented the credentials of the Hon. Joseph Segar,
ele-cted a Senator by the legi lature of the State of Virginia to fill the
vacnncy occasioned by the death of the Hon. Lemuel J. Bowden ; which
were rend.
A motion was made by 1\Ir. Sumner that the credentials be referred
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
·
On motion by Mr. Howard to amend the motion of Mr. Sumner by
auding thereto the words "and that the committee be instructed to
inquire nnd report upon the election, returnfl, and qualifications of the
claimant,"
·
Attc.r debate,
On motion by Mr. Sherman that the credentials lie on the table,
Mr. McDougall raised a question of order, to wit: That the subject
under consideration being a question of privilege, alrecting the organization of the Senate, the motion to lie on the table, which precluded
debate, was not in order.
The President pro tempore (Daniel Clark) decided that a question
of privilege, when brought before the Senate for its action, was subject,
like other qu estions, to s uch motion as any Senator may think proper
to ubm.it; and decided that thP. motion of Mr. Sherman was in order.
From thi decision l\Ir. McDougall appealed.
The deci ion of t11e Chair was, however, sustained. There arc

doubtless other instances, l\1r. Pre ident, in which motions to
refer credentials to the appropriate committee have been made,
lm ve been considered, and bave been granted.
I understand that the motion of the chairman of the Committee on Priv"ilege and Elections is that, owing to certain representation made, and of which he has given an intimation, these credential be referred to the Committee on Privileges and Elections,
\Vhich would be immediately called together for the purpose of
considering them. In my judgment that motion is not only
entirely appropriate, but in view of what the Senator has said he
would be remiss in his duty if he did not press the motion upon
the consideration of the Senate, there being, of course, no disposition-! a~ sume that, at least-to delay consideration of the
• matter in tl'le slightest, and gi\ing to the subject such due diligence a its importance requires.
...Jr. REED. Mr. President, if there is any question raised as
to the l'egularity of the certificate, if any Senator will rise in
his seat and say that the certificate is not regul.c'l.r in its form, is
not duly aut11enticnted, then, in my opinion , that que tion ought
io "'0 to the Committee on Privileges and Elections because of
the eli pute as to the certificate; but-1\Ir. LODGE. l\1r. President, will the Senator allow me to
interrupt him?
l\lr. nEED. I think, if the Senator will let me fini h my
sentence, he :w ill perhaps not desire to interrupt. But I understand no such question is raised ; and if no such question
is rai. ed then we have this kind of a case: A man COmf' to the
Senate with a certificate from the go\ernor of his State in due
and regular form. No one challenges the validity of the certificate. If that is the case, what is to be gained by sending it to
the Committee on Pri'rileges and Elections? Olearly nothing
in the matter of passing upon the form of the certificate, for that
is admitted to be right. There remains, therefore, only one other
thing tile committee could do, and that would be to institute a
challenge to the election itself; in a word, the committee would
lJe obliged to tart an election contest, and while the election contest was pending to deny a sent to a man who had a certificate
in due and ·proper form.
It i not, a I understand, the cu tom of Congress, when a
man presents himself in either Honse with a certificate in proper
form, to deny him his seat pending the contest. If, then, we
were to refer tWs matter to the committee, what is to be gained
by it? The certificate is in proper form; that is admitted. Do
we propo e to keep thL<> man from his seat while the Committee
on Privileges and Election institutes an inquiry as to whether
or not an election contest ought to be started, and then to keep
him from his sent d11ring all of the contest, for all the weeks
or months that that contest migl1t proceed? If that course is to
be follow·ed in tbis case, then it can be fallowed in all other cases;
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and if it is followed in all other cases, as was so well said by
the Senntor from Alabama [1\Ir. Ul\--nERwoon], one-third of the
Senate migllt be kept from their seats and business of the
greatest importance might be transacted while representatives of
.one-third of the States of the Union were deprived of the opportunity to sit in this Chamber.
It seems to me, therefore, that the better practice is at once
to permit the swearing in of any man who comes here with a
certificate the regularity of which is not challenged, and then,
if a contest is instituted, let that question be tried; but in the
meantime the State should not be deprived of its representation.
Mr. POMERE~1Il. Mr. President, I think from what the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. LonGE] has stated that there can
be no que tion about the r~crularity of the form of the certificate. I have no desire to interfere with the Senator elect being
qualified, if that is thought to be the judgment of the Senate;
but I did feel that it was my duty to call these matters to the
nttentlon of the Senate, So that they could be before the body
prior to any action, if they desired to take any action, with
respect to it.
I realize very fully that it the question is one of fraud, that
is a matter that must be investigated. The thought that raised
some doubt in my mind was the fact that a recount had already
been ordered, and I was dispo~d to think that, as a matter
of orderly procedure, perhaps we ought to wait until that had
been completed. However, if the Senate feels differently about
it, this matter can be investigated later; and, so far as I am
personally concerned, I withdraw my objection to tile Senator
elect being qualified.
l\lr. OWEN. 1\Ir. President, the question of the form of the
certificate must be passed on by some authority of this body.
I assume from what the Senator from Massachusetts [1\lr.
LoDGE] has said that the form is in due and ancient order; but
the question of whether it is or not does not lie wit h any individual Senator of this body, but that question should be pa ed
upon in due order by the proper committee ot this body that
would have such a matter come before it. That committee has
been the Committee on Privileges :and Elections.
With the observations made by the Senator from Mi~souri
[Mr. REED] I am in accord, but I do think the orderly procedure is to have this matter go before the Committee on Privileges and Elections and have a report made to this body that the
certificate is in due order; and until that matter ha 'been !Jefore the committee I do not think that this body hould be
troubled with the consideration of it.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, if there were nothing in\olved
in the matter now before us except the suggestion that there was
fraud in the election, I do not see how there could be any \ery
extensive diversity of -opinion concerning the justice of administering the oath to the Member who presents him elf, for,
not\Yithstanding that suggestion, that would be simply a ground
for a contest of his election. But the suggestion goes further
than that. It is represented, as I understand, that pursuant
to the laws of New Ramp hire, an application has been mado
for a recount of the vote, and that that proceeding is now in
progress.
Mr. LODGE. 1\Ir. President, will the Senator allow me to
interrupt him?
Mr. '\VALSH. If I am in error about that, I should be ~-e:ry
glad to be corrected.
The PRESID'El\TT pro tempore. Does the Senator from :'\·Ion~
tana yield to the Senator from 1\Ia · achusetts?
l\.Ir. '\VALSII. I do.
1\Ir. LODGE. There is no Ill'O>ision for a recount under the
law of the State of New Hamp hire. After the official count
is made, all that can be done i to ask for an in pect.!on of the
ballots, with a view to the foundation of a contest; but there
is no provision for a recount.
1\Ir. WALSH. I assume, as a matter of COlli' e, beca~e of the
positi\e manner in which the Senator from Ma sachusetts
speaks, that he is fully advised about that-1\fr. LODGE. I am advised.
1\lr. '\V ALSH. But tl1e information that came to the Committee on Privileges and Election , as I understood the chairman, was to the effect-Mr. LODGE. I run advised by the sitting Senator from New
Hamp hire, l\lr. DREW, that-I l1ave stated the law correctly.
1\lr. WALSH. Well, I should like to see that statute. It
ou~ht not to be dHficult to aet it for the advice of the Senate.
Howe\er, I was going to r emark. Mr. President, that under the
statutes of many State provi ion is made, upon the demand of
nnyone directly interested, for a recount of the vote. Such a
statute exi ts in the State of Rhode Island, for instance, anu 1
believe in other :Kew England States, and I was 1mder the .
impression, from the information that came to the Committee
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on PriYileges and Elections, that _a similar statute existed in
the State of New Ramp hire. Now, it occurs to me tb.a.t under
a law of t11at character the actual work of cam-assing the
returns is not complete until the recount is ha{l, if proceedings to
that end have been initiated and are progressing, because that
wuuld naturally interrupt the effect {)f the original certification
just the same a-s a motion for a new trial would oTdinarily
interrupt the efiect of a judgment in a proceeding in court. Of
course, if I am in error about that, then the suggestion has no
force.
1\1r. LENROOT. 1\lr. President, will the Senator yield?
Tile PRESIDEINT pro tempore. Does the Senator from Montana yield to the· S-enator from 'Visconsin?
Mr. 'VALSH. I do.
1\fr. LE~1100T. I should like to ask the Senator whether he
thinl~s bl observation would be true in any case where the
statute of n State proYided that a certificate might be issued,
even though there might be provision for a subsequent recount?
1\.Ir. WALSH. Mr. President, if the statute prO\-ides that its
force and effect should not be disturbed by the other provision,
I would, of course, say that it had lost none of its efficacy.
Mr. LE.L~ROOT. But in the absence of any such proruion-Mr. 'VALSH. But if the statute of a State provided for the
original canYassing of the returns and then the is uance of a
certificate, a.nu then provided that a recount might be hau
within a certain· limited time upon taking the proper steps, I
would then say that the le~a.l force and etl'ect of that would· be
to suspend the .o era.Uon of the certificate. It seems to me that
no other· eonclusion can be justly reached fi·<>m such a statute
as that; b€-cause of wllat significance is it? Suppose now that
the Member here tenders a. certificate in regular and due form.
then a recount is had, and it is discovered by the recount that
he really js not elected a ~!ember from his State. :tmd a certificate issues to another person. Meanwhile, he is sworn in as
a Member of this body. In what situation are we? Here are
two Member-s with two certificates. This Member is seated.
.Is it essential that the new Member institute a contest ~gainst
the sitting M€1Dber; and lui.ve ..that contest referred to the Committee on Privileges and Elections, and that the rightful Member be excluded until tlle committee reports? I can not believe
that that is correct? So it occurs to me that the question that
confronts us is, ~at is the statute of the State of New Hampshire concerning the matter of the recount?
Mr. LENROOT. Mr. President, in the case the Senator supposes, it wouW be im])o sible for there to be two certificates. It
is unthinkable thn.t the statutes of any State would authorize
the issuance of a second certificate unless provision had been
made for the cancellation of the first; and if the first had been
canceled, and it was presentea to this body in connection with
the presentation of a seeond one, would it not be in the same
sitwrtion as tf he had presented it originally?
l\1r. WALSH. I {lo not see any necessity for a provision for
cancellati-on ; but whether there is or not, as a matter of course
the original certificate would be displaced by the proper official
recital of the result of the reconnt.
Mr. LODGEJ. Mr. Pre. ident, the Senator referreti to the law
{)f New Hampshire. I have the statute here:

provides for an inspection of the ballots, which might become
the foundation of a contest.
Mr. LODGEJ. With a. view to the foundation of n. contest.
1\Ir.
ALSH. Apparently. So that there appears to be no
ren.so~ so far as the statute is concerned, why the oath should
not be administered to th~ Member.
The PRESIDENT ;;>ro tempore. The motion of the Senator
from Massachusetts is that Hon. GEORGE H. MosEs, who is
properly certified in accordance with the formal resolution of
the Senate, which will be found on page 8 of . the standing
rules, giving the form of such certifi-cate, shall be now sworn
in as a Senator from New Hampshire. [Putting the question.]
The " ayes" have it, and the Senator elect will present himself
at the desk.
l\!r. MosES was escorted to the Vice Presidenfs desk by 1\-Ir.
LoDGE, anti, the oath prescribed by law having been administered to him, he took his seat in the Senate.

"r

PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS.

Mr. LODGE. I present certain resolutions of tile New York
section of the Society of Chemical Industry. I should like to
have them printed in the RECORD without ha\ing them read.
They are very brief and very important.
The PRESIDE.l~T pro tempore. Is there objection? The
Chair hears none, and it is so ordered.
The resolutions are as follows:
Whereas for many years the German Governm~nt has fostered the
chemical and other " key industries " with the object of reducing
other nations to dependency upon her and at the same time rende-ring
herself independent of others a.nd establishing industries which in
time of war would give her an enormous advantage over those she
was planning to attack and rob ; and
Whereas from th~ v&y beginning of her outrageous attack upon th~
civilized nations of the world Germany bas pursued a deliberately
organized course having for its object the permanent economic injury
or destruction of other countries who had been her competitors in
the world markets ; and
Whereas in pur uance of this course Germany has deliba'n.telyFlrst. Stolen and carried away whatever machinery she could.
Second. ~stroyed whatever machinery and property she could not
steal or carry away.
Thb·d. Deported or destroyed communities of skilled artisans.
Fourth. Murdered or by studied brutal ill treatment permanently
injured prisoners of war and innoeent civilians so as to deprive their
countries of their skill and labor.
And
Whereas it is essential that the allied civilized nations must as a
matter of self-protection t--ender Germany impotent to do further
harm from a commercial as well as from a military standpoint .nnd
prevent her, although defeated on the 1ield of bnttle, from reaping a
commercial triumph as the result of her deliberate wickedness above
referred to : Therefore be it
.
Resolved, That the New York section of the Society of Chemical
Industry requests that the proper authorities ot the various allied Governments take special note of the above facts and insist that Germany,
where possible, oo compelled to restore the stolen machinery and other
property or replace the stolen pn>perty and also whatever machinery or
property has been destroyed by equivalent machinery or prop~rty taken
from German factories, and that they fttrthermore see to it that ..all
allied industrieg are fairly and justJy safeguarded under the ultimate
terms of peace ng:llnst the machinations of an insidious and conscienceless enemy, whose express i:ntention is to reduce other nations to industrial trubse.rvience aud. dependence.

_l\1r. LODGE. I present a petition from the Selectmen of
Provincetown, Mass.~ where the compact of the l.Iayjlou;er was
agreed to on the 11th of November, 1620 (old style), rejoiciug
The secre~ary as soon as may be, shall lay all such returns before that on that same dntc--No·rember 11, 1918 (new style)-the
the governot· and council, and tbe votes shall 'be examined and counted, signing of the armistice was announced to the United States.
:nd the election of the person having the largest number of votes declared and certified, and the certificate thereof made out and trans- The petition is very short and I ask that it may be printed in
the REcoRD.
mitted in the manner hereinbefore directed.
There being no objection, the petition was ordered to b~
That has been done. There is no prodsion for any recount
after the count of the State officers. The provision about in- printed in the RECORD, as follows:
PROVINCETOWN, l\IASS.,
spection of ballots is simple:
0EElCE OF THE SELECT:\IE!\,

If any person for whom a vote was cast and recorded for any .ofi'l.c~
nt a biennial election, before the expiration of no days. shall apply in
writing to the seeretary of -Rtu.tP for au inspection of the ballots given
in for all persons for such office, :rnd state in his application the names
of the opposing candidates. thl' secretary of state shall appoint a time
for the in pection not earJler than 15 days after the receipt of the
application. Such inspection shall take p1ace in the statehouse and
the secretary shall order the applicant to give notice thereof by giving
·to each of the oppo~ing caudirlntes, or l('aying at his place of abode a
copy of the- apphcution and orck>r of notice seven days at least prior' to
the day so appointed for inspection of the ballots. No other notice
tlhall be required.

It is a mere right of inspection; a.n<l to-day in New Hampshire there are cases arnonf! the State -officers where men have
the certificates, and will take their sents, where the inspection
of ballots has been ord('..reu. The inspection canies with it no
power .t o change the ,count.
1\Ir. WALSH. 1\lr. Presictent, a copy of the statute has been
placed in my hands, and 1 find it to be in substantial accord
with the statement made by the Senator from Massachusetts.
There seems to be no provision whateve1· f<>r any further official
net with reference to the determination of the result. It simply

Kove~bet·

11, 1918.

"\\·hereas on November 11, 1918, the town of Provincetown, Mass.,
did gratefully and solenu:.ly observe the two hundred and ninety-eigllth
anniversary of the signing at Pronncetown of the first constitution of
American uemocracy, known as tile Pilgl"ims' Compact, November 11,
1620 ( olu style), and did rejoice heartily that ther·e was signed the
armistice of pea~e that establishes democracy for the world November
11. 1918 (new style),
It beco~s a further duty to call attention to the Nation's equal ob·
ligation to honor these two great lith days of No.-ember:
Therefore it is requested that on its anniversary in the new style
November 11, l!H8, there be presented for public reading in the Sen.n.tc
and House of llepresentn.ti-res of the United Stn.tes the Pilgrims' Compact.

A. P.

IhNNUM,

JAMES BIRAM,
CHARLES N. ROGERS,

Selectmen of Provinceto1on.
CO:UP.lCT.

In the name of God. .Amen :
We., whose namef> are underwritten, the loyal subjects of our dread
sovereign, Lord King James, by the gra("() of God, of Great Britain,
France, and Ireland, King, defender of the faith, cte., have uuder.taken
for the glory of God and advancement of the Christian tn.lth and the
honor of our King and country a voyage to plant the first colony in the
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northern parts of Virginia, do by these presents solemnly anu mutually,
in tbe presence of God anu one another, covenant and combine ourselves
together in a civil body politic for the better ordering and preservhtion
anu furtherance of the ends aforesaid ; and by virtue hereof do enact,
con."tltute, and fr:tme such just and equal lnws, ordinances, acts, constitutions. and officers, from time to time, as shall be thought most
meet and convenient for the general good of the colony; unto which
we promise all due submission and <>bedience. In witness whereof we
have hereunto subscribed our names at Cape Cod the 11th of November,
in the yea~· of the reign of our sovereign Lord King James of England,
France, anu Ireland, the eighteenth, and of Scotland the fifty-fourth,
nnno Domini, 1G20.
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By l\lr. HALE:
A bill ( S. 5035) for the relief of William Sands; to llie Com~
mittee on Military .Affairs.
By l\Ir. PITTMA.N:
A joint resolution (S. J. Res. 186) authorizing the President
of the United States to cause to be struck bronze medals commemorating the winning of the world's war and the valor of
our military forces and to distribute and pre ent such medals
to the officers and men of our land, sea, and air forces; to the
Committee on Naval Affairs.

Mr. KNOX presentetl a petition of sundry citizens of New
Castle, Pn., praying for the adoption of an amendment. to the
EMPLOYMENT OF . A.DpiTION AL PAGES.
Con tituti0n to prohibit polygamy, which was referred to the
l\Ir. JONES of New Mexico submitted the following resolution
Committee on the Judiciary.
( S. Res. 333), which was read and referred to the Committee
He ~lso presented a memorial of sundry citizens of Philadel- to Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate:
phiu, Pa., remonstrating against the enactment of legislation to
Resol"ced, That Senate resolution No. 184, agreed to on January 17,
11rol1ibi t ihe Rale of narcotic , -which was referred to the Com- 1918, authorizing and directing the Sergeant at Arms of the Senate to
employ three additional pages for the Senate Chamber at $2.75 per day
mittee on the Judiciary.
for a period lasting until the end of the present session of the
He also presented petitions of sundry citizens of .Allegheny each
Sixty-fifth Congress, to be paid from the miscellaneous items of the conCounty, P;1., praying for the substitution of the oath required tingent fund of the Senate, be, and the same is hereby. extended and
continued in full force and effect until the end of the Sixty-fifth Conof enH Nte<l men for the oath required of officers, which 'vere gress.
·
referrell to the Committee on Military Affairs.
COU:MITTEE ON ECONOMY AND RETRENCHMENT.
He also presented petitions of sundry citizens of Pennsylva1\Ir. GORE. I submit a resolution, and I ask that it lie on
nia, praying for the enactment of legislation requiring the examination of prnctitioners of osteopathy for commissions in the the table subject to call.
The resolution (S. Res. 334) was read and ordered to lie on
Medical Resel'Ye Corps of the Army, which were referred to the
the table, as follows:
Committee on Military .Affairs.
Resolt'ed, That n sPlect committ"'e on economy and retrenchment be.
1\fr. TOWNSEl\TD presented n memorial of Richland Grange,
and hereby is, authorized and constituted to consist of the chairmen of
Patrons of Husbandry, of Richland, Mich., and a memorial of of
the Committee on Appropriations, MU1tary Affairs, Naval Affairs,
Vine Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, of Tawas City, Mich., re- Agriculture and Forestry, and Finance, a.nd two other members of each
~;aid committees to be designated by the chairman thereof.
mon trating against the continuance of the so-called postal- of It
shall be the duty of the committee on economy and retrenchment
zone system, which were referred to the Committee on Post to make
a thorough investigation of all appropriations heretofore made
and authorized in connection with the <'hanged needs and requirements
Offices an<l Post Roads.
PURCHASE OF METAL FOR YINOR COINAGE.

Mr. OWEN. From the Committee on Banking and Currency
I report back !avombly the bill (H. R. 12998) to amend section
3528 of the Revised Statutes, and I submit a report (No. 609)
thereon. The bill proposes to appropriate $400,000 for minor
coinage, upon the recommendation of the Director of the Mint.
I ask for the present consideration of this measure, as the coinage is much nee<leu by the business of the country.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. SMOOT. Let the bill be read.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will rrod the
bill.
The Secretary read the bill.
During the reading of the bill the Vice I~·esident resumed
the chair.
The VICE PRESIDE_ -T. Is there any objection to the present consideration of the bill?
Mr. SMOOT. Mr. PreRident, I shall not object to the consideration of this bill, but I will object to the tran~action of any other
business until the morning business is concluded.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I object to the consideration of the
bill until the conclusion of the morning business.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Objection being made, the bill will
go to the calendar.
GOVERNMENT CO!\!TRACTS.

Mr. SMITH of Georgia, from the Committee on the Judiciary,
to which was referred the bill ( S. 4726) to prohibit " cost-plus"
Government contracts and to prohibit the payment of commissions for the awarding of Government contracts, reported it
without amendment.
BILLS AND JO:P.\'T RESOLUTION INTROD1JCED.

a

Bills and
joint resolution were introduced, read the first
time, and, by unanimous consent, the second time, and referred
as follows:
. By Mr. LODGE:
A bill ( S. 5032) to regulate the sale of goods, wares, and merelJandise in whole or in pnrt the growtll, product, or manufacture
of Germany or Austria-Hungary; to the Committee on the Judieiary.
By l\fr. CUMMINS :
.A bill ( S. 5033) to give to every sohlier and sailor in the .Army
and Navy of the United States the uniform he is wearing at the
time of his honorable discharge; to the Committee on Military
Affairs.
By 1\fr. POINDEXTEU:
A bill ( S. 5034) to gi >e officers and enlisted men of the Russian
Railway Senice Corps the same status and benefits as officers
and enlisted men in the railway engineer's organization of the
United States Army; to the Committee on Military Affairs.

of the Government resulting from the change in the mllita.ry situation,
and to recommend such economies and reductions of expenditures as
may be consistent with the efficiency of the public service.
The chairman and the clerk of the Committee on Appropriations shall
act as t!hairman and clerk of such select committee. The committee on
economy and retrenchment herein created Is also empowered to collaborate with nny like committee on behalf of the House of Representatives to effect all practical and proper retrenchment of public e:xpeudltuxes.
•
EXPORTS OF COTTON.

Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I submit a re olution, which I asl< to
have read.
The resolution ( S. Res. 336) was read as follows:
Whereas the a.uthorig to place· an embargo on exports was stricken in
the United States ::;enate from the original bill upon the ground tllat
the embargo might be used to depress the pric~ of our products but
was subsequently restored upon the assurance that 1t would <>nly be
used to prevent products from reaching enemy countries; and
Whereas the war 1s now practically over, and no possible danger could
arise from permitting cotton to go freely to Japan. Spain, Italy,
France, Orent Britain, Holland, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden ; and
·whereas any restriction upon the exportation of cotton is a serious
injury to the cotton grower, to the merchants, nnd lmsiness men o!
one-fourth of ~e Union, in which cotton is the lara-est agricultural
product, and to our entire Nation, which depends so iargely upon th<>
sale of cotton abroad to care for our international balances, and upon
the part the cotton-growing States contribute to the commerce ot our
entire country: Therefore be 1t
Resolved, That the War Trade Boar<l is hereby dii·ected to report, as
early as pos~lible, to the United States Senate to what extent the export
of cotton is still being restricted, the reasons for such course, and the ·
time within which restrictions as to shipments wUl be removed and
cc-tton permitted to be exported without further hindrance.

Mr. S~IITH o! Georgia. Mr. President, I shall not ask for
the immediate consideration of the resolution, but I shall endeavor to call it up to-morrow morning for consideration, at
which time I shall present "facts that I consider extremely important to the Senators who support the resolution.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The resolution
lie over under
the rule.

'"ill

EMPLOYHEKT OF ADDITIO!\!AL CLERIL

l\Ir. FLETCHER submitted the following resolution (S. Res.

835), which was read a.nu referred to the Committee to Auu! t
nnd Control the Contingent Expenses of the·Senate:
Resolved, That Senate resolution :Ko. 19 , agreed to on September

28, 191 , being a. resolutlon authorizing the Committee on Com-

merce of the United States S nate to employ an additional clerk at the
rate of $100 per month, to be paid !rom the miscellaneous items o! tile
contingent fund o! the Senate, until the end of the present session o!
the Si.xty-ilfth Congress, be, anu the same is hereby, extended anu continued in full force and etrect until the end of the Sixty-fifth Congress.
ANNIE V. IIICKS.

l\Ir. CURTIS ubmitted the following resolution (S. Res. 337),
which wns read and referred to the Committee to Audit and
Control the Contingent E penses of the Senate:
Resolved, That thP. Secretary of the Senate be, nnd he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay, from th~ miscellaneous items of the contingent fnnds of the Senat<.>, to Annie V. Hicks, sister of John A. Hicks,
late a laborer in the employ of the Uuiteu States Ser;tat_e, a sum equal t~

>
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six months' compensation at the rate he was receiving by law at the
.ti,mc of hjs clf'ath, said sum to be consiuered a -including funeral expenses a!lll all other allowances.
l~EPORT

OF CIYIT.

CO:liYISSIO::s' (H. DOC. NO. 143 T, GaTTI
CO::s'G., :lD SESS.).

SElli~CE

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the following
me snge from the President of the United States, which was
rend, referre<l to the Committee on Civil Service and Retreacllment, ancl or<lere<.l to be printetl:

'J'o the Senate ancZ Rouse of Representatices:
A required by tile act of Congress to regl!late :mel impl'ove
tlw civil sen-ice of the United States apprm-ed January 16,
18c3, I transmit herewith the Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the
United Stntes-Ci'\'il Service Commi,.,si-on for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1918.

WOODROW \VIL {).',.,

THF. Wmm Hffi:: E, 1S No ~ember·, 1918.
NoTE.-Heport accompanie<l similar message to the House of
Reprcsentatin~ .

THE PATITITIO:-. OF TURKEY.

l\Ic. LODGE. 1\Ir. President, I ask to have printed in the
REcoRD •:1 short memorandum, \Vhich has been sent to. me by
lllr. William Chandler, formerly a 1\Iember of the Hou e of
Repre entatives, in regard to the partition of Turkey. It is a
very conden e<l and very useful memorandum, and I am ~mre
Senators " 'ill be glad to examine it. I ask that it may be
printed in the RECORD~
The VICE PRESIDEl"""Er. 'Vithout objection, that order will
be made.
The matter referred to is as follows:
THB

PARTITIO~

OF Tl:JRKE'f.

1. It is taken for granted that the 'l'urkli!h Empire will cease to exist
a-s at present constitutPd antl be? divld eu according to· its several nationalities, with a possible further subdivision in the form of protllctorat<'s under certain of the alliPs.
2. '.rhc only real obstacle to this dhdsion is the Ottoman debt, J?eld
principally by British, French, and German subjects-, a:nd it- is unthinkable that the civilized nations of the world can not devise some practical method for overcoming this obstacle. Possibly the separate newly
formed States or protectorates might assume a pro rata share of the
deht.
3. The real Ottoman Turks number less than 10;000,000,. arul ure· for
the most par.t settl('d in Anatolia. a rich country, ample in size for their
pre ent needs, and also for their future development for years to

co~.f'.The

12. There ha.s been Iat('ly CRtabll~hed a Kingllom of the Hedjaz, under
the sovereignty of the Cberif of MPcca, an Arab of good family and
great influence. Ile is lending biR aW to the BritL<;h in- Palestine and
welcomes the opportunity- of throwing off the Tuxki;;;h yoke and freeing
his fellow Arabs :md coreligionb•:ts throu~hout tht- worlll from the incubus of the '.rurkish influence. The po . e. sion of tltf' holy places to this
man's bands and his known sympathy with th(' alli~s renders it advisable to make him the medium of the restitutio-n of the Khalifat or
spirihwl control to the Arab ~ , from wh~ce it was wrested by the
Turks. He or some m<'mbE:'r of hiR family should be mn.d.e Kbalifa.
13. Practically all of the allies ba.ve Maho1netan subjects (the
United States. possess in U1e Moros a certain numbPr) and are deeply
interested in aiding the leaders of that rcligion lnto frie-ndly and sympathetic paths.
1-1. ~'he situatio-n of l'~Iccca. with it ~port Jicluah. is id~ally centr:tl
n.s to the geographical uistri1.mtion of MahomPta.n people and is E:'asily
accessible of physkal control, shou ltl tbis becomP nf'cessary. The King-do-m of Bedjaz and Khnlifat should be guarantc0d by the allies, and
all should have representatives at .Ji1l•lah. :::>outh of Hedjaz ti('s the fertile portion of Arabia, compose(] of 8hamar anfl Nejicl in the north an-d
Yemen. in: thu south_ Tbflre are still :t ft>w Turkish treops ln these
lo-calitie , but the countries a_r(' c&ch really controlled by a separate
Arab ruler. These m n by flip-JQmacy and pr~nts could be easily
induced to ac-qu1esce tn the Kbalifat being plac-ffi fn the hands of tfic
King of Hedjaz, in which case th rcftt of the Mabometan worlll would
make no objection. One must 11ever t'Ol'JI(>t that Islam is an Arob _ reli~
gion a.nd that thest> people arE" the only followl'rs of that faith who ::u~t;n,.
ally understand it a.nd be.lieve thoroughly in it. Therefore- Arabia will
hn ve to be consult<'fl.
15. It is to- be hoped that Gr(>Rt R1·ltain will pla!'e no obstacles in the
way of the transference of the Khalifat to th0 Hedjaz, tbo-ngh her ambitions will doubtles lt>ad hf'l" to wish it plac£'11: in the bnnds of th,e Sultafi
of Egypt, their va sal. 'l:'bls woul<l give her too much power In tile
Mahometan world _
.
16. It would be advi 'nbJe to :mnu ~hamar and NE>jicl to the Hedjaz,
and thls can be done. Tb~ P.ritir:;l'l nre at A<lr>n and should have that
part of Yemen wWch for-ms its hlntNland . Italy unili>-ubtedly 1>h011ld
have a portion of Yemen. as: it lies omx>sit.e to and not far from Jrer
pose:essions of Eretria (hl;!SSt>wah), and one of the ports, eithE:'r Mo.cha
or. Hodeida, wlth some hint('rlaml.
. .
_
17. Mesopotamia naturally shouhl rPflt under ~ntish control and
should extend ta the soutll~rn boun~la ry of Arm(>'l]w.; al o, of cotn:s(',
the Egyptian Government should Pxtend to the frontiers of "Palestine,
In order to protect the Suez Canal.
18. The Tm:ldsh people are in such an i-mpovf'ris-hed und weake-ned
condition that they will l>c led w'ith little difficulty to aecept the mandate of the allie-s. Tllf' deff>at of the C'ent;ral powers will eut them, o:r
rather their goT:ernm{'nt, from all . ources of supply, financial or other-wise, which have E:'nable£1 them to continne the wa.r, a_nd peace will nat~l- rally arrive. Th~> character of th e nF-w St~ltan 1s httl~ known, but 1t
can_ hardly ditrcr from that of his preu<'ressors in d egree of intelllgence,
for fiis lack of e1lucation is . Imllar to theirs. The- Government is
pra-ctically in the hands of tlw Grand Vizie-Y. Tab.at. wbo- is assisted b:r
three men (Hakki Pacha, having rPcFntly clied):-Enver, chi~f of staff
and minister of war ; Djemal Parha. <·onunand.mg the armies In the
field a_gajnst till? Brftisb ~ anrt DjavicL the minister of iinance.
19. Th('SC men, with Taloat as th eir chiPf, repre ·ent the party- of
uni-On a'hd progress ur the Young Turk Party. They are hopelessly
cor-rupt and :U"e witTHrnt the slight ~st. preten ~io n of pos~.ssing pa·
trtofu m, though in the ca,c> of Talnat 1t 1-s pos:"ible that ambttwn for.ce-s
him to appear patriotic. Either they cun be purchU;S('d to carry out th-e
will of the alliE:'s or eun l:;.(! f'x-flcd and a more favorable _government
established. The pre rnt leaders are so hat(;'d that it will be an easy

Turktsh population is most illitm:ate (the partially educa~ed
classes numbering less than 100,000) and capable only of performmg
agricultural labor, and possess few arts, the chief among them being
rug making und bra.ss work, but both of these are- largely in the hands
of Gr('eks and Armenians. They come originally of a pastoral and
nomadic race, ano have in five ecnturies only taken one step toward ma2~~\J"~~~~dl.'~~~x;tfl~ of the Army brigandag~> will become prc'\ale-nt.
civilization; that Is, they ha•e stopped wandering and haye become a The allies can supprP. s this. and 1; hen supprPRSf'u, even with tbe Turk!~
peoplt' with a fixed abode.
.
.
.
control of A!l.--'ltolia, tbe old system of gendnrmPrie, under command
- 5. Anatolia corr ponds 'Wlth w'bat is callet1 Asia Mmor. If this in European
officers, should b" organizPo and maintained at the cost of
whole t<'r.ritor:v is given to the Turk~ they would possPs a good ~port of
Turks until they prove tbem..«~>lves fit to I!Overn.
on the Black S('a. Bafra, and many on the Mediterranean shore.. H;ow- th 21.
Until
tbP
of the Yot:~ng 'l'urks all Governm!"nt ~ervicC?s
cver the Italians and Greeks would doubtless be allotted the. pnne1pal were managed bvarriTal
Grt>el:.--;;; or ArmPmans-pest and telegraph, rmlro,<tds,
cities on the coast (Smyrna amonq- othe-rs), with a considerable bin_ter- etc. The Youn9: Turks
tried
tO" em. ploy tl1eir own race.. but found them.
la:nd. In Anatolia. arc- se>et:al c1tles, sueh as Broussa (the ane1cnt too ignorant. unc th-e e- people
arc settled in Auatolla and forced to
capital), Khonich, and Ang;ora.~ quite ample to satisfy the urban popula- read a pPacE:'ful life. they will <>llht>r
he foiTP!l to ht>come t>ducated or to
tion of th<' Turkl h race-.
educated people to mn tb -ir aiTatrs. In eitl'rE:'-r case progress will
-G. Constantinople will doubtless become neutralized and placed under cmplov
be
made?
under
civiliz<'d
supE:'nL
ion.
the protettion of tho alH~s. togi!ther with the DardanellPs. Adrianopl ,
22. ·p to tile present the principal interest of the United States in
with the land lying between the l\laritza River and the Black Sea,_should TurkE:'y
has h('cn the protection of tb('ir school~ nnd missionaries. 'Vlth
be attached to Constantinople as hinterland and as a bufrer- against · the break
of tbe Iffilpire r.he abov(> task will bPcomc easier and our
Bulgaria. The iatter country's needs to a seaport on tb-e JEgea.n Sea commercialupinterests
will inereasP- by 1Paps nncl b-Ounlls being satisfied l>y D dcagatc.h.
2.H.
It
i~ worth cowider-ing whe-ther rt is not worth wlli1e to acquire n
7. '.rht> only civilized portion of Anatolia is the coast line.. and thls is coalin" station or tl'!.vltng bnse wb<'n ihf' break up of till'- Empire occurs.
peopled mostly by Greeks-some 500.000-who ron~rol the h1gher !=l'.ades
24. it is to tbe interest of the L.nited State lo watch .the dism~
a11d professions other than those allied to relig10n. (The judJcta.ry, berment
of the Tluki h Empil' at <:>wry step, for unless It -1 done skillsuch. as it- is, is clos(')y linked to the prie-sthood- in M'ahometaJL- counfully
it will bolcl the gt>rms of tllP future wars. It is not a cliffic-ult
'b::ie ) The Greeks should be given ample opporhmity to protect the-ir
undertaking
a the Empire lenua tt elf readily to partition upon bo-th
int('rests, and many towns should be given them, beginning with Trel>lgeographical and racial lin('s.
zond on the mack ~ea.
25
The
first
st(·p is the remo...-al of th<' Khalifa..t, which is alone what
. Armen-ia should be ereetecl into, a S(>l£-g~verning community, and
So anxious are tho
nll Armenians scattered throughout the Turkl, h Emph;c should be in- enabies thE:' Turk" to maintain the supremacy.
Turks
to
retain
thi s that lately a RpC'cial :;:pcwt mi sion has been estab·
du~ed to st>ttle there, thus forming a Christian barrier between the
Ttuks- and the Mahomt> tans of northern Pf'rsia (Kw·1ls, <>tc.). and shut- li hed in Switz<'rk'Ulll for the pw·po. e or :Waci?~g the allie to allo.w t:J?.e
ting off foreTeL' Tm·kisll ambitions to influence their eorcligionists in Truks- at lea t nominal control of the holy cttws Mecca. -und Medina 1n
order to maintain their spiritual suprf>macy.
.Af~hanistan, Turldstan, etc.
u. Syria, with some of its s:enports, should be put nnuer the French,
I~DEPE~DEKT l'OI.ISll Sl'.!TE.
who have for many years ba(l IargP interests and great influ('nce thPI'C.
l\lr. LODGE. l\11·. Pres-ident, I offer tlle following Senate
10. Pal~stiue for the Hei.Jr-rws. l';outll of Pafestlne, e}.--tending to tht>
fertile- portions of Arabia (YemC?n Shamar and Nejid), lles the Hedjaz, resolution.
_
in which ru:e siluated the holy cities of the I~lamic world-Mecca and
Th_e VICE-PUESIDE:XT. It will be rea<l.
1\I('dina.
•
The Secretary 1·ead the re:olution ( S. Re~. 33 ) , ns follows:
11. It has been the po!':sessions of these shrines- that has l'nable<l the
Turk. to control the Arab tribPs of Mesepotamia and Arabia, fl{'flpite
Resolved That in the opinion of the Sf'nate an indPpendent Polish
their undying hatred of the Turldsb race and G<:>vcrnruent. In 1242 the State shoul'u be Prected which ~hould inclurte the tPrritories inhabited by
TU..-k. s;~iz.4':'d the Khalifat, or the llepresentatlo.n oi' MnhomPt on Earth
indisputably Polish p-opulations . wllich slH>u:ld be assurPd a free and
~somewhat Rimilar to the papa.cy in tho Catholic Church), then hel.d ,bY
secure access to tllC? ea and whose political and economic indep.endenco
a royal .A:rab family called Abba.·ides. The Turk. ll.Sl?umed the- rellgwn and territorial intl'grity s-hould_be guaranteed by international covenant.
n.ntl R~fl>.m of governmt>nt of the Arabs as a pobtical mea.stn:e, an(l
Mt. LODGE. Mt·. PresWent. the words of thnt resolution
though profes iug the Ish11nk faith a:re in no f«•nse a r(>Jlginus people
and arc in no dE:'grec in touch w1th the spiritual aspirations anll eon- are identical with the wards of poiut 13 use<l hy the Presiuent
ceptlom; of the Arabs, wLo arc a highly endowed - race intellectually, in his 14 point ~ . 'l"'llat ~t. tement is Ter. r brief and very exbut have bePn crushed into almos t inscn ibility by brutal Turkish
plicit and I think it "·ill be YeTy ,,·e-n o.t this time for the
rnetbocls of oppression.
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Senate to join itself with the President in the statement on
that point in rcgnru to Poland.
The reason "Why I say that is this. You
observe that the
President speaks of acces. to the seu . That access to the sea
can only be at Danzig at the mouth of the Vistula. The Vistula
is inhabite<l entirely along both banks by Poles, but Danzig is
a German city ancl I have already seen attempts to say that as
a · German city they must continue to hold it an<l give certain
rights to the Pole . The acce s to the sea that the Poles will
get if Danzig is held will not be worth having. Guaranties can
be giYen to the 11eopl~ of Danzig. I think nothing is more
important. than the President's propositiol:l about access to the
sea.
My other reason for offering an(] hoping the Senate will
adopt the resolution is that I have information which I think
good that there is a movement on foot, a strong movement,
though underground, here · and abroad to prevent the establishm0nt of a strong independent Poland. They "\Y::mt to break it
up for some reason and have a small State, with
German or
a Hapsburg prince, and probably a small State with a republican form, but "With tendencies to defeat it. I thought at this
moment it would be wen to show that the Senate is with the
Pre ident in his statement in regard to what should be done for
Poland, which was absolutely explicit.
Mr. HITCHCO 'K. 'Vould the Senator ha\e any objection
to having the resolution referred to tlie Committee on Foreign
Relations for consi<leration this week?
Mr. LODGE. _·o; I
make no objection if the Senator
wants to corrPct the President's wo1·us.
Mr. HITCHCO 'K. Kot at all, btit it is a matter of lar~e
importance.
·
Mr. LODGE. I haYe merely quote(] the President's e:s:nct
words.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I think it would be better to hnve it
referred to the committee and permit a little consultation with
·the State Department bEfore the Senate goes on record.
Mr. LODGE. If they are not rendy to accept the President's
words in the State Department, I think it is queer.
:Mr. HIT HCO K. I think the Senato" is hardly justifie<l in
saying that, but the reading of a resolution is hardly sufficient
warrant for the acUon of the Senate in a matter of as 1arge
importan~e and dignity; and if the Senator will consent to
allow it to go to the corumittee-Mr. LODGE. I haYe no olJjection to its going to the Committee
on Foreign Helation!=;, where I suppose it will be buried. I judge
it is going to be buried there, but it is on record, and that is
what I wanted.
•
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I hope the Senator will not make nn
assumption of that sor·t. He is a member of the committee.
Mr. LODGE. I make uo objection to its reference to the
Committee on Foreign Relations.
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, spenldng as a membet· of the
€ommittee, I wish to say that I am willing to meet to-morrow
morning for the consideration of the resolution, and I nm willing to stand by the President uot only with regnrd to Poland,
but with regard to the entire 14 propositions.
Mr. LODGE. If the Senat r will add those, we will talk it
O\er here fn the Senate.
Mr. THOMAS. Should I do that the Senator would then insist on its going to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
Mr. LODGE. I am person3.l!y willing to discuss the 14 points
here now or at any time.
Mr. BORAH. I wish to ask the Senator ft·om Massachusetts
if be would be willing to include in the resolution nlso point 1?
Mr. LODGE. About secret <liplomacy?
Mr. BORAH. Yes.
Mr. LODGE. That is lwrdly serious.
Mr. BORAH. I understand the Senator does not ·,vant to
tnclnde it, but before a resolution including the 14 poil1ts, or nny
piu;t of them, is passed upon by the Senate it will be a matter of
serious consideration here in the Senate.
Mr.· LODGE. I shall be "Very glad to have it seriously considered.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I nsk that tlw resolution may be referreu.
The VICE PHESIDENT. It will go to the Committee on
Foreign Re_lations.
AME:!'\OME~T OF TilE RULES.
M~. :KOH.RIS. I offer the resolution which I gave notice on
Frldav that I would offer to-day to amenu the rules. I ask
that it be reau and referred to the Committee on Rules.
The resolution (S. Res. 339) was rea<l and referreu to the
Coilllllittee on Hules, as follo_ws:

''ill

a

''"ill

N OVEMBEU 18,

Resolt:ed., That Rule XXV of UlC standing rules of the Senate be
nmended by a ddi n.g thereto u new paragraph, as follows:
•• 3. After the 4th day of March, 1919, any ::>enator who is chaii·man
of the Committees on .Appropriations. Finance, Foreign Relations. Interstate Commerc~>, .Tudictarv 1 Military Affairs. Naval Affairs, or Post
Office!': and Post Roads wfulc holding such chairmanship shall not be
tl member of any of the other of said committees.

OF :UETAI. }"OR MINOR COINAGE.
I move that the Senate pro"eed ta the consideration of the bill (II. R. 12098) t o amend section 3528 of
the Uevised Statutes reported by rue this morning.
Mr. ASHURST. Mr. Pre3ident, of cou rse I will not object
to that motion, but this i Calendar Monday and surei;\~ we ought
to have the calenda~· called on Calendar Monday. There nre a
number of bills 'ihich arc relati\ely unimportant that ought to
be disposed of, nnd the only 011portunity there is to ha\e the e
co•tsidere<l is when the calendar i.:; calle<J, because they nrc not
of such crying and national importance as to cause them to be
wnsidere<l in any other way. I shall vote for. the Senator's bill,
bu~ I hope we will not hn \C any more motions like i.t.
Mr. OWEN. There is very urgent nee<l for minor coin. No
on~ has any objection to thc .bill.
:hlt. ASHURST. I hope the bill will be passed, but I wish thnt
\V • might h:n-e the calendar on Calenuar Monday.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Oklahoma under
th3 new rule is not in or<ler.
·
Mr. 0" EN. I should like to hn,-e the Chair s tate the new
rule.
'l'he VICE PRESIDENT. It pro\iues:
PURCHASE

1\fr. OWEN.

That

Oil

Mondays the calenrlar shall be called under Rule VIII, and

dt-· L6 the morning hour no motion shall he entertained to pro ceed to
the conslcleration of any lJ111, resolution, report of a committee, or other

subject upon the cal<'ndar, except the motion to continue the consilleration or a bill, resolution, report of a commjttec, or other subject against
objection us provided in Rule \III.
'
l\Ir. OWEX. I ask unanimous con cnt to dispose of the bill.

'l'bc YICE PHESIDE!\T. Is there objection?
There being no objection. the Senate, as in Committee of the ·
Whole, pro~Peded to consider the bill.
Mr. OWEN. I offer an arr.en<lmerit on pnge 2.
The SECTIETARY. On page 2, line u after the woru "as ny."
in.;ert a colon and the following proviso :
Prot:idcd, That the director sllall purchase the silver metal needed
for such coinage nt not less tha.n $1 per ounce, aa r equired by law.

The amendment vms ngreeu to.
The bill wns reported to the Senate as amenuC(l, an<l the
r..rne::ulment \Yas concurrcu in.
The a::nendment ,.-as ordered to be engrossed, and the bill to
be r ead a third time.
The bill was read the third time and pnssed.
STIMULATION ' OF AGRICU!.TURJ<:-cONFF.RENCE REPORT.
l\ir. SMITH of Georgia. Mr. President, I <lesire to call attention to the conference report on House bill 1194-5, the agricultural stimulation bill, whicl1 provides for prohibition an<l a number of other things.
Mr. KENYON. Mr. President-M~r. SM:ITH of (korgia.
I am not sure that it would be in
order, unuer the rule, to move its consideration, but I brin~ it
tv the attention of the Senate an<l submit to the Chair wht>ther
the recent amendment to Rule VIII, providing for Calendar
:Monday, excluues a motion t•J consider a conference report. If
so, we can reach it after 2 o'clock.
'rhe VICE PRESIDENT. The Chnir thinks not.
ltr. SMITH of Georgin. I promised the Senator from Iown
[Mr. KENYON] an tbe Senator from Texas [1\11·. SHEPPARn] nnd
one or two other Senators if we would delay action until to-day
I would bring the matter to the attention of the Senate at this
time. ·
l\!1. KE1\'YON. I understood the promise of the Senator was
thnt be would move to take it up, not to call attention to it.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I will mo\e to tal.:e it up if the
Chair says it is in order. I submit to the Chair the que tion
whether it would be in order, under the recent amendment to
Rule VIII, provit!ing for Calendar Monday?
·
·.~.he VICI<j PRESIDEN'l'. The conference report is not on
the calendar. It is on the table.
1\Ir. SHEPPARD. It is on tbe calendar under .the bend. o'f
"Bills in conference."
.The VICE PRESIDENT. This is the rule:
The presentation of reports o( commlttees of conference shall always
be in order, except when the Journal is being read or a question of
order or a motion to adjourn is pendin~. or while the Senate il:l <lividing · and when received the quc!'tion of proceroing to the consideration
of tbe r<'port, if ral.·ed, shall be lmme<ltately put ancl shall be deter·
mtne<l without debate.

Since th:J.t rule wns enaetetl paragraph 3 of Rule VII has
been adopted by the Senate, heretofore reull-

..., ....
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That on Mondays thP calendar shall be callPd under Rule \Till, _and
during the moming hour no motion shall be entertained to proceed to
the consideration of any bill, r esolution, r eport of committee, or other
subject upon the calendar excl:'pt the motion to continue the consideration of a bill, r <.'solutlon, report of a committee, or other subject against
objection as provided in Rule VIII.

The Chair is rather of the opinion that a conference report
should not go to the calendar. It lies upon the table. In the
opinion of the Chair, except when the Journal is being read, or
a question of order or a motion to adjourn is penping, or while
the Senate is di'dding, a motion can be made to take it up, and
it must be decided at once without debate. The Senator from
Georgia moves that the Senate proceed to consideration of the
conference report.
The motion was agreed to.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair lays before the Senate
the conference report.
The report was read as follows :
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H.· R.
11945) making appropriations to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out during·the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919,
the purposes of the act entitled "An act _to provide further for
the national security and defense by stimulating.agriculture and
facilitating the di tribution of agricultural products," and _for
other purposes, having met, after full and free conference have
agreed to recommend and do recommend to their respective
Houses as follows :
·
The committee of conference have been unable to agree on the
amendment··of the Senate numbered 28.
T. P. GORE,
W. S. KENYON,
HOKE SMiTH,
Manager& on the part of the Senate.
A.
LEVER,
E. s. CANDLER,
G. N. HAu.o:EN,

s.

J. C.

McLAUGHLIN,

Ma1tagers on the pat·t of the House.

Mr. KENYON. I move that the Senate recede from amendment numbered 28, comn:ionly known as the Pomerene amendment.
·
· Mr. SMITH 'of Georgia. Mr. President, before· that motion ls
acted upon, I think the absence of a qu·o ruin should be su-g gested.
I have given no public notice that -this-matter woUld coine up at
this time, and yet a number of Senators have gpoken to me-about
asking when It would 'come up: I do ·not think it would be fair
to the Senate to ·act without calling for a quorum and thus giving
nn opportunity to all to know what is before the Senate ·and to
be -present.
'
I wish to add that I have introduced a resolution providing for
the extension of what is known as the Saulsbury resolution. I
am not in favor of extending this resolution without some modification. I believe, to illustrate, that the provision which does
not allow a man at the conclusion of a lease to take possession
of his own house and occupy it unless he is a war worker is extreme and no longer reasonable. There have been owners of
property who have been denied the privilege of coming back
Into their own houses in Washington because they had leased
them to other parties, the owners not having been war workers.
I think the resolution of extension should be modified by striking out the words " necessarily requires" and " bona fide •• and
striking out the words " whilst in the employ or officially connected with any branch of the Government." . The owner of property who had rented and when the lease expired wanted to
occupy his own house certainly ought not to be denied the privilege of occupying his own house because he was not a war
worker.
Mr. SMOOT. Does the Senator intend to try to put that
modified resolution on this conference report-:Mr. SMITH of Georgia.· No.
Mr. SMOOT. Or is he just giving notice of what he intends
to do?
Mr. - SMITH of Georgia. I am calling attention to the fact
that although I introduced the resolution to extend the Saulsbury resolution, I am not in favor of extending -the resolution
except with ce1:tain ·modifications. At the time I Grew the resolution I 11id not haYe time to specify the modifications I deemed
desirable. . I wished to have . the subject · of rent profiteering
pending before the Senate even if the Senate receded from the
Pomerene amendment to the Agricultural bill. ·
·
l\1r. SMOOT. I am ~la<l the Senator is making the explanation, becam:;e I have received I do not know how many letters
deploring the fact that the Senator had moved to extend the
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Saulsbury resolution. I answer~d every one in only one way,
that the Senator from Georgia assured me that the resolution
would l>e amended, and that he had it referred to the committee
for that purpose.
1\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. I expected to have the res-olution extending tbe Saulsbury resolution with the modification in it
ready to pre ent. The resolution was prepared for me and sent
to my desk as the Senate met and I found it was an entirely
new re ol_ution not referring to the Saulsbury resolution, using
the substance of the Saulsbury resolution and changing it to
meet the suggestions I have mentioned and certain other suggestions protecting a little more fully against the misconduct of
tenants themselves. I believed it better to extend the Saulsbury
resolution than to undertake new legislation.
I believe that perhaps the worst profiteering in the District
has been by those who have made leases and obtained extortionate prices for subleases. I think there is more just cause
for complaint on account of conduct of that character than any
other.
Mr. REED. I should like to ask the Senator when the resolution will expire?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. With the proclamation of peace.
Mr. REED. If it is to expire with the proclamation of peace,
why should we offer it at all, in view of the fact that we are now
so much at peace that the orders are already being prepared to
demobilize 1,700,000 troops in this country?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I misunderstood the Senator. The
resolution I offer is an extension of the Saulsbury resolution,
which expires with the peace. I propose to extend it in some
.
· .
modified form for six months.
1\Ir. REED. I want to ask the Senator if he believes that
Congress has any such constitutional right in a time of peace as
to undertake to extend contracts made between landlords and
tenants or to deny the due process of the law to the courts?
Mr. SMITH o:t Georgia. I believe that Congress has power
over the subject in the District of Columbia for a limited length
of time, growing out of war conditions and conditions that we
ourselves have brought about by bringing to Washington large
numbers of Government employees, and that Congress can control rents to a limited extent. I do not think we have the right
to go now as far as the present resolution, and I have presented
several modifications to it.
,
,
Mr. REED. The Senator from Georgia thinks the Constitution of the United States can be set aside to a limited extent?
Mr: SMITH of Geor~a. I do not think you can set aside the
Constitution. I do not think you can set aside the Constitution
under any· CircumStances, and I do not believe that in time of war
you can set aside the Constitution of the United States without
violating .the fundamental law. of the land.
Mr. REED. · I am glad to hear that.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. And such a course I regard ns inexcusable.
,
__
Mr. REED. I am glad to hear that. Now, I; should like . t9
have the Senator, as a constitutlorial lawyer, tell me how the
Congress of the United States ca·n extend or alter the obligation
of contracts
two individuals-taking property without
due process of law-without denying to. the citizen the equal pi·otection of the law, · and \vithout, if he undertakes to effect a
remedy, denying to the citizen due process of law?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. If the Senator from Missouri has
finished, I desire to say that I decline to ent'er into a ·c ategorical
discussion of the subject with him. For the present I have
simply introduced the resolution to which I have referred, and it
has gone to the Committee on the District of Columbia; it is
not before the Semite at present for action. I was bringing to
the attention of the Senate the fact that, although I introduced
the resolution in general terms, I would favor, when it came
back to the Senate, a modification of some of the provisions of
the Saulsbury resolution, and did not mean to ask that the Saulsbm·y resohition be extended in its e1:act language. Beyond
that I am unwilling to carry the discussion at the present time.
I am sure that the modifications that I suggest are in the line of
constitutional action which will meet the approval of the Senator from Missouri.
Mr. REED. Mr. President, I do not want to engage in a
discussion of constitutional law, but I feel like saying just a
word regarding the observations· made by the Senator from
Georgia [Mr. SMITH]. One of his statements was that he did
believe that Congress possessed these peculi3r pow·ers when it
was dealing with conditions which grew out of the war, and
which it, that is, Congress, had itself created: Of course, if
Congress does not have ·the right to p:lss a certain stahite at
nll it does not have the power to create a condition which will
afford an excuse for passing a statute arid then to pass ft.
The question is one of power. Absent the power ta pass a law,
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a lmv can not he passeu merely because tlw Congres: bas created a bwl cmHlition by the enactment of . orne other bad law.
Neither i · t lti-.: question which we are about to discus.· affected
by uegree of the in\asion of the rights of the citizen, for if the
Con. tituHou of the United tates gi\es to a citizen the protection
of hi:;; pror •rt;r rights it giYes him the protection of all of his
property rights. You do e. cape violating the Constitution by
th <'lairu th~lt you ha\e only invaded the property right 1 per
cent or 10 per C"E:'nt or 30 per cent. Such an invasion i::; as fatal
as i the inyn ion of the whole of the citizen' property rights.
If you au innule the property rights of a citizen 1 per cent,
then you an inYade them the 100 per cent, for the 1 per cent is
a much a property right as the 100 per cent is a property right.
There i no ese::t})e from that line of argument, in my opinion.
I am wondering-and I throw this in by way of preliminary
to some thln;;s I am going to say a little later on-whether it is
not about time for the rule of reason once more to obtain;
whether "·e have not arrh·ed at a time when sanity is on~
more to contxol .in tho councils of the world; whether it is
not time for the cry, "Back to the Constitution," to be reraisecl anu l~eetle'cl; whetbcr, of all times in the history of tllis
countr:r n.nd of the world, it is not the duty of the American
ongre~~ to~ tan e:s:amrue of obedience to law and of re\ercnce
for the Cou tl tution.
Mr. S!\HTH of Georgia. Mr. President, will tho enator from
Mi.-·souri yielu to me for a mo;ment?
The \I E PRE IDE1\'T. Does the Senator ft·om Mi sonri
y1 ld to th F3enntor from Georgia?
i\'h·. REED. Gladly.
~Ir.
l\IITJI of Georgia. In the first part of the Senator's rema.rk th r ' • . the ~uggestion tl\at he referred to Tie""Ws which
I entertain with reference to the Constitution and this legislation. I expr~ :ed no opinion so definite as to justify a statemE>nt
of what m~ ,-ie\Y \V.ere. I wish to repeat that my sugge tion was
a modificatlon of the prov-t ·ons of the Saulsbury resolution on
the ri~t of an om:ter of property to take possession of his '
-property at th close of a lease. I am -sure such a modification
would be ·on~titutionnl whether the original provision was or
not. As o the original provision, I do not mean to expre ·s an
opinion. -The other suggestion I made -wa,s with reference to a
suble::r~e.
I hclieTe tl:rnt in the District of Columbia, where we
ha-re entil:e legisltttiYe control, Congress can provide by legisla·
tion again t 'Ubletting property. Bnt I do not mean to say that
I am prepnred to su t;,ain the constitutionality of such n provision if it i Urtenclerl to apply to nn e.x:lsti.ng contract.
Mr. REED. The Senator. I mn glad to see, 'is apparently not
far remd\etl from the view'"' I entertain.
Mr. 'S~liTTI of Georgia. I only make this statement lest what
l1ad occurred rmght be cited hereafter as -an indication of a constitutional \iew which I do not entertain.
1\fr. REED. 1\Ir. Pre ident, I want to make this ob ervation
in nil sei'iou~ness to the few l\lembers of the Senate who are
:pre!'!ent. The greatest menace to the world to-day is an uprising
n~inst li:nY .• ncl ort cr; nnt n mere uprising against a monarch,
but Ute denial of nil the fundamentals of law which must be a
part of e' ry civilized goYernment and upon whlch civilization
it elf is dependent. The one great Republic in the world, aside
from -FrancC'-indeec1, th~ only great Republic in
world that
ha · furni bed an example through the storms of more than a
century to nll the rest of the world-is the United States. It
'bas given e'irlence of the fact that the people can r1.1le th msel-t-e and rnle according to law and constitutions.
Notwitb tanding some remarks that were made on the floor
of thi. h y a f " months ago
the effect that republics -could
not make war. it b..4_5 been demonstrated that thls nepublic can
make wnr. Now, I say that witl;J. governments falling all about
us, aml "';th the sinister visage of anarcl1y lifting itself in
every lnn<l, "'ith organizations that have for their basic priniple .U1e df:'nial of all principle, of all law, and of an government, there never was n time in the history of this Nation or in
the hi tory of this world '\ThE'n it was so much the duty of lawmak rs :mrl of public ~erva nts to uphold the tructurc of honest
government. To do that we must maintain inno1ute tho Con" titution of this free people. Our example will be of incalculable
henefit. :rust so far as we dare to lay a :finger of clistru t or to
~;trike a hlow that injures- the Constitution of the United States
we de<;;troy the faith of the people of the world in free institutions a n<1 we tend to encourage tho ·evil, tho unlearned, an<l
the ignorant ma se of other countries, who can not distinguish
between lie n. e, rapine, and murder and lawful libcr~.
So I hope that in the Senate we will be prepared to turn again
to the Con~titution of the fathers .and to cease trifling with
that instrument. I say ''itbout any hesitation that there is not a
lawyer in the Senate wlto c1nres stand upon hi feet and declare
thnt at a time like this a law that 11roposes to annul contracts
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that hase been made between IWivate citizens with reference to
their private pr011erty can be constitutional so long as there ·
nothing immoral or injurious to tho public health or conh·ary
to public policy in such contracts.
1\lr. President, if the question which has 1Jccn S\lgge ted by
the Senator from eorgia is coming before the Senate, I suggest
the ab. ence of a quorum.
The VJCE PRE 'IDENT. I that a suggestion of the absence
of a quorum?
· Mr. ASHUn T. l\Ir. Pr sident, I will a k the Senator to
withdraw hi· ..,uggestlon for a moment.
Mr. REED. Not having made it, I will not make it, if the
Senator from Arizona desires to speak.
·
l\Ir. ASHURST. l\l.r. President, I c1·a~e ju t a moment. It is
obviou · that the pending matter will take some half hour or
more. I am not feeling at the Yery be t to-day and I wi h to
go home, but there is pending on the calendar a bill iu whirll I
am interested. Tbe bill is of no national impo1·tance, and un-.
less I cnn get it up on Calendar l\londuy I will probably never
be able to secure its pas age. I am going to make a ,·ery brief
statement as to what the bill is and then I am going to ask the
Senate to consider it for n moment.
In 1913 :m net was passed providing an appl'Opi·intion ot
$110,000 for a customhouse at Nogales, Ariz., and an aud.itional
appropriation of another $10,000 for a ite for a po~t office; in
other words, two sites were antilorized. Two .sites are not necessary, 1\fr. President, and, indeed, not proper, because it
two sites were paid for and purchased inevitably there would be
a clamor for two buildings, .whereas one building and one site
arc sufficient.
I have in my hant.l.a copy of a bill which bas passed tllc House
amending the act of 1913 and simply providing that there shall
be one building and one site. This bill, if it could pass th9
Senate, would SU%C ultimately about $100,000 to the Federal
Government.
I will read n brlef e:rtract from the House committee's report:
Brlefly stated, the porposp of the bill is to consolidate two separate
authorizations Ill!l.de for Nogales in tbe act of Marcb 4, 1913, one providing for a customhouse and the otbel' providing for the post office aud
other governmental offices. It is assumerl tbat these two separate authori7.ations were inadvertently placed in the bill, which- "'as ·pas ·ed and
appro>ed without the error being detected.
_

That is true, the two sites were authorized inadvertently. The
legislation, to wit, Calendar No. 535, being Senn.te bill 282, rc·
peals and amends the former legislation, o that there will be
authorized but one site and one building instead of one building
and two sites.
I do not wish to interrupt at thiB time the pendtng bill, and I
will ask the Senator from Georgia to allow me to ba\e :fi:ve
minutes in order that I may ask unanimous consent for the
consideration of tllis bill, which will ave $100,000, I think, in
the future.
If it tak
~er two or thre minut , I will :witbd1-a.w the
reque t.
1\Ir. SUITH of Georgia. I do not now consider my elf in
ch:lrge of the pending matter. I have performed my agreement
by bringing tbe suhject up.. The Senator from Iowa [1\fr. KEN·
YON] and the Senator from Texa. [Mr. SHEPPAIID] are now in
charg ; :md tile motion pending i. the motion of the enntor
from Iowa, ' hich heretofore I have been re.~ting, but now I
am content that action by the Senate be had npon it.
•
:Mr. KENYON. Mr. President, there are not many reqnez;:ts
the Senator from Arizona could malie hat I would not be
wilHng to .a ccede to. Nevertllele~ , the SeHator will finll tlwt a ·
oon a.s his bill i up there will be int rminnble discussion upon
it, becau e tbere i . omething behind the whole m. tter be dE'S
the Senator's bill.
1\fr. ASHUTIST. T11en, l\rr. President, I will witlltlraw the
request.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Tile que tion i on tl1 motion of ·
the Senator from Iowa.
1\Ir. ASHUR T. 1\Ir. President, jo t a mome-nt. We ha\c
been talking about billion ·; I llil\e offeretl to the enate nu
opportunity to SU\C $100,000. Surely tho Senate i not goin~
to refuse to aYail itself of this opportunity. We talk of
economy, but at the Y"ery moment m1 opportunity is nr senu!cl
to save 100,000 is that opportunity to be 1m;;:scd by'! I our
ecmwmy onls to end in talk?
I withdraw tho request at thls time becan~e thet'e is noboc1y
here more anxiou · for war-time and pence-time bone-dry prohibition than I nm, with the understanding that when we net
on the pending conference report we '\\"ill take up the calendnr.
The reason I am so earne ·t about it is this : The Senate will
adjoli.rn to-day or to-morrow until De ember.
·
l\Ir. SMITH of Gem;gia. - Oh, no.
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~h'. ASHURST.
I ask unanimous consent that for the bal1\Ir. ASHURST. Yes, sir; until December; and when it
does adjourn aml meets in December it will be utterly impos- ance of tile afternoon we proceed with the calendar under Calendar :Monday rule.
sible to pass little bills of this sort.
'I'he VICE PRESIDENT. There is not any necessity for
Mt·. SIUITH of Georgia. 'Vhy does the Senator say the Senate
that. We will go ahead with the calendar under Rule VIII,
will adjourn on that day?
1\Ir. ASHURST. I know what I am talking about. I beg the if we can get a chance.
THE CALEXDA:R.
Senator's pardon, but I know that we arc going to adjourn
until December, because I know it; that is all. I think we
The fir t business on the calendar was the joint resolution
ought to pass all these bills which do not affect the Nation at (S. J. Res. 39) to appropriate $3,000,000 to enable the Secretary
large but which affect the Federal Treasury. I happen to be of Agricultuxe to prosecute the work of eradicating the south:
one of those who believe that economy should be something ern cattle tick.
·
more than talk. 'l'he way to quit spending money is to st011
Mr. SMOOT. I ask that that go over.
spending it; that is the only way to economize.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The joint resolution will be passed
l\Jr. KING, Is the Senator opposing the pending matter?
OYer.
Mr. ASHURST. No; I am not opposing it; I am in fa\or
·rhe joint resolution (S. J. Res. 53) authorizing the President
of it.
to appoint two additional Assistant Secretaries of Agriculture,
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the motion of and for other purposes, was announced as next in or<ler.
the Senator from Iowa [Mr. KENYO~].
Mr. KING. Let that go over.
·
Mr. Sl\UTH of Georgia. I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The joint resolution will be passe<l
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will call the roll.
over
'Ihe Secretary called the roll, and the foHowing Senators anThe bill (S. 1725) to stimulate the production of food upon
swered to their names :
pri\ate and public lands within reclamation projects, anu for
.Ashurst
Hitchcock
Moses
Sherman
other purposes, was announced as next in order.
Baird
Johnson, Cal.
Myers
Simmons
l\fr. FLETCHER. Let that go over.
Bankben<l
Jones, N. Mcx.
Nelson
Rmlth, Ga.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be passed over.
Beckham
Kellogg
Norris
Smith, Md.
Borah
Kendrick
Nugent
Smoot
The resolution (S. Res. 91) extending the authority of anu
Cummins
Kenyon
Overman
Sutherland
provision for the committee appointed un<ler S. Res. 92, SixtySwanson
Curtis
King
Owen
third Congress, first session, to investigate the charges of alleged
Dillingham
J,a Follette
Phelan
Thomas
•rrammell
Fletcher
l&nroot
Pittman
attempts to influence legislation was announced as next in
Vardaman
France
L(•wis
Poindexter
order.
FreUngbuyscn
JAJdge ·
Pomerene
Warren
Mr. -ASHURST. I ask that that go over.
Watson
Gerry
l\fcCumber
Reed
Gore
MrKellar
Saulsbury
Weeks
The VICE PRESIDENT. The resolution will be passed O\er.
Hale
McLean
Shafroth
The concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 10) authorizing the
Harding
Martin, Va.
Sheppard
appointment of a joint committee to investigate the causes of
During the calling of the roll,
the recent riots in East St. Louis, TIL, and to .report thereon, was
Mr. CURTIS (when the name of Mr. MARTIN of Kentucky annom;.ced as next in order.
was called). I desire to protest against the calling of the narue
Mr. ASHURST. Let that go over.
of the Senator f1·om Kentucky [Mr. MARTIN]. We can pa~:;s on
The VICE PRESIDENT. The concurrent resolution will be
the que~uon later on, if t11e Chair desires to let the matter _go passed over.
oYer until after the call.
The joint resolution (H. J. Res. 200) proposing an amendment
The VICE PRESIDE 'T. The Chair is of the opinion that 1t to the Constitution of the United States extending the rig!lt of
is for the Senate to determine the qualifications o! its own suffrage to women was nnnounced as next in order.
Members. It is not desirable to take up the question just now.
Mr. ASHURST. Let that go over.
Mr. CURTIS. I think it ha<l better go over until atterward'3.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Tile joint resolution will be passed
I just wanted to flle a protest. We can determine it later on.
over.
After the roll had been called,
The joint resolution (S. J. Res. 12) proposing an amendment
Mr. SHEPI'Al{D. I wish to announce that the Senator from to the Constitution of the United States proYiding !or the elecMississippi [Mr. 'VILLIAMS] is detained by illness.
tion of President and Vice President without the intervention of
.Mr. SUTHERLAND. I announce the absence of my colleague the electoral college, establishing their term of office from the
[Mr. GoFF] on account of illness.
.
third Tuesday o! Januarj;. following their election, and fixing
'rhe VICE PRESIDENT. Fifty-eight Senators have answered the time when the terms of Senators and Representatives shall
to the roll call. There is a quorum present. The pending ques- begin was announced as next in order.
tion is the motion of the Senator from Iowa [llr. KENYO~] that
l\Ir. KING. Let that go over.
the Senate recede from its amendment numbered 28.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The jcint resolution will be passed
The motion was agreed to.
over.
The VICE PHESIDE~T. The Senate recedes, and the bill is
Mr. THO:MAS. 1\Ir. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
passed.
When a bill goes over, does it go unuer? [Laughter.]
FL'Bf.TC LA1\DS :FOR SOLDIERS ."'-ND SAILpRS.
Mr. SHAFROTH. 1\fr. President, I want to say a word with
1\!r. MYERS. Mr. President, ns the rules do not permit a mo- reference to this measure, Senate joint resolution 12.
tion at this time, I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proThe VICE PRESIDENT. It is not in order. There is nothceed to the consideration of Senate bill 4947, to provide tor a ing before the Senate.
.
survey an<l classification by the Secretary of the Interior of all
Tile bill (S. 23) granting to the State of Nevada 7,000,000
unentered public lands of the United States and all unused, cut- acres of lan<l in said State for the use anu benefit of the public
over, logged, and swamp lands and other unused Janus of the schools of Nevada and the State uniYersity of the State ot
United States, with a Yiew to disposing thereof to honorably NeYaua was announced as next in oruer.
l\Ir. SMOOT. Let that go over.
cischargeQ soldiers anu sailors and others, and for other purThe VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be pnssed over.
poses. I make this request on account of the extreme imporThe joint resolution (S. J. Res. 90) proposing an amendment
tance of this measure.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there any objection?
to the Constitution of the United States \Vas announced as next
Mr. ASHURST. I object, 1\Ir. President.
in order.
l\lr. KING. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Objection is made.
1\Ir. ASHURST. Mr. President, ordiuarily I woulu not obThe VICE PRESIDENT. The joint resolution will be l)USseu
ject to t11e consideration of this most salutary piece pf JegLc:;la- OYer.
tion, \vhtch I hope will pass; but Calendar l\Ionuay was set up,
'rhe bill (S. 3311) to increase and expedite the supply of mu1 repeat, to give an opportunity for the passage of bills that are nitions of war was announced as next in order.
relatiYely uuimportant, that have no national importance, yet
1\lr. KIKG. Let that go over.
are proper, and should be passed. I feel that in good faith \Ye
The VICB PRESIDENT. The bill will be passed over.
ought to observe these Calendar Mondays. However salutary
The bill (S. 1795) to relieve Congress from the adjudication
and however wise any proposed legislation may be, I feel con- of private claims against the GoYernment was announced as
strained to object, and ask that we proceed with the calendar next in order.
for the balance of the <lay under the Calendar Monday rule.
Mr. SMOOT. Let that go over.
Mr. MYERS. :Mr. President, my reason for making tlle reThe VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be passC<"l over.
que t was that there is only 10 minutes left in \vllich to call the
The bill (S. 951) to provide for the sinking of ai·teRian wells,
calenf1ar, and I diU not think much coul<l be done in lliat time.
and for other pm·poses, was announce<! as uext in order.
Mr. FLETCHER I call for the regular order.
.Mr. ASHURST. Let tllat go over, Mr. President.
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'The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be pn sed o\er.
The bill (S. 758) to increase the producti\e agriculhunl
area of the United States by the reclamation of arid ·and swamp
lnnds was announced as next in order.
JUr. ·Sl\IOOT. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be pa sed O\er.
The joint resolution (B. J. Res. 132) to amend ection 14 of
the food-control act by increasing the guaranteed minimum
price of wheat for the crop <>f 1D18 from 2 to $~.50 per bushel
· "Was announced as next in order.
!Jr. FLETCHER Let that go oYer.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The joint resolution will be pa · ·ed
O\er.
.
-~~ -~
Tl1e joint resolution (S. J. Res. 136) providing for the .regis·
tration i'or military sen·ice of the subjects or citizens resWing
Jn tlle United tates of a :(oreiO'n country 'Yith whose Govern·
ment the United States bas conclude(} or .hereafter conclude a.
conYention or agreement consenting to such aliens being drafted
into the military forces of the United States under the terms of
the act approved May 18, 1917, entitled "An act to authorize the
President to increase temporarily the Military E stablishment
of the United State·," and all amendments thereto, was announced as next in order.
l\lr. FLETCHER Mr. President, that joint resolution may
be indefinitely postponetl. · It has been included in other leglsla·
tion.
T.he '\ICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Florida lllO\eS
that the joint resolution be inuefinitely postponed.
The motion was agreed to.
'the bill (S. 4185) to require the Commissioner of Education
to devise methods and promote plans for the elimination of
adult illiteracy in the United States was announced as next in
order.
M.r . KING. Let that go o>er.
The VICE 'PRESIDENT. The bill will be _passed O\er.
The concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 39) to authorize
the _printing of 250,000 copies of the soldiers' and sall.or·s' civil
relief act, approved March 8, 1918, etc., was announced as next
in order.
Mr. SMOOT. Let that go over.
· The VICE ·PRESIDENT. The concurrent resolution will be
passed over.
l\1r. SJ\!OOT subsequently said: Mr. President, referring to
Rouse concurrent resolution 39, to authorize the printing of
250,000 copies of the soldiers' and sailors' civil relief act, ap·
proved March 8, 1918, I move that it be indefinitely postponed.
The motion was agreed to.
'l'lle bill ( S. 3899) to repeal the .s1xth section of an act np·
proved July 12, 1882, entitled ~'An act to enable .national bank·
ing associations to extend their c.orpm:ate existence, and for
other purposes," was announced as ne:\."t in order.
Jr. Sl\lOOT. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be pas ed over.
'The bill (II. R .. 10691) to amend section 5200 of the lle\ised
Stnh1tes as amended was announced as next in or-der.
l\1r. Sl\I00T. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The hill will oe pnssed O\er.
The bill (.S. 38D3) to a menu anu reenact section 523!), Reviseu
Statutes of the United States, was announ~ed as next in order.
'l\Ir. SMOOT. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDE~ rT. The bill will be passed OYer.
The bill ( S. 3894) to amend and reenact section 5147, Re·
vised Statutes of the Unitoo States, was announced as next
in order.
l\Ir. Sl\lOOT. Let that go oYer.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be passed over.
The bill ( S. 389G) to amend lllld reenact section 691a of
chapter 18 subchapter 7, of the Code of Laws of the District
of Columbia, was announced as next in order.
:Mr. Sl\100T. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will ·be pa sed oYer.
The bill ( S. 3897) to amend anu reenact section 713 of
chapter 18, subchapter 10, of the Code of Laws of the District
of Columbia, was announced as next .in order.
Mr. SMOOT. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be pa Red o\er.
Tl1e biLl ( S. 3901) to authorize national bunking associations
to establish and maintain branches was announced as next in
order.
Mr. Sl\IOOT. Let tltat go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be passe(} ·o\er.
The .bill (S. 3903) to amend nnd reenact section 5137 ReYise<l Statutes of the United State , was announced as ne~t in
order.
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1\Ir. SMOOT. Let that go oYer.
The VICE PRESIDE:!..~T. The bill will be pas ed O\er.
The bill ( S. 3903) to amend a.ncl reenact section G20!) of the
Re'li~·ell ·statutes of the United States was announced as next
in order.
1\lr. SMOOT. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be pa ed over.
The bill (S. 3910) to preYcllt usury, provide penaltie for its
\lolation, and for other purpose , "·as announced as next in
order.
1\Ir. S~100T . Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Tl1e bill will be passed over.
Mr. 0"\\-'EN. Mr. President, there ar•e a number of tho e bills
that ha>e been reported by the Banking and Currency Commit·
tee 'vhich I have ob erved from time to time have been objectetl
to as they came up. I do not belie\e there i any particular
reason for the objection, but still the bills ha\e been disposed of
in that way. I merely rise to ·ay that I -regard this practice of
di po ing of the Calendar by unanimous consent a an ilkld·
vi ed parliamentary pr:actice.
The VICE PllESIDE~T. The Senator has overlooked one
of the provisions of the rule. He can move to take up any one
of these bills, if he wishes, right now.
•
_
1\Ir. 0'\\EN. The time is so short now-there being only five
minutes l~ft-that. I do not cnre to do that. 1 have no particular
personal mterest m these bills. They .are bills the pa sa"e of
which is desired by the Comptroller of the Currency.
o
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator is in error in snyin(7
that there is only five minute left. This is Calendar Monday. o
Mr. GWEN. I do not care to move to take them up. Tllerc is
not time to <ljscuss them.
T~e bill (S. 3904) to amen~ and reenact ections 5222 am15230,
Rev1sed Statutes of the Uruted States, was announced as next
in order.
Mr. SMOOT. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be -pa ed over.
The _resolution (S. 229) to request the Committee on Forei<Yn
Relations, to which was-referred S. J. Res. 145, to give said re;0 •
lutlon early consideration and report to the Senate thereon was
announced as next in order.
1\Ir. FLETCHER. Let that go over.
The v:rcE 'PRESIDENT. The resolution will be passed o\cr.
The bill (S. 3907) to Jlrovide for the consolidation of national
banking associations was announced as next in order.
1\Ir. Sl\IOOT. 1\lr. President, I will ask the Senator from
Oklahoma if that bill should not be indefinitely postponed? We
passed a bill similar to this, but it was a House bill.
Mr. OWEN. I ask that it go over at present.
~he VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be pas ed ove~·.
The bill (S. 4426) to amena. and reenact ections 5235 and
5236 of the nevised Statutes of the United States by pro'lidlng
for a guaranty .fund for payment of certain deposits, and for
other purposes, was announced as next in order.
l\Ir. SMOOT. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDEl~T. The bill will lJe pa ed over.
"l'he bill (S. 3172) to provide for the abandonment of Piney
Branch Road between Allison Street and Buchanan Street NW.
in the District of Columbia, was announced as next in order. '
Mr. NELSON. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will be passecl O\er.
The bill (S. 3914) authorizing a Tight of way fo1· t.he tTans·
portation of water for impTovement of grazing and uevelopment
of the live-stock indu try upon public and national forest Janus
ln Arizona was announced as next in order.
Mr. ASHUllST. 1\fr. President, I i:hink the Senator from W'is·
consin [Mr. LENROOT] bas some objection to that bill. I 'Ylll
ask. therefore, that it go oYer, since he i not in the Chamber.
The VICE PRESIDE~T. The bill wlll be -pussecl o\cr:
EMMA R. RIDLEY.

The bill ( S. 39-.14) for the relief of Emma H. Ridley "'a con·
sidered as in Committee of the 'Vhole. It authorize and
directs the Secretary of the Trea ury to pay, out of any ruoney
in the Trea ury not otherwise appropriated, t11e sum of ~3,000
to Emma H. Ridley, widow of Dr. George V. Hidley, who lost
his life January 7, 1907, in the di charge of his duty in the
Canal Zone while in the employ of the I thminn Canal Com·
mis ion.
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment. or·
dered to be engros..:cd for a thirtl reading, read the thinl time,
and pas ed.
ETTIEL rROCTOR.
The bill ( S . .325
for the relief ()f Elliel Proctor was considered as in Committee ·of the Whole.
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The bill had been reported from the Committee on Claims
with t n am€ndment, on page 1, line 7. to strike out "$5,000"
and insert " "2,100," so us to nrnke the bill read:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he

is hereby authorized and directed to pay, out of any mi>ney 1n the
Treasury 'or the United States not otherwise appropriated, to Ethel Pro~
tor, widow of Almon R. Proctor. the sum of $2,100 to comp~nsate her for
the death of her husband on J1me 2{), 19121 due to malarial poisoning
contracted while in the dischar e of his dm:y as sanitary inspector on
the Panama Canal ln the employ of the Isthm.i an Canal Commission.

Mr. KING. Mr. President, I should like to ask the chairman
of the committee having this measure in charge, or having re•
ported it, if there is not some general rule or general law to
reach these cases; and if not, under what principle do they proceed to e tablish liability against the G<>v-ernment and reach
the amounts which have been recommended in payment?
The VICE PRESIDENT. There seems to be nobody here to
answer the Senator's question.
1\lr. KING. I ask that the bill go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will oo pa sed over.
BILL PASSED OVER.

The bill ( S. 32GO) to remoTe the cnnrge of de ertion from
the record of Wilbur F. Ln wton was announced as next in
order.
.Mr. THOlfA.S. Let thnt go over.
The VIOE PRESIDENT. Th~ bill will be passed over.
MANUSCRIPT OF CHABLES CHA.ILLE-LONG.

The bUI (S. 3986) to acquire the miDluscript of Chades
Cbaille-L-ong, containing an 1ccount of the unveiling of the
McClellan Statue, was announced ns next in order.
Mr. THOMAS and Mr. KING. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill Will be passed over.
Mr. SAULSBURY. l\lr. President, may I ask who asked tlmt
that bill go over?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from CQlorndo [Mr.
THOMAS).

Mr. SAULSBURY. l\fay I haTe an opportunity to explain
about it?
l\lr. THO~IAS. Certainly; I will withhold th€ request for the
pre ·ent.
Air. SAULSBURY. I was waiting here for the · bill to be
reached. I do not know whether the Senat-ors know who Charles
Cbaille-Long was. He was a very gallant and distinguished
officer, wh_o did a great deal of work for this country, particularly in the Near East and in Egypt and on the upper Nile. This
"·ork which he did was authorized and requested of him.
Mr. THO~IAS. By whom?
Mr. SAULSBUUY. By the memorial committee having charge
of the exet·ct es ; and he did it very welL He die<L The bill has
already passed the Senate. It passed it, I think, at the last session of the ot11er Congress, and was sent over to the other House
nnd failed because of lack of tim€ to consider it. If I had thought
the bill was coming up, I would have had here a description of
the life and services of Chnrles Chaille-Long; but he was a very
u eful citizen of this country, and has represented the country
in the Ncar East and in the Far East, in Koren, and in that
vicinity, during the time of the troubles in Korea.
Mr. THOMAS. !\lr. President, may I ask the Senator for what
purpose the information is desired which this gentleman has
collated?
l\lr. SAULSBURY. The memorial committee in regard to this
statue asked him to prepare thiS account of the exercises, and
he did it and di<.l it very well.
1\lr. TIIO~IAS. 'Vas that memorial committee an official body
appointed by Congre s?
1\Ir. SAULSBURY. I believe it was. I can not say. It C€rtainly ha<l authority over those matt~rs, and he did the wot·k
pursuant to the authority that existed.
Mr. THOMAS. If this committee was one acting under the
nuthority of Congress, and the work was done by its direction,
I am not <lisposed to object.
Mr. SAULSBURY. I am not sure that the committee was
authorized to have the memorial prepared. My impre sion is
that it may not have been authorized; but they did, as a part of
their duty, request that this literary work be done by Col. Charles
Chaille-Long, who did it very well and who wns a very proper
person to do it.
1\fr. THOl\IAS. I will withdraw my objection.
1\Ir. SAULSBURY. I thank the Senator.
1\Ir. SMOOT. I should like to ask the Senator, after acquiring
the manuscript containing an aceount of the unveiling of the
statue, where it will go when prepared.
.Mr. SAULSBURY. It belongs to the Government. I think
It has been furnished to the Library·committee.
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l\Ir. SMOOT. I suppose the bill would state that, but I have
not heard the bill read.
Mr. SAULSBURY. So far as I know it may have heen deliv·
ered to the Library Committee.
Mr. SMOOT. Have any of the departments of the Govern·
ment requested that this manuscript be prepared?
Mr. SAULSBURY. The committee in charge of the memorial
exercises requested Col. Charles Chaille-Long to prepare this
literary docum€nt commemorative of those exercises.
!\1r. Sl\fOOT. Of course, I do not know very much about the
matter, !).lthough I do feel that it is embarking on a new scheme
of expenditure of public money. It may be and it may not.
Mr. SAULSBURY. This matter has been considered several
times by the Senate. I simply do not happen to have the data
With me concerning it.
.
.
l\Il·. FLETCHER. The Senate committee says in its report
thatThe committee is ot the opinion that as the services for which the
claim is made w~re authorized and <lir~ted by a Committee ot the
Library of a former Congress~., and as the services were rendered 1 involving the expenditure of consioerable time and labor on the pan: of the
claimant, the amount asked for should be paid, and ,your committee rec·
ommend that the bill be passed.

Mr. SAUIJSBURY. Undoubtedly the services were performed
pursuant to a supposedly proper request.
·
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
considerl'J.tion of the bill?
There being no objection, the bill was considered as in Com·
mi ttee of the Whole.
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read the third time,
and passed.
.AlU.IY MINE-PLANTER SELcVICE.

The bill (H. R. 9898) to establish in the Coast Artillery
Corps of the Regular Army an army mine-plunter service was
announced as next in order·.
Mr. McKELLAR. 1\!r. President, I think the hour of 2
o'clock haVing arriv-ed, the unfinished business must be laid
before th~ Senate.
The VICE PRESIDENT. This is Calendar Monday, and we
will go through the calendar.
Mr. FLETCHER. The bill just reached on the calendar has
been incorporated in the Army bill. I move that it be indefi.
nitely pbstponed.
The motion was agreed to.
DILLS P.ASSED OVER.

The bill (S. 4459) to amend an act entitled "An act to all·
thorjze the President to increase temporarily the Military Estab·
li hment of the United States/' approved May 18, 1917, was announced a next in order.
Mr. FLE'l'CHER. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It will go over.
The next business on the calendar was Senate resolution 249,
to print the article .entitled "The Electoral College and presidential suffrage " us a Senate document.
M1·. SMOOT. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It will go over.
'rhe next · bill on the calendar was the bill ( S. 2933) for the
reli~f of the Philippine Scouts.
Mr. KING. Let t11at go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It will go over.
The bill (S. 422;1.) for the relief of private owners of lands
within or near the Bitter Root National Forest, Mont., was next
in order on the calendar.
Mr. LENROOT. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It will go over.
LAND OFFICE AT SPRINGFIELD, MO.

The bill (S. 2171) to aboli h the United States land office at
Springfield, l\1o., was considered as in Committee of the Whole.
The bill was reported from the Committee on Public Lands
with an amendment, in line 4, to strike out the words " first day
o:f .July, 1917," and insert the words "<late of this act," so as to
make the bill read :
Be it enacted, etc., That the land office at Springfield, Mo., shall be,

and is hereby, a!Jolished from and
Secretary of the Interior Is her~by
of Missouri such of the transcripts,
as arc not required for the us.e gf
may desire to preserve.

after the date of this act; ancl the
autlJOrized to transfer to the State
uocuments, and records of the office
the United States and as the State

The amendment was agreed to.
The bill was reported to the Senate as amended, and the
amendment was concurred in.
The bHl was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read
the third tim€, and passed.
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The bill .( '. 43GG) to amend section 5 of an act entitled "An
act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the GoYernrn€nt for the fiscal :rear ending .June 30, 1014, and for otb,er
purposes," appro\e<l June 23, 1913 (3S Stat. L., 4, 75), was announced as next in order.
1\Ir. SMOOT. Let tllat go over.
The YICE PRESIDENT. It 'Yill go over.
The bill (S. 32G9) to remove tile C'harge of desertion from ·
tlie military record of John H. Armstrong was announce(] as
ne.·t iu order.
l\Ir. FLETCHER L€t that go over.
The VICE PRESIDE .~.. ~T. The bill will go over.
:\IINI::UU::U W AOE

}"OR WO:llEN AND MINOR WORK.Er.S.

The bill ( S. 4548) to protect the lives an<l health an<l morals
of "·omen and minor workers in the District of Columbia, and
to e tabli h a minimum wage board, and define its powers and
duties, and to provide for the fixing of minimum wages for such
worker , and for other purposes, was annomiced as next in
or<ler.
1\Ir. TR.A1tll1ELL. I move that the bill be indefinitely postponeu. A imilar bill bas heretofore passed the Senate.
· The motion wa · agreed to.
BILLS PASSED OVER.

The bill ( S. 10S91) to amend and reenact an act for the establishment of a probation system for the District of Columbia
was announced as next in order.
· Mr. NELSON. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will go over.
The bill (S. 3379) to authorize the Secretary of the Interior
to exchange public coal lands for private coal lands in certain
cases was announced as next in order.
1\fr. SMOOT. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It will go over.
The bill ( S. 4439) to provide for the survey of a na tiona!
highway connecting certain national monuments in the States
of Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico, was announced as next 1n
order.
:Mr. LENROOT. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It will go over.
The bill ( S. 2494) to provide for the exchange with the State
of Oregon of certain school lands and indemnity rights 'wlthlu
the national forests of that State for an equal area of national
forest land was announced as next in order.
Mr. WALSH. As neither of the Senators from Oregon is
here, I object to the consideration of the bill.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It will go over.
The bill (S. 2898) to provide for the erection of a public
building at Knoxville, Knox County, Tenn., was announced as
next in order.
Mr. NELSON. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It will go over.
ALBERT H. CAMPBELL.

The bill ( S. 1661) for the relief of Albert H. Campbell was
announced as next in order.
Mr. KING. I object to the consideration of the bill.
Mr. CURTIS. I hope the Senator from Utah will withdraw
his objection to this bill. It is a very meritorious measure. If
the Senator will read the report he will find that the Judge Ad.vocate General at one time recommended that the disability incurred by his sentence be removed and the governor of Kansas
be n:>tified that there was no further objection to this man being
commi sioned, and such a notice was sent to the governor of
Kansas, but there was no necessity afterward::; for his services.
Under the circumstances I hope the Senator will _let the bill go
through.
l\lr. KING. Reserving the right to object, I ask that the bill
be reacl.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Th) bill will be read.
The Secretary read the bill, as follows:
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ment 1,300 cord~ of woot1 deli>ered at Fort Smith. Kans., the
report tates; it must llave been Fort mitli, Ark. He wa tried
for being interested in that contract while he was an officer.
Aftenvaru~ an apvlication was made by Col. Jud on, of the
Sixth Kansas Cavalry, for tl1e removal of the di ·ability.
The committee report states:
This application was referred to the Judge Advocate General of tho
Army, who, under date of March 1, 186G, in reviewing the case stated
that the contract in which Capt. Campbell was concerned was the furnishing of 1,u00 cords of wood upon an advertisement of the quartermaster at Fort Smtth, Kans. The Judge Advocate General stated that
there did not appear tl) be any fraud in the performance of the contract;
that the actual offense consisted in the violation of the act of Congress
approved July 16, 1862, entitled "An act to prevent Members of Congress and officers of the Government of the United States from taking
con ideration for procuring contracts, office, or place from the United
States." He further stated that the conviction of conduct prejudicial
to good order and military discipline was merely as a corollary to the
violation of the act referred to, and the Judge Advocate General concluded his remarks with reference to the case as follows :
"In consideration of the previous good character of this man, his
meritorious" service during the Rebellion, tho fact that the contract in
whlch he illegally engaged was performed in good faith~ without fraud
upon the Government, and the severe penalty he has a1rcady sutl'.erell,
it Is believed that the disability incurred by his sentence may be removed without detriment to tb.e public interests."

That was the finding of the Judge Advocate General.
Thereupon, by direction of the President, the governor Of Kansas was
informed, in a letter from thls office dated March 23, 1866, that the
disability resulting from the dismissal of Albert H. Campbell, formerly
captain, Fourteenth Kansas Volunteer Cavalry, was thereby removed,
and that he might be recommissioned should the governor so desire.

Of course, that was so late that no other commission was is·
sued. Of course, the discharge by court-martial prevented him
from getting a pension, but, as a matter of fact, he has been
entitled to one all the time. This act should have been passed
years and years ago.
Mr. KING. Is he receiving a pension?
Mr. CURTIS. No, sir.
Mr. KING. Is the bill retroactive?
Mr. CURTIS. It is not. The amendment provides that no
pension shall be allowed until after the passage of the act.
Mr. KING. I withdraw the objection.
There being no objection, the bill was considered as in Com·
mittee o:f the Whole.
The amendment was agreed to.
The bill was reported to the Senate us amended, and the
amendment was concurred ln.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read
the third time, and passed.
GRANTING OF NEW TRIALS.

The bill ( S. 68) to amend section 269 of chapter 231 of the
act of March 3, 1911, entitled "An act to codify, revise, and
amend the laws relating to the judiciary," was considered as in
Committee of the Whole.
The bill was reported from the Committee on the Judiciary
with amendments, on page 1, lines 3 and 4, to strike out the
words " of chapter 231 " ; on the same page, before the word
" amended," in line 7, to insert the words " and the same is
hereby " ; on page 2, line 4, before the word " defects," to strike
out the words " or " ; and, in the same line, before the word " exception·," to strike out the word "to," so as to make the bill
read:
Be it enacted, etc., That section 269· of the act approved March 3,
1911, entitled "An act to codify, revise, and amend the laws relating
to the judiciary," be, and the same is hereby, amended so ns to read as
follows:
"SEc. 269. All of the said courts shall have power to grant new
trials, in cases where there has been a trial by jury, for reasons for
which " new trials have usually been granted in the courts of law. On
the hearing of any appeal, certiorari, writ of error, or motion for a
new trial, in any case, civil or criminal, the court shall give judgment
after an examination of the entire record before the court, without regard to technical errors, defects, or exceptions which do not affect the
substantial rights of the parties."

The amendments were agreed to.
The bill was reported to the Senate as amended, a.nu the
amendments were concurred in.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, rend
Be it enacted, etc., That Albert H. Campbell shall hereafter be helu the third time, and passed.
and considered to have been honorably discharged from the military
The title was amended so as to read, "A bill to amcnu section
service of the United States as captain of Company G. Fourteenth Regi- 269 of the act of 1\farch 3, 1911, entitled "An act to cotlif,r, revise,
ment Kan as Volunteer Cavalry, on the 30th day of "May, 1865.
and amend the laws relating to the judicia1·y."
The bill ·w as reported from the Committee on l\lilitary Affairs
with nn amendment to add the following proviso:
BILL PASSED OVEr..
Prorided, That no pension, pay, bot\nty, or allowance shall accrue
The bill (S. 1930) for the relief of Elizabeth T. Wells w.1s
prior to the passage of this act.
announced as next in order.
1\lr. KING. I should like to ask the Senator from Kansas if
1\Ir. OVERl\1A.~.
..
Let that go over.
this is not a bill for the purpose of relieving the individual
The YICE PRESIDENT. The bill will go O\er.
mentioned in the bill of the charge of desertion and then giving
TENNESSEE lliVEI! BRIDGE.
him a pensionable tatus?
· 1\lr. CURTIS. No; the officer in this case was .court-martialed
The bill (II. n. 10818) to autlwrize the county of Loudon, in
been us he was interested in a contract which sold to the Govern- the State of Tennessee, to. construct a bridge across tho Teunes-
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s~e River, near Loudon, Tenn., was considered as in Committee
of the Whole.
1\Ir. HEPP ARD. I offer the following amendment to add a
new section.
The SECBETARY. It is propo ed to add a new section, as follows:

That the provisions of section 5 of the act entitled ".dn act making
appropriations for the service of the Post Office Dep:.a tment for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 191 , and 'for other purposes, approved
!.larch 3, 1917, relating to intoxicating liquors in interstate commercl',
as amended by section 1110 cf an act eutitleo "An act to provide
r<'venue to defray war expenses, and for other purposes," approveu
October 3. 1917, and the same are hereby made applicallle to the District
of Columbia.

The VICE PllESIDErTT. Tl1e pending bill is hardly an appropriate place for the amendment.
Mr. KING. I understand \Ye are C'onsidering a bill granting
permi ion to erect a bridge over q navigable river in Tennessee,
and the Senator from Texas desires to introduce some legislatiou
in the form of an amendment in regard to intoxicating liquors
in the District of Columbia.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It has to do with water.
Mr. SHEPP A.RD. It appli s the so-ealled need bone-dry
law to the District of Columbia, and is offered in order to
correct a shameful situation now prevailing in the matter of
the shipment of intoxicating liquors from Baltimore into
Washington.
Mr. KING. This is not the time to discuss that question. I
may agree entirely with the Senator from Texas, but I think
the bill had better go 0\~er.
1\lr. SHEPP A.RD. If the Senator asks that the bill go over,
I withdraw the amendment. I will not imperil the bill, but I
shall continue to take advantage of every opportunity to offer
an amendment to correct the situation I haYe described, aml I
believe there would have been no objection at this time e~cept
for the remark made by the Vice Pre ident.
The VICE PRESIDE"' TT. The bill is in Committee of the
Whole and open to amendment.
l\Ir. TOW ... ·s&~D. I the amendment withdra\\11?
•
The VICE PUESIDENT. It is.
The bill wn reported to the Senate without amendment,
ordere<l to a third reauing, read the third time, and passed.
B"C'SINESS PASSED OVEr..

The next business on the calendar was Senate re olution 297
directing the Committee on !\1ilitury A.:ffai1s to inve tigate and
report relati\e to enforcement of the draft.
l\It·. SMOOT. I mov~ that the re olution be indefinitely postponed.
·
The motion was agreed to.
The next bill on the calendar was the bill (S. 1857) for the
relief of Patrick l\lclUahon.
Mr. KI~G. Let the bill go owr.
Th~ VICE PHESIUE..~. 'T.
It will go over.
Tl1e next bill on the calendar was the bill (S. 3G02) for the
relief of .John L. 0\1ura.
1\lr. riNG. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It will go over.
CREDIT FOR J.OST INTERNAL REYENUE STAMPS.
The bill ( S. 4272) for the relief of tile Commissioner of
Internal lleYenue was con5>idered as in Committee of the
'Whole, and was read as follows :
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is
hl'l'£'by, authorized and directed to <'recUt tbt- Commissioner of Internal
Revenue nnd his accounts with $2,9 0, being the representative value
of 172 pipe-line bel'r stamps returned to him for destruction by the
collector of internal revenue of the first collactlon district of New
York, which tamps. after" being received by the said commissioner and
charged to him September 2, 1914, were lost or irregularly destroyed.

The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, J'ead the third time,
and pas e<l.
The bill (S. 4271) for the relief of the Commissioner of Internal Heveune wa considered as in Committee of the Whole
and was read, as follows:
flff it enacted, tc., Th!lt the Secretary of the Treasury b1!, and he is
her<>by, authorized and directPd to credit tbe Commissioner of Internal
Rl'venue and his nccounts with the sum of $5,000, being the value of
on hundred $50 documentary stamps charged to him and believed to
h ave I.Jeen stolen from the stamp vaults of his office during the month
of .January, 1915.

1\lr. KI~G. I should like to a k the chairman of the committee having this measure in charge if there is not some gen-eral
statute t11at will reach case of this character? Is there not
some provision undet· which tlley would automatically go before
some tribunal Ol' some boanl and "·here credit could be obtained?
l\lr. Sl\lOOT. I - will say to my colleague that there is no
statute on t·he subject. The only way the Commissioner of In-
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ternal Revenue can receive credit is by a special acto! Congress.
He is in the same position as a postmaster when stamps are
stolen from him. In this particular case, of course, they do
not know whether they were stolen or not, but there is not any
question but that they a:re not in his office. His account does
not balance within $5,000, and he requests that this legislation
be passed.
l\fr. KING. It seems to me before an appropriation is made
there ought to be some certainty.
Mr. SMOOT. It is virtually a credit; it is not an appropriation. If the stamps ever turn up, they can not be used unless
somebody presents them, and if they are presented we will find
out whether they were stolen or how taken, and the Government
will not be out of any money.
The bill was reported to the Senate without amendment,
ordered to be engrossed for a third reading. read the third time,
anc1 passed.
NATIONAL BUDGET SYSTEM.

The joint resolution (S. J. Res. 121) creating a commis ion
to 1·eport a plan for the adoption of a national budget system
was announced as next in order.
Mr. Sl\IOOT. Let that go over.
1\Ir. KENYON. ·wm the Senator wait?
l\1r. SMOOT. Yes; I will withdraw the objection for the
pre ent.
.
l\Ir. KE:NYON. I wish to perfect the joint resolution, and
after I offer some amendments I shall not ask to have it considered at this time. I move to strike out the preamble.
The VICE PUESIDENT. Without objection, the joint re olution will be taken up ns in Committee of the Whole for the
purpose of amendment.
Mr. K&'iYON. I move to strike out the preamble down to
and including the word " therefore," in line 2, page 3. That is
the first amendment, I "ill send to tile Secretary's desk the
amendment. Then it commences \Vith the words "Be it 1'6-sol'L·cd," and so forth.
I move further to amend section 1 of the joint resoluti'on by
striking out, in line 3, the \VOrd " out " and al o the words
"adoption of." I shall then ask to ha.Ye the joint resolution
reprinted. Let the Secretary read the amendment.
The SECRETARY. StrU.:e out the preamble down to and including the wonl "therefore." in liue 2, pn.ge 3. Stril):e out, in line
3, the word "out," also the woru "adoption of." Strike ont, in
line 5, the word " and " and insert after the word " two " the
word "members"; strike out all of line G; so that the first. e(!tion will read:
That a joint commission to report a plan for a national budget system
is hereby e tablished. Its membership shall consi!;t of the Secretary of
tht> Treasury, two members to be appointed by the Pri'sident, three
Members of the Senate an1l the three l\lembers of the I:Iou e. to be
appointed by the presiding officer of tbe liou e and Senate, respectively.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The amendments will be agreed to,
without objection.
Mr. KENYOX I move to amend section 3, line 14, by striking
out "1918" and in erting "1919."
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. KENYON. On page 4 I move to in ert at the end of section
4 the following:
Within the limits of the amount appropriated under section 5.

The amendment was agreed to.
1\Ir. KENYO~. In section 6 I move to strike out" June" and
insert "1\larch," and to strike out" 1918" and insert "1919."
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. KE . . ·yoN. I ask that the joint resolution as amended
may be reprinted.
The YICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so orclered.
l\lr. KENYON. And that it retain it place on the calendar.
The VICE PRESIDE.~. rT. It will retain its place on tlle cal·
endar.
BILLS PASS ED OVER. .

The bill ( S. 4891) making cet·tain officer of the Army eligible
for appointment q.s Chief of Staff Corps and Departments was
announced as next in order.
l\fr. ASHURST. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDE~T. It \Yill go over.
'.rhe bill ( S. 4892) to amend section 4 of chapter 5 of an act
mnking appropriations for the support of the Army for the fiscal
~-ear en<ling .June 30, 1919, approvecl .July 9, 1918, and to make
said nmen<lment retroactive wns announced as next in order.
l\1r. ASHURST. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill will go over.
The bill (S. 4893) transferring the tract of land known as
Craney Island from the juri diction of the 'Yar Department to
the jurisdiction of the Treasury Department and transferring
the tract of land known as Fishermans Islanu from the juris·
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diction of the Treasury Departm·e nt to the jurisdiction of the
_,Var Department was announced as next in order.
1\fr. SMOOT. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDENT. It will go over.
The bill (S. 4 52) to create an executive department in the
GoYernment to be known as the Department of Aeronautics,
and for the nppointment of a Secretary of Aeronautics and an
Assi tant Secretary, and providing for appropriations for said
department was announeed as next in order.
Mr. ASHURST. Let that go over.
The VICE PRESIDEl\T. It \Yill go over.
CIVll.·SE!l.YICE RETIREMENT.

The bill (S. 4637) for the retirement of employees in the classified civil service was announced as next in order.
l\fr. McKELL~<\.H. I ask that the bill be read.
. The VICE PRESIDENT. It has been read.
Mr. FLETCHER. Can we not finish the calendar and come
back to it? We shall soon be through with the calendar. There
are only a few more bills on it to be reached.
l\fr. McKELLAR. I should like very much to go on with the
bill. We have spent some time on the calendar. I move that
the Senate proceed to the consideration of Senate bill 4637.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the motion of
the Senator from Tennessee.
Mr. ASHURST. l\1r. President, I am very much in favor of
this legislation which is the unfinished business. The Senator
from Tennessee has the skill and the patience and the ability
to press the bill. He has a great many sympathizers. I am
sure that many Senators here appreciate his work. But I fear
if the bill were now to be taken up the balance of the afternoon
would be consumed. I make no objection, but I am tremendously interested in a bill which is to follow on the calendar and
that I haye watched for three or four years. I understand, of
course, it is utterly impossible to pass my bill because it saves
the Federal Government several hundred thousand dollars. I
know, 'Of course, it it had appropriated a million it would have
passed long ago. I appeal to the Senator from Tennessee, who
is a practical legislator, to let his bill go over at least until my
bill is passed.
Mr. McKELLAR. I can not agree to that when the Senator
has been three of four years trying to get his bill passed. I
hope the Senator \Yill withdraw any objection. As to his bill
that will save the Government several hundred thousand dollars,
I will say to the Senator that I will help him in every possible
.way to get it passed. I hope the Senator will not object to the
unfinished business coming up. I think it will take only a short
time to dispose of it.
1\lr. THOMAS. 1\lr. President, I merely wish to suggest to .the
Senator froin Arizona that if he will offer an amendment proposing to appropriate $1,100,000, the bill will then pass, according to his statement, and the $100,000 which he proposes to save
will be secured for the Treasury.
Mr. McKELLAR. I will say to the Senator from Arizona that
I do not think it is going to take more than a few moments to
pass the bill which I now desire considered. The bill has been
read; I understand what is to be said upon- it is going to be
said immediately, and that it will take but a short time to dispose of the bill. And I hope the Senator will withdraw the
objection.
Mr. ASHURST. I have no objection.
Mr. MYERS. I understand if the motion to proceed with the
consi<Jeration prevails the bill is to be considered under the
calendar rule and the speeches will be limited to five minutes.
Am I correct in that?
Mr. McKELLAR. I hope so.
l\1r. KING. ~rhen I object to the consideration of the bill at
this "time.
1\lr. McKELLAR. I move to proceed to the consideration of
tbe bill, notwithstanding the objection; and I ask for a vote upon
the motion.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Tennessee moves
to proceed to the consideration of the bill notwithstanding the
objection.
l\lr. POMERENE. . Mt·. President, this is a pretty important
bill. I have some observations to submit upon it and I can not
suhmit them il'l five minutes. If the fh-·e-minute rule is to prevail in the consideration of the bill, I shall certainly object to
its consideration, though I am in sympathy with its purpose.
The VICE PRESIDE~T. The five-minute rule will not apply
ff the consideration of the bill is proceeded with notwithstanding the ob:iecuo·n.
l\lr. VARDAl\IA.N. I suggest the nbsence of a quot·um.
. The VICE PHESIDEN1.'. The Sect·etary will ca 11 the roll.
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The Secretary callec1 the roll, and the following Senators an·
swered to their names :
Ashurst
Bankhead
BccklJam
Borah
Culberson
Cummins
Curtis
Fletcher
France
Frelingbuysen
Gerry
Gore
Hale

Hardin~

Hitchcoeli:
Jones, N. M:cx.
Kellogg
Kenyon
Knox
La l!'ollctte
Lenroot
Lewis
McCumbE:'r
McKellar
Martin, Va.
MosE:'s

Myers
Nelson
Torris
Nugent
Overman
Phelan
Poindexter
Pomerene
~aulsbury

Sbafroth
Sheppard
Smith, Ga.
Smith, Md.

Smoot.
Swanson
Thoma:i
Townsenfl
Tramm€11
Un<.lcrwoocl
Vardaman
Walsh
Warren
Weeks

l\Ir. LEWIS. I wish to announce the absence of the Senator
from Mississippi [l\Ir. WILLIAMS], who is detained by illness
..in his family.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Forty-nine Senators have an·
swered to the roll call. There is a quorum present. The ques·
tion is on the motion of the Senator from Tennessee [Mr. McK.ELLAR] to proceed to the consideration of Senate bill 4637.
The motion was rejected.
.A.DJOURNMEXT TO TIIURSD..1.Y.

1\Ir. 1\L-\.RTIN of Virginia. I move that when the Senate ad·
journs to-day it stand adjourned until Thu.r sday at 12 o'clock
meridian.
The VICE PRESIDE~""T. The question is on the motion of
the Senator from Virginia.
Mr. McKELLAR. I call for a division, 1\lr. President.
The question being put, on a division the motion was agreed to.
PROPOSED EXECUTIVE SESSION.

1\Ir. LEWIS. l\1r. President, if it is not inappropriate, I
should like to move, with the consent of the Senator from Ne·
braska [1\Ir. HITCHCOCK], the chairman of the Committee on
Foreign Relations, for an executive session, in view 'Of the
pendency of certain appointments which need confirmation.
·would such a motion be inappropriate at this moment?
• The VICE PRESIDENT. Such a motion is always in order.
1\Ir. SHAI1~ROTH. Let us finish the calendar, 1\lr. President.
Mr. LEWIS. I was under the impression that we had concluded the consideration of business on the calendar. That
not bei"ng so, I withdraw the suggestion.
LOUISIANA M.ABSIIALS AND DISTRICT ATTORNEYS.

The bill (S. 1590) providing for an increase of salary for tha
United States marshals and for the United States district attorneys for the western and eastern districts of Louisiana was
considered as in Committee of the Whole.
·
The bill had been reported from the Committee on the Judi·
ciary with amendments, on page 1, line 6, after the words
"rate of," to strike out "$4,000" and to insert "$3,500 "; in
the same line, after the word "year," to strike out "and the
salary of the United States marshal " ; on· page 2, line 1, after
the word "shall," to strike out "each"; and in the same line,
after the words "rate of," to strike out "$5,000" and to- insert
" $4,000 " ; so as to make the bill read :
Be it enacted, etc., That from and after the passage of this act the

salary of the United States marshal and the salary of the United States
district attorney for the western district of Louisiana shall each be at
the rate of $3,500 per year, and the salary of the United States tJ.lstrict
attorney for the eastern district of Louisiana shall be at the rate of
$4,500 per ypar.

The amendments were agreed to.
The bill was reported to the Senate as amcndeu, and the
amendments were concurred in.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading,
read the third time, and passed.
The title was amended so as to read: "A bill providing for an
increa·se of salary for the United States mnrshal and district attorney for the western district and for the United States district
attorney for the eastern district of Louisiana."
SALE OF PUBLIC LANDS.

The bill (S. 4472) providing for the sale of public lands for the
purpose of using the proceeds arising therefrom in the construe.
tion of roads and other permanent improvements in national
parks was considered as in Committee of the Whole.
JI.Ir. BORAH. 1\lr. President, was this bill reported from · the
Public Lands Committee?
Mr. SHA.FTIOTH. I will say to the Senator from Idaho that
the bill has received the approval of the Public Lands 06mmittee; that it applies to the public-lands States and the parks
that are located in public-lands States, and only from the public
lamls situated in those States is there to be any appropriation of
lallll made.
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, l\Ir. BOHA. H. Though tbe Secretary read the bill rather tlclibei·ately I did not fully catch the language.
l\lr. SHAl1'HOTII. The bill simply pro-vides that in publiclands State.· where there are public parks located, for the pur.:
pose of -rnaiiitaining the parks and making permanent improvements in the parks, such as roads and other nece. flary improvements, there shrill be set aside an equal area of public land which
may be. old at a price not less than $2.50 per acre.
If the 'enntor from Iuaho will permit me, I will call !l.ttention to the fact that new parks have been e 'tablished in my
State and perhaps in ht~, and there has been a limitntion placed
upon the amount of money that can be appropriated for the
maintenance of such new parks to $10,000.
In the case of the Uocky Mountain Park, which is one of the
most magnificent parks in the world, that sum is totally inade-·
quate. It is not e\-en sufficient to police t11e park. Cousequently any improvement in the way of roads or other permanent
improvements can not be made. 'Ve have endeavored to have
passed and have had passed through this body a number of times
bills providing for the appropriation of a greater amount than
$10,000 for this purpose, but invariably the other House has
ruled such appropriations out on the ground that the bill itself
creating the park has limited the amount which coulu be expended in the park to 10,000. Consequently for the ln.'i four or
five years we have been tied up so that '"e can get no improvement whatever in those parks. It has, therefore, seemed to n1e
to be the proper thing to do, without calling on the Treasury
to'· expend any money, that we should appropriate om~ of the
public lands in tlle States where. the parks are situated to the
purpose of making permanent .~mpro-vements in the park. I can
not see any better purpose to which such lands coulu IJe put.
1\!r. 'VEEKS. l\Ir. President, I desire to a k the Senator
:ft·om Colorado if he thinks that any money arising from the
sale of such public lands would ever again go into the Treasury
if this bill should pass?
Mr. SHAFROTH. Oh, yes; I think unque. tionably it would.
l\!r. WEEKS. Does the Senator not think that the pressure
to build roads and expend money for the purposes in connection
with the parks would be sufficient to consume the proceeds of
the sales of public lands?
·
Mr. SHAFHOTII. Oh, no; this applies to unappropriateu
lands. These lanu ·, of course, will be taken up in the end, and
the Go-vernment will get nothing whateYer from them. By reason of the fact that now, 'vhile they are available, they can be
set aside and can be sold, there \Vill be no draft on the Treasury hereafter.
Mr. BORAH. l\Jr. Pre~ident, may I ask if the lands which
may be sold under thi proposed act are such lands as could be
homesteaded?
.
1\fr. SHAFHOTII. Well, there is no limitation, except that
they shall be unappropriatell, unreserved, nonmineral public
lands. ·
.Ai3~ the Senator from Idnho is aware, there has been consid·
erable talk about lands for the soldiers when they return, but
I am confident that the soldiers .b ad rather_pay $2.50 an acre
and then obtain the land than to be required to live on the
homestead for five years. I am satisfiell that they would seize
the opportunity. The whole matter being in the hands of the
Secretary of the Intet·lor, the land could be utilized _to better
advantage for that very purpose at an expense of $2.50 per
acre, which, it seems to me, would be inconsiderable compared
to the difficulty of a ·man having to go, enter, and live fin! years
upon the land.
_.
Mr. UNDER\VOOD. I desire to ask the Senator from Colorado whether the proYisions of_ this bill limit the sale of lands
to public larids within the State where a particular park is
located?
.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Oh, yes. For instance, if there is any
improvement to be made upon a Colorado park. only Colorado
lands may be sold foJ' that purpose.
l\!r. UNDERWOOD. I wish also to ask the Senator another
question. What effect would the p:;t~age of this _bill have_ on
lands which have been set aside for irrigation purposes in what
are known as the arid-land States? Mr. SHAFROTII. The provisions of · tile bill would not
apply to lands '"·hich had been set aside, but only to unappropriated lands.
.
Here is the w~rding of the first section of the bill:
That the Secretary of the Interior shall select and reserve aud within
two years thereafter sell at public auction _in each of the States in
which national parks are situate, unappropriated, unreserved, nonmlneral public lands in amount equal to the total area of the national
parks within such State, and the proceeds thereof shall be expended in
aid of the construction, improv.ement, and. maintenance o.f roads or
other
improvements m and leadmg to the national parks
situatepermanent
in such State.
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readily be . ecn, l\lr. President, that, haYing tiro th~~se
public parks up o that \Ye can not get anything out of the
Trea ury for them, if at the same time we do not proYide a
fund from the public lands of the State in which the parks are
situated we will haYe a number of public parks that are of
practically no use.
:Mr. UNDERWOOD. _ I am asking the question more for information than for any other purpo. e. I think the Senator and
myself ""·ere on ' the committee 'Yhen the original irrigation bill
was passed.
1\lr. SHAFROTH. 'Ve were.
1\fr. UNDERWOOD. I ha-ve in mind wllat Jw.ppcned then,
but the act has been amended since that time, and I am no·t sure
whether my conception of the la\v is correct. l\1y understanding
is, however, that the proceeds 'Of all sale: of public lands within
th~ 18 arid States \Yere to be couwrted into a fund for the
purpose of irrigation.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Yes.
l\!r. UNDERWOOD. And if this bill is pa eel it ""'lll dinrt
a part of that fund from the purpose of irrigation.
l\1r. SHAFROTII. It will to a limited extent, but \Ye have
been continually doing that. For instance, when we create public
parks we do that. 'Vc have made many inroads in regard to the
source from which the irrigation fund is deri>ed, and yet the
enormous amounts of money obtained from locations under ird~
gation projects will continue to come into the Treasm·y, will b~
paid back and constitute a revolving fund for the purpose of the
irrigation enterpri. es tmdeTtaken by the Government.
·
· l\Ir. UNDERWOOD. I realize that; but it may be that the
pre ent irrigation fund as a re'\'olYing fund is not large enougli
to meet the conditions. I am not informed as to that, but, at
least, if we pass this bill it will constitute a dh·erslon of part
of the fund that ''roulu otherwise go to irrigation.
-·
:\Ir. SHAFROTH. In the first place the Senator is mistaken
in this, that nine-tenths, if not ninety-nine one-hundredths, of
these lands ,vm yielu nothing, because they will be taken up by
homesteaders, and the Government does not receive any return
whate-ver from the location of a home tead, a ide from t.he.filing
fees and the fees that are paid the register nnu recei'\'er. The
funds are derived -very largely ft·om the commutations which
are made in order to get title to the land a little quieker than-bY,
living upon it, or by the sale of mineral lands, which ·sales are
continually gotng on, the locator taking patent to the land and
paying $5 an acre. By that mean!': the irrigation fund . L~ built
up more than in any other way. If these· lands lie there- and
are located upon under the home--tea<l act, the GoYet·nment gets
no money out of them at an.
·
.
Mr. BORAH. l\lr. Presi<lent, I should like to have this bili
go over until Thursday in ·any en:>nt. I do not wl ·h the Semite
to pass hurriedly upon a bill which takes homestead lands and
offers them at public sale . for tl1e purpose of improving public
parks which already have a Yery lat·ge donation from the
rreasury.

· 1\!r. SHAFROTH. I will say to the Senator that the dHUculty
. arises very largely. from the fact that in the case of many of
these parks the bills creating tllem contain provisions thnt no
more than $10,000 can be appropriated for the different purposes
in connection with the parks, anrl that is totally inadequate in.
many cases. Inasmuch as th~ money which will be secured
from the operation of the bill now under consideration will be
applied to n good purpose-for we can not l111ve a better improvement than public roads in a park-and inasmuch as it will
cost the General Treasury nothing, t11e money coming fro'm lands
that arc within the borders of .the States in which the pru·ks
are situated, I should like it very much if the Senator "-ould
·allow the bill to pass.
· 1\Ir. BORAH. -I should like to have tlle bill go oYer until
Thursday, at any rate.
Mr. \VALSII. 1\Ir. President, before the !Jill is finally dispose(l
of for the present, inasmuch as I may not be here \Yhen the
bill is next taken up, I w:int to say a word in relation to it. I
regret Yery much to tliffer with my distinguished friend from·
Oolorado (l\!r. SHAFROTH] in regard to the merits of tbis bill,
I haye not been able to giYe it my approv-al, although we haYe a
large and most interesting national park in the State of Montana, the improvement of which would undoubtedly be_speeded
by some such provision as this. But, l\lr. President, that would
mean taking 3,000 sections of land out of the body of land which'
goes to make up the reclamation fund and to that extent would
.
'
deplete the reclamation fund.
I sympathize very much with the Senator from Colorado in
his feeling that the national parks have not been treated as.
lib era Uy by our uvYernmen
r<~
t as theu·
. 1mpor
.
t ance j us t'fi
·
1 es; 1~.
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fact, I feel that we coulu not make a better inn' tment than in
the con~truction of roads and otller improvement.· to makP t11ese
park· attractive and tn kC'<'P tom·i t~ ller insteau of having
them go in droves every year to Switz rlanu, wlter til ·cenery,
accoriling to the te ·timouy of tho" who are familiar with our
mountain scenery and with the scenery of Switzerlanu, by no
means compares wHh that which can be seen in the great national park in the We t. A mo t miserly and niggardly policy
bas thu :fur been ol> ·ernxl vdtll reference to theNe parks; but,
1\fr. President, these park· are created for the benefit of the
people
the whole country, and are available to the people of
the whole country, and there is no rea ·on at all why the land
in the States ·in which these purkn arc located should be appropriated to the making of improvement within them.
.
The Glacier National Park ha · an area of practically 3,000
square mil~, and that means 3,000 square miles of public land
in llle State of Montana, which wllen sold would go to swell the
reclamation fund, are to be sold and the amount appropriated
for tile making of improvements in this park.
Mr. HAFROTH. But does not the Senator recognize the
·f act that if these lands are taken up for home tends not one
dollar will go into the reclamation fund.
l\Ir. WALSH. I appreciate that.
Mr. HAFROTH. That being the case I U.o not .:ec how it
can deplete the reclamation fund.
l\le.
ALSH. According to the argument tile Senator makes
there would not be anything to go into the reclamation fund
at all. The available land will not necessarily be taken up
exclu ·ively b:- homesteaders, but eYen if it is taken up by homesteaders the homsteader is entitled to commute, so that in ~any
ca ·e~, indeed I might say in a majority of en es, the homesh~ader pays for hL<:~ land instead of living on it the entire period
of five years.
l\1r. SHAFROTH. In .some instances he does, but I do not
think in the majority; in the greater number of cases I think
the homesteader live upon the land.
1\Ir. WALSH. But to my mind there is another objection to
the bill, Mr. President. I do not want to take 3,000 square miles
ot land· available for homestead entry in my State and put that
land up for sale to speculators. There is no re trlction; a man
rna~· buy land, paying not less than $2.50 an acre for it, without
any purpo e whatever to cultivate it; he may hold it for any
purpose he may desire.
.
I think the Senatar from Colorado Lc; unduly apprehensive
about the restl'iction in the bill creating the Rocky 1\fountain
National Park. Even though it does provide that no more than
$10,000 shall be spent annually in the making of improvements
in the park-.
Mr. SHAFROTH. Anti for maintaining the park-policing
it and everything else.
Mr. WALSH. That is no restriction at all, for nny Congress
may appropriate $100,000 for the improvement of that park if
it so d ires.
Mr. SII.AJi,ROTH. Yes; and I have had incorporated in appropriation · bills a provision repealing that section, but it has
always gone out on a point of order.
1\Ir. OVERMAN. Mr. President, I ri 'e to a question of ord~r.
The VICE PRESIDE T. The Senator will state his point
of order.
1
:Mr. OVERMAN. I think the debate is proceeding beyond the
five-minute rule, and I now move that the Senate proceed to the
cansideration of executive business.
Mr. 1\IYERS. I hope the Senator will not do that.
Mr. OVERMAN. Are there any more bills on the calendar?
Mr. MYERS. Yes; and we had a tacit agreement to finish
the call of the calendar.
.
l\1r. OVERl\IAN. If there is a tacit agreement to finish the
1
calendar, I will withdraw the motion.
l\1r. SHAFROTH. Mr. President, I wish to say another word
wi.tll relation to the blll under discussion,. and that is that therb
is a limitation as to the number of acres sold to any one person,
so that the land can not b~ the subject of speculation, us is suggested by the Senator from Montana.
1\lr. LENROOT. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to me
for u question?
1\Ir. SHAFROTH. Certainly.
1\lr. LENROOT. I should like to ask the Senator, with reference to the $10,000 limitation, if he is not aware that the limitation was put in f9r the express purpose of confining approprlatipn for the pa,.·ks to which it applied to police regulation
and not improvement, and that it was pu t in when the parks
were created f.or the sole ·pUYpose of pres.:.·I~ving them and not
with the idea of expending money upon tht•m? In reference to
the Roch.--y Mountain National Pm·k, I wisl.J. to ask the Senator
if he i not aware that the position of the House is that they
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are willing to repeal til limitation as to that park just a ·oou
a· the war is ovE>r?
l\Ir. SHAFROTH. I will state to t ile 'cnator tl1at I llave uecn
before th 1•ubli Lunu. Commlttee with tile ol>j ct of · curing
a repeal of th '10,000 limitation, but ther ha be n continual
objection mad to the repeal. Ther has been a ugge tiou
by the Senator from 'Viscon~in that after the wnr he '"oulcl
be willing to have that provi ion repealed, but I do not know
whether tile other members of tile committee will agt·cc to ~t
now or not.
l\1r. LEXUOOT. If I may ay so to the Senator, I prcsum
I am re. p nsible for th 10,000 limitation; uut, o far as the
Rocky l\Iountain Kational Park is concerned, before I left that
committee they were unanimously of the opinion that tha t
limitatlou should be repealed as soon a · the war wa. oYer.
·
The VICE PRESIDENT. This bill goe over' lmuer obj
tion. The 'ecretu.ry wlll state the next bill on the raleudnr.
l'ORT PECK I "DIAN RE ERV.ATIO.-, :UO:.'\T.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, on · d rell th
bill (S. 417 ) providing additional time for the payment of purchase money under homestead entries of lancl • within the
former Fort Peck Indian Reservation, Mont.
The Secretary read the bill, as follow :
Be it enacted, etc., That any person who has mad home tca<l entrv
under the provisions of the act Qf Congrc s 3.1\Proved May 30, 100 '
(35 Stat. L., 5G ) , entitled "An act for the survey and allotment of
lands now embr~ced within the limits of the Fort Peck Indian Reservation, in the Stat.f' of Montana, and the sale and disposal of n.ll the
surplus lands after allotment " may obtain an extension of time for one
yea1· from the unniversary or1 the date of entry last prece-ding the pa ~
sage of this act within whlch to pay the one-half of the in tallment,
then due of such part of any preceding installment, where payment has not yet been made and where an extension of time thert'tor is not authorized by the act of Cong,res approved March 2,
1917 (30 Stat. L., 994), by paying interc tat the rate of u perc nt per
annum on the sums to oe extended from the maturit;Y of the unpaid installments to the expiration of the period of ertemnon, tlw interest to
be paid to the receiver of the land office for the dl trict in which th
lands arc situated, within such time as may be prescribed tor that purpose by the Secretary of the Interior: Provided, That the one-bnlt
of any installment whleh becomes due within one year from the passage of this act and for which an exten ton of time for payment i not
authorized by the said act of March 2, 1917, may also lJe extended for
a period of one year by paying interest thereon in advance nt the sald
rate: Provided turthe1·, That any payment so erteuded mny nnnually
thereafter be extended for a period of one year in like manner, but no
payment shall be extended beyond eight years from the date of entry
nor shall any ertension be granted tor less than one year: And p1·ovided turthe1·, That if commutation proof is snbmitted, all tho unpa\d
payments must be made at that time.
SEe. 2. That moneys paid as interest provided for herein shall l>
deposited in the Treasury to the credit of the Fort Peck Indian • .the
same as moneys realized from the sale of the lands.
SEc. 3. That the failure of an entryman to mak any payment t hnt
may be due, unless. the same be extended, or to make any payment <'Xtended either under the provisions hereof or under the provisions (le
the said act of March 2, 1917. at or before the time to which such.
payment bas been extended. shall forfeit the entry a.nd the amc sball be
canceled, and any and all payments theretofore made shall be forfeited.

The bill was reported to the Senate without urn ndment, or(lei·ed to be engrossed for a third reading, read tll thinl tim(',
and pa sed.
Pl.'TJJLIC

~ND

FOR SOLDIERS AI\"l> , .\TI.OU ••

The bill (S. 4.947). to provide for a survey and C'lu ·~ifictLtiun
by the Secretary of the Interior of all unentercu public lands f
the United States and all unused, cut-ov-er, loggetl, and swamp
lands and other unused lands of the United State , with a view
to disposing thereof to honorably discharged- ·oldier Nand ailor ·
and others, and for other purpose·, wa · con. i<.leretl as in (J{)mmittee of the Whole.
Mr. TOWNSEND. 1\Ir. President, I . honhl lik to haYe the
bill read. I was not here when it was read bcfor .
The Secretary will read the bill.
1\fr. KING. Mr. President, I should like to ask U1 c.hairman
of the committee reporting this bill if it is not u fact that the
Secretary of the Interior is now making the investigation which
the bill just read contemplates shall be made?
Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, the Secretary is now making u
preliminary investigation, in an initial way, of this plan of
reconstruction. Congress last July, at the request of the Sec·
retary of the Interior, appropriated $200,000 for gathering certain necessary data and statistics and making a pnl'ely pre·
liminary investigation of the subject, and that is uow going on,
bet the Secretary, at the time he a.sked for that, stated that
for the permanent survey and classification of these lands tbc
sum of about $1.,000,000 would be needed. The bill reads
"$2,000,000;' but at the suggestion of the Se~retary of the Interior the committee reported an amendment to reduce that
to $1.000,000 only. The sum that was appropriated in July
was understood at tha.t time to be merely an initial sum foe
a preliminary investigation of the subject and for doing certain
preliminary work, but tile Secretary in hi · report on this bill
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says he hopes that not later than the 1st of December the furM:r. l.\IYERS. That is true. That is a good point. I will_say
ther sum of $1,000,000 wm be appropriated for the completion · to the Senator from Michigan that thls is merely to classify
of the work. At the top of page 2 of the report he says:
' and survey these lands, make plans, and get the proposed work
The appropriation made by the Congress of $100,000 as to irrlgable well in hand, - so that when Congress enters upon a general'
lands and $100,000 for the other classes is, of course, insufficient for scheme of reconstruction it may have the benefit of the informamore than what I have termed a rough survey. It will enable us to tion and knowledge and preliminary work which this survey
know where those lands are which may be avallable. But thl.s is no
more than the beginning of the task if we are to be ready against the· and classification will bring. It may not take $1,000,000. The
return of our troops from abroad to offer them an opportunity to build · blll does not necessarily appropriate the sum of $1,000,000.' _
farm homes for themselves for whlch they shall repay the Government ·The appropriation clause reads:
throughout a long tern of years.
That

•

•

•

$1,000,000, or so much thereof as may be necesslrry-

. He then further says that he hopes the further appJ,"opriation
appropriated for this work.' The bill has the indorsement
of $1,000,000 necessary for the completion of the 'vork will be · of Is
go\·erriors of States and commercial bodies and associations
ma.de not later than the 1st of December.
people all over the country who are interested in the welfare
l\fr. KING. Then, as I understand the Senator, the present :of
of the country. It has met with universal approbation, and I
bill will carry $1,000,000?
it is very meritorious, and I am glad to see that the SenMr. 1\IYERS. One million dollars, or so much thereof as may think
ator from Michigan finds some merit in the plan. It has been.
be necessary. The Senate committee recommended that the submitted
to the President of the United States, governors of
amount originally asked for, $2,000,000, should be reduced to States, Representatives
in Congress and Senators, commercial
$1.000,000, ·or so much thereof as might be f01md necessary.
bodies, and clubs, and not one word of criticism has it heretoMr. SHAFROTH. I will say to the Senator that it is almost .' fore
elicited. To the contrary; it has evoked and received
imperative that this bill should be passed soon, because the
expressions of unbounded and unqualified approval and
soldiers are going to return soon, and these fields ought to be ·many
It has evoked hearty, widespread, and almost
open for the purpose of location upon th~ir part and the settle-· commendation.
universal approbation. Many Senators · and Representatives
ment of these lands. I think the bill is a most excellent one and 1·have
commended it and committed themselves to its support.
o~ght to pass.
Its merit is apparent. We must do something for our returning
Mr. TOWNSEND. Mr. President, as I understand, this is a soldiers and sailors. They are even now returning. The people
provision authorizing the use of a million dollarf:! in money for ' of this country are now being asked to subscribe $170,000,000
the purpose of determining \vhat can be done to advantage with :by private subscription for their welfai·e lll).d entertainment in
certain so-called waste lands in all parts of the country. I :Europe. Shall we hesitate to appropriate $1,000,000 to provide
ussume that it is part of a scheme of . reconstruction after the homes for them and make useful citizens of them and make
war is over. I assume that it has been brought forward with ,useful our waste lands? I h9-pe I have. satisfied all inquirers~
an idea of taking care of some of .the men who will be dis· I hope there wlll be ·no delay in the passage of this bill.
l
charged from the Army.
Mr. TO,VNSEND. Mr. President, I understand, of course,
I do not know how practical this plan is. On the face of it, that this bill provides only a mlllion dollars, or so much thereof
it seems to me to be reasonable to try to improve some of the .as may be· needed. No one· doubts, however, that it will absorb
waste lands. I can not imagine that it is a scheme for the pur~ the $1,000,000. What Is disturbing me is whether it is a wise
pose of allowing the exploitation of certain sections of the thing for the country tor the Congress at this time to appro·
country at the Government expense; and yet it is such a novel . priate a million dollars to be used in this kind of a scheme. I
idea and so difficult to understand in a practical way that one. understand also that It is true, as the Senator says, that this is a:'
is almost warranted in imagining anything that might grow out propo_sition to be undertaken by . the Secretary of the Interior
of such a measure. But assuming that it is in:reallty a part of on his own hook, and that it has no reference to concerted action
the scheme of reconstruction,· does not the Senator from Montana by the Government to determine what it is best as a whole to
believe that it would be wise to allo.w this to come in to be consid- do. That is one of the reasons why it seems to me it Is unwise•.
ered with the general plan that I understand is to be adopted here I sh,ould like to se~ a plan of reorganizatlon or reconstruction
in order that we may know what is the best way to spend the established in order that we may_expend the money properly. 1
millions of dollars-the separate millions of dollars-which ' I hope the munition workers and the discharged soldiers are
will be required in a process of reestablishment such as is pro- not going to be abused through all the months that are to com·e~
posed here?
by assuming that they are to be the beneficiaries of all kinds
:Mr. MYERS. l\fr. President, this plan was launched by the of legislation, the same as winning the war has ~een abused,
Secretary of the Interior, wholly separate and apart from any during the past few months. I should like to have some reason
general plan of reconstruction and economic adjustment after given_for the plan; I should like to have it established on a basis
the war, not tied up with any other plans, but solely for the of its own so that we may know that this is desirable legislapurpoSe of getting people on the vacant, idle land of the coun- tion. Not all of these soldiers and these munition makers are
try ; for the purpose of providing homes for returned soldiers going to flock into the reclaimed marshes or burned-over or
and sailors and hundreds of thousands of workers in the mtml- cut-over lands. In my judgment they are not as a whole earn~
tion plants of the country who will be out of jobs as soon as the estly looking for a job of that kind.
I go ·back, however, to the original proposition: If we have
war is officially declared ended and as soon as those munition
plants cease to operate. Some of them are ceasing to operate land that should be reclaimed for the benefit of the country I
now and the need for this legislation is very urgent and very am in favor of reclaiming it; but I do not like to start in in this
great. Some of these munition plants, as I say, are closing down way on these separate schemes by different secretaries or othel."
now and many others of necessity will close down in the very gentlemen each trying to establish a system of reconstruction on;
near future, and thereby there will be hundreds of thousands of his own hook. I should like to have concerted action so that
people thrown out of employment and the country will be thrown we can know what the general scheme is to be.
l\fr. VARDAM....<L~. l\fr. President, I should like to ask the
into a · state of industrial confusion and paralysis. These people will have to turn somewhere else to make a living for them- Senator from Michigan if an investigation of this question
selves and their families; our soldiers and sailors are now being generally has not been ordered by somebody or some department?
1\fr. TOWNSEND. I am obliged to the Senator for calling my ;
returned. I want to assure the Senator that it is not in the
least degree intended, by virtue ·o f this bill, to exploit or benefit attention to that. I had forgotten one thing that I had in
any one section of the country at the expense of other sections mind when I was going over the bilL I think we have almost
of the country. It applies to waste, swamp, cut over, loggell, complete records already in existence of all of the classes of
unused, and uncultivated lands in every section of the country. lands that we have here. I do not think there is a single tract
There is not a section of the United States that will not be in the United States that is hot already get-at-able, so far as
benefited by this legislation, if enacted. The need for it is the records are concerned. I do not think there is any doubt
great and crying. There is an emergency which calls for its about that, and I am obliged to the Senator from Mississippi for
immelliate enactment. Delay \Yould be deplorable, and I hope caUing my attention to it. That is practically all that this
. there may be none. Necessarily this scheme is separate from $1,000,00 is for, according to the statement of the Senator from
:md disconnected with any of the general schemes suggested for Montana, namely, to provide information which is already in
reconstruction and rehabilitation after tlle war. Its very na- hand.
l\fr. VARDAl\IAN. l\lr. President, if the Senator will pardon
ture makes it so. It should not be tied up with any other. It
is sui generis. The demand for it is peculiar. There can be no me for interrupting him further, I wi sh to ~ ay that we all (lesire
delay if the plan is to be a success.
that the soldiers coming back from France \\'ho are willit1g to
1\lr. HITCHCOCK. Mr. President, I will ask the Senator go to the country shall be given an opportunity to build homes
H H is not also true that this bill does not undertake to dis- there and become farmNs. In my juugment the future o f this
tribute tl1e lands, but merely to get the necessary information, · H.epublic depends very largely upon the chnracter of tlw men
so tllat the Congress can distribute the lands if it fits in with and women who live in the country; bnt I want the Senate nnd ·
tlw general plan?
the Congress in the consideration of this measure not to over-
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look the fact that ther· is an effort made along this line by
interested partie who h:we a great deal of utterly worthless
land which they arc going to try to ll the GoV'e1nment nod
haYe the GoT"ernment giYc it to the e soldiers, or sell it to them
on ea :v termR. which will be of no benefit whaten•r to the soliller "-hen they get it. I know of some lands that are being
ofl'l.:'re<l to the Government for tl1ese purposes that will be an
ineumbrance rather than a benefit to the soldier if giv: n him
free of cost. The owners of the ·e laud., in the name of patriot;
ism, '\\ill <lispose of them to the Go,·ernment for their {)Wn
per ·onal profits l'Uthcr than for the good ·o f th patriotic · man
who defen<l tile fiag in a for ign land. I think thi matter ought
to be carefully considered before taking definite action on it.
Therefore I shall ask that the bill go over, that I may have
something to ay when the matter come up for final consideration later.
Mr. TOWNSEND. 1\Ir. Pr ident, I am going to n..k that
thi bill go over until Thur (luy next. We are to hav another
meeting of the Senate then, und I want a little more information in reference to th matter.
~Ir. LENROO'l'.
Mr. Pre ident-Mr. l\1YER . Then, 1\lr. President, I move that the ...·enate
proceed to the consideration of the bill notwithstanding the
obj tion.
The VICE PRE IDE~T. The question is on the motion of
the 'enator from 1\lonttUla. [Putting the que tion.] The
" noe " have it, and the motion i. lo t.
l\Ir. 1\IYER sub equently said: Mr. President, I desir to say
t.bat my motion to proceed to the consideration of Senate bill
4947, notwithstanding the objection thereto, wa · put to the
Semtte and defeated while I wa on my fe-et and had the floor
an<l was en . . .age<l in the net of addre · ing th Pre ident of the
S nate and the enators. It \\US put an<l voted on in the mid t
of my remarks. I had no opportunity to conclude my remarks
or to gi\e my rea on foy· my oppo ition to the 1·equest of the
Senator from l\HcWgan [Mr. r.row~ END] that the bill go 0\er,
nor to make any argument, as I wished to do, in ·~ upport of my
motion for its immediate eousi<leration.
~otwithstanding the H('nate has 1·efused to proceed with the
bill to-day, I wi h to say thi bill has been V"ery carefully consi<lere<l by the Senate Committee on Public Land·, which recommen<l · its pa age, and by the 'ecr·etary of the Interior. It ha •
the npproYal of a great mauy goT"ernor and other Wgb officials.
It is approved by commercial bodie and a sociations in thi
counb·y which have giT"en it very careful consideration. I do not
know what further consideration could be or should be giT"en it.
If the bill is always to be put off for alleged lack of con~ ideration, a has now been done twice, of cour e it never can be considered on its merit:J and di po ·ed of. By the next time it
come up. I hope tho. e Senator· who now say they want to give
it further consi<leration \Till llav-e consiuere<l it to their satisfaction and may let us hav a \Ote on the bill and let u. either
pass the bill or defeat it, becau ·e the time is her when it is
imperative to do omething with thlJ· bill, one way or the other.
It i not fair continually to po tpone <lisposition of the bill on
the plea that it hn not been sufficiently consldPrel.l. 'l'hi;· is an
'important mea ·ure. Th04 e who are not <lecideu a to itr-; merits
should tudy it and consider it an<l not require tho · of us who
are . atisfied of it· merit to ubmit to iL 110.'tponement day
after day. A week or more ago the bill was printed in the
REconD, together with th
ommitte report on lt, wldch is exhan 'live and go · much into detail. I hope those ~enators who
baYe not read the report will read it. I protest again.,t further
delay.
I have her a communlctltion, ntldre · ·ed to tile • e retary of
the Interior, from the International Farm ongr ss, a . sembled
atKan a City, 1\lo., on the lith day of October, 191 , in relation
to the merits of this bill anu making orne sug::,re ·tion about the
propo. ed plan. I a ·k tllttt it may b printed in th TIEGORD in connection with my remarks.
The VICE PRESIDE.~. rT. w·ithont obj ction. it Ydll he so
ordered.
· The matter referred to is a.· follow :
lion. FR.1XKLIX K·. w~o:,

~x

.1s Cn:r, Mo.,

'ecretary of tile Interior, Wa&hington, D.

O :·tt~lJ cl'

r:,

191'.

a.

DIBR Sm: The untlPx·.igned. actin.., under the autlwritr aU<1 (lirection
of thf' International Farm l't~llh'Te . "• a .. ~Pm!Jled at Kansas 'ity, Mo.,
this the 17th day of Octobt>r. A. D. l!HR, rppre entiog the following
Htate . desire to l:'xpre ~ to you om· lwarty approval of the policy outlined in your letter of May XO, 191 , to the President. to provide useful
employment and horups for r(>turning so!Uiers, anu onr llt-sirc to cooperate in I'Yery way in l.lringing that policy into effect.
We bclieyc that the legislation that is to be enacteu iu regaru to this
mn tter shonltl embrace the following feature :
The proposed legl lation shoultl pro-.;·ide for the cooperation of the
Federa l and tate Governments under laws to be enactNl by the Congrcs · untl legi latn1·es of the several States.
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A State !Joartl shonld h<' cr<'at(:'d in each Slate to act in cooperation
with the Federal authorities.
• The Fed(:'ral Government to provide the mont>y for re<:lamation works.
and to I.JP. exp-ended in the prt>paration of farm · for cultivation and the
r clamatlon w rk to be carrted out by the Federal Govemment.
If privately own d or 'tate owned land i· useu, th
tate should
provide it.
.
The Ianll !H1lHuitted by the .'rate ·bould bE.' subj ct to the approval of
the Federal Gov rnment, both ~LS to quality and cost.
The tates to provide facilities for the agricultural training of soldier:
lacking expt'rience or kuowledgP. of local conditions.
Wherevl'l' ~mch agricultural training is provilled, the ._tate and th
Federal Gov<'rnment . hall share the cost equally.
Mon~>y providPfl for the acquirement and rl:'clamation
f lands aml
the pn•paration of ;farm shall be repaid in small payru nts, extending
ove1· long t e rm~·. at low rate of interest .
.A. J. Me 'nne, of Colorado, Rtate engint>er; CbarlPs F. Tew,
of Colorado; Fred :-;, Luca , of 'olorauo; Kurt Grunwald, of Colorado; W. I. Drumruonu. of ' Oklahoma;
Alfred K Rollo, of Moore Havt>n, Fla. ; AJfred C. Rlehoth, of Arizona; Jona La Cetrite, of 'llllfornia;
LPouard 1.'Ulotson, of TcxaR; Chas. McCoffree, of Soutb
Dakotll.; !•'rank l\1. Byrne, of 'ontb Dakota k.'l'homa.s M.
Potter, uf P~>abody, Kans.; Andrew
LmbaU, of
Thatcher, Ariz .. also rt>presenting New Mexico; Fred D.
S~erman, . of Minnesota; .Jewett Mayes~ .of Jelfer on
~ty, :llo., W. W. Bnrr, of Lincoln, Nebi., N. B. Coifman, of Chehalis, Wash., also repre~f'ntlng State ot
Orf'gon under commission of its governor; Geo. S. Bruce,
of Houston, Tex..i :b'. B. Linfield, of State of Montana;
E. •. Lf'edy, of ureat Northern Railway; E. G. Petersou. of Logan, Utah i. W. 0. Wolf, president of Kansa:
t'tate Board of Agr culture; 'I'. . Minter, for State
Dt>partment of Agriculture of Texas; Geo. Albert Smith,
of ..lalt Lake 'ity, Utah· W. M. Jardine, president Kansas 'tate Agricultural Clollege; M. F. J~son, of OlymI1ill., Wa.·h. ; E. A. Will on, for North Dakota; Wm. A.
Ul"t'f, of D nver, Colo., secretary.
GOVER~MENT

l:'PPIJE,.

The IJill (.'. 4 ~) to provide method of . ettlemcnt for material ·, stores, and upplie. · transferre<l between different bm·eau::i,
departments, or agencies of the Government, and for other pm··
po ·ef:, wn.s con.«;id red a in
mmitt of the \\rhole.
The bill bau .IJeen reported from the Committ on Military
Affair with an amenument, in · ction 1, page 2, lin 4, after th '
word "Go\"ernm nt," to iw ert:
Prorid rf, That ih , e ct:lry of War may hy r<'~l tions pre ·crlhe th
ba is for tLrlng the prices to be chltrg d and palt.l for all War Department mat{'rial.:, store:,;, or upplie. o ti"an~;ferrNI, nml the methotl of
cttlement tbPrefor.

And at th euu of . ectiuu 1 to insert a new· . e tim, as follows:
SEC'. 2. That all act or parts of act incon. IRtC'nt "ith th
of thl · act are herehy repealetl.

Ho • · to make the bill 1·ea<l

proTision ·

~

Be 1t enacted ctr., That '"henever authoriz l1 tran.'lf r:s of material ,

stores, and suppite:- are made between \Jureaus of th.- War Department, or
between a bureau of thP War Departmcut noel any ot!Jer ex cutlve department or independE:nt estaulishment of the Gowrnment, paym nts therefor
may !Je maue by the proper di.lmrsing officer of th ollie<', bureau, department, or independent e.:tabllshment to which uch tran fer is made, anti
the same method may be employed in the settlt'lllent of oilier transactions
~tween appropriations unller bureau, of the War Departm nt, or between any suc·h bureau antl any other t'Xecutivo 11 partment or independent c-stabiLbmeut of the Gov rnmenl: Prori<lcd, Thut the Secretar~
of War may by regulations pre ·crlue the basis for fixing the prices to
be cbargetl nnd pail! for all 'War D partmf'nt mote.r lnls, tor ·, or suppile so tran ft•rred, anu the mctlwtl of sf'ttlf'tnf'nt h"I'efor.
SEc. 2. That all acts or parts of act lncon::<i:,; tent with lhe provi ion >
of thl act arc llerC'by r pealed.

The amendment~ were ngreetl to.
The i.lill wnH reportetl to th , 'euatt> a::; am nllt•1l, nn<l the
~unenumt'nts wer con 1u·r~tl in.
The hill \nt.· ortlereu to b engro:.'etl fol' a thinl r('a(ling, re~Hl
the thir·d time and pa..; 'ecl
l'"C"RLI I-! UILDIX G AT - ·o ,.\LES, .l.lUZ.
Tll ' hill (H. H. 28~ amending the l)Ublic buillliu~s a ·t appro,etl :Unr ·h 4. 1fl13. lH'OYiuing for the llUI' ·ha. e of a ·ite for a:
puulic hnHding nt Nogales, Ariz .. was con i<lered a in Committe of the ""hole, antl wa -· r a<l, a follow ·:
B e 1t enacted. etc., That c much of ·ection 4 oi the pul.lllc lmlldin~.
act approve11 March 4. 1913 (37 ,'tut ., p. 73), as authoriz s the acuitaule builtllng tber on for
the lJnited • tate. cn'toml10n ·
t Nogale . Ariz., at a co.·t not xct>eding 110,000, and RO much of
ction 5 of . aill act (37 Stats., p. '77)
as authorize. the acquisition ot .• site for the lJnitecl Stat s po t offic
and other· Govf'I'nment officf':> at Nogal , Arl~: ., at u cost not xc ('(.ling
10 000. Lie, aml th
arne ar hf'reby, amendet l o as to authorize and
direct the •' cretarv ot th'' 'l'reasury to acquh·<', by pnrcha.re, condemnation, or othcrwl -;., one site and to erect th~>reon one building for the
acconunodatlon of the nnitetl 'tates post om , custombou. e, ancl olht-r
Go>ernmf'nt offices a t ·ogale., Ariz., at a coHt not ex eeding $120,000.
of which limit of cost not exceeillng $15.000 shall be expentletl for such
site; anu that the nppropriation of $16,000 matl~. by the act of Congres · upprovet.l July :!9, l,U14 (3 Stat: .• p. 563). J.!-1 pur uan.ce of said
authorization of Mart' !J 4, 1913, for u 1te and bulllling for ·md customhousE'. he, and the same i hereby, made available for the acquisition .of
the ~'il and the commencement of the erection of the IJulllllllg herembefore autboriz{'{l for said po t office and customhouse.
fJui ·ition of n site and the erE.'ction of a

:\It·. ~D£0 T. ::\fr. Pre-·ident, may I ask the Senator fi·om
Arizona " 'llfll thunge thls bill make · in tb pr ent law?
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Mr. ASHURST. Mr. President, in order to answer that
question I shall have to make a prelimillllcy statement, which
will be very brief.
In 1913, in the public buildings bill, there wa authorized ·a
public building-to wit, a customhouse and the site thereforat Nogales, Ariz., and an appropriation of $110,000 was made
for that purpose. In the same act, the public buildings bill of
1913, there was an additional appropriation of $10,000 for another site for a post office. Now, 1\Ir. President, tbis iS only
corrective legislation. Two sites are not neeaed. Two sites
would only be an incentive to erect another building. This is
simply corrective legislation, to provide that there shall be but
one site and one building.
The· bill was reported to the Senate without amendment, ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and passed.
EXECUTIVE SESSION.

1\Ir. OVERMAN. I move that the Senate proceed to the consideration of executive business.
The motion was agreed to ; and the Senate p1·oceeded to the
consideration of executive business. After five minutes spent
in executive session the doors were reopened, and (at 3 o'clock
and 30' minutes p. m.) the Senate adjourned until Thursday,
November 21, 1918, at 12 o'clock meridian.
NOMINATIONS.
Executive nominations 1·eceivecl' by the Senate Novembe'r JB, 1918.
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY AND PLENIPOTENTIARY.

John W. Davis, of Clarksburg, \V. Va., to be ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary of the United States of America
to Great Britain.
SoLICITOR GEl\TERAL.

Alexander C. King, of Atlanta, Ga., to be Solicitor General,
vice John W. Davis, resigned.
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

.Passed Asst. Surg. Friench Simpson, to be surg.eon in the Public Health Service, to rank as such from October 6, 1918.
Asst. Surg. Robert Louis Alllm, to be passed assistant surgeon in the Public Health Service, to rnnk as such from September 22, 1918.
Asst. Surg. Ora Howard Cox to be passed assistant surgeon
in the Public Health Service, to rank as such from September 21,
1918.
Asst. Surg. Marion Sunsari Lombard to be pas ed assistant
surgeon in the Public Health Service, to rank as such from
September 21, 1018.
Asst. Surg. Carl l\licbel to be passed assistant surgeon in tbe
Public Health Service, to rank as such from September 22, 1918.
Asst. Surg. William Francis Tanner to be passed ac;;sistant
surgeon in the Public Health Service, to rank as such from
September 21, 1918.
Asst. Surg. William Charles Witte to be passed assistant surgeOn in the Public Health Service, to rank as such from September 22, 1918.
APPOINTMENTS IN THE ARMY.
The following-named cadets, graduates of the Military
Academy, to be second lieutenants. with rank from No-rember
1, 1918:
· Louis George Horowitz.
David Albert Newcomer.
Boyd Wheeler Bartlett.
Alfred Maximilian Gruenther.
Laurence VanDoren Harris.
Herbert Bernard Loper.
Inm Crawford Lawrence.
Benjamin Mace Hedrick.
Robert Gibbons Gard.
Robert Ammons Hill.
David Horn Whittier.
Sidney Ward Gould.
Herbert 1\Iaury Jones.
Fred William Marlow.
Orville Wells l\lartin.
William Joseph Regan.
Roy Green.
Forrest Eugene Cookson.
John Paul Kennedy.
Alexander Sharp Bennet.
George Sheldon Price.
Carl Spencer Molitor.
Philip Stueler Lauben.
"\V~·burn Dwight Brown.
Robert Miller Montague.

Charles Pollard Jones.
Anthony Clement l\1cAuliffe.
Robert Leonard John on.
Lester Francis Rhodes.
Albert Rhett Stuart Barden.
Romeo Francis Regnier.
Don Gilmore Shlngler.
Harlan Nelson Hartness.
Louis Brainard Ely.
Julius E a ston Slack.
Bertram Francis Hayford.
Ernest Aaron Bixby.
Robert Rossiter Raymond, jr.
Harris Fulford Scherer.
Donald Miller Davidson.
Ernest John Riley.
Clarence Emil .BuTgber.
Thomas Benoit Hedeh."in.
Joseph Vincie Phelps.
Charles Norton McFarland.
Charles Alvin Pyle.
Alexander Griswold Kirby.
John Ray Hardin.
Herbert Weldon Sernmelmeyer~
William Wilkeson Barton.
Maurice Place Chadwick.
Walter Ernest Bullock.
Foster Joseph Tate.
Carl Robinson.
Richard Tobin Bennison.
Henry John Dick Meyer•..
Elton Foster Hammond.
Ernest Marion Brannon.,
Francis George McGill.
Rollin Franklin Risen.
. Butler Lyons Hill.
Oscar Alan Saunders•
John Wyville Sheehy.
James Battle Rivers.
John Joseph Burns.
Leslie Edgar Jacoby.
John Raik es Vance.
Clarence John Kanaga.
Richard Powell Ovensbine.
Edwin Virgil Kerr.
Thomas McGregor Shillock.
Harrison Howell Dodge Heiberg.
William Irwin Allen.
Paul Andrew Donnally.
James Edmund Parker.
William Wesson Jervey.
George Raymond Burgess.
Edward Lynde Strohbehn.
Maurice Keyes Kurtz.
William Holmes ·wenstrom.
Paul Lewis Harter.
Leo Clement Paquet.
Thomas Maurice Crawford.
Eugene McGinley.
Hugh Brownrigg Waddell.
Leslie DeLong Flory.
Paul Robert Menzies Miller..
Isaac Haiden Ritchie.
·
Augustine Francis Shea.
Carlisle Visscher Allan.
Marion Patton Echols.
Roy Anthony 1\loore.
John Edward McCarthy.
Francis Otis Wood.
Hobart Hewett.
Richard Thomas Rick.
'Valdemar Sven Broberg.
James Holden Phillips.
John Edwin Leahy.
George Washlngton Lewis.
Frederick 'Veed Drury.
Leander Dunbar Syme.
Ellis Vern Williamson.
Leroy Clark Wilson, 2d.
Nathaniel Alnnson Burnell, 2d.
William Goebel Stephens.
John Bartlett Murphy.
.Tames Lowe Harbaugll, jr.
Virgil Farrar Shaw.
Paul Alpheus Noel.
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Michael Gibson Smith.
Syril Emerson Faine.
Arthur 1\Jaxon Parsons.
Harry Welling Barrick.
William ~ravis VandeGraaff.
Howard Rand Perry, jr.
Edward Hamilton Young.
Nathan Arthur Smith.
Gerald Saint Claire Mickle.
Benjamin Randolph J.i,arrar.
Harris Ellis Sander on, jr.
Hugh French Thomson Hoffman.
David Stanley Holbrook.
Walter Scott Winn, jr.
Willard Gordon Wyman.
J"ohn Leonard Whitelaw.
Edward Henry Bowes.
Edwin Malcolm Sutherland.
;Joseph Andrew Holly.
Henry Baldwin Nichols.
William Douglas McNair.
Charle Forrest Wilson.
Robert Francis Carter.
Hugh Garnett Elliott, jr.
Nathan Farragut Twining.
.William J"ohn Crowe.
George Whitfield MacMillan.
L. Hoyt Rockafellow.
Percy Emery Hunt.
Douglas Alden Olcott.
Roland William McNamee.
J"ohn Carpenter Rauen.
Lentilhon Wheeler.
1W infred George Skelton.
Lambe.rt Bene! Cain.
Edmund Bower Sebree.
Ignatius Lawrence Donnel1y.
Merritt Brando Booth.
Raymond Clay Barlow._
Frank Greene Davis.
Emmett ;rames Bean.
Donald Allen Fay.
Charles Henry Noble.
:Walter Towle O'Reilly.
Kenneth Pierce.
Charles Henry Bryan.
John Endler.
John Howell Collier.
Dean Luce.
.V incent Coyle Mc.Alevy.
George Gordon Elms.
John Dimmick Armstrong.
Ralph Francis Stearley.
Donald Handley Nelson.
Edward Ora Hopkins.
J"ohn Yictor Domminey.
;rames Verne Cole.
Horace Parker Sampson.
Ralph Bernard Kindley.
J"ohn Adam Bruckner, jr.
ClnrE.'nce Archibald Frank.
Frederick Bradstreet Dodge, jr.,
Clarkson Deweese McNary.
Bernard Albert Byrne, jr.
Charles Ream Jackson,
George Lincoln Dillaway, jr.
'Varren Wilson Christian.
Dale Wilford l\Jal1er.
Robert Barrett Hutchins.
J"oseph William Kullman.
George Dewey Rocrers.
Harold Edward Marsden.
Robet·t Jones Merrick.
William Henry John Dunham.
Landon Garland Daniel.
Haymond Francis Kilroy.
Irvin Alexander.
J"ohn Harvey Madison.
George Edward Bruner.
Thomas Llewellyn Waters.
Urban Niblo.
Thomas Houston Dameron.
Roger Sherman EYa rts.
Charle Linton 'Villiam .
Kenneth Sharp Olson.

William Lighton 1\lcEnery.
Robert :Montgomery Springer.
Russell John Nelson.
Charles l\lainc "'ol1I.
Simon Fo s.
Davis Ward Hale.
Edward 1\Ielvin Starr.
J"oseph Sladen Bradley.
Arthur Launcelot l\Ioore.
Robert \Villiam Crichlow, -jr.
l\lartin Anthony Fennell.
Ralph Harris Bassett.
Harold Allen Brown.
Albert Sidney Johnson Stoyall, jr.
Donald Carson Hardin.
Harold Clifton Zimmerman.
.John Thomas Keeley.
Albert Smith Rice.
J"ames \Vellington Boyd.
J"oseph Conrad Odell.
Vincent Harold Kelly.
.Josiah Tony Dalbey.
Logan Osburn Shutt.
Stuart Little.
Hilton Edward Reineke•
Galen Magnus Taylor.
J"ohn Francis Laragnino.
Royal Wheeler Park.
Daniel Phillip Buckland.
Philip 1\Icllvaine Whitney.
John Morris Works.
Christopher Hildebrand.
J"oseph Holleman Warren.
Edgar Mortimer Gregory.
John Da Yid Frederick.
Ricl1ard Ray Coursey.
'Villiam Ramsey Bready.
J"oseph Charles Panzarella.
Dwight Lyman Adams.
J"ohn Charles Hyland, jr.
Thomas Gordon Cranford, jr.
Lester George Degnan.
Henry Dennett Sheets.
Archie 'Villiam Cooly.
Edwin Robert Samsey.
William Robert 1\Icl\laster.
Paul Revere Carl.
Cornelius Emmett O'Connor.
Joseph Alfred Cranston, jr.
Maurice Ladin Rosenthal.
Willard Leslie Isaacs.
Horace Speed, jr.
Fred William 1\fakinney, jr.
William Benjamin Kean, jr.
Harold Robert Emery.
DaYid Sanderson McLean.
William Joseph Moroney.
Russell Lowell Williamson.
Charles Leslie Keerans, jr.
Howard Adams White.
Howard Dohla J"ohnston.
Albert Carroll 1\Iorgan.
Franklin Leroy Rash.
Robert Watson Child.
Edgur Harvey Snodgrass.
Claude Birkett Ferenbaugh.
Adna Chaffee Hamilton.
Harold Stuart Ruth.
Sterling Eugene Whitesides, jr.
Lewis Stone Sorley, jr.
Albert Coady Wedemeyer.
David Best Latimer.
Ralph J. l\liller.
Isaac Wiley Finley.
J"ohn Leighton Denny.
Roswell Boyle Hart.
Haldor Hegland l\lyrah.
Herbert Joseph Riess.
1\Iartin Loeb.
Henry Ignatius Szymanski.
Ulric Lee Fomby.
Frederick Brenton Porter.
Bryan Sewall Halter.
Gordon Leslie Chapline.
Hughes Steele.
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CORPS OF ENGI1\"TEERS.

To be second liettte~~ants tc:ith 1·ank j1·om Noveinber 1, 1918.
Davi<l Wood Griffiths.
Bernaru Skinner Stea~·ns.
Arthur William Pence. .
Le lie Richard Groves, jr.
Henry Gray Lodge.
Lemuel Pope, 3d.
James Logan Rhoauc~.
Fre<leric B ttes Butler.
Leverett Griggs Yoder.
Harry Alexander Montgomery.
'Vilson Goruon Saville.
l\la rk l\layo Boatner, jr.
David Ayer Dupue Ogden.
Frederick Adolph Platte.
Karl Browne Schilling.
.John Hawkins Elleman.
Elmer Ellsworth Barnes.
William Wesley Wanamaker.
Beverly Carradine Snow.
Richard Lee.
Howard Louis Peckhan.
John Southworth Niles.
Charles Richard Bathurst.
Wendell Phillips Trower.
Robert Gilbert Lovett.
Cornman Louis Hahn.
Edwin Potter Lock, jr.
Morris Williams Gilland.
David Terrill John ou.
Edwin Gunsolus Shrader.
Randolph Pierson 'Villiams.
Otto Praeger, jr.
Allison l\filler.
Newell Lyon Hemenway.
Archie Trescott Colwell.
Arthur Joseph Sheridan.
James George Chri ·tiam;en.
Benjamin Franklin Chadwick.
Charles Diooon Jewell.
Heath Twichell.
Jo eph Jones Twitty.
Robert Everett York.
Chester Krum Har<.ling.
William Victor He p.
William Cla!'ence Bennett, jr.
Claude Henry Chorpening.
Frank Otto Bowman.
James Postell Jervey, jr.
Jo eph Shirley Gorlim;kL
George Sackett Witters.
Albert Riani.
Orville Ernest Walsh.
Harvey Drexler Dana.
Peter Paul Goerz.
Robert Blake Cooli<.lge.
John Peter Dietrich.
William Avlett CallmYay.
Howaru Voorheis Canan.
Vere Alfre<.l Beers.
Doswell Gullatt.
John Bell Hughe .
Eugene Luther Vi<lal.
FJELD ATITILT.ERY · AP.U.

To be second lieutenants, 1cith mnk from, Norember 1, 1918.
George Brooke l\lcReynol<l .
Frederick Atherton SteYeus.
Harri on Shaler.
E<lmunu Wilson Se~n·by.
Roger Manning Wicks.
Hugh Archer Palmer.
George Vernon Ke;\·ser.
Horner William Blair.
Lawrence Bradford Bixby.
Htlrry Crawfo1·d.
William Washington 'Vebster.
John Hamilton Hind .
William Pmvell Blair.
1Villiam J a me, Epes.
John Hinton.
Eric Spencer 1\lolitor.
Richard August Ericson.
Richard Brobst Madigan.
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Jame Vincent Carroll.
'Villiam Henry Barlow.
Ernest Calhoun Norman.
Charles Hollan<! Giltlart.
Gerald Alexanuer O'Houark.
Charles ErhYanl Hixon.
Bryan EYans.
I!,raucis Andrew l\larch, 3d.
.John Sheridan 'Vinn, jr.
Hoger Williams Autry.
l\lyrl l\lil ton l\liller.
Alfred Nathan Bergman.
Stuart Millikin BeYans.
John Hiram Lewis, jr.
COAS'.r ARTILLERY CORPS.

To ue second lie·u tenants tt:ith mnk jrout Novem,ber 1, 1918.
.John l\Jarks Moore. ·
Eugene Germanus Miller.
Joseph Coolidge Kilbourne, jr.
Brooks Scott.
Arthur Emil Mickelsen.
Paul Boyle KelJy.
Leon Harold Durm, 1st.
.James Clyde Styron.
Bonner F'rank Fellers.
Richaru Ravenei ·Spring.
l\Ieltou Adams Hutch.
Kenneth Seymour Stice.
George Maurice Badger.
Marion Van Voorst.
Edwin Boy(! Fitzpatrick.
Dean Richard Dickey.
William Amberson Sexton.
Hobart Hee<l Yeager.
Gervais William Trichel.
Thomas William Munford.
James Longstreet Whelchel.
John Radley Fonvielle.
Joe David l\foss.
Edwarcl Arthur Dolph.
Felix Max Usis.
Edward Ward Henurick.
Bernard Wellington Slifer.
Lee Earl Gray.
Donald William Sawtelle.
CAVALRY .ATili.

To be second lieutenants, tcith mnlc from Not:embcr 1, 1918.
George Gage Eucly.
Charles Edwar<.l Morrison.
Chri tian Knudsen.
Francis Bassett Valentine.
Thoma Tipton Thornburgh.
'Villiam Covington Benton.
Vincent John Conrad.
David A<lams Taylor.
Ronal<l Austin Hicks.
Elmer Vaughan Stansbury.
Edwin Leslie Hogan.
.John Creel Hamilton.
l\lark Rhoads.
Joseph Kittredge Baker.
Charles William Leng, jt·.
Albert Walker Johnson.
Willard Arne Holbrook.
Auston l\lonroe \Vilsou, jr.
Snmuel Po~ell Walker, jr.
Fred GloYer Sherrill.
Sol l\Iark Lipman.
William Theodore Po~ers.
INFANTRY ARM.

To be second 7-ie'lttenan.ts 10ith mnlv
Benjamin Abbott Dickson.
Charle · l\Iason WelJs.
William Bobbs l\liller.
Richard Carrick Babbitt.
\Vade Rushton Cothran. jr.
Perci 1al B olling Bauiste1·.
Claude Desha Anderson jr.
Hammond l\lcDougnl Monroe.
John William Middleton.
Claren('e Arthur R o.·eu<lahl.
Frank J obnstone Cunningham.

irom No-,;embe7· i,
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Et.lward War<l Smith.
John Bartlett Sherman.
John Joseph Breen.
James Arthur Kehoe.
Fre<lerick Pearson.
Churle Frederick Col ·on.
De-W itt Hicks.
Donald Frederic Carroll.
Robert Alvin Schow.
John Harrison Stoke~, jr.
Jesse Ellis Graham.
Jerome David Cambre.
1V"illiam Howell Cocke.
Burrowes Goldthwaite Steven· .
Alexander Thomas McCone.
_T homas Markhan ·Brinkley. ·
John Kennedy Buchanan.
Ivins LaRue Browne.
Kenneth Willey Leslie.
Beverley St. George Tucker.
John Trites Brown.
John Coachman Cullens, jL·.
Reginald HubbE'll.
'VE' ley Collins Dever.
John May Tatum.
Gerald Burnett O'Grady.
Paul Wilkins Kendall.
John Franklin Farley.
·,
Charles Henry Moore, jt·.
James Wentworth Freeman·.
Alexander John 1\Iackenzie.
Wiley Vinton Carter.
Ira Platt Swift.
'Vilbur Eugene Dunkelberg,
James Hicks Carney Hill.
Victor Crippen Broome.
Thomas Reynolds Denny.
Frank Mathews Corzelius.
Julius Lynch Pyland.
Arthur Pulsifer.
Fm·rin Allen Hillard.
William Jes erel Mason.
Elliott Watkins.
Francis Jame · Gillespie.
.Je~se Lewis Gibney.
Robert Hale Vesey.
Clarence Miles 1\Iendenhall, jr.
Kester Lovejoy Hastin~s. ·
George l\feKnighLWilliamson, jr.
Howard Waite Brimmer.
Charles Milner Smith, jr.
Albert Brownfield Goodin.
'V<1lter .Jo. eph Muller. ·, ·
Harry Lovejoy Rogers, jr.
Geo1·ge Bryan Conrad.
'Villiam Stephen Murray.
Harry Krieger.
Raymonrl 'Vainwright Odor.
James Clyde Welch.
Miner Welsh Bonwell.
John . Perry Pence.
John Leo Binder.
.To eph Magoffin Glasgow.
Elme1· 1\Iike .Jenkins.
Jnmes Lawrenc" Keaslel'.
RutlJerford Dent l\kf:iffert.
Richnrd Bryan WhPf •r.
TlJomas Roswell Aaron.
Charle Llewellyn Gorman.
MEDICll CORPS.

To be first lieutenants 1cith 1·ank fr01n Norembct 9, 1918.
First
First
First
First
Fir"'t
First
li'irst
First
Capt.
Fil"Rt
First
First
First

Lieut. John l\Iurray Welch.
Lieut. l\1errill Clary Sosman.
Lieut. Jacob John Mann.
Lieut..John Luverne Hemstead.
Lieut. r'hn.:?s Gilbert Irish.
Lieut. Ueorge Pa 1mer McNeill, jr.
Lir·Jt. Sicille Obcr Rce&. jr.
Lieut. Oscar Thweatt Kirksey-.
William Wals:1 Lerman.
Lieut. Victo Roland Turner.
Lieut. Frederic Damran.
Lieut. Charles WilHam Henderson.
Lieut. William Donn luson Fleming.

NOVE:i\IBER

Fir t .Licut. Harry Gardner Johnson.
Fjr t Lieut. John Henry l\lurphy.
First Lieut. Charles Anthony Cibelius.
First Lieut..James Winn Sherrill.
Fir t Lieut. Philip Lewis Cook. .
First Lieut. Etiward Augustus Lane.
First Lieut. Charles FL·emont Snell.
First Lieut. Arthur Luis Guerra.
First Lieut. Maximilian l\iurk Nemser.
Capt Charles Henry l\lanlove, jr.
Capt. Eugene Vernon Powell.
First Lieut. Henry Tayloe Compton.
First Lieut..John Henry Bullock.
First Lieut. Howar<l Barton Swan.
First Lieut. Walter van Olinda Moore.
First Lieut. John Nagle Hayes. ·
Fi~st Lieut. Edgar Harvey Albers.
Fir ·t Lieut. Benjamin 'Villiam Lewis.
First Lieut. Lawrence Henry Fitzgerald.
First Lieut. George Heinrichs Preston.
First Lieut. Edgar William Kemner.
First Lieut; Walter Schneider Bennett.
r -·
First Lieut. Louis Frerlerick Sanmann.
First Lieut. Maurice Blocher Bender.
First Lieut. Clifford Edw.a rd Bergin.
First Lieut. John Bunting Haines.
First Lieut. Guy Champion Milnor.
First Lieut. Robert Bogan.
First Lieut. James Wright Clarkson.
First Lieut. Floyd Ellsworth Best.
First Lieut. Paul Seibettt Seabold.First Lieut. Sidney Jonns WolfE:>rmann.
First Lieut. Rn.lph Maurice DeGraff.
First Lieut. Thomas William Connolly.
First Lieut. lrl Cephas Itiggin.
First Lieut. Whitman Carlisle l\IcConnell.
First Lieut. Clarence Mansfield Heddig.
First Lieut. E1·nest Jackson Steves.
First Lieut. John Adams Logan.
Fir t Lieut. Raymond Edwin Elliott.
· First Lieut. George Arnold Brown . .

18,
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To b£· first lieutenants tcith 1·a.nk from Not;cmbcl' 15, 191S.
Maj. Jesse P. Truax.
Maj. Cba11es Henry Stearns.
Maj. Ralph Waldo Newton.
APPOI~TlfENTS AND PROMOTIONS IN THE NAVY.

Capt. Albert r. Niblack to be a rear ndmiral in tlte Navy f1·om
the 20th day of l\Iareh, 1918.
The following-nnme<.l officers to IJe assistant naval constructors
in the Navy, with the rank of lieutenant (junior grnde), from
the 23d day of September, 1918:
'Villis C. Sutherland,
Fretlerick E. Haeberle,
Grover C. Klein, and
Norborne L. Rmvlings.
Tlle following-named pay inspector · t.o ue vay directors in the
Navy. :..~vith the rank of captain, for -temporary service, from the
5th day of November, 1918: ·
George R. Venable,
David V. Cha<lwick,
Trevor W. L~utze, and
Eugene C. Tobey .
The following-name(] paymaster to ue pay iuspectOL'S in the
Navy, with the rank of commnn<le1·, for temporary service, from
the 5th day of November, 1918: ·
Elijah H. Cope,
"~ illiam N. Hughe ,
Harold \V. Browning~
Harry E. Collins,
Ellsworth H. Van Patten,
Maurice H. Karker,
Brainerd .M. Dobson,
.John N. Jordan.
Lewi W. Jenning . jt".,
Charles E. Parsons,
John F. O'Mara, and
Raymond E. Corcor·an.
Carpenter Everette 0. Smith to be an assistant naval construe·
tor in the Navy, with tlJe tank of lieutenant (junior grade), for
temporary service, from the 15th day of October, 1918.
Acting Pay Clerk Hunter J. Norton to IJe an assistant pay·
master in the Navy with tlJe rank of en ig-n fo1· temporary service
from the 15th day of September, 1918, to correct tho date from
which he takes r~nk as previously confit·mcd.
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Acting Pay Clerk Aner Erickson.to be an assistant paymaster
in the Navy with the rank of ensign for temporary service from
the 15th day of August, 1918, to correct the date from which he
takes rank as previously confirmed.
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junior grade)
in the Navy for temporary service from the 21st day of September. 1918:
Herschel P. Cook,
Charles R. Smith, and
Gordon 1\I. Jackson.
Engi~n Wilfred E. Shuit, of the United States Naval Reserve
Force, to be an ensign in the Navy for temporary sernce from
the 1st day of No,~ember, 1918.
CONFIRMATIONS.
Executive nominations confirmed by the Senate Norcntl.Jcr 18,
1918.
.
UNITED STATES CoNsUL.
CLASS 4.

George A .• Bucklin to be a consul of class 4.
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE,

John W. Hanan to be United States district judge, eli ·trict of
the Canal Zone.
UNITED STaTES ATTORNEY,

Charles F. Clyne to be United States attorney, northern district of Illinois.
CoA-sT GuAno.
The following-named first lieutenant-· to be captains in the
Coast Guard for temporary service:
'Villiam P. Kain,
Floyd J. Sexton,
Clemel).t J. Todd,
Gustavus U. Stewart,
Joseph F. Farley, jr.,
David P. 1\larvin,
Carl H. Abel, and
·,
Edward M:. Webster.
.
First lieutenants of Engineers to be captains of Engine-ers in
the Coast Guard for temporary senice:
Benjamin C. Thorn,
Milton R. Daniels,
Ellis Reed-llill,
Francis C. Allen,1\fayson W. Torbet, and
Gustavus R. O'Connor.
APPOINTl\[Ei'\TS AND PROl\IOTIONS rx THE NAvY.

Capt. Charles F. Hughes to be a rear admiral for temporary
Dervice.
·
Commander Allen Buchanan to Le a captain for temporary
service.
.Lieut. William L. Wright to be a lieutenant commander for
temporary sen.i ce.
Lieut. Hamilton V. Bryan to be a lieutenant commander for
temporary service.
,
Lieut. Elroy L. Vanderkloot tQ be a l~utenant commander for
temporary service.
Lieut. Wilbur J. Ruble to be a lieutenant commander for temporary service.
Lieut. John R. Palmer to be a lieutenant commander for temporary service.
The following-named naval constructor .. with the rank of
commander, to be naval constructors, with the rank of captain,
for temporary service:
Henry Williams and
Henry T. Wright.
The following-named naY"al constn1ctors, with the rank of
lieutenant commander, to be naval constntctors, with the rank
'.>f commander, for temporary service;
Alexander H. VanKeuren,
Roy ·w. Ryden,
\V'aldo P. Druley,
Paul H. Fretz,
Fred G. Coburn. and
Herbert S. Howard.
TJ1e follo\ving-named assistant naval constructors, with the
rank of lieutenant (junior grade), to be assistant naval constructors, with the rank of lieutenant, for temporary sen icc:
Henry R. Oster,
·
William H. Hopkins, jr.,
Lawrence B. Richardson,
Homer N. Wallin,
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"\Yilliam J. Malone,
Ralph S. McDowell, and
\Villiam C. Wade.
The follo"ing-named officers to be assistant naval constructors.,
with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade), for temporary
service:
·1\Iichael C. Faber,
William A. Nightingale,
Frank A. Saar, and
Garrison R. Arey.
Capt. John A. Hoogewerff to be a rear admiral.
Capt 1\farbury Johnston to be a rear admiral.
Lieut. Commander- Fletcher L. Sheffield to be a commander.
Lieut. Commander Louis Shane to be a commander.
Ensign Merrill T. Kinne to be ~ lieutenant (junior grade).
Commander Frank II. Clark to be a . captain. .
·~
The following-named lieutenant commanders to be commanders:
Allen Buchanan,
John 1\f. Enochs,
Clarence L. Arnold, and
Frederick ·L. Oliver.
The following-named lieutenants to be lieutenant commanders:
Claude A. Bonvillian,
Herndon B. Kelly,
Hamilton F. Glover, and
George H. Bowdey.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to be lieutenants:
Franklin S. Steinwachs,
James A. Logan,
Richard P. 1\fyers,
Carleton H. Wright,
Schuyler Mills,
Carroll 1\I. Hall,
John J. Brown,
.James C. Monfort,
Lunsford L. Hunter,
Daniel E. Barbey,
""alter S. Hans, and
John P. Bowden.
-· "''
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenant' (junior gt·ade) :.
Homer H. H. Harrison,
James n. Kyle, jr., and
Albert R. Stephan.
.
Midshipman Herschel P. Cook to be an ensign.
Boatswain Edmund Delavy to be a chief boatRwain.
l\lacbinist John A. Ward to be a chief machinist.
Lloyd C. 1\IcDonald to be an assistant dental surgeon with the
rank of lieutenant (junior grade).
'l'he following-named officers to be assistant naval constructors with the rank of lieutenant (junior gracle h
Henry R. Oster,
'Villiam H. Hopkins. jr.,
Lawrence B. Richardson,
Homer N. Wallin,
William J. Malone,
Ralph S. McDowell, and
'Villiam C. Wade.
The following lieutenants t o ue Ueut<.'nant commanders for
temporary service :
Conrad Ridgely,
Edward 0. McDonnell,
Walter S. De L: .ny,
Hans Ertz,
Hubert V. La Bombard,
Thomas 1\1. Shock,
llobert P. 1\iohle,
Robert A. Lavender,
'Val ter S. Haas,
Aaron S. Merrill,
Charlie P . McFeaters,
George D. IInll, _nd
.James E. Brenner.
The following-named lieutenants (junior g.rntle) to be lien·
tenants for temporary service:
William Seyford,
George E. Maynard,
Gottlieb Sherer,
.A:.rthur B. 1\IcCrary,
Axel Lindblad,
Seldon L. Almon.
Thomas W. Mather, and
Chares L. Poor, jr.

•
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Ensign Stuyve ant Wainwright, jr., to be a lieutenant (junior
grade) for temporary service.
The following-named w·arrant officers to be ensigns for temporary service :
William Pfeffer, ·
Benjamin V. Goepfert,
Lester E. Auger,
Charles n. Hoffecker,
Samuel A. Katz,
Walter G. Neal,
Edward G. Nolan,
\V alter F. A. Dixon, ·
Edward A. Stein,
William R. Ro ·,
Scott EJ. Peck, and
Angus V. Chisholm.
The following-named enlisted men to be ens1gns for temporary service :
George E. Hummer,
Arnold Hanchett,
Charle F. Gri ham,
William Harten t ein,
Leonard Sicer,
Henry L. Burmann~
Edward J . Tyrrell,·
Virgil D. Duke,
Charlie S. E a st,
William C. Betzer,
Ralph E. Thoma ,
Richard \V. Thomp on,
John H. Thomas,
James l\1. Ilaynes,
Je e F. Cordes,
Joe R. Robson,
John S. H:nvkins, ,
Era tu E. McClaine,
Reuben F. Davis, and
Charle H. Trask.
The following-nameu acting pay clerks to be assistant paymaster with rank of eu ign, for temporary service:
l\fason E. 1\litchell,
Albert T. Crei"htney,
Ervine R. Brown,
Charle 1\Iu il,
Forrest Ivanhoe,
Ray E. Snedaker,
Samuel L. Bate ,
Clifton I. DuFilho,
George \V. Davis,
Guild Bruda,
Chamicey J. Buckley,
Don l\1. Robin on,
Evans C. Soren on,
Edward E. Thiele,
Arthur C. Schroeder,
JGhn T. Knox,
Hobert R. Bla i d ell,
Fred W. L ynch, j e.,
Cha rles chaaf,
Edmund J. Fly nn,
Lotii F. Randall,
Ray W. Byrn,
Walter Wil on, jr.,
William W. Wise,
John T. Neighorn,
Guy E. H olme ,
Alvin S. Reid,
William D. Blaker,
Howard B. Stout,
Robert H. Lenson,
Arthur C. Wallen,
Edward F. Ney, a nd
Ernest C. ~liddleton.
'rhe following-n amed citizens to be acting chaplains, with the
ranJ,r of lieutena nt (junior grade), for temporary service:
Ca rl W. Becker,
\Villiam F. Blackard,
Edward . Boynton,
J ohn A. McCarthy,
John R. Spann, and
t.Tmphrey Lee.
The following-named lieutenants to be lieutenant commanders
for t emporary en·ice :
Harry D. 1\fcHenry,
Harry R. Bogusch,
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George C. FuJier,
William l\1. Quigley,
Albert R. Mack,
James A. Saunders, and
John H. Culin.
The follo"'ing-named acting pay clerks to be assistant pay•
masters for temporary etTice:
Clarence E . Kustenbein,
James H. Stevens,
Ellsworth F . Sparks,
Trigg l\J. Smith,
William G. Conrad,
Orville F. Byrd,
Ellory F. Carr,
James D. G. Wognum,
Edgar C. Hartup,
Robert Von Ritter,
David A. Bachman,
Daniel L. McCarthy,
John E. Wood,
Harry A. Miller,
HarVE:'Y R. Dye,
Norris D. Whitehill,
Verney Canon,
Louis A. Puckett,
George Scratchley,
Charles B. Forrest,
John P. Killeen,
Karl S. Farnum,
Lester B. Karelle,
Harold E. Walker,
Willard B. Hinck ley,
Charles H. Gillilan,
. Jacob K. Ziese1,
Hunter J. Norton,
Leon Dancer,
Cpa~·les II. Ritt,
Joseph W. Cavanagh,
Harry E . Wickham, j1·.,
W~lliam 0. Wood,
Samuel E . Thomp on,
James E. Brennan,
Jo eph M. Devine,
George L. Thomas,
Theodore l\1. Stock, and
Chester B. Peake
Brig. Gen. (temporary) Charles G. Long to be a brigadier
general in the Marine Corps.
CoL Smedley D . Butler to be a brigadier general in the l\Iarine
Corps, for temporary service.
Col. (temporary) Newt H. Hall to be a colonel in the :M arine
Corps.
'Lieut. CoL (temporary) Harold C. Snyder to be lieutenant
colonel in the l\la1ine Corp .
The following-named captains to be majors in the Marine
Corps, for temporary service :
Ethelbert Talbot,
Louis R. de Roode, and
John ·A. Minnis.
The following-named fir t lieutenants to be captains in the
Marine Corps for temporary service :
Robert P. Jeter,
Lawrence B. Smith,
Richard 0. Sander on,
Louis S. Davis,
Jonathan Lucas, jr.,
Archie W. French,
William L. York,
Harry D . Gibbons,
John F. \Villiam ,
Howard B. Freeman, and
Bruce J. 1\Iansfield.
The fol lowing-nam·ed second lieutenants · to be first lieutenants
in the Marine Corps. for t emporary service:
·
Melvin J. Stinchfield, jr.,
Pie-rson l\1. Tuttle,
Herman L . McLeod,
Clarence H. H a rtley,
John T. Selden,
Frank C. Myers,
J'osepb D. Broderick,
Louis A. Pen·mtd,
Grant L. Hill,
Arthur F . Sennholtz,
Carl R. Dietrich,

1918.
Edward B. Irving,
Wells \V. Miller,
Keesler B. Low,
George Ehrhart, jr.,
Elmer E. Hall, and
Charles F. 'Vorthen.
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H. R. 11949. An net to extend the time for the construction
of a bridge across Pearl Riyer, bet'\\een Pearl River County,

:!Ui&:>., and Washington Parish, La.
H. R. 12631. An act granting the consent of Cong!'ess to the
county of Winnebago, in the State of Illinois, and ~he town of
Rockford, in said county and State, to construct a bridge across
Rock River, at or near Camp Grant.
PosTMASTERS.
H. R. 12773. An act to authorize the construction of a bridge
:MA.SSACHUSETT
across the Little Calumet River, in Cook County, State of nu..
0'\\<'n A. O'Neil, Chatham.
nois, at or near the village of Riverdale, in said county.
NEW ]')!EXICO.
H. R. 13036. An act transferring jurisdiction and control for
the period of the war over the Southern Branch of the National
Harvey Springer, Dawson.
Home for Disabled _Volunteer Soldiers from the board of man..
MISSISSIPPI.
agers of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers t~
J"ohn n. l\Ieunier, Biloxi.
the Secretary of War for use for Army hospital purposes.
Charner W. Triplett, jr., Carthage.
H. R. 1020:>. An act to provide for the consolidation of na..
J"osie P. Bullock, Drew.
tional banking associations.
Robert l\I. Izard, Newhebron.
REFOR~I TI THE CITIL
ERVICE (H. DOC. ~0. 143i, G;;TH COSG.,
J"olm J. Stokes, Osyka.
3D SES .),
Harrison I~. Robins. Rienzi.
The
SPEAKER
laid
before
the Honse the following message
:William W. Cain, 'Vest.
from the President of the t:nited States, which the Clerk read, as
follows:
To the Senate mul House of Rcpresentatiws:
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
As required by the act of Congress to regulate and improve
the civil service of the United States, approved January 16, 1883,
~~o~DAY, Nove·m bm' 18, 1918.
I transmit herewith the Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the United
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
States Civil Service Commi · ion for the fiscal year endeti June
The Chaplain, ReY. Henry N. Couden, D. D., offered the fol- 30, 1918.
lowing prayer:
WOODROW Wrrso::s-.
Almighty Father, dispenser of all wisdom, power, and goodTHE WmTE H017SE, Kot•cmlJcr 18, 1918.
ness, we bless Thy lwly name that the world-wide war is over;
The SPEAKER. Ordered printed and referred to the Combut in the readjustmeut which must ineYitably follow we pray
that Thy counsels may prevail in the task of selecting strong, mittee on Reform in the Civil Service.
REFERESCE OF THE ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDEXT.
pure, noble men who shall sit in the peace council; that they
may measure out justice to those who need discipline, mercy
The SPEAKER. The message read by the President of the
to those who need mercy, reparation to those who need repara- United States here the other day about the armistice the Chnil·
tion, and comfort to those who are in sorrow; and that, above neglected to refer, and he now refers it to the Committee ou
all, great principles for the guidance of nations shall be estab- Foreign ~airs.
lished in a peace which shall endure forever; that Thy kingLEA YE OF ABSENCE.
dom may come and Thy will be done in earth ·as in heaYen,
~lr. BRt:~mA17GH, by unanimous consent, was granted leave
through the precepts and example of Thy Son Jesus Chri t. of absence, for two weeks, on account of illness.
Amen.
'·
ADJOUR~~IENT.
The Journal of the proceedings of Thursday, November 14,
Mr. KITCHIN. l\Ir. Speaker, I moye that the House do now
1918, was read and approved.
adjourn until Thursday next.
.
SWF.ARING IN OF A ME~IBER ELECT.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 7
l\Ir. COADY. :Mr. Speaker, I ask that l\Ir. CARVILLE D. minutes p. m.) the House adjourned until Thursday, November
BENSO~, of Maryland, who was elected to fill the unexpired 21, 1918, at 12 o'clock noon.
term of our late colleague, l\Jr. TALBOTT, be sworn _in this
morning.
PUBLIC BILLS, RESOLUTIONS, .A.J..~D ~IEMORIALS.
. The SPEAKER. The Chair has the credentials of the gentleman from 1\Iaryland, and they are in regular form.
Under clause 3 of Rule X:Xil, bil1s, resolutions, and memorials
1\lr. B~~SON appeared before the bar of the House and took were introduced and seYerally referred as follows:
the oath prescribed by law.
By Mr. SCOTT of Michigan: A bill (H. R. 13139) proYiding
MESSAGE FRO~ THE PRESIDENT oF THE u.-ITED STATES.
for the free transportation of oldiers, sailo1·s, and marines in
't d St t
the service of the United States on all railroads operated and
A message in writing from the President 0f· the U m e
a es controlled by the United State3; to the Committee on l\Iilitar'-·
was communicated to the House of Representatives by 1\Ir. Affairs.
"
Sharkey, one of his secretaries, who also informed the House
By Mr. HICKS.: A bill (H. n. 13140) gi>ing to every person
of Representatives that the President had npproYed and signed ·who receives an honorable discharge from the naval service a
bills of the following titles:
bonus of one month's pay; to the Committee on Naval A.frnirs.
On October 29, 1918:
H. R. 12976. An act pro'\iding for the protection of the users
_Also, a bill (H. R. 13141) giving to every person who receives
of the telephone and telegraph serYice and the properties and an honorable discharge from military service a bonus of one
month's pay; to the Committee on 1\Iilitary Affairs.
funds belonging thereto d uring Government opera ti on an d
By 1\Ir. GRIFFIN: A bill (H. R. 13142 ) making the lith uay
control.
On October 30, 1918:
of November in each and every year a legal public holiday; ta
H. n. 12404. An act authorizing the construction of a build- the Committee on the Library.
ing for the Public Health Service in the city of 1\'a hington,
By l\Ir. DUPRE: A bill (H. R. 13143) extending the time for
D. c.
the construction of a bridge across the l\Hssissippi RiYer at or
On November 1, 1918:
r.ear the city of New Orleans, La.; to the Committee on Inter..
H. J. Res. 340. Joint resolution making appropriations for state and Foreign Commerce.
certain necessary operations of the Government for the month
By l\Ir. STEENERSON: Resolution (II. Res. 4-19) relating to
of NoYember, 1918, and for other purposes.
allo'\\ance for railroad fare, quarters, :md subsistence of disOn November 4, 1918:
charged soldiers; to the Committee on Military A.frairs.
H. R. 13086. An act making appropriations to supply deBy Mr. DRANE: Resolution (H. Res. 450) authorizing the
ficiencies in appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30. Clerk of the House to pay l\lary B. Jones, daughter of Thoma:::;
1919, and prior fiscal years, on account of war expenses, and D. Jones, late ·a n employee of the House of Representati>es, n
for other purposes.
sum equal to six months' compensation at the rate he was re. On November 5. 1918:
ceiving at the time of his death; to the Committee on Accounts.
H. R. 12438. An act authorizing the conveyance of the United
By l\lr. HEFLIN: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 350) declaring
States jail and land on which the same is located at ·Guthrie, the 11th day of November a national holiday to be known as
Okla., to Logan County, Okla.
'Vilson Day; to the Committee on the Library.
On November 7, 1918:
By 1\Ir. MAHER: Joint resolution -(H. J. Res. 351) declaring
H. R. 7637. An act to authorize the consh·uction and main· :November ll .of each yenr to be a national holiday; to the Com-.
tenance of a dil.:e on Depot Slough, I...incoln County, Oreg.
'mittee on the Library.
·
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PRIVATE BILLS ~D RESOLUTIO~S.
Umler clause 1 of Rule XXII, priva te bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred, as follows:
By l\lr. ~""DERSON: A bill (H. R. 13144) granting an increase
o-f pension to :Michael Fogarty ; to the Committee on Invalid
Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13145) granting a pension to Feronka
Dotzenrot; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By 1\Ir. HICKS: A bill (H. R. 13146) for the relief of Carolyn
Wbeeler Kobbe ; to the Committee on Claims.
By 1\Ir. SHERWOOD: A bill (H. R. 13147) granting a pension
to A1bert Beehler ; i:o i:he Committee on Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13148) granting an increase of pension to
John 0. Koepplinger; to the Committee on Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13149) granting an increase of pension to
Bavin Copeland; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13150) granting an increase of pension to
Mari1y R. 'Yardley; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13151) granting an increase of .Pension to
:John Daily ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 13152) g1·anting an increase of pension to
'Villiam H. Ramey; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
PETITIONS, ETC.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII,
Mr. DAllROW presented a resolution of the United Business
Men's Association of Philadelphia, Pa., in favor ,of legislation
providing for the retirement of superannuated Government employees, which was referred to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
--~~~~---------

Novemb e1·

'

tucky because there had been no one selected n the ~en e..ral
election to fill out the short term occasionetl by the death of
the late Senator .James. As this raises a new que tion, I ask
unanimous consent that the question as to l\lr. 1\l_j.nTr:~'s
right to a seat in the Senate be referred to the Committee on
Privileges and Elections for investigation and report.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there any objection?· The Chait·
hears none, and it is so ordered.
SENATOR FROM NEW HAMPSHIRE.

The V:IOE PRESIDENT. The Ohair presents the credentials
of Hon. llir-.TRY W. KEYES, Senator elect from the State of . _ Tew
Hampshire for the term of ~ix years beginning 1\Iarch 4, 1919.
The credentials will be printed in the RECORD and placed ou tile.
The credentials are as follows :
STATE OF NEW HA~'MPSHIRE ,
ExECUTIVE DEPARTi\lEXl'.
To the PRESIDE~T OF THE SE~ATE OF THE UNITED STATES:
This is to certify that on the 5th day of Novembet'. 191 , HE:'\'1tY W.
KEI:ES wa_
s duly chosen by the qualified electors of the State of New
Hampshire a Senator from said State to represent aid Stn.te in the
Senate of the United States for the term of six years, beginning on the
4th day of March, 1919.
Witnes;J: His excellency, our gO-vernor, llEKRY W. KEYES, and our seal
hereto affixed at Concord, this 15th day of November, A. D. 1918.
HExnY W. KEYES, Goventor.
By the governor :
(SEAL.]
EDWIN C. BlllAK,

Secrctm·y of State.

CONGRATULATORY CABLEGRAMS FROM AMERICAN REPUBLICS.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Ohair lays before the Senate
a congratulatory cablegram from the president of the Council
of State of Haiti, which will e read.
The Secretary read as follows :
PORT AU PRr.\CE,

~1,

1918.

The chaplain, Rev. Forrest J. Prettyman, D. D., offered the
following prayer:
_
Almighty God, we have come to Thee with the great burdens of
state upon our hearts and minds. Thou hast brought us to the
day of victory and great glory has come to our arms. Thou ·hast
brought us into vital contact with th e nations of tJ,:le earth.
Thou hast given us a place of great power in the world. We
desire in the exercise of our great obligations and duties to keep
before us Thy will, to build states and to build a world citizenship upon the unchanging principles of Thy revealed wilL Guide
us day by day as we labor to advance the interests of mankind.
Give us constantly the assurance of Thy presence and blessing.
For Christ's sake. Amen.
The Secretary proceeded to read the Journal of the proceedings of Monday lasf, when on ~·equest of 1\Ir. SHEPPARD a,nd by
unanimous consent the further reading was dispensed with, and
the Journal :was approved.
SENATOB FROM MISSOURI,

1\Ir. REED.

Mr. President, I present the credentials of Senator-elect SEr.nEN P. SPENCER, of Missouri, and ask that they be
read to the Senate.
The VICE PUESIDENT. The Secretary will read.
The Secretary read, as follows :
THil STATE

OF .:MISSOURI,
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.

To

N OVEl\IBER 21

Not:cn~ber

11, 1918.

To the Senate of the Unitea States, ·
Washington:

SENATE.
THURSDAY,

RECORD-SEL~ ATE.

PRESIDEXT OF THE Sli:~ATE OF THE UNITED STA'IES :
· This is to certify that on tbe 5tb day of November, .1918 SELDE.N P.
SPENCER wa!i' duJy chosen by Lhe qualified electors of the state .of Missouri a Senator from said Stai:e to Tepresent said State in the Senate
of the United States for the unexpired term of the late William Joel
Stone.
I n testimony whereof, I hereunto set my hand and cause to be affixed
the great seal of the State of MissourL Done at the city of .Telferson,
this 19th day of November, A. D. 1918.
FREDERICK D. GARDXER,
By the Governor :
JOHN L _ SULLIVAN,
[SEAL.]
THE

Secretary oJ State.
The VICE PRESIDE...~T. Is there objection to the credentials? [After a pause.] I the ne,vly elected Senator in the
Chamber?
Mr. REED. He is.
The VICE PRESIDE ·T. He will present himself at the
de. k and take the oath ·Of office.
l\lr. SPENCER was escorted to the Vice President's llesk by
Mr. REED, an<l the oath prescribed by law having been admiuiste·ed to him he took llis seat in the Senate.
SE..,...,.ATOR 'FROM KENTUCKY.

:Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, at the last meeting ·o f the Senate I objected to calling the name of Senator MARTIN of Ken-

The Council of State of llaiti, happy at the success of the arms of
the United States and allies, expresses to -·the Senate of the Gnlted
States its confidence in a. final pence founded on right, ju tice, and
humanity.
LEGIT HI Ill,
Preside1lt of the Douncil

ot

State.

The VICE PRESIDENT. The cablegram will be referred
to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
Mr. HITCHCOCK . .Mr. President, before it is referred I
should like to state that the Committee on Foreign Relations
ha'\l'e had under consitleration everal messages of a similar sort
from legislative bodies of American Republics anti have instructed me to report a resolution requesting the Vice President
to acknowledge the receipt of the same, and I shouM like to
have the privilege of incorporating this message from Haiti for
the same purpose.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is t~ere objection? The Chair
hears none.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. If thel'e is no objection, I will report at
this time the resolution which the Committee on Foreign Relations presents and ask that the Secretary incorporate with the
names iu the resolution the message received from tl1e Republic
of Haiti. I do this because we are on the eve of final adjournment and there ought to be a prompt acknowledgment. I ask
tbat the Secretary may read the resolution as modified.
The VICE PRESIDE~~. It will be read.
The Secretary read the resolution (S. Res. 340) as modified
and accompanying report, as ~ollows :
The Co1lllllittee on Forei~n Relations, to which were referred the
cnbl«>gram addressed to the President of the Senate of the United States
by Ricardo Dol:-. President of tne SEDate of the Republic of <.:uba,
dated November 11, 1918 _; JLDJ also the cablegTam addressed to the
President of the Senate of the United States by Ismael Vasquez, pt·esldent of the Sena t ~ of the Republic of Bolivia, and Atiliano Aparicio, '
secretary of ~ta te o Bolivia; and also thl:' cablegram nddrcs ed to tbc
President of the Senate of 1be United States by PresWent Legitime,
of the Council of 8tate of Haiti ; and also thP cablt•grnm adllressed
to the Amer!can Henat~ by the Senate of the Republic of Uruguay. and
signed by Ricardo Areco, its president, and M. Solsona, the secre tary,
all of which congratulate the Senate of the nited States upon a
successful termination of the war, having had the same under consideration, favorably report for adoption the following resolution :
Re.<wlt·ed, Tbat the Vice President be, and he is hPreby, requPste<l, in
the name of the Seuate of the United States, to acknowledge the
receipt of the cablegrams addre, sed to the Vice Pre ident of the
United States by the 8 ennte of Cuba, the Senate of Bolivia, the Senate
of Uruguay, :mel the Council of State of Haiti, all of which eongratumte the Senate of the United States upon a successful termination of the \"\"fir, and to express the appreciation of the Senate for the
friendly greetings and congratulations contained therein.

. The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
hears .none, and the resolution is adopted.

The Chair

AFFAIRS IN COSTA RICA.

1\Ir. LODGE. I present a cablegram from San Jose, Co ta
Rica, and ask that it may b·~ read and referred to the Committee
on Foreign Relations.
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Tbe VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it will be read..
Tlle Seer tary reu.U. ns f<Jllows:
~enator

Sax JoSE.
n. C.:

OSTA R1 A_, _ -orembcr JG, 191 .

LODCE, Wasltinotoll,

..President Tinoco declare.l twelfth lwlitlay. Enthusiastic ccleurallon
hy Go,·ez:nm nt oflictals and people of 'o ·ta Rim, joined by all foreign
.1·esidents o.f aUi~tl na_tion . .Re ' olutlon 1n joint se 'on of Congress to
c~>ll'IJra.tc allie(} victory oppo fd strenuously by antl-Tinoco and proGerman Congressman Roberto Hernandez, Carlos Dla.z, En.•rtsto Mo1·a.
Aftt>r day of excitement, fri<>nds or Tinoco, pro-allied members, pas ed
rP.solution. Our charge d'atl'airi'S's {Johnson ·! indiscreE>t public speech
was ("()nstJ.·ue(] -and llL>eusse<l under gr :at excttement in Congre ·s a . an
-o.ttaek upon the Governmt>nt. About 20 young men gather~d near -our
legation, attempting d~>monstratlon against the Government, crying
"Death to the Government,'' under the delusion they would be protected by -:Tohn on. T.be }Jollce immediately dispersed them, causing
."orne friction with our representatlvt>. The great pro-German and
German influence will not be able to destroy the pre ent -Government.
Finandal condition good, fa.rmeTS ·prosperous, and pro•allles happy.
.John on'.s open approval for 'lllOTe than a -year of .PTo-Gennan attempts
to d • l'tl·oy the present GovPrnment and hi notorHms attempt to .have
the a,gt>nt bl're of the British bondholders seriou ·ly injure the country
financially hou.ld be Lmmeniatcly in;estigated by our Government.
•
.
J"OIIN N. POI'B ..Hf.
'!'RAN PORTATION OF THE :\filLS (S. "DOC.

~o.

302).

The TICE PRESID~T laid before the Senate u communication from the Postmaster General, transmitting, · pursuant to
law. certain information relative to the authorization and di·
rection for the readjustment of compensation to be paid to
l'ailroau compnnie for the tt·ansportation of the .maili:, etc.,
which was referred to the Committee on Post Offices and Post
Roads and ordered to be printed. .
:ME SAGE FRO:ll THE HOUSE.

A message from the Ho·nse of RepresentatiTe. , by G. F.

TnTner. one of its clerks, announced that the House had agreed
to n concurrent resolution (H. Con. fit'S. 60) providing thnt in
the enrollment of the bill H. R. 11945, an act to enable the SeC'retary of Agriculture to earry out during the fiscal year endiug
.Jun(> 30, 1919, the purpo es of. the .act entitled "An act to pt·oTide further for the uational security and U.efense by stimulating agricultur and facilitating the di tribution of agricultural
products, and for other purposes," the lerk be authorized to
make certain corrections, etc., in whieh it reque ted the ec.:ncm-rence of the Senate.
The message al o announcecl that the House llad agreed to
a coucurrent resolution (H. Con. ReR. Gl) authorizing tlle
P1·e ident of the Senate -and the Speaker <rf the House of Represeutative•· to clo e the pre ent session of the Congress by udjoui"ning th-eir respecti>e Houses {)n the 21st day of Novem1JPr,
191 , at 5 o'clock post meridian, Jn which it requemed the concurrence of the Senate.
ENROLLED BILLS SIGl\Jill.

The me s.age fuTther announced. that -the Speaker of the House
had igned the -following enrolled bilL, and they were thereupon
signed. by the Vice President:
H. R. 282. An act amending the public buildings act approved
l\Iarch 4, 1913, providing for the 11urchase of n site for a public
building at Nogales, Ariz. ; and
H. n. 10818. An act to authorize the county of Loudon. in the
State of Tennes ee, to construct n bridge Rcro s the Tennes..o;;ee
River near Loudon, Tenn.
FINAL
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1\Ir. MARTIN of Virginia. There is no que. tion but tllat the
Committee on Appropriations i.:' unn.nimou ·ly in fa•<>r of the
re. olution.
The VICE I'RE IDEXT. The resolution will be reau.
The . ecretary read the concurrent resolution, as follow:-:
House coneurrent r olution 61.
b'esolr-cd by th e House nf Rc-rn·esentati-ves (th e Senate cmwut·t·iny)~
That the rresiUent of tbe Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives be authorized to close the _present -session of the Congre~q by
adjourning their re pective llon ·e · on the 21st day of • Joveiilber, 1918,
at 5 o'clock post meridl.an.

The ,~ICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
con iueration of the re olution?
1\Ir. CU.l\fl\II~S. 1\Ir. President, it ha · JJeen uggested by the
Senator from Virginia that the :resolution is not debatable. I
nsk the Chair whether tllat is a correct interpi·etation of the

J.~ule?

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chait· think that the reso1uti<>n is the same as a motion to adjourn.
·
l\lr. CUl\ThHYS. And i not debatable?
The VICE PRESIDENT. And that motion to a<.lj.ourn nre not
debatable.
. l\1r. CGl\IMIN '. This, howe-rer, is a resolution for adjournment sine d1e.
.
Mr. MAR'I'IN of Virginia. There is, I believe, a p1·ecedent that
a I'esolution to adjourn . ine die js not debataule.
The VICE PRESIDE "T. The Ohair tllin.k:.:; the resolution is
not debatable. Senator know whether they want to adjourn
or whether they do not.
lr. WEEKS. 1\lr. President, the Senator from V'irginia ·nas
suggested that if the resolution went to the Committee on Appropriations undoubtedly the committee would be unanimously
in favor of it. I do not intend to make any particular opposition to adjournment, but I U.o not think it is well advised; and
if there is an opportunity to v-ote, I shall Tote against it.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to tbe present
con id.eration of the re olution?
l\Ir. HOR~ill. I am going to object to the pre.~ent consideration in order to give us time to know whether we want to adopt
it or not.
Tl1e VICE PRESIDE~T. The resolution will be referred to
the Committee on Appropriations.
Mr. l\1ARTIN of Virginia. I did not bear what the Chair
rn1e<l in respect to the final adjournment re.r;;olution.
'rlle VICE PRESIDEJ."'\T. The c<>ncurrent resolution was referred to the Committee on Appropriations, there being an objection to its consideration.
1\lr. 1\lARTL~ of Virginia. I ~~ the 'll.air if he ruled that
tile re-solution must go to the C<>mmittee? Uun not a motion to
aujom~n be considered without going to u c<>mmittee?
Th VICE PRESIDEXT. This i -· a re olution which invariably goe~ to the ommHtee on Appropriation., unless by
unanimou · consent it is considered by tile Senate.
:\lr. MA.RTIN of \h·ginia. Very well, l\lt·. Presluent.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Such resolutions have been ref l'l'ed to the ~ommittee on Appropriations ever since the
present occupant of the chair llas presided in the Senate.
Mr. 1\l.ARTIN of Virginia. I am not making any questi-on
about the ruling, but I ·uggest that that cour. e has been pursueu for convenience. That committee has jurisdiction of the
matter, if any committee haN, but I have neYer known that it
wa obligatory to refer .a. motion to adjourn or a resolution to
aujourn to a committee. If it goes to any committee, it .g oes
to the ommittee on Appropriations, and I am perfectly willing
that it should go to that committee.
The YIG'E rRERIDENT. The Chaie will smggest that r eports
of committee-s will soon be in oruer.

Mr. KELLOGG obtained the :floor and pre ente<l matter ·w hich
follows the reference of the House concurrent resolution.
1\Ir. 'MARTIN of Virginia. 1\Ir. Pre ident, if the Senator
from l\linnesota will yield to me, I will ask ummimous con ent
for the present consideration of the concurrent resolution which
has ju t been received from the Hou e of RepreRentntil"e .
The VICE PRESIDE... ~T. Is there objection?
1\ir. BORAH. l\lr. Presid.ent-CO -~TROL OF CABLE 'J.L~ES.
1\lr. KELLOGG. If the consideration of the -concunent re olution is going to involye deba.te I sllnll have to object until I
·- 1\Ir. KELLOGG. Mr. President, I send to tlle desk the resofinish my remarks, which will only oc.cupy a few moments.
lution auopted by the A ociation of State Uailway and UtiliMr. l\.IARTIN of Virginia. I do not think the resolution is tie Colll!llissions at a meeting held in Wa hington the 13th and
uebatnhle.
14th of November, pertaining to the taking over -of the cablE;
The VICE PRESIDENT. It i not debatable.
telegraph, a.nd telephone line , and I .ask that the Rrune be read.
Mr. BORAH. The Chair asked if there wa objection to
The \ICE PRE:siDEXT. Without objection, the Secretary
the consideration of the re olution.
will read .
.Mr. BRANDEGEE. I .shouW 'like to bear the resolution read.
The Secretary read as follow;;
The VICE PRESIDEKT. If there is an objection· the re olu- Whereas it is apparent that the ends sought io he attnlned by Feu ern.l
tion must go to the Committee on Appropriations. If not the
control of telephone and telegrapb lines as a. war measure have
already been satisfied as far a.s is p:o ~sible, null it is not perceivable
Chair will lay the re olution .before the • enate fo1· con idera-

tion.

J\lr. .BRANDEGEE. I should like to have tile r ~·olution read,
if there is no objection.
The VICE PHESIDEXT. The Chair will lay the re. olntion

before the Senate and see what enn be doue.

that under existing conditions it is desirable that further Government
control be exercised pending the return of such properties to State

Wg~!~l J~~

the short period -of SUch COlltrol and Qperation by the
Federal Government there has been practlcnUy no interference Ql' ·
change in the -corporate organization, management, or properties ot
snld telephone and te1egraph companies; and
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Whereas pending the natural termination of such Federal control the
State commi sions are embarrassed by the assumption by the Postmaster General of exclusive control over rates : Therefore be it
Resolve d, That this association does respectfully recommend to the
Postmaster General that the Federal control of the telephone and telegraph lines cease as soon as practicable and the military necessity
therefor shall have ended.

observe, therefore, that the basis on which we are willing to accept compensation is more favorable to the Government than you have granted to
the Western Union. Apparently war compensation is based upon war
profits, and we are entitled to the same treatment as the Western Union
in this respect. I am,
.
.
"'Yours, respectfully, .
CLAREXCE H. MACKAY,

"' liY DEAR MR. BURLESO~: In view of the fact that an armistice
-rrith Germany bas now been signed and a treaty of peace will probably
IJe agreed upon quickly, I take the liberty of suggestinl$ that the telegraph lines be returned to the two telegraph compames at once, as
authorized bv the President's proclamation, which states that you shall
be at Uberty to relinquish ··in whole or in part to the owners thereof
• • • any telegraph • • • system or any part thereof."
" • Such action on your part would save the Government a great deal
of money, because, as I am informed, the compensation which bas been
agreed upon between you and the Western Union Telegraph Co. is much
more than that telegraph company Is now earning from month to month.
That compensation is even more than that company's earnings for 1917,
which was the most profitable year in its history. The earnings of that
company for the first seven months of this year as reported to the Interstate Commerce Commission were $11357,225 less than they were for
the same period of last year (includmg cable operations, but any decrease in such cable «>arnlngs was undoubtedly more than offset by the
alleged decrease of $578.000 in taxes), which would indicate that the
year ending July 31, 1919, will show a lo s to the Government 1n connection with that company of at least $2,326,068, and In all probability
considerably in excess of that flgtue. I do not know what the correRponding figures of the Bell Telephone Co. are, but there is no reason for
the Government continuing to bear these losses, inasmuch as it can stop
them immediately by returning the lines to the telegraph companies.
That such a step would meet with general approval is intlicated by the
speech of Senator M..*<RTIN, of recent date, in which he ur.ges immediate
1·etrenchment in nil branches of the GoYernment.
•• • There is no such deficiency iu your operation of the Postal 'l'elegrapb lines, inasmuch as no compensation has yet been agreed upon as
to that company.
·
" • Again, the sooner competition in the telegraph business is restored
the greater I believe will be the satisfaction of tbe public. As you are
aware, the joint resolution of Congress of July 16, 1!)18, authorizing
the taking of control of the telegraphs and telephones was purely a
war measure "for national security and defense" and this is emphasized by the fact that Congress provided that Federal control " shall
not extend beyond the date of the proclamation by the President of tbe
exchange of ratifications of the treaty of peace," as against the railroad Federal-control bill, which continued the period of Federal control
tor a period of 21 months after the war. If Congress bad intended the
telegraph and telephone Federal-control act to be other than a purely
war measure, Congress would have made its continuance last for the
same period as the railroad control. The fact that the telegraph-telephone control was pm·ely a war measure was also most emphatically
emphasized in the debates in both Houses of Congress when the resolution was passed.
" ' Certainly the war no longer justifies the Government's retaining
these telegraph lines fot• war purposes. In fact, since August 1, 1918
when the Government first took control of the telegraph lines for wai:
purposes, there bas nQt been a single act in such operation, so far as I
can a~;certain, that has been different from what such operation would
bave been if the telegraph companies bad been allowed to continue
their own control and the Government had not taken over the lines for
war purposes. This merely emphasizes the propriety and wisdom of the
lines heing turned back at once.
" • The compensation to the Postal Telegraph-Cable system is now in
course of disco sion with your committee, but if you think .well of the
RUggestion to return the lines to both telegraph companies, the Postal
Telegraph-Cable Co. is wllllng to walve any claim for compensation and
accept what the lines have actually earned since the beginning of Federal control. All this would save the Government from the loss which
it is now sustaining from month to month.
·
"• On the other hand, if the Government is to continue to keep control of our lines, we certainly are entitled to the same profits that we
made during the year prior to July, 1918, which you will notice includes
the first six months of 1918, in · which six months, ns stated above, the
Wester·n Union earnings showed a considerable decline, but which was
apparently not · considereu in arriving at their compensation. You will

The committee does not present this bill to the Senate with a. vjewpoint that there is any necessity In this hour confronting the country
as a reason why these lines should be taken over.

u

Prcsident. 1

1,

Newcomb Carlton, president of the Western Union, was asked
Mr. KELLOGG. I also send to the desk a public statement forWhen
a statement regarding the Government"s seizure or the cables he
from 1\Ir. Clarence H. Mackay, president of both the Postal said:
"I have nothing to say on the matter. Any statement must come
Telegraph & Cable Co. and the Commercial Cable Co., together from
Washington."
with a letter of l\!r. Mackay addressed to 1\lr. Burleson, Post1\Ir. KELLOGG. :Mr. President, if there is no objection in
master General, which I ask to have read.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair the Senate, I should like to make a few very brief remarks upon
this petition and statement.
l1ears none, and the Secretary will read.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair
The Secretary read as follows :
bears none.
PRESIDEXT :llACKAY PROTESTS.
l\Ir. KELLOGG. · l\Ir. President, it will be remembered that
"Clarence H. Mackay, president of the Postal Telegraph-Cable Co. and we bad carried on the war tor nearly a year and a half before
the- Commercial Cable Co., on being asked regarding the Government it occurred to anyone that it was necessary to take over the
taking the contrQl of the cable lines, said :
" I can not understand why the Govemment takes over the cables as telegraphs and telephones and cables as a war measure. When
a war measure notwithstanding the war being now practically ended. the bill was reported to the Senate for that purpose, the advoThe cable companies have rendered splendid service ever since the out- cates of the bill made no claim that there was any nece sity
break of the European war four years ago. Why at this late day the
rost Otllce Department takes over the cables a.s a war necessity, in the then existing for taking over the telegraph lines. The principal
face of the fact that the Navy Department has censored all cable mes- advocates upon the floor of the Senate, the Senator from Alasages since April, 1917, and is still censoring them, is beyond my com- bama [Mr. UNDERWOOD] and the Senator from Illinois [l\Ir.
prehension. Ana why, also, the Government should saddle itself with
this added burden when, on the other band, it is trying to reduce the LEWIS], made it very plain to the Senate and to the country
wat· expense is a mystet·y.
•
that the President had no immediate intention of taking o>er
•· The cables, except for the last few days, have been worked to their
full capacity, and Government operation can not Increase that capacity the telegraphs and telephones; that they kn2w of no neces ity
nor make the rates any cheaper. In fact, I have no doubt that Govern- for so doing then existing; but that the passage of the bill was
ment operation will result in loss, just as the Government operation or simply asked to empower the President to take over the telethe land lines will undoubtedly result in a very heavy loss. Only a few
days ago I wrote .Mr. Burleson requesting that the land lines be turned graphs and the telephones in the eYent the necessity of the " ·ar
back to the companies, so us to limit the loss of the Government. That should demand it thereafter. I now wish to call attention yerv
letter is quite 1n point, and reads · as follows :
briefly to the language of these Senators upon this subject and
" ' NorEl:IBER 11, 1918.
to show how the action of the Government squares with the
. "' ' Hon. ALBEUT S. BURLESO~,
spokesmen of the administration. 1\Ir. UNDERWOOD said:
u' Postma.ater General, Washington, D. 0.

But it was simply an act, he said, empowering the Pre. illent
to meet the emergency if it should arise. The Senate will
remember, I think, the speech of the Senator from Illinois
in which he said:
'
I deny absolutely that there is a foundation for the chnr~;c made
that the joint resolution authorizes the !'resident to operate the properties to the exclusion of the companies wllich own them.
Sir, I <lo bold and present to these honorable Senators tbls thou«bt •
That when we hail passed the joint resolution the President under
no wise takes possession of this property, under no circumstances hut
one does be assume to operate it. The power to him granted by the
joint resolution is never to be exercised until subsequently to its
passage there are circumstances manifest to him from evidence incon trovertible, proved and evident. that for the national secm·ity or for
the defense of the country be should step in and assume that control.

Ann he proceeded to say that the telephone and telegraph lines
would be operated by tl1e companies as usual. He said:
The owners will exercise the same domination over the plant· there
'

will be nothing disturbed ; there will be nothing interrupted.

l\Ir. LEWIS. 1\lr. President, will the Senator allow me to interrupt him?
.
l\Ir. KELLOGG. I ~·ielu to the Senator from Illinois.
Mr. LEWIS. I only desire that the Senator from Minnesota
make clear what I knew was his intention. He referreu to the
speecb of the Senator from Illinois, :mel I should like to h:we
the RECORD show that it was myself and not my colleague [l\Ir.
SHERMAN] who made those observations, in order that be may
not bear the responsibility. I also desire that it shall appear
that the remarks were made upon a resolution that wns then
pending be.fore the body, if the Senator from lUinne ota will
allow me to make that suggestion.
Mr. KELLOGG. I think everyone understood that I rcfcrrell
to the junior Senator from Illinois.
1\fr. President, it was also stated npon the floor of the Senate
that Congress was about to take a recess, and that something
might happen that would require the President to take o\er the
telegraph and telephone l~nes during t11e recess.
l\fr. President, some of us had doubts upon that subject. We
belie\ed that it was part of a scheme really inaugurated by the
Posbnaster General, who had always been in favor of it, to
take over the telegraph and telephone and cable lines as preliminary to Government ownership and Government operation,
as we believed the same step was taken in the case of the railroads. 'Ve were assured, however, that it was simply a. war
measure for the national security and defense. Now, what happene<l? Immediately after the passage of the resolution the
President issued a proclamation taking over the telegraph and
telephone lines and placing the Postmaster General in charge of
their operation ; but the cables were not taken over for rea on ,
I believe, that everybody understands. In the first place, the
cable lines ·"-ere thoroughly censored ; n~t a message since 1917,

1918 ...

OONGRE~ 'SIOX.L\.L

follo\\·ing our entry into tlle \\ill' has been or could be sent O\er
th n<>ean cable lines until it had been read or cen ·orell by officers
of til United tate.· GoYernment, wllicll was and i · as it should
he. There w-as niJpnrently no ncces •ity for taking them over;
there was no ne e · ity fo-r taking oYer the telegraph and telel'hone line., a subsequent eYents have clearly developetL
~ 'ow. after the 'lvar i . over we arc met by the aseoundin;;
propo.·ition that a.· a war neces ity, for the national security
and defe1re, it is neces··ury to take over the cable lines, or nt
least a part of them-those cable lines only, I belie-ve, running
to Europe. I can not find out that any of the cable lines running to South America have been tnken over. I dO' not know
whether the cable lines across the Pacific have been taken ove):.
but I a · ume that they have been, a. they are a part of the
'ommercial Cable Co.'s lines.
_
After the war i over, when we are assured t~t it can not
lJe resumed, becau e the central empires will be rendered impotent to can·y it on, when "\Ye are assm·ed bl" Mr. Creel, accord1ng to a statement in the morning papers, that there is to be no
fm·ther ccn orship of the cables, there can not be any wai' neces~ity whatever for taking them over, we are met by a propositi_
on
to take over the cable lines. This demonstrates, it seems to me,
beyoutl q_uestion tl1at there never was a war nece · ity, but that
it i a part of a plan to fasten upon this country Government
ownership of cables, telephones, and telegraphs, although theGovernme-nt ownership of telephones and telegraphs certainly
has not been profitable, according to the letter of Mr. Mackay.
The Government is paying to the Western Union Co. much more
tha·n the receipts of the company for the use of the- lines, anll
there is a loss, Mr. Mackay says, of over $2,000,000 already in
the operation of those lines. He further ofrer , I obser\"e by his
letter-, to take back the Postal and the cable lines without any
dmrge to the Government at all, to assume all the obligations of
Go,erument operation and save the Go\ernment from any lo s.
Mr. CUl\Il\1INS: l\Ir. Presid~nt-Thc \ICE PRESIDENT. ,Does the S€llator from Minne. ota·
yield to the Senator from Iowa?
~Ir. KELLOGG. I yield.
lli. 'Ul\ilUINS. I desire to ask the Senato~ from 1\Ilnne ot.a a
que tion. He has just suggested that the motive for taking _over
the cable lines may be to advance the Go-vernment ownership
nnd operation of those lines in time of peace. Upon reflection,
(1 es he not think that the proposed visit of the President of the
'United States to Europe may present an emergency that has
, ometWng to do with the assumption of the cable line by the
GoYernment?
l\lr. KELLOGG. Mr. President, I do not see how the President'. visit to Europe can in any way be made an excuse for
taking over the cable lines; and beyond that I do not desil·e to
spe ·ulate on the subject to the Senate. It is perfectly evident
tlw.t there was and is no war necessity for taking over the
cable lines; but, under the guise of a war nece ity, we are to
be given Government operation o.f the- cables as well as GoP
ernment operation of telegraphs and telephones, although the
latter has not been particularly profitable or agreeable to the
American people.
I ask permission to submit as part of my remarks a petition
of the Minnesota Railway .and 'Varehouse Utilities Commission
having charge of rates and service on telegraphs and telephone.. in which they petition :Mr. Burleson not to increase enormously the charge for installation. These charges have been
increased all the way from $5 to $15 per installation, and more
than double the normal rates-, costing the people of my State
many hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Mr. REED. 1\lr. President-The VICE PllESIDE:ST. Doe the Senator from ~linnesota
r ield to the Senator from 1\IiS"OUri?
l\Ir. KELLOGG. I yield.
Mr. REED. There has been some confu~1on in the Chambet•
and I could not hear the latter part of the Senator's remarks.
Did lle say that the rate had been increased for in.rralling telepllones in houses?
1\lr. KELLOGG. I pre enteu a petition from my State stating that the rate· for the installation of telephones had been increased.
1\lr. REED. I do not wi ·b to interrupt the Senator, but will
l1e advi e u what the extent of the increase has been?
!\Ir. KELLOGG. I can not say to what extent it bas been increa. e<l generally over the country. I simply file the petition,
and a ·k that it be made part of my remarks. I do not wish to
stop now in the morning hour to read it.
The VICE PRESIDE -T. Without objection, the petition referred to by the Senator ft·om l\linne. ota will be printed in the
RECORD.

[The petition referred to will be found as · Appendix A.}
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l\Ir. TOWXSEND. l\Iay I interru11t the Senator n lliut point
for jn t a moment?
. ., Ir. KELJ, GG. Ye..:.
l\Ir. TOWNSE:XD. It is no-t only tme that rates have been
increased, but an. order lin.· been i sued locally to the effect that
telephone.· can not be temporarily cliscontinueu. For iustanC{>.
when a man leaves hi home, a I leave mine in the summe:v
time, he discontinues the use of his phone and then co-ntinues
it again when he return. · ; but notification ha been given that
that can not l)€ done un-der the orders of the administration
controlling t11e telephones.
1\Ir. KELLOGG. 1\lr. Pre ·ident, I think there are -very substantial reasons why the cable lines especiaHy ·hould not be
taken oYer to Government operation, and certainly not to Go-vernment ownership. I stated those- reasons in .. speech to the
Senate- on the 11th of July, when a bi11 on the subject was
. before the Senate, and I shall no-t repeat what I then said ; but
I will remind the Senate that no nation in the world owns its.
own cable lines e. tending into foreign countries. Tbey have
. considered it inadvisable because of the nntural objecti-ons ol
: a particular country to allowing foreign c.ountrie to o-wn .pli.blic
utilities within its territory. 1\s I said before. the lttnUing
rights of every cable line that runs to the South American.
. countries contain clauses for their forfeiture in the event that •
they ar-e as igned to any Government, the princtpal object being
to prevent the United States Government from owning cable
lines into those countries. I have no doubt that the President
may have obtainecl the consent of G·reat Britarn temporarily,
perhaps-perhaps permanently; I do not know-to take over
the cable lin-es reaching E.Jigland., · and· that he perhaps n:iay
have obtained the consent of Portugal and France to take over
the cable lines reaching those countries.
Mr. President, the development of cable lin s to foreign countries is one of the most important things to this country, to our
trade and commerce in ·times of peace; and the extension of
those lines is. to-day occupying the attentioll' of the great cable
companies operating lines to South America. I hope that
nothing will be d-one to impe-ril thee future of our commerce by
taking them O\er to Go>e-t'111Ilent operation.
APPEND-IX

lion. A.
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A.

Sl'.. racL, M1:c., September 9, 191 .

Postnunter General, Washington, D. 0.

DEAl! Sm ~ The Minnesota Railroad :l.Dd War hou ·c Commission respectfully begs to en'ter a prote~t against the putting into effect -in the
State of Minnesota of your order No. 1931., In whleh you order that
the telephone compa.niE>s shall charge "a readine.<;s to serve " or " installation charge" of $5 to $15, rTependent upon the monthly rental of
' the service required by the subscriber.
This comnlli; ion, upon an application by th.e Northwe tern Telephone·
E:xcbange Co. and the Tri-State Telephone & Telegraph Co. and the
Zenith Telephone Co. to place into e1l'ect certain charges f.or service connections, conducted a hearing on .Tuly 9 and 10 last and haye attempted
to go thoroughly into the merits of an in!>tallation charge.
It is not the intt>ntlon of this C(}mmi sion to raise any objection as to
the fundamental principles of a service charge, and will assume, for the
purpo e of this objection only, that such a charge is a proper chnrge
in building tllil ra:te structures for telephone service. The commission
d(}es object to the amounts charged on the following grounds:
First. That the sums are excessive and that the telPpbone companies
can n(}t justify such amounts by any cost figures that they may produce.
Second. That the expense of an installation has no connecti(}n with
the montl;lly rental charged for tPlepbone- service, and that a graduated
charge based upon monthly rental bas no- f(}undatlon in theory or prac-

ticT.hlrd. That the installation fee as (}ruered wilt' actually reduce thenumber of telephone subscribers. and impair the ,·alue of the- service, anll
' will reduce the operating revenues of the companies and will cause
facilities of the.. companies to remain idle that could I.Je used at a very
slight expenditure of labor and materiaL
·
The C()mmission ba ·es its objections upon evidence prf'sented to it by
the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Co., and all of which is of recOTd
in ±~~s

~~c:bwe tern Co. presented figures compiled for the :rear 19i 7,
derived from co t figures for the making of 42,350 seJ.·vice connectionsfor new subscribers. The company built up its figures. from only noncapitalized expense, whlch, of course, would be thP only items Lhat
could po sibly be taken into consideration in figuring what would be the
pt'Oper servic.e conneclion chargt>. Evl!ry dollar of expendihue for the
C(}nstruction work of the installation of a telephone is charged . to the.
capital acc(}unt, under the accounting system promulgated by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the only Item of expense conncected
with the (}riginal installation that · the Not·thw'C'Stern Telephone Exchanae Co. claimed to be a proper expense charge was a charge fo~
eomn'lercial traffic, and accounting expense of 1)7 -CI'nts. Where tbP.
installation' was maul', where there had bee_n a previous in. tallation t~at
was discontinued, there was an expense Item of 6 cents P"r statiOn
for inspecting and putting in shape the inside wiring that had previ·
ously been installed. All of the other expense clainwu by the teleph.ont!
company, which amounted to $4.02, was expens_e not ~rlsin~ at the time
of the installation, but was an expense due to tho d1scontmuanc(' of a
subscriber's station and loss of in ide wiring and drop wires, .which had
to be crPdited to rapital account.
The t(}tnl c~'1)ense built up by the NorthWPstern 'l'elPphone ~chan;::e
Co. amounted to $5.27. This exp-ense was bas~.>d upon lo~s arismg from
19.000 stationR dlscontinueu and n(}t reu~e<l. and was- sprE>acl O\"er a
total of 42,350 instailati(}ns. It would theref(}re appear that an in-
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stallation charge ot $5 would r eimburse the company tor .any loss that
they might have from the installations, and all over and above the sum
of $5 would be in tb e nature of a gift to the company and would be a
great burden upon the telephone subscriber . . All items of e:tpense
shown by tbe company were taken from the station 1·cmoval and
change account, accorchng to the accounting system prescribed by the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
In regard to the second objection, the r ecorus of this office show t hat
telephone rates are dependent· upon many varying conditions and cireumstancea, and that no classification of service cnn be made just
based upon the mor.thly rate alone; that many telephone companies
that have been conscientiously serving the publlc and maintaining a
low, reasonable rate will have only a $5 rnstallatfon charge, while
other companles that have carried on their buslne.<>s for mere personal
gain, without consideration of the pubUc, and ha>e excessive utes,
will be 1·eceiving a $10 or 515 installation charge.
In regard to the third ol)jection, in view of the fact that it is generally conceded that the t elephone systems of the country are absolutely essential for the pro ecution of the war, it therefore . follows
that telephone communication to as many subscribers as can possibly
be reached is a desirable situation. In carrying on of local war progi·am in connection witb liberty loan, Red Cross, war savings stamps,
Fuel and Food Administrations, draft boards, and the many other organizations for war purposes, it will generally be found that the heatls
of the local organizations are among the busiest men in their various
communities; that they are absolutely dependent upon telephone service
for the successful conduct of their duties. The saving of time and
labor of these yolunteers and patriotic local committee men is essential
and important, and in the agg1·egate means immense value in time and
labor.
.
.. .
At first thought it wouhl appear that the installation charges under
order No. 1931 would merely eurtall any further ·development or con• struction of telephone facilltfes, but it is well to consider the telephone
business and the number of changes that 11re made in telephone subscribers each year. As stated above the new service connections made
by the Northwestern ·Telephone Exchange Co. for the year 1917 W<'re
42 ,350. The Northwestern Co. do not operate half of the total number
of telephont>s within the State of Minnesota nnd carrying that As the
average would mean that over 8u,OOO installations were made in the
State during the year 1917. ·
According to the testimony of the telephone companies at said heai'·
lugs there is a gain of one subscriber for every six or seven installations ;
in other words, that where there are six new Installations there are five
subscribers who discontinue the service. That is, out of the 85,000 Installations in the State of Minnesota for the year 1917 there would be
a gain to the companies of not over ten <ir twelve thousand new subscribers, while there would be a <liscontlnuance of something like 75,000
stations. Each discontinuance of service means the releasing of telephone facillties for a new &ubscrlber. If the installation charge remains
as in order No. 1931, tt wUl mean that out of 85,000 lnstalla.tions,
which would be a normal condition without the installation charge, a
large percentage-and our estimate WO\lld be in t>..xcess of 50 per cent
of the subscribers normally taking telephone service-would not under
the new order take telephone service. That will mean a reduction In
the number of telephone subscribers, a reduction tn the revenues to
telephone companies; a reduction in the number of citizens that can
be reached over the telephone lines of this State.
.
The restriction ot the. additions of new factlltlel'l or new construction
·c ould be _provided for by a direct order to that elfect, and without lmposjn~ a hardship upon the citizens seeking new service through facllltlt>s aueady owned by the telephone companies and in place for use.
The commis31on bas submitted these facts to the Federal Telephone
Admtnlstratlon, trusting tl!at the investigation made by this commission
would be of some service to the Federal administration. It is the desire
of this commission to work iu hArmony with the Federal Telephone Administration in all possible ways and to make the administration of telephone properties as successful ns possible. .
..
We tl·nst that you will give the matters herein set forth careful consltleratlon; As we firmly believa that an Injustice is being done to the
t elephone subsl!ribers in the State of Minnesota and that the· telephone
service will be hindered rather than aided by the installation charge.
Yours, yery truJy,
In.~ B. MILLS, 011airman.
0. P. B. JACOBSON, Oommissioncr.
FRED "\'\". PUTN.!.MJ

0ommissio11e,·.

GOYERXllENT OWNERSHIP.

Mr. LEWIS .. ~lr. President,

. ,I send to t.be ue. k be now 1·eau.

i

a k that the resolution which
I sought to ha\e it read before

the eminent Senator from Minnesota [l\lr. KELLOGG] began, but I
diU not wi h to interrupt him. It bears directly upon this subject, and I de ire to haYe the resolution read.
The VICE PRESIDEXT. Is it a petition?
Mr. I-E\VIS. It is n resolution, Mr. President.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator is presenting it?
l\Ir. LEWIS. Yes; I am presenting this resolution.
The VICE PRESIDENT. We ha\e not yet reached the oruer
of resolutions. We ha\e not sturteu yet. The Senator from
l\linne ota was given unanimous consent to proceed out of order.
Mr. LEWIS. But upon u re olution, and I thought thereby
other re olutions were in order. I should like to ask unanimous
consent at thi moment to h::tYe this particular resolution read,
as it JJem·s upon this subject.
The VICE PRESIDEKT.

I · th ere objection?

The Chair

hears none.
l\Ir. LEWIS. I shall not nudi·ess myself to it at this time. I
will wait until after the morning hour.
The VICJ<J PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read the resolution.
The resolution (S. Re . 348) ,,a. reau, as follows:
R esol t: ed, Tha t it is the expression of the United States Senate tbat
the policy of th e nited States Governmen t for the future should be
that of Government ownership of interstate railroads, telegraphs, telephone and also national lines of communication 11ecessary to com·
plete p'ostnl and t elegraphic se rvJce to the cit izens of the Nation.

N OVEl\IBER 21;

Rcsol~:ed jtu·t1le1·, That the Govemment should posst>ss and own a.ll
natural agencies for the production of fuel produced and created from
the land and produced and created as the re uit of natural agencies.
It shall construct and own ships and agencies of water transportation
necessary for merchant ma1·ine, all to be maintained and continued in
behalf of the United States and for the advancement of its commerce
so as to facilitate the dealings of the citizens of the United States In
matters of ti·ade and shipping with all citizens of other countl'ies.
Resolv ed jurtller, That the method of the opet·ation of these agl'ncies
heretofore mentioned ls a subject to be regulated and adjusted In eacb
instance according to the demands and ch'cumstances surrounding the
operation of that particular agen cy at the particular time of the demand fot· the use of that agency, be it railroad, steamship, t elephone,
tele.g raph, coal, or oil.
COTTO~

1\lr. GORE.

EXPORTS.

I a li: unanimous consent to have printed in tile

a letter addres ed by tile Director of the Bureau of
Markets to Chairman 1\lcCormick, of the War Trade Boaru, in
regard to the discontinuance of the embargo on cotton, al. o u
letter which I haYe myself addressed to 1\Ir. 1\IcCQrmlck on the
same subject. I ask also to haYe inserted in the RECORD two
or three other statements and letters which I will furni sh at a
later day.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so orllered;
'.rhe matter referred to is as follo·ws:
RECORD

UNITED STATES SENAT!l,

WaBhington, November 20. 1918.

MY DllAR Srn : I am writing you in regard to tbe existing embargo
on raw cotton. The embargo was originally authorized with the distinct understanding that it was to be used in order to hinder the shipment of supplies, eHher directly or indirectly, to our enemies. This
purpose and object must, of course, be justified by eve.r y loyal citizen.
So long as a technical state of war continues between the United
States and the central powers there can be no objection on the part
of the cotton farmers or their friends to the continued application of
the embargo to cotton shipments which might find their way into the
hands of the enemy. The same objection does not apply, bowevet·, to
the shipments of cotton destined either to the allies or destined in
good faith to neutral countries. To prohibit or restrict the shipments
of cotton to the allies or neutrals must · inevitably depress the price
of this staple commodity. This is a direct loss, not merely to tbe
individual farmer who produces the cotton but to the United States
taken collectively. It Is both a social nnd a national loss, as ~ell as
an individual loss subtracted from our aggregate resources. ·
It has been estimated that by lifting the embargo and by providing
ample shipping facilities Great Britain CQ~d and would use 1,000,000
bales more this year than last; that Japan would use 900,000 bales
more this year th.a n last; that Italy would use 600,000 bales more
this year thiln last; that Spain would use GOO,OOO more bales this
year than last, not to mention the lesser neutral and- belUgerent countries nor the . central European countrh~l!l nfter the proclamiltlon ot
peace. Here Js a vast potential demand for the present crop of cottou,
which would be converted into an eft'ectlve demand if tbe embargo were
removed and If ample shipping accommodations were provided. The
cotton farmers are entitled to ~hatever enhancement of prlce would
follow upon the timely · and judicious removal of these artificial t·estralnts. This is the more so in view ol the practical certainty that
it next year's cotton crop should be cxtraor(\inarlly large there would
be no nrtlficial interference by the Government to sustain the price
and to protect the farmer. Let me repeat, the cotton farmers only
d·e sire that equal justice which the President has fitly characterized as
the heart of democracy.
.
The interest of the producers and the interest of our country, taken
as a wholt>, would be greatly sulJserved by the revocation of the embat·go. This would enhance the value of this great national asset
while 1t Is still In our o~n hands, and, what is mot·e, It would be an
act of simple justice to our cotton farmers. ~·hese considerations
justify me In urging most earnestly the immediate revocation of the'
embargo so far as .shipments to the allies and neutrals are concerned.
Most respectfully,
.
T. P. GORE.
WASHINGTO::-l, ~- orember 1C, 1918.

Ron.

Y..\NCE

C. McCoRMI CK,

CllairmaJ~

lfa1· Tmde Boa r d, Was11ingto11, D. 0.

DEAR Sm : Reference is made to the telegram which you received
to-day from New Orleans, signed by more than GO cotton dealers in that
market, and to a request from your board that the committee on cotton
distribution make recommendations relative to the subject matter of
this telegram. I have received a similar telegram.
. .
'Ihe need for cotton by our allies, the neutrals, and the central powers is very gt·eat. Many of their spindles are idle. We are preparing
to furnish them food. Along "~ith food they must have work to do,
and it is necessary to this end that they have t·aw materials which
they may work up into manufactured products. Further, the cessation
of hostilities will release additional labor for theh· mills. The stocks
of raw cotton in Europe £re very greatly depleted, little reserve stock
being lefT on band. 'Ihe r epresentatives of foreign nations with whom
we have conferred have l'ecognized and stated very fl'ankly their great
need for cotton. They are r eady to buy, both to replenish their reserve
stocks and to operate their machinery.
·
. With the coming of peace, through the operation of numerous factors, such, for instance, as the relea se of tonnage from war activities,
the stoppage of sinkings by submarines, t he building of new tonnage,
an<l t.he release of neutral and enemy count1-y tonnage, a great <l eal of
additional tonnage will become ayaila!Jle for· commerce. With the keen
need tbat is felt for cotton there is no doubt that a substantial part of
this tonnage will be used for ca rrying this staple. If the exportation
of cotton 1s facilitated through t he ready issuance of export licen efl
and othct·wise, it is altogether likely that c'\'en tramp steamers will
carry it over from this country.
The cotton situation in the ::;outb at the present time is very Rerions.
The st ocks of raw cotton in thi s country at th e end of July, l!H , were
'3,312,000 · bales, being larger than in any prewar year, and if th e exports and domestic consumption for the present cotton season at·c no
greater than last season the stock at t he end of July, 1919, will be
approximately 4.500,000 bales. There is no doubt, of course, due to
condit ions alreatl y pointed out, that t he requirements of the worlu for
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tbe present sea-;;on will be largely in excess of rcqt?irements fo! .the past
<'ason. Uowevct·, during the present critica l pet•Jod of transiti?n from
war to peace there is gt·eat stagnatio.n, and .it is v_c~y e~sentia! that
everytbing possible be done to alleVIate th1s condition tmmediateir.
This is the season during which the producers of cotton harvest their
product. Their financial obligations become due during the fal~ s~son,
nnd they must sell their product in order to cancel these ol.lhgatiOns.
With little movement for cotton, either they can not sell it.?r they a~e
compelled to Rcll it at a price which repres~J?tS gn~at s~cnfice. This
condition ouches directly about 3,000,000 citizens of th1s country, as
cotton is produced by a very large number of small producers and not
by a very s mall number of large producers, as in the case of ma.ny other
commodities. 1f the cotton is sold at this season. at a sacnfice, the
result is n loss to those who are least able to beat· It. It mu t also be
borne in mind that un unsatisfactory price at this season of the year
will r esu lt in a curtailment of production next year and in the consequent reduction in the cotton available for clothing the world. Moreover the question involved concerns the Nation as a whole, and not
merely the producers, since cotton in normal times fot·ms our most
important nrticle o:t' export.
In view of the conditions outlined above, it is recommended tbat all
possible steps be taken to fac!litate the exp?rtatiou of. c?tto.n, and
that so far as is consistent w1th sound pubhc policy, llm1tations. or
resb:ictions upon the granting of licenses shall be removed. Parti<;uIarly with reference to Great Britain, France, Italy, B~1gium, Sprun,
Portugal, and .Japan it appears that a v~ry generous policy as regards
export licenses ought to be adopted. With reference to Holland, Denmark Norway Sweden and Switzerland it is recommended that until
the ailies and 'tne United States have in their hands guarantees of the
acceptance by Germany of the armistice terms exportation be allowed
under licenses on the basis of their I?rewar con.sumption or in . accordance with the trade agreements now m force w1th these countr!es. In
any event it is our opinion that these neutrals should be perinltted at
l east to buy and store in this country the quantity of cotto.n due them
under present trade agreements. After the guarantees reqmred of Germany under the armistice terms are in our hands we are of t!Je opinion that exports of cotton to neutt·al groups should be permitted. on
substantially the same terms as exports to our allies.
·
If the movement o:t' cotton is to be restrained, in view of the coming
peace conference some steps must be taken to avert the immediate illsaster which threatens the ~otton-producing sec~ions of the United
States and the impending m1sfortune to the Nati<~n at large and the
rest of the world through the enforced curtailment m the production of
cotton next season.
Very truly, yours,
CHARLES .T. BR.A.XD, Ohairmall;
PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS.

- Mr. SUTHERLAND presented petitions of sundry citizens
of Charleston, W. Va., praying for the enactment of legislation
to increase the efficiency o:f the Medical Department of the
United States Army, to provide a pharmaceutical ~orps in that
department, and to improve the status and efficiency of the
pharmacists ln the Army, which were referred to the Committee on Military Affairs.
Mr. NELSON presented a memorial of the Watkins Medical
Co., of Winona, 1\llnn., remonstrating against the proposed tax
on nonbeverage alcohol ln the !'ending revenue bill, which was
referred to the Committee on Finance.
He also presented a resolution adopted by the Minnesota
Federation of Women's Clubs, favoring the passage of the new
Federal child-labor bill, which was referred to the Committee
on Education and Labor.
He also presented a memorial of the Kondon Manufacturing
Co., of Minneapolis, Minn., remonstr~ting against the extension of the excess-profits tax provision to partners:Q.ips and indiyiduals in the pending revenue bill, which was referred to
the Committee on Finance. · ·
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
Mr. ASHURST (for l\lr. OwEN), from the Committee on
Indian Affairs to which was referred the bill (S. 10) conferring
jurisdiction u-Pon the Court of· Clabns to bear, con.Sider, and
determine certain chiims of the Cherokee Nation against the
United States, reported it without amendment and submitted
a report (No. 610) thereon.
·
Mr. FLETCHER, from the Committee on Commerce, to which
was referred the bill (S. 5025) to amend an act entitled "An
act for the establishment of marine schools, and for other purposes" reported it with an am~ndment.
He' also, from the same committee, to which was referred the
bill ( S. 5026) to amend an act-entitled "An act to define, regulate and punish trading with the enemy, and for other purpos~s," approYed October 6, 1917, reported it without amendment. (S. Rept. No. 612.)
l\Ir. OVERMAN, from the Committee on the .Judiciary, to
Which was referred the bill (S. 4785) to incorporate the American Committee for Relief in the Near East, reported it without amendment.
FINAL ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. MARTIN of Virginia. I report from the Committee on
Appropriations the adjournment resolution (H. oCn. eRs. 61),
and I ask that it be ·considered at once.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will state the title of
the concurrent resolution.
LYI--734

11605

The SECRETAr.Y. Concurrent resolution providin~ for the adjournment of the t,,.o Houses of Congress ou this day at G
o'clock.
The YICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the concurrent resolution?
There bcillg no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider·
the coucurrent resolution.
Mr. BORAH. l\Ir. President, upon the passage of the concurrent resolution I ask for the yeas and nays.
The :reas and nays were ordered.
Mr. SMOOT. l\Ir. President, the concurrent resolution is not
debatable?
The VICE PRESIDENT. That is the opinion of the Chair.
It is simply a resolution for an adjournment sine <lie, and eYery
Senator knows what he wants to do about it.
Mr. Sl\IOOT. I rose simply to make a statement of explanation, but I recognize t11e ruling of the Chair to be correct.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will call the roll.
The Secretary proceeded to call the roll.
·Mr. KENDRICK (when his name was called). I have a general pair with the senior Senator from New Mexico [Mr. FALL].
I transfer that pair to the senior Senator from Arkansas [Mr.
ROBINSON] and vote "yea."
Mr. KNOX (when his name was called). I have a general
pair with the senior Senator from Oregon [Mr. CHAMBERLAIN].
I transfer that pair to the junior Senator from Indiana [1\Ir.
NEW] and vote "nay."
Mr. McCUMBER (when his name was called). I haven general pair with the senior Senator from Colorado [1.\Ir. Tno:u.As]. ·
Understanding, however, that if he were present he would Yote
as I shall upon this question, I vote " yea."
1\Ir. McLEAN (when his name was called). I have a pair
with the senior Senator from Montana [Mr. MYERs]. In his
absence I withhold my vote.
Mr. WALSLI (when Mr. MYERs's name was called). I an·
nounce that my colleague [l\Ir. MYERs] is absent from the citY.
on official business.
Mr. PENROSE (when his name was caUed). I have a general pair with the senior Senator from Mississippi [Mr. Wrr..
LIA.Ms]. As he is absent, I will refrain from voting.
Mr. SAULSBURY (when his name was called). I transfer
my general pair with the senior Senator from Rhode Island
[Mr. CoLT] to the senior Senator from New Hampshire [Mr~
HoLLIS] ·and vote "yea."
.
Mr. SHERMAN (when his name was called). I haven gen·
eral pair with the senior Senator from Kansas [Mr. THOMPSON]
and therefore _withhold my vote. ·
Mr. STERLING (when his name was called). I have a ge~
eral pair with. the senior Senator from South Carolina [Mr•.
SMITH]. In his absence I withhold my vote.
Mr. SHAFROTH (when Mr. THoMAs's name was called). I
desire to rum ounce the una voidable absence of my colleague
(Mr. THoMAS] on account of official business.
Mr. WALSH· (when his name was called). I transfer my
pair with the Senator f-rom New .Jersey [Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN]
to the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. OWEN] and vote" yea." ·
Mr. LEWIS (when Mr. WILLIAMS's name was called). I
announce the absence of the Senator from Mississippi [l\1r..
WILLIAMS], occasioned by illne_ss in his family.
The roll call was conclUded.
Mr. CALDER (after having voted in the negatlve). I have
a general pair with the junior ;3enator from Rhode Island [Mr.
GERRY]. I transfer that pair to my collengue [Mr. WADSWORTH]_
and will permit my -vote ·to stand.
Mr. CURTIS. I have a pair with the junior Senator from
Georgia [Mr. IlABDWICK] and · therefore withl10ld my vote. It
at liberty to vote, I should vote "nay."
·
1\Ir. - McKELLAR. I annou~ce the unavoidable absence of
my colleague, the senior Senator from Tennessee [Mr. SHIELDS],
on account of illness.
1\Ir. CURTIS. .I wisl1 to announce that the Senator from
Maine [Mr. FERNALD] is pai~d with the Senato1· from South
Dakota [Mr . .JoHNSON].
.·
'
The result was announced-yeas 41, nays 18, as follows :
Ashurst
Bankhead
Beckham
Benet
Culberson
Dillingham
Fletcher
Gore
Hitchcock ·
Jones, N.Mex.
Kendl'lck

YEAS-41.
Pittman
Poindexter
Pomerene
Ransdell .
~~mber
8aulsbury
Martin; Ky.
8baft·oth
:M nrtin, Va:
Sheppard
N('lson _
Simmons
Smith, Ga.
Nugent ·
Overman
Smith, Md.
l'bclan
Smoot
King
La Follette
Lewis .

Sutberlnnu
Swanson
Townsend
Underwood
Vardaman
Walsh
-Warren
Wolcott

OON.G&ESSIONAL R.E OORD-SENkTE.
NAYS-18.

Borah
Brandegee
Calder
Cummins
France

Hale
Harding
Johnson, Cal.
Kellog-g
Kenyon

Bniru
Chnmberlain
Colt
Curtis
Fall
FernaiU
Frelinghuysen
Gerry
Goff
Gronna.

Knox
McKellar
Mo es
He Po
Spencer
KOT \OTI:KG-37.
Guion
Myers
Hardwick
New
Hen«lerson
Norris
Hollis
Owen
Johnson, S.Dak. Page
Jones, Wa h.
Penrose
Kirby
Robimwn
Lenroot
~berman
~IcLcn.n.
Shield
1\IcNary
Smith, Ariz.

Resolt·ed, That n committee of two Senators be appointed by the Vice
President, to join a similar committee appointed by the House of Representatives, to wait upon the Pre ident of the United States and
inform him that the two llousesLhaving completed the business of the
present session, are ready to aUJourn unless the President ba some
other communication to make to them.

Trammell
Watson
Weeks

Smith, ~Iicb.
Smith, S.C.
Sterling
Thomas
Thompson
Wadsworth.
Williams

So the concurrent re olution was agreed to.
PRE'SE VTATIO::-. OF MEDALS.

The YICE PRESIDENT appointed Mr. 1\lARTIN" of TirO'inia
and Mr. LODGE as the committee under the resolution.
RETRENCHMENT OF WAn EXPENDITURES.

1\fr. l\IA.RTIN of Virginia, Mr. President, I have a communication from the Secretary of War, which I will send to the de k
and ask that it may be read. I will state that it is u communication which I · am sure will interest every Senator and interest
the country. The armistice with Germany was signed on the
lith day of November. Seven days elapsed between the signing of the armistice and the letter of the Secretary of War.
He addressed himself immediately to the very important and
all-absorbing question of dispensing with war a'Q.vropriations
andJreducing the expenditures of the Government, ard . in those
seven days which have elapsed, as shown by his letter, he bus
canceled contracts- which have saved · expenditures to the
amount of $1,336,800,818. I think it is a marvelous result that
ih seven days a billion and a third should have been saved from.
money that was appropriated for war purpo es.. I. b~lie\e all
the other departments of the Government are at work on the
same line. and that- they will meet the· expectation of the
.country. There nevel' was a . more unanimous sentiment in tho
country than there is now that wa~: expenditures shall ceu e,
and cease immediately. I ask that tbe communication from · the
Secretary of War may be read.
The· VICE PRESIDENT. It will be read.
The Secretary read ·as follows:
WAR DEP.A.llTifE~~~

I nsk unanimous con ent for the present consideration of S.enate · joint resolution 186, which I report (No.
611) favorably from the Naval Affairs Committee. B~fore 1
make the request L ask that the I'e{)o-rt and the joint resolution
be read.
The SECRETARY. T.hc Senator from Nevada reports favorably
from the Committee on Na\al Affairs-Senate joint.resolution 186,
authorlzina- the Pre ident of the United States to cause to be
struck bro~ze mednls commemorating the winning of·the world's
war and the valor of. our. military, forces, and to distribute and
pre ent such meuals to the officers and men of our lund, sea, .and
nir forces.
.
l\Ir. PITTMAN. I ask; also, that tho correspondence. with re,.,ard to the joint resolution be read.
The VICE FUESIDE.r\"'-T. Is--t here. any objection? The. Chair
hears none.
I
The Secretary r ad a&follows-:
Mr.

PITT1\1Al~.

UNITED"STATES SirnA'l:E.;,
COMMITTEE ON TERRITORIES,

No11-cm.ber til, 1918.

MY DEAn- Mir. PnESIDEXT: Tbe heroi<" servic('S ot our military forces
upon the land, tlw ea·. and tiL the air have won the adm.ll'atl&n of the
world nnd the undyi · grati'tllde of oppresSPd people. eye.rywhere. I
know that you, on bt>haU of the Amuican. peopl~, have an eager- desire
to see that' a fitting te tlmonlal and DJemf'nto be presented .to each and
all of· these-Ameri"an beroe
L kno:w- tbn.t you have in mmd and will
suggest a suitable plan for th-e accompli hment of thi~:rpatriotle. purpose.
Very sincerely, yours,
KEY PITTMAN.

The PRESIDENT,

T..h~· Whitt}

IIott&e.
TB»' WHITE HOUSE,

Wa8hington. 18 November, 19181
M7 DEAK Sn~ATOR: I talked with' tbe SecrPtary .ot_War about this'
re olution and finu that· hp a-pproves· as heartily.:: as I do. In. haste,
Cordially and sincerely, . yours,

lion.

Woounow

WILso~.

KEY PtTTMAN,

United . Sta.te ·fJcnate.

Mr. PITTl\D\..~.
.
At a committee meeting this morning the
matter wns- discussed, and I think I : ::rm at liberty to say that
it met no objection and was fa vorab.ly passed unanimously by.
the committee. A."'· the commission to be constituted undex: the
joint resolution will have to prepare the necessary des1gnsl
and it will take-some time, I request _the present consideration
of the joint re~olution.
The VICE PRESIDENT. IS there objection?
There being no objection, the joint resolution was considered
as in Committe-e of the Whole.
The amendments were on page 1, line 7', to strike out the.
word " medal " and ins:ert " medals n ; and on page 2, line 2,
to strike out the word " medal " and insert "medals,'' se as
to make the joint resolution _read:
Resolved, etc., That the President of the United States be, and be
ls hereby authorized to cans& to be struck bronze medals commemorating the winning- of the world's war and the valor of our military
forces upon the land, the SPa, and i? the air, and to present such
medals to each and ev{:ry officer, soldier, and seaman engaged in the
service of our Government at any time during the war as a memento
of the glorious achievement and as .an expression of gratitude on behalf
of our. Government and of all the people of the United States.
The President t further authorized to appoint a commission to
select the form a.nd design of such medals and attachments.

The amendment were agreed to.
The joint resolution. was reporterl t? the Senate as amended,
and the amendments wm·e concurred m.
The joint re:: olution wa ordered to be engrossed for a third
reading, read the third time, and pa~sed.
NOTIFICATION TO THE PRESIDENT.

1\fr. MARTIN of Virginia submitted the following resolution
(S. Res. 344), which was read, considered by unanimous consent, and agreed to_:

NOVEl\IBER

l

l\fy DEAB

Washington-, Novem.ber 18, 191

1\:lA.RTIN :
. I am writing this letter because I'thinl~ as chairman of the
Committee on Appro. priattons, it. is~ important that you should
know of the steps: so far taken by the War Department to cut
down the expenditures af this department in view of the signinO'
I of'. the armistice, which brought about a cessation of hostilities
T.hec armistice was -signed on the lith. of · November. Up to
and including to-day th~ \Var Department bas canceled. con, tracts in process of execution, effecting a total saving of $'40 r•
,900,818.
· On contracts which , have heE'.n let but upon which no work
had as Y.et been done, cancellations aggregate a snnng ,o:f. $700,000,000.
An order was made on the lith of November: cutting out all
overtime and Sunday work. The amount saved by this ord r
aggregates about $2,900,000 a day.
The foregoing amounts are exclusive of cancellations in aircraft production or in engineer.s~
In the Burenn. o.f Aircraft Production orders hnl'e been telegraphed ont stopping all production on a large number of items,
including . planes of various types, engines, parts, and. special
instruments, which aggregate, in the estimated saving, $225,000,000.
In addition to the foregoing, plans· have been made to begin
the demobilization of.. the forces under arms -in this country and
to begin returning at once to the United States such portions of
the armed forces · abroad as are not needed for the purpose of
occupying enemy territory. How rapidly it will be possible forus at present to return soldiers from overseas can not be immediately determined. The demobilization in this country, how.e.ver, can proceed at once. Blanks have been distribute<l, physical examinations are being had and records made, so that
within a period of two weeks 200,000 soldiers will have been
demobilized, and thereafter the work will progreSl? rapidl~.
We are reducing the officer personnel of the Army by discontinuing all commissions and honorably discharging officers
whose services are no longer needed. The number possible to
be dispensed with increases from day to day, and there will,
of course be a corresponding decrease in civilian employees.
In the termination of contracts for supplies and material, tlle
War Department is· working. in close harmony with the War
Industries Board and the Department of Labor, in order that
tl.ere may be the utmost freedom for the resumption of civil
business and the most complete opportunity for labor relca e<l
from war industries and military service to find suitable and
profitable industrial and commercial employment. 1 ha\e no
doubt that within a few days the figures above set forth will
show substantial increases, and the savings effected will mount
day- by day. In general, it is ~Y ~rnest desir~ to restore the
soldiers to their homes and their c1vil occupations and to cu~
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down as speedily and completely as possible the exh·aor<llnary
expenditures which the War Department was obliged to unuertake for the prosecution of the war.
I have not set up here the details of the contracts canceled,
because the list is long and the individual items are not of
special significance, but if at any time you desire to have tietailed information it will give me great pleasure to supply it.
Cordially, yom·s,
NEWTON D. BARER,
Sccretat·y of War·.
Bon. THOMAS S. 1\fABTIN,
Committee on A.ppropt·iations,
United States Senate.
Mr. GORE. 1\lr. President, I wish to remark that I inti·oduced a resolution (S. Res. 334) a few days ago raising a committee on economy and retrenchment. The committee was to
consist of the chairmen of the Committees on Appropriations,
Naval Affairs, Military Affairs, Agriculture, and iFnance, and
two other members of each of those committees. The object of
the committee was to study the appropriations made to meet the
expenditures of the present fiscal year and also to consider appropriations that would be necessary for the next fiscal year
with a view to effectin& every possible retrenchment and
economy.
Under the Constitution, :Mr. President, the Congress is constituted the custodian of the publ-ic purse. That duty is ours;
that responsibility is ours. We may neglect the duty but
we can not vacate the responsibility. I do not think th!lt measures of retrenctment and economy ought to be committed entirely to the di-scretion of the executive branch of the Government. I rejoice at whatever retrenchments have been made. I
trust that this happy beginning will be rigorously followed up
and followed out.
If there be ono thing concerning which the American people
are unanimous it is that the pruning knife should be applied to
aU unnecessary appropriations, that they should. be reduced to
an irreducible minimum. We have been appropriating 1n terms
of billions, not millions. We must now retrench in terms not
of millions but of billions. Since war was declared last year
this Congress has appropriated $53,000,000,000. That is onefifth of our total national wealth. That is $9,000,000,000 more
than all the money appropriated by all the Congresses from the
beginning of Washington's first administration to the close of
Wilson's first administraeon. We had to take the chance of
waste in the haste of preparing for war. We now have the
leisure, · and we are under the heaviest obligation to cut out
every item of expense that is not dictated by overpowering duty
or necessity. We must pull up extravagance by the roots. This
should be done not haphazard, not inconsiderately. This surgery should be done with due care, but with unflinching hand.
I repeat, while the executive branch may in a greater or less
measure accomplish this result, the real duty and the real responsibility belongs to the Congress itself.
I shall not at this time call up my resolution as adjom·nment
is pending, but unless the progress of retrenchmP..nt is satisfactory to the Congress and the country I sl1all at the earliest
possible time call up the resolution an<1 insist upon its adoption.
This is a matter concerning which we can not afford to dally
or delay.
PURCHASE OF METALS FOR MINOR COINAGE.

Mr. HITCHCOCK. Mr. President, I desire to call the attention of the Senate to an error committed on 1\Ionday in the
passage of the bill (H. R. 12998) to amend section 3528 of the
Re\ised Statutes. It is a bill which doubles the appropriation
for minor coinage. It ha<l already been passed lJy. the House
and was upon its passage in the Senate when the chairman of
the Committee on Banking and Currency [1\Ir. OwEN] offered
the following amendment:
Provided, That the director-

That means the Director of the l\11ntshall purchase the silver metal needed for such coinage at not less than
$1 per ounce, as required by law.
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accompany it with a motion to request the House to return the
bill.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. I make that motion.
The VICE PRESIDENT. 'Ihe latter motion must first be
put. The Senator from Nebraska moves that the House be
requested to return House bill 12W8.
lli. SHAFROTH. I desire to ask the Senator a question for
information, as I could not hear the statement which he made
with respect to the bill.
Mr. HITCHCOCK. The bill provides simply for minor coin_age in which no silver is used. Under a misapprehension the
Senator from Oklahoma incorporated an amendment providing
the price which shall be paid for silver. As no silver is to be
purchased, it simply makes confusion in the bill. I think the
Senator from Nevada [Mr. PITTMAN] will bear me out in that
statement.
Mr. SHAFROTH. The bill provides for the purchase of
metals for minor coinage, and does not indicate whether it shall
be silver or nickel.
1\Ir. HITCHCOCK. It is the amendment which stipulates
that silver is to be purchased.
.
1\Ir. PITTl\L>\N. l\Ir. President-l\Ir. HITCHCOCK. I yield to the Senator from Nevada.
Mr. PITTMAN. Section 528 of the statute '"hich is referred
to in the bill provi<les for a revolYin~ fund for the purchase and
distribution of minor cojn, Section 3515 of the Revised Statutes
reads as follows:
SEc. 3515. The minor coins of th<:' United States shall be a 5-ccnt
piece, a 3-cent piete and a 1-cent piece. The alloy for the 5 and 3
cent pieces shall be of copper and nickel. to be composed of three-fourths
copper and one-fourth nickel. The alloy of th!:' 1-ccnt piece shall be
95 per cent of copper and 5 per <'P.nt of tin and zinc, in such proportions
as shall be determined by the Director of the Mint. The weight of the
piece of 5 cents shall be seventy·seven and sixteen-hundredths ~ains
troy; of the 3-cent piece, 30 grains; and of the 1-cent piece, 48 grains.

In other words, in the minor coin as laid out in the statute
of the United States there is no silver. The bill deals purely
with the minor coins described in the statute, and therefore
there should be no reference to sil-ver in it.
1\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. :Mr. President, I desire to interpose
an objection to the introduction of any matter before 2 o'clock
until the regular morning business is concluded.
1\fr. HITCHCOCK. This is to recali a bill from the House
which has to be enrolled anti signed to-day, and the Semite is
to adjourn at 5.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill is in the possession of the
Senate and the question is on the motion to reconsider the vote
whereby the bill was passed. It will be reconsidered without
objection. The question is on the motion to reconsider the vote
whereby the bill was pa sed to a third reading. It will be reconsidered without objection. The question is on recons_idering
the vote concurring in the amendment in the Senate. Without
objection it is reconsidered, and the Senate refuses to concm·
in the amendment made as in Committee of the Whole. With·
out objection the bill will be read the third time.
The bill wa read the third time and passed. ·
STIMULATION OF A.GRICULTURE.

Mr. SMITH of Georgia. To correct another difficulty I call
attention to this concurrent resolution to correct an ermr in
House bill 11945, entitled 41 An act making _appropriations to
enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled
'An act to provide further for the national security and defense
by stimulating agricultm·e and facilitating the distribution of
agricultural products, and for other purposes.' "
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair lays before the Senate
a concurrent resolution from the House of Representatives "·hich
will be read.
The concurrent resolution was read, as follows:
House concurrent resolution 60.
Resolved by tlle House of Rept·esentatives (the Senate co1wut-ring),
That in the enrollment of the bill (H. R. 11945) entitled "An act to
enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled 'An act to provide further for the national security and defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agricultural products,' " the
Clerk be1 and he is hereby authorized and directed, to strike out, in
line 1 or Senate amendment 31, "Sec. 27" and insert in lieu thereof
"Sec. 6," that the sections of said bill may appear in consecutive
numerical order and also t'> relieve from a typographical error in con·
ference disposition of Senate amendment numbered 15, making the
amount therein mentioned $150,000.

I am informed by the Director of the Mint that no silver
is required, the metal used be.i ng copper and nickel, and that
the amendment was a mistake, of which fact I have informed
the Senator from Oklahoma [1\Ir. OwEN]. He is out of the city
and I understand the bill is back in the House. I therefore desire to move that the Yotes upon the third reading and passage of the bill be r~onsidered. I ask for information whether
it is necessary to couple that with a request for a return of the
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. The typographical error was the
bill from the House.
printing of $150 for publication instead of $150,000.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The motion will be to reconsider
The concurrent resolution ''as considered by unanimous conthe vote whereby the bill 'vas passed and at the same time to sent and agreed to.
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Federal Board for Yocational Euucation to .uccept gifts and
REPORTS :FI:O:ll CO::\IMTTTEE 0~ CO~TINGENT EXPENSES.
l\lr. JO:l\TES of New Mexico. From the Committee to Amlit donations for specific purvo. ·e ; to tlJC Committee on Education
anu Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate I report an<l Labor.
By 1\lr. S:\100T:
fa>orably sundry resolutions which provide for the payment of
A bill (S. G039) to c taLli 11 Ute Zion National Park in the
funeral expen es of employee of the Senate, and for the extension of the employment of clerks who have been heretofore au- State of Utah; to the Committee on Public Lnnus.
\ bill (S. 5040) to gi>e pr fercnce in all form of public emthorized by the Senate, and I shall ask foT their immediate
ployment to men "·ho hale been honorably di charged from tho
consideration.
Army, NaD-, an<l l\larine Cor11 ; to tlle Committee on Pen iong,
Th e VICE PHESIDENT. The reports will be recei>ecl.
By l\It·. ,Y.A .RllEN:
ID_\. M. SHAW.
A bill (S. GO-il) a-uthorizing donation of ob olete ordnance to
~lr. JO ms of Ne'\1 1\Iexico, from the Committee to Audit the town of Torrington 'Yyo.; to th
'ommittee on ~Hlitary
and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate, to '\lhich Affairs.
wa referTed Senate resolution 332, reported it without amendBy 1\Ir. NELS01 ~:
ment, and it "-a considered by unanimous consent and agreed
A bill ( S. 5042) granting an incrca e of pen ·ion to Fenlin::mu
to, as follows :
1\lussack; to the Collllllittec on Pension ·.
ResoZ.t·ed, That the Secretary of the Senate be, and he hereby is,
By .l\Ir. KNOX:
nutborized and directed to pay from the miscellaneous items of the
A bill (S. 5043) relating to the reYiC\V an<.l uctermination by
contingent fund of the Senate to Ida M. Shaw. widow of Richard A.
.Shaw, late a laborer on the rolls of the United States Senate, n. sum the Supreme C-ourt of cases which, witllin six months after llie
equal to six months' compensation at the rate be was receiving at the taking effect of the ...net of September G, 191G, amending the
time of bi death, said sum to be consi~ered as including funeral ex-· Judicial Code, were brought into the court by writ of eiTor
~n s and other ::illowances.
instead of by certiorari; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
AK~IE Y. HICKS.
By l\lr. CALDER:
l\lr. JONES of New Mexico, from the Committee t Atulit
A bill {S. 5044) relative to the Uniteu tate"' Xaval Re 1\C
and Control the Contingent Expenses of tbe !"enate, to which Force; to the Committee on Naval Affairs.
By l\Ir. WATSON:
wa · referred Senate re olution 337, reported it without amend~~ bill (S. 5045) gl·anting an incren c of pen ion to James
ment, and it was con idered by unanimous con ent and agreed
l\lanning ; and
to, as follows :
A bill ( S. W46) granting a pension to Jacob D. Emery; to
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senate be, and be hereby Is,
authorized and directed to pay from the miscellaneous items of the the Committee on Pensions.
contin~nt fund of the Senate, to Annie V. Hicks, sister of .John A.
By 1\Ir. ASHURST:
Hick , late a laborer in the employ of the Unlted States Senate, a
A bill (S. 5047) granting a pension to Edith Bailey 1\Incon;
sum equal to six months' compensation at the rate he was receiving
by law at the time of his death, said ·sum to be considered as includ- to the Committee on Pensions.
iDg funeral eA'J)enses and all other allowances.
By l\Ir. KING:
EDNA F. EVANS.
A bill ( S. 5048) to establish the Zion National Park in the
:Mr. JONES of New Mexico, fr.om the Committee to A.udit ·and State of Utah; to the Committee on Public Lands.
Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate, to which wu:s
By Mr. LEWIS:
referred Senate re olution 330, reported it ·without amendment,
A joint resolution (S. J. Res. 188) providing for pay to sol·
and it was considered by unanimous consent and agreed to, as diers and sailors for three months after discharge ; to the Com·
mittee on Militai'y Affairs.
follows:
By 1\lr. PHELAN:
Resolr;cd, That the Secretary of the Senate be, and he he-reby is, authorized and directed to pay from the miscellaneous items of the conA joint resolution (S. J. Res. 189) making November 11 of
tingent fund of the Senate to Edna F. Evans, widow of Clarence C.
Evans, late clerk to Hon . .JosEPH I. FRAYCE, Senator !rom the State or each year a national holiday, to be known as "Liberty Thanks~
Maryland, a sum equal to six months' compensation at the rate be was giving Day"; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
rec iving by law at the time of his death, said sum to be considered as
including funeral expenses and all other allowances.
EMPLOYMENT OF ADDITIONAL PAGES.

Mr. JONES of New Mexico, :from th-e Committee to Audit and
Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate, to which was
referred Senate reso1ution ·333, reported it without amendment,
and it was -considered by unanimous consent and agreed · to, as
-:follows:
Rcsolr;ed, That Senate resolution 184, agreed to on January 17, 1918,
.nuthorizing and directing the Sergeant at Arms of the Senate to employ
three additional pages for the Senate Chamber at $2.75 per day each for
· a perio<l lasting until the -end of the present session of the ·Sixty-fifth
Congress, to be paid from the miscellaneous items of the "Contingent
fund of the Senate. be, and the same is hereby, extended and continued
in full force and effect until the end of the -Slxty-fifth Congress.
EMPLOYMENT OF ADDITIONAL CLERK.

1\Ir. JONES of New Mexico, from the Committee to Audit ftlld
Control the ·Contingent Expenses of the Senate, to which was
referred Senate ·1 ·esolution 335, reported it without amendment, and it was considered by unanimous consent and agreed to.·
Re8ol1;ea, .That S. n.es. 198, agreed to on September 281 1918~..-belng
n resolution auth~rizing the Committee on Commerce or the unttect
States Senate to employ an additional clerk at the rate of $100 per
month, to be paid from the miscellaneous items of the contingent fund
of the Senate, until the end of the present session of the Sixty~fifth
Congress, be, and the same is he-reby extended and continued in full
fo1·ce and effect until the end of the Sixty-fifth Congress.
BILLS AND JOINT BESOLUTIO::S:S INTRODUCED.

CORRUPT PRACTICES.

Mr. POMEREJ\TE. By direction of the Committee on Privileges and Elections, I introduce a bill which was favorably
reported by the Committee on Privileges and Elections uuring
the Sixty-fourth Congress, and I ask that it be referred bMk
to the Committee on Privileges and Elections.
The bill (S. 5049) to revise, amend, and codify the laws relating .t o publicity of contributions and expenditures made for the
purpose of influencing the nomination and election of candidates for the offices of Senator and Representative in the Congress of the United States, extending the same to candiuates
for nomination and election to the offices of President and Vice
President of the United States, limiting the amount which may
be expended, providing for the publicity of campaign expense·,
and for other purposes, was read twice by its title.
Mr. BRANDEGEE. This bill the Senator wants to have
recommitted?
Mr. POMERENE. It was introduced and favorably reported
by the Committee on Privileges and Elections during the Sixtyfourth Congress. I am now simply reintroducing the bill-1\Ir. BRANDEGEE. Oh !
Mr. POMERENE. And asking that it be referred back to
the Committee on Prirtleges and El~ctions for its consideration.
Mr. BRANDEGEE. Is it ·a bill on the calendru· now? Is it
a live bill?
Mr. POMERENE. No; it is not on the calendar. It died
with the expiration of the Sixty-fourth Congress.
1\lr. BRANDEGEE. The Senator i now introducing the bill
de novo?
l\Ir. POMERENE. De novo.
The VICE ERESIDENT. r.rhc bill will be referred to the
Committee on PriYileges and Elections.
•

BilL<; and joint resolutions were introduced, read the first
time, and, by unanimous consent, the second time, and referred
·a s follow_s :
By 1\Ir. FLETCHE:R:
A bill (S. 5036) to further Tegulate radio communication; to
the Committee on Commerce.
By 1\Ir. SHAFRQTH:
A bill ( S. u037) to adopt the weights and measures of the
metric system as the standard weights and measures in the
llE~T OF SMITHSOKllN IXSTITUTIOX.
United States; to the Committee on Standards, Weights, nnd
1\Ir. LODGE. I 1ntraduce u joint resolution for wl1icll I a k
Measures.
'
present con. ider.ation. ·It is not usual ·to ·refer to .fl. committee
By l\1r. Sl\1ITH of Georgia:
A bill {S. 5038) extending the use -of the special fund for a joint resolution to fill Yacallcie in the Boru·d of Regents of
yocational education provided by ·section 7 of the Yocational ~ the Smithsonian Institution.
rehabilitation act, approved June 27, 1918, and authorizing the
The V.ICE PRESIDENT. The joint r olution " 'ill be rend.

1918.
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The joint resolution ( S. J. Res. 187) providin~ for ~he fillin~
GOVERNMENT OF RUSSIA.
of a vacancy in the Board of Regents of the Sm1thsom.an InstiMr.
KING
submitted
the following resolution (S. Res. 347),
tution of the class other than Members of Congress was read which was read and referred
to the Commmittee on Foreign
the first time by its title and the second time at length, as Relations:
follows:

Resolv ed, etc., That the vacancy in the Board of Regents of the Whereas after more than four years of unprecedented struggle at arms,
with the unmeasured spending of blood and treasure, the allled GovSmithsonian Institution of the class other than Members of Congress.z.
ernments and tbe United States have triumphed over the autocratic,
by reason of the death of the Ron. Charles Warren Fairbanks, o:r
reactionary, and militaristic forces of the central empires ; and
Indiana, be filled by the appointment of Robert S. Brookings, of Whereas
the victorious powers are about to convene in council for the
Missouri.
purpose of establishing the terms of peace and, among other thing&-,
for the purpose of determining the territorial boundaries of the
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there any objection to the presnations. aml to join in a cuvenant whereby sald powers will jointly
ent consideration of the joint resolution?
and reciprocally acknowledge their several and rightful territorial
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of
boundaries, and enter into such covcriants with respect to the national
boundaries of each other as m11y be neeessary, and to ordain that the
the Whole, proceeded to consider the joint resolution.
.
boundaries thus fixed by convention shall not be disturbed by war
The joint resolution was reported to the Seml.te Without
between nations ; and
amendment, ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read Whereas Russia was the first of the nations engaged in the great
struggle for liberty to interpose her arms against the unrighteous
the third time, and passed.
aggressions of Germany and Austria, and battled with heroism, fortitude, and sacrifice for the cause of liberty, and in such cause sacriCIVIL-SERVICE RE'ITREMENT.
ficed the lives of millions of. her sons ; and
.
•Jltlr. POMERENE submitted an amendment intended to be Whereas certain anarchists and enemies of society and law and order,
in
the
perfidious
service
of
Germany,
did
usurp
public property, and
proposed by him to the bill ( S. 4637) for the retirement of
by their treason to Russia and the Russian people sought to destroy
employees in the classified civil service, which was ordered to
all forms of government and to subject Russia and her people to
economic and political anarchy; and
lie on the table and be printed.
Whereas under the name of " Bolshevism " said persons have attempted
THE CENSUS.
to destroy all law and order and forms of government among the
Russian people and tD break. Russian territory into a number of disJltfr. FRANCE submitted an amendment intended to be proorganized and impotent State~ 1 and under their disintegrating policy
Russia is threatened with parution into small and distracted nations,
posed by him to the bill (H. R. 11984) to provide for the fourthe result of which would be the progressive domination and subteenth and subsequent decennial censuses, " 'tich was rejection of such States to Prussia in her future activities and development; and
fen·ed to the Committee on the Census and ordered to be
Whereas the great ma.sg of the Russian people. united in snlfcring, desire
printed.
to establish the liberty of the people to live and to labor in peace
THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.
with security of their possessions and the rights of property and of
contract wHh respect thereto; and
1\lr. SIMl\IONS submitted the following resolution (S. Res. Whereas
to secure. these liberties, to prov,ide for the common d ef~nse,
342), which was referred to the Committee to Audit and Conand t o promote the welfare of Russia, the people of Russia desire to
establish
democratic governments in the communities, cities, nnd
trol the Contingent Expenses of the Senate :
Provinces, and to unite the Russian Provinces in a federal republic
Resolved That Senate resolution 300, agreed to ou September
wh±t!h
shall
aercise authority throughout the Russian domains and
11 1918, being a resolution authorizing the Committee on Finance ot
make- of Russia a great independent political power among the nations,
the United States Senate to employ an additional clerk, at the rate
founded
upon
liberty and law, and the equal and common rights of
of $1-50 per mouth, for a period lasting from September 14,. 1918,
all men of whatever estate or station in life; and
until the end of the present session of the Sixty-fifth Congress, to be Whereas
it
is
necessary
for the economic development and progress of
gaid out of the miscellaneous items of the con~~ent fund of the
Russia that she have: free access from the Black Sea to the MediSenate, be, and the same is hereby, extended and connnued in full force
terranean
Sea
through
the Dardanelles and fl·om the Baltic Sea to
and eJrect until the end of the Sixty-fifth Congress.
the North Sea through the Kiel Canal, and for this purpose that
these
waterwaysshould
be internationaliz.ed; and
Mr. JONES of New Mexico subsequently, from the Commitfor the protection of her ports and coasts, Russia must contee to Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses -of tile Sen- Whereas
trol and dominate the Aland Islands and the Gulf of Finland, and
ate, to which was referred the foregoing resolution, reported
for these purposes possess the fortifications which command the Gull
of Finland ; and
favorably thereon, and it was considered by unanimous con·
Whereas
the integrity of the territories of Russia must be preserved for
sent nnd agreed to.
the accomplishment of her political and economic digntty and independence,
excepting only the territories which are inhabited by the
EMPLOYMENI' OF ADDITIONAL CLERK.
Finns and the Pofes ; and
Whereas
to
save
Russia from the menace of Prus~ian domination, limits
Mr. POMERENE submitted the foHowing resolution ( S. Res.
must be set to the Prussian power, and Prussian territory be com841), which was referred to the Committee to Audit and Control .. pressed within the ViBtula, the Rhine, and the Kicl Canal ; and
Whereas it is imperative for the accomplishment of these principles
the Contingent Expenses of the Senate:
tha.t Russia shall be represented and participate in the peace conResolved, That Senate resolution 158, agreed to on Jauuary '28,
ference; and
1918 being a resolution authorizing the Committee on Privileges and Whereas
Russians who profess these principles have established a govElections of the United States Senate to employ an additional clerk at
ernment which bas its seat at Omsk, which government is republican
the rate of $100 per month, to be paid out of the miscellaneous items
in
form
and- practice, and ts loyal to the treaties of Russia with the
of the contingent fund of the Senate, for a period lasting untll the end
entente powers, and is in harmony with the international policy of
of the present session of the Congress, be. and the same is hereby, exthe
United
States and the entente po:wers: Now. therefore, be it
tended and continued in full force and effect until the end of the SixtyResolved by the Se-nate of the United States, That the republican
fifth Congress.
Government at Omsk should be recognized as the de facto Government
Ml·. JONES of New Mexico, subsequently, from the Committee of Russia, and that delegat es to be named by this Government should
to Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate, be admitted to the peace conference, to speak for Russia and to proprex;resent her tnterests and vif'WI:I in the <'onference; that steps be
to which was referred the foregoing resolutio~ reported favor- erly
taken at the conf.erence to preserve and guarantee the territorial in·
ably thereon, and it was considered by unanimous consent and tegrity of Russia, and to atl.'ord every Jlberty and facll\ty for thf' Russian people by a constituent assembly to determint' and establish a
agreed to.
future government for that country ; that to secure Russia's access to
POTASH.
rhe sea, the peace terms shall include the internationalization of the
and the Kiel Canal and the restriction of the limits of
Mr. HITCHCOCK submitted the following resolution (S. Res. Dardanelles
Prussia to the Vistula on the Polish frontier so as to interpose an.
849), which was read and ordered to lie on the table:
effectual barrier to Prussian interference with the political and
Resolved, That the Federal Trade Commission be, and it is . hereby, economic indi!pendenee of Rnssia; and be it further
Resolved, That tt be th
. e sense of the Senate of the United States.!
directed to advise the Senate as soon as may be as to the number of
tons of potash salts imported into the United States and used by the that the Government of the United States and. the Governments OJ;
fertilizer companies for each of the three years immediately ~receding the entente powers should take immediate measures to render finan·
the war, and also the number of t{)W! purchased by the fertilizer com- ctal and military aid to Russia, to overthrow bolshevist tyranny and
panies of American product in the years 19~5. 1916, 1917, and up to anarchy to provide food and other material assistance for the people,
and to assist the Russian people in bringing their country into economic
the present time in 1918.
ResoZvea further, That the Federal Trade Commission be directed to order and progress as a sound basis for the prosperity and independmake whatever investigation may be necessary to procure the above ence of the new federaL republic of Russia.
information together with such mvestigation.s as may be necessary to
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE.
advise the Senate as to the amount of crude potash already produced
1n the United States during the present year and held in storage because
A
message
from
the House of Representatives, by D. K.. Hempof the failure or refusal of the fertilizer companies to purchase same.
Also, to make such investigation as may be necessary to advise the stead its enrolling clerk, announced that a committee of three
Se.nate whether any combination or arrangement between the various
fertilizer companies, or any of them. has been entered into tor the pur- members of the House had been appointed to join a similar
pose of restricting or avoiding the use of American potash in fertilizers committee from the Senate to wait upon the President of the
manufactured during the present year, and what eft'ect~,. if any, upon the United States and inform him that the two Houses have compotash industries of the country such a combination ls oaving.
Also, to advise the Senate as to the amount of crude potash of Ameri- pleted the business of the preS'ent session and are ready to adjourn unless the President has some other communication to
can prodnction now teld in storage without any available market.
Also, what, if any, connectioQ, either corporate or Individual, exists make to them, and that the Speaker had appointed as the combetween any or all of the fertilizer companies in the United States and
potash interests in Germany1 and what1 If any, officials of the fertlllzer mittee on the part of the House Mr. KITcHIN, Mr. BYRNs of
Tennessee, and Mr. MoNDELLo
compnnles of the United Stares have pow.sh interests in Germany.
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E N ROLLED DILLS SIGNED.

The mess:~ ~e also announced that the Speaker of the House
had signed the following enrolled bills, and they were thereupon signe-d by the Vice President:
H. R. 119-!5. An act to enable the Secretary of Agriculture
to carry out, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the
purposes of the act entitled "An act to provide further for the
national security and defense by stimulating agriculture and
facilitating the distribution of agricultural products," and for
other pu1~oses; and
H. R. 12998. An act to amend. section 3528 of the Revised
Statutes.
SHIP

CONSTRUCTIO~.

1\Ir. HARDING. 1\fr. President, I send to the desk a resolution, which I should like to have the Secretary read, because I
want to ask the indulgence of the Senate for its immediate consideration.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read the resolution.
The resolution ( S. Res. 343) was read, as follows:
R esolv ed, That the United States Shipping Board and the Emergency
Fleet Corporation be requested to furnish to the Senate Committee on
Commerce a report of all existing contracts for ship construction, the
cost of such construction, in both private and Government shipyards,
the provisions fot· the cancellation of contracts made for emergency
war needs, together with a report of ships delivered and the disposition tberoof, and ships in process of construction : and also a report
of contracts and deliveries of materials for fabricated ships.

1\fr. HARDING. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the resolution?
1\fr. SMITH of Georgia. Yes, Mr. President.
The VICE PRESID;EN'l'. Being objected to, the resolution
goes over.
Mr. HARDING. 1\lr. President-Mr. SMITH of Georgia. If the consideration of the resolution will take no time, I am willing to withdraw my objection.
Mr. HARDli'lG. I do not believe that an extended explanation of the resolution is needed. It comes with the unanimous
approval of the Committee on Commerce. In just a word, I will
state that the resolution is inspired by the publication 1n the
press of utterances of the president of the Shipping Board and
of the director general of the Emergency Fleet Corporation that
there are places in the shipyards now for 200,000 men additional
to the present force. It requires but a little figuring to present
the fact that that means an additional expenditure over our
present outlay of more than $600,000,000 per year for labor
alone. No matter what the policy of the Government may be as
to the future, and no matter how earnestly we all favor the construction of the largest merchant marine in the world, it is inconceivable that the Government will go on appropriating
money for ship construction at the present rate, which is at
from four to six times the normal cost. It is to get that information that the resolution is offered.
Mr. BORAH. 1\Ir. President, will the adoption of this resolution bring out the information as to how many wooden ships
have sunk?
Mr. HARDING. The resolution calls for the number of ships
which have been constructed and the disposition made of them.
If the Senator from Idaho accepts the sinking of a ship as a
disposition of it I think an answer to the resolution will furnish the information.
Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President. I desire to say, in that
connection, simply that under the law the Shipping Board will
make a report to Congress on the 1st of December next, but that
report is general in its character, and it may not cover the
specific information which the resolution asks, and which I
tMnk is very important and desirable.
The ViCE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the resolution?
There being no objection, the resolution was considered, and
agreed to.
· Mr. CUMMINS. I rise to a parliamentary inquiry. Are we
in the order of Senate resolutions or are we in the order of
bills and joint resolutions?
The VIJE PRESIDENT. The Senate is proceeding under
the order of the introduction of bills and joint resolutions.
1\fr. CUMMINS. It seems to me that Senators ought to pay
some attention to the rules of the Senate. I do not object, however; I simply call it to their attention.
The VICE PRESlDENT. The Chair would like to coincide
with the view of the Senator if it were proper for him to do so.
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The VICE PRESIDENT. I s t here objection?
hears none, and it is so ordered.

The Chair

CO::IIMITTEE SERITCE.

On motion of l\lr. WARREN, i t was
Ordered, That the Senator from New Hampshire [1\fr. MosEs]
be assigned to membership on the Committee on the Library
and the Committee on Printing.
SOLDIERS' R AILROAD P ASSENGER RATE S.

Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I ask that Senate r esolution No.
336, presented last Monday, be laid before the Senate.
l\Ir. CUMMINS. 1\fr. President, before that is done I should
like an opportunity to offer a concurrent resolution. 'Ve have
not reached that order.
The VICE PRESIDENT. We ha-\e not reached tha t order.
1\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. Of course I yield to the Senator from
lo\va. I only desire to bring before the Senate the resolution
to which I have referred.
•
The VICE PRESIDENT. It is impossible for the Chair to
know for what purpose a Senator arises.
1\Ir. TRAMMELL. 1\lr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Has the Senator from Flori<lu
a bill or n. joint resolution to present?
Mr. TRAl\11\fELL. I have been awaiting t he order of Senate
resolutions; and I desire to submi t u Senate resolution.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senate is proceeding under the
order of Senate resolutions.
·
Mr. TRAl\IlUELL. I offer the resolution ·which I send to the
desk.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The resolut ion will be read.
The Secretary read the resolution (S. Res. 350), as follows:
Resolved, First. That the Diredor General of Railroads be, and he
is hereby, requested to authorize a passenger rate of 1 cent a mile to
all officers and enlisted pe1·sonnel of all grades and ranks of the United
8tate~ Armyi Navy, and ·Marine Corps for a period of three months immediately fo lowing honorable di-scharge from military service.
:Second. That· the Secretary of the Senate be, ancl be is hereby.
directed to transmit a certified copy of this resolution to Ron. William
G. McAdoo, Director General of Railroads.

1\Ir. TRAMMELL. 1\Ir. President, in •iew of the fact that
Congress is to adjourn this afternoon and tile benefits of this
resolution will not accrue to the soldier s who are now being
demobilized t11roughout the country, I ask unanimous consent
for the immediate consideration of the resolution.
The VICE PRESIDE~T. Is there objection?
.
1\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. If it is not to be discussed, I. do
not object; but if it is to be discussed I do object to its getting
precedence over tile r esolution which I introduced on last
Monday.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senat or is asking the Chair
to be a mind reader.
Mr. TR~~l\.'LMELL. I do not care to discuss the resolution; it
is a very simple resolution.
l\Ir. SMOOT. I should like to haYe the resolution again rend.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will again read tb~
resolution.
The resolution was again read.
Mr. SMOOT. I inquire -of the Senator from Florida if it is
a Senate resolution or a concurrent resolution?
1\Ir. TRAMl\IELL. It is a Senate resolution carrying with it
·a request.
l\fr. SMOOT. And that is all?
1\Ir. TRAl\1~IELL. A request i s a ll; it is mor~ in the nature
of a suggestion.
The VICE PRESIDENT. I s tllere objection? The Chair
hears nune-Mr: BRANDEGEE. 1\Ir. President - The VICE PRESIDENT. And the resolution is adopted.
1\Ir. · BRANDEGEE. Mr. President, is the question upon
agreeing to the resolution?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair asked if there was any
objection and heard none.
·
·Mr. BRANDEGEE. I did not know-1\fr. CUMMINS. I object to discussion u pon the resolution.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Then the resolution goes over.
1\Ir. BUANDEGEE. I did not wish to di cus the resolution;
I wished to a sk '\"lu~t11er or not it '"ould be proper to have it
referred to the Committee on Interstate Commerce?
1\lr. CU:Ml\1INS. It is merely a request to the Dit·ector General. I do not cure anytlling about it.
Mr. TRAl\11\lELL. I rise to a point of order. I under5tood
PRINTING OF PRESIDENT'S A?DRESS (H. DOC. NO. 1339).
the Chair to announce a C.ecision. ·
·
The VICE PRESIDENT. Oh, yes; but in these formal mat1\Ir. PITTMAN. I ask unanimous consent that the President's
address to the Congress, on November 11, be printed as a Senate ters a decision never stands if a Senator wl10 has not had· an
opportunity to vote objects. That would hardly be fair.
document.
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JOINT CO:UMITTEES ON RECONSTRUCTION.

Mr. CUMMINS. Mr. President, the resolution whic).l I am
about to o:ffer is a modification or enlargement of the re~olution
presented some time ago by the Senator from Massachusetts
[1\fr. WEEKS], and generally termed "a plan for reconstruction." ·
This -resolution-and I only make the obseiTation that I do in
order to explain the reference I intend to add-this resolution,
which is a concurrent one, provides for the appointment of six
joint congressional committees, each authorized to take into
consideration for the -purposes of ·i nvestigation the -problems
which \Ve all know have arisen and will continue to arise for
some time to come. 'The Senator fl·(;m · North ·carolina [Mr. ·
OVERMAN] introduced a bill some time ago, which has been l"eferred to the Judiciary ·Committee, 1-·rov:iding fol" the appointment by the President of a commission to make the investiga- ,
tion in the general way proposed in the resolution which I now
offer.
The issue between the two plans is that up-on ·our side we pro- ;
pose a legislative inquiry, while under the hill introduced by the
·Senator from North Carolina it is proposed to make an adminis- ·
trative or executive inquiry. That is the issue. We ·all recog- ·
.nize that the work must be done, and the sooner we prepare ·
ourselves -for the settlement of that vital -puoposition the better
it will ·be for the country. I think it would be proper to refer
this resolution under ordinary circumstances to the Committee
on Rules, ns 1t provides for the .creation of ·certain committees .
of .more or less per.rp.anency ; but ina muCh as the bill intro- .
duce<:l by the Senator 'from North Carolina .has been referred ·
to t11e Committee on the Judiciary-and very propel"ly so-and :
inasmuch as the same general que tion is presented by ·both 1
J)roposals, I ask, Mr. President, that the resolution be referred 1
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator ask -for the read- .
ing of the resolution now?
l\Ir. CUl\IMINS. No; I do not. I ask, however, that it be
printed in the RECORD, and refereed . to the =Committee on the
Judiciary.
The rewlution was referred to the Committee on the l'udiciary,
as follows:
Concurrent resolution ( S. Con. Res. 25) to _provide for the appointment
of certain joint congressional committees on reconstruction.
Resolved by the Be-na.te (the House ·of Representatives concurring),

That there .are hereby created six committees, to be .known as the
joint congressional commlttpes on reconstruction. Each of said committees shall be composed of iive ·Senators and five Representatives in
Congress. The members of s.aid committees shall be selected as follows:
The Senators in the manner provided in the rules of the Senate for
the selection of the standlng committees o:f the Senate and the Representatives 'in the manner provided in the :rules ·o f the House for the
.selection of the standing committees -of the House.
The members of these committees shall be subject to change from
time to time by the Senate and House, respectively, as are said ·standing
committees, and all vacancies shall be filled in the sam~ manner .as the
ori~inal selections were made.
The said committees shall make, respectively, investigations of the
subjects hereinafter named and herein assipned to them, respectively, .
and shall t•eport to Congress from time to time with such recommendaJ:ions as to additional legislation or otherwise, as they, respectively,
may deem advisable.
.
•
The first committee, which shall be known as the Joint Congressional
Committee upon the Demobilization of the Army and Navy, shall so
investigate and report upon the following matters, to wit:
(a) The employment of dischar·ged -soldiers and sailors in civil
pursuits.
(b) The allotment of lands to returned soldiers and sailors and their
establishment In homes upon the public domain.
(c) All legislation which may be requiretl in the proper care for th(}se
who have sutrered the dangers ot war, and especially those who have
been disabled and whose ability to earn a livelihood bas been impaired.
The second o1 the said committees, which shall be known as the
Joint Congressional Committee upon Foreign Trade and Commerce,
.shall so investigate and report upon the following matters, to wit :
(a) Duties on imports !or the protection and encouragement of home
industry.
b) The dt>velopment of new foreign markets.
c) Comhina.Uons for the purpose of increasing our selUng .facilities.
d) Changes In our banking facilities necessary to cooperate ·with
such trade.
•
(e) Our merchan.t marine, including the construction of ships, the
continuance of Government ownership anil operation, and in general
with respect to the various •Pl'Oblems of transportation upon the high
seas.
'rhe third of said committees, which shall be known as the joint
congressional committee on interstate transportation, shall so investigate and :report upon the following matters, to wit :
(a) The permanent relation which the Government ol the United
States shoultl sustain to the common carriers of the country.
(b) Whether the systems of .transportation ,now in pos ession of and
being operated by the Government should be returned to thelr former
owners and operated as ht>'retofore, or whether Government uperation
should continue with or without Government o:wnership ; or .if private
ownership is to ·continue and ·private operation resumed, what -system
of regulation and control will be best adapted to secure efficiency in
service, reasonable rates of transportation, and fairness to the capital
inve-sted.
(c) The relation which should be established between inland water
.transportation and the railways, including the control of the 1o.rmer.
(d) All questions relating to communication by ·Wire.
·The 'fourth of said committees, which ·shall be known as the joint
congressional committee on domestic business, .s.baU so investigate and
1·eport upon the following matters, to wit:
·
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(a) To wbnt extent. if any, sboulil our laws relating to trusts .and
combinations be modified?
. (b) Wbat ·cooperation should be ·permitted in order to increase effiCiency, reduce cost, and enable this country to successfully meet foreign
compeiition?
(c) '.ro what extent shoula the Government undertake to control
_pricCB'?
(ll) Government loans to wivate enterp.rises.
(c) Government SU}Jervision of capital i.ssues.
(f) The supply and contr.ol of raw materials and encouragement in
the production of articles that have nat heretofore been manufactured
in this country.
The fifth .o f .said committees, ·which shall be known as the joint
cong.ree. ional committee ·on employers and employees, s.ball so investigate and .repot:t upon the following .matters, .to ·wit :
(a~ Conciliation and arbitration in labor disputes.
~b) The relation of men and women in similar employments.
veria. Substitution of iemale employees for mnle employees and vice
(d) The organization of ·perman~nt employment agencies.
(e) The distribution of Jabor, including emplo,Pilent of surplus labor
on public works.
(f) The sanltary housing of employees and the d.i!lposition of houses
constrncted b.v the Governmflnt during i:he war.
(g) The freedom of labor and of employment in Us relation to trade,
unionism, and wage , hours, and conditions of employment.
The sixth of said committees, which shall .be kuown as the joint
congressional committee upon natural resources, shall so investigate
and report on the following m.a:tters, to wit:
(a) The encouragement of private enterprise in the development <>f
the resources of the public domain.
(b) The tendency town:rd urban population and the best means of
checking it, including the .r equirements for farm labor and the best
means of securing it.
.
(c) Government loans to farmers.
(d) The distribution of food products.
(e) Our timber pFoblems.
(f) The adequate production and proper distribution of our mineral
resources, including coal, petroleum, and otber fuels.
(g) The development and control of water power.
Each of said C?mmittees 1s empower~d to take up and examine any
other subject whtch, in the course of ~ts investigation, it finds to be
inseparably connected with the subjects herein assigned to it and which
ought to :be conslaered in view Qf the change from the activities of war
to the pursuits of peace. and especially the demobilization of war commissions, administrations, bureaus, and other civilian war agencies
and the adjustment of the forces emploJed therein to private industry
and commerct> under normal peace conditions.
Each of sa.ld committees is authorized to employ su-c.b clerical assistance as lt may deem necessary, including the services of experts,
a~d. ma.y by -subcommittee or otherwise ~end for persons or papers. adnnnt£ter oaths, and employ stt~.nograpbers, at a cost not to exceed $1
per p1·inted pagt>, to -report such ·bearings as may be had in connection
with any subjt>ct befort> it.
Each of said committees may -sit during the sessions or r.ecesses of
the Senate and Honse of Representatives.
EMERGENCY FLEET CORPORATION.

Mr. KING submitted the following resolution (S. Res. 345).
which was read and referred to the Committee on Commerce:
'Whereas by the act approved 'March 1, 1918, entitled ".An act to au.t horize and ell?-power the. !Uniteil States. S.b~pping Board Emergmcy
..Fleet Corporation to purcnase, lease, requtsltlon, or otherwise acquire
and to sell or otherwise dispose of improvt>d or unimproved land'
houses, buildings, and for other purposes," an appropriation of
$50,000,000 was made to meet the emergency re~1ring adequate
~~dsing facilities ·in the -s hipyards, which emergency as now passed;
Whereas 1t is reported tha1: said United States 'Shipping 'Board Emergency FleF.t Corporation is unneces arily expanding its housing
~E~~~~tlsonu~~e~w sf~~re~~~e ~ed 1fs beginning new and unnecessary
R esolved. That the Unite.d States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet
Corporation be directed to report to the ·Senai:t> a complete account of
its operations under said act. includibg a detaill.>d report of the expenditure at moneys, which shall spPclfically state the amount expendPd for overhead expenses, what buildings and improvements have
been made, the sPparate cause of i:he sa me. what work is at present
being done, and what plans have been formpd for further construction
·or for the further t>xpansion of -the activities {If said corporation under
the said act; also what, if any, steps are bPing ,t aken to change, modify,
or alter the program lor housing adopted by said corporation.
PUBCHASE OF .MILITARY SUPPLIES •

1\Ir. KING submitted the following resolution (S. Res. 346).

.w hich was read and refenred to the Committee on Military
Affairs:
·R esolved That the Secretary of War transmit to ·the Senate the
names of ail co.mmi£sioned ·officers in the Army and of all other persons
woo since the 6tfi day of .April, 1917, have been authorized by the
Wnr Dt>partment to purchase ordnan<?e, quartPrmastPr, medical, antl
uther supplles for the use of the Military Establishment of tht> United
States, and to inform the Senate as to wh.at jnterest. as shareholdPrs,
partners, employees, o.r security holders. sn~h officer or ·persons may
have, directly or indirectly, -so t'ar a8 the gecretary may be advised, in
any corporation. company, 1partnersbip1 firm, or busin~ss which has
bPen awarded · contracts for the furnis.bmg of ordnance, quartermaster,
medical, or other supplies for the Military Establishment.
EXPORTS OF COTTON.

JUr. SMITH of -Georgia. I ask that Senate resolution 836
be ·l aid before-:the Senate.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair lays before ,the Senate
Senate resolution 336, coming over from a preceding day, which
will he read.
·
The Secretary read i:be ,resolution, as ·follows -:
W.hereaB .the ntlthorit:y to plnce a.n ~mbltl'go on exponts waB stricken .in
the United States Senate from the original bill tupon the ground
that the embargo might be used to depress the price of our products.
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but was subsequently restored upon the assurance that it would
only be used to prevent products from reaching enemy countries; and
Whereas the war is now practically over and no possible danger could
arise from permitting cotton to go freely to Japan, Spain, Italy,
France, Great Britain, Holland, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden: and
Whereas any restriction upon the exportation of cotton is a serious
injury to the cotton grower, to the merchants, and business men of
one-fourth of the Union, in which cotton is the largest agricultural
product, and to om· entire Nation, which depends so largely upon
the sale of cotton abroad to care for our international balances, and
ufon the part the cotton-growing States contribute to the commerce
o our entire country : Therefore be it
R csoZ-r;ed, That the War Trade Board is hereby directed to report,
as early as possible, to the United States Senate to what extent the
export of cotton is still being restricted, the reasons for such course,
and the time within which restrictions as to shipments will be removed
and cotton permitted to be exported without further hindrance.

Mr. Sl\1ITH of Georgia. Mr. President, I regret that only
one-fourth . of our States produce lint cotton. If this great
national asset were distributed to all of the States, its value
would be more fully understood, and it \',-onld always find friends
everywhere. Our country has almost a monopoly in the production of the character of lint cotton needed to cloth<' the
world. It is our great national asset. It furnishes employment
to more of our citizens than any other commodity.
On the 28th of Ortober I brought to the attention of the Senate the fact that during the early part of September lint cotton
was selling at from 38 to 39 cents a pound. 'Vhat I mean is
that the farmer drove to his near-by town with his cotton and
readily had a market at from 38 to 39 cents. I also at that time
demonstrated to the Senate that cotton this year cost the cotton
farmer approximately 35 cents a pound to produce it. At that
time I also called attention to the fact that the War Industries
Board, when cotton was selling at 38 cents a pound, took hold
of cotton, -appointed committees, threatened an effort to fix:
prices or to stabilize prices, and created such uncertainty in the
market that buyers suspen~ed purchases, and the market price
was hammered down 8 cents a pmmd, a total of $450,000,000
on the entire crop.
At last, a few days ago, these special boards appointed by the
War Industries Board found and declared they had no authority
to fix a price, no power to maintain a price, no control whatever over it, and that there was no necessity for interference.
They practically found what I stated to the Senate on the 28th
of October-that the price at which cotton was selling in the
early part of September was but a fair price compared with the
cost of production and the relati>e prices of agricultural commoditie throughout the United States. But the price had been
broken and did not rally.
Then, Mr. President, we looked around, and what did we
fincl? Those of us who have studied this question understand
that GO per cent of the cotton crop is used by foreign mills. To
reach a market it must be exported. England, before the war,
used of it 3.250,000 bales a year; France, a million to· a million
and a half bales. Over half the crop goes abroad for its market. About half is consumed by American mills.
What did we find? It will be recalled that the power of embargo on exports was granted by us for military purposes. The
Senate rejected it when it was first before the Senate upon the
ground that we recogni7.ed the .d anger of giving such a power
to Presidents or committees or anybody in OUl' country. We
rejected it for fear that it would be used to depress the prices of
American products. We finally agreed to the embargo provision
on exports that it might be used to exclude supplies from Germany. The President placed cotton in the embargo list, and
exports could only be made under license from the War Trade
Board. The regulations with reference to license that were
establi bed by the War Trade Board during the past few months
almost amounted to a suppression of exportation. Five hundred thousand bales of cotton were piled up in the ports.
Licenses were not issued for its exportation and the foreign
market was greatly restricted.
·
I recall with pleasure--yes, with pride--the criticism I placed
upon granting power to anyone to use the embargo against the
exportation Qf American products. I made that criticism at the
time this measure was first pending before the Senate, and the
Senate struck out the privilege. Subsequently, we were assured
in executive session that it would be used only to keep commodities from reaching enemy countries, and that it was essential to help whip the Germans. Well, now the Germans are
whipped. The real question with Germany is whether she has
strength enough to sustain a government at all. It is impossible
for thetn to raise an army of resistance against the allies; and
yet what was the situation with reference to cotton exportation?
I will give an illustration.
Spain was rationed at 35,000 bales of cotton each month.
This must be distributed among Spanish dealers; various grades
of cotton must be taken by each; and no purchases could be ma'de
except upon proof that sales had also 'been made abroad, and no
purchases could be made for accumulation.
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Japan, an ally, was practically cut off from purchase; and
Japan was in this position: India this year has raised the smallest crop since she began to cultivate cotton, not more than
enough for her own mills. Japan last year used 600,000 bales
of ours. This year, because none can be obtained from India,
Japan will need a million bales; yet shipments of cotton to
Japan were greatly restricted. Even England and France received cotton with limitations of the privilege of shipment which
handicapped sales of cotton.
I am not criticizing the past. We were ready to stand much
to whip the Germans, and it was such a glorious thing to whip
them that we all stood it without complaint, and it was all right.
I wish to consider the present.
l\Ir. KING. l\Ir. President, will the Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. AsHURST in the chair)'.
Does the Senator from Georgia yield to the Senator from Utah?
l\Ir. Sl\IITH of Georgia. I do.
Mr. KING. Would it not be fair in this connection for the
Senator to state that there was an insufficiency of shipping,
and that perhaps the refusal of the license was based upon the
inadequacy of bottoms in which to ship the products?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. Not at all. Japan had her ships.
That did not have anything to do with shipping to Japan.
Mr. KING. Is it not a fact that the Japanese ships were employed elsewhere for the shipping of food and munitions, and
that there was a shortage of bottoms upon her part?
1\lr. Sl\IITII of Georgia. I do not think that was the controlling consideration in the Japanese matter. It certainly was
not in the Spanish situation. But, as I said, I am not criticizing the past. I am making a statement for certain conclusions
that I intend to present, because to-day I shall praise the War
Trade Board for what it did yesterday.
Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Georgia
yield to the Senator from Florida?
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. I do.
Mr. FLETCHER. May I suggest to t.he Senator, if we had
tonnage enough to import 80,000 bales from ~gypt, why was
there not tonnage enough to export it?
1\fr. S~HTH of Georgia. The War Trade Board liberally al·
lowed long-staple cotton to come in from Egypt while it sup.
pressed the export of American short-staple cotton.
Mr. REED. Mr. President, is it not perfectly plain that i:t
there had been no ships to haul the cotton it would not haYe
been necessary to make any embargo, and therefore the embargo was made for the purpose of stopping the shipments?
l\Ir. SMITH of Georgia. As the Senator suggests, there would
have been no necessity to restrict licenses for shipments if the
ships were not there to haul it. The restrictions reached to
prohibiting purchase and accumulation of cotton for foreign
account.
Mr. President, an investigation discloses the fact .that Japan
now can take a million bales of our cotton, and that they want
i~ and need it.
Spain can take 600,000 bales. They want it;
they need It.
France can use a million bales and spin it before the next
crop comes to market. This is agree.a ble news, because it has
only recently been learned on this side that about half the cotton mills in northern France and Alsace-Lorraine, supposed to
have been wrecked, are still in shape for immediate use. Italy
needs and wlll use 600,000 bales. I have just stated that
France can use approximately a million bales. Great Britain
used last year 2,250,000 bales, and is prepared this year to take
3,250,000. Sweden was allotted 65,000 bales for the year.
Sweden is asking for 100,000 bales. Holland was allotted none,
and Denmark none. Hol1and needs 100,000 bales and Denmark
and Norway 100,000. This year's exports, if an opportunity
is given for cotton to move, will exceed 6,500,000 bales.
' l\Ir. THOMAS. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
Georgia yield to the Senator from Colorado?
- Mr. SMITH of Georgia. Yes.
Mr. THOMAS. The embargoes to which the Senator refers
have not been limited to cotton. They have included other
articles of merchandise which are produced in America. But
what I rose for was to suggest this:
The war is over, if we are to judge froin the fact that hos·
tilities are suspended. Belgium is absolutely prostrate, and so
is northeastern France. These peop1e need all of the bui1ding
material, all of the iron and steel for the reconstruction of the
manufactures which have absolutely disappeared from the face
of the earth. Indeed, they need ·every material thing which
is essential to th~ rehabilitation of the people, and they have
got to get it from the United States. Now, I ask the Senator
whether he thinks that priority should be given for cotton or
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for anything else until these absolute essentials are supplioo
to the people of tho e suffering counh·ies?
1\Ir. Sl\.IITH of Georgia. Mr. President, I answer the Senator
that next to food clothing is necessary, and for clothing cotton
is an essential. The operation of the cotton mills in northern
France and in Holland and in Denmark will furnish work for
their people and clothing for their people and contribute as
greatly to the rehabilitation of those countries as any industry
within them. l'!"'urthermore, I am not asking for priority of
shipments as to cotton. I ask that the ships of those nations
ready and desirous of hauling cotton shall not be forbidden from
taking it.
1\lr. THOUAS. Mr. President, there is no question but that
what the people of those countries need directly is food and
clothing, but the Senator is entirely in error when he says that
the mills of Belgium and nortilern France can immediately proceed to the manufacture of cotton. · There are no mills there.
The Germans have swept the country like a besom of destruction.
1\lr. SMITH of Georgia. The Senator did not hear my statement on that subject.
Mr. THOMAS. No; I did not.
1\lr. SMITH of Georgia. I did not say mills were ready in
Belgium, but I stated that one-half the cotton mills of northern
France, Alsace, and Lorraine are stiU in condition for immediate
usc. This definite information has been received by the comn:ittee on cotton distribution of the War Industries Board within
tLe past few days.
1\lr. THOMAS. That may be, but Belgium has none. Now,
if these people need clothing-and they do--we should manufacture the clothing, or the cloth for the clothing, and send it
to them ; but for one I shall insist that the present condition of
trade and the power of the War _Trade Board shall continue
until the people of those suffering countries shall receive those
things which are absolutely essential for their commercial and
industrial rehabilitation.
Mr. SMITH of Georgia. Why, 1\lr. President, it is absolutely
esser.tial for their commercial rehabilitation that they be given
~-chance to go to work.
They can spin and weave much clothing
for tbemselves. The ships are ample. There is na difficulty
r.bout transportation. We will bring back our soldiers and
send over supplies. And you give them a chance to go to work
when you give them the ra.w material with which to work.
Now, J\!r. President, I come to n pleasanter part of my ta~l'
of to-day. At first the Cotton Distribution Board of the W:•1·
Industries Board seriously injured the cotton grower, some of
the board hardly understood the situation ; but they nil realize
conditions as they are now, and to-day they have furnished a
letter to the War Trade Board which I desire to present to the
Senate. Before doing so, I will read from a telegram sent to
the 'Var Industries :Board from New Orleans, signed by 50 of
the largest cotton merchants o:!' that section.
I will read the telegram :
NEw ORLEANS, Not·embc1· 14, 1918.
Bernard M. Baruch, Chairman War Industries Board, Washington, D. C.
Charles J. Brand, Chairman Cotton Distribution Committee, United
States War Industries Board, Washington, D. C.
E. T. Pickard, Bureau of Exports, War Trade Board, Washington, D. C.
In view of the statement issued by Chairman Brand, of the cottondistribution committee, that the world's requirements of cotton will be
on a continuously ascending scale, and that exports will probably be
2,000,000 bales more than last year, we respectfully suggest that an
effective method of steadying the cotton market would be to remove
aJI export re&trictions and that you use your good offices to that end.
Prominent cotton exporters state that they have on band large orders
for cotton from practically every neutral country in Europe, but that
these orders can not be filled, because export licenses can not be secured
except under difficulty and delay. Now that the need of shipping men
and munitions for war purposes no longer exists, we feel that the cotton
interests of the country may justly request that a larger share of tonnage be made immediately available by the Government for cotton exports. We are firmly of the opinion that if such action as outlined
were taken that the market would at once feel the stimulating effects
of a general spot demand.
M. Levy & Sons ; C. A. Francis & Co. ; S. Gumbel & Co.
(Ltd.) ; John M. Parker Co.; H. R. Qould & Co.; Herman Loeb; Norman Mayer & Co.; Jevite Cau; A. M.
West, Agent ; Geo. N. McFadden Bros. Agency ; Herrman_ & Wolf; C. F. Witherspoon & Sons; Well & Walshe;
N. W. Sloan Co.; Frank B. Nayne; Dodson & Williams;
The Buckworth Co.; J. J. Lowrey & Co.; Lehman Stern
& Co. (Ltd.); Esteve Bros. & Co.; J. L. Newcomb;
A. J. Ingersoll & Co.; JuUus Weis & Co.; A. W. McLellan, president Alden Mills; Wilson, Nabers & Pape
(Inc.) ; Kahn's Pickery; S. N. Kahn; E. N. McGlassen,
Agent Southern Products Co.; Pferdmenges Preyer &
Co.; Wm. T. Wardle & Co.; Richardson & l\Iay Land
& Planting Co. (Ltd.); L. Blum & Co.; Silvan Newburger & Co.; W. J. Davis & Co.; Shepard & Gluck;
Muckle & Woodfin; B~ntley Joynson & Co. ; Mason Smith
& Co.; Coate Bros.; R. B. Eskrlgge & Co.; E. S. Stabcl
& Co.; Goold & Co., by N. N. Lawler; W. B. Thompson
& Co.; John F. Clark & Co.; Minoprlo & Co.; flubbell
Slack & Co.; Weatherford, Crump & Co.
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I desire to call attention to the letter written by the dis·
tribution board of the War Industries Board to the chairman
of the War Trade Board dated November 16. This letter presents so powerfully the necessity for permitting cotton to be
exported without restriction I will read it. I wish to thank the
cotton distribution committee for writing the letter and to
publicly say I believe they nre doing all in their power to
broaden tl1e cotton market.
1358 B STREET SW., ROOM 521,
Nov emb et· 16, 1918.
Hon. VAxcE C. l\IcCORMICK,

Ohairmat~ War Tf·ade Board, Washington, D. 0.

DEAR Sm : Reference is made to the telegram which you received today from New Orleans, signed by more than 50 cotton dealers in that
market, and to a request from your board that the committee on cotton dist ribution make recommendations relative to the subject matter
of this telegram. I have received a similar telegram.
·
'.rhe need for cotton by our allies, the neutrals, and the central powers
is very great. Many of their spindles are idle. We are preparing to
furnish them food. Along with food they must have work to do, and
it is necessary to this end that they have raw materials which they
may work up into manufactured products. Further, the cessation or.
hostilities will release additional labor for their mills. The stocks of
raw cotton in Europe are very greatly depleted, little reserve stocl~
being left on band. The representatives of foreign nations with whom
we have conferred have recognized and stated very frankly their great
nee~ for cotton. They are ready to buy both to replenish their reserve
stocks and to operate their machinery.
With the coming of peace, through the operation of numerous fac·
tors, such; for instance, as the release of tonnage from war activities,
the stoppage of sinkings by submarines, the building of new tonnage{
and the release of neutrnl and enemy country tonnage, a great dea
of additional tonnage will become available for commerce. With the
keen need that is felt for cotton, there is no doubt that a suiJstantial
part of this tonnage will be used for carrying this staple. If the exportation of cotton is facilitated through the ready issuance of export
licenses and otherwise, it is altogether likely tba t eTen tramp steamers
will carry it over from this country.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

There is no don ut, of course, due to conditions already pointed out.
that the requirements of the world for the present season will be
largely in excess of requirements for the past season. Howe>er, during the present critical P.eriod of transition from war to peace there
is great stagnation, and 1t is very essential that everything possible be
done to alleviate this condition immediately. This is the season during which the producers of cotton harvest theit· product. Their financial obligations become due during the fall season, and they must sell
their product ln order to cancel these obligations. Wi_th little movement for cotton, either they can not sell lt or they are compelled to
sell it at a price which represents great sacrifice. This condition
touches directly about 3,000,000 citizens of this country, as cotton is
produced by a -very large nulliber of small producers, and not by a
very small number of large producers, as In the case of many other
commodities. If the cotton is sold at this season at a sacrifice, the
result is a loss to those who are least able to bear it. It must also
he borne in mind that an unsatisfactory price at this season of the
:rear will result in a curtailment of production next year and in the
consequent reduction in the cotton available for clothing the world.
Moreover, the question involved concerns the Nation as a whole, and
not merely the producers, since cotton in normal times forms our most
important article of export.
In view of the conditions outlined above, it is recommended that
all possible steps be taken to facilitate the exportation of cotton, and
that, .so far as is consistent with sound public policy, limitations or
restrictions upon the granting of licenses shall he removed. Particularly with reference to Great Britain, France, Italy, Belgium. Spain,
Portugal, and Japan, it appears that a very generous policy as regards
export licenses ought to be adopted. With reference to. Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland. it is recommended that until
the allies and the United States have in their hands guaranties of the
acceptance by Germany of the armistice terms exportations be allowed
under· licenses on the basis of their prewar consumption or in accordance with the trade agreements now in force with these countries. In
any eyent, it is our opinion that these neutrals should be permitted at
least to buy and store in this cvuntry the quantity of cotton due them
under the present trade agreements. After the guaranties required or
Germany under the armistice terms are in our hands, we are of the
opinlon ·that exports of cotton to neutral groups should be permitted
on substantially the same terms as cxpor.t s to our allies.
If the movement of cotton is to be restrain.ed, in view of the coming
peace conference, some steps must be taken to avert the immediate disaster which threatens the cotton-producing sections of the United
States and the impending misfortune to the Nation at large and the
rest of the world through the enforced curtailment in the production
of cotton next season.
Very truly, yours,
CHARLES J. BRAND, Ohairntall.

You will observe that these restrictions went to such an
extent that neutrals could not buy and store cotton in the United
States. The foreign world was cut out of th~ market practically
both for export, for purchase, or for storage, except as the
different countries were rationed.
Mr. President, I have just read a letter that is gratifying to
me. Now, let me state that with to-day a change comes. The
War Trade Board has pulled down within the past 24 hours
nearly all these restrictions. They have pulled down the re·
strictions as to our allies. . They have practically pulled them
down as to Spain. They have modified them everywhere and
only retained them so far as it is still essential in connection
with the terms of the armistice to enforce the blockade against
Germany and Austria, and as soon as that is no longer necessary
as an ·incident to the armistice I am sure these restrictions
also will come down.
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- I will read the letter delivered thi morning to ~1r. Brand,
written by Mr. Vance McCormick, chairman of the War Trade
Board, as a result of the action of the Trades Board:
NOVEMBER

1\!r. CHA.RLl'ls .J_ B•.:.u m.

20, 1918.

Ohatnnan Committee on Cotton Di.stt"\1Jtltion,
War Industries Board, Wa.shington, D. 0.

DEAR Sm : We teg to acknowledge receipt of your letters of November lG and November 1!>, referring to the exportation of cotton. We
al o confirm our under tanding of the recommendations which we have
adopted , agreed to at the ~.:onference with your committee and Senator
HoKE SMITII yesterday evening, as follows :
We are withdrawing the regulation requiring that for securing an
export licen e the grade and staple be specified, and other requit·ements
which were adopted some weeks ago and published in the War T.r ade
Bon['(} regulation effective October 14.
We are also withdrn.wing the requirements for spedfic export licenses
to Great Britain, France, Italy, Belgium, and .Japan.
In regard to shipments of cotton to Spain, we are withdrawing tbe
n>gulation whereby th.e quantity which should be shipped to Spain was
limited and allotted among our various shippers.
We are advising the representatives here of the Euronean neutral
countries with which we have entered into agreements that they may
purchase their entire annual requirements.
Wf' have consulted with the representntives of the countries above
mentioned, as ociated with us In the war, and notwithstanding considerahl~ inconvenienee in administration is caused by our acting quickly.
We have received their hearty cooperation.
Yours, very truly,
VANCJC C. McCoRMic~
Inclosure.

You will observe there has !)een a restriction as to the
quantity that could be purchased here. No matter how desirous foreign cotton merchants might have been to purchase
their year's supply they had not the right, they were limitea,
they were restricted in quantity. Most of the restrictions hampering exports and depressing prices ended to-day.
I desire, Mr. President, to say that I have no doubt these
restrictions, these suppressive restrictions as an incident to the
war, were put upon cotton with the view of promoting the
national welfare and contributing to'the defeat of the Germans.
I find it unnecessary to express an opinion now as to whether
the course was wise or otherwise. I am sure that the present
course is wise and right, and I feel also sure that another
onward step will be taken in a few days, and all restrictions as
to the exportation of cotton will be removed.
I realize the burdens that have been upon the War Industries
Board and upon the War Trade Board. Patriotic men of great
ability have served upon them, and whlle hardships have been
occasioned by some of their orders, we may not overestimate
the contribution made by the members of these boards toward
winning the w11r.
Mr. President, let me say that I do not believe in board government. We all stood it because we had to whip the Germans.
They were so thoroughly organized we concluded we had to a
little overorganize ourselves to whip them. But Germany will
never be a military menace to the world again, and let us, as we
move on with our legislative responsibilities, remember that
some of the things that have been done in the direction of extreme organization ought not to be considered precedents even
in time of war, and every possible facility should be given at
once to let every industry in this country have what it needs
to n!ffiin do business without restriction, and every commodity
in this country produced by our citizens be given the opportunity through its owners to reach the markets where it is
needed. Tbis great country was built with liberality of treatment extended to individual effort. In the exercise of our ingenuity, our ability, our produdive capacity, we have not
found it necessary to have guardians and directors at the
capital to tell our business men and our manufacturers and our
farmers just what they should do. I thank God the time has
about come when the average man can again conduct his business ''ithout restriction, and I hope that the freest opportunity
will be given to all the products of this country to seek the
markets of the world, to spread, to strengthen our commerce,
and to help place our commerce where we will ha•e the business
with which to use a great fleet.
I wish to add, I hope our fleet will grow stronger and th&t we
will determine not only on the land but on the water our country shall recognize no leader and submit to no dictaticn.
During the delivery of the speech of Mr. SMITH of Georgia,
Tbe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Georgia will
please su pend while the Chair lays before the Senate the
unfinished busil;less, the hour of 2 o'clock having arrived. It
will be stated by title.
The SEcRETARY. A bill (S. 4637) for retirement of employees
in the cla sifted civil service.
After the conclusion of the speech of Mr. SMITH of Ge01~gia,
CONTROL OF CABLE LINES.

Mr. WATSON. Mr. President, I do not deem it to be the
province of a minority party or of any individual member of it
to offer criticisms of an administration merely fo1· the sake ot
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criticizing it. To use the ordinary street expression I do not
believe in throwing a monkey wrench into the maclunery in
order to have the plea ure of witnessing the destruction it
works. ~his is especially true of the Republican Party, because havmg alway been the party of aggression and the party
?f construction it ill comports with its character to take upon
Itself a campaign of mere criticism for the purpose of obstruction.
But while this is ·true generally it is also true that to gloss
over errors and to conce:.tl mistakes may be in the long run just
as destructive a eyen to point out errors which do not e::~..'ist
because if mistakes and if errors of a vital character are con:
cealed they may in the end become festering sores that will
require more drastic methods to remove. Therefore whene\er
a Senator sees an adminisb-ation's mistakes it becomes as I
conceive it, his solemn duty to point ont those mi tak~ for
the consideration of his fellow Senators and for the benefit of
the country at large. It ls for that purpose that I rise to speak
on this occasion.
Last week the pre s informed us that the President of the
United States by proper proclamation had taken over under
governmental control and operation the expres companies of
the Nation. The President did not assign us any rea on for that
~ction, and therefore we are left to the broad field of conJecture as to why he did it. It is quite true that we are safe
in a suming that tJJe action was taken under the act of Congre s passed in 1916, by which the President was empowered
to take over all the transportation systems of the countl~y and
it is safe to assume that in this act he regarded the ex-Press
companies of the Nation as a part of the transportation sy tern
of ~e cou.ntry. With that conclusion I have no quarrel; but
it 1s paSl mg strange, Senators, that <luring all the time of
storm an~ stress, during the period of unparalleled congestion
of the ra1lroads of the United States, during the time when we
were t~'8.ngporting millions of soldiers from one portion of the
Republic to another portion of the Republic, to the camp to
the cant~nment,. to the training stations, and to points' of
embarkation, wbile nn incalculable quantity of munitions and
of food and of equipment were being transported by the railroads, and. while this congestion was unprecedented in the history of this or any other country, it was not thought essential
by the President to take over the express companies in order to
relieve that congestion or to carry on the transportation of the
c_ountry. Now, when the Hun is at our mercy, when Germany
lies prostrate at our feet, when the last cloud of war is sinking below the horizon and the sun of peace fills all our skies
he has taken over the express companies of the country fo;
operation by the General Government.
I believe that that is a breach of good faith on the part of the
President of the United States. Congress voted him this
extraordinary power for war purposes only. We yielded up our
authority in order to put power in the President's right hand
an.d authority in his le~t hand for ~e sole purpose of winning
!JIIS war, aJ?-~ now durmg all the time of war, during the exlgent necessities of the transportation problems of the country
not finding it essential to take over the express companies no~
when peace is at hand and war has passed, the President ~f the
United States, as I believe, violates the spirit, if not the letter
of the act which conferred this power upon him in takin"' ove~
the express companies to be operated by the Government.!:>
Why is that step taken 1 It is taken, Mr. President and Senators, in my belief, simply because of the fact that the Pre ident is loath to give up any of the power with which we llltve
clothed him, and that .the subordinates about him, including
those in the Cabinet, do not intend to relinquish that power
unless compelled to do so by le<rislative action.
We are also informed that by proclamation tl1e President llns
taken over the cables to be operated by the Go•ernment. If
what I have said with reference to the expres companies be
true, with how much greater force do these same words npply
to the cables! It will be recalled that during the debate on the
problems with reference to taking over the express and telephone lines of the country it was repeatedly stated on the other
siue by the spo.nsors for the measm.·e and by the spokesman of
the administration that in all p1·obability not even the telegraph OJ.' telephone lines would be taken over, that in all probability the power thereby conferred upon the President would
ne•er be used, and one man after another on the other side
rose up to say that there was no occasion for taking over the
cables, becau e their owners had not in anywi e violated any
of the secrets that had been coniided to them, but ha, operated
them wholly and solely in accordance with governmental suggestions. It was stated repeatedly on the other side by those
who advocated that measure that they wanted that provision
inserted in the .act wholly as a precaution. Congress was about
to adjourn for a time, we were about to go to our various
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aml it was said that in case of a contingency, in case
omething unforeseen should arise, it was wise to bestow this
power upon the President, so that be might use it in time of
sh·ess or in an hour of peril. Yielding to that sort of argu~
ment, "·ithout there being any basis of justification for it at
the time, we placetl it in the bill and conferred upon the Presi~
dent that power.
Now, after all this declamation, and now after e\ery hour
of emergency has passeu, anu now after peace has come upon
us, and now after war has taken his wrinkled front from the
presence of the world, we have the President of the United
States violating, as I belieYe, the letter and the spirit of that
law by taking o\er the cables for governmental operation.
It is exceedingly significant, Senators, that this action· of
taking over the .cables comes just at the time when the President of the United States is about ro visit a foreign country.
I am not going to quarrel with the decision of the President
about going abroad. I do not believe that it is an unconstitu~
tional proposition. It is new and it is novel, and in some
respects it wears aspects that are quite startling. I do not
believe there is any necessity for his going abroad, provided
he were willing to confide in others as much as I belieYe he
might at this time confide in many of his qualified fellow citi~
zens. But it is singularly significant that just at the time the
President is about to go abroa{ he takes over the cables, after
ha\ing ·declined to take them over during all the years of war
and all the time of storm and peril; and when every necessity
for his having taken them over has ceased if, indeed, any
necessity for such action has ever existed.
Therefore, we are again left to the wide field of conjecture as
to why the President sees fit to take this particular action at
this particular time. Certainly no one will claim that he is
taking them over as a necessity of war. Certainly no one will
claim that this is in anywise related to a war proposition,
because there is no war and because during all the time while
hostilities were active he declined to take them over. If during
all that time private management \vas doing all that was needed
to be done, both with the expr~ss companies and the cables, how
can it be said that pri\ate management will fail, now that the
war is over and the days of peace have come upon us? Therefore I insist that there is some other reason that the President
has not stated, which is not apparent, as to why the cables are
being· taken over, because in this instance, as in the other, the
President has given us no reason.
It will be recalled by those who were present-and I remember that nearly all the Senators were present-during the debate on the question of taking over the telegraph and telephone
lines that it was repeatedly stated that there was no real war
reason for taking them over·. Three witnesses appeared before
the committee on the question. Those were Secretary Daniels,
Secretary Baker, and Postmaster General Burlesoa They gave
no renson as to why those lines should be taken over. The only
one that was ever assigned by any man on this floor in debate
was that there might arise some necessity for it, and we had
better bestow that power upon the President as a precautionary
measure.
It will further be recalled that these three gentlemen, the
three members of the Cabinet I have named, recited in their
testimony that there was no reason existing at that time why
this action should be taken, but that that policy should be the
uniform policy of the country. All of them said that they
thought the Government should own these lines and operate
them permanently. Therefore, Senators, we come face to face,
just as I told you in that debate, with the proposition of the
permanent Government ownership of these and of other public
utilities as welL Am I in error about that?
The Senator from Illinois himself this morning, he being one
of the men who stood upon the floor of the Senate and stated
repeatedly that it would not be necessary to take over these
lines, but that this power ought to be bestowed as a precau~
tionary measure-that Senator himself introduced a resolution
to-day looking to the permanent Go\ernment ownership and
operation of all public utilities and, in addition to that, of vari~
ous other private properties. Therefore the Senator himself,
my honored friend from Illinois, is accentuating the very idea
I have been trying to impress upon Senators here for a long
period of time, and that is, that \arious meml: ~rs of the Presi~
dent's Cabinet and a large number of those who are socialistically inclined who surround him are seeking to fasten upon
this country now a program of state socialism. There is no
other excuse or pretext of excuse for taking over the express
companies and for taking O\er the cables at this particular
time. Therefore, we may us well recognize that policy and pre~
pare to confront it as one of the stupendous problems that per~
plex the Republic at this vital hour.
·
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Why i · the President taking over the cables just at the time
he is going abroad? The President, I verily believe in all good
faith, might have taken his fellow citizens into his confidence
and given his reasons for taking over the cables. He might
have taken his fellow citizens into his confidence and stated his
reasons for taking over the express companies. He has not
seen fit to do so. If there be any reason why it should be done
I should be glad if some Senator would \Oice it. No man has
risen to give a reason, except the hidden and sinister reason
that it is a part of the general policy of Go\ernment owner~
ship and is the opening door to the existence of the socialist
state. Therefore, I am left to the wide field of conjecture, as
are all other Senators, as to why the President at this particular time has taken this particular action.
It is quite significant that the President is taking with him.
as one of his companions on this frip George Creel, master
of the Republic's instruction. I take it for granted that when
the President leaves these shores to all intents and purposes
the ~abies are cut. I take it for grunted that the President has
taken o\er these lines beca~se he does not intend that any man
at the peace table shall know what is being said in the House
of Representatives or on the floor of this body. I take it for
granted that we are not to know on this side what they are
doing O\er there and that they are not to know on that side
what we are saying over here. I can conceive of no other rea~
son for this action at this particular time save the desire to
inaugurate a permanent policy of Governmer.t ownershi~..
'Vhy does George Creel go along? Clearly in order to send back
whate\er news may be required. With George Creel at that
end controlling all the messages and with Albert S. Burleson
at this end controlling all the sources of information, the
country may well be wnrned that they may take at least with
a grain of salt whatever is published as to what happens at
the peace conference.
It occurs to me that in all fairness the American people ought
to know every transaction that occurs at that peace table. Certainly the Senate of the United States should be apprised of the
transactions that occur there. 'Ve, under the Constitution of the
United States, are a part of the treaty-making body; it is ours to
confirm whatever may be there done; it is ours to ratify whatever
may there be written; and yet we are to be deprived of all
knowledge -.>f the events that there occur, not only those obtained by personal cJntact-for it is quite evident that LO
Member of the Senate will be appointed to accompany the
President-but we are also to be denied all knowledge that
might be transmitted by cable of the transactions that occur
at that great conference. Under all the circumstances I regard
this as the most remarkable h·ansaction in the history of our
entire diplomacy. It seems to me to be inconceivable that such
a thing can happen at such a Yital time in the history of this
country and in the history of the 'vorld.
Therefore I am led to believe that when the President of
the United States thinks what this step means and how much it
involves he may be willing to appoint some Members of the
United States Senate to go abroad on this errand with him if
he still insists on such an unusual proceeding.
Now, Senators, I hflve said that these gentlemen do not de-.
£ire to :;mrrender the power we have heretofore bestowed upon
them. This is evidenced by the fact that instead of relinquishing it they are reaching out for more even that they did not
take during the progress of the war. And it is further evidence<!
by the fact that at least in some places in the South they are
proceeding with the building and construction of cantonments
the same as if the war were still on. The honorable Senator
from Virginia [Mr. 1\iARTIN] read here a few moments ago a
letter from the Secretary of War, and the Senator congratulated
the country and bestowed great praise upon the Secretary because $1,780,000,000 worth of contracts had been canceled up
to this time. While he was reading there was placed in my
hands a copy of the News and Observer, a paper owned and
published by Secretary .Josephus Daniels at Raleigh, N. C.,
bearing the date of Friday morning, November 15. I hold it
up for your inspection that all may see its language:
United States Employment Service needs 12,000 skilled and unskilled
for James Stewart & C?·· contractors, Camp Bragg, FayetteVIlle, N. C. Apply to nearest Umted States Employment Service office,
Raleigh, Charlotte, Winston-Salem, Elizabeth City, Asheville.

!~borers

And, in addition, a letter from a gentleman whose integrity;
is unquestioned and who stands \vithout blemish in his community, in which he snys:
NOVEMBER

15, 1918.

I inclose an ad. taken from to-day's News and Observer. It was an•
nounced two or three weeks ago that there were 8,000 to 10,000 men at
work there then. The News and Observer, in issue of the 8th, states
that a contract had just been let for 80 miles of standard road to be
built through pi·operty of Camp Bragg, at a cost of $2,500,000, making
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a total of $16,000,000 to be spent in Camp Bragg. It is announced
that Camp Polk (tank camp), Raleigh, will be completed. Contractor
advertised a few days ago for 2,000 men.

This is a tank camp. 'Vhy should tanks be built now? For
the same reason that cable and express companies shC>uld be
taken over now.
They have let contract of $10,000,000 additional to Camp J"ackson,
Columbia S. C.
Camp Humphreys, Va., had their labor agents out last week stating
that a large addition will be added to Camp Humphrey. Why all this
waste and the war over? I understand fully why this hurry at Camp
Bragg. It is reported that they are building 700 modern bungalows
there, and with fine concrete road, also railroad built to 11:. water,
sewerage. and so forth this would make an ideal manufacturing village. But why spend $l6,000,000 now with war over? It is a shame.
I commend that article, if it be true-and I take it for

granted that it is, because here is the advertisement in SecreDaniels's paper-to the consideration of the distinguished
chairman of the Committee on Appropriations. So we may
take it for granted that, while some contracts have been suspended and while some demobilization has taken place, after
all 1n the essential thing of the Government control of public
utilities, .there has been no alteration in the intention of the
gentlemen in the Cabinet and those who immediately surround
the President of the United States. These are the only reasons
that I have in my mind or that I can conjure up as to why the
President at this time of all times should take over the express
companies and the cables running from this country to Europe.
I take it for granted that none of us is in such great haste as
to demobilization; we believe that the boys in cantonments in
this country should be sent back home as speedily and as
rapidly as possible, but we are all aware of the fact that those
who are abroad can not come back home until after the treaty
of peace shall ha\e been signed. However, after the sign..'lture
of thnt great document, we believe that they should be sent
back to their country just as rapidly as transportation faci1ities
across the ocean can be secured. With those propositions of
the administration we are not at quarrel. The thing that stirs
me to the very depths is the fact that under these circumstances
tho e in authority continue not only to hold, but also to take
over, additional facilities and utilities for the express purpose
of fastening upon the country the policy of Government ownership and establishing a system of state socialism, which, if
follo'\\ed to its logical conclusion, will pull down the pillars of
ihe Republic and bury us all in its melancholy ruins. That
is why I lift my \Oice at this particular time against this policy
of the a<lministration.
I well agree with the editorial which I find in the New York
Times of yesterday, which I commend to my fiiends on both
sides of this Chamber. It is as follows:
tary

The resolution adopted by th.e caucus of Republic:m Senators " that
the Congress shall assert and exercise its normal and constitutional
function, including legislation necessary for reconstructiO';!/' expresses
an intention which should not be opposed by Democraoc Senators.
Congress gave up a great deal of its power to the Executive for the
patriotic pm·pose of pushing tbe war. nut tbe war is O\er, and Congress would fail in its duty if it continued in times of pence tbe poUcy
it pursued in tbe bloody and dangerous time just passed.
It there should be among the Democrats any Senators foolish enough
to dissent from this proposal of the Republicans, we presume that they
will base their dissent on the fact that, though the war is over, reconstruction is not. But that is an argument for, .not against, the resolution of the Republican Senators. It is in the work of reconstruction
that the powers committeed to Congress are peculiarly necessary. In
time of war it b~?comes necessary to centralize authority, to sacrifice
cvervthing to the winning of the war, but no such necessity appears in
timeS of reconstruction, and the people are very jealous of their Constitution, with its threefold government. They~ will not be pleased
with any party or nny set of public officials who, under any pretext
whateYeE, attempt to continue the autocratic power with which the
people willingly vested the executive officers of the Government so long
as the country was actually in danger.

I agree most heartily w_ith the sentiment and the logic·
therein expressed. In the day of stress and in the hom· of peril
we gladly gave over to the keeping of the President of the
United States such po'\\er as he asked for. 1\iany of us .on this
side of the Chamber-and I speak for myself-voted power
and authority into his hands that we rP.ally did not believe he
needed; but no man when his country is at war intends to
haggle over minutire, o\er details, and we said, "We will give
the President the power that he asks, because he asks it and
because he says he needs it." After all, the surprise is the
greater, when the day of storm is past, when all the war clouds
have rolled by, that this authority which we placed in his hands
for the purpose of winning the war has not !Jeen turned back
to the Congress that bestowed it or to the people who conferred it, but is being held and added to from <lay to day for
the express purpose of fastening upon us a system. of socialistic
ownership, which is contrary to the fundamental principles o:f
the Republic and of the underlying ideas of the Constitution of
the United States. That is why at this time in these brief remarks I lift my voice against the action of the President of the
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United States. I should be glad if the Senate, in this hour of
rehabilitation and in this time of reconstruction, would rea sert
itself to the extent of passing some sort of resolution voicing
its opposition to this action on the part of the President of the
United States.
Mr. SHERl\IAN. Mr. P~resident, I read in the Constitution,
as I remember it, that in certain events the Vice President shall
exercise the powers and duties of the President, but the con·
ditions precedent are the death, resignation, or inability of the
President. It makes no provision for the absence of the Presi·
dent from the territorial limits of the United States. In pursuance of the constitutional mandates, therefore, the exercise
of executive power inheres in the person who occupies officially
the place of President, so long as he does not fall within any of
the disabilities mentioned in the Constitution so as to devolve
the power and the duties of the office upon the chief Presiding
Officer of this body, the Vice President. Therefore, when this
proposed visit is made, some time, I assume. after the first
Monday in December, 1918, the White House will be transferred
officially to Paris, France; 3,000 miles of salt water will send its
heaving tide between the sole remaining powers of government ·
in the United States and the Executive. There will be left the
Supreme Court of the United States, when it shall convene;
there will remain the Senate and the House of Representatives;
but the Executive and the White House and all its vast powers
will be transferred to EUI·ope, where they will abide, if I am
to trust press reports, a considerable time. Yesterday's advices
informed us that there would be no precipitate departru·e of
the President from the scene of peace negotiations. It induces
sober reflection to contemplate the migration of presidential
sovereignty to foreign and distant soil.
He will be attended by the usual retinue. He will have his
press bodyguard, the redoubtable Creel, who will " creel " e\ery
message in approved and official form before it shall be transmitted by cable· to this continent. Mr. Creel has seen fit to protest, and, as the poet says, in' protesting too much, he but ap·
proves the cllarge. 1\fr. Creel hastens this morning by the
public press to say :
With respect to my charged connection with the cables and cable
censorship, there is no such connection! nor will there be any. There is
no press censorship of any kind existmg in the United States to-day.
No plan. of resumpti_o n has been. suggested or even contemplated.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The one proper effort of the Committee on Public Information will
be to open every means of communication to the press of America without dictation, without supervision, and with no other desire than to
facilitate in every manr..er the fullest and freest flow of news.

I am reminded of an old Spanish proverb which says, ''Never
lock up a reformed drunkard alone in a wine cellar." [Laughter.]
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. However justifiable the laughter, the Chair is obliged to call attention to the fact that it is
not permitted under the rules.
Mr. SHERMAN. The proverb is quite old in its truth, but
will soon be extinct in prac;tice under a pending constitutional
amendment. Mr. President, I regret the levity with which the
announcement of this great truth is recei\ed. I only sought
to impress the similarity of the two cases when they are confronted with temptation. Can Creel, with the entire commercial
telegraph system, both public and private wires, on this continent, and with 17 trans-Atlantic cable lines all resting in the
palm of his imperial hand, resist? Did he not testify before a
Senate committee not many months ago that in his earlier
days he was gi\en somewhat to sophomoric excesses; that sometimes his language was too lurid; that he spoke sometimes in
gigantic terms of red headlines from force of habit? A horse
that balks once will balk again. How can he resist? He will
burst with suppressed desire and OUI' paean of victory will end
in a dirge O\er his exploded remains; That is an aphorism
among horse traders, and it is the rule of conduct always
obser\ed among those gentlemen in such transfers of personal
property. This is a horse trade. I suggest to the Senate that
when we trade Mr. Creel, reformed and alone with the cables
in his band, for 1\Ir. Creel as he has been in years past, when
he lived in Denver, when he was about Indianapolis. and when
his habitat was the lo p in Chicago, we do not gain by the
transaction. Men do not make themselves overnight ; character-building is not of that ephemeral nature. They are made
by a lifetime of action, following precept and example. Mr.
Creel is still Creel. The chairman of the Committee on Public
Information in Paris will be the same reformed reportotial
drunkard in exaggeration in the journalistic wine cellar that
he was in Denver and is in Washington to-day.
Why is his presence required, l\Ir. President? Is he possessed
of diplomatic knowledge? Is he a great constitutional lawyer?
Has he read and does he know all the precedents from the time
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of l!u~IJ Grotiu to Hobert Lansing in uiplomncy anti in con- . wnnteu to go ubroad "\\C migllt in all reason be permitted ·at
nection 'i1ith tlle contro>er.y npon the freeuom of the sons? He lea. t the voor couetesy of a vas -rpori:.
has uo s ueh TeconL I· his }H'e"enee ueeme<l neces ·m·y, rnuyhap,
Try to get one, if you can, ul,lless you belong to the charmed
for tl1c ~::rfoty of the Chief Magistrate? He has no Tecorcl n . cirCle. If I were one of Creel's n si ·tunt~, I c u1d have a passP r&>nal bodyguard or a· a \alorous mnn of war, ,_nve a. port; uut I uoulJt if a Senator could get n pa..,sport -to-day.
Falstaff null n · J uck Cadc-·
Try it rrnd sec. Try it for one of your constituents. I know
My du.gger i in ·my tc<.>th,
whereof I ~l)ea1,. A k "Gifford 1'inchot wlletller he cn.n get a
My weapons are my "vorus.
pa ._sport. Ask YHlaru, -with who ·e sentiments :r do not agree;
Kowherc has lle sought the bubble reputation at the cannon's but if he wants a 11a Nport, I would . ny, God l;pe d him when
mouth. His name ranged high as a space filler and defamer he gets Ule ].)assport to go away unu "'tny just as long us ·he
of ewry sn.feguard of staule government. Now .he ·i s to .mens- "\\i ·lies; to stay o t least unlil he changes some of the senti- ·
ure out to tlJ mighty free press of America what may ·enter lllents he llas heretofore entertalneil.
it column . Thjs is hi mis ion and purpose, un•l none ,other,
There are a number of other gentlemen in this country who
ought to be prOTided either with passports, with a kinuly adsa"le a a sonorous court trumpeter of his chief.
Such is Creel's record. Why is he needed in Paris? I under- ·monition. to use them nt as early a date as -possible, or with
stand, M:c. Pr ·ident, that the Executive will go .abroad in the -de-portation aecree from a couTt of competent jurisdiction,
b ·t .·teumsllip that })lies on the Atlantic. He will be attended backed up by adequate legislation from Congres ·. But at any
by the usual and nece sary secret-service men. No doubt also 1rate pa.gsports are denied; the cable are controlled, and ·Creel
officer of Ule Army of high rank and wearing resplendent, sit as an imperial dictator at t11e om:·ce of e-very action and
glittering uniforms will attend him to gay Paree, now Telieved, eyent or source of information that precedes the formal subwe oll rejoiee to say, from the ·Stress of war conditions, so that :mis ion to the Senate of a draft of a treaty of peace for ratifithe d:spla-y ·unu the splendor of the occasion will ..rise to the .full cation. That is what I complain of.
le"lel of the magniiicent affair te be attended by om· Executive
TJ:te ·Senate is a treaty-making uody. Last September-on
abroad.
September 3, ~9l8, us I remember-1 remarked upon the time
Again, he break all precedents. Ko other President has eyer when a ~treaty, or a form of it, would be submitted to the Senseen fit to leave hl country's sail. I earnestly bo.De, under the ate nnd immediate action asked. What it will contain nobod:v
blessings of a benign Proviclence, that his -voy.age will 'be at- 'knows; antl with censored cables, with no ability to learn of
tended with safety, that no unkind commotion of the elements, ,the details that precede its formation, of fhe conditions that
that none of t.he floating mines or hidden peril£ ·of the deep attcndeu the negotiation, with nothing except Oreeled news from
wHl interfere with his safe return when he shall have per- ·b eginning to end the information that will. be laid lJefore the
formed his full duty, a· he ees it, .abroad; but 1 can :not Senate will be of the most meage1·· cha.racteT.
understand why t11e cable on this JUl.rticular occasion shoUld
Oh, I am reminded. "Read 'The New Freedom' and 'Pitiless
have been seized preceding .his departure for Europe.
..Publicity.' .Is ..not that a .guar:rnty? " It is like the man who
I learn by consulting again that veracious chronicle, .known wade .a statement at one time, lmde:r the influence of stimulants,
as "'l'he 1·eal Col. House," who is now abroau-I am speaking ' tlurt he llad caugll.t lobsters that weighed 40 pounds down here
under ,_orne time limitation , and I hope I may keep within somewhere n.long the coast. Other ·fishermen jealous of the
them-that:
veracity of their craft took hlm rto task about it: nll he was
From nil historic 1Jl'CCedent. the United Sta.teB lookR to one ma.n to ·anlc -to :produce was the affidavit af mo old retired ·sailors,
Jeau the country's forces in the war. That man is W.oortrow Wilson. ·that they l1ad ·seen lobsters that they tllomdtt weighed 40 poun·,s
To llim will go the credit for >ictory or the obloquy of defeat.
~
u
I have some illea that in all human probability the private apiece. 'The tribunal appointed to pa ·s upon fbe truth or falsity
soldier who curried a rille, who worked a machine gun, who suf- of tlle statement ma(le a report that affidavits were not lobsters.
fered privations :rnd hardships in the trenches, that his cap- That is still true. Promises in "The New 'Freeaom .. are not
tain and the colonels and all the officers who are in Ulis mighty information. They are not adequate "fact upon which we c..w
host that went across the sea that some whose pulsel.ess clay base om· action in ratifying a treaty in this Ghambe1·. So that
sleep in graves .far from sono"Wing homes would have some we are left to the tender mercies of a censored .cable for the in·
credit. I know that greatness at last is a mere .crown upon the ·f?rmution th~t will come from day to day concerning the formaapex of the pyramid of the lives of countless million . Some- -ti~n of the dl:~ft of the treaty.
body in llistory touches Ule peak and the mighty muliitnue that
These t"\\o IteJ?l ta_ken together I thin~ he~p ~Xl'llain, or nt
sacrificed and died and gave up their priceless treasures of ' lea ~ somewhat illummatc, the reas;)n wluch 1 · ltkely ·the prehuman life arc only the in en ate .foundation for the glocy of dommant one ;tor ·permanent -purposes .refcne.d to by the Sentho~e who are heralded to futuTe .age as the conquering nero; .ator from ln~mna [Mr. w..aT ON].
•
•
but I protest against the text I have read, that to Woedrow 1 \V?en. I tw.n:t:. of th_,e Chi.ef E::x:e~ub\e ~omg abroad I h~ve a
'Vi1son will go the credit for victory. The victory belongs to considerable Vl.Sl~ OI _?ow h~ Will look and ho_w he . w1U be
the American people, to .their instant union, and their lle.roic :attentle~. I. tr~ 11e ·will be g~ven ·the same con~1derat10n that
sons. It is a part of their .imperishable history. It is a .part .J;e .rece!'e m hl own countr}. I ~ope there will be no IJ~t1;y
of the great .chapter of human e>ents they have written around Jea1oustes aroused. amo~g the allies o~· our . re:J?re entatl"ves
the world. .It belongs to no man; it is the heritage of patriots abroad about ~·ho .1s. .entitled. to th~ ~r:edit of w~nm~g the war,
and the common birthright of human freedom. The attempt to ~t that ';e Will dtvlde.the respo~bll!ty, and likew~e that we
monopolize that credit shows a strange perverseness and mis- Will enuaJ.i.ze ou:r share rn the credtt. But when that lS ~n do_nc,
under tanding of the genius of our institutions. Such a claim I am remmded t11at there must be some I:ea~on for his gomg
is repugnant to the sentiments of -every Senator and every citi- abroa<l. The ·cables c~n convey, under prwnty rule, all roeszen of our country.
sages ~Y co.a e or !f~Y .grven langua~e. I can not myself see tbe
"\\ith the cables taken over recently the Senator from Indiana .nece~ty of the n~It of the Executt>e, but let that pass.
[1\fr. WATSON], 1 think, ha · touched one of the predominant
"I w1sh. to place ~1 the Co.N?RES~!ONAL R~cmm, in. order that it
notes in the reason why. I think there is another that precipi- m~y be m proper JUrtapos1t10n-if you will pernnt the wordtated u at the inopportune time and way it was done. Let WI~ my r~mark , the fact that on.August 26, 191~, the Demosome gentleman who desires to SQjourn .ab1·oad, whether .i t be ·c:abc .candid:rt-es a~d the Democratic central eomllll.t~ee -of .Mus ·
to go across the Rio Grande or to go to Japan, much less the .kin~ Co~, ?hio, .met o~ behalf of,~he Democratic :arty ~t
other way, aero s the .Atlantic, attempt to get a passport from .Zan.esvllle."Ul tha~. Stu:te. 1t ~·e;soluted, as all su~h bodies do, m
the Department of State. Go aero s for your constituents and stately "fmm and appro.-vcd fashion. The proceedmgs I ~ave n'!:o
try to get a passport now, jf you can. Although we ru·e .feeding from. the Za-~esville Signa.l, of date Au~t ~7, followmg th1s
Europe, ,-ve are living on cornmeal and buckwheat and sorghum me.~tm~. l:t ·lS a Democr~tlc organ, ';1S I .know ·the Senators from
molasses out "\Vest, in order that the H 1m .may be sa.>ed ·f rom <?hio "\Vlll ch~erfully te:.""'tns. So takmg It a.s a s<;mrce of unques·
fhe pangs of starvation. rt avails but little. Children a re gath- tiOJ~ed verae1q-, .I am moved t? ·read that ~·esolu.tion.
e.ring potatoes, staying out of chooJ, in :my home country. I
Now,, somcti~es, Mr. Pr~~1.dent, .es~;1ally m the case of a
saw ·them. They are stripping cane, and the humble sorghum Teso~utwn t~n~ ha many · whereases, .~s ·the one we he~rd
is supplementing the sugar crop of .this country, both beet and awhile ~go,
1s :at the en<l of ~be resolutiOn-all th~ ·prec~ding
cane. Corn is rotting in the fields, and the housewife has left matter h~htmg our tmderstandmg down to the working pomther kitchen .nnd the affairs of her .home .and has gone Into the that tne 1mportn~t ma.tter com~s; but, contrai>y to custom, ·the·
cornfield ; the children who can not reach an ear of corn are -...ery ~rst wortis m tlns resolution rrre -the important ones, ·b e·
husking the down row that is found sometimes nearer the cause It sta.rl3 out:
gro1md. Under these conditions, with the great s.acttlices and
Hls Majesty Woodrow Wilson, tlle President of these Uniteil. States,
the efforts we have made to sa-ve the food crop of tbe year, we in llis propaganda of world-wide philanthropy, his declarations ·of
ink
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of unadulternte6 democracy, demands our wannest commendation. our
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unswerving fidelity and incessant support, and demands 1he support of
f'very liberty-lovirg, u·ue, patriotic citizen of the United States of
.America.

So be it-" His Majesty, Woourow Wilson, President of the
United States." I thought I would give that kindly reminder
so that if there is any question when he goes abroad, about
court etiquette or how the President should be addressed, I
will refer them to the Democratic candidate and the Democratic
central committee of Muskingum County, Ohio. It is an authority; and e\en Col. House would be inclined to bow in humble
submission if engrossed copies of the resolution were forwarded
to him in Paris. I trust the press reports, if they are not pinched
oft' at this end of the cable, will reach him, so that any mooted
question on diplomatic addresses might be settled in due form.
However, taking the reason of the Senator from Indiana
[Ur. WATSON], when the express companies are taken, when
the cable lines are taken, when the railways are taken, when
the telephones are taken, down to the farmers' mutual, even,
out in the Mississippi Valley country, we are reminded that th~
Postal Department is headed by l\Ir. Burleson; that the Secretary of Agriculture, lli. Houston, is somewhat recently from
Texas himself ; that the Attorney General is from Texas ; and if
I might be permitted to lapse into curbstone vernacular, I
would say that the President would be suffering, previous to
his departure, from a case of "too much Texas." If he had a
little wider political horizon, l\Ir. President, if it even took in
Arizona, it would help some; but to confine it to Texas, I think,
explains a good deal of the trouble. It led to a political proclamation by .the President October 25, 1918, that only Democrats
were fit to govern . .
Burleson, in five annual reports, has recommended that everything in the way of communication of intelligence be added to
his uepartment. He has prejudged the case. He wants more
po"·er. Great Britain neYer undertook to run her cables to
our shore. The six cable lines owneu by the British Government are leased to the Western Union. As the Senator from
Minnesota [l\fr. KELLoGG] suggested, taking a gene1·ai view of
the situation in his remarks this morning, there is not a
go\ernment-o,yned cable that touches the shore of any other
sovereignty in the world, save in the inert form of an inactive
ownership. The active ownership or possession and use of it is
confined to private parties.
Mr. KELL03G. 1\Jr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Illinois
J'ield to the Senator from Minnesota?
1\1r. SHERMAN. Yes.
.
Mr. KELLOGG. Great Britain never owneu the cable lines.
They were owned by a British company.
Mr. SHERl\IAN. A British company-that makes it even
stronger than I thought. I thank the Senator for the correction. Not only are the 17 trans-Atlantic cable lines covered by
this taking of the Go\ernment, but, in addition to that, there is
a line which runs to 1\Iex:ico, skirting across and around the
shores and bodies of water until the principal cities of Mexico,
before disorder was predominant there, were all accessible from
this country, either by land wires or by cables. It runs down
across the Isthmus of Panama; it penetrates South America;
nnd the Commercial Cable of Mr. Mackay embraces the cable
lines in all the peaceable parts of the world. They run across
the Pacific Ocean to Hawaii, to the Philippine Islands, to Hongkong, to Japan, and to all the principal Asiatic ports that touch
tidewater on that continent. Why are these to be taken by the
Government? Has something happened in Siberia lately? Has
the new Czecbo-Slo\ak Government met with reverses? Is martial law necessary to take these cable lines in South America
and in the far-distant quarters of the globe, 1\Ir. President, in order to promote-in the language of the resolution-" the public
security and defense"? I see or know nothing of it. We all
know what the issue is. It is to take all you can under the
powers delegated to the Executive by a generous and sometimes
complaisant Congress. It is like the old noYelist from Indiana,
after all. You remember that in " The Hoosier Schoolmaster ''
the old lady, who was quite thrifty, said: "Get a plenty while
you are getting it"; and he "got it while the getting was
good "-got it under false pretenses in large part, as I believe,
and he ought to be politically indicted under the "blue sky "
law, because it was misrepresented in the prospectus what he
proposed to deliver on the day of payment, or after he had negotiated the paper into the hanus of an innocent Republican purchaser for value without notice.
Being in this condition, the po,ver was uelegated. No question was raised about war powers. He has the power, and
under that power he is con tantly engaged in taking everything that is loose. Following the language of one of Dickens's
charncters, he does not take land; he can not moYe it. His
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ad,-ice was, ton Jight-fingereu gentleman: "Always take portable
property.'; This is all portable property, down to the poles
and hole in the earth in which the pole rests. That was probably
the only thing that he coulu not ca1Ty off without being visible
to the general public. All of the rest of it is portable property.
The most of the articles or enterprises taken are articles that, so
far as they belong to citizens of this country, are of a portable
character, are eminently destructible, and may be destroyed in
value by the taking or by the maladministration of the Go\ernment.
There is a \ery instructive editorial in the New York Times
of November 20, 1918. It is instructive because of its contents,
first, and next because the Times is a thick-and-thin supporter,
right or wrong, at all times on war questions, at home or
abroad, of this administratien. It can not be regarded as an
unkindly critic. It says that it is time to call a halt. It reminds the people of this country in that editorial that the reports of the railways of the country first showing a half-billion
dollars of expenditures more than receipts have happily been
reduced to $200,000,000. Let us hope it will be reduced still
further. It calls attention to the billing of the expre s companies, and says that if they are operated as the raihvays have
been, they, too, will be run at a loss. It culls attention to the
fact that the Western Union Telegraph Co. and the inlanu lines
that have been taken under the exercise of the power of the
last of July or August, I believe, 1918, have been run at a loss.
l\Ir. Burleson denies that in a statement issueu on ye tenlay
1n the following language, and it is a matter for some traveling
auditor to settle:
The statement contained in Mr. Mackay's letter dated November 11,
1918, and whlch has been made public by him, to the effect that the
compP.nsatlon to the Western Umon Co. 1s more than that company's
earnings for 1917, Is not based on facts. The compensation allowe•l
the Western Union Co. by the department is approximately $2,500,000
less than its income for that year from the land lines.

Let that go in. I want such evidence as may be aYailable to
be heard on that subject; but it is sufficient to say that there
is nothing else that his administration has undertaken to run on
which it has kept even. It is running true to form if it comes
out behind, and if it can come out solvent on any instrumentality
of private business that it has taken and operated I am reauy
to hear what it is.
The Post Office Department runs behind. Oh, it says that it
shows a surplus that it has turned in once in a while to the
Treasury; but it pays no rent, it pays no maintenance of buildings. Nothing is written off for depreciation or repairs. Nothing is charged for the ordinary overhead expenses, as private
manufacturers or business men put it. If that were charged,
as any other solvent business is conducted, the Post Office Department of this country has been from the time of its beginning, or its as. umption of its present large duty, run at a los .
Not a report in 25 3·ears could be made, if its receipts and expenditures \Yere figured on any business basi , that woulu not
show that it was tending all the time toward bankruptcy instead
of solvency.
I know why these enterprises are taken. It is a part 9f the
policy of framing up the issues of 1920. We might just as well
face conditions; and I wish to talk to my southern brethren or
to the majority party on the other side of the Chamber for a
brief moment.
We may discuss the tariff, the amendment of revenue laws;
we may talk of the peculiar questions that confront you on
race lines in certain parts of the United States; but the political
issues of this country are being changed rapidly. There will
be forged, in the mighty furnaces heated by the declaration of
war, issues that a1·e new to the politics of America, that are
unsettled, and that call for independent thought. I Yoice only
my mvn opinion. I seek to bind nobody and no orguuization by
the expression of that opinion; but there is the line of cleavage,
so manifest that the wayfarer may run along and read it
plainly.
There is in this country the radical clement. There is a bolshevist abroad in the land. The red flag is carried at the head
of a proces ion in New York City. It bas not been carried in
Chicago, but no one knows the day when its cobblestones will
run red with bloou as a result of an attempt to carry it. There
Is no room in the air of America for more than one flag. I
ha\e no use for the alien crew 1hat put a red fiag under the
skies of this Republic. I belicYc it to be a violation of the
espionage law; and if there were no law, I believe sufficient
organized force ought to be gathered in the hands of American
citizens to strip from the hands of any alien rabble a red flag
carried anywhere in this country.
You, whose rights are more deeply involved than mine, know
better than I do the uanger attenuant upon the destruction of
State governments. I believe in preserving the reserved powers
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of the States. I believe it is a part of the inuestructible f0lmdaThere n ' t· lla IJeen n time when
n , tate, with its re erve<l powers, w-a not ihe training ground
of a stalwart citizen.ship. The tendency of the age and the
tendency of the time, witltout t'(>Q'oJUd to which side of ihe Chamber we sit on, is to de troy tl:te sow·reignty of the State in it
admitted re-se.I.'ved power . The State. arc the great foundation
. tones of go>fflunent.
Tile radical does not bcli ve in a State line anywhere. Xo
man that follow. a red flag or has it hluclen mTlty in the garret
of hi~ house for use· on orne opporhmc occasion when ihe police
will not be looking believes in a • tate. He believes in an
autocracy. His ideal government i. in nus ia to-day, its
Lenines and Trotzskys and the wl10le re<l-flag crew that has
reducE'd that country to the '~rge of . tarvation and made it n
tremendous object le ·on of what the unrestrained despoti m
of moh-· may do.
Tlwre is a radical; and there are more of llim than you
think. Every great metropolitan center in this country is the
breeding ground to spawn radicals upon the law-abiding citizens of the country. The city is a source of endless taint. It
1 the place wh£'re great extremes are fotmd, where the millionah·e and the tramp, the habitue of the free-lunch counter and
the gentleman who take · his dinner late in the evening and his
supper after midnight, are always found. The cheap one-anda-bali per cent in a schooner, with a pretzel made of sawdu t and beans, and champagne, with the appurtenances that
go with it, represent the extremes. The radical is in evidence-be is destructive--and all of the 1·adicals that are not
in jail are in appointive office under this administrat:::on.
You are not proud of the company. Do not speak up. I
will do the talking for you. It does not burt me any, and it
might burt you; but you believe it just the same. You ]lave
no more use for them than I have. What your President is
going to do I do not know. ;r doubt if you know or .n ot. But
there are men in many places in offi-ce or in private life, who
nre encouraged and cod-dled and petted, who believed that
somebody bad robbed them before they were told, and they
become fanatical ln the belief after they are told. So they
carry with them the fervol.' of the saint and the devotion of
tlte martyr when yo-u·attempt to correct them for their vagaries
In the administration of affairs.
In England there is the same tblng. There is a radicalism~
and we are a good deal like England in our fliiairs. I must
hasten to a conclusion. We have the radical and the liberal
and the conservative. They are here now.
Talk abo-ut political divisions and names and slogans all you
want, but that is not the question. This administration is respo-nsible for its kitchen Cabinet and that Cabinet headed by
Col. House is a co-llection of radicals imbued with the vagaries
of Carl Marx and of Lenine and Trotzky. You will have to
purge yom· own household. There will be a division l:jome day
that will 1·ival the cleaning and the differences that we had in
our unhappy family, trouble in many years past, and ·some
recent events that have not left our memory.
Mr. President, the issue in 1920 will be the assumption of not
only what the Governm£'nt now has but the assumption of many
more undertakings. I find the same language used Yery generally by many of these men who were radicn.L~; and the radical
ls not necessarily somebody without means or understanding.
The radicals contain many intolerant intellectuals, men who
have no practical experience, who sit in their closets and lecture
to students in the universitie , men who have no knowledge of
how government is actually conducted. They know books but
they do not know men, and they are the most dangerous of all
the Yi ionaries in this or any otlier country.
Along comes ownership by the Government called Government
owner hip and operation. The Government necessarily does
. ome things that ars indispensable. They are go\ernmental in
their character. The Army -and the Navy and the public schools
and from the beginning the Po t Office within rea...c:onable limitations. I do not believe the Post Office ought to go into the
banking business or undertake the production and distribution
of me-rchandise in a mercantile sense. It may act as a carrier
tmder the pre cnt system, but it can not go further.
·
Therefore, 1\Ir. President, the i sue that is forcing itself to
the front, that is aggravated by such seizures as that of the
cable lines, is that of the public ownership of these enterprises
nnd many otber~, embracing all the instruments of production
and distribution, to lapse into the language of the platform of
the radical. So when we come to that we have rai eel the line
of division that will project itself into 1920. It is that that has
led tile President to issue the Executive order taking the cable
lines. I agree in the entirety with the Senator from Indiana
[Mr. WATSON].
1i n of national strength.
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I wish to make some concluding remarks, lUr. rre i<lent, on
ibe character of the corumission that will frame the llraft of
tile treaty. This is tile treaty-making body jointly with the
Executive. We hnve no assurance so far that any Senator mll
be on that commi~ ion, although' it has a precedent in other
case of a like kind. Being a treaty-making body, no sufficient
ren. on appears why, if no Member of this body is on the commis ·ion, the cables should not be open uncensored and that a
free pre might not carry to the people of this country and to
the Senate all of tl'le information ll.E:'eded. Th~ conditions that
attend the negotiations are often as important in the interpretation and understandin'g as the language in the te:s:t of tho
document.
'Ve have ~11-; Creel's word that there will l>e no censorship,
l>ut that in \"iew of the fact that our only source of information
is in the hands of a ma::1 w'l:w has. cen ored, wllo represent
the eye and car and the Jland. touching the wire wlth e\"ery key
that clicks on this continent as the representative of tbe Executive himself, he gees abroad and no access can be had to him.
Three thousand. miles of ocean will roll between u and the President, and this body sits mute and silent without information
until suddenly tp.e draft of the treaty is precipitated into this
body for ratification. Against that I protest. It is an incidental
reason to 'be added to that given by th-e Senator from Indiana.
1\fr. President, I wish to put in the REcoRD, in addition to the
eommunications offered by the SenatoT from Minnesota [Mr.
KELLOGG] from Mr. M-ackay and from 1\lr. Burl~ on, additional
communications and matter which I will give to the reporter
and have them inserted without reading, in order to save time.
Tbe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without obj-ection, the request
will be granted.
The matter referred to is as follows:
[From tbe Ne-w York .Tlmes,]
·GOVEBNMENT'S TRADIN-G 4CCOUNTS.

In his letter to Postmaster General Burleson Mr. Mackay l'efers to
the faet that the Government has nndertak.en to pay to the Western
Union Telegraph Co. more than it is earning. " which wonld in.dieat-e
that the year ending July 31, 1919, will show a loss to the Governm-ent
tn connection with that company of at least $.2.326..668." To wbleh
must be added whatever loss ls made in eonnection w.Ub the Postal Co ..,.
whose compensation is not yet fixed, and the American 7e1e\)hone Co.
The express cqmp:anies' finances are in a wo~:se state, and mll not 'be
relieved by an increase of rates which is immediately converted into
an increase of costs. No one can say how :the GoveJ.'tllilent wUi
out with its raflway adventure until the war accounts are -adjosted..
and until tbe plans for maktng the temJW.rary arrangement pel'JllaD.Wt
arc further developed, but 1t J:s plain tb11t tbere ls a pretty quarrel
developing between the Postmaster General -and the Director Genet::ll.
Their Interests conflict in the manner indicated by tbc working out <If
the railway-mall pay case.
When i.t was proposed to pay the raih>"ays for the -cArriage of the
mails by the footage of the mail cars rente.d instead of by tbe tonnage
of the mails carried, the Post Office declared that it would inerea>Se
the estimated pay of the r:illwa:ys by over $.3,900,000. ThP real figures
are now known through the hearings before the Court of Claims. Du-ring the life of the footage plan of paym nt "the annual rate of com·
pensation to tb~ railroads bad been reduced from $64,447,982 .to $52,•
182,052." How l-ong will the Director Gent>ral allow the Po t Offiee
to make profl ts at the loss of ,the railways? How long will the- Director
General run the express companies at a lo.ss in competition with the
parcel post? When times are normal, an{! costs of private business
are- reexamined i.n connection with tbe reduction of wn1· profits. b-ow
long will private business endure tllnt rates shall be inereB:St'd an-d
accommodations reduced, in order that the Government may undertake trading responslbillties on a basis of costs to it. and cb::trg('s to
its customers which would not bave been <'ndured when the bus-lness
taken over were mann.ged by private capital?
War finance is a matter limited to war, and wars do end. There 13
no ~nd to the Government ownershi:_:~ re ponsibilitles which the conntry is being led into under condition n~t deserving th~ ~>,.ame of fn~
play. The war was over before the country was confronted with the
belated and unnecessary taking over of th<> cable service under a presidential order not published at its ·date. The Postmaster General announced yesterday a cut tn the telegraph rates which will not go far
to allay the country's dislike of the manner in which the thing- was
done apart from the merits. Those aware of tl1c r esult o:f' such experiillents elsewhere know bow decepti>e such reductions of rates are.
The British post-office telegraph service has been run at a loss for 44
years. The G-penny telegrams are delivered at a cost of 22 eents •
The sender pays 12 cent<;, 6 pense, and thf' taxpayer· 10 Cf'nts. It overtasks credulity to believe that the post offi ce which never 1m~ made a
profit on any commercial calculation.. and which is usually run at a
los on its own stntement, can possibly reduce rates. The pretense ts
an in ult to intelligence.
·
Also it wa.s announce<l ye terday. that the Gowrnment's loss on tb{'!
railways bad been reduced from the bnlf bil1ion which had bPen feared
to . 200,000,000 for nine months. Tlw rnilwav accounts are bette!.'
kept, and the ground is firmer here. nut then:! ·is a fador not in tbe
accounts. Under Government operation the fixing of rates and wae:es
L"l a matter of politics rather tban economics. and there is a pro peet
that the railway finance will be assimilated to the Britls;b tPlPgJ·aph
finance instanced above. Then there arc those who are pressing that
our new mercantile nLuine, built for war purpo~s. shall be operated
in peace as a public uti1ity, with tbe Furuseth Act controlling co. ts.
These operations are on a scale rivaling that of tbP war, and surpassing it it time is considered in the calculatil'l n. Bi>fore anoth<'l' step is
taken in the direction in which we are beaded respectln~ publli operation of public utilities, there should bP an extenRion of the r<>gulation
of private finance to public finance. Thf'rP is nothing political in the
suggestion. There is no opposition to public operation in that. It is
mere business common sense. Those who oppose - it condemn public
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opera tlon in advance, and atrord an opportunity to . say that they . do
not believe their own arguments. If they honestly believed their
claims of profits they would neglect no opportunity of proving theJD.
A claim to public support on the basis of blessings provided by taxes in
fact, and concealed by juggling accounts. can not be allowed except by
those who are deceived, and lik~ it.
MACKAY Sl:iSrECTS MOTIVE-SEES IN CADLE SEIZURE "A MARCil TOWARD
GOVER~liiENT OWNERSHIP-."

NoVE~mER
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s~ggestion

and .request that was made by this Government official or
hts repre entatlve stationed in our cable office nt New York was
promptl~ complied with in eyery }?articular.
In addition,
most rigid
censorship was established, m which the company heartily cooperated.
In fact! ~he Commercial Cable Co. has been complimented by American
and British Government authorities for the splendid service they gave.
In ~nada, Newfoundland, Great Britain, and France, censorship under
the duection of those Governments has also been in force for over fout·
years.
" There is n<'t .a quarter ~f the need of close control of the cable systems now or durmg the periOd of readjustment as there was during the
war itself, because during that time there was a vast quantity of war
ne~s which is now quickly subsiding since the armistice was declared.
Mr. Burleson, of course, is not a practical .c able man and knows·
absolute!~ nothing about that line of business and his reasoni.n"' is
not convmcing. He is all wrong.
'
"'
. ·:Mr. _Burleson says he bas other reasons. I fear that the chief one
1s mcipient Government ownership."

a

Clarence II. 1\Ia<'kay, president of the Postal Telegraph Co. and the
Commercial Cah!e Co. yesterday reiterated his belief that governmental
control of the cables would be unwise at this juncture, and said the
contemplated seizure of the cables apP.enred to be " a preliminary march
toward Government ownership." The cables bad not actually been
taken over by the Government at a late hom· last night.
"The proposed action is incomprehensible to me," said ·Mr. Mackay.
" The very vastness of the proposition is staggering. For illustration,
we have a cable 10,000 miles long, from San Francisco to China, Japan,
and 1\Ianila. What could the Go,-ernment do with that'/ The Central
& South American Cable Co. has cables from New York through the
Panama Canal and away down the west shore of South America and MUST RUN C4BLES, BCRLESON STATES--XEYEil A 'l'n.rE 1.:-l THE WAR
across the mountains to the Argentine Republic. What could the Go>THAT CALLED FOR SUCH A CLOSE CO!'lTROL, HEJ SAYS--WITUIIOLDS
ernment do with that, and why should it want it'/
SOl\iE REASOXS--NEF.D OF ADJUSTIXG TRAFFIC SET FOUTII--l\!ACKAY
" Then there is the Atlantic ~>ystem of 17 transatlantic cable~. which
ISSUES A ST-'.TEMENT IN REPLY.
the Government proposes to take over, six of which are British-owned
[Special to the New York Times.]
nnd are merely leased to the Western Union. Who knows but that
eerious complications might arise in connection with these foreign-owned
WASHIXGTON, 1\'ot·embc~· 19, 1~18.
cables?
Postmaster General Burleson issued a statement to-day giving as one
"All the cables are now worked to their utmost speed, and by the of the reasons for takin~ over the control of the marine cables that
most expert management, and it is simply impossible to get anything "there. never was a time m the history of this war, fot· which the joint
more out of them. If we stUl bad tbr ~:! or four years of war before us r~solubon (the Aswell resolution) was passed, giving the President the
there might be some sense in the Gov \.1nment exercising some degree of r~gbt to control the wire and cable systems, which called for such a
supervision over the handling of these vast cable systems, but every- close control of the cable system as to-day and will continue during the
body believes that the terms of peace will be worked out within two, period of readjustment.''
at most three, months. and, furthermore, the Navy Department bas
The Postmaster General added that there were "many other reabeen exercising censorship, and -is continuing to do so. Why, then, does sons
" for taking over the cables which had been sugge ted by tha
the Government want to seize these cables for such a short time?
experience
thus far in Government control, but he would not detail
"It will merely disorganize the systems," continued Mr.- Mackay, "and
at this time.
undoubtedly will be a heavy expense to the Government. No good can them
No
statement
was issued conceming the compensation to be awarded
come of it. Apparently the proposition is merely the reverberation of
Postal Telegraph Co., but experts were working on the problem
the action of the Government in taking over the land telegraph lines the
to-day,
and
it
is
the figures will he fortllcoming to-morrow.
on August 1, 1918, when the war was in full swing. That emergency lo;:; statement said
by the Postmaster General concerning the caulcs fol·
has now passed, and there is no reason for the Government to seize
these vast cable systems.
.
'' Ori.,.inally the cable systems were organized and operated inde·
"There is certainly no element of 'national security and defense' in
of the land-line systems. The transmission of messages comtaking over these cables now, when the war is over, and yet that was the pendentlY
menced and ended at the termini of the cables and the communications
sole purpose of the joint resolution under which the Postmaster General destined
to
beyond the terminal were physically transferred to
Js to take over these cables. Moreover, it has been intimated to me other lines. points
To-day the transmission is continuous for land and cable
that there is serious doubts if the courts would uphold the action of the lines. The distance
of continuous transmission is bounded neither by
Government In seizing these cable systems under the war power after continents nor oceans.
~tn armistice bas been entered into.
The whole move would appear to
be a preliminary march toward Government ownership."
FOR A CO~TIXCOlJS CinCUIT.
Inquiry at the offices of the Western Union and the Commercial Cable
"Effective communication, therefore, demnnds intimate relations
Co. brought assertions that both companies were fast catching up with
the accumulation of messages piled up when the cable staffs were de- under which a continuous circuit can be estnblished, not from one
pleted by Influenza. According to William J. Deegan. secretary of the terminal to another, and so far as authorized under the joint resoluMackay Co., a holding corporation which directs the Commercial Cable tion from destination to destination. 'The · effectiveness of the service
Co.i this organization is operating its full equipment of five Atlantic is dependent upon the extent of the common control of circuits which
cab es at maximum. Mr. Deegan said that last week, in addition to a should be to the furthest point possible.
"This necessity of continuity and common control hetween land and
reduced cable force. trouble with the land wires at both ends of the
cables had hampered prompt transmission. All causes contributory to cable lines is most conclusively shown by tbe fact that each of our
delay, however, were now removed, he said, and messages were going telegraph systems have their independent cable systems.
" The Mackay Co., originally a cable system, finding that the land
forward as fast as otrered.
In speaking of the capacity of the five cables which his company is lines were indispensable to the cable system, constructed a land ·vs•
· employing Mr. Deegan said each cable was capable of carrying 180 tem to make more efiectl>e its cnble system.
" The Western Union, while or~anized primarily as n land companv,
letters a minute, or an average of 30 words a minute. These cables,
operated continuously for 24 hours, would permit the transmission of although there were large cable facilities working in connection with
216,000 words. Speaking of the special cable which the company had it belonging to other companies, yet for its own interest was forced
reserved for the use of the Government in connection with the peace into constructing and otherwise obtaining etrectual control of the transconference, a cablf' which will estabUsh a direct connection between Atlantic cable companies which bad heretofore been independent'- but
the State Department and the American embassy in Paris, Mr. Deegan which worked in connection with the Western Union nnd wbicb dla not
said that tbls ca.ble line also '\\' ould be used for commercial purposes &;~~~!st:.o o~ work in connection with the CommeccJnl or Mackay
during the lnterva]s when the Government was not employing it.
"'l'he other cable companies through their contractural relations,
It was stated that the Western Union cable system between thls
country and Europ~ consisted of eight cables, each of approximately became more or le~s a pnrt of tbe telegraph system so far ns transmisthe same capacity as the Commet·c.lal Co.'s linea. A statement that sion and continuity were concerned, and their operation in this way
11everal of the Western Union cables were out of use because of a was made as e1l'ecti ve as It would be through own~rshlp or common
break in midocean could not be officially confirmed through Newcomb control.
"There never was a time in the hi tory of tills war for which this
Carlton, president of the company. It was enid, however, that the
WeRtern Union was experiencing no difficulty in handling transmission ; . joint resolution was passed giving the President th e right to control
the
wire and cable systems which called for such a close control of the
that the situation was now good and would continue to improve. In
cable sy tern as to-day and will continue during the period of read~;upport of its ability to bundle business the Western Union announced
justment.
The absolute necessity of unint errupted, continuous com· restoration of its trans-Atlantic service, but added that accepted mesmunication should be apparent to all. The Postmast<'r General ls now
sages would, perhaps, be subjected to slight delay.
operating all the telegraph and telephone llncs .in one system.
MACKAY REPLIES TO Bl:iRLESON--THINKS THE REAL REASO~ FOR
SEIZURE IS !:\TENDED GOVERXMENT OWNERSHIP.

C~DLE

· Clarence H. Mackay, president of the Postal Telegraph-Commercial
Cable Cos .. commenting on the statement of Postmaster General Burle·
10n regarding his reasons for taking control of the cable lines, said last
:Bight:
"I fail to see the point of l\Ir. Burelson's argument. The land-line
system.s arc theoreti;!ally in the hands of the Postmaster General, but
practlcaiJy they are operated by. the two telegraph companies exactly
the same as they were before the Postmaster General took them over.
Mr. Burleson fails to point out bow any more traffic can be sent over the
ocean cables than nnder present control. Those cables already are
~~~r~~e~ at3d t~~~h~I
b~~~er~~~\ E';le~r~d~;~a~j~~~\v~~~e~~
Union cable system caused the cable lmsiness to go by the Commercial
Cable Co.'s cable, and its facilities were overtaxed. But how could Mr.
Burleson have added to their caoacitr during that interruption'? The
cable business flowed to the Com-merc1al Cable Co. from both telegraph
companies because the Western Union land-line system, being deprived
of its cable connection, turned over the business to the Commercial
Cable Co., or its patrons did so, which is the same .thing.
"Ever since the United States entered the war the American ends
of the cables have been under the control of Government officials as
efrecti>ely as any control could be. They have been under the control
Of the Director of Naval Communications, and not a single thing pertaining to the operation of the lines or the facility with which cable
dispatches are being handled was done without his knowledge. Every
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OF TRAFFIC.

"The recent breakdown in connection with one of the cable syst ms
has demonstrated the absolute necessity of being able to utlliz:e at will
the facilities of either cable system wltll all of the land-line systems, in
order that traffic may be adjusted in the same hands as it is on the lnnll
lines.
•· There are many otbf'r reasons fot· taking over the cables, which
have been suggested by the expf'rience so far In Government control or
land lines, but I only think it neces ary to state the d tcrmining
factors.''
.
Solicitor Lamar of the Post Office Depat·tment, who has been ve1-y
active· in the late step by the GovernmPut, woulcl answet· no questions
of any character, preserving a silence that at the very least could be
kaid to be discreet. He would not even say whether the amount of compensation for the Postal Telegraph Co. would be made known tomorrow.
It was stated elsewhere in the department that the figures would
be pubUshed. It was learned also that the departm<'nt had been
studiously at work delving into the figures which the Postal supplied
to the Interstate Commerce Commission. The depat·tment appears
confident that the company's compensation will be regarded as sufficient
when the facts are known.
One of the officials of the Mackay Cable Co. was notified Saturday
that the Government intended taking over the cables, and a ·copy of the
President's proclamation was ha.nded to him at that timl', "before you
newspaper men knew about it," it was stated to-day by a Government
official.
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1918.

The Postmaster General announced to-day that he hilS bad a committee at work . some six weeks considering the subject of the wages and
conditions of employment of telephone and telegraph employees.
WAGE STATEMEXT ISSUED.

" The subject," he said in a prepared statement, "is not an easy one
to deal with. Both wages and conditions ditrer materially in ditrerent
parts of the country and even in the same State. Added to this are
the violent disturbances of employment conditions occasioned by the
war and the circumstances that telephone rates have not been generally readjusted to meet rising costs as in other employments.
.. It Is my wish to be just to these faithful workers and to act as
promptly as an intelligent disposition of the subject will permit. Meanwhil e the employees should keep in mind that just as public employees
are paid higher and enjoy better conditions in the long run than
private employees, so changes can not be made as rapidly as by an
indiviuual employer. I haye urgently requested the committee to reach
u report wltl.tout avoidable (lelay."
Mr. Burleson to-day enlarged the committee on standardization of
t elegraph rates by naming Charles C. Marshall, Ohio public-utilities
commi sion, and .Joseph B. Eastman. Massachusetts public-service commission, as additional members. This committee, originally composed
of David .J. Lewis as chairman; .John C. .:Willever, vice president,
Western Union Telegraph Co. ; and Edward Reynolds, general manager,
:Postal Telegraph Cable Co., was appointed to make necessary studies
anrt recommendations. The enlargement of the committee gives recognition to State utilities and publlc-service commissions.
.
A similar committee on standardization of rates for telephone service,
composed of David .J. Lewis, chairman; Harry B. Thayer, vice president American Telephone & 'relegrapb Co. ; and Charles Y. McVey.
presidE'nt Ohio • tate Telephone Co., was .enlarged by the addition of
Paul F. Haynes. Indiana public-service commission, anti Noah W.
Simpson, Missouri pubUc-service commission.
,
[From the New York Times.]
PnOCLAiliS POWER TO SEIZE CABLES-DOCUMENT SIGNED BY PRESIDE~T
NOVEMBER 2 :MADE PUBLIC, NAMING BURLESON DIRECTOR-TO INRURE
COOI'l'JllATIOX-QFFICIALS SAY .JEALOUSY BETWEEN CO~IPANIES, liAMl'EUIXG SERYICE, FORCED GOYERNliEX:r TO ACT.
•
WA"SHI~GTON, Noven~ber. 18, 1918.•

It transpired to-day that a proclamation signed by President Wilson
November 2, placing all marine cables under the control of the Governmt>nt. with the Postmaster General as administrator, was published
::;aturday night on an inside page of the Official Bulletin issued by the
Committee on Public Information. The newspapen were not notified
of the proclamation. which provides that the Government control shall
laRt until the President has proclaimed the exchange of ratifications
of the treaty of peace.
ANTAGONISM BETWEEN COM:PJ.NIES.

Antagonism and lack of cooperation between the two great Americanowned ocean cable companies were declared to-day in high quarters to
have necessitated the' Government taking over all the marine cables.
It was represented that there had been a total absence of mutual aid on
the part of the companies. and that in consequence hundreds of messages were piled up on each side of the Atlantic Ocean awaiting transmission.· It was also said that because of the jealousy of the companies toward each other the Government had found it practically impossible under private control to arrange direct and immediate lines·
to ~·ranee, over which are now constantly tlowing almost ceaseless
uiplolhatic messages.
It was stated to-day, as an instance of the bad feellng of the cable
C'Ompanies toward each other, that when the personnel-of one company's
Irish cable landing office was ravaged by influe11za and the other company's American landing station was bard hit by a sleet storm the two
companies would not cooperate with each other to relieve the situation. ·
Postmaster General Burleson will issue a formal statement to-morrow,
detailing the troubles of the Government with tbe .cable companies.. Ht•
bad a long conference to-day with .Ju'*e William II. Lamar, Solicitor
of the Post Office Departmt.>nt: John C. Koons, First Assistant Postmaster General; and David .T. Lewis, ·who has becom£ allied with the
department since the Government took over the control of telegraphs
anrl tf'l<>pbones.
Officials at the department would make no statement for publication
to-day regarding the nttitude toward the telegraph companies, but one
offict.>r said privately that the Government felt no fear of the public's
judgment when all the facts were made known.
RESULT OF RED TAPE.

When a-sked to-dav why newspapers had not been notified of the
appearance of the proclamation, the Committee on Public Information
explained that usually when proclamations dealing with a certain subject were handed by the State Department to the Official Bulletin the
commit:tee was a8ked by the other Government department especially
afrected to notify the newspapers. Usually . the special department
issued a statement explaining in plain language the etrect of the often
technical proclamation. In the case of the cable . control, it appears,
no such request was made. The Committee on Public Information appeared to believe that it was incumbent upon the Post Office Department to notify the newspapers. The Post Office Department said that
this step should have been undertaken by the State Department. One
official said, "The proclamation was two weeks old,- anyway." lie ·
seemed to consiller that sufficient excuse for the Jaek of pubUdty.
In a short time, perhaps synchronously with the statement promised
for to-morrow dealing with the actuating motives for taking over the
cables, the Post Office Department will issue a reply to the allegations
of Clarence H. 1\lnckay, president of the Postal Telegraph Cable Co.
and the Commercial Cable Co., that the Government compensation
agreed upon for the Western Union 1.'elegraph Co. is " much more than
thl' telegraph company is earning from month to month," and that the
Government may lose $2,326,668 on this agreement for the fiscal year
The Post Office Department is now calculating the compensation for the
Postal CO<., and this figure· may be announced at any moinent. ·
The proclamation follows:
·
By the President of the United States of Atnerica-_1. proclamation.

.

Whereas the Congress of the United States, in the . exercise of the
constitutional authority vested in them, by joint resolution of the
Senate and House of Representatives, bearing · date July 1G, 1918,
t·e olved:
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" That the President, during the continuance of the present war, ts
authorized and empowered, whenever be shall deem it necessary for
the national security or defense to supervise or take possession and
assume control of any telegraph, telephone, marine cable, or radio
system or systems or any part thereof, and to operate the same in such
mannet· as may be needful or desirable for the duration of the war,
which supervision, possession, control, or operation shall not extend
beyond the date of the proclamation by the President of the exchange
of ratifications of the treaty of peace :
·
"Proridcd, That just compensation shall be made for such supervision, possession, control, or operation, to be determined by the President, and if the amount thereof so determined by the President is
unsatisfactory to the person entitled to receive the same such person
shall be paid· 7u per cent of the amount so determined by the President,
and shall be entitled to sue the United States to recover such further
sum as, added to said 75 per cent, will make up such amount as will
be just com.l?.ensatlon therefor in the manner provided for by section 24.
parag'l'aph 20, and section 145 of the .Judicial Code.
"Pro t'idecl {m·tTter That nothing in this act shall be construed to
amend, repea-, impafr, or affect existing laws or powers of the several
States in relation to taxation or the lawful pollee regulations of the several States, except wherein such laws, powers, or regulations may etrect
the transmission of Government communications or the issue of stocks
and uonds by such system or systems."
And whereas it is deemed necessary for the national security and
defense to supei"vise and to take possession and assume control. of aU
marine-cable systems and to operate the same in such manner as may be
needful or desirable :
Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States,
under and by virtue of the powers vested in me by the foregoing resolution, and by virtue of all other powers thereto enabllng me, do ftereby
take possession and assume control and supervision of each and every
marine-cable system and every part thereof owned or controlled and
operated by any company or companies organized and existing under
the laws of the United States, or any State thereof, including all equipment thereof and appurtenances thereto whatsoever, and all materials
and supplies.
.
It is hereby directed that the supervision, possession, control, an<t
operation of such mat:ine-cable systems hereby by me undertaken shall
be exercised by and through the Postmaster General, Albert S. Burleson.
Said Postmaster General may perform the duties hereby and hereunder
imposed upon him, so long and . to such .extent and in such manner as he
shall determine through the owners, managers, boards of directors, receivers, officers-, and employees of said marine-cable systems.
· Until and except so far as said Postmaster General· shall from time
to time by general or special ordel;'S otherwise provide,. the owners,
managers, boards of directors, receivers, officers, and employees of the
various marine cable systems shall continue the operation thereof in
the usual and ordinary course of the business of said systems in the
names of their respective companies, associations, organizations, owners, or managers, as the case may be.
Regular dividends. hitherto declared and maturing interest upon
bond •, debentures, and other obligations may be paid in due course,
and such regular dividends and interest may continue to be paid until
and unless the said Postmaster General shall from time to time otherwise by general or special orders determine ; and, subj~ct to the approval of said Postmaster General, the vario.u s marine cable s:ystems
may determine upon and arrange for the renewal and extenswn of
maturing obligations.
From and after 12 o'clock midnight on the 2d day of November.
1918, all marine cable systems included in this order and proclamation
shall co11Clusively be deemed within the possession and control and
under the supervision of said Postmaster General without further act
or notice.
·
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
seal of the United States to be affixed.
,
Done by the President, in the District of Columbia, this 2d day of
November, in the year ' of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eighteen and of the independence of th-e United States the one hundred
and forty-third.
WOODROW WILSON.

...!

Ry the President :
ROlll'.:ltT LANSING,

Secretary of State.
CITIL-SERVICE RETIREMEN'.r.

1\lr. REED obtained the floor.
1\Ir. 1\lbKELLAR. Will the Senator from Missouri yieltl to
me for a moment? .
l\lr. REED. Certainly.
Mr. 1\IcKELLAR. Mr. President, there has been before the
•'enate sinc-e October 10, now a pedoao·f · about six weeks, the
bill (S. 4637) for the retirement of ·superannuated employees in
the classified ctvil sen·ice.
my judgment it is· a very worthy
bill and it bas gotten down to the ·point of final passage. If
Senators think the bill ought to pass; surely six weeks of time
for the consideration, of the bill are sufficient: I ask the Senatol'
from Missouri to yield long enough for the purpose of voting on
the bill. It has been before the Senate, as I said, for six weeks.
l\fr. REED. I am informed that there will lJe further uiscu ·sion of the bill.
1\Ir. VARD.Al\IAN. I Wish to gi\e notice, if the Senator will
yield to me, that there will be objection to voting on the lJill
to-day.
·
Mr. REED. I undet~stand that an executl\e session is ucsired and in Yiew of. the fact that there .will be further discussion, it would be futile .to "yield for that purpose. .
l\lr. :M cKELLAR. . I understand th~ bill remains us the un·
finished business at the next' session under t'ur rule. and I want
to give notice ·to the Senate. that on the first day of the next
session I shnll ask for a Yote on the bilL
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

1\Ir. REED. Mr. President, I desire to ask the attention of
the Senate to some rather brief remarks touching the proposed
league of nations. I shall not be able, in the time limited, to
enter into a complete nnriJysis of trui.t great subject. I hope
merely to throw out a few suggestions which may possibly be
of some u e at a time· llke this.
At the beginning, I shall breach a senatorial precedent by
reading a statement by George Washington. I know that Wash-

ington is very much out of fashion. His memory and teacyungs
"'re fading from the minds of modern statesmen. Nevertheless,
out of reverence for the past I challenge your thought to these
\YOrds utte~ed by Washington in the very sunset of his life,
whell looking backward through the mellow light of experience
he surveyed the hist()ry of mankind, and when he was also able
to catch a prophetic vision· of the mighty Republic of to-day.
Let me implore your attention:
Against the Insidious wiles or foreign influence {I conjure you to believe me, fellow citizens), the jealousy of a free people ought to be
constantly awake; sJqce history and experience prove 'that forclgn
influence Is _o ne of the ~ost baneful foes of republican government.
• • • Real patriots, who may resist the intrigues of the favorite,
nre Uable to become suspected and odious, whl1e its tools and dupes
usur~ the applause and confidence of the people to surrender their
interests.
·
Tbe great rule of conduct for us in regard to foreign nations is lu
rtendlng our commercial relations to have with them as little
political .connection as po slble. So far as we have already formed
{'ugagements let them be fulfilled · with perfect g-ood tattb. Here let us
stop.

AgainEur-ope has a set of -primary interests which to us have none or a
very remote relation. Hence she must be engaged in frequent contro·
versies the can ~ of wbieb are essentially foreign . to om· conscience.
Hence, therefore, it must be unwi8e ln us to Jmplicate ourselves by
nrtificlal ties in tbe ordlnary vicissitudes of her polltlcs : the ordinary
combinations and collusions -of her friendships or enmltle:s.

A little further on he says:
Why forego the ·advantages ol so peculiar a situation? Why quit
· our own to stanc1 upon foreign •ground? • Wby, by t.nte.rWeaving 'our
de tiny with that of any part . of Europe, entangle our peace and
prosperity in the tolls of European amoifion, rivalship, Interest, humor.
, or capri"ce?
· ·
It is our true policy -to steer clear of permanent ·alliance with any
portion of the !oretgn world. • • . •
.
.
Taking care always to· keep · ourselves by suitable establishments on
a respectable defensive posture, we may 'safely trust to temporary
altlances for extraordinary emergencies.
. .
·

So spoke the 'c reator of this Republic. Who will be its destroyer?
Under Washington's policy we have lived 142 years. Our national domain has been extended from a narrow fringe along the
Atlantic until it embraces the continent. Our population has increased from 3,000,000 to 104,000,000 people. We have gathered
in our laps more of wealth than there is in all the rest of the
world. 'Ve have ·glorified our land with magical cities. We
l1ave covered the once barren prairies with habitations of civilization. From countless chimneys ascends the ~ smoke that
marks the family' altars at which husband, wife, and child bow
to the God of freedom and bless the memory of George WRsh1ngton. Our hills are crowned with' churches and schoolhouses,
twin products of civilization, the glory of humanity. We have
become the foremost Nation in the world. not only in wealth but
man power, in education; in intelligence. ·
So ·great have we beco~e that when the Teutonic powers
were in the very act of conquering Europe we were able to 1·escue
them from de truction. · Standing in a posUion of splendid isolation and independence; without a great standing Army or
NavY, but with the strength of a just ca-qse and with the indomitable will and fearless heart of a brave pe()ple to sustain
us, we stepped into the breach and saved civilization. France
had been driven back across · bloody fields. The English forces
were reeling and st!lggering to their fate-Haig had exclaimed,
in the ngony of his. heart, "Our backs are at the wall; Britains,
stand and die." At that moment new voices were heard coming
from the rear-the mingled Yankee cheer and rebal yell of the
American soldier. Our trQops swept through Chateau-Thierry
ami turned back the waves of onrushing Huns. From that hour
until the armistice was declared not alone the American flag
_but the fiags of all _o ur allies mov~d forward _to vietQry and to
glory. Sucli is the story told in a word, and most imperfectly
· told, of what has been accomplished by follow~ng the teachings
of Washington.
At a time like this, wlien a peace is about to be declared a
_peace tha~ is the most g1o.rions of all history, a peace that ":as
made possi~Ie by the valor and power of this country, it is
proposed that we shall abandon our ancient and traditional
policy and shall become entangled iu every broil -of Europe a.s
these b~·olls m_ay now · or as they · may hereafter exist. · It is
the most monstrous doctrine ever proposed in this Republic.
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The sanctity of no great name can r.ender it holy. Tlie opinion
of no man can make it' safe.
.
l\lr. President, what is this proposition? It comes to us in two
forms. It comes, in fact, in three, but all in the end amotmt to
the sa:ne proposition. I shall discuss one of them only far
enough to how that in whatever forni or a.s pect these propositions appear, at their basis is the thought of universal peace,
the thought that the millenium has come. That was the sentiment that actuated those good people who a few years ago went
up and down our lund telling us that t11e lion and the lamb were
ready to lie down together, that '\\;ar was at an end, that everybody had suddenly become good and pure arid virtuous and unse1fish. These dreamers ·were rudely awakened by the cruel
·voice of'war: Their eyes looked out ()n scenes of blood where
they hoped i:o gaze upon elysian fields.
That fallAcy lies at the basis of both the propositions I am
about to discpss. but I do not pau e at this time to further point
ou.t the connection. What are the two concrete propositions?
One is that an international court shall be established to which
shall be submitted thB contro"\"ersies of all nations. The other
is that there shall be a le.:'l.gue or compact between certain nations by which they bind themselves to enforce the terms and
conditions of their agreements upon each other and upon other
nations.
Let us examine the first of the e propo itions-the international court. First, I remark that no international court and
no court of any kind can possibly be effective unless it is possessed of a constabulary sufficient to enforce its decrees.
The mere emission of a judgment by a court without any
power to enforce the judgment leaves the court a thing for
laughter and jeers. This fact, indeed, is conceded by those who
advocate the doctrine I am discussing. In plain language, an
international court to be effective must be backed by an international army. It must be further conceded that an international army w:Hf be ineffective unless it be powerful enough to
conquer any single nation. Aye, more, it must be able to not
only conquer any single nation but to conquer any <'Ombination
of nations that may be formed to defy the decree of the court.
'Vhoever, then, commands such an army is powerful enough
to conquer . ~e United States of · America. I unhesitL tingly
declare that ' the citizen -of our Republic who will wittingly
help create an army great enough and strong enough to conquer
the United States of America and give the command of that
army to an alien is a greater traitor to the country than was
Benedict Arnold.
\Vho is to command this 'Propo·s ed international army? Will
it be an American? Will it be a Japanese, or, in the mutations
of time, will it be a German, or will it perchance be an Englishman? Somebody must command this army. Who shall it
be? Certainly the command will not be vested in our citizens
for all time. Surely no one can claim that the United States
will always have a friend in command of the international
army. No man is so foolish as to believe that other nations
\Vill help set up a court that will always decide in accordance
with the interests of America and help in the creation of an
army that is always to be commanded by an American citizen.
Only a fool can believe that.
I have thus far spoken of the army that is to enforce the
decree of the court. Who, pray, is to constitute the court that
is to decide matters involving the very life of our country?
What individuals· shall constitute this international court? It
must be composed of representatives of different governments.
What are these governments? What are their interests? What
are their prejudices? Lawyers who sit in front of me never
in their lives agreed to submit the vital interests of their clients
to an unknown tribunal. They invariably insisted on submitting only a particular controversy, and always then to
a tribunal which they were sure would at least be fair and
impartial.
But who will constitute this international court? I beg
you to stop and think, and if you stop and think you will be
appalled at the idea that any man could ever have suggested
such a thing as cons1gning ·the life of America to such a tribunal. First, shall it be composed of one representative of each
nation? If so; is the United States, with 104,000,000, to have
the same representation upon the court as the island of
Haiti or the Republic of Liberia or Serbia or any other of the
smaller countries of the. world? And if we are to have a
greater ·representation what becomes of the doctrine of the
equality of nations in the intel'national <'ourt? What becomes
of the doctrine that small nations must be protected from the
strong or great nations?
But, sir, who is to constitute the personnel of this cc;>urt that
we are to bind ' ourselves to plead our case before? I hold in
my hand a list of the Governments in Europe as they existed
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15 days ago. The Lord of hosts alone knows what they are
at this moment. The Lord of hosts alone knows how many of
these kings will be back on their thrones ·the day after tomorrow: He only knows what kind of a government we shall
at any time in the future have in any of these countries.
But let me for a moment call attention to the court to which
we were invited. by some of om· enthusiastic friends a few days
ago. I shall take the time of the Senate to read only the names
of the living blood relationships of the hereditary rulers of
Europe. I do not pause to speak of ancestral connections. It
I were to do so it would appear that the threads of European
royal life are so crossed and Jntercrossed as to constitute an
inextricable tangle. I speak, therefore, of the living relatives,
of those who now breathe and exist. Il)lagine, now, we are
forming an international court into which the Republic of
America is invited, and to which we must submit our Tital
interests, the life and death of our beloved country. I call
attention to the various European royal famllies and their connections each with the other:
GRE.A.T

BRITA!~

AND IRELAND--GEORGE Y.

.

Mother : Princess Alexandra of Denmark.
Sister: Princess Maud, married to Ha~kon YII King of Norway.
Uncle : Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh, married to Marie, Grand Duchess
of Russia.
·
First cousin : Princess :Marie, married to Ferdinand, King of Ronmania.
First cousin : Princess Beatrice, oarried to Alphonse, Infanta of
Spain.
First cousin: Prince s Helena, married to Christian, Prince or
Schleswig-Holstein.
Uncle: · Prince Arthur, Duke of Connaught, married to Louise Marguerite.
Aunt: Princess Victoria, married to Frederick William, father or
.W ilHam II Emperor of Germany.
Cousin: Ernest August was King of Hanover.
First cousin: Nicholas II, former Emperor of Russia.
Fir t cousin: William II, Emperor of Germany.
PRUSSIA-WILLIAiU II.

Mother : Victoria, Princess Royal of Great Bdtain, daughter of
Queen Victoria and Prince Albert.
Sister : Princess Sophie married Constantine, King of Greece.
First cousin : George V of England.
Cousin by marriage : Nicholas I I, former Emperor of Russia.
UUSSIA-NICHOLA.S II (NOW DEAD).

Mother : Marie I•'eodorovna, Princess of Denmark.
Uncle : Grand Duke Vladimir married Marie Pavlowna, Duchess of
Mecklenburg.
·
' Second cousin : Grand Duche~s Ilelene married Nicholas, Prince of
Greece.
Aunt: Marie Alexandrovna married Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh.
Uncle : Grand Duke Paul Alexandroyitch married Alexandra, rrincess of Greece.
Second cousin : Olga married George I, King of. Greece.
•
Great uncle : Nicholas Nicholaievitch married Stana, rrinc<.': of
Montenegro.
First couE~in : George Y, King of England.
Cousin: William II, Emperor of Germany.
AUSTRIA.-CHAitLES I.

of

Mother: Archduchess Marie Josephe. Princess of Saxony.
Cousin : Archduke Rudolph married Stephanie, Pri.ncess of R~lgium.
Great Uncle: Archduke Ferdinand married Marie-Charlotte, Pri.ncess
B~lgium.

Great Uncle : Al·chduke Charles Louls married Marie Therese, Infanta
of Portugal.
Cousin : Archduke Albert married Hildegarde, Princess of Ba;aria.
Cousin : At·chducbess Marie-Christine married Alphonse XII, King of
Spain, father of present King.
DEKMAllK-cHRISTIAN X.

Mother: Louisa, Princess of Sweden and Norway.
WJte : Alexandria, Duchess of Mecklenburg.
Brother : Prince Charles, afterwards King of Norway under the name
of Haakon VII.
Sister : Princes Ingeborg married Charles, Prince of Sweden.
Aunt: Princess Alexandra married Edward, Prince of Wales. afterwards King Edward VII, King of England.
Uncle: Prince William oecame George I. King of Greece.
Aunt: Princess Dagmar married Alexander, Grand Duke, afterward
Alexande.i" III, Emperor of Russia.
GREECE-ALEXANDER I,

Grandfather-William, Prince of Denmark.
Orandmother-Olo-a-Constantlnova, Grand Duchel';s of Russia.
Mother-Sophie, Princess of rrussia, sister of Kaiser Wilhelm II of
Germany.
Uncle--Prince :Kicholas married Helene, Grand Duchess of Russia.
Aunt-Princess Marie married George Mlchailovttch, Grand Duke of
Russia.
BELGIUM-ALBERT I .

.

Mother : Marie, Princess of Hohenzollern.
· Wife: Elizab~th, Duchess of Bavaria.
Sister: PrincesR Josephine married CharieR, Prince of HohenzoUern.
First cousin : Princess Stephanie married Rudolph, Archduke of
Austria.
SWEDEli-G't'STAVt;S V.

Ron: Marrieu to Margaret, Princess Royal of Great Britain.
- Brother : Charles married to Ingeborg, l'rinct> s of Dt>nmut·k.
l::!econd cousin: l'rincess Louise married Frederick, aften.ards King
of Denmark.
BAVARIA-LOUIS Ill.

Mother : Augu!':fine, Archduchess of Austria.
'Vife: Marie Therese, Archduchess of Austrln.
Daughter: Princess Aldegonde married William, rrlnce of Ilobcn?JOllern, distant cousin of the Kaiser.
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Uncle: Maximilla.n II, King of Bavaria, married Marie, Princess of
Prussia.
First cousin : Prince Louis Ferdinand married Marte de Ia Paz, Infanta o! Spain.
ITALY-VIC1.'0R EMANUEL III.

Wife: Ilelene, Princess of Montenf.>gro.
Uncle : Prince Amedee, son of King Victor Emanuel and Adelaide,
Archduchess of Austria.
Cous-ln by marriage: Elizabeth, Pri.ncess of Saxony.
NORW.A.Y-HAAKO~

VII.

Wife : Maud, Princess of Great Britain.
BULGARIA-FERDINAND I.

Father: Prince August of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.
Uncle : Ferdinand, King of Portugal
·
ROU MAN IA-FERDI NA XD.

Father: Leopold, plince of Hohenzollern-Sigmanngen (dlstant cousin
of Kaiser).
Mother: Antonia, Infanta of Portugal.
Wife: Mari~-.Alexandra, Grand Duchess of Russia.
SERBIA-PETER I.

Wife: Zorka-Lyoubitza, Princess of Montenegro.
MONTENEGRQ--KICHOLAS I.

nR!u;fh~~~siirincess l\lilotza married Pierre Nicholale;itch, Gr:llld
Du~!uif~~~si~.rincess Stana married Nicholas Nicholaievitch, Grand

Daughter : Princess Helene married Victor-Emanuel, Prince of Naples,
afterwards King of Italy.
SPAIN-ALPHO!\SE XIII.

Wife: Victoria Eugenia, Princess of Bnttenberg.
Mother: Marie Christine, Archduchess of Austria.
Sister: Marie '.feresa, married Ferdinand, Prince of Bavaria.
Aunt: Infanta Maria de la Paz married Louis Fer<li.nand, Prince of
Bavaria.
LCXEliBURG-MAUIE ADELAIDE, GRAND DUCHESS.

Grandmother: Adelaide, Princess of Anhalt.
Mother: Marte Anne, Infanta of Portugal. ·

Imagine the condition of the American Republic going into a
court composed of the representatives of these ruling houses.
Imagine, if you please, the kiuu of decree :.ron would obtain in
a controversy with one of the rulers before a court each member of which was the blood relative or the representntive of the
blood relati"ve of the litigant against whom you were obliged to
appear. I do not know whether or not the Senate can see the
plat I present. I have undertaken to visunlize the court by
drawing lines showing the blood connections between each of its
members. You will observe that the lines cross and I:ecross
until they form a perfect spider's web. Into that spidet·'s web
the American fly is invited. In it he is perhaps just now pr~
paring to entangle .himself. I can not take time further _to
dwell upon the theme, but I conjure you, as repre~entatives
of the Republic, to read this list of relationships and to ask
:yourselves the question, How can I agree to submit the interests
of this Republic to such a court?
"But," says my critic, "thPse kings are falling, scepters are
being broken, monarchs are being driven into exile." 'Veil and
good; but, pray, what shall we have in their stead? Shall we
go to better or to worse? I say again, reverently, the Lord God
of nations and no other dare venture u prophecy. The Czar of
Russia was n despot. I \Yas glad to see him, as I shall be glad
to see any other king, tumbled from his throne. But I want
to see substituted for the destroyed kingly goYernment a government of constitution and law. Without hesitation I declare
that the present government of Russia is infinitely worse than
was the government of Russia's murdered Czar. Shall we entangle ourselves with courts that may be presided over by such
Christian monsters as Lenine and Trotzky or the other European
statesmen, hatched or incubating, who march under the
red flag of anarchy? Shall we submit our vital interests to
them or to the almost equally dangerous socialistic elements
who are beginning to display the ugly visage of lawlessness?
Shall we submit the destiny of this Republic to these vile and
ephemeral governments that usually are created by the bloody
hands of political assassins and -which are frequently more
infamous than w·ere the despotisms by such means overthrown?
Does. any man dare submit the interests of this Republic to
a tribunal so constituted? If such a man there be I hesitate
not to say that the world will write above his name the word
" accursed.'~ But, sirs, let me assume, as I hurry through tl1is
disCussion, that there shall be established free governments and
stable governments in every State of Europe; that the last king
shall lose his throne; that in his stead a republic shall come
forth.
What then? A.re we yet justified in submitting the vital interests of our Repub\ic to such a tribunal? Why, sirs, if you will
pause but a moment I think you will observe that the European
members of such a court might upon many questions have common interests against America.
Let me instance but one thing: It is well known that prior
to the war Englantl, -France,-and Germany were busily engaged

.
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in extending the!r foreign territory for the pnrpose of e~'i:ending
their foreign trade. In a few years' time they absorbed practically all of the continent of Africa. It is also known that
they looked with a.mlJitiou and greedy eyes toward South
America; at least Germany did, and we have some reason to
.suspect that England not many years ago had like ambitions.
Who will fail to remember that Grover Cleveland was obliged
to almost threaten England with war in the matter of Venezuela? Assume, now, that we shall employ this mighty· _:fleet
which we are constructing to absorb the trade of South America-as we shoul<l-and that we shall begin to gain the bu-siness
of that continent. Assume that under some controversy which
may ari.,;e there-a just controversy to be~in with or a controversy created for the purpo e--Germany, having been rehabilitated, were to undertake to establish herself in some South
American country an<l were to propose to open that country to
the trade of European countries on advantageous terms. What
would be our chance before a court the majority of whose· members represented the countries interested in getting that trade?
You say my ill ustration is impo ible. I say that in 10 years
from now we may find our closest friend to-day the ally of a
German State.
The history of the worlu shows this. The animosities of
nations do not long endure when they have interests in common. A few years ago Prussia conquered Austria ; they soon
became allies. Many years Russia protected Bulgaria against
the Turk, but tbis did not prevent Bulgaria from becoming
the ally of Turkey against Russia. History teems with similar
instances. In such a controversy as I have suggested, would
it not be to the interest of every European country to destroy
the dominance of America in the South American trade? Would
it not be to the interest of Norway and of Sweden and of
Holland and of Germany and of England and of France and
of Spain and of Portugal, of all of them, to turn the trade
which the United States had absorbed over to themselves? I
might multiply illustrations. It is sufficient to suggest one.
In a controversy of that kind, would we be safe? Dare any man
propose to submit the Monroe doctrine to a tribunal of European kings or to a tribunal of European nations? I say,
if such a man there is, he has forgotten the history of the Republic, the genius of our people, the soul of our institutions.
But, Mr. President-and I will hurry on, for I have promised
to yield the :floor-having merely suggest eli these thoughts, I
come to discuss what is called the league of nations. NoW',
sir, let us inquire what is meant by a league of nations. What
nations are to be in such n league? Are all or only part? I
do not know which way these dreamers dream upon this subject, but I am willing that they shall paint the picture in the
most favorable colors. It is proposed to have a league of nation ,
let us say, to which all of the enlightened Christian nations of
the earth shall become parties.
What is to be the purpose of this league of nations? . To
what are we to bind ourselves? First of all, let us say that
there are certain probl ems not involved in any league of
nations, certain progressive things that ought to be done.
But I emphatically a ert that they are not dependent upon a
league of nations at all. By treaty, by an international assembly called for the purpose of agreeing upon principles of
international law, we can clear np many of the difficulties
which have hitherto confronted the world.
There is no reasan why the right of blockade should not be
so defined that any nation breaking it would stand before the
world in the disgraceful position of having violated the plain
terms of international law. 'l'hat of course does not restrain
and hold nations completely in check, but it has at least some
deterring influence. Likewise \Ve could agree upon what constitutes contraband and noncontraband upon the seas, the rules
of submarine warfare, the rights of neutral States, and many
other vexed questions. The clearing up of these obscure points
of law would go far to protect the rights of neutral nations
and in some ca es would prevent war. Indeed, it was the violation of a principle of international law, as I understand itbut the construction was mooted and doubted-it was the violation of a principle of international law with reference to
blockade that led to the controversy between Germany and ·the
United States, for England had declared a blockade of the
North Sea. and Germany responded with a blockade of the
waters in and about the British Isles, and afterwards extended
it to embrace a large portion of the ocean
Out of this action
of Germany came the controversy that forced us into a confiict
with which we were not primarily concerned.
I do not doubt, also, that by treaty some steps may be successfully taken leading to a limitation of armaments. I am
sure by treaties based upon good faith many other benefits may
be secured.
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So that when I argue that we should not enter an tflterna·
tional league I do not mean to say that we shoul<l not by treaty
agree upon a code of international law or enter up9n many
mutual undertakings the performance of which rest in the honor
and good faith of nations.
But, pa~ing from that, I come to the question,· What is to be
the· purpose of this league of nations? We are told that one
of its objects is to guarantee the territorial integrity of nations.
Tllis in plain language means that we shall agree to prevent
any one nation from in'fading the territory of another nation.
Why, 1\.lr. Pre ident, if we were to make that sort of compact,
it would result that a nation could decline to carry out its
agreements and bid defiance to any other nation, simply saying,
"You have no power to invade us; you are held back by the
international agreement, and if you invade us you will be
crushed by the international army. Would a nation be per·
mitted to thus refuse to fulfill its obligations or would the controversy be ref~rred to a court? If so referred, we are at once
confronted with all the difficulties incident to a prejudiced or
interested court, a topic already discussed.
Is the league to guarantee the stability of the governments
of the different countries that are permitted to become members? If so, no monarchial or tyrannical government can ever
be overthrown, because its power will be sustained by the
league of nations. No oppressed people can rebel, because they
must fight not only the unjust government of thelr own State,
but they must contend ngainst the governments of all of the
other countries of the league.
lly what code _o f ethics and morals are we to settle the questions that arise· from time to time among the members of this
league of nations? Are they to have a. tribunal that is to deeide
these questions; and if not, how. are the questions to be decided?
If they have a tribunal, it will be· composed of the partisans of
each nation, and, as I have · already shown, under existing conditions its membership will be largely made up of kings or
the representatives of kings or revolutionists and bolsheviki
or the representatives of revolutionists and bolsheviki. But by
what code of morals or of ethics are we to decide the questions
that arise?
The nations have dift'erent religions, different forms of gov·
ernment, different civilizations, and the roots. of these differences
in many instances go back more than 2,000 years. Are we to
undertake now to create a league of nations and set up an international moral code for the other nations of the world? If so, by
what principle are we to govern ourselves? China would be
invited into this league of nations. She would have to be.
She is a gre.at country. She is the first country in the history
of the world that ever adopted the doctrine of pacifism. Japan
must come in; and yet we say that Japan is pagan, and we say
that China is pagan. Shall the '' unspeakable Tm·k " come in;
and if so, shall he bring his religion and his serapho? How are
we to agree upon a code that will accord with the tenets of the
Greek Catholic, ·the Roman Catholic, the various branches of
the Protestant Church, the Jewish, the Mohammedan, and the
Confucian religion, or the Shintoism and Buddhism of Japan?
By what code of morals are we to regulate and set up our stand·
ards?
·
Mr. President, what is to be the policy of this league of nations? Is England to disband her mighty :fleet, which we are
just now being told has saved the world and civilizatiou? Is
there anybody on this earth great enough fool-I intentionally
use that harsh term-to believe that England is going into any
league of nation'S upon terms that will compel her to disband
her fleet? Why. if England were to disband her fleet and if she
then were attacked by any first-clas power she could be starved
into subjection within 90 days. Does anyone for a moment be·
Ueve that England will yield her :fleet? If, however, England
does not yield her fleet and all other nations agree to build no
more ships and to be bound by this league of nations, England
will be the master nation of the league and so also of the world.
All other nations will be subject to her power should she see fit
to exercise it. If it be argued that other nations might continue
to arm and build snips, notwithstanding the league, such an
argument negatives the chief purpose of the league and renders
it a useless thing.
'
Mr. President, you can not imagine this league of nations and
attempt to put it into practical application without you will be
startled at once by the impossibilfty of the task you have as·
sumed. If I had before me a niap of Europe, I could point
out to you the battle fields of this war; I could point out to you
where the ancient Hun, the ancient Goth, the ancient Vandal,
and the ancient Gaul fought on these same battle fields 2,000
years ago. The struggle that has been going on in Europe has,
of course, had its recent irritating causes, but its ancient causes
can be traceu back to times before the birth of Christ, when
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Teuton met Gaul and upon the gromul now wet with new-urawn
blood of their descendants. For 20 centuries the race -· of Europe
have fought for supremacy. Nation has battled against nntion,
rae against race. The oil of Europe is filled with the bones
of soldiers who lta. ve died in these ceaseless struggles-races
of men who haYC been partly· ~·ubjugated, partly conf111erM,
partly intermixed.
The animoRitie. · and hatreds that ha\e ·been engendered dm."ing all the bloody years ar..~ to-day as bitter .as they were hundrE-ds of years ago. Let me cite you one comparati\'ely recent
illu stration: Centuries ago Bohemia was overcome by Austria.
At that time Bohemia had the greatest university in Europe;
ovet· 6,000 students gathered at rrague from all parts of the
known worlcl. The court of Bohemia was one of the most brilliant in existence. In one battle Bohemia lost her liberty, and
from that time to this the Austrian oppressor has been engaged
in endeavoring to exterminate the Bohemian peQple, not physically, but to exterminate their love of country, their recollection
of the glory of t he past, their national spirit.. Austria has undertaken to deprive them of their very langua-ge; she has impri ·oned
them ; s11e bas hanged them upon scaffolds; she has caused them
to be shot by ~quads of soldiers. Yet the Bohemian continuerl
to hate his oppressor and to loy-e his country so passionately
that in the present w.ar Bohemian regiment after Bohemian
regiment hav-e refused to obey the orders of their oppressors
and at the very first opportunity they raised -the flag of Tevolt.
To-day they are seeking to rear again the structure of their
ancient State.
Mr. President, thn.t same kind of race hatred and love of
country exists to-day in Hungary~ where the Magyar bas ,placed
his powerful hand upon a conquered race. So tht·ough all these
European countries-and I do not pause to go into any analysis
of their history-we will find these ri\'al races, these rival
bloods, these hatreds that are 2,000 years old, these animosities
that will spring into 1lame so long as there aTe men and 'WOmen
on this earth.
· Likewise there exist the 'ambitions of kings, the ambitions of
peoples, the de ire of the Teuton to get to the sea and to live
in a bigger way, the desire 'of other nations to hold him ·back,
the determination of the Turk to control the Bosphorus, the
fixed purpose of European nations to acquire it, the desire of
France to extend her borders toward Germany, the desire of
Germany to absorb France, the desire of Greece to reclaim her
ancient glories, the desire of Italy to push her borders into
Austrian territory, the l}esire of England that her drumbeat
shall not only follow the sun in its course, but that it shall be
beard beneath every s_tar that shines between the North Pele
and the Southern Cross-these ambitions and these desires .are
part of the life, the soul, the blood, the hlstory, of th e peoples.
These controYersies will spring into action every 10 years of
the 'vorlcl's hi tory. There will be wars in Europe, wars that
haYe a Eur011ean origin, wars that have .a European basis,
war · that have back of them European ambitions and hatreds.
Into all of those wars, into all of those turmoils, into all of
that maelstrom of hatred and ambition, it is proposed to thrust
the United States for all time. It is proposed that every time
there is a quarrel in Europe the Uniteu States must draw her
swor I. It is proposed that every time there is a cloud of war
o.ny\vhere llpon' the horizon of Euro]:>e we shall SUlll.lllon our
so-ldiers. Our boys must be dragged from the factories and
offices and farms; that we shall make the draft a permanent institution; that we shall tear these youths from their homes
and families a.ncl send them across the sea ; that we shall pour ,
out their blood in quarrels between nations that are 3,000 miles
from our shores. and in contro\ersies that affect us not the
!:lightest jot or tittle.
l\ir. President, we have had one of these wars. I do not complain because we entered it. \Ve entered it because Germany
Yiolated our rights on the high seas; but shall that be a reason
for changing our policy? For nearly a century and a half we
l1ave adhered to the policy of Washington. We have pursued
the march of empire, of glory, and of peace. It may almost be
said that in all that long time we have bad no European war.
The ·war of 1812 was really the aftermath of the war of 1.776,
growing out of that and out of our weakened condition. I do
not count it. It is impossible that such a war should occur
ngnin. The War with Spain-the little 90-day War with
Spain-occurred, I lronestly believe, through -a mistake rather
than through a crime; but let us call it a war. They di<l not
coun t as much, sir, as the death roll of a five-minute battle in this
war. They diU not count as much in money us we are spending
1n two days' time. In the long flight of the years we have stood
in our place of isolation; we have stood proudly by ourselyes,
intlerJendent, powerful, grent, peaceful, and prospero-us.
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Because Germany finally violated our rights on the seas and
we "\'i·ere obliged to enter a controve1-s~· against her, is that any
rea..;on why we should by solemn bargain agree to become a party
to every Eur(}pean quarrel that may hereafter occur? Is that
any rea on why ~·our boy should be taken from bL~ home, \vhy
the draft , houltl be impo ·ed, why 'Ye should plunge om·sel\es
into endless debt?
This war, brought on, as I have statetl, by reason of ihe violation of our rights, will haxe cost us, I belle\e, before we are
through, more than $50,000,000,000. It has cost us a toll in life
I do not know ·how great, because the returns are not here yet.
I do not venture a prediction further than to say that there is
many a black-bordered notice ~'et to be gi.>en; there is many a
mother yet with gasping breath to cry out in the agony of her
S"Ol:ll as she read that a son has gone to his death; there is
many a -father to :press his lips into th-e white line of pain..
Many of these sorrows are still to come to our people ; ret . in
the face of that, we haye the monstrous doctrine proposed that
Americ..'l shall bind herself into a league that will compel her
to becom-e a part and parcel of every European quarrel ; nncl
this is to be the case whether .the quarrel is oecasjoned by the
ambitions of kings or by the outbreaks of anarchists and
socialists and Bolsheviki who seek to oYerturn exi." trng goyernments, whether republic~ or monar"Chles.
I protest-I protest .in the name of the mothers of the Re_publi.c, I protest in the name of the boys of the land-that it
is not only our .high duty to keep free from European quarrels
in the future, but it is our duty just -a s soon as this wru.· can
be honorably ended to call back to this country, as fast as ships
will bring them, the last one of our American soldiers; that
it is our ·duty to restore them to their homes; to give them
back to the creative arts and industries; to give them the
chance to build .homes and to rear families. It is our duty
to open to them the doors of schools and universities. It is
our duty to invite them to enjoy the glories of that peace they
have so nobly fought to attain. It is our duty to give notice
now and here that the Republic will continue to adhere to her
ancient policy of isolation and of independence.
Why, is there not a great enough field for the American
state man? Is any man so ambitious that he can not .find in
the thing I am about to present a sufficiently alluring picture?
To our south lie the great nations of South America. They
are -only half developed. They have a people that are 'naturally
our -allies and our friends. Their commerce ought to be our
commerce; our commerce ought to be their commerce. Our
friendship ought to be their friendship ; their friendship ought
to 'be our friendship. We are botmd together by ti-es of interest
and amity. Surely here one can visualize a field of national
influence -glorious and splendid, not only for us but for them.
The contemplation of such a picture ought to gratify all ambitions, all yearnings for power and greatness.
Mr. President, the life of this Republic may hang upon this
decisjon. We can not engage in these foreign alliances withont
making mutual bargains. We can not Call upon them to protect
us unless we agree to protect them. . We can not expect them
to come to our relief in a controversy unless we go to the relief
of each of them in their controversies. The man who proposes
to thrust America into the broils and wars of Europe, .bin-ding
her for all time to the intrigues and corr:spiracies and ambition~
of the courts of kings and czars and such other governments
as may exist, who proposes to re\erse the policy of Washington, the opinions of Jefferson, the doctrines of the fnthers,
advocates that which may unmake this great Republic.
I thank the Senate.
EXEC'L'TITE' SE SlON.

Mr. l\IARTIN of Virginia. I move that the Senate proceed to
the consideration of executive business.
The motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to the
con ideration of executive business. After 15 minut~s "pent in
executive se sion the doors were reopened.
:XOTIFICATIO~

TO THE PBESIDE:xT.

1\lr. MARTIN of Virginia and 1\lr. LODGE appeared, nnd
l\Ir. MARTIN of Virgiilla said: 1\Ir. President, the committtee
appointed by the Senate, together with the committee on the pru·t
of the House of Representatives, to wait on the President of ihe
United States and advise him that it is the wish of Congress to
adjourn at 5 o'clock this afternoon, and to inquire if he .has
anything to communicate to Congress, has discharged that
duty. The President instructs us to say that there is no further communication thnt he d~ires to submit to the Congress at
present.
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Mr. PHELA......."'\. I offer the following resolution auu a sk that
it be reau.
The resolution (S. Res. 351) was reau, as follows:

R~solvea 1J11 tile Senate of the U nited States, That the principle of n
league of natlons organized to prevent wars anu enforce justice be, and
is hereby, approved.
.
Mr. PHELA.~.
.i.
l\lr. President, replying to th~ distinguished
Senator from l\!i ouri [Mr. REED] on the subject of a league of

nations, I de ire to observe that his argbment appealed to me
very strongly in favor of a league of nations, whereas I believe
it was his purpose to condemn the proposal which was made in
one of the 14 articles of the President's recommendations to
the world. The reason which he assigns as rendering difficult
the organization of such a league, namely, the racial feuds and
love of nationality on the part of the small powers of the world,
which he believes would nece ·sarily engender wars, is the ,,.ery
reason why a league of nations to prevent wars should be
organized.
\Ve all admit that there is in human nattu·e that desire to
assert itself by the mo t primitive means at hand, the methods
of the cave man; and human society has been organized within
the limits of governments to prevent such a condition, which
would only result in constant disorder. So the very same principles upon which civil society is organized to curb the passions
of men apply with equal force to the nations of the world, which,
after all, are only organized communities of men. Therefore,
when the Senator says that the irresistible disposition on the part
of nations to fight renders impossible a league of nations, it proves
nothing whatever unless it proves the necessity of the policeman.
There are in Europe a large number of small States. \Ve
have given them liberty; we have given them democracy; and
:y~t the gift would be like the Dead Sea fruit of ashes offered
to their famished lips unless we had an organized power in the
world to restrain the oppres ion and the injustice by superior
powers, which inevitably will come to them if they are left to
-their own resources.
·
" I am my hrother's keeper." That is the principle of the
league of nations, and that will result ultimately in the abolition
of war and the salvation of the world.
The Senator has said that it is preposterous to believe that
Great Britain will participate in a league of nation . In answer
to the Senator from Missouri I have the words of the Premier
of Great Britain, Mr. Lloyd-George, who unequivocally declared
the other day in f.avor of a league of nations, because he is a
statesman of vision, because he understands the question that is
involved, and because he sees, with his superior knowledge, his
experience in European affairs, the absolute necessity of having
a league of nations.
Mr. WARREN. Mr. President, will the Senator yieltl to me
for a moment in order that I may offer a resolution?
Mr. PHELAN. Certainly.
THANKS TO TICE PRESIDEXT.

Mr. W AHREN. I offer the resolution which I send to the
de k and ask for its adoption.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Secretary will read t11e resolution.
'l'he re olution ( S. Res. 353) was reau, as follows:
ResoZ,;ed, That the thanks of the Senate are hereby tendered to
Jion. THOMAS A. 1\IARSHALL, Vice Pre ident of the United States and
President of the Senate, for the dignified impartial, and courteous
manner in which he bas presided over Its dehberations during the present session.
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TH.A!\KS TO PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE.

Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I offer the resolution which I
send to the desk and ask for its immediate consideration.
The V10E PRESIDENT. The Secreta1·y will read the resolution.
The resolution (S. Res. 3:>4) was read, as follows:
Resolved, That the thanks of the Senate are hereby tendered to Bon.
SAULSBURY, Pre tdent pro tempore of the Senate, for the dignified, impartial, and courteous manner in which he bas presided ove1·
lts deliberations during the present session.
WILLARD

The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the
resolution.
The resolution was unanimously agreed to.
LEAGUE OF

- .ATIONS.

1\fr. PHELAN.

1\Ir. President, just one woru. I ue ire, sir,
to say that you are the personification of the principle of the
league of nations, because under the rules you have kept the
Senators from personal and physical combat in the enforcement
of their ideas and required them to confine them elves to intellectual discussion. That is exactly what we desire to give to
the world; and in you, sir, I see a token of the coming dny.
SENATE PAGES.

1\Ir. l\!ARTIN of Virginia submitted the following re olution
(S. Res. 352), which was considered by unanimous consent and
agreed to:
Resolr:ed, That the Sergeant at Arms of the Senate be, nnd be hereby
is, authorized and directed to employ 16 pages for the Senate Cham-

ber, at $2.75 per day each, for a period lasting from Novemuet· 2:!,

1918, to December 1, 1918, inc1usive, to be paid from the miscella neous

items of the contingent fund of the Senate.

FINAL ADJOURSMENT.

Tile VICE PRESIDENT. The hour of G o'clock having arrived, at which time, in accordance 'vitll the concurrent resolution of the Senate and the House of Representative·, this
session of the Congress of the United States is to come to its
close, by virtue of the authority vested in me by that re olution
I now declare the Senate of the United States atljourned ine
die.
NOMINATIONS.
E x ecutire 110m·i nations 1·ecci1:ed by the Senat e :vov embcr 21,

1918.
CoLLECTORS OF CUSTOMS.

Harris Bennett, of Duluth, Minn., to be collector of custom for
customs collection district No. 36, witl1 headquarters nt Dulutll,
Minn. (Reappointment.)
Frank E. Fitzsimmons, of Providence, R. I., to be collector
of customs for customs colleetion district No. 5, with headquarters at Providence, R. I. (Reappointment.)
APPOINTMENT IN THE ARMY.

To be second lieutenant 1cith 1·anl.i from, November 1, 1918.
Cadet Williston Birkhimer Palmer.
APPOINTME~-TS AND PROMOTIONS IN THE NAVY.

Lieut. Thomas G. Berrien to be a lieutenant commander in
the Navy, for temporary scnice, from the 21st day of September, 1918.
The following-named lieutenants to be lieubmant commanuers
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. WA.RBE- in the chair). The in the Navy, for temporary sen·ice, ~0!11 th.e 5th dny ot
question is on the adoption of the resolution just read l! Y the November, 1918:
Robert H. Grayson,
Secretary.
John L. Hall,
Tile resolution was unanimolisly agreed to.
James H. Strong,
The VICE PRESIDENT resumed the chair.
Frederic W. Dillingham,
The VICE PRESIDENT. Senators of the United States, I
Hardy B. Page,
illought that we were to wind up one session of the Senate withHartw·en C. Davis,
out this usual, ordinary, gracious, but whol1y perfunctory
Terry B. Thompson,
r psolution on behalf of the presiding officer of the Senate.
Laurance T. Dubose,
Ncwrtheless, as the years go by I find myself more and more
Arthur G. Robinson,
unuer obligations to t11e Senators of the United States for the
'Valter E. Doyle,
patience they exercise in the moments of irritation upon my
part, for their generous judgment of my conduct, and for someKarl E. Hintze, and
George B. .Junkin.
thing that is far dearer to me than even the record of a preThe following-named lieutenants (junior grsde) t~ be liensiding officer over this great and illustrious body-the feeling
which I haYe, and which, if I ought not to have it, I beg you tenants in the Navy, for temporary ervice, from the 5\h day
of November, 1918:
·
~vill not take away from me, ·that regardless of politics and politicians, regardless of the ebb and flow of party sentiment and
'Valter C. Theimer,
Arthur R. Pontow,
party ideas in America, up to this good hour I have had pracHervey Z. Throop,
tically the unanimous individual and personal friendship of the
William Klaus,
Senators of the United States. For this I thank you. I hope
John F. Kennedy,
that in the days to come I may be worthy of a continuance of
Frank I. Hart1
that friendship.
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Harry R. Hayes,
Alvin Hender on,
.John F. P. Miller,
.Jerome L. Allen,
Albert R. Colwell,
'arl J. Nerdahl,
Glen R. Ogg,
~'ugene L. Richardson,
Jay Smith,
harles E. Weickhardt,
Marvin G. Fox,
\\·alter S. Gallagller,
J,earned L. Dean,
Henry E. Keller,
1\Jerwin W. Arps,
William W. Cole,
John Kneubuehler,
Harold F. l\facHugh,
Halph Lane,
Jo~ eph W. Storm,
Karl E. F. Sorensen,
Thomas F. Fahy,
Hay C. Hopkins,
larence l\1. Maloney,
l)l1ilip A. Wil on,
James A. 1\Ialone:r,
Kenneth F. Horne,
Jeremiah K. Cronin,
Albert R. Myers,
'Villis l\1. Young, and
Bennie C. Phillips.
Ensign Otis A. Nicholas to be a lieutenant (junior gi·ade) in
the Kavy, for·temporary service, from th~ 1st day of July, 1918.
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junior grade)
in the Navy, f01· temporary service, from the 5th day of November. 1918:
Virgil E. Durden,
John T. Gcree,
Albert H. Siemer,
Walter S. Mallory, jr.,
Carl H. Zeiss,
Louis T. Young,
John R. Shuman,
Edmund G. Flint, jr.,
Joseph H. Cox,
John R. Montgomery,
Clarence V. Lally,
Clifford L. Fenton,
DaYld l\1. Gilmore,
Thomas L. R. Husselton, and
John P. Hillyard.
The following·named warrant ()fficers for temporary service,
to be ensigns in the Navy, for temporary serYice, from the 15th
day of November, 1918:
·
Byron Williams,·
Thomas Downs,
George J. Tansey,
Alfred J. Butler,
Walter E. Stephen, and
.Tauez N. Phinney.
The following-named enlisted men to be ensigns in the Navy,
for temporary service, from the 15th day of NoY"ember, 1918: .
Herbert B. Newton,
·
Lafayette R. Jones,
Carl W. Frohrib,
Laurence F. Hofer,
John l\1. Kamra tkie,
Edwnrd G. Robin ·on, and
Henry 0. Nicholas.
The following-named paymasters to be pay inspectors in the
KaYy, 'Yith the rank of commander, for temporary .servicc, from
the 11th day of January, 1918:
John F. Hatch and
Frederick G. Pyne.
Acting Pay Clerk Percy W. l\IcCord to be an assistant payrna ter in the Navy, with the rank of ensign, for temporary service. from the 15th day of September, 1918.
·
The follo"'ing-named acting pay clerks to be assistant paymasters in the NavY', with the ra\}k of ensign, for temporriry
ser.-ice, from the 15th day of November, 1918;
Charles F. House,
Louis ,V. Crane,
George S. Corbeil,
Calvin W. Schaeffer,
\Villiam T. Ross, ·and
Benjamin 0. Kilroy.
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.A.s istant Payma ter William B. Young, of the united States
:Kaval Re er\e E'orc , to be an assistant p~ymaster in the NaYy
with the rank of ensign, for temporary ser\ice, from the 15th clny
of NoYember, 191 .
Chief Pay Clerk Roscoe J. Dodd, retired, to be an a ls tant
payma ter on the retired U t of the Navy with the rank of lieutenant, for tempoJ:ary service, from the 1st day of July, 1918.
The following-named pay clerks on the retired list to be a sistant paymasters on tile retired list of the Navy with the rnnk of
lieutenant, for temporary service~ from the 1st day of July, 1918;
John W. Caum,
Isaac T. Yan Patten,
Theodore G. Hansche,
George A. White,
Charles ,V. Loomis,
Philip T. Lansdale,
Ray E. Ames,
'Villiam R. Pattison,
Goerge B. Kimberly,
Frederick H. Ram a:r,
Frederick K. Hunt,
Floyd C. l\filler,
Harry L. 1\Iiller,
l\Iattllew C. Kneip, and
Thomas S. 1-..eltch.
Pay Clerk John F. Flynn, retired. to be au as i. tant payma:.;ter
on the retired list of the Navy with the rank of lieutenant (junior
grade), for temporary service, ·f rom the 1st day of July, 1918.·
POSTMASTERS.
ALABAMA.

Lillie C. Hays to be postmaster at Abbeville, Ala., in place of
Charles B. Searcy, deceased.
Marcus :M. Ru.ssell to be postmaster at Attalla, Ala., in place
of David A. Hughes, resigned.
Grova Grace to be postmastet· at Dora, Ala., in place of W. H.
Ballenger, resigned.
· ARIZONA.

John H. Gibson to be postmaster at Winslow, Ariz:, in ·place
of 'Villiam J. Daze, resigned.
'
ARKANSAS.

Isaac G. Ritchie to be postmaster at Ha1·dy, Ark., in place o:t
Arthur Sullivan. Office became presidential January 1. 1918r Tbomas L. Smith to be postmaster at Lepanto, Ark.• in place
of Willie E. Lamb: Office became presidential January 1, 1917;
Alvin G. Stamps to be postmaster at Earl, Ar~.• in _place of
John H. Nance, resigned.
C.UIFORNIA.

Theodor~

H. Abel to .be postmaster at Coalinga, Cal, in place
of W. H. Kerr, deceased.
Andrew M. Isom to be po tmaster at Portola, Cal., in place of
Esther B. Hensel, resigned.
Harlan J. Woodward to be postmaster at Ramona, Cal., in
place of Henry A. Miles, resigned.
COLORADO.

Robert T. De Foor to be postmaster at Eagle, Colo., in place
of Ralph E. Belding, resigned. _
Orion W. Daggett to be postmaster at lledcli:ff, Colo., in pla ce
of Elsie E. Da Lee Elliott, resigned.
.
FLORIDA.

Alexander J. Burnham to be postmaster at Bushnell, Fln., · iu
place of Lundy L. Sutton, deceased.
Edwin E: Williams to be postmaster at Passagril.le, Fla., in
place of Fred S. Kanode, resigned.
GEORGIA.

Wiley l\1. Roeers ·to be postmaster at Union City, Ga~, in place
of R. F. Duckworth. reigned.
Albert S. Hardy to be postmm;tcr at Gainesville, Ga., ill placo
of Mrs. H. W. J. Ham. Incumbent's commi sion expirell July,
10, 1917.
ILLINOIS.

Owen C. 1\IcCa.rtr1ey to be postmaster at Hamilton, Ill., in
place of W. H. Harkrader, resigned.
Edward ,V. Childe to be po tmaster at ~1artin v1U(', Ill., in
place of D. B. Ulrey~ resigned.
William J. West to be po tmuster at Odin, Ill., jn place ot
James M. Dace. resignro. Incz l\l. Garri on to be 110S!rnaster nt Flanagan, Dl., in p.1aro
of W. F. Lutren, t·e irned.
INDL\XA.

Nathan W. Ringo to be postmaster ut Dugger, I_ml., in
of Lewis E. Chowning, resigned.

.plu~e
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NORTH DAKOTA.
Earle A. Smith to be po 1mnster at Go port, Ind., in place of
George B. Spicer, 1'e igned.
.Jessie l\1. Hamill to be po tma ter at Oakes, N. Dak., in place
Frerl H. Foster to .be po. tmaster at O:x:foru, Ind., in place of of Robert E. 'Vessel, deceased.
l\1. r. Halgren, declined.
Thomas F. Cooper to be postmaster at Parshall, N. Dak., in
IOWA.
place of Gertrude l\1. Larin, resigned.
Alvah l\1. Robin. on to be postmaster at Reinbeck, Iowa, in
OHIO.
place of Eli hu D. Robert ~ , resigned.
.
Ar<.la
M.
S.
Allensworth
to
be
postma ter at Am. teruam, Ohio,
lL\.NSAS.
m place of Grover C. Naragon, resigned.
John ,V. Dean to be po tmaster at Blue Mound, Kans., in
Lee B. Milligan to be postmaster at Lowellville, Ohio, in place
place of .J. H. Burnett, resigned.
of Freda 1\l. Milligan, resigned.
Eva Philbrick to be postmaster at Halstead, Kans., in place
Wendell E. Brettell to l>e postmaster at Rock Creek, Ohio, in
of .John C. Girk, re igned.
place of Nelson C. Petrie, resigned.
1\lollie F. 0 burn to be postma ter at Jennings, Kans., in . George R. Irwin to be postmaster at Upper Sandusky, Ohio,
place of Lottie n. Boull ·, re igne<l.
m place of :Marshall E. Foucht, removed.
Raymond n. Korris to be postma. ter at :Marquette, Kans., in
Roy S. Rush to be postmaster at Wickliffe, Ohio, in place of
place of .J. K. Stinson, resigned.
C. A. Rush. Incumbent's commi sion expired July 24, 1917.
Louema Bryant to be postmaster at Neosho Falls, Kans., in
Harry H. l\Iaxson to be postmaster at Germantown, Ohio, in
place of Robert B. Leeuy, deceased.
place of William Buck, declined.
_>\.una L. Taylor to be po tmastcr at Ilu ell, Kans., in place
Andrew .J. Price to be postmaster at Glouster, Ohio, in placo
of James "\\.-·. Morphy, resigned.
of Hugh Gormley, resigned.
John L. Carr to be postmaster at South Charleston, Ohio, in
LOUISIA~ -"-·
.
.Jes e L. Fowler to be postmaster at Oak Grove, La., in place place of F . .J. Sullivan, resigned .
.
OKLAHOMA.
of H. l\1. Bailey, r esigned.
Che ter A. Thomp on to be postmaster at Ville Platte, La., iri.
.James G. Sprou e to be postmaster at McCurtain, Okla.,
place of Chri. tina Derouen, resigned.
in place of Clifford P. l\Iartin, resigned.
\Valter A. Thompson to be postmaster at Tahlequah Okla.,
MARYLAND.
'
Ale:x:andet· D. S. Harrower to be postma ter at Cockey ville, in place of A. B. Cunningham, resigned.
Claud Hannon to be po tmaster at Wirt, Okla., in place
Mu., in plv.ce uf Thoma E. li'rantz, regjgne<.l.
of J. C. Cobb, removed.
:MICHIGAN.

Harry S. Morrow to be postmaster at Port Au tin, l\licb., in
place of Andrew K. Burrow , removed.
Charles A. Jordan to be postmaster at Saline, Mich., in place
of .John Lutz, resigned.
. ·
'Villls E. 'Varren to be po tma ter at Capac, 1\Iich., in place
of A. S. Sadler, declined.

OREGON.

Exel Vogel to be postmaster at Rainier, Oreg., in place of
J. ,V. Stacy, resigned •
Richard II. Yates to be postma ter at Willamina, Oreg., in
place of Paul C. Belt, resigned.
PE~NSYLV.A...''HA.

WilHam D. Fir t to be postmaster at Conneaut Lake Pa.,
Ruby l\I. Ander ~on to be postmaster at Argyle, 1\linn., in place in place of G. B. Livingston, resigned.
'Villiam -~·Clancy to be postmaster nfFoxburg, Pa., in place
of Herman n. ~Ieisch, removed.
·
·
Hope 1\lou. er to be postmaster at Gilbert, 1\JinM., in place of of J. U. Kee ey, removed.
Margaret C. Brown to be postmaster at Langeloth, Pa., in
Jiope Mouser, to correct name.
Clara A. Toftey to be postmaster at Grauu Marais, 1\linu., in place of T. B. McKaig, resigned. Office became presidential
October 1, 1916.
place of Ruth G. "oderberg, resign~.
.John J. Roll to be po. tmnster at'Natrona, Pa., in place of .T. S.
J.illian l\1. lleinholdson to be postmaster at Sandstone, Minn.,
Gordon. Incumbent's commission expired .January 15, 1918.
in place of Charles lleinholdson, deceased.
Thomas F. l\IcHale to be postmaster at Olyphant, Pa., in lllace
Jay Jack~on to be postma ter nt Ruthton, 1\linn., in place of
of J. J. Moran, removed.
A. M. Eyen on, declined.
lii~!'\ESO'l' A.

RHODE ISLAND.

MISSISSIPPI.

William P. Wiltll>erger to be p(>stmaster at Clarksdale, Miss.,
in place of n. N. Ranis, resigned.
1\linnie 0. Sharbrough to be postmaster at Rolling Fork, Miss.,
· in place of John T. Griffin, declined.
Henry B. Edwards to be po tmastei· at ·shuqualak, Miss., in
place of Olivia M. Jenkins, resigned.
MISSO"L'"RI.

Mary P. Fields to be postmaster at Lees Summit, Mo., in
place of Robert G. 'Vilson, jr., resigned. .
Thomas F. 'Veaver to be postmaster at Steele, l\Io., in place of
Thomas E. Broderick, re igned.
NEBRASKA.

E . tella E. Murray to be postmaster at Belgrade, Nebr.,
place of Anton .J. nuzicka, resigned.
Ira P. Foreman to be postmaster at Allen, Nebr., in place
S. L. Stewart, re igned. Office became presidential October
1916.
Edward .J. Whalen to be postmaster at Spaluing, Nebr.,
place of ·w. P. Dunning, resigned.
- EW YORK.

in
of
1,
in

Hartzell ll. Birch to be postmaster at Kingston, R.I., in place
of A. A. Greenman, resigned.
·
.

SOUTH CAROUNA.

Marie V. Keel to be P<>stmristei· at· Allendale, S. C., in place of.
J. E. Searson, resigned.
.
'Villiam T. Reynolds, jr., to be postmaster at Mount Pleasant,
S. C., in place of J. A. Patjens, resigned.
.
.
SOUTH DAKOTA.

.Arnoltl Poulsen to be postmaster at Lennox, S.Dak., in place ot
A. J. Miller. resigned.
TE~NESSEE.

Dudley D. Edgeinon to be postmaster at Englewood, Tenn. 1
in place of P. H. Toomey, resigned.
·Charles 0. Baird to be postmaster at .Jellico, Tenn., in place
of C. A. Templeton, resigned.
·
TEXAS.

j.

1\lay Murray to be postmaster at Sonora, Tex., in place ot
G. W. Smith, resigned.
George ,V. Morris to be postmaster at New Boston, Tex., ~
place of Tobe l\lorri , resigned.
•

UTAH.
t
Marcus n. Zeh to be postmaster nt Central Bridge, N. Y., in
Clyde Panter to be postmaster at l\Iagna, Utah, in place of
place of Charles 0. 'Villiams, deceaseu.
Gertrude n. Neenan to be postmaster at East Bloomfield, R. l\1. 'Voolley, resigned.
Thomas Brimley to be postmaster at Farmington, Utah, in
N. Y., in place of Edward S. l\Iason, deceased.
Mary H. Avery to be postmaster at Elmsford, N. Y., in place place of N. 0. Palmer, resigned .
.of Florence L. Johnson, resigned.
TIRGI~IA.
Elizabeth G. Kenyon to be postmaster at Jamesville, N. Y.,
Ro e A. Milligan to be postmaster at Urbanna, Va., in place
in place of Archie Goodfellow, resigned.
of C. C. Chowning, re ignea.
Wilder S. Beard to be postmastei' at Jefferson, N.Y., in place
WASHIXGTON.
of .Jerome Terpening, resigned.
Andrew J. Cosser to be postmaster at Port .Angeles, Wash., in
Ashmer R. Collins to be postmaster at Norwood, N. Y., in place
place of Frank L. Stocking, deceased.
ofT. W. O'Driscoll, office declared vacant by order.
Gertrude Cosgrove to be postmaster at Sprague, Wash., in
Marion E. Wroten to be postmaster at Trudeau, N. Y., in place
place of F. H. l\IcCroskey, resigned.
of George E. 'Vroteu, decea. e<.l.
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Alberta Hough .to be postmaster at Valley, Wash., in place of
Alberta Gilson (name changed by marriage).
.
Inez G. Spencer to be postmaster at Creston, Wash., in place
of Sadie Haight, resigned.
WEST

VlBGil\~.!.

Henry L. Bowling to be postmaster at Lewisburg, W. Va., in
place of J. 0. Dice, resigned.
·
William A. Curry to be postmaster at Omar, W. Va., in
place of Alexander Lester, resigned.
Elmer H. Schreck to be postmaster at Gillette, Wyo., in place
of N. D. :Morgan, declined.
CO~TFIRMATIONS.

Tl1e following-nnmed third lieutenants to be second lieuten·
ants in the Coast Guard, for temporary service:
George W. 1\lcKean and
John Trebes, jr.
Third Lieut. of Engineers John A. Curran to be second lieutenant of engineers, for temporary service, in the Coast Guard.
PROliOTIO~S IN THE ARMY.

Il\FA NTRY.

To be lieutenant colonels.
l\laj. John ,V, Barker.
1\laj. James P. Harbeson.
PRon IOXAL APPOINTMENT ,

E;r:ecutire nominations conjlnnecl by the Senate November 21,
1918.
AMBASSADOR ExrnAORDINARY AND PLEXIPOTENTIARY.

John W. DaYis to be ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary of the United States of America to Great ·Britain.
SECRETARY OF EMB.!SSY OR LEGATIO~.

Charles Hem·y Chapman to be a secretary of embas~ y or legation of class 4.
SOLICITOR GENERAL.

Aleiander C. King to be Solicitor General.
ASSOCIATE JUSTCE OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE PHILIPPINE
ISLAN-DS.

Percy 1\I. l\loir to be an a sociate justice of the Supreme Court
of the Philippine Islands.
COLLECTORS OF C U STOM •

Frank E. Fitzsimmons to be collector - of custom. , district
No.5.
Harris Bennett to be collector of customs, district No. 36.
Reappointment.
PVBLIC HEAJ;.TH . SERVICE.

Passed As ~ t. Surg. Friench Simpson to be surgeon.
As8t. Surg. Clarence II. Waring to be passed assistant surgeon.
Asst. Surg. George A. Wheeler to be passed assistant surgeOn.
Asst. Surg. William Charles Witte to be passed assistant
surgeon.
·
As t. Surg. 'Villiam Francis 'Iannei· to be · passed assistant
surgeon.
As t. Surg. Carl 1\lichel to be pas ed a sistant surgeon.
Asst. Sm·g. l\Iarion Sunsari Lombaru to be passed assistant
surgeon.
Asst. Surg. Ora Howaru Cox: to be passed assistant surgeon.
Asst. Surg. Robert Louis Allen to be passed assistant surgeon.
Dr. Bert1·and Earle Roberts to be assistant surgeon.
CoAsT AND GEODETIC SunvEY.

Harry Leypoldt to be junior llydrographic and geodetic engineer in the United States Coa·s t anu Geodetic Survey, Department of Commerce.
StiRYEYOR GEXERAL.

John B. O'Sulllran to be surveyor general of :Kevada.
llECEI\'ER OF PUBLIC 1\:lo~EYS.

Owen E. Thomas to be receiwr of public. moneys at Kalispell, Mont.
George G. Beams to be receiYer of public moneys at Lincoln,
Nebr.
·
COAST GUARD.

The following-named first lieutenant to be captnin in the
Coast Guard, for temporary service:
William J. Keester,
Eugene A. Coffin,
John S. Baylis,
Charles G. Roemer,
'Vilfred N. Derby,
Leo C. 1\IueHer,
dlarence H. Dench,
William K. Scammell,
Roy A. Bothwen,
'Vilmer H. Eberly,
Russell L. Lucas,
Stephen S. Yeandle,
Frederick A. Zscheuschler,
Thomas S. Klinger,
Charles E. Anstett,
Henry G. Hemingway,
Jeremiah .A. Starr, and
Jo eph E. Stika.
First Lieut. of Engineers Herbert :N. Pelham to be captain
of engineers in the Coast Guard, for temporary service.
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PRoMOTiox, IN THE ARuY.

CAVALRY .AJUI.

To be first lieutenants.
Second Lieut. Arthur W. Stanley.
Second Lieut. Harold E. Brailey.
Second l-ieut. Carleton Burgess.
Second Lieut. Frederick H. Vandegrift.
Second Lieut. Harry E. Dodge.
Second Lieut. Charles F. Palmer.
Second Lieut. Jay D. D. Marcellus.
Second Lieut. Lewis D. Cooper, jr• .
·Second Lieut. Charles J. Davis.
Second Lieut. George W. Outland.
Second Lieut. John M. l\Ioose,_jr.
Second Lieut. Nelson H. Perry.
Second Lieut. Innes Randolph.
Second Lieut. Carl B. Byrd.
Second Lieut. Thomas Brady, jr.
FIELD .!.RTIT.LERY A.BY.

Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second

Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.

'l'o be first lieutenants.
Frank C. Delaney.
Pell ,V. Foster, jr.
Kennedy Has enzahl.
AI·thm· P. Patterson.
Robert P. Reynolds.
Philip G. Hodge. ·
A.PPOI::s-TMENTS I~ THE ARMY.
MEDICAL CORPS.

Po be first lieutena;zts.

1\la,i. Jesse P. Truax.
1\laj. Charles Henry Stearns.
Maj. Ralph 'Valdo Newton.
First Lieut. Cbarle Augustus Short.
First Lieut. William Cah·ert Chaney.
First J....ieut. Olaf Kittelson.
First Lieut. Lawrence Frederick Fisher.
'Fir t Lieut. Young Cleveland Lott.
First Lieut. Earl Edward Yan Derwerker.
Fir t Lieut. .i_lbert Barnett Ferguson.
First Lieut. Julius Benjamln Boehm.
First Lieut. Jolln Daniel Gillis.
First Lieut. Ralph Waldo Turner.
Fh· t Lieut. Francis John Robinson.
First Lieut. Fowler Burdette Roberts.
First Lieut. Hugo l\Iuencb, jr.
Fir t Lieut. Jarrett Matthew Huddleston.
First Lieut. George Eason Blue.
First Lieut. Earl Calvin Padgett.
First Lieut. Da\itl Oscar Nathaniel Lindberg.
First Lieut. Cecil Emerson Johnson.
·
First Lieut. Harry LeRoy Smith.
l•'irst Lieut. Carl Bearse.
First Lieut. John Murray Welch.
Fir ·t Lieut. l\lerrill Clary Sosman.
First. Lieut. Jacob John l\Iann.
Fir t Lieut. John LuYerne Hemstead.
First Lieut. C'harles Gilbert Irish.
First Lieut. George Palmer McNeill, jr.
First Lieut. Sidney Ober Reese, jr.
First Lieut. Oscar Thweatt Kirk. ey.
Capt. William 'Valsh Lerman.
Fir t Lieut. Victor Roland 'l'umer.
First Lieut. Frederic Damrau.
Fir. t Lieut. Charles 'Villiam Henderson.
Fir. t Lieut. William Donaldson Fleming.
Fir t Lieut. Harry Gardner John. on.
Fir. t Lieut. John Henry 1\lurphy.
I•'irst Lieut. Charles Anthony Cibe1iu .
l"it·:-:t Lieut. James Winn Sherrill.
First Lieut. Philip Lewis Cook.
First Lieut. Edward Augustus Lane.
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Fir t
Fir t
Fir t
Capt.
Capt.
Firs t
First
Fir~t

Fir.t

Fir t
Fir t
First
First
Fir t
mrst
l~'ir. t
:h,ir. t
First
Fir t
Pir t
Fir. t
Fir t
:Fir t
First
Fir t
First
First
FirNt
First
Fir t
First
First
First
First
First

T

Lieut. Chnrle. Fremont nell.
Lieut. Arthur Lui Guer ra.
Lieut. Maximilian 1\lm~k Nem~er.
Charles Henry Manlove, jr.
Eugene Vernon Powell.
Lieut. Henry Tayloe Compton.
Lieut. Jolin Henry Bullock.
Lieut. Howard Burton Swan.
Lieut. Walter Yan Olinda l\Ioore.
Lieut. Jolm Nngle Hnye. .
IJeut. Edgar Han·ey Alber ·.
Lieut. Benjamin William Lewis.
Lieut. Lawr nee Henry Fitzgerald.
Lieut. George Heinrichs Pre ton.
Lieut. Edgar 'Villinm Kemner.
Lieut. Walter Schneider Bennett.
Lieut. Louis Frederick ail.llh'lllll.
Lieut. 1\Iaurice Blocher Bender.
Lieut. Clifford Edward Bergin.
Lieut. John Bunting Haines.
Lieut. Guy Champion Milnor.
Lieut. Robert Bogan.
Lieut. James Wright Clarkson.
Lieut. Floyd Ellsworth Best.
Lieut. Paul Seibert Seabold.
Lieut. Sidney Jonas Wolfermann.
Lieut. Ralph Maurice De Graff.
Lieut. Thomas William Connolly.
Lieut. Irl Cephas Riggin.
Lieut. Whitman Carlisle McConnell.
Lieut. Clarence Mansfield Reddig.
Lieut. Ernest Jackson Steves.
Lieut. John Adams Logan.
Lieut. Raymond Edwin Elliott.
Lieut. George Arnold Brown.
CORPS OF

E~GINEERS.

To be secpnd lieutenants.
Cadet David Wood Griffiths.
Cadet Bernard Skinner Stearns.
Cadet Arthw· William Pence.
Cadet Leslie Richard Groves, jr.
Cadet Henry Gray Lodge.
· · ·.
Cadet Lemuel Pope, 3d.
Cadet James Logan Rhoades.
Cadet Frederic Bates Butler.
Cadet Leverett Griggs Yoder.
Cadet Harry Alexander Montgomery.
Cadet Wil on Gordon Saville.
Cadet Mark Mayo Boatner, jr.
Cadet David Ayer Dupue Ogd n.
Cadet Frederick Adolph Platte.
Cadet Karl Browne Schilling.
Cadet John Hawkins Elleman.
Cadet Elmer Ellsworth Barnes.
Cadet William Wesley Wanamaker.
Cadet Beverly Carradine Snow .
Cadet Richard Lee.
Cadet Howard Louis Pecklum.
Cadet John Southworth Niles.
Cadet Charle Richard Bathw· t.
Cadet Wendell Phillips TrmYer.
Cadet Robert Gilbert Lovett.
Cadet Cornman Louis Hahn.
Cauet Edwin Potter Lock, Jr.
Cadet l\lorris Williams Gillanu.
adet David Terrill John on.
-·adet Edwin Gunsolus Shrader.
Cadet llundolph Pier on " ' illiams.
Cadet Otto Praeger, jr.
Cadet Allison 1\Iiller.
Cadet Newell Lyon Hemenway.
Cadet A.rchie Tre cott Colwell.
Cadet Arthur Jo eph Sheridan.
Cadet James George Christiansen.
Cadet Benjnmin Franklin Cha dwick.

Ca1let
adet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet

Charles Dick ·on Jewell.
Heath Twichell.
Joseph Jones Twitty.
Robert Everett York.
Che ter Krum Harding.
William Victor Hesp.
William Clarence Bennett, jr.
Claude Henry Chorpening.
Frank Otto Bowman.

Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
adet
. Cadet
Ca<let
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
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James Postell Jcr\ey, jr.
Joseph Shirle;r Gorlinski.
Geo1·ge Sackett Witter .
Albert Riani.
Orville Ernest "\Valsb.
Harvey Drexler Dana.
Peter Patti Goerz.
Robert Blake Coolidge.
John Peter Dietrich.
William Avlctt Callaway.
Howar<l Voorheis Canan.
Vere Alfred Beers .
Do well Gullatt.
John Bell Hughes.
Eugene Luther Vidal.
FIELD ARTILLERY A.nM.

To be second lieutenants.
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet
Cadet

Frederick Atherton Ste\"'ens.
Harrison Shaler.
Edmund Wilson Searby.
Roger Manning Wicks.
Hugh Archer Palmer.
George Vernon Keyser.
Homer William Blair.
Lawrence Bradford Bixby.
Harry Crawford.
William Washington Webster.
John Hamilton Hinds.
William Powell Blair.
William James Epes.
John Hinton.
Eric Spencer Molitor.
Richard August Ericson.
Richard Brobst 1\ladigan.
James Vincent Carroll.
William Henry Barlow.
Ernest Calhoun Norman.
Charles Rolland Gildart.
Gerald Alexander O'Rouark.
Charles Edward Hixon.
Bryan Evans.
Francis Andrew March, 3d..
John Sheridan Winn, jr.
Roger Williams Autry.
Myrl 1\.filton Miller.
Alfred Nathan Bergman.
Stuart Millikin Bevans.
John Hiram Lewis, jr.
COAST A.R'l'ILLEBY CORPS.

To be second lietdcnantl.
Cadet J o1m Marks Moore.
Cadet Eugene Garmunus 1\liller.
Cadet Joseph Coolidge Kilbourne, jr.
Cadet Brooks Scott.
Cadet Arthur Emil Mickelsen.
Cadet Paul Boyle Kelly.
Cadet Leon Harold Dunn, 1st.
Cadet James Clyde Styron.
Cadet Bonner Frank Fellers.
Cadet Richard Ravenie Spring.
Cadet Melton Adams Hatch.
Cadet Kenneth Seymour Stice.
Cadet George l\Iaurice Badger.
Cadet 1\Iarion Van Voor t.
Cadet Edwin Boyd Fitzpatrick.
Canet Dean Richard Dickey.
Cadet William Amberson Sexton.
Cadet Hobart Reed Yeager.
Cadet Gervais William Trlchel.
Cadet Thomas William Munford.
Cadet James Longstreet Whelchel.
Cadet John Hadley Fonvielle.
Cadet Joe David Mos ·.
Cadet Edward Arthur DolplJ.
Cadet l!,elix 1\lax Usis.
Cadet Edward Ward Hendrick.
, Cadet Bernard Wellington Slifer.
Cadet Lee Earl Gr~y.
Cadet Donald William Sawtelle.
CaVALRY ARM.

To be 8econd lieu.tenant&.

Cadet George Gage Eddy.
Cadet Charles Edward Morrison.
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Cadet Christian Knudsen.
Cadet Francis Bassett Valentine.
Cadet Thomas Tipton Thornburgh.
Cadet 'Villiam Covington Benton.
Cadet ·vincent John Conrad.
Cadet David Adams Taylor.
Cadet Ronald Austin Hicks.
Cadet Elmer Vaughan Stansbm·y.
Cadet Edwin Le lie Hogan.
Cadet John Creel Hamilton.
Cadet Mark Rhoads.
Cadet Joseph Kittredge Baker.
Cadet Charles William Leng, jr.
Cadet Albert Walker Johnson.
Cadet Willard Ames Holbrook.
Cadet Auston 1\Ionroe Wilson, jr.
Cadet Samuel Powell Walker, jr.
Cadet Fred Glover Sherrill.
Cadet Sol Mark Lipman.
Cadet William Theodore Powers.
IKFANTRY ARM.

To be second

lieutenants~

Cadet Benjamin Abbott Dickson.
Cadet Charles 1\Iason Wells.
Cadet William Bobbs Miller.
Cadet Richard Carrick Babbitt.
Cadet Wade Rushton Cothran, jr.
Cadet PerciYal Bolling Banister. .
Cadet Claude De ha Anderson, jr.
Ca<let Hammond McDougal Monroe.
Cadet John William Middleton.
Cadet Clarence Arthur Rosen<lahl.
Cadet Frank Johnstone Cunningham.
Cadet Edward Ward Smith.
Cadet .John Bartlett Sherman.
Cadet John Joseph Breen.
Cadet James Arthur Kehoe. ·
Cadet Frederick Pearson.
Cadet Charles Frederick Colson.
Cadet DeWitt Hick .
adet Donald Frederic Can·oll.
Cadet Robert Alvin Schow."..
Cadet John Harri on Stokes, jr.
Cadet Jesse Ellis Graham.
Cadet .Jerome Davi<l ambre. .
Cutlet William Ho\vard Cocke.
Cadet Burrowes Gol<lthwaite Sfe,·ens. Cadet Alexander Thoma"' McCone.
Cadet Thomas l\larkhan Brinldey.
Cadet John Kennedy Buchannn.
Cadet I\ins LaRue Brmvne.
Cadet Kenneth Willey Le lie.
Cadet Be,erly St. George 'l'ncker.
Cadet .John Trites Brown.
Cadet John Coachman Cullens, jr.
Cadet Reginald Hubbell.
Cadet We ley Collins Dever.
Cadet John l\fay Tatum.
Cadet Gerald Burnett O'Grady.
Cadet Paul 'Vilkins Kendall.
Cutlet John Franklin Farl~y.
adet Charle Henry Moore, jr.
Cadet Jame · '\entworth Freeman.
Cadet Alexander John Mackenzie.
Cadet Wiley Vinton Carter.
Cadet Ira Platt Swift.
Cadet 'Vilbur Eugene Dunkelberg.
Cadet .James Hicks Carney Hill.
Cadet Victor Crippen Broome.
Cadet Thomas Reynolds Denny.
Cadet Frank Mathews Corzelius.
Cadet Julius Lrnch Pyland.
Cadet Arthur Pulsifer.
Cadet Fan·in Allen Hillard.
Cadet 'Villiam Je ~erel l\lason.
Cadet Elliott Watkins._
Cadet Francis James Gillespie.
Cadet Jesse Lewis Gibney.
Cauet Robert Hale Vesey. .
Cadet Clarence Miles Mendenhall, jr.
Cadet Ke ter Lo\ejoy Hastings.
Cadet George :McKnjght Williamson, jr.Cadet Howard Waite Brimmer.
Oadet Charles Milner Smith, jr.

Cadet Albert Brownfield Goodin.
Cadet Walter Joseph :M uller.
Oadet Harry Lovejoy Rogers, jr.
Cadet George Bryan Conrad.
Cadet William Stephen Murray.
Cadet Harry Krieger.
Cadet Raymond Wainwright Odor.
Cadet James Clyde Welch.
·
Cadet Miner Welsh Bonwell.
Cadet John Perry Pence.
Cadet John Leo Binder.
Cadet Joseph 1\lagoffin Glasgow.
Cadet Elmer Mike Jenkins.
Cadet James Lawrence Keasler.
Cadet Rutherford Dent McGiffert..
Cadet Richard Bryan Wheeler. ·
Cadet Thomas Roswell Aaron.
Cadet Charles Llewellyn Gorman.
Cadet Louis George· Horowitz.
Cadet David Albert Newcomer.
Cadet Boyd Wheeler Bartlett.
Cadet Alfred Maximilian Gruenther,
Cadet Laurence Van Doren Harris;
Cadet Herbert Bernard Loper.
Cadet Ivan Crawford Lawrence.
Cadet Benjamin· Mace Hedrick.
Cadet Robert Gibbons Gard.
Cadet Robert Ammons Hill.
Cadet David Horn Whittier.
Cadet Sidney Ward Gould.
Cadet Herbert Maury Jones.
Cadet Fred ·w illiam Marlow.
Cadet Orville Wells Martin.
Cadet William Joseph Regan.
Cadet Roy Green.
Cadet Forrest Eugene Cookson.
Cadet John Paul Kennedy.
Cadet Alexander Sharp Bennet.
Cadet George Sheldon Price.
Cadet Carl Spencer Molitor.
Cadet Philip Stueler Lauben.
Cadet W~·burn Dwight Bro\tn.
Cadet Robert Miller Montague.
Cadet Charles Pollard Jones.
Cadet Anthony Clement McAuliffe.
Cadet Robert Leonard Johnson.
Cadet Lester Francis Rhodes.
Cadet Albert Rhett Stuart Barden.
Cadet Romeo Francis Regnier.
adet Don Gilmore Shingler.
Cadet Harlan Nelson Hartness.
Cadet Louis Brainard Ely.
Cadet Julius Easton Slack.
Cadet Bertram Francis Hayford.
Cadet Ernest Aaron Bixby.
Cadet Robert Rossiter Raymond, jr.
Cadet Harris Fulford Scherer.
Cadet Dopald Miller Davidson.
Cadet Ernest John Riley.
Cadet Clarence Emil Burgher.
Cadet Thomas Benoit Hedekin.
Cadet Joseph Vincie Phelps.
Cadet Charles Norton McFarland.
Cadet Charles Alvin Pyle.
Cadet Alexander Griswold Kirby.
Cadet John Ray Hardin.
Cadet Herbert Weldon Semmelmeyer.
Cadet William Wilkeson Barton.
Cadet l\Iaurice Place Chadwick.
Cadet Walter Ernest Bullock.
Cadet Foster Joseph Tate.
Cadet Carl Robinson.
Cadet Richard Tobin Bennison.
Cadet Henry John Dick Meyer.
Cadet Elton Foster Hammond.
Cadet Ernest Marion Brannon.
Cadet Francis George McGill.
Cadet Rollin Franklin Risen.
Cadet Butler Lyons Hill.
Cadet Oscar Alan Saunders.
Cadet John Wyvllle Sheehy.
Cadet James Battle Rivers.
Cadet John .Joseph Burns.
Cadet Leslie Edgar Jacoby.
Cadet John Raikes Vance.
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0ndet Clarence John Kanaga.
Cadet Richanl Powell Ovenshine.
Cadet Edwin Yirgil Kerr.
Callet Thomas 1\lcGregor Shillock.
Uallet Harrison Howell Dodge Heiberg.
adet \Villiam Irwin Allen.
Cadet Paul Andrew Donnally.
0adet James Edmund Parker.
Cadet \Villiam Wesson Jerrey.
Cadet George Raymond Burgess.
Cadet Edward Lynde Strohbehn.
Ca(let Maurice Keyes Kurtz.
Cadet \Villiam Holmes Wenstrom.
Cadet Paul Lewis Harter.
Cadet Leo Clement Paquet.
Cadet '£homas Maurice Crawford.
Cadet Eugene l\IcGinley.
. .
Cadet Hugh Brownrigg Waddell.
Cadet Leslie DeLong Flory.
Cadet Paul Robert l\Ienzies 1\Illler.
Cadet Isaac Haiden Ritchie.
Cadet Augustine Francis Shea.
Cadet Carlisle Visscher Allan.
Cadet Marion Patton Echols.
Cadet Roy Anthony Moore.
Cadet John Edward McCarthy.
(jadet Francis Otis Wood. .
Cadet Hobart Hewett.
Cadet Richard Thomas Rick.
Cadet Waldemar Sven Broberg.
Cadet James Holden Phillips.
Cadet John Edwin Leahy.
Cadet George '\Vashington Lewi ·.
Cadet Frederick Weed Drury.
Cadet Leander Dunbar Syme.
Cadet Ellis Vern Williamson.
Cadet Leroy Clark Wilson, 2d.
Cadet Nathaniel Alanson Burnell, 2d.
Cadet William Goebel Stephens.
Cadet John Bartlett l\Iurphy.
Cadet James LGwe Harbaugh, jJ.'•
Cadet Virgil Farrar Shaw.
Cadet Paul Alpheus Noel.
Cadet Michael Gibson Smith.
Cadet Syril Emerson Faine.
Cadet Arthur Maxon Parsons.
Cadet Harry Welling Barrick.
Cadet William Travis VandeGraa:ff.
Cadet Howard Rand Perry, jr.
Cadet Edward Hamilton Young.
Cadet Nathan Arthur Smith.
Cadet Gerald Saint Claire l\Iickle.
Cadet Benjamin Randolph Farrar.
Cadet Harris Ellis Sanderson, jr.
Cadet Hugh French Thomson Hoffman.
Cadet ·David Stanley Holbrook.
Cadet Walter Scott Winn, jr.
Cadet Willard Gordon Wyman.
Cadet John Leonard Whitelaw.
Cadet Edward Henry Bowes.
Cadet Edwin Malcolm Sutherland.
Cade~ Joseph Andrew Holly.
Cadet Henry Baldwin Nichols.
Cadet William Douglas McNair.
Cadet Charles Forrest Wilson.
Cadet Robert Franci Carter.
1
adet Hugh Garnett Elliott, jr.
Cadet Nathan Farragut Twining.
Uadet \Villiam John Crowe.
Cadet George Whitfield 1\Iacllillan.
1
adet L. Hoyt Rockafellow.
Cadet Percy Emery Hunt.
Cadet Douglas Alden Olcott.
Cadet Roland William McNamee.
Cadet John Carpenter Rauen.
Cadet Lentilhon \Vheeler.
Cadet Winfred George Skelton.
Cadet Lambert Benel Cain.
Cadet Edmund Bower Sebree.
Cadet Ignatius Lawrence Donnelly.
Cadet Merritt Brandon Booth.
Cadet Raymond Clay Barlow.
Cadet Frank Greene Davis.
Cadet Emmett Jame Benn.
Cadet Donald Allen Fay.
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Cadet Charles Henry Noble.
Cadet Walter 'l'owle O'Reilly.
Cadet Kenneth Pierce.
Cadet Charles Henry Bryan.
Cadet John Endler.
Cadet John Howell Collier.
Cadet Dean Lucc.
Cadet Vincent Coyle Mc4Uevy.
Cadet George Gordon Elms.
Cadet John Dimmick Armstrong.
Cadet Ralph Francis Stearley.
Cadet Donald Handley Nelson.
Cadet Edward Ora Hopkins.
Cadet John Victor Domminey.
Cadet James Verne Cole.
Cadet Horace Parker Samp' ·on.
Cadet Ralph Bernard Kindley.
Cadet John Adam Bruckner, jr.
Cadet Clarence Archibald Frank.
Cadet Frederick Bradstreet Dodge, jr.
Cadet Clarkson Deweese McNary.
Cadet Bernard Albert Byrne, jr.
Cadet Charles Ream Jackson.
Cadet George Lincoln Dillaway, jr.
Cadet Warren Wilson Chri tian.
Cadet Dale Wilford 1\faher.
Cadet Robert Barrett Hutchlns.
Cadet Jo eph William Kullman.
Cadet George Dewey Rogers.
Cadet Harold Ellward Marsden.
Cadet Robert J one · Merrick.
Cadet William Henry John Dunham.
Cadet Landon Garland Daniel.
Cadet Raymond Franei Kilroy.
Cadet Irvin Alexander.
Cadet John Han·ey Madison.
Cadet George Edward Bruner.
Cadet Thomas Llewellyn Water.
Cadet Urban Niblo.
Cadet Thoma · Hom1ton Dameron.
Cadet Roger Sherman Evarts.
Cadet Charles Linton Williams.
Cadet Kenneth Sharp Olson.
Cadet William Lighton McEnery.
Cadet Robert Montgomery Springer~
Cadet Russell John NeLson.
· Cadet Charles Maine Wolff.
Cadet Simon Fos ·.
Cadet Davis Ward Hale.
Cadet Edward Melvin Starr.
Cadet Joseph Sladen Bradlel··
Cadet Arthur Launcelot Moore.
Cadet Robert .William Crichlow, jr.
Cadet l\Iartin Anthony Fennell.
Cadet Ralph Harris Bassett.
Cadet Harold Allen Brown.
Cadet Albert Sidney Johnson Stovall, jr,
Cadet Donald Carson Hardin.
Cadet Harold C~ifton Zimmerman.
Cadet John Thomas Keeley.
Cadet Albert Smith Rice.
Cadet James Wellington Boyd.
Cadet Joseph Conrad Odell.
Cadet Vincent Harold Kelly.
Cadet Josiah Tony Dalbey.
Cadet Logan Osburn Shutt.
Cadet Stuart Little.
Cadet Hilton Edward Reincke.
Cadet Galen l\Iagnus Taylor.
Cadet John Franci · Laragnino.
Cadet Royal \Vheel Park.
Cadet Daniel Phillip Buckland.
Cadet Philip Mcilvaine ·whitney.
Cadet John Morris Works.
Cadet Chri topher Hildebrand.
Cadet Joseph IIolleman ·w arren.
Ca<let Edgar Mortimer Gregory.
Cadet John Dnvi<.l Frederick.
Cadet Richard Ray Coursey.
Cadet William Ramsey Bready.
Cadet Jo eph ·Charles Panzarella.
Cadet Dwight Lyman Adams.
Cadet John hnrles Hyland, jr.
Cadet Thomll~ Gordon Cranfortl, jr.
Cadet Le ter George Degnan.
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Cadet Henry Bennett Sheets.
Cadet Archie William Cooly.
Cadet Edwin Robert Samsey.
Cadet William Robert l\Icl\1aster.
Cadet Paul Revere Carl.
Cadet Cornelius Emmett O'Connor.
Cadet Joseph Alfred Cranston, jr.
Cadet l\Iaurice Ladin Rosentha1.
Cadet Willard Leslie Isaacs.
Cadet Horace Speed, jr.
Cadet Fred William l\Iakinney, jr.
Cadet William Benjamin Kean, jr.
Cadet Harold Robert Emery.
Cadet David Sanderson McLean.
Cadet William Joseph Moroney.
Cadet Russell Lowell Williamson.
Cadet Charles Leslie Keerans, jr.
Cadet Howard Adams \Vhite.
Cadet Howard Dohla Johnston.
Cadet ~t\lbert Carron ~tlrgan.
Cadet Franklin Leroy Rash.
Cadet Robert Watson Child.
Cadet Edgar Harvey Snodgrass.
Cadet Claude Birkett Ferenbaugh.
Cadet Adna Chaffee Hamilton.
Cadet Harold Stuart Ruth.
Cadet Sterling Eugene Whitesides, jr;
Cadet Lewis Stone Sorley, jr.
Cadet Albert Coady Wedemeyer.
Cadet David Best Latimer.
Cadet Ralph J. Miller.
Cadet Isaac Wiley Finley.
Cadet John Leighton Denny..
Cadet Roswell Boyle Hart.
Cadet Haldor Hegland Myrah.
Cadet Herbert Joseph Riess.
Cadet l\lartin Loeb.
Cadet Henry Ignatius Szymanski.
Cadet Ulric Lee Fomby.
Cadet Frederick Brenton Porter.
Cadet Bryan Sewall Halter.
Cadet Gordon Leslie Chapllne.
Cadet Hughes Steele.
Cadet William B. Palmer.
APPOINTME "TS AND PROMOTIONS IN THE NAVY.

Capt. Albert P. Niblack to be a rear admiraL
The following-named officers to be assistant naval constructors
with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade) :
Willis C. Sutherland,
Frederick E. Haeberle,
Grover C. Klein, and
Norborne L. Rawlings.
The following-named pay inspectors to ,be pay directors, with
the rank of captain, for temporary service:
George R. Venable,
David V. Chadwick,
Trevor W. Leu tze, and
Eugene C. Tobey.
The following-named paymasters to be pay inspectors, with
the rank of commander, for temporary service:
Elijah H. Cope,
William N. Hughes,
Harold W. Browning,
Harry E. Collins,
Ellsworth H. Van Patten,
Maurice H. Karker,
Brainerd M. Dobson,
John N. Jordan,
Lewis W. Jennings, jr.,
Charles E. Parsons,
John F. O'Mara, and
Raymond E. Corcoran_
Carpenter Everette 0. Smith to be an assistant naval constructor, with the rank of lieutenant (junior grade), for temporary service.
Acting Pay Clerk Hunter J. Norton todJc· an. as istant paymaster, with the rank of ensign, for temporary sen'ice.
Acting Pay Clerk Aner Erickson to be an assistant paymaster,
with the rank of ensign, for temporary service.
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junior grade)
for temporary service :
Herschel P. Cook,
Charles R. Smith,
Gordon M. Jackson, and
Wilfred E. Schuit.
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Lieut. Thomas G. Berrien to be n lieutenant commander for
temporal'Y service.
, The following-named lieutenants to be lieutenant commanders
for temporary sentce :
·
Robert H. Grayson,
' Jolin L. Hall,
James H. Strong,
Frederic W. Dillingham,
Hardy B. Page,
Hartwell C. Davis,
Terry B. Thompson,
Laurance T. Dubose,
Arthur G. Robinson,
Walter E. Doyle,
• Karl E. Hintze, and
George B. Junkin.
The following-named lieutenants (junior grade) to · be lien1
tenants for temporary service:
Waltet~ C. Tneimer,
Arthur R. Pontow,
Hervey· Z. Throop,
William Klaus,
John F. Kennedy,
, Frank I. Hart,
Harry R. Hayes,
Alvin Bender ·on,
John F. P. Miller,
Jerome L. Allen,
Albert R. Colwell,
Carl J. Nerdahl,
Glen R. Ogg,
Eugene L. Richardson,
Jay Smith,
Charles E. Weickhardt,
Man-in G. Fox,
Walter S. Gallagher,
Learned L. Dean,
Henry E. Keller,
Merwin W. Arps,
William W. Cole,
John Kneubuehler,
Harotd F. MacHugh,
Ralph Lane,
Joseph W. Storm,
Karl E. P. Sorenson,
Thomas F. Fahy,
- Ray C. Hopkins,
Clarence M. l\1aloney,
Philip A. Wilson,
James A. Maloney,
Kenneth F. Horne,
Jeremiah K. Cronin,
Albert R. Myers,
Willis l\1. Young, and
Bennie C. Phillips.
The following-named ensigns to be lieutenants (junio~ grade)
for temporary service :
Otis A. Nickolas,
Virgil E. Durden,
John T. Goree,
Albert H. Siemer,
Walter S. Mallory, jr.,
Carl H. Zeiss,
Louis T. Young,
.John R. Shuman,
Edmund G. Flint, jr.,
Joseph H. Cox,
John R. Montgomery,
Clarence V. Lally,
Clifford L. Fenton,
Daviu 1\f. Gilmore,
Thomas L. R. Husselton, and
John P. Hillyard.
The following-named warrant officers to · be ensigns for tern·
porary se1·vice :
Byron Williams,
Thomas Downs,
George J. Tansey,
Alfred J. Butler,
"'.alter E. Stephen, and
Jabez N. Phinney.
The following-na med enlisted men to be ensigns for tempo~
rary service :
Herbert B. Newton,
Lafayette R. Jones,
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Carl W. Frohrib.
Laurence F. Hofer,
John l\1. Kumra tkle,
Edward G. Robinson, and
Henry 0. Nicholas.
The following-named paymasters to be pay inspectors, with the
rank of commander, for temporary service:
John F. Hatch and
Frederick G. Pyne.
The following-named acting pay clerks to be assistant paymasters, with the rank of ensign, for temporary serv= -- •
Percy W. McCord,
Chm·Ies F. House,
Louis W. Crane,
George S. Corbeil,
Calvin W. Schaeffer,
William T. Ross, and
Benjamin 0. Kilroy.
Asst. Paymaster 'Villium B. Young to be an assistant paymaster, with rank of ensign, for temporary service.
Chief Pay Clerk Roscoe J. Dodd, retired, to be an assistant
paymaster on the retired list of the Navy, with the rank of
lieutenant, for temporary service.
The following-named pay clerks on the retired list to be assistant paymasters on the retired list, with the rank of lieutenant, for temporary ·service :
John W. Caum,
Isaac T. Van Patten,
Theodore G. Hansche,
George A. 'Vhite,
Charles ,V. Loomis,
Philip T. Lansdale,
Ray E. Ames,
William R. Pattison,
George B. Kimberly,
Frederick H. Ramsay, _
Frederick K. Hunt,
'F loyd C. Miller,
Hurry L. Miller,
Matthew C. Kneip, and
Thomas S. Veitch.
Pay CleJ;k John F. Flynn, retired, to be an assistant paymuster on the retired list, with the rank of lieutenant (junior
grade), for temporary service.
·
PosTMASTERS.
ALABAMA.

Lillie C. Hays, Abbeville.·
1\Iarcus 1\1. Russell, Attalla.
Grova Grace, Dora.
AniZONA.

John H. Gibc:oon, Wins1ow.
CALIFORNIA.

Theodore H. Abel, Coalinga.
Andrew M. Isorn, Portola.
Harlan J. Woodward, Hamona.
COLORADO.

Robert T. DeFoor, Engle.
Orion \V. Daggett, Redcliff.
FLORIDA.

Ul~·ssis

D. Kirk, Sebring.
GEORGIA.

John L. McMurray, Comer.
Albert S. Hardy, Gainesville.
Mrs. Alexander S. Clay, Marietta.
Clarence C. Jarrard, Maysville.
Robert C. Ayres, Royston.
ILLINOIS.

Alonzo E. Werts, Abingdon.
•James L. Parks, Carbondale.
Charles K. Gilkerson, Marengo.
Walter R. Nelson, Pa:rton.
IOWA.

Dick Voogd, Aplington.
Harry R. Sokol, Collins.
Frederick E. Bierman, Decorah.
Rose E. Bagley, Dike.
Jay L. Lee, Dows.
_Pearl L. Noelting, Dumont.
John S. Moon, Kellerton.
Joshua F. Elder, Keokuk.
Tressa M. States, Lovilia.

NoVEMBER

Oscar W. Larson, Odebolt.
Alvah M. Robinson, Reinbeck.
Clifton P. Sickles, Sioux llapids.
Anna M. Beck, Solon.
Joseph S. Guynn, Traer.
Curl Wulkau, Williams.
KANSAS.

John w: Dean, -B lue Mound.
Eva Philbrick, Halstead.
Mollie F. Osburn, Jennings.
Raymond R. Norris, Marquette.
Lodema _Bryant, Neosho Falls.
Anna L. Taylor, Russell.
LOUISIANA.

Laurence E. Wilson, Oil City.
Hugh J. Knight, Vidalia.
MARYLAND.

Alexander D. S. Harrower, Cockeysville,
Thomas J. Coonan, 'Yestmtnster.
J.I.ASSACHUSETTS~

Charles J. Dacey, Conway.
John F. O'Connor, Wlnche.ster.
MICHIGA..~.

Willis E. Warren, Capac.
Iiarry S. Morrow, Port Austin.
Charles A. Jordan, Saline.
l!IN~ESOTA.

Ruby M. Anderson, Argyle.
Hope Mouser, Gilbert.
Clara- A. Toftey, Grand 1\larais.
Jay Jackson, Ruthton.
Lillian M. Reinholdson, Sandstone.
Alice I\f. Anderson, Butterfield.
Wilbur M. Ohles, Nashwauk.
Lee C. Peterson, Pillager.
George I. Williams, Virginia.
MISSOURI.

Mary P. Fields, Lees Summit.
Thomas F. Weaver, Steele.
NEBRASKA.

Ira P. Foreman, Allen.
Estella E. Murray, Belgrade.
Charles J. Smer.sh, Brainard.
Elizabeth M. Lean, Clarks.
John 0. Blauser, Diller.
Rainard B. \Vahlquist, Hastings.
Harold Hjelmfelt, Holdrege.
David C. Morgan, Plattsmouth.
Edward J. Whalen, Spalding.
Charles A. Berry, Wayne.
George ,V. Campbell, Wymore.
l\"'EW JERSEY.

John P. Adair, Highlands.
Rufus 0. 'Valllng, K-eyport.
Harold Pi ttis, Lakehurst.
l'."'EW YOBK..

'Villiam H. Murray, Albany.
George S. Vroman, Altamont.
Frank 1\fc:Mahon, Belfast.
John W. Thorp, Brewster.
Marcus R. Zeh, Central Bridge.
Hugh W. McClellan, Chatham.
lf'lorence E. Doane, Chazy.
Harry F. House, Chester.
Elbert G. House, Cuba.
Frederic W. Youmans, Delhi .
Gertrude R. Neenan, East Bloomfiel<L
Mary H. Avery, Elmsford.
Ephraim J. Fisk, Fairport.
Sumner I. Houghwout, Falconer.
Bruce l\1. Sweet, Fillmore.
Charles B. Estell, Friendship.
Albert E. Moran, Gardiner.
Jacob L. Hicks, Highland Falls.
Robert B. Hrrog, Iona Island.
Elizabeth G. Kenyon, Jamesville.
Wilder S. Beard, Jefferson.
Albert 1\!. Thayer, Livonia.
George M. Pierson, Maybrook.
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·Frederick B. Smith, Milton.
Augusta .H. Tilden, New Lebanon.
•Luther ·Hasbouck, New Paltz: .,
Erlwat·d S. Moore, Norwich.
Ashmer 'R. Collins, Norwood.
John R. Davis, Oakfield.
Joseph P. Kiernan, ·Pawling.
John E. Walker, Philmont.
Lee Van Vredenburgh, Rhinebeck.
Edwin Clute, Schenectady.
John G. Rose, Sinclairville.
Verne Seebeo, South Dayton.
Francis D. Lynch, Stony Point.
James H. Burns, Trqy.
Marion E. Wroten, Trudeau.
Edith L. Kent, Tuxedo Park.
Peter Marcinkowski, Wallkill.
Philip J. Smith, Webster.
·Mary R. _Newlands, 'Vest 'Point.
NORTH DAKOTA.
John fP. Hardy, Farg<>.
Je sie M . .Hamill, Oakes.
Thomas F. Cooper, Parshall.
OHTO.
Arda 1\I. S. Allensworth, Amsterdam •.
Harry H. Maxson, Germantown. ·
Andrew J. Price, Glouster.
Lee B. Milligan, Lowellville.
W-enaell 'E. llrettell, Rock Creek.
John L. Carr, South Charleston.
.Roy S. Rush, Wickliffe.
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TEXAS.

George W. Morris, New Boston.
Mae .M urray, Sonora.
VERMONT.
'Frank L. ·Start, Jeffersonville.
WASHlNGTON.
Inez G. Spencer, Creston.
Andrew J. Cosser, Port Angeles.
Gertrude Cosgrove, Sprague.
Alberta Hough, Valley.
WEST VIRGINIA,
Joseph N. Alderson, Alderson.
James W. Wilson, Barboursvil1e.
Burton B. Rohrbough, Belington.
Leonidas W. Bartlett, Buckhannon.
Hamer H. Berry, Burnsville. William B. Stewart, Chester.
'Villia.m D. Roush, Clendenin.
Harry T. Bumgarner, Elizabeth.
William W. J obnson, Glenville.
John R. Schaeffer, G<>rmania.
Bertha W. Smith, Holden.
Benjamin L. Brown, Kingwood.
H enry L. Bowling, Lewisburg.
Jo. eph F. Thompson, Martinsburg.·
OliYer A. Locke, Milton.
Mary E. Davin, Montgomery.
·william S. ·Wray, Northfork.
Thomas G. Burk~, Oak Hill.
William A. Curry, Omar.
William G. Keyes, Philippi.
'Villiam B. McNutt. Princeton.
John J. Kerwood, Ripley.
Charles G. Ogden, Salem.
Grover F. Hedges, Spencer.
Preston H. Kelly, Thurmond.
Karl G. Davis, Wallace.
~ Clelia T. Henritze. War.
Lawrence M. Rmvan, White Sulphur Springs.
WYOMING.
Elmer H. Schreck, Gillette.
WITHDRAW..ALS.

JfffCecutive norninations toithdra-ton from the Senate ' N01/e111.ber

21, 1918:
"POSTMASTERS.
John D. Fulton, to 'be postmaster at Lengeloth, Pa. ·
George W. Finley, to be postmaster at Spalding, Nebr.

The Hou e met nt 1.2 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. Henry N. Couden, D. ·D ., otrered the following prayer:
Our Father in heaven, we -pray that out of the ·fiery fm•nace
through which the world 'is pa sing that a larger, purer, nobler
type of man -shall emerge, with a clearer vision of Thy character and Thy purposes.
:
"And I saw a new heaven ·and a new earth: 'for the first
heaven and the first earth were,passe.d away. .And I, John. saw
the Holy City, new Jerusalem, coming down from God out of
heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her .husband.'•
We -pray that the vision may become· a reality; that men may
live together in harmony, peace, .and unity; that God shall be
all in all nnd life become a precious thing, to be upheld and
sustained; and .glory and .honor ·and praise ·be Thine forever.
In His name. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of Monday, November 18,
1918, was read and ·approved.
SWE.A:RlNG;·IN iOF A MEMBER-WILLIAM F. BIRCH.

lUr. BRO,VNING. 1\Ir. Speaker-_
The SPEAKER. For whttt purpose does the gentleman rise?
Mr. BROWNING. There is present to-day 'Mr. WILLIAM F.
BmcH, who was elected to fill the unexpired · term of the late
JoHN H. CAPsTICK, and I ask unanimous consent that he may
be sworn in.
The SPEAKER. Did the gentleman receive ·a majority'?
1\Ir. BROWNING. There is no contest. and I have a certificate in my hand, from the county clerk, of his election.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from New Jersey [Mr.
BROWNING] asks unanimous consent that the successor of Mr.
CAPSTICK be sworn in without his credentials.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I understood him to say that
he had his credentials.
Mr. BROWNING. I have a certificate from the county clerk.
The State board has not met, and he could not get his :credentials from the --secretary of state.
Mr. GARUETT of Tennessee. May I ask the gentleman if
there wos any contest'?
1\Ir. BROWNING. There is none; There is no objection
whatever.
.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. BROWNING]? [After a pause.)
The Chair hears none.
1\fr. WILLIAM F. BIRCH appeared before the bar of the
House and took the oath of office prescribed by law.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
A message from the Senate, by Mr. Waldorf, its enrolling
clerk, announced that the Senate bad receded from the amendment No. 28 to the bill (H. R. 11~45) malripg appropriations
to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out d~J;ing the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled
"An act to provide further for the national security and defense
by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution of
agricultural products, and for other· purpose&'-'
The message also announced that the Senate had passed bills
of the following titles, in which the .concurrence of the Hom~e
of Representatives was request~d : ·
S. 3944. An act for the relief ·of Emma H. Ridley ;
S. 3986. An act to acquire the manuscript of Charles Chail1eLong containing an account of the unveiling of the l\IcCleHan
statue;
·S. 2171. An act to abolish the United States land office at
Springfield, Mo. ;
S. 1661. An act for the relief of Albert H. Cr..rnpbell ;
S. 68. An act to amend section 269 of _chapter 231 of the act of
March ,., 1911, entitled "An act to codifY, revise, and .amend the
laws relating to the judiciary'.' ;
.
·
S. 427L An act for the relief of the Commis ioner of Internal
Revenue;
S. 1590. .An act providing for an increase of salary for the
United States marshals and for the United States district ottorneys for the western and eastern districts of Louisiana;
S. 4178. An act providing additional time fo.r the payment of
purchase money under homestead entries of lands within the
former Fort .Peck Indian Reservation, Mont.;
S. 4858. An act to provide method of settlement for materials.
~to res, and ·supplies transfer.r;ed between different buren us, departments, or agencies of the Government, ai:ul for other purposes; and
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S. 4272. An act for the relief of the Commissioner of Internal
lle>enue. ·
'rhc message also announced that the Senate had passed
without amendment the bill (H. R. 10818) to authorize the
county of Loudon, in the State of Tennessee, to construct a
brid "e across the Tennessee "River near Loudon, Tenn.
Tile message also announced that the· Se-nate had passed
without amendment the bill (H. n. 282) amending the publicbuil<lings act appro\ed March 4, 1913, providing for · the purchn ·eo~ a. site for a public building at Nogales, Ariz.
ENTIOLLED BILLS SIGNED.

Mr. LAZARO, from .the committee on Enrolled Bills, reported

that they had exa.mi.ped and found truly enrolled bilLs of the
following titles, when the Speaker signed the same:
H. R. 10818. An act to authorize the county of Loudon; in the
state of 'renneSsee, to construct a bridge across the Tennessee
River near Loudon, Tenn. ; and
H. R. 282. Au act amending the public-buildings act approved
1\Iarch 4, 1913, providing for the purchase of a site for a public
building at Nogales, Ariz.
E:\""BOLLED BILLS PRESEXTED TO THE PRESIDE:XT FOR HIS A.PPROV'A.L.

1\lr. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported that this day they had presented to the President of
the United States, for his appro>al, the following bills:
H. R. 10818. An act to authorize the county of Loudon, in the
State of Tennessee, to construct ·a bridge across the Tennessee
lliver near Loudon, Tenn. ; and
·
·
H. R. 282. An act amending the public-buildings act approved
1\Iarch 4, 1913, pro>iding for the purcha e of a site for .a public
lmild.ing at Nogales, Ariz.
ADJOUR~MEXT OF SESSIO:X • .

1\Ir. KITCHIN. Mr. Speaker, I move the immediate consideration of the resolution which I send to the Clerk's desk. · ·
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the resolulioll.
The Clerk read as follows :
IIous:! concurrent resolution 01.
R esol1-•ed by the House of Representath:es (the Senate conctwring).

That the Pt·esident of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of
Hepresentatives -be authorized to close. the. present session of the Con-·
gre s by adjourning their respectiyc llouses on the 21st day of Noyembcr, 1918, at 5 o'clock p. m.
.
·

:Mr. GILLETT. 1\Iay I ask U1e gentleman a question r
Mr. KITCHIN. Certainly.
1\fr. GILLETT. Has the gentleman a urance that this will
be passed by the Senate
.
1\lr. KITCHIN. I have. I baye conferred this morning with
Senator MARTIN and .Senator LoDGE. The hour of 5 o'clock is
fixed because there are three Senators who desire to make
spe cbes to-day, and they will not finish until some time about
G. They agreed ta the hour of G.
1\fr. GILLETT. ·Is it cu tomary to fix the precise hour? .
1\fr. KITCHIN. That is the custom. That bas heretofore
been done in the resolutions for adjournment sine die. My idea
is that we will recess as soon as we pass this until 12.30, unless
the Senate has passed the resolution and sent it over. Then we
will pass the resolution appointing a committee to wait on the
Pre ident, notifying him we are about to adjourn-a formal
resolution-and then we will take a recess until 5 minute · to u
o'clock.
l\1r. WINGO. When we meet between now and 5 o'clock, is
the gentleman disposed to gi•:e un opportunity for the consideration of emergency matters to' which there i no objection?
1\Ir. KITCHIN. I do not think, under the a~reem(mt, that
'Ye ould do that. I hope the gentleman will not ask it, because,
while I would be glad fo1· them to be con idered-1\fr. WINGO. Here is the situation: I do not suppose there
is auy doubt that when w entered into the so-called gP.ntleman's agreement it was understood that for all practical purpose that agreement would conclude on the 12th day of Novem.:
ber. The gentleman knows it is generally understood that the
Pre ·ident will leave he1·e before there will be an opportunity to
sign bills of an emergency character that might be passed on
the 2d day of December. '!'here are some mall bills-1 have
c.ne myself-and my attention is called to the emergency whereby a great public enterprise, that had been held . up by the
Capital Issues Committee, if it does not get affirmative action
extending the time of a former act will uffer to the extent
of $50,000 in bonuses tllat haYe been put up and if not
used have to be refunded on the 1st day of .January. I think
it will not "Violate the spil·it of the gentleman's a~reement for
u to consider emergenc-y matters of that kind between now
and G o'clock. If it is the judgment of the House that it does
then there is but one rccour e left, and that is to bring th~
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Members back llere if they want to adjourn this Congress and
leaYe these emergency matters unattended to untn ·December 2.
I am opposed to adjournme·nt, aside from the necessity of considering the bill I have mentioned.
Mr. GILLETT. May I ask the gentleman a question?
Mr. WINGO. Yes.
·
·
Mr. GILLETT. Why make su<$ a proposition as be suggests
where be says the result will not come before the 1st of .January? 'Vby c·o uld we not do it easily when we meet on the 2d
of December?
· 1\ir. WINGO. For thi reason: When you meet on the 2d of
December, then yon will have to get unanimous consent to cou·
sider a matter of that kind.
.
Mr. GILLETT. Of course that would be easier than now.
Mr. 'VINGO. No; it would not be easier than now.
Mr. GILLETT. Oh, yes-··
.
Mr. WINGO. Let me answer the gentleman as to his suggestion of unanimous consent. · I do not think we could get it
through then ; and even if we could get it through the Houge
on the 2d day of December it would be impossible to get it to
the President before he goes to Europe, because, as I tmderstand,
he contemplates going to Europe, according to the press reports,
on December 3.
1\Ir. GILLETT. Even if that should be true, let me suggest
to the gentleman that if we brought a quorum back for that purpo e he would never get unanimous consent from that quorum.
Mr. WINGO. Possibly not.
The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the resolu·
tion.
Mr. WINGO. 1\lr. Speaker, ,I thi~k we ought to have ·some
understanding as to what we can do under this situation. There
are others who lu~ve emergency matters. Let me suggest to
the gentleman from North Carolina that if he contemplates
taking a recess nntil 12.30 we take a recess until 12.30, and
tb.en-·
· ·
·1\Ir. KITCHIN. The reason why we introduced the resolution
now is because the Senate· might ·pass ' the res.olution immediately, and they would .then send it right back. We want to '
know before we appoint the committee to wait on the President.
Mr. WINGO. Mr. Speaker, ·wm the gentleman withhold that
long enough for ine to see if I can get unanimous con-s ent for
the consideration of another matter? ,
Mr. KITCHIN. I think that ti.nder th.e terms of the agree, ment and understanding of the House such matters as the gen, tleman refers to should not be taken up. The agreement that
we entered into-1\lr. WINGO. No such agreement was ever entered h:ito
with me.
l\1r. KITCHIN. .The ngreement was that we . 8hould recess
, until the Senate disposed of the revenue bill or until Congress
reconvened.
.
. Mr. WINGO. That was predicated upon the assumption of
· November 12 as the date for reconvening.
1\fr. KITCHIN. Of course, I have no objection to the gentleman's request to consider it; but, even suppo ing nobody h'!re
should object to it, there are 150 or 200 more Members who are
away, and if they were present they might object to it. It 1s
to protect them.
.
Mr. WINGO. It is to protect them from legislation pas ed
in their absence?
l\lr. KITCHIN. Yes. The gentleman from Mas achusetts
asked the question expre · ·Iy whether any extension of remarks
or any reque t for unanimous consent fo~ consideration of special measures would pe sanctioned, or would l>e in violation of .
the agreement, except the legislation that we excepted, as the
gentlemnn knows, and except in cases of necessity, in which
event the minority leader and the majority leader should notify
the absent Members to return. When the gentleman from l\Inssacllusett. · asked that question, I ·a nswered, "Yes; it would be
in violation of the agreement," and stated that no such busine s
would be t.:'Lken up under unanimous consent. The whole House
agreed to it, a~d .the whole matter is in the RECORD. As
majority leader I feel that I, so far as the whole House
is concerned, ought to see to it that the agreement is kept.
I have been very much embarrassed by having to object to
seyeral unanimous-consent requests, to which I would not hnve
objected tmles we had this· agreement and had not Member:
left with the lmderstanding that these matters would not bl~
taken up and that unanimous consent would not be gi_ven. O.f
cour e, if the gentleman will look into it, he will appreciate my
position in the matter.
l\lt·. WINGO. Of <'ourse, I appreciate the fact that the gentlemall owe . a duty to the House according to his understanding of
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the agreement. But the point I want to· make to the gentleman
is, that there is not the slightest doubt that in the gentleman's
mind at the time we made that agreement it was with the understanding that it would conclude on the 12th day of November.
1\Ir. KITCHIN. No; we had incorporated in the agreement
that nothing should be taken up until the Senate finally disposed of the revenue bill and Yoted on it, and that in the meantime the House should vote on the question of adjournment
from the time we discussed it up to the 12th of November.
That was one of the things we could take up without calling the
other Members back.
l\1r. WINGO. Of course, if the gentleman insists, I feel that
possibly under the circumstances in his position he feels obligated to make an objection.
·Mr. KITCHIN. I wm not object to the gentleman's getting
it up when Members get back here any more than any other
Member may object.
Mr. C~1PBELL of Kansas.
Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield to me?
Mr. KITCHIN. With pleasure.
• Mr. CAMPBELL of Kansas. I suggest to the gentleman from
Arkansas that after the convening of Congress in December
there will be but little legislation reported from the committees,
and those matters will be matters that are matured and are on
the calendar and ready, and they can have almost immediate
consideration at that time.
Mr. WINGO. Of course, some gentlemen are older in their
experience than I am, but my observation has been such that
the gentleman holds out Yery poor hope to me. But I appreciate the situation of the gentleman from Massachusetts and
the gentleman from North Carolina and that their interpretation of the gentleman's agreement is different from mine. They
feel that they should nrotect their respective sides, and that
being true, I feel that I should _not embarrass them by pressing
the matter to-day. While I am opposed to adjournment and
shall Yote against it, I realize that with the leaders on both
sides agreed they can force an adjournment to-day. I am in
favor of going right on with this session without adjournment.
I am ready to stay here and attend to business just as I have
continuously during this session.
The SPEAKER. 'l'he question is on agreeing to the resolu- tion.
The resolution was agreed to. ·
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a.nrt the ne:s:t one 27. '£his is merely to correct that, in order that
the sections may be consecutive and in numerical order.
Mr. GILLETT. It is merely a Yerbal correction, then?
Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi. Merely a verbal correction.
Then the second proposition is this: The House in the bill as
passed. made an appropriation of $480,000 for the news service
of the Agricultural Department, and the Senate struck that out.
In conference the conferees agreed to an appropriation of
$150,000. In writing it up, by a typographical error of the
stenographer, he made it read "$150.00" instead of "$150,000."
This resolution is for the purpose of correcting those two errors.
l\fr. WALSH. 1\ir Speaker, reserYing the right to object, I
understand that if consent is not given for the consideration of
this resolution the news service of the Department of Agriculture will have only $150 for the ensuing year.
Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi. That is correct.
Mr. WALSH. Does not the gentleman think that will be a
Yery generous appropriation for that service?
Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi. I do not think so. After full
and careful consideration of the matter, the Senate conferees
and the House conferees unanimously agreed to the appropriation of $150,000, and I believe at least that amount is necessary
and cau be usefully expended.
·
1\fr. WALSH. Yes; but after very full and careful consideration the House, under the leadership of the gentleman from
Mississippi [Mr. CAI\J>LER] and the chairman of the Committee
on Agriculture [Mr. LEVER], decided that $480,000 was neces- .
sary. Now we have got down to $150, and it would seem to me
that we ought not to pass Ws resolution, but ought to let them try to get along on $150.
1\fr. CANDLER of Mississippi. If the gentleman will permit,
"we..., have not cut it down to $150 at all. The House conferees ·
and the Senate conferees unanimously agreed to $150,000, and
it passed the Senate at $150,000 and passed the House at $150,000; but the stenographer in writing it up put his period at the
wrong place and wrote it " $150.00 " instead of writing it as it .
was intended to be written and as it passed both the Senate and
House, "$150,000." When it is the concensus of opinion not
only of the conferees but of the House and Senate that the appropriation should be $150,000, and when that amount has
passed both the House and Senate and been reduced clearly by
error to the small sum of $150. I do not think the gentleman will
object. To object would defeat the evident purpose and will
of both the House and Sena~e, because both bodies agreed to ·
and passed the $150,000 appropriation.
_
STIMULATION OF AGRICULTURE.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. Speaker, in view of the statement of the
1\lr. CANDLER of Mississippi rose.
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from gentleman from lllississippi, and further in Yiew of the fact that .
the eminent, distinguished, and honored chairman of the Com.Mississippi rise?
1\Ir. CANDLER of 1\Ilssissippi. 1\Ir. Speaker, I ask for the mittee on Public Information is soon going away from here, and .
present consideration of the following concurrent resolution, realizing how hungry people are for news, I will not object to
giving this news serYice.
which I ask to be reported.
Mr. CANDLER of 1\Iississippi. 1\fany thanks to the distinThe SPEAKER. The gentleman from Mississippi asks for
the present consideration of the concurrent resolution, which the guished gentleman, my good friend from Mas achnsetts [Mr.
WALSH.]
Clerk will report.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
The Clerk read as follows:
There was no objection.
Ilouse concurrent resolution ~0.
The resolution was agreed to.
Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concur·r-ing)
On motion of 1\Ir. CANDLER of Mississippi a motion to reconThat in the enrollment of the bill H. R. 11945, entitled ".An act to sider the vote by which the resolution was agreed to was iaid
enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1919, t:w purposes of the act entitled 'An act on the table.
to provide further (or the national security and defense by stlmulatin~
Mr. KITCHIN. 1\fr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
agriculture and facilitating the distribution of agricultural products
the Clerk be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to strike out the House stand in recess until 15 minutes to 1 o'clock.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Carolina asks
in line l of Senate amendment No. 31, " section 27 " and insert IIi
lieu thereof "section 6," that the sections of the bill may appear in unanimous consent that the House take a recess until 12.45. Is
consecutive numerical order ; nnd also to relieve from a typographical
error in the conference disposition of Senate amendment No. 15 make there objection?
the amount therein mentioned $150,000.
'
HOLIDAY RECESS.
1 The SPEAKER.
Is there objection?
1\.I.r. GARRETT of Tennessee. 1\fr. Speaker, reserving the
Mr. GILLETT. Reserving the right to object, I suppose this right to object, I should like to make an inquiry of the gentle· ·
is one of the bills that was excepted from the unanimous-con- man from North Carolina.
.
sent agreement?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tennessee will pro- .
1\fr. CANDLER of Mississippi. It is. It was specifically ex- pound it.
cepted in the '' gentleman's agreement."
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. I should like to ask the gentle1\fr. GILLETT. What is the reason for these changes in the man fi·om North Carolina if any thought has been glYen to the
engrossed bill?
question of a holiday recess-that is. for the-Christmas holidays"? ·
Mr. CANDLER of Mississippi. This resolution is simply to
Mr. KITCHIN. I will say to the gentleman that we haYe
correct two errors which have gotten · into what is generally given some thought to that, and in my judgment I belieYe at
called "the Candler food production bill," which passed the this time, under the peculiar circumstances, we ought to waive
House May 23 and passed the Senate September 19 and was sent the usual week or 10 days' Christmas holiday, and perhaps
to conference. When the Senate receded from Senate amend- take 2 or 3 days, because we will be rushed to death with legisment No. 28, .which was the rent proposition, that went out of lation, appropriation bills, and the revenue bill, and I under- ·
the bill. The proposed sections included in that Senate amend- stand there will be considerable contest oYer that. It seems to.
ment were those from 6 to 27. inclusive. · When thev went out me the wiser thing for us not to insist on a week or 10 days'
then it left that bre~k ~n the number~ng, on.e section being 6 Christmas holiday.
'
1
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·Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, of course, it bas
been the custom for many years-! do not know how long-to
have a considerable recess at Christmas time. That interval
has usually been taken advantage of by many Members to
attend to their personal business n.:tl'airs. It seemed to me
proper to propound the inquiry at this time, to the end that if
there was any thought not to have the usual Christmas holidays, Members might have notice of that fac: and be enabled
during the time between now and the first Monday in December
to give the required attention to their personal buslness matters.
Mr. KITCHIN. I am glad the gentleman from Tennessee has
called the attention of the House to this matter. We will
adjourn now, so that Members can take the 10 days' or 2
weeks' time to attend to matters necessary at home, whereas
they have been doing it heretofore at the Christmas holidays.
They may use the time between now and the first Monday in
December, with the understanding that in all probability we
will have to dispense with the usual 10 days' or 2 weeks' holiday at Christmas.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. The next session, of course,
Is the short session. The appropriation bills will be unusual in
character, and I agree with the gentleman that we ought to dispense with a long holiday, but I do not wish to make myself offensive to the Members when that time shall come. I thought it well
enough to discuss it now, and I wish to say to the gentleman
that I shall feel inclined to object to any unanimous consent at
that time for the taking of any prolonged or protracted recess.
Mr. KITCHIN. I have conferred with the minority leader,
Mr. GILLETT, and we ere both of the opinion that we ought
to dispense with the Christmas holidays this year, owing to be
peculiar situation and the conditions during the short session.
Mr. MADDEN. Will the gentleman yield?
·
Mr. KITdHIN. I yield to the gentleman from Illinois.
1\Ir. MADDEN. It has been suggested by a great many people with whom I have Jiad conversations, who are not Members
of the House but citizens of the United States, in view of the
fact that the Capital of the Nation is to be taken over to Versailles, France, and that the President will be in session over
there, whether it might not be difficult for us to get the bills to
·him for his signature, and that therefore it might be more
than ever .essential that a Christmas holiday of some length
should be taken. Of cours~. I do not want myself to spend
too much time in taking a long holiday.
' Mr. BENJAl\1IN L. F AIRCIDLD. Why not hold the sessions
of the House and Senate in France?
Mr. :M ADDEN. It has been suggested also that we might
commandeer five or six battleships and take the Congress over
to France at the same time that the President is there, so that
we might be able to advise him on the intricate problems that
he will have to deal with.
l\Ir. HARRISON of Mississippi. Does not the gentleman
think that if we all work together and cooperate during the
next three months we need not have any extra session of Congress next year?
1\!r. KITCHIN. Possibly that is true. I thank the gentleman from lllinois [Mr. l\IADDEN] for his suggestion. I had
not really thought about it, but before we meet here in December I will give thought and consideration to what the gentleman
suggests and see if we can not arrange to have Congress go
right along at the same time. [Laughter.]
1\Ir. MADDEN. I notice that they have taken over the cables
and are to take the Bureau of Public Information to France,
so I suppose that the cables will be uti1ized entirely for the subject matter which Mr. Creel and his committee will have to send
back to the American people, and I thought if we could save the
expense of that by going over it would be a wise thing to do.
Mr. KITCHIN. Some one back of me suggests that they
mig-ht cable to us what to do every day. [Laughter.]
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Carolina asks
unanimous consent that the House stand in recess until 12.45
p. m. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Accordingly (at 12 o'clock and 28 minutes p m.) the House
stood in recess untill2 o'clock and 45 minutes p.m.
AFTER THE RECESS.
The recess having expired, the House was called to order at
12.45 p.m.
Mr. KITCHIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, it seems that the adjournment
resolution in the Senate had to be sent to the Appropriations
Committee on objection to its present consideration. I ask
unanimous consent that the House stand in recess until 1.15
<>'clock p. m.
Mr. WALSH. Reserving the right to object, can not the gentleman make it a little later?
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Mr. KITCHIN. Well, I will say 1.30 p. m.
The SPEAKER. !The gentleman from North Carolina asks
unanimous consent that the House stand in recess until 1.30
p. m. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
RECESS.
Accordingly (at 12.47 o'clock p.m.) the House stood in recess
until 1.30 o'clock p. m.
AFTEn. THE RECESS.
The recess having expired, the House was called to order at
1.30 o'clock p. m.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.
A message from the Senate, by 1\Ir. Waldorf, its enrolling
clerk, announced that the Senate had passed without amendment the following concurrent resolution:
House concurrent resolution 61.
Resolved by the House of Repre3entaUv es (the Benate concllrring),

That the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House o!
Representatives be authorized to close the present session of Con!IT ss
by adjourning their respective Houses on the 21st day of November,
1918, at 5 o'clock post meridian.

ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED.
Mr. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported that they had examined and found truly enrolled bills
of the following titles, when the Speaker signed the same:
H. R. 11945. An act to enable the Secretary of Agriculture
to carry out during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the
purposes of the act entitled "An act to provide further for the
national security and defense by stimulating agriculture and
facilitating the distribution of agricultural products," and for
other purposes ; and
H. R. 12998. An act to amend section 3528 of the Revised
Statutes.
ENROLLED BILLS PRESENTED TO THE PRESIDENT FOR HIS APPROVAL.
1\Ir. LAZARO, from the Committee on Enrolled Bill , reported that this day they had presented to the President of the
United States, for his approval, the following bills:
H. R. 11945. An act to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to
carry out during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919, the purposes of the act entitled " An act to provide further for the national security and defense by stimulating agticulture and facilitating the distribution of agricultural products," and for
other purposes ; and
H. R. 12998. An act to amend section 3528 of the Revised
Statutes.
CO~MITTEE TO NOTIFY THE PRESIDENT.
Mr. KITCHIN. 1\!r. Speaker, I offer the following resolution and ask unanimous consent for its immediate consideration.
The Clerk read as follows:
Honse resolution 451.
Resolved, That a committee of three Members of the House be appoinled by the Speaker to join a simila r committee to be appointed
by the Senate to walt upon the President of the TJnited StatPs and inform him t hat the two Houses ·have completed the business of the
present session and a_re ready to adjourn unless the President has
some other communication to make to them.

The resolution was agreed to.
The SPEAKER appointed as the committee to wait upon the
President l\1r. KITCHIN, Mr. BYRNs of Tenne s~e, and 1\lr. l\1oNDELL.
RECESS.

Mr. KITCHIN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the Honse stand in recess until 4.50 o'clock p. m.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from North Carolina asks
unanimous con ent that the House stand in rece s until 4.50
o'clock p. m. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Accordingly the House stood in rece s until 4.50 o'clock p. m.
AFTER THE RECESS.
At 4 o'clock and 50 minutes p. m., the recess having expired,
the House was called to order by the Speaker.
DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES SUBJECT TO MILITABY SERVICE.

The SPEAKER laid before the House a report from the
Secretary of Agriculture in response to House re olution 379.
fr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, is that the last
of these reports?
The SPEAKER. The Chair can not answer the gentleman,
but is rather inclined to think that it is.
Mr. WALSH. That is ·the second one that has come from the
Department of Agriculture.
The SPEAKER. It will be printed in the CoNGRESSIO!'Q"AL
RECORD.
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Archie n. Dorr, Twin, Wash. Is an experienced line repair man and
telegraph operator at Twin. Wash., on the Tatoosh-Port Angeles Weather
Burea u -tl'legraph line. '.rhe vessel-reporting stations of Nenh Bay,
'ortb Head, nnd Tatoosh Island, Wash., are connected by this telegraph line. There is close and confidential cooperati<m between the
Weather nureau and the officials of the Army and Navy in connection
with this work, and in some instances the bureau's telegraph and cable
lines form the only means of communication for Army and Navy busine . in the important seacoast sections in which they are located. The
repair men along these lines, in addition to their knowledge of the
topography of the country and their skill in construction and repair
work, must be expert telegraphers. Furthermore, they must be men
who ban demonstrated their loyalty and trustworthiness. Men who
could fill their places are unobtainnble. Six years eleven months.
Clement R. White, Cape Henry, Va. Is an experienced telegraphline r <'pair mnn at Cape Henry, Va. The Weather Bureau maintains a
Yessel-reporting station at Cape Hem·y, with telegraph and cable line
connections. There is close and confidential cooperation between tho
Weather Bureau and the officials of the Army and Navy in connection
with this work, and in some instances the bureau's telegraph and cable
lines form the only means of communication for Army and Navy lmsincss in the important seacoast sections in which they are located.
The repair men along these lines, in addition to their knowledge of the
topography of the country and their skill in construction and repair
work, must be expert telegraphers. Furthermore, they must be men
who have demonstrated their loyalt:v and trustworthiness. 1\Ien who
could fill their places are unobtamable. Eight years four months.
Walter F. Feldwiscb, North Head, Wash. Is an expert vessel reporter and telegraph operator at North Head, Wash. The Weather
Bureau maintains a vessel-reporting station at North Head, with telegraph and cable line connections. '.rhere is close and confidential cooperation between the Weather Bureau and the officials of the Army ant]
Navy in connection with this work, and in some instances the bureau's
telegraph and cable lines form the only means of communication for
Army and Navy business in the important seacoast sections in which
they are located. The vessel reporting can be done efl'ectlvely only by
men of long experience1 as they must be able to detect the name na~
tionallty, and ownership of a vessel several miles distant. Further~
more, they must be men who have demonstrated their loralt,Y and
tmstworthiness. Men who could fill their places are unobtarnable.
Seven years three months.
Oscar C. Raub, Washington, D. C. Employed as expert Instrument
maker 1n the Washington office and engaged in the construction of
special and delicate apparatus required in the Army aerological work.
DEPAR'l'l\IEXT OF AGRI CCLTU RE,
The instruments can not be obtained from manufacturers, and it iS
Washington, Norember 20, 1918.
possible to employ only men of long training and exceptional skill in
their construction anti repair. It would be impossible to fill this emThe SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATilES.
ployee's place, us even In normal times only a few men were available,
Sm: In compliance with Ilousc resolution 370, I have the bonor and
these have long since been absorbed in branches of the Army and
to transmit herewith a statement showing the number of men in the Navy
for somewhat similar technical instrumental work. Prior to apservice of the Department of Agriculture who were, on June 5, Hl17, pointment
in Weather Bureau had 14 years' training a.n d experience in
between the ages of 21 and 31 years. for whom requests for deferred construction
delicate instruments with the firm of Bull' & Bull'.
classification have been asked by the department and allowed, the Boston, l\Ias~. of Ten
months.
name and home address of each such person, the character of the
Joseph
Leshanskl-,
Sand Key, Fla. This employee is an expert vessel
work he is performing, and the length of time he has been in the reporter at Sand n.ey,
Fla. The Weather Bureau maintains a vesselservice. This statement includes those employees for whom deferred reporting station at Sand
Key: with telegraph and cable connections.
classification was recommended by the department and allowed by the There is close and confidential
cooperation between the Weather Budraft boards, and who are still in the service of the department. It reau unu the officials of the Army
and Navy in connection with this
does not include those employees in whose cases the draft boards did
not net favorably upon tfie department recommendation for deferred work, and in some instances the bureau's telegraph and cable lines form
the
only
means
of
communication
for
Army and Navy business in the
classifi-cation or those in which the recommendation of the department
for deferred classification was withdrawn because of later developments impor~ant seacoast sections In which they are located. The vessel
reportmg
can
be
done
efl'ectlvely
only
by men of long ea'l_)erience as
which made it possible to release the employees concerned.
The statement shows that 815 employees now in the service of the they must be able to detect the name, nationality, and ownership of a
vessel
several
miles
distant.
Furthermore,
they must be men who have
department were deferrerl solely on the ground that they are necessary to the adequate and effective operation of the service in which demonstrated their loyalty and trustworthiness. l\Ien who could fill
their
places
are
unobtainable.
Three
years
eight months.
they are engaged anu that they could not be replaced without substantial, material loss and detriment to the adequate and effective
operation of such service. In addition, 248 employees for whom deBGRE~U OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY.
ferre t! classification wns recommended by the department were also
VETERI 'ARY INSPECTORS (MEAT INSPECTION),
defe rred for other reasons, such as dependency, physical disability, and
The following veterinary inspectors engaged in meat inspection are
the lik .
llespectfully,
graduates of recognized veterinary colleges and have qualified for the
D. F. HOUSTG-'f,
Secretary.
positions they hold through civil-service examination. After appointment they were giyen the usual instructions in meat-inspection work
by trained employees. Through various assignments everyone has beWEATHER BUREAU.
come proficient in this class of work. Their work consists of performOBSER\ETIS .AND ASSISTA.~T onSERYERS ENGAGED IX AEROLOGIC.AL WORK.
ing ante-mortem and post-mortem inspections for the purpose of passDeferred classification has been requested by the department and ing carcasses, parts, and organs that are healthful, wholesome, or fit
allowed by draft boards in the case of seven obserrers and assistant ob- for human food, anll condemning those which are unhealthful unwholes ervers of the Weather Bureau engaged in Army aerological work pro- ~me, or unfit for human food; supervising the handling of' meat and
vided for by a special appropriation of $100,000 included in the Regular meat food products to insure compliance with the meat-inspection reguArmy appropriation act. This work is closely coordinated with similar lations; conducting sanitary inspection of establishments in which such
activities of the Signal Corps of the Army and includes the making of inspections are conducted, especially the department to which they arc
upper-air obserYations in the aid of aviation and, incidentally, for the assigned ; and attending to such other duties as may be required of
benefit of baloonists and artillerists. The work is of a highly technical them by the Il!eat-inspection regulations and various instructors.
nature, and the men engaged in it must not only be experienced in the
As a result of the present emergency, meat inspection has assumed a
handling of kites, theodolites, and other scientific apparatus but must position of especial importance, as it is necessary to assure that the
also have had intensive training and be skilled in the complicuted meat supplied to the Army. Navy, and the allies and the civilian popumathematical work necessary in computing and reducing the observa- lation of this Nation is healthful, wholesome, and tit for food.
tions. It would be impossible to replace these men without jeopardizing
Due to the fact that this service has lost a very large number of
the work, as, even if men with the necessary education and funda- veterinary inspectors, it is necessary to conduct the work with a force
mental requirements were obtainable, it would take many months of which is composed of many new employees who must receive much
training for them to be able to accomplish what is required.
training before they can r ender thl' best service. Although· all availNam e, lzome address, character of toot·k (see genet·al statement), and able veterinary inspectors listed by the Civil Service Commission have
been appointed, as well a:s all veterinarians who would accept temlength of service.
porary appointment, there is a large number of vacancies in the ranks
Frank J. Bavendick, Ellendale N. Dak. Has charge of the Army of veterinary inspectors. It is necessary that these employees be reaerological station nt Ellendale, N. Dak. Seven years eight months.
tained in the service in order th..'l.t an adequate and effective service
William S. Cloud, Washington, D. C. Computor in office of official may be maintained.
in charge of entire aerologicul work, Washington, D. C. Received uniNa•ne, hon~-e addr·css, and length of ser·t:ice.
versity training. Three years.
Charles S. Ling, Drexel, Nebr. Assists in the Army aerological work
E. M. '.Aldrich, Omaha, Nebr. One year seven months.
at Drexel, Nebr. Five years ten months.
Herman F. Baum, Brooklyn, N. Y. Seven months.
John A. Reihle, Broken Arrow, Okla. Has charge of the Army aeroArthur I. Bevan, Moultrie, Ga. Three years five months.
lopical station at Broken Arrow, Okla. Attended college one year.
Robert N. Birdwbistell, Cincinnati, Ohio. Three years five months.
Etg-bt years one month.
W. S. lluchanan, Chicago, Ill. Four years.
Orville E. Russell, Broken Arrow, Okla. Assists in the Army aeroColeman P. Callaway, Fort Worth, Tex. Two years eight montbs.
logical work at Broken Arrow, Olda. Attended college one year. One
R. J. Digman, Wausau, Wis. Ten years one month.
year ten months.
Guy P. Everley, South St. Joseph, 1\Io. Six :vears eight months.
Charles 0. Schick. Gros!;beck, Tex. Assists in the Army aerologlcal
Natbnn Feldman, Chicago, Ill. One year fh·e months.
work at Grossbeck, Tex. lt'ive years eight months.
.
Clyde A. Gardner, Brooklyn, N. Y. Three yea1·s five months.
Frnnk I. Whitney, Ellendale1 N. Dak. Assists. in Army aerological
Charles H. Grunwald, South St. Joseph, Mo. Two years etght
work at Ellendale, N. Dak. ~·nree years ten months,
months.

Mr. GA.RllETT of Tennessee. 'M r. Speaker, is all of thnt to
be printed in the REconD?
The SPEAKER. That was the order of the Hou e, that they
should all be twintecl there.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. What does the gentleman from
Illinois [1\Ir. MADDEN] desire to have clone with it?
1\Ir. MADDEN. Of course the war is over, but I think these
reports ought to be referred to the respecti\e committees to
.w hich they belong.
·
The SPEAKER. The order of the House was that these
reports should be read and printed in the Co~GRESSION ..u
RECORD and lie on the Speaker's table until the last one of them
was in.
Mr. :M ADDEN. I do not belie\e that they .are all in yet.
The SPEAKER. The Chair does not know.
Mr. ·GARRETT of Tennessee. This particular report would
involve a h·emendous amount of printing and ·a tremendous
amount of expense. Is the gentleman from Illinois willing to·
permit it to lie on the Speaker's table without being printed in
the RECORD?
Mr. MADDEN. No; the House made the order that all
should be printed as they came in and should lie on the
Speaker's table.
Mr. GARRETT of Tennessee. Would the gentleman be
willing to have a modification of that order in respect to this'?
Mr. MADDEN. No; I think it ought to be printed. I think
· we ought to know who these men are. That is the order.
Mr. TAYLOR of"Colorado. 1\Ir. Speaker, I think it ought to
go into the RECORD. I think we ought to know who these
people are.
The SPEAKER It is ordered to be printed and to lie on the
Speaker's table.
The report above referred to is as follows:
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George J. Gruenewald, Cleveland, Ohio. Three years six months.
Richard Harvey, Indinnapolls1 Ind. One year eight months.
J"ohn W. Hermann, Pittsburgn, Pa. Four years eight months.
S. D. Hobbs, Jacksonville, Fla. Three years six months.
Ray Hoellingr Austin, Minn. Three years four months.
Rush M. Johnson, Indianapolis, Ind. Three years.
Howard M. Kalodner, Philadelphia Pa. One year two months.
Lawrence P. Kirch, Indianapolis, lnd. Three years ten months.
Cecil S. Lemon, Augusta, Ga. Three years eight months.
C. M. Lombard, Chicago Ill. Ten years.
Robert L. Mason, Wheellng, W. Va. Eleven months.
Frank W. Miller, Chicago, IU. Nine years six months.
George E. Mitchell, New:uki N. J. Two years eight months.
Robert Moonan, Chicago, Il . Four years six. months.
Charles E. Mootz, Wheeling, W. Va. Four years.
James W. Norris, Boyds, Md. Five years one month~
Hugh Max O'Rear1 Indianapolis, Ind. Three years two months.
Sabin L. Ries, Otnunwa, Iowa. Four years six months.
Garrie. W. Riley, Orangeburg, S. C. One year three months.
C. A. Schuler, Sioux Cit]; Iowa. Four years two months.
Floyd A. Scott, Austin, .Minn. Six years six months.
Otto W. Seher, Fort Worth, Tex. Three years eight months.
Walter W. Shartle, Indianapolis, Ind. Seven ye8.l's two months.
T. W. Stewart, South Sioux City, Iowa. Three years ten months.
Martin A. Sweeney, Chlcag?1 ill. Three years eight months.
EJ. N. Tierney, Andalusia, rua. Six years eight months.
Clemence C. Walch. Leavenworth, Kans. Ten years eight months.
John G. Warwick, West St. Paul~-.,M1nn. Four years.
J"ohn H. Whalen, Chicago, Ill. ;:seven ye:us.
LAY INSPECTORS (MEAT INSPECTION),

The following lay inspectors engaged in meat inspection qualllled
for the positioDB they hold through civil-service examinations. Upon
entering the service they were placed under seasoned and experienced
employees to receive instructions in the conduct of the work. With
the usual number of ditrerent assignments, they developed into efficient
employees.
Their work consists of assisting yeterfnary. in pectors in performing
nnte-morten and post-morten inspections ; supervising the prep:uation
ot meat and meat food products ; reinspecting meats during proces ing
and after such processing 1s finished; passing such meats and meat fo()d
products as are clean, wholesome, and fit for food, and to which no
prohibited substances have been added, and retaining and conoemning
such as are tmclean, unwholesome, or unfit for food, or which contain
prohibited substances.
The work performed by this class of employees covers a most important part of the meat-inspection service, and there can be no question
that- the meat inspection as conducted by this department, especially
under present conditions, is a highly necessary measure to insure the
wholesomeness and fitness for food purposes of the meat supply, and
through it the health of the men in our Army and Navy, our allies,
and the people of this country. A considerable number of this class
of employees are now assigned to directly cooperate with the Army
and Navy by assignment to Army camps, cantonments, forts, navaltraining stations, navy yards, and supply points to reinspect meat and
meat food products and to supervise their delivery.
·
Many of the most efficient lay inspectors have within a compara.tively short time left the service, and it has been necessary for the
most part to fill these vacancies with inexperienced men. All the
eligibles certified for the position by the Civil Service Commission have
been appointed, and every ~ort has been made to secure all possible
men capable of doing this class of work and who would accept temporary appointment. Nevertheless, many vacancies have not been filled.
Each of the men is performing a vital pa.rt of the inspection work, and
the loss of any of them would result in materially lowering the
efficiency of the service, and would be difficult, if. not impossible, to
overcome.
Na;me, home address, and length of service.

Frederick H. Atkins. South St. Joseph, Mo. Six years five months.
Clark M. Attebery, East St. Louis, Ill. Two years seven months.
Plato H. Boller, Salt Lake City, Utah. Three years.
Orley R. Bourland, East St. Louis, Ill. One year six months.
William J. Brennan, Chicago, Ill. Four years four months.
Thomas J. Brett, Somerville. Mass. Nine years six months.
Charles G. Carpenter, Monltrie, Ga. Three years.
F. Clampitt, Sioux City. Iowa. Three years eight months.
Elmer H. Cole, Somerville, Mass. Three years.
N. J. Cunningha.m.. Chicago, ill. One year ten months.
Timothy F. Danforth. Chicago, Ill. Four years five months.
Franklin 0. Elmore, Wheeling, W.Va. Three years.
Ea.rl T. Farrington, East St. Louis, Ill. Six years six months.
James J. Fitzpatrick, Chicago, Ill. One year six months.
F. T. Graskowiak, Omaha, Nebr. Three years six months.
Martin F. Hanley-t Indlanapolis 1 Ind. Three years six months.
Charles Harlow, dncinnati, Ohio. Three years..
Floyd Howard, Fort Worth, Tex. Two years six months.
Roi.Jert IIunter, jr., Cincinnati, Ohio. Three years nine months.
Guv G. Jarvis, Peoria, ill. Four years four months.
William R. Kelly, Fort Worth, Tex. One year ten months.
Patrick J. Kenny, Paterson, N. J". Two years seven months.
G. M. Lint. Chicago, Ill. Three years nine months.
Duane A. Lyon, Chicago, llL Four years one month.
Sumner 'B. Mc.."\lasters, Austin, Minn. Four years four months.
Myrtis A. Magee, Chicago, Ill. Three years six months.
Jacob P. Maxwell, Omaha, Nebr Two yelU'S seven months.
Oliver C. Miller, Mason City, Iowa. One year eight months.
Ira S. Modrell Wheeling, W. Va. Three years.
Edward Lee More, South St. Joseph, Mo. Five years six months.
Daniel J. Murphy, Somerville, Mass. Five years two months.
James A. Nelmes. Fall River, Mass. Three years eight months.
George W. Nickerson, Chicago, Ill. Four years seven months.
George M:. C. Oehler, Ottumwa. Iowa. Four yearS' eleven months.
August Patterson, Jack onville, Fla. Three years six months.

~~;~ ~~ ~~li!~; Jr.a£~~~git, ~~- s~;in.J:~~!~~~~s.
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J"oseph V. Rollins, Austin, Minn. Two years six months.
W. R. Rose, Chicago, Ill. One year nine months.
Frank I. Runnels, Mason City, Iowa. Two years seven months.
Ray A. Schooley, Cincinnati, Ohio. Three years.
William E. Seacord, East St. Louis, Ill. One year seven months.
J obn T. Shelton, Chicago, UI. Four years nine months.
M.. C. Searer, Chicago, Ill. Six years ten months.
Henry 0. Singer, Chicago, Ill. Four years six months.
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Wiillam J. Small, South St. Joseph, Mo. Six years live months.
J"ames J". Smith Fort Worth, T ex. One year nine months.
Robert M. Spurlock, Fort Worth, Tex. Two years seven months.
Le Ray Stanley, Fort Worth, Tex. Six years three months.
J"ohn Calvin Thompson{ Chicago Ill. Three years three months.
Edward J. Toomey, Ch cago, Ill. Two years eleven months.
Floyd ID. Turley, South St. Josephi Mo. Six years four months.
Theodore S. Van House, Peoria, II . Two years eight months.
W. H. Voth, .Sioux City Iowa. Three years nine months.
Carl H. Wagner, East St. Louis, Ill. Eight years nine months.
Harry C. Whalen, Newark N. J. Two years six months.
Forrest F. Wynne, South St. J"oseph, Mo. Four years five months.
VETERINAllY INSPECTORS (TICK ERADICATION),

The following veterinary inspeetors engaged in tick-eradication work
are graduates of recognized veterinary colleges and have qualified for the
positions they hold through civil-service examination. After appointment they were given the usual instructions in tick-eradication work by
trained employees. They have been a.s signed to territories and have
shown that they are capable of rendering efficient service.
The eradication ot ticks is a work of very great importance, as it has
been positively shown that a tick-free section will produce more and
better meat and better pl'oducts than it would if infested with ticks.
€ongress itsell has recognized the value of this work as a war measure
by providing !or the control and eradication of the diseases and pests
ot live stock, which J"dudes the cattle tick under the food-production
act. To properly and successfully conduct this work, specially trained
veterinary inspectors are required, such as those herein listed, as they
are familiar through actual assignment with the sections In which the
work is to be conducted.
'l'o train new men requires considerable time. Furthermore, tt Is not
believed possible to obtain new men for this work should the veterinary
inspectors now attached to the service be remove1. as there are no
veterinary inspectors certified by the· Civil Service \,;Ommlssion and no
veterinarians in private practice are available who will accept temporary
appointment. To lose any of these veterinarians, therefore, would materially embarrass the service and considerably retard this most valuable
work.
•
Nam.e. home address, ana length of servic6.

Raymond A. Blackman 1 Whiteville, N. ,C. Four years six months.
•.rbeodo.re Brand Rayville, La. One year two months.
Harold S. Brundage, Georgetown, S. C. Two years eight months.
J" ohn F. Chipman,~. Leesburg, Fla. Three years six months.
Ashley J . . Clark, l'<atch~. Miss. Two years seven months.
R. E. Cropper, Greenville1 Ga. One year six months.
Harry R. Getz, Mena, ArK.
Tbre: years ten months.
Walter J. Gray, Houma, La. One year five months.
Roy A. Gregory, De Witt, Ark.
r ee years two months.
Jacob J. Jones, Pascagoula, 1\!is . Three years two months.
Albert H. Julien, Camilla, Ga. Three years three months-.
Arthur J. Knllans, Windsor, N. C. Three years.
Cleo L. Lash, Bay St. Louis, 1\!iss. One year six months.
Carl F. Lipp, Leesville, La. Three years three months.
George R. Louden, Oberlln, La. 'L'wo years eight months_
Lyman E. McDonald Live Oak Fla. 'l'wo years seven months.
Wilbur McPherson, Liberty, Miss. Two years seven months.
Eugene E. Murp.try, Franklin, La. Two years eight months.
.Joseph S. O'Hare, rlymoutb, N. C. Six years seven mouths.
Dudley B. Pellette1 Colfa.r, La.. One yea.r eight months.
C. G. Rabenstein Atlanta, Ga.. Four years three months.
Ray V. Rafnel1 Baton Rouge1 La. ll'ive years eleven months.
Charle-s ll\ Rat:hbon,
Pine Bmff, Arlr. Seven years.
John Redmond. Enterprise, Ala. Three years two months.
.Allen W. Rice, De Queen, Ark. Three years two months.
Floyd C. Reid, Arkadelphia, Ark. Two years eight months.
William R. Scott, Sulphur, Okla. Four years five months.
Willin:m J. Selkin, Evergreen, Ala. Four years one month.
Claude.~, Sevy, Covin,;rton, La.
Four year two months.
S. H. ;:still, Richlana, Ga. Six years eight months.
Henry A. Taggart, Deland, Fla. Two years c i~ht months.
Paul Vaughn, Montgomery, Ala. Six years eight months.
Albert W. Vornheder, New Ol'leans, La. Two years two months.
Clifford Young, 1\lcGebee, Ark. One year one month.
VETERINARY INSPECTORS (HOG-CHOLERA

CO~TROL).

The following veterinary inspectors engaged in bog-cholera control
work are graduates of reco_gnized veterinary colleges .and have re~
larly qualified for the position they hold through civil- ervice exanu·
nation. After app()intment they were given the usual instructions and
training in hog-cholera control work by experienced employees. They
are all rendering satisfactory and efficient ervice.
The control of bog cholera i · of vital importance in connection with
the increased production of pork. Congress has recognized the value
of this work as n war mf'asure by providing funds for Its prosecution
under the food-production act. T"o obtain satisfactory results, experienced and specially qualified men must be employed. To train new
men for this work requires much of the time of others who are experiE:>nced The supply of veb>rina.rians is practically exhausted. Con.
seqnently; the loss or any of these men would mean a reduction of
the force.
Na·m,.e, home addr·ess,

ana length of sen:ice.

I.eslie H. Baker, Housto~ Tex. Th.r ee years sLx months.
Jee H. Bux, Little Rock, Ark. Nine years five months.
Amer C. Drach, Fort Dodge, Iowa. Six years two months.
Joe Walter Giffee, Geneva.., Nebr. Five years three months.
Edgar A. Grubb, Sacramento, Cal. Four years eleven months.
William M. Hobdy. Palestine. Tex. Three years six months.
Frank B. Jones, Springfield, 1\.Io. Six years ten months.
R. :m. Moody, Eureka, Kans. One year one month.
Robert Jones Frank, Fort Worth Tex. One year five months.
James Henry Murphy, Sullivan, Ind. Eleven years eight manths.
William Poselner, Woodward, Okla. Four years two months.
Orion L. Summer, Upper Sanduskv, Ohio. One year five months.
Charles T. •.rawney1 Corunna, Mich. Four years eleven months.
Fulton Rex Woodring, Chillicothe, Mo. Three years two montbs.
VETERINARY INSPECTORS (TUBERCULOSIS ERA.DICATIO.'),

Tbe following veterinary inspectors engaged in tuberculosis-eradication work are graduates of recognized veterinary colleges and have
regularly qualified for these positions through civil-service examina·
Uon. After a~polntment they were given the usual iruJtructions and
training in thiS kind of work and are all now rendering very satis·
factory and highly efficient service.
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1918.
These employees nrc engu~ed in the eradicaion of tuberculosis from
the cattle herds of tllis ('Ountr)·, The great importance of this work,
espe-cially at the present time, i apparent and has been recognized by
Con;rre s through proyision of special appropriations under the foodproduction act for its more eflcctl've conduct. The stumping out of
tuuerculosis means enlarged meat nnd dairy production, besides consen-ing the supply now available. To conduct this work requires men
who ha>e received a special training, and to lose any of the present inspectors would very materially cripple the service. This is especially
true at this time. since. the supply of veterinarians is exhausted. It
hecomcs especially necessary, fherefore, that these men be retained in
the su>ice.
1\amc, home address, ana lcn(Jth of service.
EmeTy E. Coshow, Indianapolis, Ind. One year one month.
William C. Drake. Oklahoma City, Okla. Four year·.
, 'olon Gillen, 1\ladison, W1s. Two years eleven months.
J. 1\. Holzer, St. Paul Minn. Four years eight months.
James Vernon Lyon, Chicago, Ill. Three years ten months.
TET:ClUX.iUY ISSrECTORS (SCPERVISIOY OF ESTABLlSHYEXTS
lNG SERUMS, TOXIXS, ETC.),

M.AJ.'ILF~CTCit·

The followi ng inspectors arc engaged in the supervision of establishments manufacturing biological products. After appointment they
W(>re gi ~en. the usual instructions and training in supervising establishments IWl.nufactuTing such products. They have become highly
trained men in this branch of the work and are capable of ren.dering
especially efficient sen-ice.
· Tlll'sc employees supervise the production of serums, to:rins, viruses,
and other biological products, especially anti-hog-cholera serum. This
super>ision insures the production and distribution of safe and effective
curuth·e and preventive products. These products are employed in
combating an.d controlling disease in meat-producing animals. Tho
prodtl.ctlon of anti-hog-cholera serum in ordinary times is of great importance, but under present conditons it becomes of extreme importance
in protecting the supply of pork of this country against loss from
disease. Rpecially trai.ced inspectors are required in oTder to prope1·ly
supervise these establishments. They must fully understand all the.
details of the production of this class of products. To train men
for this work requires much time, and, furthermore, the supply ot
vetel'inurlans is practically exhausted.
Name, home address, a.n4 length of service.
Walter Boyce, Superior, Nebr. Six years eight months.
Charles P. Schneider, Indianapolis, Ind. Four years seven months.
Robert Thumann, Kansas City Mo. Five years three months.
John W. Woods, St. Joseph.,~, Mo. Three years eight months.
Frank A. Bittner, Wichita, Aans. Two years nine months.
Harry M. Edwards, Omaha, Nebr. Three years nine months.
George L. Farrington~ Sioux City, Iowa. Six years six months.
C. H. Grove, Oaklana, Cal. Four years three months.
Elbert Sturm, Wichita, Kans. Two years six months.
VETERINARY INSPECTORS

(DOURil\~

ERADICATION).

The followin~ veterinary inspectors are engaged on dourine-eradication work. This work re<Juires employees with considerable training
and s.kil1 and is a class of work which can only be performed in a
satisfactory manner by veterinarians. Owing to the scarcity· of competent veterinary inspectors it would be practically impossible to
replace thesP inspectors il they were called into the military service,
and .it would (a use a matei'ial loss to the horse industry to lose their
SerVlCCS.
'Rame, home address, character of u;orTu (see general statement), and
lengtl' of scn··ioe.
.
Melvin W. Miller, Albuquerque, N. Me.x. Three years four months.
John J. Staab, Albuquerque, N. 1\Iex. Three years stx months.
llu..rl 0. Fisher. Harlem, Mont. One year eight months.
Ben H. Steigle<J(>r, Albuquerque, N. 1\I.ex. One year six months
Clarence N. Miller, East Las Vegas, N. Mcx. Engaged on sheeps cabies eradication work in New Mexico. This work requires men of
considerable training, and consists in the inspection of sheep for
scabies, together with the snpervision of the dipping of animals affected
with or exposed to this disease. Sheep-scabies eradication work Is
very important at the present time, as the disease, if allowed to
spread. wlll materially reduce the production of wool and mutton. It
would be extremely difficult to fill the places of the men engaged on
~~ :~~~hii.erc they called into acti-ve military service. Five years
Davis B. Allen, .Calais, 1\Ie. Engaged in the work of inspecting live
stock offered for truportation from Canada. The regulations provide
for the tu~erculin testing of all dairy and breeding cattle from Cannda.
It is bellc-ve.d that tuberculosis . is very common among pure-bred
animals in Omada, and it is :mportnnt to mal.n.tn.iB along the Canadian
border a force of inspectors skilled in the work of inspection and in
the nppllcation of the tuberculin test. The department is en.couragl.ng
in every way possible the era.dica tion of tuberculosis from herds of
pure-bred an~mals in thlB country, and it 1YOuld be most unfortunate
at tbls tunc !f., through a lack of competent inspectors OJ.• a relaxation
of requirements. cattl.~ infected with tuberculosis should enter the
United States ana disseminate tuberculosis in herds of pure-bred animals in this country. Thr(>e years one month.
George H. Ehlers, Scobey, Mont. Engaged in the work of inspecting
ll1e stock ofl'ered for importation from Canada. The regulations provide for the tuberculin testing of all dairy and breeding cattle from
Canatla. It is believed that tuberculosis is very common among purebred animals in Canada, and it is important to maintain along the
Canad.irul border a force of inspectors skilled in the work of inspection
and in the application of the tuberculin test. The department is encouraging in eTery way po ible the eradication of tuberculosis from
hero of pure-breu animals in this country, and it would be most unfortunate at this time if, through a lack of competent inspectors or n
rela_\':atlon of requirements, cattle infected w.ith tuberculosis should
enter the United States anti disseminate tuberculosis in herds of purebred animals in this country. Four year six months.
Earl L. Williman. Buffalo, N. Y. Detailed to cooperative influenzacontrol work with the Wu.r Department. This work consists of supervising the cleaning and dislnf~cti.on of stoek cars, stockyards, barns,
:m.d other pTE'mises used in the handling of Army horses and mnles.
T.bis class Ctf work requires men of tralltiri.g along speclal lines, and t1ic
work accompliRhed has resultro in a material reduction in the losses of
Army horses and_ mules through the decrease in the amount bf infection frcm influenza. It would be practically impossible to replace these

m('~ if they wero call'!d to ndivc military service ana such nction wouh1
senously aflect tile conduct of influenza-control work. ·. Three ye:ns
~omooth.
·
1\lax P. 1\led~ed, Kansas City, Kans. Detailed to cooperative influenza-c:ontrol work with the War Department. This work consists of
supervising t.bc cleaning and disinfection of stock cars, stockyardo,
barns, and other premises u ed in the handling of Army horse ami
mule . 'This class of work requires men of training along special lines,
!tnd the work accomplished bus r(> ulted in a material reduction in thn
losses of Army horses and mules through the de<:rease in the amount of
infe<:tlon from in1luenza. It \Yould be practically impo ·sible to replace
the e ruen 1f they were called to actlTo military service and such action
would seriously affect the conduct of influenza-control work.
Si.x
years seven months.
E. D. Allen, Chicago, Ill. Assigned to stockyards work at Chicago,
ill. This work consists principally of the inspection of cattle, sheep,
and swine for contagious, infectious, or communicable disea es. It
requires training and skill. Eight years eight months.
Horace Brandon, Chi-cago, Ill. Assigned to stockyards work at Chicago, Ill. 'l'his work consists principally of the inspection of cattle,
sheep, and swine for contagious, infectious, or communicable diseases.
It requires training ana skill. Two years eleven months.
Albert C. Osborn, Louisville, Ky. Assigned to stockyards work at
Louisville, Ky. This work consists principally of the inspeclion ot
cattle, sheep, and swine for contagious, infectious, or communicable diseases. It requires training and skill. Four years three months.
Jame W. Murdoch, Omaha, Nebr. Supervises the stockyards work
at the Omaha, Nebr., station. Has under his direction about 20 employees engaged in Jnspecting animals for contagious diseases, such as
foot-and-mouth disease, hog cholera, scabies, anthrax, and glanders.
These employees al.so apply the tuberculin test to cattle and supervise
the immunization of swine for interstate movement for purposes other
than immediate slaughter. Dr. Murdoch has had extenaed experience
ln contagious-disease work. The services of such experienced men are
necessary to guard a~ainst outbreaks of serious contagious d.l.s eases in
publlc stockyards. Stx years eight months.
James E. Re"'an, New York, N. Y. Employed in connection with the
sanitary handllng and control of hides, skins, hair wool, and other
animal by-products oflered for entry into the United States through tho .
port of New York. In order to comply with the regulations requiring
the disinfection of cars, boats, yards, and premises it is necessary that a ·
careful supervision be maintained. This can only be performed by men
experienced in such work. In view of the prevalence of anthrax and
the existence of foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest in various countri<>s the regulations- relative to the disinfection of hides, skins, or
other animal . by-products must be carefully administered. Great difficulty has been experienced in retaining inspectors in t.he service having
the necessary qualifications for this work and their call into Army
service would seriously hamper the work of the bureau. One year ten
months.
George Kernahan, Washington, D. C. Emnlo:ved in the bacteriological
laboratories of the bureau in producln.t: tuberculin and mallein. Through
hls training, and particularly his experience in the laboratories here, has
become an expert in the propagation of tuberculosis and J~;landers bacilli ·
used in preparing tuberculin and mallein, which 1s manufactured ~
great part for the use of the United States Army. This work, which
involves the handling of virulent microorganisms, requires skill and
reliability. Dr. Kernohan, with some nssistance. is making all the
glanders cultures that are needed to produce mallein for the Army.
Graduate Kansas State Veterinary College. Prior to prt>-sent appointment practiced veterinary medicine and was employed as inspector by
KaD.SB;s State Live Stock Sanitary Commission. Also served as -.eterinary mspector in the bureau of animal industry at Kansas Cit-y and
nation!ll stockyards for two vears. '.rhen took pos~-graduate cour e in
bactenology and seTved as Instructor in general bacteriology at the
Uniwrsity of Kansas. 'l'wo years eleven months.
"'
ll. H. Ladson, Clarendon, Va. Assists in the study of contagious
a~ortion. of cattle, a problem in. cattle conservation of l:irst importance,
smce lt Is directly conce1·ned wtth the production of calves by avoidin ....
premature birth, thereby assuring a maximum calf crop. This work ~
chiefly field work. T}le bureau is findin~? it nracticall.v impo iblc to
secure veterinarians, either through the civil-service register or by tempot·ary. appointment. to effectively carry on its work. Graduate of a.
recogmzed V(>terinary college. Three years three · months
Harry W. Schoening, Washington, D. C. Engaged as diagnostician of
do~rine and glandC-!5, two of the most important diseases of equine~.
which i~ Is i}Ilperative to control. II.as tleveloped expertness in serum
~agnos1s which comes only from years of actual experience in the work.
These diseases are not possible of early detection in any other manner
than by these tests. It would be impossible to dispense with Dr.
Schoenin.g's services at the present tlme without seriously jeopardizing
the measures for the control of the diseases mentioned. He has also sup.
plied material to the War Department for diagno tic work in <~'landers
Graduate of a recognized veterinary college. Ten years eleven., months:
Benjamin Schwartz, Washington, D. C. Conducts important investigations concerning parasitic diseases of Jive stock. which work requires
men specially educated and trained in zoology. His knowledge is required
almost daily in giving information concerning the extermination and
con.trol of par!J.sitic diseases of meat-producing animals, conditions
which, if permitted to go uncontrolled, would result in serious loss
Great dlfficully has been experienced in securing men qualified for thiS
branch of work, and it is questionable whether any man could be found
to tak.e his place should he l:)c called for military service. Graduate
College of the City of New York, B. A. ; also recei-.ed M . .A. degree from
Columbia University, having specialized in zoology. Studied at the Cold
Springs pathological laboratory two summers. Prior to prest>-nt appoint..
ment was for neru:ly a year a. scientific assistant in the Bureau of Fisheries. and for one tertn was instructor in biology in the University of
Arkansas. Two ye:u:s nine months.
Samuel Adler, Kansas City, Mo. Assists at the Kansas City meat·
inspection laborr..tory in the examination of meats and meat food products for harmful ingredients, and to determine whether they are J?roperly labeled. A large amount of the work during the past year conSlsted
of the examination of samples of meat food products prepared for military consumption to detect poisons. This ts vet"J imoortant work, and
it is practically impossible to secure men trained along these lines. At
the present time the eligibles for such positions are in the draft age., and
even when appointed are only connected with the work a short time
when they are inducted into the military service. Graduate Alabama
Polytechnic Institnte, B. A. and M. S. in chemistry ; also attended Cotumbla University, of. New York, two summers. Tw.o .rears five months.
Walter :t;~. Schl:oeder, New York, N. Y. Has charge of the fat and oU
work in the New York meat-i.nspection laboratory of this bureau. Has
had n number of years• experience in this work, antl a new man appointed
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to rpplacc him wouhl require considerable tim~ to gain the same proficiency. The ·bureau bas experienced great difficulty in securing chemIsts and employees to do chemical work. Graduate Pennsylyania State
Collf:'ge. B. K Seven years three months.
Winfil'ltl B. li'romer, Ricbmon<l Hill, N. Y. Engaged in the examination, fot· many dl'leterlous substances, of special military meat food products. Has gained considerable proficiency in this work, and a new man
appointed to take his place would require training before he could carry
out this work satisfactorily. Graduate Syracuse University, B. 8.
Bl>fore ntering the d~>partment s~>rvice taught chemistry two years and
sen-ed one year in a commercial laboratory. Four years three months.
Roger M. Mehurin, Washington, D. C. Performs analytical chemical
wor·k in the meat-inspection laboratory, specializing in the determination of hea-vy metals in meat food products, in which work he bas
become an expert. It is impossible to secure men trained in this special line of work, an<l if any chemist was appointed to take his place it
would require from six tQ eight months' traimng in the laboratory before
be coulll ss.tisfactorily do the work. Had three years' training in chemistry prior to his appointment in the bureau. Four years two months.
DAIRY

FARMI~G

EXTENSIO!'l AGEXTS.

The ·c men arc employed jointly by the United States Department of
and the extens1on divisions of the -vari<.'us State agricultural colleges to conduct dairy-farming eA.-tension work, or to direct such
work in the field. In the war emergency it is imperative that dairy
production of milk and the utilization IJy means of the dairy cow of feeds
men arc concentrating their efforts along the line of more eeonomlca!
production of milk and the utilization by means of the dairy cow of
feeds which can not be u ed as human food. They are acquainted with
the conditions and the people in their respective States and have their
work outlined, and it would be a serious drawback if they were drafted,
becau e there would necessarily be a break in the work before the vacancies could he filled and the new .men become familiar with existing conuitions. Furthermore! the dairy division has endeavored during the
past year, with pract cally no success, to secure additional men sufficiently trained to do thi work. Very few men of maturer years, or
women either, are available whose training and experience fit them for
this work.
Deferred cia. sification has been requested by the department and
allowed by draft boards in the following cases :
Agricul!ur~

Name, home address, character of work (see general statement), and
length of ser·~;ice.

Campbell A. Hutton, Knoxville, Tenn. Graduate University of Tennessee, B. S. in agriculture; was assistant -in dairyiB;; in that university
two terms; had charge of dairy-herd record work at Tennessee E1:perlment StatiOn ; and was dairy editor of the
niversity of Tennessee
Farmer during this period. Prior to entering department senice was
assista.nt dairy and poultry agent for Souther.n Railway Co. for two
years. Three years seven months.
Frank M. Colcord, Corvallis, Oreg. Graduate University of I~linols,
B. S., and Universitf of Nebraska, M. S.; was emergency superVIsor ot
county-agent work Nebraska in 1917. Ten months.
H. '1'. Conve1·se, Spartanburg, S. C. Graduate New Hampshire College, B. S. Prior to entering department service engaged in farming
one year ; was herdsman and manager two years and assistant in the
dairy-extension division of Clemson College one term. '.fbree years two
months .
.Albert A. Fredericks, Baton Rouge, La. G"raduate Louisiana Stat~
Univ~rsity. B. S.
Ten months.
Edward J . Haslerud, St. Paul, Minn. Attended Minnesota College of
Agriculture about three years. Before entering department service was
tester in a cow-tl:'sting association for six months. Eight months.
W. Ir. Kellogg, State College, Pa. Graduate Pennsylvania' State College, B. S. Was offieial in testing and cow-testing association work one
year. , Three years nine months.
William E. Peterson, Manhattan, Kans. Graduate University of Minnesota, B. S. and M. S. Was supervisor of garden 'vork public schools
of Minneapolis one year, and served with the dairy division of the
University of Minnesota one year. Nine months.
Joseph P. La Master, Starkv1lle, Miss. Graduate University of Kentucky, B. S. Prior to entering department was bacteriologist for the
Elmendorf Dairy. Three years three months.
Harry G. Stevens, West LaFayette, Ind. Graduate Ohio State University, B. S. in agriculture. Prior to entering department was employed as dairy herdsman. One year ten months.
Josephus P. Quinerly, Auburn, .Ala.: Graduate North Carolina .Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. Prior to entering department
was foreman for Naval Academy dairy, Annapolis, Md.; assistant dairy
and poultry agent Southern Railway Co. ; and manager Elmview Farms,
Grifton, N. C. Three years two months.
Walter E. Tomson, Bozeman, Mont. Graduate Kansas :Agricultural
College, B. S., and was assistant in dairy husbandry and instructor in
dairy husbandry at that institution for five years. Eight months.
J_ A. Waldron, East Lansing, Mich. Graduate Mkhigan Agricultural
College, B. S. Prior to present appointment was for various periods
herdsman at the college; instructor m agriculture high school, Carlton,
:Minn. ; engaged in farming ; and was extension worker in the Michigan
Agricultural College. One year eleven months.
CREAMERY EXTENSION SPECIALISTS.

The creamery extension specialists of the dairy division assist creamery operat~rrs in overcoming losses and in improving the quality of their
product. They also teach them how to make use of the by-products,
thus adding to the food supply of the countr;v. There are very few
men avallable who have the training and experience to qualify them to
do creamery extension work. Hence, if any of the me.n now engaged in
the work were drafted it would be impossible to replace them with men
having equal efficiency without considerable loss. of time in training
them to do the work. During the existing emergency it Is essential
that all dairy products be I'O handled tl;lat there will be no losses, and
that dairy production be maintained at its present level, or even increased.
Deferred classification has been requested by the department and allowed by draft boards in the following cases :
Name, home addt·ess. characte1· of work (see genet·az statement), ana
.

lengtl~

of service.

C. E . Newlander, Auburn, Ala_ Graduate Cornell University, bachelor
of science. For four years prior to entering department service was
instructor in dairy manufactures, Michigan Agricultural College. On·~
year one month.
W. F. Gerholz, Buhl, Idaho. Attended Wisconsin Dairy School one
term. Prior to present appointment was for five years employed as
manager and maker of cheese for several companielJ. Nine months.
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Yf' rn R. Jones, St. All>acs, Yt. Graduate Washington State College,
B S., and was instructor in <lairying at the college one term· po. t
gralluate student Cornell University :ind instructor in tlairying two
terms; received degree of M. S. in aariculture from Cornell· was as·
sistn.nt professor in dairying South Dakota State College one term.
One year one month.
Owl:'n E. Williams, Washington, D. C. Engaged in investigatinoo the
manufacture of ice cream, one of the ways of converting dairy products
into food. The work is essential. At present he is working on tho
subs titution of glucose and similar products for cane sugar in icecream manufacture; also on the preparation of butter fat so that it
!nay be preserved aud transported long distances, the latter work havmg appli cation to butter fat for reconstituting milk from skim-milk
powder. It would be impossible to secure a man of his training and experience to take up this work. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural
College B. S. Was then employed for one year .as instructor in chargl:)
o~ dairy husbandry at the Baron de Hirsch School, Woodbine, N. J .
lhve years ten months.
. Edwin H. Krau e, Lincoln, Nebr.. Engaged in stimulating the production of cottage chees e from skim m1lk and buttermilk which otherwise
would be. wasted. lie is well h·ained for this work: Graduate Ohio
~~~~e m~~\l;~:sity, B. S. Then engaged in dairy t'aL·ming two seasons.
T. C. Haddon, llock Hill, S. C. Engageu in stimulating the production
of cottage cheese. He is well trained for this work. Graduate Clemson
Agricultural College, B. S. in agriculture. Prior to department service
was teacher of agriculture and science two terms and assistant in
~:~~~~:ure Winthrop Normal anu Industrial College two terms. Nine
.Albert C. Weimar, Washington. D. C. Investigates the manufacture
of ch~se, attempting to develop methods of manufacturing types whose
importation has been shut off by the war. llis experience ·in this department also llas qualified him for exten ton work. Graduate University of Wiscunsin, B. S. in agriculture. Two years prior to entering
~~~ft~~~lh~~rvice was president of the Lacrosse Pasteurized Milk Co.
Floyd R. Farnham, We. t Raleigh, N. C. Engaged in cheese-factory
extension work in the mountain rl'gions ~f the South, inaugurated by
the d epartment about four years ago. Mr. Farnham bas been instrumental in the organization of 20 chee e factories, some of which still
depend on him in a lar!!'e mea ure for advice and guidance and expert
knowledge of cheese making.
hce·s e specialists are ('Xceptionally scarce
and it would be •ery flUlicult to secure anyone to fill this position. At:
tended Pennsylvania State College; was instructor in creamery manufactuTe at that college one term and was buttermaker there one term.
Three years nine months.
MA.'lKET
.
MILK SPECIALISTS.

Marlcet milk specialists are engaged in work on the sanitation of
mUk supplies, a most important m-atter in the conser-vation of human
health as well as the conservation of dairy products. They cooperate
with local authorities in teaching farmers how to produce more wholesome milk. This improvement enhances the ke~>ping qualities of dairy
products and prevents loss through spoilage. Practically their entire
time during the past year has been devoted to cooperation with the
Un1te<l States Public Ilealth Service in improving the milk supplies in
the vicinity of Army cantonments. It would be practicall;v impos ible
at this time to replace these employees. The dairy diviswn has had
untilled vacancies In thls work for nearly a year.
Deferred classification has been r~quested by the department and
allowed by draft boards in the following cases :
Xamo, home address, ehat·actc1· of -toork (sec ae11cml statement), a11tl
-

lcngtl~

of sen:ice.

Ilarry N. Thomas, Washington, D. C. (In field greater portion of
time. Graduate University of Nebraska College of Agriculture, H . S.
in agriculture; instructor in agriculture, Beatrice (Nebr.) High School,
l!H6; county agricultural agent, Dawes County, Nebr., one season. One
year.
Clarence S. MacBride-; Washington. D. C. (trnvels all the time).
Graduate University of Wisconsin, B . S. in agriculture. Prior to entering department was llairy Instructor for State of Washington. One
year three months.
Ru'Ssell S. Smith, Washington, D. C. (travels greater part of time).
G-raduate University of Maine, B. S. Prior to Government service was
State dairy and milk inspector in Maine. Three years ci'gbt months.
Clifford W . Wescott, Patten, Me. Graduate University of Maine
College of .Agriculture, B S. Prior to entering department was State
dairy inspector of the Maine department of agriculture. · Six and onehalf months.
Benjamin Vener, Springfield, Mas . Works chiefly on milk-plant
management, dealing with dty milk plants. The work reduces losses of
milk due to wasteful methods and careless handlln$. It results in more
wholesome mllk being delivered to consumers. 1t cuts down operating expenses by tea~hlng more efficient use of machinery and labor.
Graduate Massa~usetts .Agricultural College, B. S. For two years
prior to entering department service was sanitarian, chemist, and efficiency expert to Tait Bros., Springfield, Ma s. Eight months.
R . J. Posson, Washington, D. C. (In field greater portion of time).
Engageu in collecting and tabulating data regarding mllk production .
Includes personal work with farmers to determine most economical
methods of feeding and caring for dairy cows. Results in a definite
understandin~ as to the requirements in milk production and leaus to
more econonucal methods of production. Graduate University of Nebraska, B. S. Two years ten months.
H . P. Davis, Alexandria, Va. For a year and o. half after entering
department was engaged in dairy extension work. Since that date bas
had charge of the editorial work of the dairy division. In addition
has charge of the fel:'ding experiments at the Huntleby (Mont.) Irrigation Experiment Station at the Ardmore (S. Dak.)
ry-Land E~-peri
ment Farm, and at the Iberia (La . ) Live Stock Experiment Farm.
Gra<luate University of Missouri; received master's degree from
Pennsylvania State College; was assistant in dairying at University of
illinois; and asslsta.n t in experimental dairy husbandry and instructor
in dairy husbandry with Pennsylvania State College. Three years
eleven months.
Thomas W. Mosely, Washington, D. C. Is engaged in the organization of bull associations. The bull-association movement has for its
object the improvement of dairv cattle through theJoint ownership of
meritorious pure-bred dairy bulls, and it has prove to be one of the
most effective means of increasing the quality and productiveness of
dairy cows. It is imperative during the war emergency that dairy production be maintained at the present level and even increased. This can
best be done with better cows. The Bureau of Animal Industry for the
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year has endeavored, with practically no success, to secure men
sufficiently trained to do this work. Very few men of maturer years arc
a vallable whose training and experience fit them for bull-association
organization work. Graduate University of Nebraska., B. S. in agriculture ; graduate student Unlyerslty of Chicago, one summer; and nssistant in the dairy laboratories of the Unh·ersity of Nebraska, two terms.
Five years.
Frank W. Kehrll, Salt Lake City, Utah. lias charge of bull-association work in the West. This has for its object the improvement of
dairy cattle through the joint ownership of meritorious pure-bred dairy
bulls1 and it has proved to be one of the most effective means of increasing 1he
quality and productiveness of dairy cows. It is imperative
during the war emergency that dairy production be maintained at its
pre ent level and even increased. This can best be done by the improvement of the productive capacity of the cows of this country. It is difficult to secure men of maturer years whose training and experience fit
them for this work Graduate Oregon Agricultural College, B. S. Was
field dairyman for this college in cooperation with the Department of
Agriculture for three years. Three years nine months.
Ellller V. Ellington, Washington, D. C. (in field aU the time). Has
charge of dairy extension activities of the Bureau of Animal Industry
in the Middle West, supervising the work of 25 extension workers. This
position requir~s. in addition to high-class training, rare qualities for
tact, judgment, and e-xecutive abUlty. Mr. Ellington h~s had special
training for this work through years of employment in this department.
During the past year the bureau has had practically no success in
securing men of this training and experience. Very few men of maturer
years, or women either, are available whose training and experience
fit them for this work. Graduate University of Missouri, B.. S. in agriculture. For various periods was extension dairyman, assistant professor of dairying, and professor of dairying at the University of Idaho.
Three years two months.
.Joseph B. Shepherd, Ballston, Va. Assists in the dairy extension
office of the Dairy Division. Attem'ts to all inquiries regarding feeding,
dairy-herd management, and selection of dairy cattle - also the construction of silos and dairy bnlldlngs. Graduate Unh·ersity of Nebraska,
B. S. in agriculture. Prior to entering department service was employed by the Great Western Sugar Co., Scottsbluft', Nebr. Nine months.
G. E. Braum, _Mount Vernon, Wash. Engaged in colleding and
tabulAting data regarding milk production and in personal work with
farmers to determine the most economical methods of feeding and
caring for dairy cows. This work results in a definite understanding
as to the requirements in milk production and leads to more economical
methods of production. Graduate Pennsylvania State College, B. S.
Prior to entering department service conducted practical work in Somerset County, Pa., one year. One year.
Ralph P. Hotis, Vergennes Vt. Engaged in collecting and tabulating
data regarding milk production and in personal work with farmers to
determine the most economical methods of feeding and caring for dairy
cows. This work results in a definite understanding as to the requirements in milk production and leads to more economical methods of
production. Graduate Massachusetts Agricultural College, B.. S. Served
for various periods before entering department as . managl'r of a stock
farm instructor in agricultural economics, Massachust>tts Agricultuntl' College, and dairyman for the Woodlake Stock Farm, :l\Iinneapo1is, Minn. One year three months.
Phllip A. Wright, Washington, D. C. Performs analytical work in
connection with silage iDYestlgations, which includes particularly the
utilization of new crops for silage. Has had long experience in this
kind of work. Graduate Middlebury College, B. S.; student in Yale
University, two terms ; also received degree of M. A., University of
Missouri. Seven years three months.
Roy R. Graves, Chevy Chase, Md. Engaged in investigations in the
breeding of dairy cattle. Has outlined and stnrted some extens\ve experiments along this line. A number of animals of high butter-fat
production have been secured, and it is expected that some valuable
results will be obtained. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural College,
B. S. ; received degree of M. S., University of Missouri. Prior to present
nppointment was manager of a dairy farm, dairyman in this departnwnt,
and professor of dairy husbandry at Oregon Agricultural College. Two
years.
Paul W. Clemmer, Washington, D. C. Performs bacteriological work
in connection with various dairy products. Th.ls work is conducted with
a view to eliminate the waste of dairy products by spoilnge and to improve their quality. Graduate Pennsyl"mnia State College, B. S. Prior
to entering department service was assistant chemist, Pennsylvania
experiment station, and assistant bacteriologist, department of health,
Cleveland, Ohio. Three years.
Courtland S. Mudge, Washington, D. C. rerforms bactcriologlcal
work in connection with various dairy products. This work is conducted with a view. to eliminate the waste of dairy products by spoilage and to improve their quaHty. Graduate Brown University, Ph. B.,
A. M., and Ph. D. Before entering department service was for various
periods graduate instructor in biological chemistry at Brown University ;
instructor in chemistry at Rhode Island School of Design, Providence,
R. I.; and bacteriologist in the research laboratories of the National
Can.ners' Association, Washington, D. C. One year ten months.
Clifford L. McArthur, Washington, D. C. (Travels greater part of
time.) Performs bacteriological work in connection with various dairy
products. This work is conducted with a view to eliminate the waste
of dairy products by spoilage and to improve their quality. Graduate
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. ; received degree of
M. S. from the University of Idaho, and took summer course at the
University of Chicago and postgraduate work at Rush Medical School.
Was bacteriologist for the Oregon Agricultural College. Three and one-·
half months.
Harper F. Zoller, Washington, D. C. Is working on methods for
making casein suitable for gluing purposes in aeroplane construction
from centralizer buttermilk, a product now largely wnsted. The production of casein in this country must be increased about 50 per cent
to meet the shortage due to the lack of imports and increased demand
on account of aeroplane construction. It is almost impossible to secure
chemists with proper training for this work. Graduate Lenox College,
B. S. ; received degree of M. S. from UniversH:y of Illinois. Before entering department was for various periods research assistant in astronomy and graduate assistant in chemistry in the University of illinois;
professor of physical science, University of Puget Sound; and instructor in organic chemistry, Kansas State Agricultural College. One year
one month.
David D. Gray, Fort Colllns 1 Colo. Has charge of the horse-breeding
work being con!lucted hy th1s
department in cooperation with the
Colorado Experimental Station at l"ort Collins, Colo. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural College, B. S. Prior to entering department
had one year's experience in veterinary work. One year.

\". 0. McWhorter, DliiJois, Idaho. Has charge of the sheep experim ent station of the Bureau of Animal Industry at Dubois, Idaho, and
has been connected with work in sheep investig:rtions for four years.
During the past three years he has been trained especially to take
charge of the range sheep investigations project. These investlgn.tion.o:;
have been under v.-ay for nine years and are now yielding results of.
immediate >alue to the producers of wool and mutton in this countr:v.
Gr nduate Washington State College, B. S. in agriculture. Four year's.
Sewall Wright, Washington, D. C. Has been emploved in scientific worl;: r elating to animal genetics; also is a thoroughly qualified
mathematician and statistician and has been engaged dnr1ng recent
months in some extremely important statislical work bearing directl:v
on war activities. Graduate Lombard Colll'ge, B. S. ; received degree
of M. S. from University o! Illinois and S. D. from Harvard. Two
years ten months.
Ben F . Rrandon, Beltsville, Mll. I- assistant in charge of the animal-husbandry portion of the experimental farm of the department a.t
Beltsville, Md. His duties are those of farm superintendent, covering
a wide range of farm activities. The e:xperimental farm plays a fundamental part in the work of the Animal Husbandry Division and naturally is vitally conneCted with the war-emergency program. Graduate
Pm·due University, B. S. in agriculture. Had practical farm experie nce prior to entering department. Two years.
SrECIALISTS IX SWIXE rRODl::CTIO!'<.

The department iB making every effort to increase the prouuctlon of
pork in the nited States. An intensive campaign is now under way
in the eight corn-belt States, where many farmers have begun raising
bogs for the first time. In the Southern States additional men, appol.nted under the authority conferred by the food-production act, haYe
been placed as assistants to the regular force of swine-husbandry agents,
to stimulate production of pork and to increase the pig-club membership.
The importance of this work is manifest in view of the fact that pork
constitutes more than one-half of all the meat produced in this country and is the mainstay in the ration of the laboring man and the
soldier. The need for increasing the supply of fats is particularly
acute. Animal fats can be increased more quickly by increasing the
number of hogs than in any other manner.
Deferred classification has been requested by the department and
al1ow€d by draft boards in the case of the following employees engaged
in this typn of '\f'Ork :
Name, home add,·ess, c11aracter of 1co1'k (see oene1·az
lenoth- of sen:ice.

statement),

a1~d

.John T. Tingle, Fort Colllns, Colo. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. in agriculture; sernd one term
as principal of agricultural high school. Eight months.
Tom P. Wise, Auburn, Ala. Graduate Iowa Agricultural College,
B. 8. in agriculture ; also had farm experience. Eight months.
William E. Schneider, Denver, Colo. Graduate Colorado Agricultural
College. R S. in agriculture. Eight months.
Leonard .T. Allen, Corvallis, Oreg. Graduate Oregon Agricultural
College, M. S. As a pig-club agent has been instrumental in accomplishing- valuable results. 'l'wo years nine months.
De Witt '1'. Meek, Stillwater, Okla. Prior to entering department
had considerable practical experience with live stock, and for a time
wns secretary of the Federal Live Stock Association of Oklahoma.
Two years six months.
Charles ll. Bowers, Auburn, Ala. Graduate Oklahoma Agricultural
and Mechanical College, B. S. in agriculture; took post-graduate work
in anin::al husbandry. Eight month .
Peter E. Spinks, Agricultural College, Mississippi. Graduate 1\Iisslsslppl Agrlcultura! and Mechanical College, B. S.. in agriculture.
One year.
Lewis II. Fudge, St. Pnul, Minn. Graduate Ohio State tTn1versity,
B. S. in agriculture. Ono year.
SPECIALISTS

I~

BEEF-CATTLE PRODUCTIO:S.

Beef-cattle production is one of the most important lines of work ot
the Bureau of Animal Industry. Specialists have been placed in different sections of the country to a sist farmers and cattlEmen in conserving all good breeding cows and to emphasize the necessity ot
breeding for a maximum calf crop, preparing permanent pastures,
building silos, and preserving aU available feedstuffs. The corn bell:
possesses an enormous supply of feed in its corn fodder which has
never heretofore been completely utilized. It is estimated that there
is in the Southeast this yeal' sufficient feed to take care of betweea
400,000 and 500,000 cattle, in addition to the number normally provided for. l\lany problems in beef-cattle production require investiga,.
tlon by specially qualified experts, and it is generally recognized that
the experimental work ccnducted by this department lias been the basis
of the great de•elopment of the beef-cattle industry in the South following the eradication of the cattle ttck.
.
Deferred clas lfication has been requested by the department and
allowed by draft boards in the following cases :
Name, llomc address, chamcter of tcork (see ue11eraZ
lenoth of sert=ice.

statemcntL and

Gilbert L. Cleland, Canton, 1\liss. Graduab! Kansas Agricultural
College. Prior to present appointment had practical farm tra1n1ng
and one yea:r's experience in swine and beef-cattle production work.
One vear six months.
L. ·w. Summers, Orangeburg, S. C. Graduate Alabama Polytechnic
Institute; acted as inshuctor in the Agricultural College of Virginia,
and previous to entering the department service was engaged ilil farmin" in South Carolina. Two years.
F. T. Peden Springdale, N. C. Graduate North Carolina College of
Agriculture. iias had practical farm experience. Four years eight
months.
Smith W. Greene, Collins, Miss. Graduate Purdue University. Had
practical farm experience before entering department. One year firo
months.
·
Frank '\\. Farley. Washington, D. C. Graduate University of llll·
nois, B. S. Three yf'ars.
Ca rrol .T. Goodell, Washington, D. C. (travels in field most of time).
Graduate Purdue University, B. S. in agriculture. Spent hls early llfe
on a farm and managed a farm for five years prior to enterl11g department service. Three ye~rs ten months.
srECIALISTS IX PO"GLTRY PRODU CTIOX.

The work upon which these employees arc engaged offers one of tho
quickest means of increasing the meat supply of the country. The
production. of a large supply of poultry and eggs for domestic consumption will result in releasing greater quantidPs of beef and pork for
the use of our Army and the allies. Every effort is being made to encourage the production of poultry on general farms and in back yards
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in order to turn waste material into food for bum:m consumption.
These specialist!< work in cooperatien with the State agencies and have
been ~iving cbie! attention to t11e great poultry-producing sections o!
t11c 1\11ddle West, which pre ents the ~reatest opportunity for securing
the largest and most immediate results. As a necessary concomitant
of these exten ·ion activitie , studies nre also being made of various
problems relating to 1be feeding, bree(ling, and management of poultry.
_ Deferred cla ification bas been requE:' ted by the department and
approved by draft boards in the case o! the following employees engaged in this work :
Name, home address, e7ta~·actet· of 1cork (see general statement), and
le11gth of sen-ice.

Alfred R. Lee, llladensburg, Md. Graduate of Rhode Island State
College, H. ~- in agriculture. Has general supervision of the
poultry-feeding C:l.'1)erinlcnts at the Beltsville farm in connection with
the war emer~ency work and the a<iministrative work in the Washington office. E1ght years nine months.
R. C. Blake, Oklahoma City, .Okla. Graduate of Massachusetts .Agrtcultural Colcge, H. S. in agriculture. lias had wide e1.t>erience in the
managemPnt of poultry farms. ~even month .
• R. H. Wilkin , Washington, D. C. Graduate of Illinois State University and Cornell University. Was poultry instructor and investigator in Massachusetts and Kentucky for two years prior to present
appointmPnt. Ten months.
·
Leo J. Brosemer, Lafayette, Ind. Prior to present appointment was
manager of a commercial poultry plant, poultry-club a~ent for the
department in 1'enne see, and a sociate editor of the Reliable Poultry
Journal. Two years four months.
Carl F. Weihman Bryan, Tex. .Attended Pennsylvania State College
three years, specializing in poultry. Had three yea.rs' practical experience in farming and poultry breeding. Eight months.
PhWf II. Haye., Stillwater, Okla. Graduate of Oklahoma Agricultura and .Mechanical College, B. S. in agriculture. During his
college cour ·e did consicleral>le work on the poulti·y farm in connection with the feeding. care, incubation, and other matters relating
to P,Oultry production. Nine months.
Sheppard Haynes, Belt ·vllle, Md. Assists in poultry work being
conducte<l at the Beltsville farm. The poultry experimental - work at
the farm is a vital part of the en.ergency war program because of its
bearing upon the poultry industry of the country. Prior to entering
department service had about ten year's practical experience in feeding,
breeding, and management of poultry. One year five months.
FonEsT SEnncE.
FOREST SUPER>ISORS.

.A fon•:t supen-Lor is in direct :ulmlnistrati\e charge of one or
ruo1·e national forests, with an average area to look after of more
than 1,000,000 acres. He has control of a ranger force of from 5 to
20 men, ami i responsible for their training, leadership, direction, and
support. He negotiates all timber sales for his forest, except those
of small size, which are handled by the 1·angers, ana those of very
large size, which are hanflleod by the tlistrict forester or the forester.
After sales are negotiatE>d be is responsible for their administration.
He plans ancl supervi ·es trail, telephone, and other improvements for his
forest. lie i sut>s grazing and special-use permits, and is re ponsible to
the public. to his ranger force, and to the district forester for the efficient handling of a large volume of buslne ·s. All funds on the national
forests arc expcnued under the immediate direction of the forest supervisor, necessitating an accurate grasp of the fiscal regulations. He is
expert in both office antl field work. A supervisor within draft a~e,
in many instances, is technically trained for hi work. During tne
war especially heavy duties deyolve upon biro, because with a depleted
subordinate force he is under the neces ·tty of efficiently handling as
large a timber bu iness as before the war and a gr~atly increased grazing
business, since it bas been the effort throughout the national forests
to increase the grazing to the utmost limit in order to augment the
country's supply of meat. In every case where deferred classification
for a forest supervi or bas been requested there are Rpeclal considerations which make 1t impossible to replace him without substantial
material loss and detriment to the work.
Deferred claRsiticatlon has been requested by the department and
allowed by draft boards in the following cases :
"Name, home address, c1taracter of work (see general statement), a11d
length of se1·L·ice.

Etlward P. ·Ancona, Taos, N. Mex:. Deputy forest supervisor. Carson
National Forest. Graduate Pennsylvania State College, B. S. Employed
one summer on State forest in Pennsylvania and about a year on chestnut-blight work in snme State. Entered Forest Service in a reconnoissance party on the Snoqualmie Forest. Five years five months.
Elliott ::;. Barker Taos, N. Mex. Forest supervisor, Carson National
Forest. Graduate kew Mexico Normal University; also slx months in
Illinois Collf'ge of Photography. During school vacations worked at
ranching and sawmllllng. Entered ll'orest Service as assistant forest
ranger. Nlne y<'ars fi>e and one-half months.
·
Charles N. Hammond, Hot Springs, Ark. Deputy forest supervisor,
"A rkansas National Forest. Graduate Pennsylvania State . College~ B. S.
in foresti·y. Prior to appointment was employed by the Pennsylvania
Chestnut Blight Commission, and also assisted in a timber reconnoissance on the Crater E'orest. Four years four months.
. B. F. Reintzleman, Eugene, Ore~. Deputy forest supervisor, Cascade
National Forest, with all quallficahons for filling any supervisor vacancy
that may occur in district G. Graduate Pennsylvania State Forest Academy; two years Yale Forest School. For one year in charge of State
forest reservation in Pennsylvania. Prior to present appointment employed as forest guard on Kanlksu Forest. Eight years three months.
jay II~gins, Halsey, Nebr. Forest supervisor, Nebraska National
Forest. uraduate University of Nebraska, B. S- in forestry. Entered
Forest Service as a guard on one of the Colorado forests. Prior to
appointment had experience in sawmill and nursery work. Ten years
one month.
.Arthur F. C. Iloffman, Pagosa Sprlnqs, Colo. Forest supervisor, San
Juan Forest. Graduate Iowa State College, B. S. in forestry. During
the summer o! 1909 engaged in timber estimating, mapping, planting,
and collecting data for volume and yield tables. During the summer of
1910 employed by the Forest Service as student assistant, being engaged
in extensive timber rcconnoissance on the White River Forest. Seven
years two and one-half months.
Leslie T. Mahurin, Glenwood Sprins, Colo. In addition to handling n
large amount of administrative work on the Holy C1·oss National Forest,
assumes many responsibilities comparable to those of a deputy super-visor. Slx years four months.
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Charles D. Simpson Montpelier, Idaho. Forest supervisor, Caribou
National Forest. Graduate four-year course in chemistry University of
Minnesota, specializing in botany and economics and special course in
stock judging, veterinary science, and agronomy. Had previous practical experience in stock raising ; also worked as forest guard m the
~~~i}foin~~hl\;.innesota State forestry service. Four years eleven and
John W. Spencer, Collbran, Colo. Forest Rupe1·visor, Battlement National Forest. Graduate Emporia College (Kans.), ll. S.; Yale Forest
School, M. F. Entered Forest Service as a field assistant on the Crook
Forest. Prior to appointment had experience in timber ct·uising, mapping, and surveying. Seven years three and one-half months.
Jamt> C. Whitham, Miles City, Mont. Forest supervisor, Sioux National Forest. Graduate Iowa State College, B. S., specializing in forestry. Entered Forest Service as a forest guard. Seven years four
months:
·
DISTRICT FOREST nANGERS.

.A district forest ranger is responsible for protecting from fire one or
more districts of a national forest, usually involvibg an area of from
100,000 to 250,000 acres. In most instances privately owned lands
are intermingled with the Government holdings. The district Tanger
conducts with the publlc the business arising on his district, including
timber sales, ·the management of grazing, special uses of various sorts
and the free use of timber. lie frequently has one or more assistants
on timber-sale work, and in the fire season be may have as many as
three or four patrolmen working under his direction. In fighting fires
be may suddenly be thrown into the control of from 100 to 300 men.
The success of a district ranger depencls upon a u:tmber of factors,
important among which are complete knowledge of his district, including the loca-tion of corners and land lines dividing private- from Government lands, and wide acquaintance with the local people. In some
instances a man may be so highly qualified for his place thnt he can
not be replaced without the most serious detriment to the business of
the forest and annoyance to the local public. It is of the utmost importance that at least 50 per cent of the disti·ict rangers on any forest
be experienced men, since it is hazardous to clepend npon inexperienced
men for more than half the ranger districts. In all cases where affidavits were filed for district rangers it was because of the conditions
above indicated.
Deferred classificntion has been requested by the department and
allowed by draft board in the following cases :
Kame, home address, character of tCO?'k (s ec getlcraZ statcme11t), and.
length of service.

Wayne F. Alexander, Livingston, Mont. Forest ranger, West Boulder
ranger district, Absaroka National Forest. Attended a short cou-rse
in f~restry at Missoula and business college. ~ntered the Forest
SerVlce as a guard. Had previous experience in logging camps and
in handling horses. Five years two months.
Karl C . .Allan, Kilgore, Idaho. Forest ranger, dlstrict 2, Targhec
National Forest. Prior to entering the Forest Service had considerable experience in stock raising. Four years nine months.
Charles E. Brackett. Nicbolla, Mont. Forest ranger, Sheep Creek
ranger district, Beaverhead National Forest. Attended Yankton (S.
Dak.) College and Ranger School, University of Montana. Has bnd
long experience .in the Forest Service and is a particularly valuable
grazing man. Prior to enterin~ Gi>vernment service had consiclerable
experience in handling live stock. Seven years one-half month.
James r. Brown, Silver Bow, Mont. Forest ranger, Fleecer district,
Deerlodge National Forest. Graudate Pennsylvania. State College,
B. S. in forestry. Worked in nursery for Pennsyl¥nnia Railroad Co.;
also experience in tree planting in West Virginia. l!'lve years.
William F. Cochran, Columbine, Colo. Forest ranger, Three Forks
ranger district, Routt National Forest. Prior to p~esent appointment
was employed three summers as temporary laborer and fire guard In the
Forest Service. Had preyious experience in surveying. '.£hree years
one-half month.
Charles K. Cooperrider, Cowles, N. Mex. Forest ranger, PancbuelaLa Mesa ranger district, Santa Fe National Forest. Graduate Ohio
University, B. S. Taught three years in high school, one year college,
and served one year as high-school principal. Entered the Forest ServIce as assistant forest ranger. Two years eleven and one-half months.
Fred W. Croxen, Winslow, Ariz. Forest ranger, Bly ranger district,
Coconino National Forest. Short course in forestry and animal husbandry at Iowa Agricultural College. Entere<l Fot·est Service as an
assistant forest ranger. Had previous experience in cattle ranching,
lumbering, and tree planting. t:Hx years ten months.
· John C. Davis, Alturas, Cal. Forest ranger, Devil's Garden district,
Modoc National Forest. Was forest guard one summer before permanent appointment. Prior to appointment had prilctlcal experience ln
stock raising. Two years ten months.
Walter W. Douglas, Merrimac, Cal. Forest ranger, Merrlmac dlstrlct, Plumas National Forest. llad practical experience in building
cabins, trails and roads, and telephone llnes, and in timber cruising,
before entering se~:vlce; also 1n handlin~ cattle, both on summer and
winter rangt>. Four years eight and one-half months.
William B. Fay, Hesperus, Colo. Forest ranger, La Plata ranger
district. Durango National Forest. Had experience in road surveys an<l
road work and in handling stock. Entered Forest Service ns a guard.
Four years slx and one-half months.
Leland Fouts, MacFarland, Tenn. Assistant forest ranger, Hiawassee ranger district. Cheroke<!-Georgia purchase area. Served as guard
in Forest Service two · years before 1>ermanent appointment and had
prior experience in lumbering. Four years five m-onths.
· Frank Gray, Cedar, Colo. Forest ranger, Glade ranger district,
Montezuma National Forest. Attended State Normal, Alva, Okla., one
year, and State Normal, Springfield, Mo., one year. and afterwards
taught school. Prior to entering the Forest Service had experience in
stock raising. Two years two months.
James I. Hatc.h , Gallina, N. Mex. · Forest ranger, Gallina ranger district, Santa Fe National Forest. Entered Forest 'Service as a forest
guard. Prior to appointment had practical exp~rience in lumbering•
Five years !our months.
·
·

tio!:f'r~o~es£la~~C:~eff 0~!h fi!;~ssas:lt~ilt r::~fsisran~~ci ~a~:k;o~:i
Service before permanent appointment. Had prev~us sawm1ll experi-

ence. Three · years seven months.
.
William E. Hedges, Natural Bridge Station, Va. Forest ranger
South Side ra-nger district. Natural Bridge purchase area. Employed
on ·ranger duties since entering Forest Service. - Prior to appointment
had experience In surveying, lumber1ng, handling stock on range, and
sawmillin~.
T1\·o years three months.
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Louts R. Hillmon, New Meadows. Idaho. Forest ranger, districts 0
nnd 7. Weiser National Forest. Prior to appointment was employed
two winters at timber work in lumber camps in Idaho. Six years.
WilUam E. Jackson, Denver, Colo. Forest ranger. Attended Anaconda (Mont.) College four years; United States Naval Academy, two
years; Kansas State University, two years; University Forest ~cbool,
two years. Five years seven months.
Wallwin T. Job, Kanab, Utah. Forest ranger, Kaibab National Forest. Prior to appointment worked with surveying party and in surTeyor·s office approximately G months; also had 10 months' experien ce in ranch 'vork. Eight yP.ars nine months.
Robert Johnson, We nsper, Idaho. Forest ranger, dist-rict 1, Lemhi
National li'orest. Prevjous experience on cattle ranch. Three years
eie:ht months.
.
John V. Leiobou, Doloi"es, Colo. Forest ranger, assigned to timber
sale work on Montezuma National Forest. Attended BloomsbUl'g (Pa.)
State Normal one yca1· ; Bucknell University, two years; Pennsylvania
State College, three yearR, graduating B. S. in forestry. Prior to appointment to present position had lumbering experience and worked m
a reconnoissance crew on Bighorn Forest. Five years two months.
ilarvey J. Lickel, Trout Lake, Wash. Forest ranger, Mount Adams
ranger district, Columbia National Forest. Attended South Dakota
State Normal• School three and one-half years; Oregon Agricultural
College, two and one-hal! years ; University of Washington, rangers'
short course in forestry. Was reared on a stock farm; entered Forest
Service as a forest guard. Seven years 10} months.
Benjamin II. Lowe1 Moon , S. Dak. Forest ranger, Limestone ranger
district, Harney NatiOnal Forest. Entered Forest Service as a guard.
Hurl previous experience in lumbering. Two years nine months.
Corley B. l\IcFarland, Land?-x, Oreg. Forest ranger, west boqndary
ranger district, Cascade Na tlonal Forest. Graduate Soutfiern Iowa
Normal School. Bad stock-raising, logging, and lumbering experience
prior to Government employment. Entered Forest Service as forest
guard and bas been employed on permanent improvement and protection work Eight years three and one-half months.
Neal 0. McKinley, Rye, Colo. Forest ranger, Greenhorn ranger district, San Isabel National Forest. Entered Forest Service as guard.
Had previous experience in lumbering. Two years slx and one-half
months.
'\Voodfred Grady Mlller. Imnaha, Oreg. Forest ranger, Inmaba
ranger district, Wallowa National Forest. Had experience In sheep
raising and sawmill work prior to entering department service; appointed to Forest Service as a forest guard. Five years one month.
Sanford Mills, Dubois, Wyo. Forest ranger, Washakie National Forest. Lived on ranch until entering Forest Service and was experienced in handling live stock. Five years eight months.
George E. Moore, Currant, Nev. Forest • ranger, district 3, Nevada
National Forest. Three· years at Utah Agricultural College. Prior to
appointment bad general sawmill experience. Two years seven months.
Stephen A. Nash-Boulden, Descanso, Cal. Forest ranger, .Descanso
district, Cleveland National Forest. Experienced tn grazing and ranching. Served as forest guard for one summer before permanent appointment. Has been a forest ranger during entire period in service. Four
years five and one-half months:
.
.
Rosco C. Nicholson, Clayton, Ga. IJ'orest ranger, Clayton ranger district, Savannah purchase area. Attended Georgia Agricultural College
business course one year, mining and engineering course two and a
half years. Served in Forest Service two summers as forest guard before permanent appointment. Four years three months.
Berry W. Phelps, Fraser, Colo. Forest ranger, Byers district, Arapnbo National Forest. Two yeru·s at Gates Academy, Neli~h, Nebr.,
scientific course ; course in surveying and mapping, Internatwnal Corl'espondence Schools. Had considerable experience in logging operations and at sawmills, also in handling stock, previous to entering
Forest Service. One year five months.
Frank F. Poley, Sulphur Springs, Colo. Forest ranger, Arapaho National Forest. From spring of 1910 to fall of 1914 employed as temporary laborer, foreman of planting crews, and forest guard in the Forest
Service. Five years three and one-half months.
Robert G. Schreck, EJy, Minn. Forest ranger, Superior National Forest. Graduate Iowa State College, B. S. In forestry. Prior to permanent appointment worked for four summers as forest guard. Three
yean-: sevc>n anll one-half months. ·
Joseph L. Sheppard; Evanston, Wyo. Forest ranger, employed on
important timber-sale operations on Wasatch National Forest. Previous to entering Forest Service had experience In handling live stock.
Thr<"c years two months.
Lionel H. Sherman, Dayton, Wyo. Forest ranger, Tongue ranger district, Bighorn National Forest. Entered Forest Service as a forest
guard. Previous experience in handling live stock. Four years six
months.
I. M. Vamer, Soda Springs, Idaho. Forc2t ranger, district 8, Cache
National Forest. Attended Unh"ersity of Idaho two years. Prior to
appointment hacl nine years' experience in lumbering; also experience
in surveying. Was forest guard two summers before permanent appointment in Forest Service. Three years seven months.
Henry G. White, Detroit, Oreg. Forest ranger, Detroit ranger district, Sa.ntiam National Forest. Since entering Forest Service has been
engaged chiefly in trail and telephone construction, scaling, and fire
protection. Seven years one and one-ball months.
Norman C. White, Bly, Oreg. Forest ranger, Bly ranger district,
Fremont National Forest. Practical experience In surveying prior to
entering Forest Service, where be has been employed as forest guard,
chiefly on grazing and timber work. Six years five and one-half months.
Arthur A. Wood, Lost City, W. Va. Forest ranger. Potomac ranger
district, Shenandoah Purchase Area. Entered Forest Service as a forest
frllard. Prior to appointment had practical experience in stock 1·aising.
Jflve years two months.
FOREST EX.AMIXERS.

· A. forest examiner is a technically trained forester who is assigned to
11 national forest to assist the supervisor in estimating timber, In layin;::;
eut and making timber sales, and In th~ administration of sales after
they arc negotiated. He assists in all other forest operations Ulld
activities, such as planting and nll manner of special forest stud1es,
and also assists in the general administration wot·k as the need may
arise. The forest examiner is the supervisor's technical expert In timber matters. 1f assigned to a district office, a forest examiner is usually
employed on special timber work, such as general timber reconnoissance.
or the study of sylvicultural problems, or he may be assf.gned from forest
to forest for work under the direction of the forest supervisot·. So large
a proportion of the forest examiners formerly in the Forest Sen·ice
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have entered tbe military S('rvlce that it would be impossible to replace
any of the men for wboni deferred classification has been requested
without equivalent loss in some other direction.
·
Deferred classification has been requested by the department and
allov;ed by draft boards in the following cases :
Kame, home address, character of wo1·k (see general statement), and
le11gth of service.
R. II. Easterbrooks, Laramie, Wyo. Forest examiner, engaged in
timber-sale work on the Medicine Bow Forest. Attended University of
Illino~s on~ year; Ufiiverslty o! Michigan, four years. Had previous
exper1en~e m lumbermg, surveymg, tree planting, timber cruising, and
fire fighting. Two years fiye and one-half months.
Ollver F. Ericson, Austin, Oreg. Forest examiner, Whitman National Forest:. Graduate Bethany College (Kans.), A. B.; University
of Washington (Wash.), M. S. li'. Before entering service was employed
~~~in~o:f~1~ol vactions on forest reconnoissance work. Five years
Andnw Hutton, Laramie, Wyo. Forest examiner, assigned to timbersale work on the Rio Grande National Forest. Graduate Pennsylvania
State College, B. S. in forestry. Was employed two summers by Forest
Park Reservation Commission of New Jersedl, surveying boundary lines,
~naJ~~~-h~fj~;~~~ng corners, cabin buil ·ngs, etc. Three years one
B. E. Leete, Custer, S. Dak. Forest examiner.
Graduate Yale R.
A., and Yale Forest School, M. F. Two years eleven and one·halr
months.
Allen W. Murdock, Hot Sulphur Springs, Colo. Forest examiner.
Arapaho National Forest. Graduate University of Michigan, A. B. and
M. S. 1+'. Spent college summer yacations two years as fire warden ln
Michigan and one year as field assistant on Whitman Forest. Four
year two and one-half months.
Wallace J. Pearce, Fort Collins, Colo. Forest examiner, Colorado
National Forest. Attended Colorado College two years. Engaged in
tra1l, telephone, and fire-guard work. Entered Forest Service as an
asl:!istant on the Pike Forest nursery. Four years one month.
Ward Shepard, Albuquerque, N. Mex. Forest examiner, district office,
Albuquerque, N. · 1\Iex., assisting the chief of operation. Graduate
Harvard, A. B., and Harvard Forest School, 1\1. 1+'. Entered Forest
Service as forest assistant. Five years.
·
.
Edwin H. Steffen, Yreka, Cal.
Forest examiner, in charge o! silviculture activities on Modoc Forest. Graduate Iowa State College, B. S.
F. Prior to present appointment served in Forest Service as guard and
~! [o~~~tt~~istant in technical forest work. Five years six and one-

1

Charles Steuart, Mancos, Colo. Forest examiner, Montezuma National Forest. Graduate Colorado College, F. E., and Yale Forest
School, M. F. Entered Forest Service as a field assistant. Had previous experience in timber cruising. Four years one and one-half
months.
.
. ·
Myron W. Thompson, Denver, Colo. Forest examiner, in charge of
the office of sylviculture (Denver), substituting for regul&r incumbent
now on military leave in France · only experienced man available with
complete knowledge of timber-sale conditions of district 2. _ Graduate
Massachusetts Agricultural College, B. S., and Yale Forest School( M. F.
During college vacations worked in forestry field parties. Entered
~~~eu;s. Service as forest assistant. Six years eleven and one-hal!
· Earl W. Tinker, Deadwood, S. Dak. Forest examiner, Black Hills
National Forest. Graduate Michigan Agricultural College, B. S. F.;
Yale Forest School, M. F. Two years eleven and one-half months.
Ernest T. Wolf, Cody, Wyo. Forest examiner. Graduate Iowa State
College, B. S. F. Prior to permanent appointment served one summer
as field assistant in Forest Service. Had previous practical experience
in woods and lumber yards. Four years.
_
.
.
GRAZING EXAMI:SltRS AXD GRAZIXG

ASSISTA~TS.

Grazing examiners and grazing assistants are technically trained
grazing experts. When assJgned to a nattonl forest they make an
expert examination or survey of the range resources, the range allotments to dl1rerent classes of stock, and the methods followed in handling
the stock on the range, and recommend changes in numbers of stock,
class of stock, methods for their handling, and needed range Improvements, In order to eliminate destructive overgrazing or unnecessary
un:dergra.zlng throughout the forest. Where important changes in
grazing management are necessary following the survey the grazing
examiner or grazing assistant assists the supervisor in seeing that they
are properly made. If nssJgned to a district office he serves as the
district forester's technical expert on the grazing capacity of ranges and
methods of range utilization. When assigned to research be collects
data anll develops improved methods of range management for application in range administration. Grazing examiners and grazing
assistants may be assigned from forest to forest, from forest to district
office, or from one district to another wherever the need for their
services is most urgent.
At the beginning of the war all available grazing examiners and
grazing assistants were assigned to make n close but rapid examination of the national forest ranges with a view to decide where it would
be possible to take care of more stock without greatly endangering the
permanent welfare of the range. The special work of these men has
had much to do with the emergency Increases of cattle and sheep on
the national forests In 1918, amounting to about one-half mllllon sheep
and one-quarter million cattle. The maintenance of these lncre!\sed
numbers of stock without danger of unwarranted damage to the l'ange
and to live-stock production next year, and in future years, necessitates a. close watch of range and stock by grazing experts. The work
of grazing examiners and grazing assistants dlft'ers in the degree of
technical as well as administrative responsibility.
Deferred classification has been requested by the department and
allowed by draft boards in the following cases :
Name, home address, chamctcr of wo1·1> · (see general statc,m cnt), and
lengt7' of service.
1\lark Anderson, Ogden, Utah. Grazing examiner. Attended Academy of Idaho three years; University of Idaho, two vears' work at
Forestry School. Prior to permanent appointment, se~rved as forest
guard one summer. Five years five and one-half months.
Raymond J. Recraft, O~tlen, Utah. Grazing examiner, district office,
Ogden, Utah. Gr~lluate Weber Academy, Ogden, Utah; student, Utah
Agricultural College one Y<'ar, ngriculture and botany; and at Vtah
1 Agricultural College one year. - Two years four months.
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William R. Chapline, jr., Washington, D. C. (In the field about sc>en
monthR in ·everr year.) Grazing e.::aminer. Graduate University of
Nebraslta, B. S., specializing in forestry ancl botany. Before recciv-ing permanent appointment was employed by Forest Senice for
part time during three ye:us. Experience in l!'orest Scn·icc as planting
a iRtant. nursery work, field assistant, and forest guard. Six years onehalf month..
Lynn II. Dougla s. Denver. Colo. Grazing examiner, district office,
De·m·er. Graduate
nh·en;ity of Kebraskn, B. S. Had practical experi<>nce in lumbering and worked one summel' with Ohio Fore~try Comrnis. ion before appointment to pr sent po ition. Ilas studied the ranges
of tli~ trict 2 and know more about them than any other man. Seven
years two months.
lJ'. D. Douthitt, Alaroedlv, Cal. Grazing ex.'\ miner. Studied forestry,
botanv, and allietl subject, a t Univer 11:3- of Nebraska. Since entering
J.i'ort>st Service has specializefl on range investigations and aclministration. Five years four months.
Walter L. Dutton. Baker, Oreg. Grazing examiner, Whitman NaUonal ll'orest. Graduate Oregon Agricultural College, B. S. Employetl as fore t guard: during college \UCation, Fh·e years two
months.
Leon c. Hurtt, Missoula., Mont. Grazing examiner, district 1.
Graduate University of Nebraska, B. S., in forestry. Served as forest
guartl iu the Forest Serv-ice two summera before permanent appointment. Three years six months.
John Craig Kuhr:.s, Oakridge, Oreg. Grazing examiner, Deschutes Nationa! Forest. Attended public and high- schools and three years at
Penn . ylvanin State College. Entot·ed For~st Service as guard. Seven
;years six and one-half lllDnths.
Theodore B. Nichols, Odg.en, Utah. Grazing assistant. Graduata
Univer. ity of Nebraska, B. S. and 1\I. A. Employed by Forest Service
during college vacations as field assistant and forest guard fo.r four
y ears previous to permanent appointment, exclusively on....range-managei 11 t. F
ft
ment work, in w hi c h h e is ran·ked a.s a spec a 8 ·
our years ve·
moJ~~ L. Peterson, Portland, Oreg. Grazing examiner, assigned· to the
ti
ti
k 1 Jtin
disi ct o ffi ce a t P ortl
· an d • 0 reg., spendlng en re me on wor 00 · g,
to_ increase ·of range cauying capacity, betterment of range manage~
ment, etc. Six years six months.
ENGINEERS AND A:&SlS'I!ANT ENGINEERS IN FOREST PRODUCTS.

Engineers and assistant: englneers in forest producbt conduct teststo determine the mechanical or- streDJcth. properties of wood· as a rnaterial, such as bending and' compress1'0n strengtlr, stUfnesst hardness,
etc., and tests to determine the physical properties of wooa as a rnaterial, including such tactor.s a.s- shrinkage as influenced by moisture.,
rate of transmission of moisture, etc. Supplemental tests are also eonducted of various· speclal wood products and of- methods ot kUn-dryin:g
to aid in the practical appllcation or· results. The war activities of
thes.e men have included a ' wide range of tests to form.. the ba.s ls fol'
the selection, conditioning; and use of wood for airDlanes, ships, vehicles,
boxes, gunstocks, etc. ln the case of airplanes; lo.r· example, strength
and other test& tu.mish the- basts- for the determination of suitable
species·;· for design ln which· welgbt, strength, etc., are vital factors ;
tea speciftcat:ions eoveringo both raw materials and finished parts to permit the elimination of' poo:r· and the retention of satisfactory material
and· parts; for developmg- methods CJl klln-drylng and for cbecldng themethods so developed; for developing built-up material, such as ply
wood,, laminated: parts; jointed pa~:t!l, etc. The work of enginc.e rs and
al!sista.nt engineers diiters· 1n the degree of technical as· wen· alf admtnistrati1"e resp011sibiJlty:
A. Yery serious situatioil- exis-ts at the tor.est-products laboratory on
neeount. of tbe dimculty of securing- and holding tel!hnical merr V?;ith the
proper training and experience· to conduct the investigations called . forby the Army and Navy and other- agencies of the Government in the
prosecution of the war. The technical men at the lnboratory have all
been trained lllong h1gbly specialized Un~s. a.n a it would be dlmcult
if· not imposs!hle to replace them. They have been selee:ted with great
cue but muny of tlrem :u:e within the draft age for tlm reason that
it has not been possible· tcr secure older· men with the necessary qu.alifications and experience. In view· of: the importance and. urgency of. the
work which the laboratory has been called upon to do, and the scarcity
of qualified men nvaHable for it, it is highly· necessary th.at everytbjng
possible be done to retain the ex;parlcnced men already there.
Deferred classification• has been requested by the department and
allowed by draft boar.d,s in the following cases ~
Name, lloma adtlrC8s, charactc.r of -wo1·k (see gcne1·al statement)·, and
lcngtlt of s.ervica.
William S. Broome, Mlldison; Wis. Assistant engineer in forest prod~
nets. Graduate department ot civil engineering, Texas Agricultural and
Mechanical College. Served' as rodman and I.DStrument mnn on various
railroads in the South and West ; considerable erpertence in valuation
and construction work on these roads. Five and one-half months.
Lorraine J. Markwardt, Madison, Wis. En.,.ineer in forest products.
Grnduate University of Wisconsin, B. S. in clvll engineering, and consulting engintler. 'l'bree years nine and one-half months.
Harr:v J. Rosenthal, MndJson, Wis. .ABsistant engineer in forest
products. Graduate Purdue University, B. S. Employed one and onehalf years in the engineering department in the city of Rockford, IlL~
~~~e:s rrio~~~ction engineer for the Inland Steel Co. for a like f2eriod.

;

J. D. Studley, Madison, Wis. Assistant- engineer in forest products.
Graduate school of forestry, University of Washington, specializing in
fore t products. Worked at Seattle timber-testing laboratory and in
the mill and on the kilns of the Bryant Mill Co., Seattle. Prior to
present appointment was employed four field seasons by Forest Serv.ice on cruising:, timber sale. homestead-claims examination, patrol, maintenance, construction, and iropro>ement work. Eight and one-halt
months.
Lars A. Welo, Madison, Wis. Engineer in forest products. Graduate
North Dakota Agricultural College; g1:aduate University of Illinois,
l\1. S. ; candidate for Ph. D., UniYersity of California; taught in high
school two years; employed two rears as draftsman, engineering department, North Dakota Agricultural College; engaged five years in
graduate work and research in pbyslcs. Two months.
Jame& 0. Bixby, Madison, Wis. Has immediate charge of the section
of computing, and in that capacity is engaged . in supervising the calculation ot final results from origL:al test data secured in the various
sections, but especially in timber tests. Since entering the Forest Service bas been connected mostly w:ith timber-testing work, and consequently has become thoroughly familiar with the methods of handling
the data secured and their preparation for presentation in reports,
publications, etc. It has taken years to acquire thls degree of familiarity
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witl.t the work, an<l at the present time, when the timbcr-test1ng work
has been mo~e than qnarlrupled on account of national-defense prob!ems, his traming and experience is inv-alnable in the analysis interpretat1on, and application of the data. much of which have been col~ected over the pa ·t 11) year·. Attended , chool of Mechanical Engineerwg, Pm;due Uni>ersity, two ypars; similar course in Uni>ersity of
Wis.consm, one and a half years; student assistant in timber-testin,.,.
work a~ the P~rdue Laborntory, t·wo years. Elenn years.
o
Melnn E. Diemer, Madison, Wi-s-. As chemist in forest products conducts investigations of the chemical properties of wQods and othel.'
forest products and of ~he application of the results in such industries
as pulp and paper mal<m", hardwood distillation. manufacture ot ethyl
or grai~ alcobo) from woo<'! waste, preparation of naval stores. treatmei?t. ~t woods .to prevent decay .or to reduce fire hazard, etc. The war
actiVlbes of this employee have mcluded a rather wide range of sp cial
problems, dealing with improved processes for the manufacture of pulp
and paper; e.trorts to increa e the production of such war assentials as
acetate of lime r_esulting from hardwood dls~llatlon; the use of var1ous
forest products m gas warfare, l>oth o1Iens1ve and defensive· attem.pts
to increase the production of ethyl or wood alcohol from wood waste
in order to reduce the demands for grain; development of waterproof
glues in ord~ to permit a better utilization of wood in: airplanes etc.
Graduate Uniyersity of Wiscon ·in, B. A., M. A. (chemistry),' and
Ph. D. ( cheDllstry) · Served for- one year as part-time instructor in
chemistry in the University of Wlseonsin, and for two years was enga~d principally in scientific photographic work for University of!
Wisconsin. Six, years se>cn months.
Matthew E. Dunlap, 1\!adlson, Wis. As architectural as lstant in
forest products, was engaged prior to the war in an investigation ot
methods of fireproofing wood by means of surface coatings, impregnatlons, and improved methods of design. Since the war started haS'
been engaged entirely on national-defense- problems of immediate 1mportance, chiefly in airplane construction, namely a study of the re.I~
tion between the humidity or the air and the moisture content of wood·
study of methods of finishing wol>ds to make them resistant to mois:
ture, and study of- c~c>rtaln problems involved in the manufacture of
wooden screw plugs for shrapnel. The data obtained is- being used
by certain branches of the Army and Navy. He could· nor be replaced
at this time without serious d<-lay in the work and material loss to tho
Nation; Hts wo-rk is particularly related to much-needed improvements
in. the manufacture and. finishing of airplane propelle.us. Graduate
College of Archllecture, Uniwrsjty of llllnohr; subsequently employed
as architect1J!al emnnPer- ln Chicago. One· year six. months.
, Ralph.. Regt.nald Randell, Portland, Oreg. As assistant district engi.
neer. fs. ln charge of wa.ter.·power problems in district 2. In addition,
assists the d1stric.r engin~ in matters relating to road ronstruction
and the general operations of. the branch of engineering. the duties of
wh1ch have been recently largezy increased. Graduate UnJversi.ty of,
Washington, B. S and C. E. Employro as rodman, junior topographer-,
and junior engineer. ln Ut11ted States Goologlcal Survey;. entered Fore t
Service as junior engineer. Four- year~>- four and one-half months.
Stanley Skidmore; Madison, Wis. As laboratory aid and engineer.
directs th£t work of a force of 12. men, in which capacity he ts roc
sponsible for the proper execution of the timber--testing work as outlined
by the technical' staff. IDs long experience along this line hns madehim familia~ with the" tecllniqu.e of timber testing, the operation and.
care of testing machines, and the preparation of matc:tlal for test.
Five Y~ six. and onP-half mo11tbs.
Ray C. Tuttle, Madis'On, Wis. As- examiner. in forest prodnc.ts .. con·
ducts important war emergen('y wurk at the Madison Labora.tnry.. In
order to make the resu.lts of: these investigations available for use by
the Army, tbe Navy, and othe~: governmental and private agencies.
.: they must be. ineorporatt>d · in report!!~ which mnst be technically cor~
' r.ect and rendily Ul .derstandable. Thts requires review l>y a man who
1s both a trained engineer and a good wr-iter~ The work of technical
mvieu: which this employee i..q. doing is an essentiai part- of the war
lnVi:lstigations at the MadJson .Laboratory, and, ln view of the scaroty
ot. technically trained men. 1t would be v~ dlfficnlt to sccur a..
properly qualified man to fill . his · place. Graduate University of WI&
consin, B. S. ; two years in College ot En~eering and_ three years in
College of Letters and Science, with spec1al cours~s m Engll h and
journalism. SL"<. months.
BunEAU Oli' Crr~ISTUY.

Name, 1tomc a4dl·os~. character of toorlt, ancl lcugtl~ of scn:fce.
Elliott Q. Adams, Washington, D. C. Has been instrumental in <le·
signing. a number of device which have proven of great assistance in
the study of a method for the manufacture of phthalic anhydride on a
large scale. This article is one of the most important intermediates
used in the p:-eparation of synthetic dyestutl's. Has also designed certain pieces of apparatus in connection with the study of anthracene,
' which has been of material assistance. Has collaborated in a study
of the. absorption of gac:es by charcoal. Tho arparatus which Dr. Adams
, has designed in the latter connection has proven of great service, and
it is felt that his work will be of great importance. in gas-detensive
1 warfare.
Because of his knowledge of optical lnstrUIIli!nts he ha.s been
of much service to the ch"mlsts of the Sl.gnal Corps. lie has alsO'
studied several compounds which arc of importance in aero~hotography.
and has been able to gi~ the Si~al Corps much information of great
value along this line. The >cry rmportant lines of investigation which.
have been brought to a conclusion by him could not have been completed
had he be~n call~>d in the draft. Graduate in chemical cng1neering,.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. For several years was re-search assistant with the Gtmeral Electric Co. Was also teaching fellow one year, assistant one year, and instructor two years in the department of chemish·y at the University of California. One :rear onl}
month.
Joseph A. Ambler, Waghjngton, D. C. Ras been engaged upon a veTy
valuable Une of work in the study of phthalic anhydride and a study
of cb:u-coal, which ba>c a direct t•elatwn to work connected with the
successful prosecution of the war. Completed chemistry course at the
Sheffield Scientific School. :receiving degree of E. H. B. · also took.
sp<.>ciul course in cl1emistry at the Yale Graduate School, receiving.
degree of Ph. D. Prior to entering department was laboratory
assistant three years at the Sbeffield Scientific School, professor ot
chemistry three years at Acadia University. Nova Scotia, and for two
months was r(>Searcll chemist for the Standard Aniline Products Co.,
Wappinger Falls, N. Y. OnP .rear fl'vc and one-hail months.
Howard R. Smith. Washington, D. C. Is now engaged in studies of
chlorophyll in connection with our investigations looking to the establishment of a dye industry in this country. Has l>een engaged most or
the tip1e since entering the bureau on the analysis of food products. in
connection with the enforcement of the food and drugs act. Has done
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-valuable experimental work In packing canned tomatoes; also made a
iipecial stu<ly of certain e ·sential oils, an<l is expert in their examination.
Graduate of Case School of Applied Science; ll. S. in chemistry. Five
years seven months.
Herbert A. Lubs, Washington, D. C. Assists in color investigations,
giving special attention to chlorination and dyes. Some of these
dyes are of special use in bacteriological work. Graduate Newberry .
College (South Carolina), B. A.; took four years' post-graduate work
1n chemistry at Johns Hopkins University, receiving degree of Ph. D.
Prior to present appointment was organic chemist for four months in
the hygienic laboratory, United States Public Health Service, and for
two years was employed as organic chemist in Swiss-cheese investigations in the dairy division, Bureau of Animal Industry. Three years
eight and one-half months.
·
Harry E. Roethe, Washington, D. C. Has charge of investigations
1n the control of smut-dust explosions and fires which occur in thrashing machines an<l which have caused serious losses. No one else is
available to undertake this work. In addition to the project on smutdust control in thrashers, Mr. Roethe is engaged in the investigation
of the control of dust explosions and fires in cotton gins. Is the only
engineer in the bureau who has been called upon to conduct investigations of this nature. This work, as well as that ln relation to smutdust control is of an emergency character. Graduate University of
Wi consin, College of A~iculture., B. 8., majoring in agricultural engineering. Since graduation has had considerable experience and training in connection with machinery and mechanical devices. Has been in
charge of gas-engine operation for the Fuller & Johnson Manufacturing Co., Madison, Wis., engaged in the manufacture of gasoline and
kerosene engines. Was employed by the International Harvester Co.
as traveling farm-machinery expert, engaged in installing, inspecting,
and repairing farm machinery and equipment, especially tl.rashing machines, in the vicinty of Davenport, Iowa. Has had special experience
with the J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co. in connection with the
manufacture and testing of gas tractors. Eleven and one-half months.
Harold II. Brown, Washington. D. C. Is engaged in the prevention
of grain-dust explosions1 whicn has a direct application to the conservation of food, and whicn is conducted under snecial emergency appropriations. It is extremely difficult to obtain chemists with the technical knowledge necessary to properly conduct these investigations.
Graduate Syracuse University, specializing in che!nistry and physics;
also obtained Ph. D. degree from University of Minn~ota, his special
work being in organic industrial chemistry and the chemistry of wood
products. Subsequently was employed by the Pittsburgh Glass Co.
for one year, taught various branches of special chemistry for three
years, and for about nine months did research work in problems of
explosibillty of grain dust at the B"ureau of Mines. Three years nine
months.
IIylton R. Brown, Washington, D. C. Engaged in developing inertgas application as a preventive of dust explosions and fires in grain
mUls and elevators. '.rhis work is of an especially high character and
has a direct application to the conservation of foods. Much difficulty
is experienced in securing chemists having the requisite technical
knowledge to undertake Investigations of thls character. Graduate
Pennsylvania State College, B. S., taking the milling engineering
course. Subsequently was employed four years doing general milling
work at Williamsburg, Pa.; also spent one year in practical milling
work at the Washburn-Crosby Co.'s mill nt Buffalo, N. Y. One year
one and one-half months.
W. Bruce Mather, Washington, D. C. Enga~ed in the emergency
campaign in the preve,..tlon of grain~dust explosions and fires in mills
and elevators. This work has a direct relation to the conservation of
foods. The bureau has experienced great difficulty in obtaining chemIsts with u.~ technical knowledge and training necessary to carry this
work forward. Graduate Pennsylvania State College, B. 8., taking
work in milling and mechanical engineering. For two years was highschool teacher in chemistry and mathematics. Was employed for short
periods with the engineering department of the Anglo-American Mill
Co., Owensboro, Ky., and with the Benton Roller Mills. Seven and
one-half months.
Walter F. Clarke, Washington, D .. C. ~ngaged t.n wot:king on the
detection of metals in foods, also asSISting m cooperative rnvestigati?n
of steel for tin plate, which, it is anticipated, will result ~n a considerable saving in tin plate as well as perishable foods. Th1s work has
-very close connection witb the conservation or foods. Graduate Hampden-Sidney College, A. B.; pursued postgraduate studies in chemistry
and physics at Johns Ilopkins University during six sessions; subsequently diu a great deal of special work in chemistry. One year nine
months.
Ralph W. Frey, Washington, D. C. En..,aged in both researc~ and
routine work on leather, paying special attention to the securmg of
data for the War Department on the serviceability of shoe lea_ther for
the American armies. He is the only man in the bureau familiar with
all J?ha!:es of these investigations. Graduate George Washington University, B. S. in chemistry. For a few months he served ip the chemical
laboratory of the 1\lidvale Works at Philadelphia, Pa. Jiour years five
and one-half months.
Kenneth P. Monroe, Washington, D. C. Engaged in the preparation
()f invertase for use in the department's experiments on cane sirup.
There is no other available chemist in the bureau conversant with this
process. Dr. Monroe h-as also been working in the laboratory on the
utilization of vegetable-ivory waste, with particular reference to the
production of mannose from it and the preparation of useful derivatives
from this mannose. One of these derivatives is mannite, which is much
nee<led in the preparation of an explosive, namely nitromannite. The
experiments already conducted indicate that vegetable-ivory waste offers
an extremely fertile fie](] for the production of mannite on a la.t·ge scale.
It is therefore very important that the research work on thiS subject
be carried out as rapiilly as possible. The bureau has no other chemist
who is entirely conversant with the Tarious lines of work now being
~arried on b:v Dr. Monroe.
Graduate University of Chicag~~ B. S .. i.n
chemL..,try ; also received Ph. D. degree from Columbia university.
Served two years as instructor in chemistry at the Oklahoma State University. One :v£ar one and one-half months.
Victor E. Grotllsch. Washington. D. C. rs one of two employees of
this bureau trained to con<luct research and demonstration work on
naval stores. Is the only man familiar with assembling the permanent
1·esin types devised by the bureau. This work is important and necPseary. Graduate University of Cincinnati, with degree of chemical enginee•·· For two years prior to entering department was instructor in gen~ral chemistry, physics, and englneering chemistry at the Mechanics' Institute, Rochester, N.Y., and for a short period was chemist for the Eastman Kodak Co. at Rochester. Three years P.l!!"bt months.
Harold J. Humphrf:y, New York, N. Y. Engaged in Tarious lines of
food inspection, particularly in connection with milk. In cooperation
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with other Government agencies, the bureau is investigating continually
the supply of milk and milk products furnished to our own Government
and to the allies. Mr. Humphrey has e:onducte<l a number of investigations along this line. No one to whom the bureau could turn ·at the
present time could take charge of these assignments. In addition, Mr.
Humphrey has collectPd evidence in connection with cases now pending
in court. Shoul<l he be drafted into military servile it is probable that
these cases would have to be d.r opped, as they could not be prosecuted
without the evidence which only Mr. Ilumphrey could furnish. Graduatp Cornell University; had practical experience as a bacteriologist before entering depru·tment service. One year.
. Julian K. Dale, Washington D. C. Has charge of the field work in
the emergPncy sirup ~nvestigatlons under the foo<l-production act. This
work is very important at the present time and demands a specially
qualified investtgatOl' to ~roperly carry it on. In several Southern
States the production of sirup bas been backward because of the technical difficulties involved. One of these is that cane juice, if concentrated too far, will crystalllze. It has been Dr. Dale's work to find a
practical method to prevent this crystallization, and, on the other hand,
to prevent fermentation due to the fact that the cane juice was not concentrated far enough. He has been able to work out a method for overcoming both these difficultl~s and has been enabled to produce a sirup
that is superior in quality to the ordinary commercial product. He has
devoted a good d('al of time to th(' demonstration of this method for the
purpose of stimulating the production of sugar cane. These methous,
If followed, will prevent much of the present loss in sirup manufacture
due to the spoilage of a considerable portion of each year's crop. Thet·e
is no one in the bureau who could immediately take up this work were
Dr. Dale to leave. Graduate Princeton University; took three years of
graduate work, receiving degree of M. A. ; a year later received degree
of Ph. D. in chemistry. He also taught chemistry in this university for
two years while doing graduate work. Five years.
Fredolf T. Anderson, New York, N.Y. Is engaged In the examination
and inspection of foods, which has to do with the detection of adultera~
tion and sophistication. Due to the unsettled conditions and high
prices, this work is of special importance at the present time. At least
one year's training would be necessary to school a new man to carry on
the work which Mr. Anderson is doing. Graduate University of 1\Hnnesota, B. A. and C. E. Did considerable practical work in the laboratories of the university while a student. Three years eleven months.
Walter F. Baughman, Washington, D. C. Is engaged chiefly in the
examination of various waters under the food and drugs act. It would
take a number of months to train a man with equal technical ability in
this particular line. Graduate University of Pennsylvania, B. S. Sub·
sequently held a position as chemist for the Ohio Watch Co. Five
years eight months.
Victor B. Bonney, Berkeley, Cal. Is engaged in analytical work in
connection with food and druga control, which is of special importance
at this time, owing to the fact that under the present high prices the
temptation to adulterate and sophisticate food and drugs is greater than
during normal times. Graduate Washington State College, B. S. in
chemistry. Was i.nstructor in chemistry tn this institution one year
and spent eight months in the fuel laboratory of the Bureau of Mines at
Pittshurgb. Three years seven and one-halrmonths.
John H. Bornmann, Chicago, ill. Is engaged in food Inspection work,
and in addition has carried on an extensive investigation of the comosition of d.l1rerent corn meals. He ts skilled along special lines of
nvestigation. His work Is especially important at the present time,
having to do primarily with foods. Graduate University of lllinols,
B. S. and M. S.; also taught chemistry two years at the same institution. Five years sPven and one-half months.
Lloyd A. Bosworth, 8anturcet... P. R. Engaged principally in the food
work being conducted by the tsureau of Chemistry. This work is of
greater importance than ever at the present time, as an extremely close
watch must be ke.pt on the various food products to prevent various
forms of adulteration and manipulation. Graduate Unjversity of Wisconsin, B. S. in chemistry ; took on~ year of special graduate work in
organic chemistry, with research in alkaloids, at t.he same time teaching
organic chemistry ; was also a stu<lent assistant in general chemistry
one year. Prior to entering department service held the position of
assistant chemist at the Geneva Experiment Station for two months.
Ten months.
li'ortune N. Chisolm, Savannah, Ga. Engaged In inspection work in
conn('ction with the lntersta te shipment -of foods and drugs. Under
present conditions this work Is of more importance than ever before.
Graduate Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. in
chemistry and engineering ; also studied pharmacy six months at the
Southern College of Pharmacy at Atlanta, Ga. Previous . to entering
the bureau held the position of Mississippi State feed and fertilizer
inspector. One ~ear ten months.
James 0. ClarKe, Savannah, Ga. Engaged in carrying on investigations of the methods of determining water in foods and feeding stuffs.
This Is a very important line of work at the present time, due to the
fact that such items should receive closer supervision than ever before,
as the temptation to adulterate them is greater because of the scarcity
and high prices of these commodities. Graduate Georgia School of
Technologv, B. S. in engineering chemistry. For four years was
assistant State ch~>mist of Georgia. 'I'en and one-half· months.
.
Charles W. Crawford, Washington, D. C. Was engaged in the examination of food and ~1::-ug products at the New Orleans Laboratory ot
the Bureau of Chemistry, but on account of his special knowledge of
the problems arising under the food and drugs act has been transferred
to the otnce of tbe chief of this bureau to assist in the handling of
correspondence arising under the act as well as to take care of interstate cases institut~d the1·eunder. Graduate Oklahoma Agricultural
and Mechanical College, B. S. ; also took one year's postgrad_uatc work,
receiving degree of M. S. Subsequently was assistant. chem1st and instructor in chemistry at this institution for one year, assistant :State
chemist and instructor in chemistry at the Washingtf,n :State Coll('ge
for one year, agriculturist at Apache four years, and chemist wilh
the International Refining Co. in Oklahoma one year. One year four

E

mo~~gert W. Dau<lt, Washington, D. C. Engaged in research work of
a hlgb quallty as applied to methods of determination of nitrogen ; also
executive work In assistin:.; in the operation of one of the laboratories
of the tureau. Attended Washington University two years; also pursued studies in chemistry at Harvard University, receiving degrees ot
B. S. and :M. S. Subsequently was employed as analytical chemist by
the Mallinckrodt Chemical Works one year and was associated wlth the
Commonwealth Edison Co., of Chicago, as analytical and research
chemist part of a year; was also instructor at the University of Nortl!
Dakota four ~ars. Five years one-half month.
Fred L. Elliott, New Orleans, La. Engaged in the examination of
food and drug products. 1.'bis \vork is of unusual importance at the
present time on account of the close scrutiny necessary to detect
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adulteration and sophistication of these products. Graduate Louisiana
State niversity Agricultura l a nd Mechanical College; took one and a ·
half y( ar·s po tgradunte work in chemistry at , Cornell University; also
one summer's post~raduate course in orgunic and electrical chemistry
at University of Chicago
'ubsequently was instructor in chemistry
In the Mis i sippi Agt:1cultural and Mechanical College for two and
on -ha lf years and one summer was assistant chemist in the Missis·
sippi State Laboratory. Five year .
Jacob Feldbaum, Chicago, IlL Conducts food :malysis, factory inspection, and other special investigations. Is skilled in special methods
of investigation. His work has to do with the detection or frauds in
food products, which assumes special importance at the present time.
Gratluate College of t.he City of New York, B. S. in chemistry; also
pur. u ed postgraduate research work at same college two yea.rs. Four
years .
L e lie W. Ferris, Takoma Park, 11ld. Engaged in research work on
dairy products. devising a method for the cllemical detection of the use
of ·" n eutralizers' ' in butter. From present indications it WQuld appear
that be bas a method that will not fall to detect these "neutralizers."
Such w·ork is of great importance to the Bureau of Chemistry, especially
at this time wheo, because of sca:rcity and high prices of food products,
manufacturers -arc tempted to manipulate and sophi.stlcato these articles. Graduate Hn,·erford CQllege, B. A., majoring in chemistry;
took one year's postgraduate work in chemistry at same in titution.
For about five months was chemist in the laboratory of the Dupont
Powder Works. Five years 1lve months.
Abraham J. Finks, Washington, D. C. Engaged in gpecial work ln
the analysis and preparation of protein, 'Were he removed from this
work, it would take at least one year to train a new man to take his
place, even if it were l)Ossible to obtain a chemist {)f the necessary
qualifications. There are iew men Jn this country engaged 1n •this line
of work. Graduate Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Since
entering the departm.~nt has received degree of B. S. in chemistry ·from
the George Washington Uni.-ersity. Two years one month.
Carl D. Geidel, Minneapolis, Minn. Engaged in the analysis nnd
Inve tlgation of foods. At present, due to the unsettled (!Ondition of
the food market, the products being oll'ered for sale require closer
nttentiou and supervi i{)n than -ever before. Graduate University of
Wisconsin, M. S., taking course in foQd a.nd scientific chemistry ; did
postgraduate work at that institution. Afterwards was assistant in
c-hemistry and bacterioloJo/· State Labomtory of Hygiene, Wisconsin :
and was appointed bacterwlogist and chemist for the Wisconsin State
Dairy and Food Commission. In his chemical course .at the University
of Wisconsin specialized in food analysis under one of the best food
chemi ts in the country. One -year.
'l'homas G. Gleason, New York, .N. Y. Conducts special investigationsrelatln~ to the occurrence nnd determination of ben.vy metals in foods.
It worud require not less than two yea.rs of tral.ning to develop a new
man to take up this work. There is no other chemist now avaflable
for work of the character performed by Mr. Gleason. Graduate Har·
vard University, B. S., specializing in ehemistry and mathematics.
Four yt:'al'3 ten ruld one-half months.
Charles B. Gnadinger, Chicago, DL Engaged in general nnalytlcnl
work on food products, paying special .attention to imported products:
This work to·day requires ~eater accuracy and closer investigation
than ever before. Graduate Unlver tty of Xentncky, B. S. 1n industrial
chemistry. Six years two 'lll.Onths.
Raymond Hartwig, Berkeley, Cal. Engaged upon nnalytical work in
conneetion with the enforcement of the Federal food and d.rugs act.
This work 19 of especial importance ·at the present time because the
high price of foods makes it a ..great temptation to adulterate them. It
is th.erefore exceedingly Jmportant that men trained 'in food analysis be
retained upon 'that work. At the same time it is very difficult under
pre. ent condttlons to replace these men. Graduate Purdue University,
B. '. ; took some postgraduate work at Chic.~go University, specializing
in chemistry. For two years was instructor in chemistry at Colorado
Agricultural Colle~e. Fi>nr years even and one-hal1 months.
Joseph M. Humble, · Bellevue, Ky. Assi"Sts in the analysis of foods
~ connection with the enfi>rcement of the food and drugs act. Graduate
State College of Kentucky. B. S. 1n industrial chemistry. For several
;vc>ars atter ~raduation -wa.s engaged a.s a commercial chemist 1n various
mdu tries. Four years eight and one-half months.
John B. Hummer, Baltimore, Md. Is one of the well-trained and experi<.' nced food and dru~ 1nsp~ctot·s of the bureau engaged Jn. the
enfor~ement of il}e food and drugs net.
At the present time 1t is
practtcally impo Sible to s~:cure experienced inspectors. It is necessary
to t ake green men and train them to the work. Because of the importance of efficient inspection wor.k, it is hlgltly important that the
bureau retain as. many c;>f its experienced men as l>ossible. Mr. Hummer
has collected evidence m connection with cases now pendln~ in court
Should he be draftc>d into mllitary service, it is probable that these
ca es 'yould have to 'be dropped, as they could not be prosecuted without
~ f c~;g~ti;. which only he could furnish. Seven years eight and oneWalter E . .Kirby, New York. N. Y. Engaged chiefly upon the inspecti«?n. and examination of imported foods. Al ·o conducts a line of
9ngmal work upon the d etection of refinecl olive oil in virgin olive oU.
m which pe ha been very Emcees ful. This work has a di.rect connection With the .enforcement of the footl and drugs act. Graduate
Prine. ton Univ r ·1ty, B. S.. and M. A., doing research work in inorganic
~;~~Jths~as also a 1ecture table assistant in college. Five years
Henry A. Lepper. Washington, D. C. Enga~ed in the practical a-ppli~
cation of a method for the detection of spoilage in tomato products.
:Al o makes analyses of fooil samples for Government purchase. This
work is very essential in connection with the enforcament of the food
nnd drugs net and in checklng the puritv of food products P.urcbased
by the Government. Graduate Geor~e Washin<>ton UniverSity B s
Served as assistant chemist in the United States Geological 'sUI:rey
pt•Jor to present appointment. Four rears sl.x: and one-half months
llNman Lind, Brooklyn. N. Y. Is au experlencea food and dl·ug inspecto~·. thorougllly familiar with trade conditions in the ticinity of
New 1:ork. ro ~ es. es a knowledge of this field whlch ca.n not be found
in any other available person. Has developed and ilgures as a prospective witness in a numJ?er of p~nding court cases and is developing others.
.Should he be drafted mto rruhtary service it is pl'obablc that these cases
would have to be dropped. a. they could not be prosecuted without the
evidence which only l\Ir. Lind coultl furnish. Seven years six and onehalf months.
llo.bert S. Ho111n~sbead, 'an Francisco, Cal. Assists in the analysis
of samples at the San Ft·anci co laboratory in connection with the enforcement of the food and drugs act, and l\Ir. Hollingshead is one of the
most experlencerl chemists in the western district. Graduate Cornell
t1nivcrsity, A. B.; did .Postgraduate work at that institntion one year.

RECORD-HOD~ ~E.
For - ~o years ~as asSistan~ at. Cornell uni'\"ersity filtration plant for
a sho ... t time ass1 tant ch_em; t 1n the food laboratory of the New Yorl{
State Deparb;nent_of Agnculture, J?lember of t_he f a culty of the University of Georg1a two rears , and as~lStant chem1 ·t at the Florlda Rxper!.·
ment Station. Fom· .f(>IU'S one m ontll . .
Hugo G. Lo sch1 Buffalo, N. Y. Ass ists as fooil analyst in the enforcement of the 10od and drugB act, for whlch work be 1 · especially
well adapted. Graduate Columbia College, B. S. ; attended SchQOl of
Chemistry of Columbia. University two years and received deln'ee ot
chemist. Before entering the service of the bUI·eau wa
mpl<fycd as
chemist in connection with the manufacture ·of dyestu.ll's. Nine months.
Howard ID. Palmer, Washingt on, D. C. Engaged upon research work
requiring the highest degree of exactness and ability. It is aimed that
the work shall produce methods of practical use in food work
The
results of this research will be very valuable in the enforcement "of the
food and drugs n.ct and in food con-servation. Graduate Yale University·
B. A.i in chemistry and allied sciences ; attended the Yale Graduate
·Schoo three years, specializing in chemistry and receiving degree of
Ph. D. Was employed fot· two years a assistant chemist by a commercial concern, and wns engaged as a sistant -chemist in the nureau of
Standards two yea1'S previous to entering the service of the Bureau Qf
Chemistry. Three years ten months.
Homer D. Poore, New York, N. Y. Engaged 1n analysis of citrus
fruits~ is 0;1so doing considerable work in CQnnection with the investigation of cttru-s b-y-products. Tllis work 1s of particular importance at
thi time when every eft'ort is being made to increase :md con erve tll
food supply. Graduate in the chemistry course of the Woo:ce ter rolytechnlc In tltute, obtaining degree of B. S. Six year
Sidney F. Sherwood, Washington D. C. Engaged u'Pon work ln connection with the application of the food and drugs act to sugar products
Ho has had long experience ·in thls work. Graduate George Washincr:
ton Unlver tty, B. S. Fifteen years five months.
"'
Edwn.rd E. Smith, Washington, D. C. Is performing experiments upon
the pra,ctical and scientific effects of nitrogen · oxide in the bleaching of
.tiour. This work is of sueclal importance in conrrectlon with the enforl:'ement of the food-and-drugs act. Much of the work that Mr. Smith
has ·done would have to be ·repeated should he leave the service of the
bureau. Graduate Un1;versity of Idaho, .B. S. in chemical engineering.
Was engaged a a commercial chanist for approximately one year
before entering the sc.n-ice of the department. Three -years ten and · one~
half months.
Wendell Vincent, Seattle, Wash. Has charge of the Seattle food·
and-drug inspection station of the Bu.reau of Chemistry. The services
of such men are most ttirgently .needed 1n connection With the enforcement
of the food-and-drugs net, and never more so than at the present time.
Mr. Vincent ha.s collected evidence in cnnnection with cases now pendIng in cou.rt, which cases wonld probably ha-ve to be dropped should he
leave the service, as they could nQt be prose-cuted without the evidence
which only 1\f.r. Vincent could furnish. Graduate University of Colo..
rndo, B. A.. ThTee years three and one-halt months.
John .B. Wilson, Washington, .D. -c. Engaged in chemical work .relative to the proper preparation ·and preservation ot foods. Ills education, tralnlng, and other qualifications especially fit him for thl.s work.
A new chemist entering the bureau to undertake the duties now performed b~ Mr. Wilson would require months of training. Gra.dnato
g~~;.atc University, .B• .A., specializing 1n cllemlatry. SiX years eleven.
Milton G. Wolf. New York, N. Y. Is stationed at tho New York
laboratory of the Bureau or Chemistry and baa had several years' tiaining in the inspection of imported foods, particularly those requiring
examination as to conditl.ons, such .as presence or -absence of filth mold
and variou-s otber forms of decomPQsitlon. Has . become an expert
thts line of work a-nd it would not be I>OSSible to secure a new -man
ha-ving the same degree ot proficiency. It would require not less than
one year of intensi:v e trainfug to ennble a:n experienced man to fill his
place with any degree of sntisfaetlon. The work Mr. Wol! 1s doing is
of greater importance than ever before, and there is a greater -volume
of this work at the New York laboratory than at any other place in
the ~ountry. Graduate New York University, B. S. In chemical englneermg. During two summers was , assoc1ated with the National Lead
Co., ot Brooklyn, N. Y., as assistant chemist. Fou.r -years ~even .months.
Erich W. Scllwartze, Washington, D. C. Engaged in carrying on
investigations that are of direct importance in connection with the
enforcement of the food a:nd drugs act Hns -been studying the action
of sodium citrate, a substance largely used for the anticoagulant irr
the transfusion of bloo<l. Has nl o been studying the action Qf a
number of other drugs of importance. Graduate University of IHinois, A. ~- ; also Umversity of Chicago. M. D. Was instructor in
physiology and pharmacology at Bellevue Hospital Medical Cot.J.ege two
years. One year eleven months.
J. Lewis Clay, .East Orange, N. J. Is an experienced drug analyst
and has expert knowledge in -the analysis of patent medicines. Th~
degree of proficiency attained by 1\lr. Clay can only be found tu men
possessing a peculiar aptitude for that kind of work, in addition to
several years' experience. The bureau has been greatly handicapped
because a number of older men experienced in drug analysis have
recently left the service. The field stations have particularly suflered
in this respect. 'l'hese field stations IU'e called upon regularly to mn.ke
examinations of importeu n:nd interstate shipments of drug products,
and this work can only be ca:rrled on by trained analysts. Mr. Clay
is assigned to the New York station, which has a larger number of
samples to examine than nny other station of the bureau. Graduate
School of Pharmacy, Northwestern University; also pursued work in
chemistry at a _private school and took one summer's cour:-e in analytical chemistry at the A.rmour Institute Qf Technology ; in n:ddltlon,
took several o.eaCiemic course~ . Prior to entering department did considerable commercial work in the manufacturing Qf pharmacuutical
sub tances; was an assistant in chemical laboratories; also instru.ctot·
in chemistry. One ye:u· one month.
Willis H. Cole,. Brooklyn, N.Y. Engaged in the uamination of i:m·ported and interRtate drug prodn.cts in the New York laboratory. It
is very difficult. if not imposslble, to secure competent U.rug analysts.
There is no civil-service register at the pre ent time for chemists
having the necessary qualifications for this work. Graduate .Polytechnic Institute (Brooklyn) ; B. •. in chemistry. Prior to presc>nt
appointment was chemist for Moller & Schumann Co., of Drooklyn,
N. Y., varnish makers. Seven months.
Clare 0. Ewing, Washington, D. C. Has charg-e of the ph:umacognosy laboratory of the Bmeau of Chemi ·try. Has assisted in coll cting data for the establishing of standards for crude drugs and spices
and data used n-s subjects for the revision of United State Pharmacopreia IX and Circular 19, tandards of Pmity tor Food Products.
Has served as ·referee on the t<>. ting of chemical reagents for the pas.t
three years for the Association of Ofiic-ial Agricultural Chemists. The
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work he performs is important, and there is nobody in the bureau as Schools: did two years' work at the Ohio State University College of
well qualified as Mr. Ewing to take his place. Graduate Ohio State Arts, Ehilosophy, and Science, with electives in chemistry.
Was
University, B. S. in pharmacy; also took one year's postgraduate superintendent's assistant at the Ohio State University one year.
work at same university, obtaining degree. of M. S. in chemistry. Four Took considerable- work in chemistry and graduated with the degree
years nine and one-half months.
•
of B. S. at the University of Pennsylvania. Nine years six months.
Ernest H. Grant, Elmhurst, N. Y. Engaged in the analysis of food
Edwin C. Heinsolm, Indianapolis, Ind. Is investigator in poultry
and drug products, with which work he has had very wide experience. and egg handling. His knowledge is <Jf great value at the present time
being especially skilled in the analys1s of drug preparations, such as in help.i ng to save losses due to defective transportation facilities. It
proprietary medicines. During the past yea;r has pre~ared a set of would be impossible to replace Mr. Heinsohn without material loss to
methods for the detection of medical purgative drugs. 'Ihe work belllg the work now in progress, because It is imposs1ble for a man to acquire
done by Mr. Grant is of grt'ater importance than ever before because the information that he now has except by experience in the service.
of the fact that, due to the high prices :md sca-rcity of these products, The work in which he Is engaged is in direct line of increas ing the
the temptation for firms to a dulterate or manipulate their products production and conserving the food supplles of the country. Graduate
is greater than it has been in the past. It is necessary, therefore, for Cornell University, B. S. Three years.
the proper safeguarding of the public that extremely close attention be
Ralph L. Skinner, West Lafayette, Ind. Assists 1n poultry and
given to food and drug products entering the markets today. Graduate egg handling investigations and demonstration, being engaged at
Ohio State Universit~t B. S. in chemkal engineering. Was assistant present on work in southern California, because of the pressing need for
chE-mist for the Merreu Chemical Co. one summer. Eight years.
tlu! prevention of loss of a large crop of turkeys now being marketed
arl H. Lowry, New York, N. Y. Ass1s1:B in drug analyses. F..xpert tb.ere. ThiS' work is of gTeat importance at the present time. Graddrug analysts are extremely necessary to the adequate and effective uate Purdue University. · B. S., specializing In poultry. One year two
prosecution of the bureau's work, and under _present conditions they and one-balf months.
are exceedingly hard to find! Graduate Ohio State Unh-ersity, college
Howard R. Hill, Phlladl'l_phla. Pa. Engaged on war-emergency work
of pharmacy, B. S. C. in pharmacy. Ten months.
in connection with the better- handling, transpo1·tation, 5.Jld. storage of
Samuel Palkin, Washington, D. C. Assists in the drug laboratory of fish. It is necessary to have a man trained alon~; fundamental scientifie. •
the bureau, doing considerable r esearch work along special lines, as . lines to conduct the broad and effective campaign tor better methods
well as regular routine work. Th~ work performed in the drug labora- in fish handling. It was difficnlt to find a man suited for this work
tory is of greater importance now than ever before, beca-use, on account as men with training in this particular line of work are extremely
of the high prices aml scarcity of dru-gs on the market, the temptation scarce. Mr. Rill is the only man in the bureau engaged 1n this line of
to adulterate and manipulate the drugs i:s so great that constant investigation. Attended University of Chicago two years; graduated
examination and supervision is req1:1-ire<l to protect the public. Was from Carroll College, A. B.. attended University of Illinois .Agticnltural
s t ud nt one yenr at N w York Untversltv, chool of apl)lied science, Colle~e one term; .r~eived M. S. degree in zoology at University of
chemical-engineering course; graduate H1fl University, Ph. B., taking IllinOIS Graduate School .after one year's study, his major work having
course in cllemlstry; also received degree of M. S. at George Wash- to do with fish para ites and diseases. Seven and one-half months.
George D. Horton, Phila.d elphia, Pa. Engaged in hncteriological
ington Univen;ity, majoring in chemistry; Ph. D. a.t same university.
Silven years five months.
woTk in connection with fi.sh investigations. l:'xesent knowledge of the
scientific
fundamentals for the good handling <>f fish is crude. P~·e
Clare-nce D. Wright, Washingtoll' D. C. Devotes his time chiefly to
the r; nalyses of drug l)rodnctr; arlsing under the food-and-drug~ act vio!lS' to entering this burenu M~ Ho.rton had -engaged in fines of work
)>hich
ga~
him ~ unn~ally good training. He is now engaged in
and to some Po ;t Office Dep:rrtment cases. Grmluate Clark College
(Worcester), ..A. B., majoring in physics and chemistry; als:o received · tn-vestlgo-atians whtch prom1s-e to be of great economical impw:tance in
"the
utillzation
o;t fish resources.
This line af work is entirely new.
degrees of A. M. and of Ph. D. from same institution, specializing in
chemistry. For one year was assista:nt in chemi~ at Clark College GI:ad'uate, Connecticut A~!I'ieult:ural College, n. S., in agriculture · also
ana for a year W:J.S research assistant- to one of tbe l)rofessors there. -:;;~th~ degree of M. S. in bateriology n:t Yale University. ' Nine
W:.rs aiso conne.-cteu with the research laboratory of the General Elec.Herbert B. Sw.itzer, Chicago . .Ill. Is making a special study of the
tric Co., of Schenectady 1 N. Y., one year. Six yea:rs six months.
,
Carl B. Stone, Washmgton, D. C. Engaged in the analysis of in- manutactu:re ot ·powdered millr prodncts. which are used in large
.amountsby the Army. As a Tesutt of 1his s.tudy it has been po: sible
secticides and fungicides in connection with the entoTcement of the
lnReeticide act. lt is extremely important that the work in connection to brtng ~ aeti.on looktng to the conection of .certain setlous
abuses
which
are shown to exist.. Mr. witzc.r is the only bact-eri o-l ogist
with the Uli'orcement of this a ct be carried on with more than ordinary
vigilance during the period of the ·war, on aceount of the ;temptation on , of t~e b:u~au assig:.nf'd to t he terrttory in ~ Cenblal States in connection
With
the
enforce-ment of. the food n:nd dru2'.8 aet A very !rreat
tbe pat1: of manufnetu:rer-s to adulte.I:ate their insecticides and tnngicides, ·due to the di1Hcult y of obtaining the necessary ingredient& and ;p a:rt of the. food pToduct:ian and manu:ta.c:tw:ii! of the country originates
in
his
tm:ntory.
Ten and one-ha.1! months
to thei-r high prices. Thi matter becomes doubly important because of
B~njamin S. Levine, Washington, D. C.· Engaged in research and
the great neee.ssity under the e-xisting c011ditions for increasing crop
testmg
vrork
on
the
mildew--proofing of fabries .and leather. In addiproduction:. Graduate Bethany College (Lindsborg, Kans.), A. B.; ·also
toolr post-graduate course in chemistry at Nebraska Univer-sity, during tion to ~e. value of .this work to the farmer, It is of special importance
to
~he
Nation
at
this
time in connection with the preservation of rnawhich time was also assistant in the chemical laboratories and instructor in ~nernl chem:i...o;rtry. Prior to entering departnumt service tennis u ed as tents, -wagan covers clothirrg shoes and many other
arti-cles
used
by
the
military
hra:nches ot the Government. Mr. Levine
was assistallt ebemlst ith the Great Western Sugar Co., o! Lovell, ·
is .the only man in the bureuu familiar 1vllh this work. Graduate
W'.Yo. Seven months.
Tri:nity
C<Jll~ge
(Hartfo-rd,•
Cunn.)
B. S.~ also -received degrees of
Milo L. Somerville. Hyattsville, :Md. Engaged in the analysis o1
insecticides and fungicides in connection with the enforcement of the 11L S. and Ph. D. from. Br~wn UJrtversi.t:v. Prior to -Pntmin~ departmen~
was
health
pactenologist
in
Brown
Universitv, lndustii"W bacterl·
in ecticide act. It is e pectally important that the work in connection
with the enforcement of this act be carried on with more than ordi- olog!st for a Providence chemist, and teacher of te-itile chemistry in the
f~~og~;rtment
of
th-e
Rhode
lsland
School
of Designs. Two years
nar y vigilance d uring the period of the war, on account of the temptation on the part of manufacturers to adulterate their insecticides and
Victor
Blrckner,
Washington,
D.
C.
Has
devoted
his time to thefungicides, due to the ditliculty in obtaining the necessary ingredients
and to their high prices. Graduate Indiana University, A. B., speciallz- study o~ ob<:Jcure «;>rgnnic. p~oducts in foadstufl's and to the cultura l side
of
the
mvestigations
of
the
production
of
glycerine
by fermentation
in~ in chemistry.
For approximately one year was clremist for the
th~ough ye.as:t. There is no one else in the bureau who could carry on
Oliver Iroo Mining Co. Seven months.
this.
work.
Gradu-ate
University
of
Leipzig
and
University
of Cali·
Chm:les M. Smith, Washington, D. C. Is an expert insecticide -and
!lll!gicide cb'emist and has been engaged in most of the department's fo.rlilll;- Subsequently was cmn.:.ected with the institut~ of ferment<Jlogy
in
Chicago
for
~
rear.
Three
yelll's
two
a:nd
one-half
months.
research work in connection with lead arsenate, which at the present
Harry L. Loune, New York, N. Y. Ts the only expe1·1enced mierotime is the most important insecticide for leaf-eating inseets. Is now
working on the chemistry of the calcium arsenate and has' ob-tained nnalyst now connected \vith the . analyt1cal staff at the burat.u's New
much new and valuable in-formation relative thereto. The calcium York laboratory. Has completed n large series of analyses, which inars:enates have only recently been developed as iDsecticldes and promise volve possible court actions, in connection with which his testimony
to open up an entirely new ftelcl in the use of arsenical sprays. This is wUl undoubtedly be frequently required within the next year or two.
of particular importance at this time, since it permits the use of lime Gradua~e Har:'ard University, B. S. Previous to entering departmc>-nt
in place of lead, which not only is high priced but is much. needed in was asststant m chemistry at the Central Evenln.,. High School at Bos·
the manufacture of munitions. Graduate Univermty of Pennsylvania. ton. and was employed for n considerable time a'S chemist of the CarB. S. Before entering the service of tbe dep-artment was employed as net.ne Steel Co., Youngstown, Ohio. Eight y ears eight months
Walter K. Mnkemson. Washi~b'ton, D. C. Engaged in the microch emist in the Phila delphia Storage Battery Co. Seven :rears two
anal:ysis of foods •. this w~rk havmg to do primarily with canned goods.
m onths.
Elmer J. Nealon, Washington, D. C. Performs chemical work in He has bee~ spec;Inlly tra:ined. fo-r t~e work. Its importanc-e is apparent
!!Onnection with the enforcement of the insecticide act. He has bad because of Its clired connectwn With the production and conservation
long r.nd varied experience in this work. It would require several y-ears of foods. Graduate Michigan .Agricultural College B S and M. S
to train a man so that be would be equally valuable to t h e bureau. Attended University of Michigan one year. Nine Md o'ne-hatt months:
Ernest E. Stanford, Washington, D. C. Has assisted in the study
(;raduate Ohio State Unh-ersity, B. A. For a short time previous to
f.!ntcring the rlepartment wns assistnnt chemist in the water-pnrifying of the morphology and chemistry of the cotton plant in the inspection
of crude drugR, and in microchemical analyses ; bas als:o assisted 1n
works at Columlros, Ohio. Five years six months..
Edward L. Griffin , Washington, D. C. Is the most experienced or- the general microphotographic work, in which he hns been very sucGraduate Massachusetts .Agricultural College, B. S.; did
ganic chemist in the bureau, having to do with insecticides and dis- cC'SsfuL
!nfectants, and performs the analytical work in connection with the grndua:t~ work at the North Carolina College of .Agriculture and
most complicated products. Is the analyst witness in a number of !'fechantcal Arts for two years, receiving degree of 1\1. S. Was assistant
important cases now pending before the courts, which would have to m botany anti plant pal.hology a:nd bacteriology at the North C:u·olina
be cl ropped in cas e Mr. Griffin severed his con:nection with this bureau. . Agricultural Station for two terms. One year three months.
GradiL'lte university of Kansas, A. B., B. S. in chemical engineering,
and M. ., major w ork being in organic chemistry. F or two year-s was
BUREAU OF MARKETS.
in tructor in ehemi try at this institution. Four years eleven and onehalf months.
·
GRAIN SAMPLERS.
H enry C. Bowman, Indianapolis, Ind. Engaged in investigations
'The proper enforcement of the grain-st andards act requires that th~
relating to the handling of turkeys and chickens in the Imperial Valley Department of Agriculture supervise the grading of grain by licen~ed
of Ca lifornia. This is n most important and. relatively new solll'ce ot grain inspectors. Grain inspection is a highly techni("al wor k, ·: md only
m eat supply, the work being a part of the sveeial emergency food- a limited numher of men are qualified from the standpoint of experi~nce
production campalgn.
Graduate U n iver sity of California, B. S. 1n to properly pexform grain-sampling duties. At the present time the
agriculture, specializing in animal husbandry; also took a graduate Bureau of Markets is in need o.f some 72 grain samplers, in addltion to
com·se at this institution one t erm. Thirteen and one-half months
those now on the rolls. to eflie1.ently carry out the req11 irements of tho
Arden D. Greenlee, Indianapolis, Ind. Has chnxge of · special em'er- grain-standards act. The civil-service r egister for grain samplers has
geney field work in connection with demonstration poultry and egg only a limited number of men available, and of this limited number ·a
packing houses. Thi-s work has a very direct bearing upon the meat large l)roportion are either in class 1 of the draft or arE> not suitable
supply of this country, and Mr. Greenlee is the only man available for the work. It has been tbe experience in the enforcement of the
who is qualified by experience ::md training to supervise it. Com- grain-standards act that grain sa.m plers can not be properly fitted to d:o
pleted a course in chemistry with the International Correspondence the wor.k ~itllout considerAble training. Jn additi-on to the 72 samplers-
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needed at the pre cnt time, the bureau is constantly receiving resignations from the gra in-sampler for ce. To lose any of the experience•!
sampl ers who arc now C•n the roll would very seriously interfere with
the efficient enforcement of the grain-standards act. The grain-standards
a ct at p resen t is performing nn especially important function in connection with the r egulations of the l•'ood Administration Grain Corporation, which r equires that all transactions in wheat must be on the basis
of the l!'ederal grades.
Deferred classification bas been requested by the department and allowed by uraft boards in the following cases :
Nam e, ltome addt·css, cliat·acter oj worT' (see general statement), and

length of serdce.
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marketing investigations. For one year prior t o appointment in this
department was employed as assistant instructor lD agricultural resources and marketing investigations at the University of Kentucky.
Ten months.
.
. John W. Wetz; New York. N. Y. G1·aduate Cornell University, B. S.
ID agriculture.
Was reared on a farm and has had active practical
experience in the harvesting. handling, storing, and shipping of grain
and other farm prodl)cts. Nine months.
John J. Ahearn, Cincinnati, Ohio. lias charge of the Cincinnati
branch office of the Bureau of Markets in connection with the market
news service on fruits and vegetables·. !lis knowledge of railroad
atiairs bas made him particula rly valualJle in the Cincinnati market
as this is an important diversion point. Previous to pr sent employ:
ment was for several years with the Pennsylvania Railroad in New
York City, handling fruit and vegetable deliveries and assisting with tho
auction sales on their piers. One year nine months.
Harold C. Albin, Washincrton, D. C. (spends considerable time in tho
field). Assistant in handlYn~ and transportation investigations with
fruits and vegetables. His w1thdrawal from this work would seriously
Interfere with the emer~ency food conservation campaign now under
way. Graduat(' University of Illinois, B. S. Previous to present appointment had been connected with the B1ueau of Chemistry for ap.
proximately two years, engagecl in handling and transportation work
particularly as relates to poultry, eggs, etc. Three years.
•
Frank W. Allenz Washington, D. C. (spends considerable time in tho
field). Is engagea in a campaign to increase the storage facilities fo~
fruits and vegetables in Colorado, in cooperation with the State market.
lng office and the State council of defense. There is urgent need to~
this work in Colorado and other States, and it ls practically impossible
to secure men with adequate training and experience along these lines.
Graduate University of Missouri, B. S. in agriculture ; three years•
research work Iowa State College. Before his present appointment
was assistant professor in the Washington State Agricultural Col·
lege in charge of fruit handling and marketing work. Eight months.
William F. Allewelt, Washington, D. C. (spends considerable time in
the field). Has been rendering practical service in demonstrating to
growers and shippers in Michigan the value and requirements of tho
potato grades. Other States have asked for assistance from the de·
partment in conducting work of a similar character to that performed
ln Michigan. Only men with special training can successfully conduct
such work. He is also rendering service ln connection with the enforce·
ment of the standard-<'ontainer act. Graduate Pennsylvania State Col·
lege, B. S. in horticulture. Prior to present appointment bad several
years' experience ln growing and handling vegetables. One year two
months.
·
George H. Baston, Washington, D. C. Has charge of the investlga•
tlonal laboratory In which the acidity determinations of the grain•
standardization project are carried on, and is responsible for outlining,
directing, and supervising the work of the force employed thereunder.
His work has included an investigation to determine the practicability
of substituting in part flours made from grains other than wheat for
the wheat flour. He has participated In all the main activities of the
grain-standardization project, both field and laboratory, and bas as·
slated in formulating standard grades for both corn and wheat. He
also bas supervision of the lnvestlgatlonal work relating to the bleach·
ing of oats commercially, and at present is assisting in perfecting the
tentative standards for oats. Graduate George Washington University,
having specialized in chemistry. Prior to present appointment was
employed four years in the Bureau of Chemistry on investigational work
relating to the chemistry of cereals and milling and baking tests of
wheat and flour; detailed to the Forest Service one season to make
special field investigations relative to the composition of soils in the
national forests of the Northwest, and was assistant ln grain stand·
ardization, Bureau of Pla.n t Industry, for five years. Eleven years.
Harold S. Bird, Washin~ton, D. C. (Spends cQnsiderable time in the
field.) Engaged in investigations relating primarily to methods of car
loadin_g and transportation of perishable food products, the results of
whiclf to date indicate serious mistakes in methods of loading these
products in different sections of the country, resulting in heavy loss in
transit and at market terminals. It is urgently necessary for the effectiveness of .this work, which is essentially connected with the war
work, that these investigations should be continued and extended. It
is also equally important that the demonstrations of the results Recured
be ,:dven the widest publicity. Graduate Michigan Agricultural College,
B. S., specialized In horticulture and pomology. Three years.
Ralph H. Brown, Washington, D. C. Has had considerable grain ex·
perience in an executive capacity, and is now giving assistance in the
rendering of decisions relating to questions involved in the enforcement
of the g1·ain-standards act. It is important that the grain-supE>..rvi ion
work be maintained on an efficient basis, especially in view ot the
bureau's cooperation with the Food .Administration Grain Corporation.
and this can be done only through the retention of trained and experienced men. Nine months.
John A. Burgess, Pittsburgh, Pa. Has charge of the Pittsburgh
branch office of the Bureau o.r Markets. He not only collects information regarding conditions In the live stock and dressed meat trade in
Pittsburgh, but releases the market reports of the bureau in tbe territory served by the branch office in Pittsburgh. Graduate Ottumwa
(Iowa) Public State College, B. S. Prior to entering the Government service was employed in a large meat-packing plant at Ottumwa,
Iowa, where he ncquired experience in marketing dressed meats and
meat products, qualifying him to cope with the reporting conditions
in the wholesale dressed-meat trade in the large meat-consuming cities.
Nine and one-half months.
Charles A. Burmeister, Washington, D. C. Engaged in work in connection with the markt>t news service on live stock and meats. This
market report service consists in furnishing telegraphic reports of livestock receipts and prices nt Chicago, which information is distributed
by leased wire to the bureau's various local offices and is used exclu-

WiJliam D. Bennett, Toledo, Ohio . . Graduate Cornell College of Agriculture, n. S. Was raiseft on a fru:m where grain was one of the main
products. One year.
John E. Bohn. St. Louis, Mo. Graduate University of Missouri,
B. S. Took postgraduate work at the institution, specializing in marketing and rural organization work. During summer vacations was employed
by the St. Louis Merchants' Exchange as grain sampler, his duties including the sampling of cars of grain at elevators, mills, and railroad yards,
and noting and recording of the condition thereof. Ten months.
Willis B. Combs, Boston, Mass. Graduate Cornell University College
•of Agriculture, B. S., making a special study of moisture determination
and the grading and handling of grain. One year four months.
Francis A. Cumings, Minneapolis, Minn. Was employed three years
by the E. H. Pugh Sampling Bureau at Cass Lake Minn., and for five
years as grain sampler by the Minnesota State ·grahi inspection depart·
ment. One year three months.
Hazen P. En~lish, Kansas City, Mo. Graduate Michigan Agricultural
College, specializing in farm crops and grain judging. Was reared on a
farm and has bad practical experience in the handling of grain. Ten
months.
John H. Frazier, Detroit, Mich. Prior to entering department service
had seven years' experience in sampling and grading of Jn"aln. bein.~r
familiar with the details necessary for making moisture tests and tor
keeping records of samples and insoectlons. One year three months.
Harold S. Heilman, New York, N. Y. Before entering department
service had four years' experience as a deputy grain inspector with the
Buffalo Corn Exchange, being familiar with the details of handling,
sampling, inspecting, and grading of grain, and bad experience ~n the
methods obtaining in transferring grain from cars and boats to elevators
and from elevators to transportation lines. One year three months.
Wayne D. Mathews, Fort Worth, Tex. Previous to present appointment was employed by the Kansas State grain Inspection department,
first as inspector's helper, later as grain sampler, being engaged in
securing samples of grain at railroad yards, steamship docks, warehouses, and elevators, fn noting the condition and quality of grain, in
keeping records and making reports thereon, and in making analyses of
samples in the laboratory. Nine months.
Walter J. :Morgan, Salt Lake City, Utah. Graduate Oregon Agricultural College, B. S. During summer vacations was employed upon grain
farms. Tro months.
John F. Mueller, Indianapolis, Ind. Graduate College of Agriculture,
University of Minnesota, B. S., specializing in agronomy, farm crops,
weeds, and seed testing and grain judging. Ten months.
Herbert E. Nelson. Duluth Minn. For four years previous to present
appointment was employed by the grain inspection department of the
Minneapolls Railway and Warehouse commission as grain sampler, his
duties including the sampling of loads of grain at railroad yards, mills,
elevators, and steamship docks, preparation of reports, and keeping of
records. Ten months.
Thomas J. O'Brien, Milwaukee, Wis. Prior to appointment In the
department was employed by the Illinois State grain inspection department as grain sampler, his duties including the sampling of cars of
grain at mills, elevators, railroad yards, and steamsh1p docks, noting
the condition and quality of the grain, making records and reports, and
conducting laboratory moisture determinations. Ten months.
David E. Overlock, Chicago, Ill. For two rears before entering department service was employed by the lllin01s State grain inspection
department as grain sampler and grain helper ; his duties consisting of
the sampling of cars of grain at mills, elevators, railroad yards, and
steamship docks, noting condition and quality thereof, keeping records,
making reports, conducting of moisture determinations in the laboratory,
making separations of damaged grain, and investigating other factors
involved in the grading of grain. Ten months.
William A. Pahl, Miuneapolls, Minn. For five years prior to present
appointment was employed by the Omaha Grain Exchange, first as
helper and sampler, later as grain inspector. His duties consisted of
- sampling cars of grain at mills, elevators, and railroad yards, and assisting with inspection work and laboratory analyses. Ten months.
Bertram J. Rogers, Toledo, Ohio. Graduate New York State College
of Agriculture, where his work has included special studies in growIng, grading, and handling grain. He was reared on a farm and has
had much practical experience along agricultural lines ; also two years'
experience as a public-school teacher. One year four months.
Willlam D. Smith, New Orleans, La. Before taking up p_resent duties
bad five years' experience in the handling and shipping of grain with
H. I. Baldwin & Co .. Decaturt Ill. One year three months.
James P. Stanfield, Louisville, Ky. Before appointment in this bureau was employed for five years by the West '.rennessee Grain Co. at
Obion, Tenn., as bookkeeper and local grain buyer; his duties including
the buying of grain from farmers in that territory, its sampling, inspecting. and grading. Ten months.
Gregory L. Straight, Kansas City, Mo. Prior to entering the department had five years' experience in the sampling, handling, and
Jnspectlon of grain, part of which time was with the Kansas City
Board of Trade ; was also connected with the Kansas State grain inSPif!l~~ ~~~;~~~~- L~J~viii!,r J:~:ee~~~i~~ to present appointment
had four and one-half years' experience as manager in the buying, receiving, and shipping of grain at cooperative warehouses and one and ~~~~1aPYni!~ ~~;fc;~~ ~~f:UJ~~ ~~~uf:;Is; :~~~~:Ji~~s~~e!ft~:ti~~~i
one-half years' experience as sampler in the Illinois State inspection work connected with the live stock, slaughtering and meat packing Industry of the country. Graduate T exas Agricultural and Mechanical
department. One year three months.
Carl A. Waalen, -Minneapolis, Minn. Attended Carlton College and College. Subsequent to graduation and prior to entering the GovernColorado College for two years, taking an engineer's course, speclaliz- ment service was engaged in the live-stock Industry as mana~er of his
father's ranch in T exas, where he gained a thorough knowledge of the
1
~fs de:~if:~ntso~~s ~~~l~~~d.by '1~~ fi~~d~c~r~~m~liniPc~~e 1gle!e industry in the range States. Seven years.
Earl A. Chenault, Richmond, Va. Ha.s charge of the Richmond, Va .•
wood, Minn., and by the Duluth Board of Trade as grain sampler; his
duties consisting of the sampling of cars of grain at mills, elevators, office of the grain and hay reporting market service of the Bureau of
and railroad yards, noting its condition, and maldng records and re- Markets. This is war emet·gency work, Its main object being to put the
producers of grain and hay who have surpluses of such stocks in toucJl
ports thereon. Ten months.
James W. Wesson, Nashville, Tenn. Graduate University of Ken- with dealers and others desiring them. Reports are issued biweekly,
tucky, A. B. and D. S., specializing in agricultural economics and giving in detall the amounts of grain and hay on band, the amounts
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shipped in and out of each county, and the carload prices. These reports are distributed by mail to all people who express a desire to- re~
them. Graduate Ohio State University, B. S. in ~griculture. Ouryear ten months.
Doak B. Carrick, Washington, D. C. (spends considerable time in the
field). Engaged primarily in emergency work in connection with the
handling of apples and other fruits and vegetables injured by freezing
in transit, with a view to reducing to a minimum the losses of these
products Jn transportation. Also engaged in developing methods of
handling which apply to the successful storage of perishable food
products by preservation in freezing storage. These in_vestlgations relate directly to the conservation of fruits and vegetables, and have a
particular war bearing at the present time. To a considerable extent
they provide the basis for other lines of work connected with the storage
project which relate primarily to the refrigeration ot these products,
both in tran!':portation and storage. Graduate Wake Forest College,
(North Carolina.), A. B.; also received degree of Ph. D. from the New
York State College of Agriculture. In connection with- investigations
for his doctor's thesis, made an extended study of the effect of freezing
on plant tissues. Seven months.
James H. Collins, Washington, D. C. (spends considerable time in the
field). Has filled varied mid important assignments in connection with
the surveys of fruit and vegetable markets conducted by the Bureau
of Markets, and the inauguration and development of the market-news
service coverin~; these products, including the couduct of special investi~atlons.
During the past year has represented the" department in
a comprehensive study of the marketing problems of Maricopa County,
..,\)"iz., conducted by this bureau in cooperation with. the University of
Arizona. As a result of this survey definite action will be taken looking to the stabilizing of agriculture in the valley. After the completion. of this survey in Arizona, Mr. Collins was placed in immediatecharge of the bureau's investigation of transportin"' farm products by
motor truck. The motor-truck transportation problem is of especial
import-ance at the time. Graduate Uniyersity of Arkansa!l, B. S.,
specializing in agriculture. Three years nine months.
Joshua M. Chilton, Washington. D. C. Assists in the enforcement o:f
the provisions of the United States grain-standards act in Washington
and at such points in the field as his services may be required. On
account of his experience in handling the varieties of grain which pass
through the markets in the South and Southwest, was a.t first cletallE'd
to act in charge of the twenty-fifth Federal grain-supervision district,
with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn. Memphis is one of the gateways
to the large consuming area of the Southeast. There is inspected in
this market approximately 25t000,000 bushels of grain annually. The
importance of carrying on tne work in connection with the gra.instandal1ls act is fully recognized. Prior to present appointment was
in the employ of the Missouri State inspection department for nine
years ; for two years supervising . the weighing and handling of grain
at terminal elevators, thereby gaining an intimate knowledge of the
methods employed in handling, cleaning, clipping, mixing, and grading
all kinds of grain at the large elevators; and seven years in sampling
and makin~ analyses necessary to determine the true grade of grain.
Subsequently was employed one year by a grain concern in St. Louis
as grain salesman on the floor of the merchants' exchange, and during
a part at the year as its traveling representative. His experience bas
included thE' classification and grading of almost every variety of grain
and has all'orded him an opportunity to become thoroughly familiar
w-ith the grain industry. Nine months.
Saxon D. Clark, St. Louis, Mo. Has charge of the St. Louis branch
office of the Bureau of Markets, in connection with its news reports on
fr~its and ve~eta.bles.
Graduate Massachusetts Agricultural College.
Prior to entenng department bad one year of practical experience in
the Maine Apple Growers' Association. One year two months.
Charles F. Creswell, Wa hington, D. C. (Spends considerable time
in the field.) Has cbat·ge of the cottonseed activities of this bureau,
being the only representative of the bureau who has been in close
touch with the various phases of the cottonseed industry. For the past
yeat· bas been engaged in economic investigations conducted for the purpose of eliminatin~; the large amount of foreign matter which annl,lally
is transported ana purchased with cotton seed, and which results in
damaged cotton seed and a lower quantity and qua.llty of edible products, as well as requiring the utilization of about 4,000 extra freight
cars each year. Has also been engaged in the develo17ment of practical
commercial standards for cotton seed and the elimmation of serious
economic los es and wasteful practices existing in the trade. In cooperation with the Food Administration bas assisted materially in the
formulation of rules and reo-ulations established to govern the cottonseed indu&try. IIigh school, business college, and law university graduate ; has pursued other collegiate work, including a correspondE'nce
course in agriculture at Pennsylvania State College, and has bad practical farm and railroad experience. Nine years six months.
George H. Da.cy, Washington. D. C. (Spends considerable time in the
fiPld.) Engaged in general live-stock and meat-marketing investigations. His broad knowledge of agricultural conditions and ability as a
writer make his services particularly valuable, especially in the work
undertaken and carried on in conjunction with the Federal Trade Commission in collecting at lf\ading points information relative to the marketing of live stock at local packing plants and the large centralized
markets. IR at present assisting ln the preparation for publication of
the material obtained in this investigation. From the very inception
of this important live stock and meat work, both marketing and market
reporting, the Bureau of Markets has met with extreme diffi.cultr in
securing ·men with proper training and experience to fill the positions.
Graduate University of Wisconsin, B. S. and M. S. in agriculture.
Prior to entering Government service operated a farm of his own and
wrote on agt·icultural topics for a number of publ1cat1ons. While employed as a writer for one of the leading agricultural journals ti·aveled
extensively over the country and acquired a broad knowledge of farming conditions and methods of handling and marketing agricultural
IJTOducts. lle devoted special attention to live-stock marketing problems. One year.
William H. Darrow, Providence, R. I. Has charge of. the local market-reporting service at Providence, R. 1., which be inaugurated and
developed, and which bas proved a decided success. This service seeks
to encourage the consumption and conservation of locally raised products and assists in the elimination at waste through efficient distribu:
tion of· the local food supply. Producers, dealers, and consumers are
daily advised as to market conditions, and farmers and housewives, as
WE'll as dealers .. avail themselves of the service. It is proving of great
importance in utilizing vegetables when particularly plentiful and liable
to waste. Graduate Middlebury College, B. A., and Cornell University,
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M. A., in pomology .and agri-cultural chemistry. Wns instructor in
horticulture in the University of Maine for a year and spent th.ree
years in practical horticultural work. Ten months.
George C. Edler, Washington, D. C. Is chief assistant to the specialist in seed marketing- and bas direct supervision of the compilation
and revision of material submitted by field reporte1·s- for publication in
t~e Seed Report~r. . Also handles special assignments in connection.
With the work of this project. Is thoroughly familiar witb every phase
of the se~d industry.. Tb.ere ai;e very few firms in the .country employing- men .m tp.e. ca.pacr~y m which .he bas bad experience, and the field
fro~. whi.ch It IS p-osSlble ~o recrurt men of Ws specialized commercial_
trammg IS exceed11;1gly limited. Graduate University of Dlinols, B. S.
rn agriculture. Pnor to entering Government service was employed in
seed work, both on the farm with seed growers and with seed dealers ·
spent four years with a. seed company in Minneapolis as traveling sales:
man and buyer of farm seeds, also having charge of the seed-corn department. One year ten months.
Vernon P. Fawcett, -Spokanet Wash. Has charge ot- the Spokane
(Wash.) office of the ~rain ana bay market reporting service of theBu_rpau <?1 Markets. This is strictly war-emergency work, its main
obJect bemg to put the producers of graln and hay who have surpluses
of such st~e:ks in .touch with dealers and others desiring them. Reports nre lSSUed biweekly, giving in detail the amounts of- grain and
hay on band, the amounts shipped in and out of each county; and the
carload prices. These reports are distributed by mail to- all people who
express a desire to receive them. Graduate University of Idaho B S
in a,o-riculture, specializing in agronomy, horticulture, and botany: Was
reared on a · farm and during the latter portion of his college course
as~ste~ in the analyses of seeds in ~e agronomy department of the
umvers1ty. For tltree years prior to his entrance into the Government
service acted as State seed commissioner of Idaho. Nine months.
Adelbert D. Gail, jr., New York. N. Y. Has charge of the New York
branch office of the Bureau of Markets, ope1·ated in connection with the
collection and distributi.on of market information on fruits and vegetables. The enormous receipts of this market, drawn from every section
of the country, make it an exceedingly dl!Ilcult one to cover. Attended
the University of Pennsylvania three years. For three years be was a
member of the firm of J. H. Gall, of Buffalo, in which capacity be
gained valuable experience in the marketing oi perishable p-roducts and
bad an OPJ?Ortunity to become familiar with the problems relating to
the marketing of 1bese products. For a period prior to present appointment was employed as advertising representative of a large publlshing
company. Three years nine months.
·
John C. Gillilan, Washington, D. C. Has charge of the work ot
~hecking .the railroad superintendents who repor.t each night the loadll?gs of hve stQck on their respective divisions. Supervises the activitie.s of a large force~--. both in Washington and in the field, engaged upon
thlS work. Ft·om 650 to 400 railroad division superintendents telegraph liv~stock loadings nightly to tne bureau, and the speed with
which the necessary corrections, becanSB of delinquencies on the part of
the superintendents, must be made i& a considerable factor to their
value. Mr. Gillilan also sup-ervises the force which compiles the in·
formation received trom the railroad superint('ndents in a summary
to be tr8f1s~tted each morning to all branch offices for release. Graduate Umvers1ty of Minnesota, B. S. One year of graduate work in
Unh:PI:sity of Minnesota in agricultural economics. Ten months.
W1llls G. Goodenow, Fargo, N. Dak. Engaged in investigations carrie~ on at Agricultural College, North Dakota1 relative to milling and
baking val~es of wheat and fiou!'
Ilis traimng and experience as a
mllllng: engllleer make him especia.lly valuable at this time in connection w1th the efl'ort being made to correlate the investigational work of
this department with that of other departments relating to the conservation of the wheat supply of the country. Graduate Pennsylvania State
College, having specializE'd in flour-milling engineerint?. Prior to appointment in the Bureau of Markets was employed as scu~ntific assistant in
the Bureau of Chemistry ; also bad seven years' experience as assistant
milling engineer in commE'rciul work. One year five months.
Homer A. Harris, Washington, D. C. (spends considerable time in
the field). Has been employed on responsible independt>nt fiE'.ld assignments which have included potato distribution rE'ports at Idaho Falls1
Idaho; handling the market-news ervice at Plant City, Fla., ana
Monett,- Mo., during the commercial movement of the strawberry crop ;
supervision o! the service during the peach movement in Fort Valley,
Ga. ; and the maintenance of an office at Macon, Ga., to distribute market reports on watermelons. Attended agricultural college three years
and bad several years of commercial exped.ence in the fruit business.
One year ten months.
Bryon G. Hays, Kansas City, Mo. Assists in the administration of the
local office of the live-stock and meats project at Kansas City 1\lo. and
in collecting and releasing daily market information relating to the
live-stock and meat trade. Much difficulty bas beE'n experienceu in getting togethet· an adE>quate and efficient force to handle the increasingly
important work conected with this service. particularly to man the local
offices, especially at the large centralized markets of Chicago, Kansas
City, and other central-western points. Graduate College of Agriculture
of the University of Nebraska, B S. Prior to present employment had
considerable experience in judging and buying live stock for a commission firm at Omaha. Nine months.
Stanley G. Hilton, Washington, D. C. (ln field considerable part of
time). Engaged in conducting mvestigations of the warebousin"' of
grain and in the administration of the United States warehouse "'act
including the preparation of rules and regulations for enforcement
thereof. Has had a thorough training in the fundamentals of handling- and storing grain and bas assistE'd in the consideration of the complex problems arising in connection with this work, including the study
of types of elevators and warehouses, the insurance of grain in storage
and the methods of· handling and caring for this product. The proper
warehousing-of grain is of paramount importance in the conservation of
this important product in the present emergency. Much dlffi.culty bas
been experienced at all times in securing men with the requisite training
for this work. One :rear.
Frederick J. Hughes, Washington, D. C. For the past two years has
handled aU tbe appointment- and civil-service work and all the records
ot. tb.e _personnel of tbe Bureau of Markets. This work has become
unusually heavy during the past several months and p-robably w1ll remain so for an indefinite period. For the past 18 months consistentefl'orts have been made to train an understudy for Mr. Hughes, but- for
various reasons it bas been impossible to develop and retain any satisfactory candidate for such a position. Mr. Hughes has a thoroughknowledge ot the civil-service laws, rules, and rPgulations, and of the
precedents and pollcles- of the department and of the bureau in dealing
with a-ppointments and promotions. Three years eight months.
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Clarence E. Killingsworth, Washington, D. C. (spends considerable
time in the field). Employed primarily on cotton-spinning tests conducted by the department and incidentally on work connected with
the cotton-standardization and cotton-marketing projects. At present
is engaged on experimental-spinning tests which are being conducted
by the Untted States Department of Agriculture in cooperation with
the War Department and the Department of Commerce, for the purpose
of developing a suitable airplane fabric from cotton to replace the linen
fabric now being used. It is highly important to develop from cotton
as promptly as possible a suitable airplane cloth to be used in the
manufacture of airplanes. Completed textile course in the Mississippi
Agricultural College; also had experience in erecting machinery in
carding and spinning rooms in northern and southern cotton mills.
He bas bad considerable experience in the actual commercial manufacture of cotton fabrics. Three years.
Clarence W. Kitchen, Washington, D. C. Has been associated with
the marltet-surveys project since the inauguration of the market-news
service in 1915, and has had comprehensive training in almost every
branch of the work of this project. Has assisted in the opening of
numerous new stations anrl suggesting improvements in the service of
those already opened. When the rapid growth of the news service
necessitated an extension of the administrative work of the project
in Washington in January, 1917, Mr. Kitchen was assigned to the
task. At present he is in immediate charge of the assignment of field
fQrces and the dally administrative duties of permanent branch offices.
Owing to his broad experience gained by actual contact with the
work since its inception, it would be exceedingly difficult to replace
him. Five years nine months.
.
Harvey E. Larsen. Boston, Mass. Investigates, in cooperation with
the Boston Market Gardeners' Association. problems .of marketing and
distributing locally grown truck-farm products, the cost of marketing
by this method a compared with others, and the value of reporting
local ma1·ket conditions and prices through the local press. The market conditions in practically all large New England cities, especially
Boston, have become verl acute, and the local truck growers and members of State Council o Defense made a very urgent request to this
bureau for assistance in solving the problems. This service is proving
very valuable as a means of meeting emergency marketing problems. It
is one of the most effective means of stimulating the consumption of
locally grown produce, lowering prices, and conserving foodstuffs.
Gra£luate Univers ity of Wisconsin, M. S., having completed all the
marketing work which the university offers. Prior to entering the
department service, .received valuable experience in commission dealing
in the commission district of Chicago, ·and for several years was connected with the farm-crop department of the Michigan Agricultural
College. Elevi'n months.
George Livings tone. Wa hlngton, D. C. Has charge of the Federal
grain supervision under the United States grain-standards act, directing the work of the grain supervisors and their assistants in the 36
Federal graln·supervision dl tricts of the country, and has general
supervision over all the grain and hay marketing activities of this
bureau, through which the emergency work of the department in issuing market reports on these commodities is directed. Assisted in the
preparation of the rules and regulations promulgated for the enforcement of the United States grain-standards act and of other regulatory
public..'l.tions issued in connection with the enforcement of that act.
Has directed the promulgation of standards for shelled corn and wheat,
personally supervising the holc.lings of hearings on grain standards and
directing the investigation of the practices of marketing grain at
country and at terminal points. Graduate Ohio State University,
B. S. in agdculture; took graduate work at Cornell University and at
Halle-Wittenberg.
For several years was assistant professo~ of
agronomy at the Ohio State University, and was tendered the position
of chief of the newly created department of farm crops at that institution, which position he declined for the purpose of entering the service
of this bur"eau. Three years.
Brice M:. Mace jr., Washington, D. C. Has supervision of the administration of the branch offices opened in connection with the llve-stock
and meat-reporting service of the Buerau of Markets. It is very difficult at this time to obtain the services of men possessing the administrative abillty combined. with a knowledge of live-stock marketing
methods. Graduate Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tenn., B. S.;
studied law at the University of Chicago; and is at present taking
an M. A. course in economics at George Washington University. Was
reared on a Tennessee stock farm anrl was in charge of city and county
school systems for seven years. Nine months.
Nathan Menderson, Washington, D. C. (spends considerable time ln
the field). Engaged on grad~ and standards work. This work ls of
very great importance to ~outhern peanut growers, because practically
no effort has been made by the department looking to the establishment
of standard grades for peanuts. '£he purpose of this work is to enable
the recommendation to growers of the best methods of handling and
grading their peanuts and also to determine what wlll constitute
practical market grades for both shelled and unshelled peanuts. Peanuts are now becoming an important food product, and their standardlzation and improved methods of grading and marketing ls of decldoo
importance, not only to the large producing sections of the South but
also the consumer. Graduate Yale University, A. B., and Cornell
University, M. A. Prior to entering the Bureau of Markets was employed by the Bureau of Plant Industry in connection with the introduction and development of new vegetables in the South. Three years
six month .
ll<;njnmin C. Moomaw, Washington, D. C. (spends considerable t~me
Ln tile field). Assists the project leader in charge of State cooperation
in ma rketlng work, in coordinatinll: the various projects of the bureau
with the State cooperative activities. Also assists in a study of the
cooperative marketinll: work being carried on by t.he bureau in tl_lc
Southern States rendering help to the field agents m these States m
the d('velopment of their activities and in the improvement of theii·
methods. Graduate Washington and Lee University. Prior to enterin" the Bureau of Markets was for six years actively engaged in
or~harding in the State of Virginia and in marketing apples, both in
this country and abroad. For one year was institute lecturer in fruit
growing for the Virginia department of agriculture and immigration
and later extended this work to other branches of agricultural interests. Served us a director and pres_ident of the Virginia Fruit Growers'
Association for sevP.ral years. One year nine months.
.Joe D. Morgan, New Orleans. La. Has been engaged in making field
and laboratory investigations relative to the method of handling, grading, and transporting commercial grain; acted temporarily as grain
supervisor under the grain-standards act. At present bas charge of
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mllls, and various kinds o! machinery used in the handling of grain.
These investigations have a direct relation to the efforts being made
to conserve the wheat supply of the United States, both by prevention
of ""rain loss by fire aud tile deterioration of commercial grade on
gra!Ji: caused by smut in wheat. During the past thrashing season
Mr. Morgan has assisted in the cooperative project relating to smut .
dust control in wheat at thrashing time, investigating special ucviccs
recommended by experts of the department and determining the effect
of the application of these devices to thrashing machinery. Graduate
Montana State College of Agi·iculture and Mechanic Arts, ll. l::!. in
biology. Two years ten months.
.Julius H. Peters, Boston, Mas . Assists in the conduct of the telegraphic market news service on live stock and meats at Boflton. He
is fully familiar with the intricate details relating to reporting meattrade conditions, which has a direct bearing on the food Aupply in the
present emergency. Graduate Iowa State College, B. S. Was employed as instructor of agricultural economics at this institution parts
of two terms and as teacher of agriculture at the Atlantic (Iowa) High
School for one year. One year two months.
William C. Quick., Washington, D. C. (spends considerable time in
the field). Has been continuously associated with investigations re- ·
gardlng the handling, transpot·tation, and storage of fruits and vegetables. Supervises lmportant lines of work in the Pacific Northwest
directly related to the conservation and marketing of fruit crops grown
there. He is thoroughly familiar with the fruit industry and with the
proper construction and management of stora~e houses for apples.
'£he conservation of foodstuffs is a question or primary importance
and the work upon which Mr. Quick ls now engaged bears directly on
that problem. Graduate University of Arkansas, ll. S. in agriculture.
Three years eight months.
Sam H. Ray, Kansas City, Mo. In charge of the live stock and meat
reporting station at Kansas City. Devotes much of his time to devisIng means whereby this service may be improved. Has rendered much
assistance in connection with the installation of the telegraphic market
reports on estimated receipts and prices of live stock at Chicago Ill
He is by training, experiencei and ability well fitted for his present
work. Graduate •rexas Agricu tural and Mechanical College ; took postgraduate course at the University of Illinois. Prior to entering the
Bureau of Markets, had six years' experience in ranching in Texas;
was employed two years as in ·tructor in animal husbandry in the First
District Agricultural College at Jonesboro, Ark.; and was in the
service of the Bureau of Animal Industry, where he was selected to
investigate the beef industry of Guatemala. Three ;rears ele;en months.
Frederick W. Read, Kansas City, Mo. Has assisted in the development .of the cold-storage reporting system of the bureau. After the
org~mzation of the work, covering some 70 commouities, Mr. Ueau was
ass1~ned to take charge of all the market news work in Florllfta includmg both the permanent market station at Jacksonville a weil as
the numer~us fie!d stations .throughout the State. Was suhsequently
placed in 1mmed1ate supernsory charge of the work of this project
in the district bounded by the Rocky Mountains and the Mi sisstppl
~iver. It is believed that this system will greatly relieve the Washmgton office of a vast amount of administrative detall. Graduate
Ma~ a~usetts Agricultural College, B. S. Graduate student Harvard
Umvers1ty School of Arts and Sciences; two years. Prior to entering
the Bureau of Markets was assistant in farm management Bureau of
Plant Industry, and instructor in a~ricultural economics, Massachusetts
Agricultural College, for sh_?rt pertods. 'l'wo ;vears eight months.
Stephen A. Regan, Washmgton, D. C. Assisted in the preparation
of the Government's standards for wheat and in investigations relative
to the handling of grain in bulk rather than in sacks. Besides having
n wide general experimental knowledge of all classes and grades of
when~, ls especially familiar with all matters relating to the wheatgrowing .area throughout the Pacific Northwest. Assisted in the work
of orgamzing the grain-standards supervision work having for a period
acted as .Federal grain supervisor in charge of the Denver office, and
for a periOd as gra1n supervisor in charge of the San Francisco office.
When, in Jll;nuary, 1918, Dr . .J. W. '1'. Dovel, in charge of the grainstandardization work in the Washington office, was designated to proceed to. Australia and other Australian points for the purposes o!
special mvestlgations, Mr. Regan was brought to Washington to take
Dr. Du~el's place during his absence. Graduate Colle~re of Agriculture
Univers1ty of Idaho, B. S. in agriculture. Prior to entering the service
of the department served !or one season as State food commissioner
of Idaho. Two years nine months.
Howard B. RJchar:lson, Washington, D. C. (spends consfuerahlc time
in the .tiel~). Has been engaged primarily in cotton standardization
and spmnmg test work and assisting with the manufacturing tests
made by the department for the purpose of determining the spinning
value of the different grades, staples, and other qualities of upland
sea-island, and Arizona-Egyptian cottons. At present engaged on
tte experimental spinning tests being conducted by the department in
cooperation "1'\"ith the War Department and the Department of Commerce for the purpose of developing suitable airplane fabric from cotton
to replace the .linen f~brics now l>eing used. Has represented the
bureau at var1ous pomts in the cotton handling and marketing
activities. Completed a three-year course ln mechanical engineering at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a three-year course in
cotton manufacturing with the American Correspondence School. Prior
to his appointment in the Bureau of Markets served neat·ly four
years as laboratory aid in the Bureau of Plant Industry. Seven years
eight months.
Patrick J". Roach, Minneapolis, Minn. Last year had charge of the
1\Iinnenpolis o-ffice of the Bureau 9f Markets in connection with the
market surveys project. As the Minneapolis office ls in the center o!
an important potato-producing section, he gave special attention to
reports on thls commodity, with the result that this season he has
been assigned to more important potato-prorluctng se<'tions to give specialized service on this product to the growers in these districts He
started the season at EaglP Lake1 Tex., and is now handling the distribution of reports in the Fort Smith, Ark., district. Prior to entering Government service had many years' experience in the produce
bu iness. One year nine months.
Otto " ' · Schleussner, Los Angeles, Cal. Ilas been in immediate
charge of the work of developing a national market news service on
fnt.its and vegetables since its inauguration In 191G. When 1t was
decided to Inaugurate .the news service and Inspection service on the
Pacific ·coast this sprmg Mr. Schleussner was selected to supervise
the combined work of these two projects in the territory west of the
Rocky Mountains. It seemed advisable to handle this work as a district pro.blem. inasmuch as the marketing problems of Pacific coast
growers are different from tbo. e encountered in any other part of the
country and must be handled separately. He exercises supervisory
control over the pe.r manent branch offices on the Pacific coast, includ-
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ing a numb('r of the most important producing points. He also serves
in an ntldsory capacity In considering genernl policies relatin~ to
the fruit and vegetable marketing activities of this bureau. Graduate
Michigan Agt·irultural Collegt•, B. 8 . in a~ricu!ture. Prior to his
nppointment In the Bureau of Markets bad wide experience in business
Jn various lines-truck farming,- Inspection work, and commercial
dealings with fruits and vegetables In the markets and in the producing districts. Three years four months.
Alfred B. Smeby, Washington, D. C. (spends considerable time in
the field). Was first assigned. to the development of a new system
of r('ports on live-stock movements. introduced ('xperimentally at
Lancaster,, Pa., about a year ago. This project involved the perfecting
of arrangements with farmers, railroad agents, live-stock buyers, . the
tracle at the Lancaster stockyards, and others to obtain accurate Information concerning the "In and out" movemE.'nt of beef cattle ln
18 counties known as the Lancaster district. When the service ~as
successfully ~nstalled at Lancaster he was detailed to Rocky Ford,
Colo., to inaugurate a similar service covering the Arkansas Valley
cattle and lamb. feeding districts. He was later called to Washington
to assume charge of important work pertaining to cur1·ent bulletins
on live stock and meats and was placed In full charge of the bureau's
weekly llve-stock and meat-trade news bulletin, supervising the reporting service on the movements of live stock in the feeding and grazing
districts of the United States. lie is at present on an Indefinite assignment r('porting the Chicago bog market. Prior to entering Government
Rervice wns engaged in the newspaper publishing business for six years,
five years as market writer and associate editor of the· Sioux City
(Iowa) Dally Lh'e Stock Record an1 live-stock editor of the Sioux City
Tribune. One year two months.
.
Edwin W. Stillwell, Washington, D. C. Engaged In important administrative work in connection ~ith the details of the technical daily
telegraphic reports and other work incident to the assembling and
issuance of market news on the movements and prices of fruits and
v('getables. The administrative work requires a combination of qualifications in order to handle it successfully. Graduate Iowa State ColI ge, B. S. in hort!culture, specializing In pomology and marketing.
Eleven months.
Charles B. Tubergen, Pittsburgh, Pa. (spends considerable tlme In the
field). Has handled distribution reports for a number of important
perishable products at various points. Is at present in charge of the
Important field statiou at Onley, Va., where his duties other than administrative consist ln the collection and distribution of marketing informa tlon. The market news work In which be is engaged has expanded very rapidly and Congress has appropriated large sums of money
to continue it. Graduate Michigan Agricultural College. For five
years ~;ubsequent to graduation was in the employ of the New York
!:!tate Experiment Station at Geneva, and for one year was employed in
the office of the California Fruit Growers' Exchange at Chicago. Nine
months. .
Gustav P. Warber, Wa.shington, D. C. (spends considerable time in
the field). Has recently made an exhaustive study of the production
of casein in this country, the information being desired for the use of
the Shipping Board and the War Inaustries Board as a guide in determining the policy of these boardl:1 with reference to importation of that
product and with reference to · the needs of the Army and Navy for
airplane construction. Ills principal work at the present time is connected with a comprehensive study of the marketing and handling of
milk throughout the United States by means of the distribution of schedules and by personal investigations. Graduate University of Minnesota,
B. S. and M. A. in agriculture. Served as assistant in the-division of
agricultural economics, University of Minnesota, for three years; during
which time he pursued the study of special problems in the field of
agricultural economics. Three years eleven months.
Bert W. Whitlock, Salt · Lake City, Utah. Is grain. supervisor in
charge of the Salt Lake City office, which is a particularly important
assignment because of the variety of grain produced a..nd shipped from
the territory covered. The supervlslonal activities for the district are
centralized in the Salt Lake office, and from that point extensive
investigations are conducted to supplement the information now avail-able for use in the determination of standards. The department is unable to secure competent men for all of the positions of grain supervisor.
The department is cooperating with the United States Food Administration authorities in their work with grains under the food-control act.
This necessitates exceedingly important and heavy work among the
grain trade by the grain supervisors of the Bureau of Markets, both at ·
the Washington office and in the field. Graduate Kansas State University, B. S. In agriculture, specializing in grain marketing, grain grading,
and milling technology; also ser>ed at this Institution as student assistant in mllling technology and as student assistant in chemistry. Prior
to entering the Government service held several important appointments
Jn the State grain laboratories of l\!ontana, having direct charge of the
milling and baking investigations. Was also appointed deputy State
grain in,;;pector. Eleven months.
John F. Wilmeth, Washington, D. C. Engaged in work in conrrection with the enforcement of tbe United States grain-standards act
and other projects dealing with the marketing of grain. He is
thoroughly familiar with the provisions of the act and also with the
requirements of the rules and regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture under the act_ Has attended all the hearings held in connection
with the different phases of the enforcement of the act and the estahlisbmP_nt of gradE's for grain promulgated thereunder. l\!r. Wilmeth !s
also in charge of the work of compiling estimates for grain projects
special reports required by Congress, and similar work requirin~
thorough knowledge of departm€'nt and bureau policies legal trairuna
:md familiarity with the technical requirements under the grai~:
standards act. Prior to assuming his present duties held responsible
positions in the administrative offices of the Bureau of Plant Industry
the office of the Secretary, and the Bureau of Markets. Is graduate
of the Georgetown University Law School. lias been admitted to the
b~r of the District of Columbia and the State of Louisiana.
Nine years
eight months.
Furman ll. Wise, Washington, D. C. (spends considerable time in travef
status). Has specialized In inYestigations relating to the handling
s-rading, and transportation of rice, conducting both field and laboratory
1nvestigations in 'Yashington, New Orleans. La., and in the ricegrowing sections throughout the entire United States. Renders assistance in handling matters relating to this crop, with special reference to
its commercial ~rrade. His servic
are also utilized in giving assistance as to the l.lest means of distributing the rice crop, with a view tD
its increased u~e for foofl. Graduate Agricultural and .Mechanical College of South Carolina, H. S.; also University of Wisconsin, M. S. Sa
:rears ten months.
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Glen H. Ramsey, Orono, Me. Engaged in the investigation of potato disea.ses In Maine. He has recently taken the leadership in
pathological extension work in Maine and is engaged In putting into
practice In that State, -with the cooperation of the State extension
forces, the methods. of control for important diseases of truck crops,
particularly potatoes, that have been worked out. Entire time devoted
to the various phases of this work. including the oversight of field
demonstrations, the · instructing of State and county agents and farmers in methods of plant-disease control, and the preparation of necessary literature on the subject, this being a part of the program of
food conservation through the control of plant diseases. Graduate
Indiana University, A. B. and A. M., specializing in botany, mycology, ·
and plant pathology. Prior to entering the department service -h e.lu a
teaching fellowship In botany at Indiana University, was instructor in
botany at the Umversit." of Maine, and assistant plant pathologist of
the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station. Two years three months.
Roscoe E. Blair, Bard, Cal. Has been serving as superintendent ot
the Yuma Experiment Station, near Bard, Cal., and in conducting
demonstration work among farmers on the Yuma reclamation project.
His duties as farm superintendent include the supervision of all the
investigational work of the Yuma station and some field work among '
settlers on the Yuma reclamation project with particular reference to
the production of long-staple cotton. - This work is of special importance at the . present time, when the demand for long-staple cotton for
both civil and military purposes is exceeding the supply. The Yuma.
station is located in a section devoted to intensive farming, as shown
by the fa ct that the average production per acre for that district (the
Yuma. 1·eclamation project) in 1917 was valued at $105. The work of
the station has been a very important factor In the development or
local agricultural industries, particularly as re~rds the two most Important industries. cotton and alfalfa seed. He bas served also as
representative of the Office of Demonstrations on Reclamation Projects
on the Yuma project, it having been found impossible so far to securo
n suitable man for the work of that office. Graduate Kansas !:!tate
Agriculture College. Prior to entering the department was employed
for a brief period as assistant In the department of horticulture at the
Kansas Experiment Station. Seven years eleven months.
· Leonard E. Newman, Concord, N. H. HaS' charge of cooperative
work on the control of the white-pine bUster-rust work in New !lampshire. This includes general control work throughout the State, specific local cooperative work with 43 townships, and the direction of
the activities of about 75 employees. This blister-rust disease threatens the destruction of the white pine, which is the most valuable and
important forest t1·ee in the northeastern section of the United States.
The situation is critical ; present failure of the cooperative control
work in New Hampshire would cause irreparable damage and might
easily mean failure for the blister-rust campaign in the entire re~i on.
For the continuation and success of the work in New Hampshire It is
Important that Mr. Newman be retained in his present position, as he
is the only experienced man left who is thoroughly familiar with the
work in that State, he having been with the work ever since it was
inaugurated. Graduate Biltmore Forest School. Had three years' ex.Perience in general forestry work In the Northwest and ln New Ilamp·
shire before entering the department service. Two years one month.
Louis J. Gillespie, Washington, D. C. Engaged in working out the
relation between crops and soil acidity, Involving highly technical ex·
perience and training in connection with hydrogen-ion concentration.
There are only a llmited number of men avallable for this type of work
in the United States, and 1! be were separated f.r om the service for
any reason this line of work would have to be suspended Indefinitely.
He is showing a decided relationship between the hydrogen-ion concen.
tration In soils and the prevalence of cert.'lin diseases a1l'ecting promi·
nent food crops. Graduate Brown University, Ph. B. and Ph. D.
Served as assistant In physics, Brown University ; instructor in chemistry, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence; fellow in bacteriology,
Rockefeller Institute of Medical Research; and bacteriologist, New York
Department of Health, for various periods before entering department
service. Four years ten and one-half months.
·
Rolla N. Harger, Washington, D. C. Engaged in chemical work,
requiring highly specialized training, In the Office of Soil-Fertility
Investigations. It has been found impossible under the ~resent condi·
tions to obtain men of similar training and experience. Since September, 1917, has also been engaged in making investigations of nn unusual
character In cooperation with gas-warfare investigations, Bureau of
Mines, acting for the Ordnance Department. This ·special research is
invaluable to the prosecution of this line of offensive warfare. Graduate Washburn College (Topeka, Kans.), A. B.; dJd graduate work in
chemistry at Kansas University two terms, receiving M. A. ueg1·ee.
Before entering department was laboratory instructor in chemistry at
Washburn College three years and laboratory instructor in chemis h·y
at Kansas ·University two years. One year one month.
Wofford B. Camp, Gaffney, S. C. Engaged in CalifOrnia upon work
having in view the incr-eased production of the long-staple Egyptian
type of cotton in the United States by the utilization of the improved
varieties and cultural methods that have been dewloped through the '
experimental work of the departrr.ent. On account of the reduced production of this type of cotton in Egypt and difficulties of communication ·
and transportation there could be no assurance that enough extra staple
cotton would be available in the United States even for the strictly
· military purposes of aeroplane wings, balloon fabrics, and automobifo
tires. The production of sea-island cotton has become entirely an
uncertainty on account of the boll weevn. The field operations in California consist of locntin"' and caring for plantings of the improve<l
varities ill promising locations, in cooperation with new cotton-growing·
organizations that are being established, and giving necessary advice
and assistance required in properly establishing thls new long-staple
industry in the Southwest. This work involves the direct and a ctivo
personal supervision of tbe experimental plantings, which m·e located
throughout the San Joaquin and Sacramento Valleys of California, and
includes necessary instruction of farmers in methods of planting, t hinning, selecting, roguing, picking, and other operations connected with
production, breeding, and preservation of the purity and uniformity of
the varietiea. The cultural methods of handling these new long staples
in the Southwest are different than those used in other regions, and
there are no other men obtainable who have bad special training like
that of Mr. Camp or who are qualified to undertake it. Graduate of
Clemson Agricultural College, B. S. Was raised on a farm and wa.
continually in the environment of farm life and work before entcrinrr
the department. One :rear eleyen and one-half months.
"'
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Walton G. W<>lls, Sacaton, Ariz. En~aged on work directly relatetl offi<;e. The superintendent i fully occupied witll the work in irrigation
to tho increaReJ production of cotton of the Egytian type in the u·rigatcd agricultt!r.e and. lla. not ue~n specially trained in dry-land agriculture
sections of Arizona and California. The fact that importution of this nor· fam1h.ar with tbe detail. of the work that is being conducted by
type of cotton from Egypt has recently been much restricted and that the oillre of Dry-Lund Agricultu re. Mr. Mathews is the only repr·esP..nta the Arizona and California product is the only available substitule for tive of the Iast-n:uncd office at the Bellefourche station and is responsible
sea-island · cotton, which is of vital importance to the· military program for the conduct of the work of crop production undt>l' dry-land condlof the United States requires that every cllort be made to stimulate 'tions, which work has ah·t'ady proved its vaJue by its result·
This
production of .American-EJQ-ptian cotton in Arizona and California. work involv~s soil preparation, secdin_g, cultivation, harvesting the crops,
~'his cotton is alrrarly !rein~ extensively employed in the. m11nufacturc
study of :JIPlds, efft'ct of cultivation, rotations, etc. Ile also has
of hi;;h-grade tire fabrics and is being tested fer use in the production ot' charge of tlle oU moisture and other chemical and physical determinaballoon fabrics for the Army. In the e> nt of a serious curtailment tions in the lahoratory on the field station and has kept the record ot
of the sea-island crop as a result of l>oll-weevil ra>ages American- the meteorological observations. This work i directly concerned with
E,ryptian is the best :wailable sub titute for sea-i.sland cotton in the the increasing of the food upply, particularly wheat of the country by
mannfactu1·e of balloon, ga -mask, and au·plane fabrics. Increased pro- d<'terminlng the possibilities of production in this scc'tion of the country
dLction of American-Egyptian cotton is contingent upon (1) the main" and the methods IJy which these possibllities can be most profitably
tenance of a large supply of pure and selected seed for planting and rt'alizefl. Graduate South Dakota Agricultural Collc"'c B. S. and M. S
(2) familiarizin~ the growers with the best method of production which Nine years.
"' •
•
have been workro out by the department. Mr. Wells has had a longer
Joseph B. Ku ka, Colby, Kans. Ilas charge of exten lve in'l"e tlgaand more intimate contact with both of these lines of e.fl'ort than
any other man now in the Government service. He is the only employee tlons In methods of crop production under dry-land conditions at tho
of the departm('nt available for continuous servke in the field who Colby (~us.) .. ubstation of the Kansa State Experiment Station in
has sufficient fam1Uarit:v with the Egyptian cotton plant to carry on cooperatiOn wttb the State. Under the terms of this cooperative
effectively the vitally important work of seed selection. The work is agt·ecmPI?t the d partment agrees to P.rovide a trained assistant in dry- ·
both urgent and continuous in its nature and does not permit of the land agr1culture who shall be responsible for and have immediate charge
delay:; and interruptiollB which the training of an inexperienced substi- of the experimental work. Mr. Kuska has had charge of such work
since its inauguration in tbe spring of 1914. Graduate University of
tute would entail. l:-\ix years two months.
Norbert R. Mueller, Washington, D. C. Has charge of the extensive E:an as, B. S. Spent early life on a farm. Four years six months.
. Charles H. Ruzicka.,. WllliRton, N. Dak. .As superintendent of the Wilexperiments in drug-plant growing which are being conducted in cooperation between this department and the Uni-v-ersity of Wisconsin, li ton (N.Dak.) dry-1and field stati on has charge of an extensive series
the continuance of which 1s regarded as exceedingly important in the of rxperlments being conducted under a cooperative agreement with the
pre nt emergency . . The Bureau of Plant Industry, through its CO· North Dakota Experiment Station to determine the best methods of crop
operation with a number of universities which maintain drug gardens production for that section. Under this agreement the department furin connection with their schDols of pharmacy, is working to secure the rushes tbe SUPf'l'intendcnt Of the Station. Wheat and flax production
production of as large quantities as possible of several essential drugs. ar of fir'Rt importance in this section, and any advance the experimental
Mr . .Mueller not only ha had immediate charge of the work of produc- work may mak" i~1 the solution of the many problems concerned in their
ing these dru~ crop at the Uruversity of Wisconsin but visits these pl'oduc·tion adds du·ectly to the total production of these and other e senother institutiOns, as nece ity may arise. to give expert sup.ervision tial food~tff.l and 1·aw materials. Graduate Nortll Dakota Agricultural
and advice and assist in pTomoting the work. There are very few men College, B. S. in agriculture ; has al o had practical farm experience
in the country who have had nny practical experience in the line of work Prior to prE." ent appointment spPnt two seasons examining and apprai :
in which Mr . .Mueller is. engaged. It has been found necessary to in- ing landR in we. tern North Dakota and en.stern Montana for the NorthcrE>ase .Mr. Mueller's re~ponsibilities by assigning him to emergency Nn PacJfic Railway Co.; taught ono year in associated agricultural
field work in connection with the castor-bean crop in addition to ht~h schools at Milaca, .Minn.; and was t-wo years with the North
Dakota Better l;'arming A !Wciation. Five years six months.
his regular assignment to the production of important drug plants.
CharlP T . Dearln~, Washington, D. C. (Most of his time i spent in
These duties include collaborating with officials of the Signal Corps,
War Department, cooperating with county agents, advising growet·s, the field.} llas charge of the muscadine-grape investigations of the
etc., in order to insure castor-bean production on the large acreage b.urenu, which in vol>e a study of cultural methods and requirements
required to provl<Je supplies needed in the manufacture of lubricating and the brecding of bettet· varit>ties. His work also includes the develoU for airplaue motors. The withdrawal of Mr. Mueller's services would opment of methods of utlliz.'ltion of grapes in the home. Heretofore th~
mean thE.' P-ractical abandonment of any productive features of the use of the muscadint> type of grape has been restricted to the making of
departmPnt s drug plant work in the northern Mississippi Valley, which wine, canning. and prPparation in the fresh state in a. few different cullis of grt'at importance in producing adequate supplies of important drugs nary ' ys. Mr. Dearing has developed exceedingly sati factory methods
for military needs, and would hinder the cooperative work in producing of making unfermented juices. jellies, jams, and other products and
sufficient cast•'lr oil for airplane \L'ie. Graduate of University of Wis· these bnve bt'E.'n presented at n large number of meeting , in coope;ation
oonsin (pharmacy course) n. S.; was graduate student, same institu- with the office of Rxten ion Work in the South, through a. large portion
tion, one tt'rm, receiving M. S. degree. Prior to present appointment of the mu ..c:tdine-grape-growing territory. Graduate University of Mis~
was for varion;;:; periods 1·eglstered pharmacist, had charge of drug- souri. Eight years five months.
plant work at Wisconsin Pharmacy Experiment Station, was in charge
Ch?-rl
Sando, Washington D. C. His duties are largely of n bioof flelu party ho- ·e-mint in-ve-stigations in Wiseonsin River Valley, and chemical nature and con. it"tt
making analyses of fruits and vegetables
fellow i 1 pharmacy at University of Wisconsin. Two years.
to dett>rmlne the ~han~f'S which have taken place when held under differ·
Edgar C. Youn'?. Timmonsville, S. C. Has entire responsibility tor ent conditions, including storage. Similar investigations arc carriro on
the handling of the drug-plant crop in South Carolina during the pres- by Mr. Sando with reference to the conditions of fruits or vegetable
ent sea on. The work that wonld su:tfer through his withdrawal is that products grown unrler different conditions for the purpose of corr·elahn<•
dealing with the cooperative studies of drug-plant and oil-sero crop cultural mt-thodH wilb the behavior of the products In storn.ge. Another
production in ·outh Carolin.:t. The increasing dearth of supplies of phaSP of his work is a stndy of fruit and vegetable pigments as an index ·
eertuin important drugs formerly imported has made it of vital im- of dltl'Prent df'gl''-'es of matm·ity, the degree of maturity being an e St!n·
:portance to Insure the sucre ful production of crops of these drugs tial factor to cunsider in connection with tbe behavior of the product in
rn thil'l country. One of th~se vitally importAnt dru~ is cannab~s. storag£' and subsequent thereto wh"n remov&l for con umption. Gradwhich will l•e needed in large quantities both by the medical and the uate lllaryland Agricultural College; took advanced work in or"'anic
veterinary services of the Army, as well as in the treatment of 111ness chemistry at the Univer ity of Michigan. 'Three years one and one-half
and a11(>viation of sufl'ering in prh·ate practice. At the present time montlls.
the main reliance for cannabis of the pharmacopooial standa1·d in
Elmer .Snyder, Fresno, Cal. Enga~ed upon studif>S of cultural and
this country rest upon the production of the South CarolinR crop. production
problems in connection with American Euvitis grape and
This country is now also ealled UP.<?n to furnish supplies of this im- inv~tigations
Vinifera grapes In California. The latter project has
port..wt drug for E>xport. The Withdrawal of l\Ir. Young from the been unuer wayoffor
past two years. and together with another memSouth Carolina drug-plant work can not fail to imp<>ril the produrtlon ber of the bUl'eau the
tali he has bcev prinlarily responsible for the re·
of the cannabis crops, which requires a type of treatment and handling sults of the lnYP tigatlona.l
work being carried on in some 10 or 12
that can not be obtained from ineA"Perlenced help. It would further
vineyards locatt>f. at different points in California. Pt>r·
involve the loRS of a large amount of experi.mentul datu of peculiar ln- e~erimt>ntal
haps
tht>
mo
t
Important
feature
of his work is in connection with the
ter(>st and value at the present time, when facts concerning th ~ produc- development of a dried-currant indus~.
foundation work, with
tion of drugs and oils in this country are in urgent demand because of which Mr. Snyder is very closely identified,The
has been laid for the de~
the failure of supplies whlch have heretofore come from abroad.
Graduate of Cleml'lon Agricultural College, B. S. in agriculture; velopment of a currant industry in California which promises to tnko
took postgraduate work at Clemson ~n1! term. Was reared on a farm the place of an import('{} product nmounting annually to 80.000,000 :>r
a.nrl has had considerahle experience in handling farm labor. BE>fore more pound . His duties also consist of taking annual eries of notes
entering his . prt-sent duties conducted field experiments on cotton at covering blossoming records. growth records. yield records, and observaPeedee Experiment tation during one s<>a.son and was n.ssistant in tions on numt-rou'> methods of culture and the behavior of a great numbotanical and bactt>rlological laboratoliE's at Clemson College one term. bE-r of varh•tles und Pr test. Graduate New York State College of .Agl'i·
cultUI'e. Thre~ years.
One year three months.
.
George K. K. Link, Washington, D. C. (greater part of tim~ spent
Harrl_ A. .Scboth, Corvalis, Oreg. Has charg-e of forage-crOJ? experiments ut'ing conductE>d in cooperation with the Oregon Agncultura1 in the field). Advises the inspectors of the Bureau of Markets and
Experiment 8ta tion at Corvallis, Oreg.. with particular reference to the War and Nary DE>partm<>nts relative to the investigations of losses
the production of seefls of vetches and other special forage crop . This in market and storage a nd stud iP means of prevention, working with
work is highly important, especially In view of the fact that ordinary other pAthologists who arc at the points of production. Tbls work is
sources of supply in Europ'-' are cut ol!. and it 1 therefore essential an essential part of the food-con!';('rvation program, clo. ely affiliated
that American souret>s for seed be develo.ped. The work with forage with investi~tions at the points of production, and operating directly
crops is also hhrhly important in eonnf'CtlOn with the dairy industry to rf'cluce the present lossPs of peri hable vegetables. The economic
of w<>~tern Oregon and westPrn Washington. Graduate of Oregon Agrl· interests involved ln this work arf' very great. The los cs on a ~ingln
cultural Collf'ge. B. S. and 1\I. S. For two terms was employed as fat·m ear amount to from $100 to 400, u large part of which is prt>>entabl<' by
forem.::m anrl wa.~ ft-llow in agronomy at the Oregon Agricultural College. measures appliNl in the fiE>lfl or packing bouse A continued el!ort 1s
Two yE>ars four and on~balf months.
mflrlP to dis,.;rmtnatt> this information among the producer and to bring
Fred W. Gei P, Washington, D. C. Is inve ti~ating the fertilizer value about all possible improvement. Graduate University of Chicn~o, n. S. ;
of the gret>nsand marl deposits of eastern United Statt>s as a sourCE> of graduate stutlf'nt Unin·.rsity of Nebraska, one term. receiving A. .M.
otn h for agricultural pm·poses. His work consists chiefly of tecbnieaJ de~r P ; also recclwd Ph. D. degrt>P. from the University of Chicago.
aboratory and gre nhouse studit> , carriE-d on at Wns hin~ton. His Assisted in the cnemical and b')tanical laboratories at Chicago Unl>erwitl.ldrawal at this time would seriously cripple the work and endanger sity ; f\E>rved as a~ assistant in botany at the Kansas Agricultural Col•
resnlts which, it ifl bopl.'d, mny find practical usc during the present lege; adjunct profE>ssor of agricultural botany and as istant in the
season. Graduate Wf'sleyan University· (Nebraska), A. B.· took special experim{'nt station of the University of Nebraska; profPssor of plant
com·,·e in hiolo~y at UnlvE'rsity of \\'iseonsin; received M. S. degree pbyRiology and physlologlst of the Nebraska .Agricultura1 Experiment
University of Cblca:ro. Wn raised on a fa1·m and is famlilar with Station; and during the six year8- prior to present appolntmE>nt bas
farming pt·actlces in the l\iiddle We!.'lt. F.leven months.
d'l!votE>d his entire tune to university teaching and to invPsti,~:mtion and
Oscar R. Mathew . Bf'll efon rch(>, S. Dak. The superintendent of the extensive work at the expe1·im~nt station of Nebraska along the linP or.
BellE>fom·cbe ( '~ Dak.) station is an employee of the office of Wf'stern potato disf'ases, a great part of this time being spent in ficld work iu
Irri gation Agriculture, the station being under the management of that the irrigated anu dry-land sections of ,...-estern Nebraska. Eight months.
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Gustav A. Meckstroth, Washington, D. C. Engaged in vean-dis<'ase
JnvestigatJons, having charge of a fiel<l station. The protection of thebean C"rop against disease is a matter of very urgent war sen1ce. He
has bad charge of this work for more than a year, and a gootl beginning
has been made. The bean crop is one of the most important of the
vtgetable crops of the country, and it has been especially subject to
losses due to diseases during recent years. Graduate Ohio State University, n. A. and M. A. For various periods prior to present appointment, taught in public s<'hools; assisted in laboratory in general botany,
Ohio State University; was an agent of th~ department in connection
with whitt•-ptne blister-rust inspection; taught general botany and plant
pathology at Pennsylvania State College; and assisted in plant pathological work at Pennsylvania experiment station. Was raised on a
farm and engaged 1n general farming in Ohio until college course was
finished. One year three and one-half months.
Luther P. Byars, Washington, D. C. Mr. Byars is a project leader
and specialist engaged in the investigation of nematode diseases of
cotton, truck, and forage plants. Has in charge the Federal investigation on the control of root knot, a disease which reduces the value ot
southern crops by many millions of dollars annually, and is engaged in
a campaign of crop conservation with a program of root-knot control
from the Atlantic States to Texas. Experiments are in progress which
must run continuously for a series of years. On these the department
bas spent a great deal of money for installation and careband the results
will be lost if they are suspended. No one is availa le to take Mr.
Byars's place should be leave the service. Experts in nematology are
rarf'. Graduate Clemson College, received 1\I. S. degree from University
of Wisconsin, and examination for Ph. D. degree has been successfully
rmsse<: and de~ree will be granted upon completion of thesis. Was
assistant in plant pathology at the South Carolina experiment station
one year, assistant in botany at the University of Wisconsin two years,
and plant pathologist at South Carolina experiment station one year.
Prior to taking up permanent work in the department was employed
by this bureau to do nematode-disease survey work on sugar beets and
other plants. Four years seven months.
Arthur J. Mix, Washington, D. C. (greater part of time spent in
:field). Engaged in emergency work in the control of truck and foragecrop diseases in cooperation with the extension organization of one of
the northwestern States. His duties include personal instructions to
county agents and farmers, the holding of farmers' institutes and countyagent meetings, the preparation and distribution of printed matter, a,nd
the supervision of demonstrations of disease-control methods. The position requires a man well trained in plant pathology and experienced in
demonstration work. Graduate Hamilton College, A. B. ; also received
Ph. D. degree from Cornell University. For four years held a fellowship at Cornell University, during which period he conducted an educational campaign during the growing season i.n disease and insect control
and the general care of orchards. ~'or one year was assistant botanist
at the New York experiment station, Geneva, investigating potato
diseases L_and for two years was instructor in plant pathology at the
Unlversh:y of Kansas. Two and one-half months.
WilHam L. Doran, Amherst, Mass. Is extension pathologist for the
State of Massachusetts and Is engaged in putting into practice in that
State, with the cooperation of the State extension forces, the methods
of control of important dise.'lses of truck crops that have been worked
out. The work to which he is assigned is a necessary link in the foodconservation program. The position of extension pathologist is one
requiring n man of thorough training in plant pathology and related
subjects and wide ex:r,>erience. Graduate Massachusetts Agriculture
College, B. S., speclallzmg in botany and chemistry; did postgraduate
work in plant pathology one year and received degree of M. S. During
college course worked on farms in summer, especially with marketgarden and florist crops· lived 18 years on a farm; instructor in botany,
New Hampshire State College, and assistant botanist, New Hampshire
Agricultural Experiment Station, one vear. Seven months.
Ivan C. Jagger, Washington, D. C.· (greate1· part of time spent in
field). Is pathological adviser on truck-crop diseases for the Southern
States, having general charge, on the part of the Bureau of Plant Industry, of the cooperative extension activities in the South along this line.
He plant' campaigns for the control of diseases of truck crops, visits the
bureau workers in the States and the cooperating State officials, prepares circulars and bulletins, conducts correspondence, and in other
similar ways carries on the campaign for food conservation through the
control of plant diseases. Graduate Cornell University, B. S. in agriculture; graduate student and industrial fellow In department of plant
pathology, same institution, one year; graduate student in university of
Wisconsin one year, receiving M. S. deg1:ee after specializjng in plant
pathology; gt·aduate student and instructor in department of plant
pathology at Cornell one term. Before entering department spent four
summers in the field In New York State carrying out experiments on
the control of diseases of vegetables; for five years was assistant professor of plant pathology, University of Rochester and Cornell University, all his time being given to investigation of diseases of •egetables
both in greenhouses and in fielU in the ylclnity of Rocheste1·, N. -Y.
Three months.
Max W. Gardner, Washington, D. C. (greater portion of time spent in
field). Engaged in assisting the food products inspectors of the Bureau
of Markets in the inspection of carload lots of perishable vegetables at
terminal markets, the purpose of this work being to determine the causes
of the large losses which occur in transit and to assist in the prevention of these losses through the introduction of control measure . This
work is an important J?art of the program of food com:ervation tbrcugh
the control of plant dtseases and requires men highly trained In plant
pathology and possessing unusual teachin~ ability. Graduate Michi,gan
Agricultural College, B. S. ; also received l\f. S. and Ph. D. degt·ees from
University of Wiscon in. Prior to present appointment served for
various periods as pathologist and chemist, Keokuk Canning Co.· assistant plant pathologh.>t to the Pennsylvania State Chestnut Rtl~ht
Co~mis ion; assistant in plant pathology, Michigan Agricultural Experlment Station; and durmg three summers held a three months' appointment in tbi. bureau as assi tant in charge of cucumber-diseasl' in·
vestigations in Wisconsin : was also instructor in plant pathology, Univer'ity of Michigan. Two years nine months.
Howard G. MacMillan, Washington, D. C. (temporary summer address
Greeley, Colo.). Engaged in the investigation of control methods for
potato <:Jh;eases in Colorado and has charge of important field stations
Has spent three years in the work and now has results which be be~
lfpves will fl'ect important improvements in the control of potato <liseases in the irrigated "'·est. Gracluate nrowt~ l:niverslty. Ph. B.: also
received M. S. and Ph. D. degrees from Unh·ersity of Wisconsin. Prior
to present employment "-as employed for short periods I.Jy the Bureau
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of Plant In<lnstr.v in conn<:'ction with chcstnut-bli~bt investigations in
the control of fruit di."eases. Three ~ears ten months.
Lawrence 0. "'atson, FlorencP, ~. C. Is patholC'gical adviser in
c;harge of ,.,work on disease control fo1· cotton and tt·uck crops in all
::;out~ern :sta1Ps, representing th<' Bureau of Plant I!ldustry in al! its
relations to southern extension work along these lines. Has also been
eng;aged for a numher of years in breeding and <lisseminating diseasereS! tant cotton and cowpeas anrl is the man on whom the bureau depends for the preservation and conduct of this important project. Has
b.uilt 4P. an efficient corp~ of cooperators and pushed with especial ac1Ivity smce the war the more extended use of resistant cotton as a .
means of disease control. Has organized and now directs this diseasecontrol work in cooperation ·{dth the State authorities in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Florida, Ala~ama, l\;{ississippi, and Oklahoma. The work. though new, 1s already havmg an rnftuence on crop protluction. The county agents are continually
in need of help from the experienced pathologists of this bureau. Graduate Clemson Agricultura_l Co.llege, H. S. in agriculture; one year of
~raduate work at the Umvers1ty of Illinois.
Was raised on a farm and
Is t'amUiar with the details of farm work. Before entering upon department duties was for two years assistant chemist In State analytical
wo~k at Clemson College, S.C.; served as assistant to the county auditor
at mtervals during vacation periods and was assistant botanist at the
South Carolina Agricultural College one year. Seven years.
John C. Walker, Washington, D. C. (greater part of time spent in
field). Engaged in the investigation of onion diseases nnd in patbologieal !nsp~ction work in cooperation with th.e Bmeau of Markets and
the War Department investigating pathological problems connected with
the handling and transportation of vegetables. Graduate University of
Wisconsin. M. S. and Ph. D.; took one semester of gratluate work at
Cornell University. • Was born and raised on dairy and truck farm and
had practical experience in gr.owing cabbage, onions. potatoes, sugar
beets, and other truck crops pr10r to entering the department. College
work was dit·ected chiefly to studies in rlant pathology, especiaJly diseases of truck crops. Eight and one-hal months.
Jenkin .W. Jones, Biggs, Cal. lias charge of the Bigl,ls (Cal.) cereal
field statiOn of the Bmeau of Plant Industry. This IS the only experiment station devoted to the rice industry in the entire western
t;nitecl States. The experiments carried on there include the determination of the best varieties of rice for California conditions the best times
rates, and methods of sowing rice to obtain the maximum production'
the best methods, times, and rates of irrigation to conserve irrigattozi
water and at the same time insure a large production, rotation systems
to free rice ~ands from weeds, etc. The station is compa.r atively new
but is reco~mzed as the source of all authentic infot·mation Qn rice grow:
fng in California. The many farmers who are taking up rice growing
for the first time in 1918 are very largely dependent upon the station
for. their information. GraduatP Utah Agricultural College, B. S. in
agnculture. Wa.s raised on a farm and prior to entering department
had charge of a uemonstratlon farm at Harlowton, Mont. Five years
ten months.
Harry Braun, Washington, D. C. As a scientific assistant in the
laboratory of plant pathology, is engaged in research studies on the
new wheat disease in the Middle West known as "black cilatr." lie
doe_s both field and laboratory work and is at present the only welltramed man the laboratory of plant pathology has In the field. It is
important that the work be pushed as rapidly as possible, owing to the
number of States involved and the serious nature of the disease. 1\Ien·
fitted to prosecute such a research art> hard to find, practically all of
them being within the draft age; Mr. Braun worked last season on
this wheat disease and knows the problems involved. Graduate Cornell ·
University, B. S.; took postgraduate course at same institution, !i!pectalizing in plant pathology; also did graduate work at Columbia university in botany pne term, receiving M. A. degree. Prior to present appointment was for_ various periods assistant. department of plant pathology, Cornell Umversity; student assistant and scientific assistant
Office of Cotton, Tr~1ck, and Forage-Crop Diseases Investigations, this
bureau. One year mne and one-half months.
John W. Pace, Mooile, Ala. Has been engaged in connection with
the cooperative campaign for the eradication of citrus canker In Alabama for more Than two years and bas proved to be unusually efficient inspector and superintendent, and experience has shown that if
would be impossible to replace him with any satisfactory person
He
has immediate supervision of the inspection and eradication wo.rk in
Baldwin County, Ala., and occasional ·upervislon over the work in
Mobile County. In Baldwin County approximately a million !Satsuma
orange trees are planted. ~ince 1914 the citrus industry of the South
bas been menaced by the presence of the Japanese dis ase of citrus
canker, which is not only very destructive to trees that become infected
but also destroys the commercial value of fruit. At present quarantine ·
prevents the shipment of fruit from infected districts. It is becomin"'
almost impi)SSible to find new inspectors for responsible positions in th~
canker eradication work, which makes it imperative to rPtain the inspectors who have proved their ability to inspect citrus plantings anu
detect canker and who have the necessary executive ability to plan and
supervise the work of others. Graduate Alabama Polytechnic Institute, B. S. Was raised on a farm. 'l'wo years six months.
Aim?- Wil~on, Lo~an, Utah. .Engaged as pathological adviser, in cooperatiOn wtth the :state extensiOn forces of Utnb, in putting into practice the methods of control developed for important rlis<>ases of truck
crops. This work is important and is a necessary link in the foodconservation program. The position of extension pathologist is one
requiring a man of thorough trainin~ in plant pathology and rl.'lated
subjects and wi?e experience. Graauate lJniversity of Utah, B. S.
Was instructor m general botany at Utah Agricultural College four
seme ters, laboratory i~structor in plant pathology two semestf"rs, and
laboratory Instructor m plant physiology five spmesters. Had two
years' research experience in potato diseases at the Utah Experiment
f.::tation and some experie11C'e in plant-disease survey and in planttil. ease extension work in Utah prior to entering dPpartment service:.
Six aud one-half months.
RenEAU OF ENTOMOLOGY.
Same, home add1·ess, clzm·acter of toork, ana length

of sct·vicc.

John E . Graf, Macclenny, Fla. Directs the field work being conducteJ
at the various field stations of the Bureau of Entomology in connection
with the campaign for the eradication and control of the sweet-potato
w e<.>...-il and coordinates the department's activitiPs with similar work
undertaken by State organizations. The work is closely allied to the
emergency food _~;roduction conservation program, inasmuch as the

.
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s,..-eet-pota to w-2>evi! has })een sprcauing uncheckeu until t110 present
yem· . nrl is }) ~ ruing extremely threatening. The sweet potato is a
staple food not only of the people of our 'outhern States but on the
Army ration. Graduate Pomona College, with one year'.,; postgraduate
work at that institution. 'ix rear. ele>en m()nths.
C. H. Batchelder, Orono, 1\Ie. Demonstrate method of controlling
serious insect pests of staple crops. Men of the type capable of perforlning entomological extension work are extremely difficult to find,
and the importance of the work, judged by their results obtained through
their efforts, makes it extremely desirable to retain their services.
Mr. Batchelder is tbe only extenSion entomologist now operating ill the
State ()f Maine. Graduate of an approved college, having taken the
course in entomology; also had practical experience before entering the
department fitting him for senice as demon tratO!' and public speaker.
Thrl'e m()nths.
William T. Ilam, Pullman, Wa h. _ Dem()nstrates metho<l · of controlling serious in ect pe ts of staple crop . Graduate of an approved
college, having taken the cours in entomology; al o had practical experience before entering the department fitting him for service as
demonstrator. Five months.
·
Olden K. Courtney, Macclenny. Fla. Has chat'ge of the operati()nS at
one of the bureau's field stations in connection with the eradication
campaign against the sweet-potato weevil. Mr. Courtney is especially
familiar with local conditions in the ection in which he is employed.
Graduate of an accepted agricultural college, having specialized in
entomology. F1ve months.
Charles E. mitb, Baton Rouge, La. Ilas charge of the operations at
one of the bureau'· field tatlons in connection with the eradication
campaign again~~ the sweet-potato wee.-il. Graduate of au acceptecl
agricultural college, having specialized 1!1 entomology. Three years.
ASSISTANT

r_- TRl.:CK-CROP IXSECT

lcngtT~

D: J. Caffrey, Hagerstown, :Mtl. Has eharge of tl!fl laboratory inve tigatlons on ~lre~vorms and cun>orms; al ·o work on European
corn talk borer m :r\ew England. Tbe e pe t. are re pon, iblP fo1·
tremendou lo. R~ · in food rops. Graduate 1\lnssachu. etts Agl"icultural
College; als? d1d postgraduate work nt that institution. Prior t
prcsPnt app01ntment wa~ for three months a . istant to the entomologi t
of l\~as achusetts E~periment Station an~ for two year assistant to
the State entomologist of Connecticut. F1ve yt'ars one month.
~'rank
. q1amue:lin~ Quincy, Fla. Has charge of a ubsiation at
Qumc:r, Fla., rnve ligating the tobacco budworm and other important
tobacco insects. Received two year ' training at the Worcester Poly~
technic Institute and gradnatNl from Massachusetts Agricultural Col·
lege, B. '. For two summers before entering the department held
the position of deputy State nursery inspector of Massachusetts.
EleTen and one-half months.
T. R. Chamberlin, Salt Lake City. utah.
on<lucts control experiments with respect to the efficacy of certain cultural methods in the
control of alfalfa weevil. Is the only fullY. experienced a ·si tant rP.main.
ing on thi investigation, the two other older as!tlstant having recently left the ervlce, one for military duty ancl the other to engag
in State W()rk. Attended Cniversity of Utah. Five ~·ears six months.
Bert R. Coad, Tallulah, La. Has charge of the bureau laboratory
which conducts investigations or the cotton-boll weevil in tb . Missisl'lippi
Delta. lie has had years of training in the boll-weevil: work. Gra<luate
University of Illinois. majoring in entoiDDlogy.
ervecl undPr thl' State
entomologist after graduation for some time before enterin"' the de·
partment. Six :rears six months.
ASSIST~XTS

of se1-ricc.

Roy E. Campbell, Alhambra, Cal. Has charge of fielu station dealing
e pec1ally with sugar-beet insects. College graduate, having special·
_
ize(l in entomology. Ii'ive years.
Fred A. Johnston, Kings>ille, Tex. Has charge of one of the buxeau·s
fielu stations in connectlon with the eradication campaign a.gainst the
sweet-potato . weevil. College graduate, specializing in entomology.
Eight years.
'orwin F. Stahl, Spreckels, Cal. Engaaed in study of insect transmission of curly top of sugar beets, probably the most serloua di. ease or
this crop in tbe United States. College graduate, specializing m entomology. Six years.
Francis M. Wadley, Wl~ta, Kans. Has charge of general truck·
crop insect investigations at the bureau's field station at Wichita, Kans.
College graduate, specializing in entomology. Four years.
C. F. Moreland Baton Rouge, La. In connection with the sweet·
potato weevil eradication campaign, i enaaged in a survey of the food
plants of this insect in order to determYne all the facts possible re·
garding its feeding hablts. This investigation is very essential t() the
effective pro.ecution of control measuxes. Mr. Moreland is fitted for
this character of work by reason of his special b()tanical training and
especially his familiarity with the flora of southern Louisiana. Graduate Louisiana State University1 B. S. and M. S.: prior theret() attended
\Va hington and Lee UniverSity
one year. Was raised on a farm.
Prior to entering department service wa instructor in b()tany at the
Louisiana State University. Two months.
A. J. Ackerman, Bentonvllle, Ark. Has charge of field experimental
work in the control of apple insects in tlte Ozarks. This work has a
direct bearing on increased f()Od production. Graduate Massachusetts
Agricultural C()llege, B. S. Four years.
L. C. Antles Grand Junction, Colo. Has charge of the bureau's in
ve ligations of the codling moth in the Grand Valley, Col()., which
involves large-scale spraying operations in the control of this insect.
'Uraduate Colorado Agricultural College, B. S.; also took postgraduate
work at the Pennsylvania Sta.±e College. Before entering the department service had three season ' experience in orchard-insect work in
the Grand Valley, Colo. Two month .
4

EXTEXS10)1 AGENTS L'\ DECIDUOl.:S li'Dl.:IT INSECT CONTDOL.

Deferreu cla sification has been requested by the department an(l
allowed by draft boards in the cases of the following agents engaged in
extension work in deciduous fruit insect control. This work involves
the giving of demonstrations ot the proper methods of controlling in::;ect. affecting deciduous fruits. It ha a direct bearing on increased
food production~ and, in view of the scarcity of men trained along
this line, it wowd be .-ery difficult to replace those now in the employ
of the department.
:z..-amc, ho1nc adlkess, character of 'lvorl• (see general statement), mrtl
Zcngtl~ of sen:ioe.

J. M. Robinson, Raleigh, N. C. Graduate, Cni.-ersity of Miami, B. s.;
also received degree of M. S. fr()m the Ohio State University. Nine
months.
Oliver I. Rnapp, Agricultural College. Miss. Graduate, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, B. S.; also took postgraduate work in entomology at
the Maryland State College of Agriculture. One year nine months.
E. w. Atkins, Ames, Iowa. Is specialist in beekeeping in cooperation
with tbe extension servioes of Missouri, Iowa, Kansas, anu Nebraska.
Thi work include tleltl demonstrations and lectures runong beekeepers
in cooperation with county agents. It has been increasingly difficult
to find men of the proper training and experience for this type of extension work. Five vacancies now exist in the staff enga~_ed upon this
work which so far it ha been found impossible to flu. Graduate
Onta;·io Agricultul"al CollegP.- Guelph, Ontario. Prior to entering de·
pa.rtment served as deputy nplary inspector in Ontario and as specialist
in apiculture at the Nebraska Experiment Station; al o was engaged
a s commercial beekeeper in Ontario. Se>cn months.

IX COTTOX- BOLT, WEE\IL COXTROL.

These assistants are engaged in practical experiments in tllP control of the cotton~boll weevil, especially in the determination of th ...
proper methods of using arsenate of lead. It is necessary to retain
thmr services, at least during the present rop eason, on :H· ount of
the difficulty that bas been experienced in obtaining men famillill' with
the cotton-boll weevil problem. These men have been e pecially
trained for the work upon which they are engaged.

nrVESTIG~TIOXS.

The e l"mployee are men of considerable experience in the Bureau
of Entomology, who by reason of demonstrated ability in research, life·
hi ·tory studies, and investigation and experiments in control mea ures
in. connection with truck-crop in ects have been placed in charge of
bur au field tations in >arious localities. The character of the re~
earch investigation which they are conducting demands that men
experienced and trained in the particular lines be employed in their
pro cution. All these emplorees are working on problems of research
cloRely allied to the present conset'>ation program.
Deferred cla. slfication has been requested by the department and
::Ulowed by draft boards in the following cases :
:z..-amc, 1iome address, chat·aeter of work (see general statentent), antJ
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Name, home address, c1wmcter of wo1·k (see yeneraZ statement), aucZ
length of sen:iee.

Webb B. Wllliams, Tallulah, La. Attended Mi sis ippi A~r1cultural
and Mechanicn.l College fo1· se.-eral year , speciallzing in entomolo"'i·
cal work. Two :rears even and one-half month .
F. C. Craighead, East Falls Chuxcb, Va. Concerned primar.ily in
the COnServation. through the prevention Of insect damage, Of forP . t
products, especially those used by the Army and Nary. Very much
timber e pecially valuable to tbe Army and Tavy is r ndererl unu ahlo
because of insect injury. The investigations conducted by Mr. 'raighead have made and are making 1t possible to rec()mmend control men ures which will prevent this damage. The po ition 1., one which no
training other than that gained throu~h experience can be of immediate service. Graduate Pennsylvania State College. B. A.; toolt post·
graduate work at George Washington University. Se>en :rear .
C. W. Creel, Forest Grove, Oreg. In charge of a large and important field station located at Forest Grove, Oreg., and of all the in·
vestigations of the bureau on the clover-flower midge, alfalfa-seed
cbalcis, Hessian fly, and grasshoppers under way in the Pacific North·
west. Is directing a special campaign during the present season fo1·
the suppression of grasshoppers, the Coulee cricket, and the cloverflower midge in an effort to produce a full crop of red-cl()ver eed.
Graduate University of Nevada, B. S. ; subsequently was assistant to
tne State entomolist of Nevada two years. Seven years fou~· months.
W. M. Davidson, Sacramento, Cal. Engaged in the investigation of
predatory insects, especially the ladybird beetles, in cooperation with
the Callfornla State Horticultural Commission. This work involves
careful life-history studies of the insects in que tlon and their liberati()D in orchards OD a ractlcal SCale where they are likely to become
~~~~~~etiis. Graduate eland Stanford University, B. S. Seven years
A. B. Duckett, Bladensburg, Md. At the pre ent time i. the only
well-trained assistant in the stored product insect branch of the
Bureau of Entomology. He not only takes charge of the office during
the absence of the branch chief, but bas recently been a lgned the
very important task, in cooperation with the War Deparbnent, of
reporting to the chief storage officer of the port of New York the condition of Federal upplies purchased and stored at the Bu h Terminal
in New York. This is a distinct war ervice. Graduate Maryland
State Colle~e of Agriculture. Six years three and one-half montbs.
William u. Ellis, Riverton, N: J. Has charge at Riverton, N. J., of
the bureau's investigations of tbe recently introduced Japane e beetle.
This work involves careful life-history studies of the insect, its be·
havior, and experimental work in the field to effect its control. Mr.
Ellis is also assisting in the work of the eradication of the beetle now
under way. Graduate Lebanon VaUey Colle_ge (Annville, ra.), A. B.;
pursued postgraduate studies at the Iowa State College. specializing
in advnnced botany and general and re earcb entomology ; also took
p()sbrraduate work at Cornell University, . specializing in economic ento·
mology and advanced zoology. One year.
W. T. Emery, Wichita. Kans. Engaged as the ranking assistant in
the Hessian-fly investigations located at Wichlt..'l, Kan ., and 1 con·
ducting biological work in connection with tbe e activities, with which
l1e alone is entirely familiar. Graduate Kan as State Univer tty,
A. M. Subsequently was assistant to the Kan as Entomological om·
mi sion for one year. Four years one month.
A . I. Fabis, BroWDW()Od, Tex. Has charge of the bureau's lal>oratory
at Brownwood, Tex., where investigations of pecan in ects are being
carried out in that region. This work involves careful life-history
studies of the imp()rtant insect enemies of thi crop and tbe carrying
out in the field of large-scale experiments in their C()ntrol. Graduate
College of the City of New York, B. S.: al o completed one year's work
in entomology at Cornell University. Four years four months.
R. J. Fiske, Roswell, N. Mex. Has charge of the bureau's investlgatlons of the codling mMh in the Pecos Valley, N. Mex .. involving
careful life-history studies of tbe insect and large-gcale field experi·
ment in its control. Graduate l\fassa~husetts Agricultural College.
B. S. ; previous to entering the department was ncting in char~e ot
the entomological work of the P.orto Rican Agricultural Experiment
Station. Three :rears ten months.
A. L. Ford. Manhattan, Kn.ns. Engaged as special field n~ent ill'
extension work for the State of Kansas. Was assigned to thi work
at the urgent request of the State director of extension and Stnte
entomologist, in order to prevent the suspension of tile entire ento-
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mological extension program, and is conductio~ important demonstra- out. Mr. Leach has had considerable experience along this line. Gradtion work on the control of insects affecting the production of winter uate Cornell University, B . S. Four years· four months.
T. F. McGehee, Tallulah, La. Is first a sistant in the cotton-boll
wheat. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural College, ~· S. For three
years previous to present appointment was assistant m entomology at weevil investi~ations conducted at Tallulah, La. He has had experience
in this investigation during the past four years. Graduate Mississippi
this institution. Ten months.
Jobn B. Gill, Mollticello, Fla. For :five years bas had ~barge of the Agricultural and Mechanical College. Four years ten months.
R. B. McKeown, Medford, Oreg. Assists in codling-moth investiga·
bureau's investigations of peca n in:::!cts in the South, w1th beadquar• ters at Monticello, Fla. This work involves careful life-history studies tions in the Rogue River Valley, Oreg., with headquarters at Medford.
of the important insect enemies of the pec..'l.n and the carrying out in Graduate. Colorado Agricultural College, B. S. One year.
William l\1. Mann, Washington, D. C. Has devoted practically all
the field of large-scale e:q>eriments in the control of these insects.
his time to studying and classifying ants r<'ferred to the Bureau of
Eight years.
Rudolf W. Glaser, Forest ffills, Mass. .For several years be has Ento.molog;r: and recently has completed a very thorough survey of
bad char«e of the investigation of the W11t disease which destroys Cuba and LDe Bahamas to deternrine injurious insects, including ants,
gypsy-moth cate1-pilla:rs.. This ha~ required a techn!cal study in. order which might be introduced either through commerce or on nursery
to determine the causative orgaJU.Sm of wilt. ~e 1s now working on stock into the 'United States. Can speak the languages in vogue in prac·
a bacteria1 disease introduced fi:om Japan, which affects gypsy-moth tically all of the countries requiring special investigation to determine
caterpillars. These experiments a r e only partially completed. Five injurious insects likely to be introduced, and is also familiar with the
conditions existing in these countries. Attended Washington College
years two months.
.
Charles C. Hill, Carlisle, Pa. Has cha1·ge of a ~ranch of the IIesslUn- of Agriculture two years; also two years at Leland Staniord Junior
fly investigations east of the Alleghany Mountams. The work he is University, receiving the degree of B. A. from the latter institu- •
performing is of a pecuUarly technicnl nature. Student at Harvard tion ; subsequently received the clegree of D. S. from HaTvard UniPrior to entering the Government service spent six years
Colle~e; graduate Massachusetts Agi1cultural. College, B. S._ Prior to vers1ty.
cntermg department was nursery mspector m Massacnusetts for one ill studying ants under the direct supervision of Dr. W . M. Wheeler,
who is the world's recognized author1ty on tbis group of insects. In
ye¥~oz!'~~~:e:H~~loway, New Orleans, La.. Has ch~rge of the bureau additl()Il, has . devoted two summers to study at the Marine Biological
laboratory at New Orleans, La., where 1nvestlgations of the suga.r- Laboratory, and for two years held a traveling fellowship from Harcane insects and the Argentine ant are undertnken. Is at present m vard for ant work in the Fiji and Solomon Islands and Australia.
Cuba. obtaining parasites for introduction into the United States for Other explor~ons were made by him in Brazil, Boli;ia, Mexico, Haiti,
the control of the sugar-cane moth borer. The moth bore1· is one of Arabia, Syria, Bahama Islands, and various parts of the United States.
the principal enemies of cane, and now menaces the future of the cane- Ten months.
sugar industry jn this country. The only possible hope of controlling
Harold Morrison, Washington, D. C. Is entomological explorer in
this pest is by the introduction of parasites. Gmdua~e Texas Agricul- .charge of an insect survey of th~ West Indian Islands ~d Central
tural and Mechanical College. Engaged in entomological work for the and South American countries. This survey has particular relation to
Texas Experiment Station two years before entering the service of th.e fruit files and other insect pests of plants and plant products likely
to be brought into the United States through the agency of commerce
departmen.t. Nine years.
Robert H. Hutchison, Washington, D. C. Mr: Hutchison is the from the regions designated. He is also in charge of the collection of
bureau's authority on the house fly and its control. He has also been fruit flies nnd other pests from the regions named which are being
engaged upon an investigation regarding the life history and control collected and "forwarded to the Bureau of E ntomology . from time to
of the body and bend lice commonly c~lled :' co.otie.s." The cootie time by various official entomologists, directs the correspondence and
problem has opened up many fields for mvestiga:twn, and unless the the work of various collaborators, nnd makes personal surve1s to check
work is continued the matter may be dropped completely and important up the work and to supplement it with such specific studies as may
and necessary information will not be obtained. He is also cooperating be necessary to secure the desired information over the entire field .
with the Chemical Warfnre Service in connection with test!'! that are He has already completed a preliminary survey of the Virgin Islands,
being made of all poisonous gases now used in warfare with a hope San Domingo, and Cuba, and, in addition, has made a specific study
that possibly some gas mny be available which could be used for of the citrus black fly, a dangerous insect which has not yPt gained a
freeing the men wearing masks of all cooties. Also, at the request of foothold in the States, in Cuba, J'amaicu, and the Canal Zone. The
the Medical Department, he is testing nn tmmmal apparatus for the importance of ke~ing out injurious insects afrecting tropical and subcontrol of tbe cootie. In cooperation with the Quartermaster's Depart- tropical fruits -wh1ch have not yet gained entrance into the continent
ment, Mr. Hutchison is engaged in experimEtnts to de~ermine the etrect is well :recognized. Graduate Cornell University, B. A.; also received
of all processes of laundry and dry-clearung establishments for the the degree of M. A. from Leland Stanford University. Fol' five years
control of the cootie. He is thoroughly familiar with the t echnique of was assistant to the State entomologist of Indiana, devotillg m o t of
breeding the cootie, and has a thorough grasp of the whole subject. his time to the inspection of foreign and domestic nursery stock and
Graduate La Fayette College (Pa.) ; took postgraduate work at the the determination of insects and plant diseases. Prior to present apUniversity of Pennsylvania. · Four years eleven and' one-half months.
pointment was entomological inspector of tbe Federal Horticultm·al
H . G. Illgerson, Lakewood, Ohio. Has ch&rge of the bureau's investi- Board. Two years thTee ana onP-half months.
gations of grape insects. with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio. This
G. F. Moznette, 1\Ilami, Fla. Has charge of field work in the study of
work involves careful life-history studies of the insects and carrying the life history, habits, and means of control of fruit flies and other
out in vineyards of large-scale experiments in their control. It is also insect enemies of mango, guava, nvocado1 and other f1ubtropical fruits
necessary for Mr. Ingerson to visit various vineyardists in the grape- which arc being commercially developed m southern Florida. He also
g,rowing territory and instruct them in methods of insect controL cooperates with the Federal Horticultural Board and has charge of the
uraduate Pennsylvania State College, B. S. F o-ur years two months.
inspection anrl safeguarding of plants grown in the plant-introduction
Dwight Isely, Bentonville, Ark. Bas for some years bad charge of garden at l\fiami, Fla., maintained by the Bureau of Plant Induo-try.
the bureau's investigations o! grape insects in the northeast Pennsyl- This project covers an important field of special fruit -development in
vania grape belt. At present is assigned to an investigation of "B.Pl>le southern Florida and is particularly important because of the location
insects in the Ozarks, with headquarters at Bentonvillo, Ark. This at Miami of ane of the department's principal plant-introduction garwork involves careful life-history s tudies of important apple insects dens, and because of the proximity of this region to Cuba and the
nnd the carrying out in the field of large-scale experiments in their Bahamas, which under existing traffic conditions renders it very subject
control. Graduate Fairmont College (Wichita, Kans.), A. B.; received to possible invasion by a number of serious fruit insect enemies, which
de;rree of M. A. from KanEOns University. Four :years.
ure . known to occur in the West Indies. Graduate Oregon AgriculDettmar W. Jones, Melrose Highlands, Mass. Engaged on ex:peri- tural College, B. S. ; did one year's postgraduate work at University
mcntal work in connection with the introduction of parasites of the of California. Prior to present appointment was assistant entomologist
gipsy moth and the brown-tail moth and is carrying on special investi- at the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station for two years, and served
gations on severn! · introuuced species. Four years.
fox one year as entomological inspector in the Federal Horticultural
Willard V. · King, New Orleans, La. For several years represented Board. Eleven monthJ;.
the Bureau of Entomology in the studies of pellagra undertaken by the
Paul R. Myers, Carlisle, Pa. Is ranking asRistant attached to HesThompson-McFadden Commission. For several seasons following this sian-fly investigations east of the Alleghany Mountains. Prior to preswork bad charge of the bureau's work in Montana on the Rocky Moun- ent employment was assistant in the department of agriculture of
tain spotted-fever tick. The winter seasons were spent by Dr. King Pennsylvania four years and assistant in the United States National
in malaria-mosquito investigations in New Orleans, where he made an Museum four years. Four yea rs.
.
unusual record. During 1916 he discov'=!red that a species of mosquito
E. J. Newcomer, Portland, Oreg. Engaged in investigations of im·
which has heretofore not been considered an efficient carrier of malaria, portant peach insects. Graduate Leland Stanford University, A. B.,
can do so. He also conducts special investigations on the body louse also took postgraduate work in entomology at this institution. Four
and is a recognized authority on medical entomology. Graduate Mon- years one month.
tana Agricultural College ; also received degree of Ph. D. from Tulane
C. M. Packard, Berkeley, Cal. Has complete charge of the H e~sian
University. Nine years.
investigations in California. Also cooperates in the grasshopperMax Kisliuk, jr., Miami, Fla. Engaged in control work on the army fly
control
carried on in that State. Gruduate Massachusetts Agriworms, which a:re doin~ serious injury to plantings of castor beans in cultural work
B. S. Was asslstnnt in horticulture at the college
Florida; also in worlnng out measures for controlling other castor- two years.College,
Five years.
bean insects. The Signal Corps of the Army has made large contracts
J.
B.
Paine,
Washington,
D. C. Engag~d in orchard insect-sm-vey
for plantings of castor beans in order that a sufficient supply of oil may work. This work involves making
observations on important deciduousbe available as a lubricant for airplane motors. Conditions on these fruit insects. In addition, Mr. Paine
is an insect p_b otograpber. Grudu.plantations are so serious that the bureau is concentrating all the
Stanford University, B. S. Five years six months.
men it can spare on the problem. Grttduate Maryland Agricultural ateH.Leland
R.
Painter,
Charleston,
Mo.
Assistant
in investigations of the
College; did postgraduate work at the Ohio State University, :receivin~ Hessian fly, chinch bug, and billbug at the bureau's
station at Charles:~~J~t~~nfhe;.re~ from the latter institution. One year eight an
ton, Mo. Graduate, Oklahom::t Agricultural and Mechanical College,
E. W Laake, Dnllas, Tex. Engaged in work on live-stock insect pests B. S. Was subsequently assistant State entomologist of Oklahoma.
and in cooperative experiments with the Bm·eau of Animal Industry in Two months.
F. W. Poos. Charlottesville, Va. Conducts field operations in conthe control of insects in meat-packing establishments. Graduate Texas
Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. Four years elev~n and one- nection with the experimental control of the wheat jointworm, which
has been very injurious ~ou~hout the winter-wheat belt for the pust
half months.
1\L C. Lane, Forest Grove, Oreg.
Has assistPd in the grasshopper two years. Graduate Uruversxty of KuiUlas, M. A. Was assistant to
control and investigational work in the northwestern part of the coun- the Kansas entomological commission one year, and agent for the
try. At present is engaged in the clover-seed chalcis campaigns in the Florida State plant commi.ssion one year. One year.
P. A. Porter, Wallingford, Conn. Has been engaged in life-history
Pacific Northwest.
Graduate Massachusetts Agricultural College,
B. S., majoring in entomology. Prior to department appointment was studies of parasites attacking deciduous-fruit insects. Has accumua deputy nursery inspector of Massachusetts and had p:ractlcal expe- lated considerable data in connection with the life histories of these
parasites. Graduate Massachusetts Agricultural College, B. S. One
rience in bee management. One year six months.
B. R. Leach, Winchester, Va. Has charge of the bureau's laboratoTy year.
at Winchester, Va., where investigations are being carried -out on the
Dean A. Ricker, West Lafayette, Ind. Engaged as assistant in the
important · apple insects in that region. .The . comparative merits of long-term experiments in connection with the in-vestigation of the He dust and llqnid sprays in the control of these msects is being worked sian fly and white ,grub, having charge of field plots and other wo1·k in
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northern Indi:ma. Graduate Massachusetts Agricultural Coll('ge, B. S.
Was assistant in gypsy-moth control work one year prior to present appointment. Thr e years.
.
L. P. Rockwood, Forest Grove, Oreg. Is ranking assistant at the
bureau's l!'orest Grove (Oreg.) laboratory. Is engaged in active flela
work in c6nncction with the campaign fot· the i.ncreased pr·oduction of
red-clover seed thrQugh the suppression of the clover-seed cbalcis and
clover-flower midge.
Graduate :Massachusetts Agricultural College,
B. S. Was employed one year as assistant in mosquito-control work in
Massachusetts. Six years.
S. A. Rohwer, East Falls Church, Va. llas charge of the eastern
field station of the branch of forest insects. The primary problems
investigated by him are (a) phenological records on plants and insects in relation to the bioclimatic law and (b) work on insect galls
for the purpose of obtaining an American substitute for those galls
which heretofore have been introduced and form a necessary ingredient
in the manufacture of record inks, especially those used in the Treasury Department. These galls also supply necessary properties in cer• tain useful <ly('S and form one source of supply of gallic and tannic
acids. This work' is of such a nature that it can be conducted only by
one who can qualify by the tmining ~ained through experience. Attended University of Colorado, specializing in biology and allied sciences, work at uni>ersity being supplemented by iLdependent researches
of a technical nature; received special training under the direction of
two very prominent American entomologists. Eight years ten months.
John ·v. Scbaft'ner, jr., Sherborn, Mass. lias been conducting experimental work in the field in the control of gypsy and brown-tail moths,
and for the past three or· fout· years has bad charge of a section of the
work. Six years seven months.
E. R. Selkregg, Washington, D. C. Has charge of life-history investigations of the oriental peach moth at Arlington Farm, Va., which
involves cateful life-history studies of the insect as a basis for d-etermining means of control. This insect has recently been discovered
and is proving to be a serious pest of peach, pear, apple, quince, and
other fruits. Graduate Massachusetts Agricultural College, B. S. Four

ye~:ivln

B. Shepherd, Melrose Highlands, Mass. Has been employed
for past five years in colonizing imported parasites of the gipsy and
brown-tail moth and making collections from colonies liberated in order
to detNmine the success of the plantings. Has a thorough knowledge
of the location of di!!er('nt parasite colonies throughout the infested area
in New England, also the methods used in handling parasitic material
at the laboratory. Six years seven months.
.
E. H. Siegler, Wallingford, Conn. Has been continuously engaged
in investigations of deciduous-fruit insects and their control1 and is a
specialist in apple-insect investigations, being in charge of tnls line of
work for the bureau in different localities. ll!l at the present time in
charge of the bureau's laboratory at Wallingford, Conn., devoted to
the investigation of important apple insects. This work includes a
large amount of careful life-history studies of orchard insect pests, and
especially the carrying out in the field of large-scale spraying, dusting,
and other experiments in Insect control. Graduate Pennsylvania State
College. B. S. Sei'en years one month.
Arnold P. Sturtevant. Washington, D. C!. Engaged in a study of the
causes and treatment of bee diseases. Also examines samples sent in
by beekeepers from all parts of the United States for determination.
The Bureau of Entomology has full knowledge of work done by experiment stations and other agencies. and no other bacteriologist could
be secured to do this work. Graduate Clark University; did postgraduate work at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Prior to
prPsent appointment was assistant to professor of bacteriology Massachusetts Institute of Technology ; was also specialist in bee dlseases,
experiment station, Amherst, Mass. One year si.x months.
Chester F. Turner, West Lafayette, Ind. Has charge of IIessian-fly
investigations at Nashville, Ill. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural
College, B. S. Subsequently was nursery inspector in Kansas and assistant in gypsy-moth control in Massachusetts one year. Four years
seven months.
R. H. Van Zwaluwenburg-, Hagerstown, Md. Engaged in a campaign
for the control or extermination of the European cornstalk borer, a
dangerous European pest which bas recently become established in
eastern Massachusetts. Graduate Massachusetts Agricultural College,
B. S., majoring in entomology. Prior to present appointment was
entomologist at the insular experiment station, Mayaguez, Porto Rlco.
Eight months.
W. B. Wood, Washington, D. C. Has charge of experimental work
being carried out on the Arlington farm in the control of the oriental
peach moth, which involves large-scale spraying experi.ments in the
application of insecticides to determine the best means of controlllng
this insect. Mr. Wood has bad a wide range of experience in llfe-historv studies and control operations in connection with decidious-fruit
insect investigations. Graduate Kansas Agricultural College, B. S.
Seven :rears two mon tbs.
T. Scott Wilson, San Antonio, Tex. Is the sole assistant attached to
the entomological field laboratory located at San Antonio, Tex. Is
conducting an insect survey of Texas in cooperation with the State
and bureau extension entomologists. Is also cooperating with these
specialists in the insect-control work. Graduate University of Kansas,
A. B. Subsequently was teacher of zoology and biology one year. Five
years three months.
ll. K. Plank, Seaview, Wash. Has charge of the bureau's laboratory
at Seaview, Wash., where investigations of cranberry insects are being
carried out in cooperation with the Washington Agricultural Experiment Station. Graduate Pennsylvania State College of Agriculture,
B. S. Four years two months.
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have been developed within the past three or four years, ancJ a a
result, the only available specialists who have a sufficient know1Ct1ge of
the work to handle it effectively are the extremely limited number of
men who have been ('mployed in it.
Each of these assistants is in charge of rodent campaigns in tile
destruction of these pests over vast areas. Through cooperation with
the State extension services thousands of farmers are working under •
the directio~ of these experts in exterminating rodent pests. In North
Dakot~ durmg the present season 33,000 farmers are working in the
campa1gn organlzell by one of these men, and it is ('Xpected that more
than 13,000,000 acres or land will be largely freed from grounu squiilrels and that a great increase in the grain output of that State will
result. The bur£au's expert, in combination with the- -tate extension
service, is planning a still greater campaign next year. In Montana
about 20,000 farmers are engaged in a rodent campaign under tbe
direction of one of these men. In New Mexico the State council of
defense bas allotted money to be expended under the direction of one
of the bureau's assistants in a campaign against noxious animals in
order to increase the food output of that tate the present year. and
the result bas been so gratifying that the chairman of the council bas
requested that this cooperation be repeated the coming year.
Everywhere in the States where the bureau is worKing th.e communitics are putting up many thousands of dolhrs and the farmers are cooperating in constantly growing numbers, owing to the obvious saving
of food resulting from the wholesale destruction of rodents which maintain th.emselves throughout the season by feeding upon planted crops.
There IS a demand for more than double the number o experts that
are now available for this work. To take away the few competent men
engaged on these projects would leave tile bureau without the necessary
force to carry on the work and would deprive it of the necessary experts to train the additional men needed, as well as to continue the
important campaigns now in progress.
·
.
The State directors of extension work farmers, and others in the
States where this work is being conducted agree in the opinion that it
is directly adding many millions of dollars to the food output of the
country each season. The effects of the work are so apparent that the
public demand for assistance and assignment of experts to guide local
campaigns far exceeds the bureau's ability to comply.
Deferred classification has been requested by the department and
allowed by draft boards in the following cases :
Name, home address, chat·acter of toork (see general statement), and
length of service.

Wirmey E. Crouch, Boise, Idaho. Graduate North Dakota College of
Agriculture. One year eleven months.
Gilbert F. Bateman, Tucumcari, N. Mex. Attended the Colorado
Agricultural College two years, specializing in biology, One year fow.·
months.
Ray T. Jackson, Laramie, Wyo. Graduate Colorado College of Agriculture. Five years eight months.
Donald A. Gilchrist, Flagstaff, Ariz. Graduate Colorado College of
Agriculture. Three years seven months.
Urban S. Ebner, Fargo, N. Dak. Graduate North Dakota College of
Agriculture. Two years eleven months.
Charles F. Bliss, Albuquerque, N. Mex. Graduate Pennsylvania
State College, B. S., ~;:pecializing in forestry....; also took special training
in advanced physiology and ecology at the university of Minnesota, obtaining a degree of M. S. in forestry. Seven years eleven months.
·
BenJamin B. Richards, Provo. Utah. Graduate Kansas Agricultural
College. Two years three months.
James Silver, jr., Denver, Colo. Graduate Colorado College of Agri·
culture. Five years.
Cedric R. Landon, predatory-animal inspector, San Angelo, Tex.
Has had charge of the bureau's predatory-animal campaigns in Texas
three years. Has developed an etHcient force of hunters and managed
the work successfully. He has secured the hearty support of the
ranchmen and live-stock associ.ations, which are supplying funds for
the employment of additional hunters under his supervision. His experience with conditions on the Texas ranges and his knowledge of
the available competent bunters, as well as his acquaintanceship among
the live-stock growers and tbelr confidence in him, are assets of great
value in connection with the work in that region. It is difficult to
find experienced men for the predatory-animal work even under normal
conditions. Three years seven months.
BGREAU OF CROP ESTIMATES.
FIELD AGENTS.

Each field agent of the Bureau of Crop Estimates is required to kf\e!)
so thoroughly in touch with the agricultural conditions In his territory
that be can not only make accurate report to the department for
publication month by month, but that be may be considered the highest
authority on such matters in his State. These objects are accomplishe11
by (1) travel and close study to learn at first band acreages P.lantcd,
relative changes in condition of crops, and probable yield; (2) personal interviews with the best-informed men in each section; (3) extensive circularization of the territory, for which purpose large lists of
individuals trained in reporting crop conditions are maintained; and
( 4) the maintenance of detailed records acquired by crop-reporting
methods in previous years, as well as records from all other sources
possible, such as assessors' returns, census reports, etc., so compiled as
to facilitate comparison and study. These duties are Incidental to the
issuance of the regular crop report each month. In addition, "Peclal
reports are frequently required to be made, which usually involve
special tr1ps to restricted areas, preparation of mimeographed inquirie-s,
tabulation of returns, and report to Washington.
·
Deferred clasfjification has been requested by the department an<l allowed by draft boards in the case of five field agents of the Bureau of
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.
Crop Estimates. Each is an ex~erienced man, whom it would be diffieult
BIOLOGICAL ASSISTA::-i"TS IN RODENT-CONTROL WORK,
to replace, :tnd whose services m connection with the pre ent and prosP~·airle dogs, ground squirrels, jack rabbits, pocket gophers, and other
pective food supply are of great importance during the continuance of
rodent pests occupy hundreds of millions of acres of public domain and the -war. Unquestionably the retention of these men in their present
private lands in the West. A considerable part of 17 States is occu- positions is neces ary to the adequate anll ellective operation of the
pied by tb('se pests, which exist in such enormous numbers that they crop-reporting service, and none of them could be replaced without sull.. are highly destructive ooth to crops and to grazing. The losses in stantial material loss. Furthermore, earb represents an investment by
food crops alone are estimated from $6,000,000 to $9,000,000 annually the Government of a large sum of money in preliminary training, gettingin North Dal<ota, $20,000,000 in :Montana, ancl approximately $30,-· acquainted with his territory, and becoming familiar with methods and
000,000 in California. The losses in the other States involved are in sources of estimating crops and live stock, which can be acquired only
proportion to the cultivatHl areas.
in the service of the Bureau of Crop Estimates. If any of these men
Through the ioveRtigations of its field experts the Bureau of Bio- should leave the bureau, several months would be lost in ol)taining a
logical Survey bas developed methods of destroying these pests on a successor through the Civil Service Commission, and a year or more
Jar~e scale and at Rmall cost, even with the present high prices of mawould be required to train his successor to the point where his judgment
ter1al. The methods employed by this bureau in rodent-control work would be sufficiently developed to be or >alue.
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CONORESSIONAL. EJECOll_D~llOUSE.

Name, llome address, character of work (see general statement), and
length of sen·ice.

Aaron E. Anderson, Lincoln, Nebr. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural Collec_e, •legree of B. S. in agriculture; first 18 years of life spent
on farm. ~··our years.
Hal F. Bryant, Charl eston, W. Va. Graduate University. of Kentucky,
B. S. in agriculture. Three years four months.
Guy Fitzpa trick, l\fissoula, 1\font. Graduate Minnesota College of
.Agrknlture, B. S. Five years eight months.
Harry 0. Herbrand on~ Watertown, S. Dak. Graduate North Dakota
.Agricultural College, B. ;:;. In agriculture. Four ye ar~ .
Julius ll. Jacobson, Blackfoot, Idaho. Graduate Utah Agriculturar
College, B. S. Prior to present appointmenl was engaged one year in
practical farming ; three and one--half years, agriculture, Department
of the Interior ; and four years assistant in dry-land agriculture, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Department o~ Agri ~ulture. Five years four months.
FRUIT AND TRUCK CROP SPECIALISTS.

'

. lists of reporters. Most of
Crop specialists, as a rule, maintain no
their information is gained by travel and by interviewing large numbers
of individuals. The information thus ~thered is used to supplement
and as a check against similar 1nformation gathered from other sources
by the bureau or its field agents. The territory of crop specialists is
more extended than that of field agents. The productive reg10n for fruit
an<l truck crops is divided according to the number of assistant crop
specialists available. The truck crop speclallsts are assigned certain
territories extending across thP country from South to North, and their
travel is regulated by the progress of the trucking season from South
to North. 'l'heir reports are submitted weekly by telegraph to the chief
truck crop specialist at Washington and are considered in connection
with information obtained from other sources, resulting in the issuance_
by the bureau of weekly and semimonthly truck crop reports. The fruit
crop specialists devote special attention to sunleys of apple and peach
growing sections. Their travel is. continuous, and the results of their
obsPrvatlons, together with the returns from printed inquiries among
orchardists, are embodiM in monthly reports.
Deferred classification has been requested by the department and allowed b.V <lraft boards in the case of fou.r crop specialists. Each is well
qualified for the work to which he is assigned, before receiving appointment having passed a rigid civil-service examination requiring a basic
knowledge of scientific agriculture, statistical methods, etc. The withdrawal of any one of these men would result in substantial, material
loss and detriment to the adequate and effective operation of the cropreporting service. Furthermore, like the field agents, these crop spe-cialists represent an invE>stment by . the Government of a large sum of
mon{>y in prellminary training, getting acquainted with · their territory,
·and becoming familiar with methods and sources of estim ting fruit and
truck crops, which can be learned only in the service of the Bureau of
Crop Estimates.
Name, home address, character of work (see general statement), and
length of service.

Charles G. Carpenter, New Orleans, La. A'Ssistant truck crop specialist, whose territory extends throughout the United States. On~
year two months.
·
1
J. Clifford Folger. Fruit crop specialist, whose teiTitorv extends
tluoughout the Unite{} States. Graduate Washington State College of'
Agriculture, bachelor of science in horticulture ; candidate for doctor
of physics in agricultural economics. Two years. · ·
·
R G. Risser, San Francisco, Cal. Assistant truck crop specialist,
whose territory extends throughout the United States west of the 111ississippi. One year six months.
Samuel M. Thomson, Washington, D. C. Assistant .fruit crop specialist, traveling extensively throughout the United States. Graduate Cornell University; bachelor ot science. Prior to pre ent appointment had
several years' service and wide experience with fruit crops in the Office
of Farm Ma?agement of _this department. Four years three months.
STATES' RELATIONS SERVICE.
COOPERATIVE AGRICULTGRAL EX'IIl~SION WORK.

The cooperative extension .act of May 8, 1!)1 4, provided for a nationwide system of in tl'Uetion for the farming population jn agriculture
and home economics outside of the schools and co1leges. It established
a close copartnership between the Federal and State agencies in the
organization and administration of the extension service. When a state
of war was declared it was realized that the cooperative extension system, with its coml>ination of Federal and State administrative officers
and specialists~ county agents, home demon::.-tration agents, farm bureaus,
and other locll.l organizations furnished a ready and effective weans for
the nation-wide dissemination of the needed facts as well as for practical demonstrations of the best methods of increasing agricultural production and ecuring the most economical utilizll.tlon of the products ()f
the farm. Recognizing the importance -of this great system, Congress
appropriated $4.,348,4(}0 for its immediate development. This· involved
the rapid extension of the work to all sections of the Union and necessitated the employment of a large number of. ad<litional county agents,
home demonstration agents, club agents. and the like, at the very time
when the department was losing many of its most effective and trained
employ~s

The cooperative exten Ion service, as now developed, ronsists of a :wellorganized field force reaching into most of the agricultural counties in
the United States, through which the Department of Agriculture and
other Federal agencies acting in cooperation with it, as well as 'state
and county agencie..<>, are able to reach the fal'ID.ei·s in a very direct way
and to assist them in the difficult problems presented during the continuance of the war. In each State there is a director of extension with
administrative assistants and specialists. There is also a countY agricultural agent in each of 2,450 counties, and a county home de.illonstration agent in each ot 1,800 counties.
The county agents work 'vith and through various organizations sne.h
as farmers' associations. farm bureaus, county councils of agricUlture
county councils of defense, and the like. In a large part of the United
States the organizati_on extends to eve):'Y community in each connty, wtth
voluntary workers 1n each commumty organization actin~ ln consonance with the Natioll!ll and Statt: fore<>s in the matter of food production and conservation. Through this organized force the needs of the
Nation in food produetfon arc made known to the farmers and they
are assisted in planning their ork so as to ·best meet thee 'needs. In
this way the farm ers are nitled in locatin~ suppli-es of se<'d, in securin"'
fertilizer and farm implements. in the prevention of outbreak of animal
di~se , in the contrC?I of pl:mt di ' ases and insect p ests, in the utilization of better farm Implements to save labor, and community coo-pera-
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tion to. supply l~bor, and in securing t.he assistance of city and town
people m su~plymg the labor needs of farmers. They are also assisted·
m dealing With problems of marketing and storage prevention of waste
conservation, aving of fuel, etc. Assistance is rendered to farm womeri
in the P!Oblems of gardening, dairJ:ing, poultry raising, canning, preservinJ?:, drymg, an<l otherwise conservmg food for future use as well as the
util.ization of food and the substitution of foods which are plentiful for
those which are scarce.
.
These agent~ also render valuablP. assistance ln liberty Joan, Red
Cros8, war savmgs, and other campaigns and aid local draft boartl s· in
considering of furloughs from the. Army for agricultural pm-poses.
They supply the Department of A~riculture with accrua te information
regarding production, ontbTeaks or disease among animals and plants
o,uthreaks of insect pests, and difficulties in marketing, and keep the
Government posted generally regarding all matters affecting agriculture within the counties.
ST.ATE AGENTS AND COUNTY AGE~T LEADERS

Al'\l> ASSISTANTS.

State agents in charge of county-a~rent work are usually ·se!ected
from men who have been successful county agents. Their duties are to
supervise the work of their assistants, and through them of the agents
to carry the _food-production program of the Fed eral department and
the State ?-gr1cultura1 coll('ges to the farmers .of the State, and of each
county tluough the organized efforts of the district and county agents
and to assist them in adapting It to the a~ricultural possibilities of
the county. They maintain relationships w1th the specialists at the
agricultural col1eg<' and m the Federal Department of Agriculture and
adapt their campaig~ to the wor k of the county agents. They rf'ceive,
compile, and summanze the reports of the agent and report upon the
worlc to the extension direc·tor and to the department.
Assistant State agents or district agents and a~istant county-agent
leaders have a prescribed terr1tory consisting of a number of-comities in
which county agents are located. Under thP. administrative direction of
the director of extension and the State agents these men travel from
county to county and supenise the wo1·k of the county agents. They per- .
fect the necessary financial arrangements before a county agent is
employed, check up on thE agent's method of conducting his work give
him instructions, and guide him on questions of policy, and assi ·t h.im in
all problems of organization. They also aid the county agPut in carrying
to the people any agricultural plan or campaign outlined by the oepart~e_nt and the college.
They perfect the plans for the work ot
specialists coming from the colleges and the department to assist county
agents and, in short, deal with all the :problems an<l all the types of work
of the county agent in an administrative wav.
"\~ a t~~~J!:~ct agent supervises t~e demonstration work of from
12
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Deferred classification has been requested by the department and
allowed by the draft boards in the following cases :
Nante, lwtne address, character of work (see general statetnent) and
·
length of service.
·
'

T?omas L. Asbury, Madison, Ga. Gradu~te Georgia State College of
Agriculture, B. S. Was 1:eared on farm .and has had practical experiTwo yea.r s eleven antl one-

~~fj :;:ogfh~~ing and gene1·ai farm work.

. ::;pencer B. Cleland, St. Paul, Minn. Graduate Minnesota Collf'ge
of Agriculture. Since graduation has -done farm-survey work in Minnesota. Three years ten Irion ths.
·
James M. Gray, Asheville, N. C. Graduate Agricultural ani! Mechanical College of North Carolina, B. S,: took postgraduate studies.
Was reare_d on a farm. While in conege Spent two s.ummcrs on farm
and tw? summers in college dairy. Managed farm one year. Three
years s1x months.
Dewitt T. Hardin, Chattanooga, Tenn. Graduate Clemson Colle"e •
also received M. S. A. degree in University of TennPssee. Reared,..,0 ~
a farm. Assisted in short-course work ; official tester for the •.rennes~ Experiment Station two years.
Four years three months:
Albert L. Love, Nashville, Tenn. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural
an<l Mechanical College, B. S.; attended ~mmer schools Missis. ippi
Agricultural College and University of Chicago: took poJO:tgracluate
course Missisroppi Agricultural College; one year, George Washington
University. Was reared on a farm; has worked an<l IllilnagNl sevE>ra'
farms in Mississippi and i8 familiar with gene!'al-crup pro<luctioU:
Taught school four years. Three years five months.
Paul W. Monohon, Orono, Me. Graduate University of Maine taking
agricultural course. Was assistant to dl'an of Cotlege of Agri'culture
Orono, Me., one year ; alsQ assistant to director of extension. One year
ten months.
William E. Morris, Olivia, Minn. Graduate Wisconsin College of Agri·
culture. Was assistant in feed and fertilizer inspection and dairy tests Wisconsin Experiment Station, two terms ; also had charge of animal
husbandry and dairy department of the La . Crosse County School of
Agriculture. Four years ten months.
George E. Piper, Manhat4'lll, Kans. Graduate Michigan Agricultural
College. B. S . Prior to prE.>sent appointment edited agricultural supplement for Associated Publishers Syndicate; was forf>man on a 6.000acre live-stock and grain ranch tn Montana. Three years three months.
Harvey C. Ray, Little Rock, A.rk. Spent four years at t he State
School, Mi souri, Lincoln Institute; two y(>:lrs postgraduate course at
Tuskegee Institute, Ala. ; specialized in general agric-ulture and farming. For three years was superintendent of agricultural department,
Langston University, Langston, Okla. Was rai!ted on a farm, and bas
a very practical knowledge of all kinds of farm operations. Tbree
years six months.
Carl 1\1. Rose, Lexington, Miss. Graduate Ui. sissippi A~ricultural
nnd Mechanical College; took postgraduate work in agriculture at C'oF·
nell University. Prio-r to pre ent appointment w a s for two years manager of a large plantation in Mississippi; afterwards served as eounty
agent. Nine months.
·
·
Phit Sheldon, Linco-ln, Nebr. Attended University of Nebraska College of Agriculture. Ten months.
LewLCJ A. To::m, Rochester, N.Y. Graduate Corne11 University, B.s. A.
Was farm manager four years after leaving college. Taught agriculture in high schoor one year. Was manager Monroe Com1ty Farm
Bureau four years. Eleven months.
Hu S. Vandervort, Morgantown, W. Va. Graduate West Vir,!tinia
University, B. S. in agriculture; postgraduate work, same institution
Was reared on a farm. Prior to present appointment served as county
agent three years. Two years eleven months.
Wyl1e R. Ward, Omaha, Nebr. AttendE.'d Wesleyan TTniversitv one
year; graduate College of Agriculture, UnivE.'rl"ity of :'\f'br n!';ka. ·n. s.
Was instructor in agronomy at University of Nebraska two te1·ms. Ten
montlu!.
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Lawrence A. Wicki ;H'Ll, ·omaha; Nebr. Graduate Neur:fska "Lnh·crsity,
S., iu ag-riculture: taught school. , eYen months. ·
K. C \Yickland, Omaha, Nebr. Graduate Nebraska University, ll. S.
Taught school four )'ea rs b<'fore and one year after graduating; also
engag-ed in farming. Ten months.
Collett E. Woolman, Baton Rouge, La. - Graduate University .of Illinois, B. S. in agriculture. Spent six months abroad studying agriculture in England. France, Germany, and llolland. Farm reared,
with extensive practical farm experience. Four years nine and one-half
months.

n.

COUNTf .AOC~TS AXD .ASSIST.lXT AGEXTS •

. ·.A county agent is a joint employee of the United St:it<'s Department
of Agriculture, tb<' State agricultural college, and the county government, or ·orne organization in the county. Generally he is -a graduate
in a)!riculture of a State agricultural college, has had practical experien ne in farming, anti possesses personal qualiiica lions for leadership
in agriculture. ·
·
·
Uis duties are to secure the cooperation of farmers in eonducUng on
tbeit· farms, with their own lauorers, tools. and equipment, and at
their own expense, cooperative demonstrations to illu. h·ate better
farm practlct>s in the raising of crops, fePOing of li'l'e stock-. and, • in
many ca e , in farm management and mark ·. •:.~. He disseminates information generally to farmers-either to indiyluual upon request or
through organized communities, meetings, etc. .As a general rule he
has the cooperation of some county or community organization of farming people, whereuy be is enabled to reach the ln.rgest possible number
of per ·ons. Tht'se organizations also give the farmers an opportunity
to take an active part in planning the program for the county-agent work
so as to meet the real needs of agriculture in the ·respective communi·
ties. Where there are exi ting organizations of farmers he works
through them, if possible. He brings to the farmers of the county on
their own farms the agri-cultural information of the Department of
Agriculture and the State agricultural collel!es. IIi.· entire efforts are
directed toward improving agricultural eonditions, the introduction of
the best methods, and the solution of difficult problems confronting the
farmers.
.An _important part of his duties relates to the introuuetion and de,·elopment of the live-stoclt industry, the standardization of breeds, and
the organization of farmers for the control of live-stock diseases, · suclt
as hog cholera and blackleg. In this work he cooperates with the
ll.ve-.stock disease-control agencit?s of the State and Nation. He teaches
farmer· how to prevent damage from insects and organizes them to
control in. £>ct pe ts and plant diseast's whenever outbreaks occur. He
cooperate in this work with the entomological and pathological specialists apd those in cb;:trge of insect and plant-disease control.
During the war he has a large number of other duties. The P.gt·icultural campaigns or programs are carrl€11 out locally under his leadership. It is Ws duty to advise farmers regarding the nPeds of the Nation
"rith ·t·cference to production, marketing, conservation, and the like
and to sug~est ways of meeting them.
•
.
.
This work is done through some county organization, whether it be
farmers' associations, a county farm bureau. a county council of agri·
culture. or the county council of defense. · He helps locate supplies of
seed where nee-Ued; advises farmers, with the assistance of specialists,
on p.roble'ms of marketing and on the purchase of supplies, sueh as
fertilizers, tools. equipment, etc.; deals with the farm-labor situation,
under the direction of the farm-help specialists of the Department of
Agricultm·e; and generally takes ehargc of all extension work in the
county regarding foou production, prevention of waste in production,
:;tora~c. and marketing.
The farm-lauor situation has presented many difficulties sine~ the
United Htates entered the war. The county agents have rendered val- ·
uablt> n ·. !stance in dealing with the problem, especL'l.lly in determinin~
the f:!rm-labor· needs of the county, registering ayailable laborers, and
supplying farmers with labor at the time: needed. They have also emphaAiz{'{l the necessity of cooperation among farmers in the usc of labor,
machiuery. and equipment.
1
The county agents haYc actively cooperated !n the Red Cross, liberty
lo::m, war savin:;. and other spedal war campaigns. Because of the
wide Pxperience that these men have already had and the contacts that
they have establl bed in the counties it would seriously interfere with
the food -production and conservation campaigns if theit· services were
to be f1i ·continued. · The work performed b,v them requires not only
practk:tl experience in farming but technical knowledge as well.
A lstant county agents have training and ex~rlence similar .to that
of the county agents. They arc located in populous agricultural counties, ,.,.orldng as assistants to and under the direction of the county
rigent:-;.
Deferred classification bas been reque ted by the department and al-.
_lowed by draft boards in the foUo_w ing cases :
. ·
1rame, lwme address, cltamcter of worl• (see generaL statement), ancl
Lengtl' of set·vice.

Andt·c·w H. Barnett, Camden, Ala. Graduate Alabama Polytechnic
In titute, B. S. A. Has practical knowledge of farm work and· t.hc care
and breeding of live stock. 'l'wo years four months.
William D. Barton, Prattville, Ala. Gtaduate Alabama Polytechnic
In titute, B. S. A.; also took a summer course in chemistry. Had
practical farm experience; for two years after leaving college managed
farm of an agr·icultural school T)uee years seven months.
Frank R. Curtis, Demopolis, .Ua.. Graduate Alabama Polytechnic
Inst itutl'. .After graduation worked on his own ·farm for a short time;
was then assistant manager of a plantation of 5,000 acres. F'our years
seven months.
Lo.r!l J. Hawley, Troy, Ala. Graduate Alabama Polytechnic lnstitut«.>. Had practical farm experience. '£hree years nine months.
Hobert C. Lett, Tuscaloosll, Ala.. Box GOG. Attended Al-abama Polytechnic Institute. Has had practical farm experience. Four years five
month s .
·
James A. McLeod, . Union Springs, . Ala. Graduate Alabama Poly:
technic Institute, B. S. in animal industry. Had practical experience
i,n farming before .entering college. Was assistant in animal mdustry
at Alabam.t Polytechnic Institute 15 months after graduation . . 'l'hree
years.
.
·
Le wis C. Pace, Eutaw, Ala. Graduate Agr·icultural College of . tbe
Unlvei·sity of ~'enne. see. B. S. Had practical farm experience. Taught
agriculture in an agl'icultuml high school one year after leaving college:
Nine months.
'
Geol'ge H. Stewart. "'edowee, Ala. Gntduate Alabama Polytechnic
Institute; took post!tl'aduate work at University ~f ,WLCO!!Sin. Ilad
practical fat·m experiencl'. ~'en month s.
·

Joseph · P. ·wuson. Andalu ia, Ala . Grarlnate .Alabama A.gl'icultural
Collegl', ll. S. llatl practical farm experience. Tau..,.ht school four
.rears after leaving college. Two years three months. .,
E!Jlmltt S. ll:urcntine, l\Iammotb Spring. At·k. Graduate 1\Iis issippl
Agricultural an_d Mechanical College, B. S. ; took postgraduate work.
Has bad practical farm experience. llad three .rears' experience in
teaching rural schools. Nine months.
Stanley D. Cat·penter, Ilarl'ison, Ark. Graduate Mississippi Agricultur~l College,. ll. S.
lias hall practical fat·m experience. '!'aught in
agncultural high school two years. Was employed one year with the
~~~ig~. State plant !Joar·d in citrus-canker eradication work.
Nino
James E. Critz, hlari_on, .Ark Graduate Mississippi Agl'icultural College. n. ~- Had practlca~ experience in all kinds of farm work. Was
One year six

~~~~~~- m agricultural htgh school a year and a half.
G~orge

.
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Ely, . Little Rock, Ark., old courthouse. Graduate State
S. Taught animal husbandry
for 16 months seed and fertlhzer mspector for the commiSSioner of agriculture in Arkansas. llas
had practical farm experience. Four and one-half months.
Joel. Lamber_t, Pine Bluff, .Ark. Has practical knowledge of all farm
operations. SJX years seven months.
Herbert A. McPhe;-son, McGehee, Ark. Graduate Missis ippi .Agricultural and MecbamcaJ College, B. S. Has had actual farm experience .. Was for two years plantation manager.. One yeal' two months.
Cohn D. Gunn, Starke, Fla. Gractuate Florida Agl'icultural College
B. S. Has had practical farm experience. One year eight months.
'
Tom B. Brandon, Claxton, Ga. Gmduate Clemson Agl'icultural College, B. S. l~'or two years befot·e entering college bad full charge of
his father's farm. Eight months.
Walter S. Brown, Hiawassee, Ga. Graduate Georgia State College
of Agriculture, specializing in animal husbandry. Has had 12 years'
expetience in practical farming and stock raising. Bas taught in rural
schools. ThirtPen and one-half months.
· Esten G. Cr·omal·tie. Hinesville, Ga. Spent two years at Eleventh
District Agricultural School, Douglas, Ga .. two years at Gordon Institute. Barnesvipe, Ga_., and one yeal· at University of Georgia, receiving
B. S. def!I'ee m agnculture at the latter Institution. Wotked in the
office of the Georgia State board of entomology and in the field In bollweevil work. ~ nd as isted in cotton experiments over the State Tauo-ht
in agricultw
!'lCbool. Eight months.
•
"'
Hendrick I.. C•·omartie, Albany, Ga. Attended Georgia State Colle!!'e
of Agriculture. Spent 10 yeat·s on llis father's farm; also had cba1·ge
~~u~ ~g~~~~: farm before engaging in demonstration work. I•'our years
~gqc~tura~ Co~ge of Pennsy.l vania, B.
I~. agrJ_cultural school three y~a~s .
Was

· Wade P. Huic, College Park, Ga. Graduate Georgia Agricultural Col·
lias bad extensive practical farm experience.

~iic !ic~·b:.nd B. I'h.

William H. Sorrells, Leesuut·g, Ga. Gt·aduatc Georgia State College
of Agriculture. Had one year's experience as principal of rural high
~chool · prior to present appointment.
~ight months.
·· Russell 0. 'Bate, Cynthiana, Ky. Attended University of Tennl'ssee
for short courses in agriculture. Has had practical experience in farm' lng. One year eleven months.
·
A.rmiel Carman, Clinton, Ky. Gmduate University of Kentucky
B. S. in agricultul·e. Had practical farm experience. One year eleven
and one-half months.
Rob~rt S .. Clough, .BeJlton, Ky.
.Graduate University of Missouri,
B. S. 10 agriCulture. Has had practical farm experien.ce. Was· schoolteacher and superintendent of schools. One year nine months.
Angus N. Gordon, Henderson, Ky., care of chamber of commerce
Graduate University of Kentucky, B. S. In agriculture. Had practicai
farm experienec. Was instructor in agriculture at University of Kentucky for u short time. 'l'wo years one month.
William J. Harris, Bardwelf, Ky. Graduate University of Kentucky
~- S. in agriculture.. For a year was manager of a 15,000-acre planta:
bon In South Carohna. Was Instructor of animal husbandry in the
Colle~e of Agriculture, University of Kentucky, and agricultural editor
for the Lexington Herald. Eight months.
·
·
. Howard H. Harrison, Stanton, Ky. Received course in agriculture at
Berea College. Has had practical farm experience. Taught agriculture
at Oneida !_nstitu!e, Oneida, Ky., one year. While a student at Berea
£.~l~~K;. as 1sted m county-agent work. One year two and one-half
Charles L. Hill, Calhoun, Ky. Graduate Oregon .Agricultural College,
B. S. Had experience working in large orchards in Oregon durin"'
SU;nuner vacations. For three years after graduation engaged in farmini
Nme months.
Hamue! J. Lowry, jr., La Grange. Ky. Attended Berea College; graduate Umverslty of Kentucky. n. S. in agriculture. After graduation
managed 500-acre farm for two :rears and managerl a seed farm for
several months. One year eleven and one-half months.
·
John L. Miller, Campbellsville, Ky. Attended Washington and Lee
'C'niversity one year and Peabody ColleM four terms. ~pent summer
s!ia~g~~b~~ the farm while attendin~ co ege. Taught school one y<>ar.
Gordo.n B. Nance, Smithlanu, KY. Graduate University of Kentucky
B. S. in agriculture. F'aruillar with aU farming operation'. Super~
'ised city school gardens one year. Seven months.
Warner W. Owsley, Louisvllle, Ky., Board of Trade Building. Gradnat~ l.inivers1ty of Kentucky, B. S. in agriculture.
Has had practical
farm experience. For one season was tester for county cow-testing
association. · Seven months.
·
WayJand Rhoades. Independence, Ky. Graduate Unh·erslty of Kentucky, B. ·s. in agriculture; was student assistant in dairying. Spent
some of his Yac3.Uons on his father's farm . two summers on the Ken ...
tucky Agricultural Experiment Station farm, and one summer managing his father's farm of 275 acres. Three years thrf'e months.
li'red II. Spickard, Dixon, Ky. Student in agriculture University of
Kentucky. Has had l 0 years' experience in "farming and tea eli in~.
Seven months.
_ Charle~ L. Taylor, Bardstown Ky. At~ended W<'stern Kentucky State
Normal ~chool, taking the work offered 111 agriculture and assisting iu
the work o( the school farm; also student Ln agriculture one year at
:f_;~va~~iZne~~aTii~g~:~~: llad practical farm experience. Four years
John T. Taylor, Louisville, Ky., care Doard of Tralle. Graduate
Unh·ersity of Kentucky, D. S. in agriculture. llas had practieal farm
experience. Three years scYcn months.
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- Be-rlie Winton. rrnwesvillf'. K~;. Gradun tf' in ngt;culture Tif'rea College. Has had pmcticul farming experif:nce anti ha taught ::;chool.
Seven months.
· Felix Bachemin. jr., Covington, La. Graduate CollPge of Agricultur<',
Louisiana . State Univet·sity. Has had experience as a teacher in rural
high schools. As county agent, devotes a large part of his time to boys'
club work. Eleven and one-half months.
Claud A. Drewer, Oberlin, La. Gratluate Mis issippi Agricultural and
Mechanical College· four months' postgraduate work. Was for a time
instructor in agricuftural schools. Had practical farm experience. Two
years six months.
Louis A. Broussard, box 742, Lake Charles, La. Graduate in agriculture Loujsiana State University. After leaving school managed a
plantation in southern Louisiana. Three and one-half months.
Thomas H. Casanova, Abbeville, La. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College; also took postgraduate work. Had practical farm experience. Two years nine months.
Corliss C. Chapman, De Ridder, La. Graduate Louisiana State Normal ; took special course in rural-school work, with agricUlture. Taugpt
agriculture five yeaL"s, ·including three years as principal of· an agricultural school. While in this position was active in boys' and girls' club
work In cooperation with extension workers. Three years nine months.
Harry .J. Chatterton Homer, La. Graduate Alabama Polytechnic Institut<'. For se>eral y'ears engaged in agricultural high-school work in.
Louisiana. Managed father's farm two years. Conducted beef-feeding
experiments for the Bureau of Animal Industry, United States Department of Agriculture, and the Alabama Experiment Station two years
prior tQ present appointment. T en months.
.
.
William M. Crumpton, Ruston, La. Graduate Misstssippi Agricultural
ami Mechanical College. Taught agrkultnre one year after graduation.
llas excellent farm experience. Five months.
Adolph Bernarcl Curet, New Roads, La. Graduate Mississippi .Agri<'Ultural and Mechanical College. Is an experienced, practical farmer.
Ont~ vear seven anrl one-half months.
·
Sillnt'Y .J. · Dumnd, Vllle Platte, La. Graduate State Norma~ Sch.ool
nml took agricultural short course at Louisiana State Umvers1ty.
Taught three years in public school and five and one-half years in high
school. Had practical farm experience. Eight months.
. William A. Givens, Ruston, La. Graduate College of Agriculture of
Louit;iana State U!liv<!rsity. Has had :_JractiC3.1 farm experience. One
year three and one-half months.
'.rhomas .J. Griffin, Houma, La. Graduate Louisiana State Normal
School. Had practical farm experience. Was principal and agriculturist of an a•>-ricultural school. Nine months.
Bush M . .Jackson, Monroe, La. Graduate Clemson Agricultural College, degree in agriculture. lias · had extensive practical farm I!Xperience. Two years.
Lou H. La Rue, .Jennings, Ln. Graduate In ngriculture Missouri
State University. Taught agriculture one and one-half years. during
which period much of his time was devoted to boys' and girls' club worlt
in that section. Familiar with practical farm work Nine months.
. Lewis H. Martin, New Orleans, La. Graduate Louisiana State Uni~ersity, also gradnata New Yorl< Stat~ Colle~e of AgriculturE!.
Has had
practical farm experience. Was manager of a large ranch in southern
LouiRiana two years. Three years 10 months.
Alfred A. Mendoza, Opelousas, La. Graduate in agriculture Louisiana
State Normal. Was principal of rural schools, where he conducted club
work and school gardens. Experienced in practical farm work. Four
months.
Beraud L. Mestayer, Garyville, La.. Took teachers' course at Lou1 ~< i 
ana State Normal, specializing in agriculture. Later employed as ag t·icultural. teacl:;.er in the various high schools, and while so emp\OY<'•l
did considerable work among farmers in his community along demonstration lines. Two years.
Thomas H. Milliken, Bastrop, La. Graduate College of Agriculture,
Louisiana State University. Has had extensive practical farm experience. Ten months.
· .Joseph 0. Montegut, GonzaleR, La. Graduate Louisiana State Normal ; attended three summer schools in agriculture at Louisiana State
University. Has had extensive farm experience. One year two months.
~'homas W. PnttE>n, Arcadia, La.
Graduate Mississippi _Agricultural
and Mechanical Colle17e. Taught agricultural subjects and sciences in
county ngricultural high school. Had extensive farm experience. Ten
months.
Paul D: 0. Perkins, Lake Charles, La. • lias had large and varied
practical farm experience. Was superintendent of the Angleton subsf:tltion. Texas Agricultural E~'J)eriment Station, prior to present appointment. Four years eleven months.
Clarence P. Scurlock, :Mansfield, La. Received technical training in
ngrict~lture at Iowa State College.
Taught for four years in rural
schools. Four months.
. Emmett S. Shumate, Jonesboro, La . . Receh-ed tP.r.hnical training at
L( onisana Industrial Institute and Louisiana State University. Has had
practical farm experience. Sb: months.
Robert L. Slonn, Colfax, La. Graduate, agricultural course, North
Carolina Agricultural and Mechanical Collf.'ge; took postgraduate work
in the same institution.
lias had extensive practical farming experience. Taught in !!l.gricultural high school. One year one month. Fenwick A. Swann, 1\iat·ksville, La. Graduate College of .Agriculture,
Louisiana State University. Has · had extensive practical farm experience. · Three years ten and one-half months.
Ev<'rC'tt L. Talbot, St. Martinsville, La. Graduate Louisiana State
"Unl-.ersity. Was hi! h school pl"inclpal four years. Eight months.
. George C. Vidrine, Houma,. La. Graduate Southwestern LQuisiana
Industrial Institute. Has had several years' practical farming experlen<'e. One year.
Francis H. Whitaker, WinnRboro, La. Graduate Mississippi , Agricultural and Mechanical College. •.raught agriculture in high school two
years. lind practical Cl.t>erlence in farming. - Ten months.
Et-wln 0. Anderson, Denton. Md. Graduate Michigan Agricultural
College, B . . S.: also received J\I. S. in agriculture from University of
Wisconsin. Has had practical farm experience. Was assistant professor of farm management at Pennsylvania 'State College. Eleven
months.
•
1
Eston F. Fox. College Park, Md. Graduate .Juniata College, Huntingdon, Pa., A. R. ; also took advanced work in agriculture, -Maryland
~tate College.
Taught in rural scllool one year and was lnstructor ·in
high school two years. Dcvot(>s practically all his time to boys' club
work. Seven and one-halt months.
. Pinckney A. Hauver. Ft"c(l<'rick. Id. Graduate Maryland State College, n. S. in agricuJhuc. Uas had practical farm experience. Prior
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to pr<>sent appointn:ent was teacher of agriculture in llisrh Rchoo1s ;
was also county clul> agent one summer. One year four autl one-halt
months.
Oliver C. .J on~s. Centenille, Md. Graduate P ennsylvania Stn te College, B.- S. in ~griculture. lias been engaged in farming all his life.
One year six months.
Clarence Z. Keller, Princess .Anne, :Md. Graduate Pennsylvania Stat~
College, B. S. in agriculture. Spent his summer vacation~:~ in pra<'tical
farm work, the last summer having entire charge of a 200-acre farm.
P-r ior to present appointment was instructor in agricultur<' for two years
in high school, durin~ which time he organized boys• ch11)s and community and county faus . One year one month.
Louis H. Martin, Princess Anne, l\Id. Graduate Hampton Institute.
·Engaged four years in practical farm work. One year three a ud onehalf months. Albert G. Middleton. Oakland. Md. Graduate P ennsylvan ia Rtate College. B. S. in agriculture. Spent summer vacations on farm!':. .:\fter
graduation managed two farm s. Taught agriculture one year in high
llchool. One year three and one-ha1f months.
Riley G. Arn ,)ld, Sardis, Mis". Graduate Alabama Polytechnic Institute, B. S. A. After graduation taught agriculture for tbte~ yE>ars.
Three years.
.
' Thomas W. Bailey, .Ashland :Miss. Graduate Mississippi ..lgricultural, and Mechanical College, B . '. Had experience rnana;:dng farms
before taking up the county-agent work. Two years six months.
Milson M.. Bedenbaugh, Booneville, 1\iiss. Graduate ~Iississip}Ji .\g-riculturul and Mechanical College, B. S. Afte r graduation taught for
th-ree years in an agricultural high school and had charge of the higlJschool demonstration farm. Nine months.
.John T. Belue, Lauderdale, Miss. Graduate .A.labama Agri cultuml
~~~~i{;: B. S. lias had practical farm experience. One year sen'n
William U. Boggan, Columbia, Miss. Graduate Miss issippl Agri cultural and Mech'lnical College, B. s::. Prior _to present appointm ent was
principal of an agricultural high school and managed high-scliool demonstration farm. Two yea r s four and one-half months.
Oscar C. Bottoms, Philadelphia, Miss. Graduate Alabama Polyteebnic
Institute, specializing in animal husbandry. Has had prnctical experience as manag~r of a dairy farm. One year five and one-half months.
- Ridley W. Cannon, Decatur, Miss. Graduate BuiTitt College ('Tenn. ),
B. S. and H. M. ; was also sh1dcnt at the University of Missi. ·s ippi
during three summers. For seven ye::trR prior to present appointment
served as principal of ap agricultural high school. Six ::tnd one-half
months.
Harry G. Carpenter, Rolling Fork Miss. Graduate Mis is ipJ?i .!..gricultural and Mec.banlcal College, B. S. At the time of his appomtment
as . county agent was managing a GO-cow dairy farm. Fotll" yeat·s fom·
·months.
Horace A. Carpenter, llelzoni, Miss. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. Prior to present appointment taught
in an agricultural high school and managed the school demonstration
farm. Two years seven months.
.John W. Ca.rp.mter, jr., Greenville, Miss. Graduate Mi ·sissippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. Was instructor in agricultural
engineering for the extension divisicn of the Mississippi .Agricultu ral
and Mechanical College for three years prior to present appointment.
Nine and one-half months.
Thomas I. Cook, Prentiss, Miss. Graduate Mississippi Ag1·icultnral
:'.nd Mechanical College, B. S.; took postgraduate course in dairying.
Two years four months.
Fred L. Craft. Noxapater. Miss. Graduate .Mississippi Agricultural
~nd Mechanical College, B. S.
For a year prior to present appointment
was employed by the Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture, as special agent in the eradication of cHrus canker
in Florida. Six months.
George C. Cypress, Braxton, 1\Iiss. Had two years' special in struction
in agriculture at Tuskegee Institute, Alabama; also had practical farm
experience. One -vear nine and one-half months.
Van V. Eason; Louisville, Miss. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural
and Mechanical College, B. S. Has had experience as manager of a
dairy farm. Two years two aml one-half months.
Henry G. Grantham, Mize, Miss. Graduate Mississippi .Agriculh1ra1
and Mechanical College. One rear four months.
Newton D. Guerry, jr., Okolona, Miss. Graduate :Mis ·issippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, n. S. Prior to present appointment was
special agent of the Bureau of Entomology. Had practical farm experience. One yeat· four months.
Arthur G. Hamilton, Calhoun City. Miss. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural and :M~chanical College. Prior to present appointment was
agl"iculturist in an agricultural high school. Has had practical farm
experience One year four months.
Harvey C. lleat.b, Holly Springs, Miss. Graduate Alabama Polytechnic Institute, B. S. A. llas had practical farm e~-perience. 1'hree
years four months.
.Joel D. Howerton. Natchez, Miss. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural
and Mechanical College. Taught in agricultural school. One :rear
seven months.
Cecil A. Hughes, Macon, Miss. Graduate College of Agriculture.
University of Illinois. Has had practical farm experience. One :rear
eleven and one-half months.
Frank Hurst, Forest. Miss. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural and
Mechanical College, B. S. Prior to present appointment taught in the
agricultural high school and managed the school demonstration farm.
One year one month .
Fred .J. Hurst, Magnolia, Miss. (jraduate Mississippi Agricultural
and Mechanical College, B. S. lias had practical farm experience. One
year seven months.
·
. )Iemy H. Leggett, Brookhaven, ?rllss. Graduate Mississippi Agricul·
tural and Mechanical College, B. S.; took postgraduate work at tho
· Iowa Agricultural College. Has had practical farm experience; at the
time of his appointment was manager of a farm. Eight months.
Wesley R. Lominick. Gloster, Miss. Graduate Mississippi Agricul·
tural and Mechanical College, B. S. and M. S.: attended a short course
in plant patholo-g y at the University of Florida. Was employed ror
-one and one-half years by the Bureau of Plant Industry as plant
pathological Inspector in connection with citrus-canker eradication.
One year .seven months.
Nate S. Martin, Ripley, Miss. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural and
Mechanical College, B. S. lias had practical farm experience. Seven
and one-bali months.
. Donald A. McCandliss, Gulfport, Miss. Graduate Mississippi .Agricultural and Mechanical · College, B. S. Three years six months.
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Jodie S. McKewen, Winona, Miss. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural
and Mechanical College, B. S. Prior to present appointment bad two
years' E:'xperience as t eacher in agricultural high sch oo l and manager of
the high-school demonstratjon farm. One yPar five and one-half months.
Charles L . Mc)l'iel, Senatobia, Miss. Graduate Missis ippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, n. S. Has had 10 years' practical experience in farming, two of them a.s manager of a 1,200-acre plantation. Seven months.
Enoch C. McReynolds, Kosciusko, Miss. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. For two years prior to present
appointment was "teacher in an agricultural high school and manager
of. the school demonstration farm. One y('ar three months.
Maurice- E. Miller Charleston, Miss. Graduate Miss! sippi Agricultural and Mechanicai College, B. S.; took postgraduate work in animal
hu bandry at the University of Wisconsin: Has had practical farm
experience. One year three months.
·
·
Will C. Mims, New Albany. Miss. Graduate :M ississippi Agricultural
and ME>chanieal College, B. S. Was instructor in agriculture 1n ail
agricultural high school for one year. Has bad practical farm experi<'nce. Four years two and one-half months.
.
Wllliam M. Mingee, Lucedale, Mi s. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. Has had practical farm experience.
Two years five and one-half months.
George T. Neill, Raymond, Mi s. · Graduate l\Iississippi Agricultural
and l\Iechanlcal College, B. S. Prior to present appointment was
teacher in agricultural high school and manage1· of the high-school
farm. Six months.
James W. Newton, Mayersville, Miss. Graduate l\lis is ippi Agricultural and Mechanical CollE>g , B. S. Has bad experience as a practica.l
farmer. One year one month.
James R. O'Neal. Greenwood, Miss. Graduate Mi sissippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. Prior to present appointment
managed a ln ge plantation. OnP. · year five months.
James ~ Reddoch. Quitman, Miss. Graduate Mississippi Ag;riculturnl
and Mechanical College, B. S. Has bad practical experience In farm
work. Seven and one-hall months.
·
Charles S. Rich. Monticello, Miss. Took a fonr-yf'ar course in agriculture at the Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College. Has
had excellE>nt experience as a practical farmE>r. Eight monthl'l.
Robert C. RiJ!:gan, luka, Miss. Graduate 1\lissis ippi Agricultural and
Mechanical College, B. S. For two years prior to PI'es<'nt appointment
was teacher In an agricultural high school and mana;:!:er of the highschool farm. SE>vf'n months.
John N. Robbins, Fulton. 1\Ils . Graduate MJ~sissippi Agricultural
and Mechanical College, B. S. For four years prior to prps n·t appointment was instru ctor in agriculture in an aarirultural high school and
manager of the high-school farm. Seven months.
Julian E. Sides. Agricultural College, Mi s. Graduate 'Mi8 issippi
Agricultural and Mechanical Coll€'gC'. Bas had practical farm experience. Four years two and one-half months.
Frank 1\L Smith, Menrlenball, Miss. Graduate Mis~issipni Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. ; took two .:rears' postgraduate work
at this ins titution for four and one-half years prior to p rc>sent appo1ntment, and teacher in agriculture> nnd manager of tbP c1Pmonstratlon
farm at one of the high schools of Mississippi. One YeRr fivP months.
Albert G. Spinks, Coffeeville, Miss. Graduate !is issippi Agricultrual and Mechanical College. B. S. Hac; had practical farm xperlence. Two years two and onf:'-half months.
Claude G. Steele, Marks, Miss. Graduate Mis issippi .Agricultural
and Mechanical Colleg~ 1 B. S.; took one year's postgraduate work in
horticulture in this insututlon.
Two yE>ars three m onth . .
Junie M. Thomason, Batesville. Mis . Graduate Alabama Polytechnic Institute, B. &. A. Has had practical farm experience and was
for one year teacher in agriculture in an agricultural high school.
One year three months.
John E. Vaughn, Tylertown, Miss. Graduate Mi.~sissippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. For two year prior to pr,,..ent appointment was teacher in agricultural high school and mannger of
high-school farm. Nine months.
Samuel M. Yeates, Moorhead. Miss. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical Colle~e. B. S. Has bad practical farm experience. Prior to present appointment was teacher in agriculture in an
agricultural hi"'h school. Five years three months.
Cleveland C. Bearden, Beaufort. N. C. Graduate .Missi sippi Agl'icultu.ral and Mechanical Colleg"e, B. S. ; also graduate ~tmlent in plant
pathology and citrus culture. Univer ity of Florida. Prior to pre ent
appointment was farm superintendent, tau~t a~rirulture in high
school one year, and was agent for State Plant Food Board of Florida,
working on plant diseases and insect dis.en.ses. Nine month .
John Deal, Hayesvllle. N. C. Took a one-year speciol courl'le in agriculture at the North Carolina Agricultural and MechaniCal · College.
Has had practical farm experience. Fon and on('-half months.
Willard T. Kyzer, Kinston, N. C. Graduate South Carolina Agricultural College, B. S. Has bad practical farm experienc . Six and onehalf months.
Warren M. Laughinghouse, Columbia, N. C. Took a two-yea.r course
in agriculture at the North Carolina Agricultural and M€'charucal College. Has bad practical farming experience, including management of
a large farm for four years. Nine months.
Robert R. Mciver, Sanford, N. C. Pursul'd course in agriculture at the
North Carolina Agricultural and Mechanical College two and one-half
years. · Has bad practical farm experience. Two years fonr 1'10Dths.
Ewing E. Millsaps, jr., Dobson, N. C. Gradurtte North Carolina. Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. Mana~d farm two years before entering college. One year.
William B. Pace, Shallotte, N. C. Graduate 1\Iis issippi Agricultural and Mechanical Colle!!'e. Has had practical farm experience , alRo
workc:>d on college farm. For two yeal's after graduation taught agriculture in hlgb school. One year one mont}l.
Carl C. Proffitt, Rutherfordton. N. C. Graduate of agriculture, Xorth
Carolina .Agricultural and Mechanical College. Ha(l one year's experience as teach€'r of agriculture in high cbool, in which po ition be bad
full charge and managPment of a 50-acre f:um. One ycar E>leven months.
Eug:ene R Raneyi Wind or, N. C. Graduate l\Ii sissippl A,;:-rfcultm·al
and Mechanical Co lege; took one year's postgrac1uate work at same
institution. Worked on farm during vacations. Wa!': employed by Department of Agriculture onE> summer in silo-construction work in Mississippi. One year one month.
John II. Sp(:>aS, Danbury, N. C. Grnounte in a"rlt>ulture. North Carolina Agricultural and Mechanical College. Managed father's farm p~lor
to present appointment. Seven months.
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· Needham B. Stevens, Plymouth, N. C. Graduate North Carolina
Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. ; took postgraduate cour e
in the a.me insti tutio n. specializing in animal hu ·ba.ndry and agronomy.
Engag<>d in farming one year. During one ummer was employed as
herdsman for the North Carolina Agricultural and l\Ie cha.nlcal College.
Three years six month .
Molloy C. Vaughn Newbern, N. C. Graduate 1\fis-issippi Agricultural and Mechantcai College, B. S. Was employed a s agent tor the
Bureau of Plant Industry and inspector for the. State Plant Board of
Florida for two y€'ars prior to present appointment. Four months.
.
Marion R. Bryant, Purcell, Okla. Gra duate Oklahoma Agricultural
and Mechanical College, D. S. in agriculture. lias had practical farm
experience. Nine months.
Frank H. Dillenback. 313 Federal Building, Guthrie, Okla. Graduate
Kansas Agricultural College, B . S. Eleven and one-half months.
William J. Green, Stillwater, Okla. Graduate Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. in agriculture. llas had Jractical
~~mm~~f~~en<;e. Devotes entire time to boys' club work.
ne year
Otto J. Moyer, Stillwater, Okla. Graduate Oklahoma Agricultural
and Mechanical College, B. S. in agriculture. Devotes practically his
entire time to boys' club work. Nine and one-half months.
Arthur R. Smith. 11 Federal Building. Muskogee, Okla. Graduate
Oklahoma Agricultural and 1\lechanicnl Colleae-, B. S. Has had practlcnl experience a a rlairy farmer. After graduation spent some time
in Wi consin and other Northern tates tudying live tock and other
agricultural problems.
Carroll S. Adams. Beaufort, S. C. Graduate New Hamp hire College
of Agriculture and Mechanic AI·ts. B. . ; special studPnt niver ity of
Kentucky ; student assistant in horticulture, UnivPrsity of Kentucky.
Prior to present appointm l.'nt was a istant profE>Ssor of horticulture.
UniT"ersity of Kentucky: a ·sistant borticulturi t. Kentucky Experiment
Station ; and 1 nd t"o ye.'lrs' practical experience in commercial market
gardening. Six months.
. Charles W. Baker, Kingstree. S. C. Gracluate Clemson Agricultural
College; also recf'ived M. A. d~ee from W!J con in Agricultural College. Worked on farm durin~! vacations while attending college and
had other farm experience. Two year four months.
Ramuel E . Evans, l1ennettsvillc, S. C. Graduate Clemson AgricnlturaJ College; received maRter's degree from University of Wisconsin.
Taught agriculture in an agricultural schoQl, mauag d an experimental
farm in connection with agricultm·al high school, and had other practical farm experiPnce. ThrE>e years eight months.
Charner S. Pntri.ck, Ander on, S. C. Graduate Clemson Agricultmal College. After -graduation taught ajp'iculture in an agricultural
school. Has had practical 'farm ex}:ienence. Three years eleven
months.
James A. Riley, Chester. S. C. Graduate Clemson Agricultural College; al o reCPivPd 1\I. A. degr~ from Agriculhtral ColiegP of Wisconsin. Has practical farm t>.xperience. Four years ten month .
Francis W Rl~hPr. Walterboro. ~. C. Graduate Clemson Agricult ural College. WorkPd one year in the office of the director of exp riment stations; taught agriculture in agricultural school. Has practical farm experiencP. Two years one month.
Z. Douglas Rob rtson, E till, S. C. Studied agriculture two JC''1l.rs
at University of Virg-inia; nl. o received rna t r's degree at College of
Agriculture. TTni• rsity of ,n. con in. After gratluation taught agriculture in high schools and operated a farm. Organiz<.>d a large number of local communities for better agriculture. Eight and onP-halt
months.
William E. Stoke~. hQX 135. Edgefield. S. C. Graduate Clemson Agricultural Coll€'g€'. WaR assi tant profe sor of agronomy, New ·aamvsbire Agricultural College.o f:or two y ar . Has had practical farm
e:~..-perience.
Nine and one-half months.
•
WilHam G. Ad mond. Crossville, Tenn. Attended Univer ity of Tenne~ ee.
Jlns bad practical farm cx:pP.ricnce. Nine and one-half months:
John H. AgnPw, Alamo. T enn. Graduate in agrlcultur , Unlver ity
of Tennessee. Has practical farm experience. Ten month .
Woorl on S. Baldwin. Clarksville; Tenn. Graduate University of
Tennf'f' ~ , n. S. in agriculture.
Has bad practical farm experience.
Two years nin e months.
Archie V. Bears. Fayetteville, T nn. Graduate Mi , i~ ippl Agricultural and Mechanical Coll€'ge, ll. S. Experi enced in f.armi.ng operation . Two and one-half years.
Fra.nk R Bradford, Dam'lridge. Tenn. Graduat Lanevif'w College
(Tenn.) and studied agriculture three years in the t'niver ity of . Tennesse~.
Has be<.'n a practical farmer all his life. Ten and one-halt
months.
Marlin D. r.rock, Courthouse, Memphis. Tenn. Graduate University
ot T~1mess e, B. S. in agricul t ur . During last year at the university
was assistant in the d~>partment of agronomy. Spent all his life on
the farm and managed farm for about six yea1·s. One year nine
months.
John E. Dail. mountsville, TE>nn. Graduate University of Tennesee, B. S. In agri ulture. Is n P.ractical farme1•. Two year .
Denton Mcl\1. Elrod, Brownsville, Tenn. Educated at Berea College;
also received B. . uegree in griculturc from Uni>ersity of Tenne see.
Is a practical farmf'r. Two years two months.
Charles C. Flanery, Winchester, Tenn. Studi d agriculture tw<>
year at Berea College; also four years in agriculture at Univ r lty of
Tennes ee. recei\·iJ1g n. S. from latter institution. Elas had practical
farm experience. Eleven months.
Jay. l'. Grimes, l\ladi nville. Tenn. Graduate University of Tennessee, degree in a!!ricultur . Has been practical farmer all hls life.
One year ten montb .
Peter C. Hambaugh, Newport, Tenn. Gmduate in agriculture, University of Tenne'-'St e. ITas had practical experience in farm work.
One year two mon ths.
Leonard J. K<'n', SPlmer. Tenn. Studied agriculture three years at
University of Tenne see. lias worked on farm since leaving school and
gained a practical knowledge of farming. Eleven months.
li'rank R. Hines, Rutled~e. Tenn. Graduate Diversity of Tennessee.
B. S. in agriculture. For a short time was nurscr·y inspector for the
university.
Has had practical farm experience. Three years ten
months.
Joe W. Lovell, Centerville, Tenn. Graduate Univer ity of Tennes ee- .
B. S. A. Is experienced in general farm work. Taught school two·
years. Assisted i.n demonstration work prior to present uppointmf'nt.
•ren months.
Hugh A rowers. Lexin~ton. Tenn. Graduate University of Tennessee.
Taught ag-riculture in county high schools. Has been a p'mctical farmer
all his life. Two years five montbs.
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Elzic S. Roberds. Ripley, Tenn. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural
and Mechanical Coll ege. Taught at that institution after graduation.
and later was director of the agricultural d epartment of au agricultural
high scilool. Four years three months.
.Tnmes L. Robinson, Jacksboro, Tenn. Graduate in agriculture, Univer ity of T ennessee. Taught school. Has practical knowledge of general farm worlc. Two years ten months.
Thomas L. Robinson. Murfreesboro, Tenn. Graduate University oC
'l'enoessee, B. S. in a griculture. He worked on a stock !arm until be
ente red university. l'rior to present appointment served as official
t e ter of cows for advanced registry two years; was dairy demonstrator
on au a gricultural train one summer; also taught agriculture in bigll
sch o ol ~ .
One year.
" ' alter 0 . Shat·p, Sevierville, Tenn. Graduate University of Tenn essee, B. S. in a !;'riculture; also -attended summer courses at univet·sHy.
Taught for a time.
Practical farm experience.
Eleven
month s.
Oakley l\f. Shelby, Dover, Tenn. Graduate University of Tennessee,
B. S. A. Was employed as field assistant in tobacco-insects investigation three summet·s. Is familiat· with the production of general farm
crops and the rais ing of live stock. One year.
Everett ll. B. Shockley, Nashville. 'l'enn. Graduate Agricultm·al and
Indu strial State Normal Scnool, Nashville, Tenn. Worked as farm
superintendent at this institution. Eight months.
Henry H. Thomas, Greenville, Tenn.· Graduate East Tennessee Normal School. 'l'aur"'ht agriculture in county high schools. Has had practical experience n the management of live stock and general farm
operations. One year one month.
Felix G. Vicket·s, Tazewell, Tenn. Pursued agricultural course at
University of Tennessee two years and attended summer sessions five
y ears. 'l'augbt in rural schools four ;vears. Had practical farm experience. One year two months.
Wilford F. Weir, Clinton, 'Tenn. Graduate in ag-riculture, University
of 'l'euness ee. 'l'a ught school four years. Previous to present appointmen t had several years' practical experience in farming. One year two
months.
Andt·ew J Winegar, Knoxville, Tenn. Graduate Carson-Newman Colleg-c. B. A. ; also graduate University of Tennessee, B. S. A. Has
pl'Uctical knowledge of farm work. Two years.
F.lber·t B . Wright, Lewisburg, Tenn. Attended College of Agrlcttlture
University of Tennessee, three years. Has had practical farm experi:
e n ce. Eleven months.
K <>a t ley G. Baker, Kerrville, Tex. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural College, B. S . Two years five months.
Stephen W. Harris, Groesbec)t, Tex. Is well qualified in agriculture.
Pt·iot· to present appointment was employed by the Forest Service. Six
mon t h s.
James B. Snider, Rusk. Tex. Graduate Texas Agricultural and
N cc:llanical College, B. S. Has had special training in horticulture and
farm gardening. Six and one-half months.
Cli ve Templeton, IAngview, Tex. Graduate Texas Agricultural and
l\Iechanlcal College, B. S. Two years six months.
Bernard 0. Brad&baw, Covington, Va. Graduate Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Canada; also did special work at Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Has had much active experience in fa.rm work.
Fom· years eight months.
.
Shirley L. Cole Stafford, Va. Student in special courses. in agriculture, Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Had charge of the greenhouse
at the college two years. Prior to present appointment was engaged
for four years in private orchard work and general farm work. Three
years five months.
Gordon A. Elcan, Sbeppards, Va. Graduate Hogue Academy, Blackstone, Va. Has had practi cal farm experience. Six months.
Kenny N. Ellis, Waverly, Va. Took two years' course in agriculture
at Virginia P!>lytechnic Institute. Has had practical farm .experience.
Three years SIX months.
W t.' ldon H. George, Runnymede, Va. Has an agricultural certificate
froin the Hampton Institute, where he did considerable work in connection. with farm machinery, creameries, and incubators. Is famlliar
with general farming problems. One year eight and one-half months
Robert F . .Jones, North Emporia, Va. Took a five years' com·se at
Virginia Normal and Industrial Institute, Petersburg, Va. Has practical
knowledge of farming. Three years four months.
Wilbur K. Moffett, South Boston, Va. Graduate Pennsylvania State
College, B. S. in agriculture. Has had valuable experience in general
and dairy ofarmin"'. Six months.
Farrar V. Shelton, Charlotte Court House, Va. Graduate Virginia
Polytechnic l!!stltute, B. S. in agriculture. Has had farming experience.
One ypar six months.
Jollie H. Tibbs, Fincar.;tle. Va. Graduate Michigan Agricultural College, n. S. in agri culture. Was four years principal of a large agricultural high school. Has had practical farm experience. Nine months
..R. K F. Washington, Hoxbury , Va., box 51, R. D. 1. Graduate
Hampton Institute. Has bee:-~ a successful farmer. Six:.. years.
Robe rt L. Buchanan, Parkersburg, W. Va. Graduate University of
West Virginia and Michigan Agricultural College. Eng-aged in foragecrop Investigations, Washington State Experiment Station, one year
ExpPriPnced in practical farm work. Two years eleven months.
·
William D. Click. Hamlin, W. Va. Graduate in agriculture, Berea College. Familiar with general farming operations. Prior to present
appointment was empiO,\'ed four months in farm management investi<Yatlons by th~ United States Department of Agriculture. Three years ;ix
month s.
H. It. CokeJy, Moorefield, W. Va. Graduate West Virginia University, B. S. in agricalture . Taught school four years. Had practical
experience in general farming. One year one and one-half months.
Benjamin F. Creech, Spencer, W. Va. Is college graduate, taking
degree of B. S. Engaged in active farm work six years. Prior to
present appointment spent three summers in field work for the Office
of Farm Management, United States Department of Agriculture. Ten
months.
Frank M. Foote, Beckley. W. Va. College graduate. Has had extensive experience in practical a.g riculture. Three yea ~· :.; eleven and onehalf months.
Arthur F. IIedges, Glenville, W. Va. Graduate in agriculture University of Wiscons in ; one year postgraduate work. Was head of department of agricultnre, Northland College, and managed farm in connection with that ins titution ; also bad other practical farm experience.
Elev<>n months.
Samuel F. Hinkle, W ebster Springs, W. Va. Gradua.te Ohio State
Univt> I'sity, B . S. in agriculture. Prior to present appointment bad two
years ' experience on a farm. One year one month.
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Burt .Johnson, Marlinton, W. Va. Had two years' work in agriculture at Berea C.o llege; also took .two years' course in agricultm·e at
University of Wisconsin. Is thoroughly familiar with farming operations. Three years three months.
H. W Prettyman, Keyser, W. Va. Graduate West Virginia Univ-ersity, B. S. in agriculture. Served as assistant county agent before
entering upon present duties. Has had farm experience. One year two
months.
Harley D. Rohr, Grafton, W. Va. Graduate College of Agriculture!
University of West Virginia. Had experience as t eacher in rura
schools and taught agriculture in the high school three years. Enga"'ed in farm work. One year two months.
James E. Romine, Buckhannon, W Va. Graduate University of
West Virginia, B. S. in agriculture. Has practical knowledge of farmlug. One year eleven and one-half mouths.
Webster H. Sill, Bethany, W. Va. Graduate Pennsylvania State College. B. S. A. Familiar with all kinds of farm operations. Was school
t eacher one year. Prior to present appointment was employed for short
periods by the Bureau of Entomolog{ and the Office of Farm 1\fanage~~~fhs~nited States Department o Agriculture.
Four years eleven
Olive H. Standard, Clay, W. Va. College graduate. B. S. in agriculture. Prior to present appointment owned and operated a small
farm. One year five and one-half months.
Carl .J. Williams, Sacramento, Cal. Graduate College of Agriculture,
University of California. Prior to present appointment was assistant
to farm advisers of California two years. One year four and one-half
months.
L. A. Bevans, Danbury, Conn. Attended Massachusetts Institute of
Technology one term; graduate Massachusetts Agricultural College,
B. S. Was teacher of agriculture in high schools two terms. Nine
months.
E. A. Brown, Hartford, Conn. Graduate Cornell University, B. s.
'£aught agriculture in high school one and one-half years. Three years
four months.
Harry G. Avery, Shoshone, Idaho. Attended Kansas Agricultural
College three terms. For three years managed 700-acre farm in Kansas
and for one year teacher of agriculture in high school. One year two
months.
Herbert H. Beier, Coeur d ' Alene, Idaho. Graduate College of Agriculture, University of Idaho, n. S. Prior to present appointment was
employed for various periods in forest service; also as buttermaker for
Caldwell Cooperati.-e Creamery, Caldwell, Idaho; and in charge of Boise
Valley Cow-Testing Association, Boise, Idaho. · One year three months_
R. R. Lancaster, Hupert, Idaho. Attended University of Missouri
one term and Kansas Agricultural College two terms. Prior to present
appointment served in United States Army slx years and for short
periods during summer on farms of University of Missouri and Kansas
Agricultural College and experiment station. One year one month
John E. White, St. Anthony, Idaho. Graduate Utah Agricultural Col~g~;t:s. S. Was teacher of agriculture in bigb school four years. Eight
G.' L. Reed, Brookville, Ind. Graduate Purdue University, B. s.
Eight months.
·
E. L. Shoemaker, Versailles. Ind. Graduate Purdue University •
taught agriculture two years. Seven months.
•
R. E. Wilson, Peru, Ind. Graduate Purdue University, B. s. in agriculture. Eight months.
H. E. Ackerson, Monticello, InU. Graduate Purdue Unil'ersity B s
in agriculture. Ten months.
' · •
B. B. Adams. Rockvillel Ind. Graduate :Michigan AJITiculturai College. Ilad charge of so Is and crops department, Winona Agricultural College, ·one term. Ten months.
Ralph E. Arnett, D~ville, _Ind .. Graduate Iowa Colll'ge of Agriculture, :M. S. Was ass1 tant m ammal-busbandry department of that
institution. l\fanaged farm two years. One year.
Ross N. Atkinson, Evansville. Ind. Graduate rerdue University
B. S. in a~ricuJture . Nine months.
•
Donald D. Ball. Washington, Ind. Graduate Purdue University B S
in agriculture. Nine months.
' · ·•
l'aul R . Bausman, Monticello, Ind. Graduate Purdue Unh~l'rsity ·
B. S. A. Was deputy inspector, State chemis t department Purdue
University, two years. Six months.
'
11. S . .Benson, Sullivan, Ind. Graduate Purdue University, B. s. A.
Subsequently was supervisor of vocational agriculture in Owensville
Ind., schools. Eight months.
•
P. D. Brown, Greensburg, Ind. Graduate Kentucky University College of Agriculture, B.~ S. One year five months.
Cbas. A Buechne1·, Knox, Ind. Graduate Purdue University B s A
r~~~r ~egr~sg~:h;_PPOintment was manager, Fame Canning co'., Tipton:
L: l\1. Butl~r, Vincenne~. Ind. Graduate ;rurdue University, B. S. A .
Agncultural mstructor htgb R ·~hool on e t e rm and instructor in animal

~~~b~~~·[hs~~ dairying at Winona College of Agriculture two years.
V. V. Clarke, Plymouth, Ind. Graduate Purdue University B S
Uas managed fa.rm one :rear. Nine months.
'
· '
Howard J. Chnebell,, Terr~ Haute, Ind. G~·~duate University of Illinois, B. S. Was crop mvestiga.tor Purc;Iue Um>ersity exten sion department one sum~er priOr to present appomtment. Nine months.
Myron E. Cro~er, Fr~nldort, _Ind.. Graduate Purdue Uni;ersity,
~-o:tb~~· Teacher of agnculture m htgh schools three years . Seven

T. C. Cravens, Martlns.-illc, Ind. Graduate University of Illinois.!
B. S. A. Five months.
.
H. W. Crowe, Brazll, Ind. Graduate Purdue Uniwrsity, B. s. A.
Ten months.
. .
Samuel S. Davis, K entland, Ind. Graduate University of lllincis
n. S. and M. S. Managed a farm two years. Ten months.
'
G. A. Ellis, Franklin. Ind . Graduate Iowa College of Agriculture
B. S. in animal husbandry. T eacher in agricultural schools two years:
Ten months.
~o~~g;~· Greencastle, Ind. Graduate Purdue University, B. s. A.

NJe

Whitney K. Gast, Logansport, Ind. Gradu a te Purdue University
B. S. Has managed farm one year. Nine months.
•
R. M. Gilbert, Indianapolis, Incl. Graduate Purdue University B s
Taught agriculture in Minnesota schools one y ear. Has managed far.ui
five years. Two years ten months.
A. L. Hodgson, Winchester, Ind-. Attendl'd T exas Agricultural and'
1\Iechanical College two years; graduate University of Wisconsin, _B.
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S. A. Worked on father's fnrm; taught rural school two years. Eleven
months.
C. b-L Jcb, Columbus, Ind. Graduate Indiana Univereity, A. B. and
B. S.; also attended Purdue 'University School of Agriculture one term.
Ten months.
A T. l\Iorrison, Connersville, Ind. Graduate Pennsylvan:ia . State
College, I3. S. A. Was assistant instructor University of Illin01s one
term. One y ear two months.
George X. Reed, Boonville, Ind. Graduate Cornell College, Mount
Vernon, Iowa. B . S. ; also Iowa State College, H. S. Was principal
Delmar Junction High School one year; farm management ~umerator
and demonstrator one summer. One year 'Dine months.
.
G. W. Rosencr·ans, Covington, Ind. Graduate Miami Univers1ty; received M. S. degree from University of Wisconsin. Taught school one
year. Two years eight months.
Harold R. ~malley, Angola, Ind. Graduate Purdue University, B. S.
nn.<.l M. S. For two years was a<>sistant in soil and crops -department
Purdue University experi ment st ation. Five years.
El. L. Shoen1a.ker1 Versailles, Ind. Graduate Purdue University, B. S.
Tea,·her of agriculrure
two ye:ll's. Seven months.
Charles A. Burge, Greenfield, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College,
B. S. in aninlal husbandry; attended University of California farm
school one year. Ten months.
Fred F. Clark, Wyoming, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College, B. S.
A. Prior to present appointment was assistant in agricultural extension
nt this i nstitution. One year eight months.
Clyde H. Combs, Fayette, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College, B. S.
in animal husbandr;y. Ten and one-third months.
George Dunlop, Orange City, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College,
B. S. A. I:r:ngaged in extension work in farm crops at that institution
prior to present appointment. One year five and one-half months.
Bert L. France, Emmetsburg, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College,
B. s. Enga ged in farming four years. Three years six months.
E. F. Graff, Iowa City, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College. One

ye'g~·enn HazPn, :Mount Pleasant, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State Colle-ge,

B. S. in animal h us
dry. Ten and one-half months.
·
Henry P. Kelle , Griswold, Iowa. Graduate University of Illinois,
B. S. Engaged in farming two years. Seven and one-thh·d months.
Carl N Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College,
B. S. in ·animal husbandry. Instructor in animal. husbandry Tc ~s
A~icultural and Mechanical College two years ; assistant professor m
animal bu~bandry Oregon .Agricultural College. One year four months.
A H Pickford, Wapello, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College of AgricultUre: Managed father's farm one year. For two years prior to present appointment was instructor in agriculture and engaged in extension
work. Ten months.
w. o. Roes ler, Sigourney, ~owa. Graduate University of Illinois,
B. s. Agricultural instructor m high school one yea1·. Ten and onethird months.
c. c. Sc<1tt. Rockwell, Iowa. Grad uate Iowa State College, B. S.
Enaaged in teaching and farming two years. Five months.
Lew P. Sewell, Bedford, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State CollegeJ B. S.
Agricultural instructor thTee years. Four and one-half months.
J. P. Stack, Creston, Iowa. Graduate Kansas Agricultural College,
n s Enga~ed in soil·survey work one season ; instructor, farm crops,
Kansas Agricultural College o.ne term; agriculturist Great Western
~ugar Co. one year.
Five and one-half months.
J F. Thomas, Hampton, Iowa. Graduate low~ State College, B. S.
in dairying. Prior to present appointment was mstructor at the University of Maine and as istant in dairy-extention work at Iowa State
College. Five and one-half months.
I!J. M. Torblaa, Clarion, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College, B. S. in
animal husbandry. One year five and one-half months.
Theo. Thorson, Tripoli, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College of Agriculture, B. S. Was instructor of dairying University of Nebraska. Five
and one-half months
.
Harley Walker, Burlington, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College, B.S.
Was instructor in ngrlcultuml school and engaged in .farming prior to
present appointment. One year ten months.
.
D. H. Zentmire, Marengo, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College, B. S. A.
Taught agriculture at Iowa Stnte College two years. Subsequently was
a. sistant secretary Iowa Corn and Small-Grain Growers' Association.
Three and one-half months.
George W. Kable, Corvallis, Oreg. Attended University ·of Washington four years, University of California one and one-half years, and
University of Nebraska one year; received B. S. degree from University
of California. Was assistant ll'l'igation engineer State College of New
Mexico two years and managed a ranch one year. Ten months.
Orville B. Burtis Solomon, Kans. Gradua te Kansas State College of
Agriculture, B. S. Has had practical experience as farm manager. Two
years five months.
Alfred L. Clapp, Council Grove, Kan s. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural College, specializing in agrouomy. Was foreman agronomy
farm at this institution one year, ma naged ranch in Colorado one year,
and was high-school Instructor one year. One year three months.
A. D. Folker, Topeka, Kans
Graduate Iowa Agricultural College,
B. S. Managed 400-acre farm and has been active in farmers' institutes
and other farm organiza tions. Four years.
Preston 0. Hale, Cottonwood Falls, Kans. Graduate Kansas Agricultural College. Assi ted in feeding exp,tmments at the college; managed
large stock farms one ~ear. One year five months.
john V. Helper, Dodge City, Kans. Graduate Kansas State .Agricultural College, n. S. Taught agriculture one year. Ten months .
11. L. Hildwein, Kingma.n, Kans. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural
College, B. S. Engaged in general farm work two years. Ten months.
A. E. Jones, Mankato, Kans. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural
College, B. S. Was agricultural instructor in high school one year;
managed home farm. One year.
Ralph Kenney, Manhattan, Kans. Graduate Ohio State College. B. S.
Subsequently was assistant in agronomy Kent State Colle'k ~d Experi8 as State
ment Station; also as istant professor, farm crops,
Agricultural College. Six months.
Edward Larsen. Pratt Kans. Graduate Kan as State Arncultural
College, B. S. After gmd uatlon engaged in farming and breedGg purebred Hereford cattle. Six months.
Geora<.> w. Sidwell, Leoti. Kans. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural
Coll e "'e~ B. S. .After graduation taught school and engaged in farming.
Six months.
A. G. Van Horn, Kansas City, Kans. Graduate Kansas State .Agricultural College, B. S. Managed a dairy farm after leaving college.
Eight months.
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H. ;r, Adams, l\IcPllerson, Kans. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural
College, B. S., specializing in animal husbandry. Ten and one-third
months.
· Joseph H. Bodwell, Foxcroft, Ue. Graduate University of Maine, College of Agriculture, B. S. One yea.r ten months.
Richard B. Dodge, Orono, Me. Graduate College oi Agriculture.
University of Maine. One year one month.
Norman S. Donahue, Belfast, Me. Graduate University of Maine, College of Agriculture, B. S. Was principal and teacher o! agricultm·e in
Hartland Academy, Hartland, .1\le., for one term. Nlne and one-half
months.
Roger L. Gowell, Warren, Me. Graduate University of Maine, College
of Agriculture, B. S. One yea1· ten months.
John L. Scribner, Presque Isle, Me. Graduate University of .1\laine.
College of Agriculture. One year one month.
Robert M. Stiles, Hartland, Me. Attended College of Agriculture,
University of Maine, two terms. Managed farm four years. One year
ten months.
Ralph H. Gaskill, Danvers, Mass. Graduate Massachusetts Agricultural College, B. S. After graduation was instructor in agricultural
school. Eleven months.
H. L. Barnum, Lake City, Mich. Graduate Michigan Agricultural
College, B. S. Managed farm. One ye:u· four months.
Elton B. Hill, Menominee, Mich. Graduate Michigan Agricultural
College, B. S. Was instructor in agricultural school one year. Two
years.
Carl M. Kidman, Onaway, Mich. Graduate Michigan Agricultural
College, B. S. Prior to present appointment engaged in farm work one
year, taught school three years, and engaged in !arm-management urvey
field work. One year two months.
Emil L. Kunze, Sault St. Marie, Mich. Graduate Michigan Agricultural College. Taught agriculture and chemistry two terms at high and
normal schools; also assisted in farm-crops department Michigan Agricultural College. One year.
Arnold L. Olson, Munising, Mich. Graduate .M Jchigan Agricultural
College, B. S. Teacher of agriculture in high school one year. Eight
months.
B. P. Pattison, Escanaba, Mich. Attended Michigan Agricultural
College four years. For one year was professor of animal husbandry at
University of West Virginia. Engaged in farm work one year. One
year one month.
C. L. Rose, Evart, Mich. Graduate Michigan Agricultural College,
B. S. Managed farm six year ·. Eiaht months.
F. L. French, St. Paul, Minn. fuaduate Iowa State College, B. s.
Director of agriculture in high school one term. Seven months.
Frank L. Gerten, St. Paul, Minn. Attended College of Ae,o-ricu1ture
University of Minnesota, four years. Taught agriculture in high Rchool
two years. Also engaged in active farming. One year one month.
A. w. Malcolmson, Oli'~·ia, 1>1inn. Graduate College of A~L·iculture
University of Minnesota; graduate student and instructor m animaJ.1
husbandry a t this institution one year. Nine month .
A. C. O'Banion, Moorhead, Minn. Graduate Iowa State College of
A~rrlcuHu re, specializing in animal husbandry and agronomy.
Was high
school
tructor in • grlculture two years. One year four months.
R obert R. Smitl , St. Paul, Minn. Graduate College of Agriculture,
Univer ity of Min esot . One year one month.
Alvin I. Foard, Far
t on, Mo. Graduate Missouri College of Agriculture, B . S. Engaged i n f arm-management survey work one SlliDmer.
Was instructor in agriculture in normal school one ;}'ear. One year five
months.
E. l\L Harman, C lumbia, Mo.
Graduate Un iver lty of Mi"'sourt.
B. S. Was official test fo r uairy departme.nt University of Illiuois ona
year. Four months.
W. C. Swarner, Tipton, Mo. Graduate University of l\lls ouri, D. S.
Five months.
John R. Hall~,...Harrisonville, Mo. Graduate Missouri College o f Agriculture, B. S. JJJngaged in farming since graduation. Six months.
Glenn S. Hensley, Farmington, Mo. Graduate Missouri College o!
Agriculture, B. S. ; was student assistant in farm crops. Ten month!';.
\V. R. Gordon, T<twnsend, Mont. Graduate West Virginia University,
B. S. Teacher of agriculture in high school one term. 'l'en and one-halt
months.
D. W. Mendenhall, Glendive, Mont. Graduate North Dakota Agricultural College, B. S. Taught agriculture in high school and a gricultural
school two years after graduation. One year three months.
James E. Hogue, Lincoln, Nebr. Graduate University ot"Nebra ka.,
B. S. Has been connected with farming operations all his lll.C.
even
months.
George Newswanger, Omaha, Nebr. Graduate Univer5ity of Nebraska,
B. S. Was in charge of animal-husbandry work at Scottsbluff substation, Mitchell, Nebr. Ten months.
P. C. Neuswang.er, Omaha, Nebr. Graduate Colorado CollPge, B. S.;
also attended University of Nebraska one year. Three months.
Noel N. Rhodes, Omaha. Nebr. Attended Nebraska School of .Agriculture three years ; also University of Nebra ka CoHege of Agriculturo
three year . Eleven months.
L. Boyd Rist, Lincoln~ Nebr. Graduate College of Agriculture, Uni·
vertlity of Nebraska, B. 15. Two years two months.
Fred L. Taylor, Lincoln, Nebr. Graduate College of Agriculture,
University of Nebraska, B. S. Was agricultural instructor in high
school after graduation. One year six months.
W. W. Sim, Lincoln, Ne br. Graduate Unh·ersity of Notre Dame and
University of California, n. A. and B. S. Managed and owned se\·eral
farms. Four months.
John J. Sjogram, Omaha, Nebr. Graduate Nebraska College of Agriculture, B. S. Was agricultural instructor in high school two years
after graduation. Four months.
Joseph Willis Wilson, Mason, Nev. Graduate Univer ity of N'£'vada,
B. S. in agriculture. Engaged in farming and stock rai ·ing after graduation. Eleven months.
C. A. Smith. Manchester, N. H. Graduate Michigan Agricultural
College, B . S. Managed a farm eight years and for one ;;:ear was a ssistant superintendent of farm of an agricultural scho:>I. vne y ear.
w. c. Stokoe, Lancaster, N. H. Graduate Cornell University; engaged in practical farming and taught agriculture nearly three years.
One year two m n ths.
F. A. Carroll, Trenton, N. ;r, Graduate Rhode Islan(l St&te College.
Was supervisor Coos County (N. II.) Cooperative Cow-Te. ting A . . oclation one year, assistant in dairying cooperative work between United
States Department of Agriculture and DC'laware College ne year, and
engaged in farming two seasons. One year two months.
.
L. A. Cooley, Toms River, N. J. Graduate Rutgers College, B. S.
Spent two summers in farm work. Ten months,
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Walt er -:\I. Elli::;on. Sil H r City, X. M('X. Att('nded Cornell Institute
four :rl'at·s and Kcw MPxico CollPgc of Agriculture five years. Was
instnictor in high school two year ·. EleTen months.
.
J a mes G. ll a milton, Los Lunas, N. Mex. Graduat!'! Univers1ty of
New Mexi co, B. S. A. For two years was assl ·tant m agronomy .at
New !I.I('xico .Agricultural College, his duties !Jeing those of supenntenclen t of th e college experiment farm and mstructor in farm machinf'r y. One y('ar four month ·.
Ri chard L. , 'trong, Es tancia, N. Mex. Graduntn Agricul~ural Coll~ge , Fort Collins, Colo.~.-.ll. ~.
Engaged in practical farmrng thre~
yea r .:> after graduat ion . .h<leyen months.
.
UomN· P. PowN'S, Socorro, N. 1\Iex. Gradua~e New Mex1co College
of Agri culture. Engaged in farming one year pr10r to present appuintmen t . One year.
·
:-:.tuart Stirling, Carrizozo, N. Mex. Graduate :New Mexico College of
:A.-rri r ulture, B. S. Ten months.
.
.
Emmett M. Yate , Tucumcari, N.Mex. Graduate Mi soun State Umver ·ity, B. S. Was high-school principal three yenrs, working on farms
in . umm ers. Eight month ·.
Errol Stanley Bird, Canton, N. Y. Graduate New York State College
of Agriculture Cornell Un1ver itr, B. S. For two years after graduation was farm ad-vi ser, Rome !;;tate Custodial Asylum, and for six
month · manager of 750-acre farm. One year three months.
Oscar H. Chapin, Walton, N. Y. Attended. Cofnell University seven
term~.
Has had practical experience in dairy and general farming.
FiT"e months.
.
.
Art hm· D. Davies, Ilerkitner, N. Y. Gra duate Cornell UmTerSity,
ll. ~. Eleven montbs.
J a!-lper F. Eastman. Binghamton, N. Y. Graduate- Massachusetts
'Agricultural CoUege. M. A. ; also received degree of B. A· and M. A.
from University of Illinois.
For seven years was rnstructor in
agronomy at State School of Agriculture, Morrisville, N. Y. Two ;rears
fiy e months.
JXh·hola.s G. Farber, Troy, N. Y. Graduate Cornell University, B. S.
Tau ~ ht agriculture in high school two year . Engaged in farm-bureau
w o1·k. One year two months.
'
c. w. Gilbert. Cat.' kill, N. Y. Graduate New York State College of
.A!!l'i eulture, Cornell Univer ity, B. S. Eleven months.
lla wley B. Rogers, Jamestown, N. Y. Graduate New York State
College of Agricultur , B. ·. Four years fom· months.
.
~1lwin P. ~mith, Norwich, N. Y.
Graduate. Ro~ester Univer 1(~;
al so r eceived B. S. A. degree ft·om Cornell, asSlsted 10 extension work
one winter, and managed a 400-acre farm prior to present appointment.
Threc years fi'\'e months.
Rulph Q. Smith, Belmont, N. ·Y. Graduate Ohio State College,
B . l'. A. Tau .. ht school two terms; .engaged in farming one summer
an 11 as~l t ed 'i'tate agriculture-extensiOn department in several countieR in Ohio. One year four month .
·
Charles A. Taylor, Herkimer, N. Y. Attended Cornell Agricultural
College one year; three summers at Cor.nell Summer .School. .Managed
hom e farm two and one-half years. For three years taught agriculture. Three years six monthS.
.
J. R. Teall, Syracuse, N. Y. Oraduate Cornell University, A. B.
Managed farm whlle at college. Was manager Cayuga County Farm
Bureau three years . Four years three months.
E. V. Underwood, Oswego, N. Y. Graduate Cornell University,
B. s. A. Taught agriculture one year. Wa.s also manager of Oswego
Farm Bureau. Three years eleven months.
Theodore W. Vann, Elmira., N. Y. Graduate N~w York College of
:Agriculture, B. S. Managed farm six months. Was assistant manager of farm bureau, Oswego County, six months prior to present
appointment. One year eight months.
Edw. C. Weatherby, Auburn, N. Y. Graduate Cornell University,
B S Managed home farm of 250 acres. One year five months.
·Eliner R. Zimmer, Oswego, N. Y. Took special course at Cornell University two years. Was instructor i.n animal-husbandry department,
College of Agriculture, Cornell University, three terms; also manager
Two years four months.
1u.'ioga County Farm Bureau.
Arthur H. Neumann.z... Dickinson, N. Dak. Graduate University of
Wiscon in, B. S. A. Jfor various periods was assistant in so~ research University of Wisconsin; analytical soli chemist, Univers1ty of
Wisconsin; and in charge of chemistry and agriculture at State School
of Science, Wahp{'ton. N. Dak. Three months.
· Elmer · E. Barnes, Paulding, Ohio. Graduate Ohio State University,
B. S. A. Engaged in farming and taught dlstric.t school three years.
Was assistant in agricultural chemistry and soils department, Ohio
State Universitv, for one semester. Five months.
Walter Eli McCoy, Springfield, Ohio. Graduate Ohio State University, B. S. A. Was employed by extension department, Ohio State
University, one year. Four years eleven months.
' William Watson Brownfield, Cambridge, Ohio. Attended Ohio State
1Dniversity three years. Was farm manager three years. One year
seven months.
F. S. DeLa hmutt, Columbus, Ohio, Attended Ohio State UniversitY
three years. Engaged in dairy-extension work and as instructor m
dairy department. Ohio State 'L'niver ity, one year. Eleven months.
Clavton L. Long, Cle-veland Ohio. Attended Ohio State University
one t 'rm. Was extension horticulturist and poultryman at this ins!'itution one t erm and instructor in horticulture and extension horticulturi st New Hampshire State College, two terms. One year.
Arthur R. Chase, The Dalles, Oreg. Attended Agricultural Colle~e of
Iowa 'one term and Oregon Agricultural College two terms, receiving
B. S. degree from t11e latter institution. Taught rural schools three
termR, and was county school supervisor one year. Also worked on
1·anches five 8ummers. Conducted corn contests for Oregon two years
and potato contests one yeRr, and organized rw·al parent-teachers•
circles and one grange. Two years four months.
W. l\I, Brennan, Mitchell, S. Dak. Graduate Iowa State College, B. S.
Spent all his life on farm and managed an 800-acre ranch for three
year after graduation. Nine mcnt lls.
A. L . Bushy, Plankington, S. Dak. Attended South Dakota State
College four years; afso Purdue University, receiving degrees of B. S.
nnd M. S. from latter institution. Was teacher, Purdue niversity,
four years. Five months.
P. J. Cranfiall, Alexandria, S. Dak. Graduate University of Wisconsin, B. S. Instructor in agriculture three years. Five months.
J. H Ilamilton, Mitchell, S. Dak. Attended Michlgru; Agricultural
College four ~·ears. Teacher of agriculture foUl· years. Six months.
Gcorlfe B. Kennard, Sioux Falls, S. Da.k. Gradua.te South Dakota
State College, B. S. A. After graduation taught agriculture in high
school. Lin~d all his life on farm. Nine monthS.

Dick Lewallen, Presho, S. Dak. Graduate Kansa State _\gricnltural
College, B. S. A. I•'or two years after gradmt t ion taught school ann
directed summer garden work. Two years elenn months.
Harry El. Rilling, Wessingt on Spring, S. Dak. Gradua te Houth Dakota
State College of Agriculture. "as assistant in agronomy at the col·
lege two years. Spent one ~- ear in farming after gnllluaUon. One year.
L. 1\I. Caldwell, Hayti, S. Dak. Graduate South Dakota State College, B. S. Was agricultural in tructor in high school two years, engaging in extension work during summer months · and h alf t ime during
sch ool year. SeYen months.
·
E . C. Bird, Armour. S. Dak. Graduate Oberlin College, A. B.; al o
attended UniTer ity of Wiscon in. '£hree years.
R. E. Johnston, Hot Spring, , S. Da k. Graduate South Dakota State
College B. S.; for two summers was student a si tant in agronomy.
Worked three years on farm before attending college ; after graduation
managed a farm three years. One year ten months.
George R. Mayland, Rapid City, S.Dak. Graduate South Dakota State
College, B. S. : also received degree in agriculture; managed a farm
three years. Six months.
N. Risjord, Miller, S. Dak. Graduate North Dakota Agricultural
C1lllege, B. S. Engaged in farming during summer months. After
graduation taught agriculture and organized farmers' club , farmers'
exchanges, etc., in connection with high-school work. Three months.
Colman Wagner, Selby, S. Dak. Graduate South Dakota State Colle~e, B. S. Has spent nearly all his vacations on farm and is familiar
Wlth farm life ; has managed a farm since graduation. Six months.
Lew Mar Price, Price, Utah. Graduate Utah Agricultural College.
One year.
·
Harrison B. Woodbury, Nephi, Utah. Graduate University of Utah;
attended Utah .Agricultural College one term. Was engaged in farming
three years, and was employed as horticulture in pector one year.
Nine months.
I. N. Bartlett, Middlebury, Tt. Graduate University of Vermont and
State Agricultural College, B. S. Nine months.
Morton F. Downing, Rutland, Vt. Graduate University of Vermont
and Stato .A.gricultut·al College, B. S. Was instructor in agronomy
and farm manager at an agricultural school for three years and was
employed by the University of Vermont extension senice for three
months. Three years three months.
Harold F. Johnson, Newport, Yt. Graduate Univer ity of Vermont
and State Agricultural College ; B. S. in agriculture. Ser-ved with
Vermont agriculture extension service and dairy department of University of Vermont three year . One year three months.
L. A. Wood, St. Johnsbury, Vt. Graduate Cornell Colllc'ge of Agriculture, B. S. Prior to present appointment was employed three months
as assistant in the Office of Farm Management, t,p.is department. Two
yea.rs nine months.
. R. B. Coglon, Pullman, Wash. Graduate Toronto University; subsequently was lecturer in agriculture at University of Saskatchewan one
year; county agricultural agent, North Dakota Better Farming Association, one year; State seed commissioner, Idaho Experiment Statio_n,
two years; assistant director of county agriculturists for Idaho one
year; and county agriculturist, Lane County, Oreg., one year. Two
years four months.
John W. Adriance, Stockton, Cal. Graduate College of Agrlculture
.University of California, B. S. Spent life on farm. Nine and one-b.:lh:1
months.
Ernest L. Conant, Sacramento, Cal. Attended Uni>ersity Farm ·
School, Davis, Cal., one year. Managed farm and ranch two years.
Prior to present appointment was as istant to county horticultural
commission, Santa Clara County. Seven and one-half months.
. Edwin L. Garthwaite, Bakersfield, Cal. Graduate College of Agri·
culture, University of California. B. S. Eight months.
William .A. Kent, Modesto, Cal. Graduate University of California,
B. S. Was laboratory assistant in department of soils at the college.
Nine and one-half months.
George W. Kretsinger, San Di{'go, Cal. Graduate University of California. B. S. Had general farm experience covering seTeral years.
Nine a.nd one-half months.
Donald E. Martin, Berkeley, Cal. Graduate University of California;
B. S. in agriculture. One year.
W. A. McCutcha,n, Fresno 1 Cal. Graduate College of Agriculture-,
University of California. Nme
months.
Myron A. Rice, Berkeley, Cal. Graduate College of Agriculture,
University of California, B. S. One year two months.
John E. Stiles, Berkeley, Cal. Graduate College of Agriculture, University of California, B. S. One year two months.
Frank G. Titl'any, Willows, Cal. Attended Stanford University one
year. Received degree of B. S. at College of Agriculture, University of
California. Owns and manages ranch. Nine and one-half mont!ls.
Hermann F. Brueck, Stockton, Cal. Graduate College of Agriculture,
University of California, B. S. Spent two years on large ranch after
graduation. Eight months.
C w. Hammans, Storm Lake, Iowa. Gradua.te Iowa State College,
B.
in animal husbandry. Was superintendent of agricultural high
school three years. Nine and one-third months.
L. T. Nuttv, Marlon City, Iowa. Graduate Iowa State College of
Agriculture It S. in animal husbandry. Ten and one-half month .
J. S. Quist, Des 1\Ioines, Iowa. Raised on live-stock farm. Attended
Fremont Normal one term Prior to present appointment was supervi or of garden work, Blair Nebr. Ten months.
John L. Lantow, Paola, Kans. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural
College, B. S. lias had pra.cticnl farm experience. Ten and one-third
months.
.
·
· B . "'·
!;:
H. C. Hensley, Jackson. Mo. Grac1uate l!mversity
of M1ssom·t,
Was instructor in agriculture in Madison C1ty schools two years. Two
years six months.
.
.
E. 11. Leker, St. Charles, Mo. Graduate University of M1ssotrr1, Col·
lege of Agriculture, B. S. Eight months.
Edw. A. Livesay, Columbia, Mo. Attended Virginia. Polytechnic Institute six years and University of 1\llssouri one year, receiving B. s.
(C. E.) from tho former and :M. S. (Agr.) from the latter. Was student assistant in physics Virginia Polytechnic Institute one term. En~
gaged in general farming one term. 'l'en months.
A. R. Hecht, Lincoln Nebr. Attended University of Nebraska four ·
years. Was tester in charge of co"r-testing association one year; was
also official cow tester for University of Nebraska dairy department.
Jilngaged in general farming one summer. Nine months.
Ben F. Hensel. Lincoln, Nebr. Graduate Nebraska State Agricultural College, B. S. Worked on farm sL'{ y{'ars. Conducted a soil survey of Wayne and Phelps Counties, Nebr. Seven months.
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Arthur W. Tell, Lincoln, Nebr. Graduate University of Nebraska,
in agriculture. Taught school two years before entering college.
months.
R. J. Bugbee, Woodsville, N. II. Graduate New llampsbire College.
1\larket gardener and greenhouse manager one year. Engaged in emergency food campaign in State. Nine months. ·
A. B. Bucholz, Hudson, N. Y. Graduate Hobart College, D. S.: also
received M. S. degree from Cornell University College of Agriculture.
Employed by New York State Depa.r tment of Agriculture six years.
Ten months.
Robert V. Call, Cooperstown, N. ~. Graduate Cornell University,
B. S. Six months.
John F. Chapin, Watertown, N. Y. Graduate Cornell University.
Managed farm and orchards four years. Nine months.
Wilbur D. Chase, Cooperstown, N. Y. Prior to present appointment
was engaged six months as assistant county agent and was engaged in
emergency foo•l campaign. Eleven months.
Fred P. Foster, Cananda.lgua, N. Y. Graduate Cornell University,
H. ~- Managed and worked general farm: Was animal-husbandry
l'pecialist Holstein-Friesian Register Co., Vermont, prior to present
appointment. Three months.
J. L. Laycock, Rochester, N. Y. Graduate New York State College of
Agriculture, B. S. Worked on farm during vacations. Operated 200acre · farm three years. For four months was manager of county farm
I.Jureau. Eleven months.
Fred D. Palmer, Lisle, N. Y. Graduate Cornell University, agricultural course. Worked two years on home farm and was manager o!
a farm one year. Eight months.
Fred R. Walldey, Auburn, N. Y. Graduate Cornell trniversity, B. S.
~·aught agriculture one year.
Five months.
W. L. Kadderly, Corvallis, Oreg. Graduate Oregon Agricultural College, H. S. in aariculture. Engaged in farm management demonstration
work four months prior to present appointment. One year seven months.
George H. Baldwin, Kingston, R. I. Graduate Rhode Island State
College, B. S., agricultural course. For two years prior to present appointment was assistant manager for Dexter asylum farm.
Nine
months.
H. E. Bartram. Winooski, Vt. Graduate University of. Vermont anll
s. tate Agricultural College, B. S.
Taught agriculture lD high school two
·ears and was assistant in plant pathology department, University of
Vermont, and State Agricultural College experiment station four years.

n.

~~even

Eii~;~o~~sjones, Burlin ton, Vt. Graduate Universlt of Vermont
and State Agricultural Coftege, B. S. Conducted home
and was
active in home communlty ·prior to present appointment. Eight-months.
C. S. Fletcher, Spokane, Wash. Graduate State College of Washington. Taught agriculture four years. Seven months.
0 . . v. Patton, Pullman, Wash. Gradu~te State College of Washington. <legrt>e in horticulture. Tauj!ht in high school one sem.ester. Was
assistant fruit inspector for Walla Walla, Wash., approximately two
years. Eight months.
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FARM-UAKAGEMENT DEi\iONSTRATOllS.

Farm management demonstrators are employed cooperatively by the
State agricultural colleges and tho United States Department of Agriculture. They deal with the business side of farming aud aid farmers
in improving the efficiency of their operations. By nwans of accurate
comparisons of th<" business of individual farme1·s with that of their
more efficient neighbors, they are stimulated to greater food prouuction
per acre, per animal, and, what is more important, per man. The
group method of demonstration bas been so developed that in most cases
farmers are able themselves to make these comparisons betwQen their ·
business and that of thcir neighbors
In almost any community of the Ullited States will l.Je found a number of farmers who are doing from a third to a half more product!on
w~rk per .man than are .~any of their neighbors.
One way to deal
with the 1Ubor problem 1s to transfer men from other communities.
Another way is to tPacb farmers how to reorganize their farm rotations and live-stock production so as to use more <'fficient equipment and
labor m{'thods. The farm-management demonstrator. are leaders in
this class of work.
One of the principal purposes of the farm-managemPnt demonstration
service is to assist farmers in adapting Federal and State programs to
conditions existing in their communities.
Deferred classification bas been requested l>y the department and allowed by draft boards ~n the following cases :
Name, liome address, chat·acter of tcorl> (see gc11eral statement) a11fl
length of sen:ice.
'

William L. Cavert. St. Paul, Minn. Graduate Cornell University,
B S. A. After graduating was engaged two years in farm-survPy work.
Three years ten months.
Harold J. Evans. Georgetown Station, N. Y Graduate Cornell University, B. S. For five months was assistant county agent. Eleven
months.
·
Charles H. Graves, East Lansing, Mich. Graduate New York State
College of Agriculture, Cornell University, B. S. Prior to pr ent appointment was employPd as agricultural engineer with Forestal (Ltd.),
Buenos Aires, Argentina. Ten months.
P. E. McNall. Manhattan, Kans. Graduate Kansas State Agricultural College, B. S. in engineering, B. S. in agriculture. and M. S. in
agriculture. Did practical electrical work in soils at tbe experiment
station. Three years ten months.
Walter J. Tubbs, Burlington, Vt. Graduate Cornell University, H. S.
Prior to preso>nt appointment was assistant county agent. One year
ten months.
Pascal K. Whclpton, Washington, D. C. Graduate Cornell University
Agricultural College. B. S. Worked on a farm for three years; employed in farm management extension work in Connecticut three
months: was instructor in agriculture in high school four months.
'Two years four months.

CLUB WORKERS.

SCIEXTIFIC EMPLOYEES OF INSULAR EXPERIUEXT STATIO:-.S.

The club workers are a part of the regular extension stair of the
State college of agriculture and are employed cooperatively by the De·
partment of Agriculture and the State collt>ge of agriculture and the

Deferred classification has been requested by the department and
allowed by draft boards in the following cases :

co~nhtlsefa~~b b~~i~~-rs,

through the farm b.ureau, meet with groups of
boys and girls plan with them projects in food production and conservation and' other practical work which the children carry on at their
homes or"'anize them into clubs to receive practical instruction related
to these p'rojects, and secure an adult local leader to direct the work of
the chlldrl'n. The workers organize corn clubs, potato clubs, garden
dubs, garden and canning club~. market-garden clubs, pig clubs, calf
clubs baby-beef dubs, sheep clubs, bread clubs, garment-making clubs,
etc 'The dub worker assists these groups of boys and girls in keeping
records of cost and production, in giving public demonstrations, in
holding summer ~lub festivals, in making exhibits of their products, and
jn holding at the clo e of thi! year an achievement day. The club worker
travels about the county meeting with the groups and leaders ~d giving expert advice, direction, and instruction on better methods lD prounction and ccmservation.
Deferred classification bas been requested by the department and
allowed by the draft boards in the following cases :
Name, 11ome address, character· of work (see general statement), and
length of service.
J . E. Carrigan, Burlington, Vt. Graduate University of Verml?nt and

State Agricultural College, B. S. Was employed as assistant lD Vermont agricultural-extension service. Served as county agent two years
and later as assistant county agent leader before entering upon present
duties. Three years two months.
R. N. Kebl~>r, Marquette, Mich. Graduate Michigan Agricultural
College, B. S. Was high-school teacher of agriculture. Prior to present
appointment was countv club leader one summer. One year.
Walber B. Krueck, West Lafayette, Ind. Graduate Univer~ity of
Wisconsin College of Agriculture. After graduation was instructor in
animal husbandry. Purdue University School of Agriculture one term;
also engaged ln live-stock work at Purdue University. Nine months.
Harold G. Mattoon, Pittsfield, Mass. Graduate Massachusetts Agricultural College, B. S. Engaged one season in eradication of whltepinP- blister. rust, and for short p£-riod as Massachusetts State nursery
inspector and as assistant county agent and assistant secretary for
county farm bureau. Ten months.
William P. Martin, Baton Rouge, La. Graduate Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, specializing in animal husbandry ; has
bad extensive pt·actical farm experience. Two years.
Edw. B. Oxley, Tucson, Ariz. Graduate University of Arizona, B. S.
Was a sistant State club leader in Nevada prior to present appointment.
Seven months.
Leland S. Parke, Tucson, Ariz. Graduate Iowa State College, B. S. A.
Prior to present appointment was agricultural inspector of United
States Reclamation Service in the Salt River Valley for one and one-half
years. Ranched in California and Arizona one year. Three years six
months.
CharieR E. Potter, Bozeman, Mont. Attended Bethany College, West
Virginia, two years: also senior in West Virginia Collel!e of Agriculture.
Assistant in dairy department of latter institution. Was superintendent of county schools two years; also district superintendent and
county club leader one year. One year three months.
II. H. Williamson, College Station, Tex. Graduate Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S. in agriculture. Also attended the
advanced courses at the Iowa State Agricultural College. Six years
three months.

Name, llome address,

characte~·

of 'UiO)·k, ati.d lengtl& of sen·ice.

Clarence W. Carpenter, Honolulu, Hawaii. Employed as pathologist
at the Hawa11 Experiment Station, where he organized the plantdisease work. -Has made a survey of some of the more Important
diseases of economic crops, and during the present crlsls has contluctcd
a campaign for the control of plant diseases of bananas, which thrt>aten
that important food crop, and Is engaged in a tudy of their causes
and means of control. A familiarity with tropical conditions! such as
he has gained through the two years he has been in Hawai, is very
neces ary in carrying on the wot·k with plant diseases. Graduate University of Vermont, B. S. and M. S., having spectnllze<l in bacteriology and chemistry. Had practical experience while a student as
assistant in the laboratory of hygiene of the Vermont State noarcl of
Health and in the bacteriological-pathological la'boratories of the Vermont Experiment Station. Pri01· to present appointment, was assistant
in plant pathology in the Bureau of Plant Industry, working on cotton
and truck-crop diseases. Specialized on potato and othet· diseases, and
published a number of papers on his investigations. Five years sc,·en
months.
Mazwell 0. Johnson, Honolulu, Hawaii. Has charge of tile chemical
work of the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station. Mr. Jobn. on
bas made special studies of some of the peculiar soil problems met
with in Hawaii. As a result of. his discoveries, several thousand acres.
of land which were formerly unproductive have been added to tbe tn·ea
devoted to food crops. He has I.Jeen very active in emergency work
relating to drying of food products. in working out fertilizer formulas
for food crops, and in preparing publications. His three .rears' ex·
perience i.n the islands bas given him an excellent grasp of the soil,
fertilizer, and other problems and of the special conditions met with.
Graduate Purdue University. B. S. in chemical en,!!lneering; also received M. S. degree from George Washington University. Prior to
present appointment was assistant chemist in the Meat Inspection
DiviAion of the Bureau of Animal Industry1 and for short periods was
employed in a technical capacity by commercial concerns. Four years
fom· months.
Wilton T. White, Fairbanks, Alaska. Has charge of the station at
Fairbanks, in the interior of Alaska, where exp<'rlmental work with
farm crops, and especially with cereals. is conducted Qn a scale comparable to commercial farming. Unusual difficulty hns teen experienced
in securing suitable men for the Alaska stations. which require not only
adequate training but practical experience and resourcefulness in meeting contingencies due to the remote location. Graduate Kansas State
Agricultural College, B. S. Taught agriculture one year before ;;mduatlon. Had charge of a 640-acre fat·m in Kansas, devoted to grain
and stock farming, three years prior to entering department service.
Eleven months.
BUBEAU Oil' SOILS.

:Same. 7wme address, character oJ work. ancl length of sen•icc.

J. N. Carothers Washington, D. C. As electrocbemist in the Uureau
of Soils, has deveioped and perfected a process for smelting phosphate
rock in an electric furnace and collecting phosphoric acid so produced
in an electric precipitator. Installed and oper·ated such an installation
on a commercial scale at Hoboken, N. J., demonstrating the commercial feasibility of the process for users of pure acid. Has recently
completed a piece of work in connection with the War Industries Bom·<l
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involving tile de-slgn of an electric furnace suitable for the production
or phosphorus direct from phosphate rock, At present. is installing appru:atus fot· an investigation of the possibility of fixing atmospheric
nitrogen by means of the electric arc, using a current or very high
tension and frequency. Tl!is work has a direct bea.ring on the problem
of munitions as well as on that of fertilizPr suppliPs. Graduate Clemson College, n. S., in agriculture and chemistry; Missouri University,
graduate courses ln chemistry and engineering. Prior to presf'nt appointment employed as chemist. assistant superintendent, and director
of plant workmen, Southern Electrochemical Co., N1trole, S. C.; later
with the Southern Electrical Chemical Co. and Interstate Chemical
Corporation, developing a. process for smelting phosphate rock in electric furnace. Two years eleven months.
Albert R. :Merz, Washlngton, D. C. In charge of the project of surveying the blast-furnace industry to determine present operating contlitlons. This involves the analysis of samples of the materials charged
into the furnaces and of the slag drawn otr. Such samples have been
secured from practically all the blast furnaces of importance in the
country, ant' the work of exumlua{lon is proceeding actively. It is alreally evident that the amount or potasll potentially available from this
American source is very large, probably at least equaling tho total
amount ever impo1·ted from Germany prior to the war. Graduate
University of ' +irginia, B. S. and M. S. Prior to present appointment
wus chemlst Haymond Minin~r Co., Stuarts Draft, Va .. dealing with
manganese and iron ores; assistant cbemlst Pennsylvania State Agricultural Experiment Station, fertilizer control, butters, mllks, miscellaneous work; assistant chemist Southern Cotton OU Co., Savannah,
Ga., cotton-seed meal. bulls, glycerine, pancolene, B fat. soap stock,
coal; assistant chemist E. I. do Pont de Nemoms & Co., dynamite,
fulminate of mercury, notroglyce1·ine, miscellaneous work; chemist,
Railroad Valley Co., Tonopah. Nev., brines, salts. waters, muds, and
rocks. with especial reference to pota~h; and conducted nitrate investigations on desert basin deposits. Since entering the Bureau of Soils,
bas IJt'en engaged in the analyses of salines or the United States, investigatlom, on kelps, analyses of phosphatic materials/ preparation of
concentrated fertilizers, and investigation on nltrates ot the Great
Basin. Six yeat·s one month.
.
William H. Fry, Washington, p. C. Engaged in the identification,
by means of the petrographic microscope, ot mineraJs in soils, fertillzet·s.
fertilizer materials, or &amples of unknown composition. By means of
the petrograpaic microscope it is possible for one skillPd in its use to
quickly and sm·ely determlne the presence or absence or any ordinary
minerals without a tedious chemical examination, and, in the case of
soils, to determine the form in which the elements are present. which
can not be dEtermined by any other means. The work is essential to
the soil investigations bem~. carried on for thls reason. There are very
few petrographers in the un1ted States (not more than 10~, and it
would not be possible to replace Mr. Fry except by obtalnlng a petrographer from some other department of the Government or other institution doing equally important work. Graduate University of North
Carolina. A. B., major in mlnerology and peh·ography ; graduate student University of North Carolina, one year. Prior to present appointment was assistant in geology University of North Carolina two years
and insti·uctot• in geology one year ; also minerologist North Carolina
geological and economic survey one year. Six years five months.
SCIENTISTS IN SOIL SURVEY,

Each of these employees is in clmrge of a soil-survey field party
employed in mapping the soils of certain selected agricultural areas
throughout the United States. This requires ability to iden tify and
technically clatsslfy soils, toJ locate them topographically, and to indicate their rPLative agricuitural value and adaptation. It i nvolves a
technical knowlf'dge of geology, of soils, and of rlane-table traverse
work, requiring qulte a comprehensive knowledge o agricultural cond.itions and mt>thods, together with the ability to analyze conditions and
express thPm ·aecurately in report form for publication.
Tbis work has a direct bearing on the existing situation by reason
of the fa<'t that the results constitute an exceedin~ly important factor
in crop productio-n. The individual States recogmze this and are cooperating extensively with the Department of Agriculture in the work,
furnishing funds and men to the equlvalent of that supplied by the
department, and are using the data secured In their ell'orts looking
toward intelligent activity and increased production of necessary food
crops. This fundamental work 1s nlso valuable to the extension
service in thes£> States in their regular as well as their emergency
work. The results are in constant use by the Army in the location of
camp sites, in sanitation, 1n military maneuvers, and plans for the
national defl'nse. The Burean of Soils ls actively cooperating with the
War Department and securing military information in addition to the
regular soil-survey data, furnished directly to the War Department,
relating to roads. bridges, houses, topographic features, character ot
soils. and drainage conditions.
The number of men trained ln this line is limited, and the field for
them is confinl'd to the demands of the department and States cooperating in this work. The service bas always been able to absorb all the
trained mt>n available. The department's force has been built up
gradually and systematically and ls the cumulative result of years of
selection and training. Twenty-one men were lost during the past
year from this force, which is 40 per cent of the normal field force.
In spit~ of th£> most strenuous eft'orts, it has been possible to fill only
10 of the::;e- va<'an<'ies.
DeferrPd clas::;iflcatlon has been requested and allowed by draft boards
1n the cases of the following scientists in soU survey :
Name, home address, character of 1oork (see general statement), ana
length of se,·vice.
( Washington, D. C., is the offictal headquarters of an the scientists in
soil survey be.r eiu listed, Lut practi<:ally tbeiJ;: entire time is spent in
the field J
John ll. Agee, Washington, D. C. Graduat(.l University .of Tennessee, JJ. S. in mining engineering. Prior to present appointment two
seasons of field-work investigations of phosphate deposits with Tennessee geological survey and one year in cooperative soU-survey work for
the State of T{'nnessee. Six years fi~e months.
A. C. Anderson, Washington, D. C. Graduate North Dakota Agricultur·al CoiiPgc, B. S. in agriculture. Prior to prf'tsent appointment
clas. !lied land for Northern Pacific Railwav and engaged five years
in coupPratin soil-survey work for State of North Dakota. Two years
ten month::;.
l\I. W. Beck, Wa hington, D. C. Graduate Pennsylvania State Collt'£1 ', D. S. in agronomy. Prior to present appointment two seasons
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as laboratory assistant, soil research laboratory, Pennsylvania State
Colle~e.
Five years nine months.
E. W. Deeter, Washington, D. C. Graduate Pennsylvania State College, B. S. Prior to present appointment, two years soil mapping in
field for State of Pennsylvanla; assistant instructor in soils. Five
years.
C. E. Deardorff, Washington, D. C. Graduate University of Missouri,
B. S. in agriculture ; post-graduate work. Prior to present appointment,
three years cooperative soil survey for Missouri. Two years one month. ,
J. E. Dunn, Washington, D. C. Graduate Columbia Normal Academy,
Missow·i. Graduate University of Missouri, B. S. in civil engineering.
Prior to present appointment taught school two years; two years' experience State soil-survey work; one year Reclamation Service; raised
on farm. Five years ten months.
.
F. A. Hayes, Washln~ton, D. C. Graduate University of Nebraska,
M. A.; two years postgraduate work in geography and conservation.
Prior to present appointment was £>m'ployed four seasons in Forest
Service ; one season in cooperative soil-survey work tor Nebraska. One
year six months.
F. Z. Hutton, Washington, D. C. Graduate Pennsylvania State Colle~e. B. S. in agronomy, specializing ln soils and farm management~
Three years ten months. .
R. C. .Turney, Washington, D. C. Graduate University North Caroline, B. A. Prior to present appointment spent two years in cooperative soil-survey work for North Carolina. Thref' years four months.
N. !II. Kirk. Tiashington, D. C. Graduate Pennsylvanla State Col·
lege, B. S., specializing in horticulture and animal husbandry; vacations in practlcal fa.rm work. Five years ten months.
EJ. T . 1\Iaxon, Washington, D. C. Took one year's advanced work in
New York State Normal School; graduate College of Agriculture, Cornell University, B. S.; one year assistant department of soil technol-ogy. Prior to present appointment was for two years assistant in State
soli survt>y. Five years eight months.
A. H. Meyer, Washington, D. C. Graduate University of Wisconsin.
B. S. in agriculture; postgraduate .-vork in soils, meteorology, and
climatology. Prior to present appointment engaged two seasons in
Wisconsin soil survey. Seven years on~ month.
A. L. Patrick, Washington. D. C. Graduate State Normal School,
Stroudsburg. Pa.; graduate Pennsylvania State College, B. S. in agri~
culture; assistant instructor in soil and physical labomtory. Prior to
present appointment had field experience in State soil-sm·vey work.
Five years.
Lee Ro:v Schoenmann, Washington, D. C. Graduate University ot
Wisconsin, B. S. Prior to pre l'nt appointment had three years' State
soil-survey work. Six -ears eight months.
·
E. H. Smies. Washington, D. C. Graduate Kansas State College,
B . S. in agronomy; student assistant in soils, laboratory, and field ,
Five years.
W. I. Watkins, Washington. D. C. Graduate University or Missourl,
B. S. Prior to present appointment worked in soils and fertilizer in
laboratory and field ; assisted in State soil-survey work. Three years
ten months.
.El. S. Vanatta, Washington, D. C. Graduate University of Missouri,
B. S. in agriculture, specializing in agronomy and animal husbandry,
Prior to present appointment enga~ed three years in cooperative soil·
survey work for l\Hssouri. Seven years.
t,.. V. Davis Washington, D. C. Graduate University of Missouri,
B. S.; postgrnduate work in soil investigations. Prior to present ap.
polntmPnt was assistant in State cooperative soil-survey work. Four
years five months.
H. W. Hawker, Washington, D. C. Received high-school and business education. Six years eleven months.
0FFICJ!l OF TH'Iil SECRETARY,

Name, 1L01"c adclreRB, chat·acter of work, and le-nrrtl~ of se-r-vice.
Floyd R. Harrison Washington. D. C. As Assistant to the Secretary,
Mr. Harrison is the principal exeeutive officer in the immediate omco
of the Secretary of Agriculture. Edu<'.atl'd ln public schools of Petersburg, Va., and later took <'Ourses at the Emerson Institute. the Drillery
Shorthanfl ~choolh and Strayer's Business College, Washin~ton, D. C. ;
then completed t ree-year law course at Georgetown Umverslty and
was graduated with the degree of LL. B. Was appointed in the Department of Agriculture September 1, 1906, and bas served as Secretary to the Solicitor, Chief Clerk of the Bureau of Cbern1stry, executive
clerk to the Assistant Secretary. private secretary to the Assistant
Secretary of Agriculture, confidential clerk to the Secretary- of Agriculture, private secretary to the Secretary of Agriculture, and Assistant
to the Secretary. Eleven years nine months.
Arthur H. Fast, Washington, D. C. As assistant to the solicitor of
the department is engag£>d upon lPozal work incident to the administration of the United States warehouse act. He has been engaged for
several months in preparing regulations for cotton warehouses, which
work rt>quired considerable personal Investigation or methods of storing
and handling cotton so as to enable him <'fficiently to perform his duties
and dispose of legal questions arising under the statute. He has acqulred much information along the lines of hls official duties which is
of very great value to the department For one to take his place would
mean that he would have to spf'nd a long time in studying and acquaint·
ing himself with the work bP.fore he could ferform the duties with
efficiency. At thf' pre::;ent time the office o the solicitor is undermanned. Difficulty lD fin<llng lawyers suitably qualified who are willing
to ac<·ept appointments is constantly increasin'g. College graduate, with
de&"rees of A. B. and LL. B. ; took special course in public !;peakinO',
Prwr to entering the department was for two years teacher in public
high school and tor two years engaged in private law practice. Two
years four months.
Ilarlan D. Smith Washington, D . C. Has charge of the office ot
Information, in whlch cnpacity be supPrvises the preparation of all
press material, the department's weekly nPws letter, and many circulars, and assists in th<' preparation and flistributlon of posters and
other matP.rial. Is a trained newspaper man and is particularly sk1lled
in the popular treatment of scientific 8Uhjects. The office of information is the principal source of material for nf'wspaper and periodical
puhlication concerning the activities of the department . Besides supplying dally and WP<'kly newspapers, genf'ral periodicals, and class
pubhcations, it is of spemal Sf'rvice to tbe a!{ricultural press in di~testing,
conrlensing, and reviewing important bulletin&. He is the only man now
a vailalJlf' for condUl!tlng thls important function of the department.
Three years.
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at. George Wasbjngtpn University three years. Prior to present ap·
porntment was employed by the Bureau of Plant Industry for 11 ye:trs.
Name, ltome address, c1taraoter of 1om·k, and length of sen:ice.
During the last seYen years of his service in the latter bureau was ·
E. H. Thomson, Takoma Park, D. C. As assistant chief of the office . employed for a considera~le portion of time in work which gave him '
of farm managemc:>nt assists the chief of the office in supervising the a good deal of training in the making of field obflervntions along sciin>estigatlonal activities and nets for the chief in his absence on all entific lines. Has been engaged upon his present duties eight months.
questions d-2aling with tba work of the office. In addition to these duties Ele>en years eight months.
.
he has direct supervision of the section of farm organization, which
Plant qtw1·anti11 ~ ir. pecto1·s (inspectors at ports of entry).
includes the farm-sun•ey work, investigations of farm machinery and
equipment, cooperative farm-management investigations, and various
'l'he quara.ntin~ service or this deputmeut in relation to th<' pink
sv.ecml farm organization problems. Graduate of Cornell University, bollworm at the ports of entry on the Mexican border controls the
College of Agriculture, B. S. in ajn'iculture; did graduate work last enn·y of all cars, freight, and personal baggnge from Mexico into the ·
half of session year and two years following, receiving degree of M. S. United States anfl supeo:vises the disinfection of such cars, freight, and
in agriculture; took full course in agriculture, with special emphasis baggage. This work requires a special technical training in entomology
on dairying and farm management. Prior to entering departmental and also in _the methods and J?rnctices of fumigation and general disin· .
service lived on a farm. Eight years nine months.
fection. Thts quarantine servtce to be efficient must be continuous and
R. G. Jialneswortil, Washington, D. C. As bead draftsman, is en·- under the clirection of experienced men, and its intet·ruption or the ·
gaged on highly technical work in the preparation of maps, charts, antl ~reaking in of new men involYes a risk of the entry of the pest being
other mnt<>rla'l havln~ to do with the publication of the Atlas or Ameri- guar4eu against and a nullifying of all previous work. 'l'he men now
can Agriculture and the publication of the Atlas of the World Agrl· engaged in this work have shown peculiar aptness therefor and are men
culture. Has been connected with this project for a. number of yeara of energy, a~llity, and tact. The prevention of the entry of the pink
and ls in charge of the compilation and preparation of a very large ~ollworm through the agency of such traffic may mean the pre,rention
amount of material entering into this work. This material bas been of enormous future losses to ·the cotton crop of America ; a crop, further·
used very extensively in the war emergency, not only by the Depart- more, of very vital war interest. A nonassembled continuing civH-servica
ment of Agriculture, but by other branches of the Government, particu- examination for plant quarantine iDRpector was announced November
larly the Shipping Board. The termination of this employee's appoint- 14, 1917, but the list of eligibles resulting from this examination bas
ment would be a very material loss, necessitating considerable delay in not ;ret been sufficient. to meet the needs. Even if it were possible to
furnishing information required by the various executive departments. obtarn a sufficient number of qualified persons, they could not for a conFive years four months.
siderable length of time take the ylsce of the men now engaged in this
Robert W. Meyers, Philadelphia, Pa. As farm-h elp specialist for the work without substantial materia loss and detriment to the adequate
State of Pennsylvania Mr. Meyers as~ic;ts farmers in securing an auE'- and elrectlve ope mtion of the service.
quate supply of farm labor for their • ·perations: In this work he coDeferred classification has been requested by the department and
operates actively with the county agen t s and wtth the repre entativcs allowed by draft boards in the f1>1lowlng cases :
of the Department of Labor. Seven months.
'Kame, home address, cllal·actcr of toork, and length of scr1;ice.
OFFICE OF EARM MANAGEMEXT.

DIVISIO~

Oil' ACCOUXTS

A~D

DISBlJllSEMEXTS.

Etlgar S. Jewell. Laredo Tex. Prior to his present nppointment was
employed by tlw Federal Horticultural Board In connection with the
Maine potato qua rantine ; n.!so did some work for the Bureau of Plant
Industry iu connection with potato-<lis<:ase experiments in Maine. Three
j-ears.
Ulphiau C. Loftin, Lerdo, Dnrnngo, ME>xico. Entomological assist:mt
in charge of the station established in the Laguna district of Mexico
for a study of tha pink bollworm of cotton. These studies are to be the
basis of control operations and are or the greatest irupot·tnnce in relatiou to the future handling of the very serious pink-bollworm problem. Ilis loss at this time would interrupt this very valuable piece of
work, antl in view of the conditions of isolation m1der which he lives
it would be mo t difficult to find anyone to take his place. Graduate
North Carolina Agricultural and Mechanical College, B. S.; pos tgrlluuate work at the University of FJot'ida, consisting of courses in
soil, physics, embryology, and entomology, leading to <}egree of U. S.;
served a.s a laboratory assistant to the entomologist of the Florida.
Experiment Station in connection with a number of citrus investi"'ations, velvet-bean spraying, and other insect investigations. During five
summer vacations was employed bv the North Carolin:1. Agricultural
and Mechanical College Experiment !:itation in the dairy, bacteriological,
and veterinary departments. Prior to present appoinlmcnt was l'ngaged
as entomological assistant in the Bur<:au of Entomolog,v in the fnvesti·
Ii'E DER.\L IIORTJCGLTCRAL BOARD.
gation of sugar-cane insects. For several months was Rtationed in Cuba
EllADICATIO~ OF COTTO~ BOLLWORM.
searching for parasites of sugar-cane insects for importation into the
United States. This work was of a novel nature and methods had to be
Plaut q1tara11tll~e inspectors (jlelil clean-ttp 1corl.;).
devised as it proceederl, requiring special study and special abllity. Five
The pink bollworm of cotton, undoubtedly the worst known insect years.
pest of cotton bas obtnined a limited foothold at a number of points in
Kenneth B. McKinney, Lerdo, Durango, Mexico. Is detailed to the
the State of '~l'exas. This department, under an emergency nppropria- station established in the Laguna district in 1\Iexico for a study of the
tion is making a vigorous attempt to exterminate the insect at these pink bollworm of cotton. These studies are to be the basis of control
restricted points, and has accumulated, with great di1Hculty under ex- operations and :u·e of (he greatest importance in relation to the future
isting conditions a nn.mber of technically trained men to direct such• handling of the wry serious pink-bollworm problem. His loss at this
field work of inspection and extermination. This work is of the utmost tjme would interrupt this n~ry valuable piece of work, and in ·v iew of.
importance to the future of the cotton crop of the United States, and the isolation und\!r which he lives it would he most difficult to find
it would be extremely difficult, ·u not impossible, to replace the men anyone to take bis place. Graduate University of 'fennessee, giving
engaged in th1.B work should they be lost to the department. These special attention to entom{Jlogy. Prior to present appointment wa.s
men have all gained . exrerience and developed capacity in this w_ork, engaged on tob:lcco-insect work . for the Bureau of Entomology t1nder
which involves technica knowledge of the pink bollworm and ability t emporary appotntmP.nts averaging about six months each for a pet'iol}
to recognize evidences of infestation by it in the field, in addition to of over four years. Three J ears.
the practical supervision of large numbers of laborers in the physical
work of destroying cotton and otheL' field clean-up · and· disinfection
operations. Although a nonassembled continuing civil service examina·
!XSECT ICIDil AXD FUXOICIDE BOAUD.
tion for plant quarantine inspector was announced November 14, 1!)17,
Kame, llome add1·ess, cha;·acter of toork, auil length oj sen:ice.
the Ust of ellg1bles resulting from this examination has not yet been
J. Louis Monarch, Washington, D. C. Performs the duties of an execsufficient to meet the needs. Even 11' it were possible to obtain a sufficient number of qualified persons, they could not, for a considerable utive assistant. Has charge of many details involved in the · developlength of time take the places of the men now enga~ed in this work ment of cases under the insecticid e act, and in the absence of the e.xecuwithout substantial material loss and detr·imcnt to tne adequate- and tlve officet· performs the administrative work of the Insecticide and ~iln
[icille Board, including the direction of inspectors and sample coil ctors.
effective operation of tbe service.
Deferred cla~slfication bas been requested by the department anti 1 •J.'he most important feature of his work is to re...-Iew the scientific data
presented by the se>eral branches of the board in connection with alnllowed by draft boards in the following cases :
leged violations of the insecticide act and to cooperate with them in the
:Name, home add1-ess, character of 1cor1.; (see general statement), and pr paration of charges. lias been employed by the board for seven
•
length of senioe.
years, and it would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to secure a
Herald M. Brund.rctt, Houston, Tex. Graduate Texas Agricultural man of similllr training and experience. Graduate of Georgetown Law
and Mechanical College, B. S. in agriculture, . pecializing in entomology School and admitted to 1he bar of the District of . Columbla.. Prior to
and horticulture. During one year was employed as instructor in ento- entering the service of the .board was employed in the office of the
mology in the college. One year.
. solicitor of this uepartment. Nine years.
Clifton C. Halbedl , Ilouston, Tex. Graduate Texas Agricultural and
REPORT OF COMMITTEE TO WAIT UPOX TIIE PflESIDE:XT.
Mechanical College, B. S. One year one month.
Wrathall K. Hanson, Houston, 'l'ex. Graduate Texas Agricultural
Ur. KITCHIX Mr. Speaker, your committee appointeLl to
and Mechanical College, B. S. in agriculture. Prior to enterin~ depart- wait upon the Pre ident and notify him that the House '\\as
ment service was employed for a short pe~;iod by the AmeriCan Refrigerator 'l'r:msit Co. as fruit inspector. Se>en and one-half mont hs. ready to adjourn and ask if he had any further communication
Lowell F. Locke, ilouston, Tex. Graduate New Mexico Agricultural to make, bas, in company '\\ith a like committee on the part of
Co11ege, B. S. in agriculture, cour e including ento~ology. P!·ior to
present appointment worked at a dry-land expenment statiOn at the Senate, performed that duty. The President wishes us to
Tucumcarih N. Mex.. for about 10 months, keeping soil, moisture, inform the Hou e that be has no further communication to make
crop, went er, and other recordR. Six and one-half months.
at this time.
'Valter Ohlendorf, Houston, 'l'ex. Graduate Texas Agricultural and
.AD.JO"GR~MEXT.
Mechanical College. B. S.; took a post-~raduate course at Cornell University, qualifying for M. S. degree. Pr10r to present appointment. was
The
SPEAKER.
The
hour of 5 o'clock having arriYeu, in
employed for a year and a half by the Texas Department of Agriculture,
being engaged in demonstration work in insect control, investigation accordance with the resolution heretofore adopted, the Chair
work on insects, agricultural-exhibit work, nursery inspection, and declares the House adjourned '\\ithout day.
other work of a similar nature. Six and one-half months.
Accordingly (at 5 o'clock p. m.) the House adjoul'De<l '\\ithout
Karl H. Townsend, llouston, Tex. Received high-school education
and studied Spanish on e ~·ear ; also studied chemistry and trigonometry uay.

John M. K emper, jr., Washington, D. C. . Aside from occupying. ~he
bonded statutory position of deputy dlsbursrng clerk, the re ponstbtlities of which require a person in whom the di bursing clc:>rk reposes the
utmost con!idence. this employee assists the Chief of the Division of
Accounts and Dl<5bursements in compiling 11.nd preparing the \arious
financial reports required of the Secretary of Agriculture from time to
time by Congr<:>~;:s and in the preparation of the annual estimates of appropriations. This work requires an intimnte knowledge of. the appro·
priations of the Department of Agriculture and the finanCial transactions of the Treasury Department, which information can he gained
only through years of experience such as this employee has hau. lie
also keeps the recor:l of allotments to the various bureaus of the department made in conformity with law by the Secre~ary from t~e regular apropriations and the war emergency appropnation provided by
Congress for stimulating agriculture and facilitating the distribution
of products. Mr. KempN' has been trained under the personal super·
vision of the Chief of the Divl<~ion of Accounts and Disbursements ~n
this work Qf the Department of Agriculture for years. Ten years s1x.
months.

,•
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EXECUTIVB COMMUNICATIONS, ETC.
By Mr. SWIFT: A bill (H. R. 13154) providing for the issuUnder clause 2 of Hnle :XXIV, executive communications were ance of certificate.· of record to the nearest of kin of deceased
enlisted men and w-omen of the world war; to the Committee on
tnkeu ft·om the Speaker's table and referred as follows:
1. A letter from the Secretary of the Trea nry transmitting Naval Affairs.
Also a bill (H. n. 13133) proYiding for the issuance of certifisupplemental estimnte of appropriation rf'quired by the Department of State for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1919 (H. Doc. cates of record to the nearest of kin of all <leceaseu soldiers
:Xo. 1338) ; to the Committee on Foreign .\ffair · and ordered to and nurses of the world w-ar; to the Committee on l\lilitary
Affairs.
be vrinted.
By Mr. FRENCH: A bill (H. n. 13156) to extend protection
2. A letter from the SE'C retary of the Treasury, transmitting
unuer the civil-rights act approved March 8, 1918, to soldiers
e~timate of appro1winti on to be included in the deficiency bill
or l-'ome other net which may be considered at an early date (H. and sailor. beyond the period set forth in said net; to the c~m
Doc. !'\o. 1340) ; to t he Committee on ApprOIH'iations and or- miUee on the Judicia1·y.
By l\lr. DILLON: A bill (H. ll. 13157) 'Prescribing the uuties
dered to he printed.
3. A letter from the •'ecretnr.r of War, transmitting a draft of of the E'ederal judges in cases tried by a jury ; to the Committee
on
the Judiciary.
a hill iucl'e:u; iil~ the trnYel allowance'3 of officers of the Army
By l\Ir. SWIFT: A bill (H. H. 13158) to incorporate the
(H. Doc. Xo. 1341) : to the Committee on Appropriations and
United States Platinum Corporation and to aid in the developor<leretl to be printed.
4. A letter from the Secretary of War, tmnswitting tentative ment of the mineral resources of Alaska, and for other purdmft of a bill uesigned to proYide intreased compensation for poses; to the Committee on the Public Lands.
By Mr. ALEXANDER: A bill (H. R. 13159) to further reguall cnntiillates for commi s::;ion in the Air Service (Aeronautics)
while reeeiving instrnction inYolYing flights (H. Doc. No. 1342) ; late radio communcation; to the Committee on the :\Ierchant
to the Committee on ~Iilitary Affairs and or<lered to be printed. l\larine and Fisheries.
By l\lr. FRENCH: A bill (H. R. 13160) to extend tllC provi5. A Jetter from the SE:'cretnry of War, transmitting report of
~'he A<"ijntnnt GE:'neral of the Army relatiYe to the financial and sions of the homestead la\YS touching credit for period of
other affairs of the Unite.! States Disciplinary Barracks nt Fort enli. tment to the soldiers, mu·ses, and officers of the Army, and
LeaYenworth, J,(aus., and fot· the Pacific and Atlantic branches the seamen, marines, nurses, and officers of the Navy and
thereof. for the 1iscal year ended June 30, 1918 (H. Doc. No. the Marine Corps of the United States who have served or will
J343); to the Committee on :Jiilitary .Affairs and ordered to be haYe seryed during the ''ar between the United States and Gerwinted.
'
many and Austria ; to the Committee on the Public Lands.
G. A letter frow the ...' £'cretary of \Yar, trnm;mitting w:ith a
By 1\lr. SINNOTT : A bill (H. n. 13161) for the erection of
letter from the 'hie f of Engineers report on preliminary a .:tatue in honor of Ferdinand Foch, marshal of Frant::c, in
exniuina~ion of !illamook Bay and RiYer and Hoquart.en Slough, Washington, D. C.; to the Committee on the Library.
By 1\lr. VESTAL: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 352) authoriz01·eg., with a v1ew to see:urin~ the most feasible channel from
the entrance to the city of Tillamook (II. Doc. No. 1344) ; to ing and permitting enlisted men of the Army, Nav-y. and l\larine
the Committee 011 HiYeJ·s nnll Harbors :md OJ'(leretl to be printed Corps to retain their uniforms; to the Committee on Military
with illustration ..
Affairs.
7. A Jetter from the CommisFiioners of the Di:trict of Columbia
By 1\lr. LUNDEEK: Resolution (H. Res. 4iJ2) authorizing and
transmitting a <letnile(l statement of the expenditures from the directing certain committees of the House to make investigations
appropriation for contin~ent expenses of the government of the relatiYe to employment qf labor; to the Committee on Rules.
District of Columbia for the fi."ral year ended June 30, 1918 (H..
Doc. No. 134iJ) ; to the Committee on the Di ·trict of Columbia and
PRIYATE BILLS AND HESOLUTIONS.
Ol'(let•ell to be printed.
·
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
. A letter from the .'ee:reta ry of \Yar directing attention to
the imp01·tance of the proYisions of H. H. ~37G (H. Doc. No. were introduced and severally referred as fol1ow-s:
By 1\Ir. ALEXA.1~DER: A bill (H. R. 13162) to authorize tile
1346) ; to the Committee 011 Reform in the CiYil Service and
ordered to be printe<l.
changing of the name of the . teamship Charlotte Gt·a'reraet
9. A letter from the Sec t·et<lry of th£' X:wy. transmitting a Breitunu; to the Committee on the 1\lerchant l\Iarine and
statement sho"ing for the first four months of the current fiscal Fisheries.
By l\1r. CURRY of Califol'llia: A bill (H. R. 131G3) for the
:rem· tlie average number of emplo;yees in each bureau and office
of the Navy Department propet·, at \Vn shington, receiving in- relief of Hobert L. Brantley; to the Committee on )lilitary
creased compensation at 1he mte of $120 per annum nncl the Affah·s.
By l\fr. BENJAl\liN L. FAIRCHILD: A !Jill (H. H. 13164)
aYerage nnmber by grades receiving the same at each other rtlte
(H. Doc. No. 1347) ; to the Committee on Appropriations nnd granting an increase of pen."ion to William niley; to the Comordered to be printed.
.
mittee on Invalid Pensions.
10. A lettet· from th(' ,'eC'l·etary of the ::Kavy, tran;.,;mitting a
By 1\lr. FIELDS: A bill (H. n. 13165) g•·anting an increase
statement showing, by burE:'nns and offices, a. of date November of pen ion to Da,·id Tipton; to the Committee on InYalid Pen- ·
15, J918, the nnmbe1· ::m<l ue ignation of persons employed under sions.
the appr·opriation fol" aduitional temporary employees, Navy DeBy 1\Ir. FRE:KCH: A bill (H. n. 13166) for the relief of
partment (H. Doc. No. 1348) ; to the Committee on Appropria· Kentuck Corbett; to the · Committee on War Claims.
tions and oruerell to be pl"inted.
By l\fr. GREEN of Iowa: A biU (H. n. 13167) grantinoo an
11. A letter from the chief clerk of the Court of Claims trans- increase of pension to Osmer A. Rose; to the Committe~ on
mitting a copy of the finding~ of the court in the case of'Nancv Invalid Pension~.
A. Lockwood, Edna l\I. 1\liller, and Charles K. l\lillel" heirs o.f
By l\11·. GRU,FIN: .A !Jill (H. H. 13168) grunting .a pf'nsion
Beujamin K. Miller, deceased (H. Doc. No. 1349); to'the Com- to 1\fatilda Lovey ; to the Committee on Inynlid Pensions.
mittee on War Claim and ordered to be priuted.
By 1\lr. KRAUS: A bill (II. R 13169) granting an inc1·ease
12. A lettet· from the chief clerk of the Court of Claims trans- of pension to A.lexander Little; to the Committee on Invalid
nutting n copy of the findings of the court in the case of George Pensions.
Jabez Daniels, son and ole heil" of Jabez J. Daniels deceased
By l\lr. LESHEH: A bill OI. n. 13170) gmnting a pension
again:t the United State: (H. Doc. ~o. 13i30) ; to the Committe~ to Elizabeth Sides; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
on War Clnirus.
By l\11·. S~~DERS of Indiana: A bill (H. R. 13171) grantinO'
13. A Jetter fwm the chief clerk of the Com't of. Claims trans- a pension to Elizabeth Hamilton; to the Committee on Invalid
mitting a copy of the findings of the court in the case of Alice Pensions.
By 1\fr. CLAim:: of l\lissomi : A bill (H. H. 13172) grantinoo a
Rash, <laughter of Humphrey W. Woouya:cd ueceased
against the United States (H. Doc. Ko. 1351) ; to the' Committe~ pension to Sarah ::\I. Johnson; to the Committee on Pensions. o
on "y<lr Claims.

"T·

PUBLIC BILLS, HESOLUTIONS, A~D i1IE;)10RIALS.
Under claul:ie 3 of Rule XXII, Dills, resolutions, and memorials
,,·ere introduce(] and severa11y referred as follows:
·
By l\lr. WI~GO: A bill (H. R. 13153) extending the time for
t11e con. truction of a bridge across t11e A.rkansas River, ut the
foot of Garrison Avenue, at Fort Smith, Ark.; to the Committee
on Interstate a.Ld Foreign Commerce.
LVI--738

Pl':TITIO~S, ETC.
Under c1t1n e 1 of Hule XXII, petitions and paperg wet·e laiu
on the Clerk's <le. k and referred as follows:
By l\Ir. DALE of New York: Resolutions of the Puttern
Makers' A..ssociation of New York and vicinity asking for the ·
}Jassage of the Smith-Bankheall biH provid ing for tbe vocational rehabilitation of workmen disabled by industria l accidents; to the Committee on Educntion.
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Also, petition of John I. D. Bristol, of Milwaukee, Wis., urging
the passage of House bill 5407 ; to the Committee on l\Iilitary
Affairs.
B::v 1\Ir. DALE of Vermont: Petition of Danville (Vt.) Grange,
No. 325, Patrons of Husbandry, favoring repeal of the postal-zone
law; to th-e Committee on Ways and l\Ieans.
By 1\Ir. ESSEN: Resolution adopted by Branch No. 3 of the
National Association of Post Office Laborers, of St. Louis, 1\Io.,
in favor of House bill 9906, providing for an increase in the
salary of post-office employees; to the Committee on Post Offices
nnd Post Roads.
By Mr. LUJ\"DEEN :• Memorial of a mass meeting of citizens
of Minneapolis protesting against armed intervention in Russia and asking immediate recognition of the soviet government; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
By l\lr. MOORE of Pennsylvania: Hesolutions and suggestions for the upbuilding of an American merchant marine; to
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce~
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By · Mr. STEEJ\"ERSON: Petitions in favor of H. R. 5407
and S. 4914 by the following: .J. A. Narum, J. J. Wade, and
Henry N. Jensen, of Detroit; H. El Webber, of Fergus l!'alls;
Willar·d S. Ward, of Minneapolis; T. l\1. McCall, l\Irs. H. E.
Newlanu, and Walter F. Banks, of Crookston, all in the State of
Minnesota; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
Also, petition urging early action and favorable reconsi<leration of S. 130, relating to officers' retired pay, etc., signeu by the
following: Charles Kittleson, M. Hunt, anu Charles Davis,
Civil War veterans; to the Committee on l\Iilitary Affairs.
By Mr. VARE: Motion adopteu at meeting of United Busine~s
Men's Association of Philauelphia, requesting passage of bill for
the retirement of civil Government employees; to the Committee
on Interstate and F~reign Commerce.
By Mr. YOUNG of North Dakota: Petition of R. H. Wood
and seven other citizens of Lakota, and of a number of citizens
of Fargo, N. Dak., praying for permission to the Pan Motor Co.,
of St. Cloud, 1\Iinn., to sell the balance of its capital stock; to
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

